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Message
du Président
du comité
du programme

V° Conférence internationale sur Ie SIDA

SOUSLE SIGNEDE LA SOLIDARITE

Entant que président du Comité du programmedela

V Conférence internationale sur le SIDA,je tiens d’abord à

vous remercier chaleureusement d’avoir accepté notre

invitation. Votre présence, ainsi que celle de vos nombreux

collègues, est un témoignage éloquent dela solidarité qui unit

tousles participants de cette rencontre exceptionnelle.

Il nous est permis, au-delà des mots, de croire que ce congrès

sortira vraiment de l’ordinaire. D'abord,par son ampleur :

plus de 10 000 délégués, 1 000 représentants des médias et

1 000 représentants de compagnies et d’organisations. Mais

surtout, par la philosophie profondément humaniste qui

l’animera.

L'observateur qui aura suiviattentivement, depuis Atlanta en

1985,la série de conférencesinternationales sur le SIDA, aura

noté à quel point ces rencontres se sont progressivement

décloisonnées. À l’origine, on s’en souviendra, la Conférence
abordait quasi exclusivementdes thèmes biomédicaux. Mais

graduellement, les chercheurs scientifiques ont dû se rendre à

l'évidence : le SIDA n’était pas seulement un problème
médical, mais aussi un drame humain.

Bien sûr, nous savons tous que la solution ultime verra

éventuellementle jour dans un laboratoire. Mais entre-temps,
qu'est-ce quele virologue ou le microbiologiste peuvent

proposer au sidéen et à ses proches pouralléger leur fardeau?

Pourlesaider à lutter contre l’ignoranceet l'intolérance qui,

chaque jour,se font plus présents? Noslaboratoires sont des

lieux d’espoir; notre conscience nous interdit de les laisser se

transformer en ghettos. Devantles extrémismes qui pointent à

l’horizon,il est de notre devoir à tous de contribuer à

l'élargissementet à l’approfondissement del’étude du SIDA.

Agir autrementserait inconscient, voire même cruel pour des

millions de gens qui tournent vers nous des regards chargés

d'espoir.

Le Congrès de Montréal innove donc en présentant

officiellement une perspective multidisciplinaire, que résume

bien son thème : “Le SIDA : défi scientifique et social.” Le

programmedela rencontre reflète précisément cette approche

intégrée, puisque 30 % des séances toucherontles divers

aspects sociaux du problème. Dilution du contenu

biomédical? Aucunecrainte n’est permise à ce sujet : dansles
seuls domaines de l’épidémiologie, des aspects cliniques et de
la recherche fondamentale, on compte plus d’une centaine de

séances et près de 550 conférenciers—plus que toute autre

rencontre auparavant. Miroir de cette nouvelle approche,le

recueil des résumés vous propose une somme de 5 539 textes

quis’attaquent tant aux dimensions médicales que sociales du

SIDA.



Plus humaine, donc, l’approche. Età la fois plus

internationaliste. Car avouons-le,il restaità la série de

conférences internationales sur le SIDA à véritablement

s’internationaliser. Avec le recul du temps,il nous apparaît

évident quele Tiers Monde n’a peut-être pas occupé toute la

place quilui revenait lors des précédentes rencontres.

Situation paradoxale quand on sait que la pandémie a des

conséquencesparticulièrement graves dansle Tiers Monde :

les plusrécentesstatistiques fontétat d’un taux d’infection
atteignant jusqu’à 20 % chez la population hétérosexuelle de

certaines grandes villes.

Lesorganisateurs de la conférence de Montréal n’ont pas
hésité : ils ont tout mis en oeuvre pour accroître la

participation du Tiers Monde. En consultant des chercheurs

des pays en voie de développement surles questions

d'organisation. En commanditant des conférences

préparatoires en Afrique, en Asie et en Amériquelatine pour

déterminerles attentes des chercheurs locaux face à

l'événement. Le Canada,par l’entremise de l’Agence

canadienne de développementinternational (ACDI) et de

différents organismes dans d’autres pays occidentaux, a aussi

apporté une assistance financière pour assurer cette

participation.

Enfin, nous avons veillé à ce que la Conférence demeure un

instrumentprivilégié poursensibiliser les populations, les

décideurs et les pouvoirs publics du monde entier. La

Conférence de Montréal utilise abondammentla technologie
audiovisuelle et des expositionsartistiques à desfins

didactiques. Elle innove aussi en facilitant une participation

hors murs du grand public. Toujours danscet esprit

d'ouverture sur le monde,les organisateurs ont établi que les

languesofficielles de la Conférence serontl'anglaisetle

français. Des traductions simultanées dans ces deux langues

sont offertes en tout temps,ainsi qu’en espagnol aux séances

plénières.

Dansla foulée des premières rencontres,la Conférence de

Montréal est elle aussi une tribune internationale favorisant

Péchange d’information. Mais plus encore, nous avons voulu

qu’elle se signale par une convergence sans précédent de

toutes les énergies et compétences disponibles. À l’heure de

l’interdépendance planétaire, au-delà des barrières

professionnelles et des divergences de toute nature, la

solidarité de la communauté internationale face au problème

du SIDA s’impose plus que jamais. Ce n’est qu’à ce prix que

des millions de gens démunis pourrontlégitimemententretenir

l’un des biensles plus précieux qu’il leurreste : l’espoir.

Richard A. Morisset, M.D.

Président du Comité du programme de la V° Conférence

internationale sur le SIDA



 

Message From
the Programme
Committee
Chairman

V International Conference on AIDS
UNDER THE BANNER OF SOLIDARITY

As Chairman of the Program Committee for the V

International Conference on AIDS,first let me cordially thank

you for accepting our invitation. Your presence here,

alongside your numerouscolleagues, attests eloquently to the

solidarity binding everyone attending this exceptional meeting.

For we have solid reason to believe that this conference will

really be an extraordinary one. First, becauseofits scope:

over 10,000 delegates, 1,000 media representatives and 1,000

corporate and organizational delegates. But aboveall, by the

profoundly humanistic philosophy guidingit.

Anyone whohas kept a close watch ontheseries of

International Conferences on AIDSthat began in Atlanta in

1985 will have noticed how these encounters have gradually

openedup.Originally, you will recall, the meetings dealt

almost exclusively with biomedical topics. Yet scientists soon

had to admit that AIDSis not simply a medical problem, but

also a human drama.

Naturally, we all know thatthe ultimate solution will

eventually cometo light in a laboratory. But meanwhile, what

can the virologist or microbiologist offer an AIDS victim and

his or her loved onesto ease their burden? To help them

combatthe ignoranceandintolerance they face, which are

growing day by day? Our laboratories are realms of hope; our

conscience forbids us from turning them into ghettos. Facing

the extremists looming to the horizon, we all have a duty to

help broaden and deepen research into AIDS.Toact in any

other way would be unconscionable,if not cruel to the

millions of people looking to us with profound hope.

The Montreal Conference represents an innovation in thatit

officially presents a multidisciplinary view neatly summarized

in its theme: “AIDS: A Scientific and Social Challenge.” The

program for this meeting accurately reflects this integrated

approach,since 30% ofthe sessions will deal with various

social aspects of the problem. Will this dilute its biomedical

content? That need scarcely be feared:in the fields of

epidemiology,clinical aspects and basic research alone, there

will be over 100 sessions and almost 550 speakers—more

than at any previous conference. Mirroring our new approach,

the collected abstracts cover a total of 5,539 papersthattackle

both the medical and social dimensions of AIDS.



Definitely a more human approach. Andat the sametime a

more international one. For we must admit that our series of

international conferences on AIDS haveyet had to become

genuinely international. With the passageoftime, it became

clear to us that the Third World may not have beenplayingits

full role at past meetings. This is paradoxical, since we know

that the pandemic is having especially serious consequences

in the Third World: the most recentstatistics indicate an

infection rate covering almost 20% of the heterosexual

population in some majorcities.

The organizers of the Montreal Conference have made every

effort to increase Third World participation. They have

consulted scientists from developing countries on

organizational matters. They have sponsored preparatory

conferences in Africa, Asia and Latin America to determine

whatlocal scientists expect from the event. Canada, through

the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and

various organizations in other western countries, has also

provided financial assistance to ensure Third World

participation.

Finally, we saw toit that this Conferencewill be a special

meansof raising the consciousnessofthe generalpublic,

decisionmakersand public authorities around the world. The

Montreal Conference will use a wealth of audiovisual

technology andart exhibits for educational purposes.It is also

innovating by makingit easier for the general public to

participate extramurally. In this same spirit of opennessto the

world, the organizers have decided that the Conference’s

official languages will be English and French. Simultaneous

translation into either language will be availableat all times,

along with Spanishat the plenary sessions.

Like its predecessors, the Montreal Conference is an

international forum promoting the exchangeof information.

But even more, we wantedit to signal an unprecedented

convergenceofall the available energy andskills. In the era

of the global village, leaving behind professional barriers and

differences of every kind,the international community’s

solidarity in confronting the problem of AIDSis more vital

than ever.It is at this price alone that millions of people can

legitimately nourish oneof their most valuable remaining

possessions: hope.

Richard A. Morisset, M.D.

Program Committee Chairmanofthe VInternational

Conference on AIDS
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Epidémiologie et santé publique
Epidemiology and Public Health   

Études séro-épldémiologiques: États Unis
Seroepidemiologie Studies: United States
M.A.0.1 ATIONRATE INAiv

OF YOUNG (1087. 1988).

McNeil,John*;Wann, F.**;Burke.D.
“Walter Reed Army Institute of Research Washington DC, USA; **SRA
Technologies, Alexandria . USA.

Toa 7 a, HIV

roconversion within a TetonofUS citizens who are Sodatected for:HIV
antibody (HTV-Ab).

Civilian 1 d all soldiers

routinely tested for HIV-Ab. Cwrentpoly stipulates repeat testing atneenna.A

 

 

 

total of 76,787 people tested negative for HIV-Ab on er November
subsequent 1, 1988. Th ag as5722
months. An incident case is defined {EIA
or WB-) and p in duplicate).
Results. Tweninty-“nine|seroconversions occurred over the observed period resulting in

1 Poisson CI: 0.42-0.90). Direct rateadjustment
by age to the standardUS Army p an annual IR

ethnicity, age between3620 years, male
gender. and being uunmarried. Investigation of specific behavioral risk factors for
 

  

conversion is in progre:
To the bestofour knowledge, military testing programs represent theCons à

opportunity tocbranatal 5pop he
method desc 1 f Army has 

remained stable1(0.rai1000) augiminterval years 1905.86, 1986-87, and 1987-88, and
inthis cohort of presumably

M.A.0.3 EPIDEMIOLOGY OFHIV INFECTIONIN ACTIVE DUTY ARMY
MEN AT NO SK 0IDENTIFIED RI

ni MeNeil, J.*, Bunin, J.**; and Brundage,J.*
*Walter Reed ArmyInstitute of Researc!h, Washington, DC, USA; **ATDS Program, National
Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Rockville, MD, USA.

Objective. Toivantrisk factors for HIV infection among HIV-Abpositive male soldiers at
no identified risk (NIR cr Hre infection andrandomly selected HIV-Ab negative controls.

ge proportion
hontosexualityBbisexuality,IV drug use,,hemophilia,tblood transfusions, or sexualwithHIV.with
 

M.A.0.2 SENTINEL HOSPITAL SURVEILLANCE FOR HIV INFECTION IN THE
UNITED STA’ EARLY CROSS-SECTIONAL FINDINGS
‘St. Louis, Michael E.; Rauch, KJ; White, CR; Anderson, JE;

Dondero, TJ: and the Sentinel Hospital Investigation Group. Centers for
Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia

Objective.
in a systematic sample of persons
self-deferral (ae are military recruits and
Methods. In a nationwide selection of urban hospitals, blood specimens left
over after routine testing from patients with conditions thought unlikely to
be associated with Ainfection were sampled and anonymously tested for
antibody to HIV-1 by yme immunoassay and Western blot.

in 1987 and.1988, blood specimens from 45,483Perec in 21

hospitals tn 19 metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) 1

To assess the pattern of HIV infection in the metropolitan U.S.
not influenced by self-selection o

blood donors).

 
omantibody to HIV. Adjusted to the age, sex, and race dietribeties of the
U.S. population, HIV seroprevalence at these hospitait ranged from 0.2/1000
to 33.7/1000, with a median rate of 5.6/100 The io of seroprevalence in
Blacks to Whites at each hospital ranged from 0 to 75, with a median rate

The distribution of HIV infection in the metropolisen U.S. is
highly heterogeneous and does not strictly follow the pattern of AIDS cases;
some..urban .areas_have..very_highconcentrationaofHIV=tafectedpersons.

M.A.0.4 EVALUATION OF THE ESTIMATED NUMBER OF HIV INFECTIONS USING
A SPREADSHEET MODEL AND EMPIRICAL DATA.
Timothy J Dondero, St Louis M, Anderson J, Petersen L,

Pappaioanou

AIDS Proseaa‘center for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

Objective To evaluate oxieting estimates of total HIV infections in a given
general pop tion for co denre empirical data from a variety of
demographic and behavior:tal subgr:
Methods Using as examples three dating estimates of the total US HIV
prevalence enginsfrom jus000 te 3,000,000, which were derived from
 

 

  

personsatris! A.
positive soldiers and m FIV. Ab voluntary
anonymous andconfidential survey ofdeepens,mc1history,dguse, sexual history,
and other bel arsit nm. Civilian were blinded to the
HIV-Abstatus
Results. Twenty(6.Baof26cCases and 9 (12.2%)¢of 74 controls reported engaging in
behaviors associated with creased ri fection. Conditional logistic regression

led significantris ofHIVRon was Independenily associatedywi aging in sex
ithmen (adjustedOuRatio (OR)=44.7, p=.03), engagingin se: ig users,

(ORL,8,~02), be: oo‘OR=14,5, p=.02), and engaginginin sex that caused one or
both partners to bleed((OR=8.6, p=.
Conclusion. Results Suggest that Bins,in the Army canbe reclassified into traditional risk
cate Study designs that¢are notonly
confidential, |but al d ip q y oftisk factor
 individuals

information canKi potentially incriminating.
P EE

MEASURING LEVELS AND TRENDS OF HIV INFECTION IN THE GENERAL
POPULATION BY MONITORING HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN PRIMARY CARE
OUTPATIENT

Petersen, iyle* ; Dondero t.*; Engel R.** and Herring y.*
Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA,

Laboratories, Needham Heights, Massachusettes, USA

Objective. To monitor nationwide levels and trends of HIV infection by
surveillance of an accessible segment of the general population not selected
on the basis of HIV risk factors and not self-selected.
Methods. On January 3, 1989, we began a blinded HIV seroprevalence surve
using 100, 000 outpatient bloodSpecinens 8ubmitted annually by 15,000 primary
care physicd ing to a national commercial laboratory for complete blood count
(CBC) or hematocrit determination. “CRC or hematocrit specimens are most
drawn during routine physical examination or for anemia evaluation in women.
At the laboraarorys specimens are chosen systematically -- stratified by
gender, age, geographic region —~ from a pool of >5,000,000/yr from a
geographicarea“ee includes 85% of the US populstion. a national
computer work, rogram selects specimens, relabels them to
elininateLdentitying data, stores relevant demographic and clinical
information, and finallylinks this
Results. A total of 3 (0.64%) of theBree 463 annee tested we
seropositive. The first 30,000 samples will be a zed and compared with
results from other national population-based or sentinel studies
Conclusion. Primary care outpatienio may be t
accscstble population for HIV surveillance.
18 a relatively inexpensive method t
general population.

M.A.0.5

**Damon Clinical

 

 

 

ative
ry-based surveillance

o monitor HIV levels and trends in the
Ofthefirst 463 specimens, 0.64% were seropositive.

oaches, we converted these estimates to
“expected” percentages (prevalences) of netotal population infected. We
then further broke these percentages down ge a

and sex-specific seroprevalence dat:
hospital populations, arriving at a series of demographic cells each with
“expected” prevalence rates. We then oorhearthese “expected” values with
‘corresponding empirical HIV data from child women, ambulatory care

 

Conclusion While no unbi ta exist that directly measure thePaty
prevalence in the general population, nor such da ely soon, several

ir mathematical models and direct approaches used t
t is important to evaluate these

estimates for consistency with empirical data which were not used in making
the estimates. Our evaluation method suggests that US estimates in the
vicinity of 1.000,000 are currently most plausible,

M.A.0.6 PREVALENCE AND ESTIMATED INCIDENCE RATES OF HIV
INFECTION AMONG CIVILIAN APPLICANTS FOR US MILITARY
SERVICE: CURRENT STA’

Brundage.John*;Gardner,L*:Burke,D*;SonaIvWaininerr‘Goldenbaum,”
“Walter Reed Army inue of Research,Ro DC, USA,"US Military Enrance
Proce Command, North Chicago,ilfinols, USA.

Objective. To estimate current status and recent trends ofcme
Incidence gr among young adults reprasei itary service.

ince October 1985, appraximately 2 million lienappicants for US military
en screened for no to HIV ring|routine pre-inductionoat

examinations. Observed se jalences document cumulative Infection i
and in demographically and geographically Gefinadgroup Trends in age- andon
year-specific seropirevalonces document infection incklence rates. Univariate and
multivariate methods are used for summary er @ .
Heaults. During the first three years of screening, the overall seroprevalence was
1.4/1000. Seropositivity was significantly associated with age, ann.gender, and
residence n and populationan Prevalences among 17 and 1 oe wore

m age 18 to 31. Serena praveloncos wecomparable, then“increeaed mond lty from
blakMonhispanic (BNH) appl

Ind alot east

and infection

among males, among

bi m:
rary applicantscscreening data provide unique, up-to-date insights into the

Gistribution, rateof spread of the infaction ic among US young
adults. Infectionbtren adratrates of new infection are greatest among BNH young adults.
Effects of blas (e.9., self selection) will be discussed.
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Lundi 5 juin Section A Monday, June 5

Séance thématique. . Epidémiologie et santé publique
Specialty Session Epidemiology and Public Health

SIDA/VIH : le sang et les prodults sanguins
AIDS/HIV: Blood and Blood Products

THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF TRANSFUSION~ASSOCIATED (TA)
M.A.0.7 erFD AIDS i ReA.*? E J.B.* and M.A.0.8 IN THE UNITED STA’ATES

national surveillance countries Mard,John*; Reisler Karon, J#*
*WHO Collaborating Centre on AIDS, Paris, France. ;pconters eoee1heeYonoo, Atlases, Georgia, aecolumbia School of

ublic t

Œiective: To investigate the specific of European “a + New USA.
fus iated AIDS and to estimate the mean incubation period. Objective. Describe operaand disease characteristics for TA-AIDS cases.

Methods: Details (sex, age at , dates Methods. case reports to CDC through December 29, 1988 were reviewed.

diagnosis, and disease presentation) of transfusion associated (TA) AIDS ny LT cases was adjusted for reporting delays.
cases were the AIDS surveillance . Cases with Results. Through 1988, 2,032 adults wit! were reported to CDC (3%
other recognized risk factors, non-Europeans, Europeans i in of 81,065 adult AIDS ). Adjusted for reporting delay, the estimated

tri in transmission is predeminant, cases mltiply- number of TA-AIDS cases increased rapidly thru 1987, but has since remained
transfused over a pariod > 1 month and cases incampletely i were steady at 270/cases/quart: 0! A—ATDS 8 who received

were and the mean incubation creened negative for RIV antibody, 33 had other riske for infection.
period is to be estimated by method. Compared to other c » TA wes tended to be 8 ve 35 yrs,

ts relate to 230 cases reported by the end of 1987 =.001), white (74% ve 58% p=.001) and female (37% ve 10% p=.001).
in 13  cuntries (58% of all European cases reported in the dian incubation period was 48 moni (range 1-126 +) and was shorter

for cases age 60 or older t younger sdults (43 vs 51 months p=.001), Of" by the same date). An excess of males (M:F ratio =
1.4:1) is almost by thoee aged 50 years and over
(56.1% af TA cases); children

diagnosis in

allowing
ser (to end 1988).

M.A.0.9 BLOOD AND PLASMA Dao AMONG A COHORT OF IV DRUG USERS

Nelson, Kenrad E. v D., Margolick J., Bernal,» Viahi M.

The ALIVE Study,.‘Johns Bopkine University, Baltimore, MD.
  

Objective. we describe the recent history of blood and plasma donation

among a cohort of active IV drug users (IVDU's) enrolled in an HIV natural

history study.

hods. A cohort of active IVDU's was recruited for a prospective natural

as study of HIV infection from street outreach, clinice and hospitals

‘ug treatment pro:

by year was correlated with
, medica symptoms, stignata

Results. Overall 398 (24.7%) participants were HIV seropositive at
baseline: 459 individuals had donated"blood or plasma in the past 10 years.
of VDU's donati between 1985 and 1988, 215 (eT. 8%) fonated at a con-
Rerelal Plasma center, 80.4% had stigmata of drug u S (9.4%) were HIV

seropositive at entry into study, and 8 (40%) of 20.seropositive 0:
donors had CD4 levels below 500. 5 (4.0%) of 128 IVDU's donating in
1987-88 were aIVseropositive
Conclusion. Our data indicate ‘that blood and plasma donations among active

VDU's is common. Altho IVDU's who are HIV seropositive have lower

rates of recent donations, increased efforts o exc ‘s fron
donor pool by education and discontinuation of paying plasma donors seen

warrante:

a
s

x ®

M.A.0.11 ROUTINE 6-MONTH MONITORING FOR BLOOD TRANSMITTED
CTION

; Mozzi F.; Bellobuono, A.; Vianello, L.; Zanella, A.;van tti
Sirchia, G.;

Centro Trasf. Immunol. Trapiant, Osp. Policlinico, via F. Sforza, 35, 20122 Milano(Italy)

 Qbjective. To monit fh blood fro
regular donors lected at 3levels: 1) informatio weicky behaviorforey cercle.
sion, 2) physical examination and confidentialface-to face interview, 3) HIV 1-antibody
screening (ELISA). Methods. Pretransfusion: informed consent obtained to follow-up 
medical audit team visiting the ward:ds daily;aftertransfusion: H [Vi-an:body
screening. Repeated ELISA positive results are confirmed by Western blot (WB) techni

consi HV)infection by blood. Results. In Jan 1986-Jun 1988
(18% of all transfused iin our setting) transfused\with 5309 blood units performe tl

1 otherdy
3 mo

urv. a bland unite fr 0d, ho 1-12 dian & dientated

tu 38 ofth
¥

anti-p15 or -p24 reactivity (28 cases) and overt seroconversion (1 case), None of the
monitored patients became HIV! positive. Conclusion. In our setting blood-borne HIV

to identify infectious, antibody negative donors.
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d dementia. TA-AIDS c: h tia were older than those with other
diagnoses (64 vs 57 yre p= . matched by gnosis of P. ini
meumonia and controlled for age, more TA-AIDS cases were dead at the tine

f diag! han es infected other routes ( 14%, p=.001)
Conclusion , Al: gh cases recently ected wi are few, TA:
continue to be diagnosed. HIV infection should be considered fortransfusion
recipients with paexPiained weight loss or dementia. A low in 0:

AID transfusion recipients may delay recognition of HIV

related opportunistic illnesses.

M.A.0.10 PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF.forEMPORARY SCREENED
BLOOD DONORS FOR ‘7 HIV INFECTION

*“;Eble,B." FUirich, P.";ElAmad,2.*;
Perkins ,H.”” and
"university of EVE‘ana “Irwin Memorial Blood Centers, San

ancisco, California, USA.

Qbjective. To monitor the persistent risk of HIV infection from
transfusions of screened donor blood.
Methods. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PMC) were routinely

ened blood
toreplicate

rom each © donors. ols were
cultured for HIV under conditions shown to recover virus from

. of December, 1988, 47,963 screened donor specimens
were Ea.sessed, of which d FL
co-culture analysis. A singl
single donor, was reproducibly curture Positive;wiv detection
was confirmed by polymerase chain reaction analysis of pre- and
pos iture cells fr pool.

Occasional infected donors are missed by current
historical and serologic screening. This ongoing study will
eventually analyze 200,on screened donations, aliowing for an

estimate 0: persistent risk of transfusion"
tranamittea HIV infections. {Supported by NHLBI Contrac 6:

M.A.0.12 no LATE SEROCONVERTERS AMONG HIV-NEGATIVE PATIENTS
AT BONN HEMOPHILIAC CENTER.

*; Niese,D*; Brackmann,H.H.**;

Euler,P.**; van Loo,B.**, Kamradt ,T.* Lis
“Universitätsklinik Bonn, FRG, **Institu für experinentelle
Hämatologie, Bonn, FRG, **“*Massachusetts Institutes of Technology

 

Objective. To investigate the possibility of late seroconversion

in patients exposed to HIV.

Methods. In 1984, 322 out of patients treated at Bonn
nter were negative for HIV. Frog that time, only wet

heat-treated or chemically treated Factor VIII preperetions have

n used except two patients who seroconverted à 5. Since
1986, the remaining 320 patients have peen testtedtorHIV. by both

Elisa and Western Blot at intervals of 3 to 6 m
o seroconversion|occurr
7A eat number of HIV-negative henophiliacs have been

exposed|to Hiv-contaminated Factor VIII reparations until 1984.

The lack of any seroconversion after a 5 years’ rvation period
suggestbat late seroconversion might not be of.great epidesiolo-
gic significance.
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Autres rétrovirus : VIH-2 et HTLV-1/1I
Other Retroviruses: HIV-2 and HTLV-I/l

M.A.0.13

National Center for STD, Dakar, Senegal.

OBSERVATIONSONTHENATURALHISTORYOF HIV-2
RichardMarlink*. Thior Le;ibyEsT.**; NDoye**; Kanki P.*; Romieu L*; et al.

USA, * i i 

hart of West pains

ving alypadSTDas HIV-2 +

180 seronegatives, we have collected detailed —

 

Objective: Ti à à

over time the incidence of clinical and laboratory

Methods: Staring in 1965, we enrolled female prostitutes

tched(1{1:2matching rato) with HIV-2
 

 

 

131 pronase, Conti being gathered.
f ates prosti available io due for CBCS end

po mie demon:

HIY2+ HY2:
Mean period of observation 27 months 31 months

Chronic diarrhea (# cases) 0 0
Weight loss > 10% 1 1
Chronic fever ° 0

. lymphadenopathy 0

been no uscd of ARC. ot AIDS-like liness. Various‘rious minor health problems were not unique to either the

seropositive or seronegative group. etpearabatmal LVL PO erquitter

HTLV-I, HIV-1 AND HIV-2 SEROPREVALENCES IN GUADELOUPE
M.A.0.14 FRENCH "WEST INDIES ,

Seresa” i veillent, ve" 5 Dindinaud, c.* 3 Bazillou,

  M.* 3 Zagury,

* CHU La Milatrie, poitiers, France;*Université Curie, Paris, France.

Objective. To estimate the range.of retroviral infections in Pointe à

Pitre, Guadeloupe, French West Indie:
Methods. This seToprevalence study was5 undert.taken at the hospital centre in
Pointe à Pitre er, 1987. Two hundred forty seven sera from pa-
tiente presenting for routine outpatient care were ted. None of these
patients was d: wing AIDS or adult ell leukemia/1
8 re screened by ELISA for antibodies to HTLV-I (DuPont), HIV~] (Abbot)
and HIV~2 (Pasteur). All sera reactive in either test were confi: =
tern blot ( testing. Sera from patiente with am reactivity were
subjected to HIV-1 a: en detection by ELIS, eur)

© HTLV-I and HIV-1,
with HTLV-I and HIv-1,

 

 

 

 

 

 

lymph nodes, ly, ome seropositive V-L hes
TSP.

c ing for nationality, in the clini we performed a
| i The mean T4 values

lower in the seropositivaetet this wae aot Rec aftr ctfente fon the akehere A significant

Sievation, mas notedinTS values for the seropostives after the adjustment, No prostitute tested demonstrated
absolute T4 values in the abnormal range.

Conclusions: d in di
development between i i is cohs Th 7 ective ch:

hi D j pr it i i HIV-2 infected
individuals.

M.A. 0.15 EPIDEMIOLOGYOF Hiv-2 IN FEMALE PROSTITUTES IN SENEGAL
“ne Phys”; M'Boup, S””, Romieu, |.°, Marlink, R.", Siby, T™,

Essex, M’, et. al. * School of Public Health, Boston, MA, USA,
university of Dakar, DakarSenegal

Objective. HIV-2 is the predominant an retrovirus in Der pars of West sta Although HIV-2
shares raarenes ropawh HIV-1 à also appears hott Important bio!
differences We have followed a large group registered femaleProstitutes (n>1300) In Dakar,
Senegaltotobetter undeadtheapeaof HIV-2.

men registered

 

ince 1985, sll wo! the Institute Hygiene Sociale In Dakar, Senegal we:
enrolled In‘ne Study. Physical exai ,ations,uestionnaires regarding risk and sexual behaviorwereware

ini and serum samples obuained for STD and retrovirus examination semi-annually, Coun-
selling and condom distribution began in late 1986 and data regarding efficacy of intervention was
obtained subsequ

9.9% HIV-2,
1.2% HiV-1 and 0.5% HIV-1/2. The (73%), with 21% fromMajority of native Senegalese

nalhies. The Mann agewas34yrs range 21 and the mean ye:
Prositutlon 6.7 yrs, range1-19. Lv poate roanworortobeoar (OFe.8nc

non-Senegaie88 (OR»1.79). The number of years of prostitution not significamty relat
S. nm all cei not eaeTe

was slow as judged jess than 2% seroconversion
id M, croumelsion.atioolng and scarti-

significantly from that of HIV-1. These differences inciude the risk factors for infection,rates of trans-
mission and clinical outcome.

M.A.0.17 HIV! and HTLV! ANTIBODY PREVALENCEIN A US
_ POPULATION SURVEY: NHANES-II

Saxinger, Cari*; McQuillan, G.**; Haddon, W.**; Murphy, R.**, Bodner
A*** and Gallo, R.*

 OBJECTIVE. T f human LV! and HIV!
in a representative+ mnpliné of the US.Popul
METHODS. Samples were collected 1976-1980 by the NCHSusing population-based

les werescreened by
an the mean vere

stera blot. Samples were scored positive irearth by immunoblot with
p24and envelope. HTLVI positive samples were also tested for HILV2titer Analyses of
correlation between HTLV’HIV race, sex, loc
population size, inco: ducation were ‘per!rfor.
RESULTS. One HIV1 positive serum from an individual‘vith HIV risk factors was identified.
un furtheranalysis was performed. Twenty individuals were seropositive for HTLV1. None

peared HTLV2 specific.mt seropositivity wasstatistically higher in blacks
(ork tozs-t20, oevpn 9261 0.12%
0.05-0.20)). HTL’ her f 45
We for white [0.27%“009-0.‘46,95% CI.asad blackHi89% to.49-3iepersons.
CONCLUSIONS. Significantnumbersof HTLV sero-reai ive personsexist in re,

aly than HIVE. The underiyin
d age and race, were similar Lo TWDAiin
the US. and otherWTLV“endemic populeiions Mode of transmission of HTLV1, thoughtto
be similar to HIV! in AIDS risk groups, is unknown in the normal US. population

 

 

No
= ag foi er, 2 seraàshowed indeterminate HIV-

WB patterns, one which was also indeterminate for BIV-! WB (p24 band alo-
ne} The other was seropositive for both ‘I and Hiv-1, TheseHIV=2 WB
patterns lacki: velope protein reactivities had core protein bands (p26,

). Only one HTLV-I leterminate interpretation with a core

protein band (p19) alone. All BIV-1 antigen detec 8 were negative.
nclusion. 1t would be important for public health authorities to evaluate

regularly with large seroepidemi.Ologic surveye t e diseemination of
retroviral infections in these French overseas territor

SEROPREVALENCE DU VIRUS HTLV-1 DANS LA POPULATION GENERALE
DE SiX PAYS D'AFRIQUE CENTI

esters, M"; Durand, J.P."

M.A.0.16

Audoin + Jos:
.eae|iamatonlARecherches Médicales, BP 769, Franceville, Gabon;

; Porte, P.""";

* Cent Came
phnefPointe Noire,‘Congo, Elf Luanda, Angola, **** OCEAC Yaoundé, Cameroun.

. Evaluer ee HTLV-1 au Tchad, au Cameroun, en Guinée Equatoriale, au
“Gabon, au Cons ste

enquêtes on été réalisées parmi la learntgénérale adulte selon la
AOvn sondage rappes. La recherche d'an a été réalisée dans le
serum par ELISA (Dupont de Nemours), un serum positif ‘alt ‘nau retesté par western
blot (Dupont). {critères de positivité anticorps antl-noyaux et a oppe

onnes vivant en zones rurales oeutes,ont pu être ainsi
sélectionnées. Les taux bruts de séroprévalence varient de u Tchad et au Nord du

meroun à près de 12% parmi les populations vivant dane|la‘forat sale (Sud
Cameroun, Gabon et Guinée Equatoriale). Les taux de séroprévaience augmentent avec l'âge
uniquement dans les zonesoe forêt. Aucune différence entre les taux mmasoulinset féminins
ajustés par ragerna été rvée.

vaste“artS200épidémiologique sur 6 pays a permis de préciser ds
répartition ‘duris & de foi
séroprévalence parmi ee viatiations vivant en différents
cofacteurs pouvant expliquer cette repartition ainsi que les répercussions pathologiques
d'unetelle endémie seront discutés.

M A 0 18 IUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY (HIV) AND HUMAN T=LYMPHOTROP IC
“— TECane VIRUSES iNDONSDPEAR! NG WOMEN: TESTS OF

25hi INSECUT IVE NEW
Stevens, Roy; Ns Berns, D., oon Pass, K, New York State
Health Dement‘Albany, U.S.A.

Qbjective. To descrIbe the prevalence of HIV and HTLY-1/11 Infection
In childbearing women | w York State.

Dupl icate serum samples were eluted from dried blood spots
obtained from anonymous Infants at birth. Sampies were examined
simultaneously by EIA for HIV and HTLV-1/11 antibody. React
“ere ested by micro western blot wit!
(Cytotech) antigen from cell Line CM10J2
Specimens with HiV blot bends at 24 and 41 and/or20/160 Kd or HTLV-
1/11 bends st 24 and 46aand/or 61/68 Kd were Ss positive.
Test results and data ternal age, race, ethnicity and birth

were ana zedon @ main freme computer.
. HIV antibody was detected In 143 (0.58%) newbornst HTLY-1/11

In 59 (0.24 In only 5Bothhonribogles were found
ity at 1.1 (HIV) and 0.46° CHTLY=1/11), In
ete rural communities. Prevalenc

antibodies to each virus also differed according to maternal
race/ethniclty.

ut 6 of every 1000 women giving birth in NY State are
Infected with AW 3 are infected with HTLV-1/11 end 0.2 with both.
The geographic and ractai/ethnic distribution of the viruses describe
differences in prevalence and transmissibility.
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L'évolution de la politique en matlère de santé publique : Où nous sommes-nous mépris? Où allons-nous?
Analysis of Public Health Pollcy for the Prevention of AIDS: Where Have We Gone Wrong? Where Do We Go from Here?

M.A.0.19 ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY FOR THE PREVENTION2 AIDS:
WHERE HAVE WE GONE WRONG? WHERE DO WE GO FROM H

Chairpersons:P,(Berkeley, USA), Bertino Somaini (Bern,
Switzerland)

Panelists:. Ronald Bayer (New York, USA), Randy Shilts (San Francisco,
USA), John K. Watters {san Francisco, USA)

The AIDS pandemic has presented us with a major challenge. Often this
‘chal lenge has been met with a less-than-adequate response. Yet, in the
midst of many failures, there have been many remarkable successes where, in

of
instituted changes. They, through courage, have advanced the cause of HIV
iprevention and care. They will analyze specific issues that they have
encountered review the problems faced, from where they came and how they

‘ome. The ultimate purpose wil] be to enable us all to better
iapproach the problems of the future through review of past successes and
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Tests de dépistage du VIH dans les ciiniques de MTS
HIV Testing In STD Clinics

M.A.0.20 EOEEENCE OF HIV AMONG CLIENTS STISEXUALLY
ED DISEASES (st) CLINICS 15 THE UV.

Here Onorato,Il.M.*; Sweeney,P,het ’ ‘and State and
Local Health Departments, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA.

objective. To determine HIV seroprevalence in cltente attending STD
ek

Infor: sex, age , city and risk expos: groupe

for HIV etion ng ected on approximately 100,000 clients.
sults. Preliminary results from 9,494 STD clients in ‘rom 4

Tegions si d SMS fic HIV seroprevalence rates anged From wu

re seen in males coi*
female id 13% in Hispanice compared to 62% in whites 5% in babe.

Ratee increased with o 44 8. HIV seroprevalence among clients
whose ris! ‘iors were unknown or stated was 4.0% compared to

Concli . esultse s t STDclinice see large numbers of
clients infected with BIV. Seropositivity in STD cliente whose risk
heviors are unknown or h be adequately aace:

interpretation of results difficult and may represent a lini of
blinded sur weed ys eded to target prevention

activities and fo tren n HIV infection. Complimentary nonblindedlow ds
surveys are needed to obtain devetied information on risk behaviors.

M.A.0.22

‘oster,L.*. *Oregon HealthDivision Po
Dive, Portland, Orego: S.A.

HIVBNNEECTED

BennerD**;OT+Gould, J.* Cassidy, D.**,
U.S.A.

Qblective. To determine the characteristics of HIV infected (HIV+) sexually transmitted
disease (STD)clients who decline HIV cor nseling and testin:

From6/88 igthrough 9/88, all STD clients at Portland’s major public STD clinic
were offerred CT. The HIV antil status for clients declining this service
determined festesting blood routinelydrawn r syphilis serology after personal identifiers

ed. All test ts wi linked With risk, demographic, and previous HIV
testing information provided

e 1740 clients offered H 1 (37%) accepted. glj®ee
oi clients we ArrmtUs)de) HVT.
he: ual clients w (10/1581). aymen
clients,“put 730) (45/56) iHive«"clients, 80% (33
andEC(27, of HIV+cl: been
not be: mented. revior uninfected gay men to agree to HIV-CT [47%
O/15)vs. 40% 69772, PrtHowever,ave gay men who had been tested previously
were 3.7 times jess likel uninfected gayy men to agree to HIV-CT (16%
4/25)de 5m{19732x pedi)ay+any Cane hed been tested previously and who

ofinfection ss likely than comparable uninfected
aay mn toagreetoAVC [I12%¢onees 73%ni1/15); p=,COOL).

compri 5%58/1740)ofofail
of HVCents declin: V-CT

EEEares STD HIV Prevention efforts that focus on testing may become
re STD ci , STDHiV+.

Sie know they are infected but continueto practice iver sex.

M A 0 24 CENTRES DE DÉPISTAGE ANUNYME El GRATUIT FRANCAIS -
se BIL NTRES PARISIENS - VILLE DE PARIS

Cavelier » Ancelle-Park R.**, Helal H.*, Loyque J.*,
poinserd K.*, Pretet S.* tcai
*D.A.S.E.S., Paris, France ; **Centre collaborateur 0.M.S.-Europe SIDA, Paris

Objectifs. 1° Qui a consulté ces centres esépistege volontaire? 2° Pourquoi?
Matériel et méthode. Les 4660 sutcqucetion gires anonymes exploitable
plis Facultetivenent ber les 5101 premiers consultants (91%) entre avril et
octobre 198
Résultats et “analyse. L'anonymat semble avoir plus intéressé que la gratuité
90% ont une protection sociale ,
ésidant en Île de France, 53: vent seuls (comme 50% des parisiens), Clien-

tèle ciblée jeune, âgée pour 47% entre 20 et 29 ans, masc 68%, et parti-
ulièrement exposée eu : toxicomanes 8% dont 1% homosexuel et toxico-

e, 14% homosexuels, 1 xuels, 62% hétérosexuels(les) dont 2% b
sexuelles. 82% des consultants n'utilisent jsmais ou m préservatif. Les
emmes l'utilisent moins que les 0.02) homosexuels, bisexuels
hétérosexuels, même q nt
ples et 64%
sexuels l'utilisent régulièrement peur M3 d'en sultent par
souci personnel 80%, 70% ven n primo-dépistage. 253aéroponitats
VIH} au Western Blot ont étédépistésG,4%) et ont été orientés vers ur
suivi médical et payenjo-social
Conclusion. Cette se sur la responssbilisation individuelle,
Quele que ecient lea résultats du test, les individus, exposés au risque,
sont encouragés à modifier leur conduite et non à répéter le dépistage.

SURVEILLANCE OF HIV INFECTION USING A NETWORK OF SENTINEL
PHYSICIANS: A mcrPROJECT JN THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

M.A.0.21
oe artemen

munautaire, Hépital du St-Secrement, Québec, Québec, Canada
nté Com-

Qbiective. To evaluate the utility of a network of sentinel physicians for
the surveillance of ay infection tn the Province of Quebec

jay , Physicians worki \ four different
centres (3 in Montreal ‘and 1 uebec city) provided anonymous data on
each patien submitted uv‘serotesting (Total N=1386). The “following

rial results, country of birth, residence, age,
sex, indication for ‘testinng, sexualon entation, number of sexual partners,
past history of STD and of HIV t
Results. The following table presenae the distribution of identified risk
factors in"Ive (96/1386-6.9%) Pind HIY- (1290/1386=93.1%)patients:

e*
SexeMale 96.8% 69.1% 13.5
Homo or bi al 93.6% 42.1% 20.2
presence of symptoms 19.1% 1.7% 13.7
Previou 56.3% 39.1% 2.0
Previous HIV testing 37.9% 3. 3% 2.0
3-10 sexual 2% à }tners 27. 0.9%
Median age=t0_ears in both groups; **prevalence odds ratio (p<0.0

is surveillance network appears to identify the main “actors
associated vith HIV seroopositivity. Its future deevelopment
Province of Quebec should a © monitor adequately HIV infection and
eventual changes in risk factors in order to adjust preventive programs.

HIV-1 SEROPREVALENCE IN SEXUALLY TRANSITITED DISEASE ome
CLINIC PATIENTS IN C TH gro
Y Schoenbach , D Weber M Mittal G Kggh”

U of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, "Ne;
S.A.

Objective. To 2alresPileSTD and HIV-1 risk factors in
patients actenatng à ublic STD clinics in North Caroling(NG).

ne 8/25/68 a90/5/88, 3124 consecutiveperte
syphilis es blood sample ormecreened HIV. uioe“208
completed an anonynor 1 self- tered que:
seropositivity was defined as tepeatedly-positive EIA.(Electromucleonies)

RIA positive for p24 and
. udy population characteristics were:

18% White; median ag
i ¢

M.A.0.23

Nery betheeda, MD,

 

55% men; 79% Black,

Seropositivity rates
V drug users)

ca ntly“heteronsnual mena reporting
hilis treatment, andsues gcases) among ot! Sex:

women, respeactive),

osite-sex partners Gis,at), no condom use (52%

partners (384,PU sex for money (9%,3%), and anal int

ie detectable
EreportingniEu factors cannot be excluded, as many as 40%

parleneee HIV-1 Infections may have been heterosexually acquire

M.A.0.25

Tiaperi, R. et al.

HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE (STD)
CLINIC rs
Hove, Joba: cci,P.; Kappes,R.; Kunches,L.: Day,J.:

MA peeksent“Of Public Health. Boston, MA., U.S.A.

Objective: To define the risk-group characteristics of STD clients volun-
teering for HIV testing dur:

2 Unlin
stp 3. All pat

were offered free and confidential HIV and testin
th tint 3 months, 180 volunteered for testing Oetheir

ed in the 1166 unlinked tests (U)
a larger proportion o:

series; seropositivity may be lower in
gay men ies_vs.os1328) because vanticipated or already knew their status.
Although the U series shows 20/880 “unrecognized” risk seropositives, none
of these positives sppeared |in

  
ked (u) Volunteers (V)

ted(9) ELY+ EUR EIV+
“Recognized” risk

Gay/bi al 47 4 15 (32%) 17 9 1 ( 6%)
Heterosexual IVDU 45 4 7 (168%) 21 12 3 (149)
Other high risk 194 16 6 ( 3%) 33 18 0

"Unre:coguized” risk 880 20 109 0
43. ( 4 180 4166 100 8) 100 ( a)

conclusion:7The true HIV seroprevalence in STD patients should be monitored
via unlinked surveys, in order to interpret the impact of voluntary testing.
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Incidence et prévalence du VIH
HIV Incidence and Prevalence

M.A.0.26 INCIDENCE OF SEROCONVERSIONaRISK FACTORSINACOHORT
YEARS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OF HOMOSEXUALMEN: RESULTS AT
it Willoughby B*; Craib KJP*; Maynard M°;

haughnessy MV*; Nitz ; Broughton S*; Fay S*; et
Vancouver LymphadenopelhyAIDSStudy, St. Paul's Hospital and the Universiof

British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. ** Federal Centre for AIDS, Ottawa, Ontario,
Objecti san
Methods. We identified all subj prospecti dy who Zi in 11/82 and

ho completed at | visits d period 11/82 to 10/88. S defined as
h f positi HIV antibody i dividual wh jy negative. The

test result. Survival 1 ic Risk factors

Results, À total of 477 je included in the lysis Th dian length of obs

7) A 4 c
 ring

ion rate was 28.5% (42.3) at 72 months.
The annual infection rates for the 6 years were 4.2%, 10.7%, 8.2%, 4.2%, 3.0% and 3.8%
 

historyof g i pti li ive fisting, elevated

Conclusion. _This analysis confirms classical HIVnikon. It is disconcerting to note that
annual seroconversion rates have stabilizedaat 3-4% over the last 3years. Although we have
previously documented marked overall behaviour change, ne continue to occur. The
rise in annual infection rate in 1988, although not setoucallyesign, occurred within a
closed cohortandat least vase htoabaotherJohor some compla y be seti This
should be ip those trying to

 

M.A.6.28  !¥ SkRopositivity IN A CLINIC FoRTHE HOMELESS
eve Dickinson, G.** arta, r. #4;

Eqea, F."**; Jordahi, L.***; Holmes.
puntvergity of Miami, Hiani, Fl, USA, eye] an { VA Medical canter. am Fi,
USA, ***state of Fla. Dept. of Health & Rehab. Svc., Miami,

Objective. To corretate prevalence ofai’ seropositivity with high risk
behavior among home
Methods: e cant lus House Concern, @ereiinie for the homeless in Miami,

tibody. Between 7/1/88-1/20/B8, 144
ersons requested testing. Tests were performed by EIA with confirmation

of positives by vesteecn Biot or imunofiuorescence. Ali persons were
of three trained counselors.

ssness (*the street" or "a shelter"

omosexuais, 3/21 (14.3%) IVDA, 1/10 with both risk

behaviors and Uh (9.8%) denying any risk behavior: The overal] rate of
seropositivity was 14/126 (11.1%). Seventy pe d contact with
pros!pati tutes, and (12.7%) admitting such|contact without other risk
behavior re seropositive. There was no significant difference for rates
of positivity anongnothese groups (P>0.05 b: echi-Square).

Conclusion data suggest that the rate of HIV infection among

less personsvoluntarily seeking teating is relatively high, regardiess
f the type of risk avior ed. rograms are needed

to accurately define the prevalence of HIV infect lon in this population
provide a basis for preventative and health care progr:

RDOO OF KAPOSI'S SARCOMA IN AIDS PATIENTS: UNITEDM.A.0.30
in, Thomas A; Berkelman, RL; Holmberg, SD;

Jaffe, HW. Centers‘tor’ nieeaaControl, “Tiana, GA, USA.

Objective: To characterize patients with AIDS-associated Kaposi's sarcoma

KS) and evaluate whether may be due to an infectious8 agent.

t Wa

lie 1% Anne
as twice high f

higher for 2 to sécyear-old men than for
wever, there were no sizable race or age

wit! among non-homosexuals. Over time,

 

roups; the percentage with KS in 1

approximately one fourth of that in 1982. After adjusting for risk group,

age, race, and year of diagnosis, KS was more frequently reported for

lifornia or New York than from other states.
: £ KS is d infectious agent it is noreelikely to

be transmitted by homosexual contact than by blood. The re 8 for the

age/race/geographic differences in percentage of patiente with|ES should

be explored in other studies. The decline in KS over time may be due to

increasing recognition of other diseases associated with AIDS, decreasing

exposure to the putative KS agent in patients now developing AIDS, and/or

different incubation periods for KS and other manifestations of AIDS

50

M.A.0.27 INCIDENCE AND PREVALENCE OF HIV INFECTION AMONG HOMOSEXUAL
_— AnDBISEXUAL MEN, 1978-1988

Nanc: #30" Nalley,P. *;Lifson,A.*;Cannon,L.*;
Kohn,&.*;Barnharreese arriconsd sBolan,G. * Doll, L.**;3Rutherford, 6.*
*Dept. of Public Heatth, San Francisco,CA, **AIDS Program,CDC, Atlanta, 6A, USA

Objective. To describe the incidence and prevalence of HIV infection|D à
homosexual and bisexual men who had multiple serum samples

cumule
usceptibles 0of Hoeinfectton using lifetable tech-

n number of sexu
“behaviors. Weus incidence data on rectal gon-

to ali gay SF men.
Cumulative Prevalence and Annual Incidence of HIV Infection
: B3 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
: 35 13.728.2% 42.3% 46.7x 48-58 48.9% 49.7 49.7% 50.6%

Incidence:0.6% 3.2% % 16.8% 19.6% 7.5% 3.4% 0.8% 1.6! 0%
Estimated No. of armes with whom Engaged in Receptive Anal Intercourse

Mean No:14 “Ol <O.T“Ts “20 16
San Francisco Gonococcal Proctitis Cases b

1Year:1978 1980 1985 186 1987 1988
Number :4975 4874 38098 4833 4008 2109 He “379 197 169

Conclusion. The decrease in HIV seroconversion in this cohort is paralleled
by a decrease in high risk sexual behaviors and a city-wide decrease in
genococcal proctitis.

M.A.0.29 PREVALENCE DE L' INFECTION HIV ET DE LA TUBERCULOSE PULMO-
NAIRE DANS UNE POPULATION ASYMPTOMATIQUE EN HAITI.
Lasségue,ALix*;Elie ,R.**;sippolithe, R* ;Cesar ,D**;Cesar ,M.**

*Centre Medical d Prince, P-au-|
**Laboratoire d' Investigationa Biologiques,Pau-P, Haiti.

Objectif.Déterminer la prévalence de l'infection HIV et de la Tuberculo:

nnées auparavant (Groupe B).
clinique complet,des tests de laboratoire incluant sérologie anti-HIV
par double Elisa et Western Blot,une radiographie pulmonaire, ont été pra-
tiqués sur chacun des sujet:
Résultats. Une sérologie ant.tACHIV po:ositive a été retrouvée dans 180 cas

t globalement de 2. 14%,est comparable chez
192) et les otros (1.11%). Aucune TB active n'est diagnosti -

quée chez es seroposit
Conclusion.La séro révalence man est globalement de 4.88%,elle n'est
pas

e es séro- et
ez les séro+ seymptonatiquesalors que la est classiquement associée

àpetsde_507_descasdeSIDAavérés.

 

pce FHIVE/Tota

50-59 125/2744 (4.6)
56/930 (6.0)
25/317 (7.9)

it cases

Age PVE Dots

8 (3.8) 20-29 181/8107 (2.2)
5-12 78 (1.4) 30-39 517/18147 (2.8) 60-69
13-19 5/151 (3.3) 40-49 244/8270 (3.0) 70+
Al there were no associations
respect to sex,racinl/ethnic group,

those with a history (6/40,15%) than in children without
a history (14/488, 2.9%, po uncommon as the

erly portaent y manifestation o:£ AIDS but appears to be most: common at. the
extremes ©:
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La transmission sexuelle du VIH (partie 1)

)Sexual Transmission of HIV (Part 1
SERUM ANTIBODY TO HAEMOPHILUS OUCREYI AS A RISK FACTOR FOR HIV INFECTION IN AFRICA,MAOS2 arinmentee
Piot, Peter”, Van . Ryder, RW.**, Nzile, N.**, Laga
"Instituteof Troeal nee, Antwerp, Belgium; ** Projet SIDA,aus, taire

  
leewe: 7 determinewhether soe 196 (Ab) antibody to pelus ducreyi, the causative agent of

chancroid, infection i Ulceration (GUD) is endemic.

Methods ducreyi 1gG Ab was seernined inanen ELISA using aa sonicated H._ducreyi antigen on sera

eee with a pooled sonicate of 3 other à. illus | Sera were fran heterosexual and Lhomosexual

men in Belgium, 1983 (n= 234), famsle prostitutes in Kinshasa, Zeirs, 1988 (n = 697), adult men and

women from the rural Equateur province, Zaire, 1986 (n= 100), and men with an STD in Rwanda, 1986-1967

me Mean ages: 28-31 yr

asst H, ducreyi seroprevaience rates were 37 % - 66 % in the African populations. In the 2 African

aeations with high HIV prevaience, H. ducreyi Ab was strongly associated with HIV antibody lodd

ratios: 3.0-3.3). This wes not observed inris. rikfor HIV. In the rural Equateur poputation.

H. ducreyi antibody (%) P

 

 katt 4

arnsr HIV NEG K1v Pos

Beigiun gay men 2% 3/184 ( 2) 2 50 (4) BS

Reanda 69/130 (47) 126/373 (73) «001

res laire female prostitutes 40% 252/444 (S7) 205/253 (81) <.0001

Equateur, Zaire mixed sae 10% 32 90 (35) 54 10 (50)

Gh oforostituter hed à fs 28 % of other adults (p< .01), H. ducreyi Ab was also associ-

ated with the presence of GUD, a story of GUD in the Africen study groups, but not with à positive

serology for syphilis.

Conclusions: Serological evidence ofa infection with H. ducreyi was a risk factor of HIV ‘nection e

African populations, freer amplifying role ‘of GUD in the sexual transmission of H

ducreyi serology 8 useful et to rapidly assess the potential for HIV spread in pattern i

Populations.

M.A.0.34
Telzak,EdvardZ.* **; Chias: s oneburne s RL*;

vera, J*; Jaffe, Hweat; Schultza. ‘Nevvoix Ciey Pcof Health. RY,
iSn*sHemorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, NY, RY, » Atlanta, GA.

A PROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY OF HIV-1 SEROCONVERSION In
PATIENIS WITH SENITALULCER DISEASE sr

To compare HIV-1 seroconversion rates in patients who present to
transmitted disease (SID) clinic with genital ulcers (CU), a

putative cofactor in HIV-1 transmission, to those who present for diagnosis
and/ tment of a non-ulcerative STD.
Methods. jew York City STD clinic,wh
genital ulcer disease coexist, ls
GU vere followed for 3 mont
ofentry, at 3 we » and at 3 months to obtain data on depesraphics,

behavior and IV drug use. Repeat serum for HIV-1 antibody w:
obeained ba 3

re high rates of HIV-1 and

months.

date, 210 patients have completed the study; 50Results. with GU and 160
without on. Of the 500 Patient8 with GU, 39% had chancroid, 22% syphilis,

sexua: both had unprotected vaginal intercourse
while theircere were present.

vieh GU may be at increased risk of gontraccing
HIV-1 through sexual ¢ontact. In areas with voteee epidemics of GU
disease and HIV-1, increased efficiency ofait: asion may reault in
increased rates of heterosexual trananiss:

M A 0 36 EFFICACY OF NONOXYNOL-9 IN PREVENTING HIV TRANSMISSION

“om Kreiges Joan*; Ruminjo,l*#; Ngugi,E#*; Roberts,P*; Ndin

Achola,J**; Plummer, F*** *0. of Washington, Seattle, TSA,

#*#*U. of Nairobi, Kenya, ##*%U, of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada

Objective. To assess the efficacy of N-9 iB preventingHIV transmission.

aMethods. A prospective randomized placebo controlled study was conducted

ng,amongBIV ronegative prostitutes in Nairobi, Kenya.
Results. Ninet were enrolled, assigned to the use of N-9 con-

(19 ve 107, and a lower incidence of gonorrhea (21 vs 36%, p<.001).

HIV infection occurred n À e N-9 group and 15 in the placebo
ci: lost to follow-up or who

within 2 months of enroliment, 16 (46%) of 35 N-9 users and (28%) of 36
eloped By survival analy-

is, the cumilative proportion of wor

% among pla
men who seroconverted was 557 among N-9

users and 45 lacebo users (p#NS). rlevven (697) of 16 seroconverting
n in N-9 group had antecedent genital ulcers within months of

of 10 in the placebo group (p=.04).
jairobi prostitutes, we have failed to demon-

er.

risk populations are needed before Fecoumendations regarding spermicide use
ca .be knowledgeably made

M.A 0 33 ASSESSMENT BY PCR OF TRANSMISSION OF HIY FROM
“ee INFECTEO HEMOPHILTACS To THEIR SEX PARTNERS AND CHILDREN

Yes; Epstein, J*; Allain, JP***,
*Center for Biologics ETATSEM‘andResCreh, Bethesde MD; "seTHTC, Bicetre,
France; ***Abbott Laboratories, N. Chicago, U.S.A.

Objective. To evaluate transmission of HIV infection from men with
hemophilia to er female sex partners and chil are

« HIV antibody and nassays available tn
se chain reaction (PCR) using primer pairs and probes

specific for gag and env regions of HIV-1 used to detect HIV DNA
serum samples and corresponding peripheral mononuclear celis in some ci
PCR + was defined as a reaction with both gag and ed sequences and
specificity assessed with extensive positive and us clinical controls.

s. Sex partners of 26 sero positive (sero+) hemophiliacs were ei
sero+/PCR+ (5), or sero-/PCR+ (9), or sero-/PCR- (12). tion the
partner of one sero-/PCR+ hemophiliac was also sero~/PCR+ while the partner
of a sero-/PCR- hemophitiac was negative for both markers. PCR positivity in

was unrelated to date of seroconverston, duration of
partnership. HIY antigenemia or clinical condition of the hemophilia
chitdren from 5 couples were studied. 2merepornoriontotheir father's
seroconverston and were sero-/PCR-; 2 b
sero-/PCR+; 2 born from sero-/PCRR+ mothersvere sero.a2 born from
sero-/PCR- mothers were negative for bot

. of sex partners of serot heemophil have evidenc
exposure to HIY, either aspersistent (19%) or silent infection (35h)." wore

x partners and intents sero-/PCR+persons need to be studied t:
evaluate the transaiseibirity of HIV gen

EXTRAMARITAL/PROSTITUTE SEX AND GENITAL ULCER DISEASE (GUD)
PREAORTANT HIV RISK FACTORS IN 7068 MALE KINSHASA
aenoe RS AND THEIR 4548 WIVE

betel Hassig, S.#; Ndilu, M.#; Behets,
Nanlele, ÀSTfaleane he DePishayaras U.#; Kashamuka, M.#. #Projet

U.:

M.A.0.35

Bind, Kinshasa, Zaire; ##ÉDC

gbgee:tives. To determine the prevalence of GUD and quantify its role in
TV Eransmission in à Kinshasa population at lon risk of STD.

Methods. A cohort of 7068 male emsuployees and 416 female employees of
ether 2a textile factory or a bank and 4548 wives of employees have been
exam
Results. “HIV si ence was 3.6% for employees and 5.8% for wives. Menale
withno “history of extramarital sex ad an HIV prevalence of 2.8% vs
4.4% 1-3 partners and 6.7% for men with more than 5 (P(0,001).
Twenty-eight per cont of HIV(+) gale workers7oper vapinal-sex with a
prostitute in the t 2 year f HIV(-) men (P(0.001). Eighteen pe

nt of HI ed @ previ 5 yea 7.2% of HIV(~
001). During the_s riod of vu on

vs. 13% of 4744 HIV(~)
time pe 27% 220H

+) Women tps € 001) puise logist
on denonstrated that the most Fietiagicelly,vieleficant HIV risk

of urathritis in
only) (pt. G01),

AdreInva 7 married
oupie

While previous studiesàinhe at high risk of STD
strong gasociatio: mn GUD and HIV infection,therated a

resent s ady demonstrates the
heir wives and fonale workers Grav a low risk Kinshasa|poBu

se
rol activitiesra D cont

mtion programs in both high ng Owstig BrPopulations. STD/HIV
prevention ograms in the private sector wiil,Jikely decrease employee and
dependant HiV~-associated morbidity and mortal

 

atiion.

M A 0 37 ANTI-HIV EFFICACY OF BARRIER CONTRACEPTIVES IN HIV-DESCORDANT

ve COUPLES S.K. Hira*; Paul Feldblum**; J. Kananga® G. Tembo*
*University Teaching Hospital,Lu:

‘kFamily Health International, Research Triangle Park, Non?27709 USA

 

Oblective To Measure the efficacy of condoms and spermicides in preventing

infection among seronegative regular sexual partners of seropositve

condom and spermicide use Methede. In September 1988 we initiated a study of
g the HIV-discordant couples who r

After informed consent, the co:

have been complet

ue of 13 Doubles

je will|describe
findings from the first half-year of the stud:

$1
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Infection par le VIH chez les détenus
HIV Infection in Prisoners

HIV INFECTION SPREAD IN NORTHERN PEN,PRISQ iS.

Berraine Pieadtrransesechi 6,Vaccher ‘e,

oi
M.A.0.38

Tirelli
Bp idemiology|useae Medical Bneo 109$ Aviano Cancer Centre;
Avia N> Ital
Detective. To nssess patterns of HIV spread from intravenous
d users (I js) to other inmates in three prisons in the

northeastern to .
Methods. Information were collected among|544 1VDUS as regards
past hist of drug abuse, imprisonment nd behaviours patterns

known important way of HIV spr ad.

Results. 231, 201 men and 30 women, ut ef the 544 IVDUs (43%)

reported tc have bwen imprisoned at least once. Among these 231

vIVDUs, 44% of the men and 27% of were HI
seropositive. 111 IVDUs (38% of whom seropositive) reported to
have been impr d in 1 with inmates not ise at risk
for HIV i ection and 93 (47% cf whom seropositive) shared celis
ith ot Razo nd toot ush sharing was reported by

10% of HIV seropositive and seronegati IVDUs. N 1 sharing

and hom Kua ercourses in prison were ere o y
small minority of IVDUs, 9% and 2% respective

Conclusion. A large proportion o HIV seropositive 1VDU
prisen 1 ith other 1 thIVDUs as wi

The segregation|of prisoners
to be jwho are eropositi does not seem justified. On the

contrary ti practicability cof issuing sterile injecting

equipment to IVDUs prisoners requires much attention; in order

M.A. 0.40 . ETUDE DES RISQUES DE CONTAMINATION eusLES VIRUS DE

re B, DU vinENEN pee CARC2!

ESPINOZA Pierre*, +, BOUCHARD , DGS

#* Hopital de Fresnes aoe feehagasonesPRESHESCEDEX Flows.

** Direction Générale de ls oman

INTRODUCTION : Effectif de la Maison d'Arrêt 3 800 détenus, flux annuel 12 000.

Taux de séropositivité VIH1 12,5%, prévalence des warqueures VHB 55%.

OBJECTIFS : E: risques de contamination par les virus VHE et VIHL chez

des détenus incarc

METHODES

 

 

neue VIH1 (ELAVISP

 

ESULTATS : yer 8, homos

IV 13%, eniff 13%. Aucune perissionde sortie.

tatouageà ,Pe A Lente : séropositifs 6%,

affirmaient avoir eu des tions homos

séropositif q partenaires) sueur ne déclare l'usage de drogue IV. ©10 on

 

RO: relations hon uelles, viol 1, usage de drogue IV pi

8 a (En uête anony
LUSION : Pas de contamination prouvée sérologiquement malgré 1'existen

prouvéa de pratiques & risqués. Nécesaité de développement des mesures de prévention.

M.A.0.42 SEA PRACTICES AND HIV INFECTION IN SOME ZAYBIAN PRISONS
Maboshe, Mendareli M; see 0.0.*; Hira, S.K.*; Chimfwerbe, E.*;

Perine, P.L.**; a, la,

*Tropical Diseases research centre, Nola, aia **niversity Teaching Hospital, Lusaka,
Zambia.

ectives. To establish the seroprevalence of HIV infection amongst inmates in 5 urban
Sos In Zambia as well as to study their

Methods. Aquestionnaire on clinical. secial*and soulhistory was administered to all
‘Tiifiifes who had been in prison more after which blood specimens were taken.
The serum sampleseo aa’ renforedssigELISA (fete)endand those that tested
positive were confirmed using Recarbigen (Carbri. oScience Corp) and
Assay (IFA). In Lusaka, anal sears weretastaken frprisoners and controls (STD clinic

{tured on Thayer-Martin ‘or gonococci .
Results. 2tt) ofthe DtasederVd torso act vity.

the 1668rs 15 (9.6%) gonococcal cultures weatv in

 
anal smears fronas and none was positive fron 100 controls. The

summarised in table below:
Prison HIV greniers 4 Homosexuality %
‘Fikobeko Maximum (Kabwe) :
Mukobeko Medium (Kabwe) 15:5 13.3
Kanfinsa (Kitwe) 14.8 "az
Lusaka Central 29.0
Lusaka Remand 19.8
Conclusim. HIV infection is prevalent aren inatesin se Zæmbian sors and thet
Fébseuality exists under deprived sexual conditions

52

M.A.0.39 RETROVIRUS SEROPREVALENCE IN THESHORT-TERMDYCARCERATED:
omne THE PHILADELPHIAERISON SEROPREVALENCE

 

 

 

 

P esl Dar™- KooR=" and QuinnTC* oll,
*Philadel ne onlineUni:Pie a, PA, USA, *Abbott Laboratories,NohChi
USA=obas pu Batimereand
ethesda, MD, USA

(0 estimate serop infectioni ecuti ission
ESSwhere 25% ischarg: in 2 40% withi rys('

om DM 11958 of 
 ae 5% vndergo fing

inaccessible. LaSeineeeeee
HIVant Antibodytests
 

 Dre ‘sex, race, andage’ i
re prison sémis puncture

blood could be obtained. Therate of indeterminate tests was 0.3%. Ofthose itive for HIV-1,
ehpsecnoraleHIV-| antibody. Overall, 3% ofaatigen-positive

black,ative.
prisonerswereequal. Therseat LV-{ antibody encewas0,8%: thetacofindecerminace
immunopeeciy for HTLV-1 wasalso 0.8%. Nosubject showed evdence ofco-infectian with
HIV-1 and HTLV-1. Aleteepositive HIV- 1 ess and HTLV-A tes werefoondinmen

nwt eavesblog amongracesand
simostimitedto mea,

at alowerrate.

nestuberof prisonsdminionsnde crams

Tittle: Prevalence and isk
infection among adol eecent

factors for HIVM.A.0.41

stable eval partners, in spite
that have been carried out. Therefore, it
through-vRore.creativeefforts.

is urgent to reach them

sayes-CozSorters R., Vowels, J.M., Rauterne Ellen, Kayser, LC,
a

M.A.0.43
New fore City Departmen

Objective: do provide AIDS prevention services to 8
US current

CORRECTIONS AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAM (C.A.P.P.) IN NEW YORK CITY

The program consis following: iyTraining of corrections
Stadt(ottioers and Sivit: 2)Education of all inmates during initial

tation sessions: 3)Group individual educat

te medical | clinics and comp!

Renalts:1)Over 50,000 inmates have received AIDS section/preven
‘honwith 10 staff.Aou40% of the ‘Department of Corrections staf!

AIDS education was initiated in 1987. 3)D0H AIDS edu-

‘ison Camonstrat
staff have

received AIDS educati for DOH educators in case

Conclusion: In order succeed, the

3) educa
tion for inmates,3)education of family, friends and significant others of in-
sates,4) materials relevant for incarcerated populations, 5) appropriate

referrals for inmates upon release. In an incarcerated popula-

tion,the primary focus mustbe on the swduction of fear,erclety and he

adoption of risk-redacing behaviors once released back into society
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Histoire clinique de l'infection au VIH : Cotacteurs et progression
Natural History of HIV Infection: Co-Factors for Progression

M.A.0.44 INCIDENCE OF AIDS IN HOMOSEXUAL MEN REVELOPING HIV-1
SPECIFIC ANTIBODY

. Mufoz, A., Kingsley, L., Fox, R., Kaslow, R.,
LeMintADS Chace’ Stuy, Chicago, IL.

Geiective: To characterize individuals developing AIDS within 4.5 years of
inà stay of hmeneind men.

of time
developing AIDS averaged 578.4 +

lifetime seonal partners compared to 322.2 + 326.8 for the AIDS free
T-call phenotype did not differ

seropositivity. The subset of HIV-1 infected men (6.0%) who developed AIDS
within the first 54 months of infection had lifetime
sexual partners and more marked changes in y
following and subsequent. to SC. At the visit prior to SC, the T. cell
Phenotype distribution did not differentiate the 2 groups.

HUMAN HERPES VIRUS ee IN A COHORT OF HOMOSEXUAL MEN

Holmberg,Scott*, Codd, Byers, R.H.*, Rutherford
III, G.W.***, and Jete
*AIDS Proogran and *Ravietesof Vital Diseases,ErAtlanta,

GA; and ***San Francisco Department of Health, San Francisco, CA

M.A.0.46

nfection to HIV infection or
nd other HIV-associated conditi:

ee Sapunof}worescence test for HHV equentiaa.
of homosexual men who did/did not develop HIV infection

(a.pire),PAIS3(6), ARC (4), yephadencpatny (6), or lymphopenia (18).
Results. There was no differ: 5

Objective. To examine the relationship of HHV6 1
o the clinical progression to AIDS
esBees

.

B
e 5

F
e e 5 n

g
e
o
h fa

s
i=
]
< I o œ nm o @ Pa
d
8 a e e . ©

seroreactivity declined markedly
in 47 (512), and6“5 serres ©o HEVE-. Compartase HHV6-

had of s x pertners and ge: etd

similar duration3of“atv infection.HIV+/HHV6+ men were 8tguificantly less
likely than HHV+/HHV6~ man to develop AIDS (13/26 vs. 77/105; stepwise
logistic analysis, p= 0.0
Conclusion. HHV6 did not induce long-term antibody response by the assay vw
used, was not apparentlycee transmitted, and
RIV infection. Men
than were HHV6- ae:
reaction (per) for|HAVE ts DNA of HIV+ men wo h

 
ue‘oF polyme: in

we/have not developed AIDS.

M.A.0.48 “RSYCHOSOCIAL CO-FACTORS IN ILLNESS ONSET ANORG ETV POSITIVE
3*Joseph, J.:*0: D.;*Phair,

wechanaeJ.,;**Rusk, C.**Unive:vereityofMichi,gan, Ann àbor
Michigan,U. 8.A.#t#Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois,

Objective. To evaluate the effects of stressful life experience and mood on
illness onset in sample of 1:initially 8seymptonatie HIV positive

psychosocial questionnaire has been administered to participants
in the Chicago site of the Multisite Arps cohort Study (MACS) biannuz:

since 1985. Concurrent biomedical evaluation ha:
the relationship between psychosocial variables and illness onset in a
prospective +n 4 The subsample of initially asymptomatic wee
meneens s Discrete-timesurvival nalysis with time-va:

arialbles vas used to estimate ¢the impact of dtatreseadàmood and
aajerstressor events on illness onset seaaured by physical exam. Control
variables were tntcoduced for baseline mæœunologic Petion

tressed mood and the rence of stressful life. events
both associated with elevated r:tskofillnesss onset. Risk of illness onset
over a six month prospective time period is more than three tines greater
with expoaure to major strTestor event:

This investi on documente that stressorts
distressedmood are Tapiieatodin illness onset anoi ‘eviousl

ti

are invo:eive « However, the

‘opositive may
re asymptomatic by minimizing exposure to8stresse

provoking life eventa.

MODEL THE RISKOF
Ps Rose’et Duchess, RJ

‘Biggar*, WA Biaattner: Goedert* Na’tional
Cancer “Institute, MD 20892, USA, ssuniveraity Innsbruck, Austria

Objective. To define predictors of AIDS in HIV~seropositives.
Methods. e neopterin, beta2-microglobulin (B2), T4 count
and Té/TS ratio were evaluat n a cohort of

1

M.A.0.45 IMMUNOLOGIC MARKERS MODEL

used cs determine at what
year befo: marker was prepred:
Results. During 1982-88, 4 of SITrieste”“(368) developed
AIDS. T4/T8 ratio vas predictive 24 years before AIDS (p=.03
Table: O=observed, E=expected AIDS cases by T4/T8 at intervals
before diagnosis).
Marke: 2-12 12-24 36 36-48 48-60months
T4/T8 OEO/E O EO/E O EO/E OEO/E OE O/E
2.6-0.7 8 0.1 13 0.6 9 14 0. 5 8 0.6 3 6 0.5
0.6-0.5 3 8 0.4 8 13 0.6 8 11 0.7 5 7 0.7 4 4 1.0
0.4-0.0 2.5 20102.0 17 91.9 105 2.0 5 2 2.5
p(trend) . 1 03

0
0000 .0 .

Low T4 count (p=.0006) or high neopterin (p-. 02) predicted AIDS
23 high B2 level >2 years (p=.04) before diagnosis. Cox
regression revealed ind

mene’,
homosexual
neopterin 1"year later. These findings may help to better assess
prognosis and monitor treatment strategies in HIV infection

M A 0 47 HIV-1ona ANTIGENAEMIA AND LOSS OF ANTI-~CORE ANTIBODIES

“ee ARE ATES OF pre DISEASE PROGRESSION AND NOT OF

DISEASE PROGRESSION PER SE.

De Wolf, Frank*, Lange J*, Houwe ing J**, Coutinho R*, van derNoordaa
J*, Soudsmit J* et al. * Academic Medical Centre, University o:

Ameterdam and ** Municipas Health Service, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

 

Soiectiv + To study the natural history of HIV-1 infection in relation

to peroogical and immunological profiles

99 asymptomatic HIV~1 antibody (HIV-Ab) seropositive and 76
HIV-ab seroconverted homosexual me @ prospectively followed for 39

months. Epidentological and clinial data were collected and blood was

 

 
sampled every 3 mo:

Results. AIDS was diemose.d in 38 men (AIDS attack rate 20. 5x). The AIDS

attack rate in HIV coreft positives was 12.1% vs. 31.0% in core Ab ne-

gatives; it was 13.3% in HIV-1 p24 antigen (HVAn) negatives.vs. 53.
in HIV-Ag pasitives, and it was 10. ose with CD4+ cell gounts
30.5 x 10°7L ve. 40.9% in those eich + counts < 0 10 “/L.5

ths follow-up have beenPreviously repor-

f et al. J Infect Dis 1988;158: $1522), as follows:
core Ab+, 35.7% in core Al HIV-Ag_.pr°K in Ag+. 1%

Be with CD4+ cell counts% 0. 5 and 51. ox in those with counts €0.5.

Conclusions. With longer follow-up the relative importan

presence of HIV-Ag, and (less so) of CD4+
10°/L as predictors of A has declined. Absence of core Ab and presen~

IV-Ag are predictors of rapid disease progression rather than

disease progression per

 

M.A.0.49 FrCESOCTAL PREDICTORS AS CO~FACTORS FOR DISEASE PROGRESSION
IN MEN INFECTED WITH HIV: THE SAN FRANCISCO MEN’S HEALTH

Coates, Thoma: tall, RD*, Ekstrand, M*, Solomon, G!
Fonteer for AIDS “prevention Studies,rireersity of Californie, SF, CA, USA

#*University of California, Los An;

Objec:Ctive: To assess the contribution of peychosocial variables to disease

men infected with HIV.
8 menin the SFMHS tnfected with HIV (determined by

» who in 1985 and 1987 completed psychosocial and behavioral

nd = » social support, loneliness, prima:

tionship status, stress, work overload, and faiamily and social support for a

Behavioral variables included high risk sexual behavior

emitted diseases,an rug and alcohol use. nie exam

signis and symptoms of HIV infection; AIDS w: ermined using
coc a. 1985 vatiables wwere used to predict disease progression in
1987Sins multiple discriminant funetion analysis.
Results. Subbyecta were classified a tomatic (diagnisis of AIDS or 2 or

‘omal symptommore AIDS prrode + T-Halper cells <500)or asymptomatic (1 or
fewer Sp: omal symptomes, T-Helper Cells250. or both). All were agymp-
tomatic in Toe55 28% (N#56) were symptomatic 1987. Predictors of disease

progression were lifetime sexual partners, lite
, age the subject, a we:

1987.“Conelusions. Secondary prevention might be cahanced ©through bot
behavioral (to reduce sexually tranemitted diseases) a:ind psychosocial interv.
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L'annonce aux partenaires et la prévention de l'infection par le VIH
Partner Notification in HIV Prevention

T.A.0.1 PARTNER NOTIFICATION IN HIV PREVENTION

Chairpersons: Nathan Clumeck (Brussels, Belgium), Robert S. Remis
Montréal, Canada)

Panelists: John Gallwey (Oxford, United Kingdom), Jan Ami} Kristoffersen
karer, Norway), Kathleen Toomey (Atlanta, USA), Fred Wolf

(Denver, USA)

Although education is an important too! for preventing HIV transmissions
its impact is slow and less than 100% effective. In addition, many persons

 

the risk for exposed partners through information, counseling and testing
and, in turn, to interrupt the chain of transmission. Preliminary evidence
suggests that this approach may be feasible, acceptable and effective, at

for effective partner notification
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Surveillance du SIDA
AIDS Surveillance

TRE IMPACT OF THE REVIS DEFI I. L'IMPACT DE LA NOUVELLE DEFINITION DE SIDA A BARCELONE:
T.A.0.2 a IMPACTOFTHE RE 1SED NITION onaCASES DIAGNOSED T.A.0.3 CeNOUVELLEOe A LDayedatsee

HeinzenLacey, Beverly*; Sea:cage 3 Oddleifson,s,*;

vakarewice, L.##: #Bo Msneunerteie Surveiliance Programs

{BMASP), Boston, Massachusetts, USA

OBJECTIVE. To assess th
on (

disease and diagnosis trends associated with the

Lt 
were analyzed
egories to asse and di.

URSS OfEsGécasa,“430 (762) met the pre-1987 definition. Eleven per
60/564) me: y the new disease categories: 3
sions2|i. rentes (TB) alone; 2% had

ida of thi
 

Danse) vere Preeumptiv: agnosed, with pneumocyst being most
commonly reported (26/74, meOf 319 homosexual men caor €16%) met the
new criteria vs. 45/125 (362) IV drug u: IVDU) (p~e.001) and ser120 (32%)
all other risk‘groupe (ORG) (p.001). significantly more (p<°001) IVDoe2

 
and man, diagnosed with only w.wasting. lementia, or
° (4%). Eufemale IVDU, 15 (62% t the new criteria vs. 30/101€(302)
mle Ivpu ore « No differenceamare by race.
CONCLUSION. £1988, 134 cases the revised definition, a 312%
increase in associated wich|the don; it is unl many of
thes: y eventually be definitively singnceed. Sixty cases met only the new

‘emale IVDU, and ORG

8 were more likely than HM to be diapored using the new criteria.

T.A.0.4 IMPACT OF THE 1987 REVISION OF THE AIDS CASE
Le DEFINITION IN THE UN

; Buehier, J.; Karon, J.; Berkelman, R.
Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

Obiective. To measure the fonetiosotthe 1987 expansion ofthe AIDS case> definition
t numbers and chairacterist! of reported casesin the United States.
 

 

 

 

 

analyzed the proportionrmeetin ped new criteria by qua:arter-yoar and demographic
and other ingonynew Wealso1o compared the distrit of characteristics in

ig 0
prepork In the 28, 20 caseses nosednedandreportedsino the revision, the

oitiongedtornonly ‘iter overall, increasesquarterly from26%
d'indifferent aistate: and w:

beeirseinwornonD) than in manmr(abs) higherin children(3hythan in adults
(21nonspan in epanice (36%) non-Hispanic) (33%) than in whites

Hie(23 eaandhiginheterosexual Intravenous dru abusersre(WVVDAs)
VDAs (21%) than in otl

feretios in cases meeting only newnv criteria
differed trom that|inceasecases moetgaoid criteria: jerosexual Homosexual

20,876 9% 4 18% 3%
New Onlynly ,044) 14% 45% 34% 21% 35% 43%
Total (Nas ,920) 10% 55% 26% . 16% 23% 57%

and in dere demographic ang exposure cetsporiee, complain
analysis of

T A 0 6 EVALUATION OF AIDS SURVEILLANCE IN SUPTZERLAND: ESTIMATION OF
be UNDERRE IMPACT OF ACTIVE 51

Engel, Robert* Minder ,C. + ,Spubler,.**Paredie,#.*;Samsel ,M. *;

Somaini,B.* 
Federal offines<< Public Health, **of Statistics, Bern, Switzerland

Objective.To determine completeness of reporting AIDS cases and the impact of

the active surveillance system introduced in December 1987

Methods.All death certificates (DC) inidcative of AIDS or HIV between 01-1985
or 06-1988 were revi 1d matched to reported AIDS cases.0C were analyzed
and underreporting (UR) was assessed by the Chandrasekaran and Deming Method.

For DC between 12-1987 and 06-1988 d be matched, investigations
on medical history were performed.The impact of active surveillance was in-
vestigated by analyzing reporting sources,controlled for type of CDC defini-

 

tion.
Results.Of 235 deaths,210 (89.4%) could be matched to DC.The calculated UR

based on deaths between en and 06-1988 was 24.8%.For deaths between 12-
1987 and 06-1988 the predict.

raise in reports since

greatest for cases meeting only the criteria of the revised CDC AIDS defini-

 

ion.
Conclusion: Evaluation of a surveillance system is crucial for the interpre-
tation of its data.The high percentage of deaths that could be ma!

nature of both,reports of AIDS ci

and DC.UR was substantial in Switzerland for cases diagnosed before mid 1987,

The active surveillance pursued since 12-1987 generates more thorough report.

Cayla Joan A, Plasencia A,Batalta J, Parellada N, Jansa JM.
institut Municipal de| la Salut. Barcelona.Spain.

 Objectif. Evaluer
nition comport

 
Méthodes. i it
enregistre les cas de SIDA de tuberculose ( it i li les médecins, et de

  

 

 

Résultats: E eu 834 ënce annuelle (TIA)
ae meDioncoo!et 113 de SIDA {tau de ë.21002000) ælon l'ancienne définition des CDC,tandis que en

943 ces de tu loss (taux de 56.0/100.000)et 177 de SIDA (taux de 10.4/100.000)se
ion ia nouvelle définition des Cl
fuscaau 31.12.1986, parmiles cas de SIDA, 46.3% antommowexuets et 38.9% étaient toxicomanes parvoi

intraveineuse, mais aveccc nouvelle définition des CDC, cela a changé: ainsi, en 1 des malades de
SIDA sont toxicomanes par voie intntraveineuss et. Ramusls masculins, L'incorporation de la nouvelle

SIDA (36.3% en 1987-1988).

D: bercutose j important car ia

(86.4%) i ire, cette maladi ie etat

fréqu 4,58, IC =2.25-9.33). Parmi les cas de
SIDA, les toxicomanes 2 caractéi , aussi, par une ëgeajeune que les |homosexuels (moyenne de 27.06

ans versus 39.0, Ps!Oo.oon) et par avoirsé18 plus fréquemment en prison fodds ratio= 29.7, tC = 7.23-129.8).

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: Ces i les

cas de SIDA a Barcelone x ie tuberculose. icul obtenir

des ji imi i I i tuberculose,

EATON oFTHE HIV ANTIBODY TEST. Andres Mas
S.Landeaman., Kings Coun y BowpitalCentCenter and

SUNY Health science Center at Brooklyn, Brooklyn, New Yorks

BeTaTIVEs determine the number of patients who would have received a
RIES diagnosis if HIV antibody testing had been Perfgrmed.

METHODS. included in this prudywewere in-patients, for at least
24 hours,ue a major inner city public hospitalpeter TAand 12/31/88.
HIV antibody testing offered.

with
HIV antibody test, would have qualified

ae ee eetrenents had an HIV antibody test
- All 91 patients had CDC defined r: sk factors: 33 had presumptive

7 ti

reinb 3
patients fron qualifing for greatly services.

T.A.0.7 UNDERREPORTINGOFMINORITY AIDS DEATHS IN THE SAN
FRANCISCO BAY AREA, 19851986
Chu, SG": Trachten|htenberg, AL, *; Riordan, N.*;

Creeger, J.** and Sorensen,
sCenter for AIDS ProventigaSeUniversity of California, San Francisco, USA;
#*California t ofHealth Services, Office of AIDS, Sacramento, USA.

Objective. Ti‘© determine the completenessofreporting of AIDS deaths amongBlacks and
Hispanctodin the five San Francisco Bay Area countiesin 1985 and1986.

th certificateslistin,ig AIDS|
ieee

hepato cuesintn Calta Sate AID recross-checked with
Eee

with entriesin

 

   
1985 Blacks
1986 Blacks

Hispanics
1986 Hispanics

ion. Minority
considered to nave 2godAIDSns n, especially for
Hispanics, appears to be aà majorproblems ‘The siuaionSdRDBs
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infections par fe VIH chez fes consommateurs de droguesparvole Intravelneuse
HIV Infection in IVDUs
T A 0 8 TRENDS IN WIV SEROPREVALEWCE AND RISK BEHAVIOR AMONG DRUG

vs TREATNENT PROGRAM ENTRANTS

farley, thomes*, Peterson L.*,Cartter M. *adler J.
GA **conneeticut Dept. of Neatth Services, Werttord, CT USA*coc, Atlenta,

+ To study trends in WIV seroprevalence, risk behavior end concer

eng intraveneus drug users (IVDU) entering methadone malntenence

 

Sereprevalence/risk behavior studies of Connecticut MM program

entrants have feda: from April 1986 ?t e
mpared data from 222

      

8 less frequently because of Al

only 9% (33/355)
€303/355) reported ah

39% €137/355) reported having feuer sexual partners, and

used condoms * r rolueye”.

VOU entertng MA progress in Connecticut show evidence of

decreasing these NIV risk behavio .Seroprevelence remains stable.

T.A, 0.10 SEROPREVALENCE OF IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)

INFECTION AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDUs) IN THE U.S.
David M. Allen*; Onorate, 1.M.*; Sweeney P.*; Jones T.S.*;

and State and local Health Departments *AIDS Program, Centers for Disease

Control (CDC), Atlanta, Ga.,

Objective: To determine ay seroprevalence among IVDUs entering drug
treatment in the Unite
Methods: In 1938 and 1989, coe. in association with state and local health
departments are conducting blinded surveys among IVDUs entering drug

treatment. After te: od for routine Purposes, individual

identifiers were removed and consecutive ser sted for aneibowteste

o HI graphic information»“Ce » age group, race and ethnicity
type £ treatment pro pr: drug used will beepollected on

over 22,000 IVDUs representing 44 clinice in 88

cal

aruge (9.1%). HIV peroprevaience
(12.7% ve. 5.2%), but varied &

t that continued efforts are needed to reduce

seroprevalence

prevent the introduction and further spread of HIV among IVDU!

T.A.0.12 RESAUR HIV-1 INFECTION AMONG STREET-RECRUITED
VENOUS DRUG USERS IN NEW CITY

*, Rosenblum A*, Goldsmith D*, Des Jarlais DC**, Sufian M°,et al
«Narcotic mid DrugRenee inc NYNY. USA; **NY StateDiv. of Substance Abuse Services, NY, NY, U.S.A.

 Objective.
(IVDUs) ples. Since simost all

IVD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEEDLE EXCHANGE IN CENTRAL LONDON: ONE YEAR FOLLOW UP
Hart, Graham*; Carvell, A.*; Woodward, N.**; Johnson, AM.*;
Parry, J.+; ‘Adler, MK.*. *University College and Middlesex
School of Medicine; s*Bloansbury Health Authority; + PALS,
London, England.

T.A.0.9

. To evaluate the busiest for injecting drug

Results. On av287 U'sattended monthly, and made 762 visits per month. An
were dispensedav895050 syringes were per month, 6918 returned; return rate .

Recent Equipment Sharing (Last 1 month) and Sexual Behaviour (Last 3 months)
st Int Interview

Borrowed equipment EC) SL 16770)
Lent equipment 13% (16/121) Th (5/70)
Sexually active 76% (92/121) 73% (51/70)
ions 48% (44/92) 35% (18//

ted by 109 clients, of which 7(6%)
was provided by60/105 2-4 matheths later; a further 2 were

oD."abe clients with twice as many IDUs as ab- clients.
Conclusions. and retained clients, its syringe return
Fategrove(None694Nat 6 and fever clients fad shared

om second ew. condom use fell, and anti-HIV
rose from 6%-8%. Continuing health education isis indicated.

 

T.A.0.11 SEROCONVERSION FOR HIV IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG
AN FRANCISCOUSERS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moss, Andrew R."; Bachetti,re*; Osm Meakin, R.*; Keffelew, A.*; Gorter, R.
*University of California, San FranciOISE€General Hosphal, California, USA.

Objective. W d changing HIV ;
drugusers i a. Gan Ere . LE h ad +

9 .
Methods. IVDUsin methadone and detoxification treatment programs in San Francisco
have been offered anon} ous HIV testing with notification af results since mid-1985.
Unique identifiers are tained and Tepeatersarare identified. 380 IVDUs were identified
asas havi studied2at least twice during 1985-1988. We cuamined sesel

IS grou
Results. Faso IVDUsstudied twice over person-years, or 2.6% per
Person-year }. Rates by ethnic group werewerewhite 1SnPablack 5.7% ppyr,
hispani 3.6% ppyt. The overall seroconversion rate fell ove: time from 7% ppyrin1985

fe ppyr in mid-1987 and hasremained roughly consantsince. 7 seroconve:
were female and
previous year. The average rate of 2.6% p SRerds to2300 new infectionsenin
this population iin San Francisco, comparedwith 0.5% or about 100infectionsiyearin
jomosexual en.
Concha Foll i ma i f ry T'AOpOsItV d D h di à œ ion of TVDU:

in estiment fell to 2.4% per year 1)! | si id
that additional interventions are now remaine

T.A.0.13 HETEROSEXUAL BEBAVIOR OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS.
niv Hoek, Anneke van den; Haastrecht HJA van, Coutinho

HunicIpal Hea.Tth-Service, Amsterdam, Te Hetheclends”

gojective. To determine the potential role of intravenous drug users (IVDU)
eterosexual transmission of HIV by studying sexual tec ques and

s! mmerc
an. ‘89, 209 IVDU (112

 

 

Methode. Be veen and497© partici~

ways have similar risk factors. pating inaVHIV-study have beentor3-6aonthsby standard questionnaire abou

Methods intervi i r sexual behavior in the pri -6

: BR ei . His. Results. The mean age wi 0.8 years ( + Infected vith HIV vas 38x.

3g, ” tes VDU (59 9. d 38 9) reported a Pad partner of whom

Results. Pre eropositivity. This is IVDU, The mean number of sexual contact s 2.8/veek. 41 participants (2 &

* L 1983-86 and 92 relations of vhom 67% vas non-IVDU.
~ 05). vorked as prostitutes with a mean number of 36 customers per

SL ing g 01). ie Table presents % using condos > 2/3 of the sexual c cts tenn)Maaring

fter others, injecting in s specific sexual technique by type of relationship.

ane)spaSDhu)rar 19752<yeadnoLainln, meeh st partner casual partners customers

ne andspeedbal injection x8 x xa x
frequencies, injection for 5 scenticin of ag s.c. with condom

seropositivity. -= orogeenital s.c. with condom 8 81

is Vaginal intercourse was the sos € popular sexual technique in all ralation-

samples in NYC. frequency, Seaents caticity and geographical newtnl previously ships and ani .c. vas rarely practiced by only a fev paartici

bet shown beiconfoHV infection in NYC drug treatment samples, This suggeststhat, in a city Conclusion In most private Bex relations condoms are not or infrequently
sed with no difference betwe: À partn:mers. As 382 ofthe

of infection. IVDU: infected withHIV, their potential role in heeerases
transmission -* and non IVDU! - may be considerable. Privatepartners

injectors both feasible and urgent.
ppear more at risk than commercial partners.
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Transmission sexuelle du VIH (partie 2)
Sexuai Transmission of HIV (Part 2)

T.A.0,14

Diseases Unit; Muirhouse

in tranemission of HIV amongst he’ Inu
METHOD: with one HIV +ve index were recruited into a
Prospective study of transmission. 6 monthly interviews
recorded + plus and immmological status.
RESULTS: To date 73 couples have beenbeen interviewed, with 19 female (F) and
contacts te muck caseswho |1 acquired HIV by IDU. 16 F and 4 Msexual

theseFc a mean length ofcontacts are In + despite a
penationship mrof 56-56)months 19(0-60) months of unpro-

{UI), mean ofLilepisodes of
yearplas a mean of 45442270)mon IDU only 3(19%) have

of ants-139) months, UI of 24(2-60) months,
intercourse

Ininthe
mean 20e gasof vaginal per year and 471ne
months of seicndid not correlate

pesthistory of STD or beeen natondid potcorrelate wit
les whose only risk

sex, transmission occurred in 168 from M to F,

= In double drug using couples exposed to 2 risk factors trans-
heterosexual sex.mission is not greater than those ly exposed to This is

that other Factors auch as variability ininfectivity
10f he index or susceptibility of the contact to infection may be important.

T.A.0.16 |HETEROGENEOUS MALE-TO-FEMALE TRANSMISSION
OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCYVIRUS.

Padian,Nancy”, Shiboski, S.*. *University of California, San Francisco, California USA.

HeadsUsdata from a study of opposite Sex partners of individuals infected with
examined e association betweennumber
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact afier hislate.eee vb Ip ing oY
examined: 24% were infected.
Results: The logarithm of dj f ‘ission (p=.001) and jgifcant after adjusting wihay

il 13 leant g na g not

condoms) f 1 di dod
wgco of issi pl hn did ood acd Pp
condoms.

ons: Number of 4 with infe kh + .
Variation in th ber of y b = :
hypothesis th di y d heterog ptibility
and infectiousness. Studies that did ee SK a

exposures, al ff. Lt _

transmission rates, 8

T.A.0.18 |SMOKING As A RISK FACTOR FOR HETEROSEXUAL
TRANSMISSIONor HIV-1 IN HAITIAN WOMEN

Bo , Ree; Holt, E*; Quinn, Tc#;
Brutus, JR**; and Ruff *; .
*Johns Hopkins University: Baltimore, MD, USA, **Centers for
Health and Development, Port-au-Prince, Haiti

Objective. To identify risk factors for HIV-1 infection in
pregnant Haitian women

n residing in an impoverished urban community were
interviewed and tested for H -1 and syphilis.

179 (9.2%) were seropositive
fo: IV1. Higher HIV-L seropositivity rates wer weronitiee
He001) with being unmarried, positive serology tor hili
lower economic status, and smoking. okin:
seropositivity rateLe 8.6% fo:

Home: who sm 6 or more cigarettes per day had a higher
rate than wonen who €sno! 1-to-5 s per day (31.03% vs 14.14,
peo. 04).onogisttic regression analysis revealed t smoking vas
a significant predictor (OR=3.2, 95% CI 1.a6.2)
seropositivity independent of all other factor:

; Smoking has been associated with ‘increased risks of

of HIv-1

Co-Factors in the Heterosexual Transmission of HIV in WestT.A.0.15
S. Staszewski, S. Rehmet, £.B. Helm, W. Stille, Zentrum der

Inneren Medizin, Universitatskiinik Frankfurt, fed. Republic of Germai

bjective: To investigate heterosexual HIV transmission frequency as well ae
co-factors in favour of transmission.
Method: We examined 133 heterosexually active peuple.ot whom at least 1
partner was positive for HI Xx d had sexual contacts

ales), 27 erhad infected
their partners (n=28). A comparison between those = IPP), a
having infected their partners (IPN) showed a significant dutterenc
frequency of positive TPHA and extent of cellu

but on 4% showed a positive lues serology. IPP, but
had a CD4 cell count < On the other hand, 31% IPN, but only 4% IPP, had
CD4 >600. Moreover, until n N, have develop

Conclusion: Transmission rates ‘trom ffemale to maie are higher than vice
ons with fast progressing disease seem to be more infectious than

persons with stable conditi

T.A.0.17 RISK FACTOR. FOR HIV TRANSMISSION IN STEADY HETERO-

SEXUAL COUPL!

SeldHn, inde‘buugan, T; LeM; Bsbenroth, D; Krasinskl, K;

rk, UVHoizman, R. New York University, New Yor
 

Objective. To assess the determinants of HIV esse in recorexual couples.

Methods. Ellgible Partners{P) had never used IV gs and had > 10 odes of vaginal
ieee courrse ) with an Infected index cae ne“al Ps and ava able ls were inter-

ut sex, repro:re and drug behavior, & tested for antibody to various

A & RNA viruses, P24 a tigen; CD4 celis; and VDRL reactivity. Risk ratios were

ealeutated by fogistic regresssion.

Results: 61 Ps (56 female) and 9 Is (4 female) were enrotied. 31 Ps were HIV+
s had Inconctusive tests. HIV+ and - Ps did not dec signiflcantiy in

median age, race, marital status, iength of relationship with 1 episodes of VI,

number of lifetime sex partners, age of first intercourse, sex duringmenses, history of

alcohol use, and presence of antibodies to E HSV1. P's serostatus was not
related to their I's risk group or circumcision status.

R For HIV seropositivity
Hannireÿ Adjusted for other variables

6

 

 

 

  

Variable
Crack 13.16 (1,55,111.89) 5.42 (0.50, 58.9
Other Non!V Drugs 0.88 (0.29, 2.70) 0.70 (0.13, 3.

Any Anal Intercourse 3.11 (1.04, 9.32) 8.28 (1.31, 52.22
HSV2 antibody 3.30 (0.64, 17.96) 3.34 (0.44, 25.04
Hstry genit. uicer 3.35 (0.90, 12.47) 1.41 (0. 4.96

0.36 (0.08, 1.52 0.06 (0.007, 0.4
Conclusions. tn these 61 couples, prevalence of HIV seropositivity in the partner of an

index case was related most strongly to crack use and to anal intercourse.

T.A.0.19
Fs CR odo®

"Istituto Malattia Infettive -ttIstituto di Microbiologia;
Bologna, Bologna,

RISK FACTORS IN HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV

lo Costiolio E. hi*, 6. Marinacci®, V.Colangeti*,

Universita’ di

Te assess the
tvaluated by acohort

risk factors in HIV heterosexual transaission

 

partners took a part in a follow-up prograay
tasts and epicaiological interview avary &
involved 8 partners,
average periodof 28 6

This lon itudinal study
who wero HIV Ab negative at first analysis, during an

jonth"
an/64 (15.6%) aale and 29/135 (21.5%) female

partners woresenc to be M Ab positive at the be:ginning of this
and the difference between sals-to-fenala and fe

 

seroconversions happened in 9/54 partners ee 62) and they o
couples which didn't use conduss regularly ¢

curred asong
© 582 of sexual contacts).
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Efficacité et évaluation des programmes
ProgrammeEffectiveness and Evaluation
T. A 0 20 AMERICANSYRINqEEXGHANGEPROGRAM,ns T. A 0 21 aN OF TRE NEEDLE EXCHANGE arene IN ANSTERDAN

*; Purchase, D.***; Reid. T.** and
Friedman,S.R. es,

*New York State Div of Substance Services, New York, NY,LemePierce City Health
Dept, Tacoma, ansSate, USUSA. ***Point Defiance AIDSPro ‘acoma, Washington State ,
USA, essNarcotic and h, Inc., New York, NY, USA.

 ‘SE's) to prevent H

lish 
 

 

 

 

 

Europe, din North A Meudonhee
injection eau ip North American SE, in Tacom:

hilEn

the exchange). The span inthe SEfs 70% were male,
61% White, 17% Black, 9% native American, 8% Latino/Hispanic, 2% ‘Aton end2%olspecie. Mean
age was 33 years.
for statistical testing. onypg,annlyee

 

 

of the conference.): Althoug dividual bh

towards "safer" injection, Lent k lined fre
mean of 64/mo. to a mean of 44/mo. (p<.05) Wa casualfiend from 48/mo. to 32/mo.
(p<.05),rentin used equipme spl 29/mo. to 18/mo (baronBaronenueon 31/61010 24/mo.
(ns), and using only water uipmen: to 70/mo. tas) Use of bleach to
equipmentt increased from Timo. wo 2130/mo. (ns). |
 

findi ler mi indi

 

BRIEF COUNSELING TO REDUCE AIDS RISK IN IV DRUG USERS: UPDATE

SLbso! R., Lovelle-Drache, J., Derby, Ss Garcia-Soto,
and Mele .

À

T.A.0.22
J. Le se-d’ Hospital,

University of Californie“sen Francisco,

We are evaluating theoctareness of brief counseling designed
Drawing on insights from

8 a practical, nonstaff-inten-
widely disseminated. The

siens anwhich drug users are

Objective

only bro
t es vi

-cacy (acceptance of guidelines to reduce risk), se
tion skill in arranging low-risk behavior, and self-reported needle-sharing
and unprotecte:

Sixty-eight (772) and 63 (73%) were reached for post- and follow-up
and 90 days after receiving counseling/brochures. few drug

users in either condition reported any needle-sha either T ft
point. t the interview, experimental (counseling) subjects scored 4/10
and 1/4 points higher on five-point drug-related measures of self-efficacy
CP and communicati 11 (p=.05), and reported using condoms 40% more
often (p=.004) and aching needles mo: mt bjects receiving bro-

The self-efficacy finding was sustain d at the f i exview
counseling subjects also reported mo: spon: .0
Conclusion. The counseling erpeara te have short-term positive consequences.

Moran,John § ae veteran,Tass ‘Stone, mae

8 for anneGontro: » Atlanta, Georgia, USA,

REEC|Research, Northbrook, tilanosa, USA.

In the fall of 1986, the US Surgeon General warned of the risk of Human
etes Virus (HIV) infection and recommended the use of condoms,

well as other measures, to prevent sexual transmiseion
Objective, To ascertain whether condom e increased in the US after the
Surgeon General reconmended their use

national probability sanple of drug stores
disers) were analyzed.

1983 to
The largest

Methods. “sales deta.‘from a
Cand|since 1986, food stores and mass werchan

Res . Annual sales of condoms in ar etores rose 0.6% fron
DE2% from 1985 to 1986one 20. 3% from 1986 to 1987.
sales increase occurred in early

BIMONTHLY CONDOM SALES BY DRUG STORES, FOOD STORES AND MASS MERCHANDISERS
Plain Latex Latex with Spermicide Natural Membrane
2 10 3,Mar-Apr ‘87 52, 134,00 5,949,000 288,000

Jul-Aug "87 56,361,000 8,847,000 3,582,000
Nov-Dec '87 52,896,000 > 8,766,000 3,333,000
Mar-Apr ‘88 55,452,000 801,000 3,036,000
Jul-Aug '88 8,722, 12,2490 76,000

ea increased as mu reas of low ncidenc in areas of
higher AIDS incidence where ea had already increased in 1986.
Conclusion. te: ales increased in the x they we 
was in lat loms with spermicide.
latex condoms, saleses of natural membrane condoms decreace
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lartgers, Christina; Boning, EC and tinho,
unieTpat Health Service, Ansterdan, “one Netherlands

Objective. To study the impact of participation in the needle exchange
birOg! n drug use ve

Methods. In 1987 IVDU’ e intervieved of vnon 60 (39%) were seen for
‘ollow-up in 1988. Differences"pet exchangers” (participants of the
exchange program) and "non-exchangers" vere studied regarding denographic
and drug use behav
Results" sue vho had foreign nationality were more often lost to follov-
up. the ow-up group as a e moved in the direction of more safe in-
jecting fohaglare vhich vas primar

arial vi
direction) vith needle-shar

cting, not exchanging needles
one

ring (borrowing) during the a:
» having volunteered for an AIDS-test, male

 TS maintain theirrelatively lov risk-level of i.v.
Use over a long period of time. Usi eedle exchange

neediees. Alternative preventive effo
needles safely and effectively - mayhave to be directed at this group.

T.A.0.23 PLAN FOR THE PREVENTION AND OF AIDS IN BA! COUNTRY.

Zuleice, D.; Eliz im. Bo: Gercie Gurutxerri, A.: Zubie. I.; Urcalmy,

A.. Servicio Vasco de eae Orsuigetse,tan Sebestian. Open.

ObJetive: Report on the Plen for Prevention snd Control of AIDS in Basque Country 18 months

after ite Insugureti

ucturm Of the plan consists of

1th eduomtor. 6 nuras end an administrative. The progre

1

ive persons: _ruspenetvte andetcian,Matsuepds; The infree
epidemiologist,

   

 

wee divided into three srees: 0] information end sducetion cecpetans. D} oreuniserten
of health omrs, c) ectivities te prev discriminstion of serepositiva subjects.
particularly in schools.

Results:
s) teeaien and education anneansa; Two lerge es wero carriad out end evaluated,

ene oriented tcverd the gener letion to promate the use ondome other
sonbut discriminetiri

f serepositivas wes structured at the primary

sans

c) Anti-discriminatory ectivitios: In echools, particulary, we heva hed serieus problems

va chiidren. The policy of muinforming

witholding this information has bi

ara now 1} serepoeitive children in the schools cf tha Samqua Countr:

msn more positive. There

rams, with unified criteria,

the effectiveness of efforts

In our opinion, the exietence of repional p
and evtivitios, sadcomrdinetion end incro

arog.

  

  

 

EFFECTIVENESS OF CONDOM PROMOTION IN A NAIROBI COMMUNITY OF
osFe

, Francis Allante Scarth,
Waiyaki, P.**, Nineiconela, J.0.*, andRonald, A. ©.aan,
*University of Nairebl, Nairobi, Kenya, **Kenya Medical Reaearch

te, Nairobi, Kenya, *eeUniversity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

T.A.0.25
++, Ngugi, E.N.*,

etal.

Objective. To evaluate theÉrequeney of condom use a group of pros-
titutes and the impact of c use on sexually tranemitted disease (STD)
incidence,
Methods. Condom promotion and distribution was initiated im a commumity

of prostitutes in one Nateobt re in 1986. Condom use was evaluated’by

GW) every 6month vent enrolled women

anemission was determined
city.region, etrea region

CR)

interview of study group women

erved as controls (CW). The ste ou re

Conclusion. This mc hieved a durableincrease in condon use
and may have resulted in reduced STD transmissio:
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Déclaration du VIH
HIV Reporting

SURVEILLANCE FOR HIV INFECTION IN MINNESOTA: RESULTS HIV INFECTION REPORTINGaTHE UNITED STA’
T.A.0.26 FROM THE Fie THREE YEARS OFOPERATION. T-A 0.27 kelman, R.; VanPatten, H.;

cDonald ristine*; Dani Reier D*; Heiser J*; Curran J.
Stiepan D*; Osterholm M.  *MN Dept. of Health. trot): Minneapolis, MN U.S.A. Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Objective. jo ascertain the burden of pespéetected disease caused Objective. To summarize the status of HIV infection reporting in the U.S.
nfection (regardless of symptoms) in Minnes - AIDS surveillance staff from each state were contacted in October

Method. HIV infection became reportable to the Soi ‘in October 1985. The 1988 regarding mandatory reporting of HIV seroponitive persons and were
reporting system was passive until January 1987, when active surveillance asked to provide copies of reporting regulations and report forms

s As of

 

 
was i at all hospital n the metropolitan Twin C rea an October 8, 24 states had mandatory reportin;
at 6 sentinel hospitals -in the inder of MN. Al? clinical laboratories infection. States with re i ative incidence of AIDS
in the state also participate in laboratory-based su tl atates without reporting (median of 299 cases ve. 76
Results. As of January , 7 cases of HIV infection have been reported reported 19% of all U.S. AIDS cases. Sixteen states (67%) requir
y name. Current stages for cases are: Grou acute infection) = 1; reporting by name and 17 (71%) require a positive result on e confirmatoryPai
roup 11 (asymptomatic infection) = 531; Group III (peripheral generalized test before reporting. Most states collect basic demographic data (age,

lymphadenopathy) = 119; Group IV (eonstttuttonal symptoms) without AIDS sex, race, and place of residence) and almost half collect risk£fac
diagnosis = 103; Group IV with AIDS diagnosis = 467; and Unknown = 266. information. Four states (17%) collect sufficient informa the
HIV cases without AIDS were more tikely than AIDS cases to be nonwhite clinical status of the patient to use the CDC HIV infection classifiation
(p< 0.001), Female (p< 0.01), and IV drug users (p< 0.001). Only 3 AIDS system. Sixteen states (67%) use the data to monitor epidemiologic trends
cases (0.6%) have been reported in persons less wan age 20; whereas, 34 and 15 (63%) states use the datato initiate partner notification services.
(3.7%) of 911 HIV-infected persons of known age less than age 20 SE Conclusions. Because reporting systems were developed independently, there
0.001). AIDS cases have been ported from 37 ‘Of87 MN counties (42% is no standardized approach and results cannot ea:nally be compared.
whereas HIV-infected persons (éneluding AIDS) have been reported from selection biases associated with testing, the inability to exclude
counties (66%) (p< 0.001). duplicate reporta in states that do not collect patient identifiers, and
Conclusions. While these dat: y be biased by dibanostic practices: they the lack of studies to determine the completeness of report: Bey HIV
provide rmation on infection©trends not available from AIDS surveillance infection reports alone cannot be used to monitor trends in HIV infection.
alone. Such trend analysis is useful in monitoring the HIV epidemic rv infection reporting must be rigorously evaluated to determine whether

t meets surveillance and prevention objectives.

: T.A.0.28 THE ROLE OF HIV INFECTION REPORTING IN PUBLIC HEALTH

Chairpersons: Ruth L. Berkelman (Atlanta, USA), Joel DeKoven (Toronto, 

 

  

   

  

Panelists: Wolly Coye (Trenton, USA), 0. Noel Gill (London, United
ngdom), Fred Wolf (Denver, USA)

Some or all Jurisdictions within at least 25 countries currently requi
reporting of HIV-infected individuals to public health officials.

regulasie
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Histoire clinique de l'infection à VIH : manifestations précoces et progression
Natural History of HIV Infectien: Early Manifestation and Progression
T A 0 29 PRASTI,INDICATORS FOR DEVELOPING AIDS WITHIN 24 MONTHS.

de d J. h, Munoz A, Fox R, Kaslow RA, Rinaldo C,

tels R, Saale JP.

The Johns HopkinsSchool of Hygiene and Public Health and the Multicenter

AIDS Cohort Study (MACS), Baltimore, MD, USA

Objective. To identify laboratory and clinical variables with predictive

for onset of AIDS above that pr:

tify variables and

n those variables that had independent predictive power for deve-

FonteAIDS within 24 months.

Results. men developed AIDS in the first 24months of followup. Those

who developed AIDS naa at baseline, elgnitican
 

i
gounta(reve 692), lower hemoglobin(i4. vs 15.va. ener 2A(333 vs 227),

© positive in the DuPont nv ELISA(2.68 vs nd
platelets (225% ve 241k, p=0.09) jose who re! re ©

mos. after seline that were associated with developing AID:

included onset of =. syap’ ean decli telets, or
0.3g hemoglobin. DuPont BLISA ratio increased b: n those who did not
develop AIDS, but remained unchange: those developing AIDS

tion to nusbe: Y iphocy-gion. In
tes, a clinical profile of those who

now possibie h data are helpful in patient management and in designing
therapeutic trials.

T.A.0.31 PROGRESSION TO AIDS INTHE SAN FRANCISCO
. GENERALHOSPITAL COHORT

Snir ofComaSenreP.*; Osmond, D.*; Brodie, B.*; Ross, E.*; Krampf, W.*.
*University of Francisco/SF General PDA California, USA.

Objective. We d AIDS years in HIVpositive
homosexual men.

+ men recruited 1983-84 were followed in ththe AIDSclinic at San
o AIDS and ARC at four year of

of HIV Ab+ subjfectsto clinical
the observed

 

study, an estimated averagee seven years frominfection.
. At 48 months the actuarial ogression ra

toAIDS or ARESwas16%. For!subjects with AR

s werc: CD4<200 88%

al .
hi and hematocrit, rates bynnumberofabnormalities were: 0 abnormalities

rope 249 52%; three or r

REantprat
id p24 present 858%

perkEm
markers.

urYears
ForARConwith ARCandone abuormal yaar

Fe: d CD4<400 89%; ARC and Bens391%;
. Mostse:seropositives inin the SFGH cohort a;

Papeeteto AIDS over four years in ortlabo men was
wo-yea

dicted by ARC plus one abnormal marker.
PAVE FE P

T.A.0.33 THE PROBABILITY OF PROGRESSION1TO AIDS IN A COHORT
OF MA UAAL CONTACTS OF MEN MIT'H HIV DISEASE
Struthers, Cyntha Coates, R.*

* Department of Health Studies, University of Waterloo,rico, Ontario;
++ Department of Preventive Medicine and Biostatistics, University of
Toronto, Torento,àOntario, Canada

avestigate the proportion of indiviudats in a cohort of male
sexual contacts of men with HIV disease who will progress to AIDS.

At recruitment 143 cohort members were _ seropositive and 16
seroconverted during follow: the times of

mean incubation time wa:as estimated to be
parameter was sind a 1.96.

At lea . 50%Per men with HIV disease are likely to progress to
AIDS. There was no evidence of a suubpopulation not susceptible to AIDS. The
estimated incubation time distribution in this cohort is consistent with

other estima
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T A 0 30 CLINICAL COURSE OF PRIMARY HIV INFECTION : CONSEQUENCES FOR
ALU THE SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE INFECTION.

pedersen. Court, Lindhardt 88, Jensen BL, Lauritzen E, Gerstoft J, Dickmeiss
et al.

University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denamrk.

Objective. To investigate the impactof the clinical course of the primary
HIV infection on the subssequent course of the infectioon.

roconversion for

median of 670 (rangejeSe1506) days. Progression criteria were :
sion to COC group IV. Life tables were used to c

re disesse progreSSion.
eResults. An acute glendular-fever-tike illness occurred in 52% of the pati-

ents. The median duration of the illness was 16 de:
Progression rate to CDI oupa 8 78% at three Years for those who had a
longlasting (>14 days) primary illness (n=27) compared to for those who

d minor symptoms or were ptom-free (n=59) (p<0.0001). The corresponding
progression rates to AIDS were 23% and 0%, respectively (p:
Conclus he primary response to HIV

in
sis of acute HIV infection as it appears that a the
vents may provide the is for a better understandiing of the subsequent pro-
gressive ifmunodeficiency during HIV infection.

T.A.0.32 THE NATURAL HISTORY OF HIV INFECTIONIN A COHORT OF
_ HOMOSEXUAL AND BISEXUAL MEN: CLINIC:

FESTATIONS, 1978-1989
Lifson,A.*; Hessol,iN *; Rute!rford Geo e W.*; aBuchbinder,Si0°Malley,P.*;
Cannon, L*; "Barnhart,L. *; rison, jo Tabi ; Jaffe,H.+erg, S
*Dept. of Pubtic Health: san"Francisco,SCA3 SAIS" Program, COC,“atianta, GA, USA.

AUSTo determine the relationship between clinical manifestations of
nfection and duration of seropositivity in a cohort of homosexual and

bisexu
hethods. We"evaluated clinical manifestations of HIV infection in a cohort

1978 to 1980

e last 2 y me from
(522) developed"AIDS, 27 (228) AIDS-relate:

tomatic alized lymphadenopathy, and 18 (15%)
n last e aminnat ion. Using 268 men,

cohort“a develop AIDS within
5 years, thin 6

9 years, and sat

Among tl
conditions, 13 (1iasymp’

ad no signs or symptom
estimated 4% of the HIV- infected men in
3 years of infection, 10% wien n 4 years, 15% within
years, 34% within 7 years, 3 within years, 43% within
within 10 years (95% conffidence”interval,
Conclusion. The risk of AIDS and other elinical manifestations of HIV
infaction¢continues to_increase as_Pauration .of infection increases.

T A. 0.34 PKOAPerMTSWiloughy 8° INFECTION
MTWilloughbyBBy; MeLeod WA"; Constance P*;

Weaver MS*; Montaner Te ib KJP*; Le
“The Vancouver Lymphadenopathy-AIDS:Study, St. Paul's Hospital and the University ofof
British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. * Federal Centre for Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Objective, Te
and did not develop AIDS in the Vancouver UympiadenpsiyADS+ with respect to

the time ofboratory variables obtained close to
Of 118 seroconverters in ourreeapectivestudyas of 1/88, we identified all 10 who later

developed AIDS (denoted ‘cases’). For each case, 3 AIDS-free seroconverterverter controls were selected
atrandom, matched tothe cases on the ie Ot ee theact negativeOLN)and fi Datesof

CF)antibodytest rev Laboratory data were obtained from theFP visit. Comparisons were
madeutilizing nor-pa
Results. A total of10 cases and 30 controls were included in the analysis The

d FP 4-21) for cases and 11 iontnsGunger-26)for
controls. at FP,laboratory data were obtained« median of 275 months franges1696)prier 19

the cases. Controls were
11/68. AFP, Cig binding (median 280 vs120; p~0.028) and IgA levels (median 245 vs 203;fers?
were significanttly elevated, and CD4 count 79vs B04; peO.043) were ly lower

Nodifferences wiere Observed at FP
wipehelieodolyani,reCDun

ited power, hi
Cen aendaot progress toto AIDS. We spe d had much
longer seroconversion windows or ii) teprtaPaspleuros dae

AIDS.
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Modéles mathématiques
Mathematical Models

TM D BAI CULATIONS FOR THE AIDS|EPIDENIC. ICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STAGES OF HIV INFECTION USING AT.A.0.35 SIMPLIFIEL CKCALCULAT ait, RD Biggar, 20 Goedert T.A.0.36 SEOOAL

{National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A.

OBJECTIVE: 0 develop simple backcalculation methods for projecting AIDS
incidence and.for estimating the previous incidence of HIV inf

le extended availab o permit flexible mxels f the
preavions HIV infectioon rate. We fit these models using¢often regression
techniques that were easily implemented on rsonal c

: ur methods provided estimates (with confidence ‘intervals) of
portant features of the pattern and extent previous HIV infections.

prior to March 1, 1585 indard deviation (SD) =975). The t
eaked prior to se currently infected, we project a

cumulative AIDS incidence through January 1, 1993 of 3,475 (SD=700).
he utational efficiency and generality of the flexible

models improves the assessment of random and systematic errors. Application
to other groups may provide important public health insights.

EXTRAPOLATING RECENT TRENDS TO MAKE AIDS CASE PROJECTIONST.A.0.37
3 Devi

AIDS Program, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA

Objective. To evaluate extrapolation from recent trends as a procedure for
making short-term projections of AIDS cases.

. Tre in quarter.

jox-Cox pro:

od
cases 5 years in future can be very

of the polynomial chosen (linear or quadratic), and
somew!what sensitive tothe period during which we trend is modeled.

tingPeriod Report: edicted incidence

1/84-6/88 12/88 36,500 67,000 109,000
1/84-6/88 12/88 quadratic 34,200 35,000 20,000
1/84-6/88 12/88 quadratic (log) 35,000 45,000 7,000
7183-9/87 6/88 linear 40,000 76,000 126,000

9/87 3/88 linear 38,000 69,000 12,000
iccentcatiented (adjusted) incidence continues to increase stead: ly.

- Careful analysis is easent: i g olation methods

An arbitrary transform, su 6 the logarit: hould not be used. Report-

ing delays must be estimated car: ully because extrapolations are sensitive
to changes in recent data. Predictions shoul ize uncertainty, as
indicated by Prediction in

tions more than 2 t

T. A 0 39 A RISK BEHAVIOR BASED MODEL OF THE CUBIC GROWTH OF AIDS IN
uo THE TE:

Colgate, Stirline A., Stanley, E. A., Hyman, J. M.,
Layne, S. and Qualls, C.P.,
Los Alamos National Laborat.tory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA, *University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, USA

reesetea understand the spread of HIV in the United States
umulative number e United States has grown a 

a eme ‘time rather exponentially le lain this by i teractions
involving partner choice and sexual freque: cy in a ri ehavior model wi
biased mixing is 8 a saturation waveo: fection movin; on hi
to low risk ups. 1 assumes that the distribution of ople accord-
ing to risk (behavior that puts one at risk of infection) decays slowly, with
a significant fraction of the population engaging high-risk activities. It
assumes t 1 simil. k behavior tend ract primar:

mg themselves (biased mixing) rather than equallywithothers= {homogeneous

 
ra 1

and on the progression from initial HIV infection to©AIDS.
Results. The decreasing growth rate of AIDS 5 through 1988 was not due t
hanges in behavior, but ra due ti intrinsic epidemiology of
e di he total number of persons infected with H the U

1988 was approximately one million. The average duration of infection for ne
Sc is incressing mean risk behavior for people being infected

with HIV decreasing lel is consistent with a mean probability of
transmissi per sexual contact between 0.001 and 104, increa in
infectivity durii e Tv s of HIV infection iesincrease the
uture growthrate of AIDS:bars modification could reduc

ir. 2 oe ¥.st: Horsburgh, C.R.*
Lemp, G.F. Rae, Byers, R.H.” Darrow,xLA
‘Emory University, Atlanta, GA USA, Program “coc. aflanta, GA USA,
04S Office, Department of Health, San Francisco. CA USA

. Persons infected with HIV pass through a progression of stages
from inttially infected to death. We have estimated the wa. time
distribution for of infection. rom these estcinaens ve specify
the Prarie aiversbutfons of the AIDS incubation period, pre-HIV-
anti! cific survival time:
Met) as. The natural history of HIV was modeled ya Markov process with the
following five stages: we. infected|but ee negetive: 2) anntibody
positive but asymptoma: 3) pre-
hematologic indicator;“clinicalNS:8).“feath, Thisfiive-stage model
was= feted to censored f 558 HIV-infected individuals.

Fi

are estimated t
years, seepectively

el can be ised to efficiently estimate
important statistical descriptors of the natural history o:

MODEL-BASEDOPTIMIZATIONOFINFECTIVITY PARAMETERS
+; Gomy MK**;Stein A C*,

* Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106, ** NYU Medical Center, New
York, NY 10016, U.S.A

T.A.0.38

Obi 0:1 1 ti . . up es ofkey

GeOegic parameters; 2) determine whether seroc: and case rates among
homosexuals/bisexualsiin San Franciscoer raie1986inmply FonsinfectivityoD:among

Si are VI-based
4) de

holds when simulated d signi 50%)9"
neVoorvoconDenmaGalconneBdmodel)

The optimization gram1minimizes the differencebetween si ase rate
FranciscoHepatitis B cohort‘dy.

 

seroconv

ceedaactaeeorstage; 3) deytime from seroconversionAIDSThe
cumulative fraction to AIDSvs, Sth
order exponentialcege .

are matched usin;

positive stage. matched using EI, but the
fractionscareeodvdung1978-8EnAomVrai

Conclusion High inf pr ig isk group

T.A.0.40 DRUGS SEX & HIV: A MATHEMATICAL MODEL POR NEW YORK CITY
Blas z,Sally M.*; Courval,J.M.**; Stein,Z.A.**; May,R.M. ***
erseMX

qpperias CollegeFE Science, Technology & Medicine, London University, London
University, London,UK, **HIV Center for Clinical & Behavioral Studies, New
York State Paychiatric Institute, Columbia University & Columbia Presbyterian
Medi enter, New York, USA, ***Oxford University, Oxford,UK.

Objective To develop a mathenatical model of sexual and drug behaviours in
order to investigate the magnitude and time scale of the HIV epidemic in
omen and children in New York citety.

Hathods Different methods for capturing HIV transmiesion by intravenous drug
and heterosexual sex.were explor.

Results A mathematical model was developed. The final model includes three
Women; women who are at who are at

 

ca:
magnitude and the time scale of the epidemic. Several scenarios will b

ch empirical data are used to explore the model and to assess
@ impact of possible behaviour shangee

conclusion The model appears to adequately capture sexual and adrug behaviours
an us appéara useful for exploring the HIV epidemic in wo: children
in New York City
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Evaluation de l’efflcacité des programmesde prévention
Evaluation of Preventive Programme Effectiveness

T.A.0.41 EVALUATION OF PREVENTIVE PROGRAMME EFFECTIVENESS

Chairpersons: David Heymann Grass Switzerland), Jack Wirima (Lilongwe, Malawi)
Panelist: RTREFETEU Geneva, Switzerland), Jean-Baptiste Brunet

(Paris, Francs), (eee Muiandi (Nairobi, Kenya), Ron Waldman
(Atlanta,

Objective: To discuss various aspects of evaluation of AIOS contro] programmes

TncTudTng an overview of the place of evaluation in AIDS contro? programmes,
approaches and problems associated with AIDS surveillance for HIV infection,
feasible indicators for monitoring programme implementation and evaluating

programme impact, approaches for collecting indicator information, and the place
of evaluation in developing individual programme interventions.
Methods stoba1 jerperts in evaluation and implementation of disease contro]

ori n Geneva to identify and select quantitative indicators which
ates for measuring changes in KIV seroprevalence. Potential

indicators of effectiveness were developed for the three main strategies of the
WHO Global Programme on AIDS: decrease in sexual transmission, decrease fn trans-

reduction of impact on individuals, groups and societies. Methodologies

roposed for the collection of indicator information, either throughvexistinng
health informationSystems or from information systems developed specifically for
the evaluation pro
Results: The role ofevaluation in AIDS control programmes, a proposed ma of
Tndicators for use in evaluation, proposed approaches for collection oftithe.Madicator.
informaton and plans for validation of the indicator information and approaches were
developed by the giobai experts and will be presented during the discussions.
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Transmission du VIH dans le milieu des soins de la santé

HIV Transmission In the Health Care Setting

W.A.0.1 WEALTHCAREWORKERSRXPOSED1 PATIENTSTNPEGTED WITH HUMAN W.A.0.2 SURVEILLANCE UPDATE: HEALTHCARE WORKERS WETH AIDS

he Cooperative NeedlestickMercus,Ruthanne*
‘Surveillance Group. *Centers for Disesse Control, Atlanta, USA.

Objective. To estimate the risk of HIV infection isreelth-care workers
i with

Methods. over 1th-care institutions throughout the United

States who rentera mucous-menbrane, or non-intac:e paren skin exposures

to tho blood of persons infected with HIV are tetesfor inv antibody at
baseline, 6 weeks, 3, 6, months afte
epidemiologic data and confidentiel risk factor informationare collected

from each
Dante 31, 1988, 1107 HCWs were tested at least 6 months

HCWs with needlesticks (ns888) or cuts with
Sbjecte (n=94), positive for HIV antibody (4/982 = 0.41%; ue
bound of 95% vantidencetee1 [CI]: 0.93%). One HCW had no baseline
specimen available for testing, and thus occupational acquisition uenot
be documented. Th

T exposure . ve

experienced an acute retroviral syndrome, seroconverted to ay within 6

months postexposure of three HCWs who seroconverted were injured
by a co-worker during a resuscitation procedure. ing 125 HCWs
with blood contamination of aucous-membranes (n=53) or broken skin (n=72),

2).
HCWs expo:oned to HIV-infected

lowing parenteral Ennas
“afforte must be made t

xposure to blood to furthar minimize tha risk of HIV tranentesion.to HCWs.

W.A.0.3 PREVALENCEOFHIV INFECTIONAMONG PERSONS EMPLOYEDIN
MEDICINE ANID HEALTH OCCUP.

and theWalter ReedRas Research Group
Walter Reed Armyinstitute of Research, Washington, DC USA

T
Objective ociat
occupations and infection with HiV.
Methods Test resultsfor HNAb have been received on 545,114 US wey Resarva Component

10%

Employed 1in civilian occupations.

and heaith (MH) fiaid had a 1prevalence of 2.46 (per 1000). versus 1.51 for those not so employed. The
hite, black, and Hispanic male and female dentists were atl HIV-Ab negative. The

oreuneton among vitefemates (eet) in MH jobs was 0:23, compared to 0.23 for thosein other
ns. The Preval neetor blackfemales in MH occupations (n=1714) was 1.23, and 1.84 in

Is males ig ly hig!

registered nurses (RNiy Medical technicians nd not otherwise specified medicalpceons
nd 95%

as 7.26 (3.71, {i2 inanole
les the prevalence was S16060,with a PR of 4.76(2!(2:5yPrevalence was not significantly

MT, or NOS jobs; nor
all other wefields.

Conclusions higher prevalence sonswith employment in MH flelds Is largely restricted to
single white and black males employed In the RN, MT, or NOS areas. The absolute Prevalence Is much
higher among single black males, but the PR is higher for single white males. These pattems of HIV

 

   

Prevalence surveys.

NOSOCOMIAL OUTBREAK OF HIV INFECTION IN ELISTA,W.A.0.5 nosocc
AM Pokrovsk E.U. Er
Central Institute of Epidemiology, Moscow, USSR

A total of 41 out of 2504 children and _8 of
children who had been adm

 

115 mothers of:

t ction was identified among
20,000 inhabitants of Elista including.948 hospital workers an

apemterland, Mary*; Conley, L.*; Bus ; Jaffe, H.*.

*Centera for Disease Control {cic), Alan, GA, USA

Objective. To characterize health-care workers (HCWs) with AIDS in the
United States and evaluate the role of occupational transmission of HIV.

ds. HCWs with AIDS reported to CDC ve no identified risk (NIR)

vs
One HCW with AIDS has had a

ck exposure to blood from
vith NIE, 125 (61%) are under

investigation; 30 (15%) died, refused interview or were lost to followup;
%) had no risk factor identified after investigation.

with the 6.8 miilion HCWs in the U.S., the 48 investigated HCWs with NIR

were more likely to be black (44% vs iz).and less likely to be women (29%
omprised 8 physicians,

xposures to blood or other body fluids; in none was th
HIV status of the patient know

coe tne have an identified risk for HIV infection; the others
pro! a mix of persons with unreported behavioral risk factors
or anrenogolredoccupational exposures «

W.A.0.4

Objective: Topiment Precautions!
care workers (HCWs an with 2æ a sere emergency department (ED) igh (revelers (6teat

Methods: We prospectively cbserved 129 Hove performing 1274 interventions
151 consecutive patients requiring rapid interventions. Institution-wide ard

tal inetruct{onal seasions cn UP were held forcwthreatthe yeur
prior to the initiation of the stuiy. Interventions ware classified as mejor
(42.58) or minor (57-48) depending du tin ‘or exposure.

Overall adherence 16.5% of major interventions
and 64..288 ofminer interventions(po05)- Pure mime , adher-

(67.0%)a)(p08) ffprofuse bi
minor interventions declined to 19.7% in

 

Penee (P<. 05) and
major procedures,

presentations
adherence rate HCWs was: Residents 584; Attendings

; Consultants 438) Nursing staff 44%; Farmedics 84: areteciniciane ds

least (22.%, followed by protection (45.080%), gowns ers and loves49,

ÀRéslémmairesdninistered x Pentelge ed that
not adhering toUP lack of time

protectivembarinle (1(478),wardintertoreeaperformance o:fraON.
Conclusion: HOWs inin this Gettingare fot Cake Sages
strategies for Wersal Precautionsneadto be seve.
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Table ronde
Round Table  

Transmission hétérosexuelle
Heterosexual Transmission

HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSIONW.A.0.
Chairpersons: Frank Plummer (Nairobi, Kenya), Martin Schechter {Vancouver, Canada)
Panelists: LEane Taga (Kntwerp, Belgium), Ja TTaMbTRETTa{Ze ire, Africa)

Wancy Padian (San:Francisco, USA
Although a clear picture is emerging of the 2dento10gy ofaN transmission in
jay men, our understanding of heterosexual transmission is so consistent or

well developed. The prevention of oe HIV spread isclearly one of the
critical ghobal challenges in this amie. HE symposium wil] attempt to

view wi s known and what is mtPro about heterosex!ual transmission and
to generate consensus on some outstandingissues, Topics to be covered include
the efficiency of male-to-female and female-to-male contactand current estima
of the transmission probabilities of various forms of contact. Several ‘cofactors!

role i
transmitter will be discussed among others. The scientific study of HIV transmission

hood of future heterosexual epidemics and more importantly, for identifying
potential intervention strategies aimed at the control of HIV transmission,
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Etudes séro-épldémiologiques des femmes enceintes
Seroepldemlologie Studies In Chlidbearing Women

STATEWIDE HIV-1 SEROLOGIC SURVEY OF NEWBORNS WITH RESULTANT
POLICY

Cbjective. To determine the prevalerce of Feeeanee Jereey mothers and

Methods. Filter paper blots renbarn intentsin New
Jersey Pearmetebolic were also tested
for anti HIV-1 by EIA tests, Meith repestediy EIA positive specimens tasted

tested
births, 516 and 660 HIV-1 infected woman are giving

abuse.
Conclusion. Estimating that about 1/3-1/2 of infants born of HIV-1

infected motherswill be infected themselves, sbout

 W.A.0.9

Tedder

Hichald§.° Briggs,M’; Parra,N.’; Ades.A."; Helm,M"" ; Peckham.¢."”

University College and Middlesex Scho: of Medicine, Ridinghouse Street, London, U.K.

ss ite of Child Health, Guildford Street, London,

~~ Hospital for Sick ChildrenGreat Ormond Street, ‘London, UK.

Qbiectiva To asses ficacy of a method of large scale anonymoi reening for evidence
aay + infection in childbearng women using a cost-efiective moditieation of a sensitive

Neonatal whale blood dried on fiter- Paperdiecs, taken for phenylketonuria assay

(PKU), were used as described by Dr R.Hoif eta The ‘blood was eluted from the discs
providing a 100ul sample of an ximate 1 : 60 dilution of serum. This tested for
anti-HIV 1 ie) a modification of the Fujirebio gelatin Particle endtos assay (Serodia
Hiv). Reactive were titrated In the mi Serodia- and tested in a Western
Biot assay “capable ot td small volumes._The data generated|‘ware pomeared with the

02%,
met and inexpensive (total cost £0.125 per

sample ). It Is an creat simple way of enauringtt àanonymity in testing and is suitable
for widespread use.

W.A.0.11 HIV SCREENING PROGRAM AT A LOS ANGELES
PRENATAL/FAMILY PLANNING CENTER

Fehrs, Laura; Hill, D.; Kerndt, P.; Rose, T.; Henneman C.
Tos Angeles bounty Departrone of ibalth”Service, Los Angeles, USA

objecctive: To evaluate HIV seroprevalence and the efficacy of a selective

te panlHIV testing program at à public prenatal (PR) and family Planning
P inic

Methods: Betweenarch and September 1988, blood specimens remainin9 from
routine testing o women were mostly Hispanic (87%) and of recent
arrival to the U.. {median 5 aye were tested for HIV antibody after all
identifiers were rei

3%) testedPositive (7180on and 1/1167 FP),
oesors in the

past year, Voluntary HIV testingwas soffe d von orted having

nfection on interview. On) x (36/685) of clients
selectively offered testing, 28% (14/50) of conssrrned by invest-

 

2
ti ike choose voluntary testing
(p 0.001); the effect of race on acceptance of testing was greatest for lower
‘isk women.

Conclusion: While few women in this
higher risk women were

y testing programs should consider strategies to increase acceptance of

testis especially by persons at high risk, as well as tocal seroprevalence.

W.A.0.8 HIV INFECTION IN ADOLESCENT PHTLDBEARING WOMEN a
Novick, Lloyd*; Glebatis, D.*; cof, R.* and Berns, D.

“New York State Department of Health, Albany, New York, USA, “Wadsworth
Center for Laboratories and Research, New York State Department of Health,
Albany, New York

Objective. To determine age-specific rates and trends of HIV infection in
adolescent childbearing women in New State.
lethods. An ongoing blind reed. HIVseroprevalence study tested 276,606
newborns during a 12-month

The childbearing women infection rate was 0.66 percent (New York
City = 1.3%; other New York State = .16%). Rates were lower among women

r Hispantes 0.59% foor
lew York Cit,

Conclusion. The surv
and provides information on the extent of the problem not available

from AIDS case surveillance

W.A.0.10 HIV INFECTION IN PREGNANT WOMEN AND PERINATAL TRANSMISSION
IN SWEDEN
ohlin eatersnzén B*#*; seo Mes Büttiger, M*;

Forsgren, M¥***; ren, S**; von yao , Mer

of Pain National Bicterial Lab, **Depts o r Pediatr, “Obatetr and
ita #De of Obstetr aeInfect Dis, Danderyds

Hospital, "##**Central Microbiol Lab, Stockholm, Swe:

Screening for HIV in pregnant women is an important instrument to follow het-
erosexual transmiission, and it gives valuable epidemiological information. In

ional aly screening program was started in pregnant women in

offered an Hiv test at their first visit to the
ui A central reporting system has been set up, and

and HIV positive women
o:

after delivery. The median age
rentloren (7 >15 months) are known to be HIV

infected, 3 of whom hav died). Another 14 children are more tha
15 months old, clinically vell and HIV negative (not infected). Eight child.

n sre less than 15 months old and clinically wel (indeteerminate
Conclusi IV ning in preg y gives the possibility to

important part
ional HIV surveillance. The rate nfection in pregnant women in

Sweden was found to be 0.013% and the perinetel"ranemigeion rate was 33%.

NATIONAL SURVEYS OF HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN WOMEN DELIVERING
LIVE CHILDREN IN THE UNITED STATES.

seo Zappatonnou,Nerauerite"s George * Hannor, u** 3 Hoff,Rt,

Willoughby 4% To
R,

; Novel 3 StateHeaith Departments; et. “altet
*AIDS Prograu, CID, CDC, itianes GA; * CEHIC, coc, epenta, Gh

Massachussetts Department of Health, Boston, MA; * NICHD, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.

Objective. To obtain unbiased estimates of HIV prevalence in childbearing

women by geogr.aphicarea and demographic subgroup, and to monitor trends of
infection over time

irveys , neonaral blood specimens collected on filter
P maternal antibody to

ate confirmed by Westernn bot

birth, and in ti county of mother’s residence and hos

location, and mot age~ and racial/ethnic-group inl ate
results. ‘Information identifying individuals or hospitals is not reteined.
Results. , à tat id serriteries aa

complete or partially complete surveys: Northeast 0.03% - 0."66h; South 0.097
~ 0.462; h Central 0.06% ~ 0.09 lountain 0.03% - 0.04%.
Conclusion. The prevalence of HIV in women delivering live children varies

tate and region ed estimates of prevalence obtaii a

defined population at risk important for develop ng di

ducation/prevention pr ams, monitoring heterosexual transmiss

validat iz eteness of S case reporting, and for projecting.theAll
umber of women and children with AIDS needing health care
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Incidence et mortalité du SIDA
AIOS Incidence and Mortallty

W.A.0.13
rd, G. “ANS; Stehr-GRutherfo en J.*

*Centers for Disease Control, Atlante;New York City (NYC) Dept of Hlth,

*#*tLos Angeles (LA) Co. Health Dept, San Francisco (SF) Dept PH, USA

ARE AIDS CASES axons HOMOSEXUAL MALES LEVELING?
Karon, J.%; Thomas, P.**; Kerndt, P.*#®;

Objective. To analyze trends in reported|cases of AIDS among homosexual
and bisexual males in major metropolitan s of the U.S.
Methods. a 1A and the rest of the
U.S g homosexuals and bisexuals (HB) without intravenous drug use
(ivoU)fr ces bydate of
diagnosis,aad ust ng for reporting de port

 

te of increase for reported AIDS cases among HB has slowed
in e U.searil in NY, SF, and NYC (by 1987) than the rest of tre U.S3
the olowing has occurred for both vhites and other races in most area
change

1985(1)(2) 1987(1)
New York City +32 +h +26 +17 +2 4 +11
Los Angeles +66 +28 +32 +14 +14 0 6
San Francisco +30 +16 +28 +24 10 = +8
U.S. (other) +55 +40 +28 +29 +34 +11 +10
When analyzed bydate of reports leveling is lees apparent

Reported AIDS cases among HB maleswore leveling across the
U.S., noted ailes in selected metropolitan
differences in medical practices, early saturation nfection, and
behavioral changes should each be evaluated as scatedbating factors.

eas. _Underreporting

W A 0 15 SURVEILLANCE OF HETEROSENUALLYATTAms U.S.A.

ts Chamberland, Mary*; Conle:
Ce:nters for Disease Control,aeFe Usa

Objective. To monitor temporal and ver trends in the United States

for sdults with hererosexually seaudred (HA)-A1DS.
AID: o CDC its heterosexual pe

) reportt aexualcontact
on or (@)were

1 or Africa.
90

(98% hom S cases has
remained relatively stable (ranging from 5.2% of adults reported in
1983 48% 988), ¢l osition of the group has ed:
Haitians/Africans accounted £or 79% of the 107 HA cases reportediaoe:
but only 25% of the 1543 cases in 1988 cluding homosexua.
have increi from 0.5% of men with AIDS reported in 1983 to 3.9 in 1988
(p<0.001) and from 14.8% women to 6% ¢ 2001). Most SC cas

Both and w ted SC wi Ts
(71%). Men who reported SC were less likely than women (182 vs 49%) to
reside in New Y NewJersy, which account for 63% of AIDS cases in
heterosexual IV-drug
Conclusion. HA-AIDS remains largely focused in demographically distinct

population groups. The proportion attributable to 5SC is increasing.

> Te Bush, R. Berk
W A 0 17 were SURVETLLANCE or aAAeawe

. Mar: xtoby, M. Roger
- tae Sos Siseace Control. “Atlanta, Georgia, tsa

Oblective . To examine temporal trends in perinatal AIDS (PA) cases.

  

 

thods. Analysia of the 1046 acases reported to CDC frow 1982-88,

Results:hecases seeted 1985- 1985 1986 1987 1988
Numberof newly reported = yr 105 160
% of cases“necting 6onl 79/1987 defn ox oz
Number (2%) of cases with age dx >5yrs 9( 8%) 15(9%) 18(7%)-54€122)
Median age at A: xi overa: 10 mo 12 mo mo mo

for cases meeting pre-1987 defn 10 mo 12 no 8 mo 9 mo
for cases meeting 1987 defn only = — 18 mo 20 no

Disease: % with P.carinii pneumonia 52% 462% 452% 31%
Median age at dx for PCP cases 6 mo 6 mo 5 6 mo

ian age at dx for other cas 20 wo 18 mo 5 no 19 no
Residence: %from NY, NJ, or Florida 742 647 57% 60%
Maternal risk: % with hx drug use 58% 56! 53% 522
Race/ethnicity: % Black or Hispanic x 84% 1%8 87% 8
50% of cases were in 50% in girle; there was no sex difference in age
at diagnosis, disease presentatiamn, or survival time after diagnosis.

Conclusion. FA yearly incidence is increasing; offspring of aneusers

year, the fairl
the case"fefinitio may have most e: on reportability of older children,
who are less likely to present with orportuaieric tafections such as PCP.

66

BereRoeeua arsIN THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC
Robert Remis Bedadard, Robert W.H. Palmer
Bureau Fist"acemaladies infectieuses,
Montréal, bec, C

Objective: To characterize the crtideniotoeyofof AIDS among heterosexual

ersons resident in the province of Québec
i

W.A.0.14

4 mtsince 1983; reports were
data was 

ing the WHO
solnected forAIDS cases wit!

1979 teJanary 15, 1989, 743 cases of AIDS were reported in
Q (asu edDre"18vi,5%) we women and among children, compare:

to 2.8% 0.6% respectively for the rest of Canada. One-hundred-and-
forty-six (19.6%) c. were due tiotceroecnuel contact, for a rate of

8 illion"population versus 1.7 for the rest of Canada.
en: ine per: of the excess in Québec can be explaininedy the

markedly increasedrisk of AIDS among rosexual 8 from Pattern
IL countries, Haiti: the incidence|rate of AIDS in1088 among no:
homosexual Haitians in Québec was 710 as compared to 4.2 per milli
population for other non-homo 1 Québ & rs, for a relative rate of 170.
The rate of iS g het 1 partners of hi, isk persons was also
highe:

 
e ure in Québec and 12 in the endemic regi .

Conclusion: The rate of AI g heterosexuals in Québ 8 the highest
in Canada. Most of the excess can be explaine: 7. theHerate

heterosexual sons from Patt:amon, 8
heterosexuals with sexual partners from Pattern tt Comtries,

W.A.0.16 IMPACT OF THE HIV EPIDEMIC ON MORTALITY TRENDS IN MEN 25-44
YEARS OF AGE, UNITED TES
Buehler, James; Berkelman R., Devine

Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia & Hyattsvil

0.; Chevarl :
le, Marsan, USA

tnsa identify causes of death that are increasing among young
in the United States.
rr 1980-1986 (underlying and

iu.

lymphoma). Of the 8,65 6 a
72% were attributed to conditions in the AIDS definition, 8% to

buse, and to unspecified causes.

The HIV epidemic has led to an increase in diverse causes of

death and to a reversal in mortality trends for young men
 

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF AIDS AS A CAUSE OF DEATH
PEDIATRIC AND YOUNGG ADULT phere IN THE U.S. 1980-1987.

» T.J.
W.A.0.18

+ MF. Bus3 Roge:
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Atlanta,“deorsda, U.S. .

Objective. Yo assess the impact of AIDS relative|te other leading causes
of death in persons lese than 25 years of age in the U. 5.

Yearly AIDSmeerates computed "done! surveil-
ath

onal 2vital statistics data for the age grow >
years, 5-14 years, and 4 years for 1980-1986 and es d for 1987.

*< For <1 year olds, th rtality rate (per 100,000 live birthe)
for AIDS rose from 0.028 in 1980 to 1.3 in 19 2.02 in 1987. By 1987,
AIDS is estimated to e the 30th leading cause of th for this age

up. Among 1-4 year olde, the rate (per 100,000) of AIDS mortality was
0.015 in 1981 and rose to in 1986, when AIDS the 10th leading
cause of death this and 7 in 1987 when it is estimated to
bave been the 9th leading cause of death. In the 5-14 year age
rate rose progressively to 0.155 in 1987 when AIDS is estimated to have

rr 15-24 year agehe

y higher than for
youn, groups, except for the <1 15-24 year olds,
ins vas the 10th leading cause of death as early as 1984 and is estimated
o have been the sen leading cause in 1987.

Rates of AIDS mortality are increas.
young adult populations in the U.S. AIDS is now one of the t
causes of death among 1-4 year olds and 15-24 year olda in t

sing in the pediatric and
en leading

.8.
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L'annonce aux partenaires
PartnerNotification

EXPERIENCE OF PARTNER N I -W.A.0.19 5 R NOTIFICATION AMONG HIV INFECTED HETERO.

S, Ph.; Schoumacher, M.; Clumeck, Nathan.

‘aas in BRUSSEL!
+; Hermans

payision of InfectionDistanes” St Pierre University Hospital, Brussels,
Beelgiu

During a 2 year period, 105 out of 289 quesHIV seeropositivetie
were enrolled in & partner notification stud
counseling and testing (by E
ty-five out of 105
study were : ref

case of seropositivi-

This study suggests that partner notification is efficient as a tec! nique ai-
med to jerep counsel and test heterosexual partners who ignore their expo-
sure to HI Funtheler studies are n to se the impact oF partner no-pac

behaviour and on reduction of further trans-
mission of HIV, which is the first goal of the technique.

W.A.0.21 RESULTS AND BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS OF PROVIDER”ASSISTED HIV
ARTNER NOTIFICATION AND REFERRAL aevsky, C.

Wolf, F; sYD/AIbe Section, Colorado Departmene of Health, Denver,
Colorado USA.

Objective: Evaluate results, benefi and costs of provider-assisted
partner notification and referral to prevent HIV infection.

Ab positives re interv1 Disease Intervention
Specietiste (DIS) notify x/needie are partners of exposure.
artners were or red ak luction counseling and HIV Ab testing

trogr: ‘sonnel, travel and supplies were catculated as were
local medical costs for. the estimated number of AIDS cases prevented
through this intervention.

HIV infection would have remained unrecongnized in newly
identified cases and each would have transmitted susceptible in

A Forime 50% of HIV infected individualsen AIDS
Ab positives were intery iowed. identified 209

local tnsafa sen/neede share partners and s cts, of Tien they
to arefersel 25%. 209 (72%) were tocated. ace located partners
were p sly tes Netad (10%,
negative. AN (73%) had not been testedand”105 (95%) of these
ccepted new Loin and 72 (65x)ates accepted ne: sting. 11

positives were tit ri costs during 1988 totalled $27, 050
“Benefit-cost ratio was 7.2.

nypartner notification and referral has
identifies previously
(15%) and has a high

high partner ac of
undetected infections“in potential
benefit-cost ratio (7.2).

transmitters,

W.A.0.23
- STU)

Lorraine M. Fishback*, J. William Flynt**, James Fi

Cynthia Morgan; *O0ffice of the Assi

Service, Washington, D.C. and ** Macr

: ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMENTATIONa STATE

\AIDS/HL.V PARTER NOTIFICATION PROGRAMS: FIVE

Focht, Lela Baughman, an

Stant Secretary for Health, Public nenith

ro Systems, Inc., Silver Spring, Maryland.

 

Objective. To gather information the characteristics, preliminary re-

and apparent -benefits of existing partner notification p . rogY.
Methods. .A case study methodology was used to collect detailed information
on the design and operation of five state/local prog: fo: tifying, edu-
cating, a unseling the sex and needle-sharing partners of individuals
esting antibody-positive for HIV. ites se ed--Colorado, Florida,

Virginia, San Francisco, and Seattle-King County, Was! ington-~repres

‘range of approaches t. in combina hi te teach others caberking
‘on establishment ofpartner notificati
Results. e stu a rs s

used i
cua approach be

partners. Costeactions balanced by a concern for Bublie health were
also major factors

Conclusion. generic Planning wodel for initiating partner notification
activities was develo: ‘om the comparative analysis of the five sites.

The model highlights Perionssteps in three phases of planning--epidemiology
‘assessment, policy development, and program implementation. This model will
be exhibit.

W.A.0.20 PARTNER ACCEPTABILITY OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT NOTIFICATION
OF HIV EXPOS! SOUTH
Jones, Jeffrey L.*; DeRF**; Gamble, WB, Jr.**; Hollis,

ongshore, ST®*; Gu RA*. *Div:dsion of Field ServicesSut ; Li
Centers for Disease Control

rol, Col: 8
artners! acceptability of notificat‘ton by t

health depertneat0of their exposure to human immunodeficiency virus eIV).
Methods. An anon: Usquestionnaire administered to sex or IV drug

2to26 months after ar
Results. Available

+ Of the273, “si (778
57722) Places72280) white; 60(76were male and | were female; %)

homo/bisexual, 15(19%) peterosexual, and Iv drug user. Ages ranged fri
1 71 years (median 28 yrs). 9(11Z), thought they had been exposed to
HIV before health department natitivation After notification and ting,

no, and 11(14%) t sure the health departmen e
telling people when the ve been exposed to HIV, 70(892) responded yes,
4(57) no, and 5(6X) not asked if ig told they e ased to
HIV was helpful, 64(81Z%) responded yes, 3(4%) no, and 11(14%) re.
Responses were similar for h xual men and heterosexuals, mal d
Genaies: 1 a tpactag and HIV positives and n es, 

W A 0 22 PARTNER NOTIFICATION FOR HIV PREVENTION: CURRENT STATEAU.
POLICY UNI ‘ATES
Toomey, Kathleen*; Cahill, K*; Cates W*,

*Centers for Disease Control, Atianta, GA» U,

Ohlective. |Partner notification (PN), used for many years in sz control
programs, is been broadened to include the poetcatton oe and

peedie-ahanring partners of individuals infected
two distinct prresesiese

with H mcoupanses

patient referral and providerterri all P

 

 

inf. die sha Pi tl
(patient referral) and offer provider referral upon request eli Be

Fifteen states have PN programs ri provider referral for all
clients. Data lable frou 13 8 ‘ate seroprevalence among

partners of individuals with HIV infection ranges f: <1% to 16.4%.
fec: emale sex partners of al men es from 0-74;

infecti ex partners of IV users rang om <1% to 154.
nclusions. Partner notificati ug applied increasingly in HIV

prevention progr. i teidentity individuals ak For
infection. Evaluations to mea: efficacy of these

c
among

fr.racial.groups andtor individuals with different |risk
ehaviors are currently being developed by CDC.

W.A.0.24

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Swedish Study Gr a x HIV Infections

In the Swedish eff bat HIV i and AIDS dered
Sand lace! Tt i . à eth mods à t
the patient Iti dink ; à + eth ai
à he behavioural ch art of den et ne of hith 4
infectives. It h: Iso b J 1 +1,

for finding infected individuals.

laborati ct of th : volved in tt of HIVinfected
th th f describing the effe ing, a8s well oronpatins, basDenIat, co len E ê L ng,
 

 

effects for theaepatients. Possibleneroses Funcontact me
statistics are also studied.

 

 

 

 

Thus far. the follow; Tien: : +th Its of cing for HIV infection

in Sweden have b d he average, each ind L5 identifiable
f the d and80%b 6 a of th

positive. About 40% of positive individuals identified in this way are previously unk h

health care system.

. ted by Dr. J. Gi of Environmental Health & Disease Control
| (coordinator

trol,
Karolinska skaHospital, S Enoim, weden of theaThe project has
been fin
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Test de dépistage du ViH/Questions en matlére de politiques et de programmes
HIV Testing/Pollcy and ProgrammeIssues

W.A.0.25
Kelly,

Health, Springfield, I

Objective. To evaluate the effectiveness of mandatory premarital HIV anti-
testi intervention Effective January 1

MANDATORY PREMARITAL HIV ANTIBODY TESTING: A TWELVE MONTH

EXPERIENCE
Turnock, B.. and Illinois Department of Public

Finals, USA.

number of eilicenses issued is reported
Statistics. Results.Twentyix of 155,458 marriage license applicant:
found to be positive ( .028). OF these,LEA reported a
history of risk behavior. the same rate

huntary donors in rilinois. At an mespesemen
is estimated at $5.4 milli

identified, compa:

cation progrars
effective than widespread manda

W.A.0.27 HIV ANTIBODY STATUS AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE IN TWO COHORTS OF GAY
+ THE SAN FRANCISCO MEN'S H STUD

(SFME: THE AIDS BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH: PROJECT.CBRE)
ates, Thomas J.; Eketrand, M; Kegeles, SM; Sta. 1, RD

ane For ALDS Preve:cation Studies” uc San Francisco, CA, USA

Objective. To analyze the impact of knowledge of HIV antobodystatus on be-
haviorAaee and distress in two cohorts of gay men ancisco.

RP (N=mais ually since 3984,

results using c nity resources. e 19:
using probability sampling, were tested but had the ce of learning their

Th: dy all to determine the relationshi| sero:

 

  
  

    

  

 

  

   

 

     

eceeptive.
Tos!status can lead to behavior change.

These results wa: ha: sting is confidential or anonymous and

assurances of noaediserimination are Tepielate

 

HIV sosTN SWEDEN

poced er, Margar

National BactetisTegical Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden

Objective. To follow the HIV epidemic in Sweden and evaluate the impact of
preventive measu
hetthods. Eetablishing and evaluation of report systems and screening programs

W.A.0.29

 

 

for su! illance of HIV-infected persons and other sexually transmitted and
plood=borne di: es. n illance systems comprise: Reports of HIV-posi-
tive persons, Reports of tests ategories of persons tested from labora-

tories, Surveillance of preg > PB from th endemic areas, S'
clinics, centers for IV drug TB, rs, ete. From 1984 to 1989,
1 million tests (excluding blood dono: re reported (population 8.4 mi
lion). Over of the sexually active population may be tested.
Results. Up to 1989, 2,009 persons were re rted as HIV-positive, of
th re homosexual men,one rter rug users, close 200 infected by
bl products and the rest mainly heterosexually in: ected. Five perinatally
infected child were seen. Current trends are increas 0mO8 trans-
mission, conti ut low ead ng IV drug users, vaed phat 1/10,000 of
new blood donors and 1/10,000 of pregnant women are seropositive.
Conclusion. in a country with comparatively low prevalen of HIV and
high ambition to combat AD)AIDS/HIV, HIV Continues to dipeeminate. Efforts to
prevent and analyze the course of events must continue
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W.A.0.26 HIV ANTIBODY TESTINGAMONG ADULTS IN THE UNITED STATES
Ann and D n, D., National Center for Health

eeefyattsvilie, MD, United Stat

 

the HIV ab tes ut percent tested varying among popujation gro
roup: Females Whites Blacks. Hispanics Single Tnereased risk

e 3 208 13% st
se tested, 71% had been tested due to blood donat 12% as part ofOF th 5

another activity requiring testing (e.g., military physi); snd 18% we
1t d voluntarily. In all groups, blood donation was

reason for testing: Those tested voluntarily were mo tyto be
single, to report knowing alot abo AIDS, and report|being at increased
risk for HIV/AIDS than those tested‘or other reasons.
Conclusions. While awareness of HIV a testing is generally high, it is
relative ow in s tant groups (e.g., minorities). One ne U.S.
adults has been tested, primarily through blood donation. While
tested voluntarily appear to be in groups targeted ffor testing, aMarge
proportion of these groups have not yet been teste

TARGETING AIDS PREVENTION
3. Do Prevention/Treatment Pro;W.A.0.28

TOWARDS HIV-INFECTED
rogremsPERSON! reduce transmission and

improve she quality of ite? DPFrancia:
comen + Esp Padian N**,

Henke’Quinn on rol,“Berkeleey, Rand   al. ont CA,
Co: tehonie County Health Department,
++Long Beach Department of Public Healehetong Beach, CA **University =california,

San Francisco,

 

Objective. the first attempt to field and evaluate «a medical,
behavioral a pryrkonocial. follow-up prose for HIV-positive person!
Methods. In March 1988, ieCalifornie pe artment of Health Services

, one in Northern

 

evaluat. mtion at for pl month intervals. is open to any HIV-positive
person. In eye to services provided at the clinic, personallyYassigned case
managers tsids referrals to" avariety of medical and social| support programs.
The cal and behavior ofen measured through

 

t entry int proorem and a a
high- Hak penavior including sex!

ledge of Merelanie
The

othe

 

comparing the educ: nal,
entry to those at Various intervals faite

ive week education course has been measuredby
haviors and emotional adjustmeant of those who

have
tered into the program 62 have hed two

most report homosexual

ite
h provide

rence. et. al.,
success has been  

and ci F:

JAMA, in press). 2. Although second viele.‘follow:up is Faite,
demonstrated by high recruitment and follow-up visits

W.A.0.30 RISK FACTORS AND HIV SEROPREV:ST IN SCREENING
U.S. IMMIGRATION APPLICANT

DS PreventionCenter,
San Francisco, California, USA

'HVfnraetionindu: the deannUOTE and seroprevalence of

Hetheds: | conducted physical exams on 326
typat de .

paitie. tests a

e@ required to h
(72

mean age of 29.4 9.
asian. aedwt4% other non-

15%, la 6%, Ph
t

  

        

6 consecutive sppli-
ave WIV antibody and

female with a

co
pres she

a

 
     
conde 8 Appox

dd iPrenat
pestgonortn e PR
by The EL18X wav antibody teat (Abbot 33

sed oe‘positive by vontern Blot

of 1.6 men in the le
last 10 yrs. fax tepereed. having ie risk partners tat. e
local, 38% foretgn) | and2 fad the in the la 60 dayys while onty 37% used

. ph ifs ¢ad
is  

  

   
ens for “whieh 10/33 (30%) were confir

6Upont for sn overali seropositive rate of 3 000. The 10 men
seoeeceltivess 1 gay, 1 bisexust, 1 heterosexual “ty ‘grog user, 1 heterceexual
West African,pati ors.  

   

6 heterossxual Ro with no trou,risk tactor
plicants for U.$. migration rep t

Wess scree niagPeende te.toners|he“ reent
within the seroconver The c use of.pr
condoms in thie populetion” indifaces a nsedfor better

ower
ecent   
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Côntrele de l’épldémie de VIH
Monitoring the HIV Epidemic
Th.A.0.1 MONITORING THE HIV EPIDEMIC

 

Chairpersons: pagsfin (Ge(Geneva, Switzerland), Timothy J. Dondero

Panelists: 0. Noel GiltLondon, United Kingdom), Steve Lwanga (Geneva,
Switzerland), Lloyd Novick (Albany, USA)

Increasingly, countries are conducting or planning HIV serologic surveys to
elp health officials assess and monitor the changing patterns and spread of

epidemic. Survey approaches vary but sentinel surveillance, in which
if t

panel of five specialists in HIV serosurveillance will discuss issues related

surveys compared with surveys n groups: who volu'teers“interpreretatio or
data from and biases in s nel populations; and 3) s S using probability
samples of the population=-beanages, disadvantages.Mandfeastpitity. Time
will be reserved for audience participation in follow up discussions
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Modélisation mathématique
Mathematical Modelling

Th.A.0.2 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

Chairpersons: Roy M. Anderson (London, United Kingdom), Ron Brookmeyer

Panelists: antes castilio~Chavez (Tthaca, USA), James Curran (Atlanta,
SA), John Koran (Atlan , USA}, G. Medley (London, United

Kingdom), Andrew Moss (sen Francisco, USA

The five papers in this session examine various aspects of the use o
mathematical and statistical methods in the epidemiological study ofHIV
and AIDS. The topics include the use of statistical methods make short
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Transmission périnatale
Perinatal Transmission

Th.A.0.3 ver TRANSMISSION OFHIV INFECTION

Peckham, AE. Ades, L. Newell (coordinators)

for the European Collaborative Study. Institute of Child Health, London.
centres include: , Berlin, Edinburgh, Madrid, Valencia,

Amsterdam, Stockholm, and Genoa.

Objective To determine the rates of transmission of HIV infection from
mother to child,

known to be HIV positive at or before the
time very enrolied in the study, and at thres-monthly
intervals with laboratory +. Infection is
defined as the clinical presence of AIDS/ARC, the of or
antigen or persistence of an: the age of 18 months.
Children who have lost antibody and in whom virus or has been

for over 18

85%) of

42
AIDS/ARC, all

first life. Bearing in mind the relative
insensitivity of virus
‘transmission rate is 22.9% (95% confidenceinterval 15.3%-30.5$).

meas FEEDING AND ao TRANSMISSION

‘a, Subha shesMangrola, *iMwale,C.*;Mwansa,N.*;Chintu,C.*;

al.

Th.A.0.5
Fike P. ae

*University Teaching Howpica, Lusaka, Zambia,**Uniformed Services University
of Health Sciences, Bethesda SA.

Objective. To assess the risk of HIV-1 transmission by breast feeding Methods. At University Teaching Hospital in Lusaka, Zambia, two groups of

children were prospectively followed for 2 years:
Group I women who were HIV-1 (p24 and antibodies) negative at labou
were retested after 1 year ta determine the incidence of HIV-1. Their mean
age wa S years s ~ Sixteen (2.5%) women acquired HI
heterosexually during the y 8 breast-fed child: ho were bo
i mt cases prior to a tion o V— re followed upt 8:
2 years. Group II: breast-fed children born to HIV-1 (p24 and antibodies)
negative mothers hose husbands were me seropositive at e bou

groups were brea fed for 15-18 months. ELISA(repent)

for p24, Recoubigen (Cambridge BioScience) for HIV-1 antibodies,
mmunofluorescent assay for confirmation were used.

women, 2 chil

e

ren seroconverted at 
of age and t. err

0.0%) seroconverted at 8, 1
later nother wwas p24 positive at 15 monthst

Conclusion. There is evidence of breast-milk transmission from incident cases,

Th.A.0.7 EARLY PREDICTORS AND|RATE OF PERINATAL vO DISE.
Tho The New York City (NYC) Perinatad
HIV Transmission Éollaborative Study Group. NYC, USA.

Obijective. To evaluate rate of transmission and early predictors of
perinataled dise.

thods. gnant women t risk for HIV are enrolled at 5 NYC hospitals.
HeredoF infants Dorn HIV+ and HIV- includes history, physica
T-cells, IgG, HIV serology, HIV genome detectionn (PCR), p24 antigen, and
viral culture every 2- months

sults. Of 94 babies born 2 4 developed CAC class P2
HIV itiness (HIV 411) including 11 (398) of those born >15 mos ago. Twenty
two seroreverte: )b

were compared with both 13 well SR and with 5 infants born
e11 S HIV-

Mother: HIV-iTiness prebirth 9/13 a 0/53*
PCR positive birth 5/10 0/ 5 0/ 6

months: mean T4 1314 2596* 3260*
mean IgG 1771 681* 607%
Lymphadenopathy 8/10 4/13 5/42*
Hepatomegaly 5/9 3/13 1/47*
Thrush 49 WV /53*

*p<.05. P-values refer to HIV-111 vs SR or HIV-111 vs born HIV-, Also SR
were different from infants born HIV- only in hepatomegal te (p<.05).

Maternal HIV symptoms predict infant HIV disease. In the
tomunologic parameters are better early predictors than physical findings.

Th.A.0.4 HIV ANTIBODY NEGATIVE CHILDREN WITH POSITIVE VIROLOGY:

CESERVATTONS FROM THE

larie-Louise Newell, C.S. Peckham, . Ades for the
European ColeStudy. Institute of cna.Heclth, London.

Berlin, Edinburgh, Madrid, Valencia,
Amsterdam and Genoa.

 

Objective Interpretation of antibody in children born to HIV infected
mothers.
Method Children born memot ars non toto be HIV positive at or before the
timeof delivery are in the study=and followed up at three-
monthly intervals withaa ‘medical nd

capture.
Results Of the 315 children enrolled in the study by 20 January 1989, 149
have lost The median age at loss among those wino lost
antibody was 20.2 months. After anen average Of 14.4 months follow-up
have become and remained positive subsequently. Among the 97 children

ust beover 18 as infected
following at least one virus Isolation’or positive antigenÀtest. The
median age of antibody loss for these children was 14.1 months. These 6
children have been followed up for an average of 8.6 months (range 0 to
25.5) since losing antibody,
enromal et thetime of their last visit.
children will be presented and
transmission rates end for follow-up

Th.A.0.6 HIGH PERINATAL HIV RATES fmt PREMATURITY OR LOW ANTI-GPI20
Me A Willoughby*, SH

man** ational Institutes of Health, Bethesda MDandes
20892; ** SUNY Heal th Science Center, Brooklyn NY 11203,

. To evaluate cofactors and markers ofaeerinatal HIV transmission.
Methods. The 64 offspring of HIV-infected w who were enrolled during
pregnancy in a prospective cohort s were ovavaluated to a median age 12
monthsx >15 months) with serial T-cell subsets, HIV-Ab (EIA), p24-Ab and
gp120-Ab (RIA) during pregnancy, postpartum and in ‘ancy HIV infection
rates and time-dependent covariate? analyses were evaluated both from birth
date and estimatedconception

A § diagnosed
asymptomatic uve‘Ab >15 moi

64

p=. =

distinguished byoe taternalWeà the most recent visit (p=.02).
ough based o » premature babies may be athighHIV

risk, with some protection forfull“tern babies of mothers with gp120-Ab

Th.A.0.8 MATERNAL RISK FACTORS FOR PERINATAL TRANSMISSION OF HUMAN
IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIROS-1 (HIV-1).
Hutto, C., Mitchell.c. and Parks, W.

University of Miami, Department of Pediatrics, Miami, U.S.A.

Objective: ie the association between maternal factors and HIV-]
transmission to“infants with perinatal HIV-] infections.

Demographic, imminologic and virologic variables were analyzed
for HV seropositive mothers of 17 HIV-1 ae ted

ed i study of
outcome.Peteand multiple

regression aparyeiswere used to identify maternal risk factors associated
with infant infecti

o rela’ ‘isk
signifi tly elevated {p<0.02) Àan anelevated meter Tok eae 3s
ratio ofI17 (200mg/dl difference), p<0.04.

8 stu
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Rôle du dépistage et du counseling dans la prévention du SIDA
The Roleof HIV Testing and Counse!ling In AIDS Prevention

THE ROLE OF HIV TESTING AND COUNSELING IN
Th.A 0.9 AIDS PREVENTION

Chairpersons: Hunter.uE Handsfield (Seattle, USA), Sirkka-Lisa Valle

Panelists: Stephen Bowen (Atlanta, USA), Edward W. Hook, III
(Baltimore, USA), Gloria Ornelas-Ha11 (Mexico, Mexico)

In the four years since reliable laboratory tests for HIV infection became
available, their utility in AIDS contro? programs has become increas

in designing studies the diffential influences of testing versus
counseling on behavio ng Are there differences in the efficacy o
counseling and testing between different risk g categories, or from one
country to another? t circumstances in which either pre-tes

ere
a role for anonymous testing and counseling, or for home-based self-testing?
These and related questions wilt be addressed by a panel 0of public health
authorities from North America, Europe, and Latin America
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Quéstions de Méthodologie
Methodologic Issues

KITV SCREENING IN LOWPREVALENCE POPULATIONS:

SHORT TERM SEROCONVERSION EXPERIENCE OF

EIA./WB-

Th.A.0.10
INDIVIDUALS

Remo.Robert; McNeil, J.; Burke, D. and The Walter Reed Retrovirus Research Group. Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research, Washington,

Senekivty = 10.02% Pas. predictive value ~ 1.13%

Specificity = 60.54% Neg. predictive value = 09.06%

Pos. iellhood ratio = 23.03 ( [19/119] / [1195/248,642} )

Nog. Ikelhood ratio = 0.89 { [106/110] /[247,507/248,642] )

 ry WB reactivity significantly
up. However, ina low risk

 

(leesthan1/&@ in this case)
the predictive

Demographic, geographic, and behavioral correlates of infection risk could
powerofEIA+ test results in low prevalence populations.

Th.A.0.12 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CUMULATIVE INCIDENCE OF AIDS AND
PREVALENCE OF HIV 1K WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE AGE

THEUNITEDSTATE
Pappai u, Marguueriter; Buehler, J*; Gwinn,M*; Karon

WeightA‘ Novello,aaEAATÉE Program, CDC, Attlanta, “ca; **NICHD, Sothesda,MD,
U.S.A.
este.To determine whether the cumlative incidence of AIDS reflects

f x 

o CDC. The Pearson product moment

9% confidence intervals, and ratio of HIV

DS were calculated. Usingsimple
ssed on prevalen:

HIV prevalence (r = 0.
0.67, 0.95). 75.9% of the Variation in cumlative incidence was explained
by prevalence of HIV. The ratio of HIV prevalence to cumulative incidence

varied by

 
estimate Higher ratios may indicate incom

plete AIDS reportin: igher prevalence of HIV infection in childbearing

nt n women of reproductive age, or an increase in HIV transmission.

Th.A.0.14 ASTON OF LOT QUALITY ASSURANCE (LQA) SAMPLING TO HIV

AND AIDS SE!ENTINEL SURVEpice

Lwanga, S.!", chin, 3.2 a, 3
*World Health Organization, Geneva, sviteeriand.

Objective: To describe possible pores of Lot Quality Assurance Sampl-
ing (LQA) cosmiques in Sentine! surveillan
Methods: LQA and standard sampli: techniques are described with their
benefits and Limiter ons insentinel] surveillance for HIV
Results: When sentinel surveillance centres are established to act as a
"barometer" for HIV infection an in arget population group, it
not be necessary to screen very umbers of people. A sampling tech-
niques, with origins in industrial studi y be din this c The
trategy in industry is to classify a batch of items as not likely to have a

level of defective items higher than a particular va with a gi:
probability. A lar strategy can applied to a sentinel surve e

tem for HIV infection and A’ in which, unles re-determined percentage
of people ere found pos selected group, one
phatthe level of infection among the target group isnot above a particular

conclusion: Using LQA sampling techniques in HIV and AIDS surveillance

greatly reduces the minimum sample sizes which would be needed to setermine

that a target group is not likely tohave an HTV prev:evatence rate abov
pr-determined critical value. In ar with very low levels of HIV infection
LQA techniques would be more efficient.than methods which“sould aim at estima-

tingthe prevaleyce levels in rhe. target_grouvs

Th.A.0.11 INCIDENCE OF PEDIATRIC AIDS IN Te UNITED STATES:
PREDICTIONS FROM SEROPREVALENCE DATA

irta*, Rogers M*, Berkleman R*, Willoughby A**,
Novello A**, Fappaisanon M*. *AIDS Program, CID, CDC, Atlanta, GA,

**NICHD, Bethesda USA

Objective. To predict incidence of AIDS in the first year of life

intents born in 1988, and compare with reported cases among infants bern
in 1986 and 1987.
Methods. The population-based Survey in Childbearing Women provided an

d rt

have developed AIDS in the first year of life were those

reported to CDC. Results. In 1988, at least 1 per 1000 childbearing women had antibody to
HIV. If between 5% and 10% of their infants develop AIDS in the first

year of life, approximately 25to 450 cases of AIDS in infants under 12

of age expected to occur in the 1988 birth cohort.
Sanuary 1, 5980,137 children born i:

 
AIDS cases will occur in the 1988 birth cohort than have

reported from previous cohorte to date

Th.A.0.13 EORRTING FEASTETLETY OF THE NATIONAL HOUSEHOLD

Ezzati T 1 National CenteroF 5 J.
for Health Statistics, Hyattsville MD, U.S.A. x

Cbiective. To describe the major
épaisimpact of these arccs for the NESS
methods to e_igert of thee errors XV rares 5

. potential sources of error NESS incl
coverage bias, bias and the validity

Th.A.0.15 ‘Methodolaogical Considerations for Assessing the Tapact of
permrmicide and Oral Contraceptive Use on

er E.; Lee N. and Peterson H.Senie, Ruby T.; Kie Eake Centers for
Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgie, U.S.A,

Numerous investigations have been initiated or are being planned to

mvestigate the likelihood of HIV transmission in heterosexual couples who
noi sperm: s, and/or oral

treanareused includinyng: 1)
appropriate selection of the sua P of ny status

Su

and cont acaptive use, 4) th

8bratiegies and,
not eliminated, considered when study results are interpre
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Transmission sexuelle du VIH (partie 3)
Sexual Transmission of HIV (Part 3)

Th.A.0.16 EVALUATION OF THE ROLE OF NITRITE INHALENTS IN HIV
SMISSTON:ONDES OR EFFECT MODIFICATION?

Seage III e R.*; Mayer, KH**;
Holmberg, S.***; Lamb
*Boston Dept. Health, **Fenway Community Health Center, Boston MA, ***Centers

for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA., USA

Horsburgh, CR***;

‘OBJECTIVE. To evaluate the potential|Tole of nitrite use in enhancing the
; in a cohort of 329 gay

asymptomatic (n=275) male homosexuala and

and hed HIV serologies. In logistic regression,
nitrite antly associated with HIV tateceien ( 3,
95% CI=1.2-4.6). Additional nitrite on was obtained including type,
frequency, duration, "peak" usage, plac eof rchase, and u luring specif-
ic sexual activities. Of the original 529 participants,O75 (84%) were inter-
viewed at their second visit months).

h istory of nitrite use. 742 use:
lampules, 74% used unlabeled bottles, d bottles. Use
nitrites was significantly associated with HI ,
4-5.3). dns whopracticed receptive anal intercourse (RA) while siœulta-
neously u were significantly more He
aecI=1. 13.HSthan.individuals who practi

lens use ofgitetes after sdjuating for the number of
remet parene expos

"simultaneous aieritte use may significantly increase the likeli-
‘hood of Seentive anal transmission of HIV.

Th A 0 18 SYPHILIS IS STRONGLY ASSOCIATED WITH HIV ER IN
Ms BALTIMORE STD CLINIC PATIENTS INDEPENDENTàorRISK GROUP

; Romp:nn, ;
Glasser 3; Groseclose, en Hook, EX *#*; &JSennenopkinginiversity;
#**NIAID: #ktBaltimore City Health Department, Baltimore, Maryland, USA;

Objective. uate the association between serological rests for
syphilis (sts) andHIV infection in Baltimore STD clinic patien

ing April and May 1988 all STDelinte patients wereàasked to
complete a self- administered questionnaire to elicit selected demographic
and HIV risk factor information, Serum

WB) and sts (RPR confirmed by FIA])
d after stratifying on gender and Fisk behavior

lyse .
Results. 175 ( (3.5%) of the 1712 women tested
were HIV positive (HIVni2 (6.3%) men (6.9%) women were STS +

V +/# Tested(s Positive)
RISK srs E

Men Homosexual 19/33(57.6) 23/122(18. 8) 3.6(1.3,7.4) 0.009
Het. IVDU 10/22(45.4) 35/227(15.4) 4.6(1.8,11.4) 0.001
Het. non-IVDU 30/144(20.8) 8/2602(2.2) 8.7(4.9,15.5) <0.001

Women Het, IVDU 7/11(63.6) 4 (15.6 9.4(2.3,38.4) 0.002
Het. non-T 12/207 (10.3) 32/1530( 4(2.6,11.1) <0.001VDU

STS positivity is st:
Baltinore STD clinic patientss irrespective of age, gender, numbe
par’ in the month preceding testing, IV drug use and male homosexual
Pohavier.

 

CommunityStixlyGroup. * WHOeend Centre , France

OBJECTIVE: To determine factors «
METHODS: Between 88, 65 coupl ‘ted from 6
European Data for HIv(+) females (Index Case=IC) and their
sexual partners (HP) are coll months risks for
HIV infection other sexual with the IC were excluded. The
cross analysis of data from the first is .
RESULTS: Of male HP, 7 were HIV(+). Female IC were y IV (71%)
and/or prostitutes (40%). Clinical and biologi: of the ICwere
to be th + À

practices (including anal sex), duration relationship {median
2 years), frequency sexual , hi of STD in the past 5 years

contraceptive behaviour were not found associated with infection.
No couples 2(+.+) P trend Ro. couples List) À

Clinical status :Asymptomtic 42 4.8% x4 2<15% 4 50.0%
{N=63) LAS, 16 25.0% (44) 16-204 14 14.3%

40.0% 0.005 >20% 26 7.7% 0.05
Sex during menses :Never 40 5.0% P24 Antigen :Positive 8 25.0%

THE ROLE OF ULCERATIVE GENITAL OALER IN PROMOTING
ACQUISITION OFHIV-1 BY TRine,

Kaslow, R.*; Kinesley, L.+; Detels, R.**
Nearer, J.**; Muilurphy, R. lang, K.-Y.# and the Multicenter AIDS Cohort
Study. Bethesda, Peteburgs, Los Angeles, **Baltimore, ***Chicago, USA.

Th.A.0.17

Objective. To evaluate the role of symptomatic ulcerative genital infections
in posteRIV-1 seroconversion (SC) in seronegative (SN) homosexual m

ories of ual practices and STDs, physical examination, and.
EIA and.Western blot tests for HIV-1 were available for SNs and SCs from
semiannual examinations Hs centersetueen 1984 and 1968. Ww
219 SCs with 876 SNs by « date of SC and level of receptive ëa
intercourse (RAI). PhysicalFindings and ae results within 6 months of SC
ond histories within 1 year of SC were analyzed. Ma’tched data methods were
ipplied in univariate and logistic regression analyse

“amo nd SNs, 91% had RAI. In the 1 year period herpes
.2% (genital + anal) in SC

enital + anal) in SNs
vere betw

d of SNs had syphilis

was reported in 6.5% SET only) and 9
5.1% (genital only) and 7
(ORs) for ansitet of herpes
3.2% of SCs
related to se¢
sexua

significant efternoning for these factors, age and anal insert
rved little sasociation between symptomatic ulcerative

genital Benneanasc in the MACS. tal trauma from sexual practices
appears to have been a more importantfactor than these conditions.

Th.A.0.19 SEROLOGIGAL EVALUATION OFEXUAL PARTNERS, CHILDREN AND HOUSE-
DCONTACTS OF HIV INFE PERSONS IN eeROON.

any-tobe*,J-G Teegedigui*,L.Zekeng**,R.Salla*,Kaptuë

*Central Hospitalern Cameroon, **University Teaching Hospital

Cbjective. To determine the modalities of transmission of HIV between an infec
person and individuals he or she had contact with.

conducted in Yaounde from September 1986 to July 1988,

ympti

e wo years old
f sero) ositivve mothers;and 317 people living in the same house,class-room,or

job-sitewith the patients.
Results:0n the 365 people considered, 34 (9,3%)were seropositive: (a)28/38(73%)
sexual partners were seropositive, the homosexual was included; (b)th

ents ofcontaminated blood were seropo:ositive:(c)S/8 children were found”sero
Positive: (aye positive cases were noted in the household contact group, but
these 2 sisters had had sexual intercourse with a seropoeitive person
Coneluision.The commonest way exual intercourse.

Blood transfusion is a high risk mo issi
blood screening before transfusion. Materno-foetal transmission
mode in the country.There is no other means of transmission of the viru

apart from those previously discussed.

Th A 0 21 HIGH PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE OF HIV AND OTHER SEXUALLY
AV. FRANSHITTEDDISEASES (STD) AMONG 801 KINSHASA PROSTITUTES.

Neos Mi sKivuvu, Me. 5
su 1,alelotsnor?TRydbe R#/2 #83

Projet SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire; tic Atlanta, GA,: bas nstitute of
Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgiu

peiectives: To document prevalence and incidence of STD including HIV in
inshasa prostitutes§and to determine risk factors for HIV acquisition.

Methods. Over a of 8 months in 1988, 801 utes were
enrolled in a,cross-sectional prevalence studdy 0! 30 including HIV.
HIV(-) nega e then invited to participate in a col 9
Renu montnly Srp exams.hay serology was repeated every 3 sont!

(37%) of 801 women were HIV(+). PSeventy~six Percent0of the
dcsen presented with at least one STD. There was nedifference between
HIV(+) and KIV(-) womenmregarding age (27 Y vs. 26 Y n number
parkners/week (7.5 vs duration of prostitution s4 as“Us. s2 mos.),

al contraceptive use7as 11%), regular condom use (29% vs 30%),
revalence of N. gonorrhoea (26 vs. 22x). C. trachomatis(15 vs. 11)

inalis(23 vs. 21%) and syphi18020 vs. 17%). HIV £33Mtion à
strongly associated with antibodies against H. duceya (SAYys. ne, the
presence of a genitalyileer au) (13 vs. 3.6%) id condy1om
accuminata(CA) (5. 8% 1,8%). 210 initially CHUTES] womenhavve been
followed up monthly tor” a Tange of 3 to & months (1054 women months

n). Ten women Seroconyerted Tesudting in an incidence of
isx/year,Incidence of STD was 2 to 3 times higher in HIV seroincident

con
§

 

e prosti

  

  

cases (S pared to persistently Biv} women (PN).
Incidence of STDs “. agnoreth HE T. yasinalis su?

PN (n=200) 1.4 1. 5 0.2
{ps0. a p=0. 02: (p=0. 9)

(# Expressed as episodes of infection”geDROLE n year of observation)
Gongjusions. HIV and other 1Dare highly Raeanon prostitutes

Sa. H. ducreyi antibo presence of
associated with HIV infection re"+ e cross-sectional.survey. Increased
incidence of STD was concurrently documented with incidence of HIV.
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Histoire clinique vers l'infection par le VIH : progressien vers l'infection
Natural History of HIV infection: Progressien to Disease

Th.A.0.22 TIME-TO-AIDS AMONG 816 SEROCONVERTERS: Seroconverters
Working Group (by Robert Biggar, NCI, Maryland, USA)

Objectives. To examine time-to-AIDS among persons infected by HIV by
different routes, in different geographic areas, and at different times.

38 investigators provided data on 1115 seroconverters (IIi AIDS
cases). Analysis was restricted to 816 persons are in prospective
studies whose seroconversion date was known withi weeks. SubjectSs were

nfrom Nor ca 3.4%),
“included 496 Homosexual men (HO); 265 Henophiliacs (HP): 46 iv Drug Users
(DU); and 10 heterosexually exposed partners . Median follow-up was
“ye ersons had at least 6 years follow-up. AIDS Task |was
sanalysed by Kaplan-Meier methods using 169-rank tests to compare time
‘AIDS in sitferent groups.

fn risk group, time-to-AIDS was the same in all area and among
‘early (ses) andcaeseroconverters. Children (<18 years old) progresssed
‘to t

3 ainfection at different times and places was similar. Age
is ant determinant to time-to-AIDS. Time-to-AIDS will depend in
ipart on differing risks of the specific diseases seen in A1DS, but the time
to same condition appears to be similar in HO and adult HP, suggesting a
similar overall pathogensi $s.

USERS (IVD) IN A PROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY: 1985-1989.
. Selwm, Peter A) Hartel D; Schoenbeam EE; Klein RS; Friedland Gi.

Montefiore Medical Oanber/Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bram, NY, USA.

Œiective. To say the natural history of HIV infection anyamng HIV+ IV's (N-288)
in a NYC methadone program enrolled in a prospective cohortcohort shaly from 6/85-1/89.
Methods. rite) oe Sollorp datawere walyzed by uni” and multivariate analysis,

, drug we, amd clinical variables, to determine rates and risk
Of HIV-related

bed prior coi counts <100/mG vs. 474 pts without AIS (E<.01).
Tegreasion analysis AIDS waswas predicted by CS (p<.04),EP or IB (p<.001) ,Or ‘px.0001),
ard COVER ra (0), a okaydy un oe demsrephic variables.

and other interventions in sysptemrtic IVDU's is critical.

Th.A.0.26 THE EFFECT OF AGE ON HIV PROGRESSION IN HEMOPHILIACS
ganes_J-Goedert* » ME Eyster, JE Drummond, MW Hilgartner, GL
Bray, AR Cohen, et al. ‘*NCI for the Multicenter Study

AIDS in Hemophil ince, Bethoude Mo 20892 USA.

Qbiective. To evaluate the effect of age on two phases of HIVY disease.
acrocanversion Aa2 grownVinnicalcomarad” then marker to an AIDS diagnosis.

d 1) the incicidence of drop in T4 count,
rise in interfeeron LIFA)and peaant igen (Ag+, Abbott), and loss of p24 and
gp120 antibodies (Ab-, RIA) and 2) AIDS incidence after each marker with
actuarial methods and log-rankne of significance. T4 and p24-Ay data
were complete for only N=83, but other assays were evaluable for N=293.

t seroconversion: 0.8 for age 1- for 19- 4.0 for age
2 34, p=0.00005. Older adults progressed to 74<400 faster than young adults
(ps. dot) with similar findings in rates to T4<300, T4<200, and p24-Ab-
{p=.007, .02, .08). In contrast, children’s rates to T4<400, <300, ana <200

ffer

. jo hiïdr
(18% vs 29% p=.11) and AIDS after p24-Ag+ (0% vs 70% p=.51). IFN>20 and
gp120-Ab- did notsetter by age in incidence (5-28%) or later AIDS (p>.20).

<400 is more rapiprog
younger adults or children, and opportunistic infections are less frequent
in children than adults with Similar degrees of immune deficiency.

Th.A.0.23  HTLV-1/11 CO-INFECTION ISSIGNIFICANTLYASSOCIATEDWITH RISK
FOR PROGRESSION TO AIDS A

ae renc|aiss Stanle,
Lin-Greenb:

~
~
o 3 z
3

*UMDNJ-New Jersey Medi ca

ABUSERS.
er MA*;
1 School,erg À tra: al.

Newark;*#*NJ Dept Health Trentons***dersey City Medical Ctr, New Jersey,USA

Objectives: Assess demographic & serologic factors that may affect risk of
progression to AIDS among HIV+ IV drug abusers (DA) in New Jersey (NJ).

n 1984 we tested 268 1 VDA from Spectrum Health Care in Jersey
City for av as part of agorrospective cohort study. To confirm qe
come during the ensuing 50 moi medical records
registry data. HTLV-I/II Ab wiwas determined by concordlance of 3
is associated with Black race & older age (SH Weiss, 3rd Intl AIDScont).

wereResults: None of
hi

AL # AIDS 95% CONFIDEN

methods, and

HIV- in 1984 had yet developed A
20%) AIDS cases. AIDS was signifi-

CE INTERVAL

ositive 6 / 1 > 71%
(Fisher's exact test, p=.03). Kaplan-Meier life table analyses were similar
(p=.02 at 50 months). The HTLV association held after adjustments for race,
age and sex. Older age was also associated with AIDS.
Conclusions: Our prospective follow-up of prevalent HIV+ IVDA indicates
that infecttion with HTLY-I/II was a significant marker for dise:
sion amo VDA. These data are consistent with in vitro models

s (who have yet to
develop disease) to assess whether HTLY co-infection is etiologically
mportant, rather than a marker for duration of HIV infection.

Th A 0 25 PROGRESSION TO DISEASE IN WOMEN WITH KNOWN DURATION OF HIV
INFECTION

PLUMMER,

U. Washington; Seatt

JAMOLA, J NDINYA-ACHOLA, P WAIYAKI, J KREISS
U. Nairobi, Kenya Medical Research Institute; Nairobi. U. Manitoba, Winnipeg

OBJECTIVE: To determine the rate of development of disease in women with
known duration of HIV infectio
METHOD: 111 initially serogenative prostitutes enrolled in a longitudinal

study of sexual acquisition of HIV, in
 
intervals from the time of docune!nted seroconvereion. At each

the
vieit women

were evaluated for evidence of HIV related disease and classified as CDC
HIV sta;

RESULTS CDC stages (2)
MONTHS N It Til Iv

T z HL cs

<6 lll 65 3 2 - -

6-12 69 17 70 6 à - 3

13-18 52 65 10 6 - 4
19-24 42 12 60 17 7 - 5
26-30 20 5 30 35 15 5 10

31-36 14 _ 7 50 21 7 16

à 50 77-42 14 21 4
Tethrush; irronteri HLehairy leukoplakia; CS-constitutional symptoms;

‘om AIDSD=death £

e
m
P
r
e

dr
S

CONCLUSION:|Women develop stage III disease rapidly after infection and 
after 3 years the majority have pyette ifestatiobé H1iV-infection

Th A 0 27 THE NATURAL HISTORY OF HIV INFECTION IN A COHORT
—_ OF MALE SEXUALSONTACTS OF MEN WITH HIV

K.;Read, S.;Raboud,
DISEASE
J:Calzavara,

LFarewell, V.:Fanniing, MShepherd,FF.sKieicin, M.:MacFadden, D. University

of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, nada.

ribe currentt HIV
the cumulativeriskof developing AIDS from estimated time of HIV infection.

: Sin cohort of
or HIV-related disease has been monitored three monthly for
of IV related illnesses according to the CDC Classificati

orbidity in this cohort and to estimate

infections. A Kaplan-Meier anaiysis was conducted to estimate the cumulative
Probability of developing AIDS fr.
seropositive sexual contacts. The Surrogate measure of date of infection in
these individuals was the date of first sexual contact with the index cases.

cardinga the most recent clinical data, cohort members are

sollews: 5.4% after 3 years, 9.7% after
6 years, 34.5%

41.1% after 8 years, 45.7% after 9 years, and 4,7% after 10 years.
lymphadenopathy is mon; Persistent seneralize

nfection an
rise the lames onc has been infecte

mulative risk of developing AIDS

after 7 years,

manifestation
continues to
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Infection parle VIH ettravailleurs de la santé : questions actuelles
HIV Infection and the Health Care Werker: Contemporary Issues

.0. HIV INFECTION AND THE HEALTH CARE WORKER:
Th.A.0.28 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

Chairpersons: R t J. Pratt (London, United Kingdom)
Warter chiech, III (Halifax, canada)

Panelists: e anta, USA), J. Louise Geberd
(San Francisco, USA) Fred M. Gordin.tiesheeenUSA),
Bosenji Ngaly (Kinshasa, Zaire)

Transmission of HIV infection has been documented in the health care

precautions in decreasing risk, current polictes andpractice surround-
ing the infected health care worker (HCW), and the risks of transmission

$ nfect

£ 3 = < ao 3 a a = zc 3 2 a s = + = 9 3 o
s

~ = 8 o + o Q + un o o — 2 o 3

precautions or screenening Programs emphasizing the changing denographics
of the HIV pandemic
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Autres rétrovirus: le HTLV-I

Other Retroviruses: HTLV-1

Th.A. 0.29 HTLV I AND sh11 INFECTION IN UsS. BLOOD DONORS|
rezak, J.*; Fang, ; Leete, J.*; Schrode,

Laittila, Yee and Lee, nie “st reporstoris, North
Chicago, IL, USA **American Red Cross, Rockville + USA

OBJECTIVE. With the advent of large scale HTLV I screening, the rate of HTLV
T/T intTnfection was determined in over 300,000 blood donors from all parts of
the U
METHOD. | A viral based EIA was used in the initial screening followed by
confirmation using, Western blot (WB), SDS-PAGE RIPA, PCR and lymphocyte
coculture in certal subjec
RESULTS. ti of sor 105° donjors were screened by EIA for an initial

% and a repeat reactive rate of 0.08% with 248 EIA
ximately one-third ofthese

ge
enaining oeufrdsnec de. e tes
confirmed to be positive by RIPA (using the FDA/CDC guidelines ofaantibodies
to 2 gene products). The remaining samples (39.62) arene negative by RIPA.
lone of the WB negative samples tested positive by
COLUSO, The distribution of confirmed ttes.‘indicates a high density

cisco, LA, New Ya 2 5 ~ 5 Ss Se 9 3 = = 3 à = a a É 6 = a & 5
re

ing HTLY 1, This is in contrast to our findings in VDA’
ns en indicated an overwhelming majority (90%) of HTLV IT

infection in the cohort studied

Th.A.0.31 HILV-I-ASSOCIATED MYELOPATHY (HAM/TSP) IS ASSOCIATED
WITHae

? Janseen,Roberts; Jgata,A.*; Kibota,H.*;
Nishitani,Ans,Rat, *Kagoshima University,Toi,Jopan,
**Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA,
Sanitorium Hospital, Kyoto, Japan.

Objective. To determine whether HILV-I-associated myelopathy/tropical
spasticPareparesis (HAM/TSP) is associated with blood transfusion.

leukeania/lymphema (15/122, 12.3%, p < .002), ar than the general
Population (Kagoshima district, 41/1290LA< 000). Modeling of the

of the interval from transfusion to onset 0 (median=33
months) followed a log-normal , the it
transfusion associated Novenber 1986, Japanese

fewer HAM/TSP whose screening a
history of blood transfusion (11/59, 18.6%) than did patients

a screening (33/89, 37.1%,
p=.03). Furthermore, only 1 person who developed HAM/TSP in

a of after 1986 compared to 9.2 expected
cases if no screening had taken place (p=.007). . These results

an association between blood transfusion and and
Suggest thattransfusionof I-: can

Th.A.0.33 SIGNIFICANCE OF POSITIVE AND INDETERMINATE HTLV-I

iLatrmere, M.*;nr H.#*; Critchley,

; De, B.* d Shulma: whtAmericaun Red Cross Atlanta
pagiot, Atlanta, “ea, and snabbottLaboratories, Chicago, Il, U.S.A,

Objective. To evaluate virologic and epidemiologic characteristics of blood

donors whose any. I serologic results vere positive rd nineate.
une-August 8, sera from 19996 consenting of

ces were tested N°1 snelbodyàdEEIA;
and RIPA, Interviews a1

HTLV" {positive donors, and frees3
esults; peripheral blood

nm (PCR) using 2
respectively.

eatable reactivity by EIA; 3

).
1/3 ie indeterminate
iv-drug use, but 1 positive donor had an tyedrugusinesex
HILV-T seroreactivivies Yemained unc!
donation. Cells fron 1 of 2 positive donors showed HILV-I specific sequences
on PCR; cells from the other showed HTLV-II. In contrast, celle from2 of 2
with indeterminate (both with p19 only on WB) and 3 of 3 with ne;
serologic rs were negative for both. . HTLV-I seropositivity
in blood donors may be due to HTLV-I or HTLV-II; donors with indeterminate
HILV-I serologic results maynot be infected with either HTLV-1 or HTLV-I7

Th.A. 0.30 ANTIBODIES 70 HIV-1 AND HTLV-1 IN Hi
;Chout,R. *®;Lasseque,NoDerlette,J.*;Cesar,D

aRsLaboratoire d'Investigations Bolgiqus, Port-au-
Prince, Haiti; sthopitar du Lamentin, Lamentin, Martinique.

Objective. Determine the seroprevalence of HTLV~1 antibodies (Ab) and the
association of HIV-1 HTLV-1 in Haiti.

From prenez 1987 to september 1988, 896 apparently healthy
individuals, {16-79 years of age, x: 3 14 years 503 female, 379 male),
107 adults AIDS tits(43 female, 64 male) and 185 femae prostitutes
were tested by isa for Ab to HIV-1 (abbott and t) and HTLV-1
(Dupont). Speciaee specimens vere tested by Western blot iD it).

were considered positive only when reactive by Western
blot. The foLiowing tape summarizes
Serology lealthy (896) Prostitutes (185) AIDS patients (107)
vtt ‘a (5.8%) 8 (36.7%) 107 (100%)

2 (2.58) 9 (15.7%) 12 (10.3%)
een 7 (0.79%) 23 (12.49) il (10.39)

seroprevalence of HIV-1 and HTLV-1 Ab
haitians is 5.8% and 2.5% respectivly. The prevalence
HTLV-1 co-infection is 0.79% among healthy individuals,
patients and 12.4% among prostitutes.

resuits indicate that the seroprevalence at HTLV-1 in Haiti
is the name as ther Caribbean islands. The iso suggest that
prostitutes are particularly at risk for HTLV-1 infection. Cohort studies
should be carried out in Haiti to determine the influence, if any, of HTLV-1
on the evolution of HIV-ot infection

among apparently healthy
of the HIV-1 /

10.3% among AIDS

Th.A.0.32  BTLV-1_ INFECTION CORRELATES WITH INCREASED ACE IN
AU INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDU

Horsburgh, C. Robert" ; Martel,Do"; Khabbaz, R.***;
airmore, u.*ee Klein, R. S.; Friedland,

AIDS Program, and ***nivision of Viral“Diseases, CDC, Atlanta GA USA,
*fMontefiore Medical Center, Bronx NY

Objective. To evaluate risk factors for HTLV-I infection in a cohort of IVDU.
Methods. Subjects were participants in a longitudinal study of HIV infection

‘inIVDU in a methadone maintenance program in Bronx NY. parprecipants
who had blood green in 1987 were tested for serologic mar! Vel
‘infection. @s were screened “amunoassay andreontirmed by
Western wet and radio:oimmunoprecipicatien.
Results. Of 270 persons, 21 (8%) were HTLV~I+ (antibody to pak oad envgene
:product),“sie 12 (4%) had indeterminate results (antibody t

ly), 237 were HILV-I-. HILV-I+ persons were significantly
). No significant differences vereseen

cone tatus, transfusion history, birthpla

to HILV-I endemic areas. Both HTLV-I+ end HTLV-I- IVDU had Sailor

differences were seen in number of totai,
1978. HTLV-1+ and HILV-I- persons had

Analysis controling for age did not reveal additional risk factor:

Conclusion. In this cohort of IVDU, HILV-I seropositivity was more common in
older persona; neither sexual nor drug mae behaviors since 1978 wi
associated with the acquisition of HTLV-'

PREVALENCE OF HUMAN aeeeeapeVIRUS TYPE 1 IN
Th.A.0.34 APPLICANTS FOR THE UNITED STATES

 Fipos, Donald*; Hann, W.w*; Alesmnder, S.***; Damato,
J. week; Brundage, J.*eke? and Burka, pisses William Medical
Center, El Paso, TX, swpewlingGrean State University, Bowling Green, CH,
***Bio0Tech , Rockville, MD, **** Walter Reed Anny
Institute of Research, woahingeeh, EC, U.S.A.

asteed (ana)th
spastic

services ofthe United
Methods. Sera from 10,939 applicants collected during the period of March
and ware screened using a
(ELISA). All repeat reactive and 14 initial reactive samples
blind Western and tion assays (RIPA) to
confirm specific to HILV-1,the presence of antibodies

. Of the 233 (2-223%) initial reactives by ELISA, 55 (0.50%) were
repeatedly reacti: blot procedure revealed 5(7.2%) positive,
20(29.0%) negative,Buea,-7) indeterminate. ‘The RIPA confirmed the

of the 44 indeterminates for
\* overall HTIW-1

applicants was 0.45 per thousand.
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Études séro-épldémologiques sur la prévalence du VIH

Seroepldemlologic HIV Prevalence Studies

M.A.P.1 NE)OF HIV INFECTION AMONGU.S. ARMY RESERVE
COMPONE taNEL
bawB indage J", Miller R*, Goldenbaum M*,Pomerantz R**,Wann

“Walter Reed Anny Institute of Research,Washington, DC USA **SRA Technologies, INC, Amants,
VA USA

 Qhiective To eval P infecti fthe Army Re:
‘ac i i incint A
 

epidemic among adults in the U.S.
 

 IV. group p y

HIV PREVALENCE AMONGMILITARY WOMEN:An
Examinavion of Military Applicant, Active Duty, and Reserve
TestingD ta.ad Bron

Jacqueline; Alexande:
Walter Reed ArmyInstitute oftrEen,DCUSA

M.A.P.2

 

  

 

 
 

r Obi L 2 4 phic 1 fF infect
the HIVinfection status among young womenroutinel:M aneelmeanti to HIV.

. Women caren 16% ofaapplicants for militaryservice, 11% ofactive duty
antibodies to bers of the U.S. Arm

10% oftheir Ï il October 1985, 383,112 Women in‘hese military-associated populations have been
routinely screened for antibody to HIV. prog:environment.

Besuits Prevalence among males was 1.62 (per 11000)
 

0.17 amen those aged 19or less, to a peak of 2.63 In those 30-34, There|were 20 positivesoo aged50
or more,f .79, 
 

 

 

 

 

 

age, race/ethnicity, marital status.
status (Le,

seroprevalences were similiar amongthe three groups of women
(applicants, 0.7/1000; activeduty,ty,0.9/1000; reserves, 0.8/1000). In each group,

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

infection. “Among males y For whites, the

y ,respectively, 0.30 and 1.09. Among Preval as from the 1 hrough the earlythirties, and were
Hispanics, p 5.46, respectively, and 6.96. articularl black non-Hispanic women. Marital status was not an independent

tivariate analy î determinantOFofnodsa
Conclusions 1 9 gq male Amongfiferoales.whoapply for, or whoservein the military,infection risk
(particularly those never on While preva 4 beginsir thi ig prevalences

9 ig g les and mal parable. Black females, especially thosein urban
decade. epicenters, are at particular risk. These d force th ioculturally-sensitiveui rn lace Dose € di

through the childbearing years. |

M.A.P.3 HIV PREVALENCE RATES ANDTRENDSIN ENDEMIC M.A.P 4 SURVEILLANCE FOR HIV INFECTION INTHE ACTIVE DUTY U.S. ARMY:
. AND TRENDS FROM 1985 TO 1988.AnnyNON-END! POLITAN AREAS IN THEEMIC METR

UNITED STATES,1985-1988

 

 

 

OVERALL SEROPOSITIVITY
Kelley,Patrick”; Pomerantz,R.*dé*;Wann,F."*; Brundage J."; Burke D.*; Miller R.*

Washington, 

 
 

  

 
 

Gardner,Lym: Brundage, J.; Burke, D. and Miller, R.
Walter Reed ArmyInstitute of Research, Washington, DC, USA. DC, ** SRA Technologies, Inc., Alexandria, VA.ve

Objective. To d ine if geographic and popula ors associated withthe HIViinfection Objective. 1 U.S. 1985 to 1988.
epidemicdiff ders areas with eleva P ip Methods. OvAGOHV eleelainehve beepocaty US Army

Methods. Since 1985, approxin ili eealveed both in th ler adj iply san soldi

tested for HIV sulinanoverall positivity rateof14perthousand Prevalenceprev) people), thoses ding 198797 Ne 348,125),‘and thosemasque to 1987 Ne 249.748). Dangraphie data
Antibody 

(ave. 1985-1986 prev=1.5. 1000). TIThe locatio:

rates for birthye: for
locations(ave.7985-1986Per.88 per 1000), andfor 12 populous nnon-endemic counties

Results. The s ivel 3.55,3.08per1000)
from LE158,compared toolanincreasing rates (1.55,160,1.osDe 1000) in

od. Percent zip codes rey ig at

 

   

Results. A total of 1570 soldiers had HIV antibody €.16/1000 persons). Reflecting deeffect of
 

pre-accession and repeat
rate estimates (2.87/1000 before 1987,1.22/3000 iin 1987, and0.44/1000 iin 1988). Cumulative ss. showed
 

 
 

mic
inendemic areas(22.3)) comparedto non-endemic areas ( 1a)

ith case: locatic ly whilethat for non-endemic
areassdropped by 40%. The average percent cases
in endemic areas but increased by 25%in zip codess with casesinnn-endemicareas.

data suggest that in endemic locations, the HIV epidemic has bec
i popu! on density, wheras in non-epidemic Tocations, the

Sens.These Geode in HIV prevalenceanddemographicfacors
. These trends in

 

metropolitan locations in the United States.

M.A.P.5 PREVALENCE OF HIV INFECTION IN HETEROSEXUAL PERSONS IN THE
Oe STATES, 1988-89

rato, Ida; Peterson, L; Pappaicanou, M.; and Dondero, T.
AIDS Progran, cont for Disease Control (CDC), Atlanta, CA, USA.

Objective. nedetermine the prevalence of HIV infection in heterosexual
persons di: .S. and to assess risk factors for seropositivit:

infection in segments of the general population and in groups with varying
Tisks of infection. We report data collected through April 1989 from
population-based surveys of blood donors, military applicante, and child-
bearing women and from surveys of 66 sexually tranenitted disease (STD) an
84

a
u

Results. Heterosexuals tested in popu.
prevalences of HIV infection (0.012-0.662). Preliminary data from clinic

of women attending penses family planning and abortion clinics
shovel rates of 0-4.5% (median 0%). Heterosexual ying intravenous (IV)
rug use in STD clinics had rates of 0.4-5.6% (median 1.4%). The highest

rates (35%) were observed in DIC. Areas with high rates of HIV infection
in DTC also had the highest rates in STD clinic clients. Rates varied by
geographic region and waa n large cities in the Northeast.
Conclusion. These results sucgest chatheterosexuals at highest risk of
HIV infection are intravenous drug u: In the absence o rug use,
heterosexuals whose #sexual be viors.are©assoctatedwae STDs“nad higher
rates than other ations tested. In many a: US, transmission
of HIV is still prinetpaily limited to personsFracticine well-defined
risk behaviors; however, this will continue to be monitored closely.
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Jeat one case washigher highrate ratios (RR) for f2.62. Though md 292 resp Similarly,
50.1%of the HIV p itive soldi previously none Of DreVODV5à
 

Dovalesdalle ageae dieane RR=122, 95% CI= 0.91 1.64). Toadjust for confoundingby
 

 

 

  

  

 

per 11 i 3

(vs, whi spect and 476 and ing single p: Conci p hich risk dk hic group de black and Hisoanic
femal males 4 th ty ied. Preliminary 4

M.A.P.6 PREVALENCE OF HIV ANTIBODIES IN CHILDBEARING WOMEN IN FLORI
Witchum, >at LaLota, Marlene*; Holtzman, D.*; Buff, E.E.*;
Chan, b, S.*; et al.

*Department of Health ad “Rehabilitative Services, Tallahassee, Florida, USA

bises.1°eat an unbiased estimate of the levels and trends of HIV
infection m bearring live children in Florida.

tabolic screening program, neonatal blood spe- 
graphic data, such as county of birth and mother's race were also collected.

sults. Between July 1 and December 31, 1988, 306 of 65,007 (0. 47m) filter
taper specimens tested positive for HIV antibodies. The number itive/num-
ber tested (2 positive) for HIV antibodies by mother's race for selected
metropolitan count and Florida for 1988, is shown below. The cumulative
number of female AIDS cases is shown for comparison.

MOTHER'S RACECOUNTY OF BIRTH FEMALE CASES (CUM.
WHITE NON-!

ade 22/7501(0.29) Du1980 203/12481 (0. 83) 280
Broward 10/4210(0.24) 41/206 51/6277(0.81) 121
Palm Beach 13/3014(0.43) AE.30) $0/4290(1.17) 138
v 7/3174(0.22)  06/1392(0.43)  13/4566(0.28

RIDA _81/46323(0.17) 225/18684(1.20) 306/65007 (0.47
Conclusion: 65,007 (70.7%) of approximate. 2000 samples med for a
bo disorders were tested for HIV antibodies. Analysis of demographic data
on imens not tested will be completed by March. If detailed evaluati
supports the p nary results, an estimated 1,000 Florida women giving
birth in 1989 may demonstrate HIV antibodies.
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M.A.P.7 SÉROPREVALANCE OF ANTIBODIES TO THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) in

APPLICANTS FR ‘ur IN ALARAMA

Ann *, Jeannine Parker*, William Callan*,

*Alabana Departaent of PublicMatth (ADPH}, Buren of ClinicalLtaboratories (BCL),

**ADPH, Bureau of Disease Cont and Rehabil it

estimate

Donald Williamsont*

Montgomery, AL
À,

 
be

lence agong Alabama

Asguaing 100% sensitivity during both study periods specificity from 98.72%
to 99.96% reflects overal the test kits and purification of

the antigen.

M.A.P.9 HIV SEROPREVALENCE ON UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES, U.S.A.
Gayle, Helene*, Keeling,R**, Garcia-Tunon,M**, Kilbourne ,3*

*Centers for Dis (CDC), Atlanta, GA, USa,
*hAmerican College Health Association, Rockville, MD, USA

Objective. To estimate theseroprevalence of HIV infection among university

students in the United Sta
Methods. We are conductingblinded HIV antibody costingon blood collected
for other routine medical purposes in student health centers. A total of

500-1000 blood specimens are ng collect.edonm 17 cs:mpuses throughout the
ountry and tested for HIV antibosias by ELISAand Western blot

with test result:

maintain low rates of seroprevalence in what i

this pepulatia

M.A.P.11 INCIDENCEOFHIV SEROCONVERSIONIN US.ee

PERSONNEL: RESULTS OF TOTAL NAVY SCREENINI

; Mayers, D. **; Hickey, T.***; Miller M.*;
Bigbee L.****; and the Navy Retroviral Study Group.

*Naval Health Research Centerter (NHRC), San Diego, CA, **National Niaval Medical Center,ter,
Bethesda, MD, ***Naval Medical Command, W: on. D.c.***Defense Eligibility
Enrollment Reporting System (DEERS), Monterey, CA.U.US

Tx d St 4 1Objective: i
healthy population ofactive-duty US. nee and Marine Corps personnel.
Methods: Using HIV seropositivity data providedNERC athe Naval Medical Command and
ReneinintheweNavyHIV Central Registry at NHR

Database ofDEERS
teenperiod.19-188Busingng person-years at risk asdrone Thenoat akffor can
individual be t negative ELISA test and continued until the first positive
Western blot saya thejast negative test. seroconverters were
-persons with at least one negative t followed by
ELISA tests and two positive Western blot assays (criteria for poserveWenn blot: a
specimen that exhibited at least twotwo ofthreebands at p24,, gp4l, and gp12
Basalt:§Since 1986,97% of active-duty Naval personnel have had a routine annual HIV
seropositivity screening test (1,070,511 persons. 1.956.631 tests). During the three-year
petod |Jan1986 031Dee1988 there wwere morethan 725 seroconversions i ty
personnel. ve e an by age, race, sex, occupation, and

Conclusion: ae Pict ihe largeststudies in existence ofHIV seroconversion in a non
self-selected healthyPopulation. It provides unique information on demographic and
occupational factors related to HIV seroconversion.

ANONYMOUS HIV TESTING ON KEWEORNS IN 63 ITALIAN
HOSPITALS: AS ESTIMATE OF PREVALENCE OF HIV INFECTION
ABONG REPRODUCTIVE

3 gingeloni Pe: Stegagno, M.; Maunella, E.; angeloni, U.;

M.A.P.8

Ippolito, Giuseppe;
Costa, F.; Guzzanti
Italian ColllaborativeStudy Group for HIV Prevalence in Newborns, Lazzaro
S spiita! for Infectious Diseases, Rome,Italy.

‘o ansess the prevalence of ay“{efect ion in female population in
reproductive age an provide a predictive parameter to estimate future
pediatric AIDS cases.

Blood samples were Coollected| on filter paper for routine
screenings from 20,683 consecutiv newborns in 63 hospital
nurseries, in Asterane Italian regions, ur ing the peri
June- November 1988. Blood saturated disks were punched out from the
collection aper: without identification, at Rational
Blood Transfusion Center of the Italian ed ross, eluted in PBS and
screened for anti-HI¥ antibodies (HTVA) in ELISA {Pasteur Labs); the

a Western Blot (Dupont Labs).
Results.Anon 3 blood samples tested 18 (.00TER Confidence
intervals a5, Poissons Distribution .00052--.0014) were found positive for
u “Ab.

positive rents were confir:!

pattern of athe positive samples among the
athe uaulative incidence rate,

northern.and central Italy. HIV
reening on the newborns, wo reflect serological pattern of be

respective mother can provide an usefu tool in evaluating the
prevalence of the.infection i a relatively unselected popula

The distribution
different regions correlates
with i

M.A.P.10 HIV SEROPREVALENCE AT THE BRONX LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER -

Acot SENTINEL HOSPITAL

st,Jerome A.*;Bauer,S,*;Amaral,L.*;St.Louia,M.**;Falco,I.*

*Bronx Lebanon mere Bronx, NY,USA, **CDC, Atlanta, GA,USA.

electives To monitor levels and trends of HIV seroprevalence in the South

Methods. The CDC Sentinel Hospital Surveillance Network's protocol and
panpling system was From Feb.- Oct. 1988, 2566 bloods were tested.
They came from 871 alee"and 1695 females; 1195 Blacks, 1181 Hispanics,

21 Whites and 169 of unknown origin.

as 41,8; males 43.9 and females 40.1.
Western blot positive males had a mean age of 39.8 and positive females
36.8. 70 nalea and 70 females were positive. The ages and results are
listed below
Âge Group Male Female Total Male WB+(%) Female ser(2) Total WB+(2)

- 0-84 57 24 81 0 (4, 2) 1 (1.2)
5-14 12 17 29 0 0
15-24 56 315 371 8 (2.5) 10 (2.7)
25-44 245 630 7 46 (18.8) 49 (7.8) 95 (10.9)
45-64 355 426 781 (5.6) 12 (2.8) 32 (4.1)
65 146 283 29 . 0 2

Total 871 1695 2566 70 (8.0) 70 (4.1) 140 5)
Conclusion. Bronx Lebanon Hospitai has one of the highest HIV seroprevalence

eyrates in the Sentinel Hospital Network suggesting the urgency of intensiv

community-wide interventions to control further transmission of HIV in this

high-risk, urban population.

M.A.P.12 HIV SERREALENCE AMONG PARTURIENTS IN
LOS ANGELES

re*,Kemah, P, ‘Frenkel, LM.**,Settlage, R.**, Lee, M.°*
Yo.meurs, M, eta

‘Los Angeles County Department Health Services/((LACDHS), LosAngeles, California, USA
**Pediatric/Perinatal AIDS Task Fons LACDHS, Los Angeles, CA, U:

Objective. To esti th amv

in County Hospitals in Los Angeles County.
Between September and December 1988, 9,400

 

consecntivegel cord blood

were

hen availa
risk factors for HIV Infection. An ELISA test was done after a!alpersonalea were
temoved. Repeat positives d Western
Blot.

The co: all Hispanic
births, 23% of altback births, and8saof iewai births in LACin the sampling|period. To
date, 008%G71 ) have been V Ab positive. Sixty-two percent of all women had

available on intravenousomOv)drug weuse, and of these, approximately 5% had a history
of IV druguse, but none were HIV Ab positive. Of the women for whom information was
available, 2.9% had a positive syphilis TV Ab

 lus hospitalBs in LAC daring
the samyceaperiod wee lows and was toy associatedwith either IV drug use or syphil
from 9,400 births will be presented,
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M.A.P.13 bespaupites OP HIV INFECTION IW TRE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE (USAF) M.A.P.14 SetGE HIV RATES REVEAL THE TRUE PROPORTION

LenDAnt    

 

Melcher G.P.8; Weisenfeld, D.**;Robert i
Abbadessa, 8.*; alt;

*Dept of Internal Wedicine, |Wilford HalitWiearea“center, Lackland AFB,
22 Environmental Health Service, Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center, Lackland i, ex. USA.

OBJECTIVE: To describe the characteristics 0f the USAP H

METHODS: sie and immunological evaluationFASalter ieee.ra‘staging criteria.
RESULTS: In September of 1988 with couple’ ce-vide si of USAF personnel

lisReserve and National Guard}, àFaofits, 730 sera were tested; of these
$41 were positive for HIV antibody by EL or a prevalence of
0,95/1,000. A total of $09,664 sera from Active Duty (AD) personnel were tested; 582
were positive for a prevalence of 0.95/1,000 $33 have been whites, 40%
blacks, 5.6% hispanic, and 1.4% others. WR stages attiagnosis wif; WR-1; 68%, WR-2;
158, WR-3; 6%, WR-4; 2%, WR-5; 4%, and WR-G; G8. As of October 1980 there were 145at
ases in the USAF cohort (includes dependentsa" retirees), of these a teeny of 9
{11%) tn developed CDC AIDS. Including non-AD beneficiaries, 443/790 of
patients have had at least 1 yearly saltwith 168 (384) papas,to a higher
Rs!sage: Discounti ession fron Wi WR-2, the rate of signif
Progression is approximately 15% per year.“situ progression is nonsea, and is
increased for patisats with higher initial stages.

AF HIV cohort is a vell etlned population in vhom the rate of
significant progression is approximately 15% per year.

M.A.P.15 A PROSPECTIVEPL STUDY OF NIV IR 30525 PREGANT

Sd MPEERHs 1987 AND JULY 1988.

‘À. Goudeau, Y. Brossai Barin, R.. Henri, et al., Paris-
Tours Cooperative Sealy’ Groupoùon "Bcrinatal HIVinfections “CHRU Bretonneau,
Tours, France.

Hate Cooperative study group on perinatal HI¥ infection.

VES : Prevalence of HIV infection in chitd-!bearing|women was studied in nine public

Motul and correlated to demographic data and risk n order to define a strategy

for a nation-wide sscreening program for reducing pe:instaltaremteston of HIV.

antibody testing was systematically proposed toasther with an anonymous

sealing sursionere asking for risk factors. Coded questionnaires were daily collected

via a es network. HIV testing was performed by ELISA and confirmetion by W.B.

Seropo: were interwied to precise their mode of infection and assess the validity

of thebitesquertfomatre.

CONCLUSIONS : a) Systematic Screening|wasgenerally well accepted : rate of

x ft eeking abortion. b) 218 women

dé remained unchanged

nul ple sexual contacts with Africans. e) Self-

the basis for an accep! V screeningi tect awel
omasàlong as well characterizedisk factors san account "for most of HIV infections.

EPIDEMIOLOGY|OF HIV INFECTION AMONG YOUNG
HE US: REGIONAL VARIATIONS AND TR

M.A.P.17
++, Goldenbaum,M. BrundageJ.**; McNeil,J.**

and the Walter Reed Retrovirus research
*Henry M. Jackson Poundation,**Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, DC, USA

Objective. Since the HIV infectionridemie is evolving, we ne data to assess regional

variation of, and trends in, e among young adults in the U.S.
Data from routin screening among male applicants for military service

(very young adults) and male mem Army ents (ol adults) were
1] ri correlates of infection risk in different regions of the U.S.

jared with regi e eillance.pénis estimates were then comp!
Realty 7egional seroprevalences per 1000 ©

trolling for age, marital status, and residencevin or outside of AIDS end

resulted in adjusted relative odds of seropositivity (Black vs. White) as follows:
Rezion

Northeast 23 26 72 103 6.6
Northcentral 0.8 08 88 84 3.2
South 15 16 43 5.6 2.0
West 15 12 À 5 1.6

jata from seroprevalence surveillances suggest that the current HIV infection

epidemic disproportionately affects young adult mentor of racial minorities. The relative
excess among Biack its is most signi in the Northeast and Northcentral regions.

on epidemic on minority communities is more
extreme than suggested by AID;
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Nofenson, Lynne Hoff, R., and Grady,
Massachusetts Public Health Centeror Disease Control, seston, MA, USA

Objective: To compare the number of bene positive children under clinical
are to the number estimated to have n born in Massachus

Methods: ane number of HIV positive children seen clinically.exclusive of

cases fro od or derivatives, was determined by survey of pediatric
infeectious dissense specialists, hospital discharge codes, birth and death

we i €

‘ihe

snonyaousscreening using
M 318:525,1

‘om the recently Hateyfigures of 2.5/1000
0 would approach 9/1000 in 1983. These rates, when applied to

a000 births annually, indicate that the cumulative total of seropositives

0 true infection rates of 40%, there vould be 240 such children
and another 120 who still have ambiguous maternal antibody (60% of the 200
born in 1988}. The actual numbers under follow-up for clini
epideniologic reasons are 80 (infected) and 50 i

0] Referral of HIV i
epideniologic factors can be evanat à

seroprevalence surveys in newbor In Massachusetts, the proportion

referred is estimated to be approximately 1/3.

SENTINEL HOSPITALSURVEILLANCE FOR HiV~} ANTIBODY VERSUSM.A.P.16

and St

CLINICAL LAB Y SUBMISSIONS IN A UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
Lombardo, Jo:eeoh*s Kloser, P*;Pawel,B*; Trost ,R*;Kapila,R*

« Louis, M¥*,
*UMDNI-New Jersey Medica1 School and University Hospital, Newark, N.J.,U.S.A.
kéCenters for Disease Control, Atlanta, Ga, U.S.A.

ompare the results of e: ¢ immunoassay (EIA) for HIV-1
antibody (ureLAB) in specimens which #SELL the Centers for Disease Control
oossSentinel Hospital Surveillance System (SHSS) criteria versus specimens
derived from clinical laboratory (CL
Methods. Thecoc initiated the SHSS in. part, to evaluate the distribution

m in the metropolitan USA. By the use of strictogtinica1
eligibility”criteriaa, patients who have HIV-associated disease or whose med-

cal condit

by EIA. Tf;
patients clinically suspect for HIV-] infection.

EIA reactive specimens were confirmed by Western biot
Results. During the initial mth period at University“Hospital,7:DEof

spe ns were repeatedly reactive by HIV-1AB
le ra for reactives was 3:1 ith we highest hereentageofFiTeactives

findings suggest a criticalered for DS prevention
activities in impoverished inner city commu

Le VIH chez les détenus
HIV In Priseners

RTUGUES!
M.A.P.18 ouoatcn

Meliço-Silvestre, Anténio*;Pombo,

Cérte-Real,R.*; et al.
Infectious Diseases Clinic*® and Iamunohemotherapy unit** of the University
Hospital of Coimbra.3049 Coimbra Codex. Portugal.

SEROEPIDEMIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF AIDS,HEPATITIS AND SYPHILIS IN

.*;Pereira,A.*;Lopes,R.**;

The ited pulation is considered an high risk group in what concerns

to cranamtamible infections ,not only by their prises prior to internment

tablishements (we can't forget that comes from pro-
tionhomosexuality and use of

common) but also we think aboutwife on Poatwhere nie is co-

vereday particular aspects.There ers in Portugal 500

interned in 37&prigonal stablishementa spreaded by the

Continentanand Autonomal Regions.It was in this population t we colected

detect:ekg,Anti-#Bs {ELISA);Anti-HIV1 and Anti-HIV2
{eonfirmed by ELISA@W.BLOT) and io

miscuous environment sin

3
°

mi] tancou: i-HIV2 (only tested

is 3430).heÀAA correlated these resultswith cpidemiological data.
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HIV 1 ET HIV 2 EN MILIEU CARCERALÀ DAKAR ARRIVE: AIDS PREVENTION TRAINING FORM.A.P.19 s M.A.P.20 INTRAVENOUSDRUG USERS PAROLED
Samb, N.D.*, Boye, C.S.*, Diouf, G.*, Siby, T.*, Sow, A.* MBoup,Souleymane.* FROM PRI:
*Université de Dakar, Sénégal. Wexler, Harry K*; Magura,S.*: ones, H*; Bixler R*; Beardsley, M.*; et al.

| , *Narcotic andand DrugResearch, Inc., New York, New York. u.s.A.

Enrepne SeFubque Corsemantt les individus incarcérés. Objective: To develop, impl f the firsttAIDSprevention
Methodes. Entre ‘Avail et Mai11088 1354 eevee de sangon effecsa1241 training program for i venous dugteers paroled from prison. The primary
Prisonniers(1155S hommes et 86 femmes)et 113 agents de l'administra tiaire seTelapseto IV drug use and associated AIDS riskbehabehaviorseadand to Ep‘clicats

in. Tousles sérums ont été passés en HVIEELISA (Abbott)et Pocome prochectively sgrated into the
Tes:positsconfirmsppar Westem Blotsur HIV-1 et HIV-2. |

Aucun des agents deontion pénitentiaire n'était séroposii

 

 

11 prisonniers étaientnedeu en HIV? ct4 onee soit uncréance deUE.
% pourHIV2 et de 3,5%pourHIV,

blable à la pré ée érale. Tousstspot 

peerrawinemode oaaaans et avaient unc sérologie positive
lus7 d'entreeux avaientdes antécédents d'autres MST.

 telles que l’utili: le
etntrastant avec les résultats obtenusos préoddemenen milieu carcéral dansfaumes

paysd'Afrique, la prévalence d'infection par HIVpaparmi les hommes incarcérés étai

community.
Methods: ARRIVÉ |is based on social learning, self-help and therapeutic community
principles. Theprogram model iinvolves training at-risk parolees for entry-level jobs in
AIDSprevention field, ¢.g., outreach work, peer counseling. The process of earningtoto
help others to solve theirtheir prob ms is an effective means of int izing constructive

Alps breanos condoms; HIV-abtesting; relapse prevention; outreach presentations;
jol

A 24-session AIDS Prevention Training Manual has been written and tested wit
clients during 2group cycles. TheManual àis tailored for use with offender populatens
with IV drug histories. Anevaluation is in progress that will compare 6-month

parolee: ip ARRIVE vs 
 pour les sable de la Santé Publi à 4 tans les

campagnes éral, àl'} le, devrait se
concentrer ‘avies groupes à risque (omnes)

M.A.P.21 OCURRENCE OF SEROLOGICAL MARKERS OF DIFFERENT INFECTIONS
IN HIV SEROPOSITIVE AND SERONEGATIVE INMATES FROM A
PENITENTIARY POPULATION

Ortiz oeLejarazu R., Eiros JM, Perlado E, Orduña A, Bratos MA., R-Torres
À. University Hospital and Faculty of Medicine. Valladolid. Spain.

OBJETIVE: To describe the presence of markers against different infections
versus HIV serological status and behaviours in a penitentiary population.
METHODS: f inmates previously screeneed for HIV Ab by EIA and WB
test and from a blood donors as control group were tested for HBcAb,

BsAg, HBeAg (by EIA test) and Ab against HSV, CMV, EBV (CF test)
andyT.paidDR and FTA-abs).
RESULTS grobal prevalence of markers was as follows: 26% of inmates

e HIV positives; 50.8% had VHB markers (42.8% HBcAb, 1.9% HBsAg, 6.8%
HBCAb+HbsAg, 7 6% HBeAg); 40.7% of inmates HBSAgq had VHDAb; 86.6% had Ab
against HSV, 50.6% for CMV, and 20.9 for EBV; and 10% by FTA-abs. We found

the contro} group.Te greatest prevalence of VHB and siphilis markers was
found among NDA with homo/bisexual behaviour. This results shows the high
frecuency of infections that may facilitate transmission of HIV in the
penitentisry population and could act as co-factors in the progresion of
the dise

M A P 23 RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH HIV INFECTION AMONG WOMEN
CARCERATED IN À MEDIUM SECURITY. PRISON

Hankins, Catherine*, Gendroon, S.*, St-Pierre S.*,
Richard, C.**, O'Shaughnessy, M.***, Benoit,
*DSC-Hôpital général de Montréal & McGill. University, #**CLSC Ahuntsic,
Montréal, ***Federal Center for AIDS, Ottawa. Canada

Objective: To determine the relative contributions of needle use Practices
and unprotected intercourse to HIV sLeroposicivity among female inmai
Methods: Freely given, informed ent is provided for an individual
nurse-administered Tek factor questionnaire and tests for HIV, Hepatiris
B and HILV-I. Prisoners and guards are unaware of which prisoners consent
to testing. Random code numbera are used. Results are available to con-

1 seropositives (se have been detected. all are IDU for a rate
among IDU Of
titutes, 9 (15%) are seropasivic « Comparing SP to the total study popula-
tion no significant differences wwere found for oral contraceptive use, hx.
of anal intercourse. A striking 27.4% of the total study population (vs
30+orof nave had sex since 1979 with a wan who has had sex yien

are more likely to be engaged in prostitution (69.2 v.
men, teave used condoms with casual partners (90.9 vs 58%) in the
last 12 months, to have had an IDU partner since 1979 (92.3%ve 48.8%), and
to have had herpes (23.1 vs 6%) or genital warts (30.8 vs 18.92).
Conclusion: Recruitment and detailed analysis are ongoing to determine to

t extent needle use versus sexual practices explain seropositiv.ity.

Conclusion: Atleast 25% of U.S. prison inmates have IV drug use histories and are
susceptible to relapseat release. ARRIVE. isis developing a strategy for reducing HIV risks
within this difficult-to-treat, relatively neglected population.

M A P. 22 HIV SEROPREVALENCE AND THE EFFICACY OF VOLUNTARY
HIV TESTING AMONG MALE PRISON INMATES INrea

*; Vergeront, J.M.*; Frisby, H.F.*; Hoxie, N.J.*;
Golubjatnikev, R,**; Pfister,
* Wiaconsin Division of Health, “madison, Wisconsin, USA, ** Wisconsin State
Laboratory of Hygiene, Madison, Wisconsin, USA.

Objective: estimate the HIV seroprevalenceanong y incarcerated male
inmates“aan“end to assess the efficacy o taryDUV tes

Wisconsin, blooë serum tsobtained.tron all NIMI for hepatitis B

1, 1987a e a a a o a © a 4 8 o widual sera a: red at -20 de
NIMI have routinely received HIV-related counselin;re anepass beanofoffered

untary HIV an’
random sample reprementing 50% of all NIMI sénisisé DeANRà(02997:
an tested blindly) à 00% sample of NIMI admitted 1/2/87-8/31/87 (n=-1689:

tarily, Et blindly), and a 100%“sample0syJe adnitted

11/88svà(n-1651: 75% tested voluntaarily, 25% b
: 1986, 3(0.30%) of 997 NIMI tested were vs"ELLs, Western

blot+), I1987, 9(0.538) of 1689 Ste Hives 6(0.85%) of 708 voluntaril

tested were HIV+, compar:Ma to 3(0.31%) of 981 tested blindly (OR=2.7oe CI
0.59-17.27). In 1988, 6(0. 8”, eeus?amtnecated voluntarily were

Conclusion: From 1986 to EM cant immereasass ia
HIV sp,valence among NTMI cet.77:2958 crt0.la10.22).
difference in seroprevalence in 1987 between NIMI tested olate ily and

all HIV seropositives. In 1988. 71% of NIMI consented to voluntary testing.
In regions of lower HIV prevalence, routine HIV counseling with volunt.tary
teating can be a succeasral strategy for screening male prison inmate:

M A.P.24 FREQUENTATION HOSPITALIERE ET INFECTION PAR LE VIH

EN EUsai CERAL
belie*+ OUaot STEIN s.*.

Polo DEVOTO J.**, D' HAVELLIVILLEE P.*

aopital de Fresnes(EHPNF) Allée des unsDELRRESNES CEDEX FRANCE

#* A,P,S.P.

OBJECTIFS : Bécrire les caractértetiques sociales, cliniques et biologiques

10
METHODES de rétr tive sur leeonalades hospital ieee de 191 1988
ayan u une sérol VI Cet state a séropositifs,

l'âge des patients, le sexe, le m de contamination, le motif d'hospitali-

sation, le stade de l' infection vit(classification du CDC), le taux des CD4
t

de SIDA ont été recensés. En 87 140 (3,8%) sur 3669 m: lades one été hospita-
lisés, 905 es prescrites, 326 (9,4%) étaient posi ves. Parmi ces
326 patients séropositif. 5% sont des hi d'âge moyen de 27 ans 3
sont des tox par voie parentérale. 3,5% originaires de pays d’endémie,

2% homosexuels, 2% contaminés par neterosexueie 1, ar transfusion

sanguine % ont été hospitalisé: l'infection VIH. 21% ont des
taux de CD4 < 200mm3., 11% ont une eivigénénie vii positive. 56% sont des
stades II, 32% des stades III, 11% des stade IV.
SONCLISTON : L'accroissement du taux deprepositifs dépistés de 85 à

l'évolution du nombre de SIDA Justitient au sein de l'hopital nlentenire

l' adaptation des moyenshospital
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M A P 25 £PLDEMIOLOGIFE. PU SIDA EN mare CARCERAL

Ml ESPINOZA pierre, BOUCHARD POLO DE

opital de Fresnes (EHPNF)“qlee des Thuyas “gue FRÈSNES

PRANCE

INTRODUCTION Les taux de séropositivité en prison sontpuree (6%), soit 20 a
30 fois e dans la p . L'hopita1 pénitentiaire ((EHPNF)

gion 00/an

une tox icomane 43, homo-
fo

méme le S
uence hospitaliers permet a identifier

des préoccupations pour l'avenir en milieu carcéra.

M.A.P.27 INCREASING TUBERCULOSIS IN ASSOCIATION WITH AIDS/HIV
NEW YORK STATE PRISON
‘ruman, B.*; Braun, M.*; DiFerdinando, G.¥;

Maguire, B.** Broaddus Lo
“New York State Department of Health, Albany, New York

lew York State Department of Correctional Services, Albany, New York, USA

Objective. o describe the epidemiologic features of the inmate TB cases

in ssrociation with HIV/AIDS.
tablished a registry of all 230 inmates developing TB in state

tonel Tactiitides from 1976-1988 to allow analysis of epidemiologic
date (including demographic, disease andmorein informerion).

e incidence of tuberculosis nmates in NYS gorrectional
facilities hes increased dramatically from1s per 100,000 in 1976-78 t

130 per 100,000 in 1988. This increase has cl

n HIV infection, has been
Sixty-threepercent of TB cases in the past ayears have had AIDS
‘ection; none were known to be rv seroncga

increasing|incidence of tubercuSlesie amonamong prison innates
in association with AIDS and HIV infection, will require enhanced

trol efforts within prison and in communities from which inmates originate.

or HIV infe

Donneurs et receveurs de sang et de prodults sanguins
Recipients and Donors of Blood and Blood Products

M.A.P.29
Kardolillo, J.; . American Rad

& » MD, USA.
Geiective To estimate HIV and infectivity ratesamong donors.

the period ges 27 blood centers reported data onMethods. During
7,675,087 HIV tests ifentirying 1122 sercpositive donors.

per of
seroconverters in 1985 represented only 3% of

to 11%in 1986, Tat in2067, and 218 in Es fret
Although this proportion is steadily

who had a seronegativeWe donation ei mnths te less before
their positive dati, lus decreased vertine, 1965, 78% of
sercconverters had a previous HIV(-) donation less than six months
their HIV(+) donation, with 39% in 1986, 24% in 1987, LTaeinthe
first nine months of 1980. the jected wit

bas Gacresond tron i in 200,000fn i988 to 1 dn 240,000in3006,

who within a six month period, thus
slightly lowering the projected infectivity rate of HIV seronegative donations.
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UPDATED TEMPORAL TRENDS OF HIV-1 INFECTION AMONG INMATES

ENTERING MARYLAND PRISONS (U. S.AA)iepre

VlahovDavid, Munoz A, Taylor rE,
Polk BF. The Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene aadPublic faith,paitinore,

USAM,

Objective To monitor temporal trends of HIV-1 infection among inma’

entering maryland|state prisons, and to investigate whether the strength 0of

association between HIV-1 and select demographic factors varied over time
Methods Excess vera and demographic data were obtaineedfrom nemplesvot

consecutive ee entering during the same months r four years.

sayed using ELISA and Western blot techniques: Logistic

used for sultivariate analysis 
HIV-1

Odds Ratios trom!final multivariate mis
> 25 years :

Minority : ar ‘8 5.0 oe

rban 2.0 5.

Evaluation ot effect notification by y were all not significant.

Conclusion These data s that prevalence and risk groups have
remained stable over four year

M.A.P.28

Prendergast, T.d.,
Swatzel, C.*
*County ‘of Orange Health Care Agency, Santa Ana, California, U.S.A.

ANGTDENCE AND PREVALENCE OF HIV INFECTION DURING ve
OF TESTING PROSTITUTES/IVDU'S IN THE WOMEN

SIL,ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
dr.*; Maxwe -*; Greenwood, J.R.*; Burrell, Peter*;

OBJECTIVE: To assess the prevalence and monitor the incidence of HIV
on in sexually active female prostitutes and IV drug users --- a

group associated with previous sexually transmitted diseases.
METHODS: Women boosed at the Orange County Women’sati between rch,

and Nov offered an opp nity to she”
confidential Hiv“taste if their charge suggested sperestivetion, IV

rug ty. Laboratory testing utilized ELISA
testing (née)with confirmation using Western Blot

on TERESULTS: A total of 3,014 tests were complete: individuals,
e ividuals te occasions during this

time, At the conclusion of testing, 53 individuals with tive results
had been identifi (ratio of 1.8 positives/100 tests equal to 3.0% of
all persons tes . jose $ ‘Itiple times (additional tests
we! © only to those with ative tests), a total of 16
mas conve negative to positive during the riod of
fol low-upau e rate of _positivity per 100 person-years of observation
was the e:ntirere per
CONCLUSION Voluntary, penridenttal testing in the County Jail provided
an estimation of prevalence and incidence of HIV infection in a high risk
grou;p of women of great public health concern.

ENTER/HEALTH DEPARTMENT COLLABORATION: A METHOD FOR

DETECTING INFECTED PREVIOUS DONORS.
Jensen: Susan";Buach,M*;Holland, P**;Ward, J***;Garner,J*;

erkins

M.A.P.30

(IMBC) , San Francisco; "Sacramento Medical
rnia;***Centers for Disease

Departments, USA.

*Irwin Memorial BL
Foundation Blood Center
Control (CDC) ,Atlanta,Georgia; a:

Objective. To com th: ative yield of infected previous donors identi-

fied from AIDS cace«Listings obtained from local versus distal regional
health departments.

ood Centers
(SMFBC) ,Sacramento, Ca

Tiaborating Health

Methods. The distings of reported AIDS cases obtained from 2 local, 4 conti-
guous, and istal counties were compa: th IMBC donor files. The
listh of crie”Arps gasessortned from one distal site was also cross

ments adjacent to the area of operation of a regional blood center.
approach warrants national implementation.
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IVID! SOEEAN FOR UNUSUAL MODES OF HIV TRANSMISSION I
M.A.P.31 DEVELO?ABYIND) UALS WHO LATER . M.A.P.32 veeane A 5-'‘YEAR MULTICENTER STUDY oF BLOOD DONORS mE

baat . f* San F “;GeneralHospitalUPSS onofCal Volberding,PAY “Centers for DeeSRadaGeorgiaOrtigasPaavocigarore ¢from 20
VA Hospi UCSF, San Fi o CA USA. Blood Donation Sites throughout the

Objective: btTo determir AIDS.
Methods: The UCSFADS Rea fa cledealmedialRte ae98from
2605 individuals, 992 of whom had had Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, Kaposi's sarco:
‘eryptococcosis at the time of initial evaluation. "Patients are askedthe date that theylast
-donated blood. It is not known if bank

loping Kaposi’s sarcoma; two others 2
and 22 months before PCP; one patient
reporteddordonating blood one

the 992 with AIDS only one other
onating blood after PCP (14

In the era before HIV Antibody
testing, blood w‘as donated by 13% of gay
men after they were likely HIV infected.

BoTafathisbleploodyaspaghably discarded. 

 

M.A.P.33 SEROPOSITIVITE HIV CHEZ LES DONNEURS DE sang ET
ESTIMATION DU RISQUE RESIDUEL EN TRANSFUSIO

ucé, Anne-Marie et le Groupe de travail Rétrovirus de
la Société NationalesdedeTransfusion Sanguine - Paris France

Objectif : Comparer la prévalence des donneurs confirmés anteHIV positif entre
1985 et 1988 et évaluer le risque résiduel de transmission du virus par tran:
Méth entresde Transfusion (cT) du groupe de travail représentant
environ Te 1/4 r blé leurs résultats

i santaves nouveaux donneurs (ND) et les donneurs réguliers (DR).
Résultats : 1)‘provalence des dons anti-HIV positifs

  

Nbre dons testés Total (0/00) ND:Nbre (0/00) DR:Nbre
1985 (6mois, 510 493 318 (0.82 .à 137
1986 1126 278 479 (0.42) 283 (1.7 196
1987 1131 316 361 (0.32) 269 (1.5 92
1988 1065 532 176 (0.16) 128 (0.9 48

: 2) Estimation du risque résiduel : Base du calcul = 25 % des dons antiHIV
négatif provenant de donneurs dépistés séropositifs dans un délai maximum de
1 an sont infectieux (Jullien, Lancet 1988 ii 1248)

i f Estimation
<2 2 4 mois 4 mols lan >i an Tisque par don

1987 2 u 2 1 pour 72000
ee 3 1 pour 100000

Entre 1985 et 1988, la serena raychez les donneurs de sang
£cesde 4 fois, cette baisse ayant 6 la fi sur les nouveaux et les

ciens donneurs. risque résiduel tipretustonseldiminue parallèlement etan

est estimé à 1 pour 100.000 dons en 1988,

M.A. P.35 ‘THE FeRNTOLOGY OF TRANSFUSION-ASSOCIATEDme AIDS

IN oa NTE UNITED STATES, 1981 TO
Jones, Donna; Byers, R; Bus! gers,

Centers for DiseaseControl tones, Atlanta, Georgia. U.S.A,

Objec + To describe the demographic and clinical characteristics of
AIDS

© December 1988 were reviewed.
PA) AIDScases were compared.

A we:

e (36 . vs mos., pt. . nn survival after diagnosia of
pediatric TA AIDS did not differ from that of PA case: 9.3 ve 10.8 months)

Conclusion. Children with TA dires from PA AIDS patients.
Pedarric_ AIDS cases are ingniiagnosed a a slower rate than PA AIDSptDS

ontinue to develop. Donor ning has nearly elin:inated new infection:

thus thiegroup is importantinthe study of incubation period in children,

Objective. To monitor levels, trends, and modes of HIV infection in blood

isk population acreened for HIV. Because persons

donors/yr) are
for seroprevalence rates are determined fr ords
Results. Since June 1988, 147 seropositive don nm interviewed.

Risk factors for the 114 males were hsas/bisceuelity(522),”intravenous drug
od transfusion (BT)(4Z), and sexual partner of a

PR)(132). Risk factors for the 33 females were IVDU (92),
BT (97), and SPPR (61%). 23% of males and 21% of females had no identified
risk (NIR). Demographic characteristics of
identified risk 1 American Red Cross HIV seroprevalence in

“time donors from 6/87-5/88 (0.057% for males and 0.010% for females),
and applying the observed rete of NIRs in this study, we calculated that a

£ 1 in 7,661 male and 1] in 47,170 female donors had been infected
sexual partners with un

Re in this study
may not have acknowledged HIV risk factors.

M.A.P.34 THE RISK OF HIV-1 TRANSMISSION BY TRANSFUSION OF
SCREENED BLOOD ee
N. Cohen”, Munoz’, Nelson’, O. Frazier”, D. Yawn"”,

B. F. Polk’, et al.
“Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, Baltimore, MD; “Texas A & M University, College
Station, TX; "St. Luke’s Episcopal Hospital, Houston, TX; “The Methodist Hospital,
Houston, TX USA.

 

 

 

Obiective: This prospecti dy ish to HIV-1 In a
cohort rec 0
to HIV-1.

: study will require fifty-four months to enroli and follow-up approximately
13,000 dine surgery patie: Based on current bicod product utilization at the thr
Study centers, an imated 101,000 transfusifonposes will be observed. The
probability of HIV-1 transmission will be estim: and the upper bound of the 95%
‘confidence limit will be calculated using the poral distributio!
Results: date, serum samples from3,8,nr persons represent 29,495 transfusions
exposures have been tested. One se rtor has been genes:our estimate of the
risk of HIV-1 transmission bytrenetuionis00.003% per it with a 95% upper
bound equal to 0.016% per u

he interim reaults of this ongoing study provide valuable information to
ciiniclans and the blood banking communty regarding the effectiveness of HIV-1 screening
and permit pubiic health officials to statements with greater confidence about the risk
of HIV-1 transmission by scree:

M.A.P.36  senorrzvarmezOFmy INFECTION AMONG BLOOD DONORS IN ROME
lito,G.as; Miceli,M.s; Angeloni ,P.s

sttalian Red Cross, Hevional center for Blood Transfusion
2"Lazzaro Spallanzani” Hospital for infectious diseases-Rorze-
Italy

QObiective,To estimate the prevalence of positive HIV antibodies in a large
blood donor population in Rome (about S0% of total blood suppiy in Rome), to
define the eepideniologic characteristics of seropositive subjects, and
determine the effiieacy of self deferral prog

1985 blood don:ions were tested routinelyfor HIV antibodies,
donors have been interviewedy trained personn and informative materials
have been distributed to invite donor belonging te risk groups, to voluntary
defer. Seventy-one ser cts were contacted (86.6%).

i year and percentage distribution of risk
factors of positive donors are reported in table. 
 Year wits HIV+ve previ bonosex IVDA Heterosex Unknown

1985 38323 23 .060 10.5 84.2 - 5.3
1986 50290 29 .058 16.0 44,0 40.0
1987 47211 16 .034 12.5 62.5 25.0
1988 45819 14 .-030 9.1 36.4 45.4 9.2 
Conclusions,The progressive decrease in the prevalence rate among blood
donors indicates tae efficacy of self-deferral program and emphasize the
iuportance of alte: native sites for test performing and the need of anonymou:
testing opportuniti
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36 POST-TRANSFUSIONNAL (P-TRF) HIV INFECTION IN A REGIONAL
CITY HOSPITAL SINCE 1980
Quaranta,J.F.*; Cassuto-Viguier,Ete; Sanderson,

suto,J.P. wine; Dellamonica Pierretkkk,

M.A.P.37
Fetes

Vivinus ,M.*; Cas.
* Laboratoire d' Immunologie, “éphrologie, er Médecine Interne,
#k#%k Maladies Infectieuses, C.H.R.U » France.

Objective. Nice (400,000 inhabitants) is characterized by a high Prevalence
o HIV infotfonwith a rate of seropositive bloodoegoreàtwo times mor

i LL onors are screened for HIV in our country ssince
august ist 1985.FatAtthe end of 1988, a Pome HIV infection was diagnosed in
36 patients (19 to 82 years old, 21 females).
pequlte. At the firstexamination,patentswereàdivided i in II, 6 in III,

fa and 11 in ing to cells count
{301 + 305/m3),highserun beta2microgiobutin tel1.7.+ 4.3 mg/l).
These“results related with p25 antigenemia suggested a bad prognosis which

he teams + 7 nore AIDSoccured within 2 months and 15confirmed by
patients yetyet alive. 35 patients had a presumed date of contamination ranged

1980 1985 and oneafter the blood donors ser . Most of the
patients were“ansfused during surgery (m = 4.1 blood units),4 patients in
emergency , 2 for hematological diseases 30 and 128 units) and 5 henodialyssed
patients {2 to 8 blood units). of the investigations required to
Blood Bank in search of the 2footeddonors has resulted ina concrete proof.
Conclusion. The P-TRF HIV infection has a Lakssee s compared to others
risk groups. Despite the systematic blood dono testing, the siskis low but
remains; this should warrant autotransfusion policy in sheduled surgery, or
gore accurate screening (e.g. antigenemia or PCR).

M A P.3 pere n. wand wendHanki: c oy J B.*ee CN. Yves* ns .**; Jean ateto, 3.C.*88; try re 4 î , i

*Canadian Red Cross, Montrea1, Quebec, Canada; DSC, Montreal
General Hospital, Montreal, Quebec, Canada; wer tac,‘st-tue Hospital,

eal, Quebec, Canada.

To determine if the useofan autodesignation form would
StrrerestmEiate between blood donors high and k

May 1988. 21,692 donati
pe te used an auto-designat
their blood for transfusion (97.7%) or laboratory purpose:

ist enumerating high risk activities. Of these forms
only 0.8% could not be utilised. The blood from the laboratory group

but not wu
fusion group (1G) 36/21,197 (0.17%) were ELISA

laboratory group (LG) 6/325 (1.8%) were
firmation followed for 6/36 (22.2%) in the

The
The specificity of our auto-designation form is 98
predictive value was 99.9% and the global efficiency 97.7%.
CONCLUSION: The 
populations igh r
preventing theenedlization of Too £rom high risk donors and reducing
the risk of HIV transmission during the window period.

M A P 41 A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF CHILOREN OF ANTI-HIV POSITIVE
often HAEMOPHIL IACS

Lee, Christine A.; Morris-Smith, J.;Goldman, Eleanor;
Griffiths, P.D.; Trompeter, R.S. and and Kernoff, P.B.A.
Royal Free Hospital, London, England.

Objective. To monitor the progress of 10 children born to 9 anti-HIV
seropositive fathers between December 1984 and May 1988
Methods. Infants were seen soon after birth and then at yearly intervals.

elr physical development was assessed with particular attention to growth,
Ability and intelligence in relation to expected levels at any given age was
measured using WISC/R WPPSI and other relevant tests. Laboratory tests for

lymphocyte count were performed at each visit.
ther at the

time of conception was assessed retrospectively from clinical records and
i nm stor

children were conceived by 9 seropositive, p24 antigen negative,
$s. All 10 children have been anti-HIV negative

develop normally. Eight wives have remained
ife

None of the children appear to have any evidence o
In spite of being made aware of the risks, some anti-HIVdisease.

peeitive haemophiliacs and their wives have chosen to have children.

84

eee SALE AND DONATION BEHAVIOR OF IVDUs
Chitwood, Dale, D.*; Comerford, M.*; McCoy, C.B.*; et

M.A.P.38
ido, E.J.*.

*University of Miami School of Medicine, Miami FL., USA.

Objective. To describe the blood selling and blood donation behavior of
intravenous drug users (IVDUs) between 1978-19:8e
Methods. IVDUs (703) in drug treatment in South Florida who were enrolled
in a longitudinal study ofa serostatus were asked items pertaining to
the sale and donation of b.
Results. Of the 703 IVDUs,ig (25. 7%), had sold or donated blood since
1978; of these 181, 63.0% had sold and 37.0% had donated bloo There were
no significant demographic (age, gender, ethnic) differences between those
who donated and those who sold blood. Of the 181 IVDUs, 92 reported their
last sale or donation to have occured after 1985, the year HIV screening

Of these 92, 63 had sold blood. The sero-

bank supply for huma
a high risk group for HIV infection, poses a public health threat

 

TRE FRG

M.A.P.40 DorotneeGidck, K Koemer, B. Kubanek, G. Caspari, G. Elbert,
et al.

Dept. Transfusion Mactoine.Universty of Uin and German Red Croce Blood Bank,
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helmhohzstrasse 10, 0-7900 Ulm, FAG,for RG

Objective. the G p
logy of HIV-antibodies in blooddonors are studied.
Results. From July 1985 to September 1988, 7.5 million donations given ,about 1.5 milion blood
donors
Western bot (Wb).

p d of 1988..The geographic distributionvaries

AIDS cases, |
rs ton Jrhisewiual man.

AIDS. mek nareons ‘il i re

h P 9

population, there fd ipid sp 
 intecth k . At present, we

. However, they do not imply the
have no

Hlowever,

(Supported by BMFT,FIZ il-053-68)

HEMOPHILIACS DOUBLY INFECTED BY HIV-1 AND HTLV-I
Masafumi .Akao; Yorifuji,H.; Koike,K.; Hada,M.; Ikematsu,S.;

M.A.P.42
and Fujimaki,M.

Tokyo Medical College, Clinical Pathology, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan.

 

Oplective. On the investigation of immune abnormalities and clinical courses
f£ HIV~1 infected hemophiliacs, we foundndpatients infected by both HIV-1 and

HTLV-1 had more rapid fall in their immune functions than those infected
singly by HIV-1. Subjects and Methods. 185 hemophiliacs are involved in this
study. Anti-HIV-1 antibodies are assayed by WB and ENVACOR, and anti-HTLV-I
antibodies are aise assayed by ELISA, PA, IF and WB method. Tmmuogies) pa-

such as lymphocyte subsets, microglebulin, lobulin levels
andHIV-related Markers are measured. Results. 107 of 185 henophitiacs are
seropositive in HIV-1(57.8%). 11 of 185 are seropositive Sev
hemophiliacs are seropositive both in HIV-1 and HTLV-1. Two of 7 have been
at the stage IV-C2(CDC) in 1986, and one other case has been at the sta
IV-A in 1987 other case has been with severe decompensated liver cirrho-
sis and the erageTIV-A. Clinical features are widely varied, such like toxo-
plasmosis, PCP, CMV pneumonia, IDTP, VZV infection, parvovirus infection, and
so on. Conclusion. We have already reported the prevalence of HIV-1 infection
were not different in the existence of preceded infection of HTLV-I in Japa-
nese hemophliac populations. But, 4 of 7 double infection cases have shown
advanced symptoms in this study. These data strongly suggested preceded infec-

V-T mi, the progress of immune dysfunctions by
HIV-1 infection. Further cumulative investigations are urgent.
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M A P 43 ANTI-HIV SEROPREVALENCE iN BLOOD DONATIONS FROM JULY 85 UNTIL
ee DECEMBER 88 IN SWITZERLAND.

BurckhardtJ.', Botierrerun, Pertin, LH.” and Bachmann, P.'
1 University
Hospkai, Geneva, Switzerland
From July 1985 untilDecember 1968, the Central Laboratory Blood Transfusion Service Swiss Red Cross
coe tHIV

with enzyme-inked Immuno assays based onon viral lentes of recombinant proteins. During
fistime, 110° us were, corded post We observed, however, a dramatic decrease of

 

‘The actual figures:
(30 and 1* or 28.3 and 0.7* per hundred thousand, respectively ). Furthermore, we noted a decrease in
each of the following categories: ih beels.
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

half lethal ends

28 *
15.2 *

38 .
0 *

y younger donors, vide ab of

1 maga peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells, PCR-negative units were never serologicalically confirrned
Based on the present igus athe fact on average 1.4 unt pr donor pr yor
are collected, we calculate the probabtity for a false negative unit to be less than 1/800,000.

M.A.P.45 HEPATITIS B AND Lesome IN REMOPATLTACS|
G.; McMillan, C; Leno

artment of Joël, University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, cul“LIL, NC USA

Objective. Like HBV also infect.
response, and tacyreverse transcriptase activity.

of HEV and HIV coinfection was investigated.
nd logies were dete

lymphocytes, alters the
The clinicalvientficance

rmined in a cohort of 155
yephocyte

regular intervals.
fietent patients

 

aupgesting persistence, react
lation, A trend toward slower

petients with persistent Fescarriage.
HIV+
anti-HBs+

ge- 10)ge = 98).
mean CD4+ 6.8 278.0 ‘*p+0.094 (Kruskal Wallis

46s. 5 259.0 Chi Square)

(0/10) (26/116) **p=0.0 i Square)
HIV infection may allow HBV atieatien or veiafecthen which

wight warrant HBV vaccination of house! HBs
seropositive HIV infected patients. Active HBV infection perhaps
infecting lymphocytes may alter HIV induced immune deterioration.

tus deterioration was noted in

median CD4+
+ developing
AIDS

M.A.P.47 CLIENTS OFenea
; #Brettle

anv Comeelling Chints;“Wopioal Virus Iaboratorys City
Hospital, EDINBURGH,

: To study the response of clients of prostitutes to health risks

 

 

7 Prof Managerial, 27 Skilled, 16 Semi-Skilled, 2
-Skilled, and Unknown. 2(*) clients tested . They were also

injection drug users (IDU), stil never and
both had partners.
Condom Regular Ristory Client
Use N Partner of STD also ve ve N/T
Always 11 0 1 0 0 2
Sometimes 12 10 4 1 1
Never 50 1 2* 2* 41 7
CONCLUSIONS: 1) Safer e

2) Those client partners tend not to use condoms.
Prosti are at risk from clients.

socio-economic status of the group
is suprising that education has not altered behaviour.

Epidémiologie et santé publique
Epidemiology and Public Health

DIFFERENT EPIDENIOLOGY OF WIV ISFECTION mu HEMOPHILIACS (N) FROM THREE

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. Pier Mannuccic Mannucci, A. Gringeri. A. Bianchi
Bonosi Hesophilis and Throsbosis Center, University of Milan, Italy.

M.A.P.44
 

Itsly, France and W, Gersany are cosparsble ia population (cs. 55 million) and nusber of H

(ca. 3,009). Italy and Gersany are aleo co: able for type of factor concentrates given to H

A and 8 (coasercial, from US plassapheresis plaess). In France,

  

er though AIDS cases wer:

or HB, cases with AIDS and anti-HIV(+) were comparable in itsly, Geraany and Frence.

All hesophiliacs Hemophilia A Hesophilia——Honophilie

el fans Mt Mel MANS Mgfj gel MAIS Muni
Gersany 2476 148 ne 2152 131 1024 424 17 146

France 2455 5a 2067 40 903 388 18 135

Italy 0 138
The reason for differences between France/Seraany vs Italy is unclear. In the early ‘80s, when

ost HIV infections occurred, A were treated annually with larger average FVIII

a pa Hence, German H À hed a higher ounulative

e 1985, when virucidal methods prevented new
LI not sccount for the higher pure of

in France, becsuse FVIII usage was sisilar to that in Italy (22.000 I.U vs

25.000). Hence, thare appear to be population differences in suscoptibility to develop HIV

infection in hemophiliacs,

erean

Le VIH chezles prostitué(e)s et les sans-abri
HIV In Prostitutes and Homeless Populations
M A P. 46 HIV SPREAD IN PROSTITUTE POPULATION IN TOU:

—_— ayet-Mengelle C.*, Puel Jacqueline*, Averous 5.**,
“Laboratoire de Virologie, CHU Purpan, Toulouse, FRANCE

**Service de Dermatologie, CH Le Grave, Toulouse, FRANCE.

hiective- To assess the risk of contamination through prostitution (male or

‘emale) in our ci
Methode. Ve syrtenaticeliy acreened anti HIV-1 antibodies in 97 female pronti-

tine.PScoming travestites or transex!
85

a bd

Results. 5 of the 97 prostitutes were seropormitive : we screened the first on

in 1985, o others 1986 e in 1 and one who seroconverted in 1988.But

o of them were intravenour dus orn so it war not por:sible oo incrimina-abue:
ane None of the Ghanean was seropositive.

westites and t: exuals, one patient seroconv:erted inPoa, and

3 patiente wwere seroponi tive“(2 in 1986 and 1 in 1987).For these patients drug
addiction 4# unknow:
CR“ne prontitue population of Toulouse seems to be relatively free

ot amination. But these results do not entirely reflect th:

tuation as a marginal prostitution also exists with people who ar

not subject to any control. Although tee

elementary preca

since contamination
autions must be taken t

through prostitution|naeen shown to be a real risk.

M A P 48 HIV SEROPOSITIVITY AND RISK BEHAVIOURS OF ITALIAN PROSTITUTES
Tirei U.*; De Mercato Re 3 Caprrilli, F.**; Giuliani, M.**;

lei a G.*Saracco, Alberrto*** and R
From the GICAT: * athe Activiy eeCentroai riferimento else Avia-

no; ni Istituto Dermatologico S. Gallicano, Roma; *** Istituto Mal. Inf.

Osp. “Sacco”, Milano; Il

Health, Roma -
Clinica Medica Univ, Napoli; °° niettry of

Objective; To estimate HIV seroprevalence among prostitutes in different
Italian areas. To study risk behaviours assoctated to HIV seropositivity in
female prostitutes.
lethods. The study has been conducted in Rome, Milan

Different sources have been utilized in order
tutes: STD clinics, ‘a
particula: 011a

» Naples and Pordenone.

 

f
ni e developed AIDS, witelyAnenethe only c
in a non-addicted prostitute in ltaly. Among Graeciajecting prostitutes, 41

0 were anti-HIV seropositive“G6. 2%).
Conclusion. HIV seroprevalence ti low in

high prevalence of seroposittvity among drug injecting prosti-

tutes might account for the spread of HIV infection in the heterosexual
active population,

non-drug-injecting prosti-
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MAPA49 PSGtDon,netan hoven, PePacters,Rshoctt,C., Plot F M A. P 50 iDRUGUSERS(VOUS)INCHICAGO+
Institute of Tropical Medicine, Sacre, “estat

Objective: To assess the prevalence of STD's, ar HIV, among female prostitutes, and to determine

their preventive health attitudes and behaviour, and perception of their clients’ behavious

ites were recruted thi generat proctitieners and titute crpanization, A

stenderd questionaire was edministered and blood wes collected ter nv, syphilis and hepatitis 8

serology.
peus So far 83 women were recruited, including 20 % street walkers, 20 % windaworkers, 37 %

the. workers, and 9% call girls. The median age was 3) years end 22 % had started prostitution less

1 women had ever used 1V drugs. One (non IVDU) woman is HIV positive (1.16 %,

-03-6.3 95 % CI), 6.1% end 23 % had markers for syphilis and hepatitis B resect 57 % had been

tested at Least once for HIV. 60 % had always been using condoms for at least one & of 7 women

practising anal intercourse slusys use condons and 36.5 ‘of wemen did not esuse condoms a“

 
 

vaginal intercourse. According to 54 % of the women meclient wer proposes f condoms. 4!

of the prostitutes had to insist on using CE firmed to have clients who sarinteaty

refuse condoms.

Conclusions: MIV infection seems rather uncommon in Antwerp female prostitutes. Keny women have

recently changed their behaviour for fear of AIDS. Because of the continuing risk behaviour from both

colleagues and clients perticular prevention programs are stilt required.

M A P. 51 RIV JNFECTION AMONG HONELESS MEN 24 À NEW YORK CITY SHELTER.

Baron A. Iorres"; Mani 5%: Altholz J*; Brickner PW*, #5t, “on Hospital and

Medical Center; *t. Sinai Hospital and Medical Center, Wew York,

 Qbiective: Shelters for hoseless men in New f dru and

active tuberculosis, A study was conducted to describe the characteristics of homeless men volunterily

tested ftor RIV antibodies, between 1985-1968, at a public sheiter in MYC, which houses 1200 men.

teated for HIV ant es. Testing was

to man with high risk behavior, ff signs or syeptons suggestive of atvAVinfection were present,

or es part of routine physical exe for à work program. Charts were reviewed retrospectively.

ravenous
(PTB:

seropositivity. No significant differences in rates of PPD reactivity, positive RPR or hepatitis 8

‘body were present: B_value

& M
Ivey (68) 12 (33) 0.001

Homo/Bisexust 1 (27) 1% «27 0.9 WE

2PPp 3 (@) : Gn esws

«ery

Active tuberculosis wes algnificantly misawn a diagnosisonon or ARC (P<0.001), but not with a

diagnozis of ssyaptomtic carrier or PGL. li 96 vs, 1} for HIV positive men

ith active TB, then without Ts. Rates of nimes were similar among HT

one Hyeee men; 72% in returned for Hi¥ ts

+ HIV infection sore homeless men in à NYC shelter is stntcantty ieMs 1VOU and

active los Strategies to prevent homeleseness are Likely to influence rates of !

traneniseion and HIV vraies.

IMMUNODEFICIENCYM.A.P.53 SOCIAL SURVEY FOR TO HN
VIRUS AND OTHER SEXUAL IN IN FOO DE JANEIRO.
De Meis,C.; Vasconcelllos,A.; Lirhares,D.; and Andrada-Serpa,Maria José.

Basic Research Centre, Netional Institute, Rio ' .

meve.Toevaluate the sexual , economic conditions, tre incidence of
Ets où aus À io ourg Faele prostin.tss in de Janeiro.

Ne ones. submitted to tuo other tests, a competitive ELISA (Behering) and a
EIA (Abbott). Syphilis infection by mi i hepatitis B anti-
gen by EIA (Abbott).

Results. Eignt out of 69 (11.50%) of positive far antiHIT,28 où of 68 (70.58)
positive and only 1 serum (1.44%) presented for hepatitis
Mme chaise cf a proriscuous eeeeminei eG od corn
use in high rate has been cbeerved only in 20.40% of prostitutes interviews. The frequency of
parterns par day shows variation: 40.8% of prostitutes have 1 to 5 partems, 38.77% with 6 to

more perterns per day.

eve à very high incidence anong females with @ promiscuous sexual life end thet can play an
impartant role in the HIV-I hetarosexval tranemiesion ‘in Predilion nities.

 

Wayne; ST.Chene;D Jimenez ;D Johnson,W Ouellet .Let al
TTof Riel”es“Chicago, ipidemiology Program; Chicago, Na 60612
 

Objective: To examine the relattonship between homelessness and HIV infection
in a group of setive IVDUs not in treatment.
Methods: Analysis of foe Face-to-face interviews conducted between 3/88 a
8/88 was perform d'a of a large-scale Prevention aneeducation Seaned as par
funded by the National Tnatituce on Drug Abus IVDUS ted usi
street-based indigenous outreach workers and were paid for“participation

Fully 23.6% of the pe considered thensel » Homeless
‘IVDUswere significantly re ikely to be reneaDsenaon-
homeless IVDUs (20.5%); (X°=7. os p<-01). This relationship was found a
all eee of reported needle-sharing partners in the 6 monthe prior to“inter-

view (Table 1). x Hiv-seropositive
Numberweeda-sharing partners Home Homeles: Homeless %_ Sauple size

0 13.9 25.0 14,3 84
1-2 15.7 26.9 22.6 115
3-6 28.0 39.3 25.5 110
+ 32.4 45.0 37.0 54

Conclusion: Homeless IVDUs are overrepresented among those Feporting &the
greatest numbers of needle-sharing partners. These IVDUs are wore likely to
be seropositive, suggesting that home.lesmness exerts an independent effect
upon risk for HIV-seropositivity. This relationship was most aignificant for
Puarto Rican IVDUs. The relationship of other risk factors is discussed.

M A P 52 PREVALENCE AND RISK FACTORS FOR HIV-1, HIV-2 AND HTLV-I INFECTION
. IW PROSTITUTES m SOUTHERN CATALONIA.

fatabenas. -decdi alinas, Ret, Sénchez; Es, Lacaes, C# end

en eee,

   + Epidemiology S duns Progras. Gel
of Hosp. “V. de iaCinta- » Tortosa, Spain.

 

tat de Catalunya. Barcelona, Spain.
+ Inst. Sup. de Sanita. Ross, Italy.

  

     

    

walence of HIV-1, HIV-2, HTLV-1, hepatitis B and

and 2.° To identity possible risk factors for

tained.LS to both if prronti tutes| and teeeasy
area tee
chere” 1hrow re
orking women re
questionnaire wthus it

Rau of the autho: neue the ticipants,adLos“bloods

aye

 

sat t
ste answer the  

  
ive

blood

  

wrettionnaire was arounpros thea.

Results. sl rentre 191.852) of the women used condoss with either their clients
their pre Only 3 out of 46 prstiittes with a stable aeteroeranel partner tard

condoss with the partners and the ents. Eight prostitutes were [VOU and 6 had
an IVpu partner. Eight aeor were positive for HIV-1, (8%) for HBshg, 24

(32%) for HBchb, and 3 (41 # the luetic test; HIV-2 and HILV-1 results will be

presented. aly the use of ittravenous drugs y the prostitutes was signif tly

associated with niv ri!nfecon in both univariate haeoT i
{p=0.0014) ”nalysis ociatien was fo aft stratify:
and IVDU pa
Conc © point out the etes of using the most exhaustive population
os: 11 defined area. sagesst the use of aulticantric approach,
stratifying by type of Dati ention,Sith bigger hat id  opulat
nnnetee sonore tiene In our setting where Tou count tor the
AIDS and of the index cases of heterosexual acquired|uy
TVOU, theueof grees by the prostitutes or by their sexwal partne
the ost important risk factor in that collective.

 

iso to be
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Le VIH chez les cllents des cliniques de MTS et des centres de dépistage
HIV AmongClients of STD Clinics and Testing Centres

M.A.P.54 HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN MEN AND WOMEN, DENVER METRO STD
CLINIC, erJudson,te,oaks im, D.; Douglas, J. Denver
Public Heal:

denimLEeetnense

sera of consecutive, umselected SID clinic pa
ivie(gre veetat fortey (Hin,Gt) Tay Positive
patients without a stated risk for HIV infection ware reinterviewed to assure correct BB

Results. No. HIV Positive/No. Tested (7,
EB 1985 i Total
Gay Men 119(484 48.8 192(37.5)  67/140(47.9; 257/572 (4409,
Female Pros-
titutes 1/12 (8.3)  0/184(0.0) 2/137(1.5) 1/39 (3.0) 4/372 ( 161)
Tv

. Males 2/2 (6.9) 1/49(2.0) 4/126 (3.2) 0/69 (0.0) 7/273 ( 2.6)
Fenales 0/10 (0.0) 0/20{0.0) 0/64 (0.0) 2/26 (77) 2/120 ( 1.7)

Heterosemualg
Males 0/220.0)  1/361(0.3) 1/374(0.3) 3/670 (0.4)  5/163% ( 0.3)

0/111(0.0)  1/222(0.5) 1/255(0.3)  0/351 (0.0) 2/ %0 ( 0.2)Fenales
Of 2,574 non IVDU heterosexual man and wom atat high risk of SID only 7 (0.3%) were HIV
positive including 3 with IVDU sewusl contact. ‘Three of 4 positiveve female prostitutes

Conclusions. By Joss at least 10 years after the first HIV infection in Dewer, there is no
evidencethat the HIV epidemic RLPc SRRe ner Seth contacts.

correct RB using conf:

M.A.P.56 HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN PATIENTS WITH PID
eee ng. Rhoda S., Frie

of OBS/GYN, Mount Sinai Medical Center, NY, NY, USA.

Sbiective. 11. To determine the seroprevalence of HIV in women with PI
an determine whether H i

n
Methods. The GYN Clinicbynose provide: indigent minority women from

IDS. From 11/1/86:1/15/89, all clinic PID
Ss were

y we ts,
Results, 7 patients were admitted; 16 had s for anonymous
testing. 3/16 (18 were seropositive. 12/2 (57) Patients requested
gonfidential screenings /12 (25%) were seropositi

the known seropositiyes:
e Allavert illicit drug use

(1/3 IVDA; 2/3 non: IV cocaine
e aa.repories sexual contact of men at risk

1IVDA;,1 non-1¥ cocaine)
a 0/3 had positive. syphilis sero!
(3/21(14. 3%) of PID admissions had positive serology;

Conclust 2 the sa 7%) were consistent with acute infection.)
onc lus ons n 1 same o patients screened 1. 18.8% sero-
positive i without other
known risk.benejor. 3. No association between HIV seropositivity and
Dositive svphilis serologywas demonstrate:

oo AT AN STD CLINIC IN LONDON

BarlowD. Bradbeer C S, Thin R NeChristie I, Palmer S, &
Banatvala J E. Deptof GU Medicine and Virology, St * Hopital, london, UK

Objective: To assess HIV seropositivity amongst attaders in an SID clinic.
Methods: All patients ing routine blood tests for eyphilis betweenundergoi
June1988 and April 1989 were offered an HIV test {Abbot/Wel1come)

ve the result of which sou anonymous.
the December 1988, 4,972 patients had been entered into

declined the HIV test. Those
1 men but were otherwise

agreeing to the test. 4519 attenders were tested, 814 (18%)
of whom wished their result to be

35 of 4519 (0.88) were HIV antibody positive, 27 of 247 homosexual
bisexual men (10.9%) and 8 (3 women, 5 men) of paterosexualssais(0.1) vere
positive.
positives and 6 of 8 heteroseuxa riteau patients
from Africa (184 from West Africa} were negative for HIV2).

the study. Of hi patients (913)

HETEROSEXUAL POSITIVES

1VDA/Contact No risk factors£rom High-risk area Total tested
Male 3 1 1 2236
Female 2 1 0 2025

Conclusion: This sexually active population with ares than average
prevalence gonorrhoea, chlamydiaaand other SI's has low HIV seroposi-
tivity in spite of the potential f cases from endemic

ci SON OF RACE/ETHNICITY, TRANSMISSION
M.A.P.55 SRTEOET IN PERSONS ELECTINGHIV COUNSELING

AND TESTING SERVICES
G.S.%; Kirby, C.*

enters for Disease|éontrol} Atlanta, GA, U.S.A.

An ev tion of voluntary HIV counse: and testing services
y race vad|Eransm cat:eatenintane United St:Tire

teaseseee GeSeiUeSlo
& perep "pilesatteDe HIV counseling and testing

êrewere a teist of were
serepenitive. An analysis t of the total
tested 54% were white, 22% black,a” Hepes ©, <1% Asian, <1% Native
American andx vere underermine ompared té the raclal/ethnic

sit:don of the ation ofthese States (77% white
AITanic Ex othersàa higher rtion blacks REA CT Services

d vhltes oroFHispanics, A

oeoherhonosexua.g vs pusususers, 1.5X for heterosexuals and
t usion recipients

feneluson: The di for couns oretonandtesting services intthe U.S. is
mcreasing rapidly, A higher proproporeton f persons receiv: CT services
are fronminozity opulat ir representation in the
opulatii majority of resteecelrying CT ‘ices are not in the
Hesst risk transmission cat: 3 only 14% of those tested

men and 8% were IV ueusers, Eighteen percent of ‘homosexual
enand lizofof IV drug users electing testing vere infected.

M.A.P.57 «815% FAcTorS For HIV-1 INFECTION IN A BRITISH POPULATION
o_o Beck,Ets Donegan, C.; Kenny, Colin; Cohen, C.S.; Moss, V.

‘erry, P al
St Mary's Hospital’ Prac street, Paddington, London, United Kingdom

Objective. Determine riskeos for HIV-1 infection and
in attendees a

onitor testing

Methods. Behavioural charectertatios of individuals attend. or -
testing were coplec + HIV tests performed by s th a competitive
ELISA (Wellcome } tibody capture ELISA (Abbott ) as conf: ory test.

141; 95% CI 77-258) àintravenou.

Risk factors for|men (n=4550) were heterosexu

with periods of increased media attention vo s/AIDS, 0.

t press/TV campaigns. The most pronounc rease
heterosexual males and females wie|no oother risk factors.

Conclusions 1) Het and jal tran: were ‘ted in
 tr implica:
this British Population. 2) The media campaigns have|© increased awareness of

HIV infection/AIDS as a major public health problem

M A P. 59 En PREVATENCE IN AN AIDS COUNSELLING CENTER IN ISRAEL

“us ndzel ev T.; stein, R.; Meyer, M.; Levinstein, R.;
Bentwicl

Kaplan Hospital, Hebrew University Medical School, Rehovot, Israel.

infever. To determine HIV prevalence among risk groups in an AIDS center
in Israel
Methods. applicants to the AIDS clinic started at our center in 1983,
were Teriewed and tested for HIV, ey included male homosexuals (MHS),
I.V. drug addicts (A), recipients of blood transfusions (BT) as well as
Ronrisk group app} ican ).

sults. The number ofindividuals tested and results were:
ups 1986 1

 

7 1988
233

IVDA 2 7 2
BT 1 3 47 9

56 106 514 415
Total 406 299 768 sel

% HIV + in risk gro 10 8,7

Thus, the Proportion oof non-risk group applicants isa increased while
that of MS and p ished,
Conclusions, ns) The low prevalence of HIV infection among risk groups in
Israel may be correlated with the still low incidence and growth of AIDS in
Israel. b) The AIDS counselling center is being overused by the wide public,
while risk group members do not use it sufficiently.

87
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M.A.P.60 TRENDS IN HIV SEROPREVALENCE AMONG SELF-IDENTIFIED RISK
GROUPS UTILIZING ANONYMOUS TEST SITES IN SAN FRANCISCO
Gree!al h, John B.*; Miïson, MO**;

Evans, PE*; Ruther
*San Francisco Departmennt ©F Public Health andrlfoi Department of
Health Services, San Francisco, California,

Objective. Describe trends in HIV arelesthin specific risk groups
using Anonymous Test Sites (ATS) in San Francisc

he

guyen, BH*; Lemp,GF*;

informati
41,80B clients visiting the ATS for the

1988
3 4 2 4 1 2

Heterosexual 2x 2% 1% 3 % 1% A Ie 0% 1%Ix 3%
Gay/Bisex.Men 34 36 36 37 35 3 37 42 36 38

9 5 8 8 $ 7 12 6
VDUs 57 72 68 74 54 7] 68 55 62 74 65 50

1
© 

30 23 22 17 21 20 20
Complete risk were available for 63% those tested for HIV
antibody. Overall peropr alence declined from 27% in July, 1985 20% by
-June, 1988 .001) due to increasing|rates oF heterosexuals served (37% of

ing the finaleae”) and decreasing usage
nitiaiy, gectantnng to 24%

fts util ization patterns at the ATS, HIV

EFFECTIVENESS OF VOLUNTARY HIY ANTIBODY TspeovineD

AT A CLINIC TREATING SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEA!M.A.P.62

Ginsberg, Michel

#San Diego county porement of Health Services, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.

Objective: To characterize Sexually Transmitted Disease (sro)|clinic attendees who

 
complete a questionnaire regarding sexual orientation, IV drug use, etc. ELISA positive

y Iemunofluorescent Antibody.
Results: Between Soneand August 1988, 1085patients attending clinic for evaluation

of STD were tested for HIY antibody. Forty-six percent returned for test re: ul
 
Rate of return were as foll positive-57. negative-41.7%; total males-47.3%;

total females-36.9%. Rate of return by transmission category;

‘homosexual males-72%; bisexual mates-$7-81; he xual males-48.7%; heterosexual
mate JV drug users-27.9%; heterosexual females-39.9%; female 1V drug users-26.9%.
Return rates by ethnic group: white-55%; black-29.3%; hispanic-41.8%,

Conclusion: Return for HIV antibody test results among patients tested while seeking

.
¥ drug user: d non-whites had high failure rates. Increased education

Arts and pres rerateyien to motivate these groups must be developed.

M.A.P.64 IYSEROPREVALENCE SURVEYS IN THE SAN eeBAY AREA
an Mar: Jess";ren h, JB**; Lemp, GF**

Area Cooperative Study Group al.
“California DepartmentSOF Heathservices, Sacramento, CiCalifornia.indisSan
Francisco Department of Public Health, San Francisco, California, A.

M S roprevalence surveys in sexually transmitted disease (STD),
women’s healt tube culos and drug treatment clinics were begun in the
6-county jay Are je have collected pecimens in 1988 and
will1 collect am additional 35, 000 in 1989. With active participa ion from

ely ti0 be
a‘sterrisk

sk fac
roprevalence among STD Clients did not significantly differ”across age

Conclusion valence in selected clinics demonstrates thesero pre
scope andgeographic distribution of the HIV epidemic for counties adjacent
to a major AIDS epicen

88

™ MITTED DISEASE CLINIC, ml989
Sohlberg E, Hopkins S, Swenson

Harris N. Seattle-King County Department of Public Health and Ueiversity
of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA.

Objective. ‘o determine trend.

urban semually Erananitted disease (STD) clinic over 2.5 year
lic STD clinic, HIV antibody was assayed ininitial-visit

patients whe had syphilis blood tests in Oct-Nov 1986 (N=367), Aug-Sep 1987
(N-352), Feb-Mar 1988 (N-382), and Sep-Nov 1988 (N=1610); 1989 results are
pending. Serum and demographic/risk data were d from identifiers

prior to HIV ELISA; t

is in the prevalence of HIV infection in an
5

positives (HIV+) were confi:raed by Western blot.
Trends were analyz yy chi square for linear trend.aehomosexual and
bise: meni ET=heterosexuals; IVDU-intravenou:s drug

tes for the 4 eriods were: HOM 14/240580), 7/18 (39%),

17/30 Gn),a,noi cs) (Pro. 17); HET IVDU 0/12, 0/13, 0/15, and 5/79
(6%) (P=0 non-IVDU 329, ais, A qo.ysand 7/1418 (0.58%)
20.02): “aL Her 0/341, 1/350 (0.3) 1/352 (0.38), 12/1502 (0.82)

Among HET in Sep-Nov 1988, HIV+ included 37967 (0.8%) males and

ssià (0. 84) females; 2/858 and EE0qeD” blacks (P=
; and rose steadily with through age 35-39

1986 through 1988, HIV Seoptevatence.Vueobparently
stable in STD clinic HOM. rimar-
ily in blacks and ge.
pecially ethnic minority HET, IVDU, and their sex partners, are among the
highest priority carget groups for HIV counseling and teating ond other be-
havioral intervention:

M.A.P.63 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS OF A TERRITORIAL HIV SCREENING CENTRE IN HILAN.

Sch relli, Clare; Rastrelli, M; Moioli, N.C.; Meini, Mt: Orso, HH; Vil

la, M

Niguarda Cat Granda Hospital, Milan, Italy.- * Public Health Office of Milan, Milan, Italy

Objective. To study epidesiological patterns of HIV diffusion in open population in an Italian

urban territory.

Hethods. During the period Deeaber 1985-December 1988, a territorial out-patients Department for

AIDS prevention had been operating in a town district (Milan 13, population 28.956 ) dealing
 
with inforeation, spontaneously requested diagnostic exasinations and follow-up of people at

risk. 2.296 subjects asked for serological assay and were exapined (1530 sales, 766 fesales);

S51 declared thesselves intravenous drug addicts (IVDAs), 168 homo- or bisexual, 0

8% of the group), 15 howo/bisexual

es of seropositivity were registered: a
 
Conclusions. In the population considered, the group of IVDAs suffers the highest percentage of

the percentage 6f hoso/bise-

xual is lower than the national average. 9,8% awang partners of surely seropositive subjects

resultedainfected, indicating the important standard of risk of HIV diffusion via heterosexual

interco

seropositivity, at comparable levels as to Italian data, whereas

M.A.P.65 HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV: PREVALENCE AND RISK
FACTORS

C.*; Mo!Guinan, Janes*; ne, rlet, A.*; Gold,
* Alhion Street (AIDS) Centre, syaney Hospital, Sydney. restralia.

Objective. To determine the prevalence and risk factors ttociated with
RIV tetection in heterosexuals requesting HIV antibody tes

Dece:tween Harch mber 1988, tisk"eae‘tors of
heterosexuals who tested positive for HIV antibody testing were assessed.

Results. ring the 42 month period 82 heterosexuals 4 men and5.
1938 wonen) were tested for HIV antibody. Fifty one (0.9%) were found t

i include men an woren.

factor in 25.5% (13).
a risk factor, while a

men and 3 women) had sexual

Intravenous drug use was the major HIV risk factor among

remsin a high priority group to be targeted in education
and behaviour change programs, sexual behaviour change in the broader
population is also necessary if HIV transmission is to be arrested.
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M.A.P,66 PREVALENCE QF UNSUSPECTED HIV-INFECTION AMONG STE-PATIENTS NTNERP, RELGIUM.
Dirk évonts, Lage M, Yas den Bruaene K., ji€€., Vercéuteren 6. and Piot P,
Institute of Tropical Medecine, Antwerp,

Objective. To define the prevalence of HIV unsuspectec infections.aang STD patients unaware of theiy HIV
serostatus.

Kethods, In 1988 all new patients consulting an STO-clinic in Antwerp, Beigiun, and unaware of possible
Seropositivity, were screened for the presence of HiV-antibodies, During the sage year 50 persons with
HIV-infection were being followed at the same clinic. Confidential testing (with patients consent) was
offered for those who wanted tc know their serostatus, whereas anonyaous testing (results were not
identifiable for patient and physician} was performed for the others. Only patients residing in Belgius
were included in the study. All sera were examined with an Enzyae-lapune-Assay test {Vironostika anti-
HTLV HI-sicrpelisa systes, Organon technica) and positive sera were confirsed with Western Blot {Dupont
de Nenours
Results, Prevalence of HIV-inéected patients : % and 95% confidence interval (CI),

  

 

  
patients nuster/total LEE CD

sale heterosexuals LUE 0,29 (.01-1,63!
sale hososexuals t/44 2,27 {0,06-12,02)
fesale heterosexuals 2255 9,78 (0.10-2.86)
ferale prostitutes 0164 ô  (0.90-5,601
seaser 0145 6 16,00-7,87:

OF a total of 753 patients tested, 522 (69.3%) were tested confidentially and 231 (30.7%)
anonysousiy, Four seropositive patients were detected (6.534) and al} were tested confidentially,
Conclusion. These data suggest a low prevalence of HIV-infection in heterosexual Belgian patients
consulting for STD-related probleas, despite a high proportion (320%! of non IVDU heterosexuals aang
Belgian AIDS patients.

M.A.P.68 CHARACTERIZATION OF HIV INFECTED STD Neines
MEDIARO THROUGH ROUTINE RAREscr NG:
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE HEALTH CARE N os

Erickson,Beth*:Glasser,D,*;Wasserheit,J.N.**:;Rompalo,A.M**.SataW.*and Hook
ILE.W.**, ‘Baltimore City Heaith Dept. **Johns Hopkins Univ. Baltimore, USA.

Qbicctive, To describe demographic and historical characteristics of HIV infected
patients identified by a routine voluntary screening Program in Baltimore STD clinics.

onsenting patients are screened for HIV-1 using commercially available EIA,
confirmed using a licensed Western Blot test,"and are given appointments to return
for test results. During January-October 1988, there were 18, Patient visits to the
STD clinics; 12,795(66%) were tested for HIV. Of patients tested, 531(4%) were HIV-
infected and io date, 321(60%) have returned for results and further evaluation.
Results ‘ected patients were*predominately (approximately 2/3) young, black,
single males. ‘High tisk behavior on among infected patients: 33% reported
homosexual exposure, 37% reported1prior IV drug use, and 3 ported exposure toa
sex partner at sk x HIV. No traditional risk factors for HIV infection
acknowledged y 18%of infected patients. STDs were also commonin infected
patients; 42% renorted prior syphilis and 17% had been treated for syphilis in
precceding year. The majority of patients were asymptomatic(71%) or had generalized
iymphadenopethy(18%) at the time of diagnosis, Many of these patients hav
health care resources availabic; 93% were unmarried and 69% had cither no health
insurance(45%) or were covered solely by public assistance health plans(24%).

. Routine, voluntary HIV screening is a well accepted, penmeans to
identify HIV infected individuals in high risk settings such as STD cl
Identifieation of these individuals may provide useful information fonprojecting
future health care needs.

M.A.P.70 ANALYSIS OF TRENDS OVER TIME IN CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS AT
MINNESOTA (HN)| HIV- 1 ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING SITES

hultz J*; Osterholm M*; Henny Keee;
Simpson M**; MacDonald K*. HN Dept. of Health, *tHennepin County Community
Health Dept., Minneapolis; ***St. Pau) Division of Public Health, St. Paul;
N, USA

Objective. To evaluate the role of Minnesota HIV-1 antibody counseling and
testing site|programs (CTS) in HIV-1 transmission prevention effort

CTS client demographic and risk factor gata were analyzed for
18,483 CTs clients with HIV-: serology from 7/85-5/68

he gesSeropreyalence rates were in male homosexual/bisexual
intravenous drug users (37 of 145; 26%) and homosexual/bisexual men (705 of
5,310; 13%).

over time:
were at low risk for HIV-1 infection increased (p<0.001); 2) the number ane
proportion of homosexual/bisexual males decreased and c
number and proportion of low-risk heterosexual males increased (p<0.001); 3)
for homosexual/bisexual males, p20 Significant decline in HIV-1 antibody
prevalence over time was noted

data ae" that CTS programs in Minnesota have
progressively served fewer clients at high risk for HIV-1 infection over
time. Outreach programs that identify and”serve persons at highest risk for
HIV-1 infection may be a more effective use of limited public health
resources.

M A P 67 HIV-1 INFECTION IN NEW YORK CITY STD eeePATIENTS:
ul EVIDENCE FOR STABLE SEROPREVALENCE,Te

sson, MA; B y RantrezZz, Ls» Chias ,
LE B; Ewing, W; et al. New"York city Departuent of Health, NY, NY.

+ To determine HIV-1 seroprevalence in patients at New York City
STD clinics, and to compare rates over t in one clinic,

ed serosurveys were conducted among STD clinic patients in
one clinic in 1987 and in all 12 STD clinics in 1988. The interval between

2 surveys was 18 months. Spec were cbtained from routine syphilis
testing and were analyzed for HIV-1 by ELISA with confirmatory Western
Blot. as2 age, race/ethnicity, diagnosis and RPR result vere collected.

: In 1988, 195/2533 (7.™of clinic attendees were HIV-1 positive.
The highest rate (12.1%) was found among clinic attendees age 30-39. Among
‘those diagnosed with a genital ulcer (GU) at the time of visit, 23/173
(13.3%) were HIV-1 positive as opposed 1231782 (6.9%) with other diagnoses
(p<.05). For the clinic surveyed in both yeara, 26/348 (7.5%) vere positive
in 1987 and 34/694 (4.9%) positive in 1988. This difference was
statistically significant. In both 1987 and 1988 patienta with ouve
significantly more likely to be HIV-1 seropositive than were patients“vith
other diagnoses, OR=2.3, p=.02 and OR=2.9, p=.04 respectively
Conclusions

clin:
support expanding theavaliabtiity of HIV-1 counseling and testing in all
STD clinics.

‘FREQUENCY OF HIV INFECTION AMONG PATIENTS OF STD
:OUT=PATIENT CLINI
ta pote+ Mazurkiewiez W,, Wojtowicz U.,

M.A.P.69

Napiérk
Medicalesdeny"Warsaw. Poland

Sbjegrive.The|incidence of HIV antibodies has been investigated
1 pat tea with various STD,1022 asles and 305 fosaleee.

sean in the STD out-patient clinic.Sixty six aalse/6.5
homosexuale or bisexuale.Methods.The HIV antibodies weretested
by the EIA method,and positiveteste were confirmed by t
‘Weetern-blot technique.Rsaulte, The HIV entibodies were found in
15 male patients and 2 females 1,0,13% of all individuals etu-

werawnomosexuale or bieexusis,which repre-

homosexuale/bisexuale/Ss.o%/ had syphilis recently or in sna-
anesis,whereas smong ell honosexuals/bissxuals studied there

of cases with history of syphilis,
TO out=patiente is markedly hig-

her then in heterocesxual STD outepetiente/0.4 se well aa in
another group of honosexusls without
Con lueignPatiente of the STD out=patient*elinic represent

g group of HIV infection,predominantly homosexuvele
with diagnosis of syphilis. These patients ehould be tasted
for ths presence of HIV antibodies,

 

BLIND HIV-AB SYPHILIS-AB SEROPREVALENCE
SURVEY IN NEW vORK STATE STD CLINI

ur, K.; Hipp,S ; Murphy,D.
New York State NYS)Deparment of Health, Albany, NY, USA.

M.A.P.71

Objective. To monitor over time the HIV and syphilis seroprevalence among STD clients
in all regions of NYS, excluding NYC.

Methods. Sera of clients receiving syphilis testing (RPR, FTA) at 19 STD clinics in 8
NYS counties during 1988 were tested acouymoaily for ay (ELISA. WB). Clients

excluded if they had been tested within the previous 90
Results Ail sites had a substan percentage of clients with HIV.ab (1.14 to 3.17%)

and syphilis-ab (1.64 to 16.0%) Positivity. Of 9011 clients, 179 (1.99%) had HIV-ab+
sera; qi ly period prevalence did not increase over time. HIV-ab was hi
males (139/6198, 2.24%) than females GIRTI, 1.35%) (p<.001); Hispanics (15/352,
577%) than either white (73/3370, 2.17%) or black non-Hispanics (88/5166, aes

increased with age, from 0.34%, ages 13-19; 1.8%, 20-29; 3.0%, 30-39; to 4.67%
thoes 40-48, 6.65% of those 50 or olderwere HIV-ab+. (test for linear trend, p=.0026).
Of 8816 with results recorded, 334 (3.79%) had sera wee and FTA+ for syphilis-ab.
Overall, those hilis-ab+ were to have HIV-ab then those
without psp(5.9 vs. 1.82%,“POP. Among Sat. however, association

between HIV-ab and sypi greatly (odds ratios ranged from 0.56 to 15.3).

 

syphilis infection, this association varies widely between clinic
without evidence of syphilis-ab still have a substantial rate of HIV-ab positivity.
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M.A.P.72 DISEASE (STD) CLINICS1 MINNESOTA
Rkk 3 Simpson M**; Osterhoïm M*;

MacDonald K*. *MN Dept. of ‘eatth, **Hennepin County Community Health
Dept., Minneapolis; ***St. Paul Div. of Public Health, St. Paul; MN, USA.

determine HIV-1 seroprevalence and risk|factors associatedObjective. To
with infection in persons attending STD clinics in Minn

109
a.

4 patients attending two STD clinics(from“4/1/88- 11/1/88 were
systematically selected; participants were interviewed for HIV)pinfection
riisks and had blood drawn for HIV-1, syphilis, and‘Weeatitis Bs ogy.

Questionnaire and serology data were completed for 3221084(+)
in xBessants. HIV-1 ection was associated with male-to-ma

(p<0.001), and among homosexual/bisexual mates

{p<0.05). HIV-1 r
(4/352); Hispanic 6.3% (1/16); other 0.0% (0/35) -

HIV-1 by Risk Factors
Eale Female

Risk Category HIV-1 Pos./Total {%)  HIV-1 Pos./Total (%)
Homosexual/bisexual un: (12.9) -
V drug userot) 1/52 ( 1.9) 0/17 (0.0)
Homo. /bi ./ IVDI 1/7 (14.3)
Heterosexual 0/561 ( 0.0) 1/225 (0.4)
{ Minnesota, HIV-1] infection in st)patients is primarily
imited to those with a history of male-to-male r IV drug use. Thus, 

in low prevalence areas, HIV-1 antibody testing Séhoutd be targeted to STD

patients known to be at highest risk.

M.A. P.74 HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE
CLINICS IN LOS ANGELES
Ford, Wesley L.*, Rose, T.*, Kerndt, P.*, Onorato, I.**, Waterman, S."

“Los Angeles County Department ofpet Services, Los Angeles, California, **Centers for
Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, U:

. To estimate the seroprevalence of human iemprunodeficien virusaw among

 patientsattending sexually transmitted disease (STD) in Los Angeles County (LAC).
July and December 1988, consecutiveeatenaat4ableSTD clinics were

screened for HIV Ab. Repeat ELISA positi confirmed immunofluorescent antibody
HIV Ab results were linked without personal denis to self-reported

demographic and risk factor information.
tients tested, 29% (76) were confirmed HIV Ab positive; the rates

1.0% (8/782) in women. Theinfection rate among Hispanics
'% (5/200); and, blacks 2.4% (39/1608). Hispanics comprised 27.3%

of the STD patients tested, oe accounted for 42.1% of the seropositives. In contrast, whites and
blacks made up 7.8% and $2.6%ofvetheportaPPand 6.6% and 51.3% D the seropositives,
respectively. g the 133 pe gay/bisexual behavior, 30.8% (41) were seroposi
tive; 58.5% (24) Hispanic, 34.Me((4) ‘Sack;and 7.3% (3) white. Seropositivityamong heterosex
uals was 1.4% (34/2376); 1.6% (27/1,637) for men, and 0.9% (7/739) for women. The highest rate
ofinfection for heterosexuals was among black men 19% (19/1025), and the lowest rate among

ispanic women 0.6% (1/173). Approximately 3.0% of those tested reported recent IV drug use,
and 8.0% of those (6/75) were se: tive.
Conclusion. HIV infection amongpatients at STD clinics in LAC is substantial and wa
routine testing and counseling. Theree proportion of minorities attending public STDdiclinics
affords an opportunity to provide S education and risk reduction counseling to high risk mem-
bers of minority populations.

M.A.P 76 INCIDENCE OF HIV INFECTION IN GAY AND BISEXUAL MEN
. ATTENDING A COUNSELING AND TESTING SITE OR AN AIDS

PREVENTION PROGRAM. Cohn, David; Koleis, J.; Cooper, S.;
Cole, V.; Judson, F. Denver Disease Control Service, Denver,CO, USA.

Objective: To determine incidence of HIV infection in gay and bisexual
men (GM) uaiing a counseling and testing site (CTS) or enrolled in an AIDS
Prevention longitudinal cohort study APS).
Methods: GM who attended Denver's voluntary CTS from July, 1985 through
December, 1988, and GM enrolled in APS from January, 1987 thru December
1988 (visits every 6 months), were evaluated for incidence of HIV infec-
tion, as indicated by seroconversions (SC). Included in the analysis were
GH who were seronegative at initial visit and retested at least once. SC
was defined as reactive EIA and Western blot antibody teste on a 2nd or

later v

 
Results: cts CTS APS

1985-1986 1987-1988 1987-1988
No. seroconversions 42 3 4
No. persons observed 596 183 348
No. person-years observed 653.2 151.7 296.5
Mean years/person observed 1.10 0.83 0.85
Rate SC/100 person-years 6.43 1.98 1.35
Conclusion: Denver, the incidence of HIV infection in GM has decreased
significantly between 1985-1986 and 198771988. Lower incidence rates were
observed both in GM attending a in GM enrolled in an AIDS preven-
tion program, who likely were self selected for higher motivation for

behavioral change.
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HIV-1 INFECTION IN PERSONS ATTENDING SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED
(MN

, receptive anal intercouurse
race-specific rates were: white 1.3% (7/529); black 1.1%

M.A.P.73 AlyAeOF STD CLINICS IN HOUSTON, TEXAS,°

Enochs, M.; Palletti. Robert L.; Sullivan, K; Sanchez, D.; Penaloza,
D. and Honeycu

Bureau of Epidemiology, Houston Dept. of Health & Human Services, Houston, Texas,

U

Objective: To present statistical data supporting the growingjnreat of HIV infection
wirnin specific sexually active populations attending an STD clinic.
Methods: A blinded survey was conducted at a large STD ‘iste servicing a
Predominant ly black area of Houston. All blood samples taken for standard RFR
s reening were also tested for HIV using the Elisa and Western blot tests. Patien
included in the survey were taken consecutively until predeterminedgender quotes were
cttained. No ethnic or age bias was impose: the selection proc
Results: A total of 1,140 samples were cet with 6% HVpositive.” Seropositivity
is highest in the age groups between 25-34 (23%). Overall, whites are 10% positive with
76 samples tested, blacks are 6% positive with 960 samples +tested, Hispanics are 7%
positive with 96 samples tested and other ethnic populations are 25% positive with 8
samples taken. Data for heterosexual males (n=583 and females (n=505) indicate
whites are !% positive, blocks e and Hispanics are 4% positive. Data for
homosexual males (n= ow whiites andblacks *‘o be over 50% posit
Conclusion: The results of the survey allow us to draw certain Conclusions: 1 lar
sonpligfirom the black population permits us to place greater confidence in the high
seropositivity found in that group; 2) homosexual males show a high seropositivity in all
age groups and ethnic classifications; 3) samples collected are representative of the
clinic population; and 4) persons seeking treatment at Houston STDclinics are showing
an overall prevalence of 6% HIV positive.

DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDING OF PUBLIC
BY COUNSELING AND TESTING SERVICES
N THE UNITED ST.‘ATE:

*: Kirby, ¢ *
Gi oa mjBowentents (cn 3, Atlanta, GA, U.S.A.

Qbiectives otTo describe the histo: velopment of public sector
‘unde: runseling and tentingcr) .S. since 1985.

: WeTeviewed. uarterly re 39) fromieeeee HIV/AIDS prevention
T d unding avaras of Stat©AIDS prevention ee erative

agreements in Beace to documen| ng levela forPer, number
o aites number and tere ositivit ratea of clienteserv

body counseling and testi meryices
t HIV infection in 1985, client

amatica.

M.A.P.75

location
e rved.

3: Since voluntary HIV anti
8

reductic counsel and teating services increased from 11
1985 to $87.5 million in 1989. The rate of seropositivitvysh decreased

X in 1985 and 15.0% in 1986, to 5.8% in 1987 and 4.9%

: ithough the original|purpose of HIV antibody testing vas to
rotect the blood supply, risk reduction counseling ined with teesting

fas become on ortant intervention strategies available
change cxualand hoedie sharing behaviors, The increases in funding for
these togremaama in the U.S. haa enabled an"expansionoF CT services to
confidental testing faciiities‘ia sexual transmitted diseases, women’s
health and drug treatment facilities in 13 8 and 1989.

Autres rétrovirus : le VIH-2

Other Retroviruses: HIV-2
HIV2 INFECTION. SOME CLINICAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL

M.A.P.77 ASPECTS IN PORTUGAL
Botas, Julio;Tavares,t.;Carvalho,C.;Feliciano,H.;Antunes,F. et al.
Dep.Inf. Diseases, Hosp. Sta Maria, Lisboa, Portugal

 

Objective. To assess the frequence of HIV2 infection in HIV sero-
positives studied at our Department.
Methods. The charts of 225 HIV seropositives (ELISA and Western
blot) were analysed. Tests for HIV2 were performed in HIV1 negati
ves with disease, sexual Partners of HIVZ positives or possibili-
ty of infection in Afric
Results. Nineteen (8. 8), ‘a women, 11 men, were HIV1 negative and
HIV2 positive. They all denied homosexual contacts or IV nly
2 had received blood transfusions (1 man in 1 in Portugal, and
his wife was also positive; another man in 1968, aged 3, in Afri-
ca, who has lived in Portugal ever since). Nine, 5 women, 4 men,
were from Guinea-Bissau. One man had visited several african coun
tries and his wife was also positive. Four men had been in Africa
for military service (2 in Guinea, 1968-69 and 71-73; 2 in Angola,
65-66 and 66-68). One woman, prostitute, could not deny sexual con
tacts with african men. Eight were asymptomatic carriers, ARC
and 8 AIDS. Five of them died.
Conclusion. HIV2 infection may be m
generally accepted, ould be thougth in HIV1 negatives suspected
of AIDS and excluded in biood donors, at least in those who have
ever been in Africa.

 

ore common autside Africa than
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HIV-2 IN ITALY: NO EVIDENCE, YET. HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS TYPE2 (HIV-2)M.A.P.78 Cadeo 6.P.*,Corda L.* ,Pizzocolo 6.§,Albertini A.§,Carosi 6* M.A.P.79 SCREENING OF

A

HIGH RISK POPULATION IN ADDIS

Dept. of Infectious tropical Diseases, Dept. Chemistry, University of Brescia, Brescia,

Objec: . The authors have carried out a wide-scale seroepidemiological survey in the
egion0tise fLombardy (Italy) to verify the presence of HIV-2 infection among risk

Methods.1069 subjects (946 drugs addicts, 80 homosexuals, 25 haemophiliacs
and sexual partners) have been screened for HIV-1 and HIV-2 infections
{aveon HIV-2 ELISA and W.B. by Diagnostics Pasteur).
Results. the 745 HIV-1 seropositive subjects, 233 sera reacted
tie to HIV-2 ELISA test. Confirmation by HIV-2 W.B. has been obtained
n 29 cases. When submitted to the specific synthetic peptide assay, the 2

HIV-1/HIV-2 W.B. positive sera strongly reacted to the HIV-1
only 2 showed a wi

n't confirm the existence of HIV-2 among risk
cathegories in Italy. This “conclusion ts also supported by the absence of
isolated HIV-2 pattern of seropositivity. The high false positivity rate in
ELISA (31,3%) and, to a lesser extent, in W.B. (3,9 demonstrates the
presence of antigenic cross-reactivity among envelope aoteine of ti
viruses. Specific annee assay prooved to be sensitive and specific. The
constant presence of weak HIV-2 reactivity in 2 HIV-1+ samples at 10 months
interval rules out thepossibility of early HIV-2 seroconversion.

M.A.P.80

FOUNTOULI P. 1 - KARNELA A |, BERTOLI AM. 2, AMAR a 2
» GEORGOULIAS

1. ADS ReferenceEnr of Crete, Venizelion Hospital, Greeos, 2. INSERM 268, Hopital Paul

Brousse, 94804 Villejuit, France.
Objectives 2 Teeterlermiine the prevalence of HIV-2 infection in HIV-1 seropositive subjects from
France and Greec

Methods: Hiv-1 “pfection was always confirmed by Western blot analysis. Antibodies against HIV-2
proteins were detected by Western blot and discrimination between HiV-1 and HIV-2 infection was

ides homologous to tie 385-609 region of op 4

eeeTON OF ANTIBODIES AGAINST HIY-2 PROTEINS IN
HI¥-1 SEROPOSITIVE SUBJECTS FROM FRANCE AND GREECE.

+ MALLIARAKI-PINETIDOU E.!, JASMIR

esults: Western blot analysis Ye nt ion with àisolated Hi

‘oeins 1 frequently they reacted with isolated HIV-2 proteins only 7(1696} and 9 (SOS) of
44 and 1 of French and Greek origin, respectively, displayad antibodies against 31 i!

p 15 French sera react! of Hiv~Z only 4(279¢} revealed reactiveroteins. Among the
with both the pept 39 anethe pept 422. whereas none of the 9 Greek sera vas r active wath the

g
h
d
R
E

hi

R
i
x

z

t
a
k

ings seam to indicate that although sou“ \HIV-2 can be observed in

à small ner of H-1 Seropesitive subjects and HW-2 is pres: Greece, there is still a

different transmission rate of this virus in different European contre

M.A.P.82 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS IN PORTUGAL
Ayres, Laura;Pista,A.;sBendto-Garcia,A, ;Furtado,C. ;Av{LLez,F.

Instituto Nacional de Saüde,Lisbon, Porttugal.

Objective. As far as AIDS Portugal is a
Parallel in Europe due to the prevalence of HIV-2 infection:of 3.cases
notified by 31-713-1988, 19 were due to HIV=:

VDU, prostitutes,hetero-

regnai id families of AIDS were tested for HIV-1 and HIV-2
antibodies by ELISA,confirmed by Western Blot

shown

 
sults are as

HIV=I HIV-2 HIV-1 HIV-2

Homosexuals (210) 28.5% 1.07 Pregnant women(572) 0.57 0.7%
IvDU (1739) 6. 0 tican connections(287) 2.4% 9.17
Prostitutes (214) 1.42 0.9% Health workers (115) 0 x 0 7
leterosexuals (75) 16.0% 21.3% Family contacts (34) 02 02

 Conclusions.HIV-2 infection is endemic in Portugal,although with less
Afr:expression than HIV-!, Due to past and present con ‘dea and the

presence in Portugal of inmi, ft African communities, an pidemiological

rveillance of the population is in progress to Learn the natural history
HIV infection and evaluate the role of co-factors 1n the infection (STD,

»behaviour in terms of sex or rug use,other viral infection,ete

ABABA, ETHIO!PIAL
Zewdie, D.*; Woody, J.**; Seyoum Ayhuni

Gelebrehiwot,B.*; Messele, T.*; Gizaw, Gin €

* National Research Institute of Health, Addis Ababa, Ethi:iopi
“+5WHO Reference Center forAIDS, Cairo, Egypt.

IDS Prevention and Con’trol Programme, Ministry of Health,
Ait Ababa, Ethiopia.

jé, Constantine, N.##;
al

genre The major secte was to evaluate a high risk
ion from Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, for evidence of HIV-2

Meet
Methods Sera previously collected from 330 prostitutes residing
inAddis bawere teleled in the evaluation, Sixty of these
had HIV-1 reactive Aconfirmed
commercial ELISAfc(Genetic systeme)designed to detect antibodies
to HIV-2 and HIV-2 Western Blot (Dupont) were use
Research, Of the 330 sera assayed, 60 were known ntobe confirmed

—onciusion. in this pop:
characteristic of e: 1. However, 10 sera reacted

assays

M A P.81 HIV-2 IN DRUG ABUSERSOF SPAIN

 

US Lafit 26/32
url +
(251/433;59.90) ST 68/58
 

ur+
COLE AU]
TSA 00/433 3 ui § 1 1
n Ju t ‘ 3 $ ol
-_—

Gor results suggest that E1f-2 i ish dre AUeases had 
 Cucluise. dr

UTau NV coiafectin.

M A P. 83 AIDScaused BY HIV-2 IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
vs kyon Susan F*; McGillivray G*; Schoub BD*; Smith AN*;

Cla
“Medical Research councilAIDS” Virus Research Unit, National Institute for

Virology, Department of Virology, University of the Witwatersand end
of Johannesburg, South Africa.

PID “ELAVIA MIXT ELISA, a first eration ELISA designed to detect
antibodies to both HIV-1 and HIV-2, was introduced into our routine HIV

C: ng laboratory i ne 1988. Betweee Sunea ber, 1593 routine
rec! repsatedly re: e on the RAIaro “ELAVIA HIXT assay

uated using indiviual ELISAs
b:

ay, were unr
Western blotting, using the DuPont Hz IgG Blot, revealed reactivity
gainst core and envelope components HiV-2,

2pron black Malawian males with

Our
Africa andnightight the requirement for sensitive acreening assaye capable
of detecting antibodies to both HIV-1 end HIV-2.
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M.A.P.84 Hiv beeorion ixFEMALEAnDMALE M.A.P.85 EFFICACITE DANS LE DEPISTAGE DES SERUMSHIV2

Santos-Ferreira,O.*, Marsa, C.*, Lourenco, M. H.*, Focaccia, R., Veronesi, 8. *
* Fac. Farmacy, Univ. de Lisbon, Portugal . * Faculty‘ Medicine, Univ. Sé0 Paulo, Brazil

Objective:The identification ef the second type of human immunodeficiency virus designated HIV 2 in
patients originatig from Weat Africa with the acquired immuoodficiencysyndrome opened & few ares of

ion. in Be
 seroepidemiological investigation. V2 infecti

Swbjects aed metheds:The presence of specificy 2 perewas investigated in 173 sera
obtained from individuals betonging to a risk group: 73 male homesexuats of a cohort of travestites
prprostitutes) withthsctivity in Séo ‘Paulo, Brasil: 100 women prostitutes with activity in

were tested for HIV antibody by ELISA. Repeated positive ELISA results were
edbyindirect immunofluorescence assay and Wateret Sera giving cross reactivity at the

il‘a HIV | and HIV 2 large glycoproteines were further tested for reactivity against a peptide
cesto ineGominant epitope of transmenbrane proteinon 1 epil” atycoprotein and HIV 2

“e936° glycoprotei
Respite: The number of their partners varied bebetween 1 (miniava} and pte100 (maximum) partners 3

All the individuals had 

Dsrealise their activityfor at least one yearrbefore the study. In the cohortsesve found
22/73(30.0%) seropositives to HIV 1 and 3/73Ps)13)aresttoa2. Secoponiivity HIV!
and HIV 2 was seen in five men (6,8%). In the we found 0108 (102)
lire to HIY ! and 2/100 (2,0%) secopocitivesto+ 2.2Saropoaittity for HIV 1 and HIV 2 was

seen in MereCoacies à tire th ; HIV 2 in thi

JNICT GRANT 87-679

M.A.P.86

PREVALENCE OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 ANTIBODIES IN INDIVIDUALS ATTENDING A CLINIC FOR

S.T.D.. A TWO YEAR FOLLOW UP.
Cardoso. J.*, Avillez. F.**, Santo.I.*, Pista A.**, Ayres Laura **.

*Lisbon Regional Health Administration, Lisbon, Portugal.
#* National Institute of Health, Lisbon, Portugal.

There is in Portugal a population with great contact both in the past and at

resentith individuals from African countries
For this reason we ©decided to determine, durin, a period of about two years
gre antibodies to HIV-1 and HIV-2 in individuals attending a clinic for STD

In the male seropositive group there are 6 homosexuals, 6 bisexuals and 8 he-
terosexuals. Among the seropositive females 11 are prostitutes (of a total of
bout aii

e-Marie et le groupe de travail Rétrovirus de
Ia Société Nationale de Transfusion Sanguine - Paris, France

Objectif_: Analyser le gain obtenu dans le dépistage€cee sérums HIV2 par des
trousses mixtes (HIV1 + HIV2) par rapport aux trousses HI
éthodes : 355sérums HV? (dont 11 dons de sang *) Venant de sujets résidant

en France ont été étudiés parallèlement avec 2 trousses Abbott (HIVI recombinant
P

1 = Di et Env9 version 2 = D2) et 2 trousses Diagnostics Pasteur (Elavie 1 = P1
et Elavie mixte = P2
Resultats : 23sérums ont fourni un résultat positif avec les 6 trousses. Les 7
rums donnant un résultat négatif avec au moins 1 trousse HIV1(A1,D1 ou P1)

ont tous étér.reconnus par les trousses HIV1+HIV2 (A2etP2) ou la trousse version
2 (D2). Les résultats de ces 7 sérumssosontfournis ci-dessous ((Ech/Seuil).

1 A2 Di PA 2
26PN* 0.5 >6 1.5 il de >6
35 Md 1.4 5.0 0.4 >5 1.3 >6
51 GA 0.6 >6 0.5 >5 1.1 >6
5 GRM* 3.3 26 0.4 >5 4.0 >6
12 MJ 1.5 >6 0.2 >5 3.0 >6
52 CB 2,5 >6 3.7 >5 0.8 >6
EG 0.3 8 . 2 0.24. 5 >6

Conclusion : Bien que ces 3 trousses HIV1 détectent de 91à 86 % de sérumsHV
l'utilisation en transfusion de trousses de dépistage reconnaissant la totalité
des HIV2, à condition quelles«aient une excellente Sensibilité HIV1 et une“bonne
spécificité, est très souhaïi

Progression : marqueurs de laboratoire et cofacteurs

Progression: Laboratory Markers and Cofactors
M.A.P.87 THE LEVEL OF EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS EXCRETIONIS A

. PREDICTOR OF DISEASE PROGRESSIONIN HIV INFECTION.

Diaz-Miroma,Francisco; Ruiz, A.; Houston,S.; Romanowski,B.; Preiksaitis, J.:
Tyrrell, D.L.J. University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Objective. To analyze the relationship between HIV and EBV infections in a cohort of

homosexual men.
Twenty seven HIV-seropositive and 25 HIV-seronegative homosexual and 5

age-matched heterosexual men were studied. Patients wereclassified according to the CDC
infection. Individuals in group IV were Patients were evaluated

atO,62. 6.12 and 18 to24 months. EBV andand humanDNA)DNAayBNA were measured in
p ngeal washings by dot hybridization and

‘welve individuals among the 27 HIV-Ce ehadlow adlowlevel (<0.7ng ofEBV
DNAteof nDNA) and 3 had undetectable levels in mouth washings. Non
of these subjects demonstrated progression of the HIV i comparison. of the
7 HIV- itive men had high levels of EBBBV DNAexcretion (2 0.Tng/ig hDNA)and 9
noneprogression of disease. At the 18 month followup, of 16 asymptomatic HIV

tive (group II), 3 progressed to group III and 1 toto group IV. Of the I1 group Ul
individuals, § developed AIDS. Patients who progressed to group III or IV disease had
significantly higher levels of EBV excretion (2.27 + 2.0 ng/g hDNA)on initial assessment
an HIV-seropositive individuals in whom pores of HIV-infection was not

demonstrated (0.34 4.30ng/g.hDNA, p=<0.00
. The positive predictive value ot highLove cfof EBV excretionfor pro; ssion

of HIV infection wras315% at 18 months.hs.“HighEBV excretion was found in 3 of 25

 and also the role of some of this infected people 1
mission of infection specially as sexual behaviour tsvtoneerned.

ROCSY VALUE OF ANEMIA IN ASYMPTOMATIC

rgerber, B.; Brihwiler, J. Siegenthaler, W. and

Lathy, R.; Department of Medicine, University Teoriaital Zurich, Switzerland

Qhbiective: To study the prognostic value of anemia in 225 asymptomatic HIV-positive men

and to assess the correlation to thrombocytopenia.
We measured hemoglobia (Hb) and platelets (pit) in 225 consecutive asymptomatic

homo- or bisexual men with at least two visits and more than one monimonth follow-up. The
progression from early stages (coc nlIt and III) to advanced stages (ARC and AIDS) was
analysed for patients with anemia (Hb < 14.0 wid) and without anemia using product limit
estimators and the Cox propo: al hazard re n model.
Results ian observation time of the cohort was 617 days (range 28 - 1636). Anem
developed in 8% ofthe patients after a median observation time of 332 days (range | - 120)
and did not correlate with pit counts. The following table summarizes the results obtained:
 

   

rm . in -

Number 18 (8%) 207 (92%)
Median age [years] 44 =(26-53) 36 (19-67)

hemoglobin [g/dl] 13.3 (SD 0.5) 15.7 (SD 0.87)

Mean platelets [107/1] 233 (SD 83.7) 245 (SD 66)

Progression to ARC/AIDS 8 (44.4%) 26  (12.6%)

The one year progression rate after eveloping “emwasoe30% om ci. 13-57%), for non
anemic patients 5.5% GAREThe seh tive risk f vanced was 48
(b=0.001) for a 20% decrease hemeelobia and 1.3"eh001)forfor a©20% decrease in platelets,

Anemia a thrombocytopenia both have an independent prognostic significanceConclusion:
in asymptomatic homo- and bisexual men.
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s would suggest that high EBVCRDis
not solely on fe haseotHVsnducedimmunosimmunosuppresion.

M.A.P. 89 AGE AT TIME OF HIV INFECTION AS COFACTOR OF PRO-
GRESSION TO ADVANCED IMMUNE DYSFUNCTION AND AIDS

*3;Mandalaki iT**;Katsouyanni,K.*
‘Karafoulidou,A.**;Polychronaki TH. **;Gialeraki,A.**;Economidou,
J.***:Trichopoulos,D.*.*Athens Univ.Medical Schoo!,Athens,Greece,
**Laikon Hosp. ,Athens, Greece, ***Evangelismos Hosp. , Athens ,Greece.
Objective. To study whether age at the time of acquisition of
HIV infection is associated with progression of HIV infection
and to determine the pattern of the age dependency.
Methods. 122 HIV(+) hemophiliacs incite in follow up studies
since 1980,seroconverted betwe 80-1985.Seroconvercion was
documented by ELISA and WB or RIP, By November 1988,30 cases
have progressed to advanced immmune dysfunction (A
(T4¢200p1) and 20 cases of AIDS or ARC2 (ARC plus T4<200p1)

sed.
Conclusions. Age was a statistically significant

NT for AIMD or AIDS/ARC2 progression in univariate and
multivariate analyses Cal jowing for duration of HIV positi-
ity and controlling for the amount of infused factor vrir).

ge above 50 (RR=5.5, p=0.006,95% CI 6
T ears)
Inciden <193 20-29 30-39 40-49 50
Cum. Ineid. AIMD(%) 24.4 22.9 19.0 20.0 50.0
Incid.Rate AIDS/ARC2 2.7 3.1 2. 2.3 13.9
(cases/1000pers—mo)

Rate Ratio of AIDS/ARC2 1.0 1.2 4.1 0,9 5.5
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M.A.P.90 HISTORYOF SYPBILIS AS A COFACTOR FOR THE EXPRESSION OF HIV M.A.P.91 SURVIVAL,OFAIDSAiPATIENTSISORA. POSTETVATY ON
lyvind

JosephR.Berger*/**, M. McCarthy, L. Resnick*##*, M, A, Fletcher=, N. Klimas*®, Dep.of TaatitatePablicHealthOslerNorway. ContrL. La Voie***, et al., *Dept. of Neurology, *#InternalMMedicine, d ***Pedi
University of Miami hool of Medicine, Miami;3 *###De ed
Sinai Medical Center, Miami, FL, U.S.A. partment of Dermatology,M.

significa

Although syphilis, like other venereal diseases that result in genital
jicerstion, hasseen established to promote the acquisition of HIV

nm, Our findings suggest that it may also biexpression of Biv waneSUBBe y also be a cofactor for the

Supported by National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Strokes
Program Project PO1-NS25569.

M.A.P.92 DEN,GeVeàERAeen

#Fleqg PJ, *Jones ME, *MacCallum
“Whitelaw JM, ‘*Brettle RP. *Infectious DiseasestkQue,FeÀHospital ;
**Inmunclogy, Royal Infirmary, + Scotland.

OBJECTIVE: ‘To determine the effect of contimed injecting drug use (IDU) as
acofactor for clinical and laboratory progression infection.
METHODS: Since 1985, 29 intravenousdrugusersininfected in 1983/84lhave

tedbeen evaluat 7 clinical examinat laboratory mar]
Results: 133/248 (53.6%) ‘nad contimied and15/20fs:3%) Bis
inj use.
nostic occurred in 49, 28 indectors anda21 ex-users(Ex);ththe
difference was not significant. Labora data available on Fan
pa! A ‘icant differences in rate ofmt celloss.
duration of follow-up until time progress: not significantlydidiffer
(IDM - 10.4 months, Ex 11.8 months, p = 0.5).
Parameter Mean Change Month p value

Du

T4 Absolute {per cu am) 46.0 8.7 *0.02
T4 Percent - 1.1 0.7 0.
T4/TS Ratio 0.12 -0.05 0.25
19G (gn/1) +0.87 +0.24 0.18
IgA (graf) +0.06 +0.01 0.44

: Continued Inu is associated with @ greater rate of toss of
celisamongst individuals with IDU related HIV infection indicating it is a
significant cofactor for HIV progression.

USERS OF ARC TO AIDS IN A POPULATION OF aoe
AND CORRELATION WITH CD4 DECREASE AND R

OFHHIV1 ANTIGENAEMIA.
Ratee.EiVanniniY jSapbatants S.:Raise G.;Schiattone,M. L. ;Pulsatel
li, icognani,A.* Dep.Inf.Disease and Clinical Pathology* Maggi
re neA.Pizzardi"Hospital,Bologna Italy

ARC progression into full blow AIDS and

M.A.P.94

 

60.7% 71.4% 7% 78.5%

abso) runber of CD4 in the earlier stages of infection:
In the 4A groupv.8.271°927m3 in the 402 growp(F0.05 by 7 Stuxtent test).HIVI
Ag was present in 7% of group4C2 which progressed to AIDS and only in 3% of

Conclusion.Rate
the OM dppletion aringnabral history of the infectionmerits firtrer evaluation.

M.A.P.95

Objectives, To study the effect«on survival of AIDS patients of three background factors
obtained at the time of diag:

Methods. Cases of AIDS are, in Norway, reported to the National Instieute of Public Health,
From January 1983 to January 1989, 100 AIDS cases have been notified

 

 

of whom 67 have died
within the same time period. The cumulative AIDS incidencence was, by San. Ist, 1989,5 per
mill. The average delay in reporting from diagnosis has been month. In a Cox regression model,
the feallowingcovariates given on the standardized form ofatAIDS otication, were used:a)
year of diagnosisb) initial AIDS HIV posit
to AIDS d.

Roms,Thommediansurvival time of all AIDSpatients was 9 months. An increased median
riod: fi 1986 to 11 Eee

afterafter1986 InpeCox regression model known HIV Positivityisthe only covariable significa:
iated with increased survival. The not-known HIV positive (n=55) had a medianns

ofÉ31months, whereas the known (n=45) hadhada median survival¢of 13 months.60% known HIV
positives had PCPas initial AIDS disease. That was true for only 30% of the "AIDS cases where
seropositivity was not

 

Di . observed ine vi .

two factors: earlier diagnosis and earlier treatment.

M.A.P.93 CO-FACTORS AND COHORT EFFECTS IN PROGRESSION TO AIDS
AMONG HIV-1 INFECTED HOMOSEXUAL MEN

lor, P.*; Holford, T.** and Rubin-
ie New York pais"Genter, New marewe,York, U.S.A., **Yale

University school. of Medicine, New Haven, Conn.

Objective. To av.valuate possible co-factor effects on the outcowe of HIV-1
infection *a cohor' of homosexual men in New York Cit:

tneidenc of diagnosed AIDS and progre:ssion to severe
deficiencywitbaclace DA cells <400) was assessed separately in men who
were tnfected with HIV-1 early in the epidemic (<1980) compared with those

mtly infected (>19a) The effect of prior or subsequent infec-
tions wich other agents (such iV) on progression to AIDS and severe
cellular immune deficiency was“also assesse

rate of progression to AIDS from the time of anti-x1
seroconversion was virtua. dentical between men with long-term HIV-1
infection and those more Fecently infected. Neither prior nor subsequent
HBV infectionbhad impact o

is study provide no support £for
otherpence or other co-factor influences on pro

gression of HIV-1infection to clinical AIDS among homosexual

PREDICTORSOFOF FROORESSION OF OFHIN-INFECTION
Rizzi, Minoh, 2.
DepartmentWearts Does.Oapedel Riuniti, Bergamo, Italia

cn To éeemnine the raw of progression AIDS,in relation to tom! lymphocyte count, CD4
count, and minor opportunistic infections (herpes zoser, salmonella septicemia,

vanestubercolosis)
Methods. All HIV-infected patients observed walaStit2y68 (638 pu, 69% IVDA) vere classified wih
ces © stage of disease, dew of previo woul }

lymphocyte count. Progression© ADSvassevaluated at 6-month inervals.
Beal Numberof pts. progressed RAS em,end me (®) 7e,progression) DY, exe reported below.

3 %
gene 1 14 2 a 2 an 9 * 0 0 CN
gr3CDC 418 5 4 39 4 63 OS 121 5 217
gr 4 (exclud. AIDS) CDC 14 121 19 287 15 906 7 225 7 388 3 48
herpes zoster 0 0 2125 1 125 0 0 , 0 0 0

septicemia 120 37% 3 100 2 100 1 100 0 0
pulmonery tubercolosis 24 0 0 oo 0 6 e 0 0 0
total lymphocye >1500x1061 9 0 106 1 08 2 28 3 68 4 137
total lymphocye<1500x1061 8 86 15 199 11 193 10 24 6 3 2 25
CD4 lymphocye >400x1051 106 107 © 0 116 4 9 30s
CD4lymphocye <400x10%1 13 166 19 223 9 243 7 35 4 50 3

Because of the smell number of patients with a long follow-up, 30 and 36-months data
HVneey, Or oveoverall results areare not proposed w describe the natural history of

-Infecton
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USE OF SERIAL T4 LYMPHOCYTE COUNTS TO PREDICT TIME TO
aNEN AIDS IN ANTI- HIV POSITIVE HAEMOPHILIA!
Phillips AN, Lee, Elford J, Jannossy G, Grit FD and Kernoff PBA

yal Fe Hospital and School of Medicine, London,

M.A.P.96

Qbiective. To describe the use of T4 lymphocyte couuts in predicting the time to AIDSin anti-HIV
positive patients.

series of T4 lymphocyte counts was made on 122 anti-HIV positive Frdenyqu
Seopa nal cna)dt haeofthe Hoop the Royal Free

0 9 years, 1 month
Results, T‘he median amberof”T4 counts per patient was 7. In most patients the ™counts fell with
time. ‘hen linear re; were fitted, giving a fit in most cases, adients were
negative in 78% of subjects. "Ot the total 21 subjects with AIDS, the analysis was confined to the 13

who were diagnosed with AIDS between 2 consecutive T4 measurements. Probabilities of developing
AIDS at or above certain T4 cut-offs were estimated,

 

T4 count (x10°/1) 25 20 15 10 05 03 02 01

Cumulative
risk of AIDS

Beaaieee ioeanne de rikrough series of (D4 counts taken ov
mate the risk of» eubject developing 4IDS withina

0% 5% 13% 38% 50% 68% 76% 81%

(0/43) (2/33) (4/2) (9/2) 0/20) (iS/18) (1/17) (19/14)

 

one or two years these
givenven time. "por example1tiit is“tsprojectedththatssomeone'sTA co t will fall to .05 in five years time

AID tle next five years.
Conel: Serial T4 b tb AIDSin anti-HIV positivepatients.
 

rua
M.A.P.98

s., Vlahov 3 The
ALIVE Study, Johns Hopkins School ofByions”enaPublic Health, Baitiaore,
MD, USA.

OBJECTIVE: termine changes over time in T cell subsets in HIV-1
seropositive,ESad seronegative (SN) IVDUs.

170 IVDUs (88% SP, 12% SN) who completed the first and second

seuiannual follow-up visits of an ongoing cohort study were evaluaged.
Proportions (%) and absolute numbers (#/mm?) of cD3*, cD4* and
lymphocytes were determined by 2-color flow cytometry.

(Mean + SD

SP (N= 151) SN (N= 19)
Baseline

CDés 28.3 + 11 0.9 + 46.1 + 10.4 70.4 49.9
CD4 #/om3 603.0 + 338.7 -59.4 + 301.0 1118.0 4 231.3 68.8 + 655.9
cose 9.9414 -2.9 + 12.2 28.2 + 9.5 -0.02 + 7.8
CD8 #/mn 1108.OL 630,& -144.8 + 540.0 832.0 + 632.0 -61.0 + 431.0

CONCLUSION: SP IVDUs had significantly lower CD4 and higher CD8 cell counts
and proportions than did SN. Neither cD. hanged

ther SP or pe CD4
TvDUs miler i d S

hono tudy subjectswillcsfollewea te datermine the
durationof€the observed stability of the SP group.

 

M.A.P.100 4COMPARISON OFTHE PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF MICRO.
GLOBULIN, NEOPTERIN,ANDSOLUBLE CDS IN HI

‘Geniond,Dsus’Bache Ps; KampWe;Ross, E*; Winger, E** and Moss, AR*. Uniesof
California, San Francisco/ S.F..CA, USA
 

Objective. in addition to CD4 lymphocyte count and HIVp24 antigenemia, B>-mimicroglobulin, neopterin
and soluble CDS have been reported to predict progression to AIDS in HIV positives. We assessed the
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Methods, 1 P judy, the y
indicator: 215 HIV positives wit ian followup
of30 monthsreaProper hazards model.
Results. Strong co: were found between B.-M and paire (Spearman withByM06”
Mand sinepiepertNeopterin and SolCD8 (.59).

CD8 0.31.
Foro indicator Relativehazard

-Microglobuiin > 5.0 001 86
as30-58 0.008

Iymphs < 200/mm' <.001 5.0
CD4 lymphs < 25% lymphs 0.008 24
HIVp24 antibody qty < 1000 0.02 33
HIVp24 antigen positive 0.03 2.1
Qty soluble CDS > 3500 001 24

usions. ity -M is a str i ubleos
andis the s1 bestmultivariate model for predicting AIDS
BOM, CD4 lymphcount TypoAadAD Neopterin added no useful information
to this model, but quantol‘ofsolubleplydid contribute some independent predictive power.
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:vehSUBSETS IN A COHORT OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDUs):
IAL LEVELS AND Sstab ove TIME.

M.A.P.97 LABORATORY MARKERSOF PROGRESSION TO AIDSIN ACOHORT
OF MALE SEXUAL CONTACTS OF MEN WITH HIV DISEAS:

Randal! Coates, V. Farewell, J. Raboud, S. Read, D. MacFadden, L. Calzavara,et al.,
University of Toron:mo, Toronto, ON,

o investigate th€ relationship between various laboratory markers
(routine hematology, àimmunefunction tests) and Progression to AIDS.

recruitment, 143 cohort member: seropositive and

RErte during followup. All seropositives had routine hematology,
quantitative immunoglobulins, T-cell subsets, and plastogenesis studies
(PHA, Con A, PWM) conducted at induction or at seroconversion.
Cox proportional hazards models were examined for these variabies

and i i while adjusting for smoking
and drinking status at induction, age, and estimated time from infection to

induction into the cohor'
Results; 35 cohort members have progressed to AIDS. The following were

singly: € count (p<0.01),
hemoglobin (p=0.01), T4/T8 ratio (p<0.001), PHA (p<0.0001), Con A (p<0.01),
PWM (p<0.00!), and IgA (p=0.05). The final model revealed that only PHA
(p<0.01) and mains ratios (p<0.05) remained independently and significantly
associated with risk o! Pro ression to Estimated time from infection
to induction into the cohort any of the models.

Ad lastogenic response to the mitogen PHA
followed by depression of the T8 ratio were most significantly
associated with risk of progression to AIDS in this cohort.

M A P 99 PRESENCE OF HIV p24 ANTIGEN STRONGLY PREDICTS DEVELOPMENT
oe OF AIDS

liam*; Anderson, R.**; Shiboski, S.***; Sheppard,

H.***%; Ascher, M.***a; Winkelatein, W.%#*#,
*Childrer’s Hospital, San Francisco, , a àUSA! Inc., San Francisco, CA

USA; ***University of Californ: Ber! SA; ***4Calif, publi Health
Foundation and the Viral & Rickettsial Disease Lab, DHS, Berkeley

Objective. To correlate prevalent p24 antigen level and other predictors
with the subsequent development of AIDS.
Methods. p24 antigen was measured on sera collected in 1985 on a Probability

07 HIV seropositive men in the San Francisco Men's Health Study.

ts. Thirty-two percent (13/54) of HIV seropositive men who developed
AIDS by 36 months of follow-up versus two percent (6/253) without AIDS were
Lia antigen positive. Eight p24 positive men progressed in leas than 20

nths
. "tn a Cox proportional hazarda model, p24 antigen level is an independent

predictor of AIDS development with a relative hazard of 7.2 compared t 0

0 ir

4 lymphocyte counts
< us 6/244 for CD-4 400, p=.007) but not

‘with higher CD-8 (8/173 for CD-8 < 1000 versus 11/134 for CD-8 > 1000
p=. 24).
Conclusion. p24 antigen is a atrong and independentPredictor of subsequent

levelopment. High CD-8 lymphocyte counts do appear to reduce the
prevalence of antigenemia.

IS HLA ASSOCIATED WITH PROGRESSION OF HIV-1- INDUCEDM.A.P.101 15#1assoctatep

Richard A. Kasiow R. Duquesnoy**, M. Van Raden**, M. Marrari**, L. Kingsley**, R.
Deteis**, st ai., *NIAID, National Institutes of Health,Bethesda, MD; **Multicenter
 
AIDS Cohort Study"wae U.S.

i detect any asectattoon between presence of HLA antigens and
‘rapid dscline in T-helpsx cell counts or AIDS in men infected with HIV-1.

Decline in T-hel, ex lymphocyte counts were d on eac

wi rapid ine ¢ from the 35% with the slow
decline or rise (S, N-59) by visit 5. Standard methods were used for testing
16 A, : , c, D DQ C1 locus antigen: typ
~were obtained in 24 AIDS cases occurring in R during 4 years © low-up.

was present in 28.6% o nd 8.58 of S. C5 w: d în 24% of
R with and in none without AIDS. Means of slopes|differed sonevail R and §
and among RR vith and without those antigens (Tabl.

8 8 (Change inm CD4t celis/6 months) în Subsets of HLA-typed Men

all AIDS No_alps a.b p< 0.05;
A24 + 19 +43 -1568 -155 -157 C4 p < 0.01

- 89 +59 -1248 -146 -107b (uncorrected
ow5+ 17 +59 -186¢ +1864 -- for multiple

96 6c 1324 comparisons)
these data show weak associations with two Class I HLA

antigens, further study isneedad to evaluate the role of HLA antigens in
HIV-1-induced immunodeficiency.
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M.A.P.102 EVOLUTIVE PROCESS TOWARDS OOSINTHE MAJORITY OF M.A.P.1 03 DIFFERENT COURSES OF HIV INFECTION IN PGL/ARC OF
SYMPTOMLESSHIV-:INFECTED SUBJ

s*; Lambin, P.3* Doinel, CoH;
gui, Paris, France.

Lefrère 3 Couroucé,A.M.*.
*Institut National

Objective. To estimate the prognosis of asymptomatic HIV infecti
Methods. 68 asymptomaticic(stageUi or|Ml or Ill CDC) HIV | seropositive subjects, with more
than CD4 lym the onset of the study, were foliowed-up during a 4

aresconsiderredas predictors of AIDS “eps
antibodies, positive p24

sedimentation rate>25mm

year od. Nine Solgiet
lymphocyte count <seein

 

  

  

 

10 (15%)
18 (26%)

8 (12%
19 (28%) 11 (3%)
23 (34%)    

The increase of the number of predict
At the end of the study period, 6 subjectsjects (8.8%) were

ors with timeis significant (chit2test: p<0.001).
nded

Cases having eater number .
Lonciusion. is AIDS in the great
majority of symptomless HIV-infected subjects. This constitutes an important
argumentin favour of antiviral treatment tor all HIV-infected subjects.

LACK OF ANTIBODIES AGAINST P1? AS PREDICTIVE VALUEM.A.P.104 naiss.
. Barrera José, Sanchez C, Maillolas J, Planas I,

Hir6 JM, Gatell JM. and Castillo R. Blood Transmitted Diseases

Unit. Univ. Barcelona. Dept. Hospital Clinic

Barcelona. Spain.

and Infectious Med.

Objective. To determine the relationship of pl? antibodies and

disease progression in HIV infected people

Methods.87 HIV-1 seropositive patients were classified according

Llowed for 22417 months. The presence

was investigated in an optimHe hes-

tern Blot using H-9 viral lisate { Organon Corporation. USA ).

Results. The loss of reactivity against pl? correlated with the

oe patients with pi? Ab(p<0,01)
n pi7 Ab- ratients vas observed in 13%

tients and 40% of CDC-3, and 37% patients in C=2

progress to cpc-3.

Conclusion. The loss of reactivity against p17 seems to have pre-
dictive value since it h n observed in patients months be-

fore developing AIDS and before antigaenemia could be detected.

M.A P 106 SIGNIFICANCE OF INCREASE OF CD8 LYMPHOCYTES IN
“ove ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTI

Roquin,H.; Di gegsLetra,3.3.3 Lambin, P.; Rouger, P.*
‘institut National de Transfusion

Obj lective. To determine the significance of the increase of CD8 iymphocytes in
miess HIV-infected subjects.

or Hl CDC) HIV seropositive subjects were
» 6th and 24th month.

Ail had more than 400 * lym 1st control. Two groups were studied :
subjects with anincr 50 percent or more of CD8, between the 15t and the eth
months (g = 20)anand subjects without such an increase (group 11 : = 78).
Results. t the 18t and 24th months was 

jects had a mean CD4 count at the 1st
ean

observed in the tw:© groups, b the group I sul
bjects:

subjects
and 24th month significantiy lower than thegroup I su

roup roup
CD# at 15t month control 644 a2 ? < 9.001 (Mann-Whitney test)
CDé4at 24th month controi oH all

0 p<0.001 questest)
On the whole,for#the subjects &eteudy, no correlation existed 1) between the 18t
and 6th m CD4coucount at the 2yth month, 2) between the increase of‘ofCOB
tween thenistand eth months and the CD4 between ti
onths. A negative correlationLen P<0.003) ¢existed between the coe cours at the

Ist month and the increase of CDS between ft andthhe 6th months.
clusion. T! increase of CD8appears Ia HiVeintes subjects whe:n the CDA count

Secreasesbe low the threshold value of 400/mm3 and“probably indicates an evoluti
process towards AIDS.

enoneUNIVERSITY OUTPATIENT CLINIC,
Eel

Briodt R, Kinder r G., Steszewski S., Gottsteln A.,
Universitutelklinik.Frankfurt, Zentrum der Inneren Medizin. InfeKtialogie, Th. -
Stern-Kai 7, 6000 Frankfurt/M, FRG

Qbiective: To describe courses of PGL/ARC significantly differing in temporal
and clinical respect.

: 607 pts (99 fem) with HIV infection were followed upay physical
Farinenation, immunological, routine lab, and serological tests. Only wageAIDS

pts followed up >6mo, and not taking anti-HIV agents, were evalu

found the following vaiue changes per patient per yearaverage):

eukoe:
1 169 -16 tt +189 +14 +123 - 79
2 157 -66 +73 +142 +11 +129 ~ 62
3 116 -57 +75 +126 +16 - 4 - 10
4 53 -68 +13 + 89 +21 - 60 -275
5 60 722 -72 18 ~109 -173

In cases with monitoring period >30mo and CD4 cell count <1/2 of mi
value, we found signific

ness of herpes infections

and bact. pneumonias). We could not find any correlation between varying dur-
ation & era‘ade of immunodeficiency, and other investigated f.

urses of HIV infection vary in pts with initially‘equal condition.
With increasing immunodeficiency, courses get more unifo!

INJECTION ORUG USERS
*EleqqBJ, *Cowan FM, *Jones ME, "MacCallum LR,

Whitelaw JM, *Brettle RP; *I.D.U., City Hospital; “Immmology, Royal
Infirmary, EDINBURGH, Scotland.

OBJECTIVE: To assessassess the clinical and immmological progression of HIV
infection in aa cohort of synchronously infected injection drug users (IDU).
METHOD: 248 persons (153 male, 95 female) infected with HIV between 1983

have ively evaluated far the
 
 
and 1984 via
last 3 years, with 3 monthly clinical and laboratory assessments.
RESULTS: At 5 years post seroconversion, prevalence of symptamatic HIV
infection (CDC IV) and AIDSare 22,19 and 3.24respectively. There have
been 1 AIDS related and related deat
Mont Post Mean Values” (x10(9)/D (gn/i} coc Iv

Lymgh T4 14/T8 IgA (total) (total)
24 - 30 1,99 0.57 O62 0.92 1.90 4 0
‘30 - 36 1.60 0.50 0.56 0.95 2.17 10 0
36 - 42 1.91 0.49 0.71 0.86 2.72 19 1
42 - 48 1.84 0.44 0.77 0.63 2.85 29 2
a - 54 1.73 ÿ2 0.72 0.61 3.10 ai 4

- 60 1.52 0.70 0.53 3.11 55 8
Atir = 60 months 28ave1 counts < 0.2 x 10{9)/1.

if hie cohort of Hav infected mus is occurring at
2slowerfate comparedwith other risk groupe such as San Francisco
sexuals. Hawn’ times is 2 eumdticert maral0G matality up tue bees
reported in New York.

CLINICAL AND LABORATORY TROORESSION OF HIV INFECTION IN
ones RECIPIENTS AND THEIR

er,Jane*;Busch,M.*;Bensones *;Pertrkins,H.*;and Ward,J.#*,

rwin Memorial B.es Centers, San Francisco, California;**centers for
Diseaseps Atlanta, Georgia. U.S.A,

Objec: + To compare laborato:ory teat results of HIV-infected fransfusion

dise

M.A.P.107

our years and

Vv (+). recipient. and 26 partners.
ells.

 
sults. Infected blood recipients progress to clinical disease (ARC,AIDS) in

an averag ths. À decl: n p24 ibody and CD4 cells and the
appearance of p24 antigen predicted progression. 4/26 sexual partners of
infected recipi: are IV positive. Although none of th 1
partners clinically i111, several have laboratory abnormalities.
Conclusion. Inf. d blood recipients appe © progress to clinical
disease comparable to that of reneindivid ls from other
high risk groups. rate of heterosexual tran ow. Laboratory
parameters of viral replication and immunee dysfunctioncorrelate with, and
may predict, disease progresssion.
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M.A.P.108 PREDICTION oF HIV-RELATED CLINICAL OUTCOMES BY USING BETAS?
MICROGLOBULIN (B2), p24 ANTIBODY (Ab), AND ANTIGEN (Ag) I
COHORT OF INITIALLY ASYMP

Mayer, Kenneth*; Stoddard, A.**, Falk, L.***; Saltzman, S.*; Dawson, G.**;

McCusker, J.**, et al.

*Fenway Community Health CentersBoston, MA; Memorial NEntreRentRI;

*kUniv. of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA; *akAbbott Labs, N. Chic » USA.

Objective: To assess the clinical ucility of p24 Ab, Ag, and me in predicting
the likelihood of clinical progression and mortality among initially asympto-

matic V+ perso

: Statistical methods including logistic regrension and survival
analyses in a cohort of 84 initially ASX HIV+ gay men followed for more than
3 years who are part of a Boston cohort study ¢Ne322) initiated in 1/85. Sub-
j levels are determined by competitive

were p24 Ag(+) at entry were symptomatic (sx)
hose who were p24 Ab(-)} alone or those with + Braha à

19% vs. 16%), but p > .05. After 2 years, the initial presence of p24
enrollment was the best predictor of the subsequent development of SxCE
but af 3 years, B2 was the best (OR=14 ogistic regression ana
suggested that p24 Ag/Ab and 2 are independent Predictors of Screens.“Sur
vival at 3 years was .74 for those with normel B2 v: At * for those with high
B2; it was .76 for those initially p24 abe) and 4 for those who were p24

~ nt

tigenemia predicts ctinical Progression sooner than ¢ B2.
many age) subjects became SX year as those with + B2. Survival

at 3 years is similar in ASX HIV+ subjects who are p24 Ab(-) or have + B2.

M.A.P.110 Factors ASSOCIATED WITH HIV PROGRESSION IN NAIROBI
PROSTITUTE!

Done, Cameron, D.W.**,
ola, J.0,#***, Ngugi, E,**k*, Piismer F.A.*

university of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Catnaa,“w*Uaiversity of

» Canada, ***Case Weetern Reserve University,

Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.a. kkéaUniversity of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya.

Objective.

Sigonsen, J.N.***, Ndinye-

To determine factors associated with progression of HIV disease

Methods. In February 19: 595 £ e prostitutes living iu Nairobi were

rolled a longitud: cohort udy. recruitment

enrolled a further 382 women. In Ne 1986, an educational program was
of condoms The attend

ey were resurveyed at 6 month inter-
Progression of “av disease. Markov modela determined 4

distinct time panels. Women who did staging were compared
who ad and multivariate

analysis. Factors assessed were age, years prosticute duration, use of
oral contraceptives, preguaucy, incidents of genital ulcer disease, epi-
sodes of gonorrhoea and
Results. Among the variables evaluated, condom usage correlated with

disease progression. Women who used condoms in <50% of eee sexual con-
tacts were statistically more likely to advance from CDC stage III to CDC
stage IV +05).
Conclusion. In addition to preventing HIV transmission, condom use may
also delay HIV progression.

M A P. 112 NO EVIDENCE FOR RISKFACTORS FOR PROGRESSION OF HIV
_ INFECTION AMONG HOMOSEXUAL

VanSelengren Godfried JP; De Vroome, EMM; De Volf, F;
Goudenit J; Roos,

S study group imeterdan, The Netherlands.

Objective. To identify riskfactors for progression offad infection:
et! . Betveen Oct. 1984 and Hay 1985 746 homo: men, 234 HIVab+,

follow-up until 1 seroconverted. cts are seen 3 mo. for
med h tory, physical examination and collection of blood: and

ioral data. The 28 b+ i

taking th “high tisk blocdsan
Results. Of the 234 perepeaitiven 40 (17%) vere high risk

high risk during the study. From the 52 Sercconverters7.ciaz)
vere high risk immediate]: (212) bec

the use of nitrite, alcohol, tobacco, sex with a person with AIDS, history
of STD's, expression of emotions rience of social suppor
Conclusion. After primary infection no0 riskfactors are found for progression

exual meof HIV Infection among honos
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M.A.P.109

Angeios Hatzakis*, T. M *#, R. Butler***, R, Pflugshaupt**#, C, Tsoukala**, K.
Katsouyanni*, et al, Athens Univerdity Medical School, Athens, Greece; **Laikon
Hospital, Athens, Greece; ***Red Cross Foundation, Bern, Switzer!land.

EVALUATIONT6 GROUP SPECIFIC COMPONENT AS
DETERMINANT OF HIV SUSCEPTIBILITY AND

IN

Objective. To study whether Group Specific Component (GC)phe-
notypes are associated w HIV susceptibility a progression
Methods. 229 hemophilia patients re included in nua
follow up dies sin 80 eroconversions to H cured
between 1980 and3985 were documented b: LISA WB or
RIP assays [122 V(+),107 HIV(-)]. By November 1988,20 AIDS
or ARC2 C iesTé< ul)cases have been diagno

phenotypes were t 8 isoelectric focusing.
Results and Conclusions. hy 

S (The age-adjusted RR

 

by Cox model was 3.97,P20.041,95% er0706.14.86).
TABLE C phenotypes (%)
Group n F-F = 2-F 2-8 S=F
HIV(-) 107 9.3 1.9 8.3 3.7 29.9 16.9
Healthy HIV(+) 102 9.8 4.9 4.9 3.4 13.7
AIDS, ARC2 2 - - 0 15.0 0.0 10.0

Incidence Rate - - 4.1 8.3 4.4 3.0
(cases/1000 pers-mo)

M.A.P.111 THE NATURAL HISTORY OF HIV INFECTION IN A COHORT OF
HonsEXUAL nrat MEN: COFACTORS FOR DISEASE
ROGRESSION, 8-1989

Nancy A. Hessol*, iL Barnhar: Malley*, A. Lifson*, S. Buchbinder*, L. Doll**
al., *Department of Public Heath,on Francisco, cae##AIDS Program,Eee for
Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, U.S.A.

Objective. To identify possible cofactors for progression of HIV infection

exual and bisexual men with well
7 to 1988, for cofactors for

ratios and Cox

SC. Spearman rank correlation test
m HIVBs to AIDS dtagnos5) to survival time (from

death)ànong the 77 men who died IDS.
Let analysis Showed that HIV- infected nen who developed AIDS

were more like to report a herpes
simplex, ou Tess

re was no significant
time.

owing HIV seroconversion is
associated with progression ta AIDS. Investigation into cofactors which
increase or decrease the likelihood of pragression to AIDS is warranted.

M.A.P.113 COFACTORS OF PROGRESSION TO AIDS IN A COHORT OF
MALE SEXUAL CONTACTS OF MEN WITH HIV DISEASE

Randall Coates, V. Farewell, J. Raboud, S. Read, D. MacFadden, L. Calzavara, etal.,
University of Torontto, Toronte, ON, Canada.

Obiective:To “tiges potential care for progression to AIDS in a
cohort of male sexual contacts of men with HIV dise:

recruitment, hot members were seropositive and 16
seroconverted during followup a drinking status,

sexual contact with the index case to
infection.

:35 cohort members developed AIDS while under study. No significant

association with risk of progression to AIDS was noted for use of various
recreations. ru 4 i combination), history of specific
infections, age, orimoking and drinking status.
Conclusion: W ould not demonstrate a significant association of any of the
potential cofactor and of progression to AIDS. In this analysis,
estimated length oof ti hat one has been infected was the only variabie

iated with risk of progression to A’
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Prévention: Politiques et évaluation des programmes
Prevention: Policy Issues, Program Evaluation

us Lytle, C.D.; Carney, PeayWaVohra, S.; W. Howard Cyr and
stahlerBock

Division of Life Sciences,“Cantar for Devices and Radiological Health,
FOA, Rockville, Maryland 20857 USA

Objective. To determine virus Jeskagefrom condoms made from processed
Pp caecum using two viral probes simultaneously. This study expands

the results presented at the IV Interpational forkserence on AIDS.
Methods. A mixture of two viruses, the ba ge @x174 eeAxlo exp 7
pru/al} pa » herpes simplex.vase(@ 1x10
pfu/i}, in buffered solutionwas poured into condoms which we
suspended into beakers, al: taining buffered solution. Aliquots from
the beakers were assayed to measure extent of virus leakage from the

Results. With one brand of condom, 10 of 3 samples leaked small amount
o! 4; with the other brand of condom, iS gave similar
leakage. The extent off leakage varied over orde of magniti for

bri of of 2 which leaked smaller virus

These data demonstrate that#2) large and small viruses
Teak from natural membrane condoms, (2) the
from condom to condom in allowing leak: iruses, and (3) leakage
of a small virus does not necessarily de e that a larger virus will

t particular condom. neoneintencies in the publi1 om that
Literature are explained by these findings.

M.A.P.116

 

M.A.P.118 cosrraue DE QUALITE DES Trousses ARTI-HIY COMMERCIALISEES EN FRANCE
4 M.-Louiset; Mouillot, L.l*2; Couroucé, AM et Le graupe Rétrovirud 

2été tonteae Transfusion Sanguine, fran
Laboratoire Watio e la Santé (Oept. de contrôle des réactifs), Paris, France.

Objectif. Contrôler ia sensibilité des réactifs de laboratoire destinés au dépistage des anti-

corps anti-HIV cosmercialisés en Fra

Méthodes, Le contrôle de qualité négleventaire est effectué par le Laboratoire National de ]

Santé (LMS) qui, depuis le 1.1.88, exige des disSREun contrôle de chaque lot de réactif

sis sur le sai à l'aide d'un panel de & plasmas : troi 1 (donti print positif
fai un négatif. En en place depuis

le 1.12.88 un contrôle interlaboratoires permanent des ess alvalded'unpanel de 10 plas.

on: débuts de séroconversion e négatif

or.rain setraisréactifs (17 réactifs/265
rs

 

persis une anéli

  
 

lots). La non confore € d'un lot engage les distribut en r les utilisateurs,

2. Les résultats prélininaires contrôle interlaburntoines 18Mens 27 lots, 47 déterni-
nations) figurent ‘tons 1 e tab

at 1 HI¥ 2 HIV HIV 2

Elavia I 0.P.1 100 * 100 x Wellcozyse Wellcose |109 % 20 x

Rapid'Elavia D.P.)] 100 % 100 & Enzygnost Behring 1s ox

Vironostika 0.1.] 100 % 100 %

HIV Recoab. Abbott| 100 % 100 % Serodia files 100 x 17%

Env. 9 Ou Pont} 100 % 33% Issunocosb Ortho 50 % 3%         
Conclusions. Ces contrôles permettent d'augsenter la fiabilité du dépistage des anticorps anti-

HIV et ainsi d'aséliorer la sécurité transfusionnelle.

AIDS STREET NURSESM.A.P.115

Rekart, Michael L.; McCarthy, M. ;
tish Columbia

Farrow,a STD Control, Ministry of

ealth
initiated an AIDS/STD outreach program targeting street-involved persons for

mit This 
t ecific re

persons and street support groups already active. Strategies include

one-to- information giving, ‘on street' HIV testing and counselling,
prevention packages (containing condoms, bleach bottles, instructions

€ , e and beeper num ), bus sses, taxi credit cards, recognizable

backpacks and shoulder bags, referral manuals, and first a supplies.

t le
annot be done by non-medical outreach workers. This role includes testing

(araving blood) andcounsel linng, STD examination and treatment, h
ce, CPR and fi aid. In the last five (5) months of 1988, the program

recorded 2846 interventions, distributed 18,607
bottles, conducted 34 educational workshops, and test

street-involved persons.
Gonclusion AIDS information and prevention outreach programs directed at

street-involved persons can be especially successful when staffed by nurses

who can fill a medical as well as educational role

condoms and 992 bleach
d and counselled 174

M.A.P.117 SURVEILLANCE- EDUCATION SANITAIRE
DES PROSTITUEES AU SENEGAL

SIBYTidiane*THIOR 1.*, SANKALE J L.*, GUEYE A.*NDOYE L.++ MBOUP S.*, et Coil.
eBactério-Virologie/Université de Dakar, **Clinique MST/IES Dakar

 
 SBIECTIE: Sensibliser unepopulation & activ que p la chaine d

sion du HIV et des autres
u Sénégal, Tr% des prostituées sont porteuses d'Ac anti-HIV contre oes6% dans la

ulation de controle. Au cours des visites sanitaires péri es grâce à le ré-
glementation de tion, 1706 prostituées ont profile des séances d'éducation et
d'information où modess contaminati i i ques , moyens de prévention
des MST et du SIDA sont

De piussoa ons nous notons qu’ua climat de prise de conscience commence à se
répan parmi elles (souvent e: jon préservatifs, prélèvements Yaginaur
pathologiques en regression). Mais, le refus des Len 3duser de préservatifs, les raisons

économique qui les poussent à enfreindre res de prévention, le nombre
élevé de prostituees clandestines... sont eutant de facteurs.qui rendent cet apprentissage

 

difficile.
CONCLUSION: Uneinformation|permanente aeau,une stratégie permetiant de cibler
X q! onéreux et à portée contribueront
à diminuer iderat Is di du HIV des autres MST auSE GAL. 

M A P. 119 EVALUATIONee L'INTERET D'UN TEST UTILISANT DES PEPTIDES
“oe SYNTHETIQU 5,CIPMUNOCONSIB) POUR LE DIAGNOSTIC SEROLOGIQUE DE

ANIH. Michel ROSENHEIM*, M. Ritterb nae’
D. Kerousdan", Ve - Sahw: +t, P, tilinit = *Dpt de Méde~
cine. Tropicale et UnitéINSERM 313, "Ogitatl'Eapétribre, à&7.8d de 1'Hopstal,
75013-Paris, France. . ##0rgenics Ltd. BP 360. Yavneh, Israël, #**CHU de
zaville, Congo. ####PBS Orgenics. BP 209. Likirsh, France

Le principe de l'Immunocomb est celui d'un ELISA en phase solide. Ce t
est constitué d'un bac de repeletion st d'um pageonstitué de 12ents"
sur chacune desquel

 

 
 

e omb
ts des 2 js, la senaibilie

. Sur le lot 3 (57 sérums afri-
ee core sans. Ac anti op), 54
 

es e développement, où il est difficile
d'instal'er la structure lourde d'un Laboratoire ELISA en dehors de quelques
grands centre:
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Prévalence réglionale du VIH
Regional HIV Prevalence
T.A.P.1 VIRUS HIV-1 CHEZ DES ENFANTS DREPANOCYTAIRES POLYTRANSFUSES

“oe A YAOUNDE ( ). Tetanye Ekoe; Nyouma E; Ndumbe P. et
Kaptue-Noche, L. Centre Universitaire des Sciences de la

Yaoundé, Yaoundé, Cameroun.

Au Cameroun, 22 Prévalence Ges casde séropositivité au virus HIV est de
l'ordre de 0.5%. Jusqu'à » les transfusions

dépi.

Université de

fectuées sans stage des ppt anti-HIV dans le des donneurs.
Objectif. a prévalencæ du virus HIV-1 chez des enfants drépano-
cytaires polptrencfusée de la ville de Yaoundé.
Méthodes. .119 enfants drépanocytaires polytransfusés et de

MICROELISA
anti-HILV III avec, en cas

ee
ets drépanocytaires

ELISA et seulement 2 se sont

Pts transfusés n=119
. $

Résultats.
. positifs au test

  Wet Wet

-11 mois 5 0 0 0 0
1-4 ans 1 1.7 0 0 p>0.05
5-9 ans 87 1 1.1 0 0 p>0.05
10-14 ans 63 0 0 0 0
15 ans 1 0 0 0 0

1 4 2 1. 0 0 5
i . P z les en-

T.A.P.3 PREVALENCE AND HIV INFECTIONS IN RISK GROUPS AND
CONTROL POPULATIONS IN VARIOUS REGIONS IN SENEGAL
Yan der Veen. Fred*; Ndoye.I*; Mboup,S**; Samb,N*;
Fransen,L***; Van de Veldede,Le*ve,

Bureau National » Sénégal; **Université Sheikh Anta Diop, Dakar,
Senégal; AIDS Task Force,Brussels, Belgium; Projet Pikine, Pikine, Senegal.

Objective. In order to slow down heterosexual spread of HIV infection in
Senega s STD-programme
developed,guided operational research. As initial step, revalence
study of STD and HIV-infection is carried out, in order to obtain"baseline

ocal decision making
laboratories i urban and

ra
SyphilisTrachomatis, and

STD patients) and as and male control population

Preliminaryprevalence data of STD including my infection will be
presented and proposals for rubseque changes STD and AIDS
programme, within the economical and organizational. constraints of each
region will be discussed

elu: ian levelitoratories are capable
prevalence information on STD, and
echnical supportD prov These data of € ance for
tional STD and anses and facilitates their. applicationdudue to

participation by local staff in planning procedures.

to collect valuable

T.A.P.5 TEMPORAL TRENDS OF HIV INFECTION BY RISK INDICATOR IN THE
een a LATIUM REGION, FTALy.

3 Arca’ M.; Abeni D . GhierchinithOchi
3 ea gional tpideniologic init,

Objective. To estimate the incidence of ection a cat
us stefronà genis population surveillance à ty gory
Methods" A ed surveillance600-0007 RAYintefec has been
active in theboratory at (abo infab.nabsince siete 1
Eve confirmed anti-! setoponitivity ”is otified to the

screen everyby1 A hi HIV qtibodie f ng to’ th a °Paye msttater ELV es5aubjeccts. re:eter} sas6 e Se

uses the ble individual data, ES“teys- "informetionon vice
indicator,svailabie in ay the notifications of the same subject, as vell
as that rom the clinical follow: and tne notifications of AIDS

Results, "5 eyEt Fa00  poaitive tent ceaultsfor adelesubjectswer. sitive test results for subjects vere
reported to R.E.U. vestinsted to represent $222ETAs,MERE
of data on risk indicator in
tren
Y

742. ted
is of HIV infection by riskfacttormesexarefreSE  

    

1988 (inc.) MI¥*

 

    
9.4 9.5 19.0

Fea ures of EUvpsaes Latium are ighted.
à te i t tio is <3 ot‘ ‘ represent ebout85x adi dv

ssion n areas ncidence ameng homosexual
beataetora of infection aPERSonmust be thoroughly

T. A P 2 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF INFECTION IN GREATER TEL AVIV.

os Burke, Michael; Vardinon, N; Hasner, A; Hoffman, M and

Clinical ImmunologyyUnit, Tel Aviv Medical Center & Tel Aviv University
Sackler School of Medicine, Israel.

ee period (mid-1986 tetd1988) we examined over 14,000
he ELISA method (Pasteur). Positive

exami: were divided

as present i:
the severity of the clinical course. It is
factor inthie study was homosexua
abuse. thin the homosexual/bisexual group, num

sexual partners, and ci

a significant factor in
important mode of acquisition of HIV infection in the population tested

T.A.P.4 THE EXTENT OF HETEROSEXUAL HIV TRANSMISSION IN ENGLAND

AND WALES: EVI! FROM SURVEILLANCE DATA

Gill, 2: Noel; Porter, J.D.H.; Eliam, G.A.; Clarke, S.E.;

Porter, K.; Miller, E. al.

PHLS Communicable Diacase Surveillance Centre, London, United Kingdom.

Qbiective, | rep describe the trend in heterosexual HIV transmission.
à

Results Ther re 6 26 P) in heterosexual contacts

out 1898. Of these 13 h partner(s} with major risk factors, 48 were

exposed abroad ai 7 (SM, 2F) had no evidence of e: e a a There

were + repor {203 M, 207 F, } in heterosexual contacts,

out of 7974. Of these 80 (8 M, 72 F) had partners with jor xr: factors,

254 (155 M, 93 F unk} were exposed abroa: ’ ad no

le: of expos ab:

contacts without further information. Four of the 4

64 f eterosexuals attending STD clinics tested by he 10

laborat. were infected, as were 32 of male and 20 of im female

heterosexuals wi re sexually exposed in Africa.

Conclusion. The ognised HIV infections acquired through

heterosexual contact, mostly abroad, in England Wales is increasing.

By « however, heterosexual HIV t: mLssion beyond direct contacct

it: ople engaging in major risk behaviours was sul at an early stag

Because the sensitivity of current surveillance may low, a substantial

HIV increase in heterosexuals could escape early recognition,

HIV SEROLOGY IN ONTARIO 198571988
T.A.P.6 McLaughlin, Bernadette; Major, C.; Bond, V.; Gregory, B.;

runc, G. Labo:orators Serviceshanche Ontario Enlatey of

Health, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

summarize 3 years of HIV gutibody testing =Ontario, a North American

 

users 54 ( , endemic ran raveller 32 (1.12), Be 21 partaer
HIV+ person 88 (3.8%), offspring of HIV+ p 14 (0,527), referred by

blood collection agency 19 or more risks ?
£ 62 cases providing age

x 19 years; 3,210 (66%), between 20-39; 190 (3. oz) a
eeof cases identified were submitte
ree « The numumberof reactive females is fretsepineas a the

er of seroconversions (87), particularly dn the 19-39
pesgroup (48). HIV-2 infection was detectedre32tedtviduels trom Western
Afr:
Concluston. Although these are partial results, they seem to indicate
some differences in epidemiological patterns from the United States.
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HIV INFECTION SURVEILLANCE IN POLAND MENOF
T.A-P.7 czyk*, cz-Lesiuk##, À. Stapinskl*#+,H. T.A.P.8 MEXICO CITY.

+ ? Ralnowsesse“Medical Academ Poznan; ##National Magis_CL*, Garcia ML*, Bravo E*, Uribe P*, Vaidespino JL",
instita of Hy, arsaw; *seMedical Academemy, Warsaw; Ornelas G*,
##+##*Hematology Institute, Warsaw, Poland. Directorate of Epidemiology, Ministry of Health. Mexico

Qblective: To analyze sociodemographic pattern, sexual practices and risk factors among
heterosexual men attending an HIV Detection LA
Mathod: A questionnaire and HIV detection test were done in 619 heterosexual men without

HIVinfecti ill Poland h The highest inf ish nteced hemophila orLV. drugisue
HIV infection in Poland w:

's of 188, infectionppredominatedaamong
8, à constantly iincreasing number of

sh tween 1985 to 1988, over two
millionon people were screened for EntlHIV artibodies, and Torof them were found
positive: 52 homosexuals, 12 drug users, 14 hemophiliacs, and 33 others. AIDS was
diagnosed in the disease.

groups were investigates fhfirst. The firsttnativecase 0!
diagnosed in 1986. Until 1987 and
homosexuals, but from the fouirth quarter 0of|15988

n 5 Cases, with fatal course of

T. A P. 9 ‘The Epidemiological situation of HIV in the Federal Republik of Germany. Results based on
“vee mandatory raports of laboratories.

Hord-Giinter and Habermehi, K.O.
inatinate for Clinionl and Es 1000 Bertin 45, FAG

i the begining of 1987 cu inellute seria io collect deta wih formalized mark saree cards of al HIV poke patents
diagnosed in all laboratories o! the Federal Republic of Germany including West Berlin.On the 1.21 of Octobor 1987 this

Up oe 21.12.9878.00of taelr hae boon arated fo sprint 2000 laboratoriesBefore these
formalized care are being processed, ach card ia checked by a special computer program on 35 plastties fo

the material for testing. To obtain a

waeTe pecanscoccitethe personal dates insure attype of a maximum
BetbeSstofmonusaceoe har trawtTrre08oewe 027 ab
Approximately 40 % of all tects have been made by 6 laboratories. The residual tests were distribuled over 224

% of the patieets three teats wera performed (One ELISA and two confirmatory tests }.“a2
40 36 % we know risk lactors of the patients, ‘We found intravenous drug abuses in 44 % and homosazually in 31 % as the most

important mode of infection.
enLLcaeryanninDate 25 and 4 peurs The curve of the age
Gstibusion of the homosexuals shows elevated levels in older

a sight decline Wo

have reasonto mssime in realty ths Gacine is sleeper, due to double reporting, since the longer the registration ie

À Pan onecacorse teat ho eanber ofthe naw decid of HiVHIV indactions in the Federal Republic of Germany is
decäning. This is only valid for this geographical area and the reported period of time. The further development is sii open.

T. A P. 11 ANTI-HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN ADULT RURAL POPULATIONS OF _UGANDA

me AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR PREVENTIVE STRATEGIES

J. R. Ndumu* Jane Frances Kengeya-Kayondo* and A. Amaana**W. Naamara**

*Virus Research Institute ENTEBBE - Uganda.

**WH0/ACP ENTEBBE - Uganda.

À nationwide sero-survey to obtain an estimate of the Prevalence of HIV
positives in the population of Uganda and to gain information about the
geographical-variations t country was carried wut in 1987/88.
This d two different types of stratifications namely urban/rural
and yarely neographic. The cut off age between adults and children was

has been shown that a high concentration of the infection

a number of persons in the sexually
€! Although infection is

1 areas, the rates have been found to range 0 - 52.
This relatively low rate of infection in rural populations is of paramount
sig e since 90% of Ugandans population ie rural. adual
purposeful daceneralization of AIDS control activities in the country
is already

 

100

5 and 44 years old, 58% were single anda
with women during the last ten years.

t six months. 67% had sexual relations with prostitutes. x
us with eyacul used a condom. 33% anal coltu:

only 10% used a condom. 50% acticed foliatio and 17% practiced fisting.

heterosexuel partners (pt) during thelr lifetime, 21% (4-8 pt) , 31% > 6 pt 28% had had sexual
contacts with.foreign women. 45% red having medified sexual behavior because of AIDS.
8% were seropositive to ELISA . B

factors (tatoos and use of non sterile pyiinges).the seroprevalence decroased to 7.3%.
Seropositivity was associated with: being se: riner of an HIV positive woman (OR 2.47),
STD {OR 1.79), tatoos (OR 4.02) and le syringes (OR 9.82).

: The hi compared with Mexican male blood
donors (0.1%) mey be due to: preselection of sujects due to 2080orlentation of me clinic:
promiscaus practices, work-exposed health personnel, partners of known HIV n and
socially hidden homosexuality.

93% aged
dren. All men had sexual relations

sexually active during the

Results:
had chi

T.A.P.10 SEROEPIDEMIOLOGY OF HIV-INFECTION IN FRANKFURT/FRG

err, H.W.*; Enzensberger,R.*; Stasze:ski,S.*
University Clinics Frankfurt “Department of ‘Medical Vinclsgy. **Depertment
of Internal Medicine, Frankfurt/West Germany

Since 1985, about 2500 parsons with HIV infection have been detected in the

of HIV-2 infection were found

roups is still low. HIV infected pi rT

tunistic "infections may support HIV narkers of pathogenieñty (e.g.p24 antigen
and antibody).

4 YEAR FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF THE HIV INFECTI

 

 

 

 

 

T.A.P.12  mGx RISK AND CONTROL GROUPS IN MARTINIQUENEW)
Cales-Quist*";M.Verdier****; R, Hélénon**; R.Demeuleemester*

EDenist***,,
*Laboratoire de Microl 97232 Martinique ire des MST ***Inspection
Gotca97200 MatiagesFeannedeBartologCHUamoePanes

Objective: Ts i di the epid Joss ion in Martinique
tested different subjets of high risk and control groups forME bodies son fly 1985toDecember 1988.
Mod, Ve En 1GOfom 13el3895 out-patients sen ually transmitied

) 5 4 (P.W) ; 1 s (HI) db
HUSA is Western
Blot were finally considered positive.

1985 1986 1987 1988

° P Tested(%)
STD PATIENTS 22/460(4.7) 47/1103(4.2)  52/1207(4.6)  36/1125(3.5)
Homo-bisexuals 11/22(50) 10/33(30) 9/32(28 9/23(39)

Prostitues §/15(33) 6/16(37.5) 10/23(43) 5/10(50)

Sex retio 3.4 : 11 ‘
3/2308(0.19) 8/2503(0.32) 15/2776(0.54) 20/2864(0.7)HA.

Sex ratio 0 A « 1.
1/1007(0.1) 2/1054(0.2) 5/1103(0.45) 10/1089{0.9)

2 Th i i th HV was from
‘th, 1 Steg ene The à 2 p hiahtiokt thy d for

sezeening athEattneesinonder tobe sole vo avoid wnecesary worry.
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AREMISSIONARIES AT RISK OF AIDS?
T.A.P.13 Robert*t; Dax, E.ot Kovacs, R.{; Kreider, S.*;

* Johns Hopkins Medicalinstitutions, Baltimore, MD, USA.
+ ARC, National Institute on Drug Abuse, Baltimore, MD, USA.
+ Associated Missions Medical Office, New York, NY, USA

Objective. To ascertain whether protestantjmissionariaries serving in regions of
high AIDS incidence have been at enhanced of HIV-1 infection.
Methods. Serum specimens pons)obtained|from 3207 Protestant missionaries
serving in 57 countries, includin; nations, between 1967 1984
were assa! Fr HIV-1 antibodesby ELISA screenin; Western Blot (we)
confirmatory. testing. A itive WB was defined as one with either band gp:
or p24 in association with sterfap120 or apie80.

. ent) from es (1.6 percent) were
ELISA posi was diagnostic ofFIVEàinfection onWBtesting.
Twenty-two WBs (43 peercent) were as
Prresence of ban in such a pattem that the criteria“for bei

. Bandp curred wiith the greatest frequen
praàes percent), either alone or in combination.

results is unclear, but
o either HV or HTLV-I,

ude personnel were not at high tisk of HIV-1ee
between 1967 and 1984,even When serving in regions of high AIDS endemni

 

T.A.P.15 BEROPREVALENCE OF HIV INFECREON AMONG MIGRANT FARMWORK!

John P. Narkunas*, K. Castro*, S. Reig**, and Migrant pealth
rogram Collaborative Site:

“WentereforDiDiseaseCControl, Atlanta, ca.ted S*HRSA, Migrant Health
Program, Rockville » USA

Objective: To determine the oatarautheal of HIV infection in seasonal and

migrant farmworkers attending mi, t health centers in the uefred States.
Methods: À total of 3,150 seasonal.and migrant farmworkers tested for

HIV sntibody in a blinded mannerBasic demographic data were*collected and
loods tested by the EIA and at the CD

teotalof 15 (.52D HIVveercpovitives were det.fected, of wi 5 8

+ The racial/ethnic background were: Black | (7%),Rispaste
5 (332)“tatetan8ED hite 1 (72). The state of Teatdence was
follows: or 532), North Carolina 2 (132), and 1 esch from fiveother
states. Of tl 15Env seropositive, 11 (737) were migrant workers and 4
(272) were tesponel £
Sonciustons: The pre

 

 

 valence of“av antibody in this population of seasonal
ound to be relatively low (.52). However, it is

in

ulation. Due to difficulties inherent in reach:
and hard-to-reach group, it will be important to develop innovative outreach

programs in order to reach then.

T.A.P.17 SEROPREVALENCE oF HIV AMONG TRANSVETITES IN THE
STTY OF SKo PAU

,J.*;Suleinan,G. *and ¢ *
fhoavitel’ Baiiio Ribas, Sao Paulo” Sto Paulo, Brazil.

Objective.To define the HIV seroprevalence among transvetites.
Methods.On account of their peculiar characteristics and que:
dressing and behaviour transvetites find difficulty in attending

- In order to minimi

 

 
significant potential role inLT

heterosexual and vertical transmission of HIV

T A P 1 HIGH-RISK HETEROSEXUALS: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRIVATE AND
nv COMMERCIAL PARTNERS IN SEXUALae AND CONDON USE

Christa Hooykaas*; Van der P > J.**; Van Doornum, G.J.J.*;
Van der Linden, M.M.D.* an iniho, R.A
* Municipal Health Service Amsterdam * Amstorden, The Netherlands, ** Univer-
sity of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Objective. To study Prevatence of HIV, sexual behavior and condom use among
heterosexuals with multiple partners. Methods. Heterosexuals with no other 

 
through a was taken, and que:

of partners, frequency of practising sexual techniques and con use wit!
private and/ ercial partners. Results. In 1988, 193 women (136 prosti
utes) and 157 (99 customers) entered the study. Prostitutes had 115 cus-
tomers pe nth, customers visited 8 prostitutes in 4 mo: . On average,
171 w had 7 private partners i aginal in-

with commercial partners (p<.05). Con ported
h commercial than with privateportners (p<.01), and pros-

ndoms more often than c
had in months with more partners &40)unpreroteétedvaginal inter
than customers (+ 7.nd men and w private partners only eo.No-
€ ©: e pi vas HIV.posiitive,“ite 16x had positive HBV-markers

ve and 43% was diagnosed wit! $
Conclusion. Despite frequent condom use, prostitutes and €ustomers are at
higher risk for HIV than heterosexuals with multiple private partners only.

T. A P. 16 PREVALENCE OF HIV-1 INFECTION AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS.
ss Kotleft.ess" Takettyc. *; Bridwell M.**; Cowan J.*;

+ Quin
“*University of MarylandSchool of Medicine, Baltisore;
‘*kUniversity of Maryland, College Park:Megtonel Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, Bethesda, Meryla

Objective: To determine the prevalence of HIV-1 infection and high risk
practices ergraduate college students attending a unive
-located in a metropolitan area with high prevalence of HIV-1 infection.
‘Methods: In 1988, undergraduate students attending the University of Marylan
at College Park were recruited to participate in a volunta: V-1 serosurvey
end educational canpa atudent gave inforned consent, c: eted a
questionnaire on risk SChaviors, “gonated a blood sample, and received pre-
and post-test counseling. Sera were analyzed by ELISA and western blot for

All students

of when high riak behaviors were defined as male h exui

intercourse (5% o: n), drug use (1%), previous sexually transmitted

.diseases (1327) heteros ntercourse with igh risk individual

(83). Despite the high fr cy of risk dors, the HIV-1 infection rate
was only 0.6 per 1000 students, with HIV-1 infections documente 2
‘homosexual men, both of whom engaged in other high risk behaviors.v
‘Conclusion: Despite the presence of risk behaviors, the rate of HIV-1
seropositivity among this group of college students was low, and infections
‘were confined to high risk homosexual me:

DO HOMOSEXUAL MEN EVADE HIV-TESTING?
Valle Sirkka-Liisa* and Sarna S
* giiversity|Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland
University of HeIsinki, inland.

Objective. To anaiyze the change i: "the XU preference category of
the newly-identified HiV-seropositive individualsin Finland.
Methods.at of Sept. 1985, HIV-testing has been ailable free-of-charge

si

T.A.P.18  

Finland requiring mandator i ase to thi tional
Board of Health. Asymptomatic disease is reepo social security code
¢ as are 01 a, genital Chl epatitis-B.a amydia infections and he;

ane AIS) is reported name and SSC. Data is
the Ss. and place of residence of the patient as

well as on the most likely transnission route e virus.
e: f 1.1.89 the infection, 41 of whom

The distribution of the sexual preference among the annually
found HIV cases| is the following:

198 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
HOS 10 14 29 33 2 = 149
HES 1 5 7 = 59

the 41 cases of AIDS, 31 ws.6%) hav in homosexual men

(HOS of 17 AIDSvases (76.4%) in 1988 wereeaeHOS. 3/13 had AIDS an
5/13 had ARC when ire

the number f newly-identified HIVeseroposi-
partly be due to decreesed risk-takiing, but may also reflect

a delay in voluntarily taking the diagnostic test.
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OIFFUSIUN vues PRÉCAUTIUNS SEXUELLES ET CVULUTIUN DE CHANGES.-IN SEXUAL-BEBAVIOR-CONNECTED TO -STRONG-DECLINE -IN-
T.A.P.19 re SERUPOSITIVITE DANS LA PUPULATIUN HUMOSCXUELLE T.A.P.20 HIV INCIDENCE AMONG HOMOSEXUAL MEN 3

A SE: 1985 - 1988
Pollak michael Scniltz, Marie-Ange™ boisson, Pierre **
XCNRS-GSPM, Paris ;"uai Pied Hebdo, Paris.

Objectif:Suivre la diffusion des jprécautions sexuelles, et l'évo-
7 du r age volontaire et de ses et

e revue

n Tyuu),compléte par un dage (n=3uy) auprésFt nomosexuels
choisis selon les quotas correspondant à la population masculine.

dnesultats: Depuis 1y86 le préservatif tend à s'° imposer comme mode.
priviTegié de protection contre le VIH. (usage régulier: 1985: 5%;
1986: 3v%; usage irré gulier: 1985: -;1986: 234, 1988:29%).
vatif est aujourd' hui bien accepté,

e des moins de 25%, les plus réticents initialement.Néanmoins de
différences subsistent entre Paris et la province, et selon le deg
d' éducation et la catégorie socioprofessionnelle. Entre 1286 et
1Y8ë la proportion des nomosexuels testés est passée de
à »y%, avec une stabilisation du tauxde séropositifs à 19
ouvriers sont la seule catégorie où aux a eu tendance
ment augmenter (1360: 6%, 1967: 11%, ss: 31%).

ara d' adaptation au risque de contamination oos
ve dans Îles classes populaires se traduit rapidement par la progre
sion de la maladie dans ces groupe

à forte-

T.A.P.21 INCIDENCE OF HIV~-1 INFECTIONS AMONG HOMOSEXUAL
MEN TEXAS, 1987-1988.
Haley, Charles E*; Freeman A*, Anderson P*,

ane O'Reilly K**
Dallas County Health Department, pailas, Texas};

Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia; USA

Petty

**Centers for

Objective: To estimate the incidence of HIV infections among
high risk men in Dallas, Texas.

: Between 6/87 and 12/88, 662 homosexual or bisexual men
enrolled in a cohort and were to return every six months. All
men completed an anonymous questionnairelinked to testerent.

: The mean age of the cohort was 33.3 yrs; 92% w
V drugs. 64% ot the cohort

months. Of the 176 previously negative persons who returned for
t, 3 (1.7 had seroconverted; of the 57 who

seroconverted, for an annual incidence of 3.
The incidence of HIV-1 inrections” is less than 5%

per year among homosexual men in this population.

T.A. P.23 TRENDS IN HIV ANTIBODY POSITIVE ADMISSIONS TO A
CONNECTICUT COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

and Smith C. St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center, Hartford, Connecticut, USA

Identify demographic trends in HIV infected (HI) patients admitted to a
Connecticut eepreaney teaching hospital over 3

ied on sex, race, risk-group andaverage length of stay per admis-
sion (ALOSPA)inal knowa HI patients admitted to our 592 bed hospital from 1986 to
1988 were reviewed.
Resulis From 1986 to 1988, HI adult patient admissions increased 488% : 1986 - 50,
1987 - 166,1988 - i The ALOSPA for AIDSpatients decreased from 18.9 days (d) in
1986 to 13.9 d in 1988, while the ALOSPA for non-AIDS HIpatients increased from
7.54 to 10.7d. 170 adult HI patients were admitted in 1988, 70% I and 85%
Hispanic (Hsp) or Black (Blk). Similar percentages of IVDU, Hsp and DeApatients
were seen in 1986 and war From 1986 to 1988, among the HI patients, females (F) in-
creased from to (P<0.1), Hisp F increased from 2% to 11% (P<0.1), and
heterosexual risk-group (HRG) patients increased from 0% to 5% (P<0.25) HI pediatric
cases increased from 0 in 1986 to 9 in 1988, all were PEUR of IV

GYear Tora Blk Hsp IVDU
1986 24 10 27
1987 12 59 33 78 23 4 1
1988 370 91 52 119 52 19 9
Conclusions. From 1986 to 1988 the black, hispanic, and IVDU composition of our HI
adult admissions remained similar, were statistically significant increases iather

Hi F, HI Hsp F, and Hl adults with heterosexual contact as their only risk factor.

102

Van Griensven, Godfried JP*; De VYroome, EMM**; Goudsmit,
aJ*kk;CoutinhoRAF,
*Municipal Health Service Amsterdam, **State University Utrecht,
*kkUniversity of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

guiective- Study of the relation between changes in sexual behavior and the
of HIV infection among homosexual me

Methods.“etveen October 1984 and May 1985 me"homosexual men were entered
Tn a prospective study on HIV infection and AIDS in Amsterdam. From these
234 Gia) were HIVab+ at entry. Subjects ant seen every 3 months for the
collection of bloodsamples. Eve a written questionnaire is con-
“pleted regarding the sexual lifestyle in the preceding half year.

sultsati ollow-up gt December 1988 59 seroconversions vere seen,
5 (incidence 2), 1 n 1986 (incidence 3.9%), 3 in 1987 (inci

dence 0.782) and 6 in 1988 (Incidence 1.7 umulative incidence rose
from 31.4% in 1984 to 40.1% in 1988. Durring the study period the mean no.

course declined from 3.7 to 0.4. seropositives t
anogenital insertive intercourse vas practiced declined from 10.6 to 1.4.
The majority of subjects restricted ano intercourse without a condom
to a steady tner. Anogenital intercourse with non steady partners vas
practiced more frequently by seropositives, but in a majority of cases
while condoms vere use
Conclusion. This study shows that it has been possible to bend the course
of the HIV epidemic through the modification of sexual behavior. A strong
reduction of sexual activity during a long period of time was needed to
affect the incidence of HIV infection.

T.A. P.22 TERY VEBCEPPReee neFOR HIV INFECTION IN HOMOSEXUAL

Francisco Bru*, F. Babin*, C. Colomo*, I. Pase ua-Figueroa*, A. Garc
Saez**, *C.PS. Centro, Madrid Council, Madrid;mhel. SanitariaMujadehanda,
Madrid, Spain.

 

OBJECTIVE: To study the changes of prevalence of HIV infection in homosexual
and bisexual men ho attended the Élinte between January 1985 and december
1988. The incidence seroconversion was also studied in the cases that
returned for follow-up.

In the first visit information about medical and € identlo ical
was recorded and a serum was obtained for HIV test. the

stfonts recieved health educa Lena a personal and individualized lation
nnual aie was offered.

RESULTS: 1 sexual men the prevalence of HIY infecti
16.4%, 748,HITareeinitial Patienereturned for suubsequentscontrols
and among them 1 versions were found. The results are
in the following table

= AFWUAL SEROCONVERSION
AR FO (+) =x z yO tH {%) RATE

1985 166 17 10. 2 1495 20.8 72 9 12.5 7.2
1986 164 40 al. 7 792 18.4 45 3 6.9 4.5
1987 213 33 5 427 12.9 33 2 6.0 5.6
1988 65 13 3 .0 = TT ~~ ~ ~~ in
TOTAL 628 103 16.4 2714 18.3 148 14 9.4 6.2

CONCLUSIONS: In 1986 an increase in HIV sera; whan «Compare,
with 1985 (peo. 01. After 1986 no significant changes were found ia Ev
seroprevalence. The seroconvertion rate (see table) was similar over the
period of tize studied in spite of health education activities

valence was found

 

T.A.P.24 HV ATION
“ee Marmor, Michael*; Krasinski, K.*; Sanchez, M.**; Cohen, H.*; Dubin, N.*; Weiss,

- CRcal
* New York University Medical Center, New York, NY, USA;** Bellevue Medical Center, NY, NY, USA.

T: 5 1 f and rick f: ; defini + (HTVA
A f

Manhattan, New York City,

1/1/71, ot had "i D ot ed particis

tr for HIV anodesva ELISAwih Western ot confirmation
Sera were

d. After
exclusion of 2subjects with indeterminate HIV serology, ceroprealence was71% (6/368 among men,

3%%(10/308)among males and2(25/615 among females. Rates weresubstantially higher among

andHi + 1 + . ole f
g, wassex witha

had of hirth

both meu aod womenwas nomethod”aemaDUeeHVeras àprimary risk
factor
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SURVEILLANCE HOSPITALIERE OE L'INFECTION PAR L
A BORDEAUX, FRANCE: JeNDANCES EPIDEMIOLOGIQUES, 1985-1988

» A.* ; Dupon, M.**; Morlat,Philippe** ; Lacoste, D.** ; Pellegrin,
T.A.P.25

Qbiectif: Un système de surveillance épidémiolneejasnpeVple
CHRU de Bordeaux;st permet d'étudier les caractéristiques régionales de l'épidémie et l'histoire naturel

 

 

de la maladi
Méthode : Les serviices hospitaliers particip pati positifs depuis 1985. À chaque
Consultation, les données sont recueillies de façon questionnai puis sont
informatisées. L
 

  

4 logique, pe ou€ à levé ec mode d

Probable Laclaseaton utilisée est celle des CentersCenters for Disease Control
à 10 ombre 10866648TA séropositifs ont été inclus, Le sexe ratio HRésultats : A

de 3:1, Tage median est de 28,5 ans a 50m des suj
Le délai moyenentre le diagnosti

lomme/Femme est
sont agesea20 à 29 ans au moment de inclusion.

de 40 j 985 à 91 CPT8SEn198818:16%desdes étéä a lpassant de joursenen 1 mois en cas ont liagnosti éspar les
médecins libéraux n 1988. Les com
 

 

 

 

celle proportion estde.44% en comportements à risque les plus
sP (42%)et 1Thomo/tisexualiné (42%).

Ch i (54%). Depuis 1985,
proportion die isexuels masculins à diminné de 45%À 32%;eaeaeJestransfusés
fioqueon les hémophiles- sont passés de 6% à 11%,

ou séropositif de 4% :à 11% (d nelle
onrie. La réparti on par groupe de infection numom definne Passe 57%,

pe IE: 10%, groupe IV: 33%(N-826, Cove repartition estrestée stabledepuis 1985.
S apparait de plus enplus stardive par

rapport au diagnostic sérologique. Un tel système de surveillance aa penmis d'identifier la toxicomanie IV
comme le principal t à ris À ce stade d'évolution de l'épidémie: il refléte defaçon plus
exacte quc la simple déclaration des Cas SIDA l'evolution de l'infection par le VIH en Aquitaine.

HIV ANTIBODY IN CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS, UNITED
STATES. Marcus, Ruthanne and the Cooperative Dialysis
Study Group. Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, USA.

T.A.P.27

Objective. To estimate the Prevalence and incidence of HIV infection and
possible risk of nosocomial transmissi

multicenter study of
infection in chronic hemodialysis patients in the U.S.A. Epideniol,

try, 21 patients were reactive for
HIV antibody by EIA; 10 of these were positive by Western blot (WB+)
Seroprevelence (WB+) was 7/335 (2.09%) for patients tested in 8 centers

reportedlocated in areas from which a high incidence n
(>500 cases/million population) vs. 3/926 (0.32%) for peints in other
es (p=.005). No center > patients. The ris

atients were not more
wB- patients (10/10 vs. 993/1251; ps. 33)”

patients re more likely to report IV-drug use (5/9 vs. 16/1113;
OR:85.70, 95% CI-17.75-430.34). Follow-up data have been collected from 542
patients, including 228 in 7 centers with a WB+ patient and 157 in 7
centers located in high AIDS incidence areas; no HIV seroconversions have
been documented in dialysis patient:
Conclusions. All seropositive patients had recognized risks for H
infection. No case of possible nosocomial transmission hasween identifies.
Routine use of infection control precautions is recomme

T.A.P.26 INCREASE IN THE REPORTED NUMBER OF HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS
ruUrS- DIALYSIS CENTERS FROM 1985 TO 1987.

ssspavere, MI Alter, Centers for Disease Control,
Atlanta, Georgia,an

 

Objective: To determine trends in the number and types of U.S. dialysis
centers that report dialyzing HIV-infected patients and the number of
heereasected patients.

Methods: om 1985-1987, mail questionnaires were sent annually to all
nsed centers in the U.S. to obtain information on the number of patients

with HIV infection. Ninety percent of the centersproviding, in all years.
Results: The percentage of centers that reporte ding dialysis for
HiV-infected patients increased from ikGusme1985 to 242

(351/ 1486) in 1987; the number of r HIV-infected patients increased
0.3% (244/80,151) to 1.0% (924/97,225). al

painsmatic HIV inf

 

 

h HIV infection continue to
increase. The cpeeacteristics of centers providing dialysiea to such
patients remain the s.

 

Le VIH Chez les consommateurs de drogue par vole Intravelneuse
HIV in Intravenous Drug Users

T A P 28 PREVENTION OF HIV-INFECTION IN PARENTERAL DRUG ABUSERSeRe‘si:
ABOUT EVALUATION AND EFFICACY OF OPIATE-SUBSTITUTION-TREA’

GRIMM G *, WOLF B *PORNEMANNE **, BSCHOR F **

* Praxis Or. med. G. G Sophienblatt 36, D-2300 Kiel 1; ** Institut far
Rechtsmedizin der Fraien‘Univerestat Berlin, Hittortstr. 18, D-1000 Beriin 33

Qbiactive: To evaluate the risk of HIV-infection of PDA‘s under Opiate-substitution (here: codein)
Methods: In 1988, four cohorts of PDA‘
Monthsura Drvatemedical praxis were tested to ts confirmed by WB).
Moi fr observation from eraaetive Status at 1st consuttation toine last HIV-test were
counted {ortthe 1975-84 Cohort, ion was counted from 1985 onwards only).
Similarity to the “Peart-Indexrocused in comes a "seroconversion:index: was Measured
as the seroconversion-rate per 100 ye:
Beaute: From alt 323 clas(215 m, 1089, ChwereHVptat 1st consukation and 54 ex-
cluded for other reasons.

Year of ist cases (months under observation) Serocon-
consultation versions

Cohort | 1975-84 73 (3219) 32 (1400) 1
"l 1985 55 (1946) 30 (1168) 0

ill 1986 13 ( 338) 9( 250) 0
Iv 1987 16( 216) 9( 143) 2

totai: 187 {5719} 80 (2961) 3

With a total of 8680 months (or 723 1/33years) under observation, the HiV-seroconversion-index
À Deoptesubetiutedpallents is 0, thelewFOR serocorversion sui alses have

, this PDA-HIV-seroconversion-studies available.
1) The Hvproscie value of Substitution - possibly as result of less or more

controlled ilicit deuig u tbe neapaplectedtethis, treatment should be available in the local drug-
therapy-spectrum. 2) in thefhfield of HiV-monitoring and evaluation of HIV.preventive measures,
alsoaa privatepraxis - with ks limited but a research institute - can take part and

be encouraged to do

T.A.P.29

Beryl Koblin*, 2McCuskerts B. Lewis**, J. Sullivan***, B.paniers F.
sachu:

Conclusion: HIV(+)
delta hepatitis infection or
The prevalence of HBsAg amo

HIV ANDaATITIS B INFECTION ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT RISK
BEHAVTO

Birch**#*, *U; rsity of Mas setts, Amherst; **Spect im House, Inc., Westboro;
**#University of|Massachusetts Medical Center, Amherst; + #8sWorcester City Health
Department, Worcester, MA, U.S.

Objective: xamine the prevalence of hepatitis B markers (HB) and HIV
among persons reporting IV drug use (IVDU), sexual contact with an tap(sc)
or none of behaviors (N) in community with a relatively low

 

Me : A community wide surveillance for HIV infection and related behav-
rs in Worcester, occurs a ug treatment centers, prison, public

health clinics, and community health centers. A standardized interview is
used and blood samples tested for HIV and HB mar
Results: Marker IVDUs (N=215) sc(N=62). N(N=176)

HIV(+) Ab 187 74 13
HBsAg+HBcAb 82 87 4z
HBsAbtHBcAb 62% 19% 13
delta:Ab 4x Oz

IVDUs, igher percent of HIV(+) had HBsAb + HBcAb (632) sompared to
ave) (572) (p= 003). 147 of HIV(+) had delta Abcompared to 2Z of HIV(-)
(p=.01). Data on an additional 300 participants will be presented.

IVDUs vere more likely to have had a past hepatitis B or
o have been immunized compared to HIV(-) IVDUs.

.TVDUs and SC are similar, although IVDUs have 3
times and 2 times higher prevalence of HBsAb and HIV, respectively.
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REPORT OM AN SETREMRLY LOW RATE OF SERCPOSITIVITY AMONG 1.¥. DRUG USERS LIVDU) IN À

tes‘AL BBALTH DISTRICT (LHD) OF NORTH-EAST ITALY.
rrelazi Paclo(*), Lugoboni P(**), Venturipi 1(*], Bricolo Rit)

* [stitute di atolagitSpeciale Medica - University of Verona ~ Italy
* center for Drug Addicts - Local Health District 26 of Veneto Region - Bussolenge (Verona) - Italy

T.A.P.30

Trou September 1945 te Deceuber 1988 the center for drug addicts of the LHD 26 cf Veneto Region { Rorth-Bast

Italy, near Verona) tested 700 fer ie 1 antibodies. The population of this district is 130.000. Population

at risk fer addiction (age 15 - 39} 18 52.000, In this group the asount of IVDD is estimated ranging from

600 te #00. The IVOU tested {ELISA pits Western Blot if positive) were 345. Only 32 (9%) addicts resulted

positive. this is a very low rate in comparison with the nearby districts and the lowest reported in whole

country (Italy's sean rate is 50%). Patients were studied with regard to age, sez, length of i.v. addiction,

nethadone treatment, therapeutic community program, convictions, kind of work, kind cf partner relationship.

Serapositive and seronegative groups showed no significant difference in aay.

there is no evidence for a delayed arrival of the HIV in this district which is in a tourist and vell

developed area of Horth-Hast Italy. Yet the first reported case of LAS in Italy occurred in this district.

The following treatwent sureM be accounted for the extremely low rate of seropositivity as

suggested by the staff cf the Cente
1 - À sethadone santeinance Dorawas extensively

isplesented between 1981-06; / ;

2+ a carefully designed bareborscial program, iaplying a one-to-one long tere therapeutic relationship was

performed in these yea
4 - sterile syringes are eal available day and night in

the iocal drugstores
4+ an intensive campaign against viral hepatitis

transmission was incessantly perforsed by the center

T.A.P.32 PREVALENCE OF SYPHILIS(S), HTLY-I(1}, HTLV-II(II) & HIV-1
AMONG CRACK{C) AND OTHER DRUG USERS (DUs }.
Glaser Jordan: Monnier,J.*; D'An

Poiesz,B.**; Ehrlich,G.
*Richmond Memorial & SatinIsland Hospitals, Sl. **SUNY at Syracuse,NY,USA.

ngelo,X.*; Drakatos,A.*;

Purpose: To study prevalence rates of S, I, II and HIV-1 among C & other DUs
in view of concern of S-enhanced heterosexual retroviral transmission.
Methods: During 1988, a11 957 admissions 1624; 517 white) to RMH detox unit
underwent RPR. S was confirme MHA-TP. Voluntary retroviral testing was
offered. I & II was documented by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). I, II and
HIV-1 ELISA were also done. HIV-1 was confirmed byewestern blot.
Results PCR+ I
 

S -1+
C alone 15*7321 (4.7%) /37 (2.7%) 2/ r7 7/141 (5.0%)
IVOU alone 10#/388 (2.3%) /58 (10.3%) 6/ 8 110.34) 79/274( 28.8%)

& IVDU 1 /18 (11.1%) 1/18 (5.6%) 28/82 (34.1%)
Other DU 1/138 0.7% /10 (0.0%) 0/10 (0.0%) 253 (0.0%)
*7/6 tested were HIV-I negative. #6/7 tested were -
For HIV-1+ C users: All 35 belonged to high risk groups (23°ivDUs, 3 male
ende 3 long-term sexpartners of IVDU, 1 from endemic region) @

had S. Four DUs had b 1&II. For both I & II, 2/9 (22%) Us rere
PCR ut ELISA-. Two male C durs with prostitute contact had either I or II
One black female C user with no known risk factor had II. No C user with I or

11 had S.

      

Conclusions: tteand IVDUs had a high rate of S. S in C users was not associated
e high rate of HIV-1 among C users was related to concurrent

risk factors.A not widespread heterosexual transmission.

T.A.P.34 THE AIOS Prope AND DRUG-REHABILITATION IN THERAPEUTIC

COMMUNITIES (TC)
Oigiati Merc

Department of Social Psychiatry University Hospital, Zirich, Switzerland.

Objective: Determine rate of infection and the effects of AIDS on’ the mem-

bers of 1C's and their human relatio
Methods: The study covers 523 heroin-eddicts who were treated in 40 TC's

in Switzerland in 1986. N=433 patients were tes
Results: Rate of infection of the tested persons: 55% HIV-positive and
11.3 % of the positivepee already suffered from typical symptoms
related to the infection. Of particular interest was to study the communi-
cation and discussion about AIDS preventing measures and their implementation
in TC. The findings were, that large and hierarchically structured TC's were
more conscious of AIDS and its effects than small and family-like structured

TC's
Discussion: Prevention efforts should be established as a regular issue with-
in the therapeutic programs of TC's. But as well, there sould be opportuni-
ties of talking in private atmospere with a therapist and other residents

in a trustful relationship.
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cones RISK TAKING I nCCRT OF 200 INIRAVENOLS BabaDRUG USERS
Sarol kignore,JRRobRobertson

rhouse Medical Group, Edinburgh, ScotlandEdinburghDrug Addiction

Oeevaluate current infection andiimmune status in a
j ence ( 085era previously knowntohe seropreval

antto2evaate©current risk takingare Andbeearbourahange.
: A carried out between 1983and 1985 into

8 bos sti Between“r887 and {988 follow-up was carried out and
indiividualswereinterviewedandand,#where riate, EE

i on a@ questi primary care ician
responsible for the patient at the-tine of foll

TS: Two hundred end three individuals were contacted, 137 men (87.55%)
66 undred ixty four had HIV antibody tes

rus is thought to have entered the group);
HIV antibody positive, 41.8%

and 28.3% ve:
had

intravenous

had been i ing “s in ; 2 monthspri r to interview and
prolong TB ‘ ifty four percent ©
children and had à sibl Re Sixty six per cen

gon; 50% o e 8 injecting between 1980 and
1983; 5 t they were at risk of HIV from needle sharing only 2

sible + Fifty three percent had not changed
8e tices and only 18% had test results. Forty
five con on (23% of whole group had used a barrier
method). rty six percent sex since test
(range 200) Detailed mn c immmologics data are recorded.
CONCLUSION: ural his of drug inj tan
implications for unders ssion. ou
considerable inin drug taking e sharing but not noticeableÀinsencua
risk fac’ . The implications for future
discussed.

NEEDLE SHARING PRACTICES AMONG INTRAVENOUS teUSERS IN A
STATEALLONING THE PURCHASE OF INJECTIDN EQUI

son, W*; » G**;
oF Public Health and Tropicaal "Medicinne, New

*Louisiana State University School of Medicine Orleans,

T.A.P.33

*Tulane University Schpol
Orleans, LA, USA,

, USA

Qbiective. o determine the frequency of needle sharing practices among
intravenous iy drug users in Louisiana, a state which does not control
needles by prescription

During Harch-August 1988, 380 soiidentified IV drug users
seeking treatment in public hos in New Orleans were
interviewed regarding needle sharing practices, “Frequency Of drug use and
drug(s) of choice. Hospital records were reviewed to obtain demographic
information and HIV serologic status
Results. Eighty-one percent of subjects were male and 73% were black.
Mean age of subjects was 32.5 yrs (range 16-69 yrs). The most frequent
drug injected was cocaine ( Drugs were injected > once per day by
76%. Overall 66% of subjects admitted that they regularly used needles
which had been used by others significant differences in needle
sharing were found by sex, race, frequency of gndection or drug of choice.
Two of forty (9 subjects tested were HIV ser

Needles are not controlled by prescription in Louisiana. More
than 65% of subjects admitted to sharing needles, similar to the rate found

areas in w needles are controle This suggests that legal
availability of injection equipment does ac significantly reduce sharing
ehavior in this population.

T.A.P.35 iCOORDINATED COMMUNITY PROGRAM FOR HIV SURVEILLANCE AMONG IVDUS
iLewis, Benjamin*, sullivan, J.**, Birch, F.**, Noone, S.**

‘ker, J.*#*, Koblin, B.***, ‘et al.
“Spectrum House, lnc., Westboro, “MA 01581, ** Worcester Health Department,
Worcester, MA, santniversity of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, U.S.A.

Objective: To conduct a community-wide surveillance for HIV/high-risk
behaviors among an estimated 3000 IVDUs and sexual contacts in the second
largest city in New England (175,000
Methods: The Worcester (MA) AIDS Consortium, a network of drug treatment,
public health and criminal justice organizations enrolls, interviews, coun-
sels and tèsts IVDUs at multiple sites. Active and passive follow-up is im-
plemented for HIV+ and admissions to drug treatment and public health programs.
This project is implemented in the context of a city-wide AIDS risks reductim
program including HIV education, counseling, testing and support, distribution
pf bleach/condoms and priority admission to drug treatment for HIV
Results: £ 1200 tested, 48% were needle users (77% male, 13% female). 187
of needle users tested @®. Of Hispanic IVDUs 35% tested @, Blacks 30%, Whites
202; of IVDUs in jail 21%, in drug treatment 14%. Use of bleach hasQincreased
from 52 to 642. Over 100 persons testing (@ entered drug treatment. sults
on 3000 participants will be presented.
Conclusions: V prevalence among IVDUs has increased by 2% over the past
year to 18% with the greatest increase in the jail (5%). Higher seropositi-
wity among minority groups may in part be explained by differences in drug-
use behavior. The surveillance has been instrumental in targeting resources
to the minority community. This model has applicability to moderately-sized
cities where HIV prevalence is still low
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NO TREND IN YEARLY HIV-SEROPREVALENCE RATES AMONG IVDU IN
T.A.P.36 AMSTERDAM? 1986-1988.

Van Haastrecht, Harry JA;Van den Hoek JAR;Coutinho RA.
Municipal Health Service, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

eee To describe and explain HIV-seroprevalence rates ove
ne rom december 1985 till december 1988, 560 IVDU entered a

Ee ESLLouUp study. Yearly HIV-s
into the study, were analyse
Results. In 3 consecutive years (1986-1988) HIV-seroprevalence rates vere

28.3% and 27.8% respectively, showing no significant trend ovover time
{p=0.22). Since a selec{ion-biasmight be covering up an actual increase

highest rikir HIV-infectionparticipated
rol for this

mined independant riskfactors.£ ir
HIV-infection vere multivariately con d for, resulting in odds-ratio

ong
seroprevalences anong these INDUa entry

lence-intervals encompass even quite large

ate of HIV-infection from 1986 onvards, so caution is
needed in interpretingthese results.
Conclusion. HIV-seroprevalence rates am in Amsterdam appear to be
relatively stable since 1986. This resultad confirmation by larger
scale seroprevalence studies to be conclusive.

T.A.P.38 SECOND NATIONAL SURVEY ON HIV INFECTION, ATTS BEHAVIOURS
AND BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE AMONG ITALIAN DRUG
Salmaso, Spetentas are E., Con!

Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy.

Objective: To estimate, among drug users attending public assistance centres

in Italy, the prevalence of HIV-1 infection and of at risk drug use behav-

ours and sexual lifestyle; to evaluate tendency to change behaviours at

risk and deteruinants of the change.
Methods: In each centre attending

interviewed according to a standard questionnaire, collec

personal characteristica, on syringes/needle

suldiese during October 188 have been
rmation on

 
mn kin

er change and reason for changing
stigated. Presence of serum antibodiesageinet HIV-1 was assayed

for ali enrolied subjects.
Fifty four centres (out of a total of 467 in the country) completed

t Tvey. À total of 1350 subjects from 1 e
elaboration is in progress. Accordii

oyeoreected seropreva: te.

creased risk associated to sharing of syringes/necdles either for preparing
or for injecting the drug.

lu:Conclusion: Altthough prevalence studies among subjects Attending public

e:
urs tool for monitoring
trends in the sprea aviours at_Theks more than for
estimsting absolute prevalence of such changing factors

T.A.P.40 HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG

ABUSERS (IVDAs

Battjes, Robert*
**; Brown, L. awe

3 Ameel, 2.%; Pickens, R.*} Sholinsky, P.**;

EL.

Macot Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, MD, USA; **SRA wetekMe
+ USAAlexandria, VA, USA; #eAddiction. Research Treatment Corp., New

Objective. To examine the extent te which HIV is transmitted smong

heterosexual IVDAs through sexual contact. 

al
+ IVDAs with any IVSPs

were more likely tobeFive than those with no IVSPs (p<,02), while th
number of IVSPs was not related to infection. Analyses by gender indicated

that the relationship betw eid for males (p<.01), but not
emales. Ther no statisticaliy éignificant relationship between having

seropositivity, for her the total sample males, when
selected demographic an se variables were controlled.
Conclusi The reased EH isk associ: ath having IVSPa appears ta
be due ££ in drug use practices, not sexual trangmission
désupports needle sharing as i £ a trmmission amon;

@ possible contribution of sexual transmission should not be ruled
out. Possible effects may be too subtle to be detected:in these analyaes,

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS ASSOCIATED WITH INTRAVENOUS DRUG USE,

UNITED STATES, 1979-1988.

Richard Selik.* **; Petersen, L.*,

T.A.P.37

Buehl.ler, 7;*

* Centers for Disease Control (CIC), Atlanta, GA, USA
ae Macfarlane Burnet Centre for Medical Research, Victoria, Australia.

Objective: To describe characteristics of, and trends ™ AIDS cases in

Us} in the United States (US)ntravenous rs (I
Me : We reviewed AIDS cases repo to CDC through
Results re 21,914 cases of AIDS in IVDUs (57% heterosexual ae:
27% homosexual men, n), 1,657 in sex partners © » and 761 in

children born to mothers who are IVDUe or sex pare of IVDUs. es158

homoseexusl
,

198 Age at gnosis of AIDS has been increasing for minority
eterogexual IVDUs (black males 5.8 and Hispanic males 4.3 months per year

sin 983) but not for other .
Conclusion: Heter Us represent an increasing proportion Ehthe

AIDS epidemic in the U The burden of AIDS associated with dru,
lls moat heavily on Slacks and Hispanics, particularly in the nerchesst.

T A P.39 INTRODUCTION OF HIV INFECTION AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS
on (IvDAs) IN LOW PREVALENCE CITIES

Battjes, Robert; Pickens, R.
National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, MD, USA

low HIV infection rates.
admitted to methadone treatment in 1987-88 in Trenton, NJ,

Chicago, IL, San Antonio, TX, and Log Angeles, CA were tested for
antibodies by ELISA, confirmed by Western blot ets 154). Demographics,
drug use, and sexual history were obtained by s ardized interview.
Seropositives (n=54) and deaographically matchedàneronegacive controls were

IpS risk factors

Objective. To examine possible modes of introduction of HIV into IVDA
populatio:

ronegative controls did not differ in

itd

isons ropositives and seroneeastive controls suggest
HIV Safectinn by needle sharing between homosexual /

bisexual IVDAs and heterosexual IVDAs a.may be an imporrtentmeans by which HIV
is introduced among heterosexual in low prevalence areas.

T.A.P.41 ICIDENCE nORISK FACTORS OF HIV
NFECTION IN A COHORT OF ITALIAN DRUG

ADDICTS (NISDA STUDY).

Altreds Nicolosi, Northern Itali:Mienrey. Drug Addicts Study, National Research
inci] and University of Milan, Milan,I

Qbisctive, To study the incidence of HIV infection in s population at risk, to identify risk

factors, to describe natural history of infection and transmission dynanics

Methods. Intravenous Brug Abusers (I¥DA} are recruited fron sathedone clinics, hospital
Gepartments of infections diseases and various outpatient services. IYDA who agree to
participate to the study are first administered a questionnaire about lifestyle habits,
Medical and laboratory examinations, and a psychiatric interview. They are subsaquently
followad up.
Results. 053 IVOA have been recruited from January 1987 to December 1988 and followed for
different periods of tine. 20 seroconversions have baen observed. The prevalence is very hig
Of makers of HBV infections (68%), of Herpes Siaplex (608), of CNY in), of EBV (48%) in the

i ‘es 4198, with 308 of subjects presenting

rug used and patterns cf drug nt

sexual behavior and immunologic variables have been ralnted to seroconversion in order
verify their role in the risk of HIV infection,
Conclusions. Th of seroconversions is sot sufficient yet in order to draw fire
statistical infruences about risk factors, although n low number of T4 cells at first visit
was eignificantly lower in individuals who later prreconverted, Recruitment and follow-up are
Continuing, thus allowing e more detailed study of risk factors es well as of behavior and
preventive attitudes of VDA.
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HIV SEROBTATUSAAND RISK BEHAVIORS OF STREET IVDUS A COMPARISON OF HIV-] INFECTION RATES IN MINNESOTA (MN
T.A.P.42 s, F.* and Woliteki, R. J.* T.A.P.43 IV DRUG USERS BETWEEN 1987 AND 1988 to

Setament ‘io Health, Long Beach, GA, USA. Thomas, J*; Danita, R*; Osterholm, M*; Shultz, J*;
**AIDS Research & Education Project, California State University, Long Beach, CA, USA. Falkowski *; Depaartment of Health,

**MN Department of Human Services, Minneapolis, MN U.S.A.
Objective. To determine pre-intervention seroprevalence, drug usage, daily activities,
sexual Behar,aan“peetses amonststreet IVDUs in Long Beach, CA.

Methods. with 325 street IVDUs (e6% male, 34°
female)DebetootaneanSeptberBB:val were White, 35% Black, 16% His
panic, and or Alana HiV-antibody serostatu: ns.

Drugs commonly injected were hero75%), coca e (34%), speedballs
(28%), anand amphetaminesfs. Needies were shared by 28%. 70% of IVDUs said
they cleaned thelr ree-fourths of the time. Of those cleaning, 73
reported using bleach orroralcoholeand|2% using water alone. 42% reported having on
IVDU sex partners, and 18% sald the partner did not know of g use. 38% of
IVOUS were or hadtraded sex for drugs. 70% ot VOUS,rated good health

highly important. been in drug-treatment prog! me time (4
within the prior 9monTen (62%)athe. 193 persons tested forHiV-antibody were
se male). no difference between the proportion
lementva eemalesswithtrespect to serostatus (p = .178). HIV
serostatus, l orientation, w whether one bore no significant

latio hip toreported degree al iS hirelations| of concern about AIDS or change in sexual behavior
because of AIDS (p >.10).
Gonclusion.TtTheame number of IVDUs wrneindicated health was of honFPersonal
importance, who ed n hol, anewho reported rece!nt drug
treatment suggeststis population will be rocetveto targeted AIDS-preventio

T.A.P.44 IS CONDOM USE AN INDEPENDENT RISK FOR HIV iN Iv pRus USERS?

Celentano, David; Vlahov, D.; Anthony, J.C.; and Bernal,

e Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Mary

Objective. To determineththe relationship between reported recent condom use

a sk behaviors a Vv dru; Us)

 
8 behaviors that increase or re-

le IVDUs, 60% report never using condoms, as compared to
ong men, frequency of drug injection and the number of

needles are shared were modestly associated with frequency

 
persons with whon
of condom use, although there was no relationship with needle cleaning prac-

tices. Among women, frequency of drug use, borrowing needles and disinfec~
tion practices were independent of onde|use, although needle sharing was
associated with less frequent cond o: me » there

no relationship between recent condom us: erostatus (with 25% overall

being HIV positive. ther, awareness of serostatus prior this scre

was indep t recent condom use for . Importantly, knowledge
and attitudes about the effectiveness n eventing H transmis-

sion were high, yet they were unrelated to reported condom usa;
Conclusion. Signif it barriers to 8 ist int VD! y
These results demonstrate thet t Pp dom use to reduce the risk
of HIV transmission
Unlike gay men, awareness of serostatus does not promote condom behavior.

T.A.P.46 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN FORMER PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND

SEROSTATUS OF IVDUs IN SOUTH FLORIDA
Mary*; Chitwood, D.D.*; McCoy, C.B.*

Trapido, E.J.*. Soni of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, FL. USA

Objective. To examine mobility patterns of a sample of IVDUs
Florida and to determine if place of past residence is ocreeh RIV
seroprevalence,

Method. IVDUs (722) in arus treatment in South Florida were tested for anti-
bodies to HIV and administered a questionnaire which included a history of

residence since 1A/
evalence varied by eethnicity: 7,6% non-Hispanic white, 36.4%

d 26.8% Hispanic. Of 722 subjects enrolled in the
t some time

 
place of
Results. Seroprev. 
between 1/1/78 and baseline testing. Past resid in New York City (NYC)
ra sociated w: eroprevalence for non-Hispanic whites. 0! non-

Hispanic whites who had previously resid C, 14 (23.3%) were HIV AB+
had not lived in NYC
n-Hispanic blacks or

waive 24 (5.5%) of 439 ponHispanic white rvs who
were HIV AB+. Tits association was not see
Hiapanice who had higher seroprevalence than non-!Hispanic whites. Ther

no associationfound between seroprevalence for HIV and prior Lesidence
‘tn areas other t c.
Discussion. IVDUs are a mobile population
geograp area to another. Migration between high prevalence areas and
low prevalence areas may be responsible for an increase of rates in the
ow prevalence areas

and can carry the virus from one
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o determine HIV-1 seroprevalence and risk factors associated
(IVDUs) in a low prevalence area.

s were conducted at chemical
All clients were asked

to participate; approximate re r
1987, 231 IVDUs participated ad in 19

pounic characteristics in the 2 ps were not
different. Prevalence of HIV-1 infection was: 3/231
5/335 (1. 5%) in 1968.
Seropos tivitywere

and to share withonly je person.
needles increased from respoandents in 198 3. n

the arthcipants in 1987 also participated in 1988; 3

revalences probably, due to
late introduction of HIV and tendency to share needles with on @ person

a time. However, the ivyear ‘incidence rate of 2.3% indicates a“gradually
increasing problem

T.A P. 45 RISK FACTORS FOR HIV-1 INFECTION ANONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG

_ USERS|(IVDUS) (1978-1987).
d, Mufioz, A, Celentano DD, Cohn S, Shapiro M,

Anthony JC NE Study, The Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public

Health, Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Objective To reconstruct risk factors over a nine yenr period for current

HIV-1 infection among a peutle of currently active 8.
m the communit r an my natural hiatory study

(ALIVE), at baseline underwent venipuncture and interview. Data on drug u:

-87 were summarized in 9 variables: number of shared

 

81, 82-84, 85-87). Analyses were per-

™ had WB cionfirmed anti-HIV-1. Thre
n SI frow 79-81 to 82-84, and SG:85-87)

were significant in the aultivartate model. Relative Odds (RO) for

79-81 was 1.44 (95% C.I.=1.02, 2.04), RO for increasing

1ods

 

of injecti

tion. These data indicate thet different practices over time have contri-

buted to current HIV-1 infection

 

 

 

 

HIV INFECTIONINFEMALE USERST.A.P.47 NSANFRAN
Wolfe,Hannah *; Keffelew, A.*; Bacchetti, P.* ; Meakin, R.*; Brodie, B.*; Moss, A.R.*.
“HAVE0ofCalifornia San Francisco/SF General Hospital California, USA.

Qbiective. W P y 8
users in treatmentin SenFrancica,
Meth , IVDUs i ificati in SF are offered

ous HIVtesting ith notification of results. Hi p 220 female
iVDI s studied iin 1988.

Its. Median ageof female TVDUswas 36. 5% were white,23% black, 22'
his other. Median numberof children was 1 n in jail in pastns years;

hadbeenpaid forsex ininpastyear.r, Median times nt was
24/20 female Us we: V Ab+ (12%) (White SH:BeBlack28%; hispanic 11%).
Seropositivity was associated with needle sharing with >10 people inpast year (p=.02),
shooting &gallery use in past year (p<.001), andSpdedrug by drawingit into syringe

itivity was also associated with ig ypro

) and PID (p=
p<£01), but not with paid sex with no partn usyearar were Ab+
versus49/159 (12%) of those‘with 15patpartners and 7/32 ersinprevioof those with >5

alywomen reported bleachuseto sterilise needles. 9/52 im)reporting <lyr of use
itive versus 5/47rawithernieDUuseand 0/180/78(0%vit > Zyears use. —

clusion. HIV seroposi ale IVDU: ith sexual-transmission
L So Fe
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T.A.P.48 DRUc ABUSE PATTERNS AND ETHNICITY IN IVDA DURING THE EARLY T.A.P.49 DEMOGRAPHIC AND BEHAVIORAL FEATURES OF HIV
EARS OF THE HIV EPIDEMIC

Noviek, David, M.*; Trigg, H.L.*; Desjatiats, D.C. ¥es
Friedman, S.R.***; Vlahov, D.*#**; Kreek, M.J.*keee; al.
*Beth Israel Medicalcenter, New York, N.Y., U.S.A. ,*+ Y. State Division
of Substance Abus: w York, N.Y., U.S.A.,*** Narcotic and Drug Re-

search Inc., New ‘Yoroe N.Y. U.S.A«5***#% Johns Hopkins Univer., Baltimore,

MD, U.S.A.;*##** The Rockefeller University, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.

Objective. To determine factors associated with HIV infectionin intravenous
drug abusers (IVDA) during the ea of the HIV w York.

ds £ die Method cor ‘rom st s of ch: Leliver disease. (CLD) fn TWDduring
1978-83 were reviewed. In these studies, Limit inical and d phic
data had been linked code nui of ser. ch had subsequently
ested for HIV antibody by ELISA (Abbott) and|Western blot vatlable“dace

included » Tal sexual pri nce, o mly v: nevet
caine, and du ation and age of onset of IVD, d of alcohol abuse.

ite. Onl: 1%) of 18 white patients withResults: 2a CLD were HIV-infected, com-
paredwith 34 (39%) of 88 black or hispanic patients (p=0.03). Among in-

tors of cocaine with heroin, 30 (52%) of 58 had anti-HIV compared with 6

1132) of 48 injectors of heroin only (p<0.0001). No other factors listed
above were linked to anti-HIV. In a multiple logistic regression, anti-HIV

associated with injection oof cocaine with heroin (p<0.0001), black

patients (p=0.02), andtespanic patients (p=0.
onclusion. IV coc users as well as blac! anic IVDA were dis-
roportionately HIV-infected during the early years of the epidemic.

Cocaine with heroin and ethnicity were independently linked to anti-HIV. .

s
i
e

T.A.P.50 INTRAVENOUS DRUG USE AS A RISK FACTOR FOR AIDS AND HIV
INFECTION IN LOUISTANA, 1981-1988
Atkinson,William+,**; Troxler, S.*; Dal Corso, M.s,#*;

McFarland, L.*
#Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals, New Orleans, LA, USA;
**Tulane University School of Public Health, NawOrleans, LA, USA.

drug
Results. As of 12/30/88, 1062 adult 14 cases of AIDSwere
(esIO0,100 ey nineee ae (16%) of all cases in adults
(65IVDU, 100-homo/bisexual and IVDU, 7-heterosexial contact wi!

Proportion of AIDS cases with IVDU as the risk factor
from 3% in 1985 to 9% in 1988. Of 175 new entrants to IVD treatment
centers in New Orleans in 1988, 6.3% were found to be HIV tive

T.A. P.52 CDeen OF PREVALENCE OF oarINFECTION IN IV DRUG USERS

VDU) FROM Pour DIFFERENT TESTING AND TREATMENT PROGRAMS.

ane 2 David; Douglas ; Koleis, J; Feeney, F; Judson F.
Denver Disease Control Bittioees), Denver, CO, USA

io bjective: To compare the prevalence of HIV infection in ru accessed

noreush 4 different testing a 988.

maintenan
street“outreach Program for IVDU not in teeteeet)
Results

No. HIV positive / No. teated (%)
cts STD sts Ps

Gay/bisexual men 20/51 (36
enale prostitutes 2/40 (5)

Heterosexual men 14/305 ( 2
Heterosexual wom ns68 (3 1)
TOTAL 38/564 {D 24/48 C5)

17/50 (34 O71 0) 275 0
3/89 (4) 1/6 (16) 1/22 C5)

1/73 (1) 3/100 ( 3)
0/34 (0) 0/37 € 0)
2/114 ( 2) 6/164 ( 4)

concrueton: The prevalence|of HIV infection in IVDU who are not gay or
bisexual men is low in Denv
different selection criteria. Deteru:
ent programs is useful both to monitor secular 8 and to better
estimate the community burdenof HIV infection in IVDU.

a 4 e

INFECTION IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS ssIN NEW

CITY LilipFREATAENE PROGRAMS: 1985-

Brown, Lawrence S.*; Philli Ajuluchukwu, D.*; iBeteses,
* and Newore, T*. ‘addiction Research and

oration, Brooklyn, NY, USA *#*National Institute
on Drug Abuse, Rockville, Md, USA.

 

ghisctive To exauine the trends in deuographic and HIV-related
one treatment.

most appreciated in
were important differen
Conclusion. While these
tors amon

plained by saturation

T.A.P.51 OOeeee

- *RP Brettle, *G Jones,
JM Psnaecttous Diseases Unit;
Hospital, ED: . Scotland.

*J Davidson, *C Bisset, “SM Burns,
“Regional Virus Laboratory, City

OBJECTIVE: To establish those areas in which Edinburgh based IDU had shared
injection equipment.
METHOD: All 100 attending the Edinburgh Counselling Clinic were asked about
anjection practicesces including sharing equipment in non-Edinburgh locations.
RESULTS: By the end of 1987, 1143 patients had attended the clinic of whan
396(34,(34.68) were IDUs, 17 nad neveri
the remaining 379

 
Dee Edinburgh. The meanoan age©
vita WF ratio of 1.725. In 3

HIV status was determined and 110(SAN) of the 208 males a?2 (S500of
139 females were positive. 101 (2668)TU, 73 males
admitted to sharing equipment in non-Edinburgh

preventative strategies for HIV.

T.A.P.53 HUMAN IMUNODEF ICIENCY CHIV) AND HUMAN T-LYMPHOTROPIC
(HTLY-1/11) VIRUS INFECTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
INTRA! BUSE (IVDA).

Stevens, Boy, Wethers, J., Samsonoff, C., and Berns, D. New York State
Health Oepartment, Albany, U.S.A.

. To describe the reverence of HIV and veInfect tons
eople In N.Y. State w VOR as a risk factor for

Deonesof blood born |"nfect!
mens submitted for HIV test from anonymous subjects with

a historory ofIDA {3463 sera) or with no acknowledged risk for
bensGe pre tested for HIV and HTLV-1/11 antibody by aa and

+ EIA reactive sera with HIV blot bands at 24 and
end/or 120/160 Kd or“HTLVe 1/11 bands at 24 and 46 and/or 61/68 Ke were
recorded as positive. Results vere merged with age, sex, geographic
origin and race/ethnicity data and analyzed on a maln-freme computer,
Results. In IVDA subjects the prevalence of antibody to HTLV-1/11 or
HIV and HILV=1/11 was 5.6 and 4.1% respec’
acknowledge was 0.86 and 0,76. For both populations studied,
HIV prevalence was highest et age 30-39; hry or both HIY plus
HTLV-1/11 was higher at age 50 o roportion of IVDA si
positive for HIV also positive for HTLV=!/11 was 142/1845 or 7,a;of
seraposit ive for HTLY-1/11 also positive for HIV, It was 142/19
(72.44)
Conclusions. About 1 In every 13 IVDA subjects Infected wenHIV tn
N.Y. State Is also Infected with HTLV-I/1l. Conversely, it 72% of
HTLV-1/11 Infected IVDA subjects are Infected with HIY
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T 4 HIV INFECTION AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDU's) IN NYC uv
-A.P.5 Truman, Benedict*;Lehman,J.S.*;Brown,L.**;Peyser,N.***;Peters, T.A.P.55 1985-88

D.*;DesJarlais,D. ****er * T}] McManus!

*New York State Department of Health,Albany,New York,USA,**Addiction Research SESdeiHeapsHinesLameee
Treatment Corp. ,NY,NY,USA,***Beth Israel Medical Center,NY,NY,USA, ****New Qbiective. d HIV
York State Division of Substance Abuse Services,NY,NY,USA. ngrarySouLon,
Objective.To compare current HIV seroprevalence and risk factors among "new Method. Th 7 ol ren di . £40 Fa. a
entrants" and "old clients" of Methadone Maintenance Treatment Programs
(MMTP's) in New York City (NYC) were over 25 years of age.
Methods.Since June 1988,esera from IVDU's at 28 MMTP clinics were tested Results. : ,
gun for HIV by ELISA and WB.Non-identifying demographic and treatment gatibody
data were collected at entry or on annual physicals.Logistic regression models
identified risk factors for infection in "new entrants" and " - 1285 1286 1987 1288 1285-85
Results.As of Jan. 1989,33.4% of 1062 clients were HIV+.Data were complete for No (%) No (%) No (%) No (%) No _(%)
403 "new entranta" (45.9% HIV+) and 305 “old clients" (27.2% HIV+)."New
entrants” have higher infection rates than d clients" in all subgroups.

RACE OUGHS OF RESIDERCE
Brom.BronLa . Queens St, Isl.

3.8 33.3
Treated?

46.0 51.4       DT

 

 

0 130)| If 2045)| 8 120 9 141 28 5555)
4 115659] 2 5)

1 195)| 18 2936) 12 3144) 11 2165) 42 841(5)      
 

 

 

2.5
a infection was associated w ious treatment for

se among “new entrants” PATESche.ét.î,xF5) | and
a 1,4. 5) Jhispanteirennicity {2.5(1.2,4.9) Jand Manhattan residence [2.8(1.2,
-9)] among "old c

Conclusion. In NYC wares,new entrants" are 1.7 times as likely as "old
clients" to be HIV+.Prevalence was lower than previously reported by both

T.A.P.56 HIV SEROCONVERSION IN A GROUP OF IVDAs (1985-1988)

Gior arbarini, S. Edo, T. Gola, S. Guerini, S. Lopez,

. totemeo

Clinic of Infectious Diseases IRCCS S$, Matteo University of Pavia - ITALY

Objective. To demonstrate the incidence of seroconversion for HIV in a

cohort of IVDAS.
Methods. Since first months of 1985 a group of 491 drug addicts, followed

py Dreg Abuse Surveillance Organisms of Abbiategrasso (USSL 73}, Crema (USSL

53) Magenta (USSL 72}, Vigevano (USSL 78) and Voghera (USSL 79) in southern

Lombardy, has been tested every six months for HIV antibodies.

Results. At June 1985 we found 253 seropositive IVDAs (202 males and 51

females); at December 1988 28 of the previously negative drug addicts (16

males and 12 females) were found positive.

In the cohort of earliest HIV positive subjects 21 developed AIDS until now.

Conclusion. These data suggest that intravenous drug abuse put IVDAs at

wn 

increased risk for HIV infection as Jong as drug behaviour continues, even

followed by appropriate centers, and this is not a good result of preventive

measures.
So the possibility of sexual spread from IVDAs (many drug addicts, either

women, either men, sell themselves for buying drug) to common people

requires great attention.

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES (STD's) AND HIV SEROPREVALANCE
IN A COHORT OF IV DRUG USERS
Nelson, Kenrad E., Viahov D., Solomon L., Chowdhury, N
The ALIVE Study,.“Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD,

T.A.P.58
  
U.S.A.

Objective. To correlate the history of a sexually transmitteddisease and
HIV serene in a cohort of active IV drug users (IVDU
Methods. A cohort of IVDU's, without AIDS, was recruited for aa study of the
natural “history of HIV infection by community outreach. Histories of STD's
at baseline were correlated with HIV seroprevalence
Results. Overall 441 (24.7%) of 1785 participants “ere HIV seropositive at

seline. STD histories by HIV serostatue wereas
HIV Hiv P-V g(Chi-square/Fishers)

Syphilis 17.5% 12.2%
Gonorrhea 56.7% 52.9% 0.. 16
Genital HSV 3.6% 2.2% 0.09
Genital Warts 7.7 6.4% 0.34

TD's 18. % 0.77
Among male homosexual/bisexual IVDU's a syphilis history was strongly asso-
ciated with HIV seropositivity (20/44; 45%) compared with HIV negatives
(18/114, 15.7%; p = 0.0 Among heterosexuals, (53/372, 14.2%) of HIV
seropositives ang (14/1184, 11.9%) of HIV seronegatives had a history of

evil8 (p=
D in. our Study suggests that sexual transmission may account for

some aay infections among active IV drug users, especiaily in thosewho are
nale dies are required to
clearly define the risks of sexual tranamiasion of HIV in IVDU's
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d th d HN Ab positive

Conclusion. The HIV y scrop z ry suddenly butapp oft

habits. More s h hth

Te“À.P.57 HIV PREVALENCE AMONG DIFFERENT GROUPS OF
es ITRAVEROQUS DUTohUSERS IN SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.

eGough, Jam *;Wood,R,*; Harris, J.**; Carlisle, M.***.
‘AIDS ventioneePreSeattle,ile,Washington U ‘A; **UniversisityoFwashington,

eloxifieation Facility, Seattle, Washington,

 

Seat, Washingto:
USA.
Obj te HIV an 1 atte, af

intravenousdridrug usersaeDUNGinBeetlesand King Co
's were tested at the AIDS PreventionPre (A(aaatasting5site

promoted forepersons at high risk of HIV infection, e King Coun
treets of Seattle, and at the Courts's drug and seco detoxification

APP Stre: Detox
Tested Tested Tested Tested Tested
(+) (%+) (+) (%+) (%+)

Gay/bi men 356 1 11 10
(30.3%) (6.5%) (27.3%) (30.0%) (28.2%)

Other men 82 15 1 463
(42%) (24%) (0%) (5.0%) (3.9%)

Women 4 7 56
(2.6%) (4.2%) (0%) (1.8%) €:67)

TOTAL 16%) 161 1%) (649 1216
(14.6% (3.7%) 017 (54%) 118%)

el » sata indicate that a revalence among U's varies
greatlydesie.TThe prevalence is greatest among male IVDU's whoreport having had

oa

T.A.P.59 SERO-EPIDEMIOLOGY OF HIV-1 INFECTION AMONG INJECTION
DRUG USERSSEEKING MEDICAL HELP IN MONTREAL: 1985-1988,

Bruneau.Julie"), Lamothe, F.*, Soto, J.*, Brabant, M.*, Vincelette, J
and Fauvel, M. *onc jallet, Hépital Saint- Sc, Université de
Montréal, and “Laboratoire de santé publique du Québec, Montréal, Canada.

Objective: To determine the Prevalence andand trends ©of)HIV-1 infection

Its hospitalized for detoxification and correlate seropositivityith

a serum . using
RIPA & IFA confirmation tests. tient and serologic results were
matched ysed anonymously using an unl .
Results: a total of 294 patients, 13 were HIV-1 seropositives (4.4%).

were no between HIV-] inf sex, '
origin, . drug of choice

. Of 234 patients with knowm , 226 were
. y one gercpositi bisexual. Twelve of the

ve titis B markers positive inti to
111 of te281 1negative (p < 0.001). ‘The armual prevalence of HIV-1
infection at Detox t was: 1985, 7.1%; 1986, 3.0%; 1987, 2.0%;
1988, 6.6%; serail, 4.5% (confidence limits: 2 .

: HIV-1 infection prevalence in Montréal Is seeking
remained stable between associated

with the presence of hepatitis B markers. The
strategies is great.
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T.A.P.60 COMPARATIVE MONITORINGOF.gsSPREAD IN THE IVDU
« POPULATION OF BERL

8schor, Friedrich* ; Borrnemann. RtVueSchel1, K.**; Rex, R.***;
RE et al.

*FFreie Universitat Berlin, pounivers ität Hamburg FRG, ***Justizvollzug
Berlin (West), ***#*kKarl-Bonhoeffer-Nervenklinik Berlin(est),
*eeeetJustizvollzug Hamburg ,ieederat Republic
meepstoLocal monitoring of HIV-spread in ŸD;

e 1985 nearly all cases of drug related deaths. in Berlin(uest)
“tested; N=362; Test ratio (=TR) 97%. Since 1988 we t:

ta of defined groups of
living Vs on a voluntary basis: entrants in detoxification,

rison
Results: In the autopsy cases the following seropositivity rates were
found: 1985 4 1987 1988

49
amburg 0% 23% 16% 13%

Because of seifselection the data-gathering in the groups of living Ivou” s
was full of gaps, especially in Berlin. In Hambu
detox-cases 1988 was BTR73%),
very close to theete rate r
detox cases 1988 24% (TR 503), prison cases 19% (TR not known).
Conclusion: Seropositive rates in drug related deaths seem to represent

i the HIV-situation. In tities of similar
Structureththe H1V-spread in the IVDU population may show great
iff

 

T.A.P.62 USING DEATH CRTIPICATES (1985-1987) TO ESTIMATE THE
rh Restepol AIDS CASE REPORTING IN ONTARIO

ily Montano*; Re J. Schnsontés E.M. Wallace***
*Epidemiologist,“fabri ane Bran i i Ty Healt
in Community Medicine, University 0€ onto; *** AIDS coordinator,
Heaith Branch, ontario Ministry of Health »Toronto, Ontario, Canad:

3**Resident
ublic

stract. The completeness of AIDS case reporvingin putario was assessed
= reviewing all AIDS death certificates compiled b e Registrar General
between ary 1, 1985 and December 3 7. Several demo; i
variables were use: match death certificates with cases reported to the
Provincial AIDS registry and the Cha: eker and hod was used to
estimate s comple 88 of case pene; mpleteness of
case reporting was 80,9% in 1985 (95% C.I.=75.ort385.92), 71.6% in 198
(95% C.1.=67.6% to 75.6%), 75.3% in 1987 (95 1."72.4% to 78.2%)
75.1% overall for 1985-1987 (C.1.=72.2% +0%). ec etene
reporting s significantly higher than in (chi-square, p<0.01)

was not significantly different from that calculated for (chi-
square, p> . never marr. moreLikely to

the promotion of such unrep:eredcases from 1985 to 1986 (chi-square,“PQ. 02)
Reporting was not associated with the patient's age, sex, occupation

place of residence. The defi i
i care resources and the development

of programmes to prevent and control the spread of AIDS.

Key Works: AIDS, Case reporting, Death Certificates, Registry

HIGH PERCENTAGE OF NON-REPORTED CASES OF AIDS IN
HEMOPHILIACS OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

T.A.P.64
rosner, Gert G.

Max von Pettenkofer-Institut, University of Munich, FRG.

Objective. Estimation of non-reported AIDS--cases in the FRG.
esuits. Questionaires sent to all

clotting factor associated cases of AIDS were officially regis-
tered at at time (44.8 7). In a similar evaluation done end
of October 88, the number of cases w , bu only 133
(37. Z e registered. Between fir econd evaluation
the number of hemophiliacs with AIDS increased by 168, the num-
ber of registered cases by 5 0.4 Z of new cases registered)

da suggest an incre in percentage o non-reported
ses. In addition, reported ses in hemophiliacs show a mis-

leading trend: doubling time decreased to 18 months, but is
still 1 ths in reality. Assuming th me perc e of
non-r cases for all ris

Conclusion. Probably more than half of all "diagnosed cases of
as are not reported andthe percentage of non-repo as

Th mpletely voluntary reporting systen of
the FRG will not give sufficiently reliable data

Survelllance du SIDA et marqueurs de l'infection
Survelliance of AIDS and MarkerInfections
T.A.P.61 UNDERREPORTING oF AIDS|CASES, SOUTH Aton1986-1987.

ak, Nieneeneyer BL**,
cw

 

Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA, **Sout!
Health and Environmental Control, Columbia, South Carolina, USA

cbieckives |280asseas thecompleteness and accuracy of AIDS case

reeoreing in South Caro:
ods: approximately“500,000 hospital discharge billing records f

Fes 1986 through June 1 searched by computer for AIDS-defining
conditions.
Results: Of these, records

registry.
reported 39 o ses f e State for the study

inte reported. Reported versus non-reported ps were not

significantly different by age, race, sex, rimary
clin diagnosis, or e ge pere I iduals receiving AZT weredi

significantly more like]: nm reported (p< .001). eemraee
reporting byhhospital ranged from te20 (90%) down to 0/4 (0%). There

reporting compliance among physicians.
Table underreporting of AIDS cases in South

studies should be repeated in
e important implications for the interpretation

of surveillancedata andsor planning in the epidemic.

RISK GROUP DIFFERENCESIN REPORTING DEATHS IN AIDS PATIENTS

Devine, Owen; Berkelman, RL; Karon,JM,
ters for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

T.A.P.63

Sbisctive. To determine any variation among risk groups in the percentage
£ AIDS cases diagnosed at death and in the dekay in reporting deaths.
thods. aths of known S patients are reported to CDC by state and

month as diagnosis vere classified as diagnosed at death. The number
1 deaths reported

edin October, 1987). Risk
V transuiss

f theyeaa“1986 aud 1987, 10%-11%

+ El
curring amon: non-IVDUs in 1986

were not reported uuntil 1988 compared to 19% of the heterosexual IVDUs who
died the same year
Conclusion. Both the proportion of cases diagnosed at death and the delay
in Breporting deaths may vary among Fisk groups. Survival estimates must

wider these possible sources of bia. It may be desirable to estimate
surviva1,9only amonamong AIDS patients vithreported survival of at least

time period (month or calendar quarter).

T.A.P.6 ACTIVE SURVEILLANCE FOR PEDIATRIC HIV INFECTION IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY
nes Feel, Lure #5 Evans M.*; Frederick T.*; Church, J.%*; Bryson, Yi;

Aw et al
tion togsies Canty,Deptof Hlth Services, Los éngeles (L.A.), Calif.; *University of
Southern California, L.A., Calif.; *University of California, L.A., calif., LE

peeTo describe the developaent and imleneteatton of on activesurveliance syaten
rieten in Los AngelesCounty (LAC), California, and to present data

 

ts. 367) of which had
. This 79% in reported pediatric AIDS since March 1988. 3/88

to 12/88, adult AIDS cases overall by 40h enocg it.
tric HIVIs male; 24% are dead. Almost one-third (n=33) of HIVI cases were

syuptomatic (P-2) yet not classif: as ADDS. Thirty-s:

parait the targeting of health education efforts.
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MEDICAL SCHOOL SUBCONTRACT ENSURES STATE-WIDE ACTIVE AIDS
SURVEILLANCE IN NEW JERSEY

T.A.P.66
neider, D. Jean, and Laven M.

UMDNJ - New Jersey Medical School, Newark, NeuJersey, U.S.A,

Objective. To expand New Jersey Health Department capacity to obtain
accurate AIDS surveillance data.
Methods. Unique subcontract with state medical school effected to produce
increase in activye AIDS surveillance activities on a stateice bas
Resu '$S of experience with subcontract resulte

netate-wide active suurveiTlance sites increased as responsibility for 12
sites (affilfated hospitals) was shifted to medical schoo}.

- Concentration ou active rather than passive survedlance within New
lersey made pos

a
A
S
s
c
H

d
E

n
N

3. Partnership provide@ data on approximately 40% of New Jersey AIDS cases.
4. Accessibility to hospital AIDS data improved by use of medical school

5. Teaching hospitals provided with accurate AIDS census data.
6. active survetliance activities made posstb
7. ©complete and accurate data made available for COC, state and

hospital planning, resource allocation and development of intervention

programs
Conclusion. “This unique partnership between a state health department and a
state medical school has proven a successful method for expanding active
AIDS|surveillance efforts and has enabled New Jersey to lead the nationwith
the first total active AIDS surveillance system.

 

T.A.P.68 USE OF AUTOMATED SECONDARY DATA SETS FOR AIDS SURVEILLANCE
Hanidi, Oyrus*; Hidalgo, J
#MaryLand Deora of altand Mel ees Baltimore, Meryland, U5A.

Objective: To describe an evaluation method for AIDS surveillance using alternate data sources
to identify AIDS cases
Methods: Maryland hospital discharge records from January 1, 1985 to December 31, 1987 were
selected from automated discharge sumaries fram Maryland hospitals, using a developed net. of
1-9-4 8 is carinii 3); malignant neoplass of skin
{Ksposi's Sarcoma) (173.0-173.Ds mure deficiencies(279.2-273-9); AIDS (042.); and others.

jected records were matched to the Mary case registry » SOX, Tace,

land AIDS
investigated. By December 1968,623 (731) hed been resolved. OF these 623

AIDS cases, 162 (26.0%) were AIDS cases who were not
conditions, 109 (7.2%) were

ic 2%) records were
rot locatable, and 22 (3-52)cases vere found vhich verewere rot previously
Conclusions+ According to this wethod of evalustire the surveillance system, 879(57-62) of 901

between , were

Maryland non-residents were using Maryland hospitals than anticipated.
‘ion technique can used an a periodic basis to routinely evaluate

T.A.P.70 EVALUATING COMPLETENESS OF NEW YORK CITY'S CASE REGISTRY.
3 Thomas P; Nicholas A; Miller N; Schultz S;

others in the New York City Dept of Health AIDS

Surveillance unitsNev“york Gity, “RY , USA

categorize, as CDC AIDS cases or non-cases, persons with NYC
death certificatesete) giving AIDS, Pneumocystia carinii pneumonia
(PCP), or Kapos: oma (KS) aa cause of death but not reported through

routine“aurvelilen
‘Method. All New York.City DCerts 7/86-6/87 with AIDS, PCP, or KS as
sshins cause of death were identified. The hospital recor of those
not already in the AIDS Surveillance Regirry are being r a.

. Three thousand and on: cords were identified of which 882

were not in the Registry- Follow-up is.completed for 616: For 130 there is

no hoapital record and 4 were excluded. other 482, 168 vere
missed by routine surveillance (1); 67 were reportabie cases only according

to the 9/87 expansion of checoe case definition (CDC def) (II); 98 did not

fulfill the CDC def only bec of no serology (III); 146ene other HIV-
related illnesa not vuiriiling'coe def (IV). HIV risk a for these
482 by group (I-IV) and for cumulative NYC cases Q7,754 aswr 12/88) (V):
‘Risk Category II Ir v

w/Men (MSWM) 43% 21% 29% 13a sz
IVDU (IV Drug Use) 36% 46% al 62% 34%

5% a 4x

‘Other 15% 2 13 10%
Risk factor distribution differs sigaificcantly by ¢

HIV-related illness. DCerts are useful for evaluating routine vFeveitlance.

110

EVALUATING RACIAL CLASSIFICATION AMONG NATIVEAMERICAN
LANS WITH AIDS IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

T.A.P.67
Lieb,Loren’; Kerndt,P."; DSpo Chase,E.*; Yao,J.*"; Conway,G."™"

"Los Angeles Co. Cept. of Health Services, and ‘AIDS Project Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Calif,
““American Indian Free Clinic, Long Beach, Calif, ““IHS, Calif, “““CDC, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Sec, To cvaluate race classification, method of race assessment and case ascertainment of Native
American’Indians (NAI) with AIDS in Los Angeles County (LAC).

community-based AIDS service organizations (CBASO) in LAC were surveyed to
determine the number of NAI AIDS cases in their client population and methods of race assessment.
Death certificates for ali male NAIs age 15-54, from 1980 to 1987, were reviewed to identify causes
possibly related to AIDS. The names of suspect deceased NAI AIDS cases were compared to the
LAC AIDS surveillance registry. Personal identifiers were not available for active CBASOclients.
Resuits. The CBASOs responded that of their clients with AIDS, 63 were NAI (30 active and 33

categories included on the CBASO intake form. The
matched to the LAC AIDSsurveillance registry, 27 of 33 (82%) were reported, of which only 1 was
recorded as NAL Of 108 deaths reported among NAI males age 15-54 between 1980 and 1987, 3
were AIDS-related and had been reported to the LAC AIDSsurveillance registry, 1 was reported as
NAL

was reclassified for 68% of CBASOclients initiaily recorded as NAL. If the
proportion ‘of re misctassified deceased clients is the same as that of re-interviewed active clients,
then NAIs may be under-represented by as much as 50% in LAC AIDSsurveillance statistics.

A RECORD LINKAGE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE DEGREE OF
UNDER-REPORTING. OF AOS CASES IN CANADA.

T.A.P.69
Craib, K.**; Coates, R.*; Schechter,

M**;Johnson, J.*;‘Elmslie,K**, *University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,
ad **University of British Columbia, Vancouver,B.C., Canada,Canada,

“Federal Centre For AIDS, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
ives: To estimate the rat nder-reporting of AIDS to the Bureau of

Epidemiology & Surveillance, Federal Centre For AIDS (FCA), Canada.
uary and October 1988, initials, birthdates and place of

residence ar 66cases of AIDS known to the Toronto Sexual Contact Study
(TSCS) and 64 cases known to the Vancouver Lymphadenopathy-AIDS Study (VLAS)
were sent to the rea aon with comparable information on 1041 other study
participants who we own to have AIDS. A manual record linkage was
conducted by the FCA.‘lokieg this data to the national registry of reported

Results: The rate of under-reporting ranges from 10.9% (7/64) (VLAS) to
i2%ooAVES The TSCS data show that under-“reporting has increased

in to 4 in 1987, whereas rates have en stable in t
InTheses.ADs diagnoses are established and reportedby physicians not
involved in the research in contrast to the VLAS where physicians involved
in the research are also responsible for reporting cases.

If the under-reportin rates observed in this study are
reasonable estimates of the national pate then 253 to 423 cases of AIDS have

89. Differences in responsibilities
for case reporting between centres may explain differences in observed rates
of under-reporting.

T A P 71 LINKAGE OF RECORDS OF PERSONS IN THE NEW YORK CITY (NYC)
et AIDS CASE REGISTRY WITH DEATH CERTIFICATES FILED IN NYC.

~ %3 » TP.**; Thomas, P.*
Blum S.*%; Rautenberg E.*; ‘and. the others in the *Rew York City (RYC) Dept.
of Health (DOH) AIDS Surveillance Unit, NYC, USA,**NYC DOH Office of
Epidemiology and Statistical Services, NYC, USA

To analyze a data set which links AIDS Registry (AR) records of
rt

to Deerta. The link:
lesa stringent criteria for the tification of possible matches.

. Among the 11,132 files with1name known in AR, 7,052 (63%) vere
linked to DCerts. the 7,052, 17% had not had vital atatus
prior to linking the files. Dcert underlying causes of death for the 7, 052:

279.1, 042-044136.3, 173/ ee Hiv-related,PCR,xs or (89.0)
485-48 aniam .

117.5/ Cryptococcosis
010-018/ Tuberculosis — 2
Other HIV-associated conditiona (cf. MMWR 36 No.S-7) 87 (1.2)
304.9/Unspecified drug dependence 102

>
œ

c
z

A
A
A

wn
b

> fr

Other ICD-9 Codes 8 .5)
Codes 485-6 and 304.9 are more common causes of death among AIDS cases whose
risk factor is intravenous ¢ among cases with other risk factora.

Li e of AR files with DCerts is a useful tool for increasi
the information available for individual cases and for updating vital status.
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T.A P.72 "TRENDS IN THE OUTPATIENT DIAGNOSIS OF AIDS:
. lror EPIDEMIO! VELLLAN

Ho; Es

Denattaeneaf County
rtment of Social end Health Services, Seattle

IMPLICATIONS

ney, J*; Buriichy MK,

nt of Public decith;twechingson State

» Washingto SA.

monitor trends in the site Capea vs.We sought to oul

is. This information ig used in targeting activepatient) of AIDS diagnos
AIDS surveillance pr interpreting epidemiologic da

Methods. The site of initial AIDS diagnosis was d ed as ‘part of
‘routine AIDS surveillance and entered into ARS terized databas
Results. increasing proportion of AIDS cases in King County are diagnosed

outside of hospitale. Prior to 1986, 6% of cases were diag d out:
patients (OPDx), rising Leyear to 25% of cases diagnosed in 19)
Donciusion: Most local AI # AIDS Cases No.OPDx  (%.
surveillance prograns dependpeavily 198285 155 9 (62)
on hospital-based reporting and 1986 183 19 (10%)
validation studies of reporting 1987 244 52 (21%)

ple ss generally use hospital- 1988 219 (25%)
based met! uch as discharge databases. Our data indicate
proportion AIDS cases with an outpatient diagnosis is rapidly increasing,

waking hospital based surveillance syst: less eff e. Ou
d: also infh e the analysis epid ogic param For

maths) ont adictions
eded. vider and clinies‘based surveiliance and validation techniques

should be developed in light of these findings.

EVALUATION OF AIDS CASE REPORTING IN MASSACHUSETTS

Sedhettects Stephanie" nreee B.*; Makarewicz, L.**;

Day, J.**; Seage, G.*; *Boston and **Massachusetts AIDS

Surveillance Prograns (BMASP), Boston, MA.

T.A.P.74

OBJECTIVE. To assess comp}eteness and ent of MA AIDS case reporting.
METH BMASP fectionaudited in

reports were also reviewed d cases. The

timeliness (reporting delay)of cases reported in 1987 and 88 was calculated
as months between diagnosis and repor

RESULTS. Completeness. Ninety-three unreported cases were found in the audit,
representing of all cases diagnosed at audited hospitals. No differences

n underreporting rates by risk, sex, race, or case definition.

» and TR reviews found 59 c: » 3% of all cases
“Snderreporting in Fr

iness. Of reported cases, 76% are received within 2 monthsot

diagnosis: 90% within 6 months. No differences in reporting delay
found by risk, sex, race, or case definition; however, differences byFaite

were significant.
CONCLUSION. + audits of hospital infection control logs as weett a
reviews of M, DC, and TR reports are ne maximize reporting complete-
ne MA AIDS case reporting is 92% complete, with 90% of reported cases
received within 6 months after diagnosi:

T.A.P.76 TEMPORAL TRENDS FOR PASTSEXUALLY TRANSMITTED
DISEASES IN MEN WITH AIDS C IN SAN FRANCISCO

Feigal.DavidW,*; Hollander,H**;DenPoeClement, M‘; Volberding, PA*;
Medical Services of * San Francisco General Hospital; ** University of California, SF; °°" Ft.
Miley VA Hospital; UCSE, San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

hlection:; To describe the temporal trends of the last prior sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) in tenis who developed ADDS and ARC which correlate with cessation of sexual

Kids: "The UCSE

als:DueeCisatGCasonNief — spatsBt n= ), 8 in=' titis B (n=324) e: aked in
pproximately 50% of the 1980srpsThe aenasanhctmost

affecting thehesmallestproportionof hort possibl

 
Of

d A)had GC within1
years fore,§5238)de) 3years before onset. e
decreasing ra!
and / thed a mentofP woaunfor evel pmen

The ne ofstTERvo
declining even before there ywas an à af AIDS.
However, as indicated by GC which was0newly Are
within one year of onset of AIDS by 1 in 14 patients, there is
a needfor continued interventions to stop transmis

   

 

L
a
W
A
Y

T.A.P.73

Bureau of estanMit

HOSPITALBASED AIDS REPORTING IN A HIGH INCIDENCE
REA, HOUSTON, TEXA

; Falletti. Robert L. ond Phelps, À.
on Dept. of Health & Human ces, Houston, Texas,

 Objective: To provi
completeness of AIDSva in selected hospitalcreassaanagentcore apitel.

St

interviewing staff di
b the ossessment. Recommend!fone included Iaplementing aa new reporting

repo! ese changes were on
ovt ina pilot sdyfor two mont!ths. The pilot consisted of three stages, education
creementation, and evaluation of the prog

 

sults: BeforePilot During Pilot
May-June 1988 Nov-Dec 1988

Numberof c cases cases
Meantaglag timene(Dx to Report) 6 months 3.9 months

Conclusionstt has been generally excepted that in areas of high AIDS incidence
na limitationsInin time and staff toSP are experie o report AIDS cases. With the

implementation of thisilot there has been and increase In case reporting at this
fe sment, education and tailored procedures, hospitals in high
incidence areas can continue to meet their legal obligation to‘report AIDS cases to the
local health authority.

T.A.P.75 1
Données sur Epidémiologiede linmunodéfcence Humaine,
‘INSERM SC4,Paris, Fi

DMAC : À software for cooperative epidemiology of HIV infection
Rete! O., Lesieur S., Longinovic D., Yalleron_A-j

tre Coopérateur

 

Objective : French Ministry of Health ï f inf. ‘i uv

infection based on 23 major hospitals (Centres d'Information et de Soins sur l'immunodéficienceHumaine: CISIH) 2 H idem

Cinkaeptemiiological studies
A software MAC : Dossier Minimum Anonyme Commun) has been devised to

facilitate the cooperstive epidemiology between all collaborating centers. It runs on IBM PC
Ms Dos,
 

 

 

compatibles, wii
Results: Theane

each patient (see Thirion, Sambuc, San Marco, Rev weet Santé Pub.1968.26.36 which protects
confidentiality

each visit of
flow oy: aoacompuMos of tne sages ofthe paiceas ancceting LDCDCICDS: automatic
production of te moan ofAIDSothe Genel Dusta Heawhethepatient saussatisfies

thecriteriaof AID: full:

Center ; statistical fules to allow each participating center t analyse locally its own data.The
those biological

Modifications of the 

 

 

software can easily b ini
which additional informations have to be collected.

The system has received the agreement of iheCommission Nationale de l'informatique et des
Libertés. be obtained
 

T.A.P.77 DEACT QE DE REVISION OF THE CXC ATDSCASE HEFINETION ON CASE. HEFORTING

Hamidi, Cyrus*; Hidalgo, J.*; Rogers,
‘Maryland Deere ef eaeh  Meatt a

RE Saber 1987 rovisie’ af the Che AIScase

inore, Maryland, USA.
case definition

 cate definition revision in 1967, the Division of AUS Surveillance
they met the older case criteria or the newr, brosder

ty anembuation project wine

records and by of pr ly-reported which had
the older definition.

2 The percentage of cases meeting each case definition by December 31, 1968 is as follows:

Definition Year of is
Before 1985 1987

Old BO (88%) 236(867) 1%(751) 0m T5(em)
Revised 1 (12) 21 (12%) à (142) io (251) 2 (27) 23 (207)
TOTAL

mevveficn donot icine A cametnapedeid tin

but developed conditions which reclassified them under the old definition. Of these
= 157(46.7) haday the end of 1988 vise big ton as progreasing to old

‘inition AIDS. This resulted in a 10.9% increase in reported cases (1498 total cases/137
definition cases) due to the revised AIDS case definition, in the 16 month

Conclusion: The revision has had a mmber of
criteria wit

should place
rised definiti wo ab bef. ing o!

tion. Third, estimates of

of the revised definition mt be taken into account by thos plaming for future
of AIDS patients.
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FNnee SERS COO REVISED DEFINITION ON ATDS CASE REPORTS

Massey, J.;

T.A.P.78
costa, Semel: Grant, Christine M.; Beil, J.;

» J.; Robeson,
New Jersey State Department of Health,Trenton, NJ, U.S.A,

ghiective. To de ine the effect of the September.191987revision of the

survei1l.ance definition of AIDS on case reports by the New

Sereey State Department of Health (NSSDOH)

Methods. Information onPRIS cases new: ported to
ti period prior to definition revision (Time I - tay 1986-Augut
1987) were to those reported between September 1987 and December

1988 as retrospectively reclassified reports were excluded.

Ss ng TI, there were 2,617 case reports received, 46% of
al ever Ir in State o91 rt: received dur
Time I. There were significant differences (p .01) in ition of

rt 2 P ction of females
reported during inc! ed from 19% to 23%; blacks

increased f 8% to 53%; heterosi 47% to 55%;
homosexual /oi 1 males fi 3 ions o
Hispanics {13%} a d chilären reported (3%) did not differ. Fully half of

ail reported cases in were ci the ‘inition,

ith over 23% associated with wastii or HIV encephal

decline in proportion of PCP from 63% to 47%
Conclusions. re 1 signifi in theTeported cases of

AIDS since the definition revision, most of hich seen with an

foie er of being md The proportion‘tionof‘tate

and bi In half of these thesehas inc:
reportswould have been excluded during Time I, as olsnonot
Previously included were diagnosed.

one EFFECT OF THE REVISED AIDS 1987 CASE DEFINITION ON THE

teMe CASES REPORTED IN UPSTATE NEW YORK

les, F.%; h, Perry**; Caouette, J.**; Putnam, D.#*;

T.A.P.80
ce

Chiarello, L.**; Morse, D.*
*Centers for Disease ContraL, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

**New York State Department of Health, Albany, New York, USA.

ompare the characteristics of AIDS cases meeting criteria for

efinition only (87CD) with those meeting the old 1985

ned from the state registry of upstate AIDS cases and
aedbetween 10/1/87 and 12/31/88.

d inEnts period, 285 (30%) met the revised case
definati cencanes of cases who were females (87CD=16%;85CD14%) and

minoritiescaress85CD=507) were©minimaly*increased; age distributions

simila: Th group demonstrated increases in the rate ratios (RR)

) among adult cases (RR=1 6;95XCI=1.3,1. 8) for

maternal IVDU associated with pediatric cases (RR=2.7 3952CI~1.1,6.6) and for

ality rate (87CD=372% vs 85CD=282;RR=1.3;95%C1= 1.1, 127). of
7 (66

f 52 87CD cases diagnosed between 10/87 and 1/89 showed 4
cases (8%) subsequently met the 1985 definition.
Conclusion. Use of the 1987 revised AIDS case ay has led to increases

el nd case fatality rate. Although 302 of

t
changes in medical practices which may have re-

sulted in an increase in presumptive diagnoses.

T.A.P.82 DECLINING INCIDENCE OF ACUTE HEPATITIS B AMONG DRUG USERS
IN AMSTERDAM MAY INDICATE A CHANGE IN RISK BEHAVIOR

rdoux, C.; Buning, Ernst; Leentvaar-Kuijpers, A.;
Verster, A.; Coutinho,

Municipal Healch Service, * amsterdan, The Netherlands

Sbjective. To evaluate the AIDS-preventionprogramme among drug users (DU)
njuste am vith the incidence of acute hepatitis B (AHB) as a surrogate

Methods, AHB-cases in Amsterdam are notified to the municipal health ser-
for each ¢

ng in a MP is the number of DU arrested by the police. The pro-
bability of arrest is considered be the same for MP and non-MP DU. The
nusber of exchanged needles/syringes is used as a criteria for the preven-
tionprogranne DU.
Results.

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
AHB cases among 17 74 Ti 13
Estimated num!Br0of DU 7900 9300 7800 7400 8200 +8200
AHB incidence none DU per 100,000 216 278 309 149 159
Ex ed needles 2 1 700 6.
Soncturion: Thedecrease of AHB-incidence|among DU may indicate that a
Bignificant change in risk behavior has occurred among this group in
Austerdan.
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T.A.P.79 RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF NON-AIDS REPORIS IN NEW JERSEY BASED ON OC
REVISED SURVEILLANCE DEFINITION OF 1:
Cove, Molly; Costa,sacietyTe5

Aile eV
emeMy,15 ani August, 1

Rail. Final d'A) (D Verat ame ee
‘revised increase

T A P 81 CAN THE INFECTION RATE OF HBV SERVE AS A PREDICTOR OF HIV

“ * INFECTION?
orath*, A. Etzioni**, Y. inger*, N. Rimon*,

S. Pollack**, *VirFoi Unit and ** Div. Clinic:
Medical Center, Faculty of Medicine, Technio:

Objective. To compare HIV and HBV infection rates in various risk groups
for HIV infectio:
Methods. Serum saaples wewere collectedan 123
homosexual men and 32 abusers.
antibodies, HBsAg, anti-Hbe and anti-“ibe.

hemophilia patients, 49
amples were tested for anti-HIV

 

Results.
Risk Group HBV+ HYB- Total

No. tested %pos No. tested ‘pes No. tested pos
Hemophilia 105 52 18 123 41

Homosexuals 15 6.7 34 ;
Drug Abus:ers 25 24

There is a significant difference inxiv rate of infectionbetween uve“and
£ 59 HBV 

The infection rate o: HBV, whic’ more easil:
ictor for Hivinfection rate. Presentiy, hemo-

£ HBV inf
inf
were highly eeeby HIV sexual men population a
much lower rate of HBV infection (31%) was associated with a low infectivity
rat» of HIV (2%)

ALADSAD DEDENES ce GONORRHEA, SYPHILIS AND HEPATITIS 3,
T.A.P.83 Jxioon, Franklyn;©Con, D.; Douglas, J. Denver Public

bald,Dawe Calorado,

gonorthea, syphilis, and hepatitis B as measures of

changing behavior resulting from fear of AIDS,
Methods. Yearly incidences of syphilis in Denver Metro Clinic patients,

and of hepatitis B in Denver ere determined gay (@4), heterceexual men

(M), and heterosexual women (HW) for 1982 through 1988.
Results. (No. No. Hepatitis B (No.)
Year HA a i Gt M Ww
1982 Fc 1,260 6% 40 2 21 16
1983 1,149 1,255 681 16 45 15 2 18 10
1984 1,407 720 101 59 2 3 32 16
1985 785 1,456 753 55 € 21 26 35 15
1986 270 1,30 3 (52 12 18 hh 21
1987 166 984 L 5 87 13 35 41
1988 92 313 ll 49 9 19
During the 6 year epidemic in * QM has declined 95Z, but in

1M and i peaked in 1985, then declined 46% and 58% respectively. Syphilis has
declined 86% in but recently has increased in Hepatitis 3 has decreused each

 
gonorrhea is the met indicator of recent changes in Syphilis
hepatitis B are much less useful because of low incidence, long >

infection, and, for hepatitis B, non-sexual » GM and white, but not black or
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T A P. 90 HIV RISK FACTORS IM STEADY MALE SEX PARTNERS OF KINSNASA
. RSTTL

SattitoysteveMi Dial #Projet SIDA,
Kinshasa, Zaire;dE ake Institute of Tropical
Medicine, Antwerp,

 

989, 77 stead € ex partners of f
paarnae enof STD End HIV) were“Héros

IV and syphi
. f"ester, 6x) male partners of HIV(+) wonen_were

Repupts. RES “aale© partnerers of HIV{-) womenAan pon) 343, 9%) we
had active syphilis and 6(8%) had a history o4 syphilis. HIVi+) tndRIVES)

RONDERENNES7B,cranefuriont(0,sslt ces w: other .
2"anes prostitutes and their steady male partners (HIV+) or HIV(-)

compar

  

FC) C+) Fle) MC) P value

fale creondesase ax NS
ways condom u!

Cireumeission 100% 9x NS
SyphilisCTPHAsun ti 25% 0 0.02

e characteristics:
History of ulcer (last 5 years) 7x 33% 0.01
Cervical erosion 19%

(F=PAUE Munale, (+)=HIVC+), C-)mHIV(e))
These characteristics were,sisilar forduration of relationship (25 mos. vs

+) and ne uaber sex conta week (1.6 vs. &
fonequtign.Aha highary Infection ratece ound amongsteady partners of
fenRe titutes whoave high prevalence of HIV other sexually

nseited’id disease l ulcer disease in the ner nd history of  
syphilis in the nen beneah fectors for HIV infection.

T.A.P.92 POTENTIAL ROLE OF SPERMATOZOA IN THE TRANSMISSION OF HIV
ElisabethDusgeix*. D. Guetard**, A. Ellrodt**

onM. De AL

* Laboratoire de Virirologie - C.H.U. de pieêtre -27 FRANCE

*e* INSERM - Unité - C.H.U, de Bicêtre - FRANC

*** Laboratoire de Biologie de la Reproduction - C.H.U. de Bicêtre - FRANCE

Objective : To further elucidate the mechanism of the sexual transmission
of HIV, we investigated whether spermatozoa from healthy men could be infec-

HIV.
Methods : Fresh motile spermatozoa separated from mononuclear cells and

seminal plasma, were obtained by swim-up from 12 HIV antibody negative men.

T

 
 
leo sugg

ted spermatozoa from their HIV infected husband may prove dangerou

T.A.P.94 {HETEROSSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIVFROM
INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS TOTHEIR SEXUAL PARTNERS.

 

 

Padian,Naucy*, Petersen, H.*, Meakin, R.*, Brodie, B.*, Wofsy, C.*, Moss, A*.
ORNEof California, San Francisco,California,USA. oy os

Objecti for f 1 sect :

neusers$10tether seal partners.
(IVDU: Vseropositivity

over the’ast six months in3 Beamer centers in San Panascwere interviewed
about sexual partners.If thi itive and had heterosexual partners,

ited their er forscreening.
Resultsalts:330femaleand248 js were screened. Approximatel

turnedfor their test results. Theseincluded 22 sero;seropositive women ath malemalescxsx,
26 1e 20 of the 48 (42%) infecte

individual tof essns
senualpartners, including 5 women and 5 men; 7 (70%) reported IV dru;ruguseuse andall
eset sexual contact with theirseropositive her within the last year. Two

do10parnersnySexual othofw

 

1%) were HIVnsVDO whom were IVDUs,
exual partners IVDUsexperiencethe double risk offHIV

Asizable

proportic drug usersdo notreturn fortest results, and of those who do, many
are Enable4contact‘their sexual partners. Neverthe!ess,partner referral a the time

ffecti ching individuals who 

might otherwise be unaware of their risk.
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T A P 91 SEROLOGIC CONCORDANCE AND INCIDENCE OF HIV IN REGULAR
Sethe PARTNERS IN NAIROBI, KENY

William Cameron*, M. L. Kosseim**, à. Oduor**, L. J. D'Costa’
& M. Maitha##, G. M. Irungu**, ALBraddick*™,A.&Ronalét®*,:
A Plummer**#; *Ottawa General Hospital, Otta'

AU of Nairobi, Nairobl City Commission,Lis Kenya;
##*University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MA, Canada.

 

Objective. To identify serologic concordance and correlates of

$
with consent. Sexual contacts of HIV positive persons ha

clinical, microbiological and serologic evaluation initial and
in monthly follow-up. Marital couples were informed
counselted about HIV and sexual transmission, and provided

indoms.
Results. During a one year period, 82 couples were observed. 42

(51%) Soreeynitial ly serologically concordant for HIV antibody.
Concordance was not statistically significant ty associated with
HIV related diseas Duratiion o ual relatior a
associated with concordance (p<o. 08). 40 (49%) Marines were

0.05).
Conclusion. Classic sexually transmitted diseases may facilitate

heterosexual HIV transmission between regular sexual partners.

T.A.P.93 ETHNIC DIFFERENCESIN THEHETEROSEXUAL
TRANSMISSION OF HIV IN RNIA.

Padian,Nancy*, Moree AS Glass,S.*,noie, S.*, Maisonet, G.**. “University of
California, San Francisco, **California Leadership Committee, California, USA.

 

Obi 1 : 1 ion of HIV in

nonevowomen.
: Weexamined heterosexual transmission ofHIV in the female sexual partners

ofmen infected with nVororstrewith AIDSo:r ARC,:and compared transmission
 

 

 

 

 

‘thn acuples werestudied.I thnic gr coup les were studie
ReBL had slightly hi i i hites (27% compared
to 21%, not ckwomen},
(46%, p=.04). Both black ed latina womenweremcmoreveliayee drug

repeat)endating
en practiced anal ith th an either white 

ororblack women (p=O04 foreachsonar Increased risk of transmission forlatina
led tf

intercourse,|

AofPretransmissionOrrHIV than infected men fromotherrisk groups.

igher inf reen caelentpractice Pranal
intercourse this group. These findings remain too be verified in larger more
representative samples.

T.A.P.95 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS vl ee BASED ON PARTNER STUDIES

Shiboski, Stephen ; Jewell, N. University ofCalifornia at

Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United State

Objective. To develop parametric and nonparametric statistical methods for

analysis of data on HIV transmission in partners of infected individuals.

Methods. For data on infection status of partners of infected index cases in

yumbe: exua:
 
which number of s: 1 contacts following infection of ABE

> onparametric est te the hazard of transmission is developed

viewing number of contacts as a natur time scale and applying discret

survival a: sis techniques. ition, a generalized linear (GLM)
of transmission probability incorporating covariates is developed. The GLM
is based o: for transmission which assumes a constant per
contact infectivity. Diagnostic Pro“cedures are proposed to test validity of

the simple model, examine evidence for heterogeneity in infectivity across

partnerships and to assess“the effect of measurement error in the number of
contacts on the GLM estimates.
Results. The methods were applied to data from the California Partner's
Study (Padian, et a . The nonparametric hazard estimate indic: that

infectivity is not constant for ta, and evidence of heterogeneity was

provided by lack of fit of Li del. In addition, inde nt cont-
ributions to the ere ob: ed condom use (p=.01}, bleeding during

. de of sexual practice (p=.07) and the 1 er of contacts
gone Statler results were repo: by Padian (1989) with another model
Conc. Le onparametric and parametric statiatical methods developed

provide’an effective means of analysis of data on HIV transmission from
partner studies and are easily implemented with.available software.
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CHANGING SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR IN THE 1980'ST.A.P.84

xekart, Michael L. STD Control, Ministry of Health, Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada.
Objective To examine trends in reported cases of gonorrhea and infectious
syphilis in British Columbia from 1980-1988 as a surrogate marker for
high-risk behaviour.
Methods Reports of gonorrhea and infectious syphilis were examined from
1980 to 1988 and total cases were compared with cases occurring in
homosexual males. In order to 'control' as far as possible for an increase
in under-reporting - the same trends were examined in a large metropolitan
VD Clinic

 

  

Results
Table I 1980 1981] 1982] 1983] 1984] 1985] 1986] 1987| 198a/
Gonorrhea-Total 10,16419,22018,62316,13716,35915,55613,564/2,94211,928|
Gonorrhea~Homosexual| 1,246/1,244|1,099| 678} 521] 280| 132] 120] 67
% ‘Homosexual 12.3{ 13.5[ 42.7] 11.0] 9.5] 5.7] 3.7 4.1] 3.5]
Syphilis-Total 234] 190] 234] 183] 149] 224| 157] gel 55]
Syphilis-Homosexual 154] 130] 175| 136| 100! 114] 15| 17
% Homosexual 65.8 68.4] 74.8] 74.3] 67. 17.0| 30.9|
There were similar trends noted in the Vancouver in Clinic. 
Conclusion Risky sexual behaviour in the 1980s has decreased substantially
in British Columbia, probably initiated by the attention surrounding herpes

on STDs and AIDS is effective in changing sexual behaviour to stop new
transmissions of HIV, gonorrhea, and syphili

T A P 86 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MALE CIRCUMCISION
ov AND HIV INFECTION IN AFRICAN POPULATIONS

Bongaarts, J.*; Reining, Priscilla**; Way, P.***;
Conant, F.P.#***
*The Population Council, N.Y., **americanAegociation for the
Advancement of Science, Washington,D.C. US Bureau of
the Census, Suitland, MD, ****Hunter College, N. Y. U.S.A.

Objective. To examine the relationship between HIV seropreva~
ence and the proportion of uncircumcised males in Afri

countries to determine whether circumcision practices play a
role in explaining the large existing variation in the sizes
of African HIV epidemics.
Methods. A review of the anthropological literature yielded
estimates on circumcision practices for 409 African ethnic
groups from which corresponding national estimates were derived
HIV seroprevalence rates in the capital cities were used as
indications of the relative level of HIV infection in 37
countries.

Results. The correlation between these twovariables in the
n countries was high (R=0.9; P<0.001). This findi

is consistent with existing clinic based studies that indicate
a lower risk of HIV infection among circumcised males.

T.A.P.88 ned TRANSMISSTON INSTABLE SEXUAL lan IN KENYA
=Te B.#k,##*, D'Costa LJ.#* v FASS&kee
TaeRe, Ndinya~Achola JO.* Reise"IK.

*Univ. Nairobi, Kenya;Nairobi City Commission, Kenya; Sani.“ashtageon,
Seattle, USA; *##** Univ. Mar.itoba, Winnipeg, Canada.

OBJECTIVE: To identify the frequency of and risk factors for heterosexual
transmission of HIV within coupl

HIV+ individuals attending a Nairobt STD clinic were enrolled in
a prospective study along with their s
RESULTS: Of 75 couples, 35(47%) were concordant (CON) for HIV infection.
Of 40 disordantonS) couples, in 24 the index case was male and in 16 the
ndex case emale. IV- we

In follow up of 25 couples
for mth:
CONCLUSION: “A highpproportion of coup .
incidence of new infections is higherthan that observed in North American
studi

Transmission hétérosexuelle (partie 1)
Heterosexual Transmission (Part 1)
T A P 85 AIDS PATIENTS WITH NO IDENTIFIED RISK--LACK OF EVIDENCE
ss toe mu MODES OF TRANSMISSION

Lois*; Bush, T.* and Chamberland, M.*
*Centers for Diseare Cotteel. Atlanta, GA, USA

Gblective.|ibe identify new or unrecognized modes of HIV transmission
Methods . S patients with no identified risk (NIR) for HIV exposure are

e
4 (70%) are still under investigation; 469 (18%) died,

refused interv:view, or were lost to follow up; and 339 had no risk
identified after inves tigation. Like heterosexual contact patients and
IV-drug users (1VDUs) with AIDS, most (65%) of the 339 investigated adulte
with NIR were black and Hispanic; the sex distribution was similar to that
of IVDUs with AIDS (22% women, 78% men). Interview data were available for
228 (67%) of the 339 investigated adults. Blood exposure via needlesticks
was reported by 16 (362) of 45 health care workers. Other possibl
parenteral exposures to blood were reported by 9% of the interviewed adults
(12 had tatoos and 3 had acupuncture).
rijuana, was reported by 22%. One third reported a history of a sexually

transmitted disease, and 46 (32%) of 142 men reported sexual contact with a
titute.

Conclusion. NIR patients have demographic characteristics similar to those
of other heterosexual AIDS patients; forlow-up of these patients suggests
possible sexual or blood exposure to

T A P 87 HIV-1 INFECTION IN SEXUALLY EXPOSED WOMEN: RISK FACTORS FOR
omen PREVALENT AND INCIDENT INFECTIONS

FRANCIS ELUMMER* PEPIN J.***, MAITHA G.* MOSS G.#k#x,
NDINYA-ACHOLA J.*, D'COSTA L.*
University of Nairobi*, Nairsod citty Commission **, Nairobi; University of
Manitoba*#*, Winnipeg; University of Washington****, Seattle »WA, U.S.

OBJECTIVE: To determine tisk factors for HIV-l1 infection in women and the
incidence of male-fe f HIV:
METHODS: 238 randoomlysele enting
diseases (STD) clinic were interviewed about sexual behaviour:eet
contraceptive use, paren 1 exposures and examined for STD a
infection. HIV seronegative women (HIV-) with genital|ulcers tou)were
followed for 6 months.
RESULTS:> (12.62) of women were HIV BokehBSec (HIV+). HIV+ w
were often single (19/30 ve 55/208, OR=4.8, p<.01), recently prosti-
tutes(6/30 vs 4/208, OR=12.8, p<l076), had a greaÊter mean number of

to a sexually transmitted
STD,

sexual partnersin the past months (SP3M) (HIV+ 4+6 vs HIV- 1+3, p<.001),
more past GU (7/30 vs 16/208, OR=3.6, p<.01), past STD (7/30 vs 9/208,

OR? 7, p<. jong women with >2 SP3M 6/12 HIV+ vs 7/33 HIV- (p=0.7)Am
reported recent oral contraceptive VS 2 of 33 HIV- women with GU
seroconverted.
CONCLUSION: HIV+ is associated with fegreeof sexual activity, past GU
and STD. In Nairobi, 25% of men with G e HIV+: a crude male-female
transmission rate after one sexual exposureof 252.

T.A P 89 HIV INFECTIONAn CIRCUMCISION STATUS
ne ughlin, M; Chiasson, M; et al.,

New York City  peperteent of Health, NY,NY U.S.A.

Obiective. To examine the relationship between HIV infection and
circumcision.
Methods. sis of two studies done in New York City's Sexually
Transmitted pieeeee(3D) Clinics. Study #1 is a caae-control study of 352
men sttending 2 STD clinics from 8/87-3/88. Study #2 is a cross-sectional
study of 1374 men attending 2 STD clinics from 12/86 to 12/88. All study
participants were interviewed. Circumcision statusPie determined by
self-report(both studies) and by physical exam in Study #
Results. The evalence of circumcision by physical exam in Study #1 vas
39.1%. #2 pr
52.0%. e differences in cire
racial compositions and by misclassification in the self
report group. Men in Study #1 who were uncircumcised were twice as likely
to misclassify themselves as those who were circumcised(17.7% ve 8.4%).
The prevalence of HIV infection in Study #1 was 18.2%, and in Study #2 was
13.2%. Logistic regression analysis adjusted for age, race, homosexuality,
number of sexutl partners, drug use, diagnosie and circumcision
status(physica and self-report) was done for both study populations.
There was no association between circumcision Status and HIV infection.

two studies in NYC STD clinics, with a total of 1726 men,
no independent relationship was found between circumcision status and HIV
infection.
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T. A P. 96 COMPARISON OF RISK hamsadaeee une SELF-REFERRED AND

“eee TPDeFeine HETE)

er, D.; Feingold, tierLeee Seayer, Kenneth.
New England Behavioral Health Study, Pevtucket. RI. U.S.A.

Objective. To assess risk for a self-referred population”based cohort com-

red to a provider-referred group in a prospective HIV transmission study,
n reaching at-risk groups.and to assess efficiency of outreach receuitwent. i

i the first 215 par-Methods. Risk assessment interviews and serologies from
i of the heterosexual spread of HIV.ticipants in a prospective study of Outreach

include a ements, newspaper ads, brochures bookmarks, mt
books, talks on college campuses and informing providers s' 1g populations at

risk.
‘Results. Of the first 215 enrollees, 91 were provider-referred and 124 were
self-referred. 414 of the provider-referred participants are HIV+, compared
with 73 of ntreferreds. Self-referred Potageipants were more Likely to be
female (52% vs 48%), young (71% in the 18-24 age group vs 55% in the older age
groups) andwhit (61% ws 45% for all other ethnic categories). Self-referreds
were al: ce as likely to have ha or partners int ear,

but less likely partners’ risk (he 62% vs 38% of provider-referred
id not know their partner(s)' risk). Self-referreds were also more likely to

i i vs 442). Se 1f-referred partici-
59% reported “rarely” or “never” vs

i as likely to consider themselves at

ly to perceive thenselves

unknown risk statu:
Gonc}usion. Seifreferred enrollees are less liike

ue to heving multiple partners of

€:
may

and not practizing safer

 

analysis
RESULTS: 1 femme HP, 49 ware HIV(+)« Male IC waremostly IVDU (64%) oc
Se Tse). The following 3 risk factors were identified: practice of
anal sex Ratio=4.2 [1.9-9.6]); male index with full-blown
(O.R.m4.1 [1.3-13.3)); history of sexually transmitted diseases
pest 5 years for the IC and/or the HP (0.R.=3.0 [1.3-6.8}).

transmitters (IC+,HP+) had lower are

1.8 [0.98.8]. Duration of ¢ 3 years), frequency of
, other anal sex, contraceptive behaviour
found to be i with partner ,

None of the 3 risks 68 5.84 2 or 3 of these risks
History of smffor IC and/or # 24.1%
Mal-genita 24 29.2%
foisteaps 8 37.5 TOTAL 201 24.4

T.A.P.100 BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION iN COUPLES ENROLLED IN A
STUDY OF HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION

Petersen, Padlan, N.”, Glass, S.”, Moreno, A°, Ajanlku, 1, Wofsy, C.°

“University of California, San Francisco, Calfomla, USA

We provided education and counseling about safe sex practices as
our heterosexual partner study. Participants wore evaluated everysk

monte folowing ery io the ty. Behavior at enrollment and last folow-up ts

ParnerHIV), ‘Arount of neva’reser en6were <lecordant (index HIV+, the

up is as follows: no Intercourse = 3/43; less Intercourse = 30/43; sa
intercourse = 3/43; more intercourse =

 

7/43. Condoms were used by24/80 of the
discordant having less intercourse, by 3/3 of those having the amount of
intercourse, and by 5/7 of those engagl . Anal intercourse
was by 9 of the di les at intake, only 4 of whom used condoms.
Only 2 of these couples sexual the time of last follow-up, both

condoms.

Conclusion: ucat ig In a heterosexual
partnerstudycous Lo romaan eeeve ler Modification. Failure
 ngness, on the part of the partner, to

T.A.P.97 , HETEROSEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND HIV STATUS IN A COHORT OF PERSONS

!AT INCREASED RISK FOR BIV INFECTION
‘Mayer, Kenneth; Zierler, S.; Feingold, L.; and Laufer, D.

New England Behavioral Health study (NEBHS), Brown University, Providence
and Memorial Hospital, Pawtuc SA.

Objective: To correlate heterosexual activity and hiv status in a cohort from
“mala region where almost are heterosexuals

Methods: crosreestienalaneysses iews and seroloopies from the first
a enrol lee: ty-based.trroopecrive study of the heterosexusl
spread of aayÀin $. E.deven5 land.

Results: 22/109 (20%) of the women and 24/106 (23%) of the men were HIV+
ane6 (87%) of the HIV+ eubjests and 39% of the whole cobort are or were ‘vou

of the cohort is Whit: ther results included:
Women HIV- Men HIV- Women

- Behavioral Parameters N=87 Na82
Same sex contact in the past year 87 52 5% 1%
>'10 partners in the past year 13% 10% 10% 22
> 50 lifetime partners 327 542% 147 322
History of STD (ever) 63% 507 287 307
sexwith known high riskere 67% 507 402 44%

in the 37% 50Z 49%
Conctusien: Although PLof the HIV- subjects perceived themselves to be at
increased risk to devesop AIDS, > & had unprotected sex withkimown high risk

partners in“the past year, usually steady, non-paying partne:
HIV+ subjects in this cohort are IVDU, many who are HIV- knowingly engage
in unsafe sex. Risk reduction programs me have to target couples and do more

than identify risky behaviors.

T.A.P 99 Alberto Saracco, and the Italian Multicenter Study Group on HIV
. Heterosexual Transmission, Infectious Diseases Clinic, University of

Milan, Miian, Italy.

Female steady partners of HIV-infected subjects, without other risk factors
for infection, aes been enrolied since January na udy of the role

played by behav eg, n neteroveeual transmission

of HIV satection. Every HIV positive cen-

ters was considered

tal infections an Lo re con veraial possib risk fac s

such as 1 h of relationship and frequency of s: ave en investigated

and found, with 8: ini ons, to be associated “ee Vv sion. Com

don use hi prote
be presented ond diecusned,with parti

ular reference to controversial matter

T.A.P.101 CHANGES IN SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE BEHAVIOR IN

VoMaDCOUPLES AFTER HIV TESTING
er, Mary; Dugan,T. and Seldlin, M

New York UniverseSheet of Medicine, New York, NY, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine the meee of HIV testing on sexual behavior In heterosexual

couples, using data from a prospective study of heterosexual transmission.

Methods. Partners Yes of infected. individuais (1s) were mas if Ps had never used
WW drugs, had > 10 isodes of v h is, were not separated

from and were capable of additional intercourse w

Resuits: 31 couples were
$

 
 

prior partners of infected
seroconverted during the period of

% of HiV+ and 25% of HIV- Ps had used non-IV drugs in the year prior

to entry. re were no safedress In marital status, length of relationship,

education, or famliy income between HIV+ and HIV- Ps. Ail couples were primarily

monogamous. Ail bu we. rep tedaàch ge in sexual practices after testing. 4 HIiV-

and 3 HIV+ Ps became abstinent. The others institutad condom use for VI, but 66% of
F f HIiV- Ps reported inconsistent use. Half of the couples reported anal

Intercourse (Al) prior to tasting; oniy one le continued to have Ai after testing.
preg time of their first test, 4 of whom were HIV+. One

3 HIV-s completed the pregnancies. Two pregnanciesoecurred after HIV

testing, both in HIV+s who claimed to be using safe sex pract

Conctuslons: HIV testing of Ps resulted in safer sexuai practices. however Ps using

Id so Inconsistently. Because such iapses were especially frequent

among HiV+ Ps vertical transmission of HIV remains a persisting risk.
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T.A.P 102 HIGH PREVALENCE OF HIV-1 ANTIBODIES IN STD
, PATIENTS WITH GENITAL ULCE

Debrework Zewdie.* urahman, Ms, Ayhunie,

**National ResearchHutffutéTucesansPenTe?Fete et=
* Arada Clinic, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

*** ALERT, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

 

Objective. To determine the prevalence of HIV-1 infection in
STD patients with genital ulcers,
Methods. Patients attending an STD clinic were randomly selected.
Bloodspecimens were obtained ‘rompatientswith @ap and
present history of genital ulcer disease ing for
antibody was testedRUE ELISA (Wellcozyme)Pan confirmed
by Western Blot (BLORAD).
Results. Of the 226 Us"Temales and 151 males) tested, 63 (27%)
‘Wereseropositive ‘or The valence rate in those
with past history of genital ulcer disease was 34.7% and 28.6%
in patients with gonor!
Conclusion. The high seroprevalence rate is indicative of the
role other STDs play in the transmission of HIV infections in

i xually

 

change along with this
may beoné way of curbing the AIDS epedemic in these are:

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH SEROCONVERSIONIN A STUDY OF HETEROSEXUAL
SEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV IN MONOGAMOUS COUPLES

T.A.P.104

Nichols,Marsaret, Paroski P., Sampson G., Leibel J., Kennedy M.J. - Woodhull Medical and
Mental Health Center, Brooklyn, NY, USA

Qbiective. To present 2 preliminary analysis of factors associated with seroconversion in a
study of heterosexual sexual transmission of HIV ia a cohort of monogamous couples.

. The Northern Brooklyn Partner Study, begun in September 1988 with Funding
from the “cpe, three year longitudinal study of mmonjogamous heterosexual couples
which one partner has as his/her only risk factor sexual contact with the other partner, The
sample y based primary health care facility which services arom a communit
population that is 93% black or Hispanic and 86% IVDU’s and their sexual partners. Data
gathered are retrospective as well as prospective, and include sexual and drug use behaviors,
Psychological measures, and medical parameters (stage of disease of index partner, p-24 an-
tigen, HIV cultures, concurrent VD, etc). All subjects are reinterviewed and examined at 3
month intervals.

. Preliminary data presented here will n between
couples where sexual transmission has already occurred ‘concordant‘cupand couples
where theexposesed partner is seronegative at the time of entry into the study (discordant
coupies). Data will be presented on at least 10 discordant couples, with at least 10 concordant!
couples sedaas a compariso:

T.A.P.106 RISK OF HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV-1 FROM RECIPIENT'S

OF BLOOD AND BLOOD PRODUCTS
Transfusion Safety study Group* represented by Donegan,

Etizabeth*
“Part ating institutions, New York City, Miami, Detroit, Seattie
San Francisco, Los Angeles, USA, **lUniversity of California, San Francisco,

‘California, US

Objective. To assess the potential for transmission of HIV-1 by persons
y contaminatedBlood, to heterosexual contacts before and after

‘earning about their s
Methods. The SionSafety Study is a longitudinal study of recipients
of blood and blood products. Information concerning sexual behavior prior to
and at 6-month intervals after enrol iment was obtained by interview and

evaluated for anti-HIV-1 (+) subjects.
Results. 522 anti-HIV-1 (+) subjects probably infected through blood reported

n 1979 and enrollment. This potential

sexual exposure of others included prostitutes (20 subjects). After informed
of positivity, 387 of 469 with follow-up continued to have sexual contacts.
Df these, 80 (21%) reported that hey were sexually active with multiple
partners. Two (10%) of 21 anti-HIV-1 (+) primary sexual partners also

continued having sex with additional partn
Conclusion. Transfusion-transmitted Etinfections, although responsible
For a small percentage of all infections, increase the reservoir in
community and the potential for further transmission through peverosenual
contact. (Sponsored by Contract No. NO1-HB-7003 of the Nationa] Heart,

Lung, and Blood Institute.)
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Transmission hétérosexuelle (partie 2)
Heterosexual Transmission (Part 2)

HIV-1 TRANSMISSION IN HETEROSEXUAL COUPLES
T AP 103 C.Papetti, A.M. Pesce, 1.Mezz » E.Pinter, G.D'Offizi,

G.Luzi and F.Aiuti

Dept. of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, University of Rome “La Sapienza”,

Rome, Ital

 

Objective o study immunological featuresand transmission risk in
heterosexual “couples with one seropositive partne

43 heterosexual couples were evaluated; one partner was
seropositive at the first medical check who previously belonged to a high
risk behaviour category. The study included 34 seropositive at risk males

9 females. Number of sexual intercourses, condom wees sexual
behaviours _immunol ogi cal features were evaluated for each couple
Results At irst contr ples were found to. have both
positive partners, whereas 26 had seronegative partner not belonging to a
risk category. After one year follow up 2 out of 26 seronegatives were
infected (774).

ne lusi ong the evaluated parameters condom use was found t
important to prevent HIV transmission: 954 of couples with both infected
partners di not use condom whereas in
seronegative partner the condom was not commonly applied. Among the
immunological parameters CD4+ T lymphocytes and skin tests were found to
be relevant biological conditions favouring HIV-1 transmission from a
seropositive subject to a seronegative one.

T A P 105 THE RISKS FOR HETEROSEXUAL HIV TRANSMISSION
FROM INFECTED OOD TRANSFUSION RECEIPIENTS
Ward, Johns Perkins,H**; Donegan, E***; Ou,C-Y*;

Laussecq, S+; Gaynor ,St++; al
*CDC, Atlanta, GA; MeinBlood Bank & #***Univ CA. Med. Ctr., San.
Francisco, CA; +Health Dept. & ++Blood Center, New York, N.Y., USA.

Objective. To identify risk factors for heterosexual HIV transmission.
Methods. HIV-infected transfusion recipients and their partners were asked
about sexual practices, medical history, and examined and tested for signs
of infection; polymerase chain reactionarors with SK 38-39 primer pairs was
used to identify HIV genetic material ripheral mononuclear ce
Resuits. Through 1988, 74 tav-seropocitive repensewere identified and
39 had partners; 5 ( 19%) of 30 female partner f 9 male partners
were HIV-seropositive. When tested by PCR, specimens fron 26 seronegative
pattners were PCR-negative; 20 of 24 specimens from seropositive recipients
and 3 of 3 from seropositive partners were PCR positive. The 39 recipients
with partners had been infected for a median of 60 months (range 11-108
mos.); 14 (36%) had AIDS. Partners of recipients with AIDS were not mor
likely to be infected compared to other partners (2/14 vs. 2/25). Although
compared to Some Female partners, infected wives rende ©to be older
(58 yrs. ve 50 » to sexual contacts (median 84 vs. 186,
p=.17), and to nore likelyBleedafter intercourse avvs. 3/25, p=.46),
these jifterences were not statistically significant.
Conclusion. HIVeseronegative ers had no evidence of occult infection. A
recipient having AIDS was not associated with HIV heterosexual transmission.
Older age and bleeding after intercourse suggest that age-associated changes
in the vaginal mucosa may facilitate HIV transmission.

T A P 107 NO MORE SERCONVERSIONS AMONG SPOUSES OF PATIENTS OF
_ THE BONN HEMOPHILIAC COHORT STUDY

-"; Niese,D"5 Brackmann,H. H.**;
Euler,P.* van Loo,B.**, Kamradt,ar
Universitateklinit Bonn, Fi nattut ür experimentelle
Hamatologie, Bonn, FRG, ***Massachusetts Institutes of Technology;
Cambridge, MA, U.S.A.

i ive. To evaluate the risk of heterosexual HIV-tranamiasion.
ig. In 1986, 150 HIV-negative female partners of HIV-positive

hemophiliacs were informed about possible transmission risks and
enrolled in a prospective study. BothElisa and Western Blot were
performed at intervalls of 6 to 12 mon

. 7 couples stopped having tel contact. Regular condon
use was reporteda a but of the remaining couples. On one
occasion, one wo! rderline Western Blot result which was
not reproducible,mall other women always testedmegative-

rri contraceptives used in monogamous relation-
ships seen“to be efficient in preventing heterosexual HIV-trans-

ai
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T.A.P.108

R;Anselmo,A.
TIHEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina,Buenos Aires Argentina.

Objective. To investigate,using a Sensitive virus culture me
negativity in females(spouses of HIV Ab pos.hemophiliacs) (rentwas due to.im
detectable Ab levels or was really reflecting absence of infec

PEMCs from:

REAL VALUE OF SERONEGATIVITY IN LONG-TERM-EXPOSED SEXUAL PART-
NERS OF HIV-INFECTED ACS
Picchio,G;Bouzas Marfa Belén ;Mathov, I ;Muchinik,G;Pérez Bianco,

cul perforned on Group(Ac?hem.with AIDS;
2 2 female-sexual partners and 1 asymptomatic HIV-po: -
duals; GC:2 hem with PGL. Four si Ts were defined as asymptomatic

HIV Ab-neg ivis who had maintained a lationship
with an HIV Ab-pos hem for a minimum of 2 years with of barrier
contraceptives. Vi: al: d 2 low-risk HIV Ab-neg in-
dividuals. HIV Antigen (Ag) (Abbott) presence was test all
Results From i duals7resul ture Pe, (1004), only 1 Ag pos

of 5 resulted
sulted Elieos (1008), only bein AG pos: The
as the 2ne th culture- and
Conclus 25 restection (Ab neg) OMT begtheAe capture as
partnersionch resulted virus culture-neg, Ag neg. The Ag capture assay proved
to be less sensitive than virus culture (2 out of 8 pos cultures) tt.

HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV-INFECTION FROM
HEMOPHILIACS TO THEIR SPOUSES

T.G.A. Kamradt* »B.S.Kampe*, K.E.Schne-
wn

T.A.P.110
DetlefNiese*,

weiat®: P.Euler**?, H.H.Brac

artment of Internal Medicine x* Institute for Clinical
a*% Institute for Experimental Hematology, Hemophi-

nter ,University of Bonn Bonn. Federal Republic of Germany
Objective: To determine rate and cofactor: or heterosexual

artner of HIV-seropositive
s were examined serologically. 13 infected as well as

uninfected partners have been examined clinically and immuno-
ogically. Regarding the index cases, transmitters and 119

non-tranenittece have been plea .
Results: 18 and one male partner (12%) were anti-HIV-
positive in ELISA and Western blot analyais until september jet
1988. 86 hav en retested in until january lat 1989, no addi-
tional seroconversions have been observed.All infected partners
have stage CDC II-III disease. In 39 seronegative partners
CD8+ counts were >700/n1. Regarding the index cases, CD4+ counts
are significant lower in i

sion of HIV in ‘hemophiliacs. Additional factors will be discussed.

T.A.P.112 RISK FACTORS FOR HIV-1 INFECTION IN STD CLINIC PATIENTS:
EVIDENCE FOR CRA (TED HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISS10)

*; Stoneburnar RL*; Telzak E* “
Heer, *New York City Dept. of Health, MYBildebrandt pet Schultz S*; Jaffe s

wee CDC, Atlanta, GA.rial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, NY, NY, *

 

Obiective.reevaluate heterosexual transmission of HIV-1 in STD eflinic
patient! ea of new York City where the cumulative in

adult TE15.aa75/10,0 0 and drug use inc)
. Volunteers le ân an ongoingstudy beginning 1/88

 

antibody waa measured and data on demographics and sexual and

behavior were collected by an interviewer using a structured questionnaire.

i=
RISE HIV+
Gay/Bisexual 37 (37) 99 - - -
IV Drug User (IVDU) 36 (44) 82 17 (55) 31
Sex Partner Person at Risk (SP) 17 (14) 122 13 (11) 115

743 36 (12) 298(4)
e more likely an»teper prostitute contact than

men(TA28)0.R.=2.2, p.07; 1/12 wi crack user ana 3 sexual
contact vith known c:rack users, Lee nv dikely to be crack
using prostitutes (are) hae e HIV- women 00

+ Although nosce MVLinfection in this population occurred in
tners, sexua. vior

be related to transmission among peraons who
deny other AIDS risk factors (HIRs).

Epidémiologieet santé publique
Epidemiology and Public Health

iRESULTS OF HIV ANTIBODY TESTING IN SEXUAL PARTNERS OF
‘Torsbergeyde EORTCOVER 4.5 YEAR PERIODT.A.P.109

J.L* » Willitts, D.L.#*,
and Brettler, D.B.*

*New England Henophilie Center, Worcester Memorial Hospital andL**University
of Massachsuetts Medical Center, Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

fersTo determine the rate of serconversion among sexual partners of
Op tested between September, 1984 and January, 1989

Method: 75 sexual partners of 73 HIV antibody positive henopit: dacs were
Identified over a five yr. period. 69 of the hemophiliacs wereequestre to
inform their partnersabout confidential HIV antibody testing done|at the New
England Hemophilia Center (NE refused to ‘orm their par
partners), 5 partners reSFusedtesting: 5 partnera were lost due teodeath of
the hemophiliac or divorce, 43 agreed to be tested at NEHC and 9 revealed
‘theirnet results performed at an alternate test site. Of the 52 tested, 31
‘were tested at least twice (range 1 to Fitests) and 30 had eho initial or

‘Bost r cennt test done since July, 1987. Medical Records were examined to

determine clinical status, presence of antigenemia and CD& cell level of the
hemophilic partner.
Fesubte: 51 out of the 52 tested (98%) were HIV seronegative.

the sexual partners of 9 hemophiliacs with AIDS, 4 withae antigen
positivity and 8 with CD4 cell levelsÆ 200 cells/ul.
‘positive at time of first testing in 1985. At the time of her positive test,
her hemophiliac husband had no clinical illness or antigenemia and a CD4 cell
lavel of 996 cells/ul.
conctusion: |1In this group of sexual partners it appears the rate of trans-

nc: emo]

 

reasons for this are not clear. Extensive
counselling regarding safer sex practices begunin 1985 may be a factor in
this lack of serconversion among sexual partne

T.A.P.111 DSsae HETEROSEXUELLE x L'INFECTION VIH CHEZ LES PARTENAIRES DE TOXI

CONANES VIH-SEROPOSITIFS (VI

Errante, Isabella; Orso M.*; "hein W.*; Caggese Li: Ferrazzi 0.:

Hêpital Higuarda Ca! Granda-Nilan. * Bureau d'Hygiène de la ville de Milan, Ital

Schlacht I.

Objectif. Evaluer le risque de transuisaion hétérosexuelle de l'infection VIH et l'efficacité

des mesures de prévention chez les partenaires habituels de toxicomanes +.

Néthodes. Entre décesbre 1985 et décesbre 1988 on a déterminé la sérologie VIH chez les parte-

naires hétérosexuels habituels (relation de couple supérieure à 6 mois), sans facteurs de risque

connus sauf la contamination séxuelle, de 103 toxicommnes VIhe. Le test a été effectuéue r =

thode ELISA et per Western Blot. Ensuite on a contrôlé 36 partenaires VIH - tous les mois

pendant une période d'un minisu de 12 à 30 mois, A tous les couples on a conseillé dandu

préservatif,

Résultats. Dans 91 cas le partonaire toxicosane VIH+ mreun house (85 asyaptomatiques, 4 LAS,

2 ARC), dans 12 cas une femme (11 asyeptowatiques, | ARC). Au premier test aucun partenaire na~
sculin n'était infecté, tandis que 10 fesses, partenaires « toxicomanes VIH+ asymptonatiques,

résultaient séropoñtives. Seulement 34 partensires VIH- se sont sousis à la surveillance sisté-

matique de la sérologie VIH. Vingt-huit couples ont utilisé régulièrement le préservatif, 6 cou

ue au contraire, non, Dans ce dernier group on à observé 2 séroconversions (33.3%) au cours

 

di

Conclusions. Les toxicomanes VIH+ peuvent représenter une source importante de contamination

par voie hétérosaxuelle, indépendsasent du stade clinique de l'infection VIH, surtout à cause

des résistances à l'utilisation du préservatif.

T.A.P.113 TRANSMISSION OF HIV INFECTION IN HETEROSEXUAL

PARINERS OF HIV+ DRUG ADDICTS.

Le Foche L.,De stetano G.

P, ,Albertoni F.and 80
Dept.of Infectious Diseases, Latine General Hospital,Latine, Italy

Obiective. To evaluate the prevalence and incidence of HIV infection in
heterosexual of HIV+ i.v. drug icts (d.a.) with no other
known risk factor.

er of each HIV+ oa.a. attending our out patient

clinic was tested every six gononths by c rcial ELISA kits (Abbot)
raed by western Blot (W.B.).Advice on

8 o preventionof sexual transmission of HIV was given
e

Thirteen of 60 monogamous partners ,52 F and 8 M,
number of HIV+ d.a.

o

en equal

used condoms while 12 used no prev during the follow
period as evidenced wy5 pregnancies.

continu the importance of heterosexual
transnission oftHIV infection of reson rvede absence
can be explained by th rt period of follow reover the tests

are not eble to evidence the eerly stages ofinfection .
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IWCREASING IMPORTANCE OF HETEROSEXUAL

T.A.P.114 TRANSMISSION OF HIV DUET IVDU IK CATALONIA

CanabonaJordi (#) Salinas Rise) ,Tor seen) , Garcia Te) and Caapiilo H (4).
(#) Epidemiology Section. AIDS Proogra: Catalunya. Barcelona.

(eel H.Crevu Roja, Barcelona. (tse) H.Gersans Trias, Badalona, (Spain)

 

  

Peisstives: 1. To describe the pyotutyon of heterosexusily acquiered AIDS

cases o # the characteristics of index cases of
pa

Methods: Data from the population-based registry of Catalonia were used to

identify all AIDS cases with haterosexual contact as the reported route of

possible index cases were r

nor factors for heterosexual HIV transeission were also used for

purpose
Results: In contrast with data froa Spain as a whole, until 1966 the eajority

of AIDS cases in Catalonia were found among homosexual pen, but aftewards VOU

becaer the first grou,

for 1.9% of all cases diagnosed during that
(but probably under ettiaated because of the delay in the reporting). Nine of 12

sere also HIV infected. All index cases (12 sen and S$ women) were 1V

y of decreasing heterosexual and vertical transaission of HIV in our

population.

T.A.P.116 ABSENCE OF HIV TRANSMISSION THROUGH CASUAL CONTACTS IN

FORMER DRUG USERS

Alessandro Zanetti, A.Gringeri, G. Zehender, F.Tradati, A.Boschini and M.

ombo, Institutes of Internal Medicine and Virology, University of

Milan ,Milan, Italy

Objective: to study whether HIV can be transmitted through casual

contacts.Methods: between 1985 and 1988, an

six month intervals in 686 residents in

(Rimini). During residence (median 25 months), former drug users were

forced to be off drugs and, except for 25 married couples, had no sexual

contacts,either. 307 seronegative drug users

exposed sexually to the 293 seropositive residents (72% stage II, 17% stage

III and 11% stage IV, CDC) for a median of 19 months (6-44). All residents

aning the same facilities, such as to

‘tal clinics and kindergarten. Results: there were no cases

f onciusions: H was

casual contacts in this Community for ug users. Therefore,

T.A.P.115 TRANSMISSION OF RIV INFECTIONon HETEROSEXUAL
TNERS OF HIV INFECTED G ABUSERS.

A.Chirianni, M.DAbbraccio. FTullio Cataldo, $.aLPicciono, M.Piazza.
Clinic of Infectious Diseases University Naples-

Objective. To determinerates and risk factors of heterosexual transmission of HIV.
ods. From Tanuary1985tto December 1988, 83 drugabusers who were anti-HIV

 

) a (HP) were
Poicd. Only coupleswih P d bl 1 hip fe at least 12months
ind in aes the HP d p her past or p isk

sultsinthe83coupesstudied 74of the HP were wome between the ages of 17 and
d 9 were of 21 and 33. 15774 women 20.2%)and181.3%)

or a total of 16/83 ao3%).werefound wo be seropositive, 14 at the first
who were negative at the first control were followedowed for 6-48 months

. Seroconversion cases (6 per 100 subjects/year). N
seroconversion were observed in 10 HPfollowedfor 67 months (mean 7 mo
C partner was being treated with 0.0%) HP of asymptomatic IC, 7/45
(19.5%) HP ofIC with PGL, 1/7(14.2%) HPof ICwith ARC (CDC group TV A) and 6/11
54.4%) HP of IC wit positive. transmissionw.as associated
wathay low (001ertcell countsPP<001) andwithwith positivity forPHIV-Agiin the IC

iSnan 

~
S
E
T
S
P
R
E
E

   001). Lengthof relationshipup, frequency©oyanodincontac! intercourse,oral
eeand genital diseases were not significant with HIV infection
Conclusions.Clinical stage of the IC, low T4ealcounts and HIV.A positivity are
factors y 1 transmission of H . Treatment of
IC with Zidovudi iderably probability of HIV infection in th
respective HP.

T.A.P.1 17 ANAL INTERCOURSE: A RISK FACTOR FOR HIV INFECTION IN FEMALE PARTNERS OF
BISEXUAL MEN, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL.
Sion, Femen gems Morais de S4, C.A.*; Rachid de Lacerda, W.C.#; Ru

“bin: 3 Quinntes, .£.P.*; Castilho, E.‘ae
* Gaffrée & Guinie evaHospital - University of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil
FIOCRUZ

Objective: To evaluate the association between anal intercourse and male-to - female HIV
transmission,
Methods: Among 176 women at risk for HIV infection, 151 (74,4%) were female partners of
bisexual men infected by HIV. We aetheir sexual life, social and demographic
characteristics. We excluded had any history of intravenous drug abuse or re
transfusion. The association between modes of intercourse was assessed statistically

 
 

 

 

 

in our rehabilitation programs based on Community residence.

T.A. P.118 HIV-1 IN PATIENTS WITH GENITAL LESIONS ATTENDING A NORTH
AMERICAN STD CLINIC: ASSESSMENT oFRISK FACTORS
Mhittington, W.L.*; Jacobs, B.*; 8, J.#; Lee, F.*

Edwards, T.**; Nahmias A.**. *Centers for DieseControl and tttaoty
University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA, USA

gbiective. To assess risk factors associatedwith ae infection.
Methods. Patients (n=177) with genital lesions were ted for antibodies
(Ab)to HIV-1, HSV type 2, and T. pallidumua CRBPR confteed by FIA-ABS).
Lesion specimens were examined by darkfield microscopy and cultured for
perpes simperviruses as

sults ms were HSV CU syphilis (72), non-venereal
Fesan, and Sches/unknevn ( tibodies to HIV-1, HSV type
2, and T. pallidum were detected in 13a106 (602).and 24 (14
individuals, respectively. Infection with HIV-1 was associated with a
reactive RPR (RR

 

_Among all we
‘preference and lack o:
not associated with initial HSV genital lesions; high prevalence of Ab to

his cohort jure messe In heterosexuals, Ab to HIV-1
d with|reactive RPR (5.8 [1.6-21.3])

an of circumcision (8.a {1.4-50.1})}. In heterosexual men,
lack of cizeuncteten was associated also with Ab to HSV type 2 (1.4

HIV-1 and syphilis Ab
sio e later may indirectyincrease risk for

HIV-1 acquisition by increasing the likelihoodof acajuiring ulcerative
genital lesion diseases such ac herpes and syphilis

118

 

and 37 staff members were not Chi-Square test and the 95% confidence Limits of the odds ratio were stimated by comtiela's
Method
Results: Data are presented in the following table:

ilets, restaurant, . ANTI-HIV__ANTIBCDIES
MODE OF INTERCOURSE REACTIVE NON REACTIVE TOTAL

not spread n_(%) n (%)
VAGINAL / ANAL | 36 (62 %*) | 22 (38 %) | 58
VAGINAL ONLY 18 (24,7 %) 55__ (75,3 %) 73

xX= 17,158 P < 0.0001 OR = 5,00 [2,22 - 11,44]

Conclusion; Anal intercourse represents a risk factor 5 times greater than vaginal intercourse
in female partners of bisexual men

T A P 119 GENITAL HERPES AS A POSSIBLE RISK FACTOR FOR HIVceeSSION
“os Nahmias ,André*; Corey ,L.#**; Le »F.*; Clumeck

Cannon, R.**; Holmberg, se», Emor y University and
**Centers for Disease Control,“atlanta, GA, USA;P eeeuniversity of Washington,
Seattie, WA, USA and ****St. Plarre University Hospital, Brussels, Beigium

Objective: To review the evidence for a role of genital herpes and herpes
simplax virus type 2 (HSV-2) Infection as a risk factor for HIV transmission.
Methods: Detalled review of relevant studies In 2 homosexual populations In the
U.S. and 3 heterosexual populations in Africa, Haiti and the U.S.

its on: Such studies require HSV-2 antibody test ing, since most
genital herpes cases are asymptomatic. However, the prevalence of HSV-2
antibodies is so high In sexually active populations throughout the world (4
to 10X greater than for syphilis antibodies), that large study numbers are
required. This high prevalence of HSV-2 Infection suggests that, if HSV-2 does
increase HIV acquisition, the population attributable risk would be expected
to be great, particularly in Western countries where other causes of genital

The correlation between prevalence of HSV-2
antibodies and sexua! behavior patterns makes a biological role for HSV-2
difficult to prove. Nevertheless, both prospective and case-control studies,

 

higher prevalence and, In one study, Incidence of HSV-2 In HIV+ Individuals.
So far, current studies suggest that HSV-2 may Increase the risk of susceptible
Individuals to acquisition of HIV. Although the reverse la also likely,
studies,such as those in couples, are needed to test this hypothesis. Recently
Initiated Intervention studies for HSV-2,
control, biological and immunological Investigations are needed to define more
fully the nature and extent of the HSV-2/HIV associations
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T A P. 120 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF HIV INFECTION IN HONG KONG

ER Yeoh, P.C.K. Li, W.L. Lim, ¥.¥. Chan, S.H. Lee.

onand Health Department, Hong K 1e

materials andpene: ‘tween April 1985 to December 158
Ca. Study vas performedtto.agsess the p: alance of HIV

 

 

erce
infection ‘in fa Kong. Blood specimen iret screened with a

retally available ELISA test and repeaty positive results were
confizmedb nofluorescence and Westernern Blot me
Results: 13 ortTia,CHE1178) specimens were positive byailthree
techniques. 1 samples e from males and 4 we:

nesstenae ay Risk vector in HIV
Ser ical Screening Seropositive Individuals

Source of Referral No.Tested No.(s)+ve AIDS No.AIDS Total
8TD Clinic 10 42 52
Male patients 76522 0 è 12
Female patients 18251 (0 rans: on 0 3
Female fers 6909  o(0 4) Haemophiliac 1 52 53

Iv Drug Abuser: 3139 Ot %) IV Drug Abusers 0 2* 2
Haemophilia: 63 53(32.5 %) Unknown 3 9
Healt! CarePersonnel 540 «600 3) =
Semen Don 352 oo à) Total 16 118 134
Government Clinics 7219 38(0.53 %
Private Clinics 172 31.8 3} *IV drug abuse outside Hong Kong.

Total nus 134(0.117%)

Conclusion: Haenophi s, homosexuals and bisexuals, and heterosexuals wii
Bexual contact wich Tastyhome constitute high risk groups for HIV infection
in Hong Kong. Since August 1985, a donor screeninngpr‘ograsme had been started
in the transfusion service in Hong Kone and only jor-screened heatrtrented
clotting factor concentrates were used for the treatment of haemophi lac.
Althoug REYinfection had not yet been detected among the loc: V dr:rug.
abusers remain potentially at risk. Intensive health edueationncampaign

 

gesbeenieeeprregress foto inf rmthe Bee}je of the role of sexual exp
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Prévalence du VIH chez les femmes etles enfants
HIV Prevalence in Women and Children

W.A. P.1 SEROPREVALENCE OF HIV ANTIBODIES 1x NEONATES AND CHILDREN

Bigler, |ÿ. *; WildeEr,M %; Manoff, S.%*; Patti, J.*; Fepn,

Department ofBiHeeith nia Rehabilitative Services, Tallahassee and Miami,

Florida, USA, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Objective: To assess nemagnitudeotare of HIV Infection in neonates

and young children f pulations in Miami, Florida
Between 5/20/88.«rdVAS,àAT“children in two age groups (0-6

Weeks ‘and 15-24 Months) attending ic Health well-baby clinics for
routine examination, were also blindly screened for HIV antibodies by EIA

and confirmed by Western Blo!
emogr:aphic"characteristics of the mothers and HIV test results

of their neonates/children are as follow:

 

Mothers 3-4 = (medi 17-50 yrs (median 30)
Mothers race Hispanic“ars ibaaen Hispante 44%, blk/Hai 454
All HIV + nes (0. 4/1269 (0.38)

2)
bik/Hai HIV + 12/78.cé) 3/605 (0.5s)

90% CL e-2
 

Conclusion: These results suggest that between 100 and 270 of the

approximately 10,000 black and jtean neonates born in Miami during 1989
will be exposed to e rate for 1-2
children (0.5%/1.6%) is ‘similar “to other studies that 8

f those children born to HIV seropositive mothers will be infec

W.A.P.3 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF HIV INFECTION IN WOMEN FROM

FRANKFURT ARE.

taszewski S.. Schieck E., Rehmet S., Odewald J., Miller R.,
Helm E.B., otile >We

Univers\tatekuntk Frankfurt der Inneren Medizin.pnfektiologie, Th.-

Stern-Kal 7, 6000 Prenkrurc/M.‘Federal Republic of Germa

Objective: To investigate the spread of AIDS in women from Frankfurt area
Methods: Epidemiological and clinical examination of 317 HIV-positive women of
HIV putpatien|clinic tenu

. of HIV-infected women increased from 2 (1984) to 21 (1985),
102 (1988),“108 (1987) ianape. In

all HIV-infected

ru:
the rest, risk of male. index partners wasmet
ptomatic, 6% had A
markable was the‘ceuire Kaposi's sarcoma n 2 case

of HIV-positive women in the Frankfurta 8 has increased
significantly since1985. The increase tn heterosexua!ly infected. women is most

remarkable.

W A P. 5 INEWBORN SCREENING FOR HIV ANTIBODY SEROPOSITIVITY IN

oo ITHE SOUTH BRONX.

Hand, I.L., Checo R.T., Wiznia, Andrew, Kim, M.H., Noble,
L.M., Yoon, J.J.. Albert fonteCollege of Medicine, Bronx, New York, USA.

ecctive. HIV antibody seropositivity (HIV D.was studied anonymously 1
group of healthy (n=84) and critically 111 newborns (n=96) in the South

onx, N.Y. a socioecons disad:Vantegedarea, to obtain incidence data

ona identify risk factors in this high risk population
Methods. Histories and physical exams were performed on all newborns, matched
with cord blood samples, and anonymously coded before screening for HIV anti-
body using an ELISA with Western blot confirmatio:

Results. The- incidence of HIV+ in healthy nevbornsD without a history o:
maternal drug abuse was 6.0%. me incidence of HIV+ in newborns sites to

+ (NICU) was 12.5%. There

 

p<.005). Mate: abuse as defined by positive history and/or urine
toxicology was found in 66% of d - infants, <p.02.
Conclusion. re en high incidence of HIV+ in our screened

tion. Gro’ failure and mere to be related to

mate abuse. fact that 34% of ourwave NI and none
of our veli baby population had a mate: story implies aninereasing

pe DS ma: transmitted by heterosexual conta: her
us: highlights the need for universal HIV

screening in high risk areas to ensure the best health care for these infants.

120

ROUTINE HIV ANTIBODY SCREENING IN LOS ANGELES OOUNTY PRENATAL CLINICS:

A DEMONSTRATION PROTECT
WENDY*; Mascola, L.*; Giles, M.*; Bauch, S.*; Finn, M.*; Heneman, C.*

Terarinsiof Health Services: Loe Angeles, California, USA.

W.A.P.2

ios Angeles County

Cbjectives:. 1. To offer HIV antibody (AB) screening to all pregnant women as 8 means of primary
preventionee my datation ofpatlatris AS. 2. To evaluate a model of HIV
testing for pregnant women using universal acreening and culturally sensitive education

Los Angeles County (LAC) Health Centers’are participating in a pilot project to 

 results show that 285
æ tance rate of 85%. 2. OF3170 HIV antibody tas

old, single, tind) Sl aul peepamteal

high risk ferurvioe, end may sot be detectal in progres targeting only high risk individuals.

W A P 4 EPIDEMIOLOGY AND OUTCOME OF HIV SEROPOSITIVE CHILDREN IN

“one MADRID COMMUNITY.
* M.D. Gurbindo Gutierrez; ** R. Bueno; *** 3. Herrera;

**9e M, Moro; weeee F Omenaca; feuwee J, Ruiz et 1:

H. G. Gregorio Marafién; ** Regfone)Roath Service; *** oja;

**#** H. Clinico S. Carlos: l'envers H." "; **eeet HL 12 de oetubre,MADRID

PAIN.

Since 1968 the Madrid Regional Health Service has required, ever six

mont. report of all cases of HIV seropositive (HIV+) children of Madri

Hospitals. Up fo, the present date the reports at Feb. 1988 and at Jun 1988.

have been stud:

In Feb. 1988, 205 HIV seropositive children were reported (BRISA and

Western Blot), aged between 0 an years, the 60% Risk factors

for HIV transmission were: 80% av e: 3% hemophiliacs; 1.“a blood

transfusion Children were clinically classified (CDC 1987) into; P-O 143;

a the ai

cluded into P-2 status. enty one out for 2

institutions. The last reports (Dic. 88} are pre-

cently analy:

W.A. P.6 HIV Risk Factor Prevalence Anong Young Women of Child-

Bearing Age Attending Women’ 8 rinery Care Clinics

» N.V.*; Wood, Rober o*y

eee Unit, seattleKing County Bere of public “Health, Seattle, WA

Objective: To estimate the HIV risk factor prevalence among women of
chtidbestinng age

ods: In December 1988, we asked clients of 3 Seattle-area women's
lini complete anonymous questionnaires regarding their age, race,

sexual activity,conan use, IV due and needle use and transfusion history.

Bi F'
ed(76.027),

ondoms. Also, s
a intravenous drug using (IVDU)

20(5.27) disclosed IV drug use, 17(4,42) shared needles, and 23(6.

for drugs o: By contrast, for the t 12 months, merely|aa.19 dis-
Iv rue| shared neces. one woman

that her partner was HIV positive. We will present these and carly 1589 data
women who are Porctiving behaviors which place them at riek for

Conclusions: Clients of Seattle women's clinics have taken eignificant risks

with regard to HIV acquisition: unprotected sex with multiple/casual partners.
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W A P 7 HERPES SIMPLEX, SYPHILIS, AND HEP B: ASSOCIATION
be WITH HIV-1 AND HTLV-I IN PREGNANT IAN WOMEN

*; Halsey, N**; Ruff, Atk:
Adrien, M*; Quinn, TC**; Nahmius, A*#*;

Acenters for Hea. Development, Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
**Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA,
University, Atlanta GA, USA, ****Centers for Disease control,
Atlanta, GA and Nationa Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD, USA

Objective. determine associations of HIV-1 and HTLV-I
infections with herpes yphilis, and
hepatitis B in pre periurban slum

Prre ant women were screened for HIV-1 an2HTLV:“I and
a weighted sample was selected ffor further antibody testing.
Results. Perce:nt Positive

Syphilis “31. 54+ 14.3% 8.0%
HSV-1 95.8% a. 7% 97.7%
HSV-2 eos 1.8%++ 53.4%
+p=0.02, ++p = vs. sero’ egative yomen
Based upon e 9.22seroprevaonce rate for HIV-1,
approximately 56.6% of pregnant women in this population were
Heve2 seropositive, similas to inner city populations in other

es.
HTLV-I and HIV-1 infections were associated

with HSV-2 * seroponitivity suggesting sexual transmission of
these viruses in this population.

W A P 9 THE SEROPREVALENCE OF HIV INFECTION IN NEW YORK CITYALF.
CHILDREN.

5 Thomas, P.*; Oxtoby, M.**; Back, S.*;

'Stev Berns, D.*2n a
New YorkchyDeporteof Health, New York, NY; acentersfor

Disease Control, Atianta, GA; ***New York State Department

Health, New York, NY, U.

OBJECTIVE. To determine the seroprevalence of HIV infection in selected
NYC pediatric population

METHODS. lations of children vere surveyed: children aged 1 to 10
acreened in their households by neighborhood teams teating for lead
poisoning and 1 to 3 year old children attending pediatric clinics rum by

the New York City Department of Health. All specimens were collected on
tested for HIV by ELISA and Western Blot. Both surveys

+ To date, 990 specimens from the lead screening survey have been
collected. mars ore available on 920. 0:
positive by EL:
orhere ELISA Positive and Nester Blot inc
clinic survey, 20 of the 55 clinica are being surveyed and a; vroxinatel

2, 500 *children tested. PP 7
Based on nevborn screening surveys in Kew york City showing

an infection rate among nereprevalence of

HIV in 8 expec! . thermore, thea:

‘surveys demonstrate further uses of the filter paper technology for HIV
testing.

W.A.P.11 Nooeml HIV-1 SEROPREVALENCE AMONG Pi ENTS AND
INDUCED ABORTIONS IN NEW YORKCITary, 1987-1988

Arangta,bariaRosaria 6:1 PA; Ramirez, LL; Weisfu
New York City Department of”Health, New York, New York, Unite: tates

odet rmine the change in HIV- seroprevalence in : population
ng birth and having induced abortions in fewYork

use, 1;culte 33

ased sample f woaen giv
City in 1987 and1998.

eat serosurvey of a representative sample of 3,556 women
giving birth or‘havinginduced abortions in 20 obstetric and 15 “abortion
facilities in NYC from July to December 1987 and July toDecember 1988 was
con ucted. Currently, 1988 data arevalable for 2357 from 23
facilities and are compared to data from the same facteniiti $

IV~1 antibody seroprevalence did not change signi icantly
5% CI: ¥.02%-2.03%) vs. 1.53% (95% CI: 1.09%-2. =.

Sara DY Preg ancy outcome, racial
gorie Similar o 1987, multiple logistic regressionrpayment

receiving Medicaid and beingbetween 25-29 years of age as significantly
associated with HIV-1 seropositiv ty.

1987HIV+/Total (3) p-value
34/2357 (1.414) 0.90Total 36/2357 fi.5)

Births 21/1257 ( 19/1257 (1.51%) 0.87
Abortions 15/1100 (1360) 15/1100 (1.36
Medicaid Reciptents 12/ 519 (2.312) 26/ 774 (3.36%) 0.36
25-29 yea 11/ 506 ceaon 12/ va8 088

T seroprevalence ant wom emalned s
during a one year period in the cityitthe highest reported incidence of
adult female and pediatric AIDS.
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W A P. 8 HIV INFECTION IN PREGNANT WOMEN AT A PUBLIC HOSPITAL IN
—v NEW ORLEANS, LOUTSTANA

ahan, B.; Muirhead,L.3 Dean
Louisiana Department of Healthand,Hospitals’ New Orleans, LA, USA.

Objective. To deteraine the rate of HIV infection among Prenatal clients

in a public hospital i w Orleans from May 1988 to December 1988.
Methods. Routine HIV souneeling was given to all prenatal client:

Clients consenting for testing (CFT) were hdninisteced a risk sascnonsnent
w

rn blotanode:

h risk and 3322(86. 4x)
as low risk. Prevalence of HIV infection in prenatal clients was found to
be 20/3846 (0.5%). of ane twenty positive16 (80%) were black f

(20X) were whites. Amoi e hig! reeche
for HIV. There were thirteen (0.4%) L

usion. These data show

d be an important component of total obstetrical screening during pregnancy.

 nN INFECTION IN LESBIANS.

W.A.P.10 Ribble, Denise;;Marte, C.; yes, C.; Rodgers, P.;
NY, USA Parnee, J.; Bellevue Moubiral/toamonseyHealth Project, NY,, +

V infection and AIDS is a leading cause of morbidity and death in
womennageed 25-34 years in New Yo:eaCity. To date ies have considered
only heteroserualand pregnant women in transmi, 0:

esbian women have not been studied fo d seroprev-

alence“espite national U.S. AIDS surveillance data indicating 101 ca
of amps in lesbian

oumunity-based, primary care ane 8assesmentclinic and in a sup-
AID le

infection and AIDS, and,
es and seroprevalence

that w ine themselves as lesbia
are not at risk for HIV infection can lead to tragic Bisdiagnosis by

providers and lack of risk awareness by the women themsel:

Incidence du SIDA

AIDS Incidence

W.A.P.12 THE EVOLVING EPIDEMIOLOGY NEADS IN NEW YORK CITY: TRENDS

IN AIDS CASE SURVEILLANCE DA’

Thomas PA*, Hindin RH*, Creme“awe, *, Schultz
SJ®, *NYC Dept of Health AIDS Surveillance Unit, “HASerosreCD, USA.

. To monitor trends in the epideniology of AIDS in tieyork city.
- In NYC, AIDS cases are comte

anshissiononaeerY % assigned for Tends monitored.

Results. f 12/88, NYC had reported a total of 18,022 AIDS canes, or 22%
of the USA total. Trends in specific categories were assesse

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987  19se*
‘otal 9 43 87 151 224 317 362 394

MWHSWM(1) 6 25 50 88 125 170 170 161

IvDUa(2) 2 10 22 al 6a lol 129 165

MWHSWM/IVDUs 1 7 12 12 14 io
Heterosexuais(3) 0 I 1 3 5 9 12 15
Childr 0 1 3 4 7 8

(1) Men who have sex with q2) Intravenous drug users

(3) 99% of heterosexual cases representmale to female t ission

epicenter of the AIDS epidemic in
om NYC (18,022)

1

(6,010), Houston (2,578), and Newark (2,460). The number of cases diagnosed
monthly among total cases, IVDUs, terosexuals haa increased, whereas
the number of cases among MESappears to have stabilized.

121
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.A.P. THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS IN SAN FRANCISCO’S ELDERLY THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS-RELATED NON-HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA IN
W.A.P.13 POPULATION W.A.P.14 SAN FRANCISCO

Payne, Susan F.; Wilson, C -sRutherford, GW. San Francisco
Department of public Health, San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

Objective. To describe the epidemiology of AIDS among San Francisco (SF)
residents aged 60 and older
Methods. We analyzedd the demographics and transmission categories of 5,834
AIDS patients reported to the SF Department of Public Health between July
1981 and Oeec rue 1
Results. 125 (2. ) of patients were > 60 years, corresponding to
ineidennce of (108, 000!oF these 125patients, 107(86%) were 60-6ayea
16(13%) were. 70-79 years, and 2(2%) were > 80 years. Among patients 60- 69°
years, 76%were homosexual/bisexual males 17% were transfusion recipients,
and 7% were in other risk groups. Among patients > 70 years, 31% were
homosexual/bi sexual males and 69% were transfusion recipients (p<.001). AIDS
ns > 60 years were more likely than younger patients tobe female (7%
vs 1%, p<.001); transfusion recipients (24% vs<ou p<.001);
primaryPGiagnosis other than KS (82% vs 67%, 001); and to tive.outside SF
(18% vs 10%, p<.01). Older AIDS patients did rot differ from you
patients by race/ethnic group. Among homosexual/bi sexual patients, “patients

years were tess likely to be Satravenous drug users than younger
patients (5% vs » p<.05).
Conclusion. SF alos patients > 60 years were more likely to be female,
transfusion recipients and have a primary diagnosis other than KS. AIDS
patients 60-69 years were primarily homosexual /bisexual males, while
patients > 70 years were primarily transfusion recipien

THE ADS EPIDEMIC IN EUROPE
3 Couturier, E.*; Lavoie, G*. and

W.A.P.15
Brunet, “3.B.*

* WHO Collaborating Centre on AIDS, Paris, France

Objective. ce determine the trends of the AIDS epidemic in Europe.
umulative quarterly surveillance data collected from 31

European trie Variations in trends between December | nd 1988
are analysed and presented for Europe as a whole and by country.
Results. 1988 over 18,000 cases had been reported to the
Centre. $s reported casesbetween
De 1984 and Dec. 1987 and a 1.5-fold increase between Dec. 1
9 The rates per alien population are highest in Switzerland (106. à),
France (101.7) and Denmark (70.2), and lowest in eastern European

‘ hi r of cases reported in
Europe is 12.7 months (Ju 1988). Doubling times have lengthened since the
start of the epidemic in all countries except Greece Distribution of cases
by country shows a predominance the IVDU transuission group re-

rted in the southern European countries and the homosexual group in
the northern countries. continuous increase in, thecbercentage ofcases
reported in 85: 86:

Dec.87:
s

14%; : 25%. "n“the global data, §aration: DerPine in
the distributions of aisesease categories, age, sex, transmission groups
of children’s mothers are directly related to this increa

times of the number of cases have Tengtthened since the
start of the epidemic. Geographic variations persist, with a majority of IVDU
in southern countries. Variations noted in global European surveillance
data.are directly related to the. steady increase in the percentage of 1VDU.

eee OF AIDS-ASSOCIATED LYMPHOMAS:

Beral, V; rman, Thomas A; Berkelman, RL.
Disease ier Atlanta, GA, USA.

UNITED STATES

Centers for
W.A.P.17

Objective: To characterize patients with AIDS-associated lymphomas and
evaluate whether these lymphomas nfectious agent.

We reviewed cases of AIDS reported to C 3 December 1988,
lymphoma considered indicative of AIDS was reported for 2185

immunoblastic, 1,248 (1.6%);
oma of the brain (PLB), 463

No cases of

peaked a’t age8 5t while PLB
and Burkitt's remained constant. In other respects, the distributions of
the types of lymphomas were similar. After stratifying by age,
heterosexual drug users or cases attributed to heterosexual transmission

had rates half that of homosexual men, while men with hemophilta had rates
twice that of homosexual men. ymphomas were twice as common in white as
black patients with AIDS in the same age and risk group.
Conclusion: The age differences in AlDS-associated lymphomas are the most

The other differences could be
attributable to differential medical care. If th ymphomas are due to
an infectious agent, it does not appear to be sexually tranemitted.

122

.born HT AIDS. cases and 304 (5%) US-born
-tion of non-US-born HT cases (N=415) decreased from 33 to 5% from 1980-88

‘US-born HT women, no secular tren

Ep, Seorgee F.; Payne, S.F.; Neal D.P.; RoG.W.
Say Francisco Department of Pu Hic Health, ainFrancisco, California

A.

eteTo describe the epidemiology of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) in
S patients diagnosed in San Francisco (SF).

Methods. Weevaluated 5834 AIDS cases reported in SF from 1981 through 1988
with respect to an initial or subsequent diagnosis of NHL. All patients with
NHL met the COC¢ definition ofAIDS: indicative Mi Median survival was
catculated using the Kaplan-Me roduct-1 imit
Results. 179. (3.1%) AIDS attente were initially"dtagnosed with NHL.
an initialRTS rose significantly (p<0.01) from 1.0% total cases in
1983 to a peak of 4.3% of cases in 1987, then declined slightly to 3.3% o
cases in

NHL as

me point during their illness.
differ significantly from those without NHL with respec
race/ethnicity, risk group, or residence in 19 contiguous census tracts with
the highest inetaence of AIDS in SF. Median survival for AIDS patients

L (6.6 months) was significantly shorter than that for
patients outie!6 months) (p<.
Conclusion. NHL has risen significantly: as an AIDS-related manifestation.
mographics of AIDS patients with NHL are similar to patients without.

Surviva) is shorter for AIDS_Patients with NHL

Oe INCREASE INQueERCULOSIS/AIDS PATIENTS IN
W.A.P.16 EN YORK CITY, 1985-19

Laroche, Eddy; Araneta, MRG; Stoner, RL; Adler JJ
New York CityDepartment of Health, York, New York, United States

valuate the tone“ot Tuberculosis/AIDS and to assess
its contributionto18 morbidity in New York City (NYC).

watch was performed using culture diagnosed adult
cases (age 515) reported to the NYC TB Registry from 1979 through 1988 and
COC defined aduit AIDS surveillance cases from 1981 thro

p-value OR.
TB/AIDS/AIDS 116/17,749 (6.3%) 261/ 4980 (5.24)  .007 1.21
TB/AIOS/TB 1116/13,820 (8.12) 261/11,640 (2.2%) <10-6 3.83

w/extrapuimonary TB  203/1116 (182) 58/261 (22%) -016 0.78
I only 581/1116 (524)  127/261 (49%) .357 1.15

S remains a Significantrrisk factor for clinical
manifestation of Tuberculosis in New York City. The proportion of TB/AIDS
cases with extrapulmonary TB was less than expected. The increase in
TB/AIDS patients is most likely due to the increase in the number of IVDU.

W.A.P.18 CHANGING PATTERNS OF HETEROSEXUALLY ACQUIRED AIDS IN FLORIDA
Holtzman.Deborah*; Brandenburg, N.A.**; Sims, J.*

*Department of neaith "and Tgehabilitative Services, Tallahassee, Florida, USA;
**University of South Florida, College of Public Health, Tampa, Florida, USA.

Objective. To describe secular trends in heterosexua?ly acquired AIDS in
Florida by demographic andwet group characteristic:
Methods. Based on rveillance definition for “heterosexual t thi
-mission (HT), secular trendsamong HT cases in Florida were analysedovover
‘the interval 1980-88.

anuary 12, 1989, Floridarss 567 (9% of total) non-US
iT AIDS cases. Among men, the propor-

 
(p < 0.001). Among women, the non-US-born HTs declined from 67 to 13% over
the same interval (p < 0.001). In contraste àthe proportion of US-born HT men

1960-38 (p < 0.001), with a comparable

the proportion of f
increased from 6 to 18% ove t .002). Most (69%) of these
women were black: this percentage did not vary Signiticactly over time. Am

s in age at diagnosis were observed, nor

g non-US-born HTs is declining in

n HTs
‘at this time. Continued surveillance nay help to explain these tren
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TEREAINE RIX OF AIDS KR THE BAK IN NWW.A.P.19 W.A.P.20 CHANGES INMMODE OF TRANSMISSION AMONG AIDS CASES IN
Dia, M; Ce, Molly; Ryen, J
New Jersey State Department af Health, ‘Trenton, New Jersey, USA.

Lo yb sagt fo detemnine therelative risk of AIDS in Nev Jersey's popilation by age,
oaand racial/ethnic group ad risk behaviors compared to the U.S.
Methods. To measure the relative risk of AIDS in a given age, gender, or racial/ethnic grap,
wed the amilative incidence of AIDS for
Centers for

of Health's AIDS Registry. lyses reference group was nor
Hispanic U.S. Whites. Case reports fron 1981 to Nowenber 30, 1968 were inchuied
aralysis. of recial/etnic thet reported by the Bureau af the
Census of 1980. Felts. Overall, the relative risof AIDS inin NU far Blacks andareHispartics was 12.4 ord5.8
times as great, respectively, as that in U.S. Whites. ‘The cumilative incidene rates
for Black and Hispanic men (6960,3577) worenCS)mdlnCODEdede
exe umatchad any ‘The greatest ris
for AIS ome emooclatal wih dueaces

RELATIVE RIX Gare Erin)

US, WT Te om ST ean
HLAK 140 (4616) 12 C50) 148 (4) 12 Et

NJ HISPANIC ) 2 (C%) 80 (20)
Gnclusion. differences in the risk for AIDS for various racial/ propewere
greatest for heterosensl i association with IV drug abuse.

W A P 21 eROSEALY TRANSMITTED AIDS FANEW YORK STATE

“— Lehman, Stan*; Smith, P*; Mikl, 3; Morse D.*
* York State Department of health, Albany New York, USA.

Objective. To describe the demographic characteristic and trends of AIDS
cases having heterosexual transmission h isk factor in NYS.
Methods. We”analy: all ADS|cases ettributcdto heterose:aetransmission

in NYS, Cases were defined as pere tranemitted if they had no other
(US), or in a foreign county (FC)

ssion‘8 thou ht to occur ¢ nd
Results. As of 12/31/88, 1003 (4.97) of 20,476 NYS AIDS cases met the defin-

e: 3 Heterosexual US and 380 heterosex-
characteristics of these two groups have test widely. Of the
ual FC re males and 99.7% were Blac!

40.17 Black, 20. 8% Hispanic and
factors for the heterosexual US cases were

sexual partner of Intravenous Drug Users(IVDU)-83.62, and sexual partner of
bisexual males~8.92%. Since

 

 

S has increased from 1.52 1
1987-88.

g! e proportion of“hecerosexval AIDS has remained constant,
“the Proportion of heterse xual US s has grown steadily. is has occurred
primarily among persons who are sexualpartners of IVDU's and@ parallels the
rapidly growing numbers of AIDS cases diagnosed among IVDU'

W.A.P.23 (RISK OF AIDS AND HIV INFECTION IN AMERICAN INDIANS AND

CuASKA nerves
way, George A.*, Hooper EY**, St. Louis ME*. AIDS Program,

coc, Atlanta, Georgia, **Indian Health Service, Phoenix, Arizona, USA.

Objective: To assess available information on the risk of AIDS and HIV
Indians (AI) and Alaska Natives (AN).

Cumulative race-specific U.S. AIDS case neidence rates were
{fic .

with
ntinel Hospital nvSurveillance:Systen.

198
rag the CDC

Results: AIDS Case Cumlative Incidence Through January 9 9
Race Total Cases Population Cas28/100 ,000 Relative Risk
ü 8 5.24 0.15

 
iAL/AN 1,700,000 .
wall other 83,142 243,£00900 34.13 1.00

LV SeroepidentesoDe
Serting Fe Posi ive “Frested Seroprev.1,000 Relative Risk
Military ALAN 28

Recruits All other 2 3 1,516,005 1.4 1.0
Sentinel AI/AN 374 8.0 2.9
Hospitals All other 3,226 2.8
Conclusion: HIV seroprevalence is aitproportionately higher Native
Americans compared with otheracrouns than ia the cumulative incidence of AIDS
Hn Native Americans. insry data indicate this to be t: in men and
women. This raisesia least wwerossibtities: 1) wideopread”vactal

misclascification mong American Indians and Alaska Natives,
x 2) more cecent entranceFo HIV into this population.

elps.: ALF. and Follett Robert L.
Bureou of Epidemiology, ston Dept. of Health & Human Services, Houston, Texas

Objective: To describe AIDS transmission over time in a high incidence
Methods: ston area is comprised of six counties with a p lationof29
million,» Passive surveillance reports are received daily from hospitals, physicians and
state ained by telelphoning
hospitals, hospitol-based surveillance in two hospitals, death certificate review and
tuberculosis linelist review. Validation studies are ongoi
Results: From 1981 to 1988, 2,684 AIDS cases were reported. A dramatic changein
percent is seen from diagnosis years 1986-1988 among males whose mode of
transmission is IV drug use. Among females, the two modes of transmission showing
changes in percent are IV drug use and heterosexual contact.
(Notes 0% = less than 1%) YEAR OF DIAGNOSIS
Transmission 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 CUM
mal ale BS BS 71% BS BIS BIG 76% “BTS

 

d - ~- 5% 1% [% 2% 4% 8% 4%
male-male & IV drug user 12% 11% 21% 8% 10% 10% 7% 5% 8%
treat. of hemophilia - “= - - - 0% - 0%
male-female/female-male - - (% 1% 0% I% 1% 3% 1%
transfusion - - |% 1% 1% 3% 3% 2% 2%
Conciusion: While the modesoft + that mai i I 

fon area, increases among the IV user group as well as
terosexual contact group indicates transmission mi in Houston are changing.

Examination of modes of transmission over time is important to help target
intervention programs.

W A P 22 HEPATITIS DELTA (HDV)AND AIDS IN RISK COMMUNITIES IN ARGENTINA
— car* **:Muchinik,GRAN;sBiglione,J** ;Bouzas ,MB**®;

Ser, Galindez,J*
Scentro de Tecnologia en Satu POIdesNRComité Prevencién SIDARosario,
SantaÀFe ,***]THEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina »Buenos Aires ,Argen'

Objective. To study the evolution of HW epidemiological penetrance roger
wt Hiv? a. red w:s in tepeConmmities, ‘ith previously recorded epidemi-
glogicaldadata as per populat.
Methods.HIVGELISA), (WB)and HIV(ELISA)serological markers in drug addicts (IV:
homossexuals (HS) and hemophiliacs (HF) were recorded as at Seether 3, 1988,

TOTALCommumity HBsAg(+) Anti-HDV(+)
HIV NR OR 4 Out of 1,168 voluntary HBsAg(+)

8.8 8(+) 34 3 i
IVDA (-) 136 9 6.7 11(8) HDV-positive until 1984, out of
Hs (+ 9 2 22 9(19) 345 HBsAg(+) hepatic pathology-pa-

(-) 43 7 17 tients,7(2t)were anti-HW-positive.

‘HF 63 a 10 8(12)
ponclusion. HDV penetrance in the al risk commnities is significantly

healthy and/or HBV-hit carriers. These commmities represent
an HN reservoir liable to strike at any time, thus increasing the

ties will the possibility of catching EDV consequently, “its prop-
tion.

DECLINE IN RATEOFNEWAIDSCASESAMONG HOMOSEXUALAND

iumertord<wife“*;Payne,at*inearst:N°;iLemp,G.**
‘Center for AIDS Prevention Studie:aUnivoroly of mia, San co, U
**San Francisco Department of Public Health, San Fearn CA, DSAT

Qhiective. To analyze changean the once of reported AIDS cases in hmosewal and
bisexual men (HBM)in fan.Francisco (SF).

ber 31, 1988 in HBM (including IV drug
wears) in SF by hayaoetages from 1985 through June 1988, and examined 3 possible
causes8 for adecline in ti teof new casecases:late reporting, under“reporting, and a decre

conitcate Searches, ion studies, and re
consideredthem markers of under-reporting.
Besults.TI à Incidence of AIDS in HBM appears 5‘evel in 1987 and early 1988. We could find
no den dal M ans ue to re ys, under-reporting, or a change in the
roportion of cases in non-SF residents.

retrospective feviews as “unreported cases” ond

  

1986/1) 1987(1) 198811)
Total AIDS cases, HBM 410 433 556 667 693 699 671
% Change, from previous 6 mos. +18 +6 +28 + + +1 -4
Re! ried > 2 mos. after diagnosis 22.2 89. O0 26.4 24.2 24.1 25.5 17.4
repond cas 2) 12.é 9.0 14.0 10.6 10.9 68.0 6.6
ases in non-SF residents (%) 9.9 12.8 9.7 9.8 8.7 9.2

Results were5imilar when analyzed a‘sate of report.
This

could not be explained ty fate reporting, under-reporting, or a decline in non-SF residents
coming to SF for diagnos!
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W.A.P.25 ANALYSE DES TENDANCES DES CARACTERISTIQUES
hs SOCTO-OEMOGRAPHIQUES DES cAS DE SIDA RAPPORTES EN FRANCE

ulLaporte ; rt B.; niak A.; Cluzan S.; Brunet JB.
Direction Générale de TaÉvanté, Paris, ire , ,

Obiectif: A partir des caractéristiques socio-démographiques des cas de SIDA,
étude de la Éynamique de développement de l'épidémie en France

Méthodes: Analyse des 5527 cas de SIDA diagnostiqués de Janvier 1984
Décembre 1988, présence des différents groupes de transmission, en fonction
du temps et des variables socio-démographiques.

Résultats: Les tendances globales sont: un viellissement de 1a population des
cas de SIDA (diminution de la classe de la classe desation
plus de ns); une pers stancea la diffusion Déograpl ique en 3 zone
(région aristeme, sud de là France, région Antilles-Guyane); un glissement
des catégories professionnelles Mintel lectualles e comer ales vers les

trofession. Les mo
s homo-

ée de diagnostic
ainsi que la modification des caractéristiques de ces groupes au cours du
temps expliquent Nes“cendances globaies

Conclusion: L’épidémie de SIDA en France est la somme de plus teurs épidémies
indpendantes| et décalées dans le temps. Certaines modifications des va-
riables aph iques traduisent une augmentation de Ja proportion des cas à
incubation Tongue.

Mortalité tlée au SIDA
AIDS/HIV Related Mortality
W.A.P. IMPACT OF AIDS oxMORTALITY 1 SAN FRANCISCO: 1979-1986.

Saunders, LD; Rutherford, George; Lemp, GF; Barnhart, L.
Fe jextment of Public Health, ET Francisco, California

Objective: To describe the guess in AIDS-related deaths and yea!

potential life lost before 65 years (YPLL-before age 65) for San Francisco
residents between 1979 and 1986.
Methods: Death certificate data for San Francisco reaidents ed 1979"1986

d to calculate the numb: deaths and

Ci 3

136.9); other malign: neoplaems of the skin, sitenn
173.9); immunodefic1, wit edominant T-cell defect (ICD-9 279.1); and

immunodeficiency unspecified (ICD-9 .
Results: Th ber of S-related deaths (both sexes, all ages) inerea ed

5 «13 of all deaths) in 1979 to 534 (6. D) in 1986. YPLL-before age
65 increased from 123ihe n 1979 to 13,276 years in 1986. AIDS-related
deaths increased between 1979 and 1986 from 0 to «7% of all deaths);

0 to 257 (43.6% of all deaths); 0 to 150 (35.2% of all deaths) in mal:

”

Conclusions: Ther a dramatic increase in
San grancisco veaidents“petween1979 and 1986 especially in les aged
20-49 y

W.A.P.29 ESTIMATE OF HIV~RELATED DEATHS IN YOUNG ADULT MEN,

UNITED STATES, 1986

Buehler, James; Berkelman R.; Dev:

Centers for Disease Control, Atlante,“Georgia, USA.

Objective: To estimate the number of HIV-related deaths in 1986 in the
U.S. am oung adult men
Methods: Using multiple cause of death records for men 25-44 years of age

ed ©

 
mortality rates in the year with € rates, for selected

3 , there were 68 deaths Orr Laare2900) with any.
mention of cell-mediated imaune defiesen
Pneu: etis carinii p ta 7, A7,such”deathe.(20.55dencre1002009)
in excess = 7,655). In tneabs en: @ diagnoses,
occurred in 1986 (following a nadir in rates in 1980-1983) fo:
con: in the AlDS definition: infecti > 132; non-Hodg lymphoma,

158; encephalopathy, 15; and for other condit that are inc: ng inons as
HIV epidemic: pneumonia snd mire193; pulmonary

tuberculosis, 32; septicemia, 136; otherFinfections » 110; other amine

blood disorders, 57; and non-specific caussa

7,655 9,192 excess deaths 8 ted, compared ti° 7,23 "deaths
i 2 ported through AIDS surveillance for 1986 Tetimate
HiV-related deat! high if excess deaths are not all due to HIV
ow eline rates are declining, rather than sta! x ifincreases in

other conditions (e.g., piratory, drug abuse) are unyerela
clusion: National surveillance of AIDS cases detec!

HIV-related deaths in 1986 among men 25-44 years of a;
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W.A.P.26 AIDS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS: DEMOGRAPHICS AND

EPIDEMIOLOGY

bert E.; Mather, ; Peterson, M.R.All
AIDS Program Office, Department of vetecane “lilatee, Washington, D.C., USA.

Objectivere describethe characteristics of the individual AIDS patients
cared for4 one largest national health care systems in the world,

 
reporting form is identi
(CDC). From these forms
age, sex, ethnic and risk groups for these patients. The results of t
analyses will be reported
Results. At the end of 1988 the DVA had cared for 5,634 AIDS patients in 141

the imately 6% of all
ere

dhe £
account for 27% of all of the DVA

5 the VA medicalcenters. The
details of thes 11 further explat: t the meeti

usion. epidemic continues to involve an ever increasing number
of patients in the USA. D res for 6% hese case: These patients
differ f: be USA reported patients in risk group percentage. The IV
4 account for 27% of all of the patients cared for since 1979.
_These data will be presented and discussion encouraged.

W.A.P.28
McCormick, Anna.

Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, London WC2B 6JP and PHLS

Communicable Disease Surveillance Centre, London, United Kingdom

Objective. To estimate the total number of deaths resulting from HIV

ection

HIV-ASSOCIATED MORTALITY IN ENGLAND AND WALES IS GREATER
THAN THAT IDENTIFIED BY AIDS SURVEILLANCE

Methods. “Ninety-five causes of death were identified as possibly HIV-

related. Trends in d: rates due to these causes by age, sex, marital

Status and geographicalPretution were identified for 1984-87.
people who have died but who were not

ramm
the WHO definition were analysed. The AIDS areas programm

io ATDS definition.

ngle . Thi only partially accounted for
by deaths for which AIDS was stated as the cause. Geogr:aphical distribut-
on was similar to t! reported AIDS cases Preliminary results

from the extended surveillance ©) e 11 be prese

Conclusion. P e England and Wales are dying as a result of HIV 
ion severe enough

the true size of the epidemic is to be identified.

W.A.P.30 CAUSES OF DEATH IN A LARGE COHORT OF I.V. DRUG USERS (IVDUs)

IN MILAN: AN

Galli,Massimo; Codini,G.*; Carito,M.*; Cruccu,V.*; Zampini,L.*

Ciacci,D.* et al.
Infectious Diseases Clinic and *Drug Abuse services, Milan, Italy.

Objective.To evaluate the variations of causes of death during the last two

years in a large cohort of IVDUs recruited in Milan between Nov.80 and Dec.87.

Methods.All the " attending 4 Hospital Centres were included; 101 subjects

3684 IVDUS have been followed-up with repeated investi-

 

 

‘offi

Results. (%) Overdose AIDS Liver cirrhosis Violent death Other* Total
980-1986** 39(39) 11{11 5 (5 20 (20) 25(25) 101

987 18(32) 19(34) 1 (2) 8 (14) 10(18) 57
1g9e8*** 20(39) 22(43) 3 (6) 5 (10) 2(2) 52

TAL TE) 52(25) 9 (4) 33 (16) 37(18) 208
* Only two ci of so-called HIV-related des (bacterial pneumonitis) were
Rs veretrospective data; ***Up to Dec.1988 informations were available

HIV serology was available in 42 ADS unrelated deaths (88.1% we:

HIV pos.).

Conclusions .Deapite the increasing number of overdose related deaths in Italy
during the last two years, in this cohort AI 8 how, the firat cause of

death, so reflecting the large spread of HIV infection among IVDUs in Milan.
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MORTALITY AMONG 1862 HIV-INFECTED PERSONS IN A GEOGRAPHI- AIDS MORTALITY PUERTO RICAN-BORN RESIDENTS OF

W.A.P.31 CALI SPERSED U.S. POPULATION: endBrunes RESULTS W.A.P.32 MEN YORK CITY: 1981-1987.

Dannenberg,Andrew*; MeNeil,].**; and Brundage J.**. Menendez-Bergad, Barbaral,2; prucker,R.?; Blum,S.3; Perez-
* National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, ‘Agosto,R.4; een4; Verwand,S.
**Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D.C., ‘Lehman Coll | ontarien!Medical CenCenter/Albert Rinatein College of

Objective: A case-control study is ongoing to assess cause-specific mortality

en

 
eivilian applicants excluded from milita: ervice due to the presence

of Iv antibody (cases) or other unrelated medical conditions (controls)
M 8: The 1985-87 files of the onal De ndex searched
for 1862 eases and 5583 controls (matched 3:1 with cases o » race, sex

and date and location of screening) adentified by US Department of Defense

(DOD)screening between 10/85 and 12/87. cases were 93.6 le, 42.0
, and 5 black. The age range wasss years (media

Identifiers andoo se of living spas vere

im months (range ye e NDI esults: Bas: a mean follow-up time of 13
identified d ihrecords for 24 of 1862 cases “On 9/1000) and for 10 oe5583
controls (1.8/1000) (p<.0001). The death rate for cases (but not controls) was

igher co than cted all-cause death rate of 2.6/1000 based on
age-,rac a eaxnspectfic 1986 US death rates. Based on death certtficates
obtainedaasvr: 1/30/89
AIDS (n=14), pneumonia (2), su:
while controle died from unintentional trauma (4), suicide (1), homicide (1)

tug abuse (1) nual mortality £ this coho: is In

Conclusion: While these preliminary data are insufficient to calculate death
rates for non-AIDSca uch as suicide, they suggest increa:

cause short term risk of death in HIV-infected persons, primarily from AIDS.

THE IMPACT OF NON-OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS ON MORTALITY IN
A NATIONAL SAMPLE OF AIOSHOSPITALIZATI

* YK. Ball’ Ph.D.**
* Thomas Jefferson Medical College, Bit adelphiay’P USA;
** National Center for Health Services Research, ispitis. Rockville, MD, USA.

W.A.P.33

Qbiective. To determine the importance of non-orneinfections
(NOI) as a predictor of mortality inFoFayagnost AIDS p

with an AIDS agnosis weremaleectted from the
1386 Hespital‘cost.and Uedlization Project s (HCUP) national sample of U.S.

spitals. Addit VCDocM diagnosis codes identified pathophysiologic
processes an nvolvement. Logistic regression was used to
estimate therelative effects of NOI and opportunistic infections (01) on
in-patient mortality, controlling for the presence of other conditions
(wastinng syndrome, secondary cancers, hematologic disease, dementia, organ
failure), patient demographic characteristics, and region of the U.S.

, AIDS discharges appeared in 196 CU
hospitais. re3230 hospital izati ons, foe had one 9% ha
27% had oneinmore other OI, and 14% had KS. Ove in-patient mortsEs

8%. nvol ving the Tina {mostly PCP) or theCNS increased the risk
oFdying and 104%, respectively. NOI involving the dung.or“rain or
disseminated,NOL tneeased the risk of dyinng by 36%, 103%, and 1
likelihood of dying in the hospital was generally greater outside
California. wath theeffects of OI and NOI on mortality vary across
regions will be exami net

ich are less understood as complications of AIDS, are
common and stoniticastly increase in-patient mortality.

W.A.P.35 COMPARISON OF U.S. HIV MORTALITY TRENDS FROM VITAL
hes STATISTICS AND AIDS SURVEILLANCE

4; Kochanek, K.* and Buehler, J.#*
*NCHS, CDC, Hyattsville, Maryland, *#CID, coc, Atlanta, Georgia; U.S.A.

To compare trends in U.S. HIV/AIDS mortality from vital

Methods. Death certificate information is collected
reported through vital statistics (VS) to the National Center
Sreemeas (NTS) of the Centers for DiseaseControl (CDCCC). The
also report AIDS cases and deaths AIDS surveillance (AS) to the
Center for Diseases (CID). ve areaUS. HIV mortality
from 1983-87 from the VS (multiple cause-of-death data coded to ICD-9 No.
279.1, Deticiencyof cell-mediated i ty, for 1983-86; underlying
cause-of-death data coded to new U.S. codes *042-*044, implemented in
5087 for HIV infection) to deaths occurring in 1983-87 and reported to
‘date through the AS.

by the States and
Center for Health

deaths reported through VS and AS were 1,141 and
05, yin 19837 10,900 (the most recent final data fron VSVS)

ana 10,383, in 1986; and 13,130 (provisional. 10% sample©of mortalityvon
data) and 13,431, in 1987 of AS to VS deaths decreased fron
1.23 in 1983 to 00/95 in 1986 and thenincreased to 1,00 in 1087, In

the (90% male) was the same both.
‘The ramber of HIV/AIDS deaths ko NSand AS are

crane Gespite differences in the two systens. VS data depend on
the reporting and on death certificates; AS depends
on reporting for persons who mest the AIDS surveillance definition.

poisser Yorkcitty

de
ati4centro La

Transaiciôn Sent,Puerto RicoSear. nockvilleMD, DEA.

poses To compare AIDS mo: and rates among Puerto Rican-
{PR} born residents of Hew York city {NIC) to those of lacks {Blk}, whites

th AIDS (n=8187) are analyzed
‘dod 1981-

 
the denominator for cumuletive age-

ecular trends for 1981-1987

ited AIDS mortality|rates (per
lk (267), me(282), and mp

ghest compared

 
e-adj

Blk (36),™me (14}* and mp,usecsespois

males in 1 age groups, es for ages 35-44.* Sooulartre!trends indi-

cate cheeÀAIDS sortalitytrom en to 1987 (among

increased most dramatically for PR-bere (8461) compared to Blk 76568) and

Esp (6820).*[p¢.05]
sproportionate on the mortality experience

of PR-born -New Yorkers suggests high retes of HIV infection in this group and

wontinued risk for the PuertoPuerto Rican community in PR.

W.A.P.34 STASILIZATION OF AIDS MORTALITY IN NON-DRUG USING MEN IN
NEW YORK CITY

neburner Rand, Stevens C*, Chiasson M, Morrison J*, Ewing
E, Singh et a ie New Yor! CityDepartment of Health and The New York
Blood Benter| Ke York, New York, u

Objective: To $ the course of the AIDS epidentc in New York City
homosexual men by analyzing mortality trends from 1 88.

ality from AIDS and all other ci
to be IV drug users DL was analyzed using the NY
Mortality was also deters a cohort La 8,331 homosexual males
enrolled in a NYC hepatitisaSEE.in
Results; From 1980-88, 9.3% (6,294. deaths in non-IVDU nite

nly 5.64. During the same
eaths in non—wiwhites ‘increased an and 14%. No

e homos
4 rom 1980-88 we

annual increase an total deaths was 47% for 1983-86, and
DS deaths increased from 32% (6/15) in 1982 to

HA in 1985 where it remained essentially unchanged through 198.
= Stabilization of A mortality in -IVDU mal es abst, and

in the homosexual male cohortnyggesests a plateau in, the epidemic o
NYC homosexual men. The ribution of outmigration to this*seabt ization
will be amine in the conort. Behavioral change @ one explanation
for the occurrence of this phenomenon before the widespread use of AZT.

Transmission homosexuelle
Homosexual Transmission
Ww. A. P. 36 RISKFACTORS FOR TRANSMISSION EyeIMPACT OF KNOWLEDGE OF HIV-

ne AB SER ON \VIOR AMONG HOMOSEXUAL MEN

perTTERsnsren Godfried JP*; Kuiken, C*; De V:roome, EMH*#;

*Municipal Health Service’ Ansterdam,**State University Utrecht,The Netherlands

preceeee: Study of riskfactors for transmission and impact of knovledge of
= among hiconversion on subsequent sexual behavior ual men.

Methods. Between Oct. 1984 and May1385 512 HIVab- homosexual sen vere
enttered in a cohort study in Anste: ubjects ev
medical history, physical examination and chenunsaat of bloodsamples and
psychosocial and behavioral data. 1 Jan.
seroconverted for HIVab, 34 in 1985, 16 in”1986," in 1987 and 6 in 1988.
For each HIVab seroconversion Vab- controls vere selected at random and

tched in time, takin the seroconversion date alis reference.
Results. Compared ontrols seroconversion: shov & peak in ano;
ceptive activity during12-6 no. prior seroconvers Seroconversions in-

an of partners while controls remain stable around 1
es in sexual behavior during 6-36 mo. after ledg: seroconversion

appear to be relative beca' sexual activity returns to the initial level
before the peak-pe + An ital insertive intercourse is th act
vity whi s belov the initial level. In multivariate eis anogenital

er.
rogenital contact or a history of (ulce-

nc lu: sugg peak-periods in sexual behavior 12-6 mo. prior se-
Foconversion. Sexual behavior after seroconversion should therefore be atu-
died by comparing it with the initial level of sexual activity before t
Pp periods Anogenital receptive intercourse remains the primary riekfactor,
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W.A.P.37 RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR HIV TRANSMIS-
SION IN MALE HOMOSEXUALS
snestas:is.RRoumeliotou;Kallinikos,G.;Kotsianopoulou,M. ;Nesto-

ridou ,A.3Trichooper Papaevangelou,G,
Na:tional Center forons,Athens School of Hygiene,Athens ,Greece.

Objective.To study factors affecting the prevalence of HIV infection in male
homosexuals.

self-selected for counselling and HIV screening a
de nai

The sample included 90 anti-HIVpositivevend 100 anti-HIV negative male homo-
infe-sexuals.Ali of thenwere alse screened for serological evidence of HBV

ction, syphilis history of past gonnorhea.
Results.Te   
  

 

   

Table 1nos spideniological©characteristics and the prevalence of
xanined an sitive gle homosemuals.

age (ye
r of sexual contactste/ month

Use of condom (%) lis

 

Active andppaseive sexual behaviour (2) 5
Hepatitis B 58.
Syphilis. 1

10. 0
and other 8

Gonnorhes 55.0
Conclusions. There is a close correlation between HIV infec’
Xually transmitted diseasesDnprotected sex andàboth yassiveanddactive sexual
behaviour are mainly responsible for HIV infection in male hom Ss

W.A.P.39 RELATIONSHIP OF STD HISTORY TO RIV SEROPOSITIVITY mA
COHORT OF HOMOSEXUAL MEN I ’
Haley, Charles E.; Anderson P, Freemanna“petty A.

Dallas County Health Department, Dallas, Texas, USA.

Objective: To determine the relationship betveen STD history and anti-HIV.

Methods: Between saté 12/88, 644 homosexual or bisexual men volunteered
red questions about months for HIV testing. All ansve

previous episodes of syphilis, gonorrhea, genital warts, and titis.

Methods: 320 (50%) of the men had a story of sither sypnilis, gonorrhea or
Hethods
warte; 153 (19%) had ahistory of hepat

f a SexuallyTransaitted piseass:
uy 3 pBSyphilis Gonorrhea Wart yon A hep

KN 8
RIV+ aus) 95 (40%) 51(998) 1200300 30(468) star

RR .
.5-2.4 i 2.0 L15-2 2.4 a295% CL +

When ctratifiedoy the number of pa
AIDS, the RR ros i

hepatitis vas 1.% (95% CL:1.1-1.8). HIV infe
number of episodes of sonorrhsa (xitrend=32; p

partners {xtrend=8 3 Pt.
RIV infections may be related to history of STD due to the

facilitation ou transmission, but the siailar relationship with non-A

hepatitis suggesthat HIV infections and SYDs may be independant events

associated w transmission.

ctions were related to the
001) and to the amaber of

W.A.P.41 FAILURETO CONFIRM HERPES SIMPLEX VIRUS TYPE2 (HSV-2)
NEO0AS À RISK FARORFOR HIV-1 SEROCONVERSION
MONG HOMOSEXUAL

mst!vg,Ne Rahman,A.; Ho, M. and Risaldo, C
University of Pittsburgh, Graduate School of Public Health, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.

16 à with HIV-1
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Obj T soe

homosexual men.Methods. firmed HIV. t ) i with HIV-1

) t f with wh
seit of HIV. ion. HSV-2 At 4 omblind

h ffinity-parificd gG inani blot ass.

Results. At the visit dHV
observed for both HIV-1 seroconverters|and non-seroconverters (23/49,47%). Matched |pairs

aus
(odds ratio = 1.0). if reported low (<4%), as

findi Bgestive0oeHV infection omy

Conclusion. NNo evidence wasffound iin this st /

infection with HSV-2 i HIV-1

suggested explanation is that anal intercourse is the major nekfactor for both HIV-1 maHSV-2
ano-genital infection, HSV-2infection amonghomosexual men may be only a markerof, not a
tisk factor for, acquisition of HIV-li . Duc to 10bothcultural and biologic differencesiin

groups.
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W.A.P.38
RISK FACTORS FOR HIV INFECTION AMONG MALE PROSTITUTES IW ATLANTA

Kitk Elifwon, J. Boles, 4. sweat, Georgia State Deerete Atlante
W. Darrow, Centers For Disease Control, Atlante GA, US.

objecttivesme assess HIV peroprevalence among male prostitutes and to Identify risk
factors ary Infection.

ad netwennelygaaand Jenuary 2989. 147 active
a

ale street prostitutes were
irate i n Atlanta tendraiezee levier were©ond

1 cre tin lews

tad andbieod  

 

     
  

 

    works .
# by ETA andSMestern Blots and fer syphnilebyBPR,MHA-Tp, and

rr : ociated with HIV antibody seropositivity were identified using
tep-wise logistic

Results 0te 147 hustiece 208 wee pouitive {ding in @ predominantly
ack area, rather tha a most HUEbreaictor of HIV infection

Interaittent condom Use {uso between 334 and 664 of tine), was significantly associated
with wiv infectison while infrequent.ad frequent condom use ware not significant. In

st P onious model predictors for HIV infection ver

Risk Factor 950 Cot.     
  

 

4 of Sampie % HIV Pos. Odds
4.

  

a . . <51-3.
cape iv a 24 47.2 2.25 1.66-2,84

syen Setomarker 22.4 55.3 2.93 1.51-2.54
ritereiteentconden Use 38.8 36.7 2.91 1.46-2.35
seine >» 19 y:ears 2 46.1 1,98 1.33-1.63

jaintance W/ P. 4 35.0 1.76 1,24<2.28

Age (median seat trace (46% black), rares use (49.33), and eelf-reported sexual
orientation a14 homosexusl, 48% het: neaie.Digest aeeee *..not ne
Conclusions: Preliminary results in st stit: nea  
Gondultof HIV infection to both Solhomosexualpopulet
Additionally, residence in » eredominentiy©black area and receptive anintercourse
are butesr predictors of HIV infection than race and sexual orientation

‘HIV-1 DISCORDANT COUPLES IN THE BALTINOE MACS STUDY
Paalemicekjohn G, Fox R, Odaka N, Armenian H, Harris J.

aylor EB, et ai. me Johns Hopkins School of

W.A.P.40
Hardy

Hygiene and Public Malthe“Baltimore. MD,

Objective To determine infection status, sexual practices and coinfections
of HIV-1 serologically discordant couples in the Baltisore

ntified serologically HIV-1 discordant, 8

ve and 17 seronegative concordant couples had detailed
and blood drawn for

 
HIV-1 seroposit.
eexual histories taken boratory tests.
Results Concordant Discordant gone

Seropositive Sero+ Sero- Seronegative

Number of persons 10 34 34 34
607 s65 1193 1160

x CD4/CD8 ratio 0.6 0.6 1. .

HIV-1 culture positive 6/10 28/33 2/33 1/34

HIV-1 DNA detected (PCR) 1/1 2/1 0/7 1/4

Anal inser Be:
- with primary partner 8/10 27/94 29/34 30/34

- never using condom 2/8 13/27 9/29 20/30
Anal receptive s

- with primary partner 10/10 29/34 29/34 90/84

- never using condos 3/ 11/29 12/29 17/30

Conclusion Sezxu:mealiy active HIV-1 discordant couples exist without evidence

of viral transmission. The presence of 3 virus positive seronegative
persons in this high risk population requires further investigation.

armors APHOTO, DPRACTICE IN
Robert*; Najjar, M.*; Pass, C.*; and Paradis G.*.

ene1 des maladies infectieuses, Montreal,Quebec,Canada.

Objective. To determine the prevalence of HIV infection andcharacterize sexual
pie:ocio-demographic factors and knowledge about AIDS anong homosexual =
Methods. A cross-sectional atudy of HIV infection, comprising anti-HIV testing nta

sexual history,selfadminister stiounaire including information on lifetime
iour, kmowledge about AIDS and lifetime history of STD's.

ts. iod, 84 tered the study. Theb “Gb eas included
subjects 18 to 60 years ofage who were mostly ) and

residents (94%), The median number of lifetime sexual Je partnerswe 2110
(otal) )and7 (with they hadrece
yeara most mmber of partners per gearof
in 21 EDofofsubjects. There was no significant Hy or
other char: between men who visited the clinic for HIV-related reasons and

eonauleed|for Anal recept.who non-HIV-related reasons. ive intercourse, younger
age at 1 experience, use of sex poppers drugs, history of
STD's including hepatitis B were strongly corre: ted with a seropositive result.

ing ior to the tected anal ti
intercourse was 3 (14.3%) of 21seropo: men; anal

+
t of subjects had prior

overall median score on questions relating to AIDS, compared to 47%
ofsubjects who knew they were negative and none of who had no previous
knowledge 0!of their HIV status (p< 0.002).
Cancun. This study provide evidence that an important proportion of homosexual

real have still not*adopted safe sex techniques and lack adequate
knowledge about AIDS. Use of drugs might be an important factor in HIV transmission.
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W.A.P.43 REx FACTORS IN HOMOSEXUAL TRANSHIESION OF HIV W.A.P.44 NAGONORTOF HOMOSEIUALMEN;SUOUENTILCHANGESOVER Bonnio Riçeh liala*, M.Borderi®, N.Dentaie *
C Re, eu ' ‘Mulhall,Brien,P.*,Carter,L. *, Frezer,LH.**

“Istituto Malattie fettiv- ~ "stitute di Microbiotogiar “wes » Royal Melnoume Hospital, Metboume, Australie; “* Princess Alexandre Hospital, Brisbane, Australia.
Universita‘ di Bologna, rames ITALY. QOblective: To determin

Methods: in1983 @ cohort of oomuel pejor teaching
dhisçtire, To evaluate the risk factors Linked to HIV infection in a cohort 2Smontya ° “alian hoso-bisexual sen enrolled in 1985-1900,
boat teat lone during that period.

have studied ess homo-bisexual men (iv. drug addicts excluded)
fran Rrthers alttaly at refer of one's own free will ta HIV screening

and te look for their

rst exasination ave par todically g'isstes the interview and

HIV test aay six aonths for a follow up period 12-36 sonths.
Results. HIV Ab prevalence during “Jan 1985-Dec 1987 is reported in TABLE 1.

ntsen {fros follow-up group
- TABLE 1 ‘ HIV Ab tve 4x (373 subjects) seroconverted during
Strmeenasaannnemmensees annceeennnnn 85-1968, with annual rate 2

1985 256 33 12.9 During 1987-19 # interviewed
1986 129 17 13.4 oso-bisexuals have reported a sore
1987 211 18 4. drastie reduct $ promiscuity
1588 26 3.4 rather than t he observance of “sate

Ths ajor behavior
sen In Italian hoao-bisexual conauniu is sainly the reduction of

proaiscuity, which can explain the slow diffusion of HIV in this group.

W.A. P.45 THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS)
Ano TWO COHORTS OF SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED (STD) PATIENTS
WITH DIFFERENT VENEREAL DISEASE HISTORIES. Wayne X. Shander

Dallas County Health Department. Current affiliation: Dept. 0: ledicine,
Ben Taub Hospital, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA.

OBJECTIVE: To assess the risk of acquiring HIV infection among 2 cohorts
f “homosexual men treated for syphilis and other venereal infections in

Ss of homosexual male patients with venereal exposures
a retrospective chart review. The first included 302

arly (primary or_ Secondary) syphilis during
tros.(matched by first initial o

groups was assessed by review
1 AIDS cases that had been diagnosed by mia1988.

The number of AIDS cases among the two groups was similar: 14
(4.8%) among the patients with a history of early syphilis during 1986 and

(5.3%) among the matched control patients with a history of gonorrhea
during 1986 (X" .

CONCLUSION: Among American homosexual men, a relationship between a
is increased rate of AIDS cannot be

he episode of early syphilis and
i

risk factor for HIV infection and AIDS among American homosexual men as it
do patients belonging to qe,at-risk populations such as
those treated and reported from central Afri

wo 5 a

Transmission verticale

Vertical Transmission

W.A.P.47 MATERNAL F: AND NEONATAL CHARACTERISTICS
ASSOCIATED|witHHIV INFECTION IN INFANTS OF
SeSITIVE

Nair, Prasanna; nh «+ Alger, L and Seiden, s.
Department of P.Pediatrics, university”of Maryland School
Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland,

Objective. To correlate maternal and neonatal characteristics
with perinatal tranmission of

 

of whom show
nfected, are presented.

Results. All mothers of infected infants and 90% of mothers of
non-infected infants had history o: g use. Thereos no
significant difference in age, education, type of fam:
marital status

higher in mothers o

P
ne withdrawal which was higher in

-infected group (55% vs 27%
Conclusion. In this group of infants “transmis:sion of HIV appears
© be associated with maternal lifestyle characteristics.
 

ocean
members were on sexual ite-style was ellolted by questionnaire.

Banus; Tow prevalenceofartbodyte HIV rome Wom DEN D 3088 Lie Dr D There have been no further
‘seroconversions. Five patients have developed group and five AIDS.

Intercourse,
Conclusions: 1. The spread of HI ito and within the grouphae been halted,
2. Although th

3. Th bin

W.A.P.46 RECENT HIV SEROCONVERTERS (SC)_IN A SAN FRANCISCO COHORT OF
ss HOMOSEXUAL/BISEXUAL MEN: RISK FACTORS FOR NEW INFECTIOI

poison Alan R.*; O°Malley,PM.*; Hessol,NA.*; Doll LS. “a;
Cannon, L.*; Rut artment oF PubiccHealth, San Francisco,
CA; **Centers for"Disease. control, Atlanta,

Objectives: To describe homosexual/bisexual men Ge who recently sero-
converted to HIV antibody (Ab) and behavioral risk factors for these SC.
et ince 19! or 

udies. Eleven HBM whose
1986 (6) or 1987 (5) were

a seronegative
Results: During an interview period ofle3amonths (nedian=19) preceding
the estimated date of seroconversion, SI rted amedian of 20 sexual
partners (range=1-425); 3 SC reported onty1-“2 partners. 8/11 SC cported
engaging in receptive anal intercourse without a condom, 2/11 SC reported

intercourse withou condom, and 1 SC denied anal inter-
ly receptive and insertive’ oral-genital contact with

to the date of seroconversion, 7 SC had been told
ative based o' s sample. Compared to SN,

SC had a greater number of both steady and nonsteady sexual partners; SC

t differ with drags to age,
euale, or use 0

continue to seroconvert to HIV, ‘primarily
jon with unprotected receptive or insertive anal intercour.rse.

Although multiple partners are also associated with an increased risk of
seroconversion,some SC reported ‘only1on2partners,

W.A.P.48 RISK FACTOR(RE) IN SYMPTOMATIC HIV SEROPOSITIVE (SP) CHILDREN
DE Sua CITY HOSPITAL (53m), PUERTO RICO
Eleanor “Tinenes, M.T. Carrer, » I. Perez, C. Reyes,

Departmentof Pediatrics, Pediatric Hematology Scie San “Suan City
San , PuertoHospital Medical Center, Ri

SJŒH is the only publi - which s the medically indigents (aprox.
225,000 pts./yr.) residents SJ . area (total . 425,749, 1985)

of with aserious public health probelm of I'
Sbiective:*To determin mode o transmission of HIV infection in
symptomatic children from 0-13 years of agea
Method: ta from the of the Ped. HIV Clinic was analyzed, SP

- were identified form 1985 to 1!pts 8 (EL
Results: 95 SP pts. vere identified.P-0=39 ag),Rteeo P-2=52 (557).

tomatic pte48 (92.3%) were ee ected (PI) and
RF of PLchildren 3

symptoma
4 (7.7%) blood acquired. The parents innite?

9 (42%,
is im notherWWW. .eeeceeeceee seen e453 (93.5%) a bothparents

7%) previous husband
Several Sex Partners...2 $ 4.2

terosexual on in mothers was 50% (n=26) and fin the last 3 yrs car
82-84 vs 58% EE 92% of them (n=22) was related to IVDU insex
Conclusion: tal infection was be the of trans
wen .3 symptomatic. pts.8at SJCH. IVDU was the most Sree
RF in parents aandirectly related to this mode of radeon.|The ma
$Y Ofthe SP mothers were infectedby a IVD sexual partner thperinaSL
infection and IVDU are higher in Retro. ares thant in thetest P.R.
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W.A.P.49 PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF THE VERTIcaTRANSMISSION OF ee
lack Le s .Sprecher, J.Duchate. N. Clumeck, J.Ninane,

= Zissis et al. Collaborative Croup for the Study of
atrice AI i

Objective : Te evaluate prospecti the vertical srensaiesion of

Methods : Infants born HIV infected mothers are followed up clinieaity
since birth and tested at (Ab) b:months intervals for HIV entivodics

for the presence of virus in cul-

and the re £ the cohort is as: omatic. Fifteen children hav
seronegati ages ranging from “te months. Half-life of anti P24 Ab
in these children as comparable (30 days) and the e at which they became

1

ieainnerment and anti P24 Ab that
ductiactive pro: n

children : 3 were positive (2/4 in the child with AIDS 1/6 in an asymp-
omatic child) . Detectionoof provir y PCR using in the sa

a gene 8 bee in 15 infents. Two different samples
been tested in 9childrenwe positive 2 negative and 2 discordant Soules)
and 1 sample in 6 (5 positive and | ne ti
Conclusion : » quantitativefollow up of anti P24 Ab correlates withus
clinical immunologic ou: 2) provirral.DNA is detectable by PCR in
seronegative asymptomatic children. The significance of t finding remains
to be elucidated.

PERINATALLY ACQUIRED HIV INFECTION AND THE RISK OF VERTICAL TRANSMISSION

IN RIO DE JANEIRO - Brazil.

Smetini, Dariosé Hart; Rubini, N.P.M.; Rocco, R.

F.S.; Morais

Gaffrée & Guinle untvereiey Hospital -*mniversity of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

W.A.P.51
7 Eyer-Silva, W.A.;

Objective: To study the natural history of perinatally acquired HIV infection and evaluate the

tisk of vertical transmission,
thods: study comprised 10 HIVinfectedoderentworen {positive both at

who were conitted to our Hospital fi 1988. clinical‘lian

was based on COC criteria. Childrenvewere ir shortly afterdelivery and at

 
interv:

Results: Mothers were 20 to 41 years of age (28,8 + 7,4), som) were white and 4 non-

Risk factors were as follows: 6 (60%) IVOU,2 (20% a history of Sheed transfusion

partners. ‘right (80%) were claseified as group II, ) as group

 

) were negativeathart.Fu cie
were well clinically at delivery. We obser 1 abnormali in the fetus from

mother during gestation. At the end of study, 2 (25%) were still negative after “s

mont (50%) were positive but had less than 15 months of follow-up, 1 (12,5%) hadhs, 4

asysptomatic infection and 1 (12,5%) developed AIDS. The 2 non-infected children were born by

vaginal delivery and were breast-fed.
Conclusions: Our data suggest that: 3)pps HIV transmission does not appear to affect

we: Tth and gestational age. b) Mode of delivery and breastfeeding do not8rsobeat to affect
the rate of vertical transmission. ¢) We could not yetestimate theet of vertical
transmission, since only 4(50K) children have reached 15 months o!

Progression de l'infection à la maladie

Progression from Infection to Disease
W A P 53 FOLL U HIV-INFECTED HOMOSEXUALS WITH LYMPHA-
oo DENOPATHY SYNDROME (LAS). T.HARRER+, K MESSING*,

MEYER+, U BIENZLE*, JR KALDEN+
a5dites Hier III of the University Erlangen-Nuernberg,

en, FRG *Landesinstitut fdr Tropenmedizin,D-1-Berlin,

FederalJ Republic ofof Germany

ee To look for the incidence of developement of AIDS in

cohort of homosexual|men with LA
nd 1984 26 homosexual men were examined

rameters were correlated t

period of 58 months (median, range 53-69 nths). None of th

Patients wa reated with HIV-specific therapies. 16 (61.5 % de-

veloped fuil blown AIDS within a median period of 41 months

(23-63 months). 12 of them died 50 months (median, range 29-67

months) after the first examination. 10 patients showed no symp-

ms of AI ter a med observation time of 57 months (54-
63 nth. decreased proportion of CD4-cells a low
CD4/CDB-ratio in the lymphnode suspensio at the first examina-

tion tients wit disease progression were the enl

meters which correlated with the development o £ DS.
CONCLUSION: The incidence of AIDS is rising continuously with

increasing observation ti
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W A P PERINATAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV-1 IN LUSAKA, ZAMBIA.

ee Hira, Subhagh*: Bhat ,G.*;Kamanga,J.*;Mwale,C.*;Luo,N.*
Fi**; et

University Teaching pospital, Lusaka, Zambia;**Uniformed Services University

of Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD; U.S.A.

sPerine,

Objectives.1. To determine perinatal transmission rate; 2.To determine

morbidity and mortality of HIV-1 infection in children
rospective study was conducted on 1954 women in labour at

i Li

t co

and those lost to followup, 105 set

ets of seronegative mothers and their children (control)

were followed monthly or years

seropositive women, 49 (21.6%) had PGL or ARC. Low birth

AIDS. Remaining 83 children were reteste hs of age and 23 (27.7%)
were s ive. Thereafter, fewer children became seronegative few
thers became seropositive. mths of age, other 4 died with A ,

€ terminall 11, 22 had and 2 were € seropositive. Thu.

including those 14 who had died er 8 months of age with clinical AIDS, the
perinat transi rate was 47/ (44.8%). The mortality rate amo!

infected children was 18/47 (38.3%) in first 2 years of ignificant
clinical features amon, ected children were lure to thri 72.4%li:
anemia (20.7%), hepatosplenomegaly (20. .
Conclusions.1.Perinatal transmission occured in 44.8%; 95% developed illness.

 WOMENANDW.A.P.52 wis RE
cenatrees, Bohln A-8**, Ottenblad C**, Czajkowski J”, Sénnerborg A”, Blomberg

Nemeth A

stockton Sweden, *** The University of Lund, Lund, Sweden.

 

 

 

 

 

Objective: To study the r P
transmission to the child or foetus.
Methods: From HIV seropositive women, heparinized blood was drawn at the time of abortion for HiV-

jon omlamaano perioraloodlood mononuciear cells (PBMC). The aborted footus was
subjected to HIV-isolation. fyisolation Was
performedOeaac2230 wes partua, and em neon lat.The chron

Whereas al chiksren.

ware tested around bitth few have been followed the whole period of 2 years.
HIV-isolation In the woman or in the childfoetus.

No of pair of from plasma PBMC elther any site

woman and chid: ? 5/7 5/1 6/7 0/7)
woman and foetus: 7 3/6 4/7 5/7 3/7
Total: 14 8/13 9/14 11/14 1/14
1) HIV in 1 child. 2) hi

neonates and from only one foetus.

W A P 54 RISK OF AIDS mn PATIENTS WITH HERPES ZOSTER, PGL OR ‘OTHER’

ov FEATURES OF AR!
Hira,Subhash*; Tembo, G.*;Wadhawan,D.* ;Kamanga ,J.*;Macuacua,R. *;

erine, *University Teaching Hospital, Lusaka, Zambia; +kUniformed
Servieee “University of Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD, u.

 

polective- Tond the risk of developing AIDS in patients presenting with

pes zost PGL, or those with ‘other’ features of AR

wee ods. Three * cohorts of patients at University Teachinghospital in Lusaka
ere followed for periods varying from 6 to months: I. 212 with herpes
zoster;1I. 200 with PGL; mr 168 with ‘other’ features of ARC like diarrhoea,

fever, ht loss, ugh etc. All patients were confirmed seropositive

H1V-1ere Immuno: luorescent assay. Using patient-monthsof observation as
nator, £ Progr ssion to AIDS among ¢: were extrapolated.

By

e n o o ce € #
a
à a ° mn oO © progressed t + Âge, sexof umber

  
partners, past STDs etc were not si,griftenotly“aattecent“among the Sohette.

The rate of progression to AIDS perwee tient months
of Observaation

1-10 Ww 21-30 31-40
Herpes zoster 0.49 0.24 0.19

Pi 0.1 0.06 0.09

‘Other’ features 0.15 0.15 ——

 

Conclusion. The fast rate of progression of patients with herpes zoster to
AIDS suggests that it is an indicator of poor prognosis.
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W.A.P.55 INCIDENCE OF AIDS IN SPANISH HIV INFECTED PATIENTS
Jose| M Gateell, Podzamczer D, Clotet B, Gcafa I, Est. LA

JM a IDS STUDY GROUP. Hospitals Clinic,
Bellvitge, Tarrasa,"peraans"Tries, and Vall d'Hebron, Barcelona, Spai

OBJECTIVE. To describe the incidence of AIDS (CDC criteria of August 1987)

rs tone infected “in the HIV in Barcelona (Spain) where drug addicts

the aost frequent risk group and tuberculosis the@ost common initial

aunifestation of AIDS.
MET! tatal of 2100 peaple who were at high risk for AIDS, had enrolled

in coher studies of homosexual men, parenteral drug users and hemophiliacs

befor oer + A total of 922 were either HIV seropositive at
olisen or _seroconverted subsequently, and could be followed-up.

(708) of the 922 were parenteral drug addicts.
TS. The AIDS developed in 95 (10.3 %) during a median folloow-up iod

of 30 months (range 12 to 7e sonths). Using actuarial survival calculations,

Vv

{P>0.05)
eneink ofPereping AIDS was significantly greater asong those Presenting

er eloping during pe ailow-up period, a disease included in the

CCtapesIV A ead Iv C-2 ¢
À Therisk of AIDSdevelopment after 6 years of HIV infection was

rogression rate among drug addicts was not significantly

different than the progression rate of male homosexuals or bhemaphiLiac:

W.A.P.57 DEFLECTION OFANAIDS PROPROGRESSION CURVEINA GAYCOHORT
Schechter.Martin T°; Cri
 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

aïb KJP*; Le TN”;IN*; Willoughby B*, Montaner JSG*.
“The Vancouver ip SC Canada

To studypatterns of AIDS progression, we fit a Weïbull distribution the first 60 months of AIDS
Pp ion in a cohort of 351 HIV+ men(233 seroprevalent GP); 118 seroincident (SD)]. Wefirst

The model was then fitftlamba.08;2fa2.7), extended to 88 months, and graphed1with the
actual pi
The model (upper exeg projecti ag vith published studi The actual
pro ion (low 5 y fi bh 40 hs. The ch
Progress: A + twh 4% dichad }prog P yy the model).

z 0:
8 3042 30

20 +

10

' T
20 80

AIDS rewen in a spot gay cohort Sopatobavedeflected from a Weibull
distribution. of the Drugeffects

W.A. P.59 PROGRESSION OF HIV DISEASE AMONG INTRAVENDUS DRUG ABUSERS (IVDA): A
THMRYEAR PROSPECTIVE STUDY. Tirelli Usberta, Saracchini S., Diodato S.,

o D., Marte -, Vaccher €. AYOS and Related Syndrowes StudySeri

Group, Centro di Riferisentsoncologiee, hviane, Italy.

Objective. To detersine the progr:serie rate HIV diseasesotag IVDA. Methods Between 1984 and

1987, a prospective evaluation of 319 IVDA waswae 103/319 (32%) were HIV seropositive is.

with Western Blot confirmation) ind‘Messi (21%) were ttes by |pel 31 (10%) of whom without

systenic syaptons (group III of CDC classification}, 27 (8%) and 10 (3%) with systeaic pe
classified IV A and IVE respectively. Only 159/319 (50%) were ation regularly for sedian

duration of 14 months {range 1-38), and are the object of this evaluation, Results. At first

di F

 

full-blown AIDS, 40 were syaptomatic and 32 asysptoeatic. Progression of HIV disease is

documented in the Table “_HIv=_ (#87) HIVe (N°72}

Seroconversion 5/87 (6%) -

11/32 (34%)Disease progression: areee => sysptosatic 0

aptows worsening: 0 15/40 (36%)
AIDS 0 140 (10%)
0.1, (C2) 0 8/40 (20%)

tou 0 40
 

syaptoas
Conclusion. After a aedian follow-up of 1¢ eonths, 5/87 (6%) of previously HIV negative IVDA

seroconverted, and &/72 (6%) of HIV-seropositive developed full-blown AIDS. In addition, despite

educational efforts, a large nueber (60%) of HIV positive IVDA still exchange syringes and

needles and only a few (17%) use condoms.

L
A

G
S

W A P 50 NATURALSTORY OF HIV INFECTION IN WOMEN OF CHILD BEARING
AGE IN UGANDA.

Dr. E. A Mworozi, Dr. S. tent - Makerere University,

P.0. Box 7072, KAMPALA, Dean
 

Objective: To determine the morbidity and mortalitY res associated with

HIV infection among women of child bearing a

Methodology: 87 HIV Seropositive mothers were recruited from an antenatal
clinic at Nsambya Hospital in Kampala City. These were prospectively
followed up at monthly intervals for 0 - 35 m

Results: During the follow-up period most of the women had delivered twice,
4 mothers had died, 3 of whom had gnteropathtc AIDS (SLIM
neuropsychiatric manifestations, 41 are still beingfollowed-up but 4 of
whom currently have ARC/AIDS was 5.9% ver year. £ progression
in this cohort of women who delivered children andÀdascated is comperable
to what has been found for the general population in other studies

 

 Conclusion: From this study pregnancy and lactation did not accelerate
the rate of progression to ARC/AIDS.

W A P 58 FeTO AIDS IN Crises OF SEROPREVALENT AND

SER MEN:RESULTS A' Ss

3Ls Schectera McLeodWA"; Weaver MS"; neEnby
BY; Douce Br Sestak P* Maynard M*; OShau essy MV#; et

“The Vancouver Lymphadenopathy-AIDSdySt Paul's Hospital and the re”
British Columbia, V: ver, BC, Canada. * leral Centre for a, On

Objective. hosewere ereae and thas who scocorertel undersidy>

Methods. We id

visits during theperiodwae to itTsgroup wes divided into seropositives at entry
(serop AIDS was
di sed in this cohort accordingtotoCDC criteria. Methods of survival analysis wereused to
calculate progression rates to AIDS. Kaplan-Meler estimates of cumulative
calculated as were actuarial annual attacks rates, namely the conditional Prepay of AIDS

at the beginningof the year. Cox regression was used to mode! predictors
Results. ‘A total of 351seropositive Subjects were included in the analysis (233 SP, 118 SI). The

rere 62.0 mos (raineorrabete
(range=10-69) for SI. A total of 69 cases.ofAAIDS were observed (59 10 D. Product limit

% (3.4) for SI
at 60 months. The anneal AIDS attack catestor thefirst 6 years in SP Woe 21859%, 78%,
53%, 9.0% and 5.2% res,neC1ire, and 1.0%, 3.0%, 6.0% and 2.1% for the first 5 years in
respecti AIDS.

 

 

 

 

 

ly. CD4 counts, Ciq YPProg y hort. is enti 1 tobe ab sp
PP le 1 ofabe The drop i 1 1

in both SF andSi pound be di porting delay P
more ikely due wtocentwdneof zidovudine.

W A P. 60 DEVENIR DE SUJETS INFECTES PAR LE VIH.:
es PREMIERS RESULTATS D'UNE SURVEILLANCE HOSPITALIERE.

j'; Commenges, D.*; Chêne,ntAsin, J.L.°*;
mitt, A.** et le Groupe d'Epidémioiogie winigue audu Sida en Aap (GECSA)".

‘Diparomet d'informatique Médicale, Unive: Bordeaux France.
ia re Hospitalier Réglanal Universitaire (CHAU), Borden,France.

6t6 mis place Bord Hl permet
d'étudier Fevobaonane des"atleinfectés 5par te v.tH.

Les él fs dé“ 1985. A chaque
consultation,| , puis nt rendues anony!

et Informatisées. La classification utilisée est celle ee Centers for Diseass comet Les probabilités

Béaultats Au 10 octobre 1988,648 adultes séroposttits ont été inclus. Parmi ceux-cl, Er patients

classés stade stg nalysés. 75%

 (42,5%) chez
les 190 hommes eteau des toxicomanes W Eonhekelos 63 femmes. Le en detranstusés
esst 7

ur probabilté
mulée d'atteindre le stade IV est ds 11,1% après 12 mols (IC à 95% : BA1enetfe 18,7% après

doux ans de sulvi (IC à 95% : 10,5%-29,2%). Leur probabilité cumulée d'atteindre stade SIDA est de
7,5% après 12 mois (IC à 05% : 2,7%-10,1%) et de 12% après deux ans suivi (IC à 95% :
9,4%-20,6%). Les aujets ayantatteint le stade IV (n=30) sont des toxicomanes IV dans 58% dos c:

866 dans 24% des cas.
Les données actuellement _recuelllles sur le devenir des sujets infectés par le VIH sont

comparables

ae Nintection par le V.I.H semble importante pour évaluerle temps de passage des sujets
sujetsasymptomatiques vers le stade IV et le se SIDA. Depus ce système permet de déterminerles su)

éligiblss pour définir et étudier do nouvelles stratégies hérapeutiques.
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RISK ESTIMATES OF AIDS IN HEMOPHILIACS
W.A.P.61 PS Rosenberg#, a Goedert#, LM

Aledort**, K Vaidyadé, CM Kessieori Gail#, al. .
ARTE, Research Triangle Park NC 27709 USA; eth 0a posse, ht
Sinai Medical Ctr, New York 10029; ## Cardeza henophitia Ctr, Philadeiphia PA
19107;*** George Vashington Univ “Hospital, Washington DC 20037 for the NCI
Hemophitia AIDS Study Group.

Objective. To estimate the proportion of HIV-infected adult and juvenile
hemophiliacs who will entually develop AIDS and to evaluate the
uncertainties inthese est
Methods. mixed Weibull survival mode? was fit to AIDS incidence data from
328 hemophiliacs chose dates of HIV seroconversion were known, including 33
AIDS cases among 174 aduttsfase at seroconversion >21) and 11 ATOS cases
among 154 children No rmediate markers sucl
angen The AIDS-free sorta distribution was given t}=

*t**Y) + l-p. The proportion p who wit ever develop AIDS was
estimated From its profile 1ikel thood togeether with cone intervals.

For adults, the profile likelihood was very flat and indeed one
could not strongly reject the possibility pel. our bes
estimate of was .34 with 95% confidence “interval (-22, 1.0).“Results for

im i n of p=.13 with 95%
henoypieceecompined, our best

estimate of was p=.24, w
« à estimates ofhe proportions who

will ever develop AIDS and c ot demonstrate that ali HIV-
infected IhesophHacs will develop clinical disease. Indeed, our estimates
of p h lower than those reported for studies of homosexual me

W.A.P.63 FOLLOW-UP OF A COHORT OF EX IVDAs RESIDENT IN
THERAPEUTICAL COMMUNITIES IN ITAL’

*, Fiume A.”*,Marchitelli C.°", Masini V."", Prestileo T. °*, Zampieri A.”
geal.
Istituto Superiore diSsSanita, Rome, Italy, **Comunità Incontro, Terni, Italy.

ibe the natural history of HIV iinfection in ex erenotlonger
exposed osrevenons‘aru

Duri

struct
were HI positives à prospectiveMtollow-un was initiated

while stinicalpnd serological retrospecctive data were activelyse rched.
1 2428 residents were tested for HIV and 1 2 (57%) were found repeatedly

duta are available for“no2s3) HIV +ve subjects, median
follow-up nsmonths (range 3-41 months). mitted at the TC a1
AIDS cases red in the cohort during 1984. 508 (71.nS)subjects were asympto!

first visit aewlsuch at last recall. The remaining 202 (28.5%) subjects were symptomatic
either t geneeralized lymphadenopathy or with constitutional dise:

During“ike follow-wp period 98 subjects (48.5% o!
rogression or regression, 3Dcts (28.7%) sbowed clear h

remaining 46 subjects (22. showed clinical regressifon. A complete analysis will be

presented at the ares
er intra venousse users infected with HIV infection, living in 2 semi-

closed conditnen do not seem show a faster progression to AI than other groups.
However it is still to early to saywhether HIV +ve residents in TCs have a better prognosis

others

Positives, Complets retros| ‘ive

W A P. 65 NATURAL HISTORY OF HIV-= INFECTION FOLLOWING PREGNANCY

rs Datta Pratibha’; En .E**,+: Braddick, M***;
F Nétnya-Achola , a; Plummer, F.A*,**.

*University of Nairobi, Konya, * University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, ‘Canada,
***Middlesex Hospital, U.K, + "University of Washington, Seattle, U.S.A.

Objective: To study the influence of pregnancy on HIV-1 disease progression.
Method: Women attending a mamaterni ty hospital in Nairobi, Kenya were screened

i women were enrolled in a prospective cohort
or HIV related illness.

i women were enrolled and followed 

ival y:
éying was 21%: 3 died of HIV related illness at a mean of 4,7(range 0.5-

ths, 5 had Zat 19.6(range 12-28)months,3 developed chronic or jor
vaginal candidiasis at 16.5(range 12-24)months, and i developed R at 6 months.

and remainned asymptonAS mothers delivered second infants
ery a CP ofEtat 25.5(range 24-27)months. Of the 13 women with SD at de live:

ness at 7 months each), and.2 developed additi
with oral § vaginal candidiasis at 7 months, oral candidiasis at 1 month).
Conclusion: In this cohort of women survival analysis one fifth of

women progressed€te HIVrelated iliness/death within 2
years after delivery, and one half o systemic disease at
delivery had further progression of andicease orvided within $ months.

130

 W.A.P.62 Reintive Vaneof8 Celiaaand Serologle Markers Singly and in Combination.
Taylor, R Detels, 8 Hofmann, R Melmed, P Nishanian, JV Giorgi

Doe8 of Medicine and Public Health, Los Angeles, Califomlia , U.S.A.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

: To evaluate 8 cotiula
predict the occurrence of AIDS within 4 years.
Methods: CD4 T cell number, percent, Serum

Ja IL-2 receptor (sIL-2R). IgA.

the proportional hazards A random sample of 385 Individuals were chosen from 813 seropositive
individuals, paringLos AngelesCenter of the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study and
followed for the diagnosis

SoeC0ratio are Geycal
jevated i 10th-90th p Reduced CD4
calls (1 AIDS. ji

their pradictorLune and slightly| d CD:
igA and both have predictive abity but not as sirong as neopterin or BEM. opte B2M,sil-
2R, nasngp24 angenaali have statistical Sioniicancei of CO4, Le., they to CD4
predict oily. Neopterin appears to add the most. | sroprienprocacare the Tong variables

in ordejer:onCD4/CDE ralo: neopterin, IgA, dL2R, antigen.
param di

of HIV infect! f AIDS. The most
percent, B2M. Soluble

1L-2R, igA and ki
made.

W A P 64 DS YEARLY INCIDENCE IN 1984 HIV SEROPREVALENT COHORT:

Mes i DEFINITE TREND 1985-1988

VisscherBarbara.R.; Jacobson, L.; Detels, R.; Dudley
J.; English, P.; Chaiel, J. .; and Paventoek, J.se tulticenterVito

Cohort Study, Los Angeles, ialifornie U8

Objective: To observe keaporal trends in the incidence of AIDS in a
cohort of seropositive

Methods Appronimately1870 homosexual men seropositive on 1984
ort Study (MACS) have been followed

ng the first semester which wa:

the last semester for which reporting is not yet finished,

100 person semesters of follow-up were
ole.

Incidence of AIDS in Seropositives By Semester

 AIDS Person semesters AIDS inc. AIDS Incidence Center
Semester cases (PS) at risk per 100 ps Balt Ent LA Pitts
1/85-6/85 28 1.7 0.9 1.5 2.9 1.1

7/85-12/85 60 1807 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.8 8.2

/86-6/86 4 1500 4.3 4.3 5.1 4.3 2.9

7/86-12/86 45 1391 3.2 2.1 3.8 3.9 1.9

/87- 1 73 a 5.7 4.8 7.4 §.5 5.2

7/87-12/ 87 120 8.1 5.2 1.9 2.8 2.8

Conclusion: AIDS incidence in seropositive men differsw center, but

there is no clearincreasing trend over this period of tine

WHE PROGNOSIS OF ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTION: THE UNITED
BTATES ARMY THREE YEAR EXPERIENCE.

Petrovirus Reach Group, oF "5Amy
BeeDentFRal Research, Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research, Rockville, MD, U.S.A

To

W.A.P.66

Stage WEB wy wee
wR 447 48% 28% 12% 5% st ni 0.2%
WR2 479 19% a 8t 1% .
WR 186 65% 15% 16% 38
WRA 53 57% 28% 1 4%
WR 49 49% 2 22%
Progression clinical
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W.A.P.67 ESTIMATION OF MATURITY OF HIV—1 INFECTION IN SUBGROUPS OF

SEROPREVALENT COHORT a HOMOSEXUAL MEN. Muñoz, Alvaro:

Carey V3 ih As Chmiel J; Detels R;eeeeyLs Van Raden, ".
for the MulticenterAIDS fonore study (MACs) , Bethes

Objective. e infecti f prevalentoetropoeitive cohort of
homosexual men“accor‘ding to geographic location, ethnicity and age.

Methods. By ching va. hematological variables of seroprevalent indi-
viduals at entry into the MACS with those obse: in foll of se =
verters, we ted the length o e seroprevalent had been infecte

T!
eginningof 1979,80,Mal, ‘82,'83,'64, and 135we

01%, 4,0%, 15.DuweLeu79.3% and 99.9% respectively. me
Yom serocon ry for those enrolled in Pietebueghrns 86),

neltiente (0331)Chicessumbés) à (N*757) were Tee 15.1,
and hs respectively. Nenrhispense

ce seroconversion 16.4 months compared

e3 months for non-hispanic whites (N#1484). an age of the cohort

32.9 years (SD=6.6). Older age was associated ger infection time:
rior to entry. th arisons was statistically significant.

calendar t in demographic subgroups of this sample of seroprevalent

homosexual men.

W.A.P.69 STATISTICAL MODELS FOR ASSESSING FEEDBACK: AN
ANALYSIS}OF BEHAVIOR AND IMMUNE FUNCTION IN THE

maneScott L.: ‘ay! 5 . e
MÉsanter AÏDS ongRYEaFr j, USA.
Obj In 8 feedback (FB) system, an outcome variable affecta a second which subsequently
RESTES ft Statistical methods are developed for FB systems and for assessment
immune function %CD4 deficit), and behavioral bis in particular unprotected anal

Methods. Lin models developed for lon itudinal data describe the deficit in %CD4
en ee eee ro MACS
neon actices, and covariates such as drug use and other infections. The prol

bi 6 using 8 logistic regresion for longitudinal
 

bility of UARIin€month interval ais then modelled umn
data function it at the b i

othercovariates. Constraints on Sea feRe,proue sea pracbces end
deri
Results. who had more UARI, more sexual partners and recreational drugs in the pre-
Feeanet fewer OBAcal"fhefee of VARIdered d during the
follow-up. Controllin, time de for other covariates, UARI during an interval
was more likely among men with 1rikatairCDaoneterval,
Conclusion| Thesedate are existence of a FBiechaniorin, which un
 

Calls at thecad of tae interval witchte turn D oies mu a lower Hrequsncy of unprotected
anal receptive intercourse in the next interval.

EATURAL BISTORY 07aneTnveavEROUSE

W.A.P.71 DROG GEES (IVOUs}: FIVE ruins mouncrin ami.
fuga Roberto,tor bells 2,Ginesté C, Joly

Service of mena1paticiaeHoepital de Badalona Kerus trias i Faitcoaivecadtat Autdacaa de
barcelona, Barcelon:

To dete:

  

”sereconversion rates, clinical progression and AIDS incidenco iz a
fesgitedinal study aiinfection among intrevenous drag wasHHUs}.

s:Fron Ji 4, 402 nom-AIDS Le in a prospective stady that

incleded: mmioavaste {81k) and phisycal exaas at aaalise tation, and follewed-ap
every 6 non
Jesults: fa {36%jof ITDUs enrolled were francine imand 309/642 (708)eere seropositives
te}; mua (40.2%) patiens were followed for 2 nean ¢ ths and rest were controlle¢ jest

   

 

duos SE, 38 out of 133 {24.54} vere folloned-up : 10 out of 38 (26.3%) had serocosverted after
keepisg sareangatien for ¢ wean of 15.8 mouths. 22 ont of 38 canes still SU after a sean of 18
sort‘
tli Pate: At extry, 87/309 (28.13) rs m assyaptonatic (Group IT); 151/309 (48.8%) hed
xies TZ) aad 71/309 (22.9%) bad ARC {Gro
45 out of 369 WIV infected (non-AIDS) uf beenMellovel-ap for @ mean of 17 months; 37/136 (27.28)
shosed clinical we, of the dises:

an minof HIV infection, substantial rates of seroconversion aad
clinical progression.ne it Of canes who developed full-blown AIDS could be dus, ascag
others, to tho fact that thsiafection is of later appearence in our area.

AIDS-FREE TIME AFTER HIV-1 SEROCONVERSION IN HOMOSEXUAL
ACCORDING TO DEMOGRAPHIC SUBGROUPS. Muffuffoz, Alvaro; Bass S;

A; Chmtel J; aes) J; Kingsley L; for the Multicenter

W.A.P.68

ones Cohort Study (MACS), Bethesda, MD, USA,

Qbjective. To ci the AIDS-free time after seroconversion in Homosexual
men acco io&seogr‘aphic location, ethnicity and age.rding Methods. com
bined statiecical information provided by 1637 (330 AIDS) valent (SP)
homosexual men and 267 (17 AIDS) seroconverters (SC) own,

the SP cohort were estima
loz s1V

€:

prior to ent ad a median follow-up time of 32 month:

Relative hasards en) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were;

Pittsburgh 232 34 (14.7%)
Baltimore 378 72 (19.0%) 1.04 (0.69-1,59)

489 91 (18.6%) 1.16 (0.73-1.71)
Los Angeles 805 150 (18.6%) 1.04 (0.75~1.51)

jon-hispanic black 63 12 (13.5%) .
Non-hispanic white 308 (18.7%) 1.16 (0.65-2,49

Olderose was atestticestay®do.05) sociated with shorter AIDS-free time

(RH for 10 years increnent=1.22,95%CI=1.02-1.pe Conclusion. n this

sauple of homosexual men, AIDS developed atti ame time for different

geographic Jogecionsand different ethnic groupe. Older individuals have

shorter AIDS-fre er seroconversion. Due to the small sample

blacks, ethnic Sitferenees cannot be ruled out

W.A.P.70 SURVIVAL AND TIME OF PROGRESSION TO AIDS AMONG PATIENTS AT GAFFRÉE &

GUINLE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL.

eranlo_Samuel*; everest, Wet;fansoeLacerda, M.C.+;

C.A.*; Castilno, E.A.**; Guimarge:

* saree & sineests Hospital, University of Rio de Saree LAID) - Brazil

## CIS-FIOCRUZ -

Morais

ssCUend FTO Brazil

Œjective: To tnt the time pare for progression to AIDS among adult patients with

Genera: Lymphadenopat! Al

© Dec 31, 1988 for survival following tos di.

of progression tonAIDS teldoetng|PGL. Survival parameters were estimated using product-Limit.

function.

Results: 97 PGL patients with mean age 32,28 (+ 7,99), comprising 87 (89,7%) males and 10

(10,3%) fenales, 80 (82,5%) whites and 17 (17,58) blacks, 81 (83,5%) homo/bisexual men,

(8,2%) partners of bisexual men 8 (8,3%) others/ 20% of the patients
progressed t mean tis 43.9 + 2.02 months while the median time was 57 .

27 patients with AIDS 40,7% had died by Dec 1988 with mean survival time 13.5 + 1.5

survival of 19 months, 40% of the patients survived more than 35 months

Il tion, asyapt cc HIV. infected patients, with time of infection, re

regularly followed and time of progression to AIDS was assessed. Ni 10,2%) ti. Spa
‘ogressed to AIDS with mean time of 22.1 + 0.7 months, as d: sed at the first visit.

Conclusion: Our data support the high proportion of*orogression to AIDS after initial symptoms

and the high letality as observed in other studies.
 

PROBLEM-ORIENTED DA’ 2 COLLECTION FOR NATURAL HISTORY
STUDIES OF HIV-INFECTED P

+ DI okineon 6.**; Kllmas, N.G.**

W.A.P.72
eo + and

i
‘tniversity of iam, Miami, FL; "*VA Medical Center, Miami, FL, USA.

Objective. To develop a method fordata abstracting, indexing, & class-
iflcation of clinical and laboratory manifestations from HIV+ patients.

Integr:ated, aictionary-dr ven tab eres been used to
regiater patients, ord adniss episodes, ems" (which Include

© measure the incidence
festatlons over time and to e them among risk groups.

Statistical clustering methods aind graphical dieplay methods for viewing
a are ul to analyze and review the clinical manifestations.

Patients are classified and staged using algorithms written In statistical
progeaami ni2 rage

e, 781 ‘patients have been registered. There have been 1,505
aduissionswith 3345 problem mentlons entered. Tabular and graphic:
displays demonstrate the methods used.

2 Probler-orlented medical record databases provide awoeful
alternative to pre-coded forn-! ckilets for thorough da
acquisition and study of HIV-related clinical manifestations
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W.A.P.73 PROGRESSION OF HIV1 DISEASE IN A POPULATION OF
SEROPGSITIVE NAVY AND MARINE CORPS PERSONNES:

Mayers, Douglas.# , Wilson, D.B.*, Wagner, K.
* National Naval Med. Center» Bethesda, Maryland and ” henry M. Jackson
Foundation, Rockville,MD.U.S.A

oe jective. Yo determine the rate of HIVI disease progression (prog) in

ed seropositive active duty military personnel.
hods. We have evaluated 51 serialet HIVI seroponitive personneel w

evaluations.>patients vere evalua at 9 to 15 mon a var) and 67
patients at 21 to 27 sonths (2 years). Each eMuation vas point
staged usingtheWalter Reed classification based on the clinical data for
that visit alone,
Results.

initial Stage N

“+ 2 ns

 1 YEAR YEARS
Prog =% AIDS N Fa % AIDS

22 a 45 42 2
3 — 4 32 18 9 18 39 11
5 _5 s2 a 4B 8

All Stages 159 28 2 6 43

Conclusions. There vas ps progression in Valter ae stage and 9%
progression to AIDS at 2 years in
average T4 cell decline of Soei76 cells per year vi
about the aean. For patients with T4 cell counts between 600 a
the rate of decline vas essentialy linear ranging from 68 to 82 T4 cells
lost per year in each T4 interval examined.

WATURAL HISTORY OF HIV INFECTION AMONG IV DRUG ABUSERS IN BASQUE COUNTRY

W.A.P.75
Arrizabaizge. Iribarren, J.A, Gara C.: Cilia. Ge: Etusniz,

Po; Zuleine. O., ocpivel|Nusatrs Señore de Ardnzezu, San Eubestion. Spain,

Objective: To devorlbe the nsturel histery of HIV infection smong IVDAS.

: OF 330 IVOAe ocreuned in 1905 for VIH. 227 1652) ware seropositive. Of these,
Lt. After en initial avaiustion, They were screened every

follow-up.

eg à follow-up cohor
We present the preiiminsry dete obtained wt 32 monthe

 

Reaulte: In Cha initial study BS% ware seymptometic, only presented cone
Ca [1 sept endforpenand 7 hed lysphedenosethte

syndrome uae). After lus 76 (26,8%) vers asymptanetic:

27 (38.5%) ere la group II ytic stteretions naneso are in group Il1,
@ (11,02) of them with annee sieraton: and 16 era in greup IV; 10 113,23) of them

& (6meating AIDS criteria (group {V¥-O-1). 52) in group IV-C-2 wnd + (1,32) in graup 1V-

hi
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W.A.P.74
SchwartLinder,Bermhand, for the Study Group.
Federalpireof cn + Berlin,

Objective: To eval: re

Methods: in 2004 2prospective multiocanter cohortstudy was started in FRG.
Atotalof 77 Demoseral en ware Lecruited in 7 centers in

At time of enrollment S6 %) men were itive to antibo-
dies,25 of thawe had full blow ansthottmenbebearevewanined twice a

Results (Selection): 75 of the HIV-infected homosexual
observati. incidence

men developed AIDS
during time of of AIDS wee a constant 5% per
year. For only 2 casee with AIDS the of infection is known. To gain a

figure of the course of HIV- time of latency, we
calcula probability, that CD4-cell counts fall below certain limits.

a

Prognosis of the development of Hiv-disease in the cohort: 12 - 13 years
after HIV-infection 80% of the infected individuals
CD4+ cells/ul.

Discussion: beginning ( of infection) and the end (AIDS/death) of
the course of HIV-infection is known for the vast mjority
infected indi + À model on the basis of data fron

may to gain a better understanding of the time course of HIV-

Survie des personnes atteintes du SIDA
Survivalof the AIDS Patient

Kenny, MacF en, D.K. Dept. Medicine

University of FosStoneo Western Hospital, Toronto, ’ ontario
Canada

DEGREE OF HIV~RELATED CNS UNVOLVEMENT AND LONG-TERM
syniVALS PRELLmary RESULT:

Twenty~three homosexual men at various stages of HIV-related
seronegative men have been entered into a

Allsubjects

 

in

We diacuse the behavior of the clinical end ansiytic findings of these

he eauree of four screens

 

Congiusion: Va concludes by indiceting thet 13.2% the group have developed AIDS and
thet che course of the dissess is gresy àinPluencedIe the patient's initial clinic sn
onalytio status

IMMUNOLOGIC AND VIROLOGIC DETERMINANTS OF SURVIVAL IN AIDS:
ROLE OF CYT OVIRUS, CD4+ AND CD8+ ime OCYTE:

 
W.A.P.77 |

Fiala,Milan*, Cone,LA*, Schwartz,L*, Ke: s V*,Tourtellotte
Wwark, *Eisenhower Medical Center,Rancho Mirage,CA; tetmmuncbiogene, Los
Angeles ,CA;***VA Wadeworth Hospital, Los angeles, CA,

Objective. To study virologic ‘and {omunologic characteristics of patients sur-
viving over 1 year first AIDS-defining event
Methods. Sixty patients admitted with AIDS to Eisenhower Medical Genterhave

hbeen followed and the survivers evaluated by serum p24 antigen, polyne
hain reaction and culture vire! + lympho:evee flow cytometryaand
ophthalmological e 8 have been treated with

juman repastin.
d (median survival of 166

th
Results. All 24 patients itis have die
days) and 28 of 36 patients without retinitis died (median survival of 302

days: Cox probability of survival t groups = . The survivors have
been free © tis (except patient with inactive retinitis),

é ve had undetectable HIV p24 antigenemia, median count of cells/
mn?, median count 6+ cells/mm*, an DR+ double-bsaring cells

ranging 126(152) - 556(37.5%)/mm*. The patients dying with disseminated
nfection had 31-202pg/ml of HIV p24 antigen, 0-9 CD4+ ce 1s/mm*, and 2-
CD8+ © e survivors receiving zidovudine have been stable exceptt for

severe a: the two patients which was corrected by recombinant erythro-

8e.
Conclusions. Survival in AIDS ie associated with absence of CMV dissemination
and of HIV p24 antigenemia and with residual presence of CD4+ and CD8+ cells.
Disseminated CMV infection is a major adverse prognostic factor in AIDS

 

132

of iv
for over 8 without Significant CNS immpairmennt; long-term
survival may depend heavily on this relations

 W.A.P.78 Basal un, |Gntel1JM*, Cayla JA, Jansa JM Flesencia A,, Parellada N.

Barcelona, Spai

 Objective.Objective. To analyze i i in)

  Methods. Ali adults (older than 14 years) but
Age, sex, group of risk for HIVi

nosis and

 

 s. 246 (85.1 % 25 %) 
 

 

  

 

then45 years.
cigi.100 (94.8%) ini % i 16

as148 (512% À with another istic infection, 34 (11
31 % i 1986.

80% DS ;  
grater in those presenting with a tuberculosis (p < 0.0001), among the drug addicts versus theremains

groupslo:ip =0.0003), in those diagnosed in 1986 orlater {p < 9.001) aand|innthose youngertl

(p 0001}. 1
cal . i than 45 years

Conversely i hemophiliacs or

transfusion, older th i

t €

Cneion i ility of jents à i ical
another

DS was an extrapulmonary tuberculosis.
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va ISEASE MANIFESTATIONS ON LENGTH OFW.A.P.79 Goma me. =e W.A.P.80 SURVIVALFORAIDSPATIENTS TN SAN FRANCISCO
Madproslt peeApte re 1 ne Susan Fei Leap, GF; Rutherford, GW; Neal, DP; and

Coupal*, R Fakhry*. General and **Royal Victoria Hospitals, ‘Temelso,T. San Francisco of PublicFheatthe San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.
McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada,

is essential forueaeESLe erittal

+0.0047), and

wes then classifying at ty
for the high,Sohmedia and ciek groupe wes 100% (2/2), 42%20 and
14% (5/36) respectively.

a Pneumocystis pneumonia ( kodotherALB), LDH)»
help predict too Eutoone of hoppitalizing pacients with AIDS.

W.A.P.81 IMPROVED SURVIVAL OF AIDS PATIENTS IN DALLAS, TEXAS AFTER

1986.
Haley, Charles E; Reff V, Freeman À, Haslund I, Karpf K,
Bierman N.

Dallas County Health Dept, Dallas, TX, USA.

Objectiv : To determine survival among AIDS patients in Dallas
Dia nosed AIDS patients have been reported to the Dallas county

Health Depart.ment since 1983. The

a x L
A

o D = s w d
e
5 ë = = o 7

H
E 58 have been diagnose

- and 1988. Variables associatedgi survival include age at diagnosis, race,
sex, and risk category. 44 homosexual males, aged 20-45, without
a history of IV dru me ‘ian surviv for those diagnosed pre-1986,
1986, and 1987 are 305, 386, and 401 days, respectively; trends for 1988
indicate a er vival. The survival times for those diagnosed
pre-86 were differsnt from those for each of the other years (p<.01); the
differences between the otherRs

: There has sprovesen
Potential rsasons include “Lead time bias" due to earlierne with the
videspread use of HIV testing; antiviral therapy with AZ oved

ement of opportunistic infections. All three reasons way playa role in
diagnosed as early as 1986,

‘before the videspread use of AZT, argues for lead time bias as an important

W.A.P.83 SURVEILLANCE-BASED SURVIVAL ANALYS:1S OF QUEBEC AIDS PATIENTS

“ne Denis Roy*, Robert W. H. Paluer*, Robert S. Remis*
jureau Tégional des maladies infectieuses

Montréal, Québec,

Objectives: To assess survival of AIDS casesorcllowing diagnosia and
a aluate survival determinants and trends

ods: The vital status of the AIDS cases reportedtto January15 1989 was
seersed through on-going follow-up of cases. Life-table analysis {product

method) and the Cox proportional-hasards analysis were performed.
Results Of the 743 cases diagnosed, 359ere known t: ied

ime following diagnosis was 9.6 months; the cumuaulative probabilFey
of survival at one, two and three years was 412, 16% and 9.82, respectively”
Univariate analysis showed that survival wesgefleanely shorter for
cureren then for adult cases (7.0 ve. 9.8 0 02).fone adult

there were no significantàdifferences ia survival by
vas

respectively). There vare no
Conclusion: Active suurveilience of AIDS cases permitted
survival afterSeperate: oe© atudy did not find ahorter survival among
females or ements in survival but confirmed the positive
association.ofKSKS and a younger age at diagnosis with improved survivel.

the evaluation of

Objective. To evaluate the affect of multiple manifestations of
Seative diseases on length of surv
Methods. We evaluated vival folowing AIDS diagnosis for 4524 patients
reported in San Francisco betwe 981 and bec: 1987. Cases were
followed at 6-month intervals iromdiagnests + leath. "10% of cases were

At months
tval rate of 8.8%. val decreased signi Fieantlyaas the number

Separate mamanifestations oFAIDS-indicative diseases increase » This trend
-was consistent for all patients regardless of initial

Median Survival by Number of Disease Rant estations
Initial 1 Disease 2 Diseases

N Survival survival urvival <valueDiagnosis Fe val val WS r far py

PCP 2144 13.2 326 9.1 57 7.6 <.001
591 155 165 6.8 a +: cs,

Tot 3765 616Ae8 112 6.8
coneiusion. The occure of multiple disease manifestations ina 3
months of initial AIDS diagnosis. significantly decreases survival.

papers SURYIVAL FOR ri

W.A.P.82 Mi]Jiame: Gidden 5+; Harvall Js) Honey Jo: Fields #
*Washington State Office on HIV/AIDAIDS, Seartle;‘Seating County
Departmentofof Health,/AIDSDSEpidemiology, Seattle, W

Objective: To sonit for people with AIG Tei) tyelects and

jeqnosia .
‘icate review of county vital records

the etateride

 
al for diagnosed prior to 1
Results: Overal) medion survival for ell 777 cases was 445 days. significantly
iacressed je with pep and ks when cases diagnosed prior ts 1586 were compared to those
Giagnosed in 1986, while no iacreases seen during this tor with other
iaguoses. ‘icant increases vere seen To AIT exsageriag tar cases diapncond 48 1987

compared diagnosed in 1986, the of dewentia andto

Significantly prolonged survival ia 1987. ‘ace with outpationt diagnoses survived
with definitive inpatient

 

significantly longer than other cases (1233 vs 445 days). Cases
diagnosis of PCP also bad increased survival over each of the tine intervals (data sot shown).

al
935 29 / 2 wo us «7 240
1 2 «7 “7 31

1587 3% / 2 4 599 + 625/417es
*1/2 of cohort still alive s+Ercludes desentia and vasting .

3 inerease in survival tise of PVA is multifactorial and reflects iaproved
medical care (i.e., A2T, PCP therapy), eulie diagnosis, end expansion of the CIC case
definition. and th th itl be  
estisated.

Prévention parl'annonce au(x) partenalre(s)
Prevention Through Partner Notification

W.A.P.84
Lausaucq,Suzenne; Chiasson, M.A.; Eving, W.E.;

Schultz, S. and Stoneburner, R.L. New York City Dept. of Health, NY, NY,
U.S.A.

SYPHILIS CONTACT TRACING IN A NEW YORK CITY STD
CLINIC: IMPLICATIONS FOR HIV PARTNER ROTIFICATION

Obiective, To examine contact trecing among STD clinic patients with
syphilis, a group at increased risk for HIV erenestng and to describe

V partner piresion by compa:

rviews (CT:D ITsuite naming
partners vi sults of a confidential structured questionnaire (esq) where
only the numberof partners 15 requested.

Methods, Volunteers with diagnosed syphilis participated in s CTI performed
by clinic personne: IV seroprevalence study

where ormation w: or and risk factors for HIV infection were
collected by an interviewer using a CSQ

from 64 participant: zed: 11 (17%) were prostitutes;
19 (30%) reported prostitute contact; 6 B reported dv drug use and 6 (9%)

I, 22 gave no information
a signiticene difference (p<.001) between

ve a larger number, 20
number

of contacts for CSQ was 3.1 compared wi the CS
number of contacts for 3 months, 1 year, 3 years and since 1978 vere 3, 7,
21, and 55, respective

These data suggest we HIV partner notification in New York
City may be seriously hampered by partner ty, lack of locating
information, and concerns for confidentiality.
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W.A. P.85 SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE (STD) CLINIC CLIENT OPINIONS ON HIV
PARTNER NOTIFICATION
Spencer, N.%; Raevsky, C.*iWolf F.a, Simms, C.**

Colorado Department"oF Health STD/AIDS Section, Denver, Colorado, USA,*
University Hospital Health Sciences Centers STO Clinic, Denver, Colorado, USA.

Objective. Determine opinions on acceptance of HIV partner
services bystb clinic clien
M ecutive cliente” attending the University of Colorado Health

STO clinic during October and November 1988 were asked to
uestion survey.

ed he survey (male 120, 56.6%; mean age 26.6;
it a need for those exposed to

sistent results were obtained when questions
personal ized; respondents partners (207, 97.6%), and
espondent Id nt a trained professional to inform them (199, 93.9%).
over half coe 51.4%) indicated sifrieutty in informing partners themse lv:
yet mos’ 1, 80.7%) ssist a person trained to do so. Respondents
selected wuitipie factors of concern. Of 452 selections: ° oC 40.6%) feared
disclosure of their positive test result, 85 (40.2%) were concerned that
partner be notified privately, 61 (26. ss) feared rejection by partner, and 43
(20.3%) fearednme by an angry partne

Clinic clients recognize the need for and will participate in
Y partneDE notification programs. Greater participation can be expected if

confidentialfty concerns are addressed with the client.

notification

Sciences center
complete an anon

white
HIV to be 1

W.A.P.87

Quiller, CB;
Environmental Control.

EPIDEMIOLOGIC BENEFITS OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT NOTIFICATION OF
SURE.

Wykoff, Randolph F; Jones, JL; Longshore, SL;
Gamble, WB. The South Carolina Department of Healt

Greenwood, South Carolina,

Hollis, SL;
h and

To determine if Health Department notification of HIV exposure
tt only produces beneficial behavior changes, but also

Objective:

on targeting preventive education to the sex and needle-sharing contacts of
HIV-infected individuals.
Results: 316 unique sex and needle-sharing partners of HIYpositive

have been named in one Health District in the past 2 yea 207

dously tested. 49% of the known HIV
identifiedby Health Department notification, 33% by private physicians and

hose exposed to HIV, 55 (27%) had only hetero-
8

transmission of HIV in our area
Health Department“notification of HIV exposure significantly

of RIV infection and identifies HIV
exposure among untested high-riskindividuals and among people outside the
risk groups and age ranges usually associated with AIDS in the USA.

 

 

W.A.P.86 CUBA: Study of sexual contacts of the HIV seropositive
persons

Authors: Galban, E; Menendez,J; Gil,R and Terry,H
Ministerio de Salud Pablica, Habana, Cuba.

The Cuban Program of struggle against AIDS has as a most important goal the
each case infected by HIV detected through our
e

hey ar
educational advice regarding their future sexual behavior while waiting for

In general, all contacts are kept
€:

tely we have been able to control 80% of the 131
the HIV seropositive Persons. e homosexual relations were infecting
is 5.1%, while heterosexual ones were so in 10.4% and 3.4% of women who had _
sex intercourse with bisexualFnales were infected.

Prévention de la transmission par contact sexuel et par consommation de drogue

Preventing Transmission by Sexual Contact and Drug Use
W.A.P.88 INEFFECTIVENESS OF EDUCATION IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS TO

PREVENT HIVHIV SEXUAL SMISSION .
Jean-Francois Deltratseye A. Levy, A. Abelhauser, D. Penso,
A. Blan Boué ormont
HôpitalFintoine-Béclère, 92141 Clamart, France.

Objective : To stuudy the change in behaviour regarding the intravenous(IV)
ugs, and the attitudes toward sexuaual preventive measure, in a group

of HIV+ intravenous drug addicts (IVDA) in Paris hera.
thods : Betwe ry 1986 and June 1986, 264 HIV seroposttive drug users

Pat. 1

entive measures concerning the IV use of drugs and sexual beha-

viour were recorded every six months.
Results : On 264 patients only 206 were followed regularly during the 3 years
study. They were 142 and 64 female with a mean of 24,3 + 2,1 years.
No significant date could be obtained on the proportion of patientEwer

rugs

at home or alone.
needle or syringue 9
6th visit (2 years 172), 61 % persisted to use unique injection material,

% ms. These airestoward preventive measures

a œ L
A e o a a e 8 a a É 4 B
e
a "
A a æ » € o r
a

r
y
2 +

sexual population, there i
seling in preventing the sexual transmission of HIV infection in IVDA on
a 3 year period.

134

W.A.P.89

Trapido, E.J*,

RISK BEHAVIORS OF IV COCAINE USERS: IMPLICATIONS FOR
wyerry

, Dale, D.*; McCoy,C.B.*; Comerford,M.%;
agnor of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, FL. USA

Objective, Identify traits of ‘Intravenous cocaine use (IVCU) which are rele-
vant for planning risk behavior reduction program
Method. om two tri-ethnic, male and female TCU cohorts are ere

IDS was disc:
 
describe current risk behaviors and attem e
HIV-1 exposure, data shein 1987-88 from 255 IVCUs are presented.
Results. Prior to knowledge t AIDS existed (1980-81), IVCUs reported sev-
eral high risk traits-cocninensbseesion (68%), useoe (61%), no
spending limits (72%), cocaine-related money problems (82%), alwaye craved
cocaine (72%), never refused cocaine (44%), prostitution (47%) or traded sex

5%) for cocaine.
is were twice as likely (21%) as other IVDUs (10%) to test HIV-1

majority still injected daily,
shared needles, had IV and non- rtners (SPs), never used condoms.
Attempts to stop sharing (20%) or share less often (22%) were reported b
more than shooting cessation (5%) or needle cleaning (13% ). Reduction
in number of SPs was reported more often (25%) than increased condom use
qa
conciusion Many IVCUs engage in nigh|riskjDehavior. Self~initiated attempts

e bot use exual ofh needle use and 8
cations for intervention programs arePaiseaesed.

ten are unsuccessful. Impli-
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W.A.P.90 TRENDS OF RISK REDUCTION AMONG INITIATES INTO INTRAVENOUS
prs USE 1982-1987.
Viahow id, Anthony, JC. Celentano, DD., Solomon

Choudhury, N., Mandell,W. The ALIVE Study. Johns Hopkins school of iygiene

and Public Health, “paltivore, MD, USA

urpose a this atudy is to identify and compare initial

arrat used te detereine if initiation
practices have change: during idem

B part of the baseline questionnalye tor a natura) history of HIV
jetection (ALIVE); active IVDUs recruited from the community wer

ug first u:

did the proportion who always used

-05). The proportion who had > 1 needle

these dataare from ® cross-sectional report, they

a shift toward lower risk prac-
tices among new IVDUs between 1982 and tea?

W.A.P.92 SEXUAL BEHAVIOURS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 627 GAY ANDSear

MALE P L GROU!‘ARTICIPANTS OF THE TALKING M -

TIONAL INTER' TIONS FOR IE PREVENTION OF AIDS.

Tudiver, Fred*# Myers, T.**# Ku. # R.t*#; Jac! E. rr, K.% .

 

jon, 3 Orr, K Rowe, C,**,

S Committee of Toronto, Canada, **Sunnybrook Medical Centre,

Toronto, Ont., Canada, Universe of Toronto, Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Objective. To describe demographics, wnowledger attitudes and sexual

behaviours of the 627 participants at tim recruitment into the study.

Method. A non-clinicaland population wasrecruited from the community
‘byaa variety of meth ests completed questionnaires prior to random

assignment to control or Le educational intervention groups

Results. The mean age was 32. isears (rai 4 - 72); S6% had completed

co.ropa. or university; 40.6% had”been HIV antibody tested; 10.8%

seropositive and 6.3% repjorted AIDS or AIDS rotatedintness. Sexual
practices|repertsPAfor the prior 5 years and 3 moi ar

1 practic Condom

Years _3 Months

Anal Intercourse - Receptive 3ar 36.28

Anal Intercourse - Insertive 68.4 41.6 73.5 18.9
5 Years _3 Months

Oral-Genital - Inserti 98.48 84.11
partsnital - Receptive (with cum in mouth) 78.2 26.6

tual Mastur

conciusian. althenghthere may be problems with recall bias and the methods

appears to be a decrease in unsere sex practices in the study

popuSiationover the course of the past 5 y

No condom

5 Years 3 Months

 

W A P. 94 ONGOING nee EVALUATION OF THE CONDOM USE PROMOTION/DESEN-
srrzarr IN PROGRAM’ FOR PREVENTING AIDS IN THE DOMINICAN REPU~

Guerrero, Ernest: E.A.; Rosa: s.
PROCETS, Hinisteyeipubaie Health, Santo "Domingo, Dominican Republic.

 

Objective. To evaluate the Dominican Republic Condom Use Pronotion/Desensité

zationProgram (1987-1989) and to analyze its main impact on popul

Methods. Condom use adoption|before and after program implementation has
been assessed through: 1. A s of CAP studies with female sex yorkers and
their clients, trasveatite, syand bisexual men, jail inmates, haitian mi-

meral population; and 2. Periodic unobtrusive survei-
llance of hotel and motel rooms where condoms are made univereally available.

Results. Positive attitudes tovard condom use have increased from 55% in
1985 to 75% in 1988. n 1986 was less than 2% in the sexually
active wale populationantandless.than 13 in female sex workers (FSW). By 1988,
condom use in. potels and hotels was 18%; FSW carrying condoms in their purses,
has grown toto 752.

Conclusion. Creating and maintaining @ permanent state of awareness of AIDS
and aggressively enhancing the perceived value of condom use has significant-
ly increased condom use in the Dominican Republic.

SELF EFFICACY AND COMMUNITY NORMS PREDICT AIDS RISK REDUCTION

AND BISEXUAL MEN IN SAN FRANCISCO: THE AIDS

eT RESEARCH PROJECT

McKusick, Leon*, Coates, TJ* Ti *
University of taliforaia, SanTranciece, CA, U.S.A.

W.A.P.91

 
Objectives. To describe correlates and predictors of reductions in high risk
sexual behavior among gay men in San Francisco.

thods. 8Me Subjects were 440 men in the AIDS Behavtoral=research Project re-
spondi: surveys since 1984. Subjects r nded to mailed su:

regarding sexual behaviors, relationship status, antib dy testing experience,
and vari Reduction Mod: ) les measured
in 1984 to predict risk behavior in 1987 included serostatuasAms rode 1
symptoms, AIDS loss, relationship status, perceived socia. ni t

belief (self-efficacy, reat, kn Multiple“oiatieenression vas

sed to derive adjested odds rat. for each variabl
ste 60% of the men practiced h: risk sexual havior in 1984 (50%

u: Provecte a intercourse). ly 30% practiced high ri.
cou

likely to Perceive that pi ce high ri ior
ratio =1.12, pe.05)}. Those high in personal efficacy (adjusted

or ‘Lo a p« -05)and who tested positive for antibodies to HIV (ad-
justed odds ratio=Pa, pe.05) were less likely to continue the practice of
high risk behaviors in 1987. Conclusions. S risk reduction campaign:
benefit from methode for increasing personal efficacy through skill training.

W A P. 93 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF FACTORS ASSOCIATED
oe COMPLIANCE WITH GUIDELINES FOR PREVENTION OF

SEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV IN HETEROSEXUAL COUPLES

Nichols, Margaret, ParoskiP.2 SampsonS..G., Leibel J., Kennedy M.J. - Woodhull Medical and
Mental Healtheer Brooki; » NY,

nt a nineananalysis of factors associated wecompliancewith
guidelines torprevention of sexual transmiss: HIV ina col

. The Noher rooklyn Partner Study, begun in Septeeaber 1988 withfunding
from the “ope, isa cevou longitudinal stud: heterosexual coupies in
which one partner has= his/her only risk factor iecontact with the other partner. The
sample is drawn fi a communi

ters (stage of disease
tigen, HIV cultures, concurrent VD, etc). All subjects are reinterviewed and examined at3
‘month intervals.
Results. Preli y data presented here will be a comparison between couples who are fol-
lowwing “safer sex" "guidelines versus couples who are not. The dimens used for com-
parison include knowledge of HIV transmission, perceived threat of rection, perceived
self-efficacy health), self-esteem, depression, per-
ceived distance from AIDS, enpeer support, and quality of the relationship.

. These results indicate that so: variabl t are relevant in AIDS
prevention for gay men are not relevant innthe setting of heterosexual transmission in an im-
poverished minority community.

W.A.P.95 AN EVALUATION OF THECottons OF VARIOUS
LUBRICANTS ON LAT ONDOM:

Bradley; Englert, m
Push heen‘ted, Dothan, AL, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine if & exposure to lubricants adjunctly
applied to ex cond can euers deterioration to warrant
concern about condom failure during use.

condoms © various adjunct lubricants
mentioned as being used by the publieaasextra lubrication for condoms.
Samples were exposed to lubricants experiment for ten minutes at
body temperature and in another expeeriment for one hour ai
temperature. and then testedfer tensile strength according to.ASTM
Standard test methods. A control group, without expos: any
lubrication, was subjected to the same testing.

 

Results. Tensile (MPa)
. Body Temp.) (Room Temp.)
No lubricant (controt) ° 33.6 33.6 ASTM Std.
Vegetable oil 16.1 6.4 Tensile
Petroleum jelly 15.9 11.6 min. = 17 MPa
Personal iub: t 11.0 ho

t deleterious
h

recommended by the condom manufacturer6!should be u
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W A P 96 EVALUATION OF CONDOM UTILIZATION AND ACCEPTABILITY OF
To SPERAICIDES peeLeneMINESTES iN KINSHASA, zaTRE

zila aga vuvu, M. jokwa
ancka,riRiders À. wan;+aDrojet' SIDAY Kinshasa, “aire,

#H4CDC, Atlanta, GA, ankinstitute of Tropical Nedicine, Antwerp, Belgiua.

Objectives. To evaluate the effectiveness of a condom intervention
progranand to evaluate acceptability of spermicides in Kinshasa
TOS:
Fi, From June-December 1988, 801 prostitutes|“ere interviewed about

edge, 3hktitudes and practices of condoms a of an STD/HIV surveys
agal er announcement of th results,“counsellin and fre

condos distribution. 21 IVi-) women were interviewed unselled and
exasined monthly a total follow-up of 1054 months of 0Soservation:

a ilodemonstration project, 25 women were 8 red speraicides.
intoée entry, 3% of women reported "always" condom use 27%
sonetines"- and x “rarely“or "never". HI seroprevalence was 7937

and 39% respectively (p=0.6). After 3 months, 934 of wo n reported
condon use (50% always, ond. 50x inconsistently) independentiy of HIV”Sero-
status. Seventy 2 of non-use of condoms was a tributableoe clients
refusal. The te condom use of 140 women followe prospectively
was validat: wi incidence of STD, presence of spe al smear

d incident pregnancies. of & women who seroconve as
consistent ndos user(C.C.Dand 7 were inconsistent Tonton users
(TCU) ICU (ns101
Incidence o

N. gonorroeae# 0.7 1.6 0.02
T. vaginalis* ° 1.4 1.7 NS
Spermatoroidess 0.5

No. of new pregnanci 3 (7.7 N
x wessed3s episode"per wo ear of observation)

Spernicides (Benzalkoniua ovules) were used x of client encounters,
w well acceptedsate wereassociated with not side effects.
£ slusigrs. Condo: eased considerably after intervention but
itnd RIG trvansmissionnpersisted despite high reported condom use.

‘Spermicides are highly acceptable among prostitutes.

Ww A P 98 THE SUPPLY OF, AND DEMAND FOR, CONDOMS TO PREVENT
hs HIV TRANSMISSION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

ngas,Lenni W.;Harris,J.R. and Shelton,J.D.

U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.Cc.U.S.A.

Objective.To assess the supply of, and demand for, condoms in
preventing HIV transmission in developing countries.
Methods.U.S. Agency for International Development (A.I.D.)
funding and shipping data were reviewed for Fiscal Years 1987-
1989.Worldwide condom prevalence data were analyzed.
Results.Since 1987, A.I.D. has been the leading provider of
condoms for developing country AIDS control programs.A.1.D. funds
have bought 172 mil. condoms and over 120 mil. have been shipped
to 56 countries. 48% of all condoms have gone to Africa, 27%
to Asia, and 24% to Latin America and the Caribbean.Demand is
increasing and half of all shipments were in the past six months.
Conclusion.Condoms can play a vital role in preventing HIV
transmission.Current supply and demand are too low to
significantly impact on the pandemic.If all 120 mil. condoms
shipped had gone to Nigeria, less than 6% of Nigeria's 22 mil.

make enough condoms ‘available,

Increasing the demand for condoms requires urgent attention.ïn
developing countries, only 3% of reproductive age couples use
‘condoms;in Africa, 0.5% do.Social marketing and private sector
‘distribution must complement government efforts.Given the absence
of vaccines and curative treatments, condoms are the world's
‘most promising technology to prevent transmission of HIV

W.A. P.100%INCREASING CONDOM ACCESSTOUTY: WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS?
Spencerer,Brenda, Spira A., Job-Sp’

INSERM, Paris, France.

In both research and promotional campaigns, condom Promotionis usually
attitude and behaviour change

paid to the question of accessibility. Yet, applying the experience o
revious campaigns and simple marketing principles, this is a key issue. In

rmacies and large supermarkets. TheFrance condoms y be obtained in pha
range of other outlets is negligible, nonetheless, companies attempting to
install vending machines report having met with great difficulties. Given the

fhigh rate of HIV positivity inoFrance and the traditionally low rate o:

i i Paradoxical.

the level of the general publie, institutions and busines We r
tail outlets and of vending machine

installation in a ran;ge of possiblesing. The survey was conducte
a e in a high distribution TV magazine,and
e with a polling organisation. Results sl

f wider distribution to be high among all ages and ailoverall acceptance
io-economic groups. There was no preference for sitings in toilets. The

two proposed sitings with an acceptability markedly lower than the rest
{arou 50: re the kplace and public buildings. Other sites,includingn %X) we: we
universities, highschools, bars, stations, leisure centres, heal!
the street, had acceptance levels between 70-90%. We infer thatheeae

barriers lie elaewhere than with the general public.
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AIDS AND CONDOM-USE IN THE NETHERLANDS
Ernest M.M. de Vroome *, Th.G.M. Sandfort *, M. Paalman **,W.A.P.97
R.A.P, Tielman *

* University of Utrecht, ** STD Foundation, Utrecht, Netherlands.

Objective. Since May number of campaigns directed at the general
public were undertaken. The levels of knowledge, attitude and behavior among
heterosexuals before and after the campaigns are examined
Methods. Data were collected by semi~annually interviewing approximately
1000 respondents (age 15-45). Interviews were done by telephone, respondents
were randomly sollicited in each of the four surveys.
Results. From May “87 to Oct. “88 (figures from the fifth survey (April 789)
will be presented as well), people associating "Safe Sex" with condoms (as
intented by the campaigns) rose from 43% to 82% (p<.0001). It was confirmed

compared to 74% in

d 1
relationships, condom-use increased from 30% to 77% (p<.0001), although not
all these users used condoms consistentl
Conclusion, A number of changes have occurred, presumably supported by the
conducted campaigns. Condom-use has become relatively more acceptable and
more people associate the prevention of HIV-infection with the use of
condoms. People with non-steady sexual relationships now use condoms more
often, although part of this risk-group still doesn’t use condoms or doesn“t

use them consistently.

PERSISTENT CONDOM BREAKAGEW.A.P.99
fl Fate, Topanga, CA, USA.

Objective. To assess why males well informed in condom usage
repeatedly broke condoms during post-penetration coitus

coital “use were 5 fa correctly ans
questions about proper use of condoms, but (b) reported breaking
condoms more than 10% of the occasions used. Further interviews
attempted to ascertain a cause for such high breakage
Results. About one third of the men practiced vaginal
intercourse; the remainder anal intercourse. 11 25 men claimed
only to use “water-based" lubricants, never using "oil-based"

23 identified their usual coital
Vaseline Intensive Care hand lotion, Johnson's Baby O11, or Nivea
Hand Creme. Each of the 25 men believed these lubricants were
*water-based" becauss they were readily washed away in tap water,
in contrast to lubricants such as Vaseline Petroleum Jelly,
Crisco or butter. All 25 men were U.S. college graduates

These data suggest that differences in frictional
stress between anal and vaginal intercourse may met suffice to
account for breakage. coupled with the reported rapid
deterioration of condoms caused by mineral-oil sex lubricants,
the data suggest that some portion of coital breakage of condoms
may be based in the conscientious users’ misconception. that baby
ofl and emulsified ofl ricants are ater-based. Better
choice in language may be important for condom use.aera

W.A.P.101 A SIMULATED PHYSIOLOGIC TEST OF LATEX CONDOMS
Herman, W.A., Retta, S.Meral, J.E., Herman, Bruce A.,

7 RF., "and AAthey,
Division of Physical Sciences, Center torDevices and Radiological Health,
FDA, Rockville MD 20857

Objective. To test latex condoms for the passsage of HIV-size microspheres
ander similated physiologic conditions.

IV is simlatedi,uniform, polystyrene, fluorescent microspheres
mean"a ameter of 0.1 se microspheres are suspended i

physiologic phosphate battered saline with surfactant. The condomis
©. orm and inserted into a fabric mesh which limits the

expansion of the”condom to physiologic dimensions. The form
condom and fabric mesh is secured in a test r the condom filled
with the suspension of microspheres under a static pressure of 60 mn Hg
which was found t mum pressure difference across a
modelling experiments performed in our laborato: chamber is filled
with the same solution, less the fluorescent microspheres. The test system

temperature of 37°C and aapH of 7.0, while the chamber’s
monitored for the presence of the fluorescent marker.

Results. The test system nas quantitatively“identified laser-induced holes
as small as 8 ym in diameter and is capable of detecting hovesas small as
3 um. Tests |69 condomsfrom 2 manufacturers f
passed microspheres. The leak rates corresponded to hole diametersin the
range 4 ym to 7 ym
Conclusion. Thisttest is sufficiently sensitive to determine whether
condoms provide an effectivebarriex to HIV-size microspheres under
(static) physiologic condit
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W.A. P.102 INACTIVATION OF HIV-1 IN VAGINAL AND SEMINAL SECRETIONS BY
THE SPERMICIDE BENZALKONIUM CHLORIDE.

Jewish General Hospital and Clinique L'Actuel ! Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Objective: To determine whether benzalkonium chloride could destroy
infectiousness of HIV-1 in body fluids.

faginal and seminal secretions werePesined from each of 4 male
usePatients with advanced KHIV d . The cells in these fluids

vere harvested and co-cultured with cord bios lymphocytes to yield progeny

HIV er 10 days. At the time, iquots of body fluids were expos
to concentreriont of an t had reviously een 3!
HIV in tissue culture (0.01%). After varying t
treaced.body fluids wereharervest Snceiea

: Exposure of seminal and vaginal flui.

o drug for lesser periods was without significant effect.
: Benzalkonium chloride may have usefulness 8as a disinfectant

against HIV-1.

Ww A P 10 NEEDLE~SHARING AND BLEACH USE AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS

cose (IVDUs) SEEKING TO ENT ACUTE moy4eHarris PROGRAM
Hopkins, Sharon*; Carlisle M**; Hon 8 N*;

McGough J*. *Seattle-King ones Department of Pipublie"MealensDirieton
of Alcohol and Substance Abuse Services; Seattle, Washington, USA.

Objective. As a b ine measure for AIDS control strategies, we sought

© ring al bleach eedle di
drug detoxification facility.

st re at the initial

intervi

n users, 81% also used e

rers,

-currently used it.

the most common reason given was lack of

data will be presented.

Conclusions. We found that recent needle-sharing was relatively common i
this population of IVDUs. Almost all pe

leac

access to bleach. Additional 1389

behavior change that over one-third ofcasadle-sharers were cur
using bleach, primarily due to lack of access. ese data Supportthe need
‘for expansion of programs providing bleach and motivation for its use.

W.A.P.106 DEnDMODLCAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FeCHANGES

NULE E AND NEEDLE SHARING PRACTICES FOLLOWIN

THS OF BLEACH DESTRIBUTION

Margaret M. Couners. Lewis, B.F., ctrum House, Inc. Westboro, MA, U.S.A.

Objective. To access the inpac in AIDS outreach program on IVDU risk-

related behavior change throvgh the collaboration of epidemiological and

ethnographic methods.

Methods. In 1 mths, 2000 self-sealed reuseable viles of bleach solution
and 3000 condomswere distributed to IVDUs with bilingual instructions for
use in Worcest: change in r: ehavior was fol.jowed

needle users requesting HIV testing.
 

 Sixteen months of demographic data show a reduction in reported
number of needle sharing pi e

active users considered needle sharing is x risk to health, at present
this has increase - Ba ed on “identological data, 347 more females
than males have sex with other needle and more females frequent

shooting galleries.
female risk practices
leries as networking t
Sonsfons.

Eahnographic data”further clarifies the context of
in its observation of needle eharing and use of sr

‘fee securing protectio:

ance raphic tecnigues

the difficult task of aaccessing active
unsof,eysinating the impact of AIDS prevention

g. th:ispopu at

 
abotand,annettestive,
strategies targetin;

 

The relatl

WÀ.P.103 danasTe. Kralea, P. Megeus, aK.frames, H.Stigum, L.S.

National Institute of Public Health, Departmest of Epidemiology, Oslo, Norway.

 

 

 

 

   

 

Condom use is p ff infecti oeoperSTs
The aim ofthis i late di ry
the NorwegianOE .

Methods.
L f 10.000 gi 18 and 60 years of age in november

87. The rexponse ratewas 63%. i level, th is fair!
representative,ults. +: seal affat

often use of co! their, lastinintercourse with theirspouse (12.4%) than those with
extramarital tanÀQ.Er8.7% reported use of condoms in their last intercourse with
extramarital partner. Among singles.15,5% used Gnomeintheir last intercourse. When their
last partner was a prostitute, about 50% of both married and singles reported use ofcondoms.
Con gender
differences. Subjects who report use of condoms iiin the last intercourse tend to have lower
partner turnover and higher sexual debut age than those who do no!

W.A.P.105 OUTCOMES OFAN AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAM
" FOR METHADONEMAINTENANCE PATIENTS

Stephen*;Siddigi, Q*; Shapiro, JL*; Grossman,JI*; Lipton, DS*;et al.
*Narcotic and Drug Research Inc., New York, New York, USA.

program for2 adone patients. The hypotheses were that beyProgramwouwould: increase
knowledge of ADSrisks, heighten awareness of susceptibility to AIDS, increase sense of

intravenousdrug-usingand sexual risk bebaviars.
was conducted in renee)anAIDSeducation seminarHIVak 1987.

antibody 
 

Patients àin clinic #1
and facili

groups, but nottesting. random samp! in were non-intervention
trols. Numbers were: AIDS educationRa D HVabisingie38), peer groups

(N=51), controls (N92), The ou ariables were measured 3 times: baseline, 2
months ion, and ths after testing and/ 5.
Results: Multiple regression analyses uct education was associated with
increased knowledge of AIDSrisks (p=.02) and with improved attitudes toward condoms

ith jnprovedattitudai condoms (p=.05) and
seronegativity was related to increased

decreased IV drug-using risk behaviors (p=.05). Minority subjects
increased condomusese more than whites (p=.01).
 ‘ prog p p further these AIDS

preventive interventions.

W.A.P.107 EVIDENCE FOR RISK REDUCTION AMONG IVDU IN AMSTERDAK.
an; Coutinho RA.Hoek, Anneke van den; Haastrecht, BJA v

Wunicipal Health Servicce, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

cota relue the impact of the general prevention campai,
syringe exchange program - on risk reduction among Tntrave-

nousaveans users (DU).

Methods. Fron Decenber 1985 to April1988 263 DU participated in a follov-up
r injecting and simarebehavior and the
n behavior reported a iffer

b
ovledge of test result (HIV- 3 HIV-Ab + ; BIV-. >)» Ve also evaluated

a trend in be re tedmcd ticipants at intake (Dec85-Apr89) and
se ntion campaign

Ss compared with Pc“vehaviore1 cha:
n the proportion DU injecting nor in
decrease in risk behevior

TE

(PC) effect. FS behavioral

À resp.
3 b test result groups. Only

st inteke despite a general incresse in
prog:

Conclusion. Theaap provision of clean syringes did not increase the IV
js. As the reduction in sharing vas mainly a

t ample provision of needles and gssyringes alone is not enough to ch
the risk behavior ce oneeded. eeof IVDU but intensive counselling is algo needed.
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W.A. P.108 CHANGES IN HIV RISK BEHAVIOUR IN DRUG eRATTENDING
SYRINGE-EXCHANGE PROJECTS IN ENGLAND AND SCOT!

rry noghoe, M.C. and Dolan
Monitoring Researchnaroub, Toidsaiths' College, London, UK,
 

Objective. To assess the impact of synge-exchange projects on the

injecting and sexual behaviour of injecting drug users. The study was

part of the evalua en sored syringe-exchange projects.

Methods. Inj rs attending 14 syringe-exchange p s were provided

with information it RI » given needles 8 on an exchangean
eee: and condoms. Self-reported risk-behaviour was assessed with a

rospective interview administered at two points in time with 142 clients
fino attended up to March 19
Results. Syringe-sharing in thhe previous 4 weeks dropped from 34% to 27%;

ped from tusing others’ syringes (risk of infection) dropped f1 25% to 19%; passing
on syringes risk of transmission) dropped from 30% t %. 19% 8) ined
or adopted low or lower levels of syringe-shar: Those with sexu:

partners in three months dropped from 77% to 69%; | those with two or more
partners droppe: % to . urveys of compari: SO}

inj ors not attending syringe-exchanges showed higher levels of syringe-

sharing; in the first survey {n= 2% shared, in the second survi

de:
maintain low risk Denav ours and others adopt them. There are some who
resist change. The changes ovethree“aonths are small, but support the

argument that injectors can be hel ed to change their HIV risk behaviour.

Comparison groups of non-attenders showed higher levels of risk behaviour.

Prévention : politiques et évaluation des programmes
Prevention: Policy issues, Program Evaluation
W A P 110 CARA ~ A TOOL FOR AIDS PREVENTION

Belschner, Wilfried.
University of Oldenburg,Oldenburg, Federal Republic of Germany

s the abbrevition£for computer assisted riskObjective.
management with regard to Aids. a tool for the prevention

atof the H1V-infection in a Bialogueates the computer. Targe
groups are students and young adults. It consists of 2 parts:
Part 1: With this program the participants acquire the know

e one should neveavout Aids
Part 2: Tie participants get the oppurtunity to assess

isks of their particular lifestyles in the fields job,
Ye

The participants receive a feedback on the riskiness of their
lisestyles, especially on the risky behaviors with regard to a
HIV=in
esults. The program has widely proved its usefulness and effi-
ciency in German schools. It is highly attractive to students.
Teachers and $ counsellors use it for the introduction of
lectures on Aids and the preparation of personal communication.

W.A.P.112 TRAINING THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL: THE AIDS REGIONAL
EDUCATION AND TRAINING CENTERS PROGRAM OF THE HEALTH
RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (HRSA) .

Horner, June; Heffron P;Martell,B;Moore,D; and Macher5A.
Division of e, Bureau of Health Professions ,

ited States Public Health Service, Rockville, Marylee, USA.

Objective. To establish _Tegional education centers that will provide
mltidisciplinary training for health care professiionals.
Methods. With a projected cumlative total 0 re than 300,000 AIDS cases
Y , it is essential that hea1th care oeaers be trained i the

ement

a major gap in ti healthcacarevdelivery system. In recognition o
problem, the United States Congress appropriated funds to establish the AIDS
Regional Education and Training Centers Program
Results Conclusions. To date, thirteen centers have been created. These
Tegional education and training centerss provide multidisciplinary HIV/AIDS

ini 2 wi amework of the £

j
r
s ~

~ a et 3 a uw
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e
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n
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g
k1s

health care professionals in providing sensitive and integra
patients through the improvement of their understanding of the complexities
of the dis
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DRUG TREATMENT CENTERS AS THE NUCLEU:
WwW A P. 109 PREVENTION-BASED GASE.gRANAGEMENT SEFor

INTRAVEROU:US DRUG USE!
Jonea, T.S., Borden Cofeern, EH.FoFopp e, P.0.,

gizgen og Éénters for Disease Contro: lenta, GA

To describe a model pian foxfor prevention of EIV infection,

Rene(So) En EVERant Gpcanesate
DiseaseentFunds,(cpc) meSetewhoand*Survelsitisnce Gioperative
Agre

TO preventivecreatecere orpeSensneShaftrian®f rityoO are a! r or
Sip; andtd though CDC funds State nesienErrtments to prevent these ”
disease quer ensive approach x por141: àfull range of
prevention: activ ties in theseRd a . Conseequently, CDC
tare developed a model piss tate“joint D
implementation of HIV, T! andSTD p: où activities nice.

: 1788 essential components Ofdisemodel Jaclude Dutreach
HIV/STD risk reduction counseling, onsite volunta: HIV and TB

testi spdirectiy ebserved TB Preventive kherapy, referral and expedited
admiss £ inttraavenous drug users (IVDU) f: other a, encies,on-site
or referral for contraceptive bervices, and partner notfficat of
seropositives. Funding’mecheniens and a detailed plan for Seanettat:tion
and evaluation of 1 be desc:ETAT Evalation of impact of this,impa
model includes analysistoerepor' fumber of clients enrolled, numb:
clients testedayant other s‘iliesvariables. l er of

rat stepsattaaprevents1on-bpel cas: ton of ne el ProvidesitSnoie aten for
are at risk for TB and who mayagedinfected withthHive’

W.A.P.111 SHORT AND LONG. TERM RESULTS OF AN AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAM
we Tim*; Booraem, C.**; Flowers, J.***; and Iversen,
REE,

*AIDS Response Project, Garden Grove, CA; **University of

ch,UA, Coliege of Medicine, Irvine; "e**Chap:man College, Orange,

Objective. Waive there have been a growing number of AIDS prevention.
mie reported in the literature, few have contained outcome results and
none have reported follow-up data.
Method. Employing a 21 item AIDS Prevention Test (APT) designedOYthe

has previously demonstrated both reliability and Form A, B

significant correlations between knowledge, attitude8 andbearforpper se, but
-correlations between changes in these three were signifi

W.A P.113 a0OF aPREVENT104 AND COUNSELING AT COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL, CHICAGO:

Selbert.0.; cadena , E.; Holder, L.; Sherer at.
The Cook County tel ae Prevention Service, eeMines, U.S.A.

Objective: To evaluate the 1989 experience of a public hospital-besed AICS education and risk

reduction program, and detern’me two year trends in client demographic date and counseling outcomes.
Method: Be November, 1986, and December 31, 1988, 3, Unpersonsaekvalav infection
‘received HIV prevention Counseling In 1988, 2,084 people 2 (584;
were pen and B72 (41.8%) were wonen. 1,439 (55.14) wereeesaa“nite,™ (14)Lo

Hispanic, 8 (0.4%) Asian, 6 (0.3%) American Indian, and 10 (0.5%) ot!others overall, 69.4% we:
ainority. By risk behavior, 256 (12.3%) were gay/bisexuel men, 22 (1.1%) were aev/bisenuel“pos,
831 (39.9%) were hetero IVDUS, 37 (1.84) were Some res, 175 (8.4%) was hetero partners

 

of above, 175 (34.9%) werepetro with multiple partni and 21 (0.9%) other.

Results: Trends in 1988 aro shown by table I, and trends fron 1987-1988 in Table 11:

TABLE I: QUARTER OF 1988 TABLE II: 1967 - 1988
dst 4th 1988 % INCRS ‘88 TOT ‘87 YOT 2 YR INCRS

GAY/BISEX MEN m 1 ox 256 180 + 4a
WORER 191 252 34 ar 172 + 505%

311 141g 831 200 + 415%Wwou 2
HETERO PRTWR_AT RISK 17 n 317% 115 50 350%
In 1988, 1,146 (55%) of those counseled received HIV antibody testing. 6 month questionnaires

significant behavior change in 75.6% of respondents in 1987; inareresults will be shown.
Conclusions: Confidentia) auTeura Tyrsemestive HIV-preventive cases ached 2,aciesx

risk ai nty Hospital, whon 28.44 were sinority nonbe: es

IVDUS were observed. aCEof clients reported wgeticant“ence change.resultion‘ron“he
intervention at G-month f
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W.A.P.114 eeeeeeeenEMA?

=

WLA.P.115 DETERMINANTS. OFAIDS POLICY,
Maria

PREVENT:
Columbia University, N.Y., USA.

apply operations research (OR) methods derived
amil annin in devveloping genie prograns

revention of sexual transmission of HIV in Africa
k +: Family planning OR has deve and tested culturally
appropriate, cost-effective strategies to increase acce:
acceptability of contraception, including condoms, in afr.tee.

or program lopment andmonitoring,ORee
ods f e Ademiol demography, anthropology, a

metharch. 3 on’ projects iGontitied unexpectedly high
levels of contraceptive knowledge among males and fenales ain

(knfrican c i e levels above 80% in urban Niger
Burkina Faso, over 40%oeinured Cote d'Ivoire and Senegal) and
increasing use o: , including condoms. have been
used to develop innovative educationSand eonevaceptivea delivery,
such as distribution in Lagos markets and by tradit.donal2 midwives

ul where contrac ve prevalence rose from
ral are . 8 arrently balbeing à plied to an Rips“education

re 2 Uga: , and ewhere. is
effective in the introduction a ion of family Panning in
Africa. Lik ti ily planning touche:

practices and condom will be useful in
behavior change and condom, ‘use for AIDS prevention.

W.A.P.116 SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR OF YOUNG ADULTS AND
— THE EFFECTS OF AIDS-PREVENTION CAMPAIGNS

Zeugn P."*;Dubois-Arber ; Hausser D."; Lehmann Ph." .
Institut Universitaire de Médecine Sociale et Préventive, Lausanne, Suisse; ° IPSO,

Zürich, Suisse,

£+h 1 nati, f th,

Objectives. ‘To meas e changesin risky sexualsupe and use oloandoms within
the 17 to 30 years “old resident population in Switzerland. To identify indicators
meas efficacy of prevention campaigns.

. Interviewsahphone«on the basis of a sistandardised questionnaire, Interviews
are designed to_pbtain atevalid re:wennà easan ques!st aedintimate
spheredespite others stan: e esi is strat ie of

RSoneen ceel 1 ct ore the e first canpaign, ober
1987 (t1) nine months thereafter and October 1988 (t2) eighteen months thereafter.

e proportion of peoplele ha hadoccasional sexual contacts out ol
elationship wi le previous six monthsosfusing stabletable(18% atadmonogamous f

1%.at tl, i at t2).Fore,r, the use of uring nal xu
increased s e"saying at they

es diminishes1s(67% at 38%atat iLotea At the sametime

usage go 17%at adiaiatseyonandthisobserva D per centfat att. at t2 this ol vations other cts of

Ocakjour confirm the tenddency towardsaise spe
 oung

themselves against AIDSin situations carrying a potential isk for HIVcontamination.

OF HIV EDUCATION TESTING
PROGRAMTS,Is NECESSARY àTO REACH SELECTED TARGET POPULATIONS
IN ane

W.A.P.118 ORE

aT N*. Nassar N*, Jain S*, Webb D+, Acun:
* iversity of C.California Davis,+ Sacramento County each Department ,++
AIDS-IVDU Task Force, Sacramento, CA, U.S.A.

OBJECTIVE To compare the populations being tested for HIV-1 ab in hospital
setting, an Alternative Test Site (ATS) and DTP.D t Programs (

mographic information was r from medical records of pa-
tients tastes in clinics ons in hospital, exclusive of AIDS inic, from

1/86 -8/87. Records of IV Faeusers were revie in detail formation
regarding ATS and DTP clie obtained fr the County as Depart-.
ment (ATS) and our education/prevention program for IVDU (DTP
RESULTS spital TS D

8 N 8
Total 1169 9.58 8891 7.18 674 1.58
Gay/Bisexual 88 44.08 2927 19.4% = --

5 5.7 753 2.98% 577 1.7%
MSP*/Prostitutiont 6t 12.59  2754* 0.38 -. .
Transfusion Recipients 67 7.4% 7 1.58 -- --
x Partner of the above -- = 1648 1.24 80 0.08

Dnidentifled 377 2.0% 480 0.028 7 +:
Other: 120 2 50 où oad
S-seroprevalence, MSP= multiple sexual partner:

pifterenc populations are found ‘at differ. est3 te site
Access to all sites is essential to reach differentFat groups ta
large numbers wich,education and testing programs. e complement:

surveillance and p

PREFERENCE OF

Ostrow.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MLUSA.

Qhectives: Tosaleacesee

to the behavioral control of AID:
Mato: Reptwrhe40linenbyponsin he 197CagaGene

‘imslating AIDS,abstract No. 9100). Determinants of

variables, self-assessment of AIDS risk/harm, and attitudes toward homosexuals.
Results:

In ail three Cases,
 

 

 

 

k f oward homosexuals asthey may a tyinf on programs avi AIDS. Fur publ
‘policy makers need to b f i f ADSae—

options.

W.A.P.117 EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SWISS AIDS PREVENTION
CAMPAIGNSIN 1988

HausserDominique”; Dubois- *; Lehmann Ph.”; Gutgwiller F."*
Institut univ. de médecine sealscterLausanne; ISPM, Zürich, Suisse.

Underderthe slogslogan STOP-AIDS, a national multimedia ign is continously
by thee Federal Officefor Public Health since 1986. quivalent efforts are

mad sti ting multipliers to lopp specific or } actions
program also inclu a us and independant uation which have - to
measure behaviour changes, -t corres fact re orFarm

ons or adaptations which co
 campaigns. Conclusions

interviewing nearly 4000 persons ofvarious groups of the Population
- Knowledges on AIDS (HIV transmission protection) are good. There is still
Soubts on whatis not dangerous (risk with saliva or blood transfusion in Switzerland).
- Health professionals generaly overestimate their professional risk. This create fear
and furthersuspicious attitudestto some patient
- There on Despite on"appare socialcorconsensus of non

tion,casting0outtof}persons2are unfortunatelyolobserv ly.
- Adoption of in progress but stay ‘difficult.It'ss often related
with emotio: dimension of relationship. Condoms sale slowly increase (less than in
1987).

- phen are cleat, reach jeneral |rulatioon and target groups. N of
peripherical preventive actions ed,but still few efforts avebeen
done foror IVDUs. Social and healthns have played very Little preventive

W.A. P.119 HOW CAN SEROPREVALENCE SURVEY DATA BE USED TO MANAGE HIV

PREVENTION PROGRAMSRAMS ?

Onora IDA*; Jones, T.S.##; and Porrester, W.*

AIDS Program* and tenets for.Prevention Services**, Center for Disease
Control (CDC), Atlanta, GA, USA

Objective. To guide health departments in utilization and limitations of

coe Family of Surveysos) dataan managing HIV prevention progra:
Methods. We analyze vey met! gy and proocedulures to assess potential
biases in each type fs rvey deta, Consider.
suggested appropriate uses

communication system f
Results. No single seroprevalence

be population sur and ad] mce to standard is will
minimize biases. In prevention p a ‘OS di may ed in allo-

ating resources and in determining the types of education, counseling and

testing services offered. Over e, data be useful in fo. ng

of program activities.
measured by comparingseropre—

voluntary testing in t

uv Ss 2 e aa » a F a 5 o 3 ray wt o œ a
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th care providersand

FOS seroprevalence data will be a

revention of HIV infection.
biases aids in tnverpreting results. À

needed so prevention programs can access ora utilize data effectively.
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W.A. P.120 A PROGRAM mn ENCOURAGE AIDS PREVENTION COUNSELLING
RIMARY CARE PRYSTCTANS

> Rekart, M.*

**College of renteen‘OE Canada, RARE Columbia Chapt
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, *Division of STD Con

British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

Objective To alert primary care physicsns to the importance of AIDS -
prevention counselling at the time of HIV-antibody testi

velling multi-media seminar was developed te “alert physicians

to their role in the prevention of AIDS. Epidemiological and risk
information waseine tuded with advice on how topepess patients for risk of

ntrol, Province of

infection and n for testing. Models for ~test and post-tes
counse11ing bothRiveant tbody negative and wiveane tbody positive patients

e presented. A questionnaire was administered to assess the impac
the“preventstion.

Approximately one in ten physicians in the province returned a
questionnaire (n=601), The program cost was approximately $80 per physician

ached.
- 90% had ordered one or morechantier
* 20% had deatt with on nt inodypositive patients
* 7% had tested without patient Enowledge aand/or cons
* 79% indicated the highest level of aapproval of the presentation
* 24% indicated they would test more ofte
* 96% indicated they will incorporate suggestions from the seminar into

r approach to testin
Conclusions À travelling seminar format is an effective method for alerting
primary care physicians to their role in preventing AIDS through
counselling
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Autres rétrovirus : HTLV-I et HTLU-IE
Other Retroviruses: HTLV-1 and HTLV-II

TWAA.P.1 GuseRsANDTHEIRSEAUALPARTNERSon CHICAGOPNSAAP.2 SionDONORS, HENOPHILTACS.AND,HIV-SUSPECTED.
Lentings loseph R.% Pachuc * Schaaff,D*,Schaefer, M.*

Schroer, D*$ Dori nes sterans Administration Hospital, Hines, IL. Cu
Ortho Diagnostic.Systems , Inc,, Rari .J.*
Object ve:To dettermine the prevalence of HIV-1 and HTLY- 1 infection in 150

an f their sexualpire
Netnods: Antibody t0 HIV-1 a

Results: ThesPpeyatence of antibody to HTLV-1 was 8,662(13/150) For theses.
tfents and 5.26%(1/19) among the sexual partners. Only 10 patients(6.66%)
had an ibody é On up of1 tibody positive

tients as compar either the HIV tive patie
negative control group drawn from the sa opulation. On patient was
positive for both HTLV-1 and HIV-1 as confirmed by Western Bt /C08

fi

re ficanly power among HIV-1 infected Patients,ours33s compared to
HTLY-1 1680+293(p=0.032) and control patients 18592278(p=0,007).
Conetusion:Prevavenc: 0 - -endemic geceraphte area was great-

of HIV-1 in our cohort of patients. Infection with HTLV-1 was
independent.of HIV-1 infection or STD's

HILL EN FRANCEMETROPOLITAINE
Th.A.P.3  Lenaire,Jean-Marie*; Coste, JS Cou AM; et le

groupe Rétrovirus de Va Societe Nationale de Transfusion
nguine.

#*CRTS - 34010 Montpellier, France AXINTS - 75015 Paris, France

Objectif. Estimer la diffusion de HTLV-1 en France métropolitaine.
Heth d onneurs desang et 2478 sujets

rance métropolitaine. s dépistageont été
réalisés par un test d'agglutination ou des test rymat que:
Lesergspepositifs étaient confirmés par Imunofluorescence indirecte et
estern
Résultats.

Sujets 

 

Nombre Anti HTLV-1 positifs

I Donneurs de sang
. Caucasiens d 1274 0
- Originaires de
zones endémiques 1045 7

If Sujets à risque
. Polytransfusés 387 0
. Consultants pour MST 401 0
Toxicomanes 7

C us on. Les sueets contaminés par ATLV-I ont ETE retrouvés chez les toxi
cemanes {4p1000) et les donneurs originaires de zones endémiques (7p1000).
bed fruson en France est donc rare, mais une surveillance régulière s'im-

 

Th A P 5 HTLV-1 SEROPREVALENCE IN PATIENTS WITH HIV AND NEUROLOGIC

nes DISEASE, OTHER RISK GROUPS, AND BLOOD DONORS, .

‘HoustonStan, *Thornton C, **Emmanuel J, weSmith Ho *Latif
A. *University ofZimbabweand **Blood Transfusion Service, Harare, Zimbabwe.

Rationale: HTL’ associated with T-cell tumours and Tropical Spastic

Paraparesis (TSP). Relatively high prevalence are reported from several
i i th imbabwe .

used for HTLy-l and HIV testing. ‘only
strongly Teactive specimens are reported here.

RESUL' No. #Pos. $

Normal blood donors, several regions of Zimbabwe 931 1 0.1
Leukemia patients 6 Qo 9

philiacs -(multi-transfused) 23 0 0
Hiv-negative patients with symptoms from the

WHO clinical AIDS criteria. 88 Qo 0
itive patients with neurologic disease il 2 18.2) p

HIV-seronegative patients with neurologic 21 i 4.8).10
{of which pi th HTLV-1 neg) 1080 4 0.4

of a logic diseases:

probable zoster transverse myelitis and
progression of mersone deficit.

3) 38 Ye°. HIV-negative woman with a 3 year history of spastic paraparesis.
Other causes were not fully excludedin’in this patient.
CONCLUSIONS: HILV-1 appears less
countries. It is strongly associatedwiwith1neurologicdi
association with leukemia or HIV infection requires further study.

 

P. Leinikki, E. Mattila, J. Koistinen, J. Leikole,
H. Brummer-Korvenkontio and M.-L. Kantanen. Nationa
Health Institute, and The Finnish Red Cross Blood Transfusion
Service, Helsinki, Finland.

ve. evaluate HILV-I screening among blood donors.
Methods. Serum samples from blood donors (N=1803 , hemo-

philiacs (N=196), patients of healthcare centers (N=2761), AIDS
in:formation and support centers (N=446), i.v. ‘ug and
inmates were tested using

(K. Okochi, Kyuhsu Univer-

&. Notrue positive. cases were found. Nine sera were
repeatedly reactive in the ELISA test. None of them gav
characteristically positive reaction pattern in WB but showed
reactivity against individual components of the virion. The

AIDS information and
onfirmed by immuno-

fluorescence and passive agglutination.
nclusi. . creeening is not warranted among blood

donors in Finland at the moment. The atypical reactivity, some-
times interpreted as an indication of a HTLV-I related|retro-
virus and earlier reported from patients with lymphoma, or
leukemias was_also found among healthy, blood ‘donors.

Th A P 4 PREVALENCE OF HTLV-1 neIN HIV-1 INFECTED

ls PATIENTS,IN À MINORITY TY IN THE BRONX, NY

Le anley; Amaral, L.; and Ernst, J.
The Bronx-Lébaisn Hespltst Center, Bronx, NY, USA.

Objective. To determine the prevatence of HTLV-I infection in
an aT infected inner-city population

Be onymous sera (classified by age, sex, and race) and
were tested by HTLV-I ELISA and

rom clinic outpatients, emer-
o factors which met

1 Hosp. Program
negative sera from the hospital population served as ‘controls.
Results
SOURCE PATIENTS NUM HIV-1 POS $ HILV-I POS

Sentinel Hosp. 394 28%

Clinic 58 21%

Emergency Room 24 50%

Control (HIV-1 NEG)
ion. HTLV-I infection”has spread more widelyin inner-

city minority groups than has been previous] e:
Study partially supported by the CDC Sentinel Hospital Program.

Th.A.P.6
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HYIN-I ANTIBODIES IN THE SOLOMON ISLANDS.
ThAPa *Hard panie’B.#Carlson JR, #Yee JL, and oetehng MEK Th A P. 8 SEROPOSITIVE1MENINLOSANGLESCuUSING HIV

Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA. Division of HematologyOncologyVetBaofMedicine

Objective. To determine the extent of HTLV-I infection in the Solomon

Methods. We tested 1,317 random individuals
(Cellular
test. We used antigen
Western Blots (WB) as a confirmatory test.

of interactive with HTLV-I by ELISA
12.6% (90/716) in the North ince (Papua New Guinea) and et
(88/601) in Malaita Province (Solomon Islands). However, in the North
Selomons Province sample, only 5 of 90 samples positive by ELISA were

ve and 51 were

 over the age of 5 using ELISA
screening

with HTLV-1 , few ELISA-posil
were also positive by WB. puzzling results may reflectprblens with
HIIW-I WB vity with immune
of an variant of HIIN-I or a Tovel retrovirus in this area of the
South Pacific.

Th.A.P.9 HIV-1 AND HTLY-I SEEMALENCEINPRRTECALLY IL
DEPAR ATIENRESUSCITATED eee

ewandows €: A; Rive 3 Pohl od, D; Belian, B;
and Saravolatz, Louis D. Henry Ford Hopital, Betyott, Michigan, USA,

ghlective. To determine the HIV-1 and HTLV-I seroprevalence and demographic
atures among critically il] emergency department (ED) resuscitated patients

in a low HIV-1 seropreevalence area.
Methods. Patients who required resuscitation had an anonymous questionnaire
‘completed by their physician. Sera was obtained and tested by ELISA. Repea-

tedly reactive samples were confirmed by IFA for HIV-1 and both Western Blot
r I.

Results: Between 9/24/88 and 1/15/89 there were 25,378 ED visits.
Studied reflected the demographics of a Detroit inner city hospita
Seventy-nine percent (PES) of eligible candidates were enrolied with a
mortality of 25.3% (65/257).

Patients
ED.

HIV-I HTLV-I
r penetrating .

Nedical Resuscitation 113 4.4% (5/143) 2.7% 3/5}
257 4.7% (ler) 1,9% (5/257

Intravenous drug use was determined by histor, in 7/17 and by 7ysical exami +
nation in 8/17 retroviral infected patients.
conclusion."Heaitn Care workersina low HIV-1 seroprevalence area are at ris

s in approximately

Th.A.P.11 PREVALENCE OF HILV-1 ANTIBODY IN SELECTED WOMEN IN THE LOS ANGELES AREA

—_ Rasheed Suratya, Barker, S. S. and Gill, P. S.

Laboratory of Viral Oncology ard AIDS Research, USC School of Medicine,
Los fgeles, CA U.S.A,

Qbiective: To determine the seroprevalence of HTLV-1 in women with high risk behavior,

Methods: Sera were collected frou wosen with the history of multiple anale sexual ners and analyzed

forHILV-1 and HIV antibodies. Medialner and other data were obtained from the questionaire forss
completed at the time elswas drawn testing.
Results: have previously reported that 6 of women with “pe sexual ee wewere positive for

antibodies to HIV (Gill,Men et al, ASCO, 1966). Testing of 143 sera that were for HIV
antibodies for the or absence of HILV-1 antibodies inaicated that 11 of ig sera (7.74),

contained HTLV-1 reactive antibodies. All sera that reacted in the HILV-I-ELISA recognizedant

HTLV-1retains of gpié, p25, p34, pl9 and pis in the immunoblots. The ages of seropostive women ranged

Fron to 43 years ard all hed sultiple sexual partners for several years. Physical examination did

reveal lymphadenopathy or other Two of the HILV-1-positive women were di: hispanic

ian. women had a history of blood transfesicn or ved any bi

Only 3 of 11 seropositive women ada: ional use of intravenous (

ont de igh incidence of HTLV-i infection in women wi! itipi

Since only 3 of 11 nosen had Vv it is evident that HILV-! was transmitted senual lly.
Although none of the women showed syuptomatic illness at the time bl , a

prospective study would be important to relate HILV-1-infection with any disease that may

the future,
develop in

142

sk
the resuscitation|of the critically ill

, Los Angeles, California.

ip seropositive 

 

72, No. 5, Suppl. 8, 1988. (2) Virology Vol. 150, 1986.

HIV-1 AND HTLV-I INFECTIONS IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS
Th.A.P.16 (1VDUS) IN DETROIT 1985-1989.

Ognjan, A.*; Markowitz, N.*; + H.**; Belian,
B.*; and Saravolatz, Louis D.*, et al. *HenryPore Hospital.“detroit,
Michigan, USA, and *«RBbottLaboratories, N. Chicago, Illinois, USA.

Pbjective. To monitor the seroprevalence of HIV-1 and HTLV-I and examine the
SK Factors for infection, three surveys were conducted among Detroit IVDUs

Fron 1985-89.
thods. Consecutive serologically unknown ‘IVDUs seeking medical care for con-

Btions unrelated to HIV we to participate. After informed consent
Bn anonymous questionnaireva “compleeted and sera obtained. Serum specimens
ere tested by ELISA and repeatedly reactive samples were confirmed by IFA for
HIv-t and Western Blot and RIPA for HTLV-I
esu

r HIV-1 HTLV-1 HIV-1 and HTLV-I  HIV-1 or HTLV-I

1987 -_1988 7 15.7% “770 10.0% (7/70) 3.2% (2/70) 22.9% (16/70)
i:-1989 15.5% (11 7.0% (5/71) 4.2% (3/71) 18.3% 3/71)

ros’

fattack rate was
Conclusion. During 89,
remained stable€ amongDetroit TvDUs. Travel to an el idenicc area increased the
risk of acquisition of HIV-t. Since coinfection exceeded pected fre-
fuency, HIV-1 and atiI transmission may not be Sselusively independent
events.

Th.A.P.12 242 Descriae cr an DSRR-CITY EMERGENCY DEPARDONT

. ~Kelen,Gabor;* Dis: 3° Lofy L;* Sivertson K;* Quinn 7.”
“Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore MD, , NIH, Bethesda, MD, .

3 Excess serumserum samples drawn from 2544 consecutive adult patients
to an Baltimore were tested for

HILW-1 and HIV by Western Blot (WB).
3 We found 30 (1.2%) of the samples to be WB ve to HTLV-1.

While 152 of were seropositive to HIV-1, only 3
(all Iv drag users) ‘The among HILV-1

‘tive patients was 20 to 86 years old, with half the patients
years |. of HTIV-1 infected individuals matched

that of the patient. ,
25-44 years of age (p<.05). tive patients, 93% (28et
black, serene bach ane wponly 77ofthe patient Population (p08).
15 patients hadan identified risk factor 10 were IV drug users

. Ge other patient's ly en of
infection was to an HIV partner. All but one of the
HTLW-1 infected lived in the implying that

. than
in HTLY-1 infection. ‘he data support the hypothesis that HILV-1 and HIV are

ively independently diseases.
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Th.A. P.13 ANTI-HTLV-1 IN NEW YORK BLOOD DONORSLR11986)
*; Stevens

*The York Blood Center, New York,NewYork, U.S.A.

**Abbott Laboratories, Chicas, Tllinois, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine the prevalence of antibody to HTLV-1 in 1985-1986

donors to herester New York Bl Program
were screened by EIA (Abbott Laboratories, 111.) and con-

firmed by Werteern blot
urteenne088) of 18,257 donors tested were confirmed anti-

HILV-1 positive. follow.wing table shows anti-HTLV-1 prevalence+ sex,
ethnicity and siaceof birt!

yi
Sex: Male 0.06%

Fenale 0.108
Ethnicity: White 0.038

Blac 0.53%
Hispanic 0.26%

Birthplace: U.S.A./Canada 0.04%
Caribbean 1.548

0080.
anti-cue positive.

. on gs* anti-HTLV-1 Positive
donors would have been ex: 001 by other ro:
screening methods (anti-HBc testing). ttheditand Darthplaceappear to
be associated with the risk of HTLV-1 infection.

Other
One anti-HTLV-1 positive donor was

Th A P 15 RaneeaeRENE OF HTLV-1 IN A PARTURIENT POPULATION AT
Risk R HIV-1 INFECTION,

nski, Keith; Borkowsky, W; Fidelia, À; Bebenroth, D; Moore, T.
New York Universityde Center — Bellevue Hospital Center, New York, New York,

U.S.A.

Objective. To determine the seroprevalence of HTLV-1 In a parturient population at
risk for HIV-1 infection.
 
Methods. Cord bloods from consecutive deliveriesat Believue Hospital Center were

tested for antibodies to HiV-1. Positive: le of negatives mae tested for

HTLV-1. Each antibody was assayed with “éommerelaliy avaliable ELISA.

Results. Of 3883. cord bloods, 142 (3.65%) had anti-HIV-1. Of the 142, 16 (11.3%) had 
HTLV=

were present in 4, Including: 2 with weak HiV p24 bands only on Western Biot analysis,

and 2 with indore minaceHIV-1 westreremonn
Conciuslo HTLV-1 is more com HIV-1 infected parturient women than

HIV-1 negative women. This may‘reflect’the similar mechanisms of trammision or

may be the result of patient demographics and the geographic origin of parturient
women at risk for HIV-1. =t's contribution to disease in HIV-1 infected mothers,
and its transmission and contsee to disease in their children remains to be
deeermined. he presence of antibody to cross reacting with HiV-1 may

explain some low positive or equivecal Hiv-1 serologic resuits.

Th A P. 17 RISK OF DEVELOPMENT OF HTLV-I-ASSOCIATED MYELOPATHY
eee CHAN/TSE) AMONG PERSONS INFECTED WITHPaved“I

, *;

Nishitani,H.*** “janessen,R.w*. *Kagoshi
kékCenters for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia;

Sanitorlun Hospital, Kyoto, Japan.

Iga’
me Universicy,“Kagoshima, Senan;

#x4Utano National

development of
onal surveys ofui

cA "defsmite" case of HAM w.
defined as a patient vithoyprogressive nyelopathy and aneibedies.to
HILV-I in both seru roprevalence of HTLV-I in 8
HTLV 3%), by age exoup, were
obtained from studies of bioed donors; 1986 population, by prefecture
and see group, was obtained from the 589 definite

HAM reported nationally, 393occurred in teeidence of the
i is; of these, 170 reported onset

3

. To determineae yearly and cumulative nisk of
HILV-I.

1986 at 611,700. We therefore estimgt incidence of amot
-I-infected perso: . 10°? cases/year; given a lifetime of 70

years, the lifetime incidence is approximately 1/4 of 1%. g 3!
"probable" cases of reported from the 8 prefectures with onset in
1982-1988 increased this estimate to only 1/3 of 18. . The riskof
o£ devel of HAM in the lifetime of an HTLV- Fr infected person is
estimated atmele. This estimate is important in eling persons, such
as blood donors, found to be infected with HTLV1
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DETERMINANTS OP HTLV-I SRROPRRVALENCE IN MIYAZAKT
PREFECTURE, JAPAN.
aharrÀ °hixer Btuyer*, N. Tachibana**, Fr. nomsno***, N

Th.A.P.14

  

 

natitutoDi pie Etledicina P
» Italy.

 

hool
Miyazaki City, Miy:
Univereita Degli ia oi

 

Objective: To evaluate the determinante of prevalence of antibody positivity

to HTLV-1 Ja
Bathods:
Center from

ected.

in Miyazaki Prefecture, Japan.
Date ftroe 7055 persona who came to Hi Aie City Health Promotion
9/83te iefor a free sovernmen -aponsored heauth exas

os analysis was ‘Conducts te asine the

omiti
   

ilow
ic Scoupation “Te apparent.

tibody positivitr to ATLV-1 in Miyarakd
ly a function of age, sax, aren
SEs.

ui
h

igi nificant Sevoctation “vith a apecift

niConclusion::
efecture, Ja be priga

and., “in lover endenic eras

 

reaidence,

Th.A.P.16 SEROPREVALENCE OF HTLV-1 IN PATIENTS ATTENDING SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED DISEASES (STD) CLINICS IN THE UNITED STATES.

LH pougiase ie+;eregel, R.*; St Louis,
M.*; Whittington, W.* and Lairmore, M.*. * Atlanta, Ga, **Denve:

Disease Control, Denver, Colorado, u.S.A.

Objective. To assess theperoprevalence of HTLV-I in patients attending

STD clinic: . ‘a from 1860 STD clinic patients were nsfor
HILV-I antibodies by EIA:“reactive d by WB
1275 on whom information on intrav

patients ve lene
the SE was thereforeRE©.A1“for|blacks.compareed vith.0738ce)"tor
whites (p=NS ng Denver ts the seroprevalence
8/384 (2%) _comaredwithant(oe)rsnonFDU .03, 1-APAETFishery?
in IVDU patients, higher in blacks ,2/47 (4.3%), than
inn hepaciea™ 1/56“a.oe orTyhites, anaee, peNS). Conclusion. Our

s low in STD clinic
the sajor|xinfactor for HTLV-I in the

U.S.. The of HTLV-I in STD clinte patients in the SE seens
lower than”suspected fron lier Trepor!

CU-T/TE SEROPREVALENGE AND HIV/HIEN
AMING IV DRUG ABUSERS (DA) IN THE U.S.

:Weiss,S.H.**;Goedert,J.*; and
Inst,BathMD,#410 Medical

Abuse,Rockville,MD,USA.

Qbijective. To determine seroprevalence of HTLV-I/II and HIV/HIIV coinfection
guongTV DA in 6 0S locations and to asseas the influence of age, sex, and
race on
Metal. Data verecollectedfrom 1,766 TV DA in a oontining cross

survey of drug treatment admissions. HIV was confirmed by Western
defined by a + response in at least 2

Th.A.P.18

Battjes,R.+, sus Cancer
School,Newark,NJ, **#US Ntnl Inst. on

blot (WB). HILV-I/TT Ab presence was
of 3 assays: Dupont EIA, P-24 RIA, and WB.

ra

Blacks (n=576) 190/33.0% 2 210/19.1% 31 41/7.14
Hisp. (me586) 118/20.1$ 2 50/ 8.5% 26 3/0.5%

TOTAL (n=1766) 370/21.08 5 189/10.7% 69 45/2.5%
significantly with age among

sex and
in blacksvas 7.1% (6-38 expected,NS)

in non-blacks ereee) à
prevalence of HTIW-I/II infection was found

and older DA. HILV among blacks was generally that
whites and Hispanic DA. rates, when exmined by age, ethnicity,
and , failed to confirm a significant HIV
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Th.A.P.19 Lae Miv-1 eeeeemee cernwoe. Th.A.P.20 shor1M DaviesTaylor, HAPlPenvaIR

Diseases Unit and Blood Bank Unit, Hospital de Badalonn
“Germans Trias i Pujol", Universitat Auténoma de Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain.

Qbietive. To ee nedaeceeeect emng intravenous drug abusers
(ZDAs) in a area were a high incidence of HIV-HDIinfection has been described previously
in this risk group.

Methods. IDAs seeking medical care for the first time between January 1965 and Decenber
1968 in our hospital, were tested by Elisa for the presence of enti-HIV-1 and anti-HILv-1
antibodies. Western blot was used as confirmatory test in repeatedly reactive smples.

Results. During the study period, 473 IDAs serum samples were screened and the overall
Takesetomisms+ end 0.6 À, vespectively. The
rates were stable during the study period. Coinfection was detected in all cases with

antibodies.BILY-1

Sonclusion. in our area represents an important reservoir for HIV-1 infection ,tt
sedate pointedto a Len remis ef ELVantdindine, Poe behboth retroviruses the
figures did not change throughout the four-year period.

Th.A.P.21 HIGH RATE OF CONFERMED HTLV II INFECTION
AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERSwo FROM NEW ORLEANS
ie alen*; Swanson, P.*; .**; Zack, J.***;

*Abbott Laaboratories, N. Chicago, IL;
***UCLA School

Rosenblatt, J.*
**Desire Naresties RehabittationGenter, New Orleans; LA
of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA,U.S

rum from VDA were teste
ntibodies to HTLV I/II. (2) Lymphocy

were analyzed by PCR. HTLV 1/11 sequences were differe

OBJECTIVE. Determination of HTLV 1/11 infection in New Orleans IVOA.
FETHODS. (1) Se

restriction and sequence analysts. ) Viral cocultures were done using
lymphocytes from 9 EIA positive IVDA and 20 negative EIA tow risk
individuals. Reverse transcriptase ) an munofluorescence (IF) with
monoclonal anti-p24 and antiauxmere used to moni viral expression.
RESU (1) Serum samples from of 121 Wohmere2EIA positive, 33 o
aoerere confirmedqty Western blot and/or R
(ze aoeBLOT/RIPA PCR: im V 1 + HTLV II + NEGATIVE

ve T
 

4 Indeterminate
1 Negativ

4 Negative IVDA 4 Negative
20 Negative Donors 20 Ne ative.     21

coc tures of Arnocytes were positive by IF. “At 6
weeks of cul tu f the 9 coculti re also positive by RT.
CONCLUSION.A cohirt of 21 HTLV 11 positive individuals has been identified

eans. This represents the largest HTLV Il cluster confirmed by

A.Pr. COINFECTION WITH HIV, HTLV-1 AND HBV IN TRINIDAD AND Lie
Th A P 23 Couur artho}ona F. Cleghorn**, B. Hull**, K.Battoo**

z**, W. Blat
*The University of the West Indies:
**ane Caribbean Epidemiology Centre, portof Spain Trinidad;
** The National Cancer Institute, Marylan s U.S.A
45 consecutive HIV antibody positive serassared” in 1986-88 were tested

s to HTEV-1 by ELISA and confirmed by Western Blot. 43 (10.1%)
re HTLV-1 antibody positive. IVDA is not. pract sed in Trinidad and Tobago

for age this cohort had a 5 times higher seroprevalence
than the general population. 17/160 (10.68) of HIVantibody pos

coinfected with HTLV-1, 9/90 (10%)
14/58 heterosexual men (24.1%) wi

Of 382 wntiente singly infected with HIV,
AIDS in the period 1986-88 compared with 28/43 (65%) of coinfected patients.
The hepatitis virus (HBV) closely resembles retroviruses in its molecular

f
to AIDS in the same time interval. Notably, o ese B:
ositive. Further studies are in progress to assess the role of HTLV-1 and
BV as co-factors in AIDS.
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T .*;
Mehaffey, W.**; ohns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public’
Health, Baltimore, Me“isa **Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL, USA

OBJECTIVE. To identify prevalence and risk groups for KTLY 1 infection
among Inmates entering
METHODS. Specimens routinely obtained during intake evaluation of 1, 000 

LTS. Among 1933 inmates, 19 (1%) were repeatably reactive by EIA.

P
RACE: Black 1356 19/(1.4%) < 0.001

Non Black 577 0/(0.0%)
AGE: > 25 1070 18/(1.73) = 0.001

= 863 1/(0.
YEAR: 1987 900 5/(0.6%)

1988 1033 14/(1.43) 0.08
activity to HTLV I did not vary significantly by HIV-1 serostatus,

juriediction offense catego!
CONCLUSION. ‘Untike HIV infection in this population (7.0%), approximately

was tn ected with HTLY I, oceuring mostly in blacks over 25 y
age. The seroprevalence rate of HTLV 1 in prison inmates is 5-10times
hicher thenin normal U.S. populations.

Th.A.P.22 BTL y= 1 INFECTION IN SPAIN
Soriano V,*Abella E, Tor J,*Flores A, Clotet B,*Ribera A.
nfectious Diseases Unit and Service of Haematology*.
Hospital de Badalona "Germans Trias i Pujol", Barcelona Spain.

Objective. To evaluate the prevalence off antibodies against HTLV-1 among
people at risk for this viral infectio

Patients and reeee We studied serum samples of 682 intravenous drug abu
sers SG aemic polytransfussed patients, 3 subjects diagnosed of
Tropical Spastic Parapares ts (TSPP) and 102 West Africans living in Barcelo_
na since
Antibodies to HTLY-1 were investigated by ELISA and repeatedly reactive sam_
ples were studied by Western blot.

Results. See table. 
West AfricansPolytransfussed TSPP   

    

   

 

*ELISA + 27/682 3/53 0 5/102
357840)

**WESTERN BLOT+ |2/27 0 0 15   
ont,

Sonclusion. Our results suggest that HTLV-1 infection is present in Spain
ig IDAS and West African inmigrants. À low prevalence is recognised.

Th.A.P.24 HTLVIIN ADDICTS (IVDA) AND
GAY MEN INSAN FRAN(

Murphy,E.*;
R ***; Greens jS.°°"*; et al, san Francisco General Hospital, diversity of rornia atSan
Francie, San Francisco, CA;**Product Research Inc, Bethesda; ***Johns HopkinsroBelt:fino

of hehe University of Caltfornta at San NDanaSan Francisco, CA,

OtiatizeTo describe the seroprevalence of HTLV-] in fy men Francisco
comparing a commercially availableELISAwithWesterWotBeBt((WB)with C91 FL|REvirus.

les from 909 bm353 gay men were
independentlybind ÿtested for HTLVin 2independent it specimens were

sectional participant samples between 1985 and|1987,Ad‘hiididonalle longitudinal
medsponspecimens were available in 153 IVDA participants.
Resulis:WB and ELISA showed similar temporal trends all the WB consistently detected
morepositives: 1985 12% ELISA +, 16% WB +; 1987 175% ELISA +, 19% WB +. By ELISA

 

 

 

 

and WB:seroprevalence correlated with age: 0% age <20, 8.2% age21-321-30, 13.7% age 3140
25.9% age 410, 37.3% age 50 and otyee had fewer positive ts, 10.2%, v8. 23.7%
blacks, and 9.6% hisispanics. Men (175 P than

i results over,time. y ELISA21 ini-
aeonesand 1116 initial negatives remainTema80,haever 88 otherinital potswere later
negative and 8other initial negatives became positive. BY WB 23 initialitilpositives ard 92 initial

tives became positive on follow-
Upseraera.Many of the discrepantresults observed between WB andELISA were categorized as

by of the ELIS,
Contin” Be Pepultons the twomethodsproved,om ble results: the
Prevalence ofHTLVinMAN San Francisco is , particularly in
older blacks hispanics. Further evaluation of discrepantresrealàis in progress with WB
with HUT102 and radioimmunprecipitation.
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Th.A.P.25 COUNSELING AND FOLLOW-UP FOR INDIVIDUALS POSITIVE FOR HTLV-I Th.A.P.26 wwe OF HTLV-I ANTIBODY IN A BLACK BROOKLYN

BODY

Dosik Harv » Kohen, M., Walliams, L., Hershman, K..
berman, E., Goldstein,

Interfaith Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY, u‘.À.

Objective:3Black adults from Central Brooklyn were screened for HTLV-I
with Adult T-Cell Leukemia

 

antibody use of the large number of patients
fon this commmity. Therefore a protoeco)|rato be developed

or follow-up and counseling for antibody posittive pers
Methods: This study was performed as a commun: y projectvoy P Care

Internal Medicine residents and volunteers, of484 individual8 screened thus
thus far, 15(3.17% were found to be positive for BTLVet antibody. Bacbe
antibody positive person receives|a telephone contact from a residen:

complete history and physical e: a@ request for blood samples for WILV-1
antibody retesting. cellular testing and HIV testing and co .

au t information t was develo: which consists 3
simply

virus. Add:
prrace Fakes one

minutes alloted for“mieI couns.
Conclusion: Thus far, all pactteate have tesponded favorably to theProtocol.
State mandated protocols for counselin e not a they

V, however, CDC has en

hour to conduct with 15

positive individuals, counseling programs such as this one will prove to be
necessary.

PREVALENCE OF HTLY-1 IN GREEK BLOOD DONORSTh.A.P.27
ADERIVIANARE 1, E. MALLIARAKI- PINETIDOU2,Y. GEDRGQULIAS 1.2

1. Tumor Cel! Biology Labor:aator: School ef Medicine, University of crete,
AIDS Reference Center of Crete, Venizelion Hospital, Crete, Greece.

bbjectives: To determine the prevalence of HTLY¥-1 in @ highty touristic region of
reece

ds: Sera from 820 blood donors, and 129 heterosexuals comming to
AIDS ReTerenc:e Center for HIY-1 infection study *were tested by al HTLY-1 Ba
and repeately positive sereweom irmed by Western blot analysis.
Results: Seven tivo d 3 heterosexuals were revealed positive by the
ELISA test. Thevalues ranged berween 1.5-3 times the cut off. Repeately positive
were 4 blood donors and the 3 heterosuxuals.
Western biot reveated antibodies against the p19, p24, p36 and gp46 in 2 blood
donors and 1 heterosexual whereas in 2 other heterosexuals oniy antibodies

6 45 were detected AT! subjects were clinically norma). The
overall prevelence wi HTLY-1 infection in the: district of traklion seems to be
0.24% and 0.77% y.

of HTLY-! infection in the
ae afcrete suggesting that additional attention should be necessary for
blood tranfus

 

Th.A.P.29

Eh, 1.; Pauli,=e: Thiele, B.; Kerbow B.; Beck,Andrees,; Koch, M. À.
AlDS-Zentrum, dundesgestinchelteemt:Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany

INVESTIGATIONS ON THE PRESENCE OF HTL'V=1 INFECTION IN INTRAVENOUS

DRUG ABUSERS oe Feperar Repuscic of GEeRMany

The humen T-cell ymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1), which causes a
specific formof sauti -ceil Jeukernta and the tropical spastic paraperesis,

, the Cartbbean and southwestern Japan.
re also detected in intravenous angeabusers

(IVDA) in the United States, Great Britain, ital and the Nether
Beceuse transmission o - occurs probe quyy the sameroutees HIV,

@
 

HTEV-1 antibodiesnight be first detecteble in HIV high risk groups
(VDA,‘nomosexu

No HTLV-i Infection could be detected in sera from Waet German IVDA in
6 al

Weinvssstigated now sera of 3541VDA (104HIV- 1 positive) and526 homo-
v= | positive) collectedin the yeer 1968 on HTLV-1 antibodies

ot and neroorescence. HTLV-1 antigen was har-

BO sere tested, reacted positive in the ELISA. None of the ELISA-
positive resutte:could be corrobereted neither in the Western Blot nor in the

munofluorescance. To clerify wether hemophiliacs might be infected b
Tey. 1 we ere testing sera from these patients for the presence 0:
antibodies“against HTLV-

posik, Res Williams, L*; Goldstein, M*; Silberman, E*;
Maloof, a

*Iaterfaith Medinet Center, Brooklyn, New York, **Environmental Epidemiology
Branch, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.

Objective: Because 16 of 86 cases of Adult T-Cell LeukemiaMaymphoma reported
thepe ATL Registry were diagnosed in Blacks from Central Brooklyn,

N.ete, study was conducted to determine the prevalence of HTLV-I antibody
in this population.
Meth a Sera were obkained fronsendy oubjects2denerÉs outpatient

JT community hi £ says erformed to determine
antibodysosttivity. Together they haveaa highvepecificity but a low
sensi

Results:ETGr17%)ofsera were positive on both assays.
l pre

negati The mean
54, SH.4 for negative
significantly diff tp
(10/39,898) Science"260: 643-6, 1988)
Conclusion: Additional HTLV-I antibody prevalence studies should be done on
non-biood donor populations to determine groups at higher risk for
HILV-I infection.

Th A P 28 SEROPREVALENCE OF HTLV-I AMONG U.S. MARINES STATIONED IN A

wen EYPEREND
* Brodine Ste hanie K.%; Oldfield, E.C.*; thine AL.##; mae

R.J.##**; Ryan, A. Mo aard, C.A.++; Goïbec ALL++y en
LAH *pehendon, À.S.as Biatbher: tate ya
*Inf. Dis. Div. Nav. Hosp m piesgo, CA, U.S.A., **3rd MARDIV, Okinaw:
Japan, ‘ARINEPMU-6, HI, Uv. 5:a » Nav. Hosp., Okinawa,GaresSanLeo

State University, San Diego, CA,PTSA, H-ACI, Bethesda, 8

Objective. To determine the seroprevalence of HTLV-I inAmerican military
personnel stationed in a hyperendemic area-Okinawa, Jal
Methods. rines assign Okinawa, Japan in a petrmanent’ tour (1-3
years) were accessioned by unit-pr: ly by company. Each par pat con-
leted om. an intakesureand 15 ce of blood w.

obtaine: V-I ologies rformed att e NCI RetrovirologyLab, FortLi
Detrick, and Biotech.Laboratories Rockville,

tween April and July 1988, 5,267 Senneonnel were tested.
and) were repeatediy reactiveety ELISA. Confirma’

asaays are in progresssand include Western Blot Loimmune Precipitation

AssayGira) Reconbinent ELISA to envelope toeeas and Polymerase Chain
GPR 18 of these 30 specimens have been teated by Western

Biota Cpoxdeive with both pig and p24 bands present pad 7 havi

30per

Conclusion. There tsaakedly lower seroprevalence rate among U.S.a
personnel on-{sland as o posedto theV18Z seropositivity rate found in the
generalTeeeeensof Oldman Furtherogbiden: ologic analysis will be
pre: Supported by US."Army Ral

Th.A.P.30 COINFECTIONS HIVI/HTLVI EN MARTINIQUE
= Neisson-Vernant*, N. Monplalsir®, R. DourGe Sobesky*, R.Demeleumesster##+,

+7 eCHRU Fort-de-FranceD. Cales-Quist**,

oerMSTFort-deFrance “oe Fort de pesage.

Objectifs : tinique, zone d' cndemie our le nivel 2,2 des donneurs
de san; Bos.xaMèreieinte per 1'épidén:ab ELV) (0,28AEdonneurs de
TP es consultants du Dispensaire MS 8,77 tients hospi-

tal sé6, nv1 pos.). Tl nous a donc paru intéressant adespatient 128oe
d'isreedoublement infectés et d'étudier l'éventuelle influence du HTLVI

o!den :1236 Rivl positifs ont été testés en anticorps anti HTLVL (Elisa
ethedesrn
Résultats : 3 sujets ont été retrouvés doublement positifs, soit 12,9 %.
Provenance : Dispensaire MST : 18 % des patients RLVI+ son!ontt goublenent in-
fectés v7 prostituéesspositives sur14). Donneurs de sang 6 %, patients
hospitaliers : 8,4 sujets te

Les Loinractéssont en noyenneSalus agés que les monoinfectés.
ommes sont doublement infactés. IL y a

dane les autres groupes de HILV1 positifs
donneurs de saings HAP, mio tee
Facteure de ris: 3 Aueupgese18 héroinomangs HIV+ neeat HILYI Positif.

a la prévalence est la même (10 %).
Par contre, dans la eltfi nine la prévalenceest nettement supé-
xieure chez les prostituées G02 5%).
Gracter ues clint ues dus : Aucun ubles infectés n'a

a vue clinique et biologique, il ne sem
ble 7 avose a‘interférence™à table du HILVI sur le HIV1. L'isolement des
souc! esatti etae80nt ét:gpratiqués ghezcerta: nee

pré Tul8Conclu à bans e étude pina: e parait pas
acteisciaues de l'infection HIV. Une deude dy suivi 26ine

tif des Patientssur une longue période est en cours, ainsi qu'une étude
plus particulière de la populaation des prostituées.
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THA.P.31 Sioconbaieena
Anderson, David an Saxinger +Here ct;

wet;sr,oy parksyf" otalet al.

La(GhCEPatronsMion!FEUSA.Sseaen
Objective. Develop criteria for serological confirmation of HTIN-I infection.
Methods. 4 Western blotsos(WB) and 4 radi tation (RIP) assays
were used to study sera from 38 Japanese, 69 and 35 Caribbean bi:
or + All vere reactive On HILV-J or gel-agglutination
assays at least one viral: WB. Speci: antibodies
called tive if a majority of tests as 2 pl9: >2/4 WB,
p24: >4/8 WB or RIP, p40*: 1/1 RIP, 9p46 or qpél (qp46/61): >3/6 WB#RIP.

was

 

HILV-II). Sera al P24 and gp46/6l Ab. 6 sera
p40* Ab (3 HIIV-I, 3 HILV~IT) pi9 Ab (2 HTIW-I, 1 HILV-II).
‘Thus, cactivity patterns to p1l9, p24, p40* and gp46/61
sistently distinguish th those with HTLV-II

able criteria to confinn but

Quéstions de méthodologie
Methodological Issues
Th.A.P.33 RECALLBIASANDMEMORY FAILURE: ANEMPIRIC DEMONSTRATION

INPERSONS ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROM!
ter MT"; Sheps SB*; Hershier R*; Craib KJP*.

d the Uni: ity of British Col bia, Vancouver, BC,Canada.*St. Paul's Hospital
P

 

 

 

 

 
 

Objective. Te he f inthe recall of risk factors by persons
with AIDS.
Methods. garding P drug use, and STD's duri

1 prospective sudy
(The Vancouver Lymphadjenopathy--AIDS Study) who sentdeveloped AIDS. Group 1

‘as interviewed in 1983 when none had AIDS nor even knew their serologic status. Grouroup2
consisted of persons diagnosed witth AIDS between 09/86 and"01/88 at St. Paul'sosital, All

Pp te sre Speci . hosp 75% ofall ©
Results. Group 1 consi i f 3.3years priorto digress 

 

differences between the groups withmrad toke, Crusde annual income, orAIDS
manifestatio:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

port gi , iP p sexual
batht tubs. Conversely, p g

contact, oral-anal contact, ji q f a Group 2 weremore
likely report ir f reg prior to age 20.

a 1; * P À he 1. p a Af to the CNS

effects of the disease; or is isk by Group 2. Wefeel that
P h patibl h recall although any of the

1 Hi i in AIDS. 

Th.A.P.35 SALCRLATINE HIV INCIDENCE RATES FROM SEROPREVALENCE DATA

Sokal, David*; Shelton, B.**; Kupper, L.*
*FaymilyRester International, Research Frianele Park, North

Carolina, U.S.A., **University of North Carolina, Chape HNNorth Carolina,

U.S.A., ***University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, U.S.A.

Objective. Develop a method to estimate annual incidence rates of HIV"

infection baséd on seroprevalence data in order to evaluate the success of
Pi

assumes ) once seropositive, people remain

positive; (b) deaths between ages 15 to 25 are na,giigibiecomparedt the
ber of people infected in this age eroups and (c) tl ncidence rate of

new infections fe stable over time and over age, then one can estimate the
incidence rate based on age specific prevalence data for the 15 to 25 year
age group. ditional methods may be presented in order to overcome some
of the limitations of the assump

multiple of the slope of|the regression line of prevalence b’
year of age gives an setinatte of the incidence rate of new HIV infections

vidu.

Conclusion. Improved cnalysts of age-specific seroprevalence|data can
imating the HIV incidence rate, and thus changes in

method provides an alternative to cohort studies in look-
ing at the tneidence rate of new HIV infections.

146

wi infection.
ivity to both p24 and gp46/61 by WB and/or RIP are suit-

but not distinguish HTLV-1 ections.

ANTIBODY TO HILV I/II AMONG BLOOD DONORS IN FOUR CITIES OF
Th A P.32 THE UNITED STATE:

fu:sion Safety Study Group* represented by Mosley,

James W.*

qearticipating ions in New York City, Miami, Detroit, Seattle,

San ncisco, and Los Angeles, USA, fordsUsk. of Southern California
Schoo.aof Medictne, Los Angeles, California, USA.

Objective. Tu identity ancioHTLV>T /II (+) donations in the 185/NHLBIDonor
Repository, in or erize donors with HTLV-I/II infection and
ob: sequencesoi"transfusion among their recipien

le: e TSS/NHLBI Donor Repository has 200,000 donor 8sera collected in
late 1984 anndearly 1985, just before routine anti-HIV-1 testing. Screening
for anti-RTLV-I/II is complete for South Florida, and 18 in progress under a

niform protocol in New Yor San Francisco, and s Angeles

Results. South Florida had 2 donors with confirmed positivity among 29,931
donations tested48/1,anchuswan 11 donors and 6 recipients have been

1 for er 3 areas are as fo

 

enrolled. Interim data
Area Total Testeesepeatably reactive Fully “gontLrmed RR/

donations (19/24/58) Number __/1,000 Number _/1,000 sont.
New York 2128 38 2.0 18 0.9

San Francisco 25,832 20, 200 26 1.3 8 0.4 31

Los eles 66,884 18,200 32 1.1 -62

200 sm
1.8 20

HTLV-1/II results to date suggest that 150 to
will be identified for tracing, and phat 75 to 100 of these donors and 40 t

of t
CGupported by No. NO1-HB-4-$002 and NO1-HB-4-7003 of the National

>» Lung, andBlood Institute,

HIV-TESTS OR es?ThAP.34 EX Sirkka and S
* University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland,
** University of Helsinki, Finland

Objective. To demonstrate e difficulty in estimating the number of
testees from the tot. er oO
Methods. We collected the patient charts of all
—— t :

 

persons wi
private dermato~venereologist who is specialized in HIV infection, for
imagined or real HIV-related problems in 1984-1988. calcul
the annual number of HIV-tests reques the practitioner herself, and
the number of HIV-tests performed elsewhere (health care centers

c).tals, AIDS ert Cente: et age exual preference of
tient were reco: in case of heterosexualmen, a possible rention

of having visited a prostitute was noted.
Results. A “total of 988 HIV-tests had been performed on 468 individuals
during Sept.1984 through Dec.1988 (2,1 tests per person on average). 187
homosexual men, 15 eterosexual n heterosexual women were

of the heterosexual me
(37.42) had taken one or more

ual preference category of thi

me when prevalence figure
are calculated by using the number of tests instead of testees as denomi-

or.

STeNTELCANCE OF MEAN AGE OF eet ang.POSITIVE
RSONS IDENTIFIED IN TEST PROGRAM:

x, Ger

Th.A.P.36

Max von Pettenpepenstinstitut, “University of Munich, Munich,
Federal Republic 0

jective. Estimation of mean incubation time of AIDS and
n.

ed anti-HIV-positve persons 15-59
males and 28.8 for 2888

perte Mean
rs of age 33.6 years for 13872

Females (Habermeh1 and Maxeiner: 15th r

 

Found Positive later
months).

£ the second

fonitoring mean ti-HIV-positives may give information
m incidence of Hiv- infection and on efficacy of prevention.
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Th.A.P.37 SAMPLE SIZES FOR NEEDLES IN A HaysrsASK: THE CASE OF
HIV SEROPREVALENCE SURVEYS IN CAN

ates, R.;Gar t, J.:Bran .À Department of

Preventive Medicine and Biostatitics, University otTo‘oronto, Toronto, Canada.
The authors present an approach to sample size calculations for enonymous

ing result

ur

seropositives with 95% confidence intcrvals of 2
mpromise, we ave wu

or more of the
results in a projected survey cost, à

are both mid-way between those of he other two sample

implications foor HIV seroprevalence surveys in jurisdictions with
expected HIV seroprevaience rates or smaller populations will be discus:

© =
2
= =

RESEARCH OR SURVE
ANONYMOUS SEROPREVALRNCE. STUDIES:Th.A.P.3 THE QUEBEC EXPERIENCE
Hankins, Catherine*; Lapointe, N.**; Laberge, C.wae

Roy, Elusiie, K.****"; Gendron, S.*.
“Dedpicet généraal de Montréal & eat University, #sHôpital Ste-
Justine & Université de Montréal, ***Rése. e Médecine génétique du
Quudbe Québec, **Institut de Recherches Clintgues, Montréal,
Federal Centre for AIDS, Ottawa, Canada.

Objective: To exanine the feasibility of conducti jonymous unlinked
ing newborn eetprick filter paper specimens as

lated surveillan
led epiideniotogicn. issues

 

da ientation to the
by this cpidesisiegicel=ccthodelony A pub-

lat

 
P i concerned: pre;

nt » pare of newborns, ph: i e general population.
Conclusion: i“ a on the cultural context, “neplanning of
sero) ence studies should conoider whether a research or a surveil-prevalenc:
lance orientation is appropriate.

Th A P. a DESIGNING OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES AND FIELD TRIALOF TREAT-
ee AND PREVENTIONS AGAINST HIV INFECTION AND

Halloran, Mary Et; and Struchin audio J.**; Robin, JM*
*Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mass,i
**Instituto do Medicina, Universidade Estado do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Objective: To delineate designs of observational studies and field trials of
treatments and preventtons against HIV infection and AIDS taking into’ account

ndirect effects of interventions in infectious diseases, that
ructure of e

Methods: Three Study designs are defined based.on the groups of comparison.
tudy Design 1 compares the group with the intervention with the group not

e the two are subjected to the same transmission
intensity. Stud: g necompa the group with intervention to another
parate group not receiving intervention. Study design III compares the

overall population in whic ceiv tel n with a sep:
ulation, either geographically or temporally separate, without intervention.

ults: Stud sign 1 is ad te for s ing effects at in:
vel, however gives no over re of public health benefits. Stu

Design II yi a measur effect on the individual plus the effect of
changing transmission. Study Design III yields a measure of overall public
healt an entire intervention. S: ign I using usuat inci-
dence based estimators breaks down when non-incidence based interventions
are employed.

ions: Study Designs IJ and III need to be developed further for
interventions against AIDS to be adequately assessed.oneincidence based
estimators of intervention effects will help avivoress of the methodolo-
gical difficulties in infectious disease epidemio?

Conclusion.

VOLUNTARY HIV STUDIES
GAN UNDERESTIMATE SEROPREVALENCETh.A.P.38

Rekart, Michael L, STD Control, Ministry of Health, Vancouver, British

ee
Objective To co the HIV k and seroprevalence in females voluntarily
participating ineanDanonymous div study with a comparable group no

participating,
ds Over a 13 month period, every third woman attending the yOFHIV

VD Clinic was asked to participate in a multicentre Canadian study o
risk and seroprevalence. A total women agreed to part icipate end 283

 

refused. An additional 19 wo volunteered for udy.
nationwide study 2,1 jomen agreed to participate. ir the
month period in the Vancouver VD C c, 691 wo were tested outside the

£ wonen|refusing to participate and
o pare:
comparable in aamand risk behaviours. The

0/487; for

e Wi
women tested in Vancouver

(0.7%). The difference between the two Va! s is si
e di ni

ts is significant to
ii rely voluntary"participation can

e seroprevalence in the target populat uch a

selection bias can result in a falsely optimistic view of the. ooidente and

Negatively influence resource allocation and control.

Th.A.P. EVAWWATION OF DRIED BLOOD FILTER PAPER SAMPLES, COLLECTED BY
FINGER STI TO VENIPUNCIURE FOR HIV
SEROPREVALENCE SURVEYS IN HIGH RISK ADULTS

Sheppard,Haynes.*; Wi ifornia Public Health
Foundation, Berkeley, CA, Research ‘center, Berkeley, CA, -<  *#Viral
and Rickettsial Disease Lab, Department of Health Services, Berkeley, CAUSA.

Objective. evaluate the use of Einer stick collection methods and compare the
results of serologic testing of blood filter paper samples with serum
samples collected by venipuncture.

were collected by vent)specimens ture and on filter paper by
finger stick froa120120 men, of known
Study. HIV ELI

£sco Men’s Health
and sonm smples

serum samples from sereposttives (R = 0.799).
our 1/2 inch blood spots could be collected from a single

finger stick. This provides sufficient specimen to perform a minima of 16 ELISA
and 8 Western blot determinations

. Finger stick collection, storage, and sniping of dried blood on

Logic 1 Mis
methodology may be useful as a substitute for venipuncture in seroprevalence

surveys

Th A P. 2 VALIDATION OF SEXUAL HISTORIES OF HOMOSEXUAL MALE COUPLES

“oe SeayanerisSeSeerrge R.*; Meyer, KH.**; Horsburgh, CR.***;
Ca:

*Boston Department ofFhenen6à Hosplals, ** Fenway Community Health Center,

Boston, MA., SA.*#** Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA. U

Sblective.To determine the validity of self-reported mutual sexual practices

within male homosexual relationships by comparing independent reports from
each member of a coup
Methods. To date, 248 couples consieting of468 individuals have been

6 (55%) pairs were separarelyàinterviewed
ual practices attheach other ~ Spearman corr

els of agreenen . To assess whether this
varied with other independent factors: a multiple regression mo was

5 ane dependent variable, and partner’s
of sexual partners, and sequence

 

mes of an:
oral exposuressun,

L
icker, to report ereater numbers of encounters

than partners. Significant levels of agreement between

observed for all nel activities, No other independent variable was
significant in the

These results indicate that histories of sexual behaviors within
relationship can be confirue valid.and therefore may be reasonably va:
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Th A. P. 43 STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONSAreRISCLASSIPICATION OF
sers Hi AT BASELINE IN TW CLINICAL TRIALS

Alan B. Porsythe*; Elashoff,“i.Ds and Dixon, W.J.%*
*Viratek, Inc., Costa Hesa, California, USA/UCLA School of Medicine, Los
Angeles, California, USA, **The Dixon Group, Los Angeles, California, USA.

Sblective. To estimate the® impact of initial patient classification in 2
es of oral ribav{rin

64) and ARC (e235) patient groups vere com-
bined efter a stattetical”teclaasificntion of patients. The reclassifica-

a when stratified by original study designation statisti-
cally Festratified by baseline characteristics or tr rge group
all yieldctatistically sigaiticent ribavirin sffect in delaying the pro-
gression e haz rate of progressing to AIDS is cut in half
Gonelusion. Tattial“ation classification is not an important contributor
to the conclusion that rribavirin vas effective in delaying progression to
AIDS among these patien

PERCUTANEOUS BLOOD EXPOSURE: A DECISION ANALYES
School ofRose. Ske,HS: Mount Sina of Medicine, New Yatk, NY.

 

 

 

 

 

Obiective. y
which would justify short--term zidovudineazn dmi ion for p

HIv-p f unt rologic sta
Methods. We used the sh risk (HV infectionand AZT
effecth d toxi devel outcomes

studied were life and liives saved per co! wereed 1e esimaie une

 

expectancy Published dai
conversion rate (0.42%), rate of HIV-infected dlécropne AIDS Gps,and AIDS survival
(60%,e/yean).Nfo inform AZT irre-
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wide variations in all dei

Results. For those wi‘ith exposure tobloodknownwn to beSo
the risks under all but a combinatio1 aeereaca] assumptions of AZT safety and
fectiveness.ingmodempion(AZrsFe174 depaPaOOAZTre-
cipients),AZ deaths per 100,000 persons

sumptions (90% AZT death per 30,400), felifeexe
man100,000. However, under pessimisti

P 30,000), the risks of AZT misimally outweigh
the benefits. Wide vari in th P thresholds,
ceptio: likeli f bod serologic status is unnewrsthe
likelih d of mce of HIV infection; the AZT benefits do

rly 10-20%.
Conclusions.Domomonstrength of

belief regardingAZT xicity. L AZT to be both highly ii
Byeand to;toxic,t rm AZT igh pi HIV-positive blood.
 

Th A P a BLOOD poe DURING SURGICAL PROCEDURES.

oes Panlilio, Adeljsa*; Perlino, C.**; Parrieh, C.*%; Foy, D.**;
Lowry, P.*; Bell, D. * xCenters for Disease Control,

Atlanta, Georgia, USA; **Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

eeTocine the nature and frequency of occupational exposure to

ating Foom (OR) personnel during surgical procedures ins
large public“hospita
Methods. Trained cbeervers sampled operations anerecorded the type and
duration of procedure, emergency nature, estimated blood lose.by the
patient, occupations of personnel, infection nontrol precautions used, and

number and tre ep
Resuits. ce per ekin, mucous membrane, or paren’
exposures to blood during1 (aan) of 151 operations, including on(477)
din trauma, 12/32 (38%) in orthopedic, 12/39 (31%) in gynecology, 8/35 (23%)
in general surgery, 3/19 (16%) in plaetic surgery, and 5/7 (71%) in burn
procedures. Of 1350 personnel observed, 84 (6.2%) experienced 116 pieod

0

lesticks or cuts with sharp objects (9%), and 4 sp.

°Srelative risk; 95% confidence beal)(3% ‘actors for
included being a surgeon ( 5-5.8), participating in an emerg:
pro re (3.4; 2.2-5.De patient bloo4 js O ml (3.6; 2.ss.1)and

duration.at tine in OR > 1 r (5. 9-9
The risk of blood

substantial. Studies are needed t
factors for exposures, determine the risk o:

exposures, and to design and evaluate preventive aeseures

axporureFc room personnel is

o quantitate this risk:part risk

im due to these
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Infection par le VIH chez les travailleurs de la santé
HIV Infection among Health Care Workers
Th A P 44 GUIDELINES FOR PREVENTION OF TRANSMISSION OF

“overs HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS AND HEPATITIS B VIRUS TO
HEALTH-CARE AND PUBLIC SAFETY WORKERS

Scally MJ, Strine PW
National institute for Occupational Safty and Health

ters for Disease Controi
U.S.A.

In response to recently enacted United States legislation oui Law 100-607, The Health

Omnibus Programs Extension Act of 1988, “AIDS Amendments 1 1988"), guidelines have been
developed forall heal
 

fighters, police, and correctionalfacility workers) in the United States.

hepaBvir(HBV), tn ameanmeatofheAGawateensco
hepatitis B virus (HBV), i ssi it umpti

and workers. Also i ment of
Penton who have raed an cscupalndlexposure to theeVes A separate mode
 

concurrently for use in training workers.

Bency service workers,for p yf th
fire fighters, police, and correctional facility officers.

Th.A.P.46 aa SURVEILLANCE (OGRAM: OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO

IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV-1) INFECTION IN CANADA

_Elmelie Kimberly; Mulligan, L; O'Shaughnessy, M. Federal
Centre for AIDS, Health Protection Branch, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada.

Oplective: To assess the risk of ary infection among health-care workers

(HCWs) exposed to blood or body fluids from an HIV infected person

Eligibility criteria seat

membrane, or skin contact exposure to co

infected person. HCWs are followed for one year post-exposure. Blood

Specimens are taken at 6 week intervals for six months post-exposur:

and 12 months. Standard information collected includedemographics, risk

factors and exposure circumstances.

Results: a Jameary 6, 1989, 234 HCWe had enrolled in the study. 85%

of these were heal providers, 11% laboratory technicians and 4%

other workers. 47% ofexposures were neediestick, 4 scalpel wounds, 12%

eyespash, 164 en-wound contam: 1 n contact- 90 (39%) of

the 234 exposures were likely preventable, had standard infection control
Procedures been used. or whom a baseline neeolgoy (within

30aai if exposure) was no’ ai able, there have been no seroconversions

with other studies and support
Ow Seok of transmission of HIV infestion mesulting from parenteral,

membrane, or non-intact skin exposures in t! occupational setting.

 

REPORT OF A POSSIBLE LABORATORY ACQUIRED HIV INFECTION.
*, Ref£ VO*, Murphy FK**.

*Dallas County Health Dept; **UTx Southvestern Med Ctr,

Dallas, Texas, USA

Th.A.P.48

Qhiective:|case report of possibie occupationally acquired AID:
CaseReport: In 1987, a 28 year to evaluate for
poseibiee at infections She had donated blood in 6/85 and was HIV negative,

t a donstion in 5/86 was HIV positive. She was ELISA and western
positive, but asymptomatic until 6/88 when she develo eunocystis

nia. interview, she cla two lifetime sexual contacts: one,poeuno!
before 1981, who was not tested, but thought to be healthy in 19
current partner, who had no serologic evidence fo
The woman was a technologist w:

ood
donations. This ibi ected by direct inoculation of the
veeping lesions on her hands vith BIV contaminated blood in the laboratory.
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Th.A.P.4Q THE RISK OF EXPOSURE TO HUMAN IAMUNODERICTENCY VIRUS AMONG
HEALTH CARE WORKERS (HCW) AT A SOUTHERN U.S. URBAN HOSPITAL.

George*; Gaumer, R*; Weeks Lee .3**
a

*Louisiana state University Medical acenter, New Orleans La., USA, **Abbott
Laboratories, North Chicago, IL, USA

Objective. to assess the risk of exposure to HIV among HCW’s at anAva
Hospital in the Southern United States (Charity Hospital of New Orleans).
Hebhods Plasma remaining from CBC analysis of a cohort
presentin

ng men
ates of seropositivity among several age groups. At patienttwo procedures

with the potential tetransit HIV were performed per
«+ A substantial risk of exposure to HIV exists fn the trauma and

medical emergency areas. Thus, al] HCW’s in this region need to practice
universal barrier precautions.

Th.A.P.51 BEHAVIORALLYuniver MODELINGOFOFHeSERSPREAD oF HIV
Brow! a sity of Hi
ÉTATanat{

Objective. Describe a new approach to computer modeling of HIV and other
sexually transmitted disease sprea eterogenous populations.
Methods. A sample of individuals closely matching the demographic and risk
behavi ha ter and

lemographic fi f
Sntervention efforts into the modeling of HIV propagation.

HIV Carriers: Increasing Infectivity with Progres-
Th.A.P.53 sion to AIDS has Important|Implications for the

IDS Epidemic among Hetero: als.A

Gonzalez, Jose J.*; Moe, C.E.**; Davidsen,"re. *** and Koch,
wee

 

*ASA, N-4800 Arendal, **ADH, N-4601 Kristiansand, **
Bergen, N-5000 Bergen, Norway, weeavac, 5-546 00 Kerisborg,

d

cent evidence suggests that the degree of ipfectiousness
increases with the duration an e HIV infe

geneous sexua havior, import and export of persons and
infections, and variable patterns of infectiousness.

e duration of both the seroconversion latency state and

further spread of the HIV in a predictable way.

Modélisation mathématique et prévisions
Mathematical Modelling and Prediction

CENSUS DATA AND FORECASTING U. S. AIDS CASES

nt Pickerin John; Robbin, J.E.; Lieb, L.E.};
Rutherford, G.W.; WoodburyN.E.; van de LCA, M.g.W.; et al.
Department of Entomology, University of Georgia, A

AIDS cases are unevenly dis arly
half of U cases hav n report york d California
that have less than 1/5th of the t 0 bonewithto

of cases have bee
oun es

Long-term epiden:
le and onset of tranamission.

£

and ou mpti , these forecasts give insight int
geographic distribution of AIDS. Tr example, hi e

© in San Franci cles”haveween
te, we project that there will be wit mately 2-4

times more cases in Los Angeles than San Francisco

Th.A.P.52 4 DYNAMIC MODEL OF HIV TRANSMISSION
ee AND AIDS IN SAN FRANCEityof I 1 a TAUSA.

Herbert W., versity owa, ows ity,
Objective. To forecast HIV prevalence and AIDS incidence
homosexualperson in San ranancisco using 4à transmis nà model.

artments in the model are susceptitiblesan aa in the
phases: “HIV incubation,asymptomatic, pre-AIDS, AIDS and death. The
homosexual population is also subdivided into the active and very active

i er between categories.

. Projections are made
ctivity continue and also assuming no ‘changes in sexual

The pattern in the simulation model is that theHIV prevalence
peaked at about 20,000 in 1985 (out of 56, homosexuals in San Francisco)
and that theoyy AIDSinciidence Peaksaat about1500 in "1989 and

creases 000 by 1 gome saturation in
the very acti cap ad uateeitue areibeoeaiesou changes in
behavior. In the simulation the aver: umber of niow partners per month

of from 1982 to 1987.about 0.6 each year
The distribution of the AIDS incubation period wi stages

. e sim
i decrease in the future. This pattern

primarily due to changes in behavior.

Th.A.P.54 A eALeRISK GROUP MODEL TO ESTIMATE AND PROJECT THE
SPREAD 0
Philp C. cooley” Christopher, 8.*5 Hamill, D.* and

r Hors is
"Research TrriangleInstitcute, *nesearch Triangle

“University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, chape Hill, N.C., USA.

Objective. Tc. describe an HIV transmission
Methods, The model exhib:

model and results of the model.
its theoatsaecharacteristics:

(s routes are included.

- different transmission routesarevpecomnodated simultaneously.

= parameters that are
exua, needle sharing contacts) are endogenous to the model, and

- results from the model can be used to evaluate intervention strate-
gies.

The essential model features are described in four sections: estimation
of initial population sizes, the srsebrate representation of the dynamics
of HIV, estimation of within andd bettween risk group infection rates, and

Yr H
U.S. data is “used to estimate model parameters and, to

rrovide 10-year projections of the course of the HIYV and AIDS epidemics.
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HIV DYNAMICS IN LINKED RISK
A eeraend.MODELTh.A.P.55 vrs,

v Poos”"*, R.A, Coutinho”,

.J.Ruitenber
University Nijmegen (MSA), The Netherlands: “National Jpgtitute of Public

and Environmental Protection (RIVM), Bilthoven: Municipal Health

Service, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

The HIV/AIDS
de

epidemic is & composite of many overlapping and linked

éd: ics and time
ci U. neous sprea

multigroup transmission model. Six ris oups are disti she: the
bi 1 col ty (two levels of promiscuity), the intravenous drug

users (men men), al the promiscu hete: exual me and wome

UES:
he main risk.groups may substantially reduce the

spread into the heterosexual population.

IMPACT FeSexUAL BEHAVIOUR CHANGE ON THE AIDS EPIDEMIC

Birthe,_§
resUniversity, Glasgow, Scotland.

Th.A.P.57

Objective. To investigate the effects of changes in sexual behaviour on

HIV transmission pidenic.
rmits the f

numer:

activity levels, where

imposed as an arbitrary function

timing and magnitude of an epidemic can be investigated under different

patterns sexual activity change.

Results. details of the timing and magnitude of behaviour change
(reduci! ni of sexual partners each individual will on average

take) dictate its value as a control measure Al an early changeY

.is better than a later one of the same na:gnitude, eradication requires

‘prolonged reduction and Jonasterm low levels, if the disease is not to
re-appear ina se epideaic

Conclusion. Obse: changes in certain sections of the

community may be sufficient ‘to cause HIV to die out locall but unless
made on a large acale, a lasting basis, further

epidemics could oc

Th..A.P.59 TH POTENTIAL FOR SPREAD OF HIV IN THE HETEROSEXUAL
POPULATION IN NORWAYA SIMULATION MODEL STUDY

y, P Magnus,]J M Sundet. L Bokketeig
Dep.ofEof Epidemiology, National Instituteofof‘Public Health, Norw

es based on sexual
Method data, with and without input of infection from other groups.

letho:

drug users)iin:Norway ia 18 to 60 years. The population is divided by ago, sex ns marital
status.

values for: the frequency of intercourse, the partner move the pattern of partner choice, the

cohabit marital partners, prevalenceofinfection
 bility. i Diliity and the
time since infection. Behavioral data is taken from the Norwegian study on sexual Habite (random
sample = 10.000, response rate 63% (J M Sundet, this conference)).
Resals
 The epide n the average tra

probabilityLobelow 1% per Seeàand there isno rapat of Safection.from other groups.
Dis i anges

ior and i in the fe bility
distribution, The simulated pumber of discordant couples is compared with sion studies

indicating that 1% transmissio: igh. When input of infection from other groups is
the prevalence levelissfound to depend por on the influx of infection, and onthe

distribution of the ©contacts with the heterosexual population. Differentrare groups with
different flux and contact distributions are discussed.
Conclusion
With current behavior the Norwegian heterosexual Population iis not likely to sustain the HIV-
epidemic in isolation. Import of infection will be important in determining the prevalencelevel.
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ENHANCED COMPUTER MODELOFHIV TRANSMISSIONVIATh.A.P.56
BF**

NueCale,Heer cr;f ** Spectrum House Inc., Westboro

Objectives: To: 1) develop quantitative descriptionsof intervention measures for needle users; 2)
incorporatethese descriptionsionsin a model simu!fringHIV wansmsion nthe eetanh; 3)
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

: 4) eval ee lor’ tree i “1, 6) otal dle cleaning in
Lil P. te eetimatedd fri Anon deacrifi a in Worcester, MA.

. tion n 44 3

MetConornos cu AIDS.Pasaeeutbased 00 D survey
collected inUEcentersby the Worcester AIDS Consortium (2672subjects); and 2) entry

inmates.

and needle-cleaning,especiallyin jails.
Results: Weesstabi hat b d
1982-89. For1989 t dthet derately high 0%ofoùboth
testin; HIV antibodi  
 

and adoption of cl
to this base run,interventions begun in 1989 p
number of AIDS casescases through the year 2004: doubled short-tdlogeSennen cet
capacity and rehabilitation success rate—10%; 2) 100% testing and 100% needle ato
persons found seropositive—5%; 3) OOD dleclosing inlle--22% 4)combination 2)
and 3)above-26%. 1: ion approact if Ave tt fer nf 4

AIDS casesina p P 8% seropositive.
Aiea to ip gg ig ing prog) provision of

Th.A.P.58 MODELLINGOF IMMUNE SYSTEM DYNAMICSIN HIV
PATHOGENESIS: ISSUES IN IMMUNOMODULATION.

st E.D. Whitaker, Boston University/Tufts New England Medical Center
FiBoston, MA, USA.

the effects ofne‘.Be sress.ee syne, Pronaucotterapy)
onthe dynamics of infectionand ofdisease.

; STELLA for tem dynamics modelling software.
Results: System énaiesPtSD)momodelling?exemplifies a flexible approach to
understandingthe pathogenesis of HIV infection, using a complex, non-linear, multi-
loop The approach

and the effects,of poly àintervention based onae model8 premisses, even in the
 

the structure of the immune system rather than of the one-way effects extraneous
variables {such as HIV.infection) and allowsamore50sophisticated as to

tandin
prevention of disease.

; System dynamics modelling ofHIV pathogenesis affords a more
thoro: ppro
may 2 useful for developing policy in, the aapproaches of therapeutic
immunomodulators and antivirals. Th

devel,

Th.A.P.60

* State Universi ffalo;
** State University College at"Dutfalo, Buffalo, NY, U.S.A.

EVIDENCE FOR A 16-18 YEAR MEAN TIME BETWEEN HIV VIRAL
INFECTION AND AIDS ONSET.

5 cesta Wilsonsand Holmes W.**

estimates of incubation time of AIDS have relied on estimates of
ay have been fquectionable, We present 1075 cases of

0 The Communicable Disease Centers, Atlanta
HIV viral infection

resents only a lower limit, and thatane true re bet 1
Se date Guy 1988)suggests that the data will

ibodi: years,
curves w minimum of 20,000 and perhaps a maximum of°50,000
transfusion-related cases of HIV remain undetecte
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Th A P 61 INCUBATION TIME FOR AIDS IN TRANSFUSION-ASSOCIATED CASES : AN
ESTIMATION FROM THE FRENCH DAT:ASET

*, Laporte, an, Valleron, A-J.*
sabeve263, Université Paris Vil, Paris, France, ***Diraction Générale de ja Santé,
Paris,

‘o calculate estimates for mean and median Incubation times for AIDS, and to

aE
8 38
" ae g 2 8 8 i ë a

e
e 2 3

‘prevevious Works,
Welbull or a gamma distribution for Incubationtime were postulated. que Likellhood

Ratlo Statistic (LRS) was used to deriva 90% confidence Intervals. The French dataset
where each case was8s Indvidually reviewed, was used. Ninety two (92) cases with multiple
transfusion, single transi
another possible major risk factor of transmission were
dataset of 167 subjects. Due to the dependance of incubation time, the analysis was
restricted to the 148 subjects 3years of age or older.

bull
Mean(ears) 5.3 6.9

44 - 8.9 49 - 19.0
Median (Years) 5.3 .
90% Cl (44-88 4.6 - 17.1
Log likelihood -509.2 -508.
Conclusion :Similar fits were observed with both distributions. Confidence Intervals,
under the Welbull assumption in particular, are narrower than those previously
published. This indicates that an accurate estimate for mean Incubation time in
transfusion-associated cases will probably be obtainable In the near future

Th.A.P.63 NODELLING PROGRESSION OFIv INFECTION
De Gru’ icholas**
HaHarvar=7 MDone“mR"agro Univ., Providence, R1

Statistical modeling of progression of HIV infection is made complicated by
s: 1) follow-up of infected patients is generally much shorter

ction to AIDS, and 2) the times of infection

he whole city. Bas
ficult to reject the hypothesisofà"slow,

ant rate of decline, roughly

$ slight evidence of a slow of
decline; but after 5 years. tthe slope was reduced byTess than 10%.

Stmutatine THE Epipemic Dynamics oF HIV-INFECTION USING
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES OVER RANDOM GRAPHS

Georg F. Bols, Ph. Blanchard, T. Krûger

Fakuität für PEyaik, Universitt Bielefeld, D-4800 Bielefeld 1, FRG

Th.A.P.65

Objective: TTo

of the ¢ it he mi: ics of the transmission process and use it to

dscie teossible ainstrategies.

Methods:
social pparameters, hich i is À: i: f infe

specified by
ion, specified
 

us,
including e.g.

partnerselection, regional structure,
Hence, not only wil

be improved à: fe h be followed and i seated. and eff t

be modelled athe scale of the ‘individual.Results: à dels. th Leable fi f th del
transport

from thehighly px low par:

À scenario,

Conclusion: [ i i ID! del i tal. Th
mgly y indi i 1 sai 1

 transport into this group while it may not ily be takion depth of HIV-infection à

Th A P 62 HETEROGENEITY IN THE INCUBATION TIME OF AIDS:
—" A STOCHASTIC SERIAL COMPARTMENT MODEL.

*, NAGELKERKE N*.,PLUMMER F.A**
Kenya Medical Research Institute*, University of Nairobi,Nairobi,
enya**,

OBJECTIVE: To determine if stochastic processes could account
for the observed heterogeneity in the development of AIDS.

: We hypo prior to developing AIDS (Sv)
ie

YPO

div: must pass a series of intermediate stages
(S1,$2,S3....Sv-1).The transition to AIDS is irreversible.If the

ansition probability between Sk and Sk+1 stochastic with an
exponential tribution th bility of developing AIDS after
time t is F(tjsbiel-mit + bze-n2t +...+ by
F(t) is the fraction of HV infected ‘individuals ultimat
developing AIDS at time
RESULTS. Taking p=3 snd" S(a0)= 1 gives a family of curves which
mimic the Gamma and Weibull distributions in the early part of
the vette and fit the empirical data well but are machmore

the tail.
Stochastic processes can account for the observed

heterogeneity in the incubation of AIDS.

Th.A.P.64 "STRUCTURED" AND "SELECTIVE MIXINGG FORMULATIONS OF
HETEROGENOUS CONTACTTO STUDY HIV TRANSMISSION
Koopman,James; Jacquez, John; Simon, Carl.University of Michigan,

Dept. of Epidemiology SPH-1, 109 Observitory, Ann Arbor, MI, U

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obi Prada + Land 1 1 q

Methads:Wer aal and i 0 pat ffecting the f th AIDSepidemic.

Donnepates inapopulation. Tl first is the choice ial xt
sexual partners.\ del thi fe lati d ", Thesecond is

these social contexts.=. We model thswih a fermulatoncalle “Selecive mixing”
Results: The t differ Fupon how infor ed tf 1 dle sharing cr:
ships. he callerted th sat rs ‘ hipswere

rt needles presented itself, or
on more general socal contactsReenterpoeeoeo
requi fp Wedemonstrate howpredictions of

LE € 2 WwW, 1 herel h 11 4 4 7

col siom in 7 àcollection ysis of such information, This defiency couldbe causi rastamic ec
the risks associated with diffe 5 intedwith
oral sex). I ig pid d
next De nase re 4 beet En
 

Th.A.P.66 À RISK BASED HETEROSEXUAL MODEL OF THE SPREAD OF HIV
Stanley, E.A., H James M., Colgate, S.A. and Layne, S.P.

Los Alamos National Laboratory, LosÂTanos. New Mexico 87545 USA.

Objective. To understand how social bebavior influences the spread of HIV and

® a El 4] | a" 8 5 8 nn 5
v
a € & ® 5 a 3 5
°

© a 8

umed to be the primary social v
tion iainfectivity and prsession to AI

ith different risk behavior:
which can bias partoershipe to
behaviors, or can allow mixing to be determin
o

k
significantly different from women to sen a from nen 0 strat-

8 for stopping the epidemic may be different than if they |are the same,
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CHALLENGES IN MODELING HIV INFECTION IN LOW SEROPREVALENCE
ThAP.67  Éuanons

Unlvershy of California, San Francisco, Calfornia, U.S.A, Urban Health Study, San Francisco,
Califomia, U.S.A.

QOblective. To explore the difficulties In Geveloping predictive models of HiV infection In populations
with low prevalence a markers of infectio

Intravenous drug users (IVDUs) collected in six waves
since Tosaaremass {N=3,700). peut of various regression that examine the
Predictive of known risk factors contrasted. These models are also compared to models
aevcioped Tehighigh prevalence

Francisco, HIV-1 veroprevalence In heterosexual 1VDUs has remained relatively stable
a less tan 15% between 1987 and 1989. Mowweoe distribution of virus Is heterogeneous wit!

nce. Black, petorosexual
NOUS (ar for exam, [ va 1

, 95% Cl.=1.2, 2.1}. In one San Francisco
ection a heterosexual [VDUs {n= 165) was

the city (n=476) In 1989-1 (O.R.=2.2; 95% Gl.=
k factors predictive ‘ofav infection in other studies ot IVDUs (eg.“frequency of

hgh nseropr T ri apply
r of chies with relatively low HIV infection rates aiamong héterosexual IVDUS. This

iskatydue to Programs àin ietribution of infection markers in low provalancepopulations. This
ndepend PP bly predict infection

heterogeneous populations must examine the seperate risk ecologies that may differ widely among
cultural groups and from neighborhood to neighborhood.

Th.A.P.69 AIDS IN THE NORDIC COUNTRIES - FORECASTS

Nordic ‘Schoo of Public Health
Gottenburg, Sweden.

The numbers of new AIDS-cases per year in the Nordic countries are given
below.

Year Before 1983 1983 1984 1385 1986 1987 Le
sé: 145 204

A demographic modelAs birth corresponds to becoming Bav~infectea and
ng AIDS was used to si roduce

new cases

a
abou S, which is an spec
Similar calculations have been made for the two

of cases, Denmark and Sweden,
Nordic countries with the

the results pointing in the
same direction,

.A HETEROSEXUAL MODEL FOR THE SPREAD OF HIV AND THE DEMO-

: GRAPHIC IMPACT OF THE AIDS EPIDEMIC
- Stank :_ Anne,SeiSeitz ST.#4#, Way, P.0.#*, Johnson,

s JMS, Curry, TFeee
tional Laboratory, Loslames, NM 87545 USA, **U.S. Bureau of

the Census, Vasbington, DC, wee University of Tilinois, Chanpaign, IL,
USA, ****U.8. Air Force Acadeny,” Colorado Springs, CO,

Th.A.P.71

Objective. To model the spread and demographic impact of HIV and AIDS. Method. We have developed an age-structured model o spread of HI
study the act of the epidemi nations where the primary model of trans-

ssion is heterosexual. This model builds c: the k of Bongaarts. It
divides the population into Cuous--characterized b ne~time sexual
contacts--and nonpromiscuous g . M del the flow of infection between
urban rural are through migration. Modules for transmission of HIV
perinatally and by blood transfusion, for rriage formation and dissolution,
fertility, and non-AIDS mo: tality are in ed.
Resuits. e e avai able through a window-based interface. me
age-specific results include: fected and infected populations,
since infection; the number of new HIV infections and AIDS cases; deaa
AIDS and from all ot! causes; the i AIDS on the popu:Gratin àage
tructure; and thehens HIV from urban areas to rural

e heterosexual spread of HIV infec-
IDS hasbeen developed to analyze the possible future àcourse of the

epidemic. Continuing es and enhancements to this model the future
will include the provision for the homosexual ‘spread of the virus.
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Th.A.P.68 ESTIMATING INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERDU)
POPULATION FROM AIDSSTATISTICS IN S.

Biemacki,Patrick; Aldrich, Ma;Mandel, J.
Youth EnvironmentStudy, Inc., San ‘Francisco,

 Objective. Ti ddemographic
example of populations at iemeforabswith SanFumieWD

le.
. Back-calculatingtthe numberof HIV-infected TVDUs from infection to

AIDS; itivity 1 IVDU
Results.À single-page computer spreadsheetillustrates‘howthe numberofIVDUs at
 RsDeer

fener split by ethnicity, age, sex and viea
opulation size can beestimated using reported|AIDS and HIV

seropositivity measures. AIDS d HIV 
 

ayersOF mOELINe HETEROGENEITY OF DRUG USE BEHAVIOR

instein M*, Shepard D*, Watters J**, Fineberg H*.
tharvara“Sent of Public Health, Boston
University of Cetitornia at San Francisco, San Francisco CA

Objective. Intravenous Drug User (
eity of behavior may affect predictions a the

res mine e

Th.A.P.70

well as data o
motality from published sources, to predict life expectancy (LE}, interven-

edtcai care enats. Eeterogeneity ta modeled in ways

ponsistent with the original San Francisco dat:

esults. Results obtained from all models consideering heterogeneity of risk

Tr show higher Life_fnPectancy than baseline results obtained using

the overall parameter me.

Mo 1
 

de LE(ears) SLE
Homogeneous Risk Grow 3.0 4

Heterogeneity of Injection Freq (Modeled in 3 Groups) 18, 4 7
Heterogeneity of Injection Freq (Modeled in 27 Grps) 14.6 a5
Modeling of Extremes of Inj Freq (Upper, Lower 10%) we .5

ne . 24
the spreadSF RIV among IVDUs, Conclusion. Simulations suagest that in modelin;

gen

mic spread, It w attend to both qualita-
tive and quantitative evidence of heterogeneity in addressing AIDS among IVDUs.

Th.A.P.72

EFFECT OF AZT ON TIME TO AIDS IN HIV-INFECTED SUBJECTS

Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Ma. USA.

H has recently put out an RSP for community-based non-randomized
studiesdEthe. effect of treatments s as AZT on time to AIDSamore HIV-

n observational. studies, T4 be

analysis
will be deacribed that allow for

rmediate variables such as T4 count
ters fa new class of models

using instrumental variable
ionships between G-estimators and (a =

and -computation
algorithm a are.‘discussed. User-friendly software available
for analysis ts“fener
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SIMULATION OFHIV TRANSMISSIONIN A STRUCTURED
COMMMUNITY OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS

Peterson, Keith Willard and Michael Altmann University of Minnesota and VA
Medical Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota USA.

Th.A.P.73

An Intravenous (TV) Drug Community/HIV Transmission model has been developed to
help evaluate public health intervention programs, The model uses Monte Carlo simulation to

wien anTydrug user contacts HIIVand how the HIV in
model reproduces the stages ofHIV infection: viru: tic

sage beginning symptoms, ARC, ADS.and death. Thepunmaoan intravenous
drug community simulates ts dynamil types , diff

socos.RMeteuenit & social network basedon .
literature
their social network, d in "shooting galleries"The

ofHIV transmission contact with contaminatednePrtof a given needles isses “af

i siferent scopahie
ig HIV

p E,

(Supported in part by NIH RR-1632 and the Veterans Administration)

 

 

Th.A.P.76 THE
UK, AND

 

 

 

 

PERIOD OF

ADS.

Medley, and Anderson, R.M.
nn Bint Tt, : 7 A SW72BB, UK.

Objectives: T Jahle d 8 ha 6 L ed 1 ATDS cacecin

the UK.

the UK 4 abd Dh gt L period of

AIDS.
Reculte D, . ef

Infection andAIDS in England and Wales. HMSO, London, December 1988) and the

incubation period of AIDS (Medleyetai, Nature 1987, 328, 719721;Anderson & Medley,

f Infection and AIDS: L ds, Survival and

Vertical Transmission.AIDS 1988, inpress) are updated.

TK AIS € Prodinti, HIV

Conclusions:
in the UK and other industrialised countries.

RELIABILITY OF ESTIMATES BASED ON Bisyars0ects
Th.A.P.77 AP Rosenberg, RJ Big JJ Goedert. NCI,

Bethesda, MD:, . Brookmeyer Johns Hopkins, Maryland, USA

OBJECTIVE: assess random and systematic uncertainties in estimates from
SEEation of the cumulative numbers of HIV-anected persons up to 1985
and through the present, the differences betwe verage infection rates
over previous time

Us in exible models of the prev
evaluated th abi

elay
Our method yi eldelcorre ms, and chang

variance random er as ssessme the systematic
errors, such as from misspecification of the ‘incubation distributi

: studied persons with hiti nd non- ing
ng a Weibul 10S incubation distribution F(t)=exp(

tions occurring after
infection rate ave Jal ran mean. systematic componen of

ur results help ssess the strength oF substantive
inferences nade using the method of backealeulat on.

à'

Th.A.P.74 REVERSE EXTRAPOLATION AS A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING HIV

SEROPREVALENCE
Soskolne, Colin L; McGregor, J.R. and Jaroni, A.N.

University of Alberta, Edmonton, ‘Alberta, Canada,

Gbiective. To provide a method for estimating HIV prevalence.
Methods. Reverse extrapolation is applied to 6 and 10 year AIDS projection

estimates, current infecttion ence then is calculated based fir
one umption which states that ree times ny peoose

presently are infecteda i years een a second

assumption used is8 phat twic: IDS

30,742186,"882, kely value around 100,000.
Conclusion. The i i duces finding

oth robust and costeffective.
jowever, it is no substitute for valid deta gleaned directly through

seroprevalence surveys of defined groups. Actual reliability will be

established when results from seroprevalence surveys are available for
c i jon.

PROJECTING LOCAL AIDG INCIOENCE USING BOTH
SURVEILLANCE AND SEROPREVALENCE MEASURES:Th.A.P.76

mw.
Hew Mexico Heartn landeine Department, Santa Fe new enice. U.S.A

Qbiective. To project as incidence through 1992 # State of New Mexico by two
different methods nich extrapolated from past AIDS surveillance data, and one which

The surveil)
projections. The f

next four

 

as
coserved in the last four yeare in “Toca astervetNance data.
based projection method used various recent local seroprevalence surveys to a

ber of icans currently infected with #7 Future AIDS incidence
inf as a tor those expected to be tnrected+

apecitying assumptions far each riak group about thetr duration
of HIV infection and expected future AIDS inc idenc

Both project ian @ethods produced similar estimates through 1992: 944 Cumsdative
cases were prredic by the surveillance method and 1033 were predicted by
seroprevalence athe. Backeateulation of the number of “expected” cases for 1988 nasea
on the agsumptions usad in the seroprevalence-baged method produced a number of cases which
was very similar to nat actually obgerved, thus the seroprevalence-based estinatss seer
reasonable

lusions.
can be erinMereini Jocal AIDS protections.

The HIV prb\ence-
imamatethe

 

 

A REVIEW OF SOME TECHNIQUES FOR BACKWARD ESTIMATING THE

PELENGE OF aryFROM AIDS CASE bese

lip C. Gooley j Reade-Christopher, S.

orat, c.**
afesearch TriangleInstitute, Research Triangle Park;

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, N.C., USA.

Th.A.P.78
Hamill, D.* and

Objective. Some mathods for estimating HIV prevalence from AIDS case data

are examined. Featured in this examination is the Brookme: rail method.
Methods. Validity of the methods are examined b: rforming sensitivity
nalysis of the HIV prevalence eatinace by year for differentineubation
distribution
Resul anestinate of U.S. HIV rence,is produced.

Conclusion. mes ookmeyer-Gail method 1s objective procedure £
stimating pas: av prevalence but a properrepresentation of the incuba-

tion distedpution is critical in providing reliable estimate.
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Th A P 79 PROJECTING PROPORTIONS OF AIDS CASES OVER TIME

ses ; Devine,
AIDS Program, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA

- To model time trends in the proportions of AIDS cases in groups,
© proportion‘-

ses gro 2400056, at
time t. Model the generalized logits: Loërs(RCD= finD + error,
where f;(t) is a polynomial in time fectimated using weighted regression)

and group G is the reference group (f 0). Predicted proportions are:
i = exp(f; ain} r exp(£;(t)).

ts. Predictions are nearly independent of the choice of the reference
group. We-modeled quarterly incidence of U. s. cases for Jan 1984 through
June 1988 grouped lly eas: New
York City, San Francisco, Houston, and others (reference group). Linear
polynomials give good fits to observed proportions and predict agcceases in

 

 
each area, with the following observed and predicted Percent of U.S. cases:

New York City San Francisco
uarter Obs. Fred Obs, Pred. obs. Pred.
1987/1 18.6 18.3 6.4 6.6 3.1 3.3
1988/1 17.4 . 17.5 5.9 5.4 2.9 2.8
1989/4

imates of uncertaint
obtained from a multinomial likelihood incorporating similar models.

MODELLING OF THE AIDS EPIDEMIC IN MEXICOTh.A.P.81 |
Zaabslle_Rogjen.” 2 Sanberg, * +, awebuch,* a. Hohar,” J.L.
Valdespino, pulveda, ~*~ et al.

"Harvard University. Boston, MA, USA; *““Direccion Gensral de Epidemiologia,

Mexico DY, Me

Obisctive: Te teeepnew AIDS cases among different risk groups in Nexico,

nd determine the impact of preventive measures he spread of the

Metha 3: We used a closed compartnental model to forecas* new AIDS cases

a n al

  
  

ar
prediction would fit the number of repoorted al €

of preventive measures was determined by Modification of the Drobability of

transmission of HIV.
Results: Sy august 1988, 1811 cases had been diagnosed in Mexico, 748 were

homosexual males, 375 bisexual aales, and 118 heterosexual males andfeueles
pre

24%

20% decrease wouldnueber of cases accumulated over an year period.

 

£onslusion: ble to predict the evolution of the
AIDS epidesic and the ieeeot Nenevioral chan

Histoire clinique de i’infection à VIH
Natural History of HIV infection
Th A P 83 GENETIC EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS. & Loute, S Desmond, K Gilles, B Newman, and M-C
ee ing. University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA. We are currently addressi

0 crucial questions about the epidemiology of AIDS:D Does host genotype Influence
susceptibility to HIV infection? 2) Doi genoty
is infected with HIV? Our first study le, From the San F Men's Health Stud (SFMHS), consists of
88 Caucasian men in 4 clinical groups: 1) HIV despite high risk behaviors; 2) HIV+ with no symptoms for at
least2 years; 5Hive with at least 2 clinical findings but without AIDS; and 4) AIDS. Our second study

  

 

and76 healthyonconmols In both les, we q
sponse tyoly of DNAee
Our first results ere for receptor-beta chain (TCRB), which ts detected by the cDNA probe PT10 after

digestion ofpureDNA with Balli, Alleleshave fragmentlengths 10.0 and 9.2 kb, in the SFMHS samole,
HIV. (ytHIV+ groups (X\'= 1.65, p=.20). Among

Hive men, asymptomatic subjects did not differ trammsymptomaticend AIDS patients (X3=,04, p=.84). In the

heed in |
genes involved in immune

 

 

 

ACRC sample,allele frequencies did notdiffer be contrrols(x22 02, p.69).

results at the meeting.

Group Status Allele )
. 100 {#)

SFMHS 1  HIV- 28 (45)  30(52) 29
2 HIV+, asymptomatic 18(36) 32 (64) 25
3 HIV+, symptomatic 21440} 31(60} 26
4 ADS 4 (29)  10(71) 7

ACRC AIDS 5t(55)  41(45) 4
Controls Heaithy 69(56) 69 (44) 79
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Th.A.P.80 THE AIDS EPIDEMIC IN MEXIC
ele Alejandro Mohar,’ V. De Gruftola,' J.L. Valdespino,” L,

ulvedaGarcia, ie ad. "sep

#Harvard University, Schoo} of Public Health, Boston, MA.
General Directorate of Epidemiology, Ministry of Health,

Mexico City, Mexico.

Objective: To predict the short term course of the acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome (AIDS) epidemic in Mexico,

M gs: By the method of back calculation using cumulative number of AIDS
cases reported until October 1988 and adjusting for report delay for right-
truncated data in chronologic time, we estimate the future number of
cases in Mexico. The analysis comprises the results of the National Serus
Survey (NSS) which is intended to provide a reliable estimate of the current
HIV seroprevalence in the entire country of Mexico.

ed for the report delay desonstrates that
significant differences in AIDS report, by risk factor

) and by region (Mexico ccity vs others). The
results of the "working backwards” sodelling, with consolidated results of
the NSS, will be presente

sion: The authors considered that the method of back calculation with
el delay n estimate of

their projections.
analysis will give better insight into the future: course of the AIDS

epidemic.

LIMITATIONS OF OFFICIAL FORECASTS USED IN PLANNING FUTURE
QE SERVICENESTh.A.P.82   .: Wintfeld, N.

New York Universi inter?hes fork, New fork, USA.

fficial and ff.Dee wenaat ceRelyee
and f es pew Seeipe Los Angelés,

ties choice of nga,ated others
pro Sieexplain

ectingpreyBeallevels.in the
ence ware made by

st New york

. Ma. jections oar

ardeen aie affectees
ssimelone alternatives.

EVALUATION OF THE IMMUNOLOGTCAL STAGING SYSTEM IN A
POPULATION BASED COHORT

Rachel*; Winkelstein W Jr*; Anderson R**; Lang W**.

Th.A.P.84

*University of bise at Berkeley, **ViRx Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA.

Objective. To apply the immunological staging system, ISS, (Zolla-Pazner,
1987) to a sample of HIV infected men. To determine risk of AIDS by ISS

Stage 0. The 368 HIV infected men, initially AIDS-free, of the
Men's Health Study probability sample were staged at visit 1 by the ISS and
re-classified every 6 months at follow-up visits 2-8. Risk of AIDS by ini-

tial stage was determined after 42 months foliovw-u
Results. At visit 1, 2 men were unclassifiable by the ISS. The remaining 366
men were distributed among Stages 0-3 as follows: 16%, 58%, 21%, and 5%. The
risks of AIDS and 95% confidence limits after 42 months were .02 (.003,.09),
014 €.en .43 (.32,.54) and .18 (.06,.41) for Stages 0-3.
All but 11 men were classifiable on visits 2-8. By visit 8, 62% had chang-

stage relative to visit 1. Of classifiable men with at least

lymphopenia, may not describe a risk of AIDS distinct from the other stages.
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LONG-TERM HIV INFECTION WITHOUT CLINICAL ILLNESSOR, IMHOTh.A.P.85 TIME FROM FIRSTitymesfsaemetertr yes Th.A.P.86 LONG-TERMà HOMOSEXUAL MEAO ARE NOT =?PRESS a
and Tsung L*. eeintvercity Medical School, C Lifson, Alan winStameyi»S*; Sheppard, Wilber J*;cago, ILy
**The Johns Hopkins University School of Public Health, Enco! to, USA.

- HIV antigenemia is an important predictor, independent of CD4
n theChicago MACS prev

s.

we} V Ab+, Ag- atentry
from first HIV infection to study e try of

17.1-21.1) compared to 28.1 mos. (range 18,8722.2) for
Approximately 75% of

from 3 to 30 mos.(7 men)

about the
be useful foredescribing progression
count, and antigen status are

tion of this time may
of HIV disease when CO4, platelet

Th..A.P.87 (anv)aw THE INTERVAL BETWEEN HUMAN POREEICIENCY VIRUS
HIV) INFECTION AND THE APPEARANCE OF HIV ANTIBODY

*; Ou, c-x.* i Tason, gx
Holmberg, §.*; Longini Jr., I, Jaffe, H.*; al.
SAIS Programnd Divicion of Rest Factors, Fo:

*XEnory University, Atlanta, GA, USA.

Objective. Persons infected with HIV who have not developed antibody
detectable by ‘currently used testsrand tranamit the virus through blood
lonation or contact. This study was done to estimate the duration of
this virus-positive, antibody-negative period.

homo: emophilic men for whom stored
Panmoctearcells (PBM) were available before.and afte:

sayed for HIV DNA by the polymerase chain
ae end eny region primers; serum was tested for

p24 antigenty entigen-capture E
Results. Four persons HIV DNA detected before seroconversion; all had
RIV DNA detected only on the seronegative date closest to the time of

antigen detected before seroconversion;
in each case HIV DNA was also detected. Using a Markov model, we estimated

DNA) to first detection of HIV antibody to be 2.442.1 (S.E.M.) m

estimate of a med: of 2.140.1 months from exposure to antibody detection,
be expected in 5.840.6 months.

+ Prolon,caged|periods of unrecognized HIV infection in persons who
do not have detectable antibody appear unlikely

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRY OF SEROCONVERTERS: Biggar,Robert*;
Blattner, + (National ancer Institute,

‘oup.Bornes, M), and the Seroconverters Working

Th.A.P.89

Objective. ‘0 expand an ongoing registry of persons with documented HIV
revecanversio in order to we‘termine the natural history of HIV infection
and compare the course of HIV in pense infectedd by different routes, in
different geographic areas and at differ

u

Most investigators doing
jects and enrol)

subjects of on group. Thus, the ability of single cohorts to
address critical natural ‘history issues is Vi

e ave established registry of seroconverters, by providing
tsimple data YTS tocngestigators eengaged in vi ies of groups

at risk of a sential datawe identifying number (names not accep
in order to cssure confident: ty), age, sex, ris roup, dates HIV
antibody tests were la nil and first positive, dates and types of
anti-viral treatments (if any), last follow-up date, AIDS outc 11
Summary reports will be prepared at NCI and shared with all participants

. esuits are presented elsewhere (Se: me-to-AIDS among 816
Seroconverters, by the Seroconverters orkingGroupBiggar]. So far 1115
seroconverters (between 1978 an 988) been registered bya
investigators from the."United States, Canada"Europe and Australia. Risk
groups include homosexual men, hemophiliacs, i.v. drug users, blood

le would be pleased to answer questions
and provide forms and guidance for investigators willing to participate.

Hessol,N*; Mawle, e
G*. *Dept Public HealsinSan Francisc: CAL
and ***Pathology Inst., Berkeley, CA; “rhscbc, Atlan

Objectives: To evaluate the immunologic and ironieprofile- persons
with long-term HIV infection who have not developed HIV-dise

t » 184 HIV-“antibody (ab }
wel] defined seroconversionm (SC) dates.

thout

hs O’Malley,P*; Rutherford,
*CA Public Haattn ‘Foundation,

» GA

 

P had a higher 74 count, T8 count, and hemoglobinind
ower beta-D micreglobulin. Of those NP tested, 32/32 were negative

AV antigen, 5/5 y polymerase chain reaction, land
15/1 ture or for HIV DNA by PCR. Compare

r some immunologic parameters, NP
‘differed_in strengthofAbresponse tocertain core and enveloperantigens.

ThA.P.88 OCCURRENCE OF INDETERMINANT WESTERN BLOT (IWB

ux OF TRANSMISSTON OF IWB IN PERSONS AT LOW RISK FOR HIV

ION, HUNTINGTON, WV, USA, 1986-1988

NIAID AIDS Vaccine Program**,

INFECT:
Belshe, Robert*; "schindai¢lors, A.* and the
“Marshall University School of Medicine, Huntington, WV; **Bethesda,
MD, USA.

  

ckground. During screening of prospective volunteers for an AIDS vaccine

Les 160 MicroGene:Sys) we notednetfrequent occurrence of IWB i!

— reason for eliminatin
icipating in the|

Qbjective. The Present study was Mesertayen to examine the epidemiology of

IWB in low risk per:
hree groups: paired sera obtained 1 month

art on 25 families (84 Farine 34 cord sera paired with sera
8 later and 166 HIV vaccine volunteers.

antibodies by"ELISA (Abbott) and WB (Dupont); p-24

was also tested
Results. No HIV infections were fou n our population. Repeat IWB occurred
in 11 members of 10 different families. Nine IWB e among male children in
pefamilies (p<.01). akly reactive p-24 bands din 9/11

erai had IWB >6

 

ns at low risk tor HIV in our city.
There was no evidence of horizontal transmission of IWB in families or
vertical transmission for mothers to children

LACK OF CORRELATION BETWEENx ANTIBODY TITERS AND
CD& aedtigate SANTh.A.P.90 oOee

ae MEN’S HEALTH

a: C.*k; Miksza, Low; Royce, R. tr,

*California Public Health Foundation; Vinal and Rickettsial Disease
boratory, Department of Heaith Services; **University of California,

Berkeley, CA, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine the Faenahi between neutralizing antibody titer and
the decline in CD4* cells in HIV diseas

A

entry into San Francisco Men's This assay employs
of the MI2-cell line fonned tion molten agarose in 96 well
trays The si popul. w d of 120 seropositive asyup tie

with >650 CD4* celle at entry (1984) and 34 seronegative controls
Of the seropositives, 56 cont: >650 CD4* cells after le

a decline CDét cells, The relative neutralizingGT is
expressed as the reciprocal of‘the serum dilution at which 50% the input
plaque forming units are ited,
Results. au sera which were antibody ne
capacity at the lowest -serum dilution (1:>. a had same capacityto neutralize prototype HILV-IIL with a range of titers “trom 12-3378. The

without CD4* decline was
CDét cell

AShowed no neutralizing

work suggestsThis
* cell decline and the capacity to neutralize the Prototype strain of HIV-1.
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Th.A.P.91 THE EFFECT OF HEPATITIS B VIRUS VACCINATION ON T-CELL
Marnik IN HIV-1 SEROPOSITIVE MEN IN THE BALTIMORE MACS

Odaka Nancy. ick J, Fox R, Mufioz A. The Johns Hopkins School of
Hygiene and public Health, Baltimore, MD, USA.

Gbjective To compare the effect of hepatitie B virus vaccination (HBVV) on
T-cell subsets in HIV-1 seropositive(+) and seronegative(—) homosexual men.

a n the

) wi
defined as the difference between the baseline value and the noat recent
evaluation, with followup(F/up) ranging from 6 to 36 months.
Results 4%
 

an Baseline Mean Baseline uea 4
Group HIV-1 HBVY N  F/up Mean + SD per 6 mos Mean + SD r 6 BOB
‘1 - - 112 32. + 8. -0.4 27 + 7.6 “01
2 - + 162 32.7 47 + 8.6 -0.2 29 + 8.1 -0.6
3 + - 23 33.8 32 + 8.7 -1.82 44 +11.0 1.68
4 + + 21 31.3 39 +11.2 -8.s2.b 37 +10.4 4,sa,c

 

a: p < 0.05 compared to group 1; b: p=0.063 compared to grou
c: p=0.007 compared to group 3. The differences between groupe%à end 4 per-
sisted after adjusting for baseline %CD4 ani
Conclusion These data suggest that HBVV may influence T-cell subset propor-
tions in HIV-1 + individuals over time. Further followup of this and other
populations is need to confirm this conclusion.

“me *; Redfield, R.R.*; Fowler, A.**; Oster, C.¥;
and the Walter Reed Retrovirus Research Walter

‘Reed Army Inst. Res., ** SRA Technologies, Inc., Washington, D.C.,U.S.A.

To compare results of HIV isolation attempts from peripheral
blood (PEMC's) of early versus late stage patients.
Methods. Pac's from 91 tive patients were

blood specimens by density gradient i . 3x10®

Results. i
Stage 4Total Sjdays 27days Negative
Controls 19 6 100%)
W1-2 41 11 (27%) 16 (39%) 14 (34%)
W3-5 40 (68%) 8 (12%)

208 seroposi patientewith : cell counts (1(less than90% of HIV tive th decreased CD4
SOeeeer culture positive, compared to 66% of early
stage patients with normal C4 counts. Culturestures became positive more
rapidly in patients with late stage

Th A P 95 SEROLOGIC EVIDENCE OF EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS (EBV)
° ° REACTIVATION BEFOREAND AFTER HIV-1SEMSON

Rabman,Abid ; Kingsley, L. ; Rinaldo, C. ; Atchison, R.

Brein
University of Pittsburgh, Graduate School of Public Health, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.

L Las: k h Ty HIV-1 inf ; 4 soe fi 4
Objective. T:
EBV infection basedon serologicmarkers of EBV infection.
Methods. Tt f homosexual/bisexualmen who

d HIV-1 (n=49) refi 4 hed

seronegative to HIV-1 £for 2 1/2 years. HIV-1 infection was documentedby ELISA and
confirmed IgG
antibody ns to"ERY.NCA EBV-EA and EBNA.
Results. All 4 EBV (titer> 1:5) while 47/49 (96%) of
controls wereeseropositive to EBV. Antibodyttiters to EBV-VCA andEBNALA did not differ
significantly ro the time
cases. ‘Antibody ti EBV-EA omis d(p G

mean titer GMT =35)pririor to HIV-1 seroconversionopel0 controls (GMT = 7) and
remainedsignificantly elevated for 1 1/2 years post Hiva seroconversion. Four-fold or greater
rise: = 3.4;
= ‘004), False probablle reactivation of EBV. Neautivelérrelations were Sheerved between
the antibody titers to EBV-VCA and EBV-EA to CD4+lymphocytes, while mean number of

ae
Th
 

 

 

RV sont lated with HIV-1

sdtatinoieVEA IgG is d di jority of HIV-1
within 18 months. iP garding the role of EBV in the future 

pathogenesis of HIV-1 infection.
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INCREASED RATE OF HIV-1 ISOLATION AMONG INFECTED
Th.A.P.92 HOMOSEXUALS WITH LOW ca UNT

Farzadegan, “outtsh ardy,
Lee, C. Grovit, P. Gupta: A Report from the ‘Mattheenter nibs“Cohort

Study (MACS), NIH, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.

OBJECTIVE: To correlate variation in HIV-1 isolation with changes in
immune status as determined by CDq count among HIV-1 seroconverters.
METHOD: One hundred and ninety-four seroconverted homo/bisexual men
participating in a prospective study of the natural history of HIV-1
infection were studied for HIV-1 isolation and cellular immune status in

 three (MACS) Centers. Cocultivation with normal PHA-P stimulated PBMC’s
were monitored four weeks for HIV-1 replication utilizing P24 antigen

capture.
RESULTS:

 

The HIV isolation rate for participants with low CD4 (< 200) was rester
than those with high CDg (> 1000) count. The test for trend was
statistically significant (Mantel-Haenszel chi square 9.4, P=0.002).
CONCLUSION: clining s
association between lower CDa count and increased HIV-1 recovery may
suggest that progression ©of atv. 1 infection is associated with a higher
percentage of infected T-cells and more effective viral replication. Low
CDg cell count is a significant predictor of HIV-1 isolation.

Th A P 94 GRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF HEMATOLOGICAL CHANGES AFTER HIV-1
see SEROCONVERSION IN HOMOSEXUAL MEN. Muffoz, Alvaro; Margolick J;

Phair J;Giargi JV;Rinaldo C, for the Multicenter AIDS Cohort
sud (MACS), Bethesda, MD, USA.

Objective. Describe the ion of i 1 variables
at different times from HIV-1 seroconversion. Methods. The 271 seroconverters
observed in the MACS within 4 years of follow-up provided 1816 assessments of
hematological values at different times from seroconversion from -1 to 3 yrs.
Baricentric coordinates and contours of multivariate normal distributions es-
timated Fromthe data were used to oer the interactions between different
variables. ults. The means and standard deviations of selected henatologi-
cal variables.according to the number of years from seroconversion

ears from HIV-1 Seroconversion
0 1 2-i 3

Assessments (N) 192 445 517 443 220
1n(CD4/CD8) 0.490: 46 0.2440.57  -0.1340.58 -0.3740.69 -0.64+0.78
CD3-(CD4+CD8) (/u1) 0+120 17+129 39+100 66+103 52+105
Hemoglobin(g/dl) 15. aati. 10 15.38+1.09 15. 23#1.20 15.06+1.15 15,07#1.17
Platelets (in K) 270458 259460 246457 227455 15453

The CD4:CD8 ratio was negatively correlated with double negative cellsyor
(CD4+CD8)), positively correlated with hemoglobin and had a consist:
small correlation with platelets. Conclusion. Strong downward crande after
seroconversion are apparent in CD4/CD8 and in platelets. CD4/CD8
platelets are weakly correlated and have different prognostic Information for
AIDS. Changes in double negative cells and hemoglobin sre systematic, but of
small magnitude relative to their variability.

Th A P 96 CLINICAL PATTERN AND COURSE OF HIV INFECTION IN
29 PATIENTS WITH SEROCONVERSION

Staszewski S., Kindervater G., Kamps B., Gottstein
B.

aaeeaot Frankfurt, Zentrum der Inneren Medizin, Infektiologie, Th.-
Stern-Kai 7, 6000 Frankfurt/M, Federal Republic of Germany

o describe changes in immunological parameters and occurrence
feourse of clinteal symptoms in patients (pts) with seroconversion (SC) of HIV

antibodies
During routine check-ups of ca. 3000 pts with risk for HIV infection

between 1/1985 and 12/1988 at Frankfurt University Clinic, SC could be proved
in 29 pts. All serum samples, positive and negative ones, were re-tested by
means of ELISA, IFT, or WB. All 29 pts were followed up (physical penterer
routine lab, lymphocyte subtypi
Besults: Mean intervali from last negative to first positive test was 180 ds
(min. 10, max. 696 ds). Under the assumption of average time to SC being up to
40 ds, mean infection date was 40-220 ds before ist positive test. In the
course of SC, of 29 pts, 1 had meningorencephalties 1 had generalized
convuisions, 4 pts had exanthema, 10 symptoms of parainfluenzal b
Physical & immunological follow-ups (6-39mo after SC; mean: remo)showed that

3 of our patients presented with subclinical or manifest symptomsConclusion: 2/3
due to acute HIV infection. Further examinations will have to show whether
different patterns of acute Infection correlate with different long term courses.
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Th A P 97 -IMMUNOLOGIC ABNORMALITIES IN ANTI-HIV-1 NEGATIVE (-+D Th A P. 98 MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTIONS In MASSACHUSETTS ADS PATIENTSAr. ANTI-NeI/II NEGATIVE AND POSITIVELsvbDRUG ABI ele Makarewicz,L.*; Day,d.*7 Heinze-Lacey,B.**;Simone oy atPeetDONE. Linas ns_ Morgen, Oddie:ifson,S. ae; Mofen al.
M.* we, HVA Hedi:StealGenter”and Univ Massachusetts* and Boston** AIDS” surveillance Program, Boston, MA, USA.EuMiami Center for Blopsychocseiat Study of AIDS, Miami, Florida, USA.

Objectives To determine the effects of HTLV--1/II infection and drug use on
immune function in an AIDS risk group,

pammoLogic|status «was dete:
(+) and 20 men who
and ali of whom ve

were anti-HTLV-III

&IVDA on methado enance enrolled in a outpatient
treatment > and.on 38 age and se tcheë non-di abusing controls. The
immunologic teats were clustered into 6 gr and overall, pargroups

s (Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis based on ranks) were

Within groups, individual Kruskak-Wallls tests were done on each
measure.

significant differencesereseen either in groups of imaunologic
n individual mea een the antl:HTLT/TI (+) and (- $

drug abusers. “Signifloene sifferencesbetwee users and controls
were observed for naturel killer (NK) cell eytotoxieley, T cell subsets,
dynphoproliferative assays andinnunoglobul 1 Subsetts and B cell
subsets t significantly different. For T sets, significant

ns‘vers observed in the number of CD4 cells expressing CDw29, the
helper subset, in CD8 cells and CD8+12+ cells and in CD:D2sTal+ cells. IgG and
1e were elevate:d. LymphocyteProliferation in response to pokeweed mtéogen
timulation was 4-fold methadone group. NK cell activity wai

the controlvalve
logicc abnormalities, perhaps due to IV nd/or

methadone, observed in this AIDS risk group, may innerease susceptibility to
HIV and contribute to HIV related disease pro ression after infection.
There were no ogic differences obse between the anti-HTLV-I/II

(4)and (-)-drugusers. (supportedby LEp2S0-MH/DA2433)

RNCTION

, Pleard D > Rozenbeum W.", Gerbenzadeh D.*, Qtihermeuc C.®
nt

» Ajuster une fonction discriminante des états cliniques sur les données biologiques

 

Résultats. Nous indiquons dans le tableau les coefficients canoniques nomeliese (CCN) de
praniére fonction discriminente pourpo cn facta, ateaw ert tp doce sta (D}.

CN

 

0,489 15
Glotues bane - 0,434 2077

- 0,15 946
7 - 0,013 377
18 0,019 53
IgG - 0,33 Te
eA 0,780 2

Les réles prinéipeux sont donc jouée per IgA, CB et BAM, Cette fonction présente en outre 1'in-
térêt d'être fonction croissante du + Le forte non stationarité tenporelle les
modèles ARM simples, ce qul cmadt à unter à a sibil pt

batimant pour la date

SUESEIS WITH CONTINUINGT-ŒIL S
INIFAVENLE DRUG USE AND HIGH RISK HETEFOSEXUAL SEX,

HIV INFECTION AND DISEASE.

Schoerbeum EE, Hartel D, Selwyn PA, Daverny K, Friedian3, Klein 5S.
Medical Canter, Albert. Einstein College of Med., Brom, N.Y., USA.Monteficre

 

57 2 58
Regression in HIV Où cut anoo
with20yahnaeoeCETSEXxp=.) batatari)domeciaten nth denen

related illness (p=.0¢' ~ regression arelysis revealed no
nN, eee oe

CCE. This stirsupeste thet hich risk drug and oat behavior do mot
meats indeperdiet of the presence of HIV infection and severity

ard aration of Hiv-related disease.

Objective: To compare the demographic characteristica of AIDS patients who
Hacyotis,uberculonie (TB); H. avium intracellulare (MAI) or NE.

1/89, reported resident AIDS cases (CDC definiea) in the atatewide
caseregistry that m diagnosed through 6/30/88 vere analyze: tate

egistry cases (since1982) and culture repor
ries Reference Laboratory (since 1985) w

0 5%)
both MBand mn), an 14i a had diss:

nated MAI. Case fatality rates for MTB, MAI NEITHER were 51%,
50%, respectively. Overrepresentation of bonepo and heterosexually
transmitted cases (including 96% foreign born) was seen for MTB {p <0.001).

White
Race

Non-white
NTB 35% 65%

Group
Homo/bisexual Heterosex. Not Sexual

30% 35% 35%
MAT 32% 63% 1% 36%
NEITHER % 28 64% 4s 2%

2 Massachusetts, MTB in AIDS occurs predominantly among non-
white, foreign born adults acquiring HIV through heterosexual contact.

ER,
findings suggest that MAI is

ive of current ianunoconpronised status_thereas MTB
reflects immunosuppression in the context of prior MTB expo:

DO CLINICAL HERPES SIMPLEX VIRUS (HSV) AND VARICELLA-
ZOSTER we") INFECTIONS ACCELERATE HIV-1- INDUCED
HIURODETC. ENCY?

Th.A.P.100
dan. M. Zeger Dudley,

Alwood, K. » M. and the“Nuleiuenee Arps "Cohort Seudy

Richard ;
nsky, S.;

(macs) . Shatheade, MD, U.S.i

Objective: Invview of reports that herpesvirus Products promote HIV-

replication (IID, 1988, 157:508), we sought to determine wh

ection accelerat:

iB
riods were compared

or the intervals befors, around and after thi

VZV s' . Overallogcpines invscell.count were
compared inclinically affectraand unaffec

the study period, of 173 men charting the first attack of
had thHSV in atmanne a year, 75 first attack ever; none ever had zoster

Another 78 men reported the first attack of zoster. For HSV the mean CD4+t
cell count declines were 36 in before, 32 in th months

‘ound, in the 6 months after the selected attack. For VZV the mean
declines were 41, 27 39 before, a after she ack,

respectively. Declines before and attacks d: aignitic
di:

id no ntly
ffer. presloss of cos cells during the period was slightly greater in

affected CHSV. Les 03; VZV=107, eyes17) than in ected men sone=59)
fetour weak: evidence theit HIV-1-indueedInmunodefiet ney

progressed fasten in men with clinically expressed HSV and VZV infection.

Th.A.P.102 DOCRESION OFHIVDISEASE ININ INTRAVENOUSDRUG USERS
ureK",Brodie, B*,areP.*, Ross, E.*,

Moss, AR.*“UniesofreSan Francisco, Califo

OBJECTIVE:ooga RAgegressionof ETfHIV+ IVDUsin San Francisco.
m drug treatmentmt programs we:re evaluated

clinically and fork oratory markers and tallowed at SFGH.Data were compared with
HIV+ fxmen followedin the SFGH co!

. IVDU SFGH Cohort
te)

Median CD4 421 353 626 551 428
CD4 < 200 - 12% 28% 3% 4% 18%
Median B2M 3.2 3.6 2.7 2. 28
B2M > 3.0 60% 69% 40% 33% 37%

PA fTVDUsweae +atbase to 41% of 3: a re symptomat comparal menmat
years ofan peYU6years of infection.n.4/120 IVDUs havededeveloped AID:AIDSwery

=i)andUshad a greateryearlyincrease intBeta:2 microglobulin (B2M)than
men comparable decline in CD4 coi

at baseline and in BM1maybe dueto a longer TvDUs of

  

infectio;ni
12% ofdrug users at ]
HIV infected WDUs,recruited inErageareck 2mappear toD be progressing rapidly
and are underserved.
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Th.A.P.103. À RETROSPECTIVE FOLLOW-UP STUDY OFMORBIDITY AMONG

HIV INFECTED YOUNG ADULTS PRIOR TO A DIAGNOSIS OF HIV

INFECTION:A “TRUE” NATURAL HISTORY STUD"

McNeil, J.; Renzullo,Philip;
Walter Reed Army Institute ofResearch, ‘Washington, DC, USA.

Army personnel.

A ssh four HIV. : Ah

positive case.

repr rom al Army hopsDiesoieiAIDS weneaiea
Results.
to HIV infection diagnosis in cases.

YEARS PRIOR TO HIV INFECTION DIAGNOSIS
6 5 à 3

 

 

. o

drug abuse, hepatitis B. is, significant

 excess morbidity

 

 

syphilis, genital warts), anal/rectalNone ani drof abuse
Conclusion. Significantexcess, non-AIDS relatedrelatedmorbidity exists as farDaSoPiebacs
diagnosis in
knowledge ofHIV infection, stage infection,
aswellesfrom hightikbehaviors,

Th.A.P.10 EARLY HIV-1 INFLUENCE ON MALIGNANCIES

“ranefasion Safety Study Group* represented by Operskalski,

Eva_A.*
*Participating inwtitacione, New York City, Miami, Detroit, Seattle,

San Francisco, s Angeles, USA, **University of Southern California,

Los Angeles, tationnia, USA.

Objective. To evaluate whether persons with HIV-1 infection are at

increased risk has e included in the
definition of AIDS ( 3lyaphona (NE
Met

L)).
hods. In a longitudinal study of aneinekteoctated aye infection,

8
HD), and anti-HIV-1(-} controls for each group. Excluded in the

present analyses were nonnelanonatous skin cancers

 
Results. number and p nt of enrolled subjects with malignancies
diagnosed since 1979 or, for.rectptente, since tl transfusion are

nti-HIV anti-HIV(-
Subject group Subjects Other CA Subjects Other CA
Donora 148 4 Gi © (02%) 1 (2) 153 0 (0%)
Recipients 121 0 (07) 4 (3%) 4 (3%) 73 3 (42)

1 (07) 8 (12) 1 (2) 87 (12)CHD

Household/sexual O0 (9%) O (0%) O0 (02) 9
Conclusion. Within the period of present observations, HIV-1 infection does
not appear to have increased the risk of malignancy other than KS and no:

Hodgkin's lym

(Sponsored byContract No. NO1-HB~4-7003 of the National Heart, Lung, and

‘Blood Institute.)

Additionneis
Additionai
Th.A.P.107 PSORTASTS as 4CAUSE OF "FALSE-POSITIVE" HIV WESTERN BLOTS:

PECIFIC ANTIBODIES IN VIRTUALLY ALL CASES
SetpiachVean artner, A.*; Bruckner-Tuderman, L.**

* Swise er for Retroviruses, Tnaestute of Immunology and Viro=onal Ce!
logy, Uelvoretty of Zurich, Zurich, Switze:

**Departwent of Dermatology, University Heapitel, Zurich

Objective. To look for causes of indeterminate HIV Western blots (WB.
Methods. Sera from ateesoriasis patients and 52 b 8 were red for
‘antibodies (AB) to HI and HTLV-1 b
esay (both ABBOTT), SERODIA

Competition
©esspeciti“ty sdavidity of reactive

e by HIV-1 EIA, ENVACOR, andSOAATLA.>
oeofopeoriasie (44% of contre 8) had reaction wi

HIV h the following distribution: p24 96% Saatot ux03),
pss 152((2). *66/S1 in 42 ©): Six % (11) reacted faintl:; 1 gag.

vtral, mtoe cellular,

 

Specif cityass ys showed the AB react:ted with
ntigen: were of Setsavidity those of HIV-psitive controls,

Concl ‘on,“The results indicate that 5 inate individuals
not exposed to HIV are associa with ps isis and suggesthat such
patients have been exposed t: tigens related to HIV-1, but not HILV-1. The
results support troviral 4 n of is, suggested by the

ration of retrovirus-like particl psoriatic lesi (Dalen
al., Acta Path Microbiol Im 1 Scand B91;221,1983) and the demonstration
of psoriasis-like lesions in HIV infection of humans and transgenic mice.
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Th A P 104 HIV INFECTION INCREASES THE FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY OF
PAPILLOMAVIRUS INDUCED CERVICAL CYTOLOGIC ABNORMALITIES
Feingold, AnatER; Vermund, S.H.; Burk, R.D.; Kelley, K.F.;

Schrager, L.K.; Klein, R.S.; et
Montefiore Medical Ctr/Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY, USA.

‘0 compare frequency and saverity of cervical dysplasia in women

with and without HIV, human papillo:onavirus (HPV) infection and other STD's.
Methods. Female ntravenous drug users (IVDU) and heterosexual partners of
IVDU's underwent a standardized questionnaire and

cervical cytology. Cervicovaginal cells we
evaluated for HPV by Southern biot. HIV lis were© assessed by

h a and HSV by endocervical culture

Results. Abnormal cytology (Pep grade I1 - IV) was found in 852 (11/13) of
H1V+/HPV+ women, 6% (1/16) of HIV+/HPV- women, 29% (2/7) of HIV-/HPV+ women,
and 14% (3/22) of HIV~/HPV- women.
HIV HPV Pap: Il, 111, IV Pap: I HIV HPV Pap: I], III, IV Pap: I
+ + ll 2 - + 2 5
+ - 1 - -

R=2.5
[Mantel-Haenszelpeummary Odds Ratio = 11.9, 95% c.i.: an 49.2]

Of the 5 trade I1l and IV Pap smears, 4 were +/HPV+ and 1 was in a
HIV- = wol . ‘ing, sociodemographic characteristics and other STD's

were no sociated with a! teal lo, in this population.

Conclusion. Cervical cytologic abn 6 were associated withormaliti
n and occurred with an increased frequency and severity in the

£ HIV infection. Theese data suggest that HIV infection exacerbates
diated cervical cytologic abnormalities

Th A P. 106 AIDS AMONG HIV-1 INFECTED RECIPTENTS IN RELATION TO ITS
OCCURRENCE IN THEIR SPECIFIC DONO

Safety Study Group* oeresented by Stuart, 
Marla**,

*Participating institutions, New York City, Miami, Detroit, Sea

San Francisco eles, USA, **University of Southern teliterste,

Los Angeles, raie, USA,

Objective. To datermine if AIDS was more likely to develop in recipients of

anti-HIV acomponents from donors whose infection was known to hav

progressed to AIDS.

Methods. The Transfusion Safety Study retrospectively tested donor sera

collected in late 198 areas with a high AIDS

. -HIV t+) donors and the

rolled in a Longitudinal study. The:

O! je

 

 of tl ve

their 7 retiens1240 has developed AIDS th

se donors develooped AIDS, 5 eeclonedmaps (12%). (Fis)her! 8

exact test, static
bastonot anv) infection to AIDS in a recipien

independent of progression in husSe clinical_iepresaion cppesre

o be more characteristic of the ost rather in rus

(Sponsored by Contract No. NO1-HB-4-7003 of cheNationalFheart, lane, ‘and

Blood Institute.)

DOUBLE POSITIFS WESTERN BLOT VIHL ET VIH2 DISCRINIMES 4 L'AIDE
Th.A.P, 108 SE PEPTIDES SYNTHETIOUES

des COT MLE.
Diagnostics Pasteur, Naraes, Fran

QbiectifOéterainer t'intértt de peptides synthétiques as Je diaguestic différentiel des infections à
VIR.
Héthodes t : dites uns présdlectionnés a té senée dans tes Taberateiressat3
Hopital C.Bernard {F.Siau ital St Louis (F.Ferchal); Institut Pasteur (S.Chamaret); INTS
(M. Cooraucé}; CRTS tine"a.Maniez-Nostrevil, F.Decamp-Chevalier); CTS Versailles iL.Us CTSA
{A.Blanchart de Vaucouleu
4 échantillons double sirapesitifs lprésence d'anticorps dirigés contre Ins protéines du VIHI et du
VIH?, dent les protéines d'enveluppel en Western Blot (New LAV naen jew LAY BLOT L1(#), ont ite
testés à Vaide de deux peptides satin(Genetic Systems, USA ua épitepe india de

 

    

     

la slrcoprattinepanne5 du VIHI pour le peptide 39 LEPADRLLEMEEEE de
ur le peptide 41.2,4 IRVTALEKYLODAA LRSUGEAFRO1 TPÉPTI-LAY 1,2)48), - (#) Diagnostics steM

Résultats ons n= PeptionFertice
+ - Discrisinés 30/34 = 89,2 à

10 - #
3 + -
Hi : +

+ + en discriniaés EE
dusien : Si le New Da T ef fe New LAV BLOT IT peracttent de détecter Yes anticorps aVEN

et anti VIH avec ane grande sensibilité, des réactions craishes sont asile, Le W 
perset de différencier les slit VIHL/VIN2 pour 89,22 des cas testés, Les
sont d'erigine africaine su antillaise. Les données de la littéralere cancernant is
infection en Cote (tite et la spécificité des 2 petite utilisés teadent à renforcer l'hypothèse
‘une double infectiu
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Th.A.P.109 PCR SUBTYPING OF HIV INFECTIONS EXHIBITING
REACTIVE SEROLOGIC RESPONSES TO HIV-1 AND -2

RayfieldM*, Ou C-Y*, Krebs JW", Odehouri K**' Heyward WM", Schocherman G*,et
al. “AIDS Program, CDC, Adanta, GA, USA; #* Projet Retro CI, Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire

OBJECTIVE: Usese OF ing Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)tp subtype HIV infections in
patients expressing broad serologic responses to HIV-1 and

b, by comparativetaalyaisofa inAinweresulsubgrou a ive analysis ‘estern ig
omnestype-specificpeptide EIAs(PEIA). Peripheral mononuclear cells from 16

son for persons PHA s and screened
sequences withhypeapcriers nd probefor HIV.andyieDNA
amplification using PCR,

reciveHIVnd2PCRmayacondehe HIVa2e
HIV-2, and11 reactive to HIV- and -2. PCR analysis confirmed the 1 and -2

 

subgroupings and segregated the dualreactive patientsinto 11 HIV-1 only, 4
HIV? only and | mixedHIV-1 d Ts fr d by
hybridization of type-specific probes to proviral DN,A amplified with aa primer set
common to HIV-1 and-2, WhilePCR oft
remained equally reactive by all serologic parameters
may fall below Bitof Sensitivityfor PCR).

btyping
analysis ofEIA,"PEIA and WB findings alone aresue Further, genetic.
subtypir while b p
HIV.10or-2 singularly, mixed HIV infections do occur.

n indicated a single virus type, 3 patients
(arguably some mixed infections

Th.A.P.111 DETECTION OF HIV-1 FROM NEEDLES DISCARDED BY LV.
ree USERS IN ZURICH AND BASEL USING POLYMERASE

IFECTIVITY.EACTION. ASSESSMENT OF IN VITRO INFE(
i *; Senn, H.P.Ve+ Scheidegger, C.***; Hornung, R.°***; Lithy, R.*; Vogt, M.*

*Division of ‘Infectious Diseases, Dept. of Medicine and ****" Institute for Social and
Preventive Medicine, University Hospital Zurich; ** Institute for Medical Microbiology and
++ Dept. of Medicine University Hospital Basel, Switzerland

Zurich and Basel HIV-1 seroprevalence ratFates amongregular iv drug use:

yringes and
and dried contents from needles on HIV-D d by PCR
using cloned Taq-Polymerase (Ampli-Taq) and leotide primer 4 in

pol gene. Amplifie: was dotblotted and hybridized to a 3 ‘P-labeled
oligonucleoti robe. Additionally, HIV-1 cultures were performed from collecte: les
(n=3) and from 25 needles artificially filled with blood from HIV-t se itive patients.
These remained at room temperature for 0, 1, 4 24, 48 hr and were cultured
thereafter.
Results. HIV-DNA was detected in 2 of 11 collected needies from Zurich and in 2 of 12
needles from Basel, respectively. We were not able to culture HIV-1 from collect
Time exposure studies revealed that targetlylymphocytes could only be infected with needles
exposed to room temperature for 4 hro:

Conclusion, HIV- LA can be detected in discarded needies of intravenous dies users. In
vitro infectivity of contaminated needles diminishes in a time dependent mai

Th.A.P.113 atanion to HIV-1 gp120 Env epitopes correlate
uninfected status of the children born to

seropotitive mothers
int À tri

Wabren.b**and Wigzell.H*,
* Dept. of ImmunologyKarolinska Institutet. Stockholm, Sweden, * # Dept. of
Leeres StockholmSweden, “Dept. of Pediatrics, a UNiversity of Rome,

K.*-Jondai, M*:

nd gag en
Recombinantprotein were aisoaendincluded, PBLpEnVS,pi2i andaeaens
Results. 31 % ofnewborn sera fromuninfected atat-risk chiléren were found to
contain antibodies to gp120/C57 fa324-338)peptide i
of the so called hypervariabis loop
serafrom infected

as observed vi
seroprevaience(86 %) in sera ofmothers giving birth to uninfected children
Analysis of contiguous easequences of the loop (gp120/056, gp120/C51) also showed
clustered reactivity to this group of individuals.

ining
sequences of i > i f HIV
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CONFIRMATION AND VIRUS TYPING USING PCR ANALYSIS OF
Th.A.P.110 HILVIEELISA REACTIVE SAMPLES

, J.Lipka**, D. Kellogg”, N. McKinney". S. Fong", B.
Polesz***, Departnent of Infectious Diseases, Corporattion,
Emeryville,cA “Stanford University Blood Bank, Palo Alto, CA ** Suny seNY

Objective. ELISAs are currently used to screen blood and blood products for thi
Presence of HTLV-I. Confirmatory

fractlo: .
Initaily analyzed with two different primer pairs and probes that amplify and di
either or both HTLV-I and -ll. apue pair/probe system al

both viruses.region of tat oe
pol of both Both gro:ouOMS ae well as type-specific probes are
available for ineregion, To contirm ‘the presence of either proviralDIDNA, type-specific
primers and were used.
Results. Of th samples analyzed by PCR, two were positive with each of
the two primer ale that amplityand detect HTLV-I and -ll. When type-specific probes
were used, both sampies were found to harbor wee The

with type-specific primers and probe.
forTLV was confirmed positive by HTLV-I i,Wester blot
viral antigens were recognimed,Theqesecond sample

with_indetermi t patterns (either p19 or p28 only) were
negative by PCR. Thetree HTLeiELISA negatives were negative by PCR.
Conclusion. BORbeused to differentiate between HTLV-I and -li infections and serve
asS.a confirmatory.

A COMPARISON OF IFA AND E1A IN DETERMINING
mn !SEROPREVALENCE IN THE IVORY COAST

Th.A.P.112
» M.**; Anderson, £.*; eneton

panenepetonMichel*; “Denis, Foes and Glusic, W.*  *Abbo t Laboratories,
for cago, 60064 USA, **Centre‘Wospitalo-Universitaine, Limoges,

France “institut Pasteur Abidjan, Ivory Coast

OBJECTIVE. To compare the sensitivity and specificity of two diffe
Tadiréct immunoassays, EIA and IFA in detecting HTLV I seropositivesubjects.

METHODS. Serum was collected from 2241 individuals belonging to 4 re ions of
The Ivory Coast; theest tn t astern and Wes rn bonderders.
ramones were tested for antibody to HTLVwewy both EIA and IFA, Samamples

eatably reactive by either technique confirmed for the presence of
antibodies to HTLY I by Western blot and"SDS-PAGE RIPA.

eens, 71 (3.7%) and 170 (7.6%) samples|were repeat reactive by ELA and
respectively. 36 of these samples were confirmed to

antibodies. The EIA detected
missed two. Th nfection were found in the coastal
and central areas (1.96% and 3.23%, respectively)|compared to the Eastern and
Western borders (0.63% and 0.79%) of the Ivory C:

CONCLUSION. wt this study, the EIA proved more sensitive and specie than
Je ters of HTLY I infection were present in the central a

coastal regions of the Ivory C

Th.A.P.114  STRAIN-SFECIFIC DNAPROBES TO STUDY THE
EPIDEMIOLOGYOF HIV TION

Qu,Chin-Yih.; Moore, J. L.; Robbins, K.; Villamarzo, Y. burgh, Jr. C. R.; Jason, J.;
Evatt, B.; Schochetman,G.etal, Centers for Disease Conan”Adanta, GA. 30333

Objective. To study the transmission and evolution of HIV using strain-specific DNA

fesÀ A primer was used to amplify a 320 bp envelope segment of HIV
directly from Iynpbeeyie DNAA of infected À: chain reaction
TheneoPNAincludes two highly variableie regions, v4andV5 and a constant region,
C3. cloned
Based on the sequence information,strain-:“specificDNAprobes were developed to study the
pureof individual HIV strainsin infected populati

aiàhemophilicmanfrom

presence of homologous HIV strains in 3 of the ic men who received the same lot
of HIV contaminated antihemophilic
Conclusion. havedeveloped a novel approach to stud: the transmission and evolution
of individual HIV strains. ‘This technologyFey an importantrole in our understanding

the spread ofHIV through the popula:
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Th A P 115 THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A ROUTINE SURVEILLANCE
ain EM FOR DETECTING PREVALENCE OF HIV INFECTION

David J Goldberg, J Emslie, C Guthrie, & D Reid
Communicable Diseases (Scottland) Unit, Ruchill Hospital, Glasgow, U
INTRODUCTION & OBJECTIVE: Excluding blood donors, between 20, 000 “and

I and.000 pe 8 are test each year in Scotlan ill very recently
however, only infomr those testing positive was recorded by the
CD(S)U. To et.
to establish a nati

ati

documentation of details concern:ings "Patient reference, 2.R
i . Transmission category, 5.Clinical‘normation

to all clinicians wor! in
2 emiological

onto

laboratory computer termina ls and d from patient
idencification are transmitted by telephone modem to a central database at the
D(S)U for colation and analysis

USION: The sysRES Lia tem started to function from 4th January,
rise sat on approximately 10, one records wn be presented to

illustratethe &syst We also describe how was developed andalso
discuss the difficulties we encountered in de to établis à

TAPAT DRer
Sum,Shirley YwsVon en

Diagnostic Biotechnology (Pte) Ltd, Singspore

The conventionsl Western Atct [W8) essay te widaiy used for the confirmation of HILV-A

infeotien. However, ss the WB sessy is cenr in datsoting entibadies to

nvetope protsins [: , } other such nepracipitation (AIP)

anetysia end virus icolation a re sion, Ae

tot

wed for

techniques sre genersity not oe in eost Laboratories, there is

the aenettivity of meconventtone! ston,

To ovelua the useae various enzyme end substrate systema to mexiaizs the

measecomensione WS for HTL¥-1 infection.

horseredish peroxidens enzyes, diseinobanztdine (DAB) end

compersd to 4-chiore~t-naphthel (4CN], the substrate widaly weed in

commercial HIV-A meWustarn Blot kits. An sitarnetive anzyms sed substrete

cysten, se phasphata: romo-4-chi

tetrazolion (BCIP/NET) wes se

Indophane “telewere

and 2] Sera otessified ao

x The » IND and eystene were consistently end rspsatedly sore sensitive

tha by four ta sight-fald serist didution of pocitive sera, Sers (7) confirmed

positive for HTLV-I infection by RIP wessays but indeterainate by convantianel

were used. The aonoitivity of detection of

with results from RIP anseys. Dsto TL

jindaternt t is thus patto inorssss " |éarention

eonetzivttyoY cmptoying different enzyme end/or substrata systens,

Th.A.P.ms. SEROCONVERSTON: jTtBgoy PROFILES TO HTLY 1
Helen Gibbs, J.**; Perol,

egtmeier and‘slater, LAte *ibbottLaboratories
North triage,“, LE, Butssda, MD, USA * Hopital St. Louis,
Paris, France ***Community Blood Center of Greater Kansas City, Kc, USA

OBJECTIVE. To determine the antibody profile to the various HTLV I
proteins during seroconversionn.

m humans and chimps infected with HTLY I were
te and one using recombinant

To study the sequence of theIg class response, sffinity
Burtnel -human IgG or 1gM conjugates were used. The sample
also tested by Western bot WB) and RIPA.

LTS. The anti-HTLY I istpeak appearedd first, 2-3 month
Fnoculation followed by IgG 1-2 months later. Antibodies topeappeared
later at a lower level than the seetCHTLY 1. Antibody profiles to

gp46 in WB and gp61 “in

detection of IgG over IgM by the RIPA the apparent
ponse. One patientdevelopedantibodiesony to pig

aises the question of the
anti-p24 a he anti-core marker.

profile ofan HTLY I reactivity tol tons aGlassical
course: Tgl onse fo ome cases, 1gM antibodies
persist, Suggesting viral replication. Antiboody to p40X is roean early

eroconversion, Anti-p19 should be considered as a supplemental

marker to anti-1
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Th.A.P.116
ARE SEReave HIGH RISK SUBJECTS HIV-INFECTED ?
Lefrère, Jean-Jacques*; Vittecoq, D.##; Noël, B.###; Chamaret,

ons m5 _Lambin, P.*; Couroucé, AMA Bach,
JF. ontagnier, L.##

#INTS; **H6pital Necker;cre Chambéry"seesinstitut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Objective. To investigate the possible latent infection of subjects expossed to HIV.
M ho 42 subjects were studied: 17 HIVI seronegative high risk subjects qi
jomosexual mans women) having had numerous unprotected sexual contacts durin,

hysical examination
mph nodes); full blood count; total HIV1 antibodies two Bisa assa

mation by western-blot if at least one Positive Etisalaaantigen by enzyme
i ical mar! f on (CDS and CD8

beta-2micrapebulin and neopterin
ogi

es, serum IgG and IgA levels, serum
nenanti ase Chain Reaction (PCR)

re:
a ann setbots Polyme!

Results. No clinical and bioloogical pawas obser:
seudysFPCR (wialldated bythe results of the controls) wasnegative iin these 42 subjects.

on, This study indicates that latent HIV1 infection in seronegative high risk

oois nota foment ©event.

Th.A.P.118 A RAPID AND SENSITIVE BTLV-Iwo SCREENING METHOD WITH
d,Bice SPECIFICITY. Drummon: . E.i, Warner, G. L.1, Waters,

one 1, Blattner, W. A.2 Braman G. B.3, and Thorn, R. M.3
1Progran Resou! NCI-Frederick Cancer earch Fac:dlity, Frederick,
MD, USA; 2Division"FeCancer Etiology, ationalscaneer Institute, Bethesda,
MD, USA; *2Cambridge BioScience, Worcester, MA,
Objective. To develop a rapid andand efficient method of screening serup or
plasma that is both sensitive and specific.

thod. le ass: rum sesples from gerious populations including

reeeeed infent pairs, IV users, tropical spastic
, and normal controls“for,antibod:

tingthe.Dupont(our)rene virus ELISA and the Cambri
recosbing SA, which contains ecire

no acids 407-313eend 21-420, using the numbering eendeecribed by
80: 3618(1983Seiki et al. (PNAS ( )). Seo. es positive by either

tested on the oRme5anwestern blot (WB).
Results. les (p19, p24, and one other viralDe 87
WB- (no bands) annd20àindeterminate WB band patterns. We calcula
specificity and penaiti 99.2% and 98.5% for the CB ELISA pa 95.1%
end 77% for the DUP KLIS. ti results frf
ELISAs, the sensitivity and spec

ion. The resultsindicate that t wo ELISAs detect different sub-

populations of HTLV-I Their ined sensitivity and specificity
allow one to detect ali mtv WB+ sera in a rapid ELISA fornet ile
minimizing the WB confirmatory testing currently necessary

screening atudi

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS IN THE BAHAMAS

xry Gone: Ofuso-Barko, M.D., R. Bain, R.N.
Princess Margaret ARTE Hinisteywe Health, Nassau, Bahamas.

Objective. To describe the Epidemiology of Aids in the Commonwealth of the
Bahamas.
Method. Data was obtained from the records of the Aids Outpatient Clinic,
Infectious Disease Ward and the Blood Bank of the Princess Margaret Hospit,
over the period August 1985 (when aideerecting, *abbot Elisa) was tnecetuced,
Ehrough December, 19:

its

 

Nationality Cocaine Sero
Year Cases M-F:Ratio Bah:Haitians Use Deaths Positive

85 1.7:1 il 6-167 16 0
86 50 2.1:1 19 31 13-267 23 85
87 90 1.4:1 46 44 37-417 44 255
88 93 1.6:1 53 40 36-382 45 419
Cumulative 269 1.8:1 129 140 92-34% 138 779

Conclusion. Aids is mainly a heterosexual disease in the B.Bahama:
Contributing factors are Non-IV Use of Free Base Cocaine (erack). “Hadtdan

ration, and Promiscuity. The role of Free Base Cocaine in the Natural
Bistery of HIV Disease needs to be further studied.
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A 501 HIV-SEROPREVALENCE AMONG PATIENTS OF À WEST-GERMAN

. INNER-CITY GENERAL PRACTIC
Zeschel,A.*, Me er-rGlauner, woe

“Arzt f.Allgemeinmed., “*Arzt f.Laboratoriumsmed., Hannover. FRG

Objectives: 1.) To screen selected subpopulations among patients
of a general practice as an economical alternative to untargeted

mass-screening. 2.) i i i

risk groups. 2/ 22,2%) were homo- or bisex
men. 5/9 (55,6%)were newly diagnosed including all heterosexuals
of mi infected by a female prostitute.IVDA were dia-
gnosed in later stages of the disease ina n ot Theante’
female ratio amongint cted p wi ,2: n 1988,there wa 2.

n f cted p Compared to 1967. All social.contact
cases of infected | P were AB-,

imary care physicians can detect,counsel and treat
a lot of unrecognized AB+ by screening selected groups of p.

is evidence for heterosex. HIV~spread amonig the general
Population. Prostitution is expected to bean important factor in
this

A,503 RISK OF HIV TRANSMISSION TO HEALTH CARE WORKERS ANO COMPARISON WITH VIRAL

meet IDES

seesHaris: Ferrazzi, D; Vigo, 8; Giannelli, F.

Niguarda Ca Granda vanital,

 

, Italy.

Objective. To assess the risk of nosocomial transmission onan3in comparison with viral hepatitides

and record the effects of adopting further proteste ad educational «

Methods. Duri per 1968, al ealth ¢care weserssecant exposed * HIV

in hospital had entered the study and been evaluatedTRnur srolog cally for evidence

infection at tise ds50a, 360ars after exposure. All sub. posed to eatttes who

we i against HB used serus treat or subsitefeat0 Follow
Results. 102 subjects had an aceldental exposure (rendent injuries &t; cuts vith sherp iipatramerts 122; Splashes

ls;me cutaneous wound 3). They Foret all occupational categories (mrses 72,

tive at basal assay. Mo ser

)
ans 21, sidvives &,others 5). Buha then was HIV-pos ‘oconversion at ELISA

was observed at the Pare up (89 led at ease of the rate of new

accidents occurred after adaption wore pri ive i 1988 (e.g. "Hands off" needles

pases ond w ° date revisi. i

mette nt

 

u: 2 hepasithdesh

Conclusions. An isportant group s not shown evidence of

infection whereas the risk vr high Even ifer.

t to avoid viral
on, the largest part of exposures Melanie injuries and Ta)àcanabe prevented

using adequate wursieg Precautions and protective sean

accidenta

usual infection control guidelines in sssis:

A 505 PREVALENCE OF INFECTION WITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY

" pinsavons DRUG USERS IN PUERTO RICO

Go Hector F.* an arcia, M.E.*
*University of Poeat Rico School of Medi.cine, San Juan, Puerto

Rico, U.S.A., ieserans Administration Medical Center, San
Juan, Puerto Rico

Objective. To study the prevalence of HIV infection among drug
users (DU) in 

antibody status.

ears. There were 108

 WIVDU). Resuits are as follows
Subjects Seroneqative Seropositive
DU 79 (63%) 46 (37
IVDU 108 64 (59%) 41 (11%)
NIVDU 17 15 (88%) (12%)
Of ie 105 heterosexual IVDU 42 (40%) were acropositive.

d by IVDU was reported as follows: heroin and cocaine (78),
heroin (22%), an@ cocaine (12%). .
Conclusion. IVDU in PR are among those at greatest risk for HIV
infection.Effective programs to reduce risk are urgently needed.
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iHI¥ recon RELATED TO THE USE OF CONTAMINATED MATERIAL IN
coul TAL

A502
-Clotet,J. caries, c.Tural ,G.Si

Infectious oiseaséS Unit. Hosp
ha, Barcelona, Catalonia, Spa

ntify anerisk factors for AIDS reported by 33 HIV seropositi-

rera,M.Dominguez,J.Tor,M.Foz.
1 de Badalona "Germans Trias i Pujol", Badalo-

ob scie: Tori
ood/plasma don

Material : Patients “no donated blood in private centers in a retributed manner
and were roportie- in all cases HIV antibodies were evaluated byju
ELISA and Western B
Results: Initont ofàwees)“there was a history of parenteral drug abu:use
and iin 8 o: 33 (24%) of homosexuality.in the rest,14 patients (43%),si

rted $sporadic prostitute contacts and the others 8 patients (24%) denied
any known risk fac
Discussion:All these 8

that they shared with others the same device for Ayovenous manip on.
When there is no explanation for thepresence ofHV tibodies, people ca-
ring for patients at risk for AIDS should be à of this possibility when
questioning risk factors.Our findings.agree withthose reported recently by
Navarro et al (Lancet 1988;1i:42).

MOWITORIZING PREVALENCE OF KIV INFECTION AND EPIDENJOLOSICAL
PATTERNS TRHOUGH ORATORYpare

Saigon jedint Boni
# AIDS Pro

A.504
9, Segura,A.s

ralitat ‘Wn“Catalunya arcelona;
Spain.

   
    # Hospital Ve Trias i Pujol" A

Obiectivess 1. estiaate the prevalence of HIV infection asong people ame
request, the test oe nator aoa To describe the desographic and behavioral
characteristics of this

Methods: All Inboratories”jurtoraing HIV tertnatithePublic Health were

F sed. The total number of test and their sults ectad in jonth

es. aonitorize trends four periods “2days have.been defined within a

ar. À standarized questionnaire en mographic and te ha: ioral _ta a ois

y the p
test has been perfor

hospitals during one
jonth period were “ELISA positive. Prelisinary data from one of the participant

centers show the follawing transmision catsgory distribution of infected
patients: 64.5% were intravenous drug users, 21% povoseruel/bisexval een, "7
reported hoterasseual cesar as the only possible 3.21
children from parents at ri

Gonshusions: Lie ansfor KRtest are influsnced by aultiple va ribles

rey

in a better understanding of the distribution and trends of HIV infection in à
given population

A.506 INTERNATIONAL WETWORKING OF HIV PUBLIC HEALTH gesvices
Pani el) adrnie anton 1 gel,R.*; Sanderson,

“Navy Enviconaental“and EUR,diBineuejares, Italy and °*Naval
Hospital, Bethesda, Marylan

nd publie hgalth capabilities against the HIVatpidesic,

as:
ex

hist,Toof exist   

   

 

ue5: May. reventive medicine prog
approaches was init oat y utilizing an STD model.
He hogs, Inaternational ngtaor ing involves utilization of services
rovided at a medical center caring tor HiV-infected person
oclude speciali counseliingan:education for HIV-infected persons and

their fasil 5,evaluation of xual contacts including spouses and.public
heatth partner notifications tracinog of involved bloodSescreening
of highr rapulafio nd detersination of report Base: The
Environ and Pre Nedicine Unit provide:guidance on
cosgr: ns: liceuepolicy and aageropriate procedures; education
and FRpub consultations re international sexua rtners or

€blood produc À a and the Niddle East.
es . ed withublie health professional

United States and 3 territories, 10 countries and the
or Id Health raanization 59

in. id AIDS awareness u
deterained both avery high tevelceknowledge of potential transmission
factors, and a need for a ditiona education related | to other aspscts of

Fe,vdnalysis o en t
v

the dise
550 H dividuals has docusenteda statistically significant

rathof blood donations and the history o

del

 

  

   

 

and eodification of existing public
tomesnan12"sonehs to,is lesent a

i

  

  

 

as
annsig TI "

cedures an
health,proted Taterrat
indicate that infernalemeiPca oe is i
leading to evaluations of individuals detereined to have geek at possible
risk for transeission.
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MEN MEET WOMEN: DIFFERENTIAL RISK-REDUCING NEEDS AND
TACTICS IN ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN PEOPLE DRAWN FROM THE

L.

A.507

 

A.508 RISKBEHAVIORS": THE NEED
TO UTILIZ INCEPTS IN DESCRIBING TARGET

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

E BOTH CO

GENERAL POPULATION POPUL.LAOSoFFOR EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS

Bonny_A.

Shtarkshall* and Awerbuch T.** AND DEFINING THEIR OBJECTIVES
*The Hebn iversi Jerusalem, Israel Cambridge

MA., U.S.A.
The Hebrew University & Hadassah Faculty of Medicine, Jerusalem,Israel.

Ups at risk” and "risk behaviror” are neither
p d rget g

intercourse in a Western society. oe . interventions, Terms are med. "Risk behavior” o ls prevalence fs only ne comp

‘Two factors determine this asymmetry: prevalene A 4 V seropositivity varies widely definition of a “groupat risk,vit fHIV g to

à y Ips, group

also asymmetri h , women De i isk, 7 i y app will the ion between the two concepts,

possibiliti ; h many if “RISK PREVALENCEOF

=

PREVALENCE OF RISK CHARACTERIZATION
with one contact with every partner are _rsperctively: N

P monogamous = Pr (1- (1-1) ) A high high ‘a group at immediate ris!
fi risk inarabl

- P muitipsrwer = 1-a-pr xi)N B aoe high . a group at future

risk

(vul )

Pr RE 8 in + “Rikbehavion dom à =
in infection;iN- the number of sexnal encounters. 7 ~ + . ition Le . ws .

neeee
is hi d ooo

A

situa ise in whi iuself is

no

| “group at rick” because of changing conditions, but its

theirs lower forvaginaerasareprofoundw uch higher.

_

characterization will help to discern another rompsrk a ,

anaimen va ms among exudlly actimi waemulaD“acoms ‘ied b em represent te:sub-population ofhemophiliacs after the introduction on Serieai interventio: sexi are men, itis ma’ .
À shox cd y 5eaeeeahealth planning, and the design of educational va

altruistic ‘cooperative ‘egoistic” one of "safe interv by

sex." responsible sex’ plicati dered
 

A.509 SURVEILLANCE OF HIV-2 INFECTIONS BY ELISA USING
HIV-1 AND HIV-2 SPECIFIC SYNTHETIC PEPTIDES

ki, J. Hakulinen, M.-L. Kantanen and
Brummer-Korvenkontio. National Public Health Institute,

Helsinki. Finland.
fe) dective. |zoe

 
creen for HIV-2 cases in Finland and to

uate st employing HIV-1 and HIV-2 specific
synthetic peptides as antigens.

letho sent for routine HIV-testing from
an ELISA

with either ac ination of v-2
specific synthetic peptides representing the N-jerminal regions
of GP-41 (COMBI-test, Pharmacia Inc. Uppsala, Swede

Ss

in e mn: areas of Afr. before returning to Finland. One
falsely reactive sera also shower gh tivity against HIV-2.

onclusion. The result indicates ghatt test has gooio
specificity and is able to reveal HIV-2
samples thought to be HIV-1 positives by conventional
techniques.

A.511 INCIDENCE OF HBY MARKERS AND RIV ANTIBODIES IN BLOOD
DONNORS IM LUANDA AND DUNDO, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA

*, Cohen, T. *, Octavio, F. *, Santes-Ferreira, M. 0. *, Mates-Aimeida, M. J ™,

Azevedo Pereira,J. M.
*Lab. Virology, Fac. Prarauer, Univ. Lisboa, ‘Portugal *tAgestinho Neto Univ.Med.School, Luanda, RP
Angola; Hosp. Sta. Maria, Lisbon, Portugal JNICT GRANT 87-679

nnTo determine
donners LEtwo regions of Ango!

feetbote:Toa!incidence of HBV markers and HIV antibodies was evaluated in 124 bieod donners liv
in Luanda (74) and Dundo (50). Serotogicattests for detection of HIV antibody, include the specific ut1
and HIV 2 ELISA is IFA, W.B.. Cross-reactivi eeeHy t and HIV 2 large gtycoprotein
further tested a syathetic peptide corresponding tothe dominant hrfu
protein. Srsedcdon of HBV markers wore preformed vith ELISA Eits
Results: As shown on

the prevalence of HIV 1 and HIV. 2 infection and hepatitis B markers among a
la.

4 ie AtHBs As. HBs Ab, HBe À

Serepesitiviiy Me (2)
 

Service Mf

Luanda - rat4) 1474(18.9) 28/74(37.8) 7/7449.5) 9774(12)
Duate = 3750(6.0) sat,e) 21750(42.6) 21/3028) 10/50(20) 13/50(26)

 

gh. HIV 1 and HIV 2 infection
exists among blond donnors.

an funda W à

border of Zaire. d.
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 also because ofthe characteristics of the risk. "Groups at risk” i

HTLV_ SEROPREVALENCE IN A GROUP OF HIV, POSITIVE
Trackan SUBSECTS (IN WAJORITY INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS)

DATA
A.510

Lucia Lopalco, F. Ciccomascolo, P.Lanza, A.Berretta, A.Bini*,

Dipartimento di Bilogia genetica Universita di Milano, Mi
* Divisione di Malattie Infettive - Ospedale Maggiore Bologna, "Bologna,
Italy.

anSabbatani®

detected the presence of specific HTLV) antibodies in HIV.

positivesiesubjects toyatuate (1) the percentage of double infection (2) at
the subjects with do: an evolutive patte:

Metods antibodies was testedAsis
re intravenous drug abusers).

positive se: (7. ;
western“hace 2'aubjecte. 6/17 subjects were AIDS.

Concl:Setona he di confirmed the presence in Italy of HTLV.
antibodies in HIV. ossitive subjects like suggested ta
some stuateses. We need a follow up poettive

ubjects to evaluate a possible higher evolutiveàpattern towardships.

confirmed by

speciffie

A.512 ANALYSIS OF A SCREENING PROGRAM FOR HIV1 AND HIV2 INFECTION IN WOMEN OF

REPRODUCTIVE AGE.

Victorino, Rul*, Teles L.C.#*, Ferreira M.0.**, Guerreiro D.#*, Lourengo

MH,tie

Foundation of"BomanFaculty af Medicine of Lisbon*, and Faculty of Pharmacyof Lisbon***

Av. Prof. Egas = 1600 LISI GAL +

- To study the prevalence of antibodies to HIV] and HIV2 in a n
sending Fantly Planning cime (CFPC) and a natal clinic (AC) serving a urban Population

ople where sbout 10% are of African0origine 2 - Devise a protonsocol of a study which
Enaintain characteristics of the “anonymouss"atudies without the usual
ofdetalles clinical ar ne Problemofthe information about the individuals identified arr

3 - Analyse the of the false positive rateas‘ion of HIV low preval:

population of voue:

MATERIAL AND HERPDS: ay1menn attendre the and the AC January 1987tto beceaber 1988
were interviewed by and exam: a doctor, who Santeleted a questionaire covering
relevant cpldeniological.and”clinicalntformation related to HIV infection. Blood was collected
for routine tests n (around 80% of those attending the clinics duringche »pertod)and

PreReIV antibodies anonymously (Elisa from 1.Pssteur and
Bi was ob a Speesitive

RESULIS: 0 Portuguese =reinefor HIV1(0.46%)and one outof 50 Ai
wonen werepilefifxcera.os) in the ©es colected at different fines.uf the ¢ie
for defining wonel tivecud oteetests on a second sanple of
“seropositives" tn thts han the double of the med one.

CONCLUSIONS: À copenecationof both àmn‘aeva in this urbat
Importance of testing sanple as reducing falseLaterbeiswaeCoaadein iis
study, where a pro’terol & coneat Pnonynous1y |the51004 tests was implemented, taking advantage

of the special Ponditionsan this health Center.
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A 513 shochastic Models Illustrate Vividly the Connect-
. n between Behaviior and Risks for HIV Infection.

José J.*: MyrtveitGonz ale 1 M.**; Vavik, L.x*x,
*ASA, Arendal, main,Jo College Stord, Rommetveit, Norway.

Objective. To use the power of modern Personal Computers toisplay Graphically.the connection between behavior and riskfor HIV infécti

Methods. A stochastical simulation model takes into account
behavior parameters in ayiypothetical risk sayironment. The
correlation between behavior patterns and risk for HIV
infection is displayed Dy means of powerful graphics.

Results. We describe the appsication of our stocha
Simulation model to train medical personnel and school teachers
in Norway and West Germany

A.515 its SEXUAL PROMIScurry aRISK FACTORFOR HEV6 IN EAST AFRICA?
osx, Emile*; Constan d Abbatte,un

#Ü,S. Naval vuateaï Research Unit m3a > Egypt (A
center for AIDS), **Direction Technique deme "santé, Datbouts. Djibouti

DietToFo,investigate if the B-cell lymphotropic virus HHV6 shares the
ssion route of HIV in East Afr

viduals from the Eastil
t Study grou

sexually promiscuous individuals at high risk for HIV, butPerv.
western blot negative: 50 f1 itutes in Gr 1 0

ransmitt ease in Group 3; Group 2 comprised 50 female controls
“and Group #, 50 controls. ere were screened at a 1:20 dilution using

infected and uninfected cells
substrate. Sera with positive reactions were titrated fu
Results. Despite the slightly higher percentage of positiveseraGES) at the

» these differences we:
ometriemean*piters

tive sera were very sintlar in allà groups.

Grouy 2 Group 3 Group 4
on 3 7 PpSPS:

Median t Ser:: 40 ho 4 Lo
etri an tite 39 37 39

Soneiueion.“Serowepideatologicel data indicate that ve.“Anfestion was not

ent amo: xuell omiscuous subjects. Thus, s not seem
toFabre€tne nexus! tranemtssion route of HIV in East Africa.
-Supported_by_NAVMEDRSCHDEVCOM, Bethesda,MDWork_Unit_No,_3Mi63105229, AA,335.

A 517 oaTApOSURES 70MINEPOSITIVE BLOOD AMONG
° HEAI WORKERS 1 SWEDISH HOSPITALS.

JORBECK, HANS,Marland, M.; Steinkeller, E. Danderyd Hospital, Danderyd, Sweden.

 Objectives: T tal to
HIV-positive blood and bloody body tae among for

rospective study was started in January 1, 1985,tacides health-ca
pans. All reported

ly fluids amongblood orbloody
re than 2 500Fatworkers have been studied.Blood samples Gociuding an early

) (ELISA).
Rawle Around 70accideuts have reported, so far. Different Kindsofne
exposures were dominamminating, So tarsalal‘anti-H antibody tests have bee:

: Seroco: taneous HIV-acidentvithblood has
been estimated to 5 per 1 000 exposures.in our study no seroconversiomn it

percutaneous and 30ponser HIVcaccidents wi ichis.t
The majority of th cutaneo! cidents were caused by needle-sticks inacombination

ith phlebotomy, biood-cutturiagaulinjections. To our judgment, around 1/3 of
accidents might have been prevented.

A 514 HIV Screening Efforts 1 a Low-Risk Population

" Magruder, Charles me Dares, Jose Lies, putfoe
Paulettet, Lewis, Vag + Quattromani, Fra: KL: *,

Womack Army Coommunity Hospital, Ft Brett.Me: #*sWalter Reed Army

Institute of Research, Washiington, DC,

Objective. To determine the prevalence of HIV antibody seropositivity in a
low-rigk population
Methods. The U.S. Arremy requires uy testing at least biennially for
individuals on active duty. Blood donors are algo rou:ercetfor HIV
infection.

 

ence of
e and contact referrals,

rat Patie:ate treated at a
ually transmitted disease (STD) clinic ad the next highest prevalence.

Routine hospital admission and blood donor screening showed rates similar to
or lower than that seen in active dut; ing.

HIV SCREENING RESULTS

 

# Pos/ttested Prevalence/1999 95%C.L
peepieoo . 34/2378 14.3 (9.8,19.3)
STD 11/3107 3.5 (1.@,13.5)

Sur£Anissions 2/1812 1.1 (8.8,31.1)
08/07 Admissions 1/2266 0.4 (#.0,18.4)
Blood D a 6.8 a12
Active DutyScreening 61/506: 1.4 (#.8,1.3)
Conclusion. Adjunctmy screeningtt routine hospital admissions does not
appear to be warrant,

A.516 A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF HIV INFECTION IN FORMER DRUG USERS:

A 4-YEAR STUDY OF 114 PATIENTS

Alessandro Gringeri, M.G.Rumi, M.Colombo,

P.M.Mannucci. University of Milan, Milan, Italy.
A.R.Zanetti, R.Romeo and

Objective: to assessnyepee or not stopping drugs has any beneficial effect

of infection, inactive drug usersliving in the community

we

 

n th

of Si teigiang. (Italy rm prospectively followed. Methods: these
patients voluntarily enrolled into bilitation program based on
agricultural, handi dustrial activities and were forcibly taken

off drugs during residence. Except for married couples, they had no sexual
contacts. Results:since S, 293 seropositive, western-blot confirmed,

asymptomatic patients hav: followed at 6-mon intervals for

month . 9 patients (59%) were lost because they either
reached point of rehabilitation (27%) or coithe

(328) 114 patiente (81 M, 33 F, 16-42 y

urrently being followed. 65 patients ( 21.9%, 6.4% annual incidence by

life-table analysis) deteriorated to stage IV (CDC), 6 developed full-blown
AIDS (5.2%, 1.3% annual incidence). The annual deterioration rate for

group or 41 active drug users who were followed

between 1985 1988 was 28.4% ( 6.4% vs 28.4%

stopping ‘ett“droge may be beneficial to the outcome of HIV infection.

RISK FACTORS aHIV INFECTION AMONG INDIVIDUALS SEEKING TESTING IN THE

DANISHorate

n tinaten*; Zoffaal

A.518
Schai nik,

*Statens Serusinstitut one of Copenhagenpain Den

Objective. To characterize individuals see!eking HIY asotibedytest and t estieate the prevalence
of anti-HIV asong tested. Methods.   

20% 6
0 reported sore than one risk factor. Distribution based on hirachical classifi

cation of risk factors

Women
antiHV meg. pos. Anti-HIV neg. pos.

Reported risk factor NW (x) x a (8) 8

 This study with

needles (recapping,disposal,“cleaningup” ao), laboratory‘work(eubes) and surgeryrere
eedies). T i.
work etc snddo4sometingsutitit(guarded needles, puncture proof boxes, safe work
practice)! Fi te and inform health care workers, as well as others, about
the hazardsimaansetltheir behavior if needed!

 

TY drug abus. 76 (7) « 40 (4)

Male hoon behaviour 163 (16) 13 -
Sex with IV drug abu C4) (5) 3
Sex with person from Afriica,mens sex with bisexual male Bo (9) 1 198 (18}
v1 heterosexual partner within e last 12 sonths 455 (44) 2 445 (41) 2

with prostitue

oneof above 208 (20) 352 (32) 1
1030 (100) 20 1087 (100) 6

theaovi all prevatence of anti-HIV was 1.2%, highest among aen with homosexual behaviour: B%.

Conclu : Many ind videals seekingwVeestiansare heterosexuals and low prevalence

of Sein Bein arab Gake valid estimations of the prevalence of HIY infection in the ge~

neral Population sequentialprevalence studies may give valuable information about trends in in-
fection
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ae3Brendstrup. É*; Kvinesdal, B.*
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NATIONAL STUDY OF HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN NATIVE AMERICAN: ~A.519 NAT vs s A.520 DETECTION OF ANTIBODIES IN DENTAL SCHDOL AT THE UNIVERSI
nway, George A.*, per EY**, Helgerson SD***,

Petersen LR,* Leach R**, Johannes P#*
" “eCenters for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia; **Indian Healthn Service,

Phoenix, Arizona; ***Indian Health Service, Tucson, Arizona,-U.

Seecan assess existing levels and future trends of wy infection
in Indians and Alaska

gated by clusters|“of.2 20, 000
on to further protect eonfidentieity and en:

statistical rellability of results.
pilot will begin in January,1989. By March, 1989,

surveys are expected to be implemented in many of the IHS service areas.

Conclusion. These surveys will provide relatively unbiased eatinates of
eeroprevalence for the clinic subpopulations of IBS service us:
should also servi ma
assessment of the progress of the epidemic and preventive activities in
this population.

A 521 SEROPREVALENCE OF HIV ANTIBODY IN A CITYWIDE
SAMPLE OF EMERGENCY ROOM PATIENTS

teven* ; Jui J.** ; Stevens P.** tj ShriverJ.JL."
EkoineDe. Oregon Health Diivision, + Oregon Health SoiecocsUnivUnion, Portland,

egon,

Objectives. To determine prevalence of HIV antibodyin a citywide population of patients
seeking emergency room (ER

: Seveahospital-basedememergency rooms providing 90% of Portland's
services collal ted to simultaneously measure HIV seroprevalence in theircocombined
patient population. During two 48-hour periods in thesummer of 1988, all bloods drawn
frommn paatien ed forHIV I identifiers had

moved. Specimens i
core©antibody €
practice krlinked with test results.

ood from 444 patients was tested. Patients’ residenceswereevenly distributed
throsaat tropolitan . The largest proportion of re in the 20 to 30
year age arounaragegrogroup (38%) and in the 60 andosversgroup8%). Twenty-
one patients (0.5%)

mosexual, Seve:n percent of patients had experie trauma. Invasive procedures
vertiperformed on 34% of patients. Only 2 patients 0.am 95% CI 4.62%) vested HIV

ve. One of patients was alreadyknown to be positive. Three of 444 (0.68%,
35%¢cr276%)ppatients were ‘were HBc positive.

cohort was lowand
Codesothe7rate of pessa(0.68%). In ‘contrast, thePreval

this populatio:yn maybe at risk for future HIV

BsAg) and
ined by routine ER

infection rates in s general Pulse

A.523 ACCEPTANCE OF HIV-ANTIBODY SCREENING AND PREVALENCE OF ANTI-
° potenBaan Heya À 99 GRIS

eeeit B. Kvinesdal* Worm, AM.*
atens atespiapebierg Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.

During periods of three every thirdmonth from October 1987 to
. i examina-

all four periods 3 persons attended . antibody testing was
by 12.6% of heterosexual men, 9.6% of ham-/bi men

9.9% of the women. major difference i of HIV-antibody testing
during the four periods was seen. Four men, 11 homo-/bisexual
men one woman were found HIV-antibody itive
The data support that a constant number of clients attending STD clinic
resuse even anonymously HIV-antibody te: and underline the necessity
for blinded HIV. in order to disclose the true preval
this group.
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QTD*;Sabe11i,C*;Trica,A*;Brizuela,L*;Ramella,M*;Muchinik,
Guillermo**,et al
Quuseof icrobiologyFacultad de CdontologiasUniversidad de Buenos Aires,

THEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina s Aires Argentina.

jee ve. To determine HIV-infection veroprevalenee in dental professionals,
as st Tepresent ‘impo’ t to study HIV-infection occupational risk

thods. A total of 617 sub. was inc in this study: 400 first-course

means
ELISA). Samples reacting positive by ELISA were

confirmed Inmano: scence or Western Blot
Results. Only3(0. 751):miles eut of the 400 firstcoursestudents had HIV
antibodies. skfactors ysis in the seroposi es showed that 1 sub-
ject was xual and intr:travenousdrug abus, 4’? wereintravenous drug

ers,
Conclusion. Though dental professionals are Likelytobe repeatedly

ected persons, we did not find infection of the 112|predoctoral
students, nor in the 105 dentalaiprofessionals, assuming a low risk for the
studied group.

SEXUAL MIXINGMOD! LIKE-rePREFERENCE

A.522 BLYTHE, Steve“ and Castillo-Chavez,
Strathclyde pniveraity:GeScotland. **cornell

University, Ithaca, ‘ork, US:

Objective. develop an alternative toa proportionate mixing in

sexually iransnitved disease models

 Methods. Starting from fundasental cents on a mixing
function (it must be positive, pormalixod, and =

ips), a new mixing be constructes by finding
appropriate transformation of a suitable function describing mixing
between individuals of similar activity).
Results. mixing mode: ed on a transformation of a
localmixing "functionàL'lake-with-like") which has the property fey =
fen). Differ provide different degrees of localized
mixing in the population, and affect dynamics of an STD cidenie.
We look at ore alternativwas: Gaussian, rec ar, and "sharp" f

ofooideaice of STDs are

general
Conclus “predictions very sensitive to the
extant aLike-with-like mixing in the population.

  

 

 

 

 

 

A 524 THE IN SEXUAL RON

THETRANSMISSION DYNAMICS OF HIV-1 IN THE VK

Gupta,Sunetra: Blythe, S
Imperial College, London,UK; *Suathctyde University, Glasgow, Scotiand.

Objective: To ty 2 | het hy

ENV. wit + de Homé 1 he United

Kingdom.
Methods: The distribution of te fi q partners) and

sssion J cos eo “safer sex”) ltered in asimpl

Hi sui 4 th
 Results: ‘The future course of the HIV-1

sagt ofchanges in sexual bavi Theeffec of changes in sexualbehavioura

7 PVP e e
sat à dnnino ++ hy

of future AIDScases. G: t

possible,
P 7 +
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A.525 HIV SEROPOSITIVITY IN weyWaycommeTVETERANS
AR,“nenaFrancisco, California, USA.” un

LEITV inf
al mili

methadone ttreatmentfacilities.

treatmentfacilityBeofveterans screened ata VA drug,
=Ge)forall44,eeVian

anand

cometer HIserpentcompareswi
terans

=.078). Of the seropositive veveteransfour
ne wasWhite. Vietnamcocan. veterans recruirecruitedporoenon-V

seropositivity rate ol . For comparison, non-veteran heterosennal
Conca Usronee ame timeee itivity rate of 9%.

: There is seroprevalence between veterans
screened at VA and nonVA.penfacilities. The highest of HIV
Seropositivity wasseen inTVDU ietnamcombatossthesignificanceafHIVeke

ths unique population.

A.527 TEMPORAL TRENDS OF HIV PREVALENCE IN
QF BLOOD BANKS AS TESTING SITES IN FrRES

Arca’ M.; Abenitoe,agpierchini P;
nu 0 eaidlogic unit,

ghesuye,T over time in r and characteristicsni
cy thet Le on observed valence

in ection24,2;evaluate theon(about3,000,000o meProgranse
000 inhab.) speeping‘of every

Bho petart“has eit since October 1985 phiggnogtic
activity|for: nondonors.ts. still of fe: by a of bi

of 8 and posit:ive est RTE in odbares
rorfatie donors.areef aonthly reported bloo ks 0, |R.E.U. together
vith anonymous notifications of every positive omresu:

DNS AND PREVALENCE ‘OF #1¥ INFECTION BY YEAR AND DONOR CLASS

REOUNETSTaoPOOISLRECNHMS]IIISro

  

 

  

  

 

 
   de :DESisfers irratesrateerentthecreas : & evid aience
anedonor classes. Lentho h the proportion o: ENrereport by

do orsops drama ically ecrensed: ra 8 a a
a vay of obtain:ning in rest. More

Efrat’noneltdsdeferferal,anand. anénnereasedauavailallabliityofof _Mtsrnative

  

A.529 SEROPREVALENCE OF HIV ANTIBODY IN IV DRUGUSERS
ND OTHER heeniN A CONNECTICUT HOSPI

s, E; Madden, G; Rubinstien, Bssimiith,
Sstand Dauphinais, R. St. Francis Hospital‘aod Medical Center, Hartford, Counecticut,

Objective, To examine the demographics of HIV antibody seroprevalance at a 592 bed
community teaèhing hospital in the northeastern United States in 1988.

Se Leace, sge, and risk-group information was ‘obtained by the laboratory
from the order: physician on all HIV antibody tests done. Patient identifiers were
removed beforetaalyeis by the epidemiology section. A positive result was positive by
both,ELISA and Western Blot (RE

632 adults and 58 infaaewore tested with their permission. 131 were positive.
An analysis of intravenous drug users (IVDU) by race and |sex is shown here; similar
analysis of the other groups will be given in the presentation:

Group Total Pos % Group| 7 Pos %
IVDU 29 85 284 z% 13 363

BkMale 102 32 14 GayAVDU 6 4 67
Blk Female 0 B 120 9 75

HaspMac 72 2% %1 Blood Recipient 19 2 105
HispFemale 27 9 333 Adult - No Risk 152 10 66
‘Wht Male 27 1 37 Child ofIVDU a 8 19.5
Whe Fe 2 718.2 Child - No Risk 00

Conclusion. The majority or the HIV+ patients tested are Black and Hispanic IVDU.
Prevalence rate among white IVDU is significantly less than amon:g IVDU from
minority groups.

The demographic
‘national ae:ta for the years 1981-1987. Two major
‘portionate number of black cases and cases due to blood transfusions.

COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF RISK FACTOR INFORMATION IN A
GENERAL POPULATION SURVEILLANCEOFLYery reer x

FosseoH ardsAEESdent6Logbaie Bote: Italy. 3

To detect d tifypeer d to nisst: inf tiDRTeatsr*Sn Seca Han piece "Sopulation” otevelT taste SEEN
otificatio Popusationtor sure? ance ofiv. cation *o Ss;

Feehidig ahie iningormati n onFerryctor, has been:co fed by the

A.526

Ev from local laboratories “singe October 1985. Mul: ipie
aoategetecringàto the same subject”et aarelinked using hs, aval 4 e

Lv: as ste) nkages clin
low-up records and notifications ofAtbADS cases. Every step makes cha

info fon about risk factor more complete.

SUMULATIVE IMPROVEMENTS IM COMPLETENESS OF INFORMATION BY TEAR DF DIAGNOSIS  

  
pheCET0) LOGBedTINAL'HETERpri1000|   

 HE in sess ake| Feskee

ories.cepsiemay result is meriskorplik fesvhen baseid
onav ble infers Use aerent sources improves completeness of
survell ce 4 and5 for reducing s. Data presenteda

thsizebe anga;edytine theEgat Bred psiante accoun # over tise

A.528 HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN HISPANIC AMNESTY APPLICANTS
A SEXUALLYTRANTRANSMITTED DISEASES (STD) CLINIC,

LOS AN RNLA,1988an,
Bernard*, Kerndt, P.**, Ford,W.We,Johnson,M
“Centers for Disease Control, GA, USA;"*Los Angeles County(LAC)Depertmeat of Heaith Services,
CA, USA.

Objective. To estimate and compare HIV antibody (Ab) seroprevalence in undocumented Hispanics
seeking legal amnesty with that of other Hispanics attending
Methods. Amnesty applicants must prove residence in ihe USAtince Jan, 1, 1982, and undergo HIVAb
testing. Repeat ELISA positives are confirmed by immunofluorescent antibody (IFA).pea charts
of all'324 Hispanic amnesty ts seen eeri clinic between Feb. 1-Aug. 31 were

for HIVAb status, demographic risk factors, and history of other STDs. HTVAD
prevalence in a tive sam undergoing confidential or blindedsample of 555 name Hispanics

also determined.
(51%) of 171 males and 37

erm) of 55 lensThewore Fifteen percent own) ofall tests were positive. No females
(se?) A8}
 

 

30% CMD warebk jon-amnesty:
7 (L186) of Hapacke cue enctptod sonfiica ial testing were HIIVAD pasithes 5% GUS) of ton
submitted for blinded desting wereHIVAD tive, Amnesty applicants were more likely to be HIVAb

than other Hispanics in this population(p(p=0.00; RelativeRisk244,95% Cl 142, 4.19)
Prevalence of HIVAb and risk factors for infection in undocui Hispaniciimmigrants

to the USA poorly group ofHsp STD
  

high proportion ofespneumales indicates the potential for heterosexual tysoup,the
of amnesty applicants von. &n opportunity to target more effective education and

intervention strategies to this high-risk

A 530 THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS IN MARYLAND, 1961 — 1987

" Horman, Joseph* and Hamidi,Cyrus*
JS Administration, MD Department of Health, Baltimore, MD, USA

ctive: Desertbe the epidemiology of AIDS in Maryland for the years
ieairesigh 1987.
Methods: Case reports completed as part of the Maryland AIDS Reporting

System were analyzed.

highest ive i h blacks and whites. Overall,
50.5% of the cases were black. Statewide, the cumulative incidence
for blacks is 3.6 times that tes. Many counties hed relatively
igh cumulative incidence rate black residents (up to 1,266 cases per

million). sexual/bisexual mal. s the transaissi ategory most re~

T ral
ontact (particularly for Feunles) and bl transfusion sssumed

more importance as a risk factor in Maryland sisthe years 1985-1987 as
compared to 1981-1984. During this period, 23 ca tric AIDS we:

t were female and 15 male. Seventeen were black, 5 white, "and

breakdown of Maryland cases was similar
exceptions were a dispre-

Conclusion
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A.531 SUIVI PENDANT 3 ANS DES LYMPHOCYTES T4 ET DE LA 82 MICRO-

GLOBULINE SUR UNE COHORTE DE 166 SUJETS INFECTES PAR LE VIH

BRUGNETTI Anne ; NEGRE,M ; PESCE,A ; FUZIBET,J.G. ;

QUARANTA,J.F. ; DUJARDIN,P ; CASSUTO,J.P.
C.H.R.U. de Nice, FRANCE. Ligue égale Française de lutte contre le SIDA

166 séropositifs groupes II, III, IV ont été suivis pendant 3 ans au plan

clinique et biooreoesque avec fréquence trimestrielle

Objetif : appré er les nedifientions de 2 par:eranètres la lymphocytose T4

et la 82 m:iepoglobaline sérique, en fonction du temps écoulé et de la survie,

afin de vo: st leur potentiel pronostique indépendamment d'une éven-

tuelle thérapeutiq

Lymphocytes T4, mroupe IX : 107 cas, taux initial moyen 694 + 300, à 1

sur 27 des+ 604 à 283, à 2 ans sur 33 cas : 523 + 294, 3 ane sûr 12008 :
465 + 249. Groupe III : 47 cas, taux initial no 498 + 291, à lan

17 cas : SérouneÀ à 2 ans sur 16 cas : 400 197, à 3 ans sur 10 cas:

302°+ 173. e IV: 12 cas, taux initial moyen 218 + 233.

Be wicroglobuline : groupe Ir : 97 cas, taux initial moyen 2,83 ti1,oeAan

sur 21 cas : 3,14 + 1,3, à 2 an:ans sur? cas: 4.3 # 2,4

 
ci 7 4,1 a2 9 cas : 3,320, 3 eur 5 cas : 3,6 +

0,82. Groupe IV : , taux initial moyen 3,9 + 1,14.

Conclusion : A stade identique, le taux moyen de T4à diminue modérément en

ie tere de B2 microglobuline augmente discrè-

amètres ne sont pas suffisament discriminants

déterminer l'ancienneté de 1' infection ou dégager un pronosti

FEDERAL SUPPORT OF STATE AND LOCAL H
PREVENTION, PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED ST.ATES

est, G.R., Kirby, J.
atest À.Ry Centers for Disease

Control (énc),aAE: GA, U.S.A.
Qbiestive: To provide financial and technical assistance to State and

ry ealth departments for

A.533

the prevention of HIV transmission in the

CDG is the lead federal agency in the U.S, Government for
evelopment, implementation, and evaluation of national efforts to

Rrrevent tramnsn:dssionof E ÿand to control sexual transmitted
iseases (STD). meBTR e administered by Stat

health departments. hes“established nuitsyea
agreementsFOr HIV prevention with a1] 50 states, Puerto Rico, five
large cities, ‘and more than 75‘community-based 0 CBO)

arge metropolitan 5statisti AW
reinforcing prevention agtivitiesre3aupportedtheleding Tocal/Svate
Bellefe,information campaigns rledge, attitudes

and behav:dora; gna;studiteatsng, and partnerpotibication;
ofetinority andpai CBOs to edu

ÉTange targetcommunity b havior no each and referral of
drug users for trea

i Funds and
tment

chnical assistance from CDC to health deprements
ft increased - from aapproximately#2#26 mititon

1986 toaaamillion in.1989. In 1989), t is estimated that mo:
5 million persons ceivve risk reduction counseling. #60,000Stil
elect to be testea and8 43, 900 will be 0
Since 1987, ethan 400APRESahavebeen Seropee

t Thefgundation for a comprehensive national BIV prevention
program inthe + has been established.A model for a goreHIV
prevention program“nas been defined and partially funded by th:
ederal government.

A.535

AN ANALYSIS OF AIDS
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

Bekart, Michael L. STD Control,
,

a
Objectiv.e To describe reported

cases of AIDS in B.C. ehrough 1988
and to analyze tren Se

Methods The 464 AIDS cases reported
8 a

 

The incidence of ‘
AIDS has Slowed.considerably
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SCREENING FOR HIV INFECTION AMONG IV DRUG USERS IN THE
PRISONS OF BRUSSELS.

Lt : Verhoeven-Lespagnard Liliane*, Lumer Gunter**
* CMC Prison de St Gilles, Brussels
*k Université de l'état, Mons, Belgium.

Objective. To monitor the epidemic of HIV infectionomens TV drug users
m the.Brussels area through screening of ti nmates of Brussels

same time, monito:rT the effect a information on the
behavior ae thè TVDU population.
Methods. Since May 1985, an informationcampaign on AIDS was launched in

À i 2m we have tested, having obtained their consent,

ified inmates having usedTV drugs at least once.
3 were, per semester, 7.12, 7.1%, 7.74

A.532
 

a decrease of the HIV Prevalence
a:

nd
model€consistent withthat explanation.

*HILV-I/II INFECTION IN HIG: GROUPS IN SPAIN

.Genesca, Juan*; Viladomiu, uswk:folavers, JC.**; Shih, J.*;
andE of Transfusion

A.534
ter, an

‘Medicine, Nili, Bethesda, MD, USA; Soil“var d'Hebron, Barcelona, Spain.

Objective determine the prevalence of HILV-I/II infection in Spanish po-
pulations "athigh-risk for HIV infection

. Serum were obtained from150 subjects (198788) aristributed
+ 22 homosexuals 3 pos:inECae users, eterosexual con t-trans-

fusional HIV infections; 93% of were HIV+ and 10% core tic
(ARC/AIDS). Anti-HTLV-I were tested 3 li EYAs (Abbott, + Cellu

Prod.). y reactive (RR) samples were confirmed with WB, RIPA and
i P21E (env) WB (Biotech). A + result defined as sencea recombinant

‘of p24 and en env product in any of the 3 tests.
Results. Nine samples (drug users) were RR in at least one of the

PATIENT Only 4samples (2.64drug us.) 
 

Test 1 2 3.4 5 6 7 § 9 wre + (No.1,2,
ELA 1RR RR - RR - ER - - - 4,7). “None of theEEIAs was +

EIA 2 +/- RR RR RR RR - ER FR RR in all 4 samples. All + son
3 - RR RR - - RR - Ss were the re-

WB p24 ps,24 - p24 pl9 - 9,2 p24 * Continent WB assay.
‘RIPA 8 gp68 - - =
“p2 - + -
Conclusion. 1) ene ofrt infection in HIV infected groups in
Spain is very low; 2Aâditionel testing forEDRVI infection
is absolutely neces 3 recombinantfpWB assay might be an useful

A.536 EVOLUTION OUI aL IN A GROUP OF ITALIAN INTRAVENOUS DRUG

ABUSERS(IDA) W
Roberto Luszeti DCiralelMMalennRMazet ,5.Cieffonit ,C.Ronta «Institute of

Infectious Diseases,Verona *Blood Transfusion Service,Verona,Italy.

Objective.To evaluate the 3-year progression rate to AIDS in a group of IDA

with PGL in Verona (Iti
Methods. One hundred and thirtytwo IDA (mean'age 27 + 6 years) with PGL were

ar incidence rate for AIDS

was 1.23% ; the 2-year rate was 1.33% and 3-year rate wa:is 4. . Therefore, the

rare of progression to AIDS increased over the period of follow-up.The current

actuarial progression rate of PGL te AIDS at 3 years results 7.2%.

ConclusionThe beginning of HIV epidemic in large italian cities dates back at

least to 1961.0ur finding suggests that IDA could present lower progression

rates to AIDS than other groups at risk of HIV observed in recent prospective

studies.
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A.537 IMPACT OF REVISED CASEDEFINITION ON AIDS SURVEILLANCE IN A.538 THE INCIDENCE OF GLOVE PUNCTURE DURING CAESARIAN SECTION AND VARTOUS

outurier, E.*; Brunet J.B.* and POTENTIAL SCLUTICNS.
national surveillance correspondants of at countries JRSTH'E J M GRANT, Departments of Obstetrics, "St Mary's Hospital, London, and ‘Bellshill
*WHO Jaborating Centre on AIDS, Paris, Fra Maternity Hospital, Lanarkshire, United Kingdom.

Qbiective: To determine the modalities of appl icatton andimpact of the
A study was performed to ascertain the glove lowerreviseda AIDS case detinit ior on heae in Europ . The 4 of Hepatitis B and HIV infection in women wakes this

vey was carried out among the 32 countries of tthe WHO European of increasing to surgeons. ‘he fol results were
region investigatingsodafties of survetitance of AIDS and application of
revised cases defin

at
Results countries having answered by end of January 1989, 15 have set
up a surveillance system for HIV+ individuals. 20 ci
surveillance system of which 13 are mandator: and"6 vi tary. Under
reporting hass been assessed by few countries 9/2 chin
cases wit

reported represent ing
in increase of 4%. This much tower than figures reported in liter

Conclusion Most of the 20 countries havin answered by end af sers1989
had applied the case definition by first of january 1988. Imp f new cases
is extremely low and will be assessed when complete setof “answers are
receiv

A 539 Chogeesanons ET VARIATIONS GEOGRAPHIQUES DES
. GROUPES DE TRANSMISSION DE L'INFECTION À VIE EN

destin.Christine, Ligue Française pour la
Prévention des Maladies Infectieuses, prance.=

Cbiectif. Préciser répartition actuelle des groupes de
transmission sur l'ensemble des sujets infectés par le VIE
quelque soit le stade, en Franc .

consemen: enouit sujets séro~positife
hospitalisés
Ma

ou tion
es Infectieuses aulerJujellies 1987 au ler guiliet11908."

Résultats. Sur 3873 sujets recensés, dont 80 % non atteinte
SIDA, la répartition groupes tranemission était En

où Bineraalite 37 %, toxisuivante : homosexuali @ iv 43
à hétérosexuels 7,84, transfusion les 6,8 4, autres
et indéterminés 5,1 %. Le pourcen:tage de toxicomeiia ‘iv tait
le plus élevé dans le Sud, à Marseille, 80 ‘ et à Nice 66,< %,
et le plus faiblemt le Mord, A Lille, 12

Le transmission’toxicomanie iv est pour
l'ensembledes sajets. séropositifs nettement plus t que
pour le seul groupe des SIDA déclarés (20% des SIDA en 1988).
Ce groupe est surtout dane ,méditérranéenne,
comme pour L'Italie et l'Espagne. Il représentera le groupe le
Plus important des malades nine de SIDA dans les prochaines

Bs en France.

A.541 SAFER SEX BEHA\ C PARKS
» M., Freeman, A., Valentine, J.,

Department, Dallas, Texas, USA

safer sex sexually active gay men.
Mains Health department staff learned of the high of

among gay men, particularly at one public
park in à gay-identified neighbarhood inDallas. The health

packets for the park. Each
packages with a red stripe, safer sex brochures, and

contact. Adult male park patrons were individually by health
£ casual, tening behavior.

were offered the plain white packets and were told the were "free
." Anecdotal was collected the manner of

Results. Coded packages were found in the park after the health
department began the packet - Patrons accept the packets, are
not threatened, interested in the material and appreciate our effort

 

Caesarian sections 200
Total where glove(s) punctured 107 (54%)

Puncture Occurred - During emergency Caesarian

- During elective Caesarian section

“Uterus eventrated® 51/85 (60%)
—Uterus not eventrated 50/110 om x75 4,063;

p<0

section*  64/116 (55%)
smer on,ms

-During closure of uterine muscle ae (57%)

“lot stated whether emergency or elective section in 10 cases. Sot stated vhether eventrated or
not in 5 oases. This trial shows the highest rate of glove puncture yet during a

cal procedure. We are a trial of a new forceps to

needles, new gloves thickened at the fingers and the of staples

should also reduce this rate of puncture.

A 540 HIV SEROPOSITIVE MEN INFECTED WITH MULTIPLE CMV
* STRAINS: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP

TO T-CELL SUBSET:
Leach, Charles*; Detels, R.**; Visscher, B.**; Giorgi, J.* and
Cher:
DCLAtoh. of Medicine and **Public Health, Los Angeles, CA, USA.

Objective. To investigate the relationship Detween|serial
infection with multiple CMV strains and T-cell
Metho tic -] serropositive homo-
eus men participating in a study of HIV-1 infection who ex-

a ® 5 æ he rh b o
w

O
s u a o 3 L =

sults. Paired i i
nding patterns (Group 1). F n re excrete a

non-identical strain at the second visit (Group 2). Both groups
had lower CD4 an 8 co at the second visit (mean decrease
in CD4: 27% (Group 1), 3 (Group 2); mean decrease in CD 14%
(Group 1), 338 {ex p 2)

asymptomatic HIV Intectes. homosexuals. A: 6 subjects persiatent-
ly shedding had decreases in à and CD8 cell ts, Evalu-

A.542
v,ncA.

Solective:7To report progress to date by projects to prevent perinatal HIV

TT OF PERINATAL TRANSMISSION OF
rman, Stuart. Centers for Disease control, Atlanta, GA

Methods: Mine demonstration projects evaluate and facilitate the use of
contraception and encourage risk reduction among women MIV-tnfected or at

tion

 
a major way for 

seropreval 8: HIV prevalence among women (15- an

birth rates among those avewoes have focused on limiting spread

nd increases in prevalence o: women. However, effective program

nd

eatnent, throu;

outreach: mong 4000, ioffteacy
nd risk reduction will be eva

regnancy rates, knowledge, attinudes.“a

f£ contraception will be assessed.

These projects should provide information to direct efforts
to prevent perinatal HIV transmission
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A.543 V1H, SYPHILISne TOXICOMANIE.

ESPINOZA Pierre’ LOUBEYRE J.L. *, BENAMOUZIG R .*, BOUCHARD 1°

* Etablissement d'Hospitalisation Public National'de Fresnes, FRANCE.
Allée des Thuyas guest FRESNESCEDEX FRANCE.

INTRODUCTION : L'échange de seringue chez les toxicemanes expose au risque
contamination VIH, les tauxaadiatropositivite sont élevés (> 504) chez de
rogués en région psrisienni s de transmission sexuelle sont peu

documentés dahs cette popula

OBJECTIFS - METHODES : Préci ret comparer e de vie sexuelle, les taux

de RER VIH], les marqueurs de la pris chez les toxicomanes IV

et oxicomanes sniffeurs. Conditions : consentement, confidentialité,

ave
n : toxicomgnes de sexe masculin, incarcérés en Juin 87 :

 

ports uniquement avec leur ubine et 9

rtenaires sexuelles Féminines 40% esne des coquesTy. UneParæi les
différence statistiquement significative est retrouvée pour les fact

vont ces TPIIA + Nouveau pertenaire(ien)
AWne= 63 0Un 4
Sniff n = 18 14
CONCLUSTON : lacontaminationam est lite a la toxicomanie IV. La fréquence

ae fait craindre des risques
emission hétérosexuelle au

EARLY COURSE OF my INFECTION IN “o SEROCONVERTERS

A545 Alessi,E
and Manelke

4st Clinic of Dermatology,University of Milan,Milan,Italy.

Carminati,G

Objective. To study the natural history of HIV infection
Methods. Forty, homosexuals, who became seropositive from ‘December 1985 to

January 1988, were followed from 11 to months (mean 23 months). The mean

time between the last negative and first positive tests was considered ©to be

the time of infection. Clinical, Saneeeei and virological parameter:

were assessed at en:omen and every

yaphadenopasny developed in 15 patients from 3 to 15

r 6,15,17 and 22 months)and constitutional

tsymptoms in 11,21 2.me }. The development of constitutional

symptoms was companied by HIV antigenemia, bu toms i mia

spont: ous. r in 2 of 3 patients after few months.No statistically

Conclusion. Our follow up study

of HIV infection. None of the laboratory parameters analyzed seemed of value

in predicting the disease progression.

 

A.547 PROFIL EPIDEMIOLOGIQUE DES INFECTIONS DUES AU VIRUS D' IMMU~
NODEFICIENCEHate (VIH) EN ESTRIE.

Duperval,Raymond; Boivin,D.Me;Lépine,M. ;SAAD,WP.;

Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada

Objectif. Décrire la population infectée par le VIH dans un milieu plutôt

rural afin d'en souligner les différen lieu urbain.
rétrospective de tous

et infections, asymtomatiques (1A) diagnostiquées au CHU
taux affiliés entre octobre 1982 et octobre 1988.
Résultats. 85 personnes infectées ont été dtagnostiquées dont 305.20 PS et

t dans ses hopi“

Femmesue contectavec u:
de

8.3 pi
les homme ont été dinenretiquée

ulement se sont _infectés en fetrie.
x le e onstante en Estrie.

pays.
ée hors Estrie. Ces8 particul ri

ses

Epidémiologie et santé publique
Epidemiology and Public Health

+ RHEOLOGI TEST.

A.544 Au
NogueraE; .

“Comité Anti-SIDA,‘Barcelona, Spain.

Objective.The condom
alind others.In practice,the

resolv

vs LEAK IN CONDOM.
Torres ,José*;Anabitarte,H.*;Usieto,R.°;

used as an efficient barrier against
em may present irregularities or

efficiently with rigorous sampling plans
by conduct

considering the presence of leak at the i
and 50mV(Rheological Test th
{er in repose) there was no 1 f . logical Test detected 1 and
14 leaks in the two manuf ‘turers respectively. Conclusion.1) can pre=
sen C: usions or mi aps ch will transformed into leaks andwhi be

holes and they will loose their protection effect against HIV when submitting
them in use to forces and deformation.
2) The leak detection tests for condoms with the Rheological Test permit
reject non-safe th micro-occlusions or micro-chaps which would re
be detected by usual Teste(er de»

TURAL WESTORT OF TEV CRFECTION FN FEMALES SEEN
at TUE MEDICAL COLLEGE OF virus quey)
Gerry, Alison. Fortner, €., tle, de.

Ksplouitz, L., Medical collese. of Virginia,

Wichsond, VA,U.S.A.

A.546

To describe the naturel histery of HIV infection in

wcV.
clintcal. is study retrospectivaiy compares the

course of 66 HIV infected women -uith 412 HIV infected sen

foltowed st MCV from 4/86 to 1/89.

Results. F lea omprised 14% of the HIV infected populstion

seen st HCV; 50 7%) were black 14 (22%) were white,

was Hitpenic Their sejor risk factor for acquiring wes lV

v use 31 7%), sexual contact 26 (40%), blood products &

(12%) ond 1% heal care exposure During t time SX of the

women had AISS compsred to 52% t the ales. at ugh 6

similer proportion 1 end een ware taking zidovudine the

wortelity rate for females was ont 14% compered t th

Cpe. 050. Of patients etil

£onclusjon
Less well known than in HIV infected sen. The

rate for roflect

Further investigation ie required

history of HIV infection in women.

natural

LONG TERM FOLLOW-UP OF HOMOSEXUAL MEN WITH
PERSISTENT LYMPHADENOPATHY: ATTACK RATE FOR
AIDS.

A.548
.: Gold, J.W.M.: Campbell, S.W.;

Arnstrong, D.
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC),
New York, NY U.S.A,

i To determine the attack rate for AIDS in hort
of 93 homosexual men identified with lymphadenopathy*betveen
1981-1983.

Cases of AIDS occuring
cohort (Medicine 1985; 64:
documented. Patients lost
attack rate as of 30 Jan.,
survival curve).

in a previously described
. MSKCC wiore

to follow-up (LF) were traced.
1989, was calculated (xapienMeier

1 LF were traced. 52 patients had been
continuously followed. 3 HIV negative patients were excluded.
“epatients¢developed!AIDS, 1 died without AIDS, 3

thout AIDS and À LF. The attack rate for AIDS wi
58. 4% a 7 years

average annual attack rate for AIDS has been
8. oeyear tnthis populatio:
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LACK OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN FREQUENCY OF BLOGD DONATION AND
SEROPOSITIVITY FOR HIV AND Oe INFECTIONS; AN UNEXPECTED
FINDING IN RIO DENE

C.F.*; Perez, M.A.* , R.*
Martins >» C.N.*

Federal University of Ric de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro (RQ) Brazil.

A549

5 Martine F.S.V.*; Jesus, V.C.* and

tbiectieve: Due ta the importance of blaod transmission in the difusion of in-
fectious disease in RJ we heve performed this study in oreta better unders
tand blood transmitted disease and frequency of bloc

Methods:2, 858 (ranepai)toad donors (18 te 60 years aid)fra the
peutic cen tal, between january and june 1987 were matteto
VDRL, ELISA.BoiteCHEConplenent Fixation (Chagas) andPRIA (HBsAI An ex-
tensive questionnaire was submitted by a trained nurse in order to Diermine
passible risk factors. Chi Square test and confidence limits were used for sta
tistical analys
Results: The prevalence among blood donors (95% confidence interyel) |was found

. a 0.83);0. re HE!to be 4.45% for Lues (3.69-5.21);0.56% far Chagas (0.29-0. 7 Fi sAg
(0.39-1.1);0,21% for HIV (0.04-0; 38); The overall reaction ast one of
these infections was 5. (4.82-6.52). Thers was no statistical significance
(p<0.05) betue equi of blood donation and seropositivity for HIV, Cha

gas an Ag.Statistically significant results were fount Lues and blood
(X2=7 C also te for possible asso-sted

e blood samples, in wich Chagas and HBsAg were sta-

tiistically significant Nan46 p¢0.001).
sults show that the association between frequency of blood

action to most of the disease studied was very poor as it was
FRERExyady and"blond transmited disease. Fidings about Chagas and HBsAg were

A.551 TRENDS IN AIDS INCIDENCE BASED onLCTIVE SURVEILLANCE IN 12
MEDICAL SCHOOL AFFILIATED HOSPI
Lavenhar Marvin A. and SchneideareSa.

UMDNJ-New Jersey Medical School, Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Objective. To demonstrate how trends in AIDS incidence can be assessed
uttlizing data obtained through active surveillance in 12 hospitals affi1-

1 School.fated with the New Jersey Medica
Methods. Analyses will focus on descrriptive methods for Presenting@data in
tabular or graphic form. Survival analysis (with co-factors) will be used
for comparing survival following diagnosis among populationsubgroups.

sults. Some of thi
1. Since 1981, 221

cluding 75% males, 68% Black, 20% White, and 12% H
After annual increases from 1981 to 1987, new cases“ecined in 1988.
The primary modes transmission were: a} IV

n

ave"beenreported, in-
pant
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future treatment needs, targeting popu-

lation subgroups for intervention, and identifying Teads for further
investigation.

Human Immunodificiency Infection in the Elderly:
A Retrospective Analysts of 20 pattentsA.553

STEepeeend toesNew Jersey Medica €! nd

 

From January 1985 to June 1988 Twenty (20) patients over the age 60
years were diagnosed with HIV infection/atae according to coe criteria
grou Ve their ages ranged jo rs with a mean

uded 18 men and neherisk factors forthe
were Honpsenuatite, 6/18 Gan? oha (15),
1/18 (62), both IVDA and sexual con
2/18 (11%), unknown risk fac rate(22%)
femalesos het ose xual coate .
in the was rtunistic $n fection:
hyeabacteriun TuTubeceutosts (Wa) 3/18

al

men
Hetersexual contact

c (P cP) 3718 (30x),
(11%), concomitantP

erical sepsis 2/18 (11%). Two

aposis Sarcom the
PCP

patients with HIV usually have à typical predent-
eased severity and prognosis of HIV related iJiness and

greeter’ drua toxicity

A.550 SEROEPIDEMIOLOGY OF RUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS
TYP. D VIRAL HEPATITIS INFECTION IN NEW YORK
ITY INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDUs)

Brown, Lawrence S.*+; Kreek, M.J.**; Trepo, C.###; Chu, A.*;
. Phillipa, R.* t al. *Addiction Research

tion, Brooklyn, +Harles Hosptial
**Rockefellar University, New Y rk,

NY, USA; aneFaculte Alexia Carrell, Lyons, France.

Objective. To examine the behaviors associated with HIV=1 and
viral hepatitis infection in IVDUs enrolled in drug treatment.
Methods. As a part of a larger HIV seroprevalence study in

50 sub-
in drug treatment in NYC

ibodies

 

jects recruited from patients carolied
in 1987. Sera was collect

 
ad » Tespectively of th

evidence of EDV infection and BIV-1
p=.0073) serostatus.

similar mechan-
nd suggest that a

HBV vaccination progran 8 enrolled”in drug treatment

would have significant public health benefit

A.552 COINFECTION VIH1 ET BTL?
-Pate er*; N'Go, we Dublanchet, A.**; Lafaix, C.*
* Service des maladies infectieuses cttro‘Op:icales, at

Laboratoire de microbiologie, Viileneuve St Geor;rges-France.

Objectif : rechercher la séroprévalence du HTLV1 chez des patients
in:nfectés.par le VIH.
Méthodes :170 sérums positifs pour le VIH ont été testés pour le HTLV?
ar ‘US différents groupes à risque (toxi-P À. Les sér appartenaient a

nes, homoxesuels, post-transfusionnel, materno-foetal, et hétéro-

sexuel). Les sérums positifs en ELISA ont été confirmé:rmés en Western Blot.
s ont été positifs en ELISA dont 2 confirmés par 

Western Blot
Sexe age Origine Facteur P19 P24 P28 P53

ans Sographique de risque
Patient 1 M 27 France Toxicomane + + + +
Patient 2 M 38 Sénégal Hétérosexuel + + - -
Patient 3 F Congo Hét.térosexuet + ; +
Patient 4 rH 1 Haiti Hété: uel + + +
Un seul patien xicomane était positif et présentait|par aitieurs une
cirrhose post-hépatioue B. Le conjoint de la patiente 4 est V.

Gonelusion : la séroprévalence ELISA HTLV apparait faible (2,47) et
survenant essentiellement chez des patients venant de zones de forte

Prévalence (Afrique, Caraïbes ). Ces résultats apparaissent identiques à
ux d'autres études effectuées en région parisienn

A.554 HIV PETER INnaer AE AUTOPSIES
Barbieri DD*; Buchala, CM**; Guidugli, R***

*Ce ro de Regerénct,g Treinamento da Secretaria
de Estado da Saude de Sao Paulo *Faculdade de Saude Publica,
Universidade de Sao Paulo; FX Las ti tuto Médico Legal-Sao Paulo

zil,
The violent, deaths, the suspects deaths and deaths with any
delictous evidence must be
Considering the stigmatizing character of AIDS, the
nc dence Nn homosexual and u busers and the high prevalence

i riso we expected that suicide, homicides and suspe
deaths could occur in persons wi IDs re than in the general
population, h a retrospective approach of the report
f the "Instituto Médico Legal" of Sao Paulo City a statistical

anatisis will be of the victims seropositives to HIV asa :

ese cases, 55,7%
from suicide and 20,6% from homicide
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A555 ESTIMATES OF THE AIDS EPIDEMIC IN COSTA RICA, 1989-1993

geLeonardo’ Valadez, J,**; Mar nghe1llo, L.*
ISA, Unive of a Rica, San Pedro, Costa &

**HIID, Harvard“rive“rio Canbridge, MA, U.S.A.; sartioisery of Health,
San José, Costa Rica

Objective. 79estimate the size and impact of the AIDS epidemic
by fitting onto ‘tour statis-

hr

injTeretatle case

are either too lar; 1) Epidemic in
the r curve orrajeceed 1989 cateses (BA) to be about

twice those of 1988; thereafter, the doubli. time 11 increases. 
ophiliacs, with

AL in uals is rising ‘steadily, with no

evidence to decline in the ‘ext decade."Arps in hemophiliacs is not rising.

EVALUATION DE LA SUSCEPTIBILITE À LA PREVENTION DU SIDA CHEZ LES ETU-

DIANTS DES UNIVERSITES DYATX-MARSE IÈLE

BERESNIAK Ariel*, ENEL ANBUC R.#, SAM MARCD J.L

* Laboratoire de Santé Lie, Faculté de Médecine, Marseille, FRANCE.

A.557
 

Objectif = L'infersat: t l'outil principal de la stratégie de prévention contre le

Une tte dévatuation % cette inforsation a donc été ontreprise chez les nineMs

Universités d'Aix-Marsei}
Méthodes : Un échantillon “Ge 3.200 étudients a été réalisé par la méthode des quotas en

fonction des 61ésents sait| ase Universités: (répartition par dgn, sexe, année et

type s'éesle 3.200 questionnair: volet de réponse anonyme ont donc été envoyés par

par l'organisse neemaladie couvrant ces étudiants. 844 réponses ont été

 

Résultats : La "popopulation faits est inforsée principalesent par les sédias (87 %} et

est très sensibilisée au risque de SIDA. Toutefois, leur cosportesent sexuel s'est peu sodi-

fe (73 & se le: i

ugargon). cas . 79 % considèrent le SIDA

d'un dépistage gratuit et snonyee pour en cenneftre les résultats (84 %) et 75 % accepte-

i grenpe tésoin subissant un test.

s rfcsitons"us Frts d'unpee national de prévention basé sur l'in-
la a été rchiquesent sonopolisée par les médias. Ceux-

Les infor:cations journalistique aux inforsetions à but créventif.

e pour coerdonner toutes lestsauress d'inforsations afin d'aboutir

à un prograsse cohérent au gagnersit en iapact.

  
   

A 559 REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN SURVIVAL WITH AIDS AMONG GAY WHITE
UNITED STATES

Piette, Joan*
*Brown University, Providence,Rhode Island; USA.

Objectsve. To examine geographic variation in survival with AIDS among gay
white males in the United Stat

uryival curves are calculated using data from a census of 24,668
‘AIDS cases reported to the Centers fo: Analyses

7 eee and controlling for Randoml

e of n*2,500 are u:used to calculate Mantel-Cox statisties
testing for regional variations in survival.

vival in the Northeaste20. 8 months; median survival in
ha: onths. Survival density functions are

ne

 

egion:

ever, Northeast survival rime is longer for b m-PCP c

Mantel-Cox chi-square w/4 df.mi.Leseo0002) No differences are found in
explain the phenomenon.

st survive significantly longer

° e U.S.A.. Poasible explanations
inctudedifferences at alth care provided, patients’ treatment
prefer and re tonaldifferences in the prevalence and peverity of
aopertunistic*iiseases affecting persons with AIDS.
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ghietire. paphotropie retroviruses. Tile a ani nr
you A, the Tf i

theelé vides,pad of these rivages aug eceur by infected African persons which have ssignated
inland foucuitries. $a ottdied the Heniwce of Et), uni and Uf-1 antibedies in Test Africans inniqraats a

Darevlona, an indastrial region of Sp:
t Te studioat mwttme am @ feacies) tho cane trsubis (76), Senegal (22) and Wali i.

un  
They hire ha A3. ean age was 26.3. the referee tist facters for WH
infeea We arret proiseons, vi ‘a terval intercoucso vith imaia
peeatitati fl,mi1 and RUT-i vere titel Hah a Tsjestera Med was
eat tat indr teactite sasples.

tt Hit MT

 

nia 3 $ $

ROTEL BLOT t 3 1

 

Conclusions.) Preseace of elie sathors of EIV-2 and BTL¥-1 inQt set EI¥-1) ia assyaptonitie Fest
ia reas in Spcin, D) Aeterosexeally proniaccity is intelted eases of HIV-2 and MA-] positive

nish veatitetes are alse intravenous iru dun,|xaste inn attention to the possible
ne of<prstitates as teansaitters af 810-2 and HYis-1 fron subjects free eadenic ari

A.558 INA cnt
Shepp,David; Kaplan M; Smith M; Muggeo C. Cornell Univ.

Medical College, North Shore University Hoepil NY, USA.

i . epidemiology of infection seen in a
university-af! hospital located in a suburban

the New York City limits in Long Island.
. clini of the Div. of Infectious Disease

hone area codes.
. Fram 1981 to 1988, 808 patients wi:

and Suffolk
HIV infection

were from Ce.Pare 51,and268 fom
(area 718). The characteristics of the group (in *) are as follows:

FER i E ON-WETET GA [VD ETERO E NK

 

was predominantly white in risk oRee 59/195
were non-white tyeared with1410/613 (st men(p<0.01)aand

nor-white compared wilTESAgs

this setting, non-white women
ee neete aid in the group as a whole.

POSSIBILITIES OF
PULATIONS, A MODELLING TOOL"TORDECISIONMAKERSA.560

“Mi G, Dietrich Dürer, *** José J. Gonzélez, ®*** Johanna L'age-

> weeees Ulrich v. Welck

* Vardcentralen, S-54600 Karisborg, Sweden; °* Psychology II, University, Oe
Bamberg, FRG; *** ASA, N-4800 Arendal, Norway; **** Robert-Koch-Institute, BGA,

D-1000 Berlin 65, FRG; ***** institute Informatics, University, NSnem,

Norway; München 60, FRG.

muepram ‘IDS Spread Stanton andPrint(AS) 18 amodelling tool

ty gui-

ng special
aeeeeAT ac compat) one 4sera al autre

since early 1988. F I f tbe p licath
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FODRSONOF NCUBATTON PERIOD AND PROGRESSION
TO DISEASEA.561

* MICHAEL G. KOCH,* PA Davidsen, ** Ulrich v. Welck, °*** José J. Gonzélez

* Virdcentralen, 5-546 Karisborg, Sweden; * Institute of Informatics, University,

X00 Ben, Neem°™ ACS, DOW Manchin 6 FR:ASK N-4800 Arendal,
lorway.

about 50 different clinical follow-up studies from varions regions in the
world, wetried to define thethe progression rates of HIV infected persons to AIDS. The

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparing dies, th fn time shows todomi a
pial th cy y d The shape of

hancement of pathogenicity by here, intraindi speeded

A.563 WOMEN WITH AIDS: SenENENG heed 1988
lose. Patricia; Bais, P.; Lynch 3 Lombardo, J.;
Kapila, R. University of.Hedinand Dentistry of
New Jersey, Newark, New Jersey, USA.

Polecttve: To describe the,Pidentology and natural history of HIV
romen in Newark, New Jereey.

Nethode? This isa continuation of our 8 of women with HIV disease
‘startedin The tion of 174 new ces in 1988 makes a total of

ty.
1980

538 women seen with HIV inf
Results: of the area surrounding our
hospital ( orest large city in the US),
with 156 (80.82az) Black,3 Crest)KHispanic La 5 (2. 92) WadWhite. Their age
range was 19-55 with 1 (.62) less than 20, 42 (24,12)
(60.9%) aged 30-39, 21 (12.12) “aged 40-49 and 4 (2.3%) aged cs Their

© IVDA in 105 (60.32), hetrossxual expo: in 37
and transfusion ing TD.ea

rtunistic infections (OI) 22 UT,82) were PCP,%, 28.3)
cryptococcal ) toxotuberculose, 6 (13.32) 74 (8.

and 1 (2.2%) lymphoma, There were 25 deaths in 1988 with an creeee
34.1 years. The aver length t ‘om diagnosis death

15.5 weeks with a range of 2 days to 44 weeks. (14.5 weeks - 1987).
Conclusion: This is the first year that the number of new cases is not
much from the previousser(16 new cases in 1987). PCP and

8 remain most of 0 8 ine is the
mumber of deaths in 1988 (204in97)snd the continued short time span
om diagnosis to death in city woman

EFFECT OF AGE ON AIDS ATTACK RATE IN HEMOPHILICS IN

CALIFORNIA

Greene Edward*; Holman, R.**; Jason, J.**; Evatt, B.**;
Hartman, G.***; Lewis, B.***; Glader, B.***; Katz, J.***;

Dietrich, S.***; abildgaard C.*#*; Ke + M.***} Anderson, H.***; Sun,

eee ‘hildrens Hospital of Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California

Cl factors Division, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia;

sencalifornia Hemophilia Study Group, CA, U.S.A.

Comprehensive Care is provided to 90% of hemophiliacs in California by 13

year

was that reported to the CDC to 12/31/1987. The increase b

the HIV positivity rate and rate was statistically an

logical status was reported on

sta wa. kni a“HIV itive patients (62.4%),37 negative

(37.6%) and 578 patients (40.2%) had not been teste: je ‘ate of

is defined a an x of cases of AIDS patients reporte as compared

with the numbe: positives:mi zate for the group a whole weaa

ge group showing higher frequencies than those

in the 13-20 age group.

A.562 HIV SEROPREVALENCE AT cook COUNTY HOSPITAL, Des A THO-YEAR ae

RouenHal A5 Cohen, M.*; Henb, Slow at.

k County Hospital Atos Preverntion Service; =at ieBlood

Bank; *** Cereak Health8Services, polcantty Jai].chi cago, I], U.S.A.

Objectives. To determine the prevalence of HIV ‘nfection among persons at risk of HIV infactton at

Cook County Hospital, Chicago, in 1987 and 1988, trends among groups at risk.
Nha. From vine to 12/31/88, 2,084 clients ret HIV antibody counseling. Demographics:
425 women, 58% 69% black, 15% Hispannie,ait white. Of 2,084 persons counseled, 1,146 (55%) were
tested in ‘1988,” ‘1987, 1,042 eled A 522 (50.0%) were tested. Two positive Elks

and a positive Nestern Blot were costarpositive. Class IV HIV infection was excluded

 

 
 

 

Results. Table I shows the results TABLE 1 #- to be presented

1987 1988
N Pos $ À POS 4

GAY/BISEX 18! 110 60.8 * $8 *
GAY/BI IVOU 15 Y 13.3 * T *

DU 200 66 33.0 * RI *
HETERO PARTNER AT RISK 50 1 24.0 x 3 *
TRANSFSN RECIP 10 3 30.0 * 4 *
MULT HETERO PARTNER 56 6 9.5 * 3 *
PEDIATRIC - MTHR AT RSK- 10 i 33.3 x 4 x

522 1461 23.
Of those positive in 1988, 101 (82%) were male, and 31 (18%) female. Sy race, 181TsiS) we:

black, 55 (20.2%) hispanic. and 34 (12.5%) white. Four (1.5%) ware newborn & 31 (11.4%) wereeu.

Conclusions. Overall, a 30.7% increase in HIV seropositivity was obse rom 1987-1
Increased access to HIV counseling and testing resulted in a 178.3% increase in HIV seronegative
persons at risk counseled. increased numbers of infected IVDUS and heteros were identified.

A.564 SURVEY OF STREETWALKING PROSTITUTES IN
° NEW YORK cry FOR ANTI-HIV-1 ANTIBODIES

for Researchand Beatrice,
Sexually T: ited Diseases, New York, NY, USA and**New York City Department of
Health, NewŸVois NY, USA.

Qbiective. To determine thedees OFHIY:1 exposure in streetwalking prostitutes ofNew York.
Methods. In 1985- 1988prostitutesworking on the streets of New YorkCity were tested for
anti-HIV-1 antibodies,
with Wester Blot confirmation, Tt th
worked, and histories of risk behavior: incl f fusions, i d
use, or lovers who were known to be intravenou:NDSBUG veers

. The rates ofpositivity declined from 1985 to 1988.

1985 1986 1987 1988

 

umber ° ‘ositive

T Ol es

wereexamined, ofwhom 14(8.9%) were foundto infected. Of
2h2)wsieidà travenous drug abuse, 6 (30%) were positive.Re®8%)

intravenous druguse, 8 (5%) Were positive. In 1982, a similar survey of Ta/Tg
f New York City, showed a rate

of 19% iimmune »deficiency,
. Although there has not been an of infection amon;

Prostitutes, there remainalonenumbersmaymanyasotofinfectedwomena waking the
An in-depth study and program

YorkCity will begin in March of 7089,

PREVALENCE OFea IN I.V. DRUG USERS OF LATINA

A.566 PROVINCE, ITAL’
Perroni Luigi,LeFoche L.,Mercurte "V. ,Taeconi L.,Zanini R.andSoscia F.

Dept

 
es

Subjects repeatedly HIV positive (Elisa Abbot) confirmed by Western Blot

were a te i rs and for syphilis (VDRL,FTA,-

rmed to detect presence

S.T.D.).
A standardized questionnaire with questions on sexual preferences, number

cf sexual partners prostitution, needle sharing was submitted to them.

Results.Results are shown in table; 90% often shared syringes,while 20%
had 3 or more sexual partners in the previous year,5% were omo-bisexual

and 3% were prostitutes. . . .
e.v.d.u. tested HIV+ HBsAg+ HBsAb+ VORL/ETA/TPHA S.T.D. ( of 302 HIV+)

03 658 302 25 140
Conclusion.Our data show the nigh prevalence of HIV infection in i.v.d.u.

in our province.The high frequency of needle sharing is notewort!

we ponte contributory role of sexual at risk habits to HIV transniesion

n i.v.d.u. ould be further investigated.
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A.567 36 MONTHS FOLLOW-UPoF awe SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDUALS
2

1.Mezz c. Pap A.M.Pesce, G.D'Offizi, E.Pinter,
-:6.Luzi “and F.A

pee rwee and Clinical ‘mmanotogy, University of Rome "La Sapienza"
ome, ,

 

Qbiective - To evaluate the re-classification sist in KIV-1stayes according to tie seropositive patients at various cliaica]

> Patients belonging te.at risk categories were inctuded: 25 henesensa}ty 211 drop addicts, 22
beterosexeats. y were classified at the first medical check according the COC system: 40 COC-Ii, 210
Dei."telected it were adnitted to a follow ap protocol (24 and 34 months). Every énenits a
clinical ap date was per
Reselts e percentage of re-classified patients bs as it {elles

it om COC-I
 

 

cc 6 12 4 % or $26 %

uN 140 # 4 € Ji in # 73 7
nn uw 14 A 2 8 it
KM 3 2 Mt 1 5 7
KG 2.2 we 7 4B
Wwe 21 nee

Conclusions - Imnenolegical features and clinical evolution shos that a high risk pepstation is
Le ia COC-II pationts, who appear tess stable dering the follow up (AGE eontated if compared with

of COC-111).

HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV INFECTION IN A GROUP OF

POPULATION OF MADRID CITY

Ortiz, Carmen; Babin, F;

A.569
Andreu, P; Bru, F; Pascual, I;

Colomo, C.;

C.P.S. Centro, Madrid Council, Madrid, Spain.

Objective. Epidemiological study of HIV infection in 318 subjects with the on

iy risk of heterosexual transmission.

thods. Somputertzed nata of Internal Medicine and Dermatology Units of +t

Ly:sis. Twenty two socii d DenoVeparanstars

7 woman) were followed during

 
 Results. The incidence of HIV infection was o: cases (8, 17%),“acases
of stage II, : III and 3 cases of stage IV). In the stu

concomitant disease, of HIV infected patientes oral candidiasis. and seberreic

d with statistically oe

diff use of condom in HIV infected (23,07%) and seronegative pa-
tients (20,Bax)was also observed.

Conclu:

- The results are similar to others obtained in other big cities

= Condom use must be a great task for health professionals, and more knoled-

en needed in health care education to improve the use of preventive

A 571 UME CLASSIFICATION CIM-9 POUR LES INFECTIONS PAR LE VIA

° L' EXPERIENCE FRANCAISE EN MORBIDITE ECSPITALIERE

Fsbrice*. PIBARCT ML.¢, JESTIN C.**, LAPORTE A.***, BRUNET JB***.

* Direction Ses Hôpitaux, ** Service des Statistiques, Etudes et des Systèmes d'Information,

se“ Direction Générale de 1s Santé. Minietére de le pas Peria, France.

Objectife : Evaluer de nouveaux codes CIM-9 pour Les infections VIH en morbidité hospital:

nord-eméricains,

actualisée (aetisieaen OMS 1985). Les oodes des diegnostice principaux et seconds: 3 où
hospitelisations (court séjour et hôpital de jour) réaliséen dans 16 centres de réf nt

L'année 1988, ont êté enalyzés pue due de l'utilisetion de ces
Résuitate SIDA avéré evec x x

: 042.0 Infections copertunietes 636
044.0 Infaction aigue 39 ©, .2 Tuseure es 130 3.3

.6 Asyuptématique es2 wajus +4 Troubles semrotogiquee 56 1.4

.9 Infection VIH, SAI “« 1, +4 Trou nerveux 133 4,7 [43.2
7 Affactions multiples 462 11.6

043.0 Lympbadéacpeth 609 15.6 [22,6 .0 Autres ef: 4
3 Autres formes Mere 663 17.0 13

dication (SA) sont trés utilisés (1,9 4} st concernent fréquemment

des SIDA pédistriques (6/13). Le code 042.8 est utilisé pour les eumonies penses

dculiers à la version françsise (042.7. 043.3) son!

1) on .7). on note toujours une inf:

(pmeumocystose 51.2 4. cérébrale 16,1 %. cytomegalovirus 16.6 %, candidose oeno-

trachéo- re 13,4 4) t associée à un Kaposi (52.7 3) : 2) les autres formes

mines (03.3) mt pue 9.3à dns inrations Comines 55, zona 20,6 k} at pour 28,7 à

des ne 19.9 

iCes codes CIM-9 apparainsent adaptés 4 le rites hospitalière.
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ABSENCEACTES DE HIV2 A BRAZZAVILIE (CONGO?

+ M.BIENDO™ J.MaDzOUKA", i. coprn® s B.ca"
CHU dns,; Brasseville, Congo.

CIRE: CeContributior èépidémiologie de HIV2 en Afrique, à étudo de
actions croisées HIV1

A.568

METHODES:Dang 1022 sérum: malades, séleotion selon critèresD
et 573 ‘sérums de donneurs de sang: dettection d'an HIv2
par ELAVIA I et II et contieattonneeérans) par uyy BLO I et II.

: + HIV2- «= pure (47 98)RIVA
+ et HIV2seteà +2/0636/102oscarser+ HIV - otHIV2+ = 34/1022(3 35) «= 4

rtTe)
mes tests sucoessivement :20/TR 2 ne 4,8%)

62/64(96,855
ofil fréquent: salH 0, aioe GP41; Dore: CEA 18"B34, eee

Fée. n 25/48(52 108)
nfirmés , actions seulement avec 7 ou 3 protéines au Core:46/48

ra, P25, 14,“P40,sr, P55. 7/48: sumréaction.
malades, ni chez donneurs de gang aucune protéine Env(es 41, ‘on 05/130
meadsontaiederéaction: Mais 31/64(48 ,4%) ? réactio: roisées avec cor
qt s protéines): sur 31 cas, P3 trouvé:30:foLois(96,7); P26=
r9(e1moPa @ 8(25 es), P6 et P56= 1fois chacun(3 ,2%)

CONCLUSIONS : actuellement absent à Brassavi ais nombreu:
réactions crodgées (néoessité de teats de discrimination).b)-Gontizmation

action croisée dans Core. c)= Problènes de faux positifs en trans
eosion. d)- Perte de P25 rare chez nos

SAFE AND UNSAFE SEXUAL PRACTICES AMONG
HOMOSEXUAL MEN,AND THE RISK OF HIV INFECTION

Rouzioux C**,

A.570

 

 

Antoine”, Bucquetrs ‘awa LE. INSERDA ©“Hopital Neckez, Paris ;

Qbiective : T ton etel RP EITY infarct : 7 ith regard €.

and unsafe sexual practices.

and vanrcalopias ©of the lh area. he jects wereof unknown or ofnou
negative serological status. Before beiningne dy end anpeotentedfill asclf-adminisred
ques! momend
lor protected ones, the frequency fubricant use was asked,«sinceaybused lubricants
mi, condom. To adjust for Previously establishedisk fcosLeis

theManeHace procedure. Seuncerticant variables were then testedusinusing @ logistic
regression.

 Results: Pra
with irc(base mend receptiveApravar sex ; andreculden after sex.

ith seropositivity were :: insertive and receptive genito-oral sex
i percentof the subjects teed

Etatlubricants.

Conclusion: Reduc:ToDeneonu bacsTobaa voicondoneand
achieve total Pere of infection. Th
rectal douching after sex should be avoided.

EVALUATION OF A PEDIATRIC AIDS OUTPATIENT PROGRAX.

=) ; Merodio, C.; Babin, F.; Andreu, P.;
Quintero, ¥.; Coe co ‘ co

C.P.S. Centro. Madrid Council. Spain.

A.572

QBIECTIVE: To evaluate the children's AIDS rogram carried ovt in an
outpatient clinic located in the “Centro” distric Madrid city.

Tone: 150 children ranging from the of 15 days to 13 years wie
studied. Biological and payehpeooial paranetsre were analized. y

RESULTS: 108 children (63%) were seronegative and 22 (13%) had antibodies at
any time of their. Ali seropaeitives ont drenbadgeropositive mothers; ss
cent of the 12 children over pas of ara infected &3,4 4
years of age). All except onyBee hen of rwears erDoan yatho: tom
after 18 months of follow-up. Two children weré not fol

ose infants under 15 monthe, 20 per cent (2) eos ceronegative
and 80 perPene(8) are still seropositive.

Jo one of the 86 children living with seropositive adults, and
shering house hold goods (57% of these considered risk goods), were infected

CONCLUSIONS: A disminution of the incidence of HIV infection in children over
the age of 15 months, was observed.

The lack of transmission in house holders.

To emphasize the importance of biologic and social factors in
health state of yhene chidren. %

The low rate of abandonment of the program as it was carried out
in an outpatient clinic in the commnity.
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FIRST CASE OF HIVI/HIV2 INFECTION IN CAMEROON

UE, L.* aSEE L.** y NGU, K. ** 1 QUATTARA, AS** y
SALLA,

A.578

* NATIONALADS COMITTEE YATUNE, ” CAMEROON ** UNIVERSITY TEACHING HOSPITAL
YAQUNOE, CAMEROON *** INSTITUT PHERGUR: ABIDJAN, COTE D'IVOIRE
**** CENTRAL HOSPITAL, YAOUNDE, CAMERODI

Deective. To report the first case of HIV1 and HIV2 infection diagnosed in

cameroonian patient. Up till june 1988, 6 OCC sara were screened for HIV2

antibodies and el] were found negativa

Methods. Systematic screening of atients referred to the University tea-

ching Hospital, using Elisa test (Behring nvon Elavia2) and Western Blotp
{Oupont and ee Pasteur) for confirma

Results. A 28 years old patient referred for prolong fever, waight loss

and oral candidcsis wwas recently found HIV1 and HIV2 positive. Looking

et the past medical hisstory, the patient had frequented West Africa

lusion. From this case study, we should stert thinking about the

presence of HIV2 eneroon, considering the frequent movemsnt of people

batween naighbouring countries

 

 

A.575

NEW CASE DEFINITION CRITERIA, ITS IMPACT ON EPIDEWIOLOGICAL SURVEILLANCE

aeen Re André iefael*; Telloeron reneano, M4 José**

« rétarie General del Plan Nacional”sob
“o SubdineceisnGeneral aeInformacién sentiers ; Fpitotetete, Madrid Spain,

ve AIDS cases

rs at risk

ci
Nevertheless, @ 22.56% in

in the homosexual transmission ne

teensetuberculosis)*93% among (%
aesocts ia te Caberculosie, extrapul: ), a 10.60%in the heteroenual

transmission category an: smong childrendrenbors fron mothers a ru

usioi Different impact 1e observad.in different couneryar

respect to pathological background and epidento:ological|pettern. 2) mele -

vance of these results is important for cpideatoleg, cal analysis, trends and
predictions. 3) This different impact should be consideredbyPublPublicnHealth |
strategies and policies on people's perception about the

 

A.577 CONTROLOF HIV TRANSMISSION IN THE NATIONAL BLOOD BANK
IN MALI

M. K. Maiga, S. Traore, A. Guindo, O. Fofana, Comité de lutte
sctentifiqueet technique contre ie SIDA, Bamako, Mati.

nce the beginning of the national AIDS program in Mali in 1987, the ratio
nal.biced bank was one of the strategic points for detection, prevention
the transmission of the huma: re he follow up of the Prevalence

from pre

841 were tested using

confirmed by Western Blot.
increas the seroprevalence of HIV infecti

140 wera in ee nineteen (19 = 1.66 %) and 1988 out
%) were found positive. This represent a

total increase 3625 Zin en
onclus i: oth years the studieed cohort was not randomized and

is not reprerentative of the Malianan population. Although inthe country
the infection rate is generally low pid expansion of the
epidemic is demonstrat d in this study. Beside dispositions undertaken for
transfusion 8 ation an has started

8 the efforts of the national AIDS c tee to prevent the
transmission of the retrovirus should be activiy ©reinforced.

A 574 HIV SPREAD IN PROSTITUTE bahiaIN use {FRANCE ) .
a Gayet-Mengelle C.*, Puel Jacquelin Ave: a S.** Bazex J.**

ratoire de Virelogie, CHU Purban

*#*Service de Dermatologie, CH La Grave, Toulouse FRANCE .

Objective, peassesa the risk of contamination through prostitution (male or

aonale) in ci
thods. Veanyatenaticalty screened an’

andate (9 coming

it

i wttee antibodies in 97 female prosti-

ansexuals, regularly

the
e paetient seroconverted in 1985, and

3 patients were seropositive“2tn 1986aand 1 in 1987).For these patients drug
addiction is unk
Conclusion. The vrontd tute Population of Toulouse seems to be rofree

of HIV-1 contamination. But these results do not entirely reflect i~

tuation as a marginal prostitution also existe with p ople who are re tly

t sul to any control. Al iw nees are relatively reasauring,

elementary precautions must the pease,taken
‘aince contamination through prostitution’hasbbeen shown be a real risk

A 576 PREVALENCE OF DIFFERENT RETROVIRUS IN SPANISH INTRAVENOUS DRUG

" USERS DURING 1.967-1.988. CLINICAL FINDINGS OF SEROPOSITIVES.

Contreras G., fenteSaiz A., Vallhonrat E., Varela J.M., Peres Alvarez L.,

Najera RK. Instituto de Salud Carlos Ill, Madrid, Spain.

OBJZTIVE.- To analyze the seroprevalence of HIV-2 ang HTLV-I in spa

nish intravenous drug users (IVDA) and the clinical findings aeropositives
0 HIV-1 in relationships to the antigenemia status. We deternine as well —

the incidence ef coinfection enner infectious agents
METHODS.- Sera collec 4.269 IVDAs were ‘teste (1,888 in -

1.987 and 2.381in 1.988). The sresence of anti-HIV-1, -HIV-2, -HTLV-I anti-

odies was reveaied by ELISA. IFA and WB was used as a confirmatory test. ——

antigen ELISA test wes used for HI 4 antigen detection.

~ The prevalence ofay1 was 64,7% in 1.987
1.988. pata colle:otion are ongoing analysis suggests uy
70% of seropositives still ceyntenatic and a 30%

‘ection. We are currently perform.orming the seroprevalence of a
ae and HTLV-I in a group of IVDAs with statistic significance. A 8% sh
HBsAg and a 2,5% active prontiis

 

and 61,9% in
ip to date that a

shows sone patology related

jong the spanish ‘angsers. Very preliminary results indi
cate no incidence of HIV-2 and HTLV-I in this IDVA population ~

A.578

THE CASE DEFINITION CRITERIA, ITS IMPACT ON EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SURVEILLANCE,

IN SPAIN. De Andrés, Rafael*; Tello, Odorina**; Medrano, MA. Josée.

* Secretaria General del Plan Nacional sobreel SIDA;

** Subdireccién General de 1 4 taris y Eridentologta,Madrid,spin
ve AIDS c Sy ener 2lst. 1

tions of case definition criteria for reporting AI in at

1987 by CDC, acoep: WHO in Sep and lied by the E an ki

January lst + We have studie: e impact of these new criteria of ca-

se definition among cases diagnosed in Spain since 1981. Since Ji

a 72. case incre: has been applying the new criteria of case

definition in respect to the old By the criteri, ive =

revision of cases diagnosed|beforethi last date classified as no AIDS by the ~

old siens means a 13.15% increese in 1984, ,76% in 1985, 13, 1966 -
30.13% in 1987. thie impact is clearly higher among IVDU (47,34%) and chil

ers at risk (58. than in the desion ca-
The impact is also different by pathological and transmissi:

tegories. Ka sarc sed 1.25% in the ssion -

tego! e « Ne: eless, a 22.56% i: je associated

to oportunistic infections is detected in the 1 transmission ( n

transai: 7.22% among children born fros mothers at risk.

Conclusions: 1) Different impact is observed in different coun’ areas in —

‘ respect pathol. and epidemiological pattern. 2) The rei

ce of results for epidemiological sis, and
dictions. 3)
strategies and policies on people's perception about the case number increase.
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A.579 Wactohelchristensen, B.*; Bidrner, ye"Erikason, B.**%; A.580 DISEASECLIC.Gok IY INFECTION AT A SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED

Krasnik
*Danish Institute for wealth and Nursing Research, nhagen, Denmark,
**Inst of Social Medicine, Copenhagen, Denmark, ***Nordic School of Public

Health, Géteborg,

Psychological, social, administrative and political aspects of AIDS in the

Nordic countries havepeerreviewed by the Nordic School of Public Health.
As , the ppear aee similar. Specified AIDS-commissions
have been established, closelyPlined to governments. ecific target groups
like homosexual: nvolved in peoventive activities. Healt: educa,
tion has been depicted the most important issue to combat AIDS. Large

i in o the general public

. Anyone perso have and remain
anonymous except in Iceli re the person basto identify,“hinsel£ at the

testspite, bat isreported by cod
similar in Nordic countries basically handled by

cehealth ‘authorities. Voluntar: private organisations are, however,
e import: than rally in the+heath sector.

"Differences.exist inregisslat den and IcelandRivintaction as

under the law exually couanittes” diseases. In it is

motifcable disease vie there are no specific Legiglation ” concerning
HIV-infection in Denmark and Norway.

A.581 Evaluation of araenPTENREY HIV diagnosis and management

gone sie tralia

Aes Mi re, Harry; Turbitt, P.; Begley, Kes Gold, J.

Albion streettabs} Liteeeeee Sydney, Australia

Objective: To provide a multidisciplinary diagnosis, ambulatory care and

arly intervention service persons infected with HIV.
Mat The Albion Stree (arb: } Centre, establi: in March 1985, 1s

staffed by 45 full time professional an uppersser including doctors,

es, conselos rch officers. provides eaan

- of ATVnsmentedSigns and symp’ » referr onalaocaport

groups. A computer ed me record system was develooped implement-
ed enable management of ongoing epidemiological surveillance, evaluation

of risk education programmes and early inte on di trials.

Results: To the end of December 1988 a totaloformetclientsnt been

tested at the Centre, 9049 male, ESre1e 24 tl rr unknown,

users and 401 tes. ortthe total"1408 ue. 8%)
antibody positives“es (94%) were homosexu:

ntravenous

 

“era users and mne5%)
Over 70% of ci

ti
oreventson strategies aimed at slowing dise:

A.583 LYMPHADENOPATHY IS A WEAK PREDICTOR OF CLINICAL OUTCOME

ixty INFECTION
William*; Anderson, R.**; Royce, R.***; Shiboski, S.#***

*Children's Rospttab San lacs CA, USA; #uVARX, ines San Francisco,

CA, USA; ***University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA

Objective.
outcome in
Methods.

To determine the relationship of lymphadenopathy to clinical

HIV, infecti
Lymphadenopathywas measured by trained examiners in a popularion-

5 men from the San Francisco Men's Health Study wi

seropositive at entry in Fall 1984. The incidence of symptoms of progressive
S were determined at 4? month's follow-u

The presence of 22 extrasnguinal nodes 2 1 ci Presence of
total Ssripheral lymphoid mas: 0 cm were both associated with slight but
not statistically significant”eased risk of developing both HIV-related
symptoms and AIDS.
é sk of: Symptoms Odds Ratio (95% CI)

2 Nodes 31/83 (37%)
Z? Nodes 121/232 (362) 1.4 (1.0°1.9)

10 ca 78/159 (49%)
5 Oem 31/47 (664) 1°? (1-0-1.7)
Ina multiple regression analysis controlling for a-2 microglobulin

nd symptoms, lymphadenopathy did not independently oredtetFins (p=0.7).
Conclusion. Lymphadencpathy measured in two ways predicts future development
of clinical illness or AIDS only weakly in HIV infection.

8 Ratio (952CI)
TE aS
63/285 (222) 1+5 (0.9-2.6)
38/192 (20%)
18/60 (30%) 1.5 (0.9-2.4)
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Beid: Sary *; LoConte J.*#*; Byrnes D,**, “Saint Michael's
Medical Center, East“re Health Department, Newark, N.J.U.S

Objective. To serermine HIV riskprofile ofay infected individuals in an
STD clinic population, and coex: ig STD's time of diagno:
Methods. Que hundred and “fortparlent8 vere counselled oatested for
HIV anti y r a 7? month pe: irteen

» Mean age 2. 2 +7.4(SD) years. Risk
5 (38 2) patients;

ex with prostitute, 2 (15
and Homosexual, 1 (7 %) patient; Tnkown 1 ¢

is vi R titer rangin,
1 patient had a rising RPR titer despite treatment
(total 7.2 million units). 3/6 patients had evidence of an ulcer or skin

À

the majority of patients identified

ion. Pi genital a
appear to partic‘ularly be at increasedrisk for acquiring syphilis and
HIV infectio:

A.582 VIRAL|HEPATITIS B(HBV)AND AIDS IN RISK COMMUNITIES IN THE
NORTH OF ARGENTINA
Fay,0scacar* **;Biglione ,J** ;Fernfndez ,E* ;Galindez,J** ;Guagnim,

L** ;Navarret ,N**et
*Cent:tro Tecnologia en Salud Pblica,UNR;**Comité Prevencién SIDA,Rosario,
Santa Fe Argentina.

Objective. To study the attack rate of HBV and in drug addicts (IVDA)and
homosexualexuals (HS) ,compared with the general populationas per samples collected
from voluntary blood donors -

amples from ities seeking medical|advice
ai.HBVcarriers were differentiated thru ELISA HBsAg

ELISA antiand previously infected ones, i-HBc. All sera were searched for
HIV thru ELISA and confirmed t inmmoelectrotransf e (KB).
Results. Commmity HIV (No) (+) 3 Anti-HBc (+) +

VDA (+) (154) 16 (10) 90 58)
(-) (373) 32 (8. 231 (62)

TOT: 527 48 (9.3) 321 0
HS (+) (43) 3 (7) 32 (75)

(-) (408) 28 (7) 306 (75)
31 7 338 75

Conclusion.HBV-infection is °to 8 times more f: e above risk pop-
ulation in NEA, HBV attack rate is higher among
Tong IVDA. -chronic carriers were ft more IVDA
HS. There are mor = c carriers among than among +

ing s .
is not statistically Significant to determine HBV presence in each population.

A.584 DIAGNOSIS AND PORTALITY TRENDS IN AN OUTPATIENT AIDS CLINIC
" Ke eSfrat Kel . rte,

e Hospital tontse/Cormunity Health project NY,NY USA.
Objective: To review trennds in diseases of diagnosis and à
based primary care AIDS clinic population as a basis for imp Mi

f
ends indiseases of diagnosis anddiseases of death over three

years are as 0
isease offDiagnosis Disease of Death

1986 198 1988
PCP 21(41%) 21(40%) 19(40%) PCP 8(36%) alti) 0(0%)

7(20%) 8(35%)22(43%) 17(32%) 13(274) K
All er8(16%) 15(28%) 16(33%) Unknown/  2(9%) 10(29%) 10(37%)

14 sting
ther 11(50%) 14(40%) 9(388)Al

Conclusion: With the advent of PCP prophylaxis and ‘improved manageme
mortality from PCP has decreased while the incidence of PCP ha:

A
alert to subgroups who would benefit from

earlier diagnosis . ial concern are the increased deaths
f unknown S$. Perhaps more aggressive work-up might have elicited a
definite diagnosis amenable to treatment, e.g., extrapulmonary pneumocystis.
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‘ SEROLOGICAL TREND FOR 22 MEXICAN HOMOSEXUAL PATIENTS THAT PREVALENCE OF HBV AXD HOV MARKERS IN PATIENTS INFECTED WITH
A.585 ina<INTOMKATIC ANDDASTATORATIC SEROPOSITIVE A.586 HIV If BUENOS AIRES,ee BENEIUGCL J, ASTARLO&A L

*; -*; Delgadillo S.* and Dominguez J.* -QZ N, CASTELLO T, SC $, COMPAGNUCCI A, da BOUZA J,
*Centro Nacional weeiiireiciusven’ssanguines, México, D.F., Mexi CORTI M and DIAZ LESTREM M, HOSPITAL FeJ.MINIZ.

“OBJETIVE:The purpose of this study is evaluate
Objet HOY mark na group of patients infected with HIV, METHODS196 patients(70
To fetta the presence of HIV Ag and the absence ofA3for one full year  mles-26 femles between 15 an years)were studied, re 517 hanose=
in 22 patients: that were positive asintomatic 1,6 pertners of HIV(e)PA#&IENTS and 1h Ce Hiv seropositivity was
Methods. The study was done in 16 asintomatic painter+ic “fase 1, detrmined WB and all studied with HBV an
FaseIT, and I with ARC. A determination of ENV/CORE and detection oFuv Ag . AntifBe titers were s TE T'espositive pionsit wasasdetected
i ‘ s made to each and everyone of ti ame FT of imeSel)teereteto30ETRS
esults. The ones on fase s absence of p24 only one was posit ESULTS ¢tameans +. …
ne 93 he patient with ARC was negative for p24 and positive for HIV19 EN DC)onsTenantiHBc(é) 11) metal(7Teo)

and one of the asintomatic patients sl absence of p24 and tive TAN,
the rest of the patients did not show presence of p24 no: V5M nege HBsAg(+) (oReslgh antiHBe(+) 52) HBeig(+) PE)
Fron t grou ofpatients 5 have jtied and only one with HIV Ag positive in 3223) Ga antHBe ()16(76¢)sofibengepeetsie
serum manifested al] fases of the illness while theother four were victims

fulminant neurological alterations the 7l, patients in whom antilBe was detected ) had antiHDV Gs 3 ofos
conclusa

0 the:se finding we can conclude that for the group of patients, the
trending stablished turned out to be quite interesting:since for those patien
ts that 7through al] fases of the iliness itts posible to detec

of p24 at a certain stage while those that presentedeurT10
gicial alterations the HIV Ag was never detec

HAUTE PREVALENCE DE L'HTLV-1 ET FAIBLE PREVALENCE
DU HIV CHEZ LES LEPREUX DECiCOTE D'IVOIRE.
Sangaré*, M.Verdier**, B.Sorro#*#, G.M.Gershy-Damet*,

> Fra s Denis** et coll.*institut Pasteur et *#*INSP Abidjan
Gave d'IvoireireVS CHU Dupuytren, Limoges, France.

Objectif : Les études concernant lèpre et HIV ou HTLV-i sont exceptionnelles. Il
était intéressant d'étudier

- prévalence HIV et HTLV-i chez les iépreux par rapport aux témoinns
ence des formes de Jèpre et des zones géographiques sur la séropositi

Matériel etméthodes 1 584 sérums de iépreux et 812 sérums de population émoin
Eté soumis à des tests de :

"dépistage HIV-1 et HIV-2 par ELISA Abbott recombinant HIV-1/HIV-2 EIA
V-1 par ELISAJAbbott1HTLV-1 EIA

- Confirmation HIV par Western blot Pasteur (Rapid Lav Blot 1 et 2)
HTLV-1 par Western blot “maison" a: la souche HUT 102

Lépreux

A.587

Résultats : Témoins
HIV x 213%
HTLV-1 we 1,9% so 0

En fonction des zones géogr:aphiques les prévalentes chez les Répreux varient de 0,9
à 7,7% pour HIV et de 3,2 à En RTEvol I ny à pas de différence
significative de séropositivité pour un rétrovirus donné on lefcforme de lèpre.

: Les lépreux étude menée en Côte haie ne sont pas plus
souvent Tnfectés par ie pat et/ou HIV-2 que les populatiions té
Le viru:s HT est retrouvé de nt nificativement plus élevée chez ies
lépreux ¢ z les témoins (14,4% contre 1,9%). 11 semble exister chez les iépreux
des vcnuers*iHTLV-i.

 

AIDS: KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES AMONG DIFFERENT
A.589 Enavicrs

r, Gama Jahan, M.* and Carter, R.*
Meharry Medical ee wth‘Tennessee, USA

is an international as well as a national public health problem.

Since the identification of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (ADS) in
1981, the number of cases has steadily increased throughout the

The World Health Organization estimated that the world total of AIDScases
will reach up to three million over the next five years. Despite the
considerable national effort to promote AIDS education among the public,
here are sti misconceptions regarding some alledged modes of
transmission of A.

rayàtheethnie differences in knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs
abount°xIs, ed 161 U.S. residents from 31 different countries
An anonymous Selfadministered questionnaire was developed to compile this
data

The results of this survey suggest that AIDS-related knowled
generaliy incomplete and there are still misconceptions|about AIDSBrena
jess of ethnicity or national origin. How d Eur

re aware of some of the modes of contractingTAIDSthan people trom
Asia,“the Middle Rast. or Africa. We conclude that s ic and|nationa.
groups are more likely to have misconceptions about AIDS than other
Thereforrecatpropublic educational programs and activities with
special a ach p ams for ethnic groups in the tates must be
accomplishedthroughenethods that are culturally sensitive if they are to
be e

eee FeftorHa (ule), 1 with detectable TeM antiHBe(¢) and ant
and 2 aio(-) a HBokg(+).the fourth serum had only antiHBe alone

M); 2of thesetetes hors
CONITSrOTLAS to be concluded thet

mi in the 22% HBskg wa
a nteral

era,
relationship to intravenous drug abusers in our country

 

A 590 ‘AIDS LONG ISLAND,
. Bruce 9. figins, N. Hontgosery, 5. Forlenza. Nassau County Medical Center,

East Meadow, W.¥,

jective. To descri istics of ideni Sub Island,

Nassau County Medical Center (CC) during 1987 and 1968 nes performed.

feats Wesau Countyi of
 sa M Drbed

‘eta unit and an outpatient clinic si 31500 visits amally, ring 1987 and 1988,22 CE-confiraed AIDE
patients were seen, Of these, ! 572 were intravenous drug abusers
(IVs) were hososexual tsasales (15/55), 33 were ira an endesic area, wre heterosexual
Contacts of HiV-infected persons (HET) 
 facon IVe {n=113), white, ln

18specifically,Si wre white and m were black.

Ganclusion. Risk factors for AIDS on shurban Long Island parallel those of New York City. At wor, blacks
account for nearly half of all AIDS y y 71 of
the pe in Messou County. Nomen no account for ZE of cases. In emntrast to Ne York City, the

+ Is on Log Island is significantly larger, andequal to theaber of black 1Vke in the
region. terns of especially those in

fies tty to few York City wd should he useful in planning for the care of the increasing nusbers of
Hit-intected patients expected in the future,
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ELECTRONICREPORTINGSYSTEMFOR AIDSSURVEILLANCE INCANADA
Revit, Penny; Elmslie, K. Federal Centre for AIDS
éalth Protection Branch, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

A.591

Objective: To describe the development of an electronic system for

national reporting of AIDS surveillance data.

AIDS is a reportable condition in all provinces and territories

in Canada. Through collaborative antrts between t
provincial/territorial Miniistries of He National Heal and
Welfare, systema’ method of reporting AIDS cases was established using

andardiz rt form.
Results: The case port form was developed to collect toneraphic

ays an integral part in the success of thi:

rveillance ssystems

A.593 AN UPDATE ON HIV-SEROPREVALENCE STUDIES
IN THE NETHERLANDS
Luney, .H. :Houwel ing 8. ; Jager

Natl Inst Pub! Hlth Env Hyg (RIVM), “Dilthoven, che ‘Nether lands.

Currentiy available data on HIV seroprevalence among selected groups in

the Netherlands are inadequate to assess the sreeead of the epiree among

intravenous dru; pulation-st-large. So
teen condusted, Additional surveys are

requ. ne of infection levels in selected
groups, 2) for public health managenent andpolicy, and 3) for modelling

and prediction of the course of t iden
ous options for conducting ssh eer are discussed, and axisting

spi ayblood collections and hospital samples are identified. Anonymous testing

of me of these blood s Bplesis proposed eliminate the —

sel ion bias wh: renders studies compris f voluntary participants

uninterpretable. S: al ane i objections have been ised that

so far have prevented anonymous sting in the Netherlands. There is no

genera! agreement ye: at anonymous testing needed to coll

information that otherwise would not be available, and that such testing

is juatif e if an: lt: the data is a: red a fhe me

seroprey. sti s with informed consent dereda e
selected institutions, to

be co eo

jocument wether compltence isnigh enough.for

valid inferences to be die:made from such st

A 595 LA OED'EXAMEN Saree HIV
" CHEZ LE MEDECIN RENERALI

ASTEREN,v.
INSTITUT D'HYGIENE ET D!EPIDEMOLOGIE, BRUXELLES, BELGIQUE

Depuis Je mois de mai la demande pourun test HIV a été introduite
ans Le progamme d'enregistrement de morbidité de 150 médecins généralistes

Sentinelles constituant un réseau représentatif des méédecins général stes de

du SI le si
au cours des années et de caractériser les situations dans lesquelles "Cette

et comprend tes données suivantes :onyme âge
sexe,motif de la demande, comportement à risque éventuel, test HIV effectué

Lesrésultats des Premiers mois de l'enregistrement montrent que moins d'une
demande par t par médecin (0,8) est actuellement rencontrée. Près

mandent un test ne présentent aucun facteur de
ue de 44% hommes, Le taux

denPositivité des tests demandés est de l'ordre de 1,3%. Les résultats sont
co a ui ont été enregistrés en France et en Suisse par des
réseaux“comparables.
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A.592

PREVALENCE OF HIV-1 ANTIBODY AMONG GAY MEN IN THE U.K.:
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CLINIC APTENDERS AND NON"ATTENDERS

A.594
avi Peter*; Coxon .**; MeManu 7.ia##* and

Sutherland, S.****, Project TOURS *south Bank Polytechnic, Lond nde.

£, **King’s College Hospital,London**University of Wales, Cardif U.K.,

U.K., ****Dulwich PHLS, London, U.K.

Objective: To estimate the prevalence of HIV-1 antibody in the honosexually

active male population of England and Wales and, bearinng in mind that current

estimates of prevalence and possible spread are based on those attending STD

c ie to estimate the differences between clinic attenders and non-
attender
Methods: oe gay and bisexual men in two centres in the U.K., London and
South Wales, were ruited using a variety of methods a a

. a,
and tested for HIV-1 antibody using the W

London + 19

and
ders are conpareble with those

able areas of the
es of seroprevalence of HIV-1 anong gaue and bisexual aen

based on tos‘collected at clinics appear to be overestinates.

A.596
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A 597 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL, POLICY AND PLANNINGISSUES IN HIV A 598 OUTREACHTO IV DRUG USERS AND SEX PAR’
" DISEASEIN A BRITISH HEALTH REGION " SATISFACTIONS AND DISSATISFACTIONS OF OUTREACHWORKERS

* and Kearns, William, North East Thames Regional Health Authority Sul, Deren, S.; Graves, F.; Sufian, M.; Friedman, S.R. ,, Tross, S., et al.
and *Department of Community Medicine, University College and Middiesex School Narcotic and Drug Research Inc., New York, New York, U.S.A.
of Medicine, London, E ir sex Ow

Objective To describe the epidemiological, policy and health services planning issues York City
in relation to HIV disease within of the British National Heaith Service. 5 fat 4, ,
Methods Data on the regional epidemiology of HIV disease and the distribution of Matas‘Aca of60 during 1986-
s and strategic policy and planning issues + nr oe ion was
Results The North East Thames is the British health regi most affected by ag
AIDS consistently contributed approximately 18% of all cases of AIDS areview ofweyroaoawate
diagnosed in the United Kingdom. Analyses of the geo, hic distribution of people Results: Of the 66 workers,
with AI where they ive ca ve reveals that Black,39% Hispanic and 3% addicts,
few central London districts have attract: À e ber of people with aarsover as iheend ofone year ofpontpreteSevabe 52 worker

I! e al Lo: istricts would be unable to continue to provide care

ughout region, providing care as close as possible
to where ‘people live and¢establishing an appropriate balance between hospital, home
and non-homenonhospittal services. All districts have fu to undert:
educational, training, counselling ondhealth promotion activitles. Limitations within
this approach to planning

The BritishÀKaclonat HiService provides the potential for
se coordinated services of a standard on a regional basis.

A.599 DECONTAMINAT[ON OF AN HIV CONTAMINATED CPR MANIKIN
4 gutsker, A.*, Buckheit, R.H., Jr.*, ‘smiley,

anglois, A.J. fen? Weinhold Ki
auniversity of North“Caroliachapel Hil): os Wellcome, Research Tri-
angle Park, N.C.; ***Duke University, Durham, N.C.

OBJECTIVE: Manikins are used widely for cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)|
training. Simulatin scenario", amanikin was contamined in dif.

ec rather th C exp
the relative contributions of chemical disinfection and the mechanical action

wip
METHOD: je manikin was contamined with either a virus saturated swab c
taining eerree HIV-V-1 6x20 infectious units/m}) or witha pipette containing
cel Fassociated HIV- 1 Gx10"frrgpicallyte‘ectednet cells/ml). The decontamina-

cedure consisted F 70% i opyl alco sponge or spray or dry 4x
sponge for or sec, yng wd 5 sec of wiping the surface
After each maneuver a sample from the mantkin surface was obtained, cultured
in AA5 or CEM cells and the presence of virus determined ry,ma trans-

and by quantitetive p24 antigen detection {El
manikin contemination but noot latteer disin-

fection with alcohol for 10 or ësec. HIV-1 was detected both after initial
contamination and after wi Ping|with aaay axasterile sPonge.
CONCLUSIONS: Decontamination of an HIV-1 cell free or cell associated contam-
nate man 0tas achieved in 5 sec wwith either a 70% isopropy? alcohol
sponge or Spray, but not using only a dry 4x4 sponge demonstrating the impor-
tance of chemicat disinfection.

A.601 RESISTANCE OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS TO DISINFECTANTS
AND FIXATIVES

PeterHanson*, D.
‘Brompton, "St. Stephen's and **St.

Previous reports that HIV is susceptible to disinfectants are based onH

We tested 70% alcohol (IMS, Alcohols uea. final
3.5%, water 26.5%

Gor**, Jeffries™, JV Cottins®.
Mary's Hospitals,

at 10 D (TCID = rectprocal of the highest dilution

tisaue cultures within 7 days); 2) 104 HIV-infected T-lymphoc
3) Cell-free asa TCID) in neat serum. At timed fntervais“aseintectant
was rinsed off PBS-A Coverslips were cultured for 21 days in RPMI
with C8166 cells

of yeas infecting

 
Disinfectant
Results: 70% alcohol fatled to inactivate cell-.free or "cell-associated HIV

thin 20 o es. Acetone, tes against selasso te: cula
failed to inactivate HIV within 40 minutes.

respectively; serum greatly reduced the efficacy of 1% glutaraldehyde.

 

Deefon
their
 

and individual issues (eg. puma).
Conclusions:
 

Samuistucens can beincarpormed mempioyes police,

A.600 RADIORESISTANCE oF aa-IN A BONE ALLOGRAFT MO)
#; Tomford W.Wrt; Hirsch M.S.*; Sebeoley

R.T *Infectious Diseases Unit artmen:t of
Orthopaedic Surgery and Rehabilitative Medicine, Marsachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, MA, USA

Objective. To study phefeasthility of inactivating HIV-1 in bone graft
material by gamma irr.

. Serial âriutionsaHIV-1 (101-106 To1Ds9/al) were subjected
0 gamma irradiation under conditions simulat. within

allograft. Radiated and control specimens were eu! e:
were subsequently evaluated for cytopathic effect and p24 antigen production.

titers of virus (10

ganna atetion up to 0.55 MRad. p24 ant:
Erosradiated {R) and control (C) virus exposed to 0.4 MRad is shown

10, TCIDsg/ml (R/C) 0/0 oso 0/0 0/7.6
10 " " 0/0 0/0 0/.36 965300
107 " " 0/0 0/.03 .31/3.6 362/>500
108 " . 0/0 .11/.43 à 3/42.1 >500>500
10 0/0 2.0/4.5 4&.3/>500 >500/>500
cytopathic effect was observed in all cultures in which p24 antigen
production was detecte:

Gonclugion. Doses of gamma rradiation Previously recommended to inactivate

manyviruses including HIV-*appear inadequate in this her doses
or ernate methods of ensuring allograft sterilily wich respect to HIV-1
may required.

POTENTIAL FOR HIV TRANSMISSION VIA BLOOD GLLXDSE MONITORING
DEVICESA.602
Shalit, P.; Brennan, Cynthia; Murphy, V.; Hooton, T.

University of Washington, Harborview Medical Center, Seattle, Washington, USA

We are following a 43 year oldUnvepositive insulin-dependent diabe’
exposure from vaginal intercourse

positive bisexual hus! . me indicated to us t since 1981 she
8 y members, fri , t. for diabetes by -

ing fingerstick glucose determinations on them. routinely use a
single lancet to ever individuals in rapid
success i
members who had shared a lancet with our patient during the past year have
been screened and are HIV-negative.

packaging material of the lancet’
no warning labelsagirinst sharing
lancets and 3 bra:

s used by our patient contain
lancets. A local survey of 3 brands of

nds of lancet. holders indicated that only | rend hed labels
warning abou ‘tial transmission of diseases with the devices.
found no°arming labels on some brands of insulin syringes. Diabetic“nn
ment such as lancets and represent a potential mode of transmission
for HIVeedother blood-borne pathogens. We speculate that the practice of
sharing used lancets as demonstrated by our patient, a well-educated middle
pete conomic S

recognized. i
diabetic Patientsabout the proper use of lancets and syringes and appropri-
ite warning labels should be required on these prod
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A.603 SIMILAR MAGNITUDE OF THE AIDS EPIDEMICS AMONG HOMOSEXUAL
N COSTA RICA AND IN THE UNITED STATES

Mata, Leonardo*; Valadez, .J.*

*INISA, University of Costa Rica, San Pedro, Costa Rica;

**HIID, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA

Objective. To compare the incidence of AIDS in homosexual and bisexual men

tin Costa Rica, t in a United States, from the year the epidemics

re first recognized ("year one").
Met: . a " 1981“for the U.S.A. and 1985 for Costa Rica. Cu-

on) were calculated using the total

L
per mill.

number of cases among nome/bieexual men only, and the estimated yearly

poulation of males 15 to 64 year, for each unat Rates were compared

during eight years of epidemic: 1981-1988 for the United States and 1985-

992 for Costa Rica. Comparison used real numbers for period 1981-1988,
and estimated (power curve) numbers for “the period 1980-1997€for Costa Rica.

Results. The cumulative incidence in homo/biaexu: men in “year one” was

3.3 per liion in t U.S costes Ric . Differences between theand 1.3 in Gost.

year three” of the epidemic. Thereafter, the

o 1.0 or actually 1.0.
ta Rican homo/bisexual

romthe

the "year one" of the epidemic in each country.

moetTELE GROUP MODELS WITH oeoeeos MIXING

THE TRANSMISSION DYNAMICS OF HIV,

castitlo-chaves, C*; Cooke, K.**; Mana. Witte

and Levin, S.A.*
*Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, U.S., **Pomona College,
Claremont, CA, U.S., ** sclavemontGraduate School, Claremont,

CA, U.S.

A.605

Objective. Specify ways of constructing multiple group.models
that ta into consideration the social/sexual tre of

sent analytical results for sing
multiple group Podels for the spread of HIV/AIDS: ea.to discuss
the consequences of the "nonstandard" behavior observed in the

Mathematical Techniques are used in the analysis of
these models (mathematical analysis and global bifurcation

eory) and simulation techniques numerica? methods
le hat our single group mo

od building blocks for multiple
the mixing theory of Blythe and Castillo-Chavez).
+ ght. Multiple group models can

Conclusion. These results show“that the dynamics of standard
epidemiological models is not as simple as previously thought.
The consequences of these results in the ‘real’ world have to
e assesse

A 607 Pegi RISK or IN HIV POSITIVE PERSONS
" AS MONTTORED BY À NATIONAL HIV NOTIFICATION SYSTEM

o, Lystad, À. and Nilsen, 6.,
National Institute of eis Health, Oslo, Norway

Qbiective, To study additional risk factors (e.
with person known to be HIV positive, sexuai cont:
endemic country, sexual contact with prostitutes), regarding
persons notified as HIV positive where transmission category is
known.

. sexual coneact
ah

Method. The Department of Infectious Disease Control (DIDC
National tnatinute of Public Health, Oslo, Norway is in chearge of
the national surveillance of HIV infection and AIDS. HIV positive
persons are repor to DIDC semi-anonymous

The i ries, “age groups sex and
other relevant categories are compared concerning data
additional risk factors. Up to 31/12/88 a total of 734
notifications of H
Forty-four out of 121
heterosexual practice were infect endenic countries and
were also born in hyperendemic countries, 18 out o 1 were

infected in hyperendemic countries, but were not born there, 6
men rereinfected by bisexual males. Other data will be

available
serene detailed data than just the transmission

category is valuable in a national HIV notification system in
order to improve the surveillance of the HIV epidemic.
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. WOMEN IN ‘THE SOUTH ERONX, NY, IN 1988

Deacker Emest, Schoerbaum EE, Se ReereIE, Vemré SH,
Gayle H*. Montefiore Medical Canter, Bronx, NY; *CDC, Atlanta, GA; USA

ORURCTIVE: To quantify the prebebility of heterosexual expoare to HIV-I for nn-IV
@ruy using suelly active women in an area with high levels af HIV-I (especially
ounmales oe oe amd to eplain non differences in seruprevalence by age,
geogreghy, ty among women of childbearing

location of residence (RES), frequency of use histery of
subjects (SUBJ) and their current seanl partners ( .

è 20-34
225

gp of CSP: Median (Range) 28) zis) 00-5) igre 39(28-56)
Sex with CSP age 25-34 16.7%
See RACE as CP A an .
TES of CSP (ep co): Sate as SUBD 41%; & actjacent 59.4%; S.Bx 70.2%; Bx 81.84.

study of HOPin the S.Bx

A 606 Perinatal and Heterosexual Transmission Through HIV-

" Positive Women
» Staszewski S., Wegerich B.*, Kreuz W.*, Still

Zentrumder Inneren Medizin, * Zentrum der Kinderhellkunde, Universivéteklinik
ran

Since 1984, we have examined HIV-infected women and their partners in order
to gain information on infectlosity, perinatal & heterosexual transmissio!

Fates, and possible relations between these factors. 44 Women examined in

this period h 0

identification; in 6 cases, HIV status is stili questionable. A comparison
between the group of women having infected thelr children and those not
having transmitted the virus, shows no difference regarding immunological

parameters, stage of HIV infection, tests for iues, avane BBV.a the
women having in:rectedinelr nes 60% were HIV 8 a
classification); 40% w b with median T4 cell count“of430 (27-064), the
median ratio being 0.56. 0.03-002)duration of infection being 1-6 years.
Out of 44 wwomen, 33 women's part d'were tested for HIV: 16
ar itive. negative for HIV. In no caseàhad the man been infect:

by his HIV-positive female Partner; also women having infected their children
did not infect their partners.

: Regarding immunological rete. HIV stage atast examination,

and tests foor CMV, iues and HBV, there was no differenc
infected, and mothers of non~Infected ‘childreren. The women hi
their children were immunologically good. This allows the conclusion that
infection of children is also possible at an early stage of the mother's
Infection.

A.608
'; Keyes, M.** and Turner, B.*

“Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, PA and **SysteMetrics, Washington, D.C.

COMPARISON OF SURVIVAL EXPERIENCES OF NEW YORK
AND CALIFORNIA MEDICAID AIDS PATIENTS

Obicctive To compare the survival experiences,hospital length of stay and costs of

care of Medicaid AIDS patients in New d California adjusting for severity
level at ¢ ,ctroraed AIDS hospitalization
Methods. Medicaid claims for AIDSpatients in New York and California from
1983-1987 are linked iin order t or each patient.

until death and to determine the relative risk of death for defined population
roups.

rvival curves and resource utilization patterns for AIDS patien

classified by Stagee of disease are compared for patients from the two statesand by
year of diagnosis, Relative risks of athfor patients by selected clinical
complications are reported.

Distinct stages of the disease are set to analyze survival experiences
over time and to control for severity when comparing resource€ utiliza tition patterns
across different geographic areas. This is especially import: comparing New

York and California AIDS patients due to major differencesiin ‘the transmission
mode of the infection.
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PREDICTING IN-HOSPITAL MORTALITY FOR AIDS PATIENTS: A
VALIDATEDA.609
AGrovers, N Gilmore**, FaC Tsoukas,* L

Coupal*, R Fakhry*. ‘Montreal General and **Royal Victoria Hospitals,
McGill University, Montreal, rR.

Estimating prognosis for a hospitalized AIDS patient is essentialfor
optimal clinical management. model for
bospitalnortality usingedalasion data abstracted from 128

to the Royal V:ictoria Hospital(iv).is oder tes
abeementiy valides œ 62 patient the Montreal General

sing ivariate analyses, stepwise logistic regression analysessing uni: a
clinical j , we Se inhoitat

including serum )= 51:32) serum lactatealxmin (
dehydrogenase (LOH) (f = 50-0067),ani count (WEC) 1570-27)
(all p's<0.05). High, mt, ad low-risk groups for
mortality were defined where the probability of dying was set ati100%,
<100% to diand <5% respectively. Using the resulting RVH
scores and 2x2 table analysis, we determined the cutoff scores

In-hospital mortality
groups was min (2/2), 42% (10/24) and

a8726)7aé)apart.
that routine admission laboratory tests associated with

initie(ar) pmeumocystis pneumonia (LDH), arxi other infections (WBC)
help predict the outcane of hospitalizing patients with AIDS.

A.611

 

A.613 INFLUENCE OF HIV on PRISON INMATE (PI) DIALYSIS (D) TRENDS
Glas Jordan aplan,J.*; Laio,P.*; Kleiner,M.*; Sudberg,
Er vie,

*Richmond Memorial Astatenn isiand Hospitals, SI,NY; **Arthur Kill Correction
al Facility (AKCF), SI,

To assess the influence of av on PI D trends at AKCF,
pontetal and D unit record re

Results: m 7/82 thru 12/88, mate| Is underwent D, including
50100TVDUs and14 non-IVDUs. Earl(7/82-12/88}Sd laterne12/88) D ex-
periences for Tyolls were compared ifference in: who were
IVOUS, # with serious infections requiring systemic Rx Grvs 14/29), or
mortality rate (avai vs 4/29). Ho
decreased from 42 + 35 mos (early on) to 11 + 16 mos
D, # of Infectionsepisodes/Pt. with seerious|infectio
0.8 to 2.6 + 1.2, #0 eaths due to AIDS
ceration-death Fatervat “for TYDUs who
mo Us

Is underwent HIV testing in 1987 and 1988.7/1
Before 11/87, 6/39 IVDUs had transplants, but 0/11 w
1988.
t PIs on D are IVDUs who are usually HIV positive. They

nine more rapid dectine in renal function, more infectious episodes
and earlier mo ty. More are undergoing CAPD and few, if any, are being
‘transplante: -accounting for

A.610

 

EVOLUTION OF THE CLINICAL AND LABORATORY PARAMETERS OF ONE
Poe WITH HIV INFECTION IN THE FIRST YEAR AFTER HIS

ED DATE OF SEROCONVERS:ION.
s A8; Ploumidis, G.M.*; Rouméliotou, A.N.**; Papadopoulos,

D.#

“ist IKA Hospital, Athens. ##Netional Center of AIDS, Athens,

gpiestive:me present the pattern of changes in the clinical and laboratory

rved during of seroconversion.
ital : 

ubpopulation) profile was eva-

silent remained symptoml

he

io improved. HIV-. remained negative and the full

spectrum of antibodies appeared within the first trimester and remained posi-

tive since then
Conclusions: The patient's transition from the acute AIDS stage and serocon-
or (CDC Group I)Sizectty to PGL (CDC Group III) was accompanied with an

rovement of his cl: » haematological and immunological profile.

A 614 “HIVINFECTION“IN PA’
. BASED SEXU Y TRANSMITTED DISEASES CLINIC

Hovit J.; Freedman, P.; Bastien, A.; Norat, Y.

U

n patients who are
a high prevalence area.

i ital-based STD cli-
and

e determined by ELISA screening

Results. Data from 91 patients were analyzed and their seropre-
valence was 198. HIV Seroprevaienee by risk category
Ris Male’ HIV +/tot. Female HIV +/total %
Gay/Bisexual 1/2 5 -/-
IV Drug User 1/1 100 3/6 50
e rtner 0/5 0 0/2 0

Prostitute (non-IVDU) -/- 1/6 17
isk 3/25 13 8/45 17

Total 5/32 16 12/59 20
Conclusion. The prevalence of HIV seropositivity in individuals
attending an STD clinic is higher than pr rted. Even

some misclassification of risk factorsit appears
at heterosexual transmission of HIV is a major route of infec-

tion in this STD population.
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A.615 RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH ACQUIRING CHANCROID GENT’

ULCERATIVE DISEASE AND HIV INFECTION: A CASE cOmTROL.STUDY

McLaughlin,Margaret*; Wilkes,M.* 1 ae aetee » AFG
» G.*ees *Hew York City Department of Health, NY, NY, USA;

*eaCentera for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, U

Objective. identify risks associated with acquiring chancroid and
evaluate the"seroprevatence of an À eficiency virus Cav)ineaction

amo! en presenting with chancroid|and nonoethea to
Department of Health sexually transmitted diseases clint

. s case-control study was performed from 8/87-” 5/88 b
p consists of 36 men who

had uleer, had positive cultures for and were
without positive|darkfield microscopies. The control group "consists of 237

ritis and positive cultures for
Results. On univWrite analysis, cases were more likely than controls to be

uncircumcised, to have exch: da commodity for sex, and to have used
wior was noted in 4/8606) of cases, and 35/237(15%)

ve a reactive RPR for syphilis. Antibodies for HIV were

noted for 18% of cases and 17% of controls. Multivariate analysis
controlling for age, circumcision status, sexu ehaviorreeare,

ange rugs money f ex, use of c I a, RPR, HIV

antibody status confirmed that croid was predictive ef|: reactive RPR,

In this atudychancroid was strongly associated with a

reactive BPR, an exchange drugs or money, and a lack of circumcision.

A.617

Howells, J.***,

alth International, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, USA,

**Ministry of Health, Entebbe, Uganda, Africa, ***Public Health Laboratory
Services, Salisbury, Wiltshire,

HIV INFECTION IN LORRY DRIVERS AND THEIR ASSISTANTS IN
EASTERN AFRIC.
Carswell, John Wilson*; Namaara, W.**; Lloyd, G,***;

Objective. To quantify prevalence of HIV infection anong long distance

lorry drivers, and their assistants, in eastern Africa

Methods. Sixty-eight terrydrivers and their assistants were tested for HIV

“while in pala, Uganda, in October 1986. were collected on travel
istory, prosttitute aoetee and history of S' ecimens were considered

positive if they were repeatedly reactive toeo spearate ELISA assays and

confirmed by Western blot and immunofluoresc:
Results. Twenty-four of the 68 (35.2%) had antibodies to HIV 1. Most had
visited ma: a in .
Both negativ

the countries visited, and this was not significantly different between
the two groups. Although negative by usual HIV tests, 7 persons had
evidence of HIV, as determined by IgM and antigen testing. If thes

tndividuals are included, the rate of HIV infection is 45. 37.
Conclusion. High rates of HIV infection are seen in thie group. Routine
methods of HIV detection may not identify all infected individuals.

A.619 AIDS. SURVEILLANCE IN SICHUAN, CHINA
Dongyou, Yan; Chen, L; Lu, CH and Deng,
Health and Anti-Epidemic Céntre of si eiuen Province,

Chengdu, Sichuan Province 610031, People's Republic of China.

poigstive: To monitor introduction of AIDS from the outside world.
Methods. Ve used antigen slides of T-cell line infected with HIV and
indirect immunofluoreacent antibody technique(IFA) for the detection

era of persons at high risk.
n our laboratory 1,327 aera collected from high risk

groups of AIDS including Chinese workers coming back from Mideast and
African countries, Chinese and foreign businessmen, students, visiting
schoolara, and others coming in and going out of Chinna between January
1987 and November 1988 were tested by IFA. No positive result w
obtained,
Conclusion. To date, 19 AIDS cases have been found in China and among

from scientiets and individuals engaging in AIDS in the world
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A.616 LOSS OF SEROLOGIC AND VIROLOGIC MARRSa HIV-1 IN
ASYMPTOMATIC HIV-1 INFECTED HomesEXU

*, S. pinsky**,A."Shins
S. Kwok**, C. Rinaldo*, J. Phair*, R. Kaslow*, A. Saah*.
‘Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study os) Bethesda, MD,
Corporation, Emeryville, CA, USA.

von the
**Cetus

OBJECTIVE: To follow virological and serological changes in 4 asymptoma
tic homosexual men who seroreverted from po:

a

PHA, and U.V.
to activate HIV-] express

RESULTS: Three men did not show detectable Hiv. 1 DNA by PCR (sk38/39
primer pair) and remained negative for serological markers and isolation
of HIV-1 in the 2.5 yrs following seroreversion. CDg cells and
ratio were normal. The fourth man became and remained seropositive during
the last 2 yrs. HIV-1 DNA was di i i

s T-helper count declined
0

$

no serologic markers o - have clea
course of follow-up. Aiternatively, PCR results may be QUEted by Faure
to detect of_provirus remaining latent in a sequestered s

A.618 RISK OF INFECTION BY HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS
IN HEALTH CARE WORKERS ie

rnaéndez, JM Gatell, T Puyuelo, JM T Pumarola
Occupational Health Service. Infec. Diseases Unit. Haemostasy
Unit. Hospital Clinic. Barcelona. Spai
Objective: To evaluate the risk of gecupational transmission of
HIV.
“Methods: We have prospectively followed a cohort of 76 HCW who

od

t and confirmed by Western Blot in -
o agree to participate.

Results: All 76 HCW denied risk factors for acquiring HIV infec
tion in a confidential self administered questionnaire. All were
seronegative by ELISA testeat the moment of the exposure to HIV

of them seroconvertes after a me
e 2 to 40 m

lus as the einaings of the other
authorsPiratethat HCW are at minimum risk for HIV transmis-
sion from occupational exposure.

A.620 THE PRESENCE OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (TNF) IN SERUM AND IN LIMPHDCYTE QUL~
TURES OF HIV-FOSTTIVE AND NEGATIVE HOVOSEXUAL . Buinpvici-Kiein, E.,

ichael, J.A., Grieco, MH. ard Cooper, L.Z.
St. Luæ's-Roosevelt Hospital Gnter, Gnbie University, New York, New York 10025
Ciective. Recent reports have described of INF in the sera of HIV-positive smpto-
rate (ARC,AIDS) individuals. We, ter, atterpted to correlate the presence of IN’ in serum

in the supernatants of lymphocyte cul tures presence various viruses isolated
frandifferent body sites in HIV positive (Hee) and HIV negative (H-ve) asyrptonatic hameeanl
volunteersas well as AIDS patients heterosexual controls.
Method, Sera axl spematants aelymphocyte cultures were obtained fran 22 Hne ani 22 He ani
‘veretested for presence of ‘INF ELISA. Routine virus isolation were performed on sarples
taken fron 5 body sites simul tonal (urine, seen, rectun & blood) collected on sare day
as serum + LC. The sera of 22 patients wth AIDS avi 5 retartanad ouptrole ure alee aaminad
for presence of TNF.
ReauloTASrevily meve found a high incidence of +ve virus isolation in both Hye &

itive for OW, or Enteroviruses, in 19 HiV-ve and 17
HVnevolurteors. IN (20-200 gi) vas detectai in the serum and LC spis ofan

 
~e and in all 17 HIV +ve persons tive virus culture. nost frequently
lated virus wos highest is were correlated with tornof enteroviruses. ‘7
the AIDS patients 5 wi (< 100 T4 cells/h!) od stabilized foms of AILS had
none or gmail ts (€ 10 IF i The 0 Ss who had
active opportunistic wenntions IN‘-levels rarging fron 30 to 220
Grclusion. The result: the presence of INF in sern or LC supernatanis is relatedt that
to the Presence of viralrections or other opportunistic infections rather thon to
fection per se.
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A.621 THE SEARCH FOR A COFACTOR IN AIDS-RELATED KAPOSI'S SARCOMA A.622 OCCURRENCE AND PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF AIDS-RELATED CLINICAL
. (KS): ASSESSMENT OF NITRITE INHALANT USE IN STUDIES OF MANIFESTATIONS IN MTVÀSEROFOSITIVE HOMOSEXUAL MEN

TH ak ackwe Er V.* scher B.+HOMOSEXUAL MEN WI aS Haverkos, Harry*; Drotman,
Pie, shational Institute on Drug Al > ROCKYTre, Mevyiand, USA;

eCenters for Disease Control, atlanta.“Georgia, USA.

The epideniology of KS in AIDS (the concentration among white homosexual
lining proportion of cases) suggests that HIV may not act

alon sitscause. In transfusfon-acqui red AIDS from donors i om
Subsequently developed, KS is rare, suggesting that a specific strain of
HIY is not responsible. The use of nitrite inhalants and an "unknown"
sexually transmitted agent have been proposed as KS cofactors. Objective.
To review self-repor nitrite inhalant use, compar AIDS- ted KS 

compare
isease outcome. Study design, wording of questionnaires regardingnitrite

use (kindly provided by investigators},.and|published results
analyzed. sults. mee Studies ffind a strong association between use of
large quantités of nitri tesà de development of KS, three do not. The

Ss in outcome may to differences in study menode,
particutalarly sampie Size|(rarange 19-180) and variation in measurement of

A.623 BinacdafhetàFREINS,9ENTREPREm See
*Harvard Medical Schoolanandrene)©Consentey Health Center, Boston, MA

OBJECTIVE, To measure levels of HIV-1 antibodies (Abs) of IgG, Igk and IgM
subclasses in human seninelme (SP) from HIV seropositive men, and to

compare titers to those tched serum.
Semen was obtainedfrom 28 HIV-1 seropositive men and from 16

paronegative men. Corresponding serum samples were obtained from 11 men.
Ab immunoglobulin pubelass was determined in a DuPont ELISA using

Sikalfor phosphatase-linked goat anti-human IgG, IgA or IgM Abs (Sigma).
SP was sereened at a 1/20 dilution.for IgG Abs and at 1/4 dilutions for IgA
and

In 27 of 28 (96.4%) known sercpositive men, anti-!aI1 IgG Abs
were detected in SP. None of the samples from seropositive
detectable levels of IgA ox IgM subclass anti-HIV-1 Abs. NonePo 16 known
seronegative men had detectable levels of anti-HIV-1 Abs of any subclass in
SP, In 11 seropositive men, anti-HIV-1 IgG Ab-titers were compared in
serum and SP;
HIV:Ab Titer Median. Ser:SP
Serum 20 - 327,680 20,480 8:1 - 2048:1 512:1
sp 0 - 640 40

Detection of anti-HIV-l Abs in SP was 96.4% sensitive and 100%
specific when compared eeserum values.ryTehnae anti-HIV-2 Ab iterzs
were markedly lower in SP, and no IgA was detected, consist
with transudation and not hocal productionof antibody.

A 625 SONNETOATTON OF CD4 LYMPHOCYTES, MACROPHAGES AND HIV
. ANTIGEN LEVELS a VAGINAL SECRETIONSOP HIV+ WOMEN |

. | Carpenter, gs. Martinez, A.*

foliteh, JA* » K. and Andergon, D.J.
rvard PESchool, Boston, MA, ‘Brown University, Providence, RI,

‘o quantitate HIV host cells (HHC) and HIV antigen in vaginal
secretiona (VS) of HIV seronegative women (n=5) and asymptomatic HIV+

. analyzed by immunope:
using monoclonal antibodies to relevant leukocytes and HIV antigens. Cell
free filtered supernatants were tested for HIV antigen by ELISA before and
after cultu

. tential HHC were detected in VS from HIV” women only during
wenses and the rolifergtive phase. Levels were increased ip asymptomatic
wone: . wome: 6x10" +B (1.4x10° + 2.4x10°) and peaked in cp 7 (6.6x:

7x10°) compared to HI en (3.5x10" + 3 3x19 ). In AIDS

these cells declined to low levels (1 2x10 + 2x10"%) ich may rx t
HHC decl in the systemic circu’ AZ tment did affect HHCrea’ not
lynamics. HIV p24 menvas not detected in either cell smears, fresh

VS or culture supernatan
. Potential iare rare in the vagina of HIV™ wome Levels

are increasedin HIv+ Levela of HHC are highest in 6symptomatic HIV+
women prior to developing‘AIDS. The inability to detect HIV antigen in VS
indicate that concentrations of infectious virus may be low in these fluids.

étiedman H.*; Anderson, R.** Fox R.##;acDonell K.***; Kuo V.+for the
Mulcicenter AIDS Cohort Study (MACS). *Bethesda, tos Angeles, Pittsburgh,

##Baltimore, ***Chicago, USA

Objective. use a clinical index to quantify early clinical progression of

HIv-1 infection and determine the prognostic value of a single examination.
clinical index derived from early symptoms and signs of a

itreceionwas used to score men based on data collected semiannual.
Proportions of men with high scores were taken as prevalences of clinically

int Lmsuno: ST
Pro,pestevalue of the index was based on life table probabilities of AIDS.

ears of follow-up, prevalence of sip Tose from 4% to 34%
n 1716 seroposttives (SPs) and from 28 to 19% seroconverters (SCs).

The initially healthy SPs and SCs had siaflerly.vtaing prevalence (Table).
+

f LL wu 2 iMos ©
[srs], ¢ N=364 {after 0 1 2 5 #7 12 12
,, eineorre <600 { entry 0 6 ë 8 16 18 25 29
ISCs), CSID N=104 lafter 0 O0 1 1 2 9 12 -
", CSID or CD4 <400 |lst +0 4 1 12 18 29 38 .

Overall, men with higher score progressed faster, High -scores predictoe
progression cartier in men with low and later in men with high cD4* c
Gonclusion. CSID rose 3-4% annually in heaalthy men with HIV-1 infection.ne
clinical index may be helpful in sacessing progreasion of HIV-1 infection.

A 624 ELECTRON eet (EM) ANALYSIS OF SEMEN FROM HIV
" SEROPOSITIVE MALE:

qlee, H;. and Anderson, D., Harvard

Medical School, Boston, MA, USA.

Qblective. To determine ithe structural composition of semen changes

following infection vith H
: Transmission mtanalysts of samen samples from HIV+ males (n=20),
NormalResults. tains sperma’ a plus a variable Population of

romecalls composed ofwhite blood celle (WBC) and immature germ c
relea: à thevocetently and Prematurelrey from the seminiferous epithelium.

evalence of their onents, semen samples could be

 

Ba on the
classified intoà& groups:

ntially normal (6)
Group 2: Inereane of immature germ cell populstion; many abnormal (6)

: NumeGroup 3 tous abnormal late stage spermat other imature
tm cells; spermatozoa concentration decreased (4)

Group 4: Few spermatozoa; 8 is a) imature garm
cells; b) anuciear cytoplasmic bodies; or c) WBC (4

ta suggest ttern , with a decline in tha
concentration of spermatozoa but a omitant increase in abi e

e up 4 contal: les obtained from males sympto-
matic for AIDS. These findings correlate with data from ination of
testes from 33 ATDSsee 2 re ard] £ age, ation of HI

infection, and c: of death, e testis was consistently azoospernic

rther work is teProgress to understand the mechanism(s) that cause this
azoosperm

A.626 PETS AND HIV DISEASE; A SURVEY OF PROVIDERS’ KNOWLEDGE
ANDATTITUDES

wee ee , sums.Kenneth", Abrams, D.**, Carmack, B.****PetsAre We

Consortium,San Francisco, CalorOAeeraofSan Francisco, San Francisco, CalniaUSA

 

Objectives. TiT infection with

Manus914
Consortium mesg in Janay 189. Means wee aware hatapresesatin egrdng pets on “HIV disease

ng. Prior to the present
Results. Thirty-seven-seven physicians completedtheoteavestionnaire Only 19% of therespondents fecomforable

with their present knowledge on zoonotic disease. In selecting from a list ofpotential zoonoses that had been
diagnosed in their patients with AIDS, 27 reported diagnosing toxoplasmosis,is; campylobacterosis (21); salmon-
ellocis (19) Hngworm (7);cacatch disease (6: es (4; psittacosis (3); pasturellosis (2); brucellosis (1).
Only1responded oeeaagannosedtoxoplasmosis ina patient that they strongly suspected was transmit-

three percentbelieved however that cats pose a significant health threatto soot with ‘neko,

Seven percent suggested that companion animals are amajor source of support and comfort for patients with
HIV disease and 76 % felt that the benefits ofpet ownership probably outweigh zoonotic risks. Sixty-two per-
Cent never recommend 10 their patientsthat they give away their pets after diagnosis, However, 68 % advised
their patients with AIDS or HIV infection not to clean litter boxes;enDocOrnepling asaykitten
Or puppy: 24 % not to feed pets raw while 38 DhanedrPtpet. Ofthe responding physicians, 57 %
ConeTeaero38%have the past,

sion
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A 627 A COMMUNITY-BASED HIV ASSESSMENT UNIT:

- HOWDOESIT WORK ?

Morgan,Alivah, Da’ i P., Ramis C.M., Norris B., Barnwell M,et al. - Woodhull
Medical & Mental Heathetes. Brooklyn, NY, USA

Qhbiective. To describe how patients at high-risk for HIV infection are evaluated and treated
by an eedboislinars team of providers at a communitybased HIV Assessment Unit,

. Woodhull Medical & Mental Health Center, a division of NYC Health

and Hospitals ‘Corporation, is a large municisoahospital serving an impov:
underserved, black and latino community. Bushwick Family Health Center n desig-
nated by Woodhull as the community-based facility for outreach, sereesing evaluation and
treatment of HIV-related diseases. The majority of high-risk patients
their sexual partners. An interdisciplinary team of providers, including clerks, ad-
ministrators, nurses, physicians (internists. pediatriicians, psychiatrist), and social workers, has

been trained to meet the needs of this community. The roles of Team members and their
teractions with patients will be discussed. An approach to the medical and psychosocial iin-
terventions provided|to high-risk and HIV-infected patientswill be Presented. Emphshasis will
 ill
be illustrated by following theoretical ‘at-risk patients from inet referral to staffiinvolve-

ment and treatm
~A community-based program provides an ideal setting for an interdisciplinary

team “approach to the care of patients with|HIV-related diseases o:x who are at high risk.
ack and tati

A.629 PREVALENCE OF ANTIBODIES AGAINST HIV-1 and HTLY-1 IN AFRICAN
SERA SAMPLES COLLECTED DURING THE 1960's

reaTatjana, McGhee, B., Lewinski, C.,.Longiaru, M., Nair, R.N.M.*, and
ot R.,
Roche Diagnostic ae Inc., Nutley, New Jersey, U.S.A., and *University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.

Objective. To study the prevalence of HIV-1 and HTLV-1 infections during the
aor in Gha tribes.

FATLV-T ” comb rotei ourteen of the samples (3.5%) showed
presence of antibodies against HIV-1 (gp120/9p 41). Fifteen out of 35 posi-
tives immuno-reacted on ith HTLV-1 recombinantantigen (3.7%). Six
samples had antibodies against both HIV-1 and HTLY-1 (1.5%).
Conclusion. HIV-1 and HTLV-1 infections may be more prevalent than estimat-
ed during the 1960’ in Africa.

A 631 INCREASED “SUSCEPTIBILITYOFUNSTIMULATED PERIPHERAL “BLOOD

" MON: CLEAR CELLS (PBMC) AND CELL-DEPLETED PBMC TO IN

ITRO INFECTION WITH HIV AFTER INGESTION OF 2 TO 4 BEERS.

Bagasra, Omar*;’ Lisc! dacsy-Ball . d o Dent

of New Jersey, Camden, NJ; **Temple Univ. & St. Chri
Children, Philadeiphia, PA; ***Univ. of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, OK, USA,

Objective. To determinethe duration of the previousyydescribed effects of

acute ethanol pente on HIV infection of PBMC in 2 (SEEA2:A831,

1988) and the influe: cells on ee phen
Methods. PBMC isolated from 3 healthy non-alcoholic vounteersbefore and

y after consumption of 0.7-1.3 (pean 1. Deliters of beer, and

PBMC depleted of CD8+ cellswy panning 2 times on i-CD8, were cultured for
28 days (12 wells each) with HIV-1 cay1118) anafresh 1-2 (6 U/ml) every
3 days. HIV replication was estimated by: a) ¢ ting the syncytia appearing

after overnight incubation with SUPT ceils, and+) assay of HIV-p24 by
antigen capture enzyme immunoassay in 48 hr supernates (depleted PBMC only).
Results. HIV infection of PBMC was detectable only if CD8+ cells were
removed in vitro or if the PBMC were obtaine to 14

was associated with
te

tion
in vitro for at least 1) days. Alcohol-associated echancenent of HIV repli-

e s and thus was not due entirely to

the loss of CD8+ cell function previously ascribed to alcohol ingestion.

182

QTFive out of 404 (8.7%) samples showed reactivity,with HIV-1-
pro

A.628 EVALUATION OF COMPLIANCE RATE iN A CLINIC SERVING
MINORITY AND LOW I MEee ES

Davis iciasteibel3 #Parosk: ES ; Laqueur, P, et al.
MoodhullMedical a Mental Health Center, Brooklyn, NY, USA

Objective: To determine compliance rates for HIV-seropositive persons
ina socioculturally Sensitive clinic (SSC) setting from communities

ionally noncompliant."
between the SSC a

be modifie 1 À crease
participation in latory care and research protocols (3) the

ial ro Of women as ca rs, gardles their health

status, is underestimated as a contributing factor to noncomplianc
in HIV disease treatment in these communitie:

A.630
. RESOURCES SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (HRSA).

Horner, June; Heffron, P 3 Ma
AND
rteli,B; Moore,D; and Macher,A.

Division of Medicine, Bureau of Health ProProfession: Reons, HRSA,
United States Public "Health Service, Rockville, Maryland, USA.

‘TRAINING THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL: THE AIDS REGIONAL
‘EDUCATION AND TRAINING CENTERS PROGRAM OF THE HEALTH

Objective. To establish regional AIDS education centers that will provide
multidisciplinary training for health care professionals.
Methods. a projected cumulative total o: re than 300,000 AIDS cases
by 1992, it is essential that he:alth|care rsTs be trained in the
diagnosis, management and treatment of HIV- infected patients. The
insufficient number of providers active in the care of AIDS patients presents
major gap in the health care delivery system. In recognition of this

problen, the United States Congress appropriated funds to establish the
AIDS Regional Education and Training Centers Pro
Results and Conclusions. To date, thirteen centershave been created. These
regional cation training centers Provide multidisciplinary HIV/AIDS
training for health care personne! within ir following
three goals: 1) Train communi: iders to incorporate
strategies for HIV prevention into clinical priorities as as

ose, Manage, c el patients and families; 2} Tra:

individuals to tructors in the al area; 3 ating
All

ovement of their understanding of the complexities
£ the disease

 FHE OFA.632
D 7. Rueda, Robert H.®

* Univ. of MO Columbia, USA **;R. Montgomery HS, Bethesda, MD USA.

 

 

Objective. To a pl re d anim Pi Pp HAIDS.

ials. The opp iet jated t ) HAIDS 4 iS with

GRATEFUL MED’ tty is th number
of publications devoted to each were racordad (in parentheses) as an estimateofoferrelative
importance. Most of them, as indicated with an asterisk (°), are also CNS infe
Besulis. Cytomegaloviruses (694) and influenza8) viruses€are well spreadin‘he animal
kingdom. Pneumocystis carinil (630) is ‘oxoplasmosis (212°) au-
tochthonous to cats and C: morue(96""yo8several other cn Cryptiococcosi
ae, histoplasmosis (50°) and cogeidokion:mycosis {15*) are saprozoonoses andcandi
asis Is common in animals. foses (135°), including tubercul
are weestone of, or shared with, animalamieour (30), campylobacterlosis Hoand
listeriosis (10°) are, frequently, although not always or ony. associated to foods of animal
rigin. Cat scratch disease (3) and lyme dense (3) a so involved in HAIDS.

Oppo ists, the major causes of death inNAS. are zoonoses [1] and thus
conceivably acquirable from antmats and/or anima! products. epidemiology of this ap-
proach needs uiurgoent evaluation. Used in conjunction with the ne AIDS models [simian
(SAIDS),feline (rains). poneenn). squire (EAIDS) rabbit (RAIDS), murine
(MAIDS), etc], they logical mocetingof HAIDS. The HIVs them-
selves are infectivesethRe doestes males) as to far removed (rabbit) an-
imalSpecies. share common ancestors with the animal lenseye thus are zoonotic.
1, a & Szyfres, 1987, PAHO/WHO,Scient. Pub! No.
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A.633 EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDY OF CHILDREN OF HIV INFECTED WOMEE 19
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE.

Nerodio, C.; Babin, F.; Ortiz, C.;
Cole, etre, 4.

C.P.S. Centro. Madrid Council. Spain.

ORTEGTIVE: To show cocial and sanitary variables influencing HIV itive
children and HIV negative children, of ity infected wonen beforeëre pre:gnne)

METHODE: Analytic and descriptive etudy of 40 social and Ganitary paramters
gbtained of cases studied in the pediatric unit between january 87 and january

RESULTS: Characteristics of studiedchildren related to HIV infection.g 2

  

(202)
6 (50%

    BO
P1A=3 (252)
P2471 (6, 3%)

© >
5 ie mouths 2 (16, 6%)

entre group: All the cases continued beeing seronegative without lost cases
2 follow-u

So Significant differences were found between the two groups except
for the relation between brest-feading and positive serostatus of the child.

The frequency of seroconvertion to HIV of breast-fed children is
one found {n not brest-fed children pa001).

Wore studies of individual factors in annatal

The evolution of children of more than months was satisfactory.
+ souldbe related fo the reventive cha:yractera our children's Alls

M nosis of as matic €
Ee bhithed refer to “children consulting Mecpiale because they hare a

te Foone. of the seropositive children that become negative turned to
al seropositive again.

ower in t
transmission are

TRANSMISSION HETEROSEXUELLE DU DsagURVEILLANCE
HOSPITALIERE ENoreAet FRANCE,

rol, G.*; Chas! 2;Las , D;
CS,Ay:a

resin,Seance.
Bordeaux (CHRU), Bordeaux, Fi

A.635

upon, M.*; Aq
“Département d'intormat! Médicale, “Université de Bordeaux Il,

“Centre Hospitalier Régional Universitaire de

Oblectit. Unsystome de survelllance épidémiologique des sujets infectée par le VIH a été mis en

place . Il permetd' étudier ion,
Services hosplalorsparticipants incluent leurs patients Séropositits depuis 1985. A

chaque mutation, jes dor rendues

anonymes et info:rmatisées. Les caractéristiques épidémiologiques sulvantes sont vonrepiatrées pour

 

 

sexuel(s), mede iaddemande depr

1988, 649 a: eéropositifs ont été inclus {vere ratlo Homme! Femms
eel3:1»un ces sujets, 415 (ea)àsont hétérosexuels (H/F= 1,6:1), dont 58 (14%) ont

acteur de risque act avec un (des) panenatrete) à risque ou

ero) Les fem à 1988 on
juil térosexuelle parrni

ensemble Vo sujets Inclus (4 % à 11%). Cette ruea parallèle à reugmentatation de la

der rologle chez les partenaires cde sujets u infectés. 6 41 femmes

exuolle, le (les) parait) adont iteWdentiies comme

S Cas, ces IV étant connus comme
séropositifs. Chez les 18 hommes infectés par contamination nétorossxuela, les rapports Goxueis

Conclusions. EAguvraie. la population hété ji

par une prédominan de femmes infectées au contact de to:xicomanes. . Ce mode de transmission

pourrait jouer un rôlepprépondérant dans la ‘atfusion de finfection à ia papuiation générale,

PROFILE OF HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS AT SAN FRANCISCOA.637
D, Volberding P. pepartment ¢of Medicine,

San Francisco Genet ons San Francisco, California USA.

Obicctive: To document characteristics of patients who receive
medical care at SFGH AIDS adu
Methods: patents receiving primary care at SFGHAIDSclinics,
100 charts were on selected from a computer list of visits from

A
here wereOD‘malles and 8 females, average age of 38 (median=38, range 25

to 58). ‘There were 79 Caucasian, 10 Black, 7 Latino, I Asian, a:nd IN
ime fro.in diagnosis to present

ARC(15mos), 8 LANGA.Smos), 5 HIV+
nd 1 dementia ave a history

nal drug use, with 15 still actively using. vive hhave used

and 33 have used aerosol! neaPatients on both agents.
There were 8 on zidovudine and acyclovir. Chronic drug use ranged from 0to

11,with 4é on 3 to 5 drugs and 8 patients each on either 2 average
of 2.2 allergies were reportedinedians2, range | to 8) in 25 patients‘while 35 had
NKA and 40 were u
Conclusion; The HIV-infected population at SFGH is unlike the US distribution of

xual individuals, Patie

F
e

vprovedtherapentic
monitoring may contribute to a better understanding of HIVdisea:

A.634 HIV-2 INFECTION IN SARDINIA
do Pintus, S.Piras, L.Contu

Istituto di Clinica“tedice, Universita.di Cagliari, Italy.

Qbjective: HIV-2 infection has been found only in few cases in Italy but no
data are,by now,known about t! r absence of this virus in Sardinia
were there are about 15.000 drug abusers(DA) on 1.500.000 inhabitants and 1500
beta-thalassemic(BT)patients.Considering thathte cases are rapid
sing expectally among drug abusers and the high frFrequency of transfusion
BI we have made the present work to know if this second "AIDS virus" is or is
not present in our is

Methods: Sera from 288individuals(94 DA,58 BI,17 hemofiliacs,36 partners of
HIV-1 infected people,9 young men from Senegal and 33 subjects without

 known risk factor)}have bee ted
Results:0n 69 sera HIV-1 positive 58(84Z)were also positive for HIV
219 anti HIV-i negative sera 5(2.3%) showed a strong reaction ageinet HIV-2

Si
vity against HIV-1 epitopes were found in

a cross-reactivity(anti-core) anti HIV-2 was pre
sent in the© majority Ofanti HIV-1 positive sera.

Conclusion above data demonstra
and it is significant that 4 of t cases are from DA and 1

between the two viruses

CARACTERISTIQUES EPIDEMIOLOGIQUES DES NOUVEAUX SE-
ROPOSITIFS VIH DANS LE CENTRE-OUEST DE LA FRANCE:
EVALUATION DEL!INGIDENCE ET DES COMPORTEMENTS.
Marchand S.*, Choutet P.* membres du GERICCO**

* CHRU Bretonneau, 37644 T‘OURS (France)

*+ Groupe d'étude et de Recherche en Infectiologie clinique du centre-ouest,

Obiectif : avoir des marqueurs d'évaluation de la compréhension et de l'application
de prévention véhiculées par lescampagnes d'information ;3 en surveiller

bi

A.636

mesure de Tineldencedespouveaus
positivite;ze l'enregistrement simultannéade paramatres

taux. Il s'agit d'un enregistrementPérmenennt à pi 5 labcratoires|effectuant
5 sérologies an Western Blot et e collaboration.ee les médecins

Resets 1 une enquête t du
analyssé 68 dossiers de aujets dépistés

ue ‘centt de cette popu: appartenaitdepuis 1e 1 jan ulatio:
toxicomanes IV (28%).aux deux groupesva risque : homosexuels-bisexuels (44%) et

t el

gnorer résul!
partir diajejanvier 1989 “d'un saregistrement permanent"dont les

pre:remiers résultats feront aussi l'objet de
Conclusion : l'espoir d'enrayer l'épidémie est actuelloment fondé sur la prise de res-
ponsabilité des sujets contaminés vis-àvis de la dissémination du virus et sur une
connaissance des situations à risque par ceux qui peuvent être exposés

À COMMUNITY-BASED MODEL FOR PRIMARY CARE AT
AN HIV ANTIBODY RonRS TEST SITE

Mahon, Re Duynstee, S. ;

A.638

Walker, x.”
University of california, irvine, CA, USA,
enter, Los Angel USA

“Edelman Health

Objective set up a community-based clinic in Los Angeles
at a HIV antibody alternate test site for the medical ani
poyphological|evaluation of aantSpody-positivetestees.

h history, physical exam, laboratory tests and
PachaogienLàassessment were obtained on 1200 subjects from
the alternate test site over a period of three years (1/86
to 12/88).

ubjects were white (75%) and male (99%) with 15%
Hispanic and 7% black. Seven hundre eighty nine were asymp-
tomatic, while 211 exhibited only mild fatigue and low-grade
fever. Physical exam show d swollenn lymph nodes, 5% had

te
ymphocytes w.

sites.

arly detec!
and treatment_ of HIV-related medical and Paychologion? problens.
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A.639 HEALTH WORKERS FORTHEAIDS EPIDEMIC IN THE USA:
WHATWEKNOW ANDWHATWE

*; Dunham, N.**; Wittenberg, E.*; Knickman,J.**.
*Univ. of Calif/San Francisco, USA, “New York University, New York, USA.

Objective. To define available and needed infrmation regarding health worker
training and deploymen cope with AIDS. Methods. e literature through 1988
was reviewed and 29 ‘perons knowledgeable about dierent“aspect of staff
training and utilization wereinte! re than 100 relevant
citations were found though alyàabout,‘25 offered substantive findings. Nod :

atten!

dies were found that explicitly examined hits and practices. The six reviewed
. descriptions and evaluations of training programs reported improvements
knowledge levels though evaluations have generally been very limited and"have
not explored the relationships between nowledge, attitudes, and ehaviors.

jons. Repo: inin and methods still very limited
in scope, rigor and comparability, Aithoughexperience should ‘provivide
adequate basis for setting near-term prioritics, research should be interified,
especially as regards: 1) the development of cost-effective methods for training,
particularly as it relates to skill development and attitude change; 2) cstimating
future training requirements and costs; and 3) documenting preferred methods
for improving personnel recruitment and retention in H ,
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Le VIH chez les enfants

HIV In Children

MB.O.1 Ramsers wvcounrom 10 Hav M.B.0.2

00

Siownyamen, nee,nlee

of
previously reported. Significant HIV

related symptons are defined as two or mare follow:
generalised lymphadenopathy, persistent hepatomegaly,“persistent
splenomegaly, chronic or recurrent di: ecqui microcephaly,

regression of developmental milestones, persistent
or bacterial

1
ve of HIV infection. Time to onset of first symptoms will be

presented. As yet no child has developed AIDS/ARC after the age of£9
months. The most common presentations of symptoms and immunological
findings will be described.

M.B.0.3  Prosrecrive stupr OF INFANTS BORN TO MOTHERS SEROPOSITIVE TO HIV].
o_o FRENCH HIV IN NEWBORN STUDY GROUP. (Paris, Nice, Toulouse, Bordeaux),

Blanche, F. Veber, MJ. Mayaux, C. Rouzioux, AM. Duliége, ML. Moscato,

is now more than 400 mother.

expec’
re emaller, lighter and

infants infected at 18 mon

fants born ti

be:

is the same for infants li-
with their mother as for those raised in an inseieution or in a foster

FROMCR aAESOUFoav 2 MICROGLOBULIN LEVEL IN SERUMM.B.0.5
pkTouben,ME@; Schlageter, M.H. (4); Dormont, D. (2.3);

Lasfargues,G (1) ;sdCampoca),
(1) : Hopital Trousseau, Pari: K y Fy (3 Paris

France; (4) Hopital Saint Louis, Paris, France.

hier, 7, . ni a

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in HIV infected adults .
Metharls: From 1985 w 1989 , 29 children bom tw HIV iinfected mothers were evaluated in ya?
microglobulin seric level a neonatal and after one month of live “12children{ group A ) ba
documented HIV infection ; 17 children { group B ) do not have anyany biological symptom of HIVinfection (11

scoringw non prevabeeen

After one month , mean levels are :4mg/l popÀ nest) an 198 ng/1in gow BB {no biologic
sign of HIV infection), these y t (p<, 12 HIV infected
children :1} among the 8 children whose beta microglobulinlevel was greater than value, 7
developped symptoms within | to 5 months, one asymptomatic. 2) 4 had normal
levels: 3 scropositive asympmmatic and 1 who developped children js
of HIV i had normal beta 2 mi ove month of ifand noe of them developed
biologiocal symptoms of HIV infection (1 to 37 months of
Conclusion: Aft level

children bom to HIV infected mothers.

Berthaud,

Mee, noGr.cee Sunderland, aes, et. al *#SUNY-HSC at
Bethesda,Brooklyn, N.Y. ana *"NI.He

OBJECTIVE: To determine the rate of “perinatal” transmission and to
describe the natural history of children born to HIV SP mthers.

ferredMETHODS: Drug Using (DU), Haitian, women identified in
prenatal clinics, and their offspring, are followed for 4 si clinical,

lab and immmol. data are collected atogical intervals
RESULTS: From 1/86 to 10/88, 160 women delivered,vered, 74et ware SP. Of 70

SP live births, 8 (9%) werewere lost to follow up. Of 30 children >15 ms of
age, 10 (33%) were HIV infected. Seven of these 10 had 7 (3 are dead)

PA cl of HIV inf on and 1 was tic itial
Clinical manif tions uded : encmegaly (HS) at 1 to 5 ms in

Hepat y 0, at 3 and 6 mos in 2, and Logi: ities
QO: 1 year 1 it. Persis' dl (PL) was present
in 7/10 by one year of age. contrast, of 20 infants that reverted
(ER) (mean age: 22 mos, range 15-31 ) 2 had fai thrive and 2 had
microcephaly (all born to DU de None s HS or Pir

rl ins were high in infected infants while SR had no: values.
Percent Ty Calls and T,Aura vere lower ants, however,
these values did not predict infection early in life. All infants that sR

One third "ot infants born toCONCLUSION: were infected and
the majority had infection clinicallybyyeyear of age.

M B 0 4 PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF IMMUNE FUNCTION IN INFANTS BORN

ss To DTRDSRTINE MOTHER:
Rogers, Martha; NYC Perinatalmo Transmission

Collaborative Study Group. CDC, Atlanee, GA; NYC Dept. of Health, NY, USA.

Objective To evaluate immne function in infante of mothers at risk £O0:

Methods CD4, CD8, and Ig are measured ever in infants of

mothers at risk for HIV. Infected infants (CDC-defined) were compared
those born + who remained 1 and seroreverted a fa born HIV—.
Results. Of 89 infants bor V+ mothers, 14 are infected (HIV-inf) and 19
have serore ed and are well (HIV-SR). 44 infants of indeterminate status
and 12 lost to follow-up were excluded nalyais. ts were b:
© HIV- mothers (born HIV-); 34 are lost. Immunologic gear results

WE: ™ Counts-mean (SD IgG Le vele-meanen
> . 12

HIV-inf 20481706) 1344(1129) 1346( 329)! 1526(324) 395(308) 2326(1013

HIV-SR 3356(1337) 3342( 922) 3456( 846)| 1148(404) 619(452) 865(447
Born HIV- 26901316) 3950(1643) 3106( 1658) 1163(372) 176193) 731228)

p=0.5 p=0.0! p=0.1 p=0.05 p=0.0025 p=0.0001
6/7 infected infants coatedvs2 an RSR and 22/53 infants born HIV- had

HIV-SR and

the follow-up period. 5/5
oped opportunistic infactione had CD4 counts

es

ly a HIV infection.
ints are seen primarily in associerion with opportunistic

infections and were not observed at birth.

M B. 0 6 HIVI DNA DETECTION BY PCR FOR STUDIES ON PERINATAL
nées HIV TRANSMISSION IN AFRICA.

Patricia Paterlini 3 Fallemant--Lecoeur, S.**; Lallement, M.#*#;
Pelé, P.#####; Larouze, B.**; Brécho » Co * #### and Research Grooup on

» Paris, **Ue13/MEA Claude Bernard, Paris,
###ORSTOM, Bondy, ****Hybridotest,  Institur Pasteur, Paris, France,
###*#*#*Programme National de lutte contre le SIDA (PNLS), Congo.

Qbjective. To investigate the feasibility and potential interest of PCR in studies on
perina: HV1 infection in Afri
Patients. Leucocytes blood sam, s (PBL) were obtained from HIV1 positive
negative mothers in Brazzevil (ongIn}rishisareaaa ++ rate of HIVI(+) is observed

mothers child clinics. 2 group: 1: 14 newborns(I day), 7 and
7 fromàHIVIG) and (-) mothers.GGroupBil:3arabiesoxto 9 months) born from HIV I(+)
ma

MethHIV! DNA was tested strictly under code in PBL. PCR was performed with
and 3 eeof #primers (Pol andEnv). Serology Western-biot and E

DN.Results *Gra orns) : 5/7 and 2/7 scored (+) for HIV] DNA sequence
ewbornsnsTro‘omomAVIae1OmothersEnThe 2 àWestern-blot(.) mn
PCRon found (+) with a quick test. Groupll (babes)9i
scored @Yor TiHIV![NAWL13“had clinical symptoms consistent with HIV infection
and all scored (+ R.
Conclusion. 1) Reliable results can be obtained with PCR on blood samples during

conducted in Africa. 2) Our data likely indicate a high rate of maternal HIV
transmission in 3) PCR should be included in ongoing epidemiological
studiesin Africa.
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Coordination des soins : le point de vue du personnel Infirmier
Coordinating Care: Nurses’ Perspectives

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO . ’ IMPACT OF AIDS ON FAMILIES OF HAEMOPHILIACS IN WALES

M.B.0.7 EXPERIENCE AIDE CARE: St. PAUL'S M.B.0.8 Beese, Jacqueline, University ofaies college of Medicine,
Cardiff, South Wales, U.K.

, Goldstone, trane, St, Paul’s Hospital, University of
British Columbia, Vancouver,British Columbia, Canada. Objective. To describe the impact of Aids on the families of affected

Selective: To describe the coordinated, interdisci,
pa 5 with HIV infection at St, Paul's Hospital

Since the early days of the AIDS epidemic it has beenenapparent that
are confronted with a biological and social challenge that dees not fit.a
traditional model of patient care management. Re ded e

care does

Moy management of

as arty acieacetitnate tea
care which israrectly2facilitatedod by ade gated BIV Clinic and close
Liaisonmnwith communtyà services. rvices allowed

ogram te 5,e367 ppseedayi {isee-89)
support

aod10,"000O00outpatientvielvisitswri9e8) the. ents 75%
lated ca province of prictan©Colslumbia.

M.B.0.9 THE CHALLENGE FACING NURSING IN CENTRAL AFRICA
olo, Olive. Department of Nursing, University

Teaching hospEELusaka, Zambia.

M.B.0.11 HOME NEEDS (CARE FOR AIDS PATIENTS)
Maynard, Pat. St. Elizabeth Nursing Home,

Don Mills, ontario. Canada.

188

 

Welsh Haemophiliac:
Anyone involved with haemophiliacs has to be inpre: their courageased by

ite of the debilitating
nature of low x fi individuals living in Wales are
facing a new obstacle - HIV infection as a result of contaminated blood
P ts; six died. dd mode of inheritance
means + mor: e family may be affected. Met!

data on which the study is ba over a period of twelve

ths from the families of adult males and children attending a -
philia centre. The qualitative holis h ©: ded theory is
used to €: the subjective dimensions of their human experiences.

 

age to
able to keep it quiet.themselves, wondering how long they are going to be

M.B 0 10 A COMPARISON OF THE PROJECTED NURSING CARE NEEDS OF
one HOSPITALIZED AIDS AND NON-AIDS NTS

Lydia Ivanus,1. Corbett, S. Grrove
Department of Nursing, Royal Victoria Hospital,

Objective. To confirm the observation that the nursing care requirements of
Hospitalized ADSppatients (AP) are greater than those of hospitalized non-
AIDS patients
Method. Staff nurses used the patient classification system, Project

(PRN) to quantify projected patient nursing care needs.
i inti

Montreal, ‘Québec, Canada.

1 describes pati ar € ntegrating workload
measurement with the nursing process (assigning a value to each anticipated
nursing intervention rid =6 The n ©

ect:
ted concurrently to

service, were sought for each AP resulting in 125 NAP on whom data could be
ind.un
ults. The mean daily projected nursing care hours were:Res 16+10.5 for alt

hospita lized AP, and 10.9+7.4 for all hospitalized NAP. Patients requiring an
intensive care setting: -8+21.6 for and 24.3+18.1 for NAP. Patients

10.0+4.8 for NAP. The mean
a or NAP.

ation supports nursing judgmel ing an
objective measurement of workload which ts valuable for resource management.
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Diagnostic et histoire clinique de |’infection par le VIH
Natural History and Diagnosis of HIV Infection

CHANGING PATTERN OF PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII
M. B. 0.12 INFECTIONS

Hopewell, Phillip C. San Francisco General
Hospital, San Francisco, California, U.S.A

M.B.0.14

de Montréal,

TREATMENT OF PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII INFECTIONS:
ANTIMIC ROBIALS—S—~—SSSS

Emil. Hôtel-Dieu de Montréal and Université
qe Canada.

current treatment for fneunocyatis serie (PE) infection
ases. Difte

ANIMAL MODELS 0!FPABUMOGESTIS CARINII PREUMONIA
M.B.0.13 Queener, Sherry F.; Bartilett, Me 8.3 Smith, J.

ine,
a We

Indiana Univ. School of Medic Indianapolis, Indiana.

Objective. 0 develop a model of Pogumocystia pneumonia that would
consistently produce a good yield of uniformly heavily infected animals
suitable for drug testing or biochemical work.

Vi emale Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 130 - 150 gm are
kge suppressed by: 8) isone acetate 250 twice weekly,

b) dexi ne 1.2 mg/L in drinking er conti ly, or c) methyl-
prednisolone once weekly. Drinking water contains 0.5 gm/L
tetracycli ive standard 1aboratory € (23% protein).

to 107 organisms is performed 4 to 7 days
of immme svppression

s-free rats used in these atVir tudies are also
The rate at which th

o Pneumocystis
ey becomeinfected naturally depends upen the level of

exposure to already-infactad animals. Transt:tracheal inoculation of these
rats speeds evelopment of hea ections so that rats

be harvested for biochemical work by 6 to 7 weeks. Rats are also mora
if y infected by this mechanism. Tests of d £ erapy e

iron
therapy for an additional 2"to 4 weeks,

mophyharis startot th innoculation and run 6
tracheal inoculation . carinii into immune suppressed

rats producuces consistently heavy infections and allovs ofticient drug
testing in erery prophylaxis”and relapse protocols. These heavily
infected rats are Oo good sources of organisms for biocbemical studies,

Tes
Tests of dns £or.

reeks.

 

 

M.B.0.15 |=NEWDEVELOPMENTS IN THETREATMENTANDPROPHYLAXISOFFCF—_ hs.G. Mostaner,*NDRHDue ofMDs Racers ren
St Paul'sHospital,Un British Columbia, Vjancouver, BC, CanadaonDespi +b

FEVint d individuals. Ty h b ise i Aapte
 

These arc:
Prgiont revempecvo work mgpted Ut aime gwen

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

are efficacious in more than 90% rticosteroids favourable reversing defervescence andcontributed to this progres better educated phyeiciene an i call hve à sed by Meewrhave demonstrated in a placebopatients; ea agnosis; better management; extended know- dj " mg 7dave followed b 4d: pledge of pharmacokinetic f PC ugs; the effect (s) of AZT potepal prevent the d Tl of clinical P y in patents with mod relytreatment, etc. + the incidence o rse reactions is severe PCP. This a significant b ficial à ty d mor i i ing
high and the initial therapy should often by cha d. Several quality offe.À welcome spin efofthis approach has bon the desrease mnakuissions tthe Inewcke Care
therapeutic principles are now recognized, as: not treat Unit and earlier Of patients with AIDS-related PCP.
empirically; . - PC ds in leukemic paticnts and more the, report by Flachl et alfocusedy; make an early specific diagnosis; non-specific 3 ot CP ds im AIDS. Unf iy this was difficult to
tests (except for blood gases st rest and exercise), are not gu stteation on thegreat potential value Prophyiaris

in

AI Li fortunatecost-effective and delay the etiologic diagnosis; consider PC 1

!

because among TT i controlled trial of the
also subtle or aty 1 cases; mi to moderate clinical 4 . 4 for th bylaxis of AIDS-related PCP. sient
forms could be treated orally; dosage modifications have few ef- were randomly allocated to receive pentamidine 60 mg/dose oror placebo. The drug waswas delivered via

fects on tse reactions or survival; i e presence of si- MaeaeCESon5ZoSemirons) ove 15 10 20 minutes. Patients received an
de effects better change the initial thera , F ients sting 162 patients
ailing and/ unable to tolerste "conventional" therapy 3,still th ly was ter Ofthe32 f identified duriinvestigational, a aches are available: eflornithine, tri- followupperiod 27 olf th mats whil ly 5 occ among 4

metrexate/leucovorin and clindamycin/primaquine; however their 1 À ti th apy (p<.00:chi sq). 1B en pe were i ‘i i
effectiveness, safe and recurrence rate medial up. S S y We P
assessed. w therapeutic regimens will probalby suggested oler ; ne odand overalll ad ere rare, Our study

t all these treatments should be evaluated i ell-designed concl y amidine is high

 

led clinical trials and not to be used indiscriminetely.

 

PCP.
* National Health Scholar, Heath & Welfare, Cansda
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Manifestations buccales du SIDA

Orai Manifestations of AIDS
M.B. 0.16 ORAL PATHOLOGY IN 105 HIV-REACTIVE PATIENTS IN BUENOS AIRES

Cahn,P* ;Pérez ,H*;casino.A* Grinberg,N*;
et oo

eeFernéndez,DMLEMARodentia Nacional de Medicina ,Buenos Aires,

objecective. To present the first systematic study on oral pathology in HIV-re-
in Ameriactive patients (HIV+Pt) in La

Methods. A total of 105 Hivert“with lesions in the oral cavity wer
over 8 months (Apr.-Dec.'88) by means of clinical exams, dental-eyeSProurah,

Een, 2ts. Patholo, Patholo HIV+ &
idiasis 96.1 Angular cheilitis 207

Villous leukoplas 19 18 Erythema 15.2
Prog.ulcerative parodontitis 9 8.5 Pseudomembranous candidiasis 9 8.5
Gingivitis | 9 8.5 Herpeticstomatitis 6 5.7
Hypert: c gingivitis 5 4.7 Hyperplastic candidiasis 4 3.8
Petechiae - Telangiectasis 4 3.8 Uleer-necrosing gingivitis 3 2.8
Recurring ulcerative a 1.9 rostomia 0.9
Conclusion. Candidiasis in itsSistereats was the most frequently found
Tesion (64. 18); ous was the second one. Ali HIV+Pt studied
belonged to groups II and III provi by coc. y 9 Ss Ta

idiasis - ted and well-known name of this disease. Early o
small lesions of the 1 cavity are likely be regi too lightly by cli-
nicians if the latter lack skilled contribution of stomatologists. A
aetai of AIDS-related diseases should inc appropriate stomato-

al information.

M.B.0.18 DEMONSTRATION OF EBV-DNA PRIOR TO THE OCCURENCE
AND ITS CORRELATI:TION WITH THE gHNICeL STATUS

Näher, Helmut” ; Freese, U.K."+Gisemann, L.**, von K:
beritz, C.**; Fetzoïdt, D”; Greenspan, J.S.***

sRuprecht-Karls University, Heidelberg, FRG, ooSentaches Krebsforschungszentrum,
Heidelberg, FRG, ***University of California, San Francisco, U.S.A.

Objective:ToToinvestigate the prevalence of EpsteiinBarrvirus (EBV) and human
pap! us (HPV) in epithelium of the tongue of H. ents and control

Methods:Filter in-situ hybridization essaysfor the Getection of EBV-DNA and HPV-DNA
wereused. The clinical status of the TV patient was determined according to the
Walter-Reed classification system
Results: Where EBV-DNA endmot be detected except at low concentrations
in 3 of 35 negative control persons, HIV patients with oral hairy leukoplakia
(ORL)contained Eby.-DNA at high¢concentrations. In contrast to the unambiguo:

of EBV in OHL, none of the cimens
8,Te16 and 8 EBV-DNA could also be demons
of 19 out of 32 HIV patients without OHL. 3
4 to 7 months. On the aver:

tients presenting with OHL WR 4.36 (p< 0.
DNA were WR 4.05 and HIV patients without EBV-‘DNA W
Conclusion: The de:——_—_
but in the absence of HPV-DN.

M B 0 17 mua MANIFESTATIONS OF HIV INFECTION|ae AFRICAN PATIENTS
aruka, Z.*; Perriêns, Joseph ##: Nitg2tysÈ" Hoes:spagndes

Eu Kahotnn! SCHRRATERRs.
Saprdjee BDA,teeNat ional “Arps€tontrel Dencreeet
Kinshasa, Za

Objective. 1describe type and prevalence of the oral manifestations
associated h HIV infection in hospitalized africaanpat pents.
Roepttei Contention Patients of a systematic 50% 5 of all
warealisationsbbetween 10/15/1988and 20/11/1988in18 internal medecine

sa, Zaire, were tested for HIV

and un the” oral cavity.

 

underwent an sen,of

 

Resefeet HIV (+) HIV (~) P-value
(n=100) (ne 88)

Any oral complai eax 4Bx 0000
Any type of Panbidiacis 62x 26% +0000
Pseudomembraneous candidiasis 31% 6x 9000
Atrophic candidiasis 30% 21x is
Hyperplastic Gandidiasis 2x Ox NS
parottid swellin 6x # ox «07
Kaposi sar SX ox NS
Aphtous ul x ox Ne
NecrotisingSrringivitis x 1%
TE ad bilateral and 4 unilateral chronic phinless parotid

ewe
CondViodata and herpesabieplen are (1%), and present in HIV(+)
atients only. Periodont it ‘y leukoplakia werenot observed.
Fone sion. Oral diissus,minetryadideapise is
jospitalized Zairian patie ith IN infection. Hairy leukoplakia seens
infrequent in this population. S parotid swelling was

highly predictive.fer HIV seropectely

M.B.0.19 SEXUAL PRACTICES AS RISK FACTORS FOR CANDIDIASIS AND
HAIRY LEUKOPLAKIA: THE ORAL AIDS EPIDEMIOLOGY

0}
EcigalDavid*; Greenspan, D:**; Overby, G.**; Moss, A.*; Rutherford, G.***; Greenspan,JS."

Schools of * Medicine & ** Dentistry, University of California, San Francisco, TheOnlAIDS
Center; *** Dep n Francisco, CA, U.S.A

Objective: To test the hypothesis that somesexualpractices would increasetherisk for oral
lesions caused by infectious agents, ie.
Methods: The Oral AIDS Epidemiology PProject iis a collaborative project with several pros

HIV infected the examiners (who are blind to sevostats)
oral form. The

measures. Odi com
practices in seropositive gay men with normal oral exams and those with s ic
Only menwithHL Oa candidiasis (n=5l) ora normalcam red in the 1967‘exam

Results: Odds ratios 195%C1) Ca ‘a

 

 

sion of the HIV disease than the occurence of 0.

M.B.0.20 RISK FACTORS FOR RAPID PROGRESSION FROM HAIRY
LEUKOPLAKIA (HL) TO AIDS.

 

 

intewithout w ° aR3 4 and HIV RsLande

07). HIV patientsSeenEBV- OralGenital Sex 238. [79, 6.90] 387 (184,812)
monstrationoe in OHL means not only a silent carrier status, ‘Anal Sex "21, 42] A 138, 234]

sential role of EBV in the pathogenesis of OHL Conclusion: Tt implies that bot be con:
cal statsoftHPatients could be more reliably predicted by Cyeapredotreunder reported, makes it

t ap LeouHLand CD may be markers for men
an ear! ame more valuable prognosticmarkertor the progres- I ry

M.B.0.21 ORAL KON SARCOMAIN AIDS: MANAGEMENT WITH
INTRALESION L CHEMOTHERAPY ose esse

reens : Overb: Borows| .. Lords-Nur, F.%;>McLeod, W.A. and Spinelli, I
S panJS AE by on *Cancer Control Agency of B.C.;Vancouver, Canada, **UCSF; San Francisco, USA,*eS.

Hollanderns Feigal, D.W.**. “aofDenà Made,DreCats
Oral AIDSCenter SFFCA, USA.

 

 

   

This case control study Gefned outcomeasoa ionen EPororlate progression
based on whether AIDS developed within 1000 days. 27 patients wilGL?and 28 eut EP

were selected t cases in a cohort who have been diagnosed at
the Oral AIDS Center at UCSF since 1982 Complete follow-up was ined from patient and
family contact, and hospital , and state death record:

Somerisk factors most likely reflected duration of HIV i ion. Hepatitis B and
syphilis infecti iated with an odds ratios of 4 for earl i

probably were markers for men whose sexual activities
1 were high risk early in the epidemic.eedé onan

TTà, ___|lymphad y, Herpes can-
À LP didissis wwere notmere frequentinthe EP than LP ps.
4 Other risk factors reflect current immunologic com-

+} petence, T cell subsets were not available from this early
on \ Ee cohort, but skin testing w:as availablei 29. Skin test a

rt ay for candidawas stingy Predictive; 17 of 19 nonreae-
ne Se tive were in the EP group; “ll 10 of who reacted were

Cm.Rap from HL= mm HLis pot un
Months to AIDS Positive candida skin testing predicts longer tim .

[Supported by NIDR grant POIDEU7S46]

Paul’s Hospital; Vancouver, Canada, s**Cancer eral Agency of B.C.Vane, Canada

Objective. To observe the efficacy of local intralesional Vinblastine in management of orat
Kaposi's sarcoma (KS).

. Al patients had histologically proven intraoral KS. Patients with bilateral palatal
treated with intralesional 0.2 to 0.8sme of Vinblastine

ients were seen weeks following
, lesions affecting the gingivaiva and tongue were

lesions were selected, o
(0.2 mg/m!) following‘local snesthesia.
injection. In sage to palatal lesions,
treated using

All
the diagnostic

rted no , 3 enr mild pain, 4 moderate pain severe Pain
controlled withtheval analgesics. The gingival and tongue lesions showedmcmore complete
reduction in size than the| tal lesions treated.

js tralesional Vinblastine appears to provide good palliation of oral
KS lesions without Sensicant side-effects due to the treatme:
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Nouvelle technique de diagnostic rapide et améliorée
New Improved Rapid Diagnosis

M.B.0.22 IMMUNOLOGICALCHARACTERIZATION OF RECOMBINANT
HIV ENVELOPE PROTEINS

‘Showaler,Stephen

USA. opus Resources
MD 21701, USA.

f cle the transmetabrane (gofl)region The
and specificity of the ELISAusing clone 566 protein was found 10 beequivalent

to an ELISA using i gp4i
be the basisofa at fr HV,info ta does at nol hefvds We
have producedseveral monoclonal antibodies toto the recombinantproteins and

SEROREACTIVITY TO HIV-1 VIF, TAT, AND NEF PROTEINSM.B.0.24
*, Jaseo:oy, Ch.”°, Tenscher, K.°

_¢ Kuehn, J.”, and Bri
ogy, Universityof Heidelberg, In

D-6900 Heidelberg, and Lanck
institute for Medical Research, Jahnstr. 29, D-6900 Heidelberg,

Vv.

Objective. Determination of theprevalence of antibodies against
HIV-1 vif, ta ins in of HIV-1 infected
patients from different‘clinicalatStages.

HIV-1 vif, tat, were cloned in
procaryotic vectors and were expressed in‘total
fusion proteins (vif, nef). These teins were employ: in
imaunoblot and RIPA-PAGE experime: + The specificity of
reactions was confirm competition experiments and with
control seera rom HIV negative patients.

alysis of 1 6: anp owed ow percentage
of sera reactive with vif and tat (15% and 25%, respectively) in

tic HIV positive carrier C:

data indicate an early antibody response to nef
and a relatively late immune response to tat and vif

M.B.0.26 A RAPID WHOLE BLOOD APRICATION FOR HIV ANTIBODY TESTING
USING LIPOSOME-BASED TECHNOLOGY.

os 4 Charles*; Ouschl, D.; Blackwell, J.; Huff, J.;
alek, J i

*Becton Dickinson and Company, Sparks, Maryland, USA, **0ffice of the
Medical Examiner, Baltimore, Maryland, USA,

The demand for more rapid HIV antibody testing has resulted in the develop-
ment of à 5-minute, whole blood test, storeable at

+ Emergency Room, physician's office, and
third world countries whereinstrumentation and cold storage are not
readily available

M B 0 23 ANTIBODY RESPONSES To AcorssonY GENEurs IN ave

ss INFECTION. Reiss, onde, A.* ange, Joep*;

Woif,F.*; DeborDanes“coudsnte.J.LE et al. PRadenic
ledical Centre, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands. ** Dept. of

Nolecalen Genetics, Smith Kline and French Lab., Pennsylvania, USA.

Objective. Determination of Ab responses against nef-, rev-, and tat-

gene products of HIV-1 in a cohort of 134 nt asymptomatic

seropositive men and 72 men who seroconverted f:

proteins; analysis ofpossible relationships between Ab

HIV-1 nnef, rev, and t vs. disease

 

an
Data regarding ADresponses

o be presented,

of HNAnne gene products in vivo may

reflectdisease progression in HIV-1 infectio:

M.B.0.25 A RAPID AND SIMPLE PROCEDURE FOR FIELD TESTING OF HIV-1-
ut ODIES

teerband.faa Herzberg, M., and Falk Fish
“ORGENICS Ltd., jan,

Objective. Evaluation of the HIV-{ antibodies ImaunoComb k
Methods. Ser tested in the, RIV-£ Antibody 

reneenting two gp4i epitopes and one gpi20 gi (spo
attached in the form of spots t

flat plast ecard. unoComb card
containing wells to allow attachment of the anti-HIV-1 ant o the
Polypeptides. Thereafter, the card is move through compartments containing
washes, alkaline phosphatase anti-human I gat an NBT
chromogenic system. Positiv specimens result a Purplenareynt at the
location of the Pepae mix. The who e procedure” takes 30 minu at ro
temperature d ‘non-laboratory environmentbe carri
Sens trivity and specificity were calculated relative to the Vestern Blot

Resul Over 3000 specimens, including early seroconvertors and Western
Blot iDdeterninaten were tested at various medical centers in Europe and

unoConb kit demonstrated 99.2% sensitivity and 99.64%
specific
Conclusion. The use of a conserved epitope and high local concentration of
antigen makes the immunoComb procedure a rapid and accuratee ansey kit for
the detection of HIV-1 antibodies, which is operable anywher

M B. 0 27 A MULTISITE STUDY OF APARTICLE AGGLUTINATION TEST FOR

—~ DETECTION OF HIV ANTIBODIES

Schiff, Robert*; Piecietiit, Rite;
F. +e; and Tegtmeier, G.evere,
“Schiff & Company, N. Caldwell, NJ, **NE Penn. Region ARC, Wilkes Barre,
PA, ***Irwin Memorial Blood Bank, San Francisco, CA, ***ARC Blood Serv-
ices, Portland, OR, **eeeCommunity Blood Center of Greater Kansas City, MO

Busch, M.***; Peetoom,

Objective. To compare performance of the SERODIA-HIV Assay to screening
tests for the detection of ay antibody
Er Blood donor and library samples were collected at 4 blood banks.

8 were tested by the SERODIA-HIV Assay (Fujirebio, Inc.
the"nastee 3901 Pattern reader and sseay

ems Enzymeimmunosssays. Results were c

 
ompared on initial and repeat

testing yeeen Blot* was performed on samples which were repeat react-
ive in any of the assays.
Results.“on initial testing of 10,481 samples agreement between the screens
and SERODIA HIV was 98.82. After retestin; agreement was 99.32. Of
52 samples that were repeat reactive the screening teteandSERODIA

and tested by Western Bl 45 were positive, 4 indetermina’
negativ: O£ 69 samples were screening test positive na SERODTA
negative and then tested by Western Blot, 68 were neg re and 1 wa

indetermina amples t were screening test negative and SERODIA
positive showed 2 positive by Western Blot, negative and 1 indeterminate
Conclusion. D peared mor msitive than the Genetictem or
Abbott procedures,oe Ally during dilution studies, 6 o false neg-
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Traltement des Infections associées à l’Immunodéflelence causée par le VIH
‘ManagementofInfections Associated with HIV Immunodeficiency

M.B.0.28 TOXOPLASMOSIS
hère, Jean-Claude. Hôpital Cantonal dePec!

Genève, Genève, Suisse.

M B 0 30 TUBERCULOSIS (TB) AND ATYPICAL MYCOBACTERIA
tbe IN PATIENTS WITH HIV INFECTION

is Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD U
TB is common inHIV-seropositive populations with a high.prete
lence of M. tuberculosis| fection. TB is orten an early AIDS
related opportunistic ction, occurring when CD4 cell gounts
are still relatively high’ (>200/ul). clinica! manifestatio:
may be a cal, esp n ex rene inmunosuppresseed
patients, though 60-80% of patients have pulmonary disease.
Common ra raphic findings include aiffuse infiitratesand
adenop: . je lin reactivity is found in 4
patients. ponse to s dard ai
generally excellent; lifelong therapy may n
Prevention of tuberculosi prochylactic treatment of
tubercul active i1V-seropositive persons is an urgent
public healthapriorit

complex (MAC)wis a late complication of HIV-related
immunosuppression. Most MAC disease is probab:ly a result o

equaily affected.
MAC

€: tub: osis
drugs. Studies in animal mode) and limited human data suggest
that newer regimens may cont: MAC disease. Prevention of MAxo
infection may be possible with 1prophylactic therapy.

M.B.0.32
PTS

with/without disseminat.tion management“problen in AIDS,
especially those caused by Sryptosporiaiun Isospora, belti, and
Micros orgie These protozoans as in stool specimens

ng a mufluorescentstaining procedures , except
Micros oridta whichhahas not been demonstrated in stool and thus requires

GRYPTOSPORIQIOSIS» ISOSPORIASIS AND MICROSPORIDIOSIS
earla Vincent's Hospiteal & Medicalester of NY

Èior CA

es ops. sion is y fecal-oral, sexual, water/food
borne, anima] contact and possibly inhalation. Risk Factors incl di

avel to tropical countries, homosexuality immunocompris. etc.
Disseminated infection involves cholecystitis, hepatitis.“pumonary

sporidium and myositis hepatitis for Microsporidia.
nimmunocomprised host is self-limited, in

Spiramycin and transfer

zole
infections.
pa en in homosexual men with
In conclusion, drastic research is definitely needed to reduce
morbidity and mortality of these opportunistic infections in AIDS.

192

M.B.0.29 "eRYPROCOCCOSSS"
e A. San Francisco General Hospital

Department of“feaitine,versty of California.
Francisco, CA.

HUMAN CYTOMEGALOVIRUS (HCMV) INFECTIONS IN AIDS: DIAGNOSIS

AND ANTIVIRAL TREATMENT.

Gerna Giuseppe; Revello M.G.;

walle E. area M.
‘Institute or Infectious Diseases, University of Pavia, and IRCCS Policlinico

San Matteo, 27100 Pavia, Italy.

M.B.0.31
Minoli L.; Grossi P.; Perci-

Objective. To correlate HCMV antigenemia and viremia with symptoms and

ve

by IFA using a MAb to HCMV immediat

ay), and viremia by IFA visiningof "shell vial” Sell cultures (inocu-

lated with a known nunber of PMNLs) 24h p.i. using a MAb to HCMV EA.
vali, 33 of the 85 (38. ex)Ds patients examined had reactivated

3

blood. Of 89 blood samples tested, 78 (687.6%) pave €con-

enemia, 9 (all taken during GCV

e
ly evaluateanticipate onset of sers and to earlier initiate and careful.

Seeee of GCV treatment
artially supported oy Ministero Sanita, Progetto AIDS, 1989).
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Infections concomitantes du SIDA

ConcomitantInfections In AIDS

THESPECTRUMOFNEUROSYPHILIS HIV-INFECTED IND) ALS" CONCOMITANT SYPHILITIAo!HIV INFECTION
M.B.0.33 Reid.Stewart: Umedaly, H;Forrest, Di Maden Asan Randyfend M.B.0.34 Calderon,W.*: . MA; Grossi, P.*; Dowille, Helene *.ISG. AIDS ResearchaSt. Paul's Hospital, U: : . ae

Tea

AahColumbia, ‘Vancouver, BC, * Infectious Diseases Dept. TRES8tienae University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy.
we IRCCS C. Mondino-University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy.

QBIECTIVE,Todescribe the spectrum of neurosyphilis inHIV-infectedindividuals, , :

futocaseeDecember 31, 1988.oe Objective. Evolution of syphilis have been studied in a population of HIV with regard to pro-
Neurosyphilis wasSentified in 7 HIV-infected homoseaual imales over the study period. Only resinjon mode and anees Reciprocal interactions between syphilis and HIV have

Donepatient was k episode the observation of unusually aggressive forms of treponemic infection,
perle24œil Seuths prio ‘cal - indudlog lor moreofthe pationat te OS eer

tL (2=4), focal signs (n=4) and dementia ( De Methods. 37 homosexual, mean age 27 years, AIDS affected, have been observed. The following
palms and soles ruson3pent and ane picaa Bal a dark field positive penile chancre. considered: clinical feature, course of the diseases, degree of inmunodefi-

 

 

 

 

patient was com asymptomatic. Serum RPR and CSF-VDRL were© postive in al cuca.CSF

cases, CT- f the & t 5 hancing a. d multinte à Al rotients

daily doses i of 18 mill its for 10 days. Clini

terolopeal andCT-sas inprofementnasdocameated inal ce,
presenth :

infected individuals who appear to be at an increased risk for progression nel ts presentation
can vary from completely asymptomatic to neurological deficit. Response to therapy appears to be
routineCSFova iathe absence ofNourdogsalPommshave positive i have
 

should
remains to be established.Prospective studies

HIV i
h +

 

M.B.0.35 EFFECTOFPREVIOUS SYPHILIS INFECTIONONCSFABNORMALITIES
INFECTED IND!

 

parareters were

ctency (Th/Ts), serological and immunological data (including CSF examination). In 36 cases,
the clinical immunological feature of syphilis was not found to be significantly influenced
by the superinposition of HIV infection nor by HIV related diseases. In only one case (G.A.,
male, 52 years, All PCP, OW, HSV, Candida Th/Ts 0.52) presenting with clinically ouvert
‘tabe dorsalis, the evolution to neurosyphilis seemed to be accelerated by HIV infection. Sero-
ea features (siero and li rofocusing) indicated possible reinfection. The pa-

lent wes treated with Bayercillina (Propicilline) standard do:
patte Except for the case above reported, the observations ofour series does nat. confim
the hypothesis of a synergistic effect between the two infections. Reinfection, therefore by
treponenic after HIV seroconversion seem to be the only event able to activate an unusual,
aggressive forms of treponemic infection.

TRAITEMENT DE LA TOXOPLASMOSE CEREBRALE PAR LA CLINDAMYCINE ET LE

Kirstetter, MC. Meyohas, J, Frottier:M.B.0.36
 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

IN HIV-1 5-“fpitalSaint=An LR Eiaszeut ce, M.
L; Aiwood, K.; Fox, R Herman, C;Hook,E;McArthur, LC. . Gpital Saint-Antoisnerris,sore

ath lé AIDS MD USA tun! è à 40%. 1 J abi él
Objective:To determine wheth hil . . nee thi Vadiazine (PYR- Sl

reflecting à re CNS HIV-1 activation in HIV-1 nection iindividuals. thérapeutiques sont en cours d'évaluation: parmi celles-ci, tn vivo PYR-cindemyaine (CLIND in vitro
Methods, 2 homosemualbisexual men had CSF analysis as part
additional HIV-1 seropositive individuals withprevious miscie veisNone bad de 3 ité sty i Ma ob :. 7 1 EPPOT! tie

All bad negative serum SULF. P: 1f da 3 ana |
RER ororRER tierscouat (WBC),al prot previous treatmenttteapeCYRCSF analysis de PVR. L traité une TC par SU PV, Rs TAZT dont

count (WB total proeia(Prot), oligoloaal bands OCB), 1 t le trei ‘ are). S18 Fel
soioindex,bloodbi" grity (BBB), and HIV-1 isolation. papersot e -PYRnest.
 

CSF parameters: proportion Blood CD4
WBC Prot IgG index BBB Count
25 245 >t 361 207 >60 Culture (mean + SD)

FTA + (n=30) 6/28 7/30 8/29 11/28 15/28 45/57 6/24 an +37
FTA - (n=58) 20/56 15/58 21/56 20/57 21/57 15/20 15/58 528 + 266

 

 

No significant differences were observed in comComparinggroup meansoftheCSF parameters. An equally
high rate of CSF ab d in FTA + individual:
Conclusions Prior eps ax aueed by FTAsro nt sundae wi«Higherrate ofCSP

M B 0 37 LENT RAL TOXOPLASMOSIS IN AIDS

bu. PATIENTS. TERMITTENT MAINTENANCE THERAPY
Pedrol E, Gonzsiez--ClecentteOMdone fs- Gatell, Mallolas J,

Ta IM,Soriano E. Infectious Diseases Unit. Hospital|Clinic. University oF
Barcelona. Barcelona. Spain.

TIVE. To describe the characteristics of 34 episodes of Central Nervous

Systen (ENS) toxoplasmosis and the efficcacy of an intermittent (2 days per

week) maintenance therapy to avoid relapse:
nthe clinical and CT scan

alternative diagnosis became apparrent.

2S mmg) Plus sulfadiazine (5)

of the 192 asca
drug addicts the t

ocal neurological Signs (64.7%) were e most common clinical

Tone therapy at with P/S and 2 with P/C) relapsed,

tonopleseosis is a frequent opportunistic infection in

:Spanish AIDS nd an intermittent long term maintenance treatment

‘with P/S or even with P/C was effective for preventing relapse:

a
is resposebes de rechutes chez chacundes 3 pts. i 2/3 rechutes sonttraitée:

perfusion par CLIN {1/ 10 de la peselogie aisés en chimialhérapie) la 3è

étant traitésd'emblée par SFU seule pendant t mois thépatiteà te CLIN). Lors de l'introduction du SFU,

1,5 mois, le3è 6
depuis 10j Résultats: Le patient théraoie euSF

ie deh ‘ ; Re êlée à.1t0
FIRMdu 2¢ est a2

NRA à i i bea:
 élioration clinique est
rre."non Lectivitéanti-toxoplesmique¢de l'association SFU-CLINnia Jamals été
démontr:

 

inane 3 remerques: |:

 

tenation de te CLIN dans r efficacité deassociation, enfin le recul insuffisant sur ce petit nombre
patient n SFU-CL

ä la Tc àSIDA éval : heti nhi.

perciens 1Seat AFRICAN HIV (+ ENDPictESPATIENTSM.B.0.38
eee CNT JC. #+#

abr
ueÀ loEolebunienaeeRx.

#rojet SIDA, RSSRationalwe lat erculose, *##Centre de Depistage
de ls Tuberculose, Kinshasa,

ORALTTNe TREATMENT RESULTS AND RELAPSE RATES OF PULMONARY

3

Object es. To assess wortal ity, efficacy of anti-tuberculous (TB)diel
apse rate of Buldonary ubarculosis (pTB) mona HIV(+) and H1V(-

patients iz Kinshasa, Zaire,
Heth Ge fed to"te 754 smear
in 7 crrogsect fone
outpPatients. Patientrecords were ravie
suurvivors were invited”to participate in a prospecti Afte
couplet um Hananti-TB Breuiturepatients were evaluated bs clinical

je:an, sputum olagy and chest X-ray, and
Tater, binont by Sputum si
Results. Hin3 data were€Available from 631 (84%) patient
Fecords. Six’ beyoor{35 HIV(+) and 26 (5.os) of 476 HIV(-) patients had
died|Lennes diagnosis (p{(0,0001)
qe! Enitoeen) patients were took after complet ing

aHRhee ayer (14%) of 79 Atapand 39 (14%) of 270 HI Le
patients B culture fell Mt ereulosis). Eident©sx) of

1 HIV(+) handFitan of 39 HIV(- > pat (>
Beutun swears. lapse rate: D tre of 68H “and ba tionaor Bat
HIV(-) patientsha 32 (+) pTB relapseitn 6 wonths after
stopping anti~TB dru

on. Ihthisaudy surviving HIV(+) patients responded equally
we: © anti-TB treatment as HIV(~. patients, but HIV (+) patients ia”
higher wortality rates. Surviving HIV(+) pTB patients were not at
isk of pTB relapse.

increased
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Pédiatrie : développement neurologique des enfants Infectés par le VIH
Pediatrie: Neuro-Development in HIV Infected Children

M.B.0.39 NEUROLOGICAL INVOLVEMENT AND PRONOSTIC FACTORS AFTER
WATERNO-FETAL INFECTION

M. TARDIEU, S. BLANCHE, A.M. DULIEGE, C. ROUZIOUX, C. GRISCELL|
INSERM U 56, 132, 292, Paris FRANCE.

 

Ninety four HIVi-Infected infants (present median age 3 years) have
patients hed intense, and 6 % moderate neurological

orme % of patients). Intense
neurciogicai ab ities were correlated with an increased risk of death
(relative urvival rates at 3 years 30 % vs 94 % in other patients),

h + Initial

a count, with P25 antibodies ser
A iow egative titer of anti HIV antibodies in CSF was aiso correiated
with Intense neuroiogical disease. Conversely, an intra brain barrler
sl HIV ibodies synthesis was served i Il tested patients without

urological disease. Abnormalities In CT scan were foi in 37,5 % of patients
with neuroiogical disease, usually late during the course of the disease.

conclusion : (1) The evolution of HIV infected infants was bimodal, one
groupe having a poor prognosis

(although an
2) Intensity of neurologice!

disease and Immunodeficiency were highly correlated.

M B. 0 41 THE COURSE OF NEURODEVELOPMENTAL FUNCTIONING IN THE INFANTS

. Lo AND HIV SEROPOSITIVE PARENTS

Molly*; Diamond,G.*; Belman,A.**; Cabot,T.; Cohen,H

Albert Kenneaycandies|ofFpedicine Dept. of Pedia-

*Rose F. Kenn SUNY, Stonybrook, USA

Nozyce,
and Rubinstein,A.; et.al.

trics, Bronx, New York,

gestive. To study the medical and neurodevelopmental effects ofvarious
teratogens on the offapring of high risk and substan neing parents.

iethods. Pregnant women with both high r ce

on attended hospital affiliated clinics were "oteeredVenrolinent in a mu
born

periods

diztesences were found in

parity
Conclusions. Current data indicates that subtle central nervous system(CNS)

pairments may be more pervasive earlier than previously documented in HIV

seropositive infants and they differ from patterns in older children

secial support, level of maternal education and

THE ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR OFCHILDREN WITH SYMPTOMATIC HIVM.B.0.43

 

 

 

 

INFECTION ANDTHE EFFECTS OFAZTTHERAPY.
Wolters,Pamela, Moss, H., Eddy, J., Pizzo, P., Brouwers, P.. Pediatric
Branch, National Cancer institute, NiH, Bethesda, MD USA

Encaphalopathy, manifested by ja a major

concomitant of pediatric AIDS. bearved
In HIV infected children,

child

assessed Steereattogaearlnyo he sa

Twenty-threethree chliren with AIDS
atfioacy of AZT, received drug therapy for six months. cEa ae dna anneal hom engkoHalte years

oseann=63 yur.Se peerswareendona
treatment wih the Vineland Adaptive Bahavior Some,a

corsair This scale yee

 

 

 

 

  

fi cally M

per ge 9 More specifically, children with encephalopathy

were significantly more Impaired In their pt i the non -

ancephalopathic children exhibited comparatively higher expressive skills. Atter six eteinit

observed for both groups in communication (recaptive a: jive language},significant were
daily living {personel care and community skills), socialization (interpersonal and play i).end overall

However, skills. i domains

of aspSoda arungstePrawaha,hra and some

TRietre De Chaos
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OF NEUROLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN
IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV-1)M.B.0.40 A PROSPECTIVE (STUDY

INFANTS AT RISK FOR HUMAN

Gwendolyn, Cohen, D., “Naguiat, Aer Curses, R., Morgan, R., and
Parks, W. University of |Miami School of Medicine, Miami, Florida.

Qbiective: To prospectively determine the nature and prevalence
neurological and developental abnormalities in inforts of HIV-1 infected

Enfants of HIV-1 seropositi and 8 uninfected
months for neurological and developmental

The mean enrollment

below
Fiaher* 8 exac
and with controle.
neurolog. examinations and 7 had between 1 sD
normal. Neurologic findings included lypertoniare percéesa

4) and acquired microcephaly (4)
n

 

lopmental exams.
detectable in the first year of life in 608 of kn
ts. Further study of this group4is needed toto determine

whether all children citimately develop abnormalit:

M B 0 42 PROSPECTIVE NEURODEVELOPMENTAL OUTCOME OF INFANTS
bi WITH PESTHATALLY ACQUIRED HIV INFECTION AND THEIR

CONTROL:
Hittelsan,Joan*; villowshbesa. *t ;Mendez,H.*;Kehe,J.*;Goedert,J.*
Landesran,S.*jet al. SUNY-HSC Brooklyn,NY,USA;**NIH, seehends’ Maryland, USA

OBJECTIVE. To assess the nevrodevelopmental sequelae of HIV infection in
children.

Ht f a prospective neurodevelopmental follow-up, 47

(p<.05).
differ from the contr À
CONCLUSION. demonstrate a strong relationship betveen
perinatally acquired HIV infection and neurodevelopmental disability.

Kairam,Ran; Benji, M;outa, A: ‘Bakshi, S;
Pitt, J. St. Lake’a-Reeevelt Hospital Center,

Columbia University Presbyterian Medical Canter and New York Medical
College, NY, USA

Shiective: To describe the spectrum of neurologic disease in Pediatric
fection and follow the course of direct injury to the nervous

cystam.,
Methods: 130 children were seen over a period of 5 years by 8 single

examination,
scans of the , spinal fluid evaluation and Somatosensory
potentials (SEP).
Results: Progressive encephalopathy initially by language

‘ties, and spastic and
acquired microcephal common. Children exhibiting static

initially exhibited progressive with longer
follow-up. Five dren exhibited improvement in

. . CT findings
Prognostic of outcome. SEP studies reveal: abnormalities in
subcortical structures. EEG studies and spinal fluid evaluations were
not helpful.

: HIV produces wide spectrum of neurologic involvement
ee eesceonive course. Neurologic

is seen in nearly 90% of infected children.
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Traltement : essais de l'AZT
Therapy: AZT Trials

M.B.0.45 VALIDATION OF THE SURVIVAL EXPERIENCE AMONG A LARGE
a COHORT OF AIDS PATIENTSTREATED wiTH|,ZIDOVUDINE

Creagh-Kirk,Terri; Doi 3 Andrew: Tilson, H.
Burroughs Wellcome te Research Triangle pack, North’ Carolina, U. A.

Objective, To validate and extend the original survival experince reported
ina Large cohort of AIDS patatients who received zidovudine through a
compassionate-release pro;

Through a conpaceionate- release system, 4805 AIDS patients began
treatment with zidovud: over a six-month period in late rsenid early
19 These patients were also closely monitored for an additional 5

of a stru data

effor
mi o va: ubcohort of all paaclents treated in
sites participating in another study where retrospective data collection
provided nearly complete followup.

validation
veported and extend

$ and treatmentwwere examined.
valigacien study has confirmed previous findi

allowed aosemen of purvive1 bey
subset of patients
the original population:will be discussed,

NATURE, TIME COURSE AND DOSE DEPEND!MBOT Nas
Ruedy, John; Montancr, 15;GainsFigMeSihMEFunutCLGG
O'Shaughnessy, M and Wainberg, M. Multiccatre Canadian Azidothymidine Trial (MCAT). Canada

Fear HIV-infected individuals. “HIV
ESIGN: Multicenire SUBJECTS: 7. itive

homoseaual menpecena 3week
00mg/d 18

6 weeks after
1x6 ‘as taidone eve. random! to
nl ile eng earecAUEen

and laboratoryevaluationsluations were performed at
matinefsveprononas, mou commonly mses (61),

fatigue (55%) and headache (49%). These were generally self.Reed, seappoaring briefly at each dose
increment. A decrease i

 

 

in shortly after initiation of therapy. This was
rapidly inuation of treatment. ‘A red blood cell count decrease,àmean

ln Dcly dunes count decreasedeveloped earlyin a dose fashion,
reverting at partially during thewashout phase, decrease in reticulocyte related
marrow anges ones,eet agate change when the does was escalated to 1200 mg/day. Bone

4c 1
aed anch TL t Th CDC

Ferre reames (ath vs qth). vs , a, . os
 

with a decrease in reticulocyte count andgranulocytopenia. These appear to be dose independent in the
Re mama)00DnsGi) roerabie upon discontinuation of fonofthe drug, Tho fact that these efloss

d (600 mg), d
than those currently recommended.

M.B. 0.49 TOXICITY OF COMBINEDPOSTACANCIGLOVER (DHPG)

THERAPY IN AIDS PATIENT:

jussbaum, Joseph; Antoniskis, D; causey, Ds Leedom, JM.

LA Co-USC Medical”Centers Los Angeles, California, USA.
 

Sbilective:To assess the incidence of serious hematologic neoduring

AZT/DHPG therapy (Rx). Methods: 26 patients (pts) were
Dec 8. No c
 

aee Toxicity
srgnulocytopenia, 302.ET1 DEPG dose;

T 02 anemia, tr:entation only. AZT and

DHPG do. were ed as soon as granulocytea 500.
Results: Average duration of combined Rx was 12.1 wks/pt Grange4-30wks/pt).
AZT dose = /d for 48% of wks of Rx, 600mg/4 for 26hand <600ng/d fore =1
6%. One episode of gr4 granulocytopenia vas associate ith gram-negative

creopailbacteremia. No aerious bleeding was observeoar
GRANULOCYTOPEN

fapised s 2E3(00-789) 226 (6500) grTDaesrsaanRER(CZSKK) sorssc

70

 

  

we - = v. 2.4u/pt
per pt 12 0.7 transfused
aw 1-4 0-4 0-1 0-1 0-1 we

ncfusions: Despite previous portes prolonged conbined AZT/
ere Temporarily lowered doses of AZ be required by hemaeustelogic

toxicity. Patients should not be denied the»benefits of anti-retroviral

therapy as toxicity is tateceble:

Aspects Cliniques
Clinical Aspects ofAIDS

M.B.0.46

zotti, PF. and G:
National Institute.ofHealth, Rome, Italy.

Objective. In order to establish the influence of antiviral therapy on sur-
vival onAIDS patient8, compared survival patterns of patients receiving

zid À eaatterns of a control group of Patiente who wer

SURVIVAL PATTERNS OF ZIDOVUDINE TREATED AIDS PATIENTS
ou TO
wells » Stefano; Menniti Ippolito, F.3 Agresti, M.G.; Pez-

 

 

enta! agnos
el centers did! t significantly affect the

of thetee groups of patien
Data obtained clearly confirm that vy‘therapy is associated

with trcredsed survival of AIDS patients, also when comparison is made

untreated controls and not simply with historical conttrols.

M B 0 48 OOUBLE-BLIMD PLACEBO CONTROLLED STUDY OF RECONSINANT HUMAN

—ewe PATIENTS WITH ANEMIA CAUSED SY HIV

Rorick Werk; Wilson &, Sernstet h-Singer N, Gill PS, Nugnis F, Levine AN.

Univer. of Southern calitornte School of Medicine, Low Angeles, CA, USA.

i : Te Geese the efficscy and toxicity of recombinant sumen

thropoiotin Cre-HUEPO) in AIDS patients Cpts) with anemia while

recetving 2 Idovudine CAZT).
Methods: ted at our {nstitution who were entered into à multi-

cebo controlled study of re-HuEPO In A10S pte with snenia

were Included if thefr Bemetecrit

5

i plat

while receiving AZT are describ

 

  

decrease the bt et group of A

3) Response mey inversely correlate with endogenous EPO.production.

 

ONE YEAR FOLLOW-UP OF PIDONUDINE PLUS ACYCLOVIR IN
ASYMPTOMATIC HIV-MeesIVES
Hor Lande H.* re, M.**; Nusinoff-Lehrmann,

Barnhart, J.***; Lifsoi . "usiversity of California , San Francisco,
CA, **Burroughs“Wel] come Company, Research Triangle Park, NC, *e**AIDS Office,
Department of Public Health, San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

Objective. To study the tolerance, toxicity and immunologic effects of zido-
valine (ZDV) plus acyclovir {ACY) in asymptomaomatic HIV-seropositives
Method.s. Twenty gay men n coe group II were given ZDV (500 ma/aay) plus acy
@ id grams/day) and followed with frequent clinical and laboratory moni

Results. At week 52, 16 men remained well and in the stuay. Three had with-
drawn because of subjectivetoxicities of the drugs; 1 wasSiagnosed with
non-Hodgkin's lymphoma a: 7. Two men required pe dose reduction
because of side effects. matoio ic changes noted were 2raecrease
red blood nt (5.03 4.04, p=0.000 d an inc corpuscular

rophit count and platelet:
H to 219 heand total bilirubin

were significant; mean creatine kinase
but this was not significant (p=0.20). Total lymphocyte counts were

unchanged total mean CD4 lymphocytes were 512 at entry and 580 at week 52.

cone usion. ZDV and ACV at these doses aretolerated by the majori ty
asymptomamatic Uy“Seropositives for at least one year. unologic seabinity

measured by total CD4-count is encouraging. but effi cacy in preven
disease progression is unproven and awaits the results of controlled trials,
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Prophylaxle de la PCP
PGP Prophylaxis
T.B.0.1 FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF PATIENTS RECEIVING PENTAMIDINE AEROSOL T.B.0.2 EFFETS DES AEROSOLS PROPHYLACTIQUES DE PENTAMIDINE SUR LA

FOR PROPHYLAXIS OF
Scolaro, Michael J.*; Kennedy, P.*; Kahn, -B.**; Magee, T.*

Center, Los Angeles,*Los Angeles ic Institute, St. Vincent Medical
Medicine, St. Vincent Medical Center,

Oncolog:
California 90057, **Chief,
Los Angeles, California 90057, U.S.A.

To evaluate thethe effioncyof inhiled pentamidine in Prevention
a enetyARCA

. 51 patients wi HIV (ARC/AIDS) havebeen mainmaintained on pentam-
dine,150 mg every two weeks by inhalation. 17 patients with
Eeem cece weMenteEOE 34 patients

mean T4 celis/

ie.

 

th ARC/ATDS without history of PCP and mm, All
patients received
Results. TreidenceofaugGest},FCP,anddanth vas compared
‘Patient Group" it “PCP No. of Deaths

I (N=17) ° 2 6
I (N=34) 0 0

me € centhe in T were unrelated

 

Conclusion. Aerosolized pentenidineisis‘effective ven against
tis carinii in Hiv immmosuppressed patients.

T.B.0.3 AEROSOL F
PNEUMONIA PROPHYLAXIS: A 3 ARM RANDOMIZED TRIAL.

Leoung,GiffordS*; Montgomery,AB.**;Abrams";Wardlaw, L*; Corkery,
K."; Busch,D.***; Gordon, S.****; Feigal, D.W."; and theSP
* Department of Medicine, San Fi Hospital, Univ. of California, SF; ** SUNY
at Stonybrook, NY; °** Childrens Hospital, SF; °*** Padfic Presbyterian Medical Center, SF.

Objective: To determine the efficacy of aerosol pentamidineffor prophylaxis against
Pneumocystis (PCP) in high risk HIV infectedcarinii

Methods: 408 patients were randomized to treatment with ei om q2w, 150mg q2w or
300mg q4w of aerosol pentam (AP) stratified into groups: PCP (PCP, n=256); Kaposi's
Sarcoma (KS, n=56); or ARC and other AIDS aces (OT.ne116). AP was delivered wi
Marquest Res I nebulizer
ResultsMean up in Patients wassidtdays(rai 90-347). Intentionto treatongoing
(TT) analysis and analysis ofPCE even

Proportion Relapse Free

10
300 p=

og-rank statistics comparing e three arms (ITT) were
006 for 30 vs, 300, p=.19 for 40 vs. 150, andp=.17 for 150

. Cox reserint adjust+ for number0!of prior

 

8 | 150

  & pp pepe enmenéoent Sethis
Months to PCP tudy, À d a he benefits of

T.B.0.5 LOW DOSE DAPSONE (D) PROPHYLAXIS (PX) OF
PNEUMONIA (PCP).

Kessinger, J.M., Tucker, R.M.,
Green S.I., Deresinski, s.c and Stevens, D.A
Santa“Clara Valley Medical Center, San Jose, CA, USA.

Objective. We evaluated thepantety, efficacy and cost
effectiveness of D a

(50-100 25/8) was"given|as oral PX of PCP to 24
x ARC (3 PTS}. All PTS

yrs.;nean duration of disease

9.
the maximal daily

Mean duration
There are 888 total pettennt mos. of PX: 71 0
100 mg/d; 17 se1%) remain on PX, 4
have died (none © pep) One PT relapsed with mi

D (80 mg/d), was treated successfulty ©
ma 11 on D (100mg/d). Suspected

d in 4/5;
PT at our

doseFPinding Etudies of D for of PCP are in order

196

. Conclusion.

FONCTION RESPIRATOIRE A MOYEN TERI
Camus, Francoise ; de Picciotto, C., Leprétre, A

irard, P.M., Saimot, A.G.

Hôpital Bichat-Claude Bernard ,Paris France.

Sbjectit. Evaluer la tolérance pulmonaire des aérosols de Pentamidine (APN)
r le mesure de la capacité de transfert à l'oxyde de carbone (TLCO) et du

Pradientsoloertériel enoxygenee À (A-a)02
Méthodes. 46 patients SIDA ont été suivis pendant au moins neuf mois à le
suited'1 (ou 2) “épisode (a)nie pneumocystosee (Ho)
Groupe contréle (n = groupe APM PM 1 fois/mo:
La ‘TLCO à l'état stable G de la valeur théorique) et à tAnao2(torre) ont
été mesurés A : Ml et M7 (1 et 7 mois aiaprès la pneumocystose). Aucun des 4:

pat.tiente inclus dans conte étude n'a présenté de rechute de pneumocystose

avant M9.

, Landman,

Résultats. M7

TLCO % wee (A-a)02 t TLCO % O(A-a)02 t

Groupe contréle + 78,5 22,8 67,1 30,2
14,1 14,4 + 16,9 2177

Groupe AMP 66,5 aide 1 27 +134
215,6 £11, + 16, 411,

La TLCO augmente de façon non signi ficative dane les deux groupes. A (A-a)02
reste stable danans groupe APM et augmente de facon non significative dans

e groupe contri
Conclusion. Les terrosols de Pentamidine ne semblent pas entrainer de troublea

fonctionnels respiratoires dans la limite de la durée de cette étude

T.B.0.4 CESSEL CHEMOPROPHYLAXIS FO
NEUMOCYSTIS WITHWITH DAPSONE OR BACTRIM

Metroka,E.*; Jacobus, D.**; Lewis, N.
St. Luke’s/Roosevelt Hospital Center, New York, NLY., USA, **Jacobus Pharmaceutical, Princeton,
NJ.USA

DaeCATARS GEpo PEMELBr
pneumocystis
Methods. We studied 221 patients (pts) jh

meAll pts had either <250 T4+ celis/mm3, severe constitutionalsymptoms {17 pts), or a prior
tic infection

 

mean T4+ cells at the time of treatment initiation was 142 (range, 9 to 573). 173 pts
tayeone(a9mos, range up1ma) and 8 pts received bactrim (av; 2 mos, range upreceived

mos). 2/173
Pr|peter NS). In contrast, 2%deateroccurred in 23 pts who tefused prophylaxis (avg9.6
  iP 1%
experienced an adverse reaction (20000!) Puhypersensitive tol rusgenerally tolerated the ©
1/29 pts receiving both dapsone and AZT had ithdrawn from da) vorauce ofa rusained drop
in Het. 25 

snp) puring np4 2PaMesa Main émaopd où OÙ 
 

Rebactris experieuood adverse renctons.

T.B.0.6 TR 'AMETHOXAZOLE FOR SECONDARY PROPHYLAXIS
OF PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA IN AIDS

Pierone, Gerald; Masci, J., Nicholas, P.
Mt. Sinai Services, Elmhurat Hospital Centter, Elmhurst , N.Y. U.S.A.

e ermine if maintenance therapy with trimethoprim-sulfa-
le prevents recurrent infection with Pneumocystis carinii

pneumonia (PCP) in patients with the acquired immunodeficiency 6;syndrome.
Methods. Records were reviewed on atients who had vitae]eed
3 months

  

 
 
not treated with TS or any
of previous adverse|Reaction The two groups were comparable with regard
to the severity of PCP (A-a gradient of 44,8 and 46.3 reapectively) and time

and monthsal betwe Slegnonie ©: initiation of ZD (1.7 vi
respectively). None of tha patients in group 1 developed PCP duringPAL

tient-months of follow-up (mean 8.4 months). Et 2, there were eight
episod £ (mean

1).
4/11 (36%) in group 2 (pco. 03.2
group 1 because of neuttre 1 patien

anemia. This difference was oeeeitivents
TS is effective te the secondary prophylaxis of PCP 1Patients

being treated with ZD, improves survival, and is not associated wi
eased bone marrow toxicity

te in group 2 secondary to
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Le SIOA dans les pays en vole de développement
AIDS In the Developing World

T.B.0.7 wee
ousBG*%#*,Sereno, AB®oo reaeeeees,

'*; Chequer, P*; and the Clinical AIDS
nusof Doit QUES, Brazil, **Hosp Gaffrée e Guinle, Univ do Rio ds Janeiro (RJ};
*e+Hosp Univeisitério, Univ Fed do RJ, Brazil; ****Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, USA.

To measure and compare the sensitivity and specificity of
for AIDS

EVALUATION OF DEFINITIONS FOR AIDS CASE SURVEILLANCE
LGM*; Morais de

representing 22 gene regions of the corre-
There were 110 HIV+'s and 135 ENVthesay._, Welghted analysis

adjusted for the random sampling used to HIv-‘s.

T.B.0.9 pie COMPAREE DES PREVALENCES HIV-1, HIV-2 ET HTLV-1
Z LES LEP!DREUX DE 4 PAYS : COTE D'IVOIRE, CONGO,
EGAL, YEM

Mireille Verdier*, ‘Asangart=s CRSassou-Guesseaurs, Àcer Y.Al-Qubati**
coll. *Virologie Dupuytren Limoges, France ;

“Divers Instituts de Côte d'ivoiredu Congo, du Sénégal et du Yémen.
ob ts révale!nce des ré! rus HIV-1, HIV-2 at HTLV-1 au

ans population culière : les lépreux,|tneeffet, une me
dar  prévalence HIV selon les rares publications HIV et lèpre.

et méthodes 2 1284 sinede lépreux provenant des 4 pays cités ci-dessus
is un test

me anticorps HIV (Abbott recombinant HIV-1/HIV-2 EIA)
des anticorps HTLV-I (IF sur les HUT 102, clone B2 et Abbott HTLV-1 EIA)

puis à une rmation par Western
HIV : D ticsPaste
HTLV-r“avec la souche HUT 102 ?BPA et dot blot quand necessaire.

Les sérums de population “gémoln” on té étudiés selon J mé: démai
Résultats : Lép Tém s

nb HIV ne HTLV-158) nb  HIV 1456) HTLV-1 +(%)
Cote d'ivoire 584 9 14,4 312 3,9 1,9

318 23,7 9,7 #79 7 1,8
223 0,9 0,9 281 0,4 0,3

31 0 0Yémen 119
ConclusionLe réunats ont té analysés en fonction du pays, de la zone

s de lèpre, de Tage, du sexe. La prévalence HIV est
comparableek calle ‘iestémoins,alors qu'li existe des "clusters" pour HTLV-1 chez
les lépreux de Cote d'Ivoire et du Congo.

T.B.0.11 2 YEARS EXPERIENCE FROM AN AIDS CLINIC IN UGANDA

E.T. Katebira MRCP (U.K)
Terartnent orOFMedicine, Makerere Medical School,
Kampala

ghisctive: ze present theomeexpe:erience gained from running the
rs exclusively for HIV patients in one of the East and

Central riens countme prier burdened by HIV disease,
Method: In 19 clinic set up inà Kampala Uganda, to
oilow up mye.infected:people endto offer them treatment and

counselling services.

Results; To date 799 patients have been seen 441(5540 males and
Male patients older verage age

of 32 and 28 tort females, Chief complaints included weig ht
loss 80%, recurrent fevers 78% recurr arrho 8
There were 59 patients with sarcoma of which 34 were male

25 f es, Sex ratio was 1:1.04 ani e range was 16-5
years with average of 32. os unger (average 28
than males (average age 34 This observation was statiatically
significant. Good information on the period between the time
onset and death was available in52 patients, The mean was 71
weeks with a range of 8-288 we

Conclusion: The clinio has showntat, survival of the sympto-
matic African atient can also be Given appropriate
treatment. ef+ porraniatio:tracfous plus counselling thi
urvival period contd de impro

T.B.0.8 HIV-1 AND HIV-2 INFECTION PREVALENCE IN THE MORTUARY~ABIDJAN

gateEu Fansmmanuei*; De Cock, Ke Diaby, L.*; Porter, A.*;
3 and Lafontant, G.**:

“Projet prrno-ct,nesir of Abidjan, Abidiens Cote d'Ivoire.

Dhjectite. Todetermine the prevalencewt HIV-1 end HIV-2 infections in
xamine causes of mo: ity.

Methods. All codavers (hospital andpute

morgue @treichville) were prospectively etudied. Each corpse was examined,
and post-mortem blood tested by ELISA for HIV-1 and HIV-2. Positives
wiil he tested by Western blot. Death certificates were reviewed for cause

deathe) in Abidjan's largest

+ Four hundred and eight hospital and 116 comsunity deaths were
studied. In hospital cases (M:F ratio 1.9; 41% <15 years old) the prevalence

of HIV-1 and/or HIV-2 infection (ELISA ONLY) was 25% in deaths <1 month; 16%
1-11 moe; 10% 1-4 years; 4% 5-14 years; 36% 15-19 years; and 48% 20
more. Peak seroprevalence (662)

 

a HIV positives (113/183; 62%) of all
seronegatives 1139/3615 41%) (p<.001). Of 34 tu!berculosis

deaths 24(71%) were HIV positive. In cases with conp death certifica
death potentiaily HIV-associated were reported in 79/111(7I2) ofny

positive and in 73/294(25% V negative cases (p<0.001).
frequency of HIV-l and HIV-2winfecrioas will be presented.
Conciusion. (1) AIDS attributable mortality is high. (2) Levele of HIV
infection in the wortuary are high; staff must take suitable precautions.

CLINICAL COTEDRos OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 INFECTIONS INT.B.O.10  Sanas mer
Odehouri Koudou* PeCock, K.*; Colebunders, Re**; Porter,

A.*; Adjorlolo, sa,Heyward, W.5 al.
“Projet RETRO-CI, Abidjan, Cote d'ivoire; #*#%AIDS Program, Centers for
Disease Control, atlanve, GA., USA.

Objective. To examine the clinical manifestations of persons with serologic
reactivity for HIV-1 and HIV-2.
Methods. Foroe — November 1988, hospitalized patients in Abidjan were
interviewed a ed for syoptoms and si f tha WHO clinical case
definition forAIDS. Serum was tested for HV and HIV-2 by whole virus

ELISA. All reactive pera will be tested by virus specific Western blot, and
dually reactive specisene by type specific peptide ELISA.

Results. Of 1794 patience, 879 (49%) were reactive by
HIV-2; and 37% dually reactive). The WHO defi:
specific, and had a predictive value of 742 for
eeronegative individuals, persons

 

ELISA; (9% BIV-1; 32

inition were

HIV-1 infected patients.

T.B.0.12 EPIDEMIOLOGICSATACHOFTUBERCULOSIS IN

eeBRAZIL. 1982 -

Loures, L* Rodrigane 1“; Caatilho, E.**; Bergamashi, D;*.

‘MaarofHealt,Nesonal von of STDVAIDS, Brasfi, Brazil, *" Oswaldo Cruz Foundation/Mmistry of

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective. razilian AIDS patients.

Methods. dus meerBe Nan SaraSan fr ADS vuwas analysed by crosstabulation

das0pad age, educational level and risk groups, and through chi-square statistics and the method of

i of $219 AID: AID: Jated
disease, at manent of poring. Veen?2edtnredisease preceded by Candidiasis

(S98) aad PCP GW). The mewisan of Tusecaoes AIDSpaticats rose from 10% in 1984 to = maximum of
22% in 1988.
‘There is s nom signifi
The provaleece of Toneteaboae the 15 -39 age group
old or less.
Wh high level

sharethroyofpanswineleofeducation 22%).
The prevalence rate female AIDS IVDU(s) patients (34%) was greater than that observed for
bot oma beteeasal cae (29) and entedfecaer (19%).
‘The odds ratios of Tuberculosis for male TVDU(s) p
respectively.

and recipien: ompared
Conctusions. nere importantAIDS related seas comadering isits prevalence rates and its

pects associated to demografic and octonteapdlendciogysanderThe interaction

OfAIDS in Bret
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Traltement des Infections par fe VIH
HIV Therapy

T.B.0.13
Hot forte University of Miami School of

Medicine, Miami a, .

AZT UPDATE

T.8.0.15 LES IMMUNOMODULATEURS : THERAPEUTIQUE ALTERNATIVE

OU ASSOCIÉE DE L'INFECTION PAR LE VIH

Alain Pompidou Faculté de Médecine Cochin Port Royal Paris

Les immunomodulateurs sont des substances a‘ orging diverse
modifier la rép e,à u

onné,des cellules du systéme Tnmunitaire. Notre,compréhension
a 2 5498 7 nodéficience 1iési 1 infect on par 1le

t t est
Ficet ee ma Sduta eur” ê° en done étreproposé chez{hom-

me qu Tush avoir déterminé un certain nombre. de facteurs:
on nee. ur Rense immu

cité,son antigénicité”et ses propriétés antic
n son éfficacité sur les modéles ani-

T
fication Bes iinmunonodulateurs est Peubee : le

fes*substances” leur origine, deux groupes de su Cootcess
es stances homologues fabriquées par l'organisme lui-même

niveau ou en ett 8 t ,
hérérologues sen e
extrait plantes de*paceeri ou T
Les différrentes modaLites dFurilieagionsont
tenant co notamment de propr
anaunosjrestoraatrices et‘samno-dépressives p: op: a chaque
condition d'utilisation des immunomodulateurs.Aprés avoir
Savisage les ifferentes nod 1 de l'étude pré-cliniqued
differentes étapes du déve i

érant notamment a
Les indications|de l'utilisation ges,}unynomodulateurs comme
traitement alte tif ou associé de ection par le VIH
seront discutée

Aspects cliniqu
Clinical AspectsofAIDS

NEW ANTRHIV DRUGS:HOPE FOR THE FUTURE
Thomas C. Merigan, M.T.B.0.14

Hadicino, Dion of Inoctlous Disceses, Stanford UnWersky
School of Medicine, Stanford, CA 94305
 

 

 

it is clear 9! Infection and
disease, ki fs vi itmitA to limited

oeet reharel histery of thefection Fon,at, more Intense effort and funding
story. AsaSete ged pont 

ge 1 on pone in Ph

2 testing. An approach to setting the best dose,eeede ol ouanerts ie bang developed
based on surrogate markers, namely serum P24 and CD4+ cells. The tatter are also being utilized for
aeof DO em rioeage end therole of each component. glen inIn combination

emergence of crugresiaance andalow dosereduon to sen

 

 

 

 

 

Combination
both short and long term occurrence of side effects.

{AZT DENT‘Complioated by both
agents showing hematotoxicity. Then. as le current underway within the U.S. AIDS Clinical Trial Group,

ete p
Theuseof biologics, ilke interouki2, al nplicated pani
through host responses and hence their use y ig fic. Yet, I

mariz 

T.B.0.16

*University of California San Diego and San Diego VA Medical Center, USA, ** Wellcome
Research Laboratories, Beckenham, U.K.

RESISTANCE TO HIV DRUGS
-Richman,DouglasD,°; Darby, G.** and Larder, B.A.**,

Azresistant isolates of HIV can be isolated from the blood of patients with AIDS or AIDS-
complex during prolonged therapy©withthe dru;ig (Lard: r, Darb

231[1989p rhese observati
Fifty percent Sinton, (ID;9) values of iso! m untreated

individualanaed‘from 0.01 to 0.05, In contrast most isolates from batients ho had

ved AZT for 6 months or longer exhibited djecreased sensitivity with iso! from several
greater than 100 fold. ‘Secuental isolatesfrom

several patients exhibited progressive, step-w increases in resista Cro:
AZdU was observed in all 5 AZT resistant isolates, but no cross vesistance hastbeenObserved

to AZG, ddC, ddI, di, carbovir, foscarnett, Orinte: ‘erons a, for 4. Studies wt additional

h di
studies of mechanism of action are in progress. The results of some of these additional studies

e implications of these observations will be discussed.
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Transmission périnatale du VIH
Perinatal Transmission of AIDS

T.B.0.17
Catherine. Institute of Child Health,

University of Es= London, United Kingdom.

PERINATAL TRANSMISSION IN INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES

T. B. 0.19 MODES, RATE, AND RISK FACTORS FOR PERINATAL TRANSMISSION OF
ue HIV Rogers. Martha; Centers for Disease Control s Atlanta,

GA, USA

Objective To review current road regarding modes
for perinatal transmission of HIV a o pose
Methods. Information for this discunsinn comes
analysis of CDC-reported AIDS cases, and prospective studies of petiuettal
transmission of HIV.
Results. Evidence indicates that mothers can tranmit HIV to their infants

ag the 8

8, Tate, and riskFactors

in utero, through transplacental passage of virus, and through breast

feeding: Transniasio: ng the intrapartum period, through e to

ternal ood a nal secretions, probably also oceurs, but 8 been

aifficalt te prove. The Proportion of perinatal fransniseion attributable to
each of these 3 modes 1: owever cubation period for

wired cases is significaneiy shorter than that
n mission may

juency of transmission from mothers to

a OX. These
risk

‘gely unknown; howev.
à disease and those wich|hepteaeed 4:

Oo transmit.
nenission rates observed for mothers with

related to either a higher titer o
e rt study of these risk.factors and the timing

of perinstal transmission is needed so that optimal prevention strategies

can be developed and instituted.

 

advanced disease
hogeni

T.B.0.21 NATURAL HISTORY OF HIV INFECTIONS IN CHILDREN

Scott Gwendol B. University of Miami School of
Medicine, Department of Pexiattics, Miami, Florida, USA

ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS OF PERINATAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV
Chin, J. World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

T.B.0.18

The global epidemic of HIV

late 1970s/early 1980s.
officially reported to

infections is believed to have started during the
As of mid-1989 over 150,000 cases of AIDS have been

is
bo
e
t

p
e

» fo a 8all © acquired their

their mothers during, or shortly after pregnancy

on).
Reliable estimates of the number and distribution of HIV infected infants

to b esponding to this incre.ering
The Global Programme on AIDS (GPA) wo

i globally in 1987-88 to be about 1amillion
Using an epidemiologically based projectionmayhave GPA/WHO has estimated
that close to 80 infected inf. e been bern in sub-Saharan
Afr: ‘om 1980Schrough 1987. In 1985to2198sions, the total number of

ts in Africa was estimated to be over 55,000; the
r'of HIV infected births ineressed.from less than 100 in 1980

to x 20,000 in 1987, Short-term projections for Africa using this model
are“that by 1992 there will be at least a cumulative total of abou
quarter of a million infants infected with HIV due to perinatal tranenission.

DIAGNOSIS OF HIV IN INFANTS

H&pital des enfants
T.B.0.20

Griscelli, Claude.
malades, Paris Cedex, France.
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Infections à Pneumocystis carinii
Pneumocystis carinii\ntectlons

NATURAL HISTORY AND STAGING OF HIV INFECTIONT.B.0.22
Redfield,peer Walter Reed Army Institute

of Research, RockviTle;

RELEVANT ISSUES IN THE CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF AIDS
IN THE DEVELOPING WORLDT.B.0.24
acharias, Fernandes

Organization, washington D.C.,
Pan-American Health

T B 0 23 CLINICALPIAGNOSTS OF AIDS AND RELATED DISORDERS
Mas

C. inicalter, National Institutes of Health,

Bethesda, Maryland,

For individuals who are infected with HIV, morbidity and

)
opportunistic infections and t 2) dire ergan involvement
by HIV; 3) immunologic processes such as antigen-antibody
complex disposition. TI ali nd duration of pa

responsible for causing is. In
n predict whe ients are most likely to be susceptible.

Some diagnoses 8 ebral t as
retinitis, candida esophagitis, and perirectal H
can be made presumptively on clinical or radiologic grounda and
response to therapy can be assesses. Other diagnoses s
pneumocystis pneumonia, cryptococcal meningitis, and thetances
of diarrhea must be made specifically by microbiological or
histologic criteria

PROGNOSIS FACTORT.B.0.25
enbaum, Willy.

Hôpital Rothschild, Paris, France
Unité des maladies infectieuses
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Traltement de la PCP
PCP Treatment

T.B.0.26 PENTAMIDINE VS. TRIMETHOPRIM-SULFA-

 

PNEUMONIA (PCP): A RANDO! SLE BLIND TRIAL.
Montgomery.*; Edison,R.J.**;eeeefiSattler, FR.°**; Feinberg, J.“***;
Feigal, DW. ; and the LyphoMed/NIAID Consorti vestigators

University of NY ity a, SanFrancisco; 7“University Le National Treti f Allergy Di
  

. . CARINIT PNEUMONIA ANDAND RESPIRATORYFAILURE
*; Russi, MB**; Hopewell PC**; and Luce, JM**

Johnson Clinical Scholars Program, Stanford UiIniversity, **San Francisco
Heol pilethe University of California, San Francisco.

Qbhiectives To determine the survival rate “eewith AIDS, P. carinii pneumonia| (CP),andand
eefailure who are to determine whether an improving

tient selection.

General

 bitingToevakate the efficacy and safety of nero ù id f
MethodsPatiehtswtwath suspected PCP are randomized at rs pending confirmation of

e (600 mg à 6 cceedalor »-SMX (IMP:15PCP and receive either aerosolized pentamidin
mg/kg/day +SNSMX:75 mg/kg/day) with,either pee aerosol or placebo IV. Standard treat-
ment course is 21 days with s
 

of the targett of 240 eligible patients have been enrolled (17 currently in treatment).
Pooled ‘datafrom the two treatment arns as of January 181989: ( y

Eligible patients completing acute therapy 183 —
Randomized drug for poorcthcacy 43 22.9%

during aiacute treatmentperiod 13 6.9%
Major adverse event during acute treatment* 73 37.2% (Predomi adverse
PCP recurrence months 1-3 of follow-up (N=136) 8 5.9% ‘ ones fever.
PCP recurrence months 4-6 offollowNay 6 8.1% neutropenia, nausea,Fe
Extrapulmonary pn 0 Jeoated
Pulmonary hemarrhage 0 0% SGOT/SGPT

ConclusionsRates of toxicity, initial treatment failure and mortality are not excessive relative
to other studied PCP tre:Steen PCP recurrence rates arealso re tively low.

TRIMETREXATE (TMTX) SALVAGE THERAPY OF PCP IN AIDS PATIENTS
WITHOUT ANY THERAPEUTIC OPTIONS: INTERIM RESULTS OF THE 1ST
AIDSee al PROTOCOL

McDerm . C; Myers, M; Hot

National InstitutePEfAllerey and.Infectious Diseases,

T.B.0.28

th, D; AIDS Program,

Bethesda,Maryland,USA

vage therap' AIDS patients(pts) who
vo

nt IND
phystetantote a promi. nve

with morphologically-confirmed PCP, polys + bands
platelets >Sox who have experienced serious toxic:we to both ñ Layer have

responded to ST are treated with IV TMTX 45 m x 21 days an
days. follenae.I coapletton of studytherapy is

defined as survival at. 1 month follow.
Results:

n (+) n (4) n (%)
no. Fesedtssere) us 34
lst episode ona3) 33 (97) 5 (83)
intubated atent: 21) 20 (59) 3 (50)
days of ST at enery(r) 10::de5 17.5 (11-26)

27 (79)
urvived Ba a

cithdrew - adverse event 16 (14 2 (6) 0 (0)
: TMIX is an effective (39% survived) andwelltolerated salvage

therapy for desperately 111 AIDS patients, The “trea! " is a useful
mechanism for providing wide access to promising investigational therapies,

T B 0 30 EFLORNITHINE IN PCP ss RESISTANT TO CONVENTIONAL THERAPY.

ns peee S.OWEN. NELSON. B.G.GAZZARD.

-STEPHENS HOSPITAL, FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND.

OBJECTIVE : To describe our experience with Eflornithine as a salv.vage

treatment in HIV positivepee wiie Pne:assCarini Preunoni

(PCP) having failed to re: d t r amidins
METHODS : 28 HIV positive|Patients with a Senlisconfirmed eepisode

ntinous infusion having failed
ti line as assesses

worsening CXR, Pa02 and failure ortenperature and respiratory vate to

normalise
RESULTS : ‘18 patients survived (64%) and 10 died during treatment with

t there was a wor:

vs survivors. Noentilated patients recovered. 30 adverse eve!

were recorded aemia 13, thrombocytopaenia 5, and phlebitis"ie. All

patients receiving greater than 10 diays Eflornithinepirvivede Eflornithine

ss discontinued due to marrow si
CONCLUSION : rv celvage treatment of non

responsive cases of PCP but does exhibit bone marrow toxicity.

acute .
design. Patients with AIDS and PCP who were

isco Gen Hospital between January 1986 and
Eorial survival outcome, and severity of illness

to those of patients with PCP and
italized between 1981 tad181985.

survival rate for the 85 patients in the 1986-88 cohort was 40%, comcompared to
1g the pent in the 1981-85 cohort (p<0.01). Age episode of PCP, time since AIDS

thospitalan ICU admission,in, oxygenatio:n, albumin, lactateite dehydrogenase,
and APACHE I tly ti-PCP therapy was
.8imilar in both cohorts. Al ghcorsa ue wes toch DonPenn161986-88
tin the earlier erarim vs. 5%), its use in individual patients was with better
‘outcomes. ere was no significant difference in 1 year survival rates betweenthe 2 cohorts (8%
vs. 2%, by lifetable is).
Conclusions. The short-term outcomeof patients with AIDS, PCP, and respiratory failure in 1986-
88 has improvees com to an earlier era. The improvement cannot by patient
selection, on common!only measured prognostic variables, or by therepentic advances, This
foerovecaeetmay result in a change in ICU utilization by patients with AIDS.

Tespiratory onie

T.B.0.29 ORAL CORTICOSTEROIDS PREVENT ACUTE RESPIRATORYFAILURE
IN AIDS-RELATED PENUM

; Lawson, L; Levitt, N; Belzberg, A; Schechtcr, M; and Ruedy,

BC, Canada.J. AIDS Research Program, St. Pau!’s Hospital, University of British Columbia, Vancouver,

 

 

Tone,tmilyFeurnver” FOR P.EM PREOONIÉ IN AIDS,

ae il F S.; Poisson,M,: Moriss » Re;
T.B.0.31

D. ege 'ee
Hôtel-Dieu de Montreet and Ünivergité de Montréal, Montréal, Québec, Canada.

Objective. To assess the tolerance, safety and the clinical outcome of clin-

danycina/primaquinegghin/Pri) in the treatment of P. carinii pneumonia (PCP)
patients with A

Methods. This is onoonm clinical trial including patients with AIDS inhon
cconventianal® therapy for PCP failed or was not tolerated. The clin
outcome was assessed in patients with proven or highly probable PCP. “The to-
Terance and safety was monitored in the above patients and in patients with
possible PCP,

 
 

Results. So far 33 Paeiof PCP (19 proven; 8 highly probable|and 6 pos-
sible) were treated: 1st se,-21 cases and 2nd episode -12 c: The
Clin/Pri was given after 226days of conventions L" therapy in 7patients
and as the initial t cetment in ëcases. Clinical response was defini
cure - 23 p: nts; impro nt - ases; failure- 2 patie: The nr
of clinical response was less than 48 h in 18 patients, 72han 5 patients
and 6 days 2 patients Adversepetions were encountered in 15 out of

or ish il atients (with fever, Teukopeenia or
f them veopectively)s mild diarrhea The du-

week 11 4 months; eight patients wer fol
t ofno specific anti PC aphylexis only

3 patients had arelapse after 10, 10 and 9 months respec
i esults prove that a controlled comparativetrial with Clin/

Pri in the therapy of PCP in AIDS patients is feasible and worthy.
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Problèmes de laboratoire dans le diagnostic du SIDA
Laboratory Issues In the Diagnosis of AIDS

ANTIGENES SEROLOGY TESTS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF AIDS
T.B.0.32 LES G ES HIV-1 CIRCULANTS T.B.0.33 BY.oShu hnes: Federal Centre for AIDS, Ottawa

Hopital Necker-Enfants Malades, Paris, France. The serological tests mostcomcommonly used for the diagnosis of HIV infection
have been enzyme immunoassays using whole viral lysate to capture anti-H

replicenorScreatedeVUSGans Yong je séramde sui infectés cat ne refletdela antibodies. These screen tests have been configured to have high sensitivity
techniquesjon persist sont panisme,Leut mn est réalisable and specificity; consequently, all positive results must be va d by a
réaliser, sensibles2 ductileeA conditarialisées gssont fiables, second procedure, such mmunoblot, immunofluorescence (IFA) or radioimmune
de l'interprétation 6 ion connastre ites de leur utilisation et precipitation . In most settings, these t highly reliable an

ality assurance programs have demonstrated t ome countries, these
- Le dos espeevirales doit ttre ssen pg/ml pour obtenir une bonne assays have been modified to detect antibodies eluted from dried blood spots
Tévalonts 1 Aie for use în large scale epidemiological studies. À sere n test ;

ty Jude those using recombinant teins, synthetic peptides and antigens from
- l'utilisation LedéergentsPAAberi weaest nesepour l'obtentiond'une th HIV-1 and HIV-. e cap antigens. Competitive EIA tests are par-

meilleure sensibilité ct, en fai, permet l'évalnation de deux paramètres différents : Les ticularly suitable for differentiating HIV-1 and HIV-2 unoblots utiliz-
protéines viralesetd dune part, et lesparticules virales Pan d'une ing recombinant proteins are availa and have undergone prelimi evalua-

P t la valeur tion. Simple, often rap HIV antibody detection assays have been developed
mrécivepou ne for use in developing countries and emergency situati nsin developed nations

The performance characteristics of these tests can be quite go but -
le suivi soopique ‘viaet pour evaluation des Beeneanvirales La tive results must be Verified by another method such as RIP, A or immuno-
présence d'an A nts cst i 1 blot. Antigen capture assays may be used to detect HIV p24 in serum. This
défavorable. Cependant, I i atteintsdde procedure has be oth for monitoring the efficacy of drugs under clin-
IDA ‘ boa ical evaluation and providing a prognostic indicator of patient outcome. The
bienae cet examen est certes Leraie‘cone rep tion vial, mais aussi celui d'un efficacy of mo e commercially available reagents is excellent,

antigtnes/anticorps complexe. continued successful delivery of testing strate equires adequate product
and us! ity assurance pi s. International collabo tions
ample @ sponsored by the World Health Organization and American
Health Organization have been Tis n the development and

T B 0 34 IMMUNOLOGY MARKERS

Lawrence, Jeffrey, Cornell University, New York,
N.Y. U.S.A.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR umnr OF AIDS

T.B 0 36 Program, Centers for Disease Control,

Atlanta, GA, U

Specific testing for HIV antibodies and virus markers has permitted accurate diagnosis of

AIDS and HIV infection. As tha AIOS epidemic continues to spread, there will be a sustained

f

fn an infected person are also needed to improve the ability to assess the clinical tatesYe

the patient and to evaluate the efficacy of new drugs and passibly vaccines

of rONA-derived antigens has already shown great promise in the advancement of

diagnostic testing, For developing countries, the sat lability of rapid, simple and inexpen-

sive tests for HIV infection will offer the greatest hope for prevention of transmission of

for measuring virus expression and for finding and discriminating variant HIVs.

Diagnostic testing for HIV will remain an important aspect of disease control even as

prevention and therapy are developed for these infection: Fortunately, technology advance-

ment for diagnosis of retrovirus infections has entered a very dynamic phase and considerable

progress can be expected in the development of novel Stagnostic tests and test applications,

202

implementation of quality assurance programs

T.B.0.35 Viral Gulture as an Adjunct to Clinicel Trials: Isolation
of AZT-Resistant Variants of IV-

oke, R. : Tremblay. M.; Soudeyns, H.;

‘anning, Mei Montaner, J.S.6. : O’Shaughnessy, M.; Gelmon, K.; Falutz, J.;
Tsoukes C.; Gill, J.; Rued J.
*Jewish General Hospital and McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

n @ Ganadian AZT trial, designed to assessOur laboratory has participate
the effects of this drug on patients with Group Ior III HIV-associated
disease. Seventy two patients entered into this trial received 600 mg AZT
per day for 18 weeks, 900 mg 9 weeks and 12 T an
reeks er eks, drug was withheld for 6 weeks and start:

after 42 weeks at 1200 mg per day. Attempts t re HIV were ro
carried out during en's period. A significantincrease in the percentage of
cases from m HIV could be successfully isolated was observed both
end of the drug wash-out eriod, during he period following (80%

stwash-out vs 40% prewash-out). This corresponded to decreased time to
culture positivity following the wash-out period (11 days vs 19 days

could be isolated under conditions in whichWe have also shown t HT
A2T (10 pM) was included in the primary viral culture medium in each of two
cases in wi ts had receiv or longer in
Assessment of frozen viral isolates, obtained £ patients on long-t:
AZT rapy, has reveal the presence of AZT-resistant virus in each of 9

additional cases. This property of drug resistance appeared stable, and did
not disappear whe ru: were replicat bsence

howe
each of four other nucleoside analogues. Supported by Health and Welfare
Canada.
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Pharmacologie et toxicité de l’AZT
AZT Pharmacology and Toxicity
W.B.0.1 KINETICS OF ZIDOVUDINE IN EARLY HIV-INFECTED

.D.U,
PHARMACO|
HOMOSEXUAL MALES.”

; Montanez,
Tsoukas, C. Malticentre Canadian AZT Trial (MCAT). Canada.

ISG; Le, T; Gelmon, K; Fanuing, M; Smith, J; Falutz, J;

DISQUE,Tocharacterize the pharmacokinetics of zidovudine (ZDV) in early HIV-infected bomosoxeal
theframeofthe multicentre Canadian AZT trial (MCAT).

dose range finding study, SUBJECTS: HIV positive
nsmg0DgyaCia>2M/L. INTERVENTION:

  

 

 

 

Feà à wcon eriod, ZOV 6) snadayfor18 weeks, 900

were tetrnd on ZDV at 128 p/no he pon re-initiation of
timed samples obtained after single 400 mg ZDV dose for serum level measurement

by HPLC of ZDVand it metabolite(G-ZDV). Serum Were obtained at 0, 20, 40, 60,
arta ander the tarve (AUCH peltan ANAL i variance wasperformed o compare mean

LRU). peak serumleve? (C max),time to peak serum Jevel Cr mat) and ball ilife (T
1/2) of ZDV and G-ZDVbetween different CDC groups and study sites.
RESULTS. Datastafrom 59 subjects was available at the time this analysis. They were distributed as follows:
Pharmacokinetic data (actax)shooyCDC grupTi25,[VCDIN SideMone
20, Toronto 16 and Vancouver No significant differences were found CDC groups or study sites.

auc ost 5: 3490 + 11.32 4254 + 1203
C max 7.50 + 499 2274 7. 2732 + 9.12
max 092 + 0.41 115+ 049 109 + 052

T1/2 191 + 247 167+ 2122 1324 131: This prel ysis suggests that zidovudine ph tin tn marth :

homosexual males is similar to that described in AIDS patients. Although a considerable degree of inter-bj ariabilty cadet ed fo basis of CDC group ay ai

W.B.0.3 HIV INFECTION.

Objective:A pharmacokinetic trial of zidovwline in injection drug use (DU)

6 females, with a mean age of 26.5 years(2:(22°30) weenwere
treated‘vith Zidovudine. appeared to discontinued IDU

 

currently using orally or by inhalation ’ ’
methadone, and/or . They spent the first week in hospital on
250 mgm. zidovudine 6 hourly. ‘Three sampling per: of 6 hours over 14
day to pharmacokinetics 2: e
Results: Diff: of AZT were observed for all
parameters in the 10 patients on opiates, cannabis
{Gp I) compared to ‘tients taking onl: s and/or

Gp i (4S.D.) Gp II (4S.D.) Gp III (+ S.D.)
Curve (uMl.hr}) 12.4 + 4.0 4.6 + 1.25 6.51 +1.71

t1/2 (h) 1.04 + 0.31 0.73 + 0.08 1.0 + 0.49
{nl/min/kg) 23.3 + 7.2 58.6 + 24.6 36.6 +4.7

Peak ( 7.7 43.8 2.83 + 1.4 5.01 41425
Conclusion. Oral opiates and benzodiazepines alters the pharmacokinetics of
zidovudine. mechanism is as yet unknown and therefore further studies
are 5

W.B.0.5 EEEECT OF ACETAMINOPHEN {ACET) ON THE PHARMACOCINETICS OF

J, Àneon isk tsD, Shields M, Melancon H,Koda RT, Ko Richard
Cohen JL*, Leedom JM, Sattler FR, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, CA, USA. “University of Kentucky, lexington, KY,

Objectives. Determine if the disposition AZT is altered by co- administra-
tion with ACET since both drugs ar

AID

<
3
8
2
5

= > n
m
e s
e

bloodsamples were
d 5’-glucurent AZT (GA

e average pharmacokinetic parameters AZT GaBAT before
and after ACET treatment were not significantly different (p>0.05).

AZT Parameters
ACET Dose T ___Post-ACET

cl re AUC cl ty
325 mg qth x 3 da .1462.4 88.9 0.94 . :
650 mg q4h x 3. da 2532.5 51.3 1.36 2474.3 52.5 te
650 mg q4h x 7 da 1950.6 66.7 this 84 1369.7

r clearance
with AZT

hematologic toxicity, the mechanism probably does
e inhibition of glucuronidation o

This study was supported by the AIDS Clinical Trials Program of NIAID.

 

W.B.0.4 PROBENECID INBIFITS THE METABOLIC AND RENAL
CLEARANCES OF ZIDOVUDINE IN HUMANvouUNTEERS

uist, W.F, and Sawchuk, RJ.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesove. USA.

Objective. Probenecid is a drug which may be coadministered with zidovudine (AZT)
to slow its elimination “ras, allowing the attainment of the desired th

of

renal excretion of AZT during 5 balance
crossover study in two normal voluntee:

AZT was admi ig single oral dose in the absence(control)
and the presence “(probenecid treatment) of probenecid with a one-week
peri ween aiment was 500 ms oral doses everyra
hours, days before AZT administration. Plasms and urine samples wr
collected frequently over a 12-hou iod, analyzed for Probenecid, AZT,

LC meth

C distribution ‘ot AZT. Probenecid coadministration increased the AZT
AUC 10à ice its control value, resulting from a 50% decrease i total body
clearance. The renal clearance, calculated from al excretion
average plasma concentrations, decreased from 350 ml/min to 220 ml/min during
the probenecid treatment. This effect on renal cle: © corres)
‘appro: ly to 50 % decrease im the net renal secretion clearance:

Our results have shown that probenecid inhibits AZT glucuronidation
iand AZT renal excretion in nonnal volunteers.

LONG TERM NON-HEMATOLOGICAL ADVERSE EFFECTS OF AZT AND ITS
EFFECT ON

W.B.0.6
agiJ:oeachottJ. Montaner, uawea ee

 AZT Dose
HIV men (CDC groups ITB, III, and IVC2). Subjects were
AZT 600 na/aay8for 18 weeks, 900 mg/day for 9 weeks, 1200 mg/day for 9 weeks,

period of 6 weeks, after which they were restarted on
1200 mg/day or the highest previously tolerated re
Results: oeInitial symptomatic adverse effects of AZT frequent ani wide-

commonly, they manifested asnausea (64%), fatigue (55%),
headache (49%), mood disturbances (29%), and rash/pruritus (28%). In all
subjects, adverse effects disa the end of the 6 week washout
period. Of those a particular effect upon starting AZT,
34% re-experienced nausea, 32% fatigue, 193 headache,4ave moodmooddisturbances,
and 8% yash/pruritus when therapy was reinstituted.

to theEr:
night sweats (22%), rash (22%), and

were siqnificantly reduced
T

 

fewer sub:
an apparent effect in
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Traitement : thrombocytopénie
Therapy: Thrombocytopenia

THE EFFECT OF ZIDOVUDINE ON PLATELET COUNT IN HiIVv-W.B.0.7 ZDOVUDINE 45. WB0S Hé En nn
T, Nathweni, DJ 1 » RJ Falion, Kennedy, i G; O'Shaughnessy, i
Ruchill Hospital, Glesgow

|

Du,ere

RY

Fation ™ ys WC Love; CANADA M; Wainberg, Mand Ruedy, J. Mukiceatre Canadian Azidothymidine Trial (MCAT),

To characterize the nature, time course and dose dependeacy of zidovudine effect on platelet
Objective: HIV-related thrombocytopenia is well-described and available neENntettrange Bend SUBIRCTSS12LAV positive
treatments are generally unsatifactory. The ther or not DESIGN: Multiccatre, prospective, dose range finding study. SUBJECTS: 12

possi
udy examined whe:

zidovudine (azidothymidine) had a bie role in ite treatment.
9 patients with ARC or AIDS (1 heterosexual non-drug user and 16

four-hourly. Following
ar haematological follow-up was conducted over a

homogexuals) were maintained on zidovudii
sens,the drug, regul
period of 12 weel

9 of the 19 patients were thrombocyeopanae (defined seapere
count of < 150 x 10/1) prioràto starting z: ne. By the en

ut of 19 (58%)iecnibited a rise in platteletfiret werk trrestent 11 on

count of 20% or compared to their baseline pre-treatment count. Of
the 9 patients withlowpeste|prior to treatment, 7 showed a rise in
count (of greater n 5 of these cases 1 week, wate counte in

one showed a fall from his beseline count. At
12 4 out of the 11 reeponders (37% meintained this initial

rise; these 4 patients had ali bean thrombocytopenic prior to zidovudine
all bad elso significant rise at 1 week. The one initially-

y' Tom baseline at 1 week showed a 56%thrombocytopenic patient with a fall f
rise from beseline waeks.

Zidovudine may represent a useful additional treatment for
Hiv-ralated thrombocytopenia.

 

 

W.B.0.9 PopescuMatel; Jiger H.; Kaboth W.
AID StyGroupand 1Matical Department

Schwabinger Krankenhaus, Munich, FRG.

Objective. A (4.5%)
associated counts <100 000/qmm). The prevalence amongthrombocytopenia (platiet
homosexual men wee 3.2%, among [VDA 7.6%. This study was designed to desoribe the effect of
zidovudine on HIV-associated
Methods. Seven patients with HIV-eseociated thrombopenia (4 COC AIDS; 3 ARC) were treated
‘with zidovudine, corresponding to the standard di concerning indication and dosage
(1000 mg/day). Piatiet treatment was also observed 9 non

patents (7 COCADS, 22 ARC). were courted, by a standard
method, before end at week 2, 4, $0 enc 20 alterstating Mesepy.
Beaute. in patients we eaw a significant increase in
thrombocytes shortly after the beginning of zidovudine therapy. average increase

1.8 weeks wes 50 S00/qmm (+94%), after 5.2 weeks 87 200/qmm (+100%),
after 12.5 weeks

after

basis level (60 700/qmm;range 23 000-103 000/qmm). The average Cmererce compered 10he
basis level in {224 000/qrrwn) was -0.1% after 1.2 weeks, +3.6%
after 4.7 weeks, +9.9% after 14.6 weeks end +7.6% after 21.1

ine seems to an for HIV-associated
an period of 20 weeks, the inRial increase of be

maintained. The platist Increasing be Emited to patients with Hiv-
|. The long-term effect, efficacy forma of HiV-associeted

thrombopenia and the pharmaco-physioiogical mechanisms to further

W B 0 11 TREATMENT OF SEVERE HIV-RELATED THROMBOCYTOPENIA IN DRUG USERS

ue Galli,Massimo*; Landonio,G.**; Nogari,A.M.**; Lazzarin,A.*;

Voltolin,L.* and De Cataido,F.**.

*Infectious Diseases Clinic, Milan Univ.,**Dept.

Hospital, Milan, Italy.

of Haematology, Niguarda

Objective.To evaluate the response to High Dose Tnmurog)opaline anti-Rh (D)

immunoglobulines and AZT, in severe HIV-reelateted Thrombocytopenia

 
 

 

Methods .57 i.v. drug users with PTL<25xl10 /1 and bleeding were treated in

e different ways

patsents MF_ age rTuisao®/1)_CDC stage mean f.—-upy*
HDIg 0.4g/kg/die x 5 days 20 9 19-34 9/II 20/III ©, 18.5
antiRhlg arex 6 days * 5 à Fu 1-20 5/1 10/III 2/IV 7.8
AZT___800-1200 mg/di 9-34 S-22 e/m 3/IV 4.6
* with recalls; Pronintelnance aaaoe pg x 2/weekly; ® months

Results. Haenor:Le arly response late response

25 100 50

HDIg 28/28 15/29 5/29 5/29 12/29 3/29 1/29 4/29
antiRhig 17/17 3/17 6/17 6/17 2/17 5/17 4/17 2/17

AZT 11/11 2/11 2/11 _4/11
 

Conclusions.HDIg and antiRhig have similar effects as emergency treatment.

mi: but untoward effects (haemolysis in 3/17
<-s:: with Hb< e. During a short follow-up AZT increased

ount and resolved the bleeding.in 8/11 cases
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men; COC groups IIB, IT and VC helpes soxat >270 M/1 and
INTERVENTIONS Flowing3

raleat«15Gf
600 mg/

 

 

 

Peaks, 90 ma/day for9Synlaeyonewnre
Bigheat previously tolerated desc for 18 weeks for a total of 60 weeks of therapy. POLLOW-

y formed at weeks intervals, ANALYSIS:Analysis of variance was uso:
Dmes pores Win che dose periog à haractorize timi d cade of the maximal

Initial platelet count (To) was 81 + 37,and increased to 129 x. 51 (p<.0001) with lowdose
Loreanpont 9 woeks (9 wks vam0 wis po). Platelet count
while on zidovudine (600 mg vs To, p<.0001; 900 mg

1200 mg v $00mg p=32). Pinel count doeretsod 1aia alos
vs To, p=.07)to increase ouce again when

count
HIViloedins zal, Alth sa er f variabnlity was observed, it

 

THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF THROMBOCYTOPENIA (ITP): ARE
W.B.0.10 INCREASES IN Trp IN THEPOPULATION A MANIFESTATION OF THE

transe

 

?

Schlech Malter*; Nesdoly,C.*; Maagher,N.*; Reisaa et al
Dalhousie University, Faculty of Medicine, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

Object. . To determine i. epidemic is refiected in increased rates

of or a province with,aalative low incidence of HIV infec:

strict case definition. In hematologists and internists
seeing patients with ITP were identified and their records dewed by mail.
Demogra! and clinical information was acted for analysis using

standard census data. Pati not directly contacted for assesanent

Results. 224 cases of ected The M:F ratio was gi..8. Ages
rang fgom 1 mo - 93 yr: ITP ri increased from 2.1 X 10° in 1980 to
3.8 X 10° in 1986-1987. “nore cases.163/131)

age ip 49 years) in 1984-1987 than in 1980-1983 (32/193) (p=0.03).

Cases from ag 4 and >49 age group were stable (61 v:

known HIV=associated ITP ed in 1964, 1985 and 1986

Conclusion, No ous tion-based st: ITP
study susgente that increases’ inITP may be explained by an increased
ine HIV ina sexuallyactive population. aupatients with ITP who
are pee active should have diagnostic tests for

HIV-1 ASSOCIATED THRO! ree

DISAPPOINTING LONG TERM RES! OF SPLENECTOMY.

Shaunak,Sunil; Tyler, D. S.; BaAdurLD
Duke University Medical Center, Durham,

hinctive:Steroids, inravenons Oy gl

HIV-1

W.B.0.12

k providedonly shart

tamfollow-up, we bave Saladonig term outcomeeeetomy when performed for
: Nine patients (asymptomatic HIV positive 26, ARC=I, RS) had theirrnremoved

between 1986 and 1988. mee
14.5 months (range 2-26 m)
Results: The mean (+/- sem) pre-operative plait count Ç fm)22 000+ 9000.Five
received steroi

tu

Popdc pe(oemDon say 7.6 day) wih 7of te 9 paints having a coutof> 100
baoHowever, the ini

jets remission (> 150 000) off all other medication, SPfaucoreby20 000),Pateet

pl150 000), and 3 have bad nono response (pl < 50 000, or a lure to increase by > 50 000). Platelet
during the period of follow

been no
ficant hemorrhage or teremia, Only 1 Patient has had

(ARC to AIDS). CD4 lymphocyte counts have remained stable in the 6 asymptomatic HIV posi..ve

long term follow-up

SRHAT produces highly me Its. A

We

when

was uncommon with post
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Qualité des soins offerts aux personnes atteintes de SIDA
Quality of Care for Patients with AIDS

W.B.0.13 SYMPOSIUM =get of Care for Patients with AIDS
Community Physi

Wanton,Bien osSt,SteFuul's Hospital, Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada.

The community physician plays a pivotal role in provision of
high quality care topersons with AIDS{rase Any physician

bserve, to advise,
tional need

The physi
he/she works.
by the
Programme for AIDS. These are information, education and communication

ti ty encompasses prinarily
or injection drug us

W.B.0.15 THE OUTPATIENT CLINIC IN AIDS CARE
Yolberding,Paul. University of California, San Franisco, San Francisco, CA,
USA,

ost effective, humane and efficient cars for HIV disease requires well-co!conceived

 

ve allowed the provision of comprehensive medical and
psycl al care that is oriented to the patient's common needs. one model, physicians of
varying professional/specialty nds worl supplemented by rienced nurse
practitioners and ph: ts, Socialneeds are provided by professional and volunteer

workers and paychiatris Rep of comm basedh Denpr ch

organizations. Also, clinic nurses are experttn ig and resolving potential
problems, bined Mnamodel ADS:inpationtntEThes enabled the continual
reduction in the average lengthof hospital stay without sompromising quality of medical care
VialSatCosts of HIV disease care are lowerin the San Fra: rea than elsewhere in the

ni tes

le of the outpatient clinic is central to the model of care in San Francisco, Itse:
es ths homeme‘the full-time provider staff and has provided a base for extensive studies of thecont

as new therapies, The opportunity to interact vith a full range of HIV
disease patents reinforces the commitment ofthe staff to max!imizethe tim ese persons spend

for a large population of patientstmmost of whom are ed
supportive sde to AIDS issu
complicate HIV disease care.
populationsa drug users with HIV
Nevertheless, dedicated AIDS services have b

jucated eetpemen in a city witth a
rly, stresses would exist in many other settings thet

een used in diverse situations with common

W.B.0.16.A AIDS AND US VETERANS: A COMPREHENSIVE CARE APPROACH IN A
NATIONAL HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
Alien, Robert E.; Pete M. and Mat:
Department of VeteraneFAÉfatrs, “Wachingtoa, Dee, USA.

Wbjective: To describe how the Department of Veterans Affairs Ga national
thea. petemae responded to the needs of veterans with

ealth carescene in
17 outpatient clinics, 117

es, lowic.ildartes and 194 Vet centers, employing approximately
1250,oon individuals. VA has cared for approximately 7,000 AIDS patienta

comprehensive, moteurapproach.
ovided appraxitetely 6% of all AIDS

The

t counseling, clinical evaluation and treatment, as
ibased home care, chronic placement and hospice cares fine
sconngeling for partners and family. Advanced ri rch 18 c:
imedical centers by the same clinicians caring|for
ibave opportunity to participate in clinical t: and of

studies. Health profeseional and other ote training progrags inFarns are
Va.2

Conclusion: Over 6% of all of the AIDS patients in the USA come to the VA
‘for care. This large, government run health care system has Teeponded to the
peewith clinical care, rescsrch and educational programs.
cordiua efforts have made it poesible for any eligible veteran tathe US

ito receive|care for their AIDS related problems at any VA medical center.

 

 

HOSPITAL CARE OF AIDS PATIENTS
Clumeck, Natha:W.B.0.14
Free University of Brussels, St-Pierre University Hospital,

Brussels, Belgium.

[Due to the medical, social, ethical andcotetee backgrounds of AIDS pa-
Jtients, HIV infection h is to be viewed ob:ally. To face the

program including out-patient
nity aed organization
mitment of health care providers, pre-exis-

such 8s infectiousddiseases department, and volume of patients
r hos tal vvariability in care exists.

ety, Pospitelized AIDS patients should benefit from a dedicated inpatient
unit or at leest an integrated network of relev sub-spec. To
vide poordinated car

se infect.
ists, onco. 09 sts, gene sts in internal medicine and family practice, psy-

chiatrists and psychologis social liaison with consu
hysicians (mainly pi gy, neurology, gastroenterology and dermatology).
his multidisciplinary coordination should en: timal medical care and ex
ert nursing and shoul ice stress in AIDS care providers. ddi

psychological support for staff and volunteers stress reduction
program addreasing education and i ation on infection control policy,

nf :

ethical response and professional responsability and psychological burden
should be part of hospital policy.

HOME CARE THERAPYW.B.0.16
Parker-Martin Jeannee. Visiting Nurses and

Hospice of San FrancieSco, San Francisco, California, USA.

when Visiting Nurses and Hospice of San Francisco (vai) began
to receive referrals for people diaanosed with AIDS, ic

ce organizational*phallenges
x this population. Traditional

anily support systems were often insufficient, attendant care wa
often needed around the clock, and hoth private and public insurances
were usually inadequate to cover the cost of car:

Since that me, VNH has provided support services to over2880

persons with RTDsHIV disease in the home satting or in t

nurses, social workers, trained paraprofessionals ("attendants"), and

amily menmbers or friends to provide
home and hospice care to personsith A 8,

I. Overview of the AIDS Home gare and Hospice Progran

A. Development from nenae 39
of team approach

II. Management of the terminally-i11 AIDS patient at home
A. Several important clinical considerat

1. Pain and mptom managamen’

2. Mental status deterioration
3. Substance abuse

B. Psychosocial concerne
i. Multiple logs is
2. Lack of traditional.supports
3. Minimum financial resource

III. Reimbursement considerations
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Manifestations cliniques
Clinical Manifestations
W.B.0.17 CONTRASTING DETERMINANTS OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO REITER'S W.B.0.18  CLINICOPATHOLOGIC AND IMMUNOCYTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF THEEVE IN
+. SYNDROME AND PSORIASIFORM MANIFESTATIONS ASSOCIATED nb AIDS: OBSERVATIONSIINNescases

WITH INFECTION Hénin, Dominique ; De Girard, B. ; Vezeux, R.* ; Le Hoang, P. ;
Brancato, S Itescu, ML Skovron, C Navarrete, G Solomon and R Winchester, Has ital for #|se RU Motel Guen, Nov York, NY, USA pi and Hauw, JJ. ; Pitié SpAreaad Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

of Methods, The genera! medical, neurclogic, and ophthalmologic findings in25 cases of AIDS with

HIV-related arthrocutaneous disorders that cul be cored 1 be ntheeum of complete pest-marten exemnation  nctingthe eyes and CNS) wereMaePASAlyond
spondyicarthropathies, and to determine their bility to clinically similar Loyez,ih HIV. ‘Thesedsord » , paoriesior Grocott, Zieh’. Immunocytochem ice! studies were performed on frazen end/or paraffin sections

hy d i: (eyes/CNS)to detect : HIV-1, CMY, Toxo, Crypto, JC and leukocyte/macr: antigens.
Methods, HLALA ping was perbemed ALA casae of he Batctag te Results : Males-20, Femeles-S : Age 23-61; onyHomo- 15,1V-5, Africa-5.
that have b y the general Opthetem Gen Path Neuropath  Oculer Path
population, Catton woot spots - - 1
Results, In a case study of 21 patients with HIV-associated incomplete or complete Reiter's ÿ Infections : ory 5 7 6 8

HLA-B27 occurred in 15, or 71%. Antecedent infection with bacteria associated with Tox 3 0 il 1
reactive arthritis was documen f these individuals, further emphasizing the similarity of Hv | ND ND 12 2
this syndrome with non-HIV-associa syndrome. in contrast, among & pa' with 0 7

iform lesions ident a prevalence study of 62 HIV clinic attendees, of whom one met 2 retinitis
the criteria of psoriatic arthritis, there was no statistically significant association (p<.05) between the C) Tumors:  Kepasi ssrcoms 0 1 0 0
presence of a rash alleles Ov6, B7, B17, Bw16 or BSwiwhenhencompared Lymphoma uveitis | 2 !
to 27 HIV it Conclusions, 1) lar finding AIDS ts CMY theinfection
Conclusion. These ndingssuggest that among HIV-infected individuals the developmentofReiter's In only 2 cases CM
syndrome involves an inumrane recogniion event ran dependent vpon HAB2 sidlenues, found both in th d the brat

whereasthe apathogenesis ofeeby lesions in HIV patients, despite their resemblance examination but dittotodto demonstrate pathologicaly. 3) Toxoplesmests/ oneont Kopos!
sarcoms, a! 

specific polymorphic class I molecules.

W.B.0.1 9 CHANGING PREVALENCE OF MALIGNANCIES IN MEN AT SAN FRANCISCO
GENERAL HOSPITAL DURING THE HIV EPIDEMIMe
DavidM.*; Desmond, S.**; Volberding, and Kahn, J.*, “San

Prancisco General Hospital (SFGH), San Francisco, California, DAbare of California
San Francisco, San Francisco, California, USA.

Kaposi's Sarcoma (KS) and Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma (NHL) are malignancies

There is clinical suspicion that infection with HIV mi

 

 

KS 0 9 169 200 218 Age 18-49
NHL ul 8 32 48 7 0 9 155 172 197

Basal Cell CA skin 26 28 38 75 72 NHL 5 5 20 33 55

Sq Cell CA anus 2 0 8 12 BCC 4 5 9 30 33

Condyloma Acuminata 16.29 5 £L SCC anus 0 0 0 4 8
i 4 3 1 1 Age 50+

Melanoma 5 4 1 1 KS 0 5 12 (13

Sq Cell CA Head/Neck 35-29 45 59 36 NHL 7 7

Sq Cell CA skin 2 1 2 1 16 BCC 21 22 25 40 39

Jung CA (all types) 56 42 7 6 SCC anus … 2 2 0 3   
Conclusion. We describe an increased p-evelence of several tumors at SFGH coinciding with the
HIV epidemic. There eeotconeye NHL, Basal Cell CA of the skin, and Sq Cell
CA of the anus that is most pronounced among young men. Risk group analysis is ongoing.

W B. 0 21 THE VALUE OF LYMPH NODE Brorsy IN HIV INFECTION
evr Forjaz Lacerda, M. res, L.** and Madureir

Department of PathSonystDeree ment of Infectious: Diseases,
Faculty of Medicine / Santa Maria Hospital, Lisbon, Portugal

Objective. to study the correlation between lymph node histopathology and
clinical evolutio in HIV infectioi
Methods. Thirty-nine patients|with, Bsentiente Tymphadenopathy seropositive
to HIV-1 (36 patients) or HIV-2 (3 nts) were biopsed from July 85 to
December 88. Conventional morpholagy and semuropathelogical studies were per-

Results. Three histological subtypes of lymph node reactions were observed:
Type 1 - Follicular hyperplasia with follicular alterations; Type II - Mixed
hyperplasia; Type = Lymphocyte depletion. Follicular alterations such as
follicular fragmentation, islets of lymphocytes in germinal centers and naked
germinal centers were observed in type I and type II. These two types

GL and ARC while lymphocyte depletion was always associated with
owed decreased C Ymphocy-

e den

Chtecved”in3 cases 3. %). In one case
histiocytes were associated with an atypical nycobecteria. K.
mors were observed in 9 cases: Kaposi's sarcoma (3) and non- Hodgkin's lym-
phoma (6).
Conclusions. ur experience the histologic and immunopathologic patterns
of lymph nodes are correlated with the clinical and immunological stage o
infection. A progression in histological pattern follow clinical evolution.

206

tan seen in the CNS end viscera respectively, rerely involve

W.B.0.20 MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS:
CLINICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL FEA! .

; Dienem:sen|D. ; Ruf, “B. ; Jautzke,
G. "; Langford, A. “"; Pohle, .

Departm: * Internal Medicine:and ™ PathologyFd Virchow University
Clinic (Weddiak Departmen: Pathology, Une"Chale (Steglitz),
Clinic for Oral Surgery (Nord), Freie Universit Berlin, FRG.

Frequency, clinical features and histological types of malignant lympho-
mas in HIV infected patients were determined. Clinical and autoptical data from
patients were evaluated. Organsue sean were examined conventionally
and using immunohistochemical staining techn:

Incidence of ML: 18/190 {9 %) ADSPatients (patients with Hodgkin
lymphoma [HL] were classifled as having AIDS). NHL (n:nla} High grade B-cell
!Pachawrwithex I manifestations were found cases. Burkitt

reand Gl-tracttne In three HI
withcommon regimens (n=6) leda.remission In 4/6 cases, five of these six pa-

died (survival time max. onths), One of the treated patients is alive
tlellnwcup 36monthsths), HL (n:ot"isecellelltype HLiin“he stages 3 or 4 (Ann
Arbor) und in all complete remission was
achieved. These patients arestill alive.‘survival timeme15 and 24 mon

Malignant lymphomas in AIDS are inantly NHL. High grade Bicell
NHL with extranodal manifestations are t frequently found. Pro,
commonly poor and may only be im; tment initiated early methe

nosis. Hodgkin lymphomas are probably associated with

INCREASED PULMONARY CAPILLARY VOLUME DURING AIDS-
RELATED KAPOSI SARCO!
Similowskd, ; PegnartCH Dinh Xuan AT. Lockhart
Labortore dExpiorations Fonctionnolles Resphatoires, Hépilsl Cochin, Paria, France.

W.B.0.22

Although rarely Ife-threatening, pulmonary localisations of KS (PKS) often raise the
problem of the differential from rtunistic infections and are usually ascertained by
use of fiberoptic bronchoscopy (FO) and broncho-alveoiar lavage D).

AIDS: jents, whatever their status is KS or puimonary infections, may have a
factor for carbon monoxide MLCO, as do asymptomatic HIV+ patients. We

, even unapperent, might however result In increased caplliary volume (Vc)
because of the vascular nature of the tumoral OeaeaoeWe etudied therefore 11HIV+
patients and 13 AIDS patients with (CKS) sex, height and weight were, on
average, the same in both groupe.None af the patients hed Al or other
 
 pulmonary disease.TLCO

(Dm) and Ve were calauaied fram determinationsofTLCD made onto dferent gee mbtures.
Lung In

CKS (132 mirange ree % of predicted)comcompared to HIV+ patients (100 mi, range 78-
103% of ann and Whitney U-test), with little overlapping between
groupe. Vaste bronchial lesions. or increased siderophage count in BAL fluid confirmed the
diagnoals of Intra-thoracic KS In 2 of 3 AIDS aubmitied to FO.

These results suggest in Vc measurement may be a useful non-invasive screening
procedure for PKS, which couki appear uape frequent. if these resutts are confirmed
through and pathologic correlation, the ficing of en IncreasedVe in an AIDS patient
with CKS might render unnecessary invasive pulmonary iNnvestigati
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Hémophille : histoire cilnique et études de cohortes
Hemophlila: Natural History/Cohort Studies

SURVIVAL OF PATIENTS WITH HEMOPHILIA-ASSOCIATED AIDS IN

W.B.0.23 THE UNITED STATES
tebhr-G 3 Holman, R; Mahoney

Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Qbjective. To examine the survival of hemophilic patients after the
diagnosis of AIDS.
léthods. Using national hemophilia-associated AIDS surveillance data and

the life-table method of analysis, we calculated the median eurvival and

the cumulative probability of survival for all and selected subgroups of
U.S. hemophilic patients after AIDS.

e median lengt 6 11.7 months; the cumulative
probability of survival was 49.2 + aone year and 28.9 + 2.3% at two

The length of survival varied by age at the time of AIDS diagnosis:
13-29_vears

Median survival 12.0 m 16. 9.8
Patients diagnosed before 1986 had a median survival o

ionths for tho: or later.
y race, coagulation diserder, AIDS

manifestation atthe time of diagnosis, or region of residence. Seven

patients survived longer than 36 months after AIDS was diagnosed. mere
patients were more likely to have met only the 1987revision of the
AIDS putvetliance case definitioi than other

Patterns of surv.{val among hemothilie“AIDS patients are
similar to those reported in other risk groups, excluding patients with
Kaposi's sarc Length of survival decreased with increasing age and
improved over“eine. In contrast to other risk groups, no aifferesce.in
survival was associated with rac

sullivanvan, JohnanLsFo, ReRrettler D.**
funiversity of Hassacimsetts Medical School #iyorcester Memor
Worcester, Massachusetts,

i levine, Pae
sevice,Foal,

To evaluate the natural history of HIV infection and HIV s
responses in patients with hemophilia.

‘These ive CTL and ADCC
absence izing antibody may result in

progressive imame attrition with ceveloment of symptamatic disease

AZzing
persist in extremely low titer (from <1:5 to 1:80).

results suggest pers acti

WwW B 0 27 CANADIAN NATIONAL HeMOrnTIA STUDY (CNHS): HIV INFECTION IN
oe HEMOPHILIA (HEM) AND BLEEDING DISORDERS _ (1885-1989).

oon, Man-Chiu; Alt, Ske Card, ot
Kobrinsky, N.; Rivard, G.; Ross, E.; Rubitubin,. Si Strawczynnski, H. and

oukas, €. Uni versities of Cal gary, jal, Sasskatchewan, Toronto,
British Columbia, Manitoba, Montreal and Mel, Canada.

The CNHS inttiated in Jan 1985 ones 3372patients from 12 Canadian
H 48 Hemlemophilia Centers. These include A, 8, 37 von Willebrand

disease (vWD) a 3 others.| There were 98 children and 274 adults. 210
patients had severe, 73 moderate and 89 mild d n Jan 1989, 323iseases
patients remained in the abat, as 26 had wit mn, and 23 had
of the deaths were due to AIDS. Several observations are notable:
HIV seropositive pos) rate snaco higher among 6

lem B (2 of 43), vWD (4 of 28) or others (1 0
important taterminant

"
a = 2

G
E
S

a

donation syst: s self icient for X concen
of the factor VIII had to be imported. (II) Progression sf HIV disease was
evident. A nt, the 164 pos patients % of 372) COC II, II] &
IV diseases 12, At the lastest visit 0 patients were pos
(53% of 323). The coc Mean & IV sise Ss wel 6. Including
the 16 who an of AIDS, withnumber DC IV disease had increased from
6 to 62. II) 6 patients seroconverted in 1987. This was traced to a
factor VIII Fanlentrate dry-heated at 60°C x 30 h.

? Kirgaley LA.#8;
soniveraity ofFREESSL 06Medici, Hemophilia Canter of Western
Penneylvania: School of Public Health, U.S.A,

to -

tion to AIDS/HIV outcome in those over 30 years of age at seroconversion.

W.B.0.26

Loo,B.**, Kamradt,T.***
“Universitätsklinik Bonn “institut für experinentellefamatologie,
Bonn, FRG, ***Massachusetts Institutes of Technology, Boston, U:

NATURAL HISTORY OF HIV IN PATIENTS OF THE
BONN HAEMOPHILIAC COHORT S'

jiese,D*; Brackmann,H.H.**; Maintz,c.*;

 

Qbiective. To describe the natural history of HIV-infection in adult
henophiliacs.

» 343 aduitnations at Bonn Hemophiliac Genter|were tested positiv

313 patients have been guiarly followed wD,
routine laboratory, "Teaphocyte subtyping,

western blot and virus isolatio:
Results: Six years after|infection 16% (55/343) of the entire cohort had
developed AIDS. The frequent aanifestation of AIDS was: PCP: 51%, HIV-
encephalopathy: 25%, toxoplaseceie: 7%; NHL: Las One KS was observ
In 86% patients T4 cell count decreased 30% more over the observation

period. progno:stic aarkers for progression to.AIDS (other than decreased ™
cell count) were elevated Tea, successful virus isolation and loss of ant
p24~antibodie
In asya tomatic atients not treated with AZT (n=213), T4 cell count
decreased 87 cells/year. Actual T4 cell distributions

(T-cells)
11 28 37 33 36 (patients)

r findings suggest that sost atV-infected hemophiliace willConclusion:
eventually develo AID!

NINE YEAR FOLLOW-UP OF A COHORTOF 112 ANTI-HIV SEROPOSITIVE
HAEMOPHILIACS

Christine A. Phillips AN, Elford J, Janossy G, Griffiths, PD, Kernoff, PBA

Royal Free Hospital and School of Medicine, London, England.

W.B.0.28

it To assess the natural history of HIV diesase in 111 infected haemophiliacs and 1 sexual
contact.

Method Patients were reviewed at frequent intervals from the time of seroconversion (established by
retrospective posting |in 59 (53%) patients) until November 1988.
Results T! seroconversion was November 1979 and the last July 1985. The median length of
follow-up fromthe first positive anti-HIV result wiras 5 years 1 month. By 30 November 1988, 65/112
(58%) p ) AIDS.i devel

 

 

SYMPTOMATIC Thrombocytopenia 7 (6%) AIDS HIV wasting syndrome 2
Herpes zoster 11 (10%) Oesophageal candida 2
Bacterial infections 16 (14%) PCP 10
Oral candida 17 (15% Aspergillus pneumonia 1
Seborrhoeic dermatitis 22 (20%) 1

bral toxoplasmosis 1
Lymphoma 2

Staphylococcal septicaemia
with cerebral abecemses |

Amongst 59 aenacewith a L d f i id f
symptoms was 90% and o 70% after i Mei

This nine aons confirms that majority of ‘anti-HIV positivesta progress

to symptoms and AIDS. This cohort may provide a control for future studies of therapy in
asymptomatic patients.
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Infection par le VIH : atteintes à certains organes
HIV Infection: Organ Specific Involvement

W.B.0.29 CLINICAL GASTROINTESTINAL (GI) DISEASES IN AIDS
Kotler Donald, St Luke’s/Roos., Columbia P&S, NY

is vulnerable to immune deficits, due to poor
physical protection and a contaminated external environment.

itiple complications , ed upon specifi immu
deficits in sec ty, impaired T-cell function,
mac: sfunction and diminished immun surveillance

diseninated disorders, an e 0: nflammatory bowe
disease. Enter infections are caused by protozoans ch as
cryptosporidium, microsporidium and isospora produce a clinical
picture of ‘short bowel syndrome’. econdary involvement

ruses, such as ungal infections, myoobacterial
infections, ir are prevalent. ner is a prominent
systemic reaction such as wa ’ able focal sympto

ed ul e precise site of disease‘expression. Many HIV-
infected patie: an infil ry bowe sease 0:
uncertain etiol . Recent studies suggest t ay

imary pathogen in the . Liver disease often is related to

cause major morbidity. The major sequelae of
dysfunction are progressive malnutrition and dehydration, though
other specific medical or surgical complications occur.

CLINICAL CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT

Pederson, Court. Department of Infectious
Diseases, Hvidovre Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark

W.B.0.33 THE LUNGS, THE CAUSE OF DEATH, AMD BACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN

WHAT AUTOPSY STUGIES SHOW
Nichols, Larry; currently st Research Triangle tnstitute,

Research Triangle Park, NC, USA

unge are the

Infections of AIDS

prisary target of sost sericus opportunistic

cytowegatovirus
frequently playing an

corroborated ths widespread clinical

Pheusonta is ost comson cause of death In AIDS patient Recently, |
a serise of autopsies at the New England Deaconass Hospltai and

» WSs found that bacterial (non-sycobacterial)

Infections mere soie or contributing osuses of death In 17 cases (373).
Eteven of thsse 17 cterial Infectlons ere pneuaonias due to
Staphylococcus aureus, generally superisposed on Pneusocystic carinil
pnsusonia, CMY pnsuaonia or lun n ros previcus bouts of such
Processes. Glvsn the particular propensity Staphytococcus aureus to

superinfect lungs injured by other iInfsctions, recognized In muttipis
Gecondary spldssics of Staphylococcus aursus oneunonia follontng Influenza

epldssics, it | t surprising for Staphylccoocus aureus to emerge as a

secondary oppcrtuntet in AIDS patients with previous or underiying lung

Issass Tnsse rssuits confira th ispartance of respiratory fallure as a
aode of deat d the 1 r e of bacterlali Infections In gensral,

and Staphyloccccus aureus pneumonia in particuiar, in patients with ADS.
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W.B.0.30 CLINICAL BONE MARROW INVOLVEMENT

Gelman, Karen. St. Paul's Hospital, London
Kingdon

W.B.0.32 pATHOLOGY OF THE CENTRACNERVOUSSYSTEM IN AIDS
Michaud, Jean, Department of Pathology, Ste-Justine
Hospital and University of Montreal, Montreal], Canada

The neuropathological examination of the human centra} nervous system in
$ and these are frequently a significant cause

y. and morta ity.Awide variety of lesions are found and the:

nodefigien’ ‘Virus infection: the most characteristic
ubacute encephilitis associated with multinucleated|cells in

i matter demyelination and v
The pathogenecity

icanhPeed comptex but the chysyopathology

ectiions: toxoplasmosis. several types of viral ence-
id PML being ost frequent), mycoses and

mycobacterial infections are the mo: ttrerequeent.
c Cerebral tumors: approximately 5%tf AIDS patients will develop a primary
i sually of B-Cell Type. The Ebstein-Barr

i Secondary CNS
und.

cytomegat evi rus

arcomas is also

r Several ofite above mentioned groups of lesions or infectious
organisms may“be und in ame patient. Also, variations accor
age groups, vountries and cient subgroups as related to the etiology of
the syndrome are now recognized.
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Infections associées au SIDA
AIDS Related Infections

W.B.0.34 INTRAVITREAL GANCICLOVIR ADMINISTRATION FOR CMV RETINITIS IN

11 AIDS PATIENTS

oPmeeed'Arninio Monforte,A.**; Lazzarin,A.**; Gagliardi,

L.*; Novati,Roberto** and Bertoni,G.

*Ophtalmology Clinic, Infectious Diseases Clinic, University of Milan,Italy

*

Objective. Evaluation of intravitreal ganciclovir (DHPG) administration for

CMV retinitis in AIDS patients, given poor intravitreal penetration of syste-

IDS patients (9 adults -6 PDA, 2 homosexual men, 1 sexual partner

d b:

in 2 patients (28%, at 2nd an .). 5 patients died (after 6+5 mo.s) (no
one for CMV disease), 6 are unalive (after 3+1 m
Conclusions. Intravitreal DHPG therapy for CMV retinitis. in AIDS patients seen

e more effe e than systemic therapy (without adverse local reactions,ectiv
and no systemic complications} and much more easely handl:

FOSCARNET TREATMENT OF CYTOMEGALOVIRUS RETINITIS IN AIDS
Mary M. Fanning,je E. Read, M.F. Benson, hl:

W.B.0.36
esek, et al.Y. Kouze:

ments of Pediatrics, Medicine, and Opthalnology, University of Toronto

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) retinitis is a common cause of blindness in AIDS in the
abse: of therapeutic“intervention. d over 9

ven continuously over 21 da

showed progressive retinal Tiora'

comp: 1 » Changes in rena ection requiring modification of

doses a vent patients uired perit

dialysis but recovered after discontinuing foscarnet. patients s! d

thrombo la, ukopenia and half of the patients had progressive

the 20 patients were on Retrov ing treatment and of these

1 developed leukopenia which could have n the result of Retrovir alone

and 3 anemia. rnet auccesatully supp: ei i st patients.

Recurren e of disease while intenance with further retinal damageMe
quiring re-treatments emphasizes the need for better maintenance dosing.

W.B.0.38 INTESTINAL MICROSPORIDIOSIS AS A CAUSE DIARRHEA INen

grensteln, yJan*; Stelnberg, WpChiangroeNi Smith
H.**; and Kotieer, D. washingtonUniv.

Med. Ctr, Wash., D.cn NIDR, NIH, Bethesda, Md., NY|Med. Ctr., N.Y.,

N.Y., St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hosp. N.Y., N.Y., U.S.A.

Ob Jec . Enterocytozoon bieneusi CEB), a new species of the phylum of
selene * Microspotra,eebeen re;por
a total of 11 AIDS pa In USA, Europe, and Africa. Di sis wa Si
solely on tl r eervctural Identification of this 11 Intracel lula
parasite in SI biopsi lective of this study Is to ermine

nt

Mathods. Smal? Intestinal (SI) biopsies from AIDS patients with chronic
diarrhea and without pathogens Identified in standard paraffin sections and
n stool s mens were studied by Tigh
Ce3um) plastic sections and transmis: m
Results. EB microsporidia 1 Infection of the SI was diagnos:
oeblopsies) of 67 (71 biopsies) homosexua

B.
mportant cause ofiarrhes in

AIDS patients, and with expertence, can be diagnosed at the LM ]

MONITORING OF CYTOMEGALOVIRUS (CMV) ANTIGENEMIA
DURING TREATMENT OF SERIOUS CMV INFECTION IN AIDS PATIENTS

W.B.0.35

S Herman G., Weits, J., Anema, JT.Schirm J, The, TH. University Hospital
Groningen,Netketlands

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective. ct of therapy agains on CM AIDS patients
cmswiieonCMVven
Methods. Prospectively 6 AIDS pati We All eaten leakedcetteesis,2MV
related wasting disease and 1 CMV colitis. All patients received antiviral therapy against CMV in
standard regimen, intravenous iaparttrekannaenthrararrent 44

ganciclovir starting at
5 mg/kg. Blood ly for the presenceofCMV by direct
staining (by an wsiny) of COMY antigens (CMV Agitin eunncyies (CMY antigenemia),
SanicteaCMYAB Positive cos,and by virus isolation(CMYviremia).
Results. Before treatment all patients ‘were positive bydirect CMVAg detection, as as by isolation
CMV. CMV immunog VOMfg
positive cel a CMV viremia trie Ty, ; earwth ses

‘ CMV anti . Paes ive in all path soir

i i (1-4 weeks) than CMV vreaia(est than 1week)During

and viremia i iremis, i F ith umber of
CMV AB P ï i increasing 4 i itive CMV viremia

d sugge ved induction therapy.
Conclusion. Detection ofCMVseeincbmoeietsCMVeanmin
thevirological response to CMV CMV Ag
 

DIFFERENCES AMONG PULMONARY (PT), EXTRAPULMONARY (ET)
ANDRNATEDTUBERCULOSIS&ory iN HIV-INFECTED
PATIENTS Garcia, JJ Palac
JAena,or6PoMRArriba HOSPITAL UNIVERSITARIO DE

OBJECTIVE. To estapian clini and prognostic differences in MV-infected patients
With PT and those with ET oF OT inctuded in AIDS accor: to new criteria.
METHODS. From 1984 to , 5S sero Se patients were dia nosed of T due to M.

ul i gr:prjonaswith acid-fast bacilli(7) or
6, » 44 drug-addicts and in 6 T w.

thei complaint to look for medical car €. nonny two patients have T before NDS
and arrecved standard chemotherapy wiwithà n foliow %, S52 44 months.
RESULTS. Treatment cured SY of the patients”‘snd presently ‘them survive. 3
cases Showed PT (13 localize xtended); 19 ET An vyorand 6OT ç with

avi

W.B.0.37

 

miliary pattern). The ches’ loge phs show! oc: ration with ¢:
the upper lobes (22), atypical pattern (4) and miliary intenation (9). TI ue
tuberculin test was positive in 374 and the most useful Giagnostic est was sputum
examen and culture. Main differences between PT and ET/DT were:

PT E/DT P-value
Cases: 1984-8 / 1987-88 2/43 4/ 24 0.01
M. tuberculosis isolation 0.06
{ung symptoms / adenopathy 22 / 9 17 / 21 0.5
Positive tuberculin % 0.066
CD4 /fi. (M+SD) 5 179 + 170 0.08
Opportunistic infection: 6 2 0.01
Defervercesce since treatment 323.5 284 27 (days) 0.01
Overall deaths / LAdeaths 2/0 3/5

In survival (months) as {7 9:16 0.01

CONCLUSIONS ; in Spain, HIV-essociated T usually appears early in the course of HIV
shows a favorable response. Although it has been emphasized on its atypical

manifestations, difficult diagnosis and poor survival, almost half of our cases manifested
as typical PT with low case: atility rate. During recent years it has been appreciated an
increasing tate of ET and DT in relation with the progressive immunodeficiency of the HIV-
infected population; however they coiontinue with favourable responses to chemotherapy and
satisfactory survival in the short-term

W.B.0.39 IMPROVED SURVIVAL IN AIDS PATIENTS WITH
OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS.

+ Campbell, S.W.; Carrow,
M: Niedzwiecki, and Armstrong D.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, 1275 York Ave.
York, N.¥.10021, U.S.A.

Objective, amine changes in survival following
opportunistic‘infections in AIDS patients since the beginning
of the AIDS denic.

rvival following the Giagnosia of
opportufietic infection was calculated using th pl
method in DS patients see at Memorial sloan-Ketter ng
Cancer Center mince 1979. were examined by year of
diagnosis and by comparing patients diagnosed prior to 1986
and during andtter 2

of cases‘and »edian survivals (months) for
infections commonly diagnosed during ife

Sryptec
« #/surv

| Mac.
#/ su: #/surv. #/surv. #/ surv

1979-85 81/ 8 /4 /6mos 94/ 2mos 12/3mos
1986-88 191/ 18mos 10/10mos 10/11mos 68/ 4mos 20/6mos

ian survivalsFPE have increased for some
infectious complications of eatment d FerencesAIDS.
included: introduction of zidovudine; use of PCP prophylax:

re intensive follow-up with earlier treatment.
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Attelntes neuropsychiatriques
Neuropsychiatric involvement

W.B.0.40

Castro, Frank*,
“Stanford DeRes Stanford, CA, US:
stniversity of California, San Francisco, CA, USA

PREVALENCE AND PREDICTORS OF DEPRESSION IN GAY AND BISEXUAL
MEN DURING THE AIDS EPIDEMIC: THE SAN FRANCISCO MEN's
HEALTH STUDY.

tes TI,#*, Ekstrand, M.#*

Objective. To describe prevalence and predictors of depression in gay and
bisexual men living i icenter of the AIDS epidemic
Methods. 568 single males participating in the San Francisco Men's Health

StudyStudy(a popuulation-based longitudinal study of single males in SF) were

assessed in 1985 and 1987. Depression wa: d using the
Epidem:sological Studies (CESD) 16 predictor variables (demographic, socia.

upport, loss to AIDS, health status, su e, à bia) assessed

83 were analyzed for their predictive relations]
of th 1

hip to aepyeenien in 1987.
202 e men met the criteria f 7 had

e €
or depression in 1987.
to AID 45.experienced the loss of a lo or fri 7% were aeconagative,

. a HIV+ asymptometic, 6.9% had s ARC, while 4.6% ha
diagnosed with AIDS. redictors of depression in 1987 were previou: _
pression, HIV disease progreasion, loneliness, loss
satistactoin with sociaisupports and numbers o
on for suppor These accounted for a significant proportion of t
vi riance (re Fu, Ras.)

ie common experience for gay and bisexual men in
egies"for coping for worsening health statu

ng with lose, endpe athering and keeping social support may assiat
individuals in coping withthe epidemic.

W. B 0 42 NEUROLOGICAL AND NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL DEFICITS IN 240 HIV -
ue SEROPOSITIVE HEMOPHILIACS IN WR 2 - 6

Riedel ,Rolf-Rainer *, Clarenbach P.*, sila ro
Brackmann ART, Niese D. eee, Bruzkione *,
* Dept. of Neurology , ** Dept. of Epi leptology, pa Tnstitu

Hematology , **** Dept. of Medicine ; University Clinic , $300 Bonn ,
Wes Germany

; Heinstadter Ch.**,

We present the data of 240 HIV - seropositive hemophiliacs and 30 H
According to the criteria ofsua

105 pat. as WR 2 Roe:
a neurological status .

EEG - analysis and a neuropsychological test - battery ( AVLT , MWTB ,er .
Benton 2 . Zerssen , BFS ) .
In WR 6 we Saw a stati stical significance (p 0.05) for the fol-

rr

ficance p 0.05 ) . By tendency we found comparable data for WR
onlyin some cases we found a correlation between the neuropsychological
and the EEG -
Our A supposeonly a statistical significance for neurological , neuro-
psychological and EEG - tients - but these results have still
to be proved for WR 5 patieent

IS THERE ADAPTIVE "HABITUATION" TO LOSS IN THE AIDSW.B.0.41
EPIDEMIC?

Neugebauer, R.; Williams, J.; Rabkin, R.; Remien, Robert H.;
> Je3 V Center for Clinical & Behavioral Studies, NYS Psychiatric

USA.Toaeinate and Columbia University, New York, NY

explore the psychiatric toll of AIDS deaths and of other major,
among NYC gay men. Met! mennegative life hods. Data derive fr

participating tna proepective cohort.Otay Sub.Jects were predominantly
White, ddle class mean age of 38; 75% wi V+. Current depres-

sive ere assessed clinicail 1 nd
1: D

depression subscale). Re: 8. trary to expectations, Lx ssocia-

tion was fou tween sul Tepor'! f£ the number of deaths from AIDS
rall and categorized separately into close friends, former 1. ,

lovers at the £ death) since the start of the epidemic or in tl

mths, and an asure of depressive s For example, hecert

tion of number of recent losses with level of demoralization was -.15
(p<.10). dichotomizing mt deaths into 8. one more
controlling for potentially confounding variables, e.g., social network

‘or HIV status, did not alter e resul ‘ked
recent negative events correlated with d
Coneuston. This lack of association between AIDS deaths’ and depressive

toms may reflect a capacity for adaptive “habituation” to certain
topes of loss among high risk groups.

W.B.0.43 SLOWED COGNITIVE PROCESSING IN HIV+ PATIENTS IN
COMPARISON TO PSYCHIATRIC CONTROLS

mekm D; AM. WILLIAMS, J.; LAW, W.: ROLLER, T.: & WALTER

REED us RESEARCH GROUP.
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences & Henry M. Jackson Foundation,
Bethesds, Maryland; Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC, USA.

ive. To investigate cognitive decision time in HIV+ indivi

Fifty (50) HIV+ individuals referred for neuropsycholo ical
ative patients with adjustment disorders (AD!DIS) we:
(Go: No-Go) visual reactionti

testing and 15 seroneg-
choice

tag
with the HIV+ group on education, depression, anxiety, and

number of recent pretul life ove
Results. tients were significan r than ADJ DIS controls on both the
imple and choice yed si
nificantly delayed decision time (cl

This e difference held when the groups T by eliminating the
scores of 11 HIve+ patients with SRMoutside the range of controls. Failures to inhibit
response rarely occurred in either

Relatively apteHIVspans:may exhibitslowing of cognitive pro-
annot be attributed to d anxiety. Similar findings have been reported

in patients with vsubeortical demeatiavee.propro;opressive yopranuclear palsy), and may be one ©
of the earliest manifestations of HIV+ related cognitive dysfunctio:

 

 

  
 

 

W. B 0 44 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL CHANGE aN LONGITUDINAL ASSESSMENT: W. B 0 45 FURTHER EVIDENCE OF LACK OF HIV-i RELATED COG!

ts PREVALENCE AND PATTERN IN HIV SPECTRUM DISORDERS tbe IMP. SYMPTOMATIC STAGES: THE

Temoshok, M Drexler, M.; can J.P.; Sweet, D.M. and MULTICENTER AIDS COHORT STUDY ).

Hollander, H. Unive:HEof ‘california School of Medicine, *; McArthur, J.C.*; Miller, E.N.°*; Sheridan,KK***; Becker, JT."goss,BEB.*;

Francisco, CA., Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study, *Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, Baltim

Neuropsychiatric Institute, Los Angeles, CA, ***Northwestern University,“ChicagoILiL; seGuversity of
Objective. Recent interest has focused on the course of cognitive and memory Pittsburgh, Pittsbungh, PA, USA
problems th: be manifested in HIV infection. This study explore
prevalence and p: of change over 1.6 years on a variety of europsycho- Obicctive: To det: infected

logical meas in men with HIV spectrum disorders. men (CDC GroupsD/ID)sang coprvhsAearerchologieal
Metho 103 seropositive homosexual men with at least one HIV—relate : Participants inthe Multicenter AIDS CohortStudy (MACS)S)Neopia study were
8) re recruited from F AIDS Clinic and administered neuro referredfor P
psychological screening batteries, in addition to psychosocial self-report NP screening test a standardized neurineurological questionnaire. NP testing included the
and interview measures, at 3 time s al A subset of Shipleylyatc Scale, BikDenWAIER)ReyComplex Figure, Warriegton RecognitionMemory
66 subjects had peuropsychological data avatlable forboth Times 1 and 2. Trails B, and the PacedAt est. Participants with a diagnosis of

suits. Unexpectedly, the group as hole showed Ts, yma nnmed ceperschy

functiont Ti 1 to 2. The neurepsychological”Status of 25 Ss improved ResulisResaleAnalysis of datafrom 181RaeEN) and 225 ecpaieive(SP) men showed no
without declin: è . lle 26 Ss showed ed, changes over handedness,ETOHordrug use be the serostatusus groups. Comparison
time, and 15 declined without showing any improvement. measures 0! led no signifi spi àpenre
distress decreased over time, and scores xtety decreased significantly. NP m Less than 10% of the SP’s had abnormal performance on ooee subtests (2 SD's below
However, t] were no ai, group-mean differences on measures of mean for SN), which did not differ significantly from SN’s.
depression or anxiety between those who improved and those who declined in These fi provide additional evidence ting, that the

neuropsychologieal status. Surprisingly, neither improvement nor decline was NPabnormal infected | 1 +. low. and not
AZT.related to the use of .

Conclusion. % of ou sample showed clear evidence of neuropsycho—
logical decline over tee 9 those retested showed notable improvement.

These resuits suggest that neuropsychological functioning in some paveents may
not show a pattern of inexorable decline. ese findings haveim ortant
implications for assessments and interventions with HIV patien
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different from uninfected SN controls. These results confirm our previous conclusions based on initial NP
sana ob ooh HIV.1 iota nace ie'the MACS coher

W.B.0.45.A Voir/See page 1059
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Essals cliniques : points de vue des “acteurs”
Clinical Trials: The "Actors" Perspective

ald, Allan R. partment of Internal Medicine,
University of robe Winnipeg,PALtoba Canada

INVESTIGATORS PERSPECTIVE

THE ROLE OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY IN DRUG
A PIW.B.0.48

Petricciani, John C.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, Washington, DC, USA

e pharmaceutical industry has responded to the need for
Etes strategies to intervene in the HIV global epidenic in

year of the discovery of|HIV as

f over 60 medicines for the treatment or
prevention of HIv infection.

Clinical trials remain the single most important means of
assessing the actual safety and efficacy of new medicines, and

e Pharnaceutica industr: as been working cooperatively
h governmenta rganizations and others to evaluat:

potentially usefi ew agents there have been problemsa
n the implementation of progres the overall model of

n the o
related medicines is one which PMAMA member ccompanies support.
Specific suggestions for improving the working retationsniP
among industry, government, clinical research centers
patients will be made.

W.B.0.5Q TE CHALLENGE OF TESTING THERAPIES FOR HIV INFECTION

Hoth, Daniel. National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases,Bethesda, MD. U.S.A.

FDA, in its regulatory role, is a ior

eynical toes in AIDS: The Re uiator, Perspecti egW.B.0.47 CE au y Perspec ve

‘ood andDrug Administration,
Rockvitis, Wary!haryland,

new drug devvelopment in the
U.S.A. This e has becom nsive andextensive in A
development, ut] ined in,new interim reguiati ons (21 CFR 312 Subpart E).
From the scientific/regulatory perspective, three issues have been most
problemat S d conduct of clinical trials in AIDS. The first
issue stems from constraints on e choice of the most appropriate control
group, whether placebo, no tre comparison, active, or historical
ontrol. A second major issue"is selection of prim

antiretroviral agents.
is ui to demonstrate eff o g t diseases. In
case of ci ex, chronic, life-threatening diseases such as AIDS, pressure
builds rapidly to substitute .

and which are rot. nut
trials (RCT) a

ring the dsooratration,of
preliminary safety and activity, mebefore wi ad use makes RCT difficult
to ‘orm because of the presumed but not proven efficacy of the drug,
therapeutic advances in the treatment‘er AIDS will be delayed if not lost.

ear-term, ' ts
hird major issue is ng of access to exp: ntal drugs by patients with

life-threatening diseases. The individual's "right" to try a new drug very
ear] devel t may conflict with society's need to det

ly

W.B.0.49

PATIENTS PERSPECTIVE

Paul Leblanc

ETHICS AND CLINICAL TRIALS
W.B.0.51 Robert J. Levine,eeee School of 
The randomized clinical trial (RCT) is the gold stnadard for
establishing the validity of medical therapies. RCTs must be
conducted in accord with established

equitable selection ors jects.
rview of some of the

ethical problems encountered by clinical trialiete.
subjects be informed that their rapy has been selected by
chance? What should th
about alte
rel

is
Is participation

burden ora“enerit? Should vulnerable population:
cipation or assur

benefits of participation in RCTs? In what
tern: historical

evantfacts
about particular RCTs and prospective subject populations.
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usomalts a watsee44-52 LE

isoral 2 assess the safety,
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Théraple: la ribavirine et les autres médicaments anti-VIH
Therapy: Ribavirin and Other Anti-HIV Drugs

Th.B.0.1 BASE1,TRIAL OF ORAL RIBAVIRIN IN HIGH RISK PATIENTS Th.B.0.2 ASYMPTOMATICHIV VIREMICGAYMEN,ov
Senne ard B Lireand Jurica,K.*. ° “Simon Part, De Snen, M*; Mo,

= $ 3newHavin,NYUda: GePatinsLLaieNeMetical“esi Washington, DC, USA; and

e on viralogic + à
Eure5soreete agininI toxicity, clinical, immunologic and anti-viral effects

ved
ved

Eubevirin ge
were etntheann of ‘per Picscee

 

 

ne te.
occurred in 17 ©f 31

ARS elaIsane eeeae
all subsets

wine Tenecore yee in

week-Baseline

B rE vane} 15- if 4481.02 ata StF to fe

ER0.00 0.0 02 ot 0.
 

in c jects.
2208op 1608 daily for 12-20 weeks had

Re CSatren munolovic, SUTOQRRS Der.ae.

Th.B.0.3 2',3° DIDEOXYCYTIDINE (DDC) IN THE TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH
AIDS AND ARC
gtLieb Michael,* Galpin, J.,* Thompkins, J.,* Wilson, D.**

Donatacci, L.
*Porton hedicat aroun.

USA

To evaluate tolerance and antiviral activity of diceaxycytidineObjective:
ddC) in a mul
thods:

1
Methods: Twenty-one patients with A’ or ARC Mth"ea antigen > 70 Eum
an e < 400 cel received ddC orally at a dose of élther 0.03
mg/kg onc “day or mg/kg every 8 hour: 4 weeks. P24 antigen,
T4 counts and toxicity parameters were tored.
Resul 0.03 mg. a mild peripheral neuropathy was reported in 3 of

atients between 8 & ane 0.01 mg/kg, no cases of peripheral
neuropathy we ed ‘oth r verse" experiences ee mild dyspepsia
and nausea. 8 patients who received 0.03 mg/kg had 50% decrease
in p24 antigen at the end of f 3 patients who

0 4
majority of ‘patients either remained constant or rose transiently.

in cutaneous delayed type hypersensitivity,
No significant bone marrow toxicity was observed+

3
o
a

i
a
a

either dosing regimen.
ddC at Tow doses was well-tolerated.

a ns denenstrated a different degree of
0.01 mg/kg regimen was most effective. Further
long-term safety and efficacy using clinical endpoints is warrante

Different dosing schedules
antiviral activity. The

evaluate ddC

Th.B.0.5 PHARMACOKINETIC STUDIES OF RECOMBINANT SOLUBLE CD4 IN
— PATIENTS WITH AIDS AND AIDS RELA’ COMPLEX

Kahn,James*; Davis, AJ**; Groopman J**; Kaplan, L*, Sherwin, 8***;
“Volberding, PA*
*University of California San Francisco, San Francisco,California, USA. **New England Deacon

 

Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA. °*“Genantach Ine, South Sam Franciaco, CA,
USA

Qbiective, To descri pharmacoki lubl
CD4 in patients with AIDS and ARC.
Methods. Patients with AIDS and hu <400 and normal hematologic and serum

les were in this study. One intra: line was placed for pharmacokinetics; a
second il in each patient for drug à . Soluble CD4 was
admi red 2 to 3 minutes by slow intravenous i studies were di
at 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, and mites 8 well as 2 8, 4.6 8 12, 16, enddé Pan patte

inetic studies were 1 and 56. The analysis for ed
using on .
Results. Duration ng/ml

1 ug/kg 6 154 17-43

10 ug/kg 10 2-6 100-460

212

Sherman Qaks, CA, USA **Hoffmann-La Roche, Nutley, ©

1 QID)/day, ail men.
SARAEnàthen 800 mg/day.

Res: Five of 9 men on ARM A 5 of 6 men on ARM B have completed at least
months of treatment. No Stated toxicities or HIV-related events were observed.

 

Treatment was associated with generalized hopenia affecting all hocyte
subsetsincluding D4. Major pre- and 5:3 month post-Pen Its are: yp

—#Hiv. MEANTIME DO
CULT. MAYS) TO MEAN,

ARMA pre-rm $ WEtT i) SE oy aoe fleet

ue Be à lies Beyc He M
a pee $ Feros P<0s StH Ie<t0 354

antigenemic, and levels did not change on treatment
onalmentor Feel improvements were noted in DTHS skin

HE Tesponses [io eee alloantigens, and
insoluble"igsaor

ted at the doses and employed, the
combination of oneirinee did not result inopenor in
ae effects, Suppo NIAID, NIH, Cooperative t No.

DIDEOXYINOSINE(00)INEPATIENTSWITH AIDS OR Al
RV, Pluda JM, Hartman aR Mitsuya H, Pemo

Th.B.0.4 AND ORAL 23

CF, Johns DG, and Broder S.
Cilnical Oncology ProgramNational CancerInstitute, NIH,receMD, USA

Objective. Ti belong to the dideoxy-
nucleoside (dN)|bre In this yewe report a PhaseTaleofaa purine déN an:pus

20 patients with AIDS or ARC were given 2 weeks of ddlIV, followed by 4
weeks of oral dosing (given with antacids) at twice the IV ix dosing regimens were
tested, ranging from IV doses of 0.2mgoe1e,ne.1.6 mokg ev:ery 8 hr.
Results. Oral bioavailabllity (given with %, and ddi penetrated Into the CSF
T out at 1 wk (1 because Cypiococel meningitis and1 for perso
reasons); the other 18 completed 6 or more wks of dosing. On Iso on Mrs
devel neutropenia after 20 wks, one pt developed a morbiiliform rash, and some pts
Teported some difficulty sleeping or irritability; otherwise, eloewas mnNo

seen. No aiesny se was seen at lowest dose; however, 15
evaluable pts on the 5 ne lence of an anti-HIV effect. In these ots.ine
T4 count inc REat entry (meansSEM) to 226+43 at wk 2neo1} a

c/w entry). All 7 pts IV p24 ace
1

type hypersensitivity reactions by wk 6; 4 pts had increased in vitro proliferative

Conclusion. in short term testing, ddl appears to be an oral anti-retroviral agent with
significant clinical activity but with minimal toxicity.

ESCALATING DOSE TOLERANCE TRIAL OF RECOMBINANT SOLUBLE
Cb4 IN HUMANSTh.B.0.6

3; Ho, De®; Gaut, Pet, Tierney, M*;

Schindler, J***; Henochowiez, ore et al. *Masa. Gen. Hosp., Boston, MA,

USA, **Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA, arabiogen. Inc.,
Cambridge, MA, USA and ****NIAID AIDS Program, Bethesda, MD,

Objective. study the safety and pharmacokinetics of recombinant soluble
oe{rscpa)Fanee administered to humans by intramuscular or intrave

formed an escalating dose tolerance trial of eeoorEn)

red to a of
ho were preaclecttedForthe

ed for adverse clinical
ratory events during the day dosing peried. Pharmacokinetics of

ru no!
Antiviral activity of raC
and quantitative HIV-1 cultures obtained from peripheral blood mononuclea:
cells and plasma.

recD4 was vet tolerated when administered by the intramuscular or
intravenous routes significan n hematoologic, hepattic
mal function were cbeerved, No ant re detec

following therapy. rmacokinetics of rsCD4 followingintravenous and
intramuscular aikintatration, and immunologic and antiviral efficacy
parameters will be presente:

rsCD4 is well tolerated by humans receiving the drug for periods
of up to one month.
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Test de dépistage parréaction en chaîne des polymérases
PCR Diagnostic Test

Th.B.0.7 A METHOD FOR QUANTITATING RELATIVE oesWSOF HIV Th.B.0.8 COMPARISON OF PCR ANALYSIS AND CULTUREIN THE

PROVIRAL SEQUENCES IN PBMCS BY THE POLYM
REACTION . Kellogg, a Sninsky

Department of infectious Diseases, Cetus Corporation, Emeryville, CA. USA

polymerase chain reaction, the amount of HIV prowralObjective. To quantitate by the
DNA Sequencespresent relative to the total amount of inputDNA|in a sample.
availability of such bless Ag allow the monitoring of jad during the natural

regimen.
known copies of HIV molecules and

nt rer to amplification. “By extuoling
HIV targets In a given sample was

the ratio of HIV and HLA primers, we were able to simultaneously
without compromising the HIV signals. We demonstrate that

30 cycles of amplification, 200-3200
of lification

Conclusion. in jt
quantitatively ifed. In addition, a quantitative readout was obtained both
sequences. Results extension of these studies to celltines and patients on
antivirai theraples will be presented.

Th.B.0.9 EVALUATION OF THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION rc) A WELL
aoa CHAACTERIZED COHORT OF HOMOSEXUAL AND BISEXUAL M

POSITIVE, HIV-ANTIBOOY NEGATIVE RESULTS RÉra
iifson gs R.aA"Stanly O’Malley,P.*; Pane,J.**;

rye aof Public Health, “San"Francisco,
CA; **Pathology Institute, bert CA

Objectives: To evaluate PCR for voujua cohort of homosexual and
whi clinical and HV antibody (Ab) status 1s known.

Methods ni testing on frozen lymphocytes from
men participating in prospective studies of HIV infection. Thirty cyelesof
amplification were conducted, followed by detectfon wiith robes

twocorresponding to rimers ; each primer/prol ay was
duplicate. À positive result was ined as repent(2/2)detectionof HIV

by a ast one of th prim rspalpai rs HIV-Abt
performed using ELISA and (if repeatedly rea ve) IFA

sults: PCR egative for 101/102 (99%) nV.Al negativepen. e on
PCR-positive Ab-negativi le was PCR negaative on repeat testing; a second
specimen d f the mont! ater was also PCR and HIV-Ab
negative, esting the first PCR result was a false tive. PCR was
positive in 63/65 (97% V-Ab tive men, includ 9 7/7persons with5 HE pos e
AIDS, 19/19 with AIDS-related conditions, 11/11 waasymptona
general izedlymphadenopathy and 26/28 men without signs or mon

jo rall, the PCR and HIV-Ab were in agreement on e467
mens.

Conclusions: The PCR assay, using this technique and in this population, has
an excellent concordance with treHvantibody test. Antibody-negative, PCR
positive results for HIV were v

Th.B.0.11 SIMULTANEOUS DETECTION OF HTLV-I OR HTLV-II IN AIDS
PATIENTS BY CR
Barun and Srinivasan, . Centers For Disease

Control, Retrovirus Diseases Branch, Atlanta’ Georgia, USA

Objective: To identify the nature human T-cell lymphotropic
infection tnAIDSPatients which signe be complicated by the presence of
other opportunistic viruses vis. Herpes, Hepatitis, et

: Hi molecular veweight DNA from the cells derived
from AIDS patients

strand with probe at p e amplified producte viz
140, 143 and 115 base pairs correspondingto HTLV-I pol, HTLV-II pol and
IV-2 gag genes were separated on @ polyacrylamide gel and then char-

acterized by the Southern blot hybridizseion using specific viral probes.
ave employed the polymerase chain reaction to distinguish

accurate and quicker
method to dtatiageieh the related T-lynphotropic retroviruses

DETECTION OF HIV-1 INFECTION
; Sannerud K*; Kwok $**; Sninsky J**; Hopsicker

3°; Balfour HH Jr*. *U of Minnesota, Mpls., MN, **Cetus Corp., Emeryville, CA, USA.

Qbicctive, To compare the sensitivity and specificity of an HIV-1 polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) assay with an HIV-I culty‘ure method in testing HIV-j antibody-positive

y-negative hemophilia pa
Matha ceanalysis was perfo:medon th PBMC DNA from 59 HIV-1 antibody-

ntibody-negative hemophilia patients. A gag primer pair {sk 38 (1551-
1578)sK39 (enee and Taq p was used to amplify a
over cycles. Cycle time and temperatures were as follows: vensteration 25s - vila.
reannealing 25s - 55°C, chain elongation 60s - 72°C. The amplifie «1 seque:

nm detected by autoradiography after liquid hybridization with a “<P-iabelledprobe.
[SK19 (5961635) «apd gel electrophoresis. HIV-1 cultureswere performe

ulti ing 1 X 10° patient PBMC with 5 X 10° PH.

for the presence of HIV-1 p24 antigen every 3 days for up to 42 d

0/20(0%)
. 0/20 (0%)

HIV CULTURE+
HIV PCR +
The two culture

31/39 (97%)
139 (57%)

'R positive and the two PCR
negative sntibodyceoeitive subjects were culture positive. Therefore, all HI
sntibody-positive subjects had direct evidence of HIV-i infection by either PCR or HIV-
1 culture
ConclusionB h HIV-1 culture and PCR analysis have comparable 1Sensitivities (97%)
and excellent specificity (100%) in the detection of HIV-1 infection.

Th.B.0.10

KarlE*; rechtel uw

Dupont Medical Products, Billerica, MA, USA “Vilansachusetts General
Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, U

DETECTION OF HIV-1 DNA IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD BY POLYMERASE
CHAIN REACTION (PCR) AND NON-RADIOACTIVE OLIGONUCLEOTIDE

3 Conway, B“, Kaplan, 3C** and Hirsch,

Objective. To detect HIV-1 DNA directly in peripheral blood mononuclear

cells (PBL)‘y PCR and hybridization with a non-radioactive probe.
oligonucleotide probe covalently linked to alkaline

vhosphatase has bgen used to detect quences in DNA amplified by
oll Hypaque sedimentation, lysed

O mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1.0 mM EDTA and
ing a conserved region of

slot blot nybeiization using the enzyme-
jas detected in PBL from 20/23 (872) seropositive

individuals (enc Groupe II-IV). Samples from 8/8 individuals negative for
erum p24 antigen but positive following €oculture, were po:esitive for HIV-1

DNA by thie technique Led from.PBL of seronegative individuals
was negative for HIV-1 as were oom es from cella infected withpren
HSV-1 or CHV

This renaitive|non-radioactive mathod for detecting HIV-1
proviral DNA , combine th improved sample processing, should be valuable
in clinical and moresettings.

4A MICROTITER BASED DNA SANDWICH ASSAYFORTHE DETECTIONOF
HIV-1 IN CLINICAL

DP. Feng D Tagodzingt, Cc Overholt, aePetersen, and
Biotech Research Laboratorie:

Th.B.0.12

M. Manak. s Rockville, MD 20850 USA

: A microtiter based DNA sandwich h zation assay was used to detect HIV-1
sequences im clinical samples following amplification with Polymerase Reacti: ).

à DNA was extracted from heral blood lymphocytes from HIV-1 seropositive
individuals and normal blood donors. 11 was thei PCR specific
pri the HIV-1 gag ion. amplified product was hybridizediinmicrotiter Pp
which cont teanaiched capture DNA A bi led probe adjacent
to the 10 detect specific hybridization, Foilowin,rn incubation with
peonida-euepavidin conjugate and a colorimetric substrate, the amount of hybridization
as quant jometrically. All samples were ue Southern blottin,

using Splahlabeled HIV-1 probes. Specific hybridization
b: bands

ing

result. test coul
molecules of HIV-1 DNA.
the amplified product tested by both the
agreement between the DNA sandwich and the

The sandwich Pyeridization ‘format provides a convenient, rapid
Soatysia of the FER product | ive system. g the microtiter wells, te

96 samples can be tested al same time. This format is capable with existing Piste
handling equipment and williithethis assay to be automated for in clinical laborato:
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Infections respiratoires chez les consommateurs de drogues par voie Intraveineuse

Respiratory Infection In IV Drug Users

Th.B. 0.13 PNEUMONIES BACTERIENNES ET VIRALES AU COURS DU SIDA CHEZ LES
raeeen DE DROGUE PAR VOIE INTRAVEINEUSE (IVDU). MOUTON
Yves CHI S £ E. Service Peaional des

Maladies Intectiesses, Centre Nospitalier. F-59208 TOURCOING,

l'organe le plus souvent atteint au cours du SIDA et les
emps été 2

parasitaires et vi 25 eumonies constituent une menace vitale

nécessitant une prise Cha: ide par le clinicien. L'incidence, la
norbidité et la mortalité des PB sont significati it es chez les

Li icit ions lympho Tes (T mais
macrophagiques wajorant Tisque d'IPB à Mycobactéries, Nocardia,

Legionell et S encapsu: {S. pneumoniae, . e, 8.
catarrhalis). (1 8 endocardites et septicémies à po: part

thrombophiébitique exposan embotie pulmonaires wseptiques (S. aureus,
isol ans plus de 50% 4 as, t le probl e ea résistance en
relation avec "l'écologie des shooting galleries"). (111 8 troubles de
conscience le mauvais état buccodentaire favorisant les pneumonies

d'inhalation.
L'inagerie médicale, les explorations|invagives selon des algorythmes et
l'isoiement pat e condui 1 tic de PB

tique que les pneunon:

robléme
Tvaccination”anti~pneunococe!que 2).

Th B 0 15 MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN HIV-POSITIVE IVDA

stile w*, Brodt HR*, Koller-Lamperta Schulze-
inghaus G*, Jakschik M**, Helm E

-*UniversitätsKlinik Frankfurt, Zentrum der znnezen, Medizin

*xbniversitéteklinix Frank£urt, zengrum derH
Objective: To onpare clinica attern, course anndfrequency of
active TB and MNT in HIV-positive (HIV+) ivoreaddicts {IVDA)
and pts not aiveintee‘ted or from

At Frankfurt University Hospital.(runPia TB/MNT pts
have been retrospectively registered since 1973/1980. Since Ée2,
all HIV+ pee have been examined prospectivel

Until 1984, 726 inpatients Pech“T8 (ca. 60/year) were
were IVDA

e
11 IVDA, but only in 2 of 39 pts from other risk groups. In IVDA,
clinical pattern and course of TB (4x disseminated, 2x ymph
nodes, 5x lungs) were more severe than in
groups. Of 75 pts with MNT infections, 7 ce .3%) were IVD,
pared to pts from other risk groups, range £ pathogens, frequency
and clin. course | in IVDA did not eagnifueantly differ.

Active TE and other MNT infe ns are significantly

£rom other risk groups
and with more severe clinical cours
not differ from those in pts from other risk g ps.

Th.B.0.17
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Th.B.0.14 |FuNcaL Prevnonza

Cargneel A.*; Costanzi G.*; Gianninj V.**; Grillo L.**;

ezzo F.*; Narcigo P. Moroni M.*; Visco Giuseppe**.
"LL, Spallonzani" Hospital for infectious Diseases, Rome**
Infectious Diseases Dept, University of Milan*, ltaly.

Ral pneumonias, a: ough quite frequent, sre geldom diagnosed intra-

yitam ae opportunistic infections. Among 306 consecutive autopsies, a fungal
pneumonia was found in 26 casen (9,1%) but onyin 15 patients (4,9%) this
Puimonsry disease had been clinically reco,

in our country Cryptococcus neoformsns, hover llus fumigatus and Candida
Spp are more frequently found as agents of opportunistic pneumonias in AIDS
patiente.

 

Given that a pulmonary Jocalisotion 16 eaveobserved in patients with
disseminated fungaemiae, an haematogenous port o: r then the acro

ous one may be hypothesized for this conn! jention
in clinica] faeturea of fungal pneumonias ¢are described, and thi

poesibi)ity for on effective treatment for thia complication -if early die

&nosed- with fluconszole, enphotherÿcin B and flucytosine is emphasized.

Th.B.0.16 pcr ano pauARUSERS: THE BRONX LEBANON HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE
Ernst, Jorone

Bronx Lebanon Hospital Center, Bronx, New York, United States.

Lebanon Hospiral Center has been seeing AIDS patients since 1960.
1988, over 67 of its patient population not admitted|forinfectiousareneoe
tested HIV+ in a discarded blood survey conducted w e CoC. A # of

364 males aged 25-44 showed that 68 (18.7%) with anebateriog statenot
associated with HIV disease tested RIV positive

A review of all available casen of drug sbusers Or their sexual partners

that were bronchoscoped will be presented anafeatures of those with PCP
will be compared with thosa who were PCP nega

Th.B.0.18
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Neurologie
Neurology
Th.B.0.19 AUTOANTIBODIES IN HIV-RELATED PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY

Stricker,Raphael*: Dale, D.*; Wesley, A**; Mahawar, S.**
ctPartment ofNeurology.

 

 

 

 

ofMedicine, **
ofCalifornia, San Francisco, CA

Objective: To d
HIV-related peripheral neuropathy.F pathy
infection; between 35% and 60% if AIDS pati d
Peripheral nervous system (PN: il ion. The
mechanismsof theonesremain unknown.

‘Tha hi à
. Besuts:

Im antibody from 23 of 25ea with HIV-associated neuropathies bound toa25 kd
protein in the nerve homogen:
brain, rather than peripheral nerve. on ui Ntrols from 25 HIV-negative
patients with and without neuropathy, andfrom AIDS patients without Neuropathy, were
negative (p<0.001), except 

Snmens.eeemay Since there are128%
he

 

 
 

8esthan 1 in 1000. Conclusion:Thus, hisstethat autoimmunity due to “molecular
mimicry’ y play P |

 Th.B.0.21
me Cheunu, M.-P. Ratinahirana, H. Hénin,

Repheel, M., Léger, JeM., H6pitel de Le Salpétriére, Paris, Force

 tpheral

 

 

: To study the sp p p p
neuropathy and HIY-1 infection.
Methods : Ner p p
per (tother 12. ARC and 7 AIDS), in 9 with acute or

{+
 

and 2 AiDS), ins withRDSmultiplex, (4 ARC end | AIDS), and in 2 with progressive
EE

in most

oomwith axonalneMonanuclesr cell infiltratesoon mainly of Leu 2 (T8)
, especiolly venules (microvesculitis),

in otherwise asymp:tomatic patients and ARC (20/24). They were
 

 

 

were found near’
wrymeansNC 18.51,p< 00001). They were not more frequent in

poly y icalper
Conclusion, The presen ofiniammatory losely
related to the stage 

Th.8.0.23 MR IMAGING OF INTRACRANIAL
NebstuntEs OF AIDS: UNENHANCED AND

GD-DTPA ENHANCED STUDIE
; Schirmer, W.*; ee, R.*; Iglesias, J.**; Ruf, B.***

lix, R.*.

‘Departments of Radiology, **Neuropathology and sesTaternal mysine Il,
University Clinic Rudolf Virchow, Free University Berlin, W.-Germa:

Qhiective. To determine the diagnostic valueof unenhanced and Gd-DTPA enhanced MR maging in
pagCanenealsof intracranialmanifestations ofAIDS. he sensitivity and specificity of CT and

Malods107patenteathpanelHIVintraalfahad CNS symptoms underwen
MateTNTSE IRi,CF SaratDR,li adsatarcrane und MRse

TR 1600ms, TE 70ms; T1-WI: FLASH, TR 315 ms, TE 14 ms, 690°,
ereaprleaiton of Ot caval GdDIPATKgEW) tere within & time interval of 15

or Jeas. Criteria for sensitivity were: detection oflesion (-s). number of detected lesions and
delineationofof leaton/edema /parenchyma. Specificity was assessed with respect to etiology and

eculty
Remlis: In S1/107 patients, CT and MR were negative. In 3 of these patients, a severe CNS

manifestatation(eg.mrultiple subcortical necroses) was found at sutcpay. 62/107 patients had positive
@ greater sensitivity than CT in 41 of these patients. U;

FMbashercent) Lan CEDTA enhanced TLL specificity, however, was thy

meningeal and/orparentalelon (a)Dinosatouts waa cabledontheanaand/or ion (-8) was cai on
of lesion pattern, enhanct characterietice and! Tolow up stiches in92/39 confrmed cases

Hine excellent sensitivity of T2- ted MR is only in cases increasedby Gd-DTPA
enhanced "T1-WI. Assesamentof etiology aculty of AIDS related, intracranial leatons however
requires contrast cahancedCTa8well as MR imaging, With resrespect to specificity, CT and MR are
complementary imaging modal!

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF CENTRAL

PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN RIV-INFECTED PATIENTS.

Mo dia Arrigo*;mariini, C.*; Alfonsi, E.*; Sandrini,

Th.B.0.20

G.*; Bergonzoli, S.*; and Caldero:

*Dept .of Clinical Redrophysioloeyandtard Dept.of Neurology, IRCCS
C.Mondino; ***Dept Infectious Disease, IRCCS Policlinico S.Matteo,

University of Pavia, 27100 Pavia, Italy.

Objective: Neurological disease often occurs in HIV-infected patients.
“dementia aremaior causes of ous

involvement; peripheral neuropaties, may also complicate this i

Electrophysioleogical investigations offer the posaibility to evidenceParty

and/or subclinical involvement of both CNS and PN.
Methods: 140 ay infected patients (96/44=M/F), ns 18=50 yrs were
studied:CDC Group II: n.62; Group maen.38; Group IVA: n.13; Group IVB

; Group IVBE0 18. ‘Motoor and 5 ondu velocity GTS»
Sensory Evoked Potential (SEPs) endCencret Conduction Time (CCT) we
investigated.
Results: Abnormalities of MCV were observed ranging from 17% (groupIl) to
63% (IVB), while SCV and SEP were less frequently altered; CCTs
decreased from 47% (II) to 73% (IV

 

 

sensitive gethed for an early detection of central motor pathways
abnormalit

Th.B.0.22 Neca FEATURES OF THE HIV-ENCEPHALITIS

Artigas, Juan; Niedobitek F.; Grosse, G.; Freund, K.-and

Heise, We
jepartment of Pathology and * Department of Medic:

Auquste-Viktoria-Krankenhaus, Rubensstrafe 125; 100Berlin 41, FRG.

Objective. To describe the neuropathological findings of the HIV-Encephali-
Cis Since previous studies are no conc:
Methods. 60 brains of HIV-infected patients. were extensivelyexamined with
‘conventional histology, immunhistochemistry copy
Results. In 18 cases (30%)
invasion of ma
in ei subcortical structures of the brai
and temporal white matter. In all cases we found p24 and qp 41 positive

progressive diffuse leukoencephalopathy was found
in celloidine slices. Clinically the patients suffer alterations of the oer-
sonality to severe dementia.
Conclusions. HIV-sercepnelitis is characterized _by invasion of macrophages in
the subcortical structur some of them carrying HIV-antigen. These cells
in contact with neurons produces degeneration and cell death. Strong astro-

gliosis, vacuolar and ‘diffuse Teukoenceohalopathy are also main features.

Th.B.0.24 THE INTERVAL BETWEEN,EQUIVOCAL AND DEFINITENEUROLOGICAL
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS NTHE AIDS OEMENTIA C

H; Brew, BJ; Sat wis Keitp, JG;
Aranow, HA; and Price, RW. Memorial Sloan-Kettering cancerCenter, NY, USA

Qbiective. To estimate the time period between detection of equivocal and
definite neurological signs and symptoms in a group of HIV-1 seropositive
patients being fol lowe:d for Ac

2 patients who were ADC Stage 0.5 (equivocel/subcl inical ADC) (J
Infect Dis, 158: 1079-1083, 1388) who underwent serial e ations on th
Neuro-AIDS Study Group neurological
logical battery served as subject. o progress to a
tage 1.0 or greater (definiteneurological signs and symptoms) was

determined usingaplan-Meier
an average of 3.3 follow-up exams after the detection of

squivocl/subelinica signs and symptoms, and the average follow-up time was
S. eeks, 25% of the patients had progressed to a stage 1 or

progression e a function of the presence or absence of eye-movement
abnormalities or Timb-sslowing

. se a provide a preliminary estimate of the high rate of
om equivocal/subc! inical to functionally significant ADC.

Additional experience will be required to identify clinical and laboratory
findings which more accurately predict neurological progressi
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Les lymphokines
Lymphokines

'-5'A Synthetas Id Blast i M f

Th.B.0.25 ANDAFTERHV SROCONVERSION:SERUMBeMIGROGLOBULIN, Th.B.0.26 Response to Azidothymidine(AZT)
NEO IN, AND SOLUBLE {L-2R.

B HOFMANN, W CUMBERLAND, R DETELS, JL FAHEY. UCLA SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE AND

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

“PURLICHERLTH, LOS ANGELES, CA, U.S.A.

Qbiective.
Methods.
activation, T cell activation,
Results , during, and her HIV seroconversion

showed Thek
events i k eous increase in
CDS T ceils, ring the d third year 
 m ne

Inges. # HIV
# CD4 cells (>600x106/1

(100x106/1/year), or rapidly decreasing CD4 numbers tontoenshowed a strong inverse

 

 

 

 

tate of CD4 T ceil fall and the serum lon of neopterin and
B2microglobulin. The serum concentration of SIL-2R increaseaafterHIV seroconversion, but in

only slightly
tableA numbers.

Conclusion. ne system neopterin, and
SIL-2R, diffe 1p HIV ke
pathogenesis.

Th.B.0.27 POWER OF SERUM BETA-2-MICROGLOBULIN AND SERUM
NEOPTERIN IN ING ADVANCED HIV-DISEASE

Lederger!berBiaeafi Grob, PJ.*
and Lithy,R. Department of Medicine, Divisionor Infectious Diseases and * Division of

Clinical Immunology, University Hospital, Zurich, Switzer!od

evaluate the discriminating power of re Beta-2-microglobulin (B2M) and

serum Neopterin (NPT) between early and advancedd
97 HIV-positive patie: ts (82% men, 18% women, 52% homo- or

, 41 g addi with other is) we: ptomatic (ASY), 30% had
a persistent general: lymphadenopathy (PGL), 9% ARC and 7! IDS. ian age was
30 ( 19-73). NPT in 1360 and B2M i were measured. After analysing
the vari dé B2M by ANOVA, the clinical stages were pooled in a group with

ity (S) speci:
were calculated for re cutoff values using ayes? ‘ormula.

; NPT and B2M were significantly higher in advanced than in early stages. In advan
ii i r NPT. For ascending eett levels

(reported as factor to the upper normal limit) SENS. SPEC, PVP and PVN were rated as fol-

oFPYN
B2M: 1x 0.66 0.62 0.25 0.91 NPT: 0.70 0.60 0.25 0.91

2x 0.19 0.96 0.48 0.86 0.25 0.94 0.43 0.87
3x 0.05 0.99 0.74 0.85 0.15 0.97 0.51 0.86 4x

Conclusions: High concentrations of B2M rather than NPT indicate advanced, rowconcentra-
tions early disease. Due to a large variance, medium concentrations are not conclus:

HIGH INTERFERON LEVELS PREDICT SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT OF
AIDS

Th.B.0.29
Anderson, Robert E.*; Merritt, J.**; Hamilton, R.#*;

Snibosk eek; Winkelste:in.weREE,

XVIRXx Sa:an Francisco, CA **The Upiohemany Kalamazoo, MI,
USA; testinivereity of CaTtoreia,“sais, CA, U:

Selective. To determine interferon levels in prevalent HIV seropositive
amine the relationship of teerferon to the subsequent progres-

sion€to Alps
Methods. Interferon levels were measured in a blinded fashion by ai
alpha-2 specific RIA and the viral plaque reduction assay on sera collected

in 1985 from 86 HIV seropositive men in thi
evelopment of AIDS by 30 mont

Interferon Level All HIV+ AIDS (2)
ble 47 15 (31.9)

0.7 - 1.0 U/ml 16 6 (37.5)
1.1 - 2.6 U/ml 10 5 (50.0)

> /m1 en 13
n a Cox proportional hazards modei including CD-4 and CD-8 lymphocyte
counts, p24 antigen, and beta-2 microglobulin, the intevferen level is a

significant predictor of AIDS by 30 montha (relative hazard = 2.3, p=0.04).

nclusion. vated interferon levels occur in 45.3 percent of
prevalent HIV seropositive men and high levels are associated with a poor
disease prognosis.
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San Francisco Men's Health Study.
hs

}
Staniey, ere. M.,Osachoff, J.,and Coates, R.

University of TorTorre , Canad:

Objective: To determine whether AZT given to CDC Il, lil and iVc2 HIV-
infected men will be reflected In changes In levels of 2'-5'A synthetase
(2-5AS) and blastogenic response to mitogens.
Methods: We have previously shown, in a cohort of 22 men giver
escalating doses of AZT, that 600mg/d resulted in the greatest decrease
in 2-5AS {n<30 pmoles) and increase in response to PHA. Further studies
were done during a washout period of 13 weeks toloned by 22 weeks at

Persistent elevation of 2-5AS levels appears to be a bad
Prognostic sign in HIV inet. 2-5AS occurred on
600mg/d of AZT (85.7 7

8 H,

12 weeks after resuming AZT at 1200 mg, see levels
again dropped and PHA response increased. However, by week 84,
synthetase revelstfadrisen to 74.3. PHA response remained unchanged.
Conclusions: At 600 AZT, levels of anead PHA responses
normalize. Adverse changes in 2-5AS ai joseoccur with
continued dose of 1200mg and when drug it‘dieconuinued

Th B 0 28 INTERFERON (IFN), BETA-2 MICROGLOBULIN ( Bam) AND NEOPTERIN
ue (Neo) IN AIDS-ASSOCIATED KAPOSI’S SARCOMA

alla, R, Niedzwiecki, D, Bundow,>. Memorial

Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, NY, NY, US.

Objective. tudy the relationship between endogenous IFN, ereN

and their vale”in predicting treatment response in patGrae
Serum levels of IFN be m and Neo e determined or to treatment

43 pts entered into a phase I “trial of TFN. Pearson product moment

correletiion was computed to quantify the relationship ‘between B2-m and Neo.

Two-sample t- eet wwas used to eval ns between endogenous TEN

activity and levels of both 82-m and Neo. F: scher's exact test vas used t
valuate association FN, B2-m sion

Media

individually, -n vere not € e tumors of pts

h "low" levels of both (B2-m<3.4, Neo<18) were more likely to regress (77%
CR+PR) than those with higher levels of B2-m, ’ both (37 '

). Pts with undetectable IFN showed a significantly higher response
rate than thosea endogenous IFN activity (71% vs. 208

response of KS to IFN-containing regimen: ay be predicted

by measurements“of IFN, $2-m and Neo trong associations noted
likely due to IFN induction of 8,-m and Neo. (Supported by NIAID-*ACTG)

Th.8.0.30 TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (TNF) IN THE PLASMA OF

AFRICANSaE,Wie
der:13%, Francis, HL.?, Khondi§, Kapitag,

uinn'T.C®* ct al, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Md: 2Projet SIDA, Kinshasa,
Zaire; and*NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, Md, U.S.A

Qbiective. To determine the sssociation of plasma TNF and clinicai signs and
symptoms ofHIV infection and A n African patients,

Physicai sxemination, de:mosraphic iinfformation, and a health questionnaire
were obtained from 55 oY :

633 (407%) of 157 cases were seropositive for HIV. Mean TNF levels were 25
+ 9.! pg/ml for all HIV+ compared to 39 + 12.7 pg/ml forD HIV- (NS). Among
asymptomaticfactory workers and their spouses, HIV+ subjects had lower TNFleveis
(< 10 pg/m! HIV- subjects (26.5 + 10.5 pg/ml,re josh HI patients with

S had significantly lower TNFlevels (10.5 + 7.5 pg/ml) than HIV. subjects (39 à
). In afebrile subjects, mean T. NF was lower in H pg/ml)

is same relationship was seen in patient
P: pg/ml HIV-, p <0.05).

vels in both symptomatic and tsymptomatic. HIVin:nfected Zairians
are depressed com; ii i

studies of North American and European patients, in which
been associated with advanced HIV disease. These data suggest that HIV infecte
Zairians have impaired and depressed TNF responses.
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Les probièmes associés au VIH en hémophiile : aujourd'hui et demain
HIV Related Issues in Hemophiila: Today and Tomorrow

THE FIRST AND SECOND EPIDEMICS VIRUCIDAL METHODS FOR CLOTTING FACTOR CONCENTRATES: ARE
Th.B.0.31 Evatt, Bruce L.*. “Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Th.B.0.32 THEY EFFECTIVE?

GA, USA.

 

P.M. Mannucci

Objective. To determine the extent of AIDS in heterosexual partners of A. Bianchi Bonomi Hemophilia and Thrombosis Center and Institute of
henophilta tients. Internal Medicine, University of Milano, Italy

thods. Surveillance of heterosexual partners of hemophilia patients
fone, By February 1989, more than 850 cases of hemophilia associated Although the widespread infection of hemophiliacs with the hum
AIDS in the U.S. ad ei reported ss phe sr 8 for mt00 ie on This immunodeficiency virus contaminanating clotting factor concentrates is er
represents an attack rate o ut to of tl ,000-17 , threat form Le the gl
persons with hemophilia in the U.S. and approximately 18% of the HIV the eee amieàtedab setthadow, li© Eee picture crought eee >
seropositive hemophilia patients, The ural rate of AIDS in hemophilia ‘ sp Pi ne y recent spectacular
patient cor nt for e than 3 years. Following the universal improvements ety of concentrates. An important step-forwal

adopti eat treated materials for therapy for hemophilia in 1984 and tow: he «elimination o: risk of infeotions transmitted by
5, seroconversion of individuals receiving therapy esse dally ceased. 1 concentrates is the development of virucidal methods that

Ree in transmission of HIV t terosexual partners and inactivate those blood-borne agent: have ed the fil donor
to chilér ual partners are hemophilic have screening. Since the h i deficie: irus a] s ve Inerabl
focused al ti n this secondary epidemic. In studies approximately nang ce nan iciency vir ppears ry vu e

© Such m , tly available concentrates c considered10% of heterosexual par: 8 of hilic patients were ve but

seropreva: e w 8 high 4% in studies. AIDS cases ng, substantially free from the risk of transm hat virus. Even though

patien' increasing and the epidemic curve of smiss atitis viru es is much reduced b t totally
heterosexual tner simila’ that of rimary epidemic that abolished, virucidal methods are continuously being improved, so

e years earlier in the hemophilia population. Risk reduction an be foreseen that concentrates will became safer and
activities to date have varying success at 4: io:

nclusi. Risk reduction activities m directed tor rd the
hemophilia population and their sexual partners in order to stop this
secondary epidemic.

Th.B.0.33 NATURAL HISTORY OP HIV INFECTION IN HEMOPHILIA Th.B.0.34 RATES, MARKERS AND COFACTORS OF HIV INFECTION AND AIDS IN
Tsoukas, Chris M. Division of Clinical Immuno- HEMOPRILTACS James J Goedert, Viral Epidentoglogy Section,

logy, Montreal General Hospital, Montreal, Quebec, Canada National Cancer Institute, Bethesda MD 20892

Objec To quantify the incidence of HIV (1977-89) and Aspie HIV
aES and to evaluate the effect of age on two phases: HIV+ to
gccurrence o an AIDS marker, then from marker to an AIDS dia
lethods. Annu. hazard rates of HIV for a prospective nul ticenter cohort of
ais subjects“ith hemonophilia were modeled as piecewise constant with GAUSS.
For 319 subjects with HIV mid-“point seroconversion dates we compared 1) the
incidence of drop in CD4 count, rise in interferon and p24 antigen (Abbott),
ERloss of p24 and gp120 antibodies (RIA) and 2) AIDS incidence overall and

a

 
t various rates as a function of age: 1) there arekely o be more
infected children and adolescents than currently estimated: 5 prediction of

DS in youngsters with available markers will be more dfficult; and 3)
drug efficacy trials will need 3-fold more children than adults

 

Th.B.0.35 HAEMOPHILIA: Special Management Issues. Th.B.0.36 CONCENTRATES:MEETING THE DEM.

Christine rof. of Medicine, DeanÀ‘orracy&&Medical Affairs
Haemophilia and Haemostasis Unit, Royal Free Hospital, London, England. ‘The Mount Sinai ‘Medica Center, New York, New Yor

The special management issues for haemophiliacs infected with HIV must reflect The adequacy|ofop nation’s blood supply can be measured by whether or not it can meetthe
not only the underlying bleeding disorder but also Lhe sex-linked inheritance needs of its hiliacs. Prior to HIV infection, Deeding was the leading cause of death;
of haemophilia. Almost all haemophiliacs infected with HIV have now been transfusion rameitted hepatitis sequelae was second. x thepemophitiac. survival and
identified: education about treatment and discussion of dreaded isses can be quality of life depend not only on safety and efficacy ofproduct¢ but on availability. The
started before the onset of symptoms. As a result the recruitment to, and United States, because of technology and libe: mapheresis regulations, is able to meetcompliance within, trials of treatment for asymptomatic haemophiliacs may be its own needs and to export 50 percent of the factor produced as well as a third ofitsbetter than in other patient group e of an underlying bleeding Pheresed plasma. This e result of a hi developed industry that has the capability

disorder makes the investigative pro res required to di ny clinica} for large e uction.  Self-sufficie intry's policy is laudable &
problens more difficult. Operative proce: - for mple, joint replace- however, we must ensure an adequate supply of product for those whose lives depend upon
men may encourage HIV-relsted complications. The double coagulopathy of it. The European Community EC") is currently considering a directive that would ban
clotting factor deficiency and HIV-related thronbocytopenis ra importation of blood products derived rom paid donors. In fact, most of the EC nations do

additional clinica] problems. Many haemophiliacs have multiplechronic virus not have adequate plasma supplies nor fractionation Programs to meet their current needs.
infections - hepatitis 8, and D - which may resp to interfer As indeed, these are the very countries importing materials exported by the US.
haemophiliacs must continue to receive clotting factor cancentrat ixty percent of all e product used in these nations is derived f: id donor plasma.
vaccination against rus is mandatory, but the antibody response is not In addition, few Countries throughout t e rest € the worl tt current or futurepredictable. Adolescents have to declare buth haemophilia and HIV early in’ needs. Premature implementation of the EC directive could e a devastating shortage for

their relationships; counselling thi up i 1 anagement issue. mophiliacs. Because of limited resources, self-sufficiency m: e e
ouple: children and the facts should be presente International interdependence has vantages; econom: le, rapid transfer of

sympathetically for ormed decisions to Haemophilia, ed technok and potential cost savings for countries currently without fractionatit nm

ature of its sex-linked inheritan s a disorder of the whole family; the ms. However, we need yond the global hose of the individual
management of the in ividualPatient inevitably involves other family members, Patient. Many hemophiliacs are now HIV positive; ‘they deserve an uninterrupted supply of
Finally, litigation is an emergent special management issue which threatens affordable products.
the penationship between the haemophiliae and his health cor
provi
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Nutrition and AIDS

Th.B.0.37 EFFECTOF HOME TOTALPARENTERAL NUTRITION
td UPON BODYCELL MASSIN AIDS.

Tierney, AR; Culpepper-Morgan, JA; Wang, J; Pierson, Kouler,Donald P;RN.
StLuke's-Roosevelt Hospital, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objectives. To determine if parenteral nutritional Perey can successfully replete body cell mass in
malnourished AIDS patients; to determine clinical features associated uccessful body cell mass

letion.
Methods, A gil ly Pp iti P ric din 12 AIDS patients receiving total

parenteral nutri ight, total body potassium (TBR),

was determinedann
Results, p P F ig) i
content. 34 i i ing di i inal injury

th i TBK.
Thenonresponding patients all had serious systemic infections with ofoneporine and/or

among others. eight or 

me
Conclusions. Parenteral nutritional therapy in AIDS may result in body mass repletionponte
Tesponses occur in patients who have problems with reat intake or absorption. rab!

P

Th B 0 39 HUMAN IMMUNODEFICINCY VIRUS INFECTION IN MALNOURISHED

ue CHILDREN AT KENYATTA NATIONAL HOSPITAL, NAIROBI, KENYA

Luta, Martin, Anebwani, G and Braddick, M.
Department of Paediatrics, University of Nairobi, Kenya.

Objective:
nu:

To determine whether there is an association between protein-

hildreenergy trition and HIV infection in €!
Methods: In 1987 one hundred child months of age (mean 14
months), admitted to Kenyatta National Hospital, with protein-energyit

x RIV infection by Elisa test. Positive
results were confirmed by Western Blot. These we:

obtained from 100 nora? side (mean age 8 months
Results: ix per @ malnourished children and 1%
children were seropositive(eco+05).
with the Presence more than oneerates pr

ray enevidence of infection.

‘ia. How
malnourished children satisfied all these criteria. Seropositivity was

on.
ngs auggest that, “at ime of study, HIVConclus Our findin; the

seropositivity was significantly higher in malnourished children.

JLEAL ABSORPTIVE FUNCTION ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDACME (AIDS)
Th.B.0.41 Moses, Brides,Cjcn sentAEAFlag, S.C,; Griffin, GE.

neHospital . London, SW17 ORE.
Objective. To investigate eat mots tact ADS.

teste affectingthe jejunum hes been described in AIDS but there 4s no such
orme dieu. We have concurrently assessed ileal function and fatcomeming the

RoReRe tarefe

Methods. Terminal ileal absorptiveve function was investigated in 7 subjects using a previously
Validate test n vich the 2088 or radio-abelled snthetic bile acid
acid“Teurine (TSseHCAT) from enterchepatic ciroulal
In addition SonBeGB) émevs sauraG

Triolein breat
erecarried Out.

tion were strated in 5/7 patients {mean SeHCAT
mean plasm Vit Bi2 at 10hours 1.74%/L; romab0.5%/L). ALL 5

(mean CT 8710; nomal>140x10#). Enteropathogens and
eer aoe detected an any of these subjects.

2/7 subjects reduced absorption of bile acid (SeHCAT loss 90i/days 59%/day), Vit Bi2
(0.25%/L; 0.18K/L) and fat (CT 4xtO~'x; 13ax107%). Both patients had an en
( tosporidiun isospora. stool and jejunal histological exeninatio. None of the two

bed evidence of small

Conclusion.ATSpatients myhveome. Seal sexptive fue sn tin reoneeofJet

fa my however 
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INCREASEY RESTING ENERGY EXPENDITURE IN HIV-INFECTED MEN.
Homm seMirLisjan Romtjing J.A.*; Godfried, M.H.*; Endert,

Th.B.0.38
» S.A.*; Sauerwein, H.P.**E.*

Depts. of *Internal Medicine ‘and **Endocrinology, Academic Medical Centre,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Objective. To investigate wether unexplained weight loss in clinically stable
HIV-infected patients may be caused by increased rates of resting energy
eabenditure
Methods. REE was dettermined in the poetaeePtive state by indirect
eeere in T4 slowly weight-loos!ng HIV-seropositive men (6 AIDS
patients, 8 Patientsathfk age: 28- 78.) All patients were free of

acute infectio: without evidence of malabsorption. A group of 11
healthy male volunteers Cage:ES yrs.) served as acontrol group. Body
composition was meas: a aimpedance analys
Results. (m + controls p-value*

fat free + 80 + 6
REE kCal/kg.day 27+ 3 2342 <0.01
energy intake kCal/kg.da 3149 ns33 + ne
*Wilcoxon's rank sum test for unpaired¢dat
Catecholamines, cortisol, glucagon and triiodothyronine were not
Statistically different between patients and controls.
Conclusion. Even in the absence bf acute tines”patients with AIDS or ARC

ve increased rates of REE, which might be responsible for the unexplained
wasting sometimes observed in these patients. This hypermetabolism 1:
explained by higher levels of catecholamines or triiodothyronine

NUTRITIONAL ABNORMALITIES IN EARLY HIV-1 INFECTION
Th.B.0.40 , PLASMA

2m, RRS

F.*,**; Morgan, R.®,*#; Baum, M.
Daidemrilogy and Public ‘yeaten and **The Bi
University of Miami, School of Medicine, Miami, Florida, USA

Atienza, E.*,**; Van

K.*,##, t of
1 conten on AIDS,

jecti: the nutritional status of participants by measuring
plasma vitamin levels by standard logy.

. ve evaluated 50 HIV-1 seropositive homosexual males (western

blot) who were tic other than lymphadenopathy (CDC stage III).
ts. No clinical signs symptoms of malnutrition were fi in

study subjects examina’ , while thiamin riboflavin
status as measured by activity coefficient ,did not show deficiency,
pyri found i te in 35% of subjects
controls (p<0.01) In addition, levels of v: in Bio i y

dered ficiency
(<200pg/ml) as as could be described at high risk f
cobalamin deficiency (200-400 pg/ml). In contrast, plasm
folate levels were significantly elevated in 67% and 73% of the subjects

ively. No ascorbic acid deficiency was found at the tim of
‘tion; plasma vitamin A and }levels were found to fall

i normal in young adult
ion even in the ellerelatively asymptomatic

mages is “associated with significant metabolic/biochemical abnormalities.
alterations may play a rolein the ddevelopment of HIV-related immune

Th B 0 42 IMBALANCE OF THE AMINO ACIDS PATTERN IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS ~
hii SPECIAL TREATMENT WITH ADAPTED AMINO ACID SOLUTION?

Pic. Althoff, E. Schifferdecker, 8. prier B.Neves, P, Hunold, St. Xlewke, A. Falk
Sehottling, Delversity Hespital.aankfar

0% of ihe patie ith itis were

fh, &. Bele, K.

 

underweight on adeisson and there are signe ef diarrhea,
Malnutrition and deficiencies of protein as well as of

eticiency.
jy metabolism and sedeanteden af nearererannaitters

re rt Of seasurenceHe (intssrnediate pressure Liquid chromatography; naci/0,$ of
patterns of 21 amino acids (RA) in titine en of 23 rs“au Atos 4 CV; WRG; prb a Group

kart0): body mass index (BMI € 19; group B (nel3); 19, compared with Msr tained in group ¢
patients with ARC (Al0S-related coupler) and mutea large control groi 124),

compared with controls (gr D) and ARC (gr C) nearly all AA were voi dacressed in ALDS~ionaf

 

  

  

group 8 ( CONIDE9) and more proneunced in A{DS-pativets of group A (BM(C19). Especlatly: serine - 38,3%

b: eesti. gr B: $23,0290,6; gr Rs £04,5824,7). Glu ine -30%: alanine -43 : valine -26,3%) net!iets
“40,6%! itoluucins “81,54; in : tyros “22,2%: histidine -45, ne threonine -40,8% and
tryptophan -50,
Our data showa vather uniform decrease of most AA, especially of branche cheie and aromatic AA and, nait
another catatory, of essential AA. These fiwit do not alspiy reseable the pattern seen in starvation,

anorran orrial I ents.

 

low crue 4“mis levels (neurotransaitier
depr: t also protein-(albuaine)-

je ef benefit.

  

jon; lethargy, otc.)
ed iso acid solutions cou

    myà e Inter-ssting vi
ra ttryptaphan),‘pial treatecnt with ada
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Th B 0 43 APLACEBO-CONTROLLED TRIAL OF INTERFERON ALFA-2B IN -
— ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTION

Davey, Victoria: Kovacs, JA; Herpin, B.; Metcalf, JA., Fauci, AS., Lane, HC.;etal, .
National institutes of Health, Bethesda, Marion, USA.

assess in asymplomaiic manwhe were seropositive and cullure positive for HIV the in vivo efficacy of
Interferon atta-2b (IFN) , #5 defined by changes in HIV isolation, CD4 counts, and of an AIDS-defining
opportunistic HIV ELISA and Western Blot positive homosexual men
with positive peripheral blood lymphocyte (PBL) cultures for HIV and CD4 countsunt of400iwere randomized t
recoive either 35 reilion units of dally subcutaneous IFNa.Doses of or piacebo were modified according to
pre-defined laboratory changes andwuatjecoe comptes Dubcausaeenet- Beguits,

Age,past history of
paral

least 12 weeks on plaoabo; 11/17 completed at least 12 weeks on drug. The average dalydosofhugfor
patients in the IFN group was 17.5 milion units. Al patients on IFN reported flu-like symptoms; other

(55%), liver function test abnormalities (45%), and anemia (18%). Saver of elevenFNpatos

ive cultures was 11 weeks. One

Ol
toxicities, may have a role in slowing progressionof

Th.B. 0.45 INTRAMUSCULAR POLY-ICLC ADMINISTRATION IN AIDS:
PRELIMINARYFIND!INGS
iMORALES. Je: Livy, H.B.f; SARIN, P.t; Toro, L.*; HAWKES, C.*; &

US RESEARCH GRO!
*UnitormeServices University of the HiHealth Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland, & Walter Reed

Medical Center, Washington, DC; Viesford Presbyterian Hospital, San Juan, Puerto
Rico. tNIAID & $NCI, NIH, Bethesda, USA.

The synthetic double stranded RNA Poly-ICLC (PICLC)induces high levels of interferons «
and 8 in man, slong with increased Interleukin 1 and II, Colony Stimulating factor (CSF), and
corticosteroids. Other effects include NK cell, macro-phage/monocyte, B-cell activation,
specific cytotoxic T-cell developmment, increased T4/Tg ratio, and expression of histocompati
bility antigens. In some re is also an antineoplastic effect.

Te determine the meàSatoxicity of intramuscular PICLC inn AIDSp:
Methods. istered intramuscular(IM) weekly witheorvith
out Zidowudine over à six to 12 month period to nine HIV infected patients with T4 co:
betwee 200.M

PICLC was well tolerated, with nosignificant€clinical orlabora
as expected, consisted ofa lu-like syndroi low graderade fever and

gain and improvementin

fatigue and other constitutional symptoms; there haveeae no deaths. T4 countsts have re
i i tures are negative in 8/9 patients.

Preliminary clinical and Honey resuits relevant toee and toxicity at 10-18 months of
sdminiatrationWiwill be prese:

IM PICLCcacan be ‘safely administered to HIV infected patients, and randomized
Phase 11 trials are indicated to explore potential efficacy.

toxicity. Side effects,
malaise lasti

FOLLOW-UP MORBIDITY AMONG ARC PATIENTS ON POST-TRIAL
IMREG®-1 TREATMENTTh.B.0.47
Gottlieb, Marise st, Jackin, Rt; IMREG®-] Trial lnvestiga-

tors** and Gottlieb, A? *Imreg, IMREG®-1 Trial Sites at **Boston.
MA, **Cleveland, OH, *,**New Orleans,i **New York, NY, **Philadelphia, PA
and **Rancho Mirage, CA. U.S.A.

Objective. determine longer term benefits from IMREG®-1, an immunosuppor-
tho: months of r eivins eeither

cebo oremperienntes an AIDS-defining or AIDS-velaced event

while enrolled in a dou!ees randomized clinical trial, patients could
7

 

190 elected to receive Patients differed in number o
Trial weeks of treatment y received. The probability of experiencing an
AIDS=def inin; AIDS-related event is considered for the er of
subjects continued in their Trial assignment. its. During the trial 93
patients receive Ge-1, whom developed an AIDS-defining or AIDS-re-
late n 2117 patient ks; amon, e 48 patients assigned to placebo
and follow n AIDS-defining or AIDS:

dal, patients ma:
a K-M probability of an ADS-dertntag

or AIDS-: ted event of 0.15 in 3942 patienteweeks ‘eatment

and 0.40 in 1503 patient-weeks for the placebo group (p=0.0004). Conclusion.
Reduction in disease progression associated wit! 1 treatment 1:
served fer several months beyond the Trial.

Th B 0 44 IMMUNIZATION WITH INACTIVATED, ENVELOPE-DEPLETED
E WITH ARC: PRELI-

MJNARY REPORT OF EXPLORATORY SrmrES IN PROGRESS
levine, st Benderson, BE; Groshen,s eters,R? Shepard,

ams? ak et al. Univ Southern Cal School Med, Los angeles,
esponse Corp, ? 4 Jolla, cA; Dept Health Services,

Salk Institute, “La Jolla, CA, USA.

1

menxeley.ea

Objective: To study the feasibility of active immunization, with

envelope-deple HIV immunogen, administered to HIV

to Prolong their

AIDS.

nogen, emulsif:

Oo study entry was 2s mos.

Se: Ab a! Ag ’

skin tests, & HIV viral culture were performed monthly.

i
significant toxicity has occurred. One subject,

a developed AIDS at 5 mos. All others

th

baseline values in 11/19 (58%), while 13/18 (ps.05) h
ue projected fr “inoculation srends. At ry, six

o pt is anergic,

Opsy.

Conclusion: (1) The immunogen is safe in these subjects (2) A

controlled, randomised,trial is in progress; results will be presented.

Th B 0 46 PROPRINOSINE Oe CLINICAL PROGRESSION IN HIV yNFECTED

Mb TIENTS IN A DOUBLE BLIND PLACEBO CONTROLLED

Scandinavian Isoprinosine Study Group, Midovre. Denmark.

Objective. To determine the influence of isoprinosine (Imunovir) on thete
clinical course of HIV infection
lethods. total o: HIV infected patientsffrom Sweden and Denmar!
Pandoataed and stratified according to CD,- to receive either iris

4.4. {nz429) or matching Placdboores} for 6 months. At
765 asymptomatic patients and “ot

led.

 

Results, Eighthundred and thi. patients were eligible|for efficacy
analysis8. Therewewere no significant differences between two groups with
respect to CD,-count or clinical status at baseline.
Progres: to AIDS according to CDC revised definition:

AIDS {a no AIDS * 10 PCP, 3 KS, 1 oesophageal
Placebo 1 candidiasis, 1 encephalopathy,

Isoprinosine ee 2 (0.5) 10 1 HSV > 4 weeks, 1 wasting
** 2 PCP

p < 0.001 Odds ratio = 8.6, 95% confidence limits: 1.9 - 54.5

treatment no Significant differences in CD,-count occurred. No serious

side effects were rved. Minor adverse reactions occurred with equal
frequencies in bo: ‘grows

Conclusion. Isoprinosine offers @ potential treatment modality, particularly
the asymptomatic HIV infected patients. Howaver, the mode of action ains

to be clarified.

Th B 0.48 THE ANTI-HIV DRUGS CASTANOSPERMINE (CSP) AND
ne DEXTRAN (DS) ALSO ALLOW THE GROWTH OF

ne INFECTED cD4+ T cus
of Medicine, University ofweesBAWA an General Hospital, Ottawa, Ontario.

We have reported that CSP and DS rapidly induce the regeneration of CD4+
T cells and T cell colon precursors in cult

standard potycional human IgG ananti-HIV and tibodies. Ali
tures were done in presence and absence of 25 pg/ml of CSP or DS.

Results.- We found thatvs and DS induced the re tionof 7T cell
colonies very

and stained with anti-HIV antibodies, from 3 to 40 %ofthe cells
were HIV positive (10 experiments). In ts we found

quantitsted by of reverse ul
iments). Conclusions.- The beneficial effect of CSP and DS on CD4+

T cells is rvation that both

viral load in the host. Thus, both drugs muy have to be used in
combination with drugs that prevent virus replication.
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Pharmacologle des médicaments anti-SIDA
Pharmacology of Anti-AIDS Drugs

PHARMACOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES APPLIED TO ANTIVIRAL
Th.B.0.49 TREATMENT IN AIDS

Ruedy, John.
St. Paul's Hospitalner University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.

Pharwacological principles are based on an underetanding of the molecular

a di
This necesaitates a knowledgeof intracellular kinetics for

optinal therapy.

PHARMACOKINETICS OF OTHER ANTI-HIV AGENTSTh.B.0.51
Leitman Paul. John Hopkins University,

Baltimore, MA, USA.

Th.B.0.53

 

220

ZIDOVUDINE (ZDV) IN ADULTS AkD CHILDREN

perce,DevDavid de ni Blum, M.R.

Burroughe Wellconeey Research Triangle Park
Worth Carolina,

Th.B.0.50

The pharmacokinetics of ZDV haa been eyatuated in HIV-infected adult
during intravenous (IV) ced oral (PO) doa Dose-independent kinetics
was observed over the rang: to 5 mue end 2 to 10 mg/kg following

. elimination i
formation of the inactive 5'-0-glucuronide. Mean half-lifes for drug
and metabolite were about 1 hour. ZDV total hody clearance (CL) and
renal clearance were 27 ml/min/kg and 5 mg/min/kg, respectively. 2D!

ood brain barrier as indicated by a CSF/plhasma ratio
averaging 0.5 determined 2 to 4 hours following dosing. Although almost

ed, the average oral Posarlattiey of ZDV was £58
because of first-pass metabolism. Oral doses of 200 mg every 4 hour:
produce mean trough levels of 1.2 and 0.1 mcg/nl, respectively.
Drug saceractton studies have shown that concomitant adminae
acyclovir has effect on ZDV nie while probenecid 8 CL

50%. In general, the pharmacokinetics and bio.Paralleltyin“éhiléren
4 verys8antler adults. Prelininery data in peonates shove a reduce

vien àapproaches adult values by 1 month of a: Mean
Siomadiabiitty in the neonatea is 69%. Addit:Tonal indies will address

tionship between pharmacokinetic parameters, viral replication
times, and clinical efficacy.

Th.B.0.52 PHARMACOLOGICAL INTERACTION OF DRUGS IN AIDS
Blasky, Terry. Stanford University , California

USA.
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VIH-2 et autres rétrovirus
HIV-2 and Other Retroviruses

Th.B.0.54 DETECTIONoFDND=>NsTuNeuSAenie Th.B.0.55 reRNAPORTETECTIONGDES IncrAHIVa
i Pollet, D.""; Honoré, C.°; Brun-Vézinet, F.°°" A. HILOVANOVICT, Fa » Ke ODEHOURE J. ROREAU

© Institut AlfredDelaporte, swiin
* Centre internationaldode RecherchesMédicales, BP 769, Franceville, Gabon;
** INNOGENETICS,Autwerp, Belgium;
*** Hôpital Ciaude Bernard, Paris, France.

Qhiectives. The evaluation of a novel line-immunoassay (uA) with recombinant HiV1 and HiV2
proteins fortres of known HIV2 an ive sel
Methods. The LIA-HIV assay (INNOGENETICS N.v.) tes only high purified synthetic HIV
ene a are:ine-immunoassaytechnique for the detection antibodies to HIV. T!
four purified synthetic HiV-1 antigens : the F Core in p24, an additional core protein
p17, a polypeptide from the 9p41 region of the envelope gene and p31, a polypeptide derived
from the endocuclease region of the polymerase gene. tn F to detect HiV2 infected
inci a en transmembrane glycoprotein of this virus has been applied. A total of

Ine as. body positive sera {presence at opeananor re, were screened.
Results.Al the 5HIS antibody Pose ne protein
REx eee 61% of the sera reac!Nedwit rnd39.proten ae th the
pe ou sane with B94 only.àan with pi7 and ahand 2% with pt7, 24, 34 and 7% of the

ra did not reac! with any
thee gp41 There

Hive sera, none of them was reactive with
d with the

LIA and the westembiot patterns.
We have shown thetthethe LIA system using synthetic HiV1 and HiV2 peptides allows

tha determination of HIV2 antibody positive sora.

Peeagooda

Th.B.0.56 A NOVEL ENZYME IMMUNOASSAY TO DETECT ANTIBODIES TO BOTH
—e HIV-1 AND HIV-2.

Beckford, Urzsula; Roberts, C. Duncan, R.J.S. and Paye, S.

ellcome Diagnostics Research, Beckenham, Kent, BR3 3BS, U.K.

 

ective. To develop an enzyme immunoassay capable of detecting
pere to the known types of HIV with a sensitivity greater than

commercially available at present
Methods. nant and ide immunodominant epitopes constructed
from HIV-1 and HIV-2 were labelled with alkaline phoephatese and used il

an antigen-sandwich enzyme immunoassay. er the capture reaction, the
was measure: ifying one-step substrate le.

ity by end-point dilution up to 10-fold
rrently anse in . and had

es.

 

 
It detacted all of

world-wide,aall of the189antiurye2
lest Africa and Europe, and had a of false

positivity. The assay was usable with serum, plasma orrela*imactiveted
serum samples

Conclusion. € possible to improv the sensitivity of the
currently available commercial anti-HIV-1 “sceays and to detect anti-HIV-2
ith an assay designed to be compatible with current blood bank

6.

Th.B.0.58 SEROLOGIC EVIDENCE OF RETROVIRAL INFECTION IN INTRAVENOUS

ps ABUSERS fava) Nichols, David*; iebel. Wo
evko, B.** and Landay, A.*. *Rush Medical Ctenter: Chicago,

Ti. and **AIDS project, University of Illinois at Chicago, School of Public

Health, U.S.A.

Qhisstive. To evaluate serologic evidence of HIV~1 and HTLV-I co-infection
AB.

Sera collected in 1988 from 1200ont VDAs were screened
antibody(HIV-Ab) by enzyme sey(EIA) (abbott) and confirmed

by Western Blot (DuPont). A subgroup ofnoe were screened by EIA
(Abbott) for HIV-1opiates (ar HILV-1Ta Initiai HTLV-I reactives

ized.

 

 ence T
p of individuals was stratified by HIV-Ab status.

V-Ag seroprevalence was similar betweenthe pie (2100) and HIV-Neg
ano)individuals. The HTL’

8 iden!
these

individuals were initially HIV-Ag positive; 3/7 were consistently HTLV-I Ab

conclusions. (1) Among the HIV-Pos sndwyNeg subgroups, no difference in

HILV-I seropositivity was found. (2 ‘V-Ag has a low prevalence rate in
this group. -(3) Among the 7 HIV-1 snrocoavertors, there appears to be no
change in HTLV-I serostatus.

oe ee caealacePEUde ‘Treckvile « Abidjan - Cite d'ivoire.

meree utilisant un recombinant de HIV 2 (Clonatec- France)

supportsolide (plaque de polystyrène), « été appliqué à la détection des acticorpe
de l'immunodéficience humaine (HIV 2)en rmilieu éffcain.

8 p sem 8 #4

ux term BLISA Clasiques (OrgmonDupontode Nemours1 pow HIV L at BLAVIA'2arene
ELISA HIV 1 recombinant (/mmunocomb PBS Orgel) ovat nvde sensibilitési

pour les tests de dépistage (97,7 -%). Le spécificité cst ‘également

Résultats à Any Sous de examen dedépisiage, 554 % des oérums somés L, été trouvés

favssemeut positifs par les techni slquenent 298I 6dus
première détermination pour aneanis ia cette positivité.we contrBles a’ pas confirmé cette

22 sérums sur,30 ont persisté positifs‘en ELISA (faux nl) donqu cette positivité n'a pas

fé

ailleurs, tous sérums positifs ont été confirmés en Western blot HIVI (246 %), HIV 1 + 2-
an Se HIV2US s)

Th.B.0.57 SAFARIOP SERCLOGIC ASSAYS FOR TRANSFCEMING
és Roberts,Chester: Remines, C.; Demato, J.; Burke, D.S.}

Walter Reed Retrovirus Research Group, Walter Reed Army
Inst. of Res. Washington, D.C.

Obiectives. etocnng rorevinws infections Le Poe denis
Metin ‘Zansforning retrovirus infection.

were obtained fran civilian applicants forMethods.
of the United States and initially screened with
enzymes— assay (ELISA). Reactive samples were then
tested wi: and by a method.
Bamults. of 3,995 the ELISA, 66 (1.65%) were as
either reactive (34=.85%) (32".8%).

analysis that 3 (4.5%) showed

ELISA canbe used as a second
leveltest. prior to Westam blot analysis to reduce screening false
positives,

Th.B.0.59 RELATIVE SPECIFICITY OFBO EIAs FOR ANITBODIES TO
} Akins, R.*; Le, P.* ter, L.*; este,li“*

and 40 AmeAnarcn Red Cross” Blood 82Services Regions.
*American Red Cross, Rockville, MD, **Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL.

dci.,, UsingWeWestern blot (WB) and radioimmmopreci|Pitation assay (RIPA)
relative speciticity| of 2 ElAs for antibodies N-

Done een originally found repeatedly reactive (HR)171 (GroupD
tt ETA and 25(Group Diby Du Pont EIA,in 40 different Laborat

were retested ty?) and by WB.
Results . Samples No. Abbott No. Du Pont

Tested EIA Reactive ETA Reactive
Group I:

pi9 onty 29 24 28
36 33 22

pl9/p24 36 33 33
pl9/p2A/epaé 19 19 19

Group II: 16 0 5
Feonly 6 0 5
p24 only 3

Six of 19 randomly selected samples of the 9 with WB
pl9 or p24 from Group IT showed gp68 reactivity by RIPA.

ion. Abbott EIA was fic: 70% 8
on a 8 band on to and 0% for samples
by Du » respectively. Furthermore, Abbott was more reproducibleEIA was

es were still reactive as compared to 44% of
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Grossesse et obstétrique
Pregnancy/Obstetrics
M B.P.1 IN UTERO HIV! TRANSMISSION IDENTIFIED THROUGH PCR. M B P 2 ANTIGENEMIA p24 AND CELLS COUNTS -
pur varie Courgnaud*; Laure, F.* ****; Barin, F.**; Goudeau, pars Jean-François Delfraisey, D. Séréni, J.C. Pons, D. Meyer,

Brossard, A.**#*; Bréchot, C* and Thhe Paris-Tours . Chambrin, Ph. Engelman, E. openR. Henrion.
Collaborative grouponvierinetal uvtrangmisson®*, iv Pregnancy study group, Paris, France
*INSERM U.75 CHU Necker, P: **Laboratoire de Virologle Tours (CNRS
UA.271), ***Centre crémeblologie "périnattale, Paris, ****Diagnostics Pasteur, Objective : To eaeanethe effects of pregnancy on virological and immuno-
Marnes la Coquette, France

Objective. To investigateththe possibility of in utero HIV transmission.
Materials 33 f from HIV1 positive mothers at 16 to 24 weeks of
gestation. 3 fetuses.werereobtained at 16-18 weeks by hysterotomieus and
spleen were dissected and analyzed separately. PBL o: mothers ante
Methods. PCR for HIV! DNA detection with 40 cycles and 3 sets ofprimers ol and
Env genes)
Resuits. HIVI A sequences were detected in 19/31 thymus and 22/33 spleen
fetuses samples, Positive results were in fetuses from 16

IN: mbiguously scored positive in 2/3 mus and spl Fobainesty
hysterotomie at 16-18 weeks. sing primers specific for the highly polymorphic
cystic fibrosis focus, we ve concurrently identified inf tive rs;

mparaison of the results obtained with these primers between mo
fetal tissues DNA did not show evidence for contamination of fetal tissue samples by
infected mothercells.

i dy indicates in utero HIV! transmission, occuring even at an
earlytage of satThe likely high rate 1%,tan mission must be taken il

DISEASE PROGRESSION FOLLOWING FREGHANCY IN HIV SEROPOSTTIVEM.B.P.3
octallun 7 *CowanFM, “Whitelaw J, +Burns SM,

*Brettle RP. *IDU; vinelony, CityHospHospital; “Immunology, Royal Infirmary,
EDINBURGH, Scotland.

OBJECTIVE: To assess disease progression following pregnancy in HIV
seropositive .

: O£ 107 RIV seropositive women infected between 1983 and 1985, 31
have had a pregnancy post . Follow up has uded mont!
clinical status, T4 lymphocyte count, IgG, IgA and HIV antigen at 6 monthly

s din:RESULTS: Patients have been followed-up from 6 to 54 months with 18 having
been followed for longer than 24 months. One has sed to AIDS at 3
years post delivery and one has oral thrush years
after delivery, the 41) to
less than 200 has occurred in 2(6%) patients, 1 with AIDS and other

tic. s show no significant trend.
2(6%) patients have become antigenaemic but tic. There is

cont .
CONCLUSION: Unlike others we have not observed an excess of post pregnancy

. However, these are first pregnancies and none of the
children have AIDS.

M.B.P.5 Failure of Targeted Screening to Keentity HIV+aisWomen.
5 Qui '; Kline, R; Repk o, R. The

Johns Hopkins University,Baltimore,“Maryland USA
Objective, T aosess a targeted HIV screening program for women attending an inner
city prenatal clini

1] women attending the Johns Hopkins Hospital Prenatal clinic between
2/87 and 1/89 completed a questionnaire to assess HIV viors. HIV ttestiing

was women with acknowledged risk factors. "Testing was avaiia
women without acknowledged tisk factors, but was not encouraged. Sera from rubelia

imens, were obtained fromwomen not voluntarily tested for av. and tested
anonymously ‘or HIV anti

men were euroolied in the clinic and evaluated. The mcdian age was

23 years (range 16-43),
24reported by 241 (17%) women; were tners of intravenous drug users(IVDU), 30%

re I . had received transfusions be 85, 4% we artners of bi 1
or kno ‘V+ men and 2% reported prostitution. 166/241 (69%) women with ri
factors conse to HIV testing; 19 (14.3%) wer: . 185 women denying risk
factors request esting; 9 (4.9%) were HIV+. 473 specimens were available for

from women with acknowle: tisk factor:
his sampling tested seropositive, all from women without risk factors.

Overall, 34 (4.1%) of 824 pregnant women tested positive for HIV. 15 (44%) of the
scropositive women had no acknowledged risk factors for HIV reni,

ese data suggest that targeting HIV screening to ratwom o

acknowledge|risk factors will tail to identify a substantial dumber of infectedwwomen
in urban sett: screening, counse! ingand education should be ae available
to all Patientsas part of routine prenatal ca

222

logical parameters in regnan men, we studied the evolution of anti-

gemia ( p24), anti A|Rtitodies"tre anti 724) and CD4 cells count during
avian pr

: Our sEnds concern 3 group : omen? 1 HIV pregnant women (n= 97),
Bethe= HIV aborted women (n = 114), ‘coup 3 : non HIV pregnant wo!

Results : CD4 cells are initially (first trimester) lower in troupou(435
+ 72) and group 2 (452 + 63), in comparaison with group 3 (885 + 72).

rved during the pregnancy (third trimester) in troup 1
(401 + 83) and group 3 (re 64). The mine is the lack of incre sed

nanth of post ‘um in group 1 (332
72) conteaating with group“a1933+ 65). In group|

ia are found in 8/80 at the first trimester, 24/78

 

theont trimester but is
gical abnormalities

in materno~foetal HIV transmission, and in the subsequent evolution of HIV
infection in pregnant women are under investigation

ue SEX".
, Farber B.,Hall W.H.,Mallow C, 0’Keefe

c,ce North Shore University Hospital, Comell University
Medical College, , NOY.

Objective: To study the epidemiologic features of women who became
HIv+ status

Methods: 151 ib wore ofchild been followed
after they were found to be antibody + to HIV-1. A registry has been

who ledge of their

surviving women from 17 who acquired disease from other means
transfusional, 3 Caribbean, 8 unknown male) became pregnant. via of

carrying the . 7 had
Pregnancy occurred even with low helper cells (200 cm) 5.

AND ACCELERATION HIV-RELATED ILLNESS

De: ee“Fans, J.W.**, Madhavan, S.**,
and

M.B.P.6
“au-Prince, HaitiJohnson

**Cornell University Medical College, WY."wy,USA.

opjective To study the effect of pregnancy on the deve’
6S among ve tic women

Methods A of 178 Hiv-seropositive
Chilebearing age (15-45 years) was undertaken

were

ts The 34 pregnant waren
women (NEW) withregard to the
entire cohort, mean age was 29years, gravidity 2.44 parity 2.1 and follow
up à mean of 21.4 + 14. 3 m. parameters
and in their socioeconomic status, Duringthe seudyperioper16/38 (47%) Pw
ana 37/144 (268) pt developed AIDS or HIV-rela: .03, p=0.025)

for PW (280/1000 person-years)illness rai twasnot Y
then thet of New {84/1000 person-years). Illness developed in 5/16 PW
dur: (mean, Sth monimonth) and in 11/16 9 mean of 6 mows

. The cumilative
Eom 128 £0 298 foryears 1 to > (survivalanalysis). Stnilar analysis

of NPW deve:ve annual percen symptoms at years
1 through 5 of follow-up is 12,25,35,46, and 538 and for PW is 3,32153,53,
and 84%
Conclusion Pregnancy in asymptomatic HIV-seropositive women is associated
with an accelerated development of AIDS or HIV-related illness during
pregnancy and in the postpartum per:
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Rubinstein, A.
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y. U.S.A.

FACTORSeee MATERNAL DECTSTONMAKING REGARDING
PREGNANCY OUTCOME IN HIV INFECTED W
Wiznia, Andrew; Bueti, C.; Douglas,tes Cabat, T. and

Objective:|To determine the factors oecenainfluence HIV infected pregnant
mplete or terminate their pregnancy.

Matethods: thirrty three HIV infected pr were evaluatesfor factors

involved in decision making regarding their pregnancy out elective

termination of pregnancy (TOP) was medically available forothe 2 (67%) women

who were tdentified prior to 24 weeks of gestation women were aware 0:
atus and received couprehensive obstetrical and medical care as

amily|counseling.
£ 22 women (27%) who were eligible for TOP chose terminate

omen, wre developed HIV sseccdsted symptoms

y nsmitt:

10! ncies resulted Tooan elective TOP
or those who chose to continue their pregnancy.

Conclusion: Neither phe presence of an HIV infected older child nor HIV
associatedsymptoms in HIV infected pregnant women SPPear to influence

sion making concerning €termination of pregnancy

M B P 9 FHARMACORINETICAPE) OF ZIDOVUDINE(ZDV)IN
_* HIV+ PREGNANTWoi

n,Z.Tartagtiogs,T.;Opheim,K.;Coombs,R.;
Burchett,Sset al. University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA.

; To evaluate ZDV Pk in pregnancy and postpartum.
Methods. In an ongoing study, ZDV Pk were studied several times during the second
and third trimester ¥four hours

re analyzed using noncompartmental analy:sis. ‘CBC with
ted cell indices, T-lymphocyte subsets, plasma and lymphocyte H1V cultures, and renal
and liver function studics were done mont!
Results. 2 wk

12103) 21-36(n=$) »6(ne3) Post(n=i)
Tan 1.8 + 1.0 LI + 04 09

(mg/L) 0.6 i 3.0 1.44 40 15 i 07 Lt
ADLbr) 114006  L3+04 11 + 03 1.89
FxTBC(L/kg/hr) 2.2 +. 0.2 2.4 + 0.8 2.5 + 0.5 12
FxVd,(L/kg 5 + 0.3 3.2 + 0.8 3.3 412 “7
Cord serumey levels ranged from 86 to 127% of the maternal levels. The TI?of
ZDYVin the neonates ranged from to jours. No symptoms or lab ebnormalities
required a reduction of dosage. None of the babies manifested clinical or Jsborssurry
abnormalities in the neonatal period; although one baby was delivered at 36 wi
gestation by cesarcan section for oligohydramnios and Teta stress.

Z Pk in pregnant women were similar te other adults execpt Vds was
unexpected toxicities were observed in mi neonates.

Sent transplacental passage of ZDV was observ:

M.B.P.11 POONATeRENTCALDerECTION x HIV-ASSOCIATED ANTIGENS IN

FORMALIN-FIXED MEOW, LACENT:
";seez, Ent Buang, 2.*; Unger, M.*;

Wagner, G.*; SchifterELA: Grosch-Worner, ‘I.***
*Institute of Pathology,Department of Pediatric Pathology and

ment of Obstetrics; ***Departmen’
Klinikum Rudolf Virchow, Berlin, Federai

Republic of Germany.
j - Detection of intrauterine HIV-infection in birth placentas of HIV-

exposed pregnancies.

- 1. 51 formalin-fixed neonatal placentas (22 of them with additional
frozen tissue) of HIV-positive mothers. 2. Application of
a: monoclonal anti-HIV antibodies t Anti-HTLV-III p24,
9283/7053; Niedrig titeanti-p17};
b: various nacrophage ers for the typification of the antigen profile of
Hofbauer cells (placental macrophages)

- 1. Detection of HIV antigens in Hofbauer cells of 23 formalin-fixed
placentas. 2. Poaitive reaction Hofbauer cells (HC) with entecoe.
p150/95, MAC 387; a subgroup of HC reacting with anti-CD1l and anti-BLA-DR. N
demonstration of CD8, Pan 8 anda

ions. 1. HIV antigens can be loca.
fixed placentas. The ant

product

ized in Hofbauer cells of formalis-
igen yrofile of HC corresponds to that of epidermal

ini s of

  

hans + 2. HIY-infection of Fe elates to clinic
infection in the child, bu © ental infection is more

t latter. 3. erefore, placental.“infostion indicates an increased

state of risk of the newborn but does not prove infection

M.B.P.8
ee

Mrteficre of Madicine, Brom, Hew York, *New
York Clty Departmant of Health, New York, NY and AG, Atlanta, Geargia, USA.

QRiective. To study the effect af pregency on progression of HIV infection.
Methods. Since 9/85 141 HIV infected childbearing-eged women fron a methadone
program emailedin on HIV rabural history stuiyhedserial T-cell subssts,
Hhysical eames and interview about dargreghy, sec, /dstetric history
sire 1978. the naker of pregenciessince 1978 ending in Liviirths (1B), baseline
CDi and CD1/C0s, onset. and duration with HIV-associated omstitutional sympbans (Sx)
prier te cra) thrush (01)/AIDS were examined relative to the development af CI/AIDS

Becults. Of 141 (30% black, 56% Hispanic, fatwhite) meen EAU we 2.6 Yrs. Nore
developed AIDS during . Developrent af HIV related illness by IB is shown.

156
Asypoptonntic 25 (45%) 20 (56%) 20 (43%)
HIV ageoc. Sx 33 (23%) 14 (39%) 17 (358)

38(a2) 2 (5)
There wes: the ween Axation of Sx forwom with ro IB (1.8 yrs.)
an due with IB (at yee) (p>.05). On
by earlier onset and longer duration of &x (p=.Cu)alsonon CD <400/mm5 and
COU/ces <1.0, and we mt predicted by IB pen.

‘Theee data suggest progression of HIV disense to oral thrush or AIDS is
etalwithFree

SERGE OF HIV SEROSTATUS AND PREGNANCY
DECISIONS. Barbacci,Marguerite; Chaisson,
AndenonJ; Horn, J. Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

‘Obiective: To describe pregnancy decisions among 89 HIV + womenattending clinics
cat the Johns Hopkinslospital,
‘Methods:Retrospective review of pregnancy decisions from records of 89 HIV:
women: 34 women seeking prenatal care and 55 women attending an HIV infection
clinic for wo

M.B.P.10

onenee of women 24.5 years (range 19-38 years). 80% black, 18% white,
se other. Risk factors for HIV infection: travenous enueuse (VDU), 23%
‘IVDU sexual partner, 11% transfusion, 4% bisexual or HIV+ r, 2% prostitution.
“76/89 (89%) had previously been pregnant with 60% having >2 vig children.
Seropositivity was discovered in LS women furing pregnancy, 10 of w!
identifi wee! tat women had elective abortions(14 and 18 weeks),
lone had a spontaneous abortion at 12 weeks gestation, pted to continue
itheir pregnancies, 6/7 delivering term infants. 14 women (16%) became pregnant after
learning ney were HIV+. None of these women was ising contraception.
who delivered 2 term infant had an elective abortio at 10 weeks of a subseq
pregnancy.wee remaining 13 women continued their pregnancies with 12/13‘delivering

infe:
=Knnowledge of HIV infection was not associated with pregnancy

itermination or prevention of subsequent pregnancy. In light of risk of perinatal
itransmission and possible acceleration of HIV infection during pregnancy, education,
‘counseling and specialized obstetrical and medical services for women with HIV
‘infection are needed.

M B P. 12 [IV SEROPREVALENCE x,AN INNER CITY operETErC POPULATION.

nthe Johnson, John P., Watkins, S., Hines, S., Richardaon, D. and
Alger, L. Unive:veredty“otsiaryland School of Medicine,
Baltimore, Maryland.

‘Objective. To determine the seroprevalence of HIV infection in an inner city

‘maternity. population

Methods. All women presenting to obstetric clinic were provided a

‘questionnaire regarding HIV risk factor: The type and duration of risk
factor was recorded and HIV testing was performed after informed consent and

counseling.
‘Results. Four percent of the population indicatedSeen sexual and/or dru:

iuse risk factors. Of this 4%, 242% we À
ui a seropreval

ere ha val tted to both ris]
ctors had a 33% seroprevalence ra whose risk factor occurred

itrictly before pregnanc: a 9% seroprevalence ri Thor ose risk

had a 13% seroprevalence rate and pone©who had

risk factors occurred both before and during pregnancy had a 407 8
iprevalence rate.

‘Conclusion. A Progran|of self-identification in inner city maternity popu-
:lation yielded an 1 % seroprevalence rate. A drug use history was
‘greater risk for HIV infection than sexual history. ation of risk

recency of tyepes appeared to increase risk for HIV

tinfect: Sereening for of risk factor my 0
Taectity àa particularly nighetek population for HIV infec:
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PHARMACOKINETICS OF ZIDOVUDINEM.B.P.13 h À.SatDRneSheÀLe M.B.P.14 SE PRRSPECTIVE STUDY OF HIV IN PREGNANT WOMEN.

Schools of Pharmacy and ‘Med , Univ. of Wash., Seattle, WA.

6 Of HIV infection in children Is increasing. Administration of zidovudine
fectHeme. of age) with AIDS has already been shown to be of therapeutic benefit

rapy at af earlier age may increase these Nefits further. pn tis regard,we
LTof age on the pharmacokinetics ofZDV in the newbom

He was administered as a single IV bolus dose of Smg/kg toto newbom Macaca
ETMA2, 4,8, and16wack of le, Blood samples were obtained frequently over th
next 3h. Urine was collected h. ZDV and ZDVG(the glucuronide metabolite of ZDV) in both

and urinewerewore assayedbyDammodification of a previously published HPLC method (2
jacokinetic eters of ZDV were estimated as function of age. The clearance

of ZDVin two newboms, duri life, yee3contort smaller (4.85, 8.12
imitninvag)tethan that in nna 5334258OVO,anealy approached the latter within 6-8

The 24h uni otar ratio, ZD was also smaller during week 1 {ite (0.4,
057) than that in adults (0.86,0.7, the newborn is ote ©.

jearance is significantiy smaller than that in the adults
FinalGeaPspmvinsEVE DC However,
maturation of the enzyme mediating this metabolism appears to be rapid. if human newborns
similar deficiency In fhe metabolism of ZV he dao of ZDVforbs poptn wil reed be
adjusted. Similar experiments in further animals are in progress.

A. etal., NEJM 3 9: 889-906, 1988.
2 GussaiChroma 431: 123-133, 1988.
Supported in partby March of ines Birth Defect Foundation (1-115).

M.B.P.15 TRANSPLACENTAL TRANSFER OF ZIDOVUDINE
Unadkat, ‘Anaya,A. nn, LA.
School of Pharmacy, University of Washington, Sent, WA.

Objective. Administration of ovine DV) tato HIV positive pregnant women may be beneficial to
both the mother and her unbo!mn baby. Based on this premise, experimentsware cond

pregnant

 

ascertain if ZDV crossesTassostheheplacenta the near:‘term macaque, and, it does, Saber
ZDVaccumulates In the fe

Methods. V was administered as a constant rate IV infusion, to two near-term pregnant
Modeod ond 168). of about 1 pg/mi.
Blood samples were obtained simultaneously fromhe dam and the fetus (from the umbilical vein) to
estimate the concentration rai between the dam (Cssdjo (
the fetus (Cssf). Plasma ones of ZDVard its major metabolite, the glucuronide (ZDVG),
were determined by HPLC (1

Results. The total a clearance, and the ratio, Cesr, for the two mother-fetus pairs studied
wero erimated as .0, 21.1 mi’minvkg, and 0.92, 0.74 respectively.

Conclusions. ZDV, when administered to near-term preg! the placenta
readily and does not accumulate in the fetus. Similarptin afurther branimalsarare in progress.

1. Good S. etal.,7 CoromatogAt: 123-133, 1968.
Supported in part by March of Dimes Birth Defect Foundation (1-1135) and Burroughs Wellcomeinc.

M.B.P.17

Fauvel,M.#*#; seN.*
Monee

Ultrasonography(US) is a reliable method for diagnosis of growth
failureand same cranial/facial ancmal.arcenliesin uteroSerial ne eee nice
prospective patients while vere reviewed from
Petinnts (Glam 2,3.tineararray)"in our coping stlstudy 10 HIV-3+
pregnant women (4 retrospective, 6 prospective) hadatotal of te
Results.All measures (biparietal diameter:24/24, 213/13,

eiromgerence’ 18/30 and femur ergensai/24)ware vithin 2 standard
deviations(SD) from the mean for gestational age for am population.

9

rdo, L.; Truscia, D.; Giaquinto, Carlo and Grella, P.V.
University of Padua, Padua, Italy.

Objective. cout aim of the study was to see whether pregnancy, in sero-positi-
ve women, could have adverse effects on the mother especial ly if it increased
the risk of“developing disease in the period following deliver.

of drug-addicted pregnant women - one group “being s
the other sero-negative (16 cases) - were folloedin

workup and monitoring of pregnancy were cai
wing lab data were requested: 14/T8 and their ratio, immunoglobulins total

roteins, leucocite
"been a signiSficant.{nerease in the number of patholo-

gies of obstetrical wpertinence in the sero-positive women. If, on the o

Conclusion, In the years following pregnancy our patients aianot show a wor-
‘ening of the disease; this was ascertained by our follow-u

M.B.P.16 PREGNANCY AND HIV INFECTION: AN EXPERIENCE ABOUT 15 CASES
Castelli F.*,Chiodera A.*,Tarantini 4.§,Prati £.§,Bianchi UA§

Carosi 6*-*Dpf Infectious.Trop.Dis.,$Dpt Obs.Gynec., Univ.Brescia, Italy.
bjective "Recent reports have suggested that pregnancy may accelerate the

progression of HIV infection when the baseline clinical status is severe,
but in preclinical stages. To contribute in clarifying the matter, the
present study focuses on 15 HIV seropositive women {14 IVDA, 1 sexual
contact; mean age=26.3 yrs) who were prospectively monitored before, during
and after one pregnancy (cases), as compared to 30 HIV seropositive women
(23 IVDA, 7 sexual contacts, mean age = 26.5 yrs) without pregnancies and
followed-up for a similar period (controls).
Results According to CDC staging (1987), 4/15- cases (27%) showed a
progression from stages II] to III, as compared to 6/30 control women (202; 5
rom stages II to III and 1 from stage I1 to 1¥c2). The median follow-up

(3-43) months for
A lyfe-table analysis of these data was then approached; by 12

months 20% of cases and 4% of controls would show a clinical progression; by
24 months, the corresponding figures would be 40% (cases) and 28% (controls)
Conclusion According to our preliminary data, the hypothesis that pregnancy
may affect the progression rate of HIV infected women cannot be ruled out,
even if re a$rs re observed. Progression to CDC stage III in cases
seemed ehow faster (life-table analysis). A pro ‘01 low-up
study onNS argercohorts oF women is needed to reach definitive conclusions.

 

HIV-ANTIGENS CAN BE DEMONSTRATED IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICALLY
FORMALIN-FIXED MATERIAL FROM TRERAPEUTIC ABORTIONS OF urv-M.B.P.18

ED PREGNANCIES
Eitelbach, Florian*; Unger, H.*; Huang, Z.*; Jimenez, E.*; Wagner, G.*;
Schafer, A.**

 

*institute of Patholog:DDt of Pediatric Pathology and
Flacentologys **Deperimen Obstetrics, Freie Universitat, Klinikum

lolf Virchow, Berlin, Pederel Republic of Germany.

Qbiective. 1. Detection of HIV-associatedantigens& formalinfixed tissues.
2. Frequency and earliest per o rpholog: ration of HIV-
infection in embryonal/fetal organs, predinporition of certain orgens for
infection.

» 20 embryonal placentas and 4 embryos (7#"-12t! week of gesta-
tion). 2. 12 fetal placentas and fetuses (15t:-27th week of gestation).
Denonstration of HIV-associated anti by no!

fected H9 cell lines OrPauli,Robert
Koch Institut) and in Diopay/aatopey material of lyaph nodes.

HIV-associated antigens can be demonstrated in
formalifo-tixed ‘abortion | material (8/22). 2. Earliest demonstration of HIV
antigens in the 16th we gestation. 3. The Hofbauer cell (fetal macro-
phage) plays a central role in the transplacental chain of infection from
nother to fetus.
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M.B.P.19 presence cf HV and HIGHT encny pregrent wanen in

oan, ze+ Thoes,*; Goode, L,* Niven, P,*; Qxtoby,
M, shh; ‘Olecke, J®, et

School, Children’s Hospital of Nay Jersey**, Newark, NJ and
COC, Atlanta, Gat USA,

Œiective. seroprevalence of HIV-1 and HIDAI in pregnant

DIFFERENCES IN IMMUNOSUPPRESSION DURING PREGNANCY IN HIV-
INFECTED
Schifer, Friedmann, W* and Schwartlander, B.**

* Dept. of Obstetric and Gynecology, Freie Universitat Berlin, FRG
**AIDS-Center, Bundesgesundheitsamt, Berlin, FRG.

Objective; To evaluate the natural course of HIV-infection during preg-
nancy
Methods; In a comparativ study 54 paveanrected and 50 Binegativepregnant
or were investigated every clinical sas e

ollowing immunological par: rs“counts: cD2, ee;isso
ptet. IgG, IgM, IgA, IgE; Cireslating-imenkomplezes!IgG, I

Jmmunotogice? parameter:
investigated collective of Hiv-infected pre: was Rideinto 4
groups: Group 1: abno logical findings. Group 2: CD4/CDB ratio
< 0.8, ERA > 400. Group 3: CD4-cells 250 - 400. Group 4: ele
< 250.

Controls Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
n=50 n=ll n=25 n=13 n=5

CD4 decr.>10% "2 "9 "33 12
CD4 decr.>40% 0 3 12 $ 2
CD2 decr.>40% 0 2 9 8 5

Discussion: The greatest extend of immunosuppression during prenancy i:
HIV-infected women was seen in group 2 and 3 (decrease of CDé-cells > 400)
and group 4 (detrsaseof CD2-cells > 40%). The majority of showed
postpartal regeneration. 6 women had continous loss of CD4-cells after
delivery.

M.B.P.23 SEROPREVALENCE IN PREGNANT MULTIETHNIC POPULATION
O'Sullivan, Mary J.: Pajae, Ai Perron, P; Banta, Ji Sen, Ci

Duthely. K. University of Miami, Miami, Florida, United States of fmer:

Œjective: To determine HIU-1 seroprevalence by antibody status in women delivered at a
ES center serving the indigent, multi-ethnic population of Miami, Florida, Florida,

Kethods: Fram 7/3/68 to 12/31/88, patients admitted to the labor suite had extra blood 
dran and stored for er less. They were nercacounselled, and offered HIV

antibody testing after delivery. The samples of those who refused or were dischaae before

interview vere blinded. Information obtained directly tapeal included desographi

(cocaine, crack, seaal partners, bieewality,ad following rik factors: drugs (cacai
prostitution, blood/factor esie

 Remits: Of the 7,400 offered testing, 92.7% gave chon 2.3% were seropositive.
Mf the 3.7% refusing texting.esture Hypositive ‘at euae analysis p <.013),
suggesting a bi: Of ihe remainder, tive. The age distribution af the

seropesitives patched theàsostetr ical population.- Teens were of the seropositives

WK - & 6 01d). Seropositive Black Aueris predominated (58%), 52.26% were 25
(30.274), 97.6%X >25 years old (p ¢.0005)

Seropositivity also correlated with drug use, mltiple partners, and risk status, p <.0005

. had tted current] ted risk factors
Conclusions:  Screenin, Hd offered to all pregnant » certainly in ar

ation. ally active t = are riek of infection, especially

ican ile accepted riek {ac ited ‘opositivity, ent riak

as the largest identifiable factor. Educat for prevention should begin before sexual

on.aaturat ii

M

M.B.P.20 =THOLOGY AND HIV EXPRESSION 1 ASFROM
sien a SEROPOS: ens BulsehnisGros

Mittal ,K.; KeaeineidReBoahae toeYork|University
Medical Center & Bellevus Hospital Center, New York, NY, UeGehe

Bisse,7To compare the pathology of term placentas from seropositive HIV
weronegative woman using routine histologic,

in nonionesnement-and in situ nucleic acid hybridization techni

antibody. Decidua (DE), trophoblasta (TR)
(0G) were evaluated. of these
acid hybridization (NAH
3'LTR and anvelope

techniques using an RNA probe conplenen
region of HIVel.

Immmoparokidase
VA VI a cA DE TR ME UG TR

1/45 0/45 24/34 1/34 0/24 1/41 0/18 0/7 1/12

0/21 0/21 9/17 0/17 0/10 0/19 0/7 O/4 0,

infection does not r to cause
abnormalities in the term placenta. HIV

tissue. HIV nucleic acid can be found in those trophoblastic
celle also containing HIV i

Seropositives
Seronegat.ives

machan.
Conceivably,tissue fromearlier gestati

placentas may be more informative.

M.B.P.22 EFFECT OFanteONTHE PHARMACOKINETICS OF ZIDOVUDINE
riveraity ofWashing mann,

SchooiofaUnk Washington, Seattle, WA, U.S.A.

Qblective. The incidance of HIV infection in pregnant womenis increasing. Thus, administration of
zcowixing(ZDV) to proorant womenaneDEVar unbom babies. To

mac tha. vel eat, y

Methods. ZDVwasDee enPine as à single IV bolus dose (}Oma/kg)) Wo two macaques, at term and
1 week after deliWey. 6 s were collected frequently over the next 4h. Urine was
collected overHPpueandZVG (the glucuronide metabolite of ZDV) in both plasma and urine
ere assayed

Results. Thital plasmaClearance {CL}, “theseparameters of distribution (Was) and the terminal
halt-life of ZDV were esti A eters, for the two animals studied, w
estimated as 24.6, 276 miming, 903, 1314 mtg,end 374, 45.5 min ly. in the ninon
pregnant status, these parameters were 27.8, 30.1 mimin/kg, 727, 1256 ml/kg, and 39.9, 34.8 min
respectively.

Conclusions. The pharmacokinetics of ZDV do not appear to be altered nancy. Similar
experiments in further animals are in progress. by preg

1. Good S.et al, J Chi 431: 123-193, 1988.
Supported in part by March of Dimes Birth Defect Foundation (1-1135) and Burroughs Wellcome Inc.

M.B.P.24 APROSPECTIVE STUDY OF THE MENTAL AND MOTOR DEVELOPMENT 0)
ues ‘ANTS BORN TO HIV INFECTED INTRAVENOUS DRUG USING MOTHERS

 

Kletter, Ron*; Jereny, Rumsey, C.**; Weintrub, P.**; and Cowan, M.**.
BAART-FACET, San Freneiaes,weUniversity ofCalifornia, PaFrancisco,"USA.

Gbjective.7Toeoeegribe Prospectively the mental and motor development of
infants bo: mothers exposed in utero to HIV.
Methods. Quarterlyassessment on the Bayley Scalea of Infant Developme:
which yield a standardized Mental Development Index
Development Index D Three groups of infants: CONTROL (HIV-negative
mother, N=15), CTED (HIV-positive nother, Btv-positive child, N=10), and

UNINFECT taiV-pocitive mothe: IV-negative child, N .
Analyses. Compa of PDI scores of th groups at ages 3,

mea:
8, in coqreee to

Be while.the

haat among the bestieveloping infants
CONTROL, 10% of the INFECTED, and 202 of ECTED.

the Poorest, 7% were CONTROL, 70% were INFECTED, fot402 were

Conclusion. The 1 and motor development of HIV infected childr

declines over thefifiret 15 months of life. The mental and motor development

of infants exposed prenatally to HIV but not infected is poorer than that
of CONTROL children not so expose

225
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M.B.P.25

#Services de Gynéco:

INFECTION.
PUEL,J.** , TRICOIRE,J.*** ; HERNE,H¥*** ;

INFLUENCE OF GESTATION oNATV

BERRERLALAID®+
PONTONN:

écologie-Obstétrique Hôpital La Grave; ##Service de Virologie tal
Purpan; ***Service de Pédiatrie B, Hépital Purpan,TToulouse; **###Associationsn “me
Patriarche", Saint-Cezert, Fi

1 TE: a three
year follow-up of two groups of ( 60 HIV antibody positive, aasynp-

at medically indicated abortions)
HIV antibody positive, asymptomatic pati

without gestation
METHOD. In these two populations, the following parameters were compa
clinical stage, se ation rate, white cell cour: relative Lente”
count, relative and absolute T e T4/T8 ratio, the serum
level of IgA, and the presence of the e parameters were
measured during pregnancy, at termination of pregnancy, and one, two,
three years reafter.

RESULTS. No statisticly significant differences between the two groups were
found. In 203 of the pregnant Pepatone we found a transient appearance of
the HIV P24 antigene during pregnan
CONCLUSION. Over a period of three years, no difference in the progression

disease was observed between aaPolpulation with and one without preg-
nancy. The transient appearance of HIV P24 antigene during pregnancy:does
not seem to be a poor prognostic Barker for pronression of HIV dis

PREGNANCY OUTCOME IN WOMEN HIV INFECTION IN PUERTO RICO IN A
POPULATION OF PREDOMINANT HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSIONM.B.P.27

EGQUErA  : Zorrilla C.; Diaz C.; Moscoso R,; De La Vega À.: Carrodeguas
J, Puerto Rico, U.S.A,

Findings. ane prevalence rate was 1.47%, the most common risk factor was
bei: ual artnet© an IV drug user (eau) followed by Iv drug use by
the patient (278% age was 2: he mean gravidy was 3.

stable relationships by marriage ornnensust union 718, The
mean number of lifetime sex partners was 2.6 (excluding patients who we
prostitutes). The most common prenatal complic

. Smoking
Mean weight gain during pregnancy as . Cesarean section

rate was 15%. Perinatal mortality was 9.5% and post-neonatal mortality
4.23.

Mean birth weightwas 2,909 g, although 41% of the babies weighedat 500A
9% of the patients elected pr: terminantion and 30% unde:

partum sterilizaton % of cases progressed to ARC/AIDS,
mortality was also high (2.5%) and exclusived due to AIDS,

Maternal

Conclusion. Perinatal as well as post-neonatal mortality is increased in
theheoffspring Of seropositive pregnant women, Maternal mortalityisis also

significantly in this qi of tan the two
nca) deaths occurred within one
neonates umonia, we may Lensinfectionof the fetus
as a risk factor for development of over desease i mothe:

Reproductive History {HX} atv anteere CHIY Abe)

Women Follo SAM.B.P.29 wed aere Study in few aa,

L*, Connor, E**. ane,“oetoby, Hees,
Gleske, J*. sra Medica’ notes‘cht tdren's Hospital " NJ, Newark, NJ*e} COC

Atlanta, GA***

Qbiective, To describe reproductive hx of s cohort of HIV Ab+ women followed in +

prospective study.

Hetheds, Pregnancy information on 43 HIV Ab+ women whose children are enrelled in =

prospective study was obtained by Interviewing mothers directiy {(n=30) or the

child's guardien (n=13). Mesn follow-up was 12 mo (ran

even women had one subseaueent pregnancy and : were pregnant twice.

nani

  

Chfid's

Pregnancy Nother
1 a Terminated 12 mo

2 ' red 4 mo

3 8 Term 8 mo

4 € leruineted 8 ao

5 € Continued 13 so

6 o Continued 4 mo

? € Continued 4 #0

8 F sd 2 mo

9 6 si

 

Teri 5 so

Despite uneta for rinks sesociated with HIV, a high parcent of HIV

abe women in thie cohort became pregnant an average of Smo after delivering an HIV

Ab+ child. Futura studies will need to address knouladge of HIV seropositivity and

Îts impact on rate of pregnancy among women În « high risk ares for

226

M.B.P.26 EFFECTS OFATV INFECTION ON PREGNANCY.
BERREBI, À:= 3 KOBUCH, W.E.% 3 PUEL, J.* ;

k ; FOURNIE, A*
TRICOIRE,J.***,

*Services de Gynécologie-Obstétrique, H6pital La Grave; ones de Virol
Purpan; ***Service de Pédiatrie 3, Hôpital Purpan, Toulouse; =""Associating*Le
Patriarche", Saint-Cezert, France

OBJECTIVE. We compared the complication-rate during pregnancy and the perina-

tal period amon; antibody positive former drug addicts (group A), 68 HIV
anocy pegative present.drug addicts (gr

hist of HIV infec r drug addic
‘Ye

parameters : fever during pregnancy, hydram-
nios, feta1 malformations, fetal growth retardation, premature labor, the APGAR
score, and postpartal complication:
RESULTS (in X).
"Fever hydramn. malform. growth Pren. Apgar postpart.

ret. labor <7 complice,
A 16,2 5,4 5,4 10,8 16,2 10,8 2,7
5 aA 1,5 5,9 25,0 14,7 8,8 2,9

2,3 1,4 2,6 57 be
conctusion.ay infection appea: influence on the course of preg
ancy, t increase totalsordiaity. Complications such as fetal nal-

formations Southreterdation, and premature labor seem to re closely
lated to drug addiction and concomitant low socio-economic status, than t:

infection with HIv.

M.B.P.28 COMPARISON CF LIFESTYLES AND HIGH RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIOR BET-
WEEN HIV-SERO-POSITIVE AND HIV-SERO-NEGATIVE PREGNANT WOMEN

Zorrilla, C; Romaguera, J; Torres, J; Morales, L; Adamsons, K.
UniversityPuerto Rico Schoo!of Medicine, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Ob, ec. compare or duiferent types of high risk seal
bel rand lifestyles during p! in sero-positives vs sero-negative:

Methods. Personal interviews obtaining sexual histories andwisrisk factors were
performed in &1 HIV positive and 67 sero-negative pregnant

Baines| Age, gravidity, marital status, weight gain during pregnancy and
of prenatal visits did not differ among groups.

ined intercourse was significantly more common by sero-positive patients,
e there were no differences in oral intercourse with or without ejacula-~

ao(22% vs 25%).

PTE smoking was significantly more frequent among the HIV positive w-
vs 24%, as was the relative frequency of semually transmitted dis-

es (25% vs Of). Significantly more sero-positive pregnant women had risk
factors for transmissi tiveseevs m:,“orthose with
risk » Mo. sitivewomen. IV drug users
(65% vs 3%).

DRUG ABUSE AND PREGNANCY: CONCOMITANTRISK
FACTORS FOR HIV INFE.renM.B.P.30

and Finnegan, L.P.

ThomasJefferson University, Philedeiphia, Panaies USA,

Women whoare intravenous drug users or who arc partners of intravenous drug users
engage in behaviors that

abusing women and
consented to confidential ELIZA tests

osociai profiles revealed that 53%
sexual abuse; 11% were homeless;

an average of !
39% of the
into the project HIV
other 95.se who tested negative at the outset seroc:

result of this project, it is apparent that counseling women with regard
0 osespecific‘isk factors must continue to reduce the incidence of perinatal HIV
infec
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M B P. 31 EQUALLY POOR RESPONSE TO TETANUS VACCINE IN HIV
Dre SEROPOSTTIVE ArtePENVE aMirae INZATRE

rt ler, Rob CE sa ae
Bonnenberg, aceastoutpne tTTiss, Projet BIDA’ Kinsh

Zaire; *#CDC, Atlanta, GA; s##Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, ramnSA,

ve. To determine if current HHOrecommendations (one dese
er if the mother has been cinated in the previous antes

€ doses with the last one at”Teast 15 daysbefore Gelivery) fofor
use of tetanus toxoid vaccine (TTV) in pregnant womer
HIVi+) women in Zaire.
Hetheds, Berore and after(at the time_of delivery) TTV samples were

id from 11% HIV(+) women and 207 HIV(-) women at a Kinshasa antenatal
Clinic. Absolute T4 Lymphocyte cocpunts (HIV (+. ; women only) and anti-tetanus
antibody¥ijiters(ATAT measured5: nm EL188 capable of detectin

termined o paires sauples. were
classitiedvas non Petite (08 IU/ml), borderline {0,040.08 IU/nl)
or protective (90. TU/m!
Results. hate.nal gre" and PT by serostatus

fore TT vaccine After TT vaccine
ATAT HIV(+) HIV (~! HIV (+) HIV(-)
Non-Protect ive 45% 26 55 13
Borderline 20 21
Protective 35 53 4.05) 23 18 (P=NS)
(p values vaccination TAT in HIV(+) and HIV(-) mothers and

Covaccination|ATAT in the same groups)
HIV(+) women,HIV-inducedaiamuncsuppression (ABS T4 counts) did not

correlate with RTAT in pre t-vaccination determinations.
Conclusion. A totaloF x ofmene pregrant women of 111 HIV(+) women
a TX of 207 HIV women h docimentedappropriate receipt of
TTV at a Kinshasa antetal clinic had less than protective levels of ATAT

ifference inat the Line of delivery. bilit to document a
response between suggests that current TTV
pr fe

HIV(+) and HIV(-) mothers
actices should be rev:viewsd for both gro

M.B.P.33 HIV-1ESEROPREVALENCE AND RISK BEHAVIOR ARE
eeREAS PREGNANT WOMEN RECEIVING NO

BonnieJ, Haudr LB,€crfomblchholme W, Landers DV, Edison R, Sweet RL, etal;
University of California, San Francisco, SF General Hospital, USA.

Objective: s HIV-1 seroprevalence and risk behavior in women rece’iving
prenatal careTONG)Sor deliveringwith no prenatal care (NC) at an urban county hospital
in an area with a high prev:

: Ongoing seroprevalence studies of pregnant women began in January 1988.
All PNC and NC patients complete skassessment/demographic questionnaires coded
to sera anonymously tested for antibod! ‘0 HIV-1.

As of January 1989,3,178/3086 (lé.79%) PNC and 31/65 (47.7%) NC patients
reported>> 1 HIV-1 rish behar

Behavior {fpasuered yes or maybe) PNC: n=1066 NC; n=65
CI . .

Partner IVDU 98 (9.2%) 15 (3.1%)

Multiple Partners (2io S/y) T2 (6.8%) 17 (26.2%)
Bise 68 (6.4%) 9(13.9%)
HomophiineteeAfusion partner(s) 5 (7.1%) 8 (12.3%)
Sclf/Partner/Child AIDS or HIV +

HIV-1 dstrkbeh was 0.7% in PNC and 1.5% in NCpatients. All seropositives
reported2> behavior onthe risk assessment questionnaire.

elivering wit were more likely to report risk behavior for
fies and hadmore“than twice the HIV-1 seroprevalence as womenwithP| 5% vs
0.7%). These data Suggest that women with no prenatal care maybeat rase tek for
perinatal transmission of HIV-

Infections opportunistes diverses
Miscellaneous Opportunistic Infections

Guentificution Md ne and tubular Barker oroteins in urine of hemophiliacs withM.B.P.35 ii av met
9. Semict, H rin. W. Hofmann, W. Schrome*, J. Eigler®, W. 6.

Inst. Clin. Ches. Städ.-krh. “Tanchen-Bosenauten and “Ned. Klin. Innenstadt Ludvig-aximilions Univ., Munich,
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Renal complications in acquired immuno deficiency syndrome (AIDS) are @ common observation. It is hovever os
eerwetter Hof $0 called Al0S-related nephropathy i@ primary event a viral infection or secondary due

unistic infections or other accompanying compiications (malignen: esti
patients “ith ienehilia A 42 vere
According to the CDC classifications syster 20, 16, and 6 patient
To detect gloneruler is tubulor renal dysfunction ve aplied o ney‘one of jurinery pareneters

 

{tote protein, 196, albumin, alpha-i-aicroglobuline and N-acety veoessiniansean ) as well as creatini:
and sipeh-awiroui An serun, A1] urinary parseters uere related te crestinine oecorrect for different
excretion
serumerestinine and slohe-l-microgtobuline vere normal in ull patients of both groups, All urines but 2 were
negative by test strip for aibusin. These 2 patients (Group B) hed manifest proteinuria of complete tubulo~

el Group Bglomerular t: e rensining 40 tients 8 hed slight ons of urinary 196 excretion, of vhic
3 had a sinultenous increese in urinery mibuein and onl hi if ler proteinuris. The dysprotein~

$ Were eveniy distributed over TI (CDC) patients, 6 of nepa"ets were also pornal
A statistically significant difference betweenfried A and B vas found on!

years after infection ue‘henV virus have no evidence
of glomeruler and t be mithat AIDS-reinted nephropathy is not coused by direct
viral invasion of the kidney is supported by our observation. Elevated levels for uinary 196 in absence of
elevated urinary slbusin are wore likely of vostrenalrather than of glouerular origin due to other ilinesses
auch as opportunistin infections.

M B P 32 CARACTERES NODNDES SERCDOS ET EVOLUTION CLINIQUE DE 45

. ES NTES SEROPOSITIVES POUR LE VIH

has, M.C.##; Vincenti, 0. eee:

rat, J.###; Elinezewicz, Murie1*# et Brossard, Y.*

> Centre at Hémobioologie Périnatale
** Service des Malad. e Infectieuses, Hépital St-Antoine;
#** Service de gynécocobatétrique, Hôpital St-Antoine, Paris, France.

senetMathieu, F.%; Meyol

gendreQonter les caractères sprenroosiques et l'évolutivité clinique

pulations de femmes enceintes séropositives (grossesse menée à
me io)et interruption pédtcale .G.) } de juin 1986 à

. Patien tu. 2 IMG, 2 FCS et 1 GEU

de grossesse ne parai

le risque de passage au SIDA. Il ni

semble pas que ce risque soit diminué avec une IMG

poeSy INFLUENCE DISEASE PROGRESSION IN HIVM.B.P.34 Prucuncr
Era Delfraissy, J.C. Pons, D. Séréni, V.> Chambrin,

D. Meyer, Ph. Engelman, KE.- Paniernik, Re Henrion

HIV Pregnancy study group + fran

Objective : The pejorative role of pregnancy on the future prognosis
of HIV infection in women is ontreversial and difficult to assess in

e
and october 1988 we conducted a follow

ips of women. Group 1 : ant womenRASESe
, up Pregnant women with red aborti.

: non Pregnant women. The three groups were studied for risk factors
tatus, Immunological and virological parameters

ations were last of follow up, althrough5 3 were

atients was initially in group IV of
of CDC was respectively DTDàin

 
ng

group 1, in group 2, 121 7 in group
2° Active HIV infection was defined as C ZI0/nn3 , Ag p24 positive
and antibody anti p2: ane evolution through motive state” was respecti-

vely with more than 1 nths of surveillance : 5—> 18 in group 1,
11 in group 2, 131 in group 3

3 Identical results were observed with t
clus: : These

very Tndvees an

in HIV women

the primipar a wome:

preliminary results suggest that pregnancy with deli-

adverse effect on clinical and immunological parameters

M.B.P.36 Coderell, ©clay3J.*; puckerFranklinkinDee tierno, PM #*;’ . + D. M.
and Friedman-Kien | AE.
*U. Center, Dallas, TX; and

stew York University Medical Genter Nee tone NY, USA,

Objective. To isolate a bacterial organiamfrom
toma’

well as by . bacterium closel: sembles
represent the causes cat scratch di
Methods. Lesions from a patient with epithelioid angiomatosis were placed
in brain-heart i at roan ature and from this

i jative short bacillus measuring approximately 0.31 in
Dames Coeahh in lengthwas - By light

uster in groups of variable sizes andbacilli
formed buds at the ends of individualvidual cells.
Results. eon taneouscutaneous lesion demonstrated a population

dermis.of bacilli located SOlee bundles ofthe
Te crains(05i1toDDposa a trtrilaminar membrane ro well-
defined cell wall and us ofvarious sizes
were noteworthy.
Conclusion. This organism is likely to ‘be thecmstiveagentin his
cutaneousmanifestation associated with AIDS and HIV infection.
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M.B.P.37

Center, Brooklyn, NY, USA.

Objective: To evaluate AZT's effect on PY-induced antibody (Ab) responses
since they are suboptimal for untreated AIDS patients (pts).
Methods: PV was administered to 19 subjects receiving AZT and 4 AIDS pts not
treated with AZT. titers to 12 P capsular antigens were measured by RIA

r all pts pre- a3 pts prior to AZT

AZT's EFFECT ON RESPONSES TO PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE (PV).
Glasjee +orden B*; Volpe, S.* and Schiffman, G.*

s and Hospital, SI, NY, **SUNY-Health Science

  

snstitution (10 pts) and/or 8 mos post-PY (13 pts
A e Geometric HeaanAb Titeter + Dev.” ng AbN/mt

ora 8 month Post-
No 100.77+ 2.0 763. 57
AZT 64.1 + 942.9 + 2.3 594.

Prieatib reves(TT. 2+1.8) were simmiler to pre-PV Tevels (533. 343.SSfor
h AZT for mean Be wks range9-21) pre-PV. "Pro

ter.

8 mos for 6/13 Aalive, (765. Bree 8; ratio 1.5) but not for the 7 pts dead
564.3#4.9; ratio 1.0) 1 St-PV.
crcons: AZT has noYettect on Ab levels prior to vaccination. Vaccinated
AYOS7ARC pts receiving AZT develop "protective" levels at 30 days, whereas,
those notprecetving AZT do not. Patients with waning of aggregate Ab levels
-at 8 mos have poor short term survival.

M.B.P.39 EMPIRIC ANTIBIOTHERAPY OF FEBRILE EPISODES IN HIV CARRIERS

Michael Finaud*, J. Rossif J.C. Mayordome*and P. Casanova,
Inf SEILLE FRANCE.

Objective : to t ce Antibiotherapy in HIV1 infec-

ted to cure bacterial intectious of febrile episodes before an opportunistic

infection is documented.
Methods : in a serial of 40 febrile episodes {temperature 38°5 more of
48 Fours) whitout any clinical sign of opportunistic infectionana before

bacteriological results is obtained we test 2 arms of therapy in a randomi-

ed stu Arm A : PEFLOXAXIN 400 mg IV/12h plus TOBRAMYCIN 3,5 mg/kg/12h
Iv. Arm B: CEFALOTIN 1g/IV/12 h plus|TOBRAMYCIN 3,5mg/kg/12h. If

studyis stopped. All patients were

 

n 28 cases fev

in

n .ppyrexia.Failure was observed in @ ci

ortunistic infection was documentedseveraldaveeter

the: rved between arm

Conclusion : an emp. antibioticcombination therapy. seens to be effective

HI riers ; in most of our documented bac
inationas PEFLOXAXINE or CEFALOTIN Plus

o and le is empiric strategy can pre-

vent the dissemination of co-infection with bacterial stains frequently

isolated in immunocomprimised hosts especially in intra veinous drug addicts

{32/40 in thie serial).

M.B. P.41 APPORT DE LA TOMODENSITOMETRIE AU piagNoaTIC DES
COMPLICATIONS PULMONOIRES DU SIDA DE L’ ADULTE

Trotot P.M Bandez-Tronca C.%, Marichez M.%8, Levillain R.%

#institut Basteurs gkHépital Saintedoseph, Paris, France.
 

  

Objectifas évaluer l'sppor de la Tomodensitométriea (TDM) au
siagrontis précaceat au Suivi des atteintes pulmonaires au cours

SIDA de l’adulte
Net oder ine des dossiers des 300 derniers patients
hospitalisés. armi cau: présentaient des complications

pulmonaires, détermination de l’apport de 1 a
Résultat: dans les atteintes en foyer la TOM n'est ls plus

souvi d’aucun apport eupplémentaire par rapport au simple
cliché pulmonaire.

ontre d teintes diffuses elle t Stre
déterminante en reconnaissant l'infiltrat alvéclaire sec e la
pneumecyst on ut éven: # ji’emphysène
centro-lob arfois compre j@ pneumothorax, l’alvéolite
ondèmateuse aii #, la miliaire tuberculeuss interstitielie,

ou s nodules disséminés du sarcome de kap
ong Lusi oi : le actére ateameteyanta“précision anatomique

la TDM millimétrique sans nesito font, vant le la:case
aivéoclaire, ou si D Ponsibles un élément
essentiel du diagnostic et du suivi thérapeutique.
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M B.P.38 Growth of ee RO mecsen from Skin
— lesions and blood in two HIV

Ma P. Nord J. and Oliver J. St.poetacene®3 “Hospital & Med
Ctr of New York, U.S.A.
 

We report 2 patients who presented with fever and disseminated
pustular and nodular skin lesions "anon biopsy revealedepithe1ioid
angiomatosis. One patient also had lym h biopsies showed

he War and electro:

Histopathologically, the lesions presented a pattern whic!
that of a pyogenic granuloma nastomosing vessels and an acute
inflammatory infiltrate. On occasion, a dermal vascular component was

lo evidence of Kaposi's sarcoma was noted.
th pal fielded gram ee

pleomorphic bacilli in biphasic Brain Heart Infusion medium grown at
300C in 2 week:

vial shoved8anegative reading after 4 months. Er: thronyeintherapy led
ri t inon patient and clearing of all lesions i

the secondpapatient!
We recomend ©hat the microbiological work-up of HIV positive patients|

seminated skin lesions should include special smears and cultur
for the“CSD bacillus.

M.B.P.40 COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CLINICAL yen PATHOLOGICAL

DIAGNOSIS IN 35 PATIENTS WITH AIDS.
Del Bianco,R.;Sullemmann,J. j;Araujo,M.F.;Prado,P.;

Carnaüba,D.: Mecelis,R.Robes et al,
Hospital Emilio Ribas
Centro de Referéncia e Treinamento-Aids,Sao Paulo,Brazil,

Objective.Analysis of the clinical and laboratory diagnosis com-
paring to the pathological findings.
Methods.35 patients were studied:25(71,4%)homosexual men, 4 .bi-
sexual, lhaemophiliac,1 heterosexual,2 drug addicts,1 recipient
 

° i FE a o ay a ce oc a “ 3 ° a » ct He < & 5 o et C1

£ anence of these patients in the
ays.Many cpportunistics infetion were recog

1 in 12 4,2%),P.Carinii
in 9(25,7%),T. vondid in 4(11,4%), Herpes simplex in 3(8,5%) and

exams the M.Tubercu-

n foun n these patients, deter

mined by clinical laboratory and pathological findings.
 

M.B.P.42 EVOLUTION OF LUNG HIV-SPECIFIC CTL ACTIVITY AND CLINICAL
ee GUILLON JM*, JOLY P*,AUTRAN B*,PLATA Fy, DEBRE py
MAYAUD C' et al. “Lab. Immuno., Hop. Piitié-salpétrière

“Lab. Immunc. Biol. Rétrovirus,I. Pasteur and ‘Dpt. Pneumo., Hôp. Tenon,"paris

FRANCE

 

E : We previously described lung HIV-specific class-Iorestricted cmb

essentially in patients at early stages cf HIV disease. In this study,1) w
prospectively evaluate the level of anti-HIV CTL activity during.the course

of disease;2 we analyse both its consequences on lung function and its

crrose relevai
HODS : A cohort. of 41 Hivepositive patients was evaluated with long-term

Fellowup studies for 17 of specific cytolytic function of lung
ell lines expre-

ously evaluated.

À ted in e:
tudied patients, we observed progressive decline in CTL activ:
clinical status deteriorated.In another hand, in those patients with signifi
cant CTL activi some respiratory disorders could be fined ine:thaneminor

respiratory symptoms, interstitial pneumonit a ties of Basex-

ges provemen lung function was paradoxicatiy observe
patients several mo: the ons opportunistic lung infection +

of ctivity

CONCLUSIONS :Our data stongly msna protective role for HiV-specific CTL
although they can be deleterious to the function of the lung:
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M B P. 43 THE VALUE OF GALLIUM-67 SCAN IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF

—_ L' TOMATIC HIVOINFECTED|PATIENTS
Pedzamczer, Daniel; Ricart, I.; Bolao,F.; n,D.

V.; Gudiol,F., Hospital de Bellvitge, University of Barcelone,Bareclone,gpei.

Objective. To study the utility of chest gallium-67 citrate scan (GCS) in the

differential diagnosis of enlarged lymph nodes in HIV-infected pts with cons-

Hituetona? symptoms

and methods. incteen HIV-positive pts gs drug addicts and 4 homo

with fever and/or weight loss and localized or generalized lympha-

denopathy were evaluated vehonegt GCS. A positive GCS was considered when

an increased focal uptake in and/or suppaciayiculsr nodal

areas was observed. Subsequently, @ ymph node biopsy was don all p

Results. In 9 pts GCS disclosed an increased uptake in one or more nodal

them had follicular yyperpeasa
osis (7

pi a
negative ecs. Biopsies showed follicular hyperplasia in 9 and Kapost 'e sarco-

a in the remainder.
Conclusion. This prstininary study suggests that in HIV-infected pts with

ms and lymphadenopathy, a negative GCS probably repre-

sents follicular hyperplasia.In this setting, a surgical approach may be

voided un. Kay
ingly

 
a

i's sarcoma is suspected. Conversely, a positive GCS

suggests a mycobacterial infection.

M B P.45 SERONEGATIVE DISSEMINATED COCCIDIOIDOMYCOSIS IN PATIENTS

ure vi NIV INFECT
Anteniskis Diane, ae rick WU, Akil S, Lersen RA, Leedom JM.

Loa quete County: university of Southarn California Mediesl Center, Los

Angeles, Caiffornis

Dbiective: Serologic testing for compliment fixing (CF> antibodies, to

tp commonly employed to assist fn thse diagnoa!s and

sent of patients infected with this . CF response| in patients

with concurrent nfection and disease dueto disseminated C, inmitis

order te determine antibody response.

ed

   

with negetive CF

 

d €. immitis fn
for risk factors associated with HIV infection or

of WIV infsctio

= Claseninsted GC. immitis wiv nfection wera fou 4

Patients: 8 hod CF antibody titers pertorae d. CF entibodies wereDRE

for serologic evidence

 

re is concurrent H1v

n the most reliable method for

25

infection, Histopathology end culture ¢

the disgnosis of diaseminated cocciéloidomycosis.

M B P. 47 SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF ACYCLOVIR-RESISTANT HERPES SIMPLEX VIRUS I1 WITH

FOSCARNET IN A PERSON WITH AIS

* heatRenslow; * wee.; * Blair,S.; * Kathpalia, $.; **

R.; *** Edgar Hi11, et.al.
tion of Ratrovirolegy, Division of infectious Disease, Cook County Hospftel; ®* Division of

ve Department of Laboratories, Hektoon Institute. te Burroughs-Wellcose, Co. » Chicago, IL, U.S.A.

Objective. Investigation offoscarnet as an alternate treatment of acyclovir-resistant herpes
pteus IL infection in Al

Methods. À 26 y.o. black one with HIV positivity for 2 months and 239 Té cells presented with AIDS
and severe wi No=vaginenal, perineal, and perirectel HSV II infection in November, 1998. The lesions

ded from re was na response to intravenous
scyclovir 10 ag/kg TED and nafcillin for 14 days. Te addition of zidovudine produced » additional
benefit. A trial of ARA~A alone was discontinued after days due to savera Jeukopenia

it 20 ag/kg/s1 were end, with serum lets of a ugr/1throal fa. AIT and air at
(peak) and 22 ww {erough), 38 observed. HSV sensitivities to 3 s-
acyclovir, ARA-A raat Prin by automated colorinetric analysis areshown fn tabla I:

LET 10-50 ug/al
ovi = Foscarnat

Patient nt 1.9 #;

Controls 12.1

Foscarnet was begun at 30ng/kg : ti the serum creatinine was 2 a
Results: Syaptoms improved fanediataly, and there complete us 3 weeks. No renal or
aitu aetabol tannee wereterved. sient is murrentlyerable an ArT.
Conc’ oscarnet is an effective alternate thar for thymidine-kinase (TK) deficiant or
faltered acyclovir-resistant Herpes Simplex viru persons with AIDS. Early agnosis by
culture and sensitivity is nt, Further nie! trials of foscarnet are warn

 

 

M B P 44 [YReHADENORATHY AND HUMAN TRMUNODEFTCIENCY viRUS CHIV) sNFECTION IN Sko PAULO,

Lecereydpa” | Nastsnento, N.F.A.*%) Batista, L.*; Albano, 4.*.
Ospital Es: ‘ban, Sao Paulo, BF, Brarii.

pre te sue the lymph node histopsthologic changes in patients with HIV infection, ané
Larzane clinical and epidemiological characteristics of these patients in S40 Paulo.

Hethods: Tae study group included al: 72 patients with NIV infection iprev logics) ane
Clinices date) in who 1 * noës Bio to:onesat ourhopitalbeebe:seen 1985 and aid 1996.

ordez to group the patients. Within
s for HIV infection and

  

  

 

Epidersologacal and histological finda
och group we deterninec the frequency

erobiologicai and clinical diagnosis.

 

Baaylts: Sixty patients vere mals ne Most important visk factors for HIV infaction vere male
Ringineearecontact i140Fatesper venous drug abuse (20 petients}. The histopathologic

0.

  

Pe mi

Mycobacterial infection 34 46,5 ** In one case the Giagnosis was
Follicular hyperp: 2 pe Raposi @arcoma and Lymphona
Myco: . .
Rp*seroomase 3 8,7
Late atrophy 3 fl

 
&. tubercuioate was identified in 24 (70,54) o£ 34 cases of mycobacterial infection. Within the
mt eresoffottsoular, pyperplesis. 2» oie,i,4%) were clasaified ‘lapte 3 (DC

S1£ roup d.ané 2 (9,54) in

naeth dysphor Mineeat pattern of étaispes vers
Biotrorsaroup 4.

Fungi infections were rate by Btavor
12 ça and Faracaezidioider Er

‘Tre comaonent hintopatnologic fanding among
hi fete hyperplasisseprenented ins

  

 

   
  

  

  

sur (4 easan), Cryproscoous
(à case).

uals vas mycobactersal infection | (37,50),
of intravenous drug abusers cas

ri lymph node infection in patients with RIV infe:
Teas is of sr sorection. follicular hyperplasia is
ations must 0 compare lyeph node histopathojogic

nous ézug useo

   

   

  

=oR peal *PersanSasah
graguent in AIDS too.
fandings azong honosexvals8

M B P 46 COCCIDIOIDOMYCOS!S AMONG PATIENTS INFECTED WITH HIV. A

us PROSPECT IVE EP eMOLOGc een

» Noli M; Dols 3 Gal » JN.

Tucson Veterans Adniniatration Nostcalbento,“On iversity of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona, U.S.A.

“Objective. To prospectively foltow HIV-infected individuals for the

deve lopment of coccidloidomycosis In an srea endemic for Coccidioldes 
order to determine risk factors associated with acquisition of

ahs fungal Infection
Methode. Patients Infected with HIV and living In Tucson, Az hav
followed since May 1988. Clinical evaluation and iaboratory tests, including

ymphocyte transformation

 

eo far evaluated either
ce of prior infect

Goncluslen. These preliminary data from a prospective study indicate that
sents a ee ppretion among HIV-infected

individuels living In an area endem ‘or C. immitis. Further study wini
required to determine whether eur“estate idomycosis in th

due principaily to reactivation or acute aquisition of Infection.

 
 

M B P 48 FOSCARNET TREATMENT OF ACYCLOVIR (A

us RESISTANT HERPES SIMPLEX VIRUS (HSV) INFECTION IN
AIDS,

Safrin’, T. Assaykeen””, S. Foilansbee”, J. Mi
San Francisco General Hospital, Universityof Califernia ;; “Institute for HIV
Research, Davies Medical Center, CA ; and “Astra Clinical Research Associates,

Hopkinton, MA, U.S.A.

Qbicctive: To assess the efficacy of intravenous Foscarnet for treatment of acyclovir-
resistant mucocutaneous HSV in patients with AIDS.

; Data was obiined prospectively and retrospectively from the charts of 26
patientsgwenthe US. ract for ACV-resistant HSV.

 

treated. Eight patients have received tenance thera:
raet is annoffective and relatively nontoxic agentforortherapy of

acyclovirresistant HSV in AIDS patients. Based on the limited experience in this series
of p: vidar:abineiisas effectiive thanfoscarnetin treating ACV~“resisistant
infottion, Recurr antiviral
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SUCCESSFUL THERAPY OF PROGRESSIVE ACYCLOVIR-RESISTANT ORO-
CIAL HERPES SIMPLEX WITH INTRAVENOUS FOSCARNET IN AN AIDSM.B.P.49

Sal], Richard Kauffman CL, and Levy CS.
Was ington Hospital Center and George|Washington University Medical Center,
Washington, D.C., A.

Objective. To demie the clinical efficacy of intermittently administered
intravenous foscarnet in reatment of progressive acyclovir-resistant
herpes simplex virus infection.
Method. year-old homosexual white male with a history of AIDS post
Pneumocystis pneumonia developed a type 2 herpetic lesion on his left upper

e esion resolved initially with oral acyclovi
months later and progressed hoeinvolve the majority of the patient's face
despite multiple courses of o and yatravenous acyclovir. Antivira
susceptibilities were obtainedfor this i

sults. Using a VERO tissue culture and plaque rereduction assay, the viru:
was shown to be resistant to acycclovir in-vitro, but susceptible to vidarabine

 

and foscarnet. De wo We! intravenous vidarabine the lesion faile
to respond.. Therapy was changed to intravenous foscarnet (40 mg/kg every eight
hours). After re course of trea he lesion had ci -
epithelialized except for a residual peripheral cru
curred once foscarnet was discontinued and herpes simplex was again
Conclusion. Intri jous foscarnet has efficacymin the treatment of clinically
significant acyclovir-resistantt herpes simplex infection, but chronic
suppressive therapy may be required.

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF SEVERE, ACYCLOVIR-RESISTANT verminSIMPLEX VIRUS

TYPE 2 PROCTITIS IN TWO PATIENTS WITH AIDS: USE OF

INFUSION ACYCLOVIR.

Engel, 5 Englund, J.%; and Fletcher,
*East Carolina University School of Medicine, Greanritie, North Carolina, USA; *Baylor voile

of Medicina, Houston, Texas, USA; University of Minnesota College of Pharuscy, Minneapolis.

Minnesota, USA.

M.B.P.51

To report on the efficacy and safety of continuous infusion acyclovir (ACV) for the

treatment. of severa, ulcerative proctitis caused by ACV-resistant herpes simplex virus (HSV)

cotton tipped swabs, inoculated onto tissue culture,

and obmerved for cytopathic effect cypical for HSV. HSV isolates vere typed with rase

endorucleas: ion. ACV plasma levels were measured by RIA. HSV sensitivities

de: quantitating viral DNA with an HSV specifivadioiabeled

in an outpatient setting with veakly visits and ACV and creatinine

Conclusions. imnous infusion ACV was efficacious and safe in treating severe HSV-induced

proctitis in two patients with AIDS despite the development of high level resistance to ACV, and

previous failure with ACV administered in divideddoses.

M B P. 53 HIV, HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS, AND CERVICAL DYSPLASIA IN NAIROBI
—_ PROSTITUTES

reiss, Joan*; Kiviat,N.*; Plunmer,F.*X#: Ngugi,E.#*#;
Waiyaki,P.+; Holmes *University of Washington, Seattle, WA; ‘*euniversity Mani

innipeg, MB, Canada; RSet Nairobi; «Kenya Medical Research Institute, Nairobi, Kenya.

To determine whether HIV infection in wome: associated with an increased
frequency of apilloma virus (HPV) infection or cervical dysplasia, we
studied 145 Nairobi prostivute Cervical samples were obtained for cytology
and HPV detection by & filter “nybrddisscton (Virapap).
Results. The mean age of the study pupa was 31 years. The average nun-

of sex partners per week 9% 0
afhom 76% had generalized 1ymphadenopathy: none had overt AIDS.
(24%) of 136 women had cervical HPV infection, including 27%

‘iv v

 

ZX of HI types were 16/18, (442)
were 31/33/35, and 13 (41Z) were other. No asi 2 noted between HPV
nfection age, number of sex partners, use of 5; cid ormona

gonersception, or 1 nopathy. Of 125 cervical € tologic examinations,
2 (2%) showed cervical intraepithelial neoplasia cin), 15 (12%) showed
atypia, and 108 (86%) were normal. Only (4%) of the women with HPV had

clu:sion. Prostitutes in Nairobi have a high prevalence of HPV infection

but no association between HIV and HPV was observed. Cervical dysplasia was
present in o: f women. Prospective evaluation of this cohort will help
to determineuhecher the natural histo HPV infection and the risk 0
HPV-assoctated cervical dysplasia is affected by concurrent HIV infection.
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M.B.P.50 ULCERATIVE HERPES STHPLEX (OHS) ia ADs PATIENTS.

Cari ini,M. ;Muratori,S

an Ee
lst Clinic of Dermatology, University of Milan,Milan, Italy.

Objective. To define the diagnostic procedures, to evaluate the response to

therapy and to assess the course and final outcome of 9 HIV positive patients

with UHS of the anogenital area.

anck's smears,histology,electron microscopy, cultures and imm

ed

rences,other AIDS manifestations and immunological parameter: to mon:

Resu At enrolment, Tzanck's smears were found positive in 8 patients ,HSV

type mT and concurrent

herpetic episodes were ACV sensitive il

vitro resistant HSV type 2 strain was isolated in one patient. This patient

was successfully treated by Foscarnet. ing the follow up, 7 patien

developed other major AIDS manifestations and 3 pation’ died,

Conclusion. Several methods ar to diagn HS. ACV therapy is

usually effectivene surviavai tinetepatients with UHS seems longer than

that of patients with other major opportunistic infections.

ACICLOVIR THERAPY OF ACUTE RETINAL NECROSIS
SYNDROME (ARN) IN AIDS PATIENTS

M.B.P.52
Eva-Maria Fabricius

Augenklinik des Krankenhauses Herlaching, Munich, FRG,

Objective, To prove whether Aciclovir long term therapy is
necessary to revent relapses of Acute Retinal Necrosis
Syndrome (ARN) caused by Herpes simplex Virus (HSV
Varicella Zoster“Viras (VZV) opportunistic ocularinfection.
Methods. Retrospective report on 4 patients with ARN. 3 had got
ciclovir therapy for extraocular herpetic infections over

limited period before, one eived lovir init fo
treatmen ad HSV encephalitis (1500 mg/d intravenously),
followed by long term therapy (800 mg/d per os) over a 7 mont
follow up period.
Results, In the 3 cases with extraocular diseases ARN occurred
several weeks after suspension of Aciclovir therapy causing
rapid visual damage. In one case initial Aciclovir therapy
provided resolving of ARN and cerebral symptoms, maintenance
therapy has prrevented relapses for 7 months.
Conclusion, ARN should be an indication for long term therapy
with Aciclovir toevent blinäness in AIDS patients.

M B P 54 PREVALENCEAND RISK FACTORSFOR HIV-1 INFECTION
IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE PELVIC INFLAMMATORY
DISEAASE(

SharonSafrin, BJ D: LB Hauer, W Crombleholme, RL Sweet, et al:
University of California,SanFranECC, SF General Hospital, USA.

Objective: To examine temporal trends and risk factors for HIV-1 seropositivity in a
opulation of women admitted with the diagnosis of acute

Methods: This is an extension fro
women admitted to nty hospital with acute PID. Sere fom theyyears 1985.

y tested for antibody to HIV-1; demographic data and 15 separate
tisk factors were extract by blinded chart review. In January 1989, we initiated a
rospective studyutilizing anonymous sero}prevalence testing for HIV-1 and coded risk
lactor questionnaires; we will report on this data

an urban cou

Results: eeeaaapHIVseropmsitive/a# igstedSIVserapositve
1985 0/16 0
1986 2/103 19
1987 Bed 42
1988

Of the riskKfactors, intravenous drug use correlated significantly with|HIV.1 seropositivity
(OR = 23.2, 95% CI = 50:106.9). Amongotherrisk factors, used, number

us history of aveyatransmitted eases di got correlate.
%5%Cl = - 6.4%) in

3 61% during this
time period. Thisis contrasted witha seroprevalence of0.Sn:in1148 obstetric patientsat
San Francisco General Hospital; risk factor analysis will attempt to discern differential
tisk factors iin these populations,
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M B P 55 DIAGNOSTIC ET TRAITEMENT DES LESIONS CERVICO- M B P 56 Human immunodeficiency virus and Human papilloma virus in the

oe VAGINALES ET VULVAIRES A PAPILLOMAVIRUS CHEZ ume cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) indevelopment of
LES FEMMES SERO-POSITIVES POUR LE VIRUS VIH,

Caubel, Patrick ; Foulques, H.; Blondon, J.; Lefranc, J.P.

Hopital de la Salpé@triere, Paris, France.

Obiectif. Dégager, à partir de l’oabservation de 29 patientes

aes moyen = 27,4 ans) séro-“positives pour le virus VIH (75,9
de contamination par intra ’ les

Principaux épidémio! ti et
pronostiques des jésions cervico-vaginales et vulvaires dues à

une infection à papillomavirus (HPV).
Méthodes. Les lésions dépistées par l'examen
cytologique et confirmées hiatologiquesent
détruites par vaporisation au laser CO:.
Résultats. 58,6 % des frottis cervico-vaginaux révélaient une
infection & HPV, st chez 6 patientes l'histologie cervicale a

retrouvé des anomalies allant de la dyaplasie légère (2 cas)

Ou modérée (3 Cas) au carcinome invasif (1 cas), 38 % des
patientes présentaient des lésions vulvaires à HPV associées.
Après destruction au laser (13 patientes) le taux de récidives

est de 23 % (recul moyen de 11,2 mois).
La fréquence élevée des

papillomavirus chez les patientes frroctees
nécessaire leur dépistage

d'assurer leur éradication avant ou au début de leur évolution
vers la dysplasie.

colposcopique ou

forent ensuite

lésions génitales à

par le VIH rend
 

HIV INFECTION IN AN URBAN SEXUALLY
(STD) CLINIC

Chirowin,Keith; Dillon,S; DeHovitz,J: Landesman,SH;
MoCormack,W. SUNY Health Science Center at Brooklyn, New York.

Objective: To investigate the association of genital ulcers (GU) and HIV
infection in persons attending an clinic in Brooklyn.
Methods: Beginning 10/88, our STD clinic pts were routinely offered HIV

. were i at the o:

M.B.P.57 Sumi (a no

were vel:

Results: 16/73(22%) of STD clinic pts tested were HIV+. GU were present
8/26 (50%) HIV+ comparedwith2/557(238) HIV~pts (OR=3.75, p<-03).
This trend tted HIV risk factors (IVIU,
homosexual, somnel pernervith AIbb)Cort eicaadesl (OR=5.6, p<.02). 7/8
HI+ pts with GD ware wmen and 5/7 of these waren had no admitted HIV r:

3 herpes simplex,
were definitively. nly one HIV+ pt

scnittedahistory of Previous GU. 5/16 (31%) HIV+ pts had >1 concurrent
at compared with 7/57|(228) HTpts (iS)

3 We have noted an increas disease in our STD
clinic during the last 2 years. These GU may be
with HIV . AS pts seropositive at presentation, it

or was

M.B.P.59 Fresneda, A; Babin, F; Lazaro, A. and Abad S.
C.P.S. Centro. Madrid Council Madrid, Spain

Objective: We have previously described a high incidence of genital infections
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) and in situ carcinoma of the vix
in HIV infected women. The aim of this paper is to compare the ineidence|of
genital infection and CIN in three different groups, to clarify the relation-
ship between HIV infection andpared

Methods: Three groups re ared: Group I, HIV infected women (IVDU and
women infected by heterosexual*pransnission); Group II,

CERVICAL INTRAEPITHELIAL ess IN HIV INFECTED WOMEN

Sojo,Diana

In cases of abnormal smear or colposcopy, cervical biopsy was don:
Results: Five out of ten women in group I, one out of ten women inn group Il
and two of 23 women in group III were found to have a CIN

I HIV cs) II CONTROL (N = 10) Tit PROSTITUTES (N=23)
5 1 2
  

CIN

Normal findings 5 9 21

Conclusions: No statistical differences X 2. 2.14 p 0.5) could be demons-
trated between the HIV infected group and the control gsoup Signifi t

1 and group III were found (X = 4.85 P 0.05).

and controls are now being enrolled, to clarify the lack” of
differences in these groups

past intravenous drug abusers (PIVDA)women.

Maria Luisa Muggiasca,E.Coati*,L.Ravasi,D. Imperiale ,A.Agarossi ,M.Conti

VII and IV* tt of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of Milan,Italy

Objective To investigate a possible association between HIV and HPV
infections in the development of CIN.

Methods 209 PIVDA (101 HIV pos,mean age 25.2 yrs,S.D.23.9;108 HIV-,mean

Age 25.8 yrs. ,S.D.£4.6)women,residenting in a rehabilitation community where

investigated by cervical citology,colposcopy and ically directed

biopsy.Statistical significance was evaluated by chi square analysis and

Fischer’s exact test

Results CIN was found in 18 HIV pos (17.8%), and in 7 HIV neg(6.5%4).

CIN + HPV (Pap smear + histological examination) were found in 13 HIV pos.

(12.9%) and in 4 HIV neg (3.7%).
HPV (Pap smear + histological examination) was found in 25 HIV pos(24.7%)and
in 7 HIV neg (6.5%).

CIN is more frequently observed in HIV pos than HIV- women (P<.05) and control

group (1534 university students ,CIN 1.WP <. 0001). Association between HPV

and CIN is significantly greater in HIV: pos.(P<. 05). Citological and

histological evidence of HPV infection are more frequent in HIV pos (P <.01).

B
e
e

THE RISK OF PROGRESSION OF CERVICAL DYSPLASIA IN WOMEN WITH HIVM.B.P.58

BradbeerC S, Heyderman E.
St. Thomas' Hospital, London, UK.

Objective assess the prevalence and the risk of progression

of cervical dyeplasia (CIN) in women with HIV.

Methods. Ten unselected women with HIV were prospectively investigated

forCIN over a mean of 26 months (range 50-6).

Results. Seven have shown evidence ofprogression or development

of CIN over the study period, no taneous regression was noted.
Of the five who required ablative therapy, three developed recurrence

of CIN after treatment. A incidence of infection with the

genital wart virus was also noted. Results for a larger number

of subjects will be presented.

Conclusion. These results have implications for the provision

of colposcopic services treatment facilities as part of the

management of HIV in women.

M. B, P.60 HIGH RATES OF CERVICAL DYSPLASIAS, CERVICAL INTRA-
EPITHELIAL NEOPLASIAS (CIN) AND HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS
INFECTIONIN HIV INFECTED FEMALE PATIENTS

K.F. Hiller, R. Lutz, S. Baur, M. Stauber, University of Munich, 1. Women's Hospital,
Munich, Federal Republic of Germany.

 

Qbiective. To show the important role HIV infection plays in the development of
dysplasias of the cervix uteri, cervical intraepithelial neoplasias (CIN), and the close
Fernieparttogn rates of human papilloma virus infections observed in HIV-infected
emale
Methods,38“female patients were examined in regard to their immunologic Splpescop

Lymphocyte stimulation tests were performed, cytology of the cervix uteri,
human papilloma virus DNA-hybridization by Southern Blot and Viratype resting(GIBCO
Ltd.) and "open reading frame" protein detection tests were performed. In so
histological! evaluations of CINs are available.

Results. More than 15% of female patients in an age group of 20-30 yrs. show

cytological signs of cervical dysplasia, approx. 8% show cervical intraepithelial

neoplasias (CIN). In more than one-third 0:

the presence of human papilloma virus infection. Percentages are even higher in

patientsduring pregnancy (approx. 25% of patients with dysplasia). First results of
“open reading frame" protein testing will be presented.
Conclusion. The synergism of HIV infection, subsequent immunosuppression and human

papilloma virus infection lead to high rates of dysplasias and cervical intraepithelial
neoplasias particularly in pregnancy.
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 M.B.P.61 7x e Vins
SUBTWE : CORELATION MITH T4 LYNPHOCYTE NIGERS

Buisson M.*3on où | Cerise 0.*; Beldjord K.**; Andrieu J.M.##;

Seigneurin

yhee Centre raeniverittse,0Grenoble;

V Study Group, Hô)

Objective. EBV is associated with B cell lymphomas in Arinfected individuals.

It a well estaà fact that, in the generalns 2 subtypes

of EBV exist, reternedà Das BNA 2A EBNA 28. The aim of this study was to determine the pre-

valence of infection by the rarer bte, EBNA 2B, in HIV-positive wbjects, as well as the in-

tensity of theay response, according to the number of circulating T4 1: cytes

Met! 23 genewas transfected in Rat 1 epithelia) cells. Test sera were titrated by anti-

complementior scence on monolayers of mock-' ected Rat 1 celis (Rl), R1-EBNA 1, Rl-

BNA 2A, and R1-EBNA 23 transfected cells. A total of2 MTVseropositive caucasian Individuals

were studied, including 107 subjects with more than 600 T4 cells/hm” and 102 patients with less

 

 han 300.

Results. Data of prevalence and Geometric Mean Titers are summarized in the following table :

VCA EA EBNA Raji EBAA 1 EBNA 24 ÉBNA 28

> 600 Tà 100 65 3 a 62 83 prevalence

533 al 67 7 26 5

<300 T4 100 71 x 2 74 x prevalence

ton GMT26

inclus: .Our results suggest thet 1) Srvalence of, and responseze, EBNA 2B subtype of EBV

geas the number of T4 cells falls, as opposed to those with EBNA 1, and 2) dual infec-

tions with bath EBNA 2A and EBNA 28 subtypes might exist.

M.B.P.63 EFFECTS OF rhG-CSF SECONDARY INFECTIONS IN AIDS
Simura,Seroshis “Hohri, À.; Sugiyama, H.; Nakagawa, A.;

. et al.

The Institute of MedicalScience, The University ef Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

Objective. The effects of recombinant human granulocyte-colony stiaulating
factor (r on secondary infec!tions i AIDS Patients were evaluated.
Patients and Hethods. Four consecutive AIDS pati (hemophiliacs)iwith
Various infections end leukocytopenia were treated sith intravenous r!
Patients‘ profiles me summarized in Table 1. The rhG-CSF was dates5
KIRIN|Brewery Co., Li (Tokyo, Japan). Results. In case 1, 2, and 4, the

s of WBC viersoned three to seven ‘olds, and current infections were
controlled y the administration of mg/n’ rhG-CSF. In case 3, however,
rhG-CSF (0.1 ~ 0.2 mg/m?) showed only : veeeffect. This may be due to
nee administration of acyclov: A. No adverse effect was
observed in of these patients. The.sabre"of CD4* cells and the levels
of p24 antigen did not change during the course of thereatment.

Ae 1. Background of Patients àinaThis
se Age Sex cator disease ogens

 entngit15 reearreae C. neo!
2 NM PC pneunonia ptisesia St. epider.ÀKlebsiella
3 41 M Candida esophagitis i,"geo. infec. VA,
4 2— ia vstaureus

patients in the treatment
aFBacbacterialcod angl infections unless‘othersents.suppressing ¢the bone

t used simultaneously with it

M B P. 65 INCREASE OF FACTOR VIII ACTIVITY IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS.

Gafà, Sergio*; Rivasi,P.**; Artioli, A.*#**; Ve!zzani ,F.*and

Tuzza,A.*.

Arcispedale S. Maria Nuova, *Divisione Malattie Infettive; **Servizio di
Immunoematologia; ***Laboratorio Chimico-clinico, Reggio-Emilia, Italy.

Spiective. To demonstrate an abnormal coagulation profile associated with

Methods. We have evaluated haemostatic function in 20 patients with HIV-infec-

were carried out, using plasma from General Diagnostic, a pooi plasma from 20

nn ui as contr
‘Results. These results show not significant difference in APIT, Fibrinogen, Factor VII and X ao-

“Sivity, Dowever there is an ere in FaceVIE ect

HIV infected patients a oe i de Lt
‘Controls

 

265485, 3249 #15 105420

Conclusion. rece prelininets Ces stuild beagparted wie Ather inwcrkigation to termine

“be if the chenging in Factor VIII activity is related to a FVIII modification and thisentigen

«situation is en epiphenomens to en acute serologie responce or it is amsociated with an hyper-

-coagulabi

232

M.B P. 62 ASSOCIATION OF EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS IN EPITHELIOID ANGIOMATOSIS

OF AIDS PATIENTS
JeannetteGuarner*; Unger E.R.*

*Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia.

Objective. Epithelioid h vascular recently

described in AIDS patients, have been associated with bacillifiner to

those foundin cat-seratch disease. senceorner vascular lesions present in

AIDS patients, in particular Kaposi's have been associated with

CMV, weinvestigated the possibility ofviral assoctations with epithelioid
angioma
Method. “Te-sity hybridization was performed on formalin fixed, Penhore
bedded tissue from 2 cases using cloned biotinylated probes for CMV, her
simplex Can), HIV and ERY

sults. None of the 2 patients had evidence of opportunistic infection at
the time the biopsy was obtained and th dons regressed Spontaneously.

Hybridizations with CMV, ESV and HIV werescies those for EBV were posi-

tive in both lesions. Hybridization signal for EBV was present in the

 

 

pre
nuclei of endothelial cells and in occasional histiocytes. Bacilli were

. he lesions by ver stain.

Conclusions. This is the first report of EBV associated with this entity and

the first time that EBV viral genome has been seen in endothelial ceils.
Our data suggest that EBV may be involved in thepathogenesis of these

lesions but further studies are necess

M.B.P.64 PREVALENCE AND CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF COOMB'S

TEST AND COLD AGGLUTININS IN AIDS-PATIEYTS

Bogner JR, Gathof B*, Heinrich B, Matuschke A, Backer U,
Goebel F-D: Universität München, FRG. Med Poliklinik,
* Transfusion Service of the Red Cross, München

OBJECTIVE: To determine the prevalence and pathogenetic/ dia-
gnostic relevance of positive direct antiglobulin tests (DAT)
in AIDS patients (PTS
METHOD: 34 (23%) out of 145 consecutive AIDS PTS (CDC criteria)
attending our clinic presented with anemia requiring transfu-
sion. Antibody screening was performed including C3,C3d,Cé, an-

tiI/JK/Le”, IgG and cold agglutinins (CA). rospectively dia-
gnoses, _henatologic parameters and therapy Were
RESULT: 47% (38734) showed a positive agglutination in at
least one test. d, and IgG ocurred most frequently

show lypergi
81% sie).nn 2 out of 16 DAT+ PTS showed hemolysis. 63%
(10/16) DAT+ had proven mycobacteriosis (8 atypical) in
conmeresfoenenae 17% (3/18) of the DAT- PTS (p<0.01). Other

noses and thera of the DAT+/- PTS showed no significant

ON. : Auto:
AIDS has been|discussed in the literature. Our results show
correlation mycobacteriosis with DAT suggesting rather ane
fectious Chen autoimmune pathogenesis.

M.B P.66 Palea SALMONELLA INFECTIONS IN AIDS PATIENTS.
. K. S. Rodriguez, and P. Mansell. The University

oF Tee ae D. Anderson Canoer Center, Houston, Texas. USA.

Objective- To evaluate the efficacy and toxicity of newer age
ceftriaxone (CTX) and ciprofloxacin (CPF) compared to ampicillin CRD)“and
trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (TMP/SMX) tor‘Salmonella infections.

hods = Ten AIDS patients wer severe Salmonella gastroenteritis were
Treated with standard or newer agents. Patients itored
response, toxicity and recurrence (minimum follow up = 6no
pute ea 5 patients treated with AMP or TMP/SMX responded initially

apsed ~ one with bacteremia, Two responded to a 5 day course
of I.ve cn (no relapse). One received only 2 doses of CTX before therapy

later.was stopped for kin rash. He responded but relapsed 1 mon ter
mo cacrents responded to oral CPF. CTX & CPF were well tolerated.
at # of Pts. Outcome Follow”=

sin 2 response relap
3 response relapse(oacterenta-t pt.)

sartrtexone 3 response relaepse
eLprofloxa 2
Conclusion - Aggressive therapy or Salmonella7°gastroenteritis in AIDS
patients may prevent bacteremia and dissemination. ents such as CTX and
CPF may be superior to, less toxic, and have fewer resistant Salmonella
isolates than standard drugs. These agents have high ary
eoncentration and may eliminate|fhe chronie carrier state. Oral agents
CPF) may also increase complia They need wider clinical evaluation

to establish efficacy and optimal“Tength of therapy.
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M.B.P.67 DA A8 HI LIFEET
Dcaña L.,0e Luis A, Paes A. (8), Pahissa A.y Serra Es
Departacnts of Internal Medicine

Barcetona, Barcelona,"Spain.

fartine:-Vazquez J

and Microbiology (#). Hospital Valle ie Hebrén. Autonomous University of

OBJECTIVES: te establish the incidence, causative aicroorganisms and clinical course of salaonella bacterasia

fectionu the human immuncdeficiency virus (HIV+

HOGS: analysis of all SE episodes in HIV-positive pa:atients during a period of 3 years and 8

months (April, 1985 to der(PAU, Study sample with 145 patients mith AIDS and 200 HIV-positive Patients in

28 SB episodes in 21 patients, 15 ie thesie criteria aanae and

& with generalized persistent lyaphadenopathy. There sales and 5 fesalesand the 30 years

ith a range of 14 ts 84 jatients weretrames du àadéicts, 6 nosesewaly à titranstatet
and one had hemophilia. The incidence of SB in patients with AIDS

without AIDS 3%. The saleonella infection was coincidental vi
5 and previous in ee Six pat otal 0

all of thee SBR

nas 10.3% (25/145) and in AIY positive

ith the diagnosis of AIDS in & cases, posterior in

within an average of fou

fehrile episode

2 cases, endocarditis one case and
fever and a ateal abcess one case. A urable response with negative blood cultures mas observed in 6

episodes (92, and two patients et3 and 11 days after the diagnosis, of unrelated causes. Each case was

treated with active antimicrobials after in vitro susceptibility testi

CONCLUSIONS: of note: 1- The high incidence (10.3%) of SB in AIDS patients in our area, almost exclusively

an produced by Entriti dis organisms, as a reflection of the high prevalence of this aicroo:ris in our

urroundings. 2- A high response rate (93%) with conventional treateent and a relatively iower incidence of
recurrences (25%) compared with other series. 2- A close relationship between SB and diagnosis of ai LEA

M.B.P.69 CLINICAL PRESENTATION AND QUINOLONE (Q) THERAPY OF

IN, faraburut Ni, eus

edland, &.,

St. Francis Medical Center, Trenton, Newjersey USA.

Objective: To review thejfiinical features and efficacy of Q therapyin HIV+
pat. ents with salmonellos
Methods: We treated 17 ave prisoners (10 AIDS, 6 ARC,

26 episo ies of salmonella infections between 12/85 and 12/88. Sites of isola-
tion included blood (678)stool (20%), and urine| 137). Intravenous drug
abuse prevalence was r patients who su: or longer after

infection, Pcatmere was evaluatedaydividing patient episodes
into 2 groups. Group 1 (Gl) was treated with Q antibiotics (14) and Group 2

1 Sero-positive) with

G2 received oral amoxicillin or

1 and microbiologic follow-up was available in all patients.
Tnteresting shine features on presentation included pulse-temperature
dissociation 0%, reversible acute renal failure in 11.5%, and concurrent
opportunistic infections in 387 of episodes. Relapse rates were (14.37) in
sisnd aTin a,ro:004). One out of two failures in Gl was related to

compil. mean follow up period was 4.6 months in Gl and 3.0
in G2.

Conclusion: In HIV+ patients with salmonellosis, Quinolone therapy appears
more effective than conventional therapy in preventing relapses and
warrants further study.

M.B.P.71 BACTEREMIC PNEUMOCOCCAL DISEASE AS THE FIRST MANIFESTATION

oF HUMAN DMINODEFICTENCE VIRUS (HIV) INFECTION IN ADULTS

Jay Dobkin, Mandell, MD, N Sethi, MD. Dept. of

Medicine, Harlea Hospital, ile U. College of P+S, New York, NY, USA.

sease due to Streptococcus pneumoniae (SP) has been associated with

HIV-Infectedenildres and adults with symptomatic AIDS/ARC(A/A). We pre-

viously reported a steep rise in cases abacterenic
e 1980's tn patiente(pts) at risk (R) for HIV infec

From 10/1/87-5/15/88 we prospectively evaluated 103 consecttive episodes(EP)

of edult BSPD in 101 pts. Forty-eight of 92 pts(52%) tested were HIV+
6/48 (17%) had A/A. 74%(44/59) of pts with any HIV R were ll Contra
parenteral drug user(PDU) pts admitted for trauma/s ry were less likely
to be HIV+ than SPBD PDU pts [7/16(39%)vs(35/45(78%); p<.005}.

Clinical Features In 94 Episodes? of Bacteremlc joco Digease
Feature HIV Positive(n=50) HIV Negative (n=44)

Mortality 7/80 (14%) 11/44 (25%)

Meningitis 3/50 (8%) 4/44 (9%)

Normal CXR 5/50 (10%) 2/44 (4%)

Total WBC 13,072 15,850

mare: T4/T8 Ratio 260*; 621; 0.61* 804; 526; 1.89

11/18 (61% 23 (56%

tere HIV+ pta had 2 epe; CXR=cheat xrays T4,T8=lymphocyte subsete/cumm;

=<3am reaction.to 4 antigens; *= p<.001 va HIV Negative pts]

hive pts with and without A/A had very sisilar T4 counts and T4/8 ratios.

Conclusion: BSPD occure acre frequently in as ptewithout symptoms than tn

those with A/A. T cell studies suggest advanced inm ge in the non-A/A
pts. BSPD may be an ieportant first indication of HVinfection

and more thanone month following the diagnosis of AIDS for 8CO)cases.

M.B.P.68 SHIGELLA ENTERITIS AMONG AIDS CASES IN LOS ANGELES
Loren: Tormey, M.; Ewert, De ‘Wakamatsu P.; Run, G. and Gant Pp
Los Angeles County Department of Heaith Services, Los Angeles, Calif,

P Dig
Objective. y is among AIDS cases in

Los Angeles County (LAC).
The etai AIDS and shigellosis surveillance registries in LAC, for 1979 through 1988,

were compared to ie saeonedia LACthre
Results. Of 5,631 AIDS cases through December 31, 1988, 220 (4%) also had
shigellosis; i (8%) had Seer27am§ma,3a%) S. dysenteriae, 3 (1%) S. boydii, and
15 (7%) were of unknown 12) were waite,61 black, 36 Hispanic, and 2

 

  

  

 

al facialgroups. ADDScaseswithsig were as likely to be black than
other racial groups (p
bi (p<.01) hen d IDS vith higell The© AIDSdenne opportunistic
infecti idiosis, isosporiasis, and bh cases
with shigellosis and ocystis i pneumonia wasless common compared toAIDS cases without
shigellosis. Seven percent of AIDS cases diagnosed prior to 1985 also had shigellosis, compared to
4% of AIDS qi (p<.001). AIDScases with and without shigellosis
did not differ with respect to mean age, intravenousus drug use, or country of origin. Shigellosis was
diagnosed more than 1 month prior to AIDS for 146 (66%) cases, concurrently for 59 (27%) cases,

cases. Blacks and onon
 than

homosexual or bisexual males and S. flexneri was more common anon blacks (<.05).
cn,
 

 

 

Conclusion §port is more commen wihigAIDS cases than ca is or salmonellosis.
Although the p if AIDS 1985, continued

igellosis and AIDS, predominantly ng homosexual andbisexual men,men, suggests
ongoing high-risk infection with HIV, pa: d Hispanics.

NOSOCOMIALINFECTION (NI) IN PATIENTS WITH HIV INFECTION.
Kales, Christopher P.; Holzman, R.S.; Krasinski, K.; LaCouture, R.

New York Uniein ~ Bellevue MedicalCenter, New York, U.S.A.

M.B.P.70

Objective. Towave NI for AIDS patients (AIDS) and those without evidence of HIV
infection (NOI

d infection control and HIV census data, collected by active

at Bellevue Hospital. Patlents with suspected HIV

 
to acquisition of first NI ms 40 days for AIDS

wt aay 17s1° AIDS Ni ee ass Intensive

service, th ere 4.6!à (AIDS/NONHIV=0:V218) for
pediatrien,1.555 (3. 54/2.28) forVndieinei 3.2.93, (9.1372.32) for other acute services. For

dilate care service, dealinng with less acutely Ill patients, the r was 2.91
(2.40/0.82). By site, the rate ratios were 4.51

for pneumonia, & o3 } for ns infections. Compared to NONI

had more bacteremias due to enteric rods (P<0.01) and enterococci (P<0.05), and more
enterococcal urinary,infections (P<0.005). Fungi were net more common in AIDS NI.
Conclusion. IDS are at Increased risk for some hut not all NI. This results in part

from differences in the types of treatment resd them (e.g. Increased IV catheter

use} and in part from Increased jength of sta

M.B.P.72 STAPH YLOCOCCUS AUREUS NASAL CARRIAGE RATE IN
PATIENTS WITH AIDS OR A

Martuz P, R tone MC, Pablos-Mendez A, Battan R, Ottuso P

Setmeca » Taranta A. - Department of Medicine, Cabrini Medical
Center, RYC, *.qe USA.

Introduction A high frequency of infections {especiatly of intravenous catheters)
causedfy Staphylococcus aureus (SA) has been observed in patients with AIDS

pa To assess the frequency of SA nasal carriage among patients with
AIDSor ARC.

sal carriage rate of SA was determined in 64 consecutively
hospitalizeed patients with AIDS or ARC within 24 hours from admission. Narcotic
addicts were excluded. A group of 64 watvente with other diseases was used as
a control.

+ patients with AIDS or ARC, 35 (55%) were nasal carriers of SA,
96} of 64 control patients {CI 10-42), Recent hosphetization

ear) aid not influence e rate, nor did the recent of
antibiotics or zidovudine, although patientsonagents active against SA andpatients
not taking zidovudine showed a lower carriage r:

The significant SA nasal cicarriage” rate In AIDS or ARC patients
may expisin the reportedà high Incidence of intravenous catheter-reiated SA
infections In this population.
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M.B.P.73 FREVALEXE OF SIGNIFICANT LOWER RESPIRATORY BACTERIAL
INFECTIONS IN HIV POSTTIVE PERSONS UNDERGOING BRONCHOSCOPY
WITH SEMI-QUANTITATIVE BAL CULTURE.

KennethJ., Baughman, R.P., and Frame, P.T. Department of Medicine,
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA.

OBJECTIVE. To document the prevalence of significant lower respiratory
infections in cry) Positive persons with

symptoms undergoing bronchoscopy. METHODS.OS.ALI Hiv positive
our medical center in 1985-1988

quantitative
dal

(11.5% prevalence)
def: seni-quantitative culture of BAL fluid. Of the
36 bacterial isolates, thepredomirent organisms were Strep species (13),
H_dnfluenza (9), 5.aureus (5), gram negatives (6)- Gemtaire ware
positive in 7 of 26 BAL samples. Compared to other HIV posicive Peres
undergoing , individuals with IRBI's were mre Likelytohave
localized disease on chest (Chi square = 11.5, p<0.01) and

of neutrophils [16.9+16.7% (aan25.0.) va. 7.3412.5%, “p.0,001)
between the in regards to age,

Saaae air rasagit
or coinfection with Pneumocystis carinii (Po)
CONCLUSION. Signif: lower respiratory bacter:
found in HIV positive persons at bronchoscopy.
co-exist with other pulmonary infections, including Fc, may have
implications for therapy.

M.B.P.75 SEVERE BACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN AIDS PATIENTS

Marone, Piero; Sacchi, P.; Grossi, P.; Gatti, G.

Institute of Infectious Diseases, University of Pavia, IROCS San Matteo, Pavia, Italy.

severe bacterial infections in AIDS patients.

ely with respect
ions.

cof HIV-infected woman.Ceeenenbacteremias were observed in

(10), Staph.epidermidis (7), Pseudommes sp. (2), Clestridiumpucum(1),Propi
acnes (1}, Streptococcus (1), Serratianar. (1), Klebsiella ox. aetecerietia coll a)

ium J-K (1). The source of ‘ofstaphilococcal end IK becteremias wes
catheter (CVC) in 7 pts (7/8). Eighteen pts infections:

mycobacterial infections a. Other infections included six
‘to appropriate antimicrobial the~

a central venus
tberculosis (11), non-
episodes of pneumonia and four abscesses. Most pts

repy.

Conclusion. The incidence of severe bacterial infections in our series is about 30%. Enpiric
is made.

M.B.P.71 LISTERIOSIS IN PATIENTS WITH Ww INFECTION.
Kales, Christopher P.* °*; Hetzm » RS.*.

*New York University-Betievue Medical C

**St. Vincent's Hospital and Medical Center,‘New York, USA.

OBJECTIVE. To identify the clinical manifestations of listeriosis in HIV-infected

patients and determine thelr responses to therapy.

METH The medical records af all patients vomit ted to 2 modical centers in NYC
from 7981 to 1988 with bacteramias or meningitis due to L. monocytogenes were

wed. Patlents were grouped as either having evidence of AIDS or risk for HIV
inection {AIDSorRISK+) or Jacking such evidence (AIDSandRISK-).
RESULTS. 30 patients wie Hsterlosis were tifled and reviewed. 19 were

S, 1 was seropositive but asymptomatic and 4 were at

high risk for HIV Infections While the annual number of cases of jisteriosis In

nd

AlDSandRISK-, and a single case of endocarditis in each group. 1

ed “un peniciliin or ampicillin; 7 were also give

survived; most became afebrile by the fifth hospital day. No relapses were observed. All

19 AIDSERGRISK. patients responde ut dled of underlying matignancy.
CONCLUSION. From 1981 to 1988, the frequency of steriosis. increased
AlDSocRISK+ but not AlDSandRISK- patients. AJDSorRISK+ patientswith lsteriosts
responded well to standard therapies. Physicians should consider L. monocytogenes

when empirically treating A[DSorRISK+ patients with sepsis and sneningitis.
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M.B.P.74 AIDS-ASSOCIATED URINARY TRACT INFECTION (UTI)
Luiz Paulo J. Margves ©. R. Santos, Lopes,

a, M. M. R. Fereee cl
Escola de Medicina e Cirurgia, ‘Universidade de Rio, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Objectives. To determineiif HIV infection leads to predisposition to UTI, caused by
non-opportunistic bacter:
Methods. 303 HIV-infected pren280 men and 23 women, were studied during the
average period of 6 months. screened with urinalysis and nitritetests. In those.

urine culturewawasdone. Diagnosis of UTI requir: e than

Results.|UTI was found in 19 (6,3%) 17 (6, 1%) men and 2 (8.7%)|women. Nine patients
TI (7 submitted to

jongturinary catheterization, one to renal. lithiasis and advanc pregnancy in one), one
Nt was a woman in reproductive age and per nine mennoses 8 homosexuals and

hemophiliac, did not show“any other known predisposing factor. In 18 patients
enterobacteria ound (mainly E. coli, 12 cases, 63,1%) and in the other (5,3%)
Acinetobacter was f
onclusion. In our study,HIV iinfection isol predi ing f to UTI 

caused by non-opportunist bacteria.

M.B.P.76 BACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN AIDS

hah, Pramod M., Bolz, A., Helm, E.B. and Stille, W.
University Hospital tenter for Internal Medicine, Frankfurt, Federal
Republic of German

From 1-1-1982 till 30-6-1988, 267 patients with AIDS have been treated
at our center. Ei @ homosexuals or bisexuals
second largest group were Sntravenousdrug abusers. Nine

atient (St. ) were in stadium IV
(CDC classification). Staphylococcus aureus (n=8) was the mo
pathogen, fo. . , Streptococcus prenne (n=3),
Pseudomonas aerugino: ), Escherichia coli {n=3), ep. Group À (n=1),
end Staph., coagulese-negative (n=1).
cefotaxime, ciprofloxacin, clindune-trimoxazole, imipenem, genta-
micin, amikacin, ofloxacin. Seven out of 19 patients died during the

i i i ~ lost of the patients had a variety 0!
complicating factor.

M.B.P.78 AIDS RELATED HISTOPLASMOSIS. JM Parks
tingale, SM Pounders. Parkland Aeortal

A.

Histoplasmosis was diagno 0 (4%) of 752 AIDS patients
seen prior to 12/31/88 at Parkland Memoriat Hospital, which

ion where histoplasmosis is endemic.
a the initial opportunistic infection except

Thirteen

e observations auggest that early diagnosis of AIDS-

related histoplasmosis (e.g., by peripheral smear or routine
surveillance blood cultures) may improve at least its short-

term prognosis
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M.B.P.79 ceHistoasesisIN A DANISH AIS PATIENT. M.B.P.80  CHRONIC SUPPRESSION OF DISSEMINATED HISTOPLASMOSIS IN
Smith, Else*; F HIV DISEASE WITH ORAL

University of Cine Hvidovre Hospi sDepartinent of Robert Neihart and J. Brewer. St. Luke's Hospital, Kansas
Infectious Diseases; **Department of Petnology, Copenhagen, City, Missouri, USA. {
Denmark.
Œijective: To present the First case of i histoplasmosis (DH) in en European AIDS objective - To review the course of ten consecutive patients with dissemin-
Methods and Results: A 33-year old HIV-seropositive Danish homosexual with 2 weeks of Town ated histop smosis and HIV disease treated with intravenous amphoterici
chills, a slight cough and a weight loss over the }: tian a ' B (AMB) fol suppressive oral !
sarcona in js oral of 38.4°C. No lymph node saelling or orgeno- Methods. Clinical and daboratary data was reviewed ively on ali
wegaly. White bl 1 and ©, cel XH f chest Patientsts we have seen withhistoplasmosis and HIV (N=11). One case, in
showed diffuse bilateral infiltrates and fran the preumococcer ida were enntesbinonoeoccurred reatmert, is not inc
cultiveted. withpenicillin and ketoconazole 200 mg oily: A liver biopsy and culture of bone marroww (N=4),

d gr end a biopsy ofth I. A CAT-acan of the abdaren showed teatEnd(N=2),tunlungtissueA, colon (N=1), and veolar lavage (N=1)
a shight y and several lynph nodes in the "retroperitoreum, Six weeks after Each patient received 1050 to 2400 mg AMB followed by 4 my
edmission he still had the fever and was loosing weight. mg chily started conazole orally per day. Patients have foil from one to 24 months
rd mn explorative wes done wi ‘ission of a mesenterial lymph node. Histolo- ketoconazole. free follow-up = 11.5.
gic examination showed typical H.capsulatum in EM. A histop! test. and histopleara patients relapsed, but remain alive, having been retreated with
serologic test of urine ard blood were al] negative. He wes treated with i.v. Amphotericin B relapse, at 6 months on le, was associated with ranitidine treat-
2 mg/day for 2 to a total of 4.5 mg/d. trea! fluconezol . relapse, at 21 months, was associated with Pitabutin treat-

mg/day. The patient Lived in Venezuela From 1983-1986 but otherwise in Europe. \T-scen ment. Two of the 10 Pati ts died. Both died lated cond-
2 mnths loter ol 1 no ly. months after the itions. Both had negative bone marrow exams forhistoplasweia shortly

cant is
Conclusion: se alvepoettivepatiepatients also
taledTrowelistetrovehistoryis essential. This patient mah oweràiv.oticinBde

Wat Wt oncee bs be sufficient omer fallimedby eral Pliesfluconazol

M.B.P.81 HISTOPLASMOSIS IN AN AIDS PATIENT TREATED M,TTRACONAZOLE
Youle, Michael*; Midgley Jennifer; Shanson,
Campbell, C.**; Gazzerd. B

*St. Stephen's Hospital, London, England, "asiycobactertal Reference
Laboratory, London, Engla

Objective Histoplasmosis has been described in AIDS cases in endemic
areas. We report a case which developed in a severely immunocompromised
patient ressdent in

ods À 34 year ela”HIV antibody positive Patient with a PreviousAIDS
dispose of cerebral toxoplasmosis and Mycobac

®
o Ston ora resistant str

Conclusions We believe this to be the first AIDS patient to develop this
infection in the Tadted Kingdom and to be successfully treated with
itraconazole.

M.B.P.83 RHODOTORULA RUBRA SEPTICEMIA IN AN AIDS PATIENT
WITH AN IN-DWELLING BICRMANCATHETER

and Olse
University of Southern California, tos angeles, california, USA,

Objective. To describeaafepticenia in an AIDS patient caused
by organism has not een previously
decribed as a cause of fungenia in AIDS

A 42 year old Caucasian male diagnosed’ with chronic
arr ec ee:diarrhe

alimentationdeveloped fevers. Blood
in-dwelling

Die Blood

and
atheter was remov

Follow-up blood cultures were obtained.
Results. Bloea ees drawn from the Hickman catheter grew
BR. xubrum using ulture systems. as a
distinct. pink coral color. Following removal of the catheter,
peripheral»blood cultures yielded no growth and the patient
deferv:

- Bubrum has been rarely reported to cause
septicemia. E- may cause septicemia in AIDS patients
with Hickman catheters. atheter oval alone may result in
cure without specific anti-fungal therapy.

before ceath.
Conclus: + Chronic suppressive oral ketoconazole may be a
tie“to chronic suppres ve AMB in selected patients withhimete
plasmosis and HIV disease

 

M.B.P.82 DERMATOLOTCAL. MANIFESTATIONS AND H
LeA.V.; Quinhbes, Seer at;td!de Lacerda, M.C.; Serra, M

on, F.S.; Morals de S4,

Gaffrée & Guinle University Hospital - University oeRio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

ps : To seyall germatologicalaesters emong 409 HIV infected patients.

We made a retrospectiveaye 1 mucocutaneous findings among patients

ourorsate Clinic tron November eau 1988. ayinfection was confirmed by ELISA,

Indirect Oyelopeencos wateste techniques. All mucocutaneous lesions were

confirmed by opsy and/or cultur Pi theres.were evaluated for age, sex, tiskwhen needed. Pat.

group, stage of infection and tyes of lesions. We did not evaluate treatment or response to

treatment
Results: Ve found mucocutaneous manifestations in 227 patlentssessmmavane33.39%), 182
homo/bisexvals (80.17%). Most of the patients presented more ti
 

TPE OF LESION PATIENTS
 

  

x

Kaposi's sarcoma 48 . 21.15

Oral candidiasis 1 40.10
fungal 28 12.33

Virel 65 28.63

Bacterial 31 13.66

reel dermatitis 56 24.67

64 28.19

eae
cal manifestations are common among our HIV infected pati

iets1peeeigie to make a suspicious diagnosis of HIV infection observing” the skin.
Seborr! ‘ic dermatit ,1c SerraigKaposi S sarcoma end oral Candidiasis were the most common

M.B.P.84 Sepsis FROM IMPLANIED CATHETERS IN TSwe AIDS
Ros.onthe Jonathan H.; Langley, C.; Le

Case Western Reserve eee Clovelend,Onto, USA +

Objective. meassess the frequency of cathetetnarps€panpets (CRS) in AIDS.

Methods. Revi. ecords of all paticate with AIDS (PWA) seen at Un:iverreity

Hospitals of Clevetand. es was defined ET more postesblood cultures

parent focus of infec

n B, hype:
venous access (8/35).

days. Mea!

were S. epidermiddays. Organisms recovered
P. aeruginosa (1) and C albicass‘8; Corynebacterium JK (1),

(1). re were no deaths related to and no instances of endocardi

Mean C life 147+91 days neinfec ted catheters (IC) and 94+92 days
in uninfected catheters (uc) ¢ 0.1). Dene! was present in 58Z o:
IC and 38. C (p=.067). “ssaty-seven pe:TNTof Medip t@O-C and 30% of
proviac © /ut ni ame infected (p=.0 ge » race and
isk factors were similar.far1C and UC. The 2aroun did not differ in

sorecson of AIDS number of opportunistic infections, Karnofsky status,
se.

Conclusions. Ve found a high overall frequency (36%) 0
occurred up to 20 times more often than Oompa!

reported in the literature. Mediport
S than Broviac/Hickma:

vate include Presence
host response factors

f£ CRS in our PWA.
rable non-AIDS patients, as

t-C were“nore frequently associated with
n~C. Possible explanations for our high infection

of dementia, prolonged catheter use at home, and
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M.B.P.85 EXPERIENCE WITH CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETERS (CVCs)
IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS.

JosephR,'3: Miter, 6.2.3; Johnaon, $.1:3; Rhame, F.2:3, and Henry, K.1
Paul, Mit Minneapolis,

Minneapolis, Minnesota (3), U.S.A.

complications, ji AIDS.

 

 

}, chemotherapy (3),
rece respectively.
cve. i 28/100 CVC days.

i S. aureus (3).

staphylococs (2), GAB ; ig
 

CVC thrombosis(2),
ich CVC: 

26 patients.

Conclusion. 
 

infectious and other complications.

INFECTIONS AND COMPLICATIONS OF INDWELLING CENTRAL VENOUS

CATHETERS (ou):LEDUBARTSONS. BETWEEN PATIENTS (PTS) WITH
DS VS. OTHE) LLNESSES (NON-A

21 Sturn > Kelly L, Salomon N, et al.

M.B.P.87

Saltzman, Brian R., Perlman De
Israelmed. Ctr., New Yor!
Objective: There is concern aboutacts Cvc in AIDS pts, especially intra-
Venous g users (IVDU). This stud was erformed to determine the rates of
infections and other complication: n pts FollowedCZ the Beth Israel
Home Care Department, identify factore associated with CVC complicationas,
compare rates of complicationsin pts with AIDS vs. non-~AD
Methods: Retrospective chart view 8 followed during 1986 using a de-
tailed standardized dat:a eollectio
Resuite: To date, chacte peahaveebeen reviewed. 15 were not evaluable.
ptswere analyzed;22 otart IDS| 4PorARS {carcinoma, 6; congestive
heart failure, 3; s disease, her, resate22 Hickman cve in
19 AIDS pts, and’ 16Fête in non-AIDS beeFes” wigimansy 3 Inf saportss 1 triple
lumen CVC). CVC were Placed for antpdtotice (Abx), 16; Aband total paren-
teral iebicace TPN TPN, 6;

Me:

eve

dian # ofEeea s (CD) e Septic Episodes
À t he ent # #/100 CD)

AIDS 86 Tr 54 (0-3221 5 (0.20)

pe ie à124-197 4-345 5 0.38)

S pts were: S.aureus (1), ar.
genau pegGRR (1). Or; attendisolated from non~. 8 were:

sour the CVC, or car
Sroups, There were 0EP sod

Observed Tnfeces re were
S pta. 2. Wevidentitted no“inerressed risk

orPocchanicalchetons of CVC in AIDS pts vs. nonAIDS. 3. These data
suggest that home infusion therapy in AIDS pts carries an acceptable risk.

2
S pt

atabee Q), Jrease”RP almonella sp. (1). yeast (1). Pome pt in
gn ction. Théfé were me hand al complications;

RP red 9 18A1DSnon-AIDS. Sepsis was not associated w: th: frequency 0:
e of cye by nurse me ¢ e overa i

le 9: ‘sis amon;eP rablez

M.B.P.89 HICKMAN CATHETER INFECTIONSIN AIDS

Baviglione C, Battan R, Pablos-Mendez À, Aceves-Casiilas P,
Muilen M P. Taranta
D of Medicine-Cabrini Medicai Center, New York, N

Objective: determine the incidence of Hickman catheter (HC)-reiated
Infections in‘patients with AIDS compared to patients with other diseases.

NY-USA

Methods: We reviewed the medical records of& patients who underwent 71
HC insertions during a one-year study pe

Results: 46 HCs were placed in 44 patients wan AIDS and 25 in 25 patients
with other diseases. Eighteen infections occurred: 16 in Alpspatients, 2 In
the control group (p<0.05). Among patients withAIDS the re 5 exit site
Infections (3 bacteremic), 5 septicemias, 2 ti i infections “(bacteremic),

ble HC infections.Staphylococci wathe
ses, and was present in 2 mixed infections (87%1.

waetes aione in 2 patients and as part of mixed Infections in
32 , but 7 patients

present while leucopenia occurred only in 3.
HC Infection was 0.47 per 100 catheter days in AiDS and 0.09 in the control

g

Conclusions: The high rate of HC Infections in AIDS underscores
need of using HC only when absolutely necessary. Antistaphylococeal
agents should be evaluated for prophylaxis of early HC infections.
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M.B.P.86 -INDWELLING RIGHT ATRIAL CATHETER(IAC) INFECTIONS IN AIDS

tree

utelis, Athanasios; Pheir, J; kel, Cz Ve

Macboneli, K; aaache R; Northwestern Universitymedical School,ego,

Sbjective: Evaluate the risk|of infection from IAC in AIDS patients(pts).
dical records of AIDS pts who had Hickman or Portacath gathetera

From37/85 to 8/31/88 vere reviewed. Pes with a fineoPsolid t
lym acute and chronic leukemias served as control g catheter|re-
lated tnfeetions (cI).wereàdefined as bacterenia(B), exit“infection (E),
tunnel antestion (T) or any combination of the above. catheters were in-
gerted by pts were instructed in their care
by th aneEn
Results. 48 nitepts hed 14 CIC1E, 1T, 4B, SBE, 38T). 130 control pts had 14
TITZE IT, 7B, 3BE, 1BT). The results are tabulated bel

sane group of surgeons and all

 
catheter days
 

% infections [Mean catheter days
29.2 146  

Ï [
AIDS | 1.99 | [
Control | 0.47 | 10.8 [ 229
p value | 0.000] | 0.0002 | 
The organisma isolated were(etudy/control) : S.epidermidis, predominantly slime
positive, (3/7), S.aureus (7/4), P.aeru thoseC709;anthonaomonas maltophila
(2/0); other gram sceative pois fungi (172). 70% of the infected AlDS pts had
a CD4 cell count less than 20/mm3. All infected pts were p24 antigen positive
versus 20/30 nenrinfacted AIDS pts
Conclusion. CI are more frequent in AIDS pts when compared to other immuno-
compromised populations despite fewer catheter days

 

M.B.P.88  PHARMACOCINETIQUE (SANG-LIQUIDE RACHIDIEN} DE FORTES
DOSES D ACYCLOVIR IV CHEZ LES PATIENTS HIV:
Chavanet P : Buisson M. Lokiec P * Abo S. Bielefeld P : Waidner A

Portier H. Hopital du Bocage. Bisa21034 Dion‘cedex, *CRH StCloud 92000. France

Lo but de cette étude etait d'etudier la possibilite aPisade fortes concentrations d'ACV
administre par voie veineuse sachant que les i erpes sont fr
li q es demoin ilite à TacyclovirACVontetsolees (TeaTd)
Méthedes: 73 pauents 2436 ans dont 10 HIV-(5 meningites). ayant des fonctions renale et hepatique
  } ACV5mg/

liquide cephalorachidien (LOR) ontete realises par radioimmunologie (umol/t)
Résultats: la tolérance a ete bonne: céphalees. lombalgies, fievre, augmentation de 1:
créatinémie et des transaminases sontures en cas de perfusion trop rapide. 9À
prelevemenis sanguins et 17 LCR ont éte realises res‘ta fin de la perfusion (eableau):
aucuneaccumulation n'a eté observee: iadécroissance des concentrations sanguines était
lineai
concentr4ACYQumol/1) Soin 15 24h. 43h.

197(20) 6305) 32.10) 3.7) 16411} 0.36(3) 0.024(2)
LCR ain 5255) 165) 1014) 9(3)
Les parametres déduits sont les suivai

AUC umol.b./! t1/2 ae Pi/kg CETotl/h R AUCsang/LCR

647 +a 2.A0.1 Cor.) i 033-006 082sang: meds
CR : med: 536 +77

50 mg/kg en verfusion de 3h. permet d'obtenir rapidement des
concentrations sanguines et rachidiennes prolongées superieures à la plupart des ID50% de
HSV1et 2 Tkd et Tka, de VZV. HHV6, EBV et CMV

M.B.P.90 INVASIVE ASPERGILLOSIS (1A) IN AIDS: CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS
ue ANDPREDISPOSING FACTOR:

SaLemon » P Die David C,einenPE Klapholz he os 1
€ Mou:

choo1 of Me: ine, Resterie eaace cers nt SinaSs. dic:
Objective: Describe clinical mtifestations of IA in patients (pts) with

H ate factors.
pts v by diacharge diagnoses during the

Period198278. Charts reviewed retrospectively.
sults: Six cases of IA S pts were diagnosed during the study period.

0 pte with AIDS were admitted to the medical center during that
periode minimal relative frequency of 0.3%. Allay e male; White
lack: 35 homo/bisexual, 1 tehpvenous dru: UseT. À. qc oes were confirme

hietolo icall of 8 had necrops: 5c ere diagnosed ante-
rtem URL bio;opsy 2 transthoracicSneedie aspirate (1), op

lung biopsyih renalnosed D}. ‘ichvere conf: it neerops
case was tad dally sed aà opey.8 involvement include:
ungs, 53 tr.ee. ue iastina. D oder”3 kidney, 1; brain, 1

ocardiun,mest ENTIER presentations were uimonary ia

 

in 1 pts with puimona: IA ha ever, cou,
owt

t with renal IAinfiierates in * qhe BE z
E ria, and renal i uf ficiency:|All 6 had recognized predisposing factors:
Behdoose corticosteroids (CS)Fo:ir 2-3 veel he no prior to the

is of IA in1? (2 for Pi i CNS toxoplasmosis); CS (for PCP) and gran-
tloeyege < 1000 in granulocytes<€1000 in 1; intravenous drug use and CS
(for adrenal tneuttie ee ageto the diagnosisofof ainx
conelusien: 1. In this AIDS in pts

Macon.
LA in

vit as enetaieteoetationEr known predispcooing
ihood of invasive

only
3. Thera eutic use of corticosteroids may increasethe likeli!
aspergiliosis in pts with
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CRYPTOCOCCOSE, HISTOPLASMOSE AFRICAIN ST SIDA AU CONGO

CAREBernard, MBITSI A., NGOLET A. ,JTOUA-NGAPORO A., EBIKILI B.,

al.

M.B.P.91

Centre Hospitulier ettiniencutusiee de Brazzaville, CONco.

 

+ Rapporter la forte fréquence actuel le la cryptococcose contrairement à

l'histoplasmose africaine jamais diagnostiquée au cours du SIDA au Condo

WETRODES. [1 s'agit d'une enquête rétrospec
1981- we menée en milieu hospitalier à BrazzavVille.

RESULTA Catte aycome, pratiquemment inconnue localement avant 1984

sur dossiers couvrant la période

{3 cesapres ent diagnontiquée
dans la alité dee cas, alle to

a .

uche surtout l'adul uns avec une

sculine (sexe retio 3,3 pour 39

te je

cas) contrairement au SIDA local

reims africaine (H.dubolsii) ne semble pas constituer, pour

l'instant, une cept icetien eyconique du SIDA “rere que c'est le cas pour

L » ux USA. Non exceptionnelle

 

sujets vivants, ou ayant vécu en
n'a jamais été diagnostiquée dans notre

enquête chez un sujet atteint de SIDA. Son incidence, faible, reste stable depuis une

diznine d'années.

1981 1982 1983 1964 1985 1986 1987 1988 Tote)

0 1 0 3 7 3 18 a3Cryptococeone 1

fiatoplasmone africaine 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 a

CONCLUSION. La fréquence élevée tée depuis l'avénement du

SIDA contraste avec

vée de la cryptococcose constat. '
le nombre faible ct constant des cas d’histoplamose africaine

jamais diagnostiqu d’imunodépressionée dans un conteste

PARACOCCIDIOIDOMYCOSIS AND HIV INFECTION
Pedr: foki, F.H.; Branchini,

.5

M.B.P.93
; Lima, a. Las Abreu, W.B.Wek. and Dias,

UNICAMP, Campinas, gaa Paulo, Brazi

We report the occurrence of paracoccidioidomycosis in @ HIV
infected patients. During follow-up for AIDS, the first patient

i d spieen. Pl
d CT scan showed

solid nodules with calcifications in the spleen. Both the
direct smear and the culture of
Bacacaccidiaides-brasiligosis.

homosexual man wich presented a mass oO
id inguinal regia He d

biopsy of the mass showed the sociation of Hodgkin's disease
( mixed cellularity type ) and Paracoccidioidomycosis With

persons in countries wh
suggest the inclusion of Paracoccidioidomycosis as a potential
opportunistic infection in these areas

INVASIVE ASPERGILLOSIS - AN AIDS TYPICAL
PPORTUNISTIC INFECTION?

iF.

M.B.P.95
Grosse,G.*, Seibold ,M.**,Heise ,W.2*,Art: Juan*

fogusceViktoriaHospital ADBerlin‘pathology and Infect.
Disease**,and Robert Koch-Institut,Department of Mycology**, Berlin, FRG.

Objective. Among 50 autopsies of deceased AIDS patients of the AVH 3 casesot
an invasive Aspergillus infectionveverefound. Repeatedmmycological

is had shown thatof 10 AIDS patients wit there is no equiva.
lent readiness or an gerogenicinfection with Asperatreillus spp.and Cryptococ-
cus neoformans inmumodefi y disposition for the

ceoecosis,out an Aspergillosis develops only dex other additional dis-Crypt
position factors.
Methods.The histological examinations of the organs of the 3 autopsy cases
included Grocott’s methamine silver staining and immmohistochemical examina-
tions with monoclonal antbodies _against Cytomegalovirus (QV) -antigen.eecul-
tural diagnosis out with tissue particles put in
Results. In the 3 autopeycases we found an invasive infection ie Asperpteil.
Tus fimigatus.In all these cases there was a terminal phase of A’IDS with a
double infection of the lungswith Pneumocystis carinii (Pe) and CMV.In the
casi i responsible forthe Aspergillus infection,in

in the case 3 a preciding
chronicdung diseasea severe ysema
Conclus criteria of the disposition for the invasive Asper-
gillosisoFthe 3 AIDS patients were independent of HIV infection.The in-
vasive Aspergillosis isnot a typical opportunistic infection

M B P. 92 A MULTICENTER TRIAL ON THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF FLUCONA-
—_— ZOLE IN THETREATMENT OF OPPORTUNISTIC FUNGAL INFECTIONS,

THE ITALIAN NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH.
5. Yella", D. Greco*, N.G. l'agesti*, A. Cassone*, 6. de Crescenzo**, M.P.
y
Hs Instituteof Health, Rome, Italy; ‘**Medical Department, Pfizer
Italiana S.p.A., Rome, Ita
Infectious complications Ne the mo + frequent cause of death in patients
with HIV infections; in Italy, Al‘AIDS patten whooO are mainly drug addicts,
present a fish incidence of fungal infect:tom a 62% incidence has been

ted for oropharyngeal candidiasis, 35% for esophagen] and dissem
cantidiasts ithe incidence of infections emied by candida thuspers to

higher neumoc atic ret pneumonmia}, and 2.6% for
costs, In pa nce of oropharyngeal infec-
tions caused by candida has beencalculated. Treatment of these infections
appears to be difficult owfng to the toxicity of the main antifunga)_ agents
available. Fluconazole, a new triazole antifungal agent,

ir Os adnintstration. and
ver also be administe by intravenou: . It reaches high

concentrations in SF end in experience to date presents an excellent
safe profit Within the fra rl ram coordinating national
clinical trials for the treatment of HIV infections and for the propl axis

trea t of opportunistic infections he It n 3
multicenter research project in r to assess the efficacy and safety of
fluconazole in the treatment of patients with severe system mgal infec-
tions. NW nade isolates

the individual biotypes with the
different patterns of virulence and resistance to the various antifungal
ig

DISSEMINATED INFECTION DUE TO PERICILLIUM MARNEFFEI IN A HIV
POSITIVE PAT:TIENTM.B.P.94

ist Dept.Infect.Die.and**Microbiol.Lab. .L.Sacco Hosp.;
#Inst.of Hygiene,University of Milan,Milan,Italy

A disseminated infection due to P.marneffei is described as the first case
observed in Italy.The infection was diagnosed in a 33 yrs old patient,a IV
drug abuser infected with EIV,who visited Thailand several times during the
laet two years
The patient was admitted to the hospital pecause of fever,productive cough,

kin nodules at both

sputa,scraping of the skin lesions of
The yeast~likeethene cells were observed in the histological aections of the
nodule and i e sputum me.
The patient mwa treated for 6weeks with y Amphotericin|B(totel dose 1400mg)

s/Kg/die)for the first 3 weeks.Promassociated wi à Flucytosine(150 t clini-
Ti nent and sterilization of biological samples were obtained within

10 and 20 tment vely. Itraconazole was then administredof
as maintenance therapy(400 ng/die during the first month,200 mg afterward).

up.Ko relapse was observed during the first 2 months fo:

FLUCONAZOLE TREATMENT FOR FUNGAL INFECTIONS IN ARC ANDAIDS
Gritti_Fremesco M.,Raise E.,Vamnini V., Di Giandhenico G.
Infect.Dis.Dep.& *Clinical Pathol. ,Ogp.!Megziore ,Bologna,wre,Tealy

Objective. To evaluate procesen mn earee daily dose
Fluconazole (F) in the treatment of fungal infections in and AIDS.
Method..1) F, 400 mg on day 1 ani 200 mg theranfter bo. orevi, waa given in

controlled trial to: a) 1 bronchial and 14

M.B.P.96

open candidiasis (BC
and EC); b) 3 (DC) as first-line therapy and 2 cry
ptococcal meningitis (CM) as maintenance rapy after a 30 day an
photericin B+Flucytosine. 2) Tretment of oral candidiasis (or) was evaluated2
4in 16 patients (pts),8 ARC and & AIDS, assigned to F, 200 mg on day 1
ed 100 mg thereafter p.c., or to Ketoconazole (Kc),200 ne bia p.o., 8 ARC and
10 AIDS. Controls wre performed before,during and after therapy.
Results.Cure rates were: 1) 1/1 for BC, 11/13 (84.6%) for EC, with a mean do-
peOf235 mg F given for a mean of 31 days, with 2

versus Ke
Conclusion: F is effective and safe in the treatment of AIDS" fungalinfections.
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M.B.P.97 VISCERAL LELSHARATASTS 6 CINE INFECTION, REPORT OF 5 CASES,

Altés Mi; Balenzat J,88 and Villalonga ¢,3,
tHospital son Dureta tlalferta) and Ækospital Can Misses (Ibiza),
Balearic Islands, Spain,

Ghiechire, To report visceral leisheaniasis (VL) casas observed asong HIV infected adult patients in two
hospitals from Mediterranean isisnds known as \eishmania_donavanl € ic ares,

L diagnosed anong adult ()14 years old} patients seen ia

rm sncasee in which RIV infection was also detected,
vith special reference to the clinical and imnunologica tnent ben

Fron 1985 to , 9 cases 5 ie beer tiseed in our two hospitals, In 5 of the 9
cases HIV infection was alse tetected, Three patients had history of intravenousdiin abyss, | patient
acquired NIV infection through infusion of commert iat coagulation factors to reverse coumarin effect, and |
patient denied any pravious risk viour. Four patients are agn, Age ra Ton vy to 70 years, Two

patients rafered close contact withh dogs, Fever and leukopenia were initially present in al! cases, W vas

the first severe pafaction in all patients, and in 3 cases sontyphoid) was recovered from blood

tultures during the course af VL, CD4 Iegocyaswere ‘ 500/an3 in ri cases, Diagnosis of vas ai YY
Giensa stain of sone arrow aspirates, f Leigbaania antibodies vere found in ol) cases in

which they were tasted, Megluaine sntinoniate lucien therapy was used in all cases, Teo patients
shoved clinical aout without apparent relapse, Three patients didn’t show clinical response
freateent, and two of ti ‘on VL, Three patients met AIDS case definition criteria (1 wasting
syndroas, i recurrent Salnonelia septitenia, 1 randidiasis ot ssophagus),

severe infection in HIV-infected patients, In these
ropiate therapy, Like others, we propose that adult VL

incl in survsiliance AIDS case
definition, A11 adult patients vith Wi should be studied to rule out HIV infection, even in endemic areas,

 

HIV SEROLOGY AND VISCERAL IN_CAMEROONM.B.P.99
KONG, £.* » ZEKENG, L. ** PTUE,

* C.U.S.S. YAOUNDE, CAMEROON ** UNIVERSITY TEACHING HGSPrTAL YAQUNDE ,
CAMEROON *** MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH, YAOUNDE, CAMEROUN

Objective. To do a
among patients with visceral leishmai

Kousseri (Far North of Cameroon).

Hethods. Of 46 patients (22 males, 24 females) with clinical suspicious

Vv (deteriorating general state, prol

study on the seroprevalence of HIV1 and HIVZ antibodies

Miasis (V.L.) in the region of

leishmaniasis serology, May Griindwald Giemsa Stain on bone marrow smears),

then HIV1 and HIVZ serology

Results. The diagnosis of V.bt confirmed on 9 patients. Out of these

S patients 1 was found HIV1 positive. None was found HIVZ positive.

Conclusion. V.L. should be considered as an opportunistic infection of

AIDS.

M.B.P.101 DETECTION OF HIV-1 IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUID (CSP): CORRELATION
WITH PRESENCE AND SEVERITY OF THE AIDS eneENTIA

3 Khan, A; Gallardo M; piresSE
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, USA

Objective: To assess the presence of HIV-1 fa cst by antigen capture and
virus isolation|in relation to severity of the AIDS dementia complex (ADC).

S assessed by antigen captureS(Abbott) and by v
isolation (using.PHA-stimulated PBL’
samples HIV-1-infec
clinically.indicated lumbar puncture. Results were correlatedvaith climes!
ADC stage.

ADC Wunber of p24 Antigen HIV-1 inolation
Stage Sanples CaF Serum CSF

(% Positive)
0-0.5 (normal-equivocel} 3 0 aad 21 7
3 (mild) es 7 “4 25 tJ

(moderate) 1 22 67 50 100
25 1005 00

correlations:awestew ve C Lture (NS).

Whilee p24 ‘inboth CSF and bloodcorrelate with ADC Stage, its
detection in CSF is insensitive to mild-mo e disease and in blood is
relati vely nonspeecific ewise, isolationOfHIV-1 from both fluids is

ic, and thus, “neFier method is highly useful for clinic
The increase in CSF anti i

n dysfunct
virus replication within the brain in a le fashio

n may not relate to
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Unusual diagnosis of leishmaniasis in ADS

Deadalap Luis À. Irrequible B.deb, Vallespi T.(s}, Terrabadella M (a),. Martiner-Vazquer J.H

Bepartaents of Interea and Hesatology (+). Hospital Valle de Hebrén. Autsmaous University sf

Barcelona, Garcelena, Spaia.

M.B.P.98

ral leishsaniasis is an endecic disease in Spain sith a dehapure. de report two

ptt with AIDS in shoe the diagnosis of Iaishaaniasie was establish hoia

reper| 29-year-old male, bisexual, WlV-positive, with tnhs otreaire sal

creat toxeplaseosis. In January , he was adsitted with severe granulocyto

es septicesia and ent anti i

‘ppel

 

2 with

astrointestinal biew psy

shown an by leishaanias. There was ieprovenent of the patient general condition after

i Spite of this adequate treatsent: à

 

  

haan.

a type Ay cultitranetsed, with done liver disease and

Ih ‘ctsber 87, he mas stee estinat reridie

adaitted with cough) expectoration and fever of three week duration aad a

cotricoxazote. The sole analysis of the ps revealed the presence of abundant aacrephages; ie 4

wanoticed since say ef their clinical features say be ascribed

drugs, liver insufficiency or te the WIV infection june 3+ the findia

in DAL ar gastric biepsies of Kaposi's sarcesa, should urage the searcla for

absence sf clinical clues to suspect this infection.

‘his ergeaisas, even is the

M.B. P.100;jropical diseases of HIV patients in non-endemic countries:
of viscerale Leishmaniosis and a case of tropica

Pyonyositis

Elsing,C. , Erckenbrecht, J.F. Borrçhar Strohmeye
artment of Medicine and Pathology? arPity of Duszelaor?, 4000 Düssel-

dorf, Moorenstrañe 5, FRG.

Tropical diseases such as viscerale Leishmaniosis are often reported in HIV
patients from tropic, subtropic and mediterranian countries. We report.2

cal
ear old male i. v. drug abuser presented with hepato-

ncytopenia, hypergammaglobul i ami a and peripheral lymphomas

hemolytic sthooghttobee ‘oup A as the etiolog ieaagent. Pyomyositis
preyiouslyththought to be”limited to the tropics, but this patient hadnever

= any.
conclusion:agropical diseases can be found in HIV patients even outside
endemic

M.B.P.102 CEREBRAL ABCESS CAUSED BY TRYPANOSOMA CRUZI IN A
PATIENT W S
Matias Kronfels*, E. Sprinz

L. Severo**, *Hospital de C casde Porto Alegre, Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Sul; **Instituto de Pesquisas Biologicas, Porto Alegre,

*, A. Cavalcanti*, A. Carneiro*,

ice fo report a cerebral abcess caused by Trypanosoma c
An 18 year-old white woman with factor VIE SRE arrived at

DesEn fever focal neurologicalsigns and a history of convulsions. She came

 

 

from the southwes region oofRio nde do Sui state. A cerebral onshowed multiple
cerebral lesions.“The liquo: j d low glucose
k fungalandi ‘Amiphotericin B,

nti drugs were empiricallyStartediin a se
form, without anyi ew lui nosoma cruzi;
unfortveanately, it was too iate, indthe patienttdied before any treatment could
 

rted.
Conclusion. This is the first case we have noticed of a cerebral abcess ca
Trypanosonrypanosoma cu It issimportant to remember that HIV-associatedloewledgeofth
infections de egi
place of origin ct the|patient will aid in th
is an endemic region of Chagas’ disease, which is caused by”Feema crus)

 
+
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M.B P 103 ROLE OF PULMONARY FUNCTION TESTSUpoAND“CD4LYMPHOCYTECOURT
ue FOR DIAGNOSING LUNG COMPLICATION

-Parra,*B.Clotet,H.Sala,J Ried.Morera, Pneumology and *In-
Fectious Diseases Unit,HoSpital She Badalona"Germans Trias i Pujol",Spain.

Objective: To assess the value of PFT and CD4 lymphocyte count for an early
diagnosis of pulmonary diseases in HIV seropositive homosexual patients.
Material: 33 HIV-seropositive homosexual asymptomatic patients.All denied drug
abuse; 22 out of 33 were included in stage III and 12 in stage IV-C2
Methods : We determined:Forced Expiratory Volume in one second(FEV1},Forced
Wital Capacity (FVC) and Carbon Monoxide transfer Factor(TLCO). Simultaneously
CD4 lymphocyte count were also evaluated.Ten out of 33 have had a previous
TTLCO determination.According to the TLCO obtained we divided patients in 3
proue. that were submitted to diferent procedures.Results: Grou A(normai PFT):
7 patients,CD4 X:678 x mm3;Group B(normal FEV1 ani , TÙ = :6 pa-

18 x nm3 (bronchoscopic and histologic abnormalities but without
sarcoma): fou C(mild restrictive disea-

Itients,CD4 X:6
opportunistic infections nor Kaposi 5:
ise, TLCO below 65%):4 patients, CD4 X ad Pneumocystis carinii
pneumonia (PCP).A table showing al! methods and results would be presented.
cnTe 1-TLCO between 65-80% is seen in HIV-seropositive patients in

ruled out,although histopathologycal findings have demonstrated
nespecific interstitial pneumonitis.2-TLCO below 65% even in asymptomatic
patients with normal chest x-ray must encourage to further explorations since
‘PCP is very probable.3-CD4 cell count below 250 x mm3 argues for a necessary
primary PCP prophylaxis in HIVperoposit ive patients.PCP occurs only in pa-
ttients with CD4 count ow 250 x mm3 and total lymphocyte count below 900 x

mm3.(95.5% of cases in ourseries)

M B Pp 105 Regeniter A.,y Siede W.H.,
is nkelbach U , Seiffert

renctherepeutiaches Forachungainetitut (GeorgSpeyer-Haus) ,
Zentrallaboretorium, Klinikum J.W.Goethe-Universitét, Frankf FRG,
Institut fir Laboratoriumsmedizin, Kreiskrankenheus Lemgo, FAG.

“Elevation of lactate dehydrogenese in a: AIDS pstients®

Plasma of 115 anti-HIV positive patients without clinical symptoms wes
enslyzed for lectete dehydrogenase (LD), its isoenzymes (LOI) and beta-
glucuronidase. Total LD wes elevated in 73% of these tent, the median
value was 233 U/1 (normal population: medion 154 U/1, 97.5 percentile
200 U/1). The underlying isoenzyme postermost frequently s owed elevation
of LOI II (in 78%) end LOI III (in 82%). UMO:SELSpneumonie could be
excluded as cause, this pettern is hiyeauepicious for orkigin ©
elevated LD in the lymphatic system. Patients r subgrouped
according to T 4 cell counts. Despite no correlation was found, it might be

Brede H.D., Rübsamen-Waigmenn H.,

transeminas

In contrast toà other reports it can be steted, that elevation of plasma
lactete dehydrogenase with prominent isoenzymes II and IIT is a frequent
phenomenon in anti-HIV positive patients without pneumocystis-pneumonia.
This might reflect the diseese activity in the lymphatic system.

M.B.P.107 VeINFECTION OY) ONES IN SEA OF eee NUE
— HIV=-1 INFECTION

Valis, V.,naJavier, Roca,V.,and De
‘Salamanca, R.E.. of Medicine, Hox tal CiinicoSan Carlos, Madrid,
iSpain.

lb\Objective, To £ serum ADA quantification asa predictor
‘active M.tuberculosis(Th.)vainfectian and degree of immuncsuppression
11 seropositi'

ADA levels in 38

ST RIV

HIV-1 seropositive (HIV+)
‘ection

ficant1:
(35.Va+ 164AU,and

ADA levels

serum ADA level:
‘elevated (p < 0.01) in‘Gel (48.39 +22.26UD),Gr.IT
Gr. ID (24-54 à11.82U/L) ven IV (8.6 + 4.6 U/L).
were statistically different (p< 0.01) in FA (Sra & Gr.II)
HIV- (Gr. III is IV) patients.No dif:eeein ADA levels could
be

showed the significantly
dogistie regression analysis we found tha
with peril So Idite ces 82,
‘(p=0. goou), IgM levels (p-0.0019) HIV-1 (p= 0.05) (MR=0.82,
‘ADIR=0. 7 PO: O0?

of dication of serum levels in HIV- were useful for the
crieVS déagnosis of Deinfection,hoter in HIVe, ADA levels were
‘useful predictors of degree o:£ immumosuppression ar of active Tb infection.

THE EFFICACY OF SCREENING TESTS FOR INFECTIOUS DISEASES

IN PERSONS WITH SYMPTOMATIC ARC
Gordin, Fred, Hartigan PM, Oster C, and the
VA Cooperative Study Group on the Treatment of ARC.
VA Medical Center, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

M.B.P.104

Objective. To evaluate the efficacy of screening tests for secondary infec-
tions in patients entered in a multi-center study of zidovudine for ARC.
Method. Entry criteria for this study required patients to have T4 counts

between 200-500, and symptoms of ARC such as fever, sweats, weight loss,
fatigue, lymphadenopathy, or thrush. Baseline screening to identify active
infections included a chest x-ray (CXR), serologies for syphilis, hepa-
titis B (HB), cryptococcus, a urine culture for cytomegalovirus (CMV),

and blood cultures for CMV, fungus, and mycobacteria.
Results. Of 205 patients enrolled, 99% are male, 69% white, and the mean
age is 40. HIV risk factors include 612% homosexual, 18% IV drugs, 9% mixed,
and 12% other. Mean baseline T4 cell count was 340. Significant lymphaden-
opathy isoperons in 362. ARC has been present over 6 months in 582;
systemic oms at screening in 55%. Tests completed to date:
abnormal insf€(107). Reactive serologies for syphilis 29/187 (162),
HB surface antigen 19/169 (112%), and cryPrococcus 0/15 urine positive
in 3/86. Blood cultures complete to date CMV (88), *eungue (92), a
mycobacteria (87) have all been negative.
Conclusion. In a population of symptomatic ARC patients with depressed
T4 cells, routine screening for infectious agents may be of limited value.
CXR, and syphilis and HB serologies appear warranted, however more
expensive tests should await specific indications.

A
N

M.B.P.106 67 GALLIUM SCINTIGRAPHY OF CHEST IN AIDS PATIENTS. ANALYSIS OF 152 CASES.

Narciso P.*; Pau F.M.°; Pigorini F.°; Rosci M.A.*; Sette P.*; Visco Giuseppe*

U.S.L. FM/10 "L. Spellenzani" Hosp. Dept. Infectious Diseases*'C. Forlanin?'

ses in AIDS patients, with negative or dubious XR findings.

METHODS. In the last two years 152 AIDS patients showing symptoms of lung diseases were studied

withGa scan; in 95 subjects diagnosis wes performed after sputum culture, BAL, bacteriological

and histological examination. An imaging of transmission scan obtained with planar source of 57

Co (10 mii, 370 HBQ) was used. Scan was classified as negative if lune/bakground ratio ws 1,5;

es positive + if 1,5 2; # if 2 2,5; ++ if 2,5 3; +H if 3

RESULTS. CASES N. SCAN GRADE OO HOOH tHE

PCP wccvccnceeee x4 2 7 2 16 7

CMVsoso Lu - 5 3 2 1

C M V and other... 6 ~ 3 1 2

FUNGL. ..esececeees 5 - - 3 - -

MILIARY TB... 6 - 1 1 3 1

OTHER.ones 7 - 4 3 - ~

CONCLUSION. 1) High diffuse pulmonary concentrations of 67 Ga in AIDS patients seems to be rela-

‘tedtoan increased probability of RP above all in chest X rey negative or dubious cases;2)lou

ve Ga uptake in localized or extended pulmonary diseases indicates an increased probabi-

lity of KS;3)In pulmmary TB 67 Ga scintigraphy allows a more accurate diagnosis of illness extent

and activity.

M.B.P.108 CLINICAL MANIFLSTATIONS OF AIDS IN WOMEN FROM

SAO PAULO, DRA

Ferreira,A.C. i »*?Grandi ele 31 Fernandes ,M.£.2

1,Paulista School of Medicine,lnfectious Diseases Unit;

2,Reference Center for Aids,Sao Paulo,Brazil,

Objetive. To detect the most common clinical presentation,

mortality rate and"cause mortis" of women with Aids.

Methods. We studied a sample of 55 women that had clinical

manifestations of Aids and were treatec in those two institution

above,during the period of january 85 to january 89.

Results. Those 55 women with Aids correspond 225) of the Aids

case in women from Sao Paulo State.The mortality rate was 22%.

Table 1. Most common Clinical Presentation

Pneumonia(indet.) Candidiase Tuberc. Sifilis Oth

number Ocurr 25 19 5 3 6

% 44 33 8 5 10

Conclusion. The clinical presentation of Aids in women will be

discussed in this study.
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anis INFECTIONS IN AIDS PATIENTS - A COMPARISON OF CLINICAL AND

™ FINDINGSvs RIO DE SANEIRO, BRAZII

QLIVEIRA, 0: Pos

a Mora s de Sé, C.A

Gaffrée & Guinle university Hospital” - University of Rio de Senero {UNI-RIO) - Brazil,

M.B.P.109
Lacerda, M.C.R.; Bas{-

Objective: To study the clinlcal diagnosis of opportunistic infections in our AIDS

compare to autopsy findings.

Methods: The study comprised 255 AIDS patients according to CDC criteria from Dec

Dec 1986. Clinical diagnosis of opportunistic infections was basedrsLire,

appear: . serologomytone radiologic ne RDScotaseine

treatment. 27 au! from this group

Results: rteinfectionswere observed as fo.‘low

patients

 

 
 

    

INFECTOUS AGENTS CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS POSTMORTEM DIAGNOSIS.
ieee) (Nez7)

Candida albicans 6, 5 18,5
Mycobacterium tuberculosis ee 35, 10 7
poxoplasna 55 25, 9 3,3

eumocystis nt 43 18, 3,7

Cxyptospericn sp 38 16, 6 22,2
Cytomegalovirus 1 . 10 40,7

26,9

conclusions: 1) Cerebral toxoplasmosis andRE are frequent findings both ctinteaiy

and at necropsy studies, being a common cause of de 2) Candidiais.is a frequent cal
diagnosis but not as common as a postmortem findi y due to . rs se weere

fungal drugs. 3) Oisseminated cytomegalovirus with isceral Tnvolvenen
recone nding but was not so5oovieusclinically. 4) Pneumocystiscarinitsd Coyntosporidium
were more frequently identified on.clinical diagnosis whereas frequently identified
in postmortem findings.

M.B.P.111 CD4*“T-LYMPHOCYTES AND THE MANIFESTATION OF OPPORTUNISTIC MUCOCUTANECUS
INFECTIONS IN HIV-:
Schoefer Ochsendorf,FR. and Milbradt ,.R.
Klinilam der J.W.Goethe Universitdt, Dept.of Dermatology, Frankfurt, FRG.

+ Evaluation of opportunistic mucocutaneous infections (Olnc) as diagnostic parameters

trial 261 HIV-infected patients were investigated for infectious

and fungal agents. 84% were male

3 and T-1; were drawn at the time of
Results. Patients total AIDS ARC LAS CD4+/pl clas-

(=) 267 87 %6 % 1 sifi-
%  %  % % Y valu) cation

l.oval candidiasis! 44 61 4j 34 249
2.folliculitis $31 18 37 41 17 au m
3.herpes-emulc. 121 33 17 15 - 319 I
4.genital wats {18 13 2 20 17 408 I
S.herpes wster 116 18 20 13 - 352 D
6.varts $16 9 24 17 6 330 Il
7-hairy leukopl. : 10 11 13 8 - 315 I
S.mollusca cont. | 8 16 7 2 - 246 a
9.bact. abecesses | 7 6 9 8 312 I

ions. Ole are frequent of diagnostic value in HIV-infi :]
(almost pathognomonic for i ‘iciency;id.): exulcerans and hairy leukoplakia.

zoster and mollusca(important indicators of id.): oral candidiasis, herpes
~ TT (Less important indicators of id.}: all other mentioned Olnc.

M.B.P.113 CHRONIC ACTIVE HEPATITIS (CAH) IN TWO GROUPS OF IVDAs
(HBcAb positive) WITH AND WITHOUT HIV Pay

Fedeli F.*, Gerdini G.*, Gafà S.%*, Giudici M.G.#* , Nigrisoli E,*

*Surgical Phatology Dept.Infections Dis. Dept.,  sroimedsle S.Maria Nuova,

Reggio Enilia, Italy.

Qojective:s purpose of this study is the clinical-pathological evaluation of two IVDA groups

(HBcAb positive) with and without HIV infection.

 
wes

PAP method. These dates were compareted with liver biopsy of other 9 IVDA patients without

HIV infection.

All the patients were admitted hospital for CAH and they were positive for HBcAb in sera,

end iminchistochemical studies showed ro difference between the

 
Active Hepatitis ia aupported by other viruses then HBV
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 M B P 110 À SEROLOGIC STUDY OF CRYPTOSPORIDIUM INFECTION IN
HIV POSITIVE MEN AND THE RELATIONSHIP TO T-CELL
SUBS:

Leach, Charles*; Kuhls, T.**; Mosier, D.***; English, P.****;
Gtorst, a.*; Cherry, J.*; et al

o neana*asepublic Health, Los Angeles, Cal-
ni klahoma Health Sciences Center and

***Oklahoma State Univeraity, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA.

Objective. To determine the prevalence of antibody to Crypto:
Sporidium (Crypto Ab) in HIV infected men and investigate Tte
association with T-cell subse
Methods. As part of the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study (MACS) in
Dos Angeles blood was collected from c HIV sero-
positive homosexual men, Crypto was measured aean ELISA

urified sonicated oocysts from a bovine
TYP

er the presence of Crypto Ab
nor its concentration was associated with CD-4, or cb-86Eounts
or CD-4/CD-B ratios
Conclusion. Asymptomatic HIV infected men have a high prevalence
of €PetECsROridiUm antibody. Using cross-sectional data onl
ther no evidence that C: to Ab sitivity or concentration
is related to T-cell subset values. Analysis of prospective

is underway.

M.B.P.112 nemoF HEPATITISa ANO DELTA VIRUS INFECTION

BRANOAO-MELLO,C.E.* A.t.® ; SIMONETTI,J.P.#* & SIMONETTI,S.R.R.Oe
**CENTRO DE PEMATOLOGIA.SANTASANTACATARINA — RIO DE JANEIRO,BRASIL

OSWALDO CRUZ = DEPARTAMENTO DE VIROLOGIA © DE JANETRO, BRASIL.
The evaluation of the prevalence of HBV and HOV inf,retininsnenepnitiacs with

i 8. tomat pa

antection. in 2 distin

AIDS (n-14);ARC( 0-34) ;2)asymp
severe hem. eine 41 A and 7 B in

 

kits for

ti-HBe. Anti-Delta was studied by

€king enzime-immunoassay(£lisa).

cumulative HAV annearlesAgAnti-H65 and Anti-HBc}) wa:

100% in the first group and 8 ond one. There was no statistically

significant diference. augwas aParemore positive in there6.6%} it

ith (8.peAnti-Oelta was found il

@ prevalence of HEV infection in the

sims2heophtactarefen risk group for

HEV infection, most sites # Ant
2. The frequent sen Of HBsAg in theimmune etteiene group in comparison

with the control group can be probably snpiained by the fact that the former

is. at increased risk of developing the chronic HBsAg carrier state. .

CMV
CMV
M.B. P.11 4 HUMAN CYTOMEGALOVIRUS ANTIGENEMIA FOR MONITORING SISTEMIC

INFECTIONS AND GANCICLOVIR TREATMENT IN AIDS PATIENTS
Revello M.G., Percivalle E., Zavattoni M., Grossi P., Minoli

Lorenzo,

Inst. dreDis. Univ. of Pavia, IRCCS Pol. S. Matteo, 27100 Pavia, Italy.

Objective, To correlate human c:cytonegalovius (HCMV) antigenemia and viremia

as parameters fo: infections and the antiviral

olym . ls by immunofluo-

MAb to immediate early antigens (1-2 h assay); ii) vi-
cells onto fibroblasts and IFA staining

1 cultures 24-48 p.i. with a MAb early antigens.

tained on sequential blood samples collected fro:

nfections showed 83% (19/23) correlation
between antigenemia and viremia. In cases issociation between positive

d ne; e viremia was obse!red. Discrepant r were foun:

in blood samples collected luring ganciclovir treatment. Discontinuationof

‘antiviral“chers was followed by reappearance of viremia, while -

ofce.

ng.
entigenenta and viremia are highly correared however, both

e determined during ganciclovir therapy to establ. ‘irus clearance

‘from bleed, (Partially supported by Min. Sanita, Progetto AIDS 1987/88).
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M.B.P.115 LaatCYTCMEGALOVIRUS IN
“ee MEQLAR LAVAGE SAVPLES FROM AIDS PATIENTS WITH

RESPIRATORY DIAS
Barton, 5.E.; ns, D.A.; Gozzard, B.G.
Kobler Centre, St. Stephen's Hospital, Fulhan Road, London SW10 9TH, LK.

Qojective. To assess the prognostic significance of the detection of early
anti luorescent foci (DEAFF) of cytanegalovirus (OW
bronchoo!veolar iavage (BAL) fluid of AIDS patients with acute respiratory
illne
Mehtods.‘Au AIDS patients with pneuronia who underwent diagnostic

ewed. Patients were divided into three groups; those
those with dual pulmonary infection.

Th dityonreorvolity of these patients and the effects of
using phosphonotre ovir as anti- therapy were examined.
stu ÿ of the slanificonceofects OW by CEAFF testing in urine, blood
aa’throat was one
Results. This study Foundthat the administration of anti-OW therapy to AIDS
‘patients with or without concurrent d no onfin effect on their

ia s $ Moreocover. treatment of the index OW
infection had no effect on rates of subseque pisodes
colitis or retinitis. A significant (peo. 05) arseclation was detected
between the finding of positWve OW in oadit onal
non-pulmonary sites and a e progcross in those potien
Conclusion. The results devonstrate that therapy for OW infected BAL
specimens does not improve the survival nor reace the recurrent OW
infection rates. multiple sites is a poor prognostic
Andicater of survival in AIDS patients.

PROPHYLAXIS|oe CMV RETINITIS RELAPSE : EVALUATION OFM.B.P.117 ANET L AoE
Christine KatLana , E. Dohin, I: Massin-Cochereau**,

D. Fassin*, P. Le Hoang**, M. Gentilini*
Department of Parasittology & Infectious Diseases* & Department of Ophtalmo-

logy**, Hôpital Pitié-Salpétrière. Paris. FRANCE.

Objetive.neron of efficacy and tolerance of Foscarnet (PFA) in preven-
ting rel: of CMV retiniti

 

Met! ode. courses were ive in maintenance therapy (MT) to 22 AIDS pa-

tients who successfully completed PFA inductio he: y with residual scar-

ring lesions ey ar Sdays/week (MT. c
(MT2) ; subsequent courses were

in one infusion (MT3) in 19 cases
days.e n 6 eek,

Results. Prevention of relapse was obtained : in 9% (1/11) with MT1 - follor
up (FU): 40 weeks ; in 50% (5/10) with MT2 - mean FU:24 weeks; in 30% (6/19)
with MT3 - mean FU: ayn; 5 weeks. Relapses

occured in 90% (10/11) in MTi- mean d 8
md:41 days ; in 70% (14/20) in MT3 - md:42 days andina

:24 days. Side effects were : mild renal insufficiency in 2/48 (4%), di-

 t appears to be effective onFANA CMV retinitis

relapse with high and frequent administration.§Beca ps ts excellent

tolerance, particularly hematologic, Fosc te a omissing rug to

be investigated further on for an adequate crophylexie ofFEW retinitis.

M B P 119 TREATMENT OF CMV RETINITIS IN AIDS : EXPERIENCE WITH 59

wee COURSES OF FOSCARNET (PFA).

Christine Katlama*, E. Dohin*, B. Girard®*, G. Brücker*,
M. Rosenheim*, P. Le Hoang®, M. Gentilini*.

partement of Infection biacascs® & Ophtalmology**, Hôpital Pitié -
Salpétriére, Paris, CE

Objective. Evaluation of efficacy and tolerance of Foscarnet in induction

therapy (IT) of acute CMV retinitis.
Methods. 59 courses of PFA were administered to 26 AIDS patients with newl.

or

g
l

retinitis (n=26) relapse (n=33) ; PFA (200 mg/kg/day) 4
been given intraveinous)y through continuous infusion in cases an

an intermittent 2-hour sion repeated qg-Bhours in 3

se was very “éhort {7 days to 21 days). PFA side effects were minor an

unfrequent : 252

01/1) ; no hematologic and digestive intolerance was noted.
‘Conclusion. Foscarnet appears highly orrective on acute CMV retinitis with

complete resolution and residual scarring in 96% of cases : to

good with mild reversible renal tneattictoney in 15%. The absen eoft
cient hematoxicity appears helpful in AIDS patients especially ‘when zidovi,

dine is associated.

 

CYTOMEGALOVIRUS COLITISINADS: PRESENTATIONIN33 PATIENTS.
Dieterich, Douglas; Rehmin, M

lew York, New York, U.S.A.
M.B.P.11

To describe the clinical

of the first 33 cases is presented.

quantitati assess. colitis. AD patients were with a median age at

diagnosis af43.4 yrs. (mean 41.5), had CMV on colonic bi andno. emetic gen. 9/33 (27%) had CMV colisis

«s their index di for AIDS. 24/33 (73%) had persistentdiarthes, 1%) a 13

wah 28/33 (85%) were febrile, median 102° (mean 101.9"), 29/33 (88%) reported weight loss,

15 Tbs, (meen 20 Ibs.). Patients with diarrhea 72 per ) hematochezia.

22/33 (67%) had i in. The madian duration ithourCMY as an index

is was 11.18 mos. (mean 11-34), Te median rue betwencoos! and CMV diagnosis was 1.63 mos. (mean

2.17). 16/33 (48%)patients received AZT priat to diagnosis. There was trend ofprolonged time to CMVcolitis in patients

AITDESdstennnsasRon.983

A(44%) was +CMY; 7/33 (21%) had a liver biopey,0/7 (0%) was +CMV;
exollment is 8.06 mos. (mean 11.01).

2 near 3.78), Ca’median 8 (mean 8.0). Toul Proein medien
Alkaline

early in AIDS and is a signifi
Danois

CMY. SETgymaiystotCHVciPaACYeryeemali
 

M B P 118 cay Aceon A.1,.D.6.t À CASE REPORT
. Ennio Ricchi*®, P.Costigliols®, A.Casadei", F.Biangasparo®t,

F.Chiodo®
*Istituto Malattie Infettive ~ **Istituto Anatoeia Patologics - Universita‘

i Bologna, Bologna , ITALY

Obiective, sudden on €
ceringouncephalonylitis with rapid a outcose in an A.1.0.ipatient.

nosed 4.1,D.6, atiant nas adaitted to hospital on

macroscopic alterations to the brain, but spinal cord
intu in its thoracic and lusbar tracts, On section
to he disappeared tracts and the parenchyaa looked hascgene
whitish, Histological “shenination showed a great spread
judged by the presence of cells with characteristic
crtaplassic inclusions in doth hesispheres and cersbellus.
appeared in

 

   
onspieuousead of 9

denyelinization of roats of luabar spinal nerves was als

. We undertine the possibility that fatal Cay infection af CNS à
PNS say pecur in A.E.D.8. pationts in absencs of foreshowing clinical Ngee

M.B.P.120 GANCICLOVIR‘THERAPY IN GASTROINTESTINAL CYTOMEGALOVIRUS
LESIONS IN AIDS
Heise Meter»Mostertz,P.,Arasteh,K..Grosse,G. ,Timn,H.,L° age ,M.

Auguste-Viktoria-Hospital, Robert-Koch-Institut, Internal Medicine, Depts. of Pathology
and Virology, Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany.

0 ive: Gastrointestinal (GI) Cytomegalovirus (CMV) lesions were found in
oneSEÉnd(sé/158) of all AIDS patients I symptoms.25/54 patients were
treated with Ganciclovir, 5 mg/kg twice daily,three weeks. Clinical,
virological and pistological response, healing of the mucosal lesions and
possible side effec monitored.
Methods:i diagnose oferitanifestation due to CMV was based on endoscopic
examination,CMV inclus ssue obtained by biopsy,immunhistological
Studiesandpostincultures. Side effects were checked by laborators data
and clin
Results: D278Bok)patients had severe tissue lesions.Complications like

ig occured Ss ood clinical response was
Sberves in 21/25 patients,healing of the ulcerations|in 19/25 and histo-

gica: /25. CMV: dlogi esponse in 18/25. -cultures turned negative just in
patients indicating persistence of the infection.Severe side effects were
not observed.Mild leuc:moeoccured in 9/25 patients which was not

nsidered to interrupt

Conclusions: “Ganciclovir aBaodclinical and histological fetein
CHV lesions in GI tract in 20/25(80%) of symptomatic patients with a:
impressingSnealing of endoscopically documented and controlled GI lesions.
Side effects and laboratory abnormalities were reported in few cases.
Hematological side effects could be a problem of baintenance therapy.
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M.B.P.121 SACICLOUR THERAEY FOR CYTOMEGALOVIRUS RELATED
FOLYRADICULO(MYELO)PATHY a|PATIENTS WITH ans.

Tiessens Portegies *; Troost, D.*
and Danner, S.A Och Neath bentrch, diosazAnsteitan "
SVereeniging voor Ziekenverpleging, Amsterdam,

To assess the efficacy of iclovir therapy in AIDS patients
egaloyirus (om)rte| Ethy Payradiculo(myel

teeswith CMV related

Boasog! OAuetionstudies nt ter À mine€. rve Ci uction 1ents ; |. Immuno
histochemistry and in situ hybridization on a and at Y specimens.

patients recei ind ion a th iclovir, 2.5-5 mg/kg
int. sl every 12 hours followed by

rapy, 5 he/ka/aey, five days per week in two patients. One
Patient alread received ganciclovir theraiefor CMV zetinitis and colitis,
viechwasefgontinued and later replaced carnet. Autopsy was performed
i pati

Myelogray howed,prachnoiditi of the lumbar ne:
patient sand was. Rat in the .

ri. ungal and
from CSF intwo

ophilic

ge
e ons of finee granu]ar

CMV nucleic acidewere detected in al F and autopsy
C. . e patients who were aebationone with gancielgvie 6

no evident neurological improveme! pagientnt who deve.levelgped pol culo-
(myelo) athyPronese career, ganciclovir not improve ganciclovir
was

mlo(nyelo pathYePetnapeeactycanot ClovisheroDecEyeei iclov:
higher Paaicutser combimyslojpathith othe antivis agents can preveivent Brogrestion
of CMV polyradioulotmelovpachoe =

M.B.P.123 TOLERANCE AND EFFICACY OF DAILY INTRAVENOUS (IV) MAINTENANCE
FOSCARNET (PFA) THERAPY FOR oOOS {CMV) RETINITIS
IN AIDS PATIENTS (ACTG PROTOCOL 0

Jacobson, Mark At, Causey, D##, Hardy, Dt

Feinberg, JE*#3%%, et al. *UCSF and

Med Center, Los Ange.
Los Angeles, CA; %##%Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY;

*#k824AIDS Clinical Trial Group, NIAID, Bethesda, MD, USA

Objective. Determine tolerance and efficacy of escalating doses of daily IV

maintenance PFA therapy (Rx).
Methods. We treated 29 patients (pts) with AIDS and newly diagnosed CMV
retinitis withiinduction IV PFA, 60 mg/kg q 8 hr. 24/25 pts who completed 14

Rx had retinitis stabilize (no new re!tinalsions and stable
Afterwe induction, 16 pts continued maintenance PFAA ‘therapy

0 pts had new retinal lesions or old lesions increase in
6 pts remined stable after 8-28

on on maintenance Rx yaan the ange
PFA discontin

a [2}, fever (iy). No mtsdeveloped
minary to.

trial in which 78mnewoN
retinitis patients are being jomiz receive main’ A Rx at

Rx, 60 ne/ta/d, forav
ar to that reported for long-term ganciclov:

Dose-limiting neutropenia was not observed with chronic PFA Rx.

PULMONARY CMV INFECTION IN AIDS PATIENTS. A
RePARC ST

Ruf, Be; Jautzke, G.™

M.B.P.125
; Timm, H.™;

icinne and * Pathology, Rudolf Virchow University* Departments
Hospital (Wedding), Freie Universität Berlin, Robert Koch Institute, Federal
Health Office, Berlin, FRG.

Objective. The clinical relevance of demonstration of CMV infection by culture
or by serology is a! certain. Clinical onae topey findings
rom 58 AIDS pattients, were compared with re;

Methods. Routine staining procedures, imm istry (AP.AAP) and cul-
ture. The results were compared with” clinical ee (serology, virus culture).

ard to CMV infec

Results. CMV was detected in lung tissue in a total of 32 patientsoe %), in
17 cases both culture and nymunohistochemistry: 10 cases culture

sitive, five cases Cl letected y‘by immunohitochemical
n 4/32 cases cells with inclusion bodies were a (HE

stain); both additional methods (culture, APAAP)
22/32 patients (69%) anti-CMV serum antibodies (IgG) were
cases (34 % as recoverd from clinical material. According totothe typical
histopathological patterns no evidence for onitis was foun

Conclusion. The majority of patients with AIDS have pneumonia, but CMV is ra-
rely the causative age:
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M B P. 122 AN OPEN COMPARITIVE STUDY OF FOSCARNET AND GANCICLOVIR IN
ve TMENT OF CMV RETINITIS

Nevell. Mark; Harris, M.; Moyle, G.; Smith, D.; Clarbour,
and Gazzard, B. St. Stephen's Hospital, Chelsea, London SW10 9TH England.

Objective To compare the efficacy and safety of foscarnet (F.) and

ganciclovir (G.) in the treatment of CMV retinitis.

Metlthods Fourteen Patients over 6 months with CMV retinitis were given

eith @ 3 week induction course of G. (Smg/kg/b.d. 1.V.-6 patients) or
(approx elg/d. I.V.-8 patients) followed by maintenance therapy 5

days a week os Ge Sme/ke/a. 1.V.). Ophthalmological response
al y adverse ri 8 were monitor:

R e treatment 16 patients on G. completed the course
uninterrupted without adverse effect and showed some visual improvement.

Fis on F. also onpletedtthe course uninterrupted but in

ar erum creatinine resulted in a dose reduction or interruption.
Five patients showed some visual rovement had continuing act.

disease one of which was switched t B. Maintenance Six patients on

ea » average duration for F. 11 ks (range 2 - 19 ks), for G.
14 weeks (range iG PA e ve patients on F. developed

In only 1 has

Four patients|had stable disease, one

an
t F. showed greater toxicity and may be less effective for maintenance.

M. B.P.124 CYTOMEGALOVIRUS CULTURES DURING MAINTENANCE DAPG THERAPY FOR
CMV RETINITIS IN AIDS.
Jennens,1.D.; Lucas,C.R.; Sandland,A.M.; Hoy Jennifer;
Maclean,H.; and Rayes,K..

Fairfield Infectious Diseases Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

Objective. To determine the effect of high and low dose DHPG mainte:
ther: on the prevalence of CMV isolation in patients with stable or
progressive CHV retinitis.
Methods. Blood, urine and saliva samples were collected 1-2 weekly and
cultured for conv from 9 male homosexual AIDS patients who received >1 month
(range 1.1.5-12) of maintenance DHEG for CM retinitis. Patients were assesed

OMv retinitis.
Results.nveee according to site of sample and dose of DHPG:

Pre ni ntenance (mg/kg/wk )
dose (15-25) High dose (27-32)

Leucocytes #11/70 (65%) 37/70 (533) 9/28 (98)
Urine 17/22 (77%) 20/71 (28%) 3 (8%)
Saliva 20/20 (100%) 33/70 (47%) 23/99 (238)
Total /59 (81%)
*No. of semples positive/number tests (
‘Three pa preg:

did 6 patie with stable retinitis, owbeing igolatedErmDATter
and 17/121 (148) of blood samp: vely (x°. p<0.001

lusion. Reduction in CMVrentetherapyviral shedding was greater using
high dose than low dose mainte: Viremia on maintenance
therapy mayira useful in predicting patients at. risk of progressive retinitis.

M B.P.126 POSSIBLE USEFULNESS OF HIGH DOSE ACYCLOVIR AS

eesaioe CMV

Metroka, aig E.; Josefberg, H.
st. Luke’s/Rossevelt fearitat Center, New York, NY, USA.

Objective. An open study
acyclovir in the prevention
Methods. We

from

of the efficacy of high dose
of invasive CMV.

studied 60 patients (pts)19 were at high risk
ptsfor CMV, 12/87 to 1/30/89. had <150 14+

cells/mm”.
Results mean T4+ cells at the time treatmentCc

initiation was 75 (range, 4 to 146). 29 pt
received AZT and bactrim, 9 ptsand dapso: ti received

T and aerosolized pentamidine, 3 pts received aerosolized
pentamidine a 2 ts received dapsone alone. e mean
duration of gollowup was 6.25 mos (range up to 13 mos).
During this no pts receiving 8no of acyclovir gq4h
developed clinical, histological, virological evidence of

In contra 3 of 9 pts who refused treatment developed
evidennce of invas ve CMV. 3 pts treated with acyclov:
during the period of observation; none of these

CMV.

vir died
with evidence

Conslusien. This study raises thepossibility that acyclovir
may be useful as prophylaxis for rthe ngitudinal
studies will be necessary to determine the efficacy”of
treatment.
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M B P 127 DIAGNOSIS AND GRADING OF CMV COLITIS: COMPARISON OF H&E
mere STAINS, DNA IN-SITU HYBRIDIZATION, AND IMMUNOPEROXIDASE

STAINS FOR EARLY AND LATE ANTIGENS,
He{drun Rotterdam, MD, Yi-Jin She, MD, D. Dieterich, MD NYU Medical Center,

New York, NY.

 

The diagnosis (dx) of CMV colitis and erating©ofitesamir have become
cific treetmen We compared

iv antigens (IPS) in

re negative. In

{sh and IPS (21), only isi (2), or only IPS
cel varied from to 221, IPS yielding the highe

per bx piece. Grades remained the same by all 3 techniques in 12 bx
varied in 17. Grades based on IPS were higher than based on H&E or
isl in 6 bx. Lowering of des based on IPS or isH occurred 11 cases,

tweighed in endoscopic bx by the

and therefore (3) grading is best performed on H&E 6

THERAPY OF
GANCICLOVIR.

M B P. 129 CYTOMEGALOVIRUS (CMV) INFECTIONS WITH
vee K. Rolstony s. Rodriguez,Bi Carvajal, J.

on, G. Brewton P. Bode d P,Nelso:
University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancerenter, Houston,"Texas, U.S.A.

Objective - To evaluate the efficacy and safety of ganciclovir for the
erapy of CMV infections in AIDS patients.

“+ HIV infected with various CMV infections received
ganciclovir (10 mg/kg/day 14d). Response and toxicity were monitore
Results - Forty-eight patients, ' wo (median age 3a),“ere
reatei Sites of infection retinitis - 34; itis - 145

esophagogastritis -2 {multiple sites in 2 pte. ). Response rates were
t Coliti. Eso}Resespors. Retinitis ophagogastritis

stabilizeid 17 (504) 7
No change/wo 8 } 1 (78)
Patients withretinitis wno failed to respond (neludtne2 with retinal

10 d Initiation ofdetachment) generally had a greater than
rapy. pati

perforation. One patient devel: inated disease including
adrenalitis. More than 50% of patients who responded received maintenance
therapy with ganciclovir. Therapy was generally well tplerated, however
23% of patients developed neutropenia (PMN <1000/mm°). Nausea and
confus were seen infrequently.
ae Ganeiclovir is safe and effective in initial and maintenance
therapy of CMV retinitis and gastroenteritis.

IN v BY PERIPHERAL BLOOD

M.B.P.131 CELLS FROMHIV1 INFECTED SUBJECTS.

Vendre]ll, Jean-Pierres+; Segondy, M.*; Ducos, J.,+; Reynes,J.*#%*%;

Huguet, M.F.*, Cannat, À.* and Serre, A.e+.

* INSERMU6S, ** Laboratoire d'Immunologie, Hopital papeyronie, *** Service Mala~

dies Infectieuses, Hppital St Eloi, MONTPEL) FRANCE

 

INTRODUCTION. A permanent capacity for in vitro secretion of HIV] antibodiesx the

circulating. cells of HIVI infected subjects has been evidenced. Since CMV i

tion is very serie B

cells could also be evidenced in the blood stream of HIV1 seropositive‘subjec

METHODS Supernatants of overnight cultures of the PERC from HIV1 seropos.itive

and 24HIV1 ells from Behring or Pasteur

CMV ELISAkits. In vitro antibody secretion was detected using a lownoise ampli-

eeeneic complex

 

 a) 50 positive,5 ti a CMV inRESUL!'

tion teste {IVAP)

and

 prod
20 ne

24 b) While all HIV1 seropositive

were also HIV1-'TvAP positive, ai‘cm seropositiveveubjects werenot ipso f.

CMV-IVAP positive. c)

cally inhibits cmand not HIV-IVAP. CMV-IVAP positivity was shown to be atransi-

toomyphenomenon in HIV negative andaRersistant phenomenon in HIV1 positive

 

 

ete.ae detection of CM antibodyssecreting cells in ne blood stream could

ovide 01 for the diagno-

sisàand theeat treatment of CMV opportunistic infection in ars disease andin

other cases of immune deficiency.

M.B.P.128 4RANDOMEZED CONTROCLEPCLINICALDNSRE
IR THE TREATMENT, OF VIRI IN

PATIENTS WITH ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME
Polis,Michael*;Day.rite. H*:MManischewitz, J.**; Masur, H.*; Palestine.*; etal.

*National Institutes of Health; **Food and Drug Administration, Bethesda, MD,U!

Objective. To evaluate foscarnet(trisodiumRDfor the treatment of cyto-
mevelovizas (CMV) retinitis in persons with AIDS.

cowry

 

Danalandicoclial waeSeed aene facane
no AZTagentheagfontreneCVrea

PatentsontheAZT
lyqBh for a 3Foscarnet is Dmes inducti

Period followed by 90me daly maintnasee:Sot adjusted for renalfunction, until
progression of retinitis is noted. IE db

ter from retinal photographs. ;total enrollmentof 48 subjects is planned.
Results.a,evenpainsts have been sce f h

One did not have CMY retinitis and 1 had a sight-threatening lesion. Three
who hadeligible eyelesions were initially medically ineETTacaca

pneumoniaamonis (PCP), I was intolerant to AZT. hall
pathy. OFthe6patients enrolledthus far were randomized to each of the 3 arms.Initial

to 3.Tita(aden LOK), aval eranal
from 105!8 102252(din168),adTsousmoreofS,oe
CaseMyPCP and 1 retinitis asas their first AIDS-definin,

 

h h Sle hl

ceteter Baseline and interim data and
inal pk ill be presented.

TREATMENT WITH GANICICLOVIR (D.H.P.G.) IN H.I.V. CARRIERS

M.B.P.130 WITH CMV IN THE BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE :

d*, C. Tamalet** and P. Casanova*.

Hôpital Conception, *infectious Diseases Unit; **Virology Unit, Marseille, France.

Objective : Describe the effects and long term follow up of treatment

with Ganciclovir (DHPG) in HIV carriers when CMV is isolated from broncho-
alveolar lavage.

Methods : in a seriala? 21 patients with wild symptoms of pneumonitis

{ei r, dyspnea, inte:
but fever ; we had treated with Ganciclovir 5

a CMV was systematically cultured from

this serialconcern all HIV
bu

 

mg/kg twice daily
the bronchoalveolar lavage;

jo!
receive treatment ; one died at 3 months of CMV pneumonitis ; 3 developped

1 after 12 months.

n CMV is isolated from bronchoalveolar lavage

safe and could protect the|tumuns system of cytopathic effects of C

in HIV carriers and could delay the apparition of opportunistic infections.

 M.B.P.132 EFFICACY AND TOXICITY OF TREAIMENT IN AIDS-RELATED
QW RETINITIS.

, Charakhenian S.; eg: Vaseghi M.; De Sat Rom

ntmPen CN

evaluated.
Regults.
age: 4O years (r: 28-63), mean Kamofsky index
pts, L:épts), for
(mean duration: 24,7 days, r:
time those

 

TTITTT
Conclusion. ‘Treatment off AIDS involves use of multiple taxic drugs. Although drug taricity was

‘comparable in the groups, patients on maintenance relapsed lees frequently end later then the
group I patients. Theee results have pratical implications as fer as drug association ami pa-
tients comfort are concerned.
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M.B.P.133 ©TSweIu ivINFECTION WITH AIOS.

acht I., Yolonterio A., Genova F., Villa A.R., Errante I., Caggese L.

Wiguarda Ca’ Granda Hospital Milan, Italy.

ective. Foscarnet treateent of Acyclovir resistant Herpes siaplex (WS¥) recurrent genital

re in AIS,

 

= & = a a 3 a a a ES . F

, 1988 to hugususttie nee from September 23 to October 8; from December 27 1988 to as of

Row. Diseonntinuation was due nal impairment.

Results. After 30 days of therapy the massive lesions were almast completely healed, HSV was

not isolated frem them. Nild anemia developed. Progressive renal impairment, with elevation

of serum creatinine up to a maximum of 2,4 mg/dl suggested drug-dosage reduction and subsequent

discontinuation of therapy. Relapse of lesions occurred after 8 weeks, and retreatment with Acy

clovie was ineffective. Again, treatment of HS¥ with Foscarnet yelded response, and therapy is

Now ongoing with dosage-reduction due to creatinine elevation. No clinically relevant calciur

elevationswas noticed, even if serum calcive decrease was noticed.

Conclusions. Fascarnet is an active drug on HSV infections in AI0S patients.Continuous aduini-

stration was a safe modality due to predictability of progression of serum creatinine elevation,

Its use in Acyclovir-resistant HSV infections is warranted

M. B.P.135 INTESTINAL HIV EXPRESSION IN AIDS PATIENTS WITH

CYTOMEGALOVIRUS COLITIS

Kotler, ponerseEri Reka, onin, W**; Borcich, A*; Tierney, AR**

#St. Lui velt Roeedial”Center, Columbia University;

##Lencx Tlwioepitaly New York, NY, USA

Objective To determine if intestinalaesxpresaion is augmented by the
omegalovirus cour

© 01 ul

enti-p24 {Dupent), were performed on selected specimens to locali
cellular H
Results HIV. p24 was detected in 60% of rectalorcretee from patients

th CMV colitis and 64% of patients without co.
ent was lower in patients with CMV colit

complication (63421 v 135+38 p;
an

he vast major-
vascular endothelial cells. “Tocaliza~

lusions was seen only in a few cases.
colitis does not appear to stimulate

HIVproduction in she intestine, though such interaction may be
str vitr e lack of stimulation of HIV by CMV may be related to
reactivation isdifferent cellular reservoirs.

Transfusions

Transfusions

M.B.P.137 DEMOGRAPHICANDEPIDEMIOLOGICALCHARACTERISTICS OF

 

LEGSJorsi, Barba 6 and Sequra A., Departaest of Health, Generalitat de Catalunya, renin, Spain .

Dbipctivess 1.- To estioate the evolution of HIV inettrs asong blood donations. 2.- To estisaie be

prevalance of hepatitis and luetic infection anoag WIV positive hivod dosers. 3.- To describe the demographic

behavioral characteristics of HIV positive donors.
Wethods: The total auaber of perforsed blood denatioas is collected in a sonthly basis fron all the 25iti dleod

banks in Catalonia (# ailiion inhabitants]. HIV testing Gacluding confirmatory test! is esndetory sint ortoer 1906,

Sociodeaographic ané behavioral inforsation is celinestedisteaatically with a standarized fore for ae ected HIS +

donors and entered in a centralized database. Data tigvad les. serology has bean ri

Resvits: Fros 1985 1909, 153 donations were ‘ant HIV +. i

Lhousanpusand, in 1986 was 0.27, in 1987 0.36ae during the fratnine aonths 0 it was 0.53,

HIV # doners, 2 (1.962) were HbAg positive and 10 (8.531) were RPR and confiraatory test positive, Table 1

their pransaissin we distribution by sex.

TALE 4 NSNISSIOH GRUP me FEMALE TOTAL AVERAGE AGE
Hi 1 55 (60.72) 24

Hoaosexual nen à 23 (47,04) 32

Giseual ” > 10 17.4) 4

Heterosexual LH 47 30 (22.20 #2

iiaknowa Bu ne5) 3

w
e2

Mot yet reported 13 a
fontan the prevevalence increases it does nat“reflect the inportant increment of AIOS cases reported

riod. whik fF our community infected patients, [¥DU

Faut He ooreve than OOoF (han,adheterosexual transaission reage between 2 01, annng HIV +aepageli“

proportion of [VM is lower and ‘ose“TIdr HIV infection is auch higher. Blood donor:

special features that Faure8anyied comparison with other von nevertheless we suggest that ts all

through an heterosexual contact are less sensitive to sel ferclusion
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(NANCE OF POLYMORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTES IN CEREBRO-
M.B.P.134 EnSPINAL FLUID OF AIDS ameWITH CYTOMEGALOVIRUS

RELATED POLTRADECULO(MYELO)PS
*; Tiessens, G. **; Portegies, P. + Troost, *, *Academisch

dis 1105 Ag AneterdanVereeniging voor Élehonvezntagir
Prinsengracht, terdam, The

. A spectrum of cytomegalovirus (CMV) related neurological
Gerhive,Fès ‘been ‘agifiaa. in igmes withAIDScnrs
enc itis, myeli SpinA ological
agent in e Cases is very difficult. Gerebrospina Hua (Se)bones
are negative in CMV infection and in situ

it. At
ve of these patients had a GRirance Gf

an SeAim of anitwasto2assess

.. GLinical records and Leone studies of natneacolettY
assessed HIV-1 nalPopultsotCaFex 28 CDC aan, 13 ARG and 200 AIDS)
were reviewed and resul nation were¢ al uated. F

. e € 32 . Four
patients 58 Le prouressive.faccieopera Sauter
Foiyradiculotmyel0)pay as SRsanteand in situ
pypridizetion.of 8 €“Speciners, In 143 PatientsCr nationwasvas

rformed. CSF nau fourd in 58 Bolyreaies
in seven: CMV polyradiculodo{mpelbypacny(4).(a),

‘ia mening: fis (à de ococcal me:
meningitie teYin Tieis no SEiles SeenCMV was
cultured from CSF in two cases of CMV pol: agendsepathhy.

Predominance of pol’ ear Réspe n CSF of AIDS
patients with subacute progressive flaccid parapares. & indicative far CMV
polyradiculo(myelo)pathy.

M. B.P.136 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF AIDS RELATED CYTOMEGALOVIRUS (CMV)
INFECTION OF THED nes
Bauer Pierre G.*;Basilio,C.A.**;Fialho,F,**;Valle,H,A,**;Sion

F.S.**;S8a,C.A.* WirclosssFIOGRuz,,te,Rio,Brasil; **Hospital Gaffrée e
Guinle,UNI-RIO, tio,Brasil.

Shjective. To analyse ultrastructural features of CMV infections of AIDS Lung
autopsi

Methods.Specimens of AIDS lung autopsy with CMV infection and Kaposi sarcoma
e oscopy. Paraffin blocks of histolo-

gical material were reprocessed for wu trastructural investigation:
main nf h

 
Results. infected cell in the present study was the Paeunocyte,
with indications of infection of both es. It contai haracteristic,

observed. Strange vesicle and tubule f i i cytoplasm
Suggested some aberrant virus production. ells tr led dense round
dies characteristi infections. waned were present in CMV
infected regions of the lung. Ultrastructural features, kn from tumor
cells e 8 convoluted heterochromati clei, nuclear pockets, peri-
nuclear filament bundles i onoclonal gammopa-

material Fevealed meny of the mentioned CMV char.

e poor fixation.
Conclusions. Merestructureltudies fuznished usefull new data about CMV in-
fection, evolution and related pathologies, also in retrospective analysis.

M B P.138 & SAFER TEST TUBE FOR HIV AND OTHER VIRAL MARKER TESTS
. Sioufi Habib A.*, Jacobson M.S.**, Renaud M.A.** and Kevy

5.V.#%*, *Medcon R & D, Bro ine, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

**The Children's Hospittal, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts,

U.S.A.

Objsie7 test a modified evacuated test tube with an HIV neutralizing
agent (HN to aegalere possibly eliminate the risk of contracting
EH pealShure

ayposiitive (+) and 2 HIV negative 2 blood sanples,
divided into two equal aliquots.

final joncentrarion of 0.1%, an equal

ples were

 

Immunoblot assay, HBsAg, a les
with/without HNA-2 were assayed for the routine chemistry tests i.e. Blood

Sugar, BUN, preacindne,

Results, 0.1% HN i mentioned viral marker
tests, all (+) Memelee were Os all (-) canto were (-) ‘withwithoot
HNA-2. 1 the chemistry tests wienwithoutt HNA-2 were withi . The

HNA-2 redu:uced, by at least.logs, a

andling patient specimens without compromising HIV a
tests. The technology wild be expanded to include other test tubes.
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HIV SeaADw COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE BLOOD
M.B.P.139 PRODUCTS IN IN

zeppathy 8. Chaudhuri &, Singh y.8, Seth**P,
falaviya À.
* Clinical Immunology Services, Department of Medicine, AIIMS;
Department of Microbiology, AIIMS, New Delhig INDIA.

Varghese #, and

Objecthive To Geacribe the result of HIV’ screening of commer-
ly available blood products in ndia.

105S cameles of blood products (viz-immunoglobulin pre-

blood

Methods

parations, Factor VIII cryoprecipitate and a variety of

products) of 1 American and 5 Indian companies were tested for

the presence of HIV antibodies using the Wellcozyme competetive
ELISA kit. Presence of HIV antibodies was confirmed by Western

Blot (Dupont).

Result Of these 105 samples, 31 were found to contain HIV

antibodies by the ELISA method. They were subsequently confirm-

medical,

 
ed by the Western Blot test. Their results and their

social and legal implications have generated a lot of

versy in the country.

contro-

RISK FACTORS FOR HIV AMONG NEW YORK BLOOD DONORS IN 1988.M.B.P.141
aynor, Suzanne; Keseler, D.; Berge, P.; Andrews, S.;

DeiValle,C.;New York Blood Center, New York, NY, USA.

gbiectiv : To eveluate current trends In riek factors for HIV Ab+
Gonora in order to update seat lonal efforte to prot
Methode: We compared blood
Rance 1988 with pore1985ay 1986 data as reported by Rabkin, et al.

885-May 1966Feb-Dec 1986 April 1

titsSaected 418“8,000aeCape) 470,000
Anti-HIV positive 04%) 470C.1%}

re interviewed 1131840) 214(46%)

Risk Factore
Homo-B | aexus | 31% 85%
(vou 11% 4x

Blood Recipient 1.7% 1.4%
Het. High Risk Partner 20% 15%

Het. Multiple Partner )
Heterosexuai Unk. Risk 17X } 7%

Other Riek 8x }

Donor Interviews indicate that, of heterosexuais with high risk partners,
88% have a greater perception of riek and ablilty to tranamit HIV by trans-

fuelon than do he 1 or more partners of unknown risk (36%).
na clear shift In risk factors ai biood donor

  

ve In decr ng t Ing h
jation, renewed educational efforts should Sarget sexually

active haterosexuate.

M.B. P.143 CHANGING FROFILE OF HIV-SEROPOSITIVE BLOOD DONO!

uskard, N; Elliot, M; wore 8; Slaclatr, M.
Canadian Red gross Blood Transfusion Service, Vanc B.C,

Testing for the HIV virus was instituted in October 1985 in B.C

atad blood prior to testing,
13 some3 had fonated once prior “co costing (2 wi

10 ve donors6 implicateed inTAAean volunt:
daferredwell before testing for HIV and did not return, there remain self.

@ who have enrolled a: donors e the
of screening, presumably. to be tested. Furthe:ermore, some previously acte
deferred donors in high risk groups are now returning to donate. 8 ler-

the for continued efforts to discourage such behavior and for
creative screening methods which will identify such donors on the clinic.
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DETECTION OF HIY MARKERS PRIOR TO IgG ANTIBODY
M.B.P.140 SEROPOSITIVITY IN PLASMA D nos

i Hell REA
R-V.*#*; Ho, D.D.****; Stewert la
*Abbott Labs, N. Chicago tL; ** Univ of Washington: “Seattre WAs ***Central
Public Health Laboratory, London UK; ****UCLA School of Medicine, Los
Angeles CA, USA.

5*; eames» R.W.**; Parry,

A
R

Qbjective. Determine the sequence of occurrence of HIV markers presero
conversion. Assess the utility of HIV antigen (HIV Ag) detection in plasma

rs.
reseroconversion serial samples at 3 to 7 day interval were

obtained from 7 1thy plasma donors who

ts. In 5 donors, HIY antigen was detected prior to or simuttaneously
with IgG anti HY.ail HIV Ag positive samples were infe thusrer cultured
normal peripheral blood mononuciear cel}s; most were also IgM a
positive . The
infectivity was concurren
Although the improved sensitivity of
r antt gp4i assays shortened the window period preceeding seroconversion,
IV antigenemia a were the only markers of HIV infection

for several days.1
¥ infectious “units from plasma donors can be eliminated from

the plasma. supply by HIV Ag screening.

M.B.P.142 SELF{EXCLUSION BY HIV ANTIBODY VE BLOOD DONORS

Gay: ce zanne; Keeeler, D.; Andrews, S.; DetVaile, C.;
New York Blood Center, New YorkmYUSA.

Objective: To aesess the self-exclusion (SE) behavior of HIV antibody eero-
ÉLVESD!lood donors as related to knowledge of well-def Ined risk factors.

Methods: 113 HIV Ab+ blood donors were Interviewed and counseled In 1988.
e and risk for HIV infect lon noted during the counsel ing sessions

were retrospectively quantified

Resuits: Eighteen 1$15:2%.8X) self-exciuded, whlis, overall only 1% of blooi

 

 

 

eelf-exciude. Criteria for donor deferrai(*) met
(71.7%); 28 others were olther heterosexua! or transfusion recipients. Thres
donors had multipla rieks; no information was available for the rest. Donor
interviews mnalctte those who do ssi f-exc lu ie have a higher level of AIDS
educiat lo styve themsetves atthigher risk and areaware of the riek of
INtra 16n by transfuelon. fur.5X v 16. 3% noi 1f-excl us en)

‘Fiot SeiteExc

Resu!te: «Yes Ye=
*Homosexualiy active maies 35 31.0% W 31.4%
aneterosexual/High Riek Partner 33 20.2% 3 9.1%
*Iintravenous Drug User 12 10.6% 1 8.3%

mitian 1 0.9% (2
at/Unknowm Other 20 17.7% 2 10.0%

Heterceetual/Maltipie Partners, 8 5.3% 0
Tranefusion Recipient 2 1.8% 0

8 7.1% 1 12.5%

Conclusion: As individuals not in Identified ris!
DecoMs“Mirscted, additional efforts are eseentia
of risks of HIV’ transmission and to Increase tho

k groupe for seif-exciuelon
i to better educate donors
use of self exciusion.

ANTI-HTLV-1 POSITIVE (+) BLOOD DONORS
tudy Group* represented b

sie ions in New York City,

s Angeles, USA, **University

M.B.P.144 IMMUNOPHENOTYPES OF.
Transfusion Safe:
A frarticlpatingàins

Miani, Detroit, Seattle, SenFr
of Miami, Miami, Florida,

To define the lymphocyte subsets of anti-HTLV-1Rh blood donors.
SS/NHLBI Donor Repository

  

on! tionsin late 1984 and sarly 1985. EIA
scre. th , oblot, and RIPA confirmation, sl a confirmed 23

donors as anti-HTLV-I (+). 11 donors enrolled in 1968 were still EIA and

RIA (+); 6 were RTLV-I culture (+), 5 we: (-); 7 were male, 70; 4

were female, ages 51-63, None were drug abusers. Eac 5 bi
ar d controls. Lymphocyte imaunophenotyping

-color flow cytometry using 11 pairs of anti
ti-HTLV-I (+) donor, who was also anti-HIV-1 (+),

cha .phe: ic nges expected for the latter
anti-HIV-1 (-) donors did no fer from controls in CD: subset:

2+Tal+ or CD2. +, CD4 and subset CD4+CDw29+, CD8 and subset CD8+Talt,

CD20 and subset CD20+CD21+. However . 9 of the 10 had values for CD4 5:
dian for controls (p <.05), and all

NKH.1+ cell counts above the median .0
N-1 infection for at least 4 years did not affect lymphocyte

subsets suggestinaunosuppression in these donors. The statistically
significant elev: ms in © subset of CD4 cells (the s: ight

nduce actSeteof suppressor/cytotoxtc T cells) and in monocytes
cep:14) and natural killer cells (NKH.1) may result en infection with a

‘Lymphoproliferative vvirus, or represent a usua. ronic viral
infection in subjects who had no obvious HTLV-I related diseases.ofaPaneeored

by Co:neract No. NO1-HB-4-7003 of the National Heart, Lung,
Institute.)
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M.B.P.145 CLOTTING FACTOR TREATMENT AND CD4 COUNTS (N ANTI-HIVs HEMOPHILEACS.

The Transfusion Safety Study Groups represented Jerset, George F.an

#Participating institutions in New York City, Miami, Detroit, Seattle,

Gan Francisco, and Los Angeles, USA, #sPuget Sound Blood Center, Seattle, Waahington, USA.

Qbiective. nlrinewhetwether reductions in CO4 counts among anti-Hi¥-1(+) hemophiliacs

are related we type y of treatment.
Methods. Data for antiHetD patients with factor Vill (FVIII) or IX deficiency were

analyzed by t and amount of treatment received from 1981-1985, defined as FVIi! units,

units from cryoprecipitate (oryo). Analysis was limited i

treated with FVIII concentrate, FIX concentrate or cryo nyeStatistical inference was
based on the rank corretation coefficient and

 

 

         

Median CO4 counts shown by quartile of treatment. Units = annual mean/patient.

Quer-IFVIH  {n-262) correlation FIX (236) correlationicryo (n=t4) correlation|

tile [units cms units CM) or P junits ot r P

1 jt &,63 62 17,80 22 8,80 74
& te 53,96 4-22 .Oflto 48,700 448/-.06 .67 |to 44,200 47/-.63 .017|
3 jm 10,6 me tn 83,00 44 to 157,60 6u
4 686,983 to 356,287 3% 290,60 3

ncressing treatment wes correiated with lower CO4 counts in those riConclusion,
ceiving FVIIE or cryo, but not FIX. Heterol s proteins could be responsible for the
observations in FVIII-trested patients. Relatively littie of the variability in CH (r),

torent conan which may elt ainply be an index of increzs-

infection, (Sponsored by Contract No. NOtFe4-003 of the National
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute.)

PHOTOINACTIVATION OF HIV-1 WITH MEROCYANINE 540M.B.P.147
» Harvey, R.L senbrenner, L.L.

University, Detroit,”wichigan, 29201, and Veterans
Ministration Medical Center, Allen Park, Michigan, U.S.A.

Objective. Merocyanine 540 (MC 540),a lipophilic aves snactvotes enveloped
viruses following exposure to white light.We an experiment to

rmine if MC 540 with light inactivates HIV-1,sincere Dhototherapy may be
useful for inactivating pirestanttted bi

tel1-free superna H9/HTLV-IIIs cells was mixedwith MC
§40 (30 ug/ml),then te light for 60 minutes.Uninfected VB
cells were treated vinsul adsorbed eighteen
hours at 37°C in 5% COz incubator.VB cells washed +
2, resuspended,and incubated at ane in 5% coe"for 10 days.Supernatant p24
antteen (Abbott) was measured at 7 and 10 days post-infect

Specimen optical
7 Day 10

HIV (no light, no MC 540) 0.237 (+) 0.818 (+)
HIV (no jee, with bed 540) 0.450 (+) 1.673 (+)
HIV (with Tight, no 0.4 (+) HEtA (+)
HIV (with atwith } 44 (-) 56 (-)

withwhite light snnipresd HIV replication as
rentesnnp24antigon immunoassay.Studies are in progress to determine
tf MC 540 has similar gcttvity against cell-assoctated virus.

HIV SEROPREVALANCES AMONGST HEALTH BLOOD DONORS IN

31 HOSPITALS IN ZAMBIA

N.P*, Dallas ABC*, Chipuka L.*, Nshimbi R.*, Tedder R.*,

Siyambango J.*ibansex Hospital, London UK and *University Teaching

Hospital, Lusaka, Zambia

OBJECTIVE. To screen blood forme infections in all the Blood Transfusal
Zambia with a view to limiting Transmission. Secondly to prov.

information on the otoprevelenee of HIV among health blood Potsin

M.B.P.14

Zambia.
METHOD. Using a National Blood Transfusion record book ail donors were
interviewed in 31 hospitals in Zambia, Sex, Marital Status, Address, Age,

Social behaviour and Travel was recorded. abs was screened using
Welcozym

TS. uv seroprevalances varied from place to place. The rural areas

had 0%. The urbai 0-3% while the urban areas had‘6-10%. The
ties recorded uetoar

CONCLUSION. HIV is a new disease in Zambia and is currently confined mostly

to big cities and any part of zambia with urban influence.
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M.B.P.146 SEROLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF PRIORSSEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES
ue IN HIV-1 SEROPOSITIVE BLOO!

reedson T. Grandinetti, M.T.
Sullivan, and the American Red Cross coiaborative HIV Study Group, Jerome
H. Holland Laboratory, Rockville, MD.

OBJECTIVE To serologically characterize HIV-1 seropositive blood donors
who deny prior|AIDS risk beha'

DS risk behaviors.vere define
contact with anWV dri

yr bi-sexual male. These data we

jor kel
were identifi n-perso / ir
(RISK). Twenty fi lonors were classified having no identifiable risk
{NIR). The proportion of both RISK and NER HIV+ donors having additional
STO markers was significantly higher al

onors as à
serological evidence of prior exposure te other STDs. posure is
also evidelent for donors who k

the D-related assays studied would havve sufficient
accur.acy to be used for blood screeningourpo they may
mechanism for further characterization of these individuals.

t predictive

M B P 148 p24 HIV ANTIGEN SCREENING OF BLOOD DONORS

vv * 1 ; Gathof, Bit; Bicker, Ut; Gossrau, E*;
Stute, ro Baumgarten, K**; Bergmann, H**; Reissigl, H**;
ürtler, L*; Deinhardt, F*;

portenkofer Institute, University Munich, FRG, *Blood Transfusion Service,
R Ss, l‘Munich, . tria, opera. FRG, **Blood Transfusion

foes open the Peesibiitty that a donor was in th

several blood centers have evaiuated the advantage
of HIV-Ag screening in populations with different HIV prevalences.
Method. HIV antigen Capture immunoassays (Abbott, N. Chicago, 11.) vere used.

Results. Anti-HI

 

nti-HIV=
donations ‘iVea PAIN=AGS

Bavaria 229,879 0 7 0
Berlin 65,481 0 16 0
Saar 0117 0 1 0

Vienna 216,783 1 9 0
Linz 62,577 0 2 0
Innsbruck 82,180 o 3 0
 

It ie particulariy importantet 6 donors became Anti-HIV positive 2 to 8
ks after having been V-Ag negative.

Conclusion. in these 820,017 blood donors HIV-Ag testing failed to detect

M.B. P.150 EEEor RE TRANSMISSION BY BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS IN
IOR TO ANTI-HIV-1 SCREENING

ens,Young,M.*,Ward,J.“and Perkins ,H.*
“Irwin” Biches).SL Centers, San Francisco, California, and
“centers for Disease Control, ‘Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Objective. stimate the proportion of blood transfusions that
were infectious for H
preceding introduction of routine anticHIV-1 screening,

- 1,554 previous donations by 309 former bl. now
to have AIDS HIV-1 ant. ly otted according

donation date. Usin e ol rv seropositivity of late 1984
donors (0.24%), and assuming a paraliel seroprevalence with tha
report for other high-risk persons in ancisco between
1978 and 1985, the proportion all donors who were high-risk
and HIV(+) was extr a or each cartieronce ntpo
likelihood of recipient infection per un then
calculated by multiplying by |the known infectivityàrate.(0. 90)
f a seropositive transfuusio

isk of infected transfusions rose exponentially
from 1978 (<. 018) through 1982 (1.2%). The risk plateaued in 1983
and then declined precip. ously in mid-1984, despite continued
spread of the virus in the local community.

e derived risk/time estimate is validated by a
alternate risk estimate basedan re of transfusion

f£ known d recipients, of value in designing
recipient counselling, notification“and testing stra’
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TRAMSMISSION DU VIHI PAR TRANSFUSION: erSSANCE DU RISQUE.

M.B.P.151 Jullien, Anne Marie; Couroucé, AM; Richard, D; Girard, M;

Elghouzzi, MH; Habibi, B. Fondation Nationale de Trenef. Seng., Paris, France.

Objec:ctifs : Evaluera.(infectiviré des dons de sang séronéga: de donneurs
ultérieurement séro rtis et le risque annuel de ceanenterton du VIEIL.
Méthode: Une océdure d'enquête a été appliquée lors de la découverte
d'une séropositivité VIH1 chez un donneur régulier. Les receveurs des

uits issua du don précédant cette découverte d'un an maximum ont été
calculé selon la même approche que

. et a
Résultats : Du
donneurs ont été confi
un don sér
m délai de In
décédés (46 ‘D et 12 (24 %)
de 25 % (3/12). Le

Année

igque

on 1988 9 .
31/12/88, 805.118 dons ont été testés :

rmi e we

 ni al d Risque 1:
1985 I Cc 0, 36.000
1986 236.897 0,74 19 40.000
1987 37.348 0,43 12 65.000
1988 0.190 0,23 7 110.000
lus La diminution du risque de transmisaion VIHL par transfusion

la diminution de le prévalence des donneurs séropositifs.
site mesure globalement l'efficacité du dépistage
sujets à risque. Elle permet la comparaison avec

tes Séoultace drautres régions à risque

DONORS SHOWING ONLY CORE POSITIVE HIV ANTIBODY: À 3 YEAR FOL-
Lou

M.B.P.153
PC; de Vries, A.H., McShine, R.L.; Smit Sibinga, C.Th.

Red Cross Blood ft Groningen-Drenthe, Groningen, The Netherlands.

Since antibodies to the core of HIV could herald the early signs of AIDS we

ve studied 8/17 (7F + 1M) initially reactive donors detected by the first
generation test in 1985; they were selected for 6 ollow ups. At tha
time Western blot pattern showed P55 in 5, & dn 2 and P55 with another

non specific band in 1 subject; all were ithy and the: ere no ‘risk

rs" involved. 18 Months later 5/8 were available, remained healthy and cap-
ture ELISA tests were ve but tern blotting 2 donors persisted with
positivity, one with P55. In 1988, 6/8 donors were available follow up.
They were apparently in good health andner0l08 cal2 t re entirely ne-

zen | rx HI tib
bott, DuPont), competitive ELISA welleome) or gelatin

ren ve. It seems t! a
these serological veece found inin 1985 for HIV are a false positive pheno-
smenon m e presence ofcontaminants in the reagent End/or
cross reactivity by sntibodive to other viru

M.B.P.155 REVALUE OF HIV COUNSELLING CONSULTATION MEETINGS AT THE
TRANSFUSION CENTRE (1986 - 1989)-

Miller River; Hewitt, P.##; Moore, C.#t; Barbara
Contreras, Me rien,
Ha ilia London, England, **North LondonCentre, Royal FreeMospitaal,
Blood Transfusion Centre, Edgware, Middlesex, England.

ARRET

Objecttive.To.describe how counselling consultation sessions enable the
ion ofene strategies related to HIV

c
review, modification and evolut:
ina sion ood transfusion centre (R.T.C.).

. À district ADS.Counselling Co-ordinator consults withan R.T.C. team
crobiologist on a2plamed regular

t rehearsespossible8solutions and
discuss hypothetical and actual sequelae. "Topics include rategiesffor
notification and counselling of seropositive donors; donors“implicated in
transfusionvascociated HIV; the impac! technology.
Results. Consultation sessions enable R.T.C. staff to define areas of concern,
explore solutions, and influence policy structure particularly with regard to

donor counselling ¢-g- hepatitis B infection. R.T.C.
therwise unfaniliar ychosocial concepts.

n advance thus

 

ad hoc decision making. approach topeelblems
ich enhances information€exchange between staff and donors

maintaining complete confidentiality.

EXPERIENCE WITH NOTIFICATION AND FOLLOW-UP OF WESTERN BLOT
oeTERMINATE DONORS 

M.B.P.152
aynor, Suzanne; Hoseln, B.; DelValle, C.; Blanco, C,;

et al. New York Biood Center, New York, NY, USA.

Qblective:Wet fieation, risk assessment and retesting of Indeterminate

Methods,"oonora with ENI ELISA R.R. Indeterminate W.B. resone1985/86

donations were recalled for retesting and Interviewing.
originally sent a non-specific letter (A) eimiiar to the one weed.fo

These donors as

 

 

concern. Interviews with 17 donors ylelded no risk©
factor for exposure to Hiv.

otals Response Rate Foar/Anxlety Curlosity Other
Letter A (30) 13 (43%) 4 (30%) 8 (61%) 1 (8%)
  

Letter 8 (20) 4 (20%) Oo (OX) 4 (100%) o (0%)

14/17 donore were retestad. Seven (50%) of the donors retested were negative
DuPont and Ganetic Systema EIA, as wall as Biotech W.B. Seven donors

retained the eame of

“donors cana 2 a o - os = g
s

2 a ~ os = =seroconversion t t
be notifled of their status es an appropriately worded written
communication, without undue enxiety.

ANTIGENEMIE HIV : DEPISTAGE SYSTEMATIQUE DES DONNEURS

SANG DE LA REGION PARISIENNE .

MIGNONDominique TRANSFUSION, Hépital FOCH,SURESNES,

M.B.P.154

OBJECTIF ; La recherche aes antiganes HIVt permettrait,selon des articles récents, 
de déceier les aujets récemment co minés, avant séroconversion

MATERIEL 5 Le dépistage syatémetique de Pantigénémie HIV1 tut institué, à cha
on ng, en octobr La recherche des entlcorps anti-HIV étant par ailteursdon de s

réakisée par 2 techniques depuis 1985. 6372 prélèvements furent ainsi examinés, cor-

che des Ag HIV, ia méthode fut une technique enzyma-im

munométrique de type "Songwicn (Organon Lab.); chaque échmmtilion positif fut repris

dans une 2° série de réactifs, puis traité en Western Blot (Epibiot: orgenon Lab.) e

enfin soum

RESULTATS : * durant Ja pér uts furent dépistés anti-Hiv pos!

1 > etrré uence de 0,08% des sonner.
* 2 antigénémies furent dépistées de! açon teproductible chez un dons

neur connu et la réaction ne fut pes neutralisable; émois plus tard is fausse poritivité

persistait, avec un WB négatif; et chez un donneur nouveau avec réaction neutralisable
ut WB négatif; ce donneur fut aussitôt perdu de vue. La fr ence de Ian

fut done de 1/3997 donneurs séronégatiia en anticorps entee soit 0,023%

CONC 1 Il serai imordiat en transfusion, de pouvoir rédulre Is fenat:tre exis-

tant entre contamination et epperition.des anticeres, clare que piusiects observations

notent que la contaminetion des receveurs est possible. Le faible fréquence vas HIv1

n de donneurs de sang (en malorité fidélisés et connus) ¢ ait atten

due: te etudene fournit donc pas d'argument pour cesser ie dépistage, au contraire.

M.B.P.156  cHancs IN THE PREVALENCE OF HIVS AMONG NIGERIAN BLOOD
DONORS IN IBADAN, NIGERIA.

Essien, Etim & Saliu, I
Dept. of Haematology, University CollesBiHospital, Ibadan, Nigeria.

Cbjective. To determine the trend in HIV sero-prevalence rate among blood
donors in Ibadan.

ly remmerative (relative) and non:-remunerative
tems ha: BE

e i several tors. rative dono! ve been in the
majority in recent years. h ctive donor questioned on past
medical history. those not previous ar
were tested by the Cusoy method. Suitable candidates donated blood and
serum samples from pilot bottles were saved and screened by the Wellcozyme
and Elavia HIV systens
Results. Between Ji and Decenber 1986, of 2000 samples tested, 0.01 was
po: i confirmed on Western blot (WB). By cont:rast

, 09,88 when 1464 samples were tested, 12 (0.8% ) were Elisa
positive and 9 (0.1%) were confirmed
aN This result indicates nes blood transfusion may likely be an

ant route of HIV t: on in Ibadan. It. further emphasizes the
neatto ensure, as divestedbyby“Government, that every unit of blood is
Hiv-free before it is transfused
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M.B.P.157 avri-uiv SCREENING OF BLOOD DONORS IN CANADA (NOVEMBER 1985
TO DECEMBER 1

3 ADATIA, Ay AND WHITTEMORE, N.B.
THE CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY, OTTAWA, CANADA.

BETWEEN NOVEMBER 1985 AND DECEMBER 1988, THE CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY
SCREENED OVER 3.7 MILLION UNITS OF BLOOD FOR ANTI-H
ASSAYS CEIA), THE UNITS FOUND TO BE REPEATEDLY REACTIVE

WESTERN SLOT POSITIVE AND THE DONORS WERE D OF THÆIR ANTIBODY STATUS.

JUGH THE REPEATEDLY REACTIVE RATES WERE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFEREI

WITHIN THE CATEGORIES STUDIED, WB POSITIVE RATES DIFFERED SIGNIFICANTLY.

IV SEROPREVALENCE WAS TWO TO FOUR TIMES HIGHER IN THE URS:

REVALENCE IN THE PROVINCE

‘STEN TwO TO FOUR TIMES HIGHER THAN THE REST OF

POSITIVE RATE WAS SLIGHTLY HTHE COUNTRY. JIGHER AMONG THE FIRST TIME

DONORS THAN IN THE REPEAT DONORS. POSITIVE RATE WAS FOUR TIMES

HIGHER AMONG MALE DONORS THAN IN THE FEMALE DONORS. ‘THE HIGHEST

VALENCE WAS OBSERVED IN THE MALE DONORS OF 17 TD 29 YEARS OF AGE.

DURING THE STUDY PERIOD, THE WB POSITIVE RATE HAS DECREASED CONSIDERABLY,

FROM 0.034% IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 1986 TO 0.005% IN THE LAST QUARTER OF

1988, WHICH MAY BE MAINLY BECAUSE THE DONOR ‘S NOT CHANGED DRASTICALLY

AND THE WB POSITIVE DONORS ARE PERMANENTLY DEFERRED FROM DONATING.

M. B.P.159 TRANSFUSION AND HIV, FINNISH NATIONAL LOOK BACK PROGRAM.

Koistinen, Jukka, Finnish Red ¢ Blood Transfusion
ice, Helsinki, Finland.

RIV situation in Finland by Dec. a 1988: 241 positive,.of them 26 with
ood donation since Jan. 1982, seven diagnosed att Blooda

od 8 times for 99 produmete of which 4

used and 55 discarded. In audition some parts of 77 u were seperated”for

 

F vt cryoprecipitate, interferon orr puasma for Tibunin.

Results of the blood components used:
units Patien No. inforn.

to hospitals HIV pos. HIV neg. D NK
Whole blood 0 2 0
Red cell=“ (RBC) 23 3 5 11 1 3
Platelet: 10 2 1 4 0 2
Leukocytes 2 0 1 = © 0

TOTAL 4G 5 10 3 5

NK=HIV results of the patient are not known; D=patient has*sted of reasons
not due to zone patient received two HIV pos. platelet concentrates.

(died 1987). received HIV pos. platelets in 1984, s d having opportu-
istic infections in 1988. On d RBC in 1985, got LAS in 1987. The one,

wi ot units o! pos. platelets died a year later of leukemia w:HI
AIDS. Two hemophiliacs are HIV pos. since 1984 due cryopre-

rs 11 were first time donors, but their donations occurr-

ed equally between years 1982-88 suggesting that blood donation was not use
for HIV testing.

M.B.P.161 RISK OFTRANSMISSION OF HTLV-1 BY TRANSFUSION
N. Coh , damesDonshue”, B. Rel”, O. Frazier”

B.F. Polk
“Texas A EM University, College Station, TX; “Johns Hopkins Medica! Institutions,
Baltimore, MD; “St. Luke's Episcopa! Hospital, Houston, TX. U.S.A.

Objective: prospective seroepidemiologic study was conducted to determine the
incidence erst)vieseroconversion to HTLV-i in a cohort receiving multiple transfusionsof
bloodblo Components§screened for antibody to HIV-1.

operative and postoperative serum samples were collected from 2,7498adult
rgery patients we teceived 20,963 transfusions ofBlobloodcomponentents (1

cellular ‘Components rative and posiopel were sorchogically
for evidence human T-cell leukemia tus type |ica1) Infection.

Besults: Five incident and two prevaient infections e study popuiation.
The observed risk of HTLV-/ transmission by transfusion was 0.024% (5/20,963) per unit

h 95% u unds risk per cellular component was 0.028%
wir623) ‘ath 95% upper bounds of 0.060%. Compat son of the five seroconvertors withd L
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HIV-2 SEROPREVALENCE IN DIFFÉRENT GROUPS TESTED IN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL, IBADAN, NIGERIA

M.B.P.158
Etim Essien & Idris Saliu

Dept. cf Haematology, University College Hospital (UCH) Tbadan, Nigeria.

Dei To determine the relative frequency of HIV-2 smong different
adan

pital in South Western Nigeria and is

 

apex Hos:
ocal in Ibadan, the largest city in Africa South of the Sahara desert

with an estimated population of about 6 million. A total of 6,385 blood
samples have been screened in this centre since July 1987.
Results.

te; No. screened Elisa +ve WB +ve
Bloc ars S720 q 2
Haematology& other
patients 337 3 3
Volunteers etc. 324
 

: 1

03585 0.15%) ee
of those who tested positive among patients probably. acquired

infection through blood transfusion
Conclusion.It is concluded thatve2is presentanne different categories

persons in in some was probably via infected
blood transfusion. A y|ofitseffect(s) on“onthe course of other
diseases in this environmen being undertaken.

M.B.P.160 ASN OF entSEROPOSITIVITY IN CHILDREN WITH SICKLE

ELL ANAEMIA AT KENYATTA NATIONAL HOSPITAL, NAIROBI, KENYA. -

Waweru Samuel E. Njora, Meme, J.S., Kinuthia, D.M.W. and Kitonyi, G.W
Departments of Paediatrics, and Haematology*"university of Nairobi, Natrobs,

NYAKE!
Objective: To find out whether frequent blood transfusions increase the

risk of transfusion-related HIV infection in children with Sickle cell
anaemia.

Methods: One hundred and ninetyeight children ateSickle cell anaemia
were transfused 1-13 ¢ § (mean ? ,4) between 1982 and 1987. In Kenya

routine screening of bloed banks for HIV infect ni began 1987 e
HIV status of these children was compared h 231 non-transfu
children: 106 with Sickle cell anaemia and children with haemoglobin

. both transfused and non-transfused c ren age ranges wer

similar and were 1-12 rs. À hh:

after the hast transfusion.
one year lat

Results: All 429 children were HIV negative.

Conclusions: out findinge suggest that HIV seropositivity is low i

Kenyan childre rthermore, even though blood was unscreened in 1982 -
1987 transfusion aia.not increase the risk of HIV infection in our study
childre:

Sixty five transfused sicklers were rechecked

M.B.P.162 PREVALENCE.0OF HTLV-1 ANEIBODIES IN BLOOD DONORS
IN THE NET
Van Der Pol. pees":srlets, N.**; Reesink,H.*; Ehlers, P.**;

ker, E.**;
* Red Cross Blood Bank, Amst:erdem,*+ Central Laboratory of the Netherlands
Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service, Amsterdam, Netherlands.

Ovjective. To establish the prevalence of HTLV-1 antibodies in blood
donors in the Netherlands.

Methods. Serum samples from regular blood donors (n=20,037) were tested with
acommercially available ELISA for HILV-1 antibodies. Repeatedly ELISA

 

transfusion of Plateletsisis particulary&associated with HTLV-I transm
gest th t despitesimilar modesof transmissionand some

overlap in tisk troupe,HV1 sceenngis not satisfactory surrogate for HTLV-I. These
tesuits also provide important i n about the risk of HTLV-I renamission by
transfusion of blood components DiorDto specific screening of donorunits for HTLV-I.
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reactive 5.oppgesnvere tested for confirmation with commercially available WB
strips andde PA developed in our institute.

Results. 125
ELISA reactive Western Blot J-RIPA

n initiall ted indet. indet.
donors 20,037 49 (0.248) 26 TOTT c 14 i 10

Only confirmed positive for HTLV-1 antibegies àwith
pis. A p28, p36, gp46 in WH and p24, p28, p40x/gp46 in J-RIPA.

Conclus The prevalence of HTLV-1 antibodies in blood donars
the Netherlands’ ds low and in the order of 0.005 & .
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Transfusions/Dépistage
Transfusions/Tests

COMPARISON OF IMMUNOASSAYS FOR BARLY DETECTION OF EIV-1 COMPARISON OF WINE HIV-1 SEROCONVERSION DONORS ON SIX HIV-1
M.B.P.163 SEROCONVERTERS Velleca, W.; Phillips, S.; Schochetman, G; M.B.P.164 ANTIBODY ASSAYS

George, Centers for Disease Control, Atianta, Ga, USA. Susan Le Stearers; Gibes, J.#*; Zemet, E.**; Sachs, K.*;
Mathieu, M*i and Heller, 2.

Objective. To evaluate various immunoassays for their ability to detect ‘*Abbott Labs, W. Chicago, ie“north American Biologicals, Inc., Miami, FL, U.S.A.

early 0 human virus type 1 infection.
Methods. Pre- and pest-pieena panels for 12 individuals identified by Qbiective. An evaluation of six getection systems. fera antibody was performed
various imumoassays as having Perecenvected (positive Western blots) t: on a total of 49 early seroconvers on samples from n
HIV-1 were tested 7 immunoassays employing 5 differen

Tests used were Organon Teknika Vironostika immunoassay

Serodia Particle Agglutination Test (PA); cnizon Recombinant Immunoass

(RIBA); DuPont Western blot (WB); fluorescence asaay:
a Electro-Rucleonics (ERI), Cellular Products (cP), and Fluoronost
FL). Weatern blots were judged positive rminant or pegetive by the
Carte of the Assoc. of State and Terr. Pub. Health Lab. Directo

pistes aeaRae of times each metho: first or En with
ositive result: OA divi,“EIA (7/12),

(uursADSos (3/12), ENI (9/12), FL (6/1

+. The PA test waa found to be the noserites test. The PA
test became positive 3-5 days before other methods. Sensitivity of the IFA

ki ompared, ENI was the second mo:

while CPI was the least sensitive. Western blot
out the game time as the PA became

ASTPHLD positive criteria in one panel until

20 days after the PA became positive. EIA, RIBA, and FL vere similar in
their sensitivities

M.B. P.165 PROGRESSIVE CHANGES WITH TIME IN EXPRESSION OF CARBOHYDRATES

ANTIGEN IN PBL OF AINFECTED PATIENTS.

1 » Ces KASHIWAGIZ, N.
OHNISHI2, M., POON!, M.C., JOHNSON?,we ADA
University of Calgary, Calgary, Cana 23Japan
Tal 3Foothills Hospital, Calgary,

found in vitro that HIV infection of TALL lymphocytes causes
e lymphocytes of a carbohydrate determined by

Med, 1988; 167: 323). Patients with

I. CHURCH}, D.,
cHI?, M. lFaculty of Medicine
n Immunoresearch Laboratories,

Canada

with cli
tes was associate tha

olute T4 lymphocyte
coun: Contin counts persisted

in patients receiving Zidovudine. BM-1 expression may have some value as

‘ker of pro; be involved in the patho-
destruction. A continued evaluation of this cohort woul

appear merited

SCREENING OF BLOOD DONATION WITH EIA COMBINED TEST
(COMBI IgG EIA) BY USING orynETrC PEPTIDES TO
DETECT ANTI-HIV 1 / ANTI-HIV 2.

‘Hamergschlak, Neison*; Carvalho, M. B.*; Mizeva, H.*; Cavagnoli,
K.*; Guerra C. e c.* and Szterling, L.*®

M.B.P.167

 

*Centro de Hematologia de Sao Paulo and Hospital Israelita

Albert Einstein, Sâo Paulo, Brazil

Objective: to evaluate the behaviour of the EIA test containing
‘synthetic peptides (Pharmacia Combi IgG EIA) for screening blood
donation .
Methods: 2503 random samples and 25 anti-HIV + Combi IgG EIA
were performed 2 comparison to ENI EIA test. Western Blot was
‘the confirmin

Results: 9 random samples (0,36%) out of 2503 ENI + and confirmed
Lf NI

 

false + were — with Combi IgG EIA; 19 samples ENI true + were
dn accordance with eeont while 1 out of 6 false + samples
mas + with the Combi t

Conclusion: the Combi teeEIA proved to be sensible and agreeing
mhen compaired to ENI test.

Methods. Viral and recanbinant enzyme inmunoassa:ave “abbott Labs and Cambridge

BioScience), and rapid section assays (Abbott and Cambridge) were evaluated on a

panel of 49 HIV-1 seroconversion samples originating from nine donors.

su the 49 seroconversion samples ted, both reconbinantEs detected 42

Abbott Test Pack (recombinant) also
+ modified”ral EIA‘at detected 41

jme as positive assays of seroconversion sed from negative

to moderately reactive,an the exception of the latex Seslutination assay. with

the latex agglutination assay, ereesfromone ofied nine donors prearesse

negattive toto positive; however, detected as itive or tna

donors and the majority of ‘enor(sin)wereptite for only the cartiedt|bleeds
with bleeds becoming negative.
Negative in the latex agglutination test for these six donors by an

hese six donors on the latexsealerination assay

to their anti-HIV IgM reactivities.

usion. Its he latex agglutination assay appears to have
reduced sensitivity comared to the other assays in this evaluation on samples

having low levels of 196 typically contained within seroconversion series.

 

M.B.P.166 PACKED RED BLOOD CELL (PRAC) TRANSFUSION (TX)
ANEMIA IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS AND ARC: INCIDENCE, ASSOCIATED
‘ACTORS, AND

 

Jacobson, Mark A, Peiperl, L, Volberding,Teteeaoe D, Toy, PICY, Feigal,

D. F General Hospital, San Franc + USA.

Objective. Determine the incidence, associated probable etiologic factors
and clinical outcome of PRBC Txmeray(Rx) in patients with HIV disease.
Methods. We reviewed records o: isco ral Hospital {SFGH)

Bank and identified263 Tikels AIDS and ARC patients (pts) received
1545 units of PREC Jul » and June 30, 1988. A probability

f 80 of thesepes |
issample, 78/80 (98%) were confirmed

the pt
Conclusion. Most PRECTx’a adminis’ to AIDS or ARC pts were clinically

i i incidence data to the US PHS estimates of future
AIDS cases, we eatimate that in 1992 the expected Tx needs of pts with AIDS

ill represent 1-2% of the total PRRC supply in the US.

M.B.P.168 27x72 or ANTIBODIES TO HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS IN
VENOUS AND CAPILLARY WHOLE BLOOD BY LATEX AGGLUTINATION
Chenet-Monte, K. Mayer*,antnape

Sentriege Bioscience Corporation, Worcester, MA, USA, *Ferway Commity
Health Canter, Boston, MA, USA

Qiective. The ability of rapid agglutination to detect antibodies
fo Po imumdaticiancy virus(Hi¥-1) in capillary ax vencusviola
blood
Methods. “11A is afive ninite laterlatex agglutination (LA)
bastwhich uses polystyrene beads ted with recombinant env antigen to
detect antibodies to HIV-1. Capillary blood, anticoagulatedvencus whole
blood, and serum samples vere collected from 137 high risk patients in a

clinic. Faire of antloosulated wholeblood and serumgerum samples were
from 57 patients at a hemophilia clinic and 96 donors at a

seroposi
HIV-LA test, (oralts2008) With 213 seronegative samples

specificitywas 98.1% with whole blood. between anticoagulated
whole blood was 100%.

Conclusion. These data show that the 5 mirute LA test can be used to
detect HIV
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M.B. P.169 PUSTNAMeWeetee

OF NUMAN IMMUMODEPICIENCY VIRUS-INPECTEDaus

* BuschW"’*";EndowRB.” sPerkins,.°'"* ;Schvadron,2.”" and Vyas,¢.
#Lrvin Mesorial Blood Centers,**Departaent of Laboratory iodinefeaecity” of California, San

isco, California, USA.

test the hpothesis that removal of leukocytes by filtration of donor blood reduces the

heal its of bonfre 4 seronegative donors vere inoculated vitro vith cell-associated
using chronically infected HIV-SP2-H0978 is {2210 -1.:1 iw TCIU/ul). Three vt
units collected from ive HIV inf cellsoree
vere filtered through 3 different brands ofdie removal fi ÿ

tissue coculture infective units/al(TCIU) and/or polyserase
HIV-i,

Results. Piletion resuited in a 99.515 - 99.974 reduction in donor lymphocytes. HIV infectivity in
the postsFiltered sion!ffeatheatinoculated units varied betveen 0.0 and 1.086 nee

96% to 100%. HIV infectivity vas no Jonger desonstr: by tiss:
culture sethods i pct!led tn3 of 3 units from seropositive donors; the fil
blood from the third donor contained HIV at 0.053 rhPCR vas positive in the 2 filtrates tested
indicating a lov level of residual caliasoclted EY

blood. Leukocyte removal by filtration should further Dethe risk ‘of transfusion transnitted
infections, especially vhen conjunction vith the current donor screeaing programs.
(Supported by MALAI grant DLE-i6i-tl}.

DO REALLY EXIST AUTOANTIBODIES TO RED BLOOD CELLS IN PATIENTS

WITH POSITIVE ANTI-HIV SEROLOGY?
Gtaffont, S.*;Roata,C.*;Antonello,0.*;Aprili,G.*;Malena,M.**;

Luzzati,Roberto*

M.B.P.171

Service,Verona;Clinical Infectious aiivatweytesbe Italy.

Objective.Autoantibodies against plate.ereans8, lymphoc:
cleary demonstrated in HIV + t all the authors haw

ction for the presence of athypical asie
Methods.oxinety blood sam; S patiente, 20 with ARC,25 with PGL,

0 symptom-free individuals(SF),were tested for of auto and allo

antibodies to RBC by direct antigiobulin test(DAT) and by irregular antibo-

dies screening test.we ave also tested 100 hospitalized patients with disea-

ses other than AIDS and 100 healthy Dao,d don
Results.No sutcantivedies against RBCwere found, in fact all DAT were negati-

ve.We have found col 20 of 90
with AIDS(20%);in 7 of 20 with ARC(35%);in 5 of 25 with PGL(20%) and in 5 of

SF(16%) ;all other patients and blood donors were negative.None of these CA
EL

 
 

reacted at 37° d none patient has evidence ofemolyste.Serological speci~

ficities of CA were 14 i 13 5 anti 1 and o:
Conc. n.RBC hound immunoglobulins were detecteda of our patients.none

due’ to HIV or others viruses that

act as direct inducers of autoimmunity

M.B.P.173 SENSITIVITY AND SELECTIVITY OF HTLV-I IMMUNOASSAYS .
Lipka, James J.; Parker, J.L Lee Stanford
University Blood Bank, Palo Alto, CA, U

Objective. Determine the sensitivity and selectivity ofAbbott, Cellular
Products (cr).and DuPont HTLV-I ant LIS:

of 73 HAUE positive sera was used t
y of|FDA approv
donor population, with a cutoff adequate to o y.

je CPI assay is 100% sensitive, while the Abbott and DuPont
ELISAs cutoffs must be redefined. The redefined Abbott t demonstrates
substantially better selectivity than either theCPI or DuPont test

1 e positive sera panel included 52 ner 1 ATL, I TSP, 9blood

tain 100% sensitivit

donors, 3 clinical (symptoms unknown) and wpanese. samp Seropositive
is defined as pl9 andaed or p24, p36 and gp46 by Western blot or p24 West-
ern blot and gp68 by RIPA. C.0.r = signal/C.0. of the weakest positive:

Abbott 67/68 2/69 ( 2.9%) 0.856
73/73 0/73 ( 0. om) 1.055

DuP 61/69 69 (11.6%) 6
Random brood donors were tested and evaluated with both the manufacturers’
ecommended cutoff (C.0.) and a redefined cutoff (C.0.r}. Selectivities:

—\ BR Pos. BR FalsePos.
Abbott 2,618 2 1 (0.04%) 2 1 (0.04%)
Cl 6 6 (2.0 +} 6 6 (2.0 %)
OuPont 2,523 20 19 (0.75) 36 35 (1.39%)
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M.B. P.170 TEADAPTATION AND EVALUATION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
ASSAYS FOR DETECTION OF HIV ANTIBODIES IN DRY

BLOOD SPOTS. D.T. S. Flowers, J. V. Roman, F. V. Crout,
Organon Teknika come Durham, N. C. 27704, U.S, A

To demonstrate that a performance
299.9% recifiicity, can
dry blood spot (DBS) Tomat

ELISA t, Le., 100% sensitivity and
to detect antibody in whole Dos specimens collected in the

nsitivity and specificity panels were prepared in the Des|format
Conditions were developed to elute the specimens from the DBS and test them roelisa

hesystem sensitivity and specificity were equivalent to that obtainednedfrom

evaluated from a west coast USA site and gave an initial reactive rate of 0.7% and a re, ie

reactive rate of 0.5%. peat es were verified by immunoblot w!
the third was classified as indeterminate having detectable reactivity to p66, gp120 and sp160
proteins. In addition, 5! ts were evaluated from a mi
and gave initial and1repeat"reactive rates of 0.
Conclusion. e developmant of high sensitivity/specific!icity ELISA systems for detection of
antibody in sn and plasma has been ion of blood supplies, These
results indicate that it is possible to adapt high performance ELISA tests to provid

ood and a
most preferable option to get consistency of sample collection for worldwide epidemiological
tu

EVALUATION OF SERODIA PARTICLE AGGLUTINATION ASSAY
FOR ANTIBODY To HIVM.B.P.172

*;Bueno,C’and Cordell
“Irwin Memorial Blood Centers, San Francisco, caiitomia, USA.

Objective. ompare the specificity and sensitivity of the
Serodia pa:asaive.particle agglutination anti-HIV assay (PA) with
USA-licensed viral-lysate enzyme immunoassays (EIA) and Western
blot (

. Specificity was assessed by testing 2, ost random blood
from PRESa with 4 seases other

+)/WB(-) and 51 EIAae
shown

ted wit
testing 51 previously identified WB(+) b
well as by comparative end-point titration Of 9 WB(+) donor

Results. 3/2031 (0.14%) routine donor 5
initianiy reactive (non-repeatable) by PA, yielding a sensitivity

99 . 0 specimens containing potential cross

e Serodia PA assay appears to be more sensitive and
is 5clearly more specific than Currently avaliable viral-lysate

M.B.P.174 eenWESTERN TEST BLOOD DOWOR SAMPLES
Dre FATTERNS

Reeves, J.P.*; Sabourin, L.*;

7 P.*. tThe Canadian Red Cross Society, Mational

Reference Laboratory, Virology, Ottawa, .

x attempt to clarify the signee of WB indeterminateObjective - To furthe
lood donor samples by testing with recombinant as:

Methods ~ All donor samples were screened initially.Tor the presence of antivkIv
found 

Abbott, Genetic syst”or t ELA. Any sanple to be reactive
jected the DuPont es with a WB inde sate result

{Nov. 1985 to Mov. 1988) were tes three xe À yas

(n=6592) were tested by Recumbigen®. of thease 1120 were tested 
 

 

(p24) and 1407 by wescan™(p24 / gpl60) aults the samples tested were

ee |Re aes
co — « - m nm ,
= a , - . = ,
= à « ‘ . 2 .
mu . . . 2 * .
eons à . * : » .
ot 8 a s . e . .
jewowen |i . a : , .
we wom en Me ti ee=mit

Sonclusion- The Recomb! c of the three
     

tein assays used in thia study)helps clarify the negative
status ofthe sajority of WB indeterminate = with respect to BIV in this

risk lation. Conversely, a reactivegoderiensresult indicates the

need for follow-up of a donor who is potentially in the process of seroconvert-
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M.B.P.17 RECURRENCE RATE FOR BUCCAL CANDIDOSIS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP

aon™ COUNT AND P24 ANTIGEN.

E.SMITH. M.ALLAN. J.ang B.G.GAZZARD.

ST. STEPHENS HosPITAL? FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND.

OBJECTIVE: To asseas time to recurrence of buccal candidosis after
atment and its relationship to T4 count P24 Antigen.

positive patients with confirmed buccal or buccal and

oesophageal candidosis received a 4 wi course of either Teraconazole

Ss . or Ke nazole 2 t201 0.D Ketoconazo 6 B.D. Successful treatment was assessed
as clinical and mycological clearance. Patients were tollowed for a further
3 months with regular clinical and mycological assesame!

vis:

nts in conjunction

with T4 counts and P24 Antigen levels monitored each it

RESULTS: RELAPSE
WITHIN 1 MTH. WITHIN MEMTHS. WITHIN 3 MTHS. CLEAR AT 3 MTHS.

ITRACONAZOLE: 19 (56%) 25 (74% 27 (80%) 6 (18%)
KETOCONAZOLE: 2 eon) 27 (77%) 28 (80%) 7 (20%)
TOTAL : (60%) 52 (76%) 55 (80%) 13 (20%)

TA (am?) ; NO. MEAN. P24 Ag(u/ml}; NO. NEG. POS. MEAN.
AT ENTRY: 43 153 AT ENTRY: 58 37 111

SE: 21 104 RELAPSE: 38 27 124
NON-RELAPSE : 30 a 53

US 80% o: utyeoatiente with oral candi:da have a tlinie and

mycological veleree within 3 months of a successfully treated episode T4

levels and P24 Antigen levels are not useful in predicting relap:

MYCOBACTERIAL SKIN INFECTION IN AIDS
Lomvardies, Stylianos and Vaidya, K.P.
Dept. of Pakon Woodhull Medical and Mental Health Center

USA,Brooklyn, New York 11206,

M.B.P.177

Cutaneous pyeabacteriel infection is a rare complication of AIDS. We describe
two young intravenous drug addicts with oral candidiasis and mycobacterial
ulcers and abscesses.

Case 1. eer old black woman presented with fever, chills, diffuse lym-
phadenopathy and abscesses in the axilla and adjacent chest wall which requ-
ired repeated drainage and debridement. PPD and HIV antibody tests were ref-
used. The patient developed marked respirstory distress and che: ray sug-
gested septic oli. ra ul Bous tissue showed caaguistive nec-

isis, and numerous acid-fast 111i consistent wit tuberculosis1
but no granulomata or multinucleated giant cells. The organism was grown in
urine but not in sputum or blood.
Case 2. A 33 year“old Hispanic man with history of hemoptysis required drain-

j@ of a large abscess of the forearm and debr:‘idement of 5 4x3cm u
anterior chest wall. Necrot.tizing granuloma + ermi
ous fet of chest
Xray didaot Suggest tuberculosis but pneumonic infiltrates were b
was recovered in sputum culture. The patient developed respiratory“éistress
end cons,“and died on the ninth day.

Conclusion. Mycobacterial infection must be considered in the differential
&negnosis of skin ulcers and abscesses in intravenous drug icts, especial-

the presence of o' manifestations of AIDS, end eppropriste bacterio-
ATic studies must be performed.

M. B.P.179 VARICELLE ET INFECTION A HIV.
hristian; Lazanas M.; Leport C.:!

Salmon D.; BricaireF. et Vildé J
Hôpital Claude-bernard® 75018 Paris, France.

Objectif : Etude rétrospective la varicelle chez 15
malades infectés _par le HIV (HIV+) “Sutra 1981 et 1988.

Parmi 421 malades HIV+ hospitalisés, 15 (3,5%)
ont fait une Varicelle Le diagnostic a été clinique. Une

virus varicelle-zona (Vz) ou une biopsie ‘cutanée

HIV+ peut 6tre
atypiques. Leons

risque de oxnes mortelies Stars l’aciclovir i.v.
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M.B. P.176 PROBABILITY OF DEVELOPING AIDS IN HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS WITH

MUCOCUTANEOUS LESIONS.

Podzamezer Daniel; Bolao,F.; Pagerols,X.; Pa!snares:sR. iGudiol,

F. Hospital de Bellvitge. University of Barcelona. Barcelona.. Spa:

Qbjective. To study the role of mucocutaneous lesions (MCL) as a predictor

of AIDS in HIV-infected pts.

Patients and thods. Two hundred thirty nine HIV-positive pts without AIDS

were followed during a mean of 11 months (1-41). TI
when HIV antibodieswere detected in non MCL-,A

hed with last visit m
tetas were diagnosed using clinical, histological and

for microbiological cr
Results. Eighty nine ree(375) had one or more MCL: 64/190 (34%) drug addicts

16/26 (61%) homosexuals, 4/15 (27%) heterosexuals, 3 addicts and homosexuals

2 of unknown risk groups.wereee of 150 (2%) Fe without MCL and 13 of 89
with MCL developed AIDS. MCL were oral thrush(4 pts), hairy leukoplakia(4),
seborrheic jeetitis(3), herpes zoster (3) and simplex(3).solliculitie(1)

and oral ulcers(1}.
The Ki anNeier survival method shows a percentage of free-AIDS pts at

CL

 
e les ay have a di nt role aas a@ predicctor

AIDS. These pts mayoe considered.for antiretroviral ther:

M B P 178 IHYPERKERATOTIC DTSSNNATED HERPES ZOSTER IN sapalana AIDS

Alan M. Solinger,M.D.; W.B.Hoppenjans,M.D.; R.Orme,M.D.;
M.Bibler,M.D. + University of Cincinnati MédicalCCenter

Cincinnati, Ohio; U.S.A

Unusual infectious diseases as well as unusual presentations of common
infectious diseases have frequently been reported in persone|with AIDS.

We repo es of an unusual presentation of a
disseminated Herpes zoster in adult“maleswith AIDS.hyperkeratotic re

e V-Z infection
of

We feel that this presentation represents an extreme of th
not Previously reported.

e hyperkeratotic, crusted skin nodules developed after the
generalization of typica

intravenous acyclovir.

infection:
 

Of interest, both patients ultimately

ed a vacuolar myelopathy (confirmed by clinical presentation and

believe that our patients represent a presentation of disseminated

Herpes.zoster unique to the AIDS patient that will be encountered mo:

frequently in .the future. Theunrelenting, disfigur
pparent unresponsiveness to Acyclov: of

f the patients succumbed to his myelopathy while

the other developed it during a worsening of his skin lesions. This
clinical picture may be a harbinger of a rapidly fatal oute

M.B.P.180 ‘"ON-INFECTIOUS" DERMATOSES: CORRELATION WITH CD at -
ue T-LYMPHOCYTES AND STAGE OF HIV-INFECTION

Ochsendorf, Falk, Schéter, H. and Milbradt, R.
Klinikum J.W.Goethe-thiversi|itdt,Dept.of Dermatology,Frankfurt ,FRG .

SectémeToinvestigate whether
clinical evaluation of thestageof HIV

metas, Over a 4~years~pericd, 267 HIV-infected patients54 male, 13 female) were examined 4
times on an average. At first manifestation of a skin disorder, stage of HIV-infection and

 

r fovarded as “non-infectious” up to now,

 
were recorded. -

Hass. ete ofthe soy ee men © ont vax AL.
SLS LAS ARC AIDS

 

all cDA/pl
Sn-18) Nin-86) (n=76) 4(87) (#267) mean

Seb.dermatit. 17 (3) 21 (18) 30 (23) 40 (34) : 29 (78) #5
Pruritus 64) 217 34 (26) 32 (248) 127 (72) 372
Xerodermia at (2) 5 i) % (20) 3M4(30) : 24 (63) 316
Kaposi-Sarkona -- - 52 (45) 1 17 (45) 24
(SLS=asynptonatic stage; seb.deruatit.barilsdermati'itis)
13 patients (4,9%) had lesions typical of is. On progression of the disease in

4 ts were lower than 200/u1.
istic” dermatoses were more f: ant in advanced stages of
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nent CUTANBES ET VENEREOLOGIQUES CHEZ LES
pores E VIH EN GUYANE FRANCAISE

RFAPRADINAUD* , SAINTEMARIE

itentreHospitalier deCayenne, fayenne»anesftangaise.
130 cas de S.I.D.A. ont été répertoriés à 1

de moins de 100.000 habitants incluent D.100 immigrantsShaftiensoe un
petit nombre de prostituées de Santo-Doming:

Les principaux modes de transmission du VIE.sont de type hétérosexuel

(87 ,69%), et maternofoatal (10,75%).

M.B.P.181

seul cas &é constaté chez un homosexuel (0,78%) et i1 stateporteur
d'un sare de Kaposi.Un autre cas a été constaté chez un homm
gexuel : 2 130 es in tal très bas pour le SARCOME DE EAPO

GO
signe Sorjentation vers ge test sérologique et ne doit pas étre confondue
avec la gâle chez l'enfan

L'HERPES SIMPLEX, le ZO!OMA. et

dence élevée, une
 t les infections à PAPILLOMA VIRUS ont une inci-

évolution sévère, mais l'herpès et le zona peuvent être

traités par l'Acyclovir.

Le TRICHOMONASE est fréquenment serve et so
du VIH di 1‘

n rôle pour la transmission

le parasite= o

nés en raison de aie épidémiologie

contacts sexuel a faible aoeressiveté de Cal tobacterium
grenulomatis nécessite un défaut immunologique cutané pour être réellement

pathogène.Une LEPRE LEPROMATEUSE récurrente a aussi été observée. 

manIFESTATIONS CUTANEO-MUQUEUSES
U SIDA AFRICAINM.B.P.183

Coll Awa Marie* ; Ball M.D.**; Benga E.* ;_
Faty/Ndiaye C.*** ; Faye/Ndao Mm. A.* ; Feller-Dansokhc E.*

et al*.
C.H.U de Dakar, *Servi: s Maladies infectieuses; *#Service de Dermatologie;
###institut Sonostomarologie de Dakar, Dakar, Sénégal.

 

Objectifs. Décrire les manifestations cutanéo-muqueuses observées chez le

r'africain atteint de SIDA (HIV1 - HIV2).
Méthodes. Etude rétrosp malades hospitalisés dans le

a Leur suivi a êté fait en collaboration
Une iconographie a été établie.

Résultats. Sur 73 malades citeinte de SIDA, 61 ont présenté des manifes-
19,6% cutanées, 16,4% muqueue
phar’ à fréquennent op

9%). Les autres mani-

 

ble:
Conclusion. Dans notre étude, nous confirmons la rareté du Kaposi SIDA en

frique mais retrouvons les manifestations classiquement décrite:
 

M.B.P.185
K. Koyadar, L. Bélec#i,B.

M-D._ Vohitox .
* National Hospital Center, BF 943, Bangui, Central African Républic;

4% Pasteur Institute, BP 923, Bangui, Central African Republic

DERMATOLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS RELATED TO AIDS IN CENTKAL
AFRICA.

Di Costanzot, A.J. Georges*##, J. Testate,

 

Objective. To descr ibe and evaluate the frequency of dermatological

ion

 Methods. One hundred ten Atrican pati National Hospital

Center, Bangui, were chosen accarding to the WHO/Bangua ciinical semer

of AIDS and wet confiri positive by Western blot. atiot ent
9 ological examinare Kaposi’s sarcomas were contirmed by

biopsy, and mycosis by fungal cultur:

ul lesions were the most frequent symptom in 37/110 patients,

oc cases with specific dermatosis. Beneralized pruritic

onepop with prurigo was seen in 25/57 cases. Kaposi” sarcomas (nogular

ular varieties mainly) in 4120 patients. Tne leading viral
infection Was Herpes zoster (9%) with atypical course (herpes zoster duplex

or generalized herpes zoster). ix atients owed mucocutaneous Herpes

simplex infection. Or. candidiasis was “found in 287116 AIDE|patients

while 25/110 showed dermatophytic dermatos:

i in thi eeedermatol Spical, manifestations were Getected

(52%) of African patients with AIDS. Tnese patient

likely to present with various cutaneous and/or mucous lesions“nan a106

patients in Western countries.
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Dbiective. T
presentation of basal cell carcinoma

from a local practice and from
Results. 6
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DERMATOLOGICAtM. B. P.18 rr i. MANIFESTATIONS AND HIV INFECTION

nw 4.V.; Quinhfes, Eleonora Pati; Rachid de Lacerda, M.C.; Serra, M.

F.S.; Morais de Sd, C.A.

Gaffrée & Guinle univertity“ospital - University of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

miettesToo analyse all dermatological manifestations among 409 HIV infected pati:

retrospective study of all mu ndings arong patients
fi verbe

y biopsy and/or culture when needed, Patients were e

group, san of infection and types of lesions. We did not evaluate treatment oF response to

pente 
 

 

 

Results: We fl mucocutaneous manifestations in 227 patients (55,ne 212oties2 182

Ranzivenals“eo” 17%). Most of the patients presented more than

TYPE OF LESION F3ATIENT=

: 48 21.15

Oral candidiasis a 40.10

Other fun 28 42.35

Vira. 65 28.63

Bacterial 31 13.66

raie dermatitis 56 24.67

64 28.19

Dial
1) Dermatological teatestationsore ur HIV infected patients.
3 itispossieecttaeka“a sus ciousvolegracis,ofty infection observing theskiskin.

iSn ereLLisap in sarcoma ard oral Candidiasis were the most muco=

PRIMARY HIvV-1 INFECTION WITH VIRVIRUS
DEMONSTRATEDIN HISTOCYTES OF SKIN RASH

*,**; Oliver, J.**; and Beatrice, S.***; *Saint Vincent's
i wer, Foundation forResearch onon Sexually

M.B.P.184

tted Diseases, Newovat, WY, USA and"New York Department of Health,
NewYou NY. USA. oy

Objective.To describe a severe case of primary HIV-1 infection.
car York City Irom

Detroit, Michigan in late June 1988. yeies2vec“unsafe” sox with an older
male for several weeks.

including headache, neck pain, profoundweakness,|7 and aversiontolight andsound,with
the arms

demonstratingKocbeer's phenomenon.Serawerecol
t sera biopsy the skiThe headache

The initial sera tested negative for antibodies ELIS.
seey1aneropontweyth

skin biopsy showed a leukocytoclastic vasculide Etenmien
pertwinheplsofhemoe Whiteblood counts were as low as 3,000,

ind Tg count was 815.
Conclusion inrawitionayarmsetet,

Fene Odayofenactof
and 3 weeks

 

abdlsy progressionof the Sons

M.B.P.186 BASAL CELL CARCINOMA IN HIV DISEASE
Gilsen 4; J t #; S Snow #4. #Department

of Medicine, University of Wisconsin Medical School (Milwaukee
Clinical Campus), Milwaukee, WI, USA; ##Department of Surgery,
University of Wisconsin Medical School, Madison, WI, US

© describe an unusually high incidence and atypical
HIV infected

Cases of BCC in HIV infect

with 14 BCC were seen, all gay white males (1 AIDS, 3
ARC, 1 pre-AIDS, 1 high risk); mean ag r 28-46). 4/6 pts
we fr group of 111 HIU infected males followed for 423

s (mean 1.4); 12/14 BCC in this 3 adil trance
ne

perianal condylomata, facial wart) an ha elluscum. All wer
tre by primary excision; 3 ad Mohs chemosurgery. No

destructive lesion ore 4xames

180x expected for age and latitude; 6% annual incidenceoF“truncal
lesions is 580x expected.
£Conciusian. may occur frequently in some HIU infected groups,
may present atypically, and should be looked forand tr ed
asgressively. Cofactors such as HPU may be invo
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M.B.P.187 oe IN HIV INPECTION: CLINIC, HISTOLOGY
AND HLA TISSUE TYP

3 Stallmann,D.; Landthaler,M.;
Braun-Falco,0.

eeegical department of Ludwig-iiaximilians-University,
Munich,

Objective: To determine differences between psorias
manifesting before HIV infection (group I) and psoriasis
occurring after HIV infection (group IT). Methods: In a
study 4.9 % (36/328)0of patients suffering from psoriasis
vulgaris were divid nto two groups and clinic, thera
histology an humanÀ hocyte antigen ) tissue typing
were evalua , ts were affected in 3/5 ©
group I ents endin none belonging to group II.
patients - except one group typical clinical
peoriasic: Nail defor-mities were seen in 6

soup II. In three patients treated
cidowudine ck improvement of cutaneous 1
seen. Histology was typical for psoriasis vulgaris in 2/3
biopsiesof grogroup I and 9/12 of group I I.
howed HLA- a si of hereditary psoriasis w:

early onset, was present in 3/3 patients g t only 2/4
g: . iasis in H nfection en withou

groups. H
endogenous stimulant 1sadins to provoca-

n or exacerbation of psoriasisvulgaris,

M.B. P.189 we OYSCHROMIA IN eben TREATED AiDS/ARC pates

‘usco, Fe; Fried, P.; Battermen, Frederick

Lan, TeHes and Kiela, N.C.rm York Hedica!ereMetropol [fen Tosetel

Center, New York, New Yorks UsSeAs

Objective: Define the frequency and parameters of nal! dyschromia In AIDS/ARC patients on

Zidovudine.

Methods: # patients with AIDS or ARC on Zidovudine therapy (AZT) for e mean of B months (1-22

“monthTange) volunteered to be aveiusted for the devoiopment of nail creme A group of 38

‘oup of 38 normal patients served us contro!

se 38 UD«developed progressive nail dyschromta vteting on

between weoks after Initiation of AZT therepy. Most developed longitudinal bends but

trensverse bends and genera! ized nail dyschron! aiso seen» Color varied

+ The thumbnal! was the first nali to develop

at the buse of the nail and moved distally. Toenail

id followed after fingernali nnother eres of sbnornal

schromiapigmentation nor hyperplgnontatfon wes noted. Dy: as not associated with sex, having

AiDS or + other ications used, { 8 + Bisck pat! ce as

ilkety lop dy: mis

plgmentation variancetent

in these Individuals. This contrasted greatly with the unusual colors and patterns seen In

treated patients.

Conclusion: Physicians trestt atlents with AZT need to be aware of this high frequency of

nall dyschromle especlelly In dark skinned individuais and Intors thelr patients of Its

possible In ordar to facilitate compil

HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS (HPV) IN ANAL BOWEN'S DISEASE OFM.B.P.197 SumasPapreod
jLawers G.; Cronin wei Ioachim H.L. Department of Pathology, Lenox Hill

‘Hospital, New York, « USA.

omas, uncommon tumors in the
e: m 5-year review of

male patients, revealed 25 cases of anal condyloma (I), 38 cases of squamous

and 15 cases of invasive squa-
cet carcinoma (III), between 1980 and 1985.
onfirmed homosexuality was 84%, 65% and the average age of

patients was 32, 37.5 and 49.5 years in groups I, II and III, respectively.

AID + & 7.5% of cases. Condyloma was coexistent

of the invasive cinomas,

incidence of anal carcinoma and lymph

men.
DNA of HPV type 16 in 4 cases,

one lesion harboringbnntypes orme 16. HIV antibodies and reversed
Th/Ts cell ratios t in most patients tested Squamous cell
earcinoma situ generallyashowed the featture: Bowen ;ésennewe
occurrence of anal Bowen's disease in young homorexual males
positive, and the frequent detection of“av, suggest an etiologic.relation
ship between HPV and HIV.

LES MANIFESTATIONS CUTANEES DE L'INFECTION AU HIV AU RWANDA.M.B.P.188 1urIMANA, Fidèle et BUGINGO,G,
Hôpital Universitaire, Butare, RWANDA.

Plusieurs manifestations dermatologiques sont actuellement associées a
l'infection au

ous rapportons lee résultats de,la séropositivité à l'ELISA/HIV parmi les
patient3 adultes consultant 1 tvice de Derasroiogte-Vénérologte de
l'Hôpital Universitaire de ButareRwanda de 1986 à

Sur 543 patients testés, 792 ont étéjséropositiés à LEtoe . Un taux de
séropositivité relativenent élevé a été observé pa lesa patients
ouffrant des derma suivantes : Zona (88%,n=208), prurigo (86%;n=107),
rmatite atbormneique(08% nea?) dermatose papuleuse prurigineseae

lisée (91%; n=23), " uscun contagiosumn" (87%; n=24), s.
002; n=15.ns ctrciné (90%; n=10), herpéserénital(86z,2=30),
acuminés (71%; n=78), furonculose (712; n=31), prurit généralisé

urticaire chronique (537; 0).

Toutes ces derma 8 bénignes pour la iupare deviennent plus sévères
quand elles cont.associées à l'infection au HIV. 2 ou 3 de ces dermatoses
sont associées chez 120 (287) malades.
63,62 (n=429) den
cliniques unique
à la définition clinique de 1'OMS du cas
cutanées constituent donc des manifestations précoces du SIDA.

nos patients séropos 8 présentent des manifestations
ule nt

Manifestations cliniques
Ciinicai Manifestations

M.B.P.190 LIPOSOME ENCAPSULATION FACILITATES ENHANCED
KILLING EFFECT OF AMIKACIN ON MYCOBACTERIUM AVIUM
COMPLEX (MAC) IN BEIGE MICE AND MACROPHAGES

Pattisapu R.J:Gangad m*; Kesavaiu, L.*, Goldstein, J.*, Debs, R.J.*, and
N+* FNational ‘Jewish Center for Immunology

Medicine, Denver, Color: **Cancer Research Center, University of
California, San Francisco, California, U.S.A.

‘e demonstrated that omen|5 effective in eliminating Mycobacterium avium
complex (MAC) from beige mice, challenged intravenously with virulentt MAC.
However, high dose (50 regiven daily 5 days a week for 8 weeks is ed
this action. hen encapsulated in liposomes consisting of phosphatidyl gen
phosphatidyl choline-cholesterol (1:1:1 molar ratio), one-tenth of the dose, gi

r 4 injections, amikacin effected dramatic reduction in mortality and the
number of colony forming units (CFU) of MAC from visceral organs. The amount
of drug given via liposome formulationis a fraction of that given by the standard
conventional treatment given for the entire period. Thus the antimycobacterial

in each tissue is several) times more with
encapsulated omikecin

antimycobacterial activity against MAC inaideow,en
774A cell lines, while

 

M:B.P.192 THREE YEARS OF EVALUATION OF THE CLINICAL CASE DEFINITION
OF AIDS IN CENTRAL AFRICA.

Georges:s L.Bélect, J.L.Lesbordests, M.C.Beorges-Courbots, M.D. Vohitoët,

aV. Martin:
& Institut Pasteur =P Preteen C.A.R.
8% Centre National Hospitalier BP ou BANGUI - C.A

 

on the basis of the WHD kshop, the empirical scoring
systen ons of us previously proposed in 1965 has, a predictive value of 50%
tor affirming AIDS.
The usefulness @ serologic tests such as ELISA is demonstrated 1
among patients fitting with clinical case definition, the presence of ant
HIV antibodies (ELISA) increases the positive Predictive value (98.5%).

We were also able to emphasize that neural og

Facial Palsy, comas, ocular symptoms)
Bangui definition, ia very

deeply facilitates the
e basis of clinical symp-

*ayentoms Particularly in

 
only, atypical clinical

patients Mathneurologic disorder:
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M.B.P.193 ANTINCIDENCE OF ALLERGIC UISOROERS 1N PATIENTS WITH

Chernoff David”; Sample, S.**; Lenahan, G.**; Serwonska,
#.**; Hoïlander, H.*;, Goetzl,
#bepartmennt of Medicine, testé of California, San Francisco;
**Department of Microbiology-immunology, University of California, San Fran-
cisco, CA, U.S.A.

Forty seven randomly selected patients with HIV intection were evaluated for
allergic disorders. Twenty nena patients (62%) had AIDS-defining oppor-
t ic i 10/47 patients1) had AUSSassociates mal-
ignancies (griAa and ayapatients (17%) were asymptomatic o
Ot the total g » 41% nad a past history ù“allergie Eymptans an e
ported hew orSincreased allergie reactions history of rhinitis ana/or
conjunctivitis ranged trom 75-93% and the’ a very high incide

patients suggests that 1depenndent mechanisms account for their unique
susceptibility to other peoersensitivity reactions

ASPECTS CLINIQUES HIV1 ET HIV2
ET CLASSIFICATION DE BANGUI
Sow Ab.*; CollAwaMarie*; Faye/Hdea H.A.*; Diouf G.*;
Feller-Dansokho E.*; Diop B.M 1+

* Service des Maladies Infectieuses, C.H.U. de Dakar, Séndgat

M.B.P.195

Objectifs. Evaluer la sensibilité et la spécificité des critères de dia-

gnostic clinique du SIDA HIV1 définis à Bangui et preposer leur élargisse-
Le. js HIVe,

trospective de 73 cas de SIDA HIVI-HIV2 hospitalisés de

nfectieuses du C.H.U.
 

ns de
chés pour chaqu omparativereeatiotinue a été effectuée.
Résultats. Sur 73 cas di

49 HIVI

21 HIV2
3 double profil

Le sex-ratio est de 2.4. taras majorité des malades HIV1 comme HIV2
présentent tes Bignes maj e la classification de i: amaigrisse-

arrhée S 1portet fiavre> 1 s. Les manifestations cli-
niques HIVL ot HIV2 sont comparables dans notrereeerie. ourcentage non

négligeable de suspects ont eu une sérologie négative (sensibilité ?).
Conclusion. L'élargissement à HIV2 de la classification de Bangui est pro-
posé mais une amélioration est possible.

M.B.P.197 ETUDE DE LA PROTEINE DE L'INFECTION PAR LE VIH,
Lebret-Lerolle, D.* ; quere ; Jeri,we 3 Teillet-

+ Canne: » Go * 3 Teillet, F. *.

® Hépital Louis Mourier, Colombes, Frances + aWopieal Victor Dupouy, Argenteuil, France.

@iectif. Etudier 1e protéine S (PS) au cœurs de l'infection VIH en reison de ss synthèse par-

ee per le cellule endothéliale.

+ des facteurs II, V, VII + X per méthode chrononétrique en un temps (plosne

ee Stago, stenderd Behring) : de ls PS totale, de le PS libre (eprés précipitetion

por PEG, concentretion finale 3.75 $), de ls CABP, en Leurell unidimensionnel. Le teux de PS

totale est exprimé on $ d'un pool référencé Stsgo. Le taux de PS libre est exprimé on 5 de

la PS libre d'un pool de 1! plesmss normeux techniqués dens les mhass conditions, Technique de

contrle en bidimensionnel (1@ migration en tempon véronal EDTA 4 pH 9.2, 2@ migration identique

à le technique unidimensionnelle).

Résultats. 10 patienta (5 hommes, 5 femmes}, dont 4 toxicomanes, 3 4 hétérosexuels

és, =; 29 (21-61) ens. 2 patients ont un SIDA, 4 un ARC, 3 un syndréee lyspha-

thique, 1 asymptomnt 5 ients sont sous AZT, Aucun n'e eu d'hénorragie im 1 patient

a ou 4 épi: veineuses profondes igration puli re. Le estépisodes de thronboses otule

normale 94.86 % (71-116) de alae que la CABP 102.4 # ay et le rapport Ars totele

1.079 (0.94-1.28). Par contre la PS libre est basse 5 $ (0-90). Le II, le V, le VII + X

sont normaux (84.8, 81,6, 83.2 5). Chez 2/2 patients D déficit en PS libre est confirmé en

bidimensionnei.

Conclusion. Il exists ooore en PS libre chez 9/10 patients testés. 11 n'est pas Gù aeun

lecement sous forme liée come en aseaencetlul‘apport CABP/PS t

ie àrs tre en rt avec uns anomslie de synthèse par le cellule endothélisle nite.

de ‘infection VIH (Keposi, augmentation aVIII entigane).
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‘TWELVE PATIENTS.

cco,Alessandro;Palestro,G. ;Caramello,P. ;Giacobbi ,D. ;Giuliani,G. ;Pagzi,G.;

M.B.P.194 AOE HIV DEBCTIO: CLINICAL AND BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF

SekhiaPe University of Turin,Turin,Italy.

Twelve acute HIV infection (6 omosex, 2 IVDA, 3 heterosex, 1 nurse with an‘hospital infection)
were directly observed. Meen time between infection and acute illness (8 cases) was 17.7

days + 3.6 (R. 13-25). All the patients showed a monucleosis like-syndrom. Syptars and

ayiz), myalgia (9/12), soreee (9/12),
erenthena (4/12), resh (7/12), eee (6/12), diarrhoea (2/12),

(2/12), monoarthritis 22 polyneuropathy (2/12),
Associated asne wee Ae amiasion all, the

patiente wre ANI. (HSA). Arrage tine EMEA romanes ver S81 aye 229.3 (R. 2e
131). HIVAg wes positive in 9/12 (mem persistance: 32.2 days +12; R. 18-50). The sera of
3 patients without HIVAg, retested after Griewild’s method, Showed HIVAg. Ig W.B. was positive

14 days +8.5; R. 5-30), 10

of 17.2 mnths +10 (R. 6-30), 5 patients showed

mmiths. ‘The follow up suggests @ quickly evolution in subjects showing

M.B.P.196 SUIVI PAR IRM DEPUIS OCTOBRE 1986 D’UNE COHORTE

DE 50 FATIENLRmy + INITIALEMENT ASYMPTOMATIQUES

restPen. ,Cabant s E,A,L. ère R.,Cabée A.E,Thibierge M.
Bigot J.M.,Vigneud J.,SainasTranea C.,Sansonetti P.d. yLeviliain

R. Institut Pasteur, Paris, Franc

Objectifs étudier l’histoire naturelle des atteintes
encéphaliques au cours de l'infection par ie Virus VIH,

Méthode: suivi tous les 6 mois G pati ents stropositits

initialement asymptomatiques, par examens cliniques, bi ologi ques

et .

Résultats: à l’iscue du premier examen, 35 examens IRM normaux, 2

On concluait donc qu'il s'agissa

SNC ar le VIH (cicatrice ou premiere atteinte

Evolution des images par RM depuis près de 3 ans ceu ui

étaient normaux la sont restés, un des porteurs d'atrapnie est

secede oe topless» l’autre reste inchangé}

= ponctuées sont inchangés, un a vu sa lésion grossir,

e présenté récemment une

SO patients

div 1 décès, 2 toxoplasmoses, 1 phi 2

paralysie” ‘saciaie, une méningite lymphocytaire, un Guillain

arr. japt sont sous AZT. La surveillance est maintenue, au

même rythme.

 

M B P. 198 THE IMPLICATIONS OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)
_ FECTION AND ACCIDENTAL FALLS (AF) AMONG YOUNG PATIENTS

1 CITYHOSPITAL.
Cheung, Tony W. meWeg, I., Queens Hospital Center, nef lation of the
Tong fitand Jewish Medical Center, Jamaica, N. Y. 11432, U.S-A.

Objective. To investi gate the relationship between AF and HIV infection
among young pa
Methods. Queens. Hospitaal Center is a 600-bed hospital serving patients from

vantaged backgrounds. The charts of all patients aged 18 to 55 with ai
accidental fall were reviewe

suits. Between 1/87 and 6/87, there were 36 AF reported among 29 such pat-
to HIV infection:13

witl . An accidental fa be an early sign of an ominous event ai
may suggest a poor prognosis in these patients.



 

  

   
 

 

Francesco: Di 3 Propersi : Prelte P.A., Macchia Wy etal,
Centro per to studio delt’USàe‘dalle sindeonl Correlate, USL RM TV. Rome. Ital .

Qbisctive. To describe nature! history of HIV infection and classify HIV seropositive patiests with

cnetris

   ‘

Public Health, Boston, MA, USA BrownGrreRl, USA,

Objective: selected populations in nd for exposure
Methods: mdquasaask for HIV-1 ectioneo IVDAs); ivigualea West African

dascent (N=126); indi sera showing indeterminate Western blot testing for HIV-1 (N=111);
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HIV INFECTION MATURAL + *PER! " * iol Ru NEMLENGLANDMBPI90nvSRde MP PASSEveuvs perur gBoston, MA; |

cluded in our trial all IVseropositive patients vbho cospleted at lea of

toll We coasidered the occurrence, in the first year, of various clinical and Ieheratory Hdloge

teatloss; FeversMatt Zoster; talty Leukoplakia; Seborrhoeic Dersatitis; Neurological Invalveent;

ndidi: jar rhoea; #C and #/CDB+ ratio’ ne UgG> 2500 sgh; HO< 1

Thrasher ‘topenia; ace‘sina. For “a tag ve ne x patient a "Score" of 1. At the

ftiest year of follow-up we calculated, f. patiest, tal Score”. Following the model of HBY

intection ve coteMy tests as nviogtnt cale latection® (Scores 4) or ‘*Active™

Chronic Infeo! > à.

 

5
z
i z

A sex. and !vieroser._eess a patients reached a

Score ranging from 0 to 3 ("Persistent tstection: a Seo! ng

intection). Only 5/108 patients having "Pe:stoneoefectionGun felleven Period, 21 nonths) evolved

from LAS to ABC. 27/32 patients havisg "active" einsus follow-up period: i8 sonths) evolved from
LAS to ARC {in 17 cases) or tenorblowa AIDS (in 10 ca:

Dur dats shou an clustering of HI-Letested patieats in two groups. Some patients

rs Tun very quickly through various stages of the

  

rs very slowly or don’t ner at ali. Dti

s and reach pine AIDS in a ehort period of tine. Clinical sanitestations occurring in the

tine,year of the Up are helptui to cisssity “ties in "Persistent" or “Active" fors. These

findings bear greateretie and therapeutic isp! ica!

M B P. 201 CLINICAL AND AUTOPSY FENDENES IN HIV-1 SERDPOSITIVE PATIENTS.
és Afesse,Bekele*; Green,W.*; 1a,L.*; Ba

Saxinger,C.*#*; and Freder. ck,W.* over University "Hospital
Washington, DC. U.S.A. **National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland. U.S.A

To determine the usefulness of theeautopsy in HIV-1 seropositive

comparison of discrepancies betwe e pere ghinica1 im-
pressions, the clinical cause of death and the|autopey fin
Methods. Cases for review were obtained from the files oribapa:pngoey, de

Howat throug
SA assiaye.

tagnones were available as abstracts
from the medical record in the autopsy Prokoc
Results. Of the 50 cases revi 1 met the coe * oriteria of AIDS; 25 premor-

and 16 at autopsy. There were"37 males and 13 females. Mean age

yeara, Risk factorsmoteded homosexuality in 22 cases, intravenousus use

om) in15e IVDU ¢ homosexuauality pa a BLood transfusion inknown
isk factors in 1 . The lung was involved diseases in Dr‘30.2m)

AIDS ane7 (7787)0non-AIDS cases. Diseaves diagnosed only at autopsy
(12/22), CMV (9/9), KS Ge disseminated MAI (9/13) and pactere-

feath correlated with cause of death on the
ID non-AIDS

the 0:
sy. The autopsy diagnosed a signifie of un-

suspected and undiagnosed AIDS diseases. autopey findings mod:tied the shine
cal impression of the cause of death in 44.0% of all cases. Thes
suggest that the autopsy plays significant role in qualit:y assurance of
diagnoses in HIV-infected patientes both AIDS and non-AIDS

M.B.P.203 RECURRENT MAXILLARY SINUSITIS IN AIDS PATIENTS,
Hadderingh, Roel J

Acadenic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

ghjective.The treatment of recurrent maxillaraasinusitis in AIDSpat.ients.

Methods.From 1983 uptil now 311 AIDS-patients have been treated in our hos-

pital.0f this population 35 (121)had maxillary sinusitis one or more times.
The diagnosis was made by clinical examinati

1 now we have operated 14 patients. mefortlow up period was 4
to 24 months.We have not see: recurrence. The patient has to stay only 3
days in hospital, the postoperative recovery is fast.|with only less dis-
comfort for the patient

Sonclusion.Surgery seems to be superior to antibiorics in the treatment of
recurrent maxillary sinusitis in AIDS-patients.
 

and individuals ennatfrom AIDS-like syndromes without definite HIV-1 serology (N=8) were
surveyed for HIV-2-specific antibodies.

i ravel
thene past 7 years. in 1988 history prior

wasafebrile, had no iymphaderopathy,abdominal tenderness mr occult blood in his soot
Microscopic examination of his stool revealed {sosporabelli oocysts. The patient's symptoms

resolved onoral tsmethoprin/sullamethoxasole therapy, but retuned 5 monthslater again with
lool. This was successfullyiswith pyrimethamine. Laboratory examination

revealed à persiafantly low absolute T4 cell count. Serologic evaluation included a
indeterminate Westem blot and RIPA for HIV-1 and the same assays showing Song:reactivity
HaorHIV-2 envelope and transmembrane anti Hi MC culture revealed reverse

scriptase activity at 4 weeks and sub: ent passageof the isolated virus into continuou:
Teel lines has revealed viral proteins consistent with other HIV-2 isolates by Western blot and
RIPA.

1) Evatuation of gland has
identified oneà patient with an apparent immunodeficiency+associated with HIV-2‘exposure,

g1 nd xd Sta 2) If one assumes
HIV-2 in West his

present|health problems. 3) Our selected survey,as seen with other broader surveys,has
shownthat HIV-2 is extremely rare in the United States.

M.B.P.202 Leon, AaDEAL ADS
Lebovits,

Department of Brooke,RE State

University of New‘work HealthScieCenter at Brooklyn, Brooklyn.

need to
chart review sus was

fueahooped AIDS|populatio:
Ninety-: randomi ted charts of AIDS patients were reviewed in

systematic ‘manner for the Prescription of snalgesic or ps: i

well as the location and ty pain. Eighty.
age was years;
ad

eavesa“ea its current
therefore undertaken to evaluate these

tet was e most common syn tis

carinii pneumonia 6%), The second most common presenting symptom “for. this
hospitalization was pain (30%),

Fifty-twoof the
ed or alpes prescription,

reviewed (54%) had at least one note of non-
The most prevalent location of pain

ui

Nearly one-third of patients with“sain Feceived
i ) (27%) and acetaminophen with

t one, the scheduling was on an as-

s su t pain is a major issue in AÏIDS patients that may be
largely overlooked and not managed optimally. A methodology for the prospective

jon of pain in AIDS patients as well as alternate pain management techaiques
recommended.

Manifestations pulmonaires
Pulmonary Manifestations

M.B.P.204

Fiala, M; Lynch,
Sections of Tnfectious Diseases and Thoracic Surgery, Eisenhower Medical
Center, Rancho Mirage, CA, and *Section of Medical Oncology, Harbor-UCLA
Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA.

NOCARDIA ASTEROIDES INFECTIONS IN PATIENTS WITH THE ACQUIRED

IMMUNODEFICIENCYSYNDROME(OME (AIDS).

Sones Lawrence; Polkinghorn, G*; Woodard, D; Berk, A; 

Aerobic actinomycetes guch as mycobacteria, rhodococcus, and nocardia fre-
quently cainse Gisease hosts including patients with

Al
sed

AIDS. h only a“half dozen individuals with nocardiasis and AIDS

multi-drug regimens
are effective treatment in individuals unable to tolerate sulfonamides.
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M B P. 205 PROLONGED HEALING OF etree PNEUMOTHORAX AND

SCLEROTHERAPY IN AIDS PATIE!

Jacobson Sa 1 MeGowwan K i
Schwaitzberg s* and Qui c*;*Tufts-New ‘angied Medical Center,

and **Lemuel Shattuck Hospital, Boston, Ma, USA

Sbiective: Review the outcome of spontaneous pneumothorax in AIDS Peticnte.

lethods: Retrospective review of known PTX cases in 2 institutions in 198

pontaneous pneumothorax is a recently cecognized occurrence in

AIDS, having been noted during episodes of pneumocystis

Brief case outlines:

 

(with tetracycline or tele) for persistent ai t leeks

LungDisease
Active

no

Length PTX ScleroRx SompLicetions Outcome
30 d. TCN und infeee n resolut’n

TCN wound, seps death

TCN, tale none resolut’n
. o multiple|chest alive with

pneumonia act. eun >38 d. chest tube

on: All PTX were Tignificant and_rsguired PIX

sometimes recurrent, h been seen in S patients with previous under-

bronchitis PCP ,crypto

Pt
1 PCP x

2 .
3 b. PCI 25 d.
4

Healin,neof the P

Pleural sclerotherapy w o ecequently successful and

Complications included chest tube site infections and consequent sepsi

Agressive therapy of PTX with sclerotherapy is recommended.

AORNIN PATIENTS WITH AIDS
M.B.P.207 Senko Z> Telzak, E.E.; Carrow, M.; Dickmeyer, M.;

Ber gol J.M.W. et. a
Memorial Stoan-Kettering Cancer Center (SKC). New York, New York, USA.

Objective: To describe the natural history andriskFactors for a poor
outcome tn patients with AIDS who develop pet
Methods: Cases of pneumothorax (PTX) i n patients with.AIDS were reviewed
and their medical histories were abstract onto standardized forms

tien
1980 - 198 MSKCC crossmatcl with a hospital-based AIDS registry.
Results: Of 1130 patients with AIDS, at least 1 {1%) have had a P ,
oO ese, 7 have ha oraces in both . Te re e an
concurrent Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP). Eight (73%) patients had a
good outcome t the hospital); however, th equ sc
and one required a thoracotomy. Three (27%) patients died. TI i
were e likely to have a " story of previous non-infectious pulmon
disease (3/3 vs. 1/8; p=.0

ry
rom their tung

(3/3 vs. 3 pe
Conelus tone: PTX intpatients withh AIDS appears associated with PCP. It has
a high morbidity and is associated with a ality. Risk Factors for
death include a history of non- infectious pulmonary disease and mu
pathogens isolated from and appearing to cause infection in the involved
lung.

M. B.P.209 FATAL ADVERSE REACTION WITH INDUCED SPUTUM IN PATIENTS WITH
eoeae EFFUSIONS.

MARK. R. SMITH.D.E. HAWKINS.D. GAZZARD.B.G,
ST.STEPHENS HOSPITAL, FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND.
 

OBJECTIVE: To report possible life threatening adverse reactions with sputum

induction and /or bronchoscopy in HIV patients with suspected Pneumocystis

Carinii Pneumonia (PCP) and °Fcurrent pleural effusion:

METHOD: All Patients investigated by induced sputum andjor bronchoscopy

for PCP over a six month period had a chest x-ray prior to and p:

investigation

RESULTS: Of 83 investigated patients, 28 had documented Kaposi's Sarcoma
lymphom of these 28 had a pleural effusion. These 4 patients

ndue we who
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ROLE OF HIV INFECTION IN ALTERATION OF PULMONARY
FUNCTION IN INTRAVENOUS HEROIN ADDICTS (IHA).
Foresti Valeriano,Villa A,Gereschi G,Parisio £,Scolari N,Pediconi AM.

FatebenefrateiliHospital, Milan, Italy.

M.B.P.206

 

rther pulmonary
in alteration

-rays, 23 male and 10 female, 12 HIV- and 21 HIV+, 6 belonging to group Il of CDC
classification system, 1 to group III and 4 to group IV. Results. Only DLCO
expressed as percent of the predicted (74.6414.1 % vs B6.96.6 %, ps0.0l)and (D4 lympho-
cytes (785+428/nm? nm? , p<0.01) were significantly lower in HIV+ pts then
HIV- pts. DLCO wasdeemÀin 15/19 (79%) HI pts and in 1/11 (9%) HIV- pts. The 4 HIvepts

(>B0%) were in group III and IV of the CDC classification.

c
opportunistic infection.

PNEUMOTHORAX IN AIDS PA’ PROPHYLACTIC

PENTAMIDINE. GlennNewsome*,MD,
F. Pierce*, MD. *Georgetown: University

M.B.P.208 sue
Dougias J. Ward**, MD,

 Hospital and **George Washington University Hospital, Washington, DC, U.S.A.
Pneumocystis carinii pne! (PCP) is the most freque

pulmonary complication i . levelopment spontaneous
thorax 4: À 8885 therisk of

ery other week). II was 35 p: ts who received parenteral (4
ng/kg monthly) prophylaxis. Both groups had similar demographic
RERSratics In Group I there were 8 p thoraces while there

umothoora es in Group II (Fisher's p=0.48). e durstion of
aerosolized prophylaxis anged between 3 to 13 months. Bilateral
pneumo: aces were sent in 50%. The majorit

uation was required in 75% and 38% of patients
died of progressiveespiratory failure.

In conclusion, our retrospective review show no statistically
signif ‘eas numbera premotthoraceson AIDS patien'
ei id The of pnneueethorax in
these patients represents tooelycontrolledinfection rather t a
direct result of aerosolized pentamidine

CELL DIFFERENTIALS IN BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE (BAL) AND

TRANSBRONCHIAL LUNG BIOPSY (TEL)FROM PATIENTS VITH

ADVANCED &AIV IN AND DIFFU: PULMONARY INFILTRATES .

MichaelG.°; Schneider, LEE Kronenberger, H.*; Fa s.
Helm, B.Be Meier-Sydov J.*.
“Div. of Pneumology and “‘Infectious Dis., Dept. Internal Med. and **“Dept.
of Pathology, Hospital of J.W. Goetthe-University, Frankfurt/M, FRG.

M.B.P.210

ofstudy: To compare cell differentials in BAL vith
Ristologic findings ve performed TRB el Naciconcurrently
in RIV patients vith P. umonia (PCP) and 60 HIV patients with
other diffuse pu age: 38210 years).

led as la widen

siveolar’walls (Wav), alveolar exudate (EXU), signs of CHV infection (CHV).

VAN ymph-BAL PMN-BAL
PCP 90 “x 49% sex “ras 9+14%
Non-PCP 60 47% 36% 7x 14211% 5211%

Neutrophilia in BAL vas related to alveolar exudate on TBLB and presence of
P. carinii (ANOVA, p<0.01). No other relations between BAL and TBLB vere

t ion of

they may reflect a "non-specific interstitial pneusoniti
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M.B.P.211 ‘SPECTRUM OF PULMONARY DISEASES ASSOCIATED WITH THE ACQUIRED IMMUND M.B.P.212 FIBEROPTIC SRONCHOSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF PULMONARY DISEASE IN 171 HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS

OEFICIENCY SYNDROME

Weinke,Thames; Scherer,W.; Orteamn,C.; Pohle,H.D.

Universitatsklinikum Rudolf Virchow, Freie Universitat Berlin, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Diective. Pulmomry aimormalities are a major source of mice ad mortality in AIDS
1 ‘idence and spectrum ofTherefore, evaluated 194 AIDS patients to assess the inc’

puleænary disezse associated with
- By means a prospective protocol all 184 patients with full-blown AIDS underwent
radiography and a careful clinical exanination; if indicated sputum analysis and bran-

choscopy with bronchoalveolar-- fluid waslavage were performed. for I,
al and parasitic stains and aultures. Similarly post-mortem biopsies of the

were handled.
Results. In 127 cut of8184 (62.0 2) AIDS

nanfestations an infectiian case in itt individaals (at), an intectias ad
rclatc cae in (71 3)snd ¢mpaslecame In 7 petits (5,5 %). More than one pul-
Monary manifestation could be detected inAT patients (374
Te Tropercy of tevation infections neoplastic nor mermanifestations is listed w:
Preumocystis carinii 79 (62,2 2), oneare783), mAl-complex 33 (25.0 7), Ke .
14 (11,0 %), M ‘beraulasis 14 (11,0 %), Cryptomoos neoformans 9 (7,1 4 bacterial
preumoni: 3 itoàGi Drama semis (0,8 +).

ion. Pneumocystis carinii 0st frequent and dangerous pathogen whi
Tug. Siputiont valnrary dhenewes present in most patients but varied methodly with the

logic agent. Jy irferentiation between colonization ad disease is especially important in
infections with OWend atypical mycobacteria. less frequent causescauses of pulmonary di

kept.

 

se
l: i

  

M B P. 213 EARLY DETECTION OF PUMONARY COMPLICATIONS NDAIDS-PA-
es" TIENTS: VALUE OF LUNG FUNCTIONTESTS (LFT) NUCLEAR

MEDICINE (NMP) .
ter, N. Vetter, H. Kéhn.

II. Int. Lungenabteilung, Pulmologisches ZentrumFer Stadt Wien, Vienna,
Austria

Aim of the study was the evaluation of LFT and NMP in early detection
of pulmonary complications in AIDS-pat.ents.
38 HIV-ABFarPOS:Fm examined every six we
De pare ference,noiffusion capacity Den) bretant)
and? by NETGLTemcons 99 mTc DTFA-lung clearance) a
months period. Pulmonary complications occured in 21 patients,“aa we,

OOM, 8 ime L LIP, 2 BS), 17 patienients had no pu dis:
The yesults showed high sensitivity2and Pepecificity for DICO, 99
mic-DTPA lung clearance and 67-Gal lium-

eeor

20,fant2200 718/eee 100%/718/ 75%

DtPA/ Gal liumscan 93%/ 86 62%/69%

Comparing the of patients every parameter differed signifi-
cantly (p < 0, 005) except PO. and FEV 1
we conclude, DICO, 67Euliunecan end 99 mTc-DrPA lung clearance
are the.most etfective means in early detection of pulmonary complications
in AIDS.

G.1., fole/Hépatite et autres manifestations
G.1., Liver/Hepatitis and Other Manifestations
M.B.P.215 CHRONICa POSITIVE HEPATITIS IN an INFECTION

Antonietta, Cargnel; Vigand P.; Gubertini G.; Meraviglia P.;
Mezzenzana ae Zanchetta N

2nd Dept. of infectious Dis.; * Dept. of Hygiene; L.Sacco Hosp.; Milan; Italy.

Objective: To evaluate the role of HIV infection on the evolution of HBV chro-

significantclinical

me potes differences appeared at the aeevartson *petween eetwo groups.

rologic and immunohistochemical markers are shown in the t:
Hepts HBeAg( serum) HDVADEMgerun) HDVAg(serum ) HayeTT

 

pos. 20 g a5* 9 56.3 2 12.5 13 81 8  40*

neg. 20 2 10 6 60 1 10 9 90 1 5

 

Senerusions The markers of HBV active replication are present at a significan-

tly higher degree in HIV Ab. positive posa (*p<0.01), whereas the replica-

tion features of HD dified by HIV 4b presence. When HDV in

it

to correla-
gic damage in patients without Delta infection

0 positive patients; 2 CPH, 3 mild CAH, 3 severe

CAH and 2 cirrhosis among HIV Ab negative patients).

SSRALB.PROTLLAG GARCIA POLO;P, SANZÿN,BAENASM,L31!

of Preusology Microbiology; Internal Medicine, "Princesa,MORID,SPAIN.

We prospectively analyzed 17! episodies of pneumonitis in 153 patients anti-HIV (+), The pneumonitis

defined by citadel and radiografic criteries. We have obtein y aspirates (BA), 164
‘onch:

 

veolar BAL}, 117 bronchoscæpic-protected cheteter trh (cs) transbronchial biopsies
'(TB). The samples procesed fl iological and anatosopathological studies by standard aethods. The
bacterial growth was considered significative arcordi criteries > 10-5 ŒÜ/al.i CB > 163
tFwel.; BAL > 35 CFUssl. enithelial cells. Any oropharingeal bacterial growth was

as contaaination. The results were as follows!
cS RLÉGACSIS

ee B/9(8) 4 Va 9

ueae 214 vs 3/4 - 4 (8)tunber of positives by the sethad/
‘esti Les 28 IT 18 - 8 ra Positives by any other

3/8 6/7 sn? - 8

reabecteriattt) 12/23 6/18 10/2 it 19 eeHetuberculosis and 3 Heaviue-

H.capsulatua/C.nectormans 1/3 13 VS 22 3 A
—P,carinii - = WAT 28/57 72 (U6ét)ié by cellular culture and 3 by
Crtosegalovirus(8t} - - 17 -

—Pulsonry Kaposi’s sarcoma ~ - - 5 5 Hore than one diagnosis! 18 episcdirs.
Contanination 1 in -

SL episodies (381) were not diagnosed. Out of Si episcdies, @ have noraal chest X-Rays; G87 of the 5i
episodies had received antisicrobial agents previously, 9% a the Si episodies were intravenous drug abusers.
Dosemefer‘optic bronchoscopy methods are aci urate proceduresforoepce recta,

dises V-infected patients, 2,- The 1A, i
rewiratory forectionain these patients,

VALUATION OF THE CELLULAR POPULATIONS iN THE BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE (BAL) FROH HIV-
INFECTED PATIENTS WITH PNEUMONITIS BY te ETHIGLOGY,
L.BSPALC, TIMENEZ}C. LOPEZ ELZAURDIA?B, PADILLA? A.NOGLERADOS NL. JIMENEZ.
Departaent of Pneuanlogy, Microbiology» Patelon and Internal Medicine, Hospital

de la Princess, MADRID, SPAIN

M.B.P.214

prospectively analnea control
puleonary di sea: HIV-infectedppatients with preuaonitis.
habit of moine. The infectionwthiolonys by groups, were as follows

cup J.- Controls (ns23),
oer 2° recarinii pneumonia ine45).
-Group 3.- Bacteria] preumonia (#12).
-Broup 4.- Rte and P.carinii preusonise
Group 5.~ P.carinii pneumonia withoeisolation in the BAL (ne
Group 6.- Patients with P.carinii pneumonia that have died during the Vallon sonth of the diagnosis (n=8).
Group 7,- Fami with Pecarinii meia that have not died during the following month of the diagnosis

de

only valued the differential cel] counts by seans otie Wight-Giewsa stain on 408 cells, The
signification of the differences between groups have heen sade unpaired Student t test .

‘cup of twenty-three HIV (-)-norsal patients without infection
, Both groups are hosogeneus as to the

1, The groups 2, and as to the control group have decreased the nusber of aucrophages and have fs
~ Group 5 as to er 1 have

nuaber ytes. 3.- s to group 2 have increased the uber
aacrophages, it suggest that there is 2 eodulation of the infioanatory response, due to the presence of the

ov! indi he group of patients with P.carinii preumonia who died in the
followings four weeks at the time of diagnosis, an increase of the polysorphonuclears percent versus the group
of patients with the sane diagnosis that did not die at this time.

Ë i
l

i ‘

CHRONIC pEPATTEIS IN HIV INFECTEDoe

Caredda,F. cesco*; d'Arminio Monfortert Antinori,S.*;Gaie

a, GF; veges arraviciniLee

*Infectious Diseases Clinic, **V Chair of Pathology University. of Milan, Italy,

M.B.P.216

b jeaw study the chronic hepatitis in HIV infected patients.

hotteis. antibodies were tested by ELISA (Sorin). Positive results were

7X(29/75) of
was avidense of HDV

Ség-pos. and SÂg-neg.

patients at various stages of HIV infection with evidence of CAH or cirrhosis.

HBsAg-positiv HBsAg-nega

Il or III 13/14 (92.0%) 8/15 (53.5%)
3/6 (50.0%) 2/8 (25.0%)

7e (72. 4%)
5/14 (35.7%)

15/46 (32.6:
Conclusion. CAH o: i-HIV pos. patients and particu

larly ‘in HBsAg-pos.7 individuals in coe groupssil or III, and in these cases it

should be considered the oppurtunity of a treatment with antiviral drugs

20/29 (68.9%)
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M B P 217 Retase OF ACUTE HEPATITIS B IN AIDS

_ Luzzati, G.Di Perri,M.Malena,E.Rossi,P. Tuzzolino* and
p.Basaetti inetitane3Infe Deparment 

Objective.”To investigate the role of HIV

ar
on the outcome of HBV oe

we describe iS

immunoassay .Ser BV DN. =

nt had acute hepatitis B and appeared to recover lily clearing HBs ,HBe

Ag and HBV DNA.The activities of iver ymes were persistently in normal

r le presented PGL and ARC,respecti in June 1986 in Jal
Full-blown AIDS (cerebral toxoplasmosis) developed in July 198’ d then the

patient received long-term zidovudin ulfamethopirazine/pyrimethamine

e! .In June 1988 acute hepatitis B recurred w T } 2000 U/],clini

including HBs Ag,

negative.The post-mortem liver biopsy was consistent with confluent hepatic

necrosis.
Conclusion.Reinfection with another HBV subtype is unlikely.This pattern

strongly s ests a late reactivation of HBV.Thus,although the virus is presen

tly not thought to be directly cytotoxic for liver cells,acute hepatitis B may

atill reappear in the course of AIDS

INFECTIONS,
cco,Alessandro ;NeserveA. ;Scolfaro,C, ;Cariti,G..

piney hen Turin,

Objective. HIV and HEV infections ble interactions.
Methods. 660 ADHIV+ CDR:emma19.28;blood recipients:3.6%;others:13,3%) were tested

for HBV-rerkers, inmmological and clinical findings. 24 were ft up for 24 months
 

 ts. 455 were positive HV-rerkers: 66 HBeAg+ (21 AbHV+); +;
63 aly AbHBc+. 19% of the followed up AbHBe+ and AbHBc+ patients lost the positivity for

AbHBe. showed a primary HBV infection: 6 with clinicui evidence of tis (

histological injury in sequentially biopsied patients. HBV infection doem't seen to condition

HIV infection in a shorttime.

Acknowledgment: this work was supported by the '"'C. Denegri K ,

INFLUENCE OF HIV INFECTION IN WEPATITIS DELTA CHRONIC CARRIERS.
M.B.P.221 Hada; Bartolomé, J. Martioez, MG.) Madejôn, A.j Porres, JC.

and Carrello, UV. Hepatology Unit. Fendacién Jiménez Diaz. Madrid (SPAIN).
HIV infection is very tsual among intravenous drug abusers (IVOA), On the other hand, drug addiction is

one of the most important way of transmission of th i

ain of the present ivity in HOV replication, as well as

¢ HOY
anti-HD positive patients were included. Most of then vere IVDA (44%) and the west refereed

2 =
L
e : z £ 3 Ë 8 3 È = = 3 2 2

a
g
L
E = 3 5 =.

£
°

*
3
8 z £ = 2 = 8 Ë

pal
trei"y (UA). Anti-HIV Was detected

HOV-PNA was determined by slot-blot Mration using a 79P-HDV-RNA obtained from the
DD3 mir

Qut of the 43 patients, 15 (35%) were anti-HIV positive (14 IVDA and 1 homosexual). ATT of then were

asymp toni tie” 2 presented serus p24, With respect to the HOV markers, there were no differences nw

NIV infection, neither in the presence of serumnios 7

anti-HD positivity (674 i ae u

anti-Rd positive cases “itheatt and only in 16/28 (57.PAUN negative
od HOV CHOV-DHA and ROV-FNA positivity) was found in

serositive patients (9/15: 604) than in ‘ve

negative cases (5/28: 184) Same occurred with thesimultaneous presence 0 and HDAg: 60% i

the anti-Hiv positive nc v5 18% in the anti-HIV negative patients (p ¢ 0.05),

=

In conclus HOV-RNA was detected in a. higher percentage among HIV carriers with HIV infection,

tn in these patients, the simultaneous HBV and HIN replication was aore frequently observed. During

2 follow-up, it will be compared the clinical evolution of both group of anti-HD positive patients (with

ww without HIV infection)
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M.B. P.218 HIV INFECTION AND DELTA HEPATITIS IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG ADDICTS

+ G. Bhat, K. and Govindarajen, s.* SUNY-Health Science Center,
as » New York Rancho igos Medical Center, Downey,
California, U,S,A,

 

The recently suggested close correlation between HIV and delta hepatitis
)virus (HIV) may merely reflect high double-exposure rates in promi:

uals.
Objectiv To correlate delta markers with stage of HIV disease in
intravenous addicts, IVDA.
Subjects  Eighty-two IVDA: 35 with AIDS, 30 HIV positive and 17 HIV
negative.
Methods HIV antibody measured by repeat Elisa testing (Abbott). Total
anti-HDV (Abbott); 1gG anti-HDv, igianti-D and delta antigen (RIA);
HBsAg, anti-HBs and anti-HBc (Abbott

Results 1) Seventeen subjecte tested Positiveforanti-HDV by. Abbott Elisa;
six of the 17 were posiitive. Only t x HBsAg positive subjects
were 1gG and 1gM anti-HDV positiv
2) 1gM anti-HDV was present in2 of 17 (ane8%) HIV negative, 4 of 30
(13.3%) HIV positive, but none of 35 AIDS jects (p = 0.035, Fisher's
exact test; AIDS va non-AIDS

Lusi. The da suggest a high false positive rate of anti-HDV in
apositive sera with the Elisa technique that anti-HDV

production Pa and lgM) may be lost in IVDA with AIDS.

M B P. 220 MODULATION OF VIRAL REPAS IN HIV-1 INFECTION
j 3.Voth R., Meyer zum Büschenfoide KH. and Hess G.

diz! sche Klinik und Poltkiinik der Johannes Gutenberg
Universitat Mainz, FRG.

i To study the outcome of HBV infection In HIV-1 Infectedjen
METHODS: In a group of 306 HIV-1 Infectod patients 214 (70 %) had evidence of
prior HBV infection. Homosexuals and |.v. drug abu: recolmpose greaterthan 90
%. The prevalence of chronic HBV garerrs, a8 determined by HBSAG positivity for
tonger than 6 monthe among HIV-t infected patient vielded in 13 %.

r data demonsirate iow activity of SGOT and SGPT in Pree
colntected wi fn HIV-1 virus. Individuals suffering from chronic active hepatitis,
symptomatic HIV-1 Infection and T4 400 cell exhibit significantly
Increase of HBV-ONA In contrast to asymptomatlc Hiv-1 an
individuals. On the other hand HIV infected patients tend to have a mild course ‘ot
chronic hepatitis.

: Our data show evidence that suppression of cellular immunological
reactions had beneficial effects on the clinical and histological outcome of HBV

ctctl tl sn
in AIDS patients. One might the t
markers of cellular immunity ke.TA and18 postive cells In HIV-1 infected patients
and the clinical course of chronic HBV intect

M.B. P.222 THE EFFECT OF HIV ON CHRONIC HEPATITIS B: A STUDY OF 1:

HOMOSEXUAL MEN Donovan B. Dept of Public
Health, University of Sydney, 2006. Australia.

Qbjective. determine the influence of concurrent HIV infection on
chronic tiv3infec

of HBV SPLITSver (HBeAg and HBV-DNA) and disease

activity cine+transaminase ALT) were analyzed for 150 male homosexual
chronic5 HASAE carriers, 82 Gs. 6%) of whom tested positive for antibodies

ubjects positive for HIV antibody were more likely to express
HBeAg oeef 80 cases) and HBV-DNA (52 of 67) in their sera than

seronegatives (35 © (p<0.001) and335 of 70 (p<0 0005) Fespectively).

degree of immune suppression how did not seem
influence of HIV HBeAg/HBV-DNA pressio jeAg sorepoeitive:
subjects, concurrent HIV infection was associa lower serum alanine
transferas T) levels (p<0. is ct increased relative to the
degree immune suppression as determined by diminished CD4 lymphocyte

Conversely pa 8 not expressing HBeAg in th was a
weak trend (p=0.130) towards higher ALT levels with concurrent

. This study suggests that st chronic hepatiti:
less severe when acc ied by HIV infection, greater viral replication
may namakea more contagious and resistant t viral data
suppor mediated pathogenesis for hepatitis & andmMUNÉ I

tariteations for its control.
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LIVER OISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS

M. B. P.223 BRANOAO-MELLO,C.E.*; SILVA,M.A.*; CORREIA LIMA,M.8.*;BASILIO,

CLA; AL,
* Hospital Gaffrée e Guinle-- Universidade do ue de nerorest

** Centro de Hematologia Santa Catarina - Rio Janeiro, Bras

-The evaluation of clinical, biochemical, serological and morphological data of

liver involvement in high risk groups patients with was the aim of this work.

Our purpose was to determine the spectrum of liver disease in AI nd the oli

nico-morphological correlation in order to ascertain if any clinical or patho—

logical feature was characteristic of AIDS.

Material: We have evaluated 81 patents with AIDS, being 20 hemophiliacs (16 A

2B) severely affected and 61 homosexual men.

Methocs: We studied hepatitis B virus (HBV) serum markers by commercial RIA

kits for the detection of HBsAg,Anti-HBs,Anti-HBc,HBeA,

e
Live

Srabinataline fopratase

tai

 

r

to M.avium and M. cuberesloals were also other morphologic featu

Fewerfe OCRLATRE AU COURS DU SIDAM.B.P.225 ERE A coms
*; theron, Sophie*; de Truchis,P,*

"5piesSeinot, À. G.sr
* Hôpital Bichat-Ciaude Bernard, “ Hôpital Pitié-Salpétriare,| Paris, France,

Sbiectifs. Décrire les renenit de la toxoplasmose oculaire (TO}
chez les patients (Pts) HIV +

12/88 un examen au. Fond 4'Oei1 (FO) a été fait par les
mémes ophtalmologues chez les Pts HIV ayant des troubles visuels et/ou systé-

omatiques (CDC II), 4 FO/: t

postérieur, foyer en règle unique/bord:
de nécrose, extension en l'absence de traltenentiTt),

cicatrisation sous Tt spécifique.

Résultats. Dix cas de TO ( Dr2 africaines ; HIV1 : 9, HIV2 : 1;

4e 8 TO,CDR € 120) ont

oe 5 e ë e P
a

g
e

5 iy £ = o

br:

/s r). La cicatniaation a été obtenue 10 fois/10 sous
pyrimethamine qesulfadiazine (8 Pts) o1 ) gencueifon. 1) Dix ont été cboervés en 1987 et 1988 - 2) TOpe:

re la tare2 - 3)La TO est associée 5 s/1 une TOX cérébrale détecta-
- 4) Le traitement la cicatrisation des lésions - 5) La prophylaxierae

bes rechutes eat identique À celle des TOX cérébral.

OCULAR INVOLVEMENT IN CHILDREN WITH HIV INFECTION
Blini aM; Bertoni ,G; ChiaraiRob
Plebani,A; D'Arminio Monfo

*II Ophthalm. Clin., Ve°F Paediat. Clin.”  enfvct.. Dis. Clin.
University of Milan, Milan, Italy.

M.B.P.227

Objective. Evaluation of ocular involvement in children with HIV
infection in respect to adult AIDS.
Methods. The AA report ophthalmological findings in 57 HIV
seropositive children, According to the definition Proposed by CDC
(april 1987) seropositive infants were 15 in P-O claass, 14 in P-1
class and 18 in P-2 class. 7 patients became negatives and 3 died.

ement foptic disc pallor and
subatræhy, papilledem). CW retinitis in occured in 2 cases (1f% vs
> 50% in adults), Retinal microangiopathy was never observed in HIV
serqpositive children.

Conclusions. Paediatric AIDS is believed as a new inborn disease with
very different clinical and biologic characteristics in respect to
adult AIDS as well as fram the ophthalmological point of view.

 

THE INTERACTION oANI AND Ts B VACCINATION IN À
M.B.P.224 COHO! F HONOSEX AND BISEX LMEN

Buchbinder 3 Hes
O'Malley, P.*; Barnhart, futheotrd 6.*; Waadie
*Dept.of Public Health, San. Francisco,CA;**Viral Diseases,“cbt, Atlanta,GA,USA.

Objective. To evaluate the effect of HIV infection on efficacy of the
hepatitis B vaccine (HBV) and the effect of HBV on HIV disease progress

ndomized controled

i_Lifson, ALY;

is B
response, development of immunity (derined as HBsAb SRU
loss of imnunity in?

n SP versus HIV-infected men receiving placebo (N=25).
than SN to develop immunity (65% vs 90%,

ty, SP had

cating the|need tor studies
the efficacy of booster doses. The hepatitis B vaccine does not cause

acceleration of HIV-related disease.

M B P. 22 PERSONRE AU COURS DU,SIDA +,

“uo Chakroun, *, Meyo!has,Mdc. 3 Pelosss, B.*
grande Peeineot, B. et Lepor

* Hôpital Claude Bernard, ** Hôpital Bichat, *** opieal’ saint-antoine,

uexe HOpital Pitié-Salpétriére ,Paris, France.

Objectif. Préciser Les signes shine et ophtalmologiques (OPH) di

toxoplasmose oculaire (T0), son évolution sous traitement (trt) et ses

relations avec la survenue d’une%
éthodes. Etude rétrospective des cas de TO

atteints de SIDA, depuis 1983 dans 2 services de maladies infectieuses.

8, 8 se

4
3

o
e

a a

sulfadiazine, 6g/j (n=3), ou
mine 50-100 mg

6 survivants. La TO aeejeateise

a. à TC se révélait 9, 38 et 50 j
après le déber du trt di son lution n'était pas évaluable
Conclusi. La est devenue plus fréquente au cours du SIDA. Son ,
diagacstic’ repose sur l'examen OPH. Une TC aesociée doit étre recherche.

VITROUS FEUOROPHOTONETR IN HIV INFECTION
HauroCellini*, ., P.Costigilola®®, E, Ricchi®s,

M.B.P.228
jede’*, ReCarF.C

*Cattedra Clinica Oculistica I] - voretitete Malattia Infettives; Universita’
di Bologna, Bologna, ITALY.

fbiective avaluate the ability of vitrous {luoropnotonetry to detect
early Lesion of vascular retinopathy saine HIV inf
tt @ subjects tie HIV infection (5 AIDS

 

readings were constantly above norsal, showing 7
of 3.6, 3.3 and 4.87 g/sl respectively in the anterior,

 

Conclusion, ology and pathogenesis are unclear but ef
circulating ewe coaplexes deposition, increase blood “iacosity and ay

rue
Husrescals anglographic documentation of aycroaneurisas, te tatin
ocal non perfusion and capilla KIV

infection p a pattern of aicrovascular retinopathy very similar
the diabetic one. Nevertheless ‘fluoresc h a quantitative
techni d # low sensitivity in a ability.h
The fluorophotoastry psrait
alterations of blood barrier which
fluorophotonstry before any clinical and #luorangiographic detectable

on.
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M.B.P.229 eer MANIFESTATIONS IN HIV PATIENTS M.B.P.230
**, Pizzigallo E.*, Federico G.*, Antinori Andrea*, Tamburrini

ie oreone L.*
*Clin, Malattie Infettive, Clin. Ooulistica-Universita Cattotica-fom-Italy.

Objective: To evaluate the occurrence of fundus ocular manifestations in HIV

patients; to assess therapeutic problems in CMV retinitis.
Methods: wssue 66 HIV-infected patients (42 AIDS, 10 ADS-related complex, 14 without

V+), 16 homo/bisexuals (24,24),a i.v. drug abusers (66,7%), 4 heterosewals
(6,1%) and 2manie (3,0). They prospectively underwent aEEnn
tion, including indirect ophthalmoscopy, color chetographs and eventually Fluorescein angiogr

acute

 

Results: formal cotton-wool OW retinitis Troe,
spots (%) (x) syndrome (%)

ADS (42) à Do 18 (42.8) ‘ (9.5) à (2.4)
ARC (10) 90.0) } (10.0)
anti HIV+ (14) m4 (0)
OW retinitis, treated with iv. gaciciclovir showed stabizatenor partiel snprovenet all ca

‘in two to six weeks of discontinutng therapy.ses relapsed with
Conclusion: Cotton-wool spots are the main retinal changes; they seem to be

me retinitis relapses at the discontinuing therapy and long-term treat
ment would.be probably necessary.

THE LIVER IN THE AIDS: A CLINICAL AND HISTOLOGIC STUDY
Bonfim de Lima,Dirce; Costa,R.; Silva,0.; Jurado,E.; Moreira,

M.B.P.231

Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil.

From March 1985 to March 1988, 30 patients with AIDS wer

results serum biochemical liver tests were alkaline phosphatase activities
up to twice the normal value in 8 cases (43%) and SGOT/SGPT levels higher
than three.times the norma ones

e iopsies (two tients had double ones) performed, 16(50%)
were done through laparoscopy, 14(43.75%) by “blind” percutaneous puncture
and two patients were submi o autopsy.

wed tiver enlargement in 15 cases (83%), congestion in
nd splenomegaly: 4.4

The histopathology shot ecific hepatitis in19 specimens (59.4%),
fatty inf titration in 12(39%), aneos inophilic granulomas of unknown etiol
n8(15. 3%), active chronic pepatitis in 2 (6.3%), cryptococcosis“in 2(6.3%),

cmegalic inclusion body in | (3%), histoplasmosis in 1 (3%) and tubercu-
Reis in 1 (3%).

The hepatic fragments were sent for culture of mycobacteria, common
teria and fungi, but onNy 9one gave growth of Mycobacterium tuberculosis ana

lepatic involvement in "AIDS is often nonspecific and deserve better
appraisement.

M.B.P.233 PANCREATITIS ASSOCIATED WITH HIV INFECTION

DowelScotts; 1jolt, E.* urphy,
“The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, Sakimore, MD,

**U.T. Southwestern Medical School, Dallas, TX, USA.

Objective. To assess the _Prevalence0of are risk factors for pancreatitisamong
patients img for HIV infection in mn infectious disease practice.
M A retrospective study was “Conduct in patients who hadAAIDS[05
patients), ARC (45), seropositive and asymptomatic (39), or who
uninfected but at risk ‘for‘HIV1 infectionction(2). Logistic regression was usedto
identify infections and medications associ pancreatitis, as defined by
clinical and labora

wenty-twoMopercentof patients with AIDS, PE vit ARC: 3% of
asymptomatic HIV-1 infected patients, and no uninfected patients at risk for HIV-1
leveloped paricreatitis. Pancreatitis was more likely to have poured in Patients

IDS (p = 0.0017). Acsitional factors bivar-

triglyceridemia, but not level of alcohol use. After matchingor ese ‘factors and
cul HIV disease,Peer IV pentamidine and isoniazid

re pancreatitis (p < 0.05 for all 3).peSignifcant unadjusted
odds ratios were found for cytomegalovirus and cryptococcal infection and use of

nazole, re not confirmed by logistic regression ani
ion, ese data support earlier reports that pancreatitis is commonlyConclusion.

found in patientswith AIDS. Cryptosporidiosis and certain drugs may
aggravating cofactors.
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A STUDY OF RETINAL COTTON WOOL SPOTS IN HIV PATIENTS
Minnella A.**, Antinori A.*, Tamburrini Enrica*, Bagolini B.**

* Istituto clinica Malattie. Infettive, ** Istituto Clinica
Oculistica-Universita Cattolica - Roma - Italy.

Objective: To investigate the characteristics of cotton woo] spots (CWS) in
HIV pattents, compared with other systemic causes of CWS.
Methods: 66 HIV patients (42 AIDS, 14 ARC, 10 scomptonatics) were examined
for ocular fundus changes, and, if CWS were detected, fundus color slides
 

n we made a comparison with the photographs of 60 patients
affected by hypertension, diabetes, central retinal vein occlusion with CWS.
Results: CWS were discovered in 42.8% of AIDS, 10% of ARC and 0% of asympto-
matic HIV patients, and were present predominantly along the vascular arcades
(superficial peripapillary capillary network} with a predilection for the po-
sterior pole.
Conclusions: Compared to other non AIDS systemic abnormalities, CWS in HIV pa
tients are similar in appearance and location, although, either single or mul
tiple, they are more demarcated, never tend to be confluent and last longer.
They are easily differentiated from early foci of CMV retinitis and no strong
correlation seems to be between these two entities.

 

M.B. P.232 teeS RYPERPLASIA IN AIDS
*; elti AM; Paulli M.*, Fiocga R.*

ee of Infectus Diseases“and Institute of Pathology Univ. Pavia, ITALY.

Objective. To demonstrate that disorders of gastrointestinal lymphatics may
contribute to lymphocytopenia in AIDS.
Methods. We examined by fiberoptic endoscopy, biopsy and histology GI mucosa 
and sulmersErsiEÉoons associated with lymphocytopenia and lymphocyte

loss via GI t
Resutts. T4 Teshopeniia is a constant feature of late stages of HIV
infection, that well correlates with presence of lymphoid hyperplasia (LH)
of GI mucosa and signs of enteropathy (malabsorption, diarrhea, abdominat
complaints, protein loss, endoluminal parasitic infections}. At endoscopy
the key finding of LH are multiple, 1-to 2 mm, pale areas or tiny mucosal
excrescences with nodular appearance which histologically show Tymphoid

follicles, Tymphangtectesy and villous atraphy.
Discussion. LH of GI tract in as patients may be a contributing factor of
Tymphocytopenia, condition that can be due to the loss of the lyphocyte-rich
lymph fluid into GI secondary to the disorders of GI lymphatic channels.

mewaiveov gastrointestinal engoecory for strategy andM.B.P.234 of 1
peser amérens*a. “atoahres, LE Bogerann*s, W. Meige:

Allg: ‘ankenhaus « Georg, *Dermatologie, **I.Med.tine,fimburg, Germany.

Spiective: To examine the value of gastrointestinal endoscopy (GIE) in
erapy of epidanie Kapoei'e easarcana (KS)
thods: In a prospective study 20 pat with KS~lesiona of the akin were

examined by GIE before atarting therapy (interferon, zidovudine,a a
therapy). 6/20 pat were controlled SIE during therapy. In an ditional

n 13 HIV-infected pat without skin- KS-sions (WR

 

V: Sx, WR VI:

pentesGrainesnal KS-lesions could be found in 12/20 pat (60 4) with
Tesions of the skin. 2/17 (17 %) presented 1 an 10 skin-lesions. However
only in 3/12 pat (25 the number of gactrointeatinal-lesions furpaased the

skin-leaions. In 4/6 pat (50 %} where GIE showed no i
saw less than 10

band in one pat with no change in skin-lesions there was a
intestinal KS. In the group of 13 pat without skin-KS, who became GIE for

er reasons, no case of intestinal leaions wes .
Fron thes: sul that there may be a majorConclusion these ta we

erence in number andsize of KS- lesions of the skin and the upper
intestinel tract. GIE examination of tw: Ks ‘ore ing therapy

is essentiell in planing and evaluating the auccesa of therapy.
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ACUTE PANCREATITIS IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS
M.B.P.295aanadet Funco, G; Pot Ds SteelBs Conklin, R; Conkiin, 3.

Hospital, Texes,U.

OBIECTIVE. To describe 23 cases ofacute pancreatitis inpatients with AIDS.

 

 

 

 

 

 

FereapresEy,

were male homosexualsnnfrom26-61with amom of 37 years. Teter had recivedwksuct

include pentamidine (14), DHPG (9), fensider and AZT. Four patients wore chronic

alcoholics. One had pide,on hed largecol without pencreatic involvement, and one had no

known predisposing factors. WBC ranged from: to 7000 with « mean of 3270. Amylase ranged from 86-896,

Hipase 39-'

ins with
lasersin à 7 ickis
Shiniy0

CONCLUSIONS. 1). iti 3 7% isi ID:
2) Clinical presentation varies i i in wi to a fulminant
 

acute abdomen with high mortality.

3) 96% of patients had received potentially toxicdrugs.

4)CT
pesibilis is AIDS.

6) The etilogy of acute pancreatitis in AIDS requires further study.

M.B.P.237 ACUTE DIARRHEA IN HIV + PATIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH5.HOMINIS.
Manis,ScourK.; Shaunak, S.; Eaves, E- Ga Bartatl J. A.

Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC.U:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective: Th À F Bl I wi iarthea is uncertain. During
1987 and 1988, h h HIV i

ith i ini of th been reviewed.
Methods: A i dy of 14 HIV HIV ¢ #11, ARC=i, AIDS=2)in

In every case, >5 BH were seervhpt
Salmonella, Shi; C lob AFB were not

seen and Crsprongeidanvas ancube
Results: Twelve patients were homosexual and 2 were bisexual.CDawere malsise,

(mean 280/mm3, - P
Stool microscopy showed:

BH only #6

BH+Enana a3 BH + Giardia lamblia =1
BHE. nana + E. hartmanii«
BH +E. nana +E.nn+Dfragile

In 6 episodes B. hominis was the only organism identified: S of these episodes in the
asymptomatic HY +YtSeu. Symptoms 4in 17 of the 18 episodes resolved within 14aayof starting
metronidazole in dose ranging seedsin doe aol erIV?tele

BRomeand acus darnes.

M.B.P.239 INVESTIGATION OF HIV POSITIVE PATIENTS WITH GASTROINTESTINAL

Sesters, Pur $ Francis, N#* Boylston, A.W#* Harr: JR.ween
Finching, À.at Depts ‘maunology, **Histopath, ***GU Kedivine,“et. Mary's

objecctive. To review ths aareosice findings of all HIVive patients
present ag with gastrointestinal symptoms resulting in serenereq big

Be 26 patients, ith ADS, presented with symptoms requiring lower
Fecheeendoscopy and biopsy.“the peteig symptoms were? diarrhoea 1

patients, lower abdominal pain 34, weight loss 27. Stool microscopy and
culture, including virology, were performed.

Results. 41 patients had evidence of a pathogen which could account for their
presenting symptoms. Multiple infections were present in 10 c
   

   

Pathogen Total Number Positive Stools Positive Color—_ Biopsies
Cryptosporidia 1 I
Mycobacteria 1 1 1
Cytomegalovirus (cmv)
Salmone11.

Canpylobacter
Giardia

e had are colitis and 5 cases had intestinal The
mycobacteeria (M) were speciated as M. avium intracellulare (9), M. tuberculosis 
(3), M.fortuitun a opidentitted {
conclusion. 1, Rect: opay was most valu

gava earlier results than culture for M(Mycobacteria
not have.an identifiable cause; antibiotic therapy or HIV enteropathy
have been responsible

able for diagnosis of SPGoneid
did

M.B.P.236 HELENE,THEMHREME
*Gonten, Caristophers ingngenges SB, +Luo NP,

pital Medical SheekSyondon UK, **Wolfson
T c 7.pe 016: Unitue,nongen School of Hygiene an
PAà be 8 Lo . Pancras Hogpita forici
Trop. sa}D saiapes, Lond ur! Hintversity Teachin
Hospita. bras 2

bjectives;  
 
 

to jnvest.igate the pathogenesis of chronic
ip HIV posteîve auiagts onLusaka

seropesitlve Bat LOS"eanagativercscontrols
fa So ataerhoe ifnTathabdominal "patSCOP1C exam mations re d nes stools atne

da cultureie o

sete) 2ainvasive

ents FES à arrheea had entedonanicl roni¢edie f Re
apa ecomparedtoone6 seroposit with!ut d. arr

norma.
nine seronegative contr

duodenal biere of € tintingfeetmareve”

Tgctulose mannitolp
Re

patients had moderate to fevereeevitton p
preater inti Fion in & e patients wit
IV-positive patients had evidence of
lyst ion but this did not gorrelate aPac het

Conc. Ons: ave aIdentifia the Lusa tents 1eBLY
e an identifiable tenceof

dana struct: Phoeamay Eeev:
ee epuzalei ere ay Ie ellemeteAge

the gut from HIV wit oF CEmieaaqdE on of ent. ric
pathegens. The 4: he effects of HIV nee Fuother stu

M.B.P.238 ENDOLIMAX NANA AND BLASTOCYSTIS HOMINIS INFECTIONS IN HIV-1
RENOPOSTTIVE Pots Sanusi,Sahid*; Olopoenia,L.*; Grigsby,

M.* Afessa,B.*; and Frederick,W.*
* Howard venee, ‘yperital, Washington, De. S.A

pierre determine the preval enteric protozos in symptomatic and
icadele RIV~-1 seropositive patients. It has b

protezeanparasites may play
Methods. Stools from 64 adult (

 
t differences wer: en homosex nd

IVDU patients or bet ARC patients in the frequency of enteric
protozoa seen. Sym tic ARC patients were found to be in: re fre-
quently with protozoan parasites. E.nana re the 
itional protozoan pathogens causing diarrhea in symptomatic HIV-1 patients

M.B.P.240 CEOAevincedary(CE) IN PATIENTS INFECTED BY HUMAN IMMUNOL

.Clotet,G.Sirera*J. Boix, M.Dominguez , À. Jou,J.Tor,M.Foz
InfectiousDiseases Un TE: stroenterology ServiceHospital de Badalona

rias i Pujol",Badalona, Barcelona,Catalonia, ain.
Objective:To identify the incidence of CE a opportunistic infection|(on)
in our ulation who fulfill the AIDS criteria. Methods:We have practic
esophageal endoscopy (EE) to all patients admittedthat
risk for AIDS.EE was done in t
of absencce of symptoms or oral thrush.Patients

+
v yy the concomitant presence of other Ol,or HIV an-

tigenemia.If all patients at risk for AIDS were endoscoped we would find more
unsuspected cases ( asymptomatic ones of CE.
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M.B.P.241 GASTROINTESTINAL {en STRUCTURE AND MUCOSAL FUNCTION IN M.B.P.242 RTIN SREHIweoeNon8HEPATms.us Porress dCs and

Church, D., Sutherlana L., Huang, W., Kelly, J., Gill, J.
AIDS Research Interest Group, University of Calgary, calgary, Alberta

Canada
explained weight loss and diarrhoea are relatively frequent in HIV

infected patients. We have investigated 19 patients in whom no gastro-
intestinal pathogens could be identified to see if functional or structural
changes in the small intestine souldaccount for their weight loss and

7 ma 2 females)diarrhea. Nineteen patients were tnvestinated by

endoscopy. Biochemical testing aencastraved normal ood cell folate

d vitamin B12 levels in ail patienta. r, Berum ferritin levels
were increased in patients. xy los crption 8 were ab:

low 8/13 cases. Duodenal aspirates were negative for giardia lamblia.
Light microscopy failed to sh y structural abno in both upper and

love iopsies. I: Yast ultrastructural change: re astrated
in all patients at the epithelial st t of intestinal crypts

Patate”al and vitrastructu 1 abnormalities are common in HIVPositive
atients even in absence of infectious pathogens. Defects carbo-

bydrate absorptionand ultrastructural changes may be responsible for some

aspects of HIV enteropathy.

M.B.P.243 HEMOPHAGOCYTIC HISTIOCYTOSIS IN THE LIVER OF AN HIV-INFECTED

FORMER DRUG USER
ick, David M.*; simpestas R. *; and Stenger, R.J

*Beth Israel Medical”Center, New Yor!“nN » U.S.A.3; **Nassau County “Medical

Center, East Meadow, New York, N.Y., U

Objective. To report a case of hemophagocytic histiocytosis in the liver of

an HIV-infected Former IV drug user.

months and two liver biopsies, including one
y electron microscope were reviewe

Results. À 32 year o.onformerV drug-abusing male had HIV antibody by ELISA
cautnotrane rase (ALT) was initially 83 U/L and in-

Eefirst liver biopsywas
d with increased AL

and symptoms im

= or biopsies liver architecture is preserved, but the port
cal

The Parenchyaa i

oids are cluster osit
Uy ng erythrophagocytosis.and

s increased collagen. A seattered lipid gran-
ulomas ei ar ntral veins. Serum HB: is negative.

ing“evideence for other infections previously associated with
ytic hiatiocytosie, we euegest that HIV may rarely cause the syn-

bien may be associated with manifestations of liver dysfunction.

Definitive exclusion of other causes of erythrophagocytosis is not possible,

ever.

M.B.P.245 SPONTANEOUS RESOLUTION OF CANDIDA ESOPHAGITIS(CE) IN A SERO-
ANTIBODI“CONVERTING P, FOR HIV

B.Clotet,G.Sirera, Wr RoleAdoue*ARi ra,C.Tural inguez,J.TeM.Foz.
ious Diseases Unit;*Gastroenterology Servic Big Bank Uni

Hospital de Badalona " ermans rias Pujol", Barcelona,Catalonia sii
gsecttive: To report a case of CE in a seroconverting patient and to discuss

f HIV seropositive patients should a i
rion foLa AID.Material:A 22 year d whiteme admitted because of a mononu-
cleosis-like syndrome.He was drug addict
Results: The endoscopy and pegp4Derdenonstrated C

peening
April 20,1988 - Not Done
M 10, bd cutoff - ; +

20,1
MT (penring); p24; gpa t(EIAenv/core)ànavAaAbbott).
An esophagic endosco| later demonstrated Spontaneous|reso-

wit!

 nt ("250
(excludingthe seroconverting|patients).All other cases should be followe
closely to understan the prognostic significanee of ce In our expe-
rience HIVssropesitive patients hot fulfilling the criteria commented above
have been owed for long periods(45 months )without developing other
opportunistic infectons.
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R050,

Carrefio, Y. Hepatology Unit. Fundacién Jinénexne Madrid (SPAIN).

It has been reported that hepatitis B virus chronic carriers with ataN positive have less hepatic

injury than those et HIV infection. However, i stilt unknown influence of HIV among patients

with chronic Non-A, Non-B (NANB) hepatitis, This, we fave studied the rte injury degree in chronic NI

hepatitis with or without anti-HIV.

There were included 13 patients with chronic MANS hepatitis. Eigth of them were anti-HIV negative (5

with a posttransfusional history and 3 drug abusers), and the other 5 were asymptomatic HIV carriers (all
drug abusers), The presence pf anti-HIV was confirmed by Western-blot,

The levels of albumin were higher anong those AANB patients anti-HIV negative (4, 3521.1 6/d1) than in

the HIV-seropositive ones (3,6 + 0.2). Bn the other hand, the transaminases were increased in the anti-HIV

when comparing with the anti-HIV negative cases (180,7 + 105.7 vs 964 74 NY,

respectively), ni mewere not statistical differences, Finaltvsthe histological diagnosis was
i n both patients (anti-HIV chronic active hepatitis (CAH), 20% of

chronic persistenthepatitis.CH anti-HIV -: 75% CAH, 2‘5 OPH and 12.%cirrhosis).

In conclusion, patients with chronic hepatitis a HIV infection went higher levels of

transaminases. This Suagests that tn fepatitis WB virus could have a direct cytopathic effect and that

the inmune response is not involved in the hepatic injuwry. Hoowever, 45 the caat”nt of the hepatitis

WANE is not yet identified, this should be proven in future researchs,

M.B.P.244
Kitchen Valerie, Heïlbert M, Francis R, Lewis P¥, Pinching A et al.

St Mary's Hospital, London, United Kngin,“University of Leeds, United Kingdon.

Objective: To character:terise the cause of oesophageal ulceration in advanced HIV disease in the
absence of infection with CMV or HSV.

Methods: Endoscopy and biopsy was performed onon 5 homosexual menmen Presentingwith severe

‘dysphagia. Three HIV seropositive men with dyspepsia were used as controls.

ts: revealed wari rs 00.5 in éme) in the tr me

HPY DNA was detected in 3 of the 4 cases and 2 of the 3

histologically to Oral Hairy Leukoplakia can occur in the pharynx

in advanced HIV infection where it my cause significant uleeration. EBV my be

seen these cases.

DETECTION OF HEPATITIS B VIRUS DNA IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD
MONONUCLEAR CELLS FROM ASYMPTOMATICANTI-HIVM.B.P.2
CAl

F. J. Bartolomé, Inmaculada Castilio, G. Moraleda, M. G. Martinez, J. C. Porres, V. Carreno,

v. Hepatology Unit, Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain.

It has been VE
of AIDSin enti-HIV positive patielents. Also, HBv-| has
mononuciear ceils (BMC) from a high percentage patients with AIDS or
msnon sue term: ne the presence of HBV-DNA and HIV-DNA in ayfrom

been detected inpreblood
. The aim of

HIV ca
eMCciesx 107cell) werersotsined from 23 symptomiess anti-HIV carriers (16 of them were
posi hepatitis B virus surface antigen, HBsAg, and 7 negative to HBsAg), and from
30 antiHIV negative patients (80 with HBsAg and 10 without this marker). Anti-HIV was
detected by EIA and Conti Western Blot. The HBsAg test was performed by RIA.
HBV-DNA an HIV-D!

DNAfrom

The Velàwe summarized iin this tabie:
Anti-HIV+ Anti-HIV-
N = 23 N = 50

HEsAG+ FibsAg- HiisAg+ FipsAg-
N = 16 N=7 N = 40 N=10

PBMC
HBY-DNA+ 7 (44%) 0 17 (43%) 0
HBV-DNA was found in a similar Percentagein PBMCfrom anti-HIV positiveae negative
patienents, No differences ire DATE ratio in HIV-seroposi

without HBV-DNAin their PBMC Gtlsae37and 0.9 + 0.34, respective)HV

BNAwas needin10/23 (43%) of symet ti-HIV carriers. HBV-D!
DNAwere present ly in only 2/23Oe)of these patients.
In conclusion, the incidence of HBV-DNAin PBMC ofanti-HIV positive or negative

HBV-DNAand HIV-DNA

simultaneously in the PBMC.
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M.B.P.247 APHTHOUS ULCERATIONS OF THE GASTROINTESTIMAL TRACT
IN PATIENTS WI1H AIDS

pach MtMichael os Howell, D.DA:*; Valenti, A.J.*; Sith, T.**;Dretler,
R-H. and slow, D.L.****
Maine Medical Center, Portland, Maine, USA; **Swedish Medical Center,
Seattle, Washington. USA; ***Dekalb General Hospital » Decatur, Georgia, USA;
**©Hedical Center of Delaware, Wilmington, Delaware, USA.

A new syndrome of aphthous ulcerations of the pharynx and esophagus were
recently described in th ents with AIDS {Ann Intern Med Aug 15 1988).

addittonal“us, including two patients with giant
esophageal ulcers and one patien th colonfe.cer associa with
gastrointestinal hemorrhage. aT these dramatically to oral
corticosteroid therapy. One patient had|high titers of immune complexes by

cell assay.

now rt seven

These ulcerations may represent the one|end of2spectra of "autoimmune"
ulcerations seen commonly in normal patients a: rrent oral aphthous
stomatitis. Tllustrative photographs will hight ight the clinical cases.

MICROANGIOPATHIE THROMBOTIQUE (MAT) ET INFECTION HIVM.B.P.249
RaMaLThis, P.*; Ckserhendler, E.'

saga”mena, PitCal,TPTP re ait,

+ HEpital Bichat-Claweee Ree » France,

Piss Décrire les différents æpects cliniqes et biologiqes de la MIT a1 ours &
infection

 

 

HV.

Mthoks : Six patients (pts)_(S homes: 4 hommmels, 1 tocicomre ; femme zaïrois)
resentant des rénales Lee à ie IE ageGate à le rode
émetet L'Acltin d laMC st analysis sel le stade ŒC de l'infection HV.
Fesultats : Trois pts avaient SIA depuis 10 à18mois (IV CL:1pt;RER La MT
était révélée pr ur à 0 y:
date à 5 à20/0. Den de étaient
(tamplascee, }. Chez ces 3 pts, evolution 2 été mrgée ¥
siges hé puis par 1' due i i ele HR); Sd RS nue
és en 3 à rois, malgré institutés
Les 3 autres pts, à un state plus péoce de l'infection HIV (ILI:lpt, IV CZ:2pts) présentaient
we rexélatrios de MT ie rénale:2 pts). Évélait l'infection HIV
chez 1 pt. L'atteinte hé iqe & arstente (Hb:80 à 90 gL ; 25 à 100.10
/2). Un pt est ÉÉE d'IR aige itevent. Chez 2 pts - vivants à 6 et 18

été

étiologiqes & la MT. 2- Chez œs 6 pts, il snble exister
dar présentation initiale (héetologiqe o1 rénale), jamie ee de

“EQRE MARROW IN AIDS PATIENTS".

M.B.P.251 G.;weCLOTET,B.; M.

‘VICE. Hospital BADALONA Germens ‘Trias i Pujol, Badalona, Barcelona, Spain

reece enae arteFulElTing ATES criteria.

CASALS, A.; ABELLA, E.*; MILLA, F.*; SIRERA

INFECTIOUS DISEASE UNIT, AND HAEMATOLOGY SER-

 
: :

‘tan consisting its. Among whit
i ilia in 7 out of 30 patients (23%), and one case with hyperbasophilia, Megecario-

cite were woually i 3 in association peripharic +Reticutinie
fi in 6 (20%). Parivascular plaamocytic infiltration

finding, 20 aut of 30 cases (66%). We cheerved Gomes in Àpe(9)de inà ame
miliary is, rest to seynptonatic visceral
Finally, i cheerved in other 2 cases.

: Bone marrow study allowed us to diagnose an infectious disease in 13% of AIDS pe-

tientsaimitted beœuse of fever of unnown origin.

We could also cheerve 20% of cases presenting fibrosis, a finding rarely described in AIDS.

2 ee aie, de met Srenant nding in AIDS patients is perivascular plaamocytic infil-

‘zation and

Manifestations hématologiques
Hematoiogie

HAEMATOLOGIC ABNORMALITIES IN HIV INFECTION,
M. B. P.248 oeelvatrrice;Accurso V.;Spina M. ;Abbadessa V.;Perricone

Department of Internal Hedicine.Medical Schoal ,University of Palermo,Italy,

meeseive.To-To describe the haematologic abnormalities in HIV infection.
ril 1985 to December 8, 683 seropositive subjects were ab -

control in Sicily.Eighty seven per cent of the-
se were intraverous drug abusers. White cell count,granulocytic count. lympho
cytic count,platelet count and red cell count were performed on all patients,
n som ients we studied the periferic blood cells and bone marrow morpho-

logical characteristics.
most important haematolagic abnormality is represented by thrombo

group studied its frequency is of 13 per cent.We have found”

the granulocytes, as Peuiger-like ano-
on characteristic were frequent in AIDS patients. Bone marrow

morphological characteristics in 52 patients examined were: increased megaka-
ocytes ,erythroid hiypoplasia and megaïoblastic changes

Conclusion. HIV itselt and/or other factors such as infections malnutrition
and drugs may affect aematologic ; arameters
Various atteretions appear at different stages of the disease.These findings
are very important for the choice thera

M B P. 250 ETUDE PROSPECTIVE DES ANOMALIES DE LA COAGULATION CHEZ 156

“ne PATIENTS CONSECUTIFS SRE POUR LE V

TAILLAN, Bruno ; ROUL,C ; FUZIBET,J.G. ; VENT,it ; PESCE,A ;

BAYLE,J ; CASSUTO,yaeci DUJARDIN, P.

C.H.R.U, de Nice,

156 patientsanéropositifspour le VIH ont bénéficié de 3 groupes de tests
coagulat.

ompa de séphaline activé (TCA), temps de céphaline

u de l'anomalie.
d'un anticoagulant circulant (ACC) de type

) : temps de thromboplastine dilué (TT), lupus anti-

‘TCA allongé 3 avaient un ACC de

vi 8 VIH + est

le 50,6 %. I 8 42, des cas a’ de typ
- l'allongement du dépiste ces ACC 1 fois sur 2, Sa normalité ne permet

"excel diagnostic d'ACC.(notamment si syndrome inflammatoire).

- iesace s'intègrent probablenent dans le cadre des manifestations auto-

il 6s chez les sujeta V:

oo|ANTICOAGSLANT GD MORAN THAURODEFICIESCY aadre

Barnsrd, Evelyse® ; Reul C.# ; Carlec N. i
M.B.P.252

qulleneatca’Ps

* Maivereity Hospital, Sice, France,

wade an inventory of 17 H.1.¥. patients (11 males and 6Fron ery to ste 1988, w

fenales) wv

t relation to CAC and

sycobacterinl infection (tuberculosis and atypical} {p Desutreta Pn unocyste s. In
erence after & month e of survival between

 

Only a prospective study pe satthe relation between

CAC, opportunistic infectionsand the out cose of H.1.Y. ect
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M.B. P.253 LUPUS LIKE ANTICOAGULANT AND ANTICARDIOLIPIN ANTIBODIES IN
NON HOSPITALIZED HIV INFECTED PATIENTS
Capeidfoi Clumeck, Nathan**; Feremans, W***.; Gerard, M**;

Janssens, A*.; Van ve, du, P*.
Divisions of“haematology and **Infectious Diseases, St Pierre’ University Hos-

al, and ***Division of Internal Medicine, J. Bracops Hospital, Free Uni-
versityFa Brussels, Belgium

LLAC and ACA have been studied in 204 HIV infectedPatients. None of them
presented opportunistic infesions at the f the estigation. 12%
were classified in CDC stage % ins age , and 13% inins

was deteuted’ bythree teste: "ap, dilutethronboptestin
d by Elisa. APTT

tage 4. The LLAC
inhibitiion test, and kaolin clotting time. ACA were determi:

ive in 6.3% of the pat
.6!

prolonged in 0% of stage 1 patient:
i The same relationship was not observed” for ACA,
tive in 12% of stage 1 patients, 10.1% of stage 2, 24.4% of atage 3 and 16.7%

1) LLAC and ACA are present in a relatively low proportion
io 2) the

re is a relationshi] Bi
the stage of the disease, particularly for the coagulation tests.

M.B.P.255 ABDOMINAL LYMPHADENOPATHY IN 200 HIV POSITIVE PATIENTS.

ULTRASOUND AND CLINICAL STUDY.
Anne Geoffray, J.P. Cassuto, P. _Pufaréine A. Coussement.
Hôpital de Cimiez, Nice, France

ing a 6 months period, 200 HIV positive patients had geonal
ultragound. There were 148 stage vs 23 ARC syndrome, 29 AIDS. Adenopathy

fi i thy was celiaCin themmajority ©

further£follow pal
les: cm in size at abdominal ultrasoi a common ing in HIV
positivepatients and does not require further investigati‘ion.

M B P. 257 BONE MARROW FINDINGS IN HIV. INFECTED PATIENTS tiie AND GUINE

_e UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL = UNIVERSITY OF RTO|Œ WEIRD (UNT-RIO).

Brite ‘ee L.C.; Campos de Magalhtes, M.; sanne olivelse, C.A.; Eyer-

Silv ; Sion, F.S.; Morais de S4, Carlos

Gaffrée & Guinle universityHospitel - unlversity of Rio de ETSSUTRIO) - Brazil.

Gojective: To study cytological, Mstological and microbiological features of arrow

specimens of 68 HIV infected patients admitted at our institution fron 1985 toto198 and who

were classified as group II! or groupTV according to criteria.

 homosexual/bisexual males 25 to 48 years of age.Twenty-six were classified

@S group III and 42 as group IV. Bone marrow biopsies and aspirates were obtained from

posterior superior iliac crest. May Grunwald Giemsa, Prussla blue, HE, Wilder and Gomori staining

were used.
Results: Cellularity, megakariocytic and lymphoplasmocytic series findings were as follows: 
 

CELLULARITY MEGAKARIOCYTIC LYMPHOPLASMOCYTIC
N@ PATIENTS HyPO HYPER

GROUP III 26 3(11,5%) 4(15,4%) 6(23,0%) 8(30,8%) 9(54,6%)
2 26,2%) _1( 2,6%) 7(16,7%) 14(33,3%) 32(76,2%)

Erythrophagocytosis was observed in 2 patients (group IV). Mycobacteria and fungi were no!

identified. T.gondii infection was demonstrated in 1 patient. Not rarely, megakariocytes were

shown to be atypical
Conclusions: Bone sarrew samples should be routinelly obtained from HIV infected patients,

specially those who present with priercytopen‘ia and (or) fever of obscure nu Although

some qualitative and quantitative changes ognized, we could not specific

alteration.

264

M.B.P.254 LES LYMPHADENOPATHIES CHRONIQUESowns LE TEMOIN D'UNE
AGGRAVATION DE

264 SUJETS SEROPOSITIFS, BORDEAUX,STRANGE: 1985 -1988.

Philippe* ; Lacoste, D. * ; Dupon, M.* Pellegrin, J-L.* et te Groupe
d'Épidémiologie Clinique du SDA eneaAquitaine (GE.CSA.
* Centre Hospitalier Régional Universitaire (CHRU), Bordeaux,

Objectif. La ficajon desCenters for Disease Control de l'infection parle VIH distingue les patients
asymptomatiques (groupe je ceux porteurs de ymphadénopa es (groupe II). Cette étude
recherche si cette une différence sur le plan du clinique et biologique.
Méthodes:Pour les sujetsclassés segroupeougone Don dere fusion et

une fois, les données sui antesonyee passage dans le groupe 1V cau susie SIDA,‘nombre
abso de lymphocytes 4par de sang (T4).

au stade SIDA sont calculées dans chaque groupe par la méthode de Kaplan-Meier. Le test du logrank est

Tulse pour comparaison de Reventon dx groupes 1 tI La comparaison des moyennes (m) du
nombre de T4esteffectuée par le test de Student.

groupe II et 89 au groupe IN (données du 10 novembre
aeTités cummlées de passer dans ie groupeIV après 24 mois de suivi som de 23.2% pour le
groupe IT et de 10,5% pour le groupe IIT ; celles d'aboutir à un SIDA sont respectivement de 12,7% et de

groupes II et tistiquement significatives au
scuil de 5%. Le passage du groupe Î au groupe IV s'est fait directement dans 89%des cas (n=27). On ne

de diffe significative entre moyemne des T4 3 linclusion des sujets des groupes :
écart-type #2297)ot TIT (m=s0% : #23). Les moycones des TA de 20 patients resiés groupe Tl et de19
patients restés groupe [II ont été comparées : aucune diffé significative n'a été mise i
Seulement A inclusion mais également après 12 mois. Leur taux moyen de variation a été de -15% pendant
cette période.
Conclusion. A l'évolution clinique et biologique des
teainalemne au poupe Let eu groupe I. Lesnpnesemblent pas être
paraiscan pasdovekjustifies dunesurvelancect diane psc en ch ne Drapqueplus mirases queLes

nce et intenses que les
doit êtn fi

l'inclusion, 175 sujets Sppartenaientan

 

paraissent pas devoirj
sujets asymplomatiques
et/ou un plus grand nombre de patients.

M.B.P.256

*Gezione di Eachinfopatolag

Malattie Infettive - Universita

QDojectiv The authors report of “histiocytic necrotizing
Ivachedenitis/Kikuchi's lyaphadeanitis® (HNL which occurred in a yr-old

a revious history of drug-addiction.

KIKUCHT'S LYAPHADENITIS IN HIV INFECTION: À CASE REPORT.

Stefano Pilert €.Ricchi**, F,Tusiattots,
dos,

Istituto "L.e A. Sera‘agnoli® - *‘Istituto
di Balogna, Bologna, ITALY.  

 

report. The patiant rereconvertel in 1966 and developed ARC (CDC IVa-
ina) in July 1986. At that tias, shs showed generalized lyaphadenopathy,
lymphopenia (32i/aec) and CD4/CDB ratio = 6.88, ow cy pantry and double
fluorescence displayad a significant expansion of the HLA-D/DR+ subset,
which was not due te an absolute increase in activated (CD3+¢) T-lyaphocytes.

revealed t

   

A Jamshidi needle biopsy sodsrata eyalodisplasia
plasaccytosis. ar $986, the patient underwent a lyaph node biopsy.

At histological exaaination,
by

lyaphocytes, and panlestes
necrosis. lsaunophenotyping
lysozyee and COilb, CDilc, co, ani
€ 4 45 and CDIBy ili

(co4/C08 “he ccor di rphoicogical _istunohistochesical
saia diagnosis of Kikuchi’s lyephadenitis was sa
Cone! To our knowlsdg#, this represents tha first“reported exaaple of
HNL in anD HIV-inéected patiant. It underlines the opportunity of including

HIV among the possible stiologic agents of Kikuchi‘s lysphadenitis.

BONE PATIENTS

Minoli, Lorenzo*;Malfitano, A.*;Sacchi, P.*;Poma, G.*;Castello, A**;

Castelli, G.*.

“Infectious Disease, **Humen Pathology,***Hematology Dept. University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy.

M.B.P.258

DjectiveTo investigate bone marrow (BM) features in HIV infection in œder to any progrostic
evaluation
Methode,33HI-infectad pts were studied. They ware stagnd according toto OC criteria: 8 OC I

10 IX, 9 IVD, 2 IVA, 4 IVA. Ostecnye! was carried out by Janshidi needle, Histopathalo-

cal .¢ orgenisns.

 

 
was complemented by staining for

Results. Bone marrow tunber of patients
Increased cellularity 13/3
Reduced cellularity 4/33
Reduced myelopoiesis 7/8

Dismyelopoiesis 15/33

Increased Megakaryocytes 33/33
Mi and dystrophic forms 14/33

lymphocyte infiltrates/aggregates 23/33
Activated and erythrophagpcytosis 18/33
Grenulomes (2 cases with giant cells) 3/3

3 cases showed a leukemic pattern.

Sets Above results suggest that EM involvement in HIV infection resenbles the hempoie-
ticdysplasia pattern implying a disorder af stem cell. No sharp correlation between BM abnonma

lities is identifiable,
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Manifestations endocriniennes, cardiaques, rénales, musculo-squelettiques
Endocrine/Cardiac/Kidney/Musculoskeletal

M.B. P.259 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN AIDS PATIENTS. A PROSPECTIVE STUDY IN 24 PATIENTS.
Te L. Nielserr; Videbek, R.*; Lindvig, K.**
EEof Infectious Diseasesseases, ** Dept. oF Cardiology, Hvidovre Hospital,

University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Objective: To asses the prevalence and the extent of cardiac abnomelities in AIDS patients
with no cardiac history.

Methods: 24 patients with AIDS for 0-485 deys (meen G2) were examined. Twentytwo
transfusion. None were intravenous

array.
ideotaped and meviewed blindly by a cardiac specialist.

 es were found in 11 patients.» Fight patients fed slightly ta|
tricular chenber 25-Sam(msn0.1) rd patients Fee
ents had tachycardia more responding to

fond ro signs of endocarditis.carditis of onaiemenathia:
fever. de

Coretusicn:Wiror candi: ebrormalities sees to be comen in AI patients with acuteinfection.
In AIDS patients with other riskfactars then intrawras dng atase they sre hardly oF

acta SYMPTOMATOLOGY IN PATIENTS INFECTED WITH THE HUMAN
MMUNODEFECIENCY VIRUS (HIV): PREVALENCE AND RELATIONSHIP
O CLINICAL AND LABORATORY VAR

Calabrese, eonard Ke; Maree A.; Kelley
Cleveland Clinic’ Foundation, CTev and, Ohio, USA.

œ ective. To define the vrevalence of rheumatic symptomatology in a cohort
nfected patients as well as its relationships to a variety of

clinical and laboratory variables.
ods. Combined retrospective and prospective analysis of 75 patients

‘ owed for a mean o months. Each subject was serially assessed for
the development of rheumatic symptomatology during follow-up for HIV
infection.
Results. During the follow-up period, 20% developed articular symptoms

our patients with Reiter's or psoriatic arthritis, and 11
ew onset oligoarticular or polyarticular arthritis (group A).

Fifty-three patients (71%) had no rheumatic symptoms (group B) and
patients (9%) had miscellaneous rheumatic symptoms. Group A patients were
more likely to be at an advan DC

M.B.P.261
~

conclusion. Arti
on and correelateswi

inmunosupprression. may
sensitivity of such patients to the adverse effects of immunosuppressive

M.B.P.263 “REDUCED CORTISOL PRODUCTION AND ADRENAL NECROSIS IN PATIENTS

WITH AIDS: LEWL, D.S.*; ACCETTURI, C.A.*; SADER, H.*; DIAS,

R.S.*; KATER, C.E.*; MOTTA, P.R.*. - * Escola Paulista de

Medicina - So Paulo - SP - Brasil.

Objective: To verity adrenocortical reserve and adrenal

patients with AIDS

histopathology in

thods: To verify adrenocortical reserve we measured plasma cortisol levels

after ACTH stimulation (Cortrosyn®, 250 ug IV bolus) in
28 patients with.AIDS, 5 with ARC, 10 with chronic non AIDSdiseases an 2
orm. j e 20 patients

with AIDS who died. The 95% confidence intervais on. for the
stimulated cortisol levels was established at 18.4 ug/dl

Results:ane (18%) AIDS patiente presented values below the CI: 13,4 Es 1,4
ug/di, 1 5 had massive adrenal necrosis at post-mortem i

i i 1 Grip
and especificity of the ACTH test compared with the presence or absenc of
significant|necrosis was; 71,4% and 1002,Pro No patientsvithare

chron; on~AIDS diseases had decreased cortisol respons
stimulation,

Conclusion: e 18% of patients with AIDS had proven adrenal necrosis with
cortisol 1Tieutficicney, and might benefit from glucocorticoid replacement
therepy,we suggest that a rapid ACTH testing should be performed in ery
such patient.

M.B.P.260 YEE AY EECTIO.
Ocaha Ly be tais iRontaban2 (#), Fernandez J.0.tth, Cervera C.(#), Martinez-Vazquez J.K.

Departeents of Internal Nedicine and Neurology (#), Hospital Valle de Hebron, futonogous University of

Barcelona, tarcelona,“spain,

The involvesent of peripherat nervous systen (PHS) in patients with infection

esseviruswen is less well ‘kaown than tnt oF the central nervousoatsten (CNS). Beaune otie

rarity of thes: rr autic aspects, we report 7

veof an‘ainfection and ebrorealities of the apeewere six uleand one fais, nnamage

i mai polyneurepath

dina pa es and three mee.t the tine of the ‘isgeais. ttepol

vesents emma ptits weret stage IVC! and one 1)-C2, whereas tuo polyayosit is patients

gi un too ) tas reset aftabercalus eeningitis and cerebral cryptococcosis.

Both patients with anal"yotyneuropathyre nt of their general condition

Cachexia, which suggestsBat the neure!

Causes { an accepted path

printing neuropathy fattenents did not receive treatsent

had 3 rapid and fulrelation. Of note, the first of these two last patients, iaprovi

treatment. Only one

AN four nerhy cases had features ef beth jes cf neuropathy (axonal and viene!tinetiag)« In tuo.

patients we observed at different iuaes ‘ pew clinical course, transitions fron one bype of reurogathy to

the other and vice versa. suggest the bility that these polyneuropathies constitute a single entity,

with variable clinical andyLies! features.
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JOINT, BONE AND MUSCLE LESIONS AND HIV en
lanLaceM.B.P.262 F; Forster, SM; Youle,

Seifert, MH and Kent, is.
Hawkin: DA;

AG; Vestainster.
St Stephen’s and StMary"Mary’ 8 Hospitals, London, UK.

Rheumatologists at our hospitals have been referred 106 HiV-positive
ofpatients since 1985, representing about 4% the known HIV-positive

pulation in our area thir sexual mnand 2 n presented with
a , aseptic, ripher sive, seronegative arthritis mean, 4
joints affected). Associated features included psoriasis 2 atients),
keratoderma bilenorrhagica ( plantar fascii (2), urethritis (5),

Four of tients tested hi 27.

patients. set of arthritis only 2 had AIDS and 9 were not ki to be
HIV-positive. Six ents have progressed to AIDS: 4 have died. In 14,
including those progressing to DS, joint symp hi en severe,
rsistent and rly responsive to NSAIDs In 5 arthritis has resolv

other rheumat lesions seen include infective lesions ients)
ncluding one with disseminated histoplasmosis; pesantreigie (30).

with features stive ositi 1

sitive patients are becoming er defined.
. howe

some of these, especially aseptic arthritis. The London experience may
help to clarify this issue. Pathogenetic mechanisms, including the role of
microorganisms and immunodeficiency, require further study.

M.B.P.264 DIABETES INSIPIDUS AS A eichTON OF CEREBRAL

FearLASMOSIS IN AN AIDS PATIE

ambuk, Drago; Singhs S.3 Gazsard, 8.

St. Stephen's en London, England

Case presentation. A 52 year old homosexual HIV+ve patient Poteeeeewith

gudden onset headache, dysphasia and blurred vision. He had a 1

pyrexia, aright sided Uppermotor neurone 7th nerve palsy and Left 8:Saad
honon: is hemianopia. n CT scan showed

lesions suggestive of pre n toxoplasma infection.

Litreatment with Fansidar (two tablets b.d.), hi s and sympt

appeared as discharged on main nee F, Tr at a dose e

tablet ev alternate weeks following the beginning of his brain

4 (82 nmol/L),
Prolactin (574 u/L) and normal responses of TSH, LE and F: ntoTe
respective releasing factors. reattment with DDAVP resulted in rapid
resolution of diabetic symptom
Conclusions. Neurogenic diabetes insipidus can follow cerebral toxoplasmosis
in AIDS patients.
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DEFICIENCY OF GLUCOCORTICOIDS IN AIDS

Albrecht Falkenbach, St. Klauke, 8Qpishels, P. Hunold,
sonasperdacker -H, Althoff e

Uni y Hospital Frankfurt
At autopsy of patientssit AIDS 88 % o d 30 % of the pituitery

ROLL “ al. 1989), Nevertheless levels

M.B.P.265

“normal range" might not hanced deman
Beside en iv. ACTH stimulation test {determination of cortisol, -hydro:
progesterone and aldosterone st 0, end 60 m an iv. stimulation est

H at 0, 30 and
patients with ARC

am (two differentt days).
ithin "normal range” (7 - 25 ug/dL)

patients. In 1 patient
ther inersose after stimulation. ACTH

00 pg/ml in 4. 5 of the 12 pe-
how an Pages after CRH stimulation,

lev
Stressed state of

‘Ly

TH secretion is not possible.
n we advice an early substitution of cortison in severe stress

situation

M. B.P.267 HIV INDUCESeeanne IN eeante CELLS.
Balottaae *; Vago,T.**; Bevilacqua,M.**; i,M.*;

‘Norbiato, an loroni,M.*.

* Clinic of Infectious Dise: . University of Milan;

**Endocrin Unit, "L.Sacco" Hospital, Milan, Italy.

Spisetive: ™ determine the mechanism of glucocorticoid resistance of mononu-

me HIV-patients presenting clinical evidence of adrenocorti-

cal"ineufticteney (melanosis, marked hypotension, extreme fatigue and "water

1s of ACTH end plasma and urinary cortisol.

ted on mononuclear cells isolated
3 patients by adding ee amounts

OnM). Non specific binding: 1pM. R

e

  
of 3H-dexamethasone (0.1-21 sults were eva-
luated by Scatchard analysis. 6

Results K (nm) 3B (fmoi/10 cells)
a max

1 (44.2 39.5
2 | 4.4 17.7

1 14.5

7 Controls 2
Conclusions: The decrease of affinity (Kd) and the increase in same

cer number (B suggests peripheral glucorticoid resistence, with s

condary ACTH and cortisol increase. HIV-infection may induce giucocerticeta

vestetance in

M.B.P.268 àMODIFICATIONS IN CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF PLASMA LEVELS
F CORTISOL,WAGTH . TESTOSTERONE, AND ADRENAL. ANDRO-
ENS (DHEA DHEA.S) IN HIV-INFECTED MALE PATIENTS.

Jean-Marie*, BOURIN P.***, DOINEL C.**, MANSOUR I.**, BOUDOUP.*, FIET J.*

* Laboratoire de BiochimieHormonale, Hôpital Saint-Louis, Paris; **Laboratoirede CytomérrieenFlux,
Paris, ***

Objective: Nycthemeral variations in plasma levels of cortisol, Sehydroepinndimeterone (DHEA)andissulfate
(DHEA'S),wsstoncrone and ACTH vere studiedin seven CDC? and six CDCAmalepatients and

y subjects i
stages of the disease.
 

every 4 hours from 08.30 a.m. to 08.30 a.m. the next moming. The cosinor method was used in order to detect
i 241

foneeamplitudes.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results: A significant 24-hour rhy d i f

Erailet£'meriheberaimeynue} rethe vanes prospect vabjects studied, Compared
normal subjects, mesors were significantly taker fox cori(0DDand lower for DHEA, DHEA'S und
ACTH (p<0.001! all HIV-infected pati adjusted mean testosterone

(p<0.05)in the CDC4 patient

Conclusion: Analysis of tt 1
monaHVcdmalepans i ic peri infection. During
this period, i k no 
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" GONADAL HORMONE LEVELS AND TESTICULAR HISTOLOGY IN AIDS", C.ACCETTURI, D.LEWL,

jeanne NETO, A.CEOENHO, J.G. VIEIRA, 1.1.N.VERRESCH]. From Excote Paulista de

Sao Paulo, @rasil.

M.B.P.266

OBJETIVE To corretste testicular mn ith gonsdsl hormone levels in patients with ADS
WETHOOS Twelve patients (CDC IV), 11 homo: normal vo

hi
seu»males (20-55yrs) with gonads under no

each patient at
Testosterone (1), in # pool, by spec

itched controle. Twenty four fragments like

vatients, in order to prevent autholisis, Thevataowing components were evaluated: germinal epithel iun

D.(GE) serra callsteehe tubulsr tumen (IL), cellular free tunen end besement membrane (BM:

SUI rmonal Levels( kK 2s) 17,07 54,8 ng/di from 1; 16,324,7 aUt/ml from LH and

W 2227.Ua‘eaFar, Testiculer nistotonywere divided into 3 groups: subtle jement from

“ sin le thickening with elt germinal ce ts ts

GE

ration arrest (CiTO II) 3

TL diminishment and a "Sertoli ceiltoa picture in 2 (18,1%) cases,

The hormonal leveis and the testicular histology from the prepubert. were similar to normsl from

age.
CONCLUSIONS: T levels but not LH or FSH were different and lower norwal controls. Althought thers

were no posi T leveis and the degree a‘ent dear the highest

"op 2. jonadaiguadctrpin leveis wer among AIDS patients from gfi suggest a pituitery-g

functional attempt of recovery inthinthis group. In cur cases Fiateue were der normsl values,
therewere tubuler dearrangement a concurrent disturbance of gonadal hormone Levels. ding to our

findings we cannot exciude s are endocrine impsirement at testicular and rpothetanic:pieuttary level

in Alps.

M.B.P.268 ASSESSMENT OF ADREWAL FUNCTION IN AIDS PAYIERYS WITH DOCDMENTED CHV INFECTION -

JenPrmr PmePa Geardetom University Hospital, Washington

("Infectious Diseases  **£ndocrinologr}

QW infection occurs in up to 90% of pts with AIDS. Autopsy findings of adrenal infection by CHV are

common.
OBJECTIVE: To amsesa the frequency of clinically significant adrenal insufficiency: IS pts with

infectica,

evaluated at the time of initial

were obtained. cortrosyn

250 ug cosyntropin with cortisol levels drawn at time 0 and 60 ain. Blood

ood urine wera obtained for viral cultures.

Amiati /9 teste, both
DrmDmileterhalite

Cortrosyn stim

Gp #PTS Ma + BP Blood Urine NL Borderline Abo)

A 6 135 4.5 108 0/4 24 5 iw 9

B 3 137 4.0 112 ofr 0/1 2RR 1e

some cortiso] tine 0 + 17.3, 60 min = 35.1, ** mean cortisol at

wre cortisols at times 0 = Dana srei

CONCLUSIONS : Tn our ongoing series, normal srenal £ as Sevessed by cortrosyn stimilationvas

present in 5/6 pts at initial dx and 2/3 std
patient inutile. The incidence cf clinicalig significant

vement. would appear to be low with

follow-up. Pts with advanced AIDS eppear to be at greatest risk of developing adrena] insufficiency.

at time O = 10.1, 60 min = 24.7.

 

DISOROERS OF LIPID METABOLISM IN AIDS

AlbrechtFalkenbach, St. Kleuke, U. Unkelbach, W. Marz,
H. + PH. Althoff et al.

M.B.P.270

nivversie) “Hospitel, Frankfurt/ Main, FRG.
High triglyceride and low cholesterol serum levels are frequent findings in
patients with A
For a more precise “evaluati‘ion of the lipid metabolism besides triglycerides
and cholesterol free fatty acids preHipoproteine and apolipop
subfractions wer te: in m (fasting stete) of 25 paoteents

th AIDS and 8 patients with ARC (812men) by stenderd laboratory tests
and compared to clinical end other laboratory data
The most striking deficiency was found in the high | Gensityoibepratein((HDL)-

1) in 7 f
sed byajack of epolipo-

64 %of pet.
was demingshed in 28 %, stearoleic acid in 21 %,
of patients

Deficiency of HDL-Cholesterol andni worsened with the stadium of the
disease and the extent of emaciat.

i i ow HDi-Cholesteral levels are commonly encountered in
ir

megaly and macrophage dysfunction predominate. A follow:
the benefit of substitutional therapies has been started
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M.B.P.271 HYPORENINEMIC HYPOALDOSTERONISM ASSOCTATEE WITH HIW1 POSITIVITY

Bosson, D.; Bril, T.; Harnie, S.; Dewit, S.; Clumeck, Nathan

Free University of Brussels, "penisBelgium

Objective ssociated with HIV-1 infectionPhas

been reported (F. Kalin '87). In order to evaluate the occurence of this
maly we set up a prospective study.
ethods. We measured plasma cortisol (F), aldosterone (Aldo) and renin acti-

11 as plasma and urinary iono-
o Control population

and sodium dietary content. Statiscal analysis
itney test and multivariate analysis.

median + rai
sub ects F(ng/n1 Aldo(ng/n1 PRA(ng/ml xhr

Controls 72 150(50-400) 0,13(0,04-0, 39) 2,6(0,3-7,4)

p < 0,0! < 0,001 p < 0,00
HIV-1 + 217 179( 40-470 0,08(0,03-0,76 1,6(0,3-10

Results. F was significantly higher in.pationts than in controls (p < 0,05).
si antly lower in HIV-1 infected patients (p < 0,001).

reraattere varied according to stage. Three patients presented

h persistent hyperkalem
ntact ghncocorrticoïé secre-

n HIV-l-infection suggests a function ef the juxtaglomerular
te rather than a primary adrena early

these features (etage 2) rules out any causal effect of
fectfons(stage 4) CL. “Henbreno '87), but suggests a direct effect of the vi

to- immune ORY.

MYOCARDITIS IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS NES+ os

Re” IMMUNODEF ICIENCY sonsa AUTOP
M.B.P.273

James W.; Francis, C; N:ber’ o C; Brown E1-S8.

Harlem Hospital ere College of Physicians andSurgeons, Columbia Univer:

sity, New York, New York,

Objective: To compare cardiac involvement in intravenous drug abuaers (wpa)

im AIDSwith the acquired odeficiency syndrome (AIDS) to IVDA without
Met: : Consecutive unselected autopsies in IVDA perf rom 1983

re reviewe: 5 177 topsies of natomic, rphologic and

hiatologic da Table

ease Control) and 25 pts (NON-AIDS; 14 ma age 31-58 years) without clini-
a Myocarditis (MYOC) (Lymphocytic or plasma cell infiltration), dil-

atation of the left (LVDIL), right (RVDIL), or both ventricles (BVDIL}, peri-
carditis (PERI), ppericerdial effusion (EFFUS) and cndecarditie (ENDO) in both
groups sh low: (Somers appear in more than one group.; *=p<0.05

ownvoc LVDIL RVDIL BYDIL FFUS ENDO

AIDS 7 4
(n=42)
NON-AIDS 17 4 3 3 4 15
(n*25)
Myocarditis is comparable in AIDS and NON-AIDS and is not related to cardiac
chamber dilatation, pericardial diseaae orrenesateAN Severe bac~

terial infection, particularly endocarditi n NON-AIDS (874) but
uncommon in AIDS (38)yorportantstie àinfection «CCurs “te AIDS and is

related to MYOC. with andrithoutt AIDS, myocarditis is common but
unrelated to Dernatholesie. state

GENITOANAL ULCERS IN HIV-JNFEERON
-P. 75 Ochsendor Schôfer,H. and M.

Klinikun J.W.Goethe-Universität, Dept. of Dermatology,Frankfurt, PRG.

Objective. To examine freqventy: _ctialogy and significance of genitoanal

uicers in HIV-infected patient:
67 HIV-positive patients {84% male none6 % other risk

groups, ‘19 seront (SLS), 87 LAS, 76 ARC, DS) were examined
year periad. Genitoanal ulcersMere examined clinically,

nicrobiologically, seroigically and partly histologically.-
s the most important cause for anal ulcers:355/267

(21%) had at least one episode of ulcerating herpes analis. I:

increa: ith advancing stage of HIV-infection: SLS none, LAS/ARC15 %

(32/162)ad AIDS 33 % (29/87). The ulcers were atypical: extremely|
ed-out" lesions, showing no tendency

n the mean absolute CD 4-T- ocyte-countvas 319/n1(lovest
normal Linit=490y1), 80 % of cultures showed positive reeoe {HSV II=90%,

'=10%) . gral acyclovir was effective wee in a dosage of 5 x200 ng/d
nital ulcers werecie i in

c na wi cli À picture and therapywwere
unr arkable.-Pare genital ET] oral teers occurred during the acute
EI.mild

à Genitoanal ulcers should always renind of a possible

infection. * purtheraore, ulcerating herpes analis is a distinct Since

marker for a severe cellular immunodeficiency.

M.B.P.272 NON OF THYROID BIOCHEMICAL ABNORMALITIES (TBA) IN
ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS) AND OTHERJLL-

Bourdoux, Pierre: Bonnyns,ct
Saint Pierre University Hospital, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium.

Transient TBA are currently observed in nonthyroidal-ilinesses (NT!) and particularly in severe
infections but their incidence in AIDSis not yet known pherefore, westudied tthe thyroid function in we

with vai

 

patients with AIDS(stages 104)aged 19-78 (group1), in102 agesex
intectious cissases (group in 4302 unsetect ed 15-29 (group 3), admitted to our
medical service. Th Dionwas assessed by serumTTTS, T8G,FTI (T4/TBG) and TSH. When a
thyroid disease T4 and
T3, and TRH test.

Ta syndroiNasnn.including AIDSpatients, Thyroiddiseases
werefoundinin onapatientin group 1(1%! ngroups (2%). ients,

follows(in% in groups 1/ 2/3) : decreased T4 (7/3/2), decreased FT
ed TSH rar

roup3 wil ih ing ton
wilhAIDS,although euthyroid, had significantly diffevant meanvaluessat4{Al1DSvs Conta 8.2
Lord P<0.0.025), T3 (127 and 142 ng/di, P<0.025), FTI (1.26 and 1.55ng/dl,poToad8
U/ml, P<0.

: 1) Decreased T4 frequency is higher in AIDS than in other NTI although the
Proportion of ALucasistnecas 2) abnomalTBG level accounts formore than hall of TBA,
particularly iinpatients with low T4;3)Consequently, FTlisthe most appropriate tool for screening thyroid
dysfunction in AIDS and NTIpatients

M.B.P.27 THE PATHOLOGY OF THE MALE GENITAL TRACT IN AIDS.
Shevchuk, M.; da nie M.; Cronin, Willies Armenakas, N.;

Fracchia, J. and Tannenbaum, M.* Lenox Hill Hosvital, New
York, N.Y., *Veterans AdministrationHospitals Bronx, N.Y. USA.

Objective. The male genital tract of AIDS patientsFrequently contains le-
sions and abnormalities could be clinicall: omatic.which
Method. To study the pathology of AIDS of the mie.eeAttaltract, the pro- 
states and testes of 80 consecutive AIDS opsy cases wi ex ed histo-

logically and 14 were stained with the pi7 anti HIV clonal antibody.
Results. The fol ng opportunistic infections were identified; Toxop1. —

sis of teste: je: cy s (5 - 1 testis, 4 prostates),
candidiasis of PresGPaeeenth (1 case). Seven tumors were tif

the series. Three were y unrelated to AIDS, namely 1 Sertoli cell

adeno! and 2 well differentiated stage A prostetic carc. « The AIDS
related neoplasms were sarcoma of testis, 2 non-Hodgkin's lymphoma

al
fandom fotof positive staining in

8 of l4testes cases studied, located over one or ral degenerating germ
cells. Nine of 14 prostates showed few minute foci of“epithelial staining.
Conclusion. The male genital tract of AIDS patients contains
oppertindstic infections, neoplasms and apparent direct infection by the

HIV

M.B.P.276 REEDFOR GYNECOLOGIC PROTOCOLS IN AIDS PRIMARY CARE CLINICS.
Carola; Ribbie, D.; Keyes, C. jolbert, J.; Rodger:

Pt7ily, Bellevue Hospital " center/Comuntty Health

Project, NY, NY, USA.

Sbiective: To develop a protocol ensuring effective recognition and manage-

£ gynecologic disease in the increasing number of women

primary care clinicfor HIVAb+ patien Method:

va. ssi
© require more extensive or different treatm

women. They are not included in most current guidel
ment of HIVAb+ patients, and mostmeeeologic protocols primary care hav

not been modified for HIVAbt wone: + Provider should be inform.
d on the ual manifestations of gynecologic disease in H. women.

were or recurrent STDs should suggest the ated.forHIV counsei-

al gynecologic protocols and

tive managemen
Da improved management of
care setting, and a trial protocal is now being tested in our clinic
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M.B.P.277 O0E @ PATIENTS TT HOMAN DOMNCDEFICIENCY VIRES (HIV) ON CHRONIC

DIALYSIS (D).

R. Perez Garcia, J. CMSSIN” Valderrsbeno, ED. Getinto Gutter’.

HXPITA, GUERAL GEES MINES FAR rs

In July 1987, we evaluated 185 (HD)
with a finctioning iidney allograft (Tr) and 125 staff caring for them, for HIV infection. All
patients and staff were evaluated by ELISA (Abbot) to ontibotiestoqe
cific HIV antigens. Each positive ELISA wes confirmed by Western Blot, in two samples. There

re two false positive ELISA

Prevalence of HIV infection (HIV+)was2,76in Di 1% in Tr and 0 in staff. Only one out of 6 HIV

 

chronic
The 8 HIV+ patients,4 mn and 4 women,aged 15-56, were followed during more then 18 months ar

till they died. Two HIV+ patients were on CAPD; 5 continued on HD,in an isolated unit, and the

for 
  

 

 

last ane ws ji ui del À HIV preventing contagion.

None new HIV+ pat observed in ly ELISAtestsperfomedevery 4months

in patients on D or Tr. Al pat & hed OKT4 d

of 8 HIV+ patients pee maraeSon (ATE) (CE 187) ee ty Sn
between 12-50 months efoer HIV+wes finst chesrved.1W0 Ot of3eee developed AIDS
re TU avd
Blood transfusion or Tr, before1987 wesersawe contamination for HIV in our area. HIV+

patients on D hed a high risk to develop AIDS. AIDS patients on D hed a poor prognosis.

M.B. P.279 CUTCOME OF KIDNEY TRANSPLANTED PATIENTS “ne my

Candoroglo M.M.,Peraira C.A.P.,Stablis C., Pacheco A.$.,Acetturi saA.ePetataho

2. ne of Nephrology, Infectious Diseases and Logy. atPaulists de Medicina -

tholce of wetransplantation for ES#D(End Stage Renal Dinesse} has been vcntroverse

the tne descriptions euch patients Infected with NIV. Me have followed
patients whe hed posteiee‘einen for Hiv(confirmed by THUNOBLOT). ALL of

transplantation. Four(é) had sera collected before transplantetion, that were available and tested for

anti NIV.

 

 
[Den] Drug} Followup  [ClessiCreat

Tranepjtreram| | [Timex] Timedag I |

bete |
O1EM] + [RTL Pt 38 | 38 pwc] 1.6
UM) + {Rt PL per] 35 | 35 [ve] 1.0
SF + {ar fel rc] 17 | 7 Jit] 42
“18 Kafe prec] 19 | [a | 46
Omi 2? [ST PLP PA] 2 | OF it 113.3
jm ? HD.[tj 6e | 9% | 0% [MH 11.0    
Gless=coc.OC.Clessitication,Createseric.CraCreatinine(ag/dl>, bs 
cacictosporine,KRaÀDrug.Addict,B.7.#

Blood transfusion. Follow = Months.

average follow up after Missantation sas 38.5 monthe, and 18 monthe for HIV diagnosis. 7

jOnCCHVY retinitis ercral cendidianin). The good results in this

jroup (HIV positive patients on dielysis treatment) do not allow

us to conclude wich modality of trestment utters the best survival. Theref: may not assume a policies

of denying cadaveric allografts to ESRD patients infected wlth HIV.

M.B.P.281 NEXPHROPATEY AS THE INITIAL SIGN OF AIDS: I
J. MARQUES,OMAR R. ANTOS, GUILHERME

18, FRANCISCO FIALHO, EUGENIO.
PACELLE @. MADEIRA, CLINICA MEDICA Til, ESCOLA DE
MEDICINA E CIRURGIA, UNI-RIO, BRASIL.

AIDS-associated nephropathy is cheractertzed by the presence
of focal end segmental glomerulosclerosis (ses ) with rapidly
progression to te:erminal renel failure. We study 303 HIvrinfecred

severe in 1). enal biopsy showed FSGS in
diffuse glomerulosclerosis in 1.

2 14feilure, 2 di months
been submitted to ainten ce hemodialysis for ten months.

patients (IV drug addic d unknown risk factor) the
diagnosis of HIV in
opportunistic infections. 3 and 4

nelude that NS may b 4
disease and we suggest that anti-HIV tests should be done in all
adult nephrotic patients.
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HENOCH-SCHONLEIN PURPURA & IgA RLOMERULONEPHRITIS
TATED WITH H.I.V. Ioc NFECT

n_lan, Cooper U., Savdie E., Gold J., Melville R.,
geVincenteHospital, Sydney, Australia.

Objective: A case of Henoch-Schonlein purpura & IgA glomerulonephritis in
Seetion with H.1.V. infection is described.
Results: 33 yr.Cauca:asien male (H.I.V. +ve since '85)developed purpuric rash
on trunk, leegya buttock(typical H.S. distribution)with arthalgia in Nov.'87

e steroid therapy until symptoms cleared. At presentation
00-1400) P24 antigen reactive l+protein & blood on urinalysis.SR :

M.B.P.278

ited with amoxyeivin followed by acute renal
failure. Creatinine 0. iamot/à 23/10/88, 0.47mmol/1 3/11/88. Creatinine clear-
ance 10/11/88 0.5 (1,.5-2.5mL/s). 24 grams (vol.1014
- 0.3ml. creat.cleara biopsy "seg- .
mental necrotizing glomervlonephritis with IgA deposition consistant wit!

. Syndrome supported by I.F. AZT ceased. Rx hh pulse steroids & cyclo-
phosphamide - developed haemorrhagic cystitis. Creatinine 0.25 16/12/88 with
CD4 95, antigen +ve
Conclusion: A case of classical H.S. purpura is described, initially respond-
Ing to steroids, progressing to acu’ fF

1
n

described & is not the typical picture of H.1.¥. assoc d glomerulonephrit-
is, i.e. focal segmental glomerulosclerosis with a nephrotic picture.

M.B. P.280 LACK OF CLINICAL EVIDENCE FOR A GLOMERULOPATHY (GP) IN 203
PATIENTS WITH HIV-INFECT ION
etunkhorat, Ulrike: Bruniorst » Rez

Eisenbach, G.: Schedel, I. and Deicher, H.

Hannover Medical School, Hannover, F. R Germany.

Tachechne, B.;

Objective. Several authors described a nephrotic syndrome, frequently
progreasing to renal failure in more than 20% of patients with H1V-infect ion

investigated proteinuria (PU) and serum creatinine (S-cres) inn 20 HIV-
patients.
Methods.2 patients Gr) hed mur stages of the disease without

te 0.1. (gr2).opportun _infectio 8 (0.1.), 8 | patiente suffered From acu
In case of © qualitative test (Combistix), quantitative measurement of
Pu (Biuret) was carried out Uwas 0.5 g/1 SDS-gel-electrophoresis
( was per formed.
Results. None of gr1 patients had a PU o5 g/1 or an elevated S-crea. 10/61
patients of or2 nad a PU between 0.5 and 3 9/1, one further of gr2sbatients

transient PU of 4.7 9/1. Only 3 of the proteinuric ients had «
glomerular pattern in EPHO, ell had CW- or EBV-infections.VA patiente
showed Dtransient elevation of S-crea (x¢5D of the max. S-crea: 164243
umol/1) during pentemidine therspy for pneunocystis carinii infection, 1 PT

be temporarily dialyzed
rome end justained
rensient aon of

S-crea were essociated with severe 0.1. and high doses of potentia
nephrotoxic. antibiotics

HEART DISEASE. TS. Monsuez, M.D.,
Reed Institute, Miami, FL, USA, and Hospital Saint-Louis, Paris, France.
Although we have found that some infectious causes of AIDS-associated

heart disease are treatable, it was unclear if the odds of successful
becausetr were al of esence of cardiac involvement.

therefore analyzed ts eatment in ents and in
patients reported in the literature. Successful treatment of infection

defined eradicat. of the ac pathogen after compl
in course of therapy. We found odds of

treatment for cul per. ditis were substantially lower than if
tb was extracar (33% vs. 60%). The y factor tha

jose who su ed therapy was an elevated ganma
in in cardiac d:giobul: Symptoma‘

avium resulted in extremely short survival, regardless of treatment.
myocar: of successful treatment

vere no different in pme patients with extracardiac disseminated
is. But t was cryptococcal myocar:

Snrovenent in cardiac function vas demonstratedsurringSpecific therapy.
S. typhimurium endocarditi:2 (Ste)vwas eradicated using conventional
medication only, , tenance therapy
was given. This suggests that| be easier to treat than S.
typhimurium bacteremia wii ocus on. T. gondii

appears to require at least 2 months te.
observations suggest that al: igh some ections are less likely to
respond to treatment if there is cardiac involvement, mostly the r
to treatment is 5 to the response with only extracardiac disease
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ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ABNORMALITIES IN AIDS CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH BEARTM.B.P.283 M.B.P.284 Camcræsne
Kinney. MD,,Jean-Jacques Monsuez, M.D., M. Toussaint, |M.D., The Reed

Reichertel Visser C, Danner S an Institute, Miami, FL, USA, and Hospitals Saint-Louis and Cochin, Paris, :
of Cardiology and MedicineADSunit), Academic Medical Fr

Center, “ansterdam, The Netherlan etrospectively studied41 adult patients (18 known to us, 23 from
the Literatre with AIDS symptomatic heart disease in cause

Objective. To determine cardiac involvement in AIDS. of the heart. disease=us by culture and/or biopsy. Fifteen (36%) ;
ectious

 Methods. Two-dimensionalcersean was performed in

consecutive patients (me: age: 39 years; range 26-66), vithMDS,

CDC-classification IV-C,whe did not have cartes complaint:

 Results. Pericardial effusion was present in 13/32 patients (39%).
vu. rmalities were present in 5/32 patients (15%), 0:

rol

impaired globa) left ventricular function (5 patients).

ardiac abnormalities were absent in only 2 patients (6%).

Conclusions. Cardiac abnormalities are common in patients with AIDS and

usually led to — subclinical - affection of myocardial function

M B P. 285 LEFTVENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION IN AIDS PATIENTS WITH SEVERE
oe PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII INFECTION.

RobertD.; Aki,B,; Tuchschmidt,J.; Swinney,R.S.; Boyien,C.T..
LAC/USC Medical Center, GH 11-900, 1200 NorthState Street, Los Angeles, CA, u.S.A.

Objectives: (POP)continues to have an
Deyon cumre Cardiomyopathy has been described in Patients with AIDS (Rafant! SP, 1988).

vth PCP and severe respiratory failure.

Mate Wovadae perte (06> 24218 via) wan AIDS. documented PCP and severe
falure (FIO2

 

 respiratory = 0,85 /-0.16)
any concomitant , fungal, rstecten asafm by lack of clinical ake and
Negative cultures, including blood. Hemodynamic data were obtained with a balloon tipped pulmonary
artery catheter. lac outputs. by thermodilution. Data were examined on admission
to the ICU and at 12 and 24 hours.

 

 

RA  PAOP a LV svn

iit 110+ 2106 +16 3240 1446 1444 43411 33+ 12 614 + 22

12 12242271414 35410 1343 1543 4341735 +17 093 + 103

curves. shi
have therapeutic implications in the

management of AIDS patients with respiratory fallure due to PCP.    

 

 

M.B.P.287 ‘STAPHYLOCOCCUS AURRUS ENDOCARDITIS IN HIV(+) AND HIV(-)

Poblete, Rita; Sone, C; and Fischl, M. University of Miami

SchoolofMedicine, Miami, Florida, USA.

Objective. To evaluate the clinical presenta’tation and outcome among HIV(+) and
HIV(-) intra: abusers (IVDA) with S. aureus endocardi
Methods, Retrospective chart review of Soppatients hospitalized for S. aureus

iti tween 985 and Novem 988 32 were owe?
and 18 HIV(-). 3 patients seroconve’ Age, sex, race,

physical exam, la tory rs outcome were assessed.
Results. e was simi. roups. Moi (63%) than men (37%)
were noted in the +) group. No difference in sex distribution was seen in
the HIV(~) group. In HIV(+) up, 78% b! rican; 19% white, and 3%
hispanic. No racial e were noted in the HIV (-) group. Fever-78%
and cough-25% were less frequent presenting symp’ in H+) compared with

No differences in st95% and 72%, ively, ‘in KHIV(-)
X- fi 8 Were no’ lobin (11.7) and white count an 2) were
higher in HIV(-) patients than HIV(+), respectively (10.8 5}. More

ti identified in the HIV(- ) (56% vs 24%).
. itis 4 patientsgroups.

had pr: rtunistic infections (or). 4 developed o within
10 mosior Suiscmditia. 8 el patientsts died; 6 of complicati.
endocarditis, 1 of PCP, and of use.

wreus endocarditis were more Likely to
outcome andMondhigh fatality rate favored th

group)
AIDS patient with symptomatic heart disease is common
Feds healed infection, Perhaps 7related to P. carinii,mataecobably is
not due to a direct cardiac effect virus

M.B.P 286 RAPHIC CHANGES IN PATIENTS RECEIVING
ee PENTAMIDINE FOR THE TREATMENT OF PNEUMOCYSTOSIS.

A, Bhandari A; P;Leon C; Rahimtoola SH.
Department of intemal Medicine, UnWersty of Southem Callfomia, Los
Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Objectives: In the treatment  developed
a Preurcyelcl peaore POP sauce of oesiotnomals.The pape of
this studywas to study the electrocardiographic effect of
Results: WE Stacia a sonal ot 12eedl ECS UGS10 conaocastve patients wth ADS
and PCP who were receMing PTM.The ECG was obtained betore administration of PTM, and 26+ 0.8
days (curative dove of PIM 6524 414 mgland 7.22 11 days (curate dose 1622+ 588mg)
after therapy.
Results: The heart rate at baseline was 98+ 16, and that did not change on day 2.6 (87+21)orday7.2
(25+ 22).Simiarty, the PR interval of 145_+
+ 21).Also OTe Of 422 + 22 remained unchanged ( 419 +
7.2).Although one petient had mid QTc prolongation from

Coneluson: 1. Pontamidine produced no sigicart dove related ECG ofects 2.TDP appears to be an
idiosyncratic complication of PTM.3.Abnormal QT:& prolongation during therapy with PTM Is relatively

of impeding TOP.

20 on day 26 md436 + 32 on day
420 to 510 ms there was na CG

M.B.P.288 POLYCLONAL AND MONOCLONALB-CELL LYMPHOMA IN AIDS
eker T**, Feigal E*, Herndier B*, Khaya:

ashi F*, Grimaldi cen MeGrrath MS*. Departmen!
Pathology®. San Franciisco General Hospital, San Francisco,
Department of Medicine**, Veterans Auministration Medical Center, San
Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

ts of Medicine and

Objectives: The identification of clinical characteristics associated with
two molecularSubgrou el ASSO mph

Immunoglobu!
analyses for Epstein-Barrvirus (EBV)
specimens obtained at disgnosit from patients w
Hodgki:in’s lymphoma (NHL)and correlated with clinical featurres

‘ourteen tumors were identi! ied as monoclona
cluded immunoblastie ).diffuse

and smal! noncleaved (1) histologies, Monoclonal lymphomas

A sequences
were identified in 4 of 7 mono:
Non-CNS lymphomapatients with polyclona’ e rilived jones (median
12 Me 3.5 mos;p=.003), had hi;her total T4 cell counts (369 vs 120/mm
p=.01), and were more likely to ha
nantose with monoclon:al non-CNS disease. The freq
diag performance score, and the frequency of extranodal disease (known
prognentic Features)were similar in cach

lecular analysis suggests two di s in patients
AIDS-associated NHL, cach associated with distinct clinical features

nePrognosis.

polycional amples
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M B P. 289 KAPOSI'S SARCOMA IN PATIENTS WITH HIV INFECTION
=

Latif. Ahmed, Houston S, Neill P, Bassett M, Thornton C, Sitima,J
et al University of 7imbabwe anse School and Harare Blood

Transfusion Service, Harare, Zimbabi

Sblectiy€. To study the clinical features and response to treatment

atients with HIV INFECTION.of KS in pi

Methods. Pall patients with HIV infection and Bistologically|

proven KS were studied. For staging purposes fibreoptic end

Patients were treated with(Combination chemotherapy

using actinomycin D, vincristdine and bleomyc

Results. 1 (82%) patients were maleand 2(18%) were female. The

mean age of males was 34 years and it for females was 31

Generalised Iymphadencpatty was found.in 107 (87%) pa
sions in the of nodules, plaques

5 ;

Ks. Mucosal lesions were found in

as 35.8%.
Ns» atien h À chemother-

py with an initial dramatic improvement, However relapses | frequently

occur. Patients with pulmonary KS have a poorer prognos:

KAPOSI'S SARCOMA ~ CLINICAL DISTRIBUTION, OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS AND

SURVIVAL.

ional Carla;own R.G.; Dias, M.G.; Eyer-Silva, W.A.; Miguez, L.A.;

M.B.P.291

s de Sé,
Gaffrée & Guinle university ner-“University of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

Objective: To evaluate the clinical distribution, Opportunistic Infection (OI) and survival of

A10S patients with Kaposi's Sarcoma (KS),

COC case definition for AIDS, 59 gs2108)wetwere diagnosed

were evaluated for clinical distribution and examined fc

vival rate was assessed in 22 patients(outer, Ederer

 

 Sarcoma occt male patients, 35 homosexual (59,32%} and 26 bisexual

skin was Led.trBe patients (91,5%), lymphnodes 16 (27,11%), gast:

intestinal tet16 (27,11%), lung 3 (5,08), genitourinary tract 2 (3,38%) and brain 1 (1,D.

œbs: fections in 48 (81,35%). Candidiasis was the most f: tO} occurring in
patients (66, 1 ys obacterium tuberculosis in 13 (22,05%), Criptosporidium in 10 (16,94%)

and cerebral toxoplasmasis me9sash,toonThe ortion surviving one-year among patients

A it re

“Coportunicticà

infections seem to be responsible for decreased survival in KS.

M.B. P.293 MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS IN SURGICAL SPECIMENS OF DIFFERENT AIDS
GROUPS. Vazquez MD; Heidrun Rotterdam MD; G Sidhu MD; NYU Medical

Center, New York, NY, U.S.A.

xamined 1107 surgical specimens from 323 AIDS patients to determine
frequency and site of
the two major risk groups o

€

ë SE

sarcoma (KS) 27 th mali . HS had both KS
ML. Five patients equamo: ino! d o: atatic

carcinoma. s found tn 73 of 178 akin biopsies (bx)(41%), and consti-
tuted the most co: opportunistic disease (OD 8 site. 8 also
fi inl 81 lyaph node [es 10 of 194 digestive tract bx (52), 8‘ound
of 329 lung bx (2.4%), 4 of 21 oropharyngeal b:
(1.4%). KS was the first presenting oD fn 8as 88 (78%) patients. KS
7 times aore common in s T and wa: sed in 70 of 187 HS(anysvs
5 of 100 1vDA (5%). Maligeent dyaphoun a).wae®found in 1
node bx (17%), 5 of 194 digestive tract bx (2.62), 5 of 167 bone mex
(32), 3 of 178 skin bx (1.72), 2 of 8 brain bx (25%), andonce each fn soft
tissue, liver ora? mucosa, and lung. was tl
of 27 (632) patients. h
HS aad IVDA [20 of “187 HS (10%), 8 of 100 IVDA (8%)]. ML was, however, more
frequently seen in extranodal sites in HS (16 of 24; 662) than in IVDA (3 of
8; 372). SCC occurred in larynx (2), anus (1), penis (1), andsitoDei
exclusively in HS. We conclude that KS is most frequent

ML is more commonly extranodal in HS than in TDR
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M.B.P. 290 LYMPHOMAS IWPATIENTS WITH HIV INFECTION. delRio*,
ue Suarner 08; ; Hendrix LE*. §Emory University and the

Crawford W. tong Hospital of Emory University, Atlanta, GA,
USA.

OBJECTIVE: We identified 18 fat tents with AIDS, AI0S-related complex
with rejogteal evidence of HIV infect io a single hospitalsince
198 the clinical arate,7° of lymphoma, treatment

pective review of medical records and prospective follow up
uof patientsseenPince Jui

patients had non-Hjodgkin’ss lymphoma (NHL) 5 1 Hodgkin” ssdisease,
and 1 had the Sieultaaneouspresence of bothHodgkin’ s disease and All
patients were white ual men with a mean age of 38.2 year in
this waa the iinitial Presentationof HIV infect ion. We classified 65x of the

h le mall noncleaved, 2 targe cell, imaunoblastic, and 2» “ = 2. ‘a 2 3 2 ~

large cell), and 1 alow g Vymphoptas oid oma .
Extranodal involvement was present in 47% viththegastrointestinal tract
and the liver being the common sites. Of 12 patients treated with
chemotherapy, 7 treated withh Maco8 achieved complete remis.selon . However
one patient relapssed after 86 wee Both patients with Hodgkin’s “disease

ress ive course with eekSons to therapy.
High grade malignant lymphomas, frequently with atypical

presentat fons, occur in patients infected with HIV and should be treated
with intensive chemotherapy regardless of stage. The resonse to treatment
with MACOP-B is favorable; however, Tate relapses can occur.

LOWER GENITAL TRACT NEOPLASIA. TTS INCIDENCE IN HIV INFECTED WOMEN

ROLE OF HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS (HPV) AND OTHER RISK FACTORS.
M.B.P.292 
JRSMITH, M BYRNE, M BOTCHEREY, P MUNDAY, D ROBINSON, SM FORSTER. ‘The Department of
‘Cenitotrirary Medicine, The Prood Stret'Clinie, Se Mary's Roepital Leen. United Kireyion,

A high incidence of cervical dysplasia has been notedin HIV positive worm. Therefore, 29
women infected with HIV were studied cytolagically and by colpobiopsy. Results are as follows:

Mode of ‘Transmission
# * # *

Iv Hetero. B. Trans. NORMAL ATYPIA CIN INV VIN VAIN CLINICAL SUBCLINICAL
HPV HW

No of patients 14 l2 3 5 1 10 0 3 0 12 8

%of patients 40% Ag ne 17% % Fe 1K ME 28%

69 of cour stunty group Tecl evidence of HPV infection and AIX hed lower genital tract neoplasia.
of increased exposure to

controlled these and investigate the role of HIV and the
suppression incurred as a result of HIV infection in of lower genital

tract neoplasia in

*CIN-= . VIN = vulval intre-epit neoplasia.

M.B.P.294 BALL inHIV-positive 27ya man .
Nosari Ab Ma; Oreste Px
Departmentof Haemathology and « Pathology,

Niguarda Ca’ Granda Hospital , Milan , Italy .

of B-ALL in HIV abuser, the response
tops

Methods. 27 yo, man, HIV-positive ( CD4< 02 x 10°9/L and skin anergy) , heroin abuser, with
lymphadenopaty , splenomegaly , anemia and thrombocytopenia . Acute oligoblastic leukemia with

PAS positive.

{COIN} 90% , CD020 9%, DR SX ; negative for T-cells and myeloid markers . Cytogenetic :
U844} The bi tor EB Nuclear Antigen (EBNA) Chest X-ray, CAT, and
cei) fsty were nanifrtan ‘Therapy: two courses of induction therapy

de, vincristine, adryaml

 

Results. Poar and shor Duri lasia bilateral pneumonia of
uo, A fewdays laterthe ti av

diathesis coma. Cerebral CAT :“amer of Un The patient ed àafter “down-hill"
cavitation by Aspergillus Fumgatus;

 

 

 

AULOpSY

‘tumour by Jeukemic mass.

Conclusions.B-1 is rarely associated to HIV in literature,

author widened to Some opir
inciude B-cell ALL in HIV-seropositive subjects.

ted by others author
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‘UNUSUAL RESENTATION AND SOa ABSENCE OF HLA DR5 AND KAPOSI'S R

M.B.P.295 CORRELATIONS IN ON HODGKIN'S LYMPBOMAS (HETNHL) ASSOCIATED M.B.P.296 Courtena, Barttholomew*, °witsone™,.Fe Cleshorome * Topas

OKSENHENDLER, J.P. FARCET, C. GISSELBRECHT, J.P. CLAUVEL, A. THYSS, ity of the west.Indies

FRANCE.FR RAPHAEL, PARIS, CRETEIL, NICE —

We have evaluated the potential correlations between histopathology
clinical expression and immunodeficiency status in 57 patients with NHL
associated with HIV infection.

  (a) Stage CDC group CD4 cells/mm?

I-IIE IIlI-IV IV LI-1Il < 200 > 200

Immunoblastic (13) 10 3 10 3 7 2

Diffuse large cell(29) 13 16 10 19 13 tH

Burkite (15) 2 13 4 tl 3 8

 

Patients with immunoblastic NHL had low CD4 cell counts, belonged to CDC

group IV and Pregented usually with localized extra-nodai tumor: skin(4),

brain (2), gut (2 ung (1), kidney (1). Patients wi
had a disseminated jiseote with bone marrow involv
nervous system involvement in 4/15, but often asymptomatic HIV infection.

Patients with diffuse large cell NHL had an intermediate statu:

M.B.P.297 kArosi's SARCOMA (KS) IN WOMEN WITH ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY
SYNDROME (AIDS)
CheuungTony HeH. and S 1 F. Queens Hospital Center(QHC)and

Long Istand Jewis| enter (uidtesand New Hyde Park, N.
11432 and SUNY at Stony Brook, N.

Most patients(pts) withAtos "ited KS are wate hovosetuels.
patientswwith AIDS is

+70Survey cases3of AIDS related KS in women and examine their

. KS in female

Methods. Recoras from tumor registries and patient charts from private onc-
iterature computer search was

S.
ears; 5 are black,1 Hisp-

Haitian. Six patients, except the Haitian, are intravenous drug
users. All pts isti i
moc,yatis carinii pneumonia|(3), gen

. All pts except eneere iagno
confirmed by.biopsy; 6 havedermal involvement with visible skin lesions of

tient presented

phoma. She expired 4 months Tater
7 pts

was only 1 to 6 months (median iM month:
Conclusion. Women with AID ated KS have a very aggressive course. All
cases presented have pulmonary involvement. We suggest that theaatative.
ettological agent(s) can -be transmitted by the intravenous route

M.B.P.299 PREDICTORS OF SHORTENED SURVIVAL IN PATIENTS WITH KAPOSI'S

SARCOMA AND HIV-1-INFECT ION
Tschechne, Barbara: Brunihorst, U.: Schedel, I. and

Deicher, H. ”
Hannover Medical School, Hannover, F.R. Germany.

Objective. To determine clinical. viral and immunological cheracteristicea at
e ofLisgnosisarpepesi 8 sarcoma in patients with HIY-1-infection

in corre}at.
Methods. Ww+infectedpatients with biopsy proven Kaposi's sarcoma were
contracted in this study.

ing observation period of this study (37 months) 21 patien'
with HIV-1-infectio: Kapos’s ssrcoma were identified. 19/21 patients had
contracted other bacterial, viral and/or opportunistic tions. in
study the prognosis o sits sarcoma depends on ¢! eranc other

itant infectious 8! as Pneunocystis carinii, CMV e
Furthermore the dececrease onCD4/CD8-retio, prevalence of specific p24-

specific antibodies to p24-care-protein corresponds

foreleion. Predictors of shortened survival in patients with HIV-1-
n and ae proven Kapoai’ 8 sarcoma included loss of specific

antibodyto p24, p24-antigenaemia, decressed CD4/CD8-ratio and/or appearance
of opportunistic ‘infections such as

idiasts (7),Pneu-

extremities, Chest x-ray 0 these 6 patients showed inter-

**Department of 1m nology, General Hospital, Port of Spain;
wen The Caribbean Epidentofoy Centre, Port of Spain Trinidad
Although the associatio *a osi's Sarcoma (KS) and HLA Dr5 has not been

reports the majority of studies have shown an increase:
es a concomitant decreased

80
up to December 31, 1988 there were 389 cases of AIDS

were Afro-Trinidadians and 26 Indo-Trinidadians.
H y3 cases of KS
predolnancy Caucasian ancestry. Ther d

f DR3 antigenfrequencies Showa frequency of 31.6 in African
blacks, 28.0 in North n blacks, 29.0 in NorthIndians. 25.2 in A

5 in Indo-Trinidadians. On the other hand, while the
i fier blacks,29.2 in N. rican

then explain the extremely low incidence
supports the epidemiological claims for anAssociation between KS and DR5.

M.B.P.298 LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA IN HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS
folieLorenzo;Maserati, R.; Pan, A.; Malfitano, A.; Sacchi,R

Pagnucco, G.*. Infectious Disease and *Hematology Depts.,
IRCCS San Matteo, Universita ai Pavia, 27100 Pavia ITALY.
Among the hematologic malignancies arising tn HIV-infected eeeure Tympho-
blastic leukemia (ALL) is often classified as belonging to the FAB L3 subtype
(Burkitt-like). We recently observed 2 cases of L3 ALL featured y almost the
same biological findings but different clinical presentatiol
CASE 1. A 45 yrs. old bisexual male was admitted for fever and purpu no 

and CYT, DEX plus eeote was competedand followed by 2 intensification
courses with HD MTX, HD Ara-C, m-AMSA and YP16. Remission Tasted 11 mos., un-

the pt. died despite savagetreatment (MITO
CASE 2. This 30 yrs. old male drug abuser was niniicted with fever, diffuse
keletal pain and axillar ‘ymphnodal, liver and splenic enlargement. His he-

matological disease was almost identical to that of case 1, with exactly the
ame blast markers. Paraplegia due to an intraspinal lymphomatous mass (sho-

wedby positive myelography) complicated the clinical presentation, Currently
tthe pt. is being treated with the same induction regimen as case 1°
ALLs in HIV.infected pts. may present with a wide array of symptoms and requi-
re an aggressive therapeutic approach,

TREATMENT OF DISSEMINATED MYOORACTERTUM (MAI) WITH
CIPROFLOXACIN (CPF), ETHAMBUTOL (ETH), RIFAMPIN (RIF) ANDM.B.P.300
AMIKACIN (AMK).

Joseph; Nussbaum, J.: Bozzette, S.; Young, L.: Hesseltine, P.; and
McCutchan, J.A., California Collaborative Treatment Group, .

assess the clinical and microbiological response to a
dimen disseninated MAT.

17 AIDS pts. with sustained MAI bacteremia were th AMK

since AIDS diagnosis
and since outset ofPossible MAL eyapeces (see

table) was 4 wks. (range 0-38).
median colony forming units (CFU) fell by 1.2 (2.4-»1.2) in

. were

ited

 

>

En 10 6
MEDIAN CFU./ML (10, ,) 2.4 1.2 13 12 0.2

+ 9 27 30 71
WEIGHT I0SS $ 88 53 45 60
NIGHT SHEATS % 20 10 29

4 7 57  12 40

imen relieves symptoms and reduces bacteremia in a
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PATIENT COMPLIANCE AND

M.B.P.301 CLINICAL TRIALS OF AIDS TREAIMENT. zemer,omer,Stacten «7 and
as.a Commmity Research ieee New York,
SU

an analysis0of data concerning participant. compliance

We also estimated the effect of certain interventions designed to
drop-out
Results. Of360 participants in two trials over a

COMMUNITY-BASED
P.; Tomita, M.;

THE ROLE OF NURSING IN MANAGING pene

zener, Stephen Forrest, J.; rs dei
Scherer, P. Community Research Initiative RD!Ver York.

M.B.P.303 7572
and

NY, U.S.A.
Objective. To describe problems developed in

t Of communi research from a nursing ive.

ty-based
inthe USA. The CRi-model has created methods of manag-ization

ing clinical research tr: 8 froma comunity perspective. The CRi-model has
been developed with clinical nurses assuming a major role in management of

i trials.
ses to manage clinical trials provides

operationof comuni
experience should be OÙ value to those
based research model.

PROJECTIVE REPORT ABOUT SELF, FAMILY, ENVIRONMENT
AND DISCOMFORT ASSOCIATED WITH SYMPTOMATIC HUMAN
IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS INFECTION IN CRILDRE!

d

M.B.P.305

Schwartz, P., Carter, Susan, Raburn, T., an on, I. .
Baylor College of Wedicine/tTexas Children’ s Hospital, Houston, Texas.

Objective. To demonstrate that the child with AIDS and symptomatic HIV
infection can describe the progression of physical discomfort through

e of colors, body outthine drawings, and visual analo
hetheds. jective drawings and visual analogs are solicited month]
over a 2 year period mie children are outpatients at à hospital clinic.
Drawings are analyzed using standard analysis guidelines for childre
art. Visual analogs (facial scales) are analyzed on the interval level
comparing|parent and medical report of the child's health to the scores
on me
Result “preliminary results on 8 children over an 11 month period
restte that children can pinpoint in drawings sites of physical dis-
comfort, as well as soi

through their drawings, but depict happy self, family, and environment,
thus showing a relatively low visual analog score (the lower the score,
the “happier the child). The 5 other
environments and/:
Conclusion. Preliminary results indicate
work can be co able

drawings are aso0 helpful in
determining sites of discomfort, therefore enhancing heatthca
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M.B.P.302 ŒINCA DPAT o GE at AN INPATIENT AIDS CLINICAL NURSE
SPECIALIST ON COSTS AND OF P; CARE
Diane E. Schull, Parkland Merorial Hamre, Dallas, Texas, USA.

Objective: To study the effects of an inpatient ADS Clinical NurseSpecialist and case
Menagerent practice on costs, clinical outcomes and quality of patient
Methods: Thehepatient populations used in this study were impatient2ansin 1968,

to (2) ti

aamission, daily patient contact and anticipatory and comprehensive
phase of the patient” Ss 1)]ness. The case managerent protocol e:
i ‘include discharge and follow-up into the outpatient AIDS clinic. Average length of stay
LOS) and ees were the indexes used to evaluate cost-effectiveness and quality of

or gets:
troup T: 1986 Group II: 1987 Group III: Oct.-Dec. 1988
n= 191 n=331 on

LOS 11.6 LOS 11.51 < 0.06
readmission 31% readmission 33% radar LUZ op =< 0.6

chi square analysis
average LOS was 11.66 days An 1966 and 11.51 days An 107, With the imvolverent of an

netteea ADDS Clinical nurse Specialist, the average LOS was decreased o 9.03 days.
The percentage of readmissions to the institution was 31% in 1985 and 332 i > and
similarly fell to 11% in 1968,
Conclusion: The results of this study indicate that LOS and readmission rates are
‘SigniFicantly reduced by the role of an inpatient-based CNS and case management.

NURSING IN THE COMMUNITY FOR PEOPLE WITH HIV:
DESCRIPTION OF A TRAINING/ IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

,re*

M.B.P.304

*Oxford Regional Health Authority,Oxford,UK,**Oxfordshire Health
Authority,Oxford,UK

Objective. To develop and implement a training programme to en-
sure the most effective utilization of community nursing ser-
vices by people with HIV infection and disea
Methods. Experience in Oxfordshire of working.with HIV disease
as confined mostly to acute sector staff, thus blocking the full

people with HI . Integrat

e community nurse from
sector was released for training and work on

thewineyaeat wards.

Res its. Nurses _were able to facilitate the care at home of pat-
tween hospital and local primary health

rience with

source back up which was necessary. These processes will be fully

the community must be actively developed. The

specialization of services in the acute sector reduces the care

options for the patient. Such development is most effective when
implemented through the PHC team setting in the community.

M.B.P.306 INFECTION CONTROL NURSE ROLE: POWERFUL CHANGE AGENT
IN PSYCHIATRIC SYSTEMS IN THE ERA OF AIDS

viis*, don**, *Conneco Menta) Hea
Center, Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven; **University of New HavenWest

n, CT, Us A.
 tive, its tend

rerprocedures and are concerned about howthese will adversely affect the establish

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

therapeutic milieu. The successful integra’ of AIDS patients on these units will ‘epend on

the Infection Control Nurses ac) ability 0nat conceptualize the role as a key
organizational change agen’ ing a frame of reference com 0 psychiatric-mental
health nursing (P-MHN) anndsocioleey focused on the p

to fi i HIV
syste:Meh:htode Rel, d. di fi é hered f ici hy
participe i sp i ii ii f , Patients and

families. ing i i i
from published |‘andwinesources.
Results. Given the anxiety DS ng P d staff, the

thrust Vici:

treatment and staff behav; he fraught with tension and
facilitates

_ Realization stnese sometimes
f the ICN whose

urgency, the ICNmust rapidly developa plan

ing will depend on

i eate a hostile orcr
Conclusions. The successful integration of AIDS patients on psychiatric units requires an ICN
who attends to the interrelationships of biopsychosocial theories, research and practices. The

N, P-MHN
and
system.
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HIV SELF ASSESSMENT AND CARE PROGRAMM.B.P.307
‘om Emanuele, R.N.

Hospital, Dallas
 AIDS pes Clinician, AIDS Clinic, Parkland Memorial

, Texas, vu.

am of preventative careOBJECTIVE: To develop a comprehensive progr: f a
R.N.

e

services for eligible clients utilizing a Registered Nurse

consistent prier caregiver.

METHOD he client must first throughly understand what H

Tesunodeficdency Virus (HIV) is and what it mean them. Sec
must understand normal vs. abnormal in eference,tochetr heaith status.

1 es for any changes in

their health status. The compone: of the > ogra e HIV counseling

according t D.C ard: omplete physical exam for HIV infection
staging, and patient education to t the clien perform self-exa

ec ch
1: ility criteria are ascertained the . € an, and are:

HIV seropositivity, desire an ntal ability to learn self-assessment.
Projected outcom lude increase f ent and staff satisfaction,
reduction of morbid events, hospitalizations and need for emergency
rv ntenance of ness, ependence and financial stability

CONCLUSION: 8 progran allows for the earliest entry 0 he client

into the healthcare network while them to remain produc:all ct:
members of society through their self-care and physical status assessment.

M.B.P.309 ere COMMUNITY NURSES SKILLS un HIV/AIDS ree
neeThomas and Robottom Be Pratt R###, Will

1 J###, Newbury J#*##, Department of Heoath, London

England, UK and aEneis National Board tor nursing, Midwifery and|Health
Visiting, London, England, UK. ***Riverside Health Authority, Lond
England, UK.

Qdjectivest=A Government initiative aimed at improving levels of under-
community nursesnot HIV infection and AIDS; to provide

opportunities for them to examine personal attitudes which may be obstacles
to effective care and"preventative treatment; to encourage their participa-

tion in HIV programm

Methods:- Workshops of two day duration were held in 14 Health Regions in

rate dissemination of information by a cascade effect;

r. jo! e ess

o!
made of the effectiveness of the Workshop with a view to-

gz reco!mendations on ica8nd national policy.

Results:~ Various initiatives set up demonstrated that Districts withhow HIV

prevalance encountered dirricul ties inustaaining the initiative.
enthusiastic follow-up was demonstrated in Districts with perceives growing

In all participants, levels of confidence impro
le communication is a veneficial

metho: ising key peopl: m8 their own attitudes to the

subjectnad sufficient influence toPerfect d

M B P.311 INTERDISCIPLINARY HIV CASE MANAGEMENT TEAM

R.N., K. Joy, RN, BSN, L. McMurtry, MSSW,. Parkland

Memorialose). Dallas” "Texas, USA
 

ECTIVE: To develop a system to coordinate appropriate home

care services for Persons with AIDS (PWA's) within a modelitziRe
components from existing nyrsing proceas and social work c
management models.

OD: Becablish!ng a hospital-based case manager to assess
patient needs and coordinate implementation of necessary medical and

social services through regularly scheduled weekly networking case

conferences. Collabo: on of existing commun:nity-based AIDS service

organizations involved Parkland patients” to provide neede

hospital, clinic and c bas TV.

R 8: y cussing spiritual, peyeh social and healthcare

needs of 25-40 patients ch meeting and identifying actual and
potential problems, mbers discuss weans of addressing them
without duplicating efforts and providing for

1 to home or clinic to home.

planning on adniss and ai sul €: stay. The
team now has the flextbiliey te“autekiy respond when healthcare

outcomes do not meet expectat:

“

OUTBREAK OF NORWEGIAN SCABIES AMONG HEALTH-CARE WORKERS
Leelly, Ann; Fry,

Stephen's Hospital, London, England.

M.B.P.30

Objective Focontro? an atypical guebreak of Norwegian Scabies amongst

patients who e@ immuno-suppressed 9 Aida

andpeating40 health-care worl andtheir partners an
enting the spread to non-infected persons from one aeverely infestated

re nt.

Method
1) Diagnosing and surveillance of an outbreak ofgipicalRorvegian Scabies

and identifying infected health-care workers
2) Co-ordinating the treatment by ensuring all vard Persomme vere contacted

and treated sinulttaneously. One other patient was treated at the
time.

3) Continued surveillance until all personnel were asymptoma
4) Standards of the ward had to be maintained and ensure infected staff were

not giving direct“patient care.

Results
1) Effectively contained the outbreak.
2) Prevented spread to uninfected persons.

Maintained the high standards of nursing care on the ward.
Conclusion
1) Whespatients are seen with skin Problema Norwegian Scabies may be

red, 80 outbreaks can be prev:
Sfnitee method of treatment ‘recomended.aa it proved to be effective.

3 Healthcare workers and patients followed up as re-infestation could

TOTAL HOME HEALTH CARE FOR P,TNantnora)

Carr, Susan E., RN, BSN; Esposi’
Care, Inc., New York, ‘nyeLS,hé

M.B.P.310

Objective Te develop and Umlenentàprogrn torr the transfer of the compre
ve health of the AIDS patient to the home setting providing a

desirable aitermative to the costly hospital settingBParticularly in font©of

hospitals where AIDS 1.
oecompasses total health care

for the AIDS patient in the heme setting.

Results: Program and implenented are:LD Physi
ent with a soured belief

a viable aitemative; 2) Nursir service ease it &
entineaeetivescollaboration with the:

following services fectiveprespecially
the care of, the AIDSpatientereDtherapyed t for

lness" program is inherent for sound healthprpractice &
euticals & supplies, durable

ve to

3 4) Outpatient facilities to
Srvasive Pirocedures & testing. Inn198853330

this type of care in the NYC metropoli
Ve Setreffective, comprehensive, sare ana 

M.B.P.312 4 DESCRIPTION 0F NYC'S GAY POPULATION AS A LEGITIMATE
_ COMMUNITY: AND IT'S RESPONSE TO HIV DISEASE

Smith, Donald G.*;Lyden,M.**;May, K.***

*Mount Sinai Medical Center,New York,New York, USA, **New York- University

Medical Center,New York,New York,USA,***University of Arizona,Tucson, Arizona

USA.

 

Objective. (1)To describe and evaluate the NYC gay population as a legitimate
community by sstandard definitions. (Dre Perforn aa nursing assessment on the

y and recom
A essment was erforne

ing the community;ie. NYC's Office of Gay ai
interviews of gay males and a Lterseurereview ofsublishedstudies on

AIDS within the community.
ts.The NYC gay population identifies themselves as a community and meets

current definitions of community. Th

(3) To reduce the number of other STD's.
d a commununity, who’s health i

on returning to health res
t. We identified ways Community Health nurses

nm it's return to health, by developing nursing
programs to support the Person with AIDS. (2)By supporting community
educational programs on prevention. (3)Planning additional resources for the
communi ty.
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M.B P. 313 LOS ANGELES PEDIATRIC AIDS NETWORK (LAPAN): A COUNTY-WIDE

L TO MAXIMIZE SERVICE DELIVERY FOR CHILDREN DIAGNOSED

WITH HIV, AND THEIR FAMILIE:

Garell, D.C., Kaplan, Marcy E., California Children Services, Los Angeles
California, USA,

Objective: To promote interagency collaboration and facilitate Feet
service provision to children with HIV and their families. This project

resses current future resource needs, clinical caseà management of

all HIV patients, and social service concerns. Methads: Hospitals and
comunity-based organizations,((CBO's) were brought together to form the
LAPAN Coordinating Council. automated case management system is being

icati bas:
Terminals wil

Patins hospitals. A formal needs assessment has been completed. Joint
collaboration has also been established with staff from an NIH-funded
treatment vant and a CDC Pediatric Surveillance Grant. LAPAN has also
established a Coneortium {rec to increase communication and exchange

utilization. Conclusions: The creation of an infrastructure to manage
ge.

and joint planning has been essential to meet the needs of this multi-
ti

Supported by MCH grant #BRH PO 9001-01-0.

  M.B.P.315 CO 
HV.RELATED PROBLEMSANDTHEIR CARE GNERS
Read, Stanley, King, S.M., son, C., Palmer, S., Goldie,

R., Szewczyk. L., Lefebvre, À.et al. Manetfor Sick Children, Toronto,
Can:
Objectives: To provide comprehensive medical, social and payonsragical
care and support for children with HiV-related problems and their ca

ers.giv
Methods: HIV positive children and their care givers are followed by a
team of medical specialists, along with team members fromnree
psychology, psychiatry, sociajal work, clinical hutrition, phar
pastoral care and Childrens Aid. Three comprehensive care. proogra
are coordinated to provideOptimal care. These inciude the Hemophilia
Comprehensive Care rogram. the Adolescent Medicine Program and the
HIV Comprehensive Care Program. Psychiatric involvement emphasizes
development of coping mechanisms for dealing with stress. Serial
aromaticsing is done
Results: + about 50 HIV-postivenilgren are followed by th

mbine:dorsoem Of thes: with haemophilia, 5 are
neonatal transmissions, 5 are‘tooanstusion recipients and 5 are
adolescent an prostitute:
Conclusion: An integrated program combining medical, psychologic and
social services provides optimal care for children with HiV infection
and their care givers.

M.B.P.317 "© =FFECTIVENESS AND FEASIBILITY OF HOSPITAL~BASED SUPPORT
GROUP INTERVENTION FOR PARENTS OF HIV-INFECTED CHILDREN

Kaplan, Marcy E., Church, J.A.,ceiiteuata, K.T.; Childrens Hospital of Los

Angeles (CHLA), “os Angeles, + USA.

pbjective:àTo evaluate the effectiveness of a support group forprets of
ted children. Methods: membersHIV-infec 1 group were recruited fram the

Clinic Center at Saand other
Angeles. HIV status of varied f: symptoma’ full-blown AIDS.
Mode of transmiss. inc. blood transfusion and perinatal (6).
Group met bi-weekly fron 1/87 through 8/88. Results: Dur he first six
months, at from 7-11 partic: 3 ldren wi

tment-associated HIV. 24 parents elected not to attend the group,
citing feelin: ti and discontinued

by the ramifications of HIV in multiple family members. Support
group attendance may not be a priority. Alternative support services mst
be developed to meet the needs of this milti-problem population.

Supported by the State of California, administered4py©the Department of
Health Services, Los Angeles County AIDS
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M.B. P,314 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PRENATAL-PEDIATRIC
AIDS LIASON SERVICE AT A MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL

Laqueur,Peter, Urcuyo L., Tropnes J., Grier P., Abisogun B., Watts L. - Woodhull Medical
& Menta! Health Center, Brooklyn, NY, USA.

Objective. To describe the developmentof a unique Prenatal-Pediatric AIDS Liason Service
ata municipal hospi

«Woodhull Medical & Mental Health Center, a division of NYC Health
faa Hospitals Corporation, is a municipal hospital serving an impoverished black and

til

c it ting and testing, specifically ie childrenat risk
for HIV-associated illnesses, has the need for a comprehensive, interdi ary
a to peri: 1 HIV infection. tal-Pediatric AIDS Liason Service (P-PALS),
funded through the NYC Department of Mental to prov =tal Health, was devel
sary linkages between the Departments of Obstetrics, "pediatrics, Psychiatry, Medicine and
Ambulatory Care to provide a family-oriented approach which optimizes continuity of care.
The focus of the program is to assist the HIV positive Pregnant woman and her family in
coping with the possibility that her infant may be born HIV positive and to provide ongoing
social, psychiatric and medical care for families who have children win HIV associated ill-
ness, e professional staff is comprised of a team which includes a ch id psychiatrist, social
worker, nurse clinician and child life worker. Issues of foster care placement will also be
highlighted.
Conclusion. Unified early intervention wil 3improve the care of the woman and her child,
diminish the need for long term placement, and providea model of care based on the family
rather than focussing individually on the mother and child.

M.B.P.316 85 soins InrirmIeRs PACE A L'EPIDEMIE DE SIDA
Schneeberger, Claudie. Val de Marne, France.

Devant la complexité de cette épidémie, dégager les | différents
r6le de l'infirmière en matière de soins infirmier:

Dans L'accueil et la prise en charge des malades atteints du
SIDA, 1 taccompagnenent tout au lon de la maladie et dans les
derniers instants de la vie en organisant les mesures>»brévent-
ives permettant une plus grande sécurité dans les ge
techniques des soignants

En développant une attitude professionnelle appropriée respect-
t l'homme dans ses différences lui assurant 1a confidentiali-

te.et préservant sa dignité.

ans le cadre des actions de prévention la responsabilité d
L'infienière dans la participation aux programmes d'information
e la population pour apprendre à éviter le SI

Son rôle dans l'éducation pour modifier les habitudes les plus
intimes et conduire chaque personne vers une gestion globale
de sa santé en développant des attitudes responsable:

HIV AND MATERNAL CHILD HEALTH: EXPANDING THE EXPERTISEM.B.P.318 [iron poviDERs

Pies, C.*: Quackenbush,Marcia**; Melia, E.***; Horton, A.***; Schuyler, M.****; Mayes, A.***

* Education Program Associates, Campbell CA; **University of Califomia AIDS Health Project, San
*CaliforniaFrancisco! ***California Department of Health Services, Maternal Child Health Branch; ***

Departmentfea Services,OeofAIDS California, U.S.A.

 Objective. To describe a training progra P
providers in maternal child health (MCH).

Methods. In California i i i i
support of the State Depar ices. These progr follow up forPU id

 

 

parents, “heHowever, many MCH ms it HIV i s ily with a few
 

Momiermmr

Results. Fi day training May 30, 1989.
i ill be
 

Conclusions. 
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M.B.P.319 AgCOMPARISON OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERED TO PEOPLE WITH AIDS
A WURSEPRACTITIONER AND À PHYSICIAN-A CASE

fe RER een
wolbert, Jerry; Rovers? nts 3 Smothi
eTTevue HospTalFateému lattebroect, AIDS "Assessment Program
New York, New ¥

CTIVE: To compare health care delivered to people with AIDS and ARC by
aa Prractitioner (NP} and a Physician (MD
METHODS: retrospective sStudy was conducted on 22 AIDS and ARC patients
randomly assigned an WPand an MO for health care in an outpatient clinic.
All subjects were n Zidovudine for one year or nger
RESULTS: ch sample consisted of 7 men with AIDS and 4 withAi

at the onset compared with 4 in the NP g :
nitia changes in

T4# WBC Hct weight 5
~6 255 -1.61 -5.8 S
-45 -.96 -3.08 -5.18 1bs

NP subjects were followed longer and seen more frequently. Initial T4
values were as were changes in blood parameters. Hct Gifferencet

cted bytransfustone(11 by MD, by NP). The groups
ably similar in of HIVY related hospita} zations End'sseriousOf,Se

Nuurse Practitioner can provide health care to pe:solee with AIDS
and ARC, equal in quality and safety, to that of a Physician
outpatient setting.

e
s

S
e

The MD

 

     

   

 

  
    

ospital-
izations

 

    

GAY GRIEF IN THE CONTEXT OF A’
Helgadottir, Hildur. Gaiversity.of Calgary, Calgary,M.B.P.321

Alberta, Canada.

Objective. To examine the biopsychosocial phenomenon
context of AIDS, as well as explore no

topic
Methods. The topic is approached from a theoretical perspective, using the

relevant literature on homosexuality and grief in combination
author's own observations and concestualivationa. g

the grief experienced by homosexual individuals who dose a aignificant
Towe:

of gay grief in the
nuraing interventions pertinent to this

er:
other. For the Purposes of this paper thisdefinition d further

t ly homosexual men who a lover toSAS, e purpose

of the discusaion tetto sensitize the audience to this antote

aring contrasting conventional grief theories to the

def and be
ented aa a tool for understandinggaBey griet

g nursing tntervestio 8
Conclusion. Very little is as yet known about specific grief reactions in
the homosexual community. This paper highlights some of the main issues.
 

Théraple et évaluation clinique : pharmacologie
Therapy and Clinical Evaluation: Pharmacology

M B. P.323 PHARMACOKINETICS OF ZIDOVUDINE IK AIDS PATIENTS :
INFLUENCE OF AGE AND HEPATIC DISORDERS

SANADEAURTEE eweae', 1,Tew!', BRIO’, JedMONGEZ”, E.CKSEN-ENOLER’,E,VILE”, F.CHAST
tel-Dieu, 2: Hapitel Seint-Louis, x Hôpitel Robert Debré - "PARIS , FRANCE

jective ; Pharmacokinetics of Zidovudine was sel AIOS patients after oral
chronic administration of 300 gid or 5agkg qid in infents. Patients were
divided into 4 groups : infants 16-12gontha)” gdults (25-55 years), elderly
(>60 years}, and patients with hepatic disorders (HD),

uated in 51

Methods : were determinated at steady-state during enhours
aresaraareredainigtration. Plasma concentrations were determinated by
phase HPLC with spectrophotomatric detection.

Results ;

Meant SEM Cain Cmax Taax 1142 Clp Vd
ng/ml ng/al ain ain al/ain 1/kg

Infents 1525 17451 285 302 0 64.8 + 2.4 + 3.0+0,3
Adults 65 +19 17734 203 $14 7 85.2 +7.8 15614115  2.5+0,3
Elderly 96 +36 2857+1728 O50+21 129.6 452.8 10554 275 4.1+2.4
HD 209 161 2916+1024 60+19 109.2 412.0 1205: 552 3.224 1.4

Conclusion: Pharmacokinetic data obtained in intants validate the choosen
In elderly and in

ticeable decreas

dosage regimen.
patientsàwithpete disorders, kinetic peremeters show o

elimination rate, High pesk and trough
plessa contrations wyoviieate toxic drug accumulation,LA Suggest, in
these high-risk patients, to lengthen the tine intervel between dose intake,

M.B.P.320 Monnig. Regina* and
Meharry Medical SceneCARS. Nashville, TN, U.S.A.

Ghiective.|Todescribeknowledge and attitudes of nurses regarding AIDS.
rvey contained questions which focused on respondents’ per-

rsotthetx Vecds“for information about AIDS/HIV, treatment, risk
factors, referral sources, and lea:

Results. Most nurses
patients: Nurses t:

SURVEY OF TENNESSEEmore APTITUDES TOWARD AIDS ,

ing‘us from the nurses
vel ow.

ovided useful information in the development of
training materials and pr:vograns for nurse:

M.B.P.322 PROVIDER EDUCATION: THE EFFECT OF AIDS INSERVIZE TRAINING ON

NURSING STAFF IN A PSYCHIATRIC SETTING.

; Reid, P. Center for Special Studies, New York Hospltal-Cernell

Medical Center, New York, NY, USA.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective: D:

Methods; Y g 9 chiatrk
hospital.
ofanxiety, f AIDS. The nurse's

Results: 7 i (78-100 ons scale of 0-100) of

258 for ts and 10% for A378 in i pal

* CDS defined AIDS

level Th chance

fection when working with patientswith AIDS.

Conclusions: à nurses caring for HIV commitment to

 

LoncerninaAIDS relatedissues.

M.B.P.324 Weneermerowelknae FREQUENT ZIDOVUDINE DOSING IN CHILDREN
‘C HIV INFECTION

tonee,Carlot ;Terrege A**;Plebani A***;Tovo P*** ;DeRosa:

A* ;Dowd P ####* etae *Univ.of Padova:**Inst.Gaslini ,Genova:***Pediatrics <..

‘Labora

 

 

 

 

Milano:****Pediatrics Cl.,Torino, Italy: ***eeWellcose Research ‘tories ,UK.

Objective: To evaluate the tolerance of lege frequent zidovutine dosing

in with ayepbasstic infection.

Method: J this exgpirg phase 1 st children b ¥ yep
. ickanxtine st the follow

daily dosege: Group A - 0wi Gop B - 720 sgh.
For the firnt 4 weeks the nntnstratifiedwordingt woe

of to taie daily. don
(3 eonths > À }. On days O (past dose 1), 28, $6 ent 64 blond mampes

ere being tale st: regular tines intervals for the assay of zidwutine

‘The patients tolerance to therapy, clinical ond virological stats is being ssososed at 2 weekly

intervals.
Results: Fourteen children have been incluied, 8 older then 2 years (meen age 37.5 mo) end 6

younger (meen age 9.5 ao). All children fullfilled the laboratory criteria of HIV infection and
‘oup of the CIC classi-

Font OfHV in clan. Six ofthe1A child hme reosivadthetwicenly dongs regen
effects. To date the drug hea been

 

for spproximtaly
well tol dei <

Conclusions: The results of this study should indicate whether further evalua-
tion of twice daily dosing in children is
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M.B.P.325 CYANOCOBALAMIN (VITAMIN By2) SUPPLEMENTATION DOES NOT M.B.P.326 ZIDOVUDINE|HYOPATEY-A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
PREVENT THE HEMATOLOGIC TOXICTTY OF AZIDOTHYMIDINE (AZT) Pet: xt Wilson, Gf Pinching, A. Jt

> Ballard, C.; Freeman, B.: Bartok, ee aiea mmunology and **Chemical Pathology,
Ae chman, D.; and the California ve Treatment. Group, St. Mary"a Hospital Medical School, London, England.

nivasiteof California, San Diego, USA. Objective. To study the relationship between Zidovudine (AZT) administration,

Methods” 102 AIDSpatiencewee2e hly and clinical fboth c . ods. patients were seen monthly and clinical features of wyopathGbiective. L 2200 ) are poe ymorocyti à risk of were recorded, including myalgia, muscle fatigue, reduced power and muscle ¥

gram taking AZT. Accordingly, we FAT(usuel done1000 PARenea thers hed eentre tedfor sepsisd— reate: or ays
resis falto see if monthly B)2 injections could prevent ormore, 24 patientsnot onmn AZT were studied as s control group to deliniate,
hema’ tonici T Causes o

172 AIDS and with serun
begiming (128) ortakinga2AZT at standard (1-1.2 grems/day) Unset of Hyopathy Onset oFRise in CK

four monthly IM i of 1 mg of Patient Days_on AZT (x) Days on AZT (y) zx=y (Days)
oaBy2 or no inectiona."Ser , WEC, absolute (ANC) ,

hemoglebin (HGB) mean volime (MCV), platelets (PLT) and, AZT 426 275 31
dose were fi monthly for at least six months. 350 300 50

Mean By) levels increased four weeks after the first 323 270 53
injection and remained eleva’ compared throughout study. 378 326 52
Although by chance B,2 recipients had higher ANC levels than controls at
entry (2887 vs 2477, p=.032), all subsequent means of ANC, WBC, HGB, MCV,
and platelets were similar (p08 for all comparisons) . No differences in
AZT toleranceortransfusion

Pour monthly IM injections ofBy, sufficient to increase sarm
B12 levels did not redxce the hematologic toxicity of AZT given for

indications.

M B P. 327 NON CONCLUSIVE RESULTS IN BIV WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS

OF MOZAMBICAN SE:

Ç-PalhadeSous, J.Barreto,de la Cruz,L.Barque
Immunclogy Laboratory, Inatituto Nacional de SaudeMaputoMorambique.

Qbiective:To deacribe the pattarn of reaction of Mozambican sera with

non conclusive results on HIV Western Bict Analysi:
population, blood donors,

aids Etes€cane:

Some of them were tested by different commercially available
e frequency of the different observed pattern of reactivities

 

tea.

Results:‘The most frequent observed rsactivity patterna were reaction
with Pp 24 band for HIV 1 WB (36%) andpee for HIvÀ WB (20,8%). How.
in HIV 2 WB, 10.5% of sera analyzed showed reac with P68766p96,p28

h Perben banda. Non conclust

2 than in HIV 1 WB. Some nen

ant
2APpPpearence of non conclusive results in WB analysis of ELISA

positive Mozambican sera seema to be independent of the reagenta u

due to sera or individuals cheraotertetics.

M.B.P.329 MYOPATHY ASSOCIATE WITH LONG-TERM ZIDOVUDINE THERAPY
Fischl, MargareSEsGagnon55 Ut i,R; Patro:ne-Reese,
J; Dearmas,L ; and renUniversity of Miami

School of Medicine,Miami, Florida,

Objective. To evaluate the frequency and re presentation of myopathy
associated with long-term zidovudine thera]
Methods. Patients receiving zidane for540 wks were assessed, us.

ical history, physical exam and blood tests. Patients identified with
nyope: were further evaluated with EMG and muscle biopsy.

Results. 50 patients (33 AIDS,17 ARC) had received z i

73 wks (range 40-140 wks). 15 (30%) had moe sted by
80%, muscle wasting- rhabdomyolysis-7%, e groups involved

incl: proximal muscles in the lower extremities-100% and upper
etremties"2x and intercostal muscles-13%. Associated symptoms included

as-47%, weight loss >4kg-93%, and paresthesi

includedpersistentlyelevated LDH {1
was consistent h myopathy. Muscle biopsy showed degenera: ©:

rare"microvacuolar chang , in ion. Myopathy occurred in 53%
of ARC patients and 18% of AIDS patients. Onset was between 52-107 wks of
tl py and in patients having received a mean cumulative dose of pO800g -

8 patients required drug i terruption: Symptoms improved within 1-8 wks. LDH
all patients by 8 wks and CPK in 87% of patients by 4aks.“478

patients deve it symptoms wi 1 of tarting zidovudine.thin
Conclusion. Myopathy is commonminpatients receiving long-term zidovudine.

      
Myopathy was severe and disabling, mainly affecting the legs and was

ees by a rise in CK. CK continued to rise to very high levels (>1000IU/1)
during treatment. Dose red clinical recov
occurred within 2 months of stopping AZT; CK levels fell to normal within

Conclusion. 1. Sustained rises in CK refothe first indication of Zidovudine
myopa y> ence CK s) be routinel
2.Myopathy is a progressive disabling complication of Zidovudine therapy,
occurring in 18% (6/33) of patients on long-term therapy (>300 days).

M.B. P.32 A STUDY OF THE SAFETY AND EPFICACY OF RECOMBINANT

oman anOroneanY (g-HuEPO) IN AIDS PATIENTS

‘A INDUCED BY THEIR DISEASE AND ZIDOVUDINE

{RBTROVIR,a"THSRAPY
Galpi Thonpkine, Jennifer*; Abels, R.**, Tutpen, T.J.*
*Porton wealert Group, Sherman Oaks, CA;

**Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., Raritan, New Jersey, USA.

Objective. To determine if anemic AIDS patients who are all o
concomitant zidovudine therapy and are transfusion-dependent
have any measurable change in their hematocrit, hemoglobin and

cr treatment with r-HuEPO.
Methods.Nine evaluable subjects with a pretreatment hematocrit 

0% less were eat with ascending doses of r EPO up
to 900 u/kg weekly for 24 weeks. nts were on y doses
of zidovudine of 400 to 4200 mg The hematocrit, hemoglobin
and reticulocyte count were obtained on e y

mic due to their disease
and zidovudine therapy. This durg merita further wide-scal
clinical trials

M.B.P.330 "Iv Assocrarep MYOPATHY: FEATURES IN 21 PATIENTS
AND ROLE OF AZT
Simpson,David; Wolfe, D.,Farraye, J., Bender, A.
Mount Sinai Medical Center, New York,
New York, USA.

Objective. 7edescribe the features of 21 patients with HIV-associated
myopathy as 1 as the roleof AZT in this disorder.

evaluated at Mount Sinai Hospital.
conductionElectrophysiological test: incl nerve studies and needl

(EMG). Muscle biopsies by light and
electron microscopy, and viral localization performed with

i and situ hybridization.
. ents had AIDS, 4 had ARC, and 5 were asymptomatic HIv-

seropositive. 5 had i AIDS Syndrome. All presented
with proximal muscle weakness. Creatine kinase (CK) levels were elevated
over a w: range (mean 1438 IU/L}. EMG revealed c motor units in
al patients,wiwi activity in 17. Muscle biopsy
findings in 20 patientsincincluded inflamatory or noninflammatory fiber
degeneration, nemaline , cytoplasmic bodies and vacuolization. 8 of 9
patients treated with retiensproved. 10 patients had never been

vorsened after AZTtreated with AZT. Of 11 patients on AZT, the myopathy
withdrawal in 4 improved v:with its reinstitution.

. thy is associated w:with HIV infection, and my be
AIDS . Corticosteroid therapy is

effective, In our series, AZT dos, Woe Oppo ceeinte oe thie
disorder.
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M.B.P.331 SERUM SERUM KINETIC OF ZIDOVUDINE: M.B.P.332 PHARMACOKINETICS (PK) OF ZIDOVUDINE(ZDV) IN ADULTLEVEL AND
INVESTIGATION: WITHAÀ, RADIOIMMUNQASSAY (RIA!

3 Ruf, + Pannhorst, J.” and Pohle, H.-D
I. Department of internal Medicine of Nuclear Medicine
Rudolf Virchow University Hospital, Frele Universitat, Berlin, FRG.

and serum kinetics of Zidovudine (Azidothymidin,
, serum samples of patients who

tment have been invesestigated reretro- and prospectively. Analy-
sis was performed.witha radioimmunoassay (ZDV-Trac”RIA).

Retrospectiv: 2 serum samples of 47 pat were examined.
samples have been obtalined two after oral cplicaon.on.The mean Zidovu-

concentration was 735 nmol/l, 1272 nmol/l, and 1367 nmol/l when dosages of
6 x 100ngé, 6 x 200 mg/d, and 6 x 300 mg/d were applied, respectively

pecti , ine has investigated at start
Zz

evaluate serum levels
AZT)Nwith differentdosages and

1,
pplication of250, 300 and 500 mg, serum

mgafter
highly specific, no cross-reactivity and non-specific reactivity

an intracellular active compound. Therefore, serum levels are
of limited value.iafter tive correlation with the outcome of patients,

ns of dosage regimens atributable to serum levels are reasonable.
In long dosage intervals, effective intracellular concentration may not be achie-
ved.

M.B.P.333 ASSESSMENT BY PCR OF HIV-1 ACTIVITY IN AIDS-KS
PATIENTSTREATREATED WITH RECOMBINANT INTERFERON

a)HA (r-IFN:
Epstein. Jay$.*, Hewlett,LELR Metcalfe, J.**, Hawthorne, C.*, Lane, H.
*Division of Blood and Blood Produlucts, FDA and **Clinical Center, NIH,Gothesds, MD

evaluate the effect of r-IFNa on HIV-1 replicationi
Obiecti in AI

Methods.au patients with AIDS-KS receiving daily injections of SENS(Schering)for
therapy of KS tumors were studied multiple times over 1 to ars for serum levels of
He1yaneee(48), Teverse transcriptase activity (RTA), tad gene detection by PCR.

on extracted DNA using simul lification of GAG and
ENVMeetfollowed by selective hybridizatiomn with the respectiveprobes
Results. Five of 8 cases were tumor responders; 4 complete, 1 partial. Prior to therapy,
PCR andRTA were positive in all eight cases, and Ag was found inin 7cases (1 tu
nonresponder was persistently negative) Antigen or RTA levels decreas in5/5 tamor

nders ¢ 2 Ag, 2 RTA, 1 both). In 1 nonresponder, viral DNA ane undetectable
despite persisting antigen.

r-IFNa produced decreases in activity of Hiva in 6/8 AIDS-KS patients
including all 5 cases with tumor responses, but in no case w. decrease shown byall
virologic parameters. PCR detection of viral DNA revealed persisting virus activity despite
clearance of antigen and RTA. Future drug trials should include ‘monitoring of HIV-1

M.B.P.335 EFFECT OF ZIDOVUDINE WITH PHASEI AND II METABOLISM IN
LIVER

kmeyer, L. Mertins, M. Goos, University of Essen,
Essen, FederalreareGermany.

in the therapy of HIV-infected
secs Thereof Adovodine on wre liver ‘metabolism is oftutmost interest. We

i we measured thettheliver à ï (antipyrine elimi incl
ut, À Ehers OHeroatisnl in urine) before | f zidovudi

som as well as after a treatment period of 14 days. Anne and its
were determined by HPLCc. Following a twooweek intake of zidovudine an

induction of the microsomal enzyme syste! observe e excretion of 6-beta-OH-
sol increased sigificantlyfrotrom 342 toaPt howeThe half-lifeofantipyrine

lecreased from 12,2 to 10.1 hours._Contrarily, the phase-2-mmetaboli

 

lower.
alteredfrom 8.32to 6.29 mi/min. onfrom12.4 to 9.6rafrespectively. This
effect by due to

in the liver. The clearance to metabolite ft the glcurinised nor-antipyrine and of 4-
Ongrowsof decreased by 18 andsa respectivelYe .

curing
# zidovudi: ith ath: 1

Pwith other drug: d Il liver
metabolism,

PATIENTS WITH HIV I! AND HEPATIC DISEASE (HD)
*; Ophein, ri van der Horst,

Rassch Cheeseman, S.*** and Hi,

oftasses‘sestcie, eres USA, **Univers:sityof
Hill, NC, » ***University of Massachusetts, Worcescer, MA,

Gbiective.— rmine ZDV’s PK in patients with HIV infection and HD.
Methods. an ongoing study, patentsàwere stratified into 5 categories
of stable D according to serum ALT (<5X to > normal), TBIL and PT
sequential study days, each Patient received a single dose each of 2Dv 120
mg IV followed by ZDV 200 mg PO. Multiple blood samples were obtained.

me, were determined by HPLC and using

B
R
a
r

noncospartuental memethods
Five patients G males, 2 females) with HD. and ALT values

between1. 5 to 10 X normal and normal TBIL and PT values have
completed the study. ZDV/G Ye are presented below

ay SZDY GZDY
(ug/aL) 1:5+0.5 1.5 + 0.2 1.94¢0.3 S5.6+1.4

AUC (ug/nL x hr) 1,6 + 0.5 2.8 + 0.4 1,7 +0.1 7.9+0.8
F (8) oc ose 0.74 0.1 oe

(hr) 1.6+#0.3 1.9 + 0.7 1.7#0.5 1.4 + 0.2
Vdss (L/kg) 1.8 + 0.8 see 2.1 + 1.0 cee
TBC (L/hr/kg) 1.14 0.4 *- 1.34 0.3

Gonclusion: Preliminary ZDV and G: PK data in pattienents vish mild HD is
similar to previously reported data in patients mal renal

tnd advancehepatic function. Patients with moderat aHD areunder study.

MBPS RePERRETENDEE DRE
FATISNTS .

Janice , B.Joseph nn elmo? Harsy
Mohammad” .School of Pharma , Medicines
Francisco, CA, USA

eeedetermine whether the indiv:adual pharmacokinetic
par of ZDV can be estimated by Bayesian approach from
data collected during multiple routine clinic visits fa HIV
infected patien
Methods Eighty patients with AIDS or ARC receiving oral ZDV

ic of the UCSF Medical ¢

Hollander”, and H.
, Univ of calir. ,San

therapy at the AIDS Clin

During theClinic Visit,an additional Plasma sample
t the tine routine blood sampling. This procedure

was repeated|for four tiiaie visite. Plasma ZDV
assayed by # e plasma concentra’ 1on-tinepasta was“analyzed
by Bayesian anaiyeisusing TDMS“ and Drugcala«

nary results indic rminal half-life
of 1. eo.38 hours, an average Sicavediapinity.of 50.4+13.8%,a
total body clearance of 1.04+0.13L/hr and aa volume of
distribution or.ievrr) «44L/kg.

Results are in aggreement with literature data.our
ts using pharmacokinetics suggest

pharuacokineric Bispositionof ZDV nged within HIV
infected patients on chronic ZDV thera,

M. B.P.336 ZIDOVUDINE LEVELS IN AIDS AND ARC:vious AD HAEMATOLOGIC EFFECTS
Uberti-Foppa C.,Lazzarin A.,Ronchi P.,Cinque P.,Reale M.T

Clinic of Infectious Diseases, University ‘of Milan,Italy.

Objective. To evaluate virologic and haematologic effects of different concen

trations of zidovudine (ZDV) in p24 antigen and reverse transcriptase (RT) po
sitive ARC and AIDS patients.

and two ARC subjects received ane mg/kg a4h for 4 weeke,

5 mg/ h for 5 months). RT from 1 cytes and p24 antigen
(EIA DuPont )were detectedvue ZDV levels were evaluated (RIA, ZDVTRAC, Inc.
star) on day 10 and 60 at 0,30,60 minutes after oral administration.

Results. p24 POS Mean ZDV ievele(ymol/L)
-month © 8/8 (100%) 0 min 30 min 60 min
month 2 0/8 (0%) 3/8 (37%) |-day 10 0.3 7

month 6 3/8 (37%) 5/8 (62%) -day 60 0.3 4.8 3

Subjects with mild hepatic impairment(ALT<3 times upper normal values)had a

jeak concentration(i0 wmél/Lilonger than other patients.

 RT_ POS
8/8 (100%)

Conclusion. A)Dose of 5 mg/kg is sufficient to obtain a mean concentration of

the drug 2 to 3 times above the “in vitro" minimum inhibitory dose for HIV-1.
B)In hepatopatic patients with no: ZDV levels, the pro. tion of peak
concentration is suff C)At the evaluated doses, ZDV
can reduce virus replication(shown by negative antigenaemia), but doesn't
inhibit it completely
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M.B.P.337 4 PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SERUM AZT LEVELS IN HIV-INFECTED
INDIVIDUALS

Exike*; Flynn, N.*; King, J.*; Batra, K.*; Tonjes,
T.*; Winship, A.*; et

Unniversity of California, Davis, California, USA.

Objective. o determine whether serum AZT levels correlate with clinical
efficacy and/or toxicity, and whether acetaminophen (A) effects serum AZT
levels.

je measured serum AZT levels in 10Patients receiving varying
oral doses,wee whom 3ne rises in ms from a o£ 327 to 535; 3 had no

change in CD,, and had a declin mn D.“ne patient had clinical
improvement, hed defines toxieity trom AZT. rtgh levels were drawn
just prior to the AZT dose, and ks were drawn at 1 and 2 hours post
dose. Three patients were ‘give 50 me q 6 “hrs x 48 hrs) and levelsn À (

vere measured by both RIA and HPLC methods
. Mean peak levels ng/ml) in patients taking 1200 ag of A2T

per day correlated with dose. A did not affect peak or trough levels of
AZT at the dosage of A used. Toxicity does not appear to be related to
serum levels in this small study population. In one patient with

2 hrs produced profound red

were rechecked. Levels

erlying bone marrow inju:
cell toxicity (pe. g/u1)

dj TongeEtudy which correlates serum and intracellular AZT
and GAZT peal leve with measures of efficacy (CD,, p24
antigen, B-2 nicropiobulin and@clinical improvement) and toxicity (anemia,
Branulocytopenia, myos: uropathy) may give important information

t AZT in treatment ofRIV infection.

ASENSE AND SPECIFIC HPLC METHOD FOR THE
INATION OF ZIDOVUDINE AND ZIDOVUDINE

GLUCURONIDE IN PLASMA AND URINE.
Sawchuk, R.J.

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.

M.B.P.339

Qbicctive. To develop a sensitive and specific HPLC method for the determination of
zidovudine gan and zidovudine gincuronide (GAZT) in plasma and urine

¢ method involves itemadards, allowii
reference ot“AZT aks to the ae i

the (unconjugated) AZT is quantified
sopropy alcohol in " chierotorn Total (con;genes and
antified by incubating the samples with bacterial B-

sp!nae. buffer at PH 6.8 for 4 hours at 37 °C. The|samples are
concentrations are calculated

MW. e mobile phase consists of 9% acetonitrile in
monobasic ammonium phosphate. We used a Cis column, and UV detection ai 266
nm

The coefficient of variation of the between-run and
precision is < 10 % and the coefficient of variation of
determined from the analysis of quality control samples is also < 1 We sa
interference from various over-the-counter and prescription drugs often used|in
treating the infectious compticationis of S.
Conciusion, Using this re able to quantify AZT and GAZT in

riod after a single ‘onaldose of

within-run assay
the assay accurac:

plasma and urineresamples obtained +over a 12-hour pe:
200 mg of AZT.

MOLECULAR INTERACTION OF RECOMBINANT p INTERFERON AND ZIDO-
VUDINE (AnlQARERATIONS OF AZT PHARMACOKINETICS IN HIV-

M.B.P.341
INFECTED

Nokta, Mostafa*; toh afneFouidar, S.M.***; Snodgrass, W.R.***; Ahmed,
ELA. Pollard,
*Department of Interat‘Hedicine, **Pathology and ***Pediatrics, The Univer-
sity of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.

Zidovudine, the drug of choice for patients with AIDS, is known to be metab-
olized by lian s is to a variety of metabolites including 5'-azido-
3' deoxy-5-0-glucuronide (GAZT). Interferons are known to al the micro-
omal en system responsible for metabolism of some dru he aim of

this study was to investigate the effect of combination therapy of recombi-
nant interferon-8 (rIFN-8) and AZT on the pharmacokinetics and rates of me-
tabolism of AZT in HIV-infected patients.
every 4 hours) for
U/day, subcutaneously). Seru
and 15 follow

folds by day 15. The ratea1 metabisn of AZT5.diminished from 1.18 hr7!
prior to riFN-8 therapy, to 0.4 and 0.08 h 7s 3 and 15 respec-
fvely. Volume of distribution of AZT was 2.7 irkg at day 0 and increase

on days 3 and 15 respectively. Other kinetic
Parameters were also determined. In colinclusion, this study indicates that
rIFN-8 inhibits the rate of AZT metabolism in AIDS patients.
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M.B.P.338 INTERACTIVE PHARMACOKINETICS OF FPADIE nnACETAMINOPHEN

sr George J, Ptachcinski RJ, Sheehan

tsburgh AIDS Clinical Trials Unit, Watvereity of Pitte-
burgh, Pittsburgh,Pennsslvanis U.S.A.

Objective. Since both Zidovudine (ZDV, Retrovir) and acetaminophen (ryenol)
bol. ng etare metal by hepatic con} Cp. ion for conjugati

ay result in reduced elimination of either or both agents h @ potentiaal

for increased toxicity. is sti wi lone to evaluate the potential inter-

action between ZDV acetaminop .

Methods. Pharmacokinetics of ZDV after IV séninistration (205 mg/kg
studied in 7 HIV-infected persons with normal rena. epatte.function after
3 days of maintenance oral ZDV (100-200 mg q4h) and with acetaminophen after

V and i

(56° c) 2
column. ZDV was quantitated by HPLC. Serum concentration versus time data
were analyzed using compartmental and non-compartmental methods.

Results ZDV alone DVtTylesol P value
ZDV clearances (w1/min/kg) 19.4 + 2,9 20.4 + 4.0 > 0.05

mean term. disposition rate cons. (hr ~) 0.53 0.63 > 0.05
vol. of distribution (L/kg) 1.27 + 0.35 1.24 + 0.27 > 0.05
Conclu. S. Our study indicates that acetaminophen does NOTeffect the

distribactes or elimination of ZDV

aaeecomnaats OF AZT AMONG HIV INFECTED PATIENTS TREATEDMB.P.S40 mcm
Henrivaux, Ph.? "pairon, Y. and Fillet

CHU-SartTilman, State University of lime, Belgium.

Objective. Symptomatic HIV infected patients are frequently submitted to

therapy i

treatment by AZT only (test A} and the second after Itraconi 2 x 100 mg,

day) vas added to AZT for at jeast 2 weeks (test B). Pharmacokinetic profes

were estimate ood sampling at 0, 30, 60, 120, 240 minutes after t!

al in ZT. AZT serum concentrations were determineë by a
radioimmunoassay method using a iodine-125 trace
Results. AZT was not detectable sera priorr to the tests. AZT peak

8 level re Obs: 30 minutes after the orai int: xr
5/7 and 7/7 patients during tests A B. ximal values (2466 + 437
vs 2107 + 257 ng/ml, NS) s and were in the

» Thes ults confirm that AZT is rapidly absorbe
gastrointestinal tract. Itra ee se to have no deleterious affect on

ci cs of AZT.me er concentratio patientson Th

enceooff the inproverent of

the digestive candidosis andconsequently a“patter resorption of the .

M.B.P.342 ivteavenous anp ona NETICS OF ZIDOVUDINE IN
HEMOPHILIA PATIENTS WITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

INFECTION

Morse, Gene; Olso: , Portmore A, T‘aylor C., Plank C. and Reichman R.
University of Rochester AIDS Clinical“Trials Group, Rochester, N.Y. USA.

Objective ‘oO compare intravenous (iv) and oral (po) zidovudinemo

8À:kinetics in HIV-infected hemophilia patients during chronic do:

thod e patients received ZDV 0 mg po q4h while awake)or 12

 

 
 

weeks; d po kinetic studies were performed every 6 weeks. ZDV and ZDV-

glvcuronice. (GZDV) were measu:red in plasma by HPLC.

sults Week 12
ZDV=iv-oh(moa/ml) 1.2 +=) 1.2 +a 0.7 + 0.3

Vv iv- 0.2 + 0.1 0.2 + 0.1 0.3 + 0.1
2DV oral-2h 0.5 + 0.4 0.4 + 0.2 0.4 + O.1
ZDV oral-4h 0.1 + 0.05 0.1 + 0.04 0.1 + 0.08

Gapv/zv--2h iv 2.6 + 0.8 2.6 + 0.8 2.5 + 1.3
GZDV/ZDV-4h i: 2.7 + 0.9 3.0 + 1.9 2.7 + 1.6
CADV/2DV--2h oral 4.6 + 2.4 4.9 + 2.2 4.4 + 2.7

GZDV/ZDV-4h oral 3.8 + 1.9 3.4 + 2.0 2? + 1.2
ERPETRRE , and 12 weeks was 1.9 + ETES

+ 1h, while after oral ZDV it was 3.1 + 3h, 4.2 +2=“and 3 +2h

Conclusion ~- Although the mean ZDV mtels were similar a high “decease of
intrapatient variation was noted. ‘he lower concentrations after oral ZDV

were most likely due to "fir:natmage" metabolism, as indicated by the GZDV t:

tio. These data indicate that chronic therapy with a standardized 2

dosage regimen may result ina variable plasma level profile.
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M B P. 343 PHARMACOKINETICSEADeeeCo AND P24 Ag TIME-COURSE IN 48 ARC

ae UNDER ‘ONS .

B., soFe ORY-LAVOLLEE L., ARUN-VEZINET F.,

E g 3 e Pharmac:ocinétique, sedap de Pharmacologic Clinique, Hopital

de la Salpecriére, 75013 PARIS -

2: Laboratoiredr Virologie, Hopital“char Claude Bernard, 75018 PARIS -FRANCE.

A.
Unité INSERM 292, Hopital

cokinetics (PK zidovudin
ma tise-ture sf the Pe

3) To fiantigen bothafter sheFirat done and under a chronic.treatment
ntigenenia over 4 four week survey. “G8 ARCpatients

 

zidovudine oral dose : 200, 300, 400, 600 every 8 hours, 300 mg every 6 hours,

hour: been approved by local ethical comittee
and the patients gave written informed consen’nt.

Hethod :on Day 0 and pay 1e patients were sampled at time 0 - 0.33 0.66
ST se -6- D Pro ya neufrom 20 co D30 or
DOO. Sanples were azaayedve Ag ond zidovudine and metabolite by impunocapture

test (abbot) and HPLC raspectively:

Results : Praliminary da’ est idovudine undergoes extensive first

pass aeect as indizetedne high p:leansFeelwe wetabolite with a very short
Tmax, closed to t of the parent compound io antigen release was observe:

 

interpretationof P24
Conclusion data nd Ag concentration data allowed to develop -

concentration-sffect relationship model.

M.B.P.345 COMPARISON OF RADIOIMMUNOASSAY (RIA) AND HIGH PERFORMANCE
LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY{HPLC) METHODS FOR SERUM ZIDOVUDINE

LEVEL MEASUR(AZ
Batra, Krishan; DeSou: M.; Steri À Flynn N.; Tonjas
University of tatifornia, Davis, Medtead Center, Sacramento,Téatitornia,

aA.
Onjective. The objective of this study was to compare the HPLC and RIA me-

ods measuring the AZT (Zidovudine) level afterom administration.
Method. "30 serum samples were drawn from patients at zero, one and two

ser m concentration of

The zero, one and tohours post administrat
ofZidovudine serum levels were also compared. The correlation coefficient

e 0.20, 0.75, and 0.68 respectively.
Conclusion. The results obtained by the RIA method did not correlate well
‘withtheAPLC method. The variation was not consistent. The RIA method
values were ‘consistently higher for the one hour and two hours post inges-
tion lev

 

M B P. 344 PHARMACOKINETICS OF ZIDOVUDINE (AZT) AND ITS GLUCUR
(G,AZT) IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS AND IN UREMIC PATIENTS;NELUENCE
OF HEI ALYSL

Singlas Eric*, Pioger J.C.*, Taburet A.M.*, Colin ueFillastre J,P,*#
*Clinical Pharmacy, Paris and **Nephrology, Rouen - Fra

Pharmacokinetics of zidovudine1 (gziaothyaldsne - AZT) was investigated after
5 HIV seronegative subjects 1 patients

with severe renal Impairment (orestinine clea)arance 6 to 31 ml/min), 5 hemo~
dialyzed anuric patients, and 6 healthy subjec
Plasma and urine concentrations of AZT and its*Slueuronidated metabolite (G.
AZT) were measured simultaneously by wie assay. In ealthy subjects, G.AZT

AUC w 10.
respectively. Foretion of G,AZT rate-linits its elimination : G.

impairment. However
anticipated and clinical consequences of such a
established

accumulation remain

Théraple et évaluation clinique : marqueurs de l’évolution en cours de théraple
Therapy and Clinical Evaluation: Markers of Evolution During Therapy
M.B.P.3 MeRATIO oF PERIPHERAL siontagBOO SECRETING CELLS AS A

ane A

ouNon . S. Nashein .a“lower Y. À. NeS. Thonpson

Depts. of Pediatrics and eine. set University. Atlanta, GA., U.S

 Objective. To steTethe In xive atafect iverens of an antiviral sus

particularly In the abasi of tigenemia significant immunological or ciinica
abnormal itie:

Methods. We have used the enzyme-llnked Immunospot (ELISPOT) methodology successfully
to potes and enumerate circulating antibody secreting cells (ASC) spacific to an HIV

9p41 recombinsnt protein In chlidren and adults Infected with HIV. The population in the

 

 

  

 

 

currentuers Put ta with ARC or AIDS who were untreated or had recalved AZT

for an of 3 we

Rasultes. wg NTREATED quneArED aAE

No. HIV-ASC HIV-ASC

Tasied Poe!à Ive Testes aitives
Patients with ARC o

Patients with AIDS s 7 1

Patients with ARC/AIOS ac5x) 13 1 COX)"

“> 8 ASC to HIV par mioperipheral blood mononuclear cells ** p<0.02

Discussion. The eepeus could have bson dus to the suppressive sffect of AZT

on: (1) ths ASC detsc: aystem In vitro; (2) th rit of the host to synthesize

Immunogiobuiins in vivo:a) the repticatlon dn vivo of HIV with concomitant reduction

in the production of viral antigans required to booet the host’s Immune system for the

Peralstence of circulating HIV ASC. The first two hypotheses have been excluded by

axpsriments which demonstrated that AZT, up to 100 JM, had no affect on the detection

peeen, anea (anet jects on AZT trestment showed

nog oi in secreting cells In the peripheral blood

eisror Getects an In vivo antiviral effect and that this method should prove usaful tn

evaluating new antivirais In humansor experimental animais

M.B.P.347 ReeATION DES LYMPHOCYTES T ACTIVES ET DES SOUS-
POPULATIONSearn KILLER AU COURS DU TRAITEMENT PAR LA

UDINE DE PATIENTS PRESENT.
urnon ,E.; Tallet ;5. ; Rouveix, ;Pocidalo J.J; etle

Comité AZT delHopital Claude pernard. INSERM tu.13, 10, Avenue de iPorte d'Aubervilliers
75944 Paris, France.

Objectif :Dé les off lymphocytes T activés (HLA-Dr) et
L {Leu2+ 74) chez d

complex).

et col. Lancet, 1988, ii:aeM1300), 35sujets pris au hasard ont fait
Foberdrphénotypages drlymphocytalres plus extensifs.
surcytomètre enen flux (FACScan Becton:Dickinson après doubleblemarquage enimmunofluorescence.

Leu3 (CD4) avec Leu2 (CD8), mais aussi

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

amplitude. Demême, les % de lymph i k
yp pas sig A On n'ck 4

é il 7+ (Nature Killer). P.

iymphocyteTqui exprimentie marqueur d'activation (Leu4+ HLA-Dr+) diminue de manière
progressive et régulière jusqu'au 6è mois (Jo = 37%2+2, 3è mois : 33%+2, 6è mois : 23%+2) pour
augmenter ensuite (98 mois : 31% +3). ee on retrouve la faible augmentation initiale des CD4.

g d ARC)1 FAZT
significati dalymp T q pond à la période d'améli

dinique décrite.
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M.B.P.348
and the AZT comity Claude Bernard
“Claude Bernard Hospital, Paris France. re 03, Paris, France.** Raysond Poincaré Hospital, Garches, France.

relevance of artigosjn AlOS patients treated with AZT.
Oazza,Narirs immon,£"*; Natheron,S*; Rozenbaus,l’; Gaudebout,C"*; Brun-Vezinetf°

In the HIV infected patients the cuantitatnet of antigenewia (Ag) vas considered to provide an index
of themstect of tirs We the signifance of Ag in 56 AIDS patients fe treated with AZT
and bel the Claude Bernard htwr study cohort, All the Pts had had tlte First opportunistic
bete0FND within the 8 ‘ante preceeding treatuent and were followed up for a mean of 55

‘igenemia was assayed by Abbott antigen Hy Eu The linit of sensibw4 Ufa, 7 Ine“phenotyping

is done"loreby direct ‘msunoflucrescence with flow fies Beckton-Dick
before treatwent 36 Pts (46%) were ispeti {ke tel theean vale of nti

ing to tIthe Sal course of divided the Pts in 3 g 1 (n=18): DeathGrGrau t lesk
it of are ete an Group 111 (n=17}: No evo!reltionme lisease.

did not differ in ‘900, Lee Pts and inaed(6/20 Pts. The “an suretae
ond ht s, The occurence cf OF (group II) wa

at day 0 did not differ teeth

Th‘wrtlty rateon

the Ag(*) pa0tias‘he sean
uson 1: 610 U/al, Group Il: 300 U/al, Group Ell: 240 va

median count of CD4 cells for the 3 groups was no different in Ag(+) Pts (66/un?-pedian 48)
ndrhj me ‘Nolen3).

igenenia decreased (2 2 fold the base value) or becase negative in 513 of Ag(+) Pts. The same Ag
course was observed in the 3 groups of patients,
Conclusion: Whatever Ag al we observed no difference in the clinical course of these 56 AIDS patients
treatedwith AZT. Decrease of Ag atweet 1 was not associated with any particular clinical utenteHs group
of AIDS patients, Ag had no predictive value,

M B P. 350 CHEZ LE PATIENT, UNE FRACTION SEULEMENT O€ L'INFECTION

—e RETROVIRALE PARAIT SENSIBLE A L'AZT.

Dominique*; Leibowitch, J.*; Cesari, D.*;
sony C.+r: Gorin, L®: Deleuze, J.* et Paul, D.®*.

Raymond-Poincaré/Université René-Descaries, Ga s/Paris-ouest, France; “Hopital

Tarun Paris, France; “Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago. Etats-Unis.

Qbiectits: co! "er chez un patient (CDC IV) sous AZT per os les niveaux successifs de rétro-
virus exprimésnin vivo dansles cellesmenonue!jees di rang(C(CMNI

les CMN (coll) séquentielle. atien ont décongelées simulta:nement.

HTrads), et cercultivées ‘aePHA-Diestes ads Les vitesses moyenne:

Fontvaon des cultures (= sc en % du maximum,ef abstract connexe) donne une valeur¢de
Tintedtien productive in vivo. Dosage.de l'antigénemie p24/25* (S-p24,positit si DO Signal/-

it >1).

Résultats: : Score-vliessas par

Patients A 8 € D E F 6 a T J

want ALT 93°/1.0N 86/2.1 87/1.6 84/8.5 79/2.1 77/2.7 76/8.5 64/16 28/13 19/18

Minieus sous AZT S1°/1.1# 21/2.3 89/1.B 25/6. 15/3.0 63/5.7 1976.5 68/1.3 O2/1.4 00/1.5
Grs..) (48) {451 fay wm (211 45) (ee) Qe (186) on

Waninun sous ar 779/8.%% 61/0.7 71/1.5 48/0.S 43/0.6 68/5.6 59/6.6 16/10 31/13 17/8.7

(89) Ge Qh) (2s) (ae) 2 (399) (7s) 0385) (289)

Cenctusions: L'infection rétro-virale active persiste sous AZT aprés réduction significative

maisaLe processus Intectieux AZT-résistant semble peu générateur de S-p24. Le

sème,drévaluation à partidesdes CMN irradiées pourrait être un susbetitut biologique aux

points de dans les essais thérapeutiques.

M.B. P.352 DISEASE PROGRESSION DESPITE ANTIGEN DECLINE DURINGaZIONUDINE
TREATMENT .OF ASYMPTOMAT: IV-INFECTED SUBJECTS:

NTOLLE ™‘ALS
Lange, Joep*; Mulder, J.**; De Wolf, F.*; Coutinho, R.** and Goudsmit J.*
*Academic Medical Centre, lnveraies dé sterdan, Anseerdam, the Netherlands.
#*#Municipal Hesith Service, Amsterdam, the“Netherland

Objective. To study the feasibility, antiviral and immunological effects of
long-term sinplified-dosage zidovudine (AZT) treatment of asymptomatic HIV-
infected subje
Methods, 18 a: tomatic men with persistent HIV-1 p24 antigenenia were trea-
ted with zidovedine 250-500 mg (+ acyclovir 800 mg) 6-hourly for 4-12 weeks,
and subsequently with igeneaiea 500 mg (+ acyclovir 1600 mg) for 60 weeks.

emi
ka.

 
c men were treated directly with zidovudine 500

Results: Over the treatment period serum HIV-1 p24 (HIV-Ag) levels declined
n 23/24 mymen, st EV-Ag levels in different treatment-groups decli-

ned 65-80%. Acyclovir addition mad obvious difference. Mediamootcell
ounts a end of the study period were at pretreatment level.

Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia was diagnosed af espectively“50weecks.
erse reac o the study drugs were infrequent and miid. Anemia caused

symptoms in hm; seriou: Co) a or neutropenia ot .

Conclusion. Both 250 mg 6-hourly and 500 mg 12-hourly are effective zidovu-
ral

early zidovudine treat-
IV-Ag production disease progression

can still occur. Tolerance of treatment warrants placebo-controlied trials.
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M.B.P.349 CLINICAL AND LABORATORY EFFECTS OF AZT IN HIV POSITIVE MEN

ne COMPARED TO a CONCURRENT CONTROL
M,Fanning, K. Johnson, J. Osachoff, taner, R. Coates,

. Ruedy, et al, University of Toronto,toes ON; UniversityofrBritish Columbia,

Vancouver, ec, McGill University, Mon: . Canada.
Objective: etticanyofAT daring an open trial using a

Td patients fom the Terenteeite of the tre AZT
Dose F: Study were matched 20 controls f the University
of Toronto Study using the criteria of platel :

lobin and T4 cell count. an ci were
monitored for 84 weeks. All patients were HIV positive but .

was greater (3/20 at week
72 and 6/20 at week 84) than in the AZT treated group (0/20 at week 72 and
2/20 at 84). small of pat ts
s of this tion (p=.1138). No diffe
over the groups £.

count) to any ter did the effect of untreated HIV infection.
There may have been a protective effect of AZT on the T4/T8 ratio.
AZT may prove be effective in tte of convers:
although si be done in . The validity of
concurrent control evaluati

M.B.P.351 RECEIVICvn HIV-VIREMIA IN p24 ANTIGEN NEGATIVE SUBJECTS

CEIVI DOVUD.

ee;las arinnhs Varnier,O.**; Bini,T.*; Terzi,R.*.

*Inf. Dis. Clinic, ‘tilenc. a. **Inst. of Microbiology, Genova, Italy

Objective. To determine the renetonsn? between serum| p24 antigen, HIV vire-

fi ject vu

eb ph

enceriptase (AT) activity. HIV p24 in serum was detec—

).ted wonthiy with a capture assay (ELISA DuPont

ee Ap oi
 

Result: ZDV : p2 placebo: RTpos 08

“before ‘treatment 13 (100%) 7 (54%) 2 (100%) 2 (100%)
4 eeks 7 ( 54%) 1 (18%) 2 (100%) 2 (100%)

3%) 0 ( 0%) 2 (100%) 2 (100%)
 
= eeks 3

The ; RT“positive ptiens maintetained the positivity in the following months;

P
ge: ns o have a complete inhibition. This

could be correlated with a low dosage orwith a high virus replication.

M B P. 353 FOLLOW-UP OF IN- VITRO FOSSES PARBHETERSann

. 2100RFERON PRODUCTIO:

VUDINE TREATMENT IN uvePOSTTIVEMPATIENTS.

Biglino, Alberto; Pugliese,A.; Forno,8.; Poliono,A.; Busso,M.; Setanta, #. and Gioannini P.

Institute of Infectious liseases, University ef Torino, Torin, 1 taly.
 

Objective: to assess the influence of poan treatment afunctional parameters of ceil-sediated

imeune response in vitro (praliferative re T- and B-cell sitogens, production of gamaa-Interferon

and Interleukin 2) and on spontaneous and viringueed alpha tartes (fn) production,

st mononuclear cells from 15 consecutive HIV+ patients in stat IV tA, yera

incubated with Funconcenerations of PHA, CON-A and Pum, wi without Newcastle

virus‘in atone ng 2Vi, and after 2 and $ sontns of treatsent a5se Pain
yter incorporation and expressæd as D-CPN, while biplogical

re evaluated with repeated - measures mon“ni st

 

verloved osassetseit wd IL-2 levels.
Friedsan test for rally distributed values

its: Clinical “tageoe patients remained unclhanged during the study. Mean proliferative response

and CON-A did not show any sagmificant variation, while sean nse to sed from 7960 %ina
CPM after 2 @onths, i dropped to 10400 by the and of the study (P=0, Mel,a moderate (though

sn decrease gamea- and alpha-Ifn productionas observed. By contrast, spontaneous alpha-elf

ropped sionificantly at 2 eonths, and remail it very low levelsi 6 sonthe (P20.0022), while

Ie7ren rose particulariy after 2 sonths {rank ns to 19th, P=0.026t

Conclusions: Our prelisinary report indicates that long-tera V0 treatsent is5sevid of any adverse effect

both on ee response 2 mitogens and on Te and gamss-lfn yield in vitro, À significant

:Aereasa in response to PWM and in IL-2 production uas observed, suggesting à functional vers of 6- ane

possi iv related asepairaent of HIV replication, ‘mms hypothesis seens ti confirseé by

sianit ant depression af spontaneously released alpha-Ifn (a possibis sarker of non-T a intaction »

HIV; data in press}.
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M.B.P.354 AZT TREATMENT INDUCES A DECREASE OF SOLUBLE INTERLEUKIN 2

CEPTOR ae BUT NOT OF SOLUBLE CD8 ANTIGEN (sCD8) SERUM

EVELS IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS.

tta,C.:pidofo,A.L.; Cocchi,F.; ‘lenTeC. and Moro-

of Infectious Diseases, University of Milan, Ital;

Galli,Massimo; Balo
ni,M. Clinic

 

eee« renan whether sIL-2R and sCD8 levels differ in patients

8 higher oromer than 400 cells/mm3 and whether AZT influences

the erumevels of sIL-2R and sCD8 Ag.

sCD8 “nave been measured in 52 HIV infec’patients (12

d 12 healthy controls (HC) using an ELISA method (T 1 Science}.

In 10 AZT treated press the tests were repeated on the souand 90th d

of therapy and p24 Ag (T Cell Science) was determined on a parallel.

Results. All patients had markedly elevated sIL-2R ga sCD8 Feel respective

1y (2202+1107 ue in patients vs 3321126 in HC, 0001; 992+376 U/ml vs 346

+78 in HC, p 0.0001). No significant differences were found either between sub

jects with ca.cell counts higher or lower than 400 c

with or without AIDS. A significant reduction of sIL-2R

was observed during AZT treatment in all pati

1215 U/ml, T90th 1193 U/ml, p 0.005) but 1 presenting pers
Conclusions. AZT seems

delnonstred

e um level determination cou
be a usefull tool in monitoring AZT therapy effects.

ct Fa

w
g
=
= ae > a ® o

PREDICTIVE VALUE OF CD8 CELL COUNT IN MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY
aONG AIDS, AND ARC PATIENTS (P) TREATED WITH ZIDOWUDINE (AZT)M.B.P.356

3 Sommereijns, jit, Stéphane; Clume .

Division of Infectious’ Diseasea, St Pierre tniversity Hospital, Brussels,
Belgium.

We praspectively studied a population of 45 AIDS P and 81 ARC P under
atreatment (T) for mean period of 34 weeks to assess their immunolog tal and

clinical evolution. CD4, CD8, blood cell count and physical examination
abtained monthly. Baseline CD4 ce unt lower than 1 s associated

i cidence o Ol

c!
CD8 value below 400/mm3 ond. 8% of ARC P with CDB valueover 400/mm3 (p=0.MO}.

i ue on occurence of OI in AIDS P, Low CD&
was

40.7! died if baseline CD8 count was lower than 400/mm3, of Pi
baseline CD8 cell count was higher than 400/mm3 (p=0). Positive predictiv
value of occurence 1 and dea with CD4 value lower than 100/mm3

cti ind

r AIDS amand 4.5% (0% for ARC P,
ue Was over

COB cell count has a@ predictive value
cell count enhances the predictive value

of CD4 cell count for UI development end occurence of desth.

M.B.P.358 ERYTHROCYTEADENOSINE DEAMINASE (ADA) EXPRESSION
IN AZT~TREATED AIDS PA‘

Sasol,Cheudto;Magnani,G.*;Barbuti,S. ;Barchi,E.*;Bertazzoni ,U.**;
accadori,F.*,Starcich,R

tetituto Patologia Nedica,*Cattedra di Malattie Infettive Universita’ di Parma

**Istituto di Genetica B: Evoluzionistica del CMR,Pavia,Italy.

Objective To assess the erythrocyte

Methods Measurement of ADA 
(he unit: of ADA activity is 1 nmol of inosine formed in 1 min..ATP end dXIP concentrations are

eqresed in mol/ 10 cells.
Results  Beftre AZT . AA activities were higher
AIDS patients (39.5 U +7.2) compared to omtrols (30 ceses;9.5 Ui1.8).dMiP
in the normal range (<2 ),while AIP values wre low (mean 102 v.s. 148 of the antrols).

AZT . A progressive increase of ADA (100 + 150) was detected during the first 3
After 3 mn

ths AIP concentrations (mean 56.7 ) were byagproxiaately 5% reduced,sheress GIP concentration

p<001 } in ARC end
wre

  
 

Conclusion be have observed increased ADA activi qd in the ery-
throcytes of 9 by AZT ADA and ao

sine ki compete for bstrate, th of the forex sey int— 

  by eme.

ASSOCIATED VITH INCREASED CAPACITY 0!
PHA-STINULATED CELLS TO EXPRESS IL-2 RECEPTORS({IL-2R). Winkelstein, ”alent,

jaho *, Hawk, H.*, Armstrong J.A., Pazin, G.J., Ho, M. and Pittsburg!fh
AIDS erates Trial Unit
*Department of Medicine, School of Medicine, and Division of Microbiology,

Graduate School of Public Health, University of Pittsburgh Pittburgh, PA,
A.

Objective: To determine whether AZT therapy in BIV+ patients can improve in
vitro ymphocyte functi

Methods: ay) AIDS patients enrolled in the 002 ATEU protocol forAT
ev

PHA-stisulate cells vere
th

o 65.3 + 2.6% in heterosexual”
t

ir capacity to beactivated by PHA, as indicated by expression of IL-2R.

M.B.P.357 QUANTITATIVEDOSAGE OF CORE ANTIBODIES IS A BETTER PRONOSTIC
THAN HIV ANTIGEN ASSAY.

iesnard, CorineesPraedhorskt. S.;Farber,C.-M.

Hopital Erasme, ‘UniversiteLibre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium.
ing a follow-up period of 0.5 to 39 months (mean : 13. 9 mont)

sera of 30 European and 16 African HIV infected patients (pt
e i i L A w

c: folie
ples o: 14 pts : À African with AI
th of a

re ollow-up period in a cans except
in the pt ometric mean } © Ab titers was 1/6738
in the as: tic pts and 1/113 in the AIDS pts. Ali European pts without
HIV antigenemia had core A of them lost their Ab au ow-upci i

of 13 European HIV antigenemic pts had f
period. The GM of core ab titers was 1/26 i

the asymptomatic pts and 1/5.5 in the AIDS te
i n pts; moreover, ev

notrTetected in 37% of Europeanpts
decline er the disappearance

e, in African like

Ab seems to be of
more value as a pronostic marker than the detection of HIV Ag.

IN ANTIBODY PEPENDENT CELL CYTOTOXICITY (ADCC) REACTIONS

,Zeira,F..,Tsoukas,C. GE UE)M.A. *
SMEDJewish General Hospital and Montreal General Hospital, McGill
SeJewish General Hoop!

Objective.To assess the effect of AZT cessation on levels of ADCC-relevant
antibodies in patient

 

n on cells, into 96 well
microtiter plates (5000 cells/ well). Serial 10-f lutions of sera fron
each time point for each
to achieve final seramdilutions of 12100 to 1: 100,000. Effector lymphocytes

a seronegative healthy donor were added to the wells at a
effector:target ratio of15:1.
Results. At dilutions 10° and 10° of patient sera ve noted ADCO activit
in both , Mis activity was ‘less marked’ at a 10 "elution ant
disappeared at 10 «Upon initiation ofAZT ADCC activity diminished
progressi: obtained
Fmediately folloing a 6 week vash out periodahowed a marked rise of ADOC

Maple Deeae 2patients suggest, that ADO antibody activi:on A2

foll tion ¢ drag.itThese findings being expentiedto iowing cessat o! are prov:
further dnsight into the rele ofADS in thogenesis and/or
HIV-associated disease. om Pal
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M.B.P.360 Effect of azidothymidine (AZT) on neopterin, B2-microglobulin, solu-
ble CDS, soluble interleukin-2 receptor,|tumornecrosis factor and HIV

. . . : lated t ATDS

Reddy, George McKinley, M.D., Arthur lard, M.D. and Michael H.
Grieco, MD. St. Luke'e'sRoosevelt Hospital Center, New York, New York 10019, USA.

 

ia were treatreated with AZT 1500 or 1200 mg/day and followed for up to 72 weeks.
Subecquenty, the dose wasTeduced to 600 mg/day in some patients. Circulating

(SIL-2R), tumor necro-
 

  factor (TNF) and HIV P24 antigen | bef at base-

line and f AZT th mSwoek mena. The results Remise are shown below.
Weeks N in p2-M SIL-2R P24 Antigen

ngimi ug’ uniterat unks/mi pore po/mi
4 10.840.8 54680 12884149 1162485 10.645.1 182453

0 11.941.0 54351550 12324128 1045390 10.043.1 163440
+4 10.641.2 43584340 10404125 10542106 19.6+7.9 124462
+8 9,241.2 84491 11614132 10041105 16.749.9 61417
+12 8.9+1.4 35874212 9 9264102 17.845.1 54118
+16 9.621.0 999463 108 8.643.9 5510
+20 10.941.7 50284700 10644140 9654158 12.8+8.5 29316
lcopterin, B2- ter treatment. However, these

values increased towards pretreatment values by 20 weeks of drug administration. In contrast,
HIV 2A antigen levels decreased significanily after 12 weeks of weatment and remained low
after 20 weeks ofAZT treatment

M.B.P.362 EFFECT OF ZIDOVUDINE ON HEPATITIS B VIRUSet) REPLICATION
IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC HIV AND HBV INFEC
Lies Fisloux": P.aVizard , P. aetin® “. Martinot*,

M.C. Dazza** d J.P. Benhi Bernard AIT Study Group.

* Service d'‘nenatologde, Hopttaal Bonaion, clitony92118, FRANCE
** Hopital Bichat - Claude Bernard, Paris 75019,

An inhibitory effect of 3' Azido 3' Deora“etponmnae on hepa-
titis B virus (HBV) DNA polymerase has been shown in and in animal
model. Objective : to assess the effect of Zidovudine,at) on‘ov repli-

tions as reflected by serum HBV DNA, in patients with HIV-HBV c on.
Patients and methods : fifteen patients, age 36 years (range 25-48)
were PTd : 13 homosexual or Liseuel, 2 were intravenous drug

di

a
in il “Patients (73 %) AZT dosage was reduced by half

because of Jeucopensa. Indeed AZT therapy was given for mean total
duration of 39 weel (range 6-59). Serum HBV DNA was anneosed every month
during treatment.

Results : Serum HBV DNA remained positive in all patients, and did not

changeste|in any patient at any time during treatment.

Conclusion esults show that AZT therapy has no inhibitory effect

on HBV replication, as assessed by serum HBV DNA, in chronic HBV carrier:

th HIV infection

M B P 364 OFROCERER ALOPECIA IN A WOMAN AND REGROWTH
. weeAIR AFTER ZIDOVUDIN-THERAPY {A CASE-REPORT)

ernazza Pietro L., Galeazzi
Medizinische metk A, Kantonsspital, st. Gallen, Switzerland.

Hair loss is quite common finding in ARC- and AIDS-patients.
We describe a patient with diffuse alopecia and wasting-syndrome
with reproducible regrowth after zidovudine-therapy.

A 26-year old white, HIV-positiv woman presented with atopic
neurodermitis, recurrent fever and weight-loss and almost complete
alopecia. Clinical and laboratory examinations showed no evidence

syphillis or an other illness, that could

 

y with zidovudin for her HIV-Infection, her
hair showed a striking recovery and she stopped wearing her wig.

 Then, zidovudin hat to be di i d due to g locytop
Two weeks later she developped a candida-esophagitis and was
treated with ketoconazole for 29 days. From now on, she had no

therapy at all except methadon
After 3 months without any antiretroviral therapy, she presented
again with an almost complete baldness. Zidovudin was readminist-
red. e found growth of new and thin hair. Ten
weeks after readministration of zidovudin ata dose of 200mg q6h
we found marked growth of new and thick h
We concludenobat HIV:pessociated alopecia may ‘be reversible under
zidovudin-therapy. Photographic documentation will be presented
and possible.pathophysiologic mechanism discussed.
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M.B.P.361 eenouonze olne LEVELS AND AZT THERAPY IN DRUG ADDICTS
rertafe ietta; prenais P.; Valsecchi L.; Gubertini G.

CU5 Zanchrs
2nd Dept. of Infectious.pia. ;*Dopt. of Hygiene, L.Sacco Hosp.; Milan; Italy.

Objective: To estimate HIV Ag modification in drug addict patients treated with
Azidotimidine (1200 mg/die).
weesis: Fifty-four HIV Ab positive patients were studied and followedowe

4 HIV Ag positive), 2
 
Results: Among t! HI positive patients, 8 (28.5%) became seronegative
n an average od of 90 days (1 AIDS, 3ren4 PGL). Among th

ronegative patients at the th 0: two seroconverted at the
sixth t ti monthFate.‘ss two am PGL pa

€ 8
e evolution to worse stages of the

disease in four cases (7.4%): 3 ARC (5.5%) and 1 PGL (1.8%). Opportunistic in-
fections were observed only in 2 AIDS patients during AZT treatment.
Conclusions: A2T treatment seems to lower seric HIV Ag levels and to reduce

the evolution of the HIV correlated dis
 

M B P. 363 EFFECT OF ZIDOVUDINE ON ayRELATED ARTHRITIS
aon a Gafa S. Wezzantet Giudict M.G.,ue A.

DivisTone Infettive, Arcispedale S. Maria Muova, Reggio Emilia, Italy.

Objective: to investigate the effect of zidovudine on care for migrating and relapsing arthritis

Th a subject with Hytnfection.
Methods: a male 22 ye: oldsirregularly drug user, was diagnosed as W1V-infected on April 1985,
by enzyme linked Trmunosorbe ssay and WB confimatoryietsrate patient was well and showed no
stgn of immunodeficiency and5“he was assigned to p of CIC classification. Labora-

to: Suites"evidenced 2511 Jom lymphocytes (20% T tiers=.suppressor). The patient was
wel) until August 1987, when he had a febrile acute athrosinovitis involving right knee.

vial fluid analysts disclosed a sterile nigwith, 12500 cells, mainly lytphoci tes (65%). Haema-
tological studies showed 13740 WAC (62% N M;Meane);|wl 56, ody temperature was 38°

itis wesmeventeds X-Ray film of

ng 7 months and the patient

r the first episode, HVl'éultureot synovialfluid was

_camons trate une for HIV-antigen on serum
fad, “te fatiesat denonst te HLA B-27 also. In that time, laboratory Sudies evidenced total
lymphocytes 2803 (26% T hel rere 43% T suppressor). No clinical sign of worsening of temunodett=
stency|wasdesclosed, orne 1200 mg/die was administered and the arthrosinovitis didn't
lapse eeding 6 months. Conclusion: ie spite of failure of the demonstration|of HIV
in theontfluids we $ very reasonal ¥ is directly involved in relapsing and ot

ting arthrosinovitis: that'sdemonstrated 2150|byihe efficacy Xnevapy with zidovudine. Howeve:
further studies are necess:

B
e

M.B.P.365 DERMATOLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS DURING ZIDOVUDINE
TREATMENT

3 Stallmann,D.; Holzmann,H.; Land-
thaler,M.; eespaleo,

Tenpe depaxtment of Ludwig-Maximilians-University,
Munic

fhiactivaz To determine the course of dermatological symptoms
during zidovudine treatment. xmatological manife-
stations of 33 patients treated for $5055 weeks - 84 weeks
with oe ee 200er aton

a

pat.
beginning of zidovudine treatment. Conclusion: Zidovudine
reatment reduces relapses and leads to a better response to

Yocal therapy of dermatological manifestations.
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M B P 366 TREATMENT OF ADVANCED AIDS RELATED KAPOSI‘S SARCOMA (KS)

rennes WITH ue PTS FROM one INSTITUTION.

vine AM, Gernetein-Singer K, Espina 6,

Rarick M. University u here cetitecinta, Les Angeles... CA, USA.

: To deseribe the trestmant of AIDS related Xsposi's sarcoes (KS)

x + e 7 . 3 = . % a . ~ € > ° > e a e a < 8 3 ® ® a n

different treateent 6

Adriamycin (A) slone,

s A

(Schering) es maintenance therapy oses of efther 5,10, or 18 million

e © response.
: Pts had extensive KS with >60% having greeter than 50 cutaneour

visceral involvesent. a  
atphe INF 2A as meintensnce therepy had further resolution of disesse or

prolonged freedom from progression without noticeable decline in p24 Ag

evels.

Advanced KS cen be successfully treeted with combination

1 01

val are weight loss and

 

a *F

benefit ss œaintensnce tn some pts with advanced KS.

M.B.P.368 Surman oF tue ASSOCIATION OF ZIDONUDIKE (2) end VINELASTINE (V} IN
‘TREAIMENT OF ATDG-RELATED KAPOSI'S SAROOMA (KS).
Jen San, De SebVanoght M., Cenvion B., Rozenbeaxm W.

Disease Unit, Rothschild Hoepital, Paris,
toleranceObjective. To evaluate of a treatment associating and V patients with KS.

Rice22 mlnpatie (a), men ey 10.2 ee oe). of whan had had prior opportunis
‘tieinfections, F2 am mnt () inpsa ‘Treatment with Z

or KS. Vand V wwe initiapeda mean 1721 menths (2-47) after ws
weekly IV injection, mean dose 2.9 mg (2-6). Z was initiated at 600 mg/day. All pts received

. Evaluation was by monthly clinical

examination and CSC, vhich were camared vith pre-treatment values (N0) at M12 and 3 (t-test).
aSenpered toOeeete counts were significantly lowr

were significantly lower De Arte
tigerat 1.243(ote PMN nadir was poof’ and Hb natiir wee Talie/L.V wes interrupted

least once in 22 pte after 1.62.3 mnthe, due to es reduced or inter-
6 matin © mor, 2 din (1S alcram) od

in 7 end improved in 2 (table2).

at M6,

Retain i,TO16 peoo
ended treatment (neutropenia). KS was stable in 12 pts, wrse

res 
 

   

 

els. Tetalegrandy im trent of 5 vithnca of Ze V ae
beacceptable, A controlled study is necessaryto assess the benefit on KS and iomune func-
hoe of PV taken Lust Ce mate

VIRAL ANTIGEN(HIV-Ag) EVOLUTION IN AIDS AND ARC PATIENTS
M B P 370 Wit ATMENT.

R'MARTINEZ ZAPICO,V PINTADO,JML DUPLA,P LAVILLA,

rebeperide Spain.

IV-Ag levels in AIDS and ARC pa-

vithzidovudine (A2T).
Patients with HIV infection (18 AIDS,

8 ARC), before startin: tooatwent and monthly during the follow up. The

HIV-Ag was determined by LISA (Pasteur). Levels of attenante higher

than 50 pg/ml were consid as positive. aiertres sera were confirmed
by a neutralization tennipati treated ‘initially with

AZT 200 a dose was modified os haematologic parameters.

The mean foilow-up Periodwas 20 weeks.

Results: HIV-Ag was detected 10 patients(39%).9 had AIDS, follow-up
was completed in 8. A) 5 patients had HIV-Ag (+) before starting AZT.In

ie tive i Ath and

 
2 patients the becarni gative in the and 16th week. However HIV-Ag

became positive later with levels higher than initial values. The 2 pstients
died in h m starting therapy. In other patient Ag

came ra at e 12th week

ive in the 4th, 28th and 32th week of AZT

an live.
Conclusions: ATsince to decrease initially the levels of HIV-Ag. This

‘eature doesn't mean a better prognosis. Reappareance of HIV-Ag is a common

finding after several weeks of treatment. Patients with Ag (+) prior to

treatment seem to have a worse prognosis.

rs D SONDE
M.Fanning, K. Gelmon, J. Falutz, J. Montaner, C. Tsoukas,

. Ruedy, et al, Üniversitiesof Toronto, British Columbia, and McGill.

Multicentre Dose Range Finding suavas initiated to
the bone marrows

(coc
of 600 ma/day for 18 weeks, incrementally in-thods: Therapy consisted

creasedto 1200 mg/day at 27 weeks. were clinically evaluated g 3
and had bone marrow es nd aspirates at the © apy

Beevery dore change fur a toval of © stolies per patient. 305Bapizates and
267 biopsies were obtained from 65 patients who completed the 42 week trial.

ts: Pretreatment marrows showed plasmacytosis in 10“idpatients (17%),
pros aggregates in 18 (20%) and abnormalities in iron storesima37ott
3 marrows were ; 66 had normal myelopoesis.

doce of 600 mg/day, 3 marrows nermoblastic, 33 were meyuicblastic,
jis, and 27 showed both megaloblastosis andmee

nomi. With increasing dose and duration of

 

varied unrelated to platelet counts.
Conclusion: The ef: zidovudine occurred at a low
dose of 600 mg/day. The lack of reversibility of the changes on the

id Series may Suggesta stem calt defect. The large
number of all types of iron abnormalities requires further study.

M.B.P.369 RESULTS AFTER 18 MONTHS OF TREATMENT WITH ZIDOVUDINE.

Hoseiilado,MI. Gétteruelont. Villota, Se.BerreirasML. Pérez,
8. Instituto Carlos III.S.Pediatria, Madrid. SPAIN.

DUCTES:we maine"the svotuttion of oneential with AIDSoho was the firet
tved treatment with Zidovudin

MATERTAL AMETHODS:We study a female,6 years oidvohopresente a Von Willebrand
disease. Om rit 85,8he got infected by HIV when she was tranefunded with commer-
tal VIETfistor that later wae confirmed to be contaminated by thie virus. She's re

mited to our Centre in Novembeler 87 tobestudieda ineludes in P,CD,Dlas
according 8? sheje beget treat~

 

AT 4
à onleeLate

é
ng 10mont.

RESULTS:Her sine evolution depends on her Tang àdisease,sLinphooytio interstial
pneumonia(LIP). She has8suffered vecurrent parentis by H. fTuenzae,S.PenUumO—
niae onaAureus on number,one every 3
months, V. Neverthele h i re.
sistance"hasled to srtnwapta regurgitat tont‘that

 

 

t improves with seine She pre
sents recurrent mucocutaneous candidia:asts, CMV + in oeil culture nd positive stool
culture for e nutritional sta 

tueaimproveat thebeginningofttreatment but now it"3 stationary. She continues -
d a 

Pyratto, Serial titles of
DiDESpg/rlto 166pg/mt atfree tima We ‘nave detesteda title of 16584
 

 IgG to
conatsra We thi és patient, despite of
the motogical deteriorationandthe recurrent aeinfecttons. We base onthe
deoreate in serum of Po g title and because she has prolonged her life 3 years,more

was expected "at the begining of the disease.

Manifestationscliniques
Clinical Manifestations

M.B.P.371
Gupta,

Lincoln Hospital and RewYork Medical Collage, Bronx, New York, USA.

BACTEREMIA IN PATIENTS WITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

ShowOW, Jean) Luten, I.; Thomas, G.; Garcia, N.; Ugokwe, C.;

Objective. Ta determine the rates and patterns of bacteremia includii

Nosocomial infections (NI), in patients with Human Immunodeficiency vicus

(EIV) infection.

thods. Over a 24 month period, 462 adults with HIV infections were hospi-

talized. Computerized NI data for the Doqepopulation and the HIV

infected patients was nus using N0S0-3 softw.

s of NI developed in2 (5.88) of ie

rates for the hospital and medic: service were 1.8

ntravenouatte (Iv) infections
11 ¢

and the hospital population were
2.38
the nospitalizerion when NI

interestingly. the NI patnogenstsotated from the HIV infected patients and

ulation were similar: S. aureus, 7? (29%), Acinetobacter

d E. coli5 œ
. nfected patients are at increased risk of secondary infec-

tions particularly, bacteremias and Iv infections. Emphasis on IV site care

my help in preventing these infections and perhaps the subsequent mo:

tality.
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M.B.P.372 PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS AND HIV DISEASEFo INFANTS AND CHILDREN

AolWA,Malek, K. Mukelebai, NP,
University Teaching Hospital, rentes Zambia.

fo datermine the seroprevalence of HIV Di, 0 Infants and

children with Aalmgonary Nidarculosie, the clinical peosentation and“rer

 

METHODS: Based on diagnostic scoringausten, 96 in-!zaHentewithdofinite

ary tuberculosis included in the

5 at le

Full Blood Count and &: re donné every 2" week, Soraening for anti-HIV anti-
bodiss was gone wee BUTSPatateox Melloosyme) test. on

antituberculou: s (Streptonycin, Rifampicin, Thiagetazone and INE) wi
monitored.
RESULTS: Gr 96 confirmed cases with puluonary tuberculosia 23(24.04) were sero:
sitive, (peaks 1 = 2 years), While as 3 —0 in the seronegative group.

Twenty (87.0%) seroFopoaitive patients COseronegative Patients reos:
B Fa The nutrittlonals AEeran

(8.
Sr egativee ents. mistsmane0422
n 17 ve
tra aAtaAEFeeationDrefusion. m

he ne4.38 itis with noue
a titeoat iary tua

LenahoweresTy(8119),Caeeeefivedidae.pare

DES Ritaten"ALARERagRage M mie
reulogis is ive when “eee with

gezeame anfiPateand obildren. BCG vaccinationdoes not seom to cffer arate

ficant protection against acquiring pulmonary tuberoulo

 

M.B.P.374 HIGH CASE RATE OF EXTRAPULMONARY AND PULMONARY
TUBERCUOSIS IN HIV INFECTED IN UPPER AUSTRIA

Renate.Geit,M.Pfeifer,W.
Genera! hospital aeque austria, Austria

From 3/1985 to 1/1989 more than 30 % of all AIDS patientsfirst presented with
extrapulmonary tuberculosis (tb-adenitis, th-meniningitis or miliary|suberculosis).
In all of them, wi i infection with m cterium avium
intracellulare, mycobacterium tuberculosis could be isolated and in vitro sensitivity
testing could be done (results wil! be shown). Ex e heterosexually infected wo-

see risk ali patients belonged to the high risk group of
intravenousonga Users, median range of CD4 cells in those patidents was"higher
compared tients suffering from other opportunistic infectio
In patientsieShaRC pulmonary tb was seen in 4 %.

Results of intracutaneous skin testing (we consider important in differential Den
sis to lymphoma) will be presented as well as the median survival rate of AID:
tients with extrapulmonary tb or the time to progression to AIDS in the hers

RESULTS OF A cases PANEL ON PROCESS OF CARE FOR PATIENT.
WITH PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA (PCP). C. BENNETT, WCM.B.P.376
MATHEWS, J KOSECOFF, DEELOUSE, MED Corporation, Santa
Monica, Ca, enter, LA; UCSD Med Center, SD, Ca USA

poesie To develop consensus opinions for defining process of medical care
or the entire episode of illness for patients with PCP.

ds: As pa f a research study aimed at evaluation of quality of care
nm various special-

nary~ infec ology-1) evaluated
process of care and clinical factorsfor treatment

Results: Panelists agreed on: criteria for identification from the medical
record of an initial episode of PCP, appropriate diagnosis, definitions of

ci f response to initial treatment, and a tempor.

ndow for evaluating treatment response

Conclusion: A panel reached consensus on many aapects of care that may b

helpful in evaluaeine quality of medical care for the entire episode of me
ness relate CP (pre-hospital, in-hospital, and post-hospital care) a
might predict.Sutcomen for episodes of PCP. These results will be areented
at the conference
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M.B.P.373 HIV INPECTION AND TUBERCULOSIS IN MOZAMBIQUE
hace, C.Palha de Sousa, M.Djeses L.Parkkall,

ust, F.de la Cruz, F.Nevea @

Immunology Lab.naruto Nacional de Saude. Tuberculosta Control
Programme,Maputo, Mozambique.

Qbiectiva: To nssess HIV 1 and HIV 2 infection risk in Mo:
puberculonia Patients through = case-control study. semblaue

patients under s ¢ antituberculotic treatment aged

years are studied in the citie ute and Nampula. A
from blood donors match REO, BOX,

being
es,

bodi are acri @ those repeatedly
confirmed by Western Blot. Ratio js entimated from the

‘Data ‘already available reveslehigher“aTafection rates among

TB patients when compared with ca population. Whereas, by December
AIDS cases reported woae 8 of thes had the diagnosis of

“HIV infection risk seems to be high among Mozambican Tb
Patients and Tbh eppeara frequently ss associated infection in AIDS

on.

M.B.P.375 PREDICTORS OF MORTALIN PATIENTS WITH AIDS
AND PNEUM! PNEUMONIA
Krumhbolz, Harlan M.;S PM andandTage1B

Veterans Administration Medical Center (V:
California, San Francisco, CA, USA.

theUniversity of

Objective.To identify the clinical and laboratory features on admission to hospital that
are of mortality in Patientswith AIDS

 

Methods.“wereviewed retrospectively the charts ofall patient with.AIDS and es,
admittedtoththeVAMC between January19844 and August1987. The respiratory ra

ed arterial blood pases

of survivors and nonsurvivors were>compared.
Results. Fifty cases of PCP
admissio D, significantly less tachypneic than ponsurvivors (mean
respiratory rate + S.D. =nroiesRate01). The mean
arterial pO,onadmission was tly higher (P< 0.01 survivors (69.0 + 16.0 mm

mamHg).“Marreof 13 patients with >75Hg)than in nonsurvivors (553+a

 

 

 

 

mm Hg, none died (P<0.01, when compared wi the survival raitefor pO, <75). Severe
hypoxia wasnot corr P poo, <40mumHig
survived. The WBC Jbumii Is. arterial pco, d pH

Survivorsand nonsurvivors. | neerp ial pO, > 75mmHg à

FoPaula id ifyingpati ith agood pr the pO,
 

M.B.P.377 SateeTfasePriests amarRateURE:
ibe splenic involvement with Pneumocystis PC

aC extrapulmonary Dpen in the absence GR

Methods. 7-year-old white, male with AIDSruneés "Candide oOtes 1088 He “aed been
presgaied, eieEeeletTowerohfaeKE
ee i sponde ES spectrum

; Trujillo, R.

tibioiies,put reNL When they re discon ued.

ware Forme aiebeaesaehee
REis“plaroecopicYorve

aeThe:Wwite mpagi teedeatFe

ee.HeHoes=eOFbret ve plclectas
LgREPPCP is the15opportunistic infection in

extFapu=memephe rare.
2sca occur in the absence of clinically

rouge} as hematoge:enous or lymphagenous

feheepeePateoresnepeerEYfor extmain,uncleatneumocystosis because

casesofSyirppulmonary Pneumocystosis in patients who
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M.B.P.379 ?MEUMOCYSTIS CARINIT CHORODITIS

M.B.P.378RECEIVING AEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDINE PROPHYLAXIS Causey,DM. Rao, NA, and Zimmerman, PL. ‘eure Los Ameeles
Ward,Douglas J.Washington University Schoo! of Medicine, Washington, D.C. Calif USA

A 35 year old gay a decerthe Hot sate Erin t. . à . co oe
1 +n O/AR Objective.

A x loss, chronic P. Carinii choroidal infiltrates in three patients with AIDS.
Preumocystis wos Methods. TI . pré for AIDS. ‘ L

diagnosed by i pa scl : P P :
trimethoprtm/depsone becouseofrenel fellure. His ltus progressively deterorate, were obtained. At autopsy, the globes of th ined grossly, by light mi dt

insuftictency ser two weeks. granul clectron microscopy. £ P canal! chrend sottly el d
Pneumocystis involving the ha heart, ‘lymph nodes, liver, areneial.adrenal and plaque-tike, horoïd. f dal less d t, while

pere have been 17 pithel Hi f the larger ! ‘ ‘7 14

hese in patients with AIDS. Only four of these, however , havee been truly disseminated with ! hclial f fi di lar change. The fundus ch
multsleergn involvement Cone with AIDS). This patient may have predissposed to disseminated fond hol di db

, ceton microscopy domousaigPcarinii organisms,
but has no extrapulmonary effect. As this form of prophylaxis becomes more widespresd, Conclusions. P. carinii pic ch he ch dings

ap nary y vy can indicate disseminated P. carinii infection.

M.B.P.380 ZXIDEXE OF FNEMOCYSTIS CARINIT PNEUMONIAVAOV)D M.B.P.381 FPSxCHIATRIC MORSIDITY IN HIV INFECTED INDIVIDUALS
INFECTED WITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS- =
Phair,Jom, Mufoz, A., Deals, R., Rinaldo, C. and Saah, IN INDIA

A., Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study, Chicago, IL. JACOB,K.S., MOSES,H., JOHN,J.K. AND JOHN,®.J.
“ChristisnMedical College,Vellore, India,

Objective: To the risk of developing FcP in homosexual men
infected with HIV-1. objective. To document the psychiatric morbidity among HIV
Mathods: 1744 seroposi! enrolled into a prospective zriers and AIDS wictines

ee eerie nee obtainedevere ey,eee7/31/88 are Method. 24 subjects were aesossed to document psychiatric mor-
bidity.The diagnosis of HIV infection/AIDS was communicated in

included in ate cants the context of the erapeutit sv provided,They were
3 Of 1660 men available 3 by cot’ followed up for a period of 2 to 6 weeks and additional 0=

rcp. = re mo, (3) 12 mo. (8) 36 mo. (3) pathol documented.DSM-III criteria were used for diagnosis.
4 2 83 ° . Results,P: atric morbidity at initial screening included

200 7 0.1 37 21 Delirium(1),Major Depressive Disorder(1),adjustment Disorder
200-350 31 53 50 U3 95 with depressed mood(7),enû Marital discord(1).After the diagnosis

391 43 se Oa 5.0 of HIV infection commmicated the additional morbidi
500-700 479 46 . . . included Adjustment Disorder(3),Major Depression(leAlcohol>700 487 21 0.0 0.0 4.1 ne {12 Alcol

M.B.P.382 PREVALENCE AND COURSE OF PSYCHIATRIC DISTURBAN-
CES ASSOCIATED WITH HIV INPECTION (CDC CATEGO-

Fransden*; Sno, Herman++; Storosum, Jitzak**
* Netherlands Institute of Mental Health, Utrecht, The
Netherlands rereity of Amsterdam, Dept. of Psychiatry,

, The Netherlands

Gain insight in the prevalence and course of
pe:

 

psychiatric distubances/disorders in HIV infected person:
3 Every newly registe patient in a period of one

year at the academic 1 Medical tre (AMC) in terdan will
be followed dur: 12 months. A peychiatrist will give a
III R diagnosis. at trance, and aft and 12 months; a
neurological examination will be exe ted atentrance; a
psychiatric int: Liew ns @ Diagnostic Interview Schedule
i411 be held at entrance and mth 1 7; with a th.
x ency several se st. 8 (General hea

Questionnaire, ' pression Scale) will illed out, a
neuropsychological test batte: will te 7: al
0 minute intervi ill be he
for those io ne psychiatri interventions and
complications (eg with medication) will be moni.
registered. Special attention will be payed to organic
complica’

Preliminary results wili be presented.

 Dependence (2) ad Suicide(1).The indivi reacted
with Major Depression also developed alcohol denaanon and he
committed suicide,
Discussion.The possibility that+Preexisting psychopathol
predisposed these individuals sexual promiscuity nneedsto be

red,The majorityof individuats reacted with depression
and could be supported through the crisis.

HeeaoF DEPRESSION IN HIV INFECTED INDIVIDUALS
M.B.P.383 jong, B + Rice, J; Brookshfre, D. and Gue:

AIDS Clinical rials Unit, Washington University Schoo? of Medicine, Saint
Louis, Missouri,

OBJECTIVE. 70fxanine the presence and course of depression in HIV
Tnfected tnd uals
METHOD. A randosamle of 26 seropositive indi viduals, 10 ARC and 10 AIDS
patients who were enrolied tn2Atos Clinical Trial U re evaluated
for depression by means of a dard psy natric research interview. The
SADS-L (Schedule ForAffective“iserders and Schizoopprenia-Lifetime) was
used. agnoses were made by RDC (Research Diagnostic triteria)
criteria. Subjects were intervi ewed on the average of 15 months post HIV
testin
RESULTS. Fifty percent (N=23) met criteria for a depressive|diagnosis
during the interval from HIV tessting to the time of the pi
assessment. Forty percent (18) experfenced a major depression which
as a week or longer. Ten pe t experienced a minor depression

y-one percent (W=10) had suicide ideation or death wish. Two
frequent. one

year greater after HIV testing, as only two subjects reported current
problems with major depression and three with minor depre:
CONCLUSION. It is noteworthy that half of the sample had a“étaty
sig cant depression. Further, depression appears to be Jess common as
individuals have time to cope with thefr HIV status.
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 M.B.P.384 "ere noms
ZemperettiMerco*;Ferrezzi D.**;Schlacht 1.;Qusini M.“**;Mratori S.##;

Zerboni R.w%+
“Servizio Psichiatrico "Origgi I*(Reaponsebile Prof.G.F.Goldwin); separ arte Adulti
(Respansabile Prof.F.Giamnelli) - Ospedale CA Granda Niguarda - Milano -
**Clinica Dermosifilopatica dell Universita degli Studi di Milano (Reepereabile Prof.R.Caputo)

Cbjective. Plusieurs auteurs ont trouvé une des troubles peychiatriques,permi les a
Jets infecté de l'HIV à different state,qui cecille entre le XK et le &% selon 1'étude.Nous a
vas voulu vérifier si cette domée on peut la retrower aussi parm nos patients,
Méthodes. Nous avons pris en consideration la population des sujets hospitalisés en maladies in-
ee 8 iontal Ge gene à ce oe VEN. Depuis deux ans,parmi ces patients,on a cb-
servé la prevalence et les principaux aspects anemestiques et cliniques des ceux qui avaient

presenté des troubles
tats. Les patients hospitalisés pour SIDA en 19 mois ent été 125,dont 107 (&5,@%)néiles et

18 (14,4%)femelles;1'fge moyen a été 28,2a.. Parmi les facteurs de risque,l'utilisation des dro-
gues a representé le 76,2%,1honsmamlité le 11%,les transfusions le 8,4% et les hété~
Tosexuels le 4,2%, La des troubles(t.) a été du 37,6K(47/125)dont les t.
mentaux organiques étaient le 42,6%(20/47),les t. de 1'tumeur le 14,9%(7/47), les t.de 1'adapta-

tion le 12,6%(6/47),les t.de la persomalité le 8,5%(4/47),les t.d'anciet& le 8,5%(4/47),les
ies le 4,24(2/47) et enfin les t. pas classés ailleurs le 8,5%(4/47),

Conclusions, Notre étude semble 266 ravenGeities euteursssott par la

des troubles paychiques,soit pour le pourcentage des orgeniques.
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Traltement de la PCP : Pentamidine et autres médicaments (diagnostic clinique)
PGP Treatment: Pentamidine and Other Drugs (Clinical Diagnosis)

T.B.P.1 EVALUATION QUANTITATIVE DU PARASITISME AU COURS DE LA PNEUMO-
TOSE (PNCP)} CHEZ LES PATIENTS ATTEINTS DE SIDA OU D'AUTRES

DAUNODEPRESSLONS.
ROUX Patricia, PARROT A., DENIS M., UD C., PARQUIN F., LANCASTRE F.
HôPital TENON - 4, rue de la chine -5020 = PARIS

Objectif Rechercher si, comme pour l'expression clinique, 11 existe une

divtérence dans l'intensité du parasitisme au cours des pneumocystoses surve-

odéprimés (G2); tous ont ane neumocystose diagnostiquée par Lav:
bronchiolovaivéolaire (LBA), 29 ont une insuffisence respiratoire sisal (IRA)
avec Pa02< . L' ierenateé du parasitisme a é évaluée sur le nomhre
d'anss pré Ds O0 ul du culotrae centrifugation du LBA selon une
méthode cenimquantitative : parasitisme faible + à ++, intense ++ à +.
Résultats :

G1 G2
Parasitisme faible intense faible intense

Pa02<50 mm,
n = 26 0 19 7 0
Pa02>50 mg
n= 54 16 32

Conclusions : existe des différences d'intensité du paranitieme dans les
deux Le étudiées en particulier au cours des PNC.P sévères avec

TRA : parasitisme intense dans Gl, faible dans G2.

T.B.P.3 àAOLOSIC BASIS FOR BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE (BAL)
IN PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA (PCP).

» Foutty LL, and Dickman PS.  Harbor-UCLA
Medical Center, Torrance CA,

Qbiective. 60 patients with PCP, > 5% BAL neutrophils predicted
morbldity more sensitively and speclfically than the degree of hypoxemia,
hypoalbuminemia or increased LDH (Am Rev Resp Dis, in press). We sought
to determine a pathologic basis of excess Dronchoal veolar lavage BAL)
neutrophil percentages 1n Pneumocystis carini! pneumonia.

. Tranebronchial biopsies of 29 patients with documented PCP and
specimens adequa' to tl histology the lung p e
revl .  Biospies were scored f to 3 (easily found in most
fields) for the of diffuse alveolar d f the
presence of polymorphonuciear leukocytes (PHN’s) well as the presence
f organiems, edema, chronic Inflammation, fibrosis and intra-alveolar or

Interstitial "PMNs
e presence of DAD and Interstitlal or intra-alveolar PMN’s

were the most common abnormalities in the lung parenchyma and each waa
found in 27 of 29 patients. The Presence of fibrosis vas the least common
finding, present 1n only 6 of 27 patients

. DA neutrophille.tnttteeation were commonly found in the
transbronchial [tung biopsies in patients with AIDS. venttera te
inflitrates are not a vell-recomised sequelae of PCP, howe PHN’s In
the lung may account for gevere clinical man festations of this
disease and provide the basisfafor staglng of PCP with BAL neutroph

T.B.P.5 ANTIBODIES TO PNEUMOCYSTISCARINII, REDUCED LEVELS IN HIV INFECTED
PATIENTS DURING PNEUMOCYSTIS INFECTION AND EVALUATION OF PASSIVE

IMMUNISATION.

Burns, Sheila M.*;  Read,J.A.*; YAP, Pel.**; Brettle, R.P.**, 
Virus Lebaratatye City Hospital, Edinburgh, Scotland.

** Scottish National Bicod Transfusion Service, Edinburgh, Scotland.
*** Infectious Oiseases Unit, City Hospital, Edinburgh, Scotland

Qojective. To follow the relationship between P.carinii antibody levels and acute infection

in sequentiel samples from HIV antibody positive patients with respiratory sysptoms and to

dnwestigate the possibility of using immunotherapy.

 Methods. Using an IFA based on frozen sections of infected rat pr:P.carinii antibody

estimations werean onlHIV positive patients and 37 HIV nega compromised

patients with respirs Multiple samples from 25 motorstie positive patients

were examined and theBénintanttbody level correlated with availeble bronchosluolar lavage

or sputum results.

Results. Five patients with proven P.C.P. had an acute fall in antibody level and a further

3 showed recovery of antibody following diagnosis and treatment. The same pattern was

observed in those patients with suspected but not P.C.P, Antibodies to other viruses

end serum immunoglobulins did not show a similar pattern. The P.carinii antibody level in 40

blood donors and in intravenous globulin (IVG) ssaples selected at random was estimated.
 

1 The use of IVG in acute infection with P.carinii and as prophylaxis against

infectioneither slone or in conjunction with other therapeutic agents, is worth further

eveluat

 

T.B. P. 2 FINAL DIAGNOSIS IN PATIENTS WITH NEGATIVE BRONCHO-

ALVEOLAR LAVAGE FOR ete. Slim, Jihad*

Perez, G., Forrester, C., Shafii, A., Johnson, E. 8s.

Saint Michael's Medicai Center, Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Objective: To attempt and determine|a final diagnosis in
patients with a negative Broncho~Alveolar Lavage (BAL) for PCP.

Methods: Review of ali hospital charts of HIV positive patients B
e
e
t

with negative siiver methenamine stains for PCP. 13 of these

events were felt to be PCP, these included five with positive

results on transbronchiai biopsy and eigh h a compatibl

laboratory and clinicai cours 22 were found to have positive
mycobacteri c ures, seve re M. t reulosis

fo
six cases, 5 had positive fungal cultures and another five showed

CMV. Seventeen remained without an etiotogic diagnosis.

Conclusion: Most patients with suspected PCP with negativ

silver stains on BAL had‘an etiologic agent identified. These

agents were usually treatabl

T.B.P.4 INTERET ET LIMITES DES EXPECTORATIONS INDUITES DANS LE
DIAGNOSTtC DE LA PNEUMOCYSTOSE DU SIDA.

Delacour, Thie aMUS, ‘ay, is,
propia Tenon, Paris France; ‘Hôpital Claude Bernard, Paris, France:: SINSERM U13, Paris,

Qbiectif. LE,à diagnostique de l'expectoration induite (El) comparée au lavage bron-
chioalvéolai

. Un recuail d'El et de LBA aététait simultanément chez 132 patients HIV
 suspects de pn

ont été faits chez 17 patients. El : recueilapres|induction par un aérosol salé hypertonique (3 %)
avec l'aide d'un kinésithérapeute. LBA : sel nique habituelle.
Traitement des prélèvements : fuitiaondes El (oxobutane) puis centrifugation -

lorations par Giemsa, Impregnation argentique et/ou Blau de Toluidine O et/ou Gram Weigert. la
lecture des lames codéesa été faite par seu examinateurs.
Bésultats LBA (%) E 1 (%} Sensibilité E VLBA (%)

MaladiesInfectieuses 5!120 (42) 82 1 120 (27) 32 / 50 Es
Soins intensits 1142 47.31 (13) 4116(25)

1) Ondniti
Conclusion. 1)
intensifs (25 %veus 64 probablement due au traitement anti Pneumocystis adminis

 

chez220%"%des ‘patents. 4) Au total, chez des patients ne recevant pas de traitement ant
24 % des 

 

He alth,

jective, Purified i ŒC) neededfor i tigations
REorganien BtdeMTL Lnmionetheponace infection,Since
human and rat PC are anti different, antigens of human should be used
in such studies. The goal the current study was to purify a major antigen of

Methods, PC were obtained fromfrom autopey Tangs of patitients that died of PC-
i ted _ B-1,3. fncanase,and the

geRntigen wespurifiedHPLCusing=
store . To evaluate the size of the native molecule, a eross-li study

uccinimidyl)substrate (BS*) was done.
Zymolvase treatment of FC solubilized the t antigen, which has a

size 000 when evaluated by SDS- ide gel horesis under
redi conditions. This antigen with a monoclonal antibody (6B8) previously
shown be specific for human PC; unoflucrescence studies have shown thetit
binds to the surface of PC. Reactivity with the monoclonal was
follow purification. The size of the nati , based on column
chromatography, was greater than 290 MW. Fi
chroma , & single band of 95,000 MW was seen on SDS-PAGE, and this
Teated by immunoblotwith antibody 6B8. Crose-li of the are Prior.toSOS

suggests is a trimer, Presenceof a new
MW antigen on SDS-PAGE fatalso reactediimmunoblot with 6B8
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T.B.P.7 THEDIAGNOSIS OFPNEUMOCYSTISCARINI} PNEUMONIA IN HIGH RISK T.B.P.8 BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE (BAL) CMV CULTURE POSITIVITY
PATIENTS BY INDUCEDSPUTUM USING A DIRECT (CMvV+) IS ASSOCIATED WITH BETTER OUTOOME OF PNEUMOCYSTIS

ENEUMONLR
Mitchell,M.; Rosol‘Heath-ChlozziMargo: .; Cotton,D.; Hutme,P.; Hantf,P. Beth Israel

Hospkal, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA .

 Obiecte. Sys
(DFA) to detectPneumocystiscarini in Induced sputum.

 

 

 

 

‘Methods. EETTteen Ina high

rk hadreelrates on chaton, romaFO<0, and/orapoagnostic.
iSanand BAL Toluidine Blue O(TBO) and
DFA. TBO y (TBOU). Stid
were considered positive.

‘Results. There were 16 DFA positive IS smears of which 8 were also TBO +, 4 were TEOU and 4
were TBO -. Si of these 8 ~ were have

 

 

 

 

 

by BAL 1 had a clinical course
consistent with PCP, the otherwas fost to follow-up. Eleven ane FA 10 were
TBO - and 1 was TBOU. Six of these wore comes rage thes

d fl.
a PCP treatment failure, g 1 patient due to

PCP and antibacterial therapy.

Conclusion. in patient
the diagnosis of PCP t Imple, rapid,

T.B.P.9 A MEASURE OF STIS CARINII PULMONARY BURDEN.

“ee Baughman R .Department of Medicine, Robert P, Frame PT
University of Giétimats, Cincinnati, OH, U.S.A.

Objective. To develop a method for estimating the burden of Pneumocystis
carinii co in ‘bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid of AIDS Patients (pts).
Methods. BAL fluid from AIDS pts with Pc pneumonia were
cytocentrifuge and a modified right“Ghemsa stain. The mmber of Pe inelus-
ters was campared to the number of nucleated cells counted. Intra-~ and
i variability was Getermined by analysis of variance and the F-

from imensratio (F) and p values cal . Results. Pc clusters BAL spec:
of 20 pts were combed these tines. The clere woeslguiticnnt associated
with 200, 500, and 1000 cells was noted. There was cant intersubject.

ability for the 200, 500, and 1000 cells (200 sellerFo 0; 500 cells:
re3; 1000 celts:PreF=16.8, all p<0.001). The correlation socticient or
00 cells counts (R=.at p<0.001) wasshigher than 200

but similar to 1000 cell coum the number of ters with 500 cells was
fter. Because the BAL fata volume may ce: ffe -

we studied BIL specimens
quete of60 al saline in 15 Pe

ty (res. 7, p<0.0001).

(PRE) and after {POST}nereny for Pc pneumonia were studied. Sixteen pts

GaysE.M.); PosteA2,ee001). Eight
Pc (PRE=5.2+1.6; FOST= 5.541, 6): Conclusion.

Pecon be cuuntitatedinBADfluid; this nay be useful inassessing therapy.

T B P 11 Rapid Diagnosis of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) in Patients

ue with AIDS using a Direct Fluorescent Monoclonal Antibody (DFA)
ne

Y VL**; Chaisson RE*; Hadicy WK**; Sphar HT*; Yajko D** and
Hopewell PC**, 1. 8, A.
* Tohas HopkinsHospital, Baltimore, Maryland, ** San Francisco General Hospital, San
Francisco, cali
Objective: T: pare pew DFA (Genetic Systems) with a Giemsa (Diff-Quick} for
the dingnosis of PCP f, choalveolar lavage (BAL).
Methods: Induced sputumfrom paticots with suspecte: was digested,|centrifuged

i i and acetone fixed DFA si slides were
examined for trophs and cysts. BAL was done on patients negative by‘sputum, when
possible.

111 patients evaluated, a total of 60 were diagnosed with PCP, 52/60
‘with Giemsa on sputum (87% sensitivity) and 51/60 on sputum with DFA (85%

itivi a subsequent sputum

r diagnoses
ned indeterminate. There was one false positive

and one false negative DFA sputum, assay.

Conclusion: Thi: isa rapid and sensitive method of identifying P.
sputum and bronchoscopy specimens and is comparabic to the standard high Wield
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(PCP) IN MEN WITH AIDS

Arcia, ed Bozzette,Semel2: Bartok, A; McCutchan, JA; Richman, DD;
San Diego and The California Collaborative Treatment Group,

San Trego, cae U.S.A.
the significance ofrsconfirmed PCP

Retrospective study ci tients undergoing |
oscopy at UCSD for possibleECP between oeoJjue. CHV+ and CHV-

compared for prognosti t presentation

  

  

   
ABNL CXI ry
52 (100) x=414
60 (100)

   42 (81)
45 (75)

 

immmosupressicn
underlying lung dysfanction and presenten:earlier&PC.

T. B. P. 10 TEPERIPHERAL OXYGEN UTILLZATION IN AIDSTS
. . WITH RI RATORY FAILURJE DUE TOPNEUMOCYSTIS CARIN

.: Boyten,C.T
LAC/USC Medical Center,GH60, North State Set, Los Angles, CA.90033, U.S.A.

 Objectives: A
Aa Reepatr DaresSyroneAOS). Sone haveguststt deus ews of Om

in this study we
ceri! roartteral cnvjen uation le AIDS patioras wihsevere reapleatory falurere secondary to
Pneumocystis carinii itection (PCP).

Mathods: We eveluated tweive patients (age = 34+ /-8 yrs) with AIDS, documented PCP and severe
respiratory failure (FIO2 = 0.854/-0.16) requiring PEEP. We chose subjects who had no evidence of

negative cultures, audiCoed. Cardiac outputs were obtained by thermodilution and oxygen
consumption calculated by the Fick equation.

 

   

GayeConsumptinn vs Caygan Belvery
08PatteehPommerretente

a B DO2i VO2I LACTATE :
inl +41 10 +17 539 + 164 152+ 65 244 11 .
12Hr 43 + 17 10 + 15 544 + 249 145+ 49 25 + 0.7 .

+ + + a

Conclusion: Our patients with PCP and respiratory failure had a ,
higher levels of oxygen ‘

delivery than have been found in normal hi , Suggesting a
defect in ‘ization similar to that seen in bacterial ose se #

sopels and ARDS. This may be significant with respect to sims
management.

T.B.P.12 PRESUPNVEADM TO CONFIRM THE (ERR)

PNEUMONIA

2 Sattler, F; Cm, J; Gluckstein, D;
sancg U Southern Cal, UC Irvine,

Hoenitel ana The California Collaborative Treatment. Group,
San Diego, CA, U.S.A.

Coffman, J; Hewlett, C.

assess the reliability of the diagnosis of PFCP and the
Ueility ofclinicalassesment in distinguishing confimable cases.
Method: tion and course of Persons with PECP was Cuming:
tend: Tatiaee enrolled into a of corticosteroids
which required subsequent confirmation of diagnosis. Only patients who had
a positive induced sputum or were uded .
Result: PCP wasves confirmnd in 158 of202patiente (Es pe cd 22 eer

+ of Pos Predict Neg Predict
alue

Cough 91 84 79 2
Fever 87 75 81 6

Exert Dyspnea 93 84 80 9
Rest Dyspnea 61 46 83 28
Chest. 56 57 78 1
Fe02 < madian (65) 52 82 5

ities disease not. ficantly

nfirmed. 
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 T.B.P.13 A NEW METHOD FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII IN
BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE

1, Hilmaradottir*, P. Deletoille**, C, Katla-
ma*, M. Danis#, M.

#Dpt of Public Health, Parasitology and Tropical Hedicine, Hôpital de la
Selpétrière, Paris, France, et Unité INSERM 313,
##Diognostic Paeteur, Marne-la-Coquette, France

Objective. An indirect fluorescent-antibody technique is campared to a tra-
ditional silver staining method for the diagnosisiof Pneumocystis carinii

hoalveolar lavage (BAL) specimens.
Methods. 20 sinene rom pstients are treated simultaneously with
the indirect fluorescent-antibady technique (Detect IF P. carinii**) and
Musto'a rapid silver staining method.
Results. Of the 200 samples, 7 are positive for P.c., both method included. 

24% af the positive sample a © diagnoseed by the indirect immunofluoreecence
(1IF) method and 80,8% by Musto" 8 technique
onclusion. The JIIF method permits sgain in‘the diagnosis of P.c. in BAL, Ci

especially when samples contsin a small number of cysts. The technique is
aimple in performance and has the advantage of an easy and a rapid lecture.

T B P. 15 (PREDICTIVE DATA FOR POSITIVE BRONCHOALVEOLAR

—_— LAVAGE RESULTS IN PNEUMOCYSTIS PNEUMONIA. Slim,
Jihad*,pasCa, rrester, C.,

Johnson, E.S., Saint Michael's "weaicel Center, Newark, New

Jersey, U.S.A

  

Objective: To datermine if any factors may be predictive of

bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL} recovery of PCP in suspected cases

Pneumonia
Method: A retrospective review of 127 bronchoscopies performed

charts. Symptoms, chemistry profile, arterial blood aqases, chest

x-rays galiium scans were compar patients
positive an with negative resuits fo

Symptomaticaily those with positive (BAL) had longer duration “oF

ductive cough. Arteria
counts and T-cell studies

showed no differences b
Conclusion: There are some
chest x-ray and galiium scan) and/or symptoms (durat

productive cough) which can be predictive of positive.BAL)

resuits.

T.B.P.17 How predictive are LDH-elevations for the severity of pneu-
mocystis carinii pneumonia in AIDS patients?

Sue:s Erckenbrecht, J.F. Strohmeyer ,G.
rhe nt of Medicine, University.ofbasseldor?.2000 Düsseldorf Moorenstr.5

The elevation of plasma lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) is a common phenomenon

with 14 CP. A significant negative cor!
values were found (r=-0.46; -001). For LDH values less than 300 U/I,
only 3 of 52 P02 is were | than 60 mmHg (spec 96.2%). For LDH
values higher than 300 U/1 only 38.5% of the P02 v. s were less than
60 mig (sensitivity 38.5%). When LOW values were between 300 and 600 U/I
the range of P02 values "So n 94 mmHg. Positive and wegative
prediction values ti LOH for the diagnosis of severe respiratory

(18/36) |and on (13/16), respectively.
Conclusion: fea 02 a seteeny correlate in pneumocystis carinii

nia. Hor 6 to ow sensitivity and low predictive value. LDH
determination 4s of imited value in prediction of severe respiratory
distress in pneumocystis carinii pneumonia in AIDS patients.

P

Laboratory data (Lactic dehydrogenase,

nd

T.B.P.14 PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII: DIAGNOSIS IN NON-INDUCED
os SPUTUM IMMUNOPLUORESCENCE

WeberGinter*,Tschechne,8. ** sBrunkhoret, U.**,Gerdelmann,R.*,
Schedel ,I.**,Deicher,H.**,et
spubl. Hith. Labs. ,**Sch.Hed. Hannover, Fed.Rep.of Germany.

Objective. To develop a reliable routine procedure for dia-
{gnosing Pneumocystis ¢) in spontaneously expectorated sputum

of patients with AIDS or suspec
Methods. -commercial indirect inmunofluorescence test (IFT)
based on polyclonal rabbit-antiserum to

Resuits. Non-induced sputa of 128 Hiv-patiante with suspected

pneumocystosis (PCP) were examined. e was

50 (39 %) patients. In out of the 78 xatients with
tive sputum diagnosis, a bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) was per-
formed subsequently, because PCP still was suspected
In 3 of these cases PC was

vity and 99 % specificity of the test was attained in this
cluster of patients.

ur results suggest that PC is commonly present in
spontaneously expectorated sputum of HIV-patients with
A properly designed immunofluorescence technique makes this

material a most useful diagnostic speci

T.B.P.16 TNUSUALPATHOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS or
PNEUMONIA (FCP) IN AIDS. William D.Travis, S Pi
w

iective: To investigate the features AIDS patients.
Methods: 162 lung biopsies (156 transbronchial, 6 open Donne fran 71 NIH
AIDS patients withPoP were(eviews. Serial biopsies in 55 patients (2-9
total biopsies) and autopsies in 31 enabled study of the evolution of
pathology of FCP.
Results: Several unusual pathologic manifestations of PCP were chserved:

Histologic Biopsies
Fibrosis

Interstitial 74 (63)
Intraluninal 42 (36)

Absence of alveolar exalate 21 (18)
alveolar macrophages 8 (7)

inflammation 5 (4)
Marked chronic 4 (3)
Hyaline mexbranes 4 Q)
Bullous cystic changes 2 (2)
Minimal 2 (1
Vescular infiltration and vasculitis 1 (1

PCP has a wide spectrum of pathologic manifestations in AIDS
It is important to recognize unusual pathologic features of FCP

ife-threatening pulmonary complication of AIDS.

cousins
patients.
since it is the most comen 1:

T.B.P.18 comparison oF First EPISODE OF PCP IN COMMUNITY PATIENTS
AND INMATES

rews à: Heyman R, Weiss RVictoris, And:
Albany Medical Center, Albany, New York,

Objective: Compare survival of commentty patients (CP) and inmates (I)

diagnosed with their first episode of Pi
petrospective|revieew of all pettients with primary PCP admitted to

the AMC “AIDS Trestme ter between 1/1/87 and 10/31/88. Only th:
patients with documented PCP, ie confirmed by bronchoscopy, were include
in the study. Ethnicorigin, risk 8group, lab parameters on admission, use

of AZT and survival were evalua
Results: 20 «commurity paatients.ona 26 inmates were included in the study.
In the community patients, there were 80% Caucasion, 10% blacks

Hispanic. Among inmates there were 128 Caucasion, 278 blac!
. Risk group data showed community petients 65% homme, 208

IVDA, 15% other. Inmates had 77% IVDA, 8¢ bi/homosexual, 1

A/Homosexual,
3 of inmate patients were on AZT prior to admission.
dmission: CP=348; I1=408. Average Het on admission: CP=37. .

Mortality was CP=5%; I-23¢. Mortality in those individuais not omn AZT:
CP=68; 19248

“Inmatetes with primary PCP arrived at ansicker than community

patients, as evidenced by higher LDH and lower Bet the inm
populat: ermore despitePresumably sinilarLoup atment
by the medical staff at ATC, inmates did worse than communityPatients as
evidenced by their significantly higher mortality.
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T.B.P.19 PNEUMOCYSTOSE ET SIDA A BRAZZAVILLE, CONGO. T.B.P.20 Poounseyutie 708ur ta in the Elderly
Carm Bernard, Mboussa J., Mpele, P., Datry, A.

Mouanga-Yidika LR toua-Ngaporo A. et al. Centre Hospitalier
et Universitaire de Brazzaville, Congo. Centre Hospitalo-
Universitaire Pitié-Salpétriére, Paris, France.

Objeectif: Confirmer la rareté de 1a pneumocystose chez les
sujets congolais atteints de SIDA.

Methodes: 30 sujets (16 hommes et 14 femmes), agés de 23 à 51
ans atteints de SIDA (sérologie VIH positive et critères de la
définition OMS, Bangui , ésentant des manifes ons
pulmonaires: et ant eu une recherche de BAAR n ive, on fait
l'obje à Brazzaville, d'un lavage broncho-alvéolai (LBA)
Les étalements du culot de centrifugation du produit de lavage’

i. Résultats: Pour les patients investigués, Te tableau clinique

uvait chez Ja moitié des patients une

pathie interstitielle. La notion de pris
tho > dans les jours ayant précédés te LBA, se rencontrait une fois

sur 4. Quatre cas seulement de pneumocystose ont été diagnostiqués (13.3%)
CONCLUSION: La rareté de la pneumocystose est confirmée chez les sidéen

razzavillois.

Pneumon:
VINTI, Henri ; PESCE, A. ; Taillan, B. ; DUJARDIN, P. ;
CASSUTI

Université de Nice, FRANCE

umocystis carinil Pneumonia (PCP) is the moi

wi
ti 8 : it. is obviousless in the e.

Duri 8, we observe: ur depar ent =seven cases of

PCP in petionts overrene age of 60. Four of these patients were shown
to have AIDS ( jexual man and three who ha 0 401
en 1984). The fifth, a bis be seropositive for HIV since

1986, and the remaini r imunoauppresive disease.

be eeropositive for HIV, amera vas delayed

rformed onl:

hest infection,

Traltement de !a PCP : Pentamidien et autres médicaments (traitement clinique)
PCP Treatment: Pentamidine and Other Drugs (Clinical Treatment)
T.B.P.21 PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROPHYLAXIS AGAINST
ue PNEUMOCYSTISCARINIT PNEUMONIA YTH FANSIDAR

le, H.D., Schürmann,
Department internal ne,Pda Virchow University Clinic (Wedding),

Frete Universo.Berlin, FRG.

Objective: Because of the high incidence of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PcP)
in HIV infected patients and because of the high incidence of relapses a! aie
rapy, specific"prongs is essential. The efficacy of Fansidar® in prim:
phylax: ‘ansidar® vs. aerosolized pentamidine in secondary prophylaxis wes

Methods: Fansidar® dosage: 2 tablets twice a week, folinic acid substitution. Ae-
rosol! pent ne: ig ‘WO vs. every four
who had Fansidar® prophylaxis after CNS toxoplasmosis without PcP manifestation
before, hylaxis group. ndary
with as ne end of PcP therapy.
Results: Five of 47 patients (10 ndary idar® prophylaxis de-
veloped rel: of PcP, bu 7epatients Lu %) without prophylaxis. T

tients are under aerosoli: vlaxis; none of the patients de-
Yeloped PoP relapses. in 1/35 patients (3 %)under primary Fansidar* prop
PcP episode was seen, but in 3/14 Patienten (21 %) withoutt primary prophy-

iaxis. Side effects related to were noted in 21/82 patients, ‘bat only in
3 patients Fansidar® had toeaiscontinued.
Conclusion. Fansidar® is highly cfiective in prophylaxis against PcP, especially in
primary laxis. results showed ized pentamidine probably
equally effective.

AEROSOLIZRD PENTAMIDINE (AP) 18 THE TREATMENT OF PCP EPISODES : AN OPEN

MULTINATIONAL TRIAL, PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON 70 PATIENIS.

GIRARD, PIERRE MARTE* - LECOMPTE, I, ** ~ LAZZARIN, À #4 and the

A.P WORKING GROUP *HOPITAL BICHAT, CLAUDE BERRARD ; **HOPITAL ST LOUIS,

PARIS, FRANCE ; “®*HOPITAL L. SACCO, MILANO Tay.’

T.B.P.23

MEZRDS -EIV positive Loan were enrolled if they met the following criteria :

histologically proven PCP, or moderate episode defined by PO2 > 55 = ÿ patients

ly treated for the present episode were enrolled only if they had failed to respond

tered 2at the dose of 300 mg once a day with a jet nebulizer

the patients a minimum of 7 days a maxis

~ Up

enrolled, 63 of whon bei considere

Bissaa suffered

fleeCrpatient died) ; in the patients who responded to AP, dyspnea epyrexia

t were obtained with a mean of 7.5 and 8.9 days respectively ; patients wach no

pen alveolar damage (on lung X ray) showed a higher cure rate than patients with

a (77 & VS 52,2 % p = 0.05). Anecuniee! failures but 2 responded

cotrimaasoien id cough bronchospasm occur: % of the patients and the systemic

tolerance vas excellent.

t lower and the onset of improvement was

weavenitine. Because the tolerance was good,

another clinical trial bas teeninitiated to evaluete a 600 mg AP daily dosage.
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T B P. 22 A QUANTITATIVE SCORING sn FOR LVALUATING THE RESPONSE TO

— THERAPY OF PNEUMOCYSTI NII PNEUMONIA (PCP)
» Larry*, Black, J.**, Sat:

*Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle

University, Indianapolis, IN,USA, ‘University of
USA, +tNatl. Inst. of Allergy & Infectious Diseases,“Bethesda, ID,

tler, F.', & Feinberg,J.+

4:

Objective: | Develop an instr t for resresponse to PCP rene
hods: “pneumonia evaluation" score for the key signs and sg:

ng subscores for respiratory rate,reeever,

lemental oxygen requirement. It

vay. “Thirtty more

6 with £: all showed improved
scoress' (versFaux, range 35-1002) a
roved 8 ge 49mre 6-302) at day 10. In those with À-

d imp

is
t

e 3-6
many of the scoresihad litele room one improved 72%

ed wees \reupe.7812).

8: This s ; to
rapidly and with areaeater amplitude n A-a gradient! ches rays.
This work was supported by the NIATD AIDS Clinical“Trials Group|program.)

T B P 24 SURVIVAL RATE AND PROGNOSIS FOR AIDS PATIENTS WITH SEVERE

—s PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINI PNEUMONIA (PCP). REQUIRING MECHANICALLY

TION (MV).

Nielsen, Thyge *, Guldager H.**, Pedersen C.*, Mathiesen L.*, Nielsen J.0.*

“Dept. of Deee Dis.**Dept. of IntensiveCare, Tniveredty HospitalFE Hvid-

ovre, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Objective. To evaluate the prognosis for AIDS patients with severe PCP requi-

ring MV.

hods. clinica? outcome was evaluated in 19 consecutive patients eu men

e own, tiskfactor) with fi who
in i

n 1 civil . mean time in hospital, before ific therapy was
initiated, was 2.3 +/~ 1.7 days for survivors compar +/- 7.7 days
or nonsurvivors (p=o.03) and the mean duration of MV 5.4 +/- 2.4 for sur-

vivors compared to lo.8 +/- 5.7 days for nonsurvivors (p*0.02).

There was no significant differences with respect to: 1. duration of symptoms

before admission. 2. use of corticosteroids. 3. addit:tononof secondary diagno-

t for survi

prognosis for other AIDS tients. Early diagnosis and treatment

important for the survival. The usefullness of corticosteroids stall|remains

to be proved.
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T.B.P.25 REDUCED DOSE OR AEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDIN] T.B.P.26 TeTRIMETHOORIPTHE) COMPARED WITH THAT OF
PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PREUMONTA (PCP): 3-6 MONTH FOLLOW-UP IETHOXAZOLE( SMX) IN BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE FLUID (BALF)

ymoff, H Hollander, D Feigal,
J Goldan, Department ofpfedtcine, “University of Californie, San Francisco,
San Francisco, Californ:

Objective: To investigate the toxicity, ptites and Pharmacokinertce of
reduced dose or aerosolized Pentantdine x the treatment of mild
Methods: a into a“randomized trial of reduced’ dose
(3 mg/kg/day) ntamiddne or aerosolized pentamidine (600 mg/day;
Respirgard-2 nebulizer) fonemild PCP (P02 >

trations in plasma ronc!
Of 2

e
e

S
f e
A

3 a
L
E

$ n ® 2
E
s
g

failed to respond to therapy, 2
resjponded satisfactorily. rosolized patients, PCP was net conft:
ni, 1 receive: , & failed to respond, popes pelor toxicity.

cand 17/19 (89.48)"responded satisfactorily. There were 2 de
sotes group ear siee rate (3 months) were A7and 10/15
( rc IV or " aerosolized ther: .

ations of pentamidine were 89.8 + 4!

olized pentamidi:
prophylaxis. BAL concentrations of amidine were not correlated with
elapse. Pentamidine ac tes in plasma with daily intravenous therapy

wven in patients with normal ranal function.

T.B.P.27 TRAITEMENT DE LA PNEUMOCYSTOSE DU SIDA PAR LE DFMO

Girard, Pierre-Mare*+ ; Garou,A." ; Rozenbaum, W.* ; Perronne,C.* : Wolff, M.* ;

“Hôpital Bichat - Claude Bernard, *INSERM U13, 75019 Paris, France.

Qbjectif. Evaluation del'efficacité et de la tolérance du Difluorométhylornithine (DFMO) dans la
pneumocystose au cours du SIDA,

. Le DFMO a été administré à ladose de 400 mg/kgIV pendant15 jours puis
300 mg/kgP.O. pendant 30 jours. ve
PaO2 = 49 mmhg (27-68) 17) Pal? 43 mr

92) : traitement de relais reintoleranceet ou ‘oweeu autre traitement In. la
tolérance a teévaluée Chez 27

Bésuitats. La moyenne de 20j 57) é
liorations. Groupe1: 15/17 (88%) mereoneouhalagt kede woponses,Sorbie ont été
obtenues chez les 11 patients dont la PaO2 était supérieure à 50 mmHg versus 72 % chez les 11
patients avec PaO2 inférieure à 50 mmHg. Les effets secondaires les plus fréquents étaient :
thrombopénie (52 %), anémie (41 %), neutropénie (37 %), diarrhée (30 %). lis ont nécessité l'arrêt
du DFMO dans 9/27 cas (33 %).

Ei
traitements conontomness 2) En wa letauxadepores favorable (8>est Seadmais

tra Id

Briones thine in the treatment of Pneumocystis Carinii
eibart, E.P., Dembitzer, he Hammerfs:Se,
iH S.. Hirschman, S.Z., Mt Sin

T.B.P.29
Denbt tzenr. aects
Hospital, ke

Eflorni thine {E) has been denonstraited to have activity against PCP. From
5 to 1988 Ba patients that had failed or had had significant adverse

reactions to P were treated with E. There were 23
definite responses (R) and propable responses. One patient died.Of another

i No differences
of AIDS,

her opportunistic infections
responder required mechanicatsyentilat‘ion a

therapy as opposed to 12/16 failures (p< . The initial WBC
i .88 i as
higher A-a° gi
sat sticallydifferent ( Adverse effects included thrombocytopenia,

tients,” the WBC declined in 65% and hematocrit in 16%.
ng or a secondary on. Four satients

had diarrhea requiring antimotility agenmts: E is effective therapy in
patients with isease. with standard therapy outcome is
poor in patients with severe disease re uri ng mechanical ventilat
Further dose-response investigation to maximize efficacy and minimise”
toxicity is indicated.

DuoPNEUMOCYSTIS CARINI} PNEUMONIA (PCP
rend, S,*eats. M.D.##; Mohier, J.##*; Hirsch, A*.

Hospital Saint-Louis,ome~Joseph** and Bichat***, Paris, France.

 Aim. To improve knowh I
Hahto| À
Mathods. 10 HIV+ patients with suspected (end later confirmed) PCP received @ constent
infusion .ane (ZOmg/ko/d)-Se Con initisted 2h before BAL. BAL wes
performed fi

7 OPA by Comparing

 

 

he right m somples obtained during BAL were
ponteugedendstored-80".PaSNaretonedjoessay and HPLC, respectively.

Serum BALF Pp serum

(ug/ml) (ug/m1) (2) [SMX] BALF/[SMX)serum

TMP 3.12 1.3 1920.7 76 + 36 57440

SMX 1622 12 3.02 1.4 1.82 1.2

Discussion, Although BAL ditution may differ, itis clearly equal for both drugs in one individuat
patient. Thus, comparing BALF/ compounds
given simulteneously to penetrate into the extracel tuler fraction of alveolar fluid

ents with PCP, TMP exhibits a6 markedlysuperortituds to penetretsin
thenu fraction of alvecler fluid as compared to SMX. Consoquentiy a 1/1 ratio ;
presentat the site of infection. This study suggests that TMP-SMX dosage ratios different from

T.B.P.28 Peer CARINII PNEUMONIA
aus, Schneider,Ch., Nehm,X., Schsefer,U., Heise,W., L'age,H.

huguate-Wiktorte-tocten FRG, Rubenestrasse 125, 1 000 Berlin 41

Objektive. To examine the effectiveness, aide effects end pharmecokinetik deta of serosol there-

py with Pentemi

Methods. Becsuee or. toxic side gras Pentemidine isethionate by psrenteral spplication can

only be considered es a second choice in the therapy

red study in 1988, ten patiente mith light to moders'

most important criteria for inclusion in this study were

expiratory volume over 2 liters or 50 % of the normal range.

supported by bronchoskopy. The patients received 300 ag of Pentemidine dail:

ionsmw over a period cf 21 days. Additionaly, the Pantemidine leve) in the blood end in

24 hour-ur: es were measured by 9 modified HPLC method. Controlled factors were blood

count, ersuger, lactic acid, end the laboratory levals of the liver end kidney functions.

proie for light to Lors cases of PCP, apy with Pentamidine administered

by the stion systeme present an alternative to meformaly known met . Ory

8 too.Aou. Further determine the optimal dosage.

ts were succesefully treated, although complications wers cree-

4-Sarkomn. The measured Pentenidine le~

secretion in the urine wan fi

age. A comulative effect did not occur. Contrary to the shove

mentioned method of parenteral application, no toxic side affecte were found.

Of the remaining two patients, one had en early relapee. The other hed to be treneferred to

anotherfore of therapy due to worsened X-rey.

AEROSOL THERAPY WITH PENTAMIDINE ISETHIONATE IN AKUTE MODERATE CASES OF

(PCP)

 

 

T.B.P.30  cznDpamyem rLus FRIMAQUINE PRIMARY THERAPY FOR

Feinberg, 3.5geFanErLES,TRSMursMurphy, R.
Leoung, GAMab,SOhio Se ity, Indianapolis Murphy.Re’
Bethesda,MD, hio“OhioSateUnie,ClCourumbus(oHNorthwestUiviveChicago, LL,

Objective. A: open-labelled, pilot study to determine safety and efficacy of ¢clindamycin and
primsquine fortreatreatment of mild(A -- s gradient < 30 mm/Hg) PCpneumonie in AIDS patients.

Patients were excluded
if the: prophylaxis with weeks,prio entry,
or if they hadsianiawhon absolute reaalocyts cout(AGC) <1000/mam Pplateletcount

gm,creatinine > 2mg/dl, or SGOT > 5 times
mg IV every 8 hours plus primaquiine 30 mg orally per day were administereed for the first 10

i in dosing was then changed to 450 mg orally every 6 hours if patie:mts met
defined criteria for clinical response. Total duration of treatment was
determined by a pneumonia ing syste!m incorporating fever, respiratory rate,, dyspnea, cough,
chest lightness,Supplemental oxygen require:ment and chest X-ray, and by change inA-a
gradient. Bimonthlyaerosol pentamidii
Results. All 8 patients entered t y treatment.
Six. patients comp!leted treatment with clindamycin and primaquine and were cured. T

d sid: apy during the second wee!
one developedfeverfeverand rash, the othertransient,seve: .
cured, tional minor side effects included rash,mild Deutropenia,

range: 1-21tine Aoadditional 3 patients were treated Sen ranheowitha totallyora
clindamyc Primaquine regimen, All improved clinically but failed to complete days
of treatment due to rash(2)or mild transaminase elevationvation (1).

 
 

an alternative treatment for PC pneumonia in AIDS.
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T. B P 31 CORRELATION BETWEEN ICU SURVIVAL AND REQUIRED CPAP/PEEP IN T.B.P.32 TREATMENT AND OUTCOME OF PNEUMOCYS A
— AIDS PATIENTS WITH PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA PNEUMONIA IN AIDS PATIENTS. Linda,nsD ; Pe , Ca

Skoutelis, Athanasios; Peruzzi, W; Currie, D; Murphy, R; Nielsen,T.Department infectious Diseases, Hvidovre Uni Hospital, Denmark
Cane, R and Shapiro, B.

Northwestern University, Chicago, Il, usa. (REPADSpatents. efficacy and satety of treating Pneumocystiscarinl| pneumonia

Objective: The survival of patients (pts) with Pneumocystis carinii pneu-
monia (PCP) and AIDS who require I!
been shown to be poor. is st as undertaken to the surviva:
rates of pta PCP treated with positive airway pressure (CPAP by
CPAP by endotracheal tube, PEEP chanical ventilatory support).
Methods: The ta of pts U between 1985 and

EP.
treated by the same physician group using established protocols for nirvey
pressure therapy re| ntain adequate oxygena
Results: Prelimi: data from 24 pts tresCPAP./PEEP revealed that 6/24

and were ul! charged from
equate

vste.
/PEEP to improve oxygenation in prevwith

PCP, The need ‘forCPAP/PEEP levels of 15 cm H20 or greater = 5 e

in these pts. This is most likely related to a ung
involvement with pneumocysties in those requiring higher CP.AP/PEEP levels.

T.B.P.33 CTIVE RAROONIZED STUDY OF TR/Sux (1/S) VERSUS PERTANIDINE AEROSOL (P

IN PREUNOCYSTIS CARINII PHEUMOMIA (PCP)
Dellasecica, Pierres : Durant J.*; Reger-f.A.* ; Sernard £.* ; Neadais ¥.*;

Leficheax Y.*

* University Mespital, Mice, France.

In an open randesized atudy, 30 AIDS patients suffering from PCP vhose arterial P02 were higher
than 60 s reat 1 days with sither T/S at 20/100 ag/kg/d.{n = 15), or aeroso
sathanesulfonate Pantanidine (600 6g/d) adsinistered daily during 30 sinutes with an ultrasonic

nebulizer . Patisnts vero c able in : age (32, 6 v 36,5), First PCP episodes,

arterial PO2 (71,6 v 71,5), and clinical and biological sevarit:

Results :

Analysis of a standardized protocol from 75 consecutive HIV positive patients
decreed of having PCP admitted to our departm: Mt pos pat
Resu » Eighty nine episodes of verification and

ria. Chest xray of‘3 (15%) PaieaMat i the episode were
ents4werereroad wiith sullamethoxazole/rimethoprim (ST) (82 ,

median br dose of S/T : 4900/980 mg. Median durat andor pentamidine
fa {17 episodesmemedianandally dose 200 mg, medianduration14 days). Ti

P were and P regimens resulted both in about 50% object
athad

discontinuedbbecause of side effects. Of mations with primary PCP 7 (1 Oe)pansàdied
of PCP inspiteo drugrugtherapy: Twelve (16%) primary PCP patientsaand 5
with recu died during hospitalization, No patient
normalctchesteeRelapse of PCP after seco: rophylaxis with low dose ST (daily
dose of S/T : 800/160 mg, average ‘olowuptndec26 Says) occurs in 3 (6%)

nts who did not receive pi fol

SPpater,ean‘reamert wihvithSTand and seco
wisrateand el re needed toverily at

newer alternatives are superior to treatment with ST DoreP. Furthermore, earty diagnosis
of PCP may improve the prognosis. Lastly, mechanical entiation !is a reasonable option
when needed in patients with PCP.

THE BIOAVAILABILITY OF CO-TRIMOXAZOLE IN PATIENTS WITH
AIDS RECEIVING TREATMENT FOR PNSUMOCYSTIS CARINII
EUMONIA

T.B.P.34

Welle, Saroje*s“Kapentva, Mo"; White, L.**; Cairns, CY an
Wanebrough~Jones, #.*. George's"Hospital, London, u. ik.
**Southmead Hospital, Bristol, U.K

Objective. To investigate the bioavailability of oo-trimoxazole in AIDS
patients with norma.al

yearare(zo"soyears)Methods. Five HIV body positive males
mean weight é0kg Ge receiving a mean“anse ofRes
co-trimozazole for the treat of P. carinii pneumonia were studied.

d

 

 

s/t e P Value Plasma concentration time srofiless for trimethoprim (TMP) an
Rusher of patients 15 15 (SHX) were obtained during a 6 hour dosage interval
Treatsant succass 7 9 as after the same dose of oo-trimoxa: given intravenously and orally.
Failures 1 4 p = 0,06 rum levels of TMP and SMX were measured using high performance liquid

(dead) (dead « 2) ghromatography. Fat absorption was determined he msasureng + of
The codification {adverse reaction) 9 aS breath following ingestion of a test meal containing ©
Treatnent success without sedification but 5 0 b= 0,02 triofein wit e Vo Bioavailability was oaloulated using standard
{einer adverse reaction rl acokinetio met

+ sluable dead within 68 h 0 1 The mean biosva1abilit4es of TP en MX in patients with fat
aS = not“nntice malabsorption were108 (=129D)% andaofss.respectively.
Lonelui sie eur sel teghee -nuaber sf failures in the P group sccured (p - 0,06), but no compariaon thi an bioavailebé}it in patients with

  
© 0,02). Kesher sf curad patisnts without treatmant min is

ne: ste ‘afferent for the 2 greups. Patients in $/T graup exparienced cers

reactions (p = 0,02).

 

T.B.P.35 TH USE oF SIEROIDS IN THE THERAPY OF RESPIRATORY
FAILURE COMPLICATING PNEUMOCYSTIS (BCP)
Schiff MJ; Farber BF; KaplanMj. North Shore University

Hospital & Comel] University Medical College, Manhasset, N.Y., U.S.A.

Criective. We stuiied the effect of adjuvant high dose corticostercids
Clete. met of 16 patients with AIS and FCP resulting in

Retrospectiveve chart review of 16 patients with a FO2<60 on
FIO2 2 0.60 and/or PO2<50 onon RA.

. Steroids was given in a dose of 20-40 m7
man and

292

normal fat abiecrption were SO ( SD)% axaen“Er respectively.
Conclusion. Frelisiminary data engeost that in patients with AIDS oral and
intravenous cc-trimoxazole achieve similar serum TMP and SMX levels even
in the presence of abnormalities of fat absorption.

T.B.P.36 DIAGNOSIS AND TRATMENT OF PNEUMOCYSTIS PNEUMONIA: A SURVEY OF
OREGON AND VANCOUVER,*WASHINGTON PHYSICIANS

SAMPSON, JAMES M. *, SPENCE, CAROLE JANE
+600D SAMARITAN HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER, PORTLAND, OREGON, USA.

OBJECTIVE: To describe how physicians in the state of Oregon
Yer,washington responded to questions about the diagnosis end€treatment
of pneumocystis pneumo!
METHODS: Physicians weresurveyed in the Portland area(including Vancouver)

Tr surveys were returned with a 76% response rate.
foil The t
initial evaluation were and ABGS.

2
vasive test mere used in diagnosi.

entamadineby 15% of the respondents. ans
therapy, with 26% using

ians had seen approximately 642 patients with the majori
CoaCENSTON We will use the data to educate involved vhysicians in treatment.
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RANDOMIZED TREATMENT ‘FOR -PREUMOGYSTIS. SAMEPNEUMONIA «PcP)

(W-AIOS PATIENTS. Kletn, N.C; Duncanson,Freder

i 5 Wormeer

T.B.P.37
Kewwatt, 0.; Pitte-Alvarez, As

Cottage, Valhalla, Now Yorke, UsSeAs
Despite the high incidence of PCP In HIV Infection, few large scale

  

 

ve treatment

te faeve mTstriaie hi Objective: To 1
00 S/kg/dey) vs pontentdine Isethionate (P) (4 ag/kg/day) both given IV for 2

Methodss hundred sf: tents ri Ered; nînety-tuo lents 1vedi.eed 68 P.

Results: were no significant dif In moan age (TS=56.6 P=36.3), £ mole (TS=80

Pegi), risk factors (% TS=69 homosexual /bIisexus! men TS=18 TSe13

la 15, rash LI, Ttis 4,
ter 1). Of those recelving P, 3 died within 5 days, 27 (40%) required change 1

therapy fallure to respond, and 17 (25%) required change for severe toxicity thypoplyooa

4, cash 3, renalamautt teteney 3, fever 1). The overall pile

vival rates for those requ

3 le 4, th is lon

asureln the TS (67%) vs r (748)
1 TS followed by P (TS-P) due to fallure 46%, TS-P due to

eti.Her due to fallure 56%, P-TS due to toxicity 94%. Survical rates (st end of therapy)

(83%) and P (792) (NS).

ed on

trestment of this pneumonia. Change

ated with a worsened survival rate (968) la contrast to change due to failure to respond

(308) tp <.08)

T.B.P.39 ERYTHROMYCIN IN THE TREATMENT OF PcP IN AIDS PATIENTS
06:eran Alois ; Reisinger, E. ; Schwander, S. ; Meyer, A, and

ua Dept., Institute for “Tropical nmconeHamburg, Fed, Rep, of Non
Objective. We studied retrospectivety 1 isodes of PcP 14 patie sed
between April 1985 and October 1988 "ation were treated 7 ethnomyoine "The pa-
tients had a known or an acutely appearing allergic/toxic resection to the standard
therapy by TMP/SMX and/or parenteral pentamiane.

‘or parenteral pentamidine. The mean duration of pretreatment with TMP/SMX was
10 days, with pentamidine 7 days,

s of fos some treatment was successful and
Proven by bronchoscopy and histology

and pretreated by TMP/SMX, the “crtone did not improve under a Letreatment
vith cin, These lents received midine I1.v. which resulte cure,
The follow-up showed thal after 7 Pros treated successfully with sryhtromycin,
ue occurred after a mean .2 months, Eight of the 14 patients died net a

of 5.2 months because of other opportunistic infections or kachexia wi
relapse cr
Conclus! Enthromycin Is effective in the treatment of PcP. Prospective comparat-
we stad: are desirable,

 

 

T. B.P.a TRAITEMENT DE LA CKERTDsROSE rarLE COTRIMOXAZOLE
ECKERT M M. LINI M.

Départemen e Médecine OVcale,Sante, Publique et Parasitologie

Universita.deParis VII.France.

Qhiectif. alyser l'efficacité i la tolérance du cotrinoxezole
dans le traitant de pneunoc ose.

hi -Etude retrospective portant sur des patients atteints
de pneunocystose entre 1985 et 1989. Les résultats + exprimés
en mids; les comparaisons sont faites à l'aide du test apparié

d'Sge=5ét9 ans. 76 étai
ytransfusés et 13

patients, inefficace
els présen: ent une infection

sujets avaient arrBté le traitement pour
s secondaires.

OO sujets, moyenne

 
Paranétres Période du traitesent
biologiques W° patients Jo 420

P.neutro 66 421522662 226222107 <0.0001
P.éosino sg 83299 1292132 <0.002
Hésoglob. 70 11.3322.08 10.47+1.70 <0-0001
SGOT a7 49269 68299 <0.02
SGPT 0447 432: 904116 <0.

Le cotrinoxszole est efficace “in le traitement de
le pneusocystose,mais das effets myélotox es demeurent.

T B P 38 PENTAMIDINE USE 1 Y CARE HOSPITAL 1584-1988
re Miedzinski, L.J.; Taylor, G.D. and Nazarali,

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada.

Ghiective:|ze review use of Pentamidine at a ttisry care centre in

berta, fines first reported case of Ds in 1983 and first
cerdieetraneplent

 

pathoa Pationt chert review of Pherascy list
ncreasing use of pentasidine was ‘not innually from 1984 a

Free) through 1988 23 courses). coc total ofoopatients (27 ma. 4
ju treatment ranging from 2 to 30 days. at

had an underlying disorder of AIDS (22), but 7 patient had other
eumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) including 4

cardiac transplants. The diagnosis of PCP was confirmed on
ifteen coureas of pentamidine were started after inital

had produced side effects while 8 were started for failure
to improve on cotrimoxaszo.
On 12 occasions pentemidine was discontinued because of well recognized
eide effec In 1 case, hypoglycemia persisted 2 weeks followi:
discontinution of the drug. In 50% of the cardiac transplant recipients,

d: level management vas complicate: pentanidine.
Conclusion: Use of the unlicensed drug pe dine has increased at our
ce Teasing ber: nfected patients
transplantation recipients. A significant number of ceses (13%)occurred

in cardiac asplant recipienta where drug
difficu

T.B.P.40 TREATMENT OF AIDS-RELATED PCP BY PENTAMIDINE INHALATION
et, Andreas; Dietrich, M. for the Ge

x Topical Medicine, Clin, Dept,, Hamburg, Fed. Re Ge:
Objective. To evaluate the safety and efficacy of aerosot pentamidine Isethionate,
Methods. 28 patients with mild or moderate rep CPO23 55 mm Hg!
inhalationoeentamidine, 300 mg once da 1 days using a Respii
lize: su+ treatment was defined as substantial Improvement after the first we:
of treatment and an untreated relapse-tree period of at least 4 weeks‘ follow-up.
Results,

 

Successful Fallure Chest x-ray not
treatment le

jailure relapse
| within the first days | completely cleared |(wth 4 weeks)

17 61%) | 4 5 | 1 | 1
initial PO: in patie with successful treatmentange’ from 56-126 (median 78 mm

group ot treatment failure (n=11) the Initial PO. ranged from 55-96 (me-
This difference was not oriticant (Micaxotte. Test, p> 0.1). Major

bserved, Continuously taken blood samples showed serum

vi

h disappeared within
ccurred, One case of mild

Senclusien.on efticacy of aerosol pentamidine comparable to standard therapy by
cotrimoxa: or pen s LM). Acceptance by the patients was satisfactory.

lo severeadverse reaction occurred.

AIDS)
W.Ghesquieret, L.Johnstont, W.Schlech:

T.Marriet, J. of Medioinet and Radiologytt, Viotoria
General. Canada.

Whelants.
Hospital, Halifax, NS,

Objective. Analysis of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonis (PCP) in patients
with AIDS. Methods. Retrospective chart and Ci review. Results. Sinoe
1983 we have treated 31 patients with AIDS and PCP. All except 5 were

males, with 2(71%) having FPCP as the initial manifestation
patients ones co tation: ‘Taree bad

atypical changes inoluding lobar multiple cavities.
Arterial pos Se oon aly tanged fron 39-97tarel). Diagnosis wassawade in
32 of 39 episodes (82x) using bronchoalveolar lavage.

phe (7-8) or pentamidine (P.
successfully treated with T-S alone vs 3 of 11 (27%)

aneeeeeeeeeet edivoree affecte wiwith T-S va
8 of 11 (7)to,

he Nine of 27

anv
of 31 patiects had t or more episodes of PCP

occurring vichin 8-27 (avll.4) mo. of successful therapy.
Soobmion- Our experience parallels that reported from other centres in
N. Amer:
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T.B.P.43 HIGH RATES OF RECURRENT PNEUMOCYSTIS PNELMONIA AND TOXICITYMiller. Lael; T.B.P.44 Blavine MerHeydsWie EeROPE

PATIENIS TAKING

Cohn, D. Denver Dieaase Control Service (DCS), Denver, ©, UE

 

ty developed in 10%
eeialo wreneateary to establish the

esteena) toe peoniglacis of KP in ADS.

T.B.P.45  SECONDARY PROPHYLAXISok PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINIT PNEUMONIA
WITH SYSTEMIC PENTAMIDINE
inslow, Dean*; Binesike A.; Lincoln, P.; Smolka, H. and

*Medical Center of Delaware, Wilmington, DE, USA.

Objective. To determine the efricacy|oes intermittent systemic pentamidine
for secondary prophylaxis of PCP in

. Since January 1987, ali patients with beboJeetate PCP
who gave consent and had adequate jperthera! venous access wel cut:

à MALESMZ ar pentamidine,“then given
pentamidine 4 mg/k: V weekly x then mg/kg IV every 4 we Most
patients also received zidie conconttantly with er intenence *pentamidine.

‘or a mean 8.5 months to dat

cases of PCP have occurred to
patient|aftera22+ course of daily pentamidine followed by 2 months of
q.
Goneluston.Secondary prophylaxis of PCP with systemic pentamidine1is
effective in preventing mortality from recurrent Pneumocystis pneumonia
toner prospective studies shoutd be done to optimize pentamid ine dose and
‘compare this modality to other PCP prophylactic regime

UTILISATION DU FANSIDAR POUR LA PROPHYLAXIE DE LA FNEUMO-

CYSTOSE ET DE LA TOXOPLASMOSE.

LIVROZET nee MOUNILAILA K.*, GARIN J.P.**,

MOJON M.* J.L.*.& TOURAINE J.L.*

*HOPETAL BE. HERRIOT, PAV.P, PLACE D'ARSONVAL, 69437 LYON CX3

*FACULTE ROCKFELLER, 8 AVENUE ROCKFELLER, 69008 LYON, FRANCE

cti Evaluer l'efficacité de deLemnousoe sulfadoxin
(Fansidar) en p:paraxie ire de L
cérébrale
Methodes

T.B.P.47

e-pyrimé
umocystose et de la toxenlassose

chee patients infectés parFe VIH.

2 42 cuiete(39 hommes et trois femmes) ont reçu 3 comprimé

s les quinze jours et un ntation en acide folique Ares

folaine1icompyiné par jour on Lederfoline 50 mg 1 le per os une fois
lymphocytes T4 inférieur à 200/

pa toxoplasmose préalables. 17

tomatiques, 10 présentaient un ARC et 15 un SIDA. La durétaie! À

enne du nt a é 304 jours (de 35 à 923 jours).
Résultats : cas de stose où de toxoplasmose n'a été observeener

8 tés. Les effets secondaires observés ont été mineursles malades trai

d'ailergie cutanée(ii,38),’* cas de leuconeutropénie (2,384) et un cas deoe

Phalées (2,384) ayant nécessité l'arrêt du traitement. Une macrocytaire

a été observée chez un seul malade qui ne prenait pas la prescription d'acide

folique.
Conclusion : La tolérance et MefFicacité de la prophÿlaiiepiimaire

pneumocyatone et de la pa e par le Fansidar srpararee ala Sone a 3

comprimés tous les 15 jours, meilleure que celle rapportée dans les études
antérieures réalisées à és‘posologiee Giftérentas

294

Fairfield infectlone4 oe Faspital,“neibourne victoria,

Objective. To compare the efficacy ofcer and secondary PCP prophylaxis.
Methods. romNovenber 1986, all patients whose CD4 cellcame fell below
PT who developed an AIDS RSEtnins {lines (ADI) other than PCP, were
offered primary {1") prophylaxis with either dapsone 10org cwice ne
sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine one tablet weskly, or nebulized pentamidine 400m

. ry prophylaxis was given to all patients following treatment
for their first epieode of PCP. One of the above agents or TMP-SMK one bid

, used. but

sone eetEU
Sulphadoxine/pyrimethamine 3/18 (17

Pentamidine 1A se)
‘TMP-SMX

Total 29/107 (27%)
Mean time to 8.946. 9
Mean PCP-freevineerval 10.947.2 mths 744.9 mths
Deaths 10 9
Toxicity 13 4
‘Conclusion. There was no difference in efficacy of primary versus secondary
prophylaxis for PCP.

OEaONNEiC INTERACTIONS OF COMBINED
ZIDOVUDINE ENTER ADONTIAE(FANSIDAR)
PHLAS INPOSTADS PATENTSACT1).

W.David"; Holzman, A.S."": Avramis V.7; Bewdon, R. +; Felt, H.";Faqcen
Univ, of Calif. - Los Angeles, Los es, CA, USA “New York Unlv., NY, USA,
HoskalLoe Angaioe GA USA."Unw.otTexas telth Stine Corton Dale, TXBA
*+**NIAID AIDS Treatment Program, Betheada, MD, USA.

T.B.P.46

 

 Infected patients. f ZDV and
secondary PCP prophylactic therapies are investigated in this study. Data from the ZDV/Fansidar
cohort areoe.
Methods. 30 AIDS patients recovered form an episode of afe randomized equally to
aetnav0reo a ah} pha otherTMP-SMX (1 D8 oo, 7d/wk) Fansidar (1 tab/wk) or aerosol
pentamidine (150 mg q 2 wks). Intensive clinical, biochemical, hematologic, and

year. Among 5 ZDV/Fansidar, no significant
hematologic, bioch

recurrence over a mean 16 week (range 8-24 weeks) follow-up period. ZDV pharmacokinetic
analyses have shown a prolongation in time to peak ZDV concentration from 0.5hr. to 2.5hr., and
anincrease Wnty from Steady
 

 

 

therapynS ofS patients aa won

but dosage
drugs over time.

T.B.P.48 PYRIMETHAMINE-SULFADIAZINE IN THE PROPHYLAXIS OF PNEUMOCYSTIS
natalie CARINII PNEUMONIA IN AIDS PATIENTS WITH CEREBRAL

ORONOSIS
Pierone, Gerald; Turett,G., Ha J.. and Nicholas,P.

Mt. SinaiSchool of Medicine, Fmiurst Hospital Center,Elmhurat, N.Y., U.S.A.

Objective. To determine 1f maintenance therapy|ee talfeddezinepyrimethamine
(SP) in patients with centr: em smosis (TOXO) and the

re ” DS) is ht in.the prophylaxis of
Pneumoc:Satis carinii pneumonia (PCP) or if such patients require additiona
preventive

‘Methods. We peviewed the records of patients maintained on SP following an

‘Ox! The diagn: TOKO|was established by the
ipresence of typical ring-enhancing lesions on n CT scan and clinical and
radtographic response to therapy with SP in Patients at high-risk for HIV

 

  

  

 

sites"30 Patients who hadARSer.at least 3 months of SP, including 3

were identified. The dosage of

1e
ollowup, none of the patients developed PCP (mea:

8) +
clus: . Maintenance“chers with SP provides effective prophylaxis of

CP in patients with Al!
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Prophylaxle par la pentamidine
Prophyiaxis with Pentamidine

T. B P. 49 PREVENTION|DES RECHUTES DE PNEUMOCYSTOSE PAR LES AERO- T B P 50 COMPLIANCE AND LABORATORY DATA PREDICT RELAPSE RATE OF
v— SOLS D: —_— PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA (PCP) DURING PROPHYLAXISIDINE ; ETUDE PROSPECTIVE RANDOMISEE CHEZ LES

PATIENTS.SIDA7TRAITES PAR AZT.
ie*+ ; Landman, R* ; Gaudebout, C** ; Leprétre, A* ; Michon, C* ; Saimot, AG*

*Hépital Bichat - Claude Bemard, **INSERM Wa,75019 Paris, France.

Qbiectif. Evaluer l'efficacité et la tolérance des aérosols de Pentamidine (APM) dans la pré

des rechutes de preumocysiose (PCP).51pati 6 unePCP ré . 5 mois) et

de prophylaxie anti-Pneumocystis ont été randomisés: Groupe t: ur plus APM, Groupe
IAZTsole, Les APM ont été délivrés tous les 15jours le er mois puis tous les mois à la dose de
4 mg/kg par AZT de 1200 mgij étaient adaptées selon
la tolérance hématologique.
Résultats. Les deux groupes étaient comparabies sur d è é ques de |
vité du déficit Immunitaire et du sulvi de l'AZT, Parmiles 48 patients évaluables, le nombre de re-

es après un reculmoyenaprès la PCP de 9,4 mois a été de 2/22 (9 %) dans le Groupe | et
16/26 (61 %) di rf ystémique n’ Les prin- 

WITH AEROSOL PENTAMIDINE
Opravil, Weber, R.; Ledergerber, B.; Speich, R.; Sicgeathaler, W. and Lithy, R.me seer Rare

Objestive. To assess the effect of patients’ compliance during pentamidine prophylaxis (PX) and of lab-
oratory dataGuring tho inital PCP episode on PCFrelapec rate (PCFR).
‘Methods. The inhalation
Ze FX of FOR strayaegell FEF sp wee Page

for genase (LDH) were
available for30 patients. AIPCR were recorded. Pi

Results Median duration of pentamidine
PCPR occurred (2.8 per 100 paticat-moaths). Two of them were fatal. Only

Ty i fered d PCPR, both aft d PX

antrep A ll oth

PX was 31 weeks (range 2 - Ft, Danaeis period 10
16 patients had 100% compli-

Group Patients 1st PCPR  Medisu PX duration PCPR probsbiiity/Ist year (95% C.L)
A 4 5 284 weeks 65%* (32% - 95%) *p < 0.05 (life-table,

18,2%* (6% - 48%) Peto-Peto Wilcoxon test)B 30 5 30.2 weeks
 

 

 

 

cipaux eeffets secondairs San tox (a%) et gé piratoi dé de l'inhalati
(32 %), conduisantà un seulsoulext préme Parameter Assumed change Increased relative riak for PCPR/assumed

rechutes de FegyctPeDenote bat oow cpa oie % missedPX 10% up 15°  *p < 0.05, univariate Cox regression, 44 patients)
rosols de Pa CD4 cells 20% down 21%secondaire LDH OU re 772 < SmartCox rgroaios, 30 pans)

Conclusion. 1s leads t rate of
PER.TeeyesiencidwigPCRvudeadeoLD

PCP episode.

T.B.P.51 SUCCESSFUL CHEMOPROPHYLAXIS OF PCP BY POSTURAL INHALATION T.B.P.52 BOMEAEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDINE PROPHYLAXIS IN AN INNER CITY
o_o AND LOW DOSE AEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDIRE _

Keyes, Craig; Rodgers,P; Marte,C; Wolbert, J; Kelly,J; Ribble,D. ls,Tenathan* 1 Bilton, M., Hendcix. + Saall, C.B.
Bellevue Hospital Center/Community Health Project, NY, NY USA. North Central ronsHoasitalLiners Medical Center/Albert"Einstein

College of Medicine, Bronx, U.S.A
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the sificacy of low dose aerosolized pentamidine when
adnintstered by postural inhaletion. METHODS: 97 patients[52PADSG7 S/P FCP):

ARC] sthe(ranee sfteruscP prophylaxis were owed for a median

of 11 months (ran; 19). Pentamidine isocethionate was administered
sonic FRRONPPT terone) at a dose of 60 ng

tural inhalatio

nistri Ns Ts
1 months there were 3 episodea of PCP(1 AIDS, ARC). Al episodes were

diffuse eat were successfully treated with IV pentamidine.

3 episodes oce in noncompliant patients who had missed 2 o! mn:non
ses(accounting for a 9 week or
no severe adverse re adve

included: cough46(47%) « bronchospasm14 (142) ora  seallic tasre-58 (602).
No episodes of PCP occurred in patients compliant th the protocol.

: Postural inhalation may allow for improved efficacy and/or
reduced dose of prophylactic aerosolized pentamidine. Controlled trials
with larger numbers, more efficient nebulizers and of longer duration are
indicated.

sourde do
The

T B P 53 LONG TERM SAFETY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF AEROSOL PENTAMIDINE FOR
— PREVENTION OF PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA

Bernard, Edward M.; Dickmeyer, M.S.; Schmitt, H.

Armstrong. Monnierrie Cancer Center,

Objective.

re

 
To determine the safety of aerosol pentamidine and its effect~

eventing PCP compared to historical controls.

nistered weekly for four weeks

functionhematologic,

8
5.2 mos). Most were homosexu

dons systemic toxicity
was seen; 14,2% of Feeine required|a bronchodilator; sitof patients ha
a stable or improv Pulmonary function. re were thdrawals and

ccurenceFate 8 3.8%

Neu
pulmonary pneumocyastosis. Based on historical controls, there was a 16-

fold reduction in the recurrence rate of PCP among patients who had

Previous episode,
Conclusion. Aerosol pentamidine was safe and it prevented PCP. Higher
or more frequent doses may be needed as immune deficiency progresses.

and D
New York, New York, U. S.A.

OBJECTIVE: To determine netic,tolercance and compliance (comp) with home
aerosolized pentamidine (AP) prophylaxis in AIDS andARC patients (pts) of
poor, minority and intravenous a NYC clinic
METHODS: Pts received instruction inththe use of the|Pulnoacniotabiliaee (PN)
andinthe preparation of Pentamidine for aerosolilzation.
was 60 mgs. weekly forr the fivet a weeks (wks and b:iveckly thereafter.
Evaluable pts were followed for?4
RESULTS: le. 45 males, 13 femal Hispanic, 17 black,
3 white. Mean age 36 (range 22-59). 30/58 (52%) TvDUs,er (22%) heterosex-
val partners, 12/58 (21%) homosexuals, 1 (2%) transfusion recipient, 2 (3%) no-..
known ri (90% AIDS, 48/58 (83%) stat: t . 6/5
had ARC w: CD4 (mean:87). 6/58 (10%) asi were fo]Pta 1

(range 4-44 wks), total 1307 pt vks. 57/58 (98%) were
with AP for atieleast

for a mean of wks
aleo on AZT. 9/58 (16%) echealPCP; enMere on
4 wks prior to Reasons for 9 pts included:
(3), AP-iriduced respiratory symptoms(2) fear of Ereacnent) (2), poor
understanding of AP importance (2). 5/9with PCD (56 with
AZT. Of 48 pts receiving AZT who did notdevel: TP,“0(ais) were
ith <508 of AP Rxs; 4 (8%) were comp with >50% but ¢100% of AP Rx; 34 (71%)
were comp with 100% of AP Rx. 4/48 (64) ve:re also noncomp Ww:
CONCLUSION: Home AP by PN is a safe, effective method of PCP prophylaxis in an
inner city population of primarily IvDUs. AP comp was less than AZT comp.

AEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDINE FOR THE SECONDARY PROPHYLAXIS
OF PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINI,T PNEUMONIA IN THE ACQUIRED

TORCENCYSYNDROME: A REPORT FROM THE

MontanerLawsonLsFubar3HHand R; Racha, A; Germs, A; Renazi, P; McFadden, D; Fong,IW;
‘Garber, GE; Martel, A; Schlech, W; Louis, T, Chan, C. , paa BC, Canada

OBECTIVE. To evaluate the safety andeffectiveness of aerosolized peatamidine for the secondary
iprophylanis of (PCP) in (AIDS).

iMETHODS ‘Trial Design: randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled. lnckesion Criteria: (1) Recovered
Joncena Danny pathology(alt)No astireboral&eamesomadalating ageats(eoroee

active io antiretroviral immunomodulating agents
RSSnogiaeoan
165
ipentamidine Omg pes dose or placebo. Ti dy
{(FISONEB' MAD=2.5-5.0, microns [dependingonthe sizing technique] in a supervincd fashion

Follow-ep:

T.B.P.54

 

 

 

 

 

 

120 minutes. saniatarotandreasHsmeausdecweto
raf 24 weeks. Completeites,peal andborn ciao ic PFTwere

RESULTS. nt £ Anentoad the tf 4 4 A total of

82 casesof PCP we diagnosed, f th ig the 78 place ù i. rs dine (p<.0001 Chi square). Median follow-up

pordegmeetatone

ae Kfestioe in th dary prophyt à

FCP.

‘Suppanied by0 grant from Panes Co.
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PROPHYLACTIC INHALATION PENTAMIDINE IN PATIENTS WITH
HIV DISEASE

T.B.P.55
_____——. Ernst Jerome A.*;::DiPasquale,L.*; Sy,E.R.*; Rubinstein,D.*

*Bronx Lebanon Hospital, Bronx, » USA.

Objective, To evaluate inhalstion pentamidine in the prophylaxis of PCP in
iumunosuppressedHIVpositive patients.
Method. We prospectively studied 46 HIV positive immunodeficient patients.
200 mg of p: c sterile water were delivered by inhalation

us: an Aerotec IT apparatus. ree groups of patients
were studied. 1. 10 HIV positive patients with a T4 count less than 250 LZ
and no history of PCP. 2. 9 HIV positive patients with a history of PCP but
no tissue documentation. 3, 27 HIV positive patients with biopsy-proven PCP.
Results, 46 patients were treated an average 0 .8 weeks. Ther e 5
episodes of presumed PCP pneumonia. 8 patients were lost to follewep.“the

overall recurrence rate was 13.2%. The resulre in each group are as follows:
Group Average Treatment Time (Range) Recurrences Rate

1 5.8
2 4.3 (2-20) 1 16.7%
3 7.7 (2-36) 4 8.0%

All 5 of the patients who developedpneumonia were treated with anti-PCP

therapy. 3 of these 5 patients died.

usion. We not overall recurrence rate of 13.2% in patients on

aerosolized pentamidine waich is below that reported for patients without
hi mers arare. the study is ongoing. me fact

e IVDA's and still followed t
treatment protocol is cnceuraging.

ABSOLUTE PULMONARY DEPOSITION OF NEBULISED PENTAMIDINE
T.B.P.57 ISETHIONATE on M. P 1

joher es a C.; Barlow, D.;
Croft, D. and ‘Batemans x ge ’ ’ ’

St. Thomas’ Hospitals London,

Objective. To ure the absolute pulmonary de sition ofoe doses of
nbantidineagnintstered using two different nebu ir sy

owing salbutamol pre-treatment. 8 pattents withSuns inhaled
and ieom pent.anire mixed with 7na (0.0sgssate human serum

abunn vo! um ml) via ul ise! System 22 Mizer
(S22M, Medicas UK) "andc"RespigardRIT‘harauest)usin sflow of 6
L/min. Pul and pulmonary str a deposition(orophary nge
wasmemeasured usin camera"En absolute depositoncalculated usin:

rrection derived from jung phantom studies. Spirom Is measur
before and after salbutamol] and after pentamidine BRion “and adverse
effects were recorded.

‘Absolute pulmonary pentamidine deposition (mgtSEM) results are
shown In the table:

S22M@_

50 mg 2.37870.43 1.464802 1.5330.3¢ 0,828.15
151 Poay 7.243016 3:7440.63 4.4740 .53 2 A240032
$22M red more drug to the Tun: th
Sepustton.within 10 min. RIT ulmonary and fonpulmonary
depositioon and fewer adverse effects, Inhalation of 150 ng pentamidine
produsaucea ama reductions in FEV1 with both S22M (16.2%. p<0.01) and RII
5%, p«

Pulmonary pentamidine deposition was greatest using S22M but
RII was associated with fewer adverse effects,

T.B.P.59

V Backer*®
* State University.Hospital, Copenhagen;
**university Hospital, Hvidovre, Copenhagen, Denmark.

PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT WITH AEROSOL PENTAMIDINE TO
PREVENT RELAPSE OF PCP
pir fete Nybo Jensen*, ‘ru Nielsen**, B Lerche*,

Sk nhoj

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy cf aerosol pentamidine in
the prophylaxis of PCP relapses.
Patients: 45 AIDS patients were prophylactically treated with
aerosol pentamidine 60mg every 2 weeks, Acorn System 22.
The patients had all experienced an episode of PCP 2.5 months
(+ Forstartt of treatment. Time from AIDS diagnosis to

hylaxis was months {mean 7.4),
Results: Phepatients were treated fo: - 22 months (mean 8.4).
No significant adverse reactions were.

nce in 2 patients,Pere followed by re-
es of

were clinically suspected, one histologically verified.
rate of PCP per 100 patient months were 0.54% among

patients treated with this regimen.
i eems to be effective as prophy-

£ PCP in this regimen. Only mmild side
erved. A controlled study comparing aerosol

pentamidine with co-trimoxazole is in progre
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A CLINICAL EXPERIENCE WITH AEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDINE

(AP). SD Nightingale, RS Ferguson, SM Pounders, JD
vs kush & KJ Robertson. Parkland Memorial Hospital,

T.B.P.56

Dallas, TX, USA.

Since by22/88 we have treated 308 HIV positive patients with AP
mg q month for 112 le 80 days

Serial pulnonary function teats in 24 patients
before and after 6 months of treatment vere

FEVIL(Z%pred) FVC(Zzpred) FEV25"“Ts Capred) DLCO(cor for Hb)
Pre 94 86 20.2

Post 92 .
LE <.01

patients developed P while on AP: 1/99 with ARC or CDé14
<400, "2156 with AIDS bu

prior of PCP. These 11 “nh
(range 253-908) days before starting AP. S/1l (45%) of the
recurrent

bacterial pneumonia that respond

P may reduce the

of PCP in HIV positive pstients.

While AP was well tolerated and DLCO stable, a decrease in small
airway flow (FEF25-75) appears to be a subclinical but statisti-
cally significant complication of therapy.

T.B.P.58 AEROSOL PENTHAMIDINE FOR TREATMENT AND SECONDARY PROPHYLAXIS
IEUMOCYSTIS CARINII (PCP)

eho c o; Haid], S.; Westin, E. and Pretiner, T.
University of Lund, Dept of Infectious Diseases, General Hospital, Malmé,
Sweden.

Ten patients with PCP were treated with aerosol-Penthamidine 00 mg daily
for 10 days followed by secondary prophylaxis of 4! weekly.We used
the nebulizer Viasot MA2 that roduces articles au
volume of 0.2 ml. Monitori i
included hemoglobin oxygensaturat

t+ and VC. Follow-up bronchoscopy was performed at least once
days of secondary pro|

was disconti ued andssecondary prophylaxis continued. “aTpatients e
negative for pneumocystis at follow-up bronchoscopy. Neither clinical signs

lapses. Three dents died aft

nee

econdary prophylaxis we observed no relap
dose given no adverse effects were

EFFICACY OF MONTHLY INTRAMUSCULAR PENTAMIDINE IN THE

PROPHYLAXIS OF
Miller,Steven and Sifris,Dennis. HIV Clinic, Johannesburg
Hospital, Johannesburg, South Africa.

eilective.Toevaluatetheefficacy of monthly Antramecular pentamidine in
the prophylaxis t Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) in pepple
withADS.

Fifteen patients who have previously experienced at least
REof ter were

had

T.B.P.60

imoxazole was precluded in 13 patients because hypersensitivity and
in 2, because of severe . 4 te )
™m a monthly intramscular injection. patients were pro

abscess following the injection.

1) (Monthly intramuscular pentamidine isethionate provides
effecti axis for recurrent PCP. 2) Side effects are generally minor.
3) Monthly intramuscular pentamidine is more cost effective than weekly aero-

tramuecular pentamidine is easy to administer and
where there are no facilities for nebulisation.
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T.B.P.61 PHARMA
AIDS PATIENTS BEING TREATED FOR ACUTE

PHEUMONIA .

COKINETICS OF AEBROBSOLISED PENTAMIDINE IN
RNEUHOCYS~

Yana ' RT Koda*, CT lens*, TH Gilman*.
Schools of Pharmacy* and Medicine**, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, California, U

OBJECTIVE: To study the pharmacokinetics of aerosolized penta-
midine in AIDS patients who are receiving|treatment for mild

phe
tients receiveded Investigational treatment with

À espigard u-
specimen:

on 3 Sccasions (days 1, 14, and 21)

The rate of disappearance from 8 rapid and serum con:
centrations were undetectable 45-60 minutes after each inhala-
tion trea . There was no difference in the magnitude of

peak concentrations between day 1, day 14, and day 21 of
therapy.
CONCLUSION: No serum accumulation of the drug was noted over
the 21 day period of treatment. Urine concentrations are needed
to better characterize the pharmacokinetic parameters of
haled pentanidine.

PROPHYLAXIS IN AT.B.P.63 INHALED PENTAMIDINE AS PRIMARY
HIGH RISK GROUP ~ CONTINUING EXPERIENCE

Weisman Paulson, YJ; Rogolsky, B; Rothman, P; Scarsella;
Hitt, S: Eppolite, L; Boylen, CT. LAC-USC Medical Center,
GH 11-900, 1200 North Street, Los Angeles, CA 90033, U.S.A,

have given inhaled pentamidine Prophylaxis to 0
patients who are in a high risk group for PCP with Ty counts

ad isons of inhaled
month

3 g
s

5
:hy

cpeaines at veriodic intervals and no deterioration has been
seen spirometric values. No have
developed in this group. We conclude that primary
prophylaxis with inhal
appears to offer significant promise withou
We believe t further controlled studies of primary
prophylaxis urgently need to be done in these seriously
immuno-compromised patients

T B P. 65 EFFECT OF AEROSOL CHARACTERISTICS ON PULMONARY DEPOSITION OF

uv" PENTAMIDINE

Simonds, Anita; Newman, S; Johnson, M; Talaee, N; Lee, C; Clarke, S.

Royal Free Hospital, London, UK.

Objec An evaluation of pulmonary delivery of aerosol pentamidine

Sratrealveolar deposition and side effects to droplet size profile of

 

a single blind crossover study, 9 patients with AIDS anestable

us received 150 mg on

8.0 um. Alveolar deposition wasà directly related teP2 and inctdencenae

cough and breathlessness Proportional to dma: Insertion of an inspiratory

baffle into the Acorn System (D) markedly improved siveoler deposition of

pentamidine ‘and reduced avers,ee airway effects
Conclusion. eisation of droplet size profile from nebulisers can

euhance alveolar targeting of pentamidine,

COMMUNITY STUDY OF THE EFFICACY OF INHALED
PENTANIDINE ON THE PREVENTION OF

- CONTINUING EXPERIENCE.
3 Gilman, T; Rogolsky, E;Rothen, P:

Scarsella, A; Eppolite, L; Hitt, S&S; Boylen, CT.
Medical Center, GH 11-800, 1200 North Street, Los Angeles,

oA,

T.B.P.62

A
U

£ 50 patients receiving inhaled Pencomsaine
propnyiaxie to preven garinii pneumonia (PC
reported last year, Fe are now deceased. No:ne

Four patientshhave had recurren PCP.
recurren’ P have tended to have

Five patients
reg

 

surgical in ent
clinically significant
pentamidin such as h

nel
effective prophylaxis tn preventing recurren

T. B.P.64 COMPARISON OF NEBULISER EFFICIENCY FOR AEROSOLISING
PENTAMIDINE
Smit ion; Erskine D.“i Steele, J.; Hills, D.; Gazzard, B.G.

St. Stephen's Hospital, London, Englan:

obiecttives To determine which is the most efficient nebuliser system when
ker Ltd.) in

corn System-22

(Medic-AID ) with and wit!
Medical Products) and Fisoneb (Fisons Corp.) els of each brand of
4 Tr were tested rates of 8L/min., the Fisoneb was tested at
max: tting. roplet size was asseased using a Malvern Instrumentsz
2600HSD laser particle and droplet
spectrophotometry of 5

nebulisation time was

ng x!
analyser ~ aerosol output was assessed by

olutionrenaining within the nebuliser. The

also re d.
2<5.0un Amount <Sum Neb time(min)

ACORN 8L/min 2.5 74.6% 143. 6mg,
ACORN+MIZER 8L/min 3.9 63.12 ND ND
RESPIGARD IL 8L/mi: 1.2 96.3% 127.3mg 18.2
FISONE] - 4.7 56.3% 82. 7mg 4.0

of drug.ofwcuffictentdropletsize,to
hieve seolar deposition.

we PCP RELAPSE RATE USING HIGH DOSE (300mgs) NEBULIZED

NTAMEDa PERES aun POOR ONTERM SURVIVAL.

WKINS. B.G.GAZZARD

T.B.P.66
BON E.SMI HERD.
ST STEPHENS HOSPITAL, FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND.

QBJECTIVE : To assess the effectiveness of high dose Nebulized Pentamidine

on Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia (PP) pacidenceona ether preventing

he long term survival in AIDS pi

ents received Nebulized Peneantdine 300mgs forgnightly ona 

 

D :94 patien

imary or secondary prophylactic basis over an 18 month period. The number

of episodes of PCF and number of deaths from HIV were recorded over nis

per:
RESUL’ : Of 47 patients on primary prophylaxis, no episodes of PCP i

death were seen ( aver: follow up 4.5 mon’ ). Of 47 patients on secondary

P: axis, only one episode of PCP occurred { average follow 6.1 months)
However, of 29 patients who received greater than ths pr

ost PCP a maxim ow up period of 1 nths, 11 (38%) died

y
though Nebul of 300ngss/fortnightly

is highly effective at preventing PCP, mortality rate post PCP still remains

very high.
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T.B.P.67 TOTALPuLMOWRYDEPOSITION OUEN  T.B.P.66  Gor-rrerrvmessAINSI. PAROLE CRERIE A
homas, S.; Page, C.; Nunan, T.

id Bateman, N.
St. Thomas! Hospital,”Londons UK.

sess pulmonary deposition of 50 mg pentamidine when dis-Objective. To as:
solved in 3 or 6 m solution.

‘ol low ‘tment with salbutamol 4 patients with AIDS
inhaled50 m of ma ulised pentamidine made up in a final volume of 3 o
m

and Respigard II (RII, Marquest) at a gas flow
Pulmonary and non-pulmonary (oro Miyngeal and gastric).sjeposttion was
measured for each dilution and each Rebul iser usin: à gamma camera.
Spirometry was rodded, beforeand after each nebutisation.

oducad great seposition than RIT for both the 3 and 6
mi dilutions with ddeposition n 10 min and 30 min respectively,
For both cy stems: the 6 m1 a ition prot ongeed pulmonary deposit tons
reduced adverse effects and increased final pulmonary deposition by over
50% Somparedwith the 3 mi d

arger vol um2Gelayed dynamic deposition but significant-
ly increased total deposition within the lungs. It was preferred by
patients but a longer treatment period was necessary.

T.B.P.69 AEROSOLIZED INE AS CHRONIC SUPPRESSIVE THERAPY FOR
_ P. CARINII IN HETEROGENEOUS POPULATION

Rodriguez, Deziel, P; Fischl, M. University ofsandre ;
Miami School of Medicine, Miami, Florida,

Objective. To evaluate efficacy and safety of aerosolized pentamidine
(Pentam) in a non-selected group of AIDS patients who were unable to receive

trimethoprim-sulfa (TMP/SMX) for P. carinii pneumoni: laxis
. retrospective medical record review of a patients.who received

aerosolized Penta at clinic for a minimum not
actively enrolled in any experimental protocols from October 1987 through
Octobe:r 1988. Patients were stratified according to type of HIV disease
looking et z ne and use of bronchodilators as i t variables,
Results. 124"patients received aerosolized Pentam of whom 97 were evaluable.
____Stratification of Patients with Breakthrough Rate

¥ pts. # break hs x
Le Prophytaxis 8 0 0

‘laxi: 69 10 14
Multiple PCP Episodes 15 4 26
Kaposi’s Sarcoma 30 2 6.6

rail 97 10 10
Use of Bronchodilators 32 4 12.8

of Zidovudine 5
 

T
ronchospasn was documented in

rcome by use of bronchodilators in all cases. No © systemic
adverse reactions were documented. Aerosolized Pen srpemre te
effective and well tolerated in patients who are intolerant of TMP/SMK.

PROPHYLAXIE SECONDAIRE DE LA PNEUMOCYSTOSE
PULMONAIRE PAR LA PENTAMIDINE EN AÉROSOL

fHElieszewicz, F. Lecassin,J. Lebes, MC, Meyones, M. Perrin, 0. Picard.
Hépitel Saint-Antoine, Paris, France,

T.B.P.71

 water
patients stteints de SIDA et met en jeu le pronostic vital chez un quart dentre eux. Les taux de rechute
sortshatequ rmmit 35% à 6 mois et 60%à 12 mois,rs

SOR des cas, d'autres
prophylaxies sont àFée dent Ia pentamiding en eéresol

pationts_spusAZT:bénéficient dun eérosol de mésylathe de pentamidine (4
mg/kg) tous Ves 5 jours sur un ndbalieur ultrasonique de Vilbis;26,entre aux sontUsitis depuis
plus de 6 mols. il s'agit de 25 hommes et 1 femme d'age moyen 37 ans (26 & 69) dont 25. homosexuels
 et Itrensfusée. Récuitats:

parfaite chez 19/26 (toux: 6, bronchospesme: 1, neutropénie:14 , manifestations systémiques: 0).
11,58, intervalle de confiance @ 95% 4-26%). Discussion: La

toxicité des sérosols parait nulle. La méthodologie standardiste (eppereiiiage, posclogie,
Irépartition pulmonaire). Dans ls littérature,

de 198
donc apporter un bénéfice modéré chez tes patients sous AZT. Conclusion: Les aérosols de
semblent Faire preuvedune efficecité modérée en prophylaxte secondaire de le PNP du SIDA dans les 6

après 6 mois J'AZT sans autre traitement prophylsctique,

298

Cohen,CJ; Cotton,DJ and Tostesan,ANA.
Beth Israel Hospital and Harvard los School, Boston, MA, U!

Objective: termine the cost-effectivensss of primary prophylaxis for
PCP in HIV-infestedBren

à" Lyaphocyte count (<200, 200-400, >400) and Listes
vith Crimethopria-sulfa (TS), aerosol pentamidine areor nothing

we modeled the
estimated average life expectancies wer,
of life saved ($/YLS) with TS or AP. Baseline estimates from
and hospital charges when T4<200 inc:

probability of PCP 1f AIDS develops (70%), complication rate of TS (50%
Results:

 

NOPRO TS AP (VS NOPRO) (VS TS)

<200 2.2 4.4 $2,300 4.8 $9,900 $50,000
200-400 5.0 5.6 5.7 1,000 $202,000

5.9 6,1 $ 6,1 $155
Results were minimally affected by clinically reasonable changes in
estimates. Prophylaxis with dapsone, depending on its efficacy and
toxicity, may be as or more cost-effective than

imary prophylaxis for PCP with TS ismore coat.effective shan
most widely accepted treatments for diseasen, In
costly than these treatments, except in the highest riskeroup00)

Aerosolized Pentamidine (AP) Prophylaxis for
pneumonia (PCP) in a Boston

mmunity health cent.
dmMoon,MW, Har: S, Feldman, R, Mayer, KH. Fenway Community

Health Center,“Boston, MA., USA.

T.B.P.70

Objective: o describe the first year’s experiencewen AP
treatment tx)“tor PCP Prophylaxis in a communit
cente }, escriptive and statistical“analyses.

150 He of AP have been administered every 2 weeks via
Respigard II nebulizer starting 1/88 to 64 pts e still in

n ag { e da prior PCPs C IV non-
AIDS, and 6 with other AIDS diagnose. 20% atreat with
Alupent. Side effects include metallic tasteFin mo
approx. 50% of client asymptomatic post-tx hypotension in

$ of clients For 4 seen > 1 m , the s an
aggregate of 200.5 client months of tx (mean 5.0 months)« 3
have be treated > 6 m . 1 on AZT ner py; 2

d party
ailure rate

Respigard II nebulizer system has been noted (leaks,
valve sticking). at a CHC setting provides a
s e environment for providing AP tx which is well tolerated.

SINGLE AND MULTIPLE DOSE PHARMACOKINETICS (PK) OF REDUCED
DOSE (3 MG/G) INTRAVENOUS PENTAMIDINE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, San Francisco,california, U.S. À.

T.B.P.72

Objective: To investigate the single-and multiple-dose PK of reduced dose

intravenous pentamidine in AIDS patients with Pneumocystis carinii

pneumonia (PCP).
Methods: erial plasma

measured in 6 previous
function who received
timed infusion. Concentration-time data were
or 3c) models with the Prophet Computer Resour

asma concentration (mean +SD) at the completion of infusion, and

at 1,6 and 16 hours Pes completion of infusion were 221 + 85.5, 16.6 +
6.8, 4.0 + 1.6, and 1 3 ng/ul. First dose PK parameters|are
summarized in the table 3

and urine pentamidine concentrations GPL) wi

rmal or near

it to 2-and 3-compartment (2c

Parameter 1
Model Vol 1 vss AUC Clearance T'/.

(liters) (liters) (mcg hr/ml) (fh) as

2e 66.5438.3 5424357 5134145 3924102 5.143.6
3c 56.5424.0  14046.2 9244343 236438.7 93.6436

day 5 (n=4), 7 (n=3), 11 (n=3}, 12 (n-2), 13 (n-2) and 18 (n-1) the mean
ss plasma concentr:tations were 10.3 4 0.1, 24.6 + 12.2, 34,5 + 5.3, 48.3

ne/at+ 32.9 and69.6
The elimination half-life of pentamidine is long

(approximately & days) and daily dosin,releads progressive plasma
cumulafion even inpatisnts-with no raal..rsnsl
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T.B.P.73 Nebulized Pentamidine in the primary and T.B.P.74 ihe’ ET SURETE’ DE LA PROPHYLAXIE AVEC PENTAMIDINE
ophylexis of PAR AEROSOL DANS DES TOXICOMANES E.V. ITALIENS ATTEINTS

weld J., “Gottstein A., Rehmet S., oe SIDA, EN THERAPIE AVEC ZIDOVUDINE
Müller R. St imme! iH. Hem&E.F. Universitätsklinik Frank- Gfa S., Giudici M.G., Vezzani F., Tuzza A., Calorght GF.
furt, Zentrum mneren Medizin. Infekt ions—Ambulanz, vis. Melathie-
Ay though AZT"significantly prolongs the survival time afterthe

influence the occur e of oppor-
f 185 patients treated

in nkfurt, 32 (i : 2 cases, PCP
first occurred under PCP is the most common OI also under

consequence, PCP prophylaxis. aimed at preventing or
reducing the occurrence of PCP, is required.
We therefore pi ©: tudy to assess eff icacy and toler-

ulized pentamidine as primary or secundary PCP
atients additionally gets Fansidar 2

entamidine loading
Omg

had PCP prior to
pentamidine prophylaxis. Indication for inhelateon prophylaxis
was a T4 cell count <150/ 1 and AZT treatment
Results: After dian observation time of 230 da
under peentamidine developed PCP. 20 patients developing PCP du-

ng this period did not take pentamidine
în the mentioned dosage, the agent was well eennbenied Systemic
side effects were not observed. Because of h
patientsadditional ly needed a broncho-dilatator.

ays, no patient

PROPIAFoR PREUNOCYSTIE GARINLE PNEUMONIA CPCP> war AEROSOL PENTAMIDIWE (AP)
ORAL DAPSONE (OD) 16 PATIENTS WITH AIDS OR

ue A. Jornes; Palermo $; Gregory 6; Carlo C: erondes tz Chenin € et. al.
St. Vincent's hopital, Nes York, MY. USA.

T.B.P.75

and compere the efficacies and toxicities of AP and (D in the prophylaxis for

PCP in patienta with AIDS or severe ARC,

eeeSince Wovenber 1987, 141 patience ware enrolled and randomized to two treatment eres: AP [100eg

weeks, delivered under supervision with a Pulmosonic nebulizer (DeVilbiss), MAD 3.5 microns], or

celf-ocuintevered CD (100mg biveskiy). Randomization uss stratified into groups with prior PCP (ne76), no

ARC (re35). Relapse rate of historical controls is approximately 35% at

Results: Nean Length of follow-up wes 26 weeks in AP are and 20 weeks {n OD ers. Of 118 patients evaluable,

65 ware on AP and 53 on 0D; 25 patients withdrew volunterily, were lest to follow-up or expired prior to the

first 6-month endpoint. Sixty percent of patients in each group were on AZT. neta ve

were not sigutleenelydifferent for elther drug in any group:areher*s œuet test: P>0.05

Entiregrun RP sieo.* 2e nope a Al
Relapse Rate
œ ox 14% 1% am 0 0 10%,

# % x 5x 2x

interval from tast episode PCP to onset

Yransfusion requirements werealter fn both groups and

<P) and 100% (0D) etter 6 months.

discontinuation

axis.

tin inate capacity aoe in 81%

Sronchospess occurred fn TSK patients on A? and rash requiri

» ccourred in 7.5% ofPatients mœ

£onclusion: Oral for PCP with

similer rates of relapse end lou rates of complications.

T.B.P.77 AZT-AEROSOL PRNTAMIDINE VS AZT ALONE IN LONG TERM
A A RETROSPECTIVE CASE-CONTROL SUR-

. VIVAL ANALYSIS. SD Nightingale, SM Pounders, RS

Ferguson, JD Jockusch. Parkland Memorial Hospital, Dallas, TX,

USA
40 of our 609 AIDS prona) had PCP, b) survived >365 days

offered ne to all AIDS patients

 

the cases was
at 180 days

patients on AZT who have survived an episode of PCP by > 1 year.

Di Anfettive, Arcispedale S.Mria Nova, Reggio Emilia, Italy.
Siertie,Propivlacie des prendères crises et des nécidives de FOP dine 18e tienne

MethodeTTjacu't enya15pat 

T.B.P.76 PNEUMOTHORAX IN PATIENTS RECEIVING AEROSOL FEN-
TAMIDINE FOR PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINIPNEUMONIA
PROPHYLAXIS.

Got";WardWardlaw, L.*; Moritgomery,B.**;AbramsDL; FeigalDIW.*; and the SF Coun-

yc £ ind: 3, 1 pital, Univ. of California, SF; ** SUNY

at Stonybrook, NY., U. S.A.

 

Objective: To determine the incidence of pneumothorax in on aerosol pentamidine for
PropsntmonFC)nhakHVcedFt
Methods: 408 were #0 treatment with either , 150mg qw or 300mg
qéw of aerosol pentam (AP) stratified into groups: prior PCP (EF,neKap‘s Sarcoma (KS,
atorARCandbrADSirons (Of;16APwaderaMarquest Respigard Il
nebulizer MMAD=142 microns). Pneumothorax was documented as a com-
ponent of study follow-up. Fragen followlowup inongoing patients was 301 days

(range 190-347). Thirteen les thorax were
Preumothorax Incidence served two which were complications asive
d dus ‘Three episodeswere bien ard sven patents had

% episodes. but one patient had prior PCP. 4 oc-
" oth 90 mg q2week, 7 oh150 ing q 2 week and 1 on
L 300 mg d'A weekKas incidence showed
> a linear trend À SDLÉpente
« of 14% at 6 months and 5.2% at

d iot dose response and nino nie occurrence

"Months ofAerosol Pentamidine lyinmenpost PCP suggests thataerosol pentamidine isnot

 

 

T.B.P.78 TRIAL OF AEROSOL
PROPHYLAXIS OF

PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINIT PNEUM'
*;Montgomery, A.B.**; McGinty, E."; Feigal, D.W. ‘and the LyphoMed

Consortium Investigators.
“University of California at San Francisco, USA.;** State University of New York at
Stonybrook, USA.

Objective: To determine see pvlaca inAIDSpoder fr PodeFCPfor Pneumocystis

Meth p sain @ th first ep ized to 30mg or

Montrer à weeks of aeroedl ones anteGnMeekontAl
(particle MMAD=142 microns)àat 7 centers.

REndwas never tealed. After 9 eeAntevokllow up of 4.67
months,of the 236 PT on trial, 10 have had recurrent PCP with 2 deaths. 4 died from other
causes, and 4were too ill othercauses to continue. there were2 episodes of

one associated with a PCP relapse. Systemic side are pros ly
monitored at two month intervals. One patient discontinued therapy for throm-

bocytopenia.
Aerosolpentamidine is well tolerated and is associatedrcet

recurrence of PCP in high risk patients started shortly after first episode PCP
complications occur infrequently and extrapulmonary p) har not beenabe
served.
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Diagnostic : Analyse de flux cytométrique et RCP
Diagnosis: Flow Cytometric Analysis and PCR

T.B.P.79 18 PER LING DEPOSITION OF NEMULISED PENTAMIDINE IMPROVED T.B.P.80 QUANTITATIONOFHIV1 PGR PRODUCTS BY SOLUTION HYBRIDIZATION
| 3 Thames, 8.; Page, C.; Bradboor, C.; wil 12reat a. any N ns, seam, 5 Bankowski, Matthew**; Kessler, Hi*

St. Thomas’ Hospital, Losion, UK. L.*

whether inhalation of pentamidine in ths supine posture
SUTUEhein the iT ZO0S6,

0, Tate ste, 9 patients with AIDS inbslod 50 ag
ine mixedae 37 a Soic oman“=mn,in the sup:

rienpeesitions. aeroso
ER 22 NisererEnàRelotéLuandieepiserd‘tfPUREpratteewere
modified by adding ry

im tien was measured ‘wheinhaled vie the
vemodifisgmadm6RSapparatus e and static scanning us a game

ach pationt 2 133Xe equilibrium scan was obtained both postures
toeOreoctepper to lower zone deposition ratios for relativevelens volume.

right Upper zoneHE Absolutemena deposition in ms itetaltal ET]and
shown in the table for each nebulisc

     

 

0.3:$20.04
In the sitt ure, modification of reduced drug sition

s2h ¢ S). Total pulmona: deposition’‘as changed Des dom
Seiteover zone rat.Me (eorrecteë for 1eatedt Sols ge
counts) was

À Modif td f 522M reduces itsitsefficiency and is not recomended.
e Eger 208 ‘Asposition was obscrved using an unmodified 622M in ths

piteiaepepost on. Using RII in the supine position incroased uppsr zone

T.B.P.81 DETECTIONOF HIV-1 TI

RESULTS OF VIRUS CULTURE

‘SénnerborgA*,**, Johansson B*, Strannegard O*.
* Central Microbiological Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden, **Rosiagstulls Hospital, Karolinska Institute,
Stockholm, Sweden.

 Sblective, Fo
detecting HI
Matas PCRwaaraningusing primers pairs with location 1551-1578 and1638-1665 in the gag_

and location 7801-7820 and 7922-7942 in th

Gageparstres wagesofrecon,
Thus, some

 patientswore rep led infectious virus.
Converealy, POR was postive brie sujectsts hea symptoms indicative of HIV-intection, but were
HIV- seronegative and cutture negative. Specimens from HIV-1 seropositive persons, infected in
Europe or USA, were more frequently positive by PCR then sampies from individuals infected in Airica.
Gancdusian, Detection by PCRofov
useful for th Because

MULTIPARAMETRIC FLOW CYTOMETRIC ANALYSIS
(LYMPHOCYTE P24-FCA) ALL eAON OF
ACTIVE av INFECTIONIN PERIPHERAL BLOOD

Im. *; Cory, J.M.*; Kessier, H.on Eyster,
M. E.*; Rapp, F.*; and Lannday, A**
*The M. S. Hershey Medical Center, The Pennsylvania State Univ., Hershey, PA;
and **Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center, Chicago, IL, USA.

T.B.P.83

Objective. To quantitate active HIV-1 infection rapidly (<24 fra)iin1asymptomatic, HIV
antibody positive, serum|HIVp24 antigen negative|homosexu
 HW.À infection in periph-

oralblood cells. The assay isis based on binding of monoclonal antibody specific for p24
re protein; thus, only cells with actively onwasbyHIV are Getected and results

expressed as % p24 positiveive cells. Viral isolation
Forty tified by lymphocyte p24-FCA

range:"<0.1-13.6%). (1) All (10/10) samples with lymphocyte "p24-FCA >15% were
posipositive pyvirus culture;<onhy 2 oft m
2) Neither monocyte nor gran
smphocyie p24--FCA didnot correlate with%or number of CD4+ or CD8+ tympho-

<2 WK from 03%

 
cytes
to 6.0% poncomtarttwith conversionto virus culture posit
Conclusion hocyte p24-FCA allowed rapid Fou‘ns monitoring of HIV-1
replication inpas ymptomatic serum pat antigen negative individuals and
may be a valuable toolin ‘monitorining ant ral therapy.
(Supported by USA NIH HLBI NOT-HE-67023FProject #221924 and Al25915).
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*Abbott. Laboratories, orthchizage, IL, **Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's
Medical Center, Chicago, IL, U.S.A.

Objective: Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified sequences are usually
evaluated b: t or Southern blot hybridization or gel electrophoresis of

R products after restriction,enzyme treatment. novel solution hybridi-
zation assay was used as a convenient, sen ve and quantttative method for
detection ofHIV-t DNA and RNA following anol ication àry PCR.

product of a se pair segmen the gag region was
hybridized1in solution with a high specific activity,single stranded
1251-DNA . e reaction was then applied to a gel columi separ:
hybrids from free probe in a single elution step. Thee hybridization "any
itself has a sensitivity of 6x10°20 motes and is quantitative over
orders of magnitude in target concentration

: The quantitative solution hybridization assay of DNA PCR
products routinely detecte: s in 2.5X105 uninfected
octont DNA was detected in 28/28 ancl sosieive patients (including

I ge y
Frequencyney oFHIV infected cells in AIDS patients ranged from fi
&of patients) to more than 400 (13% of»patients) per 106 mononuclear

4 These methods may be useful in monitoring DNA and RNA levels
during anti-viral therapy.

T.B.P.82 FAILUREwe THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) TO perect
VIRAL HIV-1 DNA BY AMPLIFICATION OF A GAG SEGNENT
HENOPHTLIACS WITH,HIV BATIBODTES

laine”ent and Kumar
“Pennsylvania spateNE Hershey, rtound Cancer Tastitute,

Bethesda, MD, ““Frederick Cancer Taetikate, Frederick, MD, U.S

Objective. To detect HIV DNA by PCR in milti-transfused hemophiliacs at

high riskfor HIV infection.
metthod. 115 base pair segment of the gag region of HIV was amplified by 
CR and analyzed by the rapid hybridization method (probe-shift assay)

Sencribed by Kumar et al (AIDS Re rovirus, in pre:
Result:

PCR Pos. PCR Neg.
HIV Antibody Pos. n=6 3* 3

HIV Antibody Neg. n=16 3 13

HIV antibody Seroconversion n=7

Pre-conversion (5/7 tested} 3* 2
Post-conversion (6/7 tested) 3 3

“two PCR pos. patients were aleo p24 antigen positive
Conclusion PCR using a single probe and one set of gag on primers

failed todetect HIV DNA in 50% of seropositive hemophiliacs. The use of

culture of lymphocytes, additional probes, and multiple samples

of cell lysates may improve detection. Definitive diagnosis of HIV

nm in hemophiliacs may require a combination of immunological and

 

änfectio
approaches. (Supported by NCI Contract NO1-CP-85649)

.B.P. FLOWCYTOMETRICANALYSIS(LYMPHOCYTEP24-
T.B.P.84 ronTO EVALUATE ACTIVE INFECTION IN FEMALE SEXUAL

ARTNERS AT HIGH RISK FOR HIV-1 INFEenon
ConLES Ohisson-Wilhelm, 8. M.; Rapp, F. and Eyster,

M. S. Hershey Medical Center, The Pennsyivaniaa State Univ. Hershey, PA, USA

Obiective. Ti hrs)
ofrteHN1 enthody positive hepa.

Methods. Multi flow cytometry detected peripheral blood dirb
bearingHIV-1 majorcore protonp24arep24-FCA). Thus, actively infected

aeporn osPa-positive; lymphocyte p24-FCA
pra >1.0% correl wit pesinevealviral cul
Results. (1) Of 15 sare from ented)»women, all had lymphocyte P24-FCA
values <0.2%; partners 4 of AIDS. (2) Four antibody(+) women

p24-FCA values of 0.1, 0.2, 1.1 and 1.7%.62)Serial samples S months
spat(1%, 1.7%)weg available fo:r'1 woman, jal partner died of AIDS.

evidence of active infectionwithin months of lymphonyte. p24-FOR sing

lymphocyte counts
Serump24 entigen(-).(4)
 

 

were stable in 300-500/mm” rang
The lymphocyte p24-FCA result of 1.1% derived fro p
was P24 antigen (+). Her CD4+ lymph i
200-300/mm*" range and she ined serum p24 antigen(-).
Senders. Lynymphocyte paFCAwas used to assess active HIVinfection rapidly

in r measi

(Supported by USA NIH HLBI, NO1-HE-67023 Project #221924, NCI NO1-CP-85649).
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T.B.P.85 MONITORING THE ACCURACY OF THE TOTAL LYMPHOCYTE COUNT TO T.B.P.86 WHERE UES TRUTH METHODOLOGICAL INFLUENCE ON THE
IMPROVE LUTE CD-4 Ci ee DETERMANATINOFCDs AND CDSLYMPHOCYTE SUBPOPULATIONS.|
Anderson, Robert E.*; Hirschkorn, D.*; and Edmondson, S.** Cat,

*ViRxz, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA; saSequoia-Torner™ Corporation, Mountain Oblective.

View, CA, USA. prognostic parameter. However, the results of CD4 determinations from different laboratories are ofien not

Shiective: To improve the accuracy ofone total lymphocyte count, & key Methods. d
of the absolute"en hoc: - M1: Separati ty gradi , Nycomed), and staining with FITC-

Methods The white cell differentialw termined using thePan tabeled monoclonal antibodiesseCOan G08Der
Dickinson FACSCAN h SimulsetSoftware andnetstest Reagen BD), micro-

scopically on Wright(Geimse sta: smears (manua. and by ele
uoia-Turner enDyn 2000 Uruie clinic-based HIV

lymphocyte percentages were lowered when additional wash steps,

MANLISEor aggressive aspiration (Asp) was used in cell preparation.

SQ
tartesEP 34.1 26.2
Vor! 36.2 33.8

 MANUAL
35.2
39.2

37.7 37.4 39.4 .
Twenty-one room-temperature ACD whole blood specimens held for 0, 24 and
48 houre gave a mean percent lymphs of 36.8, 34.9 and 37.8 respectively,
compared with 34.8 for
Conclusion. With best technique, lymphocyte Percentages from the FACSCAN
impedance, and manual. are comparable. Monitoring all three methods
ineures good recovery from iynohocyte preparation met!tous . If processing
delays occur, ACD is # superior anticoagulant for lymphocyte phenotyping.

 

T.B.P.87 FLOW CYTOMETRIMETRIC METHODS FOR HIV SEROLOGY AND
ANTIGEN SUNY9)PROTE USING RECOMBINANT HIV
ENVELOPE (ENV-9) PROTE!

Campbell, De, canneJantePapadopoulos, T.**, Janney, K.**, Rifat, S.*, Douglas,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA, **E.I. Du Pont de Nemours &
Co., Wilmington, DE, USA.
Qhiective: Flow cytometric (FC) methods mere developed as potentially improved
alternatives to enzyme-linked immunosor! assays (ELISA) for the detection of HIV
specific antibodies, and for the quantitation proteins.

; Recombinant HIV envelope (ENV--9) protein was covalently coupled to
2.39um caboxylated polystyre:ratios by car!carbodiimide mediated reactions an

a Pe or boththe F serologic assay and for the FC
tition assa) ral antibody probefor both assays was affinity-

purified,“piotin-conjugated goat anti-human 1gG, while the fluorescence pro!
FITC-a
Besults: The evaluation of forty four human sera by FC and ELISA revealed a high
level of correlation (coefficient of correlation = ast) between FC mean channel
luorescence pointtiter. FC antigen competition assay detected less

tection assay and the FC HV
anti ntial usefuiness of flow cytometry as
alternative method ferhe quantitation of HIV antibodies and detection of HIV

in infected

T.B.P.89 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FLOW CYTOMETRIC DATA: A NOR-
ma C APPROACH

ture, Yves; Cardno, T; Tsoukas, C.
Laboratory, MontGeneral Hospital, Montreal, Quebec

Objective: To evaluate non-parametric approaches to the ststistical

of T cell subsets. The enumeration of CD4 positive lymphocyt:

Flow Cytometry
» Canada.

analysis

or analysis. Percentile ranges and absolute median deviation
were used instead of stands dation as dispersion indices; med:
mode instead of ization indices. These statistical estimators
provided a view of the skewed distribution of the data (presented
us examplar distributions). A non: metric test, the Mam-Witney U-test,
was noted to he useful for sis testing.

usion: Although statiatically less powerful theConclusion: non-parametr:
thesis testing leads to improved reliability in flow cytometric fetaTnriysis.

 

(Simuttest™, B-D), sn cosastaeapagaD)

(Coulter), ‘Workstation,

in al th (E108PROPLE™, Couter. Resuts
were compared using a lineer regression model.
Resuks. M1 end M2 np)
cpa
0.90. ty M 

y tect
‘well ('=0.79) but, in contrast to CO4
M2 and M3

CDS values,
apart from M1-determined values.

comparing different studies.

T. B P 88 IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTITATION OF HIV INFECTED
ne CELLSIN PERIPHERAL BLOOD FROM AIDS PATIENTS BY

‘OM! Y
McSharrv,James’; Echols, R.*; Stevens, R.“ and Lehman, *Aibany Medical
Center, Albany NY and “New York State Department0of Health, Albany NY.

Qbiective: To develop pid method f h
HIVseropositive patients. Methods: After Base informed consent, peripheral
biood was taken from patients attending the AIDS Clinic at the Albany Medical
Center. The mononuclear isolated by centrifugation onto ficoll-hypaque,
fixed in 90%methanol, incubated‘with monoclonal antibody to p24 antigen as the

hen with FITC - conjugated gvat anti mouse IgG (Fab) as the

f HIV antigen in

secondary antibody. The n treated wi remove RNA®and then
with propidium diiodide to determine the cell DNA fe. The staistai:
then analyzed by a WC’ trols consisted at peeral bodmononuclear
celis fro: HIV-seronegative patients with n al blood cor
‘low cytometric aoaiyas 0 treated mononuclear cellsàrevealed that HiVaeronegative

patients have essentially no p24 antigen- positive cel!
patients had significantnumbers of p24 antigen- positive ce
cells

ested, and at each stage of the disease,
antigen:Positive cell was of the monocyte/macrophage lineage on the ‘banks of size as
determined by light scatter and adherence to fetal bovine serum coatedpetri
dishes. Conclusion:
rapid, quantitative system to determine the antigen status of HIVseropositive
patients which may be useful as an indicator of disease progression.

Diagnostic : Détection des antiganes
Diagnosis: Antigen Detectl

Averour S.**, Bazex J.**

T.B.P.90 TIGÉNEMIE VIH AU COURS DE LA

Schiavint D.*, Puel coTT

e de Virologie, CHU Purpan, Toulouioure, FRANCE

**Service de Dermatologie, cH La Grave, Toulouse, FRANCE.

PRIMOINFECTION

*Laboratoir

©bjectifs. Etudier la précocité de l'antigénémie 1ore ge la primoinfection

Tl a été écrit qu'elle pouvait précéder la séroconversion de 34 moia(Ranki A.

Lancet 87;11:589) ou de quelques mois (Goudamit J..bance87;i:317- Allain JP
Lancet 86;11:1233) mais cer résultats sont controvers:
87;ii:1025).

Méthodes,
Détection, titrage de l'antigénémie p24 (technique Abbott) et confirmation
par Tevtrelisation réalisés sur des rérums recueillis 2 à 14 mois (moy: :

9 moisde t la séroconveraion obrervée chez 19 patients homosexuels.

Résultats.
—antigénémie n'a jamais été re avant la séroconversion, toute-

fois nous n'avons pas disposé de sérum # le mois précédant la néroconver-
sion.

# (Courouce AM. Lancet

-Au moment de la Béroconversion une antigénémie a ste observée chez 15 sujets
Elle a disparue en 1 mois & 11 car, en 3 mois as.

peatient un moi seulement aprés la

Conclusion. Ltantigénémie n'est donc penun marqueur gérologique précoce et
efiable de l'infection VIH; accompagnant la séroconversion, elle ert fugace,

inconstante, parfois retardée,
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T.B.P.91 PRODUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF HUMAN IMMUNO-

DEFICIENCY VIRUS ANTIGENIC DETERMINANTS AND THEIR

USE IN DIAGNOSTICS OF AIDS

S.Arsenian, O.Voloshin*, A.Shevalier*, M.Michailov*,I.Nikolaeva**#

V.Rostapshov, and E.Sverdlov

M.M.Shemiakin Inst.Bioorg.Chem., Acad.Sci.USSR; *RPA Biotechnology

Minmedbioprom; **Inst.Immunol. Minzdrav; Moscow, USSR.

With a view to have immunodiagnostic kits for detection of

AIDS in humans we obtained bacterial strains expressing recombi-

nant proteins which include amino acid sequences of the main

antigenic determinants of human immunodeficiency viruses (HIV).

The spectrum of expressed antigenic determinants overlaps their

variability among different HIV isolates. The content of the

expressed recombinant protein in cell lysates amounts to 30-50%

that enables one to use the synthesized antigens for immunologi-

cal reactions without further purification, Using a large panel

of sera taken from AIDS patients interaction of the recombinant

antigens with anti-HIV antibodies was statistically analysed.

'. B.P.93 Use OF TRITON-X IN THE HIV ANTIGEN ASSAY TO ASSESS THE
PRESENCE OF INFECTIVE uve

s L. Stewart*; Ketchum, S.*; Coombs, and Allain, J.P.*
>atheet Laboratories, N Chicago IL and hetintverstey of Washington, Seattle

USA.

œsectiveayers the performance and stgnificance of the current HIV
antigen (HIV Ag) capture assay to a fication using Triten X-100 to
dtsrupt potential whole viral particles in the 5
Me S. Serum plasma 5: es were tested e presence of 0.5%
Teiton X-100 according to previously described methods4{(hancet 1986, 2,

s, results were compared to the c y of plasma to
lymphocyte

‘om 7 patientsveoTeetad at close intervala and
post seroconversion, samples were HIV Ag + in the presence and 7 in the
absence of Triton. ant1 HIV Ag + samples tested were infectious in Mtture

HIV Ag- were infectious. In 140 seroposttive 5 es
ni

suggested that the presence of HIV Ag reflected acttve vtral reptication.

LACK OF CORRELATION OF P24 ANTIGENEMIA WITH CLINICAL

STATUS OR PERIPHERAL BLOOD T4 LYMPHOCYTES (PBT4}) I:

WOMEN WITH HIV INFECTION. fherisnQiCarpenter: amerer
KH, McCrow L, Danforth 8 own University Me al

Center, Providence. RI USA

T.B.P.95

relation between p24 entigeneomis, PBT4,

(mean age 35) with AIDS. mean PBT4 was 60 + {SEM). 3 individuels

(1 AS, ARC. 1 AIDS) had persistent p24 antigenemia. In t

individual, mean p24Ag was 63 pg/ul; mean PBT4 wae $62. In the person
with ARC, mean p24Ag was 130 po/ul: maan PBT4 194. In the an

with AIDS. mean p24Ag wan 78 1; mean a 17

antigenemic wo h clinically stable during th

= s. The individual with 8 h one ief hospitalisation f

Perinesl herpes he er two antigenemic women had no limitation of

activities of daily living. Conclusions. ae date confirm highly

clinice] status or PBT4 counts these 24 HIV-positive women.
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SENSITIVITY OF FIVE COMMERCIAL HIV-ANTIGEN DETECTION METHODS.T.B.P.92
Casado C., Vi @ J.M., Vallnonrat E., Garcia Saiz A., Najera R.

Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Madrid, Spain.

SRUETIVES. - To present data about the perfomance of commercial —

kits for HIV - en detection by testing with a panel of sera and infec-

ted cell-culturesupernatants

METHODS .— To buiidour evaluation panel we nave selected antibody

positive sera which didn't show any reactivity for anti-CORE antibodies by

the CIA -RA (ENVACOR HIV-1, Abboet) method.

The chance of a serum to be antigen reactive is higher than fitwas

antCORE positive.

The antigen detection methods used in this work have been: Abbott
ee Antigen EIA,oe Pont p24 CORE Antigen rasaTAVITA Agi {peagnos-

tics Pasteur), Coulter HIV Ag assey and Vironostik: V Antigen (Organon).
The sensitivity study was completed by setting up the end-poins

dilution ageilculture supernatants for each method.
RESULTS.- We have found relevant differences of sensitivity by tes-

ting the serapanpanel and the dilutions

IONS.- We think that ourCONCLUSI! study my8give information abou

nu Sekection ability of fiv« comercisÀ Kits. This could be an ead
ch in der to decide which HIV antigen detection kit might beHone=P roa!

selec

EVALUATION OF TWO HIV ANTIGEN ENZYHE IMMUNO= ON EUROPEAN AND AFRICAN SERAT.B.P.94 (renter, cay, von or trom, ¢, Pot
Institute of Tropical Medicine,Antwerp, nue

Objective: To compare the performance of two HIV antigen crie enzyme immunoassays (ELA) (Abbott and

Innogenetics for the detection of free KIV antigen in human si

‘Wethods: Iwo hundred seventy anti-HIv positive (51 African, ty }, and 42 anti HIV negative sera

were screaned with the HTLV III antigen EIA (Abbott) and the Innotest HIV antigen (Innogenetics distribu-

tive samples were tested for confirmation with a neutrelise-

ES

gof

Results: Initial screening yielded 49 sera reactive in the Abbott and 66 sera reactive in the Inno test.

re reactive in both essays. Etghty-eight percent (36/41) of the samples reactive in

ymed with the Abbott test while 96 percent (40/41) were

 

regardles:

soles are true HIV antigen pos seropositivity in the African

pectively 5.à* on oeoe2:1uaà(p = 0.006).

ove Towelshhigher ne, 0 10.0 {OD cut off/0D samples) while this was only the case in 17.8 % of the

European 10 d.

Conclusion: We obtained more HIV antigen confirmed positive resuits with tha Innotest HIV antigen EIA.

This cbservati

capture a wider range of HIV antigans. Our resu

patients contsin less often free HIV antigen, possibly becouse of a

body.

 

higher production of anti p26 anti-

CORRELATION OF HIV CORE ANTIGEN, ANTIBOOY AND IMMUNE COMPLEX
LEVELSJ SERA OF HIV-sreeinorviougys x

e, J.°°, Goudsmit, » Salavecz, V.

T.B.P.96
wh

fist, G « » Hol
xx,Nath. Inst.eeBloodTransfusion, Budapest, Hungary; and “Dept. Virol.,

. Med. Center, Univ. Amsterdam, Ansterdan, The Netherlands.

Objectives. To measure the relationship between the presence of HIV core-anti
jure Ccore IC) and env ) immun ne hand,

the amounts of fri
other. Metheds. Levels of core IC and env IC we:

presence of cor
bodies (13
/

to the increase of the
antigen load and binding of antigen to the specific antibody.
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T.B.P.97 HIV-1 P24 ANTIGEN IN SERA WITH A NEW T.B.P.98 SPECIFICITY OF HIV-1 P24 ANTIGEN CAPTURE ASSAY AS VIRAL

Rene, P.+, B.* Joe J.*Bea.pee,dentÉerratHO) an
Victoria Hospital, McGill University, Montreal

qo erlinte anew 4 Dor EA for thedetection of HOV 4 agen

Le RUEpreRoOMee

ve
respective

i wells because of limited sera
ities. Two off values for the new EIA,DP, were evaluated: a) 0.1 + mean

ive sera (CNS) supplied in the kit, and
tests were run onD. Ss. i AUT and NL samples

were either DP AB posil .
in the data with es oft0.D.,values OFsay wane ponitine by

i 1 positive were positive
D Coe whereas 4% (4/99) were positir By Dat tot Des ra lat Ne
were post ve DP and Lys the 76 NL sera 2 were
falsely ve by DE and 4 by a DP cut off value of 0.08+
mean O.D. of CNS resulted in 26% (20/99) of HIV+ positive by both De and
AB, 3 being positive 8 byDe only. AUT and NL groups
didn't change. 0.D. 28.

« was no significant. in sensitivity and
of DP and AB when sera , D in this stuty

tended to higher 0.D. values than AB and at a O.D. cut off of 0.08 +

T.B.P.99 Specificity|of HIV antigencapeure assays
vo-dos os, J.; Couto-Fernsndez,ne C. and

ro Deparment of Immunology, Oswaldo Cruz
Foundation, Ministry of Health, Who Collaborating Centre, Rio de Janeiro,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

 

Objective: To evaluate the specificity of two HIV antigen capture assays

with sntigens obtained from several patho;
e Abbott HILV-III antigen EIA and Organ:

ystems were tested with ancigens obtained from:
a) Viruses: dengue, hepatitis A, B.andba herpes simplex type 2, HIV-1,

a les oo iat Salmonella typhi and
ustanigatusyBistoplaHistoplasma

mn Vironostika HIV

,
Staphylococcus aure'Sureus;
capsulatum,stresseaideessbrasiliensisFHeu“ass.Sandiadapittsans ;
d Protozoans? asmo: um falciparum, T and Toxoplasma
ondii; e) Telutnthe: Schisan

Results: All but HIV-1 and aver were negative (below cut off values). In
the Organon assay (cut off = 0.063) the mean value of optical density of
HIV-1 and HIV-2 were 1.638 0.434 respectively. In the Abbott as
(cut off = 0.136} the mean va: were 1.537 for HIV-1 and 0.447 for HIV-2.

lusions: The results Suggest that although the assays test
specific for immunodeficiency viruses, not r

ated with several endemi
Triminate between HIV-1 and HIV-

 

This work was supported by Fundaçäo Banco do Brasil.

T.B.P.101 COMPARISON OF ASSAYS FOR THE DETECTION OF BIV-I ANTIGEN

W.A. Meyer III*, Amy R. Atkinson*, L. Kahl**, and D. Senn**

Maryland Medical Laboratory (MML),ynaitinore, Maryland, USA and Electro-

Nucleonics, Inc. (ENI), Columbia land, U.S.A.

Objectives: To evaluate the veneitivity of 4 comerically available assays
for the detection of RIV-1I antigen in HIV-I antibody positive blood samples. Methods: Sera o sma were received by MML as part of research protocols
for HIV-I antigen resting. Sample re first tested with th ott
antigen ay. ples which were repeatedly reactive in the Abbott test
and co d by neutra: m were considered itive for HI e
All samples (Abbott positive or negative) were subsequent ly tested with the
ENI, » and Coulter assays for HIV-1 a:ntigen: ‘esting was performed at
MML with strict adherence Fe the instru ert for each

in

says was ENI (overnight)
~DuPont_Covernighit} ENI (short)> Abortovernt ht),

Conc There was a difference in the ser of commerically
ITSOReste toFastect HIV-I antigen in HIV-I antibody positive blood
samples. t sensitive test appears to be the Electro-Nucleonics assay
(overnight format).

GROWTH DETERMINANT IN TISSUE CULTURE FLUIDS qe,
» K. Qatsha, P. Gupta, C. Grovi

C. Rinaldo, A. Saah: The Multicenter AIDS ‘Cohort Study (MACS), NIH,
Bethesda, MD, USA.

To determine whether neutralization (blocking) assay forOBJECTIVE:
specificityvf HIV-1 P24 antigen capture assay in rer is requir
METHOO: V-1 isolation from blood cells of homosexual

mepo
confire thewgpecificity of the assay. Various conc. of P24
rer specificity of antigen capture reactions and percent neutral ization.

SUI
_200

* Td + + * 2 *

26/26 100% 11/11 81%Center A 14/14 93%

* N/Total= Neutral ized/Total, ‘** (REN) = Mean Percent Neutral tz:
All of t 1 Ti active for the second timepoint Reutral{zed.CF samples
Percentutralizetion was not rotablydifferent at pros conc. of
CONCLUS! 1V-1 P24 antigen capture assay doe: eed tto be neutra-
lized.when_performed_on_the_second reactive. Fanple.ofScr;

T. B P 106 HIV-ANTIGENS: FREVALENCE ANDTRScanscunt
— CAL EVOLUTIon IN AN HIV-INFECTED FLORENT

Di Pietro, Massimo: iMazzotta,F. u; Milo, D. Mnpaci.P.rHF

  

aLab. Ba Sersorogsa;

Ospedale Careggi USL 10/D, Firenze, Italia.

HIV-intected subjects with respect to their € i e
Methods: V-infected patients (pts.) where screened tor HIV-
abtigena with ABBOTT kit (included a confirmatory test by neutra-
Vizatlon).in 1 pts., all] without AZT treatment during follow-up,

le repeated the test every 4-6 m 3. At this moment the mean pe-

riod of observation is 19 months (range 6-36). 10 more a e

Reaults: A pts. 1 on in up 11 (C 90
in group 111: 13 on 38 in group I 3

a IVD). In our open cohort we enre)ied: 10 pts. of group

IVCi; 23 of IVC2/IVA; 53 of 111 and 38 of 11. All the AIDSee
t this Sents in other me

« were “nee (po.901). ve
HIV-Ag during the AZT

supporting the specifity of the teat, do
its sensitivity as tool for monitoring disease pro-

ese data, thought

not warrent

gression

T.B.P.102 COMPARISON OF THE ORGANON TEKNIKA CORPORATION HIV
IGEN ASSAY WITH SIX COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE HIV

ANTIGEN TEST KITS.
» Youngbar, P., Hyman, J., Holody, T.; Butman, B.*; and Tondreau, S.**.

Organon ration, Durham, NC, USA, *Bionetics Research, Inc., Rockville,
MD, USA, **Bionetics Research, Inc., , MD,

Qbiective. The Organon Teknika Corporation (OTC) HIV Antigen Assay is a monoctonal
tatibody based, di ry y for detection of HIV-1 p24 co:

The test utilizes 100 ul reaction volumes and can be performed in 2.5 hours.The
igen

‘rom the DuPont BV wusstandard, HIV-2
lysate, and 3 clinicat samplesALAlso, 10 positive clinical samples, 8 borderlineine reactive in
the OTC assay, were included a ll reactive samples

available tests included44 that

‘ml HIV-1gedetected only 40 pg/1
sensitive for HIV-2, detecting 0.5 ng/ml viral lysate, The commercial tests ranged from aI . as
detection limit of 2 to >$12 ng/ml HIV: Of 11 members in the clinical sample
sensitivity panel detected 8 samples while the other un detected fromi to?

bers. tected 8 of the 10 OTC positive

eAmoet rapid, non

monoclonal veloped to date, has equal or greaterPnnitivity to
HIV-1 and HIV-2 than current commercially available kits.
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T.B.P.103 Prognostic SI ¢ HIV, AIDS

and Court Pedersen
Dept. of Infectious Diseases 144, DK-2650Hvidovreuracil Denmark.

AIDS

Materials & methods: Serum sampies from the first 157 AIDS patients at

Hvidovre Hospital were analyzed using a HIV recombinant antigen enzyme
immunoassay (Abbott Laboratories).

Results: One-hundred fifty-one eehadavaliable serumyenpeutve erage
time of the AIDS diagnosis. Of these 84
(44%) were antigen neg

P

 

AmongtheHIV-antigen postive AIDS patients, there was a significant
and short survival. No significant

difference waa found In overall moirtality and length of aurvival the
group of HIV-antigen positive and the group of HIV-antigen negative. These
findings were due to the mortality distribution in the group of HiV-antigen
negative distribution showed two“on one shortly after
diagnosis and one approx. 1 year after the time of di \.

at the time of diagnosis has a
Prognostic. value In ‘patients with detectable HiV-antigenaemia. The mere
Presenceceeasectable HIV-antigen at the time of diagnosisis is not a

prognosti

T.B.P.105 APTITUDE D' OM TEST RAPIDE POUR HIVETDeTESTS
D° AGGLUTINATION A DETECTER DES
ANTI-HIV2 AU

*, Sankalé J.L.*, Kabeya C.M.**,
Diakhaté L.***, Thiam D.***,Mitchell
*Bacterio-Viroiogie/Universirsité de DakarProjet SIDA/Kinshasa ***Centre National de
Transfusion Sanguine/Dakar ****AIDSTECH/Family Health International,USA.

Objectif: Evatuer 1‘officacité de tests d'immunofixation sur membrane (DOT-Blot) et
d'agglutination conçus pour HIVI auSénégal. pays où circule à la fois HIVi et HIV2.

2000 prélèvements sanguins de donneurs de sang, de personnes à haut

1 terrain dans 6 centres au Sénégal. Tous les srums ont aussi été testés par ELISAe1oa
HIVetetavebuis les positifs par Western-Blot HIVI et
Resultats:Ce Studs ost encours et 30:ra achevée en janvier. La sensibilité pour ls

et édesuntests.
 

Mrsserums Wivehor «| Hiveheka Petrocell.
Serodia +

1005 31 31 27
Conclusion: Les nouveaux tests de dépistage du HIV qui sont simples, rapides, et
économiques et ne nécessitent pas un équipement spécial vont pouvoir faciliter
cent le dépistage dans les pays on voie de développement. Cependant, il est

l'Retroeoll - Retrocell douteux
Serodia - Serodis +

  

T. B.P.107 HTLV-I ANTIBODY PREVALENCEIN PATIENT POPULATIONS
1N ZAIRE: ANALYSIS OF WESTERNN BLOT (WB)P.Teens

zila N.*; Atikala, L; Behets, RS;
Quinn,T.C."*, et 315 Projet SIDA, eae Zaire: **NIAID, NIH, ether Ma,Ki:'s. A.

Objective. To determine the prevalence of antibody to HTLV-1 and the distribution
of WB reactivity in different Zairian populations,

1064 a sera were tested by HTLV-I ELISA (DuPont) andrepeatedly
reactive samples were tested by HTLV-I specific WB (DuPont). A positi ¢ WB had
gag (p19, p24) and env (gp 46), reactivity or had at least three specific
bands including both p19 an , indeterminatefen) result did nat meet the
above criteria but had reactivity to atleast p19 or p24, with or withou
bands present. RIPA analysis of sera will be performed on ELISA reactive sera
without WB epy reactivity,

HILY-L(+) :
All sera (2=1063) 65 (6.0%) 68 (6.4%)
All Prostitutes (810) 49 (6.9%) 37 (4.6%)
HIV (+) Prostitutes (288) 20 (6.9%) il (3.8%)
HIV (-) Prostitutes (585) 25 (4.8%) 24 (4.7%)
HIV (-) Factory workers (125) 6 (4.8%) 8 (10.0%)
a {(-) Ravalworkers (88) 7 (8.pe (10.2%)

'V (-) TB Patients (90) (3.3%) (7.8%)
tas plus taybends werc foundiin 44 ia 1%) of 1063 sera. 29 and p24 bands were
present inaT (6.3%) of 1063 si

Conclusion. A relativ:ely high |prevalence of HTLV-1 WB reactivity was observed in

several Zairian populations ranging from 3.3% to 6.9%. In this study HTLV-I
reactivity did not correlate with HIV-I serostatus.
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Diagnostic : Infection par le VIH-2
Diagnosis: HIV-2 Infection

T. B.P.104 EVALUATION OF A SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE EIA FOR DETECTION OF ANTIBODIES

TO HIV-1 and HIV-2
Malu, F.#*; Andreasson, P-A.#, and

Biberfeld Gt et al.
Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden, *"Muhimbili Medical Centre, Der

es Salaam, Tazenis, ***Nationel Public Health Lebaratory, Bissu, Guinea Bissau.

Shipctive.Toevaluate & eyrthetic peptide EIA(Erzygnet Anti-HIV 142) fefor detection of
Ba HIV} end M2 by we of04 pep mur (2 fron MVpt1 fem
Aet | FarGA)tineops do with Abbott ‘s
recombinant. HIV—1 EIA and/or Elavia 2 (reference methods
Results. 22 HIV-1 pasitive Seshrs, 75 HVN-1ponte high rik sere fron Tereania
ard 108 HIV-2 positive sera from Guines Bisaau were all reactive in Erzygnost 96 well as

the reference methodsmethods(eoneitivity 10%)Peon77 sere i
99 other HIV-negative were repeatedly reactive in Enzygnost end
Abbott reap, (apecifinity9953.890743 urth fe an Fall} reactive in Abbott only

was repestedly reactive in Enzygnoet.Analysis of 14 sera fron 5 individuals with early
HIV infections showed that the reactivity in HIV
in the Abbott recorbinant EIA. detect some earlier
than the Abbott assay. This be de to binding, be

the Af
teets remain to be done but eo far the specificity seme to be above 9%.
Conclusion.the sensitivity of Exzygmet anti-HIV 142 waa 100% for detection of antibodies
to both HIV-1 ard HIV-2.

T. B. P.106 HIV INFECTION IN. CANADA

P. Neumann#, M. V. O’Shaughnessy*, D. Lepine*, L D'Souza**, C. Major***, B.
McLaughlin®**, *Federal Centre for AIDS, Ottawa; **Toronto; ###Laboratory Services
Branch, Ontario Ministry of Health, Toronto, ON, Canada.

nfect ion with the retrolentivirus HIV-2 is common specific regions
of West Afri ToFection by HIV-2 in North merice had"been limited to
single case, a patient from New Jersey. We now describe the first three
cases of HIV-2 Enfeceion in Canada. All were from an endemic area in West
Africa and two were asymptomatic. Sera from all 3 were positive on HIV-1
EIA screen tests (Dupont and Genetic Systems) but displayed a conspicuous
absence of antibody to the gp4l tranemeebrane protein of HIV-1. HIV-2 spe-
cific immunoblot demonstrated reactivity to the p36 (env) and p25 (gag
determinants. Serum from both patients reacted strongly with HIV-2 infected

 

cence, Identification of an HIV-2 positive person from an endemic ares is
noc surprising but does require that a continued vigilance be maintained for
the spread of this virue into the Canadian populati

T B P 168 WIV-1 ANO HTLV-1 PREVALENCE IN AFRICAN AND EUROPEAN POPULATIONS: A COMPARISON OF 3

HTLV 1 ANTIBODY ASSAYS

ferceut *, Colebunders, R.*, Ryder, R.**, Lega, W.*, Piot, P.*, van der

, G.*

* Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium; ** Projet SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire.

Objectives: Determination af the lence of antibodies est HIV-1 andow in sere collected in

urban snd rural areas of Zaire, Kenya and Belgium. Comparison of 3 as: Ir the detection of HTLV-1

tibody,en

Methods: 2029 sera of African (Zaire, Kenya) or European (Belgium) origin were screened for HIV-1 and

HTLV-1. Three screening assays for detection of HTLV-1 antibodies were used as NTLV-1 EIA (Dupont) HTL

 

 
1 Vironostika and the ia ATLA {Fujirebio). Sera ted for anti-HIV antibodias

with the HIV Vironostika (Organon! Repeatedly reactive samples were confirmed with WG (HTLV-1 or HIV)

The WB was i positive if both gag envelope antibodies were t.

its: Populations at different risk: (A: ti s, B: non-prostitutes: C: All Te

patients he tn this study, HTLV-1 and HIV pi Ls in the different groups

were respectively: inshasa: A: 6.4 - 37.6 %; 4.2% - 79.8% D: 0.5 2 - 39 *

- 17.7%; B: 1.3% ~ 5.9 2; Nairobi: A: 0.8% - 59.2%; 6: 1.7% - 1,7 rp: €: 0.3 %- 3,7.

After comparing LV-1 assays, we fe 1715 sera negative in all three assays. On 355 1 which

were reactive in at leas! kit 36 Bof je sera si terminate (IND) We

result. Sensitivity and specificity of the different brands were respectively: 79.4 % — 98.4 % (Dupont),

77.8 % - 96,4 % (Organon) and 8.1% - 94.6% (Fujtrebiol (IND WB ress was not inciuded) .

Conclusions: The HTL¥-1 prevalence depended mainty on the gaographica! ion and tess on the populat:

tested. re was no significant correlstion between HIV-1 and us infection. The 3 HTLV-1 assays

had comparable performances. Howwer, in a substantial number of cases the WE result was not interpreteble.
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T.B.P.109 ladite
Simon,François*; PUEL,I"*; KAMER, COIR TORPACHLP's BRIM-VEZIMENF et al.

aerate de teoral Claude Bernard, Paris, vate Laboratoire de virologie, Hopital Purpan, Toulouse,
France. “Centre hospital , Luxembourg. “““Laboratoire de biologie voldaizire, Faculté Mecker, Paris,
France.

We reported HIV2 infection, recently diagnosed, in 2 european patients with haesophilia
The first patient is a 16 year old french bey, with soderate (72) factor tt deficiency. He receved

nopathy. patient
portuguese h cryoprecipitates and total rod

transfusions. He has been living in Luxembourg for aene until 1988 when he presented with
‘ rie infection,

he both patients, HIV1 Elisas, (Elavia 1, Diagnostics Pasteur, OP and Abbott EIA) were positives at. Oe
iwot I, DP) was unconclusive with onty rts on the gag-pol antigens. Diagnosis

by El reactivities on the glycoproteins * meoepred
est gra vere also tested by a dat assay using AIVD tranneabeane, sythetic petpentide ant by

i 7 isolated. PCR wi

6 years. He was

diagnosed HIV2ection Studiesyeethe
bd are under investigation. This observation desonstrates the need of screening all tl
Mamiepatients for the deb of HIV2 antibodies,

T. B P 111 THE EFFECTS OF PHORBOL ESTER(TPA) AND IODO-DEOXYURIDINE(IUDR)
. ON THE ISOLATION AND DETECTION OF HIV FROM SEROPOSITIVE

NDIVIDUALS
Quaitiere, L.F.*; Zbitnew, A. and Conly, J., Dept. of Microbiology,
het of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.

treatment 0of lymphocytes from HIV seropositive
r to in vitro culturing would enhance

of HIV.irus recovery increas rate of isol: .
ME Peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL's) from HIV seropositive indi-
viduals at different sta of ection (4 were isolat

at 7,
14 and 21 days the ourtures were assayed by the Reverse Treneceiptase assay
for the presence of H

TS: In the five.cases that were successful in virus isolation, the
on o: HIV seropositive individuals aug-

d virus isolation in one case. IUDR enhanced isolation attempts in

n and IUDR inhibited virus isolation,
ation.

Prior treatment of PBL's with either or IUDR can lead in
some case: in viral replication during
standard isolation protocols. However, this sugnentation ie o tuniversal
suggesting in fact that the tient's own lymphocytes may be a

control viral replication in vitro or the ability to activace latent virus
with these compounds varies dramatically from patient to patien

FREQUENCE D°ISOLEMENT OU VIRUS HIV DANS LE SANG ET LES
SECRETIONS VAGINALES DE FEMMES SEROPOSITIVES.T.B.P.113

(TD. LY*, S. HOFFMEISTER-BARCELLOS**. G, HENRION,*** J.P, COULAUD****, F. CATALAN*)

¢ TRE Altres Fourni
* Service dlteil, tropa das clinicas, Porto Alegre (Brésil

jogie obstétrique de la maternité Port-lRoyal (Paris)

eeeeChef des Paie chniques, Institut Alfred Fournier, is

Objectifs : 1- Confirm i res à propos des pourcentages d'isolement du virus dans les

sécrétions ses,viséericacité du Chlorure de Benzalkonium in vi comparer le taux

de virus cire: s femmes séropositives asympiomatiques et symptomali ,

Matériel et methodeseur goes de

= groupe 1 : 24 femmes séropositives asymptomatiques, €:

ont seulement été retenues.
> groupean 10 femmes séropositive: symptomatiques (6 ARC, 4 SIDA). Lea est isolé à parür

culture, entre le Te le 20e jour après les

ET & de Chiocure

jont mis en co-culture avec
105m! lymphocytes humains normaua, stiimulés depuis 3 jours par la PHA. Le iquide

uit, est dilué àTL we 1077 et 1074. La positivité est établie par
Fobservation de l'effetReneet le dos
Résultats : Dans le re umaz aceonest do 26.7 % dane Ye sang et 13.5% dane te

le

uceintes, qui viennent pour une IVG. 15

i por

de 37,5 % donc sphere plus élevé que dans le

210°! et 2x 102 conservent un pouvoir inhibiteur sur une culture de HIV 1 entretenue en CEM,
contenant ag/ni
Cesclusiess : ue taux ‘d'isolement du virus HIV a été bien inférieur oe les femmes

asymptomatiques, est deux fois moins au dans les sécrétions que le sang, ce qui est

en accord avec “Tineraure, Le ium garde, au bout de4 heures, une activité

ones vivale teportente (20 3 200 fois) ce qut Seeen faveurim pouvoir protect

T.B.P.110  LERTTON OF HIVo1 TN CULTURED PERIPHERAL, BLOOD LEMPHOCIIESwr. HEMOPHILIACS.
3 Scheid, E.E.; Laurie, K.E.; Rosenthal, K.L.

and Harnish, D.G.
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario.

hybridization (ISH), indirect uorescence  (IIF) and
ampli: polymerase (PCR).
Raults. which were tive by IIF were also ISH positive. A
subsetofcomes (N=11) was positive for Rlase and negative by IIF and

of Rrase activity were observed; maximms at day 2
(ea),ayday 7-10 (nd), and day 13-15 {ms jet (N=8) of seropositive
hemophiliac cult positive ion

cultured PBls and RTase patterns may correlate of
infected PBLs. Supported by National Health and Welfare (Canada).

T.B.P.112 T-CELIS VERSUS MACROPHAGE FOR ISOLATION OF HIV FROM
BEOOD.
Armold*; ield, R.R.**; Gendelman, H.*%;

Kriebel, P.*; Meltzer, M.**; Oster, C.+*; Burke, D.S.** «SRA ’
Inc., **Walter Research Group, Walter Reed Amy Inst. Res.
Washington, D.C, U.S.A.

Objective: To T-cell cultures versus macrophage
isolation of HIV fran blood mononuclear o¢]] (PEMC's).
Method: PEMC's by ity
inized blood fran 48 staged HIV serupositi: fron

. Approximately 10° celle were coculturedcared with(CNA
+ andand Iir2 stimulated

(B) CSF-1 stimulated target adherent nomal
alutriated monocytes.
Results: Teolation frequencies fromss ve patients (T-cell vs

Stg 1 patients, 3/5 vs 1/2 and
seropositive

elutriated
1/3; Stg 2 patients, 18/2veVSmn1973 patter 1/14 ve 5/30
amd 2/4; Stg's 4-6, rm not performed utriated

donor Pac's, ortC) purified

T B P 114 DEVELOPMENT OF A SENSITIVE MICROASSAY FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF
— RELATIVE NUMBER OF HOYTESINFECTED WITH HIV.

Gupta, Phalguni; Ho A.3 Doerr, M. and Rinaldo, C.

University of pittsburgh, Pittaurgh. àFA gel, uU. 8.À.

Objective. To determine the relative number of HIV-infected lymphocytes by
a sensitive micro-cell dilution procedure.
Method: tients’ lymphocytes ao?-10° ) were coculti-

vated with lxl0 PHA-stimulated normal cells in 24-well microtiter plates in
% FC = Production of HIV was measured by the

two weeks of coulison.
8 ina concentration|de-

w 45 1000 cells frompendent manner. HIV
patient and from 10,000 lymphocytes from an tic man. Thenaicroseasy
was are

these procedures have comparable sensitivity for the isolation of HIV.
Frozen patients' lymphocytes also showed positive virus culture in microassay.

jowever, tne sensitivity of HIV isolation was somewhat lower when fro:
cells were ussea.
Conclus: e micro-cell dilution assay provides a simple, inexpensive,
sensitivendqquantitative measurement for the number of HIV-infected lympho-
cytes. Since the microsssay uuses only 2-3xl0° patients’ lymphocytes, the
assay is also most suitable for HIV isolation from HIV-infected infants or
from AIDS patients with extrem cell c 8 cell dilution
assay canbe applied to measure the efficacy of an antiviral dru; the rela-
tive number of HIV-infected lymphocytes in a clinical trial. This microassay is
a candidate measure for following the quantitative antiviral effect of a
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T.B.P.115 FOIEMALTEDU VIH DANS UNE UNITE DE T.B.P.11 Porter,ALRDeGoch,#0)ColnbendereyBe)
Fleury, Hervé J.A.*; Delord * et Masquelier, B.*.

* Laboratotre de rologie, fe Bordeaux etviniversite de Bordeaux II,
Bordeaux, Fran

» ectif. bese,les enseignements {comparaison avec d'autres paramètres,
de s en culture du VIH.

Méthodes. Plus de400 mises en culture de cellules mononucléées du
circulant ont ététéeffectuées chez 200 sujets (patients suivis”dans
le ocole thérapeuutique, enfants nés de méres infectées, cas
de contaminationàdouteux avec autres paramètres négatifsmern). Le virus

let d'une activité RT. D'autres paramètres bio-
Togiques ont été appréciés {antigénémievn nombre de lymphocytes
CD4 .../...) au moment de la mise

Résultats, Plus de 200 souchesRevuî“ont"Ete isolées (efficience =50 %) ;
on rer les enseignemen

à #

8
3 =

- Unene antigénénie VIH 1 positiveest pratiquement toujours associée à
un isolement v

- On peut isoler le virus chez des sujets dont le nombre de lymphocytes
TCD4 est effondré au moment de lamise en culture

- Le virus peut être réisolé chez des patients recevant de l'AZT depuis
plusieurs mois

L'L'isolement viral demeure une technique de|choix pour l'établissement
d‘un pronostic chez les enfants nés de mères i

Dans un cas, nous ayonsisolé le VIH thesunsujet dont les autres
paranatres sont demeurés négat

T.B.P.117 STANDARDIZATION OFHIV COCULTURE ISOLATION
TECHNIQUES IN CLINICAL TRIALS

Bremer, J.W.; and Rao, S.
MeReferenceToneUse, (VRL)/NIAID/AIDS teBaylor College of

Houston, Ti

ssToevaluate and effect improvements in the isolation of HIV from PBMC
a AIDSLe trials as part of the AID

ical TrialsGareracy
dne blood‘amplessenare sent the VRL to ACTG labsfor
tialevaluation period (7 months),)ithe labsrere ranked by

der eeto isolate consensus was develloped
the methods and materials used yitabs tconsistently isolated

virus.HIV to the met labs difficulty isolating the
Results, Critical ‘con nates nade volume of patient
blood ifugation parameters to re MC, use of fresh (vs
frozen) normal donor PB cconcentration ofPHPHA? indonorsestimulation inedium,
of natural (vs recombinant) IL-2, time interval before addition of PHA-stimulat

cells to patient PBMC, ratio of donor patient , Concentration of
cells in dition of fresh PHA-stimulated donor ce!

cant
Achieving equivalent effi in olating HIV from PBMCby theACTG

labs will Er the introductionion oforeolatingHVvirologic end point cell

T.B.P.119 S=NSIriviry oF U.8. FDA LICENSED HIV-1 ENZYME IMMUNOASSAYS
FOR DETECTION OF HIv-2 ANTIBODIES

3 Rayfield, bea Schochetman
Heyward, W.%; Odebouri, K.**; padrey, Rx® al. *Centers for Disease
Contrel, Atlanta, GA, USA; **Projet Retro C.1I., biden, Cote d'Ivoire;
#*#*National Laboratories, Ouagadougou, Burkina

Obiective. termine the efficacy of testing for antibodies to human

imoditictaneyru (IV) type 2 by screening with FDA licensed HIV-]

e immunoassays (EIAs).
t African sera were tested for antibodies to HIV-1 and HIV-2

e and synthetic peptide antigens
and HIV-2 Western blots. ‘pas on er te, 55 HIV-2

sera, 39 HIV-1 sera era equally reactive with HIV-1 and HIV-2

ays were selected for testing with U.S. FDA licensed HIV-1
antibody EIAs (see table).

e percentages of aera that were positive by each ÉIA test are
presented in the following table:

Org Abbott Gen. Cell.
SERA Ortho ENT Teknika Lah DuPont Sys. Prod.

HIv-2 60.0% 67.3% 70.9% 81.8x 87.2% 90.9% 90.9%

HIV-1 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
HIV-1/2 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 160.0% 09.1
Conclusions. Sera from HIV-2guess individuals will be detected by

HIV-1 Elâs at a rate ranging from 60.0% to 90.9%, depending the test

used, Screen: the blood oie with HIV-1 EIAs will not detect all
HIV-2 infected units

306

awk; Rayfield, M.#%#
*Projet RETRO-CI; *AAIDS P:Program, Centers forDisease Control, Atlanta, GA,

USA. #“*xInstitut Pasteur, Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire

Objective, To assess the spectrum of serologic reactivity of HIV infected

patients in Abidjan; assess the predict value of ELISA for HIV~1 andaru-2

infection; and examine dual serologic tesetieies by peptide A and

polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Methods. 927 hospitalized paiesraneatedly reactive by ELISA for HIV-1

specific Western blot (WB). A subset
ot these were tested by type pecifie synthetic peptide ELISA (Pepti-LAV 1-2)
and had lymphocytes collectedafor P

thus fer tested
nd 74X both HIV-1 and HIV-2. Of

6%

 

specimens À the appropriate WB, 97% of dually ct

8! ne were reactive on HIV-1 I Thirty: r spe su
ally reactive ELI be ptide ELISA, 19/34 (567)PCR. On pe

6/34 (187) HIV-2 only; and 6/34 (18%) een
tive. me, 28/34 (82%) of these specimens were considered

dually reactive. Serologic results will be compared with those of PCR
a e

Conclusion. In hospitalized patients in Abidjan, dual reactivity on whole

virus ELISA is 97% predictive of WB confirmed HIV infection.
 

T. B P 118 TISSUE CULTURE AND P24 METHODS rnEY DETECTION COMPARED AND
one CORRELATED WITH DEMOGRAPHIC DATA N_ SYMPTOMATTC ARC PATIENTS

Ltn John; Compton, C.; Wetnhold. x3Simberkoff, M

Hartigan, P.; and the Cooperative Study Group on The atment of ARC
Veterana "sdninieteationMedical Center, Durham, NC USA.

Objective. To compare two methods of HIV derection in symptomatic ARC

 Method line bloo le d
ARC patients entering a multicenter, se IIT tr. of

ported ov a wo methods: (A) by sttanderd.covultivation
y for 4 weeks by antigen captur

evels in the plasma by standard antigen

capture. Results comparedvith demographic data

Results. Method A detected HIV in significantly more patients than Method B

did (41 vs. 7%). ive more often for (a) patientsZoUnBer
(b) patients with T4 counts een

ance «
ue culture is a wore s e IV than is plasma

p24 athis patient BrouPs especially in those who are younger, anergic, and

have the lower T4 cow The testa may be measuring different stages of
viral veplicatton-

Diagnostic : contrôle de la qualité et techniques rapides
Diagnosis: Quallty Control and Rapid Techniques

T.B.P.120

EVALUATION D'UN TEST DE DETECTION RAPIDE DES SUJETS SEROPOSITIFS

POUR HIV 1 ET HIV

(F. CATALAN, A, MILOVANOVIC, T.D. LY) - Institut Alfred Fournier - Paris

Meurt Evaluer la sue et la spécificité d'une technique ELISA
rapide membrane de ocellulose, contenant deux spots de peptides

un épitope de la Gp 41 pour HIV 1, laure

Méthodes : pe de patients séropositifs (technique ELISA Organon et
Dupont de Nemours), confieméspurniet blot ae.blot Pasteur et/ou

Dupont de Nemours) a été sél

séropositivité (TCD4,

unog| i

les séropositivité.
Aucun résultat discordant n'a été relevé, Les 10 HIV 2 g'ont répondu

y La sensibilité et spécificité ontété de 100 % dans

Conclusies Ce test (cinq minutes), pouvi Ÿ
situations expérimentales, permet ‘avec une sensibilité et spécificité
excellentes, de préciser l'infection HIV1 et/ou HIV2, alors que les deux virus
montrent une homologie, tout au moins dans les protéines di
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PROFICIENCY IN PERFORMING HIV P24 ANTIGEN EIAS
T.B.P.121 AND COMPARNSOFRESULTS IN A MULTICENTER

ital pegHongfabriaemates ofMedicineor

oustonTX, USA; * aboraiory/NIAID.NIAID/AIDSProgram, Triangle ark, NC, USA.

DRE and the variance for within labora formance of HIV
antigen BIAS and to achievecompari of aneLewcen laboratories

Methods, AID: einerACOs in multicenter
NIAID,MOafor the AID/AIDS raeandOCsamples.pa8tyeVib

is

T.B.P.123 WESTERN BLOTS: INDETERMINATE RESULTS AND LOT-TO-LOT VARIABILITY IN
ADULTS AT LOW RISK FOR HIV-1 INFECTION

*Midthun, K.; **Femie, B.; *Farzadegan, H.;CrA
+ Hopkins University, Baltimore, Marytand, U

Oblectwes. To je reproducibly ofthe Westem blot (WB) and the prevalence of
PreWas inMaMGURS er low dak Yor FIV infection.
Methods, As part of a multicenter AIDS vaccine trial, 158 healthy adults

and with negative
EIA Antigen and Blotech/Dupont culture polymerase CR) for
HIV were performed on celis from 114 and 78 volunteers, . Follow-up serum specimens
‘were collected after 4-12 months from At volunteers. The of the WB was assessed by

Negative WBs were tested in different lots, there was 73% concordance in interpretation and band
pattems. No poskive WBs were identified. The moet frequent bands corresponded to gag (pt7, 24,
55) and pot (p51, 66) proteins. he most common band, p24, present in 66% of indeterminate

A SIMPLIFIED 5 bes STAINING PROCEDURE FOR HIV
WESTERN BLOTS USIN!6 PROF-A COLLOIDAL GOLD.

T.B.P.125

Shun,P. K.aand A. E.
B-Y Laboratories, Inc., San Mateo, California 94401, U.S.A.

Objective: To ‘develop a rapid and simple staining procedure for HIV Western

Blots which requires no equipmen

Methode: Western Blot analysis hee been used to confirm test results of
SA bodies. The Western Blot strips are

dlable are still
ncubations) and complex, requirin;

on time. Frequently equipment and staff to ru:
sophisticated procedure are not available, especially in third world
ountries. Furthermor: ra
confirmation is desired. In the last meeting, ve described a 5 minute

 

evaluat several centers a rs been shown to perform well.

od Which can‘accom
¢ confiruaterytest.

The entire proced eted in 5 minutes without the need for
accurate volumetric pipetting or the need for equipment such as shakers
or incubat
Results: The“procedure is being evaluated using Western Blot strips fron
several different manufacturers. Initial results indicate that it is
uitable for most strips. Full details of the technique and protocol will

Je presented at the conference

 

T.B.P.122 SAVIROLOGYQUALITYASSURANCE (QA) PROGRAM
ESSENTIALFORMULTICENTER

and Bremer, J.W., Virology Reference
Frogran, Baylor Collegsof Medicine, TX, USA.

DreruicenterAIDSdinical Giasponsored will monitor virology labs

Laboratory/NLAID/

by the NIH.
isolation from PBMC using Role techniques and HIV p24

Ressln1988,n
mobivaluation of 30 lbs revealed that only 13 (9%) were

ibleto Hola HIV from PBMCof coded blood samplesat leas
concerning their PB)the time. To remedy this, all centers were MC ry

and culture techniques, ‘Data from fully certified labs compared to
furnished by labs with poor performance credentials, a consensus protocol for
HIV isolation was formulated, Sincethisprotocol introduced, & t
i id not minimumimprovement , mini

 

 

Conclusion, Validation of assay results is essential if comparability and
Uniformity of data is to be achieved in ter taiThis ‘ean ‘be
accomplished through use an independent assesses
aspects of quality control. Such a program also can used to identify and
correct performance deficiencies in individual laboratories.

T.B.P.124 PEPTIDE-BASED IMMUNOASSAY ‘
Montana, J.P.; Monji, N.; Cole, C.A.;Gosting,Lary: and Coleman, P.
Genetic Systeme Corporation, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.

Oblective. To develop a rapid (
detection of antibodies to HIV-1 for diagnostic purposes.

di ofop4 
was adsorbed to latex beads which were subsequently spottspotted onto a nylon membrane.T!
membrane was Incorporated Into a plastic molded device containing an absorbant ped.SeSerum or
plasma i,

Conjugate and chromogenic substrate. The lye antigen surface area an sample
h all al binding kinetics, which effects

immunoconcentration of the antHIV:1 pumunogiobulns.
This antibodies in:

 

 
 

 

 

assay detected an
1) 0/1187 Coad donor sar

0/122 patients’ sera with potentially ing
3} 0/78 immunoblot negative/whole virus EIA positive sera
4) 0/209 atypicalwhole virus EIA positive sera

Therefore, 100% + Le il +

reference method.
Conclusion. This peptide-based d speci

immunoblot,

T.B.P.126 UTILITY OF A RAPID ANTIBODY ASSAY FOR DETECTION
OF HIV-1 INFECTION IN PATIENTS ATTENDING AN
EME ARTMENT
Richard®; Kelen, G.D.**; Brothers, T.A.**; Quii

“NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland; “Johns Hopkins University, Balance,Maryland,

QObiective. Ta “ueae reliability, sensitivity and specificity of the Genetic
System HIV-! rapid a: iagnostic assay (RADIA) compared to
ELISA and wenern blot among patients in an emergency medical care setting.

m 500 patients attending an inner-city emergency room (ER) were
by a synthetic peptide based assay called RADIA

of gp4!. Sera that tested positive were
scored according to color intensity and repeated duplicate. All sera were analyzed
by ELISA (Organon) and any sera reactive by either ELISA or RADIA were
confirmed by Notre blot ).

The IA ict system required no special skills or equipment. Results for
10 specimens could etermined in approximately 10 minutes. Of 500 ER patients,
ELISA and WB analysis detected 25 (5.0%) antibody positive patients and 3 patients

99.79%,
RADIA did not detect 2 samples that Ms spre gp160),
but did detect be sample that ELISA 2menatiive and WB indeterminate (p24).
Conclusion. In population, RADIA demonstrated a high sensitivity and specificity
for detectionof Have infection comparable to ELISA and WB testing. The assay
was extremely rapid and versatile providing initial HIV-1 serologic results within 10
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EVALUATION OF A RECOMBINANT HIV-1 ENZYME IMMUNO-
SSAY (EIA) IN PATIENTS ATTENDING AN EME!
ROOM AND A SEXUAhy TRANSMITTED DISEASE CLINIC

n, G.D.**; Hook, E.W.**; Brothers, T.A.**;

T.B.P.127

O'Sullivan, S.M.**; Quian, T.C.*.
*NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland; **Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions,
Baltimore, Marylan:

Qbiective. To evaluate the reliability, sensitivity and specificity of the Syv
Microtrak Recombinant HIV-1 EIA compared to a commercially licensed EIA and
Western
Methods. 2000 patients arteading an cmergency room and sexually transmitted
disease clinic were tes TV-1 seropositivity using a recombinan

IA uses genetically engineered ap4l annd
xprened à

bacterial proteins were removed.
sera which were repeatedly reactive by cither assay were confirmed by Western blot
(Dupont).

a Microtrak HIV-] EIA procedure was casy to perform with short
in-cubation timesand color-coding of reagents to lessen the chances of ¢ In

assessing HIV-1 seropositivity in the two populations, the Organon EIA sudWestern

Positive samples with no false positive samples. Compared to Western blot, the
assay ad a sensitivity olof 100% and a specificity o: LA

se of the Syva Microtrak Recombinant HIV-I EIA for Getection of
HIV-1 infection in these populations proved to be highly reliable with ¢exce
sensitivity and specificity compared to a licensed EIA and Wester:

vs OF A PEPTIDE-BASED, RAPID IMMUNOASSAY FOR THE
IN OF ANTIBODY

Sit RL.* Fotopoul
T.B.P.129

TO
loz, S.S*., Kyle, B., Hosseini, M., Ferrera, C.,**

“Clinical Reference Laboratory, Lenexa , KA. and **Genetic Systems
Corporation, Seattle, WA. U.S.A.

Objective: To investigate the utility of « peptide-based, rapid immunoassay for detecting

anti-body to Human Tnmunodeficienency Virus Type 1 (HIV-1).
Methods: ted by a rapid immunoassay based

found in the conserved region ‘ot the viral transmembrane glycoprotein, gp 41 and by s
uncassay. Repeatably reactive samples were also tested by Western blot

a synthetic peptide

 

 

(DuPont).
Results: Results of the tests were interpreted according to the package insert of each test.

Rapid Microtiter Wentern Blot Number of
Immunoassay EIA Si

Negative Negative Not Tested/Neg 1383
Positive Positive Positive 101
jegative Positive Indeterminate/Neg 86

Negative Negative Indeterminate 21
Positive Negative Indeterminate/Neg 3
Positive Positive Indeterminste i

The sensitivity and specificity of enz: immunoassays and blot kits marketed
for detection of antibody to HIV are greater + however, al valence
popula!tion is tested a high Percentage of ive samples false positives or blot
indecerming liminary res: indicate that a peptide-based test may useful in

inguishing samples which arealae positive by EIA or by Western blot.

THE ANTI-HIV MemeteBY QUICK TESTS AND A COMPARISON WITH A
T.B.P.131 sue ENM

McShine, R.L.; Smit Sibinga, C.Th;
Red Cross Blood ‘Bank GeingenDrenthe.“Gontapens Teh Netherlands.

o provide rapid but sensitive and anti-HIV specific testin; have compared
HIV check (DuPont), gelatin particle agglutination (Fujirebio)tests with our
routine enzyme immuno assay (EIA - Wellcome) used for routine testing of

60,000 donations per yea:
Initial screening con:neiets of: 3 Western blot positive donor sera, 5 ‘tricky’
samples (P24 and/or P55 bands) and healthy donor sera (40). In the second
phase 5 Western blot positive sera were uted and run in parallel, All tests
were carried out according to the manufacturers’ instructions

Res

 
 

TESTS

Initial HIV-check Fujirebio EIA
screening HIV pos (n= 3) All pos All pos All pos

Tricky (n= 5) All neg All neg All neg
Normal (n#*40) 1/40 pos All neg All neg 

tn the rapid HIV el

hh sensitivity
Fujirebio showed very high specificity and sensitivity, and seems adapte
rapid testing.
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T B P 128 DETECTION OF ANTI-HIV ANTIBODIES WITH SYNTHETIC
“ere PEPTIDES USING A 3 MINUTES RAPID TEST

StéphaneBettinger*, J. Martin*, A. Herranen**,
PK Tsai**, C.Richardson***, A. Fraser** G. Sommé*

* Clonatec : 60 ruerue de Wattignies - 75012 PARIS - FRANCE
** V-Tech : POMONA, CA - USA - *** Syntro: SAN DIEGO, CA- USA

Objective : A 3 minutes immunofiltration ELISA device using synthetic peptides derived from the
transmemb i in of HIV] and HIV2, imi i istincti i
HIV antibodies in serum or whole blood samples,
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

spot of HIV2 Se and i soo A diluted specimen is fi :
membeenc, Actib 1 : i" reactive

Results

péprtaleretarmement

Ra7To evaluate Hv Peptide, ieneRD foranti-HIVI antibodieswere tested. 276 were
reactive wil
ELISA (oacreanieemene(cy=10

Peptide, 46 anti-HIV2sera All were reactive with thispeptide (sensitivity =
100%. Of687negative and18 falsepositive sera, 100 %).

HIV is i
acrcening andthe ping of ans bodies AerLe evalsaionof91 sex tema0daie
À DDAS andeeeàDUà. We thank Dr. Ph. Pouletty,

T.B.P.130 COMPARISON OF SERUM AND PAPER-ABSORBED FINGERSTICK BLOOD
SAMPLES FOR DIAGNOSIS OF HIV INFECTION IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG

Hoff, Rosney*s Steger, K.**; Deutsch, G.*; Weiblen, B.*; Comella, B.** and

*Massachusetts Department of Public Health, Center for Disease Controt;
**Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.

Objective.To determine whether the results of HIV ELISA and immunoblot (1B)
assays9onis absorbed (PA) fingerstick blood are equivalent to that
ol serum s
Methods . P;Paiired specinans ofofvenous blood serum and Fingerstick blood
absorbed dried onto S&S 73collection paper were obtained with consent
from 393 clientss using a waik- jonymous counsel ing|anndtesting service

d cimens were tested

Results,The 66 IB-confirmed ELISA-positiv:ve“éHents
etected by examining the serum and the PA specimens. The [8 4patterns

5rags identical. By ELISA 18% of erM7 /393
93) were repeated] reactive, anind the relative

he za specimens was virtually identicaai

oncluston.PA 5s} eerua, rovide for equivalent
Sensitivit: mens,aecompeted shys for HIV antibodies.
Moreover, he PA method is sup:enionia"Convenience,safety, transport, and
processing--all o ich are Rdvantages for serosurveys and screening
programs, aspecigliyShen venipunctuves are problemat

A STRTANEOUS UNIDOT QUICK mest FOR Dre orT.B.P.132
HIV~ANTIBODY AND HBs ANTIGEN BLOOD SCREENING.
Takeda, K. iuguate*: Hardy, J.Ft Wilson, A.J.**%;

Schmal,M.R.***;Yamada, F.T.##eeaa » MM,#A
*akita, Sao Paulo, Bragil;**Gull Fou dation for Medical Research, Salt Lake

City, Utah, USA;***Emilio Rites Hospital, Sao Paulo, Brasil.

Objectives: The developing countries are is urgent need of an easy and econo-
mical screening test for HIV-Ab and EB for use in parallel with other as
onyaorder to eliminate false negatives/positives, This test detects, at

the time, HIV-Ab and HBs-Ag using whole blood, plasma or sera

Methods: HIV-Ab and HBs-Ag was spotted in each well of a 96-well test card.
I drop Specimen to the well.

ure for 10 minutes. Was the card with buffer shaking
for 10 seconds. Discharge the buffer and repeat operation for 3x.Add

it 10 minutes

n D 2 w
o

& ad o o a e Ad

at room temperat:

and incubate for 10 min: we
water and read. The reaction is positive when the spot is colored.

Results: 480 clinical epecimens of AIDS and hepatitis patients os suapect
ymal donors were tested. Sensitivity was 99% and irx apecificity

vien€compared with other tests efficiency of the test = 99.

Conclusion: This test is a very useful tool for screning, reperition or emer-
gency situations.
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T. B P. 133 FIELDEVALUATION OF IMMUNOBINDING AND AGGLUTINATION TESTS T B.P.134 USE OF AGELUTINATION ASSAYS AS SUPPLEMENTAL TESTS FOR

Herehedte Sheila*;Tukei, P.H.**;Mboup, 5.***;Mingle, J.#*an; x M.*; Mitchell, S.**; Nyanongo, J.*
tey, P.R.*

*AIDS'TECH/Faniiy,2Health International, North Carolina, USA, **Virus Re-

search Center, Nairobi, Kenya, wyUniversiteSheikh Anta Diop, Dakar,
Senegal, ****Ghana Medical School, Accra,

Objective. To evaluate one rapid test as a screening test for HIV a
agglutination tests as supplemental tests for HIV in field LaboratoriesÀin
3 À Africa
Methods. The HIVCHEK (Dupontst) was evaluated aa a screening test with
the SERODIA-HIV (Fujirebio, Japan) and RETROCELL (Abbott, USA) bei:
evaluatad as supplemental teats. A total of 6,000 specimens were tested
in 24 laboratories in Kenya, Ghana an negal. Tho:crough, standardized
training in these techniqu:es was provideedtto all technicians.
Results. Sensitivity and specificity of the tests will be determined and
compared with those of ELISA and Western Blot. Inter andintra country
differences in test performance will be examined and rep:
Conclusion. With proper training the newly developed tests“foe HIVantibody

labor. £1 juipmen:
these assays for screening and confirmation would facilitate blooddonor
screening in developing countries.

T.B.P.135 tinowatewomieweavam PunPAPERDES
Pollet, DE.**; Gigese, Pi.*; Vandenbruacne, M.*; Peeters, D.**,

* Institute of Tropical Medicine, ** Innogenstics NV., Antwerpen,Belgium.

evaluate the use of rie bled collectes on filter in the
“second

i i

ee. Bloodixpremnted wee air dried, in a sealed
plastic and at 4°C for at 2 weeks prior to testing. Punched
filter mm) were eluted in 1 ml PES supplied with 0.1% caseine,

; NaN3. ne same buffervas also nes tode ser
1/100). ‘The presence antibodies against gag (p. and p
PeneeEen 1 Vethe no

the three methods of sample collection on filter peer gave
identical results which matched results of a 1/100 dilution of serum Fe

eemolen Sven periencewithrive? infection tty ‘berom = eas:gerum samp: Samp: pat aa a Y

GocimionWhole impregnated filter paper sucessfully be used tocan

confirm infection with HIV used in the INNO-LIA. This is of special
interest in field where filter papar blood can easily be cbtained and

T B P 137 RAPID, MANUAL SCREENING TEST (HIVCHECK(TM) FOR ANTIBODIES
AGAINST HIV-1 AND HIV-2
Pagels, William R.*; QSaivin J.P.*; Tirado, J.*;

Reed, D.**; Chun, P.K. 3; Chu, AE

. I Pont de Nemours end Co., ieee Wilmington, Delaware, USA.

**Du Pont de Nemours nos1 S.A., Geneve, Switzerland.

WHkEY Laboratories, San Mateo, California, USA.

Objective. To develop.an cartons test that would simultaneously screen
10 viru Viti:mi to facilitate screening

in developing nations and snail labs in developed countries.

Methods. A number of peptides and recombinant proteins have been evaluated
to sensitize the widely accepted HIVCHEK(TM) assay to HIV-2 only samples.
esuits tivity of t

 

 
t

y in France and Porty;AN the modified HIVCHEK(T) assay correctly
idencified all 15 samples from patients known to be infected with HIV-2.

d data from more extensive evaluations now in progress in Rurope

and Africa will be presented.
c1 Ant 

gen rom be on:
gen as the antibody capture veagent5 have provided an excellent method
of achieving this sensitization

TukeiTukei,Peter
*Virus Research Center, Nairobi, Kenya, Africa, **Panily Healt!.
International, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, U.S.A., ***National
Public HealthLaboratory, Nairobi, KENYA .

Objective. To evaluate two agglutination us for antibody to HIV as
supplenentel cess in field laboratories in
Methods. A particle sen test SERODIAHV (Fujirebio, Japan)and a
fenapglatinetion test RETROCELL (Abbott, USA) were evaluated for
supplemental tests ta ci rison with the Western Blot. Seven Laborateries

um fr

 

were then tasted by SERODIA-HIV and RETROCELL. he reference tatoratory
duplicate semuples vera bested byELISA. Allaptespositive|by
and 10% of the negative: sted by Wes lot

a
ories

 

Resul With thorough training these teste can readily be performed in la
oratories without sophisticated equipment. Data on sensitivity and epeci-

ficity will be presented at the conferonce
onclusion. The aggluueduation tests do not * require expensive equipment

highly trained etaff and are more economical than the conventional auppie~
mental tests used in HIV testing. These tests offer an alternative to the
Western Blot technique as well as their intended use as screening tests.

DETECTIONHEV-1
T.B.P.136 B.K.Shockley*;T.Maitski* ;Mark White*#*;Brian Davis*#*; and

Carlos Abel**
~“SMuYéxCorporation ,Norcro:
‘#**kInatitute for Cancer Research, San Francisco, CA, USA.

 

Ghiective- To develop a rapid, sensitive and specific colorimetric enzyme
noas: for the qualitative detect ion of antibody to HIV-! in specimens.

 

simple, 10 min
UDS test cartridge and proprietary microfiltration EIA method.The test

fi

a
material is removed by addition of wash reagent to cartridge. seeantibody
conjugate ie added to the cartridge and is allowed to incubate at r
te ra bound conjugate is removed by aadditionofof wash
reagent to the cartridge. Following a 2 minute substrate development step,
result is reedfrom the bottom of cartridge. A distinct blue color indicates

Results. of 1316 specimens examined, 669 were negativee snd 647 were posi:
‘tives. rved sensitivity and speciFicity were 100% and 99.7%, eropeetively
Positive predictive value was 99.7%. Negative sredictioewas 1002,
Conclusions. Murex SUDS HIV-! antibody rene Prrovides an easy method for the
detection of antibodies to HIV- we of approximately
10 minutes. Preciaion pipetting, specialized instrumentation and extensive
training are not required.

 

T. B P. 138 MULTIPLELEesASINGLE HIVCHEK(TM) DEVICE FOR SCREENING
FOR HIV- TES.
Papels,sitesàR.*; Selvin, J.P.*; Mitten, C.M.*;

grue PK, chu,

 

- Du Pont Nemours anaon ince, wilmington, Delaware;

wearLaboratories, San Mateo, California
To provide rsis Satanàwith the capability of using

screen for HIV-1 antibodies byreducing the cost/sample
in the simplicity and ease-of-use of the assay technique.

hniq evice were

 

tt a device may be reused with several samples. In the pre-
ferred Protocol, only one more reagent addition step is required to regen-

erate the
Results. Aereported “SteedaHIVCHEK(TM) is a very accurate, (sensitivity
"98.6, specificity=98.8) rapid test for the detection of antibodies to HIV.
To make the assay even more useful in developing nations, a HIV
device can be regenerated after @ negative sample has been assayed ona
device. This is best performed by washing the device with an acid solu-
tion prior to performing the assay another Cime on the same device. A
single device can beined with a negative sample and still detect @ weak
positive sample on subsequent test. The acid wash will not eliminate
a visibly detectableweonttive spot on a device withthe first semple.
Further detailed results will be provided.
Conclusions. By reuging a device several times, the sost/sanple analyzed is

(TM signi 1e nt 1:

 

duce
wore affordable in developing nation: is regenerattion of a dev
minimally impacts on the use of the AIVOHER(TH) assay by clintctane.
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T.B.P.139 CORCUE-AGGLUTINATION ASSAY FOR ANTI-HIV-1 IN DEVELOPING  T,B.P.140 fchinikcustomchard?Et;ichjoGtsMenceWitakeDees
Rickard,Ema* ;Muchinik,G* ;Manca ,M*;Pérez Bianco,R*;Pérez ,H**;

TA,Academia Nacional de Medicina,**Hospital Juan A.Fernfndez,Buenos Ai-
res Argentina

MSeaeTo evaluate the efficiency of a rapid and easy-to-use assayffor
it need for s testrequiring specialized equipment. There is an urgent n

in developing countri
Methods. A pareicle-aggivtination(PA) test SerodiaHIVFuj irebo, Inc. ,Japan)
was evaluated for scre: tipodies in a panel oof 504 frozen sera
 

Ë

or
. Out of the 205 HIV-1 Dosititewont}‘immed s

7 Serape reaction was equivocal (*) but, as suggested by the manufacturer,it
i tested a panel

1% specificity. The test had pro-
duced a considerable amount of false Positive
Conclusion. In our hands, this assay 5 Mer sensitive. Al
specificity not the one assumed by the manufacturer, it seems the test is
uitable for use in blood banks in developing countries. Still, we have some
doub its use with frozen sera from high-risk groups. Repeatedly
frozen sera could give false positive reactions which should be avoided.

EVALUATION OF LABORATORY PERFORMANCE O!
IMMUNOASSAY TESTS FOR HIV-1 ANTIBODY

Ws Taylor, R.; Muir, H.; Griffin, C.;

the Fingedfrom 74 we 100parvoandfor the

for HIV-1 antibodies is well by most laboratories in a variety
matrix effects and HIV-1 antibody reactivity are the causes of

T.B.P.143 SEASE CONTROL

HIV-1 ANTIBODIES
William; Heam, T.; Taylor, R.; Griffin, C.; Muir, H.; Wood, R. and Valdiserri, R.
Centers for Disease Control, Georgia, U.S.A.

 

Le panels, the perf +

[V-1) infection and to track changes or trends in
(IF) testing through these

 

240 (20.2%) and 67 (5.6%) reported
(commercial

al.
ATHAc,Academia Nacionaldede Medicina:##Hospital Juan A.Fernândez,Buenos Aires,
sie

Object. adescribe the dficiency of a very rapid test (less than 15 min-
utes) in developiites),table for use in countries,
Methods.The "HT "t ed us:using 24 frozen sera from
high-risk individuals and con! ‘a HIV-t-positive by EIA(Abbott),

by IFSEWAGE(Abbott)oror We.Dupont)t)md 38 HIV-1-negative sera.
serum fram 5 blood donors was also eva.

Results, Out of 56 Frozen sera y positivebby EIA,the new test only de-
ich gives a sensitivity of 93.3% and a specificity of 98.7%.When

samples were excluded and we considered only fresh-blood se-
Ta,the Sensitivity|of the test was 100% and|thespespecificity ,98%. Although some
frozen §samples were processed as the manufa

the first and the 1-week-later assays. There were no doubtful results and all
the sera abs rfectly well to the filter.
Conclusion.The * ' 1lent method to be used in develop:
countries,where there is aneed for arapid and simple method with noaddition-
al costly equipment. This is a preliminary report, but it seems this test works
very well with fresh 5 a and,

Ty
on the contrary,there is lot of difficulties

with sera that ha @ been|previously frozen. Apparently,sera can shipped
long distances unfrozen, at 4°C, without alteration of results

T.B.P.142 Results of CDC's Model Performance Evaluation Program for
HIV-1 Antibody Testing
Taylor. Heam,T.; Griffin,C. Schalla, W.; Muir, H.

Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, US.

Qbiective. To track trendstvads in testing, to characterize HIV-1 testinglaboratories
evaluate their Pecmarghiewetmalece in performance and impact oa. public
health, toto evaluate emerging technology, and to identify possible sources of error and
interventionstrategies.

. com
ive data and

personnel, erkloed, and
samp Re

Pand'anaiyred. Sauna)POS WEmu September of 1 Results were

a
Conclusion. No serious performance problems were detected. Data will be used to
gelioroe ofaawhlchpros hgh ult ting Continued operation of

rer is required to rapidly changing technology and applications.

T.B.P.144  Quaurry commnor For awrr ary TESTING, THE EXPERIENCE OF
ZANBIA,
sreesaatBtahlt ci,ge Mirymdelaa

*froptaal Diseases leseard) Zambia; **F Roffmancla Roohe,
Basle, Suituer

jective: The availabtlity of various anti HIV commercial kite and the
valid results callefn the@csiabtcalmnt ofaa pere of well

evaluation of test kite, For qualt: tro?purposes, a
panel of sera wae assayed for anti HIV ubtng various Mttn be laboratories,ke .

@ AIDS were
Baste, Switzerland, for antt HIV, The following

kite were used; Kellooxyme VK50/61 (Welloome), Enaygnostemiaro (Behring),
Roohe and HIV EIA Western Blot (W,B),

gested

te; Thivisen out of She17 sara the same
Rae maisLthe kite. The ning4 were repeatedly poettive on
Watloozyme in Mola but negative in Bas and negative on att othertteste
ktte tnoluding the tast tes in both laboratories,
Conmente and Conclusion: The difference in results of the ¢ vera may be due
presencefactore in sera that inhibit the
Catth Rah eek variation of the

resulte from biologiea
andexternal lity controla laboratories have a
sere forteSvaluationand honttoring of Batok to
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POLEENCOUNTERED IN HIV SEROLOGY
Major, 3 McLaughlin, B. Ontario Ministry of Health,

Te“Ontario, Canada.

T.B.P.145

Objective With over 150,000 specimens submitted for HIV serology, we
untered and described a number of difficult cases and situation which

canPiesd to erroneous results and/or diagnosis.
cimen misidentification to

Pi antibodies due to ti

globulin; interpretation of i sults; cases of a
sero-rsversion, and failure aStandardrocadures to detect FN.antibodtes

in infected individual:
Results. Mechanisms have been installed to detect the above mentioned
situations, including: double verification of tube and requisition ident-
ification, requests for whole blood rather than serum samples, carefu:
scrutiny of confirmatory 1: x weakly-reactive or unusua

ri

 
for the patient and the community at large.

T B P. 1 47 MORTALITY IN CHILDREN WITH AIDS: AGE AT DIAGNOSIS AS RISK
FACT
Iosub, Silvia; Bamji, M.; Stone, R.K.; Gromiach, D.S.;

Wasserman, E. —~
New York Medical College, New York, USA.

Objective. To compare mortality in cas idagnosed as AIDS in the first

year of age (eeoup I), vs tho.one diagnos year (group II).
Methods. The study was performed a crepublic“nospitels in New York City on
sixtytwo patientswiwith perinatal’ ty infection, admitted from 1984-1988 and

18 mo)
were

onsisted of 42 patients,
28 Puerto Ricans (PR), 21 males (m) and 21 females (£).

comprised 20 patients,13 b and 7 FR, 12 m and 8 f, ranging tnage from
months (mean 1

ality was significantly higher ia GI vs ores 42% ve 5%
P=0.066. No significant sex and race di
mortality in f, 33% in m, 502 in band 39% inPR), but mortality was higher
din b f than b The majority “partons died of pneumocystis

i pneumonia (PCP). In GII only 4 Pk f died.
fant: infection who become symptomatic at

snLes age have a high mortality rate and females seem more at risk. Long
a needed to establish mortality rates in older infants andmm follow-up

children.

T B. P 1 CUTANEOUS MANIFEATATIONS or PEDIATRIC HUMAN

ts IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS INFECTION

Neil5,*
*State mita,New York, Health Science Center at Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,

Objective describe the varied cutaneous manifestations of
HIV infectionin children.

undred and twenty-two children with HIV infection
were a8minned as part a dermatologic consultation service a

ree area hospitals. Skin biopsy and culture were performed as
necessary.
Results We have developed an overview of the various cutaneous
manifestations of pediatric HIV infection, and of the
history of these disordere. There is ‘no single cutaneous disease
that is pathognomonic infection during childhood. The
cutaneous manifestations ‘Ot HIV disease in crhildren are primarily

bacterial, ral nfec: ese include
and ‘cutaneous candidiasis,cellulitis, severe

n s simplex and h , and unusual dermatophytoses.
Al manifestations are distinguished by eir severity,
fre en of recurrence, d poor trea nt res Se have
also seen patient: ith a severe opic dermatitis, widespread
flat warts, drug éruptions, chronic varicella-zoster infection,
and unusual pattern:s of leukocytoclastic va: tis.

Liarity with both the comm unusual pattern:
can aid in early

ami
of Ruedisease in the HIV-infected child

in opportunistic infections.diagnosis, and the treatment of

Pédiatrie : VIH
Pediatrics: HIV

T.B.P.146 INFECTION
StevenEips»Stephen Sanders, Steven D. Colan,

Children's Hospital, Boston, MA USA.

Objective. Fifty four pediatric patients with HIV infection underwent detaited, serial —

33)of 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

echocardiograp
Methods. The M-mode st 4 lof lar TV fh end-

systolic wall stress (ESWS) fterload, and À velocity
of fiber st 1 ECC | bentilth Tislouddependent Index allowed

doterminati £ lit di t I Results. At initial

juation 50% of jf tion,REmatte,fnationdontanedt

normal or sut 1 69%of p with hyperd itiall in contrast,
functionor lity 1 P d

7 4 ‘er f dennfe ad T+ "

boum ARR PTT) L 4 death ing.t) and 4/5
evidence for card | 1 ai hang hanced LV

en à of h organsystems +t dti 4 Liu y

patients. ft elt

with enhanced sympathetic tonetanpeeks LV harcton ba comes fading
in earlypediatric HIVinfection, is often associatedwith autonomicautonomicinstability and mononuclear
 y

T.B.P.149 ISOLATION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS(HIV)
FR UE AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF ITS BIOLOGICALPROPERTIES
Dimitrov,TDHL key, Hanson, L; Melnick, J.L;

BaylorCollege0of Medicine, Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

Soae Seera eat À Durad wkbral tissue
infected children, 3 old, with neurologic

microscopy (EM),histology, and cell culture.
Results. Newroratiogaphieevaluaevaluation of both children revealed marked cerebral
atrophy. At tion, both brains showed encephalitis, cortical
atrophy and decreased i

 

Objective. T
of twoPES

tion of Awhite matter of the brains
revealed areas withmyelin anPandlmedbasedouthe these areas, infection of
oligode e presence of typical virion

buddi and HIV.ike pars in the mic reticulum of these
cells. Cocultures of normal donor MCs with 1x 0/7 neural cells from these
infected Vi infection as manifested by the

n of p24 antigen im culture supernatants. These neural viral
tes readily infected T, B and mo cell lines, e.g. Jurkat, MT-04, Raji,

io) Hee)HL-60 ‘and THP-1, as determined the detection of HIV antigen
culture supernatants. The neural viral isolates were not cytotoxic for these cell
lines.
Conclusion. These data est thatHIV is associated with the neuropathology
Gbasived i the brain ofinfected chil

T.B.P.150 CLINICAL SFECTRUM OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY INFECTION IN
ESS THAN 4 are OF AGE. Ellen R. Cooper

s M . Fine, S.1. Pelton, Boston city

Hospital and bostonsthiveraity $chool ve Modan, Boston, MA, S.A.

je earlyrecognition of children with infection due to Human Immunodefic-
may permit intervention strategy such as nutritional sup

lemestation, Propaylactic|sie dal therapy, or erimental antiretro-

ra re 11 HIV antibody positive (ELISA and Western
Blot) who presented withclinical signs and symptoms before 4 wos. of age.
The earliest diagnosis was made at 1 mo. of age in 1 child with chrombocyto-

penia at birth, who developed hepatosplenomegaly (HSM). 4 additional child-
roven PCP requiring mechanical
nd poor weight gain. 2 of the

3 mos. of age; 1 with fail-

e 3 was complicated by infection with CMV, and none of the 3 had signi-
ticent adenopathy.
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T.B.P.151 HIV ACTIVATION BY COFACTORS: P-24 PAU GENEMIAaneTER INJEC- T.B.P.152 NATURAL HISTORY OF LYMPHOID INTERSTITIAL PNEUMONIA (LIP)
TIONS QF SOLUBLE ANTIGENS IN CHILDREN NITH

n,Johanne; Charest, J.; Paquet, C. and“Lapins N.
Hôpital Ste-dustines“Univers1té de Montréal, Montréal, Québec, Can

OBJECTIVES: To monitor P-24 antigenemia (Ag) Following repeated KLH injec-
© correlate Ag with the clinical and tm

d after neutralization. Lymphocyte sub-popula-
n and KLH responses, anti-KLH antibodies by ELISA and PFC were

measured at 0, 14, 28 days
RESULTS: 29 individuals oF Ww h 13 were HIV positive were injected with KLH.
P-24 À i es:

1ly normal, antibody response to
No significant change in lymphocyte sub-populations

udy .
CONCLUSION: Injection of soluble antigens may trigger P-24 antigenemia and

seems to be limited to asymptomatic moderately mnecrent indivt-
duals. The clinical relevance of these findings requires ‘further: s

T.B.P.153 ENBMOCISTIS CARINIT PNEUMONITIS (PCP) IN CHILDREN
ee HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV~1) EON

ReyesJ., Smith, L., Mastrucc:
and Parks, W. University of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, Florida,|U.S.A.

Objectives: To determine the clinical course and outcome of children with
HIV-1 infection and PCP.
Methods: Hospital charts of 19 HIV-] infected children diagnosed with PCP
between January, 1983 and Decembe:

- childr: zen
recognition of infants at risk and indicates a role for PCP prophylaxis.

CONTCARDAVAGE TO EVALUATE PULMONARY STATUS IN THE
HIV INFECTED CH.
Liliane BOCCON-'GIO", A SARDET**, A GRIIIMFELD®*,3; COSTIL**,

C COURPOTIN® .Departments of Potrerosy®, Pediatric Pneumol.
Pediatrics®, and Intensive Care**, H6pital Trousseau, Paris, France.

T.B.P.155

Bronchoalveolar ee (BAL} is widely cecented in the adult ATDSpatient.
le have been among the first 185outiate it's routine use in chil

Patients and Methods : Among O pediatric BAL performed fron 1987to 1988,

79 concerned 50 HIV positive thtioren (32 M, 18 F, aged 5 m to 12 y, 29

Blacks, 20 Caucasians, 1 Aslan es ent:teresthe following groups|of the
COC Pediatric AIDS class.ification : P-2, Subclass A: 9
(LIP) : 20, P2-Subclass D1: 21, includ

pon
taneous and stimulated H202 1 iber: t feature of all
groups. Opportunistic infections are associated with a high

polymorphonuclears (PMN) never present in uP. LIP's BAL Srofile is mony
5 (1100 x 105/mi vs 230 x 10°/ml}

Fos) elevated number of Ly (00
controls and 100 x 10° in other groups) absence of

Conclus ) BAL s efficient ate invest igate lung pathogens in children
2) AcActivesiveolitis. is a consta symptomatic HIV infected chil
dren (cla: -2) regardiess of pulmonary wathology. 3) LIP cases BAL profil
is highly,evocative of diagnosi

312

IN PERINATAL aewer

Gray, Graciela, tro A., Bradford, B.B.,
Ce M., Parks, W. tivteityTE MonsDcho of Medicine, Miami, FL,

eview the natural history of LIP innpediatric AIDS focusing
oo 7) Sfinicel radiological and immunological pa

is: From January 1981 to February 1988, 48©casesoot
Ends among 172 cases of perinatally HIV-1 infected children, Charts
were reviewed retrospectively. X-rays were reviewed by the same

the children were black.
Results: Radiologically, LIP developed at a mean age months,

di i ndency and clubbing scourediin 20%.
The reticulonadular pattern on chest aye Cleared in 6%. PI
examination revealed 1 nopathy 1 iahepatonegaly983, eplenonegaly
83%, parotitis 73% and failure £0driver in 69%. Cammon infec
recurrent pneumonia 98%, Bacterem 69%, recurrent otitis media698 and

eumonia,
ic infections are rarely

ociated. Mortality is significantly decreased compared to overall
Pediatric AIDS mortality of 57%

T. B.P.154 aor MatBtBFUNCTION IN PERINATAL HIV

ki ie osub 5, B
incus iia york padi tt Es?PSSÉ:

Valhalla, NewYork

PRJECTIVES: to study the hypothal =
ren withennesTEEN peter adrenal axis

T Bt The gud was performed at à public hospital in New
on patieats aged 4 aonths to?

jos) There wee spanits 4 blacks
1 ao neenales. gf‘yere intravenous arug abus

: baseline cerf and

Les,japan31.6

atory evaluations ine
AEcoriLast response to tortrasya'sand overnight setopirone

           
A cg

FA 7,0 73.7
3. 7.7 39.2
4. 35.0 47.0
S. <2.6 41.2
& 14,9 47,7
7, 19,1 42.6
B. 40.8 53.0
9, 20.8 47,6
19. 8.9 25.4
11. 9.9 40.2
12. 12.3 29.2 <10 13. 7 pending

GONCLUS ION: Though the aajority of patients (721)
enonstrated noreal adrenal function, a significant number
(28%) had abnormal function manifeste4 by a blunted response
to ACTH, abnoraal hypothalasre regula tion or 5 yet
unexplained elevates ACTH levels.

T. B.P.156 UNUSUAL MORTALITY FROM PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINI] PNEUMONITIS (PCP)
DURING EARLY INFANCY: PRIMARY, NOT REACTIVATION OF INFECTION?

Chow, Jean; Shah, K.; Li, K.; Gupta, A.; Chablani, V.; Kaul,
Department of Pediatrics, New York Medical College, New York, USA.

Objective. Is PCPin early infancy universally fatal? If so, what are the dif-

ith HIV have been seen
t 3 hospitals. PCP was confirmed in 15 children, from tracheal washings (3),

jung biopsy (2), or at autopsy (11).
Results. 13/15 children were 6 months or younger. 13 previously healthy in-

fants were thriving well. Associatedphysical findings included oral thrush
12 }, gene

 

{10
fever (13). They presented with meute.respiratory illness which rapidly pro-
gressed to respiratory failure. Course in older children was more protracted.

Antimicrobial therapy with TMP/SMX and/or Pentamidine was initiated in 14/15
Gren. Despite early and aggressive therapy, 11/13 infants expired at first

presentation. One surviving infant died at 11 months of ag

children are alive 1 and 2 years after PCP. Interestingly, lu
toe the older children also showed lymphocytic interstitial pneumonitis

Conelusion. PCP in early infancy can be a rapid and invariably fatal illness,

primary infection,not reactivation of latent infection. Prospective studies of
antimicrobial prophylaxis of PCP may show the greatest benefit in first year

1
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T. B. P.157 POPULATIONS

josephs, SJ"; Getson, P;* Gayle, H.”
*Children’s HetNationalMedical ee George W: University School of Medicine,
Washington, DC for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.

juate seroprevalence to HIV in children in a large, urban community with a high
Pete TADSend cece abuse
Methods. We conducted an anonymous, blinded serosurvey ondiscarded blood samples from
children ag tpati
by our pediatric teaching hospital beween 1/87 and 22/88, Demographic informainformation from the
pavelliance emdy was compared to Feeca eandancer conaolledfor

ed HIV
bylimiting the enrollment age to 2 - 8years, respectively.

7) The
overall sample had a mean age of479+20 yeas,"ALLor 99.0% were nonreactive by BIA and
9 (2%)
1AUD: 3 vue edéermines 11 was tive. All 5 blot positive specimens were from
children, age 2.2-8.6years O& = 5.24 + 2.9). 1 male and 4renee98218ym,Aah

4.95 +18 though

ŒR)
specimenswere from the ER. There were no postive specnens(0/31) among age matched
children tested for
Conclusion. HIV infection is present in0.12% of urban children; #major sour of Hentifcation

tn the ERis by presen

MATERNAL DRUG ABUSE AND PERTRATAL HIV SEROPOSI
T.B.P.159 Checola, R.T., Hand I., Wiznia, Andrev, Kim, M.,

TIVITY
Noble,

‘oon, J. Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Broux, oY. UBA

Objective. Assess the prevalence of HIV seropositivity (+) in infants of drug
abusing mothers (IDAM) delivered at banon Hospital.
Methods. In avate month period in 1986, HIV entabedymwas studied byEuFes and
confirmed by Western blot in 101a with paternalonsent.
were exant and mate: compared in the ave,nv
infants non IDAM control safenta,
Results. In 1982, 3.1% of newborns were IDAM ( 437) compared to 12

06) in 1988, {p <.0001), A 19.8 t20/10)incidence of HIV+ was higher
than 2 6% (5/64) in the non IDAM normal newborns (p <.01). expected, the
HIV (+ was the non IV IDAMwe(50% ve 143)

roal or mode

os: 20% v

drug abuse. This suggests that

heterosexual contact pleys e significant role in the HIV transmission.

Pédiatrie : histolre clinique
Pediatrics: Natural History

CLINICAL & IM@A0LOGICT.B.P.1G1 S204 mscm
Frederick, Toni*; Mascola, L.*; Evans, M.*; Church, J.*Bryson, Y.#kk.

FEATURES ASSOCIATED WITH PEDIATRIC HIV INFECTION IN

sei(aiversity of California Loe Angeles, LA, Calif., USA.

Objectives. To gain insight into the clinical and inumologic spectrum
infection using data from a Los Angeles Comty (LAC) active surveillance progres.

ad
the latest COC classification system snd according to whether they had
abnormalities.
Results. As of 12/30/88, LAC had 139 canes of Fifty (36%) bad AIDS, 38

were indeberminent
these

 abuomalities
amd follow up will better define the natural history

of HIV infection in children with regard to clinical and lahorstory parameters.

T. B. P.158 HIV OySHON AND PEDIATRIC AIDS IN SEMI-RURAL
DABOU PROTESTANT HOSPITAL (IVORY COAST } ee

*¢Protestant HosptialSERVLostMeedQAR KE fory
S Lab Faculty Medicine Alexis Carrel, Lyon, France

Within a year (Feb 87-Jan 88), 293 suspected c of pediatric AIDS based o
Bangui criteria and/or with severe on were tested for HIV-1 and HIV.2
by ELISA and then western blot. 75 (25.6%) had confirmed antibodies to HIV:
3 (21.5%) exhibiting HIV-1 reactivity, ¢ (1.49) HIV-2 reactivity and 8 (2.79%)

Soubie reactivity. No difference in symptom frequency was observed between
these sub-group:

Mothers of 68 positive children were also rested. In 48 cases (71%) , the child
infection Probably originated from seroposit ther 10 cases the
mothers were positive but the children w i
remained problematic 3 in & children, he origin of infection remained unknown
a eir

cases of HIV posi and 1 HIV-1+2. The testin
that19 were ‘positivee (12 having a seropositive

seronegative one). children with seronegative mothers had
been contaminated by blood tranetusionion

Among 83 HIV positive children, !1 died during pogpitalization, 14 were moribond
at their discharge fromppospital and 19 could be d-up. Among those,
one died within 10 m after diagnosis, 4 had anae evolution, but
14 exhibited improvementGoring a follow-up period of 3 to 6 months.

T.B.P.160 DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN INFORMING THE PARENTS OF NEWBORNS

OF HIV TESTING RESULTS IN AN ORBAN COMMUNITY.

Wiznia Andrew,CeCaffrey BC, Checola R, Thorpe A, Daley T,

ey x-Lebanon Hospital Center, Bronx, New York.

Osjective: To evaluate vatereet compliance in infants at risk for HIV

i ion.

Methods: Bronx Lebanon is located in the South Bronx, an area highly

endemic for HIV infection (es52 of pregnan e HIV infected).we
Maternal consent is routinely sought to screen newborns whose mothers

had identified risk factors for appointment is scheduled for
tuo a later to discuss the tr ts Missed appointments are
pur: by telephone calls and certified letters Older children at‘sued

rigsidentified during hospitalizations, well child care or f

sour are also pereencé with parental consent. All identified children
are to be followed in an immunology clinic.

sults a were attended by only

and 3 of 13 (23%) infants with positive HIV serology in spite of multiple
at 8 tact thers. I ast, 21 of 23 (90%) of the
older HIV infected children have been c liant with medical follow-up.

ion: In this urban c mity, the rate of success i nicatiog
testing Its to mothers neonates is or Ol that fant i

discharged in spite of the mothers granting informed nsent. À wore

rapid reporting of results and ivoforsi the mother prior to discharge

improve compliance with medical follow-up

T.B.P.162 Ce PEINE Gone URAL HISTORY PROGRESS ERE

*, Schneck,M, Denny, T.*, Oxtaby, **Ou,
C.Y.#*, Oleske, per, et al,Children’s Hospital a "w &

DeeMedical School Newark NI & Centers for Disease
GA :

Control, Atlanta

Oblective. In 3/87 a stxy of infants (INF) born to HIV infected mothers (M)
at a large hospital in Snark was initiated fo define the rate of perinatal

on Of HIV and the natural history oof these
HIV+ who i + INF are

every 2m x6 mo, and
mneiogte, serologic and retrovirologic

intervals.
Reeuts. to 44 M were enrolled 3/87-1/89. Mean age of M
= 29.7 ye GE):93% black, 5% hispanic, 3% white; 80% were IV drug users
end 20% sexual contact. At delivery 84t were tic

gestational of INF = 26.5 wi (29-40);19 were Gé
wks and 6 were SGA. There wore 29 INFthat ware ollowed f Five
were considered HIV infected: 3/5 had cultures,"2/3bad
ord died at 567 no, 3/3 had PCR; 2/5 had +7 24 dg COP, both are well and

one had +EPCR and 1 + ECR. Of the, remaining 24TNF, 5are considered
nen-infected while 16 are yell but indeterninant. of these infants died
at 2 mo GF complications of prematurity. Seven of 8PCR assays on group
were negative and one positive at 15 mo on a presumed non-infected 17 mo

108 ARC and 108 ADs. Mean

Conclusions. While it is premature to determine transmission rate, it is
significant that oo of IP in this cohort followed np have romaine
asymptomatic. In general concordance between FCR and other
parameters of infection.
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4 NIV-EP0SED ~ GUNN, _ M@ TNUBOLOGICAL FOLLOWUP. EVOLUTION OF A SERIE OF 23 CHILDREN SEROPOSITIVES TO RIV.
T.B.P.163 ris U. Wintergerst, R. , BH. Bel T. B.P.164 Pablo MFontelos,MJ.Cilleruelo,MJ.Mellado,J.VETlota,M.Garctia,

sms Immunodeficiency clinic, University Hospitals for Sick Children, Munich, k-Germany. G.Barreiro,Instituto Carlos III, 5, Padiatrfa, Madrid, SPAIN,

ReEr084 Hastatoea eng mes anyausaclated syeptons arecared for in tunich's WATERIAL AND METHODS: We Present25 childven, 15 males and 10 fenales, vhose
Bavaria foi in a national multicenter stacy. this Investigation on te rom ages range from ys to 11 old.In 2 cases,the infection was acquired
transalssion rate from to si, the fi neronetions of AIDS, and to eval the through blood transfusion. Theother 21 childrenere infestedfrom 19 mothers -

benefit of prophylaxis therapy wieh mnoguanand zidovudine. he other 2 acquired the

dur ‘standard-tmmunoglob-

ulin in a dese of 400 mg/kg bw. Those with full blown AIOS are treated with immunoglobulin plus oral zidov-

udine (3,5ss bw qid).
the mother's pregnancy are available for 15 out of the 44 children. Four mothers had

tetevtviremic episodes (p24- antigen, virus-fsoiation) duri: . Of all others only HIV-Ab-

jes and remained clinically and immunologically

HIV-infection could be “vont irvod , 5 of then died of

are treated with imunogcbines plus zidovudine (Retrov:

third child fell 411

with a pneumocystis carinit pneumonia which could successtully be treated. 1children, younger than 15

wonths of age and Baepostive. HIV-infection coul be ascertained sorotcuntcal posi virol-

ogical results and immunological parameters of all Patients will be presented in

Conclusion. Mtcartious interpretation of our data the transmission:rateis‘on*. Auapectad correlation

ent virological tests of the nother during her pregnancy. Infants with confirmed HIV-infection my beneftt

lobulin-prophylaxis since this otsat Seums to suppress bacterial and vine infections and

possibly decreases HIV-replication. Immunological parameters could not be influenced by this therapy.

T.B.P.165 WATURAL HISTORY OF PEDIATRIC HIV INFECTION
Gi TERREceearlo;DeRossi A*;Girotto S;Cozzani S;D°Elia R;

*Donner iLe
of Pediatrics,"Institute of Oncology,University of Padova, Italy.

Geste: To investigate the natural history of HIV infection in children
ropositive mothers.

Methode:“Children born to HIV positive mothers in high risk groups were eva-

luated clinically, serolegicay and virologically every two months
and e

onset of any symptom. All but one asymptomatic children do not show any in-

munological alteration.

T.B.P.167

Oxtoby***, J Faust*, M Bick*.
*Anie Karen Laboratories, Cedars-Sinai Medical Cente Co:
Department of Health, Los Angeles, ‘aa, %*xAIDS Program, Centersvier Disease
Control, Atlanta,

SEVEN YEAR FOLLOW-UP OF HIV INFECTION IN NEONATAL
TRANSFUSION RECIPIENTS

L Liebe, J Wardere, F Allen*, H

Objective. To extend the observations on the natural history of HIV infec-
tion in a cohort of neonatal transfusion recipien' ow 6-9 years of age.

» The cohort consists of 39 children infected with HIV through
transfusions as neon

+ 13/39(33%) children died at a mean 50 moy 26/39 (67%)
children are alive at amean age of 64 mo. Of“tre 2 living children, 17

asymptomatic meeting the following CDC classifications: PlA=
patients, PIBe6. The remaini are symptomatic, classified P2A=6, P2C=1,
P2D=2. Thus, 44% of our cohort ofchildren infected through transfusion|as
neonates remain asymptomatic at ean of re although 1/3 of then
severely immunocompromised. An additional 18% have non-specific© symptons
and only 8% have hadagentbathe infections or lymphoid iaterstitial

e mean of both the symptomatic and asyaptomatic groups

Conclusion. year of follow-up, AIDS has developed in 8% and
severe iamunolo,Sic.“Gotertoration occurred in 15% of our patlonierPeru
patients. Still, 44% of child infected vith HIV through transfusion as
neonates remain asymptomatic at a mean 0: TB.

314

 

infeetion by heterosexual contact.We determinate AI
W.blot and Ag P.‘gh capture ELISAmethods. The follow up vartedfrom 2to 15month.

RESULTS: mm gocordance with CDC classification,the children are included:10 in
and Join P,clae. Among the 21 cases infected through theirPoclass,

mothers » 2 4 €dateHIV an become negative before reaching 15 month

ahow sympthoms. Only 1 of 3children included in P,class shows À
ration. All of the 10 sympthomatie « i
lin and antibiotics prophylactically to reduce peur
are receiving Zidovudine also.Clinteal cvoluttion
ses and stattonary inthe rest. Only 1 child has died because ofa
sed by Adenoviru

CORCLUSTONS: 1)In our serie, the perstatence of positive antibodies in children
r 1Smonths old who were infected by their mot ta 81%.2)In contrast to -

other ult studies sin our 8 only 13%0f the infected children ar
pthomatic. 3) Our alee rateon 4.5%. 4)Despite of having become negative
HIV antibodies serun, it's necessary to maintaina close watch on thesein

children to exclude HVinfection definitively.

T.B.P.166
OUTIOCME. Hutto,

Mastrucci, M., and Parks, W. University of Miami, Miami, FL

HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS-1 (HIV-1) INFECTED INFANTS:
ASSOCIATION OF RR PARAMETERS AND

ate Ses

Qbiectives: To determine the rate of HIV-1 maternal to infant transmission
edictivein a populati prospective * assess factor:

of clinical outcome in infants born to HIV-1 seropositive mothers.
4 infection status of 60 infants determined by virus

isolati comparison of HIV-] antibody titers fran sequentially
collected sera. Virologic, immunologic, and clin: a Fe uninfected
and infect: ts of seropositive women
seronegati were edusinglogistic ardamultiple regression

Twenty|of 60 (338)
antibody

lobin, absolu 1, ¢ CO4, CD4/CD8 ratio,
IgG, IgA, IgM, and antibody titers found sitchicdifferences
the 2 groups for absolute 1, C4 All EIv-1

‘ected ts had imunol abnormalities ardFAOCm(708)“bedeliclinical
8 m. followup of

infants ofofseropsitive
ogically similar to

controls.Ein: Positive¥viral cultures, Persistent HIV-1Notantibody,
abnormal levels of IgG and low associated with infection and
clinical disease in infants bornto HIV-1 infected mothers

 ant
T.B.P.168 Tomy Silvia; Bmÿi, M; Stone, R.K.; Goomisch, D.S.7 Waasecmmn, E.

New York Medical College, New York, USA.

 jective. To compare’ clinical of chi may 4 d

aS.AIDS below onspoyer(gp 1) w Som ne one year of age (gop I).
Methods. The study was performed at two public hospitals in New York City on
sixty two patients withhperinatal avinfection, admitted fron 198471988 and
followed for 1-50 months (mean 18 mo). All mothers exc
intravenous drug annees. ised 42 infahts, 14 blacks (b)
and 28 Puerto Ricans{PR), 21 males (m) Snd“21 females (f). majority

omatic in the first 6 months of life. G II consisted of 20
PR, 12m ipatients, 13 b and 7 2 f, canging in age from 12.5 months to 72

ths (| 17 mo). tures included: 1: nopathy, failure to
thrive (erm) ‘satis carinii pneumonia (PCP), lymphoid interstitialpneumocy:

a (LIP), recurrent infections, hepatosplenomegaly, pers:
candidiasis, dermatitis ( seborrheic or atopic)’ chronic

y nephropathy

candidiasis were significantly more frequent in GI than II:

parotid swelling, opportunistic infections,

candidiasis are more frequent in the former and LIP in the Latter.
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NATURAL HISTORY OF PEDIATRIC AIDS, 1988
Frenkel, Lawrence D.; Gaur, S.; Kesarwala, H. and Scudder. R.
UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Med. Sch., New Brunswick, NJ, USA.

Sblective Toneangesmortality data as it relates to pattern of initial pre~
sentati omatic HIV infected children

thods. TheCentraleu Jersey Pediatric AIDS Group has followed 65 infants
and childrentor to sy infected mothers, since 1983; 29 of these were in
the CDC-P2 category and represent almost 50 child years of followup. Thirteen
symptomatic Fo) Tralaves were enrol’

on of matern

T.B.P.169

symptomatically HIV infected children are summarized below:
an Age at n Age Mean Age

Pattern of Presentation Number Diagnosis Mortality Currently at Death
8 9 4 (mo.) 67% 12 (mo.) 6 (mo.}

 

Overvhelning Pneumoniti:
prior to 6 mo. of age

rliure te thrive, oppor 12 7 (wo.) 58% 27 (mo.) 19 (mo.)
tuni. infection:

Lymphoid docersticial 7 19 (mo.) 15% 58 (mo.) 75 (mo.)

ura. 4 (m.) 0% 28 (mo.) =
In<iae treat group, mortality was 38%, and in the untreated group 56%.

ian ime of all P2 ehtldren is 75 months but only 9

Conclusion. Potentia.
children acutely presenting with overwhelming

ted wi
1 benefit of early diagnosis and Preventive therapy among

pn needs evaluationmeumonitii

T.B.P.171

 

T.B.PA173 moveos an8Bu,4
, Scoerbem EE*,

Pe, Rogers Mt et al.seirbetiore Mad. Ctr, Herre, Was weed #00 Atlanta, GA, UA.

Gbtective: To stay the natural history of HIV infecticn in infants born to HIV
seecpoaitive (HIV!) and sarneptive(Iv) intravenous drugusers.

CHI bral histoxy abithy ordi ted aerial Gate of HIV
antibody (Ab), viral culture (Où, p24 antigen (Ag), Toall sibeets, KR, pysical
e@zms, ad were monitored for clinical illness, growth and
Results: Median follow up was 80uks for 31 infants of HIVt mothers and 73uks for 30

 

 

over time the

a

T.B.P.170 HIV INFECTION IN CHILDREN: PRONOSTIC FACTORS FOR THE
PROGRESSION OF THE DISEASE.

Duliège®,s. BiancherM. Tardieu**,C. Rouzioux*",A Mossiah*, C. sen

Hôp. Bicétre: U202°: US56**; Hôp. N fr: paediatric immunology*;virology**;Paris, F

- Some eos children have a rapid svoiution. We (Geterming the clinical outcomes related to an

early death. ther the 14° bi

- 04 HM1 intecied children al born 10 HIV itive miothers were followed at Necker Hospital

because of HIV related symptoms (P2A in 75% of the casas) at a

check-up was at the time of this 1° visit.

The median follow-up at Necker is 15 months; 4M are lost to follow-up. A Cox model

a Log-rank test have been used for the multivariate al
- clinical outcomes{elated to sn early death: 3phone preumonta or a bacterial

Enc.)

 

 (ot path
> age at outbr. survivalat 3 youreSDaevant Pp

(median) present

on 26 +12) orttat,nt < .001

16 32 (£14) 92 (+3) <.001

other. The childran (30%) with.an KO and/or

@ muel ly
“biologies! check-up performed at 1° visit; the pronostic tesis on these outcomes ara:

S00/m AR = 6.1 [21-18]
solannnody ainst HIV p25 and/or p18 BRSss [1.8-16]

The inwvitro pralferation of lymphocytes is closely related to

-nn conciuslon, the first biological check-up symptomatic chienyyields strong Prognostic

ion, leading to discriminate early in life the group of childran characterized by a more
tap progreelon,

LONGITUDINAL EVALUATION OF IMNUNOLOGIC

HIV INFECTION IN CHILDREN :CLINICAL ION.

*T.ESRD=SAMPELAYO; L.PEREZ ALVAREZ;#M.D.GURBINDO; L,.MU-

AND VIRAL MARKERS OFT.B.P.1

(Roz;ed,etesnCASADO et Al.

JIMSTITUTO DE CARLOS. III: UNIDAD DE SIDA; *H.GRAL.GREGORIO MARARON,

MADRID,SPAIN.

'Objective.To detersine the proportion of HIV intected newborn to HIV Ab+newborn and define chan-

iges of iestoai and viral markers thet correlete with disease stage,to determine predictive

spronostic mark: of HIV infection in childre

Mathods.We studied 35 HIV+ children born to Mie drug ebuser mothers,ELISA(EIA) WESTERN BLOT(WS"

19 males and 16 tenaios,trom birth to present age, 24,6 sonths (4-61).Analytical determinations

were done overy 5-6 months.Specific antibodies for HIV have been measured by EIA

HIV P-24 antigen has been measured by EIA:viral isolation has been attempted by co-cu!

a
I uittucing
peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC). CD4 id CDS were #lso messured.Clinical stage was

tive seroconversion of me Ab stabilized about 508 after 21

bec: ser tet: 21 months of age,

ve children are

included into P2 clinicel sta ildren into age showed P- 9 and co-culturing PBMC

negetives while 50% of children in P-2 stage sho positive P-24 Ag and 33% co-culturing

"BMC positive. #8 CD4 cout and € were found in Pi and P2 stage:

Lusion. Sone owen may become seronegative after 15 month: virel iso-

ion demonstrated high specifity.The detection of P-24 Ag correlated “ath ane clinicel
Puisimmunological stage of HIV infection

Pédiatrie : développement neurologique
Pediatrics: Neuro-Development

ÆARLY CNS SIGNS IN PERINATALLY-ACQUIRED Hi!
T.B.P.174 ae Anita L.pelaan”Park Ÿ Diamond 6& Notezeaw

6 C* CabotTetal.SUNY Stony Brook,’ AECOM,N.

bjective:2 Identify early manifestations and progression of Hiv-related ans
nvolvement in infants with perinatally-acquired HIV infection.

infants born to HIV+ women.
tanceni 5 born to high risk but HIV- women [ToR gers Or sexual

partners Of HIV+ or IVDA male: neurologic examinations and Bayl
Scales of Infant Development [BSID] are nroe t 3 month intervals.

3 rently, 19 infants are in HIV+ : the contro.
group. In the H: group 9 are >1 yr of age (13-24. Four have vari:
degree: CNS dysfunction manifest: poor head ‘ol, abnormalities of
tone & reflexes: deviations the normal rate of acquisition of

onthe

age, ve abnormal Inthecontrol group, 18are
>1 yr. of age (12-200)7Lis delayed6 À had motor findings. Of the 7
yt, (7-11n], 3ha Varying degrees of irritability,
tremulousness à toneoùabnormalities were noted n the Neonatal period in
both groups; this5 mayreflect in utero drug exposu
Sonclusion: Infants pitalayiatection1maymanifest early CNS

on. Signs ave frequently may occur prior to
concomitant with systemic Less inthie series 42% of HIV+ infants
were affected compared to 20% of controls. As more infan
into the study longitudinal Foi ma gi:
neurophysiologic, virologic should help determine

tual. neurologic course {static, gateauor progressive] and
factor[s] predictive of progressive CNS disea:

munologic status,
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T.B.P.17 IBEHAVIORAL CHANGES IN CHILDREN WITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY T.B.P.17 NEUROLOGIC SYMPTOMS AS THE INITIAL PRESENTATION OF HIV

— VIRUS oNINFECTION. Lifschitz, Marta; Hanson, C.; Wilson, INFECTION IN DEDrATmIC PATIENTS
» W.T., Baylor Col. of Med., Houston, Tx Vineent, Judy*, Bash, M.*, Shanks, D.*, Daigh, D.*,

. a- RayReR.*, Fischer, G.**, the Walter ReedimSereronearologiel manifestations in HIV: ‘pyeasidaltractsine. alter Reed Army Medical
ephaly, developmen delay, and pyramidal

Lo
Method. Longit assessuent in
imaging by CT ecan or MRI,

immunolo,opicalprofile, head
d neurodevelopmental examinations.

 
Besules Patient #1 Patient #2

e la:at evaluation à 4/12 yeer 5° 7/12 year
Source, HIV stage Transfusion, P-1 À Maternal, P-1 A

ogy (+) EIA, W. Blot (+) EIA, W. Blot
IgG, ug/dL 2420 2850
Head imag: Normal Normal
McCarthy GCI cor
The nevrodevelopment of patient #1 was coneistently average but she had on-
eet of behavioral problems at age 3} yrs ~Ac order as per DSM-IIT
R crter gnosad based on fire-setting x 4 deliberace destruction
of other's property, and payerce abuse to people. Patien showed delayed
development at 3 yrs., howeve: t 5 7/12 yre. intellectuel funct:tioning|wa
low average with a deficit is
first noted after 3 yrs. and ha: rogressedte attention deficit nypesactiv-

7 (ADHD by DSM-III 5 Lessons alin
uston."Behavioral dysfunction in children with HIV infection may be

arly wanifaetation of CNS involvement. Th preliminary observations aaybe
relevant for treatment planning and indicate the need for inclusion of
systematic behavioral along with neurodevelopmenteal assesenent

T.B.P.177 AIDS-RELA’ NEUROPATHY IN CHILDREN AND
foous.a

Ye,At; Lewis, E.* Bredesen, D.‘ Koerper, M.' :

DeparanesofNeurology* and Pediatrics”, University of California,

 Objective: th ip P hild: d

Methods: A cross sectional st d 8 young
neurologist for

. Seven of the children , all on anAZT protocol, and 2 of

 study
adult hemophiliacs, St HV ponive were examined pediatric
evidence of a pertpheral oie
the hemophiliacs hadclinical AIDS.
 

 

, Washington, D.C., United States of America
**Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

Objective. describe the variability in the acute presentation
neurologic divease in children with previously unrecognized|venInfection,

review of all Raedependent. chi
diagnosed with HIV at KRAMC the past 5

patientstients with HIV infection,Pel or P-2, were seen at WRAMC
since 1983. Initial clinical

int
3 patients. One child with inatal HIV developed fever,
stupor, and CSF pleocytosis at. age 4 months, and as as

is. wi ion in
Cymental milestones within the first 15 months of life, consistent with

Opa ive neurologic
deterioration and died of Eire primary CNS lon A third child
with transfusionacquired HIV was considered well until age 4 years when he
then began to develop ataxia, spasticity, less of speech and fine and gross

ve functions

presents with neurologic symptoms of undetermined etiology.

T.B.P.178

Errrrto instigate the influmoeofewirceentsl conditions qulity of mothere-child
development children born to HIV infected 

(DA) of children bom to HI
Es1)atsons rentLie Bailey) 2)peychodinaic cheervation of sothar-
 

 

 

 

Results: No gicel ani develoreetal ageisuxre then 3 months. The sothe~child relatiostip wes classified
Patent (analy.cesrocaguowis stsOMG/NMwere petted cntete = » “partially adequate" ar “inedeqmts" ecoarding to a qualitative scale. Social «ii
children normal) data are evelunted with a special msoare: Osdeprived; |; Sefer.

LovcuniiieceeaanPtwithfeoccurrencein35%ofSAMenaps Pemilta:sre stretified eccrdire to the clinice) sta of the children (CIC criteria).
patients. This lack of neuropathy Benilts: 85 children wre sturtied 42 not infected, 24 infected, 19jnietersinain. no

d ih HIV: si d Ke (0.96). In both
d 3. L en

CGnclhaios: Tone findings suggest that tre drildren is nore corralatmi

Enannee aitation md to theamity of therelatisrtip tnthan to the clinical
statue

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE OFCHILDREN WITH SYMPTOMATIC HIV MEURODEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN WITHT.B.P.179 INFECTION PRIORTOANTFRETROVALTREATMENT T.B.P.180 SYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTION
Moss, H., Wolters, P., Eddy, J.,ue Pediatric

Branch, National CancerInstitute, Bethesda, Mi

3 Yoare le manawere

 

 

rom ane
infection. Twenty of these children had been prenatally infected (PERI; Mean age= 2.3 yrs) and were younger

than the remaining 29 patients who were inlected through products (TRANS; Mean

age= 8.1 yrs). Patien (ENCEP; eg

Nos | miestones and/or head GT findings) or not (INTACT).
h TRANS group 

small, non Gitterence in
‘\0) barween twee ‘groups. On the other hand, ENCEP patients had signiticantly tower IC's {p< .001) than the

most of the variance between the PER! and TRANS groups was accounted for by the

encephalopathy. The WISC-R IQ subtest profile in older

structured ta the chiki's parent of primary caregiver once more indicated no significant

Gifferences the PERI and . Again ENCEP patients had significantly lower IC

equivalent scores {p< .001) than INTACT
 

yang(Punocaeoe

protocols at es onycawrong
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Hittelnan, Tikrig,8. Mendez,N.,SKovera,
SUNY-HSC, Brooklyn, WY, U.S.A

OBJECTIVE. To assess the neurodevelopmental outcome of 30 children vith
symptomatic HIV infection

Thirty children “attending Pediatric AIDS Clinic at University
Hospital have received neurodevelopaentel evaluatison as part of their
clinical care. Infants under 30 aonths of age vere evaluated on the

sonths on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence
body Motor Scales, and the Purdue Pe: The Gordon

Diagnostic piton vas used to test attention in childre
mean age of the children in this sample

two-thirdsot the s pi e under 30 aonths of age.
been diag! ving Only 3 or 10% are'functioning vithin
normal laits Fan three are less than 15 acnths of age.
the xest of thejnfants under 15 aonths of age

being young vith this disease doses
Ove d£ of

 

r 4.
322.55aonths vith

 

intelligence. The tvo school-age childran vere in this range and
learning disability.

e the neurodevelopnental sequelae of HIV infection are
evere, these children are living and entering school and vill require
special education.
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T.B.P.181 DEVELOPMENTAL AENORMALITIES MAY OCCUR BEFORE OTHER CLINICAL T.B.P.182 NEUROCOGNITIVE FUNCTIONINGAMONG INFANTS EXPOSED
bols PANIFESTATIONS OF PERINATALLY-ACQUIRED HIV INFECTION: “ne PERINATALLYTO HIV

A COHORT STUDY OF 119 ZAIRIAN CHILDREN BORN TO SEROPOSITIVE ThomasP;; Scott, G.B.; Cobea, D.S.; Curless, R.G.;; Falk, A.D.; Parks, W.
Kabagabo, U.#; Braden, K.##3 Bi Mt; El 5. Depariments ofPedanics and Paysbology, University of Miami, Miami,LSA
auertstees. ‘aProjet' SIDA, ‘KinsRaces Lace thenERME, Boston,
golesbt gal ious FreeKinanesh seis Left tantfoe nd neurol Objective.

YER: pact aluate cognitive, motor AS ofmeatrainin highakpopeiaion,mcdunepepenyxn
ete mt offnf it ind inatail feed HIV inf ar (PI devel J and logical ti fectiEH peer ot teeof thperinatal)yracqu: ection, rout ive, of HIVi ‘on our

eeea ren sith HIV(+) mothers and PI(HiV igs aecae”12/18 preliminary findings.
months or ofeeeTecan Broup II had 93 non-infected children with HIV(+) i nineoctwelve months of age,
mothers.GroupIlrned £control children withHIVE)mothers. Biannwa i slong with Bayley, neurological exam See Shi (HIV+ Haitian
BayleyScieeiSseriaancoeue| ——pers m eettre wihoh Orv .

Results. ren withou signs/syuptons à ie Results, sample yield f 58.4% (SDm6.4). Tv i
tiee ames tes: ÿ k .

e 12 months Age i8 months atten 54%) ovethe I Of
Ft MDI I MDI )

Broup I 99 H ad 89 pn apedapatmk
Group 11 1i3 106 s 104 103 97 HIV+ HIV- Indeterminate Total
Group III 111 a, 102 og? 102 Failed 3 0 4 7
(p value) (NS) (01) 4.01) 01} (con (4,01) ‘ or

(PDi=Psychometric DevelopmentalIndex ane_Deyelopmental Index) incomplete Fagan
p values reflect Chi-squa PassedFagan 1 1 10 2

F Ftnen erce x f G: “hiférenandana“xvoteetLdeveevelopada nees The HIV+ infants wix
abnorsa urini LJ hs o O0! 10W-u, i. . onia

in’ali 4 1 children with neurological d sense. Other’ep tT Bayley. Theone HIV: ayley findings. However,
neurologic abnormalities included sovement disorder, convulsive disord: of the HIV it i i i slities, wil p

fonc lupiens. Bovelepeenta1 abnormalities may be the first sign of PI. ofcue infant who hasa suspect Bayley. .
eae Hadings were noted.as garlyasthe age of 6 months a continued to Conclusion i with p y-acquire

be observed through the age of 18 mont functioning
functioning. th i 4 ii

warranted.

DIVERGENCE OF ONSET OF NEUROLOGIC AND IMMUNOLOGIC IMPAIRMENTT.B.P.163  reumonveo LDREN WITH HIV INFECTION ACQUIRED T.B.P.184 IN INFANTS BORN TO HIV SEROPOSITIVE

Sarale’ Mundy, T.**; Karassik, B.**; Vard,2whe,
UCLA School of Medicine, ##Cedars-Sinai Medical Center cA
AIS Progran, Centers” for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA.

urpose of this report is to examine the neurodevelopmental
dred HIV infection as Neonatal transfusioncourse of children who acqui:

recipients
. europsychological batteries vere adainistered to 16 HIV positive

children and t: control group of 33 HIV negative children who also
received neonatal|blood transfusio: Serial essments vere cond
months rt by a psychologist who vas uninfo. ast HIV

. res on two batteries indicated that the HIV positive children
vere similar on most neuropsycholo, 1 measures to HIV negative group

transfusion. The tvo groups did not differ in
their overall intelligence. Deficits vere observeda the HIV positive
group i cho 1 chievenen: ne motor
performan urodevelopmental waiffecences between the
Elinieally”arrmptomatic,“ptF1) and the

igh level of cognitive functioning
children Beacquir HIV tal transfusion recipients,
Neuropsychological deterioration bserved vas primarily in memory,
ttention, fi or vior. Subtle differences in cognitive

functioning may be an early manifestation of encephalopathy in HIV infected
children

T.B.P.185 PATTERN OF NEUROLOGICAL ABNORMALITIES IN INFANTS AT RISK
OF DEVELOPING AIDS

Marcus Ct, Butler, CAt+, Hittelman, . Mendez, H+, Goedert, JJ*,
Heal SGINE-HOCS,Bhlyn. WY2*HCI/NIG, Nothoeda, WO. U.S.A.

Objective. to identify the onset and nature of neurological abnormlities
In Infants at risk

developing AIDS- drug-abusers and

sero: Twenty-three with persistent abnormalities were found.
Results. Twenty-two infants showed varying deurees ofspeechdelay, from $
monthsto 2 years of age. Fourteen had abnormal handfunction over 6 months
to lh-2 years of age persistent primitive responses,6 heing

reflexes. Ofthe 23, 6 are definitely infected, 7 have seroconverted,

Galvelli, Theresa”; Belman, A.**, Bueti, C.*; Goloëner, M.*
and Rubinstein

“Albert EinsteincoteofMedicine, Bronx, N.Y., U.S.A.; **SUNY at Stony
Brook, Stony

Objective.
Dada Lor

To compare the onset of neurologic impairment with the onsat of

2.

ne ict th intervals.

Results. Three of 16 infants were both neurologically and immunologically nor-

1 rough 2-7 months follow-up. Of infants with neurologic À À:

ranging from mild developmental Oo sev tive and motor defects,

showed early immune dysfunction reflected in decreasing T4/TS ratios

low total T cell Two of infan oi ogic dysfunction not ac-

panied by immune defects, devel ities later. in

fants had normal neurol: exams, but showed immune dysfunction, including

hypogammaglobulinoven decreased total T cells, increased B cells, and de-

creasing T4/T8 ratios. Three 10:ogicaly negative at 12-18

the, including bulinemic child.

‘cur in the absence of,
- Conversely,

infants Can show si immune dysfunction with totally normal neurologic

 T.B.P.186 rao nav
A PROSEECTIVE STUDY
A, Laverda,P. Gogo, Del Mistro A.*,Renperto i.eoFe ot al.

Depertnent of Pedtairies,Winatitute ofGnoslagy,University of Padova,Tealy

Ghjective: To stxy to HV
Methods: AL dlban © HN ptiteuutharetn bigh ride woes ae clieksatiy wan eco

Jœically intervals. Brunet-Lazine scale is administered

‘to all children 530 of age ond tere Merril test to the older patients every 3 senths. The in-

fected children only uxtergp CI ecen, EEG, CF shuly every year of earlier if clinically reque-

 

children (median age 15.5 range 3-30 months) are infected,
cted (median age 24 range 9-39 sonths) 16 are (median age 6.8 range 1-13). 4 of

infected

  

 

grasp the children died of AIDS: 2 withost of newological imoluent, 1 had a progres-
while 10 have HiV-negative mothers. The abnomal findings were noted in mire exxoyiniogatty orci 1 a primey a en sige (inure.

groups. Speech Abnomal Persistent Develop” “one/Reflex active reflec, sqymetry of tone, unilateral upgaing ines)often trenaitory, ware found in 5
Delay Hand Use Primitive mental abnormalities out of the other 11 children and in 11 out of 42 not infected ones.( + PIO.) Hane of the i

Responses Del: the deve-
Infected aOF 5 Aqpeental score obtained at Lest evaluation in infected children. The sean
Seroconverted if 3 3 ; 3 moare in the infected wes &2,22 and in the not infected 93.15 (p}0.05 Men Whitney test}.

Conclusion. It has fonsible to enbtiisha pattern of neurological Garusion; Ow prelininery results mage stroresliticshot been
ebrormilities in infants at risk o: + compared to their con~
trols; or is Gare any diffenwaein th oFenest, However, so far,
only one child has shown any deterioration or loss of established functions.

 
donotoccur early in the course of vertical HIV infection,
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EXPRESSIONUEGRAVE ET PRECOCE CHEZ UN NOUVEAU-NET.B.P.187
re Joëlle*, Relland, M*, Robert,A*, Delisle,HE,**,

APu
* Pédiatrie B, CHUnea 31059 Toulouse Cédex, France; **Laboratoire d’Ana—

tomo-pathologie, CHU Rangueil, OeToulouse Cédex, France; *%*Laboratoireaie

fronts CHU Purpan, 31059 Toulous: rance;*#*= Clinique Obstétrica-

le, CHU La Grave, 31300 Toulouse, France.

Objectif. Mise en évidence d'une infection par le virus VIH 1 chez un préter-

 

me de 34 semaines né de mère itive (stade III CDC) qui présente
tomatologie neuro ique complexe, ate, d'évolution rapidement fatale.

Méthode. Les diverses investigations ont é si : ~ la neuro: e

scanner céréb: IRM ; mG, examen ana’ thologique du cerveau, de

la moelle et du muscle), - la virologie : sérologies VIH : Elisa (Pasteur),
(D de Neusours), x p24 (Abbot) ; culture du virus et .

Résultats. L'évolution rapidement fatale (J30) dans un tableau d'hypotonie
globale peut faire évoquer soit une myocpathie, soit une asphyxie périnetale

et a permis de réaliser les examens suivanta : anatomo-pathologiques : au

L ques diffuses) ; — toate VIA : les enamens sé-
rologiques sont peu contributifs (sang, LCR) et seule je culture du virus sur

les différents tissus et la mise en évidence par PCR ont apporté la preuve de

l'infection.

Conclusion. La responsabilité respective du virus VIH et de l'anoxie-ischémie

est discutée.

 

Pédiatrie : transmission verticale et Infection par le VIH dans les pays en vole de développement
Pediatrics: Vertical Transmission and HIV Infection InDeveloping Countries

T.B.P.188 xctmence oF ceporTuNISTIC INFECTIONS IN 196 CHILDREN WITH
SYMPTOMATIC AIDS IN KINSHASA
*Davachi, Farzin,*Mayenba, N.,*Kabongo, L.,*Ndoko, K.,*Ngoie,

. and Ny B.
Department of Pediatrics, Mama Yemo Hospital and **Ministry of Health,

Zaire

 

,

Bithes2 To describe‘oe _incidence and variety of opportunistic infections

12 years of age,
in children
Methods: We examined 196 infants and children, one month to

 

Resie with symptom . HIV ELISA and Western Blot tests were
itive for ti

Results: 127 (65%) children presented ections
follows: {42%) with oral candidiasis, 33 (17%) with aneaus mycosis,1717
(28%) out tested, with 12 (6%) with herpes s.
plex, 4 (2%) and cutaneous is, 3 (1.5%) with nerpes

i (.5%) with crypt meningitis. It is interesting to note
t over 2 years of age had more ic infections in-
fants and that Herpes Zoster and cryptococcal meningitis were absent in the
infant group
Conclusion:Oral candidiasis in older children is an important finding sug-
gestive of AIDS. Herpes Zoster and Herpes Simplex, rare in our tr:

+ are with increasing tients with
. cutaneous jis has been invariably associated with .

Tuberculosis is emerging as an important opportunistic in: ion in AIDS in
iety opportunistic infections in chi. The incidence and variety of

in Zairehave different aspects from those found in
States.

PEDIATRIC HIV INFECTION AT GAFFREE & GUINLE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL.

IDEMIOLOGIC, CLINICAL AND SURVIVAL CHARACTERISTICS.

ReinbeSores de Paula motte”; SignorinisoeJ.4.P.#; Graça, M.H.P.s; Sion,

54, C.A.*; Guimar!
* Gaffrée & Guinle universityvespital - University of Rio “metre (UNI-RIO} - Brazil

+» Federal University of Minas Gerais (U.F.M.G,) and FIOCRUZ (RJ)

T.B.P.190

 

Objectives: To investigate epidemiologic and clinical characteristics and to estimate survival

ae fotinaang initial symptoms among HIV infected children.

idren seen at Gaffrée & Guinle my cree in

a de Janelro, Great}, from Jan, 1984 toDec. 1988. HIV laboratory diagnoses med by

ELISA ang Indirect Imunofluorescence. Clinical classification was based on oo. Patateie
case definition. survival parameters were estimated by product-limit function (Kaplan-Meyer).

Results: Among the 14 children evaluated 8 (57,1%) were perinatally scqui: 6 (42,os
were blood transfusion related. Mean at onset of symptoms was 33 months - 108);
(78,6%) were males and 3(21,4%) females; 10(71,4%) were white and 4(28,:eayroncante. Moternal

 

 

48 wonths. For the 5 transtusion related
survival was Za+ 10,6 months moter = 48 months) while for the 3 perinatal cases it wasOe+

 2,3 months (wedi = 11 months).

Conclusions:1) There is a greater proportion of cases due to blood transfusian, as compared to

othercantriessAMaternal riskfactors among the perinatal cases sre similar to those

80 in othe: ies; ¢) Mean survival time 1s smaller among the perinatal cases as
copared to the bosstrasfusion,
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PERINATAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV INFECTION IN UGANDA: 0-34
MONTHS FOLLOW-UP

E.A. Mworozi, C.M. Ndugwa, P.K. Kataaha,23 Kiguli = Dept of
Paediatrics Makerere University, Rox 7072 KAMPALA, Ugan

2sdectiv 3: To determine the rate of HIV transmission from HIV seropositive
mothers to their infants and the morbidity and mortality characte-

risties of.such children

Methods: 87 baties © HIV sexopositive mothers and 64 babies tom to
seronegative mothers.were rollowed saebyBEand serologically from birth =
34 months. The HIV status was determined by ELISA and “/Blot studies.

Hesultsi All the study neonates and none of the controls were HIV seroposi-

T.B.P.189

 

 

tive . seroprevalence among the study infantstseaeclinea.teori

ty 151Dents and 18 26 months. During the fretgex 11 children (14%
in the s p dieds failure to thriveCrrr) 5, acute gastroenteritis 2,
measles 2, meningitis 1, pneumonia 1, Only 1 child (x e contro.
Broup died of pneumonia. Dering the 2nd
the study group: Aspiration pneumonia 1, =
group died of poisoning. The remaining children in both groups who have
been ce wehave responded to immunization, although there is more

ne study group.morbi:

 contacto 1. The rate of vertical transmission was about 20-30%.
idren born to aysSeropositive mothers have higher infant morbidity and
mortality.rates cam} 3. Immunization was found
ficial in both groups of children.

KAPOSI’S SARCOMA IN 4 AFRICAN PEDIATRIC CASEST.B.P.191

J.C. Bouquetys, Jr BsShopatni st, L.Lanckriett, F.R.Ravissets, N.Lagardesat,

a J.Georgess#x

+ Department of Pediatrics, Medicine and of Pathology, CNHU, BF 9354, Bangur,

Central African Republic; *#Department of Pathology, institut Pasteur,

Faris, France; 142 University (FACSS) of Medicine, Bangu CARy

4082 Institut Pasteur, BP 923 Bangui, Central African Republic.

Objective. To describe Kaposi's sarcoma (KS) in african pediatric cases.

have been documented.

was hospitalized for

Methods. 4

Case report N°1. A G month-old male african infant
He also had fever,

vity and vascular hy;

a KS at an sendy. stage,with the 5;
KS. Histology the skin showed vascular hyperplasia and proli

spindle cells, mith large nuaber of adjacent lysphocytes.

ion of t ease was fatal withiin 2 months. The peculiar

feration of

 eof KS |was typical of the serie of

four cases who were refered to the pediatric ward i year.
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T.B.P.192 GiiiawSEWRainJ?ReionWeareHe onlteernn, 1-B.P.193 INFECTED BYTHERUM IOWONODEPICIENGYVitus

 

Gorman, 7 Ehrhardt, À.
HIV Citer for Clinical and Behavioral Studies, NY State
Psychiatric Institute and Columbia University, Nev ache N.Y., U.S.A.

using standardized clinical assessmen

was assessed with standardized
for DSMTTIERwasvised

past
quide was used to stninister the Haniiten Depression(HDS) and

Anxiety
Results. Only 23% of the 119 HIV' subjects had a current diagnosis;
the corresponding figure for the 79 HIV- subjects. Th of the hive munjects
and 6% of the HIV- subjects, respectively, had a Mood Disorder.

HDS scores were 4.3. for the HIV+ group amd 3.2 for the HIV- group
(p=0.057). HAS scores wore 4.0 for the HIV+ group end 3-0for the
HIV- group (p=0.076). High levels of past but not current drug and alcchol

were
Conclusion. Thase setae do notsupport eur
Gepression in HIV+ gay men.

T.B.P.194 PEDIATRIC AIDS:saz FACTOR DISTRIBUTION AT HOSPITAL EMILIO RIBAS

so AULO =
Paula, rarivetta Della Negra; Rodriguez, C.; dJanini, M.; Suleiman, 6.;

Queiroz, We; Soraggi,(os et al.3rd Inpatients Unit- Hospital Emilio Ribas - Sao Paulo ~ Brazt!
 

Objectives.Pediatric AIOS is being recognized in increasing number of children in our city. Since

1985, the 3rd Inpatients Unit of Hospital Emilio Ribas has been following children with positive

epidemiological data for HIY infection. Up to Movember/88, 89 children younger than 10 years of

rage were enrolled. All of them fulfill the latest CDC criteria for pediatric AIDS. This report

describes the risk factor distribution for the HIV infection in these patients. Methods. It was

.considered as risk factors:infants born into HIV soropositive aothers and children tnfected by

blood transfusion and/or derivatives. Al} children and mothers were submitted to a double-Elisa,

‘passive hesmaglutination (Salck-EIE-HIV and Quick HAP-HIV) and Western blot tests (biotech du

‘Pont Western blot kit). All the children are followed monthly for clintcal and laboratorial exam-

isnation and the ones classified as P-O are submitted to new tests at the age of & ie15 months.

imesults. Vertical Transmission {71.9%) Materna) risk factor: I.¥. Drugs 12(13.5%); h risk

psexual activity 14(15.7%); I.¥. Drugs and high risk sonal.activity 29(32.6%); coderanefuston

AOL); ignored 8(9.0%). Non Vertical Transmission (28.1%):blood users reciplent 14(15.78% );

themophiliacs 6(6.75%) and child's history unavailable 5(5.6%). Conclusion. The major’sty of our

ichildren got the HIV infection vertically, as it is observed in ae countries. The association

iof drug-adiction with high risk sexual activity is the sain factor for the naternal ‘ection.

lfhe n ro acs in our cast ts low because there is another center (HemophtVacs Cen-

iter) in our ctty that follows the majority of the infected henophiliac children.

 

CRYPTOSPOREDIUM SP AND ISOSPORA BELL] INFECTIONS IN ae wes

De Paula, Marinella Della Negras; Queiroz, W,; Janini,
Hughes, V.; Rodriguez C.; et al. Hospital Emilio Ribas.So Fute, rant.

T.B.P.196

Objective. It ts known that Isospora belt and Cryptosporidium sp are protozoa very frequently

associated with acute self limited diarrheal illness in children and young adults. This evol-

on is not observed compromised individuals. This report shows the prevalence of

Cryptosporidiosts and os in pediatric patients with positive sorological anti-HIV tests.

Me Is ‘om Ji November /i 5 children varying from 10 months to 10 years were ana-

lysed. All of them raieitt the pediatric AIDS sure Re 4(16.7%) P-0; 1(4,2X) P-1 and

pas1%) P-2. All these patients have been

ir Cryptosporidium sp and Isospora belli screen. (One"4 1 jays

ween Parasites were recovered from 13(52%) patients in the group analysed. £ryptosporidium

‘Sp isolate was recovered from 10 children (40%) and Isospora belli isolate from 2 patients (8%).

Both parasites were overed from one patient (4%). The recovery of IIsospora belli was alw

associated with dtarrheat iliness at the moment of the diagnosis, whereas only one of the pa-

tients with Cryptosporidium 2presented dtarrhes, All the other children with craptosporiatal

infection reported constipat

Conclusion. Despite of being, a«rte country we think that the prevalence rate of Cr:rypto

sporidium is higher than what ts de: in the scientific literature. In patients witha

sporidial infection, the main tn related was constipation, unlikely what is observed amon:

adults.
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z_ Rguez Gustavo., Alvarez ueL., Gorbea R. M.C., Térres G.F., Peredo L.V.-

=enter ie ist entro Médico La "Raza", I.N. 8.8. MEXICO

Objective.- To know transmission mechanisms and the clinical evolution
of the pediatric population infected by the HIV.

pediatricpatients infected by the HIV from newborn to
d acco! the € 6 for Diseases Control criteria, From janua-

to december 1988 .

Results.- We detected 13 patients; 10 male and 3 female. We found 7 hi

liacs patients. Three patients had history for on

candidiasis (6), sepsis (5), * eryptosporidium ine
skin herpes infection (3), mumps infec-

(2), seabies infection d middle ear infection (2).

Conclusién.- The principal mechanism of tranemiseion was blood Eranefussion
or its products; Rlgoatall patients have development AIDS and the 46%
died.

 

T B P. 195 VALEUR PREDICTIVE DU STATUT artaET BIOLOGIQUE DE
ve MERES HIV + SUR CELUI DE LEURS EN

eteron hie.*: Di Maria, HoeyaCourpotin, c.ss;
Brun-Vézinet, F.® mont, D. ; Balloul, H.*.
* Hôpital Bichat, eeHôpital Trousseau, ob Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Objectifs. Evaluer l'influence du atatut maternel à l'accouchement sur une
éventuelle contamination des enfants.
Méthodes. Le statut clinique, le virémie, le nombre de CD4 ont été mesuré:
parmi 25 femmes HIV + (20 HIV1, 5 HIV2} à l'accouchement. L'évolution clinique
et sérologique et La virémie (V) ont été déterminés chez leurs 27 enf
Résultats. 1) La contamination de l'enfant ne dépend la syaptomato-
logie maternelle :[ Enfants infectés, V+ Pas A'InPestlon tev, V-

re SIDA ARC LAS AST (AST)
 

 

    is ; 3<¢15 mois, sérologie +, AST; TY > 15 mois.
énopathique. 2) Treize femmes ont

on ae

 

ont V:

sont veet 1 est V2-3)
dont 5 sont V+; 18avaientD
ve, Op <e

00 : ellea ont 14 enfants dont 2 sont
05).

ons. 1) lo statut clinique et virologique maternel à l'accouchement
n'est pas prédictif du statut virologique et de l'évolution clinique des en-
fante.2)Le Nb de CDH de la nère semble être un facteur prédictif significatif.

T.B.P.197 oe sided ‘OF AIDS 1N CHILOREN OF AFRICAN ORIGIN SEEN IN BELGIUM: EVIDENCE FOR

PATTERN:

A, ges A, Ninane,

Antwerp, , Betgu im; ** Dept. of rears,sa

of Pediatrics, niques Universiteires S:

wecteer7Ajt*, Levy, J."*, Alimenti,

* Institute of Trepical Medicine,

St. Pierre, Brussels; *** Dept.

Brussels, Beligun.

selectiveire describe the diseases indicative ofa in children of African origin seen in Belgium.

children of African oon with Least one disease indicative of AIDS according to the

iercreme definition were selec!

met theoour (male/female ratio= 1). Three ( 7%) hada

hers were

 
Presumed to be

: beeterial infections (mn = 24),Following diseases indicative of AIDS were tag LIP/PLH complex

(23), PCP (10), HIV (9), Candida aibicans (5), sinplex (1), disseminated BCG (1),

HIV wasting sj (12), HIV related cancers (1). Thirteen children (23 3) to died, 9/13

t seen (mean age 29 months,

Conclusions: Our data suggest that the natural Myty HIV infection in African children is cheracte-

rized y at Least two patterns: one group of infant children with rapid onset, 8 more severe

on of disease poor prognosi:os ond ateand gen of alder children with later onset, a

rte expression (only es complex and/or bacterial infections) but with potential poor

prognosis after severe! yeors of eva
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T.B.P.196 ‘PERINATAL 1:TISADECREASED
ow CD, CELL COUNT PREDICTIVE?

Hauer LB, Wo CB,Crombleliolme w,WeintrubP.P,
WarsD,Sweet RL, etal; University of California, cisco, San Francisco Gene
Hospi

which

 

Perinatal and Heterosexual Transmission Through HIV-
T.B. P.200 Positive Women

weki S., Wegerich B.*, KreuzStasze
Zentrum der Inneren Medizin. . Zentrum der Kinderhelikunde, Universitätsklinik
Frankfurt
Since 1984, we have examined HUreed women end their partners in order

info: FO:

en, 60% w HIV stage 2a (Fr
classification); 40' a dan TA cell count of 430 (27-964), the

dian ratio being 0.65 (0.03-0.92), duration of infection belng 1-6 5.
t of 44 women, 33 men's partners are known and mererested for ayeis

are positive, 18 negative for HIV. In no ca: ad n been infec
by his HIV-positive femalepertner; also women.‘having infected thetr children
did not infect

; Re:gardining immunological status, HIV stage at first examination,
ests for CMV, lues and HB ere o difference between mothers of

infected, and mothers of non-infected children, The women having infected
children were immunologically good. This allows the conclusion that

infection of children is also possible at an early stage of the mother's
infec!

T B P. 202 CLINICAL AND SEROLOGIC PROSPECTIVE STUDY IN INFANTS BORN
ome" FROM HIV SEROPOSITIVE OnE

Sanchez C, Barrera JM, Ercilla MG, Navio D,
Jimenez R, Gelabert A. Dept. Pediatry and Blood ,iransnitted Diseases Unit.
Hospital Clinic. Villarrest 170. Barcelona. Spain

Objective ito evaluate the serological and clinical evolution of newborns
Teyfrom seropositive mothers.

Methods: 70 NB were clinically controlled monthly and serologically (HIV-Ab,
ine) each two months.

: At. birth all NB showed 1ieAAbagainst HIV-1 with a mirror pattern
inWestern Blot (WB) when compared with the mother's serum,
85 o£ NB with a follow up>10 months turned to a seronegative state in 10+
2 ange ymptoms . These seronegative sera were

ollow up

Conclusion: The ri maternal-infant transmission was observed in 19% of
infants with a followfo> 15 months. Sercloogical monitorization of NB by

levels of antigaenemia is very useful to predict diagnosis and clini-
tal evolution

320

oe INFECTIOUS COMPLICATIONS IN PEDIATRIC AIDS es

Paula, Marinella Della Negra; danini, M.; 2 Was Hi
Rear, C.; Lorengo, R.; et al. Hospital enttioRiba, iearte Brazil

T.B.P.199

Objective. Infectious pulmonary processes are very common amo

port shows the etiologic agents more frequently associated w

children. Methods. From January/86 up to November/88,

years were fo

mg HIV infected children. This re-

 

  
and radiological aspects and terapeutic proof. Twenty-five (59.5%) of the children had, at

least, one bacterial pneumonia and the agents more frequently found was S$. aureus and

terapeutic. Conclusion. The incidence of pneumectstosis and bacterial pneumonias in this report

is compatible with the medical literature. The incidence of tuberculosis seems to be greater

than what ts described. We believe that this high indicence is due to the high prevalence of

tuberculosis tn our country.

T.B.P.201

L Muggiasc. M Conti,°N Zanchetta*,L alorsR Novati*®*,E Massironi**

-3"V dep.Hygiene;*°dep. Infect .Diseases;**dep.Paediat.,
lan Milan, Italy

the prevalence of vertival transmission of HIV in
relation to inmunity,HIV related diseases and viral replication in their
mothers

inmauno2ogicalsrene and clinical evaluation of HIV pos.
pregnant in relation to vertical transmission of HIV.

Methods23 HIV pos.pregnant wanen(6 IVDA;13 ex-IVDA;3 partners of HIV)ha
been clinicaliy evaluated and tested for HIV circulating antigen(p24 ‘auBisa,
Abott) ,antibody(p24 Ab,W.B.,Du Pont Jand 1 subset(monoclonal an’

have been followed bimounthly with clinieal,
immunological evaluation.CD¢ classification for paediatrics

and adult HIV infection was followed.
Results 5 women were affected by ARC{ CD4#mean 390.45.D.+152.4).] was p24Ag
positive.Their infants were:2 AIDS,1 not infected(anti HIV neg.after 15th m,
2 PO. 7 women were affected by LAS( CD4+ mean 537.28 S.D.+253.1).Their infants
were:] AIDS,] Pl,4 P0,1 not infected(anti HIV neg.after 15th m.). 11 women
were asymptomatic ( CD4+ mean 607.2 S.D.+260.1).1 wasna positive.Their

infants were:l AIBS,8 PO and 2 not infected(anti: HIV neg.after 15th m.).
Discussion These preTa,results show the importance to followed
clinically i the HIV pos.women and their
 
children for almost tg years from delivery.

T.B.P.203 OPHTHALNIC MANIFESTATIONS OF HIV INFECTION
IN AN AFRICAN PEDIQTRICponPoPULAT ase
Philippe ; evens, A.M.” ond Van de Perre, P. -

“Department of Genteoolcay and rentOrPediatrics,cence Hospitalier de Kigali, fational
AIDS program, Kigali, Rwanda, Africa.

HIV infectiona edults is essccieted with # wide variety of ophthalmic Later The purpose of
this erwe to investigate the spectrus of ophthalmic involvement in

lat
a pediatric wiv seropositive

Rea eeropositive children attending the department of pediestrics of thecentre positeieir de
Kigali ateere to the ophthalmology department of the seme institution orarout

examination. This included epectionàof the outer eye, “orility acting, fata after
di Latetion. Chitdren with normel earetfoltow Up examinations every aix tte, white those with

a three year period.

Reaulrs. sixty. threeoe children exhibited aome form of ophthelmic involvement during study

if the peripheral retinal vessels either in an active form (retinal quPuis
shesine ei rfeel.phaee ler hi was the pr inant finding. Cotton woo! ArtPs

most common ocular matt of WIV infection fn adults, were slast absent in thes!
Decreeved aceination Indicat of iecriuet gland pathology wes another common finding (ueFate

f_chi
Te and/or sheathing 52 ( 46% )

becreesed lecrimation 22 20% )
rovesculsr ebnormelities SC )

Bertone 6€ 5,6x)

20 0,8%)
cowoot 1¢ 0,9%)cote

Foneluaion, The picture of ophthalmic menifestatfons of HIV infaction in children ia quite different
trom thet in edults.

Although # biological explanation for differences seems likely (immaturity of the
jamunoiogical wyeren in shethehepoettyththat our study group ia not ative of aff
wiv seropostt ‘ive children shoul (aurviver bies). We are currently participeting in a
prospectiveve studyen the renttesof NIV in order to document the ophthalmic inolvement
assoctated with this infection in = cohort ef chitdren to be followed fram birth till age 3.
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ANTHROPOMETRIC eEReURESIN A COHORT OF CHILDREN BORN TO HIV+
WOMEN IN Me ÉO8 ZAIRE.

#10, Manzila, Toy Nea,

T.B.P.204
‘ashasuka, wrfees gone et Bidar Kinshasa Zaire

“ul University, New Urleans.ee 7 #eacDt, À DSProgram! Atlanta, GA., ;

Obi ives. To determine the prevalence and correlates of wasting and
MES à cohort of childre:m born to HIV+ women. 2
methods. onthiyweights, hei nes ind illness experience idiarrhea,

preumonia, fa ‘ollected onn 286€children born to HIV+ none:
children born toHiveswowen. Wei.Setor-height (wasting) and heagnreFor-ae
(stunting) indices were computededusing National Center for Healt
Statistics standards. Data factors, including soci:
status(SES) were also collected
Results. + mother

Infected Not infected HIV- mother P value
7 Months 7 9 Ns4Sé
% Stunted 13.5 6.8 3.3 0.002
% Wasted 4.1 1.9 1.0 0.08
12 Months Neel N=259 N=S01
z Stunted 19.3 73 se 0. 0001
% Wasted 16.3 11.2 montre 0001

Other independent correlates of wasting and stunting’ at a include
ow BES {pe0, 0000) and multiple. ilinesies£750. 0000 ordtomttur ht
p=0: 00008 Tofactedch,chi idee tunted a 2 months had higher mortality

16 months than ed (sar vs. 0. 00€) .
Eançhusion: StuntinginPicconjunet ion Sith“afinfection may place these

nat high risk of premature mortalit

Pédiatrie : Immunologie
Pediatrics: immunology
T.B.P.206 PERINATAL ICTION IN OFFSPRING OF HIV SERONEGATIVEIMMUNE FUN

Lina FeRTE FOR AIDS.
2 meth*; Landay,A.**; and Chasnoff, I.#*k, Univer:

weityof Danois habedical College, atiortiventers University. Chicago,
IL,

Dbiective- To examine possible association of maternal immune function on
e immunologic function ef infants ¢ 6 weeks old.

Methods, Substance abust: natrisk for HIV infection and their infants
-¢ 6 wks. old were tested for their met + Patients were excluded

ei

per well cultured for 72 brs. in the presence of 1 or 0.25 ugm PHA.
ficant, nn maturation dependent, differences in the % of

£D4 (p=.043) and CDS (p=.002) cells was observed between i:anse and ©heir
ratio was 1.610, e #1.

 

Tr and infant (p=0.014

Leu 19 of 11.525.7 for moti
PHA response was significantly different between mothers and

tnfants at 1 ugn ugm (p=.009). Despite the differences, a
fi tween infant and mothers' response at 0,25

ug (p=.004, corr. coef. °a
Conclusion, Correlation e infant and matarnal inmune function
suggeats an influence of the prenatal maternal environment on the infant
dmmune function, irrespective of HIV infection. Further examination of the
interaction between mother and infant immune fuaction needed,

T B P 208 LONGTERM-FOLLON UP OF IMMUMOLOGIC PARAMETERS IN HIV-EXPOSED ENFANTS

Mintergerst, CRosendehl, R. Lutz, E.arabe su. Belanradety
Asbulanz der Univer sitéts-Kinderkliniken, Lindwurmstr.é, 8000 München 2, West-Germeny
2 Unfants with ARC or AIDS following vertically veined HIV: infection der severe

udied in vertically

 

Methods: Since 1985 35 children could be ee sinistre riecoy and

imunologtcalty in regular intervals. The following immunologic peremetel explored: fotal
aitarovecos, coz0 i

(PAM), Staphylococcus sureus protein (SAC) and Chunps

TésreattimVie Streptolysin 0, Tetenustoxoid). The infected group incl 5 infants; 12

children lost WIV-Ab and ere cliniceliy heelthy ond in 8 children the infection is still

uncertain,
Results: The totsl rumber of CD6 positive alts in av infected children younger than 20 month

without AIDS is camperable to the dé4-“cel count tive children. This munbei

web Ldran weams, despite IVIG- therapy. Pathologic

= oxrs cris with the course of CD4 cell rumbers and Lesratio.

The stimulation with end partic erly SAC i t of cé cell

jon in infiectedehchildren is how when COé-cell-counts sre still ormeer,

when Decal counts are low, tartes data of mitogen ere pethologic. The antigenic

stimulation could not be demonstreted either in HIV-infected nor in WIV-Ab negative infants under

the age of 20 months.

fonclusion; Both msymtometic HIV-infected intents pis HiV-exposed infants, who became HIV-Ab

negativ have normel imenologicet functions in the firet 20 month of their Life. Then in HIV-

infected infants a progressiv jmmunologics! deteriorstion develop despite therapy with i.v

i Line
with cout iousinterpretation of our date PWM-stimulation seems the earliest immunologic marker for

HIV- infec!

For routine iammological surveillance of asymptomstic WiV-exposed children quarterly

determinatien of the CD6/CD8-Ratio is sufficient.

CWith support of the BMJFFG, Titel 1502/68505 and the BAS Titel 71)

T.B.P.205 PETPANTURMATERNELNFANT PORTAIT CORRELATES WITH POOR

+ er, R.#/s+; Neuami, M.#; Mateia. B.#;
Nea, W.#; sProjetatheseptaae!Yalre; #achc, Atlanta, USA

Obi ives. 7© determine mortality/1000 live births and associated
Postpartum maternal risk factors in CH withnsRIV
infection(PI).
Teint Infant cause of death and aaterna ors predictive of PI and
infai ratsyare.grrospectiveL determinedàduring the jeen ith

“
EeeTASatePatame,718 monthsOs clinical AIDS) andSndFOHIQHVCe) Wo.

oh CH we pect
ohmt 11 without pi and 70 No+) fo. aeeoue tT ad control
GHwithout PI were tigated in a pros ive

stud and MO in à rasta case-controlstudy.
ildymortality pesind,Prevalence of maternal factors by group

RTALETY (Prospective ort study) sel geil (PB) ge Il ©
infantne rate(Through.age 12 mos.) 188 (4.01) 32 ((.01)
Total mortality worealieyt age 16 mos.) 358 204 (1,01) 42 (4.01)

terrheaii© mortal (Shrough age 16 wos.)
Dier (DA) 183 48 (401) 8 (GOL)

ia (PNEU) 75 es (401) 2 (4.01)
Meningitis 33 20 (4.05) 5 (401)
Measles 23 8 (4.01) 5 (4.0L)

MATERNAL FACTORS (Nested case-control study)
Clinical AIDS(%) 40% 19 (4.01) 9 ({.01)
uberculosis(x) 13% 3 (05) 1 (401)

Hospitalized(x) PBX 10 ((.01) 1 (401)
Infant dying(%) 31% 7 (401) 3 {(0i)

dying (%) Sx 12 (NS) Oo (01)
ip valuesaprefofor‘comparison of Gp 1 with Gp II and Gp I with 5 111)

Conçlusi gg. CH oO 8) omatic HIV(+) 40 had high mortaliity re es,
pa range y ShotanDaeand U, during the first 18 months life. MO of

who died aees wore infectious in the perinatal period and/or less
able to optimally care for their CH in the postpartus period.

T B P 207 ADCC IN H1V-1 INPECTED CHILD
DT.

REN
Walter, Emmanuel McKinney, R.; Wilfert, C.; Tyler, D.;

Bolognesi, and“a K.. Duke University Medi
Center, Durban,

  

Objactive. To determine the prevalence of antibodies directing gp120
specific antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) within a cohort of

 ren.
5 HIV-! infected and 10 seronegative children (ages !

‘or ADCC directing activities in a series of 6-hr

cyte effectora and gpl20 coated

 cted in D.4% of the pediatric sera tested.
The mean percent specific lysis was 17.2% - approximately half the level
seen infected edults. Among h y lysis
occurred between a ier

oted in relation wity

lu: js are present in nearly 3
of 4 infected children. Levels ofana though Mghiy ¥ariable, are consid-
rably lower than adult levels si sting a possible rationals for paasive
antibody therapy in infected pediatric patients

 

HIV-SPECIFIC THMUNE,RESFONS!ES IN OONGENITAL HIV INFECTION

T.B.P.209 uriaga*: Koup, R.*: Panicali, D.**
ts Head

Massachusetts, USA, **Applied bioTechno . ridge, Massachusetts,
ü:

j To investigate prvrepecitic immune responses in infants and
children with ital HIV infect:

si Di is of HIV infection was made in 7 children by viral
isolation. Hiv-specific anti cell-mediated cytotoxicity

} all of i using an EBV-transformed
lymphoblastoid cell line (BLCL) infected with recombinant vaccinia (vac)
virus HIV envelope glycoproteins (env) as target cells.

ic expressing HIV
proteins as target cells and treshiy-isciaten autologous

Mmesas effectorSa
infive of the

as ms as “and ate si menthe of age.
Progression fronasymptonati to symptomatic infection has occurred despite
sustained ADCC titers in these children.

All five children tested CIL the gagdemonstrated responses against both
and env proteins (vac alone 4.9%, as 11.6% and vacjern221.i):

ve HIV- ific ADCC and CTL-speci
congenitally-infected children may

be detected in
tien be important in the inmunopathogenesis of
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T B P 210 HIV INFECTION IN INFANTS: NATURAL RSRAND

— Johnson, John P., Nair, P., Advani, M.,
Hines, &., Baiversity of Maryland sehzol of Medicine,
Baltimore, Marylan .S.4

Objective. To deterine the natural history and outcome of HIV infection in
PRES.

 

5 children born to seropositive women were followed from birth to

Physical exam and laboratory data were collected at 2,4,6,9 and

8 of + Nine ese cl re confirmed infected by
increasing IgG against HIV 6 children were documented by the presence of
IgM against two or more antigen classes of HIV, The remaining 20 children
serve: non-infected c
Results. e IgG

ontrols.
Re seroconverters developed unusual degrees of neeRootsby
21/2mouths, skin disease a ti

srmstitiesyseSue
the a

than
month:

developed AIDS. Only 1 of the IgM seroporitiveTA fell in the P2

 category.Conclusion. Children who develope IgG against HIV within the first yearof
life appear to have a worse romeeie than those who are solely IgM a:
positive. Thie suggests that isolated Igh seropositivity is a good
prognostic indicator in HIV infected children

T.B.P.212 ae INTERLEUKIN 2 RECEPTOR (sIL-2R) LEVELS IN NEONATES BORN
HIV-INFECTED MOTHERS: PRELIMINARY RESULTS

11i,MassimRt

F.*; Novati,R.*; Marchisio,P.**; Massironi,P.** and Balotta,C.*.
*Infectious Diseases Clinic;**Pediatric Dept.V,University of Milan, Italy.

Objective. To state whether sIL-2R levels present any difference between in-

fected and non-infected neonates
Methods. sIL-2R serum samples were quantifiesed using an ELISA method (T Cell

Science) in the 7th and 14th neonates born o: -HIV positive

ot, WB-DuPont), IgM anti-HIV
e sero-

. Symptomatic or immunodiae

Results. sIL-2R level: n the 7th month between the two
groups (23924901 versus 27187).ote the 14th month sIL-2R levels were de-

d children and increased in all 8 infected chil-
+13

 preliminary data seem to indicate a possible correlation

iable levels and the serological and clinical status of

children studied

IMMUNOLOGICAL ABNORMALITIES IN HIV INFECTION BY VERTICAL
TRANSMISSIO!

T.B.P.214
spañol ,Teresa,Cureli,N.;Figuera,T.;Quer,J.Garcia,X.and Cara-

gol,I.Immunology and Pediatric Infectious Diseases Units.R.S.Valle Hebrén.
Barcelona.Spain.

  
The first risc for AIDS in Spain is drudaddiction and the number of ca-

ses by vertical transmission is 2,6 % of the total.
Immunological abnorm are very severe in children infected duri:

pregnancy 0! tally,and early diagnosis is impor

tic protocols to avoid progression of the disease.

We have studied the synthesis of lymphokines (IL-1,IL-2 and q-IFN) an:

the production of Ig "in vitro"in of 15 HIV + children (4 m.to 4 sois

in onder to define the mechanism in
the respon:
ons denosntrated in th

Lymphocyte subsets »ig and Te G subclasses and antibody levels,and lym-

phocyte response to mitogens were studied in all patients with standard method

kines were mennures in PBL culture s ernatants afte: lation with
Ley 24 h.(IL-1) and PHA/ 48 h. (IL
pectivelyProduction of Ig "in ne vas quantitated o:

ated with PWM/12
8:ynthesis of I1-1 is very Rien, included in the unstimulated cultures,

but IL-2 and y-IFN decreases more vapidely during evolution ofthe disease,

Although hypergammaglobulinemia is ommom feature of these patients we hav

detected 2 cases of obutinestaand poor antibody response low
Ig Go revels in noirSREieee * P ay ponse and

w therapeutic protocols with lymphokines must be considered.

supernatants of PBL
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OUTCOME
Neil, K., Seiden, S,

‘Arminio Monforte,A.*; Cocchi,

o becam
n (all asymptomatic, persisten

ad ng
ortant to stablish therapeu-

mainly
high frecuency of bacterial infecti--

stimu

id y-IFN) withBLISAand RIA methods res-

PERINATAL HIV — INDICATORSSeaeoeT.B.P.211
ital, , Western General

7 South East Scotland BTS, Edinburgh, wITED KINGDOM

elective3 To define the natural
ectionand to elicit methods for ear:

  

of vertically acquired HIV
early diagnosis

iethadee Forty nine index infants born HIV sercpositive mothers have been
Followedup for a median duration of 27 months, together with 24 control
infants of HIV seronaga‘
Results: Clinical signs and

and control children.
persistent 1:

non-specific, and seen in both
ost dren

ymphadenopathy (
infections (30% vs 9% p<0.08).
and also seen in both index and

:

 
occur with disease progression.

T.B.P.213 SERUM NEUTROPHIL ANTIBODIES IN CHILDREN WITH atv INFECTION
rch, Joseph A.; Beyer, L. and Coates, T. Childr

Rent ofsos Angeles, and U.S.C. School of Medicine,

Los Angeles, California S.A.

Objective: To determine

i i in

the prevalence of serum neutrophil antibodies (NA)
in children with HIV infection and the relationship of NA to tropenia in

these ts, : Ser s obtai HIV. infected children,

F, 1 to 7 years of age (mean 3.5 + 1.5). 3 were asymptomatic
and 9 had AIDS (P-2B,C,D).

d
6 ha Neutrophil (N) counts wer
calculated from routine blood counts. IgG IgM

ndirec 8 £

‘ACS. t
tive if a definite fluorescent peak shift was observed on the histogram
generated with N from 3 donors. Normal donor sera are negative for NA with

this assay. Results:

 P-1 (3) ARC (6) AIDS (9)
N count 2090 + 632 3142 + 1412 4529 + 4039
+ 166 3 5 6
+ Ig NA 3 6 7

Two patients had neutropenia, 1 had negative IgG NA and 1 had negative IgM

NA. There was no correlation between reduced N counts and positive or
negative WA says. Conclusions: IgG and IgM NA were detected in most

aty~infectedvenildren. The presence of NA was mot related to clinical

IMMUNOGLOBULIN E (IgE) aDS)en WITH ADQUIRED
T.B.P.215 IMMUNODECIENCY SYNDROME (A:

 M.D. Gu.cree Gutierrez; P. Ponea, A. del Moral; J. Fer-

mosel andT.meenenersamp ayo,

HOSPITAL GEWERAL GRERORT + MADRID. SPAIN.

rum IgE levels are increased in some congenital T cell deficiencies

anaautoimmune Gisorders. IgE spearsis regu.tated preCooperation bet in

T helper and B cells. Patients infec b deficiency Virus

(HIV) show. n early increase in serum“re andee vindicating and B-cell

porcine activation.

determine IgE role in HIV infected chitaren we have measured serum

total IgE (PRIST, paper aumunosorben est}, normal control _values betwa

in ° groupe of children. 1/ In 20 av serope.

ymptomatic children, older than 15 months. 2/ In 17 AIDS children,

P-2 ‘statusiepe 1987).
the first group a variable jncreasent immunoglobuline G and À w

found, with normal serum levels of IgE. the second group of children,

serum IgG levels were between 2000 and 7000 mole om a0500. and IgE

level wer ral, less than 90 ug/ml, in all chil but There out

0: DS patients showed hypersensitivity vesctionAgainst mix proteins,

studied by specific IgE sna skin test

1: . ern of T-cel diseder produced by HIV infection

not ually inc ae.reas: levels. First typ

is preserved. in HIV infected‘cntdren

e immune reactivity
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Pédiatrie : marqueurs
Pediatrics: Markers

T.B.P.216 FE ETN any DEECTIINfastille ica Mensriahetiacs, F."*; Varas, F."; Zamora,

a Hepatology Unit, Fundaciéete Mee w.‘= Neonatalagy $. Hospital Infantil La Paz. Madrid. SPAIN,

It is unclear the fiabitity of the anti-HIV detection in chitdsen #ror nserapasitive nether, as the

 

muni antibedies and theNeantiger (HIVAc) remain in children for a mea’ +12 months. For this
son i sary Top new diagnostic techniques for the early iden fie tion of the current HIV

infection in these children. dite this purpose we have siudied iepre of HIV-DNA in PEMC fron 1?

children (mean ages 14.8 + ths; range: 1-25 months) born frat HIV positive otherss, and ue have8 + 8.1 no
Compared it with the anti-HIV detection by Western-blot and serum NTVASA lA. HIV-DNAwas detected in 10
bg of total ONA isotated from the PEMD, by slot-blot hybridization using a P-HIU-RNA pi

Anti-HiV was found in wie (42) of the children, Firculating HIVAQ was present in 2/18 (112) anda
is 4/18 (274) of then the HIV-DNA positive cases, 2 childsen (13 months each? presented ar
but the HIVAg was unde tectabtee, { chitd had atvand was also HIVAg positive, white in the vwaaining
chitd {15 months) these aarkers were negative. Al) of then were asymptomatic.

 

In conclusions 1) The absence of HIV-DN4 in children under 1 year old could indicate that these children do
not haave HIV infection and the anti-HIV antibodies are from their mothers. 2) HIV-DNA detection allows the
rapid diagnosis of HIV infection in asyaptomatic children even withoet other viral markers. However, these
preliminary results wil! be completed with a dynanic study in a wider poputation

This work was supported by the Comunidad Auténome of Nadrid,

T. B. P.218 IgGSUBCLASS CONCENTRATIONS ANDANTIBODY LEVELS TO BACTERIAL

TOXCIDS IN CHILDREN WITH HUMAN DEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)

‘S. Enenkel, &.Zelon Te Gorge, S. Haas, B, Wegerich
P. Bauscher P. Ahrene, S. Rehmet, Hofmann,
Nirékum der J. W. Goethe- Univereltät Freckdurt (Main) FRG

infection with HIV jeeds to e combined Immunodefect. As a result of polyclonal B-cell
In the immo levels. The specific

humoral eeponse is, however, usually impelred. We have Investigated to what

extent ihevetlevels “Igasubclasses go es @ rest of HV-Infection, - In the
perled from January 87 to Jenuary 89 we carried out an Investigation of jobulin
subclasses In s total of 27 children exposed to HIV. Of these children 14 had proven H'
Infection, 13 (aged over 15 morgh), who had been previously HV-artibody positive, have

ef HV-infestion No patient was given intravenous IgG ther before or during the
een, The Immunoglobulin, herla and tetenus toy tovals of our patients

‘@ compaired 1jos healthy control group of 120 children of different sges. - IgG
 radal artibody (TY)
diphtheria (DT) toxclds by enzyme i 3 below 0,1 1 mi were conal
not to be protective for bath. - Inthe group of 13maine HV-sntibody positive chlidren
(now Hiv. negative} normal IgG level. ‘@ found. In rast, 13 of
HIV. positive children showed s te h 1961 igG3; 2 of t

protestiveadditionally ehowed decreased IgG? levels. - 8 of 10 HIVInfected children

entibody levels to TT and 3 of 10to orAil non infested children had protective antibody

levels toTT, but entibady tevetsto DT were not protestiveend.
sert finding In HV-infected seen

cepotycional Incresse in 19G1 and 19G3. Longitudinal ton Iser
mine whether ls an additional

ter Supp.by y ( MAS)

 

SEROLOGIC RESPONSE TO HIVErin IN INFANTS

Johnson, Jo vis, Shinaberry R., and Nair,

University of Maryland échosL of Medicine, Baltimore,a. USA

T.B.P.220

 Objective To document the antibody response to HIV infection in neonates.

Methods. ‘Blood was collected from 35 children born to seropositive women at
2,ry6, and Remonths. Serum was assayed using ©the ss and P24

say. IgG IgM Western Blots were run using s from Organon-Technica
and sequentialvaduitdon of biotinylated anti-IgG we)or OSfollowed by

biotin-avidin HRPO, nm DAB.
HIV_AT RISK INFANTS: ANTI-HIV IgG Resnite. 7 childrenaathen

increasing anti-HIV IgG titer.

Eleven children

 
IgG RESPOND:

E
L
I
S
A

O
D

40
5

 

   

T B P. 217 DETECTION OF SPECIFIC IgM ANTIBODY BY RADIOIMMUNOPRECIPITA-

able TION ASSAY FOR EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF HIV INFECTION IN INFANTS

Fauvel, Micheline*, J. Lecomte**, C. Claessens*, J. Samson***,
and N. Lapointe***,

*Laboratoire de santé publique du pass **Institut Armand-Frappier,

aeenepital Ste-Justine, Montréal, Canada

 
Objective. To evaluate IgM-specific a antibody (Ab) by radioimmunoprecipi-
tation assay (RTPA) in infants born to seropositive mothers as a tool for

early
Methods. Si ntial sera from 5 raresprints were analyzed by stan-

dard RIPA withprotein-A Sepharose A-Igh. oonthe latter, ner

activat rose 4B was coupled with port 1 Ab to huma:

p-chain, Sera were incubated with anti-y Sepharose beadsond washed, (35-S)RIV
antigen was thi ded. were soparated by S-PAGE and reveal-

@d by autoradiography. Specificity of IgM reactions was tested after serum
ad: ‘gG-coated beat with anti-IgG serum.

sults. IgM Ab to gp 160/120 and p24 were detected in 15/21 sera from all 5 
 pear pe:

for 26°30 months in 3 children. RaPa-igH reactivity was still observed after

1 of rhumatoid factor or I
o! - not allow early diagnosis of RIV infec-

months of life. Further 5eudies are requi: © determine
the epecificity of IgM reaction in older infan’

T. B.P.219 WESTERN-BLOT QUANTITATIF : SUIVI DES NOUVEAUX-NES VIH

SEROPOSITIP

chia’ i D., Puel J.Jacqueline, Rounneau A., Gayet-Mengelle C.

Laboratoire de Virelogies CHU Purpan, Toulouse, FRA

Objectifs. Etudier la cinétique desSiret epeettiestee Ac anti-VIH avec

le Wentern-blot (WB) quantitatif cl enfant né d aéropositive.
Méthoder. Nous avons" étuaé une enfant|née le 16. 1, 87 anesre séroporit

st toujours asymptomatique, Le WB quantitatif (Du Pont

cture en

surface den différents
sont déterminés par comparaison de la densité optique de l'échantilion à celles

ganne étalond'un

 Résultate.
Titres Ac1e apie? gpi20 p66 p55 _p5l gp4l p31 p24

20.02.87 20000 4310 1214 2309 7250 1763 12770 10907 16127 18520
22.05.87 3000 3721 1928 5; 604 1012 3719 3044 2639 1912
16.11.97 500 1350 276 276 © 0 o O0 851 537
10.01.88 100 531 0 0 ° ° û

23, 9. 0

Dèa le 4e mois, la réactivité de toutes lens apécificitéa ‘ne diminue, peralie-

lement 4 la diminution den anticorps anti VIH-1 totaux. Alan: les Aac anti

VIH (ELISA) font nuls; main en WB quantitatif, les Ac gp160 perristen
Conclusion. Cen données confirment la grande sennibilien du 5 Cuantieatir.

T.B.P.221 THE USE OF ANTI-HIV IgM IMMUNOBLOT IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF
NEONATAL HIV INFECTION : A REPORT OF 5 CASES.

MMOUNE » Hateene Sirivichayakul, S.; Chumdermpadetsuk, S.;

Likitaukul, anu)8. at
Chulalongkorn University Hospital, Bangkok, Thailand.

Objective. To evaluate the reliability of anti-HI

early diagnosis of HIV infe
Methods. Paired mat.

IgM immuneobIeEin the
ction in babies of Wiv-infectea mother:

2 ‘om 5bab:

specimens respectively. Paired sera from 3 mothers showed weakly positive
2. ands. At 2-month follow-up, 2 infante #developed

additionalanti-gp120 IgM bands. One infant has been followed for r 6
wonths. Her anti-HIV Ten bands disappeared and was replaced by weakly
positive an:anti160 IgG
Conclr r preelimis:wary study indicates that immunoblot can be
potistactorily used anti-HIV IgM to detect early HIV in:fection.in newborns.

8 indicate that transplacental HIV infection has occured in all
5 babice studied.
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T.B.P.222 IS THE IgM ANTIBODIES STATUS A USEFUL MARKER TO ASSESS THE
‘NEONATES CONTAMINATION BY HIV-1

lengelle Cc.ape Jacqueline,©nen? J., Rousseau A.

Laboratoire deVivclogien CHU P . Toulouse, F

Sriective.. Real instton of an ear.
on ss

y diagnosis of congenital or neonatal trans~
misai XV-1

e linica
bodies titers and IgG antibodies perzistance beyond 18 month: d the

eee‘parameters (clinical etatua and HIV-1 antibodies titersfat the deli-

very
Results. We could form 3 groupe : the first included 28 children who vhere

always IgM negative, the sec ud

given time, and the thir

 
@ given time. P tive group 9 children were disea (el P2),
had borderline clinical etatus and 4 w healthy. Nevertheless, statiati-

cally significant difference was present between the er tive

ative diseased chil: (p ¢0,02 with IRWIN-FISHER .
Conclusion. The results indicate that the IgM screening m reful an

aSuppcnentary marker in the assessment of the children contamination by

T.B. P.224 RECOVERY OF HIV FROM LYMPHOCYTES AND MONOCYTES

ao OF SYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTED CHILDREN. Landex—Alan1-*7
Chadwick, E.G.**; Kucik, S*.; and Yogev,

Medical Center, Chicago, IL, U. S.A and **Childrens noneHospital,
Northwestern University, Chicago, aoU.S.A

Objective. Correlation of immunologic and virologic findings with
clinical ss inat HIV-infected childr:
Methods. HIV antibody (Ab*) and antigen te) sas wan determined by
MashedEIA procedures. Cl analysis was performad

a whole blood lysie procedure and analyzed seedual parameter flow
cytomet: HIV co-culture was performed by adding peripheral blood
mononuclear celle (ANC), purified lymphocytes, or purified monocytes to

d lymphocytes aary negat: re or sirecoeay€
monocytes. Viral growth w: ted by an antigen capture as

. Ten symptomatic chilarenGrea, 7zn.ne ranging in apetrea 1.5
to 9.5 years were evaluated nm of te: re
serum agt. Five of the ten.paatientsa<500coe celte while ‘the.

Yat: nine of ten childran was <0.55, Eight of ten individuals
were culture positive by day three in the MNC as well as in purifie

cy’ contrast, co-culture of purified monocytes and allogeneic
monocytes was still negative at 14 days

. Vira: tures were positive in the majority of symptomatic
children with perinatal infection. The clinical stage of dieease and
immunological parameters did not correlate with viral feolation. It seems
that at Teast in the early phase of culture, HIV grows more readily from
lymphocyte

  

T.B.P.226 HIGH PREVALENCE OF HIV-SPECIFIC IgA AND IgG-SPECIFIC IgM
ANTIBODIES IN NEONATES OF HIV-POSITIVE MOTHERS.
Schlipbach, Jérg*; Wunderli, Wee; Kind C.***; Kernen, R.*;
Baumgartner, A.*:

* ares National Center for Serarene Tnatteute of Immunology and
rology, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

ek Tasetence of Immunology and Virology, University of Zurich, Zurich,
*ééSwias Neonatal HIV Study Group, Department of Neonatology, Kantonsspitel,

St.Galien, Switzerl

Objective. To analyze the specificity of Western blot (WB)~reactive IgM and
ie in cord bloods.
Methods. Cord blood of 21 babies of HIV’ mothers vas tested for Hiv~specific
IgM or IgA by WB. Preabsorptions of IgG with immobilized protein A 4 G ve:

her

 
t ic

Tga, y such antibodies bound to HIV-reactiv 1 9:
Results. Initial IgM tion was present in 15 sera (71%). Removal of Ig
showed of t IgM were directed sgainst saternsl reretic
IgG. present in 10 sera (48%); epeion of lei cated

 A d
reactive IgM are specific not for HIV, but maternel-IgG.
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DIAGNOSTIC A °. FORHiV INFECTION IN C
T.B.P.223

Naahmias André; Lee esheim,S.; O'Neill, de Muther, J. and
Slade,B. Depts. of Pediatrics and Pathology, Emory University, Atianta, GA,USA

FRUXERATION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD ANTIBODY-SES CELLS

OREN

Objective: To evaluate the enzyme-linked immunospot ce spor) too alagnos's of

erHiV infection in symptomatic children and in 8 n . hers
Methods: The ELISPOT, using a gP41 combinant pr tein, vas piled to

Periphera! bicod mononuclear cells (PBMC) obtalned from 31 negative chlidren,
28 children with ARC/AIOS, and 27 Infants

1985 and 1988; EIA and p24 antigen assays were aiso obtained

 its: atested #HIV ASC+ _« HIV ASC-
A Children with ARC/AIDS 8 20 € 8 (1 with agamma.)

B Infants born to 5270p0s mothers 27 6 (23%) et

€ Contro! childre 31 o 31 (100%)

V ASC positlvity ranged from 8 to 220 per 1 mlliion PBMC. Of the 6 ASC+

children born to seropos. women
- of age, ths earllest time of ELISPOT testing all groups (A-C). When

repeated in 3 infants, the ay was posit! In all ree, who ar: we

symptomatic A four ASC+ symptomatic Infant d Tus pos. amniotic fluid

In utero. Of the 21 ASC- children, 15 have been repeatedly ASC- ana
longer EIA+ fi infants In group B have been p24 antigen negativ

fusion: This rapid (<24 h) assay, which can be performed on ‘shipped or
rozen celis, appears to be specific, although Its sensitivity could be

enhane yo mi ds under current . The IV ELISPOT couid proveet

particularly helpful in the early diagnosis of HIV Infection in childre

T B P 225 NEOPTERIN - POTENTIAL EARLY MARKER OF PERINATAL HIV eeeee

— Lischner, Harold W*; Bagasra, O**, Raphael, SA*, Tre: » CS
‘Shandi ple Univ & St Christopher's Hosp.forChile

dren, Philadelphia, PA; **Univ of Med. & Dent. of New Jersey, Camden, NJ,USA

Objective.7 test the hypothesis that neopterin (N) levels can differentiate

infected non-infected infants and children|of HIV-inrected mo
radioimnuno: (DRG, Berlin) i

A plasme speccimens from 40 childrennoouIV-infected Dehere# to59
mo of age and control specimens. %ŸN was take >3 SD above adult mean,
Results. Mean N levels in ug/ml are shown by CDC diagnostic class at writing:

Nt sD BL _n with 4
Probably not infected (RIV antbodynegative) 6.34+2.1 12 0
CDC PO (indeterminate ~ HIV ¢ s pending) 9.9% 4.4 15 5 (15 + 3 ug/
cbc PlA or B (infected~ aa otouaetes 19 + 4

P2A (infected "ARC" +3 4 1 (11 ug/ml)
P2B, C, and/or D (infected - "AIDS") 19 7 7

levels in replicate specimens obtained 3 to ths apart were usually (in

i of 18 pairs) within one SD range (4.1 ug/ml) of replicate aseaye the
ame specimen. IV-infected infants a d + rises of
5 to 19 ug/ml were obser In 2 ‘ants, now antibody negative, falls of 6
to 8 ug/ml were observed. N lavels were high (24 2 11) in pr
ambilical cord sera, but appeared to reach adult leve .
rine N levels appeared to ss discriminatory than plasma levels.

Conclusion. The ot data support the hyp: is for f
on. hat N
and indicate that a hypothesis (Clin Immun
telease occurs in primary HIV infection deserves investigation in infants.

T.B.P.227 PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION FOR
DETECTION OF HIV INFECTION IN INFANTS‘BORN TOHIV

ANTIBODY POSITIVE WOMEN
We:idtrub, P.; Ubrich, P.; Edwards, J; Rumsey, C.; Vyas, G.: Cowan, Morton etal,
Universityof California, San Francisco, California USA

OBJECTIVE,To termine the applicability ofPolymerase chain reaction (PCR)for
early danois‘of HIV infection in high-ris

referred for prospecti
age and born to HIVanti
amplifications using 2 distinct eg specific primer pairs wi

iion who were <8.months of
PCR,

re performed on crude

ith each primer pair. HIV culture was
re technique.
age of one month. Three infants

were positiv for every amplification. Oniy 2 of these w. e HIV cultu
tive. Three infants i R

31were HI
negative. No patient was HIV culture positive and PCR negative. All patients are
well (mean age 7 months) and boing follow

PCR is applicable for the earlydetection of HIV infection in high-
risk inf dard co-culture technique.
Long--term followup iis essential to determine PCR positive sad equivical
infan culture negative are teuly infected or represent fack of
specificity.
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HIV p24 ANTIGEN ASSAY AS À DIAGNOSTIC/PROGNOSTIC TEST IN

T.B.P.228 (PEDIATRIC HIV INFECTION. Silva, J., Olson, B., Simpson,
JB.J., Andiman, W.A. Yale University School of Medicine,

New Haven, CT. USA
 

Sbisceive- To learn if HIV p24 antigen (Ag) detection tests can be used
to diagnose tafectionin children or to select mothers at risk of
‘transmitting infect:

thods. We exam:inedàsera from a group of children born to HIV seropositive
(HIV+) women as part of an joing prospective study of pediatric AIDS.

y available p24 capture immunoassay (abbott) to screen
ch rs were also

fection” was defined by CDC criteria.
+ women snd 3

. When the incidence of antigen-
ren was compared we found that of Ag- mothers

y of 6 children wh ria for
infection had an Agt nother. In 2 of 9 instancea the invarse relationship
between Ag and p24 sos devected by Western blot did not exist. Antigen-

occurred at a high
The
 

p24 Agaasay failed to identity Leeof -children
Only 7 of 19 tasts in synptomatic children sitive;

identify an het pati

is
den: diseaae course. A negative test in a mother does not Nécessar
indigataherotlioheJet ‘

T.B.P.230 COMPARISON OF THE ORTHO HIV RECOMBINANT ANTIGEN
NEUTRALIZATION ASSAY AND DUPONT WESTERN BLOT FOR
CONFIRMATION OF ELISA REACTIVESERA FROM CHILDREN

*; Mohla, ca; Laban, N# and Campor4
eorge Washington University Hospital, Washington,De, USA, **Children’s Hospital

Nene Medical Center, Washington, DC, USA.

Qbiective. To compare the performance of the HIV Recombinant Antigen Neutralization
Assay (RANA) (Ortho DiagnosticSystems, Raritan, NJ, USA) and the HIV Western Blot Kit
(WB) (DuPont USA) as confirmatory tests of HIV ELISA
repeatedly reactive sera from high-risk

RANA uses a pool of recombinant core ©24), polymerase((p31) and envelope
(gp41) antigens for neutralization of HIV antibodies in ELISA positive sera. Dilutions of
reactivesera were added to the antigen mixture and incubated for 16-18 hours at 37°C.
The ELISAreactivity (Abbort HIVEIA,JAbbott Laboratories, North|Chicago, IL, uAagach
 

ar steorbanee by 240% conethuted « postive ten. WB was performed endinterpreted
according to the manufacturer's i
Results. All 34 study sera were RANA (mean neutralization 72%), and 25
(74%) were positive by Nine sera (26%)

our high-risk population
was RANA or

RANAis a sensitive, aoasatesreted confirmatory test of HIV ELISA
seropositivity in high-risk children.

T.B.P.232 IgM MAY BE DIRECTED TO
IN SEROCONVERSION TO HIV
Mayner R*, Pollock L* and ne

*FDA, Bethesda, MD; *“MicroGensSys, Inc., West Haven, CT, USA.

Criective. the apparent insensitivity of a whole
immunchlot (WB) to early anti-HIV IgM in seroconversion series is a
function mess of in that format.
Methods. “HIV by WB (DuPont) and a recombinant gpl60, p24
emreblet (xrBlot) were compared enti-tuman

\. stxiies were performed with a rEIA using native or
806,2ME-denatured proteins coated in amounts to .

ANTIBODY FARLY BLEEDINGS

Sublects agg it ag Is
1 NOE NONE GAG BY
2 GAG NOE EV Ev
3 GAG NONE GAG,ENV BY

In general, were lower for denatured than for native rEIA. In
early bleedsof3/4biens, Ge vanes onily fell below cut-off.

We damonatrated’ increased senaitivity of the rBlot vs the WB
ue to improved detection of the early Iof response vith full-length

protein: more so ENV than GAG. The ELA study
clearly showed that strength. These ts
en ee epitopes way be important for IgM detection;

‘topes that are lost in WB format. observations way be ixportant
An_improving. evaluating \.

T.B.P.229 SEQUENCIAL IM PARALLEL STUDY OF HIY INFECTED MOTHERS AMD THEIR CHILDREN

oMal se ‘SINCE THE NEONATAL PERIOD AGE.

LePEREZ ALVAREZ; °M.D.GURBINDO: L.MUNOZ; *T.HERNANDEZ“SAMPELAYO: J.M.VARELA:

A.GARCIA et Al. .

TUTO DE SALUD CARLOS 111; UNIDAD DE SIDA. HOSPITAL GENERAL GREGORIO MARAÏON.MAORID.SPAIN.

Objectives.Sequentiel follow up of HIV antibodies in mother-child pairs since birth ond the

Se“ the evolution of the bands against the different viral proteins by WB t hnique.

the potentiol usetulness of the P-24 Ag enslysis es suggestive marker ofneonatal

intect. ton

- Confirm the existence of HIV virus in infants younger than 15 months by lymphocytes cultures.

Wethods.Since jan 1,988 nee erni peirs mother-child,every re months sinca the

‘first quarter of ite. Serus samp! by different EIA methods, IFA end Western Blot,

and P-24 antigen wes detected by Enviral rotation has been sttampted by co-eul toring peripheral,

hers are intravenous drug addicts and HIV+.All the children are asymptomatic

‘in PO stage. In relation with the sequential enslysis unti

‘onegative at the age of 12 months. Until now the virus’
dsoletion has been negative in all cases.

Ecesents.Perhaps could be possible to confirs the presence of HIV infection in the esrly

3 months of lifa by the serisl onelysis with WO of the se

irth,and bt the detection a P-24 Ag, although the final

newus  tetection re t is very useful the virus isolation from lymphocytas and the DNA

T.B.P.231 A NOVEL HIV 1 EIA DETECTS IgG AND IoM ANTIBODIES IN
ADULTS AND NEONATES.

Baccard-Longere, M.*; Blanc, Sylvie**; Genoutaz, 0*;
Giroud, M*; Seigneurin, Je
* Department of virology, A. “Micha? ton Hospital. BP 217 XousGrenoble Cedex
France; ** Wellcome Diagnostics, F 75640 Paris cedex 13

Objective.To study the utility of the Wellcozyme HIV necoubinant EIA in HIV
gi dies in infants.

e gradient centrifugation and their

E
S

E
n

2
2

a
3

presence confirmed by ing.
Sut. The assay's specificity is near 1004. No false positives were detec-

negative samples nor i siefalsely positive
results.in other EIA. All the positives sampleswere detected, incluuding those

ro-convertors whose blots would not yet have been Sects | pos itive

detected in 25 s le
S been infected perinatally

(cord b1 ood wasslg negative) but not in non-infected of infants of séro:
positive
Conclusion. This. EIA is specific ans sensitive - useful for detection of ear-
Ty sero-conversion in adults and neonates as well as for routine screenin

T.B.P.293  #¥P=Rcammacto 'YPOGAMMAGLOBULINEMIA AS MANIFES-
_ :EATIONS7 HIV DISEASE IN PERINATALLY INFECTED CHILDREN

\Calvelli, Theresa: Steinhauer, E.; Pathak, R.; Davydov, V.;

Bernstein, L. and ontin,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York, U.S.A.

Objective » peamnosis of HIV infection in children born to HIV positive

jomplicated as a result of infant B cell dysfunction even after

paternal antibody. In our experience, 8% of children pre-

senting with symptomatology consistent with HIV infection show negative or

equivocal ELISAs and Western Blots.
Methods. To ascertain whether
in RIV infected infants

 

absence of reactivity in HIV antibody tests

was due to (1) an inability to produce immunoglobulin,

serun from each
concentration. Standard radial immunodiffusion

Results. Bight of 20 HIV infected but serologically waaataveaooaieen were

found to hypogamnag: ni ace Xone of these yielded an cal posi-

tive specific HIV antibody te Tearof follow

Thirty perce: serum IgG concentration.

ormal; ofene. + eventually seroconverted. Three were nyper-

ge if have seroconverted for as long as t year of

soutownuP (up to 3 veus of age).
Conclusions. Negative oF eavivocal antibody tests in children e perina-

tality infected with HIV can result of at least 2 distinct1aniteste
tions of B cell dysfunction somechildren, despite thair ability to produce

IgG, axe unable to mount a specific antibody response to HIV; others may also

be hypogammaglobulinemic.
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T.B.P.234 ASSOCIATION BETUEEN PLASMA HUMAN INHUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS TYPE-1
REMIA AND CLINICAL CLASS OF PEDIATRIC HIV INFECTION

Burchett, Sandrg , Coombs, R., Chaloupka, K., Stamateou, J.,

Wilson, C., Corey, L., et al University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA.

Objective. To delasensitive virologic markers predictive of asymptomatic
and symptomatic pediatric HIV infection
Methods. Sequentially obtained samples from 12 HIV infected children as they
progressed from CDC classification P1 to and from {5 PO children were ana-
lyzed. Plasma or peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PMBC) from 3-5 ml of
blood vere cultured <28 d. P24 antigen ( in culture supernatants or in
Plasma/secum was antigen-capture (Abbott)

Results. Onset Pl Diagnosis Onset P2 Diagnosis
Perinatal Transfusion Perinatal Transfusion

6 6 2
Age mean (mo.) 8 96 12 82

rang: 0-18 74-132 2-36 80-84
PBMC 4/8 4/5 5/5 2/2
a 0/4 0/5 5/5 2/2

2/4 2/4 5 3à 1/1
sh PO children remained asymptomatic, PBMC culture ne;
Conclusion. HIV PBMC culture and Ag vere highly Sante(az)tor detect-

Ag was associated with both PI and P2 infection (p=NS),
associated vith P2 infection (p=0.003). The as-

creased amount of replicating HIV associated with advance
clinical disease. Plasma viremia is a potential endpoi
progression of disease and antiviral therapy in the pediatric population

T.B.P 236 LYMPHOKINE AND ATTTPRODUCTION IN VITRO IN NEONATES
_—_ AND INFANTS WITH HUMAN I DEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) INFECTION

Prieto n -N. and Shearer, W.T.Cecilia; Hanson Te. ansen,
Baylor College of Medicine, Texas Children’ s Hospital, Houston, TX, USA,

Objective. To assess early immune parameters in HIV+ neonates and infants
ods pendent cell Tine

24

M stimulation and 7 day incubation was
me y V cted children and NE cont ( [ne4]
lesults. HIV+ infants studied were s €8 weeks asymptomatic n=4

coinfected with cytomegalovirus (CMY)*tne2)) andGGroup2eZi !ar [n=16).
IL- ults are reportedas<upits/ntqcmmansstancard €

Grou 1(CMV Con Group 2 Con 2
PHA [50ug/m1] . pes OF : 714k =

0.09 0.5* 0.08 0.12* 0.16
IL-2[500u/m1] 1.33+ Not done 5.572 2.342 5.10

0.68* 1.49 1.49 .48
* p less than 0.05
IgM production after PWM and PWM+IL-2 stimulation was negligible in Groups

1 and 2 and Con 1 compared to adult controls. production was high in 3
infants in Group 2 alone.
Conclusions. igM production in vitro for HIV+ neonates and infants is not

eren an expected neonatal results. IL-2 production was decreased ex-
cept in those infants with concurrent CMY. Mons toring IL-2 production with
clinical correlation may detect subtle immune changes in HIV+ childre

DETECTION OFSECRETORY ANTIBODIES TO HIV aN NEONATES
is, E.; & Johns

University of Maryland déans >altinone, ND,ri$.A.
T.B.P.238

Viral-specific, non-maternally derived secretory IgA (slgA) antibodies have been
tain infections. SIgA to HIV anti

a 3 2. = a 8 a5 £ 5 5 3 5

G responses to HI V

e
iafection. HIV-specific sIgA was detectable at 6 months of may prove to be

valuable in the diagnosis of HIV infection in children born to infected mothers.
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T.B.P.235 DETECTION OF HIV SEQUENCES IN CHILDREN BORN TO SEROPOSITIVE
MOTHER:
Boorghi*,ots Selleri**, L.; Lami*, 6.;

Rienzo*, B.; Torelli**,
Department of Infectiuosiseasesr, Dpt of Interadl Medicine and Haematology**
Opt of Pediatric***; University of Modena, Modena, Italy.

Frigieri***, G.; De

Purpose:Early detection of HIV infection in children born to seropositive mo-
thers is now possible utilizing the polimerase chain reaction (PCR).
Methods:PCR was performed on DNA extracted from PBMCs of children born to se-
ropositive mothers as described by Saiki et al. using the SK 68 - SK 69 pri-
mers and the SK 70 probe, homologous to the HIV envelope. Clinical condition
of the children were assessed following the criteria of Brunett-Lezine and
Bayley, and by immunological and virological tests.

liowed from birth, all were born to seropo-
ren were seronegati

 
immunocompromi-

sed. The PCR was performed i n (à months) apparently heal-
thy. Amplification of the envelope fragment identified by the SK 68 and SK69
primers occurred in all 4 ¢
Discussion: The PCR is an early.diagnostic test for HIV infection in children
and it can offered a precious tool as serological diagnosis is not possible
in newborn children for several months after birth.

EARLY DETECTION OF ae SEROCONVERSION IN INFANTS OF SERO-
rote IG SERIAL DILUTIONS IN WESTERN BLOTTING.

s,Sandra*; Alexander5. #*; Young,M.*; Olopoenia,L.*;
Manak ,M.**; and eeW.* *Howard University Hospital, apagnangtons DC.
U.S.A. **Biotech Research Laboratories, Rockville, Maryland, U.S.A.

Objective. To mine if serial dilutions in Western bloWB) assay can

distinguish Fe“yseroconversion from passively fransneferred maternal anti-

body (Ab) in infants born to seropositive nother’
Methods Sequential serum samples collec à 3-nonth intervals on 17 male

femal

Serial serum dilutions in WB demonstrated disappear-

/26 infants at a mean age of 7.4 mos. At

infants of seropositive mothers at an earlier age t standar and WB
led RIV seroconversionon. PCR positivity did not

correlate strongly with seroconversion in ow: udy.

T.B.P.239  auecra AND HYPERGAMAGIOEULINEMIA IN INFANTS WITH
PERINATAL HIV INFECTION
oe Gregory: Hutton, N. and Modlin, J. Department of

Pediatrics, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore,
Maryland. USA

Œiective: To determine whether hematologic abnommalities or
are early indicators of HIV infection in infants

levels were (infected: IgG
2840, Tah =399, IgM = 268;wenintestedstg 5480, Iga = 27.3, imea).
No aspect of the history differences.could explain these

anenia or in an infant with
innterninate(GC class FO) HIV status atrenaly mugests the presence
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ELIGA (E) AND WESTERN BLOT (WB) PATTERNS AND A POSTE SEQUENTIAL NESTERRLBLOT PATTERNS IN CONFIRMED HIV
T.B.P.240 OF SEROREVERSION (SR) IN INFANTS BORN T.B.P.241 SEROPOSITIVE INFAN

SEROPOSTTIVE (SP) WOMEN. Luban, NaomiL.C.; Criss,À veReS.; Mohla, C; and Campos,JM.
Mendez, Hermann*, Holman, 8.*, 7 R.es, Wethers, J.**, Minkoff, H.*, Children's Hospital National Medical Center,

, 5.%, et. al.eenSUNY-HSCI yn, mia, ‘seve York State Washington, DC,

. Albany, N.Y., and **# . Bethesda, Maryland,

OBJECTIVE: describe serological responses and to identify
Predictors ofinfection or anin infants Born 60 87 nothars.

(Dupont) and WB ( ) against known cont 3.
: from 32 mother-infant pairs (infants' mean age: 20.5 mos;

6.9 specimens per child) were available. Generally, the infants' initi.
tt mo: . By clini and 1

criteria, 9/32 infants infected; 8/9 had serially reactive (R) E, 1/9
non INR) before oping AIDS. WB of inf.

showed fading ith t increased vities and
appearance of new +. In 21 of the remaining 23 infants a E
preceded a ly due to fading but persistent anti-p24. In 4/23
(ages 15,18,19, and 24 ) WB 5 on
14/19 before 15 , and 5/19 after 15 ms of age. Once E and WB became
negative all inf: . An anti. present

samples the irst WA in 14/19 (74%)
and in 2/9 22a)infected infants (p<0-001)

CONCLUSION: Presence of antivgpi20 detected in pregnancy and in
the newborn, may be a marker of subsequent on.

T B P.242 EVALUATION OF THE WESTERNBLOT IgM TECHNIQUE SPECIFICITY

Hayet-Nengelle Cc. seau A., Puel Jacqueline

ratoire de Vitolopie, CHU Purpany Toulouse, FRANCE

guiective.Evaluation of the western blot IgM technique|specific

Methods. During the virological screening of seroposit: o intravenvue ar

and an
 
blot IgM). e test wasYoneidered positive“ne presence of antibodies

against e p24 protein could be detected. When the I; bodies were pr

ent, the specific the reaction eckedeycomp en

fore and after elimination of the rhuma’ "RF Sorbent"(Behr
Laboratory) and after the IgG-IgM separation ty“lutinthrough DEAE cellulose

mi lumns.

IgM antibodies were detected in 35 serum specimens, the spe-

cificity could be tested upon 24 sera only. In 11 cases the obtained results

i the reaults were dissociated
3 sera were negative after the elimination of the rhumatoid factor that could

with the two first techniques
9 sera were negative after elution through the nicro-columns. The dilution of

treatment couldrien this negativity.
fter both + obtained for the serum before

treatments could probably represent a false positivity.

Conclusion. IgM antibodies were really present in 20 sera. Thus the specificity

ty of the Western-blot technique is high 83, 33 %) and it can be a useful t

in the neonates follow-up.

T. B.P.244 EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF HIV-INFECTION IN CHILDREN BORN TO SEROPOSITIVE
MOTHERS:CRITICAL EVALUATION CF NEW DIAGNOSTIC APPROACHES.

FDe Rossi A.°,Amadori A.°,Giagrinto C.*,Del Mistro A.°,Manmano F.°,Zacchello F.*,Chieco-
Bianchi LS

“Institute of Oncology,*Dept.of Pediatrics, University of Padova, Padova, Italy

and HIV infection
were studied at birth mer in the first

months of UMfe for the following parameters: I)in vi of antibody, 2)
antigenemia in sera, 3) virus culture assay, ~ 4) DNA amplification by polymerase chain
reaction using specific primers for gag and env HIV genome.
Results. In a series of 101 children, 64 were repeatedly negative for all parameters and 18
werewereconstantly positive; in 19 cases the results di tests. More

one year follow-up of the negative children later confirmed that all, but one who
cloned AIDS at, 6 mos. of age, were not infected; 10 of the 18 positive children developed
BeAe related sens. Anong the discordant cases, several patterns were observed, and

were variously positive and negative, in different conbinati
the limits of the siingle diagnostic. Procedures,

different status of HIV infection; interestingly, 2 asymptometic
Seronegative, but HIV infected children, were identified.

Objective. To follow western blot patterns over time in confirmed HIV seropositive infants
and compare loss of specific bands with the Centers for Disease Control classification of

One hundred eighty-five serial serum specimens were at approximate
seropositive infants (<24 mmirafeof age) and tested fos

westernELISA reactivity (Abbott HIV E1A, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL, USA), blot
(HIV Western Blot Kit, Dupont , Wilmington, DE, USA) and HIV anti (Abbort
HTLV Ill Antigen EIA). Each infant also was evaluat

e for pediatric
Eight of 37 infants (21 Hive during the sud)

remained
the )

period, at a mean age of 16 mouths Gange 1223 montis).wineey the ieee
wert blotpose3 of the9werewere HIV antigen positive. Twenty of the infants became

5 of the 6 were HIV antigen
postive. Dome mens Libt patterns vue clameda das d'Enfants over Une Sd

POapaymlpdala The definition of
"indeterminant” may need t aired HIV.

T.B. P.243 MONITORING OF HIV ANTIBODY PROLES BY RIPA AS A MEANS OF

DIAGNOSING INFECTION IN INFANT:

Fauve). Micheline*, J. samson*®, G. Delage**, M. Boucher**,

and N. La] te*

*Laboratoire de santé publique du Québec, **Hépital Ste-Justine, Montréal, |
Canada.

Objective. In an ongoing prospective study aHIV perinatal infection, radio-

immunoprecipitationA(RIPA) was evaluated for iss ae to diffsrenti-
ate de novo synthesis from passively treneferred an ‘body (Ab). RIPA was also

compared with virus isolation and HIV antigen (Ag) detection tor early diag-

each visit from 9 asymptomatic mothers

RIPA and for HIV-Ag with a commercial

with cord blood lympho-

 nosisnethode. Fifty-two sera obtained at

6 infants were tested for HIV-Ab by

ou:

Ab profiles against all labelled HIV

polypeptides by RIPA. Virus was isolated in 6/7 women, [-Ag wes demonstrat-

ed in only one. Initial sera from infants did not Ab profiles different
their mothers. Analysis of 1 8esera obta:

ed reactivity to selected polypeptides, indi-

irus was isolated from 3 symptomatic

3 asymptomatic ones. RIV antigenemia

 

that Mes isolation is a more
ects rison of

Ab profiles in sera of women at birth and their ootapcing did not allow early

diagnosis of HIV infection in infan‘

DE MERES I
T.B.P.245

Fleury,er J.A.*; BsiDouard, D.**;Perel, Y¥.**;
Micheau, M.**; Con
* Laboratoire dede Virologie. CHR de Bordeaux et Université de Bordeaux II, :

ordeaux
** Services de Pédiatrie et Néonatalogie, CHR de Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France.
*** Service de Pédiatrie, Centre Hospitalier de ta Côte Basque, Bayonne,

France.

INTERET DEsh MISE EN CULTURE SYSTENATIQUE DU VIH CHEZ
ENFANTS NES ond,NFECTEI

Objectif. Comparer les résultats de 1a mise en culture systématique du VIH
aux autres données biologiques€et cliniques dans une cohorte prospective de
30 enfants nés de mére:
Méthodes. Les eyesSononactéées du sang circulant d'enfants nés de mères

r

ticorp:
anti-VIl ELI s TCD4, du dosage
sérique des immunoglobulines et de Uetat clinique
Résultats. Nous distinguons deux gro: un où l'isolement viral est
neéegati es autres données biotogiques et cliniques indiquent qu “i
n'y a pas d'infection virale ; l'autre (© 30 % des enfants) où l'isolemen
est positif et corrélé par un ou plusieurs paramétres péjoratifs (antigens

s enfants nés de
es demeure une technique de base indispensable avétablissementd'un

pronostic.
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Pédiatrie : traltement du SIDA chez les enfants

Pediatrics: AIDS Treatment In Chlidren

T.B.P.246 220 Œ ANTI P24 ANTIBODY RICH PLASMA IN TWO CHILDREN
WITH PERSISTENT HIV ANTIGENAEMIA - A PILOT
Rosemary Haque*; PL Yap ; J¥YQ Mok*; GG Jackson’; FD

Hargreaves+;NA Coutts #CityHospital 3 E Scotland Blood
Service, j “LonionHospital Medical College; +Regional

viewaeCity HospitalEdinburgh; “Royal Inverclyde Hospital, Greenock
UNITED KINGDOM

ves; To study the clinical and laboratory sequelae of passive immmo-
therapy with plaona richin anti p24 antibody on 2 chilécen with persistent
HIV core antigenaemia and seronegative for anti p24 antibody.

lasma was harvested as previously described (Lancet 1988 ii647-
t bacterial

The table the subsequent progress
Time post infusion 0 2hrs 2 days wk 2 wks 3 wks 4.5 wks 6 wks1
Core index (Abbott) 1.54 0.204 Bet 0,3 0.54 0.9 1.09 1.4

) >750 104 170 475 >750
elininating

Antigen {Abbott
Conclusion; Plasma rich in anti p24antibody is effective in
coreantigen. on of

frequency of infusions to provide
likely that this will be necessary before clinical benefits become

T B P 248 THEEFFECTS OFENCEPHALOPATHYANDAZTTREATMENTON THE
SOCIAL ANDEMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR OFPEDIATRIC AIDS PATIENTS.

Howard, Wolters, P, Eddy, J, Weiner, L, Pizzo, P, Brouwers, P. Pediatric

Branch, National Cancer Institute, NIH, Bethesda, MD USA.

tycocurs in asmany as 80% of pedi ic AIDS patients. Evidenceof
improved CNS appears to a sensitive indicator ofthe of pharmacological treatm:

Therefore,it is important to develop objec! ve and systematic metnods for menaioring behaviors
reflective of encephalopathy. One such class of iors observed. AIDS has
not studied, involves impaired expression
behavior (fatflor, severely diminished inpetonal faponsvencs,2) In order to explicate and

i Â ions of encephalopathy, arating yas devised for g

Since the behaviors these children simulate well disorders, an item pool
wasderived from various behavioral reOo members andparents rated 29

is {approxi Yafomlamanalandfc again after6montths of
and factoranallysis ted in 5

Problems, 4)ln5) adaptive

confirm the validity of the rating scales.

LONG-TERM TREATMENT OF SYMPTOMATIC HIV-INFECTION IN CHILDRENT.B.P.250
Vocks, Mechthild(1), pets U. (2 . S-(3}; Kreuz, aie Wahn,

V. (3); Rosendahl, C.T2); ES, 3 TE); Haas, S.(4); Debatin, KM#5; Kynast, 1.(4); Grosch-
Werner, I. (1), pelchiradsiy, 5 + Enenkel, S.(4}.
Dept. of Pediatrics, Univ. tibertin (2)München, (3}Düsseldorf, (4)Frankfurt, (5)Heidelberg,
FRG.

Objektive. To evaluate clinical, imunological and virological effects of long-term therapy

with
fror 1-20 years have been treated with

hours for meanly 44 weeks (4 pts nr
2 pts 7 mg/kg). 12 pts vere HIV-inf inatally (1-8 yrs), 2 by tranfusion (both 5 yrs.
10 by factor replacement £ yrs).ay,UDppts, 10-20

ted clinical i t {7 pts temporary) in the first wis
of therapy “tor mnmept { class P2A). Mild or transien

P28) occured in 7 of 8 children. Lymphoid interetivial pneumonia te
ins children did ‘nok change, one with concomittant steroid therapy.

bacterial inf S, opportunistic infections (10 Bes)
recurred in 3 pts only. In opposite, Herpes infections (PzD3} (4were) iid mt change. 4

‘ferent gastrointestinal

œ4 cil ner ue Galeta12of 17 ptdal to pretreatment mmbers after
20-28 wks. Lymphocytic mitogen stimilati: in a few cases transiently. HI-Virus

therapy, Pile in 3 of 6 pts HIV-pod Antigen no

be Nausea, muscle pain and restlessness as adverse effects
in 6 pts, while anemia and neutopenia occured 2 pts and both in 4 pi

Conclusion. immmological and virologi. inprovenent in children treated with ZN

has been transient or mild, clinical symtoms remained clearly improved for a longer time

328

T B P 247 DIDEOXYCYTIDINE (DDC) ALONE AND IN COMBINATION WITH AZT FOR

mane CHILDREN WITH SYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTION. A PHASE IEVALUATION.

Pizzo,PhilipA. Einloth, M; Butler, KeRady. Meer,J; Falloon,J; eral.
Pediatric Branch, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD,U:

Objective: An agent that inhibits HIV replication wit would be an important
addition to the antiretroviral armamentarinm. ddC, àdideonyracleoede ‘AZT.iuieee ranorpase
and is a chain terminator, but without m: In adults, ddC resulted in decreasedapparent
neee
eno y. The question is yrhether short courses ofddC could provide safe antiretroviral

vity in chi
Methods: inaPasut,verldueveofdc 0.015, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 mg/kg,orally,
q6h,in children between ~ 33 yes old with CDC P2 HIV infection. Ateach dose level, ddC was given

for coecive wis md thenoped. After a d wash-out, a schedule ofddC (0.02 mg/kgiash) for 1 wk
The
 sparing AZT-goal

related neuropathy.

Results: From 4/88-12/89, 15 children, ranging in age from 6 mos to 12 years were enrolled. 13/15 pis hadnot
had any prior , While 2 pts had received and benefitted from AZT,buthad developed dose:
limiting neutropenia. Duringthe Wks ofdûalone, No neutropenia or anemia was observed and 7/9 pts

antigen was elevated prior towhose P24 had decreases in P24levels and 9/15 had increases in CD4
numbers. ic testing was performed to ddC and at 8 wks. 3 pts with clinical

a apne affect and activity on ddC butthis was not accompanied b:
increments in 1Q scores over baseline. Atthe 0.04 level, 3/6 pts developed a rash and I pi, at week 7 of

STen mn ReSepelsto pre. wil mild

mouth sores. After com 8 wks ofddC, anDe 20dymontpa bebearyan the alternating 30C
schedule. Eleven pts are on this regimen.

Conclusions: GdC has antiretroviral activity in children:and appears safe for short imervals. Longer courses of
dAdC at lower dose levels, and schedules integrating ddC into combination regimens, deserveto be explored.

T. B.P.249 ELEVATED HEPATIC TRANSAMINASES ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH
INCREASED ZIDOVUDINE TOXICITY. IN CHILDREN WITH CONGENITALLY

UIRED HIy- 1 INFECTION
, MD*; McIntosh, K and Winter HS.

Children’s Hospitatal, Harv.ard eeeUsBoston. MA, USA; *Boston City

Hospital, Boston University, Boston, MA -

Zidovudine(AZT) has been implicated as the cause of acute hepatitis =
some adults with HIV-1 infecti ddition, hepatic dysfunctionma
potentiate AZT bone-marrow toxicity by altering the metabolism of thi
Children with elevated transaminases [ 5-10 x normal (nl)] may be cuis
from clinicaltrials with AZT, 9 children (5 females, 4 males,

mean age s) vw congenttally scquirgdive ee) for evidence
of liver dysfunction Bring therapy (180mg/m o gid).
(#

nl 1-3x nl 3-5x nl >5x nl = =
BM 8 0 0 1 9 0 0 0

Qo 3 2 4 0 5 4 ©
 
At 2 4 1 2 2 1 0
At follow-up (pean of 14.6 weeks »Tange 4-D: all pee8 had improvement
or no cl e trans, Tw ate with markedly elevated levels
(AST 10-18x at ALT 5-18x al) improved during therapy. Hepatic dysfunction
or nee associated w

rapy does not appear to gnifi.
children. Children with soderstelyStevates|hepatic transaminases may not be
subject to increased AZT toxicity.

T B P 251 CHORIORETINITIS RESPONDING TO AZT THERAPY IN AN INFANT WITH AIDS
messes Pierre, ©."*, de Selijs, A.**, Moens, E.**, Taëlnan, H.*,

iot, P.*
* Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp; ** Algemeen Kinderztekentuis Antwerp,
Belgium

Introduction: Cytemegalovirus (CM) choricretinitis is exceptionally reported in children with AIOS (2

cases mentioned}, In adults CM chorioretinitis is knomn to y to Gancyclovir or Foscarnet

the:

Case report: À six months old boy of African origin born toa2kon HiV serepositive aother was
classififed P2 ABCF, A routine ft irread optic disc in the right eye

shaped paris bleedings and a large white

a the sane time

CN was isolated fron the urine, The right eye was normal. AZT was started at a dose of 3.5 mg/kg every

gh-dose (350 mg/kg) Sandoglobulin was given every month. After 4 weeks fundus examination

under general anesthesia revealed nearly tou jai of the lesion in the left eye. After 3

months follow-up no recurrence was observed. months the infant developed presumed PCP. Laboretory

data are given in the table.

Tabie: 24 AB ratio p24 AG ratio HIY culture PCR Of urine

4 months 1.2 58.4 No WD =

6 months - Ly + wD +

10 months 2.0 - + + -

Conctusion: This case report suggests thet AZT and ion eedose gamaglabulins shouid be tried first in HIV

infected i 17 before highly toxic drugs like Gancyclovir
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AZT THERAPY IN HIV INFECTED CHILDREN
A. Terragna*, Andrea De Marie*, B. Ciravegna*, A. Loy#,

F. Forni*®, A. Ferrazin*;

* 1 Cl Mal Infettive Istituto G. Gaslini Genova; **Ospedale Galliera Genova,

T.B.P.252

ITALY
12 children (6 males, 6 females) aged 4 months to 12 years, with HIV infection
in class Pl (1-case) or P2 (11 cases) (one |1987) were treated with zidovudine
( 20 to 28 mg/kg/die) every six hour: mean of six months (range 2-

ths). Out of the study patient 12/12vere HIVp24Ag positive, 7/12 virus
culture positive, 5/6 HIV specific IVAP (In Vitro Antibodies Production)

r an erratic negativization, of

HIVAg wer:
any increase in CD4+ lymphocyte count

rve an improvement of po clinical condition with body weigh
gain (8/12); reduction of volume yeph nodes (5/12), liver and spieen(a/12)
decrease of bacterial and cpportunistie infection episodes.
During treatment 2 children had nausea and vomiting and we had transiently to

reduce the dos:
We observed toxteity in 7/12 neeToxic see consisted in: i)increased
ALT and AST serum levels (in only 2 cases we had reduce the dosage)
ii)anenia (3 patients required a bloodtransfusion) tit) leucopenia: in two
children the PMN count fell below 1000/mmme and we had to reduce the dosage.

T B P 254 DISEASE PROGRESSION AND EFFECT or ZIDOVUDINE (AZT) IN

os PEDIATRIC M, Slade H, Lembruno
C, Marecki M, rase $. Dept.of Pediatrics, North Shore

University Hospital, Cornell Univers:ity Medical College, Manhasset, NY., U.S.A.

Qulective: To evaluate infents and children with presumed or established HIV
infection and influence of AZT treatment,

ee Years at presentation, of whom 32
PO category wereee nee ate à

was administered orally to 11 patients in
1 comes <400/emn) for Periodsof0.5 to 13 mo

Results: Of 14 PO cases, definite HIV transmission 3 (23%).
Seereetal cones cé me bareirait
14 of 31 casesin F2 class have died, mainly withoF

decline in CD4+ T cells and in T cell
without obvious evidence of disease

striking, as
with AZT had

functions 1N all P2 cases even
progression. At time of death, CD4+ T œll depletion was most
was the occurance of HIV Patients

ite, sense of well being and minimal
(eosinophilia in 1ccase). Demonstrab

progress: inical
benefits, is minimally toxic and appears to slow down inmumologic attrition.

T.B.P.256 SELENIOMDEFICIENCY ANDCARDIOMYOPATHYIN"
MALNOURISHED PEDIATRIC AIDS PATIE!
Kavanaugh-_ , À; Rowe, S; Benjamin, Y; Hutton, N;

Modlin, J; Ruff,Andrea; stal
The Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD, U.S.A.

Objective. To examine the relationship between selenium deficiency and
cardiomyopathyin pediatric AIDS patients.

rams and serum selenium valueswere obtained on 9

reater than
for mainutaionusing the

the 9 pationts were selenium cerme(cornea) All 5 had
protein “calorie malnutrition with wasting and/or stunting by the Waterlow
Classification. Four of the 5 had evidence of cardiomyopathy with

Patients were asse:
Five of

ejection fraction and/or ieft ventricular dilatation. One of these five patients
had normalization of his serum selenium on supplementation with heyin
ejecton fraction.

The four patients normal serum seleniumvalues had no evidence of
malnutrition by the Waterlow classification. these patients had evidence of

cardiomyopathy by i
sn Selerium daticencyIscommon inmamourisned pediatric AIDS

may a role pathogen of cardiomyopathy in this
population. Additional studies are underway toSpiers the effect of selenium

patients.supplementation on cardiac function in these

T.B.P.253 Zidovudine Treatment in Adolescent Hemophiliac

Children with HIV Infection. A tsens
Bouhas K. Gioia, K.B. Mueller. St. Lauis

University Medical Center, St. Louis, MO, USA

Nine hemophilia children with ny infection, mean

ta Tr

related to AZT

s discontinued due to severe

ary, AZT enerapy was generally well tolerated ani
resulted in increased CD4 cell numbers though not T-cell function

in 9 adolescent henophiliac children treated over 6 to 12 months.

T B P. 255 Que EXPERIENCE AD TREATMENT WITH ZIDOVUDINE CRE.

nn MJosé Mellado Cilleruelo,M.Garcta,d.Vi a,ML. Pérez, P.M:
Fontelos.Put Carlos TII.Serv. Pediateiabaddid. W.

n October 87,wWe began a prospective study to evaluate the effectiveness of Zt-
dovutine (200én the treatment of children suffering fronAIDS. Selection en
tere were:l en UThe viraemia or HIVa tthodies

cond: to class P C for Pediatrie ADDS2)0 be.older han 3 monthe and
‘eee than 18 yearsHe, Sitanogloviry09r kocytes> 2.000.*Houtrophite>1000
a int 6RUbe jaundice, 5)Guardian's con 

ent and onesdon from clinical assays conmittee of
ei

immunoLogie
reeatsELISA, IFT,TW. blot and capture À,
RESULTS:ALL cases have improved clinioallyehoving at ‘the beginning a bett
appetite ond nutritional status,anda n rumbeer of recurrente infectiow
diseases. Th ave
anogtobin,smacroeytosis vitthnormal vabuZPériBa and mildneuvéropenias.ot

 

 

 

hasn't been neces:sain any case to reduc ication.We have obs ed
a decrease of values nmunoglobutins Àin 3 patients.fue of the four children who pre-

Peano AT elevva tng treeatment.

CONCLUSIONS: 1j)AUt p ZDV uiithout any
togat toxictt,4 a f th +e of buis. by] 
 

ntigen in serum during treatment. 3)Improvemen: the quality of life.4)It‘a
roaibhabie to0 supose than thie drug wtil bemore effective inne less affected chil

es of the disease.“14
e possible treatment

T B P 257 CLINICAL AND IMMUNOLOGICAL COURSE OF HIVANFECTION IN HEMOPHILIAC AND
. 7 PERINATALLY DSONIAniaPRErebadegltar TAEATED WITH

SMMUNOGLOBULINES CONT! OF ANTI-CMY, ANTFEBVY AND ANTHHV

 

AND TIMING OF AEIDOTHYAIDINE PORATIONS
A PROSPECTIVE LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF 61 CHILDREN

v. ner, D. ih, T. Ganga, 8. a, #. Enonkel, K.M.Debetin, $. Rehmet, B. Kreckherdt, |
Kynest, Ch. Lotz, MH. W. Dur, Kemuber, D. came H.Péteeeraigu or, FLKerthe®
Kunkkum der JW. Geethe-Univershit, *Psul-Enrtich-ine! rg Speyer Haus, Frankfurt am Main, FRG
In our clinic we care tor 61 chiéren neorneHV hemophiilscs
tlents (up fo 19 years) and 61 born to MiV-poslive rs (up to 6,5 yeers).
oP 1 and 6 ne agevorff mont Fd"CD ria, 21 wore inital
eeatt the ond 10985 we conduct » preepacti
intravenous. bm goryaia)vus preparations thLUXErsof
{CytotMrs serein,neuetiter: 68 U/ml). in case of
{WesternBiotrs rations contataing high titers of ienibwanstat prepara

nerve ane Vv). Duriag choicehighly
"onoe ik, efter Impreveme: nr’ - every

IViIGG when clinics! signe and moona BiSeton Len eased
ft bacterial Infections, f tro PWM- or timwiation, low antibody

i. mmagiobulinemin pg hildren with wnspecitic
d . . 7 and grewth retardation and children with reduced T-

 

. re
mol Arr (newewre, 7-10 mgng bine gid)canes of cua at neurological €: lome,
Tavaresphatopetty, epportuniatic Infections or rapidfrumonotogicaJ) deterioration. In patients ‘nihpowers

under igation. in

 

HiV-ensaciaied or ‘AzT-Induced neutropenia he uawebility of lymphokine GM-CSF is investigation. i
of severe à penennuite deficiency (< 100 CD4-celle/mm?) ones with rs a

akg HdinelNeathioneteachettions 4 mgikg aw.) ether week aveceestully
prevented eonecyetesarninpneumene Untns the ovalustion of xweyweigh net obeorved
symptoms ciessitied os E (HIV-associated tumers} During 39 monthe of ebeorved only
nsot opporweetic Infections eres eenmmSrephyiasle) and onlyfehl

ot tympheld Inieretitiel Lumens. Exsept thie related
infections IncludingCMVpeter and oral hair lovoopienleàduneneesbrervation pariod. Neuro-
logics! symptoms ooeurre: ennee ond showed satistactory remieen under AZT-wesiment 8 of 19
treated children with ao ‘ted’nedeterioration 0ft CDC-classitication in spite of declining|nil
parameters. One hemophiliec ‘end one’ intrauterin Infected ahiid died in « stateof totally desi
immunciogics!tunfunction {for menthe no detectable absolute CD4tymphecyte oow Ro B-cnil nn
HEShowed’ a: conaderciacincal improvement One of thom ihe’ hes beenetat on fal blows

1 yours |e soutally whhout olinical eymptoms despite aero CO4-lymphocytes and lacking in
vitro-B-æsil function alnse 15 menth. Supported by Ministry of Youth, Heath,Famiy (BMJFFG, BMAS)
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T.B.P.258 EXPERIENCE WITH diel cementeatmen. “olesake, Jc, children's T. B P. 259 stefe pltatte, IN "arsine =e E.

ital of Wd & UND-NJ Medical Schoo Neu Jersey elinteal "vathotory and Pediatrics, feet Carotinevotes sol

 

ar
Obiective: chitdren with AIDS are at high riak tor "nation end

frequently requiring prolonged venous eecess for sntibietica and nutritionai

support. We undertook this etudy te ee the course and complicetion rete of

central venous catheters (Groviaca) mhe ped ins diatric AIDS populsetion.

aspective chert review of ‘200 NIV infected children in Newark, KJ

c1982- se) .

23/26 children wre received Sroviaca hed cherts available for review end

received 35 Groviecs. All 23 had COC defined AIDS (85% with C04 <400). Mean age

at insertion wes 28 no. ine wk + 11 yr). Mean duration of placement was 115 d

(20-600) f In 23/35 courses, children were able

s .

 

related infections occurred. Ten b

ed with Sroviscs remaining (Organisas:

gh rathatera moved

(Organisms; 3 candids Pl trep, 1 arem neg).

ection was successfully treated and 2 catheters acy

site infections with psoudomonas. These 18 becteremic episodes reprecent 4.5/1000

days of catheter u:

: Our infection rate mith Groviacs in children with AIDS (4.5/1000)

compares favorebly with podocumented infectic In pediatric encology

patients (.5-7.5/1000). Bro ly used st home for outpatient

antlbfotica and nutritionsl thetepy incate “high riak pepulettian.

    

T.B.P.260 SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETERS IN PEDIATRIC
ae PATIENTS

Gleason-Morgan, Deborah; Church, J; Bagnall H; Atkinson J.
Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles & University of Southern California School
of Medicine, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine the safety and efficacy of central venous catheters
(CVCs) in pediatric AIDS patients (pte8).

dlMethod.A retrospective eview|ofninewith CDC-defined AIDS (P2D)

whi CVC: due ti  tnedequal

Resu.its. The medical records of 11 pts50malea“fenale }, 8 3 mos o 13 yrs 
wed. Risk factors included blood

Pp bsolut€ granulocyteer at, the

placement was 3062/mm *, with 3 pts having an ACC o: 100 /mm
‘mm 3, with 10 pts having CD4+ #e< 500/am . No

tive proies.cree

ced tal ©
y Vas associated with CVC op

CVCs(9 double lumen, 1 si: » 3 totally implanted)were placed for a £
1812 CVC days(mean=139 days/CVC). e for the 1loutn t

3 pts ed(.22 i
£ 3 ge"Klebsiella, Enterobacter

isolate1 tron VCs. Three

Aconfirmed) occurred, 2.of which spontaneously
solve ich required operative CVC revision

infection inchildren with profound HIV
related CD4+ cell deficiency approximates that seen in pediatric oncology pts.

CVCs proved valuable in pts requiring multiple therapeutic interventions.

 

T.B.P.262 VERY LATE ONSET OF GROUP B STREPTOCOCCAL SEPSIS IN INFANTS

WITH HIV INFECTION.
Johnson, JP**; Lawrence, R"; Schieken L5**;

Renneis, MB**.

GBRAARHHRIVEERLED CPSP)GRAMGchSSLuyMaareLAe) GSPETESBetobeak

Objective. To describe characteristics of Group B streptococcal (GBS)
Gisease in HIV infected children.

GBS disease was identified in 3/200 (1.5%) of HIV infected ghildren
diagnosed at the University of Maryland and NYU Madical Center. Charts wa
reviewed to describe clinical features, cour: 5 disease,

patien and 5 of respact. Ya
had evidence of HIV infection as well as immunologic dysfunction including

meningitis with bulging fontanel, irritability, and =. Both had CSF

CSF cultures for GBS. One ited with tachypnea, rales,
» and iographic of bibagilar pneumonia. The course of

à was unusually complicated. All 3 responded beta-lactams. o
nfsctad children. Despite immmosuppresgicon

GBS #8 patiente mounted PMN cell responses and improved
with beta-lactam sneibivtices
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ine, Greenville, NC, USA end thilérene Hospital of Hew Jer Mew

nedical, senest, Wewark, Nd, USA

Qbiective. To describe the incidence end types ef neoplastic disesses (HD) In children

with alos.

Biopsy (35 ceses) endfor sutopsy (18 cases) materiel from 102 NIV infected

children.

Seven cases showed NO, The risk factor in fiva of the cases wes perentel IV

HIV was acquired via trensfusion of blood or blood products. In

ics

omach to colon), with

ond poet's ssrcons of skin of

groins fn a child with cranafuston cemuired “iv infectio:

HIV essocisted ND may be common then previously recognized and my

occur at any point in

face, arms and

the symptomatic course.

ByTAFEONRate IN PATIENTS (rs)=TREATED FOR LEUKEMIA
A,PED: C

T.B.P.261
OUP ( STUDY

Baruchelel,"sylvain" 3vel L. 1Te edano, pee
mes University,Montreal, Quebec, Canada, **Uni'iver. y of Puerto Rico,San

luan, Puerto Rico,USA, *#*niversity ot Miami Miami, FlevigaUSA

Objective and Methods. À questionnaire was sent POG institutions to
enquire about (a) the number of pts infected by HIV among chilarentreated
for leuk (>) act of chemotherapy o

the interaction between HIV and cancer: (d)
itutional attitudes regarding HIV testing and confidentiality,

Results. Ten of 74 responding institutions reported a total of 19 HIV
infected pts (14 leukemias, 5 solid tumors; 12 boys, 7 girls; ages 10

s-20 yrs). diagnosed off-therapy, 6 pts on therapy.
EY post-transfusion. Three pts with congenital AIDS

two. A correlation exists
ber of caseses by institution and geographic HIV seroprevalence.

edien interval usion diagnos f HIV was 2!
(range 5 wks-6 yrs); between transfusion and death was 30 mos (range
mos-8 yrs). 18/19 HIV+ pts developed A ne T: symptomatic. 12/19
have d (6 CR, 6 PD). 8 are bein: eated with AT. opre
exis en HIV+, geographic area and number of
status appearered not to affect to
history was different from hemophi
pts; (5) Testing with consent form, coun:
guidelines is recommended for pts transfused in high seroprevalence areas.

T B P. 263 DIARRHEA AND ITS CONSEQUENCES IN HIV-INFECTED CHILDREN.
—_* Kotloff, Karen; Johnson J.P.; Nair P.; Losonsky G.A.;

oung À.; Morris J.G.
pers of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

stive: To determine€ e incidence,Le t101087» and sequelse of diarrhea in
synptoma! € HIV infec!

Methods: children withAîns and ARCai6) were prospectively enrolled and

eriaily ©valuted. When a physictan visit was made forRestrhea, whol

stool o: tal.swab was examined for bacterial enteropathogens, protozoa

(whole stool“only, mycobacteria, viruses, and clostridium diffielle toxin.
Results: During the first 11 months of study, the lence ar
0.13 episodes per child-month, which is 2.6 times the incidence we have *
observed in seronegative children bora to HIV-infected or high riak women
(mean age 7.3 5. mo). a times the incidence in inner city Baltimore

children (meanage 7.9 + 6.2 months). Four cases were hospitaalized|because
of diarrhea, and onecage with salmonellosis died. Two cases had recurrent
Q3 episodes/year) and one had persistent (14 days) atarrhen. Wastin;ng
(weight for height < 5th percentile) was seen in 4 chil

o
e

 
Meanchild-months after enrollment 143

ges at enrollment in m0.8 17.5 + 10.7
noonof diarrheal episodes (DE) 18

No. patients (%) wi

No. DE/child-no. etterenroLiment 0.13
DE with enteropathogen

Te Le rotav ru:
lobact:1 Campy: 1 GiardTa, and I @

oveluston: Diarrhea is a maiorcause ofoFmorbidity in aiv-infectedàileren
at a rate that is 2-7 times higher than the reported incidence in

ninfected children. A potentially treatable infectious etiology can be
in almost 1/3. wallepdsedes.
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T.B.P.264
Depts. Pediatrics, *Infectious Diseases, University of Pavia, Italy

ae LYMPHOMA IN AN HIV-INFECTED CHILD

selli, N. Aricd, À Dsicas*, G. Michelone*, A. Maccabruni, P. Lanzarini* 
HIV infection in children is infrequently cosplicated with salignacies: Kaposi sarcosa (less

na lympho: ase of Burkitt lysphoi

seropositive sother,

ma (BL) uere repor

sli should be ruled outs Tf detacted, it can be temptatively treated with specific cheao-

mapy with soe advantag

T.B.P.266 OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS AND woRTALIT IN AN URBAN PEDIATRIC
POPULATION INFECTED H HUMAN MMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)

i. M. and Shearer, W.T. Baya
College of Medicine and Texas en.: Hospital Houston, Texas, USA,

Qbiective. To define opportunistic infections (01) that were most prevalent
and linked with the highest mortality rrate in an urban pediatric population.

73 pediatric AI patientsfo}loned up to 7 years (mean 2 years) were
reviewed for. evidence of OI (Centers for Disease Control, stage pl

e adult population, bneunocystis carinii pNneumo

 

and|b) o-infection with cytomegalovirus {cl CMV infection had the highest
ty rate with documented pneumonitis (3/5), hepatitis (1/5)

retinttts (1/5). Bacterial“infactfas were not as common as in other reports.
Ql #0 tients or
PCP 9 66% No
CMV 5 100% No

4 25% No
Salmonella 2 0% Yes
E. Coli 1 100% No
Strep. pneumonia 1 bi ves
Candida Esophagitis

. The Incidence of OI was 25% (18/73) with mortality highfor PCP,
V and gram negative se
ny detection
therapeutic approachs to OI in Children” must.be designed and implemented.

psis (averaging 90%) Attention should b

AZT SK/thrombocytopénie et autres traitements
AZT KS/Thrombocytopenta and Other RX
T.B.P.268 HEMATOLOGIC EFFECTS AND OME OF ZIDOVUDINE (AZT) THERAPY.

ss Schlech, falter’? Marrier, G.* and Johnston, B.*
Dalhou: e University Faculty of Medicine, Halifax,

‘anada

 
Nova Scotia,

Objective. To describe the hematologic effects and outcomes of zidovudine

(AZ?) therapy in CDC group IIT g Iv -infe patients (pts).
Methods. AIDS and 14 group Iva and group III (n=34) pts were enrolled in
the open trial of AZT and follwed prospectively. Hematolog. ameters

8 ed included granulocyte count (GC ct), platelet count (PLT ct), h

gl ye corpuscular volume (MC), a: lymphocyte (CD4 cts) counts.

Results. Of 34 pts enrolled, 7 are dead, 12 off Rx., and 14 r n

Rx. we: ue to diss (1), recurrent (2), gressive
dementia (2), inanition (1) and lymphoma (1). Disseminated CMV (2), MAI (1)

s a ha’ A ts con! ig . Se 1 CD4 cts

£

AZT. Pts. CD4 cts <100 © did no reases to > 100 cu.mn.
Progressive mac: is was seen in 31/34 pts. Pts. with starting Hgb <14

to have significant decreases in Hgb on Rx (MX .05).5.
were low at start. PLT

ets remained
Conclusions. Zidovudin rocytosis and unpredictable

anemia. GC and PLT counts may improve with suppreseionPE active HIV

infection. Opportunistic infections and malignancies continue to develop
in patients taking zidovudins

CHRONIC MUCOCUTANEOUS CANDIDIASIS IN PEDIATRIC AIDS

Iosub, Silvia: Bamji, M.; Stone, R.K.; Gromisch, D.S, ;T.B.P.265

New York Medical College, Ken York, USA

Objective. compare the indidence of persistent mucocutaneous
idiasisEs patients diagnosed as AIDS in the first year of life

(group 1) ve those diagnosed later (group II).
Methods. study vas performed at two public hospitals in New York City
on sixty two patients with perinatalHIV infection admitted from 1984-1988
and followed for 1-50 months (mean 1 mo). All mothers except
intravenousenous dug abusers. The major:
symptomatic in the first six months of life
patients,|14 blacks Em and 28 Puerto Ricans (PR
(£). G II comprised 20 patients, 13 b ang 7PR: 12 m and 8
age from 12.5 months to 72 mon

, canging in

mucocutaneous candidiasiswwas significantly more frequent
wot vs 10%, P=0.'006. There were no significant race or sex

n groups, but in GI b £ were more often.afflicted than PI
“Also in GI canaidiaais was the sole initial manifestation

these (60%) died by four months of age. In
only in PR, with no significant sex differences

Results.RESULE. Chronic
in GI vs GII:
dai

In the very young infant with perinatal HIV infection chronic
taneous candidiasis may predict earearly and severe morbidity. Long term

follow-up is needed to elucidate its prognostic value in older infants and
children.

SPECTRUM OF INFECTIONS IDENTIFIED AT AUTOPSY IN PEDIATRIC
AIDST.B.P.267
Ross e À.;aprK.; Gomperts, E.D.; Ricalde, A.L.

and Church, J.A. tigenaeeapit 1 of Los Angeles and U.S.C. School of

Medicine, Los Angeles, California, “USA

Objective: To identify the spectrum and sites of infection in enildren aying

of AIDS. Method: 33 children with full-blown AIDS have been follow
Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles; 22 have expired; 12 postmortem examin-

ations revealed the following:

 

  ORGANISM # OF PTS SOURCE oo CORRELATES
P. carinii 7 ungs(L) meumonia(P)
Candida Spp. 5 ha:eeere, F, thrush, esophagitis

blood(B), kidney, endocarditis, disseminated
bladder, ecopheeus disease( De

Cytomegalovirus 5 H, pancrease , myocarditis, entero-

adrenal colitis, encephalitis(E)élan
phyroid, praintBeo)

M. avium complex

Adenovirus
P. aeruginosa
E. coli
S. pneumoniae

RSV

B, L P, sepsis(S)
L, P, Br DD, P, E
B, ,
B, L, petitoneum S, P, peritonitis
L, meninges P, meningitis

L Pr
e
)

 Conclusion: Multiple infectious agents may be responsible for a fata

outcome in children with AIDS. This indicates the need for a wide range

of improved antimicrobial therapy for these children.

T.B.P.269 eee * av INFECTION

seppe* i F.*#; Bonetti M.**; Falchetti W.*; Stellini R.*** snd
nAAa,

19*, 20*® Service of Pathology, 1° Giv. of Infectious Diseases***, Spedali Civili Brescia, Italy.

 

Objective: to describe the incidence of throabocytopenia in HIV p: e pts, assess the bo-

ne sarrow lesions and the prognostic significance of throsboe:ceyepsie|in the wun evolution.

 

production. At the present follow-up only two pts. undergoing a bone marrow biopsy evolved to

full-blown AIDS.
the HIV positive population presents throabocytepenia as @ clinical sign

early bone sarrow involvement. 2) The sein bone aarrow alterations are characterized by an

rss number of aegakaryocytes with hypereosinophilia snd plassacytosis. 3) Throsbocytope-

a has no unfavourable prognostic seaning in the evelution to AIDS.
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T.B.P.270 ConrensareD‘tunomsoLytic. STATEBEDENàme 4  T.B.P.271 FLA,BI, JonesMa,Mccall srMilliansRow,
*: Belzber:TE, A. * Chamber. ,H* Spruston, Bt

Departments of Medicine” Nucleaar Medicinef and Nursing? "se. Paul's Hospital,
and the Canadian Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service, Vancouver, B.C. CANADA,

Thrombocytopenia(yplt) is common in HIV infection, often| to marrow
suppression 2° infection, drugs or d'enPate, In the nce of these,

plts. associated E-amsoctatadTee (HIV-ITP).

Kinetic studies performed with 112“Indium-Labelled p
HIV-ITP (mean pie.ct. 49432x109/L) revealed significantly shortened survi-
vals (mean 97231 hr) compared to RIV non-infected controls (n controls)
mean 196411pet) (P<. 001). Furthermo: total p production in HIV-

patients (TP t. surv.x Zrecov.) was sup

pressed (weanàTPP=95x10"plt/D) when € red n controls (mean TPP=209x109
plt/D)(p<.001). Treatment of 7 RivITP patients at 200 mg
resulted in @ rise a a P which was associated with a slightly
prolonged pit. surv. (mean plt.surv28 D, Gramatic rise ij
(mean TPP= 27510 ple/D). To further investi, . kinetics were

clinically stable HIV+ nerosell} and HIV+ controls

2). Platelet survivals in 65% of patients in both
significantly below norma Jf S.D.),
controls compared con 5. In HIV+AZT controls, TPP
increased (mesr~330210%p1t/D,Me 02) compared to n controls. These finding,
suggest that HIV+ individuals with normal plt. str my be in
thrombolytic state. appears to have a nonspecific stimulatory effect on
platelet production which may be useful in patients with HIV-ITP who have
significant suppression of plt. production

8

T.B.P.272 Rerporce to splenectomy for severe HIV-related thrombocytopenia in 10 drug

abusers and pathological fea’ spleens.

LandonioGiuseppe; de CataldoF: Gargantin.L; NosarLAM.Costantini.M
MaDepar of Hematnoiogy

EEE evahuate the reponse to splenectomy for severe HIV-related thrombocytopenia in a
medium term follow-up and

Methods10 patients (all intravenous drug abusers -IVDAs-) with severe HIV-related

LT <5c0°9/1) who failed to respond to standard steroid therapy amd showed

entere splenectomy Qnean follow-up : 7 months prior and 29

after surgeryiRelevant data : M7 F:3 : mean age : 27 ;mean platelet count | TXOO/L . Al
Spleens. examined vocopecally immediately after surgery. Multiple sections were stained
with a monoclonal

Results. HaemorrhagesPORNIS m CD6 (an)
pre post >100; >100 50 >25 pre post pre post

10/10 0/10 10/10 14/10 4/10 2/10 10.443 06.336 0.576 1.336

(2 Pit x 1040/L . (mn) O*9/L .

pa!

 

res congestion with a podliigof riatelets , associated with subtle modifications of T

Brcell compartments.

HIV — ASSOCIATED THROMBOCYTOPENIA P PLATELET ~~ ASSOCIATED
7.2.P.274 BRUNOGLOBULNwe AND Zoovibnes1 JA Cart

P Vicente F SanRoman pay Garcia
HOSPITAL GNVERSITARO DE OVEDO SPAR

OBJECTIVE. To establish the incidence, Bermananence and pathogenic role of PAI in HTP
treated with Zidovudine, and in non-throm ytopenic HIV-nfected patients.
PERS PAI was determined by platelet suspension immuncfluorescence test to 23 HiV-

patients with normal platelet countand SHTP Ssne x 10 piatelets/L), HTP
groupD received treatme!awith Zidovudine i9/qh) 16.6 + 14 weeks and PAI
was agen determinea.after thrombocyt nierensSIOn
RESULTS. Follow-up of HTP Apomed neal and final Bseenscountset 49000 + 25240

range 2 . The:re were
untoward haematological ise Le.on TP and 2 ofretpatients with normal

platelets count showed PAI prior to therapy, and this situation stated unchangedafter
remission withithZidovudine : Onepepatietient developedàthrombocytopenia of OOY/pL wh

r Zidov Comparison between groups

HTP /P A144 NORMAL PLATELET COUNT

Homosexuals, dicts /Haemophiliacs a 3

MB Geeewe ate ep De oeSo case rete h
abs count Ai sf+ D 60 + 975 349 2 #5
Platelets / 49000 + 26240 26800 à Mo 20à Mao

CONCLUSION. Zidovudine therapy ajnor highly effective to control HTP. The presence
t group is sensible bu LANONPAL‘Al may bebe present in every stage of

Hiv-infection and non correlatea with si
Neither they peareditn the remission of nromboeytspecific group at ri

obtainedwith Zido: e. Consecentre pathogenic rrole remains unclear.
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M+, Brettle RP*. *ID Unit; City Hospital,
janet ReiaSeta» EDINBURGH.

To assess the long term platelet response of zidovuiine
followingrepocts of short term benericial effects an HIV releted samme

intren KI

 MSTHOOS: 36 patients received zidowuline in standard doses with adjustments
Patins nr ei) or 212wooks (14 with AIDS and 24 others). oo
patients had normal platelet counts (NP) and 12
pre-treatment, 5 with presumed HIV-ee of voa 2là comte <15 à 105).
RESULTS: ‘The 26 (rangefollow-up 12-54) weeks. Mean
treatment counts were 240 x10(9)/1 for NPs and 91 x MOUSE:for jms
Changes in platelet count from this baseline are given below (x1ODI.
Weeks Rx MeanPlats(NP) Change(NP) {nes Mean Plats(TP) Change(re) me)

5 {26 1768 12)
16 238 -2 (23) 166 KA tin
24 206 “4 {20) 139 +48 ( 8)
32 202 -38 (16) 129 +38 (7)

ly associated
development amsenta (< 8 gme/dl., 5
patients,Patients,p<0.05) but not with risk group, stage,

or treatment of opportuni: infections.
CONCLUSTON: , zidovudine can produce a sustained
Plateletrise, and may prove to have aa therapeutic role for the treatment of
symptomatic HIV ITP.

T.B.P.273 HIV-RELATED IMMUNEaOrEnTA :
rLLoe UP AMD TREATMENT OF 132 PATIENT:

Eric OKSE! LER, ARCHAMBAULT, JF DELFRAISSY, P. BIERLING, J.PEYNET,
M. SELIGMANN - Teoupevoétude des cytopénies liées au HIV - Paris - France
 
Objective : Longit:ndinelgseudy of HIV infected patients with thrombocyto-
penia (platelets< 50 x 10°/1).

aitial evalulation 5 132 patients (IV drug addic 56
homosexual men. + 36, hemophiliacs : 23 3 others : 17). 56% belonged. to

30 Z to viIII and lé % to group IV, none vhad AIDS. CDé cell

table in 11/75 (15
pa:dits received zidovudine (1 000 mg to 1 500 ne/day) for

at least 12 weeks. 15 achieved a persistent increase in platelet counts.
In most patients, other treatments uch pre icosteroids and IV

responses. “Thus, splenectomy was
omatic phronpocreopenie and

pridein a persistent increase of platelet counts in 33 (87 2).
Follow : Within a total follow-up of 2 months“persons (median : 21

hs a the diagnosis of immine thrombocytopenia, |] tients have
developed AIDS and i die patiente were lost for followue: AIDSfree
survival a90 t 2 yeare, 79 Z at 4 to 60

years. o differences ia AIDS-free survival were noted.according to
risk groups oraplenectomy.

 

T. B.P.275 THERAPY OF HIV ASSOCIATED THROMBOCYTOPENIA
LimSaneGee: Lee, C.A. and Kernoff, PBA.

mopbilia Centre and Hasmostasis Unit. Academic department of
Hsematology, RoyalFrFree Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Objective: To ss the therapy of HIV associated thrombocytopenia.
Methods: À re: ctive ana of 111 HIV positive emophiliacs showed 7 with
tarombocytopenin‘ 30 x 109 patients were CDC II. 1 was CDC III and 2 were CDC IV.

2syearsirange5-3 8), and the theythad been HIV positive for a
mean 0; & ).5 forms of table 1.
Resulis: Table 1 ill h A i dwh “the latelet
count returned to pre-treatment pro ‘J artial response occured when the platelet
count was maintained between 50-100 x 109/L; and « complete response occured when
the count was maintained above00 x 109/L.   
Conclusions: IV lobulin and steroids were useful in obtaining a short vn
response, but splenectomy is the fi for the asymptomatic jent in

appears promising and may be an alternative to zidovudine, but further studies are
required.
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T.B.P.276 LACK OF EFFICACY OF ON-LINE COLUMN-A-ADSORPTION IN
TREATMENT rrp
Scolaro, Michael J.* and Kennedy, P.*

*los Angeles institute,St. Vincent Medical Center, Los Angeles,
California 90057, U.S.A.

Objective. To icacy of on-line CAA in restoring
platelet count in patients Hiv-related . studies

demonstrated value off-line CAA in treatment =ITP.
We trea: TTP (platelet count range 18,000/cu mnMethod. !ted 7 patients with

to 85,85,000/cu mn, mean 39,000/cu mm) using an on-line IEM cell separator with
). Patients were treated 2-3 times weekly for a

parameters

Physical examinai né rie Mt
ted platelet. cat ig in pationto elevated 390 terwent

plamerheresis 2-2-3 times in addition to
Results. We observed modest increments (10,10,000-20,000/eu mm in circulating
platelets in 3 patients. But no dramatic or
cbeerved for one patient whose count increased from 25,000/ou mm to

observed.
selfelseMvas sustained after copletion oxy te

CAA performed 2-3 times weekly for 3-5 weeks did not
in platelet count. Further work is

phencmena. -

T.B.P.278

Arrizsbalepe, J,; Iribarren, J.A.; Sen 2.3 Garde, C.: Zulaies, 0.

Hospitsl Nusstre Sefiore de Ardnzesu, Sennette ‘enamarpitet Civil de Basurts, Bilbao.

Spsin

OOMBINED BTEROIO-ZIDGVUOINE TREATMENT OF BEVERE THROMBOCYTOPENIA

AGEOCIATED WITH HIV INFECTION.

Qbjative: Acsesement of the efficacy ef combined atersid-2idovudine treetmant in petients

= thronbec:re and HIV infection.

338 = therspeutio pretoset ef stereida and sidavudine hea been in

for petisnts ie HIV infection end severe thrombecytopenis (pletelets under

1. #1 include m tnis study. In 3 of them the cendition wee

ecutine bleed analysie. The other 3 patients consulted an a

thi a tt ia tome hemor
deyuf minimes, except

with ereene 4 ag/6 hours,
be teparod eff end ridovudine

   

 

f steroid

9

early zidovudine treatment, there

Crengs 10-40.4091). At 2 montha there wee a new ries in the ptatetersount, wh
et 3 manths in 03) pationts. This ries oentinued st § end 6 months in the petionts whe

were traated this long.

Cesbined treetmen 2 weeka cd prednisenc end continustion with zidevudine

inaerin tely joe woeful vrvernetive An patiente who heve cevere thrombocytopenie ssscoisted

with anv infection.

 

T. B.P.280 borers OF LYMPHOMAS (NHL) ASSOCIATED WITH HU-

IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV).C.Gisselbrecht,

ELOksennénaierJP.Farcet,H.Dombret,B.Coiffier,aeRaphaeï.
Paris, Créteil,Lyon,Rice, France. Supported by I

L-HIV have a poor prognosis related to both lymphoma and

anycin vu 3
/midi,Prednisone 20mg/m2di-5, Vincristine

di5,Bleomycine 10 mg/m? dl5.In case
both groups cranial radiotherapy 40 gy
included in the study,23 are presently evaluable. Histology:
diffuse large cell 12 pts,IBL 5 pts,Burkitt 9 pts,Kil 1 pt,
unclassified 4 pts.In group A stage was:

pts is feasible.Updated results will be presented.

T.B.P.271 EFFICACITE DE LAZIDOVUDINE A PATELE DOSE DANS LE TRAITEMENT
THROMBOPENIES LIEES AU VIRUS H

JP* Blanc dian C* Maurice ce pavewosJolio yue
+ Hôpital CézanneET Aix-en-Provence France - lon de

et de la toxicité de la Béninfaible dose
toma! pour le virus HIV

us avons préced
(2 gélules q 4h) chez les vetiente SIDA et ARC. Une étude suisse contre place-

, retrouve les nônes ré: ts. L'augmen des CD4 et la diminu-
brtion de l'antigénémie HIV ont été observées pour des doses faibles de

Zidovudine à 3
Méthodes 8 patienents asymptomatiques HIV+ icomanes, 1 homogexuel, 1

pénie isolée inférieure & 100000/ml. Le
nie. Les patientsthrombopén.

alie ni trouble de ia coagulation. La Zidovudine
ri -2 q8h rescrite pendant mois, suivie d'une fenêtre thérapeu:

ique de 1 mois, puis repr ju méme tra:

Résultats ta: le pli tes supérieur a 100000/ml a été observé chez 7

patients, dans un cas les plaquettes ont augmen: is restèrent inférieures
« Dans 5 cas la ction de la bopénie a été obse: moi:np

d' i' t du tement, 6 patients ont vu 1 sente redeve-

nir intérieures à 100000/m1 puis remonter la reprise du trai « Aucun.
toxicité n'a vie obeervée,les globules rouges et globules bl
stables le e 8f1. Conclusion la Zidovudine à faible dose
torrige les throwboninieeVider au Virus HIV chez des patients HIV+

asyaptomatiques, sans # Laboratoire WELLCOME

Thérapie et évaluation clinique : sarcome de Kapos! et autres
Therapy and Clinical Evaluation: Kaposi's Sarcoma and
Others
T.B.P.279 PHASE II STUDY OF ALPHA 2A INTERFERON (INF) ASSOCIATED WITH AZT IN PATIENTS

(PTS) WITHAIDSFELATED KAPOSI'S SARCOMA. Canali, G.; Navarro-
Carola,

Gavalez:
Grenent, A. Denyrek, 8; Louvet, C.; Krulik, M

 

- FRANCE

and AZT ea demoretreted antivirel activity in AIDS.
reiba 24 06 8 M dl POenclin wth AT 20 mp ely
AL tops

nm lapped

flu-like symptoms in all pts during the first

T.B.P.281 CORRELATION OF EFFECTS OF INTERFERON-ALPHA 1)
AIDS-ASSOCIATED KAPOSI ‘TH SERUM LEVELS AND DOSE
8: yer Leigh*; Boone, E.*; Zoon, K.**; Metcalf, eee

Lane, H. ; Quinnan, G., Jr.*; et al. Division of Viroloogy, CBE!

sapivieioe.of Cytokine Biology, CBER, FDA, ### NIAID, NIH, Eneoda: D,usa
 

Objective. To etudy the relationship between the does and blood levels of
interferon-alpha (IFN) to responses to treatment of patients with Kaposi's

sarcoma (KS).
Methods. Ve studied 37 patients with KS enrolled i studies of IFN therapy

era for determination o
ing IFR alone in the

ting the perriod of study

 

the 22 patients on IFN+AZT 12 hours aftertheir dos
(R) had sustained blood

& ve r longer
ed to 1/7 nonresponders (NR) (P=0.001). The R received doses9of

Ph0 the IFN+AZT et:
ad 0/9 KR had levels 2100 IU/mi (P=0.02), R were more iikely than

jen on 210X106 r0/day (7/13 versus 1/9, P=0.005). There was
There was a“nd

baseline, the response rate of those with serum levels
(852) compared tore (382) for those with levels 20 IU/ni (P=0.01).

clusion. Th and blood levels of IF® achieved and maintained may be
ipereaiefactors.in determining responses of KS.
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T. B P. 282 EFFICACY OF HIGH DOSE (50 MU/M2) enews RECOMBINANT INTERFERON ALFAe2=b

v—_* (HD.IV.rIFNe(2b}IN AIDS RELATED KAP sae

BEAUCAIRE Gilles*, CHIDIAC C.*, To T de Y.. MASSIP P,, and THE

Stuoy GROUP. “Department of Infectious Diseases. University,oeltne. France.
 

Mbjectives : From March 1 to December 1968, an open study was per:reto essess the

neaot22that he ser 5 days/week, every other week, in the treatment of

post's sarcoma (all
Methods 3 KS stages cording toto the KRIGEL classtfication with a special refe-

elrenceto absence(A) or presence(e) Po constitutional symp cnrate 0,2 or

response criteria, after at least a 12 weeks long treatment, were defined follow :

Dire response(CReeradication of all previously detectable disesse). Partiat response (PR-SUE
Wecrease or more, {n the biperpendiculare size and {n the number of skin tesions). Sta:

Mtisease (SD-less than PR or less than 253 increa
Kisesase(PD= pore Increase in the si

ith AZT (2). The ses A1 pa: were
.3(27-48) ; weight(kg)=64.7 + 7.4(50-77) ; size (cm}=175.3 + 4.9(164-1

khe LS stages was :1(5),11(107,111(4) and 1V(2): A(17) and 8) ;
Results : The mean treatment duretieon a:ane dose were respec’

00). ution was as follow :0R =20(CR =3 and
5), with a tes stgnifteart difference between thi

the IAHIIACIIIA KS stages versus all the others(P 0.05).
d from Syvisceral erat trations while rIFN seemed efficient on the skin me

ion ; HD.IV.rlFNef 2b seems effective in the IA and IIA, KS stages wh'

Nits use seems Jess usefull fn more aan

T B P. 284 CÉMOTHERAPY WITH OR WITHOUT GRANULOC
ve MAC GE COLONY STIMULATING FACTOR (COM.CSF)

IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS-ASSOCIATED NON-HODGKIN'S
LYMPHOMA inHL}. Kaplan,LawrenceD*, Kahn JO*, Grossberg H®*, Volberding
PA*. Departm: of Medicine*, San Francisco Gene:ral Hospital, San Francisco, CA,
and Schering-Plough Corporation**, Kenilworth, NJ, U.S.A.

QObiective: To determine whether rGM-CSF can reduce chemotherapy-induced myclo-
suppression in patients with AIDS-associated NHL.

Methods: Patients were randomized to aspenSHOP (Cyclophosphamide 1g/m?/d1,
Doxorubicin 40mg/m?/d2, vincristine 2m; ce 100mg/m2?/d1-5) with or without
TGM. comeske subeptancously any 1-

lents were randomized. No patient had a pri
AIDS diagnnosis, Patients in the contre group had higher mean T4 counts (618 3)
than those in the rG! “CSF|group (204/mm5). In 9 chemotherapy cycles administered to
3 patients without rGM-CSF, the mean nadir Al s 1.06 x 10°/mm* compar

103/mm8in 3 treated with rG! SF. Twi iM-CSF-treated patients became tro
nic: Patient 1had ANC<1000/mm® 0 days at 7.5 meg GM-CSF, 12 days at

1Omcg, and 5 days at I5mcg. Patient 2 had ANC<1000/mm* for 9 d ys at 10meg and 4
days at ISmcg. After 3 cycles, a third rGM-CSF-treated patient had a mean 10 da
ANC of 4.3 x 108/mm*, HIV-related opportunistic infections weremot ved.
ospitalization for fever and neutropenia compli 23 1/3, a: d 0/3 chemotherapy

cycles in re3 rGl Ft d patients and 0/6, 0/2, and 1/1 cycles àin the 3

ts. Toxicities related to
pericarditisoùand thrombocytonenia

1G F administered with chemotherapy is variable. While

severe neutropenia is not always prevented, its duration may be shortened. This

trialis

rGM-CSF included fatigue (1 patient),

 

T B. P. 286 CARBON MONOXIDE DIFFUSING CAPACITY (DLCO) AS A NONFoR
on OF LUNG FUNCTION IN PATIENTS RECEIVING BLEOMYCIN

TREATMENT OF KAPOSI'S SARCOMA.

AK A; Espinar BE; GH P. Universty Los Angeles, California
90033.

QbiectivesThe purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of Bleomycin-containing
regimens on the pulmonary function in patients with Kaposi's Sarcoma (KS)

with All
Mathods: We ovautes 19 patios who hadatlast two sts cf Pulmonary Function Tests (FT) one
before and after receiving chemotherapy.ln addition data was collected for other factors that can alter
PFT, including presence of pulmonary KS, prior lung infections, as well as lung IndectionInfection during
therapy. Ti 00 unit (mean 1841
unis) and the other, Cro, “ecehving less than 100 unis (mean 41 units). Both groups were

h al

 

 

characteristic, of infection, and laboratory markers. PFT's studies included
pprometry, lungvolumes and difusion studies, All patients werewere given prophylaxis against
Pneumocystis carinil pneumonia (PCP).
‘Besuts: Tw ps p Analysis
of PFT's of DLCO(P < 0,002). A dectine of 25-50% in
the DLOwasseennlparesGroup
Conclusion: dose of h
2.zPeers wth ADGrates Seog Boneslbemonoredunata,van
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T.B.P.283 HIV-ANTIGENEMIA IN PATIENTS WITH KAPOSI'S SARCOMA (KS) TREATEDAIDS-RELATED
WITH REOOMBINANT ALPHA-2a INTERFERON (IFN).

Cerdon B. Infectious Unit, 5 Virology , Necker «3 Paris, e

To assees the link between HIV antigen (Ag) level and clinical BS.
age 37.5, were treated for IS with 16 units a day of IFN METHOS 76 males, men

Air mon of 16,71a. Ag was assessed before and during treatment, measured blind ty the
Abbott technique wi:th concentrations calculated by Linser regression (pg/ml). CHI? and t-test
comparisons were performed.

RESULTS Before treatment, DES CvPorttie(APP) end 27Agnognttre (Ag). ‘The two
groups groups were comparable in ‘Linieal stage of KS. A complete response (CR)
was observed in D où 6 AN popaitneA ae eeBe Acompleterepose (CR)
homed in23of AP ed 19% of AK pts (aile 1), Of the 5 Ag-H patients who bad evalutive

. Overall, were lower
GPA)Da. ih the Ag? grow, thedrop wes

who became Ag-N had a CR.

===)
[unVsfs |: |

een tr|
pes

greater in pts with a CR,

 

CONCLUSION We demonstrate that KS is mee Likely to respond toto IFN if initial HIV Ag is negative

Pts who became positive during therapy aresre es iealy to reepond. Generally, oete

drops during is proportional to the likelihood of

RECALL ANTIGENS FOLLOWINGADOPTIVE TRANSFER OF IMMUNITY
ALLOG TRANSPLANTATION (BMT) IN AN AIDS

)

T.B.P.265 IVETRANSFE
WITH NON-HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMAPATIENT (NHL

Holland HK, Burns WH, Santos GW and Saral R
The, Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA.

Objectives, We have previously shown that transfer of donor smmunity ¢ be
teproducibly achieved after allogeneic BMT by boosting the BM do before
transplant and/or the plant on the LY of

41 H uituret

responses to tetanus (TET) and diphtheria

{ could be attained in a patient in whose natural responses to
these antigens had been ablaced by HIV-1 diseas

gG was measured by nephelometry.ary. 1 antibody was measured
by immunoblot and quantifi aby densitometry. TET and DIP antibody was
neasured ve y ELISA. Antigen specific proliferating lymphocytes (ASPL)
were measured weekly by ‘GR uptake. The BM do was boosted i.m, with TET
and DIP on day -8; the recipient with TET alone«on the day of tr.

fore BMT Ig elevated (1440 mg/dL) but TET and DIP antibodies
were 10-fold lower than re mce vi . T DIP
absent. After BMT, total IgG HIV-1 antibody declined by half, consisten
with clearance of host antibo TET D ody rose >4-fold and were
maintained + pretransplant 1s. TET and DI PL were detected 5wk:
after BMT ca QE and persisted until death fronm mor elapse at wk 8,

data indicate successful trans: of specific

REGRESSION OF KAPOSI‘S SARCOMA (KS) FOLLOWING PROSORBA®
COLUMN TREA'

T.B.P.287
DavidE,; Snyder, H.W., Jr.; Balint, J.P., Jr.: Jones, F.R. d the

PROSORBA Clinical Trial Group. DRE corporation, Seattle, me USA.

Qbiective - ‘o modulate immune system activity and induce regression of

KS by revel“OF IgG and circulating immune complexes (CIC) from patient
plasma.

clinics! trial of immunoadsorption of plasma was carried out
d received no antmeer or

L sting of
dsorption of 250-2000 ml plasma, using the U.S. FDA approved PROSORBA®

column over a 4 week peri
ificant regression of KS was observed in 9 patients (6 PR

1
Sign

R). New les ared in only 4 patients. Lesions developed a
reddish halo, flatte and became light n color Re tion in si:

was accompanied by central umbilication. ome lesions disappeared
completely. Responses were seen in all stages of disease; one patient
with Stage IV KS survived with stable disease greater than 4 years.
Respons vere associated inc: i cell activity,with
granulocytes, lymphocytes and Ty/Tg ratio.

Extracorporeal immunoadsorption of IgG and CIC is a
beneficial new treatment modality for AIDS-KS.
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T B P 288 ADVERSE REACTIONS WITH HIGH DOSE (SOMU/MZ) INTRAVENOUS RECOMBINANT

ses INTERFERON ALFA 2b (HD. Ty .rIFu 2b} IN AIDS RELATED KAPOSI'S SARC

EAUCATRE Gitles*, MOUTO F., LEPEU G., REYNES J., and THE smucy

GROUP. “Department of Infectious Diseases. University of Litte. France.
 

988, an open study was performed to appraise the

week, tn
Objectives : From March 1987 to Gecember
efficacy and the teens of HD.IV.rIfN& 2b, that was given 5 days/week, every other

‘tment of AIDS related Kaposi's sarcoma (AIDS/KS).

 
Methods ny enrolled patients were at] wen ; 25 homo- and $ aytenpa;cet

*+RTS) à5 wetght(kg)=62.3 + 7.6(49-77} ; size(Cm)=173.5 + 5.8(161-185). Ten lents
xperfenced } or more © tunttie etes (01s). According to ‘neeatchetato,
so anoereference to abse: ence(B} of consttt

Ss wes FUINEmin, an
ish33mata} ondait} aw iat) and 3(13). The mesn treatuent durat: ly de
respectively 4. .5-13.5) and 87.15 WU + 4.8(75-100). All the adverse rections

‘were evaluated according to the scale.
Rests + During teet 13 infections occured în 12 patients, them were in IVCI or 1VC2

‘statusbefo with only 5 Ois fin 5 patients, an in Wel Pi or IvC2{1) se va

‘aatest side effects : fever(23} with 13 cases unt ikePatients pre
toms (chills.vata myalgias, headache) ; psychological intoterance to the tre:ittel

trenstent pareste as(1) ; confusion end anxiey2)3 anorexia(2) ; nauseas and vouitin:9(2) 3

non producti cought) 3 conjontiva hyperhai 3 taste atteration(}); periorbicular pain
th insomnia. Thirty pa presented 7} ptologteal drug related toxicity siss aye
suppression in 26 patients antQen neutropenis(23), anemia(10), thr: dateà3te

hepatotexictty in 7 patients - cytolysis(3}, retention(6) - ; eosinophitia(l) ; aaylasental

Conclusion : Adverse reactions ¢ discontinue the treatment in only 7 patients :
psychological intolerance(6) and deep ayelosupression(1).
 

INTRALESIONAL VINBLASTINE (VELBAN) TREATMENT OF LESIONS OF
T.B.P.290 KAPOSI'S SARCOMA

+ G.; IllemanConant, M. A; Galzagorry, 7 Me
University of California, ‘san Francisco, California, U.S.A.

‘0 determine effectiveness and safety of using

Eresper {Velban) theeray intralesionally into individual
posi’slesions of Ki

. Fifteen bubjectewith previously¢diagnosed pos8

and positive Hry antibody entered into the
eeudy. Lesions of Rance sercona@otananyeucutaneous

were injected with Vinblastine @.1-0.4

Injections continued for 5-8
treatments, or until desirable results were obtained. At each

k vi

local and systemic side sites were rated on a
A pretre CBC and
visit to determine
Results. Hematological safety data
efficacy will be displayed.

Intralesional Velban is effective in reducing the
size, color and ind

c¢ pide effects.
the patient and provider an additional trea’
emotionally difficult andPotten painful manifestation of HIV
disease.

re drawn,
effects ae Velban the:

and photographicevidence of

T.B.P.292uen‘INTERFERON ADMINISTERED INTRALESIONALLY IN SKIN, CONJUNCTIVA AND CRAL CAVITY

LESIONS IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS-RELATED KAPOSI'S SARCOMA.

Sulis E*, Floris C*
Sulis ML", Tedde A*, Turno R* + Conta L®. * Div. Medicina I, Osp. Oncol. “he

Medi.

 
Businco”, USL 21, Cain, Tey; ca IL, Cagliari, Italy.

vitae ot SanterceCDNin the therapy of ADS related Kaposi's

Seroma (ATDS-XS) seemsto be dose-dependent. on of massive doses
of IFN in the ons by intrelesional injection seems to be a rational

We have treated 9 male (average 24 4 : dE

dicts, anti-HIV seropositive, median OXT4/0KTS 0.75, without opportunistic infec-

tions} with skin, conj ‘or oval cavity les: . À

No relapse has been observed after Rage of 2 mate fron treatment. Histo

logical examination showed substitution ofof the IFN treated tumor nodules with fi-

brotic ti
The use of seems to be very useful, with

concentration of . where it explicate i'te wntigvolifere:
tive activity at the best.

(06HDOSESGFINTERFEREALFA B-h1MEAPOST"S SARCT.B.P.289
jareno £., De Been L (#}, Martinez Vazquez JM.DeafaLy Be Luis Avs Ruiz toy Bej

Departeents of Internal Medicine and Hicrebielogy (#), Hospital Vall d'Hebrôn, Barcelsnas Spain,

   

B
a
a
r

The efficacy anf safety of leterferon alfa 2b (Intron A) were evaluated in patients with AIDS

related Kaposi's sarceaa (KS).

SETWERS: from June 1984 to Decesber 1966: 9 patients{8 homosexual or bi:

woean) were incdti in this trial. age was 32 years (20-41 Yrs), The KS stages (Krigel et

al.} were: stage I: 1 Stage Hi 2 pts stage in 1 pty stage IV: S pts. Highdose Interferon alfs
@-b (50 au/S0N) as sinistre IY daily for 5 days every other week during at least 4 cycles (pean
uaber of ccycles: ts range:

raie"ff criteria for response, a complete response (CR) was seen in 4 pts

esponse (PR) in 2 pts (22.26) and disease progression on 3 pts (33.34).a the
were sees in stages I-11 or um with Tess than 15 skin lesions and with a mean pretrea

disease pt

sexual sen and 1 drug-addict

cells count of 354 (93-663). sed in all the patients with stage IV 8, renting
with lung and/or liver lesions COs cells count of 85 (25-129).
Ti nt was well tolerated which requirired

 

~ =red} dec pee istent
level ue in the “other 4 pts the 924 tenis reeained stable with a dramatic increase in | pt before

death.
CRMELUTION: high dose Interferon alfa 2-b is an effective and welltolerated treateent of AIBS related
Kaposi's ren mith an antituser and antiretroviral effect.

T B P 291 REMISSION OF KAPOSI-SARCOMA BY A COMBINED THERAPY SITE
ove IMTERPEAON-SETA + AZT 18 AN AIDSPATIENT

aschten,Zeribert?; Braeck, P. *#.

tBen.-Ooc. Institute, Aachen, FRC; *4 INSTO, Institute for Orgavisation, med. dep. , Aachen, FRG.

Se report the case of ao Bl¥-l-infected niet with Laposi-Sarcona (RS), vho ms treated sith
human fibroblast iaterferou-beta (IPM-f, FIBLAPERONIX), Dr. Reatscbler, Leuphein, FRG) +
MT (RETROVIR(R), Relleoue, Burgredel, FRG!:

m Hi¥-i-infection of the 25-years-old aan is kuowa for two years. Be developped akC with
jarrhoes, pight-sweats, relapsing infections af tha respiratory systen, p2f-enia aad drop of
tect aad 14/Ti-ratio. Septenber e larynx, gues, left teaple, left shoulder

7 thighs appeared and were Nine verified.

Tel-beta-therapy u sar ERaiv 3qu plus IND 3qe aacatthinto the gua-tuners.
ee weeks after the begian e IFI-treatsent.

wi
From the very beginning of the JFN-treataent the patient got 4x 250 ay itis addition.

AL) lesions showed a complete and persintent remission after aight seeks of traataeat.

Since Deceab t therapy is continued with 4N0 IPN-bets iv dqn.
Io revere siteis were observed.
Since the of the therapy there is an jocrease in é-count and 34/Ti-ratio asd ¢ decrease
ia Merle and pat-titre, no change in other laboratory parameters.

  

 ,
T.B.P.293 anesucsenent of the management of Kaposi’s. Sarcoma (KS)in

AUTHORS:: I.GARCIA-POLO,1.SANTOS,C.del ARCO,J-FRAGA,.J.FERNANDEZ

andA,NO
 HOSPITAL DE LA PRINCESA +R INTER!

OBJETIVES :Feses the usefulness of Zidovudine Ta) and Interferon (IF) in pa

tients with jociated to AIDS.
 
PATIENTS  RETHODS: tients d 24-44 years (mean 34,3), without previous

oportunistic infection in hiatologically proven: KS. 7 patients received ZDV -

only (200 ng/day) and 4 patients with advance stages of the disease. recei

patients received no therapyved also IF 30 MV/day. 6
RESULTS: (Treated patients):

 

   
   

  

 

2/10

 

e) (*)-Only two patients received IF

(**)-One Patient started on IF ~

from weekweek 12.

(*##)-One Patientstarted on IF-
from week 24

improve along the saret

€
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Thérapie et évaluation clinique : ribavarine et autres médicaments
Therapy and Clinical Evaluation, HIV Ribavirin and Other Drugs

T.B.P.294 COMPARISON OF RIBAVIRIN VERSUS PLACEBO FOR I THE
PROGRESSION OF INFECTED SUBJECTS FROM CDC STAGE III TO
STAGE Iv.

Spanish Ribavirin Study Group. Sarcelona,Madrid,Bilbao,San Sebastian, Spain.

OBJECTIVE, compare the efficacy of ribavirin emus lacebo to prevent
the progression of HIV-infected patients from

i 20:: HIV-infected patients (20% ho addicts) on
CDC stage III, and a cell count between 50 and 500 were includ
n e blind multicentric trial and ra Y ated to receiv

ribavirin (15 ag/kg) or ebo.

months with
a significant differ:

test, the cl € analysis and the fMantel-Cox

included in the studyaroun A nd the uded

e, sex, red, nd CD4 biped lecounts. In
interia analysis 12 (19%) of the 63 patients of group À progressed to

V-A 0 IV-C1} versus 11 (16X) of the

 

a
to stage IV-C2,3 to IV-A ant 5 to IV-C1). The

not statistically significant pooling together all patients

Progressing to stage IV or perforaing a separate analysis for those reaching

the CDC IV-Ci. Side effects were irrelevant in both stud Su
. ft the interia analysis perfor et 6 months both ribavirin (15i

eg/kg per day) and placebo were well tolerated but the progression rate to

st IV was not statistically different. The results of the final analysis
at 12 sonths will be presented in the Conf:

RIBAVIRIN DOSE ESCALATING PHASE I TRIAL
IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS AND ARG

Ds; Poar}ateinor ee x
Fee; Mills J+; and Spector S++. Beth Israel Hospital
York, +San Francisco General ,++UC San Diego, and N

T.B.P.296

3 acto.Bethesda, D.vSeÀ.

Objective. carry out an increasing dose phase I trial to find maximum
molerated|dose of Ribavirin (BBV).

Patients in 3 arms, 1) AIDS no previous treatment; 2) ARC; 3) AIDS,

e tial of RBV 800, 1200, 1600,
2000 mg/d with a goal of 24 patient per dose regimen. Patienta had
serum p24 > 70 pg/ml at entry cal sta erum p H ture,
total CD4* celis wer sured in all patients at 4 weekly”intervals.
Pharmacokinetic values were measured in plasma and RBC adtoimmunoassay.

. As of 2/1/89, 28 patients were enrolled in the trial. All were in
dose range 00 1 atients wi' DS- ious treatment (10),
severe ARC (10), and failures (8) are receiving Side effect

een a pruritic rash at re owering dosage in 4 patien:
In 100 patient months 2 P, 1 candida infection

ULT ‘anulocytopenia requiring tr ion
occurred. Serun p24 levels have decreased in 3 patients, but trends of all

values increase with time. CD4* cells increased in
rendpatients, but t: of all values is a decrease vith . Pharmacokinetic

on id reveal a steady state pla level of 10-14uM.
RBV at 800 and 1200mg/d is well rolerated«snd is less than MTD

No severe granuanulocytopenia anemia, or neurop rred. Patients
are having few
-continuing to be followed

w opportunistic infections but xs progresses. Patiente are
for. CD4* cell changes

T.B.P.298 EVALUATION OF MEGESTROL ACETATE TREATMENT IN AIDS

Go. ver, C..
Albion Street (ans) Centre, Sydney Hospital, Sydney,
Australi

Qbjective. To evaluate the components of weight gain associated with
aegestrol acetate therapy in cachexic males with stage IV HIV disease.

Methods. Ten males with a weight loss of 15-20% of usual weight due to
late stage HIV disease were treated with megestro) acetate (ee ag, three
times a day). Subjects were treated'as out-patients. Al tients vere
on conconitant therapy, (AZT + PCP prophylaxis). Baseline data obtained
eee included blood biochenistry ané haematology, and f intake

ubjects had an ponet:rieassessment an well as
composition analysis by bioelectrical dapedan Subjects wererequested

ete questionmereregarding quality of Life as: ment, and
factorsaftecting food intal

  

+ Results for a mean period of 12 weeks therapy per subject will
be d ed. In addition results of weight gain and nore spectfic
indicator of body compo: are presented to indicate exactly ho
negesstrolacetate affects nutritional status.
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T. B. P.295 DEXTRAN SULFATE IS POORLY ABSORBED AFTER ORAL ADMINISTRATION
Lerentsen.Kevin*; Hendrix, C,.*; Collins,J.**; Eckel,R.

tty, B.*; Lietman,P.*; et
pos Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD; - Food and Drug Administration,
Rockville, USA

AUS
MD; ***University of Colorado, Denveer, CO,

Qbjective. To determine whether dextran sulfate, a synthetic analogue of
heparin with anti-human immunodeficiency virus activity dn vitro, is absorbed

after oral administration.

+ ofal dose followed forty-eight- Volunteers were given an 1800 mg
hours later by a 225 mg. intravenous infusion of dextran sulfate. Because

t:

na lipase setivity
e of lipases inca the plans:

b. Al e se the APTT’s were indistingulshal te fren the normal
variation in 8 Y rt: eak APTT was
prolonged 142 seconds after the inttavene se e we have observ.

linear relationship between the log APTT and the plasma concentration of
dextran sulfat: » ve used this ansay tosghloulate ple xtran
sulfat 2: tions, and we us termine the
bioavailability of this drug. While the neanabosvatlabtlity was 0.7% (range
0-2.2%), this amall stinguished from 0%. Lipasentage could not

3
perc

activities increased to 2.3 X baseline after the‘onal dose and >400 X baseline
fter the intravenous dose

+. We conclude thac dextran sulfate is very poorly absorbed after
oral administration.

T B P 297 PHASE I STUDY 2’, 3’ DIDEOXYINOSINE gaan)

ne" GIVEN ONCE DAILY TO PATIENTS WITH AIDS 0!

Cooley, zimothy*; Saunders, C.A.* Perkins C.J.*;
McCaffery, R.P.*; McLaren, C.**; Liebman, H.A.*. *Boston
University School of Medicine, Boston, MA, USA; **Bristol-Myers
ompany, Wallingford, CT, USA.

Objective. To determine maximum tolerated dose (MTD)
kinetics (PK) and efficacy of iv and oral dd
Methods. To date, 2 women

pharmaco-

of 1.6 (1), (4 (2) kg/d. Serial T4 lymphocytyes
(T4L) and p24 antigen were s
Results re-ddI T4L: mean = 106/mm3, range = 2-390/mm3. After
14 days of iv ddI, T4L rose pts, me e = 28/mm3, range=
10-57/mm3. fter 16 weeks of p AI, T4L rose in 3 pts,
ise = 90/mm3, range 20-150/mm3 Pre-ddI: 2 p24 ag positive

pts; no change on i 3 1 o GdI became p24 ag negative:
PK data to follow. Hairy leukoplakia resolved in 2. Dose limit-
ing toxicit: rade 2 cutaneous ( and gra hepatic (1) dr

be established.
acy with increase in T4L

ccrual continues with further dose escalation

RECOMBINANT GRANULOCYTE-MACROPHAGE COLONY-STIMULATING FACTOR
(GM-CSF): LACKOF NEUROLOGICAL TOXICITY

3 Kei G* ; adlerr, AES; SE* ;
W*; Birnhak, L*; Satis Ji; Price Bonn

semenKettering Cancer Center, NY and enschetine dorporstion,“tentinorin. NJ.

T.B.P.299
Krown

Qbiective: To assess the poss sbi lity0ofneurological toxicity of GM-CSF in
neutropenicAIDSpatients without di

ents enrol
AIDS-rel ated neutro

base”Tàjal of eM-CSF as treatment for

by an 18 d
Subsequent treatments were in 28 day cycles. Four patients were

Patients with AIDS Dementia
xcluded

slowing of limb movements (ADC Stage 0.5). None had cognitive complaints.
wereseenin either the neurological

peuropsychologicalmal ores.
tieal coconcern e been expressed that GM-CSF might

activate PatentHIV. Ionfection in aacrophages and thereby jead to brain
infection and ADC. However, this initial study found no evidence that GM-
CSF exacerbated the minimal ADC-related ci
Vine. or led to ADC.
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T.B.P.300  OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY FOR PEOPLE WITH Al T.B.P.301 SUPERVISED PHYSICAL EXERCISE LEADSTO PSYCHOLOGICAL

donathan

Jacobs:

Lebowitz, V. Center for Special Studies, New York, NY, USA AND ee,alasJagernsedenHutPREADSPATENTS wee,

“University of Heldelberg, Heldelberg, FRG,°*AIDS Study Group, Schwabinger Krankenhaus,

Ohjactive. Munich, FRG.

their families. To b if. Qhisctive. The immunolog, ap phy
ded. Methods. assists the exercise in HIV-AB positive

psychologically andphysically d quatity oflife, via a Mates.
y limited à ivit to the Walter-Reed-

y 9 (ADL) G ALee. 2) ing ACutes,rowà ms out.“Fer etes mesrandom

' : fre wenks. The control

group

af 13 "oe nok rooeive exorciee treatment. ‘
wheelchair and positioning devices. 4) Building (acehotee5) Tesching energy . Win the fest Habaremumber ot CD4+ cells ke of

6} 9 recelving therapy, as comp CD4+/CD8+
9 ft as Increased from 0.45 to 0.47 while the ratio in

4 ist and psychistrist. Results, tua addition delayed cutaneous

dE

Aeeass menres by rocal amigens (MURReS!

. en Merioux) increased (trom12.8/2 to 16.2/3):Theve was a clear Beyenolodion! tet. POMS,
r . . i reduction of anxiety and depression as es bulld up of a group feeling. POMS,a

ner | or rat Drug users find Immunological parameters.

a a lexien Conclusion, These reeuite demonetrse tetWeaGen Improve

 

 

 quality of life and a greater level of independence. it home

 

LONG TERM RIBAVIRIN

Bénhegyi D¥, LendvayTEihelyi ES Fist GyMihély 14,T.B.P.302
i FtVarna.

Institute for Infectious and Tropical Diseases, Postgraduate Medical School,

National Institute for Haematology and Blood Transfusion, Budapest, Rangers,

Objective To evaluate clinical efficacy, safety and tolerance of long term
ribavirin tre.

Methods Four patients /pts/ /stage IIT-3 stage IVA-1/ were treated with
qh608 mg/dayribavirin orally. Number and ratio of CD4+ and CDB+ lymphocytes,

erum levels of immmglobulines, neopterin and HIV p24 antigen
determinedeosthly as well as clinical assess » clini a “chemistry,
haematology, parasitology and bacteriology were investigat

a Three pts were treated for 24 one for 13 months. The over
EtTons of the pts improved, no serious infectil
disease were observed /the AIDS pt’s cryptosporidial diarrhea sto /

oral hairy leukoplaky developed in pts. + ount and ratio
stabilised in 3 pts and significantly elevated ta had been andil . To
renaineed positive, one pt became HIV p24 antigen possitive after 12 months

one pt was negative. The pts tolerated ribeviirin treatment extreanly

well, no side effects, not even a were ved.

Conclusion Ribavirin might be of use in the 1 term treatment of pts in
stage III. Neither adverse reaction, nor sidefeet have been observed.
 

T.B.P.304 ESSAI RANDOMISE CONTRE PLACEBO DE PORTES DOSES
D'ACYCLOVIR (ACV) CHEZ LES PATIENTS HIV+

 

 

 

CHAVANETP: MALLET J.: WALDNER A. BUISSON M. BIELEFELD P.
PORTIER E. ServicedesMaladies Infectiouses.HopitalduHocage,BP1542,21034DIJON,France.

Le butde ce on rary di

malsdie HIV de cations peu ou ssynptomaliques sechant quecectsoulesà
dugroupe in-vitro iareplication etin-vivo aggrerentprone6ee

HW:HIV.22 foes concentrations GACY raleatieent fepparition do Sactivie HIV-transcriptese inverse etie,
formatina de scyncitiade mononucisaizes infectés (Reanick.1986),3-uneétude
de [ACY iv YxNasmontré fobtention deconcentrations seriques importantes. .
Methden 30 pataCCIoT 21 hommes 9 femmes, agés de 17 à 40 ans, ont été
rendomisésen pes paralleles, et ont recu pendant 4 mois une injection par semaine
ammciée à 1€podoprobenecid sit SACY SOmg/kg soit de placebo ona perfusioniivde3h.

sontexposes tableau 1:
T-heiper/ul  T-suppr/ul T-h/T-s beta2 mg/l
avant apres avant apres avant apres =avant apres

placebo 805 678° 748 1 107°" 25 31°
ACY 747 7 eee 5ve 1 1.06 325 35

Conciusiens: ACV n,50 mg/kg 1/sm, bien toléré, sonralentir ia progression de
plusieurs marqueurs de1Ismaladie HIV:: baisse desdesT4 et des TS. Ces resultats

et catleseodrogue de ACV
 

T B P 303 A PHASE I STUDY OF THE SAFETY AND PHARMACOKINETICS OF SOLUBLE

oe RECOMBINANT CD4 (r ARC.

Allan, 2see Kal

oreeee *; and Gro

n FranES Generali Hospital, San Francisco, CA; ***Genentech, Ine.

SeenSan Francisco, CA,

Objective: To determine the safety and maximal tolerated dose of rCD4 and pre-
liminary indications of antiviral effects of rCD4 in patients with AIDS & anc

> PhaseMethods: 1 study with dose escalation and monitoring of ti
safety, phermacokinetics, and clinical effec f rCl in 30 parie ts with ADS

or ARC.Six patients were olled a ch dose level of 1,10,30,100, and 300

Tr dec
p24 Ag(+)= entry. Follow up analysis of p24 Ag and viral

re not comple
Iv sduinistration.GE soluble rCD4 appeared to be well tolerated

course of this study.Preliminary analysis has not indicated a sig-
nificant change in total T4 count.Studies are being conducted with long term
maintenance IV therapy as well as SC and IM administratio
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Théraple et 6valuation clinique : toxicité des médicaments contre le SIDA
Therapy and Clinical Evaluation, Toxicity of Drugs in AIDS

T.B.P.305 Criseadhpoe gréralisée aprés T*absorption de Zidovudine 4 dose
ion).

raoreEo" BreAbe Oran StrienHtSrrain Ot
Cézanne,Aix
 

té déjà décrite chez tro: s patients pour des
posologies prises entre 20 et 406 ooit 100 à 200 estos to re ore tiers POUdes
cliniques et hématologiques observés senblent mineurs à court et à
Nous in patientart présenté une crise d'épilepsie surverent

i de Zidovudinerine,
Un patient de 35 ans, homosexuel, était traité depuis février 88 pour une tuberculose grglion.
raire à &K ; cece traitenent avamit5 arte ot jin raison Ge sa bere . La
Héputre avait 618prescrite dés février 86 à La cose de Am toutes les 4 heures. Ce der-

Lt négatifs sur le LCR. La culture restera
négative y compris pour Le et la calcémie sont normaux. Le
et l'M cérébrales lie. L’EEG est L. Les paramètres hématologi—
ques et rénaux n'ont pas été altérés, le bilan immnitaire est resté identi
et aprés intoxication (cfcf fable). Ce patient n'a pas é de crises analogues
depuis 6 mois et n'a jamis ‘anticomulsivent, son étet clinique est stable.
À la lumière de notre joni ‘dwt tute oriasfeSeana naeatinAHIW traité
par Zidovudine une prise toxique de ce médicament doit être recherchée de

T.B.P.307 VITAMIN B 12 SUPPLEMENTS IN PATIENIS TREATED WITH ZIDOVUDINE,
Teverette erieSoledei, Ctaretterin S., Cenxion B., Rozenbeum W.

 
Hoepital., Paris, France.

jective. To evaluate the effiony of Vitedn me tet, B12) in the prevention of Zidovuline
Z) induced anaxia.

Methods. AIDS or ARC patients (pts), receiving Z were in 2 groups. Che grep wes ad
rectedFalla ele RER an Or ie fiset veck of thats tresimant.

Ries Sroupe Teceived folinie ecd (calcium 50 mg weekly, IM). Patients under chamthe-
were excluded.

Pema.19en, CH, 2),mag 3 (7y), we inc, At month 4, data were avat-
24 pta(tableDwere comparable for clinical HIV-status, initial lymphocyte

ondTicane Fea tat‘tial hemeglobin (Hb) level. reeee En ee region end ramber of

pts treated with Trimethoprim-Sulfemethoxazole werewere comparable in both groups. No

DeMobol deeedeLeon the grup receivingVit. BL eu useid noe (table

2). Number of dose as well as interruption of Zwas also in the 2 groups.

Tavis 2

 
Taigial value [Valuesst Konta97]

   
 

Conclusion. This study inticates thet Vit. B12 at 1000 mcg/week has no role in preventing ane-
fila,usually macrocytic, which is a serious side-effect of Zidovudine.

CORTICOTHERAPIE PROLONGEED'UNE
T.B.P.309 ATOPOLYMYOSITE À V.I.H.

ux ; Tisne B.*

** CEA - CRSSA.
*** Institut Pasteur, Paris, FRAN

 Objectif: L e
SIDA vantaaàété démontrée, Yrrieest de écrire“absence d'effet

e à VIH 

 

 

OUTSTore àle T'infecti
Méthode: oh san ad’ tillnie de 29 e 20 et 40 mg

j dant 4 vélée en 1983 en même
temps qu'une hépatite viralesigue B associée à de laRe des malyadénovathive cervicales
et axillaires; dans em is pas dans le muscle. Plus tard,

atopolymyosite a totalement régressé
wrt dutraitement, le recul est de un an. Le

ion CDC/OMS. Le tatauxde CD4+ à évolué
5/nmS (1984) et 922/mm3 (1987). La b lobuli:

‘anti est toujours resténegate Deux cultures de lymphocytes
cireulants, enjanvieret enjuin1988, produisent du VI 1

ans HL

(étiologie rare), groupe 11, sansprécipiter l'aggravation seae ni
l'évolution vers le SIDA.
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T.B.P.306 Effective Doses ofAZT in HIV-ITP is Associated With Erythroid

Garber, G., Cameron, D.W. andAye, MT.
t edicine, University ofOttawa and Ottawa General

Hospital, Ottawa, ON, Canada

oted asa ry Another possibl def HI

pi develop Pp id hypop ‘The‘eat, a HIV et : 7 lymphopenia (CD4+ fymphs <0.3 x
10°/L}, thrombocytopeai ( 5 da Hb of14 Th à i

4 IgG q f megakary AZT was given at 1200

On di AZT. th

AZT mgm/day fe P j' is, However, each time

refleced in bs ft penis. AZT
rect effect on the marrow.

poxtecrty y ZIDOVUDINE (AZT) IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS
T.B.P.308 8.Clot Gimeno ,A.Jou,G.Sirera,J.Tor,M.Dominguez,M.Foz

nfec tesDiseases Unit. Hospital de Badalona germans 7Trias
besosBarcelona,Catalonia,
‘Obje e:To report thee henatologic toxicity observed in 32 AIDS patients
reat5Lt zidovudine for riod.
Materlel: Thirty-two AIDS patients.fulfilling the COC criteria for AIDS, recei-

at a dosage regin of1200 mg Hemaologic evaluation was done each
r when symptom: AI! patients received _Goncomitantly therapy

with folinic acid (15 ng/d. ) and 812 (100 ug/i.m
‘Results:A hemoglobin reduction below normal or

‘Discussion: In spite of supplying B12 and folinic acid we have observed hemato-
oxfcity in a high percentage of patients. The hematological toxicity led

reduction of the dosage in many patients.wor severely
T (600-8000mg/d. )
withreuppressive

ve as the
and may prolong the benefits related to AZT.Also it should"Deevaluated

Hf increase of B12 dose diminishes the hematological untoward e

SUCCESSFUL RE-INTRODUCTION OFTOAUDINE (AZT) AFTER AN
nee CUTANEOUS REACTION

hieu~Boué, P. Halfon|P. Lebras and R. Caquet

CISIH, Faris Sud, France.

T.B.P.310

© cutaneous reactions to AZT ar
definitive withdrawal of this
introduction 8 edule.

AH seropositive 29 year old male (hi
oral hairy leucoplakii

‘é uncommon and usually lead to

drug. We report here a case of successful re-

eterosexual exposure) with an
a had two relapses of subacute fe

ns

orbital oedema appeared. AZT was dincontinaet an

e

of meningitis with radiculoneuritis induce

of a schedule of gradually increasing dose! 3/day for

8 ; the increased by 100 mg/day until 1 200 mg/day. No adverse
reaction was la T negative. In Janu 198Two month
no pee ofenngordleuoneere occured and AZT therapy is well

toler.

bservation shows pat cautious reintroduction of AZT can be propo-

sed for sensitive patients. However more experience with this regimen will

te required before it is generally accepted.
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T.8.P.311 ROLE OFP24AGTESTINGINPATIENTS ONZIDOVUDINE T.B.P.312 CHANGE IN BETA-2 MICROGLOBULIN (B2M) DURING ZIDOVUDINE (ZDV)
3 3 a3 LLucas,CR.

Fairfield Infectious Diseases Hosp., Melbourne,Victoria, Australia.

examine the role of regular measurement of serum p24 antigen (ag)

of the p24 ag-ve p loped OI. due 10
toxicity, 25of 28 p24 ag+ve and 31 of 36 p24 ag-ve pts developed further OI

of the initially p24 ag- became p24 agt+ve on full
presenc

with AZT for less than 12 months, Neither the predictive value of p24 ag nor the
benefits of AZT persist beyond 12 months.

 

T.B.P.313 OFMULTIPARAMETRICFLOWCYTOMETRY(CYMPHOCYTE
P24-FCA) TO EVALUATE AZIDOTHYMIDINE THERAPY

*; Cory, J.M.*; Kessier, H. A.**; Eyster,
MES Rapp, F.*; Landay, At,et al.

S. Hershey jh . Hershey, PA;
sfiush:PresbyterianSt Luke's Medical Center, Chicago. tu USA.

Objective. To evaluate in a cross-sactional study the effect of azidothymidine (AZT)
treatment on"levels of active HIV-1 CRtoned onrah
Methods. A

Docu var anpressed es %p26 postive. coceils. The assay is bi
NeORMEclan heeby therefore, only calls with actively
replicating HIV were detected

postive lymphocytes.
Results. AIDS patients receiving AZT were compared to untreated AIDSpatients using

hocyte p24-FCA. Patients receiving AZT had a mean lymphocyte p24-FCA of 0.3%
MenLE)©,1-0.7) whereas untreated patients had values of 0.3, 1.7and 16.4%

(me
to 0.9% in < onesmonth

of a rapid, quantitative test confirmed reduction of active HIV-
MiscobyAZTina ama sty Lymphocyte 22FCAehould beconsidered for new
studies eval 9 antiretroviral agents.
(Supported byUSA NIH HLBI, NO1-HB-67023 Project #221924 and Al25915).

iral cuit Wily and sample we 1.0%

T.B.P.315 THE EFFECT OFTREATMENTWITH ZIDOVUDINE ONIMMUNE
MSTEM DEPROTS BARLYDUTRE eosraulinnuwee

Reiter,WilliamM: Cimoch, PJ; Center for Special Imm
Ft. Lauderdale, FL, USA.

Qbiective. To study the immune system effects andss oif zidovudine in patients
with HIV infection and T4 lymphocyte counts between 200 and

Patients werefurther evaluated
400 cells/cu mm.

tion of HIV p24 antigen level,
e

38 patie: early treatment group. T4 mean was 285 cells/cu mm
baseline, 388 ML eg40 aCMStamlation index sit PHA men ve baseline,
97 at 3M and 76 at 6M. HIV’ p24 antigen mi 132 pg/ml baseline, 46 at 3M and
56 at 6M. | Het me 42.2% baseline, 30.0atat aM and 40.7 at 6M, 1 paltient received
a were 28 tients in the late treatmentgroup. mean was 97
:baseline, 136at 3M and98 at MsStimulation index m baseline, 53 at 3M
and 51 at 6M. HIV antigen m baseline,97 at3M and 117 at 6M. Hct

wat 375baseline 947 a 4M and37.8at6M,9 ts received
er treatment VV mister before immune

ion.Ee rentedinin improvement of the immune system defects studied without
the development of clinical disease or toxicity. i
was initiated later in the course of HIV infection did not show this improvement.
Earlier initiation of antiviral therapy with zidovudin may the ] ive immune

‘THERAPY (RX) PREDICTS CLINICAL OUTCOME

di Mark At, Abrams, Dt, Bacchetti, P*, Kocurek, Kt,
Wilber, J3%, Moss ARF, etatts, +UCSF, SF General tal and Se Publie

San Francisco, CA; 4% iagnostic Laboratory

Leandro, CA‘and AIDS Clinical Trials Group, NIAID, Bethesda, MD. eA

Determine if changes during ZDV Rx in CD4 1 number or
any of 4 serologic markers of HIV activity predict clini .

. ole bli k } and eerum p24 antigen (p24 Ag), 
beta-2 microglobulin ( }» neopterin and p24 antibody (p24 Ab) were
meas Rx and serially during ZDV Rx in and patients
(pts). We exanined the association line value of
these markers the first a weeks (wis) of ZDV Rx and clinicalduring
outcome 14-18 montha (mos)ste Rx was initiated.
Results. ing the first 8-12 wke of
ZDV Rx, 9/11 had 1 or more serious events (SE) oocur (death
opportunistic infection, lymphoma) 14-18 mos of follow—

B2M decreased, 10/28 hadSESE (p=.01, odds ratio on]do. 0).
Neither increase in p24 Ag nor

SE (OR=.9-1.5). When controlled foranderlying diagnosis TAorevs. ARC), B2M

increase was still predictive of SE by bivariate logistic regression analysis
{p=.02). Also, rc fer veagiaers n the normal range at 8 of ZW
Rx, 0/11 were PARTSKarnofaky performance status < so or dead at 14-18

compared wi 16/28 whose vi 6BA tee monte (PE 001).
Conclusion. Jr normaliza B2M ing the first 5-12 whs of
ZDV Rx was predictive of stable lineal status 14-18 nos after starting ZW

T.B.P.314 The inhibitory effects of AZT on HIV replication as deter-
ned _b an capture assays
+2 | . L » M. Mainberg?, J. Reudy3,

‘soukasi, M. Fanningé, 5. Montema3 and K, Gelmon3
Le Federal centre” for AID: i
3- st. aul's Bospitel, Vancouveex and - Univeraity of Toronto, Toronto,

Can:
in multicenter study assessed the possible toxic effect

2H

weeks, 9 jay for anotbe 1 for another ke.
A “washout” period of 6 weeks followed after which tl ug was restarted at
‘1200 ug/day. During this study, both the levels of HIV p24 antigen detected
by comercial kits and the recovery of RIV-1 from cultured peripher

tigenrose. Drug was

ted

tofthe washout/reinstitution on HIV p24.

relative to that of gp4l decreased as the p24 antigen increased.
agreement between these observations and worsening physical conditi

(THP-Stz)T.B.P.316
PHEMOCYSTIS CARINI PKEUMONIA (PCP:

sOchsendorf ,FR*. ;Bauer,E.*;Miliradt,R.*and Stille W.**.
Klinilun der J.W.Goethe Universität, *Dept.of Dernatology,*Centers of Internal
Medicine,FrankfurtFRG.

CUTANEOUS REACTIONS TO
IN THE TREATMENT OF

Qbiectjve. To evaluate the prevalence,
‘THP-S¥Z in the treatment of HIV-associated PCP.
Methods. Prospectivewe clinical and tion for untoward skin reactions in the
treatment of 76 consecutive of PCP in émet (Gl tire manifestations).
25 relapses) with THP (20 ag/kg) -SM2 (100ng/kg) per day. ‘

Patients i À {group

Clinical morphology and course of cutaneous reactions to
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T. B P. 317 FRELEITNARY OBSERPeeonsAso THE DEL

E

DRRE

OT

In T.B.P.318 mcs!5SeINne PRESSULFAMETHOXAZOLE (T-S) REACTION

Lev 3 Medeiros, E.A.S.; Mendonca, J.S. de;
Carvalho, M.C.S. “i.iV; Pinczowski,
Servigo feNolasties Infeccissas, Hospital do Servidor Piiblico Estadual -

Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Ve treated 3 patients with AIDS and positive blood cultures for Salmonella ep;
in 2 casemnS. typi and, in one, S. Tin. They received pefloxacin
orally, 800 mg/day. in 2 divided doses ey had a fast clinical and
microbiological response, with disappearance of fever in few days

i ui: hey also developed
ens—Johnso syndrome on the

ird terrupt treatment on the
le do severe beadache and insomnia. All side-effects reversed

xacis

oth
our attention to the-necessity of extreme

prudente in further studies vien their use in patients with HIV infections.

T.B.P.319 HYPOGLYCEMIE ET DIABETE D AU
wv MESYLATE DE PENTAMIDINE AUCOURS DU SIDA.

*; Bricaire F.*; Leport C.*;
Vildé J.L.*: .**; Assan R,**.
Hôpitaux iCiaude-Bernar - **Bichat, 75018 Paris, France.

Objectif: Analyser la glycémie de eumocystoses)
traités par mésylate de pentamidine (Be4ogeal} en i.v.

gly es fusionA < 3,2 1/1
définissaient l'hypoglycémie L$ mmol/ te.
ésul lades ont eu un trouble qlucidiane 5 4 des

hypoglyc: r 3 des glycémies puis un diabète et 1 un
es, iabète). Le

après le déb P) 2 comas prolongés. d e
glycémie=26,5+8,2 mmol/l} survenu après 41+14 jours, était

insuli ez tous. La se totale de aiti nm e
1941+218 mg en cas de frouble ve 1170+152 mg

6 194155ymol/1La créatininémie
(hypoglycémie seule), 236462 pol (hypoglycémie + diabète)
vs 118+14 pmol/l (ab:sencede tro t p < 0,01.

: Doses 61 et insufeLsance rénale favorisent
lraccumuiation de P et “les troubles giucidiques. Avec le

ylate, 1 enc es h 1 (39%) et surtout du
diabète (224) est supérieure qu'avec l’isothionate de P (27%
d'hypoglycémies, 0% de diabète : Stehl-Bayliss C.M, et al.
Clin Pharmacol Ther, 1986, 39, 271-5).

A METHOD FOR RAPID ORAL DESENSITIZATION OF PATIENTS ALLERGIC
AZT

T.B.P.321 À
MacFadden, D.K. Toronto Western Hospital, University of

Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Patients with HIV infection experience

to AZT to warrant discontinuation of the drug.
In a population o:tedellneAT, à Patients vith no prior

story of any sensitivity developed a rash within &
12 days of the start o!of therapy requiringdrog withdrawl. Two

enges were acompted in I patient and remulted in rexyenrance of
the rash at 12 and 2 hours respective
Method: In an attempt to. desensitize $patients, azr was given orally in

to the fol. : 1, 10, 20, 50som
200 and podna every 15 mines: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 mg hourly and 2
every 4

 

Results:mt 3 patients.tolerated AZT desensitization without adverse
Clinical, hematological or immmologic effects. One patient underwent 2
successful desensitizations following AZT withdrawal for intercurrent
illness.
Conclusion: Intolerance to AZT resulting in severe rashcan be treated with
asimple, rerapid cral Repeated di may be
performed with little risk of adverse
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Johnson, Michael P,*; Shan
Colleges of Medicine* and Pharmac:leesUntUniversity”a‘Florida; "Gainseviite,
Florida,

Objective, To describe a severe, acu’ syndrome of fever,hypotension, and

Pulmonary infiltrates in HIV infected patients receiving T:

Methods, We present the cases of two pat: that we have seen and the

drone .four cases reported in the literature to describe this new syn

Results. The shine features occurred in hours of T-8 therapy.

Patient Fever Hypotessenor Chest Xevray Pneumocystis Prior T-5
1 ee New Infiltrate Not Detected By Unknown

Bronchos
2 39 Yes 65 mm/Hg New Infiltrate Not Detected By Unknown

ronchoscopy
+3 40 Yes 60 mm/Hg New Infiltrate Previously Treated Yes
+4 40 Yes 70 mm/Hg New Infiltrate Previously Treated Yes
+5 0 Yes “low” Previously Treated Yes
+6 41 Yes 60 mm/Hg New Infiltrate Previously Treated Yes

All patients a foliowing discontinuation of T-S.
Conclusion. An unusual 8 high fever, hypoten: yndrome monary
infiltrates may follow TS administration to HIV in:rected"inateddue with
proven or suspe garinit ia,
unreported in nonBI¥ infecte Serie: BIV positive patients,
is acute, severe, and may be aigticure.to"stinguian from sepsis.
+ Case reports ebtained by literature sear:

 

ORAL DESENSITIZATION TO SULFADIAZINE AND TRIMETHOPRIM-
T.B.P.320 SULFAMETHOKAZOLE -(TMP-SézZ) IN 4 PATIENTS WITH ACQUIRED

CIENCY SYNDROME
Moreno, Jose N.*; and Maggio, CM#%. University of Miami School of Medicine,
Miamis, Florida,“USA. Jackson Memorial Hospital##, Pharmacy Department,
Miami, Florida USA.

Objective. To develop and evaluate an abbrevia rae annitization
prow for patientsvith AIDS allergic to walfediocine

ts with prior allergic reactions to sulfaiinsne((3) and
mae(1) were“identified. Allergic reactions included ized
erythematous rag pruritus. Sulfadiazine oral ion ms,
at a concentration of 1 mg/ml. An initial dose of 1 ml was given and
subs e i were 15 mi

suspens:
compound), was adninistered in aliquots of 1/2, 1, 2 and 4 ml

every 15 minutes to achieve a total dose of approximately 800mg of SMZ after
8 hours.
Results. One patient had mild rash and pruritus at 400 mcg of SMZ component.
Desensitization was interrupted for 48 hours and with successful
completion. ong-tern folloup,«one patient
photosenaitivity-Like reaction and sulfadiazine was

jong. Oral sulfadiazine and TMP-SMZ
considered in patients with sulfonamide-allergy. Compared to curren
literature values, an abbreviated desensitization program, as doccrited, may
be useful.

RECOMEINANT INTERFERON 6, er PROTECTS AGAINST ZIDOVUDINE-
INDUCED GENETIC DAMAGE uf RsPATIENTS
Shafik Hagnaa*; Nokta Pollar

*Department of Comm nvirronmentai andoccupetions! "vedtctne, Univer-
sity of Ain Shams, Cairo Egypt; and **Department of Internal Medicine, The
University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas,

T.B.P.322

This study was conducted to evaluate the in vivo geno-toxtcity of zidovudine
(ZDV) fn patients with AIDS. AIDS patients that were non-smokers and on ZDV
(1200 mg/day) as a sol dication for 4 weeks to 7m ths were recrutte in
the study. AIDS and ARC patients prior ta receiving a erved as

Whole blood cultu

division cycles a cell has completed. One hun.

study and negative control group was 5.14 + 1.14 and 0.5 + 0.29 per 100
cells respectively (p<.0! 4

respectively,
anne vee cultures (p:.0005), using

At the highest dose of rIFN-8 no aberrati re detected.
We conclude that rIFN-8 protects against ZDY induced genetic damage.
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ue AIDS-PATIENIS AS A PROGNOSTIC MARKER FOR NEED OF BLOOD
TRANSFUS:
Buys, Leendert; Van Den Berg-Wolf M, Pietersz R, Ten Veen J,

RoesinkH.
Vereeniging voorwor Ziekenverpleging Prinsengracht,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Objective: to study the effects of one year azidothymidine (A2T) treatment
on the erythropoiesis of AIDS-patients.

Patientsand methods; twenty three
serial bone marrow aspirations

three male patients, classified as having AIDS
during AZT treatment(6 x 200 mg

 
daily).

Results: After one month AZT 12/23 (52%) of the patients exhibited moderate
whereas the other

 
AZT therapy, tic group and 8 from normobdlast:
Vitamin Bl2 and folic acid levels were not significantly different in both
groups during AZT treatment. In the group with megaloblastic
patients needed aasignificantly higher number of red cell concentrates than

the normoblastic group, Les 42 units versus 6 units (p < 0.05).

 1 Hogaloblastosis of the bone
merker for

Conclusion merrow early in the treatmentwith
MT nay be8 progostic ion in AIDS-
patients

the need of blood

T.B.P.325 HOME TRANSFUSIONJo AIDS PATIENTS ON ZIDOVUDINE
lvantic # Gil

 

#Visiting Nurse Association, Milwaukfee, WI, USA; ##Departm of
Medicine, University of Wisconsin Medical School ‘Milwaukee Clinical
ampus), Milweukse, WI, USA.

Objective. To describe a home blood transfusion (HT) program for

AIDS patients <pts> on zidovudine <ZDU) therapy.
AIDS pts with ZDU-related anemiaise < 8 gm’) w

administered HT by hom care nurses as alternative to hospital
transfusions (tx), usually as 2 units ofHaG-poer packed RBC,
under supervision of the primary MD. t pts were ambulatory and
all were hemodynamically stable. All were required to have a
companion praesent after

8 zDu were given 178 u WBC-poor packed RBC
Bmo Apanse 2-18). 128 u ware HT and 4

i i re preseetsire S

  

No pt has had to
pts continue to prefer HT.

is feasible
1ong-term.ZDV therapy in .the home environment.

permanently stop ZDU because of anemia, and al

» safe, cost-effective, and facilitates

POLYMYOSITIS DURING ZIDOVUDINE THERAPY

Sharpton, Thomas, Kaiser Foundation Hospital,

Oakland, California, USA.

Objective. To determine the incidence of polymyositis during
zidovudine(AZT) thera
Methods. A 12 month prospective followup of a cohort of 20 pat-
tents (pts) taking AZT Creatine phoaphokinane (CPK) was rou-
tinely monnitored during visits and in pts vith symptoms o

polymyosit
Results. Eight pts (407) were found to have elevated CPK over
the period of observation. Onset of lab abnormality was from
10 days to 17 months (mean 7.8 months) after starting A2T

sc pts had mild Quadriceps muscle kne and fatigue on
exertion; pt bad acute onset Quadriceps tenderness and weak-
ness which resolved pt had chron weakness lin-

pt

onthe(mean 4.6) after on

° correlation between

on during zidovudine 
ES

ued zidovudine thevapy..

N

T.B.P.324
Rodgere, P.; Craig Keyes; dattes C.3 Wolbert, J.; Kelly,J;

uray D.; Bellevue Hospita Center/ Community Health Project, NY, NY, USA.

Dies 1 To review transfusion requirements in PCP prophylaxed patients re-
+ Through chart review, transfusion requirements

dd rapy for a median of 22 weeks were compared
by type or absence of PCP prophylaxis. Eighty-eightsesaved /
Sulfa, 59 patients received aerosolized Pentamidine and 22 patients received

lens f Zidovudine

THE EFFECTS OF PCP PROPRYLACTIC AGENTS ON ZIDOVUDINE-INDUCED
ANEATAS

 

+ 56 pi
usion: 28 (32%) on“Tax/Sulfa,10(72) onaetosolited F

tiwee without prophylaxis. .The TMX/Sulfa and
statistica different withDre

ion. novever, in the
nificantly lower (31.72% vs.36.857, p Less©
fusion: endent anenis significantly 2 days veo“0 days, p less

Conclusion: The use of TMX/Suifa as a PCP prophylactic agent as
ed to aerosolized Pentamidine is associate with”:oreatficant increase

in the incidence of eranafuston-dependent anenias. ed, controlled
studies are indicate

THE TREATMENT OF PATIENTSTHE ME0orZIDOVUDINE IN
TED COMPLEX (ARC) AND AIDSvsAgeT.8.P.326

; Havkins, a3 Costello, C.;ks rages Mir, N
Gazzard, B. St. sma speesa, London, England

Objec . To evaluate sidovudine toxicity over a two year period of its
clinical use in HIV patient

dovodineccreneed 351 and AIDS patients, on 200mg 4-hourly
up

 

Satresins: monitoredsrorenightly for 0 two years.
Results median follows of 8.5 months (range.l= 2)idovudine was
‘toppedtecontone because of death (51), drug roricity (48), other toxic

23) or pa: =Lovers inatient's request (27). The dose
patients“aus to toxicity. Ana enia accomted for drug

e in 16 cases. Of
evi

subjects received at least one blood transfusion 110 patient:
ovudine for mor: ear in 66 (60%) drug had been discontinued.
trow aspirate in 13 patients with median foil showed

hypocellularity in 6 and ocellular erythropoiesis in 8 patients. In 8
patients with a 3-fold rise i: 5: ine waa stop: ian
follow-up of ths; in the levels didu'r change significantly, in 2
fell substantially 2 ed. Muscle biopsy
patients, with also associated peripheral muscle aching, wa:

clus. . jovudine treatment in ARC ADS patients Causes severs
haematological toxicity and possibly affects muscle metabo?isn. one
year 60% of treated patients needed to be taken off zidovudine

T. B P 328 EOSINOPHILIA IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS UNDER zxpowun
ne jace, Pierre ; Morgan, JE; O'Neil, CE;

valeinis G; and Hyslop, NH. Tulane Datversity,
» LA,

Oelectiees "To svaluate eosinophilia in patients with symptomatic HIV
infection pefore and during Zidovudine (ZDV) therapy.
Me: ne individuals with late ARC or AIDS who had negat:
stools For parasites were 8 udieds The natural history of eoaaineshilia, and
absolute numbers of neutrophils and lymphocytea, could be followed in 47 ef
hem during ZDV treatment. Eosinophil (E0S) parcentages (X) were from the

differential; absolu! t value and the WBC.

 
ographic controls established the normal range.

Results. Twenty two individuale (45%) had raised 2 (> 4%). Absolute
B08 counts ( > 450) were clevated in 9/49 (18%) subject. Following
treatmentath ZDV (median duration = 22 weeks, span 2 - 24), 28% had raised
4,oad 9% hetgs absolutte“208 count. For the entire population, there

ee ’
©% oes).‘overall,

hil"puabera there waa a concomitant increase

n in symptomatic Byininfected patients are 
solute
Biv-infectedpatiente! When ZDV

treatment inducea neutrophil toxicity, EOS are usually reduced also
suggesting that ZDV can be toxic for EOS, as well as neutrophils.
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T.B.P.329 AZT: DOUBLE EDGED SWORD

— Pivar, Hona; Temoshok, L.; Universityof California School
of Medicine, San Francisco, CA.,

Objective. To provide information about patients’ stresso!

positive perceptions regarding AZT that

AZT, cooperate with treatment, and possibly thelr treatmtment outcome.

Methods. 103 seropositive homosexual men with at least
from the UCSF AI

 6

anne mentioned these concerns, which
we categorized, re: 2¢--tonleity4side-effects; 20--cost and financing; 18--
facing|decisions “about beginni
drug: 18--AZT as   

 

frequenney of opportunistic

e ARC patients in our study. however, AZT al
involved a number of physica’ and psychosocial si

   

T.B.P.331
Fisch. Margaret; Uttamchandani, R; Gagnon, Thompson, L;
and Santiago, S. University of Miami, Miami,eae USA.

Objective. To evaluate |re ef:ficacy and safetyofof GM-CSF in combination with

nm patients with AIDS-as: iated Kaposi's sarcoma (KS).

Me : Patients with“KS and no active infections were enrolled. Intron was
gi 12 mu Sq daily and zidovudine-200mg orally every 4 hrs for 16 wks.

Patients recei' bo or rGM-CSF, 5-10poesie Sq dailyffor 16 wks.
Results. 12 patients have been enrolled. Mean leng' on studyiis|8. 0

ted 16 wks. Changes in mean hematologgic”paranete

2 3 a
 

 
  

i
° 4,5 4.7 8. 4.3

aaron seen ' 2.2-7.5/2.0- 8.7/1.8 a. 3/2.8.28.0/2.0-21..6/2,0-10.4
Neut ils ‘mm? 2426 2652 5823 5280 6323 3820 21i4
Platelet Ct (qi0 ) 203 158 166 150 1
CD4 cella(/mm°) 235 N/A 260 N/A N/A a0 253

One patient developed severe hypoxemia and died. Moderate fatigue, anorexia,

weight 1 , lgies, nyalgias and fevers were seen during the
first wks of therapy. 2 patients had bone pain. 1 patient had a ete
anti-tumor response; remainder had a partial anti-tumor response.

Cone . res n dramatic and si nereases in the WBC
count and rophil count in patients receiving Intron and zis ine.
Doses of < 5mcg/kg of rGM-CS! be useful. Adverse reactions nimal.
Early data do not suggest negative or synergisticPCMCSE anti-!HVactivity.

T.B.P.333 UPDATEon PROGRAM STANDARDIZATION AMONG PUBLIC HEALTH
LABORATORIES IN THE U.S.A. PERFORMING TESTS FOR HUMAN

TROVIRUSES

*; DiSalvo, A.**; Joseph, J.*** and Getchell, J.*.
*State Hygienic Laboratory, oe) **Bureau of Laboratories, (SC}, ***Health
Laboratories Administration, (M

QObjettive. To ponteinifornity and assure quality of testing for HIV and
other human retroviru:

rv {fty-four senber Laboratories of the Association
a! € Health Labor ti

mation and data on human vetrovires progranswas conduct:
A confeerence vas held in March 1989 to achieve program standardization by
conferee consen:

Thi sixth in the series of jen shows continued grovth of
state testing programs and grea’terrruniforn
Problens identified through the

ann.

£ this recent conference as well as
previous conferences are included in

the final report6of the 1989 conference
ue problen identification, coneideration and consensus

acceptance, public he the U.8.A. have established «
affective riofor program standardization. er countries hav:

rogram and some have established sinilar
consensus builéiag processes.
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T.B.P.330 PSORIASIS IN tty AB POSITIVE DRUGnnusens
A Pateird® M.Costa®, E.Ricehivs,

i Contigliale, F.Chio
*Istitut Dersatologics aceeratitute Malattie  Infettive;di Ci
univarsita® di Blagues Bologna, ITALY.

Qhiective. To describs the onset of psoriasis during HIV infsction in drug
abuser patients .

We report on 5 Italian patients, aged batwsen 22 and 34 ye
all hep byen drug abusers for aore than 2 years. They h

oriasis before diagnosis of HI
of- thea Naveaval oped 4.1.0.8. within the following 12 months. ‘inins
presented saall psoriatic lesions which coverad less than bad
surface, he lasions didn't worsen as in the three ait - which
Opportunistic Infections occurred as in à oyaptos froe patient. In only one

Orjasis oxacerbatad to a generalized me of

who

     

  

pra tnrederale paoriacis, which howaver responded ta therapy with topics.
asi a dis nown etiopathogenesis, bat it w

suppested of stisuiu: q aetically
predisposed patisnts, is is dese as typi
exaapla © Pationts in whoe HIV infection is associated with
psoriasis have eported. 7 ors generally
described ho ith wida spread of skin lesions which didn’t
Caprove under often becsae uncontroliabie when

 

r
isaune response was infections. The

jaune and infectious background of drug abusers can be explain
the differant aspect of the dissase in our patients.

Diagnostic
Diagnosis

A NEW oe SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY SPECIFIC ANTI HIV-1 ASSAY

T.B.P.332 BASED ON RECOMBINANT PROTEINS
Beckford, U., Berrisford, C., ‘Duncan, R.J.S., Mackinlay, L.

ton, P. and *Tedder, R. Wellcome Diagnostics, Becke! Kent, U.K. andnham,
Doriape College and Middlesex Hospital School of Medicine, London, U.K.

Objective. To replace tissue culture raised viral lysate antigen with
recombinant antigen ii Wellcozyme Monoclonal test and to further improve

on the specificity seenmn Wellcozyme competitive assays.
Methods. A recombinant DNA produced fusion protein containing the

immnuodominant regions of HIV-1 envelope and core protei: laced whole

viral lysate grown in CEM cells. Chemically inactivated horseradish
peroxidase was included in the assay procedure and its 6 t on the rate of
false positive reactions was determined.

Results. All e 348 confirmed HIV: sitive sera from AIDS, ARC and

ymptomatic donors reacted (100% sensitivity) in the test. In 4 of

serial samples taken f dono: luring seroconversion the assay detected

HIV antibodies e W Monoclonal test. The ass
up to 10 fold more sensitive on end point aituttons5nyreactive sera

a had similar sensitivity with st ngly re
4plasmas) wwere reactive(1008. specificity),

off. although one sample was close to eut

conclusion. The use oF recombinant aantigen improved the sensitivity

amples and the inclusion of peroxidase in the assay procedure has
increased specificcity. The majority of false positive reactions seen in

Previous tests of this type were causedaby ain inhibitory anti-peroxidase

activity present in some serum sample:

T.B.P.334 Täa-"INTERNAL IMAGF"-BEARING ANT IBODIES IN SERA OF PATIENTS

auHiverINFECTION
Ingoif: Winke.

ind Deicher, H.at of EternalMedicine, Division of_amunolony.
“institute of Virology, Medical School Hannover, F.R. German

Jann, P.; Dreikhaugen, U.: *Flik, J.:

immunodeficiency vines CHHuman ly)-resraliangrose codbe detected
in hrinteted indivi a
he

format jan can be b
Tés-epitope
Sera from

ocked by mouse-monoclonal entibodies resct ing with the

patients with HEV-infection (n=120) end sera ofan HIY-“negative
te: for

significantly elevated binding mrtivities in comparisan

onal serum-IgM.
nding-ectivities an patients

evidence for pzi-entigenenie (nei, p<0.02
here indicate nce of antibodies Teacting with the

Tee-recegnizing monoclonal ant ibody-preparations in sera
tients on HIV-infection. These antibodies represent T4s-"internal

‘image"-beari ht.haveHIV-neutralizing. func
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EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT ANTI-HIV REAGENTS THAT ARE
AVATLABLE IN ME:

Zz d.*; Morales C.*.

T.B.P.335
; Romero M.*; Moreno M.* and

*Centro Nacional deiaTransfustén Sanguinea, México, D.F.

Objeti
To get to know percentage of sensitivity, specificity, false positives,
false negatives of the reagents that are used in the mexican health care

%traditional Elisa, 3 recombinant Elisa, 3 aglutination and 2 quic
technology Elisa wereFéretutel with a known pi of 160 samples withpias,
asintomatic seroposisitives, healthysampies. Other”infections samples and
posedonors

Teercentage of sensitivity was between 100 and 62.5 specificity between
98.3 to 82.5% false positive index turned out ween 4.76 and 41.17%
and the false negative index was from 37.5 9 Of.

clusion.
We found tha types of reagents. One of aglutination technology ontthe
other one Eliseqquick technology were not suitable fi s use. The rest
he reagents turned out to be suitable. for their use

COMPARISONS CF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TEST FOR
T B P 337 HIV ANTIBODIES USING ZAMBIAN SERA

o N.P*, Hira S.*, Siyambango J.*
Macwacwat*, nn Teaching Hosipital, Lusaka,

OBIECTIVE- To compare the available test, the fir:
confirma’torytest with a

parmatory t t in Zambi.

METHODS. 3 Panels of sera were set. Each panel of Sera wasacreaned for

HIVaneibedies using nd ni
generation. Positives were confirme
like Westtern blotsan
a confirmatory tes

RESULTS. Some of th

 » Nehimbi R.*, Chipuka L.*
ia.

st generation, and

a view to decide the best Screening teat and con-

con:nfiruatorry test

inmunofluorescent as well as using another ELISA as

irst generation ELISA se a very high false positive

tion were more reliable. Use of second ELISA
as good as using the standarda conf t: s found to be a

confirmatory i.e. Mesters lots.
CONCLUSION: Use 0 of two other ELISA can be used as a confirmatoryf 0

nofluorescent test was the other alternative to confirmatory

T.B.P.339 LADORATORY TESTING FOR HIV 1 ANTIBODT TESTING IN CALIFORNIA:
AMALYSIB OF CURRENT PRACTICES AND IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

Peddecord, Michael®; Senenson, A.*; Hofherr, L.*; Ascher, M.=*,©.
San Diego State University, San Diego, California, USA,

Californie Viral and Rickettsia] Disease Laboratory, Berkeley, California, USA.

Objective. This program uses HIV antibodytesting as a wodel to develop and evaluate sethods
ofofsonitoriag and improving laboratory

hod. Using a “blind” proficiency teat Le AV content vera
iubetteed ac clinic: 2 apacinene by piyatciane,odclintoe and hospitala to their usual sources of

reer ere in five states
le of 330!RIV aaboratericein

pleted in order to profile atv testing pract fut:

 
a has a:

improvement activities.
Esmute. Performance on ELA screen tests han been excellent with fewer than 
results. Wontorn Blot tory tests
reporting a high proportion of positive specisens ac ind Mate public health
laboratories in Californie ume a well standardized indirec: reacence tost
reference laboratories use both 1 and unlicensed “entern blotTeasente with©.erer
interpretive criteria for confirmatory testing el 8 of report con
te emsates iaboratory and physicians there1

content and format of £14 scree rmatory testing, Many reportewverevocctered

with “boiler plate” at“cueetiobieotwei,making it difficult to find relevant information
its. approx y laboratories using Weatern blot reported band
however, therevas t ware clinical] banda,

ions. HIV antibody testing aheethepotential to we«ns seneitive and epecific aystes
ensed reagan confirmatory testing, lack of agrassent on

than 220 laboratories vith wide

 

, 9:
et level of standardization to conf:

public health Inboratories for additional testing.

WHICH IS THE BEST LABORATORY MARKER WHEN FOLLOWING

H:
T.B.P.336

RSON?

Reis, M.*; Sprinz, E.**; Kronfeld, M.**; Azevedo,M
*; Seadi, C.¥;Oravec, R.* et al.
*Laboratério Weimann de Porto Alegre
**Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre

Objective. Establish the best laboratory marker when following

ed 60 ambulatory patients and 19 hospi
one following tests were executed

), Envacor IV(ECAbbott) and the presen
i LV-

Results patients were agrupated in "5 groups as follow:
I< positive WB 24,. positive EC 24, negaRive HIV-Ag (43 ambulat
ory patient .
IT positive we24 negative EC 24, negative HIV-Ag (4 hospitali¥
ed and 5. ory patien
III positive WE24, Pegaeive EC 24, positive HIV-Ag (8 hospitalif
ed and 10 ambulatory patients
IV positive WB 24, positive EC 24, positive HIV-Ag(1 hospitalized
V negative WB 24, negative EC 24, positive HIv-Ag (5 hospitalized
and ambulatory |
Conclusion. The best relation with anti-p24 antibody drop. anticen
emia and clinical criteria of A. progression was obtained wit
EC-ABBott.Surprisingly, we didsnorting the WB-Dupont confiable on
a marker of AIDS progression,

T.B.P.338 COMPARISON GP RD IL ARLES:
p,!raz

1. renga Vedios Reanarchanti
2. University of Nairobi, Microbiology Dept.

OBJECTIVE: ‘To investigate the pattern of bands in stripe of two
electrophoretic immunoblot techniques sera.

METHOD: 72 adult sera, 51 positive for HIVI and 21 seronegative were
tested with an DUPONT and ANCOS Western blot electrophoretic

RESULTS: comparison of tests with DUPONT as reference test. (Positive tests)

GENERAL P15 P17 P24 P33 P41 P55 P64/66 P160
{a) No of sera observed: 51 20 32 48 50 50 51 41 46
(b) % of sera +e for
bot 76 82 60 78 70 66 Sl 49 38

(c} Sensi wity: 95 100 90 95 99 94 95 84 53
(a) specificity: 92 100 43 73 80 65 92 46 61

Ne sp 120 ws ford ip MES, Int vas Ereseee

CONCLUSION: Despite the high level of ocrresponienne PRE
cambinations o: are considered, estvariation
eereet onrejarding individual proteins and qglycoproteins
Tnthe two techniques.

T.B.P.340 GROSS-REACTIVITY BETWEEN ELISA's FOR DETECTION OF HIV-1 AND

Bouzas Marfa Belén* ;Muchinik ,G*;Picchio ,G* ;Simon,F** ;Mathov,
I**;Brun Vezinet,
*1 Academia Nacional de Medicina,Buenos Aires Argentina,**Hpital Claude
Bernard,Paris, France.

Objective. To study the cross-reactivity of HIV-1 and HIV-2 in ELISAassays.
hemophiliacs weretested for antibodies HIV-1 (HIV-1

of ae (Abbott) andRIPA, In
cial available

recombir Ab
all the sera, HIV-2 antibodies were ‘termi a commer

test avis 2) BiagesticsPasteur). Sera reacting posi-anti-HIV-2 ELISA
tive for HIV-2 were med by RIPA us:
Results. HIV-2 ELISA reactivity was ob: eredaniny1 out of the 27 HIV-i
negative samples, HIV-2 tivi in 27 out ofwas f i H
positive sera. e HIV-2 samples positive by ELISA were negative by RIPA,
which difference was statistically significant (p ¢10°9: No significant dif
ferenceswere observed between the presence or absence of HIV-1 core p:

HIV
Conclusion. These results confirm the high degree of serologic cross-reactiv-
ity between gene products o:of HIV-} endHIV-2 (LESA).
(Supported by a grant from Fundaciôn Roemmers).
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T.B.P.341 FAILURE Of ELISA AND WB TESTING TO DETECT HIV INFECTED
SUBJECTS

; Ippolite,:G.%*k; Miceli,M.*x; Mirolo,M.;

fusion, "Lazzaro
» we University of Rome-Italy

Obiective.To assess the efticncy of ELIGA and WB test routinely used in
laboratory setting to detect HIV sub,

*Italian
Spal.

of seropositive blood donors yy
ELISA and WB; most negative for anti-HIV were in situ Ida fanwith
en SP64 plasmid containing the nine-kilobase Setr-Sst]viral insert lambda
BH10 tagged by inserting an antigene sulfone group into cytosine of the
denaturate cDNA.

population was: 2 eT tease tne eee les) of27

2 male 3.7%, male ‘11. 1%, intravenous
addict 55.5%, heterosexual 22.3 not known 7.4%.

the partner, be. group, was source ofto risk the
Partners negative to serological assessment, resulted

positive at ISH test.
sex partner of HIV infected subjects may be infected

also in presence of negative serologic assessment, and ISH may be useful to
of infection at least 3 months before the ELISA and WB

positive results.

T.B.P.343 SEROSURVEY. OF WOMEN IN A MATERNITY WARD

A.Santos Pinto, W.Canas Ferreira, E.Prieto, R.A.Sousa-Institute

of Hygiene and tropical Medicine, Ministry of health,Cape Verde.

OBJECTIVE - To study the prevalence of hepatitis B markers and
HIV antibodies in rturients receiving clinical care at a hospi-
t in a Verde island(West Areice
METHODS - During uary and 988 serosurvey of the verti——?, :

and their babies. Specimens were analyzed also for anci anti-
bodies. Elisa and Western blot were the methods empl
RESULTS - 2206170 of the mothers re HBs positive and 78

591 were HBs Ab positive. Study of HIV prevalence is in pro
sults will be presented and discussed at the Confe-

THE ITALIAN: HEMOPHILIC REGISTER AND NATURAL HISTORY OF HIVT.B.P.345 :
NFECTION

Schinaia, NicolasReine A.**; Valdarchi, C*; Gringe-

ri, A.%%*; Mariani, G.#* and Mann P.M.*

* Istituto Superiore di Sanita, none, ** U te Tsity Rome, *** University
of Milano, (Sterring Committee of the Scientific and Medical Board of "Fe-

derazione dell'emofilia".

Objectives. To present the results of a nationwide survey of all population

affected by congenital coagulation disorders, with the aim to evaluate the

time-trend of the incidence of HIV-1 seropositivity ne AIDS in the Italian

Hemophilia poputation through a retrospective national cohort study.
pr to t

S
tio wats nal H

tember and November 1988 performe a standard questionnaire h an
individual © to ensure& confidencialiey sent to all the Hemophilia Cen-

ters to tollect demographic and clinical informations. Data have been a
pres using a database progran.

. of 15 January 1988, 12 Hemophilia Centers had replied. At this

llected. On the whole a prev-
d.

has been the first comprehen- 

still incomplete, a prevalence of HIV-Ab positivity of 21% was

344

CORRECTION OF FALSE-POSITIVE RESULTS OF ELISA OF IMMUNODEFI-
CIENT STATE
Kukaine, R.* » Sosen a Svirska, Regina, Burstein, af

T.B.P.342

hif, B. Den
*august Rirchenstein” Institute of Microbiology, Latvian SSR Acad.Sci., Riga
* Riga Medical Institut.

Ss ry. A mass-scale serotesting of various subpopulations ia order to det-

ect HIV infection demonstrated that ELISA is a most widespread method of exe
i irrespective of its high specificity, yields false-positive

results in a definite percent of cases,
Methods. Serological testing for the presence of antibodies to AIDS virus was
carried out by ELISA with home“produced and imported test-systens, the obt-
ained results were confirmed by immunoblotting.

ed by the following: adsorption of
the pool of trombocytic antigen, screen-

s io o
peccificities represented, eliminated antibodies the A, B and

ystem. Testing in the panel of Tiympocytes was carried
out to determine the degree of serum purification of HLA - A, B, C antibo-
dies.
Conclusion, In false-positive individuals after sorption by the trombocytic
antigen the sera in ELISA became negative; this was confirmed in the panelof
T-cells. Ir can be concluded that the false-positive results of ELISA may b
due to antibodies to class I antigens of the HLA syst:

 

Donneurs et receveurs de sang et de prodults sanguins
Recipients andDéDonors of Blood and Blood Products

AN UPDATE ON THE NEWmek EXPERIENCE

T.B.P.344 comemor. ;aus, Kessler, 0.; Andrei -; Berge, P.;
3»Cy;New York Blood center. Now York, NY USA.

ctl evaluate resulte and assess costs of the Lookback Program

Methods: “i Teokbaick of previous geenone from 1358 anti-HIV positive blood

donors identified since April, 8 been carried out. 70 hospitais in
the greater New York region have been.notified of recetpt of 2417
components back to May,

Resuits: To date, 1627 reports have been received from hospitals (38x
theresponse rate); 1453 or 89% of compon

recipients, 1076 or 74x.are deceased. Recipients known t

 

 

 
ed:

HIV ant} sitive Ths positivity rate was highest in Patients

transfused | + 46 patients or 61 hose tested were seropositive.
in 1985, 16 patlents (52%) wer ati e wore pos
recipients . ere are 66 reciplents (70%) between 1 70, which
ay be @ surrogate measure of sexual activity and potential transmission

nclude hospital
which are substantial, nor does it Include the cost of Lookback-gonerated
aweul

Conclusion: The 99 seropositive Lookback reciplents identified constitute

poly2 smallieee of the total estimated HIV Infected poputatlo:
plte Its minimal public health Impact, Lookback fulflils our

ob!tgrcion to notlfy about information of significance to another's heaith.

 

TRANSFUSION-ASSOCIATED {T-A) AIDS CASESTB.P.346 pres
; Valdarchi, C.

Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, ltaly.

Objectives. To present an update ofthe Patients with AIDS due to blood transfusion, and to
discuss the importan ive surveii IDS within the overall AIDSa :

ussed.
uding all the subjects for whom only

transfusion. It asbeeen derivedFrom the
Register, including other pieces of iforatin eo of a

special standardized form. The analysis has been carried out using differen BMDPprograms.
Results. As of 315 December, 1988, "53/3008 (1.8%) patientsvwere reported with T-A AIDS,

4 years o . the case-fatality rate was
resented, as well as the mean lag-
ms

AIDS was slightly lower

pro: i te natural history of the syndrome in T-
A patients. Nor reporting physicians provided € , 85 result of an
eecarried out cal in 1988. Thus k which includes the national AIDS
unit, the re ing Physicians the unit(s) where the blood was administered, and the blood
bank is beingiimplement
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a cas OF BLOOD DOWORS IN LOCALITIES WITH HIGH HIV-1 HIV INFECTION IN WESTERN BLOT INDETERMINATE

T.B.P.347 Toeua T.B.P.346 stoop po
nson M**; Kwok S***; Stramer S****; Balfour

Transfusion Safety Stuty Group’ represeated by Michel" HH JR*##99, MacDonald Keesees ct ai. ost, Paul Red Cross, St. Paul, MN, USA,
«Participatingàtitutions in Mev YorkTorkCity, Baini, Detroit, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, OSA. **Memorial Blood Center, Mpls., MN,seetk ®*°*Cetus Corporation, Emeryvilie, CA, USA,

Mood Centers and University of California, San Princisco, california, DSA. ++Abbott Laboratories,‘North Chic: ., USA, *****University of Minnesota, Mpls.,
MN, USA ******Minnesota Dept. of Health,"Mpls, MN, USA

Qbiective. peorageenReinawide bie rateHVcm ,
1 prevalence areas in the city of San Francisco (SF) during a period vith a high rate of IV seroconversions Objective, To determine whether U.S. Upper Midwest biood donors with indeterminate '

component of the TSS, itory bas 25,892 sera collected in late i9e4-early HIV-! Westeret results are HIV-] infected.
1871985, before anti-HIV screening began. Overall prevalence of anti-HIV1 among these specinens vas 0.244.

sel ang aged 1
more anti-BIv-1(+} Repository donations; the anti-EIV-1 prevalence of the subset by prior testing vas
LoHIV-1 p24 ag testing used Abbott's ELISA ation (confirmatory) reagents; if initially
p24 reactive, anti-HIV-1 vas reassayed (Genetic Systems, Inc.}.

Hits.
Result

Positive 25 3 (12%) ; (228) 3 (128)
Hegtive 2,272 9 (0.48) 4 (0.288) 0" (08)

o, dete fallsvithis the 954 CI of à ssen distribution vith a pean of 3.
in a populatisfan that

20 ame dut
taprasored by Contracts # 901-HB-4-7002 and RO1-HB-4-7003 of the National Neart Lung and Blood D.

T.B.P.349

F. Aviloz’, L Guertier, H. Joller-Jemeka’, S. Ranger’,S. Sied/, F. mele D. Sondag*, H.

H , B. Schoen**, H.Troonen **. * European Clinical Study Gro ** Abbott Laboratories,
Wiesbaden:Delkenheim, Federal Republic of Germany (FRG).

MULTICENTER EVALUATION OF A RECOMBINANT BASED HIV-1AIV-2
COMBINATION SCREENING ENZYME IMMUNOASSAY.

 

 

 

 

 

 

proteins. A
screening assays.

ee (EIA) was HIV-1 recombinant envel-
HIV-2 i sitivity and

pintvot this vidual:

infected with HIV-1 or HIV-2: HiV-1 EIA.

BESULTs:
No. Repeatably Reactive (%)

TypaotSpecimen Ne.Tested HIV-LEIA HIV-1/HIV-2 EIA

Blood Donors 5029 5 (0.10) 8 (0.16)

HIV-1 Seropositive 286 286 (100) 286 (100)

HIV-2 Seropositive 202 154 (76.2) 201 (99.5)

Both assays had a specificity of >09.8% and detected 100% of the known HIv-1 1specimens.*The sensitiv-
ity of HIV-1 p

ly.
 

T B P 351 USE OF RAPID ASSAYS FOR ANTIBODY TO HIV IN BLOOD DONORS
“ee PERSONS PRACTICING HIGH RISK BEHAVIORS AND SUSPECTED AIDS

Mingle, Julius*; Mitchell, 3 Osei-Kwasi*
Snoguchi Memortal institute.ter *we ical Research, Accra, Ghana, Africa
**Family Health International, Reaearch Triangle Park, North Carolina, Usa.

Objective. To evaluate three tests for antibody to HIV which do not require
t populations in Ghana.

ipated in the study. Two thousand

th BIVCHEK, SERODIA and RetrocelL
 

by Veste
i rmed to determine sensitivity,

specificity, and predicti tests in each of the populations
tested. These resulte will b
Conclusion. Many laboratoriea in devel:oping countries are not eauipped to

perform the standard teats for HIV antibody, ELISA and Western Blot
Although the newly developed tests for HIV
screening blood donors, many of t
AIDS patients and persons thought to be at high risk

These teste have been evaluated for use in these populations under true
field conditions.

À donors who hed tested repeatedly reactive by en:

immunoassay HA) and hadat least one ul characteristic band on Western,blot (but
not posi crview and i
information regarding HIV risk factors and |Peripherral blood specimens for the following

a licensed Western blot), HIV-2 antibody
HIV-! antigen detection

of
follow-up. None were pos! nti;

antibody EIA, HIV-1 etre or HTLV-I antibody EIA. HIV-! PCR analysis results are

Conclusion. These data indicate that blood donors who sree indcterminate by HIV-1
Western blot and lack risk factors for HIV infection are not infected with HIV-1.

T.B.P.358 HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS ANTIBODY SCREENING OF BLOOD
DONORS AN INTERNATIONAL .
PERRALLT : MANKIKAR, S3 AND ADAT:
THe CANADIAN Rep CROSS SOCIETY, ENCANADA

BETWEEN OCTOBER 1985 AND MARCH 1968, THE CANADIAN RED Cross Society (CRCS)
CONDUCTED THREE SURVEYS ON INTERNAT BLGGO DONORS
FOR ANTI-HIV. DURING THIS PERIOD, THE REPORTED CASES OF

FROM TWO IN 1985 TO SIX IN 1988.
DUE TO AIDS ALSO INCREASED FROM 1/100,000 IN 1985 TO

47100"000 IN 1988. Ti TRANSFUSION AS: TED AIDS CASES
D FROM 1.8% IN 1985 ma3.6% IN 1988, IN 1985, 17/22COUNTRIES

SURVEYED WERE SCREENING THE BLOOD DONORS FOR ANTI-HIV, WHEREAS, IN 1988,
31/33 COUNTRIES WERE SCREENING BLOOD ROUTINELY. OF Tre18 TES FROM
WHICH INFORMATION WAS AVAILABLE, 12 COUNTRIES A DECREASING TREND IN

VALENCE RATE, FIVE COUNTRIES REPORTED A STABLE TREND AND
ONE AN INCREASING TREND. THE CONI

ANTI-HIV RATE IN 1988 VARIED FROM 0% TO 0.64% WITH THE MAJORITY
REPORTING 0.005%. IN 1985, THE MAJORITY OF

COUNTRIES HAD ALRE: IMPLEMENTED SELF-EX ON GRAMME AND PROVI

Al TE TEST SITES. col TES WERE ALSO REPORTING ANTISODY

FEASIBILITY STUDIES. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION BASED

FOR MARCH 1989, WILL ALSO BE PRESENTED.

ne DONORS ANDue-RISK GROUPS IN APRICA
Torrey, Ba: ‘a Boyle, Mulligan, M. and Way, P.

Bureau of aCensus, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Objective. HIV survey date from 22 African countries reenforces t]
conclusion of Titmuss’ The Gift Relationship that the quality of donated
blood varies considerably.
Method. Compared HIV seroprevalence estimates from non-random sample surveys
of blood donors and other low-risk groupe (i.e., pre; ) in the same

from small Zz

 

Results. HIV seroprevalence for urban donors and other low-risk groups
in 10 of the 22 countries was similar; in 3 countri donor seroprevalence
as lower; but c ies it was higher (6 of which achieved 0.02).

regions outside the capital, the relationship is reversed. In 7 of the 10
regions » the HT seroprevalence of donors is 1 t ot! low-ri.
roups. In all countri ith on gender of blood donors, male donors

outnumber females; in 7 9: countries, t e HIV seroprevalence

rate was higher than males. ongitudinal data, available on blood donors ia
countries, suggest that 3 countries have no seroprevalence change, 4

have shi st decrease, and 2 have shown an increase.

Conclusion. Data suggest that. blood donors in many capital cities are not a
random popopulation apparently, and their highermy seroprevalence, especially

women, oubling. Blood banking pro should i
Light of ins EN data, as should the gift perte itself.
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T.B.P.353 THE IMPACT OF AIDS ON BLOOD TRANSFUSION SERVICES
AT THE UNIVERSITY TEACHING HOSPITAL, LUSAKA

Or. pbrapam Mwile, University Teaching Hospital
(UTH), Lusaka,

Objective: To describe the impact of AIDS on the Blood
n e UTH.

recruitment of blood do
units discarded on of HIV

us making it more difficultwe” the
Blood Bank to meet the ever increasing hospital reques

* ccount

 Year No. of Donors No. of HiVeve %

1987 7457 678 9
1988 5505 1037 18.8

Conclusion: The AIDS pandemic relentlessly continues to be a
collosal cchallenge to the meagre blood transfusion services
offered by the

T. B. P.355 INDETERMINATE HTLV-1 WESTERN BLOT nes IN BLOOD DONORS:

ABSENCE OF INFECTIVITY TO RECIPIENTS OF BLOOD
Van Der Poel, Cees’ i lelie, N.**; Reesink,H.*; Ehlers, P.**;
Bakker,eewe; feign,

* Red Cross Blood Bank, Amsterdam, tt Central ‘tory of the Netherlands
Red Cross Blood Trans: Netherlands.

Labora‘
fusion Service, Amsterdam, The

Objective. To investigate if donor blood with indeterminate test results in
HILV-1 Western Blot (W5) transmits HILV~1 to recipients.
Methods. Serum sanples from blooddonors fortoe332) and recipients (n=392),
who participated in a prospective study for transfusion hepatitis, were
tested for HILV-1 antibodies with aEmlly available ELISA. The

ents were followed-up for 6 mon Repeatedly ELISA reactive samples
yore tested for confirmation with commercially available WB strips,

J-RIPA developed in our institute.
Results

ELISA reactive Western Blot 1255_prpa
n iall: indet. indet.

donors. 5,332 109 (2.04%) 19 (0.368) 0 6 0 0
recipients 392 5 (1.28%) 1 (0.26%) 0 1 9 0

The 6 recipients who received blood products 6 donors w:with

indeterminate HILV-I WB, were non-reactive inVe-1 WBend J-RIPA, with
serum samples obtained 0, 3 and 6 months after

Conclusions. Blood products fram donors with indeterminate results in HILV-1
Western Bist, do not transmit HTLV-1 to recipients.

T.B.P.357 A CLINICAL AND SEROLOGICAL FOLLOW-UP OF HIV 2
OSITIVE PATIENTS FROM GUINEA-BISSAU (Est AFRICA)

Celestino ponksMande E.<canas Ferreira, J.

Mansinho, A. Santoa PL 0, Francisco Dias :PasteMendes, ana

Prieto, J.nL eBaaptista, C.Araiijo,JBaptista Marques,
ita Albuquerque Sousa-Inatitute of Hygie and Tro-

pical Medicine-Dept.Microb iology andwert Clinical Tropical Medi
cine-Ministry of Health,Guinea-Bissa

 OBJECTIVE - To establish the clinical and laboratorial features
of HIV 2 infection and to d termine parameter £ ec-
tion relate © disease progression in ople fro ui Bissau
METHO - 59. ptomatic persons h documented(serological)
HIV infection in 6 were re-evaluated in 88 heir medi-

B

A, immunoglobulines by ID and lymphoocyte henotype
by mopoctenal antibodies.40 healthy HIV negative persons vere
enrolle

Parameters given below were associated with disea-
her relative and absolut members of CD8 ané

 

T.B.P.354 HIV ANTIGEN TESTS AMONGST NEW BLOOD DONORS
Das, P. le Vries, A.H.; McShine, R.L.; Smi
RedCross * stood Bank Groningen-Drenthe, Groning,

‘window-phase' (3-12 weeks) may exist following HIV infection when no anti-

body could be demon:strable but HIV antigen may appear in the blood. We hav
tested this possibility in first eee(new) blood donors, since in our blood
bank 60,000 annual donations have bee: followed over 3 years without additio-
nal seroconversion amongst repeat donor

ithis study are 4 donorsà who have stopped donating rayof

 

mit Sibinga, C.Th.

 

 

 

Included also
the 'risk factors'; 5 W. blot positive donor sera and 3 ‘tricky sera’ (on
praess) detected bya first generation test during 1985, “antigen assay i
based on enzyue immu ssay system (Vironostika, Organon). All samples are
tested ïnparallel dyroutine antibody assay (Welicome).
Results

TESTS NEW DONORS HIV antibody Donor with Tricky
positive risk factors sera

1 4
Antigen (Organon) 2 pos neg neg neg
Antibody (Wellcome) neg pos neg neg

ourpursmets Vironostika did not show any reactivity i cky

sting its restete“oe nor-
À reproducaable. However, applica-

on t may be profitable in risk groups and in patients where anti-
genenia has prognostic and therapeutic significance.

T.B.P.356 “CASE eA sTuY " wiv vanemm pres PATIENTS" R.

SALOMAO, wel« Re DARATA, GO, N.F. MENDES. Escole

Pauliats Fr Saiicineord Cesa de saucesSantameamarcelien Sko Paulo SP Brasil
 

tigate the extent of HIV infection among dielysic reverts we studied 117 patients

Santi ian of assesc enti-2 Marceline Hospitel,cest reg! to

HIV (ELISA and Western Blot), i logical etatus, et Li res À til on

hemodialysis. Twelve patients were ive with the ELISA technique 9 (7,7%) were i

ern Blot. Risk factors other than blood transfusion were ruled out in all 9 lents. ry

positive patient: 3 controls matched fo . The mean ramber of units of bicod

t fused 29.3 Gunite and 26,7 units for the controls. The mean time on ialysia was

28.2 and 27.2 hs, respectively for and rols. Except due patients ronic

v thy, ali the cases had no clinical manifestations fated to vad infection et that time.yrphadenopath:

The cisk of HIV infection ues neither esaccisted t: of blood unit

on hemodislysia. OKTS/OKTS ratio was S 1 in all trusty infected patients. afterFe months, 3 out of 9

died, end 1 devel ARC. The others have been assyntomatics. New investigations showed one more

infected NIV, who is also assyntometic yet. The prevalence of HIV infection observed in this study

ia rather high. This finding stresses the need for the dialysis units personnel to carefully with

recommended

T.B.P.358 LATEX AGGLUTINATION TESTING OF WHOLE BLOOD FOR
HI LD.
Musgrave, S.*; Biryahwaho, B.**; Ojiwy:“yes,A.®*:

idumu,J.**; Downing, R.***; Seempala, s.

“York, USA, **Uganda Virus Research
= WHO, Entebbe, anda.

“Columbia University, New

Institute, Entebbe, Uganda,

OBJECTIVE : To determine the reliability and practicability of
ng

 

sing a Latex Agglutination (L.A.) test (RECOMBIGEN donated by
Cambridge Bioscience) test for HIV antibodies in id
seros in Rakai, District, a highly endemic area of Uganda.
METHODS: RECOMBIGEN L.A. is a rapid (Smin) visually scored test
for tibody to recombinant GP 120 and 4 The.
performed on finge rick o mipuncture whole blood samp
immediately after samples were obtai in the subjects’ home in

community sed vey. 14 jacts were tested by
and serum Elisa (RECOMBIGEN) for antibody to HIV.

RESULTS: Technica aff expressed satisfaction with the ease
and readability of the methad. Sensitivity was 100
sitioonly 54% compared to the Elisa. Positive predictive

value wi
CONCLUSION: “Despite ‘ease of use and high senoitivity: the low

t in this ti

needed“tor use on
a eld. Reasons for the high rate of false

positives are being investigated.
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T. B P. 359 ANTI-HIV LOOKBACK PROGRAMME OF THE CANADIAN RED CROSS
atid SOCIETY.

» Az AND WHITTEMORE, N.B.HOGAN, Vs MANKIKAR,SADANAND: ADATI
THE CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY, OTTAWA, CANADA.

NOVEMBER 1985 AND DECEMBER 1988, THE CANADIAN RED CROSSBETWEEN
(CRCS) COLLECTED OVER 3.7 MILLION UNITS OF BLOOD. OF THOSE, 395 (0.011%)
WERE FOUND TO SE WESTERN BLOT (WB) POSITIVE. A TOTAL OF 3.2 MILLION UNITS

THUS THEWERE CTED FROM DONORS, IT IS CONCEIVABLE THAT SOME

.POSI DONORS MAY HAVE DONATED PREVIOUSLY. IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH THE

DISPOSITION COMPONENTS PREPARED IM SUCH DONATIONS AND TO IDENTIFY

NG OR AN INVESTIGATION OF POST~TRANSE
AIDS CASES, A SEARCH IS INITIATED. EFFORT: MADE TO TRACE ALL
COMPONENTS AND THE SEROCONVERSION STATUS OF THE RECIPIENTS oF
THESE COMPONENTS. If THE PLASMA HAS BEEN SHIPPED TO THE
FRACTIONATORS, THE INFECTED UNITS ARE RECALLED CRITERIA FOR TERMINATING

CASES INCLUDE AT LEAST TWO DONATIONS PRECEDING THE FIRST
SERDPOSITIVE OR INFECTIOUS DONATION WITH NO EVIDENCE OF HIV TRANSMISSION OR
WHEN THE CIMTATION OF HOSPITAL OR RECORDS IS REACHED.

LOOKBACK HAS BEEN 6 OF THE 395 pen VE DONORS. THE

REMAININGCASES wre BEING INVESTIGATED. MAJOR H NOERANCE1N THE

OF LOOKBACK S SEEMS TO BE THE DEIN FALLOMIS UP THE RECIPIENTS.

A NUMBER OF RECORDING GUIDELINES ARE BEING IMPLEMENTED BOTH

CRCS AS WELL AS IN THE HOSPITAL:

DETERMINATION OF ADENOSINE DEAMINASE ACTIVITY IN
ANTI-HIV SERONEGATIVE HOMOSEXUAL HIV INFECTION

o+, De Rineldis Melet, Pezzella,M.+, Caprilli,F.
+ Boz:jazivA++PltromBotte

+Institute of Infectious +++and Human Biopathology Department
Policlinico Umberto I, Tavernierof Rome; ++Dermosyphylopatic Institute

lliceno, Bone: Italy.

T.B.P.361

Shiestive The aim of our sh was to evaluate the erythrocyte adenosine
aminase/pyruwate Kinase activity (ADA/PK) in anti-HIV seronegative, non

teeravencas a » homosexual me:withmultiple partners (ELISA test,
ern blot font

6 from 21 heparinized blood samples were examined.
and PK Fetivities were carried out on lysed

an Abbott VP bichromatic analyzer. i
AIDS were used as positive control and thirty healthy blood donors as nega-
tive contro’
sults. The ©: tio corrects for high levels of ADA activity due

to increased exythrepoleat . Only 0: t #1 subjects studied showed an ele-
vated ADA/PK ratio (0.225) as observed4 positive control groups (LAS: 0.154er

subjects: 0.11740.019).
by “in situ"

blood mononuclear cells
lambda BH 10

40.022; ARC: 0v16740.0224 AIDS 0.20!20540.0263 healthy
This homo found t
hybridization perforaed on cytocentrifuged peripheral
using an Fe ontaining the SetI~SstI viral insert
recombinan the mean incubation period of the HIV infecticn is curren-

tly extimated to be in the range oof 4 years, the ADA/PK ri could be of help
for the sereening of latent HIV infection.

CLINICAL EVOLUTION OF 377 CASES OF LAS/ARC
T.B.P.363 {FOLLOW - UP SINCE 6 - 46 MONTHS)

Ranieri,ae%; Wicolli, F.*; De Dona, D.*; Bassi, P.*; Sallardini,

6.*; Bar

* Infectious Disease Oivision; Ravenna S. Maria delle Croci Hospital, Italy.

Objective. The incidence of progression to AIDS of 377 patients with LAS/ARC (334 drug-addicts
2 deageaddic and prostitutes, 14 PiseGen, 3 homosexuals and drug-addicts, 10 hae-

s WIV-Ab+, & individuals with no know risk

d - up since 6-48 months

in the Infectious Oisease Division of Revenna Hospital (Italy) - is reported,

Results and conclusion. The incidence of progression to AIDS of 377 patients with LAS/ARC

as been observed

if

ARC affected by minor infections (condylona,. reveszoster, thrush, seborrhoea) which have
an adverse prognostic significance (Kiein e Coll., 4).

Asong the laboratory data with sdverse prognostic signiflcanee we ressrk à progressive decrea-

se of COS and CD4/CO8 ratio, besides @ progressive decrease of total T-lyaphocytes.

Aspects cliniques
Clinical Aspects ofAIDS

ErSTUDY OPT.B.P.360
inhardt*

“Bavarian Red Cross Bloed Transfusion Service, Munich, ‘retenkoter
Institute, University Munich, Federal Republic of German:

POSTTRANSFUSION HIV INFECTIONS
of, G*;

Qbiective, Between may 1, 1985 and Dec. 31, 1988 26 recipients a7male. &
female, | newborn of unknown sex) of biood transfusions
reported anti-HIV positive; the 286 donors involved were traced tor"testing
for anti-HIV

Don:1078 who had not donated blood after the donation involved were
tested for anti-HIV in tern blot and{since available) for HIV-DNA
by PCR. Bi Fr more donations that were

th the
postiransfuston (PT)

mination of 277 donors established that 21 anti-HIV positive
1 cases was only

Vv to

such as manufactured biced and plasma produc
different origin, sexual transmission, etc. must be consider

Manifestationscliniques
Clinical Manifestations

T. B. P.362 CLINICAL CHARACTERISATION OF HIV2 DISEASE IN WEST AFRICA

TUMANI CORRAH EGBOGA A.A. WELIKINS A,B.GAYE I, WHITTLE H AND

MEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, FAJARA, THE GAMBIA,

OBJECTIVES: Particular attention is paid to the pattern of secondary infec-

tions in patients with HT

METHODES: All c AIDS, AIDS selected complex on pro-
0; study. Seaological

diagno: mad Hardard methods priorier tested.in our laboratory

Primary ceening u: loc 2 tes Positive HIV1 confir-
using seaodiagnostic gel agglutimation test (Fujinibio) and positive

mva by Elan: I. en concordant test for me or both Viauses are made

RESULTS: At the total number
SFtuberculosis. The main

267 ARE, 27 PGL,
HIV2 disease include

oush 71, chronic diarrhoeas 647, chronic

ity and morbidity similar to HIV1. There is evidence of
vertical transmission.

T.B.P 364 CLINICAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SPECTRUM OF AIDS
DAF. DISEASE IN RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

AB®; lamsel, C**; EleonoraP**; Ramos Filho, CF*;
Perez, MA®; Wenger, noeMorais de 84, CA*®; Loures, LAM**#°; Krebs, JW***; and the

AIDS Study Group.
*Hosp Universitario, a edRoaoPNedkhBreen Univ 49 RSS
***Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, USA; ****Ministry of

 

Qblective. d th symptoms, signs, and diagnoses—0f
EVs anHIV. pts rer to prove an epee bas for von ofnnn
case definitionfor AIDS surveillance Brazil.

‘All consenting adults (0496) admitted toto medical wards of large hospitals
from 10-12/1988 were tested for antibody to HIV-1 and HIV-2. Fo:amiene,

ductson either blot were HIV+, MDinterview,
physical exam, were performed on 96% (110/115) of HIV+ patients, and a
rosaee350Hiv- i equivocalpatients Western blots).

HIV+ mean 'y, compared to SlyFa001) for HIV-'s. Males
94% (103/110) ofHIV's, butafonlyon(61/135) ofHv Death ensued in 39% (43) of
HIV+"‘s, and only 6% (8) of HIV-‘s.

), and KS in 1% (2). Major findings prectetve
(other than known AIDS diseases) werewere oral condiginas (relathee nak [RR}-22.9, predictive
value positive [PVP}-86%), feverAT4, PVP=43%), any tuberculosisRRS.1, PVP-815%),
cotton-wool retinalspots (RR-4.2, PVP=-94%), interstitial infiltrates on x-ray (RR=3
PVP-80%), and cures (ARS, PVP+73%). HIV+ patients lost a meanof 21%© body weight;
HIV-‘s only 15% (pe.001). No associations with diseases were

With tical analysis, easy-to-detect signs and symptoms
algorithm for epidemiologic surveillance of AIDS.

 

can be included in a
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TRPAS D PETRERPEREn TBP-808 BRIPLARICGAEmmemens
A. BASILIO DE OLIVEIRA, V. OLIVETRA, weesEdit, 1 ,hetsonsBop iste Hata Yano’HoxpitslyANITA
ILIMAR S. RIO (CLINICA MDICA III-ESCOLA DE

MEDICINA E STEORGIA, UNI-RIO, BRASIL).
OBJECTIVE:To demonstrate- the presence se
HIV-infectedpatients
METHODS: We study 303° HIV-infected patients.
HIV were:22 omossexuals; 7

glomerulopathy in

The risk factors for
unknown; 13

V drug addicts.
©. associated with

evere in 1).Renal biopsy showed
egmental glomerulosclerosis tFsas} in 2 and diffuse

@lomerulosclerosis in 1. In another patient with proteinurias
renal biopsy showed focal mesangial

interstitial nephritis. Post-mortem
mesangial proliferation (MP) in

and dittuse in 3), associated with the presence o
mesangial os inophil deposits, GS ranc-
proliferativejéomeru is in one.
CONC!CLUSION: ~AIDS-associated glomerulopathy with clinical

r
‘ew heterossexual contacts

ote); 2- Subelinical FSGS and the’ latter

T.B.P.367

 

T.B.P.369 LYMPHADENOPATHY AND HIV INFECTION.

Besflio, .Anga pue, H.A.; Quinhdes, Eleonora Pati; Fialho, F.; Sion, F.

Morais de SA,
Gaffrée & Guinle university Hospital - triversity of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

Objective: To showthe hist:tte alterations of lymphnodes in HIV infected patients of

groups THI and IV according t ia.

thods: We made a ratàstudy of 80 biopsy and 28 necropsy material. We studied ony

staining techniques used were: Frontinengine PAS, Grocott
 

 

      

A = BIOPSY MATERIAL B - AUTOPSY MATERIAL

as ity x of L N x
yperpl 4 57, Lymphoid depletion 12 42.9

en " sie 1 2. Mycobacteriosis 10 35.7

Lymphoid depletion 1 Histoplasmosis 2 71
Mycobacteriosis Cr. 2 7.1
Histoplasmosis Cytonegelovizuses 1 3.6
Kaposi's sarcoma Kaposi's sarcoma 1 3.6
Kaposi's sarcoma + Histoplasmosis :
TOTAL A TO TAL 28 __100.0

ulConclusions:
1) The most frequent histopathological aspect of group III patients is follicular hyperplasia

lysphoid depletion was found only among group IV or AIDS patients.

3 Tbereuloels was the most common opportunistic infection.
t Sarcona vas the onlyrecplesn wt found among

5) We did not find Lyephoma.

the material studied,

348

inshasa; saPro)et SIDA, Kinshasa; HsArmed Forces Inst itu
Parois, wash DC; Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwer

PRISSELSRan© describeoe, relation of cervical lesions and HIV
inVEcongé of prostitutes in Kinshasa, Zaire

upontos pe sears were taken as part of the initial
ve‘or 0Brarlitutes enrolled in cohort study in Kinsh.

Data were collected”for age, parity, se:
rr quenc Se:Deon of stitution, use of contraceptives and gener:
health.encdure sanBiv serology, àand extensive Microplologi gal studies
for concurrent STD's nf ail women. (A previous study revealed
a baseline of dysplasiaof 3% th momen o a cohort of HIV
negative married couples in Kinsha:

un RATE OF CE BYSPLAGIA
430 yrs sise CE

HIV + 13/103 (13%) 5/54 (9x) 18/157 (11%)
HIV - 11/160 (7%) 4/356 (7%) 15/218 (7%)

Cytologic evidence of Human nan Virus (HPV) was 11% for HIV+ and 6%

for HIV- prostitutes (pro. i
cal Syspla pu prostitutes

rethanththeir HI cou:ts { 20.Ae tutes, were 3
$ n dysplasia as woman n the orersi ulation

DAV En3 actiont‘by PAP smear) is”sean aicesisepta in HIV+

the same age from

Total

tines as
(p=0, 02)
prostitutes” as hae"rt

RELATIONS ENTRE HEPATITE B , INFECTIONS HI:
T.B.P.368 ET SYDROME D'IMMUNODEFICIENCE ACQUISE ,

QuattaraAntoine’ , Méité M"*, Gody M***, Manian LK***et de-Thé Gr**°
“Institut Pasteur de Cote-d'Ivoire,** de Cocody,***Hépital Protestant Dabou,
ose*Paculté A. Carrel , Lyon , France.
 

porteurs d'aati-HIVs et etlesrelationsseHépatie B(HB) et SIDA enàCôte-d'IvoiIvoes.
Méthodes: 2191 198
sujets sains de ia population générale , urs de si ,drie3 8 She ang 112 porteurs sains |

amines pour|fen. infectionsVIeiD et HDv.
4 à

æénér (9.1),chaz seodonneurs de seng(10,8%) et es porteurs ssins d’ant!-HIVs
(13,) 1 étal plus tieve (po,001) chez les malades atteints de SI
G4. 1%)ou anepatie isan(60s). La prévalence des anti-HIVs était de 2,6% dans

de de 25.3% ch i i

d'hép “Toul 10% 1 it di ù une HB et 15,6%

BUENB) U ob:
d'hép de SIDA avec une

fréquence plus élevée chez les porteurs d'anti-ame

enean l'HIV est probablement
responsable de la fréquence élevée de l'AgHBs cher ts porteurs d'anti-HIVs qui
ape ailleurs, autant de formesSENB que mlD'autres études sant nécessaires

frequenies en Côte-d'Ivoire .

T.B.P.370 nc rarauoer n RRNTRIE AID
erLes 8] Mahnoveki, V.“*; Magid, W.°*; Kahn, E.°%) Anderson,

versity,we NY, “Chilürens Hospital, LA, CA, oreli Medical
Center, NY NY, “North foeuniversity Mets1, Manhasset, NY, “Pediatric AIDS Study Group, USA

Qbiective. & variety of pie ishave been reported in AIDS. This wore detailed and systematic
neesn‘the previ

cad thethous of 1 infants and children with ALDS ii2.5 sos to 5.5 years, at

attics Pure bata torualthyuie shadne parte
Le thymus was prossly ete in l6 cases. Thysic weight: worerecorded in 11. They ranged

tros 4-754 expected weight for age. weight was available for 5 thymuaes ohich were described as
wall, Eee findings are shom inne following table:

    
 

Sclerosis Hassall’ corpuscles
Peri- Intra~ Fatty Normal |Rudiauntary Cystic Calcified Epithelial Giant
lobular] lobular Infiltration Netuork cytes cells

5 0 13 a 10 3 # 19 16

Shrunken lobules, absent corticomedul lary demarcation and profound dep) of thymocytes and Hassall's

nié packed spithetister ing
amounts of spindle and/oraone colis Strona) (polyksryocytes) and epithelial wultinecleated giant
calle ure seen in i jar and intralobalar sclerosis, oftes perivascelar, nas striking.
fiundonk thick vallntbleed vessele of variable dianet

evolution in children with AIDS appears to take Dlace after birth. Their thywuses
shon a consistent histologic pattern of severe scleroais. These findings may reflect direct HIV damage of
both T cells and the epithelial sicroenvircsent.
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T B P 371 DELAYED HEALING OF INFECTIOUS SYPHILITIC LESIONS IN HIV-

ee INFECTED ZAMBIAN IVING APPROPRIATE PENICILLIN

ubhash Hira*, Mwendasilumba, D.*, Macauca, R.*, and Perine, P.L.**
Spaieerstty Teaching Hospital, Lusaka, Zambia, **Uniformed Services
University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland, United State.

with darkfield-confirmed primary or secondery genita

ntervals to determine their response to
treatment with 2.4 mega units of peurathine penicillin IM; seven had
infections confizmed Western blot. Da:tels exam of lesion exudate was

sions persisting for more n k post-therapy. Lesions had

healed by two weeks in all but two BIG)
motile, morphologically typical spirochetes in

therapy, which stained brilliantly with fluorescein conjugated anti-T.

pallidum rabbit antibod: Both me
two oehoeae weekly injections of 2.4 mega units

befor ere lost to pone

genital lesions of HIV(+) reflec’
reinfection, or possibly, a selective, HIV mediated immune deficiency to T.

Twenty-two men
syphilis were followed at

T.B.P.373 ETES MANIFESTATIONS DERMATOLOGIQUES DES SEROPOSIFS

1

NDIAYE B. MBOUP S. GUIRAUD M. KANE A., DIENG M.T.

Université de Dakar, Dakar, Sénégal

OBJECTIF: ieruter les manifestations dermatologiques pouvant conduire au
Sune i:infection retrovirale et comparer la fréquence des signes

cutenés chez les HIV

METHODE: Par une étude retropective: nous étalisesons la fréquence dea diffé-
rentes atteintes cutanéo-muco-phanériennes chez les séropositifs. LL'étude a
porté sur lapériode alient|de Janvier 1986 à Décembre 1988. concerne
les malades suivis au service de Dermatologie du C.H.U. Le Dantes de Dakar.
RESULTAT: Deni: à 1988, huit malades séropositifs ont ae observés dane le
service de Dermatologie. Les manifestations dermatologiques sont les sui-
vantes: Kaposi, Dermite aéborrhétque, Fiaeenges-Leroy-Reiter, Syphilie.III,
Condylome geant, Tuberculose cutanée. Le faible échantillon ne p t pas
d'affirmer une correlation si, 8 erleelésionsgnificetive entre les sérotyp:

rmatolo!Biques de RIV, sem
posi cathatdose“Buccaleblent identiques. En cS t de

classiquement retrouvés dans le SIDA, la découverte de dermatoses tels que le
syndrome de FISSENGER: RE dermite séborrbérique profuse et les
condylomas vénériens peuvent sigaierle besoin de rechercher le diagnostic.
Mots clés: Dermatose - SIDA- HIV)- HIV, |

T.B.P.375 GASTRO. KAPOSI SARCOMA IN AIDS -
Exnoscorrc FINDINGS

seNolter,petertanrJ.,Nehn,X.,Grosse,G.,L”age,M.
Auguste-Viktoria rlia,

. Department of Tereresi Medicine Department of Pathology

Objective: Frequency and distribution of gastrointestinal (GI) Kaposi
coma ( eesclinical sequelae and the value of endoscopic forceps

iscussed.
Methods: In 6 prospective study,endoscopies of the upper and lower GI tract
were done in 17o AIDS patiente with GI symptoms.39/170 (23%) had skin KS.
Biopsies were tak xs ¥ suspicious GI lesions
were seen.
Results: KS of the GI tract was found in 46/170 symptomatic AIDS patients.
26738(ix2)Jacients with cutaneous FS presented with GI manifestation of
S.In 6 pati XS was found endoscopically without any cutaneous
2/46 (612) badvisible lesions that vere typical for KS.Lesions appeared

T MACU. sw growth or nodular.Gastrointestinal
peachansnd duodenum than in gmail or large bevel,

multiple KS lesions more often than single lesions.Clinical sequelae of
sarcoma were not seen.Biopsy was positive only in half

of the cases.
Conclusions: Gastrointestinal KS in an important and frequent tusour

ion in AIDS. 71% of all“tps patients with GI symptoms and
I tumour manifestation.Clinical sequelae ere not common.

€ submucosal IS growth biopsyy 13 positivein only 50!

N

T.B.P.372 DERMATITIS OFTHE FACEAND YELLOWTOE NAIL CHANGES
INDICATE PROGRESSIONTO AIDS/OI IN PATIENTS WITH

ON
+; Julander, L ® and Nilsson, B. *

*Karolinska Institute, Roepeespia Stockholm, Sweden, ** Karolinska Institute,

Radiumhemmet, Stockholm, Sweden. !

Methods. 77
penceenYepnonGphen

T <200 x 10/A was estimated for the 

 

 

 

 

 

  

P th th d Life table

Ni pplied data AIDS/OI and T4 cells 200 i
"death" inary life tabl y T4 200 4

with log rank test.

Results. Time to AIDS/OI or T4cell ignificantly sh for th th DF

(p << 0.001) and for the patients with YN(p 0.001 pared to th ponding ti

patients without anyofthe studiedsigns.
Conclusion. Seborrt the fi d yell il ch; 7 seen i

se = ee cay ADSL
   BP PSE

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS IN AFRICAN CHILOREN
PERIMATALLY Iyrecten6ormyaeM,;TEARS OLD ORMORE.

iv mens, D. G.”; Ven Goethen, C.",
end jouePAU Fe

T.B.P.374
Kestelyn, P.

ÉDepartment of Pediatrics end 7"departaent Of Ophthalmology, Centre Hospitelier de Kigalt,

Programme Wetionel de Lutte centre le SIDA, Xigali, Rwanda. features of pa y

» aged 5 to
yes mean age 6.5 years) and diagnosed between ‘eere“ser Hh Kigati, Ruanda, were studied. None

Pithese pie hadreceived blood transfustans before the onset of HIV-associated symptoma,
6 patientjents represented 3% of the tote! cases of HIV-infected children (n= 537) diagnosed

during torseus peried,
Two subjects were asymptomatic.|Onobserved were: Chronic cough (7/16) 1/16; (8/16),

persiatent generelized lymphadenopathy (PGL Wie), pulmonary tuberculosis (4/16), chronic otitis media
we. clusbing of the digits (2/16), herpes zoster infection (2/16), chronic urticeria une and

recurrent seizures (1/16).
Persistent oral trush t dis: ysphoid fnteratitiel preumnitis was diagnosed on rediological
grounds in 5/16 patients. Evidence of perivasculitia in the eye 8 ed in 3/6 coves.

rar ree heë L fght- foimage end 12/16 hed short atature (< 5th percentile of

the NCHS standards). symptom free jad normal weight end height for egc. Four the2
16 subjects presentedrie aicrocephely-

None of ti erlioit ree Life-leneer loss of Srentet milestones

during the ttypari ae follow-up: 23 months; : 12 to 59 months:
14 Parinacatly wiv: acts children surviving overos.yeara of age often present mith

moderate sions and symptoms, principally pulmonary i vement, chronic perotitis end Pct (3 signs

charecterising &pee lymphocyticproliferate
Severe infectitions end rotogicaliniedpailee group.

5 sert stature is = asjer nent manifestation in
these patients. Studies are in progress to Satara&whether€re He retardstion ia secondary to

ehronic pulmonary disease or to pituitary deficiency.

SEVERE REVERSIBLE GASTROINTESTINAL DILATATION
ASSOCIATED WITH HIV1 eECrION
Victo:sine pu Lucas M.; 4 Mour

Faculty of Me: Univer:sity Hopital rtSanta ‘Marie, ‘Depart-
ment of Medicine 2, Av. Prof. Egas Moniz, 1600 Lisbon, Portugal.

T.B.P.376

There is evidence of autonomic nerve dysfunction in patients with HIV infe
ction re y extensive damage of the enteric autonomic nerves
was documented in patients with HIV associated diarrhea.
We e of ap

pseudo obstruction. Subsequent studies showed thet thepatient had antibo
dies to HIV! on Elisa an inthree differe amples. Immu-
nological studies showed hipergamagiobutin mia (2 Ag),CDi positive lym
phocytes = 854/mm3, CD8 Positive = 1175/mm3, T4/T8 ratio = 0.7, with mi
togen responses end ts for delayed hypersensitivity to Antigens

. There was aDProgressive response to symptomatic treatment
Stthe pseudo obstruction. Detailed gastrointetestinal investigetions did not
show evidence of any secondary gut infection or mechanical
Epidemiological and Immunological data favour a recent or an piri infe-
ction.
In conclusion, e of massive gastrointestinal dilatation associa
ted with HIV1i infection(où(probably recent or acute) in this patient,
the ibility of this trointestinalpseudo obstruction being rerelateasto
the damaging effects the virus on the autonomic ric
viously reported by other authors.
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T.B.P.377 ve srectnn oF CLINICAL Disease wont FILIPDD cases
Ofelia T. Monzon,* V. Basaca-Sevilla,** C. Hayes,** J. Capellan,*
C. Manaloto,** ne. Saniel.*

of Health Research Institute for Tropical Medicine, Philippines
sens of Research and Laboratories, Philippines, and US Namru~2, Philippines

Objective. To determine the spectrum of clinical disease in Filipino ADS cases
thods . The records of cases of AIDS among Filipino patients reported to

Health AIDS Registry and referred to one of the authors were analyzed to deteraive the spectrum
 
Results. 11/13 cases of AIDS in Filipinos were available for review. There were 9 males and 2
Females between 24 to 70 years old. HIV infection another country in 10(90%).
Risk factors included homosexial/bisexual practices in 6(45%), contact with prostitutes in ano-
ther comtry in 2(18%), blood transfusion received in another coumtry in 2( 18%), and a spouse of
a foreign national who died of lymphoma 1(9%). Multiple infections were seen in all during the
illness. ‘These included PCP (5 confinned, 3 ive); candidiasis(6); M. tuberculosis(5);
herpesvirus infections(3); 2 each of M. aviut-intracellulare, cryptosporidiosis, and OMV; and |!
each of cryptococcal weningitis, T. trichiura infestation, non-malaria erythrocytic parasitism,
M. contagiosum, hairy leukoplakia, Kaposi 8 sarcoma, and a lymphara. bac-
terial infections were also observed: urinary tract infection(3), Salmonella bacteremia(2), skin
(1), and sinus(1). HIV dementia was diagnosed in 2. 9/11(81%) have died.
Conclusion. HIV infection is of recent introduction in Asia and the clinical picture of ADS
unAsian patients is just emerging. ‘The variety of infectious conditions seen in the early

f AIDS in this developing country is a forerumner of the diagnostic and therapeutic dif-
ficulties which will arise as the number of cases increase in the setting of limited economic
resources. There is also a need to monitor the influence of HIV on endemic disease patterns in
this region.

T B P 379 PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA (PCP) PRESENTING AS CYSTIC
nv APICAL LUNG LESIONS WHILE ON AEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDINE PROPHY-

SIEGEL, BARY; Fl » N.; Martin, W.; Soehn, Me; and Pomerantz, S
University of California Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, California USA.

We have been "prophylaxing" patients at high risk for PCP for aumost 2 years
with 300 mg of pentamidine aerosolized via a Respirgard~II nebulizer q 2

until 5-23-88 -6-88 tale3multiple thinccavitary meesons in both
lung fields predominantly in the upper lobes, bronchoscopy wa ga-
tive for any p. gen. e patient did well clinically until 11/88 when he
developed mild dyspnea. He refused workup until 12-5-88. CXR revealed
multiple upper and left lower lobe cystic lesions with a partial left pneumo-
thorax. Bronchoscopy revealed PCP. CASE 2 is a 30 year old male who w:
-clinically diagnosed with PCP in 3/87. He was initially “prophylaxed" with
low dose TMP/SMX which was stopped due to rash. He was started on aeroso-
lized pentamidine and zidovudine in 7/87. He developed paraesophageal sinus
tract and during the workup of this, apical cystic lesions and a small preu-

1
mg of gerosolized pentamidine q 2 weeks mmay nnot

e may occur preferentially
n CXR.

1 ease x
in the apices of the lungs and it may ser as cystic lesions

REGRESSION OF KAPOSI SARCOMA AND IMPROVEMENT OF PER-
FORMANCE STATUS BY A COMBINED INTERFERON & AND ZIDOVU-
DINE THERAPY IN AIDS PATIENTS

ee N.H., Mertins, L., MaleBa-, R., Biniek, R.,
miversity Essen

Eight HIV infectea patients with Kaposi sarcoma (KS) (atedium WR6) were
treated with human fibroblast interferon A and zidovudine for a period
of four months. KS were histologically verified, and localised at the
hard palate, gum, at the plantar side of the feet, abdomen, and on the
arma. In the last two months before therapy all patients had lost 4-10
kg of body weight, CD4 cells were 110/p1,
INF-8 therapy was started by administering 10 U/15kg b. w. i. v. daily
for two periods of 14 ¢ egch, with

T.B.P.381

third day. Only minimal side effects were observed. Zidovudine(4x200
mg) had been given daily three months before and during treatment with
INF-8.

All patients showed a signifi of the nus-and
r the firet treatment period. The KS lesions

all patients and a small increase in helper cells to a mean value of
150/pl; the Karnovski index changed from 20-45% to AO%,
Our findings with INF-6 therapy show clearly the effectiveness of INF
therapy . Indeed the number and diameter of the KS lesiona was definite-
ly reduced and the perfomance status improved.
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INTRAUTERINE HIV EXPOSED CHILDREN - RESULTS OF A
FOUR-YEAR PROSPECTICE INVESTIGATIO!

*, KOCH, $.*, VOCKS,M.*, SCHAPFER, A.*, HABERNEHL, K.-0.
~ hdveraltaalindian Raoif Virchos, Kinderklindk/Frauen-klinik, Standort Charlottenburg;

Virologie, Freie Universitet Berlin; ***Institut fOr Mikrobiologie, Freie Univeraitét

T.B.P.378

6, HiELKE, fn. eu et al. -
Metitut f
Berlin; Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany.

To report and discuss results to central questions like the tranasission frequency,
the difficulties in esriy and reliable definitien of HIV-Infection, the duration of latency
riod, the prevelence of sysptonatic HIV-infection and early signs of syaptenstic HIV-Infection
beyond the CDC-classificstion criterias

In Berlin, the longitudina! observation of intrauterine HIV exposed children vas begun
fa February, 1985. The children vere exesined in accordance vith a defined clinicsl, isaunologi-
cal, andtel progres at quarterly inte

» 47 children of HIY infected“others could be observed froo birth. 2 of these
errs“inet “a associated) nee died, Ôf the 47 living children, 33 are older than 15
sonths. 16 of these children e o be HIV infected. Of the 14 children younger than 15
sonths ene appear to be infecte: children are classified into class P-0. The transaission
rate seess to be 50 4. Of the 1 “infected children & have becowe syaptonatic, sli children
within the first year of life. 13 children ere cliniesily and isaunologically unremerkebie. The
oldest infected child is 3 oe old, The prevalence of syaptosatic HIV infection within the é-
year observation period is t! 4

ETinrate and prevalence rate of syeptoaatic NIV-fnfection are sialier
the results. of other prospective studies. Moreover, it has here been confirsed that intrauterine
KIV infected children do not necesssrily becose il] in the first year of life, but that they can
resain syaptealess for years. The consequences resulting from this - especisliy in the social
ures e.g. kindergarden - vill be discussed.
(smeorted by BAIFFG (Kapite! 1502, Titel 68505) and BMS (Wr. 2-43335-13/2))

 

OCCURENCE OF KAPOSI SARCOMA (KS) IN PATIENTS TREATED WITH
ZIDOVUDINE (AZT
Anne Mathieu-Boué, F. Boué, P. Halfon, J.F. Delfraissy.
CISIH, Paris Sud, France

T.B.P.380

Among the 135 HIV positive patients treated with AZT in our cente
5 had KS at the initiation of treatment and of the 131 remaining patiente,
4 developed KS during therapy :
Patients (pts) : median age was 41 (36-53), 2 were homosexuals, 2 had hetero-
sexual exposure. All had opportunistic: infections and no KS wi
started. All had low CD4+ cells count : 50/mm3 (15-95),

ponse was observed. Up to January 1989, 3 pts had had new 0.1. (1 died) and
1 has a stable disease.

Conclusion : these 4 cases raise some doubts about the opportunity : 1) to
treat KS with AZT 2) to maintain AZT, in the absence of other indication,
when KS appeared.

ENCEPHALITE AIGUE SPONTANEMENT REGRESSIVE

REVELATRICE D'UNE INFECTION A HIV-2

e*, Ranger s., Buffet-Janvresse c
C2

T.B.P.382

Rogez Jean-Phili

Denis F."", Leroy J.
“service de Médecine Interne, CHG Elbeuf, 76500 France. “Laboratoire de

Bactériologie-Virologie, CHU Limoges,. France. Laboratoire de Virologie, CHU

Service de Réanimation Médicale, CHU Rouen, France.

» Morcamp D.”,

Rouen, France.

Les atteintes aiguës du SNC liées à une infection à HIV-2 sont rares.
encéphalites subaigués ont été décrites, dont l'une de cause inconnue iclavel,

1.3.Med.,1987,316,1180-85 et Bertherat, 4th Int.Conf-AIDS, 1988).
oe inique : Un Sénégalais de 45 ans, vivant en Fr:rance,es ospitalisé en oc
1937 pour état de mal convulsif. Au réveil il prése une agitarion psychomotrice
intense avec hallucinations nécessitantia prolongation“de la ventilation assistée par
trachéotomie durant un mois et demi.
Biologie + Le LCRinitial montre 290 leucocytes/mm”, une protéinorachie à 2,25 gil.,
ous les examens bactériologiques, parasitoitologiques et Yialogiques sont négatifsà

j'exception d'une sérologie HIV-2 (réactivité gp1#0,eroes 6 par
biot). Une synthése intrathécale d'anticorps est démon bre de 1ymphocytes

est de Mo Le rapport T,/T, est ge O19 ©et reste.‘oujours bas huit mois plus
thdalors que le malade a cocortiplêteme: t récupéré et repris son travail sans avoir
reçu dethérape:utique anti-
Conclusion : ivs'agit donc d'une encéphalite aiguë à HIV-2 spontanément régressive.
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REPORT ON A STATEWIDE DETERMINE

QUIPATIENT CLINIG/AMGULATORYCARE SERVICES FOR PERSUNSWITH
HIV INFECTION

foung, Steven R.; Grant, Christine M.

Now Uersey State Department of Health, U.S.A.

Sbiective-

W.B.P.

To determine eaNesRswh of needed ambulatory
for HIV infected which has the fourth

 hospi: and
caring for 2,678 HIV positiveanbuia:

clients, a review ofof Medica’ outpatient“charges. f persons;
and the State's HIV Case Management InformationSystem of 1,579 persons
during the period Fall 1988

Previously reported reviews of HIV related care on
inpatient acute care resource . 66% HIV positive clients

+ t unmet to be

to tory ri from acute settings, lowest from private
physicians, dentists, commmity agencies including drug abuse facslitics:
Medi is the pr: . 1 tory clini were
identified as being the it as were specific
obstacles to services.
Conclusion.Ambulatory emerged resources

tion

COMPREHENSIVE HIV CASE MANAGEMENT PROTOCOLS FOR 26
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA COUNTIES

Flynn

W.B.P.
. , N. %, *Sacramento AIDS Foundation;

*®Univeralty of Fe vis fedical School, Sacri ito, CA, U.S.A.
» To develop for Northern Calif area and hospitals HIV education and alornia

ve case management protocol for HIY, ARC/AIDS patients. Northern California has
200 camesa ADS recordeg ace1983 ions indicate 1,500 cases of AIDS and over

12,000 Hiv cases nthe region by 1
rede endsite visits, together with epidemiological studies,

by the state, thecountien, the Sierra Foundation, U. C. DavisMedical School, and the
Sacramento AIDS Foundation, found the need cure manager have developed a
regionelizsd HIV/AIDS service plan and comprehensi: ernent protocol.

A commitApenTS48, under the jointleadership of the Sacramento
Director of the U, C. Davis Medical Center, wrote and
case management protocol guide that describes appropriate

heeded to addressari HI services, it for this

protocol D dù recente resstcesaero
wis HY ndA athe Ngherel ofneodr the

hung8 sieere.auen veines
hospital emotional uppers7AIDS outpatient service, an outpe
conver. Nursing,home

emerg:

support forfordailyTingme3egalvce

appendices tha
SC opiateevery €mentTe pate Wlproveregenreelonwththe mee

oneenres yecnpletes assent wil
t current medical

treatment and drug protocols developed. The treatment algorithm,located at the beginning of
the guide, is 2quick reference for health care givers to locate thelr papatients’ needs at any/all

stages af the Hi
tocol Guide will assist primary care physicians first by providing update

‘eatment information Gtwiroves» typeof onthecaninescan
by thefacility of the University of California, Davis Medical School); secondly,

shortage of primary physicians And pan care providers nth primaryua res aCloria
will be offeetbythe regional conauitatation network, growing from the distribution plan of the

HOME TRANSFUSION: A SAFE, creperive

ALTERNATIVE TO TRADTT TONAL

Peugeot. lanta fone “care,

W.B.P.65
Re

Atlanta, Georgia. iesÀ

cribe an active, safe and effective hose

designed to meet the needs to the

Methods: We se upe home blood transtusion progranges tanes

the anenic HIV + patient who of
requires 3-4 units of Packed Red Cells per episode. Patients

eust be cardiovasculariy stable and require transfusion on a

non-esergent basis. he program is an idea} eesie to

the homebound patient sho is unable to make +

continuausly monitored by a registered nursetrained to

detect possible complications.

Results: (July 87 -Jan. 89)

Total patients 183

Transfusion episodes 432

# REC units given 866

verse reactions 8
Our hose transfusion program has proven to be

safe and effective cea

 

o s - rer we . Pa = 9 3 s ~ ° 3 = 7 a a " 2 ° o = 2 5 a

significantly decreased. This hes also resulted in decreased

eedical costs and tise lost from the work place.
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sere of AIDS patients, particulerly terminsl oa

 

 

W.B.P.62 A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO PRIMARY OUTPATIENT
ORIENTED CARE OF PATIENTS WITH HIV INFECTI

Bartiett, K., Hadley,
Departments of Nursing and Medicine, Veterans Administration Medical Center
and The University of Califomia, San Francisco, Califomia, USA

The San Francisco Veterans Administration Medicai Center (SFVAMC) is a 300
bed teaching hospital with a traditional emphasis on inpatient(care that is located in
an area of high endemicity for HIV infection. The infectious Diseases Clinics

imary outpatient care for the malorityof HIVntected patients seen. A
muitidisciplinary, collaborative modelof cai chosen to deal with the complex
care issues that emerge in our patients. "Collaborative‘races is a model fo
health care delivery first outlined by the National Joint Practice Commission in
1977. in our clinic, the main elements are: 1) rithms bywhich clinic nurses
assume responsibility for most phone and drop-in triage, as well as for many
routine clinic visits. | in these are the assessment of diarrhea and dyspnea

mon dermatoiogic, dentai, and psychosociai issues, and 1
of many patients on AZT. 2) Collaborative development of Line

policies, procedures, and gas by representatives of each of the involved allied
alth professions, and 3) An integral program of clinical research that encourages

parpaon in protocol welbpneent and patient recruitment. Additional features
8 program inciude integrated dental and dermatology sub-ciinics, an on-line

patient data base, and ambulatory Intravenous therapy. Ongoing professionai
collaboration at ali ieveis improves efficiency, productivity, and morale at SFVAMC.

VISITINS PHYSICIAN SERVICE FOR AIDSanes IN MAGSAU COUNTY,W.B.P.

 

 

 

6. Feleke, 5, From Brurs D. dEPro, Wassau County

ted East Reade,%, u.rear
fhigctive. isiting pl ji ;

tethais. i nt of patient characteristics and each physician interventi

Results. ici ice {or the Rober
dans Foundation. Because of i i public Ltdthis  

hpsedical re in the howerato feteduty Feàand ionae ryhone visits havebeen |
itional

 

 

comtyresidential drug treataent facility. Of 3S patients seenmt ne,rswere terminally itl, 6 were acutely
ill, and 22 had onguing medical probless, Asong these 22, 10 have liaited acbility because of newonuscular
disease, 3 received hone 1V therapy, and7 received medical care for active probless |isLesa lieu acs visits.

In 104 visits, i
Giagnostic evaluation, 13 in additional medical referrats, 10 in non-sedical referralsaand 4 innhit
adaission; 20 were classified as routine follorup care. Psychosocial support to Pls or family eesbers was the

5 pi esent of
9 bail

for 2 fasilies.

 
 

 

 

Conclusion, 7 i pati y ill, physically
dependent. on others for precior requi itoring of hose therapy. iat t

pation i i ieving asbulatory care
services, Thi of Ps 

and offers em alternative wortach to traditional eedicel care.

W B P 66 AT-HOME CARE OF TERMINAL AIDS PATIENTS.
mene Serde, C.; Arrizsbalege, C.; Arrissbelo :Garde,C.; a gs, Je: Iribarren. J,A.: Zulsics

D. Hospital Nusstre Bsñors de Arénzezu. Servicio Veeco Ge Salud. Daskidatzs. Sen Ssbastion,

pain.

Objativa: Evelustion sf the preblema of thia new ferm of core uf AIDS petienta.

hod; Ths hospital teem included « phyelien and = nursa who wers cherped With at-hous
The number of visite wae

 

by the pation! # individus] nenge, end theete of «

medicel stiun for heelth cere end disase

support raquiradsor the patisnt or his/her family

ch vinit was to offer the necevary
@ prevention, end eny psychologicel

18 petiente wers sttended, & af whom died, with

The number sf visits mado to eschcome PML. KE.

an spproximateduration of an heu!

 Results: From Fabruery to Oecoeber 1008
different disssacs:
petient wes 2-3 per week. of
  cerebrel toxep!

 

Gonclusions:

1. 1f the domestic circumstances of ths Sereinal AIDE patient present the necessery
ae phone aod there Pp! wil cere for him/nar, in our opinion

at fe cr ea at hems, since this situation
4

 

spat ng end the femily ia more astiefied
done wre resi teethe pat:

2 pevionged hospitsl stsys be conetaeresiyàreducen, which represents en sconomic
davings fer public tnetitutions
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W.B.P.55 SYYUILIS

* *
T, SAINT-MARC, JL GARNIER,

villon P Hôpital

“ BE

* * dé

JM LIVROZET, JL TOURAINE, F MEIGNAN

Edouard Herriot 69 437 lyon Cédex 03 France,
69 998 LYON ARMBES, FRANCE

SIV asy alter the natural history of syphilis by increasing the propensity o.
diccass te progress to nourosyphiliz., Meningeal inflammation induced by either Pains
(WIV and T. pallidus) could allow the otherxr agent to penetrate further into tbe CNS.

wos reported two ca: meningoveaouler syphilis in homoaaxruel mon. One of the

wo patients had neuro nids despite previous adequate therapy for early syphilia
vit Senseshine penioillin.

22 year old homomexuel was aduitted
an, and a Tere Beniparesi6, after a three non:
been‘piretea for one ges of gonorrhea at 1

rato:

  

to the hopitel with a left facial palay, a diffuse

prodrome of fatique, headache. He bad

  

eryrevealed ESteot titsr of 1/3024, TPHA teet titer offmsus
cf the CSF revesled

Bitcytoere65"whiteieer eubia millimeter), on elevateddt,"level.tcbed «/1)
orrechia, a VDRL test titer of 1/16. est of 1/80

CS? HIV antibody and P24 ‘ant: . MRI Late aferetion arte
erea. pis was treated for 16 days with intravenous penioillin temillion unite per

abd Pro! had no Jarisch rxHsime: motBe* described CSF at Jt, J4,  enid and
410, 330, ne Wo ryyertedad
Thia observation illus

malignant

Lusbez d in tho Evaluation of HIT seropositive patiente vith
Syphilis, a sore ive doreces including maintenance

Neurosyphilis sheebe added to the growing list of infections”ecaplications of AIDS,

another case of 37 yea:
t Syphilis in relents with HIV infection follow a

 

W B.P.57 SYVBILTs TREATMENT RESPORSE IN HIV INFECTED PERSONS

. Tele,en& hh; 3 Harrison, J.*; Stoneburner,
*j and S*. *New York City Department of Health

CRYCDOH), m me“aineeoriel5sissers Cancer Center, NY, NY,U SA.

Qbiective: o determine vhether cted persons treated for primary

gs) or ondary d plasma reagin (RPR)
ponse

€
PS and 38 attending

1987 during which sera of all positive RPRs were saved,
participants were thoae who had RPR titers measured prior t subsequent.

1ai trteseneerereceeved and tested for HIV. Serologic
analyzed according to HIV s

.pata on 303Use)of6pad“participants are currently availabletet
analysis. Of these, 124 (412) S end 179 (59%) had SS; 163 (54%) were
men end 36 (12%) were HIV postive.

2=4X RPR Increase (6x) 36 6 (2%) 267

Stable or Increasing RPR after 6 months 1 (4%) 36 2 (1%) 267

Conclusions: HIV+ HIV- persons were equally likely to bavea fourfold
or greater iporeutetnin RPR titer within 6 months of treatment for syphilis.

HIV infected persons were more likely to have an tnneeesine or
stable titer after ra 4-fold increase at any time, "treatment

failure” remainsunusual

IN HIV POSITIVEW.B.P.59
Hay Phillip, Kitchen V, Harris J RW, Goldmeier D. ‘The Praed Street Clinic, St Mary's Hospital,

London, #2 1NY, United Kingdon.

FAILURE OF BENZATHINE PENICILLIN TO

PATIENTS,

Objective: in increasing rumber of reports document failure when using benzathine penicillin to

a srsyria in TY positive patients. ‘Alternative reginesthat have been sugested

‘include penicillin with probenicid, oral amuxycillin with probenicid, and intravenous

benzylpenicillin. We reviewed the progress of 15 patients treated for early syphilis when they

were thought to be HIV positive.

Results: Seven patients received benzathine pentotlin 2.1 Mil repeated after §days. Two of

‘these syphilis, in spite of having the treatment repeated. lv

ibenzylpenicillin to eradicate a gumma, the other a 15 day course of procaine

mith probenicid 500 mg qds to treat neurosyphilis.

Bre Patienttreated With repeated courses oF Goayeyeline developed neurslogica) dtsease wrich

been neurosyphilis,

 

but he died fran PCP before the diagnosis was estab!

‘Seven patients received oral amoxycillin 3 g bd with probenicid 500 mg bd. One of these was in

tthe third trimester of pregnancy. ‘The infant was subsequently treated for possible congenital

dnfection. This patient and 3 others receiving amoxycillin declined the HIV antibody test but

iad a high probability of being HIV positive.

Conclusions: Benzathine penicillin is unreliable for the treatment of

patients. Alternative regimes have not yet been fully evaluated. We are using PCR to lock for

‘treponemes in CSF's as a way of evaluating the effectiveness of treatment.

 

‘CAL AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PARAMETERS RELATED TO

SYPHILIS IN AIV ASYMPTOMATIC SEROPOSITIVESW.B.P.56
“, M. McCarthy", M.A. Fletcher’, N. Klimas’,

Pal
From the’Departments of Neurology”, Internal Medicine’, and Pediatrics’,

the University of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, Florida, U.S.A

B
C
A

Serological and CSF parameters associated with syphilis were analyzed
in asymptomatic HIV-seropositives. Thirty-four of 86 (39.52) reported a

remote history of syphi Ss 2 as positive in 25/34 (73.52) of
those with a positive history and in 4/52 (7.72) without a tory.
subjects had a positive si PR and all of these had a positive history
for syphilis. The CSF VDI s positive in 3/81 (3.71) asymptomatics, 0

o om had never been previously diagnosed with syphilis. The CSF FTA-ABS
was positive in 6; 3 had neither a history of syphilis nor a

A history of syphilis had no effect on CSF white

blood cell count Protein, glucose, ismunoglobulin level or the presence of
oligoclonal ban

r population, a history of syphilis is common and serological

confirmation (FTAABS ) unaffected by concomitant "early* HIV infection.
3.72% of asymptomatic HIV seropositive subjects had unsu.uspected|
neurosyphilis as defined by a positive CSF VDRL. DRL ma

be relatively insensitive for diagnosing neurosyphilis, the ese FTA-ABS

appears to be ttoo nonspecific. The presence of a

r precision in diagnostic modalities
is needed to firmly establish the presence of neurosyphilis.

Supported by National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Strokes
Program Project PO1-NS25569

RETREATMENT OF SYPHILIS IN HIV POSITIVE PATIENTS.W.B.P.58
Phillip, Harris J RW, Goldmeier D. The Praed Street Clinic,

S& Mary's Hospital, London, We INY, United Kingdon.

manifestations of AIDS. We are performing a trial to assess the benefits of retreatment with an

antibiotic regime that achieves good CNS penetration.

Methods; double-blind placebo using amoxycillin 3 & ba/probentata 500 mg bd

TorHIV postive patientspreviously teal for syphilis. ALL patients have GC stage 4

disease. ‘They are munensed Over 6 ontheaith tectpayetiiatrin pester nemalaeioel, ecmmiration

and serology.

Results: Nineteen patients have sO Qhe withdrew due to penicillin allergy, 2

because of admission to hospital. Four patients stopped after because of minor

reactions. ‘Twelve camleted the 3

treatment and placebo groups has emerged.

Conclusions: These are small ruabers of patients Dut theresults of Lore terafallow up wilt!

Probenicid increases the of zidovudine. has prevented

SL be mes ofaah a cexbivationzidovudine
The amoxycillin and regime may be useful for the initial treataent of

syphilis inHIV positive patients.

Soins alternatifs, solns traditionnels

Alternative and Traditional Care

HIV-RELATED PRIMARY MEDICAL CARE FOR INIRAVENGUS DRUG USERS
W.B.P.60 IN A METHADONEMAINTENANCE TRERIMENT om)

) testing and clinical care pregency (fron 9/85).
Feats.oak Ve(es)(68)eligible patients , including 15(45t)

1/89 was 30 ws. (range 1-61); 13/33(394)
aoldo Sekotmney6/50.8/33(24%) stopped AZT due to toxicity (mé) ar

(ne2). (2) Enkmidire: 19/22(86%) eligible weekly

46/56(82%) patients wit 3 34/38(89%) ived >
6 xs. INH; 13/13(100t) evalæble with active TS received mitidruy
> 9 tos. or util death. (4) Preqamy: % testing care were
accepted by women in 152/214(71%) pregencies fran 9/85-1/89.
Conclusion. Results levels in HIV-related primry
medical care among IVWU’s in ar A regimens requiring
follow-up and mnii is facilis by patients’ frequent clinic visits
to receive methane, which that MMIP'e con be effective sites for

ard therspeutic medio high-risk IMU's.
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Infections llées au SIDA : syphiils
AIDS Related Infection: Syphilis

ATYPICAL SECONDARY pYPHILTS IN HIV SEROPOSTTTVE|PATIENTS
W.B.P.49 Caumes E.*, Jan ice, Janssen F*, Rybojad

Da110ot A.* and
* Department of Dermatology and ** SD clinic, Hôpital Saint-Louis, Paris,
Fra

pbjective : to describe secondary syphilis in 8 HIV-seropositive patients.
lethods : retrospective study of clinical, serological, paceriological
and histopathological data in 8 consecutiveeayphiti (HI seen in our
department from 1984 to 1988 for a secondar syp ilis.
Results : Patients : 8 males (mean age : HW + 10,2 years old), 7 homo-
sexual, 1 dr addict, 2 with AIDS, 2 with the lymphadenopathy associated

(high titers of antibody) in 8, darkfield
in 1, histopathology (numerous plasma cells) i

All were cured with classical recommended Penicillin therapy for early
i is.

i cuinical presentation of secondary syphilis during HIV infec-
tion was atypica n 5/8. In such patients, syphilis is more than ever
“the great Prato, On the other hand, the Serological and histotogical
data were typical of secondary syphilis and led to an easy diagnosis

SYPHILITIC MYELOPATHY WITHHUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS: A
TREATABLE CAUSE OF SPINAL CORD DISEASEW.B.P.51

Berger,M.D.i G.Hensley, M.D."", L.Moskowitz,
From the Departments of Neurology’, Internal Medicine, naPathology.
the University of Miami School of Medicine, and ene | Department of
Patho.ology » Baptist Hospital, Miami, Florida, U.S

Three individuals with syphilic myelopathy occurring in association with

exhibited radiculitis. e patient had clinical features of cervical
i The other was trested

she presented with a

tate, acute left hemiparesis, and hemihypalgesia with
positive syphilis serology

Syphilis needs to be considered in the ‘differential diagnosis of an
ec

a m
h
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positive serum FTA-abs shou.

aqueous penicillin, 12 to 24 million units daily, for a minimum of 10 days,
even in the absence of a positive cerebrospinal fluid VDRL.

Supported in part by National Institute of Neurological Diseases and
Strokes Program Project POL-NS25569.

W.B.P.53 AN ASSOCIATION OF SYPHILIS EPISODES AND HUMAN

‘los Angeles th Services,
California,U.S.A.
#Centers for Control, Atlanta, Georgia, .

Methods. ‘idential HIV testing in Los Angeles
County STD clinics between July 1 and December 15, 1988, iewed
by courselors of STDs and high risk behaviors
such as mumber of sex drug , and prostil e
Results, Having a history of at one episode of syphilis appears to
bestrongly associated win ivity (p<.0001). For those

least
HIV sercpoœiti

clients testing HIV positive, 57.8% Bs(675) reper episode of
syphilis in contrast. to 16.9% of those testing HIV negative (198/1,172).
Upon further examination of drug and factors,
Money du drugs for sexsex and intravenous drug use since 1978 ware all

y associated with having hed at least ope sve)
(p<. 001}. ‘These were consistent within race group (Black and
Hispanic) and among males. Only exchanging drugs for sex was
independently associated HIV positive (p<.0001)

W.8.P.56 td IN HIV-INFECTED PATIENT:

NCE OF UNRELIABLE SEROLOGIC RESPONSES

Rolf Malessa*, M. Bahro*, Brockmeyer**,
R.Biniek***, G. Schwendemann
Dept. of *Neurology, **Dermatology, University clinie Éssen,
***Dept. of Neurology. University Clinic Aachen,

€

We report 0 IV-infected men (CDC
(one meningovascular, two meningeal type(s), one papillitis)
who failed to develop typical serologic responses. Hig’ e

antibiotic therapy was effecti in a ases. Serui a EF
were Ex: ned for FTA, IgM-FTA P: and cardiolipin reaction
The TPHA-serum/CSF-quotient was calculate n 3 pat s the
relative concentrations of HIV-antibodies in serum and CSF were
determined by serial dilut s in an anti-HIV ELISA (Abbott,
Du ). CSF was examined £o nt, protein n
oligoclonal bands and intrathecal IgG production.

serologic signe of active syphilis in serum. One patient deve-

W.B.P.52
Karla, » Hoo!

Saah A. The Johnseine Heticalinstitutions, Baltimore, MD, USA

HISTORY OF AND CONVENTIONAL TESTS FOR SYPHILIS IN HIV-1
aro T BALTIMORE MACS

Objective To determine the validity of syphilis testing in HIV-1 seroposi-
ith self-reported syphilis history.

IV-1 seropositive Rapid Plasma Reagin (RPR)- men in th

ev: past

Antibody Absorbed (FTA) assay. 39/60 aen had lumbar punctures perforaed

using Yenereal Disease Research Laboratory (VDRL) analysis of cerebrospinal

fluid (CS
Resuits Fiseen men reported history of syphilis, a before 1984.

es reactive in 13/15 (Sensitivity = 86%).

available in 8/13 of these men and were all nonreactive. In 45 men with

 

a Seite are high compared to FTA testing in this smail high.

his y result of recall error, false positive treponemal tests,
er ini rtant treatne asyapt: tic disease. ata sugges

the accuracy of self-reported and serological testing for syphilis in HIV-1

seropositive homosexual sen with negative RPR is high and the yield of

fur lowther testing is

W.B.P.54
#San Franc de:

of Public Health, SF,CA, **#Centers for Disease

“GEROREVERSION”oe TREPONEMAL TESTS DURING HIV INFECTION
+; Bo ene

FCA,
Control, Atlanta «GA, U.eeA.

Objective: evaluate the sensitivity of treponemal tests (i.e. FTA-ABS
and/or wi-TP) for syphilis in individuals with|HIVinfection.
Methods: 5 history ofees

cohort between 1982-85,mit y done
on entry in ho: reco su aa

1 stored . n—-retrospective reviens
: of the HIV-negative individuals in ne© rt ” we -

hereas 7.2% of those who were HIV-sero itive b tic, 42.9% of
those with » and 35.7% of those w ATS had Toseof reactivityot a7x

nemal test. The relative risk or roreversion” for those with ARC
ue: {p2002), andforrosexwith AIDS 10. 5 (p=0.02). ar of those

revers {thbersistent reactivi

14 ved ey- (215. 3-507. Us 698.4 te27.8-769.1)
0.64 (0 0.99 (0.88-1.1)T4/T8 ratio ~38-0.69) 8—

4 episodes syphilia 1.2 (1.0-1,5) 1 2.0)
tall result mean (+/- confidence interval)

2 I viduals with symptomatic HIV infection and a nted
ty of treponemal . appearshistory of syphilis

be related to the decline
raise questions about the sensitivity of treponema
individuals, and susgestt that a history of syphilis cannot be excluded by
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W B P 43 EFFICACITE DE LA SOMATOSTATINE LONGUE ACTION (SMS 201 995) DANS

—_—* LE TRAITEMENT DES DIARRHEES ET DANS LES CYTOPENIES DE DEUX

M

Routy JP* Latre e J* Phan Monte M* Beau.

Hématooncologie* et ladies infectieuses**Fibre Dieu Montréal aowiTe Canada

tostatine 1o mon une cacité dans la diarrhée
SIDA purement symptomatique chez 2 tienta. Nous avo! obeereés ces names

résultat: 806. orrection de la cytopénie chez 2 SI

S.1 : un homosexuel de S a sar le Kaposi et pneumocystose pré:

 

de la di é sit.
Avium uniquemen Amik

les selles. Les globules blancs avant rés traitement (15 ) passérent
Omm3 5600, les CD4 de 5/mm3 & 54, les uettes 7000 à 228000/ml,

l'hémoglobine resta stable. Le pati aoo si de 8 k trois semaines.

Obs .2 e hété xuelle di ans p: entait une pneumocystose avec cache-

xie, 12 selles liquides/jour. L'exa des elles (bactéries, parasites, cham-
is 100 mcg 3 fois/ jour rêt

passèrent de 8 1100/mm3, les plaquettes de 40000 . L

tre un traitement symptomatiqu 1 ternée du SIDA et a Permis2 corree—

tion genecytopénie. st néces: pour en comprendre

mécen & SMS 201 995 Laboratoire SANDOZ

ROSEUEe USE OF HYPERIMMUNE BOVINE COLOSTRUM TO TREAT

IRIDIUM INFECTION IN a AIDS PATIENT
W.B.P.45

D.; Fayer, R.** andovine=
*Uniformed Se:rvices University of th Sciances, Bethesda, MD, USA,

**United States Department of agriculture,Reeseilie, MD, USA

Cryptosporidium is a protozoan parasite of the human gastrointestinal

tract which can cause life-threatening diarrhea in leficient patients.

Althou lose to eighty agents have been tried with occasional anecdotal

success, trea t rema. rily limi We desi

38-year-old homosexual male with ant odeficiency virus
and Cryptosporiéienereatea diarrhea.

for at least three mon
no packeria1 or parasitic pathog

idium, Trials with e than six anti-diarrheal|medications,
including spiramycin, were ineffective

The Patient excreted 6 to 12 liters

ths, n hospi:ita Repeat stool

e pa
ine colostrum offer:

treatment for cryptoaporiatosis, the active factor (a) and|mechaniens
action should be characteri:

W B P 47 TREATMENT OF CRYPTOSPORIDIAL INFECTION WITH RECOMBINANT
moe Dre2 GI2)

Co: G.M.; Owen S.L.; Hawkins, D.A.; Gazzard, B.G.

St. Stephen's Hospitel, London, England. UNITED KINGDOM

Objective To assess the response of cryptosporidial diarrhoea to rm.

Methods Three patients with cryptosporidial diarrhoea (presentin 3 stool
specimens and rectal biopsy) had stool volumes measured for four days prior

en days af travenous riL-2 (400ug over 2 hours

 

and sev: after a course of s daily
for 14 days). A patient with severe right upper quadrant pain, seleroning
cholangitis, cytomegalovi colitis and cryptosporidium on recta.

biopsy wastree si iy.

Results 1 four patient cryptosporidium was not found in stools o
ere“btopey after treatment. In two or three peints vith diarrhoea the
ave: daily stool volumes fell from 1.6 and 1.5 litres per day to 0.75 and

"3tierres per day. ion was maintained for e patienttwo weeks in on
who died of pneumonia and for two montha in another patient who died of CMV

. The third patient had visceral Kaposi's sarcoma and no reduction
d died within two months. After starting a course of

rIL-2 in one patient with cholangitis his abdominal pain wae markedly
reduced but tre:atmentwi # discontinued after sevenveys because of marked
hypotension, pyrexi. and neniparesis from which he recovered. He sub-

sequently received|Foscarnet for CMV colitis and remains vel fourFmouth

later. re e fou te 2and the alkaline
during t

2 an effective treatment for ceyptosporidial diarrhoea
t may cause severe react.

W.B.P.44 GASTRIC LEISHMANIASIS IN AN AIDS-PATIENT.

Pesce Alain; vais Taillan,B.; Saint-Paul,M.C.; Marty,P.
Le Fichou:Nines Fe suto,J.P.
C.H.R.U. Nice ce.

Visceral leishmaniasis has been previously described in HIV seropositive
Patients and even pr ed as a new opportunistic disease.
A 28-0ld patient, seropositive for HIV, followed Since 1985

yea id. deve

B
R
A
N

was admitted for
weight loss, epigastric pain. Two
Plasmosis. Since June 1987, he receivedares
in August 1988 forpatoisical toxic: On admission, count
was : 1,4, 10.9/1 cucocytes, 3,58. 10.Lay erythrocytes, 34. 10.9/1 platelets,
hemoglobin level was 116 - Immunoglobul i at ral dosage.

rt

unistic® characterort Jeistnaniasis in AIDS-patients. Research of
visceral leishmani be necessary in endemic area, in HIV sero-
positive patients with iymphopeni, mainly with hematological abnormalities.

W B P 46 À COMPARISON OF ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (E/M
v—_ MICROSCOPY (L/M) IN oe DIAGNOSIS OF CRYPTOSPORIDIAL AND

Connolly, G.M.; Tovey, G.; Gazzard, BeG., 8t. Stephen's Hospital, London.
UNITED KINGDOM
Objective assess the value of L/M and E/M in the identification of
apparent cryptosporidial infection.

Methods cta. opsy and stool specinens were examined by L/M and E/M

from 40 AIDS patients with diarrhoea (at leastE liquid motions/day for
anse than one month).

sults E/M confirmed the presence cf cryptosporidiun in 4 of 11 patients
Tienities by L/M and in no patients where this organism h een
The p. t

 
 

tation
tool volumes (mean 0.7L/day). A 3subsequent AIDS
3 nts

onfuse blastocystis and cryptosporidal

etd Tuer has a better Prognossis, is not a feature of AIDS and

presente with fewer clinical symptoms

W.B.P.48 61 NTESTYNAL CRPPTOSEORIOTOSTS IN RTO GRANDE 00
SUL(RS ENCEbees

Sorts Reonfeid. Ht; Capobganco, Kt*,
Barth, At, Petrj1l
e*Universidade Federal Rio Grande do Sul, Porto quesre Brasil
setHospital de Clf{nicas de Porto Alegra(HCPA), RS, Brass1

Sbisctive-. Establish the incidence of gastrointestinal cryptos-
persedosts 19TD patgents in me,

» 50 registers of ATDS inpe-
te8 at HCPA betwean july and Tovoaber 1988. & cases were
excludad because they did not meet the inclusion criterta(at
ete stool analysis for cryptosporidium sp. 4n an acid-fas
smear

Results. 52,4%(N#22) were positive, and 47,6%(N@20) were nega-
or ceyptospor{di

Conclusion. Gasteoiateotinel crypecsporidioeis in RS is one of
he highast {incidence in the world. Therefore, it is smportant

to conaider this disease shen dealing with an ATOS patien
coming from
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W.B.P.37 BLASTOCESTIS HOMINIS INFECTION IN AIDS PATIEN
K. . riguez. The University deTexes M. D.
omoonce Center, Houston, Texas,

Although associated with some instan of human gastrointestinal disease,
the pathogenicity of Blastocystis hominis is still under questio
Objective - To evaluate the pathogenic potential of B. hominis, in AIDS

ents.
thods - The records of HIV-infected individuals whose stool specimens

were reviewed.
such patients were seen at our institution.

significent diarrhea (>4 bowel movements nausea.
r' ever and weight loss. Stool f 3 patients contained

only B. hominis. The remaining 4 had other potential intestinal pathogens
(Entameba histolytica, Giardia lamblia) which have been cated as

hominis. seven patients responded to therapy

rimethoprim/sulfanethoxazole) with resolution of

All had

(ollowow=up - 4 mo: No other causes for their d
Conclusions = B. boninis should be considered a potential pathogen ‘tn ‘AIDS

ents and may co-exist with other intestinal pathoge Specific
therapy usually results in resolution of the infection. lapses are
rare. In patien
investigated.

s who do not respond, other causes of diarrhea should be

W.B.P.39

Universidade do0 sate“do "Rio de Janeiro Rio de Janeiro,raie

COLONOSCOPIC ETIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF DIARRHEA IN AIDS
Bofin de Lima, Dirce; Jurado,£.; Favoreto,C.; Treistman,M.;

blood receivers and 2 women married

pies with biopsies n
video-colonoscope Welch Allyn) were performed in 16 patients. The examina-

showed: normal mucosa (4 case:25e), swolle: i
friability is.cases) and sick mucosa with multiple ulcerations (6 cases
The histopathology showed ton alovirus colitis 6 cases), cryptosporidto-
sis {iccasse)and Ronspecif amatory disease at the r ng

two atients.not submitt
Cytom salovirus colitis. One of them had peritonitis due to a left colon
ulcer” perforation at surgery and the other a st mortem exami
tion. The diagnosis were made byhistopathology of the surgical specimen and
autopsyrespectively.

er given anti -viral therapy, two patients with Cytomegalovirus
colitis remained with diarrhoea. One of them had crypteparPATENTS—and the
other Shigella flexneri in the stool culture

W.B.P.a © STROINTESTINAL MULTITNFECTION IN ATDS PATYENT: A
EASEREPORT

tiast Sprinz, E*+.-
+Universidade sue do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brasil
+sHospital de Cifnicas de Porto Alegre(HCPA), Rio Grande do Sul

Objective. Report a geesuiERs)erate multdinfectgon jn AIDS pa-
tient an Rio Grande do Sui(RS

. years old, sie drug aaddict and promiscuous
PTE hospi alized with a copious, explosive, bloody diarrhea.
Fgrst stool a
Asceris lunbrjcoides. Thiabendazol and mebend

arrhse Another nalysis showed n sp. and Cryp-
tosporidium sp.. Amphotericin BE wi dded and a great {rpgovement
haa bean n ed. She was diacharged afiter 20 days with 2
diarrheal episodes par day. x stool aoalyais was nesotive,
xcept for the presence of Cryptosporidium

sign. When tr ents, is“Tepesstant te know
that infectjons are rare report is a perfect
example of the transformations going on gastrointestinal system
f these patient:
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W B.P 38 VARIABLE LOCALIZATIONOFINTESTINAL
—_ CRYPTOSPORIDIOSIS IN AIDS.

Heller,Todd D;Tierney, AR;Kotler, DP.
St Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA.

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

ofpatients with AIDS.
Methods. I F p 25 pati with Crypto, the small intestine
was p y in 16 patients, primary si i ing
patients, at i n 3

excretion, small intestinal structure, andthe sorptionof sugar° less) and fat (triolein) were
performed. . . | |
Results. P jej ve g y
excretion, i i
groups. .

is i! Jgjunum Colon BR
Oocyst ion (#/HPF) 178467 24419 NS
Jejunal villus bt (#cells) 50.0+3.2 48483 p<0.005
D-xylose (1 hr serum)(mg/dl) 12.5424 24355 p<0.001
Trioiein breath(%dose, Sth +0.2 840.28 NS

Conclusions. Crypto has avariable localization the intestine. intestinal”aaral and functional
abnormalities correlate strongly with the localization of Crypto.

INCIDENCE OF
W.B.P.40 AIDS PATIENTS

J llolas; Moreno A, Miro JM, Gatell JM, Latorre xX,
Spriano E. Infectious Diseases Unit. Hospital Clinic. University o

Barcelona. Barcelona, Spain.

INFECTIOUS GASTROENTERITIS IN SPANISH

OBJECTIVE. To descr ibe pecharacteristics of the infectious gastroenteritis

(IG) in 886 Spanish AIDS c
Since 1784, all patients who fulfilled the CDC criteria for AIDS
nition were prospectively followed. Seventy four (334) were mal

honosexuals {HMS} and 132 (60%) drug addicts (DA).
Fifty nine episoodes o efined as the isolation of one (44

episodes) or ‘ t
intestinal mucosa) were identified i
ut 2 were males and the mean age was 36 (range 24-59); twenty seve ri
HMS (56%) and 17 (36%) DA (p< 0.001). Th 1 associated with other

opportunistic infect as se of p

me Sa ella sp. (7) (five with
concomita te a,c (4), T. trichura ¢ E. nana dy, a
MAl, Y. enterocolitica and § ercorali n one ¢ each. All episodes of

16, caused by cryptosporidium, were self- or responded toe limited
treatment. The 16 was the main or an associated cause of death in 5 of the
25 patients who have already died.
Sonclusion. 16 is very common among Spanish AIDS patiente {mainly among HMS)

often are the first manifestation of AIDS. The most frequent
microraaniannasCryptosperidiua.

W.8.P. ROTAVIRUS AS A DIARRHEAL eaINeeATDS

es Slim, Jihad*, DeLu .

r J., DeLuca, aint Michacl’sNetical

Center, Newirk, New Jersey, U.S.A

Objective: To determine incidence and importance of rotavirus

e diarrhea in AIDS patient

les were assayed by. latex agglutination and

Eiisa technique for the presence of rota These stool

collected’ from 12/88 through 1/89 when t
rotavirus was at its height in the corresponding

pediatric population. The-medical charts of these patien
were reviewed for symptoms.

Results: Eighteeen patients had stool samples sent foray

Eight of these patients had symptoms of diarr

these had rotavirus detected by Elisa.

Intraceliulare was the most common cause of diarrhea among the

virus detected in their stools.
Conclusion: otavirus was not found to be a significant cause

of diarrhea in aduit AIDS patients. Detection of this agent

aiso may not explain the diarrheal syndrome even when found.

5
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W B P 31 THERAPEUTIC OF TOXOPLASMIC ENCEPHALITIS IN AIDSDF, ENTS

onçe, Joao 5.3 nore IM, Fas eeerenty HN,
Ce.,Biancalana, M. fea Rodrigues, G.A. and Lavi

Serviço de Moléstias pofeccioses, Hospital do Servidor Pétlicu
Estadual, Sao Paulo, il.

Seventeen patients with AIDS and toxoplasmic encephalitis were
studied regardiing therapeutic response and adverse effects,
diagnosis bain establishad on clinical and
All patients had positive specific Jragisel tests; IgM
always negative and IgG was always > 1/256; median CD4+ count
was 222 celle/mm3. Pyrimethamine, sulfadiazine, and Gl indamycin
were used in various combinations or, few cases, due tao
allergic or toxic reactions to the other dru monotherapy.
The same d Fansider were used as suppressive therapy.

roved; and four iiied (three of them before
ys oF treatment). peas was ober ved in 50% of

mean survival tine was 16 ays
Overall there arent necroscopic studies for clinical patho
legical correlati
The authors call the attention to the favourable therapeutic
response even when monotherapy with clindamycin was ueed, and
the high incidence of side effects of therapeutics and relapse
of the disease in spite of suppressive ther

W.B.P.33

Balzer,Thomas" ,Rolfs,A.**Hoffken,.*,Deppermann,K.H.*,Ham,B.*** and Riecken,£.0.°.

THE VALUE OF PYRINETIMMIN/SULFADOXIN (FANSIDAR) IN THE PREVENTION OF CxS-
‘TOXOPLASMOSIS IM AIDS- PATIENTS

*Hed.Clin..“*Neurological.and ***Radiological Department of Klinikum Steglitz,Frete Universitit Bertin,

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Qbiective. Is FANSIDAR (FAN) 2 tbis/week sufficient for prevention of CNS-texoplasmosis (C-Tox) In

a (pts)?

Retrospective analysis of 16 pts. treated for C-Tox between 1986 a

na“nnneency-vts-seropostive pts with acuteete CaneCiypicacal intracerebral

Testons scan) were with corimechontegiNY), mean dos. 50mg/d, in cambtrationith

cer tnAorTe (CL, 1,8-2,4g/d) in case of ‘su-side effect

6 pts. devetoped the:

therapy wi

7a A2), None of the 10 pts

complete remission developed s retapse, ve ots. teh ectee ve » two of

Hate secondary long term therapy with FAN one pt. 2 6/16 pes. (37,5%) developed
(C-Tox relapses or acquired acute C-Yox while under long

Conciysions: These ‘ive data indicate that (1) Fansidar in a dosage of SOmg PY 1,0g SU per
week might be of timited value for the primry or fon of C-Tox in spt, and (2)

thet partial remission of C-Tox seemed to be a myor risk factor for C-Tox relapse

LOCALISATIONS DE LA TOXOPLASMOSE DANS LE TUBE DIGESTIF (TsD.)
W.B.P.35 AU coursPa SIDADE ANATOMO-CLINIQUE.

; Nayo:va Ruben.; Clair, B.; Trophilme, D.;
Frottier, J.: Saimo wva:
Hôpital Blcnat-Clante Bernard, Paris, France.

Sblectit.Bpateis1Treavence de la toxoplasmose digestive et préciser see
aspects

Méthode: ue et histologique systématique du T.D.” 160
corrélée avec les données clin:nique

T.D. ot atteintTfois (5 homosexuels européens, 1
nne; âge moyen : 37 ans ; durée moyenne de

 

l'oesophage (n = 1),

omégalovirue et Mycobacte-

et

la maladie : 10nots).ont
rneaneate 2 fois tout le tube digestif, 1 fois le gréle et le coon4 fois

aspect

  
PERIPHERAL

W.B.P.32 BLOOD CELLS FROM HIVI INFECTED SUBJEC:

Vendrel},J. Pie 7; Ducog J. Se; Reynes Jacquestee, Huguet, M.F.*;
Cannat, A.*; Serre, A.

* INSERM U6S, ** Laboratoire d'Immunologie, Hôpital Peer *** Service

Maladies infectieuses, Hôpital St Eloi, MONT?!ELLIER, FRANCE

INTRODUCTION. Severe cerebralrsonofofToxoplasmosis occur in 10 to 20 %0f

IDS patients. Serology i Lies on eraven

cal and scanner arguments. ifi resent

in the blood streamatatearlierF stages of active tonoplasmonie infection together

with the HIV] secreting cells

METHODS. PBMC cultur: 43 HIV1 itd

subjects were incbated in wells of Behring or Pas’

An amplif:fying enzymatic complex was used to revealthein vitro secreted and fixed

2

RESULTS detected in 190f ene

36 PHIVI ana Toxo seropositive" and in none of the HIV] “seropositive” but "Tox

seronegative” subjects, b) Although 20ofthe 24HIV1 Teeronegative” iecteywere

“Toxo seropositive" none of them gave positive results in the in vitro Toxo tes

c) Scanner and clinical evidence of cerebral coxeplaswosinnwas found iin only 3ofthe

19 “HIV1l and jects and

others, dDAspectfiomnd selectiveinhibition of the Toxo in vitro test (and not of

 

 

 

the HIV1 test} was igens

(Kindly provided by Pr Capron, Lille).

CONCLUSION. i t 4

some but not all HIV1 i j i tool for the 

diagnosis and the early treatment of active Toxoplasmosis.

W.B.P. 34 TREATMENT OF CNS TOXOPLASMOSIS IN AIDS PATIENTS.
ve RESULTS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDIES USING PYRIMETHA-

MINE AND MACROLIDE ANTIBIOTICS.

Buf.Berohard ,. PenH.D." and Iglesias,-IR"

* Departments Medicine and * Neuropathology, Rudolf Virchow Uni-
versity HospitalWells), Freie Universität Berlin, FRG

For treatment of cerebral toxoplasmosis pyrimethamine in combination
with sulfonomides ly used. In our sud the sulfonamide component was
replaced by macrolidearibotos,TaThe results of treatment with pyrimethamine

were compared: with ctindamycin and spiramycin
gimen) andwith clindamycin {two drug regimen). For maintenance

therapy the effectiveness of isulfadoxine was stud!
-5 mg pyrimethamine/ke body weight/d, 24 g clindamycin/d

and 9 Mill. TUspiramycio/a for 3 weeks. after acute ‘apy: mg
imetham and mg sulfadoxine (= 2 tablets Fansidar®) once 8 week.

ig regimen: therapywas effective in 25/26 . Relapse oc-
cured in 1/19 cases under mainten t but in all six Patients who had

tted hylaxis. Two drug t en: therspy Wwas effectivve In 12/13 cases.
Two of 13 pans developed a relapse propbylexis, tologic side ef-
fects were or both regimens, but could be crie bytfolinle acid given

tartof thera In most cases. ed in 10 cases.from the start
Thera, regimen with pyrimethamine and macrolide antiblotics and maln-

tenance tent proven to be effective. Relapses are mainiy due
discontinuation the prophylaxis.

Infections liées au SIDA : diarrhée
AIDS Related Infection: Diarrhea

SIDA, QUELLE SIGNIFICATION CLINIQ
W.B.P.36

eport J., Garcia J., Lepore €.

ce: Vilde J.L. Hopital Claude-Bernard. Paris. Fran

ADENOVIRUS ISOLE DU TUBE DIGESTIF CHEZ 20 PATIENTS
UE ?

Bricout F.

gbiectif. Préciser le rôle der adénovirus au cours du
es. Etude rétrospective des dossiers de 20 pationte (pts) SIDA €

ns un adénovirus a été isolé des selles où des biopsies coldauee
entre août 1987 et septembre 1988.
Résultats. Tous avaient des signes digestifs : diarrhée {n=18), douleurs

4abdominales (n=3).Trois pts avaient une ulcération le a coloscopie,

était normal hez 8/18 pts, et t une colite inflamma ire
ulcéreuse chez 10/18 (55 2) avec histologiqu t des inclunions
compatib avec une infect. ), des cryptosporidies (nei),et

agent pathogène que 1’ rue (n=5). adénovirus étaitutre €: Un én
isolé des selles (n=11), des biopsies rectales (n=12) et/ou caecales (n=8)
ou de l’ulcération anale (n=2).
étaient 15, 17, 22 et 24. Les
is fois dane selles et biopsies chez 10 pts ; ellea étaient positives aux

a: chez 6 pts (grp.1 et positives seulemen les selles chez
apts (ep +2), ‘ sur 6 pts grp.l et 4 rp-.2 avaient une colite
 Pts ont une

alisation viscérale. La clinique ee résume à une
eurs abdominales (3 fois).

clus: ative existe ; T.G. devrait étre recherché
Spatbectiquementàsur lee biopsies digestives, au besoin par imnunoperoxyd:

vir
8 eur 20 pte (40D a

Ces réoultats (1) suggèrent la possible respengabitite des
adénovirus ‘dans certaines manifestations digestives au cours + (2)
soulévent la question des relations entre CMV et adénovirus au Divan du
tube digestif chez cep pt:
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W B 1 PREUMONIA (TGP) IN AIDS W B P 26 INCIDENCE DE LA TOXOPLASMOSE CEREBRALE COURS DU SIDA :

us Eric OKSENHENDLE J. CADRANEL, A. DATRY, C. SARFATI, C. . DONNEES ANATOMO-CLINIQUES (PARES 1901985).

MARCHE, J.P. CLAUVEL. H6pital satin LOUIS, Hôpital PITIE SALPETRIERE, Hôpi- Saimot, A.G.*; Matthiessen, L.*; Matheron, S.*; Leport ,C.°;

tal C. BERNARD, H6pital TENON - PARIS - FRANCE bid

Between 1984 and 1988, we observed TGP in 1! patiente ~ 10 Europeans and |
he diagnosis °fjen 8 of

cell count was 30.5 + 4x10 /l.
1 and piste (2).

Chest X-ray showed diffuse bilateral pulmonary infiltrates in al ages.
Mean PaO, was 46.2 + 12.8
Results of bronchoalveolar fluid, recovered Fee 10/11 paies and stained

MGG ttechnique 8 chyzoîtes of T. gondii 10/10) associated
ith P. carinii (nD)b)increase of neutrophilaC567, 818) and eosinophil
nls x, 5/8) counts. In one patient the diagnosis was made at autopsy.
Serologic evidence of past infection vasacberved in 10/10 patients. This
ruled out the possibility 0of primo-inva:
Extra upmenes involw nt was proved iinaf patients : gut (2), brain (2),
Liv. » heart lee (1), and bone marrow (1), and suspecteg in
3: liver G, ee (23, spleen (1). dents were neutropenic (<Ix10”/1).
Outcome atients required sechanteat ventilation. 9/11 recovered from
ToP. 8 received gulfadiaeiae-pyrimethamine and one trimethoprime-sul fame-
thoxazole«
In conclusion, TGP must be considered in AIDS patients with severe

diffuse.bilateral pneumonia especially when associated with a very low CD4
cell count and neutropenia.

 

W.B.P.27 CEREBRAL TOXOPLAS IN DANISH AIDS PATIENTS.
Smith, Else*; Pers,C.**; Mathiesen, L.*. * Hvidovrenied Univ. of Copen-
hagen, OX. ** Rigshospitalet, Univ. of Copenhagen OK

ibjective and methods: To evaluate the disgwstic accuracy of cerebral toeplenceis in AIDS
pati features, i ic cherecteristics, serology and brain bicpsy, we re-
jewed

Results: Five (2) autopey but were rever tres-

cotrimmazol 9s a POP: aLES developed

Aaxis.
i 2 end 6

months pr: the di. of T.qondii and got a cot!
Of the 17 patients initially treated for lgamic encephalitis, but who did

‘itmed, 2 are alive doing well 14 and 16 mnths ai treatment. OF the 15 dead
10 ic diegrosis: seven AL, 2 | end i
ercephalitis. Five hed no bigpsy: for PAL and 2 for a Keposi's

A ë
disgrosis is difficult but should ical symptoms.
only 45% of the initially treated patients suapected:for 1gite“had the depose confirmed

better disgnostical tools and therapies are

W.B.P.29 FAILURE OF HIGH DOSES OF TMPnosis(RA.ADS PATIENTS WITH
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM Lande

* Departmentof infectious Diseeses, st Louis Hospital,P Ports,Urrence.
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Marche, C.#; Vedrenne, C.**.
* Hôpital Bichat-Cleude Bernard, ** Hôpital St Anne, Paris, France.

Objectifs. 1) Masurer l'incidence de la torop}amose cérébrals (TC)au cours
diagni jueme:du SIDA. er le cas ostiqués cl

3) Evaluer l'efficacité du eu ine=p: 1 (sb).
11/82 a 4/88, 174 autopsies ont été faites. Lee critéres

anatomo-pathologiques 2 Pl d' abe: Le ee
kyates et/ou oftes, de micro-calcifications et marquag:

=peroxydase. 2) Les patienta ont été traités (T) (au moins fe
de SP) ou non traités (NT). Ils sont guéris ou non guéris(NG) selonea
critères AP.
Résultats. 1) L’incidence clinique de la TC est . 2) L' incidence autopsique
est 35%. 3) Dix huit eur 36 Pts T (512) étaient ie, : 6 (17%) avaient des
lésions évolutives (al a mult: ou lésions diss .) et
12 (34%) des ès e sion. 8 patients (25 cas) :

ésions encéphalitiques disséminéee, 10 des abcés évolutifs,
lésions

Conclusions. i) L “incidence AP minimale de la TC au cours du SIDA ext de 35%
2) La aifférence entre diagnostic AP et clinique (35% vs 213) est SXLiquee
par ‘absence de signe phiques ou par un traitement
rop bref des patients en phase ultime. 3) La grande fréquence de la TC
ne des drogues moins toxiques que SD en prophylaxie systématique.

W.B.P.28
Euhbe is Avy Ruiz lay Castro A.s Rescre J. (+), Martiner-Vizquez J.M
Bepartese: a weir .sers et Neuroradiolegie 18}, Hospital Valle de Hoorn. Université astononique de

urine.ur

OBJECTIFS: aieis prevsims crusne evolution et reponse au traiteaent, ainsi que

la rentabilité dragssstique du TAC cerebral pa 32 ci xoplassoge corebrale (TC) dans le SIM.
M Lt nous avons. statis 145 canA SIDA, 69 dateeux (47.5%) presentaiont affectation neurologiques

parsis eux 32 cas de TC (46.3%).

RESULTATS: La TC a represent Ja troisitae tien opportuniste (ID) en prévalence ‘(221 de tous les cae),

agparant après l'infection par Carinii et la tuborculase extrapulaonaire, etant la plus

biesquente parais les Ass avec iteration seerclogique,us a ete L'10 miaa pert le diagnsstique

uns le 9.4 tous les salades d a at salades neurol
i vee crise convulsives, 1 avec besiparestesie

à fièvre, sal de tête et/ou

  
Ic

obsubilations 1 cas à été une trouvaille de hk necropsie. Pe at L'évolution, +6,84 4 1

une focalité neurolegique diagnostique à été établi dans tous les cas a I L

par TAC cérébrai. En.trois cas ua prenier TAC fut insmais plus apparurent les Li

diagnostiques, rvivance à été coaprise entre 2 et 108 seasiogs, étant teente là salades dut,
Tous les cas qui ont été traités (30) ont suivi une bonne persClinique avec des lesions residvelles

dans les TAC: terieurs de control. $ ealades ont recidivé pt Suppresion du traitesent; 27 cas ont rece

te sucus d'eux ayant eart a cause de le re

prepeatns faire a tou:5 je5 6a

 

aous pereet faire wn traitenente

efficiant ot bien toléré par les axlades sèse quand on te fait de aanière indefinie.

W.B.P.30 VESICAL TOXOPLASMOSIS: A NEW SIGN OF PARASITIC DISSEMINA-

Noë1, Grégoire*; Morieset, R.*; Grégoire, M.*; Lamarre, L.*
and Lapointe, S.*
*Univeraite|de Montréal and Hôtel-Dieu de Montréal, Montréal, Québec, Canada.

Protozoan affection remains the first killer of patients afflicted with
AIDS. As of January 1989, 25 cases of Toxoplasmosis (T) were observed in

T. among AIDS sufferers,
of HIV seroconversion in December 1982,

east 2 of the following teste: serology
ir imaging, histolo:

. girnadalse

e of vesical T. in AIDS.
c is must be suspected whenever urinary complaints cannot be as-

cribed to evident micrebiological infection.
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W.B.P.19 CRYPTOCOCCOSIS IN AIDS PATIENTS: CLINICAL AND THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS.
“ee Weirke,Thoms; Rigler,G; Ortmamn,C.; Pohle,H.D..

Universitatsklinikum Rudolf Virchor, Freie Universitat Berlin, West-Gemeny.

Gbjective. Cryptococcus neoformans is a dangerous pathogenpireleads

‘to disseminated disease. Prognosis depends on early diagnosis and early
We report a attempt at. Jomtifyining characteristics that faciaemlicr

recognition of cryptococcosis and
Methods. AI AIDS patients were igen nn: if indicated spu-

were detenained to therapy by means of cultures

faits. 9 wo (4.92) tines vin Ans naepdesease. 8 pa-
Tents” had di i could be cultured fron various body
sites; one individual had still localized disease in the lungs. The main presentingFeatures

very unspecific and consisted of headache, fever,
on (mean Drain i. feign ad ettad CF Yeu

were present in only three
Severity of the disease: Ure patientwith sharced digosse ant the hides titreott:io)
died 3 weeks after onset of treatment. ith ampfotericin B andFlucytasine
weeks was very effective and 7 of 9 patients were cured. alee
related oportnistic infections, since oncnlyone patient ed base OF cryptoccosis.
Conclus: Routine screening for cryptococcal antigen in HIV-iected persons is essential
Tor aediagosis Of cryptococcosis since c'inic symptoms are very subtle. Ear!Earlydiagnosis

rapid progrosi Fran our experience amphotericin B and flu-
cytosine is thetreatment of rire ence

THERAPEUTIC STUDY IN 35 PATIENTS WITH AIDS AND

CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS.

pel Bianco ,R.: aoe Prado,P.S.: Brunetti,G,:
e,5.S.T.;Mendonça,

Centro de RReferéncia eTreinametno em “Aids-Sao Paulo, Brazil
Instituto Adolfo Lutz
Object.tiveAnalysis of the steer fluids in 35 patients du-

utic with Anphoterici

W.B.P.21

 

om october 86 until sovember 38
and 5-fluorcytosine was also added in

19 Vatients(54. 3%) .The ce:rebrospinal fluids were obtained from all
the patients before and during therapeutic
Results. The first
71 i

 

om QO until 10ce1}/am3 in
and9glucose

the

median dose o: «555mg. The rate of suvival was 5,1 months and the
mths.

Conclusion. Tge India ink test provided diagnosis in almost all
the ptients and was more sensitive than the culture to analyse the
efficacy of the drugs.

 

Infections liées au SiDA : toxoplasmose
AIDS Related Infection: Toxoplasmosis

W.B.P.23 TOXOPLASMOSE PULMONAIRE (TP) AU cours DU

Marche Claudie ;jWolfe, M ; Mayorga R à Matheron S; Salmon D.
Matthiessen L : Paris, ‘France.

Objectifs. Apprécier la fréquence des TP au cours du SIDA et en évaluer les
Sieeee cliniques.
Méthodes. macroscopique et histologique du poumon chez 160 patients (firs)
dcédésde SIDA. Etude des correlations anatomo-clini
Résultats. UneTP a &té retrouvée chez 6 pts (3,75 W) etchez une ère,
setaeTenernt _vivantePo biopsie pulmonaire (BP) 3 5

2 cas un autre

ege bronchisloalvécialze (ia)ou
BP. La TP i

lui de micro et de nodul és. Il stait
émination de kystes et de hrces libres dans des granulomes inflam-

matoires pol: , &s foyers nécrotiques et parfois une inf

avaient aussi une

Conclusion. La Tr n'est pasexeptiomedonete avcours du SIDA. Elle eest parfois
responsable d'une thie hypoxémiante. T. gondii mériterait d'être
systématiquement rÉchercné dans de LEA où iceBP desS pts atteints de SIDA.

W.B.P.20 CRYPTOCOCCALDENTIN AIDS PATIENTS: INCIDENCE
IN RIO GRANDgoLSUL (BRau)

and Sprinz
sintuersidade Federal,Porto” Aleoze, Rio Grande do

Sul, Brasile
seHogpttal de Clinices de Porto Alegre(HCPA), Rio grande do Sul,
Bresil

pue Estab]ish the incidencs of cryptocaccel meningitis in
o Grande do SuI(RS) state

hi «It has been resviaued, at random, 60 registers of AIDS
petraits that have been hospitalized between january and november
I988..at HCPA, In 60 patients al Lumbarr puncture has bee
the Tiquor examined with the India iokBrenanration

al or bacterial meningitia, The
e in“a cases(10% of the sample

2.7% of fungal and bacterial“neningitis.
Typtoc @ most common causs

that ein AIDS patients in RS state, There
coming from this state, as in other
extremsiy important to consider criptecoccosis as 6 potential
disease ofthe Cent@al Nervous System

W B P 22 MAINTENANCE THERAPY WITH AMPHOTERICIN B IN AIDS PATIENTS
rs WITH CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS

B.Clotet,R.Viliegas 6.Sirera,M.Dominguez , A. Jou, JM. Gimeno M. Foz.
infectioous Diseases Unit. Hospital de Badalona ‘Germans Trias i Pujol".
Badalona.Jercelona.-Geta lonia.

: To
mi an AIDS patien
Material: A 25 ~old intr s drug abuser with antibodies to “HIV pre
ted a cr

stand or a weeks period and then enter
4 maintenance schedule of 80 1 days of amphotericin B plus ketoconazole
400 mg every other day.Follow-up is actually o months and the patient has
reassumed a normal life. Cerebrospinal fluid cultures are negative for crypto.
Loccus at a 1year interval s e initial t
Discussion: Although some patientsaave à roleqe relapse-free survival in
spite o sscontinuing maintenance therapy with amphotericin B i
evident that 1 suppressive therapy offer
approach in patienntsFaith AIDS. Although Fluconazole has obtained promissing
results,until its availability in all centers differen

i

W.B P.24 LONG-TERM SURVIVAL CF AIDS PATIENTS SUCCESSFULLY TREATED

ns FOR TOXOPLASMIC ENCEPHALITIS.

Antoniskis Disna*, Nussbaum JK*,
saver, Chiu s****, Leedom Jn*, ne the ifornia Collaboretive Trentment

Group. *LA Co.-usc, Stanford Univ. Palo Alto; *** UCSD, Sen

Diego; eeseuer- Irvine, catifornis, USA

Sannemsnn a@°*, HeCutchs

   

@ deacribe long-term mainteQhiective-T nce trestmont and survival of AIDS

Patients (pts) with €

Methods:
received 6-8 uka

pyrimethamine (pyr) 5 mg/d and intc ecid (FA) 10mg/d. As outpatient

maintenance Rx s roceived: oral C (1.2-1.35 g/d)-9 pts, $ (2-39/d)-5

pts, Fensider once/uk-1 pt, or pyr alone (50mg/d)-1 pt rp on C or

pyr an tre continued at 50 sand 10mg/d. Two pts did not receive

saintena 11 pts (61%) received concomitant zidovudine (10/11 st

1,2g/d) and 7 (39%) received PCP prophylaxis during msintenance

2-16 of 18 (89%) pts @ alive st a mean followup of 43.5 wka {range

11-82 wks). 5 pte (28%) experienced relspse of TE; 2 on & Rx (11%),

n pyr sione snd 2 a 7 A reaponded to repeat primsry anti-TE tx

3 of 18 (17%) hed PCP, 1 eac on fensidar, C sn D Rx Reversible

neutropenia oceurred in on zidovudina end pyr, no other serious2

drug-relsted complications have been noted.

Gonclugions-Long-term aurvival can be schieved in TE, ond is usually

detormined by response to initial Rx. we recommend use of ziceand

maintenance enti-TE Rx ss incidence of dtug-relsted side effects
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“FLUCONAZOLE” DAN: LE TRAITEMENT DE LA
CRYPTOCOCOSE MENINGEE CHEZ LES PATIENTS ATTEINTS DE SIDA.

KOVEMBEae MD et DESMET P.*

woTinia es Universitaires de Kinghawas ##“Labo de Mycologie.

aires

Objectif: Etudier cliniquement l’efficacité du Fluconazole dans

le traitement de la cryptococose meningée chez les sidéens.

Patients et méthodes:34 cas HIV+ (210 et 13 avec cryptococose

i i e par

Résultats:17 malades ont eu ile flucona
1° associationamphoter icine Bes FJuoracytac ine (groupe B).

Durée des fovent avant le dx af. airs pds?

€g Crypt. dans le sang 1/25332 1714847 p=0,6

Ag Crypt. dans le Ler 1/2164 1/3806 p=0,3

Survie S7irs 37jrs p=0,2

Guérison clin. 11/17 any
queison myc

ne fluconazole une efficaciee conparabie a celie

deFriation amphotéricine B + 5 fluorocytocine

Waskin, Hett: ‘pimertlettJA, and Gallis HA
Duke University Medical Center Durham, North Carolina USA

Objective: Evaluate characteristics of cryptococcal disease among persons
with humanimmunodeficiencyvizusinfection in rural, southeastern USA.

retrospective clinical and laboratory records.
Results: Pron 1985 through11988,“tne propartion of patients with cryptococcal

had HIV inf tridisease who
1985- 26% (5/19), Weoe238 (3/13), 1987- 67% (0/15 1988- 73% (29/15)

bal ts diagnosed wi
disseminated or meningeal1cryptococcosis. HIV-infected
likely to have cryptococcal
titers fran negative to positive, and had higher
at the time ini
à,review

patients were“more
meningitis, had rapid conversion of serum antigen

cryptococcal antigen titers
tial

Esurvivveltrends of the RIV-infected oohart (ne=29) indicated that:
month s:

1388 to 678(6/9) intn19871988. The magnitude of titratable antigen (byof ;

tus of the7 survi
greater than 1: 1000; one patient had a CSF titer pardurLeT000,“ON

antigen titer did oLlowing

Maintenance therapy.
Conclusion: ‘TheThediagnosis of cryptococcosis in HIV-infected patients should
not confer a dismal prognosis.

THE LIMITED VALUE OF ROUTINE SERUM ANTIGEN SCREENING FOR

CRYPTOCOCCAL UDLE

-NELSON MARK.R HAWKINS D. SHANSON D. REED C.

GAZZARD B.G. StSSTEPHENS HOSPITAL, FULHAM ROAD ,LONDON

ND.

W.B.P.17
 

OBJECTIVE: To assess the routine serum cr;Typtococcal antigen as a screening 
‘three yearPres who had

underwent creening» rypto=

À positivetitre

 
sien

serum antigen, a further antigen was perfo:

Osis.

RESULTS: Only 15 of 828 serum cryptococcal antigens were positive, 13 of whom

had meningsen and had cryptococcal meningitis confirmed at lumber puncture.

The other 2 patients had pyrexia of unknown o.

no CSF abnormality. One has r

fungaemia which respon

Saved serum was ava:

within 3 month:

rmed on serum saved prior

 

nts with positive serum antigen

mean 69 days). All were

a0chiehwefest

th a pyrexia of unknown origin or in predic which we

atien nfection. It does predict which“attente with

poineiem have cryptococcal infection
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LA CRYPTOCOCCOSE AU BURUNDI

FLOCE Jean-Jacques, DEPPWER N., LAROCHE R., KADENDE P.*

“Centre Nospitalo-Universitairé de Bujumbura/BURUR!

W.B.P.14

IT.

OBJECTIF : Nontrer l'importance de La méningite à cryptocoques dans le SIDA et

Tintdrdt de aon traitement par le FLUCONAZOLE.
ude cas de méningites à cryptocoques observée: 32 mois à

sérologiquenerent SLISA, VESTERNBLOT)
r la mice en évidence de

scoptque
du L.C.F avec mise en culture systématique sur milieu suivi d'une

tapespication mycologique précise. - pastement après tirage au sort,ist appet :

.àa tation anphotaricine Bets
eryptococcose dans Le SIDA :

= Symptonatotogie « méningo encéphalite dane 80 %
- Traitement par FLUCONAZOLE très prometteur, efficace,Bien toléré, facile

à administrer
com
la"aaningite & Cryptococcus néo;pommes variété Gattii est fréquente dans le SIDA au

‘diagnostic est facile. raitement par le FLUCONAZOLE est très prometteur,

efficace,“radinistration facile, sa tolére, bien adapté aux pays à niveau sanitaire
insuffisant

 

MOTS-CLEFS :

Méningite, Cryptocoques, S.1.D.4.

W B P. 16 secourRare IW PATIENTS WITH AIDS. DIAGHOSTIC
FEATS I IN & CASES.
Antonucc Qe:strnignaco, 0.8; Ippolito,Giuseppes;Bordi,B.«;
Galgani,s errr:tillo, LRes

sLazzaro Spailanzani Hospital for Infectious Diseases,Rome,Itaiy
#28.Camillo Rospital,Rome, Italy.

Objective. study Clinical and laboratory features of cryptococcal
Beningitis ( Es Viin patients ( pts ) with AIDS.

nvestigations involved clinical manifestation,tests on blood, CSF,
other fluid and tissues, CT brain scans and/or uRI.

g 101 patients with AIDS observed from 1984 to 1988, 8 (7. 9%)
had CM. Four of them had also extraneurologic involvement. CH w.

agnosed opportunistic Gisease in 6 pts . Fever andypeadache were present
rispectively in 87.6% and 15.0 of i £ ment.
status,aeningisau: and vomiting occurred in ~5%, 37.5% and 252
respectively. The spin duration before diagnosis ranged from 8 to 20 days.

d a 7 cases an autops

Therapeutic regimen amphotericin B 0.3 mg/Kg plus tlocyeaine 150
mg/kg die. Aofce 1 pts were cured.

uthors point out that CM may present in an indolent manner
in pts with inns.wee high mortality rate in spite of an early diagnosis and
the recommended therapeutic regimen.

W B P 18 CRYPTOCOCCUS NEOFORMANS PULMONARY INFECTION IN 17 HIV

_—_e INFECTED PATI
Clarire,fbecca¥creer,D.*

*Tulane/LSU ACTU, New Orleans, LA,
;Valainis,G.*and Hyslop,N.*.

Objective. To review the presentation and clinical course of Cryptococcus

neoformans (Cn monery infections in HIV sateeae carve) patients.

d HIV:

sexual (93%), with an average age of 33 6) ye e t
presenting symptoms were fever (93%) cough or dypsnea 372).“Although

est X-ray patterns included cavitary lesions (2), nodules (2), and a
solitary lobar infiltrate (1), t et fi as bilateral inter-
stitial infilt: 8 (7), of which 3 had coexistent cytologically prove:
PCP. Posit 8 taneous extrapulmona: tures, (8/15) and blood

(4/10), were found in 8 patients, Five patients wi: tral mo
16 (+ 6) w

S$ involvement died with a mean Tength of

 (+ 5) weeks.
Conclusions. Gesttray findings in HIV+ patients with Cn pulmonary

usual features anddifferentiationàfrom PCP may be
mortality rate is Tet ith Ca meuxonia

and may be influenced by the SresenceMOEcus.
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W B P. 7 RESPONSE OF CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS TO ANTI-FUNGAL

—_ THERAPY inPATIENTS WITH AIDS
d E., Thaker z, W., and Bartlett J.G.

John AAC) Medical Inetitutione.CL): Baltimore, MD,

Objective. To describe the natural history and response to antifungal

therapy of cryp'joel meningitis in AIDS patien

. re reviewed ani ollowSap information obtained

sor all patients withdisseminated cryptococcal infections at JHMI between

1985 were characterized by their
underlying disease, presenting symptoms, history of other opportunistic

infection and laboratory work-up. Therapeutic responses, complications, and

survival were analyz
Results. 48 pts. bad€cryptococcal meningitis; 39 had AIDS and 9 had other
di ses. Patients with AIDS treated initially with auphotericin-B

pt

days, Wilcoxan t gn.
ng the groups were

seline

Conclusions. Our rettrospective data suggest that SFC may inpreve survival
inanos tents with cryptococcal meningitis when added to AMPHO-B treat-

 

8 has been ported in patients without AIDS. A controlled etudy of
this "reginen is indicated

FLUCONAZOLE (FLU) ‘TREATMENT OF PERSISTENT
CRYPTOCOCQOSIS (PUC) AFTER CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS (CM).

Len BA; Chin Ji Teal Mei Large Ki
Uc San Diego, U Southern Cal, UC Irvine ani The
ive Treatment Group. U.S.A.

Objective: To study the response of PUC to FIU. AK coors in up to 30%
of AIDS patients successfully treated for Gi, is usually localized in the

amphotericin B (AB) therapy, ard is

W.B.P.9

and McCutchan JA.
California

 W.B.P.11 PERSISTENT Secoeeusneoformans PROSTATIC IN-
FECTION AFTER SUCCES FUL TREATMENT OF MENINGITIS.
Robert Larsen, S zette, JA McCutchan, J Chiu, M

Leal, D Richman. California Collaborative Treatment Group, USA.
  

Objective: To assess the frequency of persistent C. neoformans
infection in patients with AIDS after receiving apparently
dequate treatment for meningitis.

and C. neoformans meningitis.
rapy consisted of either 2.0 grams of amphotericin B alone,

or an adjusted minimum amphotericin B dose if combined with

 
 

 
flue! cessive culture negative CSF les re
needed to meet criteria for adequate treatment of meningitis.
Results: Urine cultures obtained at the end o nt grew
¢. neoformans in of ( ) patients. All were rt c.
Fungi were visuali m expressed prostatic secretions in 3 of
9 and grown only fr st-prostatic message urine in 9
Patients. Three patients receive tional amphotericin B;

rsistent f without syst relapse. ©
patients on fluconazole; Ci urine culture negative and 2

ystemic relapse during therapy. One patient refuse
treatme de € tocecc t 5
Conclusion: The persistence of urinary infection with ¢ 
neoformans in spite of adequate thera: for meningitis Buggests
that the urinary tract (probably the prostate) is a sequestered
reservoir of infection. Patients with AIDS and persiste
urinary cryptococcosis maybe more likely to relapse

W.B.P.8

prutane/LSU acrématilene School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine
rleans, LA,

SPECTRUM OF CRYPTOCOCCUS NEOFORMANS INFECTION IN 68 HIV
ENT!

rk, Rebecca*;Greer,D.*; Atkinson,W.**;;Valainis,G.eee

Objective. To review theaoPeectrum of clinical features and results of therapy
of CpEyptoscoccus neoformans (Cn) iinfections in HIV infected Gpatients.
Method. Hospital NTTEand X-rays all HIV+ o be

infectea with Cn by ei

Hospital of New

istration Medical Center. or Tulane Medical Center
between January 1,1985 and December 1, 1988 (47 months).
Results: Stxty~eoghe HIV+ pat ents were identified. Ninet er percent

e males 68% were homosexual/bisexual. Mean age 32.7 (& 7) years,
tn75% (51/68) Cn was the initial opportunistic Processand 13% ET pad
pulmonary involvement only. Extrap nary cryptococcosis was found in

patiemts with positive CSF

 

51/63, loca 27/40, 3 and urine 4/
nitial ther:rapeuutic ‘regimens were amphotericin B (AmB) alone (36%)

or AmB plus Fneytosine (54%). Sixteen (24%) patients died within the first
14 days, Although overall median survival was t
(11 CNS) survived at least 12 months. Patie
head CT or altered mental status had a shortened median surviva
Gonclusions. In New Orleans Cn is a frequentEPathogen in HIV+ patients.

Mortality remains high with current treatme

mts presenting with an abnormal

 

THERAPY (RX) OF CRYPTOCOCCAL eeete (CM) AND

CRYPTOCOCCOSIS (C) IN AIDS WITH ORAL ITRACONAZOLE (22) «

Denning, David W; Tuck

W.B.P.10

Stevens, DA.

Santa Clara Valley Med. Ctr., Stanford Univ., Institute Medical Research,

San Jose and Stanford, CA. U.S.A.

ex, RM; mantiton, JR; Hanson,

Objective. Despite poor csr penetrationIZ is efficacious in CM models; we
studied its efficacy in man as sole ther:

Methods. We studied clinical, culture, nevological responses|to IZ eee)

in 24 patients (pts) with AIDS: 18 with CM, 13 with c: emia (CB)
with cryp uria (UC) and 3 with disease Po)16 pts had fuitietococc: Pulmonary

ple sites of disease. Four pts had failed and 3 had relapsed after previous

therapy; 17 pts sought oral Rx.

u. œ lished in 10 of 10 esane pts; 2 non-compli.
had et

44 isolates wereoSuscentivie {¢3.13 meg/ml) in

resistant.

Conclusion. 1Z is effective in CM and C as primary or salvage therapy.

vitzo to IZ; 3 borderline; 2 
 

EFFICACITE DU FLUCONAZOLEW.B.P.12 COMPAREE AVEC AMPHOTHERICINE BOF. PLUS 'S FLUCYTOSINE DANS LETRAITEMENT INTENGIE ET DE
MAINTIEN DE LA CRYPTOCOCCUSE MENINGEE AS au
Kahotwa, He Colebunders LT Mungieri

Ry Perriéns, J.#. ProjetweTineaseae} Yemo, Ki asa, Zaire. '

1. Comparer l'éfficacité du fluconazole (F) celle
Shasbhothericine (a) plus 5 flucytosine (SFC) dans leyraitenent (Tm
inital intens. se la occose méningée (CRM). 2 Evaluer l'éfficacité
Méthode Tate de main en de 1 cha
aeEtude prosprospective2va controleoeoans} telle36 patients(pts)pts)ir

vi ant un contact verba oi randomi
i mg/j PO), soit A oraasstivtderIv) @ SFC (150eavka/ PO)

Etes L ne matesie7files nt! le {inrqud unecentma. en. Les suiv contro Fe 5
microsco i enoe Sculture du ECR à”. aprés le debut du

et puis tous les mois.
ditaté. L TT initieli RASEC (n=18) F (n«18)

IE LCR NEGATIVE à 4 semaines 3/14(21%) 4/ B(50%)
(sur examens effectués) 6 sasaines e@/ 922%) e/ 9(22e%)
CULTURE LCR NEGATIVE a 4 semaines 12714 (86%) 74 8(88%)
(sur examens effectués) 6 semaines 989%) 41 944%)
MORTALITE à 4 semaines 718 (2e%) 4/37(24%)
{sur _noubr ts suivis) 6 sasaines 7/16 (44%) 8/17(47%)
2. TTT de maintien: 2 moribonds (TTT F), 1 moribond (TT 2, at i
résistant au TTT F, tous LCR microscopie (+) et 3 avec LCR culture (+),
n pu être sis is TTT de maintien rvé auc 
récidive de CRM chez les 14 pts, tous LCR culture (-) aa début du TTT de
maintien sous F. Leur mortalité reste élevée: 6/14dercrses s un follow-

jours en (rangeAeE70 jours). suivÀdes 8 survivants
s'étend sur 185 jours en anne 375jee.itLe irinitial
n'avait aucune influence sur la ereice en in

. Le F peut être utilisé ennn nsleartyinitial
intensif de la CRM et dans le TIT demaintien Nosl'éonnees 1
devraient cependant etre confirmess dans de Plus grandes e:tudes
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Cryptecoccose
Cryptococcus Infection

PLUCONAZOLE THERAPY OF PATIENTS WITH AIDS AND GRYPTOCOCCAL

W.B.P.1 MENINGITIS AND FAILED CONVENTIONAL ANTIFUNGAL THERAPY

Robert*; Robinson PAt*; Knirsch AK**; Joseph J:

“Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Ma, USA, nrtirer‘central

(PCR), USA.
tes fluconazole (flu) therapy in patients

PY

- Pts nt ent

criteria: 1) “Sitesthreaten: fungal PELPAM and 2 Tiareor conv

yx to aradicate the infection, or serious iffungalrelated|toxicity, or
contraindication to ite use Reg ests for enrollment by a

cian.
be increased to 400 ng/da:ind teth

eatietectoriiy. Evaluations of é1inicalefficacy, mycology, and drug
Gere recorded We te our experienceEs cryptococcal

mninitis{cryp sen) in AIDS pts in thisstudly.
. 158 of 231 pts enrollEsines udy had Aï! and 145 hea cryp

infection. 67 pts had active n (poeizive csFeaieure at ).

72% had received ke of amphotericin B, previously:57svt had received

ts had a satisfactory el2 gas. 62% 0 gated pi
66.7% ot38 Sheevogically eveluated pts # culturernegetive. Et

pts @ beenhad inactivefeinfection (negative csrculture atentry } and

followed for a ys, with re: of hoss with

no CSF culture been? antry (3?+ Seetuekisey 708bed apclinically

satisfactory course, sha 7/3 @ had negative follow-up CSF culturea.

Flu is effective therapy and saintenance of AIDS pts with

cryp men who have failed or cannot tolerats conv rx.

PULMONARY INVOLVEMENT IN CRYPTOCOCCOSIS IN
PATIENTS WITH AIDS.

iriam, Bartlett, J., Waskin, H., Gallis, H. Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina, U.S.A.

W.B.P.3

Tepethe pulmonary manifestations of cryptococcosis in patients with AIDS.
Meththods. iew was performed ofpen wiwith both HIV and cryptococcal
infection. “rene patients were identified who metthis criteria from 1983 to 1989.
ares addefinite evidence ot pamcoyD infection and 3 had

resus . Eleven of the 12 patients were male. Age range was 30-48 (mean
35). Rokfsfostersforfor“IV infection included byomosexuality (8), IV drug abuse (3) and both
(). Cryptococcosis was the initial AIDS defining Opportunistic infectioniin 6.

Ag titers were

were 1/64-1/2048 (median 1/1024). Seven patients with and 1 without pulmonary involve:
ied as a result of cryptococcosis. Cultures expressed as total C. neoformans pein

cultures, chest radiographs (CXR) andinitialBO? Fe,are expressed as follows:

CE titers 

Pulmonary CXR
5/5 bronchial alveolar lavage i ani range 28-123 11 interstitial disease
2/4 sputum mean 82 1 pleural effusion
1/2 pleural fluid median 75 1 adenopathy only
2/2 lung (autopsy)
Conclusion. Pulm:onary involvement with cryptococcosis in AIDS patients is probably more
commonthan previously realized. The ORmostofofen showed interstitial disease which ca
be confused with other cmp infec Pulmonary involvement ith
cryptococcosis may be associated with a highersonality than cryptococcal meningitis alone.

W.B.P.5 LNCRAVENOUS AND ORAL FIUOCONAZOLE (FCZ) FOR THE TREATMENT OF
We ACUTE

Veeraf Sanjana,Davidson,M. fallendM.rene : Raviglicne,M.,
Cortes,H.,Cabrini Medical Center,New York City, NY

OBJECTIVE:Dfg7elin
of acuteacute cryptococcal meningitis

METHODS: Since 9/88, 7 consecutivel;y'disgnosed pts. wil
ECZIV(400 mg loading dose then 20 mg/d) foc Swear,thon orallye200m/e
thereafter.
RESULTS: 6/7 responded. had seizures & mentally declined 2
iched boc 5 hae

clinically
conventional,end expired. All 6 . who received >4

of FCZ wore discharged18-2 days after starting
6 contime to ambulatory thout evidence clinical rela-

pee at 10-18 weeks. , the most t coltures positive for C.
4/6 pts. after 6~13 weeks{median 10 weeks) including one pt.

whose a 6 week 3 specimens), reverted
to positive. This pt. despite escalating FCZ to 400 mg/d subsequently deve-
loped a (week 20). No i re-
mission ti
CONCLUSIONS: ,FCZ at 200 maleopen ee behighly effectivein inducing an

) in previously No ad:
verse ef: were be - to theGrayeitherduring
heLV. or the phase. At 200mg/dbx however, cure

Seat ene leraer tore bolierup willbe
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ITRACONAZOLE IN THE TREATMENT OF CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS

IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS.

*; Porteegies, F *; Tiessens, G **; Eeftinc

W.B.P.2

HOESReectiaam, Setereenigingvosx™ fiekervesplen indoa2: ereeni nve: eg TL
Amsterdam, The Nether: 8 POS

To assess the efficacy and tolerance of itraconazole (1C2), a new
triazole, in ATDSpen with cryptococcal meningitis.

Fourtee:n AIDS pati with cryptococcal meningitis were treated
wi Sz, Ni meregetved induction treatment with iv.
amphotericin B and oral UC: tos 20 forex Five.ight weeks, FollowedDy

mance the: oral ‘ive ie OUD
treatedwith ICZ, 200 ‘ng wick à da:day fSpat weeks Àfollowed by
e therapy with ICZ, 200n/day.

StoresBet : Se(atntenance treatmerent uaES started
cerebrospi UL CSF ranged rom

£ to jen nega {fn one, white all CSF

aot one patient CA
Oniy one of Bax

neningittis. “oa this patient icei OC:
Be: declined Gramaticali Guring carbamaz, inepee aaatte
before ICZ induction treatment car in CSF ranged fron [ito10 ter

in therapy. In two
patients clinical and myc ci OW-Up and
months). No sideetfects were observed

LesteroFrs
petie Ripsosappears effective amdisse
DAS Shenyioin might lower itraconazole

ococcal meningitis in
erated. Carbamazepine

PROGNOSTIC

x AIDS PA‘

Fexenbe-te ambayi DeD.*, P. Desmet**

Dept. of Internal Medicine, ** Laboratory of Mycology,

chiniques Universitaires de. Kinshasa, Zaire.

FACTORS OF CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITISW.B.P.4

Ain. Investigate which parame! could be indicative of a good or bad

ognosis for ococcal meningitie in AIDS patient

thods. 34 nV patients (21 males and 13 feanles) withrene

meningitis confirmed microscopy, antigen determination

culture were followed up at the University Hospital, Kinshasa,vetveen

December 1, 1987 and October 31, 1988. Patients were divided into 2 groups;

of 15 days © and

 

 

 

those agnos: thin a delay f their clinical s

another group after 15 days or more. Survival rate after diagnosis was

analysed with r ct to time to diagnosis and to e mycological and

serological parameters in blood and CS!

s. Mean results ere siven|3m the"table below.

Delay n CSF Serum Blood + a iva.
(days) antigen antigen caiture* culture’ No, /field (days)

(PF 100

< 15 10 1/840 1/5250 10/10 4/10 5.8 75.8
24 «1/3882 1/26272 24/24 12/19 30

genchusion. Time slapeed between appearance of symptoms firmation of

appears best Prognostic factor. The mar it phe period

beroreoAeeeis a confirmed, the mor ical beCOME
abnormal and the shorter the survival time. Coneequentiy. systenatic

screening for cryptococcosis in nrv™ patients seems logical.

W B P. 6 SERUM CRYPTOCOCCAL ANTIGEN SCREENING IN THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS
ee OF CRYPTOCOCCAL INFECTION IN PATIENTS WITH HIV INFECTION

Masci, Joseph; Pierone,G.; and Nicholas,P.
Mount Sinai Services, Elmhurst Hospital Center, Elmhurst, N.Y., U.S.A.

Objective. tedeine if serum cryptococcal antigen is of value as a

screening for cryptococcal infection in patients with human immuno-

eficiency:virus ainfection.

di m cryptococcal ontigen tests were performed on 88 HIV infected
felt to isk for eryptococeal infection on the basis

of T cell subset analysis or prior opportunistic infection. The latex
aaanat method was used.

Result 4788 patients had a positive test (4.52).

titers.ranged om 16 to 2560 (avg 916). 3 of these patient:
asyuptomat areswith aà Lun,Ing nodule which resolved on amphotericin B therapy,
2 with leurspositive cryptococcal meningitis). The fourth patientt had
complaints ° fever, cough » and night sweats and was shown

cryptococcal meningitis despite the absence of speseific

CryptTococcal antigen titers feil significantly and all culturesbecane
negative during therapy with amphotericin

Conclusion. Screen: HIV infectedpatience“with significant immunodepresaion
with cryptococcal antigen determ appears to be effective in the early
diagnosis of cryptococcal infection.

 

The positive|inverse
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T.B.P.383 "4 PART ‘ T.B.P.384
ZenperettiMarco*;Ferrezzi D.#;Schlacht 1.**

#Servizio Peichiatrico di Diagrosi e Ca "Origgi 1°" e Centro di Medicine Copcrtamntnle (Respor-

gabile Prof.G.F. Goldurm); ##Reparto Infettivi Adulti (Respenssbile Prof.F. Gianelli): Ospeda-

le C& Grenda Niguarda,Milano,ITALY,

Objective. Plusieuws auteurs les su-
ots inret6 ca IHIV A different ntqu rest et Le SO at in om eons tena. Nas a
vons voulu vérifier si cette dornée on peut la retrouver aussi permi nos patients.

  

Méthodes. Nos avons pris consideration es sujets hospitalisés en maladies in-

SRpita) Ge Rigenia 2 omse de EV. Depuis deux ens,perni ces patients,on @ obser,

vé la prévalence et les principaux aspects anmmestiques et cliniques des ceux qui avaient prés

+8 dee troubles a
Résultats. Les patients hospitalisés pour SIDA en 19 mois ont été 125,dant 107 (85,6 %)miles et
18 (14,4 %)femelles;1'age moyen a 606 28,2 a. Parmi les facteurs de risque, l'utilisation des dro-

 

hétérosmaels le 4,2%. La prévalence desdes trables(t.) peychiques à été du 37,6 4(47/125)dent les
+.menteanc étaient le 42,6 %(20/27),les t. de l'hmeur Le 14,9 %(7/47),les t.de L'adep-
tation la 12,8 %(6/47) ,les t.de la persomalité le 8,5 %(4/47),les t. d'amdetS le 8,5 %(4/47),
les schizphrinies le 4,2 %(2/47) et enfin les t.paycotiques pes clessée aillers le 8,5 %(4/47).
Conclusions. Notre étude senble confirmer les travaux d'autres auteurs,soit pour la prévalance

destrables paychiques,sait pour le pourcentage des +. mentanc œpgniques.
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W.B.P.67 A SURVEY OF COMPLEMENTARY AIDS/HIV
ANDS

 

 

 

 

 

 

THERAAPIESA! VICES
Hcirich,Mo and Shen,A+.

University of Michigan, AnnanMUSA, “ITT Research Isiane,Instinne, Chicago. IL USA

AIDS/HIV therapy organizatis dized
ical and their

therapies. . . dthrouct
Methods: pi x
telephone interv h PWA org orks. A bei y
a sampleof 105 organirations, practi i di

Jd specific therapies,
 

functioning were:

cena image: edne) Sel motion or balancing.
& Persons withTANAIDSar izing a wide rege ofcomplementary /alemative rai.

Much of this acti
information regarding specific therapies and potential outcomes. Information regarding these therapiesCan
be obtained from coop

Supported by NIH grant 1R43A126966-01.

Diagnostic : marqueurs et progression de l'infection parle VIH
Diagnesis: Markers ef HIV Infection and Progression
W B P 69 CLINICAL VALLE OF A TAC-INHIBITORY ACTIVITY .

SOHERENT CELLS OF INFECTED SUBJECTS. AMMAR, C, CT!
V: GEORGOULIAS. creatdee Appliqués,
18. . Couturier, ON14 Villejuif,

Tri activity produced during HIV

TANECUBLY BY

HIv-| , BERTOLI,

VER. C. JASMIN, CINSERM U288),

the  HBp.

Objective Determine therepiinieal value of «©

infection,

Methods : Periphere! blood sdherant celle wers isolated

1? LAS, 4 ARC and & AIDS patience, a

earun-froe conditions.

from 18 esymptometic beropositivas,
hout sny cell

stimulation under

 

‘sion wee tented on normal mitogen-activeted PBL and both the IOgplug/m1] end the % of mex. mal

inhibition were determined, IDgq representa the quantity of protein to abtein the S0% of the

meximun inhibition

Results When the| 1069 wan anaccording to the % cf maxime] inhibition it wee observed

hat @ low IDs, with © high if hibition was essncieted wi more advanced disesse then

a high 15) vetinhibition, Nine of 15 (00 2 of 11 Chex) ae J and

5 ef 5 (100%) of es: Y Produced significantC and AIDS petients respective
20 ug/10® celle). Pr:rospective nr

age

 

a

vity is associeted with higher concentrations ef

perience’ ence.

.Conelust Thees findings strongly sugges eeeDepreavetion is.

einemorkar of tha evolution of the HIV infaction towards the own

CHICAGO/BOSTON COHORTS STUDY: «p24/gp41 ANTIBODY RESPONSE AT
RSW.B.P.71 HIV SEROCONVE

flan Bernard Bis Allen, R.**, Fal » Maye’
Dawson, G.**, Sa eta snishzpresbyterianSt. Lake? sedCtr
Chicago,SoeAibott“LaboratoriesRE Chicago, ***Fenway Community Health
Center, Boston.U.s.A

Prognostic value of p24 Ag in HIV+ individuals is well established and
recent s have demonstrated that decline of ap24 may precede antigene-
mia by several years. We have reported previously use of apesfor staging
HIV+ individuals in the Chicago/Eoston cohorts. use of emerging rele-
vance and prognostic potentia of ap24, ap24 and a evels were measured
n 6 erters seen i vate clinical practice (Chicago) and 8
seroconverters of a prospectivevcohort (Boston), established in 1985, with

visits at 6 month s ti vels were b
competitive EIA using recombina tei
p24 response were obs d: those responding vigorously with ap24 titers of
1100 - 36, (ne5) vs. moderate/low ap24 levels of 7 - 260 =8); o
individual with Tow ap24 may still be nting ap24. agp4l titers
ap24 responders ranged 1500 -38,000 and 4200 - 26,000 in moderate/low
ap24 responders. p24 antigenemia was detected in 4 of 6 Chic =
converters and 1 of 8Boston rt rs; p24 antigenemia resolved with
mounting 0 24. Average follow-up periods post seroconversion were 12 and

months for h and moderate/low responders respectiv ly. inued
monitoring of these patients/volunteers becomes important, for individuals
with moder ap24 owClinical manifestations of HIV infection
sooner than vigorous bre
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W.B.P.68 EFFECT OF CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONING INFECTION

—e Keyes, Craig; Rodgers,P; Wolbert,J; Marte,C; Feyfs Ribble,D.
Bellevue Hogpital/Comnity Health Project, NY, NY

OBJECTIVE: Clinical and immunologic evaluation of cardiovascular condition-
ing in persons with HIV infection

S: 28 patients (6AIDS, 18ARC, 4PGL) vere|randomized to 1 of 2
dal of 16 eds duration.

e!
8 of hematologic, immunologic and

plaints were
TS: Using «a aired T-test for combined groups, Ereatment (cardiovascu-

her conditioning) was statistically significant for CD4 cells(ne
rease=68, p .005), T4/T8 ratios(mean increase=.072, p .01), a van globulin
(mean qecreasex.18, P + and resting and recove' ulsesJmean decrease
10.2 and 18.6 respectively, p .00 D: No statietically significant differ-

ences in CD8 cells, serum a. bus: observed. Subjects described
roved exercise toler nces decreased fatifue s improved appetite and low

er incidence of de session posttresteenteaithouugh numbers were not suf:
ficient to (achieve statistical signific

+ Cardiovascular conditioningOyaerobie exercise is associated
circulating CD4 cell numbers and T4/T8

in. Duration and
extent of effect, mechanisms of action and impact on the natural history
of the disease are under investigation in a more extensive trial.

W.B.P.70
Eyster, M. Ela Goedert

"Pennsylvania State mener, Hershey, PA and Sonal Cancer Institute,

Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.

APPEARANCE OF p24 ANTIGEN AND DECLINE IN T4 CELL COUNTS
AS PREDICTIVE MARKERS FOR AIDS

Objective. To investigate the predictive value of ser|for HIV, p24
pe (Ag),4 antibody (ab) and gp120 ab ed to T4 cell counts ina
‘cohort of 87 hemophiliacs with an actuarial cumlative AIDS incidence of 26%
c 7% SE) 8 years er ab seroconversion
Methods. measured b: the Abbott EIA,baa and gpi20 ab by radio-

seay, and T cell subsets by flow c:
Results. Ag was detected inarnit) of thenon-AIDS and 733
tthe AIDS patients. The two uarial incidence
after detection of Ag, 16% a38)ooftat loss of p24 0:

‘loss of gpi20 ab, 31% (+ 8%) after a T4 count <200 cells/ui and 67%AS18%)
ter a T4 count <200 cells/ul among th

Slow number: T4 or Ti ocytas, enly of Ag and ab

anyped some predictive ve However, only Ag
p=.008) and T4 counts (relat.
cleindependenntly predicted AIDS up to 12 mo!

velopment

(54%) of
+1

x low T4 count
n HIV-infected Tndividueis. Detecti

enentery to the greater sensitivi

important plieene rega

ce"ofFinsà
wpecific and comp]:

These Findings have
manageme: t and

Dorian (Supported by NCI contract WoL-cP-85649)

ion of M.ts highly
i of low T4 count:

e planning,

W.B.P.72 PREDICTIVE VALUE OF CD4+ NUMBERS, LEVELS OF
NEOEN AND BETA-2-MICROGLOBULIN AND OF

ING PNEUMOCYSTISCARINII PNEUMONIA
Rainer Brühwiler, 1 Ledergerber, B., Vo: .; Fierz, W. and Lothy, R. etal.

Department of Madisins, University Hospital, Zürich,MEmeland

tis carinii pneumonia (Pcp), the most frequent lifetethrea-
IDS, is not generally recommended, because the dura f

infection is reel Predictive indices are required to improve decision

o determineOM)rievvalues of colepoePepserum neopterin (NPT) and
beta-2-nmcroglobulin (8 ding the f deve

: CD4+ (nmsNEE(n=509) andEMles)Ton292Patients were analyzed re
7.5 months (range:0.1-65),trospectively, usingif bles. Median fi

During this period 21 hed their first episode of a period
Results: Probabilitooof NOT developing a Pcp at different levels of CD4+, NPT and B2M
were:

B2-MICROGLOBULINE
>200/mm? <200/ <50 n >5.0 ng/mi <48 mg/l >48 mg

6 mts .99(98-1.00) 66(.54-.80) 97(95-.99) .93.89-.96)  .95(.93-.98) .94(91-.97)
12 mts .98(97-1.00) .44(.30-.65)  .95(92-98) .90(85-94)  .94(.92-.97) .90(.85-.94)
18 mts sus100) .39(.25-.62) .94(90-.97) .85(79-91) .94(91-97) .85(.79-.91)
24 mts .98(.97-1.00) 9489-97) .83(76-90)  94(91-37) 7H70-.88)

p

Conclusions Serum levels of B2M, NPT CD4+ numbers are predictive dis thetisk
of developing a first episode of Pebut only CD4+ numbers discriminate to a

tent. ‘ore primary prophylaxis of Pep in pts with CD4+ numbers <200/nm should
be evaluated in clinical studies.
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W.B.P.73 sean rmwumonerrcrency virus (urv) 1ga SERUM MANTIBODIES IN
APROGRESSIONGe STUDY OF HIV presECTION AND SUBSEQUENT

(ON OF THE DISEASE 1

Ef) mie, àMirtatr Sarov, B.*, sarove I.*; Rinaldo, C.t#;
Saal
fracuty ate

object . Toà dtrire the value of serum ects”HIV Toa antibodiesaga

oreof the ssion of HIV infection

Methods. À sensitive solid phase, enzyme linked immunoso:

hee n adapted. Microplates ccated with a mixture of 4 pept.

correspond to the serclogical active epitopes of the virus P18, “rat, gP41,

and gP120 served as antigen (Biochr rum imens
blindly tested, were obtained f:

rbent ansey (ELISA) 

 

IFN-& PRODUCTION, CORRELATION WITH eeeTEAALANTIGENENIA P 24 ANDW.B.P.75

B- Fauconaier
* Lab. virologie, CHU ; ** CATS ; ** Maladies Infectieuses, CHU ; RENNES — FRANCE .

The aim of this work was to investigate the tnterferon enr both sttmulated and circula-

ting IFN-u and to correlate i decline or lack of antibodies

to Gag (P 18 - P 24 - PSS antigens. in @ attempt to predict the e-
volution and risk for cpportuntstic infections . Peripherel mononuclear cells {

lated with Sendaï virus for IFN-& production . IFNs were tested
ral cytopathic effect on MOBK cells), HIV antigenemis by ELISA and HIY antibodies by tmeunoblot-

ting

SEROLOGICALPROFILE IN REINFECTEDPALLETS À DIFFERENT CLINICAL SJ4GES.
A. Baffalt’, N. Genetat et 0. tuistanns

reduatis: Circulsting IFN-& Decline or leckP

 

Tena HIV Ag P 24
Non responder titers, 2.40 tev 1 IU/mi 2.8 log 10 Tus of entibody bende

Controis 0/30 [10 3%) 4/20 (13,7 %) NF Gag Ag Pol Ap

HIV + patients

coc Ir TAB [14.5 2) 10/28 (35.7 %] NF bras area

coc Ini 7/27 (28.0 %) 9/30 130 %) 1423 (4,3 8) 2/22 1422

oe IVs 14718 (87.8 21 16/23 178.2 %] 13/23 (60.5 x) 14/22 15/22

ac 19/19 C100 x) 18/18 CEB.8 X) 13/18 13/19V (e,d] 8/8 1100 x]

of PBMc from CDC I¥a and CDC IV c.¢ patients to produce IFN-&(P < 0.001).
* A good correlation between circulating IFN-0l. antigenemia P 24 and sure capacity of

PMc to produce IFN-ol. * In many cases decrease in P 68 antibody band prior to nesa

P These findings suggest that a drop in PBMc stimulated tésrarn in Wy,

Positive patients could be of value for predicting desease progression

W.B.P.77  FORECASTING INDIVIDUAL RATES OF PROGRESSION FROM ARC TO
INE CLINICAL LABORATORY TESTSalpsBsUSINGROUT! t

saéSchmidt.RobertM°°. ter fer
Preveative Medicine,and Health Research, *San FraacisceState University aad
*Pacific Presbyterian Medical Ceater, San Francisce, Califeraia, USA.

Objective. Te develep a diagnostic procedure which dofinitvety predicts the rate
sl progressionof aaŸindividual ithARE te cliniical AIDS.
Mothods. ctive study ef 30 ARC paticats 6 immunelegicsi aad 7
motabelic eters were an: zed Immene-Balascopy (iBe), aa artificial

forenesfvet intoretions betwee:eon and|within laboratory

clinical ‘AIDSinia these339 ARC patientsfellfellowed fer 30 meaths.
Of the initial 36 ARC

and 13 were lest te fellew-up after 3¢
moaths. Ba e AIDS-
penarc oer aad these pre-

Houston ef tt 17 paticats
remaining in the study. Represeate-
tive individual IBa patioras fer these

 

te groups are shown
Caacinsign,DeDefinitive identification ef AIDS-resistant individeals ameamens gx
patinnis can be done@ hy IBe based en reutine clinical taberatery tests at the
of initial presentation with ARC. IBe sliminste a minimus of 30 menthsef
prognestic uacertainty fer patients with AIDS-related cenditieas.
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T-CELL SUBSET,B,, MICROGLOBULIN, AND NEOPTERIN LEVELS IN
IILIACSW.B.P.74 EDINBURGH HAEMO!

Cuthbert, Robert J.G.*; Ludlam, C.A.*;
Steel, +

it. orHaematoorgy»ova

Beatson, D**;

*Dep Infirmary of Edinburgh, sn**MRC

Clinical and Populaties Unit, Edinburgh, Scotlan:

Objective To assess the vi microglobulin, neopterin and et

estestimations in predictingelanical progression to serious H:

disease in a cohort of aemophiLiac:

Me Longitudinal study of 18 HV seropositive haemophiliacs since

seroconversion 11
factor VIII.
Results peelining CD4 values were observed in all patients, except two

values when first studied. The risk of progression to CDC grP
Ww diese,on 4 years increased signifion tly at CD4 counts <0.35 x 5ft

925: and most dramatically at CD4<0.2 x 10°/1, RR=28, p=0
t changes values were observed, Rising levels of. 37

were obeerved in all patients aa this was most the s

group. BUM 73.0 mg/l the risk of progression to
signtficantl? increased, RR=10, p=0.02.

observed in 10 of 17 patients. at neop

n 1964, following exposure to a batch of HIV-contaminated

of progression to CDC 5 was 5.8, p=0.11. Dramatically elevated levels

(> 35 mmol/1) were erved in 2 patients with AIDS and 2 with severe ARC,
but in no asymptomatio"PatientsSe

Conclusion Estimation of CD4 unts , B microglobulin and neopterin levels

are useful in predicting the progresaie? of HIV disease in haemophiliacs.

W.B.P.76 COMPARISON OF FRPROGRESSION To AIDS aoetSes 8

avith 7 Molane, M. onraat R.*Edelson,
Harvard School of Public Heal! MA,"columbia University, N.Y., NY,
“New York University, N.¥., NY,"Meertel

Universi
versity, New Haven, CT, U.S.A.

 

Sonclusion, While each was sensitive for distinguishing betweencontrols and ARC in this group of gay men, serum combined with
% HE? distinguished between ARC and AIDS Té/T8.

 IN CHILDREN WITHW.B.P.78 marums
Josephs, S.; Morales, A.; Campos, J.M.; and Rifai, N.

The George Washington University
Shan,Maria;

Children’s Heepital National Medical Center and
Medicine, Washington, D.C. U.S.

Objective, To determine whether serum g,-microgiobulin (,m) concentrations can be a sensitive
marker for HIVinfection in che para Pour born to HIV-infected mothers.

Methods, sm i

School of

 

Reaults, Seva from35 patients were tested in thisthis study. Nine patients,aged1 to 6 years, were
HIV-seropositive and symptomatic with decreased cellular responses, al lute CD4 values and
inverted T4/TS8 ratio. Th dard devi
meanand5Dpy concentration of09860 Eighteen age- ted seronegative patiebada

8m concentrations of 0962054mg (LON185 mg},The between

). Eight patients, who
ssVasedmyAPutindeterminantresulrbweet analyses,

concentrations simil to the seronegative

year or less, it is likely + Hibodiss À 4 fr

dysfunction and wererecyfund tebe pt eaten poke ‘Therefore, the latter four patients
‘were most likely HIV infected.

Senciusicg, Based on these preliminary d i b d
for HIV infection in children.
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W B P 79 NEOPTERIN AS areata MARKER FOR DISEASE PROGRES- W.B.P.80 PERSISTENCE OF GOOD E-R1 ACTIVITY RELATES TO NON-FROGRESSION OF IMMINE

— SION IN HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS-1 INFECTION DYSFUNCTION EN HIVHIV POSITIVE INOIVIDIMS. Laren, Michael, Inch, Y.,

Fuchs Dietmar; Spira, T.J.*%*; Hausen, A.*; Reib-
negger, G.*; Werner, E.R.* and Wachter
University. of Innsbruck and Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of AIDS-
Research, A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria, **Center for Infectious
Diseases, Atlanta, GA, US.

Objective. The value of urinary neopterin levels for disease
progression was determined in HIV-1 infectedpatients.

thod. 68 HIV
ue rome were t a for urinary neopterin and T-cell subsets in
1982/83. Their AIDSÀincidence rate was evaluated in May 1988.
Results. Overall, 21/68 (30.9%) patients progressed

 

revealed neopterin and CD4+

 

activation and the progression of HIV-1 infection

SERUM B2M IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS WITH HIV INFECTION.

W.B.P.81 E.H.Cooper*, M.A.Porbes*, S.Sutherland**, T.J.MacManus**

*University of Leeds, Leeds, England; **PHLS, Dulwich Hospital, London,

England. UNITED KINGDOM

Objective To determine er IVDA influences serum bsta-2-
microglabulin distribution in rsntection that may interfere with its

etion ne a prognostic index to determine the risk of
progreseing to A

th: Ssra terre to the PHLS were measured by the Pharmacie B2M-

 The patiente were eub-divided into anti-EIV antibody +ve or -
ve, and ther they}had s (PGL was classified eyaptomatic, 3
patients with Stage IV AIDS, B2M 1.6, 3.1 and 6.1 mg/l: and 3 with rene
failure, B2M 15.3, 11.7 and 8.9 mg/l were excluded).

B2M 1

Symptoms HIV No. Mean SD 23
Nil -ve 132 1.6 0.6 4
Present ove 35 2.2 0.7 20
Nil +ve 28 2.4 0.65 25
Present +ve 18 2.9 1.1 4a

significant effect on the B2M level.

transient rises may be
er se has no

HIV infect:tion is associated with s rise ofPut
the result of coincidental viral infection

W.B.P.83 EVALUATION OF BETA-2-MICROGLOBULIN AND NEOPTERIN AS
PROGNOSTIC MARKERSN HIV DISEASE

, À Holmberg Vv.
The GuyMens Health Clinic, Sédersjukhuset, Stockholm, Sweden. cb (end

designed to the usetuiness of Beta-2-microgiobulin
Neopterin icting disease pourANCard
Mathods. Ato of 1108 razen collected during 1983-88 in Stockholm from 18S

bisexual men who wereereortamed HV seropositive, were for Bom and Neopterin.
as conta. The markor levels were

Contr. Preconvers. Il Ut V2"ms IVA IVCi IVC2 ND
1 218 22 9257 27 365 325 27% 347
sa (53) (112) (94) dis) {19) He) (6) £

it Vv weanePro.Mw

Forxsutsiealy significant differenceswerewere noted bel all positive
values. Furthermore, the values in asymptomatic pans(OCstageeydiresiicanly
from those in symptomatic patients (CDC IVA-D).Roman failed any significance bet-

forfrssymptomai and symptomatic patients. A great variability in Neopterin fevels between visits

frequently detected.
 correspond

sion a lesser degree of variability would favour B2mNeTemarke

Buirovici-Klein, E., Roney, W., Cooper, L.Z., GienMHL; St. Liw's-
Roosevelt Hospital Center, Colurbia University, New York, Naw Yoric , U.S.A.

Objective. The Botefe complanmt 38 receptor eeis rarede provide a coft
role for the factor I in the Tractvation ofone thereby preventing (1) om
fication of thetthe alternate complanai padav cottvatian of the terminal cpl
ment cascade. In aiition E-ŒRI binds ant opeoni. circulating pet

have shown ro clinical or imuno-

towssires1981/82, 60 ware HIV eeropo-& Results. Of 106 horvemuals prospect ivel
RE

tyfol
a (H+) and 42nn @-) on entry. Mate

i hae"dovey bagiming in sions AUS or
24(808) ha 258 or less QU aativity in 1083 ond aall had decreasing GRi ac!aN at‘eat 2

of clinical illness. 24 remined clinically partieod ofthese
OM Tcell ranbers

 

not iftant 7
peri Of these ali had normal initial E-ŒI cctivity (75% to 1008 of control) ord hat otrat1008

tireon!
Grchsim. me persistance state ord rordeteriorsoration of doteD@4 cell
Tunbersin volunteers HIV seropositive far alatiat‘are eae tes strongly with the per-
sisteweof moralratEG fuction, ages te opaiotepioal Irole of ERrein
plays a role in the imnopathogenesis of HIV iyection

W.B.P.82 {ann ARACHIDONIC ACID RELEASE FROM HUMAN CD,* MOMOCYTIC
U9 CDa* T-LYMPHOCYTIC CEM CELL LINES IN THE EARLY

HIV INFECTION
Dray, Fernand ny Guétard, D.* rasta, Mee;
Vuiliez-Le Normand, B. ; iet du Biest, B. and Montagnier, L

U.207 INSERM, URE 7 vines d'Oncologie Virale ; ##Unité de Pharmacologie

Cellulaire - Institut Pasteur, Paris, France

Phospholipids (PLs) of cellular membranes require an appropriatepercentge
in the various lipids to maintain their

xtraction and rp-HPLC. The
meat aef *R in the cell pellets was evaluated b: TL .

R measured in SN of U 937 cells infected with HIV> was
non-infected controls. A lesser

t was observed with HIV,. However
HIV, or HIV. of
About 80% of recovered #R was eluted as non tr: à #AA. The increase of
*R observed with HIV> was suppressed in the presence of 6x1074 ’
suggesting the involvement of PLAg activation. The repartition of AA in
various phospholipids and neutral lipides did not reveal major differences
between infected and non infected U 937 or CEM cells.

W.B.P.84
: LanatrdAngele Kunze,R.?, Ehm,|.7, Pohle,H.D.3, Reichart,P."

Free University , Rudolf-Virchow Univ., D-1-Berlin 65, FRG.

Objective: To determineiheProliferation of oral epithelium in patients in different
clinical stages of HIV inf

st Mouth“washes (10 ml PBS) of 20!HIV seropositive patients
n=8) and of 20 Hs ronegative persons Were

INCREASED PROLIFERATION OF ORAL EPITHELIAL CELLS

Material_and_method: thwe
Casympt. heee ARC: neD
obtained under standard conditions.
washed, filtered‘and fixedwith acetone. The cells were incubated with a monoklon:
antibody specific Kir keratinocyte in indirect fluorescence techni

e cases the results were visualized using the

cen
iy positive cells in c.s. of HIV+ patients showed a broad spectrum of fluoresceence
tensity, pointing to the different size of the keratinocytes. No correlations to the

clinical stages of HIV-infection were sta
crier The demonstrated non-invasive * technnique seems to be a valual

e prolifration cate of oral ithelial cells. The role of the increased
Froliteration of oral keratinocytes in HiV-infected patients inn regard to a late
defect in the barrier function ofthe oral mucosa is yet unknowi
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W.B.P.85 MEASUREMENT OF (§2-MICROGLOBULIN (62m)ere DPUNO- W.B.P.86 THE CLASSIFICATION OF HIV DISEASE: CORRELATION OF BETA-2-ECASSAY IN BLOOD PROM AIDS PAT?!

Khayam-Bashi , Bassani Johnson, N.; Chen, K.; and oea
Clinical Labs, S.F, ee spital and Dept. Lab
Francisco CA.U.S.A,

Objective: 82M content of blood, CD4 T-cell count, hemoglobin and social
oral risk factors have been proposed as prognostic inarcaters in

DS/ARC patients. We developed a method to by imuno-
nephelometry (INA).

: weeused Beckman ICS nephelometer and commercially available
i= mixed so wl of serum or plasma with 1.50 ml of 9% poly-

ethylene glycol (PEG) and 84 yl of anti-@2M. @2M from human urine was
s

Results: Analytical sensitivity and pinearity were 1.0 mg/L and 7.7 .
internasay CV’s were 7.2% for 5.6 mg/L and 6.8% for 2.6 mg/L. Intra-

say CV's were 3.9% for 6.7 mg/L and 4.6% for 2.3 mg/L. 62M cont:
EIA (Pharmacia) and INA were highly correlated; r = 0.926.
AIDS and ARC patients had a mean A2M of 3.7 + 1.6 mg/L. Sera from 22
healthy subjects had aa mean G2nof 1.7 à 0.3mt. Lipemic
clea ultracentrifugation. Specimens kept at -70 °C up to
are site for this assay.

cedure is easil. to routine clinical
msive and is less labor-intensive than

rther, the AIDS/ARC @2M shows significant elevation
over healthy subjects studied at SPGH.

We wish to acknowledge Dr. A. Moss for providing AIDS/ARC samples.

Que FOR PROGNOSTIC MARKERS IN HIV INFECTED HABMOPHILIAC
BTLDREN

ore*, MD Williams**, SJ Mawson* & FGH Hire
*Regional virus ro East Birmingham Hospital, Birmiinee

**Department of Haematology, Birmingham Children's Hospita

Objective: To assess the preedictiveLralue of laboratory markers in

progression of uy infection in a cohort
ti-HIV

of haemophiliac boys, Methods: Ass: or i , eps antibody, p24-antigen

«-interferon, neopterin id B2-microglobulin were bought in kit form and

carried out according to the manufacturer's instruction.
Patients Sin he introduction of HIV screening, HIV seroconversion has

been shown 34 haemophiliac boys attending alarge paediatric neenophilia

entre. t een possible to document that seroconversions occurr

arly as 1981 but the majority in 1983 to 1985 with seroconversion Preeteely

identified within ont per. in at least a i

1 samp. ome pre-seroconversion are available on all

patients (mean number per patient},
Results: Among this cohort one boy who has Persistent 4-IFN had one episode

ti. noof pneumocystis carinii pneumonia 2 years ago, but currently well oi

atment, Although a further 7 boys have one or more altered markers, all

remain well and are asymptomatic, som years of fo Th

results will be presented in relation to th ime om

ri Res: from marker studies in haemophiliac children should be

interpreted independenty Data from s s in a 5 cann

predict the cour: infection in children, It seems likely that age will

8
a

prove a contributorylater in the development of the infection in thi

group of patien

W.B. P.89 WEOPTERIN IS A RELEVANT DIAGNOSTIC MARKER IN HIV-
INFECTION.

E. Reisinger *, P. Kern *, 8. Schwander *, A. Dérlem
Ernst +, D. Berzow boa A. Plettenberg 4, H.D. Flad +, M. *pietricn *.

* Clin. Dpta. “* Dptn.0of Virology, Bernhard-Nocht-Inst. for

# Dptm. of. Dermatol. AK St. Georg. Hamburg, FRG

Objective. Neopterin isproduced by gamma-interferon stimulated

macrophages. We report the correlation of serum-neopt

course of HIV-infection“turing

treatment study. He 
 1, sults. In the asymptomatic stage of the HIV-infection th

neopteri ls are st cases. In earl tic stag
of infection (CDC III) the neopterin levels are elevated minimally (10-
20: levels tend to increase with progressio C, Walter.
Reed an Zo. ia-Paznerrages. No increase is seen in case o:

unistic infections, herpes zoster etc.).

Neopterin is also highly correlated with progression parameters a cba
pos. lyaphocytes, CD4/CD8 ratio, and HLA-DR pos. lymphocy

366

MICROGLOBULIN (B-2-M) AND ERYTHROCYTE SEDIMENTATION RATE

Kilborn, J; Fisher, Evelyn ds Markowitz, N. and Saravolatz, L.D. Henry Ford
Hospital, beERSTESMichToes USA,

Objective. To identify the role of beta-2-microglobulin, erythrocyte
Sedimentation rate, and hemoglobin (Hb) as predictive indicators of CDC-HIV

ges.
Methods. At the time of initial medical assessment, 70 HIV(+) men we
Classified according to CDC clinical Stage and had serum B-2-M, ESR,yb and
CD2, CD4, and CDS T- notessubsets determined. CDC groups were then
compared by analysis of variance
Results. Mean values + standarddeviations are indicated for each parameter.
TOC Group ESR Hb %CD4 CD4/CD8

724
111 43 i.“2218.4 2.480.615. fat.:4 5174269 2.14t11.0 0.6620.36
Vv 12 44.3 3922.3 13i3 2904180 17.04 7.9 0.3620.22

P val 000 0.02 03
When analyzed by”disease stage, hon above parameters differed between
groups 11"ind IIT; all were significantly different be
Among 1 measures, %CD4 correlated be:

y be more sensitive than the T-
cell markers and a less expensive means in monitoring HIV disease.

ROUTINE LABORATORY TESTS WHICH CORRELATE WITH

HIV-1 INFECTICTION PRIOR TO ONSET OF ADS
ose, Beatrice,S. . S.”*, *Foundati

Research on Sexually Transmitted Diseases, NY, NY, USA; “NewYor csiyoperatof
Health, NY, NY, USA, andMoun Sinai School ofMedicine, NY, NY, U:

id ith HIV-1 infectionJ

W.B.P.88

Objective: T
à Reyprooeti

of 110 apparently healthy, formerly drug addicted women
during 1983-1965, The relationshipofof routine laboratory tests to anti-HIV-1 antibod

HIV-1 testing by ELISA with confirm-
ation byWestern found 46 ofth t itive fe i-HIV-1 antibodies. None
RasSeARCagas

of
Raevalues 6<0090.05) in increased sobulins«(Ga and patesSon
albumin/globulin ratio (Alb/Gl

     
Na Fe

LLDIREDiesls
39.78 |235 127.

  

Er
1,948

 SnAIDS.The clini b pect HIV-1 infe tt 1
nrAEDddnn“low normal"—

and blood co:

 W.B.P.99 |THEUSEO TOMONITOR
THE COURSEOFHIV-INFECTION.

", and Costello, R.*
“National ea of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

oligoclonal bands as markers to follow the course of HIV-infection.

The noces sensitivity of our zone electrophoresis technique to determine

serum proteins demonstrates discrete oligocional immunoglobuiin bands (O18) within an

intense diffuse y-globulin zone. Originally OIB were found in the serum of HiV-antibody

lers. Subsequently the serum OIB were identified with HIV-antigens. Presence of OIB

in the serum of HIV-antibody carriers indicates a specific immune response of the hostto

HIV Infection. This ele: resis technique is used to monitor OIB in serum samples of

asymptomatic HIV-antibody carriers.Testing is done every six months to correlate

f HIV i to AiDS.
Results, Serial analysis of serum samples from 68 HIV-antibody carriers was performed

for three years. During this period in 14 of 68 carriers (20%) disappearance or absence
f OiB lated with thedavai AIDS

 

 

Conclusion. Millions of peopie worldwide are infected with HiV. Little is known about the

factors that influence progression of infection to AIDS. Determination of OB at defined time

intervals serves as a usefui markerto follow the clinicai course of the infection in its
Progression to clinical AiDS.
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CSF NEOPTERIN IN HIV-1 INFECTION AND AS A FUNCTION OF AIDS PREDICTIVE VALUE OF NEOPTERIN. 6 CRD p

W.B.p.91 DEMENTIA COMPLEX (ADC) SEVERITY W.B.P.92 B! Tear IN HIV ?NPECT:

halia, R; Schwartz, M; Price RW. Memorial Goebel,—Frank-b.—FFank=D., Matuschke ch, B., FüeBl, FeS..
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York NY USA Bogner, J.R.: Med. Polikiinik taiveraitae München, FRG }

To determine the clinical significance of elevated concen- ot termine the predictive value of f sigrosio-

trations of neopterin in the cerebrospinal ffluid (CSF) of HIV-infected bulin (Bai , “Neopterin {Npt) and Thymidinkinase (tk)

individuals and assess the value ofCSF neopte tients (pts) with or without progression of HIV Ft

les of CSF al

serrum) Alt +tients had been assessed|b

Neurological 4 £SENeorterin SerumNeooterin
Pts RS normal<3.4) (nmo1/14SD; normal<10)

CNS Lymphoma 3 + 27.1 37,3 + 29.1
CNS Infections 4 + 59.3 79.5 + 63.4

28 28:8 + 26. $ 33.2 + 33.0
Headachee 17.3 + 11.5 27,0 + 25.39 2
n the only patients, cssresnteri correlated with ADC severity
1e001)but not albumin r

: CSF neapterineiscontelevated in HIV- infected individ-
uals and as such is non-speect c: In those patients with ADC without other
confound ilinesses, CSF n erin correlated with ADC verity and seemed

be independent of blood-Penn barrier dysfunction. As such, it may prove
useful as a marker of ADC when other confounding illnesses are absent.

Diagnostic : le VIH
Diagnosis: HIV
W B P 93 EFFICIENT SEeaFOR HIV 1- AND HIV 2-ANTIBODIES WITH A

3rd GENERA’
Krupka, tosrase ; "ete; JJulien, Th.

Behringwerke AG, 3550 Marburg, F

Objective: To describe the features of a new ELISA (FEnzygnost-ant i-
FIV 1 + 2) based on synthetic peptides corresponding to env-proteins of HIV

Methods: 50° pl undiluted specimen are added to 50 pl diluent into each well

il of 4 synthetic peptides.

f peroxidase

3

 

,
was found by clear cut positive results o

These results and the ease of handling make is mew assay
most suited for the reliable screening for both Anti HIV 1 and Anti HIV 2.

 

W.B.P.95 ASEMIAUTOMATEDDOTBLOTIMMUNOASSAYFORTHE
CONFIRMATION OF HIVSra

KevinM.Knigge, B. Braun, E. Chan,A. W. Schulze, J. Stephens, et.al,
Abbott Laboratories,North Chicago, IL,USA

Objective: To develop an HIV y y which i iti specific th
Western Blot.

ied recombinant proteins of HIV-1 and HIV-2 are immobilized on
nitrocellulose. The assay is conducted in a 35 C incubator aut timed incubations,
samplef removal, washing, drying and reflectance reading. A digital print-out records the
ESatsreactions. Tenselonof anabodie performduutilizes
an
antigens in addonLo cher theGAtheGAGoc POL antigens is used as the criteria for HIV-i

ibody confirmation. The det antibodies to the HIV-2 ENV is the criteria for HIV-
2 infection diagnosis.
Results: his sey,bseon engoflution panels, is 8 to 16-fold more sensitive than
the current commercially available Blot assaysfor HIV-1orHIV-2. Ina
of 50 AIDS , 50 ARC d d by
both the dor blot and Western Blot. One hundred percent correlation was found, with
ester Blot, on1 a population of

tomated

 

f76 normal blood dont

the W ot with the additio . ne 8 4
£

 

THODS: 60 HIV-AB pos. s in 4 groups with different cli-METHODS:
nical deteriorationwithin2pes (group I: progression
to 6; WR1 to 2; IV: WR1 un

: Significant differences between all stages of WR
Tr served for CD4/8 ratio (ratio) and B2, for Npt only

beginning with WR3, k on etween WR WR6. W. ne
group IV a si t increase of B2 and decrease of t
ratio were s ©
tion omparing WR1 in g:
revealed significantly higher Séalues of B2 and Npt, lower
values for the ratio in group

CONCLUSION: Even in case of stable WR classification changes
of 62 and Npt, though unspecific, and ratio are hig! pre-
dictive and indicate progressive disease. Tk does not seem
to have similar prognostic valu

W B P 94 The use of the N-terminal portion of the transmembrane
_ proteins for the early detection and discrimination of

1 and HIV 2 infection

VORNHAGEN*, R.; HINDERER?, W.; WEBELSCH H.; MOTZ*, M.; SOUTSCHEK-
BAUER’
1 BIOTEST “AG, ReResearch Dept., Offenba FRG 2 Max-v. sPettenkofer Insti-
tut, Munchen, FRG; 3 Thechor-Kocher-institut, Bern, Switzerlan

©biectiv
To dete:sine the usefulnese of the
mination of HIV 1 and HIV 2 cnfertions.

t

-ansmembrane proteins for early discri-

 8
DNAfraguent coding for the N-terminal region of tthe transmembrane pro-

tein of HIV 1 and the corresponding sequence of HIV 2 whieh has been

chenieally"aynthesized were cloned and expressed in E. coli. The recombi-
pant antigems were purified and fureher evaluated in ELISA-experiments.

indothantigens could be efficiently|expressed in E. coli and purified to
well documented by SDS-PAG-

ISA2experimennts all sera obtained

persons reacted with one of the recombinant
antigens. mt with bot antigens a aiscrimina-

tion between HIV 1 and HIV 2 infection was possible.
Conclusion
The transmembrane proteins are very useful antigens for detection and dis-

crimination of HIV 1 and HIV 2 infection.

‘Title :Improvementof anti-HIV-2 reactivity of
W.B.P.96 Vironostike anti-HTLV-I1 ¥

Authors : E.D.Sprenger, P.PTen Kortenaar, J.A. Hellings,
HJ. Theunseen5 Ariens and R, v_Sprane, jagnostics Research
Labs, Organon International B.Vv. P.O. Box 20,
5340 BH, Oss, The Netherlands

HIV-2 has been described as a second causative agent of AIDS. Therefore anti-
HIV-screening assays should be fully sensitive to both anti-HIV-1 and
anti-HIV-2antibodies
The¢ existing competititive anti-HIV"BLA's havea sensitivity of 28-51% for
anti-HIV-2 sera; gxistingindirect EIA's have a sensitivity ol 70-93% for anti-
HIV-2 sera. AniAntHIV- activity of anti-HIV]1 ELAsisje andV20 immunolagic

gene productsofHIV"and descri
 

cross-reactivity ofGAG:andPO! 2, We ibe
a new screenin; npassay, th .
viral lysatean 2 syathetic peptides àcosted to microelisa lates.as antigen

combination of antigen results in an increased reactivity with an'
boues without any loss of anti-HIV-1 reactivity. In a rolininarysof
anti-HIV-3 sera the sensitivity of the >Viroipnostika,anti 1+2 wasas100%,compared
oe36% of the Vi N-IIL, wh
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W.B.P.97 "DEVELOPMENT OF tee DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS FOR HIV

SEROCONVERSION USING TWO eat ANTIGENS"

achado,J.A.,Garcia,

J. r°on,G.,HerrStra. et a

Centeer of genetic Engineering and Biotechnology.
C.Habana

Objective:To develope two alternative diagnostic systems for -
HIV-antibodies detection using two recombinant antiigen:

Methods: The recent development of second-generation test
andased on simple manual proced

Two

sandwich type enzyme imauncaseay and a vi
m! ca i

HIV-I proteins

W B P 99 EVALUATION Loa AND HIV-2 ELISA BASED ON SYNTHETICDre
+

Kunz, FX» end Parkhede, U.
srinstitute of Virology, Taiversity’ of Vienna, Vienna, Austria,

Phsrmacia Diagnostics AB, Uppsala, Sweden

Objective. Assessment of peptide-based enzyme-immuncessays for the detec-
tion of antibodies against H
Methods. Three different tests” were used: an HIV-1 assay based on a peptide
from gpa » 8 HIV-2 assay based on the corresponding peptide from sp3é, and
a combi-test which contains both the HIV-1 and the HIV-2 peptides
Results. These tests wi

 

very low rate of false
yielded fal: positive result in other HIV assays were also repeatedly

positive in the combi-ass:
Conclusion. Due to its specificity and weaeeey the peptide-based ELISA
seems to be suited as a routine diagnostic

W.B.P.101 CONTRIBUTION OF SYNTHETIC SIDE (SYP) TO THE SEROLOGIC

BIAGNOSTS OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 R

rcilla, Guadalupe, Barrera, Ta a1, M.P., Baylo

Gatell, J.M, and=io » R. Blood Bank and Infectious Med. Dept. Hospitel
Clinic. Barcelona. Spa.

Objective. To determine the extent of HIV-2 infection in high risk popula-

ion ti nfection.

re by

he pooestivewots were confirmed by
WB HIV-1 (local test) and HIV-2 (Lavoblot-2},

a ELISA test for screening all

 
CH sis of HIV-2 reactivity was demonstrated by PD

bodies to the HIV-2 gp 105 and reactivity against both HIV. .

Results. % of the sera tested had antibodies against HIV-1. 38 % of the

_ 4 era were reactive

was reactive with HIV-2 peptides and ep 105, and failed

to react with HIVet antigens. None of the WB4undetermined sera were reactive
with

Conclusion. thetic peptides used as antigens in ELISA

He foneweit Antibodies against

ross reactions betw HIV-1 and HIV-2
toconfirm HIV-1 and HIV-2 ‘seropositivity,

method are useful
gp 105 allow to distin-

and Peptilav system is useful
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e
r the transmembrane 6p-41 and the major core gas 24 - -.

W.B.P.98 CROSS REACTON BETWEEN HIV-1 and HIV-2 or DOUBLE INFECTION.
_—_ B.L.Schmidt (1,2), F.Gschnait (1,2), F.staverr (1), J.Hutterer (3),

F.Banekowich (3), T.F.Schulz (4), M.Dierich (4). De ent of Dermatology of
the Hospital of Lainz, Viena, Austria (1), Ludwig Boltamann Institute for

i agnosis, Vienna, Austria (2), Usterreichische
nstitute for Hygiene and Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for

DS Research, Innsbruck, Austria (4).

HIV-1 and HIV-2 viruses exhibit a high degree of sequence homology, in parti-
cular in the core proteins. epntibodies to HIV-2 core proteins might cross-
react with HIV-1 and vice whereas envelope proteins are antigenically
distinct. Distinction betweenantibodies €to HIV-1 and HIV-2 thus is usually
attempted on the basisof reactivity with envelope.derived bands of HIV-1 and
HIV-2 on Western Blo

from o id the transmemi teins. This system rec gnized 17 out
of 18 HIV-2 infected patients (one patient was in na sease and did not
further produce antibodies). 12 ctive to HIY-t no luores-
cence and ern Biot) and conventonalneeELISA (Pasteur), were used for
the exper ments. 5 of these sera clearly stained the 105 FEenvelope band of
HIV-2. vers none of them reacted with the recombinant HIV-2 envelope
derived a
This study shows that antigenetic cross reactivity between envelope proteins
of HIV-1 and HIV-2 does exist and strict care should be taken in interpreting
respective. results

W.B.P.100 APTITUDE D'UN TEST RAPIDE POUR HIVI ET DE TESTS
D'DASGLUTINATION À DETECTER DES ANTICORPS ANTI-
HIV2 AU SENEGAL.

M'Boup.Souleymane*; Sankalé, J.L.*; Kabeya, C.M.**; Diakhaté, L.***; Thiam, D.***,
Mitchell, Le+5,
Navi irologie/Université de Dakar, Sénégal, **Projet SIDA/Kinshasa, Zaire, ***Centre

Healthional deaeeefusion Sanguine/Dakar, Sénégal, *#4*AIDSTECH/Family
DansUSA.

Qbiectifs. Evaluer l'efficacité de tests d'immunofixation brane (DOT-Boneet
d'agglutination conçus pour HIV1 au1 Sénégal, pays où creeala fois HIV1 et HIV:

ts cars deque, et deà hautri
ts suspects CHER (Dupont USA). ‘Tous les positifs,1les

indéterminés, ct 10% des négatifs ont été testés en double en RETROCELL (Abott)et
SERODIA-HIV (Fujirebio,por). Tousles sérums ont aussi été testés par ELISA en HIVle
HIV2, puis|les positifs par Western-Blot HIVI et HIV2.

3 ests pour La détection de HIV2serontétudiées.
Les résul

Janvier. L ibilité et1

Nbre de serums Hivehek+ |Hivchekrépété+|  Retrocell+ Roll Rerrocell douteux
Serodia + Serodia +

 

 

Serodia -
1005

Les nouveauxtests de dépistage du HIVqui sont simples, rapides,SREdns
et ne nécessi pouvoir fe
les ie de d pp Cependant, il 7 i

antigènesrmultiples,

W.B.P.102 TYPE SPECIFICETY OF THE HIGHLY IMMUNOREACTIVE EPITOPES OF
HIV-t AND HIV-2
Mirja Korkalassent » Narvénen, At » Kontio, s.* » Rescaldani

L.R.**, onti, A. Huhtala, 4. -
SLabtystons Research Laboratories, Helsigki, Finland; “Laboratorio Micro-
biologia, Ospedale Nouvo, Monza, aly, Department of Clinical Microbio-
logy, Ospedale San Carlo Borromeo, Milano, Italy.

have developed sensitive EIA's to detect human serum sntibodie:
clivited against HIV-1 and HIV-2. e

ides share 30 % homology with each other. In T studi avi
compared the H1V-1 specific env peptide EIA to other antibody assays, whole
virus EIA's and IB (Narva & al.). we have ed the sensitiv.
and specificity of HIV-? and HIV-2 env peptides by using HIV- itive

in sera from North-Italy and HIV-2 positive se rom W ica. In
the case of 100 HIV- itive sera all reacted with HIV-1 env ti
20 % of them reacted with HIV-2 env peptide. 25 % of HIV-2 pasitive se

+ Med. Vi (Part of ected with
eagents provided through the Global Programme on AIDS of theWorld Health
Grgenizsteon)
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EVALUATION OF A new COMBINED HIV1&2 IGG EIA BASED ON
SYNTHETIC PEPTID

W.B.P.103
Seidl,
Blutenspendedienst Hessen, Frankfurt, West Germany

Objective. Recently a new type of retrovirus, HIV2, associated with AIDS was
discovered. Although the majority of HIV2 infections are concentrated t:
West Africa it has also been detected in Europe. Anti-HIV screening migh
thus in a near future require simultaneous detection of antibodies to Av

and HIV2 respective
Methods. We have evaluated a new combined HIV1&2 IgG EIA, Pharmacia
Diagnostics AB, Sweden. The assay is baseeda traditional EIA technology
utilizing 96 wells microtitration plates coated with synthetic peptides
directed towards anti-GP41 (HIV1) and anti=6P36 (HIV2) respectively.
Result. In 5180 consecutive normal blood donors 10 sera were initial
reactive and 8 repeated].fowever none were Western Blot positive and the

specificity estimated to
In 90 AIDS patients, 89 avisinfected and 1 HIV2-infected; all were posi-

tives. The absorbance values exceeded 1.000 in
In 88 sera previously yielding repeatedly positive result in EIA:s but all

Western Blot negatives 87 were negative.
Conclusion. It can thus be concluded that although addition of the HIVZ
peptide the specificity remains high and the cross-reactivity with tricky

negative sera are ex low
It can also be concluded that the HIVI signal remains high in the combined

test indicating that the sensitivity is not affected.

 

 

W B P 105 LINE EMMUNOASSAY FOR THE SIMULTANEOUS DETECTION OF ANTIBODIES T0 HIV-1 AND HIV-2

sus es IN HUMAN SERA

Pallet, D.E.*, Saman, Eric*, van der Borght, B.*, Vercauteren, G.**, Büscher,

P.**, van der Groen, G.**, et al.

* Innogenetics NV, Antuerp; ** Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium

Objective: Evaluation of recombinant proteins and chemically synthesized peptides in a line immunoassay

Western blot, for the detection of

 
and chanical ly eeee HIV-2 env (gp 36) and HEV-1

ecific antibodies to these antigens in
 

 
and 314 uth American origin iG S sto frozen. Sensitivity and specificity was

compared with Western blot (WB) HIV-1 Dupont} and HIV-2 (ELAVIA Pasteur).

Results: HIV-1 W8 HIV-2 MB HIV-1

INNO-LIA + 559 3 INNO-LIA +10 0 INNO-LIA + ser 0

HIV-1* — 8 492 HIV-2** - a 4 HIV-1 - 0 495

* LIA HIV-1 + = gp41+ or p33+ p26+ p17+ or p33+ p24+ or p33+ pl7+, in the absence of H1V-2 gp36; ** LIA

HIV=2 + = HIV-2 gp36+ HIV-1 gp41-; LIA HIV-1-2 undetermined: HIV-2 gp36+ HIV-1 gp41+; *** Overnight
incubation in LIA of sera with initial doubtful LIA results.

Conclusion: Compared to WB, the LIA technique allows to determine simultaneously HIV-1 and HIv-2 types of

antibodies with a sensitivity of 100 % and a specificity of 100 % for HIV-1 and HIV-2, respecti vely.
 

W B P 107 DETECTION OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 ANTIBODIES IN AFRICAN SERA BY THE1

ENV-9 (oeRECOMBINANT PROTE
faporte, E.":"":HonoréNe : Bedjabaga, L.'":

Ossaari, S."; Brun-Vézinet,
* Centre international de Recherches Médicales, BP 769, Franceville, Gabon;

** Laboratoire de Virologie, Hopital Bichat/Claude Bernard, Paris, France.

Objective. To evaluate the performance of the ENV-9 recombinantprotein in an ELISA test and

a rapid test (HIV-check) in detecting antibodies to HIHIV2.
A pane! of 49 sera, positive for HIV2 antibodies by WB and/or RIPA (presence of

gp36 and/or gp140) were tested with the ENV-9 recombinant ELISA (Dupont de Nemours).

20 sera from the same HIV2 panel were tested with the ENV-9 protein in the HIV-check rapid

test (Dupont de Nemours). In parallei, a pane! of 3°,sera, positive for antibodies to HiV1

{presenceàa gp41/gp120) were also tested for both te:

Results. All the HIV1 antibody positive sera reacted inthe ENV-9 ELISA (OD/cut-off ranged

between 3 and 7, median - 5,5) and all these sera were positive in the HiV-check test. Among

the HIV2 antibody positive sera 47 of 49 (96%) were positive in the ELISA test (OD/cut-off

ranged from 1 to 5, meer - 9,5). But only 2 of 20 (10%) HIV2 antibody positive sera

reactad in the NSELISA

Conclusion. ENV-9 ELISA“Getects all the HIV1 antibody positive and 96% of HIV2 positive

sera. Optical densities were generally lower for HIV2 than for HIV1 sera. The rapid test

detects all the HIV1 sera. ENV-9 recombinantprotein detects most of the HIV2 sera whenit is

used in an ELISA, but notin the rapid test.

W.B.P 104 RELIABLE DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN ANTI HIV-1
. AND ANTI HIV-2 ANTIBODIES USING A COMPETETIVE

Chr. G. Meyer, D. Berzow, H. Schmitz
BERNHARD-NOCHT-INSTITUTFOR TROPICAL MEDICINE, HAMBURG,F.R.G.

B
e
t

oe To clarify the question, if sera, reacting in both HIV-1 and HIV-2 test
Le 1 OT . 7 irus type I or type II.

Methods: F(ab)2 fragments were prepared from 6 crossreacting sera,Purified by gel

and affinity chromatography, poo and i
be examined in antigen outediadee plates. After a second incubation step with

POD labelled Fc specificsanti human IgG the reaction could be
The 6 sera, from which F(ab)2 fragments were prepared, were reactive inall applied

HIV-1 assays and in most of the HIV-2 assays, including immunofluorescence

microscopy.

 

Results: Using this competetive assay, the 6 sera did not react and were found to be

Conclusion: Blocking crossreactive vitae on HIV-2 antigen by pooled F(ab)2

fragments from crossreactive sera leads to exclusion of crossreactivity
and sera containing antibodies to HIV can be assessed“according to their antibody

specificity.

W.B.P.106 EFFICACY OF ABBOTT RECOMBINANTHIV-1/HIV-2 EIA Fi
EARLY DETECTION OF HIV-2 AND/OR HIV-1 SEROCONVERSION
F. Ferchal, F. Agbalika, P. Honderlick, V. Barateau,> Perol,

Laboratoire de bacteériologie/virologie, Hôpital St-Louis, Paris, Franc

The greatest difficulty in HIV diagnosis in Europe is to have at one's disposal an ELISA
test sensitive enough to detect low levels of HIV-2 as well as HIV-1 antibodies. We
determined the performance characteristics of Abbott Recombinant aie/HIV-2 EIA
byStudying sequentialsera from one HIV-2 and seven HIV-1 serocon:

sul 
 

 

Ab Rec Ab Rec AIPA AIV €

| 1° die [2 + Ire I [I+ Tligni4d 936 p26 pis

June 20, 1988] 0.02 .36 |0.38 .34 .62 . - - -
June 23 .28 |0.28 .28 4.61 - - - -
une 23 .42 0.85 .82 |1.52 |- - - -

July .20 7 1.48 .77 2 + - . =

July 30 40 9 4.13 81 «5 + - ++ +

Aug. 11 .2 > 6 > .84 .97 “+ + CRE
Aug. 28 4342 § > 04 .42 + + ++ ++

yen. 21, 1987 N 14 42 NO              
* Elavia I, Elavia ll, Rapid Elavia | and Ils Diagnostics Pasteur.

All HIV-2 confirmed positive sera of our panel (n = 21) were detected by Abbott Rec.

HIV-1/HIV-2 EIA.
HIV-1 ts: the seven r panel HIV-1 ons
documented at the32same time by Abbott Rec.LeEIA andRec.tec.HIV-i and in
five of these cases 13 to 27 days before the Western Blot showed any speci:
We can conclude that, In our hands, Abbott Rec. HIV=1/HIV-2 recognized all HIV-2
positive sera and iow level of initial antibody production associated with HIV-2 or HIV-1

primary infection.

Ww B.P 108 FFPERFORMANCE OBTENUES AVEC 11 KITS ELISA HIV-1 ET/OU
TILISANT VIRUS ENTIERS, ANTIGENES RECOMBINANTS

PTDIDES SYNTHETIQUES ET DES SERUMS AFRICAINS.
Guy Léonard*, G.M.Gershy-Damet**, A.Sangare**,"verde, S.Ranger*, F.Deni:
*Département Virologle, CHU Limoges,France.**institut Pasteur, Cote d'ivoire.

le des performances de kits utilisant virus purifié, antigènes
tet Deptides synthétiques ((transmembranaires) HIV-1 et/ouHHIV-2.

é le 734 sérums d'Afrique de l'Ouest, étudiés avec les
kits : Ortho HIV (HIV- estecur mixt HIV-1+2(Past), Abbott“AV, Abbott
HIV-L/HIV-2 (Abb12), Clonatec Total (peptides 1142) (cDst Typing (pep
2X(C1 et C2), Johnson & Johnson HIV-1 (331) et HIV-2 (JJ2), test ElisaPEérimental
(peptides 1 ou 2) (Gn et Gn2)((Gnann, Science, 1987, 2371346-1348).
Les sérums positifs avec au moins un des tests ont été soumis simultanément à deux
Western Blot HIV-1 et HIV-2 (New Lav ee DiagnosticsPasteur),
Résultats : Exprimés en terme de sensib de s en respectant ies
critères des fabricants sauf pour les kits JJL et JJ2 {seuil DO=2 et non 0,20

conseillé par le fabricant (spe31 : HB 3 1J2 78,6 %).
Sur les 734 sérums2» On COM 13 HIV-1, 10 HIV-2 et3 HIV142.  

   
Ortho Past

Sensibilité (%) 85.7 100
Spécificité (%) 96.7 914 ND ND ND 99.2 99

: Les testsutilisant à antigènes (viraux ou recombinants) des
deux aus HIV-1 et HIV-2 sont Plus sensibles, l'utilisation d'antigènes recombinants
donnant une meilleure spécificité. Les peptides, très utiles pour le typage, montrent
certaines limites pour un dépistage, certains sérums se révélant négatifs, Peut-être du
fait de l'existence de variants HIV-1 ou HIV-2.
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W.B.P.109 asuaaevont AND eeeney VALUE OF SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE
AYS FOR HIV-1 and 2 INF ecole

Danse de *; Vahlne, Anes Boucher, C.*; Barin
Parkhede, oo and Gouudamit, J.*. *Academ:

of Anaterdan, Netherlands, **U. o: Güteborg, Sweden, ***Lab de Virolo-

gie, Tours Cedex, France, "soeePharmacia Diagnostics, Uppsala,Sweden.

Sblectiv + To evaluate a combined HIV-1 and 2 enzyme immunoassay.

Methods. Microtiter plates were coated 3

Ss
 

ib:

of HIV-1 (p24/env). samples testea we:
ômosexual men, taken ear after and 30 samples t

ent of WB seroconversionle Central African ARC/AIDS patients; 2!
naa infected Weat-Africans {includingone HIV 1/2 double infection).

sults 1/2 p24/en
50

 . Assay: v v
Dutch A 150/150 7/180" 150/. 1

Dutch 1 yr post s.c. 60/60 8/60" 1/60 60/60
tch s.c. at 5. 29/. 0/30 29/30 30/:

Central African AIDS 41/42 26/42 41/42 42/42

Vest-A 3/29* /29 29/29
se true reactivity evident from OD di:

 

* Cross vs.
Conclusions. Sensitivity ynthetic pep-

tide assays for HIV-1 and 2 infections appear eagertents For screening

purposes p24 addition may offer a slight advant

W.B.P.111 À PEPTIDE-BASED MICROTITER ELISA KIT FOR THE
DETECTION oF ANTIBODIES To he1 AND TO HIV-2
Mar

D. Stern*, F. BelliM. oukas**,
STAF BioChen International Inc., Montreal Can., H7V 1B7;

cliDept. of Clin. Immunol., Mtl. Gen. Hosp.. Montreal, Can.

Although many assays for HIV-1 antibodies are now on the
market, they do not always perform àas well as claimed by the
manufacturers, le » there is an urgent need for a more

very seneitive (100%)
and very specific (99.86%). Among the 1250 confirmed negatives
tested were 250 samples ntm suffering diseases often
associated h alse-positi ISA testing 8,
x toi rthritis, lood fraction recipients, various
infectious diseases). eropositive ss inens were tained
om a wi pect. of risk grow test is mor

sensitive than @ equivalent to d IFA in

pe mo lo:
to a region of the HIV-2 gp40 protein. The ELISA is done a:
roon terperature andL'equire G min. to © ete.
Conclusion: i others mince it 

HIV-

EVALUATION OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 PEPTIDE ELISA TESTS INW.B.P.113 EPALUTION CrHIV-I AND H
veywerds_willtea®, Rayfield, M.*%, Krebs, J.*, De Cock, K.**,

Odehouri, K.**, Sch Tan, Ce, et al.

*Centers for|Disease“Contral, Atlanta, GA., USA, **Projet RETRO-CI, Abidjan,

Cote d’Ivoir

Objective. To evaluate HIV-1 and uy? peptide ELISA tests in a population

with both HIV-1 and HIV-:2=fection
ne (hospitalized and non-hospitalized) fro 

y a
type-specific peptide ELISA (PEIA) against t! dominant domain of the
viral transmembrane protein,|a specific Western blots (WB). U
WB-conf1: ‘A-1 tandards, the sensitivity ),
specificity (SPEC), and positive predictive values (PPV) for PEIA-1 and PEIA-2
were calculate
Results. By WEA (WB-confirmed), the overall seropositivity was 19.5%

Thirty-nine (4.1%) were positive for HIV-l only, and 2 02%) HIV-2 only.

EIA-2: SENS~80.02, SPEC=98.20%, PP
Conclusion. irepopulations with bot!
pears are relatively sensitive and epe

om HIV-2, and useful in determining wi th pat:

 

5 other laboratory tests such as

uel VEIA reactivity is highly predictive of HIV i
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tial Cro. x*, C.L. enney*, R.J. Dwyer*,
8

t is mo has
the highest gensitivity and a apecificityfor both HIV-1 and

2.

pl SENS=87.8%, SPEC=96.82, PPV=92.32.
80.0%.

h ani and HIV-2 infections, peptide ELISA

tion

viral culture or polymerase chain reaction.

ection.

W.B. P.110 POPERATIVE PEEANCE OF CYCLIC VERSDS LINEPR

PEPTIDE: IN ELISA FOR HIV-1- V-2-
—_—_ TFIC ANTIBODTEES

Lacroix, Martial; Chalifour, R.; Stern, M.D. and Dionne, G.
IAF BioChem International Inc., Laval, Québec, Canada, H7V 1B7

hiective: Report on the muperiority of cyclic peptides of the
ane glycoproteins over their linear co: terparts

SA for the highly sensitiveàdetection of
HIV-2.

 

immunodominant region of HIV-1
nsnembrane glycoproteinswere synthesized. A

ides

 
the purified pepti was cyclized under

Conditions in which the formation of dimers and pol rs is
minimi Cycli ide then isolated by HP and the
absence of residual thiol function o irmed by lman's test.
Results: Semialiy dilut: samples were pr: re om

. confirme: HIV and rom onfirmed V-2 seropositive
patients. Eachserum dilution van tested onlinear and cyclic

rotiter we erum YS measured on
clic pe wel ei, 2 to Futimes higher than

those obtained on linear|peptide-coated «elle
i We hav d

uno ominan region of HIV are superior antigens than their
lin counterparts and that they @ basis of highiy
sensitive and specific tests for BIVv-antibedy detectio

W.B. P.112 SEROLOGIConLEACATION VeUS PATIENT SERA DUALLY
REACTIVE PO]R HV-1 AND HI

rge, ha 3 Wolinsky, 5.**;Schochetman, G.*. Centers fot DiseaseContre,es ca, USA;**Northwestern University Medical 5: » Chicago, IL, USA.

Objective. To characterize and pesegere of US origin, which aredually reactive for HIV-1 andand HIV-2 b:
one rere from fultimenater AIDS Cohort Study that were

re rte tested f and
dually reactive by EL:

antibodies by VenceBot(Genetuen and DuP.
HIV-

ont) and by viral
Peptide assays (derived f£: pen|

1 aera vere repeatedly reactive by EIV-1 and HIV-2 ELISA usingral lysate antigens and by t HIV-1 Weeterablot. Western blotresuite for the two HIV-2 tests are listed below

aitive Indeterminant Negative
Genetic Systens 16 (39x) 35 (61%)
Biotech/DuPont a 7 (90%) 4 (10%)Peptide ELISA for HIV-1 were Positive for s/t sera (82.eh Peptideasuays for HIV-2 were veakly positive for 2 sera, one was also
strongly possitire for the HIV-1 peptid

1 41 sera were from ind:{viduals infected with nv
Reactions NienHIV-2 assays were due to antibo ies reacting thepitopes

to
Common to the two viruses. discrepant results between the HIV-2 Westernblots were due to differences in antigen preparation and load:ading.

W.B.P.114 =VAWoATION oF PHARMACIA HIV 162 COMBI IGG EIA, A
SYNTHETIC PEPTYDE EIA ae,
ner. Lens; Parkhede, U.**; Persson, P 0.*

and Sandstrén,
*Rarolineka Tastitute, Stockholm, Sweden, **Pharmacia Diagnostics AB,
Uppeala, Sweden,

Objective. a new anti-HIV EIA, HIV 182 Combi IgG (Pharmacia
DiagnosticsAB L nthe test aynthatl peptides corresponding parts of
cainParraesarene th

anti-
bodies by HIV 182 Combi, Vi anti-HTVL III (Organon ika)

anti-HIV EIA (Abbott ). Sera 342 anti-HIV
positive patients of infection 9 sera from 7

ing seroconversion were positive by HIV 162 Canbi.
had been found negative by the first generation anti-

Conclusion. HIV 162 Cotbi Ig¢ EIA were found to have
and a sensitivity equal to second
well suited for and
infection. A great advantage is that the test also detects HIV 2
antibodies.
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Techniques nouvelles et améliorées
New and improved Techniques
W.B.P.115 modesNeat HIv-1 OESAE nymeLes

Nakaie, C. and Paiva, gue

Escola Paulista de Medicina, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

a segment of gp4l descri
al. (PNAS 83:6159,1986) and Goan et a(Science 237:1346,

1967),rcviwith 20 (RILAVERYLIOQLLGIWGCS) and 12 (LGIWSCSGKLIC)

mingacid research besttest kit) for the detection of HIV-1 antibodies,
dardized by us. A panel of 318 well zed positive by
indirect ELISA us: (VIRGO” HIV-1 ELISA, Elecing

6), "Western blot" (Diagnostics Pasteur; cS
(Abbott. HIV-1 Confirmatory EIA;or EIA using proteins

"Dot blot" and indirect SA, Exbrabio) was used.
Results. All sera with known HIV-1 reacted
except 6sera from patients that failed to react with the 21
aa and 1 serum from an did react
12 aa peptide attheregular dilution Of eh Negative normal sera and
gera presenting false positive Œlectro-

“Nucleonics) due to antibodies to 1 cell line proteins, as expected, did

oon nette peptides corresponding €o viral Poe epitopes,Conclusion,
Set où in cpl,are el fr screening and/or confirma
tion of HIV-1 infection.

Comparison of Casbridge Biosciences Recosbigen HIV Later Agglutination Assay vith
three Commercial ELISA AssaysW.B.P.117

  

1, R.6, Douning (1, 8. Birvehvaho aw
eares Institute, Latesr anda; (11: MMO/A10$ Costrel Programme.

Objective: ELISA screening fei ities are difficult to eaintein in seal) hospital laboratories, We therefore
decided to evaluete a rapid Latex agglutination Assay for use in Ugan

Rethods: Manufacturers noteos 4were followed carefully. We gratuit acknowledge the gift of Letex Assay

kits by Casbridge Biosciences and the assistance siven by Dr. Cherles Rigain.
m 100 whole fresh biood ssaples fros Uganden

subjects. After centrifugation, L. (PLA). The results vere compared with 3

comercially available ELISA pu mesVirgo (VIR), iyeleorvee (weit) and Cambridge Recoabigen (EIA).
Western Blotting (Biorad) (WB) vas used es the reference assey. Table below shous sensitivity and
specifisity for each of the comerci essays tested.

€ = a 2 $s

 

LA Pia EIA

Sens. Sens.
YELL VR

n Sens. a Sens. fq Sens.

a Sh a

a Spec. n ‘Spec. n ‘Spec. n Spec. n Spec.
Ë a & Zz az

WEG43sk©À#À4ÿ ©100842Ji405

a
&

Conclus! Qur prelieinery results indicate that this essay vould be useful in the Ugandan setting. A

furtherluttion in District Kospitels is plenned,

W B.P.119 ANTI-viI TAX ELISA FOR DETECTION OF INFECTION IN STANDARD
. ave ISANEGATIVE INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDUs

oeBBS rabaan Bs; ski ,M.***; Simpkins5H*
Sninsky,JJ + .
*Richmond enoriaal i Staten Island Hospitals,
NY, ***Triton Biosciences, Alameda

Poiesz,Bd**; S1iwkows

SI, NY; **SUNY-HSC at Syracuse,
» CA, seeeCetus Cor‘orp., Emeryville, CA, USA.

Godecttee ztion. the sensitivity of the standard ELISA for detection of
-T infection

Metho obtained from 235 IVDUs from 5/1/86 to 8/15/87|and tested

; both preweeed
binant fax|protein. Polymerasechain reaction {PcR) was used to confirmethe
presence of provirus in all individuals with HTLV-I
Results: Six of 162 IVDUS had positive standard ELISAs confirmed by both PCR
an and/or standard western blot. Seve FRwere standard ELISA neg-
ative, but PCR RIPA dx ‘ j
Conclusions: ad Tow net 6/13: 46% for detection

rf HTLV-1 s hasraion implications with regards to screen ood
products and for those|studying HTLV-I epijdemforogy.and patho:genesis.
tion comb inatnt xprotein
to close the detectiondi p.

Addi-
o HTLV-I viral ELISAs is a viable method

DETECT. OF ANTI-HIV, CORE AND ENVELOPE 198, IN HIV-
W.B.P.116 INFECTED.ANROPICAL DISEASED FROM BIRAZIL

Timmerman Hammerschiak,
Hospital ieEinstein, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Objective. Anti-HIV assays based on synthetic peptides and recombinant
produced antigens have been developed in Europe and . These tests need,
jowever, also to be documented in countrtes withsehen” patterns °
infections and possibly variations o

B
e
e
t

odon synthetic peptides detecting 

bands were found. In 38 s from patients with various tropical diseases,
i.e. Paraccocidimycosis, Hansens Dis., Typhoid fever, Schist asis,
etc., 31 anti-envelope negatives and 27 anti-core negativ . Five ra

In Western 810
Conclusion. The synthetic peptides and the recombinant P24 assays opens a
possibility to differentiate between d envelope antibodies and will
thus contribute to a reliable diagnosis of HIV-infection also in countries
like Brazil with another disease pattern.

W B.P.118 The determinationof additional Serological markers conce:
. ning HIV-Infect: using inant viral antigens of ail

Frames
VORNHAGEN”, Reinon2M; SOUTSCHEK-BAUER* , Ej PICHLER*, W.;

SIEGL*, G.; H 2, Wee i + H.-H.
1 BIOTEST RG. iRenearcch Dept. offenbach, 5 2 Max-v. ~Pettenkofer Insti-

, FRG; 3 Institu'te for Clinical Immnology, Bern tzerland;
4 Institute tor Hygiene and Medical Microbiology, Bern, Switzerland
‘Objective
The evaluation of additional serological markers for prognostic purposes
using recombinant viral antigens of all HIV l-reading f

thods
“Fragments ofa BIV l-reading frames coding for the major structural

hem as well as the in vivo weakly expressed da-
code Bacterial lysates

-of 22 selected clones we: n
with a variety of sera from classified infected persons, as well as sero-
‘conversions and questionable
‘Results and Conclusion
‘The Western Biot s demonstrated a large variability in antibody
‘response against the different recombinant antigens. In early clinical

a strong rea inant antigens can be
recognized

anntigensisstrongly reduced,
e N-terminal portion of gp4l1 and the reverse transcriptase

(p66}.voneaaition some interesting connections between antibody response

vand clinical stages could be observed.

W.B.P.120 CLINICAL EVALUATION OF TESTPACK HIV-1/HIV-2 RAPID ASSAY
FOR THE DETECTION OF ANTIBODY TO HIV-1 AND HIV-2 USING
RECOMBINAN DERIVED HIV-1 and HIY-2 PROTEINS

Alcalde, X.;ess Rachelle? Stallerr, J.: Prozorovsky, L.; Knigge, K.;
Pennington, boEt Laboratories, North Chicago, IL, USA.

Ghjective- The Testpack HIV-1/HIV-2 rapid enzyme inmunoassay for the
etection of antibody to two Human Immunodeficiency Viruses (HIV-1 and

HIY-} has been evaluated in clinical trials at four Eur n
Methods. To date, these sites have tested a total of 2455 specimens by
Poththe Testpack "HIV-1/HIV-2 assay and the Abbott HIV-I EIA
(Recombinant) assay. ese specimens were obtained from random donors,
individuals previously determined to be reactive for anti-HIV,
individuals prev oustydetermine to be reactive for anti-HIV-2

es patients diagnosed with chronic
g

trated anrenal«sectfietty of 99% an
f 10 tl s. The overall

Agreement with the Abbott HIVE EIA (Recombinant) is 99.1
includes four specimens t
matt HIV-1 EIA (Recombinant) negative. Thes

Testpack HIV-1/HIV-2 denonstra

neem s figure

between days.
Clinical studies to date demonstrate good performance of
stpack HDas a rapid assay detection system of

antibodies to these two viruse:

concluston.
Tes
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RP SROHVPRESENTSERUMAGIAN, MBPI22 Renontone eme wm
Pennington, K.M. Knigge,J.M. Staller, L.A. prozorovaky, À

Martorano,aLaboratories, North Chicago, 1.and Howard Brown Memorial Clinic,
Chicago, IL, USA

: Tooyvinesloprapid. |visual immunoassays to detect antibodies to Human
Tmmunodeficien and 2. These require minimal sample preparation,
minimal ett, no sophisticatedequequipment and provide easily interpretable
results.

; These tests utilize full len recombinantantigens p24 and gp41 from HIV-1
ither alone or in combination with gp41 from HIV-2. An internal control i incorporated to

den de user to ns,Assays can be completed in 10 minutes, using whole
blood, serum readvisuallyasepls(+) minus) Si.

lot confirmedseven anddEELISA HIV-t8samples were
ted AVDRDonerenively. Each sample consisted of

whole blood snamatched serum or plasma. Bothassay 00%

oftheLavenn

L These rapid assays demonstrate high sensitivity and specificity
prie ; it ELLISA&Teteg,us

stat transfusions, emergency transpl
laboratories.

physicians'

W.B.P.123 MOVE IN SITU DETECTION OF HIV NUCLEIC ACID
WITH LUSRESCENT PROBES AND LASER EXCITATION.

Hart L, Bradey PF, Peterson WR,and Goldstein E.
University of California, Davis, California, U.S.A,

Objective - To develop more sensitive instrumentation to detect and quantitate
HIV infected Celis in culture and in clinical specimens using nonradioactive in
situ hybridlization.

reacted by in situ hypnelzation with HIV infected CEM cell lines.
labeled probes were detected using rabbit antibodies to AAF, followed by an
antirabbit antibody that was labeled with fluorescein. Samples were excited at
488 nm using either a 40 mW argonioniaser, or using a conventional 100 W
mercury a Source. The fluorescent emission was detected above 530 nm
using video camera. The perce i
fluorescent staining

) improvement in the signal
to noise ratio austto"oweràauttofluorescence.
Conclusion - /n situ detection of HIV nucleic acid using fluorescent probes
nd an argon ion laser excitation source is more sensitive and has a higher

signalto noise ratio than a mercury excitation source.

W.B.P.125 SEROCONVERSION FOLLOWED BY RECOMBINANT- AND SYNTHETIC PEP-
ANTI-HIV ANALYSIS

sen, ro Vejlsgaard, G.L.***;
Boral, P. wARRKK

Hosp:
ital, ‘ibis

tute, , Denmark, seertvarselisborgHospiital, Aarhus, Denmark,
Kenko grenska: sjuknuset, Gôteborg,

Objective. To define the@sensitivity of recambinant- and synthetic peptide
based antHIV ELISA tes

sera, which were collected during the weeks and
ion, from 75 patients were studied with anti-HIV tests.

acute symptoms i i

 

 
after symptoms. The im

second generation ELISA tests were positive either
simaltaneously, or positive test results were only removed one sample fran
each
Conclusion. ge Serological “window! of acute HIV infection can be reduced
by 2-3 weeks by recombinant- and synthetic peptide based anti-HIV assays.
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,
Insti-

Shih Genesca, J.*; Frenkl, T.**; Terry,
Buonagurio, *; Longiaru, M.**; et al. “Dept. RepEasion niche.‘ue,
Bethesda, Dae Diaanostic System, Nutley,

 

ve: To assess an anti-HTLV-I ELISA test based on recambinant products
and to naentify the specificity and sianificerce of the immunoreactivity be-
tween the of a normal bl. donor recombinant. HTLV-I envelope
proteins.
Methods: Clones containing different reqions of HTLV-
structed and recombinant protein were and used as tigen in enzyme

linked immunoassay and immunoblottingassLorstivitr for the detection
of anti-HTLV-I was assessed with a nown positive specimens. To
assess the specificity and the simificance of this immunoreactivity, recom
binant proteins o} overlapping sequences from different portions

of env cene were and used as ant.
Results: Comparable:sensitivity in getection of anti-HTLV-II by recombinan
Products was with a panel of ve sera in comparison with
commercial tests made of viral culture products. A strong and consistent
reaction between one norma. serum with recombinantÀProducts va5 observ-

le in any currently available cormer—
cial anti-HTLV-I EIA tests, Western plot or radioi recipitation assay.

 

Conclusions: A specific inmunorea y between a donor serum with|a
defined reqion BILV-I envelope protein a2] was identified with

immunoreactivity was unique and its biological sinifi-
cance remained to be assessed.

‘Detection of HIV in Hematopoietic Cells from Patients with
W.B.P.124 AIDS and AIDS-Relaated pomp] exx CAR

s Shapshak, P. :6." et tor : Conrad, A
WT

Harbor-UCLAMedice“Center, Torrance, oh U.S.A. and **wadsworth vA.
Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA. U.S.A

Objective. To test the hypothesis phat hematologic abnormalities in patients
(pts) with ARC and AIDS were relat Pooirect and persistent HIV infection
of the hematopoieti¢ precursors inthebone marr.

We used “H-labelled cDNA probe and in Method. situ hybridization (ISH)
method to detect the presence of HIV nucleic acids in formalin-fixed,
sparaffin-embedded bonemarrow sections from"ARC and AIDS (ten in each group)
sand five non-HIV-infec
Results. Posi ‘found in ali ten ARC and eight AIDS pts. but

refive non-infected pts. Most po
mononucl eated s ing lymphocytes and histiocytes. Endothelial cells,
nterdigitating retic cells, erythrocytes. nucleated red c a

4 @ myeloid cells also lal ed with radi pactive material in some
instances Fosit e lly f far b el each
‘Specimen. Megakaryocytes, epithelioid histiocytes, “fibroblasts, fibrocytes.
wSteoblasts, osteoclasts, an osteoc tes were consisten
Conclusions. (1) ISH is a useful tool for identfication and Toidealization of
HIV in tissues. (2) HIV is capable of infec not have CD
eceptors, and may become symbiotic with the host cells and cause “atent

persistent infection. (3) Hematologic many Festations in ARC and AIDS pts
are at least partly caused by direct4HIV infectio:

W.B.P.126 HIV-LPOLsynthetic peptides

E.R.Sprengers, J.J. Schalken, J.A. Hellings and R. v. Sprang,

Diagnostics Research Labs, Organon International B.V., P.O. BOX 20,

5340 BH, Oss, The Netherlands

 

 

    

 

The HIV-1PPOL ami id seq lysed f g pitopes by

pitope-p Nf th Hopp and Woods. Of the epitopes.predicted
by thi hod 14. nartiatl anni 5 ect lid phase

methodology. Th 1 lysed ft

reactivity with anti-HIV-1 sera. We identified 3 anti-HIV.1 reactive peptides: AA

230-244 (IKKKDSTKWRKLVDF); AA 945-959 (TKIONFRVYYRDSRN) and

AA 975-994 (AVVIQDNSDIKVVPRRKAK)). The reactivity of these Peptides

 

however, did not

yield 100% sensitivity with P6S/51 and P31 western blot positive anti-HIV-1 sera.
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W.B.P.127 pres OF RECOMBIGEN(IM)HIV ELA (Cambridge BioScience W.B.P.128 ANTIBODIESAGAINSTHEV 1CORE!ONMONOCLONAL

Carol*; McLaughlin, B.*; and O'Shaughnessy, M.V.
*ontario MinistryiySeIth, To!onto, **Federal Centre for AIDS, Ottawa,

Ontario, Canada.

Objective. A new, indirect EIA test employing recombinant polypeptides
gp4l and 120 (env) and p24 (gag) expressed in E,coli, for the detection of
antibedies to HIV was investigated.
Methods. A panel of 875 sera vas selected to include: 55 saroconversions
‘(136sera); 89 confirmed reactive sera, including 10 weakly-reactive: 183
indeterminate; 469 unselected routine HIV specimens. a had

tested by Dupont HIV-EIA in duplicate and immuno ‘Western blot (IB) in

 de
Results. Recomp gen was reactive in 7/55 initial specimens of the serocon-

or nonreactive; but was negative in1

by

y Recomb:
Recombigen reactives 5 of tl

went seroconversion, and tl in,
ombigen produced consordant aeslee teh all
onftwnatory testing.

en haa a sensitivity of 99.72,

Specificity of 99.8%,
naturally occurring HIV antibodies.

 W.B.P.129 EAR aN
7SydowMeGrtiner L"™, Gaines H"*", Forsgren M”, Strannegärd Ô

* Central of Stockholm County Council ** Dpt of Virology, Karolinaka

ett LF ‘ Cuers

 

je of HIV

infection and, in particular, the ability of the test to detect early serocormversion.
Mathods 526 sera comprising a pane! including 120 confemed HIV-positive, 30 Western blot (WB)-
negative sera with ambiguous results by other ELIGAs and 404 ELISA-negative sera ‘were tested by the
Welicozyme Leathersalah 18 consecutive sera from 6 patients with
primary HIV infection (PHi) with died de using first 

 

GaronWeareaTMOOrganon Vironoatika anti HTLV ili, and Abbott Recombinant HIV
EIA. Analyess of We patemure made using strips from Biotech.

No obvious fal ined, %. The
oneeelatwo apparently false positive resulte were obtained In the ‘group of 30sera which

but gave ambiguousongorEuskeraSane
Sher onsetofPHI

employed. All 15 sera obtained y
 

 
thSetesragen

 

 

 

 

test, d

antibodies to the p24 antigen only.
C À à The LIN) ELA gl for th

diagnosis of HIV infection. Jon, being able to

W.B.P.131 DETECTION OF HIV-1 ANTIBODIES IN IMMUNOMETRIC ELI-

SA BASED ON ELED SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE
Alexander T. Kozhich*; Vadim S. Ivanov*; Zoya K.Ineo

*Shemyakin Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry, Moscow, USSR;
**Central Institute of Epidemiology, Moscow, USSR

æ ective. To compare synthetic-peptide immunometric ELISA and
ELISA with labeled immunoglobulins.

th techniques u iz erotiter plates coated w:
synthetic peptide. Bound antibodie re detec either by tn

e t labeled pe {dmmunometri ormat), or labeled antic

tern Blo sera f psÀ symptomatic pati-
ents. In in «8 $ of sera were positive and in

unometric assay detects no IgG, but only IgM. Seventy seven
false positive sera by viral ELISA were negative by immunometric

say.
Conclusions. synthetic-peptide immunometric assay gives lower
sèns vity t greater specificity as compared to assay with
labeled immunoglobulins and can be used as a confirmatory test.

Xoshihara,Paul: Williams, S. M.; Majewski, S.; Logan, D.
and Goldstein, A.S.. Epitope, Inc., Beaverton, Onpon onUSA

Objective. Tidentify and cheracterize core protein fragments on HTLV--I Western blot
strips ublizing anti-core protein:

bole mice were inununized utilizing HTLV-viral ! ate as immunogen
Methodscells were which MaacewihHTLVorrot
anal: by Western blot and ELISAreactivity utilizin

Results. Five MAb were ced which werereactive with core Protein. Specifically,
their reactivity pattems on Western blot analysis y

5201 Pie.29me
5202 9,33
5205 Oe42,53
5206
5204 past42,53
MAbwere additionally tested against HIV- proteins (Westem blot) and were found to
be non-reactive. ‘All five MAD were shownMonePresve with recombinant core protein by
Western blot Fr

againstinst HTLV-I core protein were produced as demonstrated by
ay. again viral lysate and recombinant core Protein, Multiple|bands

GASi 142.53) were Shown to be oate-associated by utlizing the MAb on Wi

W.B.P.130 DETECTION OFNT1-TAX ANTIBODY INwiv HESTERS BLOTS.
5 Tadier, M.30'Co . Du Ponts

Medical Products Department; itmlagtons DE lisa

Qbiective- T ne whetner antibody to the TAX gene product of
HTLV-1 may be detectedy using viral lysate based western blots CWB}.

TLV-1 WB strips were obtained from Biotech Research Laboratory
and Diagnostics Biotechnology Limited. es were incuhated a:
kit instructions. Reconb inant p40X (rp40Xx) or TAX protein, rabbit
polyclonal, and mo monoclonal antibodies to rp40X were produced by
Triton Biosciences3Inc
Results. Soth the rabbit polyclonal and the mouse monecional antibodies to
purified rpeok protein reacted strongly to the p36 band in WB strips

i i In contrast, neither antibody
epared from virus grown in . a from

HTLV-1 seropositive individu

Tp40X, and for anti-TAX reactivity by RIPA.
No, 996 (-) ppaQx (+) ro40x (-)

No. RIPA TAX (+) — 05 s0 Ra 7a (+) 9S 17
No. RIPA TAX (-) 174 118 = à iy

No. rpOX (+) 157 es a asera tested by WB alone, 458
No. rp40X (-) 26 63 47.1%) were reactive to p36; yet,

for 154 sera where anti-TAX antibody was demonstrated independently using

RIPA or rp40X reactivity, 141 (91 36.

Conclusions. i
shares imaunologi

Antibody to TAX may be detected by some, bu’
WB; with the greatest sensitivity achieved through the use of rpài

W.B.P.132 VIRONOSTIKA HIV CORE ASSAY : AN ANTI-p24/p55 SPECIFIC
TEST USING VIRALANTIGENANDMONOCLONAL

LJ. Schalken, W. Keur, A. J P. Vodegel, JA. i
Organon Int, Diagnostics Res.JacobvdFeeeclante.

D IDSis

iieclining or sien! evelofen-psantibodies,wand highrevel of
Therefore,it was of interest (9to devel sypcraes.

 

 

 
 

 

ironostika HIV CORE is
ted wit ispastoanbeantibody.eewabieation

wireiedatofVtylanscna24antibody-
igurmoneelontl sandwice thesample

HRT fantigen- noclonal sandwi

Results: Performance ofthe assa; pe ivity and specificity wasCompared oat ofaay bene it proteins, and tothat of antl
anHIVseras better han that of eurrent core-specific assays based on
bieeds earlier.
bleedscaliVironogikaHIVCORE micro ELISAassy based onvir)
antigen in co 
current tests based on recombinantproteins and can be used to monitor clinical
transition from asymptomatic and antiviral therapy.
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A SCREENING.ASSAY FOR ANTIBODIES TO HIV-1 USING

Wu.Fins: Keehn, D.R.; tin,DasPan, J.M.; Roser, M.A. and Staser, JA.
Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Illinois, USA.

To di 1

recombinant antigens ll f both ofboth126|and IgM. Tnassay is cabineot
reducing the window been esantigenemia and
Methods, The recombinant gas À{rp24) Dprotein winincludes the full Sequence of Peonme
Tecombinant env (p41) protein full protein 1. Human antil

with purified1and 1. Captured
tbedeedcoryosssndpd conjugated to
Results. EIA detected all ofa population of40 ARC,XC.50 AIDSand 65 asymptomatics and
133 randomly selectedMRpont samples Terecombinant ELA at least 16fold
more sensitive than a current, based, licensed EIA when used to assay serial

4

 

W.B.P.134 |CHARACTERIZATION OF FULL-LENGTH RECOMBINANT
HIV-1 P4l AND P24 FOR USE IN THE IMPROVEDABBOTT

Rote,Kevin: Holzman, R; Robey, G.; Braun, B.; Knicker, S. and Severin,J.
Abbott Laboratories, NorthChicago, IL, USA.

Objective: A b ig the gene for full length
HNleptiiBolmega, TeTe protein hich contains the 430

of gp120 inclusion bodies following cell lysis.sis.We
have alsoexpressedmeHUE coreantantigenp24ÀinE. coli,, The protein (which con
and 44 aminsinoacids of the HIV-1 proteins p17 and pis, respectively)»was isolatedasas in
inclusion body using similar lures. "Our oulective was the full purification and

recombinant ani
: Purification

phosphate iin 0.1% SDS. Purification of p24 waspeter by stepronfrom cM
Sepharose usin, owing inclusion body so)

 

 

dilutions of positive
g NaClfo ly solanti ibodi di oth antigen were determined to bebnmilanesesayseroconversionmnpanels andin 4 of 9 comparedto i ABbor 2nd generation recombiaand SDS-PAGEfollowedbyCoCoomassie and silver tometer tratracings ofCoomassieassay. In and the gcurrent "AbbowEIA for PAantigen effectively closing the antigenemia/seroconversion of purified p24 and p41 demonstrated expectedracywith mocional antibodies againswindow. The of anti HIV-1 IgM levels measured inHIV IgM démon Paris Scie repooegetwahHVlnman orSysuggestthat a largepart of this early detection recomaayJEM détection geographical areas. In addition, both recombinan ins competed with their viralincreased sensitivity of this recombinantassay in detecting serocon' counterparts in Western biotpanels isdue to a combination of improved IgG sensitivity,and IgM detectability.‘in Conclusion: These highlyblypurifed

ad

antigens contribute to the enhanced sensitivity of thewith assay for HIV-1 improved Abbott HIV-1 screening
may be substantially narrowed.

DETECTION OFANTIBODIES TO HIV-1 BY A PASSIVE DETECTION OF IgM AND IgA ANTIBODIES TO HIV-1 AFTER REMOVALW.B. P.135 HEMAGGLUTINATION ASSAY (RETROCELL W.B.P.136 oFeibfen, 8BY PROTROTEIN $Kapsalis, A. ; Wiesner,D.; Krenc,C.; Traylor,D.and Scheffel,Jim barat“Schumacher**, R. and Hoff, R.*Abbott Laboratories, No:ith Chicago, IL, USA. *Massachusetts ones ubTic Health, Center for Disease Control,. Boston Massachusetts, USA **Baston Biomedica, Inc., West Bridgewater,Qbiective:To evaluate the sensi p y Massachusetts, U 

the detectionof snibodies toHIV-1
an red cells (Duracytes®) are coated with affinity purified p24 and gp41 HI

1viralantigens,RpTheannLOSrePatientserum;50 dluten) and 25

room temperature.
‘ThePerformance of the Retrocell HIV-1 assay was compared to

screening test on blood donors from Ss.Africa, Zimbabwe and|Mexico.nes which tested
initially activeveOR) by either QR), were
confirmed by Western Blot (WB).

Abbott 2nd generation

Ss.Sara 1.16* 0.61* 2.05* 1.00*
babwe (n=2027) 0.25* 0.25* 0.45* 0.15*

Mexico (n=1998) 0.rae 0.30 5 0.10
itive specimens

spefonAb333BARC en os
 ere all di

2 ARC specimens which testedaes
lent sensitivity to the 2nd generation

seri seroconversiononpanels.
ance and ease ofuse of this assay make it appropriate for biood screening in
standardareas ofthe where EIA procedures are impractical.

W.B.P.137 (STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OFRECOMBINANTHIV-1
on PROTEINS P24 AND P4] BY HPLC PROTEASE V8 MAPPING AND

MASS SPECTROMETRY.
Olivia; Buko, A.; Rote, K.; Dorwin,S.;“Whatley, H..and Robey, G.
Abbott Laboratories, Narth Chicago, IL, USA.

Objective: Abbott Laboratorieshas luced recombinant HIV core protein and en protein
plge F ef cv p24with 12 residuesfefom|pl7

44 residues from p15. The recombinant p41 contains the full length sequence of HIV p41 in
uation to the 45 C-terminal amino aciacids of the extemalglyEEnreturoOurobjectivewas 10

Primary sequence of these anti evi uci tityb tween,
ion fomaolelaeantigens we reduced and carboxylated

us the presence o!ag)SS(pt) ain
Peptideswere isoisollutedbyHigh Performance Liquis Chrontography (HPLC)

onsoptimised foreach

resulting pepti id sequi
Further, acombinationof aminoacid analysis and tineoffigStetmass spectrometry identified she
peptic ino- and carboxy- ini. The identity ofthe amino-termi
Confimmedusing an auiomated liquidphase sequences,“Similar are nearing completion forpal.

combinant HIV core and envelope
proteins, these data also demonstrate the high degree of reproducibility obtained among multiple

HIV screening assay.

374

Oojective-To-To develop sensitive and specific microassays for IgM and IgA
af 0 HIV-1 utilizing Protein & treatment to remove interfering

 nas-Yeeney)“five ulutattquots of plasma were treated with Protein G
tor Renoval of IgG was conirmed by ELISA for

Ig"antibodyeo) HIV-1. Treated samples were tested by indirect ELISA, and
the Miniblot immunoblot using ifbr I9A specific res ents. Sixty-two

seria 7} Sur ng seroconversion of 5 individuals

poositive for HIV antibodies by the FDA
1eantibodies were detected in all 36; IgM

n 3 individuals where specimens were available for 1-3
months after seroconverrsion, Jan. anitibodies persisted longer than 1gM. The

bodies reacted either with envelolope alone or with envelope
ndirect IgM and IgA ELISAs were less sensitive

GA antibodies tto HIV-1 are detectablaAU grmunoblot|in
that have been treated with Protein 6. Bec

the newborn’s IgM and ToA canbe distinguuished from the haternal 196
antibodies, these assays may be useful for the diagnosis of congenital HIV

W.B.P.138 s FILTER IMMUNOPLAQUE ASSAY FOR THE DETECTION AND ENUMERATION or

ITIBODY SECRETING

endrell, Jean-Pierre! Favero, J.*, Huguet, M.F.*;

Rabesandratana,iEawe; Serre, A.**; Ca

* INSERM U65, ** Laboratoire @' Tmunologie Hépital Lapeyronie, MONTPELLIER,

Ee

 OBJECTIVE, Toallow

to secrete specific HIV] antibodi

infection.

METHODS. PBMC from nedinfected and contr
lose filters coated with either : HIV] virus= (DlagnonticPasteur highly Parified

gp x (s. Rasheed-Los pote + Or recombinant p24 (Tr. gene-:patbourg). Reve=

lation of specific spots was realised by the use of the BCTENET à,

RESULTS. 1} While no spots were evidenced with control PBMC, 1 to0 HIVI spots/
BMC and 0,5 to 1x10? "gp 160" or wp2a"pots/106 PBMC were enumerated with the

PT !fromHIVi i 2) Th this filter assay

aw with seric 3 thus, for Shaeos

HIV1 and "op 160" spotspet no "p25" spot id i i 25"

Western blot bands
CONCLUSION. This new technique confirms both our results with the ELISA or Western

blot techniques fi ietal. using

a@ limiting dilution €echnique. It provides a tool for in vitro studies of cellular

Bcell regulationin the course of HIV] infection

ing Bcells shown
f HIV

 
and the study of th
in vitro during th

ssa 1
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W.B.P.139 CHARACTERIZATION HVPA  W.B.P.140onPhrmeAR Cooper.
McRae,Brian*, Thys, R.*, Fico, R.*, Falk, L.* and Allain,J.-P.* “Centre for Immunology, St. Vincent's Hos;ootI,1 Sydney, Australia

*Abbott Laboratories, N. Chicago,Illinois, USA “The National Health and Medical Research Council Special Unit in AIDS Epidemiology and

Clinical Research, The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia

HIV antigen(

a

(HIVrenegative

à

bel | Qhiective: To evaluate the parfanmancs of the Wellcozyme HIV 1 Recombinant EIA in a clinical

24 lab ratory.

The same antigenlabelled ADO vased as

à

probe._Titer and slopeofmADe ï 1621 serum samples collected from patients withADS. ARC or Asymptomatic uv

 Teananeroraldensity (OD) f 5 dil
intercept at a cutoff of 0.1 OD. These parameters were

ition.
Repltofceexgain.DecuiàLV94band

in seropositive persons8 stratified according to clinical ition is shown in the Table.
Abtiter was lower in patients with AIDSaeatAerAll but

le an
were correlated with weSoreond clinical

{aNAbatesplwe Ag positive; in 15.3% of samples,
both detectable.

i I i | Serial samples from antipt
Condition | p24Ab titer (p24 Ag | seropositive homosexualmale

> | showed ei
Asymptomatic 1 12(2.5) 3107) 21247) 197(43.5)121(4.6) | stableke(48%) of declining(5%)

1 38) 7(19) 18(49) 9(24) 110972A. ter. “Among patient
antivinltherapy, only

W.B.P. 1a HIV-1 SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDUALS RECOGNIZE DIFFERENT

EPITOPES OF P1 IAL FOR STAGING DISEASE

Ronaereint: G. Sinnadorai*, P.S. Sarin®*, S.8.
Wang***, *The George achi nm University Medical Center, Washington, pc;
#XNIH, Bethesda, M; rai Technoloogies Ine. , Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

evelopment o:ofan ELISA method to quantitate the levels of
antibody to specific epitopes of HIV pl7.

Synthetic peptides of 15 t035 amino acids in length,
represent:ing the ntire HIV pl protein were synthesized, The Presence ‘of
antibodies in serum to the vptides was determined using an ELIS:
procedure. Enhanced reactivity and lower backgrounds were’ achieved using
peptide-BSA conjugates.

Individuals who are seropositive for HIV p17 were found t
recognize different epitopes on pl7 as defined by the synthetic peptides,

i C-terminal appeared to be most immunogenic,
t enic. Antiboéies€to the p17 Peptide

representing the pl7 candidate aevaccine epitope (HGP-
115, Gas et al., PNAS 84, 2951, 1987) vere seen

t (-308) of seropositive individuals.
that a dec.line in antibodies to

disease progression
. These studiesvith

P de a new diagnostic assay to stage clinical disease
progression, and identify of new epitopes for inclusion in an HIV vaccine.

FH

W.B.P.143 SEEST
Umovitz.HowardBL Mitra, L, GovindaaA.G., Weiss, T., Haight, V., Gottfried, T.

Calypte Biomedical Company, Berkslay, C.

Objective: lypte Biomedical Company (om) has developed 2 Simple and easy to use dipati

assay for HIV-1 antibodies. In this the garection cf antibodies to HIV-1 in

the
iV-1 envelopeand core proteins was used to

to HIV-1 r 200 pl of blood or 100 pls of serum or plasma isankles

the first tube certaiting CBC E1 buffer. The E1 buffer isf background

contamination. The dipstick is added,|incubated for 30 minutes at ‘bientemperature,
washed, 

sfter Le minutes. Results sre read as presence of color (positive) or no cont (negative).

were taken irom proficiency panels supplied by Massachusetts General , New
York University, Center for Disease Control, Boston Biomedica and "Sen Termites Bay Area

physicians.

The ficiency panels taken together show:

FDA licensed HIV-1 antibody test formats, 2) no false positives were cbserved and 3)

there was 100% correiation of all 5 observers with respect to positive and negative

responses.

1} the CBC E1 test was more

: The CBC E1 HIV-1 antibody test is aimple and easy to use. We have validated
efficacy of ‘the £1 blocking buffer with respect to falise |positive samples orgieidentified
by FDA licensed tests). The ies 
sera that are hecnotyiie, icteric, Npemic or from patients with rheumatoid factoror |or cystic

lupus erythema!

ing subjects were tested by th
ve wendonnthe seroconversion panel and

infection and 36 serial serum samples nd

ozyme assay; 5 nner commercial eins
Hits ot detaction were compared.

1621 out ot 1621 samples from known anti-HIV positive patients were correctly
Identified by the Wellcozyme any does a sensitivity of 100% in this population. There
was total agreement between 8 Recombinant assay, the Wellcozyme Polyclolonal assay aniand tl
Genetic Systems TA EIA

detected anti-HIV in 75% of

the had

in the second weekfollowing onset of ovmnptome
xt most sensitive assay

week after onset cf sympto:
Australian Red

id ci
antigens spacifically cap! use monoclonal antibodies to ant.
HIV1)is a sensitive andtepectio test weil sulted to a linteal 1taboratory.

W B P. 142 DETECTION OF HIV-1 ANTIBODIES IN URINES OF
ASYMPTOMATIC AND ARC /AIDS PATIENTS.

Gottfried. Toby*.Govindarajen. AG, Kung, J.”, Friedman-Kien, A“, Cac, Y.",

ro H. B.*, et. al. aiypte Biomedical Company, Berkeley, CA, “*New York

iniversity Medical Center, NY, NY USA

Ohiactive: We (AFK, YC) have reported detection af antibodies to uve in the urines of HIV-1

nn intected (H+) Individuats using FDA licensed tests. In this study, using s

mbinantts dipstick format, we evaluate the detection of ‘erttoodies to HIV-1 In the

Method: immobilized recombinant HIV-1 envelope protein on a dipstick (Calypte Biomedical

Company [CBC] Et test format)waswas used to detect antibodies taoein unconcentrated urine.

meLars carried out at room temperature. implies collected

+ individuals (27 exymotmati and 3 ARC/AIDS patents) and 20 HIV-1 seronegative
Head potelavale. pee eet J by 5 different observers as positive or negative by the

presence of biueoe
irom He Individuals tasted positive (30/30). in contrast, all urines

{20/20} from H “esials tested negative. Positive ond Negative controls reacted

le samples.

= a high correlation between reactivity of urines to HIV-1 recombinant

id serum reactivity

oon(30/30) and negative Fe20)ururine

blood can be used as a for the detesion of HV: antibodies. There js a lower
workers anefor hee1 antibodies In urine rather than blood due to 1)

eubsiantially tower incidence of Linea avisin urine andakeliminating venipuncture

and exposure to blood. The CBC dipstick t used at room temperature

testing in restricted taboratory environments.

In FDA iceneed Wi antibody biood teats for both
samples.

44 PROLIFERATIVE RESPONSE TO SOLUBLE ” MICROPLATE-ADSORBED GPé1 SYNTHETIC

W.B P 1 PEPTIDE IN HEV+ VERSUS NORMAL ses

Gabiano,Clara*; Biglino,A.*s ME, *; Pugliese,4."; Delventhal,H.**;
A *.

"Istituto di Clinica Pediatrica s [latitute di Malattie Infettive, Universita’ di Torino,

Torino, Italy, **8iochrom KG, Berline

detect specific cell-mediated iaaunity to a gpéi synthetic peptide,Objective. in soluble

and sascrbee.fore, in HIV+ individuals.

he thor Peripheral blood mononuclear cells obtained from 10 HIV+ subjects [3 AIDS, 7 ARC; 5

adults, § children), were incubsted in triplicate for 6 with different concentrations of

8 gpé1 synthetic peptide [5,10,20 ug/ml; BICCHROM KG,FDR) or in gpé1 ed sicrovell plates

and pulsed overnight with H thyaidine. The effects of PHA (1:100)+apé1 peptide were also
a se Sixte: y RIV control e tested der t perimental

conditions.A stivulation index }4 ()2SD of noragl controls) was considered as tive result

Results. No specific T cell proiiferative respol $ red by the solub form of the

peptide. In contrast, the adsorbed f: licited {gniticant lymphocyte transformation in §

i 8 ). as
theless, in AIDS subjects a synergistic effect of the adsorbed gpéi+PHA on

s observed. In all but one control donors no significant

specific ianunity to HIV envelope glycoproteins

way be € idenced by absorbed synthetic peptide, whereas the soluble form does not elicit any

oroliferative respon: je test we used shows good sensitivity in HIV+ patients The positive

one control subject suggests that a cross-reactivity gpél structure nl

Adividuais. The specific T ceil deficiency te HIV in AIDS patie:

agy contribute to the unfavorable outcome of infection.
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BIRECT DETECTION OF HIV-ONA IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD MEWONDCLENR CELLS FROM
ASNFTONTIC MATIENTS:Pre) OF THREE D]

iu
FFERENT

‘tolané, J.j artis= Porres, x. aad Carrefic, V,
Hepatology Bait. ce Jiménez Diaz, Nadr MD.

W.B.P.145

Several methods allow thetien of HIV infection, being the evcleic acid hieidiatlon the ‘nest

aseful ind sensitivity one. The this study wes ie“ ctly deterni In
peripheral bleod mononuclear cells (PRC) fron ante-HIV py

    
ive patients. usisg 3 ditterent nas

À total of 29 asmmptonatic seropositive patients (15 IVA, 2ne1Lemonja) drug-abeser,
2 with no rafactors) àand 2 AIDS cases (both IUDA) were iscteded, fati-k raed by sats
and seron HIV 924 antigen CHIVAG) was determing? was detectedd‘rats in the PEN by s1
blot hybridization using 3 different probes: a2-plc, a full-length cONA and a full-length Berets:
Teo Ag af total PEMC DNA were used in each assay.

Serua HIVAg resulted sie ia 2/20 (104) asymptomatic subjects and in the 2 patients with AIDS,
HIV-ONA was Mietectad © ith the p-pol“ro ie 44% of the symptomlens patients, a withwoe fa) I-leagtt
COMA one, in 50% of then:Woe the full-length ANA-probe,

he asymptomatic cases, with a statisti difference (p © 0.69 be
ebtaiaed with the other 2 probes. HIV-ONA in

i 4 the aspaptomatic subjects. Gut of then, deere Ato
e, H one was undetectable by the ANA-probe. In alt the positive cases, the

virss was isolated froa thecultures vile this did not occur with the aegative one.

four. ts 8% (17/2)
ten thispercentage:and those

 

Jn conctusios: 1) no differences betwere the sensitivity of the cONA-HIVNV probes héve beet perieved. D
The MM-probe detected more frequently the Presence of HIV-OMA than the COMA ones. 3) HIV-ONA-detection Is
A moretapidmethod thanFAME culturesforthe identification ofacurrent Uiiatection..

W.B.P.147 reaisae THEORETICAL APPLICATIONS osNEW PROCEDURES
HIv TIONID RT ANTIBODY (AB) QUANTIT/

nite imon, Neumuller Magnus, Bhikhashai Rama

qa, Kallander Clas F -R., Fenys Eva Maria (2), Apert Jan (2) et a
ogy, Uppsala Univer-

‘ Virology, Karolinska Inst, Stocthole Sweden,

In two accompanying abstra { }, we have shown the synthesis and
usefulnness of a new substrateesoneidine triphosphate for RT

nalyses, as well as the con: i seesfemp lates to

achieve fur ther inprovenents potentiating the direct detect of

ip

the different RT-forms repor i.e. the and 66kD proteins.

The Present results and Laone from these studies per the 3jst of

may 1989 will be giv

W.B.P.149
IN-SITU HYBRIDIZATION ASSAY TEC)

Bronstein, Irena*, Kerschner, J.H.**; Voyta, J.C.* and

ski, E.G.**,

CHEMILUMINESCENT DETECTION OF HIV INFECTED CELLS USING

HNIQUE

*Quest Systeme, Inc., Bedford, MA., *Molecular Biosystems, Inc., San

Diego, CA,U.S.A,

Recently, we have developed a sensitive chemiluminescent assay for

gates8 based on

High Speed instant black and white f . The = nfected. 8,

ute incubation, were detected on the film in le than 30 seconds.

Comparatively, chromogenic substrate, BCIP/NBT permitted detection of HIV-

infected cel n 30 minutes. outThis
suitable for simple, rapi

viral nucleic acid in cells, blots or in solution

376

TON OF ANTI-NEF ANTIBODIES IN SERA OF AT RISK INDI-W.B.P.146 2071
Varans Paola*; Ticti, cnRsi Butte, S.*;

Rezza, G.**; Lazzarin, A.*** and Rossi,
* Laboratory of Virology, Istituto superiors di Sanita,
**Department of Social Medicine, Ministry of Healthy,

***Infectious Disease Clinic, University of Milan, Italy

Objective. Nef gene seems down regulate replication of HIV.

suggested that Following infection antibodti

1:

Sernicola, L.*;

Rome, Italy,

Italy,

is

es anti-nef would be detected
first and would remain the only detectable HIV-specific parameter during
the variable period of latency. reover, in the hypothesis of the

of expres: £ low level of viral

replication, anti-nef æntibodies could be a valuable marker to monitor

 

during the progression of infection.

Methods. We have developed an Elisa assay utili:ising a recombinant nef pro~
tein (provide + Montagnier/Transgene). eactive sera will be

confirmed immunoblot
Results. We will detect “nef antibodies in sera from the following subjects:

a) at least 10 seronegative individuals who are hete sexual partners of
HIV-1 seropositive subjects; b) at least 20 seroconverters i.v. g

abusers; c) at risk 1 drug abusers; d)
t

abusers who arefrom either not
progresoing oor rapidly "progressing into ESTLou AIDS.

ue Andree
Proulx, and c. Riggin. Canbridge BioScience Corporation,

Worcester, MA, USA.

ves were
Sensitivity

and of thepassive agglutination
was 99.287Papeltiatty Talatte Een aoa Western blot was 97.7%.

stability studies indicate that the latex-antigen is
for several months at room
Conclusion. Tose results suggest the tactissinilar to EIA in
sensitivity but more stable upon storage at room temperature.

Tests diagnostiques
Diagnostic Tests
W B P 150 INDIRECT IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE TO DETECT ANTI-HIV

. ANTIBODY Shah VJ*, Strand CL* Polensky

pitepdPte,Randel] Reve: ds minceter ria. god Center of Minnea-Israel Medicalacon er,Medical Foundation Blood Center. USApolis; ***5S.

Qpiective: An ofluorescent method tibody(FlucrognostHIV,
ermascan BC.oleto detect anti-HIV antibo: ared to

ELISA and ern blot {WB DuPon€)

pies. ntstn 157‘3 iP of senatorSihhi stetiesents (n= wi
ea Pepe orti and IFA.

ath sults
ELISA Vas 98.816% +58. 826%

52% for
sensitivity of IFA was

or gee iIVA-IVC).

samples
wits re anti-

DeEe éyeral
HARTVOwhiteTI/TII oe
II/III angARC/AIDS patients. nes
LISA or e 8B ;

antipest 4 nega
bana patients fr quency

ards inone wellcharacterizesAlvcinfected
and a RE12: a us rs in NYC. th lVanpegte

957. axfor ELISA and for IF, 93.0%
PLIS: T oe thod e oyed is sensitive,” specific for
letecting intiEo: ly toHIV, enpjovedif, to perform EF interpret.
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W.B.P.161 nsmeute,consesvn, toamerrnnen,urnix-*, STEKO ¥.*
Yala

# Centre Bospitalier et Universitaire de Brazzaville,

momentsPitié-Salpétrière, Paria, FRARCE

OBJECTI te tenu de le forte fréquence des réactions positives VIM] Elevis, non

vérifiées par les tests de conttraetion, observée à Brazzaville où le paludiame &

(Pf) set intenséament lanté, 11 était isportant de préciser

le rôle d'une réactivité croisée possible entre Pf et ls VIH.

PATIENTS ET METHODES. $2 donneurs de mang, agés de 15 à S0 ans, dont 168 HIV+

de Pasteur: meet 166 HIV-, appariés par Âge, sexe at jour du don, ont eu, en

lus da 1°RP, une berche quantitative de jeFismodiun, Un test par Western Blott

wm a été réaliné pour tous les sujets RP+Pf+ at Dour un ique de sujet

BPePf-, appariés par âge, sexe ot valeur de

ents agés deg hz ans, sans antécédents notablee, nernl

Compteur|> 38°S st parasitéeie A Pf > 10,000/am3), ont eu rologie

RESULTATS. Donneure de sang. Le taux de Pf+ n’est pasrttigtérent

pour les groupes Rfs (12,7%) et ŒEP- (9,6%). Le résultat des DO ne pas de

différences notables qu'il s'agiens de eujats Pf+ ou Pf -, Le taux de confirmation en

WB (<à 40%) est mensiblenent le même chez les aujste re et EP+GE-, Les réponses

incomplètes, fréquentes, en particulier la présence d'une bande p25 at/ou p28

isolée ou associ: t plus fréquentss pour le groupe Pfs. - Aucun des 30

enfants présentant un accée palustre n'a une sérologie EP+.

je de PF dans sang ciroulant,

soient faibles (porteurs asyaptomatiques}) ou élevées (acués palustres) n'est 2k

l'évidence, wne cause À retenir pour expliquer les fi positives VIE EP

À nrassaville.

EVALUATION OF EIV1 ANTIBODY TESTING STRATEGY IN A MIXED

W.B.P.15 Low RISIee RISK POPULATION

 

R.foward, B.Bowesck,and A.Cunninghan
Virology Unit, ICPMR, Geotwond Heepitel. ventaces, 2145. Austrelia

Kon-mpecitie ELISA sereaning |reactions In low risk persons sovartepiy lead to atypical or
rminate band profiles on Western Blotting which muet be eveluated alongeide

a Blot profiises of true HIV] positive sera.
¢ Westmead HIV! antibody er etrategy consists of the concurrent use of two

seeming ELISA kite (Genetic Systems, Wellco! Abbott) followed by supplemental
teste including Weetern Blotting (Dupont), Abbott ENVACORE and antigen ELISA (Abbott) when
indicated. Weetern Blot profiles were classified by guidelines euggested by tbe Australian
Ketional BIV Reference Laboratory:Positive, Negative & classes of Indeterminate
yatterse.
RESULTS AND CONLUSIONSZ en March 1987-1986.3. 687 sara were tested,

re rapostedly reactive byboth ecraeening ELI Regardlese of screening ELI:
tre 98 of cere ray reactive Vetuo ELISA screening tosts wers confirmed

ch We d Rec: + Th ng

 

à
B
i
G

3 a

 

4 of which

SA kit

 

am acroconverters, sere nich were diocordant on the ELISA ecri

2% chance of aie comfirsed positive for HIV antibody or less than 3%chance of being «
te

HIVI envelope bands 60/110.41) on Yests Blo Western Biot profile which is

reactive for EIV1 viral viycopretetne alone or with re than her viral proteins

(geg or pol) confirmed viral specitte by « Neceabtnant Envelope Protein BLISA

be 4 ss s pradictor of seroconversi:

WESTERN BLOT QUANTITATIF : INTERETDANS LA SURVEILLANCE DES
W.B.P.155 PATIENTS HIV-SEROPOSITIFS

Schia: =
Laboratoire de Virologie, CHU Purpan, Toulouse, FRANCE.

ifs. Eval l'intérêt d' ification diluWestern-b-blot.
Méthodes. ifié
par lecture dentine autorontieée (Electrophoresis Data neoreh Les

chaque
9 patientsneousTage,|la sexualité et le

Pade©Cinquefque(Gén:enont été constitués ades (M) formé de
de IV, et leeureTeawa de malades restés

Cc ni, 1 ertive Ell, .
q i des

différentsneans dec valeurs représenteves des AL ant-p24 etailpi7 sont
plus faibles dans le M que dans le groupe T (p < 0,05) et décroissent jusqu'à
s'annuler au cours du suivi ; chez un malade trail AZT, ces 2 valeurs augmentent
alors que l'antigénémie p24 dis it. Sa sensibilité ieure A celle tests ELA
de génération (ENVACOR Abbott) pour la détection des anticorps anti-p24. Sa
reproductibilité i

 

ntrasérie est bonne. Cependant elle posc des problèmes
néthodologiques (défaut de Free intersérie) nécessitant l'apport

dela ve ie ch les j 11 1 i di le avid D és d Re
 

 IP
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M

Ww B P 152 ELEVATED SERUM LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE (LDH) IN

NON-HOSPITALIZED AIDS PATIENTS

Sharpton, Thomas. Kaiser Foundation Hospital, Oakland, Ca. USA

Objective. To evaluate use of LDH in early diagnosis of Pneu-

mocystis carinii poeteont(PCP) in non-hospitalized AIDS pat-

ients pts)
thods. Retrospective review of 20 pts taking zidovudine who 
 
ted monthly LDH levels as part of routine followup.
Results. Isolated LDH elevations (normal hepatic transaminases
and creatine phosphokinase) were found in o £ 2 » 6
of whom had prior PCP. ur pts develo T CP treated

as outpatients; e LDH was 1571, 1059, 1193 and 1215 Iu/1 nt
297-611) at time of d osis. All pts had p0,>70. Eight pt

a 3030. Three pts

elevated 2 pts); 1 pt h abdominal large cel yu ma, | had
disseminated cryptococcal diseas 2 had fever and cou hich

re t 1 of se 2 pts had a gallium sean which

tive value=0.33 for diagnosis o
Conclusion. Serum LDH is frequently | elevated in AIDS pts on

zidovudine, not ways associated th an opportunistic infect-

ion. The specificity is thus too low to indicate imminent PCP.

 

Juan*; Shih, i Jett, B.*; Hewlett, I.#*;
Epstein, J.** and Alter,at Department of ‘Transfusion

Medicine and ** Division of Virology (FDA), NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA.

W.B.P.154 SIGNIFICANCE OF AN INDETERMINATE HIV WESTERN BLOT (Wei)

aaae

Objective. de ificance of a WBi result in a normal blood
donor population at low-risk infection.

. One doners (D) to 50 recip. (R) were selected from pros-
pective studies of post: i titis. tested by EIA
(Dupont) and by a licensed WB assay (Biotech/Dupont). À WBi pattern
fined as ion o! band wilt iteria for posi-

tigen test (Abbott) ‘0an anti-HTLV-I EIA i-HIV-2 son
Results. Twenty of D were WBi; none vere . p24 was found in 70% of
wirin10casesasa single bend. A 6 month t-transfusion in 19R

revealed a WBi in 7 (36%); similar the finding of
Brot 19zt)control of WEKB- blood. When sanples from the 15 WBi R4 serial

occasions, a reproducible WBi was found in only 21 of 60
358) samples; a p24 band was
p55 waswas reproducible in 78%. No R of WBi blood developed a WE+
ria or an EIA+. None of Wei Dor R ve in

i Anti I and anti-HIV-2 were ~ in 5 D R pairs.
Conclusion.1}A WBi can be found in 208 of a healthy D population anti-HIv- by

ible;3)the recombi a useful
clarification of ¥Bi;0)Dwith WBi do not appear to trananit HIV to Ry in à
law-risk_D-population.i y.thata WBi_indicates true HIV infection

W.B.P.156 FIELD EVALUATION FOR THE DETECTION OF ae1 SPECIFIC
1sANTIBODIES (HIV-AB) IN SALIVA: A COST-EF!

ACCU! ‘E ALTERNATIVE TO BLOOD TESTING
icda*; Padi, B.*; Atikala, L.*; Quinn, T.C.**:

Brown, C.*. *Project SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire; **NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A.

Obiective. To determine the sensitivity and specificity for the detection of HIV-1
antibody in saliva using commercial ELISA and Western blot assays in a high risk
popu!ulation, —

and serum samples were concurrently collected from 387 prostitutes
and their 71 ‘male clients in Kinshasa. Both se: and saliva werc tested by ELISA

mn blot

ined 0:
these 145 seropositive individuals, 137 Das were positive by saliva ELISA and

negative saliva samples, 5 were ELISA positive put
Western blot indeterminateon saliva testing. Of 313 seronegative individuals. none

omen who seroconverted over a 3 month
period, 2 had saliva that was ELISA positive and Wes lot positive, while 2 had
saliva that was E] positive, Western blot indcter:
Conclusion. In this field evaluation of testing salivaamples for the presence of
HIV-1 antibodies, saliva testing had a sensitivity of 94.5% and a specificity of300%
compared to serum ELISA and i r, if individuals1 8

patients when invasive techniques such as venipuncture are not possible.
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W.B. P.157 APAPPLICATION OF VIRUS CULTURE AND PCR FOR HIV DETECTION IN
BLOOD DONORS WITH PERSISTENT ANTI-P24 REACTIVITY IN

STERN BLOT

 
Van Der Poel, Cees*; Wester, M.**; peesink» Be*;
Site, M.**; Bruisten, S.**; Huisman,

Red Cross Blood Bank, Amsterdam, ** Central Laboratory EEthe Netherlands
Red Cross Elo Transfusion Service, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Objective. Io investigate the presence of HIV in blooddonors with persistent
indeterminate ant.spas reactivity anRIV Western Blot.

thods. PBL from blood donors w: h persistent mp in HIV We,
previously des: Les as non retire to recipients blood {Lancet

1986;ii:752-753) and HIV positive cells were Co-eultŸ
itimulated PBL from HIV negative donors,

DNA was ii
sets for|pol and gag. Putative amplificat confirmed
ing internal o.aeuceotides50 bp specific“for pol and gag

ively, radio labeled
Results. None of 11 donors withpersistent anti-p24 zeactivity in WB were
Foundpositive in cultture. ihe results of PCR analysis will be presented.
Conclusions. Will

W B P 159 DETECTION OF HIV-1 sree ANTIBODIES AND NEUTRALIZING
ACTIVITY ranActt.) IN URINE OF SEROPOSITIVE PERSONS.

rate,M.*; Li, X.L.#*; Ho, D.D.#*;
Dietrich, pe*; & Friedman: lew York University Med. Genteer,
mex**UCLA School of Medicine.Féctaresinst Med. Center, Los Angeles, CA.

o detect antibodies to HIV-1 eluding neutralizing antibodies

in arine aamples £ron 56 HIV-1 seropontiveindividea

Fifty-six Personsspurts atients withAIDS-KS, 36wiea

AIDS~OI, 8 with ARC omat ctroposttive homosexu:ai
tested £or nr specific antibodies in be erum and urine (concentrated

 

 

300-2000X) by ELISA, Western blot (WB), andee HIV-1 NT act. was
eternined using a neutraliration assay performed with the H9 clone as

the virus inoculum
Results. No."Heactive (x) No. reactive (X)
Samples by RIPA NT

Serum 56 45 54 41/46 44/46 46/4

(100.0) (80.4) (96.4) 36. 4) (100. 0) ce,5 cs 1) (95.a? ie“0 (a.1)

Urine §' 35 41 55 56 9/46 32/4

(98.2) (62.5) (73.2) (98.2) (100.0) tes.1) (65. 2) (69. 5) ss.D (33. 9)

The titers of the HIV-1 antibodies and act. found in the urine
corresponded to the titers of the antibodies to HIV-1 and NT act. in the

run.
 

Specific antibodies to HIV-1 were detected in urine of HIV-1

seropositive individuals. 2) HIV-1 NT act. was shown 4
urine e who e HIV-1 antibody positive in both ase

3) The enti-HIVe2 antibodies in the urine may be derived from the serum

W. B P 161 The Use of Recombinent HIV ELISA Kite as a Secondary Sup-
—_— plemental Test for Confirmation of HIV Infection

D. Lepine, S. Frenette, M.V, O'Shaugbnessy, Federal Centre
for DA

t
AIDS, Ottawa, Ontario, CANA

jprovemenca in the sensitivity andpeine of HIV EIA kits and in
the performance of supplemental confirma ts have made the _Serologi-

cal diagnosia of HIV infection far more reliable in recent yea

We initiated a study involving over 3000 sera to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a combinant HIV ELISA Ab kit from Cambridge Bioscience (CBC).
The kit employe well microtitre plates coated with ri

env gene products of HIV. In an initial analysis,from the gag and
blot indeterminate, 862 blot Positive and 521 blo

i ana]

 

suit. eliminary evaluation indi e
Proteinsed kits may be extremely ueeful sajonces in HIV testing espe~
ially when used as supplemental tests
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W.B. P.158 ANTI-NEF ANTIBODIES IN BLOODDONORS WITH PERSISTENT
we“P24 REACUIVITY IN HIV WESTERN BLOT, AND CHARACTERIZATION

ink,
* Red Cross Bicol Bar ‘lands ** Diagnostics Pasteur,
Marnes ‘-la Coquette, France,

Objective. To investigate the presence of anti-NEF antibodies marker of
HIV infection in blooddonors withindeterminate anti-p24 HIV Western Blot
react ons, andtto further chara ise this reactivity employing reconbi
p24 as .

thods. Serum samples of 11 plooddonorsvie persistent isolated anti-p24

reactivity in HIV Western Blot, prev: ccribed as being non-infective
for HIV to recipients of blood, LancetBee,tii: 7527783) were testested for
anti-NEF antibodies, employing recombinant NEF pro eu{Transgene,

s erum cme, were further tested
in bidimensional blot andELISA with recombinant p24protein {Transgene,

tained native from E. coli, tigen.
Bidinensional blottingwas perfomed by electrophoresis according to electric

in gradient and in second dimension by molecular weight wi
SDS-PAGE. and afterwards transferred to a nitrocellulose
Results. In reconbinan 4 ELISA 5/11 sera were repeatedly positive and
1/11 was borderline vosivive. In bidimensional blot 3/5 sera were positive,

and an indeterminate reactivity. Results of anti-NEF testing will

 
be ented

Conclusions. “wind be discussed. 

W.B.P.160 COMPARISON OF aeoe (#8) MENUTERIA|rewel ANTIBODY

» J.; Philip

Centers for Disease control, ‘atlanta,Ae“isa

Objective. To compare the four main proposed WB interpretations for their ability to confirm

HIV-? infection.

Methods. Proposed criteria include:

(ASTPHLD) , ee Consortium

Oupont-FDA licensed WB wee

selected patients as follows: AIDS (n=86), ARC (ne40), EIA rep

tie homosexual man (n=58), al

serum was tested by the FDA reset
positive om, fatapres(N} or indetermin:

The dati entedvdsthat the ASTPHLO criteria were the west sent tive and
specific of the fourcriteria exami

ASTPHLO

1) Assoc State Terr Public Health Lab Directors

ric:

pat) F(Z)14) PCS)dK)
AIDS 8396, 3(4 76(88)  10(12) 74(86) 12(14) 62(72) 24{28)

ARC 9 3) 38(95) 2 (5) 36(90)  4(10)
. HEN 45(78)  13(12) 4374)  15(26) 4171)  17(29) 39(67) 13)

The most restrictive criteria (requiring the presence of GAG, POL and ENV), RC and Dupon:

yieïded higher numbers of indeterminates, usually due to a lack of GAG/POL antibody in AIDS

patients.

e ASTPHLD criteria have the least number of indeterminates in all categories.

This allows more accurate interpretations while minimizing indeterminate results which must

be followed by further serologic examinations. We wou jowever, alter the negative

Statement from no viral specific bands present to no bands present.

W.B. P.162 LABORATORY IDENTIFICATION OF RECENT HIV SEROCONVER-
SION: THE UTILITY OF EARLY REPEAT SPECIMENS AND
COORDINATION WITH THE COUNSEL-Ng TEAM. Judith C. Wilber®

B Louie*, E Soncuya*, A Back*, Brickman**, A Lifso: t al. *San Francisco De
of Public Health, **University of California AIDS Health Project, San Francisco,
CA, USA.

Onlective. To study the collection of followup specimens when there are appare
indeterm isk population. The objective w s to deter
patterns consistant with early seroconyersion, minimize

i ‘esults, and communicate these findings to the counse

Methods. Lo evel of antibody was defined as 1) EIA ratio >0.8 and <2.5, 2) immuno-
Fluorescence(GA) titer <1:10, and 3) 1-3 viral bands on Western blot (WB). A second

imen was obtained later(median 14 d, mean 15.
blood draw at the timeornthe resi reporting an: poss:
maintain anonymity and the link between the 2 specimens by including the previous

i mer on the newlabslip. 

 

2
IPA titer, and the ber of WB i creased,3suggesting
seroconversions. TheWB patterns commonly consisted of p24 and very weak gpi60
on the Ist specimen; and pol bands.
Conciusio
 early seroconversion,

whic confirmed on followu;up specimens ‘akon 2-4 Nake later. Identificetio:
of suchrecent seroconverters may be valuable for planning and evaluation of prevention
and educetion efforts.
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W B P 163 THE D-MANNOSE-SPECIFIC LECTIN FROM GERARDIA
—_— SAVAGLIA BLOCKS BINDING OF HIvV-1 TO H9 CELLS IN

ITR .

 
Müller, Werner P.; Renneisen, K.; Schréder, H.C.
Institut fur Physiotogiache Chemie, Universitat, Duesberweg 6,
6500 Mainz, West German:

 

Objective. To describe that lectins can be used as a tool t
inhibit HIV infection in vitro. Methods. Human T cells (H9),
infected with Vel have ben us for the studies. Results. The
new a - oO ific lectin  (alp
savaglia is 5 to prevent infection of H9 cells with IV-1
in vitro. a prot ion wa ved.
Moreover, t lectin inhibits syncytia formation in the HIV-
1/H9-Jurka cell system t t 0. +. Thi e was
abolished by coaddition of D- at as hiometric ratio
£ lectin to suga f 1:500. In addition it is shown the

lectin reacts wi he oligosaccharide side chains of Iv-1
pl20 env molecule; after deglycosylation of the gp1l20, the
resulting S8-60 kDa react Lt! the lect
Conclusion This lectin allows the velopment © assay:

° Creen for compounds that interfere with the gp120-CD4
interaction a! {ii} to detect viral a g i patients
sera. Re + Kijajtc et_al., Europ. Biochem. 169, 97 (1987);
Mille etal., J. Acquired Immune ef. Syndr. (1989), in press.
Supportedbyagrants from the Dundengesundnelteam

W.B.P.165 IS THERE A rentoe PERIOD SEFORE ANTI-HIV-1 SERUN..ANTIBODEES APPEARANCE

1 et
nada, Juanre 3 Aguado, l; Rey, C; Torres, Ÿ; Lissen, E.

Te of ivinien arte SPAIN.

long as lé wantscan pass since HIV-1 infection is

ecoabinant, type ‘sandwich! EIA

Ranki st ail have suggested that a period as

acquired to Anti-HIV-1 serua antibodies appearance ,sifa

(sE st them. However, if a ent, conpatitive EIA (cEIA) or a Western-Blot
analysis (WE) are amployed, antibodies to theMV. 1 care proteins are able to be detected during

this ‘silent’ period.

 

Objective: To gainereee on the HIV-1 serology fringthis period of HIV-1 in

Methods: We have samples sequentially froa 17 subjects (4 nl

sen, 5 hesoph: thee,'wt‘vereecnaus drug abusers and the mueoF an infected aan) uho serocon-

verted for Anti-HIV-1, æ thes: iants suffered Froe acute, self-lisited, febri
ili The seeples ware collected between 14 months before they developad Anti-HIv-1.

Seroconversion (SC) was defined as t aarance of Anti-HIV-1 antibodies tes sd a recosbi-

sauple t froe a subject uho previousaly tad een proved to seronegative.

o found to be ‘egetivepa Anti-HIV-1ts: ALL of the samples collected before were

Two Awere Anti-HIV-1 positive earlier when tested

binant sEIA was used. Four of the 17 subjects turned

C

ot a long ‘silent! period bafors SC for Anti-

this marker. Moreover, this seams to be in the
sane way regardless the risk group and the intel picture of acute H1¥-1 infection.

 

Ran + Long latency precedes ove seroconversion in sexuatly transmitted husan

ndFeere virus infection. Lancet 187: 2: 589-593.

W B P 167 ANTIBODY PRODUCTION BY

rs eevee BLOOD CELLSIN12 CASES OF ISOLATED GAG-ENCODED PROTEIN

POSITI

Ducos, Jacquesse; vendre,dJP, Reynes, J.***, Huguet, M.F.*, Cannat, A.*,

Serre, A.+#,

 

 

® INSERM U65 Labora e d'Immunologie, Hôpital Lapeyronie *e* Service

Maladies Vatecticuses,"nôpitatal St Eloi, MONTPELLIER, FRANCE

IBJECTIVE, =Provide ahelp for i i b id

in the cours: : weak HIV] ivi ELISAtests, 
together withisolated bands of p2s (or other gag-encoded/protein} bands with no gp

s probably correspond to HIV "false positivity"and apt to a very carlystage of

evi seroconversion. The interpretation of such tests is however difficult

stressing.

METHODS. PRMC from 12 cases of isolated gag-encoded protein positivity and from 12

asymptomati
  

 

  

pasespasesof classicala HIV seropositivity were incubat.ed : in mrewells

pf + thein
fa i i pl 1d) in antigen-free plates : heepee

F used for b 1 , thus.

fe Western biot profiles 

RESULTS. HIV1 in vitro Bursa andriati Western blot tests, positive inall

HIV1 infected subjects tages of sero conversion we!re constantly

Ly negative.tn‘the 12 caseseeeisolated gag-encoded positivitYs

 
  CONCLUST!:

witro faring the whole courseof HIvi infection,, ‘the absence of auch cells should

 

(CIENCY 1 (HIv-1)
, Crisler, J., Hupriker, J., Tsung, L. Hart, D.

and Cmiel, J.
Northwestern Universi:versity Medical School and Howard Brown Memorial Clinic,

, Illinois,U.s.A.

iective: the prevalence andand significance of indeterminant
men with negative Enzyme-

To determine
eect (WS) easays in homewaial

Assays ELA) .
Method: { the MACS followed 396 EIA-nsgative men
fram 1984-85 through 1 . At 6 mo. intervals an ETA was obtained; WB
were ts.
Beeults: By 10/88, 60 of the 396 had confimmed EIA; 24 had
bands to 1or GAG, POL or ENV gene 6 mm. or

the visit with the di Ww EIA. ,
15 of 336 who ve 10/88 similar

at 2 or more visits Gr 72, p<.000 Of the 15, 7

definitive evidence of HIV-1 inf

W B P 166 COMPARISON OF FALSE POSITIVE REACTIONS IN DIRECT BINDING
uo ANTI-HIV ELISA USING CELL LYSAT OR RECOMBINANT ANTIGENS

Craske John,* Abbatt R,* Collier M,* Martiew V," Love E,” and Lee D,”
National Blood Transfusion service Manchester and Lancaster, Public

Health proue=chester U.K.
Ob jective in of prevalence of false positive reactions in
commercial aeCAIN|ELISA in blood donars using antigen from|Hg infected
cell lysates with those in the same assay using recombina ntigen.
Method In eT88 a comercial anti ELISA test using|entigen from

ti ae ee donors in the Manchester and

 

 
rom the vas introduc:

on confirmatorytesting and follow-up for 1 year were analysed by llestern
Blot.
Results False positive reactions were found at a prevalenceof 1/800 (0.2%)
in 1987-88. Study of 60 of these donors showed 57 reactive by Western Blot;
7 had anti-p24 5 bands anti-pl8 55 bands. From April 1988 the
recombinant assay had a higher prevalence to.54) of reactive sample: st
were negative x » and by Western Blot:- 12 wer
positive by the Abbott recombinant test only; 9 had anti-plB + p55 on
Western Blot and 3 had anti- D Ye with . EleveWan positive
on screening in 1987-88 ,reactive by Western. Blot, were negat.iv e
recombinant anti-HIV ELISA when referred after Abril 1986, Further studies
continu
onclusion False positive reactions in the recombinant ELISA recognises

different epitopes to those recognised by the anti-HIV ELISA using antigen
from HIV. infected cells

 

MPARTSON OF INDIRECT IMMONOFLUORESCENCE AND WESTERN BLOT~
W.B.P.168TESTS FOR DETECTION OF ANTIBODY TO HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY -

US.

ustavo*; Peredo Le Ve.we Castillo, T.N.*, Herrera, L.R.* Hospital

a Raza, rm.S. Ciudad de México, México

par" ro in the serological diagnosis of—
infection wi RTD virus

thods. 237 sera sae25 c.s.f. from the same number of people that were se-

basis of screen. nzyme immunoassay reactivity to A.I.D.S.--
virus were tested using Indirect Temanofluorescence {I.F.A.) and Immunoblot-
assays (W.B.).
Results

GR

lected on

 

SAMPLE I.F.Ae N.B.

No.T./ No. (+) No.T./ No. (+)
A.I.D.S. patients serum 149 / 145 149 / 145

c.s.f. 25 / 18 / 25
Sexual contacts serum 40 / 39 40 / 39
Haemophiliace serum 23 / 22 23 / 22

Blood donors serum 11/9 1/9
Renal insuficiency serum 11/8 1/5

pus erithematosua serum 43 5/10

Conclusién there was A agreement between I.F.A. and W.B. test in
ples of serum of rps.patientes their sexual contacte, haemophiliacs and

Howewe:
of ts with renal insuticleney, lupus erithematosus and the samples as
c.s.f£f. of. A.1.D.5. patien

379
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W.B.P.169 RESOLUTION OF INDETERMINATE HIV WESTERN BLOT
RESULTS BY ADDITIONAL yest‘ING

Carlson, James R. and ¥ e, JoAnn L
University of Tetifornia, Davis, USA.

Objective. Current laboratory practice for the serological
agnosis of HIV infection involves initial screening of the

specimen for anti-HIV antibor y usi
and validation of

©!
in this algorithm. ctical solution ul to retest
specimens using other serological approac!
Methods. We have invest ted the addition.of indirect immuno-
Fluorescence (IFA) t Du:

508 of 3104“consecutive specimens were EIA positive.
WE test resultswere: 416 positive, 32 negative, 54 indeter-

its of additional testinng on the 54 WB in-
tive, 52 negative;

terminate; and
IFA, 1 positive, 41 negative, 11 indeterminate.
Conciusion. These results indicate that the recombinant tests
May be the most useful in the resolution of WB indeterminate
specimens.

W.B.P.171 SENSITIVITY OF A NEW RECOMBINANT INHIBITION TYPE ELISA
SYSTEM FOR THE DETECTION OF HIV-1 ANTIBODIES
Van Der Poel, Cees*; Lelie,a Reesink,H.*; Plaisier, A.*;

Lie? Sterk,
* Red Cross Blood Bank, Amsterdam, ** Central rae, of the Netherlands
Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service, Ams Netherlands.

Spiceective. To establish the sensitivity of a new inhibitioneanELISA for
tection of HIV-1 antibodies, employing recombinant an

Methods. A serum panel of 1593 confirmed HIV-1 Western Blot positi
samples, classified as: clear (n=408), turbid (n=1139), haemolytic((ne46),
obtained f. asymptomatic individuals (n=1271) and f:
(22 was tested with the new Wel_icome inant

structions. The saqples had been obtained between
1986 and 1988, and had been stored at -20 C.

Results. Out of 1593, 1589 (99. 7%) were found initially positive and 4
(0.3%) were found all:‘samples it. y negative. SA negative samples,

3/4 were sified as ytic and 1 turbid; 4/4 were positive when
retested at 1:10 serum dilution. The tivity of the test was

9. 7%. and turbid 1008 and 99.9 %samples the sensi was
'. and among haemolytic samples 93.5 % (p< 0.001 Chi sq).

+ The sensitivity of the
veerRie"99,78 «The 4 false

serum

Wellcome t inhibition ELISA was
negative results were observed among

and turbid sanples.

 

W.B.P.170 PROGNOSTIC VALUE aedREPEATED WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS.

iese,D.*; Brackmann,H.H.**; Kaa-
radt,T.***; tuiesP."3; van Loo,B.**

*Universitätsklinik Bonn, FRG, ““Institut
Hänatologie, Bonn, FRG

experinentelle
> “**Magsachusetts Institutes ot Technology

Objective. assess the prognostic usefulness of Western Blot
testing inLeinfection.

asymptonatic patients of the
Cohort Study Western Blot analysis
valls of 3to 6 months since 1

Bonn somophitise
been performed at int

986.
Results. Only loes of anti-p24 or loss of anti-pl7 was correlated
with clinical progression to ARC or AIDS after 2 yeara.

Asympt. ARC AIDS (after 2 years)
p24 absent (n=33) 55% 21x 24%
pa areeene.{ns180) 87% 6x 5%

p17 absent (n=70) 67% 17% 16%
p17 present (n=143) 90% 6x 4x

Conclusion. available, Western Blot, together with other
prognostic narkere, night|help din deciding which patients to
assign to antiretrovial t

W.B.P.172 PERFORMANCE OF A DOT IMMUNOBLOT KIT FOR HIV ANTIBODY

C.Sherlock!, D.Cook!,
1.University of British Columbia
«Federal Centre for Aids, Ottawa; 3Conadian Red  erees National

Laboratory, Ottawa, Canada.

waegehaughnessy® P.@1113,
> Vi

Objective. me evaluate the rformance of a dot immunoblotatt
con inant gpl160 protein {wiSearch, MicroGeneSys)

- Se: FA ted a
B.C. Provincial Lab by EJA (DuPont) and inmunofluorescence (IFA) sean
Western blot (WB). A true positive masdefined as BIA and IFA positive
(hihrs patient) or WE positive or bo
Resul 292 sera were tested. Of 216 ee positive sera, ns 196(90.78)
were Soeitivebsby dot blot (NGS), 6 were ve

te:

rminate (specificity “98.“Th, pe
and neg predictive values 100% and 92.6%). 11 known caciy
seroconverters we) mere also tested; of these, 2 were NGS
positive, 5 negative and àindeindete:
Conc]:usion. The figures show that thesNos is insufficiently sensitive
to be used a test,particularly for enters. i has
good specificity for confirma! ting. I:

 

uo UTINATION ‘T2555 RR ATID . PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL OF LABORATORIES TESTING DRIED

W.B.P.173 oe W.B.P.174 BLOOD SPOT SPECIMENS FOR BLINDED HIV SEROPREVALENCE SURVEYS

Tu THE UNITED STATES

Tubei, Peter*; Mymargo**; ....-S. Mitcheli*e*; E. Mndiu® *Hannon,Harry; *Lewis, $.; "McGee, S.; **George, R.; **Pappaloanou, M.
‘. Research Centre, ene Letitute, Nairobi SCGenter for Environmental Health and Control, and **Center for
. . Blood Benk,ns =ratories, Me Fev Infectious Diesases, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia USA.

ve: sys antibody Objective. ne and monitor the quality of analytical performance
Seeevaltownaldtrneien in kage. omy for HIV Aube"nets of dried blood s (routinely collseted for

newborn ening programs) by laboratoriesriesparticipating in the blinded
Methods: A particle a gglutination '» Fudiretio, drone of childbearing

‘test (REIRQCELL, sbbott,, U5A) were ovelumted for we as suplemental Mathods. Dried blood spot (DBS) »speciuenson filter paper were propared
‘with the Western Blot. Seven leboreturies in Kenya participated in the sty. Serus from similating tpeicel analytical superiences|for€the performance evaluation of

blood donors, persons at high ard expected AIDS tially screened laboratories. DB: re prepered from individual
ty the HIVGEK USA), all positive spaciaens and 10K of the negatives vere tested matrices using heat veiting and ative

ty Veste Blot. Each test is omlunted for mnsitivity, eepcificity, and first monthly test sets of 12 blind-coded specimens selected
umañilress in from this panelwere distcibu boratories in July .

Two o raettoriesclesified three differenResults: With thorugh training th 
without sophistieshed equipaant. Duta senaitivity end Specificity will be presented

conference.

 Conclusions:
SacarecrecerentcnmantraYi

md to their intended 
useos screeninginet.

380

an initial PLIS evaluation of the specimen panel.

imens by EIA and Western blot. For the
peried, nine speciaen misclassifications and 10

transcriptional ertors have been
Conclusion. performance of the testing leboratories and products for
analysie of DBS specinens been excellent. These laboratory evaluations

assure the quality of the analytical date for the national surveys.
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ASSESSMENT OF DRIED BLOOD SPOT QUALITY CONTROL PERFORMANCE CHRONIC HIV INFECTION WITH DELAYED aEARANCE OF ANTIBODIES | {

W.B.P.175 EVALUATION ae nepores HIV SEROPREVALENCE SURVEYS W.B.P.176 BY USUAL TECHNIQUES AND A CASE OF SEROREVERSION

UcGee,Susan; 8. Center £or Environmentsl HeLsushlin,Bernadette”; Major, tahSwantee, C.*; Brunton,

Health & Injury Control, Sitere eoforMiseControl, Atlanta, Georgia, USA. J.**; Read, S.**
*ontario Ministry of Health, cetiunt Sinai Hospital, *** Hospital for Sick

Objective. characterize dried blood spot (oes) materials prepared for Children, Toronto, Ontario, Canada d

quality LErurance of lal ratories screening f seropreva.
uced, chevecte:rized, and tistributed for We describe 2 unugual serology profilea from HIV-infected persons

Cas
spec

bench Level controls end Laborat
ma

production lots of QC contained
by all laboratories. stability in both longitudinal end accele:

measured by ELISA and Western blot.

Results. Ana. Aeof DBS materials, stored at -20°C in zip-closure bag:
with desiccant ov

with a 1.2 OD spec: under various storage conditions were ted.

example to 3700 at ewbient humidity resulted

a 20% reduction agro pere (relative OD) in 30 days, whils the

sans cpecinen maintained a! 3700 in a sip-el bag with desic:
showed a 20% colative toserater 1 days. stern blot analysis the

o be nienn as aall antibody bands.
red that are reliable and stable

under normal storage and handling conditions forti » and to monitor

and evaluate laboratory performance for this mat:

W.B.P.177 REDUCING FALSE REACTIVE RESULTS WHEN TESTING FOR ANTI~
BODIES TO HIV-I. » tManik BE. Ganguly
Ph.D. rk Lifshits, M.D., seme6H. Brassel, M.D.,

*Daksha Solanki H.8c.Ces Wu Clares Hospital an
Health Center, New York, RY, 100$, and toepre Se Pathology, NYU Me

Center, New York, NY, U.S.

from a opu lat ion of 40,458 prospective immigrants to the US
presently residing in New York City were tested for the presence of
anebodies to atvI. Screen ing wae with srett ELISA and confirma
testing was wit! t Western Blot (WB By WB analysis thers
were 1,256 (3. 1) reactive and 514 (1. sex)inconelueive CENC) sera.

À sample of 469 INC sera were further tested by alternative FDA
approved ELISA assays from Genetic Systems (cs), ort!anand Abbott.

GS ELISA sseay reduced the number of r active samples
the Ortho assay by 7a, and by the Abbott assay by . The

Abbott assay is therefore the moe appropriate secondsons tier ELISA assay
for reducing the number of false positive ELISAsesay

Ortho-Chiron RIBA confirmatory test found 55% of the me sers
ay:

W.B.P.179 EVALUATION OFTWELVECOMMERCIAL KITS FORSCREENING OF HIV-1

*, Mosqueira C**, Morales C**, Valdespino JL°* and
Sepdiveda J**
*insthute of Blomedical Research, National University of Mexico
“Ministry of Health of Mexico

Objective: To evaluate sensibility, specificity and operative performance of twelve
comercial kits tr jae In screening programs for HIV-1 antibodies in Mexico.

sera panel, integrated by 32 AIDS paies“tr, 49 HIV-1
seropositive sere,Te sera frompan with paola like roduce false

sera werepositive results and 652 randomly selected blood donor sera, was u!
anal seven e Dre from Abbott, Behring, Bloscience,
DuPont, Heber Biotec, Ismunit and Organon, DuPont dot immunoassay, Abbott,
ambridge- Bioscience and Miles passive agglutination assays, and the Medicorp

First time reactive sera were retested with the same
assays. reference tes!
Besuite: HIV-1 seroprevalence for the total ‘panel was 10.7% Sensitivities of the
assays ranged ton 91.6 to 100%; speciticitiag from 96.4 to 100% and operatively
(evaluated by operative indicators) ranged trom 27.5 to 90%.

: Methodological differences between the assays was not
elther sensitivity or specificity. Specificity was related to antigen origin.
recombinant antigen gave, in general, higher specificity values,

eytolmmunoenzymaticàassay.
Comme:can

vant for
Kits with

1: A 47 for a year, butyear old male, .
re Assay was persistently reactive. HIV

mali

 
 

o 40, HIV isolation was posit ved. A recombinant-based

ses.

  

Res Case 1
09/87 11/87 “S778 99/88 95/8? 26/87 se 08/88 99/88

EIA (Dupont) -
oblot - - ini ini : ; ind ind ind

Re igen - + + + t + + + +

P24 Ag (Abbott)+ + + + nt nt + + ï
HIV Culture nt nt +
Conclusions. Case 1 adds he few cases described”as uvinfected without
the appearance of detectable‘antibodies for a prolonged period. Case 2 shows
that seroreversion apparent clinical recovery may occur but the infect-

ion sts standard viral lysate EIA tests may not have the sensitivity
to detect HIV antibodies in all cases of infection.

INTERPRETATION ADPOLLOW-TP OF "INDETERMINATE"
W.B.P.178 WESTERN BLOT(WB) TE

gipove, Radkas dodjoraEjtvenova,,V.';Beshkov,De3

Central AIDS Tabs,Tastditute for Infectious and Parasitic
Diseases,Bulgarian Medical Academy,Sofia,Bulgaria

Pee.To describe the follow-up of "indeterminate" in WB
es

eterminate" versons (16 belonging to ignsixMethods. 55Hand
and 37 ~ to lowownish groups)were followed-up for 6-14 mon’
3-8 serateteed in 4~6 week intervals) using- WB HIV=-1 ae
DuPont,US4).

Results. The most characteristic patterns|of"Indeterminate"
inlow risk persons at the begiming of
predoninantl: tibodies to GAG ==ENYiproteine(54,058); 2ethey
versist or disanv ingthe
high risk neorile de trate at beginning’ aa

miliinle banis(81,2%) ottee a tendency ta persist ar
to shift to "nositive" »
Conclusion. 1." Inde te! WB is not a final resultiBased om
This TItera: and e ve troposed own.
(4% will be presented) for diagnostic eeoteto "indeterni-

to be retested in 6-8 week in
recommended until

Psychlatrle/Neuropsychoiogie
PaychlatryMeuropsvenology

W.B.P.180 Neurcreycnal Function in Physically Asyaptomatic
HIV conpesitiveant Eee) unaRei
Belaky-Barr,Deborah* ; Perry,S*; Swanda Rt; Barr,Wt;
Jaccbaberg,LA

*Cornell Medical Center, +Long Island Jewish Medical
Center, U.S.A.
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IMMUNOLOGICALAND PREDICTORSOFDISEASE PROGRESSIONW.B.P.181 IN GAYMALESAT RISK FORADS
: tronson, on, Laporriere, A.*; Simoneau, J.*;

Ktimas, N.*; atSchneiderman, N

 

“University of jal, Miami, FL, USA; “Stentord University, Palo Alto, CA, USA

Objective, To di appear to be useful
predictors of |progression of HV infection.
Method. A cohort of 24 gay males (participants in » larger study, in which they received
anti-HiV-1 status), were towed for 1 to 2 years. Six of these progressed in severity af‘iiness,
five who were positive prog disease, i.e., developed posterior cervical nodes, two developed
 of ARC, two developed AIDS (1 died).

measures collected at baseline.
Besuits. progressed in disease woreOensaine ina those who remained
eeymptomaticfcin T4 number, 4B4+T4+number, 14/78 ra: mphocyte reapoi

mo w

signticantly lowedoy MannWhitneyUADSa ote Neive subjects who did not progress. in
terms of WBC count {(43 98, pe.048)], total lymphocyte count [(2400 vs
3212)Z=2.45, p=.01)], sgmeerree 1200)Za22 pre AeAsth number
[(203 vs 564}Z_2.2, p=.027)], NKH.1 186 vs 450)Z=2.12, p=.054)], number of B cs
tsa vs 301)Z=2.45, p=.01)], and significantly higher in ioMres vs ene96, pe.ron

‘or the disease, compared to those who
nn asymptomatic wereloweroron acte onehar

a
tibody postive,thosthose who progressed in ‘were signifeat lower (by Ma >

Test) on active copingFano veors26, p=.023)], hardiness-commitment
[0.1 ve 1.2)Z=2.46, p=.01}, and hardinese-total [(97 ve iidhe1.96, pos

immune y be predictors
HIV-1 infection. Supported by NIMH, P50MH42455-03,

nse to mitogens.

a hardiness-total, and

isease progression in

W B P 183 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL peat oeams ON THE DEVELOPING BRAIN

Coffinsin, Hugh; Kammerer,B.; G:

ard Medical SchoolChildren 3 Hospital, Boston, MA USA

ciective- To propose a model for understanding the neuropsychological devel-
of children with HIV infection, highlighting the differences between

tnoult to the developing CNS and mature adult CNS.
lvneuropaycholsais perspective, with attention toMethod. À developme:seal

whitematter disorderrs (Rourke, 1988) is applied to 1) is
findings and 2) current results on 16 children with HIV infection Go:treated
ith en for se

sp
enge to caregivers

and educators“no will provide services for growing numbers of children with
AIDs.

W.B.P.185 SoarserosInbyieee
“une COGNITIVE DEFICITS IN HIV INFECTION

Herns, M., Newman, S., McAllister, R., Weller, I.

and Harrison, M, UCMSM, London U.K

Objective: examine the relationships be:

oeehsiseioal|performance and self veperted|cognitive deficits inBIVive

homosexual males.
thod: 32 -ve and

 

Me 77 well, +ve (CDC 2 + 3) were assessed using a
comprehensive neuropsychological battery. 1f repo: and observer

rated measures of mood were completed at the ime, and self reports

on cognitive performance were also obtained.
Results: No differences were between the xoups on the neuro- 
ceeetaisaieal tests.wey Sinise8 significantly on anxiety and on

depressed mood, the taining highe: ores on both. On a measure
excluding items relating to physical dainess, the difference between

the groups approached significance. state made only smal.

tion to overall ne sychological perfo: Subjective

reports of fomitive deficit were in general not related to a
al performance, but rather, were significantly

with anxiety and depressed mood.

Conclusions: No differences were found between the groups on neuro-

psychological assessment. The g) on the

depressed mood and anx.
associated with measures o:
performan

state and not neneuropaychological
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W B Pp. 182 A COMPARISON OF AMINALDSvanteansTESTING AND
vv MENTAL STATUS EXAM IN AIDS PATIEN

Kobayashiy Joyce*; Hea on, R.**; Thompson, Le *; Norton, I.%*;
ohn, D. +n iv Foie of Colorado, Denver, Colorado USA

Sabnive of california, San Diego, California USA.

OBJECTIVE: To document the
tatus exam compared to ne

-inaccurac a -standardized mental

were done o
o were not referred for neurological problems. NP test

d to 39 controls,
standardized mental status

d mental status exam
will t accurately assess

cognitive dysfunction which is significantly impaired across
itiple categories, compared to contro

W.B.P.184

 

Ww B P 186 DaoleCAIATRIO DISTURBANCES IN HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS.

ne Cairoli, Silvano*; VerriAe*;rarearini, G.**; Parisi,
A.**; D'Avola, G.* and C P.G.%

#3rd Dept.of Neurology, IRCCS C.Mondino ands*Dept.of Infectious Disease,

IRCCS Policlinico S.Matteo, University of Pavia, 27100 Pavia, Italy.

Objective. To deacribe frequency, type, severity of affective/behavioral
among H1V~infected patients in the different ges of the
valuate the personality traits of these pati ate

Methode. wreaba included n. 113 subjec:ete (e775 736; onmean "age 26. 945.4

Ys; abusers n.96/113) of consecutive observation, classified
according tehe CDC criteria (group II: n. 49; III: n. 32; IV A:

8

 

rog rom & oup II
“adaptive” anxiety/depression to major paychiatricFistuxbaances as a part

dromes. Anxiety/depr:ession scores, even if abnormall

re rv
significant elevation (p<0.001) of

ithout "differences among groups
traits of our HIV-patients were superimposable

to those of HIV-negative drug abusers (control population);|attention

should be given to asymptomatic HIV-subjects showing e x psychiatric
disorders due to their possible significance of (aiv-related).organic
mental disorders
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W.B.P.187 PSYCHOMETRIC EVALUATIONS IN ZIDOVUDINE1TREATED
PATIENTS - STANDARDIZED TEST-PROCEDU:
EMONSTRATE MEASURABLE PEYCHOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT

diger, Hans;Franke,6.
AIDS-Study Group, Schwabinger Krankenhaus, Munich, FRG.

Objective. T 4h, y ARC and AIDS, 40

patients were seq!Malaol usingthesSCLOR,e psychological symptom index. Medical,
immunological and sociodamographic data were collected, In addition patients were staged
using the Wal Classification. in sietient. r

recelving Zid
nietose Van 2mTeCiSequential eat. The SCL-90-A

f Zidovudin (point 1}, within 3

 

 

 

3). 3).Thepatients In the vector(OeDee hadboonbeen tested at comparable points oftheir
diseaseea 1988 and May 1987 when Zidovudine became first avaliable in WestGermany.

receiving Zidoduvine showed conalderable lesspure
within 3
this drug (p < = 0.08).

and point 2, pom sone (p <= 0.05). Kenbe 

treated patients
oodin

onstrated lower distress in patients receiving

W B P. 18 THE USE OF WEDROXYPROGESTERONE AS PHARMACOLCGIC we OF

HYPERSEXUALITY IN MALE lee VITH MIV-1 IUFECT

T., Visner-Ceris on

Berlin, F. The Johna footing Wospitel, Dettivors, #, USA

Qbiective: the efficacy of the enti-androgen medroxyprogesterone

ecetete ia. Depo-provers) in reducing sexual urgee ond high-riek behevior in

patients with hyperaexuslity end NIV-1 infection.

Methods: Four W1V-1 seropositive male patients sged 22-44 re seen tn

paychiatrie conaultetion for suspected or self-reported hypereeauet tt y. After

fent or outpatient aveluation, all were begun on MPA. Three received 500

. IM avery 1-2 weeks while the feurth received orel Provera, 90 mg. every dey.

ened self-raport regarding fntensity end

frequency of ss: Fr reports of sexual behavior. Pationts were acen

weekly end received individuel paychotherapy.

Two patients were dis:eennosed with perophilic disorders while the other

two engeped in sexual behavior in the setting of poor judgemont releted to

mentel retardation. FSN/LN levels wera increased in one patient with low

teatosterone. Atl patiente decressed the numb:

ny se 50 per week to 1 per week or complete Dave This effect wes noted

efter approximotely 6 weeks on the drug. The only untoward evant was mild

hypertenssienm in ons etlent.

tndividusia sngaging in high-risk sexual behavior due to efther

peraphtlia’ or poor judgement aecondary to mentol reterdetion can decrees their

urges and behaviors with MPA. Therefore, MPA should be considered sa ate end

affective treetment option in thease patients when combined with pevehotherepy.

  

RESPONSE TO ANTIDEPRESSANT THERAPY IN DEPRESSED
PERSONS WITH ADVANCED Hiv NEECTION

1, PWA**
*Baylor College Ladies: SetiD.Anderson Cancer Center,
Houston, Texas USA

o determ tt tn th

in advancedHIVinfecti
Method: Ti

critel

W.B.P.191

 

eightSubjects (19 ARC/9 NDS) were selected as meeting DSM-III-
jor depression. Sul received either ami line (AMI)oF

lowed fot

Usingchsquare anal
er response of moderate to mai

Nesignificant difference 53 between res;
el

: “Our resu
1. inurresultssuggest antidepressant effinties for central neurotransinit

terrece rs, Specifically H,and muscarinic blockade, both OMI and AMI
were equivalent àin their clinical efficacy &and tolerance.

2. The significant difference ‘found between ARC and AIDS patients to
antidepressant treatment ray reflect a higher fraction of organic
component of AIDS-related mood disorder.
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W.B.P.190 NOREPINEPHRINE RESPONSE & IMMUNE
FUNCTIONING IN HIV+ SUBJECTS

MahendraKumar? R Morgan: M.A. Fletcher: A.M. Kumar; J.

Szapocznik and C. Eisdorfer
The Biopsychosoccial Center on AIDS, University of Miami, School

of Medicine, Miami, Florida, U.S.A.

"Stress" of proposed cofactors that could
influence the clinical course“in ay infection. This study of 43
HIV+ homosexua1 males nes Ypo’ ais that norepinephrine
(NE) response to a cold pressor test is related to immune
functioning in HIVt subjects

sang. of blood for determining PHA stimulation of
1 phocytes vas collected from ubject via an indwelling
catheter. After a 30 onenee sample was drawn or

quantifying NE (basel level)TSibsecta then enersed one a in
ice water. Three additional blood samples were drawn at 0 aa

and 4 ni utes after neeoving their hand from the water. NE
response was ssed in te ff recovery (RI) from

peak level. RI = (peak - final sample)/(peak basal sample).
The results us. a Pearson linear sh
between RI and lymphocyte PHA pesPets index (r = .473

uy the hypothesized link between stress
response and immune function. Theyà so suggest that RI may be a
useful indicator of stress response

W.B.P.192 CAL ONS CF HIV INFECTION IN GAY MEN
Stern, Yaakov; Sano, M.; Goldstein, S.; Mindry, D.; Richards,
M.; Todak, G.; Williams , d.B.W.7 Ehrhardt, A.} Gorman, J. &*

HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies New tek Sete aoriatie
Institute and Columbia University, New York, NY, U.S.A.

Gjective: Cognitive function in HIV+ individuals without AIDS eybe
ee However, prior studies have been limited by inappropriate control
groups and failure to medically stage HIV.

administered tests assessing general
function, memory, language, executive function, visuospatial

abilities, attention and motor speed to 160 gay men: 40HIV-, 55 HIV+
asymptomati and 32 with medical .

 

ical nommative values or cl. impression.
HIV+ men performed HIV- on a test of memory, had

getting into set on a test of executive ion, made
on the trail making and had reaction time (all p<.05)
Within the HIV+ there no in performance

of severity, but
correlated with both 14/18 ratios and a rating of the severity

of neurological and {both p<.05).
Conclusion: Subtle non-specific Ss in ’ ve
attention can occur HIV infection of the CNS, prior to onset of
medical symptoms. or other major cognitive disorders do notdementia
appear at this stage of HIV infection unless caused by another

Al
a
e
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W B P. 193 THE USE OF THE MINI MENTAL STATUS EXAM AS A COGNITIVE SCREEN
we IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS

Boccellari A.; Davis A.
San Franciscopensait, University of California San Francisco School of Medicine, Dept ofPrychiatry
snd UCSFAIDS Heals Popes, ses Francisco, California, U.S.A.

(MMSE)Objective. of the Mini M Si
RegCopadefies i patoswits AIDS

 given aponia (PCP) were
tneof 10emplee0AndyBeViveotePoa(ABE)edeSE

Results. Sixty-six p hy ABR's and 78% of th

latGof he ON? mene, ne.ur4 afthe $0mb (8%) sored le tan 24 ce ie MMS.
jekEDSras In addition, the MMSE did not correlate with any of the

Conclusions. Th ively i icifection. Cauth mu 

 

W.B.P.195 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL AND IMMUNOLOGICAL ABNOR-
MALITIES IN ADVANCED HIV INFECTION

; Levy, JK; Pirozzolo, FP
lege ofMedicine, Houston, Texas, USA

: To the relatioonshi between ric immunodeficiency status and

eeante@9a 41esat for besetMethods: el ine euro
cialtesting were evalnnLotel hematologicalelonruralst

count, absolute]T-cell count, and T-helper,
Vmpnosyerato), Correlational ananalysis was done beenfl nuloneye
marker variables with hematological and immunological values. REonac
blindedto the individualcualparibas disease status.

: No significant ces between ARC or AIDS with respect to age,
educaonESocioeconornimicelorr substance use were present. Abnormalities

lected by long-term storage (LTS) “and consistent long-term
(GTRdresssignif abnormalities iinboth groups: 2of A

belowthe mean
and 100% of AIDS cases feil one standard deviation below the mean on C!
Likewise, ities were present in visual scanning, information processiningandand
attention. ARC/AIDS status was not sign psy
oopss. No statistically Significant correlations were found berweonneuro co

markers, ARC and DSsubjects’total whiteite blood cell count, total ‘T-cell

sen PeariesOksSugg BinkofC0 lation of cognitiveresul a corre!iepceat Reneesuggesting that HIV.
may be iBonesuensdent of indices Senecaassoc with HIV systemic progression.

W B P.197 DRUG USE HISTORY IN GAY MEN WITH ATES AND ITS RELATION TO
ERENHCLOGICAL
D. SanGiovanni, A.Boccellari, James W.Dilley, A.Davis, San Francisco

General Hospital, UCSF School of Medicine, Sn Francisco, California. U.S.A,

Gplectives: Tocharacterize Se teTeith AIDS end to explore poe-
interactions of drug use with NP’

use histories for the prior 6 months and prior 7 yearsMethods:

werewereobtained from 46 ynmen durin their first hospitalizat DS.Whe beck gaendi ne F first hospital ize ion for AIDS

es, NP measures gi

increasing health
» ight to mierate mbstace we(afav tines weekly or

less) does not appear to have exacerbated the marked NP impairment found in this sample.

384

TRYPTOPHAN LEVELS ARE UNRELATED TO DISTURBANCES OF MOOD IN
W.B.P.194 HIV-1 INFECTED|PATIENTS

> M.**; Sadler, AE.*;rew, BJ.*; Hayes
Price, RW.*; » JI.*. Shinerial Sioan-Keettering Cancer Center, NY,
NY; ** NationalInstitute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD, USA.

Qbiective: Disturbances of mood frequently accompany|early symptoms of the
AIDS suensComplex {ADC). m ERP) a serotonin

cursor, is b: o investigate a
possible Biochemical mechanism o mood Sistarbance mood and psych-
jatric s on ings were related to TRYP levels in both plasma and
cerebrospinal fata (ESF) in HIV-1 infected patie

o: rom 45 HIV-1 infected patients, at various
stages ‘of disease, were assayed for TRYP usin high

om Inventory:
mood/psychiatric ratings and both plasma and CSF

tryptophan levels were non-significan 03,
p=.82; POMS total by CSF TRYP r=-.17, p=.25; BSI|g
plasma TRYP r=.17, p=.27; BSI general severity index by CSF P r=.20, p=.22).
Cases above normative cutoffser mood/psychiatric disturbance did not differ
in tryptophan levels from t hese cutoffs.

Levels o tryptophan. a precursor of serotonin, are unrelated to
bothpresence and severity of self-reported mood disturbances in HIV-1
pati

BP. A BRIEF SCREENING TEST BATTERY FOR COGNITIVEW.B.P.196  snuerscreen
*; Hunter, J.*; W: PS Simor, A.°;

Wortzman, G.*; Fernandes, +; Bury, A°
*MountSinai Hospital, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,Canada

Objective, (1) To desi a brief scree: measure with the capacity for earl
detectionof‘ofneurocognitiveimimpairmentAHV infected individuals, 9 y
(2) To establish if hfscares onthis measure may be used to infer the degree of CNS
or immune ins \ dinal study o

ear longitu study of a case grou
‘Ab+ =20, ARC=5,eede7), and a control group, similarraa,

. Neuropsychological es and measures of de
aiministered at 3month intervals. The i

Digi Sonn, send Aadiva VerbalSpan, Sitroop est, Reye tory Verl es
Retention. To determine theie(RDare doneesàof, cognitive status, blood tests

ResultsIInitial testin,stingand month lowshow1Ailobal ‘differences between

HIV infection
B88, education and

cases and controls. However, 30% of the sco: range of suspected of
impairment on atleast 1 test, and 57%01 mecs WU AIDSBanhave scored in this
range on 2 tests or more. B show poor performances across the
ceviations of HIV infection whmanyàscores fang |between 1 and 2 standard

eviations below the me: 1 4
iminary resu ts suggest some cognitive changes associated with

NHRPDHIV infectionwhich appear to be greater in Patients with AIDS.
Grant#6606-3654-AIDS.

TRE BETWEEN NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL AND IMMUNE

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

ASYMPTOMATIC
RE MapDavis A.; Moss, A.; Bacchetti P.; and Young, M.

San Francisco General HollUniveofClanPanelchoo! of Medicine, Dept. of Psychiatry
and UCSF AIDS Health Project, San Francisco, California, U.S.A.

Qbicctive, To describe the i ship CNP fonction à

positive gay men.

and psychiatric rating scales. fi ne
HIV+ and HIV- groups were determined by useom dEmn Te Bonnen was applied.)
Additionally,ytpepetdineewtCos ces019eSARe)

calculated the immune

Results. 1. No signi age, education
and occupational ievels, 2. No statistically significant differences werewere found between theHIV:end IV.

groups on any of the NP measures. 3. In the HIV+ group,no statistically significant differences were
between those with CD4 < 400 and those with CD4 > 400 on the NP measures.measures. Additionally, no differences

negativegroup.

Conclusions. Then tae thet, wis à .

asymptomatic HIV+ men, This finding by p b i HIV. ith CD4 f 
A00 with the seronegative group.
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W.B.P.199 COGNITIVE DYSFUNCTION AND PArCHOSOGIAL. FACTORS
INNNPTONATSEROPOSITIVE

 

 . DM.

University of California School ofodicine, SanMéaneisosCA. U.S.A.

Objective. Questions remain about the prevalence and severity of cognitive
impairment along the spectrum of HIV disease. Our aim was to determine the

n belieenn Seropositive men,
and whether severity ertain
Methods. 103 eeropositive homosexual men with at Feastonone nVrelated
ymptom were recrultcd from the UCSF AIDS Clinic and administered neuro-

psychological tests. Data we justed for age and education, an:
etandardized ratings of Impairment were determined. tandard measures of

   

i 2
one of more neuropsychologicai bee here was also differential cogn! e
impairment: rake 43-40% had immediate and delayed memory, but only

17% had im verbal fluency; while only 18% had impalred total digit

span, 28% hed Impairedidig!its ackwards. Anger/Hoatillty was ccrrelsted with
level of im! pairmennt on 1 toatete (r = .19 Lo .31, p < .06 to .001). Greater

pairment Digits, Verbal Fluency, and T: atimaking vas,Stenifican

correlated with coping style: for social desirabilty, r=

o .001); for emotional control, r = .19 to .28, #06 to 00.

Eonclusien. Few neurological or neuropsychological Faports. on Patients with
V disorders have included psychosocial measures. The positive correlations

in this sample of distress and coping style with devels ofimpairm
reflect (a) the exacerbation of cognitive impairm y distress and cer
copine styles, and/or (b) patients’ reactions to ou of their dre
impairments.

Enquêtes
Surveys

IMPACT OF HIV DIAGNOSIS ON MOOD - ST.STEPHEN'S COHORT STUDY

W.B.P.201

Wilson B***, Thompsoi

*st. Stephen's Hospit:tele tendon eScross Medical School, London;

**tsouthampton General Hospital, Southamp
****Royal South Hants Hospital, southampton.NITED KINGDOM

JesresterDanitza*/**, Riccio, Massimo**, Hawkins D*,

objective To assess the pect of HIV positivity on re state.

par Stephen's prospective cohort study, mood is

ab status and reassessed 6 months
e following self-report questionnaires: HAD,

 

‘sell within the borderline
groups (HIV +ves: 9.04+SEO.68; BIV -ves: 8.69+SE

the normal range (HIV+ves: 7.00

i

 
of any persistent pathological wood5states

t 6 month follow-up.

REQUEST OF MENTAL HEALTH-CARE WORKERS INTERVENTION BY PHYS1-
CIANS ATTENDING HIV+ OR AIDS PAopnnoes The impor

d and mult.tinieciplinary s proach.
tes, A. Queiroz, A. Navarro, deZornitta

deral University of Rio de Jeneiro - Natio-

W.B.P.203

il
he reasons that make physicians, leading

al health-care workers approach.
tients assisted by mental health-care

pati i i

ret
active review of 124

i ents attended in a National Refe-workers from a totel of 439 registers’
rence Centre on ADS, since july 1

15Results: There were to evvaluate patients. 2 patients had 2 r

sons for evaluation, 2 patients had 3 reasons and 1 patient had 4 ressons.Re-
que: were clessified in 6 groups. The results were: 1 Diferential DiLagno:
sis: (19/158):12%; 2) blems related to clinical etaff-patients relatia
ship: (46/158):29%; 3) Reactions to gi s and/or evolutio 3
(59. :38%; 4) Psymchomotor agitation (10/188) +6 : 5) family approach: (10/
158):6%; 6) Other: (14/158) :9%. each group wi i y several cau-
ses of requast. The most important were: anxiety (group D:(28 58):16%; Di-
fficulties in the communication of the diagnosis to the patient (group 2):(18/
158): 12%; diferential diagnosisAge 1) between engnitive deficits (deli-
rium, denentitia, depre:ession): (13/ 19%

: Th high proportion uerequest (28%) to mental Heelth-cere profes
teas Sous the importe if i appr

in the assistance of these pa preparation .

needed for these professionals due t situations that ari-
se: clinical complications, social problana, ataff-patient difficulties and mul
tiplamental syndromes manifestations,.

tance of an in
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W.B.P.200 mTDIAGNOSIS OF HIV INFECTION IN INFANTS

a Arm: Nonforte, Antonella*; Novati,R.*; Marchisio,P.**;

ReneN.* arin,A.*; Tornaghi,R.**; Massironi,£.**.

*Infectious Dis. Clinic, **Pediatric Dept. V,***Hygiene Dept.IV,Milan Univ.Italy

Objective. To evaluate the role of serial IgM anti-HIV and p24Ag testing in

the neonatal diagnosis of HIV infection.

Methods. 24 neonates from anti-HIV pos. mothers were followed-up bimonthly for

10+6 mo.s. At each time clinical, immunological (lymphocyte subsets, immuno-

globulin levels) and serological (IgG an SA and Western Blot (WB),
IgM anti-HIV. WB, p2. , SA) tests were performed. CDC classification for

pediatric HIV infection was used.
Results. IgM anoywere found at birth (5 cases) or at end-ath mo.(6 cases}
pédAg was detected in cases from 4th mo., in 1

nates became syuptomatic (P-2) within 4th mo. (golloweuup 1148 m

i /

 

 
‘2M and/or p24Ag pos. 3 other neonates developed immunodeficiency

(ID) (follow-up 1314 mo.s). All were p2 SB. -B), 2 also IgM i-HIV
pos. ong asymptomatic immunoc: nt ients 7 were followed al least for

15 mo.s (1643 ): 2 were still seropositive (P1-A) (previously IgM anti-HIV
pos.) 5 were pos. only for gp120 (1 IgM anti-HIV pos.). 5 patients were follo
wed for 5+3 mo.s (4 IgM anti-HIV pos., 1 also p24Ag pos.); finally 4 neonates

ung to be followed.

Conclusions. IgM anti-HIV and p24Ag seem good predictors of HIV infection

and/or disease progression in infants.

W.B.P.202 FoxVA Re SPECIALIZED PSYCHIATRY PROGRAM FOR PATIENTS
ISEASE; A REVIEW OF THE FIRST 50 REFERRALS

Varderbura,
San Francisco veterans Administration Hospital and University of California,

Francisco, U.S.A.

Objective. To identify characteristics of a population of Patients with HIV
lisease referred for outpatient psychiatric consultation in the

isco VA Hospital and to use these data for program senepones.
ince the first casesof HIV disease appeared at the San Francisco

mimber of referrals to psychiatry steadily in-
on an individual basis, but it

grown to icant

tic
x . i with ious tal units involved in
providing care to HIV patients to assist in coordinating =
iatric services. A tri inning July 1, 1988.

tid analysed atthe tine of abgtract prepara
ak theconference

Regtag? ne Gata for planning Sor HIV
TTT, secvicesoll be

W.B.P.204eSDEPATIENTS

bint AND THEIR CARERS AD AS RELATED TO TEST HELLIS.

Kocsis, A.E; Qarch, J; Vearmals, S; ami Grem, J.

Pabereon Wing, St. Mary's Hospital, London, W tly, U.K.

DREahDe pales (1)Inform) carers of AIDS patients notice changes in their
which may be impairment; (2) Patients’

venpercertiare are correlatedwith ebjective neurcpayeholcsical impair:

informal carers of’ AIDS patients (Ne75) rated the patients for changes on the
eeaerosality: Betavioun aii Gadiiveve Changes (PERBECPERE) Queeticrraire. These ratings
were compared ie PR gent crating of the pation ore the carers. Scores were compared

test results of the patients. In addition carers and =

questiomaires.

Carers' ratings of the patients are the carers' on anxiety and

levels. 2. rer rativen of deteriarution in patients’ engpatsve functioning

correlated with an overall score obtained from
tasting. Hower, patients’ om ratings of impairment, intheir cognitive furctioning ia

related only to their om andety and depression.

Crcluions: Informal carers can be useful informants as to possible Central Nervous System

‘Fnvolvementin patients. However, patients' subjective perception of deterioration in

themelves is likely to be unreliable.
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W.B.P.205 RUESPEAUPMP W.B.P.206 peMrhair tpmmeere)
Veiszan, Henry; Perton, L.; Agne P.

Queene Hospital Center Affiliation, Long Isiand Tania Medical Center,

Jamaica, New York, U.S.A.

Methods. .Allpeychiatric competency consultations to HIV patients at Queens
Hospital Center from19 for demographic

cs, reasons for_ Consultation, competency, psychiatrie“diagnosis-
careeri

in1907-88 the datric consultation-liaieon service maw 56 HIV
2 competency evaluations, pressnting the

dia,agnosie, and constituting 1/3 of a

gone

Of ths remaining 60%, all but two were diagnosed with
organicmr syndrome, Ars Judged competsnt 244 were diagnosed with
adjus: t disorders, and 1 ach pereonality disorder and subetance abuse.
Five patients (24%) had noao puyebiatTic diagnosis.
Conclus: peySaas form a signifieant portion
paychistric consulta V pationte. reflecting the neuropsyohiatric
and paychosocial menitectationeofe disease. They provide an important
route of sntry into mental health care

W.B. P.207 ETUDE DE LA DEMANDE PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIQUE CHEZ 100 PATIENTS

ATTEINTS DE SIDA.

Yves EDEL, O. OUVRY, médecins psychiatres

F. ROGNIER-AEBERHARD, N. MARCHAND-GONOD, J. RODRIGUEZ, psycho-
logues.

Département des Maladies Parasitaires et Infectieuses, et Santé Publique, Uni-

téINSERM 313 (Pr M. Gentilini), Groupe Hospitalier Pitié-Salpétrière, Paris,

L'étude d'un groupe de cent patients séropositifs symptomat iques non SIDA

ou SIDA avéré a été menée par l'équipe médico-psychologique mise en place dans
le Service du Pr M. Gentilini en 1983 pour l'accompagnement psychologique ec

es
ette premiére étude dans un service hospitalo-universitai-

- 62% des patients ont demandé unsoutien psychologique durant le temps d'
hospitalisation 3 23 ont refusé toute intervention psychologique spéciali-

sé€.5°-24 Z ont demandé une psychothérapie de soutien (brève ou longue) après

toxicomanes, sous-groupes frudiés, avaient

infection par le VIH.

iti icomanie,dea tox

le la sexualité sont corrélés à la relation d'aide de l' entourage (fanille).

HIV SEROPREVALENCE STUDY OF INVOLUNTARILY
HOSPITALIZED MENTALLY ILL HOMEL! FROM THE
STREETS OF MANHATTAN, NEW YORK

ieia Maureen*,Weinstock A#,Cournos F##,Schrage H*

Meyer I*,Schoenbaum E*#* al *Creedmoor Psychiatric Center,Queens,NY ae
Psychiatric Inst,NYC***Nontefiore Med.Ctr.,Bronx,NY USA

W.B.P.209

Objectives: To determine the rate of HIV serieteens, and risk takin;38

which is

es between

ution av.
eographic“nobility, patterns of homelessness an

psychiatric and medical {line
Results: To be presented at che conference.

386

sGaldwurm G.F,*;eee I.*)Saseoli V.
Psichiatrico di Disgnœi e Cure "Origgi I’ e Centro di Medicina Com

portamentale,Capedate Ca Granda Niguerda,Milano, ITALY.

Nas croyons que la présence des troubles indise une telle réduction des cs
plus

came

te Miler Enfin nove avons évalué la significativité statistique avec le test du chi

Rdtats. Les données & ce moment se referent ax deux premiers semestres d'observation,du 1-10-

-87 a1 30-9-88. On a pu effectuer le teat pour L'HIV au 79,4% (250/226) des hospitalisés en psy-
chiatrie (miles 44,7%;femelle 55,3%;8ge moyenne 42,8 a.). Les patients positives à l'HIV dere le

premier semestre ont été le 8,46 (12/14) et,à la fin du deuxième semestre,tel pourcentage est de
venue Le 6,1% (16/2) (mâles 7K;femelle 2%K;êge myerne 28,9 a. }.En tout ces il feut craidérer
qu'en nêre tenps la prevalence des sujets positives à 1'HIV parmi les donneurs de sang du Centre

de Transfusion a été le 0,44,quinze fois avec une différence statistiquement trés signi-

ficative.

Cachæion. Notre hypothèse paraîtrait confirmée et donc nous croyons qu'il faire structurer des

i Programmes d'éducation sanitaire pour ces natients.

 

 

 W.B.P.208
Mervo® ;Schlacht I. ;Ferrezzi D.**

Qojectif. En comaidération de la frequence élevée des troubles paythiatriques,scit primaires que

secondairesencours d'infection de HIV 11 noue à paru utile classer cescs cœmre complications: de

. Les mâles étaient le 74,7 4(59/79) et les femelles le 25,3 (20/72);
l'êge moyen était 29,5 a. Les facteurs de risque ont resultés être: la toxicmenie 65,8 %(52/79);
l'hmmseanlité 22,8 (18/2); les mrDenerercnoees 8,9 07); les trarafinions 2,5 %
(2/79). Les diagnostics paychiatriques ont mentex: argeniques 29,1 %(22/79); t. de L'hmeur

achizphrénie22,8 %(18/79); t. de ltadaptation 77 Maareae La parmi 11,4 (9/79);

76RIG); t. d'axiété 6,3 4(5/72); pes clansés ailleurs 5,1 %(4/79).
confirme la prévalence des t. mentaux d. nous senble aussi

Seecigsnee nee i en strict gems come la .

PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSES FOR HIV TESTING

W.B.P.210 dJacobsberd,Lawrence;PY, SfFishman B; Frances, A;
Ryan, J; Fogel, K. Cornell Medical Center, New York, NY

Objective: ‘The determine the rates of DSM-ITI-R diagnoses among individuals
Nomteering for HIV serological testing.

prior to testing to
of 231 physically asymptomatic adults at perceived risk for AIDS who had

in a prospecti:
3 rates of any Axis I disorder were

Faces GE nan-alcohol
(30.3%), even after from aalyeie the 21eects vith

factor. An ity
in 50.8% of subjects with a current I diagnosis in

35.8% of those with a 1. Conversely, most subjects
(53.6%) with an Axis II diagnosis a current Imet criteria

almest all (94.6%) met criteria for a lifetime Axis I

Scoainaian: A large subgroup of the volunteers for testing hadhistories
ot Gapreseion and non-elochol A
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W.B.P.21 1 PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSES AND TREATMENT OUTCOME IN AN AIDS SPECIALTY CENTER

s Finkelstein, £.; Viederman, M.; Jacobs, J. New York Hospital-

Cornell Medical Center, New York, New York, USA

 

Twent:
. Twenty-eigh

Smant i Ladd ‘ dmisai
This number

57% iVDA, 36% homosexual contact and 7% heterosexual |contact, Results. The most prevalentgs

 7 na}

758 ther agents. The most
(SOR), ongoing drug

addiction (22%) and major depression (17%). Both 08s and miedepression were responsive Lo
f both inpatients and outpatients, psychiatric

b arte, psychiatric consultation was heipful

in establishing realistic treatment goals in both settings. Conclusion. In this pilot study, high baseline rates

Psychiatric evaluation and ps'
 

 

 brain syndromes. We f

W.B.P.213 ANALYSIS OF INITIAL PSYCHIATRIC REFERRALS FROM À HOSPITAL

HIV SERVICE

DiGiovanni, Cleto* **; Goyer,

*National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda,taeylend“sa, **The Johns
Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland,

DiesTo det terns of initial utilization of psychiatric

rvices by a hesetealwypro;

 

 Methods. We reviewe admissions to a military hospital's HIV service

made by 354 patients 12-month periodEo determine the nature of
initial requests for paychiatrte consulta

Results. N 14% of the admissions reatived psychiatric consultation;

that percentage applied equally to newly identified HIV seropositive
persons undergoing initial medical evalua’

ously dia i ,

medical reevaluation or treatment. Psychiattbody

n

ion, or were in

 
r medieal centers could yield data that t

mental Beaith" Plssners snepare their resources for the still unfolding

W.B. P.215 PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY AMONG HOMOSEXUALS AND DRUG-ADDICTS
INFECTED WITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

2 ; Martini, S. *; Pergami, A.*; Rossini, M.*; Russo, R. *;

laszarin , Le

* Institute ofpeychiatry » ** Institute of Infectious Diseases, University

of Milan, Italy.

Sulectixive: to evaluate psychiatric history among HIV-infected subjects ( ho-

8, drug-addicts heterosexuals).
Methode 218 subjects HIV-infected ( II,IIT C.D.C.) , 60 subjects at risk of
HIVinfe healthy heterosexual con

‘ic interview
nal and familial psychopathological hii
prevalence); 2) Early Life Losses (E.L.L.); 3) Attempted Suicides (A.S.).
Results: a lifetime prevalence of personal and famili 1 iatric diso
was higher in Seropositive (S+) (15%,22%) and Seronegative (S-)(27%,24%) sub
jects than in the Control Group(C.G.).43% of S+,41% of S-,1, C.G. re-

ported E.L.L. . The prevalence of A.S. was 22% (S+),17%(S-) &:only'0. 2(c.6i)-
onset. 0!

itoring and of S- at risk of HIV-infect:

W.B.P.212 PSYCHOSOCIAL STATUS OF 192 PARTENIS WETH HIV INFECTION =

, Michael, B.
Institute of REY De Crespigny Park, London SES, U.K.

Object . Before planning psychologicaleal services for patients infected with
Ty ceTeed epidentoidemiological data on immediate‘te and long-term psychological
consequences of the diagnosis.

Methods. HIV positi:tive outpatients were interviewed in a standardised manner
at. the HIV clinics of 2 London hospitals.
 

RIV positive but well, 64 had
had AIDS. Almostor signs (41 PGL, 23 ARC) and 63

all had diagnosis , 25% receiving negative
reactions. 31% had a psychiatric disorder, half of whom emotional

prior to HIV infection. Patients with ARC or those less
ical symptoms. 22%

of inpelrod monory GE concentration, of wen nore than hali had omitive
impairment on brief assessment. Extreme health worries
psychological problems

 

W.B.P.21 aecote OF SUICIDAL BEHAVIORS IN PATIENTS IN AN AIDS
INIC AND IN A GENERAL PSYCHIATRY CLINIC

OrbeDowd,Mary, McKegney, FP, Natali, C, Harkavy, J,and Asnis,G:
Montefiore Med.Center,Albert Einstein College of Medicine,Bronx,New York USA

‘Objective.To assess the gxtent of suicidal behaviors in a population of AIDS,
C and HIV positive patient

Methods.69 patients atendisgàapsychiatrie outpatient clinic for HIV are
mie
1 psyclvenie~

redominanty|siepanieC608)with
ee equal numbers of men and women.eetmt factors for the HIV clinic

coup were IVDA (52%), heterosexual 8 of person at ciak(22D); ‘homo
aeeedaty (22%) and none (6%). HIV relateddispose8 vere:AIDS n=23; ARC n=9,
wuyuptoma’ 14; HIV- n=8; unknown serologynel.

Bults. There were no

try outpatient clinic. Both populations were

cant differences =the incidence of suicidal
Mi

population and an age and ethnicity matched general
psychiatric outpatient population.

W.B.P.216 A COMPARISON OF PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATIONS IN AIDS AND NON
AIDS PATIENTS

Ch » Mary Alice, McKegney, FP, Montefiore Medical Center,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York USA.

Objective. To identifydifferences between AIDS patients and age matched
medical pat:thesete witho AIDS seen in poychiatric consultation on the medical

service of a large voluntary general hospital,

Method, All mairie consultations done in one year on the acute medica:
rvice of e p: aring AIDS vecients

(ar67) with othermedica
Resuits. Ther significant eiffer
tationSatiente1tnethnicity (AIDS p
Caucasian p€01). The AIDSer was predominantly male (692) while the non-
AIDS group was predominant
There were no significant ‘tterenee8 between the AIDS and non-AIDS grou
the incidence ofnmeran deprTension, suicidal risk, substance abuse, or
adjustment dis An Axis II di À
in the AIDS sou“po5). Thejreidenee of organic ment:
significantly higher in the AIDS group
hours AIDS consultation:
There were 26 repeat consult dons (40%) r
compared to 17 repeat conswltatione(20){0°the 121

and Axis

 

usions. h the excep’ diagnoses, there e no
ignificant differences in Fayahiat ses between AIDS pat:

nonAIDS patients seenan paychtatric consu. mn. AIDS patients required
repeat consultations, thus creat

heavier time burden onnpeychistrie service.

387
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W.B.P.217 ESTABLISHMENT OF AN HIV RELATED PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC IN AN AREA
Orn,HIGH SUBSTANCE ABUSE

jowd Mary Alice, Nat.tali, C, and McKegney, FP, Yonteriore
Medical Center, bee Einetein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York USA.

cribe an innovativeObjective.To des
ted care and to identi:

@ psychiatric ourPatient clinic for HIV re-

leve ter
nro}ied versus dropout

ually div:idedd betwee n and women iz
ave the primary r: faactor, followed by hetero~

sexual tranemission 232. 30% had AIDS, 14% ARC. 26% HIV+ asymptomatic, and
2 known =. a history of prior psychiatric inpatient or out-

waa adjustment disorder

sis of organic mental
syndrome agnosis of adjustment disorder.There vas

no difference in incidence of prior psychiatric trea!
services can be“delivered to a ninorit:

reaching many individuals with-
Orv: the abuse and organic mental

syndromes make succeastul enrollment less ike

LOCUS OF CONTROL, SOCIAL SUPPORTS AND DEPRESSION AMONG HIV

Gala Costanzo; ini,S.; Pergami, A.; Rossini, M.; Russo, R.; Durbano, F.
University of Miler, Medical School, Dept. of Psychiatry, Italy.

Dietive. To evaluate the relationship among Social Supports, External-In-
rnal Coping and psychopathological responses in subjects infected with

aman Immmodeficiency Virus.

groups 2-3 were administered:
2) ar of Social Supports; 3) Zung Anxiety and Depression Scales.

ts. Soc:openshave nno influence on psychopatological responses.
External subjects are and depressed than Internal ones.Internal
sundects with grater availabilityof Social Supports have lower depression

Conclusion . sai of Social e psychopaihdlogi"
Cal responses in our total sample, but Internal subjects seem to benefit by a
Groner availability oe Social Supports. On the other hand ernal subjects

do not benefit by available So-
cial Supporte. These subjects are in greater need of © Ling.

Psychiatrie/Etudes de prévalence
Psychiatry/Prevalence Studies
W.B. P.221 HANDEDNESS AND IMMUNE SYSTEM FUNCTION IN GAY/BISEXUAL MEN:

Multicenter Ans Cohorort sttudy (MACS). Janes LeBecker,
ey $8 ss, P. Sa

"psychiatry, Neurotoay 4 Epideniotony,0inv.
ns Med. Inst., UCLA

iSkinngs
Séines,.K. Sheridan, Depts.
Pittsburgh, Johns Hopkin «» U.S.A.
OBJECTIVES: TI luate therelations
ships be

ft-handers on.
METHODS: Sixteen hundred and five MACS participants completed a five-item

of the Edinburgh handedness inventorya art of a study of the neu-
ropsychiatric manifestations of HIV-1 infec
RESULTS: Amoi -1 seronegative men therewa ‘a doubling of the rate of
exclusive Tetthandedness (6.7% vs, 3.1%), a decrease inoxclus® ve right-
handedness (58.3% vs. 62 tes of self-report-

mp when comparered to males in the
ti Survey). ThisEE was signif-

1
therelytade or incidentt HIV-1 se-
ik

on other
CONCLUSIONS: Thesedata replicateearlier Findingsof increased left-handed-
ness among gay/bisexual men; » there a lack of association be
tween handedness à on.“Tha e there may

e basis for this increase
Ss

W B P 218 mas OF cue SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS ON HOMELESS PERSONS WITH AIDS

ve IN A GROUP RESIOE!

Stats, JoAnne;

AIDS RESOURCECEACENTER,New"york,im S.A.
Objective. To assess and na: HIV neuropsychiatric inpairment in persons living in a

Tesidence for homeless persons with AIDS.

Methods. concentive admissions (N=120) to Bailey House, a res:
with AIDS in rk City, were evaluated by a nurse-practitioner Ferposte symptoms asa

part of wereral |histors and physical are at aression. Pre-morbid symptoms

ted - e.9., history of stroke, substanct psychiatric Career to ieentity HIV

Telated impairments. Signs and symptoms were monitoredain weekly nursing contacts.

ty per cent of residents (N=37) reported bothersome

residenc! T ä4 homeless persons

 
changes, progression of memory loss, lower estrenty we

incontinence. In 55 per cent of the residents (Nx65) other lentene CNS problems were

documented prior to HIV infection Thesi rsonality disorders,

» depression, drug and alcohol abuse, and nedica:1 conditions. These individuals often

suffered refloresence of pre-existing problems while living at Bailey House. In the 20 per cent

of residents with more severe prob: d to be related to the

existence, severity, and frequency of requried

lems. Those with more severe pre-morbid probli

coc:
Conclusion. Persons with AIDS suffering ftom,neuropsychiatric impairment can function in a

residential setting. Periodic monitoring of symptoms is helpful in plenning interventions.

W.B.P.220 FREQUENCY OF rantaaetanaire in vabawwo

PATIENTS: COMPARISON TO ENERAL HOSPITAL POPULAT

Fredericky., Koontg. T., Wisner-Csrison, Ha The Johns

Nopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Meryland, USA

Objective: To report reeultsa of psychiatric conaultetions on hoapitelized AIDS

patients end compere prevalences of diognoses to those from genoral hospital

consuitatio

a Elonty-tive consecutive seetes (mean ega 35) from the inpatient

tive generel hoapitel (GH) consults (mean

x matched GN consults (meen age 36

Patients were evaluated by = peychietriat and diegnoaes made sccording to psn-

TEIR criteria. BD 4

 

2 The toble lista the 4 moat frequent disgnoss: inResuite: the AIDS group and
Percentages of totel diugnosen es compered to the

AIDS. A

=

other two populstione

1 Adjustuent disorder 36% 23% =p<0.002" 23% p<0,005**

2. Lirius 30% 16% p<0.00t* 17,5% p<o.ooite

3. “ 6% p<0.009* OX p<0.001**

4. 27: p<0.001* 13%

« vs aceysee MATCHED

 

AL,

fonclusions: Adjustment disorder predominates in the AIDS eonsult population,

undoubtedly relsted to the chronic, de

  4

sesLaonn Psychietriats end Prier Pl vatetans auut be

“hs

W.B.P.222 rexmauvronemnrcarc srunres WITH HIV INFECTION
JackM.; Williams J.; stexn¥.;set Rs SontRe

enrRe) @: al: HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies,
te Psychiatricyorksta Institute and Columbia University, New York, eel

8A.

In order to explore between peychiatric
morbidity with medical and status

vith HIV

p24 antigen in . among seropositive jects, T4/TS
stage (r=-0.21. pc0.62) and presence

of p24 antigen (r=-0.20, p=0.03). In this group relati asymptomatic
was relatively little 7
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W.B.P.223 PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER AND HIV INFECTION: A CONTROLLED,

Atkinson.Hanpton*;
LONGITUDINAL STU

Grant, 1.*; Heaton, R.*; Weinrich, J.*;

McCutchan, J.*
*Univ. of California, San Diego, CA, USA

Objective. To examine the prevalence of psychiatric disorder in vartous
stages of HIV infection. a recently reported elevated lifetime prevalences
of psychiatric disorder 1
psychiatric disorders often precede P
individuals might be at increased vulnerability for later disorder.
report on a larger cohort and include preliminary one-year f

mosexuatls

Diagnosis =
Maj. depression 32% 31% 3ix “i
Gen. anxiety 32% Et i Sox

coho
six month rates did not differ acrosshigh risk:groups but exceeded low risk
rates. Alcohol use disorders and o' 0% of af fective disorders preceded
documentation of serostatus. One year foolen p (N = 26 to date) incidence
of najor depression was 8%; gen. anxiety 23%; and alcohol disorder

1 assessment of high risk men, regardiess of serostatus,
may be sented.for selected psychiatric disorders.

W.B.P.225 THE EFFECT OF HIV ANTIBODY STATUS ON U.S. MILITARY
* APPLICANT APTITUDE TEST SCORES

Brundage, J. F.*; Gardner, L. I.*; Goldenbaum,Arday, DavidR.*;
M.*; Wann,F.*:; Weight, SP. *Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington,

trance Processing Command, North Chicago, IL, USA.DC,USA. “US Military

Objective, To estimate the effect ofHIV-1 seropositivityonArmed Services Vocational
Aptitude Batexy(ASVAB) lyHIV infection.

Metsted applicantsts. Since 1 Get 85all eorehapplicants havepspre
for antibodies to HIV-1. A total 975,489 induction testin,8 records containing both RSVAB
and HIV esafomOs5troupMar7 waschien analysis data sot (N=7698)

hy andte control fordesop S-digit
zip code, and a himultipl
and other factors which mishinBucnce test esos, The model developed is
ertnceofpyONanavaD)ANAcs
Results. Years of education and ethnicity were the strongest of test scores. The
HIV+effecton an ASVAAB composite score was -0.09 SD (99% CI = ‘17,10.02),while the

separate scores ranged between -!0.39 and+0.06 SD, wi corresponding R2
values from .41 to 09. The two ASVAB
to HIV+ g Sp P showed th Teastdecrease with sero-
positivity. Th u m 1 dge ip ‘ d th HIV sanstf.

effect upon militarysententtest scores. Thc owvalsflyat
eect upon military elite appicn:stwort. TheowR?valu

W B P. 227 votes FEATURES OF A1DS: À CONPARISON WITH MULTIPLE

Fr se. *. *, Scheert,FrederickV,, Brandt, J., hearchur, des
Foistei a. Depar nt of Psychiatry, Leeds University, Leeds, U.K.

saparemete of poychiaey and Neurology, Johns Neptine hespital, Baltimore, mo,

Obiective: compere rates of psychiatric dieorders and cognitive ee

in super tente with ALOS and smbulatory patients with Multiple Scleresia CHS).

y male HIV-1

 

tured

d a neurepsycholog Stern, Groups

Lity and dats analyzed with ova. Chi-square

2 AIDS patiants had significantly more current psychiatric disorders than

aronagative patients (X298.29, d.f.=1, p<0.005). Anxiety disorders

oceurred significantly mors ofton fn AIDS patients than WS or HIV seronegatives

(8293.96, d.f. - 1, p«ü.005). Cognitively, NS patients performed siontficantly

worae th: worse than HIV-1 soronegatives on Tratlmaking A

and Symbol Digit Modalities (f=5.62, d.f.92, p<0.01)

2 In these samples, outpstiente with AIOS hed rates of psychiatric

disorder thet exceeded those of patients at risk for WIV infection or those with

ain ‘and eatment of psychiatric disorders whon

examining cognitiva atatus end neuropsychological performance.

 

W.B.P.224 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOSOCIAL FUNCTION IN TWO COHORTS
OF GAY MEN: RELATION TO STAGE OF HIV-1 INFECTION

AndrewJ Saykin*Rk Janssen**7G Sprehn* ' ïLSpire,

L Cannon » § Watsonae R Allen” et al.
"xt“tntveraity ofPrennsyivanie, Philedlelphia; ** bentere for Disease

, Atlanta *** Department of Public Health, San Francisco, USA.

OBJECTIVE! To characterize neuropsychological function, affective status and
es tivities of daily living in relation to stage V infection.

METHODS: Bighty-five BHIV-1 seropositive sy men enrolled in prospective
GA, and San Francisco, CA, [Asymptomatic (ASK=35);

hy (GL=18); ADSRelated Complex (ARC=32)), End 75
seronegative (SN) patcned gay controls vere evaluated with neuropaycho-

MMPI-168, other affective measures and an item
y Living Scale (ADL-82).

a ana. MANOVA vith stage of HIV-1 infection as the
grouping factor. For ADL, th C group rated thense wee as sore disabled
than controls on 6/12 scales: Attention/Planning, Men: ing,
Self-care, Motor, and Sexual Functions (p=.0013). On theMHPT-168, the ARC
group 5! re somatic complaints, depression, anxiety and social
withdraval than controls (p=.0061). NeuropsychoLogical function vas impaired
in ARC subjects relative to controls for verbal cognit and
visual memory (p=.0226). The ASX and GL groups dig not differ from controls
ooweny: aout MMPI-~168

Neuropsychologic dysfunction, affective complaints and
aeted disability vere associated vith ARC, but not ASX and GL.

$

W.B.P.226 ALONGETUDINALANALYSIS OF PRETONoFAHYSICAL HEALTH AND
TOMS O SSION IN GAY/BISEXI : The Multicenter

ortSeudeSACS). dames T. Recker| Zeger, M.A.
R. Karim, L_ingsten tz, F.W. Schaer?, kK. Shevidan Depts. Piychiatry,
Neurology 2 EpidemFar: Univ, Pittsburgh, Johns Hopkins Med. Inst. UCLA,
Northwestern Universit: «S.A.
OBJECTIVES: The perception of symptoms of impaired physical health, specific-
AUlymphadenopathy | rome ( been associated with elevated scores

veYs dumtological Studies- Depression scale (CES-D
udy was to evaluate the change in this relationship during

0 ow-up period.
THODS: Each participant in the MACS Completed the|sn at the time o

their regular,clinic visits. They were classified terms of DTLeo
of LAS and clinically identified LAS at e
RESULTS: Those men who perceived LAS hadsigniicantlyclevated|CES-D scores

ticomp n who di t share this pe re, the propor-
tion of men with clinically abnormal score: wa g a among (0 per-

LAS. These relationships were stable over time, and the

rush was examined (i.eneceived vi observe
CONCLUSTONS: These cataare consistent with a large body of evidence concern-

g the relationship between perceivedphysical well being and mood. TI
suggest that even as men become more & ted about HIV-1 infectionand have

abnormalities remains the same.

W.B.P.228 pPsycuratric FINDINGS IN HIV-SEROPOSITIVE PERSONS
IN A MANDATORY HIV SCREE
“Rundelames*: G.**; and Paolucci 8.#*.

*Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda,
ayesNos #**Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center, San Antonio,

Objective determine the frequency of peychiatrie|diagnoses
and degres of{psychological distres:sin Pe ms foun HIV-
infected in the U.S. military’s mand PE5screenSening|peegean .

5 randomly selected HIV-infeot tary personnel
ified psychiatrist:

t+ frequent psychiatric diagnoses were: simple
phobia as. 9%), adjustment disordeerer7:9%), hypoa
desire disorder (12.6%), alcol @ (9.5%), eeior depression

isorders rerUn psychologicacal factors
panic disorder (2.1%).

Paychiatric yating s lism
Test score= 5 (20.0%); Hamilton Anxiety Scale scores

Hamilton Depression Scale scores >
ent suicidal

nor forma of psychopathology dysphoria, anxiety,
and suicidal ideation are common in person: rn they
HIv-infected a mandatory HIV screening program “Majo
psychiatric iliness is less frequent but present in an fmportant
umber of individual:

389
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RELATED POTENTIALSes) IN THE CLINICAL DISCRIMINATING DEPRESSION FROM COGNITIVE IMPAIRMI
W.B.P.229 rerEAMDATIONOF ELV INFECTED DRUG W.B.P.230 ILLNESS FE INPAIRMENT IN HIY

"Chiswick A, *Bgan V, “Goodwin aee“st“clair D, *Brettle RP. 3 Olshen, R.; Atkinson, H.; Heaton, R.; Weinrich,
Hospital; Royal tal; EDINBURGH, EH10, SCOTLAND. J.; McCutchan, J.; e

“ht €D KINGOOM

 

W.B. P.231 PRELIMINARY FINDINGS ON A SCREENING SYMPTOM CHECKLIST FOR

dieA.Dilley,JamesW.; Davis, A; Moss, A.; Bacchetti, P.; Wagner, B.
San Francisco General Hospital, University of California San Francisco
MERSDPATENT sng UCSE AIDS Heait Pros, San Franca, Califomia, U.S.A.

Objective. To describe the devel
for the development ofHIV Related Dementia.

493 HIV. C;Methods. checklist of HIV Related
CNS symptoms,Suesaalge baer ofeager! eaNP alpring

documents the presence and severity of self-report prodromal physical symptoms and
neurclogical/neurobehavioral changes.

Results. Ceombachsfipka (= = 0.96) was calculated to estimate the internal consistoncyof the scale
on the HDS"

HpOU(Dar=0.20, p<.05). The scorealso correlated with impairment on testing, particularly
on measures ofIary (6=727, pel),vivisual-spatial memoryAETRfieeemotor speed
(r=- 0.24, p<.05), speeded mental operations (r = 0.36, p<.001),and3sustained concentration (¢ = 0.43,
p<.001). Willene significa differencebetween he pubs beon measures of were found,
adelptaareatitod the HIV+ group from the HIV.controls (p = <.001), on both the

Conc ¢ oh iin age

may 1 my 1o identify those subjects
 

heatonDEPRESSION TONEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL IMPAIRMENT
W.B.P.233 Robert; Atkinson, H; Grant, I; Weinrich, J. and

University of californian san Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA

Objective: Since depression can affect neuropsychological (NP) functioning,
we assessed whether observed NP deficits in men with HIV illness might be due
to depressed mood.
Methods: Subjects were 72 homosexual men (CDC IV, N=9; CDC TTIWealitv
controls, participating in a longitudinal Study a tH functioning i
HIV Méasure were an expanded Halstead-Reitan Battery (HRB) and

4 ressed : Beck Depression Lo (eo
le for Depression (HRSD); the Profile of Wood States (POMS)

om Checklist -90R (SCL-90R) depression scales.
ROSESSignificent group differences were obtained in prevalence of impair-
ment on three of the eight ability areas covered by the expanded Hi
(abstraction, learning, motor sk1115), principally due to deficits in COC IV

g

to R: Sub,
history of major depression by DSM- Ilcriteria aidnot

ficantly greater NP impairmen
Conclusions: Results from this series suggest that NP inpairment in ambulatory

men is not accounted for by depressed mood

390

al.
Univ of Calif,San Diego, CA, USA

Objective: To onan the relationship between depression and impaired
neuropsychological (NP) performance in HIV i

menensiveWPbatt
Profile of Mood Sta si
subjects according ree approach using quantitative measures
of cognitive impairment (NP) anddepress on {|

e basisvot optimally cho: uestions regarding NP and
D covarPirates, atest àf speeded information processing (PASAT) most
rigorously discriminatedD from NP impa ecision tee@yielded
three subgroups, in which NP+ indicated tbnormal PA D+
based on S-> ro! 47
controls were NP-/D-
NP-/D-, 11/58 NP_/D+, 3/58 NP+/D-. easures of verbal and visual learning
and forgetting diisplayed less discriminati

curs depressed mood can be Separated|
‘om HP impairment in HIV. plication of advanced statistical appro:

iPélassification hold promise for.further exploration of cognitive function
and in mood disorder in HIV iline

W.B.P.232 CORRELATTON ‘OF F300 "AUDITORY"EVOREDPOTENTIALS”(AEPS)“AND
br “TESTS OF COGNITIVE HIV POSITIVE DRUG USERS.

VincentBum, A Chiswick, G Goodwins D St Clair,
RP Brettle. Depts. of Peychiatry/Infectious Diseases, EDINBURGH,
Scotland. UNITED KINGDOM

OBJECTIVE: In cortical/subcortical dementias AEPs 7 particularly P3 latency
(the tine the brain takes to make a tonal discrinimarion)low.

asi + À study of synchronously-inf. drug
currentl cal, psychological and drug use factors.
METHOD: 33 subjects (CDC 2/3) were assessed AEP and NP tests. P3
latency, P3 amp: » Memory, informat process: speed, cognitive
funct mood together with a drug history were 2
RESULTS: 5 ve tes! significantly with P3
latency (Trails 0.57, p<.001; Trails B 0.62, p¢.001; Digit

: Tests sensitive to impairment in the AIDS dementia complex
seam to correlate highly with sloved 7 and are not
attributable to either long or short-term drug effects, or mood state.

THE DEVELOPMENT©OFA BRIEFSCREENING BATTERY TO DETECT

Boccellari
San Francisco General Hospital, University of+ Californie San Francisco School of Medicine, Dept. of

Psychiatry, and UCSF AIDS Health Project, San Francisco, California, U.S.A.

Objective, T Patients
with AIDS,
Methods. Fi

Tr MataTetPa8

Wechsler
ripley latiaus of Living Vocubalony & Abstention boos
Finger Tapping Test
Controlied Oral Word Association Test
Luria Nebraska Receptive Speech &Vimual Subtess
Digit Span

Each individoal NF qui A ofZ representing overall NP status
was then achicved. A j dysi i i bi ¢ NP instruments best
Predicted overallNP impairment.

Results. Overall NP impairment was best pica’ by:MTantBIT,and WMS (Visual Reproduction).
‘These measures accountedfor 87% of the variance (p<.0!

Dervoussemad1De developmentofmenowing,racedmen!Ney,Secreased fine motor
speed and difficulty AIDS.
preliminary daia support the ose of this biel sereening battery in doteraiaing cognitine defies ar this
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sychia ische mit
annedizinisone Poliklinik der Universität MUnchen
F.R.G.

Objective.To study the natural

ORGnE coeres IN HIV-INFECTION

hic! C. 

history of neuropsychological

Methods. 132 HIV-positive patients,100 in rly stages,underwent

Interference” » "Ben ,"Trail-Making" and “Auditory-Verbal-
Learning"
Results. 27% of patients showed symptoms of depression, 3% of
anxiety. Tests revealed normal functioning in 70% of patients in

often without clinical relevance. This study does not qualify te
differentiate somatogenic vs. P: d
Measurements and correlations with neurological variables are
in process

Solns

Care
W B P 237 EVALUATION OF TRAINING FOR PHYSICIANS AT THE NATIONAL
né REFERENCE CENTERS IN B!BRAZIL

Rodrigues,José*; Rodrigues, Lair*
* Universidade de Brasflia — ‘sail,**Ministécio da Sade — Brasilia, Brazil

evaluation of the clinical training
DS dEbeere Reference Centers--Emilio Ribas (ER), Universidade Federal do Rio
de eo (UPR)aGeàGR(ORaid.Th evaluation tookintoaccount

maemode UND) Te mod comp oe components--Context, Input, Process and
Product which corresponded to the aspects to be assessed in the evaluation. Instruments of three

(b)direct
ie., the Knowledge Test on AIDS,the

¢ STD/AIDS. an

terl
Interpersonal S! So.ideCoinsErin
Thescores derivedfromthe trainees’ responses—ER, UFRJ, and G&G—to the Knowledge Test and

signifi Kruskal-Wallis
method(ITS). However, a closer th
characteristicsas See eoariag keprovcaseat Such data allowed of some extrapolations
Pp the DN STD/AIDS,
the trainees.

W.B.P.239 INVERSE CORRELATION OF COMPLEMENT-MEDIATED,
ANTIBODY-DEPENDENT ENHANCINGTITERS WITH STAGE OF
DISEASE IN INDIVIDUALS INFECT!ED)MITA HIV-1.

Mitchell William M., Montefiori, D.C., Robinson, W.E., Modliszewski, A., and
| i epts. Pathology and (Preventive Mediane, Vanderbilt

University Nashville, TN 7232 USA
Obje coompleementt-mediated, antibo\dy-dependent enhancement(C’-ADE)of

n demonstrated: to accelerate infection, to inhibit
neutralizing antibodyttiters in vitro (Lancet 790, 1988). and to cause a.>1 0 fold
increase in infectious HIV! yieldsS UAIDS «in press). OUrobective in this report
‘0 ascertain whether of antiodies involved in cTAD and the relationship
between neutralizingaantibod! "-ADE correlate with stage of disease.
ethods: Ser enty-eightsubjects iin the Nashville area were examined at
Men time| cine for titers as well as neutralizing antibodies in the
Presence or uman complement. ase was evaluated by
the Walter-Reed. classification scheme. C'-ADE as well as the ratio between
neutralizing antibodies iin the absence and presence of human ci m
the ratio betwe id neutralizing antibody titers in theabsence of

nt werecorrelated with dise tbeear regression analysis.
antibody titers in the presence and

| neutralizing antibodies was found with the
staage of HIV-1 induced disease, ‘An inverse correlation between C’-ADE and the

xist but with considerableScatter of the data paints(r

will continue to expend6 Of déesse as well as
to examine the speed ofgesaeten aa fenenon o Cc“AD

W.B.P.236 QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF DEPRESSED MOOD AND NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL
FUNCTION IN HIV-1 +/- GAY AND BISEXUAL MEN: The ticel

ort Study (MACS). James T. Becker, ru. Sher
Kingsley, R. Foxay M.xVs, Depts. Epidemiology,
Univ. Pittsburgh "sch Med., and Johns Hopkins Med. Inst .
OBJECTIVES: This study evaluatedPrt Lethabanaenbetween measures of affect

i i ~) gay/b
S: HIV-1 seropositive (57) and seronegative“ine11s) gay/bisexua?|men

from the Pittsburgh and Baltimore MACS sites completed the Beck Depre:
Spielberger's State/Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), andà

short battery of neuropsychological tes s
RESULTS: Overall, -1+ men had mo toms of pression,Gese: ;AE
ut no incr in either State or Trait pxiety. Furthe

seropositiv n we orized based on total number of "ae here
were significant differences on] terms of the total BDI score, which was
elevated in the men with th t CD4 counts. This elevation was not due to

increase in umber or severity of coms abnormal affec
“dissatisfied with life"), but rather an increa: the number and/or sever-
ity of physical symp I

groups ce was correlated with the BDI but not the STAI. Further
analysis revealed that it was the physical lepre:ression rathervthan

affe: is re related to cognitive Function
CONCLUSIONS: These data indicate that the assessme: HIV-1-infect-it

s must take into account sical il iness.Consistent with other
findings e MACS, neuropsychological performanc $ predicted by the
presence ofphysical symptoms, but not by dysphoric mo

W.B.P.238 COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL CARE OF AIDS
NTS

aae Laurie; Klimek, J. (Hartford Hospital, Hartford,
Connecticut, USA)

Objective. Toprovide clinical care, education, counseling, testing and
s to HIV infected patients (pts) servedby an 850 bed tertiary

 ve andcodvisory capacity,
the Infection Control Comm

and families. An rogram office vides
rral and speal for commu: g . etter ‘3 periodically.

distributed updating national and regional AIDS.related le: nts
hospital provides referrals and acts as a resource for various c
ased organizations which provide education, outreach and suppot

hospital pai if wide network social service agencies coordina-a city
ting community services. Close, collaborative working relationships have
been established with local Health Depts., the Visiting Nurse As:
and area church groups. A regional task forcents established a data base,
and addressees public policy and legislative i
Concluston. Since each hospital's HIV population and problems are both

C. ternal coordination and problem solving must be
coupled with the establ1shaent and strengthening of links to community
services in order for both the hospital àand its patients to survive.

W B P 240 S TO IVDA ENROLLMENT IN ACTG CLINICAL pas

est Falrchila. Patrick; Jaffarian, C; Cheeseman, S; B

son, K; Blacklow, N; et University of jascachuentes

Medical School, Worcester, Massachusetts, USA

Objective: To ascertain nas that hinder enrollment of HIV-infected
intravenous drug abusers (IVDA) into clinical trials.

Methods: One hundred forty one IVDA (76 males + 65 fe
entry into NIH ACTG clinical trials assees

matic infection (protocol 019) and early

standard inclusion and excl
Results: Of the 141pation only 38

(7.8%) of

males) were evaluated

g AZT in asympt

ARC (protocolols) utilizing
oF

 

7.02) were consideredaie for
hav rolled

(103 patients} often son for not entering a protocol.
These include perce.Siftievities3.wo tie IV drug use

47 ca IVDA that entered
term dru;

rvice
d improved ac vehabilitacion facilities may enhance

IVDA participation in clinical t:tialee ‘Expand d study inclusion

less restrictive exclusion criteria may further promote entry
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W.B.P.241 “FREROLE”OI F-CANADA-IN-THE-NATURE
AND DIRECTTON OF CLINICAL RESEARCHH IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF HIV-DISEASE IN CANADA
#abih_R;:Khan -AND N.N. Jo hi

infection and Imnunoloogy Division, Bureau of Human Prescription
Drugs, Drugs Directorate, Health Protection Branch, Ottawa, Canada
Objective: To identify and discuss the key ro e played by Health

supporting, expediting, EMATTENSELS and
implementing clinical research in the management of HIV-disease

THERMOGRAPHIC IMAGING OF HIV PATIENTS

lark, Ray *, Goff, M.R.*, Youla, M**, and Gazzard, B**.
*Clinical Research Centre, Harrow, UK & °*St. Stephens Hospital,

lon, UK.

W.B.P.242

 
with particular reference to monioring abnormal patterns that may arise because of peripheral

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

in Canada. Methods, High resolution thermal imaging equipment using an 8 element SPRITE detector system

Methods and Results: The Health Protection Branch (HPB kd
Health and Welfare Ca: plays a cruci tt delicate role in
determining patient accessibility to exper. tal drugs for the oo
ana HIV- da its ancillary opportunisti Besufts Ch

Hnfectio: e: ms. New policy initiative studied. tn addition, ge of qi activity of KS lesi sites was
ladministrative changes have been recentl: announced which are recorded, S i i ivi These findings
tinte: © streamline the regulat process and impro will be lustrated.
patient accessibility. It is our intention to examine the impact Conctusion. it i with HIV infection may
nfthese changes on the availabil of experimental agents in err 8. th

on the climate for clinical research in this count i
En naddition, we will discuss the anisms for the in HV Th : = be ab vascular and metabolic

xperimental agents in Cana organizational and patients.

lementation of regulatory change, and the
rugs Directorate.

ine Health Protection Branch will continue to play a
oving patient accessibility and promot:

clinical investigation in the management of HIV-disease in Canada

PY WITH PEOPLE WITH AIDSW.B.P.243 AR THERAPY wre
Eva Sansom, M.A. Couns., Psych., D.T.A.T.I.
Counsellor, Art Therapist
Casey House Hospice
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Abstract:

Art Therapy is a useful medium for the expression, recognition
and processing of the anxieties of People With AIDS.

In this paper and slide presentation, issues of pa
incompletion, failure, isolation, dependency, pondanment, fear
of the unknown and|hoomophobia are expressed in the artwork and
subsequent discuss

The workshop will present one PWA artwork produced over the
course of 3 months to illustrate the development of the process
of art therzapy. Several other examples of specific statements
through artwork will also be shown. Two aspects of denial will
be suggested.

4 REHABILITATION POSRAM FOR CLIENTS WITH HIV
W.B. P.245 ASSOCIATED CONDITION:

Gentile.Patricia, Marshall K., Bennett M., Laqueur P., Alexander H., Davis I.- Woodhull
Medical & TESpoeHealth Centnier, Brooklyn,NY, USA

ter presentationn will highlight the special and unique role Rehabilitation
Medicinecan provide iin servicing people with AIDS (PWAs).

Woodhull Medical & Mental Health Center, as part of NY City's
Health & Hospitals Corporation,n,provides comprehensive tertiary-care service to a large im-
poverished and y rved community.‘As part of the Department of Ambulatory
Care, Rehabilitation Medicineoffers physicysical and occupational therapy services a wi

or mplica-variety of patients, incl
tions.

tio. PWAs
, emotional, and

Pieleeproblems. Conseque:ently, the role of Rehabilitation Medicine will include: 1)
offunctiioning in activities of daily living 2) ssupporting continued par-

ticipation y of life.

is presentation will describe and demonstrate a therapeutic rehabilitation group
developed for PWAs. Leadid by an occupational jeep.thegoals|ofthe group lie chieflyiin

and relaxation activities, and self-care training are integral parts ‘of the comprehensive
rogram.

People with AIDS are faced with the daily challenge of living with their condi-Conclusion.
tion. This presentation will highlight what role Rehabilitation Medicine,®,especially occupa-
tional therapy, can play in
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W.B.P.244 See BN HIV Seesamen Rabkin, Judith,Millian J., Neugebauer, R., Remien
for Clinical and Behavioral Studies,

State Psychiatric Institute and Columbia University, NY, NY, USA

pitt : To identify sal an peychological conditions, susceptible to
tervention, that contribute to Maintenance of hope in an HIV sample.

Methods: 356 gay, predominant)ly white, well educated and financ:

and symptoms, life
relationships, life events, HV status and illness stage. 73% of

participants were HIV seroposi'

Results: The following were positively aD ahà higher levels of
Pearson r's, p<.02}: social supports (+0.52 internal locus of con-

trol (+0.36); commitment (+.060); _nber of positing life events (+0.Qt
global (0.31). HIV iliness

significanticantly related to Tevet of toes.
tric disorder (DSM-III-R), mean difference

ects was not statistically sig-
however, variability of response and more extreme

within the HIV+ group, atboth ends of the distribution.

The large majority of respondents have been able
eTte on On Titre tn the otion Chat Living iedorere
despite EIV infection.

count among HIV+subjects were not
In absence of current.

COMPLIANCE OF HIV-INFECTED INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS IN CLINICAL

TRIALS
W.B.P.246

Cheeseman, Sarah Fairchild, P; Glode, M; Tolson K;

Jaffarian, C; Blacklow, N; et paversity of Massachusetts Medical

School, Worcester, Massachusetts, U:

Objective: com coupliance of clinical trial subjects whose risk
factor is tncrevenoes drug abuse (IVDU's) withee from other risk groups.
Methods: Subjects are UMass patients in NIH A Q Blseebocontrolled trials

of zidovudine in asymptomatic infection (019) ond early ARC (016}. IVDU's
were either drug-fre lone maintenance at the time of protocol

ntry number of pills returned at each visit was tallied and periods
for which patients returned < 20% of study drug were deemed to Tepresent good
compliance. This corresponds to missing no more than one dose per day.
Results: Four of 11 IVDU's have left the studies for reasons other than
protocolvaptoustie. compared with one of 20 from

were as: ic, None of the 9
left O16.although 4 are Ivpu's

other risk groups. wert 5
patients with symptoms of early ARC have

Percent _of Study Weeks in Good Compliance
IVDU's Others

93All patients on study 92
oe (early ARC) 99 94

9 (asymptomatic) 86 93

vee 15 weeks (biveekly follow-up) 90 95
216 weeks (monthly follow-up) 98 89
Conclusion: Although IVDU's discontinue study participation more often then
others, their adherence while on study, as measured Dps411 returns, doe:
not differ markedly from subjects from other risk grou
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W.B.P.247 :INSURING QUALITY OF DATA IN COMMUNITY=-BASED CLINICAL W.B.P.2 ae DE LA CHARGE DE TRAVAIL INFIRMIER : COMPARAISON

Mitchell, Te; Child, C.*; Weingart, Z.*; and Abrams, a* ATEN HOSPITALISES INFECTES ET NON INFECTES PAR LE

© County Communitysconeortium, SanSe aCHIDIAC Christian, CHAUSSOY D UCAIRE G., LEROY O.,
MOUTON des Maladies infectieuses. Centre

ity-based clinical trials of experimental HIV trames offer the Ronpi talir. r 55208 TOURCOING, FRANCE.

potential for repidly expanding me of drugs being tested, increasin: structure et l'intensité des soins infirmiers ont ste étudiés fin 1988

perticipetson by unity physicians in HIV research, an ing access ière srospectiv, service 4 taire Maladies

\g exper:cimental therapies tor large numbers of patients. Critics of Infectieuses par recuei] qu es inf ti 64 siers sont

community-based clinical trials, however, argue that the quality ta évaluable: patients infectés par le VIH (dont 19 IVC1 ou IVD) et 35
obtained in c ty settings is umlikely to achieve standards established
in academic research settil
To meet this challenge, the. San Francisco County Community Consortimn

quality assurance

id be

1988, the SFCCC trained 45 physicians to use these systems and launched 5

clinical trials. Studies sholudenes II/III trials of readily available

reiona. t

‘@ consistent data collection PYlarge

ove wide seonzaphic area, the SFCCC uses the same eet of case

forFait clinical trials. To minimize theFancunt of record keep:

use a computerized followup system to p: phy-

te:

vals. To insure data are recorded accurately and completely, SFCCC staff sys-

tematically review all case report forms before data are removed from physi=

ices and entered into sheZe database management system.

The expe: thi 3 that frequent (weekly) monitoring by

research staff is necessary but DeEicient to insure that data collected
community rettines achieve standards established in academic research centers.

W.B.P.249 ats TrexmenT REGISIEY(AIR) OF NEW TERE
Long,Iris.; Cowing, M.; Eigo, J. and Huff, R.

Treatment Registry, P.0.B. 30234, New York, Now York, USA

bijective. To provide information about ongoing clinical triais +
CleckiNe: |Seeking to enroll in clinical tr , health
facilities and AIDS service organizations in New York and New Jersey.

2 , Ten-profit organization a computer
database to give accurate, reliable on related clinical
trials because up-to-date, accurate information is not easily accessible
Results. It is generally accepted to th

will extend the lives of many fected with HIV.
Acquiring information about clinical limited. This has

of minorities and overall in trials.

required prospective drug trial parti tion will
be developed into a readily accessihle report foret

ATTITUDES TOW. DENTSCARE OFPROGRAM DIRECTORS: [ARDS
W.B.P.251 Stante.MWITH AIDS. Hayward.BAL": Kravi

. F.**. ‘University of Michigan, Ann "jroo, Michigan,
United States, ** Universeot ‘Saniora, Los Angeles, Callfernia, United States.

Objective. T f United States reside!
programs eegercingtheraining of primary care provide s for persons with AIDS (PWAs),

We maiied questionnairesto directors of all ra non-militaiary United pistes
Internal medicine (IM) and family medicine (FM) prograi 59% have respon
Besuits. While 91% of directors at primary care of‘PWAS ts an importanteducational

merepaid usually having AIDS Inpatients, only eported

with a high inpatient load (av had
er cared for aainmelcontinuity clinior hadrotatedthrough an AIDS subapooiatty

More IM t if PWAs to be most
goneralists oe vs 5% p<0.01) ane iM directors were less iikely to encourage housestaff

As with primary care (51% vs 72%, p<0.01). Among 57% 0 did not
boleve or mare unsureif {reir residents were adequately trained in AIDS ‘ambulatory care,
only 38% lucation In this area to be a righ priority. Amoon the 39%

nolencour à résidants’ ‘assul n of primary care, had atleas! of the
following concerns: resident stress (24%), AIDS care too ‘comploated 1%) or clinic
faculty not quatetoon onm(39%).
Gonclussions. W w education in ambulatory care of PWAs as

et many d

2

importa id

residents’Woassumption ofprimary care of PWASand re!
thelr programs. Strategies to augmentresidents’DLoaperence In hecareaa
are needed.

 

patients hospitalisés pour patho
corres respectivement à 516
soins de base (alimentation, locomotion, mo

et confort}, techniques (diagnostiques et thérapeutiques), relationnels et
éducatifs, sont classés de 1 à 5 en fonction leur intens

intensité des soins
1 3 5

minute/jour 1,8 5,2 5,0
VIH+ (%) q) (16,6) (30,9) (a, 7) (2,8)
VIE- minute/Jour 1,3 2, 6,6 '

(LE (1,1) (46,2) (32,3) (20) (0,4)
Structure|des soins

base echnique relationnel

VIH+ minute/jour 47,3 40,8
(26,5) (22,9} (30,6)

VIH- minute/jour
$ (29, 3) aà4) i3)

Les patients VIH+ requièrent des soins relationnele maximum. L'intensité
des soins est doublée par rapport aux patients VIH-.

W.B.P.250 ATR: A REGIONAL MODEL FOR ESTABLISHING A COMMUNITY-BASED,
COMPUTERIZED REGISTRY OF AIDS/HIV CLINICAL DRUG TRIALS.
Eigo, James; Cowing, M.; Long, I. AIDS Treatment Registry,

Inc. CATE), P.O. Box 30234, New York, New York 10011 U.S.A.

To establish community-based registries of ATDS/HIV-releted

ss

“Handbook for Clinical Trial Participants” has beenPlacé Trial

Conclusion:
promote greater access to potential treatments and enhance trial.enrolinent.

 

W.8.P.252 À‘ELGIILTY FORAooeemater
ristein,G.; Eigenrauch,H.; Crumpacker,C.

Cotton,D. Bath israel Hospital, Harvard DS.Clinical Trials Unit, Boston, MA, USA.

 Qbiective, Ti
eligibility for an antivirai clinical trial,
Mathods, fac’CTG#0#034 Phase Triai of Ribavirin in the Treatment of Patients with AIDS

related lliness and Zidovudine (AZT) use. (Blood was|obtained from opie with ARC or

Results, p: he point of p2 9
2 14_p24-

8 ARC; 23 AIDS 4 ARC; 10 AIDS
15 had prior AZT use 4 hed prior AZT use

P24 positivity ge AZT use by Chi
Iveic Fe i d tre t

triais. f
results may be significant.
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W.B.P.253 DS HOSPI
Bruce Priebe AN:Visiting Kurses and Hospice of San
Francisco, CA,

OBJECTIVE
To present the most current developments in a model program of comprehensive
AIDS hospice care

For five years Visiting Nurses and Hospice of San Francisco has provided
both residential and inpatient AIDS hospice care.

 

program also includes pastoral services and bereavement follow-up with
i ts and care partners. For th two years, the program has

operated a fifteen bed hospice facility.

VNH has offered comprehensive services to 2,000 PWAs as well as hundreds of
fanily members over a

materials. Hospice car an integral link in the widely acclaimed S.F.
model of AIDS care, helping to keep costs per patient down to $100/day.

e YNH model of AIDS hospice care has proven to be successful medically,
financially, and emotionally. Furtheraore, it has shown its usefulness to
many communities throughout the world, who have an increasing nee
devalop compassionate and cost-effective models of service delivery.

W.8.P.255 HEUROPSYCHOLOGICALpast PERFORMANCE IN HIV-1 SEROPOSITIVE
PATIENTS ON AND 0 AZIDOTHYMIDINE (AZT.

» AEs Keilp, J; premBas Aronow, HA &
Price RW. Memorial Sjoan-Rettering Cancer Center, NY, NY,

Objective. To compare the levels of neuropsychalogical and neurological
performance inpation $ treated with ad hoc untreated patients.

. The NASG) nauraogtal history, sr
red to HIV-1 s

tients at various stagesaf disease: aa oreup not receivingAT
g AZT {evauati ons=187).

e ina composit
based on the neurological history and examination, Despite a significantly

e in treated (5.9) compared to the untreated
» ac el nt

in the untreated-group (t=3.06; p=0.002). Tests showing
the largest group differences included: Trail Waking B (24%) and A (13%),
and errors on theBenton tention Test (25%).

ough the overall neurological status was not significantly
different in the groups tre untrested with AZT, the NASG
psychological test batt
the trea € group. Whereas the functional significance of such differences

ed, neuropsychological evaluation is effective in
quantifying subelinieel changes in HIV-1 seropositive groups.

Ww B P 257 NEW MODALITIES FOR CLINICAL TRIALS
es SYNTHESIS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND HEALTH CARE.

Harrington, k; Eigo, J Kirschenbaum, D.Z.; Long, I.
AIDS eeetitionte Unleash Power, New York NY, USA.

Objective: To resolve the contradictions between the goals

iscussions with clinici
and pat t a ic. s Discussion: 0 people, (<0.5% of
the HIV+ US population) are enrolled in NIAID's ACTG program.
Accrual is i di poor outr + po trial design,
inaccessability, denial of PCP prophylaxis and reluctance to
enroll in placebo-controlled trials. Da re skewed by

is callin for new trial designs which guarantee treatment,
allow prophylaxis and eschew placebos f i threatening
conditions. an ancisco and New York ghinigians have begu
treatment protocols with computer mode of erologic and

inical resul to evaluate optinal|dosages wand ©ombina-
ons Conclusion linicians, researchers and patient

advocates in ooperate to develop new modalities for wider,
aster, better-designed and more humane drug triais embodying

a new synthesis of scientific and therapeutic aims.
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W.B.P.254 A BRIEF LTRIALSSTATUS INSTRUMENTFOR USE IN AIDS
CLINICAL TR

in HR*; Mathews WC**; Brysk LM**; Hardy

WD***; Grant I**; Richman DD€ ‘in University ofCalifornia, San Francisco,
San Diego*®, and ‘Los Angeles***, California, USA.

Qbiective. While drug trials for HIV infection would ideally measure patients’ health

Status and quality of life, most available instruments are too long to be acceptable to
investigators and subjects. We aimed to develop a brief’ yet valid questionnaire for use in
clinical trials

ified the Medical Outcome Study Short-form General Health Survey to
include rubicales with particular relevance to HIV infection, such as ener:
cognitive function. We studied whether this new 32-item instrument would inensure
health conceptsaband distinctly and would discriminate between clinically
different patient grou

We administered the instrument to 73 subjects with asymptomatic HIV infection
and 44 with AIDS-Related Complex (ARC). Respondents were able to complet:

n 5 m

ad superior overall

ps scored similarly on subscales of social functio:
h

nclude that theinstrumentis acceptable to patients, reliably inessures
distinct health concepts, anddiscriminates betweenclinically different groups of
patients with HIV infection.

TEST-RE-TEST PERFORMANCE ON NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS IN A
W.B.P.256 GROUP OF HIV-] ee PATIENTS

JG; Thaler H, Brew BJ, Aronow HA,
Price, RW & Sidtis, JJ. Memorial Sloan-Kettering tance? Center, NY, NY, USA

Sbiective. accurately evaluate test-re-test performance on the Neuro-AIDS
Study Gro p(se) neuropsychoïogical battery. In order to assess efficacy
in treating the AIDS DementiaàComplex ADC) in prospective therapeutic
studies, the effects of repeated testinng must be understood.

ts. ceiving anti-viral therapy, and n
changing overall denenttia or motor ratings on the Neurological examination.
were included (n=27).

median time between evaluations was 7.4 weeks.
significantdifferences between time 1 ai the
ests. For patients with normal motor function Sent performanceon 9/13

e 4/13 4 d
(mean=5.3%). For patients with mild dysfunction tr,te
(6 tests) was 12%, the average increase6 tests) was 4

though disease progress de effects, wi
appropriate administration, practice effects on the NASG neuropsychologica]
teSts do not appear to be a significant factor in repeated measures studies

HIV-1 seropositive subjects.

apne were no

average decrease

CO-MORBID EVENTS IDENTIFIED
HOSPITALIZATIONS, NEW YORK STATE ONY), 1984-86

; Arthur, K.; Kaufman, G.
New York State (NYS)“Department of Health, Albany, NY, USA.

Qbiective To describe the disease experience in th t hospitalized with HIV

Methods Discharge data abstracts (DDA) froma non-federal acu pital stastays in
NYS were searched; any DDA with an ICD-9-CM diagnosis of rere7958, 279.10,
279.19, +279.30, or 136.3 was considered to have an HIV i i i
DDA by individual into an HIV“long fileG
HIVLFdis for each patient was reviewed
designated as HIV related (HIVRD)if identified iin‘the1/1/88 ico5-cM revision“ofthe

s as associated wilma and as OTHER if
Results Of 13,014 who first HIVLF berween1984-86, 9880 (75.9%)
had an on first DDA; tou! HIVRD-20,549 (L.6/person). 3134estweOnan
had no code on their t HIVRD were 105 (27.8%);
Candidiasis, 3006 (14.6%); Anemia Group, 281 (11.1%); KS 1204 Sou TB Group,
817Ory. septicemia, 717 (3.5%); and peumonia, 653 (3.2%). OTHER diagnose:

ently seen o: wi any mental disordersGndiuding dre
eee) (1529,19%); digestive sa"361, 458)oor respiratory sys

annefist HIV

W.B.P.258

to accurately reflect the extent of HIV morbidity.
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NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL PERFORMANCEAS A FUNCTION OF AIDS
W.B.P.259 DEMENTIA COMPLEX (ADC) SEVER,

in, D; Brew, BJ; AroPs 38;Torfmai
tea Price, RW & Sidtis, JJ. Memorial Sloan-'-Kettering Cancer Center, NY,oN,

Objective. To review the sensitivity of the Neuro-AIDS Study Group (NASG)
neuropsychol teal battery as :ut of clinical severity of cognitive,
motor, and behavioral dysfuncti n AOC.

V-1 Serovositive|patients at various stages of disease who
were not receiving anti-viral therapy and whose evaluatjon for ADC was not
confounded by other disease were evaluated usin le NASE neurological
istory, examination and neuropsychologicar test batt

nts were€€
respecttocognitive,
history and examination. ine ‘Towing tests revealed

n

ery.
rate or severe with

a w e a a

osite neuropsychological im nt score revealed decrease
mance across severity classifications for the dementia and motor ratings but
not for the behavioral severity s UPS.

ce on PHASE neuropsychological battery reflects the
severity of cognitive and motor impairme hough behavioral disturbances
also occur, they do not have a comparable epfect oncerapevehotogical test
performance

CLINIC FOR HIV-RELATED CONCERNS
W B P.261 ONE MODEL OF OUTPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC CARE

Mount Sinai Hospital, Department of Psychiatry/University of Toronto,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Objective. rovide an example of a model of care for outpattent

psychiatrie and"psychosocial services in Canada. Such a n then be
used as yereveloping suitable clinics in other Fous ofthe

country where
The Clinic for HIiV-Related n July 1986. It is part of

Thea int of Psychiatry, Mount Sinai Hospital, Toronto
objectives are ide: € chiatric an Ps hosocial services for

rsons affected by HIV disease, including family members and significant
other: rvices provi Vude individual, couple family and group
therapy; (2) a centre to whi care professionals and students can
ome to train in areas related tothe psychiatric, neuropsychiatric and
psy jal aspects of HIV df ( ng research, e.g. to develop

, education and researc

W.B.P.263"er CARES: ONE COMMUNITY S RESPONSE TO PROVID:
oo COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL CARE TO PEOPLE WITH HIV-RELATED

Flynn. Neil®: Riley z Ske: Grant S**; Wolf M+; McCandless L++.
University of Gatitornie,Davia,“uc): we Representing: Sacramento Hospi-

S$ Consortium; + CARES, Board of Directors; ++ Sierra Foundation. U.S.A.

Objective, develop a system of medical care to meet the need for compre-
hensive coordinated, highquatity care for people with HIV infection in
the Sacramento, CA area, Ss.

To reach our ner local hospitals, AIDS a:
os and a regional philanthropic fonn (SF) formed a task force in

. It ommende um 8 a “

“i~~
3 + o

0 visits/no,
attract private petice

The
expanding to 15020o by 1992
and academic ce and clinicalto carry out their HIV-related pract:
research activities. It

records desi;
medical, transfusion, “shTebotomy, pharma 8e

nagement and d abuse services; AIDS tivearys“nid care; consultative
services for ri oir 5island Northern Californ:

le pre: unique public-private-acadenic model for health
care services to People with HIV-related disorders.

Objective. To
qulti-ractal indigent plein based

W.B. P.260THE moe OF AIDS SERVICES AT COOK COUNTY NOSPITAL, CHICAGO
Sherer Renslow®; Kathpalia, 5.5; Sabla R.*; Cohen, M.**; Gath, L.**; Heeb

al.
# AIDS Prevention Service” (CCHAPS} end. Section of Retrovirology, Division of Infectious Ofsease;
Division of General Medicine, toe County Hospital; *** Cersak Health Services, Cook County “i,
U.S.A.

lement a rational and cosprohensive AIDS service organization for a diverse,
in the only “alte hospital fn Cc

Nathods. Distinct expert’sa and service capability for persons with ieafestin and risk
‘forHIV Didi fn the ela General Medicine infectious Diseasa
Results prehens: vary beginswich the AIDS Prevention Service,rttr provides
Raeswaterally ent,ad Mtconfide jal counseling mt testing for 200¢ persons at risk of
HIV infection monthly. Targetted anstr ivdus, mino wonen, Afro-Americans, Hispanics
and prisoners are available byas fn al) clinical care sreas.aAM res HivVeinfected
parsons (20-30/ne) aro roferred for medical and ismuna evaluation and entry into therapyprotocals.
Seven weekly clinics serve 1008+ pationts, 300+ of whom recat: ides cat

ml
À

tel: a designateé in-pationt ward is planned. New whe
ineluds the wonen and children's eiinte, providing sde, pediatric, ob-gyn, psychosocial,

services; and a planned a patient detoxification progran ten
HIV"poefrie active fvdus. Palliative hone care for teeatnatly 411 Pas fs available.

veservices for persons with A10S and HIV infection es cliont
tft, early interventions for Hi¥ preventtiesn access ti ical care
experizental protocols, and appropriate psychosocial s communit!y referrals for prisarily
Andigant wd einority elients at Cook County Hospital.Meborattne with community-oriented
agencies and the Cook County dai) Health Serviceenhance client

substi
20-30 patients throughout the hosp!

PRINCIPLES OF REHABILITATION OF PATIENTS WITH

IMMUNODEFFICIENCIES

3ÉEVRSe
Immunologicel center,Tskhaltubo, George SSR,USSR.

Rehabilibation of immune system is a complex and versatile
ch includes not only medical but professional ,social

and eeenological aspects as well.It has its own peoculiarities

and regularities at different pathological processes constitu-

ting the base of a new field of lmewledge in medical science,
immunology in particular

e have suggested the following main principles of rehabili-
tation of patients with i unodefficdiencies

ongness of rehabilitation measures.
ab a"

W.B.P.262

 

3.Continuity and stageness of reh pit tio ods
a) I stage~specialized ces or departments at the hospi-

tals of on b) IT sagesanté rium,a specialized reha-
bilitation center at 2 reso I age-dispensarie
polyclinies at the a of * scientific institutions or hospi-
tals. 4.Comp. ed out therapeutic p:

e of these principles in rehabilitation of patients with
AIDS will promote lengthent: emission time,reducing the

erent exacerba das aresult roving of
the general state of the Patients ,heightent

ng among those patients primary disablement

REFFERAL PATTERNS IN A

W.B.P.264
wae,Shickey_

The New York Hospital-Corne!! Medical Center, U.S.A.

Objective:
source and number of referrals.
Methods: York Hesp
4 primary D

tet) 2

osyebiatrists a nutritionist,

medicine. Consultations requested by thens physicians vere recorded for all patients iN
earolied fremAugust 1, 1988 to january 20, 198:

56 and ao referrals
tor 20 patients, ‘TwentyTwenty ion, 20 to paychiatry, 20 to

og. 10 to seurolosy,openStosurgery. 4 to pulmonary, 3 te gynecology.2 to
No major diff

referralsspecs by the primary physicians. tareve atrend toward morereferrals te nutritien,
referrals this 

 

wey reprecent inereesed utilisatien ef secvices immediately availabe. However, significantvei
loss,wvxchexia and coping with teraial inesa:acepatients. The

oay relar varietyof skin lesions.
opthaimolosy,
 

DS patients. Physicians in thei
tela of expertise. Since ‘AIDS |iaamultisystem disease coliaboration among health care

AIDS related iliness.
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W.B.P.265 SonrchtGARE AS PART OF INTEGRATED AIDS MANAGEMENT IN À W.B.P.266 Study oF A SERIES“OF 121 CONSECUTIVE AIDS PATIENTS.
Chela, Clement M.: qaupbelII.D.; Stiankanga ,Z.

TheSalvation ArmyChi ta Hospital, Mazabuka, Zanbia.

Object + 1) to present an analysis of clinical symptomato! with a
majorjor protocols for clinicaJ jmnagenent of hospital inpotiente compared”

vith patients in the home based care and prevention programme;
2 analyse drug use and drug costs in the hospital and in the

home based core setting.
Methods.sot Tetecarespotiveanalygis oof 200200 inpatientsand200patients,inin the

 

therapeutic teams, by patients, and by commmities to the patients.

W.B. P.267 AIDS ISSUES FOR RURAL HOSPITALS IN U.S. FRONTIER AREAS

carein,Vicky BerryDe University of Nevada, Las Vegas,Las
gas, Neva:

Objective Lee identify and assess the experiences rural frontier hospitals

(under 50 beds) in 8 western states havepas in the provision of care to HIV
rednessret these hospitals to pro-

lucation and policy developae

aadreseeing incidence of RIVinfection in the hospital's

‘ea, services provided to HIV infected Patients, concerns of hospi-

education and

 

h experience 9 provided

experience and education. Education

d policies are essential to guide hoopdtet personnel in the provision of
nips c

W B P. 269 PSYCHOSOCIAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY
. VIRUS (HIV) INFECTION IN A CITY HOSPITAL: EXPERIENCE OF THE

MULTIDISCIPLINARY PATIENT CARE MEETIN
Cheung, Tony; Weissman, H; Montreuil A. Queens Hospital Center (auc)vege
tation of the Long Istand Jewish Medical Center, Jamaica, N.Y.

Objective. To survey the prevalence and range of psychosocial issues ses
ated with HIV infection as discussed at QHC AIDS Team multidisciplinary
meetings.

Methods. Records of theAIDS multidisciplinary patient care meetings at QHC
from March, retoecto » 1988 were evaluated for Psychosocial issues
presented. These issueste broken down into 7 cate ones: dental, anxiety,
depression, Free ideation, drug sue, psychosis and o city.

Results. re disci d at the patient care meetings. Of these,
more than 80% had psychosocial difficulties. The age range was 20 to 64
(median=34). 74.1 ‘tack, 11.12 Hispanic 7.4% White and
Hai tial «13 were IVDU, homosexu 1.13, heterosexual 13.0% and bio:
transfusion re TI octal issues were: denial 7/108 (6.5%),lated 2.82. The psychosoc re len
ansiety/Tear 18/108 (16.7%), depression 30/108 (27.8%), suicidal ideation
7/108 (6. 5).res use 15/108 (13.9%), psychoses 13/108 (12.0%), organicity
20/108 (18.5:

ConeTusion The d ta reflect the significant psychosocial morbidity|associ-
with HIV disease, This study supports the importance of a

disciplinary approach to dealing with HIY.

396

CORREANLIMA MB, SILVA MANBRANDAO-MELLO, C.E.; LEITE, C.

Clinica Médica A, “be the Universidade do Rio de “deneiro, UNI-RIO, Brasil.

The aim of the work wa: o study epidentologically, Clinically endretreated a series or 321 consecutive AIDS patfents, acnitted to theClinica Médic: f the Universidade do Rio Ge Janeiro, during the 1985-88

METHODS; All the 121 consecutively acnitted

|

patients were studied trying to
Figure out thepossible forms of transmission and fore groupi ¥ "shen

soc 7. OUPS. were worked as thoroughly as siteeither clinically es isboratoriaaty ? oe
the patients 102 were men

the wonen 16 did receive blood transfusions, 1 was partner of a
bisexual and 2 were drug addicts. The most frequent infections systemic

diasis 166,P.carinii -pneumonie (28), tuberculosis (24), “toxoplasnosis
(2)od cryptosporidiosisas Five patients only had Kaposi's sarcoma,
crestTON:Reno de a Médica A of UNI-RIO addmits both women ‘and
men (twice more women) nyorthe121 patients(64.25%29%) were . Homosexuals
and bisexuals represented 9° the f males while Ba,21% of the
women probably got the infection through bloodtransfusions

SEROPREVALENCE OF HIV, HERPES VIRUSES AND IMMUNOLOGIC ABNOR-
MALITIES IN A GROUP OF IV DRUG ABUSERS
Pachucki, Constance T., Schaaff, D., Lenentino, J., Schaerer .M.

D Edward Hines V.A. Hospital, Hines, IL.,

Objective: To determine the prevalence orinfection with Epstein Barr Virus
(EBV), Ctyomegalovirua (CMV), herpes sim rus, (HSV), and HIV, and to
correlate seroprevalence with tanneelosinrs in a group of IV drug
abuse:
Methods :HTV status was determined by ELISA and confirmed by Western Blot:
viral serology was done by indirect immunofluorescence: lymphocyte subsets
were don: Y aerpecytcnetetry.
Reaults rhe » EBV, HSV, and HIV were respectively
Tafioa “103/103,*er103.andrte No patient e fo

W.B.P.268

had
ect + 0 EBV infections“26/ 03 ha

cent and 11/103 had chronic active infection. These
8

© active EBV infection with d D
CD4/CD8 than either those without

nfection or ell others. A similar effect on the vas not seen
with the combination of recent or chronic active EBV infection and HSV in-
fections
Conclusion: Since dual infection with cu and EBV may lower the CD4/CD8, use
f this parameter prognostic factor or as an indicator fo starting

therapy in RIV positivepatients shouldFe done with caution

 

 

W.B.P.270 TRIAGE SYSTEM FOR POTENTIAL RESEARCH SUBJECTS INTO

n Vsls4;Holand,BiFelgal Ds: Yolberding, Paul; N h, M.DeGenova, |; Nash, M.
University of Celifornia, Sen Fran General Hospital, 7.5.4.

Qhiective: To th subjects by prescreening collectingimportant lab 4] dinical d. idence tn dividante aad

recruitment effort.
Methods: A data base has been created to facilitate accrual into active AIDS clinical trials.
Individuals interested in articipating in clinical research are mailed à brief dovcutien of the
preacreening process,2laylanguage summary of clinical research methodology, and apreliminary

After completion, the registration form is returned to the
à oanerch re then contacts the individual to compiste # Fesearch profile which is entered into
the data base. The p:rofile includes dates and quantitative values of most recentit pad antigen
(pag),Betamerogoblin, rap f HIV-rela

and treatments. "Tue data le sued to preliinariÿ seensubjectbycompariag tral

Tesearch yy
rete MRsonateTTin dedata base; 188 asymptomatic (CDC I, HD,
241 ARC (CDC IVA, IVC2), and 280 AIDS (CDC NB,Wet, IVD, IVE). Subjects have the

CD4+ lymphocytefollowing count and p24 antigen stat
CD4+ Lym

</=200__ Tat: Unk Total
p2dag + 53(45%)* 0%) 11(26%)* 6 99
p24ag - 65(55%)° 42(58%)° 81(74%)° 101 ie
p24ag unk 14! 85 &
TOTAL oe 167 126 109 659
“Represents % ofeteswho know their antigen status
Conclusions: A da of potential research sulgubjocte containing dlinical andlaboratory data

targeted oerecruitment and preliminary screening of eligibility cri
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W.B.P.271 ASSESSMENT OF THE NEEDS OF À HIV ACUTE/CHROKIC
LEVEL C UNIT

BRADLEY,0. ;DESROCEES ,A.;
x

  
ods.Data con; iled nechart review of in

Results. Denographica 60% Mea30% black.
sexual, 28% I 2%

disease necessitating chronic care being 70% neurologic; 24%
infectious;a ouastic. 68% chronic level patients required a
level ne % of all patients required acute perchiatric
intervention ducing hospitalization (psychotic, suicidal ideation) .20%

 

alization dus to lack of lower care
conclude that in the future

cal needa as well as

 

n to chronic
level care facilities is exacerbated by lack of Teaser care tefacilities.

CAUSES OF HOSPITALIZATIONS FOLLOWING AIDS
DIAGNOSIS IIN,A POPULATION-BASED COHORT.

mo,S.; Klockner,R.; Bennett,D.; Fleming.D.
W.B.P.273

Oregon Health Division, Portland,sndOrewe

Phlectixe, To tely determine causes of hospitalizations after an AIDS diagnosis by
‘ollowing all cases in a statewide population:based ¢cohort.

. We follow all AIDS cases detected by active AIDS surveillance in Oregon who
remain tatthestate for follow-up“upmedical care. At six month intervals, we revieweach
patient’s mi record an abstract information about every hospitalization requiring at
least an overnight
Pesulis. Records de available for 381 pave)of the 407 Oregon AIDS cases diagnosed

tween 1/01/81 andand6/30/88,0Of these,5se, 9E) died during the hespializatoniinwhich
AIDS was nosis, the remainin 322
hospitalized 52. times‘surisee case.montis, of observation. For 240(4ee

an oppo!
sdmissioionssinsigdedfluid

inked to a discharge diagnosis. 153 of

ed fo that

D0) andmecre hikeloswere phoma(MovseaeUt},Kaposi's Cicer Comes Fepe! an mare ely to pl , P=. , 3 sarcoma (2%vs 13%,
AE typical m bateria twee . Certain OC's leading to

Poapitstizstionba more ly to develop onlyaf
hese included |caainsi (present ited at is,

of othe!rs subseque RCA(3% at dx, 7%‘ofFothers
hospitalistNSaiesatofotherssu infectionG8 t dx, 6% of others subsequently) an
M. tuberculosis(Bsaat¢dx, 3% of others subsed

IDS diagnosis, other OC's and
otheri are moreBYommon uses for subsequenthospitalizations. Strategies to reduce

inpatient days may be more effectiveveif they are general rather than disease specific.

Immunomodulateurs

Immunomodulators

W.B.P.275 CELLULAR PHARMACOLOGY AND CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS OF 2’,3’-
DIDEDXYADENOSINE AND ae 31 _DIDEDKY INOSINE 6. k

S.; Kelley,NeilR,; Yarchoan, R.; Ahluwalia,
J.A.; Broder, $.; Johns, D.6. National cancer Institute, Bethesda, MO, USA

Objective. To study the cellular pharmacology and the clinical
pharmacokinetics of 2',3’-dideoxyadenosine (ddA) and 2’, 3’ -dideoxyinosine
(ddI), anti-HIV agents with Yow in vitro cytotoxicity
Bethods Samp] or IVESAor ddI

are

u
n + x a

o
v
-
~ o
e £ a 5 od n 3 ® = 8
:
e sf I

malyzed by reversed-phase HPt!
Studied in human T-cell lin zed by anion-exchange

aminated to ddI by adenosine “deaminase,
only aa, is detected | n plasma of patientsRS du. Doses of ddI from
0.2 t 6 wy, luce peak plasma lev of 0.Set
within the rangeD of effectiveness seen invitro EDsoRe uM vs. HIV in the
ATH8 test system). ddI has a plasma half life of approximately” 35 minutes.
This may not be representative of the biological effect of the compound,

is ted
of patients.receiving both ddA and

spconcentration.
‘ective in vitro are

achievable. in patients given ddI IV or orally. e Jonng intracellular half-
life of ddATP may allow a sustained anti-HIV affect with intermittent dosing.

W.B.P.272 THE ROLE OFTHE.PHARMACIST IN THE HIV TEAM

Fite $.st Runn R.J.*, McManus T.**, and Moxham J.***
*Pharmacy Department, eokiensBosptaal, pt. of G.U.

Medicine, ***Dept. of Thoracie Medicine, College Hospital, London, UK

Objective: anSiscuss the role of the snaraacist in the management of HIV
and AIDS Pee

oeraL,1988 a pharmacist was appointed to the team managing HIV
and AIDS patients in Camberwell Health Authority.

has led to a large pharmaceutical input into the

 

main areas of involvement

(1) A clinical actechment to the team looking after HIV and AIDS patienta.
(2) Provision of advice and information on new drugs, drug interactions,

adverseedrug reactions and establishment and maintenance of an AID:

ate
(3) Survelllance of érug usage to provide costing predictione for budgeting

purposes.
(4) Education of clinicians, patients and health care staff on drug

related subjec
(5) Co-ordination ofclinical studies involving research into new drugs.

Conclusion: As the management seayfares AIDS patiente often involves com~
plicated drug therapy, the pha the most sppropriate person to
wonitor and advise on this EmportentSaspect of care

 

 

 

W.B.P.274 KINTESTING IN HIV ©.Banerjee,

Maryland, USA.

on the value of tuberculin skin testing in HIV fected evaluated the

to identify infection in 58 HIV infected persons (19 with AIDS, 39 maie/19 female, age
range 20-50, 47 black, 11 white, 41 IVDA, 12 § uRs in
were cell count and Hgb. Control group: inner city residents matched
by age, race and fecelved a 1 Step PPD in a pre-employment physical.

Number of Mean T4 Abn.
Persons Cels* Mean HgB* CXR

1 Step PPD + 8/58 (18%) 329 13.5 1
1 Step PI 244 13.0 0
Anergic 42/50 (84%) 314 11.8 0
2 Step PPD - 18/18 (100%) 115 120 0
Control 28/185(15%) - - 1

4 GED tasting can be diagnostic even when T¢ count = S50;TeDATNEST
jected persons

Was sink o coma! GrpPo prince anaalee etn or negate PPO
@ifficult, All persons will followed prospectively for development of symptomatic M.Tb.

W.B. P.276 IMMUNOSTIMULATION COMME UN SUPPORT CHEZ
SIDA = MALADES,:ET RIVSEROPOSTAIVES

F,lurhuma ZeLutete K.Mbula HeSkotnicki à
XUniversité de Kinshasa,ZaTre, Departement a" Hematol, iacSscorteqrsetae-™
Objectif.Présenter les 3 ans du traitement des SiDA et HIV-sér0:

munostinulation utilisée dans le but d'activisation physilogique
e ianmunitaire surtout par la production d'inter-

ectant des résultats précé=
nes maladies infeati

donnéesim
B-4 f a perae   
Conlusions: L'immunostimulation ne donne pas des effets secondaires,
Eu. rolongé la vie dee SIDA-malades en condition que on a traité
des infections opport-Elle est moins efficace chez les sujets epuisès et
caeeeeaerale HIV-sero+;elle.wabliore l'état physique et psychique,

tège contre les infections opport.et fraine leur évolution,
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W.B.P,277 FECT.REGARBAMATE INHIBITS THE PROGRESSION OF Hiv IN-
FECTION, RESULTS OF A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CLINICAL

Dietrich, Manfred et al.
Bernhard-Nocht-Institute for Tropical Medicine, Clinical Department; AK St. Georg,
Dermatology ; AK Ochsenzoli, Neuralagy ; Hammburg: Forschungsinstitut Borstal, Germany,
Institut M
Objective. ‘Diethyiaithtotarbamate(OTCTC) Is a chelating agent with In vitro and In vivo
influence on the pro f Hiv. Recently, JM. Lang et al. (Lancet, Sept. 24th,
1988, 702-705) presented their data of a onths treatment study with Po:sitivete-

 

sl both In improvement of patients and"increase In T4-cells,
tiated a study in order to evaiuate the efficacy of DTC in patients with ty.‘ntect-

Waiter Ree
Methods . 60 patients were randomized to DTC 5 mg/kg ive, DTC 10 mensorally

 once a wesk for a period of 6 months, Both groups were placebo-controlle
Results sw ed by the following param ! g a
higher CDC classification, progression to AIDS, chai in Immunological parameters,
Lv. application resulted a significantly higher Drogressl of the CDC classification
in the placebo group to DTC (p< 0.05). The oral application showed the
same trend (7 placebo patients progressed In contrast to 3 OTC). i DTC iv.
group, none progressed to AIDS during treatment in © patients
(Log Rank test p<0.05). The interieur
senting monocytes were significa
of T4-cells pre and after treatment was significantly different between placebo and
DTC treated pa
Conclusion. DTC ‘: éttective to sou down the progression of HIV Infection In pa-
the cation 2-4 it seems not to be abie to increase the absoiute num-
ber of Té-coiis.

W.B.P.279 RECOVERY OF DELAYED-TYPE INPERSENSITIVITY(ore) IN PATIENTS
WITH AID: COMPLEX (ARC) IN RANDOMEZED TRIAL OF IMREG1]
Fiala, Milan*, Cone,LA*and S;

Center, Rancho Mirage,CA,USA, **UCLA School of Public Health, Los Angeles, CA
USA.

  

Objective. IMREG-1, in immunoregulator containing syrosineveiycine(-glycine)
enhances multiple IMREG-1immune functions. We have studie in patients with

C posi’s sarc (KS) regarding effieac a 4 immunoenhancing effects
Methods. Forty anergic patients in a cebo controlled, randomized, 6 month
trial o 1 and 6 ot! patients in“Bo thern Califo were tested every

3 (b) re DTH 22
vely. The 2 groups were comparable with respect to base-

cs snd the number of dropouts.

In the IMREG groups 9(41Z) became reactive to TT

days whereas, in t lacebo group, 1(142)
S1x(272) IMREG-1 treated patients an

Tr an average of

days.

TT after an average

of 280 days of IMREG-1 treatment. Patients initially in the IMREG-1 group had

better clinical outcome during and after the trial.

hocyte-Related functions by Imuthiol®Ton
W.B.P.281 throughdownov ation of prostaglandins secretion by

 

 

 

 

moncytes /ma

cone!eaDalloul, AH, Bertho, J.M. and Debré,
CHU Pitié-Salpétrière, Paris, France.

Obiectif. D f f hiol® di -b, DTC).

Methods. PBL, th dh b ÿ Ath: y à ry7 $a ara ve
4 bu ad 1 1 luated us: assay and RIA method

respectively,

im | PBLta PHA axell ech
 

 

IL2. This stimulating activity was not seen when th JL denteted fecan their adf à

In addition Imuthiol displayed high inhibitory effect on PGE 2 production by these cells but IL1
levels remained unchanged.

Conclusion. Imuthiol enhanced most T cell related functions through its ability to down regulate
monocytes/macrophages derived PGE2 as these molecules were kuowa to inhibit most T cell related
functions and specially helper activities.
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TREATMENT OF HIV-[RFECTED nsWITH D-PERICILLANIR

W.B.P.278 > TEWTATIVE CLINICAL AMD 1 CAL RESULTS

Wftken,Gert” Bieniek,8.*,Ludwig,W.-0.*,Lode,H.*, Mielke,N.", 2orr.,8,
“Yed.Clinic of oo“ Steghitz,risatiuute for clinical micrcbiology and *** institute for“Tinteal

expertasntal virology of FU Berlin,F.R.G.

Miective, To
Penicillamin - Free uri “ after in HIV-1 seropositive

going prospective randomised placebo-controlled study, test Serie resbsts

(on,+CDB+, CDB+/Leu7s, cote), yaphocyte. iferation test (LPT) after Pi and tetanus-

toxold-antigen matos), p24 antigen (Dupont Co. } ™ waetvatton on primary blood lymphocytes.

Results. Until now 17 omle pts {1 1 wen, 1t.v. drug-user, age 22 to 52 y., CDC-stage II 4,
I11 6, IV 6) are ra:réontiné to receive either plecebo (n=8} or D-Pen

uate the compatability and clinical, tamunological and ence efficacy of D-

pts).

mg/d) for 6 weeks orally. The side-effects generally atid.But in was 4
beca adverse reactions (fever, diarrhoe/vomiting). Nostage progression could be seen. The
first analysts showed a stight reduction of and lente, ing re Furi .

before/at the end of/6 weeks after therapy with O-Pen lacebo): \ 5667/5162/6040 6/1
(5#17/s680/6300). creatinine: 82/80/88 wol/! (erm,Ce urine: 0.a4 g/1Lerh

445/575* Jul (484/470/507), 1924/1239 al (808/865/865), co8+,

sspou (ann, uelieuër: sept"at(eons),(* Wilcoxon test pa)."le
LOT: PINm/s E3= (20/18/1: 1). P24 antigen could onty be detected in

tires pene beforetherapy ane teed valuefes montertoring.

Conclusions. First results show 2 good compatibility of D-Pen in HIV-{nfected patients: the relevance

Of the observed alterations in the lymphocyte r yet.

 W.B.P.280 EFFECT OF isor

Moestrup***, B.G.Hansso!bareS.Tealbleera®, §, S.Kroon**,T.
B.F.Vestergaard**** and Scandinavian tsoprinosine Study ‘Group.
*Hvidovre reHos 1,Denmark,**Beoenee Hospital, Denmark,
***Malmd Aiminna Sjukhus,Sweden con®Statens Seruminstitut,Denmark.

 

Am flicantre, double-blind placebo controlled study of Isoprinosine was carried
out in 21 clinical cyanpatents mairk and Sweden.
Egnthundred s treatment for 6 months with elther
tsoprinosl 3 gram aadoyorior meaningplacebo.
The studypePopul lation included ositive patients without AIDS. The

lents were indo! ing to the number of CDA+ lymphocytes.ran
were collected at entry and dunIng treatment and stored frozen

Berumsamples aneol

Fe ata will be presented and fink
markers of disease progression.
 

W.B.P.282 A MULTICENTER RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND PLACEBO
CONTROLLED DOSE-RESPONSE TRIAL OF LF 1695 IN P24-
ANTIGEN SEROPOSITIVE

Roué.René* ; Kienzler, J.L.** ; Dormont, D.*** ; Fleury, H.**** ; Lang, J.M.*¢*** ;
Mouton,Y.sesandal.
* Scientific the trial, Hôpital Militaire Begin, Saint-Mandé, France :
** Monitor ofthe trial, Cen Recherche,Laborato’ires Fournier, Dijon,
. . , Fontenay aux Roses, France ; ****France Popa Peliegrin, inondeswx
France ;****s Hôpital Hautepierre, Strasbourg, *#*# Centre Hospitalier,
Toi .

Objective, LF 169: logit
chengtes insiaellsthanyanioHe has al:

 eploaion. On the base oftess

fofLP165inPan |impact in gen scroponiive pai
doubleblind,placebo-controtrolled, dose-response trial is

i pores in0IVinatedredpatients (CDC groups Fo IV), with a F24-antigen level
hi twice the cul level (Al . Patients twice placebo or 120 mg
e240of Li 185psde are reverse
transcriptase
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AS 101, A NEW IMMUNOMODULATING COMPOUND IN THE TREATMENT OF
W.B.P.283 : _L.Ph,LAPORTE®, J. LEBAS*, G.CONZALES*, MLMEXOHAS®, BBRENT,A. NAIHAN*

 

* St AntoinetineCarteCpIS2 POS FRACS
”

11GreBAD)vswas acinistered fy3 timstimes a week at the dosage of 5 mg/m?

44 patients entered the study (41 M 3 F) median of age 27 (22-61) yesrs.CC
i ao thon(0raies,Pa,À,3, 3) HIV entigenemia was positive

Most. patients were included because of toxicity and/or failure of AZT
oa) 31 patients were evaluable. Median duration ae thoregy wes #5 months (1.5.14).
Results : es 4 3 of Dosa

of Karmosky status. However clinical improvement was notnot sustained in time : median duration 3

months (1,8). In 3/8 patients Kepoel Sarcoma improvement ofof specific lesions was transiently
‘a median of 2 months. Biological : In 4 cases we observed disappearance of cy-

topenia. cult san enformein 18 patra postive i 1 HIV antigenemia was po-
sitive in 17 cases, negative 4 capes. We never antigenenia. T4

increased (2 to seepin303Foreate emlic mall of te
Level ofIL2 increased in 4/8 tested patients loxieity was moderate ~ garlic ame) ofthe
treath (59 %) - hair lightening (50 4) - rtToeiere (20 2) at the begiming of there-
ty . In 3 cases, AS 10] waswas stopped because of recurrence cuteneous resh. Conclusion : AS
101 wes safe and well tolerated. Positive results occured in half on AIDS patients,however
theses effects, in our serie, are not always sustained. Combination therapy with antivirals

should be tested.

W B.P.285 SURVIVAL RATE IN AIDS PATIENTS FOLLowNG TRANSFUSION
THERAPY WITH CRI ENRICHE ERYTHROCYTE
ulzberger, Ju hiIna a,Y.;McKinley,G.Se, ;Tkegomi, He

Senderowicz,A. d Lange M.
St.Luke's-Roosevet Hospital center. Columbia University, New York, N.Y. USA

Objective. Erythrocyte Cab reoptors| (CRI) play a crucial rea theieee
tion and clearance of circul immune © exes. ke p

data using this therapy in AIDS patients with primary PCP infection.

PRC at the end of initial PCP therapy. This8 group received further Tx only
roif pportunistic infections arose or if the Hett fell below 30%. Gi IT

(N=9) received 2-4 egularly every 8 weeks. All Pt in group I
wei 8 0 pro axis. e of Pt in Group I or II took Zido-
vudine (AZT). Ali Pt were monitored monthly. A group of 9 Pt with prima
receiving neither AZT or Tx served as retrospective contro
Results.Survival rate at 52 weeks for group I was 628 (13/21), and for group
TT was 78% (7/9). Of those group1 Pt surviving >1 year, 5/7 renain ative at
15-22 monthsom the onset of therapy, 3 of which remain we without
any new 0; unistie infection at present time (Ave.15 months). In the cont-
rol group theourvivel me at weeks was 22 § (2/9).
Conclusion.Our study appaars to indicate that use of timed Tx of CRI oenntcned

with PCP prophytarts|given to AIDS-PCP Pt prolongs life expectancy and
disease free interval. We feel this form of therapy may be used as anyal ter-
native for those Pt not tolerating AZT or in conjunction with AZT.

W B P. 287 DOSE RESPONSE STUDY OF DAILY DIETHYLDITHIOCARBAMATE (DTC) IN

PATIENTS WITH ARC/AJDS . , *
Petersen, Eskild A. ; Hersh, E. ; Fish, D. ; Kaplan, C. :

Gorman, R. and Darragh, M
Department of Internal Medicine, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA.

Objective. Daily DTC at a dose of 200-600 mg/kg (equivalent to 600-1800

mg/m2 human) is clearlyeffective in treating mice infected with LP-BMS.

Weekly dosage is less so. us, this study was Sesioned.tojoternine the

Gr

per day anda4, 600 mg/m2. Toxicity, pharmacokinetics and effect on

symptomatologÿ a: immune functions were studied following one month of

treatment.
Results. The 100 mg/m2 dose was well tolerated by all subjects. At 200

mg/m2 two Patientts had gastrointestinal disturbances and one paatient had a

mild ei i e: i

mm:

hallucinations. DTC did not affect CD4, CDB or total TTcecolle
Conclusion. DTC in its current formulation cannot be given to patients in

therapeutic equivalent doses which were found effective in the mur.murine AIDS
model. Si effects are mainly central nervous system and gastrointestinal

tract related. ation of the mode of action of DTC should provide

the basis for“wolecularalteration reducing its human toxicity profil

Aspects clini
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Enhancementof Tcell growth, in HIV+ patients treated with Ditiocarb
W.8.P. 284 MUTHIOL:} : evidence for Fmonoeyteinvinvolvement

Ali. H Mossalayi, MD. Debré P.
tié-“Salpérrière, ST Bd de opaleeParis, France.

Dion oe {sodium ditiocarb, DIC)

Methods. 48 HIV+ patients ed à bad 1

Imuthiol" (10 mg/kg weekly for 8 weeks).

H thymidine uptake, in response to PHA and riL2.
1L2 synthesis by

for the following: T ion i and?

CTLL2 Ba

IL2 syathesis was comparable in both groupe. tn contrastthe treated group showed significantly
MoherTCE and Tel reraon tha Grune Tested ome (001 < p <003), when PBL were

This difference was ad vien E+ (monocyte depleted) cells were tested for the same

Conclusions. IMUTHIOL"treated HIV+ patients, havebetter T-cell-related functions than watrested
ones. Our di F is the target for

findi b derived PGE2 synthesis.

W B P 286 PEPTIDE T PHASE I STUDY:NeaaBridge RESULTS
Goodwin, F.K.*-Hegeltine,Peter** Bridge,T.P.*

J.**, d Leedon, J.M.*
National Institute’ of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD.
seUniversity of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA., U.S.A.

Objective. To evaluate the toxicity and possible response
measures to Peptide T (Drala-irpertitee-T-anide), a
homologue © P and gp-120, anapri120 receptor blocker.
Methods. In this ongoing study, 9 AIDS and 5 ARC patients

or intranasal is mg/day). For 12 8, d 5
pati ha ed doses; ers received escalating
doses for 30 8. No other antiviral agents were given.

ruritis led to drug withdrawal in 1 patient. No
other eoeicity wegobserved. Return of skin test response

c patients:1 to tetanus and Old TB; 2
to < 2antigens. "TA“counts rose and p24 ‘level fell in 1
patient with p24>50 pg/ml; returning to baseline off drug.

ks on drug mitogen response to
PÉtanus increased in 3/6 and to PHA in 2/5 patients; mean
weight gain was 2 kg., and POMS increased a1 S.D.in 6/9.

tide T vas well tolerated for 12 weeks, with
increases in body weight and well-being noted. Preliminary
results indicate that these measures and mitogen, skin test
reaction, and p24 levels may be useful efficacy parameters
for Phase II testingof Peptide

W B P 288 The Eflect of lsoprinosine R (inosine pranobex) (IP) in HiV-
Seropositive Patie with Low Risk for Developing AIDS.

RobinRs.and. theUS/UK ‘isoprinosine Clinical
Investigators’ Group.

in T-helper cell counts, increased NK-cell activity, and decre d CMV shedding in
To determine wl er IP could delay the progression of disease in HIV-
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W.B.P.289 WaaeCAORXTRANSULFATE ON THE MOUSE INTESTINE.
Wells, Caroi L.; Eriandsen,S.
University of Minnesota, inne Minnesota, USA.

Objective. Because oral dextran sulfate causes severe diaithea in AIDSpatients (typically occu:
after several weeks oftherapy), we tigatedgatedtheeflectof orl denran sane bi " “a
Methoda.DeDextran sulfate (7000-8000 MW,17-20% sulfur) was placed in ihelung water (8
mom) of Webster mice. Intestinal flora and histology were examined .

ot ileal and segments

resembl
observed in control mice. Dextran treated mice

 

merous
pecies; similar logies we: also had a
tooindicateratein the Tiestinal umen WrightGiemea stain)aand an overgrowth of facukative

bacill (quantiative cuture of inal segments on MacConkey agar).

=Treat- Days No.of a Avgi5DEgoviable facukaive
ment ment mice segment gram-negative bacill/gram
1 Hoo 38 4 cecum 3440.5

dextran__38 4 cecum 5.8 + 0.48
2 H20 2t 3 feum 3.32 0.7

dextran 21 3 fleum 5.5 + 14
H20 a 3 “en 3.2+ 0.7
dextran 3 75+ 15¢

& SignificaiESTRERRERFRE
Mice sacrificed at 7 days had no differences in the numbers of viable Seal or colonic bacteria.

& Significantly increased compared to control, P= 0.041.

Conclusion. Oral dextran was associated with qualitative and quantitative cha in the Intestinal
flora, 86 wel as histological alterations ofthe mouseinarives UC. me

W B P. 291 INTRAVENOUS IMMUNOGLOBULINS IN ADULTS WITH ARC
ue AND WRE - A DOUBLE BLIND LONGITUDINAL TRIAL

N.Rasokat;

B-Salzberger and the ARC-IVICG-Study-Group Cologne/Berne (Depts, Intareal Medicine II,

Pathology, Dermatology, Virology, Med. Microbiology and Miomatietien, Univ. of Cologme, FRG,

Central Laboratory Swies Bed Cross, Berne, Switzerland)

G@hjective: Evaluation of the influence of Intravenous Immunoglobulins (IVIG) on ¥4-0el)-count

and clinical status ion,

Methods: 1:

, 8, fatigue, weight loss, oral candidiasis, mucosal or

berpes simplex. Clinical exam: and routine assensments formed bo:

là , e subsste tour taneous reaction, microbiological

ware! of phagocytosle and Lyephocyte stisulation every 12 weeks.

Results ofnv teeter per: are presented. Ba!

values.

1 mieadied by homicide. In the treatment group

(partioularly fati and fever) improved significantly, while 14-cell-count
clinical and immoiogioët parameters did not show any difference.

Conclæian: IVIC can improve olinical statue of patients with ANC and WES, Further follow-up

for 2$ weeks may reveal a better inaight into the significance of the results reported.

‘THE EFFECT OF THE FOLYENE MACROLIDE ANTIBIOTIC AMPHDIERICIN B AND IIS
W.B.P.293 METHYLATED DERIVATIVE (AME) CN HUMAN IMMUNCDEFICIENCY VIRUS AND

IN MCREARE QETURES
geHE Er D.*; Sun, D.%; Wolf, Bt; Bryant, P.*; Shahied, S.*;

Ke aia,Rade of Tumor CellJersey State Dane d latest, Ho Laboratory .

Nutley, New Jersey. U.S.A. y

ad its methylated derivative AME were tested in
cll Les fonyapr At levels the

gsElwasirbubitedae shown by the measumenent of antigen with both a
fluorescent and enzyme marker. At 10 up/ml there wes capllete inhibition of virus activity.

To @amine the effect of these dngs on the eharcannt of Monocyte activity, phagocytosis was
meesured using primary murine ackerent cells. terSheep red bloodcells, relax! or coated
with antibody, or L ircubated
in the remis cf ohne orat reatrariane of O-L, 1, ar 10gf. Tuftsin was attied as
@ positive control. With both systems there was a significant increase in phegocytic activity

af the polyenes.

SeaunmyProvide an altemative to AITS thempies due to their miltifinctionl
cellular activities.
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W B P. 290 IMMUNOLOGICAL DATA FROM AN ISOPRINOSINE ( IMUNOVIR)
_ DOUBLE BLIND, PLACEBO CONTROLLED STUDY

Seeber: Bjorn” , Dickmeiss, 5.’ and Skighej, P.
*Department of Infectious Diseases and 'Tissuetyping yee Uni-
versity Hospital (Rigshospitalet), Copenhagen, Denmar

Objectiv To evaquate possible differencies between baseline,
midway ea final outcome values for mitogen-qinduced lymphocyte
proliferation on a5iv"infected persons vithou

Theese persons ar i Iso- 
prinosin double blind, placebo-controlledstaan

Methods: PHA and used a stimulant for lymphoc
before, during and at end-point of 6 mo:

es
nths trettnontperiod.

Results: Baseline values were similar for treatment /placebo~
group, PWM at 27.5%, and PHA at 68.5% relative value. At mid

id end-point of treatment-period only a positive trend
or the active treatment group was observed, but no significant

difference was reache
Conclusion: The results of mitogen-stimuiated lymphocyte pro-
liferation during Isoprinosin treatment are not strong pre-

daictors of the clinical benefit found as reported elsewhere.

 

W.B.P.292 ides EFFICACY OF TWO KINDS OF KAMPO MEDICINE ON HIV
NFEC EW
in i,M. 1); Hada,M.1 Thenatsu, S. 1); .K.2);

Takahashi, HS); T i); iMetsuda, J 5), imaya, J9.6); SeruregawNe
Yoshioka, AB) Fukut,aH. Kighjte,rE. 9)," shirts. s.10),3 Hattori,T.ii,
Tokatsukki, k.11) and Mar
1)Tokyo Medica 1 College,rs 2)Tohoku Univ., reg 3)Niigata Univ.
Niigata, 4)Keio Unive, Tokyo, 5)Teiko Univ., Tok: , 6)Shizuoka Chi ldreen's

and Pharmaceutics] iv.. Toyama,
9)Hyogo College of Medicine, Hyogo. "Omà of

Occupational and Environmental Health, Fukuoka, 11)Kumamoto Univ., Kumamo
12)Kagoshima Univ., Kagoshima, Japan

Objective. Two kinds of Kampo Medicine (Sho-saiko-to ; SST; injin-to 3 NT)
were acministeredte HIV infected patients in attempt to imrove thei
Mnunoabnormal iti

Hethods. SST or Nrwere administered to 56 patients whoes CD4/CDB ratio
pointed below 1.0. And lymphocyte proliferati on reaction, single and dual
color analysis of lymphocyte were obsereved for ks.
Results. Clinical date were statistically onelyzed for 18 cases which were
completed for 24 weeks observation. Immunological improvements were observed
in SST treatted7/13 patients and NT treated 9710 patients from scored analy-
sis used CD4, HLADR+ CD8+ cells and PHA.
Conclusion. theeresults of this expanded study strongly suggest that
especially NT might be a mixture of ‘immunomodifing components.

Rotivetion Of Methionine-Enkephalin (MEK):
W.8.P.294 ment of Cytotoxic T cells in HIV + patients .

ILPitt” G.C. Miller? and J. Wybran’,
University ofmergesat Chicago,

IL., 2Immunc-Diagnostice Labora ’ Hospital
Erasne, Universite Libre de pruvelie, Brusaele.Ke un.

 

® $ 5 8 a =
c
o
n
5
6

° * x 8 à à a # 3 ñ

cel
been reported to Facilitate the inactivation of
may be nsider to be an “antivira

imaunomodulator
Zurwaski, G. M. Benedix, B.J. Kamb, et al., Science, 232, 772,

Fauci, A.S., D. Klatzaman, IV Int. Conf. AIDS, June 12-16,

1988, Stockhols, Sveden

Research Grant I Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 5105 N. Pearl
St., Schiller Park, chicago, IL 60667 (312) 678-3067.
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THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS IMMUNOGLOBULINES (IVIG) IN LONG-TERM ADMINISTRATION OF DITIOCARB IN HIV-SEROPOSITIVE
W.B.P.295 HIV INFECTED HEMOPHILIAC CHILDREN AND ADOLE W.B.P.296 CTS .

lagn rtiBialek, R.; Radinger,1 obecker
Dept. of Pediatrics, versity of Bonn

application|orWIG in early
loles

is scudy, Inclusion criter
helper cells to lymphocytes (<0, 35)."No patient|had AIDS.

consiste af 18 patients received IVIG, 18 patients served a
controls. $ of HIV infection and age were compara e in botl groups,
matched pairam used for analy
In the beginningthe first group received 0,4g/kg IVIG (Venimmun)on five con-
secutive days, followed by 0,3 g/kg 1VIG given at 14 days intervals. Every 3
months clinical, routine and immunological data, such as incidence of in-
fections, iynphocyte subpopulations. skin reactivity to antigens and lympho-
cyte response to mit s and an igens were recorded.
Results.From June 88 til Nov r patients entered this study. At the
entry thestaging|ofHIV infection according to the CDC classifications was
as follows; <13 y >13

5 patients IIA
atientsns! IA pa

Preliminary results 6 moi utter2perulting the ust patient will b
presented, including stageprogress of the HIV infection, rates.of infections
as well as devvelopment,0of lymphocyte subpopulations. skin reactivity and

stimulation te:
(Supported:by the Bundesninisterium für Arbeit und Soziales)

a patients W B 4 patients
atien

W.B.P.297 SIDE £FFECTS OF IMUTHIOL® (DITHIOCARS,

RE) IK THE THERAPY oF EARLY

AGE HIV-1 INFECTION.
- Reisinger’, M"Gotteslebent, G . Gdtzet, S. Schwander

i: Dérlemann*, A. Plettenberg#, W. Meigel#, P. Kern*, “Dietrich
* Clin. PrteaoanettInst. for OPRC MHed., Hamburg,
+ Dptn. of. rol. AK Ochsenzo » FRG
# Dptm. of. Dermatol. AK St. Georg, Tenbury, FRG

positive na

14 pat. orally with placebo abo(10mg/bob once per wee!
d 1 th placebo (5ug/kgBW once per

neurological and dermatological exanination were perfor intervals. Results. In oral as well a: n iv DIC groups, 77% of th
patients reported on metallic taste in the mouth f ome hours after

as s one day after oral medica son
c complaaints, flatulence,onhee and fatigue were seen

ps. A superficial gactritis was

DIC administration. Due

lacebo group, imaginary side
irregularly. No allergic-toxic reactions nor neurologic or haematopoetic
side effects could be

INTRAVENOUS VERSUS ORAL TION OF PENTOSAN-POLY-
SULFATE (HOE/BAY 946) IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS.
‘Peters, Ruf, B. and Pohle, H.-D.

lt. Department of Internal Medicine, Rudolf Virchow University Hospital (Wedding), Frele
Universitit Berlin, FRG.

W.B.P.299

Pent:tosan “polysulfate has been shown to have HIV-1 inhibitory properties in vitro and
haps in vivo. It rly hacrbed through the gastrointestinal tract. Therefore, with

on, secte intracellular concentrations will be achie
riod. This implicates high oral dosages. We per‘

fected patients with an initial two week peri
pelntowan-polysalfates before oral maintenance therapy. The aim of the st
ompare clinical status and immunological parameters of orally treated patients and of

patients with initial [V application of the drug
We compared patients who had Initial IV treatment (1 x 100-300 mg/d) with patients

mg/d). Patientswere in stages LAS or ARC.
y and pransiontly impaired

ad oral application

S a

;

8

initial IV application a pentosan-polysulfate with a subseque maintenance
therapy may , because of a probable initial cellular jageffe owe
ver, more detailed cinedata are needed. Since almost every patient with Vt ment

veloped side effects, IV therapy should be performed only in careful clinical ‘rae in

hospitailzed patients.

Lang, Jean-Narie; Kirstetter, M.; Livrozet, J.M. and

Touraine, J.L.
For the AIDS-Imuthiol French Study Group. Strasbourg, Paris, Lyon. France

Objective. To assess the effects of prolo: administration of ditiocar'

teatro) in HIVseropos!tive subjects after double-blind, placebo-control-

led short-term trial ha and immunological benefit.
nethods. 43 consecutive aivointested male homosexuals entered the present
open-label stuudy nm the basis of CD4+ cell counts

IDS sg:

 

 
clinicallyàimproved.

68).
matic male homosexuals with CD4+ cell

roL progress to AIDS in 3 years, e present study

treated cohort.
ocarb may delay p:rogreaston to AIDS and de-

an be given safely in HIV infection for a prolonged

period of ti

W.B.P.298 CLINICAL EVALUATION OF GLYCYRRHIZIN ON HIV-INFECTED
ASYMPTOMATIC HEMOPHILIAC PATIENTS IN JAPAN

. k i. N 3 Yoshioka, K. and Akatani, K. Osaka National
hospital, Osaka, 540, Japan.

Objective, To evaluate the clinical effectiveness of glycyrehizin(61) by
Tong -term oral administration on “sinfected as
Methods. Glycyrrhizin is o Hologically active meantspresent
in extract of Slycyrrhiza glaabra

ty glycyrrhetinic acid (GA

s not e ten untreated patients, two have devel-
oped AIDS.(score 3 andaied, One has developed lymphadenopathy {score 3).
Conctusion. eatment with GL a rs to be effective to the patients
in preventing disease development fron their asymptomatic stages.

W.B.P.300 TWO YEAR CLINICAL TRIAL WITH PENTOSAN-POLYSULFATE (HOE/
BAY 946) IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS.
Bernhard®; Peters, M.*; Schürmann, D.*; Rübsamen-Walgmann, H.**
and Pohle, H.-D°.

*H. Department of internal Medicine, Rudolf Virchow University Hospital (Wedding) Frele
Universitit Bertin; **Chemotherapeutisches Forschungsinstitut, Frankfurt, FRG

Pentosan-polysulfate has been
formed an open clinical pilot study with pentosan-polysuifate {HOE/BAY 946) in HIV infec
ted patients in order to find an appropriate dosage, inves!tigateantiviral properties, reveal
possible side effects, and ie determine whether subsequent clinical studies are reset

le examined a total of 40 patients over a period of we years. 15 patie
stage LAS, 10 stage ARC, and 15 patients were in the stage of AIDS (CDC sacsuen).
Pentosan-polysuifate was given orally three times a aywith an increasing
150 mg to 450 mg. Full clinical status was obtained on every clinical examination; ad-
ditionally routine laboratory data and immunological examinations (lymphocyte counts and
Subsets, neopterin, By-microglobulin) were performed.

None of the patients changed the stage of HIV infection. Three patients in stage
ARC, and 12 AIDS patients developed corteinfections Eight of the ~ AlOS pa-

sing lymphocyte counts and lymphocyte
tients, stable ceii and decreasing cell counts in AIDS.

tients developed side effects caused by per

shown to be effective against HIV-1 in vitro. We per-

stable. Our data justify longer examination periodsarand randomized placebo-controlied trials.
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W.B.P.301 Clinical influence LEnenuentor® (sodium ditiocarpb)
in HIV-infected pa

A review of 4 controlled studies and long term
nfluence.

Caraux “Yean The International AIDS Imuthiol study
group (France, Germany, USA,) Lyon France.

 

 

i Decemb k : ;
have been enrolled in double blind, place’ od suds of Inatiol® (sod
diiocar,DTC), To date, rents fom th ted aioe ke
 

 

US medical centers willwil be evliatle. betare Jae 1963. ke Pine LD
sealtoledafodybetveoeSey 1987 aad JulyehMin ner double-blind, placebo

Pans eonaieeoFeGmie ein cd
points reached statistical

1, Imuthiol delayed progression to AIDS in ARC patients : 15 patients progressed to
AIDS in the group vs 2 in the Imuthiol groups. This was statistically

9, [enibcantin the German study(6 Progression vsnone,p<0.05, Logrank test).

à V-infe Er

IAomnensparade,sh)
The US multicenter study on Fans à nov lermimating and results an major
clinical eficacy endpoints wll bearable a June

W.B.P.303 4ACUTE RESPONSES TO AMPLIGEN INFUSIONS IN HIV-INFECTED PEOPLE
Pazin George J, Huang XL, McMahon D, Armstrong JA, Rinaldo €,
Ho M an Pitteburgh AIDS Clinical Trial Unit investigators,

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.A

OBJECTIVE: To report our clinical and laboratory observations in HIV-infected
reactions during intravenous infusions of syn-

tehed double-atranded BNA (Ampligen).
reactions (flushing, diaphoresis, shivering, chills, fever

sons receivintwice weekly infu-
reactions then finished at

thetic miawat
METHODS: Ten acute
aod chest tightneaa) occurred in 3 of 17
sions. Infusions|vere stopped temporarily during
8 slower rate. reactions required discontinuation of treateco

RESULTS: Resctjons were observed i persons ne120oeme re-
ceiving 40 ng (peraon #200g) and 2/5 receivi ptMise
and #2293).neute de:sbressioms of PMNs were Sbeerved. ae.‘oon as
subsided (within 15 minute: nd e re
leukocytosis. heukoecyte counts (2107 Jul) a

i fu End-reaction End-infuaion 1-2 hrs. later
#200g (3 oI 5.6 2.9 8.8
#217c (3 Ds 6.7 3.41 7,5 9.3
#2295 3.3 al 3.2 4.3
Granulocytes were msinly responsible for these changes. During 6/7 reactions

cytotoxic ripheral leukocytea against K562, U937 and HIV-

infected U937 targets were depressed 2 hr post-reaction:

pre-infusion values. CONCLUSIONS: 4 tute Jeukopenia associated with
i as follove ukocytosis 1-2 hrs hater.

Cytotoxicity against three different Reset was also suppressed at 2 hour:

Neopterin and T-helper/neopterin ratio in the monitorin,
W.B.P.305 lngentreatmenttoHIVinfected patients by nt

ditocarb,
*, André Burkel*, Anne Felten**

Antoine (Service Prof. Frottier),1“Laborato
Institut Merieux, Paris and Lyon,

 

  
*Hôpital
Burkel,

Objective. To investigate whether urinary neopterin (UN) and T-belper (T4) / UN ratio correlates
with prognosis in long-term therapy by Imuthio!®.

Methods. 36 HIV-infected male } L 22-45 years, weight 71 kg, range 57-84)
pitt fe LY fi d + f 17 months 6-30

groups IV-A and IV-C2 at entry.
3 hs. UN (4 mol/l) was

months), startin,
27 had less than 400 T4 cells at entry.
saayod by HPLC and T4 col ocmtn Fy otedneterety —

Results. Among over aeartaas the74/UNratioscorreated we1 with absolute Té levels. In 3
instances, an elevation of UNwaswas seen without decrease of T4 counts. This was related to associate

was stabilized in
ke sds-OI

Conclusion. T4/UN ratio is useful in monitoring progression of HIV-infected paticat. it remains
a in 30/36 pat : hiol for prolonged periods ti

402

W.B.P.302 TWO MONTH DOUBLE BLIND PLACEBO

CONTROLLED TRIAL OF CYCLOSPORIN

uNuN ASYMPTOMATIC SUBJECTS
LPAboulker, JM. rieu, J.A. Gastaud, P. Debré, B. Milpied-Homs! et

al. Groupe INSERMlore FRANCE

‘© evaluate, in a multicenter, double blind.» placebo controlled trial, the
short term Sects of cyclosporin on peripheral CD4

: 98 HIV patients with initiai
D4 counts between 300‘on 600/mm3 were randomly assigned to cyclosporin 7.5
mg/kg per day oor Placebo for a 9 week period of treatment. Doses were adadapted in onder
fo maintain trough whole bicod levels ranging from 400 to 70000 ng/ml. Cyclosporin dese
was in obaa more than 68 ng/ml throughout the trial. The double blind design was

f A signif t (P<0.001) CD4cell 4 :

compared 1 placebo at week 1 {H107mms) andweek 2 (smeSiarincrease
was observed in coe cell and total lymphocyte counts, thus th of CD4 and

CD4/CD8 ratio did notmtanange. At week ° G06 ¢cal‘counts were in
average Wdentical iinat2 groups. Side effects observed were mild and no adverse
reaction or progression to AIDS or ARC occured during the 4 month period (treatment
and follow-up) offt!the trial.

CONCLUSION: Th . irculati lymphLT) procytransi: by

ec ofa longTRDnnoO Loà Conclusionregardingthe
moi tri

W.B.P.304 failure of ieoprinosine in prevention of ARC to Arps
niel and Fragua, H. University of Tex

Steetern Medical Center at Dallas, Texas, U. $.vA.

Objective. To determine the effect of an immunomodulato:
Feesaa (laneine pranobex) in delaying the progressign of disease in HIV
seropositive male patients with CD4 counts of 200-400/mm
Methods. A prospective, multic andomized, double blinded, placebo
controlled clinical trial. 202 seropositive homosexual males were screened
in Dallas County “the 6tudy.
Results. 21 patients completed 2 months of the trial. 13 patients were
discontinued; of these 8 discontinued themselves to go on AZT, and 11 we

patient developed
dverse reaction.

Further studies comb:
antivirals need to be performed

ining this agent with other

 

W.B.P.306 2cioouume ann Lrmirum cagnowareFOR HIVPATIENTS
POPESÇCU D,LEVIN C,CORRAIES J,es M,ESHIVEL G,

HOSPITAL Gral.san Martin ; Corrisnentes, AR
rophism of HV, vhich affects the

ic
g unit _Activator(acer)

in vitro, Lithiun Cpee
METHODS: (7) seven patients infected with Iv, (2)two with denential
complex. (I ‘} one with ARC, (2)ne vith àms and (3) three with Las

2b

 

 during the study period(a) two of the seven patients died
because of demential complex. remaining ended the treatment

Protocol. All of the patients3 aeniencea Physical improving. Four

of them gained weight. None of the patients e enced any kind of
side-effetemere v creased in the 1iymphocyee total level,

monocyte
CONCLUSIONS: after mas Study Period we can Conclude that; the anti-

HIV treatment is necessary for patients who experienced a denential
complex, The re ning ones manifested a Stinical improving. we
conclude that Timomoduline thiun bonate should be used for
Pre“AIDS,and Anti-HIV association for patients on advanced AIDS stages.
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W.B.P.307 CASE REPORT OF DISULFIRAM AS FIRST LINE THERAPY
a SEROPOSITIVE PATIENTS ATTENDING A COMMUNITY CLINIC

isavis ; ; Paroski P; Morgan À; Norr
B; et al. ooRTS Hsatent and Mental Health Center, Brooklyn, NY,
USA

To use disulfiram in treatment for BV seropositiveObjective:
asymptomatic patients and explore if there is significant

8 nt di seropositive patient.
disulfiram treatment. These results suggest a large scale study of
disulfiram should be initiated to further delineate the treatment

W B P. 309 RECOMBINANT HUMAN GRANULOCYTE-MACROPHAGE COLONY-STIMULATING
— FACTOR (GH-CSF): x PHASE I TRIAL INMaladieAIDS

PATIENTS. orBoyle.si Gold,
Flomenberg, N., Anselmo, W. and v SlowsKoteering Cancer

Center, Nev York, WY, USA and Schering Gorperstien. Kenilworth, NJ, A

Objective. To evaluate the safety, efficacy and osesnof

Dotnet (SC) administered GM-CSF in AIDS pat = (pe
enic

 

resumed for 28 days. Pts were then

t
. ve pts have been entered at GM-CSF doses of 0. 3,1,weane 10

The median ANC was 900/mm° (range 400-3700). Five Ps
receiv:ing&aTaa?uenerens ter stopping AZ eatment..
Dose-depend re seen. maximum ANCa wereerr (0.3
pe), 5833 (lus)=5520 SD.“a each do schere was considerable
variation in the ANC response and the degree‘otsnsoie Peak

cultures of
Trcell subsets or the functions of NK c eu

can reverse oscabiiahed neutropen:
optimal tr

8
nAIDS pts. Given

the variable Sespouse, eatment may
main

Tequire dose titration

W.B.P.311 AMELIORATION OFTE POLYMORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTE(PMN

F HEMOPHILIACS WITH HIV INFECTION BY
UNTINA) OF LONG-TERM POLYSACCHARIDE IMMUNOPOTENTIATOR
(LENT:
Heteuda,.“geo, Gohchi,K., Kinoshita,T. and Ab

Department of Medicine, © Univeraity School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan.

Objectiveri® phagocytic function(PMN-PF) of hemophiliace(H) was evaluated in
vitro and the effect of long-term treatment h tinan on impaired PMN-PF
was studied. Method.PMN-PF of 39 H, including 22 case 

PMN-CL of 22 HIV

led to be deteriorated to 0.68
f dete-

Conclusion. Lon
or HIV infected individuals with impaired PMN-PF b:

and the onset of oppotunistic infection
is prevent results, open trial of lentinan for HIV
infected patients has just started in 16 medical universities and hospitals

throughout Japan

IMMUNOLOGIC ROLEDPARAMETERS IN
INFECTED. SENSE.R WITH ROERNOSNERE(89)
OR FACEaA ART oraA MULTICENTER Pl

; Schulof, R; Mai, D; Simon, G;

neepntEeserte DC, USA

provide confirmation that ISO (raie Fret exhibits _immunores-
DRoc, cxablphther i,exhibit effects in a large
scale double-DiisdERA Ginical trial.

W.B.P.308

Parenti, D5

trolled multicenter (19 centers
HIV-seropositive 3males, aged 18-

okCgSansbowen 08months.
whichAM? wale teated at our conter,

and ofgetsuresame who completed 6

Randomized

ae,eaya

months of

 

REESTABLISHMENT OF A NORMAL. IMMUNOREGULATORY MECHANISM IN
HIV-INFECTED PATIENTSW.B.P.31 WITH IMMUNE THROMBOCYTOPENIC

HarryW.,Jr.; Jones, F.R. and the PROSORBA Clinical Trial Group.

IMRE Corporation, Seattle, WA, USA, 98109.

Objective - To modulate activity of platelet--directed IgG (PDIgG) and
circulati: omplexes (CIC) by PROSORBA® col: treatment of

plesma from patients ich ITP,
Nine: ven Patients vith chronic ITP (39 patientsstboon

infection)secsived 4-8 eatment involving adsorption of 10-2000a

plasma the U.S. Pa approved PROSORBA column over awn6 week
pe fod.

gG and CIC were significantly reduced in both HIV- infected

populations, a

sustained ove:
column tre:

induces reestablishment of rma.
suppress autoantibodies and prevent development of ITP.
long-tarm remission from disease.

G and CIC
which

This leads to

months.
tment of plasma to remove Ig

i

AN OPEN LABEL DOSE-RANGING TRIAL OF AL721 IN PGL AND ARC.
W.B.P.312 oven, 8, p.3; Sacks, H.4;

Balfour, H.; Buzas,ore, Pettinelli, c./; et. al.
wpeth Israel Meds Cent., NY; 2Memor

; Mt. Sinai Med. Cent., NY;

 

8:

and t: ance calating doses of AL721, a lipid pound with reported
anti-HIV setivity via cell ne or virion cholesterol depletion. Methods:
The study waa multi-center open label dosesranging trial in patients wit!

PGL and ARC 17 was administered for 2! 40, or 50 grams
twice daily to patients at each dosag: Tevel were evaluated for
oxicity and disease progression. Immunologic (T-cell subsets), virologic
HIV cultures, p24 en levels), and lip: iles also moni:
ored. Resu. ents were treated. Toxicit were confined to the

and 1
nal pain occurred in 460-502.

none led to termination
not noted his short-term sud

cholesterol (13%) JL (107), Conclusions: 21
well-tolerated, even high doses, eks, and result modest wt.

gain. One cons f therapy, bi er, was a significant increase in
se cholesterol 1 eis.xoPrelimanary indication of an antiviral or immun-

d in this trial.t was Additional p24+ patients are

being treated to assess antiviral endpoint

403
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W.B.P,313 -INOSINE PRANOBER THERAPY IN HIV SEROPOSITIVE PATIENTS AT RISK
OF DEVELOPING AIDS.
Mur mn Robert; Von Roenn J; Pottage, J; Williams L; Benson C;

Kessler, H; aud western University Medical School and Rush

Medical college. Chicago, IL, U.S.A.

Inoaine Pranobex(ISO), a synthetic immunopotentiating agent, was administered
orally in a prospective, PapsPoncontrolled. randomised, doubleblind rriel to
122 HIV seropositive, non-A: e patients(pts) with 2an absolute CD4 count

termine whether Ts0

 

itions associated with HIV. Study pts re-
ceived ISO 1.0g PO QID or placebo(c) for 6 months(mo). After 6 mo, all
were offered ISO for an additional 6 mo.

4 count (cells /mm3)
Results: A0-6 mo. 12 mo.
ASO Pts:

Pra:

Baseline 6 mo.
2

 

 
3 Iso ond3i pts developed AIDS during the st
tions 1 h group. 8 ISO and 11 C
end of the“atudy, 4/7 Ag® 150 pts converted t
3/11 C pts converted to © and 3/47 Ag © pts bec
Conclusions: There were no statistically significantdifferences between the
groups at baseline, 6 months or 1 months i gard to CD4, P24 antigen or
clinical statu 180 was ineffective in altering|the Yamunologi¢ and clinical
findings associated with HIV infection in this moderately immunosuppressed
seropositive group of patients at risk for developing AIDS. Other study sites

ve reported similar findings.

W.B.P.315 FIVondANTIGEN POSTS URL ONAL DEXTRAN BULFATE IN
EN POSITIVE INDIVIDUALS (ACTG 060): RESULTS OF A

Fry AND&
Donat: Petal, Power,MR, V3 Grieco, MH; Henry, WK; and the NIAID
ACTG 060 Protocol Co-Investigators; NIAID AIDS Program, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

Objective. To cvmluste the long-termtoxicity, establish the maximally tolerated dose (MTD) and
evaluate the antiretroviral acti oral dextran sulfate (DS) (MW 7,000-8,000, 17-20% sulfur,

in HIV p24 antigen patiepatient
A multi-center Tromthtrial of at least 2 doses of DS wes designed. HIV p24

patients were enrolled and stratified. ino
asymptomatic, Ten patients ‘were enrolled in sach
the esymptomatic tnd 6 of theARC patients retained CD4 lymphocyte counts of greater than

The next 30 patients were begun on DS at 5400 mg/d. Patients we:re monitored with
tions and other

Fi davolonod "The

most common Taborsinyy 8toxicities rodas ne hepatic Sanguine“oepatients);
patients

Curent ofuydrag © Doseci © voluntary drop; à cirean 4 Das o
physician ad: t preliminary data from a pharmacokinetic> study suggested poor bioavailability

Conclusion, Oral DS à not villatic dpi (he current lak of conclusive evidence of
rotion._Lymphocyte.subsetsand HIVp24antigen are being evaluated.

Théraple et évaluation clinique: tests contrôlés
Therapy and Clinical Evaluation: Controlled Trials
W.B.P.317 USE OF ZIDOVUDINE IN INTECTION CRUG USE (10) RELATED HIV

INFECTION - DRUG OOMPLIANCE AND CLINIC ATTENDANCE.
CowanFM, Jones ME, Flegg PJ, MacCallum LR, Brettle RP,

Gray JA, et al. Infectious Diseases Unit, City Hospital, Edinburgh.

The evaluation of clinic ai
z. treatment of injection ted infection (IDUHIV).
Method: 322 HIV seropositives as City Hospital, of which
253 (79%) were inf betwsen 1983-85 by IDU. 1 ted wi

, 37 were male (22 , 15 ÆH]) and 14 were female
(13 IDUHIV, 1 of ). Drug use tes,

weight (wt) and mean corpuscular volume
Remi27 (720) of Se ware on crnl opiates (19 mtintone, à tue cpatee
Bwere ex IDUHIV, (but 5 continued with camnihis/benzodiazepines). Six
patients contime to inject.

Homos. Ex/non- Oral Opiates Inject/Oral

_()___}{15)._users(6)__{27)__Qptates(6)
No of Defaults: 0 14 4 15

1-3 1 5 10 3
4 0 0 2 0

Mean Wt gain (kg](Range)| 0.4(-11t013) 2.7(-2t010) -0.1(-13t09)  1.0(-5t09)
Mean mcv paintfi} (rare) 19.2(-8t032) 15.5(4t025) 16.6(-1t038) 27.7(20t030)

Conclusions: Rise in mev and wt were comparable in both groups. IDUNIV were
worse attenders than HO patients and the most reliable attenders ware those
prescibed methadone by ourselves ani was unrelated to continued IDU.

404

W.8.P.314 werner OF PASSIVE IMMUNIZATIONmule PATIENTS WITH ARC AND AIDS
Karpas » Abraham*; Hill, F*; ¥. » M&K Gray, J*;
eoate JK**; and Gazzard, rs

*Dept. of Haena logy, vere ofCambridge Clinical School, UK.
#*St. stephen's “ossltale London

gbiserive: To determine the benefits of passive immunization in ARC and AIDS.
Methods: Plasma was collected from healthy HIV positive donors whohad high 
titres of antiviral antibodies as monitored in the Karpas cell
B-propio actone used to inactivate viruses. ARC and A patiente
received y transfusions of 5 oled plasma. Level of HIVp240 ml po
antigen, antibody titre, T-4 cell counts, weight as well as other parameters

als.
e 10 consistently viral~ant igen"positiv

patients (mean 76 months) resulted in sustained clearance of HIVps antigen.
All patients maintained or increased their antiviral antibody titres. Tw

had a significant increase in endo: »
8

toxicity merits further evaluation in ARC and AIDS

suggests that an early institution of passive immunization might prevent
the deterioration te ARC and AIDS.

W.B.P.316Se + SHAFIK, M. DIESE, J.WANE, K.TSHIAMALA &
TT

Nous avons suivi 464 patients atteints de
1988. Ces patients sont soit ambulants soit hospitali aux CUA ou 4 la
Clinique Ngaliema. Parmi eux, il y a 196 hommes dont l’âge est entreJ19 et
66 ans et la moyenne d'âge est de 38.5 ans; et 268 femes dontt l'âge
situé entre19et50ansavec une moyenne d'âge de 29 ans

SIDA du 13 mai 1987 au 20 mai
sés

ques son nées par anaigrissemen:ve
(88.5%), 1T'asthénies199.aja diarrhée (63. Pa)de pruritime
candidoseSigestive (60.9%), le prurigo on oom), le
sarcome de Kaposi (20.1%), le zona (20.4%), ‘herpes cu (20%),
le fière (68.7%), la furonculose (10.3%), la méningite à

injections de MMI adninistré soit par IM soit par Vv
it ue des infections

Aprés 20
(perfusion) et opportunist
avons no ral dans 90.4% de patients!

des
dymphocytes "helper" dans 80% des cas; tandis que_L'hénogramme, les

es e i i bien que es protéinesssériques ne
sont pas perturbés. Dans le cas des patients dont le taux des transmi

a iminution.

S OF LOW-DOSE-COMBINATION THERAPY WITH
YMIDINEZIDOVUDINE AND ACYCLOVIR IN AIDS- AND ARC”PATIENTS

Baumgart, G. Wilke, A. Schwaaf,
Mediziniscne Poliklinik, University of

W.B.P.318 2rrectr

Walger.Peter, P.
K.G. Dorst et al.
Munster FRG.

Objective: Examination of effectiveness of AZT/ACV low-dose therapy in regard
ogito clinical, virological and immu cal parameters in AIDS- and ANCPatients.

Methods: Op rospective study of 54 patients (19 AIDS, WR6;35 AR
4-5) receiving low-dose-c: of /ACV (200 mg 4x daily) We evaluated
caren and labor. data (red and white , 4, P-24 Ag, imunolog.

) and influence on quality of 1: ue to side effects.
Results: After an average treatment-duration of 36(20) weeks, we evaluated

patients died within the first

OI after therapy interruption } 4 Se74 patients suffered from a tic
neoplasia, lethal in 2 of t n 0 s initiallyhis P-2Ag concen-
trations were suppressed during charpy. Eff crs parameters of cellular
(OKT 4) and humoral amt(CIC,B-2M) were transitory.

ow-do: mg mg ACV seems to have
8 Tr positive effects on reduction ormortalit and prevalencea:and
severenees if opp.Inf. as stan otherapy. Toxicity seems to be
reduced. Effects on|complianee are ponitt
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W B P. 319 ALLOGENEIC MARROW TRANSPLANTATION om PLUS

Me AZIDOTHYMIDINE.(A2T) IN AN AIDS PATIENT

NON-HODGKIN’S ‘LYMPHOMA

HollandIR", Rossi JJ**, Donnenberg AD*, Zaie JAŸ*
Saral R
*The Johns kins University, Baltimore, MD, USA
*weCity of Hope National Medical Center, Duarte, CA, USA

, Santos cw*, and

evaluate the effacObiective, To t of combined modality enerapyAT plus
allogeneicaBMT) on

HIV-1 culture’ man with ML “received
‘ow andpompecLe ide and tota dy irradiation late tumor, bone marr

marrow d cells. q 4h) was begun 2 wks prior to BMT. e
days after initiation of abl erapy he received 4x10° nucleated BM
cellse/kg from his HLA identical sister. At this was reduced to 1.3

q 4 maintained 1 for the duration of treatment. HIV
jas monitored by cul polymerase chain reaction gene amplification

(PCR, reverse transcribedENV, DNA and
ontinuous > engraftment was prompt (17 days to

BeesO)Peripheral blood mononuclear cells and 8
became HIV-1 negative by culture and PCR 32 days after BMT

tumor relapse 47 days after BMT. Coup:
mv: 1 by PCR (brain, BM, spleen, tumor, heart, kidney, liver,
x culture (brain, BM, lymph node, tumor

1) The patient pr intensive therapy associated with
2) eeeengraftnent a despite AZT therapy 3) PCR and culture

ta clearance of hootcells harboring virus and prevention of
infectionof repopulating donor cells,

ev:
lung, colon)

W.B.P.321 EFFECT OF COMBINATION OF ZIDOVUDINE AND INTERFERON-
ALPHA COMPARED WITH ZIDOVUDINE AND ACYCLOVIR. ON
HIV-ANTIGENAEMIA IN ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS

Rainer: BonettiAs Lathy, R. Putzi, R.; Spacey, B.* and Siegenthaler, W.
Department of Medi niversity “Hospital, Zürich, Switzæeriand: SWelicome Research La-
boratories, Bean.PUR

antiretroviral effect of zidovudine (AZT) in combination with either

od to receive 12
2x250 mg/d and either ACV 2x800 INF11.5 Mu s.c. 3x weekly. Fol-

one month,, 6 pts (pts 1,2,4,6,8,10) agreed to continue with aperiod
ver phase. Antiretroviral activity was asseased by measuring serum p24 antigen levels.

wk QO wk]12 out wkO wk 12 wkO wk 12
pti 13.35 163 | 474 445 pts 552 33
pt2 1.30  0.99° 192 099° |pt9 1.59 1.17
pt3 250 Llé | pt10 141 NEG**| 273 129
pt4 213 1.28 187 1.87 ptii 497 3.90
pts 194 0.99% | ptl2 1.08 NEG**| 40.99 = cut off
pté 394 101 237 NEG** [pti3 2.86 123 NEG < 0:
pt? 1.50 wali?2d pts 14 end 15discontinued due to side effects
P 24 antigen iently negative during AZT+INF al wk 1 and 6 in pts 2 and 7,
respectively. Temporarymild Beutropenia occoccurred in 3 pts withAZT+

P 24 declined in ali pts with theantigen above dose regimens. Preliminary
results suggest asuperior antiretroviral activityof.AZT+ACV, but require dose range finding
studies and uation of treatment to evaluate long term benefits.

AN OPEN-LABEL STUDY OF THE SAFETY AND EFFICACY OFco
ADMINISTRATION|oFZIDOVUDINE AND RECOMBINANT IFNW.B.P.323

and Pollard, R.B.. Div{sionoFtec:Borucki .B.
tious Diseases, Univer:syofessreMedical Branch at Galveston. U.S.A

Objective. A phase J study of the long-term tolerance of recombi
nterferon-beta-ser (Betase:ron)a doses of 45 or 90 million units when

administered subcutaneously on adaily basis to MV.infected individuals
receiving 200mg of Zidovudine (Z0v } every four hou

ods. Seventeen patients who had previously been” maintained on ZDV
atone, for standard indications, were enrolled in the study; 8 patients at
90 million and 9 patients at 45 million units perday (MU/D).
Results. Seven of the 1 tient.s have ated From the Study; 1 expired,

e remainder terminated due to VocalTin reactions and/or systemic

o o o
o

5 o
a

® =

ticularly myelotoxicity aor17 patients) were infrequentlyobserveid.
total white blood cel} counts after 36-44 weeks of the: approximately

fn AlDS-associetedopportunistic
infection or neoplasm occurred in 7
Conclusion. Full-dose ZOV and Recombinant=TiN-Beta-ser at doses of 45 to 90
million uni lay are well tolerated for periods exces: s.
Unlike IFN-alpha, patients receiving IFN-beta tolerated full dose ZDV well,

W.8.P.320 AS 101 IN ASSOCIATION WITH AZT IN AIDS, PRITENTS + A PHASE I PILOT STUDY.
Ph.LAPORTE®,J.FROITIER®, D. DORMONT™*, J.C.IMBERT®, M.ALBECK*™*,A.

al.

# St Antoine Cooperative Group on AIDS 75012 PARIS FRANCE

Service de Senté des Armées, antenne CEA Fontenay aux roses FRANCE

rt
hae beenobtained vith AS QE (a Oe moe

in

ZIDOVUDINE VS. ALPHA INTERFERON VS. THE COMBINATION IN
W.B.P.322 PATIENTS WITH EARLY HIV

Zunich, M.; Davey,V.; Metcalf,J.A.7 Masur,H.; Fauci,
A.S.; Lane,H.C.; et al. Na Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD,

TT,an To camare the effects of zidovudine (AZT),ee inter
anda combination of these 2 drugs in delaying the progression of

persons with >500 CD4+ cells/Am3 and no history of 
V serology, HIV

polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and immme profile, Patients oneare randomized
to either AZT alone (200 my gdh) »«TN alone ((Sx106u qi x 2wks then

tion o:as tolerated), or the 2 (AST 100 mg qâh +@IPN 1x10% qi x
2ks then increase a) End point criteria include a decline
CD4+ celis to €200/mm3 or the f: an OI.
Results. ‘The patients enro far (n=30) have a mean ageofof 3586-49)enrolled thus
and & mean Cb4 count of 696 ser (515-1293). Eight of 30
positive(+) culture for HV and 2/30 have been p24 antigen +. FiLiain
primer pairs fran

Y demons‘ PCR ting. 1 HIV
and p24 antigen are generally negative, suggesting that patients have
low viral . The data ated the next 6 months soot
an evaluation of the relative toxicities uation of the
efficacies of AZT, «IFN, and the combination in delaying the progression of
HIV disea:

W.B P.324 EFFECT OF A COMBINED DEXTRANESULFATE/21DOVUDINE
. ROC COMPARED TO ZIDOVUDINE MONOTHERAPY IN AIDS

KMEYER N.H., MERTINS L., GOOS M.
DeptDseDerma’song University of Essen, FRG

ymphocytes and lymphocyte subsets,
assessment of complement components, immunoglobulins end immune

lexes in serum 88 we as measurement of in vitro lympho-
cyte blastogenic response to mitogens.

Evaluetion of the first 6 months of theopeady revealed 1 relapse
of pneumocystis carinii pneumonia in h group. No alterations

concerning the individual HIV antibodies and p2!
en initially more profound improvement

induce severe disorders of blood
coagulation. The study is still in progress.
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W.B.P.925 THE SAFETY OF ZIDOVUDINE AND INTERLEUKIN 2 IN
ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTED PATIENTS

Blankenship, K.D.; Greenberg, M.; ven. DS,Bartlett,JohnA;
Weinhold, KJ. and the ACTG; Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC, U.

Objective: To study the safety of combining zidovudine (ZDV) and interleukin 2 (IL2) in
patients withsaympromatic HIV iinfection.
Methods: Patients with ipicepon were givenn ZDV 200 ing po Sx/day for 8 wks,WR2 HIV
4 wks oth ZDVand 100,000wine IL2 qd, and finishing with 8 wks of ZDV alone. Four
patients have completed the study; additional patients at higher IL2 doses will luded.
Besalts All developed mild hematologic toxicity; mean HGBfall 0.5 gm/d] and mean WBC

dir=912/mm”) at wk 12. Non
henstologi toxicity,essentially occurred only during IL2. Two Patients developed fevers, 1
chills, 1 myalgias and 1 nausea. One additionalpatient was dropped du to severe nausea al
wk 2. Absolute CD4 im)bt ring the 4ws
of ZDV and IL2 rose Talent (mean mn, Interestingly,

ic non-MHC restricted cellular _cytotoxicity, NK activity and LAK activity were

neutropenia

ignificanth
in 1 patiejent. One patient was p24 Ag aod virus culture positive at entry; both remained
positive hourthe study. No patien
Conchsions ZD IL2 are

i hemattologictoxicity of Z)
by IL2. Reactivation of latent HIV infection did not occu
as _assessed_ by sistable CD4 counts,re xlevels andvirus cultures. Given the promising

clinical study.

 W.B.P.327 ) TREA ECTION
AN ALTERNATING REGIMEN OF.AZT!AND 2,3-DIDEOXYCYTIDINE (DDC)

nan + Piuda JM; Thomas RV; Pemo CF; McAtee N; and

Clinical Oncology Progen National Cancerinstitute, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

Qbiective. AZT ddC are 2 pyrimidine dideoxynucleosides (ddN) with sy agalnst HIV
and different qnting toxicities. can cause bone marrow ssion, while continuous
gh-dos: in cause paint peripheral neuropathy after 6 to 11 wks. We explored

alternati imen o!tang oneid ddC wouid reduce toxicity from both Ss.
18 patients (pts) with AIDS or poor-prognosis ARC (median 118 14 cells/mm3 at

entry) were owen AZT (200 mg nay avery 4 hrs for 7jaye alternating with ddC (0.03
mah very Bs[10 ps orevery hrs [8 pts] for 7

8 pts, 9 are on the original regimen Prisas after entry (mean 61 wks)
. Of the

whether an
Methods.

velop Me were taken off, 4 developed compli-
cations of HIV infection (1 M. avium lym) , t thrombocytopenia, 1 increased
KS) and § pts developed drug tox’ (1 rash atwk 5, 1 arthralgias et wk 10, and 3 neuro-
Pathies at wks 25, 27, and 61). One pt died ofnes are known to ive. In pts receiving
dC every 4 hr, mean T4 cells increased 6:

be al
m3 above entry at wk 18et05) and were

still 40/mm3 above ent
were 38/m

twwae àraces ddC every 8 hr, the mean T4 cells
54 data not available as t pts eucrad

received ddC every 4 hr). Serum Hiv pa Ag uecined ‘substantially In othgroups. Overal

Alternating1regimens of AZT can be tolerated for at least 18months in
some pts. The romans have clinical ivyfocalHIV and appear to be less toxic than
either drug used alo!

W.B.P.329 THE USE OFAN ALTERNATING REGIMEN OFAZTANDSUBCUTANEOUS (SC)
GM-CSF IN PATIENTS WITH SEVEREHIV INFECTION AND LEUKOPENIA

"; Yarchoan, Y*; McAtee, N*; Thomas, .*; Oette
Broder, S*. ° NCI, Bethesda, Md, USA, "= Sandoz Research Institute, East Hanover, NJ, Usa.

Qbiective, To evaluate the toxicity and activity of an altemating regimen of AZT and GM-CSF
in patients(pts):withsevere HIV Infection and leukopenia.nla. es

. SC GM-CSF AZT
on a continuous basis 3 times a day for 12 ays."Follow!ing a2 aareat period, aeof AZT
orally every 4 hours was given for lowed by 5 days of SC GM-CSF as
followed by a 2 day res'à prod This 1 dayele was administered repeatedly.

During the Initial 12 days of contmuus GM-CSF, there was an increase In serum
HIV Le angen (1413 + 1195 pg/ml at 2 vs. 505 + 384 at ent
patients who had detectable levels. Subsea
cancerelevations in thelr leukocyte counts while ot During alternating
therapy, the WBC increased during GM-orand declined on AZT. Pts’ Hgb values declined, and
tet MCV's rose,but less than was ed using continuous AZT alone. The T4 cells in pts

no prior AZT treatment rose significantlyono05), while those with prior AZT usage
aa.fot. Toxicity from GM-CSF was minimal ai tegimen was well tolerated. Most pts
teported improvements in their sanse of weil-oan~

al F aver WBCs In pts with severe HIV infection and teukopenia.
However, an increase in 4 Ag was seen after 2 is GM-CSF. When GM-
cer was then given stoma with AZT, there was less hematologic toxicity than seen “itn

dose AZT. Also, T4 counts were seen, larly In pts with no prior AZT u:
Combination therapies with concurrent GM-CSF and AZT may be worth exploring further.
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W.B.P.326 COMBINED TREATMENT WITH ZIDOVUDINE AND LYMPHOBLAST
INTERFERON ALPHA IN PATIENTS WITH HIV-RELATED KAPOSI*s

 

Reinhard, for the Swiss Clinical Task Force on AIDS
Department of Medicine, University Hospital of Zürich, Switzesiand

Objective: Te and side effe f vudine (AZT) and
nsCNatGiADKapCS)

HIV. confirmed KS arc treatedMethods: In an
Sywih 1MeadIWLe2320 mqAZT/CBron of (CRee

PR = > 50% of lesions resolved, MR = minorremission, <30%), adverseeffects, immunological
up ranges

Results: 11/16 pts responded: 2 De with CR, 2 ps withPR,4po wit MR, 9pwnine of pro
gressive disease. No effect was noted in 5/16
nape

pt inning the study, p24b pts, 5 of
tetantialvies© CDA

Marked tone (c e/a commet ns hemoglobin developed in all other
paticats. Neutropenia (0.6<PMN<12 iO)waschered,bul roqered vo dongs modieaioar

platelet counts,iy, IPA was redvondbecame clone eutabte TNea
In 5 pts IFN d

anemia Q@ pts).
 

 sat aff bs AZAN bed

AseVe dansmdàrioDRom+ Progressive anosaia i a limiting
factor and effects attributable IFN roquire further dosc range finding studies.

W.B. P.328 eaeSUBCUTANEOUS RECOMBINANT oe RAGE
LONY STIMULATING FACTOR IMPROVE: ENIA INDUCED

BY AZ DINE IN PATIENTS WITH ATDS/ARC s FLLoupe
James De Levine, J.D. Allan, J.H. Tessitore, N. Falcone, R. Israel, J.E.
Groo; » New England Deaconess Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston,
MA 02215; ScheringLaboratories, Kenilworth, U.S.A.

- To determine safety and efficacy of subcutaneous recombinantOBJECTIV

Granulacyee-Macrophage Colony Stimulating Factor in patients with AZT
aduced Neutropen:
DS - We Tosestudi,ed the use of once daily subcutaneous (GH-CSF) in

who developed neutropenia (<1000 Neutrophils) on full dose
ta mg/d) AZT therapy.

SF, the mean neutrophil count was 790

Fans378-1023) and the mean T4 count was 38 (range 0-139). 14/17
patients required 1.0 ucg/kg/d rGM-CSF to mint:ainan absolute neutrophil
count (ANC) of >1000. 2/17 required 3.0 meg/kg/d and 1/17 required 5.0
ac. + ARC waa21000 mean 3111 = range 1376-7476) within one week in

15/17petiente: @ wae no stimulation of HIV erun p24 antigen or
culture of per:ipharal blood mononuclear cells. ATpatients required red
cell transfersions for AZT induced anemia. Toxicitiea were mild and

responsive to {buprofen 11/17, erythema at tha injection
sites that resolved after continued 2 14/17 and thrombocytop

(platelet count <50,'2000/11) in 5/17. There vas one episode of orPCP)
and 3 episod umented bacterial infections (2 with ANC >1000/z1 one
with ANC 225/m1). a responded to appropriate therapy.
CONCLUSION - xGH-CSF is well tolerated in patients who become neutropenic
oa full dose A2T.

AUGMENTATION OF NON-MHC RESTRICTED
W.B. P.330 x PATIENTS RECEIVING ZIDOVUDINE PLUS

ULAR CYTOTOXICITIES
INTERLEUKIN 2

Weinhold, Kent; Tyler, D.; Austin, A.; Lyerly, K.; Bolognesi,
D., Bartlett, J., and the ACTC. Duke University Medical Center, Durhan,

USA.

Objective. To correct defects in cellular sytotonicities enong asymptomatic
HIV-1 infected individuals by administration IL-2.
Methods. Regatered onto ACTG Protocol2 received 200mg Zidovudine 
Tat) ral 5 ly for weeks. During weeks 9-12, patients

received mMsateen of recombinant2by I.V. bolus injection. At
specific visepointe befor dur: er IL-2 stration,afte:

peripheral blood monomiclest gs (PEM< were obtained and tested for
cytotoxic resctivies da 6-h: Cr release assays against gp120 expressing
cella as well as K562 (NK) and Daudi (LAK) targete.

Results. ‘he stration of recombinant IL-2 produced significant augmenta-
tion of RIV-1 gpl20 specific non-MHC xestrieted cytotoricley in all 4
patients. Peak levels of cytotoxicity w
second veek £ IL-2 dstration.

 

antigens were noted in a f t
L2 produces a significant increase

feneraiived cytotoxic reactivities in the abeene
The au, tation ie, most likely, due to a
effector cell defect which appears early in thecourseof HIV-1 infection.
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ULTS OF A PLACEBO-CONTROLLED, MULTICENTERED
THERAPE TIC TRIAL

RichardW; Koch, MA; Sidtis, JJ; Feinberg, J; Collier, A; Kennedy, C;
Singer, E; Price, 3;Said AIDS Clinicat “Trials Group, NIAID, Bethesda, MD,

W.B.P.331 (abe):sat(AZT) TREATMENT OF THE AIDS DEMENTIA COMPLEX

U

Ohinetive: determine the efficacy of AZT in allevtating mild to moderate
ADC in HIV-1-Teste patients with relatively preserved CD4’ cells.

: patients with mild to moderate ‘rom centers were random-
ized to 3 treatnent arms: AZT 400mg 5/day, AZT 200mg 5/day, orpiacebo

3 of the 1 was administratively aborted re the
planned accrual. 27 fents complet: eks and 24 com ted 16 weeks of
the trial; 12 patients were prematurely terminated when t
ed while 2 suffered adverse events and withdri

spect to baseline parameters including cpa’
ite there was no appreciable change in

test comparisonswere significant (p<.05) in only 2 0
tests at 16 we the placebo group exhibited the least favorable change in
7 of the 8. teift weeks and in al] 8 tests at I

espite the small sample size, these data.support a therapeutic
effect of AZT in improving neuropsychological performance in ADC ents.
Further analysis will be needed to determine whether this is facetrelated,

SURVIVAL OF PATIENTS WITH HIV DISEASE TREATED WITH
Ww.B.P.333 : BIDOVUDINE (AZT)

; Kaplan, M; Muggeo, C; Smith, M; Lesser, M.
Cornell U. Medical College, North Shore U. Hospital, Manhasset, NY., USA.

the probability of survival in patients with HIV

Methods, Fron 11/86 through 12/87, patients meeting current USFDA
treatment received AzT.+ Initial dose used was 1-1.2q/day —

yen patients ex

OI avé
TR Bovedt nt Se vec, pedl). When those starting later vere
excluded, val was 92, 84 and 76% at 26, 52 and 78 weeks. Survival

factor, or age >40. A trend
significance.

AIDS, initiation of AZT therapy should not be delayed.

W.B.P.335 4 PHASE Vl TRIAL OF THE COMBINATION OF
ZIDOVUDINE AND INTERLEUKIN-2 IN THE TREATMENT
F HIV-RELA’ ED KAPOS:

JosephA.; Baer kR;; Polis, M. + Zunich,Ka Fauci, A.S.; Lane, H.C.; et al.
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

Objective, To evaluate the toxicity and offic of the combination of zidovudine
Jeukin-2 in the treatment of H] fected patients with Kaposi's

ELISA, western blot, or culture, and -documented i’s sarcoma were
begun on zidovudine 200 mg q4H. After siz weeks, the patients were be; on
continuous i ions of IL-2 for 3 weeks, which time zi rap
was continued. Groups patients were enrolled ing doses of 2,
beginning. 250,000 U/d, until the the imum ted dose was determined.
The ination 0 was evaluated for toxicity and efficacy by w
monitoring of row 16 blood incl CBC and chemistri a8

ugh 1 had b ia
t i wating or anti-retroviral have been

at this dose of IL-2. Two patients remained HIV positive, and 1 patient
wil 4 anti; mia had no change in antigen levels during IL-2 therapy.

i 2 be safely a tered at a low dose ination withcan afe
zidovudine. Com letion of the study will determine if higher doses of
alsobesafelyadm inated and if there is a beneficial effect seen during

W.B.P.332 STUDY COMPLIANCE AMONG ASYMPTOMATIC HIV SEROPOSITIVES

(ASX HIV+) BEING TREATED wim AZSDOTHYMIDINE (AZT)
Jacobsen, Paul 3B; Vassalos, » D.3 Gorfinkle, K.3

Philogene, G. i & Polsky, B. Memorial Sloan-KetteringGancer Center, New York,

New York, U.S

Objective. To measure compliance and identify factors related to degree of
compliance among participants in an experimental trial of the efficacy of .
AZT in preventing/slowing the development of AIDS.

Methods. Twenty ( le) ASX HIV+ enrolled in a double-blinded,

 
bri:

Results Subjects reported missin;me 8an average (Range=0 242) of all
Average number of missed doses per dayvas approximately 1 of

csptsies, with the tase dose of the day the most frequently missed= average
of 1 the tine. subject dropped out or reported using ©
sonpreseribed tiosimente during the period of study. messed.doses was
significantly (p<.05) correlated with younger age, houses, diarrhea
paychological diatress, and health belie:

conclusions. ata ter indicate that, while éroprout among ASX

8 8 not encountered, missed
medication dosea are common. Patient self-monitoring provides a usefe
means of setineting migeed doses end investigating the determinants

noncouplian:

W B P 334 Reduction of Zidovudine Side Effects by an
“intermittent Therapy Sci

Staszewski S.. Odewaid J.. Gottstein A.“Retmet S., Helm E.8.,
Stille W.. Universitätsklinik Frankfurt, Zentrum der Inneren
Medizin, Infektions—Ambulanz. FR
In a dosage from 1000 - 1200 mg/d. Zidovudine (AZT), in spite of
its Life prolonging effect, causes myelotoxic side effects
an intermittent therapy scheeme with a drug-free regeneration pe-
riod. these side effects on hematopoesis signe be avoided.

 

intervails (AI) of 4 wks (1000 - 1250 7a), followed
weeks' b: At present. patients have finished 2

of these, 10 pts. have finished 3 Al Total observation time is
176 ds (median): m 20, mi 254 ds. Initial sympt {nausea
headaches) mainly occured during ist I and in only 2 es
also at early 2nd Al. Mean body weig £

physical and mental abilities increased significantly. CD4+ cell
by 37 % (median) after lst AI, by 7 % after 2nd

AI. During 3rd AI, it own to initial value
leucocytee were normal; anemia or leucopenia was not found. MCV

niy ghtly increased to th have been

Intermittent AZT regimen, as continuous therapy, led
to an increase in patients' well-being. and to transient in-

i nt. However, the lack of any myelotoxica 8 o s a
*
D 3 e
m o

5
2

side effects was remarkable.

W.B.P.336 one[USEININTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS. Slim,

rez, G., Forreste C., Tonnesen, G.

Seihenson, E.S., Saint Bichae!‘s Medical Center,
Newark, New Jersey, U.S,

Objective: To describe characteristics and effects of zidovu-
dine usage in an intravenous drug user Partenttion.

Methods: A retrospective review of 43 tients studied from
2/87 Ehrough 7/88 who were followed bi-weekly in a clinic

environment with complete.cell counts (CBC) chemistry profiles

sical examinations.
Results Seven patients never filled their preseripeions: of
the venaining 36 (30 maies, 6 females) the tion of

therapy was 6 months. CBC testing showed 14/36 with a signifi-

ant dec se in white cell count, and with a significant

rease i obin (all four with Mycobacterium ium-

eir condition with fi developing Myco-
bacterium Avium-Intracellulare infec + No tients showed
improvement i 1 counts an os showed decrease

 
documented reason for deterioration on therapy. ide effects
however are comparable to those reported in the homosexual

cohorts stnd
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W.B.P.337 OUTCOMES OF TREATMENT WITH AZT OF PATIENTS WITH
AIDS AND SYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTION (ARC)

in, M, MN; Styer, C, MN,
& Beall, GN, MD Dept Med, Harbor-UCLA Med Ctr, Torrance, CA, USA

Objective. sess the effectiveness of AZT and the incidence
of hematoiogicel toxicity in a standard clinical practice.

a les County. The patients hav oil a
mean o: on: (range 1-20) MD's and NP's. Initiation of
AZT required a CDC-defined diagnosis of ran absolute CD-
4 e count of < fmm" The dose was 200 mg he

% are dead and 3tiost to follow
dose due to anemia, neutro or both was necessary in 33
patients. Transfusions were Pennire for 23. Five modified their
dose for nal reasons. In most instances, (84%) e need for
modifica sp ent. Mo: £ the ients who ired
dose modification had AIDS and/or CD4 lymphocyte counts <150/nm .

rea’ t een carried or 1 monthsfo rage
in the patiente that died; most had alreadyNaiecontinued AZT.

Compared to historical controls, AZT prolongs life
for patients with HIV infection. rug toxicity and the
progression of immunodeficiency limit survival.

W.B.P.339 ZIDoVUDINE TREATMENT OF HIV INFECTION: CLINICAL&IMMUNO-
LOGICAL EVALUATION.

ME VALENCIA, MCG RODRIGUEZ, P LAVILLA, V PINTADO, A GIL,

JJ VAZQUEZ. Hospital La P. d S

Objective: To evaluate the effect of zidovudine in HIV infection.
MeRethods: 33 HIV-patients were ancluded: 24 with AIDS and 9 with ARC. Nean

agewasas 30 y (r:24-59). There abusers; 5 homosexuals, 2

bisexuals and 1 heterosexualcontact. The A T dose was 1.200 na/ds adjusted

to

 

monthly

suniqaleevaluation was performed and an immunological evaluation was done
every 8
Results:“Gros ) The incidence of tumors and infections ex) not signifi-

cantly lower than previous treatment. 10 pente des (42%) (6 opportu-el 9
nistic infections, 2progressive encephalopat. so-tlodgvin linphoma).

A transien Le i

 
en Tovenent in mmunological paranete in the 8th. ve

was observed wienubgeg decrease to wer levels than pretreatment

(x CD4 week 0: 111/mn; xPana week 24: 39/mn ). Group B) Neither opportu
nistic infection nor tumors. were seen. No patient died ral

linical state was better iemreSeene of t. Th wi

improvement in the immunolo; re during Tigatweeks follo-

wed y48 impaired in the DEweoneeeetacpa week©O: i68/ma 3x ‘cba week.16:

466/mm"; x CD4 week 48: 253/am

£erchusions: AZT did not show depui an he advanced een In previous

stage eems to be clinically effective, but it not roduced

immeological improvement. It's necessary to establish aPatient selection,

W.8. P.34 REUROLOGICAL AND IMMUNOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF A PATIENT

TREATED bieeeePai so a INFECTION|AND ENCEPee

Zangerle, Pohl, P.** Felber, S.** Fritsch,
*Dept. of Dermatology, RE of Tansbruck, Innsbr= Austria;  yepept..

of Neurology, University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria

Objective: We describe a 30-year-old patient with signs of acute HIV infec~

tion treated with AZT because of persistreat neurological dysfunct.

Methods: HIV serology, neopterin, 82 microglobulin, delayed hyper-
sensitivity, MRI and neuropaychoiogical evaluation regularly.

8kResults: A 30-year-old man with hig! ual behaviour months before

was admitted with a one month ee of severe weaknesa, , weight

loss, mild fever, severe dysarthria and gait disorder. CSF revealed aseptic

meningitis. MRI showed high signal 2 the

white mat: the ce: À sc. 1. HIV serology was re:

tedly inconclusive for one month (only p 17 in reafter positive.lus.

Immunological evaluation showed an

ity of the neurological dysfunction (AI

2) with corresponding Findingsis the MRI, AZT wasretarted. In

ally and immunologically (WR 1);
tytaprevved,

cephalopathy could follow seroconversion
(2) AIDS dementia and meningoencephalitis oracute HIV infection

could ses aifficult to differentiate. (3) Immunol markers could be
mar! luring seroconversion and improve thereaftes possibly under

the influence of

408

» P.Cos hi®, M.Borderi®,
W.B.P.338

*, A.Guariento®s, onnie
‘Istituto Malattie Infettive Universita®. Bologna - *#Lsboratorio
Centralizzato; Policlinico 8. Draola-Malpight . pologne, ITALY

AZT THERAPY IN INFECTED PEOPLE: ERFICACY “ BIDE EFFECTS.

FrancescoChiodo" ries
anfredi

Objective, To study the efficacy and toxicity of long tera adainistration of
iidovudine (alg).

+ From August 1967 to December 1988, 48 HIV

pes clinical pre {5 OI“AIDS, 2 SK-AIDS,
(WRS) were treated h AIT {18 ag/Kg/d) ¢
Resul

IV Ab +ve subjects with
27 ARC-CDC IVa, “ooPaL

or an average period o: s

  

  

t one inten, developed
Gpportunistic Infections durin feportant

isproveaent of lyaphocytes number was found in 26/48 patients, but the CD4+
colis have raised significantly in 16 patients, ide effects
occurred in 19 patien as follow nausea (7), headache

(4), rash (4) and convul (2 actions were
haematologic - TABLE I t ded blood

herapy

TABLE T= becaae discontinue ntthen vas stopped. A raise
kb g/l" ’ of MCY was seen in 28/25 subjects. Analysis

> 12 6 ef red ælis voluse hyste e a
12> 9 14 progressive a ance of 2autre peak picture
9) 5 dug to the arise of an population of red

euonmme—— cn with higher size, although the average ACY
culd be within normal values. We underline the

oppertunity of including thie analysis te
sonitorize the haesatologic side effects of AZT ther

® after 4 aonths

) TREATMENT IN AIDS AND ARCW.B.P.340 ZIDOVUDINA(AZT
Raise,Enzo;Vammint ,V; »M.L?, Pulsatelli,L?GualandiiG

Ci »A*Procaccio,L3Martuzzi ,Mi infectious Diseases ax

ogy Unit,Clinical a Hospital ,Bologna, Italy.

Objective.To eval efficacy of AZT (2.8mg/kg/q4h) on 1: and
en HIVIAg) in an open control trial.
Methods. The study concerns 58 AIDS with Candida Esophagitis,P.Carinii pneumo
nia,chronic mucocutaneous ulcers due to HSV,AIDS dementia A

2003.Peripihe:
termined by monoclonal antibody with Epics C cytofluorimeter end

the optical Geottyien)of HIViAg,by Abbott Elisa(cut-off 0.9640.19) ,were eva-
luated before and during AZT treatment.
Results.AIDS cases:PL,CD4 and C08 did not improve on AZT,but HIVlAg showed si-~
mi reduction with 4-8 weeks from the beginnig treatment (OD 0.28-0.3
5 v.8. 0.64%0.62:P¥0.001,by the Wilcoxon's test for coupled data).53.2% of pts
became . cases:an imrovement of CD4 was of
AZT therapy(290°162 um3 v.5,125°58,P>0.05)end HIVIAg was reduced within 4-8 we
eks (@ 0.12%0.05 v.s. 0.440.46,.P>0.001).
Conelusion.AZT treatment determines a significan’
mia in AIDS and ARC pts. with or without imunological improvement.

W.B.P.342 FOLlow up ann TREATMENT 0F 58 HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS IN GREECE.
Stergiou, G.D.#; Ploumidis, G.M.#; PapedecpeuLon 2 A.I.*

umeliotou, A.N.**; Georgo,opoulou, Papaevtangelon, G.L##
“ist IKA Hospital, Athens; National Center of ADS:Fithens, GREECE

Gbiective:|2 present our experience from the follow up and treatment of 58

 tt h HIV-infection in Greece,
Kethod: 58|patients with AIDS o:7 ARC were studied, eccording te their clinical
and laboratory findings, their cc classification, their cours @ per: of

9 months, their response to treatment with AZT and their advers reacti 8en
therapy. AZT administered to ients vw. & subjects) and t
those with ARC an Th yte count <200 (10 subjects),
dose of 1000 mg qd p.o: h vas & y reduced à within 6

patients with P.carinii
eminated M.tuberculosis infection, 3 with HIV encepalo-

pathy and 3 with Kaposi's sarcoma.
Results: The st lasted 9 months. The patients|tolerated AZT well. Five of
them showed a decrease of their Hct that led to early dose reduction end re-

quired multiple blood transfusions. Six patientsvite AIDS and all with ARC

wed a clinical ievemen'

Conclusions: 1. The ents in good physical condition and normal haematolog-

c profile respondedfcavorstbly to AZT.

2.meereinduced anemia was not severe enough to prevent us from administer-

 

 

3.melatelet count was not significantly altered.

4, The 34 patients with ARC, who did not receive AZT showed a clinical deteri-
oration but never fulfilled our criteria for administering AZT
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UPDATE ON AZT THERAPY DEVENIR DE 365 MALADES ATTEINTS D'ARC OU DE SIDA
W.B.P.343 Samuels, Jonathan*, Hendrix, J, Hilton, M., ‘ W.B.P.344 ET TRAITESPPPAR AIT PENDANT4A 18 MOIS

Small ~ North Cent: Bronx* Hospital/Montetiore ‘Ecls Ma S. Rozenbaum Michon C. Perronne C
Medical center/AlbertEinstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New Yor! S.A. et Groupe D'Etude deTAIT~ Hopital Claude Bernard, Paris.France

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate Éric, toxicity and compliance (comp) with AZT
therapy among patients (pts) of poor, minocity and intravenous drug use
(IVDU) background in a alinic.in New Y:
METHODS: Pr: ive data was deri:

t least 4 weeks from 7/87-1/8
ts were evaluable:75 males,24 females;64 hispanic, 25 black,8RE : 99 pi

white, 2 Asian; IVDU 59,homosexual 18,heterosexual contacts 15,transfusion 1,
CD4

ty.
on al] AIDS and ARC pts on AZT

9.

 

  

pr ‘ction (ADR) requiring dose reduc-
tion (44%) or ceasation(13¢). ADRs included: anemia 37% (18% required transfu-

che 14%; fever 11%; rash 5%.
comparable,

iss frequent than
ulationsna.(96.05).87958) comp pts tolerated WT for

ons (OIs) occurred in 14/833pts(178) at moan of 35 wks
EdsMSATES Ols occurr: iced AZT. 6/83(7%) comp pts died
oniy1 on fu AZT) v5 9/16(568) ‘noncomp or intolerant pts (p<.05). 85%
f pts kept > 75% of clinic appointments; 10% kept 50-75%; only 5% kept«50%.

5 T can be adwinistered to IVDUs and others in inner city
clinicsetting:svithacceiptableefficacy: liance.

W.B.P.346 ame WITH ZIDOVUDINE IN A CITY HOGPTTAL AIDS

Hitler, eme; Peterson, Ki Davideon, Ai » D5
Service, Denver,

Objective: To evaluate the eEELcAcy god tacicity Of sidovutine (AZT) in pattenta (pee) with

AIDS and ARC at Denver th and Hospitals (DAH).

Methods : Nec rie of ai tal records at DHH was done for all
Dec. 1968+

who

1 2608 after Posumncyetis poamonta in both the AZT and pre-AZT periods.
total of 137 pts received AZT, 11 for less than 28d._Of He reining 1%, $3

5 ond 33 ARC at the tim of initiation AZT, 0-608d (meant

AZT, ARC pts 0-112id (mean 160d). Peo cookthe dru for 35-5884 (mean

QF 126 pts, 81(64%) experienced least one adverse event (AE)
tment (mean 2.7 AE,See IDD AE included

(4), malaise
headaches (5).

units,

(90), anemia CM
ce GI intolerance,08> fever (10), rash (8), QG eff

blood transf:

the AZT pts (p<0.01).
à AT

W.B.P.347 BENEFITS OF AZT WHEN STARTED AT INCREASING TIMES

aad AIDS/PCEDIAGHOS15- SD Nightingale,

ers, t, § ollins

Parkland veno Real, alles, TX, USA

had PCP at AIDS diagnosis and

SM

Jockuseh.

h rvival of 172 patients who
received ZT was compared, by retrospective case control

analysis to survival o 149 «control h PCP AIDS

AP waa begun. We specifically examined the atte e in survival

between casea and controla as a functio how long after
AIDS/PCP the cases were started on AZT:

Daya After PCP N Ca tro PB
AZT Begun Survival Survival (Wilcoxon)
-90 88 508 172 <.03

91-180 37 681 157 <.02
181-270 17 411 59 <.001
271-365 13 189 195 Rs
>365 17 210 123
All 1 411 15 01

Within the limits ofa retrospective case-control d and in

ree population atudie a statistically significant benefit of
AZT waa found only in “tne subset that began AZT within 270 days
of ,1D8/?CP

Obkctif, Apprécler à moven et long terme l'activité de l'AZT.
5 malades atteints d'ARC (80) ou de SIDA «285) depuls 0.5 à 36 mois

(médiane 4) ont été Inclus dans cette étude prospec: Posolog e initiale a été de
200 mg/4h chez 260 malades, de 200 mg/8h chez.105 e

d
e
a

ou plusieurs 10
keane de Té/mm

ymphome, 2 une e VIH. d
fun de 75+90 chesles SIDA. 1402105chez les ARC. Le recul

l'AZT extrèmes 24-77) pour
lesARC et 59.4 semaines (médiane 60. extremes 16-78} pour lesSIDA,

Chez les ARC, 6 SK, 3 lymphomes et 27 IO sont a 27.4+16.3
semaines aprés le début =VAZT. Dix 12.5%)malades sont décédés. Parmi les 32

LA]

Oo

 malades suivis pendant > 52 semaines (médiane 58), 8.
a tase d DA. Chez Jesmalades atteints de SIDA, 281 10 "(chez 162

malades) ymphomes, et 23 SK sont apparus 6 des 91 SK préexistants se sont
aggravés. aunes 115 (40.4%) malades sont morte et 106 (37.2%) se sont aggravés.
Chez les 213 malades suivis 252 semaines, son 2 10 (chez £35 malades),
15 spores et 16 SK; 44‘1.50 des 54 xpréeristants se sont aggravés. 105
(49.3%) di

n dépit i ¢

de unrepar je VIH reste trés sombre:

W.B.P.346 EFFECTS OF ZIDOVUDINE DIFFERENTDOSE REGIMENS ONONCLINICALIMMIMMUNOLO-
GICAL ANDVIROLOGICAL INDICES OFARC PATIENTS ONE YEAR

*, Guida B. **, Icardi G.C. * and Plersantelii N. °°

aim of this study was

grou ig stakgies: group Ar AZT 200 mg/é hi;
200m6 hi group 0, AZT 200 mg + Aaycovi enOne17OUABC pelos {a = 26,7 y) who refused

‘any antiviral therapy wore considered as control (group D). Dering the follow-up,clinical and ‘ware reguiary
Collected (inchusing CD4 call number, virus isotation, serum HIV-Ag and anti-p24 titres, B2 microglobubn and Noopterin serum

Rs Ouring the tial 4 subjects dropped out the study (2 in group A, 1 in group C and 1 in group D) and no patient died.

‘Among the taated subjects orfy 1ingroup B (5%) developed AIDSincomparison with 3/16 (18.7%) in control group D. CD4
increased in treated subjectstocomparedin mean fom in groups A

and B changed trom 221 and 196 st beginning of w Sa0.00rd879~ 009)apacheamon 12 of the
follow-up; simiarly, CO4 increased on the à

te groupe who rcnvedrg evryramieranlgeal ardrllincon wo, showed that HIV
slower subjects,progressed in treated patients in comparison with untreated

W.B.P.348 PROGRESS 108 OF HIV INFECTED HEMOPHILIAS UNDER AZ

TREATMENT ONE YEAR FOLL BP S

Mandalaki,Titika *;Karafoulidou, Pa. roles:
A.*;Economidou,J.**;Makris,P.***; amianou,A.**;Psarra, K.**
Karabinis,A.*. *Laikon Hosp. Athens,Greece, **Evangelismo
Hosp. Athens, Greece, ***AHEPA Hosp. Salonica, Gr: €.

Objective evaluat rance, safety and effectiveness
of zidovudine (AZT) treatment according to t clinical

Walter-Reed system) at the beginning of the treatmen

er
months and evaluated clinically and aboratory mon

d Conclusions. All patients showed clinical and labo-
ratory improvement during the follow-up months 1-3.
ll(gr. A) and 3 out of(gr.B) patients developed opportunistic
infections at Laboratory findings (see ble).
During the follo of 11(gr. A) and 2 out of 4 (gr. B)

showed rising titers of HIV-Ag after the initial decrease.
12 Time (months) 3 6 9

Group A:te{am3) 129 207 220 266 282 211
41 37 37 37 38 37

4.200 3.800 2.300 3.000 3.300 3.500
Group Bite. (/mm3) 45 175 89 48 70 31

Het (%) 3 27
C 3.400 2.300 2.400 1.700 1.900

These data suggest an early initiation of AZT treatment.

T
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ZIDOVUDINE(AZT)iNHV POSITIVE HAEMOPHILIACSW.B.P.349 A Hales, M.Giangrande P andKernoff. PBA W.B.P.350 AODE-RELATEDcOnPLER| (ARC)AUSTRALE =—ER
‘Haemophilia Conse on Haemostasis prit Academic Department of

Haematology, Royal Free Hospital, London, United Kin

Objective: To review he eff. f zidovudi HIVpositive
ective analysis of 21 _ patients treated with Zidovudine at the

re CDC IV, | w:

purchase zidovudine privately. Median ase was 33yrs(range:21-69) and they
been known to be Ab pois for 42L -107 oaths (median: 73 months)They

atients irMe“full dose eafine1000 mg/d) without a change in
cts pati required modification or cesssation of

medi due anemia requiring transfusion(3). locytopenia(5), pancyto-
peniarequi ing tcansfusion(1), vomiting(1), poor compliance d conversion to
alt ive medicine(1) Othe: -effects were ano . he es and fatigu
Opportunist infections that occured whilst on zidovudine were: oral candidiasis(2), a

ible of (1), Salmonella typhimurium septicaemia(l), cryptospori-
diosis(1) and E. Coli sepsis fro IC 3 patientsimproved their T4 counts: 6
leteriorated, and 11 remained the - some of thi had a non--sustained rise in

their T4 counts. 5 of 8, P24
Ag positive patients became negative, 2 remained positive and 1 has only had
therapy for 1 wee
Conclusion zidoviudine is an effective treatment for symptomatic RIV infection in

mophiliacS. par arly for thrombocytopenia. However, there were significant
ecisanemisin 3/21(14.3%),granulocytopenia in 5/3123.8%), and pancy'

penia in 1/21(4.7%

 

CESSATION OF ZIDOVUDINE (AZT.) THERAPYLEADS TO INCREASED
W.B.P.351 FREQUENCYCY OF VIRAL ISOLATION

‘anning, Mi sil, J.
Montaner, J.8.G.; O'Shaughnessy, M se yeouea8, C. ; and Rued

Jewish General Hospital, Montreal, Quebsc, Canads, and the Ganadian
Multicentre Study.

i einen, K.;

Objective: To carry out a dose:findingforictty study on 72 Bivinfected
adults cone stages II and III) and to assess viral burden in

individua
ar was isolated from the circulating mononuclear cells of each

subject at regular intervals throughout the study. Subjects received 600 mg
drug per day for 16 weeks, 900 mg for 9 weeks, and 1200 mg
additional 9 we cer 36 weeks, drug was withheld for 6 weeks and
restarted at 42 weeks at 1200 mg/day.
ej : HIV was isolated from rs about 40% of the time porn prior to

treatment and at the end of th average time to cultu:
ash-out and following ©re-

: Shorter wash-out per:rs should” be used, when appropriate, ‘to
overcome the toxic effects of this drug.

W.B. P.353 EFFICACY OF AZT IN A MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL CLINIC
gohn Jonathan: MeMeeking, A; Schlamm H; Vogier M;

; Holzman, R. iew York University-Bellevue

Hospital, New York, New York, U.S.A.

Objective. To evaluate survival of AIDS and ARC patients treated with
zidovudine {AZT) at a municipal hospital clinic.
Methods. Patients (pts) eligible for AZT under the Treatment IND
FDA’s licensed indications were trenteted in a cially designated clinic at
Bellevue Hospital srenords i
between Dec "36 "on lov re reviewed using a standardized
Results. 245 pts fulfilled the‘eriteria for analysis: 220 males, 25 females;
141 whites, 61 hispanics, 39 blacks and 4 others; 146 pono/bisexuel men,
82 with history of IV drug abuse; 82 pts had ARC and 163 A’IDS.Median

i i i uct limit

 
a as 37. ian survival (ms) of the entire group by p
method was 529 days (range 6-721) from th of startin: T. There
was no difference in survival sex, ARC pts lived longer than AIDS pts

rior to(ms 563 v 480, p=.01). Pts with 1 opportunistic infection (OI)
Ti he OI (ms 501 v 357, PS02). Initial
absolute lymphocyte count above esa. mm, absolute CD4+ lymphoc

110, an were associated with significant-

28,
and myositis in each, and other toxicity

Conclusion. Patients from a municipal hospital popuulation treated with AZT
survived at least as long as those reported in other trials.

410

Swanson, Che
NHMRC Special Unit in AIDS Epidesiologyand Clinical Research, University of
New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, Auatra

Objectives: To monitor the efficacy, toxicity and safety of zidovudine {ZDV)

therapy in patients with AIDS-related complex (ARC) in a auiti-

clinical trial in Australia. Patients with ARC have beenenrolled
in the study since June, 1987. By June 1988, 301 homosexual/bisexual males

by 30 November, 1988. Using

aboratory values for t
to ZDV therapy, Rarnoreky performance statuus (PS), and

the log rank test. tivariate analysis of these sane

variables was performed using Cox regression analysis. Safety and toxicity

were evalu: in terms of mean dose Level of ZDV tolerated and need for
transfusions during therapy. Results: xty-nine of the patients (23%) had
developed AIDS conditions. Significant dittevences XK "05) in survival
curves for TTAIDS were found for CD4 counts < 50 » Hb ¢ dl, Dx to
ZDV time > 12/52 PS (80. CD4 counts < 50 x 10° was the only baseline
variable independently sssociate with poorer TTAIDS athis analysis. The

during therapy, of w

Conclusion: ZDV app:pears to be w his group ai patients
and baseline CD4 counts is independently associated with TTAL

W.B.P.352 IMPROVEMENT OF SURVIVAL IN AIDS PATIENTS WITH ZIDOVUDINE

Atici, Clauiio: Resi M.; Finexzi, MG. and Minola
Departmentof Infections Diseases, Ospedeli Rinntd,Begeno, Tel,

Qbiectire, To 4
after the intmductionofsidovadine therapy.

erekated suvinal afer the dienes of AIDS (Kaplan-Meier method) dung

 

1985-1986-1987 (before zidovadline eveilable at our department and in 1968 (when
‘wes evaiabls therapeutic we). Zidovaline wes utes

Italian NationalAZT {200 mg everyfour hours).
Results,Out of 100 patients, 93 wor follow-up of2 months); most ofthem(6998)

TYDA. |, Observed 1965-1987, did not undergo }, woganiless of
their clinical 43 patients, 0! 1988, were treetwd with sidovudine if responding
the inclosion criwria ofhs Italian National

SURVIVAL FROM A1DS DIAGNOSIS % (Kapisa-Meier method)
ni 6 2

1985-1987 (“pre-AZTI era") 61.4 38.6 27.3
1988 ("AZT era”) 76.4 69.4 595

Coschsione, pol
contibeed to the observed incresse of survive) rates. Nevorteless, our confirm the

survive!à cfAIDS patent,dsoKIVDA, for whicha 

poor comp

W.B.P.354 THE EFFECT OFSANFRANCISED{AZT) ON SURVIVAL OF AIDS
PATIENTS INSAN
Le ; Payne, S.F.; Neal, D.P.; Rutherford, G.u.

San Francisco Department o pu lic Health, SanMeranesseo: CA,

Objective. To evaluate the effect ofzidovudine (AZT) on survival trends for
AIDS patients diagnosed in San Fran 0 (SF) in 1986 and 1987.
Methods. Informat! on on antiviral

S patients diagnosed in1986 9r 1987 in SF. Nes
ents treated w at some point dur

F
diagnosis). Eleven patients u Median
survival was calculated using the Kaplan-Meier product-3imit

sults e@ median survival for patients ZT (21. nths) wi
Significantly longer than for patients not on any antiviral therapy {13.9
months) (p<0.001). Improved survival for patients AZT was found for both
patients with (21 14.9 months) and without (21.3 s 1 nths)

eumocystis carinii pneumonia wit months of diagnosis (p<.001)
mproved s: or patient AZT was found for all baroups|of

Conclusion. Survival for patients on AZT was significantly longer thanshit
for patients not on antiviral therapy in a sample of AIDS patients in
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ZIDOVUDINE (AZT), PREVENTIVE TREATMENT OF AIDS IN HIV SEROPOSITIVE

PATIENTS 7W.8.P.35
Jean-Marc : stein, M. ; Lowenstein, W. ; Andrieu,

J.M. for the Lasnnec HIV Study raFennec Hospital. 42 rue de Sèvres

CEDEX 0: FRANCE)

- 75340 PARIS

807, an epen etudy in 76 non AIDS/HIV seropositive patients with « low T4 cell

count (CO4 < 300/ul). 39 patiente were 1) received AZT (20 mg/kg/d) and 36 patient

(groupe 11} received ne treatment. entry, group I and Il patients were comparable

f age, sex and risk factors.

he:

To aeecos the efficacy nf Zidovudine (AZT) in the prevention of AIOS we cenducted. in

September 1 tud:

 

yaptomatic PGL AAC P24 Ag P24 Ag pg/ml CDS cell/ul

mean wean
6: n239) 12 11 16 15 307 16D

Greup 11 (ns36} 7 LR 12 vw 285 165

During the 12 months of follow-up. AIOS occurred in 10 group 1! patients (7

sosertuntetic. Iafectiene (ol) : 3 ter s earcoma (KS)} and in 2 group I patients {2 OI).

The 12 1 occurrence was 12% and 367 jn gre Land II

respectively {P=0.069) AZT related side effecte occurred in of patients. Major oi

Ff tic toxicity Itemporary discontinuation of AZT) caces of

twmatological complications (blood transfusions were neceseary i: of these patients).

In cenclusion, the tt “ul a prevent the occurrence

of uw patients with low ce s. MH a study enrolling

s larger of is id to cenfirm such a trend aee subjects needa

elle” up parted might eliminate the fact drug only peetpones thelew

occurrence of AIDS.

W.B P. 357 DISEASE STATUS AND HIV ISOLATEREPLICATION IN 31
. HAEMOPHILIACS TNOLUDENG 11 AZT TREATED PATIE

ori, P.G.*; Franchint, E.**k; Lanza,
T.¥K; Ferrari, gneee Varnier O.E.

xDept. Haemathology & Oncology, *kBlood Bank 13: Gaslini
Institute, ***Lab. Human Retrovirology, Genova, Ital ,

Objective. Correlation of disease status to the replicative
properties of Iv solates in 31 infected haemophiliacs
including 11 AZT treated patiente

: iacs contracted HIV infection between
1980 and 1984; at present are Slesaafied CDC group II and
21 group III. Clinical, inmunclogical and virological analysis
have been routinely done sinc 1584

: Although no ove observed, lo:
percentage (<30%) and number teense ofTA cells sccured in
ost of th HIV s isolated fro 7 haemophiliacs and
isolates showed high, moderate and low replicative properties.
Eight highly replicating H1Vs were isolated from patients, who
showed signs o sease progression (trombocytopenia, T4 cell
oss or antigenemia). On the contrary 7 subjects, with
relatively good clinical status andngnmunelogscal parameters,

siow replicating © detectable p24 in th
seru ndepen
slightly improved the clinical and innunological conditions.

A ted immediately
after virus isolation regardiess the clinical nu

Ww B P. 359 AN OPEN TRIAL OF ZIDOVUDINE (A2T) IN 17 ZRIRIAN PATIENTS
omens EMAss

Balers Milangu, M.#; Nyst */ae
pire,8 etCal oubs Erh Ryder. Riun/nsns #hama

Yeno Yeno Hospitals Zaire; ##Pro, DA, Kinshasa; ###CDC, Atlanta, ER deSA.
Obisct iva. 7© observe the chimie.etticacy of AZT in African pati
wi hospitalized at Masa eno Hos ital (YH), sinshasa, aire.

a pd at MYH, Q Paieentsnwith
mareirereatcatedtehfet ina“dosage of either’ 285 mg/4 how

600 m ve, parameameters which could be used to quantify drug
efricicy,patients,run dns tha WHO cliniceal eriteria for AIDS and
presentin with alhisto f persistent diarrhsa and/or pruritic dermatitis
and/or Kapost?s àvers included in the trial. Patients were followed
weekly.C1€ inigal“andhehematological parameters were monitored for evidence
of AZ ucedtoxiccitys
athen wen (age range 27-46 year re i

Trial.“ant,ne17patients exper: enced weReine gain during the
ment ¢average weight gaine4 kgs; aver je tim

EE staenetoftrestment and maximum weightt Eiaedmont!Hi
tients have now been followed for atota ks. Anem:

eu ia requiring temporary drug ces: leeone n S(29%) of the
17 patients for a total of 29 weeks (9% satfhe totaldealtengeh of time of

iment of patients in the trial). Total t was 298 weeks.
During the trial patients have_ collectively Cnnerlonced fever for|6x of
fhe total ol i isodes of dia

ne episodes28/100 years of
ve,18 episodes of Gernat itis givingaan

ch wer
at the start of beanbothProures:essod shite on treatuent.

patic ents), oral candida (18%), dsep skin
abscess (24%) Seveloped during therapy.

. AZT induced a transient amelioration in the overall clinical
rinelees, while on therapy many patients continued tostatus.

i dermatitis and opportunistic infect ion:experiance d

W.B. P.356 OPEN TRIAL OF THE LONG-TERM SAFETY OF ZIDOVUDINE -
ANTERIH ANALYSIS

ule, Linda*; Peake, Joanne*; Fletcher, Malcolm*;
and the canadinn zidovudine Collaborative Group* Burroughs
Wellcome Inc., Kirkland, Québec,
gbiective: To present an interim safety analysis of thisonagins

“Open Lon

ras
e study, which began in November

As2 patients. At baseline they w
e following ep classifications:

dovudine. Approximately
full daily dose (1200mg). There

nently
d

useful data on the safety and use patterns
Zidovudine. effort must be made to improve the overall
rate of follow-up.

Ww B P. 358ORPROSAIDPATIENTSAFTER EIGHTTO ONE

 

 

 

 

HUND! INE

Creer. + Leedom, J. M., and Melancos, H.
University of Los Angeies, CA USA

Objective. To descr inci fAIDS defini
MenaTecaypacepesca

Nineteen of the 22 completed

MreaisaZDVbenBic ‘mg every four hours for 10-12 weeks and then 200 mg every four
fs thereafter. ‘The other 8 patients received ZDV 200mg every 4 hours. ZDVwas reduced to 100 every 4 for

is <750) or <500). ZDVwas resumed ity reversed.

Reis. Pificen of the 19 patients (79%) developed recurrences PCP between weeks 10 and 150. Most of these recurrences were

mild, a developed in 3 of the recurrent PCP developed cryptococcal meningitis

‘between weeks 12-60. Two were ultimately fatal. Four developed cyeomepsiovires (CMV) retinitis, enather CMVrenmit

wasting syndrome, and another CMV coliti. FoudemejopedGieeminated MrcnneteronAe loped central

system toxoplasmosis.

reactions to ZDV'

Jasted over 7 days.

mio
While ZDV f OF's initially However,
 

 

“ZIDOVUDINE DELAYS DEVELOPMENT OF AIDS FOR PATIENTS WITHW.B.P.360
teher, M.**;Houle, L-Rachiis, *

‘*Sunnybrook Medical Centre and the UniSeriesofToronto » Toronto, Ontario,

da, **Burroughs Welicome Inc., Kirkland, Quebec, Canaade.

eect x sotablish omg use patterns and the rate of progression to AIDS
a group of 4C-2, 3 and 4A patients©treated with zidovudine.

hethons A"ero oepatients was followed for at least moni in the Ontario
Canada open zidovudine treatment seudys 136 4C-2 patients, 67 category 3
patients and 23 patients in categor .
Results: At a mean follow-up of 38.5 wee
‘zidovudine at full or r

 
ks, 75% of the sample remained on

he
ved full dosage for 30 days, a reduc fo: had

iumpendedfor 3 . The majority of dose reductions and discontinuationa
o drug-related nnTO) toxicity. Eigh ents experienced

“eri cueortunteeie infections (01: developed PCP and disease
e had dieaat follow-up. Pati a‘a with previoua 4C~2 OIs had diag-

nosed at a mean of 249 days after the minor Ol. For the rest of the
40-2 patients“ere mean n x days jor ction wa: .
following did not appear to be predictive of Progression o AIDS:
spearsneutropenia or

‘the length of t at a reduced doose 0:
Conclusion: Pregee on to AIDS

the initial placebo-controlled trial and
note ds the fact that patiente were at seduceddodose

 
historical controls.
or off the drug for 70%of the follow-up period. Further etudy is warranted
+o.establish1flower,lesstoxicdosage{s.infact.anafficaciousone.
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TREATMENT WITH RETROVIR IN DIFFERENT
W.B.P.361 STAGES OF THE HIV INFECTION. W.B.P.362 WITHASHOTOMSICTATECTIONORWITH PATIENTS

A.Chirianni, P.Tullio Cataldo, S.Noce Bonadies, L.PicciottoMAIO G.,IZZO C.M.,MANZILLOE.,BUONOCORE S.,MANZILLO G.. LinkeInfectious . ~ ,*D. COTUGNO HOSPITAL"-USL 412 WA Du . M.Piagzza. Clinie of Infectious Diseases|University Naples-Italy.

54 HIV-Ab positive patientsa(6of II group,13 of III group,35 of IV

16 of then(33%)resuited dropped
sontha(l of II group,6 of III group and $ of IV group):there ve
ren't d.o. among those who aren't d.a..47% of the followed since
the beginning(time O)showed n* of CD4) 400.There were serious 8i

in 26% of the patients,which resulted in interruptions

those from II and III g

(P>0.01).0f the six patients not d.a.,66% have remained stationa

ry and 1(16.6%)died.

W.B.P.363 LONG TERM ASSESSMENT OF TOXICITY AND CLINTCA GUTCOME IN
TREATMENT OF HIV TNPECT‘ION vim ZTDOVUDIN
Dyner, Toby; Lang, 5 Geaga, ender,Fi.

AIDS Clinical Research Frolict ceildren'e Respite of San Francisco,California,
U.S.A.
Objective. To evaluate the toxicity and assess the long term clinical ou
of Zidovudine therapy in RIV infected individualsitagnosed with AIDS or Mo
have been symptomatic with less than 200 CD4 c
Methods. A prospective, open: à cncontrelied” teen. of Zidovudine therapy
began of 1986. By the end of December 1988, we enrolled and
treasated 27 patients with AIDS and 19 patients with HIV related symptoms and
lese than 200 C elle (CDC apneIVe disease
Results. sia available for 26 patients with AIDS

weeks for 12 of 19 patientswith CDC stag
with 1 than 750 celle per cubic millime
with AIDS; 3 with stage IVa disease). Transfusions
patients (8 with AIDS; 1 with stage ve disease rrent

s incluéta PCP, CMV retinitis, CMV colitis, and disseminat
were noted in 50% of the AIDS patients. 3 of 12(25%) evaluable CDC stage IVa
patiente have progressed to AIDS. 56% of patients diagnosed with AIDS at
start of therapy have died while 27% remain on drug. 82 of evaluible patienta
with sympt: Bad less than 200 CD4 cells at start of therapy have died while

75% remain on
Conclusion. Our experience with Zidovud:ine therapy in HIV infection is

similar to that of other investigators. Zidovudine proiongs survival in
thie population y from recurrent OIs. e major

limiting factor in prolonged use remains the hematologic toxicities.

W.B.P.365 ARRETE BETWEEN P24 ANTIGENAEMIA AND

D4+/NIEOPTEAIN Ratio IN AZT-jISEATER PATIEN

Croechiolo Paolo,Lizio nzeri MP.,Filippi C., Araidiscone
I.,Nerdelle ML. - ‘Dapedete ‘laggiore - 20075 LODI (Italy)
 
biective: to verify whether CD4+/neopterin ratio (A) correlates

Are clinical couras and p Antigensemia (p24Ag) in AZT-treated
patients infected with HIV.
Methods: 14 HIV-positive pta (18 males,4 femalae,mean
24.3,range 20-32 years; 6 p24Ag pos.,5 p24Ag neg. at enrolment)

p24Ag; A was eleo 3 monthly calculated for each

linicel conditicn did not worsen in any of tha 14 pts
hs’ treatment; in fact clinical improvement

ie 4. Acoording to *between-variance" enalys
tatistiosliy

decrease)am observed in cur pts,regardless
of their initial p24Ag eta

re ceesionce,a) proved to be tha most sansitive

only immunologice! index (replecing p24ag) in the monitoring of
AZT-trested patients.

412

Objective. Evaluation of the sifects and tolerance of Zidovudine
£DV) in AIV seropo:

C group II)
sitive patient >

Methods. 10 as € pa:atients (cp
group III) all with initial T4 counts ran

150 and 350/am wewere
st monthand

 

and 10 with
ging be

ven ZDV 7 monofor 4 times a day tee the
3.5 mg/Kg for 4 times a day for an additional

Results.Mo"patients showed O00.1I. and/or tumor. Nause:
beadache wa frequently cbasrved. all

14.04 at month in PMN cell coun 532 at
and 2407 at month 8). Anormal CPX ze observe:

3 subjects during tment. In 2 patients GPT ues 3 times
¢! zmal value was obs din the first month followed
normalization. 3

trentment. Mean T4 count was 198/mmc at entry and 179/muc after
month:

Conclusion. nov at the dose indicated was fairly well tolerated
mon of therapy. The slight T4 cells decrease

4s an expression of the star,of the treatment. rther study
will be needed to datermine long-term effect of thera:

W.B.P.364 ZIDOVUDINE TREATMENT IN 100 CONSECUTIVE PATIENTS
WITH AIDS OR AIDS RELATED COMPLEX

. oudot F, Hargous ML, Sobel Alain » Gessinat B,

Rekacewicz 1, Lyonnet F et al. Hopital Henri Mondor, 94010
Créteil,

enalyse zadine treatment in severe HIV
infection interms of su

was elwa given orally every & h 3. Ti
SS AIDS patients (30 O.I., 16 sola -8., 7 h hs, 2
with neurologic disorders) and 4 ARC patients. The mean dura
tion of follow-up under treatment was (0,2-18). 15% of

IVDA.
Aesults, At fter beginning AZT only 35% of the patients

jimen
mo a
received the initial dose. The causes of reg

alteration included hemato dionl toxicity (41%), intercurrent
events (10%), combination therapies.9 ARC patients gress:

observed in atients.to AIDS under treatment. 42 O.I.
The 12 ao rvivel rates from the beginning of AZT treatment

7 in’ ARC patients: 69.4% in AIDS with 1.0., 72.4% in
xs patients. 42. KS + 0.1. patients. The 18 mo rates were

70.4 % in ARO but o 5.5 % in AIDS.
Conolusion. Zido ino ovid a better quality of survival

which might be slightly prol aged. But sterting doces are redu-
edene dents within cause of toxicity.

Mor ents mov © DS while eatedr 20% of AR
though.‘the initial dose had been maintained in most.

W.B.P.366 pubedcliniave et biologique de 108 malsdes traités par

INE” Sur une période de 12 à 18 mo

BOILLOT, Corinne : PESCE, A ; QUARANTA,J.F.; VINTI, H. ; TAILLAN, B. ;
CASSUTO

ERUETE, FRANCE. Ligue Régionale Française de Lutte contre le :SIDA.

Objectif : évalué à long terme, ta survie, L'apparition des infections
opportunistes et la modification des lymphocytes T4 chez 108 malades du

groupe 4 traités par ZIDOVUDINE.
Méthode : “auivi clinique et biologique mensuel des 108 malades sur une
ren de 12 à 18 mois.
Résultat : - pourcentage de aurvie ? stede 3 et 4 conan
6 mois 12 mois 18 mois #8 6 mois:76 Crsous placébo

* 78% x ivelveane Msi 87)

- apparition ou récidive d'infections opportunistes :
6 mois 12 mois 18 mois - 6 mois, 48 % sous placébo

1 335% 44% el Wellcome mai 87)
Stade 304 16% 32 % 48%
- Pourcentage de patients en fonction des taux de T4 et du temps :

e e ae” ae Se 6e 7e se

Jyaon 6% 52x 30% 24% 2K SEK 21% Ex
Stable 20% 3 17% 30% 41% 19% 25% 32x

\>20% 1 38% GOK
Conclusion : asigré une rogress des tes T4 et d'un
pourcentage important apparition ou de récidive dtinfections opportunistes
le eurvie sous ZIDOVUDINE est apprécisble (65 % a 1)
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W.B. P.367 AZT TRERAPY IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDU‘S) AND THEIR
‘SEXUAL PARTNERS

; Landesman,S; Shafer,R; Chirgwin,K; Dehovitz,J.

Kings County Hospital Genter. and SUNY - Health Science Center at Brooklyn,
U.S.A.

Describe the experience of our clinic in administering AZT to
1 partners of ru

ere IVDU's or who were sexual partners of
tweenye? 3/88.

: 35 were male IVDU's (mean age:37.5, range:23-54). 24 were female

(mean age:33.2, range:24-39}; 10 females were Encensant1erese:exual
partners of an IVDU.

ortunistic infection-7}; 13 had ARC petea meanvnteME13(rangs:60-292).

(range:1-19), and 4 transferred to another .
Ta: 20/59(34%) were lost to follow-up after mean of 5.7 months of

23 developed an opportunistic infection
ansfusions. 22 required dose reductions due

to anemia an or neutropenia
Most pts in this cohort of IVDU's exual partners of IVDU's

were compliant with AZT therapy as judged bythee record of clinic
attendance. Efficacy can not be assessed due ack of a control group.
Adverse reactions © AZT were similar to those previously described in other
groups of p

W.B.P.369 4x INTERMITTENT ZIDOVUDINE REGIMEN: TOXICITY AND EFFICACY
Bodgworth Neil, Cooper David A. NHMRC Special Unit in AIDS

SW, Australia.

continuo ‘apy spite dose reduction (1.2g ~ 0.75g/day) were
followed on an intermittent regimen o: weeks of 1 T day, 4 we
without drug). The effect of zidovudine on clinical response, trans. ni

uirements, blooë counts, viraemia and CD4 cells was analyzed on contin-requ:
uous therepy (26.1 els)apersevith intermittent therapy as: 4 weeks).

nuous AZT Intermittent AZT
New ols” or KS Fa2ejects) 3 (2 subjects)

10p24ag no +ve 10
ps/al 377 £136 112 £38 272 £20

CD4 cells S/1 131 +18 105 +17 63 +15
Trensfusions patients - 14 2

umber (units) - 36 (240) 4 (16)
13.4 +.31 7.9 +.42 11.6 (11.2% 12.14)

wee 10°/1 4.29 +.36 2.53 +.20 2.95 (2.81* 3.091)
G'eytes 10°/1 2.44 +.23 1.30 +.13 1.66 (1.61% 1.67t)

all values are mean +SE. * on zidovudi
a roved markeël. on intermittent AZT and transfusion

requirements were mininal. Despite severe immunodeficiency and anaemia
consistent with more advanced disease at the time of commencement of
intermittent therapy. the oceurrenc f new opportunistic disorders was
similar for both regimens. the basis of ings, studies of the
efficacy of intermittent zidovudine as initial tharepy should be undertaken.

W B P 371 "USEOF SIDOVUDINE (AZT)ININJECTION DRUGUSE(IDU)RELATED
. HIV INFECTION — CLINICAL OUTOOME

A, & al Cowen FA, Jones ME, wee Py MacCallum LR, Brettle RP,
Gray ei . ectious Diseases t Hospital, Edinburgh

UNITED KING ,
Qbjective: To evaluate clinical outcome of AZT
infection: (IDUMIV) in vview of increased AZT levels in opiai .

2: 3 ves were assessed of which 253 (79%) were infected
between 1983-85 TU. AZT patients 37 are male (22 IDUHIV,
15 homosexuals (HO)) and 14 female (13 IDUHIV, 1 LE

in of cl. y 8 opportunistic infections (OI),
side effects (SE) attribu to AZT and survival AZT.

requiring dose (50%) IDUHIV and
(46%) HO. Significant OI 6 weeks post start of AZT occurred in 3 (30%)

in 8 toeHO. Tree 1234) HO with AIDS have died of their
disease (mean time after starting AZT=56 weeks). Two HO AZT when
they had ARC (CDC RE) {Da43 weeks) compared with 19 IDUHIV (D=39
weeks). se aire reduction developed in 6(32%) IDUHIV and in 1(50%)
HO. Signif: O7 developedin 20168) TOUT mut in neither As yet no

6%) IDOHIV has to date died fromAKC patientshave progressed to AIDS.
Four IDUHIV were COC

developedSEoxGr.
Conclusion: ‘The frequency serious events {OI and SE) is not greater or
etficacy ieee in TOBE deoptte opiates/benzodiazepines having an effect on
AZT pharmokinetics.

status 3 (Duéé weeks). None of

W.8.P.368 ROVAT OF SYMPTOMLESS HIV SEROPOSITIVE SUBJECTS BY
OTHYMIDINIE (AZT). A CONTROL STUDYIN 56 PATIENTS.

Vittecog,Daniel*,~ierrére, J.J.#*, Lambin, P.**, Mettetal, J.F.*, Rouzioux, C.*,
Courouce, A.M.**, Bach, LES.
* Dpt of Immunology, Hdpital Necker ; ** I.N.T.S., Paris, France.

Sblective:. To determine the effectoof.AZT in symptomless HIV seropositive subjects.
M is. Comparison ef 2 cohorts (coc d 
according to CBeecell count.Aieomen)and p24 antigenemis ( detectable0

tectable). A of subjects was untreated while the other received AZT (301
nes 6 hours) + Ecyclovir (abomg/day) dur! year. inical and biological tebe
and CD8cell! count,+ pee ag) ev uation was performed atato, 6, 12 mon

32Results. 26 treated subject were excluded due to drug
Induced anaemia. Nosignifient modification of haerogiobin level and total leucocyte
count occurred in others. No modification of clinical staging was noticed in
treated subjects while 3 untreated subjects became CDC IV ; DE0ag, Initially
undetectable in 11 subjects1in
 

both groups, ained undetectable in ail treated
subjects while3it b ag level

ubjects as initially detectableempectivelyted 81

210,78 and 0"ogaele mentsaNo modificationof total ym
ount was noted in groups. CDS cellcoun as noted Hé treated

subjects (350,429 andeee at O61 months;POS€contrasting with a decrease
in those untreated (354,286 and 274/mm-; p<0.01). A CD8 cell increase was also no
in treated subjects (7092and 999/mm3, pO.01).
Conclusicn. AZT is of interest in sympromiessless HIV infection despite the risk of

olled trials requiring long follow-up are warranted and ethically
suitableonly in subjects favingCICD65 cells >400/mm3 and an undetectable p24 ag.

W B P. 37 LONG-TERM SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF ZIDOVUDINE IN LARGE

vv" COHORTS OF IV DRUG ABUSERS: 20 MONTH EXPERIENCE WITH 200
500 ARC AND 400 AIDS PATIENTS.

Vella, Stefano*; Menniti Ippolito, F.*; Agresti, M.G.* and The Italian
Zidovudine Evaluation Group.

ationel Inatitute of Health, Rome, Italy.

 

oHective. To evaluate the long term safety and efficacy of zidovudine
when administered in I1.V. drug abuser HIV-infected patients

f zDV-treated 

peutic reaponse and survival
the occurence of verse events in this particular

 
ories of patients,

asymptomatic patients, with
overall survival of AIDS patients was t
progression rate to ARC and AIDS has also been “evaluated£0for the studied

popula

W.B.P.372 ZIDOROIR IN ARC AND AIDS PATIENTS: CLIKICAL, DEMOLOGICAL AND VIROLOGICAL

EFFICACY.
metfhan.GartsPetr.n, *Deppermann,K.H.*,Ludwig,#.D.*,Hfelke,4.**,Zorr,8.*

ae Clinic eeit,“Institute ef medical microbiology and *** clinical and experimenta}

virology, 1000 Berlin

Sbiective, To evaluate the clinical, tmmnological und virological efficacy of Zidovudin (AZT) in ARC
and AIDS patients (pts).

> Don-comparative prospective rial.Evaluation ns (3-aonths interval); caen

incidence ef "MIDSindicative diseases and disease progression,resp., (2)tmmmologicel: T~lyaphocyte

juorescenceing with ‘mmunof li by Por) (om,“mé, CD6+Leu7+} and whole-blood }:

proliferation assay with ae and tetanus toxoid ae annees {UV culture

ja primery blood p24 ant: capture test (Dupont Co.

Results, Until 1/1969 38 uyrant (ELISA)AARC and AIDS a (all mala homosexuals, 45y) are
eeae 1.0g/d AZT orelly for a mean duration of 2762174 days, 16 peoe months.In 22 and 10 pts

toxiet anemia,hemolysis)
sary,sayresp 2/98 pts.(20/19 with AIDS) developed COC-C1/D classifiedss, iae died due to

and CD6+Leu7+,resp.) from 110288 (5024451 and
before therapy to. 40483 (3766892 and. I7Belo4crespcJattar. 6 monthe, fo change in

proliferation could be detected (PIN 4027243135 vs,260506404,tetanus Ce >
and 5000cpm,resp.).HIV could be cultured in 12/20 (60%) before and in 11/16 (69%) after

lesion. efficacy of zidovudin in AIDS pts was limited. No improvement of
temunologica],functions] and virological parameters could be seen. Only in ARC pts AZT demonstrated

sons clinicai value.
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W B P. 373 COMPLIANCE WITH ZIDOVIDINE (AZT) THERAPY IN AN INNER-CITY
. HIV-INFECTED AeroON,

Williams, Ive *; Noel-Connor, J.* and El-Sadr, W.*.
*Harlen Hatei Canter, New York, N.¥.U.S.A.

Compliance to AZT was retrospectively evaluated in HIV-infected outpatiente.
were prescribed AZT between 11/86-7/88. Thirty-

nt (Rx) sewhere, 1 requested

enty-eight pte were followed from
their death. There were inadequate data on pts. Charts of

viewed. 24 2P

29.4 yrs (range 25-63 yre). Eighteen of the
Drug Users (IVDUS), 5 of 24 (20.8%) were homosex-

The primary diagn

$ ” a & a nN 2 w P
t F 2 e o © rt

B
e cone.

onpliance was achieved in a subgroup of black
predominantly IVDUS with HIVdisease.

OUTPATIENT TRANSFUSION THERAPY FOR RETROVIR-ASSOCIATEDW.B.P.975 ur
Weiss,Susan; Vieser,E.; Rodgers,P.; McMeeking,A; Schlamm,H.

AIDS Program, Bellevue Hospital Center, New York, NY, USA.
 

Objective. To demonstrate the feasibility and safety of outpatient trans-
fusion therapy for patients rovir-associated anemia

designated section of the general outpati
Ne .

the patient continuously. Adverse

 1/89, a total of 604.5 units of
RAA (62 males, 4 females)

xual males, 10 patients with history of intravenous

drug abuse, 3 with multiple AIDS-riske, 2 with other risks. 28 patients
received transfusions on iple occasions. Each patient was transfused a
average of Nine tients hadindwelling catheters for

access. Only 6 adverse effects were observed including 4 non-enlytic
febrile reactions, 1 severe allergic reaction, and 1 episodea_bypotension
caused by concurrent nfection, result: in hospital adniss

e 0.04 adverse reactions per patient transfuaion sees:

Conclusionon. Tranefusion therapy for patients| safely be
provided in the outpatdent clinic setting. able clinical.status can b:
maintained in patients with RAA requiring eranefusione without the need.for

admisaion to the hospital

W.B.P.377 COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES AT CASEY HOUSE HOSPICE:
— A MODEL FOR TRADITIONAL/ALTERNATIVE INTERACTION

William E. Berinati, M.A., D.C.
Complementary“therapies Committee,

House Hospice
Founding Boar er, Psychiatry Clinic £
AIDS-Related Concerns, Mt. Sinai Hospital, “Toronto

 The and ° di * regarding care
of the Hiv infected individualo ten suggests a dichotommy

ommunity or hospital nd t
of the "traditional" and “alternative" health care systems
will be introduc

414

INTERFERON (IFN) ALPHA + AZT IN AIDS-eaters KAPOSI'S
SARCOMA (KS): FINAL RESULTS OF aPHASE TRIAL

ansbac B, Gold J, Flonenberg N,
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center: New York, USA.

W.B.P.374

Armstrong D.

To evaluate the safety, tolerance and maximum tolerated dose

in AIDS patients (pts) with KS; to assess antitumor,

viralat ects of the combination.
with biopsy-provenKS, PSS>70, ANG>1500,me? 5

prior IFN or AZT wereeeligible. sharets of 6-6 pts were enter!

various sally IM doses of IFN-a2a or Nl p

this arm of : res wi ei n 3/6 a: valuable pts,
respectively. For IFN-a2a, a wider dose range was evaluated:

2 +)

4.5 100 1/6 1/6 (7)
4.5 200 2/6 3/5 (60)
9 100 1/6 2/6 (33)
9 200 3/4 4/4 (100)

18 100 2/6 3/6 (50)
MIDs were defined: 4.5MU IFN-a2a QD + 200mg AZT q4h and 18MU IFN-a2a QD +

OOmg AZT q4h. Neutropenia was the major dose-limiting toxicity. skin test1 :
reactivity increased, while CD4 and CD&Par8 seine

elevated serumpee antigen, 6 showed a decline cvels
-a2a and AZT can be ets conbineë dd induce high t

response rateTe vesuppression in some patients. {Supportedoo NIAID-AGTG)

W.B.P.376 “S22icszs-tutsine fornmms/anc

v
i
a

conpurer Networks
Patricia Flatley » RN, PhD, Principal Investigator

Stefan Ripich RN, Project Directo
Frances Payne Bolton School of vorsing, Case Western Reserve University

This three year study evaluates the use of a free, public access computerr network

traditionalmethods of nursing care deli

nurses t the informational needs of well jona concerned about AIDS/ARC; (2)
foster arcs of people with AIDS/ARC C'PWA/PWARC") and their carepartuers through

ân-the-hone support, counselling, and education. Currently lerway six

needs assesament involving 100 PWA's and their cazepartners.

Computer netwo: create ess links between remote sit 2 project we

will put computers in the home 1A/ PHARC a prerovide links to citntealneeats or

access an exist: computer system

ices constructed to support the
5oa

ehshane terminal People can

y persons needing informat: + person

ers Oo: RC. me:

 

rma!
support “ane will facilitate peer as well as professional contact, eteoea

“support group without walla”

This intervention’s effectiveness in disseminating information, enhancing problen

solving skills, and diminishing tuolation will be evaluated in a series of fieeid

studies. The increasing hasis on non-institutional care damands new appro: to

delivering treatment and support, while the availability computer teechaclogy"provides

the means to do so. Preliminary findings from the neads piaBement suggest thet due

cognitive impairments computer interfaces employ icons (picturesS an'vell ss

W.B.P.378 |"s0e=s Im an amps Hospice SETTING

Bloom,JeffJeff A., Flannery, J.
House Hospice, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Casey House ree standing hospice dedicated to people with AIDS. The
Hospice has 13 boset(12 palliative, 1 respite care) and in March 1988.

8 of be on symp-

the Hosp:

was , discharge planninghas heen difficult. Community systems
are not presently organized to assist these people. Problems occasionally: < 5

 
arise regarding residents who wish to continue use
home remedies with which the i are unfamiliar.
Concl : AIDS is much less predictab cancer in the final .
With everchanging approaches therapy, all ved must be ever
flexible in the definition and provision of
tinually review the policies of the Hospice in
the disease and encourage change in the camnity to eile nn offective
continuum of care.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A DAY FACILITY FOR PEOPLE WITH AIDS/HIV
W B P 379 INFECTIONS

KELLY,ANN

Objective The Kobler Centre, attached to St Stephen's Hospital, London
ims to Provide day care for AIDS/HIV patients in order that the patients

remain. at home independently for longer than pre

 Method: A description of the commissioning and activities of the Centre
during its first year of opera

Result: The facility was constructed at a lost of £3.2 millions in
eighteen months from planning to completion. It has 6 day beds and 5
consulting rooms for outpatients. The Centre performs endoscopies, minor
procedures, blood transfusions and drug therapies.

 

Conclusion: The Centre has reduced pressure on hospital inpatientfefacilities
led a ai:an environment that enables patients tommaint.

independence and remain at howe for longer than pr

W.B.P.381IMPLANTABLE TNEUSTON PORTS IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS
ton, Lynn, Lynch, Y.#4, Roy, P.##%, Depts. of

ine’, Nursiogts and Surgery#%s, Victoria General Hospital, Halifax,
en Canada.

Object. rares eur experience with the use of implantebl infusion
ports (PAC)a AIDS patients compared to their use in non-AIDS patients.
Methods. Retrospective chart review of 15 AIDS and 16 nonATS (NA

tients bad PAC inserted by the sane surgeon.
1987, 15 of our AIDS patients {all men yrs.) hay

ture and current antibiotic useAUenderanans)
meav. of 30 (range < 1-120) wks. af’ their Ten we:

general ond § under local anestheticwith antibio’
prophylacieoise The PAC in place an av. of 302.4 (range 9-
706) ime of insertion to the endpoint (death, PAC removal,
or Jan eo “Thinteen NA patients {el men; av age 40.4 Rare ) bad

hematologic|or solid tumour malignancies. AIDS and NA patients had an
readmissions (av. 3.3 va 3,4) wii use of PAG (77.6% vs

78.2%) and little need for other ne (10.28 ve 10-98). 2 AIDS and 1
there were difficulties with PAC insertion; in all 3 the

tubing was subsequently replaced or removed. of the AIDS and 7/16
counts < 500; 6 AIDS and 2 NA patients had

patient was the Pi because fection. were other
ications in either group. PAC insertion provided safe

and conveni: L venous access in AIDS patients

W.B. P.383 T= IMPACT OF AIDS F HAEMOPHILIACS IN WALES
Beese, Jacqueline University6eeWales College of Medicine,

Cardiff, South Wales, U.K.

Objective. To describe the impact of Aids on the familes of affected

Welsh Haemophiliacs

Anyone involvedà with ha hi 8 has be impressed by their courage

gettin i itating

 x human
Results. At least one wife has seroconverted, others have not made love
since x husbands und to tra

ing identified.
tress, there is evidence of poor

‘equently keep knowledge to

er drugs in an effort to

of their plight.

 

FONCTIONS aisreUATRE DANS UN HOPITAL DE JOURW.B.P.380 fonctions

 

RIS

Objectifs : Evaluer le role“a pneus dans un hôpital de jour recevant des patients

HIV+, auprès des mainde su l'équipe soignante.

Méthodes : 1) Consultations payehiatstques 2 1/2 j/semaine x 2 3

U s'agit genres psychiatriques sait uniques, soit répétés, voire de sui

psyychothérape utique

2) Participation aux réunions de l'équipe soignsnts de l'hôpital (6 médecins et 10 para-

médicaux...

Résultats : Une année d'expérience montre que la demande a été en progressio

 

constante tout en se diversifiant. fl s'agit soit de traiter des manifestations d'angeis

dépression souvent rencontréss chez ces patients, parfais même dans

soit de prendre en psychothérapie certeins patients névros ti

di s act psychologique ;

es décampensations psychiatriques graves, par u reite nt

té . du médecin,

e tel ou tei

ctio e p: L'équipe soignante

besoin d'untiers dens la relation médecine main même €Fabelence de demande ‘te

soins spécifique. Lorsque règne une proximité trop grsnde avec jes patients, une

distence doit être rétablis pour le confort de ceun.

on i univoqu « Thérapeute de cerlainsic e eu
patients, il est aussi par rapport à l'équipe soignante en position de tiers, permettant

uns anuiyse déculpabilisante, ou désengoissante de certsins comportements.

W.B. P.382 ue OF INFANTS BORN TO HIV-INFECTED MOTHERS IN ARGENTINA.

essesBet Sener Cerrillc, M**; Albani, H*; Raposo, N*; Sala, At;

zy N*; Balbaryski, J*; Boxaca, ff**; Weissenbacher, Mercedes**,

hone Elizalde tompitely**Department of Microbiology, School of Medicine, Buenos Aires.

me= determine the risk factor and the serological, imaunological and clinical evalu-

Mo.%group of 8 infants barn to Hvinectes enwere acmitted to a Children's hospital

City between December 1$87 and = They were stuxtled clinically, immu-

nologicelly and screlogicelly every 3 months. AnHanantibodies were studied by EIA, gelatine

agglutination IF and Western blot tec!
Results. 6 af the infants studied vere born to IVDA wonen, and sdnitted to the hospite 24 hours

after births performed by caesarean. In 5 of these cases the father was IVDA—HIV-positive and

wa:

to 1 si € developed wi
was normal in the 6 infants during the follawup. The only baby to arrive unde:

1 month later of » the last one aband the The initially very strongly

one screening ond supplementary tests changed to negative or with fading intensity in the

Conclusion. of 8 IV positive babies interned 's of Buenos Aires City 75%

were born HIV-positive IVDA mothers and the cenaining 2% to IVpositive ti

of 1 month after acmission to the Hospital, not followed

fi showed normal elopment with disappes-clinical
tance or # drastic decrease in the anti-HIV antibodies.

W.B.P.384
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Hémophille
Hemophiila

LYMPHOCYTES CYTOCHEMISTRY BEHAVIOR IN HEMOPHILIC ANTI
Th.B.P.1 PATIENTS WITH HV INFECTION. Th.B.P.2 ‘IN HENOPHILIA. ANTIBODIES BND BTV INFECTION

iella Gamba,S.Testa,L.Ponchio,R. Tnverniz2i fia Test Ponchio,N.Montani,c ,
P.Di Fazio,a=teppoliti.D Pértimento di Medicina inte G.Cascone,G. Gasbs-pipartinento ai Medicina Interna e Terapia
Terapia Medica,Sez.di Clinica Medica II.IRCCS Policlinico”"san Medica,Sez.di Clinica Medica II di PPatologia Medica.
Matteo.Universita di Pavia.Italy

 The 1 and
lymphocytes of 31 Senophilie patients (6 of whom anti HIV

nspositive without symptoms an of AIDS) chronically
treated wit commercial clotting factor concentrates were
studied.In comparison to age cross matche male

significant increasecontrols,haemophiliacs presented of
ion of T cellsabsolute number of 1 ocytes and of subpopulat

(CDs »CD ,CDg) and of B cells (Ia, ,CDeo ,51g).PAS reaction showed
a lower grading score in haemophiliacs and the staining for a-
aphtyl butyrate esterase(NBE),acid phosphatase(AP), N-acety1-8-

glucosaminidase gave ign. reduc of the
percentage of the lymphoc wi coarse granules in t ame

reentage Al active lymphocytes with
coarse sranules was directly related to the percentage Tr

and ai HIV positi P presented lower
percentages of“th, and of dot- e AP reactive lymphocytes. In
conclusion sug t that acid h olase
cytochemistry, expecially the Dot-like AP reaction,may represent
a useful, simple an unexpensive metho for following
modification of cb, subset in pts at risk of developing AIDS.

ABSENCE OF HIV-2- INFECTION IN HEMOPHILIA IN AIRES
Maria Belén Bouzas*; Simon,F** ;Muchinik ,G* ;Picchio,echo,6;Brun

inet,F**,Mathov I. *
THEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina,Buenos Aires,Argentina,**Hopital Claude

bernard’Paris ,France

FAST: SineSince HIV-2 probably spread via the same transmission routes as
considering that our patients received American E con-

centrates, we evaluated HIV-2 antibodies in hemophiliacs previously screened
for HIV-1.

thods. Presence of HIV-2 antibodies was investigated in the sera of 60 he-
‘acs: 33 HIV+, 27 HIV-. Sera were screened or HIV-2 antibodies by an

ELISA assay VIA 2) Dingrostics, Pasteur). Sales repeatedly positive or
undeterminated were tested b:
Results. None of the 60 sere|vasPniv-2--positive when confirmed by RIPA; how-
ever, 21 samples were initially considered positive in the ELISA assay. No
sample could be confirmed when tested by RIPA.
Conclusion. Although thethe number oftested sera does not allow to asi
conclusions»it seems HIV-2-infec! is very infrequent in this reer
group in
(Supported Byà grant from Fundaci6n Roemmers).

Th.8.P.3

RESPONSE‘TO HEPATITIS B IMMUNIZATION IN HEMOPHILIAC
RELATIONSHIP TO HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY

FFE!TE(HIV-D VIRUS
Wendy, Petric, M1, Wang, E, Koren, G, Read,S., Blanchette,V..peparaments of
aenlonnl, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Ontario,

Th.B.P.5

HIV-INegative
43686 + 53960

29685+
22611 + 21069

HIV-LPositi

11147 + 18983
3127 + 4384
1724 + 2275

 

416

IRCCS Policlinico San Matteo. université ‘ai Pavia.italy

Objective: to study the presence antiphospholipid
antibodies: Lupus like (LAC) and anticardiolipin (ACA) in
Hemophilia Patients: 30 pts. with Hemophilia A. 6 th
Hemophilia B; positive for anti-HIV antibodies ,without

pto of AIDS.Methods: Cc gnose Y
prolongation of Russell Viper Venom Time (RVVT),not corrected

of normal pl A detected by Immunoenzimatic

against human IgG, IgA,IgM.Resulte:we detected t the
ts ith HIV infection an em alsoLAC ong the

anti-HIV neg pts.only 4 showed ACA and 2 LAC. pts. with ACA
correlation was und between serum Ig evels and IgG
Prevalence ob: ti-HIV pos

data suggest that in Hemophilia: KEY infection induces the
productio: antibo gainst
components; 2)different “behavtoe. of ACA T g Isotypes (IgG,IgM)
was observed in relation to the presence oF HIV infection; S)HzV
infection promoves the formation of ACA earlier than of LA

Th. B. P. HIV- INFECTION AND CHAGAS' DISEASE IN HEMOPHILIACS IN ARGENTINA
Bouzas MariaBelén* ;Corral ,R** ;Muchinik,G*;Grinstein,See;

Stri, TEZ Bianco,R* set al.
*TTHEMA,Academia Nacional de ‘Medicina »**Hospital de Nifios,Buenos Aires,
Argentina

Objec’ "a analyzethe relation between HIV-infection and Chagas' disease
Hyia>

- HIV rseewas assayedtauELISA (Abbotts recombinant). Positive-
Ty reactingsamples werereconfimed thru Imnofluorescence or Western Blot

it}. CH diagnosis was performed by me of direct agglutina
direct hemoagglutination assays (Polychaco).Titers >1:Hé for Diserologic.
tests were conside: positive,
Results. Twenty-two out of 3 HIV-1 positive sera showed a po

addition, 18 out 35 HIV-1 negative sera gave a negative re:
sitive test for

ading in theM:
CH assay.
Conclusion. Ch is an hemoparasitosis,endemic orouourTe: Blood transfur

ons titute| e of the major ways of di ete the
ce on HIV-1 positive and HIV-1 negativecroi. . Similar results

bs in other HIV-1-risk uch as easels (30) and drug
abusers (30). By contrast with the reported occurrence of other endemic dis-

es (for , tuberculosis) as s in our se-econd oppo! c infections,
t present Higherguseeptibility to CH than that

exhibited by HIV-1 negative HF

Th.B.P.6
Schulsan.San
Dept of Internal Medicine, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.

nent EFFECT OF AN ULTRAPURE FACTOR VI11 CONCENTRATE ON
YPERGANMAGLOBULINENIA IN HIV-POSITIVE HEMOPHILIACS

Objective evated lgG-levels are often seen in hemophiliacs. The etiology

is multifactorial, including passive transfer of IgG via the factor concen-
trate, allogenic stimulation by for:

infection. Until recently the concentrat
proteins and <i% of F VIII. Since 1987, we have had access to an ultrapur
factor concentrate. containing only F VIII and alb

unoglobulin G, A and W were followed onths intervals since
1985 in 17 HIV-positive patients. Nine of those were3witch

utrepre factor concentrate (Hemofil N, Baxter) during Aug ST-© qe 88. The

ing 8 patients (“control group") conttinted using conventional. conconcen-
trates. Results were ana. pra with Wilcoxon's signed rank te:

The mean IgG- lev

ng the following year to

hypertens on, which improved siaultaneously. IgA did not
Swit to an ultrapure factor concentrate seeas to have

pines effect ineehemophiliacs, especially in those with
Tgammag]obu!ines:
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Th.8.P.7 HEMOPHILIA,SEPTIC S AND HUMAN ere VIRUS Th.B.P.8 LONGITUDINAL ANALYSES OF HIV-SPECIFIC ANTIBODY RESPONSES IN
“oe Jerren, Peter*; Tsoukas,Toh BaBurke, D*; Strawez 2 BF; HEMOPHILIACS WITH LONG-TERM HIV INFECTION

Growe, G**; Poon, M . Universities of MenàéaBritish Flomenberg!?, W. Honnen*, KRon H. C. Chen,Angels Choy’,
Columbia, *** calgary, AB, Canada. M. Hilgarener®,J. . 'New York Veterans Medical Center,

2New York University Medical Center University Medical Center, “The Public Health Research
Objectives: Recent clini observations have led us to believe that the Institute, New York, New York U.S.A
incidence of septic arthritis so in the hemophiliac population has r
sharply. To confirm this cause we Objectives To tency parameters of theserologicalresponse to HIV which may correlate with prognosis,the recordsof

Canadien National Hemophiliac Study (CNHS).

Population Studied: 372 patients were gnrotied inin the sewer wo cases of SA
were noted seronegatives. 170 were HIV seropositive of whom
8 total of 8 episodes of documented septicvacthritis (incidenceen4.D. A
literature search spanning 40 years revealed 18 cases of SA in iliacs

 (incidence 1%).
Results: All of the patients had severe classic hemophilia. Infections were

ed late

 
d and associated with significant morbidity. The most common
infectious agent was"Staphylococcus aurcus, alt! Staphylococcus epider-
midis and Neisseria itidis each accounted an infectious episode.

1 course of the joint disease was difficult to dist ih £
hrosis, but case 0: t t was rile and poorly

responsive to factor concentrate (AHF) therapy. The peripheral leukocyte
averaged 5.9 10°9/L, and was not a tor of sep

0 AHF

fever ebould und: immediate arthrocentesia to cule out sepeie arthritie.

Histoire clinique de 'hémophilie
Hemophlila: Natural History

CTIVE D'UN GROÛPE DE 29 JEUNES HEMOPHILES IMPECTESTh.B.P.9 FrsLE VIRUS
Tricoire Jomnte*, Robert, A*, Puel, J**, GAYET, C**, Boneu, Beet 

+ Pédiatrie B, Purpen, 31059 Toulouse Céder, France; + Laboratoire de
dex, France; *** Centre ds Transfu-

iejectif. Etude prospective aur 3 ans de L'évolution clinique et biologique

28 hémophiles 8gés de 9 à 20 ans (N : 14 ans) infectés par le virus VIH.

Méthode Les bilans cliniques, biologiques sont effectués tous les 6 mois.

t une étude tologique, imsunitaire et virologique
(Western Blot, IgG, IgM, dosage de AC p24, Ac gp4l et Ag p24).
Résultats. Cette de noi

le stade III de 11 à 66 %X
- uns baisse régulière des T4 : T4 32 & 46%

-le ‘ag p24: de
- la disparition de l'Ac p24 : de 15 à 53 %

répartition enfants taux des TA pris au

début de l'étude (groupe I : T4 500/: 3 groupe II : TA 500/sm3), nous
aontre progression plus rapide du groupe rapport au groupe II.

Pour 10 autres enfants, recul suffisant pouvoir Les

inolurs dans l'étudeot pari eax deux de SIDA (6 %)
Conclusion. Sur 3 » le potentiel évolutif chez 28 jeunes hésophiles infec-

tés est inguittantotet‘rejoint L'évolution constatés dans les autres

tions à risque

Th B P. 11 EVOLUTIVITE DE L'INFECTION AU VIRUS DE L'IMMUNODEFICIENCE

—_ IMAINE CHEZ 69 HEMOPHILES SEROPOSITIFS,

renner LeSoeur françoise* none M.C.f*; Hivert, Ph.#;

Eliaszewicz, M.##; bas e jer, J.*

# Centre nadsonat ae“Pranefusion sanguine ters) 3 ** Hépital Saint-Antoine,

Paris, Fra

Objectif et patients. L’infection an virus de l'immunodéficience humain

(VIH) est analysée chez 69 henophilee eeropositife, soit 38% de la population

x NTS. La répartition entre hémophil

(78%) e (22%) claa ; ies adultes représentent 74% des patien:
Résultats. La classificatio: cet Pp lation isole 41 asymptomatiques

{stade II), 12 urs de lyaphaädénopathies (stade III) 16 SIDA
IV) (23%) dont 3 son écédés. Dix patients sont traités par la Zidovudine

dont neuf depuis plus de mois. Tous correspondent au s . =

logie est de 1200mg/24 heures. La compliance est bonne. On observe une

repris: poids ghee5 pati avec amélioration de l'indic:

le

die dans cette

ues
VIH

mais Beretentissement psychosocial de l'infection sur cette population est

import.

 

 

using sequi ag
Methods, Titers _ antibodies ns melEN ape wen decid by 4, mie

radiommunoprecipitation samy (RIA),sine Fables vinviral lysates (Pinter and Honnen, J. Immun.
Methods 112, aePe"Neutizationes determmed with a quantitative, 24 hour

Rcaulis, Three major RIPApattems were detected in of patients studied. In 26 patients, antibodies
to all major HIVstructural proteins (gp120, RT, alePEdd GE) mere alwers preacre(poten 2) iv

to disapppearcd over timc, whereas all other antibodies persisted (pattern b).
allNotably, 3 patients were idcatified wwho never made antibodies to p24, bat did have

Most i

  

 

a third of cach of groups have only of patients with
pattern ‘a’ have ARC. titers to other most ts. However, in two

with AIDS. th to p24 y hadi a

Vinal anges In preliminary lat.vary level ll pati but no
was observed between Of teewalsetics actly and etal saamse Two unique

Jas we ened wah ighearnts (000130) nino developed progressively increasing
 

Conclusions, À conceal, Det Motaheslue cenetaton wen observed between ack of reactivityorlous of
antibodies against p24 anddisease progression. The presence of both high titers of neutralizing antiantibodies

Th.B.P.10 IMMUNOLOGICAL AMO VIROLOGICAL FINDINGS IN PARADOXICAL HIV¥1 SEROMEGATIVE MULTI-
TRANSFUSED HAEMOPHILIACS (1983-1989)

Chanaret S. 2Aweisen J.? Laure fF. * Gr. Rennais de recherche
LireayLeroux 35 La Bousxière 2 - I. Pasteur PARIS -
- LP Fr LILLE = & ~ CHU NECKER PARIS ~ FRANCE

Absence of anti gag/anti env Ab. src in @ number of multitr:rene haemophiliacs

(treated before 1985 vith the saae blood products as seropositive haamcphiliac: appears para-

doxal. In this view an immunological and virwineses was conducted à sssoonegative haeno-
philiacs (replacement therapy before 1985 : X conc. > 10 000 Iu).

METHODS : HIVI-HIV2 Ab. (ELISA : W.8.ee apesin,“us, antia ab. (W.B. + RIA)
immunological study : Cl , Ly. functional assays, iob., B2n, IFW system ...

Immunological study 2 As early as Nat pepe isoder were observed in some sero(-)

haemophiliacs such as : decreased CD! in 13% of se ative paitients, abnormal proliferrative

response to recall A mg /

derthigr4)
sur Is SIDA. Montagnier L.2

2 P
a
a s = = = v 3 = 3 a a % S v i
y

tion intae prospted us to look at new virological markers (albeit all patients were

asympto ).
Niroological f ings

= Absence of av oeAg. and HIV2 Ab. (1985-89) in a seronegative patients.
anti gag/anti env Ab. seroconversions in 1986 (ie 1 y. atter use of treated concantrates).

-L'anticnef ÀM. ir 1 in 1 patient who seroconvert 39
1987 in 2 persistently sero(-) haemophiliacs“On, OWA seavences|detected in 1/2)

delayed seroconversion in 2 gites(I(atontsftr-3 y) an ection ofCONCLUSION
TARe. n 2 persistently sero(-) ha Dale ity detection

 

NA sequences5) and à addition anti-nef A‘teesien 1979 i
vreomvarted in 1982 on as well as in sero(-) s 1 paartners5, provide argumen

HIV1 latent infection,M revealed by conventional tests, in individuals with known exposure.

PROGRESSION OF HIV-INFECTION IN 46 HEMOPHILIC
PATIENTSTh.B.P.12
Brunkhorst, Ulrike: Tschechne, 8.: Barthels, M.:

Schedel, I. end Deicher, H.
Hannover Medical School, Hsnnover, F.R. Germany.

Objective. To study the incidence of AIDS in relation to
Progression parameters in hemophilie patients

eo seroconverrted between

following parameters were documented: p24 antigen, dissppeerance
24 antibodies, CD4* cells < 400/ul, elevation of IgA,

pathological ESR and number of thrombocytes < 150. po0/u).
Resul Il 111 iv tatal   

o0%)
1988 n= (46%) ns (100%)

3/46 patients died of opportunietic infections. The in vestigated
significently more frequent in stage

IY patients compared to the lower CDC stages (II 0-3, III 0-4),
In the two patients who progressed later to stage IV,4

i other 21 pstients of
Parameters could be recorded.

6 HIV-infected patients 25% have
progressed to stage IV during 4-6 yearsobservation period. In

as in patients of other k groups additions1
parameters may nesp to identify patients with high risk for
progressive dis

417
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Th.8.P.13 CLINICAL SIGNS AND berets CAUSES IN HIV + HEMOPHILIACS (hem) Th.B.P.14 HEMOPHTLIAC FOPULATION OF COSTA RICA FROM 1979 to 1989

TH PROGRESSING DISEAS
Pérez Bianco, R;Anselmo, Ajde Tezanos Pinto,M;Muchinik Gui-
Llermo;Bouzas, MB;Rickar

TIHEMA, Academia Nacdonal de Medicina, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Rp,To study clinical signs of hem with AIDS

hi 1] hem were studied:407 Hemophilia À (HeA)
4). HIV antibodies were detected

REthru IFA and ENVACO!

z 
41:

in 158pen (33. 83x)thru EIA(Abbott) and confirmed t!

(Abb:ve
Results: Out he 158 hem,37(23.41%) - 32HeA (86.48%) and SHeB (13.522)-
deselaned AEDS:LE (24/32) andBor HeB (4/5) are severe. In frequency
order, infectio: a were: & candidiases,@Pneumocytis non-CMV,7CMVs,4TB,
3 Gran + sepeee, 3 long-lasting fever syndromes without focua, 2salmonelloses,
2 shigelloses,2 hiatoplasnoses, 2nocardiones, 2 Herpes Zoster, 1 brain acute

Chagas
carinii,1 slim disease; 2 cancers were diagnosed:2pial cerebrospinal car-
inoma, and b) undifferentiated adenocarcinoma

Conclusion: The low number of Pneumocystis carinii¢cases“atcrobtologtcally
Tecorded may be due to the fact that hem cannot be subjected to inv.

techniques. Out of the 37 AIDS hem, 19 (51.35%) died. Oral Sendidisete”was

he most frequent sign observed and CMV was the agent causing the death o
7 patients

a

Th. B. P.15 AN IMMUNOLOGICAL FOLLOW-UP IN HEWOPHILIC NON-CONVERTERS
AFTER TREATWENT WITH AN HIV-CONTAMINATED BATCH.

* and Berntorp, E*:
Depts of internal Medicine, Karolinska Hospital, Steckhola, and **Nalad
General Hospital,, Malad, Sweden

Objective. In 1985 four Swedish hesophilia Repatients were infected
batch of a F1X-concentrate, contaminated with

e batch, did not
r signs of HIV-infection, and

have compared then winn 20 hesophilia B-patients, who did not receive this
batch -the “control group”.

« Anti-HIV waschecked&at least annually. T-lyaphocyte subsets (CD4
ually.

cooaversions have occu: since 1985 in any of the patients.
and the CD4/CD8-ratio have not decreased, neither in the risk

. up we have not identifiedanylate sero-
converaions or viens of false anti-HIV-negative cages in a coho! f 11 hemo-
philiacs, treated with a contaminated batch of F IX-concentrate

Th B P 17 NATURAL HISTORY OF HIV INFECTION IN A GROUP OF

_ HEMOPHILEACS WITH KNOWN ‘AR OF SEROCONVERSION
Anastasia*;Gialeraki,A.* iHotranie

A. *";Boonomidou Je***; Psarra,K.*** ;MarkaKisc. *;Makris
Mandalaki,T.*
ALaikon Hosp. ;Àthens,Greece, **Athens Univ. Medical School,
Athens,Greece, ***Evangelismos Hospital,Athens,Greece.

Objective. To determine the incidence of the serious ¢linical
outcome of HIV infection and to assess various prognostic
markers of progre
Hethods. Seroconversion to HIV was documented by ELISA and WB
r RIP in 42 hemophiliacs. The seroconversions occured between

19801
y November 1988,4 cases of AIDS or

18 cases/1000 son-years).However 10 out of 35(26.6%) cases

develope stage of the Walter Reed classificati

system. À s dy decrease in e absolute nu: T

Lans es was noted between fol lowsup year: 5 the

or immunologic deterioration compared to

p24 antigen and the
occured 1. year before the appearance of p24 antigen.

418

o, C.**; Cordero, R.**; Astua, M.C.**;

*Louisiana State Uaiversity~[nternationa cal Research & Tra:
ing, (LSU-ICMRT), San Jose, Costa Rica; **Hematological Dents, er Mexico,
San Jose, Costa Rica; ***LSU Medical Ginter, New Orleans, Louisiana,

Objective: To© analyze the serological profile in the hemophiliac population
Rice

samples stored in the LSU-ICMRT se bank were tested with
ess ELISA(Abbott HTLV-III), Western Blot (LSU-TOT), HIV antigen

(vironostika-Organon), IRMA HBgA; anti-HBs (LSU-ICMRT). Clinical data
were obtained from the hospital c: © files.
Results: Of the 147 hemophiliacs, 80 (54%) were positive for either HBsAg or

64 (44%) ware positive for anti-HIV-1 with the following distribu- enti-HBs.tion
Anci-BIV-1 Hemophilia A Hemophilia B Hemophilia C Von Willebrand
Positive 44 18 0 3
Negative 46 3 2 31  90 21 2 34
Sixteen (362) of the A hemophiliacs were anti-HIV-1 positive since 1980 or

198:
one in 59 of

whos: ra were available. The presence of the HIV-] antigen was evaluatad
in correlation with seroconversion, development of ARC or AIDS and death of
the 1:
Conclusion: The analysis of HIV-1 seropositivity in Costa Rican hemophiliacs
provides some new insights into the origin of this disease in Central America.

Th.B.P.16 NATURAL HrsToRY OF HIV Ton IN LARGE HEMOPHILIA COHORT:
FOLLOW-UP SINCE 1983; 1988/89 UPDATE.
eth-Giraldo, E.*; Miraglia, E. os De
ass Siraldo, Gaetano* . nist, Naz.

and **Center Med. Soc. Hemophilia, Osp. Pellegrini, Naples,
Objective. Multidisciplinary longterm feliow-up studies on a large cohort
of subjects (>100 HIV+ of 280 patients) with coagulation defects to establish
the effect and outcome of HIV infection and co-factors in hemophiliacs.
Methods. Immunologic and virologic profijes are evaluated twice yearly and
correlated with clinical presentation in order to determine the natural
history of HIV infection (abstr.: Paris ‘86, Wash. ‘87, Stockholm "88,
Beth-Giraldo et al., S. KARGER, A.G., 1987).
Results. Infection by HIV-1 ha rsisted in >98% of HIV+ patients in f.u.

» R.**; Rocino
A.**; Martuceue ary "Fond. "pascale"

Italy.

 
Clinical stage 1985/6 1986/7 1987/8 T4 me  1988/9 T4 mm°

Asymptomatic 51% 42% 24%
40: 42% 55% 311 50% 331

LESSER AIDS 9% 11g 11% 192 7% 277
AIDS * 0 21% 5%
* 1 patient with hemophilia À developed AIDS/KS
Conclusion.Foilow-up will continue in order to correlate immunologic profile
with virologic responses to HIV, EBV, CMV, HHV-6, HSV and HTLV-I, particular
Ty in HIV+ asymptomatic patients and patients with persistent T4 cells

Th.B.P.18 HEHV INPECTION IN CHILDREN WITH HEMOPHILIA À AND B. A
FROM THE CANADIAN PEDIATRICHEMOPHILIA AIDS

STUDYGROUP.

The Hospital ick Children, Division of Hamatology/
Oncology, Toronto ON, Canada

A survey ofHIV-1 antibody +veENAinSets
 

 

follor
1989.S nF The Raul0of the

as follows:
FACTORDEFICIENCY MIC. +x

| <1% 21% <1% 21%
Ontario 102°(43/102)** 78 (4/78) 2i (11/21) 22 (2/22)
Quebec 63 3) 49 (4/49) 5 (v5) 14 (0/14)
Eastern Canada 14 (4/12) 62 (6/41) 0 (0) 6 (1/5)
Western Canada 32 (13/31) 33 (4/18) 9 (3) 17 (07)
|

lire9? #WaseemnetHVarabebody +ve cases/# tested.*Number of
Twrenty ax(129/471)ofthe identified in this survey are HIV-1

tibody tivity washigher in childrenwith severe vs mild/moderate hemophilia
42.6 v5 89%), in children with factor Ix followed in the Province ofOntario

to elsewhere (52 vs 0%). Two patients have developed AIDS; one ofthese cases
ani Telated to trauma, children arecurrently an AZT

(EDSGrpMELWeaVED!inIn 55 hemophilic children followed in

Erampnrprpions na ASenoplansWerprognosis in adult seropositive
socleaorwv ofADnpcopisurgently needed, and efforts
to formulate a National policy are currently underway.
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Th B P. 19 irene AGE AFFECTS IMMUNE FUNCTIONS IN HIV INFECTED Th.B.P.20 A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF HIV INFECTION IN CHILDREN WITH

Andes, W. Abe*;ite, K.*; Lemoine, C.*; Daul, C.**;
Morgan, J.**; DeShazo, R.D.**;
*The Louisiana Comprehensive Henophilia Care Center, **Tulane University
School of Medicine, The Louisiana State University Schoot of Medici:

Department of Pediatrics and the Tulane/LSU ACTG, New Orleans, Louisiana,

k.

We have followed approximately 200 hemophiliacs «m et our State Center
since 1980. Overall 55 atien: used

ed
specific antibodies C (n onger to t tacelty develop
T4's <500 but without tl Pane (n=6) or Adu's - 60, 28, and 37

respectively (p <0.01). Of those whose T4 cells declined to <500
this reduction occur a rate of approxinately29(ue36) T4 cells

ght patient: ve been followed for tal of 122
man-nonths with <200 T4 celis without developing diseaseout8 others
suffered AIDS with such low numbers. Fourteen pat: 1 Ado, and

10 of aeseathe followingju - have developed AIDS after a period o:
Of 41 H who remain seronegative, 2/60 T4 counts have

<500 and none have develo;
Such, Findings may offer avenues of approach oftherapy of HIV infected
H an ir understanding of the rmalities such patien:
exhibit. Patients may remain well with fewicells. No reassurance can
yet be offered since some wind deteriorate, usually after suffering
symptoms suggestive of imminent AIDS.

Hémophilie : autres virus
Hemophilia: Other Viruses
Th.B.P.21 (cowranrxation p'un seune HEMOPHILE vIH 2

Tricaire Joëlles, Robert,A*, Puel,.nee Brun-Vézinet ,Fe**,

et, C**, Régnier
Pédiatrie nrcH Purpan, 1059 T e Cédex, France; ** Laboratoire de

CHU Purpan, 31059 toulouseaeCédex, France; *** Laboratoire de

Virolosie. Hôpital C + France

objectif. Possibilité de contamination d'un jeune hémophile par le vi:

teurs

 

HEMOPHILIA
Ali, Kaiser; Tsoukas, C; Card. R; Garvey, D; Growe, G;

Kobrinsky, N; Poon, M-C; Rivard, G; Ross, E; Rubin, S; Strawcxynski, H;
Univ.of Memorial,McGill ,Saskatchevarn,Tecgatuenttabee Canada.

Objectives: A miticenter study was conducted in Canada between Jan.1,1985
and Jan.1, 1989 to determine among B

w

the prevalence of HIV infecti
o tor their clinical

Methods: 98 children vere initially enrolled and 89 are currently followed.

viral serolo; months.
sult. At Last Testing (1988)

HIV (+) HIV (-) HIV (+)

n= 67 22 n=27*(*5 patients
seroconverted)

T Cell Subsets (mean celles.E.M.)
CD4 893186 896+: 2473 7734136
cps 4344 rt: mc 23484

Clinical HIV Disease

CDC Gr.Il, III 16 (732) 9 (332)

Te (27 18an6 2)
therere no significant decreases of CD4

ween the first and last t date, a significant Proportion (ont)orssero
positives now have severe nV ds (GDC Group 8 the rate of prog-

ression of HIV disease in children similar to thas oraadult hemophiliacs.

Th.B.P.22 Seameeern CYTOMEGALOVIRUS INFECTION INCREASES

ROGRESSION TOWARDS AIDS IN A COHORT OF HAEMOPH:TLIACS.

vontter, À.; + C. Grundy, J.E.; Emery, V.C.; Kernoff,P.*;
Paul D. Griffiths. Depts. of Virology and Haematology*, Royal Free Hospital

School of Medicine, London NW3, England
gbiective Does CMV "enhance HIV pathogenicity?

IgG antibodies against and against HSV (as a control) were

ssay. HIV antibody was measured by enzyme

 
 
 
  
 

VIH 2 en mars 1986 r d'une perfusion ae fac de subatitutionnon d by radioimmunoa:
chauffés gardés par gligeance. immunoassay (Wellcome) .

Méthode. alternerégulière clinique et biologique depuis 1984. Les étu- Results The pre CHV but not HSV antibodies, was associated with the
des virologiques rtent un e des AC en Elisa, un dépistage en Wes- development of AIDS (See Table).

tern-Blotypour VIH 1 et VIH 2 (1gG et IgM), RIPA et culture virale sur lys CMV serostatus Totals HSV serostatus Totals
phocytes pour confirmation
Résultats. Les différents bilans révèlent une séro-conversion pour le virus Symptoms * — + -
VIH 2 en Yes 18 4 22 14 8 22

Un an après le contege, 11 va développer un syndrome
parallèlement uneanise do8 lymphocytes T4 (600/21) et une inversion tranai- No 40 39 79 46 31 17
toire du Totals 58 43 101 60 39 99

5
La confirsationde Lrinfection par le virus VIH2 a pu être apportée par RIPA

et culture sur
Conclusion. La contantstaon d'un hésophile par le virus VIH 2

France. Ii n'y a pas de différence dans 1'expressivité clinique«et biologique
entre l'infection par le virus VIH 1 et VIH 2 étant donné qu'ils présentent
des caractéristiques comsunes de Jlymphotropisme et cytopathogénicité

HIGH BURDEN OF EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS IN HIV-INFECTED
Th.B.P.23 HEMOPHILIAC PATIENIS.

Sumaya.Ciro; Martinez, R.; Parmley, R.; Drake,
Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, exes,USA

a eI Deeee RES ptite eve an
that potentially could |

Ench, Y.

Methods. ‘The patient of 47 patients with hemophilia
Y A) and an underlying HIV infection (31 asymptoatic,

13 ARC, 3 AIDS) and 7 lacking the infection. were
qualitative and quantitative transformation while

or lynphomatous lesions, needs tobe monitored closely.

 
in individuals

infected with both virusesoe see if this cooperation can be suppressed.

Th.B.P.24 HTLV-1. IN HRMOPATLACS IN ARGENTfa Belén*;Mathov, Te eMuchinik,G* ;Campestri ,R* ;Pérez
Tcauteren,G**iamico 3

*] THEMA,Academi: onal de Medicina,Buenos Aires Argentina ,**Institut of
Tropical Medicine:"Prince Leopold" Antwerpen,Belgium

Objective. To study the seroprevalence of uy:“antibodies on hemophiliacs.
Sera previously dram from 127 for assessment of HIV-1

incidence Gi -40.24- HV~pos. and 76--59.8$-Vo-neg.) were ied to
the impact of HTLV-1. Se: screened for HTLV-1 antibodies by

weerOf| an ELISA assay (I). Samples5repeatedly positive or undeterminated
were tested thru mn Blot
Results. Only 1 (0. 70) out of 127 was HTLV-1-pos. Western Blot
at p24, p36, gp46, p53. A retrospective study of this patient demonstra’
se: iti sas fi 1985. No ss-Teaction was be HIV-1
and HTLV- HILV-1-positive serum sample was HIV-1-negative.
Conclusion. No co-infection with HIV-1 and HTLV-1 ound. Our data suggest
that in our country HTLV-1-infection among iacs is very low,: although
more studies sl d be certain the si e of this virus
on the group.
(Supported by a grant from Fundacién Roemmers).
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SIGNIFICANCE OF VIRAL SUPERINFECTIONS BY HTLV-I, EBV AND

CMV FOR IMMUNOLOGICAL DISORDER IN HIV-INFECTED HEMOPHILIACS

Th.B.P.25

Okubo, S. and Yasunaga, K.

Kansai Medical University, Osaka, Japan.

In order to clarify the influence of viral superinfections by HTLV~I,

and CMV for Deneedisorder in HIV-infected persons: 55 hemophiliacs

Tve: of 5: sewere examine eropositive for HIV, Two of 22 were

AIDS and 20 werence ts: my though more een ecrease in CD4+ cell

count and coa/e:ratio could be seen in one patient beeing ti for bo

anti-HIV and anti-HTLV-I antibodies, our DS patients were seronegative

for HTLV-I, 2, Irre:spective of the ral superinfectio: uch autoanti-

bodies as RF, LE fac anti-nuclear ab, and anti-DNA could be found in
s, one AC patient wi ITnone ofIV.voleenophiacs. Neverthel:

revealed relative Igt

an
cies of the positive anti-HTLV-I, EBV

patients with and without positive serum Ag. and

on No clear immunosuppressive

butable to these viral superinfections could be recognized,

voretbility core to be undeniable in some HIV-infected hemophiliacs.

Th.B.P.2TNede TO THE PALLIATIVE CARE NEEDS or

PERSONS WITH RENOPHTLTA AND AIDS

Nera, Nena N,, Shearer,
Federal Centre foorAS,Neal and Welfare Canada,
Ottawa, ON, Canad

it surveys and national workshops comprehensive
care centre personnel have indicated the growing concern to
give attention to the palliative care neeës of persons with
hemophili

nducted in 1988 have shown that 950 ofco!
Canada’s 2, 300classic hemophilia Population have been infected

infected under 40 years of age.
es

existing fe-threatening ilin
little pre-existing financial security (e.g. 11 ur ds
and 1 have access to a pre-existing care program.

challenges coe ‘acing emophilia community will be
desc) How the Canadian Hemophiliasociety will respond ‘to
the ‘palliative care needs of persons benopnnant AIDS
(e.g. devel nt of pallietive care with
care and £ 1 liaison with and tation"Of ‘therreaitianive
care related programs/services) will be presen‘

— Bie MSN Charles M., Montreal Children’s Hospital,
Department, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Hewphilia is a hereditary blood clotting disorder usually passed on
The genetic aspect of hemophilia creates family dynamics

ty.

thin these family systems;
3) and is found extended £
4) by children with therefore, parents areface! with the res-

known carriers ofthe hemophilia gene.
Ofhemophiliags wit HIV/AIDS are giving serious consideration

to having children. They jive ttin fear of whatunknown catastrophic 111-
ness will next infect the hemophilia comunif

ior will discuss these five clinical ismse mecttic to ties
make treatment recommendations

420

Method. Seventeen Feenageers and you!
lays

Results. Comp.

Hémophille : aspects psycho-soclaux
Hemophiila: Psycho-Soclal

LIVING WITH HIV: À WEEKEND RETREAT FOR TEENAGERS ANDTh.B.P.26 ‘7 TS UE
Martin, Jacqueline*, Lindner, L.* and Neil, J.*

Hemophilia Assessment Clinic, Vancouver, BC, Canada.

Objectives. A weekend "retreat" was planned to: (1) provide a non-medic.
‘ion amo!setting for socialization

promote discussion about HIV and hemophi.
accurate information about hemophilia and HIV, (4) di of

y and transmission of HIV, (5) help develop beneficial €coping
strategies. The team would be able to observe their social and functional

capabilities in an informal setting.

ng adults with hemophilia (aged 14-29)

withhhenophii.

0 al worker and physiotherapist) were
able to observe and assess social interaction and functional capabilities
throughout the weekend.

leted evaluations showed that all participants were
enthusiastic about the opportunity to meet others wit hemophilia,
develop stress management techniques, to learn mo out henophiite"and/or
HIV and to develop exercise programs related to specific areas of €
Observations by staff led to better understanding of the needs of t
patients.

*Funding for the retreat was provided by the Federal Centre for AIDS, Health
and Welfare Canada.

Th.B.P.28 BSYCHOSOCIAL MNOGEMENT OF RIV INFECTION AMGNG
HEMOPHILIACS WESTERN CANADA

veclure,—Wilma.* Lintner,L, WoDonold; J., Dell, C.,Schewats, Na» Akabub
J., et al.* Northern Alberta Comprehensive Hemophilia Centre, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada

active: current psychosocial management of HIV
any feunbitiage at the five Western Canadian Conprehensive

te coe,
Method: All centres submitted a written report on their current

of HIV infection in
The reports covered the following areas of clinical

activity: ‘education, pre and post test counselling, quiescent phase of
infection, counselling of AIDS patients and their families and

that the current methods of
are to deal with the problems posed for hemophiliacs and their
families. ‘Thus, i about HIV issues, increasing
anxiety, self-esteem of infected patients and inappropriate
Gacisich making are Likely to contine to plague

programs withpre-definedobjectives
are necessary if beneficial outcomes are to this
population of patients.

Th.B.P.30 CONDOM USAGE REPORTED BY FEMALE SEXUAL PARTNERS
OF ASYMPTOMATIC HIV HEWOPHTLIC MEN
Price, William’; Merigan, T.**; Peterman, T.***

*Research Triangle Institute Park, NC, U.Sa.
astenford University,Stanford, CA, U.S.A.

*Centers for Disease Control], Atlanta, GA, U.S.A.

Gbiective.ToOyet conn usage rates among a sample of female sexual
partners 0: HIy ceropoeitiive hanophilic males.

clinical trial of Zidovudine (2Dv)

indicating exposure to
gelerOnly 7.6% (10/21) of semally active female partners o:
seropositive males condam usage at 100%, despite
awareness of male perostatus and risk reduction counseling.
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Th.B.P.31 PSYCHOSOCIAL AND NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL STATUS OF HAEMOPHILIACS

AND WITH Hiv INFECTION : A CONTROLLED INVESTIGATION.
Catalan, Jose**, (ire, I.*, Bond,A.**, Garrod,A.**
Day,A.**,end Rizz us

*Dept.Clinicel Psychology and Garerd University Dept. psyeniatry. Warneford

Hospital, Oxford, and *** Oxford Haemophilia Centre, Oxford, U.K

Objective. To establish prevalence of psychosocial and neuropsychological

ect: are the two transmission groups; to

roblems
haemophiliacs ({n=36) and HIV- "haemophilia controlsinrsblend

- gay controls (n=25) were studi Mea
ssness); coping (Hardiness,

neuropsychclogical screen

verbal fluency).
both teeranteston groups HIV+ individuals hee higher levels of

opelessness than HIV-. spective of

of psychosocial Sroblens|than haemmephiiaes 1

cially marked in the c gative individuals

h h:

Bsures.

to be associated with psychosocial

category. Asymptomatic individuals do

men (whatever theaanv status)
ssem more likely to experience psychclogical problems The apy
implications of this Finding. need to be considered.

Th. B.P.33 PREDICTION Of SAFER SEX
IN ADULTS WITH HEMOPHILIA AT RISK FOR AIDS

Pacish, Kathy L.*, Mandel, J.**, Thomas, and Gomperts,
.* wChilärens ital of Los Angeles, ** University of Califcenia San

Prancisco, San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

Selective: 70To determine which behavioral factors are predictive of consistent
psychosocial distress in hemophilic adults at risk for AIDS.

 

 

Methods. A self-adninistered tionnaire was sent to all 975 identified
persons with hemophilia in California in 1987-88. It. i
identify factors associated with decreasing transmission of HIV to partners
and with i ist. levels indicative of ntercvention.
Results. Analyses of data from 351 res ts indicate that one-thicd
report consistent use ing vaginal intercourse. Predictors to

is use were discussion of safer sex with : knowledge of
HIV test results, postponement of chil ‘ing: luced
cumulative of .44. 24% of cespondents indicated experiencing significant
distress. Predictors to ps tress were wor: about tt:
HIV, pecceiv oping AIDS oneself, drug use, and
knowledge of HIV test results, again with a cumlative R* of .44.
Conclusion. Awareness tatus st linked both to safer
‘Bex practice ‘La. stress, emphasizing the jor 10:
Support to thses individuals and ic families. Couple communication and
perceived risk of AIDS for self and others are key factors in cop: with
AIDS. tec standing of impact of the AIDS thr partners and
coup in order to facilitate comunicati
responsibility for risk reduction in couples, 1

A TEAM RESPONSE TO HIV/AIDS CARE IN PERSONS WITH
HEMOPHILIATh.B.P.35

Nera, M.Sc.S.W., C.S.W.N Robert O'Niel
Social Services Advisor, Federal¢Centre for AIDS, Health and
Welfare Canada, Ottawa da ian Hemophi iet:

resentation will describe how interdisciplinary
"dialogue days" was as an approach to lding in
intreroducing HIV/AIDS care in Canadian Hemophilia Care Centres.

e c ted in 1987 1988 involved
sts, nurses, coordi , socia workers

psychologists. ifferent healt care professionals
identi! ied dimensions of HIV/AIDS care needs in the hemophilia
ommunity, shared information, re-examined roles and recognized 

Important, Linkages
The tended “results” of these dialogue days will be

presented at. this conference. The results will demonstrate how
Pnterprofessional “dialogue days" can be a critical step in re-
defining the roles of various health care team

ponse to a new health care situation.

Th.B.P.32 RISK FACTORS FOR PSYCHIATRIC DISTRESS AMONG HEMOPHILIACS

INFECTED WITH HIV1
Dew, Mary Aman M.#o#k; and Twicz, P.#*

University of Pittsburgh, teena, USA, saiconphilie Center of
Western Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, PA, USA.

Objectives. To examine psychiatric correlates of HIV] infection in a major

risk group for AIDS; to identify psychosocial characteristics of HIV1+ men
that increase their risk for psychiatric distress following infection

ds.

 

a
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+ men accordin,
Seven psychosocial fac

mental he:ealeh: family peychiatrie histtory, low social

family support, riend support, a poor sens

perceivine high daily atress related to HIVI,

alleviate distress
in infected populations should be targeted to intervene on these psychosocial

assets and liabilities that individuals bring to the situation.

GUIDELINES FOR DEALING WITH PREGNANCY IN SEROPOSITIVE
HEMOPHILIACS AND THEIR SPOUS
K E Forsberg, À.

Th.B.P.34
38

FeuEnglandHono
Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Objective. To describe a protocol for HIV testing in pregnancies of sero-
emophiliacs and their spouses.

at the New England Hemophilia Center receive
"Safeoempractices and avoidance

Hovever

and Brettler, D.
philiaCenter, Worcester Memorial Hospital,

  

Since 19
for testing wives insisting on pregnancy has been instituted: The wif:

tested evevery2-3 mos. until conception, condon

‘ulation. HIV Ab teating is perfo €to“2and
gestation (so that termination is an optionrit“setoconversion occurs), and

Resaltoe Since 1985, 13 iain have occurred in 9 couples with a sero-
positive hemophiliaes Eight pregnancies were monitored according to our
protocol, and sll wives were seronegativ@. There were 3 full term pre,

cies (children alive and ve 8 4 mos. to 2 yrs.), 2 were miscer-
dages and 3 are ongoing at 3 me. gestation, 1 at 6 mos. gestation).

n monitored without our protocol, one corpleted and
t 8 vs. gestation of the first pregnancy

elected to continue the

  

Sonetusion. Dent
HIV transmission, some will choose to become pregnant.

testingduring the pregnancy will allow the couple to make informed
decisions about the pregnancy should seroconversion occur.

Maladies mycobactériennes
Mycobacterlal Diseases

Th.B.P.36

Hospital de clin
Uni versidade Federal,

TUBERCULOSIS IN AIDS PATIENTS IN RIO GRANDE DO SUL:
À NEW

nine3Eun, Kronf:re d, M.
re, 0 Grande do Sul, Brasil.

Porto Alegre, he. Grande do Sul, Brasil.

Objective: Establish the incidence and the most conmon sites affected
by Mycobacterium tuberculosis in AIDS patients in Ric Grande do Sul (RS)

It was reviewed, at random, 50 AIDS inpatients at Hospital ge
nicas de Porto Alegre between July and December 1988. It was cons

positive if the culture, from any ssite,in vivo" or "post-mortem", identified
Koch bacilli.

In 20 patients (40%) Koch baciIli was present, 5 (N=5) we
r more sites (mainly lungs, b » lymph nodes and gastrointestinal

tract)25% (nes), at gastrointestinal tracts: 20% (Ne4), in lungs; à20% (Nw4),
in » in perfcardium and the other with lung and joint involvement.

s one of the highest
te of involvenent does

not seem to infiuence the mortality of the La:ctit is very import-
and to consider the presence of Koch bactlliMnAIDS patients coming from RS
state

Results:

421
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Th.B.P.37

 

Th B.P.39 GASTROINTOSTIMAL muscugars It f1DS PATIENTS THE
RIC LERTEMoet DC SUt RIS

Eduardo; xgenteid, “F,
Hospital de Clinicas de "orto Alecre, Ric Grande do Sul, frasil.
Universidade Fedcral do Ric Grande de Sul, trasil.

Chjcctives Study the incidence ef gastr ointes*inal tuberculosis
elation with dierrhee in Ric Grande d 5)stat

racisters c f° AIDS inpatients at YOM betucen
era reviewed{ € were excluded, as they

rN
maining 42 cas 9(21,4%) cultures

=?)"ar gestrointestina? biensy at
ecteriur tuberculosis. In all 7

arrhea ieeeeved with the use of anti-tuberculous

  

   

Conclusion. ur findings susrart the ipgertence of gastroint-
sstinal tubercultsis as a commen treatable cause cf dierrhea in
patients with AIDS.

POATUBERCULOSIS IN AIDS AND ARC
A, i} jattan RC

rtmentt of Medicine, Cabrini Medical Center, NYC, N.Y., USA

Objective; Tuberculosis (re) is now frequently reported In AiDS, and its proper
treatment remains to be determined. viewed the prevalence of drug-resistant

in patients with AIDS or ARC

Th.B.P.41

Methods: We searched our mycobacteriology registry for all cases of TB from
1982 to 1988. Of 137 patients, 13 had AIDS or ARC: their clinical records were

Results: There were 11 men and 2 women (mean age 38); 6 were Hispanic, 3 black,
3 white and!1 Asian. Risk factors were: homo/bisexuality in 7,res ug

se In 4, heterosexual contact in 1, and unknowmini nts had ARC,
solated fromft ‘AIDS. Five patients had a history o:

2 rrow (2), CSF Hs lymph node (1), Chest X-ray show
apical! lesions with or without cavitation in 4 patients, and diffuse interstitial
Ineittrates in 6. In only 5 patients was TB only and alone in the lungs. patlents

tiaily received 3 drugs and improved; two died of other AIDS-reiated diseases.
resistence to either INH, RMP, EMB orhe was present inn 3 case us
0.13 in our tota fi 20! to both INH and RMP.

£Conchaions: Atypicalmamanifestations of Lowere common in our patients with
AIDS or ARC. Resistance was seen in 3 n 20of them to 2 drugs, hese
patients were homeies: drug-resistant TB:may be expected. Thus, AIDS/ARC
per seis not associatedwiwith increased drug-resistant TB, and an initial 2-drug
fegimen-is_probabiy-suf

422

THORACIC _RADIOGRAPIC ASPECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS IN AIDSTh.B.P.38
nese and Kaubara,ue «*Departenent of Imaging Diag

nostic**Division of Infe e***Health Center****Depar -

tement of Pathology -ESCOLÉPAULISTA“OE MEDICINA-Sä0 Paulo-Braz{l.

The authors present an evaluation of thoracic X-ray

in patients with AIDS and tuberculosis,its value for the diagnos-
tic and therapeutic orientation.

atients were clinically classified according to CDC

(centers of Disease Control),of USA,being 25 wen and 2 wo
between 18 and 66 year,16 homosexuals »5 bisexuals,2 users of intra

and 3 All cases wi positivie ELISA .& ith

The diagnostic of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis was comproved by

analyses of sputum(6 cases) ,bronchial washing (l case) , endosaopic
i i nd thera-

comproved disease by gan-

 

glion biopsy(3 cases) and liquor(l case
more frequently found were adenomegaly,in 20

cases and nodular lesions,less th

wed partial or total resolution of the
Later diagnostic or ,untrreated patients had not good prognostics.

ais can give us the
patients treated wich died,with proven diseases in autopsies.

TUBERCULOSIS AND AIDSTh.B.P.40

en Maria Lucia Neves; Mendes W.S., Rodrigues G.A., Stefani, H.N., Le

Departnenent of Infecctious Oiseases - Hospital do Servidor Publico Estadual -
S8o Paulo - Brazil.

Between 1985 and 1986 we studied 19 patients with positive anti-HIV sorologic
tive culture for M.

ents had presented stic infection pre-
uberculosis was cultured from sputum in 11nee honode

jastric lav: one. + count

y tubercul
14 (50%)patientes testes with RMP, INH and P.

had hepatitisuringthefifine two weeks of t:Teatment.- There was total rome
lization in al. reintroduction of

cases was yelltolerated. à uthors call "attention to the low CD4 +
counts in all cases, not rel tedte the clinical form of tuberculosis. They
also observe that hepatitis was very frequent, early and probably rot related to IN.

Cardona, L.*; *; and Greer, p.**,
Center, New Orleans, IA,

Obiective. A significant increase in the umber of isolates of (M
associated with HIV infected patients has been observed. We reviewed all
patients (PTS) with + MK cultures identified at our mycobacteriol
reference
Methods. À retrospective review of all PIS with a + culture between 1983-838

tions, £ therapy ct

(90.3%), yet y HIV PTS manifested 1. ,
marrow, blood) with 1 exception. Most had high level INH (>1.0 ug) resis-
tance (60%). clinical presentations .
loss, cough, were seen in 90%. The chest
findings (63.2% pmeummitis, 0% cavitation) as well as the frequent

this population. Nineteen (82.6%) PTS expired within 30 months of \.
of MK PTS may contribute to their

morbidity and mortality. disease fram colonization is
-aifficult using currently
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Th.B.P.43 TUBERCULOSIS IN HIV PATIENTS : CORRELATION BETWEEN NATURAL
HISTORY, CLINICAL PRESENTATION AND IMMUNOLOGICAL STATUS

«+ De Wi phane; Sommereijns, B.; umeck, N

Division of Infectious Diseases, St Pierre University Hospital, Brussels,
Belgiu

Tuberculosis (TB) associated with HIV infection is classified as 18 of lungs
B-¢C or disseminated TB (DTB - COC

Amulnolagicat rele-
20

DTB, 1] LTB) diagnosed among 686 HIV
e time of TB diagnosis, occurence of o

} and survival were evaluat: Med: D4 cell
and similarin bothpis and|ie (82/mm3 versus 76/mm3

r before r concomitently ti0 1B i
Deeurence of firs

fter diagnosis of TB was also similar in both groups (4/18 P with DTB vs
2/11 P with LTB - p: NS). en 18 ured as a first infection, of va
able P with DTB and 4 of 11 evaluable P with LTB (38% vs 368-ma NS) r

mained fre it} KS for a medien follow up period of 1 8 Probabi~
lity of survivel 10 months after TB diagnosis was similar forOTB and LTB
(0.8 vs 0.6 -
This study|suggests thet digseminatedtuberculosis in HIV P is notini
cantly linked to a more mological impairment or © progno-
sis than TB limited to lungs 7 lymph node: Relevance of considering both
entities separately should bereasseased.

Th.B.P.45 INCIDENCE ,DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT 0!F HTCOBACTERTOSISIN AIDS
Heise Walter, Skérde,J.,Nehm,K.,Arasteh,K. ,Haberma:
L’age,M,

AuretionbospitelrBerlin,West Germany

II. Internal Department ,LMUA

 

OPiects et ° describe the main microbiological | andclinical aspects and
t aence of mycobacteriosis in 330 HIV pati
Methods: Different. imen(blood,urine, broneoaiveolar lavage, sputum, bone

al fluid,stool, biopsies) were examined for mycobacteria

fever ,diarrhea or

or sputum, 14x sestrointestinal tract} than dis
liver, 1x bone marrow, 3xLymph node).Therapyfor non-tuberculosis

imine ambut was reported
in one third of the cases
Conclusion: The incidence. of nycobacteriosis in AIDS is high reachin:

wr clinic. Borof tl ue to TRteseee aycobacteria.
Clinical symptoms are no! Specific.fever and we: loss are a common
finding in MAI Tafection.Therapy may be cuccestuyeven in atypical
mycobacteria

Th.B.P.47 TAPCUENCE OF GEOGRAPHTC DTSTRYSUTTON ON are
— OSTS AND YSQSPORA BELLY TN ATO GRANDE OC

-SUL(ERASTL
Kronfeld, tages: SpSprinz, E.
Universidade faderal do Rio Grande do Sul

Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre(HCPA)

gb isetives Show that fn Rio Grande doSU(RS) state atypical
myco acterios{s and tiospare balli not frequen

d re reviewed 146 registers.vot AIDS inpatients at HCPA
ease "june 1 and november 1988 f

pycovectariceis or Isospors bell{ infectons,
fes its. as found a poasible case of Mycobacterium marinum(it

een quescessfully treated with tetraeyelina) conning from San-
and gastrointestinal T.bellf infactions(2

io de“Janeiro and 1 from New York).
Conclusion. When DS patgents coming from RS, one must
athe, consider Tebell{ or an atypical mycobactesriosis as probable

pa

xr the occurence of atypical

Th B P 44 SENTE FOR HTV/ATDS-RELATED TUBERCULOSIS (TB) IN
. D STATES (U.S.)

Ciesieleki, Carol, Buehler J, Bloch A., Berkelman R.
Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA

Gplectives: To assess the magnitude and distribution of HIV/AIDS-related

TE = ity and mortality in the

od To descr: ind AIDS morbidity, State and local health

geparteenctnatch TB casesme AIDS cases diagnosed within the preceding

3 yea ribe TB and nyW/ATDS mortality, weveused nattional vital

aeetericsfor.1980-86 and foc on men 25-44 y.
Resulte: Of the 32,490 patientseek ADS reported.in 1981-87ae122756

from 44 States, 1 Territory, an

th registers have been

dentifi: e, account’ 7% of AIDS cases and 1.0% of TB cases
nationwid T as with highest percent: AIDS cases with TB
are Florida (8.4%), Connecticut (6.6%), New York City (5.3%), and Houston
(5.2 though cases have been found in all regions. Fron 1980 ©o 1986,

mortality rates (underlying cause) increased fro! 23 to 0.4
deaths/100,000 men 25-44 years (71 to 155 deaths) fo U.S. tha from
0.32 to 0.88 in 5 States with the highest AIDS incidence (2 89

if h a. 1m

young adulte and is contributing to TB mortality in some are

Th.B.P.40 EVIDENCE OF ANOTHER EPIDEMIC: Tuberculosis and BTV in à MC
amen gent Bospital. MaxieClacco, Wai?

St. Clare's Hospital andHealthCenter,ator ey

jectiveE7ae the recent rise of
disease in a NYC commmity

Methader‘Review of MIB data from epicemioloeyfiles of19pes - 1988. Retro-
th medical records

PPD skin
increased from 5 (i986)a12den

inet bale Of 1988- 1/5 (208) conversions in 19 as compared
non patient care workersbes TE(anyin 1988 were no

clinical cases of MIB

 

be instituted to control

FACTORS INFUJENCING MORTALITY IN DISSEMINATED M. AVIUM (MAI)
(CIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS) : S.

L. Reichman;

Th.B.P.

effect on the of
survival . 54 with AIDS and MAI (Group I} and 23
patients aycebacterial disease (Group IT) were studied.
groups in demographic, assesamenits andl HI
risk t (HCT) and

3 Group I: HCT=22D o-001! teSum Giventn’ Group
( SEM

other
0.68, p <0.05).
not influence survival. Duration of avival decrensedeharply in MAI
patients with preceding 0.I..

AIDS (Group IT) MAI without O.I. MAL with O.I.
he (Survival) 27s 290

of Sisease: irae.itisis mesee©.7 Fi if it is accompanied by, Ie
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MYCOBACTERIUM KANSASII INFECTION IN 15 PATIENTS WITH CLASS IV

RIV INFECTION: CLINICAL AND MYCOBACTERIOLOGIC FEATURES
i Muller, K.*; Kocka F.##, Nuthuswamy P.*;

Th.B.P.49

Rensiow Sherer, M.D. *, et. al.
* Department of Medicine; ** Department of Laboratories, Cook County Hospital, Chicago, U.S.A.

Objective: To evaluate veclinica} and sycobactericlogic features of M. kansasti infection in the

presence of Class IV HIV

patients neh i‘east infection between 10/89 and 11/88 were cross-referenced with
ve grreLtwas conducted, including

 
54) had Class Wil“IVinfection, of these,

(73.3%) wereblack and ; (26.7%) white. ine“eys was a women, and 14 (93.4%) wen. 10 (56. 8)
ware gay/bia wen, 2 (13.3%) IVOU, and 3 (20%) other risk behaviors. 11 (73.3%) had AIDS and &
(26.7%) had tines IV HIV infection. 1 josed by sputum oeaeAde1%) by

tronchosco)oy and8putun. 12 (80%) patients hé pulmonary disease. 6 (40%) ha

disease, oFwhic! ail wewere gastrointestinal, 1 bone marrow, an kin. lori“ Ge™
=cavitary esate, and 14 (93.3%) local alveolar or interstitial disease.

ce as 96/n1. Sensitivity studies revealed resistance to PZA in3 of‘“ca od

partial resistence to INH in 3 of 4 isolates. sr) linden) rasponses wel

11 Se1%) of patients with pulmonary disease only, and fl of the patients then

 

dis
Conclusions: M. kansasii infection is common in HIV infection in an endemic area. Dissenination is

e vanced immunodeficiency. Upper lobe cavitary disease is

bone marrow occurs. Treat! essful in early stages. Reststence to PZA and INH occurs;

alternatives for empiric treatment ara necessary.

TUBERCULOSIS AS PULMONARY COMPLICATION AIDS - ASSOCIATED
persan Nicolé,; Guida B. Dpt.Inf.Dis.Galliera Hosp.
enoa, It.

Th.B.P.51

Objective. To study pulmonary Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mt) infection in
AIDS patients (pts). Methods. In 42 cases of AIDS from june 86 to e 88

opporunity anti-Mt prophylaxis in early

stages of HIV infection in narcotic-addic

LOSS, ANEMIA, S'Th.B.P.53 FEVER, WEIGHT
LYMPHADENO!

Cone, Lawrence; Woodard, Bought
Section of Infectious Diseases, Medicine
Radiology and Pathology, Eisenhower Medical Center, Rancho Mirage, ca, USA.

Disseminated mycobacteriosis due to M. avium-intracellulare (MAI) or 1
commonly due to M. tuberculos: s (MTB) occurs in nearly 25% of patients with
AIDS during the course of their illness. In most individuals the 1
spared and organisms are found in lymph nodes, blood bone marrow, Liver
spleen and gastrointestinal tract. Of 28 patients|mo AIDS in whom thes
sites reveal: exia, 18rt of the abdomen.
Whereas all pstients with teriosis exhibitetedaan anemia (<Hb=10ne,
fever (37.2°C 1 wk), weight 1088 (>10% in 3 mos), 78% also revealed

2%, thy on Te(Ams patients with other
sntaticinfections (0I) { stis cariniiÀ preumonia (8 ), cytomegalo-

(11), disseminated DaSensor
Kaposi’s sarcoma (4)) manifested 1: dncrathe in 0-35%

ex Kaposi's sarcoma(758) and coccidioidomycosis (100%), while
splenomegaly % of patients with Kaposi' ‘coma and

to show the
universal presence of anemia, fever and weight loss seen in patients with
disseminated MAI and MTB. We conclud i ini and
radiographic findings existing in HIV antibody positive persons is highly
predictive of disseminated mycobacteriosis. This array of events relates

pathogenesis of¢mycobacterial disease.
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SEROPREVALENCE OF HIV INFECTION IN 183 CONSECUTIVE PATIENTS

WITH TUBERCULOSIS cn AT A NEW yore any HOSPITAL

irgwin,KD; Glet: : Dahdouh,MA
Tapdasnan,+54; veHealth Science Cente’ at Brooklyn, N.Y.,

Th.B.P.50

Objectives: 1)De:eine the prevalence of HIV infection in pts with T

2)Determine the ¢: £ immunosup
Betwe

users(IVDU), 20(11%) were Haitian,
d risk factors (RF)Conceptpossible

3 .

val ue to refusal to undergo HIV testing(13),

te dtagnosis(8). 8/54(15¢) evaluable pts without RF wer
etemtibrokogy5): @ not craluabiedo

quivocal sero1m).
DUy infected Pe8

ul+ E
s

a 8 a ~

pulmonary
ETESES pet to median T4 of HIV+

often the first iliness experienced by HIV infected pts.
TB in IVDU, watejane. and homosexua quently associated wi
Infection. TB in pts without RF was sociated with HIV infection. Most
HIV+ pts with TB had marked Ts tyeghooyeedepletion

Th B P. 52 TUBERCULOSIS INHIV-INFECTED INDIVIDUALSINTHEPROVINCEOF
ns BRITISH COLUMBIA (1983-1988).

S, LawsonsonLi,Ruedy J and Moataner JSG. AIDS Research

Programme,St. Paul’s Hospital;oSoes Division, UBC and Division ofTB Control, Ministry of Health,

Vancouver, BC, Canada.

 

ical presentation, laboratory findings and outcomes of all cases of“tole di pack . É Bath Columb the 6 year

METHODS, Cases ofTB in HIV infected individual: sdentifed by linkacc t he provincial TB
at . : bal ds of all of the identified cases were

RESULTS, Fii were identified. Nionehad AIDS aat presentation. Systemic symptoms were present
in 13/15 Ex).‘Respiratory amploms were on (cough 50%,shortness of breath50%). Diarrhea was
present in 40%. er count and H/Sratio were already low at diagnosis (90
POH aol à aleueSpocmensens from 51 sitDs 1 D patents rot 21aneus() nd 8
cultures (62%) were positive. Sputum available in Patients wassmear positive in 5 (50%;) and culture

biopsy (rectum and small bowel) was CXR abnormaliticswere onnceformediastinal
spaAlpeswertendWikIN,RMP for 1mons +FZA orEME artena?ot

clinical response was apparent
min et eeerNoushe of Seta wv en. ipofsro
developed infections (tidespresented moatcommonlyaof these were PCP.

TB ioHIinfected indivi

symptoms were common. Howe’ provided a
source fornaDraps aroman angata Erin waes Cincyepparea,

late event in the
course ofHIV infection ax demonsirtedbyanalreadylowhecounand he rapid progression to OL

part by the National Heakh Research,

MYCOBACTERIOSES AND AIDS. THERAPEUTIC
APPROACHES.
Schormann, Dirk

“IL Department ofInternal Medicine, Rudolf Virchow University Hospital, Freie
Universität Berlin;  Heckeshorn Hospital, Berlin, FRG

Th.B.P.54
'; Ruf, B. °; Mauch, H. ™ ; Pohle, H.D. *

Qblective. To gain data on the effectiveness of chemotherapy in mycobacterio-

Methods. Course and the effect of therapywas evaluated in 5] patients. Drug
susceptibility of strains involved was determ

Tuberculos:is (TB: 17/21 patients were r 9
py). One of7redjdsdied of TBPrine"te

cases TB was the cause of death.
mnths, patients|alive » 1 year (n=7), > 2 years(n=4), no

lapses, IP and INH. All strains were
in addition “smceptble against rifabutine, clofazimine and ciprofloxacin.
MAl-infection: 17/38 patients were treated, 9 showed temporary
improvement. 13/16 patients died, 3 due to MAFinfection. MAI was isolated

mortem so in

months, followed pumaintenance thi
ter on due to other causes. In all un
Follow-up: max

diagnosed ear! y improvedlas
clofasimineaa macrolides (n=!i All strains were nearly completely
agai on drugs and chinolones, but were susceptible against rifabutin and
clofazimine‘ine(MHK io the range of achieveable serum concen ).

. Therap: of TB is mostlysucosfl,Maimienence. tererapy seems to
Tecpmunondable” MALinfection early stage may be curabie

wine modified regimens including at Glofasimine and macrolides.
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DETECTION OF ANTIMYCOBACTERIAL ANTIBODIES IN HIV
Th B P 55 INFECTION.

Farber Claire-Michéle* De Bruyn,J.***;Yernault,J.C.** and
Van Vooren,

” Departnen of Immunology and ** Departnent of Pneumology,
Hôpital Erame, Université bre de tiespels Bruxelles, Belgiun.

*** Institut Pasteur du Brabant, Bruxelles, Belgium

Objectiv .» To facilitate the diagnosis of mycobacterial diseases in HIV

infected patients.
Methods. hserological assay detecting ns directed against mycobacterial
culture filtrate in HIV positive and AIDS patients with negative (ID -)

and posittive (ID +) Prp skin tests
Negative specific IgG Positive specific I

veteetiers Es - 5 0

HIV carriers 3 0

AIDS, no tubereulosie 5 a

AIDS, 1 Qo
AIDS, ganglionnar 0 2
tuberculosis

AIDS, pl Oo 1
tuberculo:

Soneiusion- Detection in the serum of IgG directed against mycobacterial

antigens can be of help in the diagnosis of tuberculous disease in HIV

infected patientSe

Sib

» Ruiz [., Marti N.C#), Vidal R.(6t), Martiner-Vazquez JM,Qcafa[ade Lui
Departesents de Nedecine Isterne, Kicrohiotogie (#) et poeuaologie {##). Wospital Valle de Webrén, Université

alone. ‘celone. Espagne,

ret caractéristiques cliniques "ee de la tuberculese (7) chez des

bserver h vane‘cusion que tem ente te fait d'evoir inclus La tuberculese

} cesse critaire di de deueitionnts SIDA.

THODES: nous avons ebud fs de SIBA. Le diagnostique de 7 fut établi selon

critaires bacteriolagiques et/ou histelogiques.

RESULTATS: Des 1 jades de SIDA, nous a:

es(234i aH 40 TE 1%.

 

    

 

 Se T (35,68), arene palsonaires (TP)

i le SIDA dans le 25,61 de

3

 

9
nrsucegeste je SIDA, vires 18 sois tarer bak des cas. La clit

reat iron un sois d'évolution, avec surtout aiecms‘an les

patients avecon fuecerere puleonaire apparut dans 27 des 40 ¢ 7.51) avec dominance de

la forae disésinefinis les quarts des can; la presentation adenopatique eisnr en il cas et

2c ent # ent atfectatise‘ie seninges. La radiojologie teraciques dans a TP qui anitGent

avant iagrostiqu (6/8),

chez ie vet iF su TE , dans plus de là soitié des cas on pu observer us mins

coe stique de T vaisfait par ce
ou des itiers

  
  

  

          

  inter el

us Vex eta ou ringag

resultats à ur de 1” ét

habituel amevn meute clinique et radiciogique; 5 sinei avec ME on seuffer dcité.

T est one infection frequente 185.ot) « a patients wwe une predoeinance de

la TE sr nee a predesiné le petren Dette *yeleenaire avec oe sans afectation

ae “aliens resultats ont à obtenus par calturo des bispsies

jerne tolerance et evolution clinique et radislegique avec a traiteeeot

 

  

rateMit.

Th. B. P.59 SE AND AIDS IN FRANKFURT

Koller:reLampert L., Jaksenik A., Brodt R.,

uize-Werningha . Helm

yniversitatskTinik Frankfurt, Zentrum“ror Innere Medizin, Infektiologie, Th.-
-Kai 7, 6000 Frankfurt/M,

: To describe frequency res picture, course and significance of
fuberculesis (TB) with AIDS in Frankfu
Method; since 1984, all TB caseswith HV infection have been examined pro
spectively. Allyo (pts) get quadruple standard therapy and are clinically

followed up re ly fter completion of treatment.
: In 4 years, 48 pts were diagnosed with TB, the total of AIDS pts in

Fri nkfurt be! 328. 37% of TB pts were not born in Germany. 10 TB pts have
ound 6mo before 1st AIDS manifesta-

tion, in 9 pts simultaneously, and in 16 pts, 11mo after 1st AIDS manifestation

% had disseminated TB, and
had a pte negative for

HIV, efficacy of therapy was nifi-
cantly higher (7% of tested TB straing were INH-resistant).

nee in survival times ofVTinfected pts with TB and

ankfurt, e than 108 of AIDS pts have TB with frequent

discemination, in“spite of a SP

survival times, the course of disease is complicated by frequent side effects
and maintanance therapy being necessary for longer time.

Th.B.P.50 CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGICAL AND PROGNOSTIC ASPECTS OF TUBEROULOSIS (TB) IN HIV

Narciso P. SeameUS
U.S.L. RO“L. Spallanzani' Hoepital Dept. Infe Italy.

QBVJECTIVE. To correlate clinical vate of TB withimurclegioal eta, Peeoe
among chest X ray (XR) patterns of pulmonary invol\
overt AIDS.

METHODS. 36 HIV Ab +ve patients with pulmmery and TB observed since March 1986 to

Dec 1968 were evaluated. The mean follow-up time lasted 18 months (range 1-34).
RESULTS chest XR pattern 

miliary non miliary
100.9 (- 66.3) au.a7253,8)0.01

progression to AIDS : 9/10 (90%) 2/14 (14%) £0,005
i were: cavities in 5 cases, upper lobe infiltration in 5,

Th.B.P.58 GB.infection with an unidentified acid-fast microorganism

H. Chang’, J. D. Piguet‘, F. Portaels’,
nthale: es Biche‘ct

Divisions ofsofPathology,Stierobjolo;logy, “Inf us Diseases, and the Clinique Médicale,
Hopital Cant taire, “Institut d'Hysgène, 1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland, phone

412264EEandaFinstitui de Médecine’ Tropicale, Ani Belgium.

Case Report:rt: A HIV-seropositive formeri.v. drug. user presented with enlargement of
liver an spleen: he died 20 months later after a 30 kg weightloss, diarrhea,and ascites
Resultts: During life, biopsies of liver and duodenum,ascites, ane coat, urine and feces
all revealed massive amounts of AFB, AFB infiltra all a: examined at aut
Multiple,attattempts to cultivate the AFB on 10 differene

tab, esent in liquid Middl rook 125 and 13A media
acter"),farattempts at subculture were unsucess tient hadnot travelled to

areas where | is endemic, id he hi lesions suggestive of

sae
of gengenus Mycobacterium, but not of seco: ols cng. .
intrécellulare” Hybridization ofAFB in feces and bloodwith ae for tuberculosis

 

complex and M. -intrace: negative.
Material from the Patient was injected into 10 immunocompetent Swiss Webster mice.
They were sacrifice 1 12 months; 3x10° AFB were found in 2DS of 1 m
In contrast, inoculated nude mice died after 2 months anulomas containing AF
wereprpresentin liver and spleen. t the same t

Cancinsion: This patient died from infection with an unidentified mycobacterium,
which behaved clinically like M. avium-intracellulare.

MNT INFECTION IN 63 OF 328 AIDS PATIENTS INTh.B.P.60 Sie
=Lam L., Brodt R., Jakschik A.,

aszewski s. Helm E.B.
Univers\titeklin’ Praakture, ee der Inneren Medizin, Infekticlogie, Th.-

~Kai 7, 6000 Frankfurt/M,

Objective: To investigate occurrence and s!heniticancecr evidence of different
mycobacteria in HIV-infected (HIV+)patients (pts) in ourse of disease.

All our HIV+ pts stage: 4-6 are reularlytested for colonisation
and/or infection with MNT stool, urine, sputum); all pts with microscopic or
cultural evidence for MNT get reguiar physical & immunological follow-ups, All

pos. cultures are typed, and resistance ts determ!
f 749 HIV+ pts tested, 63 (8.5%) had MNT (relative to total of AIDS

pts (n == “ee 19%);
having develop

pts, pinghes reed completed: MAI 60%, M. xenopi 83%, M. fortultum 7%,
kansasii 5% ordonae

percentage of AIDS pts have colonisation with MNT, the

frequency of subtypes geographically varying 8 in other pts, evidence of MNT
does not necessarily mean severe illness.
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Th.B. P.61SnOSIDE ANTIBIOTICS HAVE POTENTIAL MELE IN Th.B.P.62?RURSMIDS INFLUENCE VIRULENCE OF MYCOBACTERIUM

TREATMENT OF MYCOBACTERIUM AVIUM COMPLE [UM COMPLEX (MAC) STRAINS a AIDS PATIENTS
; (MAAC) DISEASE IN AIDSFal TIENTS Pattisapu Raedur*; Perumal *, Crawford, J.H.** and Bates

Paiattisepe R.J. Gangadharam*; Kesavalu, L.*, Perumal, V.K.*, Parikh, K J.H.* *National Jewish Center for Immundlogyand Respiratory Medicine,
Ghori, N.* National Jewish center.tor Immunology and Respiratory Medion, Denver, Colorado, ** VA Hospital, Little Rock, Arkensas, U.S.
Denver, Colorado, U.S.

prsobesterim avium complex (MAC) organisms are important opportunistic
Mycobacterium aviumaviumAcomplex. wac) cause serious opportunistic infections in infec countered in AIDS patients. More than 50% of AIDS patients are

tablis! tt the beige (C57B1/6/bg/bg) mice are most known% have MACinfections and most of them succumb to the disease within
musceptibletoexperimental MAC“infections In other studies we showed that one year of diagnosis. Among several differences observed between MACstralns
Many immunobiological respects, beige mice are similar to AIDS patients. Using from AIDS and non-AIDS patients, Plasmids are the most important. All (100%) of

of them ing m:the beige mouse model we investigat emotherapeutie
potentialities of more than 30 drugs. Of these, amikacindemonstrated high in
vivo activity. With 50 mg/kg dose (comparable2 15 mele in humans), given

) for 6-8 weeks, this drug arkable elimination of
organs of beige mice infested intravenous with

rifabutin, clofezimine or
both pro: j je of amikacin in the in vivo elimination of MAC.
Recent studies indicated that streptomycin a dose 100 mg/kg given IM
demo: tivi: amikacin. Streptomycin being less expensive and

MAC disease in AIDSmore widely used should be valuable in the treatment oi
patients.

Incidence of adquired immunodeficiency syndrome CAIDS) tee
Th.B.P.63 outpatients with caberenlosie, Author.ot RH

zo, S.M.3 Acceturi. C.A.3 amsshites B.K. From EscolaPaulie
ta de Medicina, S. Paulo, SP, Brazil.

This study was performed in a Health Center from Jan 1, 1987 to Dec 31,
1988; ‘and.15 of 453 (3,3 Percent) patients of tuberculosis had AIDS. In Bra

zil, the Association of both AIDS and tuberculosis had been related as 22%
of outpatients and 502% ofpatiente. Of 15 ca:
87% were males and 13% were females, 21 to 41 years of age. All of th
white, and 73,3% were ponceexua ,

rug

antituberculoaisQUES 6,=had Progressive tuberculosis and 33a wie
not have

survival wasori7onthe

Th. B. P.65 TUBERCULOBIS IN AIOS PATIENTS.

Seteeceene J.A.: Arrizebalsgs, J.: Gurds, C.; Muñoz-Burojs, 1,: Pér:

Zuisic:

 

uiosin in
ntuel development

aponee to ¢restment snd adverse therepeutic

 

Of opportunietic infections (0
reactions,

: reepective: sur wee made of 112 patisnts siennes ae AIDE in our hospitel
1 ineteting ¢mn 1935 end  

se prize pean into four groups. D Dissemineted tubsrculosia with
actertotegiee!eereottrmetio of M. tubereuloeis st two or more different sites. 11)

1113 Extrepulmonery tubsrculonis
fever and positive response

Extrapulmonary tuberoulosis with Lyeph node invo
Without lymph node involvement, IV) Patients with prolonged

to Be without sventuel beatertotentscal confir
semen of Of, respons trestmant and the inoidsnce of

adver Gtions to trsstms

Rein‘corey waterutotete trestmant worn ineteted (33.7%1: 16 in grovp I, most

(16) with lung d in group 11: 5 in group III: and 7 en group IV. The incidence
oF side effects wee 10% [4 petients}. The type Pr Ol thet cevelapsd gonarsiiy veried

2 se '

 

 

 

ab goo

clusions: 1, In uress with ah alevated high Provenanceof cubsrculopis infection,

is s Frequent Of in AIDS patients. 2. An important « ‘cup of patie! dobu it

on mi

shoul ri
etage IV, 3. The typs of OF thet developed on tubsrculoets verisd in eccordance with
the clinicel form of TB, 4, Responoe to treatment dopended the clinicel form snd
on the patient‘s pensral condition.
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beige mouse model is directly related to
number of large ( 100 m.dal) plasmids. Proof for the importance of plasmids to
virulence of MAC is obtained comparison of virulence of a strain vith
lasmids and its plasmid deprived variant. While the formerwas highly vi:

its plasmid-free variant lost its virulence. The lose of virulence is confirmed oy
the i lati f oxygen boli f macrophages.

Th.B.P.64 TECULOSE (TB) ET SIA à FAITS CLINIQUES OBSERVES EN MILIEV HOSPITALTER
EPIDEICLOGICUES.

JGrétien, PAFILLON Françoise, Université PARIS V, Hopital Laemec.
PARIS, FRANCE

ire Pulnoraire de l'Hopital Lsennec, ere entre A et1968,
427 malades HIV (+) ; tous ant eu im lavage tronchoalvéclaire (LBA) et

potes afin d'étudier l'essociation de TB et SIDA.

ts particuliers ; fréquence élevée de la TB : 12 % des cas de SIM,

ae ae HV(). 2°/ la séverité de l'atteinte TS : miliaire 115 3, foyers

gone 2 Z, atteinte polyviscérale 21 %, 3°/ la haute densité incillaire : frottisee ah

de

Le négativation du Mentoux-test, initialement

positif, est en observée chez les TB/HIV (+) quand l'évolution se fait vers le SIDA.

Ainsi donc, la singularité des cas de TB/SIDA réside dns la um maladie de

‘bac: opens, MES ie cractère est l'unedes ions du
SIM. De même, la négativation progressive du test chez un TB/HIV (+) est
un marqueur de l'évolution vers le SIDA.

get pool même si l'on ne dispose pas la sérologie, 1 carait possible d'epmrécier. dens

les groupes de , le niveau Leds EUeaner poele d'en simples

directe et le Mentoux-test. La vonitivine

malades tuberculeux apportent
ainsi des indices utiles à

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TUBERCULOSIS AND AIDS IN RIO DE JANEIRO - BRAZIL

vorals de Sé, Carlospers Server W.; Severo, R.; Guimarkes-Dias,Th.B.P.
ira, O.P.;Olive:

Gaffrée & Guinle university Hospital - rate of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

Oijective: To study the incidence oncharacteristics of ”aatspatejens.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the medical record:

COC surveillance case definition +a. #e Look for nl, rethelegteel,"rdolgialvo

#& ogical characteristics

patients with and without TB. Chi-square test was used where sppropriate.
observed in 85 (36,2%) patients. Although the lungs were eremost frequent site

(68,2%) had at least one extrapulmonary (EPTB) site of dise: Lymph nodes

were involved in 43 (50,6%), liver in 11 (12,9%), genitourinery tract in 8 (3,84), spleen in 7

pericardium in 6 (7,1%), gastrointestinal tract in 5 (5ve and meninges in 3 (5,5%).

a:esoctated re pathogens -albicans in 48 (56,5%), T.gondii in 18(21 Lo

and Crypte ridium in 14 (16,5%). Kaposi’s sarcoma was observed in 11 (12,9%). We found

statisticallyLienaaiferences between AIDS patients with and without TB: they were

frequently , Homosexual/bisexual males,
Conclusion:"ymese dataps a Shona nssoctstion between M. tuberculosis HIV

infections in Rio de Janeiro. 2) EPTB i: relationtotoeof nu. 3) We found no wintrerences
between aspatients with and without 73inrelation race and risk group. 4)

Subsequent studies will be needed to determine the spectortheHIV epidemic on 1B prevalence
in Brazil.
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NICAL IMPACT OF MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN HIVTh.B.P.67 Te,caca tira
Boldt, Kristi; Chomyc, S.; Miedzinski, L.; Taylor, G. and
Eva: G.A-%.

entr of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, “University of Calgary,
Calgary, Alberta, nada.

Ob ectiveve: To ss. the impact of Mycobacterial infections in AIDS and HIV

infectedeettients in the Province of Alberta (to date 125 AIDS, 706 known

Method:at“ivesbaetertally infected patients were identified by reviewing

Tabors 8 from the Provincial Tuberculosis Laboratory for the
period1585-1908here AIDS or HIV was noted as a clinical factor. Patient

e then reviewed te ess clinical correlates.
8 isolated

ecrofulus complex (MAIS) Z, M.tu
was grown exclusively froe non Canadian born p
have AT MAI/MAIS was grown from 19% (24/125) of our AIDS
Sites of MAT isolation included blood sex stool ask, sputum 307, bronch{al
washings 14%, urine 7%, h nodes 32 and other
Gliniesliy,“igeobcterial infection was the“initial presentation of RIV
infec! Several patients with MAI bacteremia have survived more
than oneyear withouttreatuennte
Conclusion: In our population, wotubercioeae is exclusively a probles

th T.B. auleeie sreas who usually do not exhibit other features
MAI infection is notvnecesserily aaete presenting feature and

long term survival can occur without treatse:

 

SUCCESSFUL ANTITUBERCULOUS WITH VARIOUS DRUG

REGIMENS IN PATIENTS WITH HIVIWANFECTION.
Carton J.Antonio, Carcaba V, Maradona JA, Moris J, Ferro J, Colreiro AL

“etal. HOSPITALUNIVERSITARIO. OVIEDO. SPAIN.

Th.B.P.69

a |toxicity for several antituberculous drug reginens

culture and sensitivity proved) r
were: Ripo (RP), 600 mx ins

2000 rg; Streptanycin, 1 g. A
INH for 9 months

: To asses short-term effi

reached ji

Senon(Gadie arriie an. he me in differences atongecia’ in i A) +
wartyLes teveg in? pa RODIMEN A REGIEN B REGIFEN © P VALLE (0)

3/3
LosIRSSce AVE ean 024/3 0.06

1/22
ue ( + SD) ee te ait: 246 90 + 73" 0.05

are Fraiure es 1 0.05
Side ,we 0
SurviereSince diagnosis (mm ee we13 947
CONCLUSION: In the short-term, results inveers reserble tha’that obtained for TB in

jets. Effective therap be expected mainlyteiniandBe are
included in the regimen. Four: i) yy seared super ior

‘which showed more relapses out a lower tmeicity. Due to the delayeddlpresentation and short
follow-up of the severest cases, results could worsen in the futur

/ incomplete courses

 Th. B.P.71 Mycobacterium aviumintracellulare infection limited to the
skin and lymph nodes inpareint with AID:
Barbaro, Daniel*, Orcutt, VL.**» Coldiron, BM.*

Dept. Tntemnal fiedizine, University of“texas Southwesterm Medical School,

rerkland Memorial Hospital, Dallas, Tx. ***Dept. of Dermatelogy,
University ofTexas Southwestern Medical school, U.S.A.

 

ThreePatients vith the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) developed
cutan abscesses from which Mycobacterium-avium intracellulare (MAI)

Al e patients had begun therapy with zidovidine an within
their Presentation.

el

 

rifampin and ethambutol
form of localized presentation of

after cultures returne
at MAI is

zidovidine on this disease process.
speculated to be an effect o

Th.B.P. POOR COMPLIANCE IS THE MAJOR OBSTACLE itaCONTROLLING

bideAieaATED TUBERCULOSIS (™) GUTBREAK.

. of Medicine Harlem
Hospital, coluabieUU college of Physicians "and sur‘eons, New York, NY, USA.

Increasing TB in New York City is often linked to the HIV epidemic. How

ever poor compliance(C) is aty factor leading to frequent readmission

probably many secondary cae The impoverished population at risk for beth

HIV and TB hae features strongly linked to low C: intravenous dr

je:

ho were discharged 151 (83%) we

compliant 42/151 (gen).non compi sane (RC) pte
ed for TB within 1 year and 30 (62)|were lost again

FR IVD Crack Gay NR AlctAlc- Ha- + Jb- Jb+ IV
SNC = 81% 95% 81% 94% 50% 86% 93% 69% 86% six es 88% 75% 64% de 82%

# Pta = 144 37 91 18 6 %5SO 76 72 64 36 128 31 53 25 27

(M=male ,F=female; crack=aon-IvD crack user : NR=n0 nV.reks tastives in
c'eusÀ Jb-=nojob>1

e
n
A a - a 3 aa = s ar
)

a o

a
i
s
e

a
r
i
l

= Eu ct 3 2

Jb+=regular work;AA=AIDS/ARC on adnission for TB; HIV+=HIV+ wi thout AA)
AA pte had higher C than HIV+ or HIV-, probably because their HIV disease

led them to seek ongoing medical care. Hi er, e likely

high]. but tended to be sore commonmin NC pe. Feu
strategies are needed to treat pts moat likely to have HIV and T

NATURAL HISTORY CO-INFECTION

Pean, Claude*, reper, DeschanpeM* , Danbreville,Th.B.P.70

FAME PEREO and **GHESKIO, P-au-P.
College, New York, NY., U.S.‘A.

Objective To determine the natural history of leprosy in HIV-infected

tients between 1985 and 1988. HIV testing

of
were followed at leastmonthly during therepy and at 3 ronth
thereafter.
Results Patients ware 5 to 90 years old (mean, 33 yrs). Two hundred patients

HIV seropositivity
rate was 6.5% (28/275) for the aire cohort, 9. ae (18/191) for those
between 15 and » The rai able for both of1e
‘Twenty-two percana2 (4/18) of BIV-seroprsitive (HIV +)
developed new during depth/rifangin
therapy, ascompared to 2/257 (0.8%) of HIV-seronegative patients.
patients who developed new lesions
patients, new lesions appeared a mean of 4.8 months (3-7 no) after the
initiation of therapy and preceded the onset of HIV-assocta gliness by
gman of 21 months(12-31 mo) « en sditionalHIV + tuberculoid patient

atedilineas daring the followop period Int
@id not developnew leprosy les
Conclusion tay at clementanother opportunistic infection of AIDS
alsoaccelerate the appearance of the classic AIDS iliness.

MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTION IN ansPATIENTS
Damiano F.*, fan “aVen ra G.*, Antinori Andrea*, Ardi
to F.**, irchibuserst "Lt a.
#Clinica Malattie Infettive, saiterdbtologte-Universtta Cattolica-Rona-Italy

Th.B.P.72

Objective: To evaluate the frequency of mycobacterial infection in AIDS pts
Methods: 33 consecutively followed pts were examinated for the presence of ay
cobacteria in clinical specimens (blood, bone marrow, sputum, Bal, urine, stool,
spinal fluid, biopsies) using standard techniques.
Results: Four pts (12,1%) had disseminated tuberculosis and M. tuberculosis
(M.tb) was cultured in blood (1/33) and in bone marrow (3/33). Three pts (9%)

semination was due to M. avium-complex (MAC) in 4 pts (12,1%) isolation from
blood in 2 cases, from bone marrow in onecase and from blood, bone marrow,

i t. One pt had disseminated infection
cultures. 

21,2) (4 urine, 2 Bal, 1 sputum); M. gordonae (M.g) in 4 pts (21,2)
(2 tine 1 Bal, 1 colonic biopsy}; M.fc ir one pt (sputum and urine). Mtc and

i s with concomitant infection by M.tb and MAC,
and MAC are important and frequent opportunistic agents in

DS pts; the role of the other non-tupereulous mycobacteria as opportunitic
pathogens in these pts needs further studie:

427
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Th.B.P.73 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES OF MYCOBAC-
TERIA OTHER THAN TUBERCULOSIS ININ GERMANY,

*; Ruf, 8: Schurmann, D."; Schréder, «.-H.**; Mauch,
H°** and Pohie, H.-D*. - *H. internal Medicine, Rudolf Virchow University
Hospital; **Forschungsinstitut Borstel, Borstal ***Heckelshorn Hospital; FRG.

Mycobacteria other than tuberculosis (MOTT) are pathogens in AIDS pa-
“tients. Mycobacterium attameintraceliare (MAI) are thememost important typicalce
bacteria species. To evaluate whether infections and sotonisations with MOTT ar

ret MOTT inunonipressed patent
stooloneurine specime:

uppre: mined for rmpeabacteria, Myco-
bacteria have net been found.duregastrointestinal biopsy specimens from 170

Pen were examined histologically and microscopically. MOTT were
isolated from one

By contrast, in58‘of 190 asPittoawat have been found. 55/58 isolates were
ees MAI. 48 were identified as serovar 6/21. |
ontrast to our findings. serovarrais motrequently found in patients with AIDS in the

ISA. These results not seem ‘te attributablenu a different pathogenicity of the
:various serovars but suggest geographical dominant

MOTT are ubiquitou: nt contaminants, frequently isolated from soil and
ihospital water supply in examinations performed in the USA. in our investigations we have
recovered MOTT in 63 of 170 (37 %) of hot and cold water sites and in 3 of 20 soil
:samples. M. chelonae, M. gordonae, and M. gastri were found most Frequently. whereas
IMAÏ have not been isolated

Immunologie : méthodologle/divers
Immunoiogy: Methodoilogy/Miscelianeous
Th B P. 75 HIV INFECTION ALTERS IMMUNE RESPONSE TO CIGARETTE SMOKING
_ Royce, chel and Winkelstein W. Jr. University o:

Califomais at Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States

Objective. To investigate immune response to smoking and HIV infection.
and CD8 T cell counts (celle/ul), smoking status and smoking

d .5 years intl a
bility sample formed in 19

cbs T cell counts
an

t significantly different during the observation peri-
ose response in mean CD4 T cell counts was apparent (p=.2

Packs/day 0 a/2 ra4 =
x x.

HIV- 1001 (379) 1118 (29) 1130 tay 8 ap ise Ge
HIV+ 659 (199) 727nd $83 (34) 679 (83) 775 (36)
aedifference in initial cell. count between smokers and

as highest in uninfectedmen (231) and lowest in men seroposi-
n unknown duration of infection (72). The Percent

im infection in 37 men who

Proliferation of T cell may indicate an activated
immune response. In HIV infected wen, immune response to smoking spears to

be depressed and this effect may be related to duration of infection

Th.B.P.77 EXPRESSION OF CELL SURFACE "ACTIVATION" ANTIGENS IN BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE (BAL)

T CELLS FROM HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS UNDERODING PNEUMONITIS.

SSREDN0TNENEZ}A. BONZALEZ| J.5ANTOS$F. SANCHEZ MADRIDM.LOPEZ-BOTET.

of Preusology, Microbiology, Internal Nedine, Iasunology. Hospital de

la Princess, MADRID. SPAIN,

In the present study we comparatively analyzed the ci phenotype of T cells tradtros BAL (BAL

1) and peripheral blood (PB-T) in twenty ivinfectedtit with preusonitis. Samples derived from a
control group of ten HIV {-) patients with non infectiou: Orders Were assare.
T calls were obtained by sequential centrifugation on Falhase oats adherence and

filtration. Cells were labeled by indirect inaunof) vor: anel of monoclonal ant: wipe

for the following surface antigens CD 45; CDFT CO 4; ms#05 4"a te CD 1iB5 CD 145 vanter recep!
(TR) WAriy MAC class I] (DR; CD 38; CD 25; 4F2 and a novel early activation antigm 1e 33/28),
pmedesignated as Activation Inducer Molecule (AIM) (1).

analyzed by flow cytosetry. Our ri te einens follows! i.- The proportions of CD
ate rataertesMwere significantly decreased in both PB-T and jes from HIV (+) patients as reported
by others, 2.- The proportion of sonetae ges such asaDR, CD 38, VLA-1 and gp were
Significantly increased in BAL-T a: jared to PB-T in both groups (HIV (+) and control} of patients. ln

cntrast no signiificant incresent of theDAa ie tl cells was observed, 3.~ The ex much

nationantigens was significantly higher in the HIV (+) BAL-T as compared to the con senples.
our data indicate that a substantial proportion of BAL-T cells from HIV-infected patients display

onmotipiefeatures that presumably reflect antigen specific stimulation,
(311 Cebrian et al. J. Exp, Med. 16821621 (1988).

428

Th. B. P.74 TUBERCULOSIS AND AIDS-RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL 71883-1988.

3 Matida, A¥*#;Galvdo-Castro, B.*
*Institute of"Putyeichony aad Poeumol ogy« Federal ete

of Rio de Janeiro(RJ); **Department of Transmissive Di e~State’s Secreta:
of Health-RJ; ***WHO iiaboestion.Center-FIOCRUZ-BJ,BRAZIL.

 

OBJETIVE To describe clinical aspects of patients with AIDS and Tuberculosis

CAIDS/TB) and compare to AIDS patients wi AIDS/NON TB).
METHODS 718 persons meeting the GeCI887)or“peasil in Ministry of Health
{15387 Deriterip,of AIDS reported form State of Rio de Janeiro, in the period

per1988 (24 week ending) were analyzed.
RESULTS 718 AIDS patients, 171(23.8%)were also diagnosed as having TB.
Thenumber of AIDS/TB patien romear rose progressvely from zero in 1983
to a peak of 76 in 1987; this *nusber fell to 43 in 1988. The interva
between reported of ia 8 of from months before|to
0! fter AIDS diagnosis; 29(16.9Z)the diagnosis of TB prec
han e diagnos IDS, 127(74.27) was made within a "beta

o diagnosis of AIDS 15(8.9%) more than 1 ter the AIDS's
diagnosis. AIDS/TB pts. were similar to AIDS TB patients with respect to
age, sex, x bisexualism i nh, intravenous addiction, blood trans
fusi re frequen heterosexualism monaryinwe 2e7 versus

3,32). In 163 AIDS/TB patients; 109(66.8%) had pulmonary in alon
or associated to others organs; 55(33.7%)Lymphatic and 213.D“disseminated
orn,

PONCLUSION In Rio de Janeiro, tuberculosis associated with AID:
ecoming high and is urgent to initiate|research programs of aiv-related
tuberculosis as a basis for intervent.

Th.B.P.76 (NSB) "IN HIV SEROPOSTTIVE ADULTS

Ospedale Maggiore and*feumology Dep. ,Ospe-
dale Bellaria, Bologna, Italy

Objective. To determine incidence of NSP, which occurs in same HIV _

tive adults,and to compare usefulness

o
f

different ï

and 5 died within 18 months is.
Conch 17.9% of our HIV infected adults with respi:

involvement. Lung biopsy remains fundamental for NSP inva
Bi are only complementary. Neutrophilia of BAL liquid, if fur-

ther confirmed,could it weeful marker of this

Th.B.P.78 MECHANISMS UNDERLYING THE, FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT OF
PULMONARY NK CELLS FROM PATIENTS WITH INFECTION
AgostiniCarlo’ :; Zambelio, R.*; Poletti, V."*; Trentin, L.*; Spiga, L.*;

Gritti Masciarelli, Semenzato,G.*
. Univesity of Padua, bus,  Bellaria and Maggiore Hospitals, Bologna, Italy.

Objective. We Previous demonstrated that in the lung of patients with AIDS NK cells are
quantitatively increased but donoouie NK-sensiitive cells (Am Respir Dis 1988; 138:1609). To
 “mt from
the bronchoalveolar lavage BALIfluid ct 7 patients with AIDS, 6 patients vwith ARC, and 1
patient

of cell mediated NK‘activity was Before at resting conditions andafter
stimulation with 12 onUe both in 51Cy release in single cell assays. The release of
NK cytotoxic factors (NKCFs) by unstimulated or PHAt(5 ugr/heated BALcells was also
evaiuated.

lymphocytes and K-562 targetsResults, The frequency of conjugatesbetween BAL. did
significantly differ in HIV patients th respect to controls. BALcells from AIDS patients and

NK activity both in single cell and in 51Cr
assays, w!

and/or‘or could

stage of the poismin“Thebain oftthepulmonary NKsystem. may beinvolved in
development ng the syndrome.
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ALVEOLAR MACROPHAGES FROM PATIENTS INFECTION Th.B.P.80Th.B.P.79

Gritti, F.**; Feruglio, *; Semenza‘mc
* University ofaePad ” Vellaria and Maggiore Hospitals, Bologna, Italy.

WITH HIV
SPONTANEOUSLY RELEASE TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR

Trentin, L. *; Poletti, V.%*, Zambello, R.*; Spiga, L.**;

gens 3Ro whether HIV infection affects | functional capabilities of alveolar

aipntswi ARC wereexaminedfor hei ey 1 Til boner nocosis factor {TNF)-

 

suscepeletumor cells and to relea:
Unstimulated BAL d against U937 target cells in

an overnight 51Cr release cytotoxicity assa supernatants obtained fro
unstimulated and IFN-y (100U/ml), PMA (10eloand ndLPSSSue/mb weatreated AMs were tested

in an overnight 5)Cr release assay. To confirm thatfor their toxic activity against U937 targets
he or as added to the cell free‘TNF was thepoten factor, pretiter anti-TNF MAb (Genzyme) wi

supernatants in the TNF bioassay.
timulated AMs from patients with AIDS and ARC exhibited a significative lytic

AMs did notkill
ts from unstimulated AMs of HIV patients
 

TNE-susceptible tumor iis FD Su
showed significantly higher levels of eotoxiity with respect to normal AMs (p<0.001).
Incubatios of AMs with anti-TNF M. ited the cytolyti exerted bysu tan!
reatment of AMs f [V  patienis with IFN-Y, PMA and LPS failed to enha the TNF
produto whereas following these stimuli normal AMs significantly increased their TNF

vity.
AMsfrom patients with HIV n are activated and spontaneously release TNF.

The Merstation of HIV AMs to redeTNPIFmay be involved in the pathogenesis of
 

Th B P 81 IMMUNOLOGICAL SUBTYPING OF LEUCOCYTES OBTAINED FROM
IRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE (BAL) AND PERIPHERAL BLOOD I

INFECTED|PATIENTS WITH PNEUMONIA.
, W.: Kronauer, C.; Speich, R.; Russi, E. and Grob, P.;

University Hospital, Zürich, Switzerland.

 Qbiective.
HiVintected patients with pers may provide important prognostic information. To further

of BAL comp immunological sul
AvenePatientsnts with clinical signs of acute pneumonia (chest X ray, examinaten)¥were
evaluated. Six of our patients suffered trom histologically confirmed Pneumocystis carinil pneumoni
(PCP) and five patients had pneumoni:amonia otherthan PCP.

Leucocytes obtained trom ind peripheral were double-stained with the following
combinations of monocional antibodies:GDS ? HLA-DR; CD4 1 ABA:CD8 / HNK1; C020; CD14 / HLA-
DR. Two-color y PROFILE system
{Coulter).
Results. Major differences between BAL and perlpheral blood could be found with CD8 / HANK and
cot sy. The ratio ofNeaeonu cells to spas cells was higherin

ral blood than in BAL es,vanin bacterial pneu! as compared to
Pereomnga of CD14} RASDan in portentioe.
which was in contrast to findings in TonHVArected patients with pneumopathies.
Conctusion. The data indicate that in HIV-;-patients wit!with pneumonia major immunoiogical differences
between BAL

Th B P. 83 INCREASED FRODUCTION OF SOLUBLE IL 2 RECEPTOR IN PATIENTS

. we HIV INFECTION

Yokota,Yasuko* Kitamura,K.*Mateuda rk, *sMitsuyasurR."*7

Chermann,J-C.*** and Honda

*National Institute of Health, AIDS Researchcenter

Medical Center, Los
Sante et de la Recherche Medicale

+ Tokyo,
Angeles, California, U.S.A.,**#Institut Nevionalaae.la

(INSERM), Marseille, France.

Oniective. To see whether the production ofae IL 2 receptor (sIL 2R)

patients with Maeieincreases as e disease advance and correlat-

witl" other clini
Method ‘Two monocleonal antibodies against IL 2R were used for the fluores-

cence dvico ELISA. Sera of patients with HIV infection were collected from
Medical Center an: ERM of France and grouped according to coc

es 2R levels were in the sera of patients with

HIV infection, Moreover, sIL 2R levelsSas increased as thi

Statistical analysis showed a negative correlatio:

jocyte counts, and CD4-CD8 ratio, but neith x

countscorrelated. We examined the Production of sIL aR Àin vitro

negatively co: om in vitro study, it was

suggested that"these sIL 2R might be produced by non-NT cells.

CD4 LYMPHOCYTE COUNTS AND SERUM P 24 ANTICEN OF NO
DIAGNOSTIC VALUE IN MONITORING HIV INFECTED
PATIENTS WITH PULMONARY SYMPTOMS.

Orholm, Marianne, Niellsen, TL, Lundgren, JD.
Department of Infectious ‘Diseases, fividovre Hospital, University
of Copenhagen, Denuar

 

The aim of this study was to determine if the Prognostic|yerwers
CD4 lymphocyte count and serum HIV p24 antigen were of
diagnostic value in HIV infected patients with pulmonarysymp-
toms.
Method: During 1987 and 1986 143 fiberoptic bronchoscopic pr

4 HIV infected patients|wien pulmonary
s were evalu for Pneumo-

cystis carinii (Pc), cytomegalovirus (CMV) and other Pathogens.
CD4 counts and serum p24 antigen were measured within 2 week

x the bronchoscopy.
onary opportunistic infection (o.i.) was found in

c=79, CMV=2). There was no difference in cre
ts with and without o.i., p=0.85.

in 62% respectively. 41% of the”pa-
tients with o.i. had p24 antigen, while this was the case in %

of the patients in both groups

gen: Conclusion: The count and
o be of no diagnostic value in monitoring HIV in-

fected patients with pulmonary symptoms.

Th.B.P.82 CUTANEOUS DELAYED HYPERSENSITIVITY IN DRUG ADDICTS.
Villa Antonio,Cnecu V,Grondore C,Guareschi G,

ebenefratelli Hospital, Milan,

Objective. To evaluate the utility of sansyet hypersensitivity(CDH)
tests in drug addicts (DA) and to apply t Walter Reed Classification(WRC).

We atudied 127 DA (95 male and 32 Female), mean age 29 years; 60 HIV+

MM,Confalonieri F.

Methods.
67 H

Results. There were significative differences between HIV+ and HIV- for T4/mm?
TT14375 vs 13704501, p<0.0005), 18/mm? Gene vevs 10154385, pall!GS)number of positive
reactions fe2antigens on OCH tests (1.641.3 2,540.9, 0.0005) and score (6.246.1
vs 8.44.2, 005). Thirty-four pts resultedtypeeraic (17 HIV+ and 17 HIV-);_ 1a
pts vatedenergie Ge HIV+ and 2 HIV- ). pts were classified as follows:

0, 48 (37.8%); WR
5 (3.9%); WRS, 8 (6.ra (ineluding 1 in WRSB

f T4 lymphocytes above 400/mn?
2 pts (1.6%) HIV+ with 14<400/mm
Conclusions. CDH is diminished in th

gif
the HIV+ subjects. The te all DA subjecte, because of
their “background” imminologic abnormalities.

Th.B.P.84 CHANGES IN CD-16 RECEPTOR EXPRESSION ON THE NEUTROPHILS OF
HIV Tor INDIVIDUALS
Boro: er, Bekesi, Roboz, J. and Unkeless, J.C.

Mount Sinai School OfMediolose New York City. New York, U.S.A.

Objective. To examine a in the expression of CD-16 receptor on the
eefrom HIV infected individuals

from HIV infected individuals

trophils wasnet affec
. Neutrophil Fo“or (CD16) is a phosphatidyl-inositel giyoan-

menbrane receptorr fatat ia released following treatment of
neutrophils with phorbol esters. decreased CD16 expression
migh' ‘lect prior acactivatten of neutrophils it be a ner!ref: a and migh ker of the
neutrophil dysfunction 2leading to common bacterial and fungal infeotions in

advanced HIV infection
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Th.B. P.85 ADENOSINE DEAMINASE ISOENZxME IN RETROVIRUS INFECTED DISEADES
Tsubogeoyama, Mitchel Mitsuo and

‘ume University School of Medicine. Kurune, Fukuoka, Japan.

Objective. ADA isoenzyme levels in sera of patients with ust T-cell

1; Methods. Total ADA activity was dete y mayne spectrophotonetric

iS . isoenzyme activity which was inhibited by erythro-9(2-1 eroxy3

nonyl) adenine was designat: the remaining acti
Results.In the c: of ATL AL tivity was significvntlyeelevated

in acute and 1 ome types(pé.01) compariscn to chronic d smoldering

es. No significant difference in ADAl activity was noted in smoldering

ype as compared with chronic type -  ADA2 ivity was ated in

sera of acute, lymphom: d shenic«types of ATL patiente(p +001) as compared
with smoldering ATL and HTLV-I In case

immunodificiency virus-I(HIVu)infections, DAlscenzyne activities
highe n sera of patients with d HIV-I antibody-positive individuals

in homexuals(p<.001} when the 8 we: pared wit! I _
à

n sera of AIDS patients(p<.01} than that of H
antibody-positive homosexuais

Conclusion. ADA iscenzyme activities in sera ofpatients|with retrovirus

infection reflact the condition of these diseas To ure
isoenzyme activities may therefore provides and additional-parameter for

distinguishing subtypes of ATL and may prove to be considerable prognostic

and therapeutic monitors in retrovirus infection.

LYMPHOCYTE REACTIVITY TO ANTI-CD3 AS A PROGNOSTIC MARKER IN
HIV-1 INFECTED HOMOSEXUAL MEN

F. de Wolf*, J, Lange*,

Th-B.P.67
P. Schellekens. Central Lsb. HM, Roos, Miedema,

Netheri. Red Cross Blood Transf. Service and the Lab. of Exp. and Clin.
Uni: am,Imaunology of the v. of Amsterdam, #Acadenic Medical Centre, Amsterd.

The Netherlands.

Objective. In patients vithARC/ATDS» lymphocyte reactivity to antigens
declines e.

si eus
whether aCD3 reactivity.followed the same pattern as antigen reactivity and

AIDS.
in Whole Blood Lymphocyte suture

1 men and expressed

 
response to al er: rin;

riod. In the population that Mevelaved‘AIDS e ALS 2ctivity rema:
largely unaffected 11 3 ths b diag 5 PHA reactivity started
to de (from 60 to 10Z) fromeee one year before sis. ’
he aCD3 reactivity y one year befor: dagnosis1read low (107
Conclusion. À severely depressed cos. reactivity is the first sign to herald

progression towards AIDS in HIV-1 infected individ
 

Th.B.P.89 IMPAIRMENT OF POLYMORPHONUCLEOCYTE (PMN) CHEMOTACTIC AND
BACTERICIDAL FUNCTION IN HIV-INFECTED CHILDREN

Roilides,Emmanuel, Mertins, S.; Eddy, J.; Venzon, D.; Walsh, T; Pizzo P. and Rubin, M.
National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.
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Th. B.P.86 CD4+/NEOPTEAIN AATIO COARELATES WITH P24
CoreaeuTs IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS.

chiolo Paolo,Lizioli A.,Bedarida G.,0’Agosti-
ay,Cambié eeaUSOTTT P.-Ospedale Maggiore -28678 LOOT (1)

Y

 
Objective: to verify the poeeibla correlation between coe/neopta-
rin Ratio (A) a antigenaemia (p24Ag) during HIV infectio

males, 8 fem

 

tient.

6/32 ware p24Ag poe. (18.75 %}
p24Ag pas. (25.00 %)

Resuts: WAS group (32 pte):
S group (16 pts): 4/16 were

WRE group {24 pts): 16/24 were p24Ag pos. (66.8 %)
Ratio meane: WAS WR6

p24Ag pos. 9-23 9.3 2.9
36.37 12.9 4.0

Conclusion:confirming literature data, we found « good correla-

tion between p24Ag and clinical stage; a good correlation was

also found between A and the WA

 

 

erned lower differentiating significances

Leease prograseion and clinical

ration reflecting increasingly severe immunological
disorder regardless of the patianta’ p24Ag etatu

 

Th.B.P.88 ETTOP RADICAL RELEASEAND LIPID PEROXIDA-
N IN HIV INFECTED PATIE

rstrand, Connie*; Carlin, GrySénnerborg, A. and

* Huddinge Hos:pital,"Hoddinge, Sweden; ** Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden;
*#** Roslagstuil Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

introduction. a transitory Increase in Nitroblue tetrazolium
TNET)-redution,Of neutrophils. reflecting an increased production of
oxygen "Tree radicals of these cells, has earlier been found
viral and bacterlal infections 3 long term elevation in
was expected in the chronic HIV infected patient. Oxygen radicals arek .

MDA was measured by a reversed phase liquid chrome

In 27 patients with the lymphadenophathy syndrom (LAS) th
NET uction of resting neutrophiles was significantly higher than that
of controls (p <0.01). Further, the plasma conten malondiaaldehyde
in 22 patients with LAS oJarret related complex was found to be hi
than that in controls (
Conctusion. Radica duction ‘and resulting lipid peroxidation might
contribute the tissue damage e premature ageing (Dorian Gray
syndrome) seen in patients with HIV-infections.

Th.B.P.90 DORnervy AND CELL SURFACE ANTIGEN

tape‘ON © S FROM ASYMPTOMATIC HIV
MFECTEDINDIVIDUALS (AHI

Rothberg, L.R.*; Spear, G al.
Hedieni Genter, Chicago, ‘iL and *4Northwestern Medical”Center, Chicago,
IL.

tii Kessler, H.*;

Objective. To identify functional and phenotypic alterations of
peripheral blood s isolated from
Methods mononuclea:

yte: AHI.
. Peripheral blood cells were istonFicoll

asurement: ce.

monocytes was also significantly lower among
AHI compared to HIV mapstive donors (86.6 vs. 95.9 for CD13, p-0.02; 92.1
va. 99 for 033, p—0.0.

Konvcyiee from Ali have significant alterations in function.
These alterations may contribute to immunodeficiency and disease
progression,
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Th.B.P. STRATIFICATION OF HLA ALLOANTIGEN PRESENTING CELL
IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS. Landay.Alant:

Clerici, M.**; Kessler, H.* and Sheare:
Medical Center, Chicago, IL and catgperiaental FnmnoLogy‘Branch, NCI,

thesda, MD, U.S.A.

Objective. To test the ability0ofpipes blood mononuclear cals
(PBMC) from patients with AIDS stimulating cells as well a:

esenting cells (aPC)to Dresponding PBMC from HIV
serons, tive x

. 6 wunactionated PBMC or PBMC depleted o:# monocytes(PBL) by
plastic andnylon adherence procedures (<18 CD14+ celts)

timulated in vitro9vith allogeneic PBMC f on
lymphocyte reaction (MIR) was assessed by “H-thymidine tncorporarion and
by interleukin22 productio:

te indicate “aPC function of PBMC fromaAIDSpee canbe
stratified Ineocree coups in which: (a) the MLR wi irrespective
of Whetherthe PIMCor PBL were used as rempondersOP. 418%); (b)

ml_when HIV” PBMC were used as re: t were
re used as responders PRFD.and (e) th

ponding PBM

the MLR
“über HIVdefective vhen or PBL were7 Pr

MLR was defactive irrespective of whether HIV” res
used (6/22, 278).

These results suggest that AIDS patients can be stratified
based on allostimuleting and alloantigen presenting functions. This
vovides an approach for assessing monocyte (APC) func’ on in"aIDS

patients as a potential indicator af drug efficacy in peciente enrolled in
therapeutic trials.

Th B P 93 VARIABTLITY IN ISOTYPE-SPÉCIFIC IWAHOGLOBUCTN (ig) SECRET ING
—ee CELLS IN ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECT

pira,T.*; Lea,F.**; Nahmias, Andrée; Reimer ,c.*
+L.*; and Neshe im,S..«s Centers for Disease Control and satnory

University Schoo! of Medicine, Atlanta, GA,

jective: To compare the relative number of circulating |sotype-specif tc ig

ts

 Me!
matic HIV infacted and 19 negative aduits. Isotype-spacific ig-secreting cells

with a reverse enzyme-linked lmmunospot assay using ant! i
rab’ dg as capture antibody, Isotype-specific

wnzyme-labeled antimouse ig. Wilcoxon rank-sum analyses were performed.

No. isotype-specific Ig secreting colls/10® PBMC (median)
G. G, igh, ! tResulte: 1961 Ir ey IgG JA lg LM. Totare

Asymptomatic KIV 457 137 120 26 817 174 197

Negative Controls 105 58 5 24 235 8s 64 730

p value <0.001 <0.01 <0.001 0.49 «0.001 <0.05 <0.01 «0.01

#IgD and IgE secreting cells wsre oniy detectabie In 1 case

Conciuelon: Significant differences were observed between asymptomatic HiV
infected and non-infected adufts for all of the Isotype-specific 1g secreting
cells (except for igG,). Other studles suggest that such Increases are iikely
to be dua to non-specific B cell proilfsration whose mechanisms remain to be
elucidated, as do the diagnostic and prognostic Implications of such responses.

Increased Spontancous £ CDS Antigen Fromcost Cells
Th. B.P.95 Refiects the Clinical Progression of HIV-1 Infec

ividuals.
F. P.H. Ten, Roboz, J.1. Wallace ane J-G._ Bekesi. The Mount
Sinai School of Medicine, New York, N.Y. 10029 U:

Associations wer examined between selected phenotypic
Parameters, antibody response directed against HIV-1 and spontaneously
released CD8 antigen (sCD8) in a cohort of 36 high risk HIV-1 (-) and 164

-1 (+) homosexual males, 43 IVDA 2 ARC 36 tients, and 33
heterosexual controls. Marked
cpstiat (activated Ts) cells, effector Ts and CD8*(Ts) cells was observed

rec e arc
B s s did not decrease wit! progression from H IDS,

their absolute numbers did due to the progressive reduction in the absolute
number of lymphocytes of CD8 s low 235 U/ml in

increase ant.igen clavated as the patient:
progreased fra symptomatic ae‘ansa) to AIDS (1354 U/ml)

re, significant correlation vas estab’ t activated Ts
ceTa lis, effector Ts si 8 cells and the increasedc' ubse cD

neous release of CD8 antigen, whso directly related to HIV-1
infection and the disease progression in

Th.B.P.92 IN SITU DEMONSTRATION OF IL2 PRODUCTION IN LYMPH
ns NODES OF HIV. WITH

eeeMichel5 Emilie, D. ; Crevon, M.C. ; Delfraissy,
J.F. ; Lemaigre, G
Hôpital Antoine BédèrendININSERM U. 131, Clamart, France.

Objective. Previous in vitro studies have demonstrated that HIV down-regulate the
expression of IL2 gene. Using In Situ Hybridization (ISH) we studied in vivo IL2
MRNAexpression in lymph nodes of Grade II {CDC)patients. The extent of this
Rene should provide informations on the ii uno!logical status of such

 

Methods, We Investigated three HIV-1 Positive,patients with Persistent Generalized
Lympha thies (PGL). Formalin fixed and frozen tissue blocks were obtained
immediately after lymph node biopsies. A one immunoperosicase technique

rformed with monoclonal antibodies directed agaii P26 protei
cellular antigens (CD3,Wh8125 andPHLADR). The extent ofSEHIVRNA transcription
and IL2 mRNA expression ere €estimated by ISH using respectively HIV gag R
and IL2 RNA anti-sens pr
eat Histological examxamina on demonstrated a HIV-related follicular

ia. The ilnterfollicular T-lymphocytes| expre:
coals ratio >1. CD8 positive cells ree
minority of Interfollicular lymphocytes ex;
of P24 and HIV RNA demonstrated activeHIV replication In GC. The IL2-RNA
probe hybridized with cells preferentially located in interfollicular areas. mkRNA
expression was similar in HIV or non-! ymph nedes with foie perl
Conclusion.Contrasting with previous tn vitro results, how that invivoivoIL2
production is not inhibited in hyperplastic Tymph nodes replicating HIV

Th.B. P.94 IMPAIRED IgM PRODUCTION AND MITOGEN-INDUCED SUPPRESSION OF

IMMUNOGLOBULINS BY MONONUCLEAR CELLS FROM AIDS PATIENTS

wee, Sain, P.D.* and Wahl, S.M.*

‘National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, ‘eryVeterans een
Medical Center and University of Mieete.Minneapolis, S.A.

Purpose. To determine whether theinability of Persons withAms to produce

seibedies”to new ancigens. e elevated leve
immunoglobulins (Ig), = due feselective regulationofSeclasses.

fe measured speritane: pokeweed mitogen (PWM) induced Ig
preduction.in vitro by veripherel blood mononuclear celis (PBMC) from 7
AIDS potionmenane77seranegative © rol sub LISA, respectively.
Besults. IgG and IgA we: gnific higher for AIDS vs
control ree(lec:Tasbgi63«ve 187259; TansDatesvs 3244 ug/ml, P<0.001),
whereas was less elevated (218437 vs 75421; P<0.02). Altho

increased Ig production Dcontro ome severalfold on01), it presses
the higher levels of production of all Ig ¢ P<0.01
These elevated spontaneous level
suresea ed levels by contro}Pre In contrast, the 1
spon and inducible IgM by AIDS PBMC were significan:ely1lower than
thatOfcontrol PBMC (218437 vs 20362826 ug/ml; P<0.01).

jontaneous production of IgG and IgA by A:IDS PBMC greatly
exceeds that of IgM and parallels that of PWM-stimul, trol PBMC. Th

ror
tion by PWM suggests that stimulation in vivo may induce suppression of
antibody responses.

Th.B.P. 96 HIV AND 80NE MARROW PROGENITORS PROLIFERATION
Pallavicini F.*, Antinori A.*, Tamburrini Enrica*, Candido A.**

*Clin. Malattie Infettive, *Serv. Ematologia-Universita Catto] ica-Rama-Italy

Objective: 1. To assess the proliferative capacity of granulocyte-macrophages
progenitors cells (CFU-GM) from the bone marrow (BM) of AIDS patients and in-
vestigate the role of It-1 and&-gpi20 on this function; 2. to evaluate the
effects of HIV-inactivated lysate (HIV-Lys) and conditioned medium obtained
from culture of AIDS BM (HIV-BMCM) on the normal CFU-GM proliferative assay.
Methods: Bone marrow cells, obtained from 4 AIDS patients and 6 normal donor after
informed consent, after depletion of adherent cells and T-lymphocytes, were
tested in a proliferative assay using GCT-CM as a source of CSF. 30 U/ml) of
HIL-1; 1 pg/ml of HIV-Lys; 10% v/v of HIV-BMCH; 1 pg/m1 of ot-gp120 were used.
Results: The results are expressed as Acpm { “H TdR incorporation).
Normals AIDS AIDS AIDS Normals Normals Normals

+4gp120 +HIL-1 +HIV-Lys +HIV-Lys 4HIV-BMCM

120
 

1201610 267+135 1737 2274154 -28+905 ~12+169 1228+497
Conclusions: 1. The proliferative capacity of AIDS CFU-GM is depressed compared
with normal control; this defect is unlikely due to a decreased IL-1
%-gp120 directly and/or indirectly inhibit the proliferation of HIV infected
BM cells. 2. The severe impairenent of proliferative capacity of normal CFU-GM
exposed to HIV-Lys (but not to AIDS-BMCM) could suggest a role of viral pro-
teins; &-gp120 could contribute to impaired CFU-GM proliferation.
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 Th B P. 97 V1 SPECIFIC

ne enBrice CELLS FROM HIV] INFECTED SUBJECTS

nérell, 3, p, Corbeau, P.*, Ducos, J. te, Reynes, J, ***,

uguet, M. rev, Serre,Ardetteis.. ‘cannat, A.*.
* INSERMU65, ** Laboratoire d'Immunologie, Hôpital Lapeyronie, *#**Service des

Maladies infectieuses, Hépital §stEloi, MONTPELLIER, FRANCE.

1S ARC, 26 AIDS) and
a) hi 11 pe ELAVIA kit

PBMC from 114 HIV]

from 304.

(Pasteur):1 the HIV] antibodies secreted in vitro and fixed on the a: wer

revealed by the use of a low noise enzymatic complex, b) in antigen free conditions :
th ; Es .

or b analysis.on ial

RE: a) Positive results were observed inath cases with the PBMC of HIVI serene

aeSubject8 and in none with the control P| , b) Positive results correspond

an active secretion and not to a release of passively adsorbed seric antibodi:

2 Active secretion i: i i Ww i

 

 

 

 

ncubation, d) The capacity fo ction is a continuous and not

a transitory Phenomenon in seropositive Subjects as opposed to classical mode

mmunization, e) Ci be present inthe

bloodStreamof HIV1 infected subjects and theenvencoded gp bands are always

pre: ) When supernatant and

seric pantibodies is always

profound inthe supernatant thanince.pe

CONCLUSIONS. itro HIVI  to
be an important feature of Hiection. The detecctionof such cells could prove
useful for the follow up of subjects at risk and of neona’

NORMAL AND HIV ASSOCIATED FUNGICIDAL ACTIVITY OF MONOCYTES

Tamburrini Enrica*, Antinori A.*, Morace G.**, Manzara S.**,
Th.B.P.99

Ortona L.*

*Ist, Clin. Malattie Infettive, * Ist. Microbiologia-Universita Cattolica-Rama-Italy

Objective. i) to evaluate the ability of monocytes (M) and monocyte-derived

macrophages (m-dM) of AIDS patients toSlay ponealbicans are role of
rlFNY in their activation, and ii) e (HIV-1ys}
on M and m-dM fungicidal activity in healthy individuals (noraayss).
Methods. Ten AIDS patients and 9 normals were studied. Cell monolayers {0.25
x10°/well, untreated or treated with 300U/ml of TND» 0.4 pg/ml of eeys
1 pain of anti-gp120) were challenged with 0.1 m1 of C. albicans (10° CFU
ml) for 2 h.. The killing activity was expressed as % reduction of C. abi,

cru.
Results. AIDS M killing was impaired (31.6+13.5 vs 48.7+9.8; p.¢0.005) and
partially goneNe rIFN-y (35.5+12.7)5 AIDS m-dM killing was slightly re-
duced (46,9+12 HIV-lys resulted in heterogeneous reduction
of activity|by formal M, but not m-dM; the defect wi ¢ overcome by anti-gp120.
Conclusion. i} M. but not m-dM, killing wasmpeg”in AIDS; different kil
ling systems could be operative in and xidative and non-oxidative me
chanisms could be involved; rIFN is one of, butnot the only, factor
to induce M effector reactions (IL-2 or GM-CSF as cofactors?). 11) HIV-lys can
induce AIDS-like defect in normal M but not in m-dM; a role of envelope pro-
teins (gp41 but not gpl20) could be suggested.

REFRACTORINESS OF B CELLS TO REGULATION BY LGL IN HIVTh.B.P.101 7c"
genie Echeverria dePérez, L. Peibis, R. Ramirez, Z. Rios, M. de

Marqu + Blanca and N.
Clinical Tanunotony National Center (WHO/SAS/UCV), Caracas Venezuela.

 

CD3, CD16+ large granular|lymphocytes (LGL) behave as helper ceils of
erip!pera blood lymphocytes (PBMC),

LISA

Igs synthesis in HIV+, while vale ot and controls were

significantly increased (2000 and 1560 vs 620 and 710) Antibodies to
120, gp4l were detected western blot in cuiture a

from HIV+ uals. We sugges

infection is resistant to regulatory signals not only

from T cell butVase from LGL.
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Th. B.P.98 ENHANCED ENDOGENOUS TNFa PRODUCTION IN PERIPHERAL
BL.Loo MONONUCLEAR CELLS OF HIV-1 INFECTED PATIaS,
SEE SeNou Fe atec in K., BOttner M.**, Mal

W.E.G.", Meyer Basel H. and Hes:
lt. Med. Kiinik undEPoitktinik und.Pylegisches Institut der Johannes Gutenberg
Universitat Mainz, * Veterinarmed. institut der Universitat Manche!
FEOERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY,

OBJECTIVE: To study the role of TNF-a in HIV-1 infected patients.
METHODS: Blood samples positive for HIV-1 were obta from 150 patients st
various stages of disease. Peripheral bicod aonomucieer calls, (PBMC) were
Isolated by Ficoll-Paque and stimulated with various induce r TNFa production.
TNFa was quantified by using a highiy seneltive E ISA.

: turned at coryn jum parvum was the nt inducer
of TNFa when comparsd to classical cers such as various LPS
or Sendai “rus. In 6 group of 56 healthy donors mean level of endogenously
rodu In 10.2 ng par mi. However nts at stage 2 (CDC) or 3 to

4 were to 28 ng of TNF when atimuleting their lymphocytes with
140 pg per mi of Corynebacterium Parvum. In all groups of patients and In healthy
donors TNFa production wes absentesPBMC were ubsted with PGE2.

; Our date PGE2 plays a major role In regulating+TNFa
secretion. Enhanced TNF levels intien with HIV infection may saccou
patientants2 cevelopment of cachexia, fever end show monocyte dysregulation early.in

+ in

Th B P. 100 AUGMENTATION DE LA PRODUCTION DE RADICAUX LIBRES DE
, L'OXYGENE PAR LES PHAGOCYTES DU SANG CIRCULANT DES

MALADES INFECTES PAR LE VIRUS HIV-I.
Vuitton, Dominique A. ; Didier, J.M ; vuilliersa Bertrand, M.A.
C. et la "Cellule SIDA du C.H.U. nche-Com
Centre Hospitalier Régional et Universitaire, F-25030 Besançon, France.

3 Drobacheff,

Objectif. Apprécier, par l'étude de la Chimioluminescence,Japroduction de radicaux
d V.libres de l'oxygène par les phagocytes du san le l'infection parrt .

Méthodes. La chimioluminescence (CL) des cellules lu sang“dilué au 1/10e et au
1/100e a été mesurée en présence de luminol et de lucigénine chezwe sujets Hv
avant traitement par zidovudine (23 des groupes Il et Ill, et 14 du groupe IV), a l'état
basal et après stimulation par Con À, f-Met-Leu-Phe, phorbol myristatecacetate. latex

osan, exprimée en intensité lumineuse (IL) par 1000 phagocyte:es et en IL

mparée à celle obtenue Phez 35 sujets témoins sains

 

s phagocytes des malades HIV+ était très significativement
I

 

Hétat basal qu'a i'état stimulé (pax10). Cette difference reposait principalement sur
me hyperactivation basal phagocytes, qui n'était pas significativement différente

dans le gr.IV é aux gr.il et Ill ; la sensibilité aux différents stimulus utilisés
était diminuée. Il n'existait pas de reiati tre la l'exist d'une compl:
cation ciinique particulière ou le nombre de lymphocytes circulants.
Conclusion. L'hyperproduction de radic libres ‘oxygène par les phagocytes
contraste avec ia diminution rapportée d'autres fonctions phagoc re chez lesC
malades HIV+. La responsa les polynucléaires dans ces modifi-
cations et l'analyse séquentielle de ia CL chez ces malades sont en cours d'étude.

Th B. P. 102 *neo T-CELLS (TC) AND HUMAN IMMUNODEPICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)
ROGRESSION

Preseman, Theodore; melEeai Hensley,R.E.; Butzin,C.
US Air Force HIV Program, Lackland AFB, Antonio, Texas, USA.

a  

 

: Biviis @ retrovirus (RV) trophic for CD4+ cells. Proliferation
of ire: trenslation and transcription of the host and

cellular activation. Activetion of TC should
BIV infection. One marke:
II (DR) antigens (ae) whic.
Fated within 24-4!
Bethode: +

is CD20 (a pan-becell marker & al] b-c

 

a Il should represent activated (ice. a
ta: ination of able dsta on the >700 ca: of HIV positive

patients in the ic data base shows: 1)patients with % TCs consist-
ly hed initiel activation values of 10.3 while t id reed

TCs had values of 12.0 (P<.001). 2) Pts with absolute CDé counts consists
t values of 11,5 while those with <400 had values 0£15.9(P<. 001)

ut progression at i- ad values

Ye fact, be CD8+ cells"Uleglertiettbrock attal.Sct.ate)
4783,1588erprospective studies to elucidate which TC subpopulat
ctivated in our patients are 1n progress
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Th B P. 103 DECREASED LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATION POKEWEED MITOGEN

ue APPEARS AS A VERY EARLY MARKER IN HIV INFECTION.

K. genl, Y. Fairon? and P. Henrivaux?.
1 : Instituut Paateur van Brabant, 1180 Brussels

2: CHU-Sart Tilman (Internal Medicine - HEMATOLOGY) ,State University of Liege
Lun

objective. To assess the immune function among HIV infected patients reqar~
ding the clinical stage of diseas
Methods. Ussing a ae blood assay,we paveexanined thirty-six HIV+ subjects

 

 “fortheir in vitr tow: PI and
Pokeweed mitogen te), and for their sheerteron prouction following stimu
lation with Newcastle Disease Virus (IFN-«} and PHA (IFN-
‘Results. Decreased proliferation and IPN roduction were oboerved in a number
of patients and this number increases withvaisease progression

Patients (#) = € IPN-¥ PHA
lealthy carriers (10) 10 # 20 8 o% 42%

shade; th: (6) 40 % 50 % % 714
ARC (17 40 % 35 % 235% 76 %

‘AIDS (3} 33 $ 33 33 % 100 *%

proliferation to PWM was the earliest and most
already observed in 42 %oo the HIV+ healthy cerriers.

8 À nd treeproduction » re obi
the patients with lymphadenopathy. Des a prodieration to PHA fini:
the last parameter to decrease in pati cawith d with full-blown

ased responses to PWM correlated toou onr4/ORTe ratio’s (¢0,5

Conclusions. Decreased
immune defect,

Th.B.P.105 USEFULLNESS OF LYMPHOBLASTIC TRANSFORMATION TEST {L.T.T.) IN ASYMPTOMATIC
ee qq AND um STATUS F5 COC CLASSIFICATION

le_BEUSCART: . COGET, B. SIVERY, 0. uber, Y MOUTON, À. FOURRIER.
CISIH = WORD - C.H. Titane = Fe.
 

Objejlectives : Evajuation of Lymphoblastic Transformation Test (L.T.1.) fn asymptomatic HIV

positive pat
For7“tely asyaptomatic or with chronical lymphadenopathy patients, having a

18 Teponths follow-up, aLTT phytohenagpletinin, pokeweed, concavanalin A) was undertak

every 6 months.
Results : This test was sine ai less than haîf of control's values}, for 45
‘patients. 28 had a disturbed te: at examination, in 17 cases the modification of

the LTT appeared during the courseoCthe d

 

 

 

LTT | Clinical stebtiity |  Clinicat aggravation
1 L_to IV _status

Always normal I 27 i

‘Always abnorsel | 23 1 5

param of | Nn | 6

decre:
When theeu oecrense there was a more frequent worsening towards the IV status (2 =

4.78: p<û , tes:res of this abnormality preceded for several months
cance of ehintea! ston of ere À ssion {5 cases/t

Conclusion : For asymptomatic patsents.the primeons sre’arestricted,

Nevertheless the LTT seems to be an early predictive te: ening to IV status

{correlated with sualtestest like betaamicroglobulin, ited

Th B P.107 INHIBITION OF LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATION INDUCED
BY MICROBIAL ANTIGENS ImHIV INFECTED INDIVIDUALS
vistorino fut: Maria V.A.J. and Pinto L.A

Faculty of Medicine - Department of1Medicine 2, Av. Prof. Egas
» 1600 Lisbon, Portugal.

Patients with HIV infection have depressed cell mediated immune responses
to microbial anantigens. We dia 20 studies in HIV seropositives subjects and

to sue lymphocyte responses vitro to four dif
and Toxo-

5 al mph e ons
ferent Antigens(tetanus Toxoid-TT, Escherichia Coli-EC, CMV

a G part of a study to assess prognostic factors. Lympho-
ro were assessed by quantitating 3ii

lymphocytes and positive res
se8 dex was > 2. About two

thirds of the normal subjects had signifieant responses to E.C. .T.
This contrasts with HIV infected subjects(ok persistent generalized lyna-
phadenopathy 25% AIDS related compie: 15% AIDS) where a major te

. as oun :one third responded to E.C. an
detailed analysis of the cpm of the in vitro cultures ai

Ant
to ite immunological¢and

Th.B.P.104 IN VITRO B CELL DIFFERENTIATION in NORMALS, r6P160
VACCINATED VOLUNTEERS > ine + SUBJECT
Reuben, James ; Liang, L. ; iy" oo Greenberg.S.**

ah ae
3; Couch, R

"university of Texas, M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, and t

**Baylor College of Magloire Houston, TX, and Rey erocenesys,

Inc., Westhaven, USA

weet To determine B cell differentiation to HIV.
fethods. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from asymptomatic

+ Ve d were cule» normals (HI and rGP160 vaccinee subjects
ed on d 14, : » and t-vaccination

rGP160 antigen or HTLV-111IB virus ste 7 $s at which time.
supernatants were harve d and sayed for IgG by ELI
Results. A significant 196 production is defined as that “which
exceeded the mean + 95% C.I. of n al donors

ë No. of Responders (3) for 198 Productton to HIV
rou

orma = 5723 (22)
rGP160 placebo 2/5 (40) 1/5 (20)
r6P160 vaccinees 3/5 (60 4/5 (80)
HIV+(SF) 4/4 (100 3/3 (100)

Conclusion: 8 cells from rGP160 vacinees and H1V-infected sub-
jects can produce IgG when stimulated with IIIB virus or r6P160
antigen suggesting the existence of à circulating memory B cell.

Th.B.P.106 IMPACT OF 3'-AZIDO-3'=DEOXYTHYMIDINE (AZT) ON THE IN VITRO
SN. SECRETION IN A POKEWEED MITOGEN-DRIVEN CELL

auris, P.*; Pet , C.M.*; Meller, B.* and Black, Finn T.**
rept, of clinicalimmunnology, the Tissue Typing”“Laboratory; **Dept. of
Internal Medicine and Infectious Diseases, University of Aarhus, Aarhus,

Objective. To study the impact of AZT on replication and Ig-secretion in
in vitro-cultures of HIV-positive and -negative subjects.
Methods. Proliferation and distribution of surface markers was assessed by

e technique and flow-cytometry. Ig-secretion was monitored

2-1.0 ul/ml of AZT severely

e in Ig-secretion in RET-supple-
ready decreased respons-

-secretion is mediated through T-cells ZT-impact on the functions of
peripheral T- and B-cel1s should be taken Tto consideration when dose-regi-
mens are planned in clinical trials.

ESTIMATION OF BEST ABSOLUTE CD4 COUNT FROM MULTIPLE PAIRINGS
Th.B.P.108 IN TWO-COLOR FLOW CYTOMETRY

Transfusion Safety Study Group* represented by Niland, Joyce C,*
srarticipating institutions in New York City, Miami, Detroit, Seattle,
San F » and Los eles
aecity©ofvend National Medical Center, Duarte, California, USA

Objective. To evaluate 2 methods of estimating the absolute CD4 whencount wi

different values are obtained due to more than 1 pairing with other mono-
clona.
Methods. In a longitudinal nereysineer of transfusion-associated
HEV-1 SeetionatomegicPhene exformed by two-color flow

CD4 antibody is paired with 3

conjugated with RD eeiiaaRte,DS pairingesle
significantly different mean absolute CD4 count, such that the best single

known, To maximize available information in estimatting
2 algorithms were evaluated: 1) the median of the 3 values (the mean the

2 values are missing); 2) thehe COMvalueclosest. te the
t £ CD4 and CDS

others Tene,orany)

a CD4 estimate
Fetes results in fever outlying values, and gives

ry the same subject through time,
h the Second algerie!oratetakes into account informa’

er cyte subse: ithm using the median wroduces

seltard'fftona Heart, Lung, and
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s . BLOTS BY A MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY
7 Henry, Soo Eatin, J.8.
and Research,Center for Biologics Evaluation and FDA, Bethesda, MD, USA

Objective. To characterize the HIV-1 core proteins cn
Methods. Female BALB/c mice warewareSemmzed vith partiallypurified 1IV-1

secreting monoclonal (mAbs) were
bybyfusing ecreene, by myelanasSecon the splencoytes of the

enzyme-linked immmoscrbent assay. The positive
Cloned and the mAbs ware by Western blots.

Results. A novel mAb against HIV-1 core proteins wes . ‘The mAb,
namely CEER-4, was of IgGl subclass. Uniike our other anti-HIV-1 core
Protein which reacted with only one or two

mali bands. It bound to pl3, pl5, p21, p24, p28,tiple

pal, pod, hoe’ HS1, 9 5, 0. 6, 0 .Fra t nrPasee wbrites bo tive nent manne

mot bind to ‘myristylated coregratin inoele (pal,
) or transcriptase rabey

mAb did not react with HTIV-1 in ELISA nor bind to

Th. B.|111 DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD FOR CORRELATING THE PRESENCE OF
HIV ANTIGEN ANDPROVIRUS

*;Bankowski, M.*; Kuhns, M.°*; McNamara, A.**;
L.* and Spear, G. T.*

“Rush University, chicagy! ti. USA, **Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, il, USA

OBJECTIVE: a) T assay th HIV
antigen containingpals. c To correlate thehe reconeof HIV antigen with srovirusis in celis.

eabl i i

 

ofanantlodes. J stain

flow
provirus in fixed cells was‘scompiced by DNA@amplification, using the polymerase chain
reaction (ecm)ng a liquid phase molecular hybridization system

an! systems: biotinylated igG from AIDS patients; affinity
purified Etanti-p24,and a monmociona’ &antibody ag: wit!
secondary reagent. All 3 systems

a
e

increased fluorescence over con
by PCRin fix
Pareey of ceils into positive and negative populations and will allow analysis for

rus by
nti-p24 monoclonal antibody allowed highly sensitive detection of cells

ani by PCR, followed by Equid phase moiecular hybridization,
was detectable after fixation. This method will prove useful in

containinges
Irmed the

between the presence of p24 and the provirus in ceils from HiV
conf rus
determining ineotrotion
infected individuals.

Th.B. P.113 IMMUNODOSAGE TYPE ELISA DES ANTIGENES MEMBRANAIRES CD4 ET
coe OE ee PROVENANT DE SUJETS SAINS OU INFECTES
AR LE VIR

career Dontuerarne, C.*; Rabesandratana, H.**; Serre, A.**;
M.**; Clot, J.oe Brunet, C.***; Sanpol, J.***;

Lagrange,! MC.* ‘paoluce!, F.* et Pau .
*Sanofi Recherches,aNontpe lier, France; **C.H.U. La Peyronie, Montpellier,
France; ***C.H.U. Thymone, Marseille, France.

wernodes-tn dosage de type ELISA simple, sensible et rapide permettant 1
n des molécules CD4 et CD8 des

bés sur le plas , D 1e marquage
simultané des antigènes par des anticorps anti-CD4 ou anti-CD8 couplés à la
peroxydase
Résultats. Les résultats sont exprimés en concentration piconolaire (pM)
d'antigënes, grâce à des courbes standard déterminées à partir e puits|de
dosage calibrés en (D4 e molarit Les valeurs D4
échantillons sanguins de sujet H 5 Sarsenégatifs) {22), a (n=44)et
SIDA {n=22) sont respectivement WN 4 pM, 6 pM 7,94 4,9
pM. Les concentrations du CDB ne sonte pas Siniticativement differents

oupes . aConrélation entre les concentrations du C
mesurées par notre méthode e de cellules CD4 mesurés par te
cytométrie en flux est Stgntticative (red, 92, n=34).
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ATION OF SENSITIVITY AND SPECI SYNTHETIC
me,AHO ECONOINANT bast ANAfi Fer

ospital, Zurich, Switzerland

The first gener n ofAntiHIV screening assays, introduced shortly aft
ae discovery oteMa @ basedon virus} sate "They ai Vins react to er

al antibodies dinact towards acalfineis proweins in theSify but crosss-
Toover‘come problé

anti-HiveETA: s
lave been

sed sensit wey h aaSsved siiifIan adie: recogn{ze ssa!
y à # Hive infected| ju gding also the <agnf diszovered y

Th.B.P.10 pe
Jol

HIV2. We have evaluated a new anti- getsvetae
Diagnostics AB, Sweden) based cn synthetic tides, directed towards the
transmembran associat ti-HIVI and “ieebrespactivelalyanandvefepesand

tests are available
oor à ate:

À of 150 seranageataaecarsssterpatients,
ope detectable by the 9 geMcand

e Separate HIVG assays. Halt 5 the AIO: patients andgf
symptom Fis ntorroduced detectable unts of anti-P24 for he

d ferentia assa: he epagsregctey wasevalua ina pane of 100 sera
awn from patien with PY, CMV, RA and Tumors. In_the envelope

ass 7 sera were Tepeate EDREten?and z borderline. Two gera were
i to be confirme. Mee and their absorbances va EAwere

22.000 while those 5 cross-r ra had absorbancesparrked In
the envelope/core assay 8 se rere ereacct nag ing Aas
band. The cross-reacting sera patients witheae etona and
Sklerodermi. It eebe gonclude tal our flvETctedEURS produced
anti-HIV detectab efy both sree SAYS
ra tests enab jeparati on the pos five’reply.aa selected panel

sera from conditions known to cross-react inof belen tH ese assays
correct pes t vesà re ‘ound and 2 with P24-activity, and the rate 0

fa se positives thus 5%.

Th.B. P.112 HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) EXPRESSION AND

ANTIGENIC STABILITY OF HIV-INFECTED CELLS FOR USE IN FLOW
TRIC FONDLECRESCENCE ABEAY (EIFA)

Sliqh, Julie M., Roodsan, S.I., ALP. Tsaai, c.c.

St. Louis University School of hadicine itlouis, io, usa

The Flow Cytoeetric Ineunot iuoreacencesa (FIFA) detects antibodies to
Husan lmeunodeficiency Virus (HIV) with high sensitivity and specificity

cell membrane
ntegrity and viral antigenicity are eaintained and the biohazard of viral
infectivity” is eliainated,

Th.B.P.114 S2®PLE LABORATORY: TESTS AS MARKERS FOR THE VARIOUS CLINICAL
MANIFESTATIONS OF HIV INFECTION. Greco,Dirceu B. ,Paulino,U.H.

» Adams,I., Vitoria M.A.A., Praga, stro,C.C. et al.
Inmunodefiiciency|Clinic, Infectious and Parasitic Diseases Service, Faculty
of Medicine, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Objective : To study the correlation between laboratory tests and clinical
ationsof HIV infection.

y 88 we have evaluated 549 individuals who
ky

 

+ Among the
remaining 105( 64.8% ): 23 with PGL, 50 ARC and e
1aSeeabsolute lymphocyte count, ESR and delayed skin tests:

and trichophyton } were used to evaluate all individuals.
pendenetn, NI As PGL
res1300/nm3) 7.0 7.7 9.5 26.1 60.7

17.0 17.0 16.7 70.0 88.2
16 2.1 0 12.5 30.4
1.0 27.1 38.9 62.8 66.7som) .

Conclusion: These are simple tests , easy to perform, readily available,
Inexpensive they showed a positive correlation with the clinical
presentation ofHIV infection. We believe that if repeated at fixed intervals
they may help in the evaluation of disease progress
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Th.B.P.115 TRADER OF THE SIMULTANEOUSprosON OF

INTRADERMAL MER MULTITEST CMI (MM) SKIN TEST

METHODS IN HIV1 SEROPOSITIVE PATIENTS.

Mayers,Douglas*, Goodman, DL*, Wagner,KF**, and Ebbeling, WL?. *National
pal Med. center, Bethesda, MD, ®**Henry M Jackson Foundation,Rockville, MD,

Objectives. ‘To compare skin test results using the ID method with results
from the MM Bethodseeing individual patients (pts) as their own contr!

Skin s were applied simultaneously to neguarsurfaces of
both forearms on 68 HIV1 seropositive patients. The ID 6 placed on
the right forearm and consisted of tetanus(T) 1:18, DETENTE1: 19, mumps
(M) 6.1 ml, trichophyton(Tr) 1:38, and PPD(TB) STU. The standard nel
of T, diphtheria(D), spl tuberculin, control(Ctr), C, Tr, and prooteus
(P} was placed on the le antesults were read at 48 hours. Positive

9

1 individual Test Comparisons
WEG { Tetanus Candida Trichophyton Tuberculin

itt 
| 62

intradereal Skin Tests and (Merieux Multitest CMI) % Positive Vs T4 Count
TB.

> 488 36 69067) 94(72) 33(31) O(14) 81 (4) (44) (25) (44)
299-498 25 48(48) 96(68) 49(24) 8 9) 44 (4) (36) ( 81 (28)
< 288 7 ee 86(14) 29( 9) 14(24) 43 ( 8) (14) (14) (9)

Conclusions. For 289, MM and ID showed simllar results with ID more
reactive. All pts ith T4< 289 were on AZT. 6/7 of these pts had increased
reactions from previous ID results. A2T may modify DHS for ID > MM.

ANTIBODIES TOere(SMX) IN NORMAL, ALLERGIC,Th.B.P.117 sxTmooms su
TimothyJ., Davidson,Devon,Ry BuenR.and Ning

‘University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas, U.

Qhjectives. To establish assays for antibodies to sulfonamides. To the prevalence ofte
EME ant igE antibodies 102 SADteDod of normal contsb, allergic patien:

selected HIV+ and AIDS patients. To identify univalent haptens capable of inhibi
antibody binding to SMX haptens on carrier molecules.

SMX was cou 10 b: FEoywm tameyao
other low MW molecules in the N&-sulfonamidoy! configuration. SMXSMX-HSA was assays
for IgB and ELISA assays for IgG, 184, andIBM denonasubnetHSA(HSA)ws
used in an IgG ELISA. Specificity was verified by demonstrat of binding with
HSA and SMX-HD (univalent hapten), but not with HSA or
Results.

Normal 10 0 0 (0%)
i 10 13 3 14 23 (61%)

HIV+ 51 47 5 2 4

In marked the high prevalence ofTg SMX, only 3 (6%) 0 AIDScontrast to to 01 HIV+ and tients
expressed IgG to P-HSA. SMX-HD (1 added at the time of ) ELISA| lates
inhibited Ig binding to the solid phase 34%-999. Other univalent haptens studied, and freefree SM.a0

Conclusions. Antibodies to SMX were detected in the majarity of AIDS, HIV+, and SMXallergic
that there be an immunologic basis for many adverse reactio:

. Hapten inhibitionmCi bnding ws shown 1 be fae nvr,sop
the possfbitiythat hapten inhibition could be developed as a strategy to suppress clinical allergic

Th B P. 119 THE EFFECToùCRANAGAINST HEPATITIS B ON THE
CD4+ CELL COUNT iN ANTI-| POSITIVE MEN.

nyia;Cheatham-SpethD.**;Rosso!,S.°;Voth,R.°;

Clemens,R
“Firat Medical Deperiment University” of Mainz, D-6500 Mainz, FRG, “Smith Kline

Daueisberg, D-8000 Manchen, FRG.

ate T celle as Indicated hy gsmmma interferon production.

effect nation aun hepatic5 en the CD4+ cellcount in anti-Hiy Pose

individuals wasinvestigaated to elucidate whether there might be a detrimental effect

the progression of HIV disease.
anti-HIV posttive homosexus! men aged 25-54 years (mean 30.8 yesrs), being

asymptomatic end belonging to stages fl and itl coe were Waccinated.anesral group

sonsisted of 17 matching homosexual, unvaccine! HBsAg negati aiso being
anti-HIV poetiva, aeymptomatic and belonging tostages Nand iil ee,uePatents were
vaccinated with threa doses of recom!binant “hepatitis B vaccine (Smith Ktine Dauelsberg)
according to the standerd 06, 1 and 6 lute. The individual vaccine dose wes

20 ug HBeAg. CD4+ cells were cnalyeadton the intttel and ene month after the final

hepatitis B vaccination end st a zemonth interval in the control group, respectively. CDé+

were
activated call sorter (FAI

m vaccinesseth positive homosexuals, one monthne the sat
N coul compared netion

results. Unvacciasted homosexual men Snowed annaverage " decrenee ne CD4+ calle ot

249% when enelysed after the same period of time.
This say Indicates thatns 8 vaccination in snti-HIV positiva men hes

no detrimentai effect on the CD4&+ cel Apparently, a multitude of factors, but not
hepstitis & Vaccination ia responsible ortthe progression of the HIV infection whioh

ultimately leads to immunodeficiency end full-blown equired immunodeflolency syndrom,

Th B P. 116 PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS OF LYMPHOCYTE SUBSETS IN
wn DIFFUSE INFILTRATIVE LYMPHOCYTOSIS SYNDROME pus)

WITHAsso HIV INFECTION.

Silviultesçu, L. Brancato, Dalton, R. Perdue and R. Winchester, Hospital for Joint Diseases,
NYU Medical Center, NewYork, NY,US-A,

Objective. To characterize a Sjogren's syndrome-ike disorder in HIV-infected individuals with
 B

e
a

 

 

 

 

circulating and CDS ly ciated with HLA-DRS (DILS) and to
determine whether particular tymphooyte subsets are selectively

atients were ascertained by referralreferral for cinieal evaluation to the Rheumaniogy Service
at New York University. Analysis of peripheral blood lymphocyte populations was performed in
patients with DELS, HIV-positiv Is, 1 with hanti-CD4
and anti-CDS anti li CD45R

DILS is manifestedmanniy oyptpy,esomae
interstitial pneumonitis, and, less frequen pi
Among 12 patients studied, only one been found in up to 5
years of follow-up. Patients with DDILStd ay highernumbers of CD4* cells than HIV-significant
positive controls, mean 368 vs. 142mm? (p<0.05), a relative preservation of the CD4*CDw29*
Subset when compared to aormals, and à marked increase in the ratio of +CDw29+ 10
CD4*CD45R* cells. Paralleling the massive increase in CD8* cells, patients with DILS bad
significantly hi numbers of CD4°‘CDw29* cells, 1039/mm? vs. 323 for HIV controls and 371 for
healthy controls (p<0.01). ‘The degree of glandular and pulmonary lymphocytic infiltration

ited with the mi both
Taken

the differentiation
cireclating CDS popaistion in DILS, is currently the subject of detailed

Th.B. P.118 HIV-INFECTED SUBJECTS RESPOND TO POLIO VACCINATION

BOOSTER ACCORDING TO ABSOLUTE T4 CELL COUNT.
Vardinon, Nurit*; Handsher,R.#*; Zackut,V.*; Burke,M.*;

Hasner,A.* and Yust,1.*1.*
vomir1 Immunology Unit, Tel Aviv Medical Center, Israel; **Central
firus Laboratory, Shiba Medical Center, Israel.

HIV infection is known to impair both cellular and humoral immunity. We
studied the immunity to Polio virus in homosexual HIV-infected patients by
measuring the level of.antibodies pris polio virus before and afte:
dam. booster vaccination with Salk Poliomyelitis vaccine (Connaught). "16
HIV seropositive honosexuals, average age 30 (2 -50), were tested for

cine
ter, a rise in antipoliovirus antibody titer to one or more serotypes

was noted in 12 subjects (see Table).
No. seropositives Té/nt T4/T8 Response to Polio Vaccine

pes Til
A. 5 600-1050 2.08+0.70 475 575 575
B. 6 200-400 9.4940.08 6/6 5/6 5/6

5 30-80 0.2140.0 2/5 TE o/s
The response to Salk booster immunization correlates with the number of
circuleting T4 cells and to the T4/T8 ratio. Further correlation was found
with the mitogeninduced lymphocyte stimulation index.

+ Birx, D.#; Redfield, + Burke, D.S.*,
‘Walter Reed Retrovirus Research Group, Washington, be,USA.

Œiective: To identify immnologic factors predictive of response to
imanization by HIV seropositive subjects,and to evaluate the effect of

iratused Cos0 vien 412. Serum and’supernatant assays for IL-2, IIr2R, o-

capable of normal response; they can be distinguished by assays
of B and T cell function. In addition, there is no evidence in norms of
significant B and T cell activation after intensive imumization.
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Th.B.P.121 CORRELATION BETWEEN HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LYMPH NODES AND
ALTERATIONS OF CELLULAR IMMUNITY IN DRUG ADDICTS AT RISK FOR

 

AIDS.
Fernandez-Crusz, Eduardo; Zabay, J.M.; Tardio, J.; Gonzalez, B.; Escalona, J.

and Menar;
Hospital General "Gregorio Marañôn", Madrid, Spain.

Fifty TRSana ve I.V. drug addicts (IVDA) withpalpable lymphadenopathy and
erlected for this st Lymph node peepsses were
ve and processed by histological me

cording to the classification ofBibe:réel and based on
sis of the statistical relationship be
gical paranmet: we have defin:
racterizad by!presence of f

is of follicularinvolution (lymphoid infiltrates, absence of folli-
c),and paracortical nodules (tertiary nodules).

is characterized|y: absence of follicl of follicu.ge € or presence
ant scars, architectural generalized effacement with al

sis,and plasmocytesaig. A comparison between histologic stage I and II in rela
tion to T-cell subsets and cellular immune function evaluation in HIV-positi=
ve IVDA have shown significant differences between both grouips. The differen-
ces were marked (p<0.001) Di relation with number ofDe cells, CD4/CD8 ra-
tio, blastogenic response to PHA and percent of an . In the group of 50
IVDA we also found that tiestologic stage II was asrociated with the more seve
re clinical manifestationsaf HIV infection. 89% of patients with AIDS were
distributed in tags e II. In contrast, 93% of patients in early sta
ges of HIV infection (G.I. arTi end G.IV-E
node histology is useful toe the assessment of the severity of HIV infection.

Th.B.|123‘SETMUNOGL OBUL IN PROFILE wiHIV INFECTION
puis; tes, a Feliciano, H.; Carvalho, C.; Antu-

3 Pai e
Department of Infectious Diseases, Sents Maria Hospital, Lisbon, Portugal.

Obj ective. To study the correlation between immunoglobulin serum concentra-
C IgA and IgM) and the clinical evolution in HIV infection

serun poncentration of immunoglobulins were monte by stand-
n 90 patients with H1V-1 or HIV-2 infection, trea-

-89.
a concentration wes recognized i

the
(AC): normal in 12 (33%

A

Tme
as observed with IgG. The mean

ferences between HIV-1 and
differences anoniq Al a
berculosis and Thencosehymoetss and a group of patients with these two
infections simultaneou:
Conclusions. Although the, predictive value of high serum Ig concentration
is very poor, a normal but increasing IgA could probably be of value if used
in conjunction with other immunological, biochemical snd clinical investigs-
tions of HIV infected people.

Th.B.P.125 THE composition OF CIRCULATING IMMUNE COMPLEXES (CIC) IN
HIV-INFECTED INDIVIDUALS BY C1Q- AND|cabBINDING ELISA,
Schwartzer omas; Nahass, R. an

Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, New Brunswick, New Jersey, USA.

Objective. The presence of HIV-specific andpmonspeciific IgG circulating
immune complexes (CIC) in HIV-infected persons has been reported, usually
measured as Ciq-bindi: labor-intensive techniques. We measured

an -IgG CIC in sera obtained from 38 HiV-infected persons.
hods. A rapid (3h) Ciq- and C3d-binding ELISA (Immunomedics, Warren, NJ)

was empl ae oncentration ©: was expressed ass us/nl heat-aggre-
ted hi a pont n (HAG) equivalents fron a standard curve.

7/9
a group III Gus

‘up IV (52415 See imilarly, C3d-1
group Ir(28410 ug/ml), 4/5 CDC geoupon

IV (25+22 ug/ml). Thus, sig-
ificant levels of CIC were detected in 32/38 (88%)infected subjects . CIC
re not detected in HIV-seronegative controls, Of € posinive subjects

p24 antigenemia was lacking in sub in CDC group II, 3/4
III and 15 in . Collectively, p24 antigen was absent in 23/32
C positive infected subjects (p=<.002, Fischer'

Conclusion. cl t c - and C3d-binding EIsé are|useful for
quantitation ofccxae HIV-infected|individduals. The significance and
weility of CIC ements in p24 antigen negative infected subjects

s furtherinvestigation.
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Th B P. 122 SERUM INTERFERON « IN ANTI HIV-1 POSITIVE PATIENTS is
. DIFFERENT FROM IN VITRO PRODUCED INTERFERON

S., Laubenstein H.P.  Bôttner “. Mülier
W.E.G.", Schi r H.C.*, Hess G. and Meyer zum enfeide
4 Medizinische uni und porn der ManBR Gutenberg Univerattat Mainz und
*institut fOr Physiol. Chemie. iversitat Mainz, FRG.

OBJECTIVE: Acid lablie interferon « (IFNa) has been ded!
tor antibodies to human

complex (ARC) or acquired immun

5 3 = 5 8 a 2
a
s

e
s
3
2

s
o
i
s 35 3
3

€ zs a 2 = e

demonatrated in vitro that etimulation of Peripheral
from healthy donors with HIV-infected lon of sold labile IFNa
whereas free infectious virus umesoit leeds te conventionai IF these cells.

IV positive patients Included In a atudy were tested, tor IFNo In the
serum. For quantification of iFNa a highlySpecific ELISA was appl
RESULTS: ft turned out that ail patients whoa serum levels no than 6 - 8 IU/m!
1FNa showed ression In the disease, 4 hase patients at etage CDC 3/WR 4

30) 24 {U/ml + 19. FNo levels up to 104
23gene with tuil biown AIDS (stage CDC 4/WR 6, 40

fU/mI + 27). Serum samples were treated wi h
at 4°C. After Tetitration ving, naoH to pH 7 we failed to detect any iFNa in these
Probes, Indicating that the p ucedone was acid lablie. In contrast acid-stabile
{FNa has produced in vitro ty PBM these patients in turn to stimulation with IFN
inducers (vssicular stomatitis virus,°4 105 PFU/mi).ie significantfy dacrease of this
VSV produced iFNa with the progress

Functionalpproperties of acid-iabile SFNoininiv are stili il! defined
snd under present evaiuation.

Th.B.P.124 EVALUATION DES ANTIGENES TROUSOMSROUEET
SULFOLIPIDIQUES DE MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULOSIS PO
DIAGNOSTIC SEROLOGIQUE DE TUBERCULOSE CHEZ LES MALADES ARC ET
SIDA.
JERLIE H. cr*; CRUAUD Ph.**; PAPA F.**; DAVID H.**;

UET G.

* Hépital SAINT-ANTOINE, Pararis, F
** Unité de la Tuberculose et desMycobactéries, Institut Pasteur, France.

Objectif : Mise au pont d'un immunodiagnostic rapide de la tuberculose chez

les malades ARC et SID,
h

 

ode : population ="i ee s de patients sont étudiés : a) sujets sains
b) tuberculeux HIV 3 ©) Fujets HIV © non tuberculeux; d) tuberculeux HIV @

Inmunodiagnost:tic Elisa utilisant les antsgenes PGL Tb1; sulfolipide I et

sulfolipide IV demycobactérium tuberculosi

Résultats : taux de positivité (%) de 1 tanunodiagnostic (données provi-
soires

Population Ag PGL TB1 SL_I S IV

Sujets se 0% on 0%
‘uberculeux HIV © 10 % 5% x

Sujets HIVl'ennon tuberculeux 10,5 % 10,5 $ 21%
® 30 % x 40 7
résultats préliminaires soulignent vintérét d'un testConclusion : Ces

sérologique pour le diagnostic rapide de la tuberculose chez les malades ARC

t SIDA.

Th.B.P.126 suOREACTTyaTY IN PATIENTS INFECTED WITH HIV

ansKi, aBentona Valtier, S.;

and Bosveil
Wilford Hall USAF nat Genter SOEene“AFR, Texas, USA

Objective. To characterize and correlate the occurrence of autoantibodies

{autoab) in HIV infected patiente with their disease status es defined by

the Walter Reed (WR) staging guessessecetion

Methods. era from a total of 90 patients vwere examined using standard

laboratoryerotic techniques (indirect Anmunozverescence) for

prese! autoab to nucie antigens (ANA), cytopl entigens.tACYA),

EnoothaMssle CASHA)D, aitochondris {ANA} end rhevetoidfactors (RF). Both

puresnd murine tissues s pubstrate testin

Lt: rm in patients from ail WR stages. T'
A increased with the WR stege wee

63%; WR2, 82%; WR3, 63%, WR4, 100%; WRS, 92%, WR6, 100%). No patien

RF activity varied in each grouP overs11 ANA positévity

WR sta

123 verall ANA positivity on rode

legs then 10%. Thus, the detection of ANA in wy infected patients vas

highly dependent on the substrate used for testing.

sion. These results demonstrate that the occurrence of autoab is a

HIV infection. Further, autoab fr

in petientevitnin different WR stages. The

autoab testing appears inportant in the detection of certain autoab (e.g.

AHA) in HIV infected patien
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Th B P. 127 ‘COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION IN HIV INFECTION OCCURS THROUGH
THE CLASSICAL PATHWAY AND REFLECTS Disease SEVERITY.
~Peakman,Mark; Genaldi, 6.

Bellen, M.#*#; Tee, D.#; Vergani D.#
*Departaents of Traunalogy and saBeni tovurinary Medicine:
School of Medicine and Dentistry, Landon, U.K

» T.##; Davies, E.#;

King’s College

and pathway specific _approachy to assess whether

its relationship to
Objective. Using a direct
complement te)

fireunatingne compl

tud 15 healthy co 65 subjects tend
autpatientSTDclinic comprising 1 HIV negative controls and 44 HIV positive

pat asymptomatic/PGL, 22 ARC, 15 AIDS). Cad, Ba and C3d, fra 6
mitie to the classical, a ive and nm were measured by

helometry after isolation with polyethylene glycol. Intact components C4,

Factor B and C3 and CIC were quan ed lometry and the 91 t to

arent molecule ratios (i.e. 4) calculated give an i X 0

activation ie ent of the initial concentration of the intact coapai

Results. There was marked activation o roceeding
pathway in ail HIV positive groups es sh

<Cod/C4, Cad, Cad/C3 (p 0.001 for all) compared with controls and is was

ac i ya parable increase in CIC °< 0.001). Moreover, the

increase in these perameters was Linear through 9sul
healthy controls to AIDS. Ther no C RUvotionthrough the alternative
pathway in anyof the pat

vation of C in HIV infection proceeds through the oe
pathway: aneistent with triggering by CIC, and reflects diseaee seve

Th B. P. 129 MONOCLONAL GAPMOPATHIES nyHIV INFECTION.
, Vivinus,M.*;porentea,J Casasnovas,C.*; Ferrari,P.*;

De: Lenora,P Casutopiulcraticet
atoire d'lmamologie ieHeladies tntectieus wkk Médecine Interne,

€.H.R.U. Nice,

Gbjective. HonocLona1 gammopathies
ection. We purpose to evaluate the incidence

clinical and biological character:

(MG) recently have been reported in HIV
of MGin a cohort of 210 HIV

+ Sera samples were tested by serum proteins electrophoresis, immmno-
xation s and nephelometry f .

Results. #7 MG (isotypes : 9 IgG, 2 IgA, 5 IgM, 1 IgM/G bic. ) 2

1ymphopLasmocy
of B-cell lymphoma in all patients tested. Furthermore, monoclonal peal

ia
complexes often are encountered suggesting

tyclonalaactivation of B cells and

lence of MeiinHEV patients, Prineeeee
in such a young populaation . However

inmiosuppressed. "dysinmume' and
overstimulated patients is logica:

Th B P 131 BULLOUS PEMPHIGOID (BP) TYPE ANTIBODIES
Ve IN HIVANFECTED PATIENTS.

DIDIERJEAN L. and SAURAT J.-H.
Clinique de Dermatologia, Hépital cantonaiuniversitaire. CH 1211 Genève 4. SUISSE.

antigens.

 

human epidermalextracts.TenHNaerpais patients (9m.,1f.) with pruritus,
8 nel of HI
 

Results: an unexpectedlyTih eprintHanapars866%) was found by
jating anti

180-160kD,MdeLPana.comp6%poutyserge
HIV- seropositive

 

verte weeaceonmecarvectetn shortlysimenh

 

 

=Sonciusion:
MW identical to the autoantigens of BP. ig is phenome
cross-raaction with i f BP pati ith 
HIV1 antigens on westem bdiot analysis.

“

|

LEVELS IN THE COURSE OF HIV INFECTION.
Th.B.P.128 EnvivinusM.#3Quscente,Fe; Casasnoves¢.3 De Matteis,M.*;

Jill-Patrice**; DeLLamonica,P
* Laboratoire d" ; ine Interne, itMaladies Infectieuses,
C.H.R.U. Nice, France.

Objective. Polyclonal hyperIgG, IgA or IgM is common abnormality observed 4
VSLnt and expleined ty à cells activation.Ia been

much less thoroughly studied. In a cohort of87 HIV+ patients (HIV+)and82
HIV- controls (HIV-) we have assayed IgD and attempted to correlate
with CDC groups, T4 cells, IgG, IgA and IgM, ant: .
Methods. T4 cells : cytofluorometry, Ig : lomatry, HBs
Results. IgD levels did not correlate with IgG, IgA, IgM levels nor 4

HIV- (2/82) particularly in II and IVe2. ,
IgD leve . most thly is the 1 wider
range in 3 ly not yet AIDS, wi k absent in controls.
Furthermore, HBV infection affec: Tsp v more in HIV+ (HBs+ m = 398.7,
sd = 279.3; HBs- m 255.6, sd = ) controls (| m = 190.6,

= 80.8; HBs- m = 130.2, sd = 159.1). All HIV+ present ta of former
EBV infection, d as .
Conclusi ue remarkable that HIV infection influences serum levels,

s fact reported in few diseases1sneyteu
unusual type oftBreallàectivation in HIV infection and perhaps may be used
as an early marker 0!

TH.B.P.130 sscmnase (ADA) LEVELS IN TEARS OF AIDS PATIENTS

to, Kotaro: Tsuboi, I.: Saneyoshi, Y.: Yoshioka, H. and

Yokoyama

Kurume University School of Medicine, Kurume, Japan.

Objective. To determine the activities of purine nucleotide metabolic

in body fluide provide information on retrovirus bnfection

reletion withpnthalnonegic a ne

enzymes

in particular, lin

urological disturban

App: ear was collected by capillary action with use
of20u10ul eines"nlcropibette. ADA activity was measured based on the conversion

f adenosine to thin
eu, me ADA enzyme levels were significantly elevated in AIDS patients

jared with ADscarriers: levele were not elevated in ADDS
carriers and the lev re found to be similar to normal controls. The AIDS
patients with markedlyclovated ADA level tend to correlate with an appearance
of ophthalmological and urological distur!

Conclus of adenosine deaminase sctivityiin tear provides
useful rieur information for monitoring the course

Th.B.P.132 COMPARISON OFa IMMUHOGLOBULINS (IG) PROFILE BETWEEN WHITE

ohare (PTS) INFECTED IN AFRICA ( WHITE PTS INFECTED

ce, AND BLACK PTS INFECTED IN AFRICA (AA)

YandercamE., Tenagui Cahill M., Omar M., Fernez P., tech F

S8t-Luc ste ospleals 1200 Brussels, Belgium

Differencea in I ‘ile between AA group and WW SFouP may be due to

variations of infecting HIV or to the host immune res
Accordingly we have compared white pts Hiv~infected inAfrica with White

pts HIV-infected in Baroyrepas
: ww 5 respectively at stage II-III and IVA-IVCS.

 

 

AA pta : 18, 9, 5 respectively at etage II-III, IVA-IVC: and Ivc,.

WA pta 1 16, 6, 7 respectively at stage II-III, IVA-I a Ivey.

3 are summarized as follows : (% ofrane normal value)

) (%} 146 (%)
STAGE AA WA we AA WA

II - III 115 148 120 170 190 188 281 153 151

ne,7 142 160 228 209 14 399 287 179 204

224 132 - 170 200 - 230 167 -
At stage:TREane near 16G levels were significantly higher in AA

group group. At stage IVC;, IGA and IGG levels were

oneéLont1higherinAA group.

In conclusion, we found no difference at etage II-III, IVA-IVC, in 1G

profiles between te pts infected in Africa and White pte infected in

Europa. Accordingly, in our inion the diff in IG es bet: A

African pts and e pts infected in Africa or in copa is probably

related_to racial_factors_rather than HIV-variation.
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Th.B.P.133 Antibodies to endogenous interferona in controls
and HIV infected personsin different disease states.

Joller-Jemelka Helen I. ® and Poller Fier‘ 2
.seghiversity Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, ** ANAWA Laboratories, Wangen, Swit-

in serum samples of 180 HIV positive persons (CDC II n=45; CDC IV n=64; CDC IV C,D
mn. 1019,quantitative markers were analysed: HIV antigen, antibodies to ibo-

» beta-2-microgiobulin, serum neopterin, interferon alpha, anttibodies
interferon alpha, serum IL-2 receptors, tumor necrosis factor alpha and serum |

suits were compared to the values of60 healthy blood donors. ‘here is 3aitilsignif
cant difference between blood donors and every infection gi But in HIV
ier,À in all 3 groups certain patientsS showed satremly4high valuesin“the differentpara-
meters. These pronounced fluctuations make it impossible to statistically,separate the clinically

ined disease groups in all serum parameter. The exception
In parametric and nonparametric"statistical ‘na ysis

titer antil @ signifi‘icantly differ between the CDC groups. Anti IFNa titers
were determined”in2 highly sensitive, commercially available EIA test kit and confirmed by
the neutralisation test (1).

Anti IFNa do not correlate with the interferona level in the individual person. Neither in one
of the different groups nor in the whole sample. The biological significance of antiivodiesfe
endogen: us TENG is not yet clear. Already Gresser (2) gave a possible explanation wh
antibodiesto I ie sre8produced. Whether these anti IFNa are enhancing (3) or reducing.A

am aclaction | tter of controversy. This issue has to be Clarifies in the near future.
Our sesults are ‘especially interresting in the light of the proposal as a therapeu-
tic approach (5).

(1) Hennes U.; Fischer E.et al. JBlo)Standard. 15 :281,1987; (2) Mogensen K.E., Gresser J. Lancet 11:1227,1961; Quese-
deioeakGiteOrcol. 3 16221968; (4) vonvon Wussow P. otal. Laneet 11:635,1087; (8) Advanced Bictherapy Con-
copte, L.A. U.S.A. IND approved,

Th.B.P.135 Sam36: temswe womAouoù Leon
Lucey. DanDaniel;ee Melcher,G.; Butzin,C. and Boswell, R.N.
Wilford Hall Medical Center, US Air Force HIV Program, Lackland AFB
San Ant .

Cbiective. To determine whether serum Ig levels change with absolute
CD4a 1
Methods. 740 HVpositive sons had at least one IgE level, including 71
‘withCD4a counts of 0-200. Serum IgE levels were measured by RIA (Normal
xange 0-180 IU/ml). An analysis of variance was performed comparing serum
IgE levels with CD4a
Results a Count Mean _19E t es Std,Error Min.IgE  Max.IgE

0-200 567 80 140 3 6265
200-400 196 144 42 4 3736
400-600 127 28 24 2 5600
600-800 148 290 25 3 4910

105 307 14 2 2389

seen in pos:
E factors by T cells of HIV-positive

(Proc. mati. Acad. Sci. 1988;85:9214-9218).

SERUM AND SALIVARY IMMUNOGLOBULINS TO CANDIDA
Th.B.P.137 iN HIV POSITIVE INDIVID

Wra David and Felix, D ne
University of Edinbutgh,-Edinburgh, U.K

Objective. To determine the prevalence of candidal carriage and infaction in
HIV positive Individuals and to compare the humora! immune

responses in serum and saliva in this group with a contro! group of HIV
negative subjects.
ethods. Patients were examined clinically with particular reference to the

presence of candidal leslons and oral swabs taken to identify carrier
Venous blood and whole salivawere obtained for estimation of total and anti-
Candida antibody levels measu by radial immunodiffusion and ELISA assay
respectively. 47 HIV positive “Individuals and 176 HiV negative controls were
Included In the.Stud

mbranous candidiasis was the commonest clinica! variant in
positive Individuals and there was a 25 fold increase in the Incidence of

e a normal population.
he commonest species isolated in both groups.

nerease n both serum and saliva of
HIV negative individuals who were either arriere or infected, This was
associated with a reciprocal fall in anti~Candida IgA. Similar trends were

HIV positive individuals in association with candidal carriage and
nges were more marked.

ta demonstrate maintenance of systemic humorai immunity
but reduced secretory immunity in H!V infection to Candida albicans.
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Th.B. P.134 COMPLEMENT LEVELSAND CIRCULATING IMMUNECOMPLEXES IN ACONTROLLED,
aeee: MULTICENTER STUDY ON EFFECTS OFINTRAVENOUS IMMUNOGLOBULIN

mM ADULTSWITH ARC/WR5

, G. Mauff? and the ARC-IVIG-Study-Group Cologne /Bome
SRC. Bere, Switzerland, sr bosofreefcia

Microblology, and Biostatistics, Univ. of Cologne, FRG)

Objective. The complement system, the stoctr mostarier of wantingetyrset ara the mal
sityof revooustnrunogialnSaadsARCSTIONparhe "
safety intravenous lobulin (Sandoglobul _/WAS which took

Methods. Blood sampl nd Gays1are 153fhuy, Complement seeby‘was done on Was

activated complement proteins. redoinginrtune complexeswerewere measured as Goay
Oftheserum of the amount of CS-breakdown producis bearing 196 captured by solkd-phsss monoclonal

Laboratory, Bloodare
Pathology, Dermatology, Virology,

art-human

Results. 19 patients receling MG 4 b: two weeks for 6 months) and 12 patients receiving
the vol arabecon(60%faraaunwarenay On day1 of the study 3/13same volume of
VIG) and 4/12 patients (placebo) had C4 levels normal
eeHayes Solon the noel range in 6/8areand 3/12 patients, respectively. C9, a sensitive actte-
chase complement protein, was above the in 10/33 and 8/12 patients. Elevated C1q-

BeengSeSeatedUysttAdeteOG wa pa
D C1 À. Feel ot vo Ct action (> -

ors
changed significantly during the

Infusion of (VIG to immune complex posttive or negative adults with ARG/WRS does not
Induce immuneformation
card bye MG PaumeBed onhaosontMattwth ARCWSsele, 2
fact also obeerved by clinical parameters (cf: Schrappe-Bächier et al.).

Th B. P. 136 oon FIBRONECTIN (PFN) LEVELS IN PATIENTS WITH HIV INFE-

orre,Donato? ;Sempietro,C.*;Issi,M.**;Ferraro,G.*;Bascialla,

A.*. ‘Division a Infectious Diseases and **Blood and Immunotranfusional
iter, Regional Hosp: 21100 Varese, Italy.

lective:avers biological markers have been studied in patients with HIV

impor

ffusion assay.

tudy,we observed a significant diminuition of PFN levels

in patients with HIV infection.This reduction was marked in ARC and AIDS pa—
tients.Moreover,AIDS-patients with P.carinii pneumoniae had low and persi~

ts show that

of fibronectin possesses a strict homology with a putative polypept:

chain encoded by HIV.

SERUM PROLACTIN LEVELS IN
Th.B.P.13 IMMUNODEFICIENCY (HIV) INFECTION

Nelson, *: Wright, D.**; Russell, D.**; Ledford, D.**;
Lockey, R.** ‘and Good, R.*.

*All Children's Hospital, St. Petersburg, Florida, **University of South
Florida College of Medicine, Tampa, Florida, USA

PRL), a2 reguiaccr of im

sexuals by assay with a magnetic phase
(MATAclone, Diagnostics). Geometric mean levels were compared
between by the Wilcoxon

Results.

n PRL (ngÆL) p value vs. 1) and 2)
1) Normal 4 3,6 + 0.4
2) HIV-negative homosexuals 13 3.1 + 0.7
3) ‘ected 7.1+1.2 < 0.001

th Kaposis re 8 15.0 + 5.5 < 0.001%
without Kaposis 40 6.1 + 0.8 < 0.02
*Significantly different from group without Kaposis sarcoma p < 0.02

was no PRL levels and absolute mmbers of CD4
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Th.B.P.139 ACTIVATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE COMPLEMENT PATHWAY (AP) IN
DIFFERENT STAGES OF HIV INFECJION nx x

Esz » Hidvégi, T.*, Kirschfink, M.”", Fist, &.",
gannegyi, et al.
Natl. Inst.“aeTransf., Budapest,Hungary , **Ruprecht-Karls-Univ.,

Heidelberg, FRG nic. Lészl6 Hosp., Heim Pd] Hosp., Budapest, Hungary

Objectives. Since some recently published data indicate that Hiveinfected
F +iva e d interesting to measure if C3bBbP complexes

 

bodies, biotin-anti-C3b ai vidin. sidase were L! for thedetection of
complexes. suits Freshly frozen (-70-C) EDTA plasma and se samples were
tested from y controls and from patients in different stages of HIV-
infection

Group C3bBbP complexes in
plasma TI

No -U/m1 No U/mL

pontineTv 18 41+15 18 240+39
esympt H x p¢0.10
Pealizcs 21 58+46x 21 3502117
ARC, ALO_ nats 7 as xx p<0.001
onclusi0 iv mens asymptomatic

Stage of Aiv-infec D nereas traces of this,activation could not be de-
tected in ARC and ‘AIDS’ patients.

Th.B. P.141 Anticardidipin Antibody (ACA) in ponts with Human
lmmunoderi clency Virus (HIV) infection
R. Brey, Higgs, R. Boswell Wilford”Hall USAF Medicat

Center, San Antonio, Tes Re Harrris, "university of Louisville, Kentucky, U.S.A,

lupus re (LA) and ACA are antibodies directed against phosph-
Ff thrombosis, spontaneous abortions ocytopenia

has been aslociated with these antibodies. ACA, LA d other antibodies
f e immunol-

mine °
Linked Immuno-

t
were categorized eento Walter Reed stage. Results were as follows:

Stage 6 ota
# of pts. 7(23%) 265
+) ACA a5(372) Taco 100
+) LA 6 7

Only one patient had a single episode of venous thrombosis. In addition,
(+) ACAfrom patients h sera of four antiphosp-

holipid antibody drome (APL)ppatients, looking for gros activity with
variety of phospholipid antigens. Bo IV and cross-react with

negatively charged phospholipid. We conclude tha5een though ACA in ATV infected
patients behaves in a ilar » the presence o
HEV infected patients does not seem to be tssoct ated‘with stage of disease or

antibody related conditions.

Th. B.P.143 PREDICTIVE VALUE OF 19 ™ty Sas,
Labrouase, arl-Riot

 

Tourani, J.-M. ; Sars, H. 5

 

Andeieu J.M. 3 Even. P. HIV Study nee beaiSiechinisvctndjien OG. Hopital Laennec, 42

rus de Sèvres, 75007 - PARIS

In previo atudy, we reported thattae nusre aleng the Rene“

HIV infection. In an sttempt to assent ir pre: we compared 2 g

<150 wetgroup

11: > 150. groupe were similer with respect to age,

@ox, risk factors and te well-known ctive markers of AIOS i.e. CO4 cell counts and Zé

tigenemis. Characteristics of the 2 groups are given in the table.

chetievel|group I:

n COé/ul p2è + Asyapt. PGL ARC

(a+SEN)

Group 1 154 610+21 23192) S9t38%) 621537) 131821

Group 1! 62 s95¢44 121192) 250402) 26(462) 9(14Z)

Guring the fellow-up, AIDS eceurred in 13 group 1

actusrial rate of Asoccurrence are 21% and 414 in group 1 and logtneeasie (ozD.01S).

ls of Ig€ in HIV petients, reflec the oarly and severe

T elle which normally tightly Entre IgE secretions appear to be of posr

pregnosia in HIV infection.

and 11 srr0 patiente. The 36-month

Th. B.P.140 GRANULOCYTE-ASSOCIATED IMMUNOGLOBULINSIN

ASYMPTOMATIC HIV-INFECTED SUBJECTS
*; Cartron,J.**; Celton,J.L.**;Rouger, P.*

* Institut National de Transfusion ‘Sanguine, Paris, ** Centre de afin Sanguine,
Necker, Fra:

Qbiective, To determine the prevalence of granulocyte-associated immunoglobulins
(GA-tgG) caringthe foliow-up of symptomless human immunodeficiency virus (HIV
infected stes

asymptomatic {stoge I or 4 CDC) niv seropositive subjects were
studied. "None received treatmel d during the period. Quantification

A-igG by a granulocyte immumouorescence test raFT) sed Fab'2 fragments
sattotal immunoglobulins or immunoglobulins G. Fifteen out of the 32 subjects

ond G 3 months later ; 6 out ofthese 15 had a third GIFT 3 months
aferthat
Results, he first control, 7 (21.8 %) out of the 32 mets)had a positive GIFT.
GIFT at ts Control GIFT att 2nd control

ie
- + 6

+ - 0
6*

e Gurrwas positive in these 6 subjects at the third control)
rst control, mea in subjects with Positive SETanand without were

pet #14 and 350 NS, difference) ; mea phil wo
groups were Catiecore 3187 and 3349 (N.S. difference). No ne:wtropen wastowne

not responsible for neutropenia in symptomiess seropositive
subjects. erPFréquney is high in this context and increases with time.

CD4+ LYMPHOCYTE AUTOANTIBODIES AS INDICATORS OF DISEASE
Th. B.P.142 PROGRESSION IN HIV INFECTION

Volker Daniel”, Rolf Neimer”, Klaus Schimpf”, and Gerhard Opelz"
pepartment of Transplantation Immunology, Institute of Immunology, University of
Geen and Rehabilitation Hospital and Hemophilia Center, Heidelberg, FR

The presence of I96, IgM, C3d, or gpl20 on the surface of T lymphocytes was analyzed
by flow cytometry in blood samples from 73 hemophilia patients and 56 heal
controls, 12 patients padAlps» 3 had AIDS-related complex {ARC} » 1 patient had

LAS: DS,yp! 1 were HIV+ witho ARC ,
HIY-. L I tibodies against CD4+ W tes
hemophilia patients but wot in ay patients or healthy controls (p <0.001). IgM
a tibodies were more autoantibodies. Autoantibody
increased with disease progression (p<0.005). However, in same disease risk
ategory, patients with a jes not * jmmmologically 1"
patients without tibodies. HIV+ patients ssessed autoantibodies had

Tar CD4+ 1ymphocy as HIV+ patients without tibodies,
was no significant difference in the n tients 1 CD4/

ratios, serum neopterin Yeveis, or in-vitro responses to allogeneic stimulator cells
be: utoantibody positive or negative patien

category. Our data suggest that autoantibodies against CD4+‘enhocytes may be
helpful as indicators of disease progression, however, their immunopathogenetic role

ins unclear.

Immunologie : molécules CD4 et autres marqueurs
immunology: CD4 and Other Markers

Th.B.P.144 Forte IN ay SEROPOSITIVE MEN

Anderson, Robert E.*;LE W.*k; Shiboski, S.***; Jewell,

N.**k*; Busch, M.***#; Winkeletein, CAS
AViRX, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA; socitidreUsaataad San Francisco, CA,

USA; *kAUniversity of California, Berkeley *ésklrwin Memorial

Blood Bank, San Francisco, CA, USA.

Objective. To determine if CD-8 lymphocyte counts change theProbability of
subsequently developing AIDS in prevalent HIV seropositive

thods D-4 and CD-8 lymphocyte counts (cells/ul) were determined ona
Rats caneie from the San Francisco Men's Health Study, on whom AIDS

incidence in the subsequent 30 months was a:
Results. Fraction (%) of HIV+ men with AIDS at 30 months

THE RELATIONSHIP OF CD-8 LYMPHOCYTE COUNTS TO ALDS

< 831 17/46 (37.0) oi«00.0)
CD-8 832-1203 5/30 (16.7) 3/29 (10.3) 0/38 (0.0)

>1203 10/2. 5.5) 6/ 16.7) 2/38,G- 7
i t a statistically significant predictor of dev Joeonas if

constraine linea a Cox 1 hazards model v
time to AIDS development. However 8becomes highly significanttat él
lowed to be mines CD-8 e re e hazard is

in
Conclusion. CD- yuphocyte counts modify the risk of developing A:
These findings nn that in contrast to in vitro data, high oslevels
may increase the risk of ensbequent AIDS development
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Th.B.P.145 A FOLLOW-UP OF IMME PARAMETERS IR BIV INFECTED PATIENTS

K°e., and Henriveux Poo
©: Institout Pasteur ven Brabent, 1280 B:

90: CHU Sart Tilman, State University of Liège, Belgium.

Objecttree To assess the effect of AZT on immune function of HIV infected
patient
Methods. Seven HIV infected patients were submitted to oral low dose AZT

mg/kg/day). Immune function was examined at three-monthly

intervals+ in vitro lymphoproliferation towar for
interferon Q and production. Immune parameters at the onset of the study

the duration of AZT treatment were ssfollows:
Patients COC Risk Téjal sers FHA (cpm) Pua(com) AzT(weeks)

98 2 Africa 650 0.47 16952
57 3 iv drugs 596 0.46 23456 $680 40
52 4C2 homo 359 0.82 31134 8685 36
97 4C2 Africa 164 0.15 15146 1877 18

128 4C2 homo 71 0.15 149 77 11
108 4C2 homo 292 0.34 14875 644 37
12 D3 homo 24 0.06 582 167 17

Results. All but one patient (patient N°123) presented an increase of CD4
cells dur AZT therapy. However, no significant improvement of the immuneng :

disease suggest that low dose AZT induced anincrease of ORT4 cells but
couldn't improve the immune function

Th B P 147 SOUS-POPULATIONS DE LYMPHOCYTEST CD4+CD45R+(2H4+)

— CD4+CDW29¢(4B4+), CHEZ 70 PATIENTS AVEC INFECTION VIH.

BARBIER F.*,TOURAINE F.*CAUDIECHRISTIANE".LIVROZET JM.*,
QUINCY C1”,TOURAINE

* Lab. immuno. Hop. Neurologique:” Pav. P.Lyon Hôp. E. Herriot,LYON FRANCE.

 

 

 

 

 

a yep on. cps.ape
de l'évolution chez les patients avec infection VIH.

"70 patients Vil
double marquage (FITC-PHE) CD4.2H4 parison4groupes. Comeenxur EPICSCet

Groupes. Nbredesulets CDdæmm” CD4:2Hétimm® CDé+4B4simmSiade (selon
m SD m SD m SD

Témoin 2 773 149 214 & 341 Ss

4 732 149 186 83 181 79 11 (Asymptomatiques).

2 14 462 39 12 62 184 71 Ratill

3 24 207 75 3 138 69 nM

4 18 237 oo 59 42 123 60

Dés4B4+ dans le groupe1 (asymptomatique)
st des CD4+2H4+

à POS)
 La diminution des lymphocy

à l'atteinte des CD4+2H4+ (aon ) sans différenceeepourles CoenBes(Pa0,06).
Ganciusions-
préc:
Later riler prierbatalpme

 Th.B.P.149 oF cps+
PERIPHERAL LYMPHOCYTE MEASUREMENTS

Aboulker, Autran, K. Beldjord, F. Touraine, xTuplane, J.D.
Bignon, et al. Groupes INSERM CICLO-T4 et SEROCO, Fra

QBJECTIVE : To assess|the pulled of routine measurements of CD4 and CD8
lymphocytes bl throughout France using a sample
of 12 ain‘rouries.

roups of 15 and 12 patients each,with Clnoces ranging from
20 to 900! re tested. Each blood sample was tractionnated into duplicate aliquots
{2 x 12) in orderhat each sample could be tested blindly vwithin each lab during the
subsequent hours. E: for whole blood
IF staining and analysis. In total, among the 12 tabs, 3 sources of lysing solutions and of
reference FITCconjugated anti-CD4 and CD8 moAbs were assessed|and the IF was
analyzed 0 ts were evaluated
by both one and mrmecople hem:stowsmethods (7 distinct resFos*).
BESULTS : À 15 % coefficent variatio: und for overall CD4 cel
from 300 to 900/mm%. This “oak varaa be mainly surbutebie“0othe
immunological to the reagents.

high consistency and reliabilityjin CD4 lymphocyte counts,gare
for. both eeod tesearch purposes, can be routinely attained in different
taborato:ries provided automatic counting methods eachatopstatistical rad of

i of the process) are used by p
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AN UPDATE ON THE LYMPHOCYTE IMMUNOPHENOTYPING QUALITY
Th.B.P.146 aneASSURANCE PROGRAM INSUPPORT OFOF THE ARMY HIV STUDIES.

; Woaial, M.J.%*; Monical, C.#
Damato, J.D.#, and Burka, D.S.* Salter Rood Many Tastitate Of
Washington, DC, USA ani FAST Systems, Inc., Rockville, MD, USA.

Œiective. To determine the degree of interlaboratory variability among
Army Regional Medical Centers (AMC) that evaluate HIV %
Methods. venthly shimentsof3 whole bloodspecimens aredelivered
overnight commercial carrier to seven AMC for leukocyte and Deere
evaluations. ce, CS, C4, CDs, CD19/20 and NK cells, were determined by
a standard flow mnophenctyping

. Since June 1987, 382 specimens fromfron 54 normal donors have been
analyzed by the participating AMC with anoverall standard deviation (SD)
of 3.3 and coefficient of variation (CV) of 13.1% for all lymphocyte
markers. the Toe Coe cee rae ranged from 1.0 to 9.7% (mean of

Th.B.P.140 CD4 AND TOTAL LYMPHOCYTE COUNT (TLC) IN PATIENTS WITH
ANT 16001ES TO HIV.PREDICTING VALUE,CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
AND LONG TERM FOLontngeVARIATIONS.

B.Clotet,A.Jou,J.Tor.G. Sire M. Dominguez ,JM Gimeno,M. Foz
Tafectious Diseases Unit. Hospital de Badaiona “Germans Trias i Pujol"
Badalona .Barcelona.Catalonia.Spain.

pojective:one assess revalue of CD4 and total lymphocyte count follow-up
sitive pat

Material:teaseropositive|patients {110 intravenous drug abusers(IDAs) 38
homosexuals;16 heterosexuals).No patient had AIDS at entry.CD4 a
lymphocyte count (TLC) were determined each 6 months or“dire insymptoms
developed.Mean follow-uphas been moteue (range é-

sults: Wou shown in tables and
Discussion: There is a tr towards a decline in CD4 and TLC through the fo-
ow-up.The decrease in CD4 is more marked in homosexuals than in IDAs.A spon-

taneous inc i is sionally seen during the first year.Tota
lymphocyte count should suffice for monitoring the progression of the disease
because it mimics the decline in CO4 cell count and is expensive. IDAs
with CD4 cell count at entry below 400 x mm3 Subsequentlydeveloped AIDS more
frequently than patients with CD4> 400 x mm3 at enroll p 005).
atients wi -carinii pneumonia (PCP) had in a 95.5% of cases tot.tal lympho-

cyte count below 900 x mm3 and CD4 € 200 x mm3. À total lymphocyte count(TLC)
major than 1200 x m3 rules out PCP.Primary prophylaxis for PCP is required
in patients with CD4 € 250 x mm3.

Th.B.P.150 PORINOLOGICAL FEATURES IN HIV-1 POSITIVE PATIENTS: CLINICAL

G,Luzi, 1.Mezzaroma, C.Papetti, A.M.Pesce, E.Pinter, M.Cherchi
and F.Atuti
Dept. of Allergy and wv Immunology, University of Rome
“La Sapienza" Rome, It

Obiective To describe immunological features during HIV-1 infection.
IL-2 and -IFN production, 196 subctass "In vitro” synthesis as

,
patients. 788 subjects belonging to various at risk categories were

gelected from 2019 individuals: 1B0 were diagnosed COC-II and 490
111,

Lab_.results Total T cell number was constantly diminished in the
terminal stages of AIDS and2 cells were significantly reduced
<p40.01) in 42% of asymp tom: c patients: 56K of Petand 97% of ARC.

tra" response to PHA, production of

IL-2 and -IFN induced by specific stimuli. NK from PRPMC showed
decreasead activity in AIDS and ARC.

At least two subgroups of seropositive patients may be

included in CDC-I11 and 111 classified subjects: those owing no
immunologic abnormalities and those with one or more immunological

alterations.
known co-factors may be involved in the clinical

evolution of seropositive patients: their relationship with
ianunological parameters Js à central point for a better knowledge of

HIV-1 infection.
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Th B.P.151 LIEAMOLOGCAL PRRAMETERS OF HIU1 AND HIU2 SEROPOSITIVES Th.B.P.152

Guenno;Sarthou JL.

Institut Pasteur de Dokar,Dakar,Senegal .

Obiective:To compare imaunclogical consequences of HIV! and HIUV2 infections in
à best african population

i: Serological screening was done using HIUiand HiU2-specific ELISA and
confirmation by specific Western Blotting(Diagnostics Pasteur) . Anaiysis of

iusunodiffusion, Ig by a sandwich ELISA test and the E2 nicrogiobuline using a
from Behring? .lamunc Circulating Coapiexes

also tes: ELISA Clemaeaedics)
;. Comparison of date from seronagatives , asyaptonatic seropositivesondand

RAIDS cases t a absolute count of T4 celis ware the
significant of Comparison of HIVI to HIU2 meyeptonatic
spol tivesendand HiV1 to“v2"et intcat cases showad no difference in the studied

parasaters.
Conclusion: Perturbations of immunological ters the same in our HIV!

and HIU2 infected cohorts and cannot explain differences observed in incubation

tiee ond evolutivity of the diseases due to these viruses.

Th.B.P.153 Revarions serween DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS OF LEU8* SUBSETS
AMONG CD4* ann CD8*T-LYMPHOCYTES IN THE PERIPHERALBLOOD

Thiele.Bamhard: Kunze, f.0.F.; Krasser, R.; Trinkler, P.; Ehm,|; Paul. G.
Abt. Virologie des Robert Koch-Instituts und AiDS-Zentrum, BGA Beri

The CD4- and CD8 cell numberand the resulting CD4/CD8ratiois still the most

valuable parameterto assessthe cellular immune status during HIV-Infections. Both

proc populations areveodthecoonen with respect totfunctional activity and other
markers. W cD 

P JP 7 7
if bn 4 3a (anti-CD4) L 9,

(000antibodies together withm phyooorythamebelled Leu 8 antibodies and then
easured on a FACScan flow cytometer. irespective of the ciinical stages of HiV

infection Leu8+ subsets behave differently in the CD4* and the CD8* populations. The

Shifts in the CD4tymphocyte UGS)sono correlate with Leu8*CD4* calls

of CDD8: ef. 1) bit not

by Laus*CD8*cells (r=.a Furthermore, the serum ievels of shedded ÉDmasi

correlate weli with the Leug-CD8* subsaet (r=0.77) but not with Leu8*CD& (r=0
The observed relations let us assume that the recruiitment of different Let from

y wi ry ly GUTING early Stages of MiV-intection.

DISEASE PROGRESSION IN HIV SEROPOSTTIVE
; Rhoads, J.*; Tramont, E.*; Oster, C.#;

Burke, Redfield, R.*. airiter Reel Retvoviral Research Group
Rockville."0, U.S.A.

: 1) evaluate in vivo cellular immme function
ve patients, 2 à

cells, ani 3) determine its ability to predict HIV 7
anergy and C4 counts perfarmed in

1000 The panel consisted ID injection of
tetanus tox. (0.11f, '
and trichophyton (1:30) w/v. 300 of the 1 followed
serially for 24-54 A

0/6 (anergy) 215 14 109+127
166 11 259+162

2/6 247 16 388+:
3/6 251 16 4974223
4/6 240 577+265
5/6 290 % 685+351

146

weness significantly correlated with CDs rumber R=0.$5.
6/1

Antigen responsiveness
Progressive loss of antigen reactivity independently correlated with
disease infection.
Conclusion: Tris perel Crovides à clinionl parmeter thot correlates with
absolute CD4 number and is independently predictive of HIV disease
progression and development of infection.

 

Th.B.P.154 Previction of CD4/CD8 RATIOS FROM SERUM PARAME-

Kunze, R. O.F.; ; Krasser, R.; Trinkler, P; Back, A; Pauii, G.

Abt. Virologie des Robert Koch-instituts und AIDS-Zentrum, BGA- Berlin
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY,

The CD4 d CD: d

Most valuable parameters for monitoring the celiular immune status of HIV-infected

subjects and to assess disease progression. Usuaily, the CD4/CDB ratios are obtained

CD4/CD8 rairatios from serum immune parameters. Blood and serum samples were

collected trom “9persons, 39 of which were HIV-positive and belonged to the stages
among them

neopterin By- microglobulin, the immunoglobulins G,

A, M, the immune complexes Ciq, C3b, !9G, ig, IgM, autoantibodies against the lym-

phocyte surface antigen CD5 {aab-CD5)
laukci 45
FOUKIN-€ receptor

k {

sn AIR call:

 

p p he best

dwith b-CD5

and soluble cps antigen iespective of the clinical stage. This method ‘offers the
Far

possibilty

Th.B.P.156 HIV-2 INFECTION AND IMMUNODEFICIENCY

Lisse, I*; Poulsen, Anne-Grethe**; Aaby, P.***; Kvinesdal,

B.B.**; Malbak, K.**; Dias, F. Tie and Lauritzen, E.*

*Hvidevre Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark, * ‘tens Seruminstitut, Copenhagen,
Dermark, ***University of Copenhagen, , Denmark, ****Laboratorio
Nacional de Saude Pie, Bissau, Guinea-Bissau.

Objective. To evaluate the effect of HIV-2 infection on T-Helper œll num
Suppres:bers andà TeHelperTe sor ratioLs) .

-seven HIV-2 ve adults identified ina
re-examined

inmmo-alkaline
against T-Helper and T-Suppressor cells

HIv-2 tives p-value
Spesitives “ar <0.02

Results.
Ty-cells <0.4 x 109/1

S <0.8 16/47 <0.0005
Ta-œlls «<0.4 x 109/1 and H/S <0.8 6/47 der <0.005
T4-cells<0.4 x 109/1 ororH/S <.8 17/47 9/87 <0.00015

Conclusion. HIV-2 is significantly associated with low T-helper cell num-
bersandinverted T-Helper/T-Suppressor ratios.
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Th.B.P.157

 

Th. B.P.159 |imnunavogic ABNORMALITIES OF SEROPOSITIVE AMD NEGATIVE GAY
fmat, N.G., Ironson, G. Leperriars, A.

chnotgecsen, on Gasvers tty an Miami Center for e

Biopsychosocial Séruay of AIDS, Miemi,

gblective To determine the earty bmounotogic effects of HIV infection in

healthy gay men and to compare immunologic status of eay man to age and sex

metched sores

Nethode 4 ors “ot cettular immune function were determined for 56 heaithy

tay sen,on enti -H1V-1 pessitive (+), enrolked in a longitudinal study, en

25 age sex matched controls:

"one oo gay men in this study did not differ from the (-) gay men

or the cnrs in rs number of Lymphocytes. coz cells, CD2+Taî+ cells,

gens of nducer subset, Cb45recoé+, or CD20 celis. The

s 8 the. helper subeet, couzercose, were significantiy dopres-

hen compared tc the controls er to (-) gay Ben. CO4 ce

© two groups did not differ fr ch .

  
  

       

. al killer (NK) cyectextocey wee sinitar for both groups of

gey men; both. were pignificently lower then the (-) control greup.

chEarly immunociogic anges which may bo related to WIV-1

î
cett activity compered to controls. (Supported by MINH 1P50 MH42455)

Th.B.P.161 418 Fraprcrons
Sher,Ruben.

ology, School of Pathology, University ofDepartment of Immun

the witwatererand and&theSouth African Institute for Medical Research,
esburg, South

ecTo evaluate ond compare serum Ro-nicrogiobulin {B2-micro) levels,
PreCDi lymphocytes as predictors
MÉMODS. 82h patients were studied for HIV-1 Infection in Johannesburg by
testing for the presence of HIv-1 antibodies|are their impnologicalstatus.

CD! lymphocytes vere counted using a cytot city assay 2=mi

 

Th B P. 158 EVOLUTION DES DIFFERENTES SOUS-POPULATIONS CD4 et CDS

uo AU COURS DE LENFECTIONPAR LE VIRUS HIV-1-

4Arras._Marcella: Piras, S.; + Piro, S.; Sulis, B.; Conta, L.
Chaire de Génetiqué MédicaleVaents de Cagliari, Cagliari, Italie

étrie à flux en deux couleurs et Femploi d'anticorps monoclonaux spécifiques pour les

inirne
. et 190

séropositives, dont 30 seropositive seyesplomiatiques “ora30 avec

lymphosdénopathie généraliséPervisionte @GL), 20 avec ARC et

ive des lymphocytes CD4 uns les tape SPAFou,Ae et SIDA

L elk

remerquer la presence d' urcentage variable de cellules qui coexpriment 4B4 et 2H4 chez le

sujets avec SPA, PGL oumane Ceci peut-être lymphocytes

des subsets Q densité interm:

densité), ont 416s observés seulement chez lesSone ay. La signification des variations

observés dans les subsets des cellules CD4 ot en fonction de l'évolution clinique

de l'infection retroviral vers le SIDA.

Th. B.P.160 DEPLETION OF CD16 NK CELLS IN HIV MFECTON DUE TO
àSELECTIVE DECLINE IN THE CDI6*CD8* COMPARTMENT.

I*; Ph*; Le, J.3.*;
Rouger, Ph.* and Salmenche

*Institut Nation:al de Transfusion Sanguine, Par!
Hôpital Saint-Antoine - Service desmatadienMatos, Paris, France.

Objective. US analyse the Natural Killer (NK)ceinàHiirtected patients.
Methods. ng monoclonal antibodies flow cytom analysis,
we analysedate NK cell subsets in 121 HIV-infectedpatients (53 CDCiL 31 CDC
IH and 37 CDC IV ; 6 IVA, 2 IVB, 15 1VC1, 5 IVC, 2 IVE and 7 IVD) and 50 healthy
controis.

CD16 NK cells showed a depletionirin all stages of HIV Infection
to controls. The mean coun tl an ‘centage

ctively :3 191 ceiisimm3, "0%, p<0.001:
9%, p < 0.001 ; ee cells/mm3, 9%, p < 0.001 ; 276 celis/mm?, 15%. Using the
Presence of the © surface antigen on CD16 celis as a discriminating criteria,

nalyse beets |: CDI6-CDS-and CD16*CD8*. The CD16*CD8-ce isshows
no statitially significant difference in all aN Infection stages compared to
controls, wi 16*CD8* cells show same of depletion as
the total CD16 cells 7‘cells’, 3%, p< 0.001 in stage il;os celisimm?, 2%,
p< 0.001 In stage HI; 317 cells/mm’, 2%, p < 0.001 in stage 1: mW calisimm?,
6% in conro

We ‘ved a depietion of theens NKei early In HIV infection.
It seems that onlythe CDi6*cDer s this depietion and not the
CD16*CD8-.The etiology oe this selective depletion is still unclear.

Th. B.P.162 erore OF TWO CD8* LYMPHOCYTE SUBSETS IN HIV-
bate PATIENTS ~ Depletion of CD8*CD3~ and expansion

8*CD3*
» BourinPhy Roquin,H.; Lefrére,J.J. and Rouger,Ph.

tastierwae de Transfusion Sanguine, Parls, France.

‘Pblactice,|renel understanding the expansion of CD& lymphocytesin nivinfection.
Methods. We analysed two CD8 subsets : CD8*CD3~ and CD8*CD3*,us! onal
antibodies and two-color fiow cytometric analysis in 120 Hivinfectedpetpatients
{52 CDCstage il, 31 stage Ill, and 37 stage !V) and 550 healthy co
Results, in HIV-Infectedpatients, we observe a depletion of the2CDStCDs" subset
 measured using the Pharmacia B2onicro RIARest and IgAyy

methodolo;
RESULTS. 0: e 82h Patientsstudied, 504 (622) were exposed to the HIV and
Th Cys)developed AIDS. ven (90.5%) of the AIDS cases had elevated
levels of ff 2-micro and 33 (hee)had certes levels 0 82-micro
end dec: numbers of CDi cytes (at hoo x 109 /1). Fifty three

1.68} had elevatea § 2-micro levels and decreased sanumbers
while 37 ( had both elevated levels of 2-micro an . B2
evels were elevated in 34 (50.7%) of the 67 AIDS cases prior to them

LD were preswhenney re: ad AIDS.
CONCLUSION. 1) elevated levels or B 2=micro e the moet

fe usually indicstes a poor prognos
elevatedFE 2-micro as an indicator for the Fnitietion

of prophylactic AZT requires evaluation

442

controls{t) CDCII(2) CDCII(3) CDCIV() Mann WithneyU test
MeaniSEM 1/3 1/4 2/4 3/4

CD8
% 3141 5542 5622 632 * * * NS ** #an

L¥/mm3 578431 1009458 945457 866+78 * * NS NS NS
CD8*CD3”

841 ; 241 * * * NS * *
LY/mm3 180214 5847 8225 2743 *  *  *# NS *  *
cps*cp3*

2 S022 S222 Five * * * NS *  **
L¥/mms ser 928+75 872458 975 * * * NS NS NS

ymphocytes; *anses ae peti,

apparent msion of tl ‘eat Eospopulation in HIV infection
is, in fact, the conse efen neeof the CD8*CD3* subset which conceals
a severe depletion of the CD8*CD3" subset.
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Th.B.P.163 COMPARISON OF T4 COUNT, CD4%, ANDtafTe RATIO WITH
OnTO CLINICAL, STAGEOF HIV:

; Wagner Mayer: oa Hendrick, B¥;
pofein, EUX; Wilson,D aral ital,ban Legs, CA, USA, *#National

1 Medical Center, Bethesda, M, USA.

Objective. To compare y measured T cell parameters, and to correlate
results with clinical (iatter8Reed (WR-)) stage.

«We ts(T4 count, CD4%, and TAB ratio) from 584
military HIV-1 aeeopeeltivePatients for up:to-threeyears. A total of 1176
amples were obtained, and 318 patients hadadmultiple T cell subsets drawn.

ex determined separately from

T4 count(cells 3
: 14.5 20.0 23.0 2e2° 2:5 38.0

4/T8 : 0.25 0.4 0.5 .85 1.2
Using the 15th percentile of the parame!emetersto detect the presence of
WalterReed stage 5 or 6 disease inththe 11766 samples P value(Chi

sensitivity: Pos: ctive value: va: Leet i Sq.):
<0

56% <0.001

 

CD&R< à
Trio.25: 58% 54% <0.001
The TATwewas slightly more predictive of progression to WR-5-6 diseas:
than the % and Ti4 count when analyzing 33 patients that wer€ Roion
Pesentation and progressed to WR-5-6, Conclusionfall three paraneters were
independently predictive of clinical stage; the first table serves as a com-
parative index. Clinical staging prognosis are|assisted by these data.

Th. B. P.16 00D AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID(CSF) LYMPHOCYTE
BHENOTHBINSCLP) AND HIV-1 p24 ANTIGEN(AS) DETECTION IN

NFECTED (HIV+) ZA’ WITH(N+) AND WITHOUT (N-}
NEUROLOBIE SIGNS

#44 Quinn, T.##/###; Lubaki, N.#; Perriens,
RrqeeEURanasd, yeires National Institutes of Health, Bethenda,
wy Johns" Hopkins Hospital
Baltimore, MD.U.

j . To describe the relatonanbetween BL and CSF AG and
s:in HIV+

ermined (| ice, Profiiesaueciuie numbers
TS(TBAB) and 74/78 pepeTATe) for BL and CSF

netthisPopulation, both hed BL end CSF studied.
§8 wes determined by the Dupont bothtbend blood in 69 indivi-

uals,
its. Of 69 patients 6(8%) were BL AGt and 2(3%) were CSF AG+, however

was found in the absence ofBLBL_AG in beth tients.|
tatus

Br Fe 5/36 (14%) 1738 (38) 2/22 (9%) 4749182) 3/38tox) 3/58ee)
Status BLLYAB TAB BLT4/T4 CSFT4/T8
WB 1997 7 3.2
WB+ 1285 fa? 0,3 0.16
EN : 1837 78 0.24 G. 14

209 0. SEoe, 0.19
friteÀ prevalence in BL and COFd is remarkably low in WB+

in Zaireand more common in those with N+. In this semplings
fae patients CSF T4AB jeyels and T4/T8 ratios were markedly depressed
regardless of clinical status.

Th B P. 167 APPEARANCE rraeCELLS OF INTRATHYMIC PHENOTYPE (cD3* cp4t
re cos")DIN TE PHERAL BLOOD OF A PATIENT WITH AIDS.

*,"Orbe, w*, Budzyn, c.*, Stevens, R.*,
“, Paailtaopoutae,SOs , HC.t. YPRI, Frederick, MD; ŸLIR,

NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD; % orgetownéniversity, Washington, D.C. U.S.A.

Objective. Characterizationrot a unique T cell line isolated from a patient

with AIDS and Kaposi's sarcom:
Methods. Phenotyp analysisvwas performed utilizing standard flow cytometry
and Lymphocytes were purified by cell sorting. Cell lines were established
n IL2-containing media and T gen nedneoed
disation

Kasper, J.*

mizmphocyte proliferative re:

ed. Gen@ amplificationPatilizing the erlymetecechain re-
Éctionwwasperformed.
esults. À patient was identified whose peripheral blood contained a unique

population of cells that was cp3t cp4+ cD&+, suggesting t!chatit was at an
of T cell differentiation. Retrospective anal:

fr

 

ea: e
patient's PBLs to mitogens « tigens decreased. An pentes cell
Mine was established that wasmncpsté 6YDrTrenand

yais of this cell Iine did not reveal of cells.
PCR Pilising a primer pair from the HIV ses"region nindicated that the cells
harbored the HIV genome.
Conclusd,ons. Àpie with AIDS has been identified who exhibits a poly-
clonal expans: of immature T cells which containa the HIV genome. These
cella do not express mature T cell function and are not killed by HIV.

A LONGITUDE STUDY OF LYMPHOCYTE| SURFACE MARKERS IN A
POPULATION OF 200 HIV t avenous drug abusers (EVA)

Whitelaw, JamesÿBird,, 6 Brettie, Ro” MacCallum, b.Flegg, P:
City Hospital?** Drug addiction Study

Th.B.P.164

Robertson, ane wary Immunology Lab?
Edinburgh, Scotland

Objective . Ta observe sequent iat changes in ;ep,subpopulations ine

cohort of 200 HIV+ve IVOA- controls ear pe

Methods. The cohort was representaative“atheoad Edinburghav +ve IVDA, the

majority of whom ware infected 1983-4. Lymphocyte markers were enumerated by

flow cytometry on the same patients at a one year interval.

 

 

Results CD4+ CDB+ 4/8 OR+CO3+ Leu2+7+

Jan Jam Ratio Inn Jan
HIV-ve IVOA controls {n=50) 1108 a3g 1,52 226
HIVeve CDC 2/3 (n=138) Jan 88 698 B95 0.78 347 237

HIV+ve COC kfnei3) Jan 88 4668 543 0.49 238 260

an 89 325 666 0.49 355 275

HiV+ve COC 4.1/2/3(neñ4)Jan 88 374 623 0.60 249 242

on zi dovudine therapy Jan 69 154 3as 0.40 305 250

Conclusions: All HIV +ve IVOA showed markadly reduced CO4+ cells in

comparisonaan HIV-ve controls All HIVeve patient groups showed clear

evidence immunological deterioration as assessed by falling C04 and

rising peapostiore of OR4T cells over a period of 12 months irrespective

of clinical st

At 1 year zidevudine therapy did not appear to rsverse this trend.

Th B P. 166 T AND B LYMPHOCYTE SUBSET DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN
. CLINICAL STAGES OF| INFECTE!

. tal INS F. pitpeTindalJ.i
‘Hopital Claude Bernard, INSERM U3,aa, Trance®*Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems

Europe, Erembodegem, Belgium.

Obiecti tot

HIV-1 infected patients.
Methods. Five groups of CDC ciassified (1: HIV-1- [n=34], FHIV1+ asym [n=27), ITI:
lymphadenopathy syndrometoreitMeeeeel], and V:AID: næ29])nnhencenecfels

aFACScan
cytometer. Targa pans of antibodies, were CSVDR,LaSDLat
T(CoMSRVLenLeu16(CD20 8,Lea 16/LeumdLED (

An increase in the Leu 4+; seen wi fected cases (I: 9.0%

SDs36.ma288 SD=13.4, II: 38.0%SDCI4S, Na1A sDei28, and V: 40.2% SD=164). The fall in

from Group I through V (1: 40.6%, II: 24.3%, HL 214%, Ty: 119%end Vi 10.2%) was

B cells, as defined

 

gen sonally Leu or Leu 18 defined compartments, The
pris or 20+ did not vary significantly among the fiveVe proups @2-11.1%)norddte meas defined
Penaneur26-31%). The fraction of B cells expressing

in Group 1 to 57-69% in the i groups.
in Leu4+DR++ cells was consistent with an increased state of T lym
however the

Non-selective i
infection eit HIV. _ The ceil defect in HIV infected patientsis not defined by expression of acti

Th.B.P.168 KINETICS OF ACTIVATED T eec{cp37/DR+) ,
NK CELLS (Leu7+/2-) AND "UNSTAINED

sn THE COURSE HIV
Bogner, S R, Matuschke A, Heinrich B, Püepl HS,
Goebel FeMnivergitar München, Med Poliklinik, FRG

To the
and
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Immunologie : réactions Immunlitalres
Immunotogy: Antibody Responses

DENSITOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF HIVI SEROLOGY ON
Th.B.P.169 IMMUNOBLOTTING : PRONOSTIC INTEREST

JACQUES,ESCAICH S,CHEVALLIER P, TREPO C,SEPETJAN M.
LABORATOIRE de SANTE PU!UBLIQUE, LYON, FRANCE.
INSERM U271, LYON, FRANCE

Objective: To quantify the anti-HIV antibody reactivity on
AethegeeWee in relation to clinical stage.

ave studied 450 tween october 1988 and

antige nA, bbott), HI igenemi (EIA, bbot and
canning densitometry immunoblotting (Biorad)}. Th ame
ool of sera was used i ch immunoblotting assay as external

its are expresse
standard reactivit:

2 Antiglycoprotein antibodies (GP

in percentage of external

160 and GP41) and

ot correl wi a clinical IT, IVA
and IVC1/IVD from th classification). Anti core protein
antibodies exhibit a moderate (Pl 55) or a hi (P24 and
P40) correlation with clinical stage.Mean anti P24 reactivity
was 22% in AIDS, 31% in ARC a seyaptomatic patients.

We confirm the decrease o core prote n
antibodies reactivity with disease on progression.
retrospective and prospective study will confirm the pronostic
interest this method compared with other markers: HIV
antigenemia, CD4+ lymphocyte.numeration.

SECRETORY AND SYSTEMIC IMMUNITY IN HIV-INFECTEDTh.B.P.T7T inpivipuals
th, P.; & Archibald, D.

SunDiof Maryland at Baltimore, Baltimore, MO, U.S.A,

 The secretor V has b
of HIV. WeiMantes the oral secretory and serum antibody response
relationship to clinical status in 20 randomly selected HIV-infected individuals. By CDC
cli:iniical criteria, 7‘individuals were in group Uy, 3 in group inl, and 10 in group Iv. Parotid

‘al transmission

 

finally with a streptavidinbot HRPPom.Antiboaties to HV 0env antigens weed and
8p120 were detec in saliva and ser ividuals of group Il, Wand Iv, Antibodies
to viral core antifea p24, pss and ATEwerevaotested 1in 6/7 gr pit patients (6 w:

Antibodies to orevatigen were not ieund i

3 r

uare. The antibody titres to HIV in serum were more than 3,000 times reater th
in saliva (1:1,000,000 vs. 1:300), The range of antibody titres in parotid saliva was 1:3 to
1:300. Decreased secretory antibodies to core HIV“antigens may|correlate withpresence of

in systemic vs. secretory antibody response is HA suggested.

Th.B.P.173 INDETERMINATEHTLV-I_IMMUNOBIDT REACTIVITYIN LOWANDHIGH
I SEROPREVALENCE GROUPS-PROBABILITY OF RESOLUTION OF

INDETERMTBATE IMMUNOBLOT RESULTS BY RADIOIMMUNOPRECIPITATION
re,M.,ASSAY. a Khi oR, 4R., Kaplan, J., La M.

‘Centers for Disease Control, Retrovirus Diseases Br, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

Objective:Define patterns of indeterminate HTLV-I immunoblot (18) ptet
in sera from low(s.g.blood donors)and high(e.g.IVDUs) seroprevaralenc:

4(35. a)were pit p2a+, 58 (32.6%) wereapis. p2a+,wand 57
1p24-. Indeterminate IB reactivity differed in owaoe high seroprevalence
i ow <0.14), 21/24 (87. 30) were

‘resolved (confirmed positive) thi antibody status of 71/178 (39.9%) o
indeterminate sera:44/63 (69. 8)“otpitt p24+ sera, 27/58 (46,68) of Lot
wera, and 0/57 (0.0%) of phere . £onclusions: rareactive y with
i a foral“of the indoternina e IB reactivity

pattern of ont activity differed with 2
RIPA detected Ab to eny proteins present in low titer in a signific
ofIB_gag-onlyreactivesera,and resolvedtheAb status of these sera
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Th.B.P.170 Roetonwr CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF HIV eae WITH THE
SULTS 0 , KARPAS CELL TEST AND WESTERN B

ANTAV ANTIBODIES. Paulino, U.H.M., reneDireeu B..
mmunodeficiency Clinic, infectious and Parasitic Diseases Service,| Faculty of
Medan +Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, BRAZIL

 

Objective: Correlate the level1and type of anti-HIV antibody with the cl in-
ical diagnosis of the infect

Methods: To evaluatepuit individuals examined from February 86 to May 88, we
have employed three s for the detection of anti-HIV antibodies: ELISA,
KARPAS CELL TEST andWESTERN BLOT. One hundred sixty two persons( 30.6% )
were HIV positive. 105 had symptoms: 23 PGL, 50 ARCand 2 had AIDS.
Results: In percentage: Asympt: ARC AiD

ELISA( 2x cut-off) 76.6 23.9 48.0 4.4
KARPAS(above 1:2560) 21.6 8.7 10.0 6.3
WESTERN BLOT(p24+) 96.7 95.7 82.0 68.7

Conclusion: in our sample the clinical diagnosis of AIDS correlated with|tow
levels of antibodies( Karpas and ELISA ) and with the absence of P24 on We:
ern Blot. Routine evaluation of these parameters in the follow up of He.
itive individuals may be of prognosticivalue.

 

HIV-1 PROTEINS IN HIv-1 INFECTED INDIVIDUALS
Bek, Barbara; Kunze, R.O.F.; Schwartlinder, and
Pauli, G.

AIDS-Zentrum und Robert Koch-Institut des Bundesgesundheitsamt, Berlin,
FRG,

Objective. To evaluate the significance of HIV-specific IgG
antibodies in monitoringHIV infection.
Methods. IgG subclass antibodies were measured in an ELISA using seven
synthetic peptides derived fron immmodoninant regions of gag and env. Sera
fram patients with AIDS (8), ARC (10), PGL (21) and without symptoms (10)
and f gera draw interval: mwenths (follow-up 1,5 to 2,5
years) from 9 patients in different stages and with different clinical

subclass

outcome, .
Results. IgG] and 1963 were the subclasses. A signi-
ficant of IgG3 to all patients with

+ Exept of the N-terminal peptide of gp4l, a steadily
£ IgGl to all peptides was seen with disease. In follow-
up sera little changes antibody patterns occured, suggesting that

pa vosmaintained: changes appeared in IgG3. Multi-
variate were performed to correlate these findings with
data as CD4/CD6 ratio, B-2-microglobuline, soluble interleukin-2-receptor
and p24
Conclusion. though 19G3 titers showed a significant differenceAl between
Als patients and patients without AIDS, the subclass antibody pattern in
follow-up sera showed no correlation with clinical outcome.

Th.B.P.174 SALIVARYToATOHIV,TyPATIENTS WITH! OR AT RISK OF AIDS

+anetitute of Toctanes,retenu. Sci., Budapest, Hungary
Institute of Experimental Pathology end Therapy, Sukhumi, USSR

jective Toere the presence and diagnostic value of HIV specificsecsec-
et T bodies in saliva of patients infected with HIV, and to
pare it to av.specific IgG level of the serum of the same patien

ods Whole saliva samples were collected by expectoration from 15 haemo-
i honosexval men. HIV specitic sIgA we-

re tested in an Elisa using monoclonal antibodies to sIgA ( . Serum
samples taken at the s n two Elisas een and Pep-

reen-2) and in a Western-blot assa’

 

 
contained HI ic sigA. emofiliac children 6 were HIV
seropositives and 5 (83%) produced salivary antibodies . the

sexual men in 12 cases (75%) we could detectfy specific sIgA i
tha saliva (in 33% of AIDS, 66% of nd 90% of c patients),
while re serapositive. ns could not detect salivary antibodies to
HIV in seronegative individu
Ae Finding antibodies to HIV in saliva of patients infected with
HIV indicated inetthe virus is capable of aliciting a response in the in-
testinal-associate
As an alternative,“salt
first of all in
indicated.

ntibodies
seful for rapid HIV antibody testing,

populations in which|venipuncture is difficult or contra-
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Th. B.P.175 CLASS-SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES TO HUMAN IMMUNODEFIGIENCY VIRUS-1
(HIV) IN SMALL INT STINAL FLUIDS FROM AIDS PATIENTS.

ek; van,See* and su,P.D.*
*NIDR, National Institutes of Heal th, Bet! raVO CI

fainistretion Medical Center and UniversitySE Minnesota,"Minneapolis, MN,

determine whether HIV elicits antibodies to specific viral
antigens in the small intestine.

Total I, d IgA weree measured in serum and duodenal fluids

Nn. lev
und. In contrest. HIV-specific IgG was present grveater ‘ebundance

Pa e
virtually identical to those detected with serum IgG. By c
intestinal antibodies, the predominant HIV-specific antibody in parotid
fluids was IgA, not IgG. This IgA recognized mul ‘

Unlike spcific aetibodies, the ratio of total Iga/1 in duod

fluids (0. ers3) was higher than the ratio in 2 ;
8A/. (7,641.9 vs 3.74.6, respectively; P<! contrast,

ratio of total IgG/IgM in duodenal fluids (15. ial,nswas similar to thet in
sera (16.64! Le

The pre of IgG antibodies to HIV in small intestinal
Fluids,the. similar seesvotSorel IgG and in both intestina

rum, and the predom: of Biv-apectftc IgA in parotid fluids
cussest that in the prontnalPanali bowel, the e tion of serum and no:
local antibody production is the“majorsourceofantibody.to -HIV.

Th B P. 177 DIFFERING SENSITIVITY OF THREE HIV-I ANTIGEN-CAPTURE ASSAYS
. TO THE PRESENCE OF myANTIBODY. Drummond,1

Waters, D. J.,? art
Blattner, W. A.2 | Program Resour earch
Facility, Frederick, MD, USA; epivteionve‘Cancer Etiology, National Cancer
Institute, Bethesda, , USA.
Objective. To determine the effect of HIV-1 p24 antibody in an HiV-]
anti capture ELISA.

assays; Abbott (A), Coulter (C) and
detect known

t

. Three HIV antigencapteure

P igen in
irus ELISA positive pera (1,2,3,4

NHS) and PBS 1x BSA (PBS
S&S sample for a final con
Results. Prior to theaddition of p24 an
exhibited weak-positive reactivity in all three
other semples were ive. After addition of p24, the NHS and PBS
.gave maxime assay vegeSere
detection in all as
detect with wider ‘variation among the three assays.

gen in essay A, but was weakly positive in Cand
positive in assays A and C and att strongly positive in

samples
Sera #1 exhibited a slight decrease in p24

i

negative for p24 ant:
Sera #4 was weakly
assay D.

Conclusion. Each HIV-1 antigen capture assay exhibited different sensitiv-
ities to purified HIV-] p24 in the presence of p24 antibodics, with as much
as 10 n, f p24 remaining undetectable in antibody-positive serum

Th.B.P.179 WESTERN BLOT AND PCR REACTIVITY PATTERNSiN
INDIVIDUALS AT HIGH RISK FOR HIV EXPOSUI

*; Metcalf, J*; ; Vasudevachari, V”; Psaliidopoulos, M°*;
Lane HC."; etal,
*N. LH,Bethesda, Maryland, USA, **Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., USA.

k HIV: ot (WB)
evdance ot HIV infection stad As potential recipients of a candidate AIDS

male vi betwee! 18 ard80 were screened (orsavlogic anhoea

 

re selected 01
frmurologe pefie,ck of intoreurent nes, and negative culture and serum p24 ai
HennrefdoconesSESa
who showed patiem of WB rea,From thisthisgroup Ot 72, 8@ cohort (n=20) was then
loresorenrbasa second WB preparation (Dupont),immunoiogic

Sera fon WanonamaBend
ptonwi

longitudinal follow-up. Individual pattems of We reactivitywe not predictive
indeterminate high isk for HIV exposure ma

decodersnserologicndandnt1AmelwhoarPaPOàAVinfection àn

ANTIBODIES TO HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS IN SEROCONVERTERS
Th.B.P.17 WITH A RAPID TEST. Chanatasaiteend 8. Sorin.

Cambridge BioScience Corporation, Worcester, MA, USA.

of 2 rapid latex agglutination
, for antibodies to

itenbdeticlncyvirus (V-1)to eno immmonnony, (2H)(ETA) and Western
Latex agglutination, unlike ETA and WB, is a direct assay for

Methods. In order evaluate the performance of LA, comparisons were made
RÉ: and we on five different bets cf samples (écstcn Riomadica, Inc.)
collected longitudinally from plasmapheresis donors who seroconverted for
antibodies to HIV~1. tie dan net on$0ayebitertietest

the last

Th B P 178 DISTRIBUTION OF ANTI NEF ANTIBODIES IN 26 HI¥ SEROWEGATIVE STABLE SEXUAL
. mavens OF HIY SEROPOSITIVE PATIENTS : oeJOLOGICAL CORRELATION.

s MOUTON*,B.SIVERY*, J.C.AMEISEN***, M.MANJEZ**, C.BEUSCART*, A.CAPRONT*

‘Department of ne Diseases. CHU, RTS, secIBP Institut Pasteur - Lille. FRANCE.

Objectives : Search for antiNEF antibodies in HIV seronegative stable sexual partners (SNP) of
uy sereportive patients (HIV+?) and epidemiological correlation

: Structural HIV antibodies “re detected by ELISA and WESTERN BLOT(W8). For SNP antiNEF
spidentoloytcal correlation we have studied the SWI

pareners. clinical and immunological status, duration of

sults + enty-two monogal ouples for more ‘han 0me year were included [32 heterosexual

(RTS) and 40 homosexualTANTTs couples were not evaluable (sec ce
*aywaesat» 6, other reasons = 2). The study was assessed for 53 couples. 27 partners (51%)

Vraie (8 HTS, 19HMS), 26 partners are seronegative (HIV FeMs negative and

PA/25 Leric en negatf From 26 SNP tasnttneties were det 16/26 (61.5%).
SNP = 16 SNP NEF-

7

  
    

 

HS 5 19 6
8 correlation, the statistical Si Herenctes were noted :

Safersex t
not always | always |>12 months 102 months [6 von (<6 months |
1 | 5 J 13**_ 3 | I 3 —

—
{
7
,

e
e

©
|

m
i
m
e

|
W
r
z

+
iF

8 2 8 ~ 7 | ** p<0.01
toncluston presence of antiNEF antibodies in SNP appeared correlatad with the longer known

duration ofseropositivity of HIV+P and follow up of SNP and with an absence of safersex.

Th.B.P.180 Rues HIV WESTERN-BLOT REACTIONS IN SERUM SAMPLES FROM

NON INFECTED BY HIV

. Nicolas; Bürgisser, Ph. a:

Div. d'imunologie et à allergie, Centre Houpitalier Universitaire Vaudois,
CH - 1011 Lausanne, Switzerland.

Objective. In
ou

yA

ta from pastienrs with lupus erythematosus (LED). we have
¢

 
k

one with antigens from noninfected H9 celis. Anti yuphocyte antibodies were
measured by microlymphocytotonicity
Results. A reaction specific for or more proteins of HIV was found in 51
samples (357), for pus (45x), pss"2, pi8 (9x), gp4i (8x), gpi60 (4x),
gp120 Ga), p32 (29. Reactions were shown to be produced by specific IgG
and titers were of 1:20 1:4 (p55 and gp4t), i less
than in HIV-infected persons. In one patient, the sane was preseut
over 15 y eriod. All these samples were negative when test itha
recombinant EIAs for HIV and env

hhowing HIV bands in wb reacted in EIA using
x OD 0.345, whereas wb neg LED semples did not : x OD 0.094. Antilymphocytic
antibodies were found in F2 of 22 wb pos and in 2 o:

clusion : bands Papecific" for HIV pro’
from LED patients noninfected by HI ht be

H9 cells used to produce HIV averial for

teins observed with sera
due ro antibodies against the
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Th.B.P.181 HIV-ANTIGEN, VARIOUS ANTIBODIES AND T4 CELL COUNTS
AS MARKERS OF CLINICAL PROGRESSION IN HIV-INFECTION

Kleinschmids,_Andrea*: Matuschke, A.*; Schuster, ps Schewe, S.*; Mellert, W.***; Frisner,

G.G.****; Goebel, F.-D.*; Erfle, V.***
“Med. Poliklinik der Universitat München, D-8000"anchen, FRG; **Klinikum Mannhe

Universitat Heidell **9GSF, Abt. fir MolekulareTeatlipathologic. D-
8042 Neuherberg, FRG; ****Max-von--Pettenkofer-Institut, D-8000 München,

Qbjective. Study of serological markers as to their suitability in clinical prognosis
of HIV-infection.

We have analyzed 600 sera, collected from 145 HIV-infected persons
uring a five year period, for HIV-antigen, iters of various

antibodies (anti-core, anti-env, neutralizing, anti-nef, anti-RT, anti-rev) as well as
ts were correlated with the clmical and immunological

f pation
Almost all healthy HIV-infected personsexnibited the ful spectrum of

antibody reactivity. During th th
titers decrease (LAS-sera: 1:350; AIDS-sera:
increase(30% of LAS-sera and 63% o! AIDS-sera are positiv). The titers of
neutralizing antibodies can be correlated to those of the anti-env antibodies. Using
selected patients as examples we show that a change in serological markers
precedes clinical progression.

Our results indicate that the combined use of a variety of quantitative
body, HIV-antigen and T4 cell determinations can also be of prognostic value

in.dar HIV-infected patients.

FRG. CESENVATION OF IMSMCLOGICAL PARAMETERS IN A. ¢-YEAR

Koch, J.; Schwartlinder,Berhard; Pauli, G. for the Study
Group. AIDS-Zentrum im Bundesgesundheitsamt, Berlin, FRG

Objective: To evaluate the correlation between HIV.Eny-ant.ibody~pattarnsans(ae
Hiv-entigenigen(3G) and circulating imume complexes (CIC) in the
Hiv-inf

a prospective multicenter

Proteins, BIOCHROM) and
by capture assays (Dupont and Coulter).was measured CIC were

after precipitation with PEG.

Th B. P. 185 NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODIES IN HIV PATIENTS: A 3 YEAR FOLLOW UP.
Gesemann, Michael*; Brockmeyer
Institute for Medical Virology and Immunolog:

for Dermatology, University of Essen Med. School, Essen, F.R.

Objective terestudy the significance of neutralizing antibodies in the course
of HIV infec
Methods. Petone sera from 13 HIV l-infected patients coflected during

edpe of 10 to 3 ths ( hs) pair7capacity
to block HIV infection of 1 itures r
of preincubation at 37°C of different se utions with theencelle
associated HIV, ltured for 10 days, is nd evaluated
for HIV infection by immuno: Tuorescence «

1 co led.
Results, Titers of Hiv-neutralizing à tibodies (NT) ranged from 1:10 to
T3160and varied by more than factor 2 (1:10 to 1:40) in only 2 persons.

1:10 1:20 1:40 1: 469
0T4  O- 400/mcl 3 (n= 3 pat

T4 400-2000/nmc. 20 (n=10 pat D 51 sera)
Statistical correlations to heta-2-aicroglobulin concentrations, 1T4/T8 ratios

sessed.
antibodies in 11 of 13 patients were

for a median time of31nonths. whether these neutr. ab. titers
OU: of the clinical status has

to te determined by longer followuP and larger groups of HIV patients.

Q
a
o *
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Th.B.P.182ul Between HIV-1 p24 Rs, Antibody
tralizing Anti Response in Al1Seaaee,pt"1

Infection. P.H. Taang!, F.N. Chu!, P, Mason', Y. Seil,
Wellecel, J.P, Roboz', P.S. Sarin’, and J.C. Bekeuil. 1. Mt. Sinai eh, of

. USA, SCS
relationship between HIV-L p24 soignante Reutrelizing

antibody ( ” eenvite1ortProtein (p24) Ab was elucida’
sera of H s during their Progression to “AIDS. a
AIDS patents a5)eet coe‘coi of the homose: les were HIV-1(+)
o£ thosse 48 (328) o were HIV-1(-), 3 rero-componted 2 years av)

subjec Shed an carly|bu transhaxe 24 Ag which preceded NA and anti-p24
Ab. afteter seroconver: ould not be detected. Of the 101 inv-1(+)p24 Ag ci
subjects 16% rapidly Pontetsed to AIDS and 7 of these 16(44%) died within 2
years. In subjects with poor prognosis, NA and anti-p24 Ab
onset reaching
clinical course worsened, p24 Ag ri

juantif:there was ifiable NA and 24 Ab Reappearance LC 24
was associated with rapid Progression. to rm As a reault: 12% (11/93) of
HIV-1(+) anti-p26 and 63% ) of “1 yeanti-p2h(-) subjects
ve id AIDS. 0: e of HIV-1(+)-pee Agt+) subjects ES(6/14),an 10 of

AIDS87 (11%) of the HIV-“1G -pes
(1) an inverse relati satigeneniaen host humoral
response, the peOEboth 4 Ab and p24 Ag in sera is of

multifactorial defects in the hos
increased HIV-1 veplications

rec)) reed© ta suggest
vir:al

ng,
antigenenia and profound immuno dysfunctions in AL’

Th. B.P.18 RELATION OF ANTIGENAFMIA,LessorANTIBODIES TO HUMAN IMMUNO-
ET VIRUS REVERSE E (RT) AND IMPAIRMENT

CELLULAR TO DEVELOPNE AIDS IN DRUG ADDICTS.

Fernandez -Cruz, Baad; Garcia Montes, M.; Longo, N.; Gonzalez, B.; Fernan-

dez, A. and Zabay J
Divisioon of TanologyHospital General "Gregorio Marafion" Madrid, Spain.

studied in a PPave follow-up lasting 1 to 39 months, the evolu-
tibody positive LX drug addicts (WDA). Sequen-

ed for antibodies to viral proteins
sated with ce-

rug addicts (37%)
o showed et the first follow-up visit CD4+

(easo/ee3), anergy, loss or low level of antihodies POL proteins (p52 (RT)/
p68) and to GAG proteins (p55) andary p24 catigenaenta (5457119 pgiml), had
a clinical progression towar S and ectionns toe20) or a

se to ontrast,orA (63%) who sho-
wed at the first visits>350/mm3 CD4+ cells, normal dela hypersensitivity

epence tibodies to the viralproteins 52, p68 and p55) and

may be early indicators
ec and prognostic values.

the o
of the progression of virus infection and may have diagnostic

Th. B.P.186 PREVALENCE OF HIV-] P-24 ANTIGEN (AG) IN DIFFERENT
OMRON AT RISK FOR HIV-1 INFECTION
COMPARI:SC IN OF THREE COMMERCIALAG A

; Stibu, L.*; Kiine, R.**; Ryder, R.*;
Nelson, A.*; Quinn, T.C. ** et al; Projet SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire;
**NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD.

Objective. To determine the frequency of HIV-1 Ag reactivity in selected Zairian
(ZR) populations.

771 patient sera and serial dilutions of 3 HIV-I viral culture supernates

(ves) (LAV-01, Z84, Z34) were tested for HIV-i Ag. 447 sera and the ves were
tested on three commercially availabie kits (conten, DuPont, Abbott), Repeatedly
positive samples were considered reactive for A:

Abbott
ZR Asx HIV-I Antinody (+) (n=200) 3 (3.5%) 2 (1.0%) 1 (0.5%)

positive with the DuPont assay included 7 (8.0%) of
ambulatory AIDS; 15 6.re of 89ZR hospitalized AIDS; 6 (17.6%) of 34 ZR AIDS
postmortem samples; 5 8%) of 35 antibody-negative clinical AIDS patients; 3
(4.1%) of 14 ZR Roleave partners from HIV-1 di

n our sampling, HIV-I Ag prevaience in Zairian patients is lower than
jorth American patients (P<0.0001), but increases with severity©of dise:

es‘asymptomatic vs. hospitalized; (P<0,000: Determination of A; aid in
evalustion of disease p:progression and HIV-1 infection status in high-risk indvidat,
uch as scronegative patients with AIDS-like illnesses and HIV-1 discordant couples.
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Th.B.P.187 HIV ANTIGEMENTA IN VARIOUS CLINICAL STAGES OF HIV INFECTION IW AFRICAN PATIENTS.

Van de Perre, Philippe ; Batungwanayo, J°”; Lepage, P:” ; and Allen, §.°"~

rare National de Lutte contre le SIDA, Kigali, Rwanda
ie re Hospitalier de Kigali,5 agaRuangay and

Projet San Francisco, agai

Gbjoctive: To evaluate the prevalence of HIV antigeneoia in various clinical stages of HIV infection in
African patients (P.).
grHundred thirty Six consecutive AIDS P. {106 aeeting the WHO Clinical definition and 30 seeting the

putescastic HIV carriers and 49 recent (less than { aonth) HIV seroconverters selected
aaanythe pen af an ongoing cohort study on natural historory of HIV infection, were enrolled. Thay
ti all tes ad for HIV Ig6 by Western alot (WE, Biotech) and for HIV antigen (Ag) by a capture iesunoassay

nogenatica).
asuss are susmarized in the table:

HI Be V WB p2dt # n (4)
MES P. EE Mvect Palit
WMC ine106) 27 &
COC ine 30) té ny } ash

Asyaptosatic HIV
seropositives (n69) a9 a“ 1 (Lat)

Recent
seroconverters (n=49} a # o € 2:

TOTAL (n=284) 24 233 3 4.2

rc si HIV antigensaia is unfrequently recovered in African P, with HIV infection, ifcluding in ton

ad teleHrrerarecHianeiganaaca shouldnatON COR SoaTaenc eins. ‘ore, nat be consider eful
ongTous He al. 2 Istact tis 1987;SU33.

Th. B.P.189 ACQUIRED ee. SYNDROME © NEUROLOGIC
COMPLICATION IN 44 CA’
hier, Puccioni Marsa 3 Favoretta, 0. A. C.° 3

André, C. * = Peixoto, C. A. avis, 5. À. *

* Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Universitary Hospital

f Rio de Janeiro, Bresil.
Obj.: To study the neurologic complication in patients
soropasitives for HIV. We studied the clinical records of 280

 

abnormal it ies related of disease

Nervous Systen. In patients the

Neurological complication was the first manifestation of HIV-

infection. Patients were mainly male homosexuals, in 30 — 39

age range. Cerebral Toxoplasmosis was diagnosed in
instances and meningeal infections were present in 19 cases.

Time fros appearence of the
complications ta death or clinical
always shorter than six months. Death was the most
outcome, usually ocurring within six months.

frequent

Th.B.P.191 POSSIBLE PATHOGENETIC ROLE OF IMMUNE COMPLEXES IN
HIV-RELATED AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY.
Confalonieri Franco, Villa A.,CruccuV. ,Foresti V. ,Parisio E.,Scolari N.

Fatebenefratelli Hospate. Milan, Italy.
Objective. To evaluate in a group of drug sddicts (0A) the severity of involvement
of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) oetional tests with respect to CDC

and CD8 counts and to circulating immune complexes (CIC).
Methods. ke studied 46 DA with the ANS functional tests proposed by Ewing & Clarke; 29 were 

 
in all pts.

Results. Only one HIV- subject showed early involvenent. Sixty-five percent of HI\+ cases hed
ANS involvement: 7 (246) hed severe involvement (3 pts maps grap Ill ad 1 grap 11);
12 (42%) hadearly involverent (2 grap IV, 7 grup TH TI). 10 pts (34%) were normal (6     
   

 

   

table:

Conclusions
iocrease(1gG and C
faiture. This supports the hypothesis of an immune ethiopathology of ANS
involvement.

it is not related to clinical severity or immunologic

Neuroiogle : généralités
Neurology: General
Th B.P 188 THE SPECTRUM OF ALTERED MENTATION IN AIDS AND ARC

Malouf, Renée*; Jacquette, ser Dobkin,Tue and
rust, JCM*; Departmen’ urology* and Medi-

cine**, Harlem Hospital Center, and t:tone HIV Center for Clinical
and Behavioral Studies, Columbia University, New York, U.S.A.

To assess the prevalence and variety of altered men-Objective.
ong AIDS and ARC patients.tal status (AMS) a

ethods » Neurologie symptoms and ssigns were prospectively
assess in 190 adult in-patients with AIDS (129) or ARC Vea),
Results. 83 (44%) patients had rst seen. 65 were
parent. drug abusers (PDAs), of whom 40 (62%) had dementia
and 25 (38%) psychiatric symptoms (PS). Of 18 non-PDAS, 10
(56%) had dementia and 8 (44%) PS. An additional 53 (28%)

areSeoequent DAs and non-PDAs with AIDS or ARC

Th. B.P.190 ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION (OH) IN HIV+ PATIENTS MAY REPRESENT
GENERALIZED. AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (ANS) DYSFUNCTION,
Cohen, Jets Allen; Miller L. and Polish L. University of

Colorado School of Me ne nver, Colorado, USA

Objective. To ascertain if OH may be a feature of more generalized ANS dys-
7 T patients. Methods. 5 HIV+ patients with severe 0H unrelat-V
ed to medications, infection, or dehydr n underwent ANS testing. The ANS

ting can divided into those tests which assess primarily s etic:
orthostatic blood pressu S (generalized sympathetic tone) and
Quantitative Sudomotor Axon Reflex Test ttasarT) postganglionic sudomotor

cti he arm an . th (cardiac, 1 heart rate
(HR) to responses to deep bre Valsalva maneuver (VM).
esults. 5 males; 5 seer btsexuat.À1;Median age 38 years (range 34-49
Trrs}; CDC stage: 4 group IV,
ANS Abnormalities rou pre,
Res -73 orthostatic ea.oe FMMg

6.64 3. 1 BPM
Weislve Ratio (Max/Min HR) - 4 + .25

Arm = Foot - 3
conclusions. ANS testing demonstratted toreparasympathetic and sympathetic

le conclude tha Yt generalized ANS dysfunction
inHivepatients. The OH maybe effectively.treated; individual patient
responses to treatment will be discussed.

HoYEARS NEUROLOGICAL FOLLOW - UP STUDY IN HIV-POSITIVE
Th.B.P.192 PHILIACS : ae ANY PROGNOSTIC DATA EXIST ?

Riede 1 Rolf - ner*, Clarenbach P.*,Bülau Ps**, Helmstadter
ch.**, Brackmann H.-H.er, Wie eter Bruzki Ch.*, Wirt
* Deept. of Neurology , Dept.. f Epi leptolesy > et PRrtneof fenatology
were Dept of Medicine ;“University Clinic , 5300 Bonn , West - Germ

From October 1986 until Oct. 1988 we examined 280 HIV - seropositive hemophi-
liacs in WR 1-6. 29.3% = 62patients attended ourclinicahrice or more
times . In 1986 38 patients were classified , 35 as WR 2, 15 as WR 3
5, Two ogrepater the same patients were Classified ;too :
none as WR 1, 30.25 S MR 3-5 and 14 as MR 6 . Meanwhile 10 WR 6
died . The study covered a "neurological status , an EEG and Brain - me
analysis lus a neuropsychological test : AVLT , CI , Benton , d-2 , M
v. Zers:
We did not observe any specific indicators for the WR 1 patients . In WR 2 -
5 patients we diagnosed the following deficits : isolated nystagmus , gait
disturbance , hyperreflexe , cranial nerve lesion , polyneuropathy ; in EEG
vigilance oscillations , dysrh ia , diffuse si 3 neuropsycholo-
gical deficits . Additionally we saw in -
hemisyndromes , paraspastic syndrome ,subacute encephal itis 3 neuropsychalo-
gical data show a left(henispheric verbal memo!
Our deta Suppose a s in history 0of theHIV - infection by diagnosing
a severe vigilance oscilationn or a diffuse slowing in EEG ; a gait dis
bance Or a hemisyndrome / paraspastic inneurological status and a verbal
memory deficit in yeuropsychological examinati
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Th B P 193 INCIDENCE OF THE AIDS DEMENTIA COMPLEX AS THE
Ds FIRST MANIFESTATION OF AIDS. A PROSPECTIVE STUDY

8 J, Graus F, on J, Miré JM(*), nela)
Tolosa E. eurologyand (*)}Infeotious Diseaces Unit.
Clinic. University of Barcelona. Barcelona. Spa.

OBJECTIVE, To evaluate the incidence of the AIDS dementia complex
(ADC) as the first manifestation of AI

ron Augus
tisfied the CDC c
The clinical diagnosis °
sented with dementia, no previous neurologic or psychyatric di-
sease and no evi lence of opportunistic infections or tumors in
the central nervous system.

ADC e but one of the pa date was k o be se: ositiv:
before the diagnosis of ADC e resentingwoenrolocie ton
inclu ressive cognitive impsirment and motor dysfunction

naun
per cc. (range:38-288). Clinical course sas characterised
progressive neurologic daterioration. In the two patients who
died e was confirmed at auto:

s the first manifestation of AIDE in 5.oreof
the Patients and r presents an important cause of dementia
young a 2) Laboratory evidence of severe Snmunoseupression
is. invariably praesent ai the..time.of diagnosis

Th.B.P.195 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL FOLLOW-UP OF SUBJECTS ON AZT LICENSING
. TRIAL: SAN DIEGO COHORT

DAY, Jacqueline* **;j Grant I.**; Atkinson, H.**; Brysk,
L.**; McCut 7k. **, et a
* San DiegoState University’ we unt’ of“California, San Diego, CA, USA

Objective: document occurrence of dementia in the San Dtego cohort of
the Sedinne (AZT) licensing trial by 24 month follow-up
neurop:sychological1 evaluatios

: Thirty-two ambulat:ory homosexual men with the acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) or advanced AIDS-related complex (ARC) were

starting zidovudine treatment with a comprehensive
ot ogical test battery. Survivors were evaluated at 6, 12, 18 and
intervals with the same battery. In order to minimize practice

effects, alternate versions oftthe tests were en toyed at follow-up
tia was determined according to

neuropsychological |test performance and DSM-III criteria for d e tal he cu
for denentaat each follow-up evaluation. The cumulative total o
subjects represents 28% of the original sample.

conclusion: These results are consistent with notions that dementia is a
frequent, rather than a rare complication of AIDS.

Th B P.197 A SYSTEM FOR STAGING THE AIDS DEMENTIA COMPLEX: CORRELATIONS
WITH NEUROLOGICAL AND NELROPSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS

3 Brew, BJ; Sidtis, JJ; Sadler, A; Kielp, J;
Wolf. W; Birnhak, L. Memorial Sloan--Kettering tangerCenter, New York, NY,

: To assessthe utility of a clinical staging system for the AIDS
dementia coaplex (ADC
Methods: Based on defined criterta of cognitive and motor functional status
in daily livinngs the

Staging|was compared ogical
group of HIV-1- infected individuals

artsons wer de untreated ts a
untreated patients including multiple evaluations
untreated and AZT-treated patients undergoing multiple evaluations (n=473).

C Stage was highly correlated (p<.001) with salient clinical and
neuropsychological assessments in all 3 analyses. For examp . a

age correlated with: clinical cognitive (rcm)andactor
(r=.70) ratings; clinical (r=.89), neuropsychological (r= .70) and combined

impairment scores; ag:gensitive neuropsychological tests ineluding
‘inger taping(r=.sol timed 5sted trail making A (r=.77) an
r=.70), 9 gboard tr:np, a t symbol (r=.66)

verbal {earning test (.71) a
Staging prLure aretatively simple bu

patient classification for epidemiological, natural histoory, pathogenetic,
and therapeutic studies as well as“For clinical practic
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Th.B.P.194 nl as PRESENTATION OF AIDS:nrWITH AZT.

3 Schiantarelli, Clara; Schlacht, 1.; Gasparini, H.; Oreste, P.L.;
yu

Niguarda Co! Granda pi,“Nila, Italy.

Paraparesis is frequently observed in the end stage of ADC; vacuoler ayelopathy is found at au-

topsy of aduit pts with AIDS. We refer here, as rarely reported, on & pts in whos paraparesis ear

ked the clinical conset of AIOS.
Since July 1986 to January 1988, 4 males (mean age 27 yrs and drug abuse history) were adaitted

for ayelopathy and HIV infection. They complained of paFebrile illness and aalaise before

appearance of leg weakness in all snd.urinary retention in 3 pts. The first neurological exaeina-

tion showed hypereflexia, ankle and patellar clonus, Babinski sign and,in | pts,also gait ataxia

ion

In 1 tl ses vasvccenetel AZT therhpÿ vas sventuelly sdinistered Gigant cells encephali-

is and vacuolar eyelopathy were faund at autopsy.The 2 other pts are on AZT treatment since ad-

aission (12-14 eonths of foll th re free 51. b heir myelopathy is slowly worse-0
ning. Prolonged subclinicel.illness or different pathogenesis of ayelopathy eay explain poor

response to antiviral treatuent

Th. B. P.196 PERIPHERAL NEUNOPATHIES AND HIV INFECTION : SPECTRUM AND
NATURAL HISTOR’
téaer Jeu Bolgert.F., Henin D,, Rosenheim M.,

Bouche P., M.P., Gentilini M., tueSader Branet P.
Hôpital de dasepsis Paris.

cal and stectrophysiolosical study was performed in 29
@ peripheral neuropathy|between November 1984 and June

i cular biopsy was made in 12
to 4 years.

. (24 homosexual/bise-
: 1) Six otherwise

tomatic patients presented en inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropa-
thy (CIDP), acute in 1 case and subacute in 5. CSF eacytosis in all

r the
epineurium by mononuclear cells, and sometil microvasculitis, vere seen in
3c « The patients recovered either spontaneously (4 cases), or with
corticosteroids (1 case), or plesmaphereses (1 case}. In follow-up from 6
t ionths, they ell have progressed to t e progressed to AIDS.
2) 5 patients C, we found 1 chronic IDP an distal sensorimotor
peripheral neuropathies (DS The neuropathies remained stable, but 2
patients died. 3) Of the 18 patiente vith AIDS, 2 had a mononeuropathy
multiplex and 15 a painfu studies indicated an axonopathy which

i cases. Seven patients died within

y the meninges and

spinal roots by a B-cell Yamuroblectic lympho:

ARMACOKINETIC ANALYSIS OF THESENHANCED
DISTRIBUTION OF ZIDOVUDINE INT!
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID CAUSED BY PROBENECID,

Th.B.P.198

and Hedaya, M.A.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.

Objective. The eon we AIDS-related newrotogical geo during
zidovudine (AZT) the: provides a clear rati importance of antiviral
drug therapy in treatingÀ dementia mplex.Theboss of this work was
study the kinetics of AZT anributionaeus rabbit CSF and to examine the effect
of probenecid on this distribution
Methods. In wo groups3 ofrabbits (n=3) received a single IV dose of 10
mg/kg AZT in the absence (control) and presence of a continuous IV infusion of 30
msesof probenecid. Plasma and CSF samples were obtainedFrequently over a

3.5 hours, and r and probenecid .
ecid coadministration caused a 7-fold increase in the AZT AUCcsr in

Probenecidtreated rabbits when con with controls. The9EPAUCalame
increased from 0.152 +PEne D 222 in probenecid-treatcd

rs, The CSF/plasma AZT c o during the postdistributive phase
ased from 0. controlstoto0.6540, 12 in the probenccid-treated rabbits.

Alinear pharmacokinetic model, which assumes first-order transfer rates between
lasma and CSF, was used to describe distribution Of AZTbetesn plasma and CSF.

Analysis of oetal clearances showed that CSF exit rate constant
dec:reased from 0.02840.01 in control to 0.015£0.006 in arobenseidtrested rabbits.

The results indicate that Probenecid enhances AZT distribution into the
CSF by decreasing its CSF to plasma clearance.
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Th.B.P.199 TRANSFUSION-RELATED HTLV-1 NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE: A PUTATIVE
. HARKER OF DISEASE ACTIVITY AND RESPONSE TO THERAPY

Ys
N**; Gola u; BhaiTla R; Schwartz M: Pri
Cancer Center, NY, *State University ofNew York, Syracuse, **Centers for
Disease Contro oa

ort two cases of HTLV-I neurological disease including a
putative marker2disease activity, and response to the

65 year old caucasian male, resiident in the US,
developed HTLV-I stociated|myeelopatthyi6 months after multiple
transfusions for fulminant pancreati estigations were remarkable for
raised concentrations of 8, Peresin (EM) (Pharmacia, Sweden) greater

han serum. Treatment with azidothymidine and lat Â
plasmapheresis was ineff tive whereas corticosteroids lead
‘improv The clinical response to therapy was reflected in a fall in
he 8M c ntratto T d patient, the sexual partne je
first, was transiently positive by ELISA and is now positive oonly by
po ness began 3 months after her partner’s
and consisted of amid transient peripheral neuropa

his
y.

cumented case of transfusionrelated HAM ine first do:
the US. The changes 7CSE 8.M suggest tha may ful as a marker of
therapeutic respon: econd case illustrates the difficul in
serological diaagnosis and suggests that pertpheral neuropathy may be an
early manifestation of HTLV

THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AlDS-RELATED NEUROLOGIC DISEASES
Th.B.P.201 wusson Mary Jess*; Lemp, GF**; Neal, D**jaejayne » SF;

ee ergus 0 DD; Rutherford, 6
*California Department“OF Health Services and **San Prancinco Department
of Pubiic Health, San Francisco, California,

Objective. To desert be the epidemio'ogy of diseases of the central nervous
system (CNS) in AIDS patients in San Francisco (SF).
Me ics and transmission categories of 5834

‘ough 1988 with respect to CNS diag-
f the b ro vi i

nths) was significantly shorter than that for patients
without (2. 9vnonths ) (p<.
Conclusion. CNSSesLe are increasingly common among AIDS patients. AIDS
patients who develop CNS disease are more likely to be older and ntra-
venous drug users. Survival is shorter for AIDS patients with CNS disease.

aoeLy HIV+ PATIENTS:Th.B.P.203 NwosoLocicaL invoLvexenr

Coleco M 6.
DAV, Mal. fettive Ospedale Car
Nenstali Universita degli Studi; Hegio

ther

sort ica SEP responsis were recorded during tibial nerve stimula-
electrophysiclogical vu were compared with clinical

ansecament and serum an SF HIV markers. In both groups we obser-
conduction along the entire afferent

the peri-

. with neurcpathological finding

from post-mortem examination of AIDS pts. similar to that de-

jw and oncogene

t
possibility of using our approach to ideentity those HIV+ pts. whe

wight best benefit trom early treatment

‘AIDS Cohort Study, "JohnsHopkins Medical
Institute, Los Angeles, CA;

Th.B.P.200 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ONE OF 1787 PARTICIPANTS IN THE

MULTICENTER AIDS CO) TUDY

Visscher, Barbara R.of Miller,£.%; Satz, P.*
McArthur ,J.**; Seines,0.**; Cohen, B.*; Becker ,J. +, English, >. *; and
Nance-Sproson
*University of California, Los les, California; **Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Maryland; ‘Northwestern University, Chicago,
Illinois; ‘University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, A.

 

B
A
e

Objective: To determine the frequency and severity of neurologic

nayoavenent in HIV infection in MACS participants.
Methods: 1787 honosexusI/bisexua1 men were enrolled in
Neuropsychological substudy re enrolled in baltinore and 238 in

fcoago in 1986, and 209 in Pitteburet, and 1041 in Los Angeless in 1987.

A 25 minute screeni ttery of neuropsychological (N-P) tests and a 22

item questionnaire on neurologic symptoms were administered|at each visit,
approximately 6 months apart

Qutliers on W-P Screen Heap-#1NeurolonieSymptons
_N_ Visitsit 2
 

Status in
Seronegative eT 2.

Seropositive 618 2.
Seroconverter 122 2.
AIDS 75 10 1.9 2.2

Conclusions: Asyaptomatic seropositives and serooonvertera didnot“aitter

from seronegatives on the N-P tests either at Visit 1 or Visit
AIDS group had significantly more faflures on the N-Pscreeningteste,as

well as reporting more neurologic symptoms at each v.

6 439 ii 1.0 0. 7
5 77 1 1.3 0. os

Th B P. 202 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL FOLLOW-UP IN PATIENTS WHO
_—-" HAVE PROGRESSED TO AIDS: THE MULTICENTER AIDS
Le. 240RT STUDY (MACS).

;-Millér, EN. '; McArthur, J.C.”;; Cohen, 8.7"*, Becker, JT. ; Saab, A. ; Multicenter
econ *

, Je > Mt

Institutions, Baltimore,MD; UCLA Neuropsychiatric
‘Northwestern University, Chicago, IL; University of Pittsburgh, PA,

Objective: To evaluate changes neuropsychological (NP) performance in participants in
Multicenter AIDS CohortSealy(MACS) he pepesesd BomRae(CUC poupD/TI) to
AIDS (CDC group IV). .

Standardized NP testing was available for 76 OentNPcoluiee,‘opsychological
Study who had developedAIDS. Of these, 26had at least one NP evaluation prior to developing
an AIDS-defining illness. The performance of participantswas compared with that of 26 age and
education matched ve (SN) controls, NP testing included tests of attention/concenconcentration,

HIv-
phalopathy, Individual perfo shed imcaired if

below 2 standard deviations based SN yh f th À AIDS were taking

Eos7 b il th 47
ths). At ikl, 3/36C2)pspepeindined NFNPesterase compared

with 4/26 (15%) athelolotp Comparison of group means a nia nd follow-up
iz non-signi k y fe pierndpe non-dominant hand).

oùàNPenler

Ithangh * b far the devel:

cohort was not
associated wil d NP testing.

dacepbalspatiy, br aney not be a seco conten,

EFFECT OF MANNITOL IV INFUSION ON DISTRIBUTION OF
ZIDOVUDINE BETWEEN PLASMA AND CEREBROSPINAL
FLUID IN RABBITS

Th.B.P.204

Yanfeng: Hedaya, M.A., and Sawchuk, R.J.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

This work was performed to examine the effect of intravenous infusion
of mannitol on the penctration of zidovudine (AZT) into the cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) of rabbits, and to study the xinetics of AZT transfer between plasma and CSF.

Rabbits were assign er to a control group (n=3), receiving a single
IV dose of 10 m,mole AZT alonc,or oo:a mannitoltreatcd group (n=4), receiving a
single WPa of 10 mg/kg AZT as well as continuous IVinfusion of 15 g/kg-hr
mannito following : bolus of 10 mi/3kg of 25% mannitol. Plasma, CSF and urine
amples were obtained frequently over a period of 3.5 hrs, and analyzed for AZT by

The results showed that the AUCcsr/AUCpisims ratio increased from 0.152 +
in the control rabbits to 0.459 + 0.089 in the mannitol-treated rabbits. The

carypinmn AZT concentration ratio ve mepin phase increased
from 0.24 + 0.05 in control to 0.68 + 0.24 ii reated rabbits. A linear
pharmacokinetic model, which _jnsumes onesmansion between plasma and

wi analyze the
This analysis demonstrates that changes in CSF/plasm

entration ratios caused by mannitol coadministion can be explained by
alterations in intercompartmental clearances of AZT.
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Th.B.P.205 CRANIAL NEUROPATHIES IN AIDS PATIENTS
M,Lewis,

UCSF, San

 

Th.B.P.207 SUBCLINICAL NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL AND PERIPHERAL ABNORMALITIES
IN HIV+ PATIENTS

* ;Mangone,C* ;Pérez ,H* ;Casiré ,A* ;Dellepiane ,C*;
Muchinik,G**,
Miospital Feméndez,**1IHEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina,Buenos Aires,

objec To define theheappearance 0f subclinical neuropsychological and
cie manifestati in HIV+ neurologically asymptomatic patients (Pt).

thods. Forty-five PLC?|AS, 38 ARC)were examined with brainstem-evoked re-
enous-evoked Telatedeal 300 Wave), sensory

tion velocities,
visual memory (Wechsler's scale}, associative ae

ional asand gnosias, kinetic
.test.

ve and BAER showed anomalies in all AIDS Pt but not inANARC
of|14 ARC Pt without clinical evidence of polyneuropathy had

Word fluency, abstract thought,
verbal and vi tly and earliest neuropsycho
logical functions affected, Drawings pointed out psychopathic, paranoic and

abnormalities found in our study support other evi
with CNS dysfunctions. P 300 ave andBAIRan

not suitable to search for on cognitive involvement, while si
i i eful neurophysiologi‘ical technique to detect:sub-

clinical peripheral involvement. neurophysiological and neuropsychologi-
cal assessment should be includedFor all HIV+

Th.B.P.209 PERIPHERAL FACIAL PALSY AS A PREDICTIVE INDICATOR OF HIV
FECTION IN CENTRO AFRICA,

L. Bélect FUNMartint uiliecardit, B. Di Lostanzonxt,

É. Schüllertéé, A.J. Georgest
* Pasteur Institute, BP 923, Bangui, CAR; &% National Hospital BP 943,

Bangui, CAR; kek Neuro=Immunol ogi cal Department Salpétrière’s Hospital,

Faris, France.

of peripneral facial palsy (FFP)

1, paying special attention to HIV infection.

presented with acute
for Hiv antibodies, tucer—

Objective. To study consecutive cases

8 
HIVI antibody

immunological pattern of meningitis was noted.

CSF, unusualLogiccissociatiion of suggesting
ved.

Conclusion. PFP is an haterogensous HIV manifestation, happening at any

at ith various types of presentation, and several
physiopatholagical mech sn. M e

PFF in Central Africa (721 for HIV infection, is remarkably hig

450

Th.B.P.2 NEUROLOGIC ABNORMALITIES AMONG HIV-1
06 SEROPOSITIVE INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS

blatb, D.R.; Updike, M.; Selnes, O.A.;
Solomon, L.; Viahov, D.; et. al., The ToeEHopkins Medical Institutions, Baltimore,
Maryland, USA.

 

 

 

Objectives: To study HIV-1 related logic at liti gi drug
users.

li particif ited fr 1 hi study ofHIVinfectionPere log ires and

individualsde receive nerve conduction vel CV) andies (Nt ic function
testing (AFT). Evaluations are performed WonTANA of thesereserostatus of the
participants.
Results: Over a3 month period, 25 HIV seronegative (SN) controls and 21 seropositive
(SP) subjects were screened. The mean age group was 36 and 33.6 and the
male/femaleratio 25:18and 2.1:1, respectively.OrSP individuals,17 were asymptomatic

AR

erence was,notstatistically significant.tion al ties.
iological abnormalities were detected 3 of 13 SP and 5 of 26 SN

li as high for

Minorelectrophysi
subjects. None had autonomicfunction test abnormalities

both HIV-1 SP and‘SN individuals, "These Plinyris wl be epee
recruitment of additional participants and longitudinal sud

 

Th.B.P.208 MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL DETERMINATION OF PODENCE
AND CHARACTER OF COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENTS IN
an

Brouwers.Pim, Mohi ndricks, M., Claus, J., Young, M., Pierci
Georgetown AUS‘and.National institutes of Health, Washinton‘pc, USA.

Studies of cognitive impairments in HIV patients and specifically those with the AIDS Dementia

Complex have used deviations trom control values and cut-off scores as their criteria for

ination of impairment or main objective of this sueywas ° develop instead a
multivariate statistical approach basod on data of patients with actuali ne
 of dementia seen HIV disease. Discriminant

jata of Alzheimer's (AD) and Neer (HO) patients . weil as

a high enacorrect, p< 001} formula by

5aoaoe weresone00 as Mameated!

anaiysis on the neuropsychologicai

Normal Controls (NC) was used :ere

which patients were classified as ‘NORMAL’ or 'DEMENT!
the same fechnique also indicated with a high9einen

their impairme: more THD-ike)otot canical (Abie‘dementia.

ing this rule on patients with Parlonsdisease (PD)indicated a high degree of dissimilarity

between the AD and PD patients (p< 008) an a high degree of similarity between the HD and PD

 patients (p> .40} df la si ÿ

exampie of a subcortical ‘damentia.

‘The thus validated to classify our HIV patients, 

ovens that aoewwerecassieas normai while 35% were classified as demented. Otththe Hiv
showed a subcortical ond 17% a cortical patiern. This

vistbulon was sigevticanaiyatsittorest trom the AD group (p< .002) but was simiiar to the HD group

0).(p> 5
These data suggested that the HIV dementia a subcortical character. Additional analyses

contrasted the sesHV subgroups (AD, nuNCSK) on other cognitive, attective, hematologic

and Imi

(This work was supportedin part by a grant from AMFAR.)

Th.B.P.210 ZEN INCIDENCE OF AIDS DEMENTIA COMPLEK AND HIV-1
ANTIGEN DETECTION IN THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID FOLLOWING

SYSTEMATIC ZIDOVUDINE, TREATMENT
1 *; ix, MMA. * Danner, Lange

pptesics.ait J. re Departments or‘Neural MSTogMana* aneintenternal
Medicine***, Academic Medical Center, Universit;oyoFine
Netherlands:

To determine the incidence of AIDS dementia compl
m detection in the cerebrospinal dua (CSP), Paracased ORSthe

infection and ne

pe,grber of AIDS-patients with neurol aints (eve:
Beaute.of all ASpatients in our bernapspsacoironme(patientta
1982 to oS Ttlents in 1988 De number n=258).
inthe Nether!arain May 138 The number of paiene classified as Ravieg

eal, 1986: 1982: 671 Là of 1PE genres
183.0775ECTS $ a à 5: 5, LAee 15/60, remained
of 19877er} in the scond haleERaee),

reoe0regan Between January 1988
AIDS-patients for REV antigen,m detection.

on822 Patients with ADC, 8 wiaeIn 1388
es were ave able: GlyBAX samples ea ige:

patiente Seth AEC nope 6of was using zidovudine
AIDS-patients with rdantigen

is still pnereasing, the incidence of Aenand HIV-1 ani
detectionàin the CSF is declining. The decline started after introduction
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Th B P. 211 A CASE DEFINITION OF AIDS DEMENTIA COMPLEX FOR USE 1N
pere CAN NTS

Perrièns, Jose lussa, uabeya, M. ##; Kayembe
Canoe Br Rn 4,MeamttaBt ¥ae phy ,

* Projet SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire, ### CDC, Rilanta, USA, #88 Mana
Yemo pital, Kinshasa, Zaire.

Objectives. To develop and evaluate a clinical case definition for AIDS
dementiacomplex (ADC) for use in African patients.

aluated 233 at ientss hos italised in 2 Internal Medicine
eteseG MamaMy Hospital, Kinsh aire, with a com ensive clinical
and neurological exam, Y neuro}payendlogical tests, and HIV
#010)
Renylier One hundred twenty five (54%) patients were HIV(+). Neurologic
mari neon associated withFeareswere: poy ix) ae

BaPpons eych nges oy geet eee
Social wit drame ei a 70
DiToningoY meconcentrating 3 26 à: 77
$1 tion 10 24 90 ze
Insomnia 21 39 79 70
Difficulty walking 26 42 74 66
pifriculty dressing 16 33 84 7i

a. ex 13 26 87 70
Tremor of hands/fingers § 4 94 ie
Generalized byperve lex

5
A cl nical“ut “pateADC
ad a y of 23%, a specifici

e
16 97 ay

ositive predictive value for HIV seropositivity.
requiringatatelast 5 of these signs/sym eons

and a PPV of 85% for
sero
qentNeurollogic manifestations occur frequewent) among African

spoitalized aient A clinical case definition of ADC had a high
EME and PPV HIV seropositivity in Serelines Zairian

Th B.P.213 ae LESIONS IN AIDS:ANALYSIS OF 44 PATIENTS
erto Luzzati,E.Concia,L.Bontempini*,M.Malena,R.Mazzi and

Deretti.institute Infectiuos Diseases,Verona “Department
thology,Verona,Italy

Objective.Central nervous system (CNS) is frequently involved in AIDS.W
vestigate type and prevalence of CNS involvement in our AIDS patients beer

ved during the period iB.

Methods.Fourtyfour patients were studied.Diagnosie was mostly based on imaging
ues (CAT, and on microbiological investigations on CSF.

Results.Of 44 patients,28 (63.6%) had CNS teeease.The following conditions
were zed(the cases id “ intr dicated in brackets):e

0] s 10(10) ,eripRococcosis * 4), lymphoma 3({1),
HIV myelitis 2(2),CMV encephaliti alitis 1(0),tuberculosis 1
(1),PML 1(1),KS 1(0),H.capsulatum a ciation:
observed in 5 patients (3 cases died). Twelve patients with CNS involvement are

surviving (42.8%) ,whereas 11 of the patients without CNS lesions are still
alive (68.7%).
Conclusion.We observe high prevalence of CNS conditions and toxoplasmosis,HIV

encephalitisseriptorossosissparthoulerty in AIDS patients .cNS involvement

appears 0: lymptomati: d the earlier recognition of some curable

diseases emerges as target: for clinical research.

 

Th B P.215 Long term effects of treatment with zidovudine on
neuropsychological function in patients with ADC.

Reinvang,lvar, Freland,SS and Lundervold A.J.
Rikshospitalet, Oslo 1; Norway

Objective: To evaluate effect of zidovudine treatment on neuro-
psychological and ieunologisel parameters during 10 months of

AIDS” were studied. Accordi
test results before start of treatment, 6 had

Cc.
ry was repeated at 5 and 10 months

after start of treatment. ed addition a special battery of
computerized tests was performed at 6-8 week intervals in some
of the patien
Results: A stable level of performance was found in the two
initially normal patients throughout the study period. All the
ADC-patients showed initial improvement of performance, but

i ini with decline of perfcr-
mance to baseline, death before the second follow-up, or

i i od did not

tients, but the

patient

   a 4710)

Th. B.P.212 ch ve, J ; Thuillard, 3 Assi iné Glau:
of ueLouous Diseases and Aeie of mea,

and.
Divisfon

Centre Hospitalier vaiversitaire Yautois, Lausanne, Suitzerl

dhisetive- HIT encephalopathy is sane by cognitive. motor and behavioral
signs, an¢ is classically observed in AIDS. Rowev: it has been suggested that
cognitive defects sight already be resentaalleratts of nv infection. The objective of
this study was to assess the prevalence of cognitive signs in various stages of HIV infection.
Net . Since 1.4.1986, a neuropsychological evaleation was proposed every 6-12 80mths to

ared for alHIV-positive persons © m institution, regardiess of the stage of their MIV
infection. In addi! ' participants uaderwent general and seurological exawinations
Patients with CAS opportunistic, neoplastic or netic pathologies were excluded

arena cal € ons have been perforsed in 55 persons (23
homosexual: , 5 heterosexuals ind 1 recipien
severe cognitive defects hare “been desonstrateé in 23 cases
and/or behavioral signs in se, Taetable describes the distril

cording to the stages of HIV infection (in stage IV,

 

patient say have à 1 disease tagea
Hiclinical ele(oe elasalt jestion) : Il m Tekerye2(ancl TBC14D( AIDS)

efectsri 3(30) sizs) muse)
. Hesropeychotogical signs of BI¥ creatcould de detected in a significant

signs can be easily sissed faring

respond to zidovudine therapy. Tbe occurence of snch defects ln the first stages of
infection should be searched for when performing a medical evaluation in aiatectes patients.

Th.B.P.214 FROMAVAFRICA SYNDROME IN HIV INFECTION: EXPERTENCE

Thornton,Charles; Latif, AS
University of ZimbaboeSchool of Medicine, Harare, Zimbabwe

Objective.To determine the clinical features of HIV-related Guillain-Barre
Syndrome (GBS) in this region Methods.We prospectively examined
consecutive adult patie 8 admitted to theeaching hospitals with inflan—

tory dem or serum reactivity gain|ny by
rologist, and had CSF examined, 22

ci
nic ammatory

IV positive. Clinical feature e
t as shown in table.aoelarin HIV positive end negative tents, excep!

GES ney s_(n=10, ail were stron:
generelieed 7yavkadenopthy 0 10 te05)
STD in prev:vious 5 yea i 8 (p< .05)
CSF pleocytosia > 5 WBC
coexistent neurologic|Gtognosis 5

nechenically.ventilat
Of the 10 HIV po:ositiveess patients, 8 were previously asymptomatic, none
had ns. During the period of maximal disability, BS patients were
unable & iniepenently: The only fatality wa a HIV negative GBS
patient.18715 other GBS patients were© followedweld“into the recovery
phase. Conciusion.HIV-r ated GBS a significant proportion
of GES in this area, tend: occur: he HIV infectis and

carries a good prognosis for.recovery from the neuropathy

4(e.g. myelopathy ,neurosyphilis)

Th.B.P.216 PME, TÉADENT,AND COSTS OF MENTAL, DISORDERS AMONG FERSING

Hidalgo,Julia.*; Schaerf, F.*#; Larson,
"3 Deperveent of Health and Mental Hygiene, Baltimore, MD, U-S.A.; **Johne Hopkins
University School of Medicine, Baltiacre, MD., U-S.A.; *#Mational. Institute of Mental
Hoalth, Baltimore, MD. U.S.A.
Objective. The prevalence of mental. ive disorders anong
persons with AIDS has been estiemred to be high. It is unclear, however, what impact

presence of these disorders has upon therapeutic regime of persons with AIDS.

paper applies a model automred infomation to use and direct
costs of AIDS-related across and Methods. ‘ion and

used by 1,500 Maryland residents with AIDS during the period
between 1961-1987 were fn system ande up
of longitudinal files serves as the besis of this study. The system links
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NEUROLOGICAL DISTURBANCES ASSOCIATED WITH HIV INFECTION: EFFECTS OF AZIDOTHYMIDINE ON NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL
Th. B. P.217 EXPERIENCE AT AN AFRICAN Th.B.P.218 PERFORMANCE IN ASYMPTOMATIC on MATIC HIV-1

Thornton, Charles; Latif, A; Houston S TENSSe,dns OWA;Bosker°C fen,BA";Starkey,Ds wal
, MHoM al in Becker, Gohen,University of ZimbabweSchool of Medicine Harare, Zimbabwe Tohns H Medical altimore, MD, “Uni ;Of Calif Los 1

Objective.To determine the neurologic disturbances associated with HIV “** University of Pittsburgh, PA, FElorthwestern University, Chicago, IL, USA
his region.Methods.Over 1 ths, we prospec: y examined 74 adultsvith + To examine the effe i d j

major neurologic bance and HIV infection. HIV serologic testing form: osexual bisexual AIDS ~
by ELISA and, where appropriate, WB. Patients were seen by a neurologist, NF ance of homose measures i me in beMules Suit tion and
and brai b d when needed. Case: non-disa nt poly- (NP) were twice at 6-12 month intervals to 543 seronegatives, 463
neuropathy, cated zoster, andmild cognitive impairmen -1 seropositives (SP) in CDC Groups I or IH and 46 ARC or AIDS. None taking
exciaded«ResultsNeurologic disturban is the presenting featurevO HIV
in 62 p 2 16 AIDS ae presentation. Diagnoses were:
MANGETES(I):Aeeryprococcel 9, aseptic 5, tuber:culous 2, pneumococcal 1
MYELOPA’ ACUTE(5): zoster syelstie22 cause unknown) 2

— CHRO!KIC(8):coexistent
DEMENTI

h:

smeningovascular syphilis 2, following
atpacerebra? hemorrhage i, ischemic stroke CU 1

lasma 1, crc 1,
. CMV retinitis 1, retinal

zoster opthalmicus 1
- OTHER(8) reyaticercesis toxop.

PERIPHERAL/OCULAR(19) :Gui.illain-Berre syndr
vein occlusion 1, cranial neuropathy 7

OTHER(3):Juvenile onset parkinsonism 1, severe postural tremor 1, relapsing-
remitting disease of optic nerves and central white matter 1

Conclusion.Neurologic disturbance was common presenting manifestation of
HIV. 3 patients had parasitic disease of the CNS, 3 had neurosyphilis.

Th. B. P.219 NATURAL HISTORY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (CNS) IMPAIRMENT

N HIV INFECTION

M. Gent ChristineKatlama, P. Duneton, F. Chie

Hopital.demia Pitié-Salpétriére - Paris. FRANCE.

Objective. To ascertain the early neurological changes and progression of

HIV invasion of CNS.
Methods. Cohort study of HIV infected patients with clinical and neurological

ection biological (CSF study/cDe cell counts), virological (HIV anti-
body synthesis, culture and PCR }, neuropsychological testing (NP),
electrophysiological testing (EP) and sen exminations every 6 months. Par-

tial and preliminary results are shown her

Resuits. ig patients have been enrolied since 03/87 : they were {group 1
ns3 stage II (n=18) or stage IV C2 (n=13) and group 2 n=31 coc
stage Iv cL/D) CSF abnormalities were present “in 34/36 (71%) with no diffe-

between group 1 and 2 NP testing was impaired more frequently in
2‘G0/20)than in group I £11730) although difference is not . EP de

/26 in group 1 and 9/: V was detected in culture of

ze, H. Agut, P. Brunet,

 

4/20 ‘CSF.Ines synthesis end deteation.of ENA by FCR are -under eval
Follow up. 10 patiente died with neurological aysfonetion in 3 casea ; hia-

tological studies are on going 10 patient evaluated at 6e month :
stable NP testing (6/10), improvement (3/10) deterigration 1/10
Conclusion. lence of early virological invasion of QS

d abnormalities of neuropsychological testin; tory ‘lon

term “yoweeuon is required to evaluate the pathogenesis ofpotential HV

brain dama,

Th B P 221 ATANINFuerTous FINDINGS IN HIV IHFECTED PATIENTS
T AN INFECTIOUS DISEASE CLINIC IN KINSHASA ARE

Ki
Izzia K «+, Kashala eae
* Dept of Neurology of Internal Medicine, *** School
of Public Heaith, Diversity os Kinshasa, Kinshese, Zeire

Objective. To describe HIV related newropancnhiatric disorders
in everyday outpatient consultation in

 

Methods. À of neuropeyohistriate_ all
patients attending an outpati egneuttation for infectious
diseases at the Kinshese University Clinics.

"ia one day with various
9 males, 7 fenales

(1), hyperpethia (1),
(1) and tremor (1).

are common in HIV+

 

neurelogists and paychistriets in Zaire,
proper nagement a: + patients with neuropsychiatric
disorders.‘is already « er health probles.

452

HIV.
AZT at baseline; clinical status, CD4% and AZT use were assessed at follow-up (F-up)Bost . *

Abnormal Abnormal Abnl baseline, Normal baseline, Change
Baseline Follow-up Normal F-up Abnormal F-up CD4% 

Asymptomatic SP
NoAZT n=437 11% BR 6% 9% 0.66

AZT n= 2%6 1% 8% 4% 0% +035
Symptomatic

NoAZT n= 2% 12% 35% 4% 21% 0.77
AZT n= 20 20% 25% 10% 15% -2%6

Amongasymptomatic SF's 9% of. ing of perf fe low-upcontcompared 
atic SP's, NP

compared to 1/26AZT noster, and 15% 08 21%showed worseaing No diinaces were obwervedia
CD4%.

Common These da sages tat NPperformance can table ot improve after ination of AZT.
These preliminary

 

Th.B.P.220 NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS IN HIV + ANALYSIS OF 227 PATIENTS.
Galgni S.**; Plaza G.**;Antonucci G.*; Armignacco 0.*; Narciso P.*;

VigooGiuseppe” et
cerRV10 "S. Camillo! Hospital, Dept.of Neurclogy** & "Le Spallanzani" Hospital, Dept. of

*Rome,Italy.
of the nervous system involvement both in different risk groups

and a5 initial mnifestation of AIDS.
METHDS.217 patients (pt) with HIV infection at different stages, all presenting
eymptoms signswere evaluated through same of the following diagnostic procedures:CŒ examine

tion, EEG, CT scans, MRI, EMG, Visual Evoked Potential (VEP), Brainstem Auditory Evoked Potential
Emission Conpiuted(BAEP) Somatosensory Evoked Potential (SEP), Single Photon Tomogrephy (SPECT).

FESULTS Prevalence in risk groups

P

Opportunistic Infe 37 (22%) 11 (32%) 3 (18%) Si (23,8%) NS
‘HIV related diseases" & (41%) 19 (Sax) 12 (7K) 100 (46%) =

Amrs 11 (6,%) 3 (9%) 1 (6%) Fe)
49 (20,5%) 1 (æ) 1 (&} Sl (25,5%X0001

were the estation of AIDS in 61 (29%) of all our AIDS pt

‘th neurological symptoms (212); among them 0.1. was the cause in 33 pt (16%),

‘ty in 9 (98) end peimary ep In 9 LA, OrOther neurological complications ((
» Beizures, etc) were more frequently found in drug addicts (p{0.00L). Anong "HIV

diseases”, es were more frequently in drug addicts than in home

samis ara others (pe0.05) but avertmlcpatty wee more comen tn thenen aidicts (p £0.06).

Neurologle : études sur le LCR
Neurology: CSF Studies

Th.B.P.222 MARKERS OF HIV INFECTION IN THE CNS
Souia_Zerjay, Dj. Jevtovié,B.Brmbolié,V,Suvakovié,

M.Sasié
Institute for infectious and tropical diseases,Belgrade,
jugos avia
EUREseATDS) serum and CSF samples of HIV infected perso-
netARC or AIDS) with neurological signs(23) and without NS(10)
av n tested,

WsthodarBL7SA for HIV Ab and Ag,ELISA for beta-2 microglobuli-
r albumin,globulin( TeesIgM and IgA),Tibbling-Link in-

dexFor.{ntratechai-ssynthessis of immunog1obulin,co-culture of

 
 

aeeus forr isolation of
vite IgGe 4104 A1b4 [beta-2mf|HIV isol.| ITS Ige

13%[33% : ee
13% 46% . 22R 65%

60%" "ox TELE      de 20%OR|%    
e mostimportant differences between this groups of HIV in-

fected patients withW S and without NSare in elevated IgG
in CSF,reduced a’ Dpolevatea beta-2 microgtobulingsmore
percent of HIV isolation from CSF an oof of intratechal
synthesis of IgG in the group with N
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Th B P 223 CYTOKINES AND IMNUNOGLOSULINS {ig) IN NE Fiulo

€CSF} OF ANTI-HIV-1 POSITIVE, ANTI-NTLV €

ASYMPTOMATIC MEN. Klimes, H,G,*, Gerger fr
Spec $.°¢, Feriedmen, .°*, Ashman, K.* and Fletcher à M-A.* University

of nent, Niemi, FL and ** University of South Florida, Tampa, FL USA.

determine the presence snd amount of IgG and sbnormal Ig bends

well as cytokines: interferon ge eee interferon alpha (1FNA}

nd tumor necrosis fa CTHF),

HIV-1 positive seyaptonaste men, obtainad st paneling fo

e sicalesof Hiv-1 infection.

53 snti-KiV-1 €+),

ured by nepMonet Signe inst sonde by

oe sctropherests and immunofixersin, 1FUG by RIA and by bfossesy,

Th Isa

 

a longitudinal

   

  

 

s “Ned elevated 19G (6.unsThirteen

   

P n patterns; 6 had aligoclo nd

2 had an 196, kspps monoc tenet “protein. Onty 1 sample hag me surebis. IL 2

(2.5 ngsmld; the remsinde < 0.3ng/al. Wone of the mples had

measurable @ ts of ! “a “ina or TNF.

Senclusions hese aeymptonetic men, prior “1 associated

neurologic complicet ions, elevations of fmmavnogiobat - and sort 10

bende were frequently present. suggesting either iatectton within th

rvous system (CHS) of 3 cell dysregulation. The absence Le

sppreciable smounts of 1Fas in the CSF suggests either mir|ebility to

produce IFN, or Leck ef appropriate stimulstion, such #s an ection within

the CNS. The absence I a

Lack of stimulation, or insbility to produce these cytokines. (supported by

4 PO1-NS-25569)

Th. B.P.225 INTRATHECAL SYNTHESIS OF FREE LIGHT CHAINS IN HUMAN

IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS TYPE 1 INFECTED PATIENTS .

Gallo P., Pagni S., Piccinno M.G., De Rossi A.*

Chieco-Bianchi L.*, and Tavolato B.
Institutes of Neurology and * Oncology,

University of PADOVA, YX.

INTRODUCTION. In order to

ITAL!

characterize oral immune response

within the centr: is)

the
in HIV-1 infecued patients, 5

6 e sence ambda free light chains (FLC) of immuno~
globulins (Ig) in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).

RIALS and DS. iB Ol i from 26 patients, ranging WR1-WR6,

ith ithout neurological complications atterns were analyzed by

isoelectric focusing and SDS-electrophore: followed by p: ein transfer

analysis. Albumin CSF/serum ra , dex, 1gG Hyp Funct, HIV-1 Ab,HIV-1

, and onal distribution of ,1gA and IgN, were routinely assessed.

RESU! LC with restricted heterogeneity, in terms of isoelectric point

or molecular weight, were the most fre t CSF immunologic abno: ity, and

re di din of samples, ev in e absence of oligoclonal [,

ulation in Ig production by intrathecally

segregated 3 lynphocytee.in waved infected patients.

Th B. P. 227 LACK OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRYPTOPHAN AND NEUROLOGICAL
DISEASE IN HIV- 1- INFECTED INDIVIDUALS

> M; Price, RW. Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center, New York, NY USA

Obiectives: 1) To confirm previous reports of lowered tryptophan levels in
the plasma and cerebrospinal fluid (rl of HIV-infected patients. 2} To
determine any relationship between tophan concentrations and AIIDS

} or peripheralneuropa
1 46 paatients with ADC the absence of other corfounding ilinesses,

22 of whom had HIV-related PN). were assessed by a rologist and staged
isto the functional severity of and PN. A lintcal scale of motor

nt ssigned. Celrebrospinal fluid (CSF) was availablein
wnarreteS while|plasma was available in Weangran was measured in
these samples by high performance€ liquid chrom

6% had reduced CSF tryptophan coneentrations “while 92% had
lowerediplams concentra ion: “y ere was no significant correlation between
the s either|piasma or CSF tryptophan. Similarly, there was
no relationship with the degree of motor impairment or the presence/severity
of PN. As most paaient had depressed levels ofones fur:
nalysis wasScarried 0 wartiles of tryptophan

concentrations. Aga nt
Gonclusions: Despite the high prevalence and theoretitical implications of
depressed tryptophan concentrations in both CSF and plasma, it 1s unlikely
that tryptophan is involved in the pathogenesis of ADC or HIV-related PN.

Th.B.P.224 SEROTONIN METABOLITE DEFICIENCY IN myINFECTION ge AIDS.
Britton,“carolyn B.; Kranzler, S. 3 Co
HIV ¢ R, Columbia University college of“Shyeielens and
Sueconae New York, New York, U.S.A.

Objective: To determine if cerebrospinal FluidrmaBente amine metabolites

with HIV infection or
ti 4 genic tabolites were analyzed ‘in seventeen cerebro-

spinal fluid specimens fromtêtesmore,with HIV infection or AIDS
 
 
(S-HIAA), were profoundly reduc 4 in3 amples £ L
3.8-17.1 ng/ml; mean 10.1 ng/ml; no: 0 ng/ml = 3 1Leve =
vanillic acid levels ( HVA, a metabolite of dopamine) were variably affected

range 9.4-59 ng/al;.mean 22.9 ng/ml; normal ng/ml 7
In four patients, both 5-HIAA and HVA

Four of the eleven patients wet reduced 5-HIAA
elop.

ach had toxoplaaposis, mona: » unkni tatus with re
Conc : The suggest an se possibly selective, inhibit
effect of HIV infection n serotoni gh HIV is not"detected
n neuronal cell populations, th Ace o rus in ae prese É

alterations in neuronal cellular metabolism and neurotransmitter synthesis
that result in the cerebral and spinal cord syndromes attributed to the virus.

Th.B.P.226 ,crvanonor
INFECTEDINDIVIDUALS
‘SonnerboraA*,**, von Stedingk LV*, Hansson LO***, Srannagted 6.
* Central Microbiological Laboratory, Stockholm, . ** Rostagstulls Hospkal, Karolinska Institute,
Stockholm, Sweden, *** Danderyds Hospital, Stockholm,‘Sweden.

THE CNS OF HIV

 

 

 

 

 

Qbiective, the CN
d b icroglo ntrations | CSF pl re measured

In 56 indh f HIV. RIA orELISA i of HIV-1 from

CSFand plasma were performed.Ele pat ath

primary HIV-1 The ieveis of the two
CSFor plasma isolation
 

 the controls. The concentrations In both CSF

elhighest levels ineeewith AIDS.
concentrations in Ind plasma.
 Conclusion, ler stages of

CondePEarnouDOGICE SPACE Toa sonal processes InCNSad blood

Th.B.P.228 CEREBROSPINAL FLUID FINDINGS IN TWO PATIENTS INFECTED
ITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRU.

vara: . Andrade**, M. A. Pacheco**, V. Bartos
Re de la vas«, J. Auza® *, *San Gabriel Hospital; *Immonology Lab, INLASA,
Ministry of Healthy***UMSA ‘School of Medicine, La Paz, Bolivi

. Thes wo homosexuals
infectedwiwithHV‘mefirst one. M. P., got infected in 1983 inSan Francisco,1US-An

 

source of infection of his partner, R. F., in 19 they w:
prison inTaPaPaz. The partnerbecai ive for HIV in May, 1988 (both|patients
confirmed byer ) they were
lucid, consciou: well-oriented iin time and:space, and undoscopic

not show any neurological anstommatology. M. P. hada

Th € luid by the ELISA
test (confirmed by Western Biot) and the Delayed i aeSkin Test with the

 

ypersensi
following antig PDrsSK/SD (strepkinase and streptodornase), tevanic

d T4/T8 (monocional antibodies
Coulter) with immunofluorescenc microscope.

s. The Delayed Hypersensitivity Skin Test was negative, the lymphocyte subsets
the following results:

Lymphocytes T3 T4 Ts
M. PP, 1,800 (29%) 1.110 (61%) 860 (41%) 650 (59%) 0.7
R.F. 2.672 (32%) 7% (65%) 1106 (58%) 729 (42%) 1.4

Senctusion. Both patien: e infected with the human immunodeficiency virus, both 
logically asymptomatic and CSF were within normal limits. The first patient.

iPD even had anti-HIV antibodies in his CSF.
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Th.B.P.229 LoNeITvDINAL csr cELL counts ANDPROTEIN LEVELS IN 258 Th.B.P.230 CAL PRODUCTION OF IgG IN ATUDTNAL STUDY
ELEIV-INFECTED US AIR FORCE PERSO!

poeme, Douglas VW; Brey, RL; Butzin, CA; Zajac RA;

Wilford Hall USAF1Medical Center, Lackland Air Force Base, Texss, USA

Objective. To descr the CSF ceil counts and protein level changes
observed over time in ted with HIV-1.
Methods. Changes in CSF cells snd protein in 258 SAF 
excluded. Patients were grouped according to T-helper cell (CD4)
counts.

Results.
TT Abn (Time 1) Abn )

Nuc Celis 86/232 (37.1%) 122/214 (572)
CD4 > 400

Protein 61/232 (26.3%) 37/214 (17,32)

Nue Celis 10/26 (38.52) 20/44 (45.52)
CD4 < 400

Protein 6/26 ( 3.12) 8/44 (18.22)
Conclusion. Over time, the perc: of jndtvidvals with > 5 cells/can
increased and the percentage with pote>4 ml decreased

ardless of T-helper cell count. No char correlated with
nesrological functi

Th.B.P.231 Intrathekal antibody production assayed by recom-
“binant antigens, purified gp120 and RIP,

iW, Like’, W. Lier?, J. uous .
Stübers rH. babel3° futé,”S. Poser , H-D. Pohle K. Preigen-

,
IDepartm ateOfNeurology, University of Gôttingen, FRG;
2pepartment of Virology and Immunology, German Primate Research
Center, Gôttingen, FRG; fmann-La Roche . Basel
Switzerland; “II. Medical Clinic, Rudolf Virchow Hospital, Free

Berlin, Berlin FRG.
ical IgG concentrations of a reference serum,

jody production within the CNS can be reliably and repro-
ducibly quantitated (reproducibility + 8%). By
5 recombinant antigens intrathekal antibody produ
found in 20% of asymptomatic and LAS/AR i
show a F/serun quotient >1.5
antibody production by conventtonal ELISA. whe prevalence of
antibodies declined reentage in cerebro-
spinal u and serum fron 88% 17), 95-68 (p24), 84.6%
(endonuklease) and 1
carriers. to (pit). 44.1% (p24), 47.1% (endonuklease) and
83% {reverse transcriptase) for AI i
antibodies to ENV- and 20 could
intrathekal immun

findings provide evidence for a
random loss and /or inactivation of B cell clones in the CNS as
compared to the immune svs

CSF ICROGLOBULIN AS A MARKER OF THE PRESENCE AND
Th.B.P.233 SEVER D OF AIDS DEMENTIA COMPLEX

3 Paul, M;cmartzs M; Price, RW.
Memorial Sloan--Kettering Concer Center, Rien York, USA

Obiectives: ) To assess the utility of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) B
i crogtobul inoxas a marker of the presen of AIDS?
Dementia Complex 2) To compare o other rs and 3) To
determine its neion in response to azidothymidinneazn) therapy.

: Of 155 paired samples 0of CSF and si 9 were fi pat{ents who
8Patients had samples en

before starting AZT and later while on AZT. All pattents had beenassessed

rmacia, Sueden).
t were measured included HIV-L p24, and

opter © ibumin was used as an index of the
integrity|of the blood-brain barrier

: In those patients|with only” ADC, there was a strong correlation
between the concentration CSF and ADC stage (p<0.001). 5 te elevation
was independent of biood-brain barrier dam white
ceil count and serum Compare 9
most useful, while HI p24 the least sensitive. In 7 of the 8 AZT-
treatededpatients with serial“samples, CSF 8,H concentration fell, sometimes

2 CSF is a sensitive but non-specific surrogate marker of th
presence and severity of ADC. Additionally, it may be useful in monitoring
therapeutic response.
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or258HIV-INFECTED US AIR FORCE P|

shall, Douglas W; Brey RL; DotsincasLuce DR;
Sommeil RN

Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, USA

peective. To study changes S immune response and peripheral
immune status in HIV-infectedUSAF personnel over time
Methods. A cohort of 258 HIV-1 infected USAF personnel with a minigun
£ months follow-up were evaluated for changes n CSF IgG,

synthesis rate (IgG-S), IgG index (IgG-I), oligoclonal bands (0CB), and
Patients with CNS oppertuatetic

 
blood T-helper (cD4) lymphocyte counts.
infections were excluded.
Results. ¢ Abn (Time 2)

CD4 > 400 CSF Igs 60/222 (27%) 69/213 (32.42)
Igc-I 85/221 (38.5%) 15/213 (54.0%)
IgG-s 7/238 (30.72) 5 ¢
ocs

CDé < 400 GSF Ig
Ig¢-

 139 )
Gungttttively» wean screeninJe IgG-I, eu vere most significant
(p .005) in those wi 8 > 400 cells/
Concisesion. Elevateda16 tntrathecel proeductionoover time is present in the
entire cohort. ongitudinal quantitative change (no
8 withCDS counts > 400 cells/cm. Cros
sectional“deta over various CD4 counts show similar trend.

Th.B.P.232 QUINOLINIC ACID CONCENTRATIONS ARE INCREASEDINPLASMAAND
CEREBROSPIN,ALFLUID IN AIDS ANDCORRLEATES

Heyes®, BJ. Brew**, SP. Mary"MaA. Martin®**, R.W.Price**, D, Robinow” and A.M. Salazar***,
1 , 2, Bethesda 2 . y**. Walter

 

Reed AMC***, Washington DC, U.S.A.

 

brain spy, white matter pallor and infiltrates of multinucleated giant cells. welhave found increased
 (QUIN,an

itogen (J. Neate.am.988) SL. 1846).
Con, ÀQUN ina Le ins of AIDS pant, QUIN con neurologic
abnormalities in

Methods: QUIN was measured by using [ DI-QUIN : J

HIV infection (Walter Reed scale i-2) and 114 AIDS patients.

Results: 1p controls, CSFQUIN war 18.443.4 nmol/L and QUIN was 43766 nmol/L,val
for our laboratory. InTEneieeee meltsSeaON4%ofputs

 

saisoaRECSFBen?GS.areaesten
not correlated with ibumin CSF/plasma

the kynurenine pathway. Increased QUIN mayeaeaealeenaeeectADS.

Th. B.P.234 ADENOSINE DEAMINASE (ADA) VALUES IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUID OF
ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTED PATIENTS

.Sirera,C.Pastor,J. Romeu €. Tural,A.Jou,M.Foz.
Infectious Diseases Unit.Hosp fe Badalona "Germans Trias i Pujol”
Badalona.Barcelona. Catalonta. Spa ",
Objective:To determ the norm s for ADA in CSF of HIVasie
patients. Material: 30asymptomatic patients (20 males and 10 females):27 we
intravenous drug abusers(IDAs);2 homosexuals and 1 had frequentcontacts with
prostitutes.Patients belonged to stage III and IV-C2.Antibodies

suspected, ADA assessment if elevated may give a rapid clue for initiating
specific treatment.
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Th.B.P.235 Th.B.P.236FLUD

Aa.Hen?Dewlechabrelo,A°; Kelieme, C.°*;Duneton, P.°*; Schuler, E.***;Hurnux,

*Laborstore de Bectetdoge-Yrloge, Hopkel de la Pitié-Selpftriére, Paris, France, *Dépatemont de
Meeracae,Partologie et Senté Publique, Hôphal dete Piié-Selp!Bière, Paris, France,*NSEFM

Objective. TOanaththe contribution of virological etudy of CSF to the Gagnosis and monitoring of
etHYid:
Methods. Hi p from patients involvedin a
prospecth ed wthsean (eAWe HY antigon and epecific
aribodeswereested bye:conventional enzynedink ed immun: . Yrus culture wes performedwth

weted peripheral blood proiepétcols; H¥ wesdetected in culture by reverse transcriptase
assay, HI¥ antigon ElAend specific proviralDNAamplification using PCA.

in analysis CSF specinons, HY wes recovered from only 8 semples (20%)

were cuture-p recovery more frequent in the case of
nestanstersages HYinfection (596); virus recovery was ebservedin petionts wRhout

urological sym, inassocidion opportunistic inf sndreopteansothedr
putative HIY encporte in a partiel rei CSF specimens), a samples were feund to heve HY
antibodies,most of them exciting highthersean eddence ofintons inethecel syrthese endneapperent
corelatienathH¥recovery. HYribodesCS) in progress.
anThe specticty àCSFHYmatersearato be poerterthe ponts of HiY¥-releted diseases of

Th.B.P.23 SEROTONIN METABOLITE persone IN arere ” AIDS

Britton, serre CH 3 Na: 3 Cot

# ENTER, Columbia rsscouleteVevalesans and
Surgeons, New York, New Yor!

Objective: To determine if cerebrospinal fluid biogenic amine metabolites
infection or AIDS

were analyzed. in seventeen cerebro-

n patients with HIV infection or AIDS

using high performance liquid chromatography.
Results: Level the serotonin metabolite, s~hydroxyindoteacetic acid
(5-HIAA), were profoundly reduced in 13 samp. om li patients: range
3.8-17.1 ng/ml; mean 10.1 ng/ml; normal }30ng/nl = 33% penal lev el.

anillic acid levels ( HVA, a metabolite of dop: e) were var:
affected: range 9.4-59 1 ÿ30 ng/ml = 76%normal

had toxoplasmosis, pulmonary TBC, unknown HIV
lata suggest an early, possibly Selective, inhibitory

on gh is not detected
in may cause

alterations in neuronal smitter synthesis

that result in the cerebral and spinal cord syndromes attributed to the virus.

ANDEPENDENT CELLULAR CYTOTOXICITYfApee
D AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID (CSF) OF HIV

INFECTED ZAIRIANP. TS.
BrownChristopher. Perriens J., Lubaki N., Fauci A.,

Quinn T., Projet SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire, Nationa! Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Md., Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Md, U.S.A.

Th.B.P.239

To determine whether1HIV-1 specifiic ADCC is found in the CSF of
HIV-1 infected patients, and, if so, to exaaminearelationship to early (N+), late
(N++) or absence (N-) of neurologic (CNS)sy:

We F from aThospitalized HIV-1 infected individuals.
ase assay, using

, DCC
detectabic CSF ADCC. Another had 29% ADCCrelease in the CSF and no detectable

i CC, Mean ADCClevels (percent chromium release) in clinical groups were as
fatlows:

AIDS+ AIDS-DEADALIVE N- N+ Nt+
BLD ADCC 21% 31% 28% 27% 29% 26% 28%
CSF ADCC 20% 30% 25% 27% 31% 21% 17%

À decrease in CSF but not blood apee was seen in patients with
progressive neurologic discase suggesting that CSF ADCC mayplay an important role
in the HIV-1 specific immune response in the SrA nervous system.

Cerebrespinal Finid and Blood markers im HIV serepositive individ
‘emplications. E. J. Singer, M.D*., K, Syeda,PAD? P.=

D.ÀMoman, M.D**., B. Chandon, B.S., LunMD P. Shepshak, Ph.D.
Tourteliotte, M.D., Ph.D* Los Angeles, CA 90073, Depis, of ®*Medicine

sehen,UAetofekSAwepteiedPathology,
University ofMeme Miami, FL, U.S.A,

as synecuically

in demented versus non-demented subjects

showed a significant (p<.0.0001) elevation ofp24 antigen

Sppinl,respectively) Subjects with CNS motor
‘WBCicmm

‘snoderais to severe. i tended to have lower sysiemic imumane competence (74) and

tightinioorom Een Mecwho did sagon lheOeband, ve foundindividaals who immune
and were Additionally, individuels with de

motor dysfunction severe dementia, also had more pleacytosis and higher BB igG
synthesis rate, evidence that thero wasa more intense reaction in the CNS mcrvows sysiem. is

concordant with increased manifested by the in

Th. B.P.238 INCREASING CSFABNORMALITIES INOAINFECTEDINDIVIDUALS
DECLINING S IMMUNE STATU:

McArthur, J.H.; Herman, C.; Furzadegan, H.; Margolick,
J.; Sash, A., Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, Baltimore, MD USA

Objective: T logical status and peripheral
Sed Ceapneomwspepenewly(lene AIDS Cort Sd)
Methods: 25 homosexual/bi punctures (LP) i
along with standardized neurological and ouropeychological testing, and flow cylometrie measurement of
CD counts CSF analysis included cell count (WBC), total protein, aligoclonal bands (OCB),

in concentration (1gG%), blood-brain-barrier integrity (BEB), andand HIV-1isolation. At the
tn ofeitetsere COCGrpIedwe

telated
Subjects were stratified into those with
stable CD4 counts(<15% decrement): Gaade Gr
ee or decrease in abnormalities.

in CSP parameters from LF #9 to LE#2
ren WBC Protein 1gG% BBB

>+2mm >+5mg/dl Su 206 206 +

Deciine CD4 (n=20)  -302/mm: 9/20 8/2 7/2 10/20 1/2
Stable CD4 (n=5) ifn 3/5 2/5 1/5 1/5 as 0/4

raCE i
(20%) with stable CD4 counts.EEaeeeere the moe somneon changes

Condosion: status associated with i CSF abnormalities,readHIVEactaionwibia CNS. increasing possibly

Th. B. P. 240 IMMUNOPHENOTYPING IN ASYMPTOMATIC NEUROLOGICALL'
. SYMPTOMATIC ANTI-HIV-1 Poste ANTI-HTLV-1 NEGATIV!ve MEN

we, Berger .**, LaVole, L.** andFletcher,

M.% #4, *VA Medical Center and wiunivereicy ofMiaui, Miamt,

Objective T are distribution of Lymphocyte subsets in asymptomatic and
neurologically symptomatic men with HIV-1 infection, with each other and
with aaacwarcontrols.

of a study of the neurologic aspects of H.
Les iaeyaptonacic saci.HIV-1 (+) men, 18 anti-mei(+) men with
neurologic symptoms and 18 anti-HIV-1 (-) male risk factor and age matched
controls were enrolled ina“ongitudinal study. All were anti-HTLWV-1

tive. eli: were obtained for lymphocyte subsets by 2
ee or flow cytometric analysis using 7 pairs of monoclonal antibodies.

Significant differences, elther between the anti-HIV(+)EEups and

controls* or between the sysptomatic and asymptomatic groupes
tected in all pairs, except for total T (Tl) and total B (B1).

Thee 2HAETO48 ABGETOAH TEE 124TS+¥ Tal+Tli+ NKH.1+#
controls 913 428 595 642 114 546 354
asympt. 533% 235% 311% 939% 341% 331* 257%
sympt. 431% ee 155% té 332% 864% 322* 325* 222%

 

 

Compared te controls, anti-HIV-1 (+) men had significantly

r nunbers of T4 cells and 2 subs:etsofmé Till cells eeTERthe Tal
with the 1 killer cell marker, NKH.1.

yaphocyte:
ressor/cytotoxic Tcells. is rmality may predispoae the HIV

infected individual to neurologic abnormalities. (Supp. by 1 folYs- 29569)
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FLUX aTDs P
Rouges, ©Catherine ; Lebas, J.# a Sobel. A.** ; Everaere, S. and Dray, F.
INSERM et Institut Pasteur, 75724 Paris, France ; replier Saint-Antoine,

Paris, France ; M#CHU Henri Hover. Créteil, Franc:

we 6-ENDORPHIN AND ACTH
IM CEREBROSP:

Neurologic disorders are often associated with alterations of the
ystem in the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). AS there is a

communication between the 6 i ystems, it

appears important to evaluate the level of neuropeptide secretions m AIDS

patients. Cerebrospinal fiuid (CSF) was pe blood,
because neuropeptides from CSF provide a more representative picture of

cerebral metabolisn from 16 AIDS patients and 10 heal subjects
were radioimmunoassayed Forae to 7 peptides after acidic extraction. The
resu.sults were expressed a: + sem (pg/ml) and showed AIDS pati

a - significant “decrease ry corticotropin releasing factor (CRF
312 “17, (control 76419, n=10) p:
toontro! 7987, n=it) p<0.05 and for ACTH
<0.

 
CSF of AIDS patients, Further studies are required to

correlate these abnomalities with the HIV infestation

anPRESIN DIFFERENT STAGES OF naNPECTION

Th.B. P.243 ‘ia, R.*; Maserati, R.*; , M.*; Franciotta,D.**;
meraTe,EL

*Infectious Disease Dept., IRCCS BolTirico San Matteo - University of Pavia.

-TREES-C. Mondino - University of Pavia, 27100 Pavia, Italy.

Tesear Cr changes dedifferent stages Ÿ

 

‘infection we evaluated CSS and sera from 54 con-
bi

 

 

pont subdivided in shit with: (A) CNS opportunistic infections -0I-; (B) extr: OI and/
or neoplasms; (C) CNS currently related to a direct HIV action. Specimens were ined
for chemistry and microbiological Findings, blood-brain barrier darege (BBBD) and intrathecal an-
tibody syntesis (IAS) indexes and presence of oligoclonal bands and anti-HIV specific an-
tibodies in the CSF. Results are displayed here below:

stage asymptonatic PGL/ARC AIDS

test {a} (8) (c)
BBED none 1/12 6/16 3/14 2/9
TAS 3/3 4/12 4/6 4/14 2/9
BBaD + IAS hore none 4/16 1114 39
CF anti-p24 11 6/12 313 4/13 4/6
 

Tm our series IAS was detected in the 100% of asymtomatic individual and in 22.2 to 33.2% in

ing an early retroviral ee even in neurologically silent pts. No sta-
tisticalysigiicat difference in AIDS CNS indexes that cou

idered useful in differentiating HIV related ‘injuries from CNS HIV-caused O1.

Th. B. P.245 THE CSF-HIV MARKERS IN THE OIFFERNT STAGES OF INFECTION

i.Pristerä, O.Moling, F. Tezzan*, E. sien+ À. Castagna?, L. Grimaldioe

esi, *. Vedovelli 6. Sël

ot Gen. Hosp. Bolzano

Raffaele: "iniversityF Milano. Italy.

PLFrEtLAarch yA. “Lazzarine > U. Gaspat*

Inf Di 5apnea 3? nf,Dis.Dep. Hosp. Sacco, sokeurol .

Dep. Hosp.

Objective. To compare the pattern of CSF-HIV sarkers with the serological o

Methods. 65 serum and CSF saeples were collected sisultaneously in 58 patients with HIV-infect-

, Env.-core recomb. (EIA), Western Blot, IEF assays were carried out.

Results. The following table sussarizes the pattern of serum and CSF-HIV sarkers, 
Months fros inf. number of H.1.V.-4g b anti-core Ab anti-env. legend:

and pathology sanples serue CSF serue CSF serum CSF A.O.: AIDS Dementia,

<6 2 - ~ + - + + 3: CNS-disease

7-24 14 - - + ott + + others than
>25 19 - - + + + + +: positiv

A.1.0.8. 15 +f- - +/- - + + +: weak positive,

A.0./CNS-d. 15 #4 - - + + = negat

Conclusions. 1) The CSF-anticore Ab in acute infection are detectable later as cospared with the

serological ones; in intermediate stage the two patterns are analogous; in later stages of di-

sease their disappearance from CSF anticipates fhe serological fall. 2) The CSF-antienvelope

Ab are detectable precociously and persist. 3) The CSF HIV-Ag have been found only in patients

it sea sage that sediseases aay stisulate the viral replication

of HIV infect
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Th. B. P.242 BRAIN RADIOLOGICAL, NEUROLOGICAL AND NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL FOL-
LOW-UP IN RELATION TO INTRATHECAL IMMUNE RESPONSE IN HIV

eat 3 4 5 5Elovaara, Iring”’ Poutisine®,E., Raininko,R., Valanne, L. Virta, Avan
Lähdevirta, Jy Deepa:rtment of Virology,  Neurolegy, Radiology, Teiversiey

Helsi Aurora Hospital end Kivelëä Hospital’, elsinki, Finland,
Objective. To evaluate brain CT an MRI fin in relation to neurolo-
gical and cognitive dysfunctions and to intrathecal humoral -“immune response.

thods. 35 HIV-infected patients (21 at early infection, 14 at late infec-
tion) were followed up mos 3 years with repeated brain radiological,
neurological, neuropsychological inatio d id a i nological
analyses. Results. 497 the patients had atrophic changes at an initial .

on. Patient th cognitive dysfunction, tion, increasedlate infec
intrathecal HIV-antibody synthesis, and decreased B-cell response had the
most severe and most frequent atrophic changes including ventricular enlar-
gement, cerebellar a:trophy cortical atrophy, brain stem atrophy and parenc-

ymal lesions. £i ination the radiological abi itie re
seen in 752 of the Satioata, 262 of th vel atrophic changes during
the fo ; further increase in severity the changes found in 292%

the cases, while in 9: jects initial abnormal ined unc-
hanged. In cases the appearance/progression of radiological changes was

associated with further deteriorati. cognitive fun e-exami-
ned, of CSF changes only intrathecal HIV-antibody synthesis persisted in
most patients, whil a. TasG synthesis along with CSF pleocytosis were

ly. Conclu: 5 Our results show that with the (progression

of HIV infection, as intrathecat B-cell response decreases, braii‘ain MRI a
abnormalities together with cognitive dysfunction and CNS HLV-entibody synthe-

Th.B. P.2 NEOPTERIN AND —MICROGLOBULIN IN
CEREBROSPINAL FÊUID INFECT

Goebel, Frank-D.+, Bogner, J.R.+, Junge-HOlsing|
Matuschk Heinrich, ‘B. +, Einhäup.
klinik, *Neurologische Klinik, Universitae mänchen, FRG

  

OBJECTIVE: To assess the value of Neopterin (Npt) and B
croglobuiin (B.-MG) in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) as pafame
ters of£ patholégical processes in the central nervous system
CNS) .

“Mi

THODS: Npt, parue: cell count, protein, albumin and IgG
pairewere determined i d samples of blood and CSF in 95 HIV

infected patients (WR1-WR6) and 17 contro.
RES! 3 T g ount elevated serum values and
blood-brain-barrier ly: ction (BBBD) (ratio albumin
CSF/serum) a significant correlation was fo CSF
between Npt - protein (p<0.05) Npt - cell count (WR1-4:
p<0.0 in con oO 5+6: p>0. ä protein
(p<0,.01). BBBD correlated with CSF Npt (p<o. 65), but with
B,-MG only in early stages (p<0.001). In 17/19 patients with

6.7 serum >1.0severe HIV-encephalopathy.9ghrortuni-
stic infection or lymphoma in the CNS was diagnos
CONCLUSION: Np’taana B aein CSF.appear to be vaaluable para-
meters for the iagnés.sis of HIV infection or secondary
complications in’the bra.

Th. B. P.246 cerebrospinal fluid analysis in opportunistic brain

cti

Weifeiea”Lier, S. Poser*, G. Régler**, H.D. Pohle**
K. Felgenhauer* *Department of Neurology, University of. Goetin-
gen, ** pndversitétsk)inikum Rudolf Virchow (Wedding), Berli
Federal Republic of Germany

Objective. To differentiate HIV encephalitis from opportunistic
brain infections by CSF alysis.
Methods. Fifty-nine patients with AIDS were analyseed, 29spatients
had opportunistic brain infect.ions (toxopla

coccal meningitis, PML, viral and

Enmunoglobul ins G, and M, intrathecal production of HI
bodi and intrathecal production of Toxoplasma gondii antibodies
werequantified by ELISA.

Results. Evidence for chronic HIV encephalitis was found in 52/58

duced T. ients with toxo-
plasmic encephalitis not in other opportunist infections.
Conclusion. Quantitatio £f immunoglobulins G, is of high= ic i :

ints an opportunistic infection
a was n n HIV encephalitis. Tnérathecal T. gondii anti-
body production was found in 64% in toxoplasmic encephalitis and
may be considered in diagnostic procedures
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Th.B.P.247 MODIFICATIONS BIOLOGIQUES DU L.C.R. AU COURS DE
owe L'INFECTION PAR LE V.LH.

*VERGNEAt,CAUDIE C.t,TOURAINEF.tLIVROZETJM,
QUINCY CHA.TOURAINE JL:
avillon P. Hopital Edouard Herriot 69437 Lyon Cédex 03. FRANCE.

FRANCE.

Object i n
Méthodes: pa (20p

: Jonales (BO),

“ Jogle inflammatoire),
l'augl A éabiti LCR
et meat

associées au VIH ou à une co-infection.
i nous ne

és. L'évolution de la

Index d'igG ( x+SD ) 1,0740,53 0,73+0,16 0,6740,14 Ns0,7
Index Ac antl VIH(x4SD) 6,3 43,1 5,144,8 2,142, Ns
Présence de BO (%) 80 40 1

SIDA
 

Connie ions biologiques du Pl
plus marquées;ces résultats montrent que l'invasion du SNC par le VIH est trés précoce.

Th.B.P.249 DIRRDen FEATURES OF HTLV-1 ASSOCIATED MYELOPATHY

ineolana BruceJ; Aronow HA; Hardy, W; Cronin, K;
Price, RW. Memorial “Sloan:“kettering Cancer Center, New York NY USA

QObiectives: To delineate the clinicalnd pathological features of two patients
coinfected with HIV- 1 and HTLV-I, both of whom ha

: Two black US residents” both with AIDS, were found to have
HTLV-1 antibodies in the serui patient had hhad symptoms of a
myelopathy in 1973, 9 years before developing AIDS. leg weakness was
clinically stable until the last few months of life. The nat
onsisted of marked atrophy, meningeaal fibrosis and smal} vessel p

without perivascular infiltrates or vacuolar myelopathy. The bFi showed a
multinucleated-cell encephalitis with:detectable HIV-1 p24 antigen. The second
patient had a myelopathy that developed in the termi
disseminated prostatic cancer
meningeal fibrosis, prolifeeration of small vessels
perivascular infiltrates but again without vacuolar myelopathy. The brain
showed white matter pallor and astrocytosis without detectable HIV-1 p24

HAM occur and progress in AIDS patients despite the
concomitant ‘imunodefictency. Its clinical features are indistingui shable from
vacuolar myelopathy but the pathological chaangJes are separ The relative
lack of in enmay pertain to ‘burn t’ dise: oFthe effects of
immunodeficjency. Whether HAM eeea different clinical course in HIV-
infected patients awaits larger studies

 

Th.B.P.251 eneroPERIPHERIQUES ASSOCIEES AL'HIV.
**, P. Laclereq", J.P. Stahi", P. Stoebner*”, M. Micoud”

des Mala
Hospitalier Nora- Grenobie - France

 

 

 

 

 

Oblectit é rtain étudié
la relatio éticulaires {ITR
électronique,et la gravité de linfection. hé étidlés: 5 SIDA 2

ARC. © 4 él

tronique. à mn
Bé W
 

à une irieati é

vaisseaux endomysiaux dans 7 cas sur
corrék

 

T4/T8,

stade évolutif de la maladie.

Neurologle: visualisation et aspects pathologiques
Neurology: Imaging and Pathologicai Studies

Th B P 248 OeHUMAN CENTRALNERVOUSYSTEM (CNS) TISSUES

Budka, Herbert. Neurological Institute, University
of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

 

To clarify frequency, cellular tropism, andFeration
uctive HIV infection in hum

Methods. Immunocytochemistry for HIV pi 24, and ettSer
opporrtunistic pathogens, on

d NS”autopsy

Massive production of HIV is invariably associated vith promi
ic in the

appear& as microglia/macrophage-mediated, possibly via secretion
by productively infected cells of myelinotoxic factor(s
{Supported by the Lord Mayor's Medical-Scientific Fund, Vienna)

 

CAN HIV-1 ALONE INDUCE A SUBACUTE ENCEPHALITIS?

A MORPHOMETRIC AND PNOCITOCHEMICAL STUDY
#;. Reux, LA: Yeux

Th.B.P.250

Katlama, C.* J.-J. *
“La salpuiiareenndeinsPasteur, Paris, France,

Objectives, | )To study the relationship between the topography of microglial nodules
tultinucleated giant cells ina series of 30 patients with HIV-subecute encephalitis aaeesper
cortical function rmine
with other pathogens ( infections/tumors), |

ean

we reviewed Numerous frozen sections ( 100en) for immunodetection of HIY-! antigens,
toxoplesma, CMY and papove viruses.
Results, Sity per cent had less than 10 microglial nodules. Muttinucleeted gient calls were

neir number linked to other les:
reraewere significently more frequent in the basal ganglia and brain stem,“Oient cal
rayofwrenhepel lidum and white matter. The presence of HIY- 1 antigens did not depend on

density of m nodules or giant cells. In ail cases, HIV- 1 wes detected in subacute ncophalite
associated withauneinfections or lymphoma. There were no instances of subacute
encephalitiss assoc!lated exclusively with HIY- 1.

structuresknown tobebe involved in subcortical dementlas. 2Oppertunistc Infections or
UV 1

y infected 1y

in latently infected reservoir callsof

EARLY ASTROCYTE INVOLVEMENT IN NEUROAIDS

Th.B.P.252 Taruscio Domenica”, Malehiodi Albedi F.°,
» Donelli G.Stagni Gc, Francisei D.°

jtaboratorio di Ultrastrutture, Istituto Superiore di sented, Roma; °°Isti-
uto di Malattie Infettive, Università di Perugia,

Pauluzzi S.°*,

In the studies on the neuropathology of AIDS, astrocyte involvement has
generally received little attention. The frequency and diffusionoF astrocy-

fplasia in cerebral tissue, however, better correlat: with the

frequen and seriousness of CNS involvement an AIDS, especially‘when compa-
red with the incidence of other uch as microglial nodules and
multinucleated cells, which are considered the hallmarks of nevroAIDS.
ere, studied ti! patterns of astrocyte involvement on paraffin sections
from the cortical tissue of 9 ects d@ shown signs of diffuse CNS
involv: t be ore the exitus, by immunchistochemical demonstration of

frequent modification was an increase in number and size ofGFAP. The so
aetrocytic foot processes around blood vessels, ch was present in 8 out
of 9 cases, was often associated with clustering of astrocytes around the

he only histological abnormality present in the

was less frequent, especially
dules, ch cases, did

composed of astrocytes, although aroun:
kness of astrocytic cell processes was often evident. In 5

cases, hypertrophy as well yperplasia of astrocytes was observed. The

ind of astrocytic foot processes hype: sia, in absence of histopatho-
dostcal signs of other neural cell t: involvement, peat8 that astrocy-

may be involved early in the neuropathology of AID:
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Th.B.P.253 ETUDE PAR RESONANCE MAGNETIQUE DES
ATTEINTES CEREBRALES AU COURS DU SIDA DE
L’ADULTE: CONFRONTATIONS AUTOPSIQUES.

Iretet_P.M.Sandoz-Tronca C.Levilain R.Vezeuc F.Mathissen L, Gray F.Miko! J.Vedrenne C.
institut PasteurParisFrance.

Qbiectifs: comparaison entre le diagnostic évoqué eur l'imegs de Fésonance Magnétique (FM) et
l'analyse du cerveau post-mortem.

Méthode: à partir de 200 ux examinés analyse des 

Béauitats: clans certains ons la corrélation eat nette ( aboés toxoplasmiques, LEMP à Papova virus),
dane cf 1 Ma cfécie lmoh Cependant L blème le oius dél:

reste coli des encéphaiïtes diiuses :signification desdes augmentations ciffuses ds signe des centres
ovales? de la dilataion ventricuisire? des bordures ventriouisires renforcées d'unprignts des
zones de haut signel(ZHS) ponetiormesisoises ou cleséminges? analyse cles de la fosse
postérieure?
a

serena Bion soctort lee attains re cert NOot fon renews a a wore és
infectieux simultanés,

SINGLE PHOTON EMISSION COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (SPECT) FINDINGS IN HIV INFECTION,

Pigorini F.° Pau FM.°;Galgeni 5.7sNarciso P.*; aesOnaeyDe

U.S.L..FM/10 Nuclear Med. Dept. Neurology Dept.” ;
"L.Spallarzani" Hosp. Infect.Dis.. Dept. Rome, Italy.

evaluate the sensitivity of SPECT cerebral blood flow shuties to disclose brain
iwolvenent inHIV infection in conparian to CT scan and NAR findings.

METHODS. This study includes 25 patients. 17 AIDS, 4 ARC and 4 HIV seropositive all with neurolo

gical signs or symptoms. Local cerebral blood flow wes evaluated by 90rflC-tM-PAD SPECT and rele-

Pathophysiological
the possibility of "falee negatives’ has to be taken into account. There is, thus, the concrete

hope to disclose neurological involvement in asymptomatic HIV seropositive patients.

Th. B.P.257 CEREBRAL ATROPHY IN HIV-1-INFECTED PATIENTS RELATIONSHIP
TO NEUROLOGICAL AND iaPSSYCHOLOGICAL ASURES

G; Bren BJ; Sadler, AE;
Dorfman, D; Sidtis, JJ; Birnlak, ts Rottesbers,ns Price, RW. Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York,

Objective: valuate the relationship between cerebral atrophy, assessed
by compute’rized.tomographic (CT) head scans, and neurologica) and neuro-
psychological impairment in HIV-1- infected patients.

4 patients (age <50) received à total of 42 CT scans in the
context of clinical evaluation. Patients were examined neurotogical! ys
staged with respect to the severity of the AIDS dementia complex (ADC), and
received neuropsychological tests. Using a set of predefined "standards",

moderate, or severe with regard to sulcal, ventricular, and sylvian’ fissure
enlargement. Ratings were summed to derive an overall index of atrophy.

: Cerebral aatrophy increased significantly with increasin:
{ < 08)à moderate to severely demented patients had significantly greater
atrophy than equivocally or mildly demented patients (p<.05). Atrophy
correlated with the following neuropsychological tests: Trail Making A
(p=.03)Gait(p= 8(p<id Digit Symbol (p<.01), Verbal Learning (p<. ol}, and
Timed Gait

at “eerebral atrophy may be seen in patients without clear
functional feurological mpairment, while more severe atrophy relates
with progressive ADC and worsening neuropsychological performance,
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Th. B.P.254 APPORT DE L’IRM AU DIAGNOSTIC PRECOCE DES

COMPLICATIONS ENCEPHALIQUES pu SIDA

P.M, Trotot, C. Sandoz-Tronca, M.Thibierge, A.E. Cab

R.Lavayssiere, J.M. Biget, J.Vignaud. Institut Pasteur,Paris

 

Objectifs: détarminer l'apport de l'Imagerie par Rescnanca
Magnètique (IRM) au diagnostic tes complications encepnal i ques:
encéphalites subaigués ou lésions focales, n euses

 

ral
Ll A des dossiers des 300 niers patie
Deeits comparaison IRMTenadenel tombtri eCTDM) à Confrontation

avec les résultats des preuves thérapautiques, des opsies

stéréotaxiques et des autopsi
Résultats: deux tableaux cliniques peuvent ftra opposts:
-apparition brutale de fièvre et de troubles neuro-psychiques
détérioration progressive ds début insidieux.
ans e remier cas la M est souvent suffisante pour
reconnaftre l’existance d’une où plusieurs lésions focales,

cependant la détection précoce des lésions toxoplasmiques est is
fait de 1°IRM avec ou sans GBadolinium,,
Dans cond 1°IRM permet de différencier lésions focaies et

diff lesqualles plusieurs types sont identifiés:

 

Conclusion: essai ds mise en place d'un algorythme de décision.

Th.B.P.256 'BRAIN MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) FINDINGS IN HIV INFECTION.
Toezi V.* ;Ciciani R.*;Galgeni S.** jRoaci seinen:ViscoGiuseppe*et al
“U.S.L. RM/10,"L.Spellanzeni"HospitalDept.Infecti 5 &

Neurology

findings to the clinical, pathological and T brain data.
‘ETHOS. MRI and TC of the brain were performed in 107 HIV Ab+ ve patients with neurological si-
5 or symptoms. MRI findings were compared to the clinical picture in all patients and, in Dof

them, also with the pathological diagnosis.

LE ne mecr et pete ee seens ve se

 

 

 

‘CONCLUSIC MX tio, although being langely useful insuggeoting differential

diagnosis in HIV patients with 1 cannot be considered as pathognommic.MAI

t agnosis for the early

detection of HIV encephalopatiy.

 Th.B.P.258 AUTORADIORAPHIC AMLYSIS©
AN (PERIPHERAL TYPE BENZODIAZEF LIGAND

veon-Jecoues ; Cort Sezdovitch, V.; Grilta, M.;Dayokerts, CG;
Hénin,D. rlease, Paris, France,

 

Methods, Postosimortem brain somples from 5 cases of AIDS subacute encephalitis end from 3 controt
brains were frozen in tsopentane and processed for “5 eutoradiogrephy ess previously described

(1,2, 3). An irreversible (3H PK 14105) 3

NoauZoNofof tn addition, the following steins were
perfor: sertal sections : acid phosphatase, Leu-M3,Leu- M5, Ki M6, K1M7, anti GFAP end
ont! aC(518ond p25)antibodies.

 

4. À 3;

single cellsor 1 d

per Ivasculer cuffs, Other f these sites.

@;sites*wore seen es well In HIV+ es in HIV- brains.

Conelus: |

(3), and nat the presence of HIV- 1 The avalable positron ( | 1c-pk 1 195)end ray ('25}-PK
4,5) may render possible their i

ve diagnosis and study ofADS subacute encephal itt
1. Benavides et al J. Pharmacol. Exp. 1989 inpress.2aaa Brain Res 445,77-90
(1988). 3, Benavides et al Annals Neurol. 24, 708-712( 1988). 4. Cherbonneeu et el Circulation
73. 476-483 ( 1986).S, Cittex et al Soc Neurose. Abstr XIII, 263.5 (1987).
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CEREBRAL METABOLIC (PET), NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAND
Th.B.P.259 RMALITIES IN PATIENTSEONABNO

lelkern, M..; Ropchan, J., Evans, G., Blahd, W., Fiynn,
F, et al. We feteran’s ‘Administration Medical Center and UCLA Schoo
ofMedicine,Los Angeles, CA, U.S.A,

Objective. TiTo determinethe relatiionship betweenbetween cerebral metabolic function and
re/neurologic status in persons wit
Methods. consecu

severity of
nKettering stagingcriteriaia(SE for AIDS Dementia Complex using a

rating. All ratings were perfo: indepen
Results. seven of the 17 (41%) subjectseeanetrated both PET abnormalities and
neuropsychological dysfunction while 3/17 (18%) demonstratedboth normal PET and

leuropsychologic testneuropsych studies. ingclassified 12 Se tinicalyfiontifed
abnormal (1 1/23.d. below th ty 6 of the 17, OF these 6. L LE

d mgaro mareabo cullencn
Ketteringscale Teoofthe € subjects who demonstrated abnormalPETPET scans did not

Conclusion. Neuropsychologic abnormalities wereLeprevalent iin our AIDSmae than

 

 

clinically identified cerebral metabolic dysfunction Neuropsycholo
neurologic abnormalities may cour in the absenceofclear Arcerebral meapaliedyatunction
using clinical interpretation inpersonswitwith AIDS. Statistical examination usingig regions|
of interest on PET

ical int tion used in this study.

Neuroiogle: atteintes neurologiques du VIH asymptomatique
Neurology: Neurological InvolvementIn Asymptomatic HIV

Marder, Karen; Bell, K.; Deoneie® G.; omens J.3 Todak, G.;
Williams, J.B.W.; Erhardt, A.; Mayeux,

HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies, Tar tarState Psychiatric
Institute and Columbia University, New York, NY, U.S.A.

Œiective: ‘To document overt neurological disease after seroconversion in a
cohort of gay men in N.Y.C.

Methods: A structured neurologic exam,
ratingscale, was developed
status of subjects. Medical staging was independent of the
anda i ‘ic interv:
Results: .160 gay men, tia HIV+ and42 HIV-, were evaluated.

ic, 31 were mildl: symptomatic, (32had IC, and none
s and ion in the

usion: Historically, neurologic signs may be present transiently at
the time of seroconver: , Non-cognitive, neurologicalcal manifestations
are not more prevalentinin ivemen, Prior studies documenting frequent
aeragrosFindings in seropositive men may not have included appropriate
comparison Seronegative “at risk" individuals must be included
in ceadies.

T4 LYMPHOCYTE Cot AND THE PRESENCE OF ABNORMALITIES ON

pierce EXAMIRATION IN ASYMPTOMATIC HIV SEROPOSITIVETh.B.P.26

JosephR.Berger.M.D."", M. McCarthy", L.
neome, E. Lo+ L. Pall”.

of Neurology’, Internal Medicine’, and Pediatrics! ,

theeUniversity of Miami sensed of Medicine, and the Departmen

Dermatology”, nai Medical Center, Miami, Florida,

Resnick”, M. A. Fletcher,

The presence of abnormal neurological findings on entry examination i

91 ssymptonatiieary seropositive subjects was correlated with T4 Lemghecyte

Ft on i mental status examination was mo

thTa*S00 cells/cu mm (62.52 v. 32.32).

35 (11.42) subjiecs with Ta <400 had abnormal ocular i
© ith h + Postural instability to threat was
ommon 92)ia the former group and tended to be of

Neither frontal release signs (snout, grasp, glabellar,
palmomental} nor a brisk jaw jerk correlated with T4 levels

Elevated serum p24 Ag (>20 peg/ml) was detected in 152 of subjects with
Té <400, but in none of the subjects with T4 2400. p24 antigenva
negative in the CSF of all asymptomaomatics Serum p24 Ag was mor!€ highly

predictive, though not as sensitive, as 14 counts for the appearance of

neurological abnormalities.
e appearance of abnormalities of mental status, ocular smooth

pursuit, and postural stability correlated with the T4 level and presence

of serum pa Ay tnPas tomatic HIV seropositive subjects
Supported by National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Strokes

Program Project PO1-NS25569

Th.B.P.260 HM-PAO SPECT AND GD-DTPA ENHANCED MR IMAGING
cilia IN CNS-MANIFESTATIONS|oF AIDS

Cordes.M.*; Henkes, H.*; 1%; Jochens, R.*; Heise, W.**
and Felix, R.*.
“Department of Radiology, University Clinic Rudolf Virchow / Chariotenbarg,

Free University Berlin, ** Auguste Victoria Hospital, Berlin, W.-Germany,

cr MR have demonstrated a high senaitiity in detecting Drain oor. determination
neeeceantngtaeleven is til poor. However, ity is crucial for and therapy.

Objective: To determine the diagnostic valueof Fof HM-PAO SPECT in patients with ini
marfesatons, ich bad been confrmed isnt localization as well as the
degree of altered brain ‘AIDS-patients with clinical symptoms of CNS disease and a normal MR

‘was investigated.
Methods:EEleven male patients [age median: $7 yours) vit prié AN infection, CDC IV,

agnoses were toxoplasmosis (6 patients). ionsDpatemesg
patient), and HiV-encephalitis (2 patienta). SPECT examinations were performedusing 8 rotating gamma
camer teteensofBES MBq OOmiT-HM-PAO. Axial. coronal and sagt! slices were

T Magnetom) were performed usingT2-weighted images [SE 1600/30.70] and as

 

Besults: MR imaging demonstrated 20 lesions in 6 patients wi cerebral manifestation of toxoplasmosis.
SPECT demonstrated altered brain perfusion in all Patentseee of the ns

, 5 ksions were hyperperfused, one patient of thisgroup bad multiple perfusion deficit. Inone
er tations were kIn one patient with mening as
was reduced In the adjacentbrain tissu. In 2 patients with HIV-

encephalitis and negative Tdetected

Conclusion: The sensitivity of in Haeaeciesto MR. At present, HM-PAO
does not provide differentiation and SecY demonstrates
tered brain perfusion in areas larger lesion detected by MR imaging, SPECT

appears thua potentially useful in AIDS-patients with braindisease and a negative Men

nay have altered brain pets HM-PAO SPECT ts ahel Siagnostic method
MR imaging in patients with AIDS-related brain disease juating the brain perfusion pattern.

Th.B.P.262 REUROPSYCHOLOGICAL CHANGE. IN COC it INTAND IV PERSOKS
2 MONTHS: EVIDENCE FOR DECLI

rant, Igor; Heaton, R.K.; Jernigan, T; Hesselink, di
Atkinson, J.H.; Weinrich, J. and McCutchan
University of California, San Diego

dical Center, La Jolla, CA, USA

Objective: Neuropsychologicalih),deficit has been reported in 30% to 87%
of patients with AIDS and in and III
However, few tongitudina NP tua
in CDC classes II, 111 a
a longitudinal stu

fay men in the fol lowing groupswere re-examined at 6 to 12 months:
I - N18; HIV- controls - N=5. NP testing iene

exttended testeReitan battery. Ratings of “change” were performed b.
clinicials blind o group Status. MRI brain scans, using a 1.57 GE Signa
system were alsoobtaine
Results: At followup 3 of 6 AIDS patients (50%), 4 of 18 coc H/III (22%),

0 controls (0%) were rated as worse. Worse not associated
with initial neuropsychoïogical rating, nor interneséris use/mood disorder

yr CO4+ count. Computer assisted analysis of baseline MRI indicatedthat
those who subsequently worsened on NP had increased cortical fluid a
subcortical hypertntens
Conclusion: This limited Seriessets that neuropsychological |decline can

n paatients even a months and in some COC DIT persons
after 12 months. It is possibethat subtle structural brain Changes may
presage neuropsycho logical decline, as indicated by computer assisted
analysisnfMR images.

and San Diego Veterans Administration

rt on patients
iV re-examined after 6 to 12 months as a part of

Th.B.P.264 NEUROLOGIC FINDINGS IN EARLY HIV INFECTION

5 SALAZAR, A.M.; MARTIN,A. JABBARI, B.; GEYER, C.; BURKE, D.; &

WALTER REED RETROVIRUS RESEARCH GRO!
Uniformed Services University of the HealthSciences, Bethesda, Maryland; Walter Reed
Army Medical Center, Washington, DC, USA.

To investigate possible neurologic abnormalities in carly aRinfection.
tandardized neurologic¢ examination,Tormbarr pun EEG,and evoked

tentials were done on 54 patient

Stage 4 +o WR-2; 15% WR-3; 5% WRed: 8% Wes5
Reis, le neurologic and electrophysiclogic anomalies were noted in only 12% of cases,

tein, IgG, and/or oligoclonal bands (OCB) were abnormal in at least 82%
Chabloding 6/8 in WR-1); and CSF HIV %)

cultures were related

ly HIV infection(lé(adieWalter"Reed {WR]

gt idening on MR1
(reported clinically in 88patients vs.on12 matched controls) did not correlate with other
clinical or CSF Fene

centage of neurologically asymptomatic patients with HIV infection
showed laboratory cbnormaites consistent with CNS involvement by the virus. How

there is no clear correlation at this time between these findings and ‘linical stage of ‘lines.
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MOTOR DYSFUNTH.B.P.265 AsterronarzeniveINrBoren’FARTSToneNOREide.ELINICALLT

 

Arendt,6.*, Hofter,E.*, Elsing,C.** and Freund,E.
Bepts. of Neurology* and Medicinet+,+mmave of Due

3keoo Duesseldorf Moorenotr.

Shiective:In an open, prospective ready, motor and cognitive

ction was examined in 5o0 HIV-infactedaentionta without evident

neurologic or psychic deficit in compa: Oo an age- and sex~

rhincontrol m the

opportu=
ent detailed Peychowe-

Enb-recordings andMRT-soannin,

rapid voluntary siterastine index

and weet rapid isometric ind Foxe

or creciities wre

f AFM and ris

 

+

inger movements (arn
tensions (ure) were analysed. esetter

de ted ts

  

ue

pri ingly,
Goneiusionsiitteconediudedy thet|electrophysiolegical methods
are more sensitive in detecting subclinical cas-aftectien in HIV-
infected patients,*ghana vimecingpracedure:

TH.B.P.267 INCIDENCE OF MILD NEUROPSYCHIATRIC ABNORMALITIES
IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS IN KINSHASA, RE

Kayenbæ K +, Mussa MN +, Kayembe K

  

£ NeuroloOSY ;+ Dept nl Medicine, +++ School
of Public Nealth, , 2Kinshase, Zeir

 

Objective: To describe mildraruropsyonintric abnorwalities in
HIV-infected patients anZei:
Methods: F eek in at. of the Dept of Internal
Medicine vere examined by a tean aneuropayonintraete,
Beauits: Tventy-one patients i nales
examined (age ren
and signa of neuro:

fulne oO

  

  tre nye urdn
psychiatric findngs
generalized hyper-reflexie
slowne 2 disturbances (2),

gns (4) we
dejection (2), neck

2), hypotonia (2), hyperpathin (2) and trewor (1).
>, menor:

  

  

€

Conclusionns: Careful neuropsyc

high incidence of isolated er poorly

patie: t for an ae th

continued, and further studies a
significance cf these signs.

NEUROPSYCHOMETRIC FUNCTION IN EARLY HIV POSITIVE PATIENTS
COMPAREDWITH A MATCHED HIV NEGATIVE POPULATIONTh.B.P.269

 

 

 

AP. "; Seyfried,W."; M,; Jacoby, R.
Washington University School of Medicine, Depts. of Neurology’ and Biosiatistics"" and the Washington

hy boinair nerf. ‘ p tage II/III patients withQuitte, C of wcompieted CDC Stage D/TT patents
Methods: a evaluated 29 HIV positive patients i of alcohol or CNS
active drug ingestion to compare with a volunteer population of high risk individuals secking anonymous
serum HIV test. Evaluati d ini J d the letters S
and P, pegboard, an fi Bory solladieCo(PART).adcontroldigit span,

positive subjects.

The pinsabseednyoaCNSwine dngengmonsonern ofHeb pe
 

 

 

 

 

 

day, Beck depression scales diff diff ae
yrs) and cducation(15.0 yrs.}were co-varied duc to slight statistical differences between the
Digitaà. w150ppr blockasvs34.7, p=.003) and PASAT-23,4 GI3SLAISEm5

x for negatives vs positive si a The PASATat the

rater thowed decine im pestormance in the infestgroupe” Asals of 18 mcarures chewed
Theos oh toad mad dclnie terfirmaa ikin HIV positives, whe one measure owed dential

{ fi J which may
Concler HIV inf erent Po . * the infection Serial teats .
will be EE caen AT uation of earl
 

treatment of HIV logic dis 
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Th.B.P.266

3 To examine the relationship D
{cCRL) apertoraance on o 7beuropsychologic (NP)

iC ackgr

CROICE-REACTION TIME MEASURES AND COGNITIVE DYSFUNCTI:
In rooms WITH EIV INFECTION 3 Cooper, D.

Unit, Sydney, Aus liaa.
etween choice-|reaction time latencies

measures in persons with

a wide range of cognitive functio: was nininistered
ARC=18, -Ab+ asymptomatic=20, se:
significant diagnostic group e

 

a significant group effect and CRL as

criteria) correctly classified subjects as follows
PERCENT CORRECT CLASSIFIED

CONTROL HIV-Ab+ ARC AIDSDISCRIMINANT SRITERTA
CRL & 8 50.0% 44.4%test score 66.7% 55.0%
CRL score only 78.3 61.Mo

CRL are signiFicantly correlated vith abnoraal perfor!
some NP tests, but not others. By itself, cei a jesss sensitivecriteria
than when used in netion with othe © tes for discrininating

asymptomatic and ARC patients, but more sensitive for discriminating AIDS
patients and controls.

Th.B. P.268 UNCOMMON NEUROLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS IN HIV-1 INFECTED
PAsee'S Ds
Eric Alejo; Fortin, J; Hermida, JM; Nash, nd

Buzon, FR of Infectious Diseases, jospiie AUS y
Cajal. University of Alcal& Medical School. Mad » Spain.

Objective. To describe uncommon neurologic manifestations in 3

SeAID
Thr: h HIV-1 infection demonstrated by positive

ELISA and Westernblot presented clinically with

dysfunction. homosexual; Pt2 and

sers. Ptt and Pt2 had an acute cerebellar syndrome (ataxia, dy-

sarthria, nypo tonia, nystagmus and kinetic tremors). Pt3 presen-

t with acute meni: tis.
Results. CT scane of the brain were normal in all cases. CSF ana-
Tysis showed slightly elevated protein levels in all Ft; in Pt3
there was lymphocytic pleocytosia and

on oral ZDY Rx) with chro=
glucose.

c syndromes could be the first cli-

infection. These syndromes are probably

entral nervous system. ZDV Rx the-

rapy could be beneficial in these situations

Th B P. 270 CENTRALNERVOUS SYSTEM FINDINGS AND NEUROLOGI
ste CORRELATES OF HIV INFECTIONN IN MENWITH CDCGRO! n/a

IS!
C; Cooml W;Salli.Aan: Marra, C; % be, RiCohen Claypoole, K; Handsfield, H gt al.

PAR EDVScond te emvertut pen to characterize results of magnetic resonance
sncarbeneSP)useHV

Standardized history(HX), T cell subscts, N exams and blinded 4 bour NP test battery on
all subjects; MRI and lumbar Posetures (LE) inHIV"6

p5HIv+*'s differed from the 39 HIV-s in age(ineangan 38.3 5a 238,Fo0.001), Hfetime
eaefaxfatigue99 ve 8%,FOES)a ca(ea

herepresent inSeat180 we TepeoFadia season,
HIV-:(P=NS) Ten.

piNonewere idcattcal(meanimt82)soeAirfor te oflanguage, motor, andmean test

emotionfine in HIV+'s than Hiv.‘sin fnselectedoaoy

mnàGS)mteeReae21(51%)Emar Regiebe DIV
HIV-'s‘oo/mm™, 631 vs 489, P=0,08).

 

 

Room Gorrar Cell count, protein, gtucoee) wSe

detectableCS eH. Di white matter abeiMRveprenSLENCA72
= a i 10,ino runedid not fi indie were present in vs 8/20, respectively (P=NS)

Coussins ceencc
asym matic or clinicallymild infection. HIVinfection,elevatedco protein,
\esionswerecommonin HIV+"s, Diffus whi pie
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Th B P 271 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICALABNORMALITIESAMONG
te IV DRUG USERS: NO RELATIONSHIP WITH HIV-1 SEROSTATUS.

Proctor, T.V5RAR Uae Herman, C.; Viahov, D.; McArthur,
JC. The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, Baltimor:

 

 

 

(CDC Groups I1/II) differs as a function of HEV-1
A ical (NP) test battery was administ 42 ici a

prospective study of the natural history HIV infection in TV drug NP testing was done without
of serostatus, and included Digit, Digit Span, Trail Making

Finger Tapping, Rey Complex Figure and the Brief Symptom .
At baseline, 41% of the HIV-1 seropositive. All classified

stage Il or OF, and azidothymidine (AZT). There was no significant difference in age,
-ducation, self- I TV-1 ive and:

Consparison of group ji performance
of the measures. The number of 25 havingabnormal was equally hi;Participants classed NP performancewas

tequ(praage BPOl
NP abnormalities are common ami

b among seymptomatie HIVA seserpin COCGrow1

cntengaTnnnitmtOSed

 

B
W
A
W
Y

Neurologie : divers (dépistage, psychologie, physiologle, électrophorése)
Neurology: Miscellaneous (1.e., Testing: Psychology, Piyslology, Electrophoresis)

NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS or AID:
DERENTS A CONPLEX: ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHI©

UDY ON 271 HIV-POSITIVE SUBJECTS

Th.B.P.272

BARBARINI, L. MINOLI

IRCCS Policlinico San Matteo; 271@@ Pavia, Italy)

Summary
The Authors report the results obtained by ectro-

271 HIV- seropositive patients,

e major bioelectrical changes 0 cerebral activity were

4 abnormaliti re present in atients (30.8%)
and those carrying an asymptomatic infection (2 , often
without any evidenc ° euro-psycologica impairment
The: e, we emphasize the useful and sensitivity of the
electroencephalography, in particular when up le wit
Computerized Spectral Analysi (EEG-CSA) and Mapping, with
the aim of identifying the subclinical stages of Hiv-related
subacute encephaliti

Th B P. 274 THE NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF SLEEP DESTRUCTIONIN
° PATIENTS WITH caAESTAeee OF AIDS

Henkes, Ruf, B.***; Scholz, G.*;
and Kubicki, a“

of Clinical Neurophysiology, **Radiology and ***Internal

Medicine I, University Clinic Rudolf Virchow, Free University Berlin, W.-Germany

Objective. To investigate th b f sleep b patients with

IDS were examined. Diagnoses ranged

brandamagecuedPy opportuiat infections. All

patients underwent a le night aleep-EEG recording (21- channel Mingograi
Fh thepowlonsafteincrantinal 1:20aytom, reference montageàVitalae veles
computer ion was determined of
Rechtschaffen and Kales, sleep spindles and K-comp were determined and s: analysis
wspres InIn addition, we used flurazepame as a tool to modify the sleep of thepatients in a

auronvinual evaluation, occurence of aleep spindles and - to a lower extent - generation of K-
com raloePatentsa tic intracranial es well ss in
those with"subacute HIV encephall These alterations are indicative for aicep instabiiny. Dect
alee: tageanand BEN ep weremelah Tal

in aleep id not show the physiological patterns. Among others, results
quantitative description of the AIDS-related destruction ofEtarchitecture. jowing the

of flurazepame, a sixfold increase of slcep opindle densi was observed. This finding
seems to oupport the concept of a functional deficit inspine eyeee eel of circumscript

destruction.

Sonclusion: AIDS-patients frequently present with complains of poor sleep. Various
eTee.outcan be observed. The altered sleepof alps

patients seems to be due te HIIV encephalit's relatedIt might be seen in patients with
dementia with or without ‘or neoplastic masamass lesions.

Th.B.P.273 EEG BACKGROUND SLOWING APPEARS IN HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS IN
htHeMeye 0OF METABOLIC DERANGEMENTS OR OTHER CEREBRAL

Norcross-Nechay, rebe‘peru Micha J.**; Borucki, S.J.*; and Pollard,
R.B.**, *Neurology Depar Vision of Infectious Diseases,
Department of Internal medicine.“university of Texas Medical Branch at
Galveston,Galveston, TX, U.S.A.

describe electroencephalographic (EEG) background changes that
occur in ‘association with HIV ection and that cannot be attribut:
other known metabolic or cerebralabnormalities
Methods. Patients with concomitant known CNS disease (infection, tumor,

metabolic derangements were excluded from the
d 46 patients

Objective. To

subsequent EEGs at intervals of nhad sub:
Results. Patients with serial EEGs demonstrated decreasing backgro:
Frequency (p < 0.001). tients in CDC up II had normal alpha onehas as
did more than half of patients în gr 1. Patients in groups » IVCI,
IvC2, and IVD (without primary CNS lymphoma) had abno' slowing of th
alpha 69Hz, SD=0.26, N=102}, and patients thought to have HIV-

D: n compared to
wit

Conctasion. Abnormally slow alpha rhythms were present in the absence of
alternate metabolic or focal CNS disease that could have adversely affected
the EEG background rhythm and may be a manifestation of infection with HIV.

Th.B P. 275 COMPARISON OF EEG- FINDINGS IN HIV- INFECTED AND NON-
INFECTED PATIENTS IN OUT- PATIENT AND IN- PATIENT FOLLOW-UPS

KONNEKE,J. ** ;SCHEULER,W. ** ;KUBICKI ,ST. ** ;HENKES ,H.°**;

IOLOGY AND ***RADIOLOGY KLINTKUM RUDOLF
Fa, FREE UNIVERSITY 3 ****INSTITUTE FOR TROPICAL MEDICINE, BERLIN,

Objective. The BEG- study evaluates differences in prevalence
dysfunction between HIV- s and HIV- seronegative volunteers.
Methods.We investigated 541 EEG- recordings of 229 volunteers an tients
(48 seroneg. ,66 seropos »58 LAS/ARC 57AIDS)« Background- activity,Per

iffuse or focal cerebral dysfunction
terns were detem:

bac!ckground- activity was
sons

e of cerebral

ces in dq ion and parc: 1 pattemscould only
demonst: in the age~ paired comparisons of seroneg./AIDS and LAS/AIDS
patients.
Conclusion. The results confirm dependence of the developing diffusethe
CNS- dysfunction not‘only from the clinical stage but also from the severity
of the HIV- infection
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QUANTITATIVE VIBRATION THRESHOLD TESTING AND COMPUTER-
Th. B.P.276 BASED NEUROBEHAVIORAL TESTING (NES) OF 3)OFPERSONSINFECTED WITH HIV

Eranzblau,Altred; tetz, R.E.; Hershman, D.; Mason, P.; Wallace, J. and Bekesi, J.G.
Mount Sinai Medical Center, NY, USA 10029

OBJECTIVES: To compare neurobehavioral performance (NES) ids (QVTT) among

homosexual men atvarious stages of HNinfection AVLt“1,Paternaehnae
A=ARC/AIDS, might change in neurologic performance
can be applied to study persons with HIV infection. METHODS: VTTapte

a anases).| tim

e: Nad: 6. Group scores did not ater signicay en
scale,Scores of asymptomatic NeroandmaHVE)men icpotnot differ significantly. On the other

hand, vibratory thresholds of ARC/AIDS patients compared to th
asymptomatic HiVeYMIVG) 9roup (iwo-tailed Hest,pep<02 each aayAutoAouARC/AIDS patients were

eon groovedpegooard {nonprefered hand) cocompared to combined saympromatic
HIV(+VHIV(-) group, group means did hot differ sionificanty onoan other nei
uency of abnor:a individual ne least 1.65 arandend deviations belowmeen}

sample was low with a slight (nonsignificant) trend ‘owedbeing greater among asymptomatic HIV(+) and

ARCIAIDS patiente compared Hi HIV(-) homosexual men. There wereno cignificant correlations between
abeolute lymphocyte car CeCeat hehelper T-cells end vibrotactile thresholds or

numberof lymphocytes and helperT-Tals adofàmarsanuagelu Thetest

systemsemployed in this pilot study are quantitative, rapid, non-dnvasive, and fon-aversive, and therefore

appear usetu for prospective study of neurologic/neuropsychalogic function among persons infected with

Th.B.P.278 COGNITIVEABNORMALITIESASAFUNCTIONOFHIV-ACLINICALSTATUS
ere AND USE OF AZIDOTHYMIDINE (AZT): THE MULTICENTER AID:

COHORT STUDY (MACS)
*, Selues QA**, Cohen B***, Becker J****, ParkL**, Visscher B°, et al.nie ofevesUnivesityCalifornia, Los Angeles,

ofr Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.

measures sensitive D dassnedau
Methods: ‘A sample of 86 FiV-1 weropeiive homotemal/bsemual menn with diagnoses of
December 1988 were matched on age, and MACSSLetesbalcnebctedof8gmp

men (ASP {SN).
sonore f fondmetaaSymbot Digi Substitution, ReyAuditory Verbal
Learning Test, Grooved Peghoard Tes, erbal Fluency, Ofthe86 sulsubjects current diagnoses of
AIDS, a diagnosed seamen (peAIDS prom,
Of the 32 subjects with AIDS at their NP assessment, 19 were taking AZT.
Results: The BrejetpourSN,‘ASP.ThosecaredhAIDS with AZT,FT.AIDS without AZT) were compared
 

 

using m bol Digit Test
Ge 02) with subj g Post-hoc ANOV.

paringSN console with cachet theboronoepoate atvpoorer performance
for subjects with diagnoses ofAIDS (with AZT, p < .02; without AZT, p < .02) relative to the group on

Symbol Digit Test. No differences f between the SN groupand either the ASP or
pre-AIDS groups on Symbol Digit Test. AIDS patient AZT performed slightly better on this task
than AIDS AZT. Weare currently analyzing for effects of self-reported depression.

Symbol Digit 57.65 (n=86) 55.45 (n=86) 5499 (a=54) 52.29(a=19) 5(a=13)
Conclusions: These data suggest that the Symi Digit test, a measure of or functioning,
particlarly sensitive (o cognitive changesassociated with HIV infection sttough significantly porter
 

Th.B.P.280 ABNORMALITIES OF EEG AND OTONEUROLOGIC TESTS IN
ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTED HOMOSEXUALS
PROSPECTIVE CONTROLLED STUDY.

tiirechel B. et al.KoralnikIgor, Beaumanoir A., Hausler R., r À, Delaco:
Geneva UniversityHospital, 1211 Geneva, Switzerland. Phone4141À22 64
Objective : To study gi
(Che moups and3),
Methods : After exclusion of amany useuseoe inv. orsonbmsand ofofprior
neuropsychiatric illness, 25 HI ositive
seronegative hom exuals volunteeredFiO arpaa ours included
neurologicand neuropsychologic evaluation URL, FuSesprends
(pattern visual(P-ps somatosensory (SEP) and bralsiemàauditory (B. 7). and

The im blind d th ralcrle gram). The investigators were led to the serologicre:
Results*Seropeaiitives (Ps) and co:5trols (Cs osely matche 10age
and education. As expected, Ps were more likely to have Serologicdenarefor Fund
(60%) than Cs (33%),(p = .026). Likewise, the mean CD4 count was 628 foul
1059 for Cs. (p = .002). Neurologic and neuro) ologic ¢examinations
to show an i i Increased P-VEPtadandSEPte ferences between the 2 prop.
latencieswere found iff positive als, The otoneurologic

was pathologicicinnsGe)Ps andiin11@m)cc=‘ot, EEGwas abnormal
in11Gin)Ps and 3 A0%} Cs 028), waves and reactivity

s. Alttogether, el ecthsNoneabormalities “er“found 1in 60% of
aneBaofC

otoneurolgi tests (audiogram, impedance measurement, bi

y suggests that electrophysiologic tests may be the most sensitive
indicators of subclinical neurologic manifestations ibe HIV infected individuals. Results
from thefirst follow-up examination will be present
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Th B P 277 NEUROTOXICITY BATTERY RR PHASE I HIV DRUG
— ASSESSMENT: INITIAL APPLICATIONS

Bridge, T.P.**,Ingraham, L.*#,
ton, E. des’ iheneleine?PNRts

*Center for Neuropeychology, Irvine, CA., *#National Institute
of Mental Health, Bethesda, D.iniversityof Southern
California, Los Angeles, CA.,

Objective. evaluate the ability of a battery of standard
neuropaychologic tests with multiple forms and population

ct neurotoxicity in Phase I anti-HIV studies.
pantration of this battery of tests,i

owing baseline assessment a: à training te
r seeanoas Up to 8 repeat administrations of th.

ins gisessedère ose shown to be
b

motor speed, and cogni processinge:effied .
. This battery for Phas studies of anti-HIV

igs r HIV patients ed controls is sensitive to
neurotoxici: (3 S.D.dec: nt 1/10 tes: © s

r

by individual and group v
+ Repeat neurotoxicity testing:with stan

neuropsychologic tests in combination with clin:{cal evaluation
demonstrates sensitivity to HIV infection and drug effe
without being burdensome to patients or research Pesources.

VHT)oNeonzee SPEED IN EARLY HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUSTH.B.P.279 r2<rs10¥-maraxc
tein, E., Edelstein, Howard, Robertson, L.

University of California Medical School, Davis, CA, and Veterans Administra-
tion Medical Center, Martinez, CA, USA

 

Objective. Toaguvestigate signs of cognitive slowing in early-stage RIV in-

fection by measuring decisipeesspeed in AIDS-Related Complex (ARC) and
Mgeaeaspapismatis (Asx) enta,
Methods. ongoing study, 12 patients with early ieinfectionGaAsx and
8 ARC) and5”conte‘ols performed computerized simple a: time
tasks. The leo given a measure of rate of enco asac

Results. Analysis of obtsined reaction t: 

d sensitive measure of Cognitive dysfunction.than
other atandard clinical tests in this population

Th.B.P.281 EEG FINDINGS AND COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE IN 82 HIV- INFECTED
PATIENTS.
Parisi, A.**; Bono, G.*; Sinforiani, E*; Turla, M.*;

Minoli, Lorenzo** and Nappi, G.*
*3rd Dept.of Neurology, IRCCS C.Mondino and **Dept.of Infectious Disease,

IRCCS Policlinico S.Matteo, University of Pavia, 27100 Pavia, Italy

Aims .To detect subelinical/clinical changes in the mental performance of
HIV-infected patients; to correlate eventual neuropsycological damage with
the EEG Findings; to evaluate the occurrence of tbe above alterations in

the same subject
Methods .N.82 patients (ope group II: n. 23; Ii: 30; IV A: 10;IV B: 6; IV
D-E: 13) were selected based on the absence (nevroiamaging and laboratory
exans) of focal/diffuse CNS pathology due to tumor opportunist
infections and/or other conditions complicating AIDS, of n
neuropsychological test exploring short/ long-term memory“(verbal and

non-verbal), lan nd visuoperceptive functions were administered,

toget!ther with standard EEG recordi
Results .Neuropsychological and EEG sbiornalities vweressund with increasing
degrees rm memo:

 

rmalities, in absence other d
» May indicate “early-possible” AIDS~dementia compl
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‘PROSPECTIVEEVALUATIONALGORITHM f
Th.B.P.282 ET CORRELATION Th.B.P.283 TiDIAGNOSIS OF AIDS-RELATED NEUROLOGIC ILLNESS: EXPERIENCE

QUESDUSIDA. 200 PATIENTS
BrionJ.P." Leclereg P*, Stahl J.P.", Micoud M°, LebasJF, Tomasi M** Robert: Grohmann, S.; Cohen, B.; Yon Rocan,and Murphy, R.

Centre Hospitalier Régional Grenoble*, Hépital Neurologique - Lyon™ Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago,

Objectif : 1! s’agit d'une corrélation anatomoclinique entre Tomodensitométrie* IRM" et IRM sur he di i h
formol, chez 6 been baseduponupon retrospectiveexperience, TiDcaenicaf,

ques. appliediall HIV bi lected patients at our institution. Prom Sepeember 1987 to December1988,
ssoclé à 205 such patients were evaluated; 58 (28%) were neurologically, . These patients

une évaluation biclogique et immunologique. Une TOM avec Injection lodée a été pratiquée dans underwentcranial MRI or doubledose contrast enhanced cranial scans. Patientswwithmultiple
tous les ca: IRM only mildly lethargic, were
dansieformol A 10% neRMàdéelite en coupes axisiog jlntives de 9 nvm. Lsxa- empirically for toxoplasmosis, renterthe followupMRI orReenwere not

é selon | di de [RM improved by tistherapy, or if patients deteriorated during the empiric trial, CT guided stereotactic
microacopie photonique. brain biopsy was performed. In patients with solitary MRI lesionsor inthose who were stuporous
Résultats : - 3 patients présentaient une encépheilte a callules géantes avec TDM non significa- à ent biopsy P À piric iP Ten patients
tive et hyposignalde in substance blanche en IRM., - L'IRM a décelé cryptococome bllatérai das underwent 11 CT-guided psies. Thus, 4.9% of our .
noyaux gris dans 1 cas, seuls t biopsy; this agrees well with the projected rate of 6.8%. There was one hi

seatsandergoing Hope Cplasmosie,3hadPML:2hadprimaryCNSlymphomedébutante), - 3 patient: d 10 patients joing biopsy, toxoplasmosis, i ,
encéphalique. and 2 had HIV encephalitis. The 3 patients with PML are dead (mean survival 2.3 months). Both

és! RM a patients withlymphoma died prior to completing radiation therapy. t
mis en Par ailleurs, l'iRM toxoplasmosis the other 2 are alive and well, following changes in pomoeeimens. |13
pour Tenpleration de ia substance blanche et lediagnostic des atteintes encéphaliques du SIDA. and 16 months afterbiopsy.One patient with HIV-1 encephalitis is stable 2 months after biopsy,
* TDM ND8Q00 Thomson CGR- “IRM: Mag 500 Thomson CGR other died 4 after biopsy.eeadiag experience, en

Ra1 be à lograiengisticall y of AIDSpatients with

PATTERNS OF NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL DYSFUNCTION IN A
_SELECT GROUP OF HIV+ INDIVIDUALS IN COMPARISON TOTh.B.P.28

OLS
, AM, EN, D.; WILLIAMS, J.; Law, W.; GoMEz, C.; & WALTER

VIRUS RESEARCH GROUP.
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences & Henry M. Jackson Foundation,

, USA.Bethesda, Maryland; Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington,

Objective. To investigate the nature of cognitive impairment in HIV+ individuals, either com-

painsof, or suspected of cognitivedysfunction.
Fifty egative patients with adjustment ces (ADJ DIS)

ard and experimental tasks assessing rent typesof at-

ife events ReneBased

the ADJ DIS, impa
four percent 24%) of HIV+, but none of the Al

rogeneous wit o type of oon ive impairment, th
attention span, visuomotor net spatial functions, pod kno’

. No group differences were observed on measures of visual
ency, or concept formation and problem solving. Overall,

related to history of risk factors, anxiety, depression, total T4, Tg, or T4:Tg ratio.
jough not addressing the prevale:lence of cognitive dysfunction,esecata‘is.

indicate that a variety of deficits can occur in relatively asymptomatic HIV+

cannot be attributed to current e. These findings highlight the need‘forneural
study of an unselecte

Th B P. 286 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR EARLY INVOLVEMENT
ne THE BASAL GANGLIA REGION IN A SUBGROUP OF HIV+

INDIVIDUALS

MARTIN, KAMPEN, D.; SALAZAR, A.M.; WILLIAMS, J.; LAW, W.; ROLLER, T.; & WALTER
REED RETROVIRUS RES!phaiees Group.
Uniformed ServicesWalesRu of the Health Sciences & Henry M. Jackson Foundation,

ter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC, USA

viduals on procedural or sil learning
thes:

Bethesda, Marylan

investitigate the porne of HIV+ in

(SL) and egocentric spatial (ES

types of tasks is disrupted by involvement ofbas
ton’s } kinson's (PD) patients show ‘impaired skill learning, while

not. Sim: . PD patients show impaired egocentric sparial ability, while patients with ©

i zheimer’s disease do not. y HIV+ individuals referred
ronegative patients sn ejastment disorders (ADJ

rsistent lymphadenopathy (WR-2,
); 84% were in tages 1-3. The patients were matched with the HIV+ group

i ber of recent stressful life events. » The
HIV+ patients were significantly slower, but not less accurate, controls on ali Maze tr
A subgroup of patients (N=28) performed as fast as controls on,the initial trial, but exhibited
significantly less learning than controls over the remainingtrials (p<.01). The patients also per-

Is cn both measures of ES ability (on.01, pe05, for the Road-Map &
Room tests, respectively). Performance on ‘these measures was highly correlated(p<.

t some relatively asymptomatic HIV+ individuals exhibit a pattern of cog-
nitive difficulties suggestive of early involvement of the basal ganglia or nigrostriatal system.

 
latencies compared with a well - matched SN g

 

Th.B.P.285 PATIENTS PERCEPTION THRESHOLD IN HIV-POSITIVE
ne ATIENT!

*: Taylor, D.N.**; Wallace, J.L***, *##*,

 

ekesi, T.G.*##* and J.C.*+e,New York, N.Y.
*Cabrini Medical Coun, **City Univ. of New York, **SSt, Vincent's Medical Center
ofNew Youand see*Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, U.S.A.

Otj + i 1 1 p

positivecai
Usin imul i thresholds 

and habituationvat various frequencies were determineded from 177 asymptomai
positive individuals, 12 Patients¥with ARC and 10 with AIDS,all free of1sensor)
symptoms (agesAns 36). ATVtanstatus weunknown to the examin
Following previ painless, ures (Katims Jaetal., Arch
Phys MedRehab 198768:2:210;0:ApplNewopinsiol1986;49:980).Leepean and
trigeminal were tes!
minutes duration.

Eentwo percentof all subj hat differed (neO 05) fr:

age-matched controls. Trigeminalperception impairment correlated with severityasas
determined opeSE (r=.56Rshich d with tot
count (75.54, I ved
in the AR

P was only observed

(26%)and (04(5%) andADS (60%) subgroup:
Perception abnormalitiesWere detectedin a highperpercentage of

neurology asymptomatic HIV-positive individuals. Theinability to tain sensory

reflect a deficitcf ammaticnal mechanisms, Cumen: petvepton determination & a sensing
for the evaluation of the serisory system in HIV-positive individuals.

Th B P 287 PROSPECTIVE NEUROLOGICAL AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

HORT OF HOMOSEXUAL

McAllister RE, Harrison MIG, Griffin GB, Fowler CJ, Newman
5:

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE & MIDDLESEX SCHOOL OFMEDICINE, LONDON UK.

Objective:

WIN BAA,

To evaluate neurophysiological abnormalities as markers of sub-

 P be M ort

ry of HIV infection underwent standard neurological
history & examination, lower limb nerve conduction studies & somatosensory

n urological disease or

V feroponitive (SP) and 32

y, examination, mean sensory or motor
velocities, 'f' wave latencies,

olds in the lower limb. Lower limb SEP

= Differences observed between left
due to order effects.

men appear to haveProlonged lower limb S

ing of peripheral

nerve conduction does not account“for the difference,
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Th B P. 288 CHANGES INPERFORMANCEONTHETRAIL-MAKINGTESTBEFOREAND
AFTER HIV-1 SEROCONVERSION AND DIAGNOSIS OF AIDS: THE

 

[CENTER
EricN°, Selnes OA°°, Visscher B***, McArthur JC**, Satz P*, Dudley J°°*. ‘University of: J 'UCLA School of Publi

 

 

 

California, Los Institutions, *** Health, U.S.A.

Qhicctives. examine longitudinal performance on the Trail-Making T: HIV-1 seronegative,
asymptomaticptpeleendneattoposloympamalcopesive (AIDS) bonerose
men m the Multicenter Cohort Study (MACS).
Methods. A cohort of 551 HIV-1 seronegative, 441 asymptomatic prevalent seropositive (:‘seropositive since

1984), 73 asymptomatic seropositive (seroconversion between 1964and 1588), and 115sysmptomatic
seropositive (confirmed diagnosesofAIDS) homoscrual/biscualmen from the Los Angeles and
cohorts of the MACS from iso
This Verbal Fluency,SymbolDigit
snd DigSpan, adene f th: itive fe eaResults. Perf Trail:Making djusted for th te 4
 

We found
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEUROFSYCHOLOGICALPERFORMANCE IN HIV-1
Th.B.P.289 MPROMISED PATIENTS

VanComVe mn Miller, E.**; Satz, P.**; and Visscher, B.* * “West Los
Angeles Veteran’s Administration Medical Center **UCLA Schoolof MedicineU.S.A.

Qbiective. T
AIDS, ARC:andnsgayie

AIDS, 14with ARC d 13
 

 

 

 

controls ¥ der gi
a pas! ic sut À mic di n CT or
ARI were excluded.

lis. The AIDS p perf J significantly P a(p.<.002) orshowed 1
D.< 01) d fe han the AR d ‘ dod
 ded

Completion), all measures of motormess and cognitivebyDe Éynbol
railmaking Test A/B),3andall measuresof nonverbal m ry (Visual Reproductions, Rey  
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Similar
results wereobtainedcomparing HIV.“1 scroconverters with age- and educationmatched seronegative 4 ieee Ma | ny measure afattention,
controls, wil nt differe up year prior (o seroconvers language,

dinal fs di f AIDS “Te involvingportantweconveve,andnonverbal
and age- i rend tov i ini nance memory ap re HIV-1 related
on theTraMabingT ff i diagnosis of AIDS th following an AIDS immunocompromise, pi ng ae ence sa a ly signifi ly following initial di We MMSEscores were uniformly
are currently analyzing these for effects AZT use. napus . wy immunocom| mised 5 ects,Psconastent withobservations thatthe MMSEis ot
Conclusions. These suggest c Making Te pen + .
only following initial AIDS diagnosis. We ob d d u di
otherwise asymp 5 These d, port previous 1 data from the P
MACS : Fes dual

Th B P 290 ANTISACCADIC EYE MOVEMENT ABNORMALITIES Th B P 291 SEQUENTIAL AUTONOMIC FUNCTION TESTS IN HIV INFECTION
“®* IN ASYMPTOMATIC HIV SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDUALS ve * . . #x +x,

Currie, Jon Q2); Remaden, BM; Lynch, JM; MoArthur, CL. eeeGordons ee A®F; Ewing, D J
Benson, EM; ‘068; *Dept. of G-U » Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, Edin

{1) Mental Health Research eeitate ofVictoria, te bourne, Australia; (2)

Save Sight and Eye Health Tree; AUSTRALIA

Obiectives: to determine whether antisaccadic are of clinioal
in detecting the carlyonset of neurologicalparutpis in asymptomatic

HIV seropoeitive (HIV+) subjects.
Methods: high resolution infrared oculography and an eye movement
test battery that included an antisaccadic paradigm. Subjecteros included
homoaexual HIV seronegative (HIV-) and heterosexual HIvV-

neurologically intact AIDS patientsNeomd patients

 Results: In Cc th pursuit and
i c accuracy did not differ netly fromcacontrols. However,

anti: jes were significant] erencesin 38% of asymptomatic

suggesti t of frontal lobeHIV+ subjects (p<0.01),
_proéreming .

us : The antisaccadic eye movement paradign is a valuable, rapid and
non-invasive technique for theoacarly detection of peurologic ion in

AIDS patients and in

particular, it my be of use in select tients ang
antiviral » in quantitatively monitoring neurologic disease
res] to thera] and in providing reassurance to well subjects byhelping

to differentiate affective disturbance from early dementia.

Th.B.P.292 ‘o-Performance Measurement and Memory Profiles
of Disability in nV"Geropositive Individuals
K. Syndulko, E. Singer, P. Ruane, B. Fahy-Chandon, G. Kondraske*, Wallace. W.
Tourteliotte
Neurology Service, VAMC W. Los Angeles. CA 90073. Dept. Neurology, UCLA
Schoolof Medicine. 213 824-4307, and *Depts. of Electrical and Biomedical
Engineering, University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX, U.S.A.

 

 Oblective:: T
indices ottHW disease progression.

HIV infected Individuals without CNS opportunistic InfectionsfAumors were categoriz
aAsymptomatic Seropositive (ASP, NeonpeARG(neg)or AIDS (n=6 }, and were tasted onaa
battery of 43 computerized memory and motor rmance (NP)tests (including right and lett

limbs separately).
jecraased memory for nameflace associations and firstiast names, decreased upper

extremity (speed, simple and 2-choice reaction time [RT],t lower extremity
Performance (speed, simple RT and standing balance)

 

disease category {ASPvevs. ARC/AIDS). In addition,for patients relate
signs/symptoms, tests memory for Spatatial position of objects, telephone numbers, and facts showed
concordant statisticallysonar{p<0.01

depression and
 

other indices ot aycnologicalSores.

‘changes in HIV seropositive individualsthatincludes increased anxiety and depression, motor slowing,
ficits and 1nai le modestly related toclinically

AIDS and CNS opportu
infections.

464

Medicine burgh, Scotland.

**Dept. of Medicine, Edinburgh aveeitye Edinburgh, UNITED KIN |.

Objective. To determine whether progressive abnormality of autonomic
Functionon sequential testing might act as a prognostic indicator in HIV

infect.
Methodsds.0 men with varying stages of HIV infection were studied (13 COC
group‘groupTI/TII, 7oor group IV). Standard hasratologicat and immunclogi

indices were recorded. The Following | standard autonomic function
heart rate response during the‘ales va manoeuvre, 1

ood pressure responses to standing up

ients also underwent 24 hou:

carried out:-
‘standing, and deep breathing; and the bl.

io sustained handgrip. 14 of these pati

s 545, and the mean
patient showed significant abnormality of

autonomic function. In tho: in whom the tests were repeated one year later,

although there was evidenceFor progression of HIV-associated disease in that
the mean Té count had fallen to 370 and the mean IoA jewel had risen to 4.9,

there was no siignificanant alteration in autonomic functi

Conclusion. Significant changes in autonomic function that might act a
Prognostic indicator in HIV infection do not seem to develop during this time

Th. B.P.293 CareneyPARENTPOSMalNOt

Sensttive(0 ‘Early HIV Related Neurologic Disease.

K--Syndulko, E. Singer, P. Ruane, 8. Fahy-Chandon, Wallace,W.Tourtaliotte.
Service-VAMC W. Los Angeles, CA 90073, Dept. Neurology, UCLA Schoo! of Medicine,

Los Angeles, CA, U.S.A.
entials (PVEP) ination of

neurophysiological changes associated with HIV infection
6ero-posi

 

Mathod: 70 Hiv itive individuals without CNS opportu factions or tumot
categorized sone as systemically asymptomatic {ASP, n=32),ARC52) or AIDSbat

@ CNSchai 1 of several systemic ides of Hiv
ton (HIV medical blood T-cali subsets, blood HIV cultures and Hi

rt À individuais were also Categorized asas Neuropositive and Neuronegative {with andrad without
HIV relatednersoge and sympioms, respectively). Two classes of ERPs were obtained using

procedures: 1) PEP torvaieye ceoparel‘ely using video generated 30° checks
reverted atec;nt 2} he P300 component of the auditory ERP ins standand tone-pip target
detection tas!

icant changes with HIV disease category orwitl
late! asing immu Status (T4 helper cell numbers or HIV disease

Category) nor to the presence of HIV related neurologic signs and symptoms. in constrast to previous
i eeàandcognitive declines in Parkinson disease, HIV seropostive individuals

inically rately to severely cognitively inmpetred(nS), Le. "AIDS Dementia
Compe did not show séncantlonger P300 lances than no:
Warranted Conghslons: The dat suggestthatthat the CNS changesin HNneuro-dlsease are

Alzheimer disease and the dementia

h neurologic status.

 

Qualtatively diferent than those seen ni associated with Parkinson
in addition, ig the optic pathways in HIV

related neurologic disease. ©
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COMPUTERIZED SCREENING FOR HIV-RELATED COGNITIVE DECLINE:
Th.B. P.294 ANALYSES AND ONE- FOLLOW-UPYEAR FO)

+, Satz P°,VenVisscher B°*, Dudiey J°

Health, Los fagetés, CA, U.S.A.<Univertity of CalorMEEReu*UCLA School of Public

 

CLINICAL VALIDATION OF A BEDSIDE ANTISACCADIC TEST
FR

Currie, JN. (1); Eli. B.(2)3Ramsden, BM. (1);
Lynch, JM.(1); 1); Cooper, DAMearthur, CL.¢

(1) Mental Health Institute of Victoria, Melboume, *australia: (2)
University Medical School, Melbourne, Victoria; (3) NHMRC Special

Unit in AIDS, Sydney, New South Wales. AUSTRALIA

ject i High resolution eye it i f value in
early diagnosis and management of the AIDS dementia complex (ADC). However,
the equipmen’ 8 expensive requires a labora! wetting. We
describe and clinically validate a bedside antisaccadic test.

that a by a single examiner and res no equipment.
Methods: We tes 350 subjects, including both homosexual heterosexual
controls and patiente with or subcorti dementias, including ADC.

was adminis!
standardized Sroteoal-“The % antisaocadic error score tisaccadic
tons)aooreewere correlated with Mini-mental atatus (MMS)yardJcolorfora sort

emlta:98%of the control population made fever than 25% errorserrors. Most
subjects with clinical dementia made >26X errors. Error soores correlated
linearly with MMS and CFS scores, but not with tests of sustained attention

or more
Congjusion: The bedside *antisacondic teat is simple, robust and inexpensive,
and correlates with frontal lobe function may be useful in the
assesment of ADC, particularly in field sonics on surveys in
Third World countries

Nutrition

Nutrition
Th. B. P.298 BODY COMPOSITION IN ASYMPTOMATIC HIV-POSITIVE MEN

Gold, J.*; Oliver, C,*: Allen, B.J.**; Blagojevic, N.**;
Roze,
*Albion “street (AIDS) Centre, Sydney Hospital, Sydney

Australia, **ANSTO Lucas Heights Research Laboratories, Menai, australia.

Qbiective. To assess effect of HIV virus on the body composition of
Group II or III males.

Methods. y protein and water compartments are determined fron
measurements of total body nitrogen, total and extracellular water, and
anthropometric data taken at 6 monthly intervals, Proapt3neutron

activation and tritium, NaBr and 38804 dilution techniques are used. The
and nutritional status of e ubject is obtained from

dinmunclogical, haematological, biochemical mr “eistarr tests. Subjects
are classified accordingts their staging and any drugs used
the disease. Ho effor 3 been made to controlTerug intake or lifestyle
because of problens pelating to compliance.

Results. Intitial relationships between staging and body componition
parameters will be presented for the target cohort of 100 subjec'

Key Vords. body composition, cachexia, nutrition, neutron activation
analysis, diet.
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Th.B. P.297 MULTIMODALITY EVOKED POTENTIALS IN HIV INFECTED SUBJECTS: A

LONGITUDINAL STUDY

Gala,Costanzo *; Ducati, A.**; Donati, R.#**; Vianello, L.###; Mansi, MH;

Martini, S.*.

* Institute of Psychiatry, ** Institute of Neurosurgery, ### Transfusional
Center, “44 Institute of Dermatology, University of Milan, Italy.

 

Objective: evaluation of cortical function impairment in the early course. of

HIV infection, by means of multimodality evoked potentials (MEPs).
Methods: 20 HIV infected subjects were studied (

heterosexual f1 males, two females). They seropositive for at

least. 6 months before entering the protocol. All subjects unde: a session
of MEP recording that included brainstem acoustic evoked potentials (BAEPs) ,

potentials (SEPs), pattern reversal visual evoked poten-

response were ssent a definite worsening was
Conclusion: our results suggest 1t the involvement of the cerebral cortex
takes. place earlyin_the course_ofthe HIy_infection.

MUTRTTTON STATUS IN AIDS PATIENTS.
Th.B.P.299 vola Daniel, Barbarini G., Zambelli A., ari G

eee of Infectious Diseases, UniversiityOf,Pavia, ITALY

Objective. To assess the nutritional status of AIDS patients in relation to
and type of opportunistic infections.

affering to Institute of Infectious Diseases, University of Pavia, Italy,
using classic anthropometric methods, i mmunologic and biochemical
parameters, Estimation of body composition (FFM, FAT, TBW) and body mass
‘index was performed by mean computerized bioelectrical impedance
method. Incidence, type and PiRrt of infections were considered in

relation to nutritional indices.
relationship between physical condition and

3 z
s

ao tant nutritional deficits are significantly related to

greater incidence of severe infec
Conclusion. The nutritional statusOF the AIDS patients also in western

condition and may contribute to enhance host defence against different types
nf pathogens and prolong the survival of AIDS patients.
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Th.B. P.300 es ro SEEN IN HIV-POSITIVE (HIV+) PATIENTS ON A

W-FAT, ELEMENTAL DIET (ED)

Kin Aideson B.*; McMillan, G.**; St, Arnaud, J.**; and ward,
.##  #Norwich Eaton PharmaceuesInc., Norwich, NY, U.S.A., ##*Portland

v. à. Medical Center, Portland, OR, U,S

ObjectAye. Describe effects of a ee low-residue ED (Vivonex T.lngN.) on
body weight (WT), bowel movements (BM), d GI aymptoms (pain, vomit.

bloating, nausea, and appetite) (GIS) inEve adulte who have conteoe

intermittent diarrhea.

Methods. In this 2-week prospective, non-randomized,

 

multicenter study

then ED fi Od, a usual diet again during a 2=d follow-up ( 8

measured e-study, during d t-study. S: ecte complete aily

d: ies recording food, beverage, and FE ntake ; ; 3 medi dons; and1

activities. Data on 7 subjects are presented here. This protocol will be

extended through at ie 40 subjecte
Results. Subjects showed a 65% rsauction in mean #BM from 2.6/d during B to

0.9/4 g ED. Me: n omanereased so 1.6/4 during me Five of the
ea WT during the study. nest devenoped

‘iuenza and lost 3ei ensnother rinse ata n

protocol and lo 1 kg. peared to beer

tolerated by otuey subjecta, althoughadjuetaente indiet strength was needed

a: , clear trends were seen in pain, vomiting, bloating, nausea,

mayepusion. Dietary management with a low-fat, low-residue, elemental diet

be a useful adjunctive therapy to help maintain body weight and reduce
diarrheea in some HIV+ patients. ontrolled studies should be conducted,

Th.B.P.302 410s MULRITION NETWORK (ANN)
es s. Le Math . Moore*, WILLIAM F. HORN*/**.

Heaith Resources and Services Administration,

Public Health service, DHHS. ** Nutrition Services Consulting,
San Jose, CA

Purpose. To create a national/international information suppo

system for dietitians/nutritionists responding to the nutritional
needs of persons with HIV/AIDS.
Accomplishments, Increased srofessional membership (over 300
members) and awareness. Provided quarterly updates on nutrition

issues to selected professionals based in community health
centers, hospitals, stat 1th departments and clinics, medical

+ universities and the private sec Facilitated
workshops/conferences and other training sessions via erral

n resources and print materials. Stimulated interest and
cooperation of other professional groups, i.e., American Dietetic
Association, Society for Nutrition Education, Association o
tate and Territorial Nutrition Directors, American Public Health

Association and ASPEN Publishers
al resource referral stations.

d AIOS curricula.
S snd nutrition curriculum into

dietetic internship program course work and graduate nutrition

courses in ols of public health

eate aresource lending library
S. Edit a nutrition and AIOS textbook.

 

Th. B.P.304 GARLIC AS asBMCROBTAL AND IMMUNE MODULATOR IN AIDS

Abdullah rig*: Kirkpatrick, D.V.**; Williams, L.* and

*Akbar Research Foundation,panama City,pew U.S.A.

Medical Center, New Orleans, Louisiana, U

**Tulane University

Objective. To ascertain small pretiminarytrial the potential of garlic
as an immune modulator andant interobial in A
Methods. Ten patients with documented HIV antigen and antibody positive

a k experimental study taking 5 grams daily of an aged
garlic extract called SGP (Special Garlic Preparation) for weeks as a food

an wsupplement followed by 10 grams daily for another 6 weeks.
Results. ven of 10 patients were able mplete the garlic regimen with
significant improvement of immune parameters analyzed and of several

‘opportunistic i ions

ed in AIDS with Garlic Extract
Cell Activity - HelperuUPPFeSSOrRatios*

6 Weel 12

 

Base e

1 4% 0.5 53% - Ga 28on-
2 5% - 0.8 26% - 0.8 38% - 0.4 *Normal range for NK
3 12% - 0.2 33% - 0.3 68% + 0.3 activity is 22 - 85%.
4 2% - 0.7 14% - 1.0 %@ - 1.9 Normal ra
5 3% 0.2 38% - 0.3 30% - 1.0 Helper:Suppressor

6 10% - 0.2 28%.- 0.4 35% - 0.5 ratio is 0.8 - 1.8.

2% 5 0-©. 25% - 1.1

ove data suggest further studies are warranted to elucidate
garlic in AIDS.

7

Conclusion. ab
the therapeutic role of
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Th.B.P.301

Canada,

IDENTIFICATION DES BESOINS D'INFORMATION EN NUTRITION AVEC
L'INFECTION PAR LE VIH
Cossette, Michèle; CLSC CENTRE-VILLE, Montréal, Québec,

Objectif. parer us besoins d'inforaation en nutrition des personnes atteintes et des

rennan s lors d'une infection par le VIH.

Méthodes. analePrbesoins s'applique aux adultes francophones de la région de Noneréal

és

 

affect a VIH. Une approche basée sur la recherche du consensus a été utilisée pou

lid n des besoins auprès des personnes stteintes et des intervenantee-s. Dane. d'en-
8 ne canta e de personnes ont été consultées. Une combinaison de différentes techniques

coase l'approche par inforsateurs-clés et la technique du groupe nominal a été util

faire ressortir Les préoccupations en sa trition et d'infection par le

Résultats. Les p pations majeures des personnes affectées par le VIH sont le maintien du

poids, la tion ystène imaunitai r l'alisentation, le potentiel de guérison des

thérapies nutritionnelles alternatives ainsi que les solutions aux problèaes reliés à l'inges-

tion et a1 on a nou! els que la diarrhée, la perte d'appétit, etc... Ce:

les répercussions possibles de ce

ingestion de supplésents Alimentaires naturels où de vitamines et sinéreux

eurs clients.

Conclusion. En réponse aux divers besoins d'information exprimés, nous avons conçu 2 paments

et 3 aodèles alisentaires. La formation des intervenant-e-s en astière de nutrition figur

égalesent parni les priorités d'actio

Th.B.P.303 EVALUATION OF THE ZINC TASTE TEST (ZIT) IN ArpsPATIENTS
andra$ Peters, B.S## Johnson, G##* Hi G.M.$

Departments of wbistetiee, +*Immunology and ***Chemical Pathology, St. Mary's
Hospital, London, UNITED KINGDOM,

Objective. To compare the ZTT in AIDS patients with normal controls
labsorption or dietary insufficiences in AIDS patients may lead to

ie:

 

nutritionalects. Some, such as zinc deficiency, may further compromise
e function. There is no accepted, reliable test for nutritional

ine2 a component of gustin, a polypeptide involved in the sense of

ble malabsorption. Serum

 
 

red in both groups; diet and nutritional stetus were ansessed.

Results.
élT Result [AIDS Patients (10) ]

Abnormal: 1,2 16 I
Normal: 3,4 8
 

  

Mean Serum Zinc ymol/T
=Standard Devia:

Abnormal ZTT response:
sienof 1.86

IDS patients compared to HIV negative
controls (Fisher exact test,atos}. Diet was comparable in both groups

poo’ the Àalthough nutritional status was much IDS patients

Conclusion. If the ZTT can be confirmed asa mar T Of zine deficiency at

would provide a simple clinical means of assessing the need for
supplements in AIDS patients

Th.B.P.305 PROTEIN TURNOVER AND stentae CYCLING x AIDS
PATIENTS. cgpdouci D
Nutinsky, C ndBodwell, CE. niv. ‘of Med.

and Den. of NJ - SOM, NJ id USDA, Beltsville, MD, USA

Objective, Weight loss is a frequent finding in AIDS patients.
The objectives were to determine whether t cured v.
simple starvation

+ calorie def nt diet for 4 weeks (IV). PSR d PBR
were measured with N gly ine, G~ wi 6,6 a
glucose, OFFACYL with 1-""C palmitate and 5-d g ‘Ol.

ais mean + SEM, statistics AN or paired
t-teste pono vs II = a, Ivs III = b, Ivs IlVecandd=p
<0.05 for tinvs IV by one way paired t-test.
GROUP III Iv stats

PSR (g prot/kg/a)
G-CYL (mg/kg/hr)

1) A:

1.9 (0.3) 2.9(0.3)
77 (13) 194(109)
symptomatic AIDS hav

found with other stress related protein wasting states (e.g.
trauma, sepsis, CA). (2) "Glucose substrate eyeing is reduced
more than is to be expected from reduced intake aion

1.3(0.2) 0.9(0.1) abcd
97(5) 89(4) abd

ve increased PSR as is
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EARLY PREDICIORS OF NUTRITIONAL STATUS IN DIETARY INTAKE IN HIV INFECTION: RELATIVE CALORIC
Th.B.P.306 HIV- A Th.B.P.307 DEFICIENCY IN PATIENTS WITH ‘AIDS.

+ ’ #“*,; Eisdorfer, an Te Chlebowski, M. Grosvenor, S. Kru;

C.*; Fletcher, M.A.**; Morgan, R.**; Fordyce-Baum, M.K.*,*#; L. Buleavage, K. Racks G. Beali. Harbor-UCLA Medical Canter, Dept. of
*Department of of AIDS. Medicine, Torrance, CA 90509, U.S.A.

To nutritional parameters that may predict
malnutrition early in the HIV contiraum.
Methods. 30 hemesexual ive for HIV who ware
asymptomatic except lymphadenopathy (CDC Stage ITI).

globulins were measured using standard .
Reaults. determinations revealed 7% of the participants had
significantly low body weight, body mass
index (p<0.05) contrast, 25% of the subjects had REP level below
normal of 3.0-5.0 mg/dl, and additional 12% had REP level in the marginal
range 3.0 - 3.5 m/dl. Only 9% had serum below the
normal 3.5 - 5.5 mg/dl. serum was nomml or high in all
subjects, reflecting the levels of imminog)

 

 

 

 

Th.B.P.308 DIETARY INTERVENTION IN ARC PATIENTS
ee PaulKaht’, Sam Golden’, and Berry Sears”. “Medica, Homestead, PA

15220 and “*BloSyn, Marblehead, MA , U.S.A.

Qbiective. T e of dietary jon in ARC pationts. nu

benefits of essential fatty acid supp 1 £18 ARC pati 10

pati ily

on

AZT and thus

Intergroup comparisons coukd be made.
analysis was conducted on the hs aasasertent ofthepatient's nicaResults. Statistical

Improvement using CDC orteria establishedfor ARC patients. Ranking of the Ind

change (0)to significantly worse (-2). Uponthis basis using a t-test analysis the ‘olowing

4 À “i al plac i, ined) who had

in AZT,simbar tained
Thoseusing AZT J acti ( ) th
placebo and AZT ( f -0.80+0.37.7.These re if 1

AZT (

ft -0.56+0.34.

 

 

 

 

statistically significant (ps0.01).
score of +1,.0010.00 which was statisically sign! RLvaleon tha plecebo and
AT(20005) ane lve pater on placebowithout AZT (ned) who ad an average oor of

d Thor Te

counts which were taken every two months.

of an ARCpatient. | her th f the disease js altered

‘NUTRITIONAL“ABNORMALITIES-IN EARLY -HIV-1-INFECTIGN-
Th.B.P.310 Ti. TRACE ELEMENTS

Portes. Marian5-7 Mantero Atienza, EsvaVan
“Riel F: Morgan, R.; Beach, RS. The BicpeychosocialCenter on
University of Miami, School ofof Medicine, Miami, Florida, USA

Objective, To determine nutritional status in HIV-1 positive participants
by measuring plasm trac elements by standard methodology.
Methods, We have examined fifty HIV-1 seropositiv males who
were ether than 1: (coc IL).
Rents. Mean plasmazincCon) vs 0007(mean+ SEM), considered
within normal limits for t males. jects had Zn levels
which were overtly deficient,ee meee marginal (0.70=0.85uq/ml), therefore
at increased risk of developing Zn iciency. In contrast, mean
erythrocyte (RBC) 2nZn levels were sharplyelevated with mean levels OL 14.8
uofml + 0.84jfimniticartly higher than controls (p05).
Furthermore, mie abies fea ROCan values above the range

Conclusion. Trace
important prognostic

rcmay roviae an impotent: ajc for trentaee of HIVL

relentless weight loss in AIDSadversely influences patient
survival”(Proc ASCO 7;271), but has r only limited prior
attention. To evaluate potential Stislogie.influences on Futeitional
status, dietary intake Fi pts with or without an AIDS

diagnosis were determined using 7 records (to accuratel
tte caloric and macro- and micronutrients). Caloric intake was

correlated with clinical, nw 4 and immmological s t
pts receiv: (5 had received (18%) therapy with AZT.

]
ological status

weight loss vs 8.7+
AIDS

o

ry
s associated caloric intake compared

weight loss (20484193 vsvsNT al, mean +SEM).
otein and carbohydrate intakes were maintained in AIDS patients with

caloric loss seen largely in fat. If , the 266kkeal/d deficit
se AIDS pts it in . ease in ien in
We conclude that despite AZT therapy, a relative y
AIDS pts may represent a maior contributing factor to the malnutrition.

Th.B.P.309eeeTRACETATE IN THE TREATMENT 0F HIV-RELATED CACHERTA,
R. Murphy, L. wiiitewe, S. Weitz

pere University, Chicago, IL, U.S.4.
ersonsinfected with t

e (MA) an agent used for the

tatic breast cancer has, as aàside effect, appetite stin-
ne have treated 22 HIV perePatientss (14 pre-
MA beginning at a dose of 80 y 4 times daily.

t at least 10% of their pre-illness vedgnt.
with a range of 12 to 59 Ibs

herapy from 2 to 72 weeks. yo
weight gain is 16 lbs (range -

on 320 mg per day of MAi

pts., appetite st.

acetate. 8. herepseer the drug well
appetite while on ther

lated impotence. The’series improve

initial series is encow e
ted cachexi: ual: y being passed in

ionanelÀprppective,FindpaieafàReAnd*occbencontvotied trial, the

 

Th.B.P.311 PLASMA NUTRITIONAL CHANGES ANTEDATE AIDS IN
HEMOPHILIACS.
‘Andes, W. Abe*; Warrier, R.**; Lybanon J.I.*; Sharma R.***

*Tulane University School of Medicine, Section of dmatologyonesons
*kLouisiana State University, Department of Pediatrics; and
Administration Hospital, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA.

Fourteen patients with hemophilia developed AIDS during a 29-month period.
Seroconversion occurred after the use of nontreated coagulation factor
concentrates from 23-75 (mean 53+16 S.D.) months before the diagnosis of
IDS. Their ages ranged from 7 to 74 plasma and blood counts were

ti t various times throughout their clinical courses. Five patients
are still al: omplications o:
levelope

geropossitivity. Their
AIDS.
Such measures of nutritional status may allow a better understanding of
the evolution of AIDS in hemophiliacs and thereby prognostication
Mechanisms of the onset of disease may also be better understood which then
offers phehope of better nutritional support and therapy HIV
infecti
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Th.B.P.312 EFFECTOF ENTERAL NUTRITIONALTHERAPY ON BODY Th.B.P.313 -2-VTRON-BÇ-LEVEISAND- IMMUNE -DYSREGUIATION -IN-HIV-1-
CELL MASSINAIDS.

Ferraro,Robert; Kotler, DP; Cuff, P; Tierney, AR; Smith, R; Heymsfietd,
St. Luke’s-Roosevelt Hospital, ColumbiaDRNNew York, NY,USA

Objectives. To determine if enteral nutritional therapy can successfully replete body cell mass in

ofimmune function. i
Methods. Six AIDS patients who had lost more than 10% of weight, ate less than 80% of estimated
Nuurtlonal thespy moe anne ans peno severe active complications were chosen for study.

 

 

 

 

Nutritional therapy was provided using an percutaneous endoscopic gone tube (PEG), and
consisted of a hydrolyzed protein solution Reabilan HN, O’Brien Pharm). Nutritionat assessments were

), a measure
of body cellIL mass, in a whole body counter, total body anid extracellular water volumes 4“isotope
dilution, ip addition,

before and after nutritional therapy.
Results. ues for TBKincreased signifi pati Th i ip
body we: Noent.signif ng lymph
or serumimmuno;unoglobulin con

Enteral nutritionalwey can promote body mass repletion in AIDS. Successful
nutridonal U

THE HIV-1 INFECTED PATIENT.
E.; Fordyce-Baum, M.K.;

Beach, R.8.
Center for the Biopsychosocial Stuy of AIDS, University of Miami School of
Medicine, Miami, Florida, USA.

Objective. To assess nutritional beliefs and knowledge in HIV-1 positive gay

Van Riel, F.:

males.
Seventy-five HIV-infected males, other

than E iewed to determine the
nutritional health beliefs and knowledge using a .
Results. 90% of the their diet at the time of, or
subsequent. diagnosis of HIV-infection. Rost. al ves were
decreased of red meat (37%), whole milk (31%), butter (21%) and

33%). ‘Increased intake (33%), fruits (32%), seafood
(20%) and whole bread/whole grains (21%); 87% of the felt
that vi: and mineral y influence
function with reporting an in consumption of such supple-
vents diagnosis; 90% did not know the daily requirements of essential
vitamins ard 50% aid not know the amount they were

. The most a itional inf rat
and counseling were friends (75%),, newspapers and magazines .
Asymptomatic HIV-infected ‘tional and dietary issues of
importance in maintaining their and asymptomatic status.

Subjects adapt based upon a poor information base

provide the HIV-infected patient withbasic nutritional information.

Th.B. P.316 FUNCTIONAL CORRELATES OF DECREASED SERUM ZINC IN HUMAN

IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) DISEASE
Falut julian; Tsoukas, C; sch, G,

Montreal General Hospital, McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Objective:To determine the functional significance of the decreased serum
zinc (Zn) tha sly disease, we studied

01

the eitogenic effect of each Zn dose was determined using t-tests for paired

Mean serum Zn of the HIV- & HIV+ groups were 17.0+2.5 & 14.1+2.8
mol/L reepectively (p<.05). Zn had a significant|mitogenic effect on PBMC

from controls only at the highest doses [Zn #M:SI increase of
whereas on HIV+ PBMC's, ahaeeaer

added a significant response [Zn .20,.50,1.00 2.00
increase of 42+71% (p<.05), 528782 (6.05), 664672 (pc. 01), sad perio

Ce 8, no concentration of Zn augment:

alone, whereas 3m HIV+, eu ects, Zn at both 0.50 & 1.00 ™

® a a 0 o b o a

advanced HIV disease may be a cofactor in HIV-induced immunosuppression.

468

Fa;Fletcher, M,
Mantero-Atienza,E.*,**; Beach, R.S.*,**; Van Riel,
-A.#*; Morgan, R.**; Eisdorfer, C.#*; Fordyoe-Baum,

f Epidemiology Center For Studies of AIDS.
MK.#, 40;
* o! **Biopsychosocial
University of Miami, School of Medicine, Miami, Florida, USA.

Gbiective: To determine vitamin Bg status and its relationship with immune
indicesin HIV-1 infection.

jects

Be dietary intake. A variable degree depression was
also noted; when correlated with pyridoxine status, individuals with
vitamin Bg def: ait eee, naw, than did

with normal vitamin Bg . response of

correlation overor the entire oontinam of vitamin Be levels;
subjects with the most deficient vitamin Bg, status had the poorest response
to FA (r=-0.42, P<0.004).

deficiency ccours relatively frequently in HIV-
ingected individuala end myplaya significant role in immune dyetinction
and disease progression in the 1 contiraum.

Th. B. P.315 THE ROLE OF ZINC IN HIV-INDUCED_MMUNOSUPPRESSION.
Falutz, Julian; Tsoukas, C; Deu

Montreal General Hospital,MeGiii“Tniversity Montreal, Canada

weeuy anfectton causes a progressive but variable rate of CD4+ cell
may

subjects and controls (CDC BTVeen

ification) by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. T cell subsets
albumin were measured. Proliferativeresponses of isolated Monsnaclear”cells
(PBMC) to phytchemaggiutinia (PHA) were determined in 36 HIV positive sub-
jects. Statistical analysis was basedon Student’s t-test between groups and

Results:Groups IV- m Zn levels significantly less

than in HIV negative controls (fi=15.1+2.8, 14.4+2.0, and 12.9+2.4 mmol/L vs

7142.8 mol/L; «05,p<0.01, and p<0 respectively). A Significant
correlation w. ou: n 2-19.3 mm0:

proliferative response of
s (range 16-765/microL) and the proliferative response t . The

was no correlation betwee bumin (range 32-52 g/L) and PHA. response.
Conclusion:Se: decreases signifi tly in advanced HIV seage, and is

correlated with the proliferative response to sent correlation

between albumin and PHA response suggests that the decreased se is of

ltifactorial origin. The lack of c lation be re.

n impor!concentration requires further investigation. Zn may b

in the progressive immunosuppression occurring in HIV infection

Th.B.P.317 SOcRUE Pwcearic FUNCTION IN HIMAN IMMUNCDEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) INFECTION
.2N LONDON AND KAMPALA PATIENTS s.
Kaperbwa, Moses; Fleming, S.C.; , N.°; Griffin, G.E.; Cam, K.3;

BackingLSAIS end Harris, J.RMS,
St. George's and Sst. Mary's Hospitals, London, UK, Mulagp Hospital, Kampala, Uganda.

infection
diarrhoea and weight.

associated with jejunal villous atrophy in the absence thogens or intestinal Kaposi

Sxh way however be in exocrine pancreatic insufficiency (EPI). This
study tested the hypothesis that EPI is present in HIV infection.

Methods. using tin 25 London Kampala het
HIV antibody positive subjects presenting at different tages of infection (QC groups

TU, I ad IV) values obtained in 5 and 9 healthy volunteers.

Acid (PABA) in urine (expressed as % oral dose) following oral

cf PI absorption and

low PABA excretion index (PEI) ani
EPL.

Results. genet(ronm=l>40k) =XPAS#(normal>40%) Enorme.70)
London nitrols(25) 5.92, RAT 0520.04

EPL(3/25) 894.310 63.6101 1570.08
Kempela controla(9) wn144,2 ‘57.5 5.1 1.020,09

428.016.5 3.6 5.4 40,500.10
#<0.01; “o.el; 4p<0.05 compared to
Conciusen, wes present in àin(12) London art à (159) Kanpsla ajecta ent is therefore not 
Reostue oL
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SIDA buccal
Oral AIDS

Th B P 318 NUTRITIONAL STATUS PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH
° PSYCHOSOCIAL WELLBEING SEEN IN AIDS/ARC CLIENTS

T AN OUTPATIENT CLINIC IN SAN FRANCISCO

Bonnie Broderick, J. Nesset, M.P.H., R.D., Mt. Zion arseat. 4
Medical Centter/Better Health Programs, San Francisco, U.S.A.

purpose of this study was to (1) document changes in
nutritiongl àstatus fron baseline measurements; (2) determine the

nal counseling, (3) define app
t and (4) determine if n

parameters correlated with psychsocial in ces.
tients underwent comprehensive nutritional assessment at

iboth the initial outpatient clinic visit and after three months of
s

TO
ithonelstatus

res. c
for cttonsand of symptoms associated with sienstic

s
impact n tionally, a positive correlation
retween nutritional status and quality of life parameters were

SITES AND RELATIVE PREVALENCE OF HAIRY
Th.B.P.320 LEUKOPLAKIA
 

AND ER S CANDIDIASIS.
*; Overby,GERDMMacPhail, L.*; Miyasaki, S.*; Greenspan,]S.”
miMarine,UniveroCalifornia, San Francisco, Oral AIDS Center,

San Francisco, CA, U.S.A. 3 1 andth ot

occaswiherreereraaoloanGrADS
cnocotit,

 

 

 

 

 

procedures for theoral i CA aterqi the Oral
AIDS Clin This analysis is faunseat
fateofeach eonsake!ona “an isis confirmed by exam or cultures, The

Results: Hairy leukoplald son ot 4 individuals. 87% of patients
had invol atts Lateral nc ‘. 1 surfaces), and the do of the
tongue. ‘The buccal less frequently involved ,3%, the soft palate ( À %). (No lesions

he hand calate’ à a wes

mouth the tongue,42% lateral 48% dorsum. The hard palate

 

 

sanopte(6)a078) f the tongue (57%) depappilati
‘was a common Angular chellitsdue DasmeeaDarpates

néenanoPesdinens rs
 

 
dick face in theouh Enteraausnaàmuch

nrsanderefourpase ConcurrentHL andcandidawas acommonfinding,

Th.B.P.322 Siose mar fon Qu cannrorasis stra rLocomza.e f0 Wry-surecraD

The Suige Group for Clinical Studies on AIDS (Cajot,Angela; Division of
Infectious Diseases, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Yaudois, Lausanne, Switzerland).

Qbiective. To assess the efficacy and tolerance of a single ¢ose of fluconazole for the
treataent of opal candidiasis (0C). Fluconazole (FCA) is a new antifungal agent with a

absorption ané a prolonged half-life.
Hethots. From 41.10.1987 to 1.11.1988, al piles presenting with OC were proposed a single
150 ag dose of FCA. Diagnostic criteria for OC ine: tte (buraing, pain, dryness)
and signs (white patches on a hypereaie hase) vithaArte sua
to attend wee! vis. Ms ‘or “ jonths. Clinical response wat defined by the total
sLsappearance of signs a ton: kelapses were treated with another singie dose

orty-five patients were include: 26 of tl

within the last 12 months, and AIDS was present in 24. & resp

(878) on day 7 and in 16/43 (374) on day 21 after the first 150 ™ cme The median follow-ap
obnervation period was 55 days (959 CI: 17 to 64), with wlative total of 2308

. Daring this follow-sp period, 27 patients (aneluding 2ET ais) presented 59
relapses, all of which responded to a single dose FCA. ian interval before re:

howed that patients with AIDS and previous a histo-
Cue dariag this study,

effects (nausea.
ané well tolerated

e frequent in patients with a history of DC and with a
symptomatic HIF inf Fea single dose,
suggesting the ‘absenceV1Vainieur single dose approach could avoid continuous
treatment in patients already reeelving aultipleviperaptes.

 

Es s

la this atstudy. ces were sor

SINGLE-BCSE THERAPY FOR ESOPHAGEAL CANDIDIASIS WITH FLUCONAZOLE :
Th B P.319 & PILOT STUDY.

=) ee. #; Vernazza, P.#8; Naegal,D.#t# and Glasser, W.P.*
© Division of Infectlous Diseases, oo Division of “Gastroenterology, Centre toeealir
Universitaire Vaudois, Lausanne, and ** Medical Clinic A, Kantonsspital, St.Gallen
Switzerland.
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Objective. Oesophageal candidiasis in a frequent complication of sysptomatic HIV iwfection. In
oatating, topicals are ineffective, clinical resistance to ketoconazole is common, and

ericin is poorly tolerated. Woreover,
feitieted) because of side-effects potentiation. In this context, the phar

ties of nes {a aovel bis-triszole “antirengal agent), such as à good

have received a single
oral 400 dose as sole treatment acd have deen seen again on days 3 and 7.
therapeutic response was ascertaised in all cases by à second esophagoscopy on day 7, a
cultures aa we of any leslon

y 3, dysphagia was still present in 1/11 patient, who received a second 500 ag
dose. syaptons had “aisappeared io ail patients on day 7, and endoecople examination was normal
ia 10/11 cases. One patient presented rtendoscopic inflameatory signs, but with no
evidence of fungi on biopsy and cultare. e patient relapsed 41 days later (follow-op:
9-259 Gays, median 114 days). Transitory headache and nausea have heen served in one piattest
6 hour re fluconazole ingestion. No cieSageetive side effect and eo hepatic, ren:
hematologic tiga have been recorée
Conclusion. mtse prelisinary resalts suggest that a single oral dose of fluconazole may cere
sors candidiasis and is well tolerated. This treatment ensures optinal drug compliance
and conld avoid hospitalisation and/or zidovedine interruption in patients with 4198.

Th B P 321 ORAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS WITH ASYMPTOMATIC HIV DISEASE
AA

Sehuiten, Engelbert A.J.M.*; ten Kate, R.W.**, and

an der Waal,
*Dept. Oral Pa‘ holon? and Oral1 Bururgery, ereInternal Medicine, Free

University Hospitals©sasterden, The Netherlands

Obiective To deterine the prevalence Aoral mucosal lesions in patients
with a c HIV disease (CDC-II/III to compare the results with

Zandings in vatdente with syzp adisease (cpe-tV).

Hethods. Oral exanination was performed in 70 HIV-positive patients (65 men,

D; mean age 36 ; range: 18-65). Fifty-six patients (80%) were horo/

piei men. Physical examination, including laborat

completed in. all patients. Twent two 41, and 37 pati sifi

er CDC-11, III, and IV, respectively Of the latter group, 34 Patients

were ee as having AIDS (CDC,

n 52 patients (74%) one or more ora lesions were detected

CSOT 23 (70%); CDC-IV: 29 (78%)). oral canaidiasis, hairy leukopla-
riodontal disease were present in all groups

Conclusion: Our data show, thst oral nn lesions frequently occur both

asymptowatic and symptomatic HIV dis

tomatic

THEIDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING OFALBICANS
Th. B. P.323 ISOLATES FROM ORAL LESIONS IN HIV-SEROPOSITIVE

Mivasaki,ShelleyEL":Polacheck,1.°*; Hicks, J.°*; Greenspan, D.* and Greenspan,
*Oral AIDS Center, U.C.S.F., **Research Inst. of Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, Calif USA

Objective. Candidaalbicans is nized as the most Frequent cause of oral candidiasis in
HIVinfection, however, very little else is known regarding these

Clinical isolates were obtained from 26 HIV-seropositive individuals with and
without onl lesions, plus 8 HIV-seronegative controls The isolates were hybridized with a
nun specific DNA pro! assess strain ess between isolates
tzinedover time. The DNA probesField à “fingerprint” that canbe usedd to follow

aida! C.albicans strains for tong periods and through repeated re-isolations.
has been isolated from all individuals with oral lesions. We have

determined that each individual inthe study carries a distinct C,albicans strain identifiable
urthermore. was isolated from a significant fraction of

uals both HIVseropositiveve 20dHIV-seronegative. v0oases soe
lesions developed following “successful” antifungal trea! , the

same strain was ound, ‘anne hat ree thane vent à harbored by the individualduring
the asymptomatic phase.

i Thefinding of the same strain of both before and after standard
antifungal thera questions as to the effectiveness and sims of current accepted
therapeutic regimens. If in fact tered under selection press:
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Th.B.P.324 ORAL MUCOSAL LESIONS AND LYMPHADENOPATHY IN HIVI

SEROPOSITIVE PATIENTS.

Manzala p.), Manji F.1, phomer F.?, Pindborg J.1.?
i. Kenya Medical Research Institute
2. University of Nairobi, Microbiology Department & University of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, Canada
3. Royal Dental College, Copenhagen

an examination of oral mucosal lesions related to HIVI, and
done on a cohort of 334 women proetitutes

In the seropositive patients (80% of the women), oral mucosal lesions were
found in 13.2% (mainly oral candidiasis) whereas persistent ceneralized
lymphaderopathy (PGL) was found in 42.2% individuals.

LESIONS WITH NO LESTONS
No. $

 
No. $

PGL 24 55.1 94 32.2
No PGL 20 44.9 196 67.8

(Chisquare = 8.16 pevalue = 0.004)

The epitrochlear 1;Sos ere meaairected An both groups, and in adaition
with the supraclavicular and the submandibular; statistical significant
difference in occurence was found between the twotwo groups.

Ty ceereneianSe teie imo,clinical paremeters may be useful indicators
Of early eeeiene teeHIVI infection in these women.

Th.B.P.326 ERYTHEMATOUS CANDIDIASIS: EARLY CLINICAL MANIFESTATION IN
HIV-REACTIVE PATIENTS

* ;Casariego ,Z* ;Pérez ,H* ;Casiré ,A*;Grinberg ,N*
inik »G**,et al.

al Fernandez ,**IIHEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina,Buenos Aires,

Objec: . To evaluate Erythematous Candidiasis (EC)in asymptomatic HIV-reac-
tive Patients (aHIV Pt).
Methods. Clinical follow-up and|Stomatological control of108 aHIV Pt was mde

months. tal-eye tograph was taken and cul rformed for
those isan suspected of EC. Nystatin and/or gentian violet were adminis

confirmed cas‘ » while severe ones were treated0orally with

a diamond-like reddish spot(724) orasas jpbatches”(284) in
e before the vellate, ppearance

of filifom papiliae(seof the cases), in the hard palate(aa)inPere soft
Pay3pe24)andand in the jugal mucosa(128). More than 1 site was found in 6:

ion towards pseudomembranous candidiasis 8 mon:
Tater
Conclusion. EC was the only clinical manifestation found in the 105 aHIV Pt
‘Studied.Early diamosis may be useful as an early clinical marker; likewise,
early treatment ma evolution towards pseudomembranous candidiasis,
which involves mener severity.

Th. B. P.328 aRACONAZOLE vs KETOCONAZOLE IN THE TREATMENT OF
mucocuT

N.E.SMITH. M.AIALLAN. 6.6M-CONNELLY. J.MIGLEY. B.G.GAZZARD.
ST.STEPHENS HOSPITREe FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, OINITED KINGDOM,

 SBIECTINE: ns determine the efficacy of Itraconazole or Ketoconazole athe

reatment of buccal or buccal and oesophageal candidosis in ARC and 4

betients.

METHOD:oOay positive patients with mucocutaneous candidosis were random-

wised t week course of either Itraconazole or Ketoconazole in a double
buindedstudy. Clinical and mycological assess:cnenta we

and four weeks. All p wer

me ain at end of treatm

after completeing the treatment course to determine time to rel

 

RESULTS: RESPONSE (buccal) RESPONSE (cesophageal) RELAPSE WITHIN
CLINICAL/MYCOLOGICAL CLINICAL TFREE MONTHS

ITRACONAZOLE: 39 (98% 30 (77%) 11 (92%)

KETOCONAZOLE: 38 (100%) 34 (92%) 10 (100%) 28 (80%)

 Adverse reactions; There we:
with Ketoconazole 2/48 ( aR)vs Itraconazole 0/52 0

astfiable.asaon first line
therapy for mucocutaneous candidosis in ARC and AIDS patients
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ORAL MUCOSAL LESIONS IN INFANTS OF HIV+ AND HIV

Th B.P.325 ve MOTHERS. ve
*,Datta P.**,Temmerman M** , Pindborg J.

KisumbiN,*##**:, Karduki H.****", * Kenya
Medical Research Institute. ** University of Nairobi (Mierebio-

~logy Dept.) ,* ental ¢College, Copenhagen, ** Univers-
«ity of Naidbiental school)2 Kenyatta National Hospita
(Dental Clinic). robi.
OBJECTIVE :- he"aie 6 @ study was to determine the prev:

oral mucosal lesions in infants of seropositive and
ve mothe:

METHOD :- Infants of HIV +ve and HIV -ve mothers enrolied in a
IV transmission study in Nairobi, Kenya we

prospectively and were examined for occurrence of o:
lesions. Smears were obtained for microscopic examination

ULTS :-

Maternal HIV status
Seroneg.(n #106). Seropos (n258).

A.Mean age of infants
at

B.Lesions in infants. n($) n(&) p-value
1. Pseudo anous cand. 7(6.6 4(6.9) .92
2.Erythematous candi 5(8.6) «72

. 71
h age statified).

at the Sccusrens
lesions (mainly ‘oral candidiasis)is not HIV-specific forinfants.

Th. 8. P.327 HAIRY LEUKOPLAKIA IN SPANISH HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS: AN EARLY

MARKER OF HIV-1ene PROGRESSION

‘Podzameze:er, Daniel; Bolao,F.; Pag rols, X.; Romeu, Aa Gudiol,er
F, Hospital de Belivitge. University of Barcelona. Barcelona. Spa

Qbdective. To study the incidence of hairy Leukoplakia (HL) and its value as

a clini sign of progression of HIV-infec

‘niv-infected pts were pese

1 38 homosexuals (HMS),

riskpos The Ales

Results. Fifty five (15%) pts presented Hi 39/239 DA (asm),“is HMS (29%)
2/8 DH (2s) and 3/21 HTS (14%). HL was diagnosed in o pts (HL-
AIDS), and in of 306 pts in earlisr etages of HIVinfection{HL-preAIDS)
Other mucocatansous lesionsf ) were observed in of and in

37% of HlaprearDs pts (p<o.
nical sign of HIV-disea:
remainder 1% it wa

and
m HL presents earlier

an other Oeroeinfections such as oral thrush detnmonore than
ge: ay t clini-

cal eign ©: RDVLars ®oureesion 4) HL may be an saris indieation for

anti.retroviral ther

Th.B.P.329 Oral candidiasis (o.C.} determined by a quantitative method -

correlation bed sarker of the immunologic oyates:
etpensner® weErnstéè+, P.Kernté

burg - Tnberd-Hochtsiuetituinbare

 

* Allgeseines ce

*** Porochungsinstitut Borste)l, mete san

Obiectives:1) antagea quantitative cittersination of yensts in
throat washing 2) To determine the correistion between o. neopterin- level, CD4-

cell counts, ee clsteicationta.Pe ge
5: 28 pat)

 

  

i

ited be inning of
included a clinical check

auc aeirontancs (pathologic » 105), neopterin

levels (noraal: < 11 mmol/1) andescounte of CD4-
Results: 11 of the 29 pat developed o.C. pat

these 6 pat developed o.C, prior to prog

first dingonie™ofasc. and|Aidswas anweeks.“isbat with CD4- counts < 400 at the

with neopterin levels > 20 mmol/l

. 63 x Pat Sith 2ieC. 1or Urat"the start of the study, showed o.C,

in 73 %X (s. tab.), In the throat washing of one pat, who later developed a Candids-

Oesophagitis, “a2 foundà patholo € yeast countea several times, but we never observed

clinical signa

 

£onclusion: a atatiotically significant correlation between siterstion of

issunologic mitts and the manifestation erAide. The pi di

pat with o.C. after a ian time of

re in “throat washing is a useful method to

evaluate the manifestation of Candida in oral mucosa.
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Th.B.P.330 °ORAL MELANOTIC MACULES IN PATIENTS INFECTED WITH HIV~-)
Ticarre, cine Shillitee, E.*"; AdlerStorthz, Kr";

: Di Pietro, M.*; Rice
‘University of Florence“and USL 10/D, Florence, Italy:7University of Texas,

Houston, Texas, Houston, USA,

Objective, To describe the features of 9 cases of oral melanotic macules (OMM)

in patients (pts) infected with HIV-1.
Methods. Between Dec.87 and March 88, 9 pta developed OMM. Plasma cortisol
level was measured. Electron microscopy was done in 5 specimens.
hybridization Vv) was done under stringent condition.
Results. The mean age was 31.6 years. Five pts were men and 4 women. Six pts
pb we. One pt had asymptomatic infection, 3 LAS and 6 ARC. In 8 ps the

e and in 6 multiple. None of the pts sens clinical 0:
Inboratory evidence of adrenal damage. “x treatment courses of

topical tine or systemic ketoconazo!
Increased melanin deposition in the pasal-cell layer and upper lamine propria

 

 
ide

be involved. OMM might represent a new manifestation of HIV-1 infection.

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF ORAL SCRATCHES
Th.B.P.332 IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS.

Langford,Angelia” , Kunze,R.?, sagas Pohie,H.D.3, Reichart, P.!
cee University , Robert Koch Inst.”, Rudolf Virchow Univ.3, D-1~Berlin-65, FRG

To examine keratinocytes gained from oral scratches for viral antigens
EeeREin differentiation markers.
Material and me z Scratch material (lat. border of the tongue) (HIV+ patients

iltered, centrifugated onto slides and examined by means of
AP) and in situ hybraisation| (ISH). Applied antibodies:

anti cytokeratin (K) 8.60, K 8.12 and K 4.62 and Kl1; EBV, CMV, HEV 1/2
Results: Compared to HIV- in scratches of HIV+ the number of K 8.60 (cornificattion

i 8.12 ("fast cellfurnover") 2.5
imes. In seriehes of HI tients the

i tha HIV-. Viral antigens of EBV
er ected in o HIV+ patients(APAAB: Isistrols showed

oral haicy leukoplakia (HL), while:3 farther patients develope Bn observa-
of months. was obser: 8/30© (ISH)anand inSR + patients

(APAAP), In pro, (HIV+) patients HSV1/2 cells were found (ISH). tection of viral
antigens 2 immature keratinocytes was highly correlated with AIDS

Conclusion: 1. The presented non-invasive technique (scratch) àisagenie aid for
onitoring of HIV associated ora! le:lesions, such a: A roliferation and

di ferentiatian of cytokeratin in oral epithelium is altered.during tiv infection.
3. Detection oral scratches seems to be a valuable marker for the later
development of HL.

Th.B.P.334 FLUCONAZOLE IN THE TREATMENT OF OROPHARYNGEAL CANDIDIASIS
IN HIV-POSITIVE PATIEN
dus ouddru scinet ibn, M.*, Bôttinger, C.*,

4, E.B.*, Stille
“iniversitätskLinik Frankfurt, ‘2,"infektiologie, Theodor-Stern-Kai 7,
6000 Frankfurt, FRG

Objective: To describe efficacy and restrictions of Fluconazole in the
Treatment of oral candidiaasis in Arpspatien
Methods: 104 HIV-positive patients with clinical and cultural signs of
Oropharyngeal candidias s were treated in 11
dosage was 200 mg/die,
therapy was approximately 3 weeks in approximately 60% of cases.
tification|ot colamisation the oral wash-out method was
Results: e el Ww
TestscompletelyFr sappeared in tely 90% of patients, al
though oral wash-out st show r arkable number of candida spp
in the culture. The grou “non-responders” consisted tients in an
advanced stage of disease, patients under cytostatic therapy, or of pa-
tients with a selection of C. glabrata (12 patients) or C. tropicalis

. Fluconazole was well tolerated with only a small number
fects even after lang term therapy.

i in the treatment of oropharyngeal
Tan ‘Elimination of clinical symptoms and complaints is not al-
ways accompanied by elimination in the culture. The selection of C. gla-
brata might become a therapeutic problem

Th. B. P.331 LOCAL DESTRUCTION OF LABIAL SURFACE OF MANDIBULAR TE!
BY DIRECT SLT OF OyeanaDRUG DSERS WITH AIDS

.B. Klein

North Central Bronxhospital, AlbertEinstein Gollege of Medicine,
Bronx, New York, U.S

Objective, To describe a newly recognized oral lesion in drug users with
AIDS.

92 consecutive drug users with AIDS underwent periodontal a
oral examination by p ex!
the basis of periodon
noted and Photographeë. Pa:
application of cocaine

Five patience|had focal destruction of the soft and hard tissue
of the labial surface of ma anterior teeth. Affected areas could
not beattributed to anneperiodontitis. Subjects included male and
1 female intravenous drug users (IVDU) and 1 female who denied parenteral

rug use and whose risk behavior for Arps was sexual contact with an
IVDU. All 5 reported at least several we
epplication to the affected|areas, described as the "freeze" method

caine

tients were questioned about direct mucosal

Drug users with AIDS who take cocaine by the "freeze"
method are at risk for focal destruction of oral tissue at the site of
drug application. Individuals involved in the oral care of drug users
with AIDS should recognize this entity.

Th.B.P.333 RECURRENTORAL.APHTHAEIN HIV-INFECTED
MOSEXUAL
po Erencina; Huang, M. and SilvermanS., Jr.
University of Ces. San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

 

 

 

 

Objective. file and factors in HIV positive h i
males a! hated were?progressive oral apht
Methods: [2 homosexual males; 9 with AD:end 2patients with ARC were evaluated
ond treated. Mean age wasas 37(ra 27 to 56). lowup mean 10 months. Patients

e divided into 2 groups lesi &me (minor), 76 mm (major).
History of recurrent aphtlthousufoeratlons, frequency, ai severity prior to
1988 and after HVtest, time of diagnosis of ARC or AIDS and medications were
recorded. Tests included HSV by monoclonal Ab, culture fbacterial and fungai) and
complete blood counts.
Results. 9/12 patients had pr history of recurrentap to HIV
‘înfectioThen h mi U 
and frequency of their orol densehasworserwd in 9 pres prior to the onset de
ARC ororADS and in 3 pa f AIDS;9/

jo HSV; 6/8 pa
(meanea), He (mean9,A vec(rene mK.ailpatients—to een
whether systemic (Prednisone) or topical (Clobetosol propiona’
Conclusion. Increased severity and frequency of RAU is ° complicattion aN

‘ection; anemia and neutropeniia to in HIV posit
patients isnenot HSV related}patipatients with the mojor type We likely to be anemic and
neutropenic.

Th. B.P.335ReNTCORRELATIONS WITH NJ¥ INSPECTION AND CELLULAL
mr I BEROIE 31

elleypvbinesth C,Rey-Joly C,Poz &.
Hospltal de miane “Cereus trias i Pejol".

 

is in intraveacts drugs abusers (IDAs) and
jerlying immunodeficiency.

studied fren 1/86 to 12/87. KIT tantHacer sCDd-CD4 lyuphocyte
cousts “ad ueHe tere practieed, ral samples were deletedin rt medina end cultivated

Results. 738 of IDAs vere curriers of 1 or sore candida albicaneetes ss 49.64 of controls
(p<0.00L).REY prevalence was 17.98 una without difference in the sumber of colonies for
weropositives (40.9257.8 col} and atives sean col) (p=0.44).Gral thrush (35.48 at

reli eater uber of colenies 164,4: at) conparing with cenes withoat 0
tween wal and RIV seropositivity (po.a

syaptonatic carrier 4 1 or sore colonies could no

 

had u ratio lower than 1.2 sith a soan of 39.3253 col. and
showed 26.3236.7 col, (p=0.718).

Conclusion. There ts hi idence of candida albicans carriers in IDAs, but this finding act
Appear related to HIV iatectiea or underlying inaunodeficiency {a assyaptesatic heroin abusers.

23 cases with COd/CD Ms20.1
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Th.B.P.336
Dt Agey, auvel,

* Hôpitel Victor Dupouy, alt, Frence, ** weiterSaint-Louis, Poris, France,

URS LYMPHOIDES DU CAVUM AU eeeeeenEte

Pullk,sis 3 Oksenhendler, Es 3 Lida, H. * ; Gouller, 3

“ic

Oiectit. rire les 3 premiers cas de tumeur lympholde polycionsie du cevus chez des patients

sis, et préciser Iaur nature

hodes. Examens endoscopique et itométrique. “age ot immuno-marquege pour étu-

ater ka composition celluleire., Etude du réerr pteur T et

des immunoglobulines pour offirmer le caract ou wie ial, Recherche du génome viral

Btsultats. Une ae et un ‘omen’ roniques font découvrir une volumi:

du covus .n'envahissant pas les structures osseuses, hommes (28, 30, 33 ens) porteurs

d'anticorps EL {2 toxicomanes, 2 origineires des Ce + Dons

que
nots : “e lyaphopénie T4 (586,

de Td 3 60 De LI ny a pos de rlorrongenentdu gène des ismunoglobu du eT

recherche d'EBV en hybridatien molécuisire est négative dans les Diopeies

e2 ae

Je 3 ebservations élergissent le spectredes tumeurs lympholdes polyclonsies cbser-

véss au coursOe l'infection VIH. Ces — du cavum symptomstiques ont une composition histo-

logique tique à celle observée ds: es gangiions du se 1yarhesenepethique.eeae

de 1'EBVY souvent évoqué dens les proliferations lympholdes des imsunodéprinés ne

pouveir Stre retenu ict,

CORRELATION OF HIV IN GINGIVAL CREVICULAR FLUIDTh.B.P.338
WITH HIV IN SERUM

*; Murray, P.A.* ; French, C.K.**; Lippke,
J. , K.K.*

Oral AIDS Center, Univers) ofofCalifornia San Francisco, USA and BioTechnica
Diagnostics, Cambridge Mas:

'o determine the presence of HIV in gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) and to
HIV in the serum.

m 3 tooth sites in 35 prepare men and 47 HIV-
 

 

 

  

Methods: Samples were taken fro 1
demen. pla per points

f p a cket. Th d cells were solubilizedprepared b F à A huheidioad with rf DNA

be.
the

sensitivity of the DNA probe assay was 91.4% and the specificity was 91.5%.
Western

HIV+
HIV+ 32 4 36
3
Total 35 47 82

Conclusion: These results suggest detection of HIV iin blood and in GCF is approximately
equal, and that the DNA probeis ific for thecuof HIV.EIn addition, these data

of HIV in oral fluids. the ease of sample
tion and sample stability, may makeexaminationof GCFaan additional tool for

Th. B. P.348 ORAL KAPOSTS SARCOMA: THE SEQUENCE OF APPEARANCE
WITH RESPECT TO R AIDS COMPLICATIO!
DoddC.L*’ nspan, D. ANG Feige,.Ÿ: *Hosar H*

chaM.+, MacPhail, and Greens; .S. San
IDS Center and the Adult Immnodetiiony Chnke (AIG,nn

Hospitaland Royal Dental College, Copenhagen, Denmar!

Qbiective:To describe history of mucosal Kaposi's sarcoma (KS) in the
sequence of the development of other AIDS complications.

Since pective registry of all new patients to the AIDS clinics
UCSF,including 774 men and 16 womenat the AIC and 59 men who presented at tne cline
of the UCSF Oral AIDS Conter (OAC) was kept. Kaposi's sarcoma lesions on the and

the oral mucosa are desc: in detail.
: In the ‘AIC, 173vations had Kaposi's sarcoma on physical exam: trunk 52%, ieg

and oral cavity 40%. Of the 69 with oral KS at the AIC the

was
r both were seen in 74%

of these patients and periodon!ntal disease in 26% o these pati m8.
Conclusion isceral KS, involving bowel and lung is associated with more rapidly
progressive disease. In 42% of the pati ral were their first
presentation of KS and in 22%, it gave . KS seems to
fit the timing of skin ‘involvement, both in terms of prior AIDS complications and

severity of concomitantlesions. Seenee by NIH DE POL.-07946.
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Th.B.P.337 ORAL PATHOLOGY IN HIV INFECTED PACIENT:
Bertazzoli,RCB;Rissi,AC;Rissi,RCG; LimaMPJS ;Belluc-

Centro Corsini. Campinas. Brazil (CCII)}

Objective:Diagnostic and early treatment of oral manifestations
in HIV infected patients.

Method:HIV positive test pacients (E/WB) listed in the CCII were
examined by the Center's Dental Dept. Pacients without symptoms

reexamined each two potes and patients presenting symptoms
are examined whenever necessar

Results:0f 66 pacients examined, 34 did not show symptoms 5 ene
first exam, and th

irst consultation (32) t
most frequent oral peineswas gengivitis following candidiacis
SK was observed in 2 patie:

Conclusions:a)The majorityoe the pacients which did not present
symptoms in the t exam follow the initial exam, remain with-
out symptoms;b)The concern with oral health maintenance reflects
in the search of a better quality of life the positive test
pacients;c)The dental dept. has shown a very important part in
keeping the patientwithin the CCIL's progran.

aPrieta AND ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDY OF ORAL
Th. B. P.339 LEUKOPLAKIA IN HEV-POSITEVE PATIENTS

Nonngtardo. Nicola*;Manca V.**;Pellegrino F.*;Lami G.*;
‘D'Andrea L.* and De Rienzo 5.*
‘*Dept.Infectious Diseases and **Dept. Dermatology, University of Modena, Italy.

Objective.The aim of our study was to describe the ultrastructural features
of hairy leukoplakia (HL) and to confirm the presence of Epstein-Barr virus
(EBV) by immunohistochemistry and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Methods.Biopsy specimens of HL were taken from the lateral border of the
tongue of 3 HIV-seropositive male patients belonging to stage IV C2 of the
CDC classification and processed for routine histopathology, immunohistochemi-
stry al
Results. The common histological features were a mild hyperkeratosis, parakera-
tosis and acanthosis of the epithelium,with characteristic koilocytoti
prickle cells.In the upper epithelial layers the presenceofrey antigens was
detected using an anti-EBV policlonal Ab in a three st of luorescence
technique on frozen sections.At the ultrastructural level,ballooned Keratino-
cytes were observed within the spinous layer.The infected cells were incr
sed in size,with few cytoplasmic organe!'les and degenerated mitochondria:
their pycnotic nuclei showed areas of condensed chromatin.The nuclei
contained varying amounts of viral nucleocapsSids.Some showed the central
electrondense portion typical of herpes viruses.In our investigation the
papillomavirus was not detertedat the EM level.

Th.B.P.341 CLINICAL ASPECTS AND TREATMENT OF
. PRAL/OROPHJARYNGEAL KAPOSI'S SARCOMA

‘a, G., gene S., Lozada-Nur, F., Berson, A.M.,
Quivey, J.M., MigliorattseA, is of Dentistry and Medicine,
University of California, San Francisco, California USA

Objectives. Todescribe clinical characteristics and treatment of patients with oral
Kaposi's Sarco!
Met! s. Between 1982 and 1987 134 homosexual/bisexual men wit
oralforosharyngeal KS were evaluated at the University of Califernta Medical

were the most common‘sites. Theresia had sufiient signs/symptoms en”
growth,bi sociated with their oral KS to requ rin 29 oral KS
was the fir: sig of AIDS. Sixty-one itant kin andrviscerallelesions
that at this time didnot demand therapy. Thirty-four were by ext

y fractions to a total dose of 1500 to the oral tseil 34
of symptoms. Two were contro

laser and intralesional vinblastine injections.
Conclusion.Oral KSi; t sign or

use of significant symptoms and disruprion aof tréhetreatment is
often indicated. ernal radiation therapy is an effective form of palliative
management in which beneficial effects far exceed adverse reactions.
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Th.B.P.342 ORAL HYPERPIGMENT. emceesCeeON Th B P 343 en HAIRY mes CLINICAL BEHAVIOR AND

Lan Hors elrik run, R.
rt, P.

Free University’, Robert-Koch-inst. ,*Rudolf-Virchow Univ.3, D-1-Berlin 65, FRG.

Objective: To gharacterize the clinical and morphological features of hyperpigm
tations (h.p.) ob: d on the oral mucosa of 15 non-smoking HIV-infected patients,
biopsies o h.p. “Hiv: n=10; HIV- n=s5.and of normal oral mucosa (o.m.) (HIV+ nz5;
HIV- n=5) were examined.
Methods: Li a microscopy (LM): H&E, Fe2 and Fe3, silverimpregnation. Electron
microscopy . Immunohistochemistry (IMXAPAAPX antibodies against CDr, CD4,
CD8, CD2s, FesTAC and transferrin receptor (ATR)

alResults: Loc ation of hp. in +: pl. buccale, palate, gingivas tongue, extraoral
ace, hands, finger/toe nails). During Gbservation,gime (avge. mths.) the size of

h.p. in HIV+ increased in pat., 2 of them DS)died, 1 pat. developed AIDS.
LM/EM of hp. ceive/aV+) ccumuhem ¢4 elanosomes within keratino-
cytes/melanocytes of the basal/superficial cell layers, in fibroblasts/phagocytes of
¢ connective tissue (c.t.), IM: comparison -/HIV+: the number of CDa4+ (3

times), H + (4 times) D8+ (s times) cells was increased within LS
ithi H 25, rec 1 Aep! R

m. (HIV+) the number of CDr+ cells

Snithelians wa
Conclusion: The high “imbalance of datcbution and status of local immunocytes in
De may reflect the functional impairmen the oral mucosa. The si

onset of melanin deposition might caused by inflammatory/postinflammatory
reactions and seems to be correlated with the progression of AIDS manifestation.

Me
Th.B.P.344 . Alessandro;Moniaci ,D.sect,soreo,D. Reiter. and Mrietti,G..

DeDturin,ttaly.

Objective, To determine the salivary SIgA levels during
possible role in the control of oral HIV-related lesions (CHRL).
Mende, % subjects were studied: 72 ADHIV+ and 21 healthy controls (H.C.). 32 AbHIV+ didn't

leukoplekia (H.L.). Sigs
evaluate

influence. Mean value for every patient group are

Results. GROUPS SIgA (mex) lyAne
H.C. 30.813.2 2.840.4

ADHIV+ without lesions 14:22. %.7.9 3.6:2.3
ADHIV+ with oral cand.  48.9:17.5 252.4478.0 3.9:2.3
ADHIV+ with HLL. 5427.2 1 3.141.4

also in the oral cavity.

ABIDJAN. COTEORAL MA HYTh.B.P.346 ottMA
i k K.M> Green T.L.*

houri, KFeDeyw
; De Coc *; Colebunders R.°*

Ke;Greenspan, IS** e

Francisco, San Frances CA, U.S.A
Canter University of California, San

Obiective: descr: oral putes associated with HIV infection in
howptalied patents in‘Abidin,6ote D'ivoi

0 hu and fifty-sixpaie patients (Internal Medicine,
rmatology, Gynecology, medical,

for HIV-1 and HIV-2 “infection!
ral lesions wereposfornrexamination.

reactive on HIV-] and/or Hiv-2
The se: or HIVadoÀHVnt was higher in males

(68)than females (36 Om ca ent in HIV+ve (64/130)
than in HIV-veiypatients({OR-a462:po: Forordisnoting HIVinfection,
oral candidiasis was sensiti % specific, and positive ictive

or 75%. No soona Found between oral can idiasis and the teking of
ntibiotics or cort iry leukoplakia (HL)waswas suspected clinically in

18/130 HIV/ELISA®ndpsaA2HIV/ELISA-vo patients ONS)In 17/19 (90%)
biopsies taken HL was histologically confirmed. Twelve (63%) of the confirmed HL

ISA+ve. The predictive value of HL was increased to 71% by

Conclusions. {1} Oral candidiasis is highly predictive for HIV infection in African
patients; (2) HL occurs in African patients with HIV infection.

A
Gaglioti, Domenico; Ficarra,G.; Di Pietro, M.; Paci, P.; Ravina, A.
University of Florence and USL 10/D, Florence, Italy.

Objective. To report on the clinical behavior and treatment results of oral

hairy ieukopiakia (OHL).
Methods.pe of one and its clinical penevier were correlated
T4-cell co 1 infected patients (pts). I

oral scyelovit was also evaluated. Median follow-up was of
Results. In 64 pts the median T4~celi count, at the appearance of OHL, was of

390 cells/mm? (16-1626). In several ppeared after a p ive
declining of T4-cell count. 26 pts rece!eived nospecific treatment.+ these,
6/25 showed spontaneous remission of OHL, 6/25 ciclic size variation, ee

bijective response (CR=6;PR=8)

14/20 pts. Median duration of response was 6.6 months (2-11).
Conclusion. Declining level of T4-cells influences the appesrance and clinical
behavior of OHL. Pateof T4-cells may facilitate the replication of Epstein-

virus (EBV) within the lingual epithelium. Oral ps la an effective
therapy of OH. This favors the pathogenetic role of
This study is supported by a grant from the Regione ToncanaProgetto Hiv.

 

Th.B. P.345 OCCURENCE x ORAL PATHOLOGY AMONG DIFFERENT RISK GROUPS OF HIV
INFECTED P NTS
Loeb, DerTieels, F*.; De Wit, Sté pene Clumeck, N**,

Division of *Stomatology|and sinfactions Diseases, et Pierre University
Hospital, Brussels, Belg

During a 6-year period, 700 HIV patients (P) were examinated; 73% male a
27% female. Risk factors of acquisition of HIV infection were: honeeesuelor

o ng tho
OL). The most frequent findings were: candid.
(HL), periodontal diseases (PD), Keposi’ s sarcoma (KS) and recurrent aphtous

sion
 

 

ulcerations U). Occurence of oral 1

Risk factor  P_Nb 1 Ob Cand HL PO KS RAU

Homo 271 P 144 P 59 P 34 P 30 P 13 P BP
Afr 245 P 84 P 54 P 6 P 2P 8 P TP
IVDA 101 P 44 P 21P 7P 8 P - -
Hetero 6B P 28 P 18 P 3P 1P - -
Unk 10 P - - - - - -
Blood. 5 P - - - - - -
 

in conclusion : 1) Prevatence of all oral lesions is significantly greater in
sexual group (p 0,001). 2) Hairy leukoplakia and periodontal gigeases

are two 1 Jesions which appear preferentially in the homosexual gro!
{p 0.001).

Th.B.P.347 NATURAL HISTORY OF VeTED SALIVARY GLAND
pan,D.*;Dodd,C.*;Chernoff,D.*; Wara,

DeSe,P.*:Holiander,HandGreenpan,J.*. Sonat AAIDS Crr, UCSF,
San Francisco, CA, USA, +Univ.Hosp. & Dental Coil..Copenh.,Denmark.

salivary gland diseasedescribe the natural history of HIV-associated

ptoms, stage of HIV disease, resti
tid (SP) FR, and immune status (T4, T4/T8).

with parotid gland enlargement (PGE) were compared with those oreacontrol group of HIV
infected adults without HIV-SGD but with a similar degree of immune deficiency.

 

. symptoms ry mouth ane the parotid gland enlargement(%%oreanionswere
generally: unchanged without treatment. E disappeared in 3bation

ns (steroids, zidovudine). cour did not change th Dpatients
Patents»with PGE had significantly lower salivary flow thanthe control group (P<0.01).

No with AIDS 2/12 (17%) Pie Ta)
No with 9
Mean T4 cells/mm3,,T4/T8 283, 0.41 2. 0.28
Mean RWS FR, ml/min 0.46 eu (70.05)
SP FR, ml/min/gland 0.17 7 (P<0.03)

HIV-SGD is ‘associated with lowT4 countsns a high risk of development of
AIDS. Patients with PGE to HIV+ with similar immune
deficiency: Unexpectedly, the salivary flow not decrease with time in spite offarther

ired immune , This effectSet mayperbedunt the given mec
pathogenesis of thisSiogten's syndrome-like disease is unknown. Supported b:y NID‘Pol-
DE07946.the Danish Med. Res. Council (12-7499,12-8465), and AIDS Fondet{DK).
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Th. B. P.348 TREATMENT OF HIV+ PATIENTS WITH OROPHARYNGEAL AND/OR CESO-
PHAGEAL CANDIDIASIS: THE RESULTS OF À D,B, STUDY.

Esposito Roberto; Uberti Foppa, C. and Cernuschi, M.

tHTc of Infectious Diseases, University of Milan, Milan Italy

Objective. To compare in a double blind randomized ale fluconazole and
etoconazole in the treatment of Sropharyagea! and/or oesophageal candi-
diasis in patients with HIV infect

f
cases a 0 cases vs. 2 cases of elevation of SGDT

and 2 cases of elevation of :
Conclusion. In oropharyngeal and/or cesqphagea! candidiasis associated with

in ection, |fluconazole appears to ‘be cally more effective than
ketoconazole. study no significative ‘nycotegical differences are
observed between the two drugs. Fluconazole seems better tolerated than
ketoconazo

Th. B.P.350 PREDOMINANT MI © HIV-RELATED PÉRIUUUNTITIS
iE.RAMS*, MARIOTee D.FEIK*, S.N. ABEL,

« MoGr SLOTS*. *University of Pennsylvania
School of dentalMedicine, Philadelia, PA, USA, and St.Clare's Hospital
and Health Center, New York, NY, U

document the redominant microflora of a rapidly destructive

history tib:
. Also studied were 5onTverelatedper:riodont

a history of recent antibiotic rapy. Subgingival Plaque specimens were
collected with paper points from di: ites
in VMGA III. The microbial samples were pla’atedon selec
brucella blood agar and incubated in 85% N,-108 H. i Ce

sults. viscosus was most “f: statsisolateey
normal peri tal sites. Periodontitis sites este highe:
and % gram-negative anaerobic rods. Predominant species itocleded
Actinobacillusus actinoycetemconitans(mean(mean % of flora in culture-positive
patients = 10.6%), Wolinella a (8.1%), Peptostreptococcusmicros (21.a)
Bacteroides intermedius (15.5%), Fusobacterium2 ES3%), and spirochete:
(15.28 OF miSroscopic count). taTevels of . and enteric scan
negative rods were detected in the subgingivalflor:oraOF“approximately 50%
of the patients studied. Patients with tecen c therapy generally

had signifi ly lower proportis periodontopathic species.
Conclusion. These findings may facilitate clinical t of HIV-related

‘infected

 

periodontitis and demonstrate that the ingival flora in HIV-
persons may serve as a reservoir for Pathogensc organ:

Th.B. P 352 PERIODONTAL DISEASE IN HETEROSEXUAL PATIENTS WITH AIDS
; Small, C.B. and Klein, R.S.

orth Central Bronx Hospital, Albert Einstein College of
Medicine, Bronx, New York,

Objective. To determine the p:revalence|and severity of periodontal disease

(PD) in hecoronensalpatients”(pts) with AID:

cutivePee with AIDS
1 and bise:

vadorwene "periodontal and oral exanina-
tion bya periogent xua xual men were excluded from
analysis. Abno: À findings were photographed.

101 AIDS pts were studied. Perlodontal findings by risk group and
gender aare shown: ‘VDU = intravenous dru, ).

Extent = = = = *Female(No41)
No abnormality 23(25) 1(10) 22(37) 2¢ 5)
Gingivitis only 15(16) 0€ 0) 11(18) 4(10)
Early PD 19(21) 2(20) 13(22) 8(20)
Moderate PD 15(16) 4(40) 6(10) 13(32)
Advanced PD 19(21) 3(30) 8(13) 14(34)
*PD was significantly more severein females (odds ratio <a 1, p<.ons

Periodontal lesions were mor: e than those generally s nin non-A.
pts. 13 pts with PD had severe“leertative gingival lesions. *naditionaltyA
pts had bandidiasis 18 had lesions consistent with hairy leukoplakia, 5
lesions suggestive of Kaposi's sarcoma, and 9 oral ulcers.

. Periodontal disease is common and severe meheterosexual pts

with AIDS. Females have significantly more severe disease. Other oral
pathology, especially candidiasis, frequently occurs concurrently.

474

Th B. P. 3 CARBON DIOXIDE LASER TREATMENT OF ORAL KAPOSI'S SARCOMA.

_—_ Hadderingh, Roel J., Meulen, F.W. van der

Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

guiseceive. The use of the CO, laser in the local treatment of oral
sarcomas to reduce the morbidity as seen after treatment with

the pharynx . Upti ve

had sarcomas on the hard palate, one on the ft pal two in th

phary: ne in the la The surgery was done under general
anaste
Results. “tacroscopically we could remove all tumors butpathological
examinati lear that in four cases there was sid
The period of patients stay in our clinic was from 2fan7 days.
The patients cou: immediately after the surgery a! ir diet
ould be extended in the following days. The postoperative painwas

controlled with small doses of minor analgetics during a maxi:
four days. e follow up has been just four months but we haventtesean

local tumor recurrence:
Conclusion. The 6 Taser surgery of oral Kaposi's sarcomas
effective and gives less morbidity, a shorter stay in hospital and less

scomfort to tnepatients than radiotherapy.

Th.B. P.351 IN SITU CHARACTERIZATIONOFTHE INFLAMMATORYINFILTRATE
IN HIV ASSOCIATED PERIODONTITIS

P.A; Winkler, JR; Williams, C. and
Greenspan, JS.

Oral AIDS Center, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

Qhiestive, The clinical features of HIV associated periodontitis (HIV-P) have been well
documented, one little is known about immunopathology of this lesion. The
pu:spose ofthis is to characteri: ¢ mononuclear cell infiltrates in this lesion.

ym patients with HIV-P. arly
oriented, serial
and the indirect roxidase technique. Antibodies used were specific for pan T-Cells
(Leu 4+5b), T-!helper(I(Leu 3a+b), T-suppressor (Leu 28), B-cells (Leu 14), monocyte/macro-
phages (Leu M5), Langerhans cells (Leu 6) and “us ex!pressing À
negative staining counted in corres; each s
anti bset was he sables for all 13 biopsies.
Results. rcentage of cells reacting with antibody
23.7% End1315.1%of the cells were identified as T-helper and Tesuppressor
The mean helper: infiltrati

epithelium using antibody
“

icularly T helper cells. _ The majority of the
rtion of the

/macrophages nt in large numbers. re does not

reduction in Langerhans cells, Finally, B-cell infiitration is not a
aooeinent feature ofthis lesion. Supported by NIH/NIDR POI DE-07946

ARINHIBITION OF HIV-1 INFECTIVITY IN SERONEGATIVE
Th.B. P.353 » AND CHILDREN ANSEROPOSITIVE MEN,

C.; Wolff, À.; K.; Atkinson, J.C. and
RIOR, fine Bethesda, MD, U. $.A.

Objective. neersof HIV-1 infectivity by saliva from healthy
Tndividuals and ave ted men was assayed in vitro.

atedfete saliva was collected fromFron25 seronegative
a -42) and 7 children (4

mples were obtained also

with att a samples or ontrol fluids. Preliminary experiments showe
that iv not toxic targ phocyt:
Results. Inhibition of infectivity was obser’ all saliva sample:
tested. HIV-1 infection was comp] y inhibited by all salivas from t
women and children. Salivas from 6 of the healthy males (66%) completely
inhibited infectivity and partial inhibition was found in the remaining
samples. The seropositive males salivas a similar distribut
7 of 9 (78%) complete and 2 partial itnibition. plutionpui à sample of
saliva from a single healthy male iano “dependent decrease of
inhibitory activity, with substantial (50%) inhibition remaining at à
1:20 dilution.
Conclusion. Salivary HIV-1 inhibitory activity is commonly found in
human oral secretions and may play role in the tow risk of HIV-1
transmission by the oral route
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Dinyarian, P.
, Texas, U.S.A.

seme Be and University of Texas
Health Science

Objective. To determine the validity of disinfection/sterilizatio
by impression Qaterial manufacturers particularly

incomplete
for completeness of docmented testing and compliance with basic infection
control
Results, Companyi recomended use of only ne chemicaldisimfectant
Which marketedmarketed by another divisionof the same Company 2
recomended any * infectant. “orales 35 suggested
protocols from the published li: Company 6 provided a protocol
based on their studies of their om products, however, only two chemical
disinfectants were evaluated with little information provided on methods
and materials.
Qmnelusion. None of the 6 manufacturers recommended a valid infection

yk protocol for disinfection orSee clement intreeaions that did
notconflict with fasic infection emtrol principles or was adequately
doamented particularly regarding virucidal efficacy.

Th.B.P.356 ora BACTERIAL FLORA:ROLE INTHEINFECTIVITY OF HIV.
D. Ajdukavic’. Ot. . Mayrand**
end 0.0. Pokevict™

“Institut Armand-Frappier. Lavai, Qc. Canada: **Ghanghal Institute,of Biological
Shanghai. PR.R. China. ***Université de Montréal. Montraal, ****Université

Laval. Quebec, Qc. Canada: *****Biomadco Canada Inc.. Montreal. Quebec. Canada.

‘Background. presence of HIV in saliva of infected individuals hes been
demonstrated before. Although a transmission of HIV b:
the transmission of HIV by oral route hes recently been reported.

ui DS virus,

s) may effect the transmission of the virus to the su
or mitoganic activation of those celle is the essential prerequisite For such infection
to occur.
Objective. To demonstrate activation potentisi of oral flors of individusis with
AIDS as well as of normal individ

thods. Antigenic sxtracts of beacteris from ore! cavity of roma end HiV-infectsd

individusis ware used to elicit biestic transformstion of ni | periphers! blood
lymphocytes which were then infected with HIV. The virus multiplication wes

measured by detaction of the reverse transcriptsse activity end the expression of

virel core protein
Results. levels lymphocyte activation and subsequent virus expression was
pronouncedin HiV-infected individuals to vericus extent depending upon the evolution

of ths disease. In normal individuals, blastici¢ transformstion was generally suppressed.
The study is in priogress to eveluste the effects of ral flore of normsi individusis
who have pathogenic oral flora.

Immunologie
Immunology

ot ete HICROGLOBULIN AND CD4 LYMPHOCYTETh.B.P.368 cont rsteno
an, woe Morlet, A*; Virtue, L**.

*® Albion Street as)neste,ooyaey 2 pital. ** Centre for Immunology,
St. Vincent’s Hospita:

Objective objective of this study was to investigate the temporal
association between serum beta-2 microglobulin (§2-M) and HIV disease
progression

Serial serum §2-M concentration and T-lymphocyte countz were
determined for 73 HIV infected homosexual men over a three year period.
Clinical indicators of disease progression are also being obtained.
Resu Evidence of deterioration in immune function, aindicated by CD4

ed.
a rise in §2-M level eitherPreceded {23/51} or was

sane tine (23/51) as the fall in CD4 count. A rise in p2-
observed after a fan in CD4 count in onl: 1

Patients (26%) whose CD4 counts have
@levated 62-H levels while. 8 did not. ee data on these patients
will be presented on completion of the st:
Conclusion The results obtained so far“entire the value of B2-M as an
indicator of i ression in HIV infection and suggest its use
a aanagement tool in early intervention antiviral therapy.
an independent predictor adisease progression ¥: come more ev:
when changes in er time are considered together with data
obtained from the Patients! “clinical records.

fotected at the

  

Th. B.P.355 FLUCONAZOLE FOR OROPHARYNGEAL CANDIDIASIS IN ANTI-HIV
POSITIVE HAEMOPHILEACS

*, les, M.*, Lee, C.A.*, O'Doherty, M.**, Winter,
M.***. Kernoff, PB.
ro nn Department of Haematology, Royal Free
Hotel Hampstead, LondonaHae ilia Centre, SL. ThomasHospital**Lendoa.

d the Haemophilia Centre, ThanetDDineriet General Hospital***, Margate,
UNITED KINGDOM

: To assessthe efficacy of fluconazole in oropharyngeal candidiasis in

Methods: Al re positive haemophiliacs (total 15 currently) who developed
oropharyngealslcandidiecis on clinic:
this multicentre study. Those w

days({median: 14) at a dose of 50
blinded to 150 mg fluconazole/placebo weekly for prophylaxis.bis phase iasted 6

d ase, the patient
was exited from the study. This ongoing phase includes regular clinical,assessments,
mouth swabs, and mouth washings for candida.
Results: All patients cleared oropharyngeal candidissis clinically. However,
patients showed small residual eviiene of andida microbiologically. a}

Conclusion: Fluconazole, a new triazoleanti-fungal antibiotic with a jong.half-life
requiring infrequent dosing. has proven to be efficacious in the therapy of
oropharyngeal candidiasis andmay yet be of considerable benefit in the

Th.B.P.357

 

Th.B.P.359 rvoturion or tHe cp4 44 AND cD4 284 LYMPHOCYTE SUBSTETS
DURING HIV-INFECTION.

VandercamB., Zenagui D., Cahill M., tech F., Omar M., Fernez P., Latinne
D., Debruyère M., De nts of TS Meatcine nd Haenejaematology.

&St-Luc University Hospital, 1200 Brusssls, Belg

ided into subpopulations either defined b:

1 antibodies (ab) #4 orordefined by Mab 284. cD44B4 Tennis
immune response and to re

recall antigens. ser ayatunctions have been reported in atvpetiente

9 and 23 pts respectively at stage metane IV were included
into the study. Mab were supplied by Dual color

immunofluoreacence was performed with EPICS C.
{mean)

 | CD4 CD4/CD8  CDé 2H CD4 4B4 4B4/CD4 2H4/CD4

Stage II-III 544 0,72 221 258 0,46 0,36

Stage IV ais 0,34 124 158 0:47 0,40

In conclusion, during the progression of HIV-infection, we noticed
prograssive destruction of the CD4 cells both cD4 484 and Cb4 2H4. There

was no modifications in 4B4/Cb4 or 2H4/CD4 ratios whateverà“che clinical
of Hiv-infection or the CD4 cells level. we found no evidence

for the theory that a CD4 subpopulation may be a preferential ‘tareet of HIV.
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Th B P. 360 INTRA LABORATORY EVALUATION OF A CRYOPROTECTED
DOUBLE LABELED PREPARATION FOR FLOW CYTOMETRY

Francis*; Bergeron, M.*;
and o’Shaughnesay, V. M.s *Burea ao Labo se and
Research Services, Federal centresfor AIDS, Health Protection
ranch, awa, Ontario, egiona Virus

Laboratory, Eastern Ontario Childern’ s Hoepitel. Smyth Rd.,
Ottawa, Ontario, Cana

aestablish whether cryoprotected blood prepara-
antibodies

reparations were shipped frozen
(FCL) though continental North

al ceAmerica, ackage contained two ell suspension,

instructions and data report sheets.
esults elve institutions returned seventeen laboratory

ports. T resul were fr 6 instruments 8 different no-

ithin 2 . ver 6 of the results were within 1 SD. The 3%
data over 2 SD were from one instrument mo:

Conclusion. Cryoprotected human lymphocyte preparations can be
utilized as calibration or quality control material for FCL.
For universal applications the cooperation of instrument users
and manufacturers is esse

Th. B.P.362 LEUKOAGGLUTINATION IN PATIENTS WITH HEMOPHILIA
MenssFelippe MsRickard, E;Muchinik,Guillermos;Pérez Bianco,

E‘RydeBracco,MM d
TIHEMA, Acadenia Nacional de Medicina, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Objective: 8) To evaluate the capability of hemophiliacs'(He) sera to agglu-
tinate normal pol ponteclear (PMN) leukocytes,since anttiymprotic anti-
bodies prevalence is gre rin He HIV+ than in He HIV-. b) To look for a
correlation of lauhosgglutination (LA) to circulating inmune complexes (CIC)

and fibronectin (Fa
Methods: One hundred |ml of 5x106 PMN/mt were incubated with 100 wl ofinact
vated serum (56°C), gtluced 1/20for2 hs at 37°C and 18 he at 4°C,
He of agglut: termine. re measured (eeneeinve
itation with polyethyleneglycol3.stfinal concentration. Fn was evaluated
by radialimmeditfus
ResulteBs mean values were significantlypee in He HIV+ than in either

HeHIV- orSorat controls (N) (p ¢107/). La z (RtszSE): He HIV+: 39%4,n=28;

He HIV-: 8+ 4yne24sNs4zl sn=14. LA was observed in94% He HIV+, in 36% HeHIV-
and in 7ZN. High values were confirmed for le HIV+ (OD280(XÈSE) :
0.41+ 0.03,n=28) when compared with He HIV- and K{OD280 (RESE)He HIV- 20.226t
0.03,n=21;N20.20f0.01,n=14), but t 6 atistic correlation between
LA and CIC values. Seric Fn concentration was not different in these groups

ug Fo/ml (Xt SE) sHe HIV+: 208% 17,na19}He HIV-2206t 35.me145NN:222425,n=10).
Conclusions: The presence of LA in He is inndependent o eatment-provoked
antigenic stimulation, of CIC and Fn levels. However, LAcould be associ-
ated with HIV-infection.

Th.B.P.364 Ictoence oF AUTOANTIBODIES IN HIV INFECTION.
QatarF.x; De Matteis,M.*; Casasnovas,C.*; Vivinus,M.*:

lamonicaPierre.Cassuto,J.Pa Del.
* Laboratoire d'Immmologie, , x Maladies Infectieuses,
C.H.R.U. Nice, France

Objective. Dysimmme state (e.g. T4 lymphopenia and hyperinminoebulinant)
in saropositive HIV patients (HIV+) now are well known
inckdenesof autoantibodies (AAb) in 2 series of 87 patients.

AAb were detected ‘luorescence, excepted for anti-
HEAAlaierollywphocytotaxicity), Theuatoid factor (ELISA), circulating

C) (latex imunonephe’ismune lexes (CI. ry).
he ol in 34/76 cases (45%). af

anti-HLA specificity (from
AAD

ytes without
, mean © 41.3% with sd =“ 27.6). Anti-nuclear AAb and a

mic: Abeso clways absent (0/8xeRheumatoid factor was only found
in 3/59 cases (52). Anti-e were present in 2/28cases (7%), anti-
keratin insn13/35 (37, 1%) and anti-actin in one out of 35 es(2.a). CIC
have been de a large percentage of HIV+ patients :+47/66 (71%).

diffuse hyperimmmog ine-

infection, account for the presence of these
autoantibodies and an aberrant B-cell immanoregulation afterHIHIV infection.
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Th.B.P.361 A RAPID VERIFICATION OF MONOCYTE ENRICHMENT/
DEPLETION TECHNIQUE UTILIZING FLOW CYTOMETRY

Fancis; Sherring, A. and O’Shaughnessy,

Vv. ureau of Laboratories and Research Services, Federra
Centre for AIDS, Health Protection Branch, Ottawa, Onta:

Canada

Objective. The adherenoe-to-plastic techniques have been de-
veloped to separate monocytes from peripheral blood ono=-
nuclear cells (PBMC). Various so phase aurface depletion
method ave been utilized to either depl mr o=—
cytes from PBMC. rapid verification of the enriching and

depleting methods is possible th flow cytom
lethod. he cell suspension containing monocytes was incu

bated in plaatic dish £ ious kind: hb d without
fetal 1f serum coating. Recovered cells were incubated

th la d monoclonal antibodies specific tobe
. The monocyte population was determined by

Bacteriological grade plates (BGP) without coating
were compared to tissue guitareplates (TCP) for efficiency
for monocyte enrichment, 75.8% 1.9% were obtain rea-
pectively. For depletion utilizing BGP and TCP the monocyte
values were 5% an -8% respectively.

To enrich monocytes the less expensive sethod

yielded better resulta. To remove monocytes the more coatly
plates with fetal calf serum coating is recommende

TOTAL
CIENCY VIRUS INFECTION.

3 na*, V. Ferret-Sena* F. Maltez*, A. Mor.
do* and R. enga' ncias Medicas, Centro de Diagnostico Con
Ras ee“foeeital Curry Cabral, 1100 Lisboa, “Portsal.

mearebrospinal fluid
in {smunode

Th. B. P.363 neDBRAIN"BARRIER IgG SYNTHESIS IN PATIENTS
1

à.
      

(CSF) protein profile was studied in 15 patients with hu
V) infection and clinical evidenc

three formul: 23s . iber’s diagram detecte 1 protein profi

le in 14 of 15 (93%) patients and total IgG synthesis within thi pre=
ions were found between those CSF

(1) H. Rell Tibbling et al. Scand
J. Clin. Lab. Invest. (1977) 37, 385-390. (3) W. Tourtellotte and B.
rology (1978) 28, 76-83. (4) E. Schuller and H. Sagar J. Neurol.Sci. (1581)

51, 361-370

Th.B.P.365 LYMPHOCYTES CDH,BETA 2 MICROGLOBULINE ET NEOPTERINE
re DANS LE LCR. ET LE SANG AU COURS DE L'INFECTION PAR V.LH,

VERGNE AtGALIDIE.C.tBRUN J-*,TOURAINEF.+-LIVROZET LM”Qui{QUINCY CLY.TOURANELL*
{Lab.immunobiologie. Hôpital Neurologique 69394 Lyon Cédex
“LabRadioanalyes.Coniro eases
+ Pavillon P.Hépital Edouard Herriot 65437 Lyon Cédex 03.FRANCE.

 

 

 

 

 

né le LCR et le sang
Dnoueeus bo patins avec ARC et SIDA.

Etud asymptomatiq
dea mi CD4+ ot CDB+ (Cy fi
EPICS (RIA).

Résultats: Nous observons une destruction des lymphocytes CD4+ , une augmentation
progressive de la Béta 2 microglobuline dans le LCR et le sang , quel que soit l'état neurologique.
Les taux de neurologique au
stade SIDA.

riormant pour apprécier
CD4+ et B2M, sont

des marqueurs d'évolutivité de La maladie.
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STUDY OF PREDISPOSING FACTORS ON THE SUSCEPTIBILITYTh.B.P.366
Liut**, R. Turcotte*. O.D. Pekovic***

. Leval. Qc. Canada. ipenanel Institute of Biologicalpinseteue Armand-Frappier. henna! rue
tresl. Quebec.Shanghai. P.R. China. ***Biomedco

Background. Numerous publications suggest sn association of tuberculosis (TB) and
AIDS. individusis with sctive e to the infection

that mononuclesr phagocytes auch as monocytes and

0 8 similer strategy to hide HIV frem body's immunologicel mechsnism

psrticuiarty in the early steges of HIV intestion snd/or In HIV carriers.
Objective. In vitro study of the susce;eptibility of MNPC of tuberculin positive [Tel
‘and tuberculin negetive (TB-) individuals es well as pstients with active TB to
infection by HIV.
Methods. MNPC were isolsted and purified from blood of TB+ and TB- individuais

with HIV, incubated fcr
days. The virus

the supernatants of broken snd

as well as fro

was determined by p24 antigen capture asasy in
unbroken 2
esutts. Although the in vitro system employed msy not represent 5 situation in

vivo, the MNPC from TB+ individusis showed ee higher resistence to Infection by
and/or production of HIV. Significance of thia will be discussed.

 

HIV-1oeanANTIBODIES IN BREAST NES DETECTION
Th.B.P.368 METHODS AND CORRELATION WITH SERI

3 vrarzodegan H! sHarsouks ad;
**Boulos R; *Saah A; *Halsey N;
“Johns Hopkins University, Baltinore, 0;**Centers for
Health and Development, Port-au-Prince, i.

Qbiective. mine the utility of breast milk analysis
in the atamnosiaofaIVv-1 infect:

Blood and breast essspecimens were collected
from 12 “aiv-i seropositive and 7 seronegative women posiding
in a periur! Haitian slum. s were tested
Western blot (WB- Biotech, Diorndand Chiron) and PaYantigen
capture.

east milk specimens from 11 of 12 seropositive
women were positive by WB analysis; breast milk and blood WB
band concordance was observed in 10 of il women. One
previously seronegative woman appeared by WB to have

erted recently; no WB bands were present in her
breast milk. None 7 HIV-1 seronegative women had WB

ds in their sera or breast milk spec.
HIV-1 ib t in breast milk

of seropositive wonen.
appear: © provide a specific method of screening for i
infect.Stions, re seroconverters may not excrete detectable
quantities of ogoHIV-1 antibodies in breast nm

Th.B.P.370
* {son Ae Imrfe; Glenn Doherty” and David A. Cooper
Cen ri nology, St. Vincents Hospital “*The National Beh and

Medical ierewenCouncil Special unit in AIDS Epidemiology ang, Clinica
Research, The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Austra

DETECTION OF HIV ANTIGEN AND HIV CORE ANTIBODY DURING

03 LON

Objective.To assess the incidence of HIV antigen during seroconversion and to
investigate pherelattionship between HIV antigen and anti-Core antibod:

les fromMethods.903 124 seroconverting subjects were tested for HIV
antigenantibodyand core antibody.A mean of 7.2 sera were drawn from each

subject (r

Of the 18 subjecte,12(672)hed a time interval betwe and first

to

eppearence efcore antibody delayed.post
dgenaenic at the time of seroconversion and al.

a persistent antigenaemia post seroconversion do
a detectable core antibody.

depectable more frequently ineeepers
y seroconvert when the window period be‘we he dy

he first antibody positive sample is ow.In no subies with
a ow period greater than 320 days was antigen detecte prior
seroconversion. Antigenaemia at or pooat seroconversion is linked te.a delayed
core antibody response at this t:

Th.B.P.367 RAISEO G-2-MICROGLOBULIN LEVELS IN ASYMPTOMATIC
PHASE OF THE HIV-1 INFECT

Viastimil;Uherové ,P.sSchmidtmayerové, H.;Fel-
,0.;Mikulecokei+;Zachar

instityes of Virology, Slovak Acad. Sciences,Bratisleva,Czechoslo-
Medical Faculty ,Comenius University Bratislava, Czechoslo-

Objective. re define more precisely the individual differences
n the course of HIV infection in asym

Methods. In seropositive(n=19) perso
years at 6 month i

nti-env
genenia. Comparatively
ronegative homosexual men(n=$2)8 tially reacti

onfirme e by immunodLot (DuPont). Data were
processed by Kruskal-Wallis and Neményi
Results. 62M were higher (p<0 in seropos itive than in sero-
negative persons and i IA initially reactive sera than in nor-
mal healthy subjects(p<0.05).62M levels correlated in the earl
phase of infect with CO8+ counts,later with the decrease of
anti-core Ab a with the antigenemia presence,following close-
ly the p24 concentrations(studied consecutively for 8 mon hs).

i er markers con ed
forthe HIV infection process monitoring

in order to decide about antiviral treatme

Th.B.P.369 COMPARISON OF SANTI-HIV ENZYMEIMMUNOASSAYS,3HIV ANTIGEN ASSAYS
ne OTs aaSEROCONVERTER PANEL

its n À Iurie* and David A Cooper:
*Centre for Immunolocapoe teescnoapitalérie Petionalieaith and Medical

Research Council Special Unit in AIDS Epidemiology and Clinical Research,
The University of New South Wales,Sydney,Austrai

Objective.To compare limits of detection of 8 commercial BOEIARIV EIAs whic!
employ either recombinant or whole virus antigens,and 2 WBs on a seroconverter

panel;to compare theperformance of 3 oprigen assays on these sera

t ia les from 3 homosexual males with s:

18
mp. rawn from each subject (range 9-14).The uaen time between the last

sanple negative by 8all tests and the first sample to be positive by at least

one test was 4 days
Resulte-Anti-HIV was not detected in any sample collected within one week o
onset of symptoms.In the second we 8-14)one assay detected anti-HIV in
75% of samp compare h 253 detected by 4 other assays.7 of 8 assays
detected anti-HIV in 100% of samples by day 90.One produced a positive
res y did not show a arly positive

and profiles(anti-gag.then anti-anv and
gnttcpolsuggestive|of early s/csoposred x both assays by the second week
following onset o: ¢banda were detected in sera
collected within one° week following onset ©: OMS «

Conclusion.This seroconverter panel allows ranking of SAnti-HIV assays and 2
WBs according to senstivity.There is a wide range of detection Limits between
assays which does not seem to be related to the kind of assay u:

Th B P. 371 SENSITIVE DETECTION OF HIV-1 ANTIBODY WITH A

PEPTIDE-BASED ELISA IN TWO SERCCONTERSION PANELS
Croix vel.ie

IAF BioChen international Vv 187;
Laboratoire de Santé Publique du guébec, Montréal, canerae

Objective: the ability of a new Peptide=baaed ELISA
with RPA forthe‘detection of garly antibodies to

th are WO seroconversionFrancis
Each s imen vas carefully characterized for the presence or
absence f ruedies to HIV by the FDA licenmed ELISA test
kits then # well as by IFA and WB. IAF BioChem's
combined miVRives antibody detectionkit is a peptide-baaed

racteriatics rmance are described

 
elsewher at thin meeting. RIPA ocedures are as described
(Ozanne and Fauvel, J. Clin. Microbiol. 26: 1496, 1988)
Resuit ioCh:
Serum id. ELISA RIPA Remarks
BBI-A01 EG NEG
BBI-A02 NEG

BBI-A03 POS VERY WEAK POS gp only (W.B. neg.)
BBI-C22 IND VERY WEAK POS gp only (W.B. neg.)

zr Pos WEAK POS gp only (W.B. neg.)
BBI-C Pos K only (W.B. neg.)

lusion: IAF BioChem's ELISA is more sensitive than WB and
ral lysate ELISA s rab to RIPA in the earlyvi

detection of antibodies to viral glycoproteins.
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Th. B.P.372 IMMUNOCOMPETENT CELLS IN LIVERS OF GHTLDREN WITH AIDS.

Thomas, P*; Greco, M.Alba*; Kahn, ES; Magid, Ht;
Mahnovski, V°; Anderson, vi. *New York Datversity, NY

$North Shore University Hospital, Manhasset, Medical Center,NY
NY; “Childrens Hospital, LA, CA; #Pediatric AIDS Group, USA

Objective. To define the inflammatory cells, especially messe and
antigen presenting cells (APCs) in livers of children dying of A
Me « Seventeen livers from autopsies of AIDS children d 25eet to 7

yre and sections from 11 non-AIDS ols died by immunohistochers—

stry. All had ly and had clinically evident liver disease
(53%

(18x, 1 w: MAL gra
18%, 1 with lymphoid nodules, 2

Antigen expression was as follows (# of cases):
LCA _B cell T celt $100 HLA DR___MS___LYSO __AIACT

Lyaphocytes +45) #1 #7) - - -
Macrophages - - - +(17) +(17) #15)

with granulomas).

+(vt #,>
Kupffer cells = = +(1
mes organisms show waaS-100 (+); rareEE cells

“DR. T Lymphoid aggregates aisicked mature follicles (i.e., distribution
ofB,T, and APCs). MS=macrophage specifib; APAGTILpha-T“eacichynoteypain.

- T celle are the predominant lymphocytes in hepati:¢ infiltrates.
aoeare present in lymphoid nodules and granulomas; HLA-DR « more sens:

ve in dete ping me lyap aggregates are seen, mature follicles
a2recapitulate

 

Neurologle
Neurology

OMANSNMGRe MANIFESTATIONS IN earn WITH

Th. B.P.374 IMMUNO DEFICIENCY VIRUS INFECTIO

coh,heBena*s Estreich, S* , G. F.*;
Kennard, C* 3 wash,

*Whitechapel Clinic and ** Department of Neurology, The London
Hospital, London, England. UNITED KINGDOM

Objective: To determine the prevatence of neurological mani-
festations in patients infected with HIV.
Methods: 111 patients infected with HIV were analysed ¥
spectively with res age, sex, ris ctors, stageorHIV

and cause ofnipurelogical manifestations.
pollow"uP was from 6 - 29 m
Re urological episoodes were identified in 17 1158
of 111Patients 10 of 29 patients with AIDS, two of 19 w:
AIDS-related complex, one of 2 th persistent generalised”
cymphadenopathy and four of 35 who were otherwise asymptomatic.
Central nervous system involvement included three with
related encephaalopathy, three with CMV retinitis, one withgrand

associated w. toxoplasmosis, one with oculomotor
neuropathy, left hemiplegia and Parkinsonism associated with
oxoplasmosis, five w:

ä onetn lindness from necrosis of the optic

15% of
patients; cranial neuropat 6 were common and rare complications
such as Parkinsonism and optic chiasmal necrosis were see:

IMPAIRED MOTOR PERFORMANCE OF HIV-1 INFECTED PATIENTS
Th.B.P.376 IS NOT DUE TO SIMPLE FATIGUE

JohnG; Sadier, AE; Wolf, L; Brew, BJ; Price, Rw;
Sidtis, JJ. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, NY, NY, USA.

o determine if inpairedmotor performance(Finger tapping) in
the effects of fatigue.

Com ADC) stages wereevaluatte
enapmpets history, and neuropsychological battery: Subjects were
staged as norma], mild, “or’modera ew res. rity of ADC-related

np nor to assess susceptibilitytofatigue, subjects
were administered a modified finger tapping task: five 10-second trials
spaced with no more than a 10-secon passbet n them

: Finger tapping performance with domminant iF(2, 127)=31.80,
p<.001] and non-dominant hands [F(2,es,00,p<.001] declined with
increasing severity of -related motor dysfunction, w mar
differences among the groups apparent on bo! ds from the first trial
[F(2 }=43.82, p<.001]. normal and mild patients’perfoy rma

n later trials; patients with moderate motor dysfunction showed n
charge in performance ("fatigue effect”) over the five trials (F(4,24)}=0. 50.

735].
: With increasing motor dysfunction due to ADC, poor moto

performance appears to be related to deterioration of the capacity of the
r system, not simply to susceptibility to fatigue effec
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Th.B.P.373 SERIAL IMMUNOLOGIC STUDIES AS AN INDICATOR OF
PROGRIRESSION TO AIDS IN A COHORTOF MALE SEXUAL
ARTNERSOF MEN WITH HIV DISEASE

Read, Stanley, Cotten, R., Farewell, V., Kiein, M., MacFadden, D.,
oazevare,< et al.University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
Objecti o compare serial immune parameters in men who have
developed NDS.with those of men who are seropositive and
seronegative control
ethods: At recruitment, 143/249 men were seropositive and 16

subsequently seroconverted. At the time of this analysis, 24 had
developed AIDS. Serial routine hematology, T-lymphocyte subsets,
jastogenic responses and quanthalve immunoglobulins were done on

all members of th based on comparison of
values at intervals from estimated!time of infection.

were significant differences in absolute T4 counts,
een

seropositives who went on to develop AIDS. Most of

time of entry into the study.
increase in the last 4 months in the group covelopingAIDS
Conclusions: Differences in immune parameters betwi groups of un-
infected, infected and prparession’ toto AIDS generally are unchangedon
serial determinations. Also, variability in serial test results i
individual makes the use of a single test of limited value in prognosis.

Th.B.P.375 AIDS-RELATED NEUROLOGICAL ILLNESSIN TWO U.S.CITIES:
A COMPARISON OF SIMILAR POPULATIONS

*; Bredesen, D.**; Rosenblum, M.**; Cohen, B.*; Von Roenn,
School, Chicago, IL USA

Stephen Grohmann*;
3.*; and Murphy, R.* * western University Medical
**Uniniversity Califomia, San Francisco, CA USA

To address the question of regional and risk leted wartatiane in the incidence af

AIDS-related neurological illness, d th d frequency of
i illness in two similar patient poy ee noted in Univers hospitals in San

Ca. e
risk group for
79%,res uded

usion (>1% . Signs or symptoms of neurolo
482of1286(37%)ofpacain SFand in 58 of 205 (28%) of

toms were noted in 79 patients in SF (6.1%) and
GB)MONdonshe74pasaSG)a br

naj specific pathologicdiagnosesi CHI): encephalosa
EE28%; 20, aap) cry (68, 14%; 4, 2%), toxoplasmosis (53, 11%: 7,
12%), primary CN:SR5%; 2,Sa)and2%; 3,5 common
agnoses luded HSV, CMV haliis (28, 5.8%;1,1.7%) and rare cases of

CNS tuber,nioma. 

 

 

 

 

ite dary 10| mbocytopenia. 1T4 cell
count. The TA cell 5 gi ic pati 143.5 + 14.4

y i P the mean T4 96.14 1140. TIThis trend

may suggt in developmen
eeereas The despressionsg deesrwthraptThar popilasoas
tisk group, despite geographical locationmaywell bave similar rates of neurologic

Th.B. P.377 "EXPRESSION NEUROPSYCHIATRIQUES DU SIDA AU SENEGAL”

D’AMEIDA L. DIOP A.G., A POVO C.
C.H.U. DE FANN- D, (SENEGAL)

OBJECTIFS: Les divers effets dévascateurs du SIDA impose lanécessité délar-
gir son approche biomédicale à des sociales, culturelles par l'étu-
de des problèmes psyetageet Maurogiqe. Jusqu'ici“absences des re-
cherches sur le ir,au Sénéga
METHODES: les 6 c: l'étude ont étè analysés à parti
- d'un Buide a obnervation neuropaychiatrique inspiré deua.M.D.P. et de la

- “aun examen clinique neurologique;

- d'un cliniquepovehiatriajue.
RESULTATS:"IL a été no polymorhisme du tableau neurologique avec di-

verses Fopographics. 7 n'exsiste pas de manifestations psychiatriques pro-
res au

CONCLUSIONS: ces conclusions ne concernent que la population observée. Elles
un

e
doivent être comparées, dans an, à une population sidéenne plus large.
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NUTRITIONAL FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH AIDS
Th. B.P.378 and Schmidt, R. M -Conter for Preventive

Es Research, “San Fre co State University¢ and A
Sao Francisco,"California, USA.

Medicia
and “Pacific Presbytacies Medical Center,S:

evaiuate the ates status of patients with ARC and AIDS.

   patients were

 

hysical activity, alcebol use aa
Floyd at3 montth iatervais for = period of6 ment

Mean ht loss, deficiency in cal mparison to the
d serum sthumin ad‘cholesterol levels were

significantly decreased ia rients with ARC andAIDS. Health Watch Question-
res were significantly lower for ARC pati:

  

orgyexpenditure (TEE.

except alcohol use aticats achieved better scores than
had s atly lower scores in medical events, nutrition. psychological well-

1 bei when compare teeon

  

cas
being and gener:*
Conclusion. utriti
of serum sibenin and cholesieralin pati
tests can be of progression of HIV infection.
that nutrition, heaitb behavior. ibu and serum helesterol
assessments be incorporated inte curreat longitudinal studies oo AIDS

 

Th. B. P.3 gr CLIN For Perez,

*, perez. “Bye
aint michael ts Medical Cen t

vapniversity of Medicine & Dentistry,

Objective:

fication of pa

syndromes.

ast During a one

NrrroNeL aspects OF AIDSres IN AN INNER

er, oil S.**,
*

U.S.Ak, New Jersey, A,
U.S.A.Newark, New Jersey,

Assessment of nurtition (Nut) Pretee and identi-

tients at high risk for potential

week period in August 1984, orients (c)

V ciinic, participated in
ymous survey of Nut practices.

12% ho

Food Stores. had st more than 5 kg the last six

onths, 90% of these were usi vit, 70% were us 2 or more
Vit/day. 72% of were dissatisfied with Nut information pro-
vided by clinic, Only 12% reported that Nut had been discussed

eli visits. C used NS a vit
i

ignificant weight loss may be u g

multiple vit and may represent a group at risk of vit toxicity.

Th.B.P.382
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Th.B.P.379 THE CHALLENGE OF NUTRIT ONAL CARE OF PATIENTS WITH AIDS

chrysomilides, Sonia. St. Paul’s Hospital, Vancouver, B.C,

Objective. To identfy different nutritional complications present at
different st of HIV
Results Nutritional"complications can be best described according to
the following patien
- À onlya feu nutritional problems occur,theindividual needs
extensive mutritiion education tonedent the devel Malnutrition,

- Constitutional disease: the in
and diarrhea. A high protein high calorie diet
one t ected fibre and. restricted fat, withne lactose free, rest
complete 1 5, is neces:
Opportunistic infections and : the individual experi
an r of nutritional complications, which r 2 nutritional
are an tion. number strointestinal ,liver or kidn roblems

dictate different dietary regimens and/ difications. n or
esophageal lesions are . a soft, entres origual diet would be
si sted, avoiding citrus fruit, spicy, vs ir very cold foods

- Food and drug interactions shotald be considered also at all times.
Conclusion. The maint te nutrition in patients with AIDS is
a major co no ralized, The signif-

in the © I rstand the dis-
ease process and its implications on nutritional seatus

 
 DIETAR

Sam Golden”, Paul Kahi", and Saars”.
15220 and “*BioSyn, Marblehead, MA U.S.A.

Th.B.P.381
“Medica, Homestead, PA

 

Besuits. In patient #1 with early fesi 

active KS. There has been no changeinthelong term lesions. Patlant #3 demonstrated a 50%
reduction of his most recent |lesions. 

Patient #1 has b h

program for 2 months.

regression of early Kaposi's sarcoma lesions. Potential mechanisms wilt be discussed.

Th.B.P.383
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a
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Grossesse et obstétrique
Pregnancy/Obstetrics

B.501 ‘SEMEN BANKS/EMBRYO BANKS: POTENTIAL HAZARD OF
HIV TRANSMISSION: AN OVERVIEW
.S.E.

World Federation of Contraceptive Health; Reproductive Health Center,
Surfsong Road, Kiawah, SC U.S.A.

Donorartificial insemination (AID) and in vitro fertilization (IVF) using human
fresh semen and cryopr positive or asymp-

i transmission. HIV and variou:
here to-and penetrate the plasma membrane of human

in express CD4 epitopes, which are
Certain surface proteins, in-

erm plasma membrane via lipid
wineplication of HIV and subsequent budding of viron

particles may occur within the cytoplasma/nucleus of sperm. HIV transmission
m Semen Banks “inwaives antigen cro: K

calle; alyotipid glycoprotein: and humoral
Other cofactors for HiV transmission intcude mucosa! trauma in urog

Phosphatidylinosital .

These phenomeno are related to Pediatric AIDS. Future
research is needed to evaluate qua
levels and temporal changes of HIV viron particies in the seminal piasma vs
perm surface membrai

 

B 503 ETUDE PROSPECTIVE DE L'INFECTION A VIH CHEZ LES
. FEMMES ENCEINTES : SUIVI DE 96 PATIENTES, 51 ENFANTS

ET 49 FAMILLES
Nicole CiratuVigneron,aNguyen Tan Lung, C. Brunner, P. Hondertick,
JL. Wautier, J al.
Hépitai Lariboisière,“Université Paris VII, Paris, FRANCE.

Objectifs : Déterminer ia prévaience de l'infection à VIH chez ies femmes
enceintes, leurs enfants stleurs partenaires, en étudier l'évolution, apprécier
le rôie eventuel de la gro:
Méthod à Depu 1986 nous€avons institué ie dépistage systématique chez les
consultantes n cas de positivité, celui et des familles,
apprécié régulièrement les stades évolutifs, étudié les foetus
Résultats : Nous avons inclus 96 nouveaux ces (3 patientes enceintes 2 fois) ;i

milies revues, 1 partenaires sont infectés,

et sur 35 enfants antérieurement nés, 8 sont séro positifs.
Conclusions : Maigré un recul de 3 ans, il est nécessaire de confirmer ces
résultats encore préliminaires par le Suivi au long cours de la cohorte.

Soins

Care

MASSAGE FOR TERMINALLY ILL AIDS PATIENTS

Ann Ruebottom
Casey House Hospice Inc., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Coranna Lee
Casey House Hospice Inc., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

P.J. Dryden
Pain Clinic, Sunnybrook Medical Centre,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

OBJECTIVE: To describe the pioneering venture of using Regi-
stered Massage Therapists (aies heal theare institution

i Massage techniques and mo ities contribu-
e of _terminally ill AIDS patients at Casey House.

n the scope of practice of RMTs
in Ontario are described, their clinical effects noted and

hypotheses for the mode of action proposed
ysical results include reduction of pain, swelling,

anxiety, insomnia, joint stiffness, muscle spasm, skin patholo-
gies. Psychological results include reduction of the feelings
of isolation, improved body image/self-esteem

Registered Massage Therapists have a valuable role
itution. lassage is a usefu

well as enhancing social/emotional well-being
through the medium of wholesome and skilled touch

B.502 CONTRACEPTIVES, HIV INFECTIONS AND HETEROSEXUAL
TRANSMISSION
aa jafez; Ei Ton: re MN

Reproductive Health Center, Kiawah Isiand, SC U.S.A., eWorld Federation
of Health, Egypt, **Worid Federation of Health, Saudi Arabia.

Sn ant oe

 

Contraceptive copper |UD's, contraceptive dlaphra ms, rubber condoms, and
t derma S«

  

rmicides may produce allergic
ubber chemicals may cau  dermatitis ‘dia hi

sensitive men, and vulvititis/vaginitis in rubber-sensitive women. jermatitis
may be due to sensitizers in contraceptive spermicides: phenylmercuric ace-
tate, oxyguinoline sulfate, quinine hydrochloride, an rcinol. In-
creased bi the uterus and increased ceilularity associated with
UD's enhances HIV heterosexual transmission. !UD's ca | damage of
endometrial lining, which potential entry point for HIV, or site from
which it is transmitted. Cofactors which enhance HIV heterosexual trans-
mission include increased menstrual bleeding adherence to iU: tails of bac-
teria, viruses, cervical us; an ‘agmentation of copper spirals of cop
IUD's. The infectivity rate of seropositive women wearing IUD's is aggre-
vated furt! {UD tail, of HIV virions and infected ceilu-

black copper
penic purpura, an ailergic reaction. In develo;
roups for AiDS and contraception are similar unseling can be

conducted in an INTEGRATED Family Pla ningMaternalChild, Heaith
Centers/Drug Treatment Center/STD Clin

HIV INFECTION RATES IN PARTURIENTS WHO RECEIVE NO PRENATALB.504 CAR

elds, J.%*; ,i .
sPesurtnent if Infection Control, Charity Hospital, New Orleans, La.,
-S.A.; **Louisiana AIDS Prevention and Surveillance Program, New Orleans,

La. U.S.A.

MarieRe James, D.*; Muirhead, L**;

Objective. To test the hypothesis that women receiving no prenatal care
represent 2efigher risk aroup for HIV infection than those who receive
regular an urbai jospital serving primarily indigent patients
(Charity Hospital [CH}).

women presenting
pos

. À g to the obstetricalclipes of CH are offered
HIV testing and pre )test counsel ing (gr 1). Between 5-10% o

wom have not received any
prenatal care (group II). Beginning"10/1788 all auch women were offered
he g their hospitalization accompanied by pre/post test

selini All specimens were screened using EIA, with confirmation by
Western BLotAMB).

ety-eight percent of women in group I and 100% of women in
group Il consented to HIV testi

#tested 19/1/88-1713/89 # (+) by WB
Group 1 1357 8 (0.59%)
Group II 1 (1.0%)

overall seroprevalence of HIV in
health care system is not

101
n this area where the

pregn nt women is low, being outside the
reflective of being in a higher risk group

EVALUATING THE OUTCOMES OF A LINKAGE SYSTEM DESIGNED
TO FACILITATE ACCESSae CHRONICALLY HOMELESS PERSONS TO
AN OUTPATIENT AIDS PROGRAM

Hagerty, Cornelia A. R.N., M.S.N.; O'Conne11,J.J.II1, M.D.

Significance. ones number's of known HIV+ residents residing in Boston
shelters ha wn from 1, in 1985, to more than ren 1988. chronicallyjas

homeless constitute 25% of the Aids progr jen
gbjective..Our primary effort has been to broaden AIDS-spect fic Tage care
to our city's chronically homeless population by developing a
sys The Boston Health Care For The Homeless Project indthe
Adult AIDS Clinic at Boston City Hospital.

. A physician from the Homeless Project cares for the HIV+ shelter
patients in the AIDS Clinic thus, the expertise and the network of support
systems from both specialties are integrated into the primary care model
for this popula ton.
Qutcomes.1. Fée:setecte case manager system that most often
originatees in the shelter syst track their

th

2. The shelt

consfderinng these patients for clinical drug trials and opening ni
avenues of ¢
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B.507 COMPREHENSIVE OUT-PATIENT CARE OF HIV-INFECTED

aeUTILIZING A PRIMARY CARE EL

s, Kathryn; Soloway, B.; Ernst, J.; Bronx-
Lebanon HospitetSree Bronx, New York, USA.

Objective. To meet the total health needs of HIV infected indi-
viduals, of all ages and all states of illness, in a community

with very high HIV seroprevalance.
Method. The establishment of a comprehensive out-patient health
Care program for HIV-infected individuals
Results. A community hospital in the Sowth Bronx has develo

patient education. Protocols
cover these and other areas. Provider continuity, ineluding in-
patien care, is maintained in all primary care centers. On-go-
ing subspecialty input for all patients is provided by the infec-
tious disease team.

Le sang et les produits sanguins
Blood and Blood Products
B 509 LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP OF UNTREATED SEVERE RTcreeaansTe)

" IN weerHIV NECTED DRUG ADDICTS.C.Tural,B tet,G.Sirera
A.Casals,J.Tor,M.Foz. Infectiou

He Badalona "GermansTri

Tplatelet count € 9000/mm° and rich marrow aspirate)related to HIV infection,re-
Fused any kind of treatment but aaccepted a follow-up control each 4 months.

ableResults: are Summarizedin t
Fol low-u

months p/m T Tm
27

Initial

13 $3000 409
15 5401

n
y
s
e

= n
n =

w
w

w
o
}

a
e
e
o

S
o

> a œ

hi
the three patients developed”as during the follow-up period. Since” we have ob-
served a Jou ‘atio to steroids(only 25% responded) and due to the poten-
tial imm nosupressive sside effect of prednisone i

enhaced control and expectant attitude,although we
mt in all o em according to the ent literature.Neverthel

pn unfavorable prognostic sign in TDASseropositive for HIV.
$s STP is not

B.511 HEMOPHILIAC HRATEON OF COSTA RICA FRON 1979 to 1983

Taylor, Lize 3 Montero, C.**; Cordero, R.#**; Astua, M.C.#*;
vs R.##*: Vi A.*

Louisiana State Univers.ity-International Center for Medical Research & Train-
tne, (LSU~ICMRT), San Jose, Costa Rica; **Hematological Dept., Hospital Mexico,
an Jose, Costa hea; ***LSU Medical Center, New Orleans, Louiai.

To analyze the serological profile in the hemophiliac population

 

Objective:
= Costa Ric:
Methods: Serum si
‘anti-HIV ELISA (Abbott wrITT)» Western Blot (LSU-ICMRT),

amples stored in the LSU-ICMRT serum bank were tested with
HIV antigen
Clinical data

 

(vironostika-0: m1) sAg and anti-HBs (LSU-ICMRT).
e obtained from the hauptea case aLes

Results: Of the 147 hemopi:iliacs, 80 (5:42)were positive for either HBsAg a:

anti-|“His. 64 (44Z) were positive for anti-HIV-1 with the following disteibu-
th
fat] Hemophilia A Hemophilia B Hemophilia C Von Willebrand
Positi: 66 18 0 3
Negative 46 13 2 31
 

 
90 21 2 34

6Z) of the A hemophiliacs were anti-HlV-l positive since 1980 or
before, Shine ll (55%) of the B hemophilia
HIV-1 antigen test was done in 59 of
whose sera were available. The presence of the HIV-1 antigen was evaluated

ion with seroconversion, development of ARC or AIDS and death of
the hemophiliac.
Conclusion: analysis of BIV-1 seropositivity in Costa Rican hamopnddiacSyovider The

ovides some new inaeights into the origin of this disesse in Central America
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AIDS AND PHISICAL EDUCATION
Freire, S.V.; Machado,
Centro. Corsini. (certasinas.Sko Paulo.Brazil.

The human is an integral composition of mind and body rep-
resented by pleasure and aestetics, lotions and reason, Th

i s e om:

the enviroment dominated by the AIDS virus he body is
ough disgust, depression,guilt,renornetsenti. and

death.This conduct the patient to a kind cf intense exile rup-
prethe life links.The body activity represents :at this’ point
in time,an important link with the life since it felt
thoough.the activity in a concious way. Specialittesare required to
help the AIDS patients in an adequate enviroment Which

the techiniques.In our particular relaxati
mentation to promote the body awarness.Our. real possibiisty seins
creation of an space for the body expression in a
restore+

B.510 FULLY AUTOMMIED SYSTEM FOR THE DETECTION AND REGISTRATION OF
HIV-ANTIBODIES IN DONOR BLOOD
Reesink Henk.*; Koot, A.**; Schram, N.*; Plaisir,A.*;
Drewes,At

* Red Cross Blood Bank, Amsterdam, ** Proton-Wilten, Etten-Leur,

##* Wellcome Nederland, Weesp, The Netherlands.

Objective. To develop a fully automated system for the detection and
registration of anti-HIV in donor blood
Met!hods. Anti-HIV tests are done with an ELISA system in microtiter plates

licore ollows:

e results
transfers the test

ti

eetented, No major problems were encount:

Conclusion. ELISA test systems for anti-HIV detection can be fully

automated, which contributes to a safer blood Supply by avoiding human
well as a reduction of the workload in bloodbank.

B.512 IMME ACTIVATION IN Hiv POSITIVE AND

Yasuharu Nishida; Y. Oura; T. Koyama
M. Hi and ishi:

Department of Internal Medicine, Hyogo College of Medicine, Hyogo, Japan.

Objective. To analyze signs of immune activation observed in hemophiliac
patients with and without HIV infection.
Methods. absolute CD4 number, , CD4/CD8 ratio, Ia posit: cell
percent and Ig (G, A, M) were measured on a cohort of 41 henophitac
patients (18 seropositive, 23 seronegative) followed for 5 years in Hyogo

ecture.
Increased levels of serum IgG and 2positive cell percent were

both seropositive and And the level of
in seropositive group higher tan that in seronegative group

wathstatistical bignifionce(«0“005)- Moreover, the correlations between
4/T8 and IgG (r=-0.G46), end between 14/6 and Ia positive cell percent

showed onl: Ati

Results.

Wen.605) were ive group.
Conclusion. Hemophiliac patients show same signs of immunostimulation.
Increasing levels of IgG and Ja positive cell percent appear to be
correlated with declining immune status in seropositive group.
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HIV-INFECTION IN HEMOPHILIACS IN ARGENTINA
B.513 Muchinik,Guillermo;Pérez Bianco,R;Bouzas ,MB;Rickard ,E; B.514

de Te: 0,M.
ITHEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina ,Buenos ‘Aires Argentina.

Objective. To describe an update HIV-infection in hemophilia
fethedsHIV antibodies(ab)wereddetected through EIA (Abbott) and confirmed

and ENV,by means of
Results.À total of 467 emsphsLies has been studied since November, 1984.
Hemophilia SevereA (n=407) Moderate Mild Sev.with Total

Total (a) 236 61 65 25 407
HIV ab pos. (b) 102, 17 10 6 135
§ pos. (pos. (b)/total hem.(a)) 284 155 244
pos. (pos. (b)/total pos.A(407)) 7 138 m 44
en B (n=60) Severe Moderate Mild Sev.with Total

ibitor1

Total (c. 23 22 13 2
HIV ab po: 12 10 0 1 23
; pos. (bos. Geotal hem.( 53% 43% 0% 4%
pos. (pos. (9)/total Pos£3, 308 174% 0% 4
den 1984 to sent time, ti been a progressive
cremeiiinaeHIV. pocitiveness, coincident with admission of patientsless

exposed to antihemophi concentrates. In spite of this, seropositiv
continued to be Mtatisticelly significant in severe hemophilia (pe0.005).

ESOF INDETERMINVERESULTS. TO:WB..(p17, p24, p55) IN
mex!CAN|Nona DONORS.

B.515
rales id ez J.*

#Centro Kacional aeelsTrandfusién sanguines, Meno D.F.

Objetiv
Theprevious detectionscreening) which is done mandatory by law to the

jood drawn from donors showed the presence ofgranbands that
made WB result:Sante “such instance took us to eh for HIV Ag in
order to confirm an earlyseroconvertion or posible cross reaction with
another retrovirus like HTLV I
Me

rmination for HIV Ag to 1544 donor samples were made by the method
of Elisa usingdifferent available brands. Such results were negative,and
only 11 were positive by Elisa Dupont. WB testing from Dupon
made to thesSe5
Results

the presence of p17, p24, p55 bands (indeterminate) HIV Ag
testing in serum was done as well as Ac Anti HILY I with negative results
as a finding.

usion.
The study of these samples stil? is not over jet at this point in time
we're in the stage of re s_Sampleing again to stablish if any of these
donors has seroconvert:

EVALUATION OF HIV-ANTIBODIES IN SAMPLES OF COMMERCIAL PREPA-
RATIONS OF Y-SLOBULIN FOR PARENTERAL USE IN THE PERIODS 1973
1981 AND 1984-1
Tinelli M.; Cattanso E.; Achitli G.

Institute of Infectious Diseases, IRCCS - Policlinico S. Matteo, Pavia, -Italy.
Objective. Evaluation of the presence of HIV-antibodies in y-globulin different comercial
reperations ‘in the periods 1973-1971 and 1984-1966.
Methods. Samples have been screened by ELISA comercial kits and, if positive, confinned by ho-
me made Western-blot.
Results. In period 1973-1981 we tested 13 Y-globulin lots and all the preparations were negati-
ve for HIV-antibodies. In period 1964-1986 we evaluated 25Jeune lots and 22/25 were posi-
tive in ais while 25/25 were positive in Western-blot. Western:
rected nst p 17 and p 24 "core" proteins and gp 41 “trensmenbrane” glicoprotein. Reactivity
against ‘ore!7 adpeteatt glicoprotein was demonstrated in

same preparat

B.517

 

 
Y-glotulin No. tested ELISA pos. ‘WB pos.

1973-1981 3 2 0
 

a 25

Conclusion. At present, the transmission ofFEty huren Y - globulin preparations
deronstrated. The potential n the huren imuroglobulin for parente-

ral use of anti-HIV antibodies suggest the routine-screening of blood donors to obtain a safe

product.

 

PLATELET: IN_HIV-INFECTION: DECREASE ASSOCIATED WITH IM-

ENG+ MYCOBACTERIAE INFECTION

ICEMIA. PSEUDOTHROMB:CeIN BIVOINFECTION.
Matuschke, Alexander “5 Heinrich: B*;  Welzl, G
FüeBl, H.*;: Goebel, F.-D.*

B.516
J.R.

* Un München tea’ polixiinix, PRG:
. MEDIS.Sesr Neuherberg

Objective © describe different events associated with platelet reduc-
tion in RIV-1n
lethods. Classification of immunodeficiency according to Walter Reed

Classification System (WR 1-6). Documentation of the first platelet

PL) at admission, after progressionin WR, after developing

opportunistic infection or malignoma and in

megakaaryozytes (MEGAK) Andow
WR 2

255327 MT 229582 z0seie 219089 381207 211991
58916 67899 71065 64381 5161 76975 87404

< 100T were found in 6% (14/234)vm22100T-pein 11% (26/234),

in 7 mycob: infections
Inonelia EStioentea transient PL

ndent pseudo-thrombocytopenia

ee Pucassociated antibodies was detected.
ogy in WR 1-5 and PL < 100T a> showed high m

pone ofmostly“juveniie MEGAK suggestive of immune- I
<infections 100T (n = 4) high numbe

whereas in 5 er opportunistic infection:

Conclus In HIv-infecti TP due to ineffective|hemato}
desis and a sligne decrease or PL wi

8 to cur. n thrombocytopenia an EDTA-dependent

fections with mycobacterine and salmonmellae must be considered.

B.518 MATOLOGICAL DISEASE (H.D.), Granati+, F. Mandelli, G.Isac-
+, G. De Rossi+, M. Titti", M. Peazeila®et al.

+Haematological Section-Human Biopathology Departments. “Infectious disease
Chair, University of Rome. "Istituto Superiore di Sanita. Roma.

prevalence, the correlation and the follow up of
body, HIV antigen, HTLVI antibody in H.D., to investigate the signifi-

Methods: During 1988, 1400 patients ‘with H.D. were tested by ELISA (Organon)
for HIV antibody (if positive W.B. was performed), in 5 of these with indeter-

te W.B., the in situ ibridization, using D.N.A. i
diwich immunoistochemical reaction

 

Results: As for HIV anti

(92.57) 101 positive (7.5%): 50 diagnosed before 1988-already positive-, 50
inin1988new positive- .

cells. Among 176 haemophilic patients 30 (17%) were already posi-
tive ard“5 (8.5%) recently diagnosed. Among 261 patients with limphoadenopa~
hy, and miscellaneous 21 (8%), 29 (11%) 211 (81%) were re-
spectively already positive, new positive and negative. 5 out 963 (0.5%)of o-
her cases were positive. 2 out 600 were positive for ay antigen and 3 out
1000 for HTLVI antibody. Conclusion: limphoadenopathies, thrombocytopenias and
haemophil. higher prevalence for HIV antibody.
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CRYPTOOCCAL DISEASE AS A MANIFESTATION

ilet monitale,her Grleaw’ i

or .
Remilts. As of 12/30/88, 957 cases of AIDE ware identities inIA

to 53/667 (7.9%) of white le with AIDS ‘The proportion of AIDS cases

B.521 1S ENTAMOEBA HISTOLYTICA IN HMOSEUAL MN A PATHOGEN?

irke,Taras; Friedrich-Jänicke,8.; Janitschke,Ko"

a Universitatsklinilam Rudolf Virchow, Freie Universitat Berlin, West—Germany.
eee Landesi best-Grreny.izin,
%% Robert Koch-Institut Berlin, West-Germany.

Objective. Entameba histolytica coors reel among sexually active harosexual men. We
Triedevaluate the clinical importanceof th
Methods. 320 male homosexuals were Sera for.intest:inal parasites. E. histolytica was cul-
Tredin Rbinson' mediun andpositive cultures were classified into zymodemes by means of

cal tests for E. histolytica vere done in two different

with .
in 8 patients no other pathogen was detected. In HIV-infected persons with inquired iamenity

Je hanosexuals only’non-pathogenic zymodems of E. histolytica were found.
Also In” long lasting infections these remain stable. We found no hint for invasive
amebiasis inthesepatients. E. histolytica strains a non-pathogenic zymodeme sean

B 523 CHOLECYSTITE ALITHIASIQUE, STENOSE DE LA PAPILLE,
° CHOLANGITE SCLEROSANTE ETSID.

Fesine 5 V. Loustaud ; D. Valleix ; M. Mouni 3 F. Denis
Unt s Infectieuses - CHU LIMOGES - 37082 FRANCE

L'atteinte des Voies biliaires est une complication rarement décrite
Objectif = Décrire un cas B 2. 3 a 2 TZ 2 3 9

L
e a 2g x oO 2 = 5 B 2 Oo € 5 a 2 : 2

IDA.
Cas clini s Un homosexuel de 34 ans,

ère à Cryptespordiy est hospitalisé pour un tableau
clinique de cholécystite aigue. Il existe une cholestase biologiique (Cf tableau).
L'échographie hépato-biliaire met en évidence un aspect de cholecystite alithiasique

m), une dilatation des voies biliaires intra-hépatiques
et une voie biliaire principale dilatée à 14 mm {
confirme la cholécystite alithiasique. La cholanangio;grahie per-operatoire retrouve
d'une part une n de ja voie biliaire principale avec un aspect

i
cholangite sclérosante au niveau des branches de division secondaire des voies
biliaires intra-hépatiques (photo). Aucun agent pathogène n'est isolé en dehors
des Cryptosporidies dans la vésicule et la bile ; jes cultures virales sont
ves ; aucune ilinclusion cytomégalique m'est.retrouvée. Une spl inctérotomie endosco-
ique s'avère nécessaire devant la récidive de la dilatation après clampage du drain

chirur,rgical.
iscussion : Les aspects cliniques et étiologiques de ces anomalies acquises des

voies billaires au¢cours du SIDA sont disc
SIDA présentant une "augmentationfurable des phosphatases

alcalinesddevrait bénéticier d'une échographie hépato-bili
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B.520 INFECTION PAR HIV 1 AU DECOURS D’UNE GREFFE DE
FOIE ETUDE DE 2 MALADES PPENDANT 2 AN

Vanhems, Philippe; ‘Bresson-Hadni, S.; Vuiitton, De: Lab, M.;
Miguet, JP. et l'Unité de Transplantation Hépatique
Centre Hospitalier et Universitaire, 25030 BESANCON , France

Analyser 1' évolution clini et sérologique d'une
ours d'une greffe de foie (GF).

été réalisée

Objectif.

‘ir e
HIV était liée à une toxicomanie reprise dans
la GF pour ml, greffe d'un foie HIV+ par erreur de
transmission des résultats sérologiques che:
Résultats.

z mi, des adénopathies chez m2, et la
ymaon m2 entrainant le

 

décés de m2, 2 ans aprés la ocytes CD4+ étaient
<200/u1 dès J159 chez ml, et toujours: >500/K1 chez m2.
Conclusion. antérieurement
rapportées, ces infections parSHIV contemporain: une GF n'ont
pas été marquées par une évolution particulièrement défavorable.

B,52 SPONTANEOUS HACTERIAL PERTTONITIS AND AIDS2
Biancalana, Maria Lucia, W.S.5 G.C.; Carvalho, M.C.S.; Mendonca,
J.5.; treviganello, c. Service.de boidtiasInfecciosas, Hospital do Servidor
Publico Estacual =S8G PauMe Braz.

a 28vear-old white homossexual man with
who was being treated for RD sarcoma and toxoplasmic eneephelitissauting
7 months n he aqueous diarrhea, weakness an difuse abdomina
pain. Thephysical exanination Tevealed poor general condition, anemia, dehy
dration, anasarca, disseminated cutaneous Kapos: sarcoma and a distended and

abdome. taouratory results were as it follows: leukocytes counts 11.000
rphonuclear cells; + 20050CD4/CD8 seric

t (15,5 seconds), ed

. repor spontaneous
peritonitis in HIV patients,we think enis case description may be helpful
in enlarging our knowledge about clinical manifestationsof this disease.

B 524 SPONTANEOUS Se OFEEN IN A H.1.V. SEROPOSITIVE NON

7 THROMBOCYTOP! .

Besce Alain; Vinti,H.; Taillan,B.; Fuzibet,J.G.; Dujardin,P.;
Cassuto,

Services de Médecine Interne. 1 et II - Hôpital de Cimiez - CHRU Nice, France.

We recently observed a caseof ceniepaof the spleen, in a HIV seropositive
ponte and non thr cytopenic

iS splenic hematoma. ARai male patient, intravenous dru
1982 to 1984, HIV seropositive since February 1986 and regularly followed

resents with abdominal pain and deglobulizat
was bdominal eraunatisn. Bchogr‘aphy and Te scan 8 mild splenomegaly
with peterode zones, and intraperitoneal blood. There was not any altera-

x 10.9/1. Patient aannot take any
re were no sims”a

formed : spleen was large, 460 g weight, with rupture on
inferior pole and a 4 cm circonference ‘toma. On microscopy there was a

i erved in HIV seropositive patients, The

ent
any alteration of

positive patients such as
found ver, generalized 1: nopathy
in HIV seropositive patient, and this chronic viral portage
£ spleen damage followed in rare cases by spleen cupture.

may be responsible
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B 525 THE PREVALENCE OF THE WEPATITE B VIRUS CHBV) RARKERS IN PATIENTS CARRIERS B 526 SEROPREVALENCE AND C! ICAL CORRELATES OF
ANTI-HIV IM SAO PAULO, BRAZIL. DiszRS; Silva,A.E.; Ferrez,Ml.; . HERPES SIMPLEX VIRUS evCALCORRE IN 41 AIDS

Seder,H.5.; Castilho,M.P.; Lewi.0.8. from Escola Paulista de Medicina, Sao

Paulo, Brazil. SharonSafrin, Houlihan’, A. Arvin™, J. Mills”
Objective:to tay the behaviour of VHa infection in patients who are cerriers of HIV, sara "San Francisco|General Hospital, (University of California) and “Stanford University
in two dist groups evalueted in different times. The two groupe were compared Medical Cen

thenselves weer a control group of blood donors from a blood bank.
material and Methode:The pecients were divided in two groupe depending on the time they wera : (1) To assess the clinical course of mucocutaneous HSV in patients with
evaluated. AIDS; ix) To determine the seroprevalence of HSV antibody in this cohort; (3) T:

Group 1-20 petientes anti-HIV positive(Eliea,Lab. Abbott) homo of bisexual studied from 1982 to analyze the correlation of the presence of serum HSV antibody with clinical herpetic

1083,shore wore deterained the MEY merkera(Elina,Lab.Abbott): WBsAg, antic are! anetHas. Methodaatorie-one patients with the diagnosis of first-episode Pneumocystis carinii
Group 2-43 patients anti-HIV primes~or bisexual studied from 1987 to pneumonia 1986 were studied. Data regarding history of clinical outbreaks of

1988, uhere the markers from MV described sbove wore determined. herpetic i on, viral typing of isolates, and therapy with acyclovir (ACV) was
Control Group-Blood donors from a blood bank in the city of Sao Paul collected retrospectively by review of the medical chart. Specimensfor viral culture
Our statistical analisis vas made using the Gui-squere and vier exact test and were were inoculated onto human diploid fibroblast monolayers: virus typing was performed

considered significant whan differences were p<0,05.The results sre presented using fJuorescein labelled monoclonal antibodies to HSV-1 and HSV-2. Serologic assay
CONTROL 1 cont -2 was performed for antibody to the HSV glycoprotein gG-2.

NBsAg Of 33 patients in whom clinical data was available, 24 had recorded outbreaks
mucocutaneous HSV infection. Locations of herpetic outbreaksin 1h d the

antic perirectal (N=14), orofacial (N=10), and genital (N=4) areas. Virus t monstrated
HSV:-! in 3 patiennts and HSV-2 in 9 patients. Seventeen of 24 atients received therapy

nus with oral ACV for HSV infection; one patient was treated with intravenous ACV.Six

7% patients receivvee.chronic suppressive therapy with ACV,for intervals ranging from 2
sa“The reautts con T thet in initial NIV ‘infection pre inurs 7 Des16entedData on antibody titers to HSV-1 and HSV-2 in these 4} patients will be

a ) there wes a Lee to better (aunological 0 the HBV, shown by the oetne cal HSV infection in commonin patients with AIDS; location and
inelree “ anti-n8$ in the HIV positive patients studied from ise to 1965 when compared t virus type is variable. Correlation of serologic HSV status with clinical herpetic activity
*roup of HIV positive pationts vented from 1987 to 1988. will be reporte:

B 527 DISEASES OTHER THAN AIDS AMONG IV DRUG USERS. B 528
. E.J. Trapido*, C.B. McCoy*, D.D. Chitwoo H.V .

, an A. Inciardi***, *University of Miami
Medical School, Miami, ISA; **Florida terna~
tional University, Miami, SA; *kkUniversity of

Delaware, Newark
Objective: To describe the distribution of disease other than

2 a cohort o
Methods: As part of a study Snichteste two interventions to
reduce the risk of AIDS among IVDUs, 346 s cts were recruited

m drug networks, tested for HIV-i pooitivity, and interview-~
a Bivariate analyses were performed to assess associations
between variables, and relative risks (and 95% confidence in-
tervals) were calculate

sores were .3% of the cohort;
6%;

Hispanics having twice the repor: equency of hepatitis and
herpes of blacks, and tuberculosis seen only blacke an
Hispanics. HIV-1 seropositives were e

riety of non-AIDS diseases occur
using populations which may present opportunities for targeted
screening and interventions.

B 529 INCREASED INCIDENCE OF M.KANSASIT INFECTION QUE TO AICS AND HIV INFECTION
. AT eemall weerPe

M.0.; oe F., * uthuswamy P., * Pulvirenti, J.

* Bla+ *ere n .al.
* Departament of Medicina; ** Departnent of Inboracories, Cook County Hospital.

: To compare the incidence of 4. kansasii infection at Cook County Hospital (CCH) from

iaawe and 1983-1988, and to evaluate the significance of associated AIDS and HIV infection.
ts with M. kensesii infection between 1977 and 11/88 were cross-referenced with

an persons with AIDS and HIV infection {anosna, and a retrospective chart review was conducted

o determine the site of infaction and HIV
Results: Table 1 shows the resuutts:

 
 

TABLE I
AVM. kansesiiDissem. M. kansasii AIDS HIV+

1977-1982 2 0
1983-1988 40 6 10 5

An increase of 17 cases (57%) was observed from 1977-1988; of these, 15 (88%) were persons with

AIDS/HIV infection. From 1963-1988, 15 (37.5%) of infections occurred in the AIDS/HIV group. Of

these, 10 had AIDS, and 5 symptomatic HIV infection (Class IV). Of 6 patients with disseminated

disease between 1983-1968, a1) had AIDS.
Conclusions: A 57% increase in M. Kansas{i infection at Cook County Hospital from 1977 to 1988 was
prinanily due to associated AIOS and HIV infection. Oisseminated infect’ ly in persons
with AIOS. HIV counseling and testing of patients with M. kansasif infection, and diagnostic and
therapeutic interventions for M. kansasii infection in AIOS in endemic areas are appropriate.

 

B.530 THE KOEBNER PHENOMENON INpeRELATED KAPOSI' S. coma
" danter Nichel*paru n PP.*, Tims

a A.* an
* Centre clinique|etBiologique des|MST, Hôpital Saint-Louis, Paris, France.

The Ko&bner phenomenon is the development of isomorphic lesions in the trau-
matized normal skin of patients who have psoriasis, lichen planus or various
cutaneous diseases. Kaposi's sarcoma in its clas sical form sometimes
koëbnerizes. We have observed 4 cases of Koébner phenomenon in the course
of AIDS-related KS.
Case 1 : Homosexual male, 46, with cerebral toxop?asmos 1s. A single lesion
of KS developed at the site of @ prior venous pun
Case 2 : Homosexual male, 40, LAS ; A KS lesion developed at the site of a
BCG abscess. Other lesions of KS appeared thereafter
Case 3: Homlomosexual male lesion develo ed after hurting |hinself
with a dumb bet! for body buitding. Other le
aseÀ.: Homosexual male, KS lesion developed on the rightflank

afteT strongly bumping Fine.against a table. Other lesions appeared

 

Alpsrrelated KS could potentially arise in every patientinfected with the
V but nevertheless only occurs in amminor of them nly homosexuals.

Seeretion of soluble angiogenic factors by HIV infected lymphocytes might

Among th
poppers, other virus infection}, trauma is another trigger mechanism
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ANO-RECTAL SURGERY OF AIDS PATIENTS.

ere F.P#Pees F.P# Paulo, F.L# Quinhôes, Eleonora Pati**;Rachid,
B.531

*“Gatfrée & Guinle niertr sta. - untvarstt of Rio de Janeiro ~ Brazil.
* Pedro Ernesto University re State University of Rio de Janeiro (RU) -

jeelectiveve: To discuss the importance of proctologic surgical procedures for HIV

Brazil.

infected

 During 1987 and 1986 we opperated 20 HIV infected patients of groups Il, III and IV of

ortcriteria. Alltits were tested for HIV antibodies by ELISA, Indirect Ismunefluorescence

and/or Western blot. 

 

Results: Patients were all males, 18 homo/bisexuals (90%), 1 blood transfused (5%) and 1

rug he ano-rectal diseases studied were: 10 fistules, 5 fissures, 3

biopsies of perianal lesions, + roid, and 1 criptitis. Only 2 cases had delayed

re fter surgery - from group II and one from oe iv.

Concl Ss; We ude tha: a criterious selec’ V infected patients should be

treated for co-existent ano-rectal diseases. Positive ets Justify the importance of

proctologic surgical procedures for these patients that ere a.

HIV infection,

ready suffering deeply because of

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC fen) FINDINGS IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS.

peer 4;es euos Alberto; Cantisano, A.L.; Oliveira, D.B.533
ARTE

Gaffrée & Guinle universityvspitel - rtof Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil,

Objective: To styechocardiographié findings in patients infected by HIV, groups III and IV

(C.0.C.), from the out-patients unit and from in-patients of the HUGG, related to the period

from August ’85 teNovember '88.

Methods: Parameters of dimensions, structur end cardiac functionswere obtained by

ECHO in 60 patients. The findings were classifiedSedARlyand in cardi: segments

(pericardium, myocardium end endocardium).
Results: Group III: 19 cases, 311 males,aged from

= 10 (52,6%), haemophiliacs - 1(5,3%), drug-addicts - 1(5,3%) and 7(.

found in 11(57,9%), mitral valve prol:

hypocontratility - 1 and tachycardia 2 cases. Group IV: a °

 
18 to 34 (w= 28,7). Risk groups: pre

36,8%) unknown,
 

from 14 to (m = 34,3). Risk : Homosexuals - haemophiliacs - 2(4,9%), drug-

addicts - 3(7,3%), blood transfusion - 1(2,:asrstestsson = 1(2,4%) end 6

(14,6%) unknown. Two ECHOS were inconclusive. From the ri were normal (38, 5%)
Isolated pericarrdial disease in Acases (20,a dilatedardlomont in 1 (2,6%)

endocardial disease in 2(5,1%)}. Association of myocardial and pericardial disease in cases

(5,8%) ue non-specific sitioin 7 (17,9%), pericardial effusion was the most frequent.

inaivigiatfinding - 14 cases (35

roup IIipresented 1 lant with findings of mild cardiomyopathy. The others were

aePaitinnenon-specific alterations. Group IV presented 61,5% patients with ECHO

erethe most frequent being pericardial effusion. The 2 cases with endocarditis were

drug-addit

B 535 INTERET DESeee SYNTHETIQUES SPECIFIQUES VIH1-VIH2 POUR

. VENANT D'ABID.
Guéguen, Monique Abissey, S.***; Ruffault, A.**; Guisth'Au,

O.**; Yao, T.*** et Genetet,
XCRIS ;*#Lab . Vir. CHU,Rennes, France;*##Lab, Imm. Hém, CHU, Abidjan,Céte d'Ivoire

Objectif. Confirmer re sérologie VIH1 et/ou 2 chez 110 patients
prélevés entre Mai 1968 te Août eeeau CHU d’ Abidjan
Méthodes. Dépistage, ELISA €n ELAVI et 2 ( Diagnosstics Pasteur ). Confit

on en W.B. "NewM'LAY Blot 1 et 2 (D.P.): les critéres de 1'OMS oni
été retenus pour“L'interprétation; puis par Fe 2: nouvelle métho-
de utilisant pept. syn mimant 1 tope de GP 41 et 1 de GP 36.
Résultats. Sur 352 sérums testés,“10 étaient“pos itiifs en ELAVIA 1 et/ou 2.

 

 Spécificité ELAVIA Western-Blot Pepti-LAV 1 et 2
VIHI+ seul 5 54 67
VIH2+ seul 0 1 6

VIHi+ et VIH2+ 105 50 30

VIHI- et VIH2- / 5 7

5 sérums sur 110 n’ont pas été confirmés en W.B. 7 en pepti-LAV. Les 2
i ts ont un profil de séroconversion. On constate une propor-

double spécificiré: 47.67 si on se réfère au W.B., et 28.67
pti~Lat le spécificité qui se retrouve en majorité

chez les patients symptomatiques:7
8. on des fortes réactions croisées entre les 2 virus d

l'interprétation difficile des W.B. des sérums africains, un test spéeisique
est indispensable mais devrait être aussi sensible que le Western-Blot
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B.532 RADIOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS AMONG AIDS PATIENTS IN

RIO DE JANEIRO - oe.

si , W.; Grag MH 5 Camara, C.S.; Teixeira, E.; Sion, F.S.; Moe

de $4, Carlos pibert
Gaffrée ax Guinle ini Hospital - Diversity of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

mielective: Describe roentgenographic features of pulmonary tuberculosis anong Brazilian AIDS

ents.

Methode: ve reviewed standard chest as of 42 alienwho met. the current COC criteria

for AIDS end who also had a diagnosis y tubercu.
 
rest a patients reviewed, 41 were menlard 1 wasa with mean age 34,4 + 9,0.

‘our (57, 1%) aiso extrapulirena disease, Chest re revealed 7 diffuse

tel infiitrates i6ts 3%), hilar and (or) med! lymphadenopathy in

(16,6%), pleural effusion in 13 (31,0%), nilisey infiltrates.ie9el +4%), Jocalized pulmonai

infiltrates involving middle àor lower lung field 14 (33,3%), loca. pulmonary intratte

involving ir nes in 41 (26,Deaholy" 4 (9,58), pericardial effusion
(7,1%) and normal chest radiograph i 4,3%). patients presented with leattzed unes

pulmonary infiltrates without L *yep pattern of reactivation tuberculosis,

tl As Àfrequently seen in non-immunossupressed pi

Conclusion: Alt we strongly believe thatnost, if not all, patients had eheease due to

reactsation of latent bacilli, radiographic pattern was highly atypical secondary

tuberculos:

B.534 reaont oSIN AUTOPSIES OF Al TIENTS.

berg, J.; Morais se 58. Carlos niberte;Divers, C.A.B.; Signorine,

; Graga, M.H.P.; Ismael, C.

Gaffrée & Guinle university’ Hospital - University of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

gene+ To sr the  cardiologic findings in autopsies of AIDS patients performed at

ofcael correrée & Guinle University Hospitel.

methodsneceswe - cardiologic findings in the autops. a 33  AIDS

patients ctassifiedindividuallyàand ‘per carcardiac segment (pericardium, mocard and

tiardium) related to the period from arch'85 ember!
Results: Sex: es, 2 females. Risk groups haemophilia ~ 16(48, 5% » homosexualism/bi 14

(42,4%), blood transfusion - 1(5,0%), unknown (6,1%). Isolated pericardial disease were

{ ion of dial and pericardial disease in 7(21,2%), even

endocardial disease in 4(12,1%) and the 3 segments in 1 fase (3,08) t

individual fi OS =- 19 cases(57,6%) followed by peric:cardial effusion in 9
cases (27, One e af Chagas'D: with no cardiac alterations. Five from these 6

cases bel d the haemophiiiac ron

0. - 1 case (3.aeTorulosis - 2 cases (6,1%), Candidiasis - 1

(3,0%). It was not possible to determine the e of the remaining findings.
ardiec alterations alsost equally

related to pericardium (60,6%).
Etiology wasrot asserted in most of the cases. The majority of the normal heart (85, 3%)

belonged to the haemophiliac patients.

B.536 EVALUATION OF A RAPID MEMBRANE BASED ASSAY (HIV CHEK) FOR
DETECTION OF ANTIBODY TO HIV IN SERUM SAMPLES FROM NAIROBL

Gregory B*,***,»Maitha G.*, Plummer FA.*,**, Wamola
IA.*, Nainya-Ackols“30%, Kreiss Jk.
Univ. Nairobi, Kenya; **Univ. Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada; ***Univ.

Washington, Seattle,

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate a rapid membrane based HIV antibody assay
METHODS: Serum tained from various Nairobi clinics where HIV studies are
being performed veretested for HIV antibody by ns, and a rapid membrane
based Perey (RA) (HIV CHEK, Dupont). Western blots (WB) were performed

amples positive on either aeeay aand on a subset of negative samples
ample was considered HIV+ if it was WB+, and negative if it was either

WB- orae if no WB was performed.

Of 562 producing tnterpretabie im

RA results, 197(35Z) were positive“Ga“and 365 (65%) were negative (RA-).
WB was perf d on 93 RA- sample Compared to WB, the RA had
a sensitivity of 93.6% and specificity of 96. ak. Compared t:oa 1

sensitivity of 93.6% and specificity of
to be centrifuged to obtain

determined HIV status, the RA had a

99.4%. 14 of 369 (3. 8%) frozen specimens had
an interpretable wr

CONCLUSION: This RA compares well to WB. It may be of particular utility
where standard laboratory methods are impractical, when a result is needed
quickly, or when analyzing single or small batches of samples
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B.537
ACTIVIT? DISEASE

vePharece,1.Podlamek, S.% Pierce, P.* Georgetom University

#**Leboratorg Medicine} U.5.à.
Mary*
Hospital, Washington DC. (*Infectious Disaases,

OBJECTIVE: To characterize the serum LDH‘LDH iecenzyme pattern in HIV patients with elevated LDH and

y diagnosed PCP or non-PCP

METHODS; Vcpts peeing vith fr, coy $08 or rosntecogrephic area

ectivitry ok eaele haaso bronchoscopy. 2 th elevated LDH

DNAbit ao raspiretery evalosted for ieee mae (8 To napeas 6

‘talized sonRIV patente ware chosen at random over »24 bour period for

Lonmeneaod Ascensyue patternprank D).
y bronchoscopy (Group A). In the 4 remaining

ptsaero B) no PCP was isolated.

Group ‘Total LH % LDH (mean) / Absolute LDH (mean)
mean 1 Im2 Is3 Ism4 Ixms

Lab normal 90-180 19-25 2-35 10-20 5-10 0-10

A old a Z3/118 %/170 2/103 10/4 9/42

B n4 396 17/62 34/12 23/69 11/50 16/72

€ n=2 23 2/81 44/126 16/46 5/15 ons

D n=42 235 %, 1/96 18/46 7/18

isoensyme 2 and 3, are wore prodictive of PCP than total LDi in the HIV

B.539 EpoHiv WESTERN BLOT AS SUPRLETENTALassayNETHN INFECTION.
Kaltwasser, Gustavo": Streeter, 1.

 Chile, Faculty of Medici ini icrobi CEDIUC, CHILE.
**Organon-Tek a, CHILE.
We evaluated theHV western blot from Epitope Inc. Beaverton, Oregon USA as supplementai

This wesiemhae test was used in a total of serum 70 semoles: 6s were from patients esBA

screen
el HIV infection wereled as extra negative controls. Procedure was performed sc
snufacturer's instruction:

bands : 160/120, @ 41, p 24.

 

po at least two of
Negatiy criteria: was the absence of any band

indeterminate rot
iti it ibed plus ther virus-related band present.

The assay que us the following results: 4t positive, 22D notesaand18 indelerminated serum samples
itive pattern 160/120 t in 100% of the cases; p6S in 95%; 095 in

suCI 58K:OOin $768:st in 73%; 024 in 75.6% and pli in 31.7%. We also detected

the 8 indotermi tant palterr: UNS correspondesD dis band around 50-55 kd
ture; by its

Lo some slycoprotein. These 8 samplescoming“from.tentswith repeated blood

transfusions (4) ;
disease (2). Using an IFA test (Frappier Diag. USA) ati western blot positive samples, but one, gave

 

EDihlot-HIV infection in 41 of 70

serum samples whose previous EIA screening test were positive. For indeterminated ‘samples there is a
constant pattern, SS Kd. ud

due to bend gp 41 is present only in 97.58 of the cases and bend p24 in 75.6 % ofthe cases.

B.541 WESTERN-BLOT QUANTITATIF :

PATIENTS HIV-SEROPOSITIFS

Schiavini D., Puel Jacqueline
Laboratoire de Virologie, CHU Purpan, Toulouse, FRANCE

INTERET DANS LA SURVEILLANCE DES

Men Évaluer l'intérêt d'une quantification|du Western-blo’

Le: des d'immunoblot obten es (Du Pont De Nenoura}eont quantifiées

he groupe Malades(M) form ayant progrensé stade
+ le groupe Témoin(Dde malades restés anyeptemetiques(atade Il)durant

wéne auivi de 24 mois.
Shateue asaure une lecture objective.Elle permet un suivi

: urs représentatives des Ac anti

que dan:

 
p24 ti- sont plus faibl: a le groupe M £ le groupe7(Peds05)
et décroissent jusqu'à s' e du suivi;chez un mala té p

AZT, ces 2 eure augmen’ al que l'antigénémie p24 aieperetteSa en
pilité est supérieure & celle des tests EIA de 28 4 ACOR Abbott)
pour la détection der anticorp:
bonne, Cependant elle pose der eee néthovelogiques (défaut de reproduc-
tibilité ort d

Conclusion.Les perspectives sont inatgreseanteas dans 1'wbvaluation précoce de

l'évolutivité de la adie chez les sujets asymptomatiques, dans le suivt des

nouveaux-nése de nèrenengroponitives et dann la surveiilance du traitemen

antiviral.

MONITORING FOR HIV-1, HIV-2, HTLV-I SERO-PROGRESSION AND
SERO-B.538
Constantine, Niel*; Fox. E.*;

oerNaval Medical Research Uni
 G.**; Abbatte, E.***

ADS

Dites kkDirection Technique de la Santé, Djibouti, République de Djibou

Objective. To serologically ponitor individuals whose sera had previously e
hibited reactivity by at least of seven retroviral screening assays, for
ser ression and sero- conversion for HIV-1, HIV-2, and TL.

from the same person Fr months prior. All sera
ELISA neutralization (Abbott). An IFA (ENI.) was used to test sera

ant results.
ine sera showed no sero-progression by serum exhibiter

full sero-conversion for BIV-1; o1ne HIV-1 porstive.‘pes. )alto became pos.
HTLV—for HIV- two sero-progre: eedto be confirmed pos. Four’

amples di nant profiles had brogreseed to include reacti-
vity t east one ti 5:

h
confirmed for my, V2, and/or HILV-I. Many ex!

ed progressive Profiles. (Supported by NAVMEDRSCHDEVCOM, Bethesda,
Work Unit No. 3M463105.H29.AA.335.)

B 549 TNREASED DACTIVITY IN CHILDREN WITH PERINATAL HIV CKFECTION

. Ely David, 0.; Gabiano C. and Tovo F.
Dtituts di tlinies Pediatrica, Universita’ ¢i Torino, Torino, Italy.

Objective: To evaluate whether sdenosine deaminase (ADA) activity is enhanced in erythrocytes

of chiidren vith perinatal KIV infection and its possible prognosstic significance,

i kinson's metho 33 chiidren re tros HIV+

Fi, 12 PG) and in a controi group of infants and adults of normal
donors vere aiso incubated for 1 hr, before ADA evaiuation, vith serum saeples ofares who

i iues of enzyae activity.

Results: The wa levels vere significantly higher in infected symptom-free (?1) een wren

compared to those of the control group { 0,36 ¢ 0.01 vs 0.25 ¢ G.04 U/l RBC, » = O.0Gi
futher signiticant increased was found in syestogstic (F2) children (0.65 + 0.03 Vaste,

t een: acti nhanced also in the group of (PO) infents, with
indeterminate state of infection (0.28 | 6.03, pt0.05 vs controls}. The enzyme values

i maples.

infected children, as previously reported HIV duits ih ADA lev is moy be early ,

ough indirect , earker of infection of possible prognostic signi mice , because the enzyme

activity is related to the progression of di e e increased ADA values are not

induced by serum Hanne the inte

enhanced enzyae activ
ction of erythroid cells by HIV sight account for the

B.542 MODUL SYSTEM IN HIV-ANTIBODY TESTING FOR BOEHRINGER
MANNHEIM ENZYMUN-yest’®)poiacpostics
EH. bavar'.|a. Lin?, Ch. nl, P. Kirchl

1 Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, schungszent:us D-8132 Tutzing, FRG
2 Chinese Academy of rraventive Medicine, Beijing, P.R. China

Screening teste have to be sensiti
antibodies, while specific
diseases (p24) or distin,
For

ve for possibly all orteearognen of HIV-
antibodytests are important for prognosis of

nguishing HIV-I from HIV-II-infectton
automatical Boe!bringer Mannheim yaun-Test(R) -syattem we developed

a module-eyeten using a e universal biotin binding solid phase in all
tests and combination ofaenetfie biotin labelied antigens for the indivi-

tests.
Polystyrene tubes were coated with streptavidin. Recombinant antigens were
labelled with biotin. Synthetic peptides were synthesized by solid phase
technology.

e samples were incubsted with the
serum. Solid phase bound lexes

tigens in PBS containing bovine

standard curve in hi
as well as for screening tests to HIV-I and nv.-II using recombinant HIV-1
gp#l and p24 antigens and synthetic peptides from HIV-I1 gp32.
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OKTS EPITOPE DEFICIENCY AND SYMPTOMATIC IMMUNE IMPAIRMEHT
MIMICKING AIDS. . mn

n de Perre, Philippe and Lepage, P.
B.543

utte contre le SIDA, Kigali, Ruande and ““Department of Pediatrics, Centre
vecpitatierde Kigali Kigeli, Rwanda.

The patient was a 14-year L presenting with disseminated cut:

t and persistent iarrhea. A X-ray film of the left foot revealed an ostestis
ts Caen suggestive of tuberculosis. Massive infestation6of stool samples by Giardia

wes disclosed. The patient had no risk factors for KIV infec She was virgo and hed no
one la ca le! ive for HIV by

ocytes were quanti
PresentLE of the total POL.et Fete were identified by mesns of
monoclonal antibodies ( MoAb; OKT3, DKTS, OKTS end OKT4A whi
C04 molecule; Ortho Diagnostic Systenc). The following values for T-ceil subsets were found: +, OOK;

OKTa>+, 21%; OKT4+, 4%; OKTGAt, krepeFeexeure ratio was 0.2 but the OXTSA:mre.ratio wes
2.7, clearly indicating OKTS epit

lus D our patient hed profound T-cell function

sntibody directed to a CD4 other than the Té4 shoul
included inthe T-“cell subset dentestonaf patients|with a suspicion of HIV infection. A significant
dress,inbeepitope recognition by 1errican blood

only 1/127 ssymptomtic pregnant women (0.8%) enrolled in an ongeing cohort
onecrinaval HIv‘IVinfection in Kigali presented with this congenital defect. Ourvobeervation suggestsche
OKT4 ED could be sccompanied by symptomatic T+eetuetions. de ae.get thatoe+ frequency ©

homogeneouslythis congenital abnormality is not ributed in people of Africa

***casey TT et wl. Arch Pathol Leb Med 1986; 110: 702-704.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO HIV SEROPOSITIVE PATIENTS:a
TWO YEARS EXPERIENCE OF AN OUT-PATIENTS DEPARTMENT.
Storgio Barbarini, A. Maccabruni, A. Malfitano, W. Calderon,

si, F. Tae
Clinic, of Infectious Diseases. IRCCS S. Matteo - University of Pavia ITALY

B.545

Objective: To give a complete response to increasing needs of HIV
seropositive subjects.

Methods: Since 1986 in the Clinic of Infectious Disease of Pavia, a special
out-come patients Department was established for ambulatory management of
HIV infected subjects. In this structure are always present an
infectivology, a neurologist and a psychologist; many other specialists
(hematologist, pneumologist, oculist, pediatrician, obstetrician and
Germatetogist) are available every day; they are working, as agreement with
heir Clinics, in our structu

 

ostic-therapeutical protocot for
nated by an infectivologist, chief

ssible to

Resutte: There diagno
specialist; all these protocols are coordi
of the depart iment. Threab also an endoscopy room, where it's pos
make
Conclusion: The|Esmorpho of smptons in HIV positive patients requires a
multidisciplinary approach. In our Clinic we established an ambulatory

nagement think to give in this structure complete responses to medical
and Psycho logycal needs of HIV positive patients

B.547

Hureux, JM." gta
*Laboratoire te baciclogieVreloge,|Hiptal dela Plié-Selpatlére, Paris, Frence, *MNSERMU313, Pans,
France,Hopital Général, Brazzaville, Congo, ***Unké dOncologie Yinle,natitul Pasteur, Paris France.

MULTIPLICATION OF HHY-6 AND HY! IN| BLOOD LYMPHOCYTE
CULTURE

, Keroueden, D.®, MPele P.*; Colendre, H.°*; Rosenhem, M.”;

Te datart the ainul: Bi rhea

iymphocytecuture from patient’
Method, Peripheral blood reeer cols (PBMC} were grown in peimery cuture according to

} primery

jonelyee
heathy de HY pr id
HHY-6wes detectedDymelenerhybridise

wring en compltoneHv‘PEM franrenADSetexhibited a typical HHY-6
igen end HH’ were detectod in cute

direlineruid eran mixed asianneend HHY-6 to PBMC
ieaveer,veetteren raryctture and
sequential he primary cuture led to the exclusive Aof HHY-6. This
suggestspepatenteeRodfaves ofHHY-6 ropensat/rivohod the repication of HIV1 bymeene of
lymphocyte destruction.

pietyhmphocyte cultures from ADS
oriel role of HHY-5 in ADS.

 

f EV1 and HHVS ke ok ain

patients. T
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. PERIPHERAL BLOOD LYMPHOCYTES (PBL) FORMING FOSETTES
B 544 WITH THEIR AUTOLOGOUS ERYTHROCYTES (AE)-(AELFR) I

HIV INFECTED PATIENNTS
pt Christina+ Spal “a ++,Kont: Ir.+t,

€ thens, Boece, ++ist Reglonal Tesastusion
Center, Hippocration Hospital, Athens, Greece

Ob setive.we observed that a;oral part of normal PEL 8-14%
sousvrosettes R) with their AE

wis this phenomenon in inate itied eed

22 indivi-

rmation by u
"Dakopatte": T1, To, T4, TB
mixture. The ibition was stronang T-MA and very low by B-MA
except ta. one case: a patient with Coombs positive hemowytie
anemia
Conclusions.We may ununtil now conclude that a small numeral o.

PELareable to atta AE in order to eliminate

be partiallyresponsible for the A,
such patient

wich A develops later in

B 546 UNE CAUSE TNMABTTUELLE DE DIARRHEE CHEZ UN parENTM POSITIF
. pickDAT > T. Simi. owski, 4. Rosenheim, C. Ka

Rya Gentilini - Dpt de Santé Publique, Paragitologie
et Médecine Tropicaleet Unité INSERM 313, Paris, France,

Objectif. Les auteurs rapportent une localisation inhabituelle deishmanienne,
oesogastroduodénale chez un patient VIH positif apyrétique présentant une
dysphagie, des douleurs rétrosternales, des épigastralgies associées à une
dierrhée intermittente,
Métho 8 biopsies cesophagienne, gastrique et duodénale sont çpéaliedes.
Les différents échantillons sont apposés sur lame et color:
Résultats. Les biopsies révèlent une infestati

oesophagienne a: À ui tre infection opportuniste n'est retrouvée,
Un frottis méduliaire et une biopsi tanée montrent de ri leish es.
Conclusion. ishmaniose diges! massive est inhabituelle dans les laish

le biologiste à une recherche exhaustive de tous les agents opportunistes
i i Hepouvant compliquer l'infection V

à SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE ELISA FOR DETECTION OF ANTIBODIES TOB.548

G**; and Wi
*karol inska Institute,Stockhoïm,Sweden,**National Bacteriological Laboratory
Stockhotm,Sweden *Muhimbili Medical Center Dar Es Salaam,Tanzania

L'bonetti ,Osvaldo*; Torstensson,R**; Mhalu,S***; Biberfeld,

Objective.To synthesise and evaluate a peptide to be used in a diagnostic
Thmunda s
fetes Hydrophilicity and the presence of two cysteines in close proximity

terminants to select a conserved sequence among different isclates of
HIV derived from the transmembrane glycoprotein gp: A twelve aminoacid
peptide {env 593-604 ;Leu-Gly-11e-Trp-Gly-Cys-Ser-Gly-Lys-Leu--Ne-cys)was

showed a wi
Sug of peptide per well and ai i 37 ht tested at
a dilution 1/10 and incubated with alkaline phosphatase conjugated rabbit
antihuman IgG and p-nitrophenyl substrate.Th e read 05 nm
Results.The peptide was evaluated us panel of 266 negative and 35 HIV1
positive Swedish sera and blood donnors sera from Tanzania
were HIV! positive. The cut off point was determined as two ti
value of the negative Swedish sera.A specificity of 97.7% and a sensitivity

e Swedish panelirre african pane? showed a speci

sensitivity specalefor the Swedish sera was found.
Further jnorovenent of the technique should allow the use of this Peptide”for
routine diagnosti
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B 549 CONCORDANCE OF POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) WITH HIV B.550 A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF DISEASES ASSOCIATED WITH

. ero (Ab) IN HIV_ INFECTION INDETERMINATE HIV WESTERN Br

Horsburgh, C. Rober: Ou, C-Y.*; Jason, a , Herning, L., Lennox, J., Coyne P.

Holmberg, S-*3 Evatt, cn ; Jaffe, H."; et al. Knight R., Dillard T., Burke, D., Fuller, Se, Dauatos Je, and the Walter Reed

*arps Program, and *"pivision of Host Factors, CDC, Atlanta GA USA. Retrovirus Research Group, Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, D.C.,
United States of America

Objec . To evaluate the correlation of PCR detection of HIV DNA and

eerof HI Some individuals possess antibodies reactive to HIV Western blot

Methods. We examined peripheral plood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and serum ins in patterns diagnostic of HIV infection. A retrospective

fri h exual men, 85 hemophilicens 30 HIV-infected Ceannforton review of patients exhibiting such i performed and compared to a

recipients, and 91 heteros Ua of Aiv-infectedperson in 5 of sex matched indi same

prospective studies of HIV infection. “PCR, Ab- subjects who seroconverted popul of HIV-negative blots to determine if such blots were associated

at the subsequent test dat ne who died of a stroke.before a followup with any specific disease . 21 such were in a total

specimen could btained were luded. PCR wa rformed“ss a population of 816 (2.6%). GAG-only (core) blots made up the majority, 79%

region primer pair (SK38/39). Selected PBMC were also tei (23/29). indeterminate blot was sta i with Hashimotos

region primers (SK65/69|or CO71/72). Amplified HIV DNA was“Getected

od

using thyroiditis (p<.01) and ins lymphoma (p<.05). Kikuchis and

specific oligomer malignant. is were associated rambers subjects too

104 HIV repersons, 91 (88%) had HIV DNA by PCR (86 were gag+ small to reach statistical significance. Western Blots, blots
Of ze HIV Ab- persons, 2 (1%) had HIV DNA by

© have each subseaently been HIV Ab-,

of HLA genotypes of the

while 5 wereeLe but env+).
PCR. These e 2 honosexual
PCR-, and clinically well for 3 years. Analysi:

is in progress.

by use of multiple primer pairs. Some V Ab+ pers: may ha

DNA in PBMC which is below thelevel of detectionnot PCR. PCR
Ponitivity without Ab may represent specimen misilesFalse positive

test results, or, less likely, transiently detectable HIV

B 551 ETIOLOGY OF|INDETERMINATE HIV WESTERN BLOTS.
= *, Coombs, RW", , *Egan, R°*°, Sninsky, J°*,

Holmes, KK", ataa“Univ of Washington, “WashingtonDeptSocial & Health
Services, ***Dupont Glasgow Research Lab,****CETI

 Objectives, Te Westem blots (IWB),the rate:sof
seroconversion and sexual transmission, and the yield supplemental HIV diagnosticte:
Methods, Thirty-seven individuals with positive HiV ftisas and IWB and their current sonal partners
were enrolled from diverse HIV testing sites in Washingtonstate in an ongoing pro
Eighty % were from low and 20% were from high-risk groups. Sero!re fi asi re performed tor
HIV, HTLV-1 and otherretrovi ne , autoantibodies (antinuclear arantibodies,

id factor, VDRL). Supplemental HIV tests were pe! rmed:wontouts Ul a of
fashington,radioiimmunoprecipitts assay (RIPA) by Biotech nvelope arti

ELISA (ENV 9}et Dupont, recombinant core/poVenv antigen ELISASaIVAGEN) by ‘Smithctine Bio-
Science iV polymerase chain reaction (PCR) by

Rieron Western blot wi gag only region in 76% of cases. Autoanti
were found in 29% and hepatiti iti of tho cases. All
were negative for surface antigen. One of 26 cases St Gag
and pol reactivity was confirmed by HIVAGEN
envelope reactivity
indeterminate in 13 (52%) cases, primarily with re

mosexual male) was HIV PCR Positive. HIV cultures in that case and 21
negative. None of 17 cases with 6 mo! or greater follow-up have seroconverted. Ali 17 sexual
partnerswho were testad have been HN ELISAISAnegative, but7 of 15 (46%) tested by Westerbicbiot
were indeterminate. Of the 7 sexual partners all were low risk for HIV and 2 had the sai
WE bands as their panne

Indeterminate HiV Westem bicts were not rel
activity in this cohowith HIV gag reactivity (22 reyav HVeresand oaroconversi até

months in 17 cases) . pine signiicance of (WB in ELISA negative sexual partners is unknown.neCross.
r investigation.

 

B.553 RESULTS OF NEUTRALIZATION ASSAYS OeUSE 0! Fun tree,

TION FACTOR WITHbeter ny DUPONT p26 LISAs.

Arens, Max and S ashington Uhiveseltyoeschool of
Hedicine, St. se*iusoour.t

red DuPont (NEKO46) and Abbott p24 “Antigen ELISAs using 35 serur

the Virus Reference Laboratory (' of the AIDS“ClinicalTri Group. For
this comparison, we us les tl were positi neu zable in

th assays. lore S were ©culated using the VRL standards (25-2
pg/ml) and data reduction software d Develo
and the 21 sample the Abbott assay were 140+95 pg/ml uncorrected
and rrected. rresponding results, for the DuPont assay were
97478 uncorrected and 114496 pg/ml corrected. The F values vere 0,43 Pr the

alue
zable “positivesusing the DuPon

tionassay is a pr hat may prevent"ie recognit ruly positive
samples. Ev. with the use 9: VRL correction.tastor, substantial
differencesSpersist in the quantitative results of testing individual samples
with the tvo assays.

PCR detects HIV DNA in PBMC of most HIV ar persons;detective
ve

B.552 USE OF VITREOUS HUMOUR OF THE EYE FOR HIV ANTIBODY
Fer OF MEDICOLEGAL AUTOPSIES

L Kantanen, H Br r-Korvenkontio, PJ Karhunen,

À Penttilä ansP Leiniki- National Public Health Tastitute and
nsic Medicine University of sinki,

Background. In a HIV surveillance study all medicolegal
autopsies have been tested in Helsinki area (N#3558). Since
serum is ofte
tests we tried other Éluids for sample material.

our as sample material for

as prima: tests for HIV-antibodies. Confirm À
standard western blots. Sera, vitreous humour and gall bladder
fluid were collected from a HIV positive case and the results

. , gune a positive result in both EIA
tests, although the Sign was weaker than for sera. WB showed
typi pattern with egeetivity against all major components of
the virus. No indication of nonspecific background reactivity
vas obse:
Conclusion. “Vitreous humour can be used for HIV antibody assay
usinng standar commercial EIA tests. comp rison of the

ented.In autopsies
ve the drawbacks

rum samples which are often "severely hemolysed.

B.554 FALSE-NEGATIVE RESULTS [ON ASSAYS DUE TO SAVELE DISTRIBUT
peinte Elena ondamgHomeÀ; mTLike 's-Roosevel t tee

; Colurbia University; New York, New U.S.A.
Objective. Gly a walt\proport ian of lymphocytes carry virus inAVinfoctad pores. Tris ae
oie be related to the severityOf|fe disease. aoerater of HIV carrying !
necessary toelic!cit pothe rap er rus culture 8 unknown, but is likely to be
higher thon one. ou Poisson distribution of vinect cel1 smaller ners samples

weli 1 infect neg results in reverse transcriptase (RT) or 

it ler the rumber of infected LEthe
recree in cou tintion assays.

Me Bofi qeEeeeaeere ast
single large (20cc) ard divided into 6-10 ali samples {(8-10cc each). cultures were esta-
blished, stimulated with PHA ad coat donor Dates, Sierotente were checked

days for presence of p24. Coculturesevery for ses
Results. Ali lorge sarples were p?4 positive; mem time rauiral to detect pu ag in samples

pationts was 4 days compared to 16.5 days for AS atlas. AL smli
patients were positive within 7 dgys of cocultivation. in contrast only 25-878
taken fran AS patients vere p24 positive. The first positive samples were re.observed be'
31 days following cocul
Conclusir.ve resultssaatcaution in the interpretation onnegative results in HIV anti-

posi. t whunes (€ 10ec) of blood are t . The resultssatthat
there is Lereed fonotarcurdaazation of DeADN of coculture as a meine of mtnitor-
ing response therapy.

pd assays. iecan alsobear
the t
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HIV Antigezemia in Patients meAms aad HIV Jafection: A
Comparison Between Racial Gro
Bendricksen C; Farzad:eeana Burtiett J; Quinn T; Chaisson R E
The Johns Hopkins Uni ity , Baltimore, Maryland U.S.A.

Objective: To Cprermine if HIV p24 antigen(Ag) differs in white and black American
patients, as has been suggested in African and European patients

193 consecutinn patients with AIDSo:T HIV infection who presented fith
Clinical trials were studied; 164 had evaluable results. HIV-Ag was measured b
Abbott EIA and verified by neutralization assay. CD4 counts were peroormed by.tlow
cytometry. Patients wereGan) ied by clinical diagnosis and by CD4 c:

» Ov

B.555

erall, 32/132 (24%) of white patients and 7/32 (22%) black Patients were
HIV-Ag+ (p=NS). Specific results are as follow:

Ag: L+ As+ As: % bvalue
AIDS 27 16 63 7 8 47 0.55
Non-AIDS 15 74 17 0 17 0 0.29

28 19 1 6 8 43 0.42
CD4 > 200 012 71 16 0 0.20
A high oreportion of white non-AIDS patients (30%) were symptomatic than black
non-“AIDp tients (6%; p:

"The prevalence,of serum HIV-Ag does not differ betweenclinically
com, rable white and black Populations, regardless of clinical status D4 number.
Price observed differences cannot be explained by racial variation andsuggest that
perhaps geographic factors or difficulty in diagnosing AIDS in developing countries
may play a role.

ABSENCE DE SORaNYERSTON APRES UNE MENIGITE DE
PRIMOINFECTION A
Papte,oeDubianchet, A.**; Israel, G.***;

* Service des maldesesenctieteeset“teopteales, ae Laboratoire de
microobiologie, Villeneuve St Geor, *France, kkk Laboratoire de

9 EA, Fontenay aux Roses- France.
uivi sérologique et vwieoniane du VIH chez un homme de 26

ans ayant présenté une urétrite aigiie, une ulcé

méningite de Pomeinfection& VIH 10 jours aprés un premier
contact hétéro e prostituée.
Méthodes : sérologie ELISA“VIAL et 2, RIPA,
Biot, recherche d'anticorps antiprotéine nefan
rétrovirale à partir de lymphocytes du sa:

t en

B.557

et unique

immunofluorescence, Western

antigénémie P24, culture

8périphérique avec mesure de
rs).

sur"0mot‘ sont restés négatifs
hormis weposieivation transitoire du à J40 après le
contage 8, P25, gpi20, Gp160) et la cultere rétrovivale à 3 reprises
(340, Stas J280). Le patient est asympto

Sment en cours pour caractériser le virus et le statut
mmunitaire du patient

B 559 INTEREST OF COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY OF THE CHEST (C-CTS) IN 120
. HIv-|eee PATIENTS (PTS) WITH RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS (RS).

M.F. Care + Michel Denis, D. Penaud, C. Mayaud
J.M. Bigot. Depts paeumslogy, radiology - Hôpital Tenon - L

We evaluated prospectively the interestor.C-CTS in 120 HIV-infected pts
with RS leading to pulmonary investigat.

All C-CTS were performed in high resolution “Ct a - 512 x 512) and vere
studied with knowledge of chics1 features; data were compared with final
diagnosis. First data showed t d to consider 2 groups according to
normal (GI) or abnormal (GII) chest X-ray.

 

1 C-CTS does not exclude T8 Lymphocytic|alveolitis or

arly stage. 2) I es, C-CTS
su a

th suppurative bronchitis and sinusit
acquired bacteria, C-CTS demonstrated promchial abnormalit

or a localization of Kaposiocystis carinii pneumonia (PNC-P)

1) PNG y diffuse

excavation, other diagnosis ni
ppeared as bilateral pleural effusion and ibronchovascular opacities

more clearl an =) t may also appear as a focus or a diffuse
nodular pneumopathy.
Reconclusion 3 C-CTS was of a major interest : 1) In GI when there were

or mediastinal adenopathies. 2) In G1I when there was an association
dEadislostenl abnormalities
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B.556

McMaster University Regional
Hamilton, Canada.

TRADITIONAL EA AND RAPID SCREENING FOR HIV1 CONFIRMED BY
COMBINED TESTING FOR ANTIBODIES

. C. Calvert, J. Mahony and M. Chernesky.
Virology Laboratory , St. Joseph's Hospital,

iective, À total of 14 sera from well defined patient infections (5
AIDS, 1 ARC, 4 : 4 negative) were used to evaluate 15
comercialid tibodies another 3 for Seranon
Methods. . Organon,
Genetic dates. Wellcome and Cambridge), 3 Western blot (Dupont,
Virion, BioRad), 2 Microscopy tests (Virion Inmmoflourescence, IF and

EIA results were by ws, IF or IP except for 3
sera. The IF and IP tests mimicked ts closely. Antigen testing

no discordance in this , tter
of discordant antibody test results, The

. A cnbination of confirmatory tests such as WB and IF or
can provide added assurance on interpretation and reporting of difficult
sera.

LE RÉTROVIRUS FORMÉ/EXPRIMÉ CHEZ SON PORTEUR EST SEMI
QUANTIFIABLE A PARTIR DES CELLULES MONONUCLEEES (CMN)B.558

* ot Leibowitch Mathez,Dominique*: Paul, D.**; SaarinWw
“Hopital Raymond-Poinceré/Universiié René-Descaries, GerchesParts--ouest, France; **Abboti
Laboratories, North Chicago, Etats-Unis, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Oblecits: quantifier le rétrovirusprésent dans ies CMN du patient au moment du prélèvement

ang sans tenir compteedsHVgénomiques non transcrits/traduits in vivo (Infection
Erdes versus infection lat

Méthode:ies CMN (ficot!) cor oe de sujets HIV+ sont décongelées, Irradiées (60000 r.) et
cuvée à 500, 100, es3 4oerealigues) avec 700x10.3 PHA-blastes normaux +AISVFIRPMI.

matériel rétroviraiaus devait être présent dans les
etavant biocage de:fs divisione-maturstions cellulaires ex vivo,

: la vitesse dePositlvation de chaque sumageant >D.O 1) est transformée
en Vuscore, de al Je 0% (D.onta Ste) & 100% (>1 a J. La moyenne desvitesses pour

notionUn spécimen donné onon 6 de cellulés irradiée:

Lon menmémesin ovatasdeim mn um DE nee 1 EN SOME
nnent <20% . mitsmaPAT Satie weeapécimen testé & 12-18 mol ; 7, “i

dinterval,“te systeme ve - 4

moins de § H9-HiV irradiées. a #,y

L
Gonclusions:le nive: iY
d'expression HIV peutétre un #73 =
join 7

traliés par anti- viraux et
les porteursFlvHIV en général

(abstracts 0.

[  

  

 

 

A SENSITIVE AND RAPID METHOD TO ort HISTOPLASMA
Lomvardias, Stylianos and Vaidya, Kam
Department ofEnhology, Woodhull Medicaland Mental Health

USACenter, Brooklyn, New York 11206,

Objective. To report a Sensitiveone rapid method for the identification of
Histoplasma in tissues end i y fluids of AIDS patients
Materiel. Over a period of 18 marins we examine 1|specinens from 7 patients
here were 6 alveolar lavages, 2 bone marrow aspir 2 peripheral blood

smears, 1 liver biopsy and one lymph node biopsy. Cultures were prepared at
370C and et room temperature.
Method. Touch preparations from solid tissues and smears from fluids are air
driedand stained with a modified Wright stain (DiffQuikR). Staining takes
less than 30Seconds the slide is rinsed in water and examined with a water
nounced co ip.
Res Clusters of oval yeasts occur both free and within macrophages,
Eeenies yeasts generally are enveloped by a clesr zone, givke the
appearance of a capsule. Celis measure from 4x3 to 3x2mu. The cell wall
stains purple to blue and the interior is
half moon shaped polar body which
In every instan

as giv

clear except for a crescenmt or
pa stains pink to red. Budding is frequent.

cecultures yielded Histoplasma capsulatum and antifungal
treatment w:

Conclusion. Hist:toplaemosis may be diagnosed in a few minutes with this simple
inexpensive and sensitive method. Treatment may be intiated with no delay.
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B.561
QUANTIFICATION DES ANTI-p25 VIH PAR DENSITO!
ANTIGENE DE RECOMBINANT

16).
NOEL, Luc*; HARZIC, M.**; ., GUERIN, M-C.*; MAISONNEUVE, P*.;

J-C.** et SAINT-
* Centre de Transfusion et d'Hématologie, “Laboratoire de Microbiologie, Centre
Hospitalier de Versailles. France.

 

 

 

Objectif,Quantifier par 1} ti ti-D25 d test di

basé sur des antigè phase solide avec mise en évidence
fort { CHIRON RIHA HIV-des anticorps par

216. Ortho France) etet comparer les résultats obtenus sur Jes sérums séquentiels de patients
avec ceux de Ta technique utilisée enroutine (ABBOTT HIV core recombinantaantigen

Méthodes. Les bandelettes Ripa CHnesontueutilisées conformément aux

recommendations dtlu fabricant. La lecture m di
CS-930. és révélation IgG fort. présent
sur chaque andelete De courbes de dilution (du pur au L2000 de sérums fortement

ntillon.

petients (84 sérums) ont été étudiés.

Résultats.WeL'évolution du taux des anti-p25 mesurés par densitomètrie se conforme aux
résul mesure des sntrp2s DpanRIBA CHIRON est supérieure
ala techniquede rence pour les valeurs basses r les valeurs élevées. Chez
certains Patientsrie anti-p25 continuent d'augmenterPolusleurs années apres la
conta! tion

des: confirmation mais standardisé par l'utilisation
d'antigenes de recombinants stnétiques et de témoins fournit des indications
quantitatives d'intéret pronostique.

STUDY OF INFECTIONS IN 56 AIDS AUTOPSIES FROM 1985 TO 1968 IN RIO CE OA

    
   

   
    

  

naar BRAZIL

stLlo-de-Oiveire, €.A.; Valle, MSAes3 Fialno, F.; Quinhtes, -Eleonora Pa-

; Miguez, L and Mor:ais-de-Sé,
Gaffrée & Guinle untvetsity Rite“university of Rio oeSeretro CUNI-RIO) = Brazil.

OBECTIVE: To desonstrate the sain infectious conditions found among 56 autopsies of AIS

patients, and compare fi risk groups.

3 The staining techiniques used were: Hemathoxilin-eosin, PasonGrocott and Reticulin.

RESULTS: Hs/8s ter, AL

|_22 patients | wu patients | 5patients 5e patients
n * n x n x

CRM (+) andD) Bacteria 1t 34.38 10 58.00 3 33.33 24 41.38

Hepatite B v: nw 34.38 10 58.80 3 33.33 24 41.2

Eagleir 12 37.50 6 35.30 2 2.2 20 34.49

Papovavirus 3 40.63 1 5,89 2 2.2 16 27.59
M. tuberculosis 2 37.50 - = 2 2.2 4 24.14
Toxop! 9 28.13 2 1177 3 33.35 LL 24.14

Candide elbicans 6 18.75 2 11,77 2 2.2 10 17.25

Criptosporidium 5 15.63 2 nr 2 2.2 93 15.52

Preveocystis carinii 2 6.25 4 23.53 1 14.11 7 12.07

neoformans 1 3.13 4 25.33 - - 5 8.63

Histoplasma capsulatum 3 9.38 = - - - 3 5.18
#. aviumns 4 3.13 177 = 3 5.18 1

lasmosis wes the most dre CNS lesion ireour seterial.CONCLUSIONS: 1
2. Glossitis wasoemost organicaltalterationcaucaused by associstion of gram positive and

negative bacteria,, papiloravirus

4. Tuberculosis is frequent causa mortis of eres ASpatients.

4. Tube: 3 @ generalized exsudative character. M. tuberculosis meningitis was rare saong
3.

5. jons caused Citomegalovirus we emphasize and gastrointestinal tract
Processes, showing titerstedand perforations in the lest, hrs =

Neurologie générale
General Neurology
B.565 PRIMARY MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN HIV ere

Sacchi Giuseppe”; Zorzi F.**; Baronchelli C.**; Bonetti K.**; Falchett

and Stellini R.***,

19*, 208" Service of Pathology, 1° Div. of Infectious Diseases**™*, Spedali Civili Brescia, Italy.

Objective: to deseribe the incidence of primaryretirent non Hodgkin lymphowas (NHL) of the Cen

tral Nervous Systes (CHS) in HIV positive patie
Methods: the data concern 65 autopsies of falltego AIDS pts. and 10 stereotaxic biopsies from

s. with expansive endocranial processes with problems of differeintialets in inflaaea-

i i loyed

 
e

Results: post sortes oneof HIV positive-drug addict pts. revealed 6 cases of primary

ealignant HHL of CNS: at onset of neurologic signs 1 patient vas group II, 2 pts. group III and

3 cases group IV-C1 (1986 COC sat) none had systemic clinical signs of lyaphoproli-

ferative disease. P.N. inspection revealed 4 cases of single deep intracerebral mass, 1 case of

cells presented thick perivascular cuffs and spread to subaracnoidal and Virchow-Robin spaces.

Conclusion: 1} Priaary malignant NHL represent 10% of all P.H. series. 2) Prevalence of high gra

The primitive cerebral localization and therapeutic possibi-

lities wake stereotaxic biopsies essential in diagnosing these patients.

METRIE SUR
GENETIQUE ( CHIRON RIBA-
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A SENSITIVE AND SPECIFIC ANTI HIV 2-ELISA USING AN ENV-

DERIVED SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE
Krupka, Udo; Brust, St.; Behringwerke AG, 3550 Marburg, FRG

Objective: To evaluate the efficiency of ELISA (Penaygnost-Anti-HIV 2),
‘based on a synthetic peptide corresponding to the gp41 protein of HIV

Methods: 50 ul undiluted speci are ett to 50 pl diluent into "Sach

Il of microtitration plates coated with synthetic peptide. The

incubation over ' 7 °C followed by 4 was he addition of
À yl peroxidase labelled Anti human IgG. After another ine for 30

ata °C and 4 washings, the colour development is performe: r 30'

n 1

a total number of 1500 negative sera and plasma a soeeifictty of 99, 8 % was

d

Conclusions: This new sus turned out to be highly sensitive for Anti

HIV 2 showing only weak cro: tivities with Anti HIV making this
assay best suited to differentiate between Anti HIV 1 and Yo

 

B 564 ROLE OF HIV IN HUMAN ORAL CAVITY,
. Bekovic-Draskosom s.**, ‘Strykowski, H.**, Adamkiewicz, V.W.**

Ajdukovic, D.***
*AIDS ReschCenter,“piomedco Canada Inc., ** Faculté de Médecine, Université de

ontréal, *** Institut Armand Frappier, Montréal, Québec, Canada

Oral health status deteriorates drastically in AIDS The present studies
aim corrclinting incidences.of the presence of HIV in periopheral blood lymphocytes

(BL), gingivaand salivary ‘areayies (SL) with iincidences reoral disease.

scarched for inPBL, gingiva and SL obtained from 96 patients at different
stages a"IYinfection by mess a esshe dr). post-embedding immunogold

electroneue(IEM) and culturing te: s. Quantity of aePositive cells were

compared with the OVpartime the ic“of oral diseases asse: monthly over a

period at two years. HIV es and/or antigens were found in PBL. gingival epithelial
cells and endothelial cells, imateinflated in gingiva, as weil as in SL. The

percentage f HIV. celli e and the found in gingiva and saliva was

significanty higher niin Tncldences, a variety of oral disease can be positively

related with the number of i ected cells in gingiva saliva.

These findings susgest Virus-positive PBL in gingiva receive antigenic |4

nitog! y the oral foirs resulting in greater expansi f the virus. This
tension is pat studies in vitro of mn of profusion of
oral micro- of HIV in gingivi eed ted wiby . The presence

elimination of the local CD4+ T-cell mediated ine
incidence and severity of a variety of oral disease

B.566 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EARLY HIV:
. INFECTION: DIAGNOSTIC AND METHODO!DOLOGCAL. ISSUES

seat *; Bridge, P.*#i,Jonssen, R.**;
Stover, E. Mirsky, A. and Goodwin, F +,
FNIME Intramural, Bethesda, MD" SA, crc, Atlanta, GA, USA,
**NIMH, ille, MD, USA, *"**ADAMHA, Rockville, MD, USA.

Objective. ommend a common methodological approach
neurops:ive:oieogicalaassessment in Hive. infected FPRividuais“to
foster meaningful comparisons among s’

. Methods used in studies of sturopsychologicaal
performance in HIV-1 seropositive individuals were reviewed.

pite considerable methodological vvariation|observed
in studies, investigators generally agree on general d
for assessment. We here recommended specific instrumen

3) using commo:
nstrate seneitivity to.

ol
results for both observed change (e.g., 1 SD) as well a
impairment (e.g., 2 SD), and 7) repoorting how impairment
affects individuals’ daily activities.
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B.571

VanGorp, W.,Tulin, S., Evans, G., Satz, P., Freeman, D., and Hinkin, C.
Veteran's Administration West Los Angeles and UCLA School of Medicine, U.S.A.

Ag the Wechsler Adult Intell; Revised (WAIS-R)

associated cholinergicrg dytuncinhasbon reported by Fuld aaa in 50% of
patients with Alzheimer’s disease and in50% ofyounger individu:luals givenscopolamine,
while occurring in only 10% ofpatientwith mulieinfasctdesventa: feedd injury,
depression, and normal elderly individuals. This study sought to determine the incidence
of this WAIS-R pattern ("Fuld formula’)in patients with AIDS and ARC and the AIDS

ia Complex.-omp!
The WAIS-Rwas administered to 116 patients: 40 with AIDS and 76 with

ARC. The incidence ofthe!Fuld formula on the WAIS-R was calculated for all patients.
I . F P P
the WAIS-! 15%) i diffe the incid i n-cholinergically

fici nt groups studied todate. However,8 ofthepersons wit 20%
lemonstrated this WAIS-R pattern, while only 3 of the.ARCpatientsan) demonstratedd

this pattern
¢ di WAIS_R +h choli

d

 

 
 

  Prtscopelaning twocortical dementiatia (Alzheimer’s cioease) was not demonstrated
in this sample though agear number(p.>.05) of moreoreseriously àimmunocommp
patients demonstrated the profile com with less immunocompromised patients, These
results susupport prior reports of deprofFulformerdemeof
Izheimer’: han ii includin

iP JP

B.576

 

B.572
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Pédiatrie
Pediatrics
B 573 ‘HIV ANTIBODY AND ANTIGEN IN THE CSF OF AN HIV-INFECTED CHILD B.574 NEURODEVELOPMENT OF INFANTS WITH PERINATALLY-ACQUIRED

. WITH PROGRESSIVE SPASTIC PARAP, S$ AND COGNITIVE DEFECTS, HIV INFECT:

TREATED BY INTRAVENTRICULAR ADMINISTRATION OF GAMMAGLOBULLI Wachtel, Renee C.; Holden,.W.; Nair, P,; Bla » Meserates E

Galvelli, Theresa*; jeen,A.**; Chowdhury, M.***; Williams, P.*; and Johnson,

So

UnversityoF Marryland School of Medicine,ME » MD

 

z, W.* and Rubinstein, A.*
salvert Einstein college of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y., U.S.A.; **SUNY at Stony

U.S.A.; ***Bronx High School of Science, Bronx,brooksoe Brook, N.Y.;
N.Y. U.S.A.
Objective: To monitor fluctuations in HIV antibody and antigen in the CSF of

hild receiving intraventricular gammaglobulin for the
elated neurologic defects.

a perinatauy torected €

tr asso!
ya raventricular hyperimmune

iters of HIV anti

t fon of on of hyperimmune
globulin. The num of HIV proteins detecttable in the CSF increased from
1985-1988, with nofurther increa: The rologic course stabilized in 1988
with long-tract signs showing liceie furtherprogression
Conclusion: HIV concentration or activation may be causally related to the
paresse status. Stabilization of neurologiccourse was observed concomit-

with decrease in HIV p24 and stabilization of antibody titer in the CSF.

B.575 MOVEMENT DISORDERS IN CHILDREN WITH PERINATAL HIV
ieee

ret*,and Bedell,G.*,*State University of
lew York, Health science Center at Brooklyn. Infant and Child Learning

Center(ICLC) Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A.

OBJECTIVE. describe specific movement probleas observed in children
(age birth tetive] vith HIV infection and appropriate treataent goals and
priorities.

. 22 children adaitted to the ICLC since January, 1988 vere
evaluate by occupational therapistssing observation, criterion

ovtarenced evaluation and standardized t:
. wit ple novenent deficits vere’ aenti fied and provisionally

categorized based o: cal factors: 1. ovement deficit associated
vith increased muscle fone,or rigidity, 2. Movement deficit due to suscle
weakness, 3. deficit in eye-hand coordination, 4. Defic 9 motor

n with increased muscle tone or rigidity are the most
nal actor skilis i

da
areas of difficulty are sotor planning or eye-hand coordination are older,
ess syaptomatic, Proggressing developrentally in many areas and seem to
respond well to therapy.

ON Treatment priorities may change with changes in ability.
Some children say be vorking on remediation of that probles and
progression to more advanced activities. If a child becomes progressively
weaker or tighter, priorities may be focused on compensa’

B 577 PROPOSAL FOR INTERNATIONAL PERINATAL AIDS PROTOCOLS

. Kline, J; Stein, Zena.
Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies, New York

State Psychiatric Institute and G.H. Sergievsky Center, Columbia Gniversity,

New York, New York, U.S.A

Objectives: To Facilitate international co-operation and co-ordination of
research in perinatal AID:
Methods: Analyses of sorteted studies are presented, showing t

differences in sample selection, case de:finition, clinical aescription,

andisboreatory procedures limit the pooling of findings from different

a common core protocol are
findings. Griterne for

c ‘atory measures

ta Processing pat would Perrmit each

An organizational framework and

would rm to a amon, agree-upon paatte

Conclusion: It is acgued that the current pattern of many investigative

groups one or other meer levising and maintaining follow-up studies

and 8 Achievement of co-ordination in the elem
described above would (to some extent) standardize£follow-up studies and

maximize the usefulnees of each set of observation:

Objective.endetermine the effect of HIV infection upon the developing
nervous s
Methods. “teeny 4ne born to English speaking HIV positive|intravenous

u ollowed prospectively from birth as part o
ongoing study of perinataaltony infection. All infants were evelvated every
three mont!thson a standard battery of tests including neurologic status,
and cognitive, motor and language development.
Results. No significent|differences have been found to date between the

i dc subt.

 

 
ivie an infant: res utilized, but tle

neurologic findingsayheindicative of subsequent CNS infection.
Conclusion. The c ued monitori f neurodevelopment in infants

riod is essential to detect
ntin

exposed to HIV infection in the perinatal per.
arly onset of CNS infection and determine efficacy of theraputic
tnterventions.

PERIODONTAL DISEASES IN HIV-POSITIVE PATIENTS IS MORE RE-
ware TO THE NUMBER OF T-4 CELLS THAN TO SPECIFIC MICROORGA-B.576

Lucht, Erik*, Heimdah?, A.*, Nord,ae E.**, > &.***, Bergiun ATex
Depts of Or:al Surgery* and Microbi Tegy**, veneral dt seases*** and I nfec-
tions diseases.**** Karolinska institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Gingivalinflammation (GI) and periodontal disease (PD) were compar
n 10 patients with HIV infections without clinical symptoms, 10 satients

with whens Patients with A nd 10 Ithy non-infected sex an
matched controls. we èinvestigated regarding supragingival

o!
parame ers were compared betw

the numbers of T-
plaque or any specific microorganism. GI and PD increased Sfonificantly
(p<0.001, p<0.01) with more advanced HIV-disease.

DO ANTI-SPERM ANTIBODIES INTERFERE WITH HIV
B.578 ANTIBODY TESTS?

Ferrera, C.**, Niclsen,| 1.0.*, Berger, R.E.*, Krieger, M.S.**
and Kri

*Univers Washington and ‘**Genetic Systemsity of
Corporation, Seattle, Washington, USA

Obicctives: 1. To determine whether anti-sperm antibodies interfere with
HIV-I antibody test results. 2. To evaluate the Perfoformance of a 10-minute,
peptide-based antibody test for HIV done in a physic’ s office
Methods: Sera from patients undergoing infertility “evaluation ‘were tested forr
anti-sperm antibodies (Isojima, Kibrick or Immunobead) an for anti-HIV

ith a rapid test eni i i irantibedies wi (Genie, Genetic Systems) in a ogy clinic
laboratory. Specimen: re also using a whole virus assay for antibody
to HIV-1 (Genetic Systems LAV EL laboratory. S that
were repealatably reactive on either esti lot.

Of 189 patients (including 31 wi igh titers of antisperm
antibodies), one patient (0.5%) was Positive for antiltibody to HIV-1 on Genie.

€ seropirevalen of Ifecttion with H in patients being
evaluated for inferlty is low eve: e patients are antibody-positive.
zou titers of antisperm bodies do Frot interfere with HIV-1 antibody

3. The Geenie test provides a rapid, single-test format for office HIV
antibody testing that requires little technical expertise and no equipment,
without sacrificing sensitivity and specificity of results.
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B 579 THROMBOTIC THROMBOCYTOPENIC PURPURA(TTP) IN AN HIV-INFECTED
. CHILD: TR NT WITH 1-DESAMINO-8-D-ARGININE(DDAVP) AND

uw VENOUS GoonLeannen
Church, Joseph A.; hall, G. an W. Childrens Hospital of Los
Angeles and U.S.C. Sehect of Nadivine,“Los Angeles, California, U.S.A

Objective: te descr‘ibeera©of TTP in and HIV-infected child.

Method: Case repor esults: After 2 weeks of upperreepiratoory infection-

OMS Syndrome trans vsion-associetedHIV

previous àhemograms and

  
mistries were normal. e status was stable with CDé+aan

penia(524/mm3) and hypergIgG(3,193 mg/dl). paperstory data: Hgb-
Het-12.8%, WBC-20.0 x 1 g/l pmn's, 18% lymphs), nucleated rbc's-2-41ovine
platelet count-10.2 x 10°/1, peripheral anear-cons stent with seve

angiopathic hemolysis, urinalysis-2+ protein, 2+ heme, blo e “nitrogen

50 mg/dl, direct and indirect antiglobulin tests-negative. Despi suppor-

tive therapy w: tibiotics and rbc and platelet trgnefusions, nenolysis
continued, the platelet count dropped to under x 10 d gross hematuria

developed. T tient was given DDAVP(0.3 mcg/kg) andFear on IVIG(50
onptly jouer,rnenotyate 4 creased, platelet

aredju ved ee later hi: mogram and

blood chemistrie were no: + Con This atient’s ghinical course
indicates tha Ss in adults, wiv-infected children.are at ri or TTP.
DDAVP G may be rein the termination of the mieroangiopatnie

process characteristic of TT!

B.581 PAEbanreyes KAPGSI's SARCOMA: & MARKER GF

AEDIATRIC AIDS.
Edward i Mbidde; Banura, C. anc Kizito A.
Uganda Cancer Tnatitute: (UCI)  Ugenda.

Objective: To describe clinical features of childhood Kaposi's
sarcoma (4S) that ere diagnostic of AIDS,

 

Nethogs: Case records of all children admitted to the UCI with dia-
gnosis of KS between June 19 January 1989, were revi
features that are suggestive of peedistric AIDS. Evaluation of these

o1. 67, pg. 531-534).
Results: Six children all stage 4 (5 male, 1 femme median 2.5 yrs
Crenge 2-4 yrs) were seen over this 18 mos period. All had histologic-
ally confirmedKS end HIV serology with Western blot confirmetion in

case. 4 we HIV +ve, 1 falsely negative, -ve eB 4 HIVeve
children end the one falsely negative child had mucowotentecs KS in
addition to lymphnode involvement. The HIV -ve child had only lymphe-
denopathic KS.

Conclusion: Dieseminated aggressive histclogically confirmed KS in
children should be considered @ marker of AIDS as it is in adults.

B 583 RANULA overs IN arLen WITH AID:

" Anderson, @e, H.4; Grea, MA.ts;
oyo, À.". *Pediatric AIDS Study Group, “SUNY

Health Science’Center, Interfaith Medical Center Brooklyn NY,
“New York University,

Object: To report the clinicopatholagic correlations of

ranula cyate in children with AIDS.

jethod: Two cases are reported: 1) Patient 1 had lysph-
adenopathy and ly (LIP) at

m= in dinmeter, sublingual, ranule cyst which

it 3 veewas exc: t age 2. Within it reoccurred only to

spontaneously disappear two ponteinter. 2) Patient 2 had LIP

with cor pulmonale and hypoxts at year Foll

cy
diempprered.

The sublingual excisions) biopsy

cystaeeteaied a fibrous she. nteining lyehocytes

cells that also infiltrate telende of mixe alivary gland

tissue fontaining ectatic ducts lined by PneudontreliTien

epitheliu

of the colhapsed

and plasma

 

Ranule cyst resembles cystic parotid

lynphoepithelsallesions deacrib ain saute with NEacter

tee b t
steroids sitiv e:
lymphoproliferataon most oft.

children with AIDS.

À AL
en presenting as EBV related"LIP in
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GIANT CELL TRANSFORMATION OF THE LIVER IN PEDIATRIC

Kahn E*;Daum FP;GrecoMAtt;Magid Mis:Morecki Rinse;
Anderson Vithex,

Objective. pighasize that glant cell trenmformation cams in tre
liver of children with HIV infection.

Review of liver tissue of 46 children with AIDS (biopsies
=7, autopsies=42).

Results. Glatt aoal? transformation of theliver was seen atat autopsy
#h A OF AS children. All 4 had parental Iv drug abuse as their risk
factor for AIDS.

BR te Sex MX Inflammation
1 4y M + + sepsis, DAD
2 8y F + + resp. failure
3 Suos M - - resp.
4 10m0s M - - resp. failure

Sonelusion. Giant cells occur not only in AIDS encephal-
gpatrybut als inthe Liverof children with HV We

previously published report (Witzleben - Hum
Pathol39: 603, 1988)Sat Biv infection inin children may cause giant

transformation ofthe liver

B.582 SIMULTANEOUS OCCURANCE OF PAROTID SWELLING HOCYTIC
INTERSTITIAL PNEUMONITIS IN CHILDREN WITH HIV DISEASE.

pta, Asha, Kaul, A., Shah, K., Groth, E+, Chow, J., & Li,k.
New York Medical College, Valhalla, New York, U.

Over the last 4 years, 110 children under the age of 13 years have bi

followed at ffiliated tpeshestions. 25 of these children had clinical
& radiological evidence o. ocytic interstitial pneumonitis (LIP).
hree of the cai the d oats was confi y biopsy. All of the 25"

aretid swe
med b:

ling. There was no ch: in our series whi

had either of these two physical findings as an isolated findin,ng.

It has been postulated that LIP iscaused by geste Barr virus induced
lymphoproliferation. Children who are ex o HIV in utero handle

lly leading to the developaent of LIP.
x P L

5. We postulate that Parotid welling may also
be caused be EBV infection related lymproproliferation

Demonstration of EBV genome in parotid gland will be required to support
this hypothesis

We conclude that the findings of parotid swelling and LIP occur simu

eously in pediatric HIV disease. Fond telling

should be observed carefully for the development of LIP and TPs ould be

a consideration in these children if they develop respiratory syaptone

easREACTIONS TO COTEMURRIMSULFAMETHOX-
AZOLE N CHILDRENneTE WITH THE HB.584
MUNODEFICIENCY

+: Molntoch, K.*,
A

IM
Stephen Chanock*; Luginbuhl,L.
Disceses.The Ghtiaredren's Hospital

Adve: i i sulfamethoxazole (mmr/SMzZ)mene
grester frequency om patients infected with HIV and co

involve one or all of the following: leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, andah.
Severe reaction:

0:

*Division of Infectious

reported in several adult pati le rey wi ngenitally infec’
children veloped severe life-threatening reactions to TMP/S
therapy. An eight month old was noted to develop fever of 40°C,
vomiting, ner » & full fo: a combination of a maculopapular
and urticari: ruption shortly after Peginning a second cou: of TMP/SMZ.
Laboratoryinvestigation failed to identify an alternate etiol - Later, he
as hallenged wit! /SMZ and developed identical symptoms. A

seco ild, 10 months old th a ry of maculopapular eruption to
TMP/SMZ therapy, was alienged and shortly thereafter de: ed
vimoting, fever 38.4°C, d res ory distress (wit negative chest
X-ray). loped hypotension, seizures, and

failed to + The occurrence of life-threatening
reactions to TMP/SMZ therapy should be taken into consideration in the

e of children with HIV infection
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PREDICTIVE MARKERS OF VERTICALLY TRANSMITTED HIV INFECTION:

A PRELIMINARY STUDY
=*,Gadeo G.P.*,Caligaris S.*,Casari A.*,Merlini R.§,Duse M.§,Ugazio

G.A.§ =Dpt Infectious Trop. Dis.; §=Dpt Peadiatrics Univ. Brescia, Italy).
ojective. All the children born to HIV+ mothers from jan. '86 to dec. ‘8
were reviewed to detect any possible early marker of neonatal infection.

8.588

Results. 16/26 observed cases are presently being monitored and monthly
administered i.v. immunoglobulins. 4/16 (aged > 3 mths) became HIV- (6-12
mths), never showed significant alterati biochemical,any

*murological and clinical parameters nor evidence ofserie p24. 5/16 (aged<
weak reactivity to ELISA and

immunological, virological nor clinical impairment. Out of ti
children (3 aged>15 mths; 4 aged <6 mths), 3 are actually showing signs of
paediatric AIDS. In all of them seric p24 antigen was present, togheter with
precocious (since 6 months of age) immunological impairement (T4 n°>

; IgG twice the normal limit) and chronic chronic increase of ESR.
None of. the 13 healthy cases showed similar alterations at any

Conclusion.
immunoglobulin level, evid SR co
represent early markers of congenital infection and diseaseregression in
children born to HIV+ mothers and their role needs be rther

investigated.

B.587

Puppo F. ee,
Infectious Disease Dept.

TREATMENT OF HieDRUG ADDICTS WITH IFN ALPHA 2 RECOMBINANT -
LIMINARY REPORT

rla etti 6,%, Gennaro M.*, Papa D.*,
and Tad vert a

Use2 Sanremo,italy, ##Univ,of Genoa,ltaly

Methods, 18 HIV positive patients (16 drag addicts)? classified according

Walter Reed’s classification as 14-WR2; 1-WR3; RS; and I-WRé) have
ce 198 according to the following scheme: an alpha 2a

SRoferon) vate consecutively Y
subcutane
Toxicotegrs“collateral effects, clinical and immunological controls were
effected e three mon

a
w

1 tn to now {2 tie nts are still under treatment (min.

months, max» 24 months, average 19 months) with excellent compliance and

clinical point of view the disease has slowe

these started their treatment in
already bad clinical conditions.
We have noticed a diminution hospital admittance (350%) and à
reduction (about 35%) of opportunistic infective pathology as compared

with the co
i e the treatment with IFN alpha 2a as a possible

HIV infection, well tolerated and
i and clinical

ases are neaded for à cleaner and more therapeutical

indication

precise

B 589 CHIMIOTHERAPIE AGRESSIVEue A) DES LOCALISATIONS BRONCHO-

. PULMONAIRES DE SARCOME D!

opeeaain, RESPIRATOIRE ATGUE (IRA).

J.P.L'Huillier, F.Parquin, C.Mayaud, G.Al oun. Centre de Preunologie et de

Réanimation Respiratoire - Hôpital TENON - 75020 PARIS - Fra

Jusqu'en septembre 1937, 1'évolution immédia'te des patients (pts) admis dans

notre USI pour IRA ré Le but desultant de LBP-SK était constamment mortelle.

évaluer l'efficacité
urs de ces IRA.

N ; 2)Au cours de 4/9Tpisodes,

1 bolus adjuvant de méthylprednisolone à J1 et J2.

apie advance, a toujours été efficace sur

us
La vec ns corticothér

le plan clinique, autorisant la sortie du pt de I. Au cours de 5 épisodes,

1 a ‘est norma ée dans un délai 9 jours. Au cours des 4 autres, elle

rs
/* est survenue entre J5

Dans 5 cas, € 500/mm°, elle
able sous antibiothérapie empirique.

euleent“ae LBP-SK, une CH.A peut être re-
Le gain à long terme reste à évaluer

u
et J12
s'accompagnait de Fièvr

En conclusion : au cours des IRA r
marquablement efficace À court terme.
  

COMPARISON OF IMMUNOGLOBULINS AND GROWTH PARAMENTERS AT BIRTH
AMONG HIV SEROPOSITIVE AND SERONEGATIVE INFANTS
Butz; Ariene*; Hutton,N.*; Larson,E.*; Joyner,M.*; Vogelhut,J*;

and McHugh, J
* Johns Hopkins University, haltinore, Maryland, U.S.A.

Objective. To examine growth and biological data at birth
HIV seropositive and seronegativ

VDA), sex partner:
Twenty-three infants born to high risk women,enrolled in a 15 m

a: d atpr for immunoglobulins, HIV Cantibedy)

in infants born t
ve mothers in high risk groups (IV drug users

= GEDtested re positive (+) at birth.
Maternal HIV risk factors ineqaded! A=652 15); sex partner of LVDA=22%

; IVDA and sex partner=13% SES. No anlitienlir significant
differences were observed in imnunoglobulins, BW and GA in the HIV sero-
positive an seronegative infan

 

Variable n_ HIV+ Mean HIV- ttest p value
IgG (mgm/d1) 13005 1365. -—.49 .6312
IgM (mgn/dl) 19.2 12, 1.61 .1357
1gA (mgm/d1) 5.7 5. .52 -6100
GA (weeks) 38.5 38. -.46 -6513
BY (grams) 2750 — -.73 .4760
Conclusion: moglobulins and growth pa: ers measured at birth do Conclusions ramet:
not distinguish HIV_paropositive from seronegative infants born

similar risk mother:

NON-MYELOSUPPRESSIVE CHEMOTHERAPY FOR HIV-ASSOCIATED
VE LYMPHOMAB.588 AGGRESSI

Kennedy, Peter*tH Murray, C**; Scolaro, M.*
*Los Angeles OncoTogic friSti tu Los Angeles, California, USA. **Baylor
University Medical Center, Dalles, Texas, USA.

Objective. To demon:strate the efficacy and toxicity of Bleomycin, Oncovin,
and Prednisone(BOP) in combination with ATandale in treatment of

HIV infected patitients with aggressive lym lethods. Our ea!rly attempts
utilize

patients with stage IIB-IV lymphoma
gression accompanied by profound, prolonged and often fata
As a consequence, we began a trial of non-myelosuppressive chemotherapy a in
ing for palliation and continued maxima performance i
o date, we have treated five patients, all with stage 11B-IVB biopsy proven
(ans cell dif
0-15u), oneovin (1. amg),

AT (300-10 ma/d) and Reyclovirr (2.4-3
months. “isu . AP

regimen for patients with H Longer Follow
up is needed to evaluate the durability of these responses.

B.590 TRANSMISSION OF
RosemaryRosemaryHoque?DRElpatrick” 37 Mok®;PLYap;NA Coutts”

#City Hospital,Edinburgh; fusion Service,
Edinburgh; “Royal Inverclyde sooepitalGreenock, UNITED KINGDOM

Objectives; To determine whether there is any association between HLAHLA class
T and 1types and the development: of HIV infection in infants born to HIV

ve mothers.
children (age:2-5) were studied for

t of symptons type such as B35, DR5, Al, B8, DR3 described
by other groups. No ha was fl infected
group. HLA type A3, which is present in 30% of the normal
population, was found none of the children, but 12 of the other
group (p < 0.05).
Conclusion; HLA type does not appear to be a majorfactor tS the
riskofvertical transmission of HIV. Further studi

luencing
es will be needed to

ete the vack association vehave found between apparent. non
transmission and HLA A3.
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CY AND SAFETY OF KETOCONAZOLE IN HIV poorer I
ae MUCOCUTANEOUS CANDIDIASIS. LeMay, M.D. r, E.ms

tel, D.K.; Pelton S.I. Boston City Tocpital and Bost

Univereles School of MediceeBoston, Massachusetts, U.3. A.

Mucocutaneous candidiasis is a. frequent opportunistic infection in children
with HIV di:

B.591

lovudine concurren:
Pre LFTs demonstrate mode:natepiapatoce)lular injury (scot 390,

SGPT 149, Bili 7.3). LFTs progressively n rmal values (SGOT
79, SGPT 50, Bili .7) over a 3 mos. courseewhileonmnboth.medicat:
believe Ketoconazole is a safe and effective ceofmucocutaneous candid:

818. More information is needed abo: ‘con with Zidovudineut.

and its use in children with evidence ofsrepetocelioler“dysfunctd

WHICH AIDS PATIENTS NEED A PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Mecomick, WayneC*;:Inui25Day,RatideGrt£,Crand Wood,R.#*
hiversity of Washington, Sea‘ttle VA Medical Center,

‘AIDS Prevention Project, senttle, Washington, USA.

ion.
Methods.We and social profiles of patients
near the tine of edniasion to the hospital, ond concurrently interviewed
their doctors, nurses, and
down care as a substitute for part of their hospital v5.

-Of the 100 patients(men, mean age 35 yrs), 31 ware considered appro-
priate farstep down care by their ician and murse or worker(or

to liveBnlone(52% vs 25%),all 3). ikel:
have poor(c24y Minion (oes (48% vs 6%), be
activities ofofgailysine)(77% vs 17%), or on Medicaid(65% vs 42%)
{all p<.05). In multi ysis, three variables contributed

icant] to a disain orection living alone, poor MS
i . The ona e
subjects, (83% correct ification, sensitivity 92%, specif. 78%,
posi ive ue 73%, nega’ ve

characteristics identifiable at the tine of
admission. Knowledge of these factors may aid in discharge planning.

B.595 AN EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN WITH HIV

INFECTION.
Leonard,Woelle;kaplan, M. ;S1oan,L. ;Harvell rT sstalev/Ae;7Bedell,G.;et al.
SUNY Health Science Center at Brooklyn, NY,U.S

OBJECTIVE. To describe a program for sat}Selayed (DD), HIV
infectedchildren and to evaluate the childre

ODS. The Infant

zeviev vas done
(

le 1
riterion rating scale measuring the number of children vho

progressed, regressed. or remained the sane during the time spent in
gral

tive ia 0 À to:
$ progressed 65 52 39 52

13 4 26 18
% regressed ane 44 35 30
CONCLUSION. In er to effectively service these children, an
interdisciplinary,"Marprehons tee model is necessary.
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BIV-1 GP 41 ANTIG) 'N THE SERUM OF HIV INPECTED CHTLDREN
Eliaurie

EN I!

; Maadhava; Calvelli, T. and Rubinetedin,
Albert Einstein College of Medicinne, N.Y. 3. S.A.

B.592

Objective. To detect the presence of HIV~1 gp

infected children and correlate with d.

Methods. HIV-1 gp 41 antigen { g unoblot assay involv-

ion with monoclonal gp 41 ant1body foliowedyyperoxidase-connju-

gated goat anti-uouse A positive reaction was dete:

t di

41 aw in the sera of HIv-

 

antigen can be of value as an additional

marker of diseage activity and Prognosis and could be potentially useful in

monitoring patients on treatmen

 

B.594

 

CONTROLED CLINICAL TRIAL OF ANGINLYC, CHINESE

HERBAL I. NHANCER, IN HIV SEROPOSITIVES
» AIDS Prevention Center,

San Francisco, California, USA.

Objective. To assess the safety and efficacy of a
herbal immune enhancer developed
China, which is produ
fructus 1ty¢ium, in the treatnen

ew Chinese
ic

seropositive“patients with Ts helper lymphocyte
counts betweeen 100 d 600/mn prior Hiv-related hosp-
italizations or going treathente were randomized into double-

d tr ment and placebo-controled groups. The treatment
group was given two Anginlyc 50 mg capsules three times day.

i avoid lobster, rimp, cr

ry panel, T and B lymphocyte panels and
p24 antigen were rformed.

Sympton tabulation, labs, fsky score, frequency of
opportunistic infections, and mivererated hospitalizations are
analysed on monthly basis over a month period and summary
statistics "presentedYith multifactorial analysi:

non-western therapies for HIV infections
des clinical trials in randonized &oubie-blind
controled fashion to evaluate their usefulne
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EFFICACTTE’ ET TOLERANCE DU TRAITEMENT PAR ZIDOVUDINE (ZN) A

PATIENTS ARC OU SIDA AFFECTES.

.* ;Cemporiondo M.P.**;Narcieo P.*sToasini G.*;Toazi V.*;Visco Giuseppe* et

U.S.L."yuo tes. "LeneMalInfect." ,& H8p."S. CamiLlo"'Service aie Romeitalia

ŒNECTIF.Déterminer la tolérance d'un traitement A long terme per ZDV donnée à

B.597

 
) affectés

MÆTHLES. 107 patients avec ARC (72) ou SIDA (3) ont été traités pendant 35 sem. (range 4-60)
parZVen plein dosage (pd) (1000 mg/j) ou en demi dosage (dd) (600 mg/j) en ces d'anémie ou
&æ graulocytopénie. La suivie clinique, le rorbre des O4 et l'antigenemie p 24 ont été evs-

lués tous les mois.
. Aucun de mos patients avec ARC a developpé le SIDA. Entre les 34 cas de SIDA 12 sont

Géoodésaprés un temp moyen de 9 mois sans ane differenceerence significative de survie entre le

deux groups. (lang rank test). Une eugrentation des 4 a été remarqué aprés un mois dens les 2

gros avec un retour a la valeur de base en 7 mois dans le pd grow et en 5 mois dens te di

groups. Des 25 patients avec une entigenemie du 43% et 64 dans les premiers 2 mois avec

tour aux valeurs de base dens 5 mis. Dens 7 patients on a assisté à la negativation de l'enti-

pumice (Apa et 3 à @. Tolérence:le 12,% des patients ont montré une sévere neutropénie et

le 17,5% une erémie & trensfuser.
CONCLUSIONS.LeLe traitement per la ZDV & provogué une trenaitoire améliaration des paremétres mu

nologiques et virologiques. Pas de difference entre les 2 grap en terme de survie. Tous les pe-

tients avec un ARC n'ant pes developpé un SIDA,

B.599 RÉSULTATS PRÉLIMINAIRES DU TRAITEMENT DES MÉNINGO-
ENCÉPHALITES À C. NEOFORMANS AU BURUNDL (À PROPOS
DE 59 C

FLOCH,J. Jey LAROCHE, R., DEPPNER, M. D., KADENDE,P., et SAUNIBRE, J.-F.
Faculte de médecine * picowouse Burundi.
La fréquence de la se dans le SIDA & Bujumbura dépasse celle décrite
dans les autres pays (27%ssur3 ur322cas.de ®SIDA; Zafre, 6%; E.-U.,
Méthodologie: 50 ent recueillis en 19 mois (juin"87-déc. ong
Les patients furent traités avececGu‘fluconazole (FCZ), 400mg pour 2 jours, puis 200:

semaines (Al); du fluoconazole 400mg/jour pour 6semaines (A2); oupour
l'amphotéricine B (AMB), 50mg/jour plus 5-fluorocytosinene (5FC), 130mg/kg/j (B).
esultats:

Frotocole Al A2 B
. cas guéris No.cas guéris No. cas guéris

. Total (8 Total re Total oe
Guérison:
Sérologique 6/6 (100%) 13/15 (86,7%) 9/13 (69,2%)
Clinique 8/8 (100%) aint100%) 15/17 (88%)

j. (moy.) en 26 j. (moy.)
Mycologique 4/5 (80%) BAieCE 13/14 an)

j. (moy.
Médine de survie 62,36 jours #29 jours 49,33 jours
rome us 117 6/17

guerison clinique et mycologique des patients, un traitement d'entretien avec
FCZ ma)p.po.esest p tproposé.
Conclusion u trlazolé, le fluconazole, semble aussi efficace et moins

 

toxique que Auberet OFC.

Toxicité et autres médicaments

Toxicity and Other Drugs

B.601 ADVERSE DRUG REACTIONS IN AIDS PATIENTS.

Icipmreen, J.A.: Acrizenalaga : Garde, C.: Bercim, M.J.; Rodriguez”

a tious Diseesms Unit end Prermacy Departent. Hospital Nusstre  

 

nn Sebeutien. Spain.

 

Objective: «1 of the incidance end saverity of edverse ramctions to drugs LARD)
in AIDS patiente
Methods: A prospective eveluation was made of cha ARD that occurred in 112 patients who
ware disgnoned as AIOS in our hospital bervenn 1985 and Oscanter 1986, The number of

drugs responsible, need for suapanding treetment and type

 

a reaction: a eveluete:

 

 

 

    

: There wers 49 episoces of ARD in 37 [33%} of 112 et beans diagnosed es AIOE.
The table aumrerizes tha number of epiacdaa per drug end the number © uspended trestmante:

‘DRUO Epieodes Suapen OF ‘the 37 patients who sufferad edverse
jo Treatmant (No.}| reactions, out-perients ana 13

[rue -suz 13 ï (40%) of them required neuptteiteettons

AZT W s Concivsiong: 1. ARD sre cammon in AIOS

Ri rempici: 8 6 patients. Z. Adversn reactions oceur
yrimathamine s ‘ with drugs thet frequently ceuse adverse

Fentemidine a 4 effects (TMP-EMZ-AZT) ua well with
hoteric ‘ 2 others Iciprafloxecin. ascyclov

chioremphenicol 1 ’ An appreciable part of AOS admissions
Jampici 1 lin 1 1 ivatad by ARQ. Alternatives

Corticeids 3 1 era nesded For druge like pyrimetheml

Ciprofloxacin 1 of pontemidine, » to » loume res

vencomycin 4 1 MZ: these sr" ere necessary for
Acyclovir 1 ï the _trestmen oportunistic infections

* Re{nstetedsfther in AIDS patients but are highly ite
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B.600 TRE TREATMENT OF INTERCURRENT PROCESSES FOR CHILDREN WITH AIDS
Wiese GitlerueleMiMellado,d. Villota,G. Barretro70 9M. GanoiaP.M

tituto Carlos IIT. Serv. Pediatria. Madrid. SPAIN.
We selected 11 childvenvhose ages ranged. o 11 years ,who euffer

sympthomatéc HIVinfectionAnea them are Étutea in z plage oethe CDC i pre~
 

 

 

iB,

ryÿ'infactions (S.Auresus ,Candida andi. Influensae), BCinainatri 63%qas roin-

testinal “Cintabacter2COU)ssuhopatt

tis ,4%eepeis (Salmonella Peeudomona,Se Pyogenes),ASAUTI(E.CocolisProte lida,

Peeudomona,Ktebstetia), 36%p
overs) 27%

 

CMY + in cell culture, 1 herpes sim

plex. None case of tuberculousinoPostion+ paauononiaa by PNC.We sjotenatically treat

tly and intensively with antibiotice.We have observed a decrease in

number of bacterial infections in these patients we use prophylaxis with an

tibiotie8 and IV garmaggtobulin » We have noticedalmost thee disappearancee of clchronic

crie
cally|must bereserved to those children wi

PKCfetionereo those who present other serious lung disease. Sistematic use

of h aloric diet improves nutritional statue and decreases the if

nfec’ctions.
CONCLUSI

of HIV infection depends mainly on the inmmoouppresive status
that theyreleads to recurrent infectious dis

2)an agressive with antibiotes ts essential for “then patiente vith

and À 

 

acute sy te! ty @ prophy
th ontibiotice antifungal te and IV gammaglobulin to p t infecttous à

seases.3)It's 1 ant t
high intake oecalories 10:improve Sate ttevonat status.

B.602 "CLONING AND EXPRESSION OF HIV-I AND HIV-II PROTEINS

WITH DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES"

-authors arcfa,J.,Novoa,L.I.,Machado,J.A,,Benitez,J.,
Padrén,G.,Herrera,L.,et al
Center of Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology

ain HIV-I and HIV-II viral antigen

genetic engineering techniques.

Methods:Representative regions of the genercours for the gag 24,
p 41, gp 160 HIV-I and gp 36 HIV Il protei were ingerted into

a plasmid under the cnrs of tryptophan promoter and the

lucts we E.coli.Ampicillin resistant,
ants were screened by colony hibridization and those ones

expressing the antigens were selected by immunoidentification with

HIV positive sera

Results:All the antigens were expressed in E.coli

using

{15-20 ove of --
id

Conciusions:At this moment we hi
detection of HIV-I and HIV-II antibodies in biological fluids.
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HIV IMMUNOBLOT PATTERNS AND p24 ANTIGEN DETECTION
B.603 IN SEQUENTIAL SERA OF HOM EXUAL B.604

Read, Stanley"; Major, C.**; McLaughfin, B.*; Coates, A."
Calzavara, L."; Fanning, Me; et al.

University of Toronto’ and ‘Laboratory Services, Ontario Ministry of
Health**, Toronto, Canada

quential sera, collected every 3 months over a 3 year perima
from 15 HIV.Seroconverters and 21 individuals who have developed Al
during the study period, hadantibody patterns examined by Reno
and were tested for p24

seroconvertergroup, one indiviual showed p24 antigen prior
to the detection or HIV antibodies by immunoblot. Antibody to p24 w:
the frst marker to appear in oeantibody to p18 was the first to

rin 4 indiane p24 gp41 markers appeared
simultaneousty: in

Of the personeain© developed AIDS (PWAs), 20 showed
persistently weak, absent or dec!een ee antibody over 6 to 24 months

On jowed an increase in p24
12 others had detectable

e results provide further ‘evidence that HIV p24 antigen may
be sont|in seroconverters prior to thi
antibodies, and that declining p24 antibodies and the pre: of p24
antigen are predictors of declining immunologic and clinicalstatus.

beni OF HIV ANTIGEN BY FLUOMETRIC ENZYMESARRNOASSAY

iroshi_Ushijima; Asano, M.; Honma, #.; Matsuno, S.:
Rete, S.; Komatsu, T.; Kitagura, T.

AIDS Research Center, National institute of Health, Japan

Objective. Detecting HiV antigens is more important to find HIV infection

in earlier stages and to the safety of biood and blood products.

Hethods. House MoAbs against p24 of LAV, DEAE-Celtulose-purified anti-Htv

rabbit IgG and cojumn-purified anti-HIV human IgG from HIV carriers were

used. A microplate vas coated with anti-HtV human ¢gG and 100 ut of each

sample was added. Then, biotin tabelied anti-HIV antibody and B-

Salactosidase avidin (indirect method) or salactosidase-labelted HoAbs

 

 

MontaneyJulio SG: Le,
G; O'Shaughnessy, M; Wainberg, M and Ruedy, J. Multicentre Cana

T; Gelmon, K; Fanning, M; Falutz, J; Tsoukas, C; Wells,
dian Azidothymidine Trial (MCAT).

OBJECTIVE, T:
counts in HIV‘alate individuals within the M
METHODS, D!

INTERVENTION: Following a 3 week observation peri vol
6wetsnod Lonadoyeek O00 mg/day for 9weeks, 1200 mg/dayfor 9 weeks, no zidovudine for
6 weeks and 1200 mg/. the highest tolerated dose for 18 weeks for atotal of 60 weeks of therapy.
POLLOW-UP: Cli ie ANALYSIS:Analysis
ofvariance was used 10 compare the mean Pate values at cach zidovudine dose. Where statistical

P ing 

 

(direct method) vere added. Finaiiy,

avidin vas added and the reaction vasdetected by Fiuoro-skan

Results. About a few pg/al of HiV protein vas detected in the best aethod
among them.

Conclusion. Our method is thought to be same as or slightly excceed the

commersial EiA antigen detection kit in sensitivity. We are now going

to examine field samples from AIDS patients, carriers and blood products.

ADMINISTRATION

änitsky, S.*, McMahon, J.*, *University of Massachusetts,
Boston, Moser U.S.A.

termine the number of homeless AIDS patiente living attne
City of Boston's Long Island Shelter who woul ram prophyla
trea

 . fication of the clients needi: ylaxis has been
f Boston City Hospital] AIDS Clinic, Healthlink for the Hame-

less Clinic, and Island Shelter ing inic. The nursing protocols
were pted for piton at the Shelter
Results. Ten individua identified as ‘having had or more pe
of tis cariniipneumonia (P.C.P.). The high rate of ary infectit
among Intravenous 8 and minorities wi’ the ess population
is rapidly i ing. Delivery of A.P. prophylactically is Troe LD
recurrance rates of P.C.P. Models of alternative healthcare which Sonde
on site clinical care at shelters has demonstrated ed compliance.

usion. By initiating A.P. at the Shelter, ess are given the
Opportunity for prophylaxis with minimal cost. This population who are often
non-compliant be better followed through th providers
in the shelter with ve established à trus tionship.

the di. progresses the access to the availability of the
treatment increases , the

setting foradminisadministration.
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and magnitude of the imal change.
BESULTS, Platelet count (F0) wae id1 + 44 and rapidly increased to 261 + 50 (p<.0001) with low dose
zidovudinereaching aa peak by 3weelweeks (3 wksvs To, Poe0mgwo,pee‘omptly to initial

26; 1200 mg vs To, p=.47),
Platelet count further decreased bel itial f zidovudi (0 mg vs 1200 mg,
p<.0001; 0 mg vs To, p< O01)tad mmucsed eesonce again when zidovudine was inatedutonly to te
il lee! (100 mg Omgp00"gvTo, p=),The absolute magnitude of this increment
was similar to that“Aneatinplat low dose zidovudinethera] .

normalplatelet cou This eff hortlasted despi inued therap 2

count. |.

OF AEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDINE TO THE HOMELESS B 608 re OF SEXUAL DRIVE IN HIV CARRIERS
7.

ET
kk Whe Berlin, F,&%%,

*Metropolitan Psychiatric Group, Washington, DC, USA, **National Naval

Medical Center, Bethesta » Maryland, USA, ***The Johns Hopkins Hospital,

Baltimore, Marylai

Objective. To report further clinical experience with medroxyprogesterone

acetate (MPA) as an inhibitor of sexual drive in HIV c:

Methods. Since our original report in 1987 of the use of Ain

sexually promiscuous HIV carrier, we have treated 7 sdditional patients, All

were youn, ng

treated wit A and psychotherapy, h:
Result: Intramuscular MPA effectively inhibited sexual d e in 3-4 weel

in all testusterone levels ined
t gh

ffects were weight gain, hypertension (that requir
treatment in one patient), and boredom secondary to diminished sexual

i reduce sexual drive in HIV carriers who engage in

se behavior
consent. Psycho-

Conclusions. MPA ca:
high-risk sexual behavior. It should be reserved

d
rapy is an essential component of this treatment program
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B.609 HIV-INFECTIONS AMONG
.- DRUGABUSERSIN T! FRG:

Prevalence-rates, differential THE and proportions of
behavior changeof. addict

Berlin (West}, FRG.

idemiological study (N=
Kleiber, Dieter;

 Ourresults of a German (nearly tial-epidemic

630) to estimate the actual HIV- primes aah ravesiskiness of needle-

sharing sexual activities amon rcentage of

infectedpersons than expected (20,1% HIV-positive). A highly sania difference

betwee!n pop living in rural vs. urban environments(Be lin 26%; No

German rural area 15,7%) and in sub-populations with diffe
Prevalence-rates aresigna higher in iv. drugaddicts

63%
that Den to influence HIVinfection are the frequency ar needle-shaing and sex-

techniques €: ecially anal intercourse and sex-techniques with high ri k. From a

preventive perspective | the ameelioration of living conditions of drugabusers
work oppo unities, rehabilitatio:

from illegality:§provision ofaid; self-help) cannot besie . In addition,on publi

announcements should be visible in all places w re addictcismeet to shoot her

Acceptance of condoms must be increased and|desofsupport for drug-dependant

prostitutes P

having prison-experience
). The

B 611 RAPID PROGRESSION OF ORGANIC DELUSIONAL SYNDROME TO
. DEMENTIA TDS

jolmes » Valerie F; State Univers ity of New York at Stony
Braco tony Brook, New York, US:

Objective..(chinteally assess the course of Organic Delusional Syndrome
in patient h AIDS.

hods. Mental {ze AIDS patients referred to the Stony Brook University
Hospttal Psychiatric Consultation Service were assessed by a board certi-
fied psychiatrist utilizing medical chart review and semi-structured
interview. Diagnoses were made using DSM-1II-R criteria.
Re: . th AIDS on methadone maintenance
expertenced an acute onset of gelus onal parasitosis. He respoonded well to

pi je, but eloped akathisia and cagwl rig . Thes $01 ved
with the addition of diazepam and discontinuation of pimozide. Withtn 2

ami ented. Case 2: emal rmer IVDA with AIDS45
experienced an acute onset of paranoid delusiios.She re 1
haloperidol, but developed acute dystonia. This solved with benzt ropine
and discontinuation of haloperidol. Within 1 monthshe became dement
She died 3 months later.
Conclusion. it is known that some organic mental disorders can progress to
dementia and even death, These cas:es:ot confirm the increased frequency
and severity of adverse reactions to ventional pharmacotherapies noted
by other investigaators; (2) suggest that the presence of an organic mental
disorder, specifically OrganicSDelusional Syndrome, may be predictive of
h dement a process, perhaps hastening its onset|or making its course more
fulminant; and (3) raise the question of increased vulnerability to organic
mental disorders in H1V-infected IVDAs.

B.613 HIV INFECTION - IMMUNOLOGICAL STUDIES IN

Plotchev, Kamen; Taskov,H.; Vasilev, Tch.; Ognjanov, Mej

Dikow, T.; Doganov, 3B.

Institute for Infectious Diseases, Sofia, Bulgaria.

For a period of three years we have been atudiing the

immunological status of 50 men infected with HIV /proved by

ELISA and Western blat/. 3 of them have AIDS, 7 slight cli-

nical disturbances and 40 are carriers of HIV.

22 out of these 50 men with HIV infection have signs of

disfunction in the immune system: impaired cell-mediated

immunity, changes in the 14/18 ratie and negative akin nul-

titest. In this group 3 men have AIDS, 7 - elight clinical

disturbances and 12 are HIV carriers, the latter having ne

signs of opportunistic infections or neoplasms aasociated

with AIDS.
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INCIDENCE OF AIDS AND OTHER INFECTIONS IN SPANISH DRUG ADDICTS

ANALYSIS OF BG60 CASES AFTER A DECADE OF FOLLOW-UP (1977-87)
jpanish Group for the Study of Infections in Drug Addicts.

B.610

QBJECTIVE. To study the prevalence and the character istics of AIDS and other

infections in Spanish parenteral drug addicts (PDA

HODS
all infectious complications in PD oO re ited hospital admission or

spital ci rol as outpatients. TI agnosis e infections wi

following preestabished criteria and were ti same in 4 participating

centers e ine of the BI ge wi

soft tissue infections in 416 (5%), tuberculosis in 362 (4

i et (8%), acute nepatitis in 3321

re (11%), AIDS in 400 (4.5%), systemic
ai chondrocostal involivement) in 671 (8%),

d “other infections" in 1180 (13%). The overall mortality was

r country in 1984 and increased abruptly in

i #Extrapulmonary or disseminated tuberculosis { esophageal

candidiasis (24% Pn cystis carinii pneumonia (18%) «8.
toxopiasmos s were the most common diagnostic presentations. The

AIDS cases was 36%.
CONCLUS ectious complications in PDA have became an emerging and

qrowing erepien in Spain since 1984 and AIDS increased abruptly in 1987.

CLINICAL CHARACTERISATION OF HIV2 DISEASE IN WEST AFRICAB.612
_TUBANI.CORRAH EGBOGA4,A.WILIKINS A,B.GAYE I, WHITTLE H AND

GREENWOOD B.

MEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, FAJARA, THE GAMBIA.

OBIECTEVES: prie attention isPaid to the pattern of secondary infec-

Lot
having AIDS, AIDS selected complex on pro-

gressive generalised lumphodepathy were enclosed in the study. Seaologicat
diagnosis was made by. Hardard methodsaFiorier tested in our labora
Primary sceening users wellocozyme 1 a ts. Positive HIV] is coufle-
med using seaodiagnostic gel snylutination cast (Fu.aieand positive
HIV2 by Elania IL. When concordant test for me or both Le made

a 267 *ARE, 2% PGL,

5% tuberculosis. The main clinica 72 disease include
7, pynexia 937 oral thoush 71, chronic diarrhoeas 64%, chronic

and neurologicaloynitons
lity and morbidity similar to RIV]. There is evidence of

vertical tranenission.

ONCLUSIONS:

B.614 OBSERVATIONS CLINIQUES SUR E I V INFECTION EF

BOULGARIE-

DIKOV'I,,DOUHOVNIKOWA®.,CHARAKCETENÉRe, DJE-
LEBOVA J.,KQVOHEVA R.,PLOFCHEN'K, et al.
Clinique dea Maladies Infectieuses, SOPIA, BULGARTE

“Vopital Regicnal »BOURGAS,BELGARTES

Pendant le perioé de 01.01.1986 jousqu'a 31.12.1988

emt ete observe 33 persons de mationalite bulgare avec ume

serologie positive pour EIV / par ELISA et Vesterallot /.

Dépres ‘observation dynamique clinique,laboratoire et imm-

melogique on un malade avec tableau clinique du _

SIDA et infections opportunistiques et Sarcom Eaposhi gene-

ralisee, qui est decode apres 13 mois d“evointion, ue malade

avec polyneuropathie recidivante isolee, 9 persons avec ine

fections indicatrices / candidiases,dermatoses aeborrheiques,

caupylobacterioses et ctr./. 7 persons avec aignes labora~
toires / VS cleve, leusopenie et lymphopenie / sans signes

eliniques.
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earTeNeeY HEMORRHAGE IN PNEUMONITIS OF HIV-INFER

Bréchot. JeanneMarie*; Doré, M.F.*; Capron, F.*
M.*; Rochemaure, J.

F Pneumalogy; + Leberatory of Anatomy and Patho
gic Cytology; Hôtel Dieu; Paris; Franc

Objective. Study the frequsncy of pulmonary hemorrhage (PH) i
pnsumonitis of HIV= infected patients by scoring alv

a severe thrombacyto

ciated with bacterial pneumonitis (2 cases), oppor
nistic pneumonitis (11 cases) end bronchopulmonary Kaposi sar
ma (3 cas
A fetal outcome occured in 2 ceses (GS:
-tients with an initial GS of 118 and 113

LAand 126). In 2 pa
of control pat Pp

3
delay of 1 "4

months, associated with persistent pulmonary multiple opportu

siderin score is a semi-quantitative approach
for the diagnosis of « However, our serie, this disgnosi

ays associated with either bacterial or opportunistic
infections or Kaposi sercoma

Diagnostic
Diagnosis
B 617 ETUDE DE LA SPECIFICITE DES ANTICORPS DETECTES CHEZ DES

. SUJETS EN COURS DE SEROCONVERSION À L'AIDE DE PROTEINES
RECOMBINANT!
GADELLE S., CRABBE C.;, LESIEUR C.,
Diagnostics Pasteur: Marnes (France)

Obiectif + Montrer la prédominance d'anticorps dirigés préférentiellement
Contre ta protéine interne P25 ou contre la glycoprotéine deenveloppe gpl

lors de stroconversions.
8 prélévenents séquentiels de sujets en cours de séroconver-

par un test ELISA fondé sur

t de

s forme native dans une souche E.Col
et par un ELISA mixte 9p160/p25.

 

 

 

 

transfectée)

Résultats _: [ELISA 1! P25 ! GP {P25 + GP!
DO vsleur seuil t 0.295 | 0.398 ! 0.258 !

bre de sositife {n=8) ! 7 ! 7 i 8 i
ombre de négatifs ! 1 ! 1 t 0 !

i 1(D0:0,133) ! (D0:0.317) ! !
CONCLUSION : te majorité des séroconversions présentent des anticorpe

dirigés préférentiellement contre 1a g»160. Cependant 1a prévalence
d'anticorps anti p ez certains sujets confirme l’intérét de l’utili-

estes de seconde généra-

tion afin de garantir le dépistage de toutes les eéroconversions

B 61 9 EFFICACY GF ABDOTT RECOMBINANT HIV-nrEIA FOR EARLY
. DETECTION OF Niv-2 floNIV-1 SEROCONVERST

FERCHAL, F. AGBALIKA, P. HONDERLICK, V. ear, Y. PEROL

Leboratoire de Bactériclogie-Virologie, Hèpitsl St-Louis, Paris, Frat

greatest difficulty in HIV diagnosis in Europe is to have et one's

" ce characteristics of

Recombinant | HIV- L/HIV-2 aby studying sequential sera from one
we and seven HIV-1 seroconversion:

seroconversion Results

  

 

  
       

‘Ab Rec{Ab Rec RIPA HIV 2
1e II* [1 + II* I I + Iligp140 p36 p26 p16

June 20, 1986| 0.02 0.36 0.36 0.34 d: & - - - -
June 21 Q 0.28 0.28 0.28 - - - -
June 23 0.42 [0 0.85 0.82 L"Se - - - -
July 7 0.20 1.7 1.48 0.77 1,23 + ~ - -
July 30 0.40 2.9 4,13 0.91 1.33 + - ++ +
Aug. 11 1.2 26 26 0.84 1.97 ++ + +++ ++

Aug. 28 2.43 126 26 1.04 2.42 ad + +++ +
Jan. 21, 1987) 2 26 ND. 1.14 5.42 N. D.

Élavis I, 5 avie II, Rapid Elavis T TT : Diagnostics Pasteur
All HIV-2 conf:irmed positive sera of our panel {n = 21) were detectsd

thynote ies. HIV-1/HIV-2 EIA.

seroconversions results : the seven Los of panel HIV-1
ited at time “ty Abbott Rec.

imA2“EIA “und ae,“av1 and in five ofthese cases 13 to 27 deys
the western blot showed any"sperifi band.

foe can conclude that in our Abbott Rec. V-1/HIV-2 recogni:
all HIV-2 positive aera and lo‘evel of petal antibody peoeuctien
associated with HIV-2 or HIV-1 primary infaction.
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B.616 HEMOPTYSIS COMPTEATING PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA
Vaidya, K.P. and Lomvardia
Dept. of Pathology RootRédical & Mental Health
Center, Brooklyn, New Yor!

Objective: To describeRaeesessionwith hemorrhege associated
with Pneumocystis carina.i (PC) pi

epi A 54 Tr old Hispanic"fama intravenous drug addict pre-
sented with hemoptysis of two days du:ration, fever, chills and productiv
cough. She had cachexia, tachyp

 

after admission. At opsy ell lobes showed diffuse hyaline membrane
formation, masses PC in the alveoli and jregates of foamy macrophages.
In additi the right upper lobe con da few cavitary lesi (0.3
Oc ned by granulation tissue, small remnants of bronchiolar epithe-

lium, and ted engorged blood vessels close to tl urface.
janisms were demonstrated within the cavities but aother infectious

agents were ni in spite of prolonged search with various special
stains. It noteworthy that the patient had survivved en episode of PC
pneumonia seven months earlier.

Conclusion: Hanoptysisin an AIDS patient may be 8 sign of PC pneumonia. 

EVALUATION OF AN ULTRASENSITIVE ELISA FOR SPECIFIC DETECTION
OF ANTI HI

Brust, Stefan; Krupka, U.; Behringwerke AG, 3550 Marburg,

FRG

B.618

 
Objective: To evaluated an improved competitive ELISA for the detection of

antibodies against H
Methods: 100 pl undiluted sspecimens are pipetted to 25 pl diluent buffer in
each well of misretitration plates coated with cen culture propagated HIV

1 antigens. meuoeion step over at 37 °C is direct].
followed by addition of, ready to use conjugate (peroxidase labelled human
Anti HIV 1). After 30 min an °C) a
is added, The enzymatic reaction is stopped after in (RT} with 0,5 N
H and ri gs are made O nm. The cut off value is defined as 50 %
of the negativeent
Results: Th sults on screening 643 Anti HIV samples refer to a
sensitivity of”100 with clear cut positive inhibited O.D. values. The

i Enzygnost-Anti-HIV 1
Western blot analysis by factor 8. A panel of 13 sera derived from early
stages of HIV infections ere found positive, even th which were

negative in the! Western blot and in commercial 2nd generation einex A
specificity of 99,86 % (rte99,95 %) can be deduced from testi 3000
paired serum and pre

Conclusions: in w of the fact, that Anti HIV 2=sera were found negative

or weak positive, “this ELISA in combination with a specific Anti HIV 2-test
will help discriminating HIV infections.

specimens,

DETECTION OF SERUM ANTIBODIES AGAINST ONLY THE GAG
PROTEINS: A LATENT OR AN ABORTIVE INFECTION WITH

B.620

M. Theodoropoutou Malhiarakis Span. E. Malliaraki-Pinetidou, Georgoutias.
Reference Center of Crete Venizein ReneàIraklion, Greece and School ofMedicine, Univers
of crete, 441709 iraktion, Gree
Obi To determine whether heterosexuals displaying antibodies against only the gag proteins
ae seteHiv-intected,
MMetheds: Peripheral blood (PEL) were co-cultured with the HN- permissiv:
Jeukemic cell tine and virus replication was evaluated by the reverse transcriptase activity neod
the antigen of the culture supernatant (SN). Moreover,he ultra centrifecgated pellet of SN

Membranecs

Le

was tested for HW by \cDNA dot blot using specific
mmunotlor intergrated vir‘eeeproven on PBL was evaluated by

"e detected by Southern blot.

Reeults. PBL of 7\9 subjects expressed the p24 molecule (range 3-16%) whereas p24 protein-
onwas detected adherent cell but not PBL in an additional ject. Gpi20 was also e:

PEL in 6\9 the echerent cells in the above mentioned subject. Low levels of RT activity were
detected in the SN of Z2\5 subjects whereas p24 ag revealed in 1

\ the'ultra centrifugeted pellet revealed a positive reaction with both gag
ens HIV-1 Finally, of DNA from adherent but not

indicate that some of the heterosexu: Is displaying against
only the gag proteins present a latent or an abortive infection with aan HIV-related virus.
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B.621 SIMULTANEOUS THREE COLOR DETECTION OF HUMAN
Li

F
Contre for AIDS, Health Protection“Branch, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada
Objective. To obtain rapid results vit T cells markers
utilizing 0.1 mL of blood. By choosing some optical filter
and dye configurations on a flow oytomater that has 3 color-
photmuleiplier tubes (PMTs).
Method, A Coulter EPICSprofile (PROFILE} was configured with

log. fluorescence Pl ptical bench had three inter-
noelocks, ‘each block held 5 "filters. For this

roj e chose all h
fluorescein (pite/areen/#Li)” as color

dyes absorb ligh t 48 . with the green
@ nearest to the lazer. FL2 andFL PMTs received

he PE and FITC signals respectively. The monoclonal i-
bodie nd re a jenpirioally. ome electronic
color compensation req

the dichroic filters
nm respectively. Again i

barrier filters for the three PMT's were 530 DF30,
20

Conclusion. Utilizing only ol of blood with a PROFILE
instrument three T cell markers were detected simultaneously.

B.623 DIAGNOSIS OF HIV-1 INFECTION IN AFRICAN COUPLES:
COMPARISON OF SEROLOGY AND PCR.
Vaira, Dolores; Sondag-Thull, D.; Erancois-Gérard, Ch.; Doppagne, A.
and Rentier, B.
AIDSReference Laboratory, Université de Litge, Belgium.

 Objective. Search for the rate of HIY-1 inati g i 1
of seropositive individual

Methods. ClassicalSemethods (EIA, WB)and PCR. —
Series. 36 heterosex 1 Africa

13/37 ive women,
236 seropositive men.

All couples3were serologicaldiscordant, ii.e. one partner wasSeropositive.

P

of 73 persons:

 
 

 

P
|seronegative |women men

PCR postive 15 9
PCR negative 7 3

2 4
TOTAL 24 13    
 

Conclusion. Tnsuch s population, particularyoiaeonmmination the rate of false
iveserplogicaldiagnosis reached. 70%

HIV IpG ANTIBODY AT THE AGE OF 12 OR 18 MONTHS BUT NOT
HIV IgM ANTIBODY AT BIRTH OR AGE 3 MONTHS CORRELATES
WITH FOND.EVIDENCE OF PERJNATALLY-ACQUIRED HIV

pere,Robert#/##; Nsa, HR s, H.#/##43 Hassig, 5. #1 Pel
Vercauteren, rare Piot, anhet Guinn’ T.###: #Projet SITDA

Kinshasa, Zairey ##CDC, Atlanta, GA; #**NIH, Bethesda, MD; ####ITM, Antwerp,
giux

B.625

aritbsay® To determine the corvelatiions between detection of ay Ig
anti cord blood, ge 3 mos.) and HIV IgG antibody (12 mos., 18 mos.)

development of Pinicat evidence o .
ene Two groups of children have been followed since, birth. Group J

373 children with Hives mothers. Group I msisted of 100
11 lood collected atpire (iano! and at age

=< of children Ww s tested for HIV I

developed clinical signs/symptoms compatiblewiwith the provisiional WHO
as i ri er as having AIDS. Pearson’ s

correlation coefficients (CC) were calculaced
Results. son’s CC for variousdiagnostic’ criteria for PI.

Clinnical AIDS 1gM Ton3 Tyoi2 19618

1-3 - 0588 . 3067+ , 3867%% -
moe 358146 20482 » 11726 Le -
ie ul . 048 .1176# 1,.00¢# . —
{ un for Pearson’ s CCy #P(. 055 HHP 0:
al108 Gell © were persistent]Ÿ nagative for ail seroiogic markers.

IgMues ern blots to diagnose PI was not useful.ereLusions. ite oft
corralation di opment of clinical AIDS a

e IgG-i2 and 196-18. The CC of 1.0 between 1g6-12 and ip6:3a
compens that in most infants detection of IgG-12 indicates PI and no
residual maternal anti bodies.

B 622 Anti-HIV test of third generatio
. (Evaluation of sensitivity by HIV seroconversion)

H.I. Joller-Jemelka*, P.W.Joller**, Parkhede U.+*
* University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland; ee ANAWA Laboratories, Wangen,
Switzerland; *** Pharmacia Diagnostics AB, Uppsala, Sweden.

Sera were available of 15 individuals before anti-HIV screening test became
positive (seroconversion). HIV antigen (pa)becanejeta before
seroconversion in all 15 individuals: As e IgM anti-HIV also
became de able as measu by Western Bot but these antibodies persisted
longer. In 10 individuals eresHIV as measured by a new anti-HIV test

stem (based on syn ic peptides, directed ttowards the teatanonbrene
associated anti-HIV d anti. 2 respectively and recombinant produced

so became before seroconversion. IgM anti-HIV and HiveAgti
are of help in early diagnosis of HIV i ni
screening tests. For anti-HIV screening only tests of second or“third
generation should be ueed

B 624 OR THE ANTI HIV TESTING PROTOCOL
. uk.“sos Brust, St.; Behringwerke AG, 3550 Marburg, FRG

Objective: To propose a strategy for testing Anti HIV. In of

assays for the Simitaneoue detection of Anti HIV-1 and -2 a second ELISA
level might be usefu

Methods: The peptide ba
for theinitial testing (4 env-peptides o
specimen; tota: say time 90 i
2 two highly sensitive and specific assays

Anti-HIV 1 ultra a sequential saturation assay using a modifi,

tive formaae“cell culture _propaygated viral antigens. zygnost~
Anti-HIV 2 based on the indirect principle and a Mynthetic peptide
corresponding to gp41 of HIV 2.

sults

Enz,ygnost~
onecompere

Positive positivewwith
n combined screening  E.-Anti-HIV 1

RE, ~Anti-HIV 142 ultra
182

positive with Western blot
ÆE.-Anti-HIV 2 A.HIV 1 A.HIV 2

 

 

182 182 11 borderline pos. 182 23
Anti-HIV 4

39 39 13 borderline pos. 39 19 39
Anti-HIV 2
 

Conclusions: these findings indicate both second-level ELISAs best suited

for the diTFerentiation and confirmation of init.tially positive results by

testing wit! combination assay. This procedure will help reducing the
rost- and time-consuming western blot analysis.

B. 626 aN IN VITRO EIAV RT loco FOR sone OF ANTI-HI aS

. SFei-z §xing- men Zhang, e-jiu Quan, §Innett of
Nedicinal Hecchmolony,D.CAS, Ànije, P.R.teStelfing
Institute of Military Horses, Beijin PR. CHIN,

Objective. To establish an in vitro model for HIV using reve—
rse tiresptase (RT) assay of equine infections anemia virug

V).

Hethods. Virus was concentrated from tissue cultures di:
ruped. BIAV RT assay was directed by (rA)n. (aT) with no;

substrate d ific activity 5070. aypner), 3
5 ’mtriphosphates ofoestitu XY= Et, -nPr.
-nPre, -iPre, -C®) including APPand FLTIP were synthesized

ts. The ICsp of 5’=triphosphates of nucleoside derivati-
natalR against EJIAV RT with decrensing poteor

er : FLTIT > AZTTP > PrearaUTP > PFA(chozvhonoteaie acid) >
aUTP [UTP AGhosphoncaceticsit)

‘A

e also i stigated.
ensitivities of EIAY RT towards the inhibitorr

and profils of enzyme kinetic study were corresponding to HIV
. Thus the BIAV RT in vitro model is suitable for anti-HIV

F gent screoning especially easy
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B.627

uen. BeenBe, Carter, L*, Clark,S*, Harrison, 1", Fieidhoure, &,**,Short, R.t*

ical Reseerch Uniint, Walter {ice Hal Matte and ADS Earie

Hospital, Australia; **Monash University, Melbourne, Australia

), group 2 -worland
‘ane! intercourse (n=39), group 3 - anal intercourse only {n m2)"grougroup 4- us (n=8). Toet sora were scrso:

 Benteeo6003)
oral Intercourse alonealone had entiaperm antibodies. Thy eet fad anodes to HV: cod they wera

in lymphocyta subsets between the FIV’ seropoetive and seronegaive groupe or butrven tadepens
seeteanesubjects.

Conclusions. These find Further studies
SRerae eee oriete

DEPISTAGE SEMVLTANE DES INFECTIONS VIHET VIH2 EN FRANCE À L'AIDE D'UN TEST RIITE
COT Marie (asile ra SAELE S, 41), BRUN-VEZINET F. 42), COURDUCE AH.» (31,
FOUCAULT C. (41, JAND
(1) Diagnostics raster“tarts France”
{4} Hôpital BICHAT, Paris, Franc
(3) Institut Natisnai de Transfusion fangvines France
(4) CATS La Pitid Salpétridre, Paris, Franc
(3) GRIS Nancy, France

B.629

Objectif? Verifier la capacité d'un test sixte à détecter Les anticorgs contenus dans Le sérus de
sujets infectés par les virus VIH! on VIH2 et a être utilisé en dépistage de routine,
fatirie} et Méthodes ¢ Le test RAPID’ELA HET (REM, Diagnostics Pasteur) est un test ELISA
nicroplaque utilisant sus une sin t
noditié et la nouvelle formule
{CRTS Nancy; CRIS, La Pitié Salpétrière, Paris}, à l'Institut National de Transfusion Sangin et
VHapital Bichat à Paris, Ont été testés 2870 sérums de donneurs de sang, 108 sujets fetespar le
virus Mi dont 16 sujets en cours de séroconversiog et 115 PS infectés par le vire VIH2.

Ui 1 Résultats REN oreances

 

2810 donneurs T7853 abgatifs sphcificitétGeintention 2 99,41 4
; 2hne intention : 99,87 ¢

92 VIRE positifs 92 positif
16 sérocenversians wi Sensibilité : 100 7

445 VIH? positifs   
5

1b pusitifs
15 positifs
 

Conclusion + Le test REN utilisant la totalité des épitopes des deux virus présente une sensibilité
persettant la surveillance siaultanée de l'épidéniologie VIH et VIH2, Sa spécificité es Centre de
Transfusion en fait un test tout a fait utilisable en routine,

SEROPREVALENCE OF ie1 AND HIV-1 IN ADULT HEMATO-
LOGIC ONCOLOGYQPRTENT * *
Fischer, Harald E. ; Lichtiger, B ; Reuben, J

*University of Texas, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX,
USA.

B.631

Objective. To determine the seroprevalence of HTLV~I and HIV-1
in cancer patients with hematologic malignancies.
Methods, Sera from patients with hematologic malignancies were
assayed by ELISA for the presence of antibodies to both HTLV-1

otd leukemias, Hodgkin's and non-Hodgkin's
1 as prefeukemic states. Volunteer normal

blood donors served as cohorts
Results. A positive reaction was scored according to manufac-

rer's recommendations
HIY-1 Reactive HTLV-] Reactive

Grou Initial Repeat
atients

Normal 2050 0 29 11
 

Conclusion. The seroprevalence rates in hematovogic oncology
patients for HIV-1 and HLTV-I are 1.1% a 3.3%, respectively.
The rate for HTLV-I is more than double that seen in nor
blood donors.
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B.628 VALUE OF Ig CLASS AND IgG SUBCLASS PREON IN THE SERUM
AND IN

A, IgM, and IgG subclass

of HIV infected patients

d from 15 HIV in:
GJ

E fected patientse! ne
7AIDS4 ARC,4 Asymptomatic).1g class and IgG subclass specific antibodies

dentified by western blot using monoclonal antibodies.The intrathecal
synthesis (ITS) was ant:
ried out. A physical ex:

TS in

nent supeas, followed by

IgA were found 4

of the 7 AIDS patients were dead;one of th (C patients had AIDS.The other

ti same clinical con
SONCLUSTON : In a few cases of AIDS, ARC aneeemptomiess Patients, our dat:

suggest that IgG subclass determination i: were not Significant-

mecorrelated with clinical stages of infection and may not be of pronostic

B 630 TAX: IT'S ROLE IN THE DIAGNOSISOF HTLY I INFECTION
" Cermney M.*; Monplaisir, N.**; Nguyen

Osal Mee; ‘ono .***; and EEE‘tens
*Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL, 60064,
Transfusion Sanguine, Fort de France, Martinique,

USA
seexagoshima|University,

Kaagoshima, Japan

OBJECTIVE. To evaluate the diagnostic potential of antibody to the HTLV I
tax protein (
METHODS. Blood was collected from 619 Martinique donors, 25 IV d
abusers in the U.S., SP/HAM and 25 ATL patients. Samples were screened
by two s of EIA; the.first using HTLV I virus lysate as the capture
antigen, the second using a tax Renonant Protein. All sampleswere also
tested by Western blot and SDS-PAGE

 

 

 

RESULTS.

ke TYDA TSP/HAM ATE
40X+ _40X- 40X+ 40X- 40X+ 40X- 40X+  40x-

HTLV I+ 10 15 2 20 32 0 8 13
HTLV I - 1* 593 0 3 9 1 0 4
Western blot and RIPA negative

CONCLUSIONS. Greater than 95% of TSP/HAM, but only 35% of ATL patients
ested, developed antibodies to 40X. Data from blood donors and

dy to 40X doe
diagnostic role in HTLV I infection.

es not seem to provide an additional

B.632
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NATURAL HISTORY orHTLV-I INFECTION
B.633 Nobuyoshi Tach ibana*, K. Tsuda*, M. Yoshida**, M. Essex***,

N. Mueller**
#Miyazaki Medical School, Miyazaki , gens **Cancer Institute, Tokyo, Japan,
*rHarvard School of Public Health, Bostoi

Objective: To describe the natural history of HTLV-1 infection within an
endemic area of Kyushu, Jap

Methods: A population based cohort established of petsy 1687 adult
residents of two villages, of whom 505 are HTLV-I positi HTLV-I antibody
titer was determined by PA and proviral DNA in carriers Tymphocytes was in-
ves

Results: Antibody titers of sixty percent of carriers ranged between 512 and
8 consecutively determined for four years, 63 kept the same titer.

to be in the preleukemic erage.

Conclusions: Continuing the surveillance on carriers in association with
preleukemic stage important in understanding of natural history|and may
provide a lead to elucidate the factors in leukemogenesis of the v

B.635 DUAL ASSAY OF HTIV-I AND HIV-1 ANTIBODY USING ANTI-FC EIA
. WITH RECOMBINANT HIV-1 AND HTIW-I

L. Tang, W. Zeigler, R.M. Tharn, G.A Beltz, DJ. Marciani,
et al. Cambridge BioScience Corporation, Worcester, MA, USA.

(ETA) that has

were on mi ter to
serum. Virus specific es were then detected by percxidase-.

-1 and ps an antigen conjugates
or mixtures. 200 ml ‘tives, 80 HITV~I positives, 2 HIV-1 and HTIV-1
coinfections, 1027 HIV-1 negative blood , and a
were eval Le , dilutions of positives were also tested.
Results. identified all the positive samples

This assay could
nent viral lysate EIA's

seroconversion

, In this ETA test, eachantigen conjugate reacted with their
EIA system can be used

B 637 FOCUS OF HTLV-1 ASSOCIATED TROPICAL SPASTIC PARAPARESIS IN

. EQUATEUR, ZAIRE

Kazadi, K.*, Desmyter, Jan**, Goubau, P.**, Car H.**

* University Hospital, Kinshasa, Zaire; ** Rega Institute and raity

Hospitals, Leuven, Belgium

Objective. To present the firstfocus of HILV-1 associated tropical

Methods. Search among chronic pi

000, Equateur Province, Zaire, by HC and KK.
 

Elisas and

JD.

men, 28 women) ofaassociated TS) P wereon

es

preentation,

were as seen elsewhere.

50 % of healthy close relatives had anti-HTLV-1. Patients were anti-HIV
ti

gative.

Conclusions. This first African focus is probably the largest in a popu-

lation of similar size worldwide, ‘amilial eyusterane|observed can

only be explained by cofactors in addi tien to HTLV-1. epidemio—

logical Geminitions|el the disease would have missed nen.true cases and

they should be rev

B 634 PREVALENCE OF HTLV tal INFECTION IN BLOOD DONORS AND

. eHfis GROUPS IN .

J.*, palkers Ta; Krochmal, E.*
M.*** and Lee, Hetens *Abbott+ Laboratories, North énige1“ha

sauce Univers!ty Medical Center, Durham, NC, USA ***Kagoshima University
Kagoshima, Japan

OBJECTIVE. To determine the prevalence of HTLY I exposure among
e U.

for antibodies to HTLY I by EIA. Repeat EIA
positive samples were confirmed by Western blot and SsRIPA 

    

RESULTS. CATEGORY NO. TESTED EIA + ae NF IRMED

LH 2 +0
Volunteer Blood Donors 66513 24 +2,
Plasmapheresis Donors 6200 14 22.
Hemophiti 165 .0
Homosexuals 152 .3
ATI 4] 3 7.

Contacts of ATL 40 1 8.
TSP/HAM 62 , 5 8.

Contacts of wie 12 1.
CONCLUSION. constitu n reservoir for HILY I/IT infectio
the U.S. (12.5% by ATLV I alone and a further 8.2% HTLY 1 coinfected with

HIV). Unlike HIV, hemophiliacs and homosexuals are not risk groups.
Plasmapheresis donors show a five times higher seroprevalence rate when
compared with volunteer donors

C)
ReAS3 Hanchard, 3. A;B.636

P.4ond, J.+ D.+ H.#;
Blattner, W.*; *wel Bethesda, to, Mes San Francisco,"cA, Min. oF Health
and UWI, Jamaica; ‘+PRI Frederick, M, #kbbott, Chicago,

DETECTION OF EARLY HTLY-I SEROCONVERSION (S
wrphy EX; Wilks,

Objective. Evaluate sensitivity of HTLV-I screening and confirmatory assays
during SC among transfusion recipients (REC).

Pre-transfusion negative exposed
monthlyinterval , were tested by whole

from Jamaica, followed

lestern blo fl iB), an
‘s

6 exposed REC, follow-up, and 8 with
persistently “positive sc patterns were analyzed. 58/93 samples were WB

ir

EIA2_ ENV _FDA+ “one sample not tested
40/58 44/57* 58/58 48/58 by EIA2; +FDA criteria

71%
wl s more sensitive than EJAl and EIA2; env EIA was as sensitive as WB,
but specificity was not evaluated. WB detected antibody earlier than other
methods. Early gag protein patterns preceding " C were either pl9 only,

4 only, or pl9+p24 +/- other bandsgensitivities between the two wv EIAs
vere not significantly different (p=

ni Two wy EIAs had compFable sensitivities in tio population of
exposed transfusion recipients. Patterns showing either or pea only
preceded FDA seroconversion criteria via LA demntion.PE EIA may be
an alternative to RIPA as a confirmatory ti

B 638 HIV P24 ANTIGEN IN ASYMPTOMATIC, PGL AND AIDS PATIENTS AT GAFFREE & GUIN

. LE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, R10 DE JANEIRO,:

sinDFerneramet al Tmo-Gonça.ves+a Quirtes, E.P.+; Graça, M.

# Castilho,

* patreée & GuinteUnivireity rocpital,ae.de Janeirounies Qu-RIO) - Brazil.

Objective: To determine the presence of p24 antigen in patients with different clinical status

of HIVeecttion.

3 Serum HIV p24 antigen measured by antigen capture ELISA (Abhoiee fF ) Laboratories, North

tricep, Tl. USA) was perfomed in 125 patients who met the survetllence case definition of

HIV infection by Centers for Tru|Control (MMWR, 35(20):334, 1986} distributed as GROUP IV =

41, GROUP III = 30 and GROUP I

 

 
 

 

For statistical analysis wt sed iestatistics X? (Chi-square), watching for the linear

tendency (Armitage, P - statistical Methods in Medical Research - John Wiley and Sons N.Y.,

1971).

Results: Overall, 52 of 125 patients tested for antigenaemia were positive (41,6%). The

distribution of these patients according to CDC's criteria is shown in following table:

coC's GROUPS | TOTAL NUMBER | STEN—
Iv al 32 78,5

Il a 10 33,3

10

Xa = 35,106 ,00 x departures from linear trend = 2,08

Conclusions: There is a leer evidence 9 Tssoocletion between anti a and cuinical status.
There Is also a definite trend whith results in approximately equal increases in thePropertion
ofpregence of P24 antigen as it changes successively to more severe categories
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ANDOOLANEOUS TESTS WITH OTRIS ANTIGENS

AND -CD8 DETERMINATIONS IN A

Zeballos, Roberto; Cavalcante, ne Freire, oH
: D.; Accetturi, C.; Mendes, N. et al.

Escola pauliste”Se "Mediccina, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Objective To correlate simple immmological parameters with the clinical
À Toation of AIDS,

. A total of 27aAas patients Classified according to CC criteria
weretested in vivo th PPD, candidin, trichophytin and si
~streptodormase;thereabsolute nnbers 0£ Ge SC Lagore POEinAE

Results

2 or more positive mean of 3 mean of 3
cutaneous tests CD4 cells/mm D8 cells/mr

Groups II and III (n=61) 69% 760 1067
Group IVa (n=33) 303 279 796
Groups IVe and Ivd (n=33) 17% 179 481

A progressi: reactivity taneous:
cella was cbeesvedactorsChe eda eee eonite numbers of CA and cos

emphasizing theacross the clinical spectmm of AID:

ASPECTS CLINIQUES HIV1 ET HIV2

ETESS DE BANGUI

steicu Awa Marte’:NetMA.*; Diouf G.*;
sokho E.*;

B.641

* Service des MaladiesTnfectiouses. c.Heu 3 baker.

Objectifs. Evaluer la sensibilité et la spécificité des critères de dia-

gnostic clinique au SABrVi définis à Bangui ét proposer leur élargisse-

ment éventuel au SIDA H
Méthodes. Etude rétromestive ds73 cas de SIDA HIVI-HIV2 hospitalisés ac

janvier 1986 à décembre 1988 au ice des Maladies Infectieuses

e Dakar. cohorte de Lénine (patients suspec maisVsbrondgatite)a

€té étudiée. Les c: ja sifications de Bangui ont été rec
chés pour chaque cas et une de comparative Statistique a été effectuée.
Résultats. Sur 73 cas d

49 HIV]

21 HIV2

doublegprofiy

Le sex-ratio est de 2.4. La grande majorité des malades avi comme HIV2

présentent les signes majeurs de la classification de Ba : amaigrisse—

t 6:

‘élargissement A HIV2 de la classification de Bangui est. pro=

posé mais une amélioration est possible.

DETECTION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)DNA SEQUENCES
IN SEROPOSITIVE PATIENTS AND SERONEGATIVE AT RISK SUBJECTS
BY POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR)

Fabrizio Ensoli, ¥.Fiorelli, I.Mezzaroma, F.Aiuti
Dept. of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, University of Rome, Rome, Italy

B.643

Objective: To investigate the earlier stage of the infection we detected HIV-2
s and partnersDNA sequences in seronegative people at high risk as drug addic

of seropositive subjects and seropositive patients classified according to
CDC criteria. Normal blood donors were employed as controls.
Methods: Genomic DNA's collected from PBMC of seropositive and seronegative
peoplewere subjected to forty cycles of amplification. Two primer pairs fo
different conserved regions of the env gene were used. Specifi
cation products was confirmed by Southern Blot. Serology was assessed
Western Blot; antigenemia by an Elisa syst
Results: Almost all seronegative poeple atnigh risk were confirmed negative
by DNA amplification; individuals that resulted positive for HIY sequences
also seroconverted after a few weeks. On the other hand no HIV sequences
were detected with these primer pairs in a small percentage of seropositive
but antigenemia negative patients.
Conclusion: PCR coupled with serological techniques is very useful to investi-

silent or unclear. Studies are in progress with primer pairs for different
regions of HIV genome to better characterize the integrated sequences during
the disease.
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city of amplifi-

by

B.640 PREDICTIVE VALUE OF THE DETERMINATION OF HIV-A Ag IN SERUM
realsat Pineda, Juan A; Calderén, E; Navarro, MD; Rey, C;
Li

University of Seville."Sevitie. SPAIN.

QRECTIVE: To assess the predictive value of the determination of HIV-

S: We ‘have tested for HIV-1 Ag by EIA 212 serum samples sequential]
collected from 51 Anti-HIV-1 positive 4patients. On an average, they had
been followed during 42.10 11.9 months (range 24-73) and 4.15 ha (range
3- serum samples had been taken from each patient. All of the subjects
we: Il or the current CDC classification for AIDS
reseed diseases at the beginning of the stud
RESULTS: The overall follow-up time and the number of samples taken from
each patient were similar for those developed AIDS and those that did
not. Six atients were found to be jantigeenemic at entry. Eight of the
remaining 44 seroconverted so the follow-up. Seven of the 14 i-

emophiliacs, 2 ruaddicts an
ant e geveroped AIDS stage IVc). The

passage of time from the first evidence of - to the diagnosis of AIDS
‘om 0 73 months. All of the remaining 37 patients are sti

the same clinical”sta e.
CONCLUSION: west.results show a close association between the presence of

and Prognosis of HIV-1 infection. On the other
hand, the rate”oF AIDS developing gmong antigenenic patients observed
by us is oneof the highest reported so far

ETUDE DE LA VALEUR DIAGNOSTIQUE DU WESTERN BLOT CHEZ 113
CONGOLATS
M. Rosenhein”, D. Ker!

B.642
Guedan*, P. M'Pelé**, iM Copin**,

+ A. Itous-Ngaporo*+* Gentilin
*Dpt de Médecine iropicale, Hopital Salpêtrière et Unité INSERM 313,
47 Bd de l'Hôpital, Paris, France, **HOpital Général de Brazzaville, Congo.

Méthode
11 s'agit d'une enquête de type retrospective. Les cas sont les patients
répondant à la définition clinique du SIDA (effectif=64). Les témoins sont

s donneurs de sang considérés leffectifs49). Les sérums ont été répartis
en pas de bande ou trace, et band
Résultats
Les malades ont plus souvent des Ac gp4] : chi2 = 6,25 p= 0,012, adds ratio
(or) = 2,17. La méme constatation a été faite pour Tee Ac gplé0 : chi2 -
244, p = 0,0037, or =23 36.

Tl n'a pas été trouvé de valeur aux Ac p25. essérums ont été répartis en
présence d'au moins un des deux Ac anti-gp d'une part, et absence des deux
Ac d'autre part 3 une liaison a été également trouvée 3 chi2 =
p = 0,028, = 3156. La liaison persiste pour le gpl60 lorsque L'on neutra.
lise L'effetde La gp#l, elle disparaît pour la gpél lorsque la gpié0 est
abeencede“Espendnt, la liaison persintepour la gpél dans le groupe
geneshe
Disc
Nowe”n'avons pas trouvé au Congo de liaison statistique entre le stade cli-
nique et la présence d'Ac p25. Nous avons montré qu'est associée à un mau-
vais pronostic le présence d'Ac gplé0, la présence d'Ac gpäl chez les pa-
tients n'ayant pas la gpl60.

aOe DE QUALITE DES TESTS DE DEPISTAGE ET DE CONFIRMATION

ES ANTICORPS aann EN 1988

meurLLaT L.++2, Francois E.!,
€ groupe retrovirus,

1 saboratoirenational de la Santé - Département de Biologie Médicale

Paris F

2 Société"Nationale de Transfusion Sanguine.

B.644
CHEINEY 1.1, couROUCE A.n.?

Objectif : Contréle de qualité national des laboratoires déclarant pratiquer

le test aeconfirmation (Western Blot) des anticorps anti HIV - 160
oi

ï Les laborstoires ont reçu 3 envois &e 4 échantillons de plasma,

sur lesquels ils effectuent conformément à la circulaire du 24-02-87, waeeux
tests de dépistage et un test de confirmation. Les 12 plasmas 30rrespondent

c un cas de sida, 3 no
1 p18, 2 négatifs, 1

Résuita : 8 réactifs de dépistage et 3 réactifs de confirmation ont été

ut ieee u total : 94 erreurs sur 1472 diagnostics ont été faites par les
poesie tous réactifs confondus (soit 6,3 %).

ET | HIV2

deDEL. x La ; | T3 0,8 7
oeete en fonction des sens utilisés seront

non spécifique [ négatif |

 

 

dévatiits.
Conclusion Ce contréle a permis une amélioration des performances des

utiliseteare et des réactifs
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B.645 THE USE OF GRAPHIC ART TO MEASURE NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL B.646 OUTCOME OF TERNAL AIDS IN OFFSPRINGS
FUNCTION IN HIV-INFECTEDbodyBe
Spechko, Phyllis* and Pi

*UCSD Medical oa **ATDS ART Project,hr Deus, CA, USA.

Objective. To measure neuropsychological function in people with HIV
pee through their artwork.
Metho: Twi eekly, 3 hour sessions for HIV-infected persons for

of artwork an ha ye uctur—
ed, group setting, a! IDS-sensitive therapist familiar with multiple

art nee we teFbased Pp nts on , ofl and chalk pastels, inks,
oë markers, collag S usingae tissue and d"
objects)developed“close.relationships nts lead: to di-vith pa

roblems and evidence of patient"3Shysical and neurological

AIDS patients demonstrateIliustrative case studies
e tter, and color selection correl-

2) improved physical ve status rapy (1 pt),
d 3) incipient seizures (2 pts). For e le, hin hours to days

of first painti characteristic, red, vertical stripes, 2 patients

n addition to its therapeutic value, artwork may provide
a useful diagnostic appro to neuropsychological dysfunction in AIDS
by Sliustrating, changes inecopnitive function and affect and by predict-
ing seizures.

B.647 ADVERSE REACTIONS TO
. PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNELMONIA (PCP) IN

GavÂlez-Lshoz,). HorenoW-»Po}orR ‘mtn,R. sAraosle gag:CG.

Instituto de Salud Carlos III. Hospital del Rey . Servicio de Medicina Interne
Toxic effects of TMP-SMX treateentalCOoe towsante atlaswith AIS «

ican AIDS patients. OurBetter tolerance to this treatment has been experien

ce is reported
Methods: 43 patientswith HIV infection and a first of PCP diagnosed by bronchoscopy with

bronchoalveolar ely evaluated. Patients received IMP 20 mg./kg.day and -lavage were

GK 100 ng./Kg. day for at least 7 days. Meen age was 30.2 years (20-56). 36 patients werwwerw male.
31 patients intravenous drug sbusers (IVDA), 9 homosexual men, 1 heterosexual parther of IVDA -
and 2 had no recognizable risk
Renilta: Adverse effects vere identified in 2 patients (59.4

+ aminotrasferesescEerValetty): 7 (16.2%)
= Neutropenia: 11 (25.5%): <500: 3. - Rash: moderate: 3 (6.9%)

severe: 1 (2.2%)
(7.8) ventes 8.68)

 

  

- Renal: creatinine: 1.5-3 mg./dl

> 3 mg./d1.:0
t because of severe toxicity: 6 (13.9%):

~ Neutropenia: < 500 ; 3.

7 Neutropenia (500-1000).vomiting severe: 1

Rash severe: 1.

Manifest differences in rash frequency between
ere observed .

Coments: Although

norityrarity(13.9%)of patients. our patients and
rican-white AIDS patients

 

toxicity is frequent, discontinuation of DFA treatrent is needed in @mi

ADVANCED MA’

*Davachi, Farzin, and *Kabena, M.
Department of Pediatrics, Mama Yemo Hospital, Kinshasa,

Zaire.

Objective: To define the outcome of advanced maternal AIDS in offsprings.
MéthodesWe followed 20 infants born to mothersith advanced clinical AIDS,

produced 2 tw:Results: Eighteen mothers ins and 16 singles.
ali the time of deli + Four died wit! 4 weeks of giving birth. Two

losis and onehedhad Kaposi's . otl spitalized
£ s were born at t‘or AIDS. All 20 babies age. Six babie:
weighing from 1830-2500 rans. Fourteen werebonborn aoera

from 1000-2000 grams. ane h
i i s afterbbirth:"20prot)‘ith asthenia,

(45%) withdiarrhea, 13
with anemia, a(40%) with oral eéidias 6 (Go) with vanit-

pers complications, 3 (15%) with physiological jaun-
sp. In course 0!

haceltalizatyonone term infant was nthowe ina Stable condition. A second
infant, who weighed 1540 grams at birth, gained 280 seanand was discharged

i the remaining 18 newborns , 6 died within the
h.

AIDS was associated with a signifie
cantly higher maternal and neonatal morbidity and mortality. There was 22%
maternal and 90% neonatal demise shortly after delivery.

B.648 ADYERSE ESSICTS OF eee a) IN PATIENTS WITH HIT IBTECTION.
ME _V 2 oM NCES ,P LAVILLA,JML DUPLA,A GIL

Hospital La Faz.Madrid.

OBJECTIVE. Asseanent of adverse ettects {AE) to Tidorndine in patients alth RIV infection in an intensive
Pharaacologye eurveillaace progra

urn AWD METEODS. 33 patients sere entered. 22 patients fulfilled AIDS criteria.; pate had a trom
1 {CDC} iefection, à eon n1fection and 3AineT¥-€2 iafec!tla ap e drog ebasers, &

    leu 38
yan (Range: 24- . Bewre“valet. ATT dose wia this dose vas mtupon hetologic
parameters. da intensive pharascologye surveillance prograns fer detection of af, with trice a sonth
lutin dariag first three aontbe, and therenfter noathly was begun.

 

vus. 1) Baenatologreal tozicitr. 1patients shoned anepia (42%}. [i ‘ it "severeaer
7.5 ark), hnenia tally degen betreen Sth and 10th see! It and

requined {reafarios of § unite of eritrocrte concentrates pe
ved in 611 of cases, etropenla ip 43%.

and soniting

 

mu. uererasiubuer-
atients showed seer 2) Gastrointestinal toxicity.
required withdra 4) Dermatologyc toxicity. 4

ed galls aa) mind on at ed élueeaianeons byperpigneatatios. 4)
Hepatic toxicity. [In ove case ther: e slereien during the 2nd week, that nornalized
after tentvt therapy. 5) Fo veelnor weartlogie torielty vas observed.

   

CONCLES10RS. n Taenatologic toricity eas the sost severe A observed, reauirise modification of therapy,
bot not sopression, 2) Gastrointestinal toxicity, althongh uncommon, was poorer tolerated AI. 3
Changes in tante and ongueal pignentation are a new contribution to the AE natallation of AUT.
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Colloque Ÿ Recherche fondamentale (biomédicale)
Symposium Basic Research (Biomedical)

Mécanismes de pathogenèse du VIH
Mechanisms of Pathogenesis of HIV
M.C.0.1 PRERePS M.C.0.2 IMMUNE RESPONSE TO HIV

Cheng-Mayer, C., Walker, C. and Ho
~Bept-of-Medicine and the Cancer ResearchInstitute,
San Francisco, CA 94143.
 

basic question in AIDS is why the time for development of clinical symptoms and
progression toguess differs widely among HIVinfected individuals. The vast heterogeneity In
the biologic, serologic, and molecular properties among HIV strains offers one explanation. in
particular, their ditterential uy to Infect aiterent call types (both CD4+ and CD4-), to replicate
rapidly to high titer in these cells, changes,

as been ‘demonetrated. Moreover, certain isolates appear more sensitive to “serum

enhancement, Furthermore, through theinteraction of the HIV nef gene product with the viral
LTA,a state of latency can be induced th
Our studies have indicated, for example,that individuals with a rapid progression to disease have

that te rapidly and He withaywide callular host range. Moreover,
distilguished by noir ro ive ability to grow in macrophages and

es, to modulate the CD4angen on T cells, andaby theirseparret Molecular
and proteinstudies have indicated i
in protein and nee structu

The host immune response also plays a substantial roie in determining the Hiv

ditterant cali types including lymphocytes, macrophages and fibroblasts. Ceiluiar immune
responsescan destroy virus-Infected cals OF suppress wisrelease via the production of ral
cytokir dynamics of a quickly chang1ing

key’in
AIDS.

M.C.0.3 ROLE OF N-LINKED GLYCOSYLATION |IN HIV INFECTION.
“, Fenouillet, E.* , Sattegno.i

Clerget-1-Raslain, B.*,Montagnier, Lee Bahra Es.
PEN Hôpital de la Pitié, Paris ; “* Laboratoire de Biologie Callulaira
acuité de Médecine Paris-Nord ; *** Unis d'Oncologie Virale, Institut Pasteur,

Paris France.

/ envgene Product, and glycosylation site:
well conserved amongdo isolates. Carbohydrati saccharides (CHO)are likely io‘be
prominenentstructures on the virus surface, antiough tarprecise role is stlil poorly unde:

weeroot20/20)inithe absence o
interaction with its CD4 receptor  jaghcoayiated 10/160 attached to

D4 with Comparable affinity and rhibtodsonof HIV-intect
nt iated rgp120/160. This apparently

observation that Geglycosytated native viral opie ine)rdplayed,markedly reduced
i apa D4. Differences between the: ns may stem from technicai

or theymay lated withdifieranceeineoh lation patiemoofTp120 and
rept20that couid resultmyjunctio differences of the glycan mmolaties. In addition,
experiments conduct Pr ghoooease inhibitors that interfere with early oligosacc!aride
pi mentsconductedwith 9ucgsiaseImoetlatonal level and be mmcowed irner

indi . proteins may aiso interact

 
with extra-ceiluiar or cell-membrane lect ar pl
other hand, our recent data suggest thatmia|Yehaves asa aleibinding B--N

yl These properties might be used by HIV to atlach to mbranes
ndentty ofCD4 and be one of the explanatio:ons that LV can infect CD4D. cells under some

circumstances. Firalh. CHO chains mayintervene In the immune responseto HIV either by
directil 120/160 epitopes.

 

JohnSullivan, University of Massachusetts,
Dept. of Pediatrics, MA, USA.

M.C.0.4 WEW APPROACH TO THESTUDY OF OLIGOSACCHARIDES AS DETERMINANTS
OF THE TISSUE TROPISMS OF MIV-L.

 

Ten
MRC Clinfeal ResearchCentre, Watford Road, Harrow, Middlesex, United Kingdon

nvelope siycoprocetn, gpl20, of the bumen immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1)
ie highly slycosylated uieha diverse array of N-glycosidically linked

oligosaccharides!"?, @ proposed! chat theee oligosaccharides which ar
likely prominent seroctures on tha virus surface candidets attache
went and addressing factors in the host at various stagesor the virus cycle
This communication ni

generation of oligosaccharide probes from the envelope glycoprotein.

1. Misuochi, T., Spellman, M.W., Larkin, M-, Solomon, J., Buss, L.J. & Feizi,
T. Biochee. "1. 254, 539-603 ee.

2. Mizuochi, T., Spellman, M., Solomon, J., Basa, LJ. & Feizi,
x, Biomed.mene 2"20-2701388:

yer, H., Holechbech, c.. Hunsmano, G. & Schneider, J. Biol. Chen. 263,
SITS011767 (1988).

u
w
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Biologie moléculaire : Diversité génomique et ses ilens aux aspects cliniques
Molecular Biology: Genomic Diversity and Relationship to Clinical Aspects

GENETIC ANALYSIS OF SIV DERIVED FROM MANDRILL (SIVrevo)
nettes3 Hasegawa,A.**; Cooper,R.W. ***: Fukasawa,M. *;

* et al.
“Institute of Nedival Science, University of Tokyo, Japan, **Toa Nenr:
Kogyo K.K., Jap ass International de Recherches Medicales de
Prancevilie, Gabon, ****Institute for Virus Research, Kyoto University,
Jap:

M.C.0.5

Objective. To understand
epidemiology of HIV/SIV group.
Methods. Two isolates of M vere obtained from apparently healthy
mandrilis in Gabon. One of them was moleculariy cioned from the circuiar
replicative intermediate DNA br linearization with onencetting restriction
enzyme, and totally sequenced by the methods of Sange

- Gene structure of SIVmmvp is almost equal to other VS, but the

genetical relationship and phylogenic

open ir such as vpr and vpx were uncertain. ino aci

sequence homologies of each open reading frame to other HIV/SIV VA,
HIV-2, SIV; and 5 sam were almost equal, about 50% in gag, 50-60% in

pol, and about 30X in env region

Conclusion. The SiV¥mvp was totally sequenced and was considered to be
ber of HIV/SIV group, equally distant from other HIV/SIV including

SIVacne It st th ies-specificity of& &roup and unlikeliness of
recent interspecies transmission among prima

M.C.0.7 PROSPECTIVE CLINICAL,TRMUROLOSICAL AND VIROLOGIC
FOLLOW-UP OFi INF (LW

a viain3 Hahn, B.+; Kong, L.+;
Matthews, T.*; Bolognesi.DD.x Watters, D. À, and GaV0 R*. “National Cancer
Institute, Bethesda, mos of Alabama, Birmingham, al; XDuke Univ., Durham
NC; “PRI, Frederick, U.S.A.

Objective: low natural history of accidental laboratory acquired
infection with,S/MTLVeIl strain
Methods: Sequential isolation SD. obtained> cocultivation (Science
239:68, 1988). Neutri linia. antibo es (MA) no ured by virus infecNr
syncytium inhibitio! and “han. Retro. 3:238, 1987).

viral envelope gp120leotide and di acid se uences
nuOS om ant a CD4 counts

he
immunodominant Joop region (a 302,-337) anne for cloned SI.
b FACS.
4 LW is clinically healthy. CD4 counts show an initial lymphopenia
(co (75)and CD8 (426) 11 months after initiaLe sample), rising over the
nex six to a currently stable value at 2 nths of CD4 (860) and

Tow biter"type specific immune
ogous hyperimmune goat anti

syncytia inhibition assay
hift in neutralization profile away from paren

cos. 470).oeresponses show an initial
response which broadened over time. letero

lope may reflec’
coincidentally present substrains as part of a repertoire to avoid the host
immune response

REPLICATIVE CAPACITY OF SEQUENTIAL VIRUS ISOLATES
FROM HIV-1-INFECTED SUBJECTS AND RELATIONSHIP TO
CLINICAL PROGRESSION

Eva M. Eee:Albert, J. =;: Morfeidt-Mänson, L.* andvetsB.* oyeSead of
see bora *, Stockholm,
Swe

M.C.0.9

 

Objective Tosreychanges iin the replicative capacity of HIV-t that occur is the same
individual‘over tim

foil oh wat eine enpaet doe oan

months observation period.

Results. Pati itt : lyme Pane rd : dust k 418

tinical «an from LAS to AIDS-related ley (ARC) sh

In sequential

period. ‘Accordingly, hang f tow/l piddhigh beck elect

severe immunodeficiency, Progressing |fromLAS to AIDS within one year.. Viruses
 

 

 

 

 

Conciusion. The results showthat HIV-1 is rith f pacity may

510

M.C.0.6 GENOHIC DIVERSITY OF|SIV
Asawa,M.*;0hta

ia, A yana)
*Institute of Medical Science Tokyo Univeersitttinstitute for Virus Research,
Kyoto University,***Toa Rene Kogyo,Japan,****Institute of Primate Research,
National Museums of Kenya,

GROUP OF VIRUS.
ninth,sSakuragi 1.5Mik#98; 

Objective.To estimate the genomic diversity avong gr isolates of simian
fimmunodeficiency virus from African green monkey (sr Va ).
pathods. The full- or partial-length of viral ONA of 4 eH ch isolates from
“Te ge monkey originated from diffe sf

TY0-? i
lines a nd were compared|with previous reported isolate, SIVglTY0-1] by res-
triction endonuclease mapping.
Results.A11 the isolates are strongly hybridized.withoetite probe,
but not with probes of HIV-1, HIV-2, SIV an CTYO-2] and tr
YO-5] are as long as [TY0-1] and once ayaea yENP ver, their ri
triction sites (includin co RI, Hind III, » sac tc. shows
great divergence not only heir e et but also in other regions. The

ome sizes of SIV [rto-7] andLa1] are shorter than those of others,
ted by“Blls ‘Rk

Conclusion. The genomic diy group might be as well as ( or
greater than ) those of other”vestyFe although a11 the isolates be-
long to the one group @ heterogeneity was also observed in the
virus isolated from one anti as“seen inSoave] infected person.

M.C.0.8 EVOLUTION OF THE BIOLOGICAL PHENOTYPE OF SEQUENTIAL HUMAN
ICIENCY VIRUS (RIV) ISOLATES IN SEROCONVERTING

HOMOSEXUAL MEN, M. Tersmette, R.E.¥.de Goede, F. de Wolf*, Goudsnit*,
J.G. Ruionan, F. Miedema, Central Lab. Netherl. Red Cross Blood Transf.

Service Lab. and Clin. ology ofhs Univ. of Amsterdam

sacedenteIMedical Centre Amsterdam, The Netherlan

of HIV isolates can be scans
high~replicating isolates with : predoet rang
(NSI) isolates only replic.
(Tersuette et al.,J.Virol.(ages) arFA030).
seropositive Persons onl; re recovered. SI 1:

over ons progressing to ARC or AID:

“cyneytium-induetng (SE),
Un:

ai @ase, are present from conversi di tl
course of HIV infection. © account for the paradox that apparently
‘Yansmission of HIV by an SI isolate carrier does not generally result in an

analyzed the biological

men. The results of this 5
) Early after only inducing (NSI)

are recovered; 2) SI isolates, if detectable, ‘enorge in the course
of HIV infection; 3) Upon transmission,

tudy allow fortbe

 

sed in the host. The resul
genesia in the duration of th tency period between seroconversion
and AIDS is determi: yy the capacity of the host immune system to suppress

@ emergence of virulent, CD4+ cell—depleting HIV variants.

M.C.0.10 CDé+ T LYMPHOCYTES FROM THE PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR
CELLS (PBMC) OF HEALTHY SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDUALS HARBOR
THE HIV-1 PROVIRAL SEQUENCES

*; Schnittman, S.+: Baseler, M.#; Fauci, A.S.+
Lane, C.H.+ and Salzman, N.P.* %Georgetown Unmiversity, Washington, pc

USA; #PRI, Federick, MD USA; +NIAID, National Institutes of Health,
MD USA

Objective. ‘0 demonstrate the presence of inceprated proviral HIV-1 in
FBMC of healthy seropositive individuals and dete: viral load and
the specific subset of PBMC that harbors the HIV- 1.at ftearly atages of the
disease.

R amplification was performed on the subsets of PBMC obtained
by Seescence outomated cell sorting from ten healthy, seropositive
individuals using mers from g and e: Op

HIV-1. n two
{nonocyte/macrophaage) subsets also harbor HIV-1 but at a significantly

Serial dilutions of sorted CD4+ T cells show that at leastz lev
in000 -10000 cells are infected.

The cell populations that harbor HIV-2 are CD4+ T cells that
i to expres: CD4 surface molecule. (Bgalthy > Sereponitive

individuals have a 100 fold lower viral load S patients. Their
tem may be able to maintain a chronic oF Janeinfection forimmune sys

extended periods of time when there are low levels of viru:
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Les bases moléculaire et cellulaire des immunodéficiences provoquées parles rétrovirus
Molecular and Celiular Bases of Retrovirus Induced Immunodeficiencies

THE MURINE ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME

(MAIDS) (S CAUSED BY A DEFECTIVE RETROVIRUS

*; Hanna, 2*; Aziz, D.*; Simard, C.* ond
, Poe,

“Clinical Research institute of Montreai, sane-Quebec, Canode;

“Université de Montréel, Montreal, Quebec, Can

M.6.0.11

The DOuplen strain of murine leukemia virus (MuLV) induces MAIDS, a

disease showing striking similerities with human AIDS. We identified the

etiologic agent of the disease es being a defective retrovirus having a 48
bp genome. Sequencing of|this DNAshowed thet thepol end env genes

have been deleted end that

horbors a novel p12 sequence. Using a cell-free translation system, the

gere hes been shown to encode 0 60kd gag fusion protein. The same

pro

and:isnot cleaved. N-tropic|pseudotypes have beenconstructed with this
virusà the role of helper virus in the disease is also pain investigated

the #2 encapsidation-negative system. Ti mouse model
one the need to search for pathogenic detective retroviruses in

 

ROLE OF ANTIBODIES, CYTOKINES, AND VIRUS VARIATION IN SIV/SMM
INDUCED DISEASE,

Patricia 3 Stricker, R.*

M.6.0.13
Fultz

p.***; McClure, H."; and Anderson,
mgrkes Primate,Research Center and"iepartnent of Pathology, Emory University,
Atlanta, GA ancer Research Institute, University of fal ifornia, San
Francisco. CA, USA, Institut Pasteur. INSERM, Paris, Fra

; Montagnier, un"; Sonigo,

To identify the role of antibodies, cytokines, and biologic and
genetic variation in disease associated with different isolates of SIV/SMM.
Methods. Antibody responses, including neutralization and autoantibodies,
and cytokine lev in serum from mangabeys and macaqu
and SMM-PBj14, a“variant that causesPrend dea
typic and genotypic properties which inciuded the abili
their effects on PBMC from various species as well as cioning and sequencing.

Comparison of humoral i

Objective.

 

 
autoantibosies but not with total or neutralizing antibody t
trast to SMM-9, the lethal SMM-PBj14 strain, which was associated ‘with the

serum, induced PBMC from macaques and

and SMM-FRA»
respectively. SMM-PBj14 appears to have multiple mutations, some of whic
affect env-encoded-proteins -and_ perhaps regulatory proteins. -(NIH RR-sles)

 

INDUCTION OF IMMUNODEFICIENCY DISEASE BY FeLV
AND RELEVANCE TOSIV. AND HIV-DISEASE

', Hoo E.A. MorneeyCores

M.C.0.12
wee Donahue, P.R.*,

. Hirsc , Martin, L.*+*,
bscolorademeGoren, ae Collins,

arch Center, Covington, LA

Overbaugh, J.*,posMeML", non
D d Schoo! of Public Health, Bostoton, MA,
**sDelta Regional Primate Rese:

Objective. We are& developing animal S using a feline leukemia onco:

(FeLV-FAIDS) and simian immunodeficiency lentivirus (SIVmac-BK28). FeLV estÀhave

led to questions now being addressed in both the SIV-macaque model and in HIV-infected

people.

Establish disease models an relevant in vitro correlates using molecularly cloned

rs which determin

vivo (see Overbaug! 1). Defectiveness per se, however, is not ui r pabegaiiy

since a replication competent pathogen could be created in vitro. Similarly, à

e SIVmac-BK28 derived from extensively sure ssaged virus was alyf
réplicative in vivo in vitro and only weakly

mac-BK2 aque that eventually ied from
he leng transmembrane gene did not

pathogenicity significantly, although the TM was altered by the type of selection imposed - a

shorter coding region was selected for in vitro, and a longer gene/protein was selected in

vivo (see jonson et al. T-cell killing determinants of an -]

ped to the envelope glycoprotein gene were correlated with several biochemical

features of the cytopathic gp70. Killing is also prevented by exposure infect
neutralizing antisera (see Donshue et al).

Conclusions, Si genome selection oc in vitro as well as in vivo, and i
propagation may obseure viral gene coding capacity as wellas select against acutePages

fail in the‘T-cell killing, at least in the FeLV-FAIDS system, likely occurs from a failure or dela:

establishment.superinfection,interference,establi:

NEW CONCEPTS IN HUMAN AIDS PATHOGENESISM.C.0.14
Montagnier, Luc, reste.d oncologie virale

Institut Pasteur, Paris Cedex, Fra
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M.C.0.1 EFFECT OF SOLUBLE RECOMBINANT HUMAN CD4cod) ON .C.0. HIV PERSISTENCE IN MONOCYTES INVOLVES NEGATIVE REGULATION OF
5 woOF SIX MONOCYTOTROPIC STRAINS OF HIV (MO- M.C.0.16 VIRALREPLICATIONHEFROMmessandhates, pare

, H.* Stamatos, N.: Fowler, Pres Hoover, D.; *BCDP, Program Resources Inc. Frederick, MD, **Lab. Cell c. Struct., PRI,, Gendelman
Burke, D.: ‘Tramont. E. and Meltzer, M.S. Walterer ReedArmy Ins‘it. Res., “Henry M.
Jackson Fndn., **SRA Tech., Inc. , Washington DC .USA.

. Determine effect of sCD4 on theinfectivity of MO-HIV in monocytes.
were isolated from 6 HIV seropositive patients by cocultivation

blood leukocytes with recombinant human colony stimula
factor-M (Cetus Com. Emeryville CA}-treated adherent monocytes normal

measurement of

pletely inhibited (quantitated by inhibi of H9 syncytia fol and p24 anti-
rior ure 8 to 10 ug/m! sCD4 (Biogen, MA) 37°C 30 min

and continuous sCD4 expos tly culture interval. In contrast.
tvity of 6 different MO-HIV was by 10 ug/ml D4, Whereas
the infectivity of strains 16 and 24‘io? TCID50) was seebited 100-fold by
sCD4,thatof strains 36, 37, and 38 {510-fold)inhibited. The effec
of sCD4 on the prototypic MO-HIV, ADA. te: release of p24 into eh
ture fluid was delayed. the ultimate level of p24 at 20 days was not different
than control cu! cytopai efte no!tures. du d thic on monocytes (formation of
multinucleated gantcel ) was evident with all MO-HIV with or without sCD4.

re of MO-HIV to sCD4 bited infectivity in mono-
cytes the extentofinh! with virus si ure some MO-
HIV to sCD4 mayinhibit a required step in their srowth eye. Ht maybepossible to
selectthosepatients,who.will reapond favarably to treatment with.sCD.

HIV-1 INFECTED MONOCYTESASATARGET FOR ADCC
M.C.0.7 David’: Miller, N.**; Stine, K.*; Tyler, D. jagnesi, D.*;

feinhold, K.” *Duke University Medical Center, Dune, NC, USA.
“National Cancer inet, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA.

Objective: To determine whetherpersistent viral reservoirs in HiV-1 infected monocytes can

be eliminatedved by anti lependent celuarone (ADCC).
: Peripheral blood monoc: isolated from leukapheresis products by Ficalt-

Hypaque sedimentation, followed by nedensity 56paration on a discontinuous Percoll
gradient. Cells were Infected with the BAL isolate of HIV. and cultured in Teflon flasks In
both esence and absence of 100 units/mi of recombinant M-CSF . Culture supe:
and ceil lysates were periodically monitored for p24 and re anscriptase activity, ane
Infectio: ul hybridization of HIV-1 RNA and DNA pr t
weekly intervals. infected monocytes were tested as targets in ADCC assays, with vitally

EMNKR cell Ng as a positive control.
espost Infection, pat concentrations in intreated culture

ant were 99 ninand 131 ng/mi, respectively Culture supernatants for both
conditions were shown IN approximately 10infectious units of HIV-1 per mi of

ution. Virus infectionwas Sirectly 9deltected by in situ hybridization in 30% of M-CSF
treated ai i lysates cont e presence virus, wi
106 coiïs te ite the high degree of intoction, nether
M-CSF treated nor untreated monocytes were lysed in ADCC Beare while virally intected
CEM.NKR cells were actively destroyed (45% lysis of these cells at a 50:1 E.T and a 105
dilution of anti-HiV-1 serum).

; HIV-t infected monocytes appear notably resistant to ADCC. This resistence not
only provides an excellent sanctuary for virus within the host, but may alsoexplain, In part,
why recognized anti-viral immune mechanisms may be unable to eradicate int

M.C.0.19 NOVEL MODE OF HIV REPLICATION IN PERSISTENTLY
yyrecrep MONOCYTOID rt ACCUMULATION OF
SELF-INTEGR MOSOMAL PROVIRUSES

LEADS TO THE PRODUCTION OF DEFE
¢ Salk Institute for Biological Studies, P.O. Box 85800, San Diego,

California, U.S.A.

 

Ssh andmanipenormayTePied end tonMANScells cf

Med. Persontly infected monocytoid lines were established by HIV-1 infection of the
U937cells. The structure of HIV provirusin raniDNA, reatichonanalysisandbotwas

hybridi: In addition, I p

Redstructurally.Th 4 a Sram thy inf macy

nestedselSnopes". Srueural

proviral circ! to larger, pre-existing lime Conservation ofrestriction endonuclease sites
is consistenteindirect DNA to DNAreplica
replication say that proceeds via roDNArevo transcriptase pathway
Conclusion. Thi:troveofHIVvia NAricanimoodcelmightel

 

integrated,

paradoxical features of
thesis

SnRedeesquMmpnpte
DNA-dependent modeoofHIV rep
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Frederick, MD, ***Lab. Molec. Immunoreg., Be.ACIER, Frederick, MD.U.S.A.

Objective. restudy HIV life cycle|and persistence in cultured monocytes.
REds. ard viral, cellu and molecular techniques were u:

in monocytoid leukemic cell line, THP-1, and fresh elutriated
nd

(latency) or chronic low level expression with viral intraceliular budding
into vacuo} VIB). Thus, faiture to detect extracellular virus was related
to eit latency or intracytoplasmic sequestration of virions. in the case of
VIB expression, LTR directed in vitro nuclear run-off transcription assays
showed that cell nuclei4 contaTn materials that negatively regulate HIV trans-

used viral-mediated

ocytes, viral trai n be negatively
regulated such that viral expression can be either”Tatent or restricted to
intracytoplasmic viral retention, Infected mon:ocytes not producing extracell-
ular virus can escape immune surveiliance and still be able to evoke viral
induced T-cell pathology suggesting a mechanism for persistent HIV infection.

ANTIVIRAL EFFECTS OF AMINO SUGARS:

N-BUTYLDEOXYNOJIRIMYCIN (Bu-DNJ)

Karpas, Abraham*; Dwek, R.A.**;
Jacob, G.S.** and Rademacher, TH

Haematology, University of Cambridge Clinical School, Cambridge,UK.
ressensUnit, Dept. of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

ins Lab, Dept. of Organic Chemistry, University of Oxford, U.K.

Objective. To assay amino sugars for anti-HIV activity relative to cyto-
toxicity for selection of a potential chemthera] agent.
Methods. I RoSugcampounds, incl was added to
cultures of Karpas T-cells and Molt4 celts at different concentrations,on
96-well plates. Half of the wells with HIV. The

POTENCY CFM.C.0.18
Fleet, GWT.#4;

vas assessed both the inhibi
(giant and dying cells) and by determining the yield of infective particles
(tissue culture infectious
Results. A ser

RIV"?re replication inçour
between 10-10” folä, even at concentrations whi

with cell division. Bu-DNJ i
growth of

M.C.0.20 BIOLOGIC;BIOCHEMICALANDMOLECULARANALYSESOF~
MONOCYTOTROPIC HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUSES

*l; Baca, L.*; Leader, M.*; Kriebel, P.**; Fowler, A.**; Hoxie,
Orenstein, J3.****; Husayni, H.**; Hoover, D.*;and Meltzer, M.*.

Instit. ofhesHe M. Jackson Found., **SRA Tech. ****George
hington, D.C., ***Univ Pa Med Ctr., Phila., Pa. USA

J.**+*; Roberts, C.*:
“Walter Reed Army
ashington Univ. Med. Ctr,

To investigate the biology of pronocytotropic HIVs.
Methods. tion of HIV by robe of patient peripheral blood leukocytes
onto lymphoblasts (T-cell HIV) or macrophages (MO HIV) are sffective means of
virus rec MO ani ell HIVs were evaluated by propagation onto new
monocytes and T-cells. Iso ere i y restriction enzyme mapping of
proviral DNAs, radioimmunoprecipitation (RIP) and CD4 binding as:
Results, O isolates se: on MOs juced HIV A, and cy-
opathic effects. Eight simultaneously isolated (MO and T-cell HI were studied for
target cell tropism. uring th O passage (Pl), 5/8 T cell HIVs propagated
MO; 1/8 >1 ng/ml and titered > 1:10. In contrast, 8/8 PI MO HIVs
propagated on s; 4/8 released p24 1 ng/ml and titered > 1:10. The viral titer
and p24 of MO and T-cell sin Pl T-cell infection assays were identical; HIV A;

g/ml and titers > 1:1 I and MO HIVs tested m a and
jasma membrane virus budding.

abrogated their abilities to efficiently infect heterologous cells.
increases in gag/envelope proteins comp: o Il HI
MO cell lysates. RestrictionPP of M lat reveal proviral heterogeneity.

aspects in MO HIV-!MOlife cycle are demonstrated which may ul-
timately affect the persistence of HIV in the human host.
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M.C.0.21 Givi:provocicaL

AND

TIDRNOLOGTCAL °F M.C.0.22 fresh, MathsKowalektsM5Dorfman, 1;Bergeron
anoff,L.2; Rusche,

J.R.3; Hoxie,J.4; Redfield,R.1; and Wong-staal,f.5. lwalter
Reed Retrovirus Research Group, WRAIR, Washington, D.C.

20307. 2smith line, and French Laboratories, King of
Pru:russia, PAMaaesRgEligen|corporation, one Kendall Square,

MA 02139. oanBaef the U. of pennsylvania ,
Philadelphia,PA 1910 “Laboratory of Tumor Cell Biology,

I, thesda, MD,U.S

:.We described blocking of neutralizing activity
(NA) of type-specific heterologous anti-sera by ti
oligo-peptides from the RP135/ ion

120. The chan

PvulII-BglII segment of mr
phage clone containing the SaliI-BanHI
and the entire envelope cassette substituted for the
corresponding region of pHXB2

The characteristics of mutant clones suggests that
nt in virae integrity of the RP135 loop is impo: i 1

infectivity, ce ge, al ium formation, as well as
determination of neutralizing phenotype. This this area doesot:
not appear to be involved in viral binding to ¢

M Cc 0 23 Three-dimensionat Structure of the HIV-1 Protease and its
— Role in Virus Matur

ivias M.A. Fitegersid. P.M.me McKeever, 8.M., Leu, C.-T.,
Heimbach, J.C., » Sigal, 1.S., Darke, P.L., and Springer. J.P.
Merck Sharp & Sohne Research "Laboratories, Rahway, NJ 07065 & West Point, PA
19486 USA

The structure, of the HIV-1 protease|has been solved by X-ray diffraction
analysis, and is shown to a dimer. Large regions of the HIV-1 protease
monomer caine roughly matched toES N- and C- ti nal domains respectively
of the pepsin-like asparty] proteases of known tlhree dimensional structure,
although nilcant differences do exist. The immediate active site region

erface with one "characteristic Asp-Thr-Gly
nation of the stru

size Further, an explanation
control of the final assembly and maturation of the HIV-1 virus particle is
suggested.

M.C.0.25 CONSTRUCTION OF AN INFECTIOUS MOLECULAR CLONE OF SIVaam
AND GENETIC COMPLEMENTATION WITH 4DRECATIONDEFECTIVE
Ei ‘ANT OF HIV-1 AND POL MUTANT IVA

Miura,T."; Adachi,MS Shan": Fukasawa,M. **; Havant,Mecanori*
*Institute for Virus Re Kyoto University, Japan, **Institute of
Medical Science, UniversityOfTokyo, Japan.

Objective. To‘get a basic information for making a recombinant HIV~-1 which
can infect African green monkey:

Methods. Some full-length SIVacm DNAs re
replicative intermediate DNA by ro with one-cutting restriction
enz ese clones were reconstructed to generate provirus form
(pSAI21). The env defective mutant of HIV-1 (pNL-Kp) and pot“defective

tructed respectively. These constructs
‘ansfe line. After 24 hr, the supernatants were

inoculatedte Molta/ela cell line.
markable cytopathic effect (CPE) was observed and SIVaom

antigen was detected in inoculated Nolt4/c18 about a week after
Aranstction with pSAI21. Weak CPE was observed when pSA-Ba and

-transfected, while no CPE was observed at all when pSA-Ba or
PNL-Kpw 3 used individnally.
Conclusion. An infectious SI¥aom molecular clone was obtained and the
genetic complementation with a replication~defective env mutant of HIV-1
and po! mutant of SIVAGM was suggest

Wojtkowsky, M.; Haseltine, W. Dana-Farber Cancer Imetitine,

U.S.A.Rarvard Medical School, Boston, MA

Objective: To define regions of the HIV-1 envelope _Biycoproteins important

for the cytopathic effects of the virus

Methods: Mutations were introduced into the amino terminus of the gp41
e glycoprotein. The effects of the mutations on virus

replication|and cytopathic “affect were determined.

Results: Mutations in the gp41 amino terminus resulted in either replication
levels appr

ely that of the wild-type Se e latter viruses exhibited
significant reductions in cytopathic effect in established human
lymphocyte dines and in primary peripheral blood lymphocytes. Both
syncytium mation and the lysis of single cells were attenuated
in these mutants

amino terminus of the gp4l transmembrane arcsrotein, which
8 been previously shownfobe imporFrame for the fusionLEet

nenbranes during syncyt rmat ion also involved 1:

lysis of single cells secomparying nv infection in vitro

Conclusion: The 
 

M.C.0.24 STRUCTURAL PATTERNS IN REGULATORY SÉQUENCES OF HIV
e + Linder, C.R. and Tung, C.-S.

freoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, N.M

To define DNA sequencedependent structures for the TAR

and NRE cis-acting regulatory element
ter-assisted nacleotidesequence analysis--alignm

microcurvature of the DNA may be essential to this
region
Conclusion. activation of HIVs and SIVs partly entails indirect

(versus direct)*readout of the d muta-
genesis
in mind. The results su s to uncouplewa; the RNA effects an:
DNA effects pertinent to transactivation

M C 0 26 “EXPERIENCE WITHEIGHTHIV-VACCINETRIALSINCHIMPANZEES

vs Eichberg, Jorg W., Southwest Foundation for Biomedical
Research, San Antonio, Texas,

Object.ive.TrTo test the efficacy of various HIV-vaccines in chimpanzees
Methods.Is. The following HIV vacc: 2 empl act.
Passively vaccinate 27 chimpanzees: 1. synthetic peptide son: 2.
vacciniaceny recombinant, 3. recombinant 128 in mammaliian
cells, 4. HIV-immune globulin (HIVIG) prepared from HIV-1 positive
asymptomaticpepeople, 5. recombinant gpl6® peptide (358-674), 6. vaccinia-
gag recombinant, 7. a combination of(accinia gag an recombinants 8.
idiotypic antibodies "(cocktail of anti-CDés).
Results. Celimediated immunity in immunized animals, as assayed by
specifi lymphocyte blastogenesis or cytotoxicity, was only detected in
vaccinetela 2,36,Me While all vaccines inducednme 1
detected sa and/or Western blotting, only
4) conferredsignificant neutralizing antibodies. all immunized and control
chimpanzees t e challe: (trials 1-4) were not protected,

u cl

ively 0}

—S cr
confer protection or did not warrant challenge with live HIV or are in

ogress.
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M.C.0.27 INTESTINAL HIV INFECTIONIN AIDS AND ARC:
db CORRELATION WITH TISSUE CONTENT OF P24 AND

INTERLEUKIN-1 BETA

Safak*; Borcich, A*; Cronin, W**; Kotler, DP*.
St, Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA
**Lenox Hilt Hospital, New York, NY, USA.

 

 

M.C.0.28 ACTIVATED ASTROCYTE-CONDITIONED
STIMULATESHIV-! EXPRESSION IN A CHRONICALLY
INFECTEDFROMONNOCYTE CLONE Vitkovié,Ljubifa: Kalebic, T.;

and Fauci, A.S. LIR, NIAID, Bethesda, MD. U.S.A.

Objective. To test the hypothesis that an interaction berween chronically HIV-infected
monocytes andreatTeactive astrocytesmaylead to the activation of HIV-1 in brain.
Methods. line infected withIVS(lone UL.) were grown in

 

 

Objectives. To localize and quanti HIVin the 1 f pati ith AIDS and ARC: to the aMatmodcondonedby ont 0ofprimary rat cortical astrocytes in the
correlate HIV i th in-1 beta (IL-1) Freeonesanelysaccharide (LPS; Oug/ml),HIV:| expression was assessed by
Mjesperenumbersinperipheralblood. transcriptase activity. Tumor necrosis factor ins (TNF,) was measured

Rectal biopsies and 18 pati y q P y E t
CP, i f ys.

(Depa)tndquateLSA(Ce Results, The media conditiioned by growth of astrocytesand LPSactivated astrocytes induced
Results. ELISA assays demonstraed p24 Le 67%0of AIDS and 29% of ARC.”ioe p24 was higherin 1.5fold and4,4.0-fold, respectively; thJe Expression alone, media conditioned by
ARC thantan AIDS(61679pegpo=0.05) while serum p24was in AIDS growth 0)
(65425vSpy,pr=008). in ARC,Lanepdvas higher ln patients vit diarrhe (408 v 151, NS). IP
localized p24 to fia mononuclear cells in 72% as well as intra
sopnsFantgeriADSARC7083928fgme
in normal controlsiqi) There were no correlations and CD4,
lymphocytes in blood. An infectiousus cause was found in 15/18 AIDS butonly 1 ARCPenn with
diarrhea.
Conclusions. Intes!rtbea, and withinsreasedtsnee 1HIV siny beacditect nec ofdatos ieARC. +

associated with diarrhea. 1 HIV ARC. 

M C 0 29 SPERM MEDIATED TRANSFER OF HIV INTO TARGET CELLS: ROLE IN
— AIDS TRANSMISSION. Veronica E. Miller and Virginia L.

Scofield. Dept. Microbiology and Immunology, UCLA, Los

Angeles, California USA 90024

Wehave previously reported that human sperm bind to and penetrate humanlymphocytes.
id -DQ iigar

on sperm. We have identified two mechanisms of sperm entry int9 Iymenocvies and as
transfected murine fibroblasts: 1) endocytosis, where electron micrographs showw sperm clear

in

ce brdhvbatofwh Po sueyar We have
HN,
 HLA-DR" Cols,

for AIDS transmissionbysemen ‘Accortbis model,NVWasupeeal by sperm would hihave
non-CD4*

microscopy cell surfaces.
We are currently investigating the possibility of HiV Toonesionby ‘donor sperm and HIV
combinations.

M.C.0.31 TRANSIENT EXPRESSION OF THE HIV-1 GENOME DURING
INFECTION OF THE DEVELOPING HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM

and Wigdahl, B.
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, ‘The Pennsylvania State Universi College of
Medicine, Hershey, PA 17033 USA Ÿ y e

eos HIV-1 infection of

isolated from thedeveloping humansonan peripberl nervousnervous system. .
Meo,HIV-diedhumnear cells from the dorsal root ganglia (DRG)
were examined for the productionof virus-apecific protein and nucleic acid utilizing
 

 

 

 

 

was used to examine cellular qitrastructureaftafter infection by HIV-1 and the luction of
infectious HIV-1 was monitored by cocul reverse
Results. Wehave previously uman fetal DRGDRGglaclsespe
HIV-1 infectiseasÀEGns HIV-1-specific RN,
in DRGneural cells by2 hr postinfection 7
and 3 days PI ble levels by 16 days PI. The tenons
ofthe HIV.HIV-1 genome which are being actively nue acute infection were examined
using HIV-1 ic vation and RT assegs india char vin d mecs
after infection of the DRG neural cells by HIV-1, infectious HIV-1 produced in the
infe Ls t timepoints when considerable quantities of HIV-1-specific RNA and
protein were synthesized. Alche inclusionsinUhave sug: absence ofintracellular
viral particles, higt -1-infected DRG gli
cells were observed. The of hip the app
abortive infection is current! meat
Conclusion, These results si wetthat f } fe 
   

of HIV.
parental cell line of U1.1.5 wisor mouse fibrosarcoma ce!

(WEHI 164, ‘clone 13) had no effect oin viral ex, ion. The magnitude 0of induction ‘was
it. TNE

specificantibody, Tithe coursese andsasofthe induction were similar to
observed wwhen either human UlLT

Conclusion. These results suggest that astrocytess are capable ‘oftheinducersisTREC
inducing HIV-1 in chronically infected monocytes and that one of the inducers

 

M.C. 0.30 INVESTIGATION OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF THYMIC PRECURSOR T
sensa INFECTION 8Y HIV-

a ,Rosemarie** ;Nugeyre ,M.T.*;Aubert ,C*;London,J.*};
Ozden,5* and ere Pr,

*Institut Pasteur, Paris, France, *institute of Medical andVeterinary
Science, Adelaïde, Australia, université Paris 7, Paris, Fran

 

Objective.
possible causes of ti
Studies showi thet bone-marrow c

“Infection of precursor lymphoid cells could of e

he d in HIV-infected individuals.

IV-1 give support to this hypothesis, ñ nature of these cells
ur: t te the infectibility of + e ic

cells by HIV-1 and to determine the phenotype of permis
Methods. FACS analysis, cell depletion using anti coated “magnetic
beads (A~MB), immunohistochemis and i tu hybridisation (ISH).
Result We have successfully infected total thymocyte
infants up to 12 of age, with HIV-1. Fic: gradients used to
enrich for immeture thymocytes have yielded five fractions each ressing

» CD3, CD4 and CD8 antigens to varyi gree qually
infectible by HIV-1. In order to purify immature t ytes, we used A-

lete CDé chat8” CD4-8* cells. We obtained a 95-98 re
CD4~8- population which van, successfully infected IV-1 as determined

and appearance of RT activity in 10 day

Ou: ta suggest that immature CD4~8" thymic cells are
quscepeible to infection by HIV-i. The phenotype of these permissive cells

under investigat

Iv 41 h hib AKM.C.0.32 betiLa ions (PandaPaGrainVE emeRE, 26YEEY
tious Distases Catholic University Rose ITA

En wesgy anc Iegunclogy Southwest Foundation San Antonio Tx.USA

Objective. Previous studies from our group have dewonstrated that HIV gp 41 synthetic peptides
inahi naturaat killer cell activity. af noreal subjects interfering.with the PAné.ins aiseje.
puis a ‘ep ‘57-65, 1988). Air cf this 6 desanstratethe effect,

i Wo synthetic peptides ‘on the lyyephokine attivated hile t
wilhFr reel in’ IV infected patients, Lik ceit activity is a functional activity “Taguced
y long tera incubation of periphe:i biLeTyeeocyte withrecoabinant interleukin 2 {» . Th
tne acquire tne ability to lyst nes Miche ually resistant te norsai NK csil
activity. LAK cel! activity seess fo aFc r receptor cells and in a lesser
extent CD3 ye
tethods. Tedietiv synthetic peptides corresponding to asinc acid sequences 735-702 anc

syothetized. Tedifferentsectswrec pertides (cy and eT free $t AO, were see 5
controls! FE danet fra ed (at à concentration of Extoes
RPM 1 aediue with FCS ¢or"sraaveatee iFa {hg with 100 vo¥ cIL2 and in presence ae
a vathet ic cranseevirane peptides (or contra pentices! and subsequently used as ‘Hector
cells,iecell line used FA 4. 60 cel} The fetetonicity assay was a 4-h [Cr release
and the fhfector/target|cal ratiouns do: i 2:a‘ 5

sults. significantly imite ted

h : aur 

"he “ll,josinantly du

 

efiector:tararaet cell ratios
i G de aftne osynthecic peptides of 18 and 15 asing imide in Length hogclogous to
sequences 35-72and aeio af RIV gp tod. Gn the contraryàthe centralpeptides did not exerted
any significant inhibition. Results in table are ex, ressed 2 3 specitic

40s in Si ns
735-752 peptide t
pe869 peptide 16 t 7 4
A 34 15

 

L
E

S
a
n
n
s

=3
g

3 a 1
poof 3 2

icoelysaeAsiti peptides shite ound inhibition of "both ae and LAK activity
robasly actin the lytic capabi lity_of istnts The long tere effect of this inhibition
Pole te the increased Yrenuency of viral infections and the developaent of neoplases which
characterize the natural history of AIDS.
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T C 0 1 DESIGN AND ACTIVITY OF NOVEL CLASS OF

bts NOSLEOSIDE ANALOGS EFFECTIVE AGAINST HIV-1.

Bernard*; Dixit, D.*; Nguyen-Ba, N.**;
Kraus, J.-L.

“Institut ‘irmand-Frappie Université du Québec, Laval, Que.,
Can.; **IAF BioChen Thternational Inc., Laval, Que., Can.

Objective: To replace the pentose of nucleoside analogs
-Car tom

by
and to 

 

isosteric rings in which the 3’ n
test th gs. to block HIV replication in vi
Methods: Synthetic strategies wer © keintermediates

i a *-hydr: hyl roup the desired steric
relationship with substitu i@ novo syntheses

o tures of cis- (natural) Yang- (unnatural)
isomers which were separated and fully characteriz .

sults: Tw Bee carrying cyt substituent, were
generated mh a scal which allowed extensive biological
evaluation. Th best analog, NGPB-21, “having the natural”
cis-configuration was in i re” s
anti-HIV-i, its po equ: lent to AZT in all assays, as

11 imp. herapeutic ex Anothe log,
DDIII30A (unnatural trans-configuration) ad a rprisingly 

itro pro: ile. structure-activity relationships 
compound NGPB-21 is a drug candidate for

AIDS and is less toxic than AZT. Supporte yy an
NSERC/IAF BioChem-Industrial Research Chair (Bernard Belleau).

T C 0 3 INHISITION OF HIV-1 INDUCED SYNCYTIA oNcetad MONOCLONAL

db ANTIBODIES TO THE MENBRANE ADHESION PROTEIN C!

VelentioACN), Patarroyo N(2), Asjé @ (1).
Virology and 2. Imeunology, Karol.

MERETo Study the partecipation of Feleukocyte adhesion siyeeprateinGwis in HIV

ree‘naucedsyytia formation.

alone 16 cells were pretreated with monoclonal antibodies (Mab) 63 resp. IBS
trs toel CD18 or Mab to major histocompatibility complex class1we ‘Treated and

cells were infected with the HTLV-ILIB strain of HIV and resence or absencecontro.

of the res Viral replication was d by reverse raseriptase (RT) activity,

Lmmunofluort syncyti. tion

RESULTS HIV irifection of U937 clone 16 cells resulted in extensive viral replication as demon-

strated by high RT sctivity of culture medium, age of IF positive cells and pronoun-

format. leading to death. In contrast, cells pretreated with Mabs to CD18

yie: tures with no signs of cell ation or la format

of the inhibition of #,

No difference in cytopathic effect was observed he control.

Mabs directed to the leukocyte adhesion glycoprotein CD18 efficiently block HIV

induced syncytia formation and cell death, Our results also suggest that intercel

contributes to and enhances spreading of the viral infection in vitro and possibly in vivo.

T.G.0.5 IDENTIFICATION OF SEVERAL SPECIES OF HIV-1 MAJOR CORE
PROTEIN : PRODUCTION AND CELL-SURFACEEXPRESSION
Laurent,A.G. Krust, B., Rey, M.A., Montagnier, L M. and

Unité d’Oncologie Virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris 15, France.

Qbicctive : Characterization of HIV-1 gag gene product p25 by two dimensional gel
isoelectrofocusing analysis.
Results : p25 detectable inota infected cells is composedof four species

€ and d ic points : 6.8, 6.6, 6.5

polyacrylamide gels compared to the species a and b. All fe
be immunoprecipitated by polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies but only species a
and- cena be identified by electropho:retic transfer immunoblot assay usingnese

odies. Thus once is denatured, then species © be
jeunes by polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies.
Pu xperiments indicated that all four specie:

ut

5 are produced at the
‘ime after the synthesis of

of p2:
their subcellular localization is

diferentOnly specics .a arc recovered with the virus particles whereas
proportion of species secreted virus producing

to these results, lactopero:srydase catalyzed iodination of the cell
surface was employed to show that the four species of p25 are expressed on HIV-1
infected cells,

cells. “tn addition

: These different observations suggest that there might be distinct
Processing pathways for the production of species a,b compared to specics

|» Stockhola, SWEDEN

DIFFERENTIALSENSITIVITYOFWILDTYPEANDRECOMBINANTHIV-
REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE TO INHIBITION BY FOSCARNET.T.€.0.2

Marilyn M. Lightfoote and J.Martyn B:
TheGeoeorge Yehagon University Schoolof Medicine and Health Sciences
Washington, D.C, 20037 U.S.A.

The recembinant reverse transcriptase from HIV-1 cloned into the vaccinia vector VCF-

21 (Moss) was expressed in monkey kidney cells and purifiied fromculturesupernanatants by

 conventional The ki: ion of the
recombinant enzyme by phosphonoformicacid (Foscarnet) were comparedtoto thatof the wild type

HIV-RT RTs of ue

SENSITIVITY OF VIRAL REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASES retrovirusesfnincorporation of HTT
0 INHIBITION BY PHOSPHONOFORMATE directed by poly rA dT template   Ss s

same as type
R’ Properties of the VCR21 RT

construct expressed in different

mammalian cells were compared. The

results indicate thatsatposttranscriptional:

o
t

A
U
AC
TI
VI
TY

S
E
N
A
T
O
R
S

ing inia RTconstruct

may vary in differenteucaryotiecell
types can give rise to T

variants with markediy enhanced

sensitivity to Foscarnet.

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF HIV-1 REVERSE TRANSCRIPTURE (RT)T.C.0.4
B.A.Larder.A.Larder, D.Lowe, Dorothy J.M.Purifoy, M.Tisdate, G.Darby,
D.K.Stammers, et al UNITED RINEDEN

piece: To determine important Structurai features of the HIV-RT.
etho variety of genetic manipulation techniques including sitedirected

mutagenesis has been Sed.to create a large number of variants of HIV
These include enzymes with modified aminovacid eoeaences» with portionSof
the enzyme deleted (at N or C termi nally), or with additional

added. These mutant geas ave “been used to delineate the
function of specific regions of the
Results: Deletion of the C Terminal ‘region of the enzyme has previously been

We further define

o o ~ e a n e a

"
2 o c
t

—
< u
n

_.
o
e

generated which alter te sensitivity of the
ect of such mutations on the ability of HIV to

utant RT genes. On
were found to replicate.

These viruses showed decreased sensitivity to PFA, demonstrating infectious
PFA resistant virus can arise in vitro. Finally, we have attempted to
crystallise each of the variants to get better ordered crystals of RT. An
veston late progress report on how the mutant enzymes crystalise will be
giv'
Conclusion: Mutational analyses have beenpecesstully applied to determine
Functionally important regions of the HIV R

ID GAG-POL PROTEIN PRECURSORS MADE FROM A

SV40 LATE REPLACEMENTVECTOR ARE PROPERLY
aieDAND ASSEMBLED mo PARTICLES

Smith,AlanJ.; H j6ld, M.-L.; and Rekosh, D.; Departments of

Microbiology, Biochomisty and Oral pense états University of New
York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214, U.S.A

T.C.0.6

The expression of the HIV-1 gag and pol genes has been studied

using fragments of the BH10 clone of HIV inserted into a SV40 late
replacement vector. An initial construct containing the entire coding

regions of gag, pol and vif produced only minute amounts of the gag

precursor ose).However,men level expression was obtained when an
additional sequence from env gene (the rev-responsive element)

was insarted ° oyvif in the correct orientation, and rev was provided
in trans from ond vector. Western blot analysis of transfected

cells showed the|presence of large amounts of both gag and gag-pol

precursors as well as. all of the expected cleavage products. In addition

analysis of the culture medium showed the presence of particle-

associated reverse transcriptase activity. Experiments are presently

underway to determine whether envelope proteins, expressed from a

ceparatvector, and virus-specific RNA are associated with these

particies
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Mécanismes de pathogenése des rétrovirus humains
Mechanismsof Pathogenesis of Human Retroviruses
T C 0 7 VARIANTS OF HIV RESISTANT TO ZIDOVUDINE (AZT
owes Larder, Bre:ndan A.*; Kemp, S.D.*; Darby, G.* and

Richman, D.D.*
“Molecular Sciences Dept. Welle

U.K. **Infectious Diseases Dept.,

Objective. To investigate whether prolonged exposure of HIV to zidovudine in

patients leads to selection of resistant variants,

Methods. HIV was isolated from PBLs prepared from untreated and ons
treated individuals and propagated in MI-2 celis. Zidovudine sensitivity wi
assessed by Plaque-reduction in a HeLa cell line (HT4-6C) expressing the
human CD4 gene.

ome Research Laboratories, Beckenham, Kent,
V.A.Medical Center, San Diego, S.A.

Results, Infection of BT4-6C celis with HIV resultson formation of Plaques
of multinucleated giant cells) allowd:foc

drug-sensitivity. Isolates from “mtr£ very similar
sensitivity to zidovudine (mean ID,, 0,03uM; range, 0.01-0.05uM). However,
most isolates patients wit or tre x 6 nt Or mor

howed decreased sensitivity characterized by increase in Deo or Dy values
{or both). S 1 iso 8 8h 00-£ increases in D Zithough
these were sitive to all other drugs tested excel U. re stance
mechanism is ing investigated by analysis of cloned reverse riptasce
genes. The sensitivity of HIV isolated from asymptomatic vadividuele during

g determined.

n be isolated frondine-resistant variants HIV ca!
At present the clinical

of
patients with AIDS or ARC after prolonged therapy.
significance of thie observation is unclear.

 T.C.0.9 TRANS-REGULATION oFHIV-1 GENE EXPRESSION
tichael B « Malim and Bryan R. cullen.

ard Hughes Medica Institute, Depart:
and Microbiology:and Immunol

NC 27710 USA.

8 of Medicine
ogy, Duke University MedicalCenter, Durhan,

5 presentation will brieflyfeenthePrystological role of the
teins encoded within HIV-1, focusin

he fhe Rev protein is required
ence,

the rev
tains tw rete functional domains. One of these is required for the

specific interaction rev with its viral RNA target sequence. The second

is required the subsequent activation of viral RNA expreseio: ese
result be discussed with reference to possible targets for therapeuticwill
intervention into AIDS.
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SURFACE STRUCTURES INVOLVED IN HIV RECOGNITION

nv. Maddon, Paul A., Progenics Pharmaceuticals,
Y. USA,

T.C.0.8
New York,

T.C.0.10
a

Biology, Nationa
Bethesda, MD, USA

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN PATHOGENESIS

Robert C. Laboratory of Tumor Cell
ancer tute, National Instutes of Health
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Biologie moléculaire les différents niveaux d’expression du provirus VIH 1
Molecular Blology: Different Level of Expression ef HIV-1 Provirus

T.6.0.11
PROTEASE

uck, Christine: Deckman, I.; Malinowski, J.; Meek, T.; Moore, M.;
Felekier, J.; et. al.
Smith Klines French Laboratories, King of Prussia, PA 19406, USA.

EXPRESSION, PURIFICATION, STRUCTURE, ACTIVITY AND

SUBSTRATE SPECIFICITY OF THE HIV-1 RETROVIRAL

 

Objective Tae gag and pol coding region of HIv-i is translated into larae

precursors that are cleaved by a protease encoded by the virus and that3

unique and essential. Our goal is to develop specific inhibitors of thi!
enzyme that wie block the maturation and infectivity of the virus without

the host physiology.

Protease was expressed as a precursor and in its

8 shown §)

ei
compo nhibitory activity.

are residues critical for the HIv-1 protease
zyme ig an aspartyl-protease and behaves a dimer in

tides with inhibitory activity were taentifiea in an in

vitro assay for the enzyme.

This work was supported in part by NIH qrants AI24845 and GM39526.

T.C.0.13 RNA SPLICING EVENTS DETECTED IN EARLYIN VITRO HIV
INFECTION USING THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

KiormanMary.E, DeRossi A. Buc » Laboratory of
Tumor Cell Biology. National Cancer Institute, National Toetince of Health,
Bethesda, Md. U.S.A.

Objectives: The HIV genome codes for at least six additional regulatory gene
products along with the gag, pol and env products. The ans of his 9 kb
virus are in art dus to the fe ation of a series of splici ts the
production of these . We studied the early splicing eventsthet occur

r infection of H9 “el with purified HIV to deemine the sequence of events.
at a series of time poin

ranging from one tour “after viral absorption to fony-sighthours. Antisense
AMV tev ake cDNA which w:

splice donor-acceptor sites at nucleotide 703 and 5975 Tespectively.is
Results: spli second coding exons

regulatory genes ae rev and nef could be detected within hours after cie
eared before splicing at the envelope exons which occurred within six

pours of infection. Northern blotting did mot detect these mRNAs at thi
early time poi ts.

mRNA splicing occurs very early in infection of H9 cells with
HIV. Splicing of regulatory exons precedes splicing of mRNA coding for ctructural
gene products.

T.€.0.15 REGULATORY ELEMENTS IN THE LTR (HIV- 1) RESPONSIVE TO GLUCOCORTICOID
MULATION
SLà; Hetzig, V.**: Zogury, J.F.* ; end Zegury D.*
#UniversitéPraMave Curie, Parts Frence. “*University Hemburg. GDR

Within the LTR of HIV-1 provirus we have identified two hormone responsive elements CHRES}
corresponding to the TGTTCT sequen Kcentitied as the glucocorticoid receptor binding element within
the LTR or MMTV (mouse mammary tumor virus).
We have used ntLTR (HIV-1)-CAT construct to transfect. infected (H9V3) and non infected H9 cells.
Four ours 6 harvest the two cell types were divided into two end one half treated with

ne (107H), The callswere harvested, was!shed and the CAT activity measured. Innt
eeeree(03exprecsiona the CAT gene inIn the presence of theglucocorton
cells hes abwaysbeann observed HOVS, but fect of the steroid hes been meas:
infected cells. Doublettransfectionof LTR(Hraat enLRG 1)-CAT into non infected H9 calls
results in scsi population in which the CATgene wes responsive to glucocorticoid sttmutation We have
further shown, using calls transfected with ¢ mutant LTR( HN1) promoted one of the
Froid HREs ‘3Fplbonforthe Glucocorticoid response. Our resu’ ere discussed | in “relation to the

1 character ised MMT¥=L faljucocorticoids in HIV- 5 vir
expression.

 T.C.0.12
CHRONICALLYINFECTEDTCELLCLONETHROUGH INDUCTION OF NUCLEAR
FACTOR BINDING TO NF-KBSEQUENCES

Elia J. Duh", Wendy J. Maury*, Thomas M.Foiks"*, Anthony S. Fauci’, andB.
“NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD, **CDC, Attanta, GA USA

Obiective. To describe the molecular events by which TNF-a activates HIV expression.
 

 

Methods. CH2 cell Hi ft A3.01 T cells
with|HIV-1. ACH2 cells are chronically infected with|HiV and contain a aa Integrated HIV
P RNAlevels

and activation
 V transcription nalyzed

uciear run-onses G employing,Le labeted cligonuclectides were
eed 12to study the induction of nuclear proteins binding to the HIV long terminal repeat.
Transfections of wild type and mutant HIV LTR-CATplasmmids into A3.01 T ceils were ‘performed
to conLTR sequences responsible for activation.

jel retardation

Hn
els of HIV

RNA and H transcription Gelmobility shift assays Gemonstrated that the‘acolo
activation ofthe LTR with the
binding to the NF8 sites in the LTR. Deletion of the ve sites from the LTR ‘eliminated
activation by TNF-o. in T ceils transfected with plasmids In which the HiV-LTR directed the
expression of the9CAT gei

/ ANA CH:

induction of transcriptior ji that bind to the N | In the HIV LTA.

T.C.0.14 POTENTIAL BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OFASECONDARY
RNA START STEWITHIN THE HIV-LTR
Mosca..LD."*; Bednarik, D.P

*The Henry M » Rockville, MD,USA; *The Johns 

Battimore, MD, USA.
 P Sy iv

Objective: Thea p ludy
secondary|RNA Start site within the HIV-LTR.
Methods: V 

gave two specific size RNA racine Using $1 nuclease moe of RNA obtained in

deletions,«Brovirusttransfections, HiV infection of T and Monocyte primary cells,i‘con to
PCR

Results:# y P
downstream from the primary RNAstart site. RNAaan show that whereas the HIV-LTR
containing 167 nucieotides 5 
 

 
 

 

both start sites, an HIV-LT! cleotid in RNA k
only atthe secondarystart site. Provirus transfections and HiV infections suggest the existence

RN.A transcriptfor the possibly due to RN.
Weareusing F y ap
 regulation.

4 tary BNA start cit,
Conclusion: These d ort the possibility
couid play a significant role in HiV gene expression and replication.

T.C.0.16 MECHANLSM OF HIV-1 INFECTEON OF HOMOMUCLEAR PHAGOCYTES
magi, Y.

UCLA School of Medicine. University”oFCalifornia, Los
Angeles CA, USA

Obiective. To investigate mechanisms of mononuclear phagocyte infection
by macrophagetropic Strains of HIV-

distinct HIV-1 isolates with differing ability to
productively. infect nononiclear phagocytes in vitro were molecularly

compared at the sequence Tevel. Kinetics of virus infection
were measured in aononuciese phagocytes following treatment with
granulocyte-monocyte colony- stimutating factor
the HIV-1 LTR linked
acetyl? transferase), vere.
mononuclear phagojocytes +/-GM-CSF to identify sequences necessary for
GM-CSF activa’

The ompiete nucleotide sequence of two HIV-1 isolates from the
fa individual havi m for mononuclear phagocytes show

àsequence difference
high titers in these
GM-CSF treatment. . Sequences
region necessary fo
are distinct from the NF-xB

elated viruses may have biologic differences.
the HIV-1 LTR neccessary for GM-CSF activation in
are distinc
activa’

These sequences

Sequences in
Mononuclear phagocytes

t from those necessary for virus replication following T-cell
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T Cc 0 17 VRUSLUFECIOLEMNINSIMIAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY T.C.0.18 EFFECT OF RECOMBINANT SOLUBLE Peview) ON

x, M.; Lee, T.H. Harvard School of Public Health, Boston,

 

 

MA, USA

Objective. y P Pr ¥

brclvprgensetSivmac. The phenoype ofthe wid type and mata vivsee were ananalyzed by
DadagenesneaM. Cyropatcytopathagenicity, morphological changes and the

Besults. The vpx mutant
virus. Persistant ceë kiling in some human celis was observed only with thevpx mutant. The

aby Increased rectly. The gene lo be clapensable for the viral replication inor are
LA dae rate from that of the wild type

vin.

Conclusion. Mutations introduced into the vpxx and vor gories appear 10to have effects in the
Siac He cycie.These effectswerenot readily scored fe al the ca lines studied.
existance of vpx and vprgenes in ty roveut otoer Tay
sugges! thatbe function of thesetwogenes fs spleces and/orcaE type dependent.

GENETIC ANALYSIS OF SEQUENTIAL HIV-1 ISOLATES FROM AN
INFECTED LAB WORKER.

Lil *;, Taylor, M.E.*; Waters, D."*; Blatiner, W.A."*"*; Hahn, B.H.";
T.C.0.19

“University of Alabama ham, Birmingham, Alabama, USA; at ram Resources, inc.
Fredvoderiek! Maryland. USA;aSirah Cancer institutes Bethesda, Maryland, Usk.

To better understand the nature of genetic and antigenic variation of HIV-1 In humans, virus was
N'tecbyfh and characterized from a previousiyreportedated (Sciencea y988) lab worker

cea the H9/HFLV-llib strain of virus. 7 HIV-1 isolates were

by iwiPONG ‘ofrovmaldovescaeremer semeofal 7 LWjonors mn blot
i, cocuiwaten vingueh meat of the GIVE isolate afterisolates were indis!

leases“eat,Py il, Hint,NDcon Cv ni). Recombinant
Aphage va“bratJerman gros Sales BelPES, 11/30/87 651), and 5/18/88

 

s from LW virus isolates from 9/4/85
repared and 10, 8, and 10 full-length HIV- nes, rapewere analyzed. Al

5 clones were identical to each other and to the BH10 cone of HOHTLV-IIb' in 7 of 7 restriction
ms, exceptfor? att2 “onesor the| LEAsou thet iBifierad, in single Pvull

lymorphisms. The nu
pamunodominent loop region oeaoath ofused, eeaeàcloiones. D651 clones, and PEER
clones were determined and compared to a molecular evil cling: BEITD derived tens the HITTING

, asfollows:
Ib teolage #10 CTRPNNNTRKS! RI Q RGPGRAFVTI GKI G NMRGAHC

78

 

Clones frommia eachofof the 3 lw Sais were identical ‘0each other in tre Loop sequence but
betweenisolates howed cummulative nucleo!tide point mutations, thathat, resultedin the amino eed

hi . from usi
crag,rarve genes fromFam LOLO0! ÀFDesT MSA, andIons sequenced. u e ,

10 clones were Substitutedinto the HTWepression vector pHXB2d and transfection.
T for analysis of antigenicPane blologic propel

es develop in immunologically Plonpions of theSV
envelope and will provide insight intothe nature and significance of host-viral Interactions mediated by

 

 

 

 

 

this viral protein.

T. C.0.21 ANTIBODY-MEDIATED ENHANCEMENTOF HIV iNFECTIVITY:
MECHANISMS ANDSIGNIFICANCE.
Jacques’; Meyer, M.": Tateno, M";: Clarkson, S.** and Levy, JA.

“Cancer Research neges of Califomia, School of Medicine, San Francisco, cA
94143, USA and ” Rosa
San Frandsco, Canoe

Objective: f
HIV infectivity

Enhanel nate Dp
peripheral blood. A of antibodies to block potenti

: mented anti-HIV antisera of both romanane animal o1origincanoanenhance both
Hiv-1 and HiV-2 intectivity and cytopathicity in human macrophages and CD4. ymphooyie8
obtained from
tropisrn of CertainHIV strainsins for macrophages.

Neither anti-CD4 monocionalannee nor soluble recombinant os could Innibit Hiv
enhancement in CD4
inhibit i third Forreceptorceptor(Fertil) on macrophages. Other antFCRS antibodies
had no effect. IgG2&ggregates but not anti-FcRlll antibodies could block HIV enhancement
CD4+ lymphocytes.

  
 

nce of FcRlli onfuman macrophages: A different Fe recaptor may be involved in
enhancement of HIV in Ceeand fibroblasts. These observations have important
Implications for the spread of HiV
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INFECTION OF NON"LYMPHOID CELLS

i; Byrn, R.A.'! Scadden,DF
Goldring, S. and Groopman, J.E.
New England Deaconess Hosp., Harvard Medical School, Boston,MA

© test the blocking effect of rCD4 on non-lymphoid
cell infection with HIV-1 irr

32 (hum fnombryon © lung epithelial cells),
(human foreskin

transfer of infection from infected L132 and U138MG cells to
H9 cells.
onc - L132, U138MG and MRC5 can be infected with Hive.

IIIB by @ CD4-dependent mechanism. Recombinant CD4 may
effective as an anti viral agent for non-lymphoid cell types.

T C. 0 20 MOLECULAR  CHARACTE. AND NUCLEOTIDE
uv. SEQUENCE ANALYSIS OF AWAATTENUATED ISOLATEOFOF HIV-2

Kumar,Prasanna’ ) H.*; Kappes, J.C.*; Hoxie, J.A.**; Shaw, G.M.*;

*Univarsi of Alabama PE Birmingham, Alabama, USA; ** Univer of Pel i
Philadel ia, Pennsylvania, USA. nam. ns = varsity nneyWania,

viruses known to cause AIDS In
V-2,,, was recently obtained from

HIV-1 and HIV-2 are two distinct classes of human immunodeficie:

t Africa, and was found to be in vitro when
essi as SV viruses (Kong, et al,, Science 240:1525,

the US, Europe, and Africa. A particular isolate of HIV-2, tar
a healthy prostirefrommePat Wes!

HIV. Ve
hat HIV-2,, infected cells did not formsyncyüa with CD4:

il transmission of the viruswwas mi homahi in
0Bora)con
beanng TeeCell lines al cell-free -to-cal
order to characterize FINa molecularly.à recombinan:14phage, il
infecteddproducer callire. Àfulbiengthproviralcone à ated AJSP. be

biological eubsequerparental vi
uenInths entreeoodenefatshowed that thethe genomic organza of Hiveawasany similar
10thal of HIV: the pcttpeHN2g segue, ‘AA stop codon in the vpropen eaeng frame.
Whe: onpared®fo the nal of 80%
was observed: Peginbeenaidifferent genes coseoe. tat 193% for
fet over aegenesRaof niZnandand HIVenon differed consider by(iamino acids),6),although

if overallan 7 remained¢ restingly, three amino acid

responsiblefor 10. ogone moe tee ceri, Pestthefy see Ph anpiiia,responsi r Non jenic propel of vus. To is is, we ,

rep an early novoyiapsine parentalcultureardtheother represerieg &representing an early non ic ntal culture fesenting &
“2which had boon generale ByTapeaied cellree passage. The Showed

dona rived from the fu: nic variantPOnada additional, non-conservative change
in the ion domain, while third fone, as well as 3 of 3 M13 clones from the parental
exhibited no changes as compared to the jsP427 proviral sequence. From these analyses we
conclude that changes in the envelope fusion domain are, at ieast in > gfesponeible for the
attenuated of HIV-2, We also conclude that HIV-2,, “differs from HIV-2nc8
slightly more than do American HiV"1 viuses from each other, and that e functional vpr gene is
required for HiV-2 replication.

SEROLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF THE DOMINANT
OOP (IL) (296-331 a.a.) FROM NEUTRALIZATION,RÉSISTANT VARI-

ANTS DERIVED FROM HIV-1 1118 INOCULATED CHIMPANZEES
Peter*; Dunlop, N.*; Waters, D.**; Smit, L.*** Goudsmiijon Gallo, R.*
*National Eicer Institute, Frederick, Marylaind, USA, **Program Resources, Inc.
Frederick, Maryland, USA,***Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Objective: To determine the factors and epitopes of the IL amino acid (a.a.)
296-331, involved in the derivation of neutralization resistant variants (NRV)
from the HIV-1 IIIB stock passage through either chimpanzees or primary
peripheral piped mononuclear ce

IIIB virus either passaged through human (H-) or chimp (C-)
PEMC or sequenttally re-isolated f rimentally HIV-1 IIIB infected

h cloned/or

T.6.0.22

im single passage
ized chimpanzees also

NRY ob-
r from e

Neutralizing antibody (NA) produ in is detected
earliest. Sera obtained later how contains NA capable of recognizing the IIIB-
NRV first established i

appears "that.“specific TIIB-NRV established jn vitro or in vivo
are due ini tially to selective forces other than NA. NAA subsequently appears
to induce/drive additional a.a. substitutions in the
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T.0.0.23  THE_oRIGINS or T.C.0.24 TRANSGENIC CONSTRUCTS INVOLVING HIV-1 GENES
M

HUMAN RE

. EsSex, Harvard AIDS Institute:

Department of Cancer Biology,
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston,
Massachusetts, U

 

humanAIDS,eughtee ofretroviruses. Since
additional HIV-related eene,
boleadcercatyboequaPenelopeos
mique to HIV-1 Based oti uencehomoloBo crossoectiviy‘assays
and genetic structural À ses 10 aSIV! whichmarafoundin healthy Afin monkeys, oamasaSeea

fest Africa. REmeanytebo
common species of healthy

ésoùcepraon

the rate of disease within this
Gohorts ofFIIV-1 tadivigoal ia

T.C. 0.25 RELATIONSHIP AMONG PRIMATE RETROVIRUSES

Masanor? HAYAMI
itute for Virusreren Kyoto University

Objective severalecies of non-huma re naturally infected with

SIV genetically related to HIV. For understanding the origin and en‘ansmission

of HIV/SIV, it is necessary to clarify genetical relationship of the viruses.
wenty isolates of SIV from African green monkey (SIVacm)

originated in Ethiopia and Kenya, om mandrill (SIVren) in Gabon

from naturally infected apparently healthy animals, Five of
£ SIVawo were molecularly cloned, and one of each was

Resuits The gene structures of SiVacm and S!IVamo are similar to other

HIV/SIV, and functionally responsible elements known in each region of HIV-1
are also conserved in these viruses. However, SlVacm has vpx region but

lacks opr region while steno has vpr regton but lacks upx region . The amino
acid sequence homolog: f each region viruses ‘HIV/SIV
CŒHIV-L,HIV-2,S1Vmac derived fron rhemus monkey) and each other were aimost
equal, suggesting that they are equaliy distant each other except between
HIV-2 and SiVmac. Although there was considerable genomic diversity among
SI¥anem isolates, no isolate was close to other HIV/SIV and no overlap with
other HIV/SIV group viruses was observed.
Conciusion The species-specificity of SIV and unlikeliness of recent
interspecies tranamission among primates are suggested except for the case of

HIV-2 and SIVmac.

 

Martin, Malcolm A. Laboratory of Moiecular

Microbiology, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, National Institute of Health, Bethesda,

PRIMATES FOR THE STUDY OF AIDS-RELATED DISORDERS

T.C.0.26 Eichbers. Jorg W., Southwest Foundation for
ju Research, San Antonio, Texas, USA

of variousprimate species as models for AIDS.Obijective. The establichment
Methods. Baboons, rhes , and ch re iscoulated with uv 
type enddoneofIV inoculan, Auperintoction withnee ges

Uppress: on wore evalusted in the development of

disease. In ‘additionsaoproxinataly 3 pres were used in the

evaluation ct vaicru nes such as peptides, nant proteins and
hyperimanoglobu ‘De
Regults. Whereas baboons and rhesus munkuye Coucould not be infected with HIV,

were exquisitely sensitive |to intection. However, Virtually a
oofactore, withthe ible + ion af the HIV dose, pdfenotte

the induction of MIV infection and tho development of HIV=!
Io contrast, chimpanzees vera not ss to 8IV iatestion While

baboons and succes: Vv only

latter showed evidence of immooceuppression with uasuing death. all ay
sciesomevaluated in 3% chincensess€aideither not conter protection
did ant challenge wi:
Conclusion. Chimpanzees amiesnonkeye are extremely sensitive to

Takectionwith HIV and SIV, respactively, and are therefore good models for
HIV und SIV- vaccine evaluation. Both animli species are useful studying

parametors in disease bowwver, only thasus monkeys ere good

models for therapy evaluation.
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Biclogle moléculatre : les mécanismesde régulation de typetat des gènes viraux
Moiecular Blology: TAT-Mediated Regulation of Viral Genes
T. C. 0.27 THE TAR REGION OF HIV-L BINDS AND ACTIVATES THE DOUBLE-

STRANDED RNA DEPENDENT KINASE (DSI) Roy, Sophie* Edery,
I.*, Parkin, N.*, Petryshyn, B.**, Katze, M.** Sonenberg, N.*.
*McGi11 tatversity, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, **State University of New
York, Syra: New York, USA, ‘***Washington University, Seattle,

Washington, ‘TSA.

Objective: To’ elucidate the mechanism by which the tat-responsive element
(TAR) within the 5’ non-coding region of HIV-1 mRNAs activates the double-

RNA nd (dsI), resulting in inhibition of protein 
stranded de nt kinase
synthesis, ae observed in vitro in reticulocyte lye

| : RNA bility shift assay was de study nucleoprotein
te and small

RNAs comprising tl HIV-1 (nucleotides +1 0).
Results: We show specific RNA-protein complex rmat Li 1

RNAs. th reduced secondsry structure loose their
ability to bind I a are considerably less potent in activating the

es Th oduction of Batory mutations designed to restore the
secondary structure of the TAR region rest red th n 1lity to complex

activ: #1. Am excess of the double~atral RNAs polyI:C and
Yreovirus daRNA compet it ormation and in!hibit. activation.
Cone! on: The double stranded nature of e TAR region present at the

' f all HIV-1 a re: 8 it capable of activaring dsl, & protein
involved in the anti-viral response mediated by in tferon. tiv. m of
dsI correlates with the ability of the TAR RNA bind to rified dsI.
These studies may have important implications for“the regulation of HIV-1
replication.

 T.€.0.29 SINDING OF THE Hiv-1 TAT PROTEIN TO VITRO.

Dingwall, C.; Ernberg, l.: Heaphy, S.; Skinner.A.; Galt, M. J. & Karn, J.
MRCLaboratory of Molecular Biology, Hills Road, Cambridge, CB2 2QH,U.K.

Qbiective, To investigate the binding in vitro of HIV tat protein and cellular factors
to TAR sequences.

A synthetic taf gane has been expressed both in an E.coli expression
system and in a number of eukaryotic cell lines. The binding of expressed tat
protein to nucleic acid representing the TAR sequence has beeninvestigated in vitro
using ge! retardation assays.

Thetat protein produced trom both the E. coli and from the eukaryotic
expression systems has been shown to be biologically active. Thebinding oftat,
synthesised in E. coli, |
absence of host cellu!lar proteins. Binding of tat expressed in eukaryoticcallsgives a
different pattern, sugesting that host Proteins Interact with the tat/TAR
The spacificity of bindin using a number of different ane
acids, including mutanl TAR sequences.

Conclusion, pi and are involved
in trans-activation.

T. C. 0.31 {BINDING OF HIv-1 TAT TO THE 5’REGION OF mRNA
hs S., K Kang C.Y., Daefler S.,

Rusche and W‘ong-Staal F. Diontory of TumorieBiology, National Cancer
Ieotimte“National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.U.S.A.

Objective: HIV-1 gene expression is positively regulated by the viral
transregulatory protein, tat. Evidence suggests that the structure of the RNA stem
loop within the TAR region is critical for jranaactivation therefore we proposed

t the tat protein pinds directly to
Recombinant tat tein roduced innbothth E. coli and baculovirus

expression systems werc tested for their ability to bind directly to gel-purified
initial 5° 80 nucleotides of the HIV-1 mRNA that

transcript (AS) generated by four base pair deletion (+35-+38) at the SSTI site,
know lack tanacivaon poten ial

Introduction of mbinant tat proteins by the
ted wiloadin: * procedure into ela cells sub integral ith the HIV-1

ild-type tr
recombinant tat proteins resulting in retarded gel migration. The deleted
transcript (AS) did polform a stable com

e data suggest that a‘protein of HIV-1 specifically and
stably binds to TAR RNA which may be a required step in vivo in the
traneactivation pathway.
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T.€.0.28 PROGRESSIVE GENETIC CHANGES IN HIV-1 TAT GENE COINCIDENT
“ WITH ASE

Meyerhans, Andreas*, Cheynier, R.*, Saurin, We", Kwok, 5.°, Sninsky, J.°,
Alberts, J.**, Asjo, 8.** and Wain-Hobson,
*Institut P: asteur, Paris, France ; "Cetus Sarporation, Emeryville, USA ;
**Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Suède

Objective :* Analysis of the HIV-1 proviral population of four virus iso-
lates taken from the same individual as he progressed towards AIDS (PGL -
ARC - AIDS).
Methods : Tat gene sequences were amplified by PCR and cloned into an
expression vector. Twenty plasmid clones of each isolate were sequenced.
Results and conclusions : 1) Comparing vira ulations after short term
ture, significant changes in the dominant viral species were observed

during disea pro on. This effect is less prrominent with tat
ariants obt

ri

defective genomes
structural analysis underway will allow us to interpret better these
data.

Se(BK28) HAS THE CAPACITYTOENCODESORMenOnTHETAT
‘ANDREV PROTEINS THROUGH ALTERNATE mRNASPLI

T.C.0.30
and Mullins, JJ.

Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Massachusetts, USA

Objective. We previously demonstrated that, in contrast to HIV-1, Coding exon 2 of

SiVmacone tat is required for span tat activity and disruption of the
pre! @ acceptor at the start of this exon activates a downstream splice acceptor

Feas.renal the formation of a functional tat protein. We now seek to

encode the SIVmac tat and rev proteins,

olymerase cl inreaction was wed aeR amplify cDNA

.¢ (BK28) infected HuT78responding 1 1 cells and

the differentcie forms were ScieiN"oligonucleotide probe hybridization

RealeWw v mRNAs use different acceptor sites at the

beginning of their respective first coding exons, Three ‘iifferent splice accent sites

are used at the beginning of tat coding exon 2. The different mRNAs which utilize these

it e proteins idsites have the capacity to en ins which differ by single amino ac

substitutions and letion of either 1 tics. t most splice
acceptor sites, which incidently flank the sep in the env reading frame (see
abstract nson et al), were used freq es of 54% and 45%, while the 3° most
site was used at a frequency of 2%. Similar splicing events which join rev coding exons 1
and 2 were also They were 1 frequenci f 61%, 37% and 1.7%,

respectively. Finally, mRN; a]

e LTR. The“biological
cDNAs are currently under investigation.

uses rase slicing to generate [As with the capacity to

v_ protei

activity of clones of each of he tatand rev
mac

encode isoforms of the tat

T Cc 0 32 CD8+ LYMPHOCYTES CAN CONTROLACUTEHIV INFECTION OF

CD4+ T CELLS

: Thomson-Honnebier, G.; Hsieh, F. and Levy, JA.
Cancer ResearchInstitute, University of Calitomia
USA

Objective: To determine if peripheral blood CD8+ T cells from HIV-infected subjects can suppress

the growth q raphein acutely infected CO4+ Tsils

stimulatad canPHA for three days. and T“lympho:cyte subsets expressing the CD4+ and CD8+
surface antigens were enriched by iinmunoatinty selection. CD4+ ceils were infected with an HIV
Isolate, and then cultured with the CD&+ T lymphocytes. Culture supernatants were assayed
every three days for reversetranscriptase activity.

: CD8+ T ceits from HIV-1 seropositive subjects, but not seronegativecontrols, were able
to prirevent replication of HIV in acutely infected CD4+

ication of an HIV-2

- "Cytotoxle spas T lymphocytes canpreventthe ‘growin of HIV after acute

infection and are present intl

action of these CD8+T ceiis remains to be determined.
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Virologie (partie 2)
Virology (Part 2)

T.6.0.33 IDENTINCATIONOF
*; ieUniversi,MedS.**\***; Gornmy,M

nesi, D.” and Weinhoid, ea “Duke Uni Medical Center. Durham, NoTea,“eur
York University Medical Center and *** New York VA Medical Center, NY, NY, USA.

IDENTIFICATION OFSITES WITHIN GP41 WHICH SERVE AS TARGETS FOR

Objective: To utilize human anti-HiV-1 monoclonal antibodies (mAb) to define target epitopes for
antibody-dependent celia cytotoxicity (ADCC).

MC from HIV-1 infected individuals wereev transformed, screened for mAb
gintained in lon, celi iines mada mAb to gp41 and five

tested in 6 hr S1Cr rolmse ADCCassays using virally infected
Production, toned andm

made mAb to p24. These mAb were

and got 20 miso EM.NKRtarget
Results: None of the anti-p24 m . However, five of the 6 mAb directed at regions

within gp at+nadiated significant sieof IIB, neeardweinfecteda at dilutions in the range
of 1-5x10°5 M. No lysis of gp120 adsorbed tai he specific tysis of the three most
effective mAb at two dilutions is shown in the te “noresiny the isotype

"Ne GP120

120-16 (IgG2) 282 16.0 27 «115 7.0 5.0 12 25
126-50 (igG2) 22.5 10.1 19.4 67 67 44 2.0 1.9

98-6 (IgG2) 20.8 67 20.0 46 45 40 23 1.4

ot ail ADCC directing anti-gp41 mAb was IgG2 h f ADCC mediating 
antibodies In patient sera).

: These results for the first time assign a protective functional activity to antibodies
directed against the immunodominant region of gp41. The purity, potency and broad specificity of
re human mAb mal 8 them ideal lor passive Immunotherapy Current work on the identificatio:jn

a future vaccine.

T.€.0.35

Doherty, R.* and Kemp, a
Special Unit for AIDS Virology, Fairfield Hospitals and

#**St. Vincent’s Institute, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Objective: To determine the antiviral action of synthetic peptide analog:
corresponding to a putative interaction site between envelope elycoproteins,
gpl20 and gp41, of H.
Methods: Purified ayachetic peptides of 8 to 25 residues were tested (at
10-100uM) for their HE to inhibit HIV replication ‘in vitro' at moi of

0.0005-0.a pfu/cel
Results: * rat aeatified a regioniee (997179)ne acomphenencary
sequence os 1 (571-591) with fou: charge ues rved for
all HIV antes which ha Fon seenipathie nelicees=wfth

aid: rophobie residues. Synthetic

‘PUTATIVE INTERACTION SITE BETWEEN HIV gpl20 AND gp4l :
ANTIVIRAL ACTION OF SYNTHETIC PEPTIDES.
‘McPhee, Dale*; Pavuk, N.*; Cumming, S.*; Stapleton, D.**; 

verse transcriptase activity and delayed

syncytial formation.
Conclusion: Que results illustrate that it ie possible to reduce H:
infectivity with synthetic peptides that mimic structures involved in the
contact region between gpl20 and gp4

T C 0 3 DEFINITION OF EPITOPESALONG A IMMUNO-DOMINANT REGIONOFTHE HIV-1 GP41
. AND THEEFFECTOF CONSERVATIVEAND NON-CONSERVATIVEAMINO ACID

SUBSTITUTIO!

 

 

 

 

acid

segment, ji 596-618

vodoniCopeee). These peptide-pins were then assayed in a

indirect ELISA againstthree differentHIV-1 positive sera. .

 

 

 

 

 

me

HIV-1, were senayed

Spihempnt ofHVtinisaeet

Reuks. Fve mer
wera test i i hibited didfeindivid a s - ty F

 

ingle ua

drastealy can aher ts yeacthty with indbsal ara,
Conclusion. Within a small sized (23 aa) immuno-dominantpeptide as many as five different epitopes
can be distinguished but individual se:Tum samples may not show reactivity 1010 all of these. A

be im spitope.
t HTV ry useful in epi

of the HIV-1 pandemic.

FUNCTIONAL DOMAINS ON THE HIV-1 ENVELOPE PROTEINT.C.0.34

Earl, Patricia L. and M

Laboratory of Viral“Dire,“ational Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,

Bethesda MD

 

Objective. To examine the

Me‘ IS.
functional domains on the HIV-1 envelope (env) glycoprotein.

nia viruses containing intact or mutated forms of the HIV-1

a Ny a a 8 5 & ne we struc
Results. Cells, infectmn with a recombinant virus that contains the entire env gene,

ved to gpl20 and gp4l and inserted into

leading to CD4 binding eand syncytium formation. When the DNA

encoding the Proteolytic cleavage site was deleted, gpl60 was no longer cleaved, was

inserted into the pla: ma menbranes but no syncytia were formed. Isolated gpl€0 wai

atill able to pine soluble

A family of recombinantvaccinia vizuses that express N-terminal overlapping env

proteins of 204, 287, 393, 506 (gp:

were constructed. Only the 747

formation, The

pu the tr d

3 (5) the CD4 bind: between aa 393 and “506: 6)

a cryptic membrane anchor sequence is between aa 287 and 393.

T.6.0.36 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HIV-2 ENVELOPE GLYCOPROTEINS : THE
TRANSMEMBRANE GLYCOPROTEIN IS A HOMODIMER

+ Laurent, A.G.; McClure,J.*; Krust.B.; Montagnier,
L. and Hov:

Institut Pasteur, Paris 15, France. ; ÀGenetic Systems, Seattle, Washington,U.S.A.

Qbiective : Identification of HIV-2 ovine a and transmembrane
Elycoprotsin (EGF and olyclona

2 Goisproducediin HIV-2 infected cells along
the external

results suggest that during the
proc the HIV?avion gslycoprotein gpl40, the dimer is Produced which
when"cleaved bythe cellular protease gives the gp125 and TMP dimer gp80.

Dimerieation of envelope,“elyco‘oprotein recunor and the
specific property of HIV-2

TMP is a
and sn€mevert Dimerization of the preci

might be required for its processing mature envelope products
whereas the TMP dimer might be easential forMeinal ‘structure of the virion.

T.C.0.38 8p160 IS ENDOPROTEOLYTICALLY CLEAVEDIN A
FUCOSYLTRANSFERASE CONTAINING COMPARTMENT OF

THE GOLGI COMPLE

Barry_S,Stein*, K.S. Steimer**, and E.G. Engleman*. *Stanford University Schoo! of
Medicine, Palo Alto, CA 94304, USA, **Chiron Corporation, Emeryville, CA 94608, USA.

Objective: To isidentify the intracellular site of endoproteolytic cleavage of the
HIV-1 seis envelopesrec

as lope slyconrotein Sieee from an
eit CteT cell line (VB)nbàwith { nd

Simethionine orrl Hjfucose and subjected to one- and two-Nmnewsional SDS-PAGE.

Loi 160 tains 70 kD endo H sensitive N-~asparagine linked high mannose
carbohydrate sidechains, is devoid of fucose and is neuraminidase resistant (pI - 7.0 to

has5). spi Pp to the cell surface, but binds to CD4. gp120
approxi sensitive and N-glycanase sensitive
N-asparagine linked oligosaccharides signifying both high mannose and complex side
chains. g) in and sialic acid, with a broad pl! of 5.0 to 7.5 that
shifts above 7.0 6 reatment. N-glyc ifts the pI of gp120

the acidic range (5.5 to 6.5) suggesting the presence of abundantsialylated
Ptinked sugars. studies with 1-deoxymannojirimycin indicate that 60

Golgi a-mannosidase |
annoJirim

has a transit time of approximately 2 hours to the sire of action of
that its endoprot lytic cleavage occ fore. sh

enzyme. 8p160cgis ooo by a non-acid "telependent protease.

160 i roteolytically cleaved in a prefucosyltransfeerase
compartment of the Golgi comple likely before Processing by Golgi a-mannosidase1,
whichis consistent with localization to the RER-cis Golgi interface
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T.C.0.39 MalsclnfiSennes laicePManeDeHeal, 3 T.C.0.40 VARIANT GHARACTERIZATION OF AN ACUTELY LETHAL
nd

N. Lerche. University of California, Davis and the
California Regional Primate Center, Davis, California, U.S.A.

The problem of prevention of inadvertent infection of HIV in health
care workers is of serious concern. We exploring the use of hi;
titered neytralizing antibody for passive protection in primate models
of retroviral infection. The seve1 induced immunodeficiency disease of
Rhesus Macaques was chosen as our group demonstrated the successful use
of active immunization to controt the diease. Twelve animais were
i la ith 1.2X10°6 infectious un: . Four a were

Four were given high titer neutralizing IgG ina
kg 24 hours before challenge, four 24 hours after

Serial blood samples were analyzed for the Presence ©of
and for vi

Results: The 4 control
show a pattern of incrasing titer of virus and symptoms of
One animal has died. nimals given passive protection

2 through day 1 Five 8

‘leven of the
indicating the induction of a pri ne response. Passively
émristere Jeis able to reduce the virus load in 5 of 8 animals
(62%) and vert disease.

T.C.0.41 CHARACTERISTICS OF SIVagy ISOLATED FROM WILD CAUGHT
ANIMALS IN CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC (CAR)
georges-courbot,M.C.* ; Lang,M.C.** Sonige, P.ee ;

Jennings ,M.*** ; Georges oA ‘a 3 Barré-Sinoussi,Françoise*# et

*Institut Pasteur, Bangu: (CAR), ** Institut Pasteur, Paris *Crrance),
*#*kUniversity of Caliternia, Davis (USA

Objective. Te determine specific features of SIVagy isolates from CAR by
comparison with prototype HIV/SIV viruses.

isolation from monkeys selected as

2 . infectivity and eytopathogenicity of isolated
tedness with HIV/SIV
keys. 

mental transmission into
in seroconversion+within weeks.

1 are in
progress to evaluate the relationship between pathogenicity and peculiar
genetic properties.

T.C.0.43 SIV FROM SOOTYMANGABEY MO!
PRIMA’ CLOSELYRELATI

hey-Corb, M.**and Johnson, Geoorgetown
University, Rockville, MD,”“Delta Regional Primate Research Center, Covington LA. USA

e human immunodeficiency viruses may have evolved from ancestors that
originate:d within a reservoir of primate lentiviruses (SIVs). None of the SIV strain
characterized¢to date shsre a close relationship wi However, HIV--2 iis closely related to

(SIVmac). D in the wild,
ane infected b; n SIV-infected
African prim: sat naveBeeninfa primate species nosto Westonion are infected
with SIVGNGivinboth in captivity and the wild (pers.«comm. ,P. Fultz). Thus, we undertook
molecular analysis SIV:

 

 

Wena was molecularly eloned and the nucleotide qe ofan infectious

 

 

 

 

clone(ema ) SBrwined. SIVsmm shares the same genetie SIVmac and
2. Comparison ofthe icted?protein piroducts ofSIVemm, SIVmac,an 2 revealed

amongthes tabl

SiVeum vez 427 poi vis YEX vpr fat Fev ony not

SiVmac 90. 92 a4 35 90 72 79 e2 77
HIV-2 85 (86 69 “0 70 ‘5 62 72 64

Evolutionary dysi leotid d ith di based
average identity comparisons.

ion. These dat + have been th f SIVmac; and,ii)

SIVsmmor its immediat may} dthet u in West Africa and
evolved as HIV-2.
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rançoise Lauré®s Courgnaud, V.*; Fultz, P.N.**; Montagnier,
.###; Bréchot, C.# ### and Son oF

*INSERM U.75, CHU Necker, mory University and Yerkes Primate Center,
Atlanta, USA, **#INSERM U.163,Tati Pasteur, Paris, Franc

Objective. To the genome of an SIV variant with altered phenotyp
properties and pathogenicity for macaques and mangabey monkeys, calied PBj14,
MethodsIs. 1} PCR with primers corresponding to coi sequences on DNA

lymphocytes infectedae the lethal variantPBA er the original isolate
SIV/SMN. 2) Cloning and seq ing.
Results. PBjié and SIV/SMNgenomes are closely| related to SiVmac genome. 
 er, Many

Conan. These genetic differences may account for the particular phenotype of
PBJ14. Sequence analysis are ongoing.

T.C.0.42 PROPHYLACTIC EFFECTS OF AZT FOLLOWING EXPOSURE OF
TO AN ACUTELY LETHAJL VARIANT OF SIV (SIV/SMM/PBJ-14)

+ Anderson, D.C., Fultz, P., Ansari, A.

‘Brodie, A. Lehrman, S.
Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center and Dapartment of Pornology,ory
University, Atlant “DepacomentotVirolegy, Burroughs Wi
‘Company, ResearchSiengle Park, NC,

Objective. To determine the prophylactic effects of AZT when adainistered

shortly after exposure to an acutely lethal variant of SIV.
‘our groups of 3 pig-tailed macaques were given 10 TCID,, of

SIV/SMN/PB 16. AZT at 1! day, divided into 3 doses, waa given S/Q
‘for lé days. Treatment was initiated at 1 (group 1),-24 (group 2) or 72
(group 3) pours after virus exposure; group was untrea

nimals excopt one in 1 were virus positive at 10 days
1

group
poat-~inoculationiI.). Three animals in groups 1 and 2 remained clini-

rmal;cally no other anima oped disease within 10-17 days of virus
exposure. occurred in group 1, and 2 deaths occurred in each of
the other groups. Survivors in groups 3 and 4 are show!: linical diseas

uppression, wher: survivors in groups are clinic:
norual with 1 if gic parameters ( P.I in group 1
has no evidence of SIV infection. Survivors in groups 3 and 4 have 30-fold
higher Ab titers than s: 3 in groups > esti
former had more antigenic stinul. due reased vi replication.

e dal t some Protectionis provided b:
h

ieof SIV.(Supported by NIH grant RRO0165 and Burroughs Wellcone).

T.C.0.44 HIV-1 INFECTION OF HUMAN PBL-RECONSTITUTED
scl
Ral. Gulizia*; S.A. Spector**; D.H. Spector**; S.M. Baird** and

“MedicaltBiology ladite,2 Jolla, CA 92037, **University of California, San
Diego, San Diego, CA,U

OBJECTIVE = To determine if SCID mice reconstituted with human lymphoid
calis can be infected with HIV and if the infection results in patholog
METHODS- Normal adult peripheral biood leu es (PBL) were aninto
immunodeficient C.B-17 SCID mice, which results in survival and @: n of
human T and B lymphocytes and the reconstitution of human antibody|respon
A series of SCID mice reconstituted with PBL from an Epstein-Barr virus
seersdoute donor have been injected with the LAV-1 strain of HiV-1 at 2-8

recon io:
RESULTS- Virus has been recovered from the lymphoid tissue and peripherai
biood of these animals at 2, 4, and6 weeks post-infection byco:-cultivation with
fresh T cell biasts, and viral replication has been confimedbysin situ hybridizati
and detection of viral sequences using the polymerase chain reaction.
Mica wih highviral titers have shown evidence of human Tcall depletion, These

support the use of the human lymphoid cell-reconstituted SCID mouse as a
relevant AIDS mod
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Blologle moléculaire : les génes réguiateurs et leurs prodults
Molecular Blology: Regulatory Genes and Their Products

T.C.0.45

Janel, G.; Sabine: Weeger, M: and Fleckenstein, B.
institut f. Klinische und Molekulare Virologie, Universitat
Erlangen-Nirnberg, 8520 Erlangen, FRG

LOCALIZATION OF THE VPR GENE PRODUCT IN SIVmac
INFECTED CELLS

The high degree of sequence conservation of the vpr protein
between HIV-1, HIV-2, and SIvmac suggests a significant func-
tion for xr in these viruses. There is, however, no ct-
able vpr gen n the genome of SIVagn. e essed the v
open reading frame of SIVma 6 a B-gal fusion protein in
E. coli. ‘Th. rotein is i: ogenic and is recognized by
sera of ac infected rhesus monkeys as ve as by sera of
HIV-1 seropositive people. T mbinant B-gal-vpr fusion
protein wa ri d and used to se heterologous antisera
in rab

tion provide evidence for an important regulatory function of
e vpr protein in the course of viral infection.

ealSHARACTERIAATION OF THE HIV-1 vpu GENE
T.C.0.47 PRODUCT JUST ANOTHER PROTEIN

aus Kiimkait, T.; Maldarelli, F. and

M.A.

Laboratory of Molecular Microbiology, NIAID, NIH; Bethesda,
MD 20892, USA

Objective. To describe the structure of the HIV-1 yeu gene pro-
duct and its function in the viral replication cycle

Metho Wi da variety of molecular biological, biochemical
nd immunological techniques to a yze post-translet al

modification of vpu, to determine its localization inside the
8, and to analyze e effects v synthesis, proces-

or turnover of Tr viral prote

Results. The RIV- ein is a

f a functional vpu results in the reduction
m infected cells and in the accu-

viral proteins intracellularly.
u is a matrix protein that

is involved in regulating particle-release from infected cells.

T.C.0.49 ANALYSIS OF A  POTENTIAL HIV-1 CODING
SEQUENCE. Cohen, Eric As Jalinoos, Y.; Terwilliger, E.;
Lu, ; Hase ana-Farber Cancer Institute,
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA U

Objective: To determine if an open reading frame of HIV-1 is a coding
sequence.

Methods_&Results: he region encoding the possible open reading frame
was cloned into an in vite transcription vector. The ability of the potential

_Teadiiing frame to enc a protei

tes t the open
expressed in rabbit reticulocyte lysates as a fusion of two

reading frames by ribosomal "frameshifting,

Conclusion: Our results indicate that in addition to gag, , Env, vif, vor,
tat, rev, ypu and nef, HIV-1 contains anotherEtoex coding
sequence that is ‘expressed as a fusion protein in cell-free
translation extracts.

 

T.C.0.40 VIRAL PROTEIN R (VPR) OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 1S
DISPENSABLE FORREPLIGATION AND CYTOPATHICITY

Dougla: dera, W Hu, N Vander Heyden, and L Ratner. eee of Medicine

and iersielegy & Immunology, Washington University, St. Louis + USA

Sblective > The ene is found in RIV-1, HIV-2, and SIV-MAC and antibodies
ve found in HIV-1infected individuals. The goal of this study w:

te definethe activity of V
Methods: nal peoviral clone of HIV-1, X, was used to cons

proviral clone
VPR protein from 78 to “OeMe 2 or 2 amino acids. The func
clone of HIV- SE,

e
no acids. Each clone was transfect

Results: Vi produced froa each FE mu! provi wa are: to ‘that
produced by the parental clone, rc SE. No significant differences were

ted in their infectivity, veplicaation properties, or cytopathicity for
different lymphoid cell li (Jurkat, H9, Molt 3, CEM, Sup Tl), monocytoid
cell line (U937), or peripheral blood lymphocytes. Southern blot hybridiza-
tion confirme: e pre: of the mutation in DNA from the infected cells.

ons

: NER is dispensable for and cytopathicity in
tissue cultur Experiments are currently in progress to define the role of

animal .“nodel system:

T.C.0.48

T.C.0.50 IDENTIFICATION OF NOVEL HIV-1 mRNAs BY S1
NUCLEASE ANALYSIS AND PCR AMPLIFICATION

+ > chwartz, S.**, Drysdale, C.
Fenyo, E.M.**, & Paviakis, G.N
“te-Basic Research Program, N'ChcRE, Frederick, MD 21701 USA

linska Institute, SEcnomneS

To study the expression of several different Hiv isolates and to correlate the
expression with the cytopai isolate
Methods, Pol

s of proviral DNA clones into human cells. New, mRNA
1 nuclease analysis.Viral mRNA was also converted to cDNA and

Kitobasesewere successfully amaplified by this
procedure,allowing the study of all the mnor spliced
found that HIV-1 produces more mRNASpecies than|previously described. The complete

HIV-I isolates with variable growth and cytopathic in vitro properties were romeDNA
fragments of these‘isolates were also amplified successfullybyby PCRusing‘appropriate

of functional domains froma" virus isolates and the introduction into appropriate.
expression vectorsfor further

Aft
DNA and

RNA.Iisacoethat this methodology will allow heisolation‘od Charecerzation ofall
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Gènes régulateurs et diversité génomiquevirale
Regulatory Genes and Viral Genomic Diversity

W.C.0.1 GENETIC REGULATION OF HIV-1 EXPRESSION
Wong-Staal, Flossie, Laboratory of Tumor Cei

biology, National Cancer Instiute, National Institute of Health
USA.Bethesda, MD,

W.C.0.3 VIRAL MUTOGENESIS
seltine, William. Division of Human Retro-

USA,
Ha

virology, Dana-Farber Cancer Instiute, Boston,
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W Cc 0 2 FELINE IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS - GENETIC ORGANIZATION
. AND REGULATION

PaulA; Elder, J.**; Talbott, R“*; Sparger, E.*; and Pedersen, N.
“University of California, Davis, CA and “*Research Foundation of Soippe Clinic, LaJolla, CA

 

 

 

virusAv) is a “lymphotropic,

Disease symptoms includeym
vaenepatny, hematologic abnormalities, wasting,seand susceptibility |to opportunistic
pathogens. F celis. One

DN:À 4 dis. The
 
complete nucleotideceruence ofthis clone hasbe determined.nee
length of 9,472 base pairs (bp). Long terminal repeats (LTRs) are 355 bp and contain cis-acting
regulatory clements including the TATAbox for initiation of transcription and a candidate

element thatcloosely aaeneAtape B binding site.7e initiation site in the
LTR for viral transcrip P

ili RNAI pr ng site. Three long of dingfram fi g
gag, pol, and gi 4 FIV ï th ps th d of pol; this orf

ip d uy viral infecuvity factor Ss

 
for viral transactivator functions. Craondnegonteenoeedn

icted 
dL’ Ali teins

ai thoseof other lemivirussidicaies tt FIV i nique and did recently from other
known lentiviruses. Virologic, clinical, and genetic features of FIV suggestthat tis anion
lentivirus may be a useful model for HIV infectionion and AIDS.

W.C.0.4 THE HIV-QUASISPECIES : À NECESSARY DESCRIPTION

on Wain-Hobson, Laboratoire de Biologie et Immunologie
Moléculaires desaetrovirus, Institut Pasteur Paris, France

The HIV genome is extremely plastic. Genetic variation is greatest in
the region corresponding to the surface glycoprotein, gpi20: it appears so

t. Duefar that every isolate studied is quite distinc its life cycle,
HIV strains are accumulated and not eliminated in a sentimanner. The
HIV reverse transcriptase is not unduely error prone. Howevi an erro:
rate of greater than one misincorporation per replicative cycle ensures
that everyoenone is unique

rily HIV isolates must be described in terms of populatione of
viral enomes or quasispecies. Such studies have shown that one viral

ir
clones. That the molecular biologist will be able to provide a molecular
description of HIV induced disease seems remote, at least for the m
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Eléments de base en Immunologie (partle 1)
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Cl YMPHOCYTES ARI TFICAL b HIv-1 of ri ells with
W.C.0.5 Shiv nereRSe pr cotsCale mLnSMEDTING SUPPRESSION W.C.0.6 =Boisson pes. cDiss phenotype

falker, C.M. and Levy, J.A. Cancer Research Institute, äniel Scott*, Véronique Favier*, Françoise

University of Califomla, School of Medicine, San Francisco CA 94143 USA Vuiliiert. enise Guetard® jtontagnien® and Guillaume

Dighier - Unité
 Ghieciive: HIV replication in

D4+ tymphocyies, and define whether ceitneis a major mechanism "thissupe,
Mathes: Purllied CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocytes from HIV seropositive donors we

tured alone or with the addition of either |CDEr cells or
Reverse transcriptase assays were done on culture

re assessedby trypan Due exclusion.
by indirect immunofiuorescence

the panning technique. CD4+
cells prepared by CD4-depisti
supernatants at 2-3 day Teva.Cell viabi
Expression ot HIV proteins by the CD4+ ee wasas mousured
(IFA) assay

ned CD4+ and CD&+ lymphocyte popui pure by FACS analysis.
Cells earedducD4-depletion contained 5%‘cDee Coll, as mgas B-cells andng non

es. mphocyt suppressi
the CDe-depletedcecels added inInequai number to the CD4+ cell cultures. Neither autlopous
repicet ils depleted of both CD4+ and CD6+ cells demonstrated suppression of HiV
re: jn.

Cell co! no decti
the numberofof‘bas celis remaining viable in ares where suppressionotHIV‘release had

en CD4+ celis were removed by panning after exposure esing Cl
ceils,ne percentage of celts expressing HiV antigensàby IFA did notSeco.Subsequent Co-
cultivation of these Décals wilh fresh PHA-sii ed ly! e donor

 

 

 

resulted in rapid release
: The CD8+mp y replication by

autologousCD4+ cl. Killing b jor mechanismof

W Cc 0 7 Activation and Infection of T Cells by HIV-1 Infectec
éd antigen PrPresentingaa

rtner, S.**, Popovic, M.**, National Cancer pean”,
Freder{ek#, Bethesda**, MD, ish

aieve: To investigate T cell infection and antigen presentation
infected monocyte/macrophage (

Netho Ist % m were isolated from peripheral blood lymphocyte (PBL)
from HIV-1 seronegative inindividuals by surface adherence and infected
with HIV-1, Infected and uninfected were exposed to tetanus

streptokinase459 for 24 hours washed, and autologous
r 18 hours of exposure to m/m, T cells

id Sk free mitologous
H thymidine incorporation was determined in the T cells to

reverseaeranscriptase Setivity

7 day HIV-1 waifected m/m presented TT ani sk to autologous T cells
with activation comparable to uninfected 1 infected m/m
stimula nd fected T Is t TT imulation and
infection cells were increa: TT was presented by HIV-1

fected m/m. MoAb to some MHC class I1 antigens (HLA-DR,DP) blocked
cell infection by HIV- fecte thou’

Conclusion: HIV-1 infected m/m present and Sk to autologous T
11s not unt ike thatawith uni fected wt Activation of T

cells appea be tant compon cell infection as
antibodies that‘block.antigen activation“tse block infectiol

W.6.0.9 PATTERN OF HIV REPLICATION DURING
MATURATION OF MONOCYTES INTO MACROPHAGES

*; Chapuis F.**; Jouault T.**;Parravicini C.***; Gluckman J.C.**;
r L+

+Unite Oncoogi Virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.
+ UER Pitié-Salpétrière, Paris, Fran:

*** V Catt.Anat.Pat.Univ. di Milano, Ospedale L. Sacco, Italy.

: macrophage activation control HIV replication
: HIV replication was observed in periphe: a blood monocytes and

monocytic .cells THPD cultured dercoscondone to induce Ttophage
activationte oncentrations m, phorbol ester or ‘eyioins)
Expres: f differentiation cell unten:Lee|
(macrophages specific), and expression of cy
constitutive and regulatory proteins (gp110, spl pig, pes.B55, p68 and nef),
iral were detected at different time points after inf

d with “differentiationPot monocytes into
macrophages and with activati phages (a study of the cell cycle
indicates a high synthesis of nucleic acids). If HIV iesure are
stimulated with heat-inactivated HIV, there is increased viral re

Expression ofva arkers is correlates“in mon
gifferentiation. Our results su ¢ thata second round of v infection “Could

aérophage activation and by this way, stimulateMoreductive HIV

inte

Unité G'onco1ogie Virale* de 1’ FRscitue Pasteur 75724 Paris

RANCE
e demonstrated a significant depletion of

displaying a large granular
n immunodeficienevirus type 1 (HIV.).

cell line displayed the well kn pattern of infectivity after,
exposure to HIV1, in the case.“er CD3-, CDB+, CD16+ cell line

. suggest that NK cells can be dire
HIV, in the presence of relatively little cytopathicity and can.
propagate the virus to autologous CD4 ce

W.C.0.8 MACROPHAGE-ACTIVATING-FACTORS (MAFs) ALTER HIV-1
PRODFROM PRIMARY M U! PHAGOCYTES.

ellors, M Ortiz, N Asato, B Griffith, M Landry,
0:T Medicine and VA Medical Center, West Haven, CT, USA

MAFs, including recom
gamma (rIFNg)and Tipopolysaccharide (LPS), on HIV-1 production from bh

es (M c ifi

% hum Afte re, MDM were infected with HIV-1
(strain HTLVAIIB)atarat of infection of approximate!ly 5. Virus
production was determi A of culture supernatan’ sates for

antigen. Treatmentt of MDM with rTNF (102-103 Ulm,starting either 2
ion 5-fold over

decli d
progression of HIV-1 infection to AIDS, sugg:est thet certain MAFs may b
Important modulators of HIV-1 replicationin vivo.

W.0.0.10 aoHereNT LMPHOKINE-ACTIVATED KILLER CELL (A-LAK) CYTOTOXIC
ACTIVITY AGAINST HIV

t J. Balachandran, R.*; Gupta, P.*;
T.L.* ** and R.B.* *.

ittsburgh Cancer “Institate**, Pittsburgh,

Melder
Rinaldo, C.R.*; Whiteside,
University of Pittsburgh’ and P.
PA, USA.

Objective. ‘To characteri: non-MHC restricted killing of HIV infected

highly cytot:deand recombinant-interleukin-2
(rIL-2) stimulated killer 1 populati Methods. es were

ed with HIV-1 strain 18 (89 derived)“and a Vamonocyte-derived
cssnd allogeneic A-LAK

PBLs from noma:

plastii rent population. oO of A-LAK cells
infected ected tumor cell 11: us

ed in 4h °Îcr-relense assays cytotoxicity against
inf. infection was 88

ue

the monocytes af 3 daysdays of
lytic units (U)/10 es {strain TB).36d LU/10 ss {monocyt:
derived strain) and 17 LU/10° cells (non-infected monocytes Ki}ling
K562 and Daudi cells resulted in 8,584 and 2, 008tuto?
respectively. A~LAK ing of HIV-infected
fold greater than fresh NK-medinae killing. A-LAK cell ining of
pote‘ted monocytes (233 LU/107 Jlogeneic cells) was as effective as

liing by autologaus cells (74 15/10 cells). Conclusion. A-LAK cells
can express levels of non-MiC restricted cytotoxic activity against

rived HIV strain.

te

monocytes infected with both strain IIIB and a monocyte-de:
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Biologie moléculaire (partie 2)
Molecular Biology (Part 2)
W.C.0.11 INHIBITORS OF HIV-1 PROTEASE INHIBIT THE PROCESSING OF

GAG/POL POLYPROTEINS IN INFECTED
DLanetes Meek, T.os Oreyer, ses Leaary

Metcalf, B.+ nd * h Kline & F
Laboratories, Departments of Ant! infectivesé and chemical sclencest,
709 Swedeland Road, King of Prussia, 1406-27 U.S.A

Processing of HIV-1 gag and gag/pol precursors into functional
proteins is catalyzed by a virus~encoded p'
replication. The inhibition of
yet attractive trategy. for th

controls. Pu chase experiments indi d compl tbt in
he appearance of ma 1. rs st t

cultures. These ts demonstrate that peptide analogue inhibitors

g in T-cells infected with HIV-1 and support the
hypothesis ofviral protease inhibition as an antiviral strategy in the
treatment of AIDS.

W.C.0.13 IDENTIFICATION OF AN ATTENUATED AIDS-INDUCING FELV

THAT HAS A DEFECT In SeerET.HULL PROCESS:
ees ns, J. ;

cuniyersityof¥eshinaron, Seattle Goloraiado Stateeve. Fort
Collins arvard School of public Health, Bost USA

objective: characterize pheete differences between

immunodeficiencyvirus

obtained fron a“tingle oa
me FelVs that induc:

therapies desasigned to interfere with proteolytic cleavage of envelope
polyproteins may help to prolong the asymptomatic period in infected

W.C.0.15 THE EFFECT OF HIV INFECTION ON MONOCYTE DIFFERENTIATION.

Seleziunss, Romss: Boulerice, F.; Bour, S.; and Wainberg,
MLA.

Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research, Sir Mortimer B, Davis - Jewish
General Hospital, and Department of Microbiology and Immunology, McGill
University, Montreal, Quebec, “Cana

Two monocytic differentiacion markers were examined after HIV infection of
U-937 cells: 1) cell surface CD4 antigen levels, 2) myc and fos oncogene

ities. Firsce, a nearly complete depletion ofcell surface CD4 was
observed in HIV-infected monocytes. This is similar to the rapid and

nduced differention

IA precursor is more abundant in
937 cells, suggesting a possibl: €
monocytes. These studies show that HIV may be modulating certain events
leading to terminal monocyte differentiation.

526

W.C.0.12 ten OF CD4 WITH gp120 OF THEnu VIRUSES

et Ray* ,Arthos,J.*+,Deen, K.*,Axel,R.#,Hoxie, 3. +eta

Smith Kline & French tabs Ring ofPraia, PA; +Univ. ©

Penn., philadelphia, PA: #Columbia Univ., New York, NY. U.S.A,

Objective. To define and compare the gp120 binding site on cD4¢ for different

isolates of HIV-1 and HIV-

Me « We duced trunc:tea, uman CD4 Protein|anduble forms of thi
i th bacterial and

CD4+ cells, viral tion and s fo: on in . result,
soluble ns are in clinic: trials as potential peutic agents

or AIDS rou: uncation and substitution mutagenesis of soluble CD4,

ave ve manner the binding site for the 3B

nition by antibodies an: x to evade the +

humoral response. HIV- a] ar to be les: ni ve to inhibition

by soluble CD4 in vitro. nvestigating this differentialroach to
sensitivity, we areaefining the binding site on CD4 for isolates of HIV-2
and.SIV. se_resultswillbedescribed,

W.C.0.14 SINGLEROTATIONS IN THE HIV ENVELOPE GENE

Cordonnier Rivièrs Y., Montagnier L. Emerman
Unité d'Oncologie Virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Objective: ‘To investigate the functional significance of the domains of the
envelope provein that are highly conserved betw HIV-1 and HIV-2.

rt deletions or point mutations were made within the highly
conserved ionave envelopegene and the mutated genes were
expressed in irus recombinants, plasmid vectors, andlor infectious
HIV proviral‘clones. Receptor binding was analysed by
immunoprecipitation with soluble CD4. Supernatants from nation”of
Proviral clones were assayed for infectivity.

In vitro studies revealed that the integrity of at least four domains
of the envelope protein wes indispensable for binding to the receptor.
Detailed studies of one> of these regions demonstrates that i i
change can be critical for binging,to ee molecule in vitro. Mutation of
another highly conserved amino acid in region did not drastically affect
receptor binding but raising, ‘he tropism of the virus particles containing
this mutation was modifi

ingle amino acid changes in highly conserved regions of the
envelope gene can have critical effects on receptor binding and cell tropsim.

W.C.0.16EXDENCE THATCOAL:-92) MAY CONSTITUTE AAUNIQUE BINDING EPITOPE FOR
/CD4 INTERA!

Kalyanaraman, V.S.*; Lifson, J.**; Hwang, K.**; Padget,M.***; Rausch, D.***; Eiden, L,
*++, *Bionetics Research Rockville, MD, USA, **Genelabs, Incorporated, Redwood

USA, ***LCB, NIMH, Bethesda, MD, USA.

 

 

Objective, T i i

1 viral glycoprotein/CD4 cellular and solubilized-CD4 bindin;

Methods, ThngsindgeCDpose CESc,he ing of metabolically labeled
#p120 to the C4 receptar on CEM-50 ofgp120 to CD4 solubilized from CEM-50 cells
was measured directly (osinatedgp120)orbyreioummunotsernacon wah OTS (Kalyanaraman et al., ibid.
4:319, 1988). The ability of various peptides to inhibit gp120 binding in both assays was

the potency of CD4-derived peptides to inhibit HIV-induced cell fusion and HIV-1infection of
CD4-positive CEM-SS cells {ree Biden etal. this volume),

Peptide &P120/CD4binding Cell fusion HIV-1 Infection
CD4(81-92)BZL[peak 7) 8-31 1M <32 uM <10 uM
ToYICKEDVEDQKEE 31 32 uM 31-3 M

VEDQKEEalk 15-62 uM 16 pM 10-30 uM
KEEICOEDVEDQTOY >250 uM >500 uM >250 pM
TbYICLEVEDDQKEE 2280 uM >500 UM 250 uM

inhibi >500M >250 uMbition
Note: bebenzyiester or ether, alk=resiiviespecs monoalkylation
ThieCDA$0) omaMORdeLHCing125

good forlor potency to inhibit |gpi20/CD4 binding, HIV-1 induced cell
ntVi nlection. suggesingdat the mechanism of action ofCD4(81-92)-derived peptides is direct
inhibition ofgp120/CD4 interaction. CD4(23-56)may contain the epitope through which OKT4A inhibits
CDDA/ep120tending bot not the si20 bento epitope itself.
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Mise au point de vaccins contre le SIDA
Vaccine Developments In AIDS

W.C.0.17 GURRENT TRENDS IN HIV VACCINE PREPARATION W.€.0.18  2EVELoPmenT oF aN HIV SUBUNIT VACCINE
c Girard, Pasteur Vaccins and Institut Pasteur, Paris,

The development of a vaccine against AIDS has met with considerable diffi-
culties. Not only does the virus remain latent in the bod r long periods

e of the

3 a i 8 2 5 o < 5 a =
2
< o

2
s < EX 3 3 .6 a

immunogenic. It elicits neutralizing anti-virai antibody titers,
perhaps due to epitopic suppression. In our hi vaccinia virus HIV
recombinants elicited a T-cell immune r
response. An inactivated virus vaccine elicited a
response but no T-cell response. Purified HIV antigens added with a“MDP-
base adjuvant showed however high immunogenic potency. Finding the
eppropriate presentation of HIV aiantigens able to elicit high neutralizing
ntibody titers of broad| reactivity is a requisite for the successful develop-
ment of an HIV vaccin

W.0.0.19 IMMUNISATION EXPERIMENTALE ANTI HIY CHEZ L'HOMME

Zeoury, Danie)

Dens le cadre d'une coopération de recherche Franco-Zeiroise, des essois ¢ immunisation active anti
HIV,HIV,stings à préparer un veccin anti-SiDA, per 1Inductiondeuneimmunité & médiation

is novembre
cellulaire,

depuis re 1986 chez des volon séro-négatifs, Ces essais (1-2),
rA d'une expérimentation chez l'animal qui a montrérél'nnocuité et l'immul icité des
préparations utilisées, ont comporté une primo-injection de vicinerecomrecombinants (vr)
le protéine gp 160 du HIV, et un reppel varient suivent les individus { Vr ; segment
virales purifiées ; cellules autoloques infactées par la Yr wes a ls armel
membranes autologues isolées exprimant des signeux du virus). Le protocole immunisation Vr +
callules autologues infe xe isqu'il induit

réection anti HIV enomnestiqueetspécifique de groupe (2-3) avec des cellules ;tueuses et des
enticorps qui sont protecteurs- etnon fecilitents- vis & vis de l'infection per le HIV; des
monocytes/meacrophages in vitro (a)

oduisant le mêmeétat d'immunité
mtHYque le bebe et is simple à administrer à un te
dans le développemenent un vaccin anti SIDA est indispensable event d'enviseger un essai clinique à
plus grande échelle (phase 2) susceptible c'éveluer le niveau de protection vis 4 visde l'infection
neturelle du candidet vaccin.

2 Zagury D. et al Nature (326, 249-250, 1987)
D. et al Nature (332, 728-751, 1986) -

5poresaa Nature ( 334, 706-708, 1968)

*; LaRosa, G.*; Javaherian, K.*;
Emini, E***; Bolognesi, D.**; and Matthews, T.**;

Repligen Corporation, Cambridge, MA, USA, SxDuke University
Medical School, Durham, NC, USA, ***Merck, Sharp and Dohm
Research Laboratories, West Point, PA, USA.

have mapped the principal HIV neutralization determinant
e region of the outer envelope (aa

panel of divergent HIV-1 isolattes,
sing PCR amplification and sequencing of this determinant

from independent HIV-1 isolates, we have found that over 40 of 100
dentical or very similar amino

quences. n a

sequence. mis in
sequence e prevalent. This da
antibodies-to this determinant delays HIV infection of
chimpanzees, (E. Em: et suggests that a broadly protective
FIV subunit vaccine can be developed.

EVALUATION OF A RECOMBINANT HIV-1 ENVELOPE PROTEIN
W.C.0.20 AS AN IMMUNOGEN IN HUMANS

Lane, H. Clifford. National Institute of Allergy
INFECTIOUSDisease, Bethesda, MD, USA
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Mise au point de médicaments : nouvelle approchepour l'étude des médicaments antiviraux
Drug Development: Novel Study Approachto Anti-Virai Drugs

W.C.0.21

Daniel, L.* and Piantado.
*BowmanNeasaSchool of Medicineof Wake Forest University, Winston-
Salen University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, USA.

TeaTTON OF HIV-1 PLAQUE peeTON BY A NOVEL
CLASS OF MEMBRANE-ACTIVE ETHER LIPID ANALOG

mienser, N.*; Raben, A.*; Modest, E.*;

rs We characterized the in yitro anti-HIV-1 activity of
membrane-targeted DNA non-interactive etherlipid (EL) analogs of
Platelet activating fact juman CEM-SS cell monolayers
were used to determine effects of structural modifications of Type A
Phosphorus containing and Type B nonphosphorus the
inhibitory doses, (IDs)) for (a) HIV-1 syncytial plaque formation, (b)
cell gro -TdR incorporation into DNA) ind (c) protein kinase

(PKC)activity . - OMe d Type B GP-7 (IDsg=1. 5yM)
inhibit HIV-1 plaque formation when added before at
after viral ection. Initial data indicate that CP-7 inhibits HIV-1
but not herpes simplex vi: plaque format Anti-HIV-1 activity
loes not olve direct inactivation of infectious vir ype A ether

Phospholipids (ID; range = 0.2 to 1.1 M) vwvith a thiealkyl ©
amidoalkyl moiety at. glycerol position. 1 and ethoxy or methoxy group at
position-2, and Type B compounds (IDs, range=<0.62 to 0.75 pM) with an
inverse choline at position-3 have anti-HIV-1 activity. The anti-HIV
IDs) values ar 5 to 20“fera below the IDs, for cell growth. Also,
anti-HIV:1Ei tehtbte P Conclusion. ‘Theae data indicate that EL

analogs are vel clase” of potential theraspeutie agents against the
stiolugie agenccof AIDS and, being membrane- inter: ctive, are ideally
suited forcombination chemotherapy with_anti-:HVmuclonsasideanalogs.

MECHANISM OF ACTION OF SULPHATED POLYANIONS AS INHIBITORS v
W.6.0.23 ION IN VITRO ae
L. Low, arish, H. Warren, J.M. Mathije, F. Ka: 1 and A.L. nee Virology Unit,

Rens aHospitsel, Veutmead, Sydney. great of Virology and Cellular Pathology, John

Curtin School of Medical Reeaerch and Cancer Research Institute, Woden Valley Hospital.

AUSTRALIA
A wide range of sulphated polyentone has been examined for inhibition of HIV infection of
wer ymphoviaskota cell lin and laboratory straine of HIV datected by
cytopathic effect and extracellular HIV antigen levels at 6& a. The t nt

inhibitora were dextran sulphate, polyanethole sulphonate and pentosan sulphate {ID50=10
and iug/ml respectively: antiviral index 31000 for all compounds) cod: e
polyvinyi sul an 5000 were lese potent

demonstrated, with the exceptio: ul, be mall dextran sulphate
polymer. Theses an are probably caused by the ability of these smaller polyaniona to
inbibit binding of large viral particles but not highly specific monoclonal bodi
Be i we have een trate b radio-labelled partislly
(lentil lectin) aa 20 to dextren phate immob e
fibres .Competition butween residual cell glycoprotein and gp120 1e most unlikely bacause
of the excess cap. of a en €!cons d fibres. Hence these sul:ce

slduss in the tirer two domaine of CD4, in

lose appowition to the gp120 binding aitss.

W.C.0.25 Structures Necessary for HIV-1 Entry:
ans nv" Hoxie, ub:

-*™, Berzüfsky, J.A.***, Gree! ‘Un: versity of pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA, USA, siwistar“nstieute, rniladelphin PA, USA, ***NIH,

thesda, M, USA.
: To define and and analyze at the molecular level HIV-1

envelope atructures and human cell structures mediating virus entry.

Methods: have focused on the molecular definition of

Structuresasinng ni 1 fusion blocking reagents as well as molecular

reagents and interspecific br: Ss. We report here that

CD4 expression is not sufficient for V-1 entry mechanisms. We have

developed antisera which specifically ineeractswen structures ancillary
to moTecules which are important in H try. Characterization of
these proteins as well as viral epitopesnecessary for entry functions
have been performed.
Results have demonstrated that HIV-1 virus entry is not mediated

through receptor m

e chromosomal positi if ary
y. We have utilized antisera which disrupts post ig

HIV-1 to OP: p regions of HIV-1 that have protective value in

hi

secondary structures for HIV-1 entry. The wi

for which À alter HIV induced
pathogenesis is under investigation.

528

GENERATION OF INDICATOR CELL LINES FOR THE
FAST ASSAY OF HIV-1 AND FOR THE STUDY O
ANTIVIRAL DRUGS.

Fe!
NCI-KiGs BRI-Basic Research’Program Frederick, MD 21701 USA

W.C.0.22

 

 

   

 

 

Objective, To it ethod ous HIV-1 o!
human Toe s. Ti t dology for the ay ofvvariousenisolates and

g theeff dd i HIV-1i
Methods, R t I vectors ble CD4 human celllines containing the
HIV-1 LTR linked to the co: i € E hl i i (CAT) or

ine Phosphatase SEAP).¢ )
I Its, Uninfected indicator cell lines produce very low levels of the reporter en
infection by HIV-1 the produced tat protein activates expression of
levels of CATin the c:cytoplasm, or SEAPin the medi 
 

igs or drug combinations can be si ed quantitatively 2-3 days after infectio: well
based chromo;ogeniccs which detect CAT or SEAP. These convenient assays ve also

q transient oe f yoti s,Indicator cells
derived from T ted different! fecti 

A sensitive and specific bioassayffor HIV-1eeused to quantitate the effects of
drugs and drug combinations on HIV-Iinfectiviivity and rep

RcNE neers HIV- IN VITRO

Lyol *,and Zabriskie, J*
“Uni nie Toronto,"Toronto, Canadaa and

**Rockefoller Univoraity New York,

W.C.0.24

 

Objective: To determine whether colchicine, at levels achievable in
i 1.

neasure‘ed
p . cel counts

were carried out to determine the effect of colchicine on cel!
replica

Reesulte:inhibition of HIV replication was observed in all infected
call ues at all 3 concentrations of colchicine. At 1 and 0.1 moles

. inhibi

frereatof HUT and CEMcell lines prior to adding HIV, without
Ichicine in the medium, appeared to delay

infection/replication for at least 16 days.

Conclusions: Colchicine inhibits HIV-1 replication in vitro at
concentrations achievable by oral doses which are clinically:

tolerated by most individuals.

W.C.0.26 IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPLEMENT-
MEDIATED ENHANCEMENT OF Ho INFECTION BY
MANNOSIDASE I AND II INHIBITORS

i inson, W.E., Jr., Houtiareneni A. and
Mitchell, W.M. Vanderbitt University, Nashvills, TN, U.S.A.

Objective. To study the effects of human serum on HIV-1
infection in vitro using virus synthesized i the presence and

absence of glycoprotein carbohydrate processing inhibitor
Iv-1 Produce in HS/HTLV-IIie ells ‘in the

i then used to examine
ra, oc antibodies (MoAbs) and

infection of MT-2 cells Infections were
by cytopathic effect, antigen synthesis and reverse

Erangcriptase release.
Fresh human serum enhanced infection when virus was

presence and abse

synthesized in the presen of oxymannojirimyci r
swainsonine but had no Enhancing effect on virus synthesized in

e presence of castanoapermine, I deoxynogirimyesn r =
conduritot.  Enhan nt also observed in the presence of
sialidase and in Clardeticient serum but in serum was
heat-i nacti vated or depiet of e components C3 o
f ctor ncement did Sno low infectior the presence

MoAb againnat CD4 (OKT4a) cked specifically by
monoclonal antibo

lymphocytes by HIV-1 is enhanced
e accumulation of hig!

glycoproteins.
appears to require the alternate pathwa:eoof complement, CD4 and
the complement component C3d receptor,
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W-6.0.27 GHMLLINGED WaNHHOVAFTERRECEIVINGNANVTC W.6.0.26 ADS)

5)

15CAUSEDEaADEFECTIVERETROVIS PORTE
an Jas ‘and RINGàog wthorne, C-A- Huang, ; Henne, 2.*; Aziz, D.*; Simard, C* ond

20892, New York Blood Center coeur, P.*,ae,
ichber;

Food and Drug Adminiotration,* Bethesda, MD.
NY** and Southwest Foundation, TX.*## U.S.A.

Objective. |To determine the status of HIV after virus challenge in
chimpanzee:s previously immunized with HIVIG.

Methods. Five chimpanzees were passively immunized with piePrepared from
pla IV asymptomatic, serorecitive donors whose serum ned high
titers of neutralizing antibodies (Prince et al PNAs, Vol 35 ETATS

Virus lation was performed on periph al ood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) by coculture. PCR was fo on DNA isolated from lymphocytes,
using the gag and env primers for confirmator detec!
Results. HIV-1 DNA uences were detected by in ignyuphocytes of an

of the animals after virus challenge although virus cultures were no
positive until 3-9 weeks after challenge.

 
n serum) are being performed to.assess

virus activity in these an:

W C.0.29 EFFECTS OF SPERM AND AUTOIMMUNITY|ou MURINE AIDS3 CHAIDS)

‘Ben ich, Zvi Weisman, Z.*; 7 A*

ul eatin, and Mozes, E.*i”
“*R, Ben Ari Institute of Clinical Inmmunology, Kaplan Hospital, Hebrew
‘University Medical School, **Experimental Animal Unit, **Department of
Chemical Immunology, The Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Objective. To determine the effect of sperm and induced autoimmune disease
on the generation and course of MAIDS

i by viruses. obtained sn cell line LP-BMS-Scl

(1-3 x107) were injected intravenously}prior to 1
dnoculations. Exp al - Like disease was induced b monoclonal
santi DNA mtibodytermed 16/6. Serial serum immunoglobulin levels. cellular
proliferations and histopathological examinations were performe
Results. Splen y ai animals and prolonged suppression ofoe
€ Toliferation to mitogens and allogeneic stimulation were observ
following sing erm injection into normal anima Sp enhanced
significantly the induction of MAIDS by the viral preparations, which was

.submininal doses of vi
Virus + Sperm

9 10/19

increased serum levels of

e evident when using
Seline virus

antibodies and immunopathology.
modulationby sperm and autoimmune disease influences the

may have direct relevance to their role in the patho-

18 9 2

16/6“antibody4injection to virus inoculated animals
Ig. ant id:
Eure
course of MAIDS.
genesis of human

 W.C.0.31 T-CELL KILLING BY VIRUS
1= A.Rome. C.M.C. deNoronhal, 5. L.

ackenbush2, J. paugbl and J. 1, Mullins!, (1)Harvard
School of Public ealth, Boston, MA, Ores se University, FL Collins, CO,

(*)Present Address: Univ. of Washington. Seattle, S.A.

Locat Simerene determinant(s) and elucidate some aspects of the

Tell
immunodefiieny disease in
Chime: were generat

nonimmunosuppressive 61E provirus and
unos:uppressive 61C provirus. To asse:
y using anfeline T-cell line was devi

eplica

mechanisms of,
induces fatal

competent
s their pathogenicity

competent chimeras were chainesLenswere T-cell
induced immunodeficiency disease Analysis of 22

inant for Tell ‘killing resides within
in the extraceliular glycoprotein gene

le amino acidchange anit 6 amino acid insertion
ithi 70 and the vira1 LTR enhance the

itro and pathogenicity in vivo. T-cell
killing occurs atong with production of highevels of uniintegrated viral DNA and
virat mRNA, and can be blocked by exposing newly infected cells to antisera from
cats exposed to the virus.

: These findings suapest that T-cell presoccurs as a result of
massive superinfection and critical mutatis in gp70 cause a failure or
delay in the establishmentmet ‘Tuperinfection interference. possibly through
altered interactions with pi$E and/or its cellular receptor.

cytopathic in vitro and
chimeras revealed

*Clinical Research institute of Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada;

**Université te Montréal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

The Duplen strein of murine leukemia virus (MuLV) induces MAIDS,
disease showing striking similarities with humen AIDS. Weeein

etiologic sgent of the disecse as being « defective retroviru

kbp genome. Sequencing of this DNA|showed that thepol ond env gees

have been deleted and thet th
novel p12 sequence. Using 8 coll-free trenstationsystem, the

gene has beon shown to encode 6 60kd gag fusion protein. The some

endisnot cleaved. N-tropic _pseudotypes have been,constructed with this

virus end the role of helper virus in the disease is also being | igeted

using the 2 encapsidation-negative system. This mouse m

the need to search for pethogenic defective rotroviruses in

W.C.0.30 MOtNcone AND SEQUENCE ANALYSIS OF
FICTENCY VIRUS (FIV)

, 1K.***, Hirsch, V.*,
Purcell, R.H.* nson, P.R.* ScreensDai, Rockville, MD; NED NIH,
Bethesda, MD; Univ of California-Davis, U.S.A.

 

FIV is a T-lymphotropic retrovirus that is associated with immunodeficiency
angpes an excellent opportunity

AIDS. To studies, we isolated a
iral clone of FIV for molecular ‘ad|biological chance

= uma € clones were to isolate
proviral molecular¢clone, FIV-14. Molecular crossby!‘pridization lysis of FIV-14 with
5 lentiviruses revealled that nucleotide ence similarities exist between FIV and

viruses in the gag-pol genes. Significant pres equence identity was
betweenmene Ss L.5kb ofthe FIV-14 pol e pol genes of SIV, HY2,

CAE Ss
observed
HIV-}, EIAY, visna virus V (55% to5%Ent) Sequence similariti

it rved upon com: quence with kno’ viral sequences.

mmon antigenic determinants appeared to be shared by . CAEY, and visna virus as
rological cross-reactivity of rabbit antibodies to CAEV and vienavirus with

the putative FIV core protein, . Importtantly. progeny Virions of FIV-1
infectious for experimentally inoculated ca!

studies ra is a member of the lentivirus subfamily
e AIDS jenti of F imates. ane availability of aand is distantlyrelated to

infectio lo f
esis of FIV, which may facilitate the development ofvaccine and therapeutic

Strategiesfor AIDS.

) WITH HIV-1

ALL

lo, R. Me*,
"MD, Visit

SisBloneticsResearch,

W.C.0.32 INFECTION OF THE NEW ZEALAND WHITE LABORATORY
BIT ( SUNICULUS
nae S.ktkk,

Gard, E.A.* Ford, G.***, Buchbinder, xx,
al. shational Cancer Inst., NIH, Bethes:
from Inst. Microbiol., Genova, Italy,
Inc., Rockville, MD, U.S.A,

et

Objective: To develop a laboratory model for HIV infection of
N2W rabbits. ,

bits were injected intraperitoneally with
ycollate-induced

ne.

rabbits inoculated twice at 60 day intervals
-with FEV1 producedcontinuously rising titers to both gag a!

oteins. V as viral antigens, was also
periodically recover df: ripheral piood 1leuko b
ce ltivation with susceptible cells rsistent infection

5 also suggested by detecti of proviral DNA in mi iple

nary
follicular. architecture of lymph n

W rabbits appear to be.infectable with HIV-1
and Aenrateme pathological effec much work
emains in characterizing this fetential animal model.

529
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Virologle {partie 3)
Virology (Part 3)

W.C.0.33  fecirrve nécoutronrmensQue Orsmeee Toy
TRANSGENE S.A., Theeaten, 67082‘Serervourg¢Cedex, FRANCE

thenee sequence ofPeayeaeanalyse the nuclear factors binding t
d to investigate the influence of nef0 € factors.

Methods. Sel Yetardation assays and methylation interference techniques
have peer sed.
Results dConclusion.ficlear extracts from
peripheral biecaycells
retardation NREb

 
human E rosette positive

IL-2. At least one of the factors is down re ted when
is expressed in cel. using a vaccinia virus expression syste.

Evidence will be presented demonstrates associations between the
appéatance of HIV NRE
cell activation.

binding factors and genetic elements involved in T

W.C.0.35
: and

* Whitehead Institute, anmA|Dept. Biology, MIT; Cambridge, MA, USA
** New England Deaconess üospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, “ma, USA.

 EFFECTS ilMUTATIONS IN THE nef GENE ON THE GROWTH OF HIV.
Kim, St *,Tkeuchi, K.**, Byrn, R.**, Groopman, J. wr,

D.*

HIV contains the open reading frame called Ref at the 3' end of its genome
which was reported to be dispensable for viral growth but to reduce viral

gene expression. We have compared two different HIV-1 strains with the same

genetic background, except for a lesion in nef;pef; one containing the complete

coding region, and the other null for nef. The effects of nef on various

‘owt!

lymphocyte cell lines,“Da CEM, human primary
ne THP-1. These results

a different virus isolate. Our data
Ref anegative factor, at least in the

experimental system we employed

 
 W.C.0.37 EFFECTSoF NEF Ex AND AR

Nello, P. Luciw, P.A.” and Levy, J.
Cancer Researchinstitute, UniversityofofCation San Francisco, CA 94143 USA, “Department
of Medical Pathology, University of ia Davis, Davis, CA 95616 USA

Qbiective. To determine the effects of stabie net expression on HIV replication and celiuiar
functions.

transfommed call Enes expressing the nel protein were obtained by transtection
of HUT-78, RD (human rhabdoi pl
‘Nef under the SV-40 or HIV-LTR promot

henefge:
and COS ceils. Expression ofpetin HUT-78 results In the down-modulation of the CD4 receptor

cul is down-modu ince other ceil surlace markers, og.
jected. Expression ofnnef in HORSalso leads to the su ssion of H

replication upon transfection or infection with HIV. In some stan|transformedcell clones, he

expres: nof net appealrs to retard cell growth. Thisnar forras expression
in by which nef regulates Hiv
repeainand cellular function. Its interaction with other HIV repunery àproteins iis aiso being

HIV
replicatioion al affect cellular functions. These cell fines will be used to understand the
mechanism oy which the nef protein exerts its effects, and the interactions it has with the other

ry proteins.

 

HIV regulatoi

530

W.C.0.34 FUNCTIONAL ROLE OFHIV-1 VVEU _
Cohen, Eric ; Terwillige ; Haseltine,A; 3 .
Dana-Parber Cancer Institute, Harvard Medical Schoo!,
Boston, MA S.A.

Qbiective: nain of the effect of the vpu gene of HIV-1 upon the
viral life cycl

Methods: Isogenic HIV-1 proviruses identical except for possessing
functional ypu were constructed and transfected into CD4+ Jurkat
cells. Parameters of vi infection quanti yivirus
number, set formation, supernatan
activity, and both cell and virion associated viral protein levels.

Cells infected with vpu-expressing virus demonstrated a marked
increase in the ratio of virion associated versus cell associated v
protein compared to cultures infected with ypy-negative virus. The
Ypu-positive cultures exhibited lags formation, cell
death and umulation of intracellular viral proteins, despite
possessing higher levels of supernatant reverse transcriptase
activity.

Conclusion:The product of ypu acts to accelerate virus export.

W.C.0.36 VPU - À PROTEIN UNIQUE FOR HIV-1 IS REQUIRED FOR EFFICIENT

VIRION MATURATION AND REL!

tint Thomas*; Strebel, amensteins gee; marrine M.A*

*Laboratory of Mo lar Microbiology, NIAID, H, Bethesda, MD, U:

**George WashingtontUniversity Medical School,Nora DC, USA

Objective: To determine the role of HIV-1 vpu and its intracellular Location
Produc’ctive viral infection of human T-cells.

ymphocytes with virus particles derived from a

o

 

infectious lecula: clone of HIV-1 or a deletion mtant lacking the veegene

re compared. A monospecific Ypu antiserum was eed in indirect immuno-
fluorescence assays for the cellular localization o:£ vpu. Morphological
changes as: ciate’à with wild t: Vpu mutant infections were examined

electron mic

suits inave x vpu mutant virions have similar infectivity in huma:

TH 8. However, infections.with the ant Fesunted iin carrier cell.

fusion th, both of which Hatetea the intracellular accumula:

indirect imunofluorescence assays,

localized to the coplasn of infected cells; no vpu was detected

nucleus outer surface of the plasma marbre4 virus producing

scopic analysis of celts infectedwith the vpu mu
e cytoplasm, acsliudar

cles at theel face; these
re: ce d type virion:

: Vpu il required for the efficient:Fate of aparticles

am productively infected L jocytes. The absence of vpu results in an
intracellular accumulation of virus particles and impairs virus eeearation.

 

W.C.0.38 IN VITRO GENERATION OF NEUTRALIZATION-RESISTANT HUMAN
IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV)

;Masuda,T.* *;Matsushita,S.**Harada, Shinji* iKa and
Takatsuki» K.**,~ XInstitute for Virus ResearchFoie.University,Kyoto, 606

pan. **Kamano'to University Medical Schoo! , Kumamoto Japan.

Objective. To prove that HIV produces antigenic variation in the presence
of neutralizing monoclonal antibody (0.54). .

hod: IVs and oc]; tibody (0.5%) hich shows
spe ion were us ie virus-infected MT-4 cells were

cultured with or without 0.58 for ! month to obtain variants virus.
To know the antigenic changes of the viral envel performed plaque
assay for neutralization and radioi ecipitation assay. Restriction
enzyre map analyses were used to show the genetic es.
Results. After 1 nonth of culture, ained var À i

cytopathic effects even in sence of 0.58. Neutralization
test by 0.58 revealed tj antigenic differences tween control an

e o, 0. La precipitated gpi20 of control but not of
Nzywe that thereshowed were no

rences5 among then
We Showed“that the alteration in virus neutralizability was

neutraliz: monoclonal anti D, suggesting
ure. Restriction enzyme map

genetic level might be a minor one.

n the presence of

Probably a point mutation was proposed
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Éléments de base en Immunologie (partie 2)
Basic Immunology (Part 2
W.C.0.39 ANALYSIS OFTHE FUNCTIONAL DEFECTS OFTLYMPHOCYTES

IN HIV-INFECTEDPA’
Baseler, M.,, Lane, HC., and Fauci, A.S. LIR, NIAID,STeeiaMD.

invino proliferative defects of CD4* and
242 DIVtypic analysis of peripheral blood 11 ¢

iduals was formed cyofleoromeny using & panel of
cell surface anti

IR tells were CDE
ssedex]

Tcells. Stimulation ofsorted CD! FER and CD8STDR
showed that in contrast to CD8* DRcells,CÉDDR cells failed to proliferate even

When exogenous IL-2 was . The proliferati Uefectof CDE" DR: T cells was further
confirmed by limiting¢dilution clonal analysis. £7 cell:nat th def. s
 invitro p

in patients with ADS may be due in1large part to an invivo expansion of non clonogenic
populations of T cell:

  W.C.0.41 DE PECIFICHIV-S!
“CTL. Koenig, Scott,Earl, P., Wood,L., Powell, Moss, B., Fauci, A.S.
etal LIR. and LVD,NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.

| To identify group specific ep hich stimulate HIV-specif

Fresh peri od menace cas PBMC) anacntMa
Nr: and partici ts in a Phase I vaccineaccine clinical trial

CTL activity

ic T cell

assay. onssn of the envelope and

 

 

specific regions stimulating CTL responses. Synthe:Seanpraoe6
group specelope ofthese
Results. Group specific CTL response against varianariant HIV-1 envelope proteins have
detected in unfractionated TanAT cell populationsarenFa.

267) in some of thei yh ons où 9 :
An oe ive beenydrected against thesecrains Studies are in progress

canescpaides 10 defineheseotopes recognized by these
Conclusions. We have be; the taskof ofdefining the group epitopes recognized by
Sau. Cr wm several HIV proteins ThThese studieswill help in efforts to develop a
 
 

W.C.0.43 LONG TERM CUL’ NE ANTIGEN SPECIFICITY OF HIV-1
REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASESPECIFIC CYTOTOXIC T LYMPHOCYTE

) CLONE:
WalkerBruceD*; Bircl Danberger Kx; Fisher L*; Young R#*; Moss Brkk

Schooley RT*. *Harvard Medical School and Mass. Gen. Hosp., Boston, ma
‘#éWhitehead Inst., MIT, Cambridge, MA, ***NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, M,

determine the viral antigens recognized by HIV-1 specific CTL.
. RT-specific T cell clones were derived by cu

peripheral blood nuclear cells £ seropositive subjects at limiting
dilution in the pre e of recombinant interleukin-? an CD3 fic

ntigens recognize: these clones
th of autologous EBV- immortalized B cells infected

panel of vaeeteta-RIV-2 recombinant viruses expressing truncated
£ the RT lysis of autologous EBV-immortalized 8

total of 6 HIV-1 RT-specific CTL clones deriv 2
peropositive subjects were stud: 5 n one subject, 2 defi

epitopes, restricted by the class I antigens A2 and Bw60, respectively, were
identi &@ second subject, 2 different peptide-define epitop ,

cuiturewithout exposure to

a by these CL.are hi
the Fest. This approach should fecilitate.torsher mapping of the
immunogenic epitones of

W.C.0.40 IN VITRO LTT PROLIFERATIVE RESPONSES TO RECOMBINANT
ANDSYATHE EPTIDE ANTIGENS OF Hy1,

Ehns . » Steimer, K.**, Duzgunes N.* et
al. “Universit,JEoftsMiforniaysSanFrancisco, USArand the **Chiro
Corporation, Emeryville, CA,

Proliferative responses of lymphocytes from HIV antibody-negative (HIV-)ane
-positive (HIV+) individuals to recombinant and synthetic envelope or co!
proteins were evaluated to assess the roles of cell-mediated immunity inrary

1 HIV- and most HIV+ individuals’ lymphocytes did not proli-
recombinant e synthetic HIV

onmany individuals with
to other recall

3 a
d

e a + ~ 2 3 a =

HIV proteins or soluble
HIV+ asymptomatic

liposome conjugates of a syn
when cultured with unconjugated lip: josomes conjugated to a
peptide, EVP497 |7» thatconsetutesthe carboxy terminus of gp12 naeese
studies as we other laboratories indicate that t
conjugation of RanePentides à iposomes may be useful to ‘enhance their
antigenicity or immunogenicity:

W.C.0.42 A CYTOTOXIC T LYMPHOCYTE INHIBITS AIDS VIRUS REPLICATION IN
ee BLOOD LYMPHOCYTES.

ota, Hiroshi; Lord, C.I. and Letvin, N.L. Harvard
Medical School, few England Regional Primate“Research Center, Southborough,

USA.

Objective. To characterize the CD8+ (suppressor/cytoroxic) lymphocytes
which inhibit replication of HIV and SIV in
Methods. PBLs of HiV-infected humans and Srvntnfected rhesus monkeys were
lectinactivated and maintained|in IL-2 containing medium with RT activity
assessed in culture supernata
Results. Taa prospective study. of SIV-infected monkey: 8:
that this virus-inhibitory CD8+ cell is not present in PBLs in the first
weeks following infectio:om, Thus, the inhibitory lymphocytePopulation

PI to undergo clonal expansion in the host during the of
infection. We also show that

 
8, we demonstrate

the rhesus monk: yaphocyte Labits

enti-CD8 mono
required for the CD&+ lymphocyte-mediated inhibition of AIDS virus
replic
Concluston. The cell which inhibits AIDS virus replication in PBLs of
infected individuals is a cytotoxic T lymphocyte

W.C.0.44
YSIS OF THE STRUC AND NON STRUCTURAL PROTEINS

OF HIV-1 BECOCHIZEDBYBY PRIMARY CYTOTOXIC,T bynmnooys

F. Tanngaul, P- ansonettil, M.P. Kieny?, 0. Lopez Montagnier!, Y.

Institut Pasteur, 2 CTS Pitié-siveiriere. Transgène
Strasbourg France.

to further characterize HIV-1 specific cytotoxic sffector cells
in the peripheral blood -1 seropositive individuals

ologous EBV transformed oblestoid cells were infected
with recombinant vaceinie viruses expressing gag (p55. pl8 or p25), pol..
vif, nef or rev end used as career of the cytotoxic activity present in
PBMC of iad seropositive don

s majority of HIV-:“serepositivecovers have primary CD8+ CTL
that tye gag and polymerase expressing targets.

sion of the gag products pl8 and PS in addition to the precursor
555 iesufficient for recognition y CTL present in
- Some donors contsin ry L that recognize the wwe regulatory

Proteins rev and nef (the phenotype of these CTL is CD8+).

e gag specific CTL activity is stable in individual donors tested
repeatedly for up to’ 18 months.

only ene viral structural proteins encoded gag an

£ HIV-1 areneebut some of “one nonstructural regulatory proteins o
by CTL during HIV infection. Gag-specific cytotoxicity is ained at
sinilar levels over time in healthy HIV seropositive individuele, CTL

be important in the control ofrecognition of these viral proteins may
HIV infection .
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Modèles animaux (partie 3)

NEUROPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF SIV-IIINFECTED

Animal Models (Part 3)

W.C.0.45 » McClure,edtM. . RibasFL,

, and ‘Mirra, s.» Fultz, P.
"Yerkes Regionalrime Research Center and Depar'
Universiity, Atlanta

Ansari,

rtment of Pathology, Emory
Tees Tnatieute of‘agHOLOEY and Walte:

d Army Institute:ofResearch, Washington, D. Medical Center,
ations, GA, U.S

Objective. ne the pathologic changes in the CNS of macaque
monkeys acutely©or“chronteally infected with SIV isolatesPB“14 or SMM-9.

Brains and spinal cor Tom macaque monks: B were examine
histologicallyat varied ingervels post-SIV i
om 17 macai at died 8-18 days post- infection (P.1.), b

animals that¢ died at 7 and 9 months P.I., and brains from 7 chronically
infected macaques that died Me43 mont 7P.I.

Les vers found À e brain as earlyin 8 da Chan;
seen in. aninale4fying shortly atteinfection include (1) Thoreid plexitis
with mononuclear cell and occasiona multiquclaccededglant cell inflammation

a plexus epithelial cells, and (2) meningitis with

in animale dying acu!

e frequent parenchymal
7 infection tn aaceques produces CNS lestons with feat:

couparable toSV infection in ma: i
 

giant ind macrophsges). Contidnued study o: athogenes Àsof S
infection mshould provide important information rcrated to the pathogenesis
of nvolvement in AIDS. (Supported by NIH grant RRO0165).

 

 

(UNRETS LAAREL IED

W.C.0.47 AGAINST A HISTONE-LIKE PROTEIN ON CD4* T-CELLS.
*,;Fuitz,P.N.**,sHaisip, AM*

“University of California, San Francisco, CA; g Center,
Emory University, AdanaGALU.S.A,

Previously it was shown that Patients with AIDS and AIDS-relatedconditionsnsProduce a
cytotoxic autoanti! -cells (Nature
327:710-713, 1987). Subsequently it was discovered that ‘the target ‘antigen resembles a

1, H2B. We have now investigated the production¢ofthis antibody in monkeys
cy virus (SIV). When macaqmacaquejue monkeys are infected wiwith

SIV,these
AIDS(SAIDS). In contrast,when mangabeys are infected with SIV, they in healthy.
from 10 mangabeys and 10 macaques infected with SIV were tested for the presence o
antibodyagainst histone H2Bbyiimmunoblotting. The tenQUE OfLemeaahealthy) did not

the time of testing, and none of their seranine andiy against thehistone protein.
contrast, the other six macaques hadsymptoms of SAIDS, and all six had antibody Sins
histone H2B. When serafrom these animals were teste uentially, detection ofantibod
 

 

against the app wi! a a tone-like

antigen was also detected on macaque Ronas‘determined immuno ottingusing
antibody against histon tb, We concludethat monkeys with SAIDS

persagraire nb D4+ eae This andbodymay
ayàbey role inthe deetronion af T-cells in both AIDS and SAIDS.

W.C. 0.49 EVIDENCE FOR PATESSTON TO DISEASE IN CHIMPANZEES CHRONICALLY
INFECTED WITH HIV

*; “siLegal. R.*; McClure, H.*; Steiner,K.**;
1D, Swenson, “Bs; Anderson, D.*

*Yerkes PrimatereResearch Cente:ter pa:
Atlanta, GA, USA; **Chiron Corporation, Emeryville, CA.

Objective: To assess the virologic, inmunologic and clinical status of
chispansecs after 1 term infection and immunization with HIV-1.

Following inoculation of HIV-1 and later therapeutic
with purified HIV antigens » chimp. s were evaluated fanzee.

luding cell-free and tigenemia;
ponses, including antibodies tland immune r:

inhibited cell-to-cell transmission, 5: tia f rmation
Of s

staresoe

ic 8
obulinenic for fore than 4

th:
animal, £ which was persistently hyper;
years, lost antibodies to gag-encoded antigens has been
lymphop: , With loss of CD4* c me, ecytopenic for e than
year, and recently became viremic d by isolation ccau,free RIV
from p Therap ¢ immunization|Madelittle effect on HIV-spec:

responses or"clinica status.
ng-t murinfec 8 are develo,ping abnormalities

If
ee.

analogous to those that a predictive of“DS in HIV-infected persons
HIV-induced disease in chimpanzeees is a function of length time of
infection, then HIV-infected chimpanzees may“yet develop AIDS. (NIH grant RR-
00165 and CDC Contract 200-88-0607).

532

granulomatous lesions :
ure:

tuent of Patholo;Lg: Enory University,
USA

neutralized virus infectivity,

W.C.0.46 CLINICAL, IMMUNOLOGICAL, AND VIROLOGICAL FOLLOW UPOF HIV2
INFECTED RHESRHESUS MONKEYS,

1,2); Livartowski, J. (1); Chamaret, S. (2), Guétard, D. (2);
Rouaix , F. GX Méivier, HG} md Monnier.a.
(1) Centre de que, Fontenay aux
Roses - FRANCE.(2) Instat Pasteur, Pars, FRANCE0)CABruyères le Ciel, FRANCE.

 

 Objectives: Ti
in veroanderSandpabegeens of HIV faction, 1ta thenpeutepreneols nd
Methods:1 ROD.EHO)ila? or

fore being “adapted” in vitro to monkeys cells (baboons, cynomolgus, rhesus). Monkeys
by TVroute andintracerebrally. FFollow-up

s, CD4+/CDi

 

IPA), monthly

lt: HIV22 isolated in
A CSE E, iction map and

Noraai cell cultures. A second “in vivo”À ge2eHVau which exhibited in vivo
Pathogenic effect is now performed.
Résulis: 7
 

 

 

  

 

230), earlier
. HIV2 a : : 7 animals who

: Riom : dis count
b: d in 6 animals, T imats exhib tirs 4: ight be related toHIV2

infecti ds y pi

d of th for one animal, and weight loss, Iymphaci
 

 

Conclusion: HIV2is able to replicate inearnymyDceepin sone
animals, This model has toto be reproductible before being # model for AIDS orfor HIV
infection. Molecular and b i y help in

4 Jing HEV infect . ‘i encre
 

W.C.0.48 vaccine prorecrion acaArnst SIMIAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS
I ON

Muthiah D., Sehgal, P., Wyand, M., Ringler, D.,Daniel
King, N., and Desrosiers, R.
New England Regional Primace Research Center, Harvard Medical School,
Southborough,

TEmavirus ic) as a vaccine
Methods. Rhesus macaques e immunized by miltiple inoculations with
puritl disrupted, nfe:Ctious aein adjuvant (threonyl muramy]
dipeptide adjuvant formation 0
Result anti-s1v ertibodiesdetectable by

and byWe!Western blot; these antibod:

Te, test the efficacy of inactivated simian immmodeficiency

neutealizing’eactivvity. Se RACAQUES we
animal infectious doses of live, cell-free SIV one week after the las:
immnization. ecovery from peripheral blood and
responses were usedtoto monitor infecti Two ited
showed no evidence of infection afterchallenge with live virus. One of
four vaccinated macaques ected chall
aname
Four of four unvaccinated and
three have died with AIDS 3182258BBdaysafter challenge. only one of six
vaccinated-challe
Conc.

can protect macaques against SIV challenge. The SIV animal model a
ful for comparison of AIDS vaccine strategies.

W.C. 0.50 GENETIC VARIATION OF SIV IN EXPERIMENTALLY INFECTED
CAQUES: TISSUE VE!VERSUS TISSUE CULTUR

*, Olmsted, R.A.*, Purcellrceil, R.H.**, and Hirsch, V.M.*
“Georgetown University, Rockville, Md. ** NIAID/NIH, Bethesda, Md.U.S.A.

Objective, Lentiviruses have the poreatial for Significant genetic variation ne natural
infection, Viruses isolated from infec! in tissue culture may notre the
entire spectrum of genetic variatio: i) selective gro: of certain variants in
tissue culture; and, ii) th ice of replication defective proviruses. To add: these
issues, and compare SIV proviral DNAs in tissues from SIV-
inf macaques and in cell lines established from tissue culture isolates.

ups of ues infected wi SIV from a sooty mangabey
(StVsmin): group ived loned SIV: 5 group B received SI smH-3), derived
from a biologicaliy active molecular clone; and roup Creceived smH-4, deri

m molecular clone. One macaque in group A died 7

ssed fc
vealed that: i) multiple proviruses we

line and the splenic tissue; and,ii) a
(ulna with the original nalform) was|not detected line. Paha, this

‘orm was also detected (at varying levels) in liver, kidney, and lymph node.
Cloningand molecular characterization of these provi .

Multiple proviral forms of SIV emerge during infection of macaques. Certain
iner culture despite a high int ited proviral cop

e importa of these variants is unclear, bet they mayplay a rofe in
the pathogenesis of SIV infectio:
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Éléments de base en Immunologie(partie 3)
Basic Immunology(Part 3)

Th.C.0.1
R.A. Gruters, C.J.M. van Noesel, F.G. tra, P.Th.A. Schallekens, R.A.W

Miedema, Central Lab. Nathariande Red Cross Blood Transfusion
ery: and the Lab. and Clin. Immunology of the University of

Amsterdan, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

SELECTIVE SIGNALING DEFECT VIA THE CD3/TCR COMPLEX IN T
El ent

have previously shown that HIV infection induces suaiitative T-cell
defecte before the onset of CD4+ T-cell depletion. In this s the res-
ponses of cell rom HIV infected persons to different aeiterative
signals re invastigated using monoclonal antibodies (wAb) against T-ce.
membrane antigens. Due to intringic defecte, 8s from csymptomatie HIV-

signal-
Teceli proliferation Spguced

was unaffect ince, Ca

pilization PK-C activation were rm; the defect "ep3/TR erigaer-

ti-CD28. An early effect of HIV infection steel reactivity may )Gieturb
the balance between viru host defensewhich may be a rationale for
eatment of soyaptomatic HIV-infected individuals with immune modifiers.

Th.0.0.3 HUMAN MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES TO VARIANT AND CONSERVED
RTE or EY ENVELOPE GLYCO!
Robinson, James, Holton, D., Pacheco, S-, L aides

McMurdo, H. Louisiana State University Medical School, New Orleans’, Th, U.S.A.

Hypervariable regions of HIV env genes appear to encode potential|antigenic
sites but the extent that variant envelope antigens are inmunogents in HIV
infected patients has ro investigate
estion, we proposed feuse Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) tr:ansformation of B

cells from HIV infected subjects to generate human monoc 1 antibodies
(HMab) that might identify variant or conserved envelope antigens that

ized each patient. From two as: tomaticpatients, vewe have produced 2
IgG HMabs thatt bind to * gp120/160 of HIV. h HMabs were tested by Western
blot and ELISA for reactivity|with gpi20/.60 of 9 differ

ac gp120 of 6 strain
antl:

glyeopratain which will allow studies of the exten
tigenic variation in HIV

t and importance of

Th.Cc.0.5 DETECTION OF ANTI-CD4 AUTOANTIBODIES IN THE SERA
OF HIV INFECTED PATIENTS USING RECOMBINANT
SOLUBLE CD4 MOLECULE!

Chams,Vida ; Jouault, T* ; Fenouillet, E* ; Gluckman,n, J.C." ; Kiatzmann, D*
* Laboratoire de Biologie Défk Pitié

Salpétrière, Paris, FRANCE.

The use of purified recombinant soluble CD4 (sT4) allowed the detection of high titers of anti-
CD4 immunogiobulins in the sera of 3 out of 33 HIV-infected patients. Binding of these

antibodies to sT4 was first detected byenzyme-iii immunosorbent a! LISA), and their
ivity was blocked In adose. mannerby preincubation with sT4. The antibodies

ul immunoprecipitate iodinated sT4, but even specific anti-CD4 anti on
Sepharose CL4B-CNBr pl T4 molecule, failed to recognize
e surface of CD4+ hocytesor cell lines. À truncated soluble CD4 moiecule containing only

firet two amino-terminal domains of the le, as antigen, act with the:
sera in ELISA, nor did it block ai ibody bingingto874. Both wnase Ne ind Leu3a, a

{MAb} which recogniz of CD4 close to the HIV binding
site, tatled to compete with one anotherfor Dreng to sT4. Because these antibodies did not

eptopa(8) of the CD4 molecule close to the HIV binding 5
anti-koi atibodies directed against anti-HiV ermelope ant
recognized ‘epopet). as well as the role,If any, of these abodesatihepathophysiology of
Hiinfection is presently investigated.

site,they are not tik
exact location

CHEMICALLY INDUCED CD4 MUT. PROVIDE EVIDENCE FOR ADDI-

fining SITES INVOLVED IN HIV-1 INFECTION AND SYNCTIA

Oe Jee;
Th.€.0.2

Hana _Golding* CBER. U
Objective. To identify new aites e CD4 receptor which are " involved in
HIV-1 infection and s: tia form
Methods. CEM ce he mutagen EMS, followed by nega-
tive selection with ol
race sorting.

and positive selection of
nts were analyzed by staining with an!

ed for their ability to be infected with HIV-1
folleving infection with gp.pl60-vaccinia recombinant v

alts, Several groups of interesting mutants were isolated
D4-LOW mutants (5-10% of wild type expression

susceptible to HIV-1 infection, and formed
after gp160-vaccinia infection Cinhibitable by OKT4A and Leu3A mAb).

OXT4* mutants by
nti-CD4 reagents and

anda form syncyti:

and cloned

ry on a closely assoc-
h are involve h 8 formation.

Biochemical and molecular apresare currently being used in
further analyses of these CD4 au

A HYBRIDOMA PRODUCING HUMAN MONOCLONAL 6 NEUTRALIZES
Th.C.0.4 THE HTLVILID, FSOLATE IN “it

a. Kawamura T° o Lake, ‘abi nson, E.**
Mitchell, 5 and HeFR
“Delepartme:bent“of Henatolggy/oncol ogy, University of Arizona, Tucson
Arizona, 724, USA, “Departmentof Pathology, vanderbilt University,

shville, Tennessee, 37232, USA, Teijin Institute for Biomedical
Research, Tokyo,

abyi To evaluate human monoclonal antibodies (HuMAb) for their
ity toneutralize HIV-1 in

: Petersen, E.°:

HuMAb were generated bytus ion of the mouse myeloma cell line
reU1 with splenic lymphocytes from an HIV s atient.

urified HuMAb assayed for neutralizing activity with and
plement n an MT-2 cell survival assay and by à

assay.
Results. An 1gGl, lambda-chain, HuMAb, designated S1-1, demonstratted
Neutralizing activity against the HTLVILIb isolate This HUMAb did n

act with HTLVIIIb antigens in western blotting, but did react with eh
surface of HTLVIIIb infected cells. Neutralization of HTLVITibey S1-1
was obs d 60 ug/ml to 7.5 ug/ml the presei ¢ an ence
omplement. S1-1 neîther enhanced infection nor did i inhibit syncytium
formation HuMAb S1-1, however, could not neutralize the HTLVITIRF
solate.

goncluston. We report the generation of a HuMAb, S1-1, that neutralizes
RIV, does not enhance infection, and does not tehtbtt syncytium formation.

Th.C.0.6 ANTIBODY RESPONSE TO THE HIV-1 REGULATORY GENE
PRODUCTS NEF, VIF AND VPR IN HIV-1-INFECTED
SERONEGATIVE INDIVIDUAJALS

M. LOCHE***, S. CHAMARET****, Y. MOUTON*™**,
ION’etal.

institut Pasteur, Lille; ‘“Transgene SA, Strasbourg; ***Université de Genève, Genève,
Switzerland; ****institut Pasteur, Paris, France; *****CHU Tourcoing, France

Objective. To Investigate whether HIV regulatory gene products might be expressed in vivo and
Induce a Specie im ne response during the serologically silent period that follows infection by the
human immuodseno} virus (HIV-1
Methods. teen HIV-1 ~seronegative (ELISA, Western blot), -p24/25 seric-, -viral antigen-

Antibodies to nef (avowed in

 

 

 

 

negative individual is at risk for HIV infection were studied.
maintenance ofofroa latency), vif (involved in maturation of virion Infectivity), and vpr {oi
protein
rotein (95%Sepur): y thetic vifpep ynthetic vor peptides.
FV1 proviralDNA(gag ¢ ti i
amplification of HiV DNAin peripheral blood mononuclear calls.

jes to HI nh . This
antibody response was correlated in "1 individuals with the detection ofHIV.1"zo!DNA. Such
latent HIV wedfor additien, 

ctive and prospective study oHN -Seroposhtive individuals has shown 1) anthodies ®
months before HIV-seroconversion mn 1/12 individual); 2)ththe Persistence of antibodies

nefand ofNe1p
se findings suggest that HIV regulatory genesoducts can in some cases be

expressed Lorsto the initiation of detectable HiV virion synthesis. They represent a basis for new
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Aspects pathologiques de |’Infectlon par le VIH
- Pathological Aspects of HIV Infection

Th.€.0.7 DISTINCT ripened LYMPH NODE CHANGES FOLLOWING HIV
N ADnr pi

8 pene L. Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical a30 Boston, MA 02114, U.S.A.
Objective. To develop aàclinteally relevant classification of lymph node
nacropathology Àn HIV

S$ report anareview of histopathologic and immunohistologic
indings in lymph node biopsy and autops:y speccimens from patients with HIV

t 6 major pypeselmeh node histopathology are seen in

HIV infected patiennts, either rc in combination with other types

1 Florid reactive follicularnerolaste+ follicle-lysis
2 foldicular involution
3. iffuse pattern (+ lymphocyte depletion + angiciawunoblastic changes.)
4. hngiofetiteular byperplasia (Castleman-iike lesion)

5 Malignanit lymphoma annt-like or immunoblastic)
b. posi's sarcoma (primary or secondary)

precific lafections

-6 are usually associated with one or sore diagnostic criteria
for ADS, while t: id 2may be associated with PG4ARC, are not
specific for HIV infection. 'ypes may be associated with normal

lymph node eePopulations or with CD4 depletion; CD4 depletion is
often pronounced in type pattern is strongly correlated with

ilymphedenopathic Kaposi's sarcoma.

Conclusion. Lymph nodes in HIV infected parents may show a variety of
patterns with important prognostic implications

a

Th.C.0.9

IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION FOR.DETECTION OF HIV GENOME
Peter Biberfeid*, Carlo Parravicin e Ekman*, e Magnu:
Anna Porwit*, Robert CGallor™*,eepathology taeKarolnska1Mssitute,

Stockholm, Sweden, *eVChair Pathology, MMilano University, Milano,Italy,
*LTCB, NCI, NIH, Bethesda, Mar

The pathogenic mechanisms of HIV anbeenstudiedbyinin situ hybridization and
immunohistochemistry in lymph nodesof patiients at vi stages of HIV infection
an ins t encephalitis Forin situHybridization asewas made
of 35S labeled (P. Biberfeld. M. Harper etal., AJP, 125(3):436-442, 1986) as well as
of alkaline phosphattase (HIV SNAP™ Probe Kit, DuPont) and Di oxigehin
(GeniusTM oarame DNA Labeling and Detection Kit, Boehr

‘obes, By immunohistochemistry the presence of| H fiv gag and
env antigens as wait as eriouscelcellmarkers was studied. Our findings indicate
significant differences in the ication of HIV in CNS and lymph nodes. In
both tissues association of Nienent icai changes, HIV-replication and antigen
deposition with infiltration of CI BeFee suggested a possible effector function of
these cells. The non-radiolabeled probes were clearly advantageous for screening.of
biopsymamaterial and cells and also enabied simultaneous detection of viral antigen:
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Th C 0 8 DETECTION am Hiv IN LYMPH NO!.
Racz, Paul. BemhardeNocht-institute for Tropical Medicine
tae West Germaey. ’

in lymph nodes (LN) of HIV-intected the causative agent can be detected
using electron microscope (EM), immunonistochemistry (IH) or Jn situ: hybridization.

y ostaining on frozen sections gag proteins of HIV can be visualized
in germinal centers (GC) af LN. This reaction highly sensitive and specific,
therefore, It d for diag poses. Colncident stat with g pro

Ins and antibody te follicular dendritic cells (FDC) shows the jociation of viral
protei DC, Ii fin th findings, EM sh

presence of ceks expre:
during the course of infection. We have ai
with EM and it

like! t FDC a@s antigen trapping and retaining tt very important in the
pathogenesis of Hiv-intection, FDC pr ly capture Hiv transported by lymphatics,

, IH and in situ. hybridization we have fou! lence for spreadinevidence Pp g 0!
HIV via lymphatics. We feel that this way of dissemination Is especially Important
when HiV enters the bedy through a mucous membrane,

Th.C.0.10 soc FUNCTIONS© HUMAN L ANTIBODIES 10 HIV,

oI axe, ME:
Keinhold Kt+, any Veterans Admin, an New York, NY,

**Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN, +Univ. of Texas Southwestern Med. Ctr.,
, TX & +Duke Univ. Med. Ctr., Durham, NC.

OBJECTIVE: To characterize the biological functions of human monoclonal
antibodiesseme)foHIV.
METHODS: r cells fromperipheralbiblood aof HIV-infected jects
were infectedwitwith iBjtein-tare red in microtitre plates for
one month. Wells making antDAVre cnpandadant cloned at limiting
dilution. mb from each clone were tested for Specificity |byELISA, radio-

m Blot and assayed f ion as described

J
a

*

in abstracts 2622, 4193 and4
vaphebiectota’lines producing mAb

to
RESUS: Of to HIV, mb from 6 lines
react with gp4l; five react with late ant.

it!

ing 1 gp4l were coupled to
deglycosylated A chain of ricin. 50% killing of the HIV-infected T cell line,

, rs at 500 ng mAb/ml. 50% killing of the HIV-infected
cell line is achi at 1000 ng/ml absence roquine

mb to gp4l mediate a variety ofpiclogic functions. No
biological functions have, as yet, ascribed to to p24,
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Mise au point de médicaments :utiltisation des molécules CD4 dansle traitement du SIDA
Drug Development: Use of CD4 Moleculesin AIDS Therapy

Th.€.0.11 RETROVIRAL VECTORS EXPRESSING SOLUBLE CD4: A POTENTIAL GENE

THERAPY FOR AIDS
sriuoone D.J.***; Muenchau,D.D.*; Wong-

Steal, Gallo DR*
#Labogisterr ‘of Holgouiar Hema’cology,"Rattional Hea: Lung, and Blood
Institute, and **Lal tory of Tumor Gell Biology.“agen Cancer
Institute: eeeThetitutes of Health Bethesda, USA,
DEENsionaor28850eeology, Walter Reed Aray Itite of Research,

2085

Qhiective, DevDevelo ment of murine retroviral vectors which express a soluble
orm of the demonstration of the use of these vectors to
inhibit HIy-iDingecefon in vitres

enslation stop codoon was introduced into the human CD4 gi
TE207, d the now soluble form of CD4 (ecb) fneroduced intsothe

murineavetroviral”vector N2. sCD4 e:xpression was monitored by
inmunoprecipitation end HIV-1 inhibit on was scored by assaying for p24

pus
Fute.Retroviral vectors have been developed4 whichproduce a secreted
‘orm 0: thehelper/inducer T-cell antigen, Amphotropically tdce ed

trangduceàsells ¢ eriding several tran:sforme: eft
as wellaKeas 1brol t and endothelial cells5) =

were shown ere acbt ee e pro: sede àrod CA
the°viralvectors seateebai monoclonal antibodiesree. es
whichcalinteract!lee HI i helper(inducer Te: A direct

on of vector-produced 130°ells
126.copr.ecipitation of sCD4/gp120 with antiserum directed

agefastrates Further, {ranssduced cells producing sCD4 can protect HI‘
susceptible Ets”from infect

a demonstrateed t retroviral vectors can be constructed
‘express SCDand that cells transduced by these vectors can protect

cells from HIV infection in culture. sCD4 retroviral vectors c
potentdallybee used to engineer the celle of an AIDS afflicted individual,

a are a model for a potential gene therapy approach for
the eeueeehip’

Th.€.0.13 HIV=-1 AND “HIV-Z BYSOLUBLE
SOLUBLE rCD4. Hayashi, S*;

Loon » SM*&*; Wong-Steal, F**; Brod nd

Hiroaki*. athe Chinical“Oncology Program, **Lsborstor
Biology, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD; ***Genentech, Inc., South

Francisco, CA,

ae OF THEINFECTIVITYOF
eeechaoSENSITIVITY TO

Objects: We examined the antiviral activity of soluble recombinant CD4 pro-

 tein (rCD4) ayeinst HIV-1 and HIV-2 in vitro. We also tested the binding
characteristics of HIV: H and their binding inhibition by rCD4.
Methods: Viruses: HIV-1 (ATLV-II1g, RF-2, D) and HIV-2 (LAV-2 and HIV-
pz)« The antiviral activity o: oluble rCD4 against HIV-i a: HIV=-2 wa
assessed in the pathic effect inhibition assay g susceptible cat

B cells. Vi re with 5,6-3H-uridine; binding and bindi
inhibition assays were cD4+ H9 and MOLT3 celle.
Results: Solub1 pg/al, exerted ce ete protection of

9 against HIVv-

ed to give an EDsq when the
cells ex: 1D50 dose ofcell-free HIV-2. Moreover, when
the target ATHS cells were PTE with and Hiv.2-productng cells,

be

 

sensitivity of the viruses to the blocking byxcoe was also found to 4:
ferent. OKT4A antibody, however, exerted a virtually ssimilar biosing effect
to ou HIV-1 and ne2 in the cytopathic|effect inhibition assay. V: bind=
ing study revealed that HIV-2 viruses ve less susceptible t the block=
ing by rCD4 than HVwhile OKT4A and dextran sulfate blocked the binding of
both viruses in an identical fashion. These data suggest aitéerences in the
stability or the structure of envelope siycopreoteins vol HIV-2,

which may have a clinical relevance in the treatment ofHIV ‘Tafection.

Th C 0 15 DESIGNINGaScns FOR AIDS THERAPY
. S. Chamow, 2J. Mordenti, S. Marsters, ÎT. Gregory.

3H. Mitsuya, 4R. Byrn, 5C. Luc:om Warm, 4J. Groopman, 36. Broder and D. Smit
Departments of Molecular Biology, IRecovery mous Research and Development,
*Pharmacological Sciences, [Medicinal and Analytical Chemistry and 6Cell Culture Researc!
and Development, Genentech, Inc., 460 Point San Bras Boulevard, South San Francisco,
CA, 94080.© National Insitutes of

Health, Bethesda, MD, 20892. “Division of Hematology-Oncology, Harvard Medical
School, New England Deaconess ital, Boston, MA, U.S.A.

type of antibody-like molecule,termed immunoadhesin. In these molecules the ©antigen-
binding regi placed by Our
CD4 immunoadhesins bind gp120 and bl jock HIV-1 infection ofT cells and monocytes ina
manner indistinguishable fom ane“C4, They alsosoPoysome Properties of

 

, in ng in vivo pl and high- binding to Fc receptors.
The improved plasma half-1life should allowerincreased plasma tevels, blockingviru:is more
effectively thanthan 1CD4, an ry f
virus and virally-infec! her with 
their theoretical atepiltytotoblock alloiessorethevirus, offer hope for an cure defense
against

SPECIFIC ANTI-HIV ACTIVITIES OF A RECOMBINANT HUMAN
Th.C.0.12  Gé-rsmmus IN

SE, Edward À.*; Chauchary,,V.K.**; Clouse, K.A.***:
FitzGerald, stan, 1.**; and Moss
*Laboratory ofViral“Disesses,NIAD, and ‘epanoee of Molecular Biology,
NCI, NIH, . USA, ***Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., USA.

 

Objective. To characterize various anti-HIV properties of aetk
vesenbinent protein containing the gpl20-pinding region of CD4 linked
to active regions exotoxin
Methods and Results. UUsing cell 11viability assays, CD4(178)-PE40 was found to
‘selectively kill a number of human nes chronically infected with

’ 59 Values as low 10 picomolar. n uninfected
lines were co-cull with small fractions of HIV-1 infected cells,

culture within 1 as itored
the by the killing of mos
population. By both criteria, CD4{178 )}-PE40 nearly completely prevented the
spread of infection for up to 17 days. Conttrol assays with CD4 derivatives

- These findings supportEtheConclus potential value of
entoinsraria proteins as

 

 

novel AIDS therapeutic

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
Th.C.0.14 fapES V."; Gregory, T.; Uhr, J.W."; Capon,

enter, Dallas, Texas
D. Vv

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Ci
entech y Ue S.A.nc., South San Francisco, California

Objective. To determine if an immunotoxin (IT) composed of recombinal t CD4 (rCD4)
Votes3}sieus)A chain (dgA) 1s capable of killing HIV-infected T

11 yte 7)
dgA via a heterobifunctionai crosssitter, x

succtnintdy!=iS-thiocatateSATAi. in (OVA) was also conjugated to di
ontro h IT was cultured with HIV-infected or uninfected H9Bor U937 cells

for 3poursond toxicity was assessed by pulsing cellswith EH]-thymidine for 6
a

The control IT (OVA-dgA) did not kil] infected or uninfected H9 o
cells at concentrations dss than 107 M.Lirtoeited5 of infected H9eens

x 10°

obtained with infected 7e
x 10°of M mt“

orcentated cireking resulting inan IC 0f 4 x 10
killing was demonstrated by inhibiitingthetonicity of rCD4-dgA by pre-incuba
with rgpi20, 50-fold excess -rCD4 a 1 antibody to the gpiz0-binding
site or CD4, but not by BSA or anotherranecbaantibody directed to a different
site on CD4 not snvolwed in plz0 binding
Conclusion.  rCD4-dgA specifically Kis HIV-infected lines of T cells and

Th.C. 0.16 TS OF RECOMBINANT SOLUBLE CD4 IN RHESUS MONKEYS INFECTED
IMIAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS OF MACAgTE

tvin,Norma L.*; Watanabe, M. Ra* DeLong,
P.A.#; ul 1= Fisher, R.A. **, “Harvard Medical$School, Newà England
Regiona mate Research Center, Southborough, Massachusett
**Biogen Research Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.

 

Objective. assess the therapeutic effect of recombinant soluble CD4

(rsCD4) in sv,infected Theeis monkeys.
thods. ‘wo formal and 4 “infected rhesus monkeys received 2 ng

rsCD4, intramuscularly, detiy BSE 50 dalays e SIV.<infected monkey
received a second 50 day course of treatment
Results. Intramuscular administration of rsCDé resulted in a peak plasma

0

 
ose to

was generated in these monkeys, retreatment of a animal r
same improvement in clinical parameters achievedduring the.first course of
rsCD4.
Conclusion. reCD4 may prove valuable in the treatment of humans infected

Ve
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Mise au point de médicaments : utillation de l’AZT et d’autres oligonucléotides dans le traitement du SIDA
Drug Development: Use of AZT and Other Oligonucleotides in AIDS Therapy

pifferent ial modulation of HIV replication and AZT activity
ocytes/aacrophages y GM-CSF, H-0se, andGC

lexico, Yarchoan, R. ney, À, Mirteuya,
Sattonal Cancer Tnctieare, Bethesda, MD, USA.

Th.C.0.17

H., Johns,0Broder, =

Objective. To studythe ability of granulocyte~macrophage colony stimulati
factor (GM-CSF), macrophage-colony sSimulactng factor (M-CSF) and granulocyte

e HIV repricarion and/or
M/M

oH-<sr, 1,000 U/ml M-CSF, or

Anabolic phosphorylation AZT was also studied in M/M with/without GM-CSF.
Results. GM-CSF enhances replication (up to 1,000) of both HILV-I1Ipa-1 and
HILV-IIIg in M/M, cea >100X t ni ral dose required to produc-

o enhances HIV replication (out less than
effect. Peepite increasing

of AZT and related chymidine
T induces >90% viral inhibition in ac F=

it only induced a minimal increase of thyaidTE"

TTP/dTTP is substantially increased
xposed to GM-CSF, and this may explainis. ancement of AZT act. vity.

Conclusion. A combination of GM-CSF T (or arelated congener) may be
worth exploring in patients with mVocelaced dise.

INHIBITION OF HIV EXPRESSION: ENHANCEMENT OF ACTIVITY
TROEPHOROTHTOATE SOEURDES eGCHEMICAL MOBLFICAY
TI teuk: Mak CohenNe ura oto*, Mor: ++, 2 ey J.S.**

Th.C.0.19

and Broder S.*,#Clinic.aGncoleay Progran, ttNedicize Branch, National Cancer

Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda MD and *** Applied Bio-
systems Inc., Foster City CA, U.S.A.

Objective. Phosphorothioate oligodeoxynucleotides in an antisense configura-

tion against shthe HIV rey mRNA significant inhibition t RIV-1

viral expression in chronically infected celis (Pr jatl. Acad. Sci. 1989,
in press). However, relatively high concentrationa were required to inhibit

viral expression. efore, i 8 nable to explore chemica difica-

tions of the phosphorothioate oligomer to enhai such anti-HIV vity.
Methods: 8 esized a ser: *, compounds by linking intercalating

8 or by modifying the bases. compounds were tested x
Session inhibition assay using chronically HIV-1 infected H9 cells.

ts. conjuga: and acrid antisense phos 

phorothioate oligomers against r showed more potent"inhibitory activities
against the viral expression in“chronically infected celis in comparisen to

unmodified phosphorothioate antisense by approximately 10 fold and 5 fold,

respectively. modification, the ut lkyl-amino derivatives on

thymidine bases, also showed an enhancement of the antiviral activity by

approximately 5 fold. Therapeutic indices in these modified phosphorothioate

oligomers are at least comparable to that in the unmodified antisense phos

phorothioate oligomer.
Conclusion. Certain modifications of antisense phosphorothioate oligomers

could result in advantaages to potential therapeutic intervention against AIDS

related diso

 Th.6.0.21 Ses
fan Roeyt:C.K..Chu*; E.W. Taylor*; R.F. Schinazi

tMedical FoundationM Buffalo, Buffalo, NewYork 14203,eoàGeorgia
College of Pharmacy, Athens, Georgia 30602, #Emory University Sc
Medicine/VA Medicai Center, Atlanta, Georgia 30033. U.S.A.

Qbiective. To study the moiecular conformations of anti-HiV nucleosides for future drug
design.
Methods. Moleci
have been determined by X-ray rouephy.

Active anti-HIV nucleosides show|unusual conformational features In the sy
link geometry and sugar ring puckering

Ht i f Jeosides against HIV

“Ton of h il D f activ

have exceptional cesugar conformations. The inactive nucleosides on the other hiand,
‘have C3'-endo conformations. The correlation between the extreme glycosyl link conform-
ation and sugar ana‘puckerng is significant.

. The: tween active d ji tn result

ina significant aifferenince in-the position and orientation of the 5'-hydroxyl group. Because
the phosphorylation at 5"-position of the carbohydrate moiety is the initial and essential
tive inth chanism of action of th ds. th k 7

may accountorine activity difference. Furthermore, this Information may allow us to design
new anti-HIV
(Supported by usr Grants Al 26055, Al 25899, CA 34769 and Veterans Administration)
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INHIBITION OF HIV REPLICATION BY NOVEL

oma ochman, Douglas D. **
*Vical Inc., San Diego, Giiiferniaani universe of

Medical Center,and the VA , California, 92161, USA

represent an reservoir of HIV infection.
therapies to target these cells might treat HIV infection

effectively. ay ee ProseetiQyiAZT (PAZ) ene AT
diglycar: AZTddg), new phospholipids 5‘=phosphorylated

AZT as their groups. Liposome! BAZTandAziGGy (Prosones) were
incubated wiivith Cal cells infected with HIV-2;
to reduce by 50% the release of
three determined ( ). The values for pAZT and AZTkiy were
tices days tasdotarnine(Da) ‘he ppYon BAM ha
tide concentrations of 100 to 200 uM or greater. Liposomes with no lipo-
nucleotide were ineffective. pAZT was also effective in mutant

kinase (tk), that
be metabolized directly to . AZT no antiviral effect
in these calls. ipid derivatives of AZT, dd? and dic were also
effective in a plaque tion assay cells and in p24 redx-
tion assays both in 0937 cells and primary macrophages. In conclu-
sion, phosphol. AZT ides have been

5~HALOGENO-3'-FLUORO-2',3° CARTONoes ARE POTENT INHI-

BITORS OF RETROVIRUS REPLICATION IN VITR

c. Roelants* + R. Pauwels,

Th.€.0.20
Jan r.

Schols, P. Herdewijn .
Rega Institute for Medical Research and Saboretory of Hematology,
K.U.Leuven, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

The 5-halogeno (i.e. 5-fluoro-, 5-chloro-, 5-brom
of 3°-fluoro-2’,3'-dideoxyuridine cradura).
FddBrUrd and respec

- and 5-iodo) derivatives
designated FddFUrd, FddClUrd,

eimilar

5-halogeno

and in particuler radcived, should be further pursued
in the treatment o:

Fddtrd derivstives
for their potenti.

 

Th.C.0.22 SYNTHESIS AND IN VITRO FUNCTION OF RIBOZYMES TARGETED
TO HIV-1 SPECIFIC RNA SEQUENCE
Ossi, J. y+ ang, see ephens, Ladne

Research Institute of the cityofCantin, Ee aand Zaia, John A. Beckman
Hope and “"City ofine Medical Center, Duarte, Calif. U.S.A.

Objective: Te design and test autacatalytic RNA specific for HIV-
Methods: We have utilized two classes of catalytic ribozymes targeted to
HIV-I RNA: one class (RBZ) i rget site within the gaq gene
containing p of the required autocieavage site te C----GUX) The
remainder of the required sequenc: } 15 suppl with

target site GUX) along with
hybridization to a specific GUX s
synthesiz transcription, purified by PAGE, incubated under
varying ci tions ea the target HIV-1 RNA transcripts, and analyzed by
PAGE and autoradiograph
Results: RBZ targeted to gaq cleaved the HIV-1 RNA more efficiently
than did UX-RBZ Cleavage. reac ion is entirely magnesium
dependent, optimal me 2008 MgCl> and 45°C. GUX-RBZ is catalytically active
from 22°C to 65°C and completely cleaves large molar excesses of substrate.
Conclusion: RBZs can be designed which can potentially target any GUX site
in the HIV-! genome and deserve evaluation as potential antiviral agents.
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Th.€.0.28 Senayamen Te
Bachelerie, Françoise; 1 N.and Vire!

Laboratoire d'immunologie Vale,‘Institut PasteurPParis“France.

OCYTOMA CELL CLONE
HIV-NEFPROTEIN.

Obiective.Toobtain a nef stabl;ly transfected cell line toStudyPxPossibieinterferences of the
ith cellular actiactivationpathways leading to

and 8068/384)of the HV.1THAVIV-1-Bru) containing the
under thecontol of differentviral promotersmoters including that of human

d HIV-1“LTRSuch
vectorswere cotransfected with a 3MGtum Tesitant gene“expressionvector using

he U373 MG h

nef ORFwere cloned

resistant clones was performed using G 4
Results. Nef expression during the selection| process was monitored by
immuno!ini 4 ern} is and

enunocharectersation of the protein. In a Fconnal assay we have ‘owed avnNRE
Galetonin the LTRofthe segment upstream Paty-158) LTR-CATvector to validate
the notion that 4
on HIV-LTR. . . carey

makes it possible to preithe tole of nefiin the activationaways icadingto
HIV-LTR transacti as it is presently de in transient assay in our laboratory using

Th C 0 25 BUTEABLITY TOMODULATEGoaTANTOFHIV DEFECTIVE
Mb TEABUTYTOMODE

rda, PS, Spirttos, M
S.*; Reddy, E.P.4 *Hemat sitaate prBein,Hepital of the Swe;siPennyanewana.
‘Pilade hia,Pksh.Mista rene jology, Philadelphia, PA, USA, VE. du

Qbiactive- infection of peripheral blood ymphocyess and CD4+ cell lines by HIV has been shown
Gownmodulate the.CD4 patele trom the cell surface. In order to define the viral actors that mediate
‘this effect we attempted to derive variants of HIV-hhthat were unable to reduce CD4 expression on
Intected cells. cells, productive! lected with the IIIB strain of HIV-1 were cionedby
‘hatha dilution and cloned ines evaluated for su ce expression of CD4 us!7rs 5

ave been shown either to compete (OKT4A) or not to compete (OKT: h the ral envelope tor
ing io CD4 was determined byADànd NEF

pram, was evaluated by Westem blot using2.a monoclonai aräil specitic for the HN NEF
‘Pp Besults- Of 30 cellular clones evaluated, one cone nated A1.25, exhibited high levels
‘of CD4expression as determined byOKT4 but was nonreactive with OKT4A indicating that CD4 was
‘bound to the viral envelope but nol downmodulated from the cell surface. These celis were 100%
tinfected as determined iFA andproduce highlevelevelsofof AT fr culture supematants. The increased

be detected by
p- no NEF proteinwasobserved in theAY .25 cali ine These studies

drone ‘that binding of HI lope and el molecuies 10 CD4 0 COUT
utCDs moduiation. Aishthe absence“otN F ex ression in the A1.25 infected“cells is

of this protein in modulat ve shown that other isolates
shie-cirecied |mutations in the NEF gene,are still ‘able to ouatepa inthe

he NEF pi s molecular clones of the A1.25 virus have been obtained and
an analysismt their Pseularana |Bohgea properties should be helpful in identifying specific viral
determinants that affect CD4 expression.

Th Cc 0 27 INHIBITION OF HIV PRODUCTIDN BY INFECTED
“~~ CELLS USING MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES TO CD4

¥._RET, P, CORBEAU, G. DONKER and J.C, CHERMANN
Unitéde Recherches INSERM eur lee Rétrovirus et Maladies Associées (U.322) - Campus de Luminy

P 33 - 13273 MARSEILLE Cédex 9. FRANCE

ve : to ie the role ofObjective CD4 in differents steps of virus -
virus binding and‘en oductii

cali interaction :

me particle relea format:

Hethods : Using moi antil js
or other domsins pres‘ot molecule (OKT

differents steps of virus - cell interaction in 3 differents

seperatly each step. 4 strains of HIV) or HIV2 have been cuties e@ither on CEM cell line or

ated FEL.

entry wae inhibited byResults Virus A, but not by 1388.2, or BL4, however this

inhibition was not observed with

Mo dain

OKT4

all the strains studied.

tion was observed when celis were immediatly

OXT4-A, or BL4.

viral atrain t (from 6 to 30 days).

‘reated wane. recove!

is virus.

not only able to block virus

ction. The inhibitory role of

ue isre atrain dependant.

of the viral particle

he

ruàsir, the results are suggesting a role for CD4 not only in viruspanting and entry

roever, a role for CD4 in virus particle release from the infected

TWO WEST-AFRICAN ISOLATES OF HIV-2 WITH MARKED TROPISM FOR

MACROPHAGES, ONE OF WHICH IS HIGHLY DIVERGENT ANDTh.C.0.24
GENETICALLY EQUIDISTANTBETWEEN HIV-2pon ANDSIV,MAG

Gbsamen-Waiamann à , M., Esser, R., Meichsner, C., KOhnel, H., von

he H. ie! ae
Chematherapestisches Forschungsinstitut Georg-Speyer-Haus, Paul-Ehrlich-Str. 42-

4, 6000 Frankfurt 70 and *Hoechst AG, 6000, Frankfurt 80, FRG

paogieal and genetic variation of human immunodeficiency viruses type

easil being recognized. This study was aimed at analysing the

danswiime family of HIV-2.

HIV iruses wom a Gambian dying of exclusively neurological

wepptoms an ptomatic Ghanesian exhibited 1 hoc a
growth typical for HIV.! stains f the biological subtype € Gilow portSith

eventual ageLattre production and little or no cytopathic effect). In contrast,

macr , both virus isolates grew to very high titres and induced giant

syneytia.
Molecular cloning and restriction site analysis revealed genetic heterogeneity

within each Med. Virol (1987)

23:3 - i
HIV-2r0 HIV.“Pata. In contrast, the Ghanesian strain was

be"geneticall™ODaistaat betwi the known HIV-2-strains and SIV, (23

25%vergence). Several of the.proteins of this strain have a size different from

HIOV-280n
‘Our results demonstrate sat HIV-2 is at least as divergent a virus

HIVoy as is -f. This Ghanesian isolate may represent yet another HIV-

‘amit
This work was supported by a grant from the BMFT

Th C 9 26 MURINE MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES TO A SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE OF
. HIV-1 HAVE NEUTRALIZING FUSION BL CTIVITIES.AND OCKING

, K. Weinhold**, T. Matthews**, M. Rayner*, L.
upon de Nemours ani

2 and Wilmington DE19898,
Bacheler*, and R. ce *El.
Medical Piroducts Dept., N. Billerica, MA
* D: versity, School1 of Medici | Durban
osMassachusetts General Hospital, Infectious Disease Unit, Boston MA,U.S.A.

have developed a series of murine monoclonal antibodies abs) to a
region v the 120kD envelopeBlycoprtcn of HIV-t which

le for tige

of the MAb:
these block fasion of HIV168) are cels with uninfe

ocking fusion of a vi“las oe MN. At least two

These MAbs have.
h MAb has been

a different reactivity ides
's 3 22 of

peptide inhibition as the only
MAb that blocked fusion of thc MN Mecscells am uninfected cells and that
showed significant binding to MN infected cells as determined by FACS.

HIV ISOLATES FROM ASYMPTOMATIC MEN ARE BIOLOGICALLY AND GENE-

TICALLY DIFFERENT FROM THOSE ISOLATED FROM AIDS PATIENTS

Gupta, Phalguni; Balachandran, R.; Thampatty, P.; and

Th.€.0.28

Rinaldo, C.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15261, U.S.A.

Objective. To compare in vitro infectivity, replication properties and gen-
ndom and longitudinally obtained HIV isolates from asymp-

xanined for their in vitro infectivity of epa*
thesis by hybridization moprean HIV probe.

Viral protein synthesis was measured by ti oimmunoprecipitation. The
viral genomic structure was compared by restriction endonuclease analysis of

N

HIV isol,gtes from asymptomatic men, but noorfronAmps

patients, failed to infect CD4 H9 cells and PHA~stimulat:ed PBL. in
asyupt: V seroconverters who developed AIDS, longitudinal nvisolates
t all stages of infection could infect H9 cel. n trast, longitudinal

isola’ fr hho remaine: pt t infect H9 ce: v

8 a tai:

restriction endonuclease patterns, such as Bgl IL were quite istinct for

t ym
men are biologically and geneti~omatdi

cally distinct from those of AIDS patients. Such differences may be related
to the various clinical outcomes of HIV_infection.
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Vaccins : étude de l'Immunisation à l’alde des glycoprotéines du VIH

EPITOPES RECOGNIZED BY THE NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODIES

Vaccines: Immunization Study Using HIV Glycoproteins

Th.C.0.29 OF AN HIV-1 INFECTED INDIVIDU
nas, P.

P.*; Matthews, T.***; Langlois, A.***; s
*Repligen Corporation, Cambridge,
Institute, Frederick, MD,

rham, NC, USA

*; Eckler, L.*; Nara,

MA, “USA; “*National Ca:
USA; “Duke University MedicalSchool,

Objective. To determinewee extent to which broadly neutralizing
antibodies raised by an HIV-1-infected individual recogni thi
principal neutralizing|epitope of the envelope protein gpi20
(amino acids256-3311).
Methods adly neutralizing serum from an antibody-positive,
asymptomaticdonor was subje

1 S were assayed
for inhibition of HIV-mediated cell fusion and for neutralization
of each of the three isolates.

lost of the antibodies that neutralize one isolate were
absorbed by peptides corresponding to its 296-331 envelope
sequence. By contrast, most of the antibodies that neutralize
the other two isolates were not absorbed by the immobilized
pept

Infected humans seem to raise a type-specific
neutralizing response against the principal neutralizing epitope
ef one isolate. Broad neutralization appears to result from the
recognition of other epitopes as yet unidentified.

 Th.c.0.31 STUDIES OF DELETION MUTANTS
— OFHIV-1 GP120

re, G. K.; Mann, K. A.; Pruyne,P. T.; Skiles, P. V.;
Steimer, K. S.et al. Chiron Corporation Emeryville, California, USA.

Objective. T‘0 determine the role of hypervariable regions in the structure , function, and
immunogenicity of HIV-1 gp120.

Sequences Fraquthe five major hypervariable domains ofthe gp120 region ofof the
elope gene were deleted u: ‘irected mutagenesis. nS ENcomy

acids {aa) 131-154 (V1), aa 156-198 wa, aa 300-332 (V3), aa 388-414 (va),and aa apt v5).TThe
reast as

CD4 binding of eachEPvarvariant was
CD4. Purified

yeast-derived variants were used to hyperimmunize test animals. ELISA titers versus the
immunizing antigen and virus neutralization titers against HIV-SF2 and HIV-BRU were
determined using standard techniques.
Results. Denatured, onglycosiyatededyeastderived wild type gp120 did not bind to CD4; while
purified or unpurified ived glycosylated gp120 bound CD4 as well as Free
from virus-infected leMarMammalian cellderived.deletionae of anyoralall of the

iable sequi i A,hypervarial

was at least 100-fold red

pesDroitlycos:wylated, proteins in mammalian celle
measuredbyra oi

120. In contrast, deletion of the variable
Ae did not perturb CD4 binding. In

immi icity studies, denatured, nonglycosylated gp120 polypeptides deleted in
hypervariablesons, including deletion of variable region V3, elicitedod PS:

tralization in guineapet Wielwep However, the satecosy!ylatedEenit with àRene of
igh titer

reduced relative to wild typeOL
L

antibody responses.
1dmays regions py a majorrole in the odgpidtenai of ponglycosylated

versions of gp130 p120 and its binding

Th.C.0.33 SAFETY AND DATEDRMGR OF cer1 RECOMBINANT GP 160
NTÉERS.VACCINE CANDIDATE IN Ni AL Vol

Dolin, Raphael*, Graham, po. vant tg, S**, Taackett, ce,
Belshe, R**, Clements, M*¥*, Fernie, B**, Stabiein, D¥**, Smith, Ge Koff,and Ki
wee, *University of Rochester, Rochester, NY, *#*NIAID. AIDS Vaccine’ Evaluation
Group, and ***MicroGeneSys, Inc., West Haven CT, U.S.A.

NEUTRALIZATION or IN VIVO HIV-1 INFECTIVITY MEDIATED BY IN
VITRO NEUTRALIZ INGANTIBODY
min Emi}aAe*; Eichberg, a:ae heres P

5.D. RER

Th.C.0.30
«L.***; Lewis,

J.A.*; Matsushita,
aMerck, Sharp and "Dohme Research.taboratoriesLe oint, PA, **Southwest
Foundation for Biomedical Research, nfo, TH, **NCI-Frederick
Cancer Research Facility, Frederick, MD, ****Kumamoto bniversity Medical
School, Japan, ***** Repligen Corporation, Cambridge, MA, U.S.A.

Shiective. To determine if an association exists between the ability of
to neutralize HIV infectivity in vitro and fits ability to prevent

HIV infection in vivo.
Methods. Titrated chimpanzee challenge inocula of HIV-1 (isolate HTLV-no)
weré fndividually incubated in vitro we (1) virus- neutralizing IgG fi
an HIV-seropositive chimpanzee, (2) a specific neutralizing monoclonal
antibody (0.56), (3) non-neutral izing 196 from an HIV-seropositive human,
( uninfected c' Both neutralizing antibody prepa-

120 major neutralizing determinant.
Each virus-antibody mixture was inoculated into a susceptible chimmpanzee.
arenesattconclusions. The polyclonal neutralizing96 inhibited in vivo

yy the cri terion of speci ibody devel op:n
the chalTenged animal.

 

 

9 2 3 o ct = o 3 D 9 @ + 3 a st ° e x = a e ity of aantibody to neutralize
HIV infectivity in vitro and its ability to inhibit HIV infection in vivo.

ADCC) FOLLOWING

HIV-1 GP160 VACCINE

; Belshe, R.B.*; and NIAID,

Th.C. 0.32 ANTIBODY DEPENDENT CELLULAR CYTOTOXICITY

VACCINATION WITH A RECOMBINANT

Gorse,Geoftrey*; Newman, F
AIDS Vacc. .

*Marshall “University, Huntington, WV, USA, **Bethesda, MD, USA.

Background:aera from asymptomatic

to mediate ADCC than sera from AIDS pat:tie!
ADCC activity may be a desirable goal in the dev

: To measure ADCC activity in sera obtaine

rGP160 (MicroGeneSys) vaccine trial.
hod: te ‘rom four adult vaccinees wh

HIV-1 infected rei are more likely

nts. rs
of

rom persons in

o developed antibody to 
ed ni for
and Suinfected xelle(a

of were labeled with [5*
Tneabated with vaccinee sera and control Western Biotpositive sere from
HIV-1 infected patients at dilutions of 1:5 to 1:40. PBL from no:

heaathy adults served as effector cells at an E:T ratio of 50:1. percent

jas measu. as antibody dependent minus an ly independent lysis.
Results: Sera from one vaccinee demonstrated a transient increase in percent

this vaccinee received 80ug doses of rGP160. None of 3 other vaccinees
acebo vaccines manifested significant percent ADCC during the

nelussion: We conclude that rGPi60 at the two dose levels tested did not
Te significant persisting antibody which mediated ADCC

Th.6.0.34 T CELL RESPONSES TO HIVIN WITH
RECOMBINANT VACCINIA VIRUS CONTAININ: ENVELOPE

*; Zarling, J.**;*; Hu, S.L.**; Watson, A.**; Corey,
L.* and Greenberg, P.*. *University of Washington, and **Onco; Seattle, WA USA

tv:vacciniavirus coindeHV
Methods: 2O subjects were vaccinated andJ then boosted 8 weeksweekslater with ei
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obiective: To assess the safety and immunogenicity of two dosages of an HIV envelope Vac or HIVAC-1e. ige:
glycoprotein (tep160) vaccine in normai volu - and at 4-weekintervalss post-vaccination. In vitro stimuli were several HIV antigen prepara-
ethods: inant -1 elycoprotein“(tgp160), prepared using a baculovirus tions including UV-psoralen inactivated live gp160; immunogens including Vac,

Methe (MicroGeneSys) was studied it normal volunteers in a multic: study, HSV, CMV,tetanus toxoid, and i mitogens including , Con A and
employing a double-blind, controlied experi ntal design. issu cts received 40 ug of : Tcell responses and serum neutralizin antibody were detectab!le prewvacein-
rgpl60, 18 received 80ug of rgp160, 18 received hepatitis B vaccine, 18 received ationin all 28/30 subjects previously immunized to Vac, including!13/15 recipients ofHIV

intra ar immuniz ployed (days 0, 30, 180). Subjec le. Vaccination with HIVACleDboosted the T cell response to Vac in 9/13acaskis
were followed for clinical and laboratory toxicitles for up to year. Serum antibody titer. The 2 HIVAC-le recipients with no de-
sponses were determined by Wes’ bl d strong in vitroproliferaive responses

Results: 39 females and 33 males participated, and 67 subjects received all three aod oaneentiters to VacamcpoevelThe second inoculation of Vac or HIVAC-
immunizations. Rgpl60 was weil tolerated, and there were no differences in a leata moeminiaugmentethroteTclresponsof the 30 subjects to Vac.
eactio g the g e also no differences in WBC, T4, T8, platelet Of the 13/15 HIVAC: P ry to Vac, 5
counts or Hblevels among the groups. Serum antibodies to gp120 detected by WB were f the HIV anti y contrast, the 2 HIVAC-le
first noted at day 44 in 4/17 subjects at the 40ug dose, and in 8/17 at 80ug. At day 194, Tecipients naive to Vac developed stron, iatyative responses to HIV anti t-
14/17 att ug dose and 13/17 t 80 se roreactive . Antibody vaccaccination. eiHIVrepensweedetectable inVac recipients. The PODSES 10
eactivity to and gp s seen less frequently. ELISA antibodies appeare: non-HIV : Bens W h r Vac or HIVAC-le.
generally later and less frequently than WB antibodies. Studies of Nt antibodies are Vaccina ls 1
Currently underway. nant Vac expressing gp160 elicits strong T to HIV,

usion: Thisengvaccine candidate iswell tolerated and non-toxic in normal in progressroanpieioaereepreviouslyvadervolunteers, Sp y WB. i ty to P antigens by vaccination,
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Th C 0 35 IMMUNOGLOBULINS (Igs) EXPRESSED BY AIDS-ASSOCIATED B CELL

~~ LYMPHOMAS (AL) CONTAIN SHARED IDIOTOPES (SIds) AND ARE

REACTIVE WITH HIV ANTIGENS.
Miller, Richard*; Hart, S.*; Wing, L.*; Samoszuk M.**;

Herndier, B.*** and McGrath, M.***
*IDEC Pharmaceuticals Corp., Mountain View, CA, **University of California

Irvine, Irvine, CA, kesUniveraitySE California San Francisco, San Francisco

Objective. The Ig ees of AL were analyzed using a panel of anti-
idiotype antibodies (ATAbs.

Methods. nel of 19 Arabs specific for lymphoma Slds was tested for

reactivity eeeinst AL and non-AIDS B cell lymphomas. Idiotypes expressing
SIda were isolated from AL and tested for HIV reactivit:
Results. Five AlAbs were found to cross-react with AL as * shown below.

 ATAb AIDS“High Gra Non-AIDS High Grade Low Grade
S2-33 12/24 re cases/total) 0/13 8/155
$30-47 2/10 13 4/155
B4/11 1/10 1/13 0/129
L50-19 1/10 ed 0/155
S37-68 1/10 os um149
The AIAb S2-33 reacted with 50% of AL tested.on tal, thes
reacted with at least 17/24 (70%) of Aue Thes
non-AL (high grade lymphomas) and 12% of low eta e 1
rescued from two AL and found to react with HIV 12 and p65 respectively.
Conclusion. AL express Igs whieh have SIds and HIV binding activity.

Aus reacted“as“nds 1/13

A COMMON CELL SURFACE IMMUNOGLOBULIN IDIOTYPE IN
HIGH.GRADE LYMPHOMAS ANDIN PRELYMPHOMATOUSREACTIVE
L NODESIN HIV-INFECTED INDIVIDUALS.

Herndier.Brian”.Kh yamBashi F*,Kaplan L',Millerr Re“Meeker T***,McGrath MS*.
“University of California. San Francisco, and
Caïüfornia, USA, **IDEC Pharmaceuticals, setaNView,
Administration Viecioa Center, San Francisco, CA,

Th.C.0.37

A, USA, and “UCSF/Veterans

Qbijective: To determine the role of viral-associated antigen interaction with B-celi
idiotypes"mepathogensis af AIDS-associated non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (A-!

taining of frozen tissue sections, Indirect immunofluorescance,
Methodetngene roarrangemment analysis ern ing.
Results: An IgM murine rca anti-idlotypic antibody Nu33) ae against an

w grade follicular lymphoma bound to 1) an immortal
Burkitt's lymphoma B-cell line Hoe), 2) an immunoblastic hmphane
AIDS-associated B-cell lymphomas (see R. Miller, eta abst at meeting), an
large proportion of B-lymphocytes In reactive follicul ar hyperpiag from 3
HIV-infected individualss (one Individual suse developed 2Sih rade (BL). The
Burkitt's lymphoma was monocional, whereas IBL and the foiilcuiar hyperplastic nodes

atfinity purified {gM sented by the 10C9 cell line bound to an
HIV-iinfected Toottne. put did notbind to an HTLV-I infected or uninfected T-cell line.

ngsofa“shared idiotype on both mo:nocionalsand polyclonal B-cell
populations aad from infected individuals suggests a mo! eceurri
during the evoil D ANAL,"Since the 1009 tymphoma idiotypeis pr against antigens
on HIV-infected calls, the pathogenesis of A-NHL may Include antigen-dependent steps.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BURKITT'S AND NON-TN,S HIGH GRADE

LYMPHOMAS (HGL} ASSOCIATED WITH HIV INF|

aud Raphael, M. :

Th.C.0.39

Tourani, ae 7 Dupo M.: for the French HIV-Associates

tumors Legit HART oncatogyamatoioey, Laennec hospital, 42 rue de

Sévres 98340Parts - CEDEX 07 - FRANCE

From 1.87 to’ 9.88, L were recorded in the HATR: Burkitt's lymphomas10.

Non-Burkitt's

1.

Jomo $¢: ot a

not available 14. Initial characteristics of BL and NBL are given in the
Tab.

Available si NBL P Value

a fatients 102 39 6 -
102 36/3 59/4 NS

age mnx 93 20/72 19/73 NS

40

stage.awIV/Extra-Nod 101 38/1 38/4 0.900004

HIV+/AIDS 96 33/4 33/26 gars

CD4 Cell/ul Min-Max sg 21-1125 «0-288

Mean 2st 121

We conclude that there are significant sesPetween 8L and NBL for
clinical presentation {stage I-IV VS extra-nodal o: and 6L occurs earlier

course of HIV infection. Ctispetheiosteal implications of

these differences will be discussed taking into account both 8 and T cell

disorders of HIV disease.

Th .C 0 36 ANAL HPVODUMfrendCYTOLOGICABNORMALITIESIN
‘D INDIVIDU. nzales, J., > California,Heand

enbiatt, R. UniversityoF California, San Francisco, Califo: U.S.A,

cancer may be up to 25 time:

s
Objective. Anal re common in homosexual males
matched heterosexual contro!

junction for cropalawedby asecacond swab for HPV DNA hybridization studies. HPV
DNA typing © performed using RNA:DNA hybriidization viea
screeningmire onHPVV6.iL116,1831 ~33 and 35 RNA probes.Results Twenty-nine sm

using cytologic criteriasimilar to those in use for crieitr

ma. Forwifi‘ive of

Vv DI (p<, inary S gra e samp!
into types 6/11, seria or “51/3338 indicate that type 16/18 was detected in 50% of the
positiveamples, 3 17%, widouble infection in‘some specimens.

in homosexual
was detected in a large©sub of males

t association betweenAicon and HPV
nts a

and ovellogieabn

anfection was fou
and therefore the significance of these
studies are in progress.

re anal ca!
indings is not yet knownpraprospective follow-up

Th. C. 0.38 PRESENCE OF EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS BY IN-SITU HYBRIDIZATION IN
oseKIN'S LYMPHOMAS OF AIDS , PATIENTS

Jeannette Guarner*; del Rio C.+; H x L.+; Un E.R.*
*Emory University and +Crawford Long Hospital of Emory Taiversity,atlanta,
Ga. 30322, U.S.A.

Objec . The majority of non-Hodgkin’ 8 Zymphowas (NEL) occurring in AIDS
seeare high grade malignant lymphomas of immunoblastic or small, non

d cell t e latter bear histologic similarities
kitt's lymphoma where EBV is thought to play. an etiologic
for an association of EBV with NHL of various histologic ces‘in AIDS pa-
tients.
Methods. In-situ hybridization was performed on formalin or B5 fixed paraf—

t 13 Afin embedded tissues from IDS patients with NHL using biotinylated por-
tions of the EBV genome (Bam Hl fragments K, A, V and Y/H) and colorimetric
detecti
Results. EBV 8signal was demonstrated in the nucleus and cytoplasm of the neo-
plastic cells from 9 of t 13 NHL; 6/6 diffuse small noncleaved cell type
‘(Burkitt's lymphoma), a8diffuse large cell type, 1/2 diffuse large cell
immunoblastic lymphoma, 0/1_low gradelymphoplasmacytoid 1ymp
onclusions. Our data show a cons:eeeent association of EBV with the small

AIDS. In other histologic varieties EBV was asso-
f of the cases. This association warrants further inves-

tigation into the etiologic role of EBV in AIDS related lymphomas.

A REPORT OF 435 CASES FRON GICAT (Gruppo Italiano

Tusori). Tirelli Umberto, Vaccher E., Lazzarin A., Rez:
oevontardini S. et al, Centro di Riferisento Oncologico,

Th.C.0.40 NIV-RELATED Juners:

Cooper
G., Gavesto F.,

33081,Aviano, Italy.

Objective. To evaluate the antand natural history of HIV-related tusors in Italy.

ionnaires sen ectious disease specialists, hesatologists and

oncologists, the GICAT has since 1986 ‘heen collecting data on HIV-related jrs Results. As of

435 HIV-related tuwors were recorded: 198 KS (9% of AIDSA

(6% of AIDS cases), 20 other tumors, In Ita Teyvenue drug abusers

vos)cure 67% of AIDS cases. The Table summarizes the main ‘ca regarding KS high-grade
WHL a

 

 we MAIN G! INCIDENCE PECULIAR FINDINGS

KS 190 Treensen 65% Increased Advanced stagesif; GI iavolvesent®

A poor outcome

WHL high 116 IVDA 65% Increased Burkittet;cust; extranodal® ;
grade oral & anal involvement; poor outcone

Ho 52 IVOA 85% Probably increased MC & LOP; extranodal? ; Stages III 6

IV* poor outcone
t least 15% of AIDS is associated with tuners; 2) the

KS;

Conclusion. In this IVDA-based series: 1) a

anal cancers are very rar:
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Le réle des macrophages et des lymphocytes commeréservolrs du VIH-1
Role of Macrophages and Lymphocytes as Reservolrs of HIV-1

 

 

ENTRY OF HIV INTO CELLS ROLE OF MACROPHAGES IN eemee OF HIV

Th.C.0.41 McDougal me Steven*; Maddon, P.J.**; Orloff, G.*: Th. C. 0.2Gartner, Suzanne” and Po,opovic,
Claphan, Rs Dalglesunaeawkpar S#**; “New Mexico State University PimateResearcohInstituute,

mnedy, Me loff, S.*; Weiss, R.A.* Axel, *Centers Alamogordo, New Mexico, USA, National Cancer Institute,
for Disease contr‘ol, AtLanta, GA,àUSA, ‘colina"tniversity, New York, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

» USA, ***Chester Beatty Laboratories, Londo

th in vivo and in vitro studies clearly indicate tha‘

Objective. To determine whether the CD4 molecule, which servesoa an aoeofthe mononuclearphagocyte lineage play a key role in
attachment protein (receptor) for HIV, also functions in the H the pathogenesis of AIDS. To facilitate a more detailed analysis
internalization even of HIV-1 interactions with cell types of this lineage, a cell
Methods. Conditions for6eaturating cells with HIV and for synchronizing culture system using normal monocyte/macrophages (MM) from

‘thepenetration event were developed as were assays to detect peripheral blood has been developed. We have previously shown
internalization and aIpenetration. Mutations were introduced into the that MM are highly susceptible and permissive hosts for "fresh"
cytoplasmic segment of CD4 rendering cells that express these mutant CD4 RIV-1 i ecovered from various tissues of virus-positive

molecule: able of phosphokinase C~induced CD4 internalization. individuals. Utilizing this MM cell culture system, will
its. Track: D4 during HIV penetration failed to detect CD resent di demonstrating that (a) cells of the mononuclear

nternalization. Induct: o Liz. mn did not enhance HIV phagocyte lineage are ipal si of HIV-1 replicati

infectivity nor did inhibition of CD4 internalization prevent HIV early in the course of the virus infection, (b) "freshly"

infection. Cells expressing CD4 mutant molecules phat are incapable of recovered (not propagated in permanent cell lines) HIV-1

internalization wer rtheless, infectable by H isolates are dual (MM and T cell) tropic, (c) in vitro-
Conclusion. HIV venetration does not require internalization of its infected MM exhibit functional alterations similar to those

receptor, CD4. observed in AIDS patients and (d) the most efficient HIV-1
transmission from MM to T cells occurs during specific

gen presentation.

CYTOKINE INDUCTION OF HIV EXPRESSIONTh.Cc.0.43 SURFACEREFODENTTIUN STRUCTORE FOR H1V Th. C. 0.44 ue ational Institute of Allergy and
infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland,

MRC Clinical Research Centre, Harrow, HA! 3UJ, U.K.

The surface recognition structure for HIV is the CD4 molecules which binds We have previously established an in vitro model system for the study of
to the gpl20 component of the HIV envelope. with a high affinity (107M). the induction of expression of HIV in patenely|*coronteally infected

is property is conserved amongst all isolates of HIV-1, SIV and HIV-2, promonceytic (U-1) and T lymphocyte (ACH-2) c es
although the finity may bi tl is bL these systems to demonstrate the induction ofoav saa ession in these cell
attraction|of the envelope for such an important immunological ligand as s certain cytokines. Specifically, tumor necrosis factor )-

explain the development of an acquired immunodeficiency alpha was capable of inducing HIV expression in both U-1 and ACH-2 cells.
without invoking direct cytopathic effect by the complete virus. sking Other kines such as interleukin (IL)-6 and granulocyte-macrophag:
of the CD4 epitope by envelope may prevent antigen presentation and other colony stimulating factor (GMCSF) were able to induce HIV expression in U-
CD4 dependent immunological functions, as well as leading tc clonal 1 but not in ACH-2 cells. In addition, there was significant synergy
deletion of activated CD4 cells by cytotoxic cells. These hypotheses may between TNF-alpha and IL-6, and INF-alpha and GMCSF in the induction of
be investigated using soluble and soluble gpl20. The detrimental IV expression the U-1 cell line. The pathways of induction consisted
ffect of soluble gpl20 in immunological response assays, the of a transactivating mechanism whereby a DNA-binding protein was shown to

beneficial effect of soluble CD4 in in vitro and in vo rolopical selectively bind to the NFkB site of the HIV LTR. Most recent experiments
systems suggests that soluble CD4 may have beneficial “tnerapet effects have demonstrated an autocrine/paracrine loop involving the induction of

even at doses much les those required t antiviral effect HIV expression by TNF-alpha which in synergy with PMA can regulate its own

br inactivating soluble gp120 enGree Vite . ceine expression. Tmore, we have demonstrated that cytokine induction of
strategies based on gp120/CD4 have been examine using anti-CD4 monoclonal HIV expression involves the direct or irect activation of phosphokinase
antibodies whic’ luce an internal image response mimickingime p120 doexo anethat inhibitors of PKC can il V expression. e
bindingsiteonon CDs and therefore bind and neutralise a broad of HIV del syst 11 be used to further delineate the precise mechanismms of
solat studies now been extended to further Chevacterise wry expryession.and, perhaps, the control of expression of HIV in infected

ine anti. tdiotnic response, the role of adjuvants and the response of the cells
human immune system to anti-CD4 monoclonal antibodies.
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Vaecins: utilisation d’un modéle anima! pour|’étude des vacelns anti-VIH
Vaccines: Use of Animal Model to Study Anti-HIV Vaccines

Th C.0 45 Immmization of Rhesus Macaques with Inactivated SIV Fails to Th.C.0.46 HIV IMMUNIZATION AND CHALLENGE OF HIV SEROPOSITIVE

Protect Against Mucosal or IV Challenge. AND SERONEGATIVE CHIMPANZEES. Gibbs! C. Mora,!
Sutjipto, S, Pedersen, N., Gardner, M.B., Hanson, C.V., Miller, R. Peters,2 F. £Jensen? D. J. Carlo2 and Salk.3 NIH,

C., Gettie, Jennings, M, Higgins, J. am , ensen, 3
: . Marx, P.A. University of Bethesda, MD; e Immune ResponseseCorporation, San Diego, CA;

California, Davis, Davis, CA.UU.S.A. Salk Institute,SaDiego, CA. U3the

Objective: To determine if immmization rhesus macaques with an Obicctive: To determine the chararacteristicsoP‘he serologicogicresponse of HIV

inactivated whole Simian Immunodeficiency virus vacc: protects seropositive seronegative lenge.

. ici x (sm) ine Methods: Three adult chimpanzees (two9seropositive andone seronegative) wen

 

  

 

 

or IV challenge with live SIV. : .
Methods: Eight juvenile rhesus received 4 immmizations (2 my total viral inoculated ILM.(primary and 2 boosterter doses) with a gamma irradia! s HIV

protein) of

of

peoralen uv oeinactivated SIVyao With MOP adjuvant. Eight immunogen emulsified in incomplete Freund's sas (FA). Approximately 13-15 months

ved adjuvant only. ‘The humoral response before and after the initial immunization, these chimpanzees and an untreatreated control animal wi

coe

ck

Dans was moni’ western blot and neutralization assays. challengedLVLV. with 10 infectio:Us doses‘ofHIV. Western blow, ELISA's and tests

The animals were challengedIV and by genital mucosa with 10-100x the for neucngtyenewisco-cultivation ofPBL. werewere perf A-86C and A-3
Odse (< 1TCID/50) of live SIVpac- Viremia was a. ; ane

assayed 4Scocultivation of PEMC with CEM x 174 cells amd the mmber of exhibited an anamnestic response to the first dose of immunogen;aise initally seronegative

infected cells was roughly quantitated by Limiting dilution assay animal, A-36, manifested a primary- Tesponse after the first and second

: The vaccinated made an adequate response as judged doses, respectively. After challenge, A-86C and A exhibited no evidence of infection

by imancblot and neutralization assays and by ison to our provicus virologically or serologically. In contrast, A-36 became virus positiveafafter challenge and

results with D-retrovirus vaccines. However, at 2 and 6 weeks after re anamnesaimpinfoctiionwith8 riseinoneter from 1:16,000 to

challenge with live SIV,BYby either Iv or genital mucosal routes, virus was 1:256,000. : vir teadso

readily isolated fron PEMC ccinated rhesus rimar
controls. ‘The number of “Tnrectadceed Geilswas me significantly Aifrerent in , : Csusionse PRosDAUet

the two groups. the ingtonOeTheta to infection by ppotent

a

nonin ee be an

: Immunization

of

rhesus macaques wi inacti attainable goal. anamnestic lowing e observed in in contrast

vaccine failed to peotect’asainst viremia Following aliens Live tothe Enoftmpue iywdacs infeeionobservedi Acidealae thethe possibiltytha
geni cosall uction of i ni ase, through vaccine-indu: unolgic me:

Sac y the IV and tal . achieved even if infection is not prevented.

Ti GU. IMMUNOGENICITY OF POTENTIAL HIV VACCINES IN CHIMPANZEES Simien Temunity to HIV-1 Candidate Vaccines

h.C.0 47 Girard,Marc? ; Kieny, M.P., and Lecocg, J.P. 2 : Yagello, M., Th.C.0.48

BP,

Neumannand N.V, O'Shaughnessy, Bureau of Laboratories

nd Gluckman, 3.0.3; "parré-Sinoussi, F., and Montagnier, ErinReasearch Services, Federal Centre for AIDS, Ottawa
a +

4 ; Muchmore, E.5 ; and Fultz, P.6 - lPasteur Vaccins, Marnes-la-Coquette
2Transgane, mereune ScHU Pitié-Salpétriére, Paris, institut Pasteur, Paris GC. Smith and M. Cochran, MicroGeneSys Inc., West Haven, CT

France ; SLEMSIP, Tuxedo, NY andd 6Yerkes Primate Center, Atlanta, USA.
The first HIV vaccine approved for clinical trial statua by the U.S.

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective.ective: Totestthethesafety immunogenicity and efficacy of potential HIV FDA waa that.produced in a baculovirus-insect cell expression system by
vaccines in chimpan :

Methods. Chimpanzeeswere immunized with multiple injections of vaccin Micitiellyà 8. ve have studied theanti 7 reE0 of 12 rhesus monkeys
Virus recombinants expressing gpi6Qenv and p25gag, ‘ollowed by inact vated initia iy inocu ate vith various loses of the gp recombinant envelope

HIV formulated with Syntex aajuvant(SAF). Humoral re cellular HIV ett one Immunoblot and neutra: aedreeaassys on these wonkey sere have

immunity was assesse owe‘“persistent, albeit, attenuaareassponse one year after the final

Results. One animal, that had antibody (Ab) titers in the range of 1:100,000 mseen phone es ing Beecare ioorvobioraad re

(Western blot and ELISA) and sustained T-cell proliferative responses ization assays simale al received Loosterswith a 3 doe eginen of

purified LV gp160,waschatlenged mit32eo oftheLAVepÀcrating a new p24 (gag) recombinant protein. This induced the anticipated immuno-

: “oe [ blot reactivity and also complemented the in vitro neutralizing capability

at 2 weeks after challenge, thus demonstrating lack of protection. en due to gpl60. The monitorin of the long term persistence of antibody (in-

fold anamnestic response was observed in ELISA titer, followed by progressive cluding; op160.livin ) is on 8. 8 pe y

appearance of Al , nef, vif. Neutralizing Ab titers, however, 8 8 gor
remained low o betondetection, even during 7subsequent hs. Two
unchallenged animals that had underrgone a parallel immunization course were
repeatedly boosted sith gp160 in SAF, with no significant increases in ELISA
or neutralizing titers.
Conclusion. A vaccination regimen involving a live recombinant vaccine, inac-
tivated ATV and gp160 env induced good cell-mediated and humoral immunity,
but only poor neutralizing activity, indicating that better presentations of
virus neutralization epitopes must be devised to elicit protective immunity.

Th.C.0.49 VACCINATION WITH LIVE|RETROVIRUSES: THE NATURE DEVELOPMENT OF AN HIV SUBUNIT VACCINE
UU,

oe OTECTIVE IMMUNE RESPONSE.

Putney.

Scott—D.*; Javaherian, K.*; Profy, A.*;

“Ruprecht.Auth-M."; H mm, ReF Mullaney, 5 Gama Sosa, M.” and Finberg, R Rusche, J.*; Matthews, T.**; and Bolognesi, D.**.

Dana-Farber Cancer‘institute, and Harvard Medical School, Boston, #Repligen Corporation, Cambridge, MA, USA, **Duke University

Massachusetts, USA. Medical School, Durham, NC, USA

Qhiective. T inated Objective. To develop an effective HIV subunit vaccine able to

with alive, Toasenk retrovirus, protect against infection by diverse HIV isolate

Adult female BALB/c ‘mice were inoculated with live Rauscher Murine Leukemia Methods. Recombinant HIV vaccine candidates including the entire

virus (RLV) at time 0. Four hours after virus exposure, the animals were given post-exposure envelope, 9p160, have been produced from several different HIV-1

(AZT or Zidovudine) in combination with isolates in E. coli and in insect cells and synthetic peptides of

recombinant human inereronan for 20 d. At the end of therapy, these animals were freé the envelope have been made. Animals including chimpanzees|were

of viremia and disease. On day 25, they |werechallenged with live RLV in the absence of immunized and the neutralizing antibody response was mea
The principal neutralizing epitope within gp16:

and disease. Splenocytes from these immune animals were Injacted Into syngonelsnaive mapped to a hypervariable region of gpl20(aa 308-331). Antibodies

reciplents eitherdirectly or after removing

B

cells or monocytes by passagethrough nylon to this region neutralize free HIV and prevent CD4 cell fusion.

wool columns, or after removal of various T-cell subsets. One hour after adoptivecel Antibodies to this epitope delay HIV infection of chimpanzees (E.

transter ip g 10 A. Emini, et al.). Antibodies to this epitope do not prevent

byerncra 2 P binding of gp1l20 to CD4 and therefore neutra ize HIV via a post-

y binding step. We are PCR sequencing this region from many

bien of4x 10° unfractionated immune T calls was sufficient to ee pave dsolates to uncover common elements. Chimpanzees immunized with

ST 160 formulated in ISCOM particles demonstrate neutralizing

a drastic reduction in the numberof recipient animals resistant to viral challenge. Passive antibody titers comparable to those elicited by infectious HIV.

serotherapy was protective. . AZT and Conclusion. An immunogen, composed of either a cocktail or a

Conclusion. Live RLV, p ~ attenuated by apy with ÆT and hybrid polypeptide, incorporating this epitope from severalvos

F ts strains may elicit protective immunity to many isola

Teydue1to the action of immune cytotoxic T cells. ISCOM may be a useful adjuvant topresent these iemanogens.
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Mise au point de médicaments et vaccins
Drug Development and Vaccines
M C P. 1 DIFFERENTIAL VIRAL GENE EXPRESSION AND THEIR

“we! EFFECT ON THE BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF CLONES

OF AN HIV-1 INFECTED CELL LINE

*, Rodr: ez, V*, Josephs, S.**,
R.C.**, Sarngadharan, M.G.* *Bionetics Research,
Rockv lle, MD, yeetheei Cancer institute, NIH,

e the biochemical and biological propert
of RRQ (605/451) qimieb Sécrates both gp120 and gp160

th xt

Galio,

llular med
is: Obtain single Arclones of 6D5/451 cells and

examine their morpholo
form ng metabolically
labeled celis the expression of viral proteins was also
analyzed.

Three interesting clones secreting functional gp120
and gp160 in the medi obtained.
pressed viral reverse transcriptase (RT) an

CD4 positive cells.
gp160 but did not form syncytia with +
clones had integrated full length genome when examined by
restriction enzyme analysis.

: Even minor changes in the genome of HIV~1 can lead
© a preferential expression of the viral gene products which
influence the biological properties of the infected cells.

M C P. 3 CLINICAL EVALUATION OF BapeMENA AIDS VACCINES

“wee Koff, Wayne C.*, Wescott, S.L., Novak, J., Stablein, D.,
Fernie, B., and Gerin, J. for tneSNTAID ADs Vaccine
Evaluation croup, Bethesda: Maryland, U.S

The process of conducting clinical trials of AIDS vaccines poses significant
scientific and logistical challenges including strategies for res of
volunteers, pentident ality, vaccine hb id o

difficultorties dilemmas. In orde
and effective AIDS vaceine, the Vaceine Researe
the AIDS“frocrea, NIAID has established a multi-center cooperative clinical

trials network. The AIDS Vaccine Clinical Trials Network consists of an AIDS
Vaccine Selection Committee the NIAID AIDS Vaccine Evaluation Group
(composed of AIDS Vaccine Evaluation Units, Data Coordinating and Analysis

Center, Data and Safety Monitoring Board, Core Immunology Laboratory:|end

The capacity to clinically evaluate multiple A
ly has been instituted, and two Eandidate AIDS

accines are currently being tested utilizing comprehensive core protocols.
ximum safety

is compiled. Guidelines

with a detailed review
approaches developed to address the issues unique to the tlinical evaluation

of AIDS vaccines.

PRODUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A HUMAN-MOUSE
CHIMERIC MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY (CB1) AGAINST HIV
Matsushita Spyznee: Lou] Maeda, Y.*; Tokiyoshi,

S.**; Hattori, T.* and Takatu e Second Division of
Internal medicine, Kuma Mivarsityhed cat School, Kumamoto
Chemo-Sero-Therapeutic Research Institute, Kumamoto, Japa

M.C.P.5

y' TETEB1) cells which produced a type specific
neutralizing monoclonal pane (0.58) were used to produc n-mous
chimeric body. Both and V, genes were cloned from SACETcells and
linked to.h man Ken s fespecttively. These chi
transfected with

4

e d a
“jveinfectionwasnftected with 0. 5B and C61pie U937 cells sed a

HIV infection assay. ement dependentweytolys!s of
ody dependent cellular cytotoxicity against

veinfected cells were abserved in i 1. By
contrast, murine 0.58 failed to mediate these activities

Conclusion. These results may facilitate the use of human-mouse chimeric
monoclonal antibodies against HIV-infections.

542

Inc., -
Bethesda, MDU.S.A.

e

PROTECTIVE VACCINE AGAINST FELINE LEUKEMIA VIRUS USING
A RECOMBINANT ANTIGEN

LI*; G.A. Baltz*; C.H. Bunge;
Marcianix, Corporation,

wiVirbac Laboratories, 06516 Carros, France.

Objective. To produce a feline leukemia virus (FelV) recombinant subunit

M.C.P.2

A, Aubert**; and DJ.
Worcester, MA, USA,

HUMORAL AND CELLULAR
RECOMBINANT  HIV-HEPATITIS
PARTICLES.

M C P 4 IMMUNE RESPONSE TO
dé SURFACE ANTIGEN

Michel, M.L.*#; Maryine_Mancini; Vogt, G.***; Hennin, Y.**; Rivitre, Y.**;
ermont, D.Dre and Tiollai

*Unité de Recombinaison et Expression Génétique|{INSERM U.163, CNRS UA 271),
Institut Pasteur, 28 du Docteu Roux Paris Cédex 15, **Unite
d'Oncologie Virale, Instiftut Pasteur, 2 founRowe sa Paris Cédex 15,
***Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique, Fontenay:aux Roses, Fran

Objective. To evaluate the immunogenicity of HBsAg particles carrying HIV!
envelope determinan
Methods. Rhesus mimacaques were immunized with recombinant HIV-HBsAg particles
purified from transfected mammalian cells.
Serum vaccinated animals was“evaluated for antigenic potency and for the
ability to peutralizeHIVI infectivity in vitro.
Peripheral biood es were tested for their ability to proliferate in response
to stimulation wi purified, non disrupt HIVI.
Results. Using a HBsAg particle carrying a fragment of BVgpiz0 enveloppe protein
(AA385-472) comprising the CD4& binding site, we obtained neutralizing antibody
againsta and a T cell response against both parts of ‘the fusion protein (HBsAg

id HIV)
Conclusion, HBsAg particles seem to be a good carrier for the presentation of HIV
epitopes and enable us to induce in vaccinated macaques neutralizing antibodies and
an helper T cell response against a functional domain of gp120 envelope protein.

M.C.P.6 MAPPING THE NEUTRALIZING EPITOPE OF HIV-1 ENVELOPE
PROTEIN

*; Ross, K.*; Profy, A.*; Langlois,
A. **; Matthews, T.**; Putney, S.*
*Repligen Corpor:ation, Cambridge, MA, USA, **Duke University
Medical School, Durham, NC, USA

Qbjective.We showed previously that the principal neutralizing
domain of HIV-1 envelope protein of IIIB isolate represented by a
24 amino acid peptide called RP135 is located w na disulfide
loop (amino acide 296-331) the
neutralizing epitope more precisely inside the

parts of the loop were synthesized. Sera were raised against these
peptides and each was tested for fusion inhibition and
nentrelzation activit

nly peptides“related to the "tip" of the loop containing

brid

peptide of 15 amino acids which was shown to neutralize two viral
isolat.

Sera raised against small peptides (8-10 amino res)
correspond!ng to the tip of the principal neutralizing domain
3160 are capable of neutralizing the virus.
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HIV-1 RECOMBINANTgp160yARECIPIENTS
PE PHOCYTE PROLIFERATION

WESTERN BLOT REACTIVITY.
Dolin, R., Reichman, R.C.

University of Rochester School of Medicine, Rochester, NY USA

 

Objecective. To characterize cellular responses to HIV EGP160 vaccil
D multicentered AIDS vaccine evalua rogram.

enrolled 12 voluiteersiina Phase 1 randomized, double-blind, plaeettrial“ot

 

M.C.P.7 PEPTIDES: PRELIMINARY RESULTS. M.C.P.8
Vastin, *:**; Claverie, J.M.**; Barre-Sinoussi, F.C.**; Kourilsky, P.** and

Dormont, D.*.**, Keefer, Michael C., Bonnez
*CRSSA CEA (DPS/SPE). oe >, Paris, France.

Objectives. genic pepti ff motives, we tried to
boost the ii HIV proteins wi f th i i f HIV's GAG Methods. As part of the NIAID
polyprotein,
Methods. Five GAG synthetic pepti and whi
are conserved among 13 HIlac ave tnocuibo ewe sina! species Cou, Rabi
Babaons). 

 They
À protein (LAV Vin

aolwhich hlonouIYprosenpc
d febrileeneof

wich was different than the HIV proteins injection locus. Controls behave with no abnormal clinical

Conclusions, Four of thes. pept ported pri by HLA A-2

(US@ OF POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION FOR DIRECT DETECTIONOFHIV-I

IN CLINICAL SAMPLES

WW . Keller, D.P, Huang, M, Fisher and D. Petersen.

Biotech enr Laboralories, Rockville, MD 20850 USA

M.C.P.9

Objectives: The Polymerase. Chain Reaction assay was uscd for the direct detection of HIV-

1 nucleic acid scquences in peripheral blood amends, (PBL's) from high risk male
homosexuals, blood donors who tested posilive for ELISA, babies born to HIV

seropositive mothers, sdfrom normal control indiue

¢ DNA was extracted and HIV-1 specific sequences were amplified by PCR using

specific primers for theà and eny regions. contr‘ol amplifications were performed using

primers for 8-glubin. All samples were tested by ELISA and Westem Blot assays. ome

samples were also tested by co-cultivation with PHA stimulated PBL's from normal d S.

Results: anenene positive ples tested (ahout 40 patient samples) were als. PCI

positive. Hows 10 cut of a high risk individuals

negative were positive by PCR. f i

HIV-I, Almos'!at all (340/343) antibody positi
of

who were anti

positive. ene mples, however, which.pelonged lo the igh tisk mate homosexuals
group) w re repeatedly negative or only borderline positive by PCR for both and ¢nv. All

babies born to seropositive mothers were HIV-1 antibody petiive,gr due ue

presence of maternal antibody. Approximately 60% (56/94) 0: babies were

osilive, while the rest were negative. All 67 normal donors tested. menenegative by yer.

: PCR provides an extremely sensitive test for

This assay is capable anfdetectingay infection in high risk individuals, even before

they seroconvert, and of confirming Western Blot indeterminate samples. In addition, PCR

may be a useful tool for examinin, babiesporn to scropositive mothers, where the presence of

antibody does not necessarily imply infection. The PCR method is much faster, cheaper and

far more sensitive than cocultivation for the direct detection of HIV in clinical samples.

CLINICALVIR! IMBINANT

M.C.P.11 CECABE1 GP160 VACCINE (HIVAC-:ie

Collier,Aan®; Hu, S-L**;ree R®; Asditti, D®; Corey, L*.
reLS WA, USA.

Objective. To describe and © i ft
nnSpitede(VAC)endinn)cs
 

VACieor¥nV(a)bby intradermal scarification in initial(T) dosesTu‘moteMoraor
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

aLB8weeks later.
AC: df ination si in 1/2 Vinaive,and 5/0, 9/10 and

9/9 L, M,andNdabe ln recipients, mean duration of I
PAVACie and 47 tage be VIPANS)Aer8(50%) of HIVAC-1e and6(43%) ofV recipients shed virus

the site for 1.0 and 0.8 days, re p ).
last day HIVA jects sb id à in. 26 0f
the 29 persons wil istory of previ had alizing antibody ti LL The baseline
GMT for HIV. ipi d 21 after I and 108 after B. For V recipients, the

pecti 82.4 and 82.5. 61% of subjects had ise in V lizing titer after I

cither ipients; 2
ead1Voarsopoentedorstot Ab to gpl ea cataO, TheesAHIVAGLe subjectswho

shed vieus for14days developed HIV envAb compared to 0/12 whoshed for <14 days.
Conclusion Thi -1 gpl
vaccine. linical irol ination were similar b HIVAC-teand V. The

f b ion of HIVA icati
lated th € es Los eu fincal viral reniication after R

recombinant HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein gpl60 (rGP160;
MicroGenSy) Six subjects received rGP160, lep-B vaccine, an placebo at 0, 1,

6 months. We performed lymphocyte pro!iterationat (LPA)using cryopreserved
peripheralood mononuclear leukocytes obtained at d 6 (28 days post first booster).
The rGP16! a control consisting primarily of theMao contaminating baculovirus
glycoprotein wereused as anti
Results. Backgr baculovirus proliferation was eliminated in 11/12 subjects at a
concentration of “Dl meg/ml in dose response assays. Higher antigen concentrations
produced generalized stimulation and did not distinguish the vaccine recipients from
controls. mi, ail 6 rGP160 recipients had stimulation indices (SD>2.5 (5/6
had SI >3..By The st was <2.0 in all 6 subjects who did not receive rGP160. Western blot
(WB) assays were performed on sera and
recipient at that time. Sequential LPA
vaccination, Sl=4.8 at day 28 (immediately pre
positive wB),and SL2 three post-first booster.“The other 5 rGÉ160 recipients

Conclusions The HIV-AL'rGP6O vaccine induces ceilular im
ed byly prioi ibodies by Western blot.

GP160 ISOCOMS: A CANDIDATE HIV VACCINE

M.C.P.10 Aero
Morein,

L. *. Villacres,M.*, Lundin, K. **, Ljunggren,K.**,
B*. ter, BOX 585, S-75123

“eroiinae Institute, Box 60400, ps10402. Stockholm, SWEDE?
ect us“formulate a candidate HIV vaccine the prevention oof

methods. Tscoms ware formed using gpl60 (vaccinia) me gP160 (baculo)
to Morein et al. (1984).Immme analyzed in an

indirect ELISAusing defdefined recarbinant technology products peptide
These entigens vere gpiso (vaccinia), PB1 ( part of gp120)

on test vas
Ljunggren et al. (1987)

Lundin et al.(1987).

binding positive Jurkat cells was shown by
of serum dilutions of 1/50 to 1/1250. Syncytial inhil

the homologues isolate IZIB were in the order of 1/4 to 1/128
and cross neutralization titers were in the range of 1/4 to 1/16 using

the possibility ofFinding grou

M.C.P.12 KINETICS, MAGNITUDE AND DURATION OF ANTIBODY RESPONSES IN
HIV-1 RGP180 VACCINEES.

the MAID ADS Vaca mor Midthun, K;*Clayman, B.; s*Smth,G.;*Viscid, Ri and
ine Evaluation Group. *Johns opkins University, Baltimore, Maryland USA;

*MicroGeneSys, Inc., West Haven, Connecticut, U:

Objective, To characterize the Kinetics, Magnitude and duration of serum antibody responses of
healthy adults participating in @ mutticentered phase 1 safety and immunogenjenicity trial of

expressed gp160 (rapt60)ofof HIV-1 (VaxSyn HIV-1 MicroGeneSys, inc.}.
Methods, seronegative vol + and 6 months with 40 or 80
BgFapt60 (Ne24) oF à control |.

re before and at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 6, 6.5, 7 and 9 months after were tested
107106 antibody responses by Biotech, Western blot (WB), Abbott HIV EIA, and

. The specificity

i vaccinees 2 by assay, 96% 4In rgp1 ly any assay, were
by fopi60EIA,91% by WB. and 39% by Abbott HIV EIA, The 60
EIA and WB results was 91% compared to 58% for tha rgp160 EIA and Abbott HIV EIA. gne
specificity of the tests was 100% each for the rap 160 EIAand WB and 60%for Abbott HIV EIA.

The Hictice andmagniude of enaibody responses
the pie EM SRERTU17% hadesignificant lee Ie
ntibody titer after the first, 73% second, and 100% the third vaccination. After the

to determine the duration of responses over the 8-month period after vaccination.
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: EVALUATION OF A SYNTHETIC HIV-T ‘P-17-BASED CANDIDATE AIDS
M.C.P.13  vaconre, HcP-30 M.C.P.14 fonKaren;Garon,Rs, ML*:

Smith,Le; and Adier, W.***, *Johns poireUniver,Batinore,
Allan.Géldstein*. Paul H. Naylor*, J. E. kley*, C. W. Naylor, J. USA,©*wicroGeneSys, Inc., West , USA, ANR Ni:

Gibbs**, and P.S. Sarin**, *The George Washington University1Medical Genter, USA
Washington, 2.6 + National Instituteeof Health, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.
Oblective: © evaluate the|safety, unogenicity and <ttteacy of a synthetic To evaluate cell mediated immune responses in healthy adi participated in a
subunit | accine based on IV p17pertine analogue (HGP-3! | and immunogenictty tral of recombinant gp160 (ropteo)¢otnNHIV-1 (VaxSyn

The synthetic peptide HGP-30 (Naylor et al, PNAS, 84, 2951, 1987) HIV, MicroGeneSys,inc.
was conjugateed to keyhoole impet jocyan:ania (KLH) and injected with various o fe = =
adjuvants at different doses in variety of animal species. The presence of ato.andand beensB N=3) or"parte no AI 6| opieugeoedEsugmp6(N= 3,
antibodies were dettected by ELISA (HGP-30 specific) “and Western bloter 9p120 or oH lestern blot aiter the third vaccination.Blo fawnble ardPrien se
specific). Neutralization activity was evaluated a: nhibition of 2, 4, 6, 65, wee after initlal vaccination was Tested ‘by thefo 9 In vitro assays of

virusreplication and/or virus induced syncial formation with differentHIV- cellular immune function: SeARCS)pralienattesposeHier (NK)calIfeat, antbady
ls dependent celiuar cytotoxicity of peripheral! blood lymphocytes

mmunization of animals with HGP- 304KLH gave antibodies to HGP-30
as detected by ELISA, to p17 by Western blot which on challenge with whole
ox disrupted vi enhanced the production Œantibodies to pl7. High titer

in in
ys. milar result. witl

recognize HGP-30 proposed candidate subunit vaccine, has proven safe in

ber of animals species including chimpanzees.
Conclusion: synthetic subunit vaccine based on HGP-30 representing immuno

gominent epitope of HIV-pl7, produces antibodies in animals which recognize
V pl7, neutralize HIV infection in vitro and prime the mal to respond to

native HIV pl7. Based on these studies a phase-7 clinical|trial will soon be
initiated in England

M.C.P.15 EXPRESSION OFRECOMBINANT PARTICLES WHICH
DISPLAY AN HIV/P24 T-CELL EPITOPE FUSEDTOTHE

HBV/HBc ANTIGEN
; PharmactuticdReseerchIn Thornton, G.B.*, and Moriarty, A.M.*.

SRW. Johnson Pharmaceutical Research Taide La JollaCA, USA.
La Jolla, CA, USA

 

en Sadouéeed with hepestis B virus (Milich ef
al, Nature, 1987). Based on studies have to evaluate the role of the gag

wo themselves and©1 mdr

ndaedthePaar a

eeemerciwihantl HEC nxt antiP24 dia generated in rabbi.
4 been eered capable of expressing a fusion

TYPE-SPECIFIC NEUTRALEZING_ANTIBODIES TO HIV-1 IN RABBITS

x
kk *,

G.**, Day, E**, and Sullivan, J*. niversity of Massachusetts Medical
Schoo], , Massachusetts, USA, ‘Applied bicTechnology, Cambridge,

, USA.

Objective: To analyze mmoral responses in rabbits immmnized with
vaccinia expressing ope genes from two strains of HIV-1
Methods: NZW Rabbits were innoculated. i y with 5x10/ pfu of
vaccinia either HIV-1 envelope (RTLV-:
HTLV-ITI RF) or the gH gene of equine as a control.
were with 5x10” pfu of the same vector 6 the initial
irmeculat jo were Western Blot analysis (HIV)
or ELISA (Vaccinia). ing es i a

assay with both III B and RF strains of .
3 rabbits devel to both Vaccinia v:
to 1:409,600 by week 2) and to HIV-1 envelope (ti:

1:10,240 by 6}. ‘The major was to gpl60 and gpl20
9p41 appearing later esser titers. Significant

levels of neutralizing antibodies to HIV (21:64) developed by 5 post
ing fic remained

so even ing vacci 1 ew
inant. v:ixuses in chimpanzees f: ed to elicit detectable neutralizing

activity peet al., Nature 328:cane though in those
were mainly directed to gp41.
ion: ts with recombinant virusesvaccinia/HIV-1

develop significant type-specific neutralizing antibodies to HIV-1.

544

CONCeparentNM‘andpokewesmatogenIndu ig heu
Responses ot reope vaccine group of the control group (recipients

Results, The rgpi60 group had fioher absolute lymphocyte counts but there was no ciference
In the percent representation lymphocyte sulSubsets (CDS,CDS,CDE, CDI between
groiuPeeProliferative responses" all mitogens were tower in the rgpi60 rou

onthermroups while PWM induced IgG

rgp160 and to mitogens.{PHA,

uch greater degree. NK and ADCC
two groups.

Conclusion. The rgp160 vaccine, which Induced specific antibody formation [n vive to gp120 or
160, appeared to have no adverse effects on CMI. Calls from the rgp160 Jed

io synthesize greater amounts of Ig. The
activation.

M.C.P.16 RECOMBINANT VACCINIA VIRUSES THAT COEXPRESS HIV

OR SIV ENY AND GAG-ENCODED PROTEINS PRODUCE

RETROVIRAL PARTICLES

G. Mazzara* i i *, N. Cormier*, R. Desrosiers**,
J. Mackey**, N. Kin ae pplied “piotechnology,
Cambridge, MA and **New England Regional Primate Research
Center, Southborough, MA, USA

Objective. o evaluate the formation of retroviral particles
by vaccinia recombinants that expr: env +
+ gag + genes from HIV-1 or SIV

The formation free, defective,
retroviral particles produced by monovalent and multivalent

ccinia recombinants that express HIV-1 0:

recombinants that express gag proteins alone yield immature,
non-enveloped particl

ecombinant vaccinia viruses that express one or
more HIV-1 “antigens heave been proposed as candidate vaccines
agains Ss. T production of enveloped retroviral
particles by murtavelent vaccinia recombinants suggests that

ey may have gre potential "tor eliciting an immune
response effective against early events in HIV-1 infection.

M.C.P.18 HYPERICIN: EFFICACY OF AàNEW AGENT AGAINST HIV JN VITRO.
**, Itri, V.*, Lavie, G.™*.

tments of1Medicine®, Pathology, New York UniversityDepar!
Medical Center, New York, USA.

QBIECTIVE: To examine the effect of hypericin (HY), an aromatic polycyclic dione,
against HIV in vitro,

(a) Different concentrations of HY were ineubated overnight with 1,000 to
10 tissue culture infective doses (TCID)

most mar 100 r a
ete inhibition of RT and 924 through 12 days of culture.

of HY do not ee antigen-stimulated proliferation of normal BM!
CONCLUSION: Short exposures of cells or HIV VaRY at nontoxic levels inhibit the
formation of infections HIV by mechani e not yet clear. This data on HY and

our observation that HY inhibits lethal retroviral infect:
at levels nonionic in vivo, indicates that HY should be developed as a potential anti-
HIV agent for humans.
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M C P. 19 FUNCTIONAL ANTIBODY RESPONSE IN PERSONS
—e IMMUNIZED WITH BACULOVIRUS-DERIVED GP160

Graham, and, J.; Robinson, E.; Montefiori, D.; Mitchell, W.; Wright, P.
and the NIAID Vaccine Evaluation Group. Vanderbilt University School of
Medicine, Nashville, TN, USA.

Qbiective, To‘ determine the functional serological response of vaccinees in the
xtramural NI ID sponsored trial of the MicroGeneSys baculovirus-derived gp160

candidate AIDS vacci

(C'-ADE), and anti-fusion neswere mensured ina cytopathic effect assay system
based on neutral red uptake by vi:able MT2 target cells. NT is a measure of cell-

one in “Parallel with the N assay by

sy ium f ati ibition of cytopathic effect
resulting from infected ceiH/TVB)-ortarget‘cell fusion invvitro Volunteers
were immunized on day 0, 30, and 180 w: 40 mcg or 8

ta from all vacciness at day 60 and serafrom Vanderbilt»varcinees at days
210 and 270 had no evidence of NT, C’-ADE, anti-fusion activity at any time
point despite western blot positivity in man oftheé sera.

t à t known whether the inability to measure functional antibody

activity in the sera‘tevaccinees is a function of the magnitude or quality of the
antibody response.

M.C.P.21 RECOMET ADENOVIRUS INDUCES ANTIBODY RESPONSE TO HIV gag

2 7 Graham, F.L. and Prevec, L.
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Objective. Construction of recambinant adenovirus vectors
expressingindindividual human immodeficlency virus omy)ppolypepticesfn
infected their use to antigenicity and

veces.ere riyus vectors capable of expressing HIV gag (p55
and p24), and env (gpl60) were HIV structural

RE dote ected ith 0
Mice infected with these

Fronton of antibody and the generation of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (cr)

HIV gag in a variety of
ofmice

with Adgag resul: of antibody to HIV gag. are
eeeeneces asternine the role of individual HIV gene

in induction or both murine and human anti-

Conclusion. successfully constructed recombinant adenovirus vectors
SDresinfav gag and generating immune responses in mice.

M.C.P.23
FengerIe Fs ;eSeamen, T.*

Progra Rk
‘Marshall Univ. Sch. Med., Ht., WV.,

ae REDUCTION ASSAY TO DETECT HIV NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODIES

RA FR C INÉES

and Belshe R.* and NIAID AIDS Vaccine

Bethesda,Md, USA

Objective. To describe a neutraltageion(Nt) assay veetuploys vaccinia

virus recombinant CWVR) 1:infected CDé celi monol
tho Heli rs +or -er“RIV CD rreceptors were established

es confluency (24 hrs) were infectsd a
100 PFU/10° celle with: 1) VVR expresaing 0 env protein, w,3
© tr th ividuals Saceina d wit Secoubinant eP160
(rGP160) vaceine (uicrogenesys) and 4) or VV treated with er
from vacc Conconitantly s were assayed for neutralizing antibodiese
using inhibition ofsyneytia formation induced by HIV strain IIIB in MOLT
3c 
HeLa cell monolayers Due not in CD4 cell ponolayer's Plaque

ubsequentsloughing

he surface of cells at the periphery

bi

at pos
tivity to GP160 using Western blots.

nclus assay employing VVR and coat HeLa cells has been used
to maine sera for neutralizing antibodies among rGP160 vaccinees
 

M C P.2 RLA DR PEPTIDEINHIBITE HIV 12 INDUGED SYNCYTIA

Le 3 Uhrteh|R. 2; Atassi, H.?; Atass
Hughes Madical and tsDepts.

Immunol., end agree » Baylor College OFMedicine, Houston, TX 77030 USA.

The binding of human inmunodeftciency virus (HIV) to CD4* cells might be
enhanced if the envelope bound to several sites on the same molecule or to
several diff vent molecules. Because cla I molecules are important in the
presentation ‘of antigens and bind th the cell receptor (TCR) and CD4

term: protein exhibited
sequence similarity with DR molecule reg:. Five regions

d for their ability to inhibit syncytia forma
between H9/HIV cells and uninfected CD4* cells. Peptide 141-155 inhibited.the
release of “cr from H9/HIV cells after additi uninfected CD4’
The inhibition was seen at very high peptide ‘concentrations (200pg/well) and
achieved 60% leve This peptide piocked the binding of monoclonal anti-
oodsja) in one of 4 donors. s region, 254-268 in spr20. is highly

rved among HIV isolates and the region, 141-155 n the DR, molecule is
aus nighty conserved between haplotypes. Mutat: ofPehis region in HIV-1

# been previously associated with loss of infectivity (Willey
Virol 62:139, 1988) and rabbit antibodies directed tow:

neutralizing activity vitro (Ho et al, Science 239: 1021, 1988). Humans
infected with HIVqipparently fail to respond to this region vivo. In
addition, both mi and chimpanzees are unresponsive to this region when
nie|with ineact DR2. mmunization with the peptide, however, does

{nduce espons Te Restonm may, therefore, be essential in the desi
of a:HIV.1 vaccine, b caution is suggested because of the possibility of
induetion ofharmful anti. self DR responses.

M.C.P.22 sean L CLONES DEFINE DISTINCT EPITOPES WITHIN THE V3
REGION OF HIV-1 GP120
Weinhold, Kent*; Stanley, D.*; Javaherian, K. wie

C.**; Putney, &.** and Bolognesi, D.*. *Duke University MedicalCenter,
Durham, NC, USA; **Repligca, Inc., Cambrridge, USA,

Objective. To identify epitopes within the HIV-L envelope which are

recognized by T-cells from
Methods. Peptides vepresenting of HIV-1 gpl20 were used to
stinul T-cell reactivity 2 c es of peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cell: ) from seronegative donors. T-ce ones were derived,egat 1 clo
Phenotyped and examined for specificity against a panel of peptide con-

Clones yee for cytolytic activity against autologous

targets bearing peptide antigen:
Resulte. The RTLV-III RPPeptide was found to be a potent stimulator of

 primary T-cell reactivity in vitro whereas the HTLV-III,,, analogu 9
le st: latory and I peptide RRP142) lagked any

detectable activity v rid p the tiple 4 i

ithin the V, region of gpl20.
tive clones from each of these Oups had de:#onstrablecytolytis activity.

ize determinants 
thin the v3 eiirope recognized by
ea, rman T-cells appear capable of distinguishing multiple sites.

astly, the v3 region of gp120 may be important not only for production of

Neutralizing “antibodies, but also for eliciting virus-specific T-cell
reactivity in potential vaccinees.

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF SERA INHIBITION OF
M.C.P.24 HIV/RECEPTOR BINDING

, P.G.; Ho, DH. andanisV,Giorgi? Nishanian, Schmid 1.
poresSchool of Medicine and the Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center, Los Angeles,

Qbiective . HIV is expected to induce antibodies with a variety of
biological activities.nokntibodies that inhibit vyreeeptorsealwee as well as those that
cutralize infectivity, are expected to was to develop a sensitive

assay to assess sera inhibition of HIV/rece or binding
jing a CS C flowcoma (EPICS Division of Couite:

Hialeah, FL), we first eetabtished the ve fluorescence intensity
ourinstrument, Using beta- ropio

. J. Immunological Methods 107:261, 1988), virusaii to T-cells
was detected sing.an ‘anti-HIV FITC-goat ane 18.

th the HIV prior byadding the HIV

t Electronics,
the 2.

permitting accurate assessment of minor differences iin the biological properties of ‘different

jon. This method will be valuable for assessing the immune response of vaccinated
ns, and is used to map the epitopes of the virus that are involved in binding (see

abstract by Davidi. et al., this Confere:
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M.C.P.25 CROSS REACTIVITY OF GOAT SERA M.C.P.26 INS 1S DEPEN:
GENERATED AGAINST FIVE HIV-DERIVED
GP 120 RECOMBINANTS AND SYNTHETIC PEPTIDES

Yair_Devash*, Kashi Jahavarian, Albert T. Profy, and James Rusche
Repligen Com._Cambria, MA 02137, USA

‘o., Diagnostics Division, Glasgow, DE 19810, USA
oedatesrain the bininding specificity of goat sera generated against C-

terminal fragment ofhe? 120 rey and amino.acid 301-324 loop sequences derived
from five HIV iso! and SC).

Three different Fle formats (peptide antisera/peptide antigens, peptide
antisera/PB entigens,azand PB-1 antisera/PB-1 ia were utilized to determine the

ofthe sera with the ant
and SCWere highly cross reactive. This cross

nds of the antigen and antisera used and co
NT id segences of the “tive variants. Furthermore, ï

was established that "the PB.{ fusion domains an the peptide KLH-carrier protein
were not contributing to e cross reacti'

: The study demonstrates a strong cross reactivity of MN and SC. The cross
reactivity could noot be predicted from the linear sequences of the five peptides and
the five PB-i's. Correlation of this cross reactivity with that of HIV-infected human
sera and virus neutralization is discussed.

M.C.P.27 SIV VACCINE geLCA SURVEILLANCE

Schulez, and Glass, M.

Vaccine Research and Development Branch, AIDS Program, NIAID,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA 20892

Use of macaques infected with SIV has become anamportane disease
model for AIDS

in: these experiments. A summary of
research,approaches and findings will be presented,

M.C.P.29 COMPARISON OF IMMUNE.RESPONSES IN MICE IMMUNIZED
WITH NATIVE  HIV-2 NVELOPE GLYCOPROTEIN
CORRESPONDING IMMUNO:SOME

Lise Thibodeau*, L. Flamand*, D. Oth*, L. Lachapelle*, and L. Montagnier**.
*Institut Armand-Frappier, Montréal, P.Q., Canada, **Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Objective Investigate the role of HIVantigen presentation on the first step of immune
reaction (macro; es mi ization as well as on later events such as T-lymphocytes

MS) were prepared by anchoring purified
envelope: glycoprotein into the phespholipidic bilayer of liposomes.
res, je HE-2 purified gpl40/125, or Corresponding Immunesome
determinedÀby the level of Interleukin ! (IL-1) production b; ent peritoneal
exudate cells (PEC), T-lymphocyte proliferation upon in yitro restimulation with the
immunizing antigen, andey bodysynthesisevaluatedbbyELISA, IFA, neutralization

yncytia
Results Mice.immunized with HIV-2-IMSdevelopedbothhigher antibody response and
neutralizil
 

mes. T-lymphi
on, followed the pattern of IL-1 production.

Con These i i a ical presentation of an antigen
may be critical not only for their uptake by macrophages, and simultaneous release of

- ju thi t ade of immune responses,
auggesting the potentialapplicationofliliposomes as carrier for purified HIV antigen in
designing an AIDS vaccii
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‘IMMUNOGENICITY OF env GLYCOPROTE
DENT ON PROPERTIES OFTHE GLYCOCONJUGATE
Ham Le i Nain K. Eriksson, S.; Fridberger, T.;

HerbieLL. and Morein, B.
Dept. Veterinary Virolony, Biomedical Center, Uppsala, Sweden,

Objective. Recombinant slycoprotelns derived from the HIV-env gene are under
evaluation as antigens In vaccines against AIDS. The Importance of thecure
and size of ‘the slycoconjugate for ene a protective inne respons iobs-
cure. As a first approach to elucidate matter we present data on =im
eniclty in mie of two env Siycoprotelea, which have been modified we treatment

with sp
. Gpl20>, purifled from HIV-1" infected H9 cell culture medium (Pyle

STW et al. ne® eas387ne, aesp soy ®),vetoeatnoreiPirie cells from
the HIV-17B vect inc: ISCOMs
and treated with1 buflrFGosesoaified‘cat2marine,2“ndogbeni
dase-H The ae tigen ons by EM,
SDS-PAGE and Lot Eatinjec à dos ir lug eatee
B1-B4) or 0.1ugtu b1-me into aleeGi “animals per antigen andose) at two
occasions, 4 weeks apart. was wn from the tail veins rvals up

to 8 months after the nea ationand the serum individeatly. aioe by
ELISAffor titre‘sain gp160v and several related peptides.

orcapecttee response to the fled and modified glyco-
relative andy tite,Sains and type of ELISA.proteins differ lth to

ed proteins gave raise a lower total “titre than the non-As a general the modif
modified giycoproteln.

The carbohydrate moleties are Important for defining antigenic epito-

pes. Et remains to be shown wether this has bearing on protective epltopes.

 M.C.P.28  zarIANHIN-: ENVELOPE FRAGMENTS.

Agius.Gérard ; Snart, R. ; Kolesnitchenko,V. ;;UE.JF. and Zagury D.
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, Frai

Qbiective.To comp: heterogeneity, in Zefri tometi i ypically seropositive
individuals, of amplified DNA fragments from envelope and gag regions.

 

andresults. DNA extracted from periferal blood: itera cells has been used for PCR
amplification of envelope ‘egions. We have found that the PCR, if carried cut under condition
designed to avoid non specificanol, results ina "argobe of faise negatives.
PCR results ( rs)
Jocation amplified seq 1 22 13 4 15 6 WF 18

env 8-3 . + - + - + + - +

env 682-1021 - + - + + + + -
env 1760-2093 + = - + - - + -
ong 1551-1665 + + + + + + -
9 856-1046 + - - + - - = -

 

A modified PCR technique, involving lower annealing temperatures, has successfully amplified
fragments of these variable envelope regions. The DNA fragments have been purified and reamplified
using the PCR ene and enough DNA obtained for di i c f aI

AN IMMUNODOMINANT EPITOPE OF THE HIV GP 160 ENVELOPE GLYCOPRO-
TEIN RECOGNIZED BY CLASS |, MHC IMMUNIZEO HUMANS

M.C.P.30

Achour,Ammar*; Fessati, |.*; Margaritte, C.*; Berzofsky, J.A.**,; Gallo, R.C.*** and Zagury, D.*

*Université P. et M. Curie, Paris, France, ** Metabolism Brench, NCI, Bethesda, USA.
* NCI, Bethesda,USA

single peptide corresponding to residues 308-322 of Rattner et al (1) sequence
accounted of‘he murine CTL mey (2)re using stimulator cells expressing the entire
9p 160 protein. Because CTL m: ‘t for preventing direct cet! tc cet] transmission of HIV
we investigated the epitope poitittya theeenti HIV CTL in immunized humans.
Methods : Nounter primed rv expressi 160 prot ‘eceived boosts constituted
9p 160 deter its. These PBL were stimulated in vitro byirradiated supcas carrying
gpt60 signalsin2 mixed lymphocyte culture. Effector PBL for specific call mediated
cytotoxicityty chromium release test, usingEBY irensformeddBcelts initiatly infected with rv or
pulsed with P
Results: Our results show that immunized populations are CTL responders. Our data found that the
peptide P18 may rerannt à goad nn signal for specific CTL fretenttpMorioreover , they
cos0 a single s
by CD 8 CTL in sationwith class I ‘ MHC) molecule. a

eriable segment of pe p be
immunodominent in humans end of clinical importence iin vaccine development.

(1) Rattner et 0. Nature, 313, 277-284, 1985
(2) Takahashi et el. PNAS, 85, 3105-3109, 1988

Objective :
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MAPPING OF T- AND B- CELL EPITOPES OF HIV-1 net PROTEIN
IN IMMUNIZED CHIMPANZEES.

; Yagello, M.” ; Sabatier, J.M."* ; Guy, B.*** ;
M.C.P.31

Girard, M.****; Bahraoui,
. Pitié-Salpétridre MedialSchock, Paris ; ** CNRS UA1179 INSERM U172, Marseille ;
* Transgène SA, Strasbourg : “Pasteurr Vaccins, Paris, Franc

h in ati hQbiective. As app
p27 nf (p27) reguiatory protein T
Methods, Chimp
 

Coli, associated with other recombinant HIV-1 proteins (gp160, p18), and mixed with MDP as
an adjuvant. Four animals had been prvous Inoculated with reeormbinant vaccinia
expressing different HIV-1Teena 2 ° them having thus received p:
PBLproliferative pectic nses (PR) (3H:Prin incorporation)Fan serum antibod
reactivity (ELISH) were sequentially tested against p27 and a set of synthetic peptides
spanningthe entire nef sequence.

ereof previous immunizations, PR to p27 wasSone and sustained in 1
} moderate in 2(mean SI= 5.7 and 5.8), wea in 2 (mean SI =2.7 and

1.7). Almipa3 antibodytiters ranged from 1 : 1600 to 1 : 6400
In the sera ofof the 3 animals whos s had the strongest PR. The dominant epitope
recognized by PBL of these chimpanzees was“located in the C- terminal region of p27 when

4. in parallel one of the 3 majorlinear
enitopesFeorecognized by the corresponding sera was tocated © sely, indicating that the last 40

acids of p27 comprise both major T- andB- cal epi
Conchlusion.

and B colis on its C- terminal aereapthese data eect a means to explore ‘he

for vaccination purposes.

M Cc P 33 AN AUTOMATED MICROTITER TEST SYSTEM FOR THE DE-
—e TECTION OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODIES

Meliert, W.*, Kleinschmidt, A.**, and Volker*
*GSF-Abteilung für Motekulare Zallpathatogie, D-8042 Neuherberg, **Medizinische
Poliklinik der Universitat Minchen, D-8000 Munchen, West-Germany.

Objective. Establishment of a microassay for the measurement of HIV-neutralizing
antibodies using monolayer celis.
Methods. Incubation of human fetal lung cells (clone LC5) with HIV-1 or Hw? in
microtiter plates and demonstration of cytoplasmatic viral proteins after two to three

sing the indirect immunoperoxidase staining (rr. Demonstration of neutralizing
cy o sera In an cor ny-raduction assay. Use of an automated workstation (BIOMEK

$000) for ne performance of the neutralization assay.
Besults, T cubationot Les cells with HIV resuits in the edayeof IP-positive

asity and their

with neutralizing sera prior to infection results in a distinct reduction of colonies. In
comparison to endpoint test systems, this assay is more sensitive and the neutralizing
capacity of sera can easily be quantified {er determination

Tl of monolayer cells in combination with ip represents a reliable and
easily to guantity test system fortthe detection of HIV neutralizing antibodies, which c:
ba co automated. This test system is fast, very sensitive, requires minimal
handling ot infectious Virus and is thus suitable for the screening of large numbers of

M.C.P.35 HIV VACCINE DESIGN: EXPLOITATION OF Ty VIRUS-LIKE PARTICLES

Mark Richardson’; Adams, S. E.* ; Griffiths, J.M.*

Senior, J.M. * and Kingsman, A.J. “+,

pbeitish Bio-technology Limited, Cowley, Oxford, U.K. and *Departent of
Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford,

‘otein encoded tyàthe yeast retrotransposon Ty
carrier for recombinant antigens antigens (gp120,aan von pl?
reverse transcriptase, TAT) have been incorporated into specialised exp-
ression wectors|for high level production in yeast. These antigen
coding sequences include those for complete proteins and selected regions.

All of the Ty-HIV fusion genes are transcribed and translated into
fusion proteins that assemble into hybrid virus-like particles (VLPs).
The formation of VLPs is conferred by the self-as: y properties of the
Ty protein. îÎhe hybr 3 contain the fusion Protein

about 300 copies of the added antigen. non-Ty component
presented on the outer surface of the particles nsinduces the Productton
of HIV-specific antibodies

ability of various of these polyvalent antigens to induce virus
neutralising antibodie: sponses is currently being evaluated

E non-| pr: eS.

M.C.P.32 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND FREQUENCY OF EXCLUSIONARY
CRITERIA iN A POPULATION VOLUNTEERING FOR HIV IMMUNIZATION.

U1f*; Belshe, R.B.*; ; Anderson,

an he.HA AIDS Vaccine Program**.

Marshall University, Huntington, WV, USA, **Bethesda, MD, USA.

a To define the population volunteering for an AIDS vaccine study

rGP160 MicrdGeneSys) and to determi the frequency of occurrence of
oerucioneary criteria in such a popu.lation.

Methods: 166 volunteers were interviewed and examined. Blood was collected
for utine laboratory testing as wall as T cell counts, HIV ELISA (EIA),

Western Blot (WB) and p24 Ag.

Results: 85 males 2, range 18-42) and 81 females (mean age

2 , range 17-50) volunteered. 130/166 (78%) were university lents. Most

had learned of the s s media (55%) or friends/workplace (37%)
st common cause: ion were the ce of indeterminant

(26.5%) or a change of mind after ial interview (24%). Other causes
re C al ff (7.2%), elevated ALT (3.6%), +HBab ,

abn 3.4%), recent STDs (3.0 T4 <400 (1.9%),

(1.7%), recognized high risk

(9.

volunteers haaEIR. an one reason for exclusion
Conclus community with low prevalence for
majoritySE healtny‘heterosexual volunteers can be cted
for rol]Lnent HIV. vaccine trials. An average of 4.8 volunteers were

sereeneä for eachof 12 vaccinees chose:

M.C.P.34 NOVEL APPROACH TO PURIFICATION OF HIV p24PROTEIN BY

CLEAVAGE FROM HYBRID Ty VIRUS-LIKE PARTICLES

Jacqueline E.M. Gilmour? Burns, N.Rt; Kingsman* S.M.; Kingsman, A.J.**tand

, SE+

+British Biotechnology Limited, Cowley, Oxford, U.K. “Department of

Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford, U.K.

Objective: -To develop a rapid method of purifying a component of a fusion

protein

Method and ts: The coding for HIV-1 p24 was cloned into a
vector. The resulting fusion protein assembles inot virus-like

particles due to the presence of yeas pl protein. ‘ris is linked
reco; sequence of the blood clotting factor Xa. The

readily purified in milligr: tities. ce it
can then be cleaved f the particles with activated factor Xa. A rapid

thod has been developed for the subsequent purification of p24 from the
cleavage mixture. This technologyhas also been used for the purification

luding HIV TAT and NEFof other proteins inch

Conclusion: A hi effecti t] been devel for th
SelonÀ£ °orSttective|Petinghas pro!rotean.1 Ss is'a generic
method crpliceble potentially to any protein of intere

M C P. 3 RHESUS MONKEYS IMMUNIZED WITH RECOMBINANT VACCINIA VIRUSES

oe CONTAINING HIV-1 ENVELOPE GENES DEVELOE ANTIBODIES REACTIVI
LOPE OF paVERSENT RIV- onetee Alec*;

Wells, M*; ndry, RM*; Carrow, E*; Mos BY; “gati et _al. *LER, DV,

FDAate. be piologies eval, & Research, and SLYD, NIAID, "NIE, Bethesda, MD
 

Objective: To study HIV-1 specific antibody (Ab) responses in rhesus monkeys
imunized with recombinant vaccinia viruses containing the gpl60 envelope
genes of HIV-1 strains IIIB or RF.
Methods: Groupe of 4 rheeusomns were immunized with either 2X108
PFU of a TK- deletion mui ia virus (VAC) or recombinantgine
virus containing the velits (Wac-1z7B)|or HIV-1 RF (VAC-RF)

ope gi ree week"incervals

 

commercial
imant

Results: Rh showed primary but not Secondarytak

IMMUNIZING PTE(RESTORDERS/VACEINATED)

C
 

SSAY & STRAIN OF ORIGIN
HIV-IIIS we gp120/ 160
HIV-ILIB WB gp4l 0/4 0/4 3/4

RIV-ITEB ELISA (our) 0/4 3/4 (20.0) 3/4 (25.2)
mes ELISA (GMT) 0/4 4/4 (24.0) 3/4 (15.8)

Conctus VACcutie or VAC-RF induced broadly reactive Ab to HIV env. Only

 

VAC~RF induced Ab to gp4l, seinegreater expression of the complete
&p160 by VAC-RF orFe immunodom: of an HIV-RF gp41 peptide sequence.

Testing for Ab at 1:100 would have.failed to detect Rh seroconversion.
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SALIVARY ANTIBODIES TO HIV ANTIGENS IN AN AIDS VACCINE TRIAL.
M.C.P.37 m,C.; Sun, D.; Tacket, C.; Amrhei:

University of Maryland atBaltimore. U.S.A.

The development of HIV-specific secretory antibodies may be a desirable outcome in
individuals receiving an
samples from 5 volu:
(rgp160) v

were collected on ice fro: volunteers on days 0, 28, 60, 120, 194, and 270. HIV-

specific antibodies were ei ing immunoblots (Epitope, Inc settsmere
incubated with the saliva samples, then a biotinylated anti-hum:

globulin antibody and finally with a streptavidin-biotin ho:rseradishperoxidase
‘complex. To date, all volunteers were negative for HIV antibodies by ELISA (Abbott)

i Serum. B ibodi

o!
total IgA levels of the volunteers with stimulated flow were 5.5 mg% +3.1 and 3.0 mg%

4 for whole and i i etected by ELISA. The finding
whole saliiva following vaccination may indicate that

developmentof secretory immunity is possib!

M.C.P.39 REPLICATION OF HIV UNDER SINGLE GROWTH CYCLE
CONDITIONS: À MODEL FOR STUDYING THE EFFECT

VIRAL DRUGS

ntonelli 6., Capapiancn! M.R., Amicucci
P. iziani stitute of Virology,
University "La Ty

tive. re describe an experimental model of HIV infection
for..:testin ntiviral dru Meth CSiéé cells
infected with 5-10 TCI Ds,Deer ‘and then seeded in the presence
or absence of anntiviral Su Ss. At vari
were collected and
back titrated n fresh CBléé cells by standard limiting
dilution method (0.5 Log ratio, 4 replicates per dilution),
scoring syncitia formation after 4 days. s. A sing

V established Showing that

he effect of antiviral dr in terms of fe virus
yield reducti rat than of produc tion of indirect
parameters of viral growth RTSp24),
HIV repli ration is not as preevi ously estab} Sched.
Avaitabit à simpte and wiependalable tes irectly

measure infect ious virus may uncer‘tai nities and
ambiguities connected with indirect evaluation of viral growth
b: or p antigen determination. By using this mode? we

been able show synergism between zidovudine and

M C P. 41 EPITOPES IN A CHEMICALLY SYNTHESIZED 1O4-MER CORE
ds PROTEIN (p24) OFHUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV-1)

Duo 1pescegni,P.**;Toth,G.**;Gibbons,W.A.** and
A.R.M

Dept .Med.Microb. Londen hoonMed.Coll.,Turner Street, London £1 2AD, U.K.
sant of Pharmacy, London, U.K.

Gbiective- Teytocare T cell epitopes of the terminalshalt of p24 of HIV-1.
Methods. 106 pt.tide corresponding t acid sequence of the
Ceperainel half was synthesized using an automated ABI 430-A
Peptide synthesizer and.t- chemistry. The long peptide was used to

nes n tested for
ve core Proteins of HIV-1,

areas and a second

 

h T and B epitopes with viral core
proteins and, ts thereforePateabte"erctndies in HIV proteins

548

M.C.P.38 ERTENTION oF PURIFTED HIv-] GP120 BY ALHYDROGEL.
se, Julian W. Jr., Pyle, S. W., Drummond, J.
and ArTo L. 0. Progren Resouources, Inc.,

DrFrederick Cancer Research Fecility: Frederick, mean
Objective. The duration of t n chimpanzees
Soeeed with HIV-] gp120 formulated inAlbAlhydrogel suddests that
gpl20/alhydrogel complexes ort-lived in vivo. In order to
explore thisinwe Netermined the effect of serum on

 
 api20/Alhydrogel complex
Method Rad:iolebelded HIV] €p120 was adsorbed ta aaaey and the

ing complexes were separa’ from non-adsorbed gp.
rer The sp120/Alhydrogel complexes were rendein
distilled water and aliq: added t: rmal human s:
distilled water. Retentioniors @pl20 was determinedaby pellett:tin;og
aliquote at various fad determiniing the amo of radioactivity
in the pellets and supern
Results. HIV-1 gp120 is Fendily adsorbed by Alhydrogel mdis stable
for long periods of time when resuspended in distilled wa However,
once added t UD, approximatelyhalf of the complexes immediately
dissociate, mé less than 20 percent of the gp120 remains comp.
after
Conclusion.av gp120/Alhydrogel complexes in serum ere short-lived,
in vitro explain the short-lived humoral responses
chimp: n addittional a juvants need to be evaluated for use in HIV-1
120AT‘AIDS.vaccine experiments

M.C.P.40  movcrion oP ANTIBODY TO HIV-1 ENVELOPE PROTEINS BY p24 CORE
T EPITOPES.

Coates, Anthony R.M.*; Sia, D.Y.*; Mascagni, P.**; Toth, G.K.**; Haaheim,
LeR.* andGibbons, WA.

London Hospital Medicaloe London, UK.
** The School of Pharmacy,

Objective. To,investigate the
in helping the generation of antibody responses to viral ae.

Previously we have located 5 T epitope-contain:
synthetic i“ residue long peptide corresponding to
terminal 4 f

nine involvement of HIV-1 p24 T epitopes
proteins.

a selected p24 T epit: linked to the same envel
5 “Post for their reactivity against

Results. envelope proteins was detected in mice primed with
the 104 or individual T epitope-containing peptides and boosted with&the
138 mer. Anti-en also f in T epitope primed

which were boosted with the 42 mer chimeric peptide containing the same T
epitope.
Conclusion. It appears that some T epitopes of p24 core protein can regulate
responses to the envelope protein.

DIPYRIDAMOLE pas ACTIVITY AGAINST HIV-1 AND
POTENTIATES THE ANTIVIRAL EFFECTS OF AZT AND OTHER
DIDEOXYNUCLEOSIDES IN MONOCYTE/MACROPHAGES

i: Wahl, S.M.**, Popovic, M*; Wahl, L.M.**; Gamer, S.*; Fine, R.L.*;
Skaleric, U.** and Weinstein, J.N.*
“National Cancer Institute, **National Institute of Dental Research, National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

Qbiective. To ) an inhibitory effect of dipyridamole (DPM)
cation in monocyte/macophage (M/M) cultures, and 2) a
the anti-HIV effec f azidothymidine (AZT)

on HIV-1 repli-
potraion y DPM of

and dideosyeytdine (ddC
MM cpe ared from periphera monooynes purified

either adherence to plastic or by centrifugal anis, The celis were
fafostedvith HIV/HTLV-IIIp,y/ 1985, and p24 antigen production was measured at
intervals by ELISA.

. The IDsq values of AZT and ddC decreased by at least 5-fold in the presence
of 2-10 »M DPM. With 0.4-0.08 »M DPM,the IDsq of AZT appeared to decrease by
about 2- to 3-fold. No toxicity of DPM for M/M was seen at concentrations < 10 -
M, as assessed by cell counts and by the functional criteririon of superoxide

generation (with or withoutt_Stimulation b: PMA). DP! not potentiate AZ’
toxicity for human bone w progenitor cells in a CFUG

DPM is widely used in the
because of its platelet gnti-aggregan are
major reservoirs for HIV-1 vo. our findings suggest the possible utility of
DPM in combination chemotherapy of HIV infections. However, clinical efficacy
and safety cannot be predicted on the basis of in vitro studies such these

of cardiovascular diseases
ivi
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M.C.P.43 Low naRATES TO HEPATITIS 8 VACCINE IN WuACTIVE ORUG-ADDICT
Nariagrazia R. Romeo, S. pietro, D. Mari, E. Tanzi, M. colosbe

Institute-d. Internal Medicine nie of Milan tt

sbisstives to evaluate the immune response to vaccine against hepatitis 6 virus (HBY} in

forser drug users .Nethods: Fifty-five Former drugraddiots (DA, sedian age 25 yrs) were

vaccinated agains i

aonths intervals.17 patients (a) had no HBV earkers, 15 (b) hi
anti-HBe an anti-HBs less than 10 IU/1. 25 DA uére syontorless anti-HIV carr

esponse rates to skin tests (Multitest-Nerrieux). 11
tched with DA, with no HBV markers or anti-HIV

cates to vaccination were as follows
h

” ne ë = m . a = o a s a a w 6 a = > < a e 3 o 5 3 e - = "
 were also vaccinated.Results: response

Patients ao th so

a ns No{X) GHT# No(X) SNT# (#geometric sean titer)

DA à 33 (76) 1125 11 (77) 253 3 (43)

b 107) 0 1(7) 9
€ 6 (70) #16 10 (53) 107 5 (31) 77

Staff pors. 11 (100) 4077 9 (82) 1662

Controls 29 (97) 2526 28 (93) 1

Conclusions: DA poorly responded te vaccination.Significant covariates for non-responders were

isolated anti-H@c (p<0.001), HBV-DNA (p<0.05) and anergy to skin tests (p<0.02). suggesting
that hyporesponsiveness to hepatitis 6 vaccine in DA way be multifactorial.

8 S a ’

STUDY DESIGN ISSUES IN SIV VACCINE TRIALSM.C.P.45
Spriggs, DR*; Ellenberg. Susan S.*

Vaccine Research and Development Branch*, Biostatistics Research Branch**,
USAAIDS Program, NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland

velopment of the SIV model for HIV infection and disease has created

s for SIV vaccine criale and to suggest methods for increasing
the eeficlency, quality, and speed of these trials.

GENERATION AND ANALYSIS OF RECOMBINANT VACCINIA

VIRUSES THAT EXPRESS SIV POLYPEPTIDES

Vv. Stallard, fe « Destrees + M.D.
iel**, R. Desrosiers**, *Applied

bioTechnology, ridge, MA and seuEnglandSpecional Primate
Research Center, Southborough, MA, USA

M.C.P.47

Qbiective. ‘ To generate and evaluate prototype recombinant
vaccinia”based vaccines for the prevention of AIDS

system based on simian immunodeficiencyuman prima
virus trv)

» Recombinant vaccinia|viruses containing the
genes of SIVmac2 in monovalent and

multivalent conformations, were conatracted by standard me s
re ination. The re ina iruses were analyzed

for expression of the inserted genes using a variety of ass

antibody responses
Western blot analysis; th
env + gag also elicited SIV neutralizing responses.
recombinants are currently being evaluated in rhesus macaques.

M.C.P.44 IMMUNE RESPONSE OF RABBITS AND CHIMPANZEES
TO INACTIVATED WHOLE VIRUS CONCENTRATES OF HIv-1

Gregersen, Jens-Peter*; POLEaN Lemp, J.F. dr. ***;on Hilfenhaus, J.*
*Behringwerke AG, Marburg, We: “Germany Sevarkes Reg. ‘imate Center,

USA.Atlanta, USA, ***Electro wweleonies , Silver ‘seeing"D,

Objec' : To,assess the immune response directed against inactivated whole
virusSeeaatiates‘tes of HIV-1 designated for a challenge experiment in

Concentrates £ AvL/RTINEITE by continuous flow
Bue: gradient centrifugation ing 108 TCIDso/manand more than
1011phPhysicalvviralaiparticiea/a.after formaldehyde inactivation these

th different per and sed to immunize

a
Methogs: were prepared

immunizations excellent humoral immme responses
S against env antigens

ve hpporensitiitrresponses to
ees respond stronger to these viral antigens

c
i
e
l

£ 5 8 @ B
E

More getatied and latest results willape presented at.tt. the congress.
Challenge experiments in planned for the near future.

M.C.P.46 “CLINDAMYCIN “FOR“PROPHYLAXIS OF

JamesW.; Bartlett, M.S.; Durkin, M.M.; ansT.P.
:F. Indiana University School ofof Medicine, Indianapolis

evaluate the efticacy of thethe cambination of clindamycin (CM)
in rats.of Pneumocystis (FC)

ted controls ls receiving trimethoprim/
sulfamethoxazole (TMP/SMX) 50/250 mg/kg/day in water were included.

Animals were uated for PC infection by of Fc in
or silver smears of lung and graded

0-5+ on a logar! scale. Some rats died of other only
those surviving to the end of the study were uated.
Results. tion of CM in water plus FQ once or twice a week by
gavage opment. of PC pneumonia in rats such tha’

. Previous studies
that QVFQiseffective tor therapy ©ofFC pnamenia:
prophylaxis of PC pneumonia in rats and

M.C.P.48 AIDS : PROGRESS REPORT {ll
ORome ; Bernard, J.#** ; Salatin, Ju. °;

huma, Z. °*;“calle
rie, foeFrance, pie Saint Antoine, Paris, France, ***institut Jean

Kinshasa, Zaire, °*Cliniques Universitaires, Kinshasa, Zaire,#N.C.1.,

 

#Université P. et Mcur
Godinot, Reims, France, * 1.N.R.B.,

hesda.

Obiective : prepare en i Neg
inst HIV similar t ing for priming rVaccinia

expressing HIV gp 160 and Dotwith fixedsascellsrlinfected with the rVeccinie.
Haha : inmunieing delertuinenents from the HIV nv gp 160 es mejor end geg and pol

gens. in vitro assays for call| credited (mmimmunity.de
VU: q

 

 

human volunteers recelvved8apredeter'mined propro
: fmmune reaction - Humoral response :oe(ele liss, Western-Blot, (b) neutralizing Ab tested

n T4 calls (c) protective, or enhancing Ab tested in monocyte /mecraphege cells ; Cellular response :
P.B.L. proliferati index and specific cell medisted cytotoxicity - in addition the integrity of the

june system is assayed by T4/Tgcell count and 1L2 production by blood mononuclear
Results protocols usinggp 160 pipes @s immunizing reagents induced humoral avecouter im-

riate candi

 
is indeed

reuired to set up aacltrial in à tergegrgroup of high risk individuals tn order to evaluate the ‘level
otection  

ZaguryD. et al : Immunization against AIDS infumes. Nature, 326, 249-250, 1987 -‘aintAG.Naet al: A group
specific enemne: ture, 332,
728-751, 1986
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Inhibi f dM.C.P.A9 Pinsset De ddrque  MCPS0  mrormeunc Pon
‘National Cancer TeteBettiewmUSAeen + Ree and Broder, § #Jenni LE Stuart H, **Scholl DR, “Bolton V, **Loeffelhoelz M,

Objective. To evaluate the ability of ne or recombinant soluble CD4 (rcp4)
‘to inhibit HIV replication in celle of monocyte/macrophages (M/M) lineage.

Results. Fresh M/M
CD4+ by FACS). In most c¢:

4 (10-352. weakly
sedaas the cells were

ny nm at the low
ug/ml inhibited HIV replication

caenweaveOKT4A lost its

d >24 hours after viral e:
ich block cpé—gpl20 binding, are

of infection of blood-derived M/M by HIV, provid-

ingevidencethat CD4 ia theprincipal if notsole receptor forVar in M/M.

M C P 51 HELA CELLS STABLY EXPRESSING HIV ENV AND TAT AS TOOLS
Le Het STUDYING STRUCTURE, FUNCTION AND CANDIDATE

INHIBITORS OF THESE KEY HIV GENE PRODUCTS.
Gama S ; DeGasperi, R.; Fazely, F. aiOS, nd
Dana-Farber Cancer institute, Massachusetts General Hospitat
and Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.

Objective. T g cts of HIV in HeLa cells, and to use
such expressor call lines to isolatethhowe geneue for structure/function analysis.

INA fragment containi e lv genes from the HIV-1 infectious
MathBewas cioned into the retroviral shuttle vector pZiPneoAUS. The resulting plasmid
penvAU3was transfected into human cells, and transtormants (HeLa env’tat’ clones) were
selectediinG418 containingmedi

 

im tunoprecipitationwith AIDS
patient ‘antisera which ShowedGonebands of molecular aeons 160, 120 and 41 kD after
Jentil lectin chro graphy. HIV env expression in these HeLa cell clones has been
demonstrated for over 6 months. A assayfor env bi yncytium formation
was performed fol : Hela tat cells were cocuitivated with indicator MeLa T4*

ntaining the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) geneanne transcriptional control
ofthe aad LTR (kindly provided by[Drs. B. Felber and G. Paviakis) Transactivation of the
CAT ceils withth HeLa env”!
wild oeHeLa cells. This transactivation was inhibited by OKT4A es remise, .
inhibitors ofgly i CAT

 

jusi Thions. 4 press tat and env will al ly

function and inhibition of these gene products in a biohazard-free system.

M.C.P.53 USE OF AZT AS A CHEMOPREVENT: AGENT: EFFICACY
AND TOXICITY IN MURINE RETROVIRUS INFECTIONS “

'n cauley, c. ‘ Yetter, R.A.",
Shap.Purese Frederic!ckgon Bell, M.** and Eisepan,
J.L. waical Center’, ‘and “university of Maryland” ,
baltimore, “ND.

Objective. To determine if AZT therapy can protect susceptible
otefrom retrovirus infection

AZT was administered to cC57BL/6 or NFS/N nice Prior
to challenge with LP-BM5 or Cas-Br=M Mu

«+ 1) Treatment wi

vas not able to

mice
ematopoietic Eoxicity

yperplasia and elevations in splee
marrow -E were observed in mice treated by continuous

inteston, indicating that AZT alters erythropoiesis in
Ctable anemia.
effectiveness of AZT as a chemopreventive

agent depends upon the elimination of reservooirs of infection
and the management of hematopoietic toxicity.
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meer ofSECitons, Davis, Davis, California, USA and **Diagnostic
Hybrids Inc, (DHT) Athens, OH, USA

Piective. LV: compounds for Human Immmodeficiency Virus (HIV)
fectionorbeing studied ingtime consuming and tedious in vitro

have devel new technolog: for
antiviral “susceptibility estingusing à ‘rapid and imple method for

“wicking”. This technology has adapted to
successfully test the susceptibility of HIV to zidovudine
Methods. CEM cells (2 x 10°) were infected with HIV gav-1) at
approximately 850,000 reverse transcr.criptase
adsorption the cells|were washed x 3 and RPMI 1640 + 10% Calàserun with
AZT (5uM-0.01 uM) w: Cells were days, at which
time the media were | with the RNA
(DHI). Hybridization of the wicks was carried out at 42°C forpa hrs with
an iodinat P containing 3.0 kb of PBENN#5.
After a hr wash at 50°C the wicks were
Results. (2250) for AZT by this method was <0.01 uM.
result was

that micleic
method to study the effect of antiviral agents on the intracellular RNA

of HIV. prove very useful for the rapid screening of
antivirals and the study of resistance in clinical isolates.

(r-metHuG-CSF) AND RECOMBINANT ERYTHROPOIETINCAO)
MAY ABROGATE THE NEUTROPENIA AND ANEMIA OF AIDS AND MAY ALLOW FOR
RESUMPTION OF ZIDOVUDINE (AZT) IN PATIENTS WITH AIDS
Miles Steven*; Mitsuyasu, R.*; Fink, N.*; McCarthy, S.*; Alton, K; Souza, L.** and Glaspy, J.*.

ICLA AIDS Center, Los Angele:les, CA, USA and **amgen, Inc. Thousand Oaks, CA, USA.

 

 ive. ia and anemia in

patients with AIDS and allow for the resumption offull or higher|doses of AZT.
Methods. Phase 1/11 Open Label Trial of r-metHuG-CSF/r-HuEPO/AZT in patients wit jevere
ARC. Patients with absolute neutrophil counts (ANC)< 2500/mm° and hemoglobin (Hb)< 11.5 gm/dl
(off all marrow suppressive drugs including AZT > 3 weeks) were treated with r-metHuG-CSF one
dallysubQ dose until a ANC of >6000 was achieved and maintained for weeks. r-HUEP

and increased until an increment of 1.5 gm. of Hb. over baseline was olbserved. Patient groups
given 1000 mg., 1500 mg. or 2000 mg. of AZT per day.

Results Eleven of 24 patients have been enrolled. Of these, eight pave completed the r-metHuG-CSF
alone phase with a mean increase of 20,449 + 9130 neutrophils. ve completedthe combined

ith normaliza

 

ur hi
= G-CSF/r- tion of their noion values (13.9 + 0.6) an

resumed full dose AZT (1000 mg/d). One patient died unexpectedly and another was wi
i i is phase. Both r-metHuG-CSF and r-HuEPO have been well tolerai

ain responsivetoto tylenol spts.), and hypokalemia and/or

ia in pts. with poor nutritional sta ic diarrhea. Analysis of limiting
dilution plasma and lymphocyte cocultures for HIVand p24 antigen levels chowednono significant
alterations iin viral expression prior to resuming
Conclusions. Recombinant-metHuG-CSF and rHukPO may abrogate the neutropenia and anemia of
AIDS,iswell tolerated and mayallow the resumption of full dose AZT in AIDS patients withoutit
altering HIV expression, This combined therapy maybe of benefit to AZT intolerant AID:

M.C.P.54 PHOSPHORYLATION OF grog'-OIDECXYURIDINE.
3’-AZIDO-3'-DEOXYTHYMIDIN AND YMIDINE
UNINFECTED AND HIV-1 INFECTED CEM € LLS

; Oswald, J. lossi, J. -P.2; Chu, C. K.3,
Wiliams, G.4, and Schinazi RF.

Veterans Administration Medical Center and Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, Ga.’
University of Alabama, Birmingham, 2,University of Georgla, Athens, Ga.3 and Triton Blosciences
inc., Alameda, GA, USA.4

Objective. To compare the anabolic lation of 3'-azido-2’,3'-dideoxyuridine (AzddU; CS-87),
S-aatedeocyhyriine (AZT), and thymidine (dThd)in cell culture.

Uninfected and HIV-1 injected CEM ceilsaewere nceatedwith PH]-labeled AzddU, AZT, 01
and HPLC-analyzed using a Synchropak|AX-joo
were also analyzed to determine the amount of drug

ONA.
A 3-hour pulse-labeling of uninfected CEM cells Indicated that jay be more rapidiy

phospl AzddU, N was eeen al 24 hr Incubation. Both AzddU and AZT
accumulated high levels of moni -MP levels being at least 2-5 timesgron
pmoies/10$ cells). AzddU consistently generated 5-10times lowerlevel of triphosphatesa S-

AT: whichihatexpiain the observed differences in ter effects In ceil Eure,eue.
ing wi

values for HIV-1 reverse transcriptase. For AzddU and of total radioactivity was found
in the methancl-soluble extracts and about 0.1%a‘the,"akaline-stable Preparations.“ine
corresponding distribution of dThd was 20% and 80%, respectively. HIV-1 infection increased the
amount ot total moy found in both the alkaline-soluble and alkaline-stable i

about 0.1 % to about 1% for AzddU and AZT.
. Although AzddU and AZT

levels of iphospl AzddU were t y explain Hs lower activity and
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M.C.P.55  errecr or DEMYOROEPIANDROSTERONE(DHEA) IN LYMPHOCYTES
AND MACROPHAGES INFECTED WITH Hf
SchinzRE", H.1, Amold, B.!, LavanP2, and McGrath, MS.2

 

 

IN VITRO ACTY CELLS
OF HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS BY ZIN
T_HARRER+, Bgue’ M MISSMAHL+, W SCHWARZ‘, D

M.C.P.56

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Veterans Administration Med. Ctr, and Emory University Sch. of Med., Atlanta, Ga, USA’, and AIDS Activities +MEDIZINISCHE UNIVERSIT,ASTSEUNIKIIT *ZENTRALLABOR UNIVERSITY OF
{Dvision, UCSF S SanFrancisco, CA, USA? ERLANGEN-NUERNBERG,8520 ERLANGEN, FRG

SeePod rai p 6 av of ét, rs à proliferati . Jear blood cell from
mechanism of ol rugs. HIV-i: patients and healthy controls,

ot janipted vit caen for ture medi by a p24 The meth ies have ODS: ZaCly and or in visto proliferation On peri cells wasmssay ions. culture ium or assay. odologies

STeedELOSLRSe eae,dei À ion 1 was .
sxamined in human peripheral blood mononuciear cells (PBMC). Reverse transcriptase (AT) activity RESULTS.Th opal moans elle of Hoc was cbered wh a conceuraionof O05 moi

ted with virus and the amountof HiV-1 p24 antigens Titnoneere used ke nocoes 0.911-0.0r
antiviral activity. Using the former asaay, the madian effective concentrations for DHEA and AZT pM In comparison to mean mitogenic activity of zinc in 21 healthy controls was 65 %
and 0.0014EM, reepecively. Results obtained by an enzyme immunoassay were eiriiar DHEA-sulfate was dentsoPCOR,45% ofFHAand 213 % of FWM.

less active than DHEA. In contrast, 1 ia was also more The zinc was correlated to the Walter-Rocd-Classification in 30 HIV-
toxanDHEA The vtyraionasPeconfirmed in CEM cells. Although thie steroid was infectedesÀ normal prolferation(a(more than 50 %

up to ai nt was not as treatment. WR1, 13/16 patients in WR2. WR3-WRS if in all i dimini f
DHEA did not have a direct virucidal eect on iniecious vi contrast to the5'-triphosphate of AZT and control). * in
other kn retroviral agentis, DHEA dt not ibWV-1FTenzymeatibhattupfo100 Reduced le of

on of normalhurnanman macrophages was by at 10-1 rug
stfect enalyane were used to quaniiisively determine the interaction of DHEA inhuman PEM Tho fequancy of tne reacne mamonucioels$BeattyContos anousod to 1409 (U2ME-
infected with HiV-1 at a ratio of 1:1,000 and 1:4,000. Araiyecs of te onl curedata mostly an 192),

. uninfected cel
Our studies indicated that DHEA was a modest selective inhibitor of HIV!replication in human

mechanism(s) involved in the artviral acivity of DHEA and is sulfated
form must beov ates other tan the HV-1 FT. vitro resuits revealed that the combination of AZT and
DHEA may decrease the efficacy vrue roplicaton,

M C P 57 OCULAR DIFFUSION OF DHPG AFTER SYSTEMIC ADMINISTRATION :

. AMIMAL STUDY AND APPLICATION TO A CLINICAL CASE

FeRAS F. FAUVELLE, S. CALLAERT. 0. CARTON, H. SHORCEDN-MARTRE.

vice de Phermacie de l'Hôtel-Dieu - Peris, FRA!

 

Shiective DHFG (Ganciclovir, Cysevan*} hes shown therapeutic effects in the treatment of cyto-
maga lov:rein AIDS pi Pharmacokinetics wd ocular diftusion ofon into
anterior and posterior Segrents wes determinated after IV infusion of DHFG in rabb!

0 mg/kg bolus of CHPG was administered to 9 NewZeolend slbino rebbits (2.52041a)arae
Blecatvese at ait‘ferent time during 6 ersPha powerration into equeous

uated afteronsacrifice by serpli tour, Ina patientCraie7G
iongsBLde)Ro trent of avviretintsoe vitrectomized, b!
tumor re5thhour after administrain of aemh
Drug levelseeiccereaie by reversedreatte (C18 - mobile phase =
ponte 0.02 M, sodium hapten see 0.005 M / acetonitrile, 97,5 : 2,5,FeTamain)ath

Spactrophotesstric detection at 24!

Results :
Biological fluids concentra

Cm TI2 Cle vd at the 6th hourne / Ds
(mg/D h ml/min I/kg Plasma AquecusH, Vitreous H,

Mean 9.02 1.50 49.9 1.6 0,21 433 0.9
S.E.M, 1.26 0.41 17,1 0.2% 0,15 0.2

In the patient, plaamatic and vitreous CHPG levels were respectively of 6.5 mg/l end 0.3 mg/l.

Gonclusion: The DHFG collar pharmacokinetics seams tment of OMV retinitis
by systenTaste FG aninistration {0I,, of hunen OW beingso.ee25aIn addition, intravencus
administration would moreecnvenient than intravitrecus edministratien,

M.C.P.59 DRACTN AIDS CLINICAL TRIALS OF THE USE OF NON APPROVED

Sihari, Sernard*

Wedlte:Seience Center, Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.

There growing use by people with HIV related 111 oved
therapies” (such as aerosol pentamadinefor PersagenFélsulti=.
ram and nalt:tresone) are A Sp) roved for uses are available by
prescription. Others (such ae Dextran Stigates AL @ obtained by

tientsmenreugh bybuyers clubs, with or oseER da—
‘owing evidence that mai 2 favedel. tea

which preclude t! Fconcemitant use 0 eee Fagsre nonetheless taki:
them without so dicefst investigators. 6 pattern hases

taine. FD:
rt we. ©. ‘ial:

  

tkModific:mediceof trial design 8! A permitting the continuation
non approved drugs as long a: they have been in c uous us ie

Lane 3 8 and are not discontinued during the trial. useont such
‘isl larger le si nd multivariaté analysis to factor

effects of non approved drugs. ) The use of placebo controls intriale of
these available ge Y, tomat: seropositive patients, with tha
use of progression in biological markers rather than develo; it
riteria for efficacy. G} Th bstitution of dosag: ri
placebos in the s udy of the: s (i the current U. of ai
sol pentanadi: (4)The stu rge populations in community sertinge
to evaluate possible effects 0! the “naturally” occurt: atterns of non
approve (5) Consideration by t ‘Or advisory panel)
Of modifications in standards of proof of efficacy for drugs that are

approved for other purposes and for drugs with demonstrably lowalready FDA a;
toxicity.

CONCLUSION: Zinc bas à potent mitogenic activity on mononuclear cells which is decreasing with

pee: 7 4 sation of kannk + define th

valnn ofenteteen

M C P 58 POTENTIAL OF AUTOCATALYTIC SELF-CLEAVING RNAs AS ANTI-HIV AGENTS

— AServer, J. McGowan and Margaret I. Johnston, Developmental
rapeutics Brauch, AIDS Program, National Testiere of Aller;

and lnfectious piseeses. Natl. Institutes of Health, Rockville, MD 20892, USA,

Ttain naturally occurring plant viruses, linear satellite RNAs and oewt

n:
target strand nomic RNA e bee

rve:

ariety of infections and other discevesin

addition to AIDS and its sequela

M C P. 60 FROM AN ON-GOING PROSFECTIVE EVALUATION OF FOSCARNET
vis HEDEAD@ LUSASESOCIATEDCYTOMEGALOV S RETINITI:

sn Fred M., ITI*; Karol, C¥*; Cor , Re; Gathe, J#; Stool, Et;
oscarnet Research“test,“herPlaza Hospital, Houston, Texas,

USA. *#Astra Pharmaceutical Products, Inc

Objective. Jo evaluate the efficacy, toxicity, and pharmacodynamics of a new agent for the
FAURE of CHV retinitis in ‘AIDS, FOSCARNET.
Methods. Eight patients with previously-untreated AIDS-associated CMV retinitis and 1:

trepatien' ith CMV retinitis previously treated with ganciclovir a1 nt fat
or disqualifying drug toxicity were enrolled in prospective clinical trial offoscarnet (Astra)

nj termittant, pump-controlled infusion techni: at ma induction d
él every 8 > adjus' for ka _flearancee. These 20 patients were stratified
into two protocols, (01) for previous mtreated patients, and (02) forpatient:= having had
prior ganciclovir here Protocol Oa) included potindction © phal 8, while
the (02)Protocol consisted of only an induction phas at t: tor ould be
measu Sequentialindirectophthalmoscopy with fur das mapping and videvangle|standardized

assess clinical response. 14 eyesOa‘ (01) demonstrated total cearera of viral activity clinically
si %) progressed by ophthelnoscopic2 È & È Ë E 2 ardt One eyesen(768) stabilized, and 4 eyes (19%

progressed. Visual acuity remained within 2 Snellen lines of the pre~ EreatmentLeel in 93% of
the (01) patients and in TR of the (02) patients. CMV cultures of buffy c everted from

nitanysDos: tive patients at the end of Ynduction, while
n 67% of the 9 atints initially havin detectable

laya. Elevation serum creatinine a
patients exper! fenced significant nausea, ay various

thera]

 

  

3 Ë Ë ë 5 È

e
f 3 à 5 ê a. & E ë Ë a Ë Ee ge

, 2 8 3 c § à Ë = 5 ë o 8 2 $ s 8 z È 2 3

depression in peresical parameters, hi er AZT could be continued even in thia patient.
Conclusion. Our co! rience with foscarnet in this projected 120-patient clinical
trial indicates conslderabie efficacy in treating CMV retinitia. We are loping various

means of minimizing igeneffects ofghie promising antiviral agent. Concurrent anti~

in CMY retiniactivity of foscarnet 5 patiente adds significant interest to the project.
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‘SHORTENING THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TIME FOR MEM AIRS BRUDG: THE PRE-I0 PROGRAM

qu PROACTIVE CLINICAL GUIDANCE AT FRA'S DIVISION OF ANTIVIRAL BRUEG.

Pater C. Hoyle, Ph.D. and Ellen C. Cooger, N.B., Nivision st

Mativiral Drug Products, U.S. Food and Drug Mainistretion, Rociville, KO. USA

M.C.P.61

The U.S. Food and Drug Adsinistration (FA) Division of Antivire
the regulation of mareaceaticals indicated for the treateen'

The prisary role of BAVEP scienti i

efficacy and toxicity ata iin Investigational New Drug Applications (INDs) and New Drug Applications (MMs).
However , to facilitate the rapid preclinical and Clinical research and devel: it of new AIDS drugs so that

providing detailed

the earliest preclinical studies,

Drug Products (SAVDF) is responsible tor

 

quidance|to drug developers during all phases of drug setsie
thrnt clinical trisls, to earket approval. These prograss foi ing the DAVDP reviewer's expertise

in drug developsent available to pareaceatical tires and iividual snvestiquters worldwide. The goal of the

Pre-IND Progras is to focus the érug lpper’s preclinical developaent progras on thoseeeinte

ee to rapidly coapiete the preclinical woonu ot‘a ond s0 inte

well-designed clinical studies as guictly as possible. The purpose of the Proatting Cine ansis te

ponsor optisize the ose of clinical trials" produce the aost usetul data possible upon which

sois approvel Can be based. The AIDS drug-revies es in DAVDP will be described, and

fp the Prograes wili be porn Major probless seen in the developeent of AIDS drugs and viable solutions
® facilitate drug developaent will be discussed.

 

M.C. P.63 ANTI-HIV-1 ACTIVITY, TOXICITY AND PHARMACOKI-

NeTIeS OF TOTALLYPare NUCLEOSIDE ANALOGS
inberg, rk rn, M.*; Martel, R.*;

Belleau, B.**Maun Soudeyns, aes .
*IAF BioChem international > Laval,cars Can.;
**Institut Arman Quebec, ***Jewish
Gen. Hospital, Montreal,

Objective: ‘to t

“Quebec, Can.

test a number of nucleoside analogs in which the
anso atom3'-carbon of the pentose is replaced by or

: pds. re ass. for anti-HIV-1 ©etivity (RT
bp Ag, cell viability) in T- li (H-9, MT-4) d a
monocyte/macrophage cell line (0-937
Results: The cpd. NGPB-21 (base = cyt, 3° = S) had
therapeutic idea= 1000 (sim. to AZT) and, unlike AZT, had no
ell toxicity at “th rapeutic concs. Also, NGPB-21 was very

activ in he V-1 infected 0-937 cell line. Rats given
NGPB-21 at 100 mg/ peo. dai for 14 days showed 10
inhibition of y rowt nd had 1 organ wts. (liver,
spleen, testis, kidney) and hema gic profile. Rats given
NGPB-21 200 /kg p.o. readily absorbed the drug and had
peak blood levels at 1.5 hr. andttt

in which 3° = 0 a

 
analog (DDIII30A) the sugar-basze linkage

in unnat:ton a-configuration showed à favorable
therapeutic index in vi
Conclusion: NGPB-21 aDDITL308 are novel nucleosides showing
igh potential as anti-AIDS dru

M.C. P.65 THE CARBOCYCLIC ANALOGUE OF OXETANOCIN G INHIBITS THE REPLICA-

TION OFOOesosAND HERPES SIMPLEX VIRUSES
“; Plattner, J.*; Erickson, J.*; Amett, G.** and

Shannon, W.** “Abbott Labs, Abbott Park,i USA, *Southem Aesearch inst. Bioringhar Ala, USA,

jate the vitroantiviral activity of the newly synthesized {+)-9-[2',5'-
Bethe“4oyclobutyliguaning (A-69992) against human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) and

simplex viruses type 1 nd type 2 (HSVvel and HSV.22).
ee antiviral activity at A-69992 HSV-1 and 2 was determined tn Vero ceils sing a virus

Induced cytopathogenic offects(GPEnonassay. The minimum drugconcentration which
PE by 50%
 3 Gat mine

against HCM deterind ia vosydeccoarahanoderryaaaacs)
cells. ‘Mier 6 dasdrug cytotoxicity was quantitated by the ability of viable host cells to reduce the tatra-

MTT), of infectiousvinvisf{romthedrugtrtreatedand untreated cultures

69992, IDsp for acyclovir): HSV-oo 0.57,0.43; HSV-2(MS), 1.00, 1.80; HSV-1(BW 10168 TK
fen), 4406, 13.03; HSV-2(8W9 was palally cytotoxic to
rocalls 00 ug/mL, while at 225 ug/mL. At a nontoxic concentra-

32 um. A-69992 reduced the yield of infectious HCMV in MRCS ceils from etPUttoobelow
the dotection fimit (ao6 rr. At the lowest concentration tested, yield
virus was reduced 14 fold. At the highest concentration tested, 320vom the drug cyoterietywas;
24%. By comparison, ganciclovir appears to be about 10 times as potent as A-69992in this system.
Conclusion, A-69992 exhibits selecive Invitro antiviral activity against |HSV-1, HSV-2, ane HCMV at con-
centrations as low as 1 is more potent than acyclovir against TK deficient strains of HSV.
pspbservations, and thoseatHajayashiet al ("Carbocyclic OxetanocinaeThat “ntpence

man Immunodeficiency Virusin T-Cells and Monocyctes/MacrophagesIn Vitro"),
Vale!inones a new drug therapy for AIDS.

Banu,The folowing iDso's were determined forrin‘andacerive|Dee {ug/mL) for
À-69
a
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M.C.P.62

Low Dose Raltrexone|in the Treatment of AIDS:
8!

Long Term Follow-upResults
eae Bernard*; Drury, F*; ne, V*; Ottomanelli, G*; Cannon,

*SUNY/HHealth Science Cenker at Brooklyn, **ImmuQuest Laboratories, Rock-

ville, Maryland, ***St. Luke'ssecore Hospital, New Yor
the long term results of the treatment of AIDS with

loses (1.75 mg ne) of naltrexone, Fan opiate antagonist

Method. Thirty-eight Patience with ame were treated in a 3 month placebo
controlled trial of naltrexone, after

vels from means o O i.u. to 5 i.u.,

jeocyte proliferative responses to

decline in responses to CMV antigen. p24 antigen
vels and settpa”antibodies will bePresented as 1.

Conclusion. se naltrexone may nomodulating agent in

AIDS relatedsLness with 402 of responding patients with AIDS showing long
term surviva

È

u

M.C.P.64 ISOLEUCINE ESTER OF ZIDOVUDINE (IAZT) AS A PRO-DRUG WITH
BANCED EF!FICACY AGAINST

agra 1, Krishna C., Agparval, ls. K., Gogu, S.R., Lupia, R.H.,

Lertora, J.J.L., and anren s S.R.S.*

Department of Pharmacology and *Delta Primate Genter, Tulane University

School of Medicine, New Orleans, LA 70112, U.S.A

Objective. To develop a pro-drug of zidovudine (AZT) with increased therapeu~-

tic index in ah attempt to overcome the dose-related toxicity (anemia and
neutropenia).
Methods. Among various approaches of developing pro-drugs, we atesuccessful-

ly inserted an amino acid, isoleucine, at the 5'-OH function of AZray esteri-

ica from seronegative don

bone marrow cells as measu:red by eptake f Sathya ni 59. concentra-
tion to inhibit the production of HiV-specific p24 antigen was 0°835

T whereas AZT required twice the amou: . level. P in y

index than i-H

(Supported ty NIAID grant No. Al-25909)

M.C.P.66 INHIBITION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS INFECTIVITY BY
LRO UINE.

» W.-P.*, Nara, P.L.**, Kung, H.-F.*, and Qroszlan,
Stephen*
“Laboratory of Biochemical Physiology, and** Laboratory cf Tumor Cell
Biology, National Cancer Institute, Frederick, MD, ***BRI-BRP, NCI-
Frederick Cancer Research Facility, Frederick. MD,USS.A.

The effecta chloroquine, an anti-malarial drug known to affect cellular
exocytic pathways, was studied in two retrovira
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV- D.and avian reticuloendotheljosievirusREV
A). With chloroquine treatment of virus infected cells V-1/H9 a
REV/cBMC), significant size reduction of the ceil and "virus associatted

$ observed. In

e data
due to interference

Stu ifs are in
tsrelatives

(Research supported in part by the National Cancer Institute, DHHS, under
contract NO. NO1-CO-74101 with Bionetics Research, Inc.)
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M.C.P.67 NEUTRALIZATION OFPHVB1 BYANTANTI-IDIOTYPIC4ANTIBODIES
johnson, P,

 

; Go.
sRW. Johnson Pharmaceutical Research Institute,LaJoli.CA,USA,
*+ Georgetown University, Rockville,MD,USA.

Objective. nal antibod
antibodies are nevtralizing HIV.
Methods. Macaqu were ed (IV) with purified OKT4A Mab and 6
months later with OKT4F (10 day injection protocols). The anti-CD4 antisera were
assayed f ti anti ELISAs and for internal image (CD4-

antibod:
OKTAF, anti-HIV and neutralizing titersimmunization. Following were found to

slightly higher.
ANTI-OKT4A ANTI-OKT4F  ANTI-HIV NEUTRALIZING

SERA TITER
Prebleed <1:100 <1:100 <1:100 <1:10
2wk post OKT4A 1:1200 ND 1500 1:40
6mo post OKT4A 1:3200 ND 1:100 1:20
2wkpost OKT4F 1:3200 1:12800 1:1600 1:80

 Conclusion. Anti-idiotype antibodi ised in respor
antibodies which were able to bind and neutralize HIV,in vitro.

PHARMACOKINETICS, TOXICITY AND PROPHYLACTIC ANTIVIRAL ACTIVITY
OF PMEA IN FELINE RETROVIRUS INFE

; Swens CL;

M.C.P.69
neas, P.A.; Sams,R.;

Hayes,K. andS Kociba, G.
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA.

Objective. To determine the pharmacokinetics, toxicity and prophylactic
antiviral activity of 9- (ue<phosphonyimetiexy)ethy1)--adenine (PMEA) in feline
leukemia virus infected cat

raacakinetic and bioavailability of PHEA was determined in 6 cats
different dosage regimens of PMEA

antiviral activity
red by continuous IV

Toxicity was evaluated as=

—

a
d
s

S
r

e
e
s

« = à
3
5 =

Z
a

infusion beginning one dayP
of the prophylactic oning.

. PMEA administered at doses greater than 12.5 mg/kg/day continuous IV

to FeLV challenge.

infusion, were toxic to severely toxic, causing death mals
treated. The most prominent clinical feature these inate w s henoalytie
anemia. A dosage of 12.5 mg/kg/day PMEA administered by continuous,VW infusion

r d set infection in 6 off challenged

yy comparison 7 of 7 1 cats developed chronic viremia by 3
wispostchalivenge. All PMEA treatedvats remain FeLV negative after 5 wks post

nge .
Though moderately toxic in cats at a dose of 12.5 mg/kg/day

continuous “IV infusion for 3 wks, PMEA was highly effective as a prophylactic
tment for preventing FeLV infection of cats for the period so far observed.

egimens are currently being evaluate .

M.C.P.71 FLUCONAZOLE TREATNENT OF CANDIDIASIS IW AIDS PATIENTS.
A GIL, P_LAVILLA, A GONZALEZ, ME VALENCIA, JML DUPLA, JJ VAZQUEZ,

Hospital La Paz, Madrid, Spain.

Aims o Study: To assess weAiles and safety of Fluconazole in the treatment of esopha-

geal riens in AIDS patien

atients (25 male and 11 female) were included. tan age was 28 years (rangé: 19-
t. In atl cases,

A follow up visit 1
dr surveillance was performed in all patients. Therapeut{c evaluation was performed În 33.
patients, although onty 31 completed treatment. The study was carried out over a ten mon

During this ee8 patients died; 4 fn the tocol stage and a
further 4 after Completing ‘treatment, alt o e due to other opportunistic infecti
Ctinical and mycologic cure was achieved inmt patients; in most, clinical picture resolved

week. In 2 patients an esophageal relapse ocurred 1 month after treatment. Re-t:
th Fluconazole achieved cure again. In a further 9 patients asymptomatic oropharingeat

fungal colonization was observed. fo gastroin:esta, hematological, renal or cutaneous to-
xicity Elevations of liver enzymes: discrete (15 patients}, moderate (I' patient)
and severe“a patient), the latter leading to drugicotinationg were recorded.

atkaline phosphatase hyperbditirubinemta (29 most commonly ob:

fect; however, 1t has to taken into account eae,mostattients had coexisting opportunistic

‘infections and/or received potentially tone concomitant therapy.

sc lusions 1) Flucenazole has 5! ne mt safe treatment of esophegeal candi-
fasts in Atos patients. 2) A shorter treateent ficacious in this condition. 3) An
effective prophylactic regtme with Fluconazole ‘ntthese vatients would be most desirable.

month after tre

PHOSPHONOFORMATE ENHIBITS FELINE RETROVIRUS INFECTION IN CATS
M C P.68 r' 3 Weisbrode,S.E.; Sams,R.; Nagode,L.;

Hayes,K.; Mathes,L.E.; e .
The-Ohto-State-University, Columbus, Ohio, USA.

Qbiective. in vitro in vivo efficacy and toxicity of
phesphonoforsateora} nease felineua virus (FeLV).

ducedani ition of FeLV infection feline 1mphoïd cells (3201)
was SEmine”ore se transcriptase (RT) assay. Pharmacokinetics studies

n young and adu ts. For rophylactic“Studies, six cats
received 1000 mg/kg/: infus for 1 day prior to and
4 weeks post-FeLV challenge. Six control cats received 120 U/kg/day heparin
n ia ine Six rved as altenge istomorp ometri
determinations were on the distal radius of young and adutt ¢
given 1000 ma/ka/day PFA andoh age-matched control cats.
Results. Felinfection of cells was inhi by >90% at 64 uM PFA as
measured by RT activity. Young cats exhibited a higher (2X) plasma clearance
of PFA than adult cats, which was attributed to enhanced bone accumulation.
Mean oral bioavailability was tomt inuous IV infusion of P (1000

B
@
M
a
r

mg/kg/day) prevented FeLV viremia in 4 of 6 cats. Six of 6 untreated challenge
controls viremi weeks sost-ineeulation, Plasma biochemical
changes demonstrated in PFA treated cats compared sham-operated controls
included: creases in ca im decrease rus, alkaline
phosphatase and calcitriol. ne histomorphometry
lesions in young cats and osteomalacia in adult cats given 1000 mg/kg/day of
PFA for

PFA ‘prevents FeLV infection in vitro and in vivo. High doses of PFA
jnduce rickets in young cats and osteomalacia in adult cats.

M.C.P 70 PHOSPHATE TRIESTER DERIVATIVES OF AZT AS INHIBITORS OF HIV
vo McGuigan, Chris*; Devine,a ser T.**; Galpin, S.**;

J.D.**;
» UK,

Kinchin
“st Mary'sApiéal Medical School,

Williamson, J

TandemsUxSoles London

Introduction. A series of 20 phosphate petederivatives of AZT have been

tested against’ HIV-1 (HTLV III, RF strain) in th catescoatCD4+ Tcsi tineGe

These is have been designed as membrane soluble

overcome some= the limitations shown AZT
ompounds

ther“nucleosideanalogues};
ranesuch a: dependance, metaboic instability and

penetration.“+ has been f that asymmetrically copetivated phosphates of

are ve antiviral agents especially when one phosphate moiety is an
aminolinked amino-acid, and the er is an alkyloxy cha

 ofthe substituents large differences in
od. In the compounds bel in the

hain (X) and the amino acid (¥) gives a range of activitiesS50
Studies to> snvestigate the nature of the block in

replication are in progress
T

KL No OX ZzEn l

UCL 11 MeO MeValNH N3 3 X-P-—0 oO
UCL 12 MtO MeValNH N3 10 |
UCL 23. EtO MeLeuNH N3 30 Y
UCL 24 EtO MeIleNH N3 100

Z

M.C.P.72 RECOMBINANT SOLUBLE CD4 AS A VEETCLE TO DELIVER RICIN TO

Collinson, A.R.*; Liu, T.**; Meier,

V.wx; Rosa, M.D.**; . *innunoGen, inc. » Cambridge, MA,

USA, **Biogen, Inc. , Cambridge, MA. “USA.

Objective: To assess the effectiveness of recombinant soluble CD4—blocked
ricin conjugate {rsT4-bR) as a potential drug for the elimination of HIV-
envelope expressing cells, in vitro.

modified such that it retains ricin’s

tested on expre:
Binding efficiency of rsT4-bR to gp120 vas assessed in an EIA using
recombinant gp120 (rgpi20).

R conjugate ret.
The cytotoxicity of the rsT4~bR
expressing cells; gp120 expressing CHO
10-%and 10°!1M rsT4-bR. Unmodified rsT4completely blo
nediated kil ells and CHO

pained the capacity to bind to gpl20 in an EIA.
c to HIV-envelop:

expressing cells, in vitro, at 
concentrations that are achievable in vivo.
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M.C.P.73 EFFECTS OF DIDEORYNUCLEOSIDES ON THE CELL LE R x M.C.P.74 IN VIVO ANTI-RETROVIRUS AND ANTI-CEOMLOVTRUS ACTIVITY OF
ancer esearclenderson, .

Group, University of Alberta, Eanonton,alberta, T6G 2H7, Canada.

Antiviral dideoxynucleosides (an)are toxic to animal

a used. Kechantsnsofcell-
re, report. studies of the effects of

dideo:oxymicleoesdes onthe progression of cultured lymphoid cells through the
cell eyel
Methods. cell cycle Parameters were measured by Senee using huma:
B-lymphoblast 6410, huma: 28 human promyelocytic leukemia
HL-60 d e . aN concentrations were 1 mM. ddN
were growth inhibitory in all but one case; dideoxythymidine en vas not
toxic to MOLT-4 cells. Thymidine (TdR) and methotrexate (MTX) were used a:

controls
atment of 6410 cells resulted in the following changes:

asldethyatdine (A2T), TdR and dideoxyguanosine (ddG) increased the propor-

of MIX increased G1 cells, while dideoxycytidine (ddC)

In MOLT-4 cells, AZT increased S-phase cells,
e T dc and ddG had minor effects

. Thi
effects of individual ddN vary with the cell type. The effects of dan on
the cell cycle differ from those of TdR and MTX.

COMPARATIVE INHIBITORY EFFECTS OF SULFATED POLYSACCHA-

RIDES ON GIANT CELL FORMATION INDUCED BY CO-CULTIVATION
OF CD4-POSITIVE CELLS WITH PERSISTENTLY HIV-1-INFECTED C:

. D. Schole, R. Pauwels, H. Nakashima, J. Balzarini and E. De

M.C.P.75

Clercq.
Rega Institute for Medical Research, K.U.Leuven, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

Objective.

rapy for AIDS, various c:
on HIV-l-induced giant cell (ayn
tant mechanism of the depletion ofcbe_positiveelein"De pattien:

da. MOLT-4 cells were cultured with an equal number o
HIV-1l-infected HUT-78 cells (HUT-78/HTLV--IIly) for 24 h in the presence of

various concentrations of the test compounds, and the number of giant cella
waa count:

Im the acope of our attempts to develop an effective chemothe-
er the:ireT, effects

anware

ulfated poedense such8as dextran sulfates (MW > 5000),
pentosan polyaulfate, fucoidan. -Carrageenan were po-

cell matLi othymidine was not inhibitory, suramin inhi-

bited giant ceil formation.
Conclusion. Several sulfated polysaccharides were found to be potent in-

hibitors of HIV-l-induced giant cell formation in vitro and should be fur-

ther pursued as candidate anti-AIDS dru

M.C.P.77 —semprmonoF Hiv REPLICATION IN CELL CULTURE BY ANTI-SENSE
RNA EXPRESSED FROM RECOMBINANT MURINE RETROVIRUSES

FRERE ANR dERES LE ia Du teft University of Oxford, U.K.

lc, antisense nucleic acids offer an a chtoto the rational design of anti-viral
therapies ofPanselective toxicity. Antisense Rlivered by retr vectors offer some theoretical
advantages over the useeseteoùaiesbonalongàit walbebebeany9yearsbeforetheywill bebe

Reeclondé to saaivee” funddindamenualareas ‘ofHIV’biology. s
fragmentsts derived.fromtherepo aroma the fet coding exo oftatey of the EV prov

vectors and have investigated the effect of the transduced
cies Gnpeepeinof IV scp1 De

In order Ofthusregion, we have inserted additional Ssti sites. at
ition 5438 in. and 5582 in thus far analysed are as follows:

PR bp spacing ESSuneof tat,
and env; canttasted v9 are lomotkeUS

The HIV-s
Jurkat, We have,chatle F EF et

a
e
H

H
l ‘i g
e
e 8.
6

RA
SE

by ce ErSetedays line,viral replication %, 614% and res| a YS post-
0.aesion tually pes bition of replication, leof

inhibition Seteà to 48%, 28.5% and 64.6% in the second week post-infection. .
Weie hat the i from an promoter, is present in sufficient

i transcripts to a substantial extent in the absence of and

ay Fnquantities
ete genes that include the ARG
replication, Possibly, secondary structures
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9~((2-PHOSPHONYLMETHOXY)ETHYL)ADENINE (PM
Apranson,JoanneJ. hazzouli, Ismail; itencock, Michael

J. 1 R.*; Martin, John
BtsMere“a1Tingford, CT, US *University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL, US

Objective. In vivo svaluation of the acyclic nucleotideanalogue PMEA for
the treatment of retrovirus and cytomegalovirus infe
Methods. PMEA' was prepared on a multigram scale in 3xoverall yield via a
six-step synthetic

æ æ > a œ + < = 3
2

“
=

3
=
°

5
8 a + ~ < ct < e > =
z

evaluated i o in a murine CMV infection lel
with PMEA or ganciclovir (DHPG) at 6, 24, or
days. Antiviral efficacy was demonstrated by an increase in the
ime of treated animals compar ith untreated and placebo-treated controls

Results. Aith T

33%
100 kg/d Even when this treatment 48 h, ai of treated
animals survive DHPG provided a similar effect at mg/kg
Conclusions. The broad-spect: n vivo antiviral activi of PMEA warrants
the further investigation of its potential in the chemotherapy of retrovirus
and cytomegalovirus infection

M.C.P.76 NEUTRALIZATION OFHIV-1BY ANTITGANTBANTIBODIES

“RW. Johnson Research instinieLa jollaCAUSA,
** Georgetown University, RockvilleMD,USA.

Objective. Ti evaluate the abiityofant-CD4 monoclonalantibodies to elicit anti-idiotypic
antibodies thatare capable of bincing to and neutralising HIV

immunized with purified OKT4A Mab and 6
months later with OKT4F (10 day injection protocols). The anti-CD4 ant e
assayed for anti- by ELISAs and for internal image (
like reactivity,i.e. binding to ion kit. To

i anti-HIV titers
appeared immediately. Neutralizing antibody titers Ware Catected 5-18 days post
ange Following OKT4F, anti-HIV and neutralizing titers were found to b:

ANTI-OKT4A ANTI-OKT4F ANTI-HIV NEUTRALIZING
SERA TITER TITER

<1:100 <1:100 <i:100 <1:10
2wkpost OKT4A 1:1200 ND 1:400 1:40
Giopst OKT4A 1:3200 ND 1:100 1:20
2wkpost OKT4F 1:3200 1:12800 1:1600 1:80

Conduson. antibodies were raised! in responseto anti-CD4 monoclonalAnti-idiotype
antibodies which were able to bind and neutralize HIV, in

ERRARYOCYTES OF HIV-SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDUALS EXPRESSM.C.P.78
Zucker-Pranklin, Dorothea, Sao Y.2., and Kouri, Y.H.

New York University, New York, New York, U.S.A.

Objective: To elucidate the pathogenesis of thrombocytopenia associated with
HIV-1 infection. Although immune mechani

tencies include: 1) 1
from platelet transfusions, a rise in platelet count shortly following
reatment wit! the revel of circulating ant ibodie:

plexes are unlikely to|have g
megakaryocytes (MK) was investigated. Meth
TV-ser itive individuals were studi’

patients were sul ect to in si
RNA probe sults: While no intact virus particles were seen, the struc-
tural alterations in HIV-MK were distinctive from
or any myel astic rome:
eral zone and cytoplasmic vacuoles containing rane processes. Numerou:
denu MK nuclei were also found in o

. The megakaryocytes of 10/10 paptients examined
hybrigization unambi h

nisms play arole in HIV-related thrombocytopenia, direct infec-
n Of megakaryocytes with the virus appears to be responsible for low

platelet producti
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M.C.P.79 rT EFFECT OF SULFATED AMPHOTERICIN B ON
THE PROLIFERATION OF HIV IN VITR

Toru Otake, K.Miyano,H.Shimonaka ,M.Kanai,N.Ueba,N. Kunita “tad T.Kurimura*
Osaka Prefectural Institute of Public Health,Oseka, Japan,
* Tottori University, School of Medicine, Yonago,Tottori, Japan.

Auphotericin,B methyl ester (AME)»a the derivative of enphotericin
B, showed inhibitory effect on otoxicity of AME
relatively high. Newly syathesized sulfatedamphotericin B(SA),
expected to show low toxicity and anti-HIV effect, was examined in vitro.

SA at the concentration of Syg/ml completely cmprossed the HIV-induced
cytopathic effect in MI-4 cell line which carried HTILV- ] . Furthermore,
antiviral effect was also observed when SA was only present at absorption
period of HIV. Proliferation of HIV was also suppressed in peripheral
blood. mononuclear cells(PBMC) infected with freshly isolated HIV. The
cytotoxicity of SA was low ( 50% otoxic dose for MT-4 cells and PBMC was
2ng/n1) MOLT-4 and MOLT-4/HIV cells were co-cultured, sultinucleated
giant cells appeared. At the concentration of SA more than 30pg/ml, the
formation of giant cells was inhibited. SA at the concentration of 200pg/nal
inhibited 80% of reverse transcriptase activity of HIV.HIV was exposed to SA
for 2h. At concentration of 20ug/ml, SA reduced infectivity of HIV to 1/10.
These anti-HIV effect of SA was considerd to be caused by the inhibition

of HIV binding to the cells and reduction of infectivity of HIV.

ASSESSMENT OF THE THERAPEUTIC ACTIVITY OF PHOSPHONYLMETHOXY~M.C.P.81
ETHYL ADENINE THYMIDINE (AZT) IN A MURINE

jODEL OF ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY DISEASE
J. David Gangemi*; Robert M. Cozens**; Erik De Clercq***; Alex &

Heinz-Kurt Hochkeppel**; aUniversity of South Carolina, “bluse,“ieans
*#**CIBA-GEIGY, Bagel, Switzerland;***Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven,Belgiun.

urine nds of acquired immunodeficiency disease (MAIDS) was used t

rapeutic potential of two nucleoside analogues, phosphon:nyl
MEA) and azidothymidine (az) e antiviral activity

evaaluate the the
methoxyethy! adenine

continous re-
U

were severly depressed 60
icTee mice vere highly susceptible

: 2 3S a g ®

littermates were not.

comparable
s usefulness in the therapy of opportunistic herpesvirel in-

fections.

EXPERIMENTAL AZ (AZ THERAPY
LEADS TO ADEQUATE AND PROLONGED LEVELS OF
INTRACELLULAR AZT-TRIPHOSPHATE (AZT-TP)

Vogt,Markus; Kuster, H.; Nadai, Vz Joos, B.; Siegenthaller, W. and Lithy, R.

Division of Infectious Diseases, Dept. of Medicine, University Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland

M.C.P.83

Our earlier studies showed that single daily AZT pulse exposure effectively

en have now evaluated intracellular AZT

a newly developed in vitro model,

ood mononucles cells were either exposed to 10 uM
uM AZT (+ Azfor one day. After

24 hr in culture, cellular extracts were analyzed by paired ion x iaactivi
roue»gas scintillation counting. Furthermore, hypothetical simulation of human AZT

ls after a single daily dose of 1 g AZT was performed using a computer
edad(Doneushe Welicome, UK).
Results. Asidothymidine((omoi/i0® cells)
Treatment Monophosphate Triphosphate
24h 1 uM AZT 33 0.9
ih 10 uM AZT 18 tî 2.0

Mathematical simulation of a single oral dose of 1 g revealed plasma levels of 10 uM or
higher for 60 min.

ingle day in vitro pulsetherapy leads to adequate intracellular levels of AZT-
TP thus explaining the observed anti-HIV ffect of is regimen. The effect of a single
daily oral dose of 1 g should be exploited in clinical tr:

M.C.P,80 INHIBITION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV-1)
REPLICATION|BYSYNTHETIC OLIGO-DNA DERIVATIVES
Ag . ; Sun, D Sarin, es Zamecnik, P.C.*

~ Worcester Foundation oeDeSent Biology, Shrew:urry, Mas
** Laboratory of Tumor Cel] Blology, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Md.

A number of approaches are currently being investigated for treatment of
human 1 odeficiency virus (HIV) infected patients with acquired immuno-

et _ 2 3 = t
u
o
T
3

5
©
©

o
o 3 = Æ > c
r

thioate and various pho ramidates antiviral ivity.
inhibition of HIV-1 expression in p nce of antisense oligonurcotides was
an) out by infecting H9 or MOLT-3 cells with HIV-1 (HTLV-III, or HTLV-

co). St

 
a

phosphate backbone analogs of oligonucleotides are potent inhibitors of HIV-1
replication and could be potentially useful in the treatment of AIDS.

INHIBITION OF HIV REPLICATTON BY ALPHA INTERFERONM.C.P.82
Pagano, J.S. Univ. of N.C.

Obiective. To investigate the mechanism of inhibition of HIV
repticationey interferon alpha

were infected with HIV ana treated with
teeaent orvehronie producing cells were treated w.
Wellferon. .Virus production was assaye byreverse transcrip-
ase activity and p24 concentration, Cellular extracts were
assayed b: t and p24 ELISA: cells were examined by
electron microsco
Results. In the C3 line C59 was 5.5 U/ml, and ECgg wi
274 U/ml. We attempted toacteregne if high concentrationsof
intracellular particles were accumulating by assaying extracel-

the intracellular p24 and viral
ith IFN, the RT

e

and p17 did not change in th E
the cells treated with 512 U/ml showed almost no virus budding
into extracellular spaces; however, no intracellular particles
could be seen.
Conclusion. Thus, inhibition of this human retrovirus by alpha
interferon does not appear to involve decreased processing of
viral proteins or intracellular core formation.

EXPRESSION OF AUTHENTIC ANDENZYMATICALLYACTIVE HIV! AND
HIV2 PROTEASES IN SACCHAROMYCES|CEREVISIAE.

; Bi L.*; Barr, P.** and
Cher

M.C.P.84

of California, Departmentofof Pharmaceutical
n, Emeryville, California, USA

Craik, C.*
*Universi emistry, San Francisco, California.
**Chiron

exttploesncreoseofgoengol
eelanarc!es Dthese vilprowinsroqurereagest

uae joying ADHZ/GAPD plcoal Soaonsystem enn ig the Hee to over-
ess both retroviral proteases intracellularly and extracellularly in yeast.Forexextemal | e

ferent DNA
cerevisiae factor nee Theevlfinsondeiermre

Un slidea sidues the N andC termini of
the protease inorder to monitorhepasharin For internal localization,
Eapresebn of maneHIVandHNwo ine C-ereinns of aman superoxided

HIV1 and HIV2 proteases
‘Of Self-processing activity was

1 protease has been
pedansœuctural des have oe inated Extracellular localization of the proteasehas

ters of media 1 of protein can bepurified. ‘This proteaseis active on both nati
nee peptide sÉbstates. Both theHIV!and the HIV2 protease correctly

lyprotein precursor. Results indicate that yeast cells provide an efficient expression
for the overproduction of active forms of HIV1 and HIV2 proteases.
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M.C.P.85 IMMUNOLOGIC EFFECT AFTER SINGLE DOSE ATVOGEN (AMPLIGEN) IN
HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS

, J.
Farzadegan, H; Pett ohn: kins University.Schools of Medicine and

Hygiene and Public Health, Baltimore, Marylan

'o0 evaluate the degree and time course of immunologic stimulation
after a single 200 mg intravenous (i.v.) dose of atvogen, a mismatched
double-stranded RNA, in healthy volunteers,

This was a randomized, double-blind, inpattent study in four

rolshealthy ‘volunteers. Subjects served as their own co: 4 randomized to on
treatment seq neces, atvogen or placebo followe 7 days later

placebo or atvogen. We red a- and 7- interkeron. es: oligoadenylate
ynthetase (25AS), neopter, T cell subsets (CD3, ul

19), natural killer cell a) activity and yurhowyte proliferation (LP)

si:
ays showed any differences in response between atvogen or

placebo treatments
tvogen induces no immunologic enhancement in the parameters

measured after a single 200 mg i.v. dose in healthy volunteers.

M.C.P.87 THE ANTIVIRAL EFFECT OF DEXTRAN SULFATE (DXS) IS HIV
STRAIN DEPENDENT
Resnick, Lionel* and Busso, M, E.*

*Mount Sinai Medical Center, Miami Beach, Florida, USA.

Gbiective.To study the anti-HIV activity of DXS using different isolates.
Methods. -HIV effects of DXS (8K, 40K, 500K) were investigated

@ synnuAREibition (MT-2 cell
I

ne tiun-forming units, reli viability,

and IIF (cellular p24 Ag) were¢ utilized as measures of HIV expression . we
standardized by eee dilution and
rrs of DXS and ddNUs (AZT, ddA, adC)wwere

 analyzed and a fractional inhibitory index calculated.

ts. The hig! as, the more potent the aneseffects
The 1D50 was greater than Img/ml for all DXS. The EDSO of DXS was HIV

ain dependent [ED50 (ug/ml) range: I. 22), 36- 3D

KS) or antagonistic (sub-therapeutic range of

The anti activity of DXS is strain and MW dependent. The
combination of DXS and ddNUs may yield synergistic/antagonistic effects.
(Supported by IVAX corp. and NIH UO1-AI25696).

 
M.C.P.89 EXPRESSION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF CHIMERIC PROTEINS

CONTAINING HUMAN CD4 PONSTO HUMAN IMMUNOGLOBULIN

ncCHAIN CONSTANT REGION:

Mizukami, Tamio, Smith, C.D., Berger, E.A. andMoss
Laboratory of Viral Diseases, National Institute of "aliergy and Infectious
Diseases, National Institutes of Healt » MD 20892, USA

Objectiveoe express and characterize the properties of chimeric proteins
Of human CD4 and human lobulin G (398)heaivy chain

ions for the potential therapeutic use of these2proteins as
agents

Methods. The chimeric proteing were produced using a vaccinia virus-based
i ested for the binding properties to various ligands

andanttibodies against.reach domain.
Three types of chimeric proteins with different lee(1-109,

eerand 1-372) of the CD4 extracellular regionon linked to IgGl
heu Chain constant regions were designed and expressed in QEand
REMIB226, a human myeloma cell line secreting a Ig light (pasronain.

both cell lines bound to

 
Prote . chimeric
formed lexes with the lambda chain synthes a bY the host cell line.
Conclusion. The CD4-IgGl chimeric proteins had ed binding
properties the domains used for + The etes
proteins w:
which might have structures ana. tural inmunoglobulin

ecules.

556

*Mount Sinai Meaivet Center, Han

STUPIES ON ANTI-HIV ACTIVITY AND METABOLISM OF 2',3'-
PIDEOKYGUANOSINE (ddG)
esnick, Lio:nel*; Busso, M. E.* d Mian

i Beach, Florida, “TSA, cs gyivester
ami, Florida, USA.

Goiective.To study the anti-HIV activ:vity and metabolism of ddG.
Methods. @ anti-HIV activity of ddG was determined by a syncytium-

M.C.P.86

Comprehensive Center, University of

 
were exposed t
centrifugation through

 

determined. In metavolion studies, drug treated cells were pxtracted with

aqueous methanol and the extracts were analyzed by anion exchange c18
reverse phase procedur:
Results and Conclusions. indicate that ddG is equipotent to ddA ©

n its anti-HIV activity. Guanosine and dGuo did not reverse th nti
HIV activity Tea: inoGu ed to en e. n drug exposed
cells, the intracellular radioactivity increased over time and reached a

plat i of an or dGuo reduced
uptake of ddG by 40%. Metabolic studies indicate that ddG enters the
cell and is catabolized guanin h xther anabolized to
GDP, + Under the experimental conditions employed, we were unable
to detect the formatibn o: Ja . se obs:ervations raise the
question regarding the importance of thi tabolite’s role in the anti-HIV

activity of ddG. (Supported by IVAX Corp. "and NIH UOL-A125696).

 

containing 2BoneessisPy,

in cockitivated PRE.

M.C.P.90 ANALOGS OF 3ANTNO 3’ DEOXYADENOSINE INHIBIT|Hiv"1 REPLICATION

Lee Ratner*, N Vander Heyden*, and C Rodi*. #Department of
Medicine, aint University, “Biological Sciences Department, Monsant.
St. Loul: SA

Objective: Several different nucleoside analogs have been demonstrated to
inhibit retroviral RNAAdepenendent DNA polymerase activity in preference to
cellular DNA-dependent polymerases. This study analyzed the anti-HIV-1

le yea mosine.
and 3’anino-

HIv-1 replication in acutely
1 than

strated at an early step in HIV-1 replication, most likely reverse transcrip-

 Conelusions: 3’Amino nucleoside analogs are a novel class of inhibitors of
HiviqrePitcation which require further analysis in cell culture and animal
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MC.POT san eusmener ary, re neguuetentt, MC.P.92  CRONALCELLKILLING

IN

VITHO:PREVENTION BYPEPTIDE T
ig-Popov**,

Davies**, and RobinDh. Weiss*. atastitate of Cancer Research,

Fulham Road, London UK; **Royal Postgraduate Medical School,
Hammersmith Hospital, Du Cane Road, London W12 OHS, UNITED KINGDOM

Qbiectives: To test sulfated polysaccharides for evidence of antiviral

activity.

Methods: The effect of drugs on HIV infection wasassessed by syncytium
formation, RT and p24 antigen.gynthesis on lymphocytic and monocytic cells
and on CD4-transfected HeLa cells.

Resultg: The compounds will be defined and data presented to show that:

{a) The degree of sulfation is important for antiviral function.

(b) Two compounds, one of which has been newly synthesised, inhibit by
10,000 fold on the C8166 infectivity assay a wide range of HIV-
isolates.

(c) HIV-2 was inhibited by one compound, but not as strongly.

(d) There is low cellular toxicity and no adverse effect on protein
metabolism or T-cell function

(e) The drugs themselves appear to have a mitogenic effect on PBL.

‘SYNTHESES OF NEW SUGAR-FLUORINATED GUANOSINE
ANALOGUES AS POTENTIAL ANTI-HIV AGENTSM.C.P.83

Puech, F.*; Gosselin, G.° Imbach, J-L.*
* UA 488 du CNRS, USTL, 34060ile"Cédex 1, France
** Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium

Presented by Guedj, Roger, Université de Nice, France

Objective. Purine nucleosides fluorinated in the sugar moiety
have been very igat owing to the difficulty in

port the synthesis of rto un-
anosine and their evaluation

y- and 2,3
-B-D-xylofuranosy]l }guan was sccometished by a

approach involving prior preparation of a suitably
Fluorosuugar. 3'-Deoxy-3'-7fluoroguanosine (3) vw

prepared by reacting the corresponding nucleoside of xylo con-
573dcour with (aiethylanino aulfurtrisivoride. The mixture of

Jguanine (4) and 9-(2

)Jguanine (5) was obtained by
zing.opening of the lyxo epoxide of guanosine

8. The compounds 1- were evaluated in HIV infected MT4
ne8. Onl e mixture|of 4 and 5 was found to inhibit signi-
ficantly viral replication.

D f1

— HYDROCOTYLE ASIATICA

6.Rabson’, Fiatow, U."", Krach. H.**, Kinter, A.*,and Hoggan,M.D.*.

* NIAIO, ** NCI, NIH, Bethesda, hd

Objective. To study the ant-cotroviral effect of an aqueous extract of the Indian Ayurvedic
medicinal yas Hydrocotyle asiat

aqueous e:et of dried Powdered Hydrocotyle asiatica (HA) was prepared by
nee Later by sterile filtration . extract was dilwenes 1:800 A addition to

culture medium. The effects of HAen HIivlecton wo ied by use of syncytia

fometion assay in SuupT! cali. plaque formation in MT4 ceiis andronetios of virion produetion and
on murine isukemia viruses (MuLVs) werere studied

and Has in NH 373 celle Viral yield was assayed by determination of
i ctior

formation in SupT1 ceils and « similar inhibition of plaque form:
ment resulted in a 25 day delay in the appearance of HIV induced serie

is. No comparable delay of cytotoxicity was observed in PBLs. in
Infection, HA rosuliod in an 85-95% decrease in virai

liar ases the uct
al and did ni

followed by removai of HA ernot inhibit Mu supgesting
inerteron ind

Conciusions. An aqueous tract of Hydrocotyle asiatica appeared to Inhibit the replicatio:

1 and Mute in several different assay systems. The degree of anti-HIV effect varied Inre

cell types thus further mechanistic studies andbiochemical characterization of active component
will be sociated before its potential usefulness ascertained.

that HA was not acting as

B: .M.", Brenneman, D.E.#, Salazar, Pert.Candace*
CHE, NIMH, Bethesda, MD and Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC,
U.S.A.
 : T nesin CSF from

seropositive atenesand the ability ofSEEide T to event CSEind

Twent ht cerebros ft
MeLeesdQuiadte de!to the Evasion in murine hij mpal

HIV+ individuals had been referred for psychological evaluation and 83%
weremin‘Walter Reed Stages 1-3. All individuals receiveda compre pend neuro-
psychological and neurological pinal t é monthslater

CSF samples were diluted 100,000 #8 d incubated f f a P
absence of peptide T. h ih th

in thi L 1
gra is potently Png

neurological controls and HIV-

¢ the HIV,

VIP neuropeptide,
peptide T lonal antibodies agai 4,Con prevented gp120-induced

1 retl death (B 39-42, 1988).
Rene: CS rom 9 ou of8H-iniced individuals showed significant (>20% of
control)iin vitro neuronalkillin,ELwhich was blocked bypeptide T. Onlysn

 

Conclusion: The ability of CSF toto potent} in
individuals. Peptide T prevented Sorluc tonicity in vitro. These dal

ourPreviousss(Brennrenneman et al. D:teResearch115:3361-2309,

38)of the.

POPULATION PHARMACOKINETIC BEHAVIOR OF ZIDOVUDINE {AZT) IN
PATIENTS WITH ARC.

Gitterman, ME in, H.Standiford and the Participating
Ésmers foryooMaryiendaxand theVA Coperative
Studies Program, Baltimore, Md. and

M.C.P.94

seraed .
k €) pateigPopulation à Ic
bioavallabll (F) of 0.63, thisveeie {h{70kg, identical to the valueIG,Caronaa

All identifiedwith DS. Vs94225) EDLin , à value rnuch larger than that in AIDS
patients, ee Serected for j. The Ka wes very large, with a 90%
Gontidenceinterval, parameter identifiability. Estimatesofol
intra ntoyiaon the estimation

parameters iibution noted "of stag Foeeoeaa
Hdoa Ronanneobtain goodgoadpharmacologicic information

only 3-5 +5patients dose
irrebroadly employed as mts for

ses. More importantly, bece:
sacsdeucesates?eue

Farat EN endnas ecieoasedisease ere

ACTIVATION OF THE ANTI-HIV AGENT 2',3'-DIDEOXY-2’,3'-

JEHYDROTHYMIDINE (same) BY aanPERIPHERAL BLOOD

NUCLEAR CELLS (PBMC) IN CUL!

M.C.P.96

Hsu-Tso Ho, H. Yang and M.J
Bristol-Myers Pharmacent

aM. aiteheoock
ical Research and Development Division, Wallingford,

 

Connecticut,

Objective. metabolism of DAT anAZT in resting and

Seaerai(PHA)activated human

Metho: re pre] sedimentationat fresh whole b:
COoPREP celi separation tube. lation (5 ug/ml) waseee 72

and the PHA was then wi d out. Aft neubation with 2 pM radiolabeled

D4T or A2T, were washed and extracted methanol, ancells
extracts were fractionated
Results. In resting
cell-associated Dat and AZT were both det:

entration, but n phosphorylated forms of e x compoun: serve:

(detection limits of 1 and 20 nM for and AZT, respectively).“an activated

at 24 55 % of the phosphorylated D4T was pres as triphosphate.
Its Antracellular concentration was timated 100 mm, ich

Ki HIV rae transcriptase. By contrast, the only phosphorylated form

of AT detected was hos) {about 27,000 nM th

triphosphate be e limi tection

Conclusion.orane rare ganonetrate a significant difference between the
metabolism stimlated PBMC. may translate to

different, end aeeetblybetter. toxicity profile in viv
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THREE DRUG SoreneyINHIBITION OF HIV-1 REPLICATION BY
RECOMBINANT SOLUB: D4 (rsT4), ZIDOVUDINE (AZT
RECOMBINANT INTERFERON-AAPHASA CrIFN- of -A).

Johnson,VictoriaA*: Barlow, MA*; Chou, TC**: Merrill, DP*; Hirsch, MS*
*Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA
##Memoriail Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, NY, USA

M.C.P.97

Qbiective. To, assess the interactions of rsT4, AZT, and rIFN-&-A in

Ronagain + HIV-1 replicattion in
evaluated rsT4 soluble viral receptor) in combination with

anscriptase-RI-inhibitor) and rIFN-O&-A (an €

emb:
ni rin

nteractions were evaluated by the nedian-effecttions. Dru,
prineiple and the isobologram technique
R ng nda

2-Drug Combinations 3-Drug
EN Combinatio:

   
Fed

+26
 

130 26 460 52 21
Similar results were obtained at different times and by willing other
assays (RT aceand virus yiel

ombinatione of rsT4 (0 02-0.32 mi}, AZT (0.16-2.56 '

TIFN--A (B--128 Van). as 2- or 3-drug combines ons, inh:mhibieed HIV4 ana
synergistideally. e 3-drug regimen provided more complete suppression than
the 2-drug Tegiuenswithout additive toxicity in vitro.

M Cc P 99 DIFFERENTIAL SENSITIVITY OF BONE MARROW DNA
POL’ LPHA AND DELTA TO INHIBITION BY

DIDEOXYNUCLEOTIDES
, University of Miami School of

Medicine, Miami, Fiorida, U.S.A.

the sensitivity of bone marrow

3 olymerases ve ghly purified f on:
marrow as previously described. Standard DNA po ssays
usil ctivat NA nthetic priner/templateeither

nations and different reaction conditions were
examine the effect of ddCTP and ddaTT:

: Under conditions ofmagnesium activation DNA polymerase
t up to 200 uM ddNTP, howeve

inhibited b eti analysis demonstrated>
competitive pattern with respec e corresponding
Activity of the 3! to 5' exonuclease associated with delta aiannot
alleviate the inhibitory effect of aNTP.

e sensitivity of DNA solymerase delta under
Sengitions of Magnesium activation may have bearing on the bone
marrow toxic effect 0fa Ps. Both DNA polymerases are believed
to function licati and current evidence suggests a
scoreane action of delta synthesizing the leading strand and

the lagging rand. Relatively minor inhibition of DN.
polymerane delta may uncoordinate cellular DNA replication.

 

M Cc P. 101 MIZED PHASEITRIAL OF RECOMBINANT TUMOR NECROSIS

— FACTOR (rTNF) AND RECOMB! INTERFERON-GAMMA (rIFN-

GAMMA)IN PATIENTS WITH .
» Copmbs R , Kidd PG , Paradise M ,SherwinS ,CoreyL .

“University of Washington, Seattle, WA; Francisco, CA.US.A

Objective: To di i dk ion of HEV infection.

Methods: hit t bibi
 

 | oi i ly i fected igh domly assigned 39 patients
gammaonly(0 mg/m’fora weakpe ', IFN-gamma (10 mcg/in) + TNF (10 mog/m }, or IFN-
gamma only (10 meg/ k period. D ilable patients indi fing: sidetante inch À EM as oms (100%), and local + No

hepatic, renal

theory. TVwedroirooposes(PL)allesiorye
decreased fr 92%before
 

 

 

none became persistently negative, the frequency ofHIV isolates from PB)
therapy t0 84% during therapy. i p
therapy.

Conclusion: es that TNFal i ination wi 8 di
appeu hate the progressionofFIV ther clinically virologically, Furthi di

e if either of th de al, her have ln tn ot core
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M.C. P.98 COMPARATIVE PHARMACOKINETICS OF 3'-AZiDO-2',3'-
DIDEOXYURIDINE (AZddl) AND 3'-AZIDO-3'-DEOXYTHYMIDINE
(AZT) IN MONKEYS

*; Sehinazi, A. F.**; Gallo, J.M.*; McClure, H.***; Anderson,D.""";

Chu, C.K.*.

*College of Pharmacy, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, USAMons Admini-
stration Medicai Genter and Emory crAtanta, Georgia, U: Yerkes Prima
-Center, Emory University, Atianta, Georgia,

 

Objective. To characterize and compare the pharmacokinetics and bioavailability of AZddU

and AZT in uninfected rhesus mo
Methods. Monkeys were aaminiired AZddU or AZT as follows; 60 mg/kg intravenously,

60 make oraliy, 200 ree,rallynd 33maiko subcutaneously. Serial blood samples

were obtained. Carebr: ai fluid and ui samples were taken 1h alter dosing.
Nucleosiaes wera cnsayed| HPLC.
Basults. After AZddU total clearance ee 0.914 0.051 Uh/kg and volume of distribution

was 0.89+ 0.14 Likg. After a me avolume of diatribution were 1 57 Uhkg
and 1.07 Lg, respectively. onofAZ ind AZT was virtually com
(F> 0.90) after 60soma tower,Bowral of Loin nucleosides was Maoàlows
{F< 0.50) seter 200 he ni toed her pubcutaneous
administra JU and AZT peattothe cerebrospinal fiuid with CSF: serum

neenvation, ratios ranging 0.25 1h after orgaaadmiration
The similar pharmacokinetic fharactorstics toxicity of AZddU compared

to AZT.suggest that clinical trials of AZddU are

M. C.P.100 RECOMBINANT GRANULOCYTE COLONY STIMULATING FACTOR
(r-metHuG. INCREASES NEUTROPHIL NUMBER AND

-FUNCTIONBUT. DOES NOT ALTER wy EXPRESSION AIDS.
Miles, Steven*; Glaspy, J.*; Chung, Y.*; *; Souza, L** and Baldwin G.*. *UCLA AIDS Center,
Los Angeles, CA, USA and **Amgen, teeThowwand Oaks, CA., USA.

 

 
Objective. To see if r-nerCSF can improve neutrophil function and numberin AIDS patients

without altering HIV expres:
Methods. Phase 1/1! en Trial of r-metHuG-eurHuEPO/AZTin patients with AIDS/seve!

 

of 24 planned patients have been enrelled. Eight have reached >6000 ANC,
main for >2 weeks and are evaluable. The other 3 patients have reached >6000 ANC but have
not been on >2 weeks.

Pre G-CSF Post_G-CSF P value

Absolute Neutrophils 1021 + 600 21,470 + 9130 < 0.001

Total WBC 1875 + 790 23, 49115 < 0.001

CD4 cell number 104 +63 22.8 + 14.7 < 0.05
p24 antigen 247 + 391 > 0.05

With one exception, normal neutrophil function (S.aureus phagocytosis and intracellular killing) was

observed in all pts. before and during r-metHuG-CSE One|pt had a discrete|intracellular killing defect
n  ich normali r-metHuGose Analysis

showed no significant alterations “expression.

r-metHuG-CSF significar hil S patients 
without altering HIV expression. r-metHuG-CSF shows promise inpanerathe opens àof AIDS.

M.C. P.102 à LONG-LIVED CD4 CARRIER ES RCULATION. RED BLOOD
CELLS WITH CD4 RECEPTORSINSERTED IN
Arvinte, Tudor”; Cudd, A.; Schulz, B.", and

“Biophor Corporation,Cie Station, Texas, USA, and
Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA.

"NicolC"
“Baylor College of

The CD4 receptor is associated with intact human e yte membranes after
short-time ictbation at low pH (1-2 min, pH lower than 5, 37°C). Epifiuorescence
microscope observations showed that after incubation of red cells with fluorescein
isothiocyanate TC anti CD4 antibodies (Leu 3a) the
erythrocyte membrane|and subsequently formed|ghost membranes were fluore:scent.

copy showed 10 nm gold beads

with immunoglobulin Ss antibodies BC
S proved stable, vitro at 37°C for 24 hrs and the life span of RBC

esbecedto the acid-insevtion did nat change as compared to normal RBC in mouse

CDt"RBCwwere shown to attach gp120 and quantitation of the number of
molecules per RBC needed for effective attachment to gpi20 was realized. HIV-1
inte: it D4+- g in ze €! EM rographs the appearan
of “foot prints" on the CD4+-RB bi , reminiscent of those ol d after

uenza virus wi , ng- CD4 carrier is obtainedith .

wi he potential of a scavenger in the circulation of free HIV-1, cilating gp120
antigen and gp120-expressing,"HIV-infeote is.
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TREATMENT OF AIOS ASSOCIATED TUMORS WITH RECOMBINANT DNA GRANULOCYTE-

MACROPHAGE Colony STIMULATING FACTOR (GH-CSF). Tirelli Usberto*, Saracchini

S*, Lazz, A.*, Sorio R.*, Mazzanti P.***, Monfardini S.* * Centro di

Riferieente Oncologico, aieans: ##. Sacco Hospital, Milan, Italy;

Milan, Italy.

M.C.P.103

HEssex-Schering,

Objective. To evaluate GH-CSF in H1V-reiated malignant tumors. Methods. Since Noveaber 1988 we

are evaluating in an open label single patient coapassi esptign case GN-CSF (Schering),

in patients uith HIV-associated tusors and neutrophileounts € 1000/0n° after chemotherapy and/or

e iv. infusion for 5 days. Six

onate ex

e
with non-Hodgkin's lysphosa ™ with bone ity after chemotherapy and/or A2T.

S and t with NHL, WBC counts increased rapidly since the second  
at

day of infusion as for Table:

No Pts WBC/amdday 1 day 2 day 3 day 4 day 5
1 300 700 1 500 4 200 8 000
2 1 300 2 900 2 300 3 500 4 300

700 400 à 900 09 3
Wild side effects such as flu-like symptoms, were observed in most patients. There is no clear

evidence of worsening of HIV-disease during GM-CSF treateent. Our data

that GH-CSF say increase the WBC counts in leukopenic patients receiving chemotherapy and/or AZT

for HIV-related salignancies. Supported by a CNR-AIDS grant

Conclusion. indicates

ROLE OF HIV ANTI-SENSE RNA IN BrREPLICATION
Federico. laurizio; Sarlat F Tadeo, B.MR,.; Oreechias

G.B
M.C.P.105

» A.M.3 Verani, P.; RosA. .5 Di

Laboratory of viroiogy” Tetitate Superiore di Sinitasvane, Italy.

Objective. The analysis of the ability of anti-sense RNA transcribed from a

transfected anti-sense HIV DNA to inhibit HIV replication in cel] culture.
HIV infection of uiv-sensitive cells, previously infected with the anti-

etr define the possible role of anti-
sense RNA in theinhibition of HIV replication.

molecularly cloned an nlrene from an Italian AIDS

oned it in the anti-sense entation in retroviral vec:
tors under the control of MLV LTRs (plsVector) or SV40 (NSV vector) pro-

 

iminary sequencing indicates nearly 90% of homology between
go that a correct intracellu- 

EM-ss performed
before the isolation of the G418-reaistant clones has lead to the isolation
of a CEM G418-resistant population

ACID-STABLE 2’,3‘-DIDEOXYPURINE NUCLEOSIDES WITH THE
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED ANTI-AIDS ACTIVITY IN THE
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

3Mar J. d.;Ford, H.;

M.C.P.107

rquez, V. E.;Barchi,
Cooney, D. A.;Mitsuya,
National Cancer Tatiêute:ua, ‘Bethesda, MD., U.S.A.

Objective. To prepare orally active, acid- stable dideoxypurine nucleosides
with tieelon coefficients inthe range -0.5 to +2.5 in order
maximize blood-brain-barrier penetration

11 of the dideoxypuurine nucleosides prepared|contain a 2’-fluoro
atom in “order to r glycosylic bonds to the acidic conditions

“ +are performed using|both isolated enzyme and cellular s
2",3"-Dideoxy-2'-fluoroarabinofuranosyl urine nucleosides have been

that the partition coefficient odesigned to evaluate the hypothesis t!
a ratio and tcorrelated with its

slightly more Tipo (log P -0.1 and -0.2
The carrespendin deaminated product, 2’-F-dd-ara-I, is equally active but is
less lipophilic (log P ca. th 2 ler to circumvent deamination and the
production of hydrophy!ic products, the simplest member of this series, 2’-F-
dd-nebularine (log P ca. +1.0), was prepared but was found to be inactive
Other compounds in this series have been synthesized and are being evaluated.

M C P 104 IN VITRO INHIBITION OP HTY REPLICATON BY GLUCOSYL PHOSPHOLIPID

DERIVATIVES OF NUCLEOSID! * ANALOGS

SchwartzOlivier,  Montagaier L.
UnitedOncologie Virele ,Institut Pasteur ParisFrance.

DhGiono phospholipid desivatives ofmclesiées wee syuhesned in ont 1oimprove thesns
i hibit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AZT and DDC

Methods, p i Unite ani 4
Anti HIV icity th j

laboratory.Ce days,50 % cytotoxic dose (CD
50) and 50 % antivi i hod. HIV |
replication was monitored by measurement of reverserene(Daticlpeas ji
RacpvosouYomuni 7days in careTable f

AZT and DD HIV-induced

Days in culture D7 Dit D19 p22 i

CDS0' ED50 CDS0 EDSO CDSO EDSO CD50 EDSO 4
Compound DDC 7 «02 04 - <02 . -

6651 1 <02 3 <02 3« 02 3 0,8
6715 > 25 < 0,2 > 25 e 0.2 > 25 0.7 > x 0.9
AZT > 28 < 02 23 < 02 > 15< 02 0.45
 

term anti HIV sctivityFurther investigations are in progress.

M.C.P.106 ORGANICGOLD COMPOUNDSARE EFFECTIVE AGAINST HIV |
REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE,

, L* and BucBlough, Herbert’tagnier,
*Institut Pasteur, Paris, France,eeroe‘Pennaylvanie Philadelphia, PA, USA

show that simple glucose or mannose analogues, which arepotent
could be modifiSooninhibitors, ied by the addition of gold so that they becam

powerful inhibitors of transcriptases in vitro.
ning methods have demonstrated that certain hexose analogues

bitors of gp120 in vitro (CE) con] werelation M cells). These
notnoteffective against HIV.RT. 1-Aurothioglucose (AuT) and various Au-containing

ared. These were cffectiveagainst HIV1-RT in celllysates. To
e the molecular mode ofac!action,we ¢ ed th

different steps of the DNA polymeri: m process,cess, directed by re
(enzyme-templateAEFormation,chain initiation and chain elongation).PProduct
analysis was perf with [32P] primer, with non- 

specific andHytemplate
Results. At the mostetfotive apa bodh HIV und AMV-B.T with an apparent i of
2afr HV."RTand 20uM for AMV:-RT. AUTacted on thefeeRTand on the RT-

IT. Analipha
Ath

compounnd
less active thanwe Analogues Au were not activeagainstFes T

1-Aurothioglucose ntahighly effective compound which inhibits the
initiation and elongation of hains by HIV annd AMY-RTs. Unlike nucleoside

alogues, this compound doe: a1 ¢ NDS; 4 cet
 

A A

wee Guncta.tideki** jHorikave, 5.*;Momose,D. ‘onushijina, H.*;
Kurashina, Y.**;Kitamura,

*AIDS Research Center ,National Institute oe Health,Japan, **Creative Products
Research Laboratories,Kissei PlPharmaceutical Co. Ltd, ,Matsumoto, Japan.

ge ee tried to develope new drugs for treatment of AIDS.

Methods and Results. We tested about 500 compounds for anti-HIV activity and
was done using T cell line(MT-2) and

HIv-1. This novel is a derivative of ai-quinolisine and its codejs
KAV-397. KAV-397 suppressed proliferation of HIV-1 in T 1:
When T cells were infected with HIV-1 and{MT-4) = cocultures with KAV.397(4-12
pg/ml)they proliferated without ic effect for 7 days at the same
growth rate of nfected cells. KAV-397 si anscriptase
activity of HIV-1. on 0: observed from

we tested efficacy of KAV-397 in vivo using mouse retro-
virus system. 57/310:mice wereininfected with MuLV(LP-EMS) and 5 weeks after
infection spleen cells were to aaatiteconand LPS).
AZT in eeeeee{On ea/al)wasadninistered to trol group.
Kav397 was administered intraperitoneously(30 and 100dma. AZT treat-

t was effective PutRAVKAV-397 had ues effect on immunos' sion
induced with LP-EMS. Limittine29efficacy ofESKAV-397.
We are ow studying theeffect of th
Conclusion. This compound has poasibility of peing one of1new aeage ffor
treatment of AIDS.
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M.C.P.109 SARONICALLY INFECTED CTUEEMACROPHAGES(MA) (hos)aneLEA M.C.P.110 raaterAUANTIFICATION OF SESANTAGONTSS OFLESS SENSITIVE TO ZIDOVUD: (AZT), FO:
INTERFERON (IFN) WHEN re TO ACUTELY INFECTED Mf

Crowe, Suzanne, McGrath, M.S. Elbeik, rihara, J. McManus, N.
San Francisco General Hospital/Universdey ofCalifornia, San Francise
California

Objec 7 are thought to provide a major reservoir of HIV in vivo.
reieceaee studied the efficacy of representative antiretroviral druge in beth
acutely and chronically WIV-tafect
Methods: Mo isolated from peripheral blood of HIV seronegative donorswere
infected in vitro with HIV-DV (multiplicity of one).
added either at time infection (acute) or 10-15 di

replicatio

surementa HIV antigen (Abbott ELISA) in culture pupernatent
and cell lysates, and HIV RNA analysis by slot-blot

i markedly inhibited HIV replication 5 acutely
‘ml FOS,

ineymthesis of

oth extracellular and intracellular HIV antigen, with accompanying

suppression of HIV RNA. Chronically infected mp were mar less sensitive
igh SongensTatton: (<50% inhibition with AZT

U/n1 ot-blot analysis showed no

FOS and TPN ma
(90% inhibition with 30.01 ug/ml AZT and 3100

U/ml ©

Conclusion: Acutely infected mg are suscepttible to antiretrovirals;
chronically infected mp (which probably constitute the main in vivo
reservoir for HIV) are several orders of magnitude more resistant.

M.C.P.111 POSSIBLE PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE (DHEA)
AND/OR DHEA-SULFATE tonehoeIN HIV INFECTI!
Jacobson, Mark A, Lekas P rath MS. SF General Hospital

and UCSF, San Francisco, CA. USA

Objective has been ve immmomodulatory/antiviral

activity,wetel11) the relationship between endogenous DHEA-S es
€ 8 rapidly converted in vive to DHEA-S) and HIV infection and 2) thi
apire ettrDDHEAon HIV-infected PO) er

andHHIV antil SA

roeace exposed
ured with various DHEA dilutions. Supernatants were agsayed for

4
Results. cal advi.
ee AIDS dames had a mean (+SD} serum DHEA-S level of|5.or"ss01)

II’s (24 healthy HIV+ homosexuals) mean+ Compared w: Group
2D(#1. 33} Are0001), Group III’s (24 HIV+ ARCPatients
(41.35) ug/ml (p<.0001),
(41.74) ug/ml (p< 0001), and roup thy bli donors) mean of
3.19 (41. 58)tial (p=. 9002). In vitro, 50% inhibition of macrophage HI
p24 3-30 ug/ml.DHEA concentrations of

tusion.wate ‘isk HIV ronegative homosexual men had a significantly

higher se: 8 than age-matched HIV+ men or healthy HIV- blood
donors. o modestly inhibited HIVreplication in vitro in
human mac: have a protective effect in HIV infection.

M. C.P.113 ANALYSIS OF THE er OF ACETAMINOPHEN ON ZIDOVUDINE
PHARMACOKINETICS HIV INFECTED

*Steffe aa *Inciardi J, CEEps *Goldstein E, ESRS

*University Of California Davis cal Center, Sacramento,

Objective. To determine if acetam:acetaminophen (A) affects the pharmacokinetics
ofidovudine .(2) in HIV infected patients.

infected being treated with zidovudine were entered
feos.a 2 hake trial of oral7Z alone followed by concomitantoral Z/A
administration. Patients abstained from food for 12 hours prior to the

2 dose. In levels

 

m0)

trough, .25, .5, .75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3 and 4
2/A

(hours à r the
dose. In the phase, A(650mg)|was initiated 48 ire prior©to [2]
analysis given every 6 0.5 hrs prior to administration.

. ationx Pa B peported
Peak Time (hr) Zz 0.5 0.3

| 2/A 0.5 0.3 0.5 — 1.5
Peak (mog/ml) 2 1.67 1.31

1.14 0.91 0.05 - 1.46
Half Life (hrs) 7% 1.2 0.8

1.0 0.5 0.78 = 1.93
AUC (mL x hr”1) A 8.47 2.83

6.22 1.39

Concl cheervations from preliminary data two patients have not
Ss
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hits J.

ANTI-HIV Al
Chou, Tin Eh and Chou, Joseph.

* Mem. Sloan-Kettering Cancer Bee rneli Univ. Grad. School of Med. Sci.
NY, NY 10021, and** Duster I-43, harvard Univ., Cambridge, MA 02138. USA.

Objective. introduce and illustratecomputerized simulation o
synergise/additivis/antagon sm of two
median-effect principle of Chou and Talaaly. (Adv. Enz.Regul .22:27-

Computer software "Dose-Effe
Chou and T. nC Chou

construction of isobolograms, F “Cp and F e for tworuss the
it,rotnsaeindex (DRI

3 the
the optimal dose combination ratio for maximal

8) athedule dependency; and 9) selectivity index (SI) for
anti-leonits ratio

sefulness of M id the software have been demonstrated [e.
Antimicrob. Agent Chenothersie168, 1987 (AZT+IFN); 33:53, 1989 (AZTSCAS};
Science 235:1376, 1987 (AZT+RBV); and J.Inf.Dis. 158: 378, 1988 (ddC+IFN)].

M.C.P.112 SOMATOSTATIN ANALOG INHIBITS HIV-1 REPLICATION IN A HUMAN
MONOCYTIC CELLLINE.

, Hercuxe,Louis" ; Phaneuf, D.“*; Morisset, R.“"; and

Yatnberg. M.A

Jewish GGeneral Hospital, Montreal.| Quebec, Canada, “Hétel-Dieu de

CanadaMontréal, Montreal, Quebe

Sando;statin is a long-acting somatostatin analog used to tr
oh diarrhea è£ AIDS patients. Because this diarrhea could directly involve
the HIV-1 retrovirus, we have investigated the anti-viral potential of
Sandostatin in monocyte.

ods: Five diftercnt.concentrations of Sandostatin (Sandoz; SMS 201-

995), winging £rom 10" M to 107
line. In one protocol,

and ant
1 Som:ase inhibited HIV-1 replication by up to 85% in acutely-

infected U-937 n was not dose-deependent at the range
of drug doses used.“similear levels of inhibition were obtained regardless
whichacreatment protocol was employe:

The long-acting somatostatin analog, Sandostatin, is ettective
against HIV-1 replication in nN monocytic cell line. These r ts
reinforce she multiple potentialnot this analog as a therapeutic drug in
AIDS patien

COMPARATIVE RVALUATION OF THREE THYMIDINE ANALOGS (D4T, FDOT AND AZT)M.C.P.114 x
Ronan 2. Sterzycki, et al.

Bristol-Myers Company, Pharsaceutical Research and Developsent Division. infectious Diseases,
Wallingford, Connecticut, U.5.A

Setcher?To evaluate the prie neige analogs d4T and FddT as potential anti-AIDS drugs.
anti-EIV effect of the title nucleosides was studied in ElV infected CEM cel] line. The

paeeing 5°-thHiphoepster were prepared à Kis with BIV mesai both with RNA and DNA
soncletide templates. In vitro cell toxicity of d4T, FddT ai compared in CEM celis ae weli
ag in arrow progenitor celle ‘enelenfora wits and erythrocyte
burst foinmite). In vivo toxicity of uated in a 30 day nouse met
study at 100 - 1000mg/kg/daÿ . Histopatological and Tenatological“changes in the mice were examined

at the end of the stud;
Results: 1-0, 3-Dideony-B-D-glycero-pent-2-enofuranosyt)thynine (d4T) and 1-(2,3-dideony-3-fluoro-B-D-

rlanosyl)thymine (EddT) were found to be potent in vitro inhibitors of the HIV mitt.
vitro and in vivo toxicology studies point to profound toxic effects of FddT at mout ev:

 

 

TABLE
Compound 1D,i) CID.(HH) iq)

di? 15-33 2 03-1 100 10
Fait +007-.1 51-73 .26 1 1

GH-CHU,(UD E-BEU(UM)

AIT 6. 29-54 006 6.7 an
Conclusions : D4T and FddT are potent inhibitore of HIV in vitro with d4T exhibiting much lower toxicity in

vitro and in vivo. These data form a baeie for further evaluation of d4T as a drug against HIV infection.
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   M.C.P.115 ANTHHIV-1LE. Sch VITRO
inazit;

hee University of Georgla eohageorPharmacy, Athens, Georgia 30602,
tEmory University School of Medicine/VA Medical Center, Atlanta, GA ean #Natlonai
institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892,U.S.

Qbieclive. As apart of our efforts to discover novel anti-HIV agents, a series of anthra-

Methods. Peripheral blood Mononuclear calls were Infected with HIV-1 and cultured in the
Six he reverse

transcriptase activity was determined as‘a measure of antiviral actactivity.
order to determine the structure-activity relationships, varlous anthraquinones

substituted‘wth OH, NH2, SO3Na, halogens, aromatic, amines, etc., were evaluated against
aw Among these, poly-phenolic and/or poly-sulfate substituted anthraquinones were
found to be most potent, such as 1,2,5,8-tetrahydroxyanthraquinone(ECs0=3.29uM), 1,2,
‘‘trihydroxyanthraquinone(ECS0~3.44 pM), 3,4-didhydroxy-9,10-dloxo-2-anthracene-
sulfonic acid (ECso: a nM. Amino o1or halogen 3oT anthraquinones exhibit low
activity. None of the 100 pM. Hypericin, an anthraquinone
dimer exhibited a potent anti-HIV-1 activityEr M)in this screening system.

. A new class of anti-HIV agents with modest sc has been identified. Further
study of structure-activity relationships and the mechanism of actlon are warranted.
(Supported by USPHS Grant Al 26055, Al 25899 and the Veterans Administration)

M Cc P. 117 CASTANOSPERMINE ANALOGS AS POTENT INHIBITORS OF HUMAN
_ IMHUNODIEFICIENCY _VIRUS (av)

Taylor, D. tes * Liu, P.*,
** and Sjoerdsma

*Nerrell Dow Research Tnetitaute, 2110 E. Galbraith Rod,“éimetonati, OH 45215
USA ive Center, Mill B{11, London 7 LAD,

develop potent inhibitors
of glycosidasesLe potential snti-AIv ents. Several e known
inhibitor, +
inhibitory affect on glycosidases and for
murine leukemia virus (MOLV) in the
these inhibitors against the enr: and
0.05->10 ug/ml, respectively, compared to 10 and
most effective analog vi °
MOLY. A correlation between inhibition of glyco:
replication was obs

 

HIV-indueed syncytial formation in
infection in JH cells infected vith uv 1 topesstrain), The anslogs shoved
IC, ‘a betweent ml in the Be ssay, compared CAST at 11
ug?hi. These Sous also shoved good activity (IC. = 0.15 - 6.7 ug/ml)
he JM cells. In both of these HIV says, the 6-0-Bhtyry] og vas th
most effective, ( = 0.15 ug/al) compar to CAST (10 ug/ml). These data
and cytotoxicity stédies indicated a therapeutic index of th
6-0- 1 CAST red for iT. se observations vere furthe:
confiri by investigation of the 6-0-butyrate against Fr: emia virus
infeetion in mice.

e £ 50-200 ng/kg/da:
Q-15% and 60-81%, respectively. These observations demonstrate the potential
of the novel glycosidase inhibitors as chemotherapeutic agents in

EFFECT OF CHLOROQUINE ON HIV! INFECTION OF MONOCYTESM.C.P.119

Desnortes. ; Fouchard, M.*; Pyne, Ch.K. **; Réveil, B.*

* Physiologie Cellulaire, ** Génétique du Développement.
Universite P. et M. Curie, Paris France

anti

Monocytes were isolated from norma donor bloodrites by Hypaque-Ficoll sedimen-
ion andA sepracell, then gncubated with virus in presance in absence of chloroquine (120 mi-

cromoles for a period of 6 r SO mnioromoles overnight) Cytological study was performed
with electron mmieroscop icealttechn ‘a
Results : The treatment of HiV infecteded morales by chloroquine resuited in the formation of me
cellular vacuoles con! virions in var fou jon similar to those observed in
SFY infected cellstreated with iysosomatropagents (1) and in HSV infected cells expresssing à

served in HIY infected monocy- 

tes not treated by theoe

the cytoplasm of monocytes,

(1) Helenius et e], 1982, J. Gen. Virol. 58, 47-61.
(2) Campadelli-Fiume et al. 1988, J. Virol. Jan. 159-167.

4 that chi ‘ ff: h +
y dale Suggest affect p if HIV into

 M.C.P.116 COMBINATIO!

THERAPY REDUCES P24 ANTIGENEMIA. Edlin, Brian Re; Whalin;

S.M.; Weinstein, rt Bitran, J.D. Divisions
Diseases|and Hema’tology-Oncology, ¥

We e II donncescalarLng/à
in combination with AZT in natLent a with p24 antigenemia (>45 nd
ID: cout an”. Patients with ertuntatic infectionsAIDS, ARC, or a

(01s), lymphopa progressive Kaposi's sarcoma are brcladed. patients
t be p24 Ag(+) after at least 6-8 weeks of AZT monother o be

plasma p24 Ag and Romero levels. So far 9 patients have bee

re
median of 17 weeks. Higher initial CD4sounts predicted greater
reductions in p24 Ag. counts fel -microglobulin levels rose on
therapy. Side effects required IFN dose mod{fication in 6 of 9 patients.

vere OIs occurred. In all 4 patients followed
Ag at 8-15 weeks was

followed by a rise toward pre-treatmentt values at 9227 weeks. This rise
correlated with a fall in ZCD4 to ow 10%.

We conclude that AZT-IFN therapy te associated with an initial reduction
in p2 , à very low incidence of OIs, and a moderate frequency of side
effects requiring dose modification. correlation of alate rise inFrs Ag
«with a fall in CD4% suggests thet early antiviral effects of IFN na

reome by later immunosuppressive effects.

M.C.P.118 wey REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE AND ANTI-HIV ACTIVITIES OF
PC
H. Takayama, Patrick K. Lal, ¥ lu and M. Nonoyama
Department of Viro) Showa University Research

Institute, St. Petersburg, FL. 33716, USA

Previously we have shown t PC6, a partially purl fled extract from
cones of pinus pervifloria Sunet Zuce, inhibited HIV-1 replication in
CEM, H-9 and U937 c: Here we show that Pee has anereverse
transcriptase tat),Ant sAMVERT activities. Addition of PC
reaction mixture of the RT assay Inhibieed” HiV-1-RT and AnveRTactivities.
Gel-retardation assay showed ¢ did not bind to DNA or the template.

ition s.

column of CEM Sequential Tris-glycine 1M, 3.0 an ’
.0) elution did not recover the anti-RT component(s), but the eluate

mtained anti-HIV activity. The replication of HIV M ceils wascor
inhibited after exposure of the Infected cells to
Thus, PC6 contains 2 active components: an ant!-RT component and
anti-HiV component that had no impact on HIV-RT. Further purification
of these active components in PC6 is in progress.

M.C.P.120 CELLULAR PHARMACOLOGY OF ANTI-HIV AGENTS AZIDOTHYMIDINE (AZT)
AND 2°,3°-PRENDOTIPINE (D4T) IN HUMAN T CELLS

nnelly, M. and As

St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital Memphia, Tennessee 38101 U.S.A.

Objective. AZT is the first effective agent in the treatment of AIDS. How-

ever, bone marrow toxicity and anemia is a severe adverse effect of AZT thera-
This toxicity has been linked to depletion of deoxynucleoside triphos-
(NTP) fo:

th
depletion in cells 5'-phosphate of ) was jor metabolite
(>99%) reaching 300-fold greater cellular concentratio: t obse
with D4T at equimolar concentration of th: s. Cells incubated™with
25 ac. lated >. after 4 h while both
plateaud at about 5 wM. After this p re was a rap: creaseein AZIM?
accumul. ird te initial level by 24 h, while both AZTDP

&@ poorer
aor.oi higher Level ofthe analog triphosphate in

CEM cells at equimolar concentration of tl

These results do not support the motionthat Geplotion©ofaNTPs
is a primary cause for the toxicity oeAZT 0: gest that nalog
triphosphate levels are the important determ:rainants of cellular Sensitivity to
these d Supported by NIH grantd'Oe3236. GA21765 and by the American
Labanese Syrian Associated Charities.)

561
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M.Cc.P.121 were maraeeraee OP A NOVEL NUCLEOSIDE OXETANOCIN

AND ITS DERIVAT:TYE:

Seki Jun-ichi***

Ke"; Takita, T. ino “,
ggnma University, Maebashi, Sapan, Nippon savante Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan,

Institute of Microbial Chemistry, Tokyo,

at.Takeuchi, v.°*"; shimada, N.*"; Takahashi, 

ed sugarObjective. Oxetanocin (OXT-A) is a nucieoside containing a 4-member:

base moiety and examined

Vv.

and adenine OXT-A at the sug
ets of i

+ Megatherium, Its derivatives
were produced c¢!chemically or cosymaticaliy. écarter assay by IFA: MT-4

 
cells were infected with HTLV-1II. ter expression of
antigen in MT-4 ce 8 ed by IFA. 5S) Syneytium assay: Molt-4 cells

and Molt~4/HTLV-IIT, cells were cocultured for 22 ho the number of
syncytia formed wa: ‘counted. 4)Southern blot assay: MT-: 15 were infected

with V-IIIL at m.o.i. 15-30, After incubat for sev DNA was
extracted fr the cells. 5)HIV RT assay: HIV RT was sosusing sole da?T)=-

oligo(dA) or poly(rA)-oligo(dT) as ati late-primer.
Results. Oxetanocins inhibited the expression of HIV antigen in MT-4 cells o! n

is of viral DNA at non-cytotoxie
concentration, but not syncytium formation. diphosphate form of OXT-A

i iome of derivatives changed at the sugar moiety

had much stronger anti-HIV Activities than OXT"A.
Conclusion. Oxetanocins exerted anti-HIV activities by inhibiting the

synthesis of proviral DNA. This ahibition was suggested to be à

formation of oxetanocin triphosphates in the cells

 

DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT OF
M. C. P.12 Fe ret_I. Johns c

Institute of allerey and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of“health,
Bethesda, MD 20892, USA

Objective. Program, the NIH has established programs to
assist international efforts to identify and develop novel tinerapies for HIV

opportunistic infections (ors).« Methods. The
AIDS Program, NIAID was established in

Grow

THERAPIES FOR AIDS AND ITS SEQUELA

1987. Major thrus ude the Nati Cooperative Drug Discove:
(NCDDG) Program for the Treatment of AIDS -AIDS) the
TOgr x the Trea of OIs (NCDDG-OI). These collaborative agre ts
foster interactions betwe He indus: overnment
and pool diverse talents es to discover new potential therapies.
Initiatives to complement theseefforts include L 8 program for

Re
and Referen ‘am, Results. The K TO} has been recog-
uized ac: and as an innovative and comp ive el by
which the assist basic and applied research efforts to discover
new poten: therapies. This program has been y successful, already

having identified 3 ounds that will enter clinical trial and that
will by discussed. C ions. These broad-based efforts permit

Program staff to Es Current approaches and ident: areas that require

itional effort. A er understand: Pro;

rt
expansion international e:

development of better therapies for AIDS and the Ols associated with AIDS.

M.C.P.125 FURTHER STUDIES ON THE POTENT AeaSYNERGISM
CFeGARBOVIR AND AZT AGAINST HUMAN IMMUN‘

CIENCY VIRUS (HIV) IN Vat 
+ Jeanine*; White, E.

néon, Joan Vine: bert
“SouthernResearch Matliuses;Birminghen, AL, U. S.A., **University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, U.S

e marked antiviral synergism of the carbocyclic analog of 2',3'-=dideoxy-
2,aradehydroguanosine (Carbovir) and 3'-azido-3'deoxythymidine (AZT

rovir) combination against human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), replication
on AIDS

al
ent synergistic activity of Carbovir + AZT

combinations, have established the optimal ra: imum
effectiven co

» it was established that“the opti
combination ratio is 1:0.032 icarnovir:AZT). The median -effect plots:indicate

i i
iscbolograms indicate synergism at all levels. The antiviral selectivity of the
optimal Carbo combi ‘ined qi tatively wi
found that the anti-HIV effect is achieved with less-than-additive cytotoxicity.
De e present: e syne HIV production in H9

p24 gag protein expression as the endpoints

562

COMPUTER ASSISTED STRUCTURE-forayCORRELATIONS OF

POTENTIAL ANTI-HIV DRUGS M. Nasr rst,

P. Johnston, J.McGowan, AIDS Progret Netional Insticute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA

M.C.P.122

Objective; to avoid duplication in synthesis of novel compounds, to indicate
more Troducttive research directions, and to disseminate that informati in

an international forum, ds a retrieval f: ‘mn

base which contains information «on published act and inactive anti-

compounds was used to analyze ucture-activity relationships among more

than 300 pyrimidine ans purineFaueleosides and their carbocyclic and acyclic
analogs. sugar moiety has been the suhject of modifications
dnetuding degree of saturerien, configuration, and ic or carbocycli:

replacem , while modifications have been made to substitue nm tl

pyrimidine or purine ring systems. Active pyrimidine nucleosides have a
preference a 3’-azido or fluoro substituent in‘ane

methyl Substitution. A 2°,3°
ity of certainnnciaooidee. did not

eractivity among other related nucleosides. 3'-fluorine enhances activity,
while a 3'-Cl, Br or I gave inactive compounds. Theoan ctive acyclic
nucleosides reported so far have a phosphonate group in the aliphatic side
chain. Only a few aza and za-2°,3'-dideo:enycleosides have been reported
and a. ave bee: iv parison of ity of a
series of nucleosides in different cell lines TE,~AIHA, PEM MuLV) will be

presente lusion; structure activity correlations can be u:sed to

effectively avoid duplication of chemical syntheses, and to indicate more
uctivedirectionsforAIDS.d: earch.irug..development_res:

INHIBITORY ers7 UNSATURATED PHOSPHOLIPIDS ON HIV

PRODUCTION

LewisDorothy:Ter Knight, V.}; and jee
Dept. Microbiol. BaylorAA of Medicine, Hou: nm, TX

77030, "Houston biotechnology ‘Inc. , The Woodlands, TX 77381, ane Div, Path.
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, DC 20307 U:

M.C.P.124

Plant Poeeee)actatat (PPI) containing two or more sites of unsaturation
the

nfected PI, phos;phatidyicholine and
phosphatidylethasolanine with the same unsaturation pattern

“HIV activity assessed by the production of p24 antigen (1C59=16 - 20m:
Phos holipids conta fully saturated fatty acids did ve anti-HIV

cts. After ys in culture, e active compouns

uction

HIV severely alters certain metabolic activationathens in
and continued production of HIV is= contingent upon the proper funetiontng 0
these signal transduction pathwx

M.C.P.126 PANCUATNE ANALYSIS OF HiV-1 EXPRESSION USING MAGNETIC
PARTICLE RNA-RNA HYBRIDIZATION: APPLICATION TO ANTF-HIV
DRUG SCREE ING,

‘ScottDecker’, K.A. Logan’, J.M. Lawrie!, M.G. Peliigrino?, G. L? and D.J. Voisky®. 1GENE-TRAK
Systems, 31 NY Ave., Framingham:2,MA, USA 01701 and 2St. Luke’s Roosevelt Hospital, Columbia

y NY, NY, USA 10019.

Qhiective. To de: q
detection RNA 4 (HIV1)polgene.

infected cells quickly preparodby20solubilization in the chaotropic
sat, anne|thiocyanate (GuSCN), ‘GUSCN lysates wewere mixed with specific HIV-à probes:
Poly(dA) oligomer capture probes and a ['25)|CMP RNA detector probe. Viral nucle

y oligo(dT) magnetic particles andarepeatediy
ueiby washing, eluting and recapturing, efeffectively reducing nonspecific background levels.
Besué CR10, or H9 cells, piedpl the OaOsor alintie isolate, respectively, were

ixycytidin2(00C) and

 
 

IV RNA levels were measured,
aswell as HIV antigen by rrinuntahvoresones (IF). The results pdthe Iilb isolate are shown:

dayspostinfection
100 10 10 0.01 1000 100 10 O01

Day 2 RNA (pg/2x105 cells) 6 10 1 15 0 2 2 22 68
% calls IF ir 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

Day 4 RNA (pg/2x105cells) 4 7 1 41 0 0 1 37 440
% calls IF positive 0 0 3 0 0 0 54

- TI y ic cleic acid hybridizati y for
both the rapid d ination of f HIV-1 RNA,and Its use in 

anti-viral drug screening.
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1 7 PHARMACOKINETICS OF RECOMBINANT SOLUBLE CD4 {sT4) IN CYNOMOLGUS

M.C.P. 2 MonneystroeRE INTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION
‘ong, K. KE.; angsenseifarl. Department of Drug Metabolism, Smith

Kilne & French Laboratories, KingvorFesta. PAT

 

  
 
  

  

  

Objective.
monkey to assist “the design otisInitial sT4 clinicaltrials.

Methodis, SKAF sT4 and '**1-labe ug/kg BY
60 In 4 toh Pdomai

and analyzed forates precip i} vo

fic ELISA (a:
tonal anti-sT4 EUSA in plasma. |

Results. Following adm aT4, A on Leu3zA

ind non-spact Ne ELISA were eimilar,
,

mesn t,,,a was 17.24 min ard meantfwas 66.55 min. The mean + SD plasma systemic clearance (Cts)

80 + 0.19 mi/min/kg and 53.8 + 9.8 mi/kg,

majority (93.3%)
 

 

respectively. The meanaein the phase represented the majority 1 AUC from time

zero to Infinity. Conseq
era. anti-sT4

EUSA,the meant,.0 a 69.03 min. ‘CA precipitable
LA 
 

pb ot 169.2 min. The AUCofTCAwith a t,,¢ of 13.3

76.5 
  

 

 

 

 

a ur pros of Ap but representedPrecip! en
tess than 3% of Precip 180 min. P
monkeys, suggesting

nt. Results also suggest that

SK&F sT4 is metal hatf-lives than the

parent ule. ;

Goneiusions igue monkey, it also

displays
hort blological ha'f-lite.
 

  These studioe suggestthat the sT4 ati

THE CONSTRUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF IMMUNOTOXINS SPECIFIC
FOR HIV- INFECTED CELLS.

Till, M.A."
OWL"; and Vitetta» E.‘s."

cUniversity of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas
, Inc., South San Francisco, California

M.C.P.129
; Capon, D.%*; Patzer, £.%; Uhr,

Ohiective. The purpose of this work was to prepare three conjugates (imunotoxins)
tween recombinant CO4 (rCD4) and deglycosylated ricin A chain (dgA) that vary in

ihe linkage between the two components and then to compare their structure,
biological activity and in vivo behavior.

njugates we: constructedwith Nesuccinimidyl-5thioacetate (SATA),
N-SuccinimidytT-axyearbony1-A--methy-ae-pyridyldithio)tol ue (SMPT),
succinimidy!- (-cartoxy cycliohexy}-me LE-mleimide) {
Results. ree conjugates have a 80 Kd and contain a single and a

ffinit, estant of tl D4-dgA conse: (for

ug prepared with a disulfide bond between rCD4 and dgA (SATA
SHPT) were equally, toxic to HIV-infected H9 ce in vitro and 1000-foreless

wee to uninfected ¢ TI JA const:structed with a thioether
he sn)‘vas not toxic to HIV-infected cells even though it could

bind to RP In mice, the rCD4-“SATAga conjugate sl nonspecific
uptake in Hiver and spleen as compared to rCD4-SMPT- more rapidly
accumlated (and presumably cleared) inthe kidney than the SHPT-derived conjugate.

The results suggest that the rCD4-SATA-dgA would be the conjugate of
choice for further development as a potential therapeutic reagent to treat HIV
infecti

DEVELOPMENT OF AN IN VITRO HUMAN MONOCYTE-DERIVED MACROPHAGE

(MDM)-BASED SYSTEM FOR DRUG SCREENING AGAINSTwae 1

Polsky, Bruce*; Baron, P.A.*;

Gold, J.W.M.*; Chou, T.-C.* and Armstrong,a
*Memorial Sloan-Kectering Canncer Center, New York, New York,

*#The Henry M. Jackson Foundation, Uniformedservices University

of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland,

Objective. To‘develop a human MDM-based system

M.C.P.131

96-well p
dilutions of experimental drugs, and inf HIV-
setts (RIV,Ada) . Culture supernatants were serially assessed for p24 antigen

ELISA-ca
sults a. phosphonoformate (PFA), and 3'-fluorothymidine (3'-F-TdR)

strongly dnhibited HIV-1 infection in
Compoun: ED50. range (uM)
AZT 0.Je-139

5.27-11.63
F-TdR 0.026-0.088

No eytotoxicity attributable to the drugs was observed.

Conclusions. In vitro anti-!av1 activity of experimental drugs may be
rapidly ‘assessed int ts i-based systen. fection of MDM
is inhibited by concentrations of these drugs reported effective in T-

lymphocyte culture:

M.C.P.128 STRONG SYNERGISTIC ANTI~HIV ACTIVITY OF A PURINE AND A PYRIMI-

‘DINE NUCLEOSIDE ANALOG, ddI AND d4t
ankovan , Veera*; Tarantini,k.*; Datema,R.**,and Chou,T.C. *#*

uncogen, Searsrashington, USA, erBristol-Myers Company, “yallinford, Connec-
ticute USA, ***Memorial Sioan-Ketterin, Center, New York, NY,

tivity index (SI*TD59/EDs5o), and combinati. . The
me >i indicate synergy, additiviem and anta;peontsa respectively (Chou, J.,

C.Chou, Elsevier Science Publishers,

an

a S
e

w
e

2 uM. The

replication. ame drug combination is not synergistic in case of toxicit
ainst CEM celle”(cri).

Concluison. a show that the combination of d4T and ddI synergistically
inhibit the HIV, while the same combination show:

against CEM cells. Since both d4T and ddI are potential new anti-Hl
£or_invivouse,these.resultshaveimportantclinical implicaitons.

M.Cc. P.130 PHASE 1 STUDY OF 2)DIDEOXYINOSINE(ad} ADMINISTERED
DAILY TO PATIENTS WITH AIDS/AIDS RELATED COMPLEX

John Lambert*, Dolin R*, Seidlinwee Knupp C***, McLaren
C***, Reichman RC, *University of Rochester, Rochester,NY, **NYU Medical’
Center,NY, ***Bristol-Myers Co., Wallingford,CT, and sponsored by NIAID ACTG,
Bethesda, MD, U.S.A,

Objectives To-determine the maximum tolerated cose\uTD) and pharmacokinetics of
ddl in patients with AIDS or AIDS related complexx (AR!
Methods: Ina phas ‘ial, ddl is oTredy for 2weeks and po for 8-15

or ARC at escalating dose levels. Initial doses were 0.4
z have currently scalated to 3.0melee Vv ql2h followed by 0.8 mg/kg po ql2h,

mg/ , With additional escalations being planned until the MTD is
reached. Clinical, pharmacokinetic, and lal eters are being followed,
including serial HIV cultures, serum p i
Results: 12 patients have been studied for 2-15 weeks, including 3 at the 3 mg/kg IV

sé. ddI has been weil tolerated at all se levels without adverseclinical effects.
There have been no significant effects on . , liver function tests, BUN or
plateiets, except for 1 subjec’ the enitial dose leve who eioped
thrombocytopenia, possibly related t . Of patients followed for at least 10ses,
2/6 had an increase in CD4 celis/ml, From 106 to 160 and en 237 to 513, and one ha
a serum pa antigen decrease from 215g/mltoto 134. At 1.0 mg/kg IV and 2.0 make

and 812 ng/ml. Tmax was0»0.82 hrsafter oral
2 currently samiinistered, ddl appears to be welltolerated in

terms of both clinical and taboratory param: ters. Compara! leplasma concentrations
i lose is given orally. Additions! dose eseaiations to

reach the MTD are underway.

M.C.P.132 POLYVINYL ALCOHOL MEMBRANE PERMEABILITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF ZIDOVUDINE

AndrewPearson, DL Blandford, ML Maliszewski, TJ Smith

Dept. of Ophthalmology, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky, USA.

drug that is active against human im-Zidovudine(Retrovir) is an anti retroviral

(HIV). It is a thymidine analogue that interfere:munodeficiency virus
HIV viral
order to funetion jin this way the ary
tion by the
of Retrovir“re“effective àinbiockingretreplicationof HIV.
demonstrated toxic effe

8 must be constantlyse foriincorpora~

d that 1
‘These studies have also

jw cell lines at levels of 1 -25ug/ml.

or fall below effective levels. We have been in-
trovir through polyvinyl alcohol

mn from 2% (w/v) PVA and then
heat treated at 200 C for 2 hours to alter the permeability characteristics of the

iffusi i release of Retrovir
e believe that s PVA membrane based

Gelivery system maype useful for“pilates therapeutic, non-toxic levels of
in AIDS pa!
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M C P.133 EFFECT oF ORGANICSARSENTCALSON PRODUCTIVE INFECTIONoF HIV.
Gy Phalgun: ER and Ho,
rester of cadre, PittsburghyA Nisl, U.S.a.

Objective. To study the anti-HIV effect of oxophenarsine and other struc-
turally related organic arsenical compoun
Methods. Various concentrations of araenical drugs were added to the cul-
ture medium after infection of H9 celle or PHA-stimulat: Lymphocytes with
HIV. Production of HIV was monitored by the ant.igen capture tes
effect of drugs onthe production of HIV from persistently ingestedus cells
was monitored not only by the aneigen capture test, but also by ri
transcriptase ei infectivity assays
Results. Oxophenarsine, a triva + arsenical compound, = concentration:

Pl 

 

phocytes and depressed the production of HI th
H9 cell line. Zidovudine y FDA- oved anti-HIV drug, had no anti-
viral effect in cells persistently infected wi V. Seven other pentava-
lent organic arsenicals whose stru eB are vi similar to oxophenarsine

were also tested for their in vitro anti-HIV properties. hese seve
ounds, one c und had id al organic structure a: orophenarsine

except that it carried pentavalent, instead of trivalent, arsen: However,
fone of these seven dru: d an anti-HIV effect in H9 cells.
Conclusion. Oxophenarsine is potent anti-HIV drug. Oxophenarsine is a
«5S. roved drug the treatment of syphilis. It was used e:xten

sively before the discovery of penicillin. Presence of trivalent arsenic in
oxophenarsine may be crucial for its anti-HIV property.

M.C.P.135 CARBOCYCLIC OXETANOCINANALOGUES THAT INHIBIT DE NOVO REPLI-
tee OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS IN T-CELLSAND MONO-

MACROPHAGES IN ‘VITRO. Hayashi, S' rbeck, DW#*,
Plattner, J*., oderr, S*., & Mitsuya, Hiroaki*. ‘National Cancer Institute,

Bethesda, MD; **Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA.

Objec: y synthesized carbocyclic oxetanocin analogues, +9-[2',
deFrey)eyeebuertJadenine (cA) and +9-[2', 3'=bis (hydroxy—

yl)-1'-cyclobutyl]guanine (cG), were tested for activity against the
Ferrer of human immunodeerictency virus (HIV) in vitro.

thoda. In an HIV cytopathic effect inhibitionassaLe. target CD4+ T-cells
were exposed to HIV-i or HIV=2, cultured with/without drugs, and the viable

cell number vas determined. expression of p24 gag protein and proviral
DNA synthesis were also assessed.
Results. Both compounds, cA

 

were found to be capable of protecting

 
Moreover, aototh cA and cG

however, tha’ exert: a@ substantial toxicity against target Tt

cells as wel rmzl periphearl blood mononuclear celle et around 100nM.

The anti-HIV activity of cG was readily reversed by 2'=deoxyguanosine, bu

that of cA wv. hardly reversed by 2'-deoxyadenosine or 2'-deoxycytidine.
de new structure/activity telation-

de analogues which way be of value in developing
s of experimental drugs for the therapy of Resteen diseases.

M.C. P.137 PHASE | STUDYOFTHE ADMINISTRATION OF RECOMBINANT SOLUBLE CD4
(ccD4) BY CONTINUOUS INFUSION TO PATIENTS WITH AIDSOR ARC

+ Thomas RV*; Pluda JM*; Perno CF*; Mitsuya H’;
Marozyk KS*; Sherwin SA**; and Broder S*.
“National CancerInstitute, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA, **Genentech, Inc., San Francisco, USA.

Qhlective. To Investigate ine toxicity, clinical effects, serum levels, Immunologic effects, and
virologic re of rCD4 given by continuous infusion to patients (pts) with AIDS or ARG.
Mathods. ienTe wi,AIDS or sewe administered rCD4 continuous ode for
15 days tra24 hr test infusion). is each received 1, 10, 30.0ort palkg/day

red cee inngs In 2 pts at thelr IV sites. Serum
rGD4 iwere as follows dogjay - o 2.9 an 10 ug/xg/day - 10 to 22
ng/ml; 30 ug 23 to5 30 ng/ml; (terokonding). No antibodies to CD4
were detected in patients who received 1 day (otherus pending). No
changes were observed in the total WBC. No consistent chences we ed in the
calls, T4/T8 ratio, in vitro T cell proliferation to soluble antigen (Ag)' sun test rent.
or serum HIV p24 Ag in patients receiving 1, 10, or 30 yg/kg/day rCD4. However, 2 of the

100 had rises in thelr T4 colis from 69 to 152 T4 celis and
ively). One orthose 3 patients had detectable serum

: this fall from 401 to 245 pg/ml wh n rCD4. Additional patients are now
being dodo athigherdkdosesof om and for gerperiods of time.

of the lack ved to: and the suggestion of possible anti-HIV
activity at denonhighest dose Partadditional tirsof rCD4 by continuous infusion at 100
xg/kg/day and higher doses is warranted. theoretical point ofwee continuous
Infusion may deserve specialattention as a technology for administering rCi
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NOVEL GLUQOSIDASE INHIBITORS AS ANTI-HIV AGENTS
M. c.P.134 Shimizu*; Morikawa,S.*; Yamamoto,H.**; Ushijima,H.*

Kitamura,T.
*National Institute of Health, Musashimurayama Tokyo, Japan,
**Pharmaceutical Research Laboratories Meiji Seika Kaisha, LTD., Yokohama,
Kanagawa, Japan.

effect of novel inhibitors,the glucosidase
Gemet“états, on the replication nsHIV-1.

derivai newly synthesized,and the
y&effect onrs cell formation by Mo:Molt=4 cellssdCA
cells. he Anfectivi' ee fron Molt-4/HIV-1 or U937/HIV-1 tured in the
presence of drugs were also determined by using MT-4 mls.The
glycoproteinsfran molt-a/mvet treated with drugs were analysed .
Results. DM derivatives showed the inhibition of HIV-induced giant

t concentrations that were not cytotoxic. ND900 or ND1025
concent

-4/HIV-1 or U937/HIV-1
in

processing of c
mobility of virion-associated glycoproteins din the culture supernatant were
also affected by ND900 or ND1025. derivati anti-Hv
Conclusion, synthetic DNM vatives have po |
activities in vitro. Effect of these sugar analogues is likely to depend on
the inhibition of the envelope glycoprotein processing.

M.C.P.136 NEW ANALOGUES OF 2°,5°-ULIGOADENYLATE WITH
IMPROVED ANTI-HIV-1 ACTIVITY IN VITRO.

» Suhadolnik, R.J.**, Sobol
R.W. , "Robin Reichenbach, N.L.S*, Charubala, R.***, i

8:
A

,
bard, itchel

Nashville, TH, 37232; ** Temple University,
19 an ***Fakultat Chem Universitat Kon
Konstanz D-7750, West Germany.

stanz,

Objective. screen structural, stereochemical and combination
Strdeturai/sterecchenien 2° ,5°-01 igoadeny late (2-5A) and ,5°
giigoadenylate (3°58) tes for anticnty activvity.

Ce oxicity and in vit HIV-1 act
determined in ‘aear2 bell. microtiter‘cytopathic ef

cultures of H

vity were

Inhibiti D. of reverse transc ipt e (RT) tivity was determined
using a Tr nx2100 tivated viral 1

2’,5'-adeny late having the hydroxy] moiety
replaced withahydrogen’ atom at e position of the middle
residue (i 2*-deoxyadenosine or cordycepin) demonstrated
ot: nt. (compared AZT concentrationdependent antivirai

activity at 4-32 uM Without toxicity to This trimer
also exhibited concentration-dependent Utnibition ef HIV RT.
Other analogues exhibited vario: 8 of activity or were

inactive in theee assays
The extent of 5’ -phosphorylation, length of

igomer, type of ji nternucleotide linkage, and je
absence of deoxyadenosine and stereoconfiguration are all criti-

1 factors for anti-HIV activity of this class of compounds.

M.C. P.138 CorOE {#8 TRICHOMONIASIS (T) ERADICATION AS POSSIBLE

STORING PROCEDURE IN AIDS

cvavac Sukri ja: Rustembegovié. À

University and Medical Center,Women's Health Institute, Sarajevo, Yugoslavia

convinction about dog AIDS is in complete with recen-

tly AG exemptionof betelTas the mat feat ioe tw epee

a three known trichononal ape

noticeable focuses with

status.Similar

positive effects of Mon imune status had been noticed by experimental animals without da-

te-ebout eventual (intestinal) trichomoniasis of enimals.
frequent T,supre- or infre-epitielial locations (taking together all human species},

trong immunogent

L

careful use of M,with consequent T eradication,may have restorative efect on immune status

of AIDS patients and risk -groups.

Dee.EH Je not muse of ATIS.Selence,29.July 1986,p.518,2)krvevec,S. Tr:‘Trichomonas spe-

as dominant inmunopathogenic agentof AIDS.IXth Er Inmn.MeetingRare 1419 Ik 1988,p.23;

role: Influence on the course of enærcbic strepto-
ooccal pneumonia.J.Microb Epid Immunol 1986,4;21
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A USEFUL IMMUNOTHERAPY IN AIDS.
M.C.P.139 MARICHAL Bernard J., M. D. ,JENAËR M.C., BRUSSELS BELGIUM

In a clinical study made in Africa upon 90 patients-ATDS or ARC, 26 had at
least one yeamof immunotherapy at the en 19 is inmunotherapy is
using di fferent products

ny erapy. In both
medication. No one patient in the study is or has been on AZT, or
specifical anti AIDS medication.
The results are: fricans(noTt) Africans on Tt Personal European

diarrhea (1) 40 6 “1° cases (4)
13 5 2

Infections (1) 55 13 14
ology (2) absolute T4 <4 191 51

4/78 23 40 61
Weight (3) -14 +3 +1
(1) Frequency of diarrhea, fever, infections în #
(2) In % expressed macimal relative enhancement of T4 and T4/T8
(3) Middle evolution of the weight, in Kg/ye
(4 Grroup added in order to c re the Biological data with those

f the AZT studies. When compared with the clinical studies, on AZT,
the biological results of the european group are reaching the same
level of efficacy.

Key words: inmunotherapy. sma} ianses cyclosporin, nucleic Acids,
ti heavy gamma cha

DEPENDENT DUAL EFFECTS OF THE MONOLAIM C P 141 CONCENTRATION ESTER

Val OF SUCROSE (L.S.) ON THE ANTIFUNGAL ACTIVITY AND ABSORPTION

‘CTRA OF AMPHOTERICIN B (AmB)

RESGJañina*; Gruda, 1.** and Medoff, G.*
ET ngton University School of Medic.‘inne, St. Louis, Missouri, USA,
anUniversite du Quebec a Troia-Rivieres, Trois-Rivieres, Quebec, Canada.

Qbiective. To develop a system for AmB drug delivery.
Me! ‘ison of effects of a mild detergent, L.S. on AmB-induced

decrease in cellular K° retention and viability of 5accharomycee cerevisiae
and Cryptococcus neoformans cells with L.S. effects on physical state as
reflected by absorbtion spectra.

ults. L.SResults . at concentrations|o: 008% to 0.03% enhanced the toxic effects of
AmB on the two fungi , concentrations 0.06% to 2.5% inhibited AmB

effects. We analyzed changesin absorbtion spe induced by L
these two concentration range ng ratios (R's) of AmB absorbance at

409nm, the wave length characteristic of non regated (monomeric) ,

absorbance a wave characteristic of aggregated AmB.

cau

Conclusion. L.S concentration dependent dual effects on antifungal action

of which correlated with shifte in the physical State o! ween its

ric ated forms. Since the inhibitory concentrations of L.S.
about 1000 "times greater 08.on the antifungel effects of AmB wer

reported previously for inhibition of “AmB

suggests that L.S. may be useful as a vel

Moreover, increase in AmB toxicity induced by low
suggests the possibility that synergistic interactions between fatty acid
esters, and polyene antibiotics may have therapeutic value

M.C.P.143 TREATMENT OF ERPESISTENE ORO-PHARYNGEAL CANDIDIASIS
wut FLUCconnLE IN HIV-1-INF ECTED PATIENTS

Barbara del, I. end
Deic! LE
Hannver Medical School, Hannover, F.R. Germany.

Objective. To evaluate the effectivity of fluconazole, an experimental azole
anti 1 is effective in apy of therapy-resistent oro-pharyngeal
candidiasis in HIV-1-infected pa entBe
Methods. 20 patients with therapy-resistent oro-phar yngeal candidiasis were

f 50-100 mg for 21 days. Patients
were weekly examined for clinical symptoms as i

. SBM
candida cultures of mouth washings. 60% of the patients the culture tests
becam ative at of therapy whereas in 40% of patients more than 10o2
cfu/ml were found. More than 60% of the patients had a clinical rrelaps four
weeks 8 experimental therapy with pes le

ic Tved.
highly effective drug in the

treatment of therapy-resistent oro-pharyngeal candidiasis in HVinfected
patients. A continuous tapy seemed to be necessary to avoid clinical
relaps. Optimal dosage remain to be defined in further studie:

M.C.P.140

Angel's Biomedical Laboratories, Ltd.
"Place du Parc", Montre

A virus disinfection was ob:

A MODEL OF AIDS-VIRUS DISINFECTION

Luben G. eloff

P.O. Box 122, Station
eal, Quebec Haw 2m9, Canad:

rved By the author in 1930-39 in
water buffalo (Bubalus bubalus, Linn.) in Kosevci, Bulgaria that
11 those animals ate our-apples did n nfec-
on caused by the ultr-virus aphth: (Aphthae coizeotions) «
ter, uth: lied ove observations asea on rats

bearer ascites Wynore (Hepatoma) tumor (3rd Asian Cancer Con-
ference (Abs. 6, 1977

In these investigationsas model disinfectors alkaline Bulgaros
b (0.1MEHC1), andactdte

arious viral an acte-
rial infections. Copyright 1989 by Luben G. Angeloff.
All rights reserved.

M C P 142 SOAND IMMUNOLOGIC PARAMETERSIN A RANDOM
—e ED, DOUBLESLIND, FeeeRet TRIA

AMPLI APMNISTERED TO SUBJECTS WITH HYINFECTION
McKinley, G.F.; Reddy, MM:I la, ¥.; Ong.Kenneth; O’Connor, J.1,; Griec
St.eeRoosevelt Hospitat comer” Columbia University, New York City aryUSA.

As part of a multicenter trial of intravenously administered AMPLIGEN (mismatched,
double-stranded RNA) we enrolled 25 H ropositive subjects (asymptomatic or early

RiARC) and followed them for up to 36 we s taken at the start of 3 dy and
at weeks4, I , . At study end it was found that 12 patients had be iven

an had received AMP! 0 mg twice weekly. There were n
statistically significant differences betwcen groups witkrespect to soluble CDS,
oluble IL-2 receptor, beta-2 microglobulia, and neopte

WK sCD8sIL2R  B2-M  Neopt sCD8 sIL-2R B2-M  Neopt

00 9854093 13854069 40082414 3.640.4 6384064 12924116 25832372 3.040.2
04 9302090 13964062 33584270 4.3405 7852080 12464099 31144355 3.840.4
12 9794115 13694072 38154398 $540.8 7604078 12304110 31274416 37205
24 8384186 11594134 41792533 42409 6454068 11782117 30004358 3.3+0.4
36 8634067 12944152 45804752 53219 7954119 12874141 35754392 3.340.5

There were nostatistically significant aifferences with respect to circulating immune
mplexes (measured by the ibitio! immune aadherence), erythrocyte complement

C3b receptor (E-CR1) wctivity, and direct Coombs’ t

M.C.P.144 INPTBITION|OF HIV-REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE BY A KAMPO MEDICINE,

ono, Katsuhiko’;Nakane, H.*: Fukushima, M.**; Chermann,
*** and Barré-Sinoussi, F.*

*Research Institute and sensepital, Aichi Cancer Center, Nagoya, Japan,
Laboratoire de Recherches sur les Restrovirus et ladies associées,

INSERM Marseille and ****laboratoire de Biologie des Retrovirus, Institut
Pasteur, Paris Fra

Objective. To describe the in vitro inhibitory effect of a well-known kampo
medicine (Chinese drug), Sho-Saiko-To, on the activity of HIV-reverse
transcriptase

thoi ‘. Reverse transcriptase activity was measured in vitro with
An CdT)12-18 as the tetemplate:Primer and [3HH]dTTP as the triphosphate
Gars and the ect of the drug was evaluated by adding various
concentrations of SesaikesTo.
Results. Theactivi f HIV=reverse transcriptase was inhibited by more

dependent, and the drug inhibited the en
which is a clinically attainable concentration.
Sho-Saitko-To, the extract from radix
have strong Inhibitory effect on the reverse transcriptase activit.
concentrations less than vein
cellular DNA polymerases a, $ a

rug, supporting the fact that ShovSaiko-To 4s non-toxic to the host

Conclusion. Sho-Saiko-To is promising as a candidate for antiretroviral agent.
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M C P.145 VIRAL INHIBITION THERAPY AGAINST AIDSae
wr}

joshiJoshi,S*; van Brunschot,
*Faculty of Medicinetntunivers

**Mount Sinai Research 11

7 Robson, I. and Bernstein, A.**
ity of Toronto.‘Ontario, Canada .

nstitute, Toronto, Ontario,

Objective. Gene manipulation" of stem cells leading to the development of an
Hives stant inmune
Methods. various vetrovivalvectors expressing antisense or sense
arewere constructed, me vector per

and ren
soon bechachallenged by #1: | and the vi Tus Production will ag moni:
Results. The ability of Various vac expressing
interfere with the HIV-1 mitiplication will be r

 

RNA is only o y in n tl ife cycle of HIV-1, Ss
to express various proteins interfering with HIv~] life cycle are under
way. se vectors conferring resistance to HIV-1 will be used
to transform human bone marrow ‘Stem ce ls,
Conclusion. If asten cell Oo HIV-L,
a opment it will lead to the reconstitution oFan HIV-1 resistant
immune system, Both T-lymphocytes and macrophages, the primary targets of
ay infection, derive from the bone marrow stem cell: roduction

cells of retroviral constructs expressing RNA or protein
molecules “conferring resistanceselon HIV-1 infection provides a Pate

M C P 147 MENAQTTNONE (BACTERIAL VITAMIN K) INHIBITS HIV-1 INDUCED

— A FORMATION BUT NOT HIV-1 REPLICATION
Qualtiere, L. Fes Zbitnew, A.; Heise-Qualtiere, J.M. and

Conly, J., Dept. of Hiccebiciosy, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,

Sask., Canada

OBJECTIVE: To determine if napthoquinone (Vitamin K series) compounds can
affect HIV-1 induced syncytial formation and/or replication.
METHODS: Physiological non-toxic concentrations of Phy]Loquinone menadione

id menaquinone-7 (MK-7) were added to cultures of MT-2 8 cells

infected with three different clinical isolates of HIV-1. roa s utilize
as a comparative compound. The ect of these chemicals were evaluated by

cytial formations,and vir: antigen production (Reverse

MK-7 a bacterially produced.Viento,vaatjen
tions between 5 and 1 ug per ml, inhibited syncytia forma MT-2 in-
fected cells similar to AZT at 5 to 1 ug/ml. Similar inhtbieion of ayncy-
tia formation was also observed in HIV-1 infected Hut-78 cells, however,
whileots effectively limited HIV replication, MK-7 had noce whatso-

ron vi ction
CONCLUSION: Further st:tudies are warranted on the effects of menaquinone
induced inhibition of syncytia foTeation especially in light of the fin-

ngs tha tigen and virus production are not

Y y prove a valuable way of
limiting HIV-1 spreading in vivo.

: IS A SAFE VACCINE READILY AVAILABLE ?M.C.P.149 ans«Ue
Norman GODIN, M.D. Consultant Geneva-Universicy Hospital
14, Quai duBet, 1201 Genéve, Sui

Qbjective : Finding the best and safest method to obtain a marketable AIDS
vaccine.

thod .: Analysis of present vaccine strategies to obtain an AIDS vaccine.
w concept order to obtain a new kind of vaccine.ne

nm AIDS vaccine are now

obtain specific antibodies or cel irMrecente to S.
Ho because of competition and crossreactivity between HIV and th

ep 1, blocking HIVs with
same time block MHC II binding to CD4 and

interfere with normal macrophage to T cell interaction causing immunosuppres-

sion.
To overcome these difficulties, a new type of "vaccine" consisting of mono-
clonal antibodies, liposomes and adjuvant intending to safely mimic HIV
infection and stimulate NK ceils (non MHC restricted immune response) is
beiing considered.

 
Conclusion : A new concept for an AIDS vaccine based on stimulation of

NK cells is presented.
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M.C.P.146

2, and Hollén,
Natl. Inst. Haema Blood Transfusion, Budapest, Hungary, and *

GmbH Diagnostics, |Dellenneun, FRG

EFFECT|OF PEPSIN TREATMENT ON THE HIV ENVELOPE AND CURE

jelyi, E.*, Füst, G.*, Illei, G.*, Allam, 3.%% ?Sem,

 

*Abbott

Objectives. Previously (Ujhelyi et al., AIDS 1,161,1987) we worked o
methad for measuring the amounts of anti-core and anti--env antibodiesYen
in circulating immune complexes. The method is based on the pepsin digestion
of isolated immune complexesIn order to clarify whether HIV antigens are
destroyed during this treatme the pepsi i
nant e antigens waseste, Methods. Purified p24 and gp42a 9 fn

}
5

y n-sensitive. By contrast, gene-
city of the purified env preparation ot destroyed but dose-dependent1
increased after pepsin treatment. Conclusion The different sen y t
pepsin digestion of HIV antigens maÿ poin ifference in their sensiti-
vity to other proteases influencing the in vivo processing of the antigens.

THEEFFECTS OFTRADITIONAL. MEDICINE(SHO-SAIKO-TO:SST) ON
M.C.P.148 3 LE (PMC) PROM AIDS & C PATIENTS

anteCHnada, Yj teagan1,H.;Lange,M.and Clark,W.S.
St.Luke! *-Roosevelt Hospi tal Center, Columbia University, New York,NY, USA

Objective:We have studied effects of SST onblastformation assay in PMC from
eewith AIDS(n=40) and ARC(n=44), and healthy heterosexuals (HH, n=20)
Me s:PMC were cultured with or without each mitogenn(PHA,Con A, PW) in the
présence or absence of SST (2Ougiml}. Proliferation was measured by 34 thyai-
dine uptake after 96 hrs incubati
Results:Table shows proliferationresponse
without . ch pa
nonresponder group based on positive
SSTvon Pia.

 

e(PR, Ave. in.com) of 3 groups with or

As previously reported, major decreases e 0
ise to PWM only for and IDS. ST enhanced proliferating activi ty

Ttset? in Out 3 groups and e 144 nd 22/40iOS.
s of interest that the greatest enhancing response Psst

observed in PMC's , and occurred maximally in those AVEthee
combination of“lowest PR to PWM and (ii)normal PR to Con A. The percentage
increases observed for the same combination in AIDS, on the other hand, were
only similar to thatseen in HH controls.

Total Miitogen & SST(%) Responder/Nonresponder
ARC C ARC i

No. 20 44 40 34/11 22/18
No Mitogen 966 358 237 +30 +18 +13 323/477 294/168

PHA 23875 16201 8512 -15 -16 -12 16045/16733 9470/7341
Con A 11652/11091 4514/262613153 11525 Ne 78 -17 -19

4 * +4 +8 733/124 721/617
Conclusion:Our results sugyos t SST is able to stimulate monocyte-T4 ceil
~B cell network ayaten eepress 73.cell function

AFRICAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE AND AIDSM.C.P.150
CHIEF AJISEFINNI S.0.

49,AramokoRoad,Box 95, Ijero-Ekiti, Ondo State, Nigeria,

 

African Traditional Medicine is the use of herbs and
parts of animals and birds, the

ople
in Africa have no alternative ‘than traditional hedicine.

The Western trained Medical Doctors and Traditional
Healers should be partners in progress to find a
solution for the health of mankind. There should.be

with a place in the
educate the rural

iow to avoid AIDS. My
XP has started

No time in the history of mankind have creature
as smell as the AIDS virus caused so much grief aud sorrow
to 50 manv zeople.
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Immunologie de base
Basic Immunology
T.C.P.1 MEASUREMENT om HIV-1 INFECTED
“ne CHIMPANZEES, *, P. Bulgert, V.G. Masison*,

DJ. Marciani* and J. Eichberg##,
Corporation, Worcester, MA, USA, **Southwast Foundation for Bicmadical
Reasearch, San Antonio, TX, USA.
Oijective. To quantitate the kinetics of affinity maturation in HIV-1

Methods. Over 20sera for each ofof the three HIV infected chimps were
over a two year period. À modification of the method (Pullen,

1986) was used to measure the avidity of chimp sera for a
peptide compared with conventional EIA on the same

, showed an inerease in titer starting 2-3
weeks challenge. The titer reached a between 50 and 100
days and then ei or omstant. Avidity increased
steadily in all three ani over the two years. A plot of EIA titer vs

the
to tvidity was significantly higher than thomoan of the man sara
Conclusion. EIA titer is an
avidity. iifected chinpeshaved a steady increase in affinityfor the

over two years. chimps eventually produced higher avidity sera
for the envelope than did a random selection of HIV-1 Hamans.

AZT INHIBITS LPS-INDUCED SECRETION OF IL-1 BY CULTURED
NORMAL HUMAN M
feiss. Laurence; Haeffner-Cavaillon, N.; Laude, M. and

T.C.P.3

Unité d'Inmunopathologte, Hôpital Broussais, Paris, France.

The failure of 3'-azido-3'-deoxythymidine (AZT) to inhibit H1V replication
in to

 

human onerophages is not dependent on the inability of the drug

perme: cell membrane. Little is mown 01 uences of
FernceLoler“Sccumulation of ocyte functions The effect of
AZT on the ability of unstimulated and. LPs-stim h mononuclear

erent cells (MNC} to produce Interleukin-1 {IL-1) vas investigated in
vitro. MNC f: al donors were cultured 8e: f tions
increasing amounts of Neisseria meningitidis LPS (0.01-10 ug/5 x 10° cells)
for 24 h. AZT al did not induce IL-1 produc’ cultu: MNC.

not interfere with the ConA comitogenic thymo: assey for IL-1 activity incyte
LPS-stimulated cultures. ATAnbibited the screen release of IL-1
activity in a dose- r although it

the induction of cell-associatedmiactivitypyoe us. The latte:
lack of the inducti

1 a sanessed by radio: ay.

AZT specifically inhibits the releas of functional IL-1 by
iPSgtimalaced monocytes which may endow the molecule with anti-inflammatory
properties

pero

T. C. P.5 CD4+ AND CD8+ CYTOTOXIC T LYMPHOCYTE-MEDIATED LYSIS OF

MACROPHAGES eee HIV ANTIGENS

Torpey, IT vid J.; Murayama, T.; Gupta, P. and Rinaldo, C.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittcbursh PA 15261, U.S.A.

Objective. To characterize cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) lysis of macro-

pha;gespressing HIV antigens.

Methods. tologous nacrophages cultured in vitro for 6 days were either

Tofeeel with recombinant vaccinia viruses (rVV, courtesy of Dr. B. Mosg]
containing HIV genes or coated ay and used as target cells in a Cr-
release assay. Feeshty-tsolated © PBMC cultured for 6 days with UV-
inactivated HIV plus IL-2 from HIVeperopositivn, asymptomatic individuals
we pleted DL cells and 8 cells

Z mean virus-epecific lysis

macrophages expressing env or gag antigens, which

several fold greater than lysis mediated by freshly-isolated, Ccbe+effectors.
Antigen stimulation activated HIV-specific, CD4+ CTL, d

 

stimulated with HIV ean lysis ‘BMC

seronegative subjects did ibit these responses.
Conclusions. Macrophages infected with r -gag, or whole avewere

at

occurred when PBMC were stimulated with HIV antigen, which nctivatedEDat

L our previous work (J. Immunol., 142(4), 1989)

using herpes aimplex vi rop
CD4+ and CD8+ CTL are important in host immune response to

Dont Land. tale (hi. ol)

Basic Research (Biomedical)

T.C.P.2 TYPE SFECIFIC CTL RESPONSE TO THE HIV-1 ENVELOPE GENE

PRODUCTS
*; Paradis, TJ*; F

ch:
lexne

Moss, B**; Schooley, RTE, and Walker, BD*. Massa usetts General“hontetal

and Harvard Medical School.oom MA, USA; **Laboratory of Viral Diseases,
NIAID, NIH, Beth ,

Objective. determine group vs. type specificity of CTL directed at the

HIV-1 ieoe pro .
Per:ripheral.blooda mononuclear cells from HIV-1 seropositive

e cloned via Tinting@dilution in the presence of a CD3-
pepe(mAb) and inant IL-2 Developing clones

tivity against cutologess.or allogeneic
nsforped B cell lines infecte4 with HIV-vaccinia recombinant vectors “tn a
our Cr release assay. Ab competition assays werevponductedb:

incubating|target cells with mAb prior toche addition of effector cells.
An HIV-1 envelope-specific CTL c : designated

pager cells expressing the V-IIIB covelops or the HTL
0 70% above control at an effector: target ratio of 2.5:1, but does not
Dee target cells expressing the HILV-IIIRF envelope. ysis is restricted

by the HLA class I antigen B8, and is abrogated by monoclonal antibodies to
CD3 or CDB, but not CD4.
£enclusions- HIV-1 envelope- specific, HLA Class I restricted CIL are part of

the t immune response to HIV-1 infection.| This demonstration of a type-
tectfie response to HIv- 1 envelope is sn important consideration in
design of subunit vaccine strategies.

T C P 4 ENHANCEMENT OF LYMPHOCYTE-MEDIATED, HIV SPECIFIC ANTIBODY-

dé DEPENDENT CELLULAR CYTOTOXICITY BY BIOLOGIC RESPONSE MODI-
F

Murayama, Taugiya and Rinaldo, C.R.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15261, U.S.A.

To examine antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) medi-
mononuclear cells (PBMC) obtained from Hivinfected

ct by biological responsevnodifie 8 (BRM) P
banil (0R432 streproceceal.preparation, Chugai, Japan) and ineerleukin2

Objective.
a

from homosexual men with known duration of HIV infection and
o

wai as gourc antib
Results. Hiv~specific|ADCC activity of PBMC from H1V-seropositiv:
subjects was significa eo duration

e,ADCC response was“found to“begrenier associated with numbers o:

CD4 T cells, and CD16" and Leu 11s. Additionally, ADCC activity of
PBMC from divesecopoedtive and seronegative subjects increased 2-fold after

Ve are currently s

the response is impaired in ass
pretreated PBMC exhibited significantly greater ADCC Ney than did un-
treate

T.C.P.6

F marie 2: M.. Foley T.C. Sorrell and Cunninghem A.L. Virology and
eetione Disseses Unite. aan”4 Hoapitet, Sydney. Australia.

DIFFERENTIAL KINETICS OF HIV INFECTION OF BLOOD MOWOCTTES AND
MACROPBAGES VITRO AND EFFECTS OF

 

Monocytes and macrophages are important sites of HIV infection, ore in brain

marrow, state of ataranlation and surface to ich thees celle

adhereat CD4 poaltiva blood mo! # and
with three fresh mesrine HIV

. BIV antigen and levels in
ined high foree weeks befora detachment and necrosis

(rene M_CSF «ttautatteon) generated
fk eethese declined to undetectable over two

2x ae monocytes and2 Bf of macrophages

y in situ nybeidianation). Antl-Leu 3a (CD4) monoclonal

 

ubsation o: te: A

eanwith HIV had variable effects. Some re had high neutralizing titres

1

ti: aamune t ympb:

humo s bitory factor raleased hy HIV infected monocytes haa bee:

identified and ie being character!sed.
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T.C.P.7 GARINOTORINS PREPARED FROM HUMAN MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES

ED TO DECLYCOSYLATED RICIN A CHAIN KILL BIV-INFECTED

psOF T gELLS AND MONOCYTES

zeoLieParner, sl +4 Til} MA’; Gorny MK"; Patton is* + Uhr aw?
New York VA Hospital, “NYU Med.+4Ctres New York, NY, Univ. of Texas South-

ester Med. Ctr., Dallas, TX & ‘Genentech, San Francisco, CA. USA

& Vitetta Es),

CTIVE: To determine whether immunotoxins {ITs) composed of human mono-

clonal antibodies (mAb) and RB: A are capable of killing lines of HIV~
infected T cells (H9) and monocytes (U937).

DS: Oo Gl ecific 1 were derived from EBV-
tien mAb

2 T -dgÂ was cultured with H
or uninfected H9 or0937. cells for 36 hr. and toxicity was assesse.
pulsing cells with ~H-thymidin x 6 hr

TS: While IgG-dgAdid not Kill infected 49 or U937 cells at concen-
reihe than 10 °M, both ITs killed 50% of infected H9 cells at

killed 50% of infected U937 cells
5x M. Addit: 937 edly potentiated
spapffte MalLing of HIV-infected 0937 cells resulting in an IC 0 of 4-6 x

specificity of killing was established by showing that both
ie could be.blocked by rg)ges but not
as cytotoxic for Class II’ Daudi cel:

CONCLUSIONS; ITs composed of|amain mAb to gp4i and deglycosylared icin
A specifically kill Lines of wlv-infected human T cells and monocyte:

 
>

ition of chlorog

 

T Cc P 9 NORMAL CAPACITY OF MONOCYTES FROM AIDS PATIENTS

ve FOR UPTAKE AND GROWTH INHIBITION OF MYCOBACTERIUM
L RE.

lopnson.John T H**, and Eliner, JJ*. *Case Western Reserve
University, Uni , and Clevelan vA,"Cleveland, Ohio, USA, and
Osaka Prefectural Habikino Hospital, Osaka, Japan.

Mycobacterium avium-intracellulare (MAI) is the most frequent cause of late
disseminated infection in patients (pts) with AIDS. Interactions of monocytes (MN) from

al have not been reported. We examined phagocytosis and inhibition
in an in vitro model. MN from 1! AIDSpts {3 qo dissemiinated MAI

CALSDELed 13 healthy volunteers were Precultured for 2 d infected with
S and 2-non-AIDS associated MAI strains. Uptake MAIasdetected by counting

intracellular acid-fast bacilli was similarbetween ‘AIDS pts, AIDS-DMA, and healthy

e , a
intracellular growth o! y don f f tl
AIDS-associated strains (so$5).jateesiules growth was comparable for the remaining
strains. Pretreatmment of MN N-gamms for ays beforc infection decreased

1 uptake in both the ‘AIDS. and healthybrours {pcos for each strain). Culturing

infected MN FN-gam 00 U/ml aug: ted uakilling at 4 days by 30-
5 for both AIDS7“ and healthy donors.(pels f Strains tested). Healthy
controls, AI S-D! ane DS pts s e amma. Since

buted
in vitro activity of IFN-gammain cultur ith MN from AIDS pts provides a rationale

for its use in immunoadjuvant therapy.

PILOT STUDY OF ANTI-LEU3A IN HIV-1 SEROPOSITIVES

David Wilks,Walker LC, Habeshaw JA, Dalgleish AG
search » UK.

T.C.P.11  
Clinical Re: Centre, Harrow

Objective: The Cb4 antigen is a Refor all isolates of HIV. Murine

anti-inotice antibodies to anti-CD4 oclonal antibodies inhibit the
formation syncytia in HIV-.ineected Vy tures.
anti-teua() is an anti-CD4 antibody that blocks the binding of gpi20

oO This study sess the safety o:is aimed immunising HIV

seropositive individuals with DAS and to measure anti-idiotypic antibody

respon
IV+ volunteers (alter-Reed stages 3 or 4) received 6 i.mod: Four H.

taiestions of 1 mg of L3A over a per. of 10 8. ey were monitored

for months post-treatment. acute toxicity, alteration of inical

sta! "and ine haematological P . Antibody
responses to L3A were meas: _ L ophenotyping was performed

be @ach injection and a ly intervals during follow-up, and at 1
hours after injection in the Mieat.3patients.

Results: All patients have a eted treatment and two have completed
follow-up. There adverse reactions to injection or significant

total CD4+ lymphocyte counts.
and = ies to L3A, Setectable

at titres between 1/100 and 1/10,000. is was not associated with
increase in HIV neutralization titre, assessed by the syncytium inhibition

say.

changes in routine

568

SELECTIVETION QF MACROPHAGE Noel IN THE LUNG BY HIV

Johnson, Margaret; Poulter, L. W. Free Hospital,

London, UK.

T.C.P.8

It is recognised that alveolar macrophages are a hererogencous populati

Subsets o not y]
al antibodies. In HIV+

a Xp:

a small proportion (2-10% f total macrophage e cells

lavage ). This study sets out to deternine whether infection of alveolar

macrophag, 3enr to one phenotypically distinct subset or is indis-

uential immunocytological techniques detecting viral proteins

and discrii inate antigens of macrophage can be performed o:

reads obtai: om BAL o: S patients presenting with pneumonitis,probes

to gpl20, and P17 proteins il in conjunction with McAb:

ri

et of macrophages expressing vira roteins wi. be itated by perf-

orming cell co: 8. Re presented reveal whet ther: a -

ive infection of articular subset of cel. nd/or whether HIV infection
alters macrophage a: revious studies hi -

8nship al
whether itv infection might alter the functional capacity of alveolar macro

phage populations.

DEFINITION OF A SUBSET OF CD4+ LYMPHOCYTES SELEC-
TIVELY INFECTED WITH SIv/Mne USING THREE COLOR

PCR.

T.C.P.10
IMM

Clark, E.A.*; Gibbon, J.*8; d, QARGale, M.*, Hoffman, P.5, and Gallatin,
W.M. 8, +h gional Primate Res h ter, University of Washington, Seattle,

WA 98195, §Fred Hutchinson Cancer Genter,“seattle, U.S.A.
In previous work, we found that macaques infected with a simian immunodeficiency
virus is) isolated from Macaca pemestrine (SIV/Mne) have a selective depletion
of CD. cells expressing highlevels o i
in addition. we determined that pr

 
et al., PNAS, in press, 1 ). He these subsets ‘er in their response to the

itogens necessary to activat virus in e, we adapted

1
g ored. In parallel,

sequences, we are exploring
cell requirement for early SIV expression in CD4* subse

(Supported by NW H grants RROO166 and CA40272 and by a grant from the Americen
Foundation for AIDS Research.)

T.C.P 12 TERTION Or HIV AND THE COMPLEMENT SYSTEM
. Side Schulz,T. à LHengse »P.*,

TheeeerH.**,Dier Me*
*Inst.f.Hygiene,**L. “Boltzzmann Inst.f. AIDS-“Research, Innsbruck,
Austria,***Paul Ehrlich Inst. ,Frankfurt,FRG

gpiective: As several animal retroviruses have been shown t
irectly activate the complement system and to be lysed by human

serum, we investigateed the interaction between HIV and the
complenent sys
Method: Purified HIV ïwas incubated with h

of C3 and thus activation

n
Blotting technique using an anti-human C3d antibody. In this
case complement activation still occurred in the absence of Ca
and thus via the alternative pathway
C sion: These results show thatVary as well as Bryinfected
cells activate the complement system via the classical a
alternative pathway, respective Ye
Supported by L.B.I., State of Tyrol, BMFT
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MECHANISMS OF LYMPHOCYTE DYSFUNCTION IN HIV INFECTEDT.C.P.13 erBODYotstateEPTOPES OFpros-1 ee GLYCOPROTEINS T C P. 14 >

hgn,
niversity of talifernta, San Francisco, ws University

of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada.

Computer analysis and reports from the literature were used to selec
of HIV-1 envelope glycoproteins (ENVgp) as potential targets fo

rom study subjects were analyzed by ELISA

the ites are*immunodominant predict $
HIV ENVgp, ENVP466 (anino acids 466-481 ) and site (amino acids 497-509),
were recognized py an es in the sera of most
indoals. The eeorn antibodies

ENVP466 or ENVPag77id not differ among HIV-infected a matic
individeets and patients with AIDS or ARC. urified anntibodtes to ENVP497

gp120 has minimal protective effects. Antibody levels to one syntheetic
peptide epitope (ENVP2g7) of HIV ENVgp (amino acids 297-308) we
significantly higher fo. 002) in patients with AIDS than in hiveantbody
positive (HIV Abt+) asymptomatic individuals, suggesting that antibodie

i pathogenesis of HIV infections. The

antigens using synthetic peptides may be useful in the des
vaccines to prevent or treat HIV infections.

T.C.P.15 INHIBITION han3 SIGNALLING BY gpl120 1S ASSOCIATED WITH CD4

er CALCIUM GATING

utKEhaNK,S.W. Pyle*, D.H. Center, and H. Kornfeld.
Boston Univer:sity schoo1 of Medicine, Boston, MA. tionalCancer
Institute-Frederick Cancer Research Center, Frederick, MD.U.S.A.

Objective . To study the effectsnspire on CD4 and CD3 expressions and on
signal transducing function

Methods. and M gpl20 fores Jurkatcelle.were incubated wi’
8 ne Periodically aliquots were aria

i ti-T3 antibodies. At the same time points
with the fluorescent. probe indo-1

by anti-T3, or direct G activation by mas ran re~
& extracellular Ca accounts for

48 hr. Surface expression of CD: ncuba
with gpl20. Loss of mn peaked at 24 hr, with
re-expression occuring by 4
Conclusions. Gp120 HSanti-73 unresponsiveness and loss of Cb4 in a

me ts on CD3 signalling appear to occur as a recut
ansduction involved in Ca ga’ting. me

relationship between loss of a and ms vnresponsiveness has not
determined. These results may in part explain the me for the observed
defects in’ T cell antigen receptor signalling in aIvel_infected cells.

the cell surface

HIV INFECTION OF BONE MARROW STROMAL
MACROPHAGES

*; Zheng, J.*; Rarrick, M.*; Gill, P.*;
Mazumder, A.*.

“University ofof Southern California School of Medicine, Los Angeles, California, USA

deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
oeratlwith a distinctivecuteeof the bone marrow

). These Prafound abnormalities in AIDSB pestanalteration in cellular
function ofBM stromal¢cells, We ha ed BM from five©AIDS

patientsand determined that this BMAaunoper contains1.010 toDe.9% HIV po:
anti-p24 antibod:

T.C.P.17

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

cells 24 g
ce i dividual u ‘or 7 days, during

ch dt Ih were d leaving on iythe BMstromal
Pop lation. Th I D 40% macrophages

ci10-20% fibroblasts d nined by the approp a to
h abundant

TOCESSES, Aheale dandvitte wall, ee 1 1 f HIV c
 
  
 

p24staining was associated with macr:Ophages1in contrast to
individualswhichexhibited no stainin, Furthermyrmore, 95% of

a subpopulation of macrophage stromal cells ar HIV positi candthere
is an increased expression of Class II antigens in this populatio:

ests and hybridization insolution or to immobilized target

Vyakarnam Anna*, Matear P.*,Stanley B.*, Weller I.*,
Beverley P.C.L. of Genito Urinary Medicine, +
ICRF Human Tumour logy Group, University College & Middlesex School
of Medicine, London W1. UNITED KINGDOM

Te is clear from the 11 that some HIV infected seropositives fail
to responid to soluble antigens such as tuberculin tetanus toxoid. T
cell unresponsi' s to sol antigens could arise from failure to
trigger T cell functions such as proliferation release

T3-Ti antigen lex. To this possibility,
we followed the response peripheral rc: in

to secrete
tumour necrosis factor (TNF) a, 8 and gamma interferon

(y-Ifn). The all ients to anti T3 as well as
in proliferation and lymphokine ys, suggesting their T

cells can be the T cell receptor complex. Interesting]:
cells fran itives and ARC patients made 3-10 times higher
levels of TNF a and y-Ifn seronegatives upon activation with
PHA + PMA 1 T3 that their cells may be activated in vivo.

i udies on eration to soluble
in and £0 929Patand with data on the effects of

eee and vite on normal Tcecell functi.

T.C.P.16 IDENTIFICATION CF A POTENT SYNTHETIC HIV-1

IMMUNOGEN COMPRISING GAG-P24 TANDEMT- AND

EPITOPES
Chong, Pele; Sia, D.;Haynes, J.; Sydor, M. and Klein, M. Connaught Centre
forndSearch» Connaught+ Laboratories Limites Willowdale,
Ontario, Canada.

Recent studies indicate that gag gene products may play a crucial role
in the immune against HIv infection: 1) as clinical progression
to AIDS is associated with a Teduction in the level of circulating anti-
bodies to gag p24; 2) antibodies raised against pl7 peptide is capable of
inhibiting HIV-1 infection in vitro.

rediction _algorithns for T-cell and

as judged by immunoblotting. In addition, the
appropriate MHC context was shown to be highly stimulatory for p24 specific
murine T-cell clones.

A RAPID METHOD FOR DETECTION OF AHPLIFIED HIV DNA USING A
HIGHLY SENSITIVE CHEMILUMINESCENT DNA Prope SYSTEM (HPA)

Chand! 5 fareer Mar £.; McDonough, S.H.; Ryder, 7.8.; Cabanas, D.K.;
andler, an

Sen-Probe, inc., San Diego. CA, USA

Objective. To apply thelyortatzation Protection Assay (HPA) to the detec-
tion of amplified HIV
MetSA PA utilizes)NA probes directlylabeled with acridine ester and

ous assay 1yape With no rationjomogene st Hyl
1sHNfferentisted by hight specific, chemical hydrolys!5 “reaction which
selectively degrades acrddiniun esteg laabel1.45sociated withunhybri di zed

. rget sequences mole range
<30 minutes. - was amplified by 0 cycles of standard PCR using

“region primers described by Ou tal. {Science 239:295, 1988).
esults. amplificattions containingts few as 10-20 copies of input HIY-1

gave signals significantiy above background, even when only 10% of the
reactions were analyzed,
Conciusion. Since target amplification has become an important technique
în determining the presenc of HIV, rapid and sensitive detection method
is needed. Other techiniques, tnchidingvisual {zation after91 uvegona

$, require
eps and hours to days to complete. offers important advantages t

widesrspreadeadscreening for HIV tn studtes snvolving epidemiology, diagnosis
an

T.C.P.18
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T C P. 1 9 THE ROLE OF peOyCeD Le PRODUCTION IN B CELL SCTIVATION INAIDS.
ovens . JF, Sal nzalez*, T. Hiraino**,T. *,&

inez-Maza . Depts.of MicroimmunoertOb.(GimnUGASch
Angeles, CA, USA, *Dept. Inmunol., Fac. Med., Univ. Aut. San Luis Potosl, SLP, Mexico, and

minsoise & Cell. Biol., Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan.

 

produc B
HIV,

binding to or activation of B cells oyHV, suggesting anindirect effect. IL 6, also known asB cell
stimulatory factor-2 (BSF-2),is a terminal differ ion factorfor B cells, and is produced by normal

heral blood
 

 

 

 

 

peripheral J mononuclear cells (PBMNC)nrvononte to Hiv. Our studies of PBMNC from HiV-
infected patients show a sig

PBMNC from HIV-ini y p
hours, and 10 days.

Le 6] was deter hourSi erative assay forIL 6 using
MH60.BSF2 / ELISA. y

. in 24 hour SN,the mean [IL5]
{na group of HiVinfocted patients, the mean [iL6]

in 24 hour SN was 2.6Po The meanyof 10 day SN for the same two groups was 276 ng/ml
and 836 nng/m

Prell

 

 

 
echanism of IL

120 from HV can Induce IL 
n that high
ci PEMNC,as does nine

of anti-CD4 antibodies.
 patients (who

are also producing increased levels 4à suggests that overproduction of iL 5:in vivo intresponse to
HIV may be contributingto the B cell activation seen In HIV-infected Individual:

T.C.P.21 MONOCYTES AND NEUTROPHILS FROM HIV-INFECTED INDIVIDUALS
v_— CONTAIN VERY LOW OR UNDETECTABLE LEVELS OF PROVIRUS AS

DETERMINED BY PCR ANALYSIS.
GregoryT.Spear’; Moore, J. L.**; Landay, A.*; Kessler, H. A.*; Schochetman, G.** end Ou,

C-Y

“Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes Medical Center, Chicago,Illionis, USA. **Centers for Disease
Control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

Qbiective. To evaluate the relative levels of HIV Provirus in lymphocytes (L), monocytes
(M) and neutrophils (N) from HIV-infected individual

cells from ten AIDS patients and17 asymptomatic Ab+ HIV-infected
models were isolated on Ficoll-Hypaque. N were isolated by lysis of RBCs from gradient
botto M were isolat ic nonadherentcells. N and M

onoclonals and complement.
T cœlls. contained less than 1% M or N. is ind

HiV-specific sequences in DNA equivalent to150,000 celis were amplified by the
polymerase chain reaction. DNA wasedwith the ske38/39 primer pairac detected

P32-labeled SK-19 probe. in som ciwasuen
5 ed in L from 2627india Howeve:

detectable In 11/20 M samples and 18/27 amples. Densitometric "quantitation of
amplified produceindicated that the leveis ow ‘provirus were in at cases significantly
hig!her in thi Mand N. Provirus in M and N was in some cases highest in individuals

were high In provirus content suggesting that someot the M and N sign
couldbe due *o conteconanlon by L.

8
a
a

issue macrophagesin vivo has been shownby others. Our
results Indicate that Hiv infection of peripheral blood M and N is Infrequent. ‘Thus.
fi may occur after leaving the circutat

T C P 23 A CROSS-REACTIVE CYTOTOXIC T CELL EPITOPE BETWEEN HIV-1 AND

HIV-2 + ee eke
ewes Nixon Douglas;àPs 3 Gallwey, J. ; Rothbard, J, ;

Howland,K. 7 and ‘McMichael,
we

“inst. Mol. “eeopetteHosp., Oxford, U.K., Oxford Haemophili,

Çsotre, Oxford, Harrison meresÀRadcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, UKs,

IcRF, Linotn! 8 “Inn Fields, London,

Objective. To test peptide analogues from HIV-2 and SIV sequences of the

HIV-1 gag peptide epitope 265-279 (recognised by HIV specific CTL in
‘association with HLA-B27).
Methods.An HIV-1 265-279 specific CTL line was tested for the ability to lyse
HLA-B27 matched B.jymphoblastoid target cells preincubated with or without

release assay. Peptides were synthesized according to

standard t-boc chemistry and peptide sequences were taken from the Los Alamos

Results. Results from a lysis assay are shown at a peptide conc. of 30pM.
Effector ‘Target re30:1

 
ide &lysis

HIV-1 SF2 RENE 69

BIV-1 Eli KR! 60

HIV-2 ROD RRWIQIGLOKCVRMY 56

sr 142 RRWIQLGLOKCVRMY 59

SIVK6w78 39
No peptide 15

Conclusion. The HIV-2 peptide is recognised by HIV-1 specific CTL.

570

+
CD8 ; €T C P. 20 Fac ELLS GAN SUPPRESS HIV REPLICATION VIA A SOLUBLE

rinCarrnn, Jan E.; Gaudernack, G; Thorsby, E; Vartdal, F.

The National Hospital, Oslo, Norway.

Objective. To examine the role of the cellular immune system in the control
of HIVreplication in the latent asymptomati

cell subsets were isolated using positive immunomagneetic selec-
e st ited wit! beads coated with a

ly (MAb) specific for the T cell receptor Du and
combinant IL 2. The amount

1, was exerted across gemipermermeable membranes and was found in
hecell-free pupernatenes 0of CDB T cells. Both allogeneie and autologous

cost T cells shoved in
Gonglusions- cbs it HIV

ells at louzmiltiplicities of infec
seemsTee be mediated by a soluble factor

repliccation in naturally infected
ion. This inhibitory activity

PRESENCE OF ANTI-HIV ANTIBODIES IN GENITAL SECRETIONSTCP.22
rtin, Le Bélec

e,

 

ec, 6.»Steenman, M.C.Georges-Courbot, A.J.Georges.
lic

al
in genital secretions fron heter:sexual individuals
ec HIV,expo! or infected by,

Methods + Sera an al secretions from 75 women and 15 men were
tested by Western blot against HIVi antigens, for th ir

19A antibodi he y seropositive (15), healthy

Patients, and controls (4). Neutralisation power of gen

ive assay between, “NIVenand anti-CDa

 

tives had I96 antibodies to GP1460 of

HIVL, and 8/11 seropositives possessed igA to GP160. IgG and IgA

isotypes directed against all viral antigens, including GP, were present in
vaginal secretions (VS) of ali healthy Seroposositive and AL

1 4and IgA were not detected in rom womel her roups. pres

1 t

ad.

ation by secretory IgA has proven to be efficient

for certain viral diseases and could play a role in the heterosexual

transmission of HIV.

T.C.P.24 ANTIBODIES WHICH REQOGNIZE BOTH CONSERVED AND VARIABLE

REGIONS OF HIV-1 GP-120 ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR HIV-SPECIFIC

Richard", McKenzie, s.**, Mazzara, G.**, Panicali, D.**, ~
and Sullivan, 3.Den,ct,2e of Massachusetts Medical Schoo ,
and “Applied bioTechnology, Inc., Canbridge, Massachusetts, USA.

ine epitopes within the envelope giycopretein complex

Methods: Multiple fran ’ type-
specific neutral: against HIV isolates IIIB and RF, for
their ability to mediate ADCC against a B-cell line infected with.
recombi expressing £ IIIB or RF.
Vaccinia vnich expressed specific deletions withinop 0 were also
used in tion, human and muse antibodies to -
defined epitopes of "qpie WORE Wael tm amp mpenifie ADepltnpee within
the gp-120 molecul:

ts: All human tested date, even those di type- -
specific neutraliz demonstrated a group-specific ADCC response

and RF envelope glycoproteins indicating that conserved ions of ©

: mapped
variable regions of HIV-1 gp-120.

conserved regions HIV-1 gp-120 -
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CD8+HNK1+ CELLS SUPPRESS HIV-SPECIFIC T CELL ACTIVITIES. AN HLA-DR+, LIGHT DENSITY, PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELL

T.C.P.25 JOLYos GUILLON J-M*, AUTRAN B*, PLATA Fe MAYAUD C+, DEBRE T.C.P.26 PRODUCES ALPHA INTERFERON IN RESPONSE TO HIV 
*Lab. Immuno. Hôp. Pitié-Salpétrière, Paris; “Lab.

 

. Bio. Mol. Retroviras oa, Pasteur, Paris «, Hôp. , Paris

OBJECTIVE We have demo st e V-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes in lungs

and their progressive diseppearance durin e of HIV infe on. The

aim of this stu as t factors or cells wich could down-regulate

the anti-HIV T cell responses

METHODS : Alveolar lymphocytes were recovered from 41 patients at various

stages of the V disease. Their cell surface phenot; was determined and

their cytolutic function was ested“against 51Cr-labelled autologous alveolar

macrophages and cell V proteins; both

release assay and s (LDA) were pe:
cell subsetswere tested for their putative suppressor function onto HIV~speci-

fic cytolysi:

RESULTATS : Th patients with advanced HIV disease, in whom no signifiant CTL

acitivity could be demonstrated in bulk assays, effector CTL specific for

HIV could still be detectable by LDA. The biphasic LDA plots suggested the

presence of suppressor cells IF analysis of alveolar lymphocytes revealed

progres: e of CD8+HNK1+ cells that mirrored the regression of€
anti HIV CTL activity. Selection experi ts and IF cell sorting demonstrate

that alveolar CD8+! + lymphocytes suppress the e orphase a Vv

CD8+HNK1+ yee Suppress8 a the e ector phase or HIV as

anti-HLA L
kill K562 celle,ot the HV-pecurie effec r CTL
CONCLUSION : Suppressor T cells could Esexplain the inefficiency of host

cellular immune defenses against HIV.

T.C.P.27 ANTIGEN-REACTIVE T LYMPHOCYTES ARE PRESENT IN HIV-INFECTED
INDIVIDUALS REACTIVE IN CONVENTIONAL

LYMPHOGYTEPiPROLIFERATIVE ASSAYS.
Stefanie; Adams, P, Orosz, C., Fass, and Whitacre, C.; The Ohio State University
AIDS Clinical Trials Group, Columbus, onà

e lymphocyte prolferative response to soluble antigens sun a tetanus toxoid has
been pieto be absent after HIV Infection. We examined the response tetanus in HIV-intected
individuals usingconventional lymphocyte pro!liferative. assays in comparison with Limiting dilution
nalysis (LD.

a Niferati is (PBMC) trom ARC ,
asymptomaticaand seronegativecontrols wereassessed by the uptake of£3.-H thymidine atter 120
hours of cul h tetanus toxold. For the LDA, PBMC were serially diluted and cuttured with
tetanus ooeand irradiated autologous monocytes for 20 hours. Antigen-reactive ceiis were
detected by the production of IL-2engneiL-2 dependent cell line, CTLL-20. LDA frequencies
were calculated using chi square mi
Besults. L
6 asymptomaticpersons but none ofththe ARC patients tested. By LDA, control individuals snowed
1/9576 - 1/16,099 (62-104 per 106) tetanus-reactive lymphocytes, asymptomatic persons showed
1/2663 - vat .730 (32-442 per 108), and ARC patients showed 116,187 - 117,04648 06-62 per sol)

hi ind LD,
obviousintheARC subgroup of patients.

mpho
by LDA h pi are absent tonne results

reo the presence or absence of immune responses. (Supported WNNIHonAIDSP. NIAID
25924)

RELATIONSHIP & ANTIBODY AGAINST THE C“TERMINAL
REGION OF GP120T.C.P.29 PND MABKERSOF HIV SPECIFIC

Victoria*: Husayni, H.,* Lee, T.**: Ensox, M.**; Burke, D.S.*;
Redfield, R.R.*, alter Reed Retroviral Research Group and ** Harvard
University, Boston, MA. U.S.A.

Western blot
epitope of gp120 (448C) were .

oA the presence of specific antibody
(a-448C), clinical stage and inability i This on

not found with to gp160 and gp120 48C

+ of
sera from WRS 1-2 patients, Bo(36/47) virus
(10/19) virus isolation positive demmstrated a-448C,

patients, 26% (7/27)Prins isolation positive and on wevirus
demonstrated a-448C.

Conclusion. ‘These data 448C contains an epitope(s) which
CuI. ch early disease and inabilityto isolate virus fron
Gemonstrating a between a-448C and parameters of effective
viral imame regulation.

Rinaldo, Charles; Toso, J.; Rappoceiolo, G.; Gupta, P. and

Ferbas, J.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15261, U.S.A.

Objective. To characterize alpha interferon (alFN) production induced by
HIV in cultures of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC).

 Methods. PBMC from healthy HIV seronegative don were enriched for differ-
ent subpopulations and incubated for 16 hr at 370reich atyinfected u937
(0937 promonocytic cells. Supernatants were assayed for alFN by anti-

uman WISH cells, by neutralization with antiserun to alFN,

cytometric analyses shoved phat
t

alFN in response to 0937,IV cells. nt of subpopulations bydepletion
with monoclonalantibodiee and complement indicated reat hese alFN-produ

cells were non-T (CD3), nonrnaeural killer (NK) (CDI6} and non-B (CD20 )
lymphocytes. The aTFN-produeing cells wereon donnantly not plastic

adherent (monocytic), and did not express Leu 19 (NK cell mather).
Conclusion. PBMC whichySeoduce acidstablealFy in response to HIV-infected
prononoeytic cells are light density and HLA-DR , and are not Present within

jominant populations of T imi.
sistions of light density, HLA-DR*

gris of virus-infected targets by NK c
ell lysis of H1V-infec

Glin. Micro, 27:41, 1989).

ells, and could to enhanced
ted promonocytic cells (Rappocciolo, et al., J.

‘THE IMMUNOREGULATION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS IN

erH.*; Birx, D.#!
‘=s'ualtes Reed Retrovirus

T.C.P.28
_Joanne*: Polonis, V.

Hendricks, R.*; Burke, D.*; Redfield, R.*.
‘Research Group, Washington, D.C. U.S.A.

Gbiective: the humoral inmme responseto HIV viral
Sronifie proteins and epitopes in the male genital tract.
Methods: Ten male HIV seropositive subjects were evaluated to

the immune i i
in the xive viral
antigen load in the two wes evaluated isolation of HIV
fron blood, and by measurement of free p24 in seminal
plasma and sera.
Results: envelope proteins
comparable seninal and + however, there is a marked decrease
in reactivity against specific HIV proteins in seninal
© h against envelope epitopes
is currently being evaluated. Eight of ten HIV (+) Subjects had positive
peripheral blood cultures for HIV; of these eight subjects, only two had
Positive senencultures for HIV

These differences may reflect either poor antibody production
ordifferential viral protein expression in the male reproductive tract.
This data papers the concept that the mle reproductiveive tract is a
privileged immmologic site

T.C.P.30 OF HON MONOCYTES TOCYTOKINES ALTER
INFECTION BY HIV-1

, Gendelman, H.*, Meltzer, M.**, and the
Walter Reed Retrovirus Group, Walter ReedAimy Medical Carter, *H.M.
Jackson Foundation, Sewalter Reed ARmy Institute of Research, Washington,
D.C., United States America

Objective. Evaluate effects of cytokine pretreatment on the interaction of
HIV with blood-derived

fron

a: GM-CSF; interferons a,B, and y) added at 5 500 units/nl for 24
MCSF-treated tures - HIV ADA, a

ic HIV-1 strain, was pretreated and control .
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T.C.P.31 FUNCTION OF CDS CELL SUBSETS IN HIV INFECTI
usner,M.A., Gudeman,V., Suite, and

Giorgi,LV
UCLA ‘School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Qbiective, We previously me‘seme specific subsets of CD8 cells thathatincrease in
individuals with HIV infecti Th t study was designed to erize the
function of CD8 subsets to determine their role in the immune A

seropositive (HM*) or seronegative (HM™) mal
Los Angeles Multicenter AIDS Coho:

} Monoclonal antibodies directed
ORTIREDSD, Complement lysis 10 deplete cell subsets. Cytotoxic functior

tin-dependent cellular cran (LDCC) employing Concanavalin A and
rtertCEM target cells ina 4

Results, Initial experiments showe: THM? had elevated levels of LDCC (34£12% tysis)
compared *.HM” (24211) or HT 2089) controls, LDCC in rrelated with levels of
CD8 cells bearing Leu7, whe: LDCC lated ‘wh ‘evels ofCoe 0}OKTI0*
cells. Cellee experiments to more directly assess the role of CD8 subset LDCC
confirmededthat cps cells mediate LDCC in HM™ an 090% inhibition). Depletion
of Leu7 removed > of the lytic activity in aM and an averag
DepletionOf ORTIO®cas cells had no effect on LDCC of HM”; preliminary experiments

been variabl
Conclusion, Our data indicate that, as has been shown previouly in healthy control subjects,
Rere PERS10jo be mediated predominantly by CD8 Leu7* cells. However,
despite the increased levels of CDS Leu7* cells, this CDS cell subset does not appear to
the major contributor tothe“elevated LDCC in HM*.

T.C.P.33 CHARACTERIZATION OF p17 PROTEIN ON PLASMA MEMBRANE OF HIV-

LEA“rar Wor eeeeefenseeu
and Papsidero, L. ore ** BCOP
CIs,PRI, WCI-FCRF, Frederick, D ane Productsen buffalo, WY...
U.S.A.

Standard ‘viral, monoclonal antibody and FACS techniques were used.
Fri@mapping was done using overlapping hexapeptides spanning p17,
Results. Previous data suggested that neutralizing antibodies to the pl7 core
protein could be found in AIDS patients and thatanti-pi7 anantibodies could
neutral izeNiveinfectivity in_ vitro. To determin sites wi
pon:nsibl e for this, twelve monoclonal antibodies to pi?were mad HIV-1 7
fecteà HP an and Hut-TBa neoplastic
T-cell 1 i-pl7 anti-

antibodies (p17A and p17B) which inhibited viral infect tro,
reacted with the ceil Surfaceof HIV-infected cells. Epi tose mapping showed
that p17B recognized a pepti ds 17-22 and
pentiges from 12-19 a
peptide from amino aceids 12-22
17 on the cell surface by pl7Aete peptides containing amino acids.200105

did not block cell surface binding.
Conclusions. The tilated N-terminal protein p17 was identified on

ce urface of Hiv-tnfected cells. Usinine specific p17 monoclonal anti-
bodies, epitopes on the pl7 molecule necessary for virus neutralization and
recognition of cell beinth bound pl7 were determin

activit f

obtained from
Comparative stud :

T.C.P.35 D3- CD2+,CD16+ cell iines
n seropositiveormal seron tive and HIV

subjects.
- Daniel Scott, Francoise Vuillier and Guillaume Dighiero
- Unité d'Immunopathologie et Immunohématologie de l’Institut

Pasteur 75724 PARIS Cédex 15 - CE

cell lines were obtained from 5Highly purified €
, 5 asymptomatic HIV seropositivenormal seron

CD3-, CD16+

752) by Jabesling gra CDN depleted populati
CD4+) with -CD16 PE (Leu 1i¢ phycoerythrin).

100 -purified “Oba. cb ie. were cultured in 9$6-well
medium with r-IL2, in the presence of i

+ =

transformed B
ce {L ). r ays culture, cel nes were
assessed for their NK ‘activity against K 562 ADCC activity
against P815 1 ne previously incubated with anti-P815

antibodie d liberation f cytotoxic f

preincubation with -937 ell ne Preliminary res s
Suggest that NK and ADCC activity as well as liberation of
eytotoxic tors depressed in NK cell lines obtained

from HIV seropositive patient

572

T. Cc. P.32 ANTI-HIV ANTIBODY DIRECTED CYTOTOXICITY:

CELLULAR AND FUMORAL DEFE
tanley, D.; Nastala, C.; Stine, K.; Bolognesi, D. and Weinhold,

‘K., Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC, USA

Objective: To© define specific defects altering the efficacy of anti-av antibody directed cytototysis.
1 The ability of freshly isolated antibody armeeea ce tom HIV-1 infected individuals

to lyse virally infected targets declines rapidly as € propre To determine wiwhether
ral factors contribute to this decline, pattent)sera was tesiec for its ability to confe

cytolytic activity on normal NK/K cells, either by its direct addition to 6 hr 51act release
by its pre-Incubation prior to testin,

ssible role of cellular defects, pt calls we: r cytolytic activity both in the presence of
and aay after Renteran with aahigh1tiered antl-HiV-1 serum known to mediate high leveis

apparent in of pts, who showed signs of humoral dei
pts estedshowed either a humoral or celiuiar defect, with 60% having a severe combined
ys

Using ne assays, HIV-1 infection was found to cause severeCofects in un
dependent cytolyie reactivity. The magnitude and of these defects in
progression and may significantiy aiter the snecuvenass of antibody directedoyerenti Vive,
Through the recognition of these defects, specific restorat ive therapies can be better des;

T C P 34 HIV-1 STIMULATES TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR-ALPHA
vw RELEASE FROM vcnianaaavinDH (ma).

K.S Ho, D.D.
UCLA School of Medicine and cadarendinal “Medical center
Los Angeles, Californ.

Obtective: determine if HIV-1 yill stimulate the release of
tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF) from human M8 in vitro.

HIV-1 (0) and mock (4) preparations were ma
ultracentrifugation, Endotoxin in the e +. a:
excluded by the limulus lysate assay and by a bioassay using a
mouse mac. je cel « TNF wi ‘ed using e L-929
bioassay, .rand Specificity was confirmed by neutralization with
TNF-alpha-spec:cific monoclonal antibody.

pocuiation of normal bloode ® in vitro with
endotoxin-free HIV-1 ults in a burst ofTNF (Fig.) ina
dose-dependent manner.“DNF release precedes expression of HIV-
1 replication in is also observed
with heat-inactivated HIV-1. The TN

E not neutralized by

ne
purified gp1zo0

recombinant soluble

A component of HIV
Frangient TNF release from normal blood MB  

 

T Cc P 36 ROLE OF FC RECEPTORS IN THE BINDING oFayaeMONOCYTES

Vis MelendezGuerrero, Loyda*, Nicholson

ugal, J.6.**, and Dawson, C.D.%*.

joUniversity: Departten of Pathology, Manes feoretes UsSeAe

*kCen s for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S

Objective. Monocytes can be infected with HIV, however, the mechanism of

the infection is unknown. Since CD4 is weakly expressed on monocytes, we

 
explored the possibility that Fe receptors (FcR) may play a role in the

binding of t mocytes»

Methods Om rent tes were removed from gelatin-coated

flasks and ubated with concentra Iv. Fluorescein (FITC)~anti-HIV
and phycoerythrin (PE)-anti-CD14 were then added. For binding inhibition

studies, ocytes were preincubat: À ti-FcR monoclonal antibodies

(Mabs) or anti-CD3 Mabs (which bind monocyte ). The samples

analyzed by flow cytonetry gating only on the CD14* cells.

Results. Neither anti-FeR Mab nor antics Mabsinhibited virus binding.

when the prononocyte àcell line, U937, was teste results wer:
 
conclusion. These studies indicate that HIV does not bind to the monocyte
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T.C.P.37 IDENTIFICATION OF COMMONEPITOPESOF HIV 1 AND T.C.P.38 EFFECT OF HIVONaarete,AmDer,FeeRese, EXD, ML,
HIV 2 BY MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES

and Habermehi, K.-O.
Institute for“Clinical and Experimental Virology, Free University of

Berlin, Hindenburgdamm 27, 1000 Berlin 45, FRG

26 monoclonal antibodies were prepared, directed against our HIV 2-
isolate with intertypic characteristics (HIV-MDS) and testedans

HIV-2 (NIHZ), HIV-2 (ROD), HIV-1 (HTLV 3B) and HIV-MDS. The tests

were performed with ELISAs, RIPA, andssby Blots repared by
sucrosegradient-puritied antigens as wel mbinant envelope

protein from HIV-1 (aa 350 - aa 750, DuPont.8 ofthe monocional

antibodies directed ageinst the envelope reacted groupspecific with
all virus antigens econd group of 8 monoclonals directed against

geg-pol reacted ao ‘with all virus antigens. A third group of 10
noclonais directed against structural and non-structural virus

proteins fireacted typespecific just with the HIV-2 isola The
significance of the identified epitopes for the neutralization of the

virus strains has been determined

T.C.P.39 HIV INDUCED, HIV SPECIFIC IN VITRO ANTIBODY RESPONSE.
esn-trancoie Delfraissy, C. Wallon, F. Boué, J. Dormont,

P. Galanaud, F. Barré
INSERM,"5.131, Clamart. Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Objective : To induce specific B cell response to HIV protein or env gp160
protein
Methods 3
cells or

Purified B were cultured in vitro in the presence of purified T 
response was observed in negative donnor

H

Identical results|were observed
ug: : ecific in vitro antibody response directed the env proteins

can be induced inSEIVe patients, but not in HIV- controls

FCcE expression in HIV-1 infected T cell Lines

C. Carini,M. Chierchi,F. Aiuti,Dept. Allergology & Clinical

Immunology,Univ.of Rome Sapienza",Rome,I .

bal is well known that EBV transformed B lymphoblastoid cell lines,such as RP

T.C.P.41

e formation of Igk BF in the culture supernatants of the cell lines studied.

a

wo AG, orth’)Austria inst. of Immmology, Univ. of Vienna, Austria; **N.C.1.,
N.1.H., Bethesda,

Objective. Examination of antigen-induced T cell proliferation in response to a particulate
Bacterialantigen{eccoli) and tetas toxoid following infection of the cells by inv.
Methods. s, monocytes (Mo) were pulsed with antigens prior to co-culti-
VatTon th Dion T celts andHIV (1x1GE5-1x10E Tw. In the second set of experiments,
both HIV and antigens were added to the cultures ‘initiation of the incubation period.
Aartiitiind T cell proliferation was measured by thymidine incorporation after 7 days of

Results.“à difference either pre-pulsedfound using or non-pulsed Mo
‘geninduced T cel] polerative response 7 presence of infectious HIV. HIVOncane!a

induced“ ei proliferation| in te
sg T cell poten ‘in response anus toxpid-pu

. n Be des DAN) à 08»01 dm e 54 x Is(in de
of ‘antigen ‘infectious to te

T cell proliferation, ‘oe
increased 0 + 1.2 dem + s.d. x 106

d. x 1Œ-3tin thepresence #iHIV, aes

Mo in the second set of experiments led to an increase of T
toxoid, T cell prorataÀ

ane HI) to 6B+ 5.7 gm+
observedwi

i tionbi ‘rFecticus HIV to co-cultures of T cells and antigen-pulsed Mo results
gerspecitic T cell proliferation. Conversely, the simultaneous

in the cultures leads to an increase of the antigen-induced Tca1 cells, Mo, antignsand HIV 4
1 response...

T CH P 40 TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR INHIBITS ACTIVATION OF B CELLS BY HUMAN
IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV
SereDonteoteey C. Wallon, F. Boué, P. Galanaud

and F. Barré-Sinouse U 131, Clamart. Institut Pasteur,Paris, France.

Qbjective : In vitro HIV induced B cell proliferation. However the precise

inreerekines. between HIV andpirat steps of tell activation and with

hokines are poorly under:

nethogs : We have investig,ated.the effects of recombinant human tumor necro-
sis factor alpha. (TNF alpha) on human B c:ell p:roliferation. Human B cells
were activate -mu ab, 8 lymphokines de Kd BCGF, IL2}, Pokeweed mi-

togen (PWM) or HIV unfractionated protein preparation.
Results : TNF-alpha cell gi i-mu activated B
cells. TNF-alpha does notpnodity the B cell proliferation induced by anti-

mu ab and lymphokine
HIV preparation supports amoderate B cell prodiferation enhanced by the

12 Kd BCGF or IL2. TNF alpha inhibits in a dose dependant manner the HIV

il to a cy’Stotoxie activity and

pha and gamma have

 

no danibitory effect in th

Conclus oncludé that aialp: We c ha can selectively modulate the B cell
generee induced by HIV in vitr

PREVALENCEOF ANTI-nef POSITIVE SERA IN HIV-INFECTED
PATIENTS : MAPPING OF THE MAJOR EPITOPES OFnef PROTEIN
USING SYNTHETIC PEPTIDES.

T.C.P.42

BAHRAOU! * VAN RIETSCHOTEN,J.°* ; GRANIER,C.** ; GLUCKMAN,J-C.°** ;
MONTAGNIER, L.* SABATIER JM. *

INSTITUT PASTEUR PARIS
** CNRS UA 1179 MARSEILLE
*" CERVIPARIS, FRANCE

Objective :to study the prevalence of anti net positive sera in HIV-infected patients and to map
the ‘mmmunodominart epitopes using synthetic peptides.

jethods : Human sera were tested for the presence of anti-nef antibodies by RIA with
wetmpinant 125 bel expressed in E.coli and by ELISA using synthetic peptides.

Results : ig RIA 70 + 6,5 % it

were assayed on a set of synthetije pontiées {aro 11à ban ans spanning the total
sequence of na from Hiv“). wich Showeda3a Doncant diversity of the immunodominant
antigenic sites. A Immunoreactivity was observed with elther ternal or C-terminal
fegions meaning a‘netooyenety of the humoral response against nef.

 

Conclusion : these results provide a means for an earty diagnosis of HIV infection based on the
detection of anti net antibodies using synthetic peptides.
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eae SERUM LEVELS OF SOLUBLE IL-2 RECEPTORS (sIL-2R) ©

FECTION. CORRELATION STUDIES AND CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE

LangaJean-Marie; Coumaros, G.; Levy, S. ; Aleksijevic, A.;
and hoe!Lehr, L. 08]

Université toutePasteur, Strasbourg, France.

T.C.P.43

Objective. To gain further insights into the cell origin(s) and clinical si-
gnificance of en|re in HIV infectio

using & sandwich” enzyme immunoassay in

consecutive aiv-intectedsubjects. Data were further correlated with biclo-

gical markers of dis activit; À 8: were performed every 4

mon in unt: sate oneees individuals. To assess whe nerslevated
stl-2R wne defect sIL-2R were generateo the je: il

supernatants were tested for inhibitory activity on NK cell activityand

ot trensfo‘ormat:

Results. Th re
in our seriesETS S presienting with showed significan

levels than aseyaptowntio individnals do L.
gly correlated with neopterin and beta-2m s levels whereas

D4+

 

‘ollo £ sIL-2R with
time and w: ut shine evidence Torprogression. Follow up studies in AZT-

treated patients will also be presented. Analysis of the in vitro studies i

still wil bereported at the meetin,

elevated ser in Ayinfection
than T c activa.

IL-2R as a marker Àfor progres-mn s
Sion will be discussed as well as their contribution to the immune defect.

EXPRESSION OF THE T-CELL RECEPTOR MOLECULE IN HIV INFECTIONT.C.P.45

Department of Infectious Diseases and Lab. Immunology. CHU Nancy - FRANCE.

Amiel ,Corinne; Bene,MC; May ,Th; Faure,G; Canton,Ph.

Qbjective: T lymphocytes recognize foreign molecules using the T-cell

receptor (TCR), a disulfide-linked heterodimers gleoselyananociated with

e CD3 polypeptide on the cell stud: of 15

A patients, the expression of the TCR mole te.tn“aaditionte those

; pe CD8 and LFAl (adhesin) molecules, on peripheralblood lympho-

lethods: "Classical indirect immunofiuorescence techniques were used

bodies from Coulterclone (for CD3,CD4,CD8), Immunotech

LOW LEVELS OF LFA1+ CELLS IN HIV INFECTION

Gobert,B.; May,T e,MC.; FauiAmiel, Corinne; Ben es, Ge

Lab.viamunoleey. CHU Nancy” FranceCanton,Ph. Department of Infect.Diseases and

eieckive: LFAL {Leukocyte Function Antigen 1) is a membrane molecule of

i ily volved in cell-ceellinteractsion: y:

coereaued on more than890% nucleated cells i:

and AIDS patients. This

i wi n anew series of patients, and a follow-up

study was performed.

Methods: LFAl expression on PB lymphocytes was studied us ing classical

indirect immuniofluorecence techniques with a monoclonal antibody from

in

 
Immunotech (Luminy-France). Patients were divided two groups, accor-

-ding to CDC classification (group 1= stage II and III; group 2=IVCi and

VD).

Results: In spite of careful monitoring and therapeutic attempts with

T i+ cells persisted aninitially "low" patients.

Patients with a progressive decrease ©fice +sel) percentage und
0% k

 

No correlation was found for e ‘two groupsbetween CD4+ cells count

and LFAl+ cells, no more between CD8 and LFAl

Conciusion: LFAl e:expression in HIV infection” issignificantly decreased,

adding to the immune deficiency of CD4+ cel uld represent

new predictive factor of AIDS on a long-term followup,

 T.C.P.46 vos
féshanian,Parunag Huukine, KL;bn Detele, RL”* and Fahey J,
UCLA Schools of Medicine and Health, Los Angeles, CA, USA, ”*ELDuPon Co, Glasgow Site, Wimington, DE, USA.

Oblective. 

 

 

 

Methods.
pH treatrnent of the samplea before standard p24 ELISA

Beouits
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

with monoclonal anti demonstrated that:
(for LFA1) and BectonDickinson (for TCR-alpha chain). 5
IV+ patients were di groups, according to CDC antigen.

group 1 = stage I for (N10). 2 tage d IVD {N=50).
Results: As expected, a highly signicant correlation was found betwe

© d TCR + PRE ages, in bo ue percentages

(respectively 48,7 and 31,2 for groups 1 and 2) were constantly lowe:

than CD3 (61,4 and 57,7). The TCR/CD3 ratio was 0.8 (gr.1) and 0,5 (gr.2)., our method.
Donelueons These data show a defective expression of TCR, occuring even

at an early stage of HIV infection. This may add to the immune deficiency.

serum.

Conclusions.
(One group

‘aplaodical p24 positivity.

T. C.P.47 PRODUCTIVE IN_VITRO HIV INFECTION OFNORMAL CD8* LYMPHOCYTES

2 and Lewis, D.E.!
d Hughes Medical Institut.te, Sbeparcaent of Microbiology

and Immunology, momen College ofdiet, Houston, TX, U.S.A..

An increase in the numbers ofCD8* lymphocytes occurs early in HIV infection.
The role of CD8* cells in HIV infection is not clear; however, several labor
atories have shown that CD& cellular function ‘ o n P

K

" ©

direct cell-to-erHnsrission The r
o tl D8* cellular abnorma’ unclear but

that HIV interactions may be more coupiizated ‘than previouslyvappreciared.
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T.C.P.48
CD4-D!pate PEPTIDE PROTECTS CD4+ T CELLS FROM HIV-I

INFECTION. Orit Shaira-Nahor, Hana Golding, Luba K. Valede and Frank A,
Robey, NIH, National Institute of Dental Research, NIH and FDA, Bethesda,
 

Maryland,
Objective. To identify primary sequences within the CD4 molecule that may

be involved in the binding of the HIV-I envelope

Methods. We synthesized wine¢ peptides correspond to different domains

of CD4 molecule. HIV-I g;
 

e: MOLT3 cells in the presence or absence of CD4-peptides.

Blocking of syncytia formation was measured after 5 days
Results. We identified a 20 caineFactd peptide (aa 74-95) maymapped to the V1-J1

could protect CD4+ T celle from infection by different,

of HIV-I (at a concenntration of 25-50 g/ml). A shorter

tl eptide was add h after the induction faction.
peptide (74-95) and the shorter fragment (81-95) succeeded (in a s:

g to CI + All other CD4-

lexived pep e ne id no effect on gpl20 binding and did not block

giant ce. tion lu HIV-I. Antisera against this peptide

provided partial (40%) protection against HIV-I gp binding|fo CDé+ T cells.
Conclusions. The CD4 regicn rer72“participates in the CDé-mediating 

therapeutic value ta blocking

spread of the virus in infected individuals.
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HIV=1 DISEASE STATU: » POL, -7*T.C.P.49 cone rao AD SORTETO GG ie ADEN T.C.P.50 GELPoruLATIONINPATIENTSWITH HIVINFECTION
dduek,VPeALLApF.*; Grove, T.**; Chiang, C.S.**;

Ny amite. C.*#A;nérenthews, *Duke University
Medical Center, » USA hKline Bio-Science, Van Nuys, CA,
USA, testniversityariorth Geeclines Chapel Hill, NC, USA

 

objec “a determine possible relationships betweenHIV-1 disease status

g d env gene products.
hethods. Ban) ed sera from 360 seropositive hemophiliacs were assayed for

cterial recom-
binant peptides (HIVAGEN). e latter represent HIV-1 carr) gp120, gp4l,
p55, p24 nd p66/RT. Disease status was determined by absolute T4 cell
count and, when available, Walter-Reed stage.
Reaults. Correlations between seroreactivity fe the various gene products

vi the tomuns À:and dise. status vere . ctivity he odominant envelope

loop peptides was compa to rall envelope reactivity. Since sero:
reactivity to the V3 loop 88: exposu: the corresponding virus
isolates, the breadth of that reactivity in individual bleeds was examined
ove . adening of th sponse i: hiliac population since
1985 is probably not due to exposure to newly infecting isolates but would

£ the original genotypes present in

8.
e 360 sera were positive for the N-terminal

gp120 recombinant_izagnent eve absorbance 380u), whereas 95% were
positive for the C inal fra; t (avg. absorbance hee Reactivity to
V3 loop peptides was only 52 forthe ILIB peptide vs. 802 f

Conclusions. About

T.C.P.51 IMMUNODOMINANT EPITOPES OF GP120: À POTENTIAL OBSTACLE

oan VACCINE DEVELOPM
. Du, 8, LeeWa Chang, R.D., Huang, M., Tun-Hou:et al,

Harvard Schooi of Public Heath, Boston, MA, U.

Oblective. isolat
The disulfide-bridge dependent epitopes ot gp120 areimmunorogically more dominant than the
disultide-bridge independent epitopes. The predominant type of gp120 antibodies rscted in
seropositive people progressing to AIDS and In AIDS patients” areare those.directed to the di cede
dapendent epitopes of gp120. Our working hypothesis is that disuifide-bridge enondant epitopes
serve as immunodominant decoy and elicit largely non-protective jective of this study
is to remove the immunodominant disutfide-bridge dependent epitopes from the HIV-1 9120.

 Methods. T
other amino acide in gpi20. The antigenicity of the seneticaty-nodiied 9P120 was studied by
radioimmunoprecipkation and Westem Blot assays.

 Conclusion, HIV-1 gp120 Pp y infectious were

identified. p gp ibodi

T.C.P.53 ENVELOPE GLY OF HIV-1 INHIBIT EXPRESSION OF mRNA

FOR IL-2 BUT NOT FOR IL-2R IN TETANUS-SPECIFIC T CELL CLONES

Chirmile N, Hall W, Kalyanaraman V.S, Slade H
Departnent of Pediatrics & Medicine, North Shore Universsity

Hepital,Cornell University Medical College, Manhasset NY, &
, Rockville MD. U.S.A.

Ghiective: To determine whether IL-2 and IL-2 receptor (IL-:
expressionmere by the envelope glycoproteins of av Stgp120).
Methods: 0 was purified franany9 ot culture
Supernatants by afcinity curenstoreny tetanus ant

Hee esa Ty alo eens Co cee at à PacecranarEole level.

; McCutchaa, J.A. and Richman, D.D.
University of California, San Diego and the VA Medica! Center, San Diego, Ca., USA.

Objective. o determine whether the abnormal subpopulation of CD8Leu-7* cells in HIV
infection a specific subphenotype which can be characterized by co-expression of
additional antigenic mar!

hly enrichedCDs cells (90°%) were isolated from peripheral blood specimens by

 

negative selection ugh serial steps of “panning” and|complement-mediated lysis.Dual-stain
(FITC/PE) i alysis ytom on these

cells, effectively giving a triple antigenic phenotype. Samples from 20 FIVàtecopositiveCD8
subjects 6 asymptomatic, 12 ARC, 2 AIDS) were analyzed and compared to 15 healthy, HIV

ga HM; 5 heterosexual=

Results. T cell phenotype subpopulation of CD8Leu-7* is abnormally expanded in HIV
seropositive subjects and comprises a major ceil population in patients who are symptomatic:

C mean of 40% (range, 18-60%), asymptomatic HIV*, 30% (18-45%); HM controis,

ofthis cell subse! i
the dise: FOCESS 'V infection. Our study demons t, in HIV* subjects, a major
portion of the CD8Leu-7* subset resses the cell activation marker u-17/0K-T10: 69% and
41% in C/AL d asymp! 'V*, respectively. In the seronegative HM subjects,
however, only a 20% of this subset shows activation. This ex; led, activated CD8Leu-7* cell
subset bears the o/f chain of TCR-1 , therefore, is part of the mature T cellPopulation
andnot of the NK population. Further characteriza’ iono eu-7* si at the

resses the CDI11b (Leu-15} mar! is reduced in ARC/A’TDS((28%) in
comparison totoasymptomatic HIv* (40%)aand the HIV™controle (45-5un).
Conclusion. Th
to be derived firom a distinctsatOewhich|is Lette diffret fiirom that found

DIFFERENCES AMONG LYMPHOCYTE SUBPOPULATIONS IN HIV
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE HOMOSEXUAL AND HETEROSEXUAL MALES
AS DETERMINED BY MULTIPARAMETER FLOW CYTOMETRY.

Schnizlein-Bick, Carol: Magier, M. R.; Jones, R.B.; Fife, K.H. and Walker,

E.B. Dept. Medicine, Indiana Univ. Sch. of Med., Indianapolis, IN, U.S.A.

T.G.P.52

Four-color flow cytometry was used to determine surface antigens on

Volunteers included normal, heterosexual

nal (N=20), HIV(-) homozexual sales (N=!20), or HIV(+) hososexual males
that were divided into two groupa based on a total CD4/al blood count of

>500 (N=23), or <500 (N=23). Statistical significance was accepted at p <

. The eg was significantly greater in HIV(-) homosexuals

(35%) compared t eterosexuals (29%) and even greater in the HIV(+) >500

group (45%) <500 g 9%). The XCD8 cells that also expressed CD38,
ivation t t CD45R (a aarker which refl inducer of

pression round), was significantly greater in the HIV(+)sup! on on
<500 group (1x)en
significant increase

groups could be attributed to 7/23 à

serua was positive for HIV p24 antigen. The %CD8 cells that expressed both

CD38 and CD45R was signiticantly greaterin the «800 group (6%) compared to
the >500 group (3%), d could à t be by p24(+) individuals,
Therefore, psalone.«on CD8 celle nay.vetlect active viral replication,
whereas CD38 and CD45 on CD8 cells may represent a subset alteration that

correlates with progression of the disease. This work was supported by
U10 AI 2589-01 AIDS.

T.C.P.54 INTERFERON-BETA and INTERLEUKIN-2 BUT NOT INTERFERON-ALPHA

AUGMENT NATURAL KILLING OF HIV-INFECTED TARGETS AMONG
av) SUBJECTS. Ramse » Keith M., pence GJ, Cloyd, MW. University

of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas, USA.

“Ob jective: To evaluate the effects of recombin: interferons
(rIL-2) on natural killer cytotoricity (NKC) of

and (~) individuals against HIV-1! infected
Methods: Ficoll-hypaque separated peripheral bloo Sosonecleer cells

€) TOUP tomat Gr
matic (Gp IV) HIV (+) individuals were incubated for 18 hre,yith medium,

1000 U rIFNa c: , tIL-2 prio
assay against CEM infected with HIV;pm-243.
units per 10° cells at 30% lysis (LU/10°), and analyzed by Student's

tt

Results: Mean NKC of controle was
GpII HIV(+) (n=8), and D for GpIV oy HIV(+) (both <

Significant (p<.05) au NKC rIL-2 occurred anon,
groups (213iy 100 LU, and 64 LU), as a augmentation by MES2ser{96
LU, 53 LU, and 41 LU). re was no signficant augmentation of NK
rIFNa except MKCdecars (84 LU
Conclusion: NKC a t HIV-infected cells is significantly decreased
TP <.05) with eachotene of HIV ection; in addition, augmentation of
NKC by rIFN8 and riL-2 bu. notme may suggest l) an effect of HIV on
IFNo-responsiveness of NK md 2) potential for immunoreconstitution
with IFNfser or IL-2 cuore Iv (+) individuals.

38 LU for controle mp 17 LU for
3).
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T.G.P.55 CORRELATION OF ADCC AND NEUTRALISATION WITH A BETTER CLINICAL
STAGE IN CHILDREN BORN TO HIV-1-INFECTED MOTHERS

RE Tiunggrens V. Moschese, PA Broliden, B. Wahren, P. Rossi, M. Jondal
ogy, Karolinska’ Institute, Dept. of Virology, National Bact.

Laboratory,estockhoin, Swe

Factors determining an uninfected or infected outcome as well as disease
thers are unclear. Also,

ibodies. We have
twogroups based

en in presence
of ADCC and neutralizing antibodies between the groups. The persisten Dto

wv + 3
0
a ra
w
o
e

a

a a
e

antibodies. These differences were not merely a reflection of decre
teresmelater stages ofdisease. Presence of both ADCC and neutralisation

others giving birth to children becoming seronegative
than topersistently.seropositive ones.

In conclusion, ADCC and neutralising antibodies do not seem to protect
against virus transmission from mother to child but are significantly corre-
lated with a better clinical stage of HIV-infection.

T.C. P.57 AUGMENTATION-OF-MONCOTYEMEDIATED-DIRECT-CYTOTOXICITY-AND
ADCC BY AIDS PERIPHERAL BLOOD DERIVED MONOCYTES

mi ewe’ «3 Nishanian P.; and Mitsuyasu R.
Department of Microbiology and Immunology and Department of Medicine,
University of California, Los Angeles, USA.

Cytotoxic effector mechanisms may play an important role in both the control
and pathogenesis of HIV infection. We examined t
peripheral blood derived monoc:
cytotoxicity and antibody dependent cellul ar cytotoxicity (ADCC) were examined
using tumor cells release ass
were minimally cytotoxic, PBM froma patients were c totoxic i
of exogenous activ of cytotoxicity was comparable to IFN-y
activated norma . CytoatexietEy was mediated by TNF as a) it was blocked
by anti-TNF antibody and b) supernatant derived from the oa cultures
contained highlevels of TNF as assessed by cytotoxicity and . We then
examine BM dependent ADCC using a targ resistant to direct
cytotoxicity but sensitive in the presence of anti-target antibody.
Al PBM were minimally

cont:trol. We have initiated studies to use these coated or infected
targets with AIDS PBM. The results of such experiments and their significance

1 be presente

T.C.P.59 CHARACTERIZATION OFHUMANMONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
AGAINST HIV-1 WITH GROUP SPECIFIC NEUTRALIZING

Yeronique,Bayer"; Madaule, P.**; Souche, S.*; Zagury, D.***and Desgranges , C.*
INSERM 271, Lyon, France; ** CNRS, Gif-sur-Yvente, France; ***Universite PetM

Curie, Paris, France.

Qbiective, To obtain humanman monoclonal antibodies(HMAbs) against the proteins of HIV with
neutralizing activity from vaccinatedoror infectedindi

or from infected donors were transformed
and analyzed for their reactivity with HIV proteins by
immunofluorescence, ELISA and i
theHTLV IIB strain cDNA, expressed inthe

| cell fusion.
Cones secreting 196 anti-gp41 and gp120 were obtained. Epitope recognizedby the

mappedusing a library of
ol. Divergent strains of HIV (HTLV

 i-gp41 was | region 1, between 824 and 848 amino
acids. Virion infectivity can be blocked by the anti-gp41 and the anti-gp120, whereas no
neutralization observed in i ion assay.
Conclusion, iz of the HMAbs here is therefore group-
specific. Hi 1 d agai i f proteins 
allow to define immunodominant epitopes for vaccination andhensof anidoypes.

use of HM At

576

T. C.P.56 AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXPRESSION OF CD4 RECEPTORS BY BLOOD

eMCYTES AND T CELLS FROM NORMAL AND HIV-1+ INDIVIDUALS.

Lionel 6. pgtauirres. 6.€ Garber, L. Huebsc

University of ottawa, Ottaen, Canada KIH OMS

ecytes harbor HIV-1 and probably play an ieportant role in maintaining the

chronicit of the disease. Monocytes are susceptible to HIV infection qauss

ey have the CD4 receptor. Objective: t ospare the expression of CD4 T

ce nd sonocytes ds: An iemunofluorescence (Flow cytometry, aicros-

copy) analysis eaploying anti-CD4 } and à -CB14 (Leu-n3) fresh

sonocytes nd lis FY don Resu 1 flow cytometry 65-95% of

staining with anti-CD4 causes a shift of the
the flusrescence intensity axis as opposed to the tailing effect of control

antibodies that did not alter the position uorescence nA i

soncc T @ observation suggest that all sonocytes are CD4+ albeit soae

have low CD4 density and verlap with background control staining. The

resu re not affected by fixation o r blocking of Fe receptor

before staining, 2) The resu were confirae: b o cal fluorescence

aicroscopy (>76% of CD14+ sonocytes were also CD4+}, 3) By two-color iasu o
fluorescence aicroscopy, CDi4+ sonocytes have intracellular CD4 receptors

whereas CD4+ T cells expressed nil to low levels o D4, ion: These

he observation that all sonocytes are CDé+,

contain larger aaounts of intracellular CD4. HIV-1 infection did not sees t

affect CD4 expression by sonocytes which aay help to explain the cytopathic

effects of Hlv-f in sonocytes and T cells

T Cc P 58 MONOCYTE/MACROPHAGES INFECTED WITH HIV-1
omens PRODUCE ACID-LABILE INTERFERON-a

Szebeni,Janos": Friedman RM.**; Wahl, S.M.***; Wahl, L.M.*** and Weinstein,
J.N.*

snational Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health (NIH), “*Uniformed
rvices, University of the Health Sciences, ***National Institute of Dental

Research, NIH, "Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

QObicctive. describe ana nnerferon (IFN) produced by HIV-Iinfected
oaosyinfanicraphages (M/M) 0 establish the kinetics of its producti
Methods. M/M cultures wereinte with HIV/HTLV-IIIp aL/1985, and
antigen production was measured by ELISA. The contro HIV-lLinfetted
cells treated with AZT and non-infected cells. IFN titers in the culture mediw
were determined at intervals using human foreskin fibrobla: and murine
encephalomyocarditis virus as a test system. Anti-IFN antibodies were used to
distinguish amo N types.

We found significant production of IFN (>10 I.U./mi) wy M/M infected
with HIV-1 and cultivated for 212 days, whereas IFN production was not detectable
in non--infected cells or in infected celis in which virral repliicati

90% by treatment at pH 2,
that this IFN belongs to the acid-labile subolass of IFN-a

+. © ¢ of the acid-labile IFN-a
Patients and report be a useful prognostic

indicator for development of AIDS. IFN might also play a role in the
pathogenesis of AIDS and its symptomatology.

T.C.P.60 AUTOANTIBODIES AGAINST COLLAGEN IN AIDS;
— CORRELATION WITH RISK FACTORS AND

DISEASE PROGRESSION
MichaelD.*; , M.S.** and Hoffmann, G.W.* “University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada Lol ‘st. Pauls Hospital, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.

 often p anda
have been described ininAIDS in persons atrisk for AIDS. Such antibodies raise the

as componentof AIDS pathogenesis, We ire report evidencecue
in all AIDS patients studied. Sera from variot

tin. The specificity of this ELISAfiforananti.
inhibition with purified human collagens. High titre serum

collagen activity so this is
collagen activity in positive :sera revealed levels 100 times higher tha
sera. Affinity p
antibody nature of the antcoliagenreactivity. The recint antibodies react
preferentially withprimaryrydeteileterminant is respect,revealed aftert heat denaturation. In this

versus host disease and leprosy. To ourornowledge this is the first demonstration of
autoantibodies of single specificity present in all AIDS patients studied. These results
suggest that all onseotoAIDS express anti-collagen antibodies which may be
useful markers of disease
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T.C.P.61 POTENTIAL EXTRACORPOREAL TREATMENTS USING A CD8 T- T.C.P.62 ANTI LYMPHOCYTE ANTIBODIES ASSOCIATED WITH HIV INFECTION
hs ACTIVATOR FOR PATIENTS WITH AIDS —_* Cronin, William; Dorsett B.D. and loachim H.L. Department of

Mizerek:Erart LA ‘eeney’, S. Finch:-Manzagol, , Hollander ,I TB. Pathology, Lenox Hill Hospital, New“York, N.Y. USA.
Okarma. Applied immunnaSciences, Menio Park and University ot caitomia at San
Francisco AIDS Clinic”, San Francisco, CA. U.S.A. determine the incidence of antilymphocyte antibodies (ALA) in patients
Qbiective. We designed a system ilect and grow autologous CD8+ T ceils for use with AIDS we examined the sera of 300 ents, and found 88% had significant
In the e TPO! ment of HiV-in ople. We hypothesized that the CD8+ levels of compared ly 8% of patients wirh non AIDS-related
T cell population from HiV-infected people contains useful effector iseases. In a pros À ly toe e usefulness o sses~

ti-C 3 Gnibody was used to
samples. Purited CD8+ T cells were grown ex

weeks. Functional assays
re the celis from peripheral blood

influence of interleukins for a peri

rown ex vivo in the presence of iL2.

pendedence on exogenously supped
repressing th

4+ cells, as measuredby the presence of HIV p24

nted support the application of this technology In the
en of the clinical symptoms resulting from Infection with HIV. Evidence rts
the hypothesis that tivintected people have functional circulating CD8+ T celis that
can be expanded in

T.C.P.63 PREFERENTIAL LOSS OF LEU 8", CD45R~, HLA-DRt CDS CELLS
“ee DURING CULTURE OF MONONUCLEAR CELLS FROM FORMER BLOOD DONORS

SEROPOSITIVE FOR H.
Prince, Harry, American Red Cross Blood Services, Los Angeles, California USA

Objective. To quantitate changes in CD4
culture of mononuclear cells (MC) from persons seroposi

 and CD8 cell subsets during in vitro
tive for HIV-1.

Methods om Controls (N=26) or former blood donors seropositive for HIV

(N=28) were suspended in cult dum at 2 milli lymphocytes/ml. Some
cell aliquots (0.1 ml/aliquot) were placed in microtite wells oncultured
for 3 days without timulus tical aliquots were used measure day 0

levels of CD4 CD8 cell subsets. Qui at 8 achieved u: . Spec-

trum III flow cytomete: h counts the number of cells (sip count)
constant volume of cell suspension lls of a given phen-€.

otype thus reflects meactual concentration (y suspension. Similarly

Ils, and CD8 cells

loss also occurred|hen pur:ified CD

Conclusion. Some cells from HIV-infected Persone do not. ourvive during

short-term cultare.om xedominant phenotype he CD8 cells lost (Leu 8”
CD45R™ HLA-DRt) is characteristic of activated0s cells.
(Supported by funds from ARCBS Biomedical Research and Development.)

T C P 65 EPITOPE MAPPING OF MONOC ANTIBODIES AGAINST
vus HIV-1 STRUCTURAL PROTEINS USING PEPTIDES

2 “; Hinkula, oo otewei + W.*; Thiele,
Bet L'age-seRSSHiRÉi, G.* ; Ros heroes & Wahren, .

axps ntrum Bundesgesundheitsamt, Berlin, F.R.G:: **
Nationaleacteriologicet Labo tony ock

Robert Koch-Institut des Bundesges in
* Johnson & Johnson, Biotechnnology Center, La Jolla, ca, USA

monoclonal antibodies (Mab) directed against the
structural proteins pl7 and p24 IV-1 were estigated in an
epitope mapping system. Overlapping peptides consisting of 15

8 e pl7 and p24 protein, wi hi a

could bi o: wo on p24.
monoclonal an dy 3-H-7 ing with pi7 in immunoblotting

was inhibited by peptides origi: g in 17 o acid
equence 20: T, positi aa 113-122 (region A). pad

different regions. of reactivity ere obse a. gion
comprised reactivity for 20 recloned s, bu ith slightiy
different rectivi nm the centrally cated epitopic

site. The antibody 13e crossreacting with HIV-2 and SIVmac,
recognized region C p24 aa position 293-302. Recognized
epitopes were characterized using computer analysis according to

Hopp & Woods and Chou & Fasman.

ARC and 87 apparently healthy homosexual ma) (34 were HIV positive) were
tested fo: followed for 18-36 mon During this interva:

elevated ALA developed AIDS, while none of 1 patients
without ALA progressed to AIDS. Of the 34 HIV positive healthy homosexuals,

16 had elevated ALA and of these, 7 progressed to ARC or AIDS, None of the
ALindividuals with low levels of ALA have yet progressed to or

mine whether AIDS sera contain: evated ALA might influenc

lymphocyte functis the effect of these ser: PHA se of
ormal blood lymphocytes. Short term cultures were pretreated with ALA posi-

tive AIDS sera, d £1 metric measu: ts of proliferating 1s
demonstrated substantialreduction (40-95%) of PHA s 1 . Absorption of

rma]AIDS sera with norma.
affecting anti-HIV antibody levels, or respon

The determination of ALA levels may be a useful: prognostic indication for
the monitoring of HIV infected individuals.

 

 

T. C. P.64 INVERSE ABERRANCIES OF THE MUCOSAL AND SYSTEMIC IGA
SYSTEMSiN AIDS PATIENTS.

* UAB,Birmingham,AL USA,**St. Luke's RooseveltHosp, New York, NY, USA

‘Objective, ecretions p AIDS
Methods. in AIDS pati y
 

 be attributed
antibodies to HIV in saliva and cervical secretions. anof ihese findings indicatea profound

Ainvolvement the systemic and mucosal ms in this ve Initiated
experiments ry IgA in AIDSin order todetermi ns ofins‘component
of the IgA system,similar to those often observed In its systemic count part, i
orderto di secretory IgA syst quantitatively affected In a mannersimilarto that of
its serum analogu samples of whole saliva obtained volui
sampies from pati JS

Love's of salivary IgA1 ranged from 8.9-82.2 22.9) rarfrom6.6.0-96.0
ug/mi (g.m.=21.1) in the control and Alps Populations, respectively. Pan:S.) On the other hand,
oorde ina levels ranged fi 8.3-72.5 Lg/mi Am.En3) and from 1.2-72.7

im! (9.1m.=6.2)|in the samsame twowpopulations (P 0.0001).
IgA and|IOA2)which are present in serum and

external serons In different proportions. 1gA2 constitutes at least|40% total secretory
IgA; In st, it Is a retstively mina compon of sa m IgA."since a major
mucosal (b serum) IgA subclass |saesciediminished In AIDS (as oppose
to elevations In total serum IgA), we e systemic and mucoeal IgA

ear to be inversely cieoted!inthis: dlesese,

 

“we INFANTS AND CHILDREN

; Baker, J.*; Toro, L.*; Vincent, J.*;
Pettett, G.**; Fischer, eetho walter‘ter Reed irus Group
“alter Reed Army Medical Center,, Washington, D.C., United States of America
‘Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland,
United States of America

iective. To determine the presence and distribution of mnenuclear cell
SSSR HIV antigen in infants and children.
Methods. Mononuclear cells were harvested fran 1 to 3cc of heparinized
blood using standard methods. mononuclear was diluted to 107
cells and paired aliquots were with anti-leu 3a-PE artdeu 4-PE
and in selected cases, anti-leu M3-PE. paired samples

wilt anticPL20 cr antip24Pan goatanti-marine
Specimens were yzed using FACS

analyzed forHIV infectionranged in age from birth to
was identified on the cell membrane of both macrophages (leu

10pos.)andMiymphocybes (let 38 pow) PG120 was seldom detected an
ther monocytes or of monocyte associated

in the monocyte/macrophage population than the

data suggest. that HIV antigen is detectable on the
monomclear cells in infants and children and'in infants is especially
Prominent in monocyte/macrophage cells.
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SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS OF HIV-TEERAY CTL FUNCTION IN HIV-
INFECTED PATIENTS DURING AZT THERAI

Agnès, Dadaglic, G., Michel, F., Chenciner, N., Sansonetti,

T.C.P.67
Hoffenbach
P. end Plata, F.

*Institut Pasteur Paris - France

Objective : To measure the HIV-specific prose T lymphocyte (CTL) res-
ponse in patients at different stages of HIV infection during the first

x months of 3-azido-3-deoxythymidine (AD) treatment.1 :
Methods : PBL from 10 AR DS patients, were collected
sequentially during the first six he.of AZT treatment. HIV-specific
T od were cte liowing in vitro stimulati

with lo: Target cells were P815 tumo:
cells doubly transfected with the HIV-1 env, gag or nef gene and the HLA-
A ne. In some patients effector CTL andndCTL precursor cell frequencies
were estimated by limiting dilution analysi:
Results : In most patients (7/10) CTL activity increased rapidly with AZT
treatment. However, after months, all patients show @ dramatic
ecrease in CTL activities. After 6 months CTL responsesensineg weak

without reaching levelsobserved before AZT treatment.
Conclusions : 1) AZT treatment seems exert an early but transient im-

) The constant drop in CTL
ect the decrease in viral

unetions decline before biolo-
gical and clinical deteriorations become apparent.

T.C.P.69

R.M.*; Boone, E
Biologics evaluction and Research, FDA,Be!Bethesda, M,
School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD, Univ

FUNCTIONAL AND ENVELOPE BINDING aAae TO ae1 IN
SEROPOSITIVE SUBIECTS FROM AFRICA AND THE AMERICA:
ar’Fe Emi

 

wkJonas Ropkine
. of” Zimbabwe, Harare

determine the quantitative relationship, between venenve-

lope binding antibodies (BA) and neutralizing antibody (NA) and
directing antib dependent cell-mediated cytoxicity (ADCC) in individuals
from differentoranic regions.
Methods. Sera tained from HIV-infected individuals from the U.S.,
Haiti, Zaire, Ziebabve, and Brazil. NA titers were determined by 50%

SJ a a a o v a te c + uw > a ° 3 4 " © = & a @ a a i œ
o
a F
e M e ° B a 7 ~ a € É- e > a + œ mn @ a æ a " . " o

pes. The discordance between NA
ADCC suggests that different antibodies mediate these reaponses.

T.C. P.71 VITROACTIVATION OF NATURAL KILLER(NK) CELLS BY INTERLEUKIN-2
LeDOR INTERFERON.B (iFN-8) INDUCES THE LOSS OF CYTOTOXIC

ital, Bonnie N.;SnGT: Landay, AL. and Bray, RA
Chicago, Ilinois, USA.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

loss of NK be y positive (Ab*)individuals.
j xos

by density grad ration and depleted ofof monocytes by
incubated with HVmeaor HTLV-liib strains, 1000 TCiDse/t0°cols)cells) and culturedri

gays with or wi IL }

CDI6*/Leu-19* lh q y y y NK and

. we i N bb: 22 of IL-2 or riFN 8, NK and ADCC
activity again: t
contrast, PBL d either il jolted a N
and ADCC (>50%). F tysis of itured with HIV & hoki

+/Leu 19+ h

HIV inc t/Leu-1 9* cells (290%)
Conclusion. I thep
HFN-8ssareduces NK and ADGC function. This diminished activity is essocatod with

y due to *fLeu-19* cells. Th
y y 
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T C P. 68 COMPLEMENT DEPOSITION ON THE SURFACE OF HIV-
—_— RC CELLS MEDIATES BINDING TO CELLS CARRYING

COMP:LEMENT RECEPTORS
Schulz ,T.* jHengster P. *,Bittérlich,G.*

Larcher, c.*ete 7H. + ,Die
*Inst.f.Hygiene, A“Boltzmann inet.LE. AIDS-Research, Innsbruck,
Austri

i To investigate the biological significance ofF comple-
ment deposition on the surface of ve“infected H9 cells

V-infected cells, which hi
faces b incubattion in normal human serum were added to comple~
ment receptor (CR) bearing target cells: human erythrocytes,
u937, uman macrophag

Hiv-infected cells, when they
cally bound to all CR+ cells mentioned above,

reas uninfected cells did not. Heat-inactivation abolished
this binding capacity indicating the role of the complement sys-
tem. In the case o 7 Lom erence occurred only after
stimulation vith TPA, which enhances CR expression.

omplement deposition on the surface of HIV-
infected HY Ferre is able to mediate immune adherence to CR+
cel ng, whether this could lead

s characterizing complement receptors
in addition to T4 and Fe receptors as another way to initiate
infection of cells.
Supported by L.B.I., State of Tyrol, BMFT

RANE PROTEIN OF HIV-1, gp4l, EXISTS IN
IC STRUCTURES WHICH

5:
William J. Honnen', Shemmaine Tilley’? ConstantinBons. Habib

ant usan Zoeae ‘The Public Health Research
Institute, Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, “New York University Medical Center, ‘New York
Veterans inistration Medical Center, New York,New York,USA.

Cbjectives, ff the HIV:
Methods, HIV Proseprea in vr lysis were spared by SDS-PAGE,bier
Western blotting, using monoclonal antibodies and anti-peptide sera specific for gp41. Tose
antibodies were. also used to characterize viral proteins resolved on various commercial
Western blotting kits.
Results. Westem blot assays of HIV lysates performed with antibodies specific for gp41 invariably
SeeeeeeesseteeekDainv
We demonstrate that these ies are noncovalently associated tetramers trimers of gp4l,
which represent the native form of this protein in virions. These complexes are stable to boiling in
the presence of low concentrations of SDS,butaredissociated to gp41 monomersat high SDS
 . Moreover, two

complexes over monomeric gp41 in Wester blots, indicating the presence ofepitepitopes recognized
by the human immune system on the gp41 multimers which are not efficiently expressed by the
dissociated monomers.

RG md aidmpach line Sucholjomerie sucres may DeEnporant
in the design of subunit and recombinant HIV env

T ¢ P. 72 UNIQUE AND CROSS-REACTIVE ANTIGENIC REGIONS WI
we TRANSMEMBRANE PROTEINS OF HIV-1/HIV-2, AND THEIR

UTILITY IN DragNosts oF vrRal INFECTTIO!
Hunt J., Boardway K., Gutier: Daw: Sarin V.

Abbott laboratories,“Korth Chicepo. ‘Illänots, us À .

n viral transmembrane
IV-2.

and Devare,

proteins meorder to dif:
samples tive bodies t V-1 -2 were

identified “sine HIV-1 and/or HIV-2 recombinant ‘proteins on solid
sup, lective population (25 sera): were x al us 1)

a nompeticive Bu y employing synthetic polypeptides comprising
nant region (IDR) sequence f: H TV-2 embrane

proteins and 2) site directed monoclonal antibodies as competitive probes
against serum antibodies

Serum samples reacting with either recombinant transmembrane
proteins of HIV-1 or HIV-2 were placed into one of four groups: 1) 8

les containing only antibodies against HIV-1 gp41, 2) 6
antibodies against HIV-2

nd

8 re nf:
antibodies teeither HIV-1 or HIV-2 and 2) radiolmmunoprecipitation
analysis o V-1 or HIV-2 infected labeled cell ly

These data support existence of jue and cross reactive
epitopes within the transmembrane protein immmodominant regions of HIV-1
and HIV-2. In addition, a cross reactive* epitope also is present and
maps outside of the immuncdominant regions
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HUMAN ANTIBODY RESPONSE TO HIV-1 PROTEASE QUANTITATIVE, RESPONSES
T.C.P.73 AccoRDING TO DISEASE STAGE T.C.P.74 Scams Fron rv 0 B CELL

, De Jager M.*, Debouck Ch.**, De Wolf F.*, and Solla-Femer, 8. THU Hed. Ctr. and Vea, Hospital NY, NY
Wolfs T.* » Goudsmit i. S.A.
*Human Retro ratory, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, ** Departme: 3 To elusidate immunoregulatory mechanisms involved in Birus Labo nt of
Molecular Genetics, Smith Kline & French Laboratories, King of Prussia, PA, USA

i . To study the relationship between presence of antibodies to HIV-1
protesse and presence of several disease predictive markers for disease progression
in different infected risk groups (homosexuals, hemophiliacs).

-l were measured in serum using an enzymelinked
immunosorbentt assay using a bacterially expressed, recombinant form of HIV-1
protease. HIV-1 antibodies, HIV-1 antigen. HIV-1 core antibodies were measured

using a commercially available EIA (Abbot ).
. From a prospectively followed cohort of homosexuals 56% (34/61) had

antibodies to protease one yearafter HIV- seroconversion, 63% (24/38) had
‘antibodies two years after HIV-1 Ab seroconversion. A simi ttern was observed
in 20 hemophiliacs.63% “160/255) of HIV-1 Ab positive homosexuals= CDC stage
II/TII were anti-protease positive, versus 60% (9/15) oif homosexuals w!

HIV-| antigencl.001) and poss:
antibodies to HIV-1 core proteins (p<0.00

HIV-1 protease is expressed ana antigenic in most HIV-1 infected
individuals and absence of antibodies to HIV-1 protease is more often found in
persons with progressive

T.C.P.75 HUMAN MONOCLONALANTIBORTES (Hua)Ne-1,
Lake T.  : Mo Masuha, Y."

ne ‘am:sand|
“Dept. of Hematiology/oncot ogy, Univverrsity ofArizona, Tucson, Arizona,
85724, USA, Tetjin Institute for Biomedical Research, Tokyo, Japan.

Objective. To develop a panel of human IgG monoclonal antibodies to HIV-1
that have therapeutic potential either alone or in combination with each
other or with other anti-vira
Methods. Hybridomas were produceed by fusion of splenic or lymph n

e patients with the P3x63AgU1 murine
myeloma cet] line. Hybridomas were screened for the production of anti-
HIV IgG by ELISA and tndirect tmmunofluerescence. ELISA screening was
erformed using with 2 different HIV-1 isolates and 1 plate
coated with a gpizo synthetic peptide fragment. Cloning was done by
limiting dilut
Results EIRE,Hasab have been_ceveloped that react with HIV.

Si- V7-S V10-9
a a 3

Recognized 99160, 9p160, gp160,
120, 41 120 120

++ ++

neutra-

a 9g 7À gel gl gül/#
no rxn no rPxn do, pes,24 gp160,

55,24 ’ 120,41
+/-

acti vity - - - - - - enhanc:

Conclusion. Weae est
newtralizing ac ivity. Suchk Should have major”scientific, diagnostic
and therenteapplications. (abbreviations IF: immunofluorescence, rxn:

HIV RECOMBINANT p18 CORE PROTEIN INHIBITS PROLIFERATIVE
RESPONSES BY NORMAL LYMPHOCYTES IN HUMANS we MICE.
Michel, Frédérique*, Cheynier, R.*, Lacaud, + Rautmann,

G.*, Guy, 8.9, Kieny, M.P. rard, Plata, F.*
*Institut Pasteur, Panis,een S.A., Strasbourg, °°Pasteur Vaccins,
Marnes-la-Coquette - Fra

T.C.P.77

Objective =:we determine the in vitro effecton H1V-1 core p18 protein on
roliferative response and mixed lymphocyte reac-

with the effect of pla ina mouse model,
g or

proliferstion assays. The effect of p18 was aiso examined in norma.
BALB/c mice, and ice immunized with a recombinant vaccinia virus
containing the HIV-1 gag gen
Results : P18 gag protein suppressed the proliferative responses of PBL
from five different healthy donors whenWeuaocyte proliferation was

A MLR. In contr
suppressive effects. These r

mou: mphocytes : p18 gag protein suppressed mitogenic
Tesponses to ConA and PHA, well as specific proliferative Feeponess to
pas589 Pprotein in mice vaccinated with a vaccinia virus-HIV gag recombi-

Conclusions : ) Ammunosuppressive and immunogenic epitopes| of HIV-1
proteins have to be defined in view of vaccination hum 2) The
murine model is useful to evaluate the immunogenic power of different HIV
proteins.

OBJECTIVE: the
lymphocyte responses of cells fromom HIV"seropositive (HIV+) subjects.

esponses of mononuc: Cells (MNC) to B cell mito-
rmined bygens, (anti-u aureus connf1 [SAC]) were dete:

idine incorporation in 3 or 4 day cultures. Mixed lynp! e culture
supernatant (MIC: and indomethacin we e added to certainacultures.

3. Average proliferat. ve responses of HNC from HIV? patientents to
mitogen are significantly defective (25-35% of controlpe reaponses):

of of HIV+ and anti-ureases responses 0!
"iseand 90%respectively) and|a(60% in both groups). oniditionoof indo-

reases responses t (60-70% increase for both groups).
Effects of MIC: and indonethac. are aditive. To determine if deficient

we!responses were enced by the altered frequency of lymphocyte
the HIV+ cultures, correlations e sought between proliferationang
percent of 1; proliferative x anti-u SAC in

presence of corr bed heeitivelyvith
the percent of B and CD4+ T cells, and negatively with the percent of CD& T
cells in culture. ma correction of the data per-
centages of B, T and CD8+ T cells results in responses t are compar-

may be due to quantitative differences in
responding B 1s and regulatory pathways mediated by CD4+ and CD8+ T

celts and not to gialitative differences in the ability of the patients’ B
cells to respond to t! mi

T.C.P.76
Dadaglio, G.*, Langlade-Demoyen, Pierre*,

FINE SPECIFICITY OF HIV-SPECIFIC CYTOTOXIC T LYMPHOCYTES
IN Hl

Bahreoui, M.*, Fisher, R.° and
Plata, F.*.
* Institut Pasteur Paris, France, °Biogen Research Corporation, MA, USA,

Objective : To identify CTL epitopes on glycoproteins coded by the HIV env
ene.

: HIV-specific HLA-A2 restricted CTL lines were generated

ioes or immunotherapy. These pep-

HLA-A2 gene.
esults, conclu: ed, 6 pep Ss were

particularly etFacagnized. "Results obtained with env synthetic peptides
indicate that some epitopes recognized by HIV-specific CTL are highly
conserved. This is encouraging in view of the large variability of HIV

es.

T.C.P.78 LOCALIZATION WITHIN aTER LTR OF NUCLEOTIDES
RESPONSIVE TO CMV-MED! CTIVATION

PaulLuciw”, 2.PattLowe" M.Marthas*, N. Duchanget,
and K.Jonest. “Dept. of Medical Pathology, University of California, Davis, CA 95616 and
+ Molecular Biology and Virology Laboratory, The Salk Institute, La Jolla, CAUSA.

Objective: To investigate the molecular basis which human inegalovirus (CMV) activates
expres omteHVongeral pestCT) Le

themolecular basis avihichihuman CMV pre expression
from the inv4LR cting recombinant plasmi a reporter gene (CAT) under the
transcriptional control of he.LTR. Clustered-site mutations and small deletions have been
 

a variety of cell 1 d and f cells t ponsi 5

CMV IE and HVAtransactivator (tat).
Results: Neaneere pana Cither the start ete of transcription (6 to +20), thethree
 SP T

frevation at 6 toa abolishes CMV TE-mediated transactivation but leaves tateedited
transactivation in ve little or
no effec on CMVIEtansactvation. Insron ofthe1 +20 regof teIV LTR into a
CMVIE
 P

 

7. ion by CMV TEand PE

phenotype oFthe cel
Conclusions: The Mutation analysis shows thatreponsiveness 0of the HIV-1 LTR to CMV

vation includes sequences recogni me lui|factor designated leader bindibinding
protein-1 (LBP-1). Also,additicadditional host factors which are involved in control of cell growth
appear to play a of CMV.
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T.C.P.79 = T.C.P.80 ANALYSIS REV REGULATIONADS. Bl Brenner, Richard Margol , vs
Gornitsky, and harkVainberg. Lady Davis Ineieute for OF HIV STRUCTURAL PROTEIN GENE EXPRESSION

dical Research of the Sir Mortimer B. Davis-Jewish General Hospital, i Heimer, J. ; Smith, A.; Lewis,
Monteeel, Quebec, Cana:

Natural killer (NK) cell activity and NK cell cytotoxic subsets have been

to be reduced in patients with AIDS-related disorders relative to

these activated killers to lyse a
Tr release assaÿs. Although ther

.0
AIDS compared healthy males, e re covery of IL-2 activated
lymphocytes was not significantly different for both populations.
activity against U-937, it 3 reduced in patients with
AIDS relative to trol pop:pulations. H , th ility of patients with

AIDS to lyse WIV- infect d U-93 gets was significantly different from
ealthy control. ity of healthy males wa: ificantly greater

ageinet uninfected U-937 targets vs eir i on counterparts (151 +

29.5 va 87.2 + 13.9 LU20/10° 1: cytes, 05 airedree I
contrast, LAK vity in patients with 111 of Bye
infected U-937 targets whe: a

results “indicate that wher:
relative to controls, these populations vary in their spectra of target cell
reactivity

T.C.P.81 ASSAY SYSTEMS FOR iV REV FUNCTION USING CHIMERIC
GENE CONSTRUCTIONS

Polisoto,D.; Rekosh,hu. Maobin’: Prasad,S.; S:angel
lammarskiüld, M epartments of *Biologi Sciences, Microbiolo ÿ, Blochomisty

and Oral Bolo,SiaUniversity of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214, U.S.A.
Wah ht
 ferent regions of the envelope gene

 

 

ws, W.; and Rekosh, D. Depariments of Microbiology, Biochemistry and
Oval Biology, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214 USA

Expression of HIV-1 env, gag and pol proteins is strictly dependent on co-
expression of the rev protein even when SV40 based vector systems are used.
These vectors produce large quantities of viral Proteins and RNA and thus

@ as convenient models to study the mechanism behind rev regulation.
Using this system we mapped an element normally present in the env and
gag mRNAsthat is required in cis for rev to act. The element is active oniy in
one orlentation. in the absence of rev or the rev-responsive element, levels ot

e ral proteins in
e results suggest that rev functions to regulate nuclear

export of these mR
re aiso examining rev regulation of the HIV-2 env gene using SVv40

vectors. These experiments are aimed at defining the rev-responsive element
in HIV-2 and determining the ability of HIV-1 and HIV-2 rev proteins to cross-
complement.

T.C.P.82 DIRECT ANALYSIS OF GENETIC DIVERSITY
EVOLUTION OF HIV IN CTED PERSONS USING

SE CHAIN REACTION(PCR)
Chin-Yih.; Robbins, K.; Jason, J.; Horsbureh. fr CR..; Evatt, B.; Schochetman. G.; et
al. Centers for Disease Control. Atlanta, GA. U.S

Objective. To directly determine the genetic diversity and evolution of HIV in the
lymphocytes of infectedprousing a PCR, cloning andaencingig protocol.

A primer sequences from lymphocyte

 

 

 

 

lin r r 1 pri used tolinked to lierihe gene for Seacha the EBVEBNA1 protein. For B-gal, a Meths uniesDBAao sed>) irectlyampmplifyHI , rom yn me

leader.5103"3' th id he first codi f rev,the envleader, €B-gd domains, the env gene. Restriction endonuclease

and diferaportoof te erw gene Some consruss contain TiceaoeaoeIVDNAvo Sage
actly,Agii esioved whenfev prvi ; B-gal an HIV DNAof known sequence, we es an overall error rate
activity. A i j Th aecanbe attributable to PCR, cloning and sequencing to be 0.24 substitution per 100 bases. Of 24

d to B-gal y portions of th i ned hemop! In the
éffect.For EBNAI, ti including st j
a portionof the niger including the second coding exonfr rev.9shinersa Was
inserted into a sv ector.The construct produces both an authentic EBNA1 and an
EBNAI-rev fusion protein. Both are detectable with EBNA1specific antiserum.The

has no detectable rev
made because aa splice¢donor nearthe 3’ end of the EBNA1 ORFis used in

nulwith a splice acceptor at the start of the rev coding exon. Whenactiverev is
supplied in trans,Dose of theereEBNAt protein is favored.Thusrev activity

 

 

T.C.P.83 HUMAN CHROMOSOME 12 IS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT AN ELEVATED

LEVEL OF HIV E EXPRESSION IN HUMAN-HAMSTER HYBRID CELLS.
a Galphin, J.*; Ou, C.¥.%; Bacheler, L.T.**;

th, J.##*; Petteway, S.R.aann; Schochetman G.*, *Centera for Disease
Control, Atlanta, GA., USA. **E.I.enone Nemours, weecheUa DE., USA.

Medicine, Irvine, CA .
*#***SmithKline end French Leboratoriea, King of Prussia, PA., USA.

Objective. To identify a human chromosome(s) that is required to support
an elevated devel of HIV tat-directed gene expression and vi:

e-Ch:. es of human lymphocyt: 8e Tr ovary cell hybrids

with a defined1human chromosome con: ere tested for tat-directed
£rans-activation of the HIV-LTR and extracellular virus tion. D!

with the HIV tat gene under contr
Results. Four of 18 hybrids produced elevated levels of extracellular vi-
rus when to the CHO parental cell line. These four hybrid clones

also had eignficant increases expresaion in tha presence of the
ene. Karyo! analysis of the hybrids revealed a concordance of 94%

(17/18) between human chromosome 12 and virus production. In con!

r chromosomea had an 11% to 72% concordance with
Ou:

chromosome 12 is requir
of the HIV-LTR leading to an increase in virus production.

580

HIV ilic man, only 2 were identical.
other 22 clones, multiplebase substitutions,¢deletions (15 bp) and insertions (6 and 24 bp)
were observed in All the deletions and insertions and a majority of the base
substitutions scourednemethanwo cloones."Mos base substitutions wereClustered and
lead to amino acid changes. In:
to be an important source for HIV’ diversieaton Reof 11 iene tomà pre

lected 5 mo.
later. The oteconesétudefomthepredominant one by 1 to 3 base substitutions.

amplification followed by, cloning and
 sequencingis

HIV in infec!Eeaonan
PP to directly

ÉPITOPE MAPPING OF THE HIV-1 GAG REGION BY ANALYSIS OF GAG
GENE DELETION FRAGMENTS EXPRESSED IN E. COLI DEFINES EIGRT
ANTIGENiee

T.C.P.84  
Marcus-Sekura Zhang, P.-F.; Klut:
LDV, DV, CenteraSislepios” evaluation and Research,"Bethesda, M, USA.

Objective. To map epitopes on HIV-! gag proteins to specific protein
sequences

Methods, Portions of the HIV gag gene were cloned into E. coli expression
on the genome by sequencing. Clones consisted of two 5°

oterminal sets: the Firet consisting of acloneeraeing thearboxy!-

0 a! e 3° deletion mutants;

  

the amino-terminal portion of p15 and a 3’ deletion
mutant. jrartially purified antigens expresaed Oyoe 8 clones were used in
ELISA with 15 anti~gag monoclonal antibodies (Mo.
Results.ok reacted differentially vith the Joleeed clones depending on
the antigen portion expressed e potential identifiably different

gions predicted from the strecture of the clones, 8 different
on mpand 2 on pl5. Four

by sncreasee in p24 antigen levels with diseaseae the i : :

tly being used t
different clinical stages of progression to AIDS
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T C P. 85 ACTIVE HIV PROTEASE PURIFIED IN ASINGLE STEP FROM
vs ESCHERICHIA COLIINCLUSION BODIES

Alfredo G. Tomassell 1.0. Hui, D.J. Staples, T.K. Sawyer, C-S.C. Tomich*, and
fopolymer|Chemistry and *Molecular Biclogy. The Upjohn

Company, Kalamazoo, Ml, US

Recombinant HIV protease, produced as inclusion bodies in Escherichia coll, was
solubilized with 6M Gu-HCl and purified in asingle step by reverse phase HPL

procedure yielded a pure, butinactive protein migrating as a single‘band of
iting t terminal amino acid

 

. e fina anzynie ©concentration was

.5-1.0 mg. rotease per titer FEcoli cellculture is
obtained quickl echni ue. Freeze-thaw of the enzyme
solution di not Wey hetoa caniticant loss of activity. the enzyme wasactive as a
dimer and cleaved the bond betweenthe Tyr and Pro of the octapeptide

V with a pH optim eweaver-Burk plots show
inhibition by the octapeptide:substrateat concentrationshigher than 3.6 mM
max Was pmol x min~1 x mg-! and K; mM. in keeping wihother

aspartyl proteases, the HIV enya iss inhibited by pepstatin with a Ki=

TRANSLATIONALEFFECTS OF THE UNTRANSLATED
T.C.P.87 ERNST ee1 ,REGUEATEO et“nt

+ tee Bloehe LeMontreal Ytpe “BoonreneerORE gleSEEee
Sblective. 29 investigate the niLie faf lati
repression of BRNAS eC nain ng’the 5eegetaePag nal (UTR)
of HIV-1, andthe.effect

co Feel?fy Ageee presing reporter
sz conta: ningen Ss of ie 5' UTR o ary-2 T T and
exgivativ:oF)we F esta lished cotrans e tion wit! expand

ene assessed paringehnenaatle activity

Baste pyRe. HoeehasveRNAa

aaeitenioeaBieta inhygtgronyesat ression vector
niningElthe first 136eaucedCranesfrom

ve
feeeseetes CHO cieli d
pevecat. _Resu.Êtsvaxbe SRESE

BeablefSenasoep.reirts©
bu relacively.snall anorègs

aneiations Tavelinththes:
observ ios:ford Erandiattcnat”
2180bVea

engies0of CAT mRNAs
the stea

nport nce
5¢ eth effect.”

2 creases.witsCATsBRNAie,

ais ¢therefore. ee rare
181TBF oeetrecEbtshagenthee

ds: Vai canmn inhipitLine translation of

naeEEona Robeagisthess ingin5thisPaysten,
herbe he ene epaes ene aré stably
eegéffuier DNADNA, s milae.to the Bituation ph

T.C.P.89 ACIDIC RESIDUES WITHIN THE AMINO TERMINAL REGION OF HIV-1
rar I$ CRITICAL FOR TRANSACTIVATTON

aport, Jay F., Lee, S.- halili, K., and Wong-Staal,
F. Laboratory ofrene tell Biology, ational Cancer institute, Bethesda,
Maryland 20892 USA.

Objectives: Eukaryotic transacting factors often contain, in addition to a
nucleic acid binding domain, a separate transacting dowain (Ptashne, Nature
335: + 1988). These regions are acidic and often amphipathic he
amino terminus of HIV-1 is acidic and secondary structural analysis of this
region predicts an amphipathic helix. We propose that this region is
important for tat function.
Methods ‘tat encoding cDNA was subclonedante m13 phage and site directed
mutagenes{s was performed, subcloned into the expression

id pnalyzed for the capabilitytto.transactivate the HIV-1 LTR
in transteht transfection ass
esults: Conservative changes (acidic to acidic) were well tolerated,

while acid to neutral and acidic to basic changes dramatically reduced tat
activity. The relative importance of each of the th

with heterologous sequences peter restores activity.
Conclusion: "The data suggest that the acidit: the structure of

je amino terminal region, are critical for transactivation.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPRESSION OF HIV-1 ANTIGENS IN THE

T (H P 86 DS SYSTEM.

arker, D.; Weller, R.; Ahern, S. and Rodgers, B.
Diagnostics pape Wellcome Research Labs., Beckenham, Kent, U.K.

Objectives. To investigate the effect of the signal peptideand membran«

anchorage domain expression and stability of HIV~-1 envelope in insect

cells © express the antigenically important domains ofthe HIV-1 gag

and envdense as a fusion protein.
Methods. A transfer vector containing the appropriately engineered HIV-1

sequences was used to produce recombinant baculoviruses which ressed the
articular antigens und

8

 

 
expressed proteins were analysed by P. an noblotting
Results IV-1 env gene can din insect cells as a
ycoprotein of 150kD (gp150) but is not cleaved to gp120 and gp41. The

protein is re! to reasonable levels (>1mg/1) remains
intracellu The al sequel iS nok appear to lead to secretion of
e protein scans insect cells anchor sequence s removed ande: 101

the transfer vector“theentire proteinis Less
a

ich is appareny
glycosylated. All the ‘recombinant proteins were reactive with anti-HIV-1
positive sera in both EL ots.
Conclusions.ove bectlovine system is useful for expressing HIV-1 proteins

t post-translational Todificeris,ons such as
glycosylation. However|not all processing signals will work in this system

‘he expressed antigens are useful diagnostic reagents and potential vaccine
ents

T.C.P.88 FAILURE OF INTERFERON o MESSENGER RNA SYNTHESIS IN
PBMC or Hiv-1 INFECTED PATIENTS AT LATE STAGI

sol S., Klein K., Brunner S., Jochum C., Maller
E.G.°, Meyer henteide K.H.

Ltna Klinik "ind Palin und “institut for Physioiog. Chemie, Johannes
utenberg Universitat Mainz, FRG.

OBJECTIVE: To determine the mechanisma responsibie for absent Interferon a
production in appropriately stimulated PBMC of Hiv-1 infected patients at late

ges.
; PBMC of 68 HIV Infected patients at various stagas were isolated by

puolPauesSeSedimentation. After overnight stimulation with 5 nn wePFU of
esi atitls Virus, RNA was Isolated and tested for Intertero! jessenger
NA by using Northern Blot Analyais with a specific cDNA probe for the

interferon a gene. Simultaneousiy interferon a secretion ernatants of
stimulated cells was ui by a highiy specific Enzyme im

ase ‘ot high doses of interferon o by PBMC of patients at stage li
parailed with the production of MRNA codi the a intertero e. Howeverwith roduction oding
patients who falied to secrete any Interferon a into the supernatant showed

messenger RNA as determil
GAPDH cDNA whichwas used as a positive co

transcripts, inteting that cells were intsct.
@ provide evidence that HIV-1 infection can modulate the

Production of interferon a In periphsrai blood cells on the transcriptional Isvel.

T.C.P.90 CD4(81-92) PEPTIDE ANALOGS BLOCK HIV INFECTION,HIV-INDUCED

CYTOPATHICTTY.ANDPOST-INFECTION VIRAL TRANSMISSION IN
ATMICROMOLAR CONCENTRATIONS.

Eiden, Lec*; Hwang, K.**;Nanbare Padgett, M.*; Rausch,D.* and Lifson, J.**.
NIMH, Bethesda, MD, USA, **Divs, Immunology & Medicinal Biochemistry, Genelabs Incorporated,*LCB,

Redwood City, CA, USA: ***LTCB, NCI-FCRF,Frederick, MD, USA.

 Objective, T
DEIValopens,delmateHIV-1 transmission in

Poptides synthorieed by FRIOC cheney. Win boul €) oral(alt)derivatization a specific
Doses given for 100% inhibition of HIV-induced cellfusion (Lifson et al, Science232,

1123, 1986), >50% inhibition ofHIV-1 (HTLV-ITIB)infection ofCEM-SS cells quantitated by =
forming microassay (Nara et al., AIDS Res, Hum,. Retrovir. 3, 283, 1987), and >50% inhibition of cell-
modiatd viral eansmsion -IHITLYV-!I)indcas
incubated 120 hours post-inoculation (peptide present during the final 72 bours of incubation), and
uninfected CEM-SScells (Nara and Fischinger, Nature 332, 469, 1988).

Peptide Infection Transmission
VEDQKEE 631M 63 uM 25

10 uM not detn'd.
TOYICLEVEDDQKEE >500 uM >250 uM >250 UM

Y  >500 UM >250 UM >250 UM
Conclssions, Derivatives of CD4(81-92) potently inhibited HIV-‘1 infection and HIV-~1-induced cytopathicity
(fusion). Antireceptor pep
 

specific residuesaffordedacepepe,

unrendeaprm
LeonNetbyxweanTigePapersalCDdmppcmay cnn
infection, is

for therapeutic
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PROMOTOR ACTIVITY OF 5” LTR REGI DETECTION AND SEQUENCING OF INDIVIDUAL MOLECULES OF HIV DNA

T.C.P.91 OF A HIGHLY CYTOPATHIC on T.C.P.92 AMPLIFIED BY A MODIFIED PCR
STRAIN OF HIV-1

1. HIRSCH, J. SIRE, V. ZACHAR, B. SPIRE and J.C. CHERMANN.

waste de Recherches INSERM aur ies Rétrovirua et Maladies associées (U.322) - Campus de
~ BP 33 - 13273 MARSEILLE Cédex 9, FRANCE

In order to correlate the high cytopathicreeof HIV-NDK strain with genetic

variation, the virus was cloned and sequenc 10108:

revealed by transfection into COS cells. One 0:

nucleotides sequences of HIV-NDE and HIV-BRU rotoryee virue was

(TAT) gone activity localised in the 5’ LTR region of both, HIV-BRU and

NDE vives wan compared incCAT asssy. It was found that promotor ar of 5' LTR of

WIV-NDE was several tines higher than

gene
than that of HIV-BRU prototype even wi a stimulatory

product. To approach the effect of LTR region o1wovtepathouenestey
HIV-WDK-LTR regions and rest o!

the ganome derived from BRU prototype constructed. DNA waa transfected into the
celle and the virus obtained ; its properties are under investigation

effect of ‘the TAT

of HIV more directiy, the recombinant DNA molecule bearing

T C.P.93 BINDING OF THE HIV-1 TAT PROTEIN TO TAR SEQUENCES IN VITRO.

Dingwall, C.; Emberg,|.; Heaphy, S.; Skinner,M.A. Galt, M. J. & Karn, J.
C Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Hills Road, Cambridge, cB2 2QH, U.K.

Objective. To investigate the binding in vitro of HIV tat protein and cellular factors
to TAR sequences.

A synthetic fat gene has been expressed both in an E. coli expression
system and in a number of eukaryotic celi lines. The binding of expressed tat
pretein to nucleic acid representing the TAR sequence has beeninvestigated in vitro
using gel retardation assays.

Besulis, The tat proteinpeurfromen the E. coli and from the eukaryotic
expression Systems hahas bebiologically active. The binding oftat,
synthesised in E. co! TAR. leh
bsence of host collier proteins. Binding oftat expressed In eukaryoticcells gives a

diferent Pattern. suggesting that hoststprotein Interact with the tal/TAR compl
he specificity inding mined using a numberofdifferent nucleic
by Ineludingrent TAR sequences.

Conclusion, Direct interactions between tai protein and TAR sequences are involved
in trans-activation.

T.C.P.95 ANALYSIS OF VPX FUNCTION IN HIV-2 INFECTED CELLS

anderRatner, W Hu, and leyden. Departments of

Medicine and Microbiology & Immunology, Washington University, St. Louis,
Mo., USA

Objective: gene, designated vpx, is present in the genomes of HIV-2,novel
and SIVs bat not HIV-1. Our goal was to define the role of VPX in HIV-2
replication and cytopathicity.

A functi proviral clone of
iconstruct site directed mutants which enly eliminate the AUG initiator codon
-of vpx (MNX1), which convert codon ‘ina’tion codon (MK22), or which
‘simultaneously eliminate the first and second AUG c on rameshift the
gene inerodusing a termination codon at position 70 (MRLs

ction of SE, MX1, MX22, and MX1+62 into cos. 1 cells gave rise
virus,ten could be passaged in H9 or CEM cells,

tes or monocytes with equivalent efficiency.

d
il rotein in le infected
with S 4: as the virus particles, but not in cells infected with
‘the MX vi s or the particles thenselves uivalent levels 0.
proteins were demonstrated in all infected cells and virion preparations
Sonelusions: ta suggest that dispensable for virus replicationdat

Further sels of the vpx mutants is underway to define
PX Tan in animal model system:
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Simmonds Peter; Balfe, P.B.; Leigh-Brown, A.J. and BISHOP,

JO.

Department of Genetics, University of Edinburgh, Scotland, Uni ted: Kingdom

reaction with a pair of HIV-specific primers, transfer of a small pro
the product to a second tube co

first pair, and a further round of

prime

3) tt.‘allows“che amplification of several regions from the same HIV geno!

T.C.P.94 CHARACTERIZATION OFTHE INFECTIVITY OF HIV PROVIRUSES
SEQUENCES

Leonard, J.M.*; Parrott, C.M.*; Buckler-White, A.**; Martin, M.A.“ and Rabson.A.B.*
*NIAID, NIH,onesMG. USA; “Georgetown University, Washington, De. USA.

Qbjective, To characterize the poigisel effects of mutations in the cis-acting
reguiatory sequences of the HIV LTI

Oligonucieotide-arated, site-specific meeecen was employed to
generate Tien hi ences in the HIV-1 LTR. Mut:atedLTRs were
intr an infectious mole clone of HIV. Mutant proviruse: fe assayed
for rland growth in human T carsMant‘ithe were also.‘tested for
spiresactivity by transfection of LTR-CAT plasmids.

HIV provirus containing a ‘eltonàof both NF-xB binding sites yielded
clws thatt replicated efficiently in MT 4 coelis. Mutants defective in Sp1
binding ai 5° Sp! site (site Ili) were also capable of efficient growth:
with eon mutations In the Spi

In CAT assays, the mutant LTR deleted in the.NF-«B sites exhibited
decreased basalactivity compared to the wild-type LTR, but was strongly resper
to fat transactivation. The effects on viral infectivity of changes in other parts of the
LTR will.also be discussed.

The NF-xB binding sites wer not essential for HIV replication In MT 4
cells. Other mutations affecting the Sp1 binding sites aiso did notinterfere with the
ability to produce infectious virus. Thus HIV can replicate even whenalterations are

Into the wild-type enhancer and promoter elements.

T. Cc P.96 HIGHLY EFFICIENT NEUTRALIZATION OF HIV WITH RECOMBINANT
ve CD4-IMMUNOGLOBULIN

MOLECULI
André Traunecker, Josef Schneider”, Hansruedi Kiefer and, Kyaus karialainen.
Basel Institute for Immunology, Basel, Switzerland, esearch

its « Hoffmann-La Roche & Co. Ltd, "Basel, Suttrerland.

Le 4s well established that the human Jamunodericiency virus type I (HIV- 1)
exploits the cell iturfaceoe moleculefe inttjate the infection which ca

qui syndrome (À

envelope pratein gpi20 and CD4 and have shown that sol
can inhibtt HIV infectivity in #vitro. However, application of these obser-
vations in vivo m

We forms of chimaeric immunoglobulin mo
about 1000 fold more active than their dimeric counterparts in syncytium
inhibition assays.
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PACKAGING AND TRANSFER OF A MARKER GENEBY HIV T.C.P.98 HIV ATED,
T.G.P.97 VECTOR PARTICLES ANTIVIRAL ENZYMES.

*, Danos,O**, and Alizon,M’*. “Laboratory of
Molecularr Microbiology, NIAID,NIH,Bethea, MD, USA.
“Whitehead Institute, Cambridge, USA Silverman RHI;;Sengupta D,Ni; DionM;andWilliams BRG.

Objective. To package foreign sequencesin HIV particles and transfer them to HIV- esda MD USAand2Divisi Research I Ty, le

sensitive target cells. SickChildren Toronto, Canada
Several HIV vectors were generated by introducing a

Selectable resistance gene (HIS) into the HIV genome. Cell lines were then N) is activated igh levels ofcirculating acid labi
stablished that could express these genomes, and package them into HIV pha often accompanydi development. Although replication in cell culture
parisfollowing the transfection of HIV helper sequences.After‘infecton of C can be inhibited by IFN,the virus appears to have evolved a mechani the
calls such particles and selection, we we demonstrate the successful anitviral activity of the IFN usually present in AIDS. We have investigated ivation of
transfer‘ard integration of HIV genomescarrying the marker resistance g TEN. enzymes by 3’leader of 1 |A contains two double-
Dittere! Ss were COM for thelr efficiency to transfer the marker gene, stranded stems of about 17 and 23 base pairs in length. HIV-leader RNA of 232 nucleotides
in order todelineate the cis-acting sequences required for the complete packaging was prod a plasmid ig HIV-1 LTR sequences located 3' to an SP6
reverse transcription, al integration of the HIV genetic material. atTheheRNAproduet waspurifiedsh sed to beth " of aberent |

fe demonstrated the packaging and successful! transfer of a genetic scripts. Thi leader was shown to activate ds.YA-dependentprotein
marker aoan“HV particles, HIV vectors will be valuable tools to study the H treated HeLa ermore,
replicative cycle, and to specifically target sequences to HIV-sensitive calls.

T C P 99 HIV=-1REPLICATES“INHUMANSPERM MITOCHONDRIAOF
Pe Iv-SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDUALS eee

asra, Omar ; Freund, M. Candolucci, D. ; Heins B.;

Weidmann f Yedicine gpd Dentistry NJ,,School of Osteopathic Med.

Depts. of Hierobiotecy » Ob/Gyn

Objective. To determine the replication site(s) of HIV-1 in the sperm of

HIV-seropositive individuals.
Methods. Sperm dmens from three AIDS/ARC individuals were scrutinized for
the localization of HIV-] by electron microscopy (EM), HIV-specific mAbs-

and Medicine » Camden, New Jersey, USA.

DNA probes were more conce

mitochondria resembled pods with HIV-like particles “bursting out" of them
like spores.
Conclusion. These obseryaticns suggest that HIV in sperm may be replicating
in the mitochondria, using mitochondrial DNA es a replicating device. It is
poasibie that 1 there is condensation and tight packaging

oid DNA in the nucleus, relative to that in somatic cells, the rand

cellular mitochondria is a Blobal target for HIV, then different therapeutic
approaches mivht be adopte

A COLOROMETRIC ASSAY FOR TRANSACTIVATION OF THE HIV-1 LTRT.C.P.101
d D. Blair*, M.G. Davis** and C.R. Rober

Wellcome Researchanaes *Beckelnhiam, UK, and **RTP, N. Caroling.USA.

Objective: To develop a simple, rapid and sensitive assay for the
activation of the HII im by TAT and by heterologous factors

: Stable cell lines containing muTeipte integrated copies of the
HYV-T CTR (-1:2/580) linked to the lac? ge were prepared by
co-selection for pSV2neo-mediated G418 riesi star
Results: HIY-1 LTR lac: was transactivated equally well or better in rabbit
skin TeSpithlial-“Tike cells n other cel] types (Hela, CV-1, Flow
4000, etc.)-, by cotransfection with genomic TAT GED, express ing plasmids
(pcMVTAT. pRSVIAT. pRSVTAT/REVIN and so stableRS/CTR lacZ cell lines were

red to mintc t tiprepared t he Structure of the integrated re in latently
infected cells. Three of ten independent clones responded gTAT, ne
clone wi ed to show that D-penicillamine not an effective inhibitor
of TAT transactivati concentrations up to 100ug/ml. The efficacy of

cl

B-gatactosidase in response to HSV-1 infection, and transactivation by IE
gene products from herpes group viruses is under examination

Selecti o appropriate substrate for B-galactosidase
e rement of LTR transactivation{mssONPG) and

1) Mn thes nes. There-

can be readily anatysed

kinase tnd 2.SA synthetase in an extract of IFN-
were immobilized and
 

 

 

enzymes were and activatedon an affinity resinconsisting ofHIV.1leader
RNAcovalently
although IFN bl duce 2-5A
activation of the 2-5A phywasobi iremains possibleclone See vial or
cellular factors in HIV-infected cells interfere with the activation of IFN-induced enzymes
and contribute to viral latency.

T.C.P.100 MD OF
MANDRILLS IN GABON.

. ; Delaporte, E.":""; Honoré, C.” Cooper, R.W.";
ussi, P. ; Dixson, A.L.

* Centre Internationai de Recherches Médicales, BP 769, Francevilla, Gabon;

Objective. Study the transmission (vertical and horizontai) of a simian
munodeciryvirus from mandrilis in a colony, of mandrilis.

. At of 33 mandrills were tested. of them were wild caught animals.
Antibodies wareayotected by a radioJmmunopracighetlon assay using 35§.methionine
fabeled SlViinp virus. Virus was isolated from peripheral biood iymphocytes cocultivated

with MOLT-4cells.
Besults. Two of the 16 wild-caught animals (1 1 ) were positive since their arrival at the
primate centre (1979 and 1983 respectively). A virus as isolated (Tsujimoto) and
showed antibodies to the SiVjyyp glycoproteins only. In 1988, two new animals showed

antibodies to the StViqyjp envelope proteins and also to the core proteins. One of these

animals was a wild-caught male that was seronegative at his arrival to our centre. Th
other one is the second offspring of the already known positive female. Since her arrival in
1983 at CIRMF, she was pregani twice, one animal was bom in 1985 (seronegative 1,
and 3 years respectively after birth) and one in 1987. This aaashowed antpodies one
yearafter delivery and a virus wasisolated from his peripheral
Conciusion. SlIViwnp appears to be transmitted from mother toane ina semitree-range

breeding mandrill colony. A seroconversion with appearance of antibodies to p27was
observed, and a virus wasisolated.

T. GC P 102 HIV-I REV INDUCED MODULATION OFNEF PROTEIN
UNDERLIES REGULATION OF VIRAL REPLICATION

Ahmad.Nafces, Mai a,R. K. and Venkatesan, S.
Laboratoryof MotelMicrobiology, NIAID, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD 20892, U.S.

To studyàthePotential functional roles of ation. Rev and Nef
nn t e the regulation svviral ca
pos Aweldefective,proviral DNA w struct

NLA32.
d from

HIVtalon0cloneer The Rev and Nef:wereresupplied ‘aeaneby
ction of cDNA plasmids under thee conttrol ofviarious promoters,

e pheno ect rev mutant as distinguished by
accumulation of and reduced“rat “function Durin
transcom tion o: She rev mutant b

lependent manner. Neither the replication
repression induced by nef cDNA was modulated

to modulate Nef expression from the provirus
f LTR transcription reveals a de!Teste

two proteins that might underlie the switch

of
and hence ‘relieve the inhibition
balance of functions of the:
between latency and reactiva'
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T.C.P.103 HIV-1 TAT FUNCTIONS IN OOCYTES IN THE

PRESENCE OF TRANSCRIPTION INHIBITORS

*. Chambers, A. Wilson w.”

nd Kingsman, S.M

Road, Oxtord, ox1 3QU, U.K

“British Biotechnology Lid., Watlington Road, Cowley, Oxford

 

Adams, S.E.”"; ; _Kingsman,

 

Objective. To ereneive of gene expression at which the HIV-1

TAT protein exerts it's

have Seveloped a novel method for purifying biologically

mi

absence of transcription inhibitors micro-injected into

. We show the TAT stimurates LTR- cirected expression and that

this stimulation in oocytes, as in the virus, is dependent on the

presence of the TAR sequence. Furthermoore TAT activation of LTR-CAT

functions independently of aipha-amanitin, 3'-deoxyadenosine and

actinomycin D. The fermer inhibits transcription initiation and the ietter

two transcription elongation

These data strongly suggest a post-transcriptional mode of

action of TAT on the HIV-1 LTR in Xenopus oocytes

CLONING AND SEQUENCING OF A NEW HIV2 ISOLATET.C.P.105 ann)
Tristem,Miche1*; Karpas, A.* and Hill

of Haematology, University of£ Canhridge Clinicalschool
is Road, Cambridge CB2 2QL, England

Objective. Cloning and sequencing of a new HIV2 isolate. Comparison of the
genetic variability of HIV2 isolates.
Methods. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from a Guinea-Bissau patient
infected with HIv2 was cocultivated with the Rarpas ine. A
genamic library was constructed fran the infected cell line. Restriction
maps of cloneseshybridizing to a pROD probe were cons! Nucleotide
sequence determination of one clone which appeared to be full length is in

 

progress.
Results. Restriction mapping of the full length clone shows difference
in 7 out of 22 sites when ed to ype clone ROD. To date

gag and pol regions shows approximately

 
sequencing of the proviral LTR,
10% divergence f.ram ROC.
Conclusion. ults indicate is distinct fran otherTheseres: that
HIV2isolates. The full sequence and PiolowBY?properties will be
presented.

POSSIBLE MODE OF INSERTION INTO A LIPID

T.C.P,10 BIrAvEr OF N-TERMINAL FUSOGENIC SEGMENT OF
E PROTEINS.

prasseur sMartin I.;Vandenbranden M.; Ruysschaertey
chin.=Phys.”“ase macronol.

Braxelles iBelgi

interfaces ;Univers.

ysis, ‘ot the envelope fusion protein of 45

viruses.
:The complete amino-acid sequence of the fusion protein

45 viruses has been analyzed in terms 3 hydrophdbicityaand

hyaropnobielty nonent y the Eisenber Proce
nalysis on phecontoraational” properties”vathe’ie

forminal”‘peptide segmen these fusion proteins and their

orientation into the lipid tileayer.
te. terminus segment

of the”hylrophob
axis is yerornovaietorne ob
into the lipid bilayer and the fusogenic properties of the

rote
Ê he unusual peptides orientation is expected
induce the “éfsorgannization of the surrounding lipides and the
formation of inverted micellar structures whic! as been
suggestted as one oO the initial events the. vinie/eell
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T. C.P.104 GENES IN THE 3° END OF HIV CONTROL HIV REPLI
CATION AND CYTOPATHOLOG
Cheng-Mayer, Cecilia, Quiroga, M.", Dina,D.*, Levy, J.A.

Cancer ResearchInstitute. very of Califomia, San Francisco. CA,*Chiron
somoratioIn. Emeryville, CA,
Objective: gene(s} that 
 molecularly cloned.
 

Method: HIV isolates with
mbinont vir IA manipulations

ond transtections. Properties ofrecombinant viruses were examined by host
Tangestudies to correlate structure/tunction relationship of HIV.
Results: A maSEAtropic HIV-1-SF162 has been molecularly cloned and
determined to be biolo icaity active. Uniike HiV-1-SF2, HIV-1-SF162 does not repl-
cate in T ceil lin
molecule on cba lymphocytes, but replicatesefficiently in primary macrophage:s.

HIV-1-SF2 and HIV-1-SF162. 

 

 

  

Studi that the 3' end of the HiV genome
Controls most of biologic di 1). Fine struct pring
identify th fi y control the
various biologic properties of HIV.

HY Sau ragulauisa
£ x

srr SP PMC + : * :
aFia2 SPi6 GF - + .

‘Recombiagnit
sm SFIG2 . +
SPs. 3P2 + *

Conclusion:Stu viruses will allow

T C P.106 STABLE EXPRESSION AND SECRETION OF RECOMBINANT HIV 1
ENVELOPE PROTEIN IN DROSOPHILA SCHNEIDER CELLS.

H.JOHANSEN, J.CULP, S.MAI, 5. VICKROY, B.HELLMIG, M.CHAIKEN, D.MOORE,
S.COMER, B. HILSON, P-WARD, M.OKA AND M.ROSENBER
Biopharmaceutical Research and Development, Smith “Kline & French
Laboratories,P.0.Box 1539,King of Prussia.Pa 19406-0939 USA,

An HIV 1 gp120 envelope protein encoding all but the amino terminal 32
residues was expressed and secreted a Drosonila ¢cell continous
culture system. The gp120 gene was incorporated into an expression
vector behind the inducible Drosophila metallothionein promo was
stably introduced into Dr h co-transfectionin a vector
ncoding the hygromycin 8 phosphotransferase gene.
containing high copy number of the gp120 trranseription unitwwere
obtained in a single transfection-selec
selection. The resistant cells

0 is able to snniottuncyttum preaducedin HIv-thtected H9
cells and Pret the affinity o d gp120 for the T4
receptor is identical to that ofviral derived”9120using scatchard
analysis assay.

T C P 108 CHARACTERIZATION Won RECOMBINANT HIV REVERSE
el TRANSCRIPTASE: PURIFICATION OF HOMOGENEOUS, STABLE

P66 BY NATIVE/DEN.ATURATION PROTOCOLS.
Thomas J. McQuade, David P. Brunner, eibel, and x Gary Tarpley.
Divisions of Cancer and Infectious Diseases Researehih, Bioprocess Research and
Meeeand Biopolymer Chemistry, The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo,
Michigan,U

We engineered a prokaryotic expression vector (pTM-4) encoding the HIV reverse

8 8 X
e

a 8 = a a

ted in the inactivationnand/or separation o
responsible for much of the heterogeneity found in p66 samples. “These protoco!
may be useful in preparing p66 suitable for structural analyses.
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AN HIVI PEPTIDE LIBRARY
CONTTNOOIS

EXPRESSED IN YEAST REVEALS NEWT.C.P.109 PEee
, Gairin . and ‘Rossier, J.

at91198 Gifauryerte
Aim. De epitopes relies mostly on chemically
synthetic peptidesges and|comer models.forever: such an approach may be

eynthesised

identification
or post-transiatienallymmodifi

D fragments {50-150 bp) of HIV1 DNA was
new expression-secretion

: ed derived from MFal. Pandan fraguents obtained
HIV1 provir: were inserted in pSE-X and a library

and screened.
. 1 antibodies (directed againstPplé, p25, aneand gp41)

and s £ infected individuals were used screen the library.
All the moncclonal antibodies used revea: in library of

epitopes of HIV1 were , three ribed, one
in the lease, one near the C-terminal region of gp4l and one in
the p25. Immunogenicity recamb: t. des
analysed on animal models.

CHARACTERIZATION OF HIV-1 CLINICAL ISOLATES RESISTANT TO
ZIDOVUDINET.C.P.111

lay, M.; and Wainberg, MA
Jewish General Hospita Montreal,“Canada Department of ‘Microbiology
and Immunology, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

To demonstrate whether HIV-1 possessing a AZT-resistant
phenotype ‘might emerge under conditions of AZT drug ther

aquentiaiCire isolates were obtained by co-“culture methods
from tients receiv: T. Four such isolates obtained from the same
patientsat weeks 0, 3, 42 and 51 after initiation of treatment were

ified by growth0onperipherel blood tes ea
individuais seePranscript e (RT) ac ty £:
these cultures Gg“000 cpe/al) serially diluted (1:2) in 96

of AZT Gin). “after ye -ls € R

activity were estimated. Six ditgerent patients were screened in this way.
. e patien: ever detected in the

AZT. However, while isolates from weeks 0, 36 and 42 of two
AZT, virus from

n diluted 1:64. Further characterization
showed that none of the e
the presence of 0.5 pM AZT, hile the isolates from week 51 replicated
actively at soncencrations up t uM.

T t of partent's with AZT may select out variants of HIV-
1 able to replicate.1e the presence of the drug. The detection of such
variants does not seem to occur at high frequency.

CHROMOSOMAL LOCALIZATION OF TAT-INTERACTING
CELLULAR FACT!
Michael Newstein on Peter R. Shank, Division of
Biology and Medicine, Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island, 02912 USA

T.C.P.113

Obiective: To determine whether murine celis are resistant to tat-mediated
transactivation due to the absence of factor(s) present, in humancaells and

i to determine

Methods: Various constru
chloramphenicol acetyl! transferase gene (CA

ven from the HIV-1

 
eomycin resistanc::

Results: Our data suggest thathuman“rodent celi hybrids can be used to
localize a specific set of human ci es which encode tat-interacting
factors. resent data indicate©that tsuch factors are enco: b
three or fewer human chromosome:
Conclusion: Our results indicate ‘that the non-responsiveness of rodent
cells to tat-mediated trans-activation is due to the fac! huuman factors
which canbe supplied by a limited set of human chromosom

T. Cc. P.110 EFFECT OF HYDROCORTISONE ON THE REPLIGATION OF HIV-1 IN

DIFFERENT CELLTYPES. Schneider, WG

Geleziunas, R.; Shyama. ; and Vainberg, MA
Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research, “pie Mortimer B. Davis - Jewish

Canada.
can regulate either posi-

tively or negatively the replication of several retroviruses. In patients
w: tith AIDS the pla: hydrocortisone (HC) 1 is increased between 50 to

70% over for 1 control subjects e e, towards identi-
s glucocorticoid on the replica-

tion of asin AIDS patients, we examined the effect of HC
ion dery of susceptible cell lines

glucocorticoid receptor GR). The cell lines wwere infected
II, strain o: at “various mutiplicicies of infection, “and

RPMI medium containing 10% £ HG
tionsrenvo wyto 100 pM.

production in H-9 cells in a time- and
approximately a 1500-fold increase in viral activity. Similarsesules %were
also obtained with a MT-4 In

4 S
e

à . 0 oe 8 oe 4 a
e

£ » n Se H
u

BE
* og no o 3 0 œ 3 3 ;

ds can rentes HIV in a cell-
specific manner and this effect may be mediated through GR

oNHOR DIFFERENTIATITHE EFFECT OF HIV INFECTION ON
T C P 112 Geleziunas. Romas: ; Bour, S.; and wainberg.Boulerice,

MOA.
ly Davis Institute for Medical Research, oir Mortimer B. Davis - Jewish

General Hospital, Department of Microbiology and Immunology, McGill
University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Two monocytic differentiation markers were examined afterHIV infection of
U-937 c 1 surface gen levels, 2) myc and fos oncogene

while
937 cells, suggesting a Possible|MRNA processing de:
monocytes. ese studies show t HIV may be medulating certain events

leading to terminal monocyte difterenttecion.

T.C. P.114 THEREVGENE PRODUCT OFTHE HUMAN
IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS AFFECTS RNA LOCALIZATION.

M. Emermanl, R. Vazeuxl, and KeithPeden2. Unité d'Oncologie Virale,
Institut Pasteur, Paris, France. 2John Hopkins University School of Medicine,
Baltimore, USA

Objective: To characterize theeydependent and Rev-independent
expression of the HIV-1 envelope pro!

fe havje constructed plasmids that contain various regions of
the envelope gene and different 3° untranslated ends. The normal splice

5’ to the start codon for the
as cannnot express either wat

Rev. Envelope expression following transfections of these plasmids both
ing Rey waswith and without another plasmid express: ey examined by analysis

of RN. d immunoprecipitation of labelledpeeins.
In the absei of the homologous RNA splice

sites, the dependence of Env expression on Rev was found to be post-
transcriptional. By in sity hybridization analysis we found that Rev affects
the nuclear versus cytoplasmic localization of envelope-specific RNA. Several
cis-acting sites innee envelope gene are invo!
he is needed e Rev response. Two here

retaining th RNA the nucleus in the absence of th
aa its response element. In addition, heterologous sequences at the 3' end of
the Env mRNAare able to modify its dependence on the rey gene produc!
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*Laboratory of MoJecular Oncology, N
2170

T.GC.P.115 EFFECT OF MUTATIONS IN VPX ON THE INFECTIVITY OF VIRAL
PARTICLES OF HIV-2

=OoEmCrarboreInstitut
Pasteur, Paris, France!, and Johns H
Baltimore,USA2,
Objective: To determine whether thethe ypxopenreadingframe, whichis presentinHIV2
and SIV genomes but has no

cells transfected viththe mutatedHIV-2 proviraclones

J ry eu as fresh
sotiamat thiard | A. ne in ét line ds don 4 th,

shar “=
4 0 44 f thistod protein,

PatniHNagamaetonuœil
call lines and àmonocyts cell line. In contrast, they show asevere defect in

thtthaVEXprobeDa beoctetthea Conclusion:These findings suggest
thatthe VPXpr -ycle of the HIV-2/SIV
viruses.

T.C.P.117 CONSTITUTIVE SYNTHESIS OF NF-xB-LIKE NUCLEAR PROTEINS
IN MONOCYTES- AN EANATION FOR HIVLHLATENCY?

id Mi ael N
“NIDR, NIH and FDA, Bethesda MD, U

. To determnerhost nuclear“dements contribute to the regulation of HIV-
1 gene expressioninin normal human mmoi

Nucllear proteins were prepared fromfres!‘eshly isolated and cultured
monocytes and analyzed for NF-«B binding activity to HIV-1 LTR and mutant
double-stranded oligonucleotides by gel retardation assays. Monocyte activation
was monitored IL-1 synthesis and IL-2 ptor ion.

. Nu ins i m 18 hr unstimulated and
contain specific NF-«B binging activity as observed by binding to

oligonucleotides encoding a single NF-xB enhancerregion from the HIV-1 LTR. No
binding wasobservedto a mutant sequence. Specific binding could pe blocked by
unlabeled Surprisingly,
freshly isolated monacytes (IL-2 receptorand IL-1 negative) and LPS-stimulated
monocytes expressed equivalent amounts of NF-«B binding a

Resting jonocytesoteexpress NF-«B-like binding proteins
and me, level of ‘expression is unchanged by thi e of activation.avhereas NF-«B

mn shown to stimulate HIV-1 gene expression‘in T lymphocytes, it appears
iarthetWe the functional and
phenotypic chan nocyte activity following HIV-1 infection. The co
synthesis of NEAtbinding ae in circulating monocytes may expiain te
persistence of HIV-1 in finical of AIDS.

DETECTION OF A NOVEL DNA TOPOISOMERASE I ACTIVITY
ASSOCIATED WITH HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) AND
THER RETROVIRUS PARTICLES|

‘k #k: Yosef, 0.**; Segal, Aboud, dewes Showalter,
M.weedy Oroszlan,Sje) and Bla 6.*

ional Cancer institute, oract? MD
1-1013; **Ben-Gurion University, heerSheva, Israel; ***Pro:

21761-1013; *eehBionetics Research, Inc.,

T.C.P.119

Resources, Inc., Frederick, MD
Frederick, MD 21701-1013, USA..

The viral replication cycle 4s undoubtedly dependent onnumerous topo-0
s of the viral and host genomes. Since topo’ somerases

to be res;ponsible for the topological changes of DNA,
was of interest to investigate whether a topoisomerase activity could is
demonstrated in retroviral particles

logical change

In this work we demonstrate the existence of DNA topoisomerase I (topo I)
activity associated with two strains of purified HIV-1, equvine infectious
anemia virus (EIAV) and Moloney murine leukemia virus (M

ited by camptothecin’ (cPT),
ct s

recognized by this anti-topo No similar protein can be detected
+= the appropriate nuclear or cytoplasmic cell extracts
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T.C.P.116 EXPRESSION IN E.coli AND PURIFICATION IN ONE STEroFÀ
FUNCTIONAL HYBRID PROTEIN BETWEEN A PERIP!

IN (MALE) AND THE T LYMPHOCYTE-HELPER INDUCER-CIcoe
(SOLUBLE PART).

ie* : SZMELCMAN, S.*; SCHWARTZ, O.** ; HENIN Y.** ;
MONT,AGNIER L.** & HOFNUNG M* et al. * P.M.T.G. & ** Oncologie Virale, INSTITUT
PASTEUR, 25 ruc du Dr. Roux,Paris 75015,

The surface glycoprotein ssed on Delper/inducer T lymphocytes, serves as
ugh Mindingofie

 

the HIV receptor thro: virus envelope protein gp120.It was recently
demonstrated that the soluble rruncated noiety ofrot (the| LUN terminal aminoacids)
retains the abilityto bind gp:120 and

fed binant protein produced by
E.coli that contains the HIVY bindinnding portio:on of the bcman CD4 Maecule fusedto the
periplasmic maltose binding Protein€(Male) of E.coli.ThiThis fusion protein retains the

properties of its
L purifytheobpreareins.This propery ised ip oneepposer

if ty on
Condition

2. Itbinds purified gp120 and neutralizes HIV Particlesiia vitro ;it is also recognized by
The cosypont neu g antibodies I[OT4 and OKT:

i ive MalE-CD4acti protatnrom bacteria should fi
numberofosdie such as screening and possibly selection of CD4 mutants with
Properties(stability, interaction with virus etc), investigation of therapeutic Potential of

structure by X ray cristallography.The CD4-MalE h could
also be useful asa reagent for various purposes: diagnostic, HIV virus purification
isolation of HIV mutants.

T. C.P.118 ra OF THE H INTERFERON REGULATORY ELEMENTS IN
TOPOIETIC AND EPITHELIAL CELLS.

Riscote,J., Cohen, Lucie, portza,

L., and Xanthoudakis Lady Davis Institute, Jewish General Hospical,
andDept of wicrebiology and Immunology, McGill University, Montreal,

Objective. interferon-8 promoter contains several functional domains

that confer virus-inducibility to the structural IFN. gene. Interestingly,
domaii

This observation prompted us to
measure the transcriptional activity of dimers of P2 and NF-kB motifs in
a transient expression assayusing epitheloid (293), T-lymphoid (Jurkat),
and myeloid (U937) cell line:

Cells were transfected with expression vector:
containing various synthetic IFN and HIV regulation motifs Linked ha the

and subsequently induced wi endai virus and/o:
ry elements displayed similar patterns of

Furthermore, specific inducible protein-DNA

r by band retention
uninduced and induced extracts from hematopoietic

epithelioid cell li:

domain and aeenhancer c
Sonclusion:
expression mayFéhare mechanistic similarities with the activation of the

V-LTR.

T.6.P.p.120 NEF RESPONSIVE SEQUENCES (MRS) OF THE-HIV-1 LTR-

MEDIATE TRANSCRIPTIONAL SUPPRESSION

and TMJ Niederman, Departments of Medicine and Microbiology &
Tmunotons, Washington University, St. Loula, Mo.

Selective 3 The nef gene of HIV-1 encodes a 206 amino acid, 27 kd product that
down-re, lates virus replication. This effect is mediated by NEF suppression,
of transcriptional initiation. This ney identified a cis acting element in

the HIV‘V-1 LTR which is reaponsive
Resulta: Two prov: zal vei " clones were constructed, pHIV F+

which bears an intact nef gene pHIV F- wh: has a 45 base pair deletion

in 5' po! of nef. sp ids wer ransfected into COS-1 cells
ar run-off, Northern blot hybridization, and radioimmunop’ pitation

a trate t uppresses RNA initiation and RNA

protein levels 2-10-fold. A NEF rassion vector, > made

an promoter. Co-transfection of p: in 4-fold excess with HIV-1-LT™R-
CAT resulted in an 8-fold Tens: of CAT activity. NEF-mediated supprea-

8 was dose-dependent and was specific for the HIV-1-LTR in SV40

promoter, a: LTRs , were unaffected. HIV-1-LTR

CAT deletion mu! s us se co! e

ts idea -65 to +33 relative to the RNA initiation site
ware responsive to . re: those w: tides -48 to were

unresponsive. Conclusions: NEF is a specific transcriptional silencer of the
HIV-1 LTR acting en -65 and The activ: £through sequences betws: +33, NEF
is pendent of that of TAT. Precise definition of MRS, possible interac-
tions with SP1 and TATA-binding factors, and the mechanism of transcriptional
silencing are being investigated.
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T 1 MYRISTOYLATTON DEPENDENT eeeoFINFECTIONS HIV-1
a Lee Ratner* and Bryant”, of

Pediatrics”, Washington Sniversity, St. Louis, Men,"asa
 

Objectiva: Linkage of myristic acid via an amide bond to the amino-terminal
sor of mammalian retroviruses appears to foi

assemb]. The Beaal of this study to

‘sor and MA protein.are

Methods: Oligonucleotide-directed i nge
for the N- inal Gly of GAG to an Ala codon ii functional HIV-1 proviral
lone, . e mutant plasm: HX- 1, the parental plasmid were
transfected into two CD4- cell lines, COS-1 and Hela, and CD4+ Jurkat cells.
On day 4 following transfection, the CD4- cells were“éocultivated with H9
cells to support propagation of infectious virions.
Results: Viral antigen was detected Fonlewing transfection ofeach of the
CD4- cell lines with either HXB2 e gradient

emuperparnakants revealed onlysoluble."eiProteins and no
eovea œ 8 & æ £ a nrus particles

following eoculetvation with 9usceptible
Jurkat cells. In contrast, trensfection ofeach

“infectious rus
= sr expression plasmid resulted virus replication,

demonstrat:tng ©complementation of this defect.
Conclusion: Hyieteylacion aethepod1 gag Polypeptite is required for virus
replication and mbly . ta suggest that inhibition of myristoyla-
tion will open anew avenueueof Snelveteeeiral research,

 

T.C.P.123 HIV INFECTION OF COLONIC MUCOSA ASSOCIATED WITH COLITIS

J.M. Mathijs, M. Hing C. Goldschmidt, D.A. Cooper. and A.L. Cunningham
Virology Unit, Westmead Hospital, Centre for Immunology, St Vincent's

Hospital NHMRC Special Units for Clinical Research and Epidemiology and
AIDS Virology, Sydney Australia.

iology of diarrhoea in patients infected with the humar

db: 8 ti
nflammatory cell infiitrate. These features were not compatible with a

© inflemaatory.bowel disease. HIV nucleic acid was
onic biopsies from 4 out of 6

and over cells in lamina p:
used to identify thelatter cells. No other microbial agent could be
demonstrated as of diarrhoea. At pagenttation all patients hac

Cb4+ lymphocyte Conte£ ter than 150 X 10°/L and none had AIDS. We
guggest that thi: is a new entity related to infection ot

the colon with the human immunodeficiency virus

T.C.P.125 LOCALIZATION OF A DOMAIN OF HUMAN CD4
— REQUIRED FOR HIV-MEDIATED SYNCYTIUM FORMATION

BY COMPARISON WITH cp cDNAs ISOLATED FROM THE CHIMPANZEE
RHESUS MONKEY

David Camerini and Brian seed. Dept. of Molecular Biology, Massachusetts General
Hospital and Dept. of Genetics, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, U.S.A.

Objective. To locate regions of the Human CD4 glycoprotein required for HIV-1
mediated ‘syncytium formation
Methods. We have isolated, seq expressed cDNAs encoding the CD4
‘glycoproteins of the chimpanzee (Pan rogllodytes) and ‘the rhesus monkey reac
mulatta). We pereformed HIV: 1infecion, binding and mod assays using cell lin
expressing these ed trans-species hybrid CD4 antigens in vitro,
and tested their ay to promoteteHIV-1 mediated syncytium formation.
Resuits. Both the chimpanzee anduas monkey CD4 antigens, respectivel % and
‘92% homologous to their human nterpart, bind H1V-1 End permit intetien when

Novel. these non-human receptors are markedly less
ting HIV-1 mediated prier formation. We

have located individual amino aciddifferences between the human CD4 and these non-
rotei! =. esponsible for their differing abilities to participate in HIV

 

mation

€ ve defined a region of the human CD4 glycoprotein, distinct from
the previously defined binding site for HIV-1, which is essential for the formation of
syncytia in the presence of the extemal and transmembrane glycoproteins of HIV-I

Medicine* and

infect as not produced

otransfection of the CD4- cells with
sult i

T.C.P.122 BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF HIV-1 ENVELOPE HETEROGENEITY
TerryMcNearney, P Westervelt, Thielan, D Trowbridge, J

Garcia, and L Ratner. Departments of Medicine and Microbiology & Immnology,
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

Objective: To examine the nature and biological significance Lej'avuraly
occuring mutations in HIV. 1's derived from bieod brain,an lung of 3 par
tients infected with a singleProgenice and Recults Iso
lates were obtained from PEMMC cultures cocultivated with. friesh
tissue from an asymptoma'tie, Fanseropositive blood donor (pt I), and two
neonatal transfusion recipients who subsequently developed AIDS (pts II &

ung and brain of pts If & III replicated to 100-
on weecytes relative to the blood isolates from the

lymphocyt: bserved ‘
q

Anong the sequences £
outbreak, there are only 0.oe amino acid sequence difference:

other. No À changes are found in the clones derived from
a: clones derived fromthese patients exhibit 2

termination codons in the Ttion of envencoding TH. nclusion: The
0}

ure ack
dffere derived from isolates which 5

mar! alyFeesreplication on monocytes suggests Chat er portion(s)
of the HIV-1 may be contributing to cell specificity.

ANALYSIS OF HIV SEQUENCE CHANGE DURINGINFECTION
rew J. an e, P. rsity of

Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland, UNITEDINNGDOM

T.C.P.124

Objective. To develop a method of analysis which will detect selection for

HIV sequence variants during infectio:

Methods. The probability that more“shan onepyaneage will be found ina

sample taken n generations after ene is been estimated using the

927),The approach has been applied
e“334, 440; 1988).

e Wi r parsimony er we

group of clones originatedfrom within the WMF1

sary to invoke selection to explain
relationships between the WMF3 and

Conclusions. The method we have used Pingbeerrective at detecting
selection imthe number of generations between samples is 30-50no

5-8 months). is no evidence on these data for selection am
clonesMnoltedfrom patient WMF3.

STUDIES ON THE FUNCTIONot VPX IN HiV-2
; Lee, S-W.*; Morrow, C.D.*; Shaw, G.M.*;

“University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama, USA.

Objectives. To determine tha vpxin thelife queHV
To studyàHdbiological function of vpx, we

itRips utilized it for site-directed mut nosis of the

intemal aig x containing fragment) was subcloned inio M13 and mutagenized so as to aboiish
vpx translation, The role of vpx was tl vpx-deficlent and wild-type
virus with respect to replication LLCsyncytia induction virusprotein"oxex ion,
infectivity and reverse transcription. For complementation studies, HIV-2 vpx was subcloned
into aiselraanaplasmid and Beet

ul unctional analysis co: x ent and wi indicated that isnot
required for virus repli ineweKR rtalized T-ceil lines =Fall Neral
lymphocytes (PBL). Upontrravistechon into imental T-call lines rodandCnd Cdne ee
induction, reverse transcriptase levels and virus encoded structural foundto’ be
oneenely oytopaticwhen fansand wild-type

HIv.2|were infectious and

T.C.P.126

a transfection-competent id
vpx open reading tana

Feeto ant i Ar jiarly peeeor,igoca cells. Similarly, vpx-deficient

a aarta East,aprtd "aRnces in virus ultrastructure and à unintegrai virus DNA
intermediates foliowing high titer infection Orgue cells demonstrated that viruswae binding, ul
uncoati reverse transcri were uivalent in mutant and wild type ruses ‘nally,
cotransfection of cos-1 ceils with a vpx-deficlent HIV-2 provirus and a vpx
plasmid resulted inie production of vpx containing vivitons and demonstrated. that WP
compleme: in trans.
Conclusions. Vj tequired for HIV-2 replication and cell-free transmission in i alizedme
Sols as wal 20PELVa Simit: , theback of x does not seem to affect 6 yave
ve lifefe cycle. Si vpx is packaged thin maturevil non, ititmightbe involvedinHiVeaascomblycor

lity. ntTans experime:complementatio:
Panne requirements for vpx and to determine another7 VpXtaneee atedmeae1 virions,
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GOMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 GENE EXPRESSION
Arya, and Gallo, R.C.
National co Institute, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA

T.C.P.427

pci and/or latency which may partly be determined by their regulatory

 

cell activation (NFxB site), t
element of -2 ts located upstream and fs supposedly a member of a family

he HIV-1 and HIV-2 transactivation

and CMV transactivation. Thus, the possible differences in their pathogentc-
ity may not reside in the functional capacities of the regulatory genes a
elements alone.

T.C.P.129 A STRATEGY FOR THE DETECTION OF SPECIFICALLY SPLICED mRNAs

ENCODING HIV-1 REGULATORY GEES
Guatelli, John*; Richman *; andMea eras, T.**

*Depts. of Medicine and Pathology, UCSD 5chool of ne, San Diego, Cali-
fornia, 92161 USA. **The Salk Institute Biocechrology/Tnduetriat Associates,
Inc. (SIBIA), La Jolla, California, 92037

Objective. To differentially detect spliced mRNAs encoding the HIV-1oneule
tory genes tat, rev, nef in order to study the temporal expression of
these transcriptsring in:fection in vitro:
Methods. Primer-directed nucleic acid Gaplification was used to generate cDNA
iragrents of characteristic length which reflected gene-specific RNA splicing

 Resulte.oor cellular RNA from HIV-i-infected CEM cells was amplified using
primers complementary to: 1) t ely 5' of the splice dono
como: 2) the

hared nu-
nm be detected utilizing

primer-directed amplification. This approach can be used to analyze the
order of expression of these transcripts during infection.

T. C.P.131 ORUMERASE CHAIN REACTION IN HIV eesON
Mariot *:Jean-Jacques*; Berriche, S.*; Vittecoq,

Va.‘8x;; Ferrer-ie-Cœur, F.*; tireRe*; Rouger, P.*,
* F.N.T.S., Paris,ueHopital Necker, Paris *** C.T.S., Chambéry, France.

Use of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) in human immunodeficiency
 

Objective,
virus (HiV} high risk subjec:

+ Localisation on HIV 1 genome and nucleotide "sequence ‘of the primers
  P viral genome) were :
~ GAG primer i 1088-1115, primer 41 1175-1202, robe 1132-1172
- POL primer | 2391-2416, primertl 2672-2698, probe 2539-2575

Lo] primer i 4118-4135, primeril 4242-4259, probe 4167-4205

 
- POL2 :
Slot-biot and Southern-biot analysis were used in detection of HiV sequences.

ji lied : 200 non-haemophiiiac HIV seropositive (Elisa with
confirmation by Western-blot) subjects (amongst them were seronegative 6
months earlier!er} ; 40 haemophiliac patients. (20 seropositive + 20 seronegative) ;
5 tive polirasfused thalasssemlapatients :: 20"subjects

antibodies (anti-p25 or anti-p 2
ubjeects ( a second sample was collected

he use of three

A was observed in seronegative subjects from high risk
were PCR nega

PCR allows the Identification ofHIV DNA in seropositive subjects
and confirms the absence of HIV infection in seronegative subjects.

588

T.C.P.128 RESTRICTION HAP PATTERNS IN SELECTED CLINICAL PAIRS OF

Vahey,MaryAnne; McCutchan, F.; Mosca J.: Redfield, R.;
surke, D., and the Walter Reed Retroviral Research Group,U.5.A.

Objective. To evaluate restriction mpping of selected viral isolates to
determine thethe potential value of application in defining the identity of
viral isolates.

. Primary viral isolates were obtained by co-cultivation with
normal PEMC using standard techniques, Southern blots of restriction
enzyme digests of viral DNA probed with 32P labeled SST fragment of
pelo.
Results. Specific paired samples were selected ard viral isolates

results demonstrate the applicability of restriction
mapping in defining viral identity.

T.G.P.130 PROCESSING OF THE gag POLYPROTEIN BY HUMAN

IMMUNO DEFICIENCY VIRUS PROTEASE OCCURSIN

A SEQUENTIAL MANNE:

John Manfredi, Paul Viitanen, David Tribe, Radonna

Tritch, Ronald Swanstrom,et al. E.i. DuPont de Nemours and Co., Inc,

Medical Products Department, Wilmington, De, USA 19880-0400 ani

Departments of Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology, University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, No. Carolina, 27599.

The virally encoded protease of human immunodeficiency virus is

responsible for the processing of the gag and gag-pol polyprotein

precursors to their mature polypeptides.Since correct processing of the

polyp p us virus, HI

protease rer its ap Ui D g In this

Study,full-length gag polyprotein has been synthesized jn vitro to serve

as a trans substrate forptexpressed HIV protease. Thegag

 

 

 

 

 
 

polyprotein |is rapidly y p y protease-containing

ipitati i | ] ibodi to p17 and
24aug hat initial cl ge of the polyprotei t the p24-p15

junction. The p ly hibited by pepstatin with an ICso of 0.15
mM for | it th 24 pts j ctil d 0.02 Mf

p17-p24 junction.

T.6.P.132 AN-YITRO EXPRESSIONOF A FUNCTIONAL HIV-NEF GENE PRODUCT
Poulin,Louiseand Levy, J.A. Cancer Research (netiute, University of California,

School of Medicine, San Francisco CA 94143 USA

Objective: Funo bicheaOnof the HIV Re protein
Methods: We have subcioned the HIVgro net gene DNA from an origina! plasmid (pKK-ort B)
Provided by Paul Luciw (University otCalifomia Davis. CA) Into a bluesctipt vector (Stratagene,
CA). The new construct was used In Produce the nef mRNA.

nuclease treated reticulocyteThe generated messenger was then translated imea micrococca!
produci was analyzed in an in-vitro assay for GTP bindingy:athe parie nef gene

and kinase
The net muRNA encoded fo SOOtor 27 Gatons as determineined

polyaciiar gel eiectrophoresis. This finding Is in accordance id molecular
weightand isstnilar to what is found tn Hiloacells. This027 Is toognized by either

nat body (Dupont, serum from human AIDS
patients, in addition, three other products of 29K,25K and117k are also synthesized at a
much lower level in this reaction and are also recognized by the

Ipha-GTP. Furthermore,ae
immunoprecipitated i ith
gemma-GTP or 32P-gamma-ATP. However, the proephoniahproductof this In-vitro kinase

ns as a single band with a molecular weight of 45 to 50 K daltons a polyacrylamide gel.
Thephosphotanste activity Is dependent of the concentration on the met translated products

 in-vitra
estabishment An LDsom alows us te atudy the elructore anethe

negative reguiator of HIV expression.
kinase ay. Th
biochemical function of the purifiedet protein known as a
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T.C.P.133 wo EPSTEIN BARR VIRUS LATENT PROTEINS (LMP AND
EBNA2) TRANSACTIVATE THEHIV-1 LTR
Simurda, anne C. a! , M.-L.

Departments of Microbiology and Oral Biology, State University of New

York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214, U.S.A

We have constructed SV40 based vectors that express citerent latent

proteins of Epstein Barr virus ‘(EBV). Using these constructs w
shown that both the EBNAZ2 protein and the latent manbrane

LMP) are efficient enmsoivers of the HIV1 LTR.
these. proteins are expressed in B lymphoid cells immortalizedroy EBV. To

map the regions of the LTR involved in the transactivation we have used

different mutated forms of the HiV-1 LTR linked to CAT as a reporter

gene. CV-1, Ramos, Raji and Jurkat cells were co-transfected with these
eut Results showed

pped to the binding

sites for nuclear factor xB (NF-xB). These results indioate that LMP

activates second messengers that are involved in activation of NF-xB of

‘elated factors. The effect of the EBNA2 protein could not be mapped to

a single defined cis-acting element and seems similar to that observed

with immediate early proteins of other herpesviruses.

T.C.P.135 DETECTIONOFACTIVEVIRALPROTEASE ASSOCIATEDWITH
INESCTIOUSVIRUS (ELAV}
Roberts,Michael; and Oroszian, S. 1, Basic Research

program, NCI-Frederick Cancer Research Facility, Frederick, MD 21701-1013,

The cores of retroviral particles are kel te contain ali the components
required for infection of the host cell o t has entered the cytoplasm.
In this respect, it was of intere:st to propre.cores of as a mode]
system for the human immunodeficiency virus (HI

In this work we have prepared cores of EIAV by treatpent of whole virus
with detergent followed by two cyclesa rate-zonal ing through Ficoll
density gradients. The major componel of core are the pll
(nucleocapsid protein) and826 (este.protein)which are present in
equimolar amounts, as in the whole virus the cores are n

The other gag-encoded
H 7.6, the+ x o zu 3

8
2

#
2
3

s @ æ = S 3
2

>proteins p9
presence of act ive viral protease in the capsids was revealed by cleavage
of pil to a p6 protein. This cleavage was inhibit h

nowns to worl h retroviral proteases. The aise nce of th id as
a distinct morphological entity was shown electron microscopy of
negative stained particles sids are rev

e-
ri . By ap: led as

ped particles 60nm x 120nm in size. The stonificance of
the pil. cleavage at this stage in the retroviral life cycle is bei
nvesti
{Research supporteed by the National Cancer Institute, DHHS, under contract
ND, NO1-CO-74101 with Bionetics Research, Inc

Additionnels
Additional
T.C.P.137 HIV-1 pol EXPRESSION IS DEPENDENT ON A GENERAL

CSHIFTY SEQUENCE
“; Braddock, M.’; Kingsman, S.M. and

Kingsman, a
*Lepartm of ‘Biochemistry, South Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3QU ,UKk.
“British Biotechnology Ltd., Watlington Road, Cowley, Oxford, u.k.

Oblective- we determine the minimal sequence requirements for the

ameshift event which is essential for pol expression and to examine the

significance oethis ‘shifty’ sequence in cellularRes
We have used an m to assay a series of

fragments aneoligonucleotides for their ability O frameshitt.

. We @ shown that a short (26bp) sequence containing a run of 6

The possibliity of remet occurin

has been examined and we Gemonsirate shifting in a

expression
modulated by other viral proteins or by the particular sequence context.

T.C.P.134 DSAFEESvataSN

M: Marthas, B.Benapour, T. McGraw,P. Marx and N.Pedersen,
University of California, Davis, California, U.S

Objective: To analyze rhesus macaques a molecularly cloned SIV with respect to
viral replication, virulence, and ability to elicit anvil immune responses.

replicate to
high titer in cultures of primary ace peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and
macrophages derived from rhesus PBMC. Six"juvenile thesus macaques were inoculated

Results:All anianimals seroconverted (by immunoblotting analysis) within five weeks ksPost
inoculation (PD) and vivirus was recovered from PBMCofall animals at one and two

 

36g-pol p
Only dy to theeaes Bene product.

‘Once antibodies|to SIV-encoded proteins were elicited, oy persisted; however, SIV-specific
ti

the animals had exhibited transient viremia (as detected by co-cultivationwith human
 

 

 

 

lymphoidcells}, ë
SIV

k p F ii P i: d, perhaps, latent

infection int iq! f infection appear pend th
individual host. TI imal: the pathogenic p an SIV
 

T. Cc. P.136 TTEMONerRe OF HIV GENES IN XENOPUS OOCYTES:

MONSTRATION OF POSTRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION

Adenivi-Jones,Samuel”, an, Mary** and Josephs, Steve*®
*Human Genetics Branch,NICHD. Bethesda, MD and Laboratory of Tumor Cell Biology,
NCI, Bethesda, MD, USA

Obiective: To study posttranscriptional aspects of HIV gene régulation in Xenopus
oocytes.
Methods: Purified normal and mutant LTRCAT transcripts were synthesized using the
bacteriophage T? polymerase system. ese were coinjected with plasmid DNA
constructs into the nucleus and/or cytoplasm of Xenopus oocytes. T assays
RNA analyses were performed by standard methods.

can be faithfully and efficiently expressed in the Xenopus oocyte.
TRCAT construct.

vels and are not regulated.
X oocyte is a suitable system for the study of HIV gene

expression.* our results suggest a postranscriptional TAR dependent regulation.

T.C.P.138 aeTRnd) OF THE HUMAN CD4 GENE

ung, E.* and Jolicoeur P.*

*Clinical Research. Institute of*Montreal, Montreal, Qusbes, Canodo;

s“*“Université de Montréo!, Montreal, Quebec, Canade.

The human CD4 molecule has been shown to serve os 4 specific membrane

receptor for HIV. To better understand the control of the expression of

this gene as well as its specificity of expression in specific cell

Oewe we undertook its molecular cloning. Using the CD4 cDNA

robe, we isoleted a set of overlapping genomic clones from human

genomic Nbrairies constructed in the lambda cloning vector EMBL-5.

These clones span the CD4 gene and its adjacent sequences. Clones were

characterized by restriction enzyme onolysis and by Southern

hybridization. The putetive promotor has been identified and partially

sequenced. Seorch has been initiated to identify enhancer sequences using

transfection techniques with the CAT vector end by constructing

transgenic mice.
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RE - v FiT.C.P.139 ANDmt OF HIV-1 GENE EXPRESSION BY tat, rev T.C.P.140 oe PECTINTHROUGH ERDOYTOSIS MEDIATED BY Fc-RECEPTORS

Ath tos, 7p wakite G à Felber, B. K.*, Drysdale, C. M.*, Nagy K. °, Valentin A.*, Szegei Gy.”
anassopoulte and Schwartz, S. *. i

"Institute of Isotopes Hungarian Acad. Sci,, Budapest, *pept. of Virology,
* NCEFGRE, BRI-Basic Research Program, Frederick, MD 21701 USA. Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweeden, “3rd Dept. of Internal Medicine,
‘Objecti e : . Medical University, Hungary

Methods Geneisroe , Measurement of RNA and prowin levels, cell fractionation, stability Qojective To study the role of Fc-receptors in HIV infection of CD4 pete
measurements, PCR amplification, Dolto profes cells, using a recently established macrophage/monocyte cell line: DD as a m
Results p of HIV-1 tat and rev, for vi A del system.
third regulatory protein, nef, has al: d dation of iption from the k Methods Membrane marker and Biochemical characterisation of DD cells had been

virus propagation in we culture.tat interacts with a cis-

acing element inthe Kregon of tho LTR (TAR) and inceaeyte saysu eels ala vl HRNAs

ARNA

 suggesti
SRReeanma

NAS 
 

 

 

 

the expense of the multiply spliced mRN,
accumulation of unspliced RNA. Splicing fnnoacerfo rev function, By promoting the transport of
unspliced mRNA, rev decreases theramonheyslNA.revis

L i which have not been ch DNA and (b) bicistronic, producing also tat
protein. We h

the levels of tat and nef proteins.
Conclusion, Feedback regainbr inhe: rex in the À mR rev and nef is an
 

 
infectious virus. I

effects on the outcome of viral infection.

sun OF THE CD45R AND UCHL1 POSITIVE LYMPHOCYTE SUBSETS IN
THE BLDOD OF NOPEPoeIVE (HIV-POS) AND HIV-SERONEGATIVE

HILI

T.C.P.141
CHIV-NEG) HAEMOP

Füst, G.*, Péléczi, Kk.* , Beverly, P. À Uheiyi, E.* , Mihalik, R.*, and Kréll,

Natl. Inst .Haematol .Blood Trensfusion, Budapest, Hungary, XXICRF Human Tumour
es., Immunol. Group, London,

Objectives. CD45R+ and UCHL] lymphocyte subsets are thought to have different
unctions and are markers of the virgin and primed T lymphocytes, resp. Upon
in vitro activation, a CD45R-UCHL1 switch oocours.on se
esting to st if ALV infection influences

s of other subpopulations, however
cells of both subsets include much more CD8+ cells in HIV-infected patients

n in the healthy persons.

aNUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE OF UNKNOWN FUNCTION
PLIFIED FROM DNA POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION(PCR)

tN HIV-INFECTED CELL

se Liu*,Siau-Ting Hu*,Shih-“Pons Wang**
putesbi Yang-Ming Mediccal College and **¥Institute of
Biomedical Science,Academic Sinica, Teipeis Taiwan,R.O0.C.

T.C.P.143

Objective To discovery the nucleotide sequence amplified by
PCR fronuvinfected cells.

selective priners SK38/SK39 was used forniv l

and SK39/SK90 for HIV-2 identification using PCR ngle -
stranded dideoxy method employing wBlueSerint II was used for
nucleotide sequencing.

t : Using PCR, the virus strain from chinese homosexu
retient with AIDS was identified as HIV-1, not HIV~2.

an erted orientation.
sequence so far has 77% homology to comye and only 44%

A nucleotide sequnce of unknown function was
amplified by PCR from HIV-infected cells. The meaning of this

equence is under investigation.

590

methods. OD cells were
itions, and infected with HIV: i., directly, ii, com-

plexed with different titers of HIV-specific IgG. Viral replication were moni-
tored with IF, reverse transciptase assay and electron
Results DD cells express myelomonocytic differentiation antigen CD13, and Fc-II
receptors on t 11 membrane y are negati cR-I, Leu M3,

150 ptors even after receptor induction. They di S5ES

r active viral replications in this
system. We hypothesize, that this way Fc-receptors may play an alternative

i toc.route for HIV infection in vivo

T.C.P.142
THE IMMUNOMODULATING AND ANTIVIRAL EFFECTS OF AS101, AN

Yonsover,Ami: Kalechman, Y.; Oron, M; Shalit, F.: Albeck, M.: Sredni, 8., ef al.
Bar tian University, Ramat Gan, tsrael.

. common approaches to the ae of AIDS are the use ofantiviral
and immunological enhancement. We tested AS101, an organo-metaliic compound

(Nature 330:173, 1987), ‘or these activities.
. We evaluated the effects of AS101 on various metsrs concerning activation

and function of immunocompetennt celis as well as its antiviral effects assayed by
determinations of the reverse transcriptase (RT) activity in supernatants from HiV
infected calls.
Results. AS101 induced the expression of IL-2 receptors, the production of IL-2,
colony-stimulating factor (CSF), IL-3,Oe and INFs, in vivo. AS101
also enhanced the ratio of OKT4 toOFKT8-positive cells in cultured mononuclear cells
trom ADs patients. Phase Î clinicai triais currently in ns on patients

CASIOwas aiso found to protect mice from adverse st of Irradiation through
increasing the number of spleen and bone-marrow (BM) cel C

of CSF. in vitro sueswith HUTtonal infected and with
rrononuciaar cells infected show that AS101 had an antiviral effect.

This was demonstrated by inhibition ot iperticulate associated RT activity in the
Supernatants o'of he Intected ceils.

. These ings indicate that AS101 acts as an immunomoduiator and as an
antiviral agent. ASTO! may therefore prove useful in the treatment of AIDS patients.

T Cc P 144 INHIBITION OF HIV-1NWAPRODUCTION BY SYNTHETIC
ve PEPTIDES FROM REGIO! ENV, GAG, veo PROTEINS

SIMILAR TO CELL
¥.Blinov,A.Pokrov: 0.Yastrebova, 8. Ghaplygina, L. Sandahchiev,
A.Kozhich* L.Chykin#, V.Ivano
A1nie Research Toxeitare of Molecular Bioloogy, Koltsovo,

emyakin Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry ,Moscow, USSR

The CD4 antigen was identified as an essential c
of the cell surface receptor for HIV-1,and it enwith
BLA antigen of 11 class.Regions of viral proteins L to
receptors CDce42ad,BLASDR were localisated in gp41,gag,vpu

an Sellectedp tides.WilesSoenv) -SG1VQQORNLLEA;4901687
-5750nv)-RAT LLQLTYWG 3(43-53vpu) DRLIERAEDSG 5 94(92- 107888).TEIKDTKEALDKIEKE, g96(419-430env CRTTN gs7(426
~43 ) “NMWQEVGKAMYAPP; Es(6—8ivpu)-
thesized and used antoitlosUE study of HIV-1 epeeesSells
Cells were examined after HIV-1 infection by
measuring of reverse“transgrintase(RT) activity, virus an

gens expression and viral RNA by hibridization method
+ was found that optiides 292,898 could be induced agées -

ficantily inhibition oF Iv reproduction, when there are added
at the concentration 100 ng/mi.The g96an

Perse were inhibited RT activity©more than twiceeo"at
early stage of virus infection.Additionly,the neutralizing
activity of sera obtained to these peptides was studied.

These studies indicated that peptides from viral proteins
similar to CD~4 receptor has suppressive effect on virus rep-
roduction.
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5'-PHOSPHONATE DERIVATIVES OF 3‘-AZIDO-2* ,3'-DIDE-
T. C. P.145 OXYNUCLEOSIDES: SYNTHESIS AND INHIBITION OF HIY

PRODUCTION IN CELL CULTURES
horlin,A.; Kgpayevsky.A.

: k,D. ryvayev,L. ; Beabealash
ill _Engelnardt Institute of Molecular Biology, the

USSR‘Acadeny ot sc es, Mo ’ n
Virology a National Card tology fesearch Center, the US
Academy ofMedical Sciences, Moscow

Qbiective. 4 group of new 5" _phosphonate of 3'-azido-2° ByAN
deoxynucleosides was studied in cell cultures, infected
Methods. Synthesis of 5°“Aronnates, 5° AEaEnephonpho-

nate and 5‘-methylphosphonate of 3*-azido-2*,3° -dideoxynuc leosi-
des was ellaboraven. The activity of these compounds on HIV rep-
roduction in H9/IJIB and MT4 cell cultures was evaluated Dy re
verse transcriptase activity and using immunof luorescent and co-
jorimetric ana. ysis.
esult. 5'- e- and 5‘-hydrophosphonates of 3'-azi o-2°,3"
dideorytnymidine revealea the activity close to at of 3°az1do
2',3'-dideoxythymidine (AzT) at t upression HIV reproduc
tion, wherea r city was significantly lower both in HIV

eo

!
T
v z
y
5 nm T T
Z
o B [n

d
oO an r
e
5

THE ROLE OF INTERLEUKIN-4 (IL-4) IN AIDS.T.C.P.147
PavriKhorshed.

Project Director, ICMR Centre for AIDS Research & Control, Pune. India.

mt a model explaining pathogenesis of AIDS.
de of mo ecular to epidemiologic

retroviruses, and of cytokines. Relevant
information is presented to explain the pathogenes?8.
Results : This model is d on interaction between latent HIV lurking
as intraciaternal A particles (IAP), other infectious agents which induce
IL-4 and act as cofactors,and also ! fost's netic factors. ÿ human
CD4+ Thelper cells simultaneously secrete 12, IFN-Y, IL-4
stimulates B cells to polyclonal activation and es expre

Fi

and "the T,-B cell interaction so appears to, be
the HTLV-induced growth tableor reported to be©responsible for Kaposi
Sarc. ents
Conclusions : The model ex 8 the depletion of T, cells in AIDSend
also why some individuals Veselep full-blown AIDS élster than othe

T.C.P.149 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES RAISED TO RECOMBINANT HIV-1 GAG—PROTEINS
CAN IDENTIFY IMMUNODOMINANT B CELL EPITOPES IN AIDS PATIENTS.

De Baetselier*, R. De LeysEric Saman, P. + C, Wauters and H Heuverswyn.
Tonegenetics N.V., Antwerpen, Belgium. gium

Van
"sndversity of Brussels, Bel,

Ob jec:ctive: The ability of serum antibodies from AIDS-patients to compete with
of mouse anti-p24 monoclonal antibodies to the E. coli produced

owell plates “coated with E, coli produced purified p24 HIV-1
ntigen, werePncubatted vitth serial dilutions of sera fro!a ATDSPetients,

th the monoclonal Ab, whicl
Inhibition of soneelonal b:

iable degree of inter-
erence from a panel of 50 human anti- sera vas observed. The corres-

i ic i -1 patients. However, one

2) rom viral lysates.
This implies that the epitope is not cecesible.in mildly denatured p24
tein. This points to the identifiication|ofepitopes exposed only after dena
turation(presentation)©ofae,viral an
Conc. bodies denatured recombinant HIV-antigen
areSate,to eeTAepitope$aoeoenieed in HiV-infected humans, but not
accessible in the native ahtigen.

REDUCED IN VITRO GROWTH AND DIFFERENTIATION OF MONOCYTES FROM

T. C. P.146 PATIENTS WITH HIV alley, eoland
, 3.8.Rolla Gaudernack, & F

University of Oslo, The National Noedeale “Aikshospitalet, Oslo, "Norway

Monocytes (mo) frompente with BIV (CDC II/III, 2-36; AIDS, n=

on were determined, maunocytochemical stataining¥
bodies (Mabs) against two differentiation antigens. tro growth of Mo
was rt n (a) 8 AIDS patients receiving zidovaltne,({b) 12 patients

cal AMO su from normal blood rs, and
(e) 6 patients where Mo were cultured with M-CSF (M® Colony Stim, Factor).

10, the of M¢ cell protein were ri coC 11/
III and even e in AIDS Depressed in vitro gr elated with red

tion Tow (BM) assessed as low rs of erythr 5 (ref

0.45,p20.003), leukocytes 5(r=0.36pa001) and thrombocyte

in peripher: HIv+ M¢ were significantly hess|differentiates
than control reated with zidovudine, 3 ou!

ovement of in vitrosent during the first 2-.Shon
dono! well as M-CSF did partially reconstitute

ted
creased Mo in n most aus

with HIV infection. This ne be due to li

reconstitution experiments. The

cw numbers of blood cells5 night also suggest tnit defect:
oracursor cells are operative m may be HIv ceplication in Mo.

FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS ON A LABORATORY MODEL
BASED ON HIV~1 SPRCIFIC CYTOTOXIC T LYMPHOCYTES
Arida, Elie. Hatl. Research Center, Cairo, Egypt.

The author had previouslyreported on the development of HIV-1
Arida,E., 6th Internat. Cong. of

T.C.P.148

mmunol., July 6-11, 1986,“poronto, Canada, Abstracts:3.55.15,
p. 460. Arida, E., 7th Ininte Cong. of Virology, August 9-
14,1987, Edmonton, Canada, Abstracts: R38.6) theprenent
work, the characteristics of these c

under several exper. ental
» T cell mitogens, parasitic

tc,...The cells
e

ens which sti ate T cells. -1 SCE was maint. d
cells only u th ofpropagation & was £ erly
retained by treatment with C Zn & C ions, but notpith
Cut, Fe or Co. Cheliating agente daterfered with the
cation effect. Cheliating agents (inc ing Ca agents)venter-
fered with HIV-1 SCE sirue was used but not
with its related genetic materials. These results indicate
genome integration of an HIV-1 provirus & its associated
influence on T cell response. The value of these cells as
lab. models for immunologic tolerance is evident

T.C.P.150 HUMAN MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES TO HIV
1), M.Bôügel !}, C.G.-Meyer !}, R.Grunow

R.von Bache 2), H.Scbmitz D)
1)Bernhard -Nocht -Institute for Tropical Medicine, Department of Virology, Hamburg, BRD
2)Charite’, Department of Immunclogy, Berlin , DDR

oùective : The produc fanal antihosti HIV and th 1

role ofantibodies &in HIV: inter
: The hetecmpelomacelliline CB F7 (Grunow et al, J.Immunol.ne

106, 1988, 257-265) w: ‘or cell fusions with peripheral bllood lymphocytes
from HIV-poakve blooddonors. Clones were screened for specific andcopen
antibody production. Suupernatants from stabie hybridomas were tested in specific
neutralisation and cytotoxicity assays
Results: In 20 fusion SX10wasoba fusion frequency of 0.6 x 10-5 and a specific
lusion frequency of 0.8 xl10

were specific for gp 41 and eleven for gp 120. One ate against4 120 produced
continuously for the iast three month. Neutralisation and cytotoxicity assays are

clu Wehave established amethod allowing, the production|ofspecific
mono onal aanti
wiil enable us to“investigate the correlation of neutralising orcytotoxic ¢rectyo
monocional antibodies with the type 0!ofeppitopes inprin order to get more
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Modéles animaux
Animal Models

W.C.P.1 AEROSOL DELIVERY OF error TO THE DEEP LUNG : A MODEL OF
psororic QUANTITATION IN BABOONS.

OT*, C. JUBAULT*, J.L. BAULIEU* ELCHOUTET®#*, €. LEMARIE##*, A. LE PAPE*

* Lab. de Biophys.use. CNRS-Faculté de Médecine,TOURS +TOURS ; ** Service de Pneumologie,

and *** Service de ne À, Centre oerpremieres TRS, France.

Anii th Pentamidine in AIDS pa-

tients is known to ii a y adverse reactions. Aerosal administration was proved to be

avaid from these toxic effects, but st aerosolization conditions

fined. In this goal, ic

tion was administered to 4 unanesthetized baboons as an aeresol containing 200 mg Pentamidine

MEq

lung

@ thorax like phant

tam!

. 0.7 % with a neglectible clearance ening the

course of the sti (gastric delivery - was 0.257 mg i.e. 0.128 X).
So, these results cbtained in the baboon point out the crucial ro’e of aerosclization method

for an icece of Fentamidine to the deep nanRadiolabe:ue of Pentamidine offers

@ convenient a way to quantify the effective pu 30 to optimize

the aerosol conditienein AIDS patients. Based on this strategyclinical studies ere currently

in progress.

 W.C.P.3 PERSISTENT HI¥2 iNFECTIONOF

leFlaminto-Zola, G.* ; Dubouch, P.** ; Desportes, 1.*; Bernard,
Zegur

#Université P. et M. crie, paris”Fran, CNRS. Villejuif, France.

 

Methods. Six monkeys of three different species (Mangabey Macaque aand: Baboon) have been infected
with HIV2 NIH-DZ using intreperitoneal or intraveinous injections of cell-free HIV2 or autologous
Hi Viral expression was demonst:

in cells after coculture with human peripheral bad lymphocytes, by
southern blot an rum Western-Blot, ELISA

(detection of antigen and antibody) and neutralction essay carried out using immunofluorescence

 

sistently infected Up to wo years as demonstrated by RTeswon IFA, EM. We also observed integrate
ÿ . No sign of immunodeficiency disease has

fer been observed
Conclusion, TI (Carcocebus sp.)p perimental Hi¥2

Ww C P 5 CD8+ AND CDä+ RESPONSES TO HIV-1 ANTIGENS IN MICE
wee IMMUNIZED WITH VACCINIA VIRUS (VV) RECOMBINANTS.

Mitel édéri Hoffienbachy A.*, Chenciner, N.*,
Kieny, M.P.°, Rautmai G.°, Guy, B.°, Lacaud, G.°, Kaczorek, M.°°,
Girard, M.99, dein-Hobgon, S.* * and Plata, F.*
*Institut Pasteur, Paris ; °Transgéne S.A., Strasbourg ; °°Pasteur
Vaccins, Marnes-la-Coquette - France

Objective :: To study the HIV-specific cytotoxic end proliferative respon-
ry Y 1V-1 envelope

in.
eco)ombinantts

or wild-type VV. Cytotoxicity assays werePerfori
target cells transfected with the HIV-1 env, ‘92g|or nef gene.
tive responses were performed using recombinant envelope gp160, gag p25,
gag p18, nef p27 prooteine and synthetic peptides.
Results : 1) HIV- lymphocytes were detected with P815-env-

P815+MFILAY target cells after in vitro interleu

studied.
Conclusions : Thus internalae protein and non-structural nef protein

'-1 can induce cell-mediated immune responses in mice. Our murine
model also permits to evaluate the immunogenic power of different HIV
proteil

592

SIV, .4AND SIV, MIGHT BE NONPATHOGENIC INVIVO
W.C.P.2 vostro Onta¥eIshi kawa,K.*;Tsujimoto ,H.*;Mukai,R.**;Honjo,

ayami ,M.*
*Inst. Med. Sci. oko Univ: ete Inst. Health,***Inst. Virus Res., Japan.

Objective.To see pfectability and pathogenicity of S1Vacy and “eo in
of monk

plasma were examined. Organs removed
2 weeks p.i.+ »SIVyvg-infected group :20

seroconverted within 2 weeks, and
lomo gus monkeys and cotten-top

tamarins inoculated with SIV D seroconverted within
fe tton-top tamarins.

t no noticeable changes in immuno-hematological analyses and

monke
Conclusion. SIV might not induce overt AIDS in its original host as well as
Th cynomolgus Alkeys, and SyMND is also considered to be nonpathogenic.

W. C P. 4 A RABBIT MODEL OF HTLV-I INFECTION: SEROCONVERSION

— PATTERNS AND DETECTION OF VIRUS BY PCR

ell, CGx*, Hartley. TM*, De, BK*,Cocker
Itex, Centers For Disease Control, Atlanta, GA,
Ft. Collins, CD, USA, #*k#Kochi Medical School,

ovnak, J**, and ereon
USA, #iCoLorado State U.
Kochi, Japan

Objective: rmine the aneodyreactivity and virus. distribution of
rabbits persistently infected with Neonatal and weanling
rabbits were inoculated with HTLV-I infected cells tyTP, IV or IC routes.
Antibody status were assessed by IFA, WIB, and RIP assays. HTLV-I sequences
vere oxaninedre Southern bles =sus from PEHC andEisaues

to HTLV-1, whil

: but ks p
rabbits (neonatal group-killed 70-94 wks pi) HTLV-I pol and gag sequen

b from P! (3/3 (#test/ #positive), liver (1/1), and
Extracts of spleen, bone

‘rom infected andnieshee rabbits
No cliniccopatholo|

HTLV-

es develop early and persistent antibody tonyt gag p24

and contain low numbers of HTLV-I positive leuko
rabbireare useful to study persistent HTLV-I infections in huma:

MACROPHAGES FROMLP-BMS INFECT OD MICE INDUCE MURINE AIDS:
W.C.P.6 Jan zdins", R.M. Cozei L and J.D. Gangemire

ears al orateorjes, Pharmaceutical bivision, CIBA-GEIGY
CH-4002, Basel. Switzerland. Dept. of necrobiology and Immunology,

USC-School of Medicine, Cclumbia, SC., 2921

e LP-BM5 murine leukemia virus induces an enoderictency syndrome in mice
n AIDS. To further validate this

M

differences from controls were observed). Hacrophages (M3) were purified by
adherence, scraped off and resuspended in PBS (10°/ml). Splenocyte suspen-
sions were prepared(108/mt)- This material (tml) and the corresponding con-
trols were injec i.p. in norma /6 mice. After 45 days enl

en weight and ConA response assessed (MT
p ConA response (stimulation factor)
 

injection #
ontro

M6 Infected 20392760 0
Splen. Cont. 78412 4
Si +300 0

Theseresuleinindicate that macrophages are an important retroviral reservoir
in the LP-BMS MAIDS model similar to human AIDS.
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INTERCOMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SIV ISOLATES IN

W.C.P.7  RHESUS AND CYNOMOLGUS MACAQUES
a Peterl; Cranage, M.P.2; Stott, E.d.l;

gnaBaBaskerville
AIDS Cwaliehowating Centre, NIBSC, Potters Bar, UK and

2pivision of Pathology, PHLS CAMR, Salisbury, UK.

Objective Comparison of different SIV isolates in macaques.

Methods Six different isolates of SIV (sIVmac251 low passage

S s imals receiving SIVmac251 (LP) YrVeyni86 and

Sivsm? produced antibodies to the env vir
proteins. ose receiving the SIVagm strains or SI )

response and virus was routinely re-isolated from this animal.

In contrast, the cynomolgus 705B, produce onlya ak
tibody respons: and died from a wasting syndro' 30

. The authenticity on the 32H and 705B SIV revieolates was

confirmed by and
gonelusion SIVmac251 (LP) is pathogenic for cynomolgus macaques

n be used as an animal disease model for human AIDS.

W.C.P.9 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF COOONS IN EW
or, T., Naidu, WerHeCie,DayDawn P.,CoRester, x ‘an,

and Desrosiers, R
New England seen Primate Research |Center, Harvard Medical School,

Bouthborough,

fective To determine the size requirements of the envelope|transmembrane

pro (ne) of SIV foryee in cultured cells and in
Me: =ME region ininfectious marclones of

IVRAC e deteTuned. “virus Wad 4 n cultu
transfection of cloned DNA usi: Soy western blot.

Re: TVvmac251 and SIVmacl42 infections molecularYElones have premature

Stop ions that yield virus with short (28-30K) TMP. sTvmac16239 cloned
have : transfection of HUT~78 cells

41K TMP. Howeve 78
strong selective pressure for a short 28-30K TMP.

gtowth of cloned SIVmac239 in HUT78 cells, i
di the rgence ©!

redoninates. Cloned virus with|ür TMP grows very well upon
maintains a 41K TMP in

using normal mase cells. Vi covered from an indected macaque us:
ymphocytes yielded virus with 41K .
Conclusion. The natural form of rs 1

K version. shorter fores of TMP in SIV cesult from growing
11 types such as 7 4, tumor T cellHUT-78 MT4, human

in the different cell types may be used
light on the role of the carboxy terminal portionon of TMP either in virus
entry or in the as: y and budding process

W Cc P. 11 FIV-AIDS MODEL FOR TESTING NOVEL VACCINE APPROACHES
rs FOR HUMAN AIDS

Okuda
epar tm le a scngel of Veterinary Medicine,

University of California, “Davis, California,

ge, i ologous feline T lymphocytes infected vith feline
maunode icivirus A5 were used as an inactivated vhole cell

vaccine Against £feline
of STDEPAID is immunosuppression resulting in increased

susce ipiiity ofthe infected cats to secondatathisinfections and death
resulting se ondary infections. study FIV-AIDS vas
us Peasai model of human AIDS to test novel vaccine
ap sence ed consisted of*adduvant and FIV-infected

cat) inactivated
The adjuvantused in the vaccines

L infected cell ccine consisted of
yn

wa: a
4th Vaccination, all jc

fiatant podies to viral put B
/3 of these cats develope ‘antibodies to’ Envelope q €:

e cat which develPE after the 8th (the last) vaccination. The results
below were obtained from cats monitored over 1 “eeeks post-challenge (vk
p.c.) vith live viru:

uy k Cc.
ve OB: 2/2 ratte}

1 + Adjuvant
Uningected tail + juvant 1 wk p.c.

Adduv 1 vk p.c. a nd

. Cats with infected celveSeocine developed antibodies to
rity of£ viral proteins detectable by immunoblot and in these cats, the

of the cell-associated viremia vas delayed weeks. Heteroloogous
cell*gectnes appeared to dec: age the ereityof “the cats challeninged
with live FIV. Additional Monter inng of these Cats should determine Che
efficacy of this vaccine over prolonged period of time

W.C.P.8 STRAIN SPECIFICITY OF LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATIVE RESPONSES IN

EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS IMMUNIZEDmp wae MART

GENS. Wentworth, Peggy, Doe,8. Haigwood,N., Shuster,J.,

Scandella,C., and Steimer,K. Chiron Corporation, Emeryville, california, USA.

Objective: termine if the helper T-cell responses to recombinant gp120

polypeptides areetirected against conserved aind/or variable region:

is lowing non-glycosylated, denatured HIV gp120 Proteins were

aa

332) deleted; and HIV-SF2 gp120 with ali five hypervariable regions (aa 131-

300-332, 388-414, and 457-4 ted. In manmalian

glycosylated, native HIV-SF2 gpl20 has been produced. Lymphocytes from

di  animals immunized with purified gp120 antigens were tested in vitro for pro-

liferative responses to the immunizing acer and other gpl20 polypeptides.

Res 3: L 8 from various nized animals have thhat
responses are Dettes, that conserved

0.

 

o hermore, lymphocytes from animals domunized

glycosylated gp120 clearly respond in vitro to the plyeoeylaced noleeule

on solate. prereliminary results sugge
glycosylation may influence the strain specificity of T-cell re

nelusions: These studi out complexity of the T-cell responses

o HIV-1 gi Both type and groupspecific responses observed,have been
differences in the responses to glycosylated and non-glyco-

sylated ns of the ssme molecule.

W.C.P.10 CONSTRUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF RECOMBINANT VACCINIA
VIRUS sas THE ENVELOPEGLYCOPROTEINS OF SIVme,

: rav B,M. ; Abrams, K, 3 Chi 3
Yorto ; and Benve oR. Oncogen, Seattig, WA, USA;

RestoreFetaate ResearchCenter, Seattle, WA, USA; National Cancer
Institute, Frederick, MD, USA.

Obiective: To determine the biochemical and immunogenic properties of
S1Vmne envelope glycoproteinsexpressed by re vaccinia virus.

combinant vaccinia virus has been contains
the ent ire eus gene of SiV¥mne
recombinant -m prote
ability of these glycoproteins to induce syncytium
HeLa-CD4* cells. The ri combinant virus wasvinoculated into redents and
macaques forLiomunogentchty 5

: e glycoproteins were detected by SIV-positive macaque serain
cells infected with the recombinant vaccinia virus. By their mobility 1

readily as tl
the env glycoproteins of HIV-1. Results of immunogenicity studies will b
present

n: The envelope glycoproteins of SIV¥mne are expressed and
processed in recombinant vaccinia virus infected cells. Unt ike their HIV
counterparts, reconbinant-m lo nott mediate syncytia
formation in CD4* cells errict ently. This recombinant will be useful for
the study of the immunogenic properties of SIV envelope anttaens.

W.C.P.12 EVOLUTION OF THE ENVELOPE GENE OF SIVmac-BK28

M.**, Hirsch, V.***, and Mullins,
JL*, ‘Harvard School of Pe Health, Boston, MA Delta Regi

Usure Research Center, Covington, LA ***Present address: NIH/NIAID, Twin Brook, MD.,

i Relative to HIV-i, many SIV isolates encode truncated alabore Proteins

CTMP5), as a result of & stop codonin TMP gene. Previous work borat
codon is required for the uction of infectious virus ‘hen the

BK28 molecular clone of STVmac is cultured in HUT78 cells. Cons juently we decided to address
the role of genomic evolution in the hathogencais of SIV infections, initially by assessing

ing i vicinity of the TMP stop codon. Here we report on changes within
gene in viruses replicating in cultured cells and in infected macaques.

thesus were inoculated with a combination of 2 anivmaves of SIVBK28: a stop

codon-ess construct, and a spontaneatus “revertant” containing a stop codon, that arose

during invitre growth. À tion of the TMP gene was amplified directly from infected

chan;
the SIVax2s TMP

amplifil is were cloned int
Th viruses showed no increase in Pathogenicity over parental BK28, alt 4 remain

healthy at 17 months pi. genes recovered animal
distinct from virus inoculum. Eleven of 15 clones carried a 12bp deletion centered over

TMP stop c permitting prod of an exten gp4l

carried a different 12 bp deletion which ated top codon and permitting
gp32 to b luc: e genes of virus derived from this animal following propagation

in H9 cells were exclusively of the latter type, indicating ste: invitro tio

il ection
region surrounding the TMP s1 SIVBK28

selection for such mutations refle requirements For glycoprotein structure

utilization of alternate splice acceptor sites for viral regulatory genes (see abstract by

Viglianti and Mullins) remains unclear.
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W.C.P.13 ISOLATION AND PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION OF A

NEUROTROPIC onTRAIN OF FELINE LEUKEMIA VIRUS

Whalen’, J Overbaugh®, DW Wheeler’, SW Dow, ML Poss.
Pathology Dept., *Anatomy atOo Nearoholea Dept., Colorado State University, ‘Microbiology Dept.
Schoo! of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle. U

SIGNIFICANCE: have Isolated a strain ot feline leukemia virus (FeLV-1390)which induced
significantss im:Motor nerve conduction velocities in 3 of 3 experimentally intected pen
pathogentree (SPF) cats within 7 months post Inocuiation. This | may
feline rode of AIDS Deriphera!rouropatnies to be utilizedin future testing of therapies for RDS

à bone enveciedomrom 3 cats exnioiingneurologic abnormalities. All
3 cats were FeLV postivesmalNnn were naturally infected. One cat (43390) was
experimental infected with seolecultartycones(ne)rey8281 2 years before develo;ing
neurological problems. All samples were ine fibroblasts (AH927 celis). Six SPF cat
were inoculated (intracistematly and phare),”cach with cell free supernatants containing
105 flu of the 3 pan neurotropic strains of FelV. Four additional SPF cats were sm

fi ges Gcalcats/cage) Electrophysiology wa
performed andthe cats were euthanized between 6 and 7 months post Inocutation.

: All of the FeLv-nocuated cats became FeLV posillve approximateiy 3 weeks post

 
Inoculation. One of the mediu cats tasted FeLV positive 9 we lation. We
assume this cat (#1970) contractedFeLv-1390 horizontalNtatly from the infected cats with which it was
housed. A virus restriction pattem similar to mc -3281 was kientifled by hem biot analysis of
the FeLV igenomes pre: in cat # 1970 and ihe 2 cats Inoculated with FelV-1390. The motor

Lv1380 were Significantly
sent cul

nerve conduction velocities of #1970 and the 2 cals infected with Fe!
age-matched control cats and catswhen comparedto the velocities of uninfected

withmc FeLv-oF
 

to HIV and/or TLV.‘+ peripheral nervous system lesions.

W.C.P.15 IN VIVO ANALYSIS OF THE MINIMAL INFECTIOUS DOSE OF AN ACUTELY
LETHAL POOL OF SIV (SIV/SMM/PBJ-14> ane

xeon, D.C., ari, A. and Fultz, P.
Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center and Depestacntof Pathology, Emory

University, Atlanta, GA, U.S

Objective. 'o determine the minimal infectious (lethal) dose of anacutely
lethal viruspooleof SIV derived from a chronically infected mac

groups of 2 pig-tailed macaques were Iv with 1efold
serial dilutions of the PBj-14 isolate, or dosees ranging from 10°-0.1 T Deg.

All animals given 10 TCID,, or greater became infected and
acute clinical disease. Al ere was no ev: e
1 TCID,, became infected, one animal that received 0 TCID,, was infected and
at 6 weeks P.I. had reduced numbers of CD4* ce that decreased progressively
until de 9 nonths In the other animals, disease onset ranged from
day 7 (10° TCID) to day 12 (10 TCID) P.I., with death occurring from day 8-16
One animal survive:a the acute disease but showed a progressive decrease in
CD4* cells and died 7 month a W: ciation, oroesophageal candidiasis
lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly, lymphopenia and a CD4/CD!

The lowest dilution (107

isolate of SIV/SMM to infect all alse resulted in death of both ani-
mals within 16 days, supporting the contenti -14 is ole agent.
responsible for the acute letha Ase. was a correlation between

se and onset of disease and dea Two lon tera survivors

Op:
eared to correlate

with a marked reduction in CD8* cells. core by NIH grant RROOL6S).

W.C.P.17 REGULATION OF THE VISNA VIRUS LTR IN MACROPHAGES INVOLVES

GE FACTORS WHICH BIND es CONTAINING AP-] SITES

grenade, Dane H.; Hess, J.; dela Torre, A.; 3:

Clem
The Johns Hopkins Medical Tastituedone, Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Objective. To identify sequences in the visna virus long terminal repeat

involved in the developmental regulation of gene ppregston in macrop!

Methods. Deletion and linker-scanning mutants, gel s
footprinting were used to study regulation of the vines“vive
monocytic cell line. Similar experiments using human pr:imary macrophages are

in progr

Results. Sequences in the visna virus LTR that are involved in the rrselation 

Conclusion. Our d which one or more of the proteins
which interact with AP-1 sites may be involved in the developmental regula
tion of viena vi: ne ex! on in macro] es otre trus
molecular events which relate macrophage differentiation to the regulation of

viral gene expression may pr mechanisms controlling viral
gene expression that may be relevant to disease pathogenesis.
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 W.C.P.14
VOLVEMENT IN INFANT FELINE AIDS (FAIDS)

Ray, B.°; Eliott, à.C.* and Tshikuka, J.G.*
“Univ. of Missouri at Columbia, USA.

Objective. To emulate in FAIDS, the human AIDS (HAIDS) demonstration that HIV infects and
affects the ons.n FeLV+FAIDSthis link was, “puuntil our work, conspicuously missing.

amples were brain extracts from case vs. ron infant Kitens (a2).with
FAIDS inducedÀaynvracerebral injection ot FeLV *A" (ATCC-717). Theviral assays were
based on comm reagen! s: polyclonal anti-FeLV virion (Antibodies Inc., Davis, CA USA)
or monoclonal ondTrev gsa zr (CITE™. ch Systems. Portiand, ME USA)antibodies.
The results were conioe “i a commercial saEuRSS orli, Pittman Moore,
Washington Cross, NJ USA). Endocrine affection shown by a heterologous rabbit anti-rat
growth hormonecimanainyoreyses by immunostainning. The pnerence in GH in the

A FAIDScacases was significant (p<0.0
Besults. T! stefurther corroborates our preliminary reports on FeLV in CNS.Pituitary
GH Guainuton coincided with growth impairment In thefom a failure-to-thrive and an
suing tatai wasting syndrome endistinguishabe fi sults with rabies {1}.
Conelusion: S in kittens, as a model for HAIDS inChidren, "Song 8sudgests a neuroen-
docrine participation that, at least in part, may explain the immunodefici ency [1].

support of the auras of commercial FeLV and RV bio-technology diagnos-(The kinas
tics, as m mone’. is kindly appre:
i TonesAne al. Failure to thrive, wasting syndrome and immunodeticiency in fables:
a hypophys:calttypothataraicthyerie axis effect of rabies virus. Rev Infect Dis. 1988-1
(Suppl.4):S710-25.

   HIV-1 INF RO! LINE
W.C.P.16 bennrietia Kulaga’, Davvid Recker, Ellen Gugel**and T.J. Kindt"*.

MH, St. Elizabeth's gspital, Washington, D. C. **Laboratory of
Immunogenetics, NIAID, NIH, 8ethesda, MD 208

Objective haracteri HIV.1 infecti a hi ti

 
83.

n was monitoiredusing standard methodologies including RT acti aand the
presenaatiincell-freesupematants,indirectimmunofluorescence, electronmicroscopy,
detection ofviral nucleic acids and passageofinfectious virus to a numberofindicator cai

5 2

Results: 6083 was shown to bs permissive to HIV-1 infectionby all parameters assessed with
iheexcexception that noRT activity Presence of

indirect immunofluorescence and Western
blot analysis. in addition te the presenteof"HN nucleic acids, electron micr
indicated production of mature lentivirus particles in a fashion morphologically similar to that
seen in human Macrophagesanddifferent trom T-cel infection. Although virus positive by

IV-1 in’fected 6083 cultures gave mega
AT results. Supematants derived from uninfected 6083 cultures were also shown to abrogate
RTactivity in known positive samples. {t was shown that the lack of RT activity was not
due to adirect inhibitor of he coerets both infected and uninfected 6063 cells produce a
factor

Conclusions: 6083supported productive HIV-1 infection which is similar to that seen in
human macrophag:

 

p WUE my, epee

W.C.P.18 INFECTION WITH SIMIAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY ves

(SIV) VIA CONJUNCTIVAL AND ORAL MUCOSAE
RHESUSMAMACAQUE

che, N. : Tillery, S.*; Yee, J.*; Antipa,
Chesney, P.**. “Univ. of California-bavis, Davis,

Caliternias USA, prive of Tennessee Memphis, TN, USA.

Objective. To determine SIV can be transmitted post-
natally via the mucous membranes in the orn rhesus
macaque and to determin f transmission canPoceur from
infected infant to mother during the neonatal period as a
result of syneLoontac

. 5 dropped on the conjunctival and oral mucosa
of a newborn “rhesus macaque at 0 S post-natal1y.
Following exposure to virus, the infant was kept with the
mother and both were tested for SIV infection.

was isolated from the peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) of the infant 22 days after the

ss Àsecon osure to virus a all other sampling times
thereafter. e imal died of cachexia and pneumonia
months af + Generalized lymphoid

mother remains healthy and
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THERAPY OF MAIDS (LP-BM5 INFECTION OF C57BL-6 MICE) WITH MOLECUTAR CONSTRUCTION OF A CHIMERIC HIV/Akv MuLV PRO-

W.C.P.19 DTETHYLD]THIOCARBAMAT, W.C.P.20 VIRAL CLONE.
C.

;

Mos D. : Petersen, E 3 and fedrozeMartin Livia*ms Chenciner, N.*, cheynier, R.*, Delassus, S.*,

“University of Àarizona jucson,"Arizona, 85724, USA, " fedical ‘eotoay > L.°, Plate, F.* end Wain-Hobson

Institute, La Jolla, california, 92037 USA.

Beewith To determine the dose and time relationships in treating LP-
OTC. We have previously reported that DTC administered from

th of virus fnnoculation can survival in mice an
partially prevent bot! lymphadenopathy and hypergamma:globulinemia. ve

t there is a strie¢ a and time relationship for

nimals were inoculated with an amount of virus that results
DIC treatment was given 5 days per week

30mg8"and s
9g (ene maximallytolerated dose)

At each dosage level

started as late as virus (3 weeks before animals begin to
die) lymphadenopathy was abrogated and mortality prevented. If therapy
was stopped, disease progression
Conclusion. Determining the mechanism of action of OTC and the use of
cogeners of DTC may lead to new approaches to AIDS therapy.

PATHOLOGY OF FELINE IMMUNODERICIENCY VIRUS (FIV) INFECTION
Konno.Akibire: Ishida, : Matsumura, S.: WashizuW.C.P.21

Tomad:
Nippon "veterinary and Zootechnical College, Tokyo, Japan.

Sblectixe. tudy pathologic changes associated with feline immunodeficiency

) Tarectioiion
A total of. 15 cats naturally infected with FIV were examined pathologic-Methods.

ally e cases included 2 PGL, 1 ARC, and 12 AIDS stages, and they were all

examined post morten.
. The or of 2 PGL cats (one euthenatized and one died renal

disease) showed reactive changes with follicular hyperplasia. The.Le ter had mark
mast cell infiltration in the medulla. The nodes of the at ited of pyothorax
showe h erplastic 0 and moderate dysplastic lesio! different
odes: the 12 AIDS cases had dysplastic nodes characterized D follicula:
trophy, acortical cell depletion. and fibrosis. ases showed extensive

necrosis due to cryptococcal infection. Two AIDS cases had astie bone marrow,
wh .the rest & AIDS cases show plasia with emperipolesis of meg: te
2, . ve AIDS cases had chronic stomatitis. Two w lcerative stomatitis

the were charact:seras> chronic active in tion with extensive

celioler prolireration. acterial or cryptococcal infection. it
rimary hepaticyestons an d metastatic

1th accompanying peliosis hepatis in 1

cases. These lesions were characterized|by fceumtlation of proteine
the Disse’s space compressing the hepatic cord. her 4 cases showe chol:
hepetitis of unknown origin. Althoweancases ith elinical renal failure were
excluded from this sti moderate to intergediate ¢ Gl

is was geen In 7 and and 4 cases, respec-
ud,

nephritis and chronic|interstitial nepnrit
3% arin.At pneumonia cases. Interstitial Peumonis was seen

ia! neumonia was found in 1 case. The cases studied

ere had no clinical evidence of neurologic debit and i owed no major
in the bi a case:

Conclusion. The lymphoid lesions suggested presencee of the similar emunoloie
aiterations as in HIV infection. The man:meneofATOS phase disorders were,

however, in part different from those in the

W.C.P.23 ADAPTATION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS SERO-

LOGIC TESTS TO THE SIMIAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

n L., Jennings, Myra B., Lerche,
Nicholas W., and Carlson, James
University of“California, Davis, USA.

Objective. Qsinianimmunodeficiency Virus (SIV) inmonkeyshas
erge n important model systenfor studying t

Immunodeficiency virus (IV). SIV are antigeenicacally
oO commercially available HIV II antibbody and HIV I

the model 8
Methods. je eva d ‘theose o veII enzymeaun ay
(EIA) and Western blot (WB) (Genetic Systems Corp., attle, WA
and E.I. Du , -, Wilmington, DE xr the detection of SIV
antibodies in se from captive and wild caught mon In
addition, HIV ntigen EIA (Abbott Laboratories, No. icago,

o i ee Dupont ne. i iming:

mononuclear cell culture ogpernatannts.
Re. 8 H i

reduced sensitivity when com
rcially available HIV reagents are suitable

for serologicalststudies in the SIV model system

tinetitut Pantone: Paris - France ; SAntusl address + Mount Sinai Medical
USACenter,

to develop a chimeric HIV potentially infectious for murine
F AIDS rer

tl

clone, and proviral DNA w ted into d mol
Virus production and infecetwere determinedMoyreverse.“érenscriptese
assays and other virological t niques .
Results : A chimeric Boleculerie of a MutV/HIVRNAue was obtained

tri DNA sequencing.
deleted.

 iq)
ProductionKi

ndparticles ï y hi
cells following transfection of chimsric proviral DNA is under study

UN MODELE EXPERIMENTAL DU SIDA CHEZ LA SOURIS, gor
W.C.P.22

6Men ; Madarnas, p.”, a Zyns
et Nigam - Département d'Anatomie et di ologie cellulaire et

a aepartenent “de Patholegie, Faculté de médecine, Université de rbrooke,CANADA

ouris transgéniiques contenant de l'ADN proviral du is HIV
du

Les
(Science|2 1665, 1988}, les souris C57 BL/6 infectées par le mélange

rus de la lersenteteeBMS (3. Exp. Med. 161, 766, 1980) et les
llules cu.cultivées du Sar de Kaposi (SK) injectées souris nues

(Science aea 1988) sontquelquesunsunsdes modbies du SIDA infectieux

SK. ine les ans le cas à homo et
bisexuels avecote.SIDA. Paérontré auparavant,
laquelle .on dor he dia
et ensu le difluorométhylornithine, ont xs colorectales ni

grande incidence a" angioearcomes et des infections qui causent leur mort.
Le but ce t de décrire les évènements qui suivent dans le

développement des iFEegtionsve 5 angiosarcomes. Les & is CD] on’ ecu

20 mg/kg de DMH une fois par semaine, de façon sous-cu ée. Un groupe
de ces a: souris sacrifiés à toutes les
2 semaines et déterminons Les sous-population de cellules spléniques
et périphériques, les réponses mitogéniques a concanavalin À et

i ‘anticorps 5 j rés une injection i.p. de les rougesour:
mouton (PFC). Jusqu'à présent, après 23 5 snes la réponse

l'activité mitogénique aux aémon
traités au DMH, e des
côloi =Popalations ae Ce:
résultatsambient indiquer qu'une immuno:osuppression se développera et "mènera

Aévalogpepent ! éantiasoreunes. et. d'infections

W.C.P.24 ENHANCEMENT OF ANTIVIRAL THERAPY IN HIV INFECTION USING
BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER (BBB) MODIFICATION W: N:
ANIMAL DATA AND CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS

. TheAyre, Steven G.; Skaletski, B.; Nesnaiay Chicago Medical School,
Nort! renga. T1linois, USA.

Objective: RIV infection of t!the CNS is resistant to treatment with the
nucleoside-analog antiviral _fonpeunds (AZT,

agent: ef

xy insulin, 10 minutes before thi njection, resulted i

vtatistically.sigaificant (p < 0.01) increase in the BUI of AZT (7. att.in
X+S.D., ne7, e 6.8-10.6).
Conclusion: À combination of insulin and AZT incressed the BBB passage of

exper 
the antivir 8 Prel rience ust: this
treatment strategy in conjunction with ribavirin in two huaan oatonewith
synptomat av infecti ip IV-A IV-B) has produc
remissions in beth cases (27 and 31 months). An FDA approved Stinteeltrial
using ineulin in combination with AZT is currently in progress
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W.C.P.25 IACOPVERTICAL TRANSMISSION OF SIVagm IN A BREEDING COLONY 

 

AETHIO!
Birgit B. Kvinesdal*; L.S. Bruun* and C.M. Nielsen*
*Statens Seruminstitut, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Objective. To investigate the occurrence o: transmission of simian
immunodeficiency virus (SIVagn) in a breadingokacolonyof CS:sethiops by
stingfofor SIVagn
Material and Methods. wild-caught C.nethiops inported from Ethiopia and off-
spring from these born a: Seruminstitut. The breeding colony was
founded with 21 fenle and88 male monkeys i in the period 1976 to 1988
Serum pamples from the 2eed and Frm 70colony born monkeys were exa-
mined luorescencetest

were of age or later.
antibody positive. From 12 of the 22 young sample collected 1-4
years later was agm tive. Samples ini

itive. In 2 of

verti transmissiona SIVagm is rare if atai
Presumably maternally cireSIV: disappear wi

the first6 months of lif

MACROPHAGES INVITRO

Me .M.,Kasszi P., Malefiej P., Foley P., and Cunninghen À logy
Infectious Diseases atte, Wontmead Hospital, NEMRC ea Unit in AIDS vietesy

yup as ood monocytes. We have further investigated t! ion and

fuaction of monocyte/macrophege CD4 in vit revioualy we’ fou: t the

CD4 antigen urface of Leu eitive human blood monocytes was

variable wteh 65% - 90of cells being positive by aesees flow cy: ry. en

monocytes adhered to plastic, which ates mace: loss of “tot expression
wae observed FL tometry fluorescence ntuee 3-5 daye but

proportion of erent celle expreasi: ju an 5 not decrease. Mono:

ses on teflon remained CD4 positive Sur: iodination of blood monocytes and

plastic adhere: rophages followed by oprecipitation wit! 4. 4
taeibodice thee dencnstrated a marked reduction in membrane ene i y these

8. However CDs mRNA levels quantitated by Northern blotting and tots
cellular CDé ein levele etre by oprocipitation) remai
conetent throughout the five day period, suggesting a eelective jose of CDA fi the

menbrane, probably by endocytic cycling. Phorbol ei e { aleo reduced the

roport!: CDS expressing monocytes from 90% to However no differences were

observed in binding of radiolebellad © pre“es ce macr ee

Whether is in phoehoryiased fering fnmraputat and the effect of protein
kinase C ishibitore on th. at

sa: es by 11 tyencotns t    ar ra and gun a a
on by monocytes maintained in cafes.nets, nor did other etes (me

cerencestu;Herer neo

W.C.P.29 PRIMARY RETROVIRAL INFECTION yenUS CHRONIC VIREMIA:
THER,

 

. DIFFERENTIAL,RESPONSE TO
Ruprecht, °, ullaney, S.”; and Andersen, J.”.
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, Massachusetts, ‘USA, “Harvard Medical School,
Boston, Massachusetts, USA,

o . y ï . nn

to animals exposed de novo to pathogenic retroviruses with that of therapy given to
chronicallyvivremic animals.

male BALB/cc mice were Inoculated at time O with Rauscher Murine
Leukemia Vi (RLV), a virus compiex consisting of a lymphotropic replication-competen
heipervirus as weil asseraleaionfective spleen-focus forming yin. ‘or post-exposure
treatmlent, therapyw br after virus inoculatiIon and continued for 20 d. The

for RLV-i ÿ and virernia. Therapy
of crenvoally viremic animals was initiated only at 2 weeks after virus exposure and was
continued throughout the animals’ life span. Survival was analyzed by Kaplan Meierplots.

lo-3'-deoxythymidine (AZT or Zidovudine), recombinant human interferonaA/D
(Poa),ane castanospermine were administered as above.

castanospermine were active in primary infection as well as in chronic
viremia.neacontest rHuiFNc / pp y 94%,

 

 

bi mpl
withrTHUIFNGA/D baringnO.)i xp identi trol
animais (6.7 vs 6.9 = 0.34)
Conclusion. Biciogieally” the hota viremic state mereSignificantly from primary
retroviral exposure, as judged by the differential response to therapy. Evaluation of
antiretroviral therapy should be coolly designed to differentiatebetween‘these situations.
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W.C.P.26 EXPERIMENTAL Hiv-2 INFECTION OF OLD WORLDStOENS
; Eich! J.W.’; Lerche, N.W. and Lew.Jd.ae

Cancer Research institute, LUniversity of California, Schoolof
San Francisco CA 94143 , “Southwest Foundation for Biomedical esearch,canAron, TX
78228, “*Calitomia Primate Center, Davis, CA 95616 USA

eral blood mononuclearceils Pee)) from baboon: ‘and rhesus macaques were
sereened foroops lity to infection with four HIV-2 isolates from the Ivory Coast. Infected cells

ra cocultivated with uninfected PHA-stimalated fronkey PFBMC of the same species or with
human PBMC. Cuiture supe! savedfoor HIVreverse transcriptase activity. Animals

€coIs showed highlevels of virus replat ind cytopathology in vitro were inoculated with
the strains producing peserresults. Serum ambody, lymphoid cell counts, and virus production
from ihe animals'PBM nitored monthly.
Besutts: All four HIV-2 ‘strains tested were infectious for baboon ind macaque cells, but some

 

 

es. We have recovered HIV fi
hasDeen¢observedinin the baboons Serologic, Immunologic and Vskisolation data on the

ion: HIV-2 isolates growth h primate cells. Productive
infection
specificvine strains,

CULTURE REQUIREMENTS FOR HIV-1 ISOLATION FROM INFECTED

W.C.P.28 CHIMPANZEES
Piazza, Paolo Kobb, K.E. and Eichberg, J.W.

Southwest Foundation for eT Research, San Antonio, ‘rexas, UeS.Ae

o optimize conditions for the isolation ofoi fromObjective.

ti
cells; (2) chinpanzee cell:
human indicator cells; and (3) chimpanzee PHA activated P red

without human cells. All cultures were maintained in the presence ofinter

ya and monitored weekly for production of

Hiv-1 in supernatants antigen capture assay.

Results. HIV-1 sonwas sucessful in five out of nineoohimpansees by
any protocol employed. two of these five animals, nel ould be

isolated only by Recoaand (2):“in one animal o y by“Protocol (3),

all three protocols in the other two animal:

Conclusions. The difficulty in isolating HIV-1 tron chimpanzees is con-

firmed, suggesting a low level of virus integration in PBL; in some animals

a clear preference for one culture condition

of human PBL on the production of virus in Mpa

that Fequirements|for virus isolation can aitter dramatically between these

animals and

PATHOLOGY OF EARLY LESIONS IN SIV ENCEPHALITIS

Sharer, Ler epeeeenL.*,;Richuels, J.*, Murphey—Corb,
L.**

‘New Jersey Medical School, Newark, NJ, USA,ineseelta Regional Primate
Research Center, Covington, LA, USA.

lective. To sr €central nervous system lesions early in the course of
on imian immunodeficiency virus (SIV).

le macaques ated i.v. with SIV/Del-

W.C.P.30

pos: tion: four re sacrificed at 10,
11%, 20 and 23 weeks. Histologic preparati fi n tissue e

# £0 dase for glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP) and for SIV antigen, employing a rabbit Lyc tiserum.
Results. At 2 weeks there ‘iitrates in choroid plexus
Te) and leptomeninges (LM), with a few peri rl in brain
parenchyma; re lis in CP contained SIV antigen, At

s observed
lymphocyte aneiieatespersisted

tinucleated ‘giant cellsme) in The most
sa 1010andiy weeks,

‘ides with the appearance of perivascular
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HiV-1 ANTIGENEMIA IN ATHYMIC “NUDE” MICE
W.C.P.31 Wetherail, Neal T, and AndreaEiring.

DepartmentOfPathology, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashvilie, TN.,
3723

Objective. Several small anima! models of HIV infection have been proposed.
Weh deveioped a simpie meansto support the replication of HIV-1 which
can produce|large populationsof infected mice for therapy screening and host-
virus intera
Methods. Nudemice (3-4 wks old) were exposed to 600 R's of 137Csirradiation
and inoculated with 1 107 HIV-1 infected CEM cells. The animals were
foliowed daily for weight gain and tumor progression. Groups of 6 animals

iunated at 8 intervals over a 9 week period and necropsies were

Results.“Plasma p24 antigen was detected at day 3 and rose over 9 weeks
(522000 pg/ml). Where ossible, plasma anti was neutralized with huma
antisera to HIV-1 infected mice did not exhibit any weieight loss, but a hi hy
significant iteraen en in tumor progression when compare
controls. Using iimmunohistochemmistry, sheep raisedpoiycma antibodies to
viral p24 and gp 120 detected HIV proteins within|tumor cells and mouse splenic

h Electron microscopy revealed rareintracellular lentivirus
particles in the CEM cells.
Conclusion. These findings suggest that the nude mouse transplanted with a
well characterized HIV ermissive cell tine should be useful for many

caland antiviral stu
“This work isssupported y the Ù.xs Army Medicai Research and Development
Command Under Contract No. DAMD 17-88-C-8071.

W.C.P.33 ne OF BABOONS AND MACAQUES WITH VIRUS PRODUCED FROM THE SIV/Mne
MOLECULAR CLONE
vartonMR. l; Kuïler, L.l; Clark, E.A.le2;ae Mg,Foy, Ket;

Overbaugh, J.1+2; Katze, K.&1,2; Heidecker. 6. 3; Benveniste
IRegional Primate Rese ter, University of Washington,eee Washington, “Dept.

biology, University of“tigen, 3Lab of Viral Carcinogenesis, KCI, Frederick Cancer aeceareh

Center, Frederick, Maryland,

Tenge molecuar ‘clone of SIV¥/Mme (CLB) was shown to be infectious 4in vitro by
the presence of reverse trai

 
and ~ baboons intravenously on November 5, four inoculated an’ is well

the contro] aninals, were examined at regular intervals for the presence of antibodies

to siviine and Yor the presence of virus in PBL and plasma. Animals were also monitored forsen
changes in their clinical and fmmunological status.

Tymphadenopathy by two weeks post-inoculation, ‘us was isolated from the ie

s died at st-inoculation with anemia and ing $: imi lar
to-that seen fn macaques fnoculated with SIV/Mne. Attempts virus isolation were negative

at the time death. To arteryine if cells containing SIV/Mme viral genomes sof

in this baboon's lymphocytes was extracted fi

sh on lower nina onverted a

virus could be isolated at various times post-inoculation t 64 weeks post-inoculation,

both animals ‘in in ap mnt gi ve hibited a decreas

nfa
tion, which in previous transnission studies, were forerunners of clinical disease.

W.C.P.35 INFECTION OF RHESUS eaehnWitt poecueRLY ceHIV-2.
FranchintGenoveffa*, Mar! P.D.* Robert:

» Gallo R. steaal, Ci
*National cancer” vortitute, Bethesda, MD 20892, #téionetics Research, Inc.
Rockville, MD. U.S.A.

Objective: To develop a suitable animal model system to study infectivity
and cytopathogenicity of HIV and to study viral genetic variation vivo
lethods: Rhesus macaques inoculated iv with molecularly cloned isolates

-0tet ¥-2 were monitored for humoral and cellular immune response, infectious
virus, and physical and hematologic abnormalities. Selected viral genes from
viruses reisolated from infected animals were analyzed by cloning and
sequencing.
Results: Six of eight inoculated animals became persistently infected, e.g.,
recoverable virus, detectable genomicDNA, and/or persistennt immuneresponse.

sical abnorma ities began to appear in some animals with nths
changesoccurring in vivo were Found in virus

seful infectivity mode? for HIV-2. Use
of Teethous molecularly cloned virus isolates provi a homogenous basis
for evaluation of the generation of genomic variants in vivo

W.C.P.32 LANGERHANSCELLSIN RHESUSMONKEYORALMUCOSABEFORE
Al FTER INFECTION WITH SIMIAN RETROVIRUS SEROTYPE !
(SRV-1). Hammerle.Christoph*; Schigdt,M.*+;ee Armitage*,G.;

Wirthlin,W.*;er*; Daniels,T.* and Greenspan,J.*. *Oral Center, University of
California, Francisco, #wCalifornia Primate Research Center,
+University Hop. and Royal Dental Coliege, Copenhagen, Denmark.

the influence of experimental SRV-1 infection on the number of
Langerhans cells (LC) expressing characteristic antigens in oral mucosa of rhes onkeys.

monkeys were intravenously with SRV-1, and two ani were
10% Stat o! fection by id m

peripheral blood lymphocytes. Biopsies were taken from gingiva and cheek pouch before
4 months r infection. F sections were reacted with. monoclonal an! ies (Leu-6,
HLA-DR) visualized by the imm nique. LC were counted in 3 sections
of each specimen using each antibody, and the mean number of LC per sisurface mm

ledexaminer was blinded as
. Al animals except for the controltrols were

number of LC in um did not differ oranbe the ex,
control groups at time 0 and time 4months. The table shows LC of the experimental mroup.

{no./surface mm) Leu-6 HLA-DR Leu-6 HLA-DR
Before infection 10.4 9.1

P>0.05 Poo05 Po.05  P>0.05
4 months after infectio: 72 a1

‘SRV-1 commonty iinfec! mucosal LC infe have prionsshown that
. Ho ths after SRV-1 infection the numberoor LCs in the oral

mucosa did not change sig
Supp.by NIH PO_DEDI946, Danish‘Med.Res.Council (#12-8499,12-8465), and AIDS Fondet.

MUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OFTHE CYTOPLASMIC DOMAIN OF

SIV TRANSMEMBRANE PROTEIN
LChakrber P.Tiollais, and P. Sonigo.Institut Pasteur, Paris.,

W.C.P.34

Objective: To examineherrole h
protein in absence of the env iniremeNe codon foundnsSIV infectious clones.

a to replace the in-frame
st p codon nt mutationsal i wereii

in the env Clonainal comahiin clones both with and without the in-frame stop
evaluated for virus production

ivi Hur7e ceils.
Besults: in a glutamine codon
infected HUT78 cells with delayed kinetics. Reversionodthe stow phen
frequently occured. Revertants having recovered a codon 3’ tothetheorginal
mutation were characterized. Deletions and termination 3' to the In-frame sto;
codon did not modify SIV infectivity. In contrast, mutants harbouringboth:the

me stop codon and a deletion or a termination in the
cytoplasmic domain-coding region were noninfectious.

wv C-terminal domain is not necessary for in vitroreplication.
However. fusionofthis domain to SIVtransmeniranpuein lead: ced

ectivity. This negative eftect Is counterselected in but may correspond toa
function ‘controlling.the rate of spread of the virus in the ©natural host.

CLINICAL AND IMMUNOLOGIC STAGING OF FELINE IMMUNODEFICIENCY

virus (FIV) INFECTION

shi

W.C.P.36
guchi. A.: Washizu, T.: Kobayaëhi, T.:

Te
Nippon "Veterinary and Zootechnical College, Tokyo, Japan.

Objective: To elucidate the relationship between disease progreas and immunologic
alteration in feline immunodeficiency virus M] anfaction,

ase of FIV infec cats infected with
0 classified inte clinical stage groups using

eriteria modified from these for HIV p:tients.an Tire
tored by glucose consumption assay using Con As the
Results. The xPperimental infection|in SPFcatsareveried development of the initial

eek

lastogeneesis

acute phase of FIV disease, with a to duration, characterized by lymph-

adenopathy:rete“neutrophilia, fever. and€ ronic diarrhe: 0 naturally
infected e 41 cats (5.9%) under 2 years of are neie the acute

*experimentel infection, the a

were “showing & combinatiot
respiratory disease, stomatitis. end skin e similar to

those in human ARC. Mo:

ere seen in 6 the 700 infected ca ese cats were diagnosed and
75% (36/48) of the cases died within 6 months. The stimulation indices (81)Sot con

t FIV infected cats were 46.4 33, sols00, and

ARC. AIDS, respectively. These figu s were ai

(p<0.01) then that of uninfected healthy cats (SI=! ai.6905. 13) The differ-
ences between AC and ARC (p<0.01), and ARC and AIDS (p<0.05) were also significant

The disease Proureus in FIV infection parallels with the decrea: in
logic responsiveness. The cleardistinetion p'sineen each clinicel Phases

mal model ©
the imni
makes this cat systen excellent for the
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W.C.P.37 FICOCRMCOeEAWSPRODUCING CELL. LINES FROM W.C.P.38  SEROLOGIC VARIABLES AT DIAGNOSIS WITH KAPOSI'S
Satoshi,Nagata: ; Chiba.d.° sKikuta,K.°avamuras."5
obayashi,T.*; IShhida,T.°* and Kurata,T.*

* NIH Japan,Tokyo,Japan. ‘* Nippon Veterinary and Zootechnical
college,Tokyo,Japan.

Objective.
Produce |FIV

To establish feline T-cell lines ‘that continuously
Methods. ‘Peripheral blood mononuclearwo

m
oO Cc 2 g oO

con lin 4 for 3-5 days and maintained with recombinant
human interleukin-2 (IL-2). Results. After 4-6 weeks, reverse
transcriptase vity was detec in 2 out of 4 culture

One of the two lines
(ai -3) was further characterized. FIV antigens were detected

GA~ estigation. Conclusion. IL-2
Gependentfellfeline‘yao cell, lines which continuously produce FIV
were e€:

W.C.P.39 HMAN RECOME
TOMPKINS, M., HOLCOMBE H., TOMPKINS, W.

North Carolina State University , Raleigh, NC 27606, USA
 

Felineine leukemiaimsus(Fety) causes a ‘broad-spectrum of degenerative or neoplastic diseases
zed by decreased irae Concompetence and acquired inmmodeficiency syndrome

(AIDS). In otherspecies, incl ms-indueesAIDSAIDS is associated with
decreased T helperAl and cytotoxic ymmbocytefunctions. We describe, in, the
morphological and functional characteristics of IL-2 cytotoxic yt
derived from feline peripheral blood lymphocytes ( and the effect of FeL\-induced
ty on the function of these cells. Stimilation of feline PBL concanavalin
A (Con A) followed by culturing in the of 50-100 units/ml of Gil inter-

2 (IL-2) or t human IL-2 (rHull-2) resulted snmarked proliferation
and establishment of long-term lynp! cul . Cultured

cytop! with large granules similar to the large Tyephocyte )
in other species. granules are bound by a bilipid membrane and contain smaller

vesicles 50-60 mm ter. Ali feline L&L 1: c for
sie FL74 lymphoma cells, but none express self—lysis or lysis ,

ie of LGL in other species. To determine the

with inmmosuppressi in FeLV were studied. In all cases
cats with IL-2 immmosuppression failed to yield a primary cytotoxic response. ,

were cyto! cont) rHulL-2 induced cytotaxie LGL fram cultured
PEL ofaall FeLV-infected cats, not were sed.

of FelW imamopathology is
ce3cll and Tydependentcrtotanre functions, the latter of which can be restored
by tion of exogenous

W.C.P.41
an

*Lab of Immunogenetics, NIAID, NIH, Betheeda, MD20892; **NIMH,St. Elizabetn’s Hospital
Washington, D. C.; and ***Retrovirus Disease Branch CDG,Atlanta, GA,U.S.A

HiV-1 INFECTION IN THE RABBIT
Kiind! SJ”; Kulaga, H.°*; Truckenmiller, M.E.*; Recker, D.*;

Objective. To evaluate the rabbit as Aire for HIV-1 infection.
Methods. Outbred Neweaa w were injected I.V. with human T-cell line
A3.01 infected with H amp les were monitored with a modified ELISAforanti-
HiV-1 antibodies ond psioneablood ieukocytes were tested for infection by reverse
transcriptase activity and P culture in IL-

uits. injection of rabbits with human T-cells infected with HIV-t has lead t
seroconversion within about 4 wks in 19 of 20 rabbits injeated ang virus can be isolated
from peripheral blood as of infected rabbits atter culture in IL-2. The identity of
isolated virus as HIV-1 i i
restriction enzyme sit siin DNA fragments frominfected celis after
PCR techniquD o Q < 6 a g

s
D
s

3 2 = < = “3
s a L
o 5 = 8 Z Œ zr Ë g o 3 2 a 2 Cc 3. 5 a = + 2

of observation (3 mo) but pathologic examination upon necropsy reve

evident signs of illness with Giarrhea in most animais along with weight|loss in some.

breast adenocarcinoma. Currentefforts focus on determining the effects of HIV-1 infection
e immune status of the rabbits and in determining whether a homoilog of CD4 plays a

ronithe infection process.

vas palo PBL. Eftects of i i i i qui definition.
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ARCOMA(KS): PREDICTORS OF SHORTENED SURVIVAL.
Cusick, PS.**; Moss,À:.*; Bacchetti, P.*; Winger,Ee; Edison”,RJ; Feigal,

D.W.Yolberding.BA*:*et al "AIDSCa"U EM Worcester MA: © 2

octine Tt ï cteristics at the ti £ KS di: à d durati

San Leandro, Calif.

chara
or survival, iin early vsrecenthors ofKs patients.|

1:

150) was alyzedfor viral andematcogicharacte. Vie wecprxpag
  

 

nosed bef 504 (ealy” KS) and those diagr "KS). Dr
nnneas weeks in the “earlearly" group and 71.9 in the "late This dif.

was significan ith p=.005. 55 early patients and 52 late patients had ‘laboratory
results.as follows: KS Patient Group:mean (std error)

ly Late p-value
Beta-2microgiobulin mg/l Sa ( 006
Neopterin nmol 77 (674) 2795 (458) 06
PAaantigen pg/ml an (11.98) 99.65 (27.96) 10
Hematocrit 37.70 (1.08) 06
Sedimentation Rate sD He Ai (29) 58
CD4:CD8 Ratio 03) (08) 30
T4 helper cells 2092 (51.8) 1493 (49 31

Conclusion: KS sal h cot le à +4 ‘4
Fand 024 anis £ ilo de de park sth L

ped antes mthe early group

ic. While T4 counts, hematocrit,
eal the abnormal Beta2. and

W.C.P.40 ISOLATION AND PARTIAL CHARACTERISATION OF AN HIV] RELATEDVIRUS

Peeters,Martine’; Cooper, R.W.’; Honoré, C."? Huet, 7."
Dellaport
* Centre‘international de Recherches Médicales, BP 769, Prancevile.Gabon
** Laboratoire de Biologie Moléculaire, institut Pasteur, Paris, Fra

; Bussi, P.":

Qbiective. To better understand the naturai history and the evolutionary relationship of the
HIV/SIV group ofviruses, wetested several chimparizees from Gal lor HIV antibodies.

ae a were tested for HIV antibodies with commercial HIV1 tests {ELISA,

that it had biological and morpho al properties similar to other known human and
simian retroviruses, but significant bras cou 3 3 a

a
k Q

n > ® =. Ea

an and chimpanzee lvmpnooytes.
Antigenically SIV lo be closer to HiV1 than àto HIV2 and the other sys. Fro
nucteic acid manonexperiments it appears that the virus is differant trom

impanzees can be naturally infected with a novel retrovirus, antigeticaly
close to HIV.

W.C.P.42 p24 ANTIGEN IN THE AND SERUM OF PATIENTS WITH NON-
HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMA TREATED WITH STANDARD

OR WITHOUT GM-CSF
Kahn,James*; Crowe S**; Kaplan L*; Volberding, P*

“University of California San Francisco/San Francisco¢General Hospital, San Francisco, cA USA.

MacF' Burnet Centre for Medical Research, Fairfield Hospital, Melbourne, Australia.

Obiective. To describe p24 antigen|js from the serum and CSF in patients with non-Hodgins8
 

 

 

lymphoma
GM-CSF,Methods. Patientswith AIDS-related Hodekin’s lwinnt stavin f; 4

were treated wit ide 750 mg/m’,vincristine 2
me, acini40onmg/m* oa patil 40 ASon day 1 of a 21 day treatment pro!

treated with mi: exate, 12 mg intrathecally on days 1, 8, 15 and 22. GM-
CSF, 10.15 ‘ug/kg was administered subcutaneously days 1-10. CSF and a corresponding serum

were collected prior to the i lat chem py. Se and CSF was froze:
assay mercial Abbott kit.

CSF
Et Day 1 Day 8 Day 15 Day 22 Day 1 _Day 8 Day 15 Day 22
1 180 424 441 ND 2928 243 ND

2 0 0 ND 0 061 24 ND ND
3 53 0 0 0 156 17 348 286

Chemotherapy alone
Pt  Davl Day8 Dav15 Day 2 1 Day 15 Day 22
4 0 0 ND 0 0 0 ND 0
5 ° Patient died ND ND ND ND

0 0
Conslusion Preliminary results indicate that GM-CSF did not have a consistent effecton the p24
antigen from serum or CSF in patients with AIDS associated non-Hodgkin’s lymphom:
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NATURAL ANTIBODY PERCEPTION 0!

W.C.P.4 "2 PRTeneKeCina, uaeRuninstedTISSUE W.C.P.44 DIVERGENCE WITHIN AN HIV-1 NEUTRALIZATIONEPEPITOPE

and Lyman, W.D " " “ i Zwart G.*, Bakker M.*, Epstein L.*

Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York, U.S.A. Kuiken C.***, De WeFS.‘ *Human Retrovirus Lal terdam, the Netherlands, **UMD-New JerseyMMedical
acti : : School, Newark, NJ, DAS Sibepraof Infectious Diseases, Municipal Health Serv

Objective: It is believed that children with congenital HIV-1 infection
have been to HIv-1 Because a significant Tamber of these msteram, the Netherlands.

thissb neindentedto

aa

manicestation

a

HIV-noecouldbe*'amectes1 Objective. Gaining insight into the recognition by natural antibodies of a variable

8p120 epitope.
fetal CNS thereby a role in pediatric AIDSneuropatholosy

tissue was collectedaseptically from HIV-1 sercpositive
the elective pregnancy terminations.

Tissues or frozen in LiquidNy‘deproteinied by standard 1
presence of determined by molecular

hybridization of a "GAG" sequence after amplification (30 ates)using‘the‘the
polymerase chain reaction. Infected or uninfected
negative human 1 ENA included to eee| positive “and
negative hybridization.

obtained at estimated fetal ages between 1 and 20
weeks showed positive reactions for HIV-1 "GAG" gene DNA in 4 maples fram
seropositive or risk group women. Other samples fram seronegati'
women failed to show HIV DNA.

etal CNS tissue
sugestingaroleof Viral infect CNS disease.
(Supported, sy#ng87060,“DA 05583, DA 04583, NS 11920, AI 20671,

and the Diamar Fourdats

HIV-1 BRAIN INFECTION: DISTRIBUTION OF INFECTION AND
W.C.P.45 CLINICAL CORRELAT

Cro 3 Rosenplumum, M; B ; RichardW.
Memorial Sloan--kettertag Cancer Center, NewvereNY, USA

Qbiective: To define Anmunocytachent cal y: 1. The frequency and topo-
graphic Si tribution of productive HIV-1 brain infection: 2. The histo-
pathological correlates an celltypes infected in brain; and The
relation of productive infection to the presence and clinical severity of
he A dementia complex ADC).

Methods: otin Imunoperoxidase with a monoclonal antibody against
a core protein {antib y 25-6, agift from Geneticste? Seattle) was
used to map infection in frozen“brain sections fro V-1- cted
patients, à of whom rospectively stagedWith respecct to

V-1 infection was detected 20 brains. The most comerinfected
tructures“included globus pallidus (63% of positive brains); ¢

d caudate, putamen, substantia nigra, midbrain.
frontal whitepatter (40-43%). Cerebral cortex was among the least commonly
infected (5- and no infection was detected in choroid plexus or dorsa

1ductive infection was confined exclusively to macrophages,
ypes.

at ADC Stages 0-0.5, 6 of 11 at Stage 1, 1
t t

limited in relation to disease sever
Conclusion: e HIV-1 brain infection correlates with later ADC Stage
and is LEmroribed“both regionally and by ce ype. Brain dysfunction is
not clearly understood and does not relate to infection in a simple manner.

Oncologle
Oncology

W.C.P.47 CO-FACTORS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF KAPOSI‘S SARCOMA (KS): HHV-6
FECTION. Giraldo, Gaetano*; Beth-Giraldo, E.*; Serwadda,

D Romano, F gallo, R.C.*He,
*Ist. Naz. Tumori ana University, Naples, Italy, **Mulago Hosp. and Uganda
Cancer Inst., Kampala, Uganda, *** Nat. eancer Inst. Beth.+? MD, USA.

cytopathic or transforming herpes- and retroviruses in Kaposi's sarcoma and
various HIV+ and HIV~ hospital and healthy populations.
Methods. Identification of antibody prevalence to HHV-6 vs HIV, HTLV-1, CMV,
EBV and epidemiologic evaluation in endemic vs epidemic KS {equatorrial
Africa), classic vs epidemic KS (USA, Europa).in hospital populations and
healthy subjects (>1000 sera, ‘iganday >1000 sera, USA, Europe
Results. Prevalence to HH¥-6 in Kaposi' s sarcoma and matched Blood Donors
KS endemic (N.54) Uganda 47yrs 0% HIV+ 67% HHV-6+ 15% high-titer HHV-6
KS epidemic 15) Uganda 35 “ 100% " 55% " on"

 
 
 
 

 

 
“KS classic 58) US-Eur 66" 02% " 47% " 0% "
Blood donors( 50) US-Eur 60 "__ 0% " 43% _" oz”
KS epidemic 18) US-Eur 34 " 100% " 44 0% ”
Blood donors( 50) US-Eur 35“ 0% " 73%" 12% "
 

Conciusion. a)There is a high prevalence of HHV-6 antibody in KS and healthy
subjects; b)HHV-6 seropositive rates decrease with age; c)HIV-1+ patients
have <high-titer HHV-6 antibody prevalence then matched HIV-1- controls,
probably due to synergistic effect of double infection by HIV and HHV-6.

‘peptide in african sera (78%). 58%

line synthetic peptides were used to screenan of 134 inand
infected with HIV-1. The oli ds à
correspondedto the isolate specific "neutralizing" domain in 120ws Àregion) of
HIV-1 strains. LAV-1, RF, SF2, NY5, CDC:
Results.
(67%), reactivity to the LA

of the sera showed reactivity with more than one
of the oligopeptides. Blocking experiments favoured crossreactivity as explanation.

r analysis was performed on the (cross- reactivities of theser
analysis grouped together LAV-1, RF and SF2; NYS CDC4, Z6,MALmé ELI

one. This clustering could not complebe explained by comparing

Conclusion. M n. Th
envelope may be involved in the selection of B cell clones asforthe V3 epitope.

W.C.P.46 DIFFERENCES meRISK FOR AIDS AND AIDS MORTALITY IN 49 INDI-
“ VIDUALS INFECTED WITH LOW-AND HIGH-VIRULENT HIV VARIANTS.

M. Tersmette, J.M.A. Lange*, R.E.Y. de Goede, J.G. Huisman, J. Goudemit*,
F. Miedema, Central Lab. Nether. Red Cross Blood Transf. Service and Lab.
of Exp. and Clin. Immunoiogy of the Univ. of Amsterdam, *Academic Medical
Centre, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Fourty-nine seropositive individuals (fourty of whom-:were asymptomatic at
the start of the observation period) were studied longitudinally for the
elati

= ) treatuent omatic period
eemed to delay the ons ofAID: en in the highest risk group. Upon de-

velopment AIDS, significant differences in etwe the groups
were obscrved. Also differences in clinical symptoms of AIDS patients fri
the three groups were observed. These observations stress t

e €

h risk for AIDS as a potential
target group for early treatment with antiviral drugs

W.C.P.46 AIDS-KAPOSI'S SARCOMA (KS) DERIVED CELLS EXPRESS CYTONINES
WITH A POTENTIAL ROLE IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF Ks LES
Ensoli, Barbara; Nakamura, S.; Salahuddin

Wong-Staal, F.; Gallo
{Laboratory of Tumor tell “Biology, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD,

KS is a proliferative disease of unknown etiopathogenesis and frequent
Cell cultures established from KS lesions of AIDS

patients (AIDS-KS cells) are able to promote their own proliferat
(autocrine) p ation o

T1s of hematopoietic lineage (paracrine). Furt 0 t DS-KS cells
induce neoangiogenesis, and a KS-like .
molecular level indicated that the AIDS“KS c s mRNA specific for
basic and acidic fibroblast growth factor (bEGF, aFGF), interleukin-1 « and
B (IL-1a and -18), granulocyte-monocyte colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF),
transforming growth”factor 8 (TGFB) and platelet derived 0!
(PDGF-B). Particutarly bFGF and IL-18 are expressed at high levels, released

AIDS-KS and normal

liferation with cytokines preguctfon©could be the final ‘step leading to the
appearance of the composite KS les
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W C P.49 v\eeetieme CARCINOMAS DEVELOPING IN PATIENT'S WITH HEV

INFEC

Sharas D, Gill PS, Bernstein L, Bernstein-

Singer mn, and Levine Aa. iintveretty of Southern Calffornia, Los Angeles,

USA.CA,

Qbiective: To describe je occurrence of selid cancers excluding Kaposi's

sarcoma in patients with verfous sts f

Methods:

  

HIV infection end solid tumor, stage of HIV infection, extent

treatment modality and survival dats were obteined

Results: From @ totat of 359 mates disgnosed with vont concert 2? gr. 5x

had co-existant HIV infection, 12 p age It

of cancer,

  €33%), Germinal ceti & (15%), Primary ae 4 (153%), Basni Cell

of skin 3 (11%), unknown per 2 (7%) snd 1 each

melignant smelanoms, cer sarcons atate, aslignent schusnona,

Squemous call carcinoma 1hose, and tr

£onciusion: 1) Uncommon solid carcinomas sre being:sue in pts with

HIV fnfection; 2) Survival is the underlying

immune dysfunction due to HIV; 3) More study fe eato establish the

role of HIV in the development of thene solid tuaors.

  
ften shortened be

 

Ww C P 51 DEV INFECTION AND PENILE CARCINOMAS (PC) IN
. UGANDA

Buonaguro, Franco M.%; Beth-Giraldo, E.4;

Tornesello, M.L.¥; Katongole-Mbidde, E.%%; Molonaco, M. and
Giraldo,

sNatl. Cancer Inst, Naples, Italy, ** Makerere University,
Kampala,

gosective. To determine effects of HIV epidemic on the incidence

and the olution of PC in Uganda, by a possible modulation ofHPV

Methods. DNAextracted from PC biopsies and cell lines, of HIV
negative and positive patients, are tested for the presence of

HEV strains by dot blot and Southern blot analysi

Results. HIV seropositive patients have been reported to present

a significantly high prevalence of cervical dysplasia (C.
Bradbeer, Lancet 1967; M. Byrne et al., Lancet 1988) and signs

of HPV infection (PF, Crocchiolo et al., Lancet 1988). We

 

Conclusions. We are going to a) determine the incidence of HPV
In PC in Uganda, b) verity the HIV role on HPV incidence and PC

evolution, and c) to isolate and characterize the eventual new
HPV strain.

CERVICAL NEOPLASIA IN HIV-INFECTED WOMEN

W.C.P.53 iedmann, Wolfganai af A.*; Schwartlander, B.*
Dept. of Obstetri ynecology, Freie Universitat.

Berlin, FRG; **AIDS-Center, Bundesgesundhestent, Berlin, FRG

Objective:

To evaluate the meaning of cervical neoplasia and Papillomavirus-infection
(HPV) in HIV-Infected women.

Methods:
We investigated cytological smears and cervical tissue from 108 HIV-
infected women for dysplastic alteration and HPV-infectio:

Resul Selection):

tysplastic|alterations were seen 15 times more often in HIV-infected women
than i

of the s
d more t © smears with dveplastic alters:

tion showed signs of HPV-intection. There was a strong correlation
clinical status of HIV-infection and dysplastic alteration and c:cancer.

Discussion:

@ basis of a high prevalence of HPV a routine-screening for cervical
dysplastic alteration is essential in HIV-infected (immunosuppressed) women.
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W C P 50 49 UNUSUAL HIV-RELATED MALIGNANT RTS Jirelli Vaberto, _Waccher E.,

Sinicco A., SabbataniS., Giudici M. agni ni Monfardini S. et al.

Gruppo Italiano Cooperativo AIDS-msi (rca). r ALY

Bi ective. To evaluate the characteristics of unusual HIV-related tunors observed in Italy.
s. Since 1986 the GICAT has collected 49 HIV-related tumors other than KS and AHL

eeal among intravenous drug abusers (IVDA), in accordance with the overall epidemiology

of AIDS.

= a 
 

 

Neoplase No Risk Group Clinical and ‘Pathological Features

Testis ca. 13 9 IVOA 7 carcinoma, 5 seminoma,
Cervix ca. 9 9 IVDA median age 24, 8/9 ca. in situ
ung ca. 8 6 IVOA median age 34, 5 WSCLC

Acute leukemi 5 3 IVDA Ly (Burkitt-like), 1 M,

nie ayelons 2 2 IVOA age 29 and 39, 1 with KS

2 1_IVOA age 25 and 55, rapid course

ae1 case was reported of glioblas thyraid ca., thynosa, jelanosa, renal ca. pancreatic

ca, CLL,CAL, oral (male polytranafused) and anal ca. (female prostitute with anal
intercourse occur: ti (pts) sainly in oy HIV infection without

adversely affecting full dose chemotherapy or otherapy. Cervix ca, in 8/9 pts treated with
onisati d suggest PAP test screening in young IVDA. Lung ca. urred in a young ag

group with ra rogression and death within me, Intensive chemotherapy in Burkitt-like ALL
was not adve ely affected by HIV infection and 2 CR were achieved (11 an wo. duration).
Conclusion. In t DA-based on “ie oral and anorectal tueors did not occur, there is a
wide spectrum of unusual HIV ted whic s probably underestisa becau not

diagnostic of AIOS. Thereuiredtherapeuticpreach way not be consistently influenced by HIV

infection, as for KS and M

Ww C P 52 KAPOSI"S SARCOMA-LIKE CELL LINES FROM SIMIAN AIDS WITH SUB-
"vlc veeone AND ReeeeCoeOsis ASSOCIATED WITH

TYPE D RETROVIRUS (SRV-2) I

Tsai eng;Tsai,C.**;Sligh, à*;Woon,xReveda S.*
niversity, St. Louis, Misso: USA, *vashington Regional

Primate. Research Center, Seattle, Washington. USA.

gbiectivevo GstebTish KS-Tike ce11 Jines from SAIDS associated with SRY-2.
Methods. ike lesions, subcutane:ous and retroperitoneal fibromatosis
ron RecanuesSth SAIDS associated with SRV-2 infection were cultured in

gular RPMI or DMEM media supplemented initially with brain derived growth
factor (BOGF). Innunocytochenteal. ir
studies merecarried out on various pasecges of culture (overl6) during a

=
,

œ S o u c
t
+ € oa æ = 3 o 3 o 3 =

12 months
Results. Bothceli lines propagate vigorously in 11% FCS media without BDGF
after 4th passage and can grow with ory 0.

and immunochemistry of both cells are similar and demo-
ations of endothe! ial (260%). pericytic/smooth -

muscle(+15%), and primitive mesenchymal/fibroblastic differenti ations.
i y culture,

G2/M=30%) but show no growth in soft agar. Evidence of autocrine/paracrine
growth is further suggested by the presence tscytoplasmic phosphotyrosine
and BDGF-like proteins in these culture
Conclusion. Two KS-like cell lines from simianansassociated with SRV-2
were established for future basic and clinical stud

W.C.P.54

CHARACTERISTICS OF IN VITRO CULTURE OF Ks-DERIVED CELLS,
Peter Biberfeld*, Shuji Nakamura**, Zaki S. Salahuddin’ .
Barbar:a Essolm*, Robert C. Gallo**, Department©offPathology, KarolinskaInstitute,
Stock Sweden, “*Lab. of Tumor Cell Biology, Bethesda, MD,

‘M)from retrovirus infected ei lines promote the continuous, in vitro
grow! ofcells from biopsies of Kaposi’s sarcoma
These cells have endothe!ial like features and produceiin vitro several growth factors notably

bFGF-like activity (2). These cells elicit a strong angiogenic reaction in nude mice and on
chicken allantoic Norman Studies areinin progress on the identity of the CM with growth
promoting activity to KS-derived cells e possible expression of autocrine
paracrine activities by these in vitro coltred celi:

1) Nakamura, S., Salahuddin, SZ., Biberfeid, P., Ensoli, arkham, P.D., Wong-Staal,
F. & Gallo, R.C., Kaposi’s Sarcoma Cells: ermCiure withGrowih Factor from
Retrovirus-Infected DieT Cells, Science, Tobe vol, 242, PP426-430,
Salahuddin, Z.S., Nakamura, S., Biberfeld, P. , Kaplan, M.H., Markham, P.D., Larsson,
L& Gallo, RC, Angiogenic Properties ofa Ps Sarcoma-DerivedCells After
Long--Term Culture in Vitro, Science, 1988, vol. 242, pp. 430-433.
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W C.P.55 VACUOLAR MYELOPATHY: HIV-1 EXPRESSION CORRELATES WITH
, EXTENT OF CLINICAL AND PATHOLOGIC DISEASE.

Barbara Weiser, N Peress, D Eilbott, D LaNeve, R Seidman,
H Burger, SUNY, Stony Brook, NY, USA

distinct vacuolar mere (VM) charac-spinal cord (SC) disease and a
eriz and macrophage infiltration of SC white matter bothed by vacuolation

occur following HIV-1 infecti: v previously C from AIDS
patients with severe myelopathy that HIV-1 RNA was expressed in the 3 SC and
localiz to macr in vacuolated areas of whit + To determine
f (1) HIV-1 RNA is present in the SC of AIDS patients with nge of c

pathology and (2) HIV-1 expression is correlated
logic disease, we studied 17 SC from AIDS patients :and 9 controls.

hybridization wasoeto detect HIV-1 RNA immunohistochemistry, to

identify cel unohistochemical staining of ree10 cords with VM

showed serophese*infileretion of vacuolated region white matter,
with the degree of infiltration parallel to the degree of clinical
myelopathy. Cords from AIDS patients with SC lymphoma and toxoplasmosis
showed focal macrophage infiltration d 6 cords from controls vithout SC
disease showed rare, if any, nacrophages Of the 17 cords obtat: om
AIDS patients at autopsy, HIV-1 RNA was detected in 6 of 10 withvacuolar

myelopathy, 0 without SC pathology, and 0 of 2 with focal macro:phage
infiltration secondary to oth C disease (toxo and lymphi Thr

trol cords obtained from patients with other SC disease show
HIV-1 RNA. In the 10 AIDS £ HIV-1 RNA expres-

sion correlated with the extent of both SC pathology and clinical disease.
Teendata support a direct role for HIV-1 in the pathogenesis of AIDS
myelopat

W.C.P.57 EARLY APPEARANCE OF CROSSREACTIVE ANTIBODIES SPECIFIC FOR A

COMMON EPITOPE IN GP41 and HLA CLASS II ANTIGENS CAN INTER:

ERE WI NORMAL IMMUNE FUNCTIONS IN AIDS PATIENTS. Hana

Golding*; Shearer, G.M.**; Hillman, K.*; Manischewitz, J.*; Goolding, B.*
*DV and _DBBP, CBER, FDA, **NCI, RIB, Betthesda, MD, U.S.A.
Ani 8 envelope and human HLA class

e C-terainus of

 

II antigens identified aoni logous sequence in th
g terminu: ll 88 II beta chai reening of sera from
HIV-1 infected individuals, reveals a high frequency (35-40%) of antibodies

gai this sequence reacts also
with class bearring (uninfected)‘elle GG, T,Hecrophages

tudy if the crossreactive Ab (CRAb) cen interfere vith T
11 iomun.e functions ane contribute|to@elimination of class II* cells.

nte' and controls’ ser. e added t= a
o
l
s

al
o a a w
e

ri a me

a us to: neic€stimulators.sera were tested i
Ab-Dependent Cellula: Cytoxtcity {aD of class II* lines. CRA!
ere purif by affi chromatography seeeereaeinnibicol:

Results. ci raining inhibitors of tl
of normal C eus.rime same sera co

caring“unin£ected) cellLines. Both reactivities could be
adsorbed by peptide Linked-sepharose beads. The purified CRAb were all I
In many cases such CRAb were present in sera from asymptomatic patients ‘who

um rated in vitro

lead
Capable of impairing immune functions early during the course of disease.

W.C.P.59 ‘INDUCTION OF HUMAN IMAUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS FROM
‘CHRONICALLY INFECTED CLONES O!
“PHARMACOLOGICAL AGENTS REQUIRES PROTEIN KINASE

Maury, W., Poli, G., Fauci, A.S., Folks, T.M. NIAID, NIH,

Oibjortive, Ths smuwas Gevigned to define8 d + ou uhiat os
 

 

 

pharn
ic) and ACHE22 (aprAronAVHIV Selested clones

express low to undetectable constitutive levels of HIV. Vi lication in these
increased 2-20 fold by Phorbol esters (PMA), recombinant cytokines [fTNFa,rGM-CSF (U1

only)], and cytokine iched cell supernatants. We have_tested inhibitors
isoqui 1

which y calcium activity, for their effect on baseline and cytokine induced virusmodif:
expression in the U1 and ACH-2 clones. Virus expression was measured as supernatant

 

 

reverse transcriptase activity, by western blot and nuclear run-on analysis.
. H7, the most potentininhibitor of PKC activity, effectively blocked (75%-90%) HIV

induction by all and pharmacological agents in both theUl aneACH-2 clones.
Thoseinhibitors, H8 and HA1004, which

did not suppress viral inducti Specific activation‘of PKC,catlonsynthetic
dyeeland"beyostatin, resulted inàa 2-8fold increase ininviral rep) on in both

ents
which“increase intracellular levels of calcium can potently synergize with|PKCOKCmediated
ioduction in Ul but not ACH-2cells.

. Upregulation of HIV by cytokines and pharmacological agents requires the
activation of PKC. Evidence exists of a calcium related, but ultimately PKC dependent,

HIV-1 ANTIGENIC VARIANTS WITH DISTINCT
BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES EMERGE AT THE DECLINE
OF THE HOMOLOGOUS ANTIBODY

*, Tersmette M.**, Krone W.*, Meloen R.**, Miedema F.**,

W.C.P.

Goudsmit J.*.
*Human Retrovirus Laboratory, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, ** Central Laboratory of
the Netherlands Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

study the antigenic variability of the V3 region (aa 296-331) of the
infectio:

transition fro: syncytium syncytil to study
antigenic variability in the V3 domain of gp120. The V3 coding domain was amplified
using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Direct ii
were determined and confi: y
sequential sera of these individuals was determined for ondescovering the
complete V3 domain the isolates.

n from non-syncytium to syncytium inducing isolates was
marked by Slusterednucleic acid changes of which e were consistent. This

i h antibody binding. Declinresulted in one amino acid change crucial to e 0!of the
anti e syncytium forming antigenic variants preceded the emergence of
these var:
Conclusion. A:ntigenic variants appear to be selected by antibody to the V3 domain
of gp120 during natural infection.

W C P 58 HIV-INFECTED HUMANS, BUT NOT CHIMPANZEES, HAVE CYTOTOXIC T

—e LYMPHOCYTES THAT LYSE UNINFECTED CD4™ CELLS
wi tter, J.*; Sias, J.*

Eichberg, J.***; and Zar.pureok woncogen,
**Yerkes Primate Research Cen Emory Unive:
Dasoutheest Foundation

I

Fultz, P.**;

Seattle, Washington, USA;
ratty. Atlanta, Georgia, USA;

ont Texas, A.

ttywponeributes to the de-
pletion cpa* cells in HIV-1 infected humans, based onA that
some HIV-l-infected humans have autoantibodies reactive with antigens
uninfected CD4 8. asked whether HIV-l-infected humans also Ravecel. Ve
CTL mie for uniafected cpa cells that may contribute to the depletion
© os

h PBL and chimpanzees were
ability to"yee Cr labelledvuninfected CD4* cells and other ce

V-l-infected homosexuals, but not uninfected honosexuals or

testedfor their

peeuals, have PBL that lyse uninfected cp4* T celis from humans and
chimps but not human B lymphoblastoid celle or mouse cells ° the
cytotoxic PBL were cone lude to bewot vais are cp3*,cp8*, cD4” 4

CD16° , TCR-1-a! ased on f£.: uninfected CD4bi indings
cells was diminished by (1) mAb to os which inhibits ortbut not NK

activity; (2) treatment of PBL with a mAb to CD8, but not to CD16 and C;
WT31 to TCR-1l-a8 which is cxpresneden merestricted CTL; and

(4) mAb to HLA class I framework det PBL fro
HIV-1-infected chimpanzees, watch do notvjevelop Ans, “tacked.detectable

onclusion. ti CTL. F tie for uninfected CD4* cells, that w

detected in blood from HIV-1-infected humans but not from chimpanzees, nay
contribute to HIV-l-induced immunopathology in man

W.C.P.60 tinne CHANGES OF THE VACUOLAR MYELOPATHY IN ns

gas, Juan; Niedobitek , F; Grosse, G; Bon

Heise W.*

rtment of Pathology and * Department of Medicine;
Auquste-Viktoria-Krankenhaus, Rubensstrafe 125; 1000 Berlin 41
FEDERAL REPUBLIOUE oF GERMANY
Cbiective. To describe the morohological changes of the vacuolar mvelopa-

juch morohologicel studies are rare and thus the pathogenesis of
this frequent condit on is aoe understood.

The so: nalcord of 42 HIV-infected patients was examined with
conventional histology, inmunhistochenistrry and àsrectron microscopy.
Ri 24 cases a mild (7 c moderate (12 cases) or severe mye-sults. ,
Topathy (5 cases) was found Storm vacuoles 0 18 um in diameter
and 200 to um in lenght, delimited by sheat distended myelin,
are present in the wi: Clusters of macrophages, phagocytisin

of anparently preserved structure, a d into the vacuoles.
foamy macrophages ‘tain rest of ns; Only in one € with severe tis:
sue disruption they contain myelin debris too. In 'S, some macrophages,

Tog

@ procass of phagocytosis directed again: i
taneously with vacuolar degeneration of the white matter. The vacuoles ari-

's between the axolemma and the myelin sheat.
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W.C.P.61 ORGANOTYFICCUruES FETAL CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM W.C.P.62 USE oF POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION(PCR) TO DETECT

M.,; Kress, Y.; Hatch,
Albert Sineteis Coll. Med.Chiu, F.-C. and Soeiro, R, + Bronx, wy, ‘USA.

Qbjective. Most cases of pediatric pups are likely congenital and the
proeuuct of fetal infection by HIV- significant
umber of children with AIDS exhibit neurologic diseuse, this study was
initiated to determine if HIV-1 can etal central nervous system
(CNS) cells and characterize the resultant pathoology.

let Explants of human eral 6cerebra were established and faintained
in organotypic culture for up t weeks. Initial studies, using ligh
and electron microsco and ombination with
immunocytochemistry and Western blot techn ogy, confirmed that the
cultures contained norma nervous tissue cellular elements. Tes
cultures were exposed to either infectious or at-inactivated HIV-1
isolates. Infection of tissue was determined yy immunocytochemistry,
-molecular hybridization, and an infectious centers assay. hology was
assessed by LM and EM.

u Cultures exposed to infectious HIV-1 quegrain) for u
seven days showed an array of morphologic changes. V-1 infection of
the cultures was confirme vitro tests and virus- Like particles were
observed in CNS tissue culture cells,

ganotypic cultures of human fetal CNS tissue may provide
valuable experimental model to deFinne the targets and mechanisms

the neuropatholoogy of A
part, by DA 05583, DA onses, NS 11920, NS 25873, AI 20671,

d the Diamond Foundationn)

W.C.P.63 HIV-INFECTION ALTERS THE INTERACTION OF MACROPHAGES
WITH TO. AND LEISHMANIA.

Gendelman, H., Orenstein, J*, Meltzer, M. S.°*, and

H. M. Jackson Fran“aeorge Washington Univ.,"*Walter Reed Army inst. Res.,

Washington DC, °**Seattle Biomedical Res inst., Seattle WA, USA.

Objective. Examine ability of HIV-infected ‘macrophages to ingest and kill

intracellular oparasite
onocytes from normal donors were cultured in medium with colony

stimulating factor-1 (MCSF, Cetus Corp, Emery CA). Monocytes were
infected at 7 days with a monocytotropic HIV-1 strain, ADA. Ten days after
virus infection, T. gondii or L. mexicana promasigetes were added to HIV-
infected and control monoopss. Cultures were examined 4 and 20 hrs after

addition of parasites: percent monocytes infected with‘parasites and number of
parasitesneed cell were quantified oy microscopic analysis.

, 40% of control and 10% of HIV-infected monocytes were free

of Saos. The number of parasites/monocyte in HIV-infected cultures was
significantly greater than that in control cultures at both 4 and 20
microscopy revealed virus particles and parasites within the same monocyte.

Monocytes infected with HIV in vitro Ingest parasites, but show

altered infectivitity and microbicidal activity. These observations may explain

the pathogenesis of opportunistic infection in tropical areas.

W C P 65 GENERAL DECREASE oa LEUKOCYTE VIABILITY OF AIDS PATIENTS
ve IN SERUM-FREE MEDIUM . .

wet rd, Denise” ; Favier, V." ; Hardefelt, M." ; Adams,
* and Montaagni

À yiral OncologyUnit, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

quieective. To study the mechanism of AIDS pathogenesis and to design an
nN vitro test for the follow up of antiviral dru

5 iS. PBMC of HIV seronegative, HIV seropositive and patients with
were separated from heparinized sepracell

gradient. After washing, Is were ubat in um-free medium
pecially designed forlymphoid cells. Cell bitwas"evaluated daily

by blue-trypan exclus
: . While PBMC oF uninfected individuals show very little loss of
Cell viability after 3 days of culture, cells from AIDS patients display

rap ay varying from 10 % 40% of dead cells after 3 days. HI
positive and ARC patients show intermediate values. Cell death was often
preceeded by production of cytoplasmic debris and membrane buVous
formation. Fractionation of PBMC jin subpopulations indicate that T8 a
well as T4 1ymphocy and neT cells are decaying at about the same

te under these culture ‘cond ti
conetuston. An ed cell “ragtity, amplified by the serum-free

may be an important parame in AIDS pathogenesis. Results
ofmantivirel treatment on such a parameterwill be described.

602

hrs. Electron

ENCE OF HIV-1 DNA IN SUBPOPULATIONS
OFFPERIPHERAL BBLOOD MONONUCL
IN INFECTED ALS

jchnitimanSteven’; Psallidopoulos,M.C.**;Lane,H.C.*;Baseler,M.***;Salzman,N.P.**and
Fauci, A.S.*, *NIAID, National Instiates of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA, **Georgetown
University, Washington, DC USA, ***PRI, Frederick, MD, USA.

EAR CELLS (PBMCS)

Objective. We have previously demonstrated that within PBMCs, HIViis expressed in vivo in
AIDS patients antly in the T cell subpopulation which, in contrast to in vitro

ection, continues toapres CD4. Prior studies utilized methods which detect HIV in
celis actively producin The presentstudydetermines which subsets of PBMCs harbor
Ht À(both latent“and‘active) and what is the precursor frequency of these virus-

BsahyppurifiD (>98-99%) subpopulaulations of PBMCs were obtained from HIV
luorescentactiva oot Sort . PCR was then formed

DNA ffm tee elsto detectspecific HIV-1 DNA. 5 pert on the
were CD4 (T helper), CD8(T Suppressor),CD14 (mon ),

CDi9 œ cell) pen.“HIV.1 specific DNA was detected in the purified CodeTeelcell

ERS19cell subsets,apa15, and rarely in the pertoheral monmonocyte fraction. PCR performed on serial
dilutions of the sorted CD4+ T cells revealed that > 1/100 cells areinfecred |in AIDS
Patients,a viral burden m +h greater than previously reported.
i ¢ CD4+ Tcall isFon thaneelie eatinthe peripheral blood of infected
ADS.TivsTipevenan 1% of shese celcells may conttain virus in vivo in patients with
aD: ection ma’ the cause for the declin
©2D4+ Tcell function andnumber in ‘AIDS patiennd Progressive ein

W.C.P.64 INFECTION OF HUMAN FETAL BRAIN MACROPHAGES AND MIXED NEURAL

CELLS IN TISSUECULTURE BY Hy-1.
Goldman, H.*; Bai, X-Q™; Wong, 1."; and

Wainberg, M.A.”

“MeGi11 Wntvevedey-Honeresl, Children’s Hospital Research Inst
Montreal, Quebec, Canada; x Mortimer B. Davis - Jewish General ‘Hospital,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Objective. To clarify the role of brain macrophages and other neural cells
in the pathogenesis of neurological disorders associated with AIDS
Methods. 8mures of macro xed neural cells were established
from hi tal brains of legally- induced aborted fetuses and infected
with the HTLV.1 strain of HIV-1.

t ssion of HIV-gag gene Produces (pl? and p24) was detected by
immu:nofluorescence after 6 days and peaked

mixed neural cells derived from th
1 revealed bot

These results indicate that brain macrophages
cells are susceptible to primary infection ty HIV-1. These systems afford
good for o
HIV-1 infection and for anti-viral drug studies in neurological “tissue.

W.C.P.66
tnstitnte for Clinica} and ExperiaentalVo: mes University of Berlin,

burgdamm 27» 1000 Berlin 45, FRG.
OKT 4a) lead to theg with recep! pe:

due that th TA leeule is an J

monocytes/macrophages. Neutralizationtests,with|T4positive mr‘ills and peripheral

MECHANISMSOF HIV-INFECTIONS IN MACROPHAGES
th, Th. and Habermehl, K.-O.

Dueto investigate if Anéadyviruscomplexes areinfectious for monocytes/macrophages.
Usain, a HIV ( type-sp

hich t infectious for MT4 cells are still able to infect
nacremee Moreover, in certain ranges of antibody concentration, an
enhancement of infectivity can beobserved. Humannon-immone sera did not show this

against OKT4a together with the
f This
 

   

 

 

 

 

1 leads toa plete p tion of
indicates that ik dy-vi il ble t h: th infectiivity for

t of the HIV with the T4 molecule,
howeveris an essential prereauiit forthe initiation of the cycle of virus-reproduction.The

Fe-receptor f th jh d th ibody of th plexThe high affinity oftthe me
 

essentials for thereofae‘interaction with|thee Pereceptar
gives an with

vaccines against infections with lentiviruses seems to be rather harmful han beneficial.
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CNS AND LYMPH NODE CHANGES IN HIV INFECTION,W.C.P.67
pete Biberfeld*, Carlo Parravicini**, Anna-Lena Petrén*, Marianne Ekman*,
‘orwit®, allo” “Immunopathology Lab., Depariment of“Pat ology, *Kurelin-

ska Institute,"eekhotes, Sweden, **Cattedra di Anatomia Patolo;ogica, ©Uneà di
eMilano, Ospedale "L. Sacco", Milano, Italy, ***Lab. of Tumor Cell Biology, NCL

N.LH., "Bethesda,
HIV-induced lesions in brains and lymph nodes of infected individuals were studied
by immunohistochemistry and in situ: hybridization. Micron lar lesions in the brains
were mainly composed of microglialcells, iizatiore/aicrophages and lymphoidcells,
predominantly CD8+.
Gas and env. coded anti‘foe as well as virus RNA were associated with glial cells and

nedbytheMabeKMhe glialcells aamonocytemacrophagess expressed antigens
defin by the Mab’s Ki 4 and to variable degree CD4. In lymphadenopathic
nodes only gag ant hesonstr:trablea Exclusiveely in germinal centers, mostly
associated wit! den ritic“follicular cells (DF are cells showed evidence of HIV
replication also predominantly located to thepen inal centers. Follicular involution was

‘iated with destruction of DFC and follicularinfiltration of CD8+ cells. Both in
‘CNSand lymph nodes, antigen presenting cells constitute the main source (reservoir)
ofruPication. A possible cytotoxic role of CD8+ cells toHIVinfected cells is

ALTEREDoR METABOLITES IN AIDS DEMENTIA AS
MEASURE! MAGNETIC RiRESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
Hubesch, BsOparks. R., Deicken,R.,Krell,P., Weiner, M. W., et al.

Department of Medicine, Veterans ‘AdministrationMediMedical Center and The
University at California, San Francisco, California, U

W.C.P.69

Eight controls and 17 HIV Seropositive patients with clinical evidence of the AIDS
Dementia Complex (ADC) were evaluated: with neurologic, psychiatric, and
neuropsychological testing. Patientswith focal brain lesions were excluded. All

asis of cognitive, behavioral and neurologic function
utilizing a standardized for!
Imaging and Spectro:TOSCOPY
triphosphate (ATP), phosphocreatine (PCH), inorganic phosphate (Pi) and other
hos abolites, such as phosphomo:onoeste’s. were assessed

e to severe ADC
have iower brain ATP/Piratios je no correlation
between ATP/PI or PCr/Pi ratios and clinical stage of HIV infection, nor with the
degree of cerebral atrophy and ventricular enlargement as measured by MRI.
Cerebral atrophy, whenpresent, was positively correlated with lower dementia
cores. These preliminary findings suggesttnina brain energy metabolism, as
measured by phosphate metabolites, rmmay be reduced in patients with ADC.
altered metabolism may be independent of the. presence of cerebral atrophy.
Further studies to validate these early findings are in progress.

W C P. 71 IN VIVO ACTIVATION OF ALVEOLAR MACROPHAGES AND LYMPHOCYTES

IN NTANEOUS INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE DUE TO THE VISNA-MAEDI

Cordier,Geneviève’: Cadoré, J.L.°*; Cozon, G*. Mornex J.F.***,

“INSERM UNDAVerneLyon EFrance ; Laboratoire associé de Recherches sur

pathologie des Petits Ruminants, IN! Vétérinaire, Lyon, Prance,***Laboratoire d'seoe et ae Takes

aoeSovtal Laas Prada: Lyco,France

 

interstitial hung disease characterized by an alveolitis including m

functional characterization of the alveolar cells.

maedi (n=17) animals. Diagnosis was made

Monoclonalantibodies and indirect

tigens. The

Methods. wage obtained from Day {n=19) and
by pathology end evidence of a macrophage lentiviral infection.

immunofluorescence analysed by flow cytometry were

Results. when compared to healthy animals, a significant decrease

peeNae p<0.05) without significant one DepamGinmas ns), Sd
ber of alveolar
(50.4%24.5su

 

D acre 0.5 LUCCan

macopages (1.260510ndv0920.1)ne In keeping wi

factor was increased inin mast Dana U/ million

alveolitis, the spontaneous

@ neutrophil aa

005. Further evidence increased spontancous

raf Cenc GLALUIE ea m SALLE OOD,

macrophage th P
PRLe titan, Grough wareaed capremion of le-ike antigen they might potcatate the lymphocyte

response.

CYTOMEGALOVIRUS (CMV) INDUCTION OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR
(NF) SECRETION BY HUMAN MONOCYTES/MACROPHAGES MAY

Te To TISSUEINFLAMMATION IN AIDS PATIENTS.
PhillipD.Laser n, ni, §.S., Wahi, L.M. and Wahl, S.M.
NIDR, National TastitutesOOF Health“petheede, "yp. U.S.A.

W.C.P.68

Objective, To determine whether CMV induces monocyte and tissue macrophage
expression0ofTN

soleted by standard techniques from an AIDSSpatient with CHV
colitis wasoneneo into cultures of purified humar ocytes. Infection
was confirmed by immuno;operoxidase staining with sonoclonalDos to the
68 kD immediate early (IE) antigen. TNF secretion was me d by bioassay

gene expressio: SNF.expresssion by
tains from AIDS patients and normals was monitored

by.in sesprie
jocytes"inoculated weekthe clinica isolate.wet not mock-

infected celle, expressed CMV IE antigen though ne ON.oe

nor control monocytes spontansoushyREeted TNF, infected|monoc
produced several-fold greater amounts of INF in respo a second
stimulus. In parallel, CMV-Enfeeckndmonocytes expressedenhanced levels of
TNF mRNA. In addition, TRE spec cosal macrophages
in biopsy specimens from 2 AIDS veatients with CMV colitis.“pur not in
specimens from healthy subjects or AIDS patients without CMV colitis.

is expressed in increased amounts in CMV-infected
monocytes in vitro and in mucosal cells during CMV enteritis. TNF secretion
by tissue macrophages may contribute to the in: amatoory changes that occur
in various organs in patients with AIDS and CMV dise:

W.C.P.70 INDUCTIONOFHIV-1 FROM A LATENTLYINFECTED CNS-
DERIVED CELL LINE

A.Laughlin, Janet M.Harouse,F.
University ofPennsylvania MedicalconornatePA, U.S.A,

Objective: HIV-1 1 d fe
medulloblas derived cell line). We further defi i
level ofbaseline viral gene expression andmemethods of induction stVraietranscription, p24

id production ofinfecti

c ‘MED 217 cells @

FoieME 217 were exposedtotoHIV! B and a modified infectious center assay
performed fo rescuesonàThe cellular RNA was extracted and probes for viral specific

aftors and
were thenredàin an attempt to ideeviralpcRessults: Although iin

negative cells was inefficient, with in
to virus approximately 1:io cells became infected. Under bascline conditions no viral

cific , Supernatant p24 or infectious virions could be demonstrated. Treatment with
phorbol myristateacetate resultsiin the production of viral specific RNA, p24 (20 fold
increase over reatmentt with|UV light ddr

14 but the ti 1 nt

mechanism for the activation ofviral replication bythese methods.
ors is perfom onclusio ceasing the time of exposure to virus,

infection ofMED 217 calcan be madeefficient, allowing the dissection of mechanisms of
ion ofviral replicat P

e HIV-1 promoter will induce viral replication.

W C P 72 MORBIDITE SYSTEMIQUE ET EXPRESSION RETROVIRALE (infection

ss productive) CHEZ LEPORTEUR HIV.
2, D.*; Cesari, D.*; Bélllovaky, C.97*;

Gorin,1.**; Deleuze, J.** et Paul D.**
*Hopttai Raymond-Poincaré/Univerailé René-Descaries, Garchesmmarie-ouest, France; “Hopital
Tarnier, Pars, France; **Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Etats-Unii

: relations entre staiutclinique et immunologique, progressivité éventuelle e

Infection rétrovirale productive in vivo.
: évaluations du statutcl iC), lymphocytes T4/ut, antigénémle p24/25 (S-p24);

le niveau diinfection tétrovirale productive in vivo est Suanex-“ie partir des cellules
mononuci ang division/maturation bloquée (60000
de propagation (score % du maximum) du matériel HIV aux iymphobiastes in vitro est fonction
un spécimen donné du nombre deccelules contenant du HIV prélormé in vivo (abstract connexe).
es mémes sysiémes de co-culture ef quantifications sont appliqués aux CMN non-irradiées.

Résultats: ‘SCORE CN RAD CLINIQUE VO 5=p24
(Xdu saxisus) ta «si “sn
08-28 11-1119) 18522 (2s
21-48 TI-TIL(),10 (3) SOS SA
41-48 II-IILGD,IV(S) S68e45s 44
61-99 TI-TIE(),1VU8) 29263 9/11

PROGRESSEURS NON PROGRESSEURS
Patients a 8 ct ù E F 6 1
Irradiées/non Irrad ler 13/4 “17/62 4/29 27/77 25/33 22/1 TL we wag

ver 58/65 a 4/52 518 19/84 CE 3S
Ler/dernier T4 sw saan naan seas marie geusag 708/258 lead ss
Mois Ler-der 16 5
5-624
Conclusions:ia progression de faà maladie HIV ayeiemique(clinique, Iymphopénique) est associée
à une expression HiV active in vivo, mesurable ex
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W.C.P.73 ALTERED 19G-SUBCLASS DISTRIBUTION IN LYMPH NODE CELLS AND

SERUM oFPATIENTS WITH HIV INFECTION

üLL 7 Fréland, S.S.** and Brandtzaeg, P.*
*Lab. ormeer and Immunopathology and **Medical Department À,
Universityof Ons. The National Hospital, Rikshospitalet, Oslo, Norway.

Objective. study the distribution of plasma cells producing IgG sub-
classes in tymphoia tissue of patients with HIV infection and compare this
with IgG subclass levels in serum

jpecimens from 1 5 pathents with persistent generalized
denopathy (HIV+)ant 11 patients wi th: other causes

(controls), were proce: for paired ineumofivorescenee. sections were
stained with anti-IgG satibedy « The

ch subclass was then calculat gG
A/S, Oslo, Norway) in 14

donors. Results are given as

Re The frac lymph node cells producing IgG1 wasoe (ets-88%)
in HIV+s versus FeTen-83%) in the controls (p<0.05). For
frection was 3% (2%-8%) in HIV+s versus 8% (ee15%) (p<0.05). "Nodifferences

In si to gG was 17.6 g/l (15.1-20.8
dono: ).

(7.5-9.6 g/1) versus 5.4 g/1 (5.1-6.5
» 1962 was reduced in HIV+s: 1,5 g/1 (1.3-3 g/1)

versus 3.6 oft Ge4.2 g/1) (pO. 05)
on eaewith HIV infection, the proportion

of cells Mectr IgGi is inerecgod whereas that producing r962is reduced.
This shift is in accordance with the IgG|aubclasses seen in

w.c.P.75 SIMIAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS INHIBITS BONE MARROW
WaraieteNee PROGENITOR CELL GROWTH.

moru; Ringler, D.J.; DeLong, P.A. and Letvin
N. Harvard vestes School, New England Regional Primate Research Center,
Southborough, Maseachusetts, USA.

Objective. To explore pathogenic mechanisms of depressed hematopoietic
function in AIDS.
Methods. Granulocyte/aacrophage (CFU-GM) and erythrocyte (ark)
progenitor cell colonies were assessed in-two
pethylca!lulose culture syatems, respectively. 5 isiations from bone

assessed in adherent cell cultures ines absence of lectin

cyto
Mes‘Both bone marrow CFU-GM and BFU-E were ‘decreased in number
manySI’ infected rhesus monkeys. SIV ¢ wae readily isolated fronbone
marrowMatte of infected monkeyswee was Sfidwn to be harbored in

rather than T lympho The in vitro infection of normal
bone marrow cells by SIV tehtbited colonyformation. A arriking in vivo
correlation between increased SIV load in bone marrow cells
decreased hematopoietic progenitorTSell colommy growth was also
Finally: tie of SIV replication in bone marrow uscrophanes by

tibody resulitedfi increased progenitor cell colony growth from
chose bonemarrow cells.

The infection of bonemarroy macrophages by the AIDS virus
teads directly to depressed bone ow hematopoietic progenitor cell
growth. Moreover, inhibition of AIDSvirus replication in these
macrophages should induce significant improvemant in hematopoietic
function.

 

ROLE OF ENDOTOXIN IN MODULATION OF HIV EXPRESSION
INA MONOCYTIC CELL LINE

3Chhay,H.*;Amirault,C.*;

W.C.P.77

Dinarello, c.** and Groopman, J,*
*Harvard USA
*iTufts i ity Boston USA

Objective. To determine the role and mechanism of action of
endotoxin (LPS) in modulating HIV expression in monocytic
cells

THP-1 cells, qrnronically infected with ae
were aeimutated for 2 ug/ml),ours wi (0.5-10
recombinant TNFa Fa) , recoabinant IL- IL-
(0.1 to 10 ng/ml) and polyclonal antibodies against TNFa and
IL-1f. TNFa and IL-1, n rnatants using RIA.
Viral expression was assessed by the level of reverse
transcriptase activity (RT) in the supernatants.

- LP stimulation of THP-1 cellsresulted in a dose-
dependent increase of 20 to 100% o i
<0.01), and in Significant productionof TNF
elsgaieAntipodiesagainst TNFa, but not against IL-18

50% o e incnorease in RT after stimulation
with 10Salà LPS (p<0. 0). Furthermore, rINFa but not
riL-18 increased RT in a dose dependent manner(p<0.01).

S stimulation of HIV-infected monocytic cell
can significantiy increase virus production and this effect may
be due in part, to the release of TNFa by LPS stiaaletea cells.
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W.C.P.74 THE EFFECT OF HIV ON MEMBRANE LIPIDS OF LYMPHOCYTES
fe Klein*, P. Gordon*, S. Rancharitar*, L. Mercure**,

« Malkin* and M. Wainberg*

roranieal schistesaptes Sunnybrook Medical Centre, University o
Toronto, Tor Ontario, Canada, **Lady Davis Institute, Jewish Zeneral
Hospital, MeGL12 "mtveraity. Montreal, Quebec, Canada

jenconteneof{Unsaturated fatty acids (FAS) in membrane lipids lead to an
1 membrane fluidity

qualitative onalysts of thei
because MI-4-is killed after’fi infection and H-9is not. Infected and

te th methanol:chlorofo
lipids were transmethylated to produce FA methyl este
chromatography. HIV infection wa: a
(180-2502) (p<0.05) in the desaturation of essential FAS-represent
linolenic (18:3) and arachidonic (20:4) acids-in both cell 1i: » 2a

concentration of the saturated FAsignificant elevation (p<0.05) in the t
erearare| (18:0) (180%) and palmitate (16:0) (1872) only in th
line, and 3) a si;gtstcant rise (p<0.05) in the desaturation of stearate to
oleate Le: 0 to 18:1) (171%) only in the MT-4 cell line. Th
demonstrate that infection by HIV is characterized by elevated desaturation
of essential FAS, whereas, killing of cells shows increase in both formation
of non-essential FAS and desaturation of stearate. The mechanism by which

 

these changes take place is not at all clea:

Ww C P 76 INFECTION OF Al CEL
te t lark A.Laughlin, Jeffrey Hastings, Tewy Fitedwern,

Brian , F.case
Departments of Neurology, Microbiology andMale, School of Medicine, University of
Pennsylvania, PA USA 19104-6076

Qbijective: The U373 glioblastoma-derived cell line can be infected with Hiv.1 (several
strains) to cause rsistent, latent and non-c ic infection.” À numbero!{measures
including treatment with phorbol esters (PMA) willinduce Viral+replication. To determine
whether CD4, which is normally not present inththese cells, could affect replication we

Methods: Wef preparedstable transfectants of glioblastoma line U373with a plasmid
expressing the hum:
LTR by co-S-transfectin with a plasmid expressing the hygromycin resistancece gene. The stable
fansfectants were further selected with anti-CD4 antibody by panning and by antibody
dependen cell cytoxicity.Results: A variable level of expression of CD4 was seen in the
initial fransfectans but all ofthe€ y mino regions of
the molecule were represented. d the high I different
Strains ofHIV-! and HIV-2 in neeions.ve Monitored viral waitin oy antigen capture
for peaand by the production of infectious virus and coinpared with two othercell
populations: (1) clones of U373 glial cellsuniformly infected with HIV. 13p (2) randomly
fatectedU3U373 cells.cope infection with HIV-13p there was an initial round of low-level
replication ({[p24] « g/ml) followed by a persistent latent infection Conclusions:
results indicate hateotefactors besides the entry pathway are responsible for the
characteristics o! Hiv-1À infection of glial cells and allow us to begin to dissect the diverse
elements that determ

W.C. P.78 PRODUCTION DE TNFa ET D'IL-18 PAR LES CELLULES
DE LA LIGNEE PORTE INFECTEES PAR LE VIH

*;Scadden,D.*;Ferriani,R.*;
rn,R.*;Dinarello,c.** and Greco; man,J.*.

suniversité de Harvard,Boston,MassachusettsEtats-Unis,
**Université de T 

«Mesurer ia production de TNFa et d'IL-18 par les

par
Northern Blots.La lignée THP-1 infectée par VIH-1/IIIB a été
stimulée par 5yg/ml d'endotoxine (LPS).Les macrophages ont été
infectés par VIH-1/IIIB,VIH-1/Bal et VIH-2
Résultats.Les cellules THP-1 et les _macrophages infectés par
differentes souches de V

s THP-1,TNFa,IL-1f et de l'ARNm
icative entre cellules non

e.En revanche, les
e: e ase a a infection, plus differenciées,

produisent après stimulation,des quantités de cytokines 2 à 13
fois plus élevées que 1 ules non infectées ou infectées
de façon chronique (p<0.0

8 cellules de la lignée monocytaire infectées par
le VIH ne produisent pas spontanément de TNFa ou d'IL-18 m
peuvent en réponse à un stimuli comme LPSproduire des
quantités importantes de ces deux cytokin
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W Cc P 79 HIV-2 ENVELOPE GLYCOPROTEINS AND CELL FUSION. W.C. P.80 CMV IS NOT A COFACTOR IN THE PROGRESSION OF HIV INFECTION.
v—e Kumar,P., Hui,H.,ane Hahn,B., Compans,R. Brodie, H."; Byrne WR#; Drew, W.Lawrence##; Grah:

University of Alabama at Birmingham, Biirmingham, Alabama USA Kadakia A#; and Nil liens MT#, *Letterman Army Medical
genters hesidio of San Francisco, California, USA, **Mount Zion Hospital and
Medic n Francisco, Cuiifornia, USA, *#*Sociometrics, Inc., Hyattsville,

 

utilize recombinant vaccinia viruses (VV) tomethe biagee andfunction
HIV- d HIV-

entry, and pathogenicity, as wel
virusentryiinto CD4+ target cells occurs via virali on‘fusion atneuralaThe

virus unable to
producecell fusion despite normal infectivity may have an altered molecular mechanism of cell
entry and membrane fusion. We hypothesize such a change in HIV-2/ST. Unlike other HIVs,
this virus does not induce cell fusion or cell death; infected cells exhibit fully Productive
infection ( LA production, RT activity),bat the raeoffree virus enryintocells i retarded.

+ HIV-2/ST had been isolated from a healthy West African prostitut
provided by]L. Montagnier. The envgenes wore eserted into rVVsand evaluated‘tor

bolic labelling and RIP/PAGE. Function of
recombinant env gene prodncss was assessed by infection of CD4+ cells and quantitating cell
fusion. H: it antisera was using recombinant envelope glycoproteins.

 

t VVRoUrHIV-2 env genes synthesize, process, and transport
functional recombinanten lycoproteins. The eny gene product of HIV-2/RODcauses
infected cells to fuse with uninfected CD4+ cells. These methods will be useful to determine
sate dae call fucnee defect ofHIV.2/STis a function of its ¢ny gene.

W.C.P.81

Hrushesky, W.J.M.*; and Haus,
Miniversityof‘Minnesota, Minneapolis, **§:.Paul-Ramsey Medical Center, St. Paul,
Minneso!

ABERRANT CIRCADIAN PHYSIOLOGIC, IMMUNE AND
ENDOCRINE IN HIV-INFECTED UALS.

a3; Sothern, R.B.*, Sackett-Lundeen, L.**; Suarez, C.*

; To assess circadian variation of parameters relevant to the pathophysiology and

research set g, 8 HIV-infected persons (3 AIDS, 3 ARC and 2
asymptomatic; all free of acute nes)usunderwent 4-h assessments 0} temperature’
lymphocytetesubsetsts (CD3, CDA4, CDS, B1L),Monocytes,traendceptl HIVantigen, neopterin
 

LEwinary€excretion (n=3). T d dine pk
midnightand noon. Healthy,marche ‘adults Served as contls
Results: A d in 6 of the 8 patients, with
unusual carly mamorning peaks in 2 patients. Usuallymphocyte rhythmicity peaking between6
P.M. and midnight, including all studied subsets, was lost. The normal circadian rhythm

and

nomen
Subjects had elevated beta? microglobulin

variation
was seen. Following consteel substantialdewarvariation in serum and urine

levels was buthalf-lives at
Conclusion: The normal markedDeadrhythmicityisis ablaediininHIV-infected persons,
even if asymptomatic,

W.C.P.83 ENHANCED PRODUCTION OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR IN
SYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTIONS. Read SE; Der S.
Division ofInfe Diseases, Hosp for Sick Children, Toronto,, Canada.

response to aramtonA sepsis. They are also Potent maisons of cachexia and
autoimmune ulation ofTNF recep!
induction ofTNF synthesi We wereinterested

whether synthesis of TNFiis enhanced dt HIV infections in

ymptomatic group
(D), constitutional disease and opportunistic infection:s (Ve* ion by
cells was meas a cytotoxicity assay on L929 cells using Hu-rip Genentech as a

One uniit ofTNEis defined as the concentration ofthe cell cul supematant which
produces cytopathic effects on 50% of the L cells. PBM from is produced low
evels ofTNFa1036 Un, ani).The levels of TNF production bythethe cells from Group
I, XIE, EVa, patients were 2.2+2.0 (a9),a847.9 (n=12,p<.05), 6.447.2
‘n=5,p<.05), ant1eTala7 (n=13,pe01) U/ml respectively. The totoxic activities in the
supernatants can be completely neue an Fe antibodies. Moreover. cells

and IV) were hypersensitive to endotoxin resulting iin
compared toto normal

from symptomaticFINEsheet(group
controls and| asymptomatic patients

the pro; of HIV
further induction of TNFbe,0 
infections and thecells from the symptomatic patentsare hypersensitiveto TNF|inducers.
Thisaaabeone ol

Maryland, USA.

Ojective.To determine if coinfection with CMV affects ‘the decline of CD,
cells in HIV infected patien
Methods.We have compared to vate of decline of CD, cells in HIV Serocouvert=
ing military personnel who are CMV seropositive versus those who are CMV
seronegative. Regression analysis ised to calculate the daily,decline in
CD, counts following HIV seroconver:ion, Blood samples were obtaine
months intervals to permit calculation of the rate of CD,
Results.The mean initial CD, counts were 519 in the CMV acepositives and 457
a the seronegatives einsn F wy CMY seropositive:= rond a slope of

decline/day of - CMV seronegative
aifteerence is not statisticelly sdgnificant (P=0.71) when the rates are com—
Dares using students T test.
Conclusion.We conclude that CMV is not a necessary cofactor in the patho-
genesis of HIV infection.

 

W.C.P.82 REGULATIONOF CYTOKINE RECEPTOR EXPRESSION BY HIV
AlanS: n M;:and Livesey JF.
Division of Infe Hosp for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada. 

in cyto myeran"oF suppressing thepenton
DEV in vire Toeià oiSopcal ectvi onecapablefsspecificBeancel

ace receptors. Wehave previously demonstrated down regulation of IFN-0 receptors on
ytes

HIV gene products are capable of down regulating the expression
of cytokine receptors. The expression¢of IFN-abering)labelon CD4+ gallsreeCEM,
HUT, and Jun d with 1125] highspecificitybby
lactoperoxidase method. with the

thethebindingMdinerwere analyzed=icha the receptor numbers. CD4+cells were

 

 

f p
tenone to monitor the replication of HIV. We have demonstrated a progressive down
regulation of IFN-a receptors during the progress ofHIV infectionsin vitro. To evaluate the

ts of HIV on the inductionof IFN\ regulated enzymes, HIV iinfectedIHUT cells were
treated with IFN We di
inin2.SA se induction in fees cells, compared to controls. Similarly,we have

demonstrated down regulation o!
128].TNF-a (Genentech) during the course ofHIVinfection. We are currently investigating
the role ofindividual viral genes in the regulation of cytokine receptors. Thus, these studies
indicate that HIV is capable of suppressing the expression of IFN-a az receptors.
This maybe one of the mechanisms by which HIV evades the antiviral actionssof IFN and

in viv

 cells by

W.C. P.84 ANALYSIS OF BRAIN FROM AIDS PALIENTS FOR HIV-1 DNA SEQUENCES
USING THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTIOIN,(PCR)

; Hahn, BH; Shaw, G Brew BJ"; Rosenblum
M; P , RW “Memorial Soan--Kettering Cancer center: New York, NY, and
dniversity of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, USA

Obiective: To determine whether HIV-1 proviral DNA can be detectedny PCR
in the brains of patients with mild AIDS dementia complex (ADC). e it

by a variety ortinit
ned stp

ose with more advanced symptomato] ogy and paathology. The
t yet been establis!

obtained at autopsy
from 27 HIV-1- infected individuals and assessed using àSoriner pair from the

Dilution experiments,
rimer pairs were der

f 8.2 fg DNA by visual inspection of theSas and 66
ag when _probed by Southern blotting using a reacting sequence.

fn samples from brains known to HIV-1 "positive" by immui
histochemistry or Southern blot, HIV-1 DNA was amplified. lowever, inmost
“negative” brains, PCR was also negative and in those with circumscribed
infection by immunohi stochem!stry, PCR was likewise limited.

n: These ial results$ suggest that viral sequences
patients with aiden,HERare b
single primer pair. Further studies using additional primer pairs and well-
characterized tissue speci
to active HIV-1 replication, restricted gene expression or indirect factors.

in brains of
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W.C.P.85 EFFECTS OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (TNF-a), GAMMA W.C.P.86 PRESENCE OF HIV-1 IN THE SPERMS OF HIV-SEROPOSITIVT
CROPHAGE COLONY-

STIMULATING FACTOR snON HIV REPLICATION IN HIV-INFECTED
HUMAN MYELOMONOCYTIC CELL LINES

Eduardo**; K 1, HP*; Zhao, JQ*; Mitsuyasu, RT*. Driveof California,
Los Angeles, USA; SFaaildae de Medicina UFRJ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

To study the effects ofee gamma interferon, and GM-CSF on HIV antigen
expression in chronically infected human myelomonocytic leukemic cell lines.

HTLV-IIB infected ML3(n(myelomonoblastic),THP-1 (monoblastic), and U-937
(monocytic) cells at a concentration of 3 x 10° cells/ml were incubated with cytokine at 3
log concentrations for 24-102 hours. Cell viability was assessed by trypan biue exclusion and
HIV replication by HIV p24 antigen capture oncell free supernatants of cultured viable
cells

Results, TNA-a had a marked soie effect on HIV infected and uninfected cells at
concentrations of 10-10 seNo HIV phbitony effects were seen with any of the
cytokines alone or in combination. HIV significantly increased in ML-3 cells by
TNF-a and by GM-CSF and iinTU:937 cells byGMCS
Conclusion,7)The effect of these cytokines on HIV expr:ession in chronically infected cells
appears to cell specific and may represent differences in viral regulation in cells at
different stages of maturatio

PRESENCE OF TUMOR NECROSISFacror x THE CEREBRAL SPINAL
FLUID (CSF) OF AIDs F HIV ENCEPHALOPATHY

sansneeen,StrSpira, T.*; Fauci, A.S.#*;
‘DuBois, R.***; Folks, T.*, Stentor For Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA;
#tNational Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA; ***Atlanta Medical
‘Associates, Atlanta, GA

W.C.P.87

©bjective. To assess the presence of Tumor Necrosis Factor-te (INF) in
‘the CSF offHIV seropositive patients with HIV encephalopathy (HIVE).
Methods. CSF fr atients with HIVE, 6 AIDS pat: without central
nervous system (CNS) iteeacc, 5 patients with HTL'NTassociated
myeLopecny/tropicel spastic Parsesis (HAM/TSP), and 1 Eupornestire
control individual, est the presence of the using the Wehi
164-clone 13 bioassay, Positivve samples were tonfiveedbby neutralization
with a rabbit antibody to human TNF-alpha.

s detected in significantly more patients vith HIVE Os)
than ‘AIDS petienee without CNS tresse on , p=.05). There was a tr
toward significance comparing p: TNFPia patients with HIVE a to
HAM/TSP patients (1/5, p=.0 isher ‘s Exact Test, 1-tailed No TNF wi
‘detected in V soronagative control individual.

t data suggest that detectable INF levels are present
indthe CSF0ofpatientewith HIVE but to a much lesser degree in HIV+ patients

no Log: manifestations or in patients with HTLV-I associated
neurologic“disease.

W.C. P.89 SERUM CAPACITY TO INHIBIT REVERSE TRANCRIPTASE
IN VITRO DISTINGUISHES HIV-1 INFECTION
FROM HIV.2 OR SIV INFECTION

Wolfs T.*, Goudsmit,Jaan*, Geelen J.*, Schellekens H.**, Barin F.***
*Human Retrovirus Laboratory, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, ** Primate Center TNO,
Rijswijk, the Netherlands, ***Laboratoire de Virologie, LHRU Bretonneau, Tours,
France.

Qbiective. To study the inhibition of HIV-1 and SIV reverse transcriptase by human
and rhesus macaque serum positive for Hv" or Hy.2/SIV antibodies.

. Inhibition of HIV-1 or SIV re tase activity was assayed
after incubation with HIV-1 or HIV-2/SIVàantibody positive serum.
Results. The domain to which reverse transcriptase inhibiting an
elicited appeared to be highlyantiganic. Sixty-seven percent (48/72) of
individuals had HIV-1 re iptase inhibititing (RTI) antibodies one year
after seroconversion for HIV-L,“oe(6/10) 0f HIV-2 antibody positivere had
*SIV-RTI antibodies and ali four experimentally SIV-infected rhesus
developed SIV-RTI antibodies. Low rossreactivity between HIV-1 andàHIV-2/SIV-RTI
antibodtes was observed. Of 10 HIV-TRTI sera 2 reduced SIV-RTactivity by more
than 5 % (mean reduction 85% versus 24%), Only 1 of 9 SIV-RTI human sera reduced

25%). This serum howeverthawed a shared
envelope proteins

Conclusion. Th indicate that the HIV-1 domain inducing RTI antibodies is
antigenically differentfrom the HIV-2/SIV domain.

606

INDIVIDUALS BY DNA-HYBRIDIZQTION AND I GQ

ohh. Bagasra, 3 Freund, M. ; Condoluci, 2- ; Heins, B. ;
Weidman, J,, and Comida À
Gynecology and Medicine University of Medicine and Dentistry of New
ersey, Camden, New Jersey, USA.

Objective. To explore the role of sperm in the remise of Re
Methods. Semen specimens were collected at weekly intervals from
patients who were seropositive for HIV-on Semen specinens were washed and
pellets were examined for presence of HIV by electron microscopy, by use of
HIV-specific monoclonal antibodies and tameunogold labelling and by
HIV-specific DNA probes and in situhybridization.

lts. ElectronPnicroscopieanalysis of sperm showed HIV-1 like particles
in the sperm of all 9 specimens. Further evaluation with HIV specific DNA
probes and immunogold labelled monoclonal antibodies confirmed the presence
of HIV-1 in the aperm of HIV seropositive individuals but their absence in
HIV-seronegative individuals:
Conclusion. Presence of HIV-I in the sperms of HIV-seropositive individuals
dndicates a potential chanLen for the venereal transmission of HIV by sperm
from HIV seropositive individuals to their sexual partners.

 

W.C.P.88 DETECTION OF UNINTEGRATED VIRAL DNA IN HIV-1
INFECTION: USEOF A RAPID AND EASY PCR METHOD

*, Geelen J.*, Epstein L.**, Clement M.*,
Lange J.*, Goudsmit J.*
“Human Retrovirus Laboratory, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, **UMD-New Jersey Medical
School, Newark, NJ, USA.

Qbiective. To study tneKinesesof unintegrated viral DNA (UVD)in HIV-1 infected
cells invitro and prese: D in_yivo in HIV-1i infected children and in
homosexual men.
Methods. UVD was detected by use of the polymerase chain reaction PCR) in which
the long terminal repeat (LTR) in covalently cd circularviral DNA
amplified. The specificity of the ampllified sequence: was confirmed bySotSouthern
blot analysis using an LTR:

Closed circular viral DNA w:jas detected
HTLV-IIIB infectedMoit-3 cells on the infecting virus titer, UVD was
undetectable for a short period early in infection, but persisted thereafter.
Brain and spleen tissues of HIV-1 infected children with HIV-1 associated
progressive encephalopathy were analyzed for the presence of UVD.In both tissues
high levels of UVD were detected, indicating active infection at both sites. In
blood of AIDS-patients UVD could also be detected.

+. UVD can be detected in HIV-1 infected cel both in_vivo and in vitro
by snof the PCR and it may be used as a marker for active infection and disease
rogre:

W.C.P.90 EXPRESSION OF A POTENTIAL HIV RECEPTOR ON HUMAN
overs GASTROINTESTINAL EPITHELIAL CELLS (GIECs)

+ Huot, R.; Wideman, D., and Martin, D.
The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, TX, USA.

Oblective. determine if human GIECs exp ptor which might
allow HIV attachme

MUNGBSSayS of tissue sections and early passage cultures of GIECs
from aannormal Gi (small intestine and colon) or human colon cancer (HCC)
sources were done using Leu3a and OKT4 monocl antibodies. In addition to an
immunoreactive subpopulation of lamina propria an in tissue sections

immunoblot detection of 80kdand 108kq proteins verified th
lymphoid cells did not explain the imm . Furthermore, the established
HCClines tested in these experiments 6 not immun!

. These observations suggest“that GIECs bear CDé-related epitopes,
which are associated with thecell surface or mucinous glycolyx. Since such surface
molecules could serve as snes for HIV attachment
these data are relevant to vi transmission
aids or ane, and the possbity that GIECs may serve as a reservoir for HIV.

was provi PHS grant RO1 DK40625 and The UTHSCSA Center for
Human Cell Biotechnology.
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CELL-SPECIFIC CONTROL OF HIV PRODUCTION IN CHRON-
ICALLY INFECTED GLIAL CELLSW.C.P.91

Mellert, W.*, Festl, H.°, Kleinschmidt’, A.*, M@ller-Lantzsch, N.°**, Volker*

*GSF-Abteilung fur Molekulare Zellpathologie, D-8042 Neuherberg, **Medizinische
Poliklinik der Universitat Munchen, D-8000 Mdnchen, ***institut fir Medizinische
Mikrobiologie und Hygiene, D-6500 Homburg, West-Germany

Qbjective, Evaluation of HIV regulation in potential virus reservoir cells in the brain
lial celis).

g Establishment of chronically infected atom|cell lines. Measurement of HIV
proteins, ANA expression,
Besults, We established chronically HIV-1 infected ‘glioma cell lines harbouring an
integrated HIV genome. The ceil iines express structural proteins, which can be detected
in thePidtoplayjasm but they reiease extremelyjow amounts "of infectious virus In
compat other infected ce! calls, monocytes/macrophages, mesenchymal
calls), Furtermor, high amounts of intraceliular net protein with a moiecuiar weight of
27 odi ese ceils.
Conclusion. Chronically infected giial ceils control virus production by a cell-specific
mechanism using net protein induction and may thus represent a virus reservoir in the
bra

W.C. P.93 LOW PLASMA CYSTEINE AND ELEVATED GLUTAMATE LEVELS IN
HIV~1* PATIENTS MAY CONTRIBUTE TO L OF T CELL FUNCTIONS.
Droge, Wulf, Frey, H. and Ec H.-P,

Institute of Immunology and Genetics, German Cancer Research Center,
Heidelberg, F.R.G.

Objective. To investigate the hypothesis that the immunclogical deficiency
may be partly the consequence of a virus~induced metabolic disorder.

insufficient supply of c
e ~at least in part~ for the insufficient immunological.reactivity.

LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF HIVROBY RESPONSES OF INFANTS BORN
TO SEROPOSITIVE WOMEN IN
Katzenstein Davis Hendey,‘2.M.,*; Nsa, W.**; Ryder, C.#k

Brown, C.**; Quinn, T.C.**; etal

LRR, DV, *Center for BiologicsEv.Évaluation and Research, FDA and NIAID, NIH,
Bethesda, MD, USA, **Projet SIDA Kinshasa, Zair:

W.C.P.95

Objective. To determine if neutralizing antibodies (NA) or antibodies on

isotype ContientWesternBlots: CISWB) are associated with transmission of
women ants

ra were collected at ue Mama Yemo
Hospital in Kinehasa, Zaire. Sera were obtained every 3 months from

#infants
based on infant's outcome; healthy at 4 mo. (Gp 1), AIDS at 12-18 mo.
(Gp2). ISWB were developed for IgG, I. a Iga, 9: . NA were assessed
by inhibition of syncytia formation ae 18°VIT
Results. Maternal sera from both groups reacted strongly with all HIV

-12 mo. of age. NA were detected in most maternal sera at titer
to 1:256. Significantly, 8/10 Gp 2 infants developed NA compared to 1/10

(p ).Gp 1 infants 203, Figer’ 6re ti
Conclusions. oanof wit volving ISWB patterns had AIDS by 18
months, altho 5/8 nealtey infante had ISWB suggesting HIV infection. lem

 

responses to iE were not observed in the firet 6 womene of rife,
infants wno had other evidence of infection. We t fin
relationship between maternal NA and tranenission of infection.to infants.

W.C.P.92 NEUTRALIZING AND ENHANCING ANTIBODIES IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF
Ur DER x xx x

D. th F Szabé, B.”, Ujhelyi, -E.°", Horvath, A.°"", Fist
Bänhegyi, 0.

GeMicrppjol...Univ.Med. School, Debrecep,*Natl. Inst .Haematol .Blood Transf.
Budapest, Den Inst.Dermat. Venerol., ‘Municip. Laszl6 Hosp.Inf.Dis
Budapest, Hungar

Objectives. Enhancing antibodies (ENH AB) were reported to be present in the
Blood of Alv-infected patients and believed to influence the course of infec:
tion. In the present study the incidence of these antibodies were inves

he neutralizing antibodies (NEU ABS) Methods.
NEUAB

_ heat
trested (56°C, 30 min). The same sera were tested
1:1 mixing with fre: complement-sufficient (CS) pooled HIV-seronegative
serum (CS-serum). Rozen The following results were obtained in the 39
serum samples tested:
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Group No sample NEU AB in ENH AB in
te:sted heated serum- CLS-serum CS-serum

asympt.HIV+ 19 19 8 4
ARC, AIDS 20 11 - 0 12
 

Gonclusion. These findings support the results of Robinson et al. (1988) on
presence of c ement-dependent ENH AB in HIV-infected persons and

suggest that their appearance in parallel to the loss of NEU AB may signal a
bad prognosis.

W.C.P.94 IDENTIFICATION OF PHENOTYPIC ULTRASTRUCTURES
OF YMPHOCYTES REACTING WITH AUTO-ANTIBODEES IN AIDS

*, Garzon, S. ** and Strykovski, H.** N. Lapointe,***
and Ajdukovic, D, ****

*AIDS Research Center, Biomedco Canada Canada, ** Faculté de Médecine de l'Université
de Montréal, *** Sujusine Hospital, nn Armand Frappier, Montréal, Québec, Canada

standing the me: sms of immuno suppression and lymphocyte
depletion in HIVgute patients is perhaps central to the understani
and the evoluti AIDS. mere àis”
HIV but the precise mechanisms by which the affect une de
unkno Anti-lymp!erauto-antibodies (Ab)are iympbobyininvitro and
undoubtedly contribute ion of lymphotic ss in 10. Present studies aim
at determining nymelofofmolympbocyies auto-Al Se

antigen: identified in peripher:a blood lymphocytes (PBL) obtained
from as patient ot aiffereatages of HIV infection using immunofluorescence (IF) and
immun “electron microscopy ) techniques. Im vivo studies of the phenotype of HIV-
containing lymphocytesbyby double labelings showed that OKT4+ cells are the principal
target of virus, Almost ali infected PBL and approximately 30 percent of uninfected PBL
displayed Ab-C3 complexes on the cell surfaces as demonstrated by IF. Sera from HIV-

tracellular structureds of
PBL from normal subjects, as Double immunogold labelings showed
that the pattern of reaction of serum Ab is different among phenotypiclymphocyte
populations and that this pattern changes with the evolution of HIV

Th ofHIVpositive orpresence of Ig-C3 complexes on a hig!hapercentage
negative PBL su, Ab-C-mediated 1:ympholysis May represent @ major
echanism of iyuphatic dame destruction

W.C.P.9%6 NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODY IN SEROPOSITIVE SUBJECTS FROM AFRICA
SOUTH and NORTH AMERICA AGAINST 4 DIVERGENT STRAINS OF av.
Katzenstein, David*; Vujcic, L.*; Latif, A.**; Galvao, B.***;

Halsey, N.****; Quinnan, G.aint et al. LRR, DV, scenter for” Biohogics Eval-
uation and Research, FDA, Bethesda, MD, **Univ. of Zim
Zimbabwe, ***Jonns Hopkins School of Pub. Health, halt. MD, USA

iocruz, Brazil
Objective. To assess cross reactivity of neutralizing antibodies (NA)

against different isolates of HIV in serum of EIV infected individuals from
North i Africa. ,
Methods. Virus isolates HIV-IIIS

 

RF, MN ane 2-2 were tested with sera
from Haiti, the U.S., Brazil, Zaire, babwe. NA titers of sera wer
the reciprocal of the serum dilution that decreased the number of syncytia
by >50% in Molt~3 cells.
Results. None of 50 sera“omeee subjects had NA, mite sera from
seropositive subjects h st NanRIVIIIB: HIVar @
in 94%, 80%, 36%,a Seirespectively. omatic subjects USEwere
less likely to have NA t ubjects w hAIDS or ARC (sym) (874215 AS vs
72/86 SYM for WIVyp ead.56/118 vs 53/70 for HIVpp, x2).
Analysis of yes1beoprapnic cohorts demonstrated vinta geometr
mean titer do against each isolate, aitnough t e GMT vassaignit-
icantly nigher cgsinst€Eten àn 60 Pinsera (1929) henin 40 2
(475), 53 Zimbabw mn (733) or 50 Haitia

 

st geneti‘cally divergent|strains
of viruses from the U.S., Haiti, and ated
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W.C.P.97

Edgington, T.S.*; Oldstone, M.B.A.*
“Research Institute of Scripps Clinic,
of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA

SPECIFIC EC IN TISSUE FACTOR EXPRESSION IN MONOCYTES
FROM AIDS PATIENTS

*; Agosti, J.M. **, Corey, L.**;a
Nels J.
La Jota, California, **University

Caraytes{macrophages can be infected with human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV). uch cells are important in regulating immune and coagulation
systems. ee infection of the host may alter these cells, disrupting
the expression of modulating factors. crosis factor

F n may be related to the
auntished resistance "to secondary infections observed in ARC and AIDS
pa

W C P 99 \UTOIMMUNITY AGAINST NEUTROPHILS AND THROMBOCYTES IN

owns DIFFERENT STAGES OF HIV-INFECTION

“R.J.L. Klaassen*, J.W. Mulder**, A.B.J. Vlekke*, J.M.A,

Lange**, A.E.G. Kr. von dem Borne*. *Central Laboratory of the Netherlands

Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service and **Municipal Health Service, P.O.

Box 9190, Amsterdam, the

Objective. To get insight in the role of autoantibodies against neutrophils
thogenesis of Erveinfect.don

£ these autoantibodies in subjects
(n=13) a tomatic with T

rctentutie infections (CDC 401/42);
} @ in heterosexuals (n=19, group1)

8 (n=20, group2). Presence of ti
specific artanttbody nature

the cells

3
niv-infection. which ausuggests a role in pathogenea

W.C.P.101

 

608

W € P ANTIBODIES TO gp4l peptide(HIVIS, aa 583-599) DO NOT
98 CORRELATE SIGNIFICANTLY ION FROM DISEASE IN HIV

Chi ,Rachanee. ;Caun,K.;Panagiotidi,C.;Blomberg,J. and Weber,J.
Pepartrent of Infectious Diseases, Reva Postgraduate Medical School,

ONN, University of Lund, Sweden it. Mary's Hospital,London W2,
NITEDKINGDOM

ne the association between antibotiies to a Paae
IVIS,. amino-acids 583-599) and diseas

HIV.a
8 previously described

mberg, PNAS 1788585). Peptide 583-599 isparcially

‘etroviruses, which is thought toe
immunosuppressive in vitro Control.“peptides were derived from an

immunogenic co; in 1 ino-acids 586-606. Antisera were
assaye direct anti-globulin ELISA, with batteries of positive and
gative rols ere 0 rom cohort of ho: ual men

Results,
in these patients, grouped by clinteal outcome at 6 years post infection

Asymptomatic AIDS
HIVIS 113 2/8
Control 12/16 4/4 7/8

These results suggest that there is no statistical association
between antibodies to the HIVIS peptide, protection from disease
progression in HIV infection, in this cohort of sebisce8; these results will
be compared to the original results of Klasse

HIV TARGET CELLSINTESTES
PATIENTS

=, Vazeux R**, HéninD***, Hadchovel M*, Katlama C***;
roux M*et al.

* INSERMSnCneeUne,Bicétre, France; **Instirot Pasteur, and ***

W.C.P.100

 

Objective To elucidate possible mechanisms of sexualsexual HIVtransanissica, We have studied mononu-
clear cellsintestes desfromAIDS
Methods Dm0does(27 AIDSpains,5uecomtrols)andDieetaoneS, 2

post-mortem.controls) were obtained
CD3, CD4, CD8, sigueSuandardgubttegpoyHIVPIBaadP24,andrevealed by

 lerous ducts of controls.
RemaNomatory Decouconcame”however. HIV antigens
were found in the testes of two patients in interstitial e-like cells.,oceaninthe
CD4+macroph eswerefoundinthe testes and epididymides valepithet
seminiferous dymat ididy
CD3+ cells,allymoalyCDE> werealso observedwith a simile distr
evidence ect

and raises the possibi ity of contamination ofgerm cells by direct contact

NOVEL aezorte SURFACE oN IN
MEA; Sterling, C; Keusch, GT

New aad medical Center, Boston, MA, USA

Objectives: To dete

W.C.P.102

tmine whether or not the sporozoite (S) stage of C.
urd,Parvum (CP) produces a sugar binding lectin, to and characterize

this protein, and to determine its role in pathogenesis of CP infection.
t) CP oocyts (0) were obtained from ‘ of DS patients,

purified by gradient centrif gation an to excyst in t
Danee (RA)
intact-0, or © ranes.
protease. inhibitors and centrifuged at 100,000 g for 90 min to local
in the soluble and membraneer
RA inhibition in the pre of over 20 simple and substituted mono and
disaccharides, glycoproteins. Cation and pH requirement:
determined. Lectin purification was attempted by affinity chromatography.

was present in intact S and increased 128-fold in sonicates-
Toolated © had less HA activity thanans: and O membranes showed no The

bmaxillary mucin (

around neeindicating a surface location
ctin has beer achievedons BSM-Sepharove oo column,

we have Sentified a novel ¢. parvum lectin, which is found
porte surface (the infective form ofPiaParasite) - The mo

effective in vitro hapten inhibitor tested was in vivo receptor
and role of lectin in attachment/invasion of hostels‘ not yet known
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Kimura-Kuroda,J., Yaeui,K. and Iveeaki,T..
Dept. of Microbiology, Tokyo Metropolitan Institute for Neurosciences, 2-6,
Musaabidai, Fuchu-shi, Tokyo, 183, JAPAN.

Objective. Vasoactiveve intestinal, peptide (VIP) has been shown to increase
survival in mouse brain culture (Brenneman,D.E.,et al., PNAS, 8321159, 196), md
ite amino acid s Sowsans homology with à poqunoe "of the 2pjequerics

T. ee ce a, Lane homered tet the VIP attested the Sourutal cell
ture:

e cells of hippocampus or cerebral cortex were obtained from 18-19
old fetal rat. VIP and/or peptide-T was added to the culture on 0 or 7.

After 12 days, the cells were stained with specific antibodies to neuron or
as , was
Results. Addition of 0.1 nM VIP to brain cul: produced a signifi
of eurvival. other hand, 100 nM peptide-T decreased the number of

. Peptide-T (100 mM) antagonized the function of VIP (0.1 nM). They did
not affect the nunl and 8 of astrocytes, the major glial ce ture.

Le that VIP is important neuronal in cultures of
CoTeoTTE eedeteemp to

survival.
gpa of HV ela lostVI-dnpedentneuronal eurvivel, and tio resulting det of
functional neurons

W.C.P.105 VIRAL ANTIGEN STIMULATION OF THE SECRETION OF HUMAN
‘MONOKINES CAPABLE OF REGULATING HIV-1 EXPRESSION.

*; Washington, I. Robbins, Fernie, B., Ostrove, J.M., Fauci, A.S
*Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.; "*LIR, NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD. U.S.A.

ANWe have previously described model systems for cytokine-induced regulation of
HI chronically infectedTlymphocyte and promonocyte clones. Our current objective

determine whether FIVarecanssimulate humari macrophages to secrete
Wanokines capable of soreguleto fected cells.
ivaads. Chronicallyy HIVG1 infesedTcols(ACH-2)orpromonocytes (U1)weretested for

ucibility with
uman monocytes withbacterial lipopolysaccharide or purified, inactivated viruses (viral
hom I

" . We found that certainherp ‘group di alovi d Epstein-
Barr virus augment i ducti her k
such as herpes simplex virus, wanes noster vires tndhun has Virewelie
fünction in this capacity. When non-herpes group viruses were tested, we found that human
adenovirus, hepatitis B virus, and vaccinia virus all failed to stimulate the productionof
monokines of activating HIV inthe chronically infected cell lines. Furthermore, HIV.
1 can augmentits own expression by inducingthe secretion of monokines which upregulate

fected cell Lines. À

not:atributable to contaminatingendotoxin.

may ind pression of HIV by indi " ONE OPEOTAC AAC

on à

W.C.P.107 TNE&CAN INDUCE THE EXPRESSION OF HIV FROM
(CALLY INFECTED CELLS IN AN AUTOCRINE FASHION.

PalcoJoven,JKinter, A., Ciouse, K.A., Folks, T.M., Fanci, AS.et al. LIR,
NIAID, NIH Bethesda, MD; Georgetown University, Washington, DC. U.S.A.

Objective. To investigate th tt pha (TNF-) can induce
the expression ofHIV inPa aeed colle aeeeefashion.
Methods. The T lymphocytic (A i)and promonocyti (UDcellines are chronically
infected with HIV-1, and the constitutive low level expression of HIV be potently
PM (10-20 fold increase of reverse transcri ) by treatment with phorbol esters

synthesize and secrete TNF-o (as assessedDy a specific Biokine kit) and could express TNF-

pealunioelneàuma
TNF-o in supernatantsis of unstimulated ACH-2 and Ul cells, but

significant amounts(190peofTNF-o aty present in the supernatants of both cell lines
to 48h th PMA 10°’ M, in parallel with the expression

Furhermoes TNE0epresentoù tretomate of ACH.2 cells after treatment with
PMA Of interest, PMA stimulation of ACH-2 and U1 cells resulted in the upregulation of
PR5old) mherres the levels ofTNFR were foundunchanged or downmodulated in the
uninfected parental cell lines that had been exposed to

f ind egulation of
Yiral expression in cells of 1 and ic OF; acheat4 HIV provira ymphocytic promonocytic origin ly carry

 2, STLV-IIl, AND
W.C.P.104 DIFFERENT STRAINS OF HIV-1. E.HOFMANN, P.NISHANIAN, P.INSIXIENGMAY, J.LFAHEY.

School Angeles, CA. U.S.A,

 Obieciive.
‘on lymphocyte activation.

Method

leolates of HIV-1,

 

 

Studies of purified 

 

 

 

intracellular Ca2.-

protein kinase C.

Conclusion.
 

 

W.C.P.106 [EFFICIENT HIV ISOLATION FROM HEALTHYSEROPOSITIVE
{INDIVIDUALS USING NORMAL MONOCYTE T:
IMPLICATIONS FOR HIV CELL TROPISM FoiGuido,

Massari, FE., Schnittman, S.M., Lane, H.C., Fauci, A.S. LIR, NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD.

PA era bloodmononucleareels (BMC)ofheathy seropostaveindividuals.

PBMCfrom healthy, = itive is were cocultured with either
allogeneic PHA by gustas. Supernatan:

iptase activity and p24 antigen. were separatedintohighlypantie
lymphocyte and mon ions rosetteandodFACS techniques. Polymerase

only bei PBMC
and in 5/2 %) patients virus could be i: using both Se meatalalyan

on five of the sevenpatients hose viral isolation was accomplished
s. PBMC from these individuals were fractionated by rosette and FACS ecniques

(95% purity) and PCR w: perf on ‘ion. Despite fact that virus
ly Ses macnnen fat of 5 individuals had previval DNA detecusble onlyEn
Gc‘ypoirenet both monocyte andand lymphocyte fractions.

thy seropositive individuals, HIV could be isolated with greater than 50%
as targets as compred to26%efficiency when using PHA blast

Biteis.dn 4ontof 5 pationts from whom
couldbedetectedinin vivo only inT celis. us,in vitro monocyte tropismdoesnot

QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN HIV-1 AND HIV-2 INFECTIONS
W.C.P.108 F A PANEL OF CD4* T CELL CLONESPoli,Guido, Duh,E.,

Kia. . Clavel F., Fauci, A.S. LIR, LMM, NIAID,NIH, Bethesda, MD.

To inviteth parmofHIV-1 and HIV-2infeton in vio ina pane of 7
jones expressing ts of CD4.

Siete A panel ofcel cloneswebindom the CEMderived A301 cel lin.x
clones expressing comparable levels of CD4 were selected from"an originalpan of 42

se their diffe i oversea

‘out of activity 5000-
observed between:day 4 and 7 post-infection) and two were" slow/low" (peak RT below 2000
cpnyul, observed between day 10 and 18 post-infection) in terms of patterns of infection
wih bh HIVnd HVMens analysis of multiple surfacemarkers did notnot show

correlation with infection described.
similar efficiency of infection in termsof RTand downmodulationof the molecule.
Theonly diffewace between HIV.1 and HIV"2 was that HIV-2 infection wasfrequently
associated with a second burst of ig of CPEin

the four clones were examined, no differences were terms of binding to Sp-1
ific sequences.On the other hand, only 1 out of 2 hi" responder clones showed

measurable binding to NF-kB.
Conclusion. Significant bi differences were observed among T cell clones expressing
comparable Loti ofCDMmolecules in response w HIVad HI. aan._ Differentt

7 CAP

a
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W.C P.109 GM-CSF INHIBITION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY OF M-CSF TREATED
. HUMAN MONOCYTESTOIN VITRO INFECTION WITH HIV.

DahweanFauci, A.S., LIR, NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD.
U .

Objective. i of (granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor
CHEEonemeniofCSFeedmeccatures to HIV infection.
Methods. Peri were purified by ¢lutriation (95% purity),

eau U/ml of M-CSFin the absence
Ufml GM-CSF. After 12-14day‘ane arenculture, cells were challen

f HIV and cultures were monitored for 30-90 days

tmonocyten cession OF the CDS molestie on the plasma membrane of culturec

 

 

 

Conclusion. GM-CS monocytes
Calves HIV infection,"teteryevewihbeyofGHCS
st ate m i urther, i fect of GM-CSFis not mediated

v—e DUXIBITINS (RIT) ANTIBODY IN LYMPHOCYTE
FINE,|Dei Lee, M.*; Risakabe, Ht:

Sugita, K.ww…*; Nishanian, P.#*; Concepcion, N #“iarbor-UCLA Medical
Center, Torrance, CA. SioGia Schoal of Modioina, Zoe Angeles,CA. U.S.A.

Cort Study (MACS)“Osaka Medical College, Japan and L.A. Multicanter AIDS

CHiective: Previous studies showed protectiveve effect of RIT antibody in
Hiv-infected individuals, thus the effect of purified RIT antibody on HIV-1

in lymphocyte culturewes
mated: RET antibody waspurified fromhi titeredman ser kr

protegethisis mel ED ancibedy or higheees to
6 x 10 FraA-stimilated blood lymphocytes (PBL)
CS amend D (1.5 x 10° virus particles). replication was monitoredHIV
mers ELISA assay (Abbott) of the culture supernatant.

an rete antibodyorbhigh titered RIT to: Addition of ‘ied RIT or serum
HlV-infectes PEL cultures showed decreased virus replication compared to
controls in 2

Mean P24 antigenin culture ©Superstore(ng/ml)
Days in High Titer

ga 0 78.5 242.5 248.5
204 0 5 418.5 >500.0

Conglusion: ‘This study shows antibody to HIV inhibits virus
replication in lysphocyte cultures. This RIT antibody therefore may play a
role_inpreventing. progression ofdiseaseinHIV-infected individuals,

W.C.P.113

IN VITRO INTERACTIONS OF HIV WITH NEURONS, ASTROCYTES AND WICROGLIAL CELLS
M. _TARDIEU, C. HERY. O. BOESPFLUG, S. PEUDENIER, R.M. VAZEUX, D. GUETARD,
L. MON
INSERM U 56, Institut Pasteur, Paris FRANCE.

Cultures containing human embryonic neurons, astrocytas and microglial ceils.
of(es cher ized by Immunostaining) ware established from spinal

12 ofd s. Cultures enriched in microg! tal it & KIM,
pecific esterase + celis) were subsequently obtained. After Infectio

with Hivt (5 xX 104 com of virus, 4 different Isolates of HIVI, Including
F, 2 differents isolates Hiv2), neurons ani es were

p cally unaltered and no idence of viral replication was obtalned
Cultured microgilal ceils replicate poorly HIVt . When 102 HIV1-infected
us r calis (t i monocytes-macrophage ÎInesge) ver

5
re

HL6O cells, infected
hages. An adherence of Infected

macrophages to astrocytes is required to Induce lestons

n conciusion s (1) in vitro, embryon human neurons and astrocytes ere
resistant to HIVI or HIV2 infectionore HIV infected celis from monocyte

lineege can Induce Indirect morphological lesions on cultured
estrocyt
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W.C.P.110 THYMUS INVOLVEMENT IN AIDS PATHOGENESIS:
IN VITRO STUDIES OF THYMUS INFECTION.

De Rossi A.*,Calabro H.L.*Bernardi 0.*,Panozzo M.* ,Tridente G.**,Chieco-Bianch
*institute of Oncology, Universityof Padova, **Inst. of inainopathooayUniversity of

. ITALY

Objective. In vivo observations suggest a involvement in AIDS pathogenesis, but
whether constitute a direct target of HIV infection is under debate. To study this
aspect, we infected total and fractionated thymus cell populations in vitro with HIV-1,
strain HTLV-IEIB.
Methods. Kinetics of infection were evaluated by assessing R.T.activity me. viral antigen
‘expression. wel genome in the infected cells was detected by Southern blot and dot blot

ing PBHIO probe. Viral transactivation activity was pe by CAT assay, in
HIV-1 sofectedae 72 hrs after transfection with pISCAT.
Results. Normal thymic lymphocytes and the inmature CDI+CD4+CD8+ enriched fraction, retrieved
Ta ng, were pentissive to HIV-1 infection and, specifically, immature CDI+ cells showed

ed susceptibility to viral infection and replication. When total thymic lymphocytes or
oorcells were infected in parallel with autologous PBL or peripheral CD4+ lymphocytes,
respectively, thymic cells were mre ‘ible to viral replication and transactivation.
Conclusions. Thymic CDHCDB+ cells, which most Tikely represent the precursors of mature
‘peripheralCD4+ and CD 1 are very susceptible targets for HIV-1 infection. The
implications of this finding my be relevant ‘in the pathogenesis AIDS.

 W.C.P.112
 

AC Collier, K Chaloupka, J Dragavon, HH Handsfield,
L Corey etal. University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA.

To determine the frequency nenervous system (CNS) HIV infection in

ic HIV seropositive homosexually acti
Forty-four CDC class II and I Patents” aneovert neurologic disease

peripheral blood cerebrospinal fluid csr)
submitted for HN culture. Serum and CSF HIV bodyàwere measured by enzyme-

unosorbent as: ren (Genetic Systems) andbise by immunoblot; HIV p24 antigen

(Ag) was meanuredyy ElA antigenaGe (Abbot
HIV w:may from 40/44 (90%) PEMC, 7/44 (16%) pinasma, and 24/44 inonsCSF

specimens after ys of cultur HIV was cultured from the CSF of 5/7 wit
viremia (HIV+) versusoon? plasma“iv. emeoe my pas Ag was eae à“uso
pg/ml in 7/40 (18%) serum and cs! calculated ratio of serum/CSF
HIV EIA antibody was lower for CSF HIV+aan‘al 205:3.10versus CSF Hv. 481,C1 3.rs
6.47) specimens (0013). Using a serum/CSF antibody ratio
antibody synthesis was found in 21/21 CSF HIV+ and 13/19 (68%) CSF HIv- specimens
(p=20.014).

infection of the CNS occurs relatively earlyafter ay infection, and was

present in0 (84%) CDC class II and III homosexual m urological symptoms.
Plasma washighly specific (90%) but not sensitive (21%)!for csr HIV isolation. CSF
HIV PAve as insensitive for detecting CSF tion. to isolate HIV from

the CSF in 15a 534 patent with increased inteathecala antibody synthesis suggests ci-
‘icted HIV replication in CNS. Prospective studies are

requi ine if thisearly detection of CNS HIV tafection will predict progression to
symptomatic neurologic disease.

W.C.P.114 ED LEVELS OF CIRCULATING TUMOUR NECROSIS FACTOR-o¢/

CACHECTIN IN PATIENTS WITH ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY

SYNDROME: 'ATHOGENETIC IMPLICATIONS

Lahdevirta, J.*, Maury, C.P.J.**, Teppo, A-M.** and
Repo, H.***, rs

*Aurora Hospital, Helsinki, **Fourth and ***Second Departments of Medicine,
Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland.

Objective. Rapid ageing and wasting are characteristic features of acquired
deficiency synd:rome. mechanisms underlying te ght los:

not well known rosisfactor-0/cachectin (INF a mononuclear
Plhagocyte-derived factorimplicetted in the pathogenesis efcachexia in
chronically infected experiments animals.

thods was measured by a specific radioimmunoassay in 53 serum samp-
les from 39 subjects with human immunodeficiency virus infection

+: levels 
related comp

wels vere votedTue“initial elevated

th AIDS have elevated levels ofcirculating TNF.
nce suppresses lipoprotein lipase in vitro the p: t results may

be relevant with respect to the pathogenesis of cachexiaa IDs.
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W.C.P.115 ANAEMIA AND LYMPHOPENIA IN HIV INFECTION: RELATION TO
SERUM tEvals oFae NECROSISwe

Lähdevirta,
*Fourth DepartmentneRe,UUniversity of neleiaki, #*Aurora Hospital,
Helsinki, Finland

Objective. Haematological abnormalities are common findings in patients
ith AIDS and AIDS-related complex. However, the underlying causes of the

Stnornalities are ner rsunderstood.
Methods. TNF lev measured by a double antibody radio-
immunoassay in 7 aIseropesittive subjects.
Results. Significant inverse relationships were found bettween

d haemoglobin values (r = -0.83, p < 0.001), a
vels and Pepe sryehrocyte (r = -0.78, p < 0.001) and yupho-

< 0.001eyte t:
Conclusion. s ncePONT suppresses thecolony formation of erythroid and

bonemyeloid progenitor cells in cultur = and causes anaemia when
administered to humans and experinental demonstrated relation-

ip between TNF and cytopenia in HIV infection nay be causal.

W C P. 117 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF GERMINAL CENTERS
_— (GC) IN RECTAL BIOPSIES OF PATIENTS WITH HIV-2

Racz, Paul*
M*, Popovice, Mee
*Institute for tropical Diseases, Hamburg, Germany;
**A.K. St. Gecr urg, Germany.
seaiationalcancer Institute, Bethesda, USA.

 

Obiectives o investigate the role of the GC-s of the rectum
in the painsgenesis of HIV we studied 33 rectal biopsies from
patients wit IV-1 infection

tailed histological gnd immunohistological analyses
of the rectal biopsies were performed.

mmunchistochemical reactions revealed gag proteins
f follicular dendritic cells

An important charactteristic was the
decreased numbers of cpa lymphocytes. ilar decrease was

the numbers of Leu? Positive“elle. There we
increased numbers of CDs lymphocytes

r findings indicate that the GC-s are important
reservoirs ‘otsHIV. ymphocytes and macrophages circulating
through the the GC ecome infected with HIV ther sug-
gest that HIV can persist in the GC of the rectal MUCOSa*ror

transported to the regional lymph n
via the lymphatic vessels. The| ymphatics then, quite Possible
serve as thoroughfares for HIV-

W.C.P.11

Verani, P. and Rossi,
Laboratory of Vivelosy."Tatieuto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy

Objective. To study a) the latency and the chronicity of HIV-1 infection

and b) the control of HIV-1 gene expression
Methods. “PBL from an as mate HEV-I seropositive and HTLV-1 seronegati-
ve(ELISA, W.B.) subject were cloned by limiting dilution i

ESTABLISHMENT OF A CELL LINE CHRONICALLY INFECTED BUT NOT

PRODUCING HIV-1 FROM AN ASYMPTOMATIC SEROPOSITIVE SUBJECT.

Faustos Federico, M.; Borsetti, A.; Ceccarelli, L.;

verse trascriptase assays. Cell at

ing monoclonal antibodies anti-T and -B lympho-~
cytes, monocytes and ma phages membrane antigens.
Results. Two cell clonesrCURSL URS4) carrying but not expressing the HIV-1
genome were isolated. The two clones have been maintained in culture for >5

Both are negative for extracellutarvirus production. Clone URS4

re
analysis indicated the absence of active

Conclusion. Kelis with anintegrated but not expressed HIV-1

present in an asymptomatic seropositive individual. Further biological, in

munological aed Sehecular characterization of these clones is in progress.

ON.
Tenner-Racz, K**, Schmidt, H*, Hartmann*, Dietrich,

W. C P. 116 “REPLIGATION—OP-HIV—2-GAG_ANDPOL—ENSERTION—ANT

ns DELETION MUTANTS IN HUMAN gee LINES

Heisig, Volker*; J. + G. Za
‘“IMMI;—Hamburg, FRG, **Université P. et M. “Curie Paris, prance.

OBJECTIVE. Development of retroviral vectors for human gene
€ sfer. HIV-1 gene expression us production in estab-
lished T4 lymphocyte lines containing incomplete ovirus.
METHODS. We have constructed various -1 mu Ss,

g unofluorescence assay (IFA), reverse transcriptase
activity 122), Southern and Western
ESULTS. 1 lymphocute lines ed ethan 60% cells posi-
tive when tested, us. IDS patient serum, e, two and fiv

mnths er tr. Ee ion. Supernatants were RT negative. When

if the 3'LTR deletion is responsible.
Two cell lines, that release particles into the supernatant,
are WB positive for the pol

W.C.P.118 BVIDENCE FOR INTRAFOLLICULAR VIRUSREPLICATION IN
bi CENTERS OF LYMPH NODES OF CATS IW:
VITE7 LV: AN ULTRASTRUCTURAL EVALUATION:

epeeeee Klara*, Foroena. F.** Schmidt, H.***, Racz, P.*
-K.St. Org, Hambur Germany; #*Corneli University, rehaca,

USA; stInstizate for*Ptopical Diseases, Hamburg, ny

Objective: cats infected with the feline leukemia virus
develop|follicular hyperplasia, severe immunodeficiency and die

‘im.
with “Therefore we used the feline model to investigate the
Cellular “mechanism8 of the pathomorphology and pathogenesis.

athinsections of 33 lymph nodes among
infected andtecontrol animal e taken 5 or 9 months“after
inoculation, according to etho

eu rastructural cl
follicles reveale

he t.
therefore, GC may be one of the anatomic si
with altered cell tropism and pathogenicity may be generated.

W.C.P.120
2)BY MONOCYTES FROM DRUG ADD

INFECTED WITH HUMAN IGA)
Fernandez-Cruz, Eduardo; Zabay, J.M.; Longo, N.; Gomez,

Gelp!, E.* etal.

MUNODEFICTENCY VIRUS.

G.*; Rosello, J.*;

lospital General!SEErio Marafion", Madrid, Spain. *Centro de Investigacion y
Desarrollo del C.S.I.C., Barcelona, Spa

We have analyze: the production of PGE) by monocytes from 19 IVDA with diffe-
rent clinical manifestations of infection and from 16 healthy normal indi-

mtification of PGE2 and TxB2
formed by high performance liquid

t in the

thai mean +25 s. This patient was asymp
had low CD4 counts. in all s synthesis and secretion of PGE2 was inhibited
by addition of indomathac Similar results btained regarding ¢ i

d release of TxB2. We aiso tested the effect of concentrations of Pt compa
ral se released by monocytes from AIDS patients he prod: att
interleukin 2 (IL-2) by normal PHA-stimu PBMC. tg concentrations

ed monocytes f: IDS patients induced a ma: presion
of IL-2 production. HIV infection may alter synthe: and secre’
PGE? in monocytes which may lead to the immune dysfunction of AIDS

611

INCREASED PRODUCTION OF ARACHIDONIC ACID METABOLITES (PROSTA-
2 AND THROMBOXANE B- ICTS

from culture

B
C
A
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ff the HIV.ITDW.C.P.121 Reo oncegene
through NF-|KB binding site.
Arenzene-Seisdedos,Fernando; tsree],N; Bachelerie,F.; Hazan,U.; Alcamt J.;

Deutry*,F.; Yirelizier J.L.; Lab. d'immunologio Yirele, institut Posteur. Paris. #Lab. d'‘Oncologie
Moleculaire. Yiltejutf, France.

ascertain whether pZiras (the product of ras protooncogenes induced during T cell
acti ang aG ween with known transductionnel properties) can induce signsts leading to
Hiv- Litransectivath
Methods. H in cals‘of two different Tineages, fibroblasts Re5) and estrocytes (U373MG
 ytome cet iting the expression af the CAT
reporter gene under|the control of either the whole LTR of Hi¥-1a1-BRU}or various subcloned
fragments of the LTR. A vector permitting the expression of c-Ha-res coding for à p21 protein with
Qiy~vel 12 mutation wes co-transfected with LTR-CAT

Co-trensfection of c-~Ha- res consistently resulted ina clear Cup to222 fold) transactivation
of the whole HIY-LTR. We HI¥-1
clone (pNL-43) in this system, and shown thet transcription of the provirus, including tet
protonfunfunctioninduction,me induced by c-Ha-ras transfection. Deletion of the LTR TAR regioni

ransectivetion. rrLTR enhancer wes shown à beoemain res| onsive

a synt
with the exact sequence of the twiceatÀWFKB binding site of the tay 1-on enhencer cloned

Conclusion. 0 r observations era compatible with the hypothesis thet endogenous p21 ras, induced
during cell ectivetion, participates in HI¥-genome transcription through transectivetion of the HIY

HIV-ASSOCIATEDCHANGESTRANSMMEBRANESIGNAL
TRANSDUCTION1eyeMACROPHAGES

vegula B.
USA.

W.C.P.123

UniversityofCalifornia, Irvine, tonne

Objective. Macrophages play an important role in the pathogenesis of AIDS. However, the
mechanisms of HIV-induced dysfunctions in macrophages are not well understood.
hypothesize that macrophageddysfunctionsininony infectionasarearesresult of a dei
in transmembrane ules expressed 01

may play anu important role in the¢transmission ofHHV infection to cbt T

hages.
monoclonal antibodi

sdhesion|molecules, tymphocyte-associated antigen -1 and 3 (LFA-1, LFA-3) and
intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1). Piesanembrane potentials were measured
with DIOGSdye andCa", with Indo-1 dye using FACS.

tentials of U937 andUSU937/HIV cells were 120 and 39 mean channe
numbers arealLEA and anti-LFA-3 induced hyperpolarization of both U937

i polarized) potentials
a it incre:

U937/HIV cells (39 to 60 mean channel numbers). The basal {ca}; ievels in U937/HIV
ells were elevated (105 nM) as compared to U937 cells (90 nM). Anti-LFA-i induced less

increase in [Caah levels in U937/HIV (120 posas compari to0937 cells cesmM)
demonstrates the transmem

conclusion,infected with HIV, which could be responsible formacrophage peràin
AIDS. (Supported by USPHS Grant A1-26456).

W. C P 125 HUMAN HERPESVIRUS 6 (HHV-6) AS A POTENTIAL
COFACTOR IN AIDS

Ensoli, B*., Negro DeRocco,
m, P. Dents, Gallo, R.C.*, et al. #NC

Bethesda, MD, **Georgetown Univ., Rockville, MD, #*éBionetics
Research, me Roc. iliese, MD. U.

o' investigate the interactions between HHV-6 and
HIV-1 in and the potential role of HHV-6 in the patho-
genesis and/or disease Progression in aA .

Human peripheral blood mononaclear cells (PBMC) or
enriched adherent cells and established cell lines of T
lymphoarti

5 F.#%,

S.E,***, Markham

mun
fistochemical analyses and dual-probe in situ Tatelaization
were employed to demonstrate dual infection at the single cell
level.

:  HHV-6 and ee can productively coinfect human CD4+
1 and neoplastic origin, resulting

xpression and cellular death.
the mononuclear phagocytic systen can also coin-

ov ruses. HHV-6 is a potent transactivator
nfected cells can be visualized in AIDS

patients plood
e in observations suggest that HHV-6 is

a particularly suitabie candidate as a cofactor in
Studies are underway to detect dually infectedcellein’ PBMC
from HIV-1-infected individual1s.

612

W.C.P.122 CYTOKINE MODULATION OF HIV-REPRODUCTION IN
CeeEeMACROPHAGGES

. and Habermehl,K.-O.
Institutefofor Clinical and i Virologyof the Free University of
Berlin, Hindenburgdamm 27, 1000 Balin 45, FRG.

ce Reproduction of differentt primary HIV-isolates (HIV-1/-aata
en multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) in adherent monocytes/macro|

Modulation0of HIV-1 replication in monocytes/macrophages by cytokines and
Phorb
Results: All HIV-wildtypes (n=49) isolated from patients bycocultivation
with peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL)lead i
infection iin mon

iV manne: ent of
monocytes/macrophageswith phorbelester (TPA)‘lead to timedependent
supression or activation ofa replication.
Conclusion: level Hivre cation in nonocytes/macrophages can be

a more productive HIV-infection bydifferentnt evokes Possible
meaningsbout the in vivo‘situation will be di

W C P.124 PREVALENCE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF ANTIBODIES TO NEF (p27} IN
HIV-1 INFECTION.
Chileñgsong-Popov,Rachanee.;7Panagiotidi,C.;Bowcock,S. and

Weber,J. Department of Infectious DiseasesRoyal Postgraduate Medical
School, London W12 ONN, U.K.

Objective, To measure and anal: the humoral immune response to nef (p27)
in serial samples from HIV-1 infected subjects.

iffle rec nant ne protein derived from
sabeurg) was used.as the antigen in a direct, anti--globulin
Specificity of = anti-nef response was confirmed with a

ry of HIV-negative and by immunoblotting on HIV and on ne:
Serawere obtained ‘tron serial bleeds over a six year period from

homo and haemophiliac patients, and were further asseyed for
antibody.toUV env and gag proteins. and for HIV p24 ant:

Antibodies to nef appear s taneously with antibodies to HIV
sreion in 65% of c Only 1/65 sero-

tectable anti-nef antibodies prior to sero-
‘ull sero-

antibody after sero-conversion

(Transgene , Stras

rotein prior to sero-conversion
me titre of anti-nef does

cs, suggest:

this nagative regulatory protein ‘may slow viral”replication in vivo

W.C.P.126 E EN EVIDENCE DE SEQUENCES VIRALES HIV
de CHEZ DES SUJETS MARTINIQUAIS A WESTERN BLLOT INDETERMINES

L.D'Auriol*, C. Nesson-Vernant*
F, Barre-Sinoussi', D.ciestat” ’ F. Galibert*,

N.“Monplai

*Laboratoire d'hématologie expérimentale, Centre Heyem Hopital St-Louis,
*CHRU de Fort-de-France, ‘Institut Pasteur de Paris.FRANCE

Objectif. Le taux de séropositivité HIV est élevé en Martinique, interné-
diaire entre celui observé en Europe et en Afrique, avec un

de western blot indéterminés (0,16 Z). La transmission eet essentiellenent
hétérosexuelle (64 %). La PCR a permis de mettre en évid équen es
Yaits avechez des homosexuels"appartenant|a des cohorees anérica ness
jes u'à 36 mois avant la séroconversion, c' pourquoi nous avons recherché
ia présencede séquences virales chez certains sujets contacts séronégatifs

western blot néesné.
Métho,des. Les amplifications géniques (PCR) ont été réalisées suivant 1
technique de Saiki et al. avec 3 coupless d'oligonucléotides situés dana LTR
gatet tat. Les produits d'anplificaidonont été hybridés en milieu liquide
avec des sonde internes marq! p32 pula migrés sur gel de polye-
crylantde.
Résultats. 14 séropositifs ont été testés pour valider la technique. 2
asaya tonatiques et a à W.B, indéterminé, dont la moyenneaeauivdSécait

8 ont Été testés. 20 étaient positifs avecgites 3c
étaient moreeles avecL'un des couples et 1 négatif. 8 oeteueibes Séronéga=
gifs dede su:jetsinf par le virus ont également été testés, 5 d'entre eux
talent pos:

Conclusion. “taPinsa ermis de mettre|en sinefeeséquences virales HIVL
chez un certa: e de su résantant un wes-ets à risque séro:
tern blot Tedecersings L'uti {eeedoneau re-ebrontgetcueSoBrees d'amplifica-

a la mise en évidence d'éventuelles particularités de ces géno-Sus"vpemneetr*
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W.C.P.127 HIV ENCEPHALITIS IN ADULTS AND CHILDREN
Rosemay. MC Cumont, L Montagnier et ai, Institut Pasteur,
Paris, France,

Qbjectives : study Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) encephalitis in adult an
children by Maine the HIV infected cells and determining which additional
atho;gens

: We have “extensively screened frozen CNS tissue of 85 adult and 6 children
AIDS patients for the presence of pathogens using a combination of immunohistological

i situ hybridization.
difference between adults and children infected|wits HIV was

theSctection of a massive and multifocal HIV encephalitis in 24/85 t patients, but
a to detect HIV antigens in 4/6 children who either diedith
piàAIDS resPan 2/6 childre:a with immunologically detectable
HIV encephalitis severe neurological symptoms. ‘or adults and children, bot
single and doue imuscaohistologieal procedures showed Ft all infected cells had a
neaire cell pente. without any HIV antigen expression|a

or endothelia . The second striking diffeastrocytes, neurons, erence between
and children encephalopathies vasihe very frequentassociation with other ns
pathogens in adult, and their absence inf re encephalopathi

In adults, dementia is asso jated with.multifocal and diffuse HIV
replication, but the presence of severe neurological symptoms in infants without

of HIV replication in brain macrophages suggests that persistent, juctive
infection is not required “for the pathogenesis of HIV encephalopathy.

sti iated pathogens might play an important role for triggering HIV

evi
viral
a;
replication in adult brains.

IMMUNE COFACTORS FOR HIV INFECTION 2IN MALE
Bentwich ivi.H:*; Handze Z.7T.*3 Burstein, R.*;

, S.*** et a

LS (MHS)
W.C.P.129

+.
*R. Ben Ari Instituteofot Clinical imnoion: sipedtarrie Research Laboratory,
Kaplan Hospital, ***Dept. of Pathology, Soroka Medical Center, Beer
Sheba,

To determine the role of immune cofactors in HIV infection
We have studied several immune parameters and functions in a *cohort

of 16000 ma:le homosexuals } in Israel, 144 of vhon were followed for over

Ob. sive

4 years and 18 seroconverted during that period.
Results. Elevated levels of serum acid labile a-Interferon (GIFN), anti-
Bodies to nuclear antigens (Histones, Ssh, $5SS-B and Cardiolipin) antibodies
to EBV, CMV and Chlamydia trachomati ated cellular lymphocytotoxicity,
with 1 se: evels of tumor necrosis”fact TNFa), extremely high
inducibility of IFN-y gene expression upon mitogen stimulation and lower

ion of HIV sero-re D4 arg
negative individuals and preceded HIV infection. Further derangements o:

ral £ th i
ater stages of HIV infection

Our sti est thetimmune dysreguiation is common among
MAS, precedes HIV infection and pro ably accounts for their increased
susceptibility to HIV infection Lefor the development of AIDS.

 

 

  

W Cc P 131 QUANTITATIONAND MODULATIONOFHIV P24 ANTIGEN
_—e CONTENT IN INTESTINAL MUCOSA.

Safak Borcich, A; Kotler, DP
St Luke's-R New York, NY, USA

Objective xp F
be modulatedin vitro.

yed direct
determined by p24 antigen capture ELISA ‘Coaler) Tn vitro incubations were performed in media
containing varyingamounts of hydrocortisone (5-500ug/ml) or prostaglandin E2 (0-50u
Results, HIV p24 was found in 44/85 serum specimeas, 18/34 blopeisoment,24from ileum, 9/15
from right colon, 6/10 from left colon, andand 70/104 from rectum. In several cases, p24 yas detected i
 nee P

rtisol), either 50 ug/ml and 50)
AIDS andificantly dep: P

ARC In contrast, 5uM PGE2 increased p24 content.

Cortisol (N=10) PGE2 (N=7)
Sugmi  SOugrnl SOOug/mt OuM SuM
890+233 401498" 495492 5704379 947+519° 3084108 2524127

“p<0.05, **p<0.02; Mean+SEM ofp24 pg/mgprotein

 in tissue thanCanciusions. Hi
serum, implyingintracellular localizatioa in theggat. MocoHIV;production can be modulated in vitro.

W.C.P.128 BLOCKING OF INFECTIVITY AND IMMUNOSUPPRESSION BY AN
HIV ENVELOPE-DERIVED S iC PEPTID)
Kicber‘Emmons, T.*; Krowka, J.**; Wing, L.*; Whalley, A.*; Berquist,

IDEC Pharmaceuticals Corp., La Jolla, Caloris “+onesof Laboratory Medicine,

 

 

 

 

 

Univesity of Califomia School ofMedicine,S:

Objective. We have identified an epitope in the externalza exiselycoproteinof HITV-1 thatis
likely toto be involved in the binding of thismoleculeto its cel 0Eeie dent
studies have confirmed the importance of region inttheoe interaction and, in

ion,this isrenmay contain an
pep ifi d its ability to

block syncyti ll ast ized t ibodies andi cells from HIV-infected
individuals was determined. .
Results. The peptide would inhibit 100% of syncytial f t tration of 100

heal Only 2/18 asymptomaticHIV iers had ble levels of ibodi
i fected bj aele did not

induce proliferativensin peripheral mononuclear pr from the “seropositive
subjects in either the sence Or absence of IL2.Tetanus toxoid andCMV were “usessed as
 

tetanustoxoid) responses, ut oot PHAinduceproliferation. on .
The apparent i his peptide ind J

pathogenic role of the HIV envelope in the pathogenesis ofinfection.

W C P.130 HYPOTHESIS: AIDS IS AN AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE CAUSED BY HIV
siete PLUS ALLOGENEIC CELLS

Hoffmann.Geoffrey W.and Grant, Michael D
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada V6T IWS

We suggest that the following facts are relevant to AIDS pathogenesis. Firstly,
there is complementarity of gpl120 and th 4 protein, and there is also

pl ity and class I] MHC. Hence gp120 om be regarded as MHC-
mimicking, and anti-viral isanene response may include an anti-(class 1]
intemal image) comp: t. Secondly, immunization ign lymphocytes

to the production of MHC-mimicking (ic. MHC-image) antibodi Sle: o
infection with HIV usually
lymphocytes, infected individuals are likely to make MHC-mimicking antibodies.

ese facts cad to the idea that AIDS utoimmune disease, that is Nlggered
by HIV alon

anti-collagen raie in the of many mosexuals, both HIV- and HIV*,
and the of 16/16 homosexual AIDS paticnts. These antibodies are also
foundin immune ser aft versus host disease and lupus. Our Its are
consistent with AIDS being an autoimmune disease that by a

allogencic cells and HIV.

may cause AIDS im individuals belonging to high risk group:

CREATION OF A NEWTARGET L TYPE FOR

W.c.P.132 Potash, Jane olaky,DDies st takes/Roooevelt Hosp Ctr
Columbia aeteaeeteysNew York, NY 10019

Objectives To investigate the dichotomy between productive and nonproductive
HIV-] infection by construction of a hybrid t cell type between T cell
and glial cell lines, and by anal of its susceptibility to HIV-1.

1
sensitive, HAT resistant astroglial cell line with polyethylene glycol.
Fusion products were selected in HAT-ouabain, which kills the parental ce

BEN, a hybrid derived ithis fusion, was selected|fortpuree
Like U251MG, BEN has g atmorphology growing as

i , and unlike DS1MG,|itdiepleye
opathi

100 fold less HIV- chan€com as measured pa antigen expression and is
resistant to killing by HIV-l. BEN on ‘ection with HIV-NIT-A Stepiays
nocytopathic effects and 100 fold less“aIVeL antigens CEM.

HIV-NIT-A's cytopathicity for target cells can be dissocia
teas ieTehigh a dioplay. anthis case tors either i) scuteibatedbby

1 parent ii)contra ed by theT cecell parent and suppressed by
the ora parent dete: Nsresprnse to HIV-1 infection.

613
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W.C.P.133 IV DNAIs PRESENT IN A HIGH PEREAGE OFRERAL W.C.P.134 Prasma-assocuTe Human ImMUNoDErICIENCY VIRUS TYPE-1 (HIV) 15 À
BLOOD MONONUCLEAR os|IN INFECTED INDIVIDU.

LeBlanc, E. and Spe:Hsia. Karen;
University of California San Diego Medical Center, SnDiego, California USA

Objective. To determine the percentage of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
containing HIV DNAin infectediindividuals

. PBMCs isolated byFi Hyppque,ereadjent centyifugation were counted by
shemacytometer. Crude cell eeoe 10”, 10°, and 10° PBMCswere subjected

sto polymerase chain reaction (PCR) me38crisin the presence of priprimersS38 and SK35
obtained from the Cetus Com. The i¢ HIV sequence amplified fro: ese lysates wei
subsequently analyzed by slot vietmiSouthern blot bybridizations with à.De ic HIV
oligomer probe (SK19) (Cetus Co:

sing 10% of mixtures frompiof PBMCs, specific HIV sequences were
di in 7/9 of patients with AIDS; 5/6 C; 6/8 asymptomatic HIV
spon individuals; and 0/4 of HIV seronegative controls. In some of these

sons, amplified DNA could be detected in 10% of PCR mixtures with only 10
indicating that greater than 10% of PBMC population contained HIV DNA in these

infected individuals,
Usingin vitro amplification ofay DNAby PCR, we have detected

ry high percentage {areateran 10%) o MC containing uypause in seroposiitive
indiiduals. This tantly higher Percentage oof P genes infected
with HIV than previously reported by using in situ hybrSonae"

These findings may be important in explaining the severe immunologic defects associated

with HIV infection.

W. C. P.135 BLOCKING OF ANTIBODY-ENHANCED HIV-1 INFECTION BY

REC!OUBINANT SOLUBLE CD4(rCD4).

Byrn, R.A. and Groopma: J.E.
New,bngiand Deaconess Hosp. ,Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
U.S.A,

© test whetner rCbD4 can block antibodyenhanced
HIv-2 infection of Fc-receptor (FCR) expressing cell

1 line, U937 served as a t: r

1 hr.at

o:
this antibody-enhanced infection was teste using rl

: Ww tomet: o 937 lis showed that 74% ress
FerRII an 7% express CD4. A ubneutralizing concentrations
(10-10dilutions) 5 out of 8 patient sera enh

MARKER OF INFECTION.
A, Collier, K. Chaioupka, L. Carey.

Vaiversityor Washington, Seattle, WA, USA.
Objective. To assess the di ion and time course of HIV oe viremia and whether the

development of plasma viremiacorrelates with progression of diseas:

‘We sequentially cultured cell-free plasma for HIV from a cohort of CDC class I, a

TVa and IVec patients. Three ml of plasma was removed, passed through a 0.45 micron “alter
semove cells, and 2 ml was then added to 1047 3-4 day old PHA-stimulated donor peripel
blood mononuclear celis (PBMC) and cultured by a standard mixed-lym:

taken at a mean interval of 6 weeks (range 2-1

their firstplie an had HIV re-isolated from the plasma
e 4 in whom HI was not initially detected in plasma, 3 had HIV isolated plasma on a

alining. en I and II (asymptomatic) 8
Iva (ARC) were sequentially samsampled at a mean interval of 6 (range 1- mnths); 14
(74%) of the initially plasma viremic patients remained persistently positive on resampling.

1 C class U-I versus 14/15 CDC IV were ly a negati
develope viremia (p<0. of CDC class II-III patients with

ma viremia progressed to more symptomatic clinical disease versus 0/8 without plasma
viremia (p=0.0: The CD4-cell count d significantly for 8 patients that progressed

P compared to 7 that remained viremicma viremia (Wilcoxin signed rank pol006) as
(p=0.080) and 7 that remained nonviremic (p=0.118).
Conclusion. Previous cross-sectional studies iodivaied that the frequency of plasma viremia

increased with stage of infection; these data indicate that the frequency of plasma viremia
progresses over time, that once it develops it persists and is associated with a decrease in
CD4-cell count.

W.C.P.136 HIv-2 SEROCONVERSIONIN IN SENEGAL, WESTAFRICA
Maayan, S *; Kanki,P*; M’Boup S**; Marlink, R
beetsMeeetal. Harvard Schhood of Buble Health,BeenMA,

USA,** University oftDakar, Dakar, SENEGAL.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective. HIV-2 has been found at high rates in populations of West Africa where as yet high
rates of AIDScases have not been described.ed. Thi has suggestthat HIV<2 may differ in

y HIV-1
‘Throughevaluation ofsequential samples

fr high risk in Dakar, Senegal

this populatio!
Aution of 1300 reg d female p t fol ith

sequential serologysincesince 1985. All pl luated fc ibod: land

HIV-2 byimmuno » with 99 £
Results, 14 wor re 1 Ashe ine
 sa

ofseroconversion antibodiesto the env gene
were readily det immunoblot. (anata enutenlessatan)aieAtocae
jui vopsigan and 14 toLeper 2 seroconverters were
(963 person-years) w!no remained serone ive. Risk factor analysisshSoowedthat

025). Nationality or years 
i . Th 8 in
with HIV-1 Ab-negative sera. This enhancement of HIV-1
infection was totally blocked by lug/ml rcD4.

siti

 

 

 : Some HIV-1 Ab-positive human sera can
HIV-1 and at higher dilutions enhance infection
ean block this enhancement, this FcR dependent infection
pathway is also CD4 dependent.

W.C.P.137 ‘STRESS MEDIATED INDUCTION OF HIV EXPRESSION FROM A
CHRONICALLYINFECTED PROMONOCYTIC CELL LINE.

Folks,T.M., Fauci, A.S. LIR, NIAID, NIH,Bethesda,MD

Objective. Tio investiga the abilityofvarious cell stressors to induce expression of HIV
from astate of latent or chronic infection.
Methods. ly virus producinig promonocytic ce!if Tine (U1) derived
from infection of U93Y cells was expooed 0 taping dees oF OVDVBeoe Viru
induction was by a of TSE {RT) activity in culture
supematants as an ris t of positive cells indi
immunofluorescence (IFA)stainintaining forHIV In separate experiments U1cells were
exposed to heat shock (41.3°C for 1-5owe)aaand “followed for appearance of RT activity
over several days.
ResOetiation of RT activity over untreated cellswas seenat3-5 days after
UV-C and UV-B stimulation. Peak induction Be of 075-10
mem for UV-C and 7-9 mi/om2 for UV-B,UUV-Awhichdoesnot usallycause DN
damage, did not janduce HIV expressionin this cellline. TF experiments tivo tevealed's
time dependent increaseincrease in percent positive cells after UV-C'esposure. Decreased cel
viability and a empoaryrowih ees(Suggesting cell tet) wer asninted wid
doses which induced HIV. Cells exposed to eat shock also showed mn inercase in RY
activity over controls without decreased vial ey

. Chronically infected U1cells can beinduced to express HIV by UV irradiation
in wavelengths that cause cell stress and by heat shoc
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aa GetelopedAIDS or relatedsigns cave

. Because rCD4 Conclusion_ S V2appears aaoedegos Drolens
high risk tion, This sopesrts slow spreadofHTV2SeatRIVAL The stablity
ofthis visusinfectionintheabsence of AIDS furth importantbiological diffe

tween

W.C.P.138 AOHISTONE H2B ANTIBODIES IN HIV-SEROPOSITIVE

*; Whalley, A.S.*; Leahy, C.*; Rosenberg, J.*; Stricker,
god MoCwrtan, JA.***,

* IDEC Pharmac valssCom, La Jo of Laboratory Medicine,
University of California§School of Medicine, San Francisco, California, **€ Division of

fectious Disease, Ui of California Medical Center, San Diego, California.U.S.A.

Objective. The purpose ofthis studywas to quantitatively measure the levels of anti-H2B
antibodies in HIV-seroseroposiitivediviiduals to assess whether the prevalence and levels of
antibody correlated withdisease . .

anti-lymphocyte anbodies5in aaiiduals with AIDSand atato‘AIDS. Tee antibodies are
ific for an 18 kd an!

siudiesonon the 18 kd smigen have revealed that it is“biochemically similar to, and
imum eewith,histone B.
Results. antibodies in Nts tested was a:
ADS, 1398ERac198ranotee41/132 oleHv
seropositive asymptomatic, 9 (16%); HIV. normal controls, 4/50 (8%).

£ atipo globuli jevels

€
and titers ofDobodies

of disease, there was no clear eladouship baween these antibodies and theds of
ting CD4 cells.
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MISE ZN EVIDENCE DE SEQUENCES VIRALES HTLV1

W.C.P.139 CHEZ DES MALADES bartettsae SERONEGATIFS A W.B, INDETERMINES |
Ne Monplaiede", L. d'Auriol*, M. Ouka*, F. Galibert*, G.Buisson",

* Laboratoire oaeefrence’ prpsrimntale ~ Centre Hayem Hopital Saint-Louis,
* CHRU de nee Martinique

tion aignificétive de la séropré

e ainsi que l'existence
€dpareapi

HTLVL pourrait être présent chez un c ni
asnits, C'est gurquot nous avons utilisé 13°FRpour rechercher chez

muets séronégatifs risque ou symptomatiques des séquences virales

a dans certains

 

   

Mattoies Les an iifications géniques gen été réaliséee suivan:
avec 2 Sperate d'olig Seek 8, situés LanSetivenent

Amptigation ont graseoTidéseredes son-

L'étude de i, gecearytvedropoettite« permis7 validation de
tilt séronégatifs a: une symptomatolo,

ReqeAtérudiès oogwhapelike’ dene’4| "98
iesPete Hee enggatie,avec les oligo ga;
<5
vitseer fentletéBTE neuro: HEà,crypto

yot:
LR 5 ASEU jee 5 uelle afebcident vasculaire inter:
eae*égetiis, 2 oredeBAP geronmggatitset 9 sujeta positifseen Eli-

negetife ou indéterminés en western b étaient positt:

Conclusion. La PCR a permis la détection d'informations génétiques HILVI chez
EOredine-gujece setstiigues sdrondgatife ou présantantdes Western blo!
fierNimes Une enque épidémiologique|parPCR ne uesermettra de

et

Réeultats.

     

 

‘ oFd'un taux d'infec la ation, fustrieur
cectpari! intermédiaire de Ja HE pope

Additionnels
Additionai

W.C.P.141
er, B.; Warstedt, K.; Thors-

tensson, R.; bert, J. and Biberteia, ‘6. National Bacteriolo-
gical Taberatery, Stockholm, Swi

EXPERIMENTAL INFECTION OF CYNOMOLGUS MONKEYS WITH
HIV-2

Objective. To induce experimental infection of cynomolgus
monkeys with HIV-2

cynono.onolgu: onkeys (Macaca fascicularis) were inocu-
lated intravenouslywith HIV-26BL-K135 Which had been grown
mainly in human and monkey TRocyte cultures and another
6 monkeys were inoculated with HIV~2sp7,-6669 Which had been pro-

time in continuous human cell lines.
. of the eevee infected

monkeys but from All
animals seroconverted although the an
in SBL-6669 infected monkeys. Varying degrees of lymphadenopathy
were observed but ther the

pa

o 2 previousl
uninfected monkeys. 4 animals inoculated with HIV-26BL= 13

ted in continuous human ce. tines
shoved strong antibody responses against both gag- Le
ncoded proteins of HIV-2. the SBL-6669 infactedlmonkeys
showed antibodies to gag proteins.

Infection of cynomolgus monkeys with HIV-26BL-K135
represents a useful experimental model for HIV vaccine trials.

W.C.P.143 EXPERIMENTAL INFECTION OF.SPECIFIC PATHOGEN FREE (SPF) CATS
MK. ISOLATES OF FELINE IMMUNODEPICIENCY VIRUS (FIV)

rbour, D. and

University of Bristol, Bristol, U.K.

 Objective,
Mathods. ThreeTae2ond 3) otSPE tornale cals. consisting of 4, 5 and 5 cats respectively, wa:

Inoculated intravenously with FIV, each group with a dierent claTwalve cas ‘worn given celiveevirus and 2

from group! were 1 cats were 12 weeks old when inoculated: Groupe2 and 3
seconungml cay wth onwkd two 12 week old kitten
An unintected adult male

routine biochemistry and haematology were pel every 2-4
immediately p.i., then every 2months. FIV antibody development iral groups andymphocyte

n assays were done weekly for groups 2 and 3. Group! had been studied for 74 weeks pi, groups 2

 

transformation
and 3 for12 weeks pil

All inoculated In
all but one). Lymphocyte transformation assays showed marked changes over the period studied but the

uninfected malas showad similar changes. Persistentgeneraiined fymphadenopathy occurred inmech infected

cata from 5 weeks pi. orweonwards.Two cats in group! became pyrexic 7 weeks p.|. with accompanying weight loss,

lymphopenia and ial usitaitn, One tocovered afar araecctic therapy, the other was desitoyed. Cats in this
group developed a number of minor problems as cystitis, vaginal di which resolved
with or without treatment, and had ittent reduction in the polymorph. to ratio.An adult
female in groupdeveloped marked pyrexia 5 weeks p.i. and aborted 4 The ensuing weight-loss,

euthanasia. The male cats showed no
significant dinical signa and have
Lancon Significant cca and laboratory fncings were preset tom & weeka pilonwards cats
experimentally infected with FIV.

W.C. P.140 SUBPOPULATIONS INMEDITERRANEAN
APOSI'Saaneona

zal *;Georgopoulou,0.*;Ferentinou,
ekeShakiTH * Vase! lopoulou-Kada +H. *;Stratigos,J.*;Kalo~

terakieva.* #Trichopoulos,D.*;Mueller,N.**;Biggar,R.***,
*Athens Univ. Medical School, Athens, Greece, **Harvard School

f£ Public Heath, Boston, USA, ***National Cancer Institute,
Bethesges S.

classic
characterized b

ime of diagnosis.

i’s sarcoma (MDKS) which is a

revaient in Greece and is

The controls were patients admitted in
opthalmology and orthopedic clinics. All patients and controls
were HIV(-).
Results and Conclusions.

Mean values

 a
e
"

CD4 cps CD4/CD8 CD16
mm % 1nm3 _%

MDKS 833 35.6 680 28.8 1.3 432 18.3
Controls 1141 40.4 769 26.5 1.7 511 18.8
P-value 0.01 <0.01 n.8. n.8. <0.05 n.s. n.8

ymphocytes in MDKS may,
The etiological

The moderately supreesed levels of CD4 1
partly, explain the clinical manifestations.
‘implication of this finding is not c

Ww C. P 1 EFFECT OF WHOLE BODY HYPERTHERMIA ON CATS INFECTED
nt. WITH FELINE LEUKEMIA

;* Gasper, PW;** Oulton, SA;** Zeidner, NS;**
Gillette, ELjee Scott, RJ;**% McGcce ML*%*, Department of Clinical Sciences*, Depa
ment of Patho!lony*. Department of Radiology and Radiation Biology***, Colorado ‘State
Univers:sity, U.S.

Fever indicates that a complex interaction of cells and cytokines has been notivated.
Whole body bh:yperthermia therapy mimics the natural process of fever and it triggers
the elaboration of jarrieukins and interferons which may be beneficial to animals in-
fected with retrovi!
We tested the effectof whole body hyperthermia (WBH) on six specific pathogen-
free cats persistently infected with a minimaliy pathogenic strain of feline leukemia
virus (FeLV-1661E). re experimentally infected two years Prior toto
study. x is were entend and eated to a temperature o! or wo

hours using a radiant heat devicesnics, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin). Rectal
and subcutaneaous ventral a temperature probes w nitor each
patients body temperature. Computer control «and monitoring assured uniform WBH.
Serum and plasma samples were obtained prior to heating, at plateau heat, 2 hours
after reaching plateau and 24 hours after h
None of the cats became Fe! negative. We observed a significant increase i
plasma interferon activity ‘which returned to pretreatment levels 24 hours pott-herapy

A simultaneous decrease in th reverse transcriptase activity was obs 2
everse transcriptase activity returned to

did not alter the infection status of 6 FeLV positive cats, our work
monstrates that cats and ssuagests that WBH inay have its place in

multinodality treatment of retrovirus infectia

Ww C P. 144 A MOUSE MODEL FOR INVESTIGATING HIV-1
— REPLICATION

Graham, and Wetherall, N. Vanderbilt University School of Medicine,
Nashville, TN, USA.

Qbicctive, Thereis great need for a small animal model of HIV-1 infection. We have
developed a system in miceto evaluate the effects of chemotherapy and passive
antibody on HIV-! replica

Aa immun modula regimen was devised to allow the growth of human
CD4+ cell lines CEM lymphocytic) and U937 (monocytic) in BALB/c mice. Female,
pathogen free, retired breeders underwent irradiation and depiction of
L3T4+ lymphocytes utilizing the monoc 5. were then
inoculated with 2 X 10‘ CEM cells or U937 cells subcutanneously

and by day 14 visible tumors
iy. If maintenance

a subcutancous plaque could befe!
were present. Both cell lines formed tumors that grew“exponentis
GK1.5 was administered A 8 $ 00 8 a Ë

o
S

F
8 5 2
. & & 8 o
g

2 £ =

bas potential application in many other fields of biomedical investigati

This work is supported by the U.S. Army Medical Research and Development
Command under contract No. DAMD17-88-C-8071.
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W.C.P.145 ANALYSIS OF GUINEA PIG DERMAL HYPERSENSITIVITY T0 HIV WOLE VIRE

Michael*; and Sheppard, H+, Viral and Rickettsial Disease
Laboratory, Department of Health Services, Berkeley, CA, USA, **California Public Health
Foundation, Berkeley, CA, USA.

Bien. To detenrine the type of reactions to anticipate in , particularly
experiments were performed in Sie plis oùGedite) of a2
induce and elicit skin reactivity.

irradiation and beta-propiclactore, hes

adjuvant (IFA) intramuscularly or in saline inject Animals received
in IFA and were skin tested weeks later with graded doses of in

saline along with uninmmnized a wre week fener to eosess the
intradermal injections. scored for intensity ent

Conclusion. HIV inmmrngen elicits DIH reactions in guinea , tions resenble
these seen with commn proteins, and immediate hypersensitivity is not seen under the
conditions of experiments. These studies provide safety
end proper formilation of the immmogen for use in

W.C.P.147 DEVROPMENT OP A STUDY SET ON THE PATHOLOGY OF GMIAN

   ” **; Baskin, G.* i, King, N. W.**°*; McClure, H.
M.*****; Lowen: L. J.eeer**: Axtlheeim, M. L
“Walter Fos Army!insite of Research and **Armed Forces Institute of Pathology,
Washington, D.C., *** lagionai Primate Research Center (RPRC), Covington, LA,
New England RPRC,FEUiRDorouge MA, *****Yerkes

**Califomia APRC, Davis, and *******Oregon RPRC, Beaverton, OR, U.S.A.

o develop a suey set on the pathology a retroviral infections in veean
primates. The set includes microscopic slides, color transparencies and a syilabu
nglish.

imian Type D retroviruses and uses are etiologicai agents of acquired
immunodeficiencies In susceptible macaque monkeys. Lesions in muteonorgans from
sxperimentally infected Monkeys have been photographed and prepared into histologic

Results, Approximately 35 of the most commonlesions, including opportunistic infections
and malignancies, ted in slides“ones and
microscopic color photographs and a syllabus ide supplementai learning material.

The study set should be availabie for worldwide distribution through the
interlibrary loan network at the end of 1989. it is designed for biomedical scientists
interested in the pathology of simian retroviral diseases and in simian models for hum:
retroviral diseases.

W.C.P.149
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W.C.P.146 GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS OF SIMIAN KAPOSI'S SARCOMA IN NUDE
Teak

Cheng*, Tsai, C.**, Woon, M.*, Sligh, J.M
*St. Louis Universes, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, and taieahington Regional

Primate Research Center, Seattle, Washington, USA

Objective. To establish a nude mouse model for simian Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS)
sevocieted with SRV-2 infection

cells of simian KS-like cell dine from S,

yma:
controls. Routine Histology and tissue

coeurre were carried out with xenografted lesions and tumo
sults. jienografe produced nodular growth within 3-6 days‘however, spon-

rs in except one in arge tumor dev-

8 en! in grovt! rphol

markers and DNA cell cycle as the original cultured cells. SRV-2 was
ted from the grafted tumor as well as from the original tumor and cultured

cells
Conclusion, Spectrum of KS-like lesions can be produced in nude mice by in-
jection of cultured simian KS cells for use as a model system for KS.

W.C.P.148 BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING APPROACH, aeAN
SUBSTANTIATION OF THREE HERAPY:
ST LASE RAPS, PREVENTIVE ADS
OTHERAPY AND CURATIVE COMPUTED onanàTO-
MOGRADHY

Lithuanian Cancer Research Institute, Vilnius, Lithuania, USSR,

After biomechanical and computed modelling of HIV spreading a three level
AIDS therapy or prevention procedure.
posed. First level of anti-!

aeontact therapy at thin layers and re-
turn to natural fl Laser trap permit remotes otodynamic

s (icilling, sterilization,‘stimulationm) with indicators (HpD). Second
level-regional

cal pH till virusocidal effect after safely instant
travascular, marrow, intrai:ymphatic use. AIDS g

2 le. CT-mi
ting drugs for CT-ultramicrosurgery,‘pelective eau

g drugs delivery including brain for correction of immune status.

W.C.P.150
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Th. C.P.1 ROLE OF N-LINKED GLYCANS IN THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE
ELOPE GLYCOPROTEIN OF FIVANDTSITS CD4 CELLULAR

RECEPT‘OR. STRUCTURAL ENZYMATIC ANALYSIS.
Eanouiller”, B. Clerget-Raslain’, J.C. Gluckman*, D. Guétard**, L. Montagnier** and E.

 

Bahraour” de Biolock né Défi Hôp Pie Salers

Paris, France.; ** Unité d'Oncologie Viraie,institut Pasteur, Paris, France.
9p120 and CD4 are two glycoprotinsthat are considered to Interact togetherto allow the

binding of HIV to CD4+ cells. We e digestion by endoglycosi
to analyze N-link arbohydrates chains of these proteins and thelr possible role in the
interaction 120 160 with CD4 naturatk optimai
deglycosylation of ether molecule, D4 depended on
prese: n x 100 E: and Endo F that cleave high mannose type and. Endo H

intennary glycans diminish the MW of the glycoproteins from 120 or 160 Kd to 90 or 130 Kd
respectively, but these enzymes had no action on CD4 glycans. Endo F N-glycanase mixture,
whe ji to co!cha
9P120/160 and of CDg. Therefore, probably half of the gueMmoieties of gp 120/160 are
composed of high mannose and biantennary chains, the other half being triantennary species.
The carbohydrates structures of CD4 seems to be triantennary chains. To9 analyze1thehebinding of

0-4) coupled
to Sepharose CL4B aliowed the attachment ofsoluble 9p120/160 to the beads WaSrscneD4 was
then added to measure thebinding of CD4 10 different amounts of 9p1 20/60. Binding to
gp160 was not modified when using completelydsean 125}.ssé while

sylation of gp120 or ofgp160 resulted in nding to native CD4 by 2
and 5 fold respectively. Native and deglycosnyaopptebad to Coacells with

affinities. in addition, deglycosylated gp 20 displaced 12 rep160 binding to CD4+
fusion of fresh cel

extent. Taken together, these results indicate that carbohydrates ofof CDSaand of D20160 do
not play a significant roie in the in vitro interaction between these two molecules.

Th.C.P.3 HILV-I BINDS NOT ONLY TO HUMAN T LYMPHOCYTES, BUT ALSO TO B
. CELLS AND MONOCYTES.

Subhash Dhawan, Paolo Gasalis Howard Z. Streicher, Larry M. Wahl and Abner
L. Notkins, National ratécute of Dental Research and National Cancer

892, U.S.A.
ective: To ascertatamwuather blood monomusteat cells other than T

lymphocytes serve as targets for HTLV-I infection
thods: Purified HBIL was biotinylated using ti!the procedure we developed

1 rus
 
for the labeling of Epstein-Barr virus ( positively identify vi
bi cells, biotinylated =. use: nction with FITC-con-

jugated monoc 1 antibodies probes specific for different mononuclearg:
cell subsets in dual color fluorescence flow cytometry. Cell-bound virus
was detected using PE-conjugated avidin
Results: Dual color contougrams obtained by fluorescence flow cytometry 

being made to track the presence of HILV-I inside B celis and monocytes.
(1) G. Inghirami, M. Nakamura, J.E. Balow, A.L. Notkins, and P. Casali,
J. Virol. 62:2453-2463, 1988.

Th.c.P.5 CONCOMITANT INFECTION WITH

Hall Willian
M*;Salainxdiin SZ**0yaizu N*;Nagashima K***, *North Shore University

ital, Cornell University, Manhasset, NY.,U.S.A.*@NCL, Bethesda,
Mi. ,*éniversity of Hokkaido, Sapporo, Japan.

Conclusion: Significant HILY IT infection is in New York IVDU's. |

Th Cc P 2 HIGH LEVEL EXPRESSION OF NATIVE REVERSE
V—" TRANSCRIPTASE AND MUTANTS AFFECTING THE

ENZYM
Soutschek, Erwin*; Motz, M.*; Wagner, R.°; Wolf, H.*

von Pett fer Institute, Ludwig Maximilian University, Mtinchen, FRG

Oblelective.peslevel expression of reverse transcriptase of HIV I in E.coli for
les.

MethodsThe expression of the native enzyme in E.coli was achieved by the
of synthetic ligonicioties. The recombinant Products were detected by Western
blot’anaanalysis. The activity was determined by a standard reverse transcriptase
assay.
Result By partially adopting the B.coll codon usage.a high and stably expressed,
active“reverse transcriptase obtained. Minor changes in the aminoterminal

acid sequence fesulted ia complete loss of enzyme activity,which could
betdue to conformational changes inhibiting dimer formation. amino
acids at the aminoterminus resulted in Ecosseacetovacterial

cates the involvement of cellular derived proteases in the final
processing”ofthe pol polypeptid

An active revereetanec‘iptase could be purified from E.colf lysates
ee tural determination. Mi t expression products indicate the involvement
of cellular proteases in the polpelypeptide processing.

Th C.P.4 PROTEASEACTIVATION DURING HIV INFECTION IN A CD4 POSITIVE

Pledimonte Giysep e* 3 Petronintoad.6.* ; Guetard, D.**
iefavier

astitutal Patelogia’ Generale. Univeveite’ a Parma, Italy ; de virer
Oncology Unit, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Ghyective. | To investigate the mechanism of cytopathic effect of HI¥ ina
+ ce ne

Methods and results. HIV infection of CEM CD4+ cell line results in an
early on proliferation rate and of overall cellular protein
synthesis, pen Tong before the synthesis of viral proteins and production
of virus. specific band of 96Kd was particularly inhibited. Inaddition,
when cel : were incubat under particutar conditions in um-free
medium a qarger degradation of proteins was obse sarseon to

sed activity of protein degradation was observed also
fn vitro with extracts obtained from HIV-infected cells and incubated in

e presence of endogenous or exogenous labelled substrates. This
proteolytic activvity was ocked by inhibitors of serine-proteases.
Extracts from cells infected with heat-inactivated HIV did not show
similar degradative act vity.
Conctusion. re induction or activation of latent proteases during the

opment of the HIVinfection may be an important factor in HIV-induced
cytopathic effect and AIDS pathogenesis.

ENVELOPE CROSS-REACTIVITY BETWEEN HIV-1Th.C.P.6 ENVELOPE,
Béttiger Blenda*» Karleson A“*, Naucler A*:

“Andreasson P-X, ’ Mendes Costa C, and.Biberfeld s*
“National Bacteriological Laboratory, and **Séderejukhuset,
Stockholm, Sweden, “Nationel Public Health Laboratory and

National Hospital Simao Mendes, Bissau, Guinee-Bissau.

Objective. To study cross-reactions of HIV-1 and HIV-2
positive sera against HIV-1 and HIV-2 with different

s.

Methods. Sere from HIV-1 infected Swedien homosexual men and
rom V-2 infected blood donors and pstieentswith AIDS

related aynptons from Guinea-Bissau were te
Blot (WB), radioimmunprecipitation (RIP) and neutralization
asseya using bo HIV-1 and HIV-2 antigens.
Results. The HIV-1 positive sera cross-reacted with the
envelope glycoproteins of HIV-2 in 2/24 (8%) in WB and in
10/48 (21%) in RIP assays. The HIV-2 positive sera cross-
reacted with the envelope glycoproteins of HIV-1 in 15/50
(39%) in WB and in’ 13/27 (48%) in RIP assays.

P
glycoproteins are seen more often in RIP then in WB assays.
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PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF NEWBORNSTOBIV SEROPOSITIVE
MOTHERS : PRONOSTIC VALUE OF ANTIGENEMIA AND

ANTIBODIES WESTERN-BLOT ANALYSIS

Th.C.P.7

RouziouxChristine*, Mayaux MJ."*, Jacomet C.*, Blanche S,", Grisceili C.*
and French HIV infection in Newborn Collaborative Sudy
* : Hôpital NECKER,Paris, France ; ** Inserm U.292, Kremlin-Bicêtre, France.

 

 

Th.C.P.8 THREE DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF
HIV-INFECTED MACROPHAGES (IN VITRO AND IN VIVO)

Bron!,J. Jendis 1, J. Fleury 5, Ph. Gremillet4, D.Launay", M. 3.4,Th. BL, J. Sch!
1 Swiss National Center for , 2 Central E i Laborat
Institute for Immunology andVirology, Zürich, andConComputimage GmbH,Switzerland

4 Lal boratoire du Tr
5 Service d'Anatomie-Pathologique, CHU Henri Mondor, Créteil, France.

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective 2 Th f irologi parameters a $ f ag hs

among 86 childs Objective: Analysisofthe 3-D ul fHIV-i in vitro and in
Methods . : Teer eet Among 1 compari se soe ad mall

200 child 8 i i in thi i Methane: Co + lamin nih : sl «ane (i AD nm)
HIV} anti ied by Western CMOS: PY ?
classified into two groups : 1 negative or i i 3 2 positive p , With antibodi containing| ind ical references allows a 3-D jon of enti
proteins of gag, p The detection of antigenemi: rf i ap y tle via dicital el . ss
(Abou or Diagnostics Pasteur) childr ified i di F

Results: The 3-D analysis offers an improved knowledge of cell ultrastructure and

significantly positive or negi ia 9 hs f age{100%%“= 18% computer display.

respectively, p <<0,The . CesernotOF P WAR pe 1% : The compoter-assistod3-3-D analysis has potential advantages and proved
performed, each i particularly p lls. The methodology will be useful to

 Conclusion : i i i f
 

Th.C.P.9 THE HIVL PRODUCTION IN PERIPHERAL
UCLEAR CELLS IS INHIBITED BY

ANTI-82 MICROGLOBULIN MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES.

CORREAU P., DEVAUX C., BOUCRAUT J., REY F., MOURILSNY F. and CHERMANN I.¢.

Unité wches INSERH sur les et Maladies Associ¢es (0.322) - Campus de Luminy

- 5-un MARSEILLE Cédex 9 -

have recently searched for monocional antibodiesporn interfering with MIV production. The

sn vitro" assays used for the screening designed for rapid ee of mab

in’ fering either withrr Feplication or budding of the virus the anti-a2-

tested strongly delayed #IV1 production espertpberet blood

Our recent data suggest that anti-BZm m4b do not inhibit SIY entry

incubation with these mab do not prevent SIV production, and therefore interfer rather after

viral replication cycle, either on the replication or the viral

t inhibition is ape if mab

ee However, no

since cellular pre-

Finally, anti 32m - mAb elso delayed sme apparition among infected we| colis, but yet

bave no effect an RIV] production by CEM ca

ISOLATION OF HIV-2 STRAINS WITH DIFFERENT
PATTERNS. Denise Whitby*,F.Schult, fiLéonMEETlens
and Robin A. Wetec’Rte of Cancer Research, Fulhas
Road, London, MRC Laboratories, Banjul, The Gambia.

bi ive; To study the variability of HIV-2 isolated from patients with
AIDS/ARC and asymptomatic seropositive individuals both with respect to
primary sequence and biological phenotype, e.g. neutralization by sera of
different origin, cytopathic effect, tropism for T-cells or monocytes.

Th.C.P.11

Methods: Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from HIV-2 positive individuals

inTheGambie 6e cultured with cord blood cells and checked weekly for
criptase. Established cell lines '- and monocyte origin (H9,

cree,eae, U937) yere added to cultures ShowingRTnackivityoFor cyto-
effect to obtain permanent isolates. These by

Bouurhern blots, radioimmunoprecipitation assays carn)and sensitivity to
neutralizing antibodies. Fragments of the genome ated by Pi

equencing.

Results: Among 4 new permanent isolates of HIV-2 made thus far one from an
AIDS patient grows rapidly, one from an asymptomatic individual grows
slowly,and the remaining two from ARC patients are intermediate. The forne:
have Peer characterised by then blots and (RTPA) as HIV-2 viruses. Using

ions corresponding gene portion of een (
8078-8330) could becvanplified fxom all 4 fuclates.de region from

gene (bp 7441 ~#330)souredaidoniy, be amplified from 3
isolate, respectivelytre isolates 4! ered markedly in their suaceptibil-
ity to neutralizing an t and HIV-2 Yafected subjec

Four new isolates of HIV-2 differ in their growth propertie

susceptibility to neutralizing antibodies. Genome variability is being
analy:
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HIV-1 PROTEINASE INHIBITION BY CERULENIN.

Th.C.P.10 pecqure*,Espatrence H. Pearl*:***,

London, UK:
strasse"937Berl.in, FRG:i"Dept.

of Crystallography, Sirkbeck College, London UK.

Objective: To determine the effect of Cerulenin on the activity of the
HIV-1 encoded proteinase, and understand it's mechanism of action with
the ais of<festening specific proteinase inactivating compounds
anti-EIV 4:

Methods: Recoabinant HIV-1 proteinase was assayed for ability to cleave

 

roteins or synthetic peptides, after incubation of the
proteinase:with nersLenin, The t of cerulenin on the cleavage of

gag pr ells chronically infected with HIV-ler, was

Teestigatedby RPAvith HIV+ patient

Results: Preincubation of HIV-1 proteinase with cerulenin for 15-30
Bins, markedly diminished it's cleavage of ga usion proteins and

i peptides. In infected cells, cerulenin inhib:ited cleavage of
p55ese at concentrations which did n inhibit protein synthesis. At
these concentrations HIV replication|was significantly reduced. Higher

s of cerulenin were cyto!

 

Conclusion; Cerulenin inhibits gag cleavage by inactivating the viral

protei . Using the molecular structure of the active site of HIV

proteinase |we can nodeLthe likely hinding mode and mechanism of action
cerulenin and design more specific and less coeetaetc anti-HIV

compounds, which function by inhibiting the proteinase.

 

INHIBITION OF ENVELOPE OLIGOSACCHARIDE PROCESSING
NISHES HIV-1 tyrecrivinyTh.C.P.12

T, serLeta.Meof Medicine andDouglas—Petera; N Vander Heyden, L Ratne:
Microbiology & Immunology, WelbingtenUniversity, St. Louis

Objective: Inhibitors of trimaing pucosidases and mannosidases have been
shown to reduce HIV-1 infectivity. This ffects of a
potent glucosidase 1 I
Results: With acute HIV-1 infection of H9 and C L
20.02 aM N-buDNJ completrely inhibited syncytia formation, but virus p

on wasreduced y 22.0 icity. In chronically
infected H9 cells, Virus 2eduction wwas reduced 50%ae doses of

t lowerconcentrations. The infectivity ofHIV-1 produc: StressSelle
created with 2.0 mM or 4.0 nM N-buDNJ was reduced 4-fold or 510,000-fold,
respectively. Chronically infected cells treated with >0.01-0.1 aM N-buDNI
for >3 days showed terresrment in their ability to forn|syncytia with unin-
fected T lymphoid cel and
analyses demonstrated inpatrsed expression of the envelope on the purface of
N-BuDNJ treated infected cells increased molecular wei, of the

from N-Bas treated cells demonstrated decreasedvires
cells.

BuDNJ inhibits| HIV-1 infectivity andeyetia formation by
oligosaccharides on the HIV-1 envelope. The

efficacy of this ent and. its relative lack of toxicity
clinical studies are indicated.

suggest that
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Th.C.P.13 2 SNBGITECELLLT D3 (1,25D) ENHANCES HIV-1 REPLICATION IN 4
MON Skolnik, Paul * 3 Wang, M.* ta, T.*

Krai S.#*; and Hirsch, M.** lew England Medical Canter,’

Tufts University and*Lamissichoseete General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA.

Obiect ve. To determine whether 1,25D alters HIV-1 replication in-vitro

line) were treated with 1,25D either

tigen Productionm by
so/ml). 1,25D(10ala) modu-
2a by staining with OKT4 and

| mononuclear cells (PEMBNC)

P
negative donors and subs p24 antigen production.
Results. 1,25D Pre-Rx of HIV-1 infected A3.5 cells increased p24 antigen
production and virus viele|on assay day 10 as follows:

No (#=Not done)
Ju Spg/ml _100pg/mi Ja ml 10ng/ml 100ng/nl

p24 (ng/ml) 0.92 0.54 1.54 1.92 3.25 357.0  2286.0
virus yield 2x10?  -ND* ND ND belo 1x0  1x10/

Similar results were obtained on other assay days and with Sim-Rx cell:
1,25D did not de 11 number .

1
rl d compared with controls.

of HIV-1 replication may be etant for
improved HIV isolation from clinical samples and treatment of HIV infection.

Th.C.P.15 iCELLULAR CONTROL, BUT NOT ENTRY DOWN REGULATE
IHIV-1 EXPRESSION IN NEURAL

il, Fr Vols: 7 DJSina sky
St. Lukes\Roosevelt, columbia University, New York, USA.

Objectives. To analyze rate limiting steps of HIV-1 expression
in neural cells

Astrogiia and neuroblastoma cell linés were used a:

sion in these €
ection. Usi he nembrane
analyzed in Sarelleel to p2

‘significant variability wi
HIV-1 ‘isolates in ner ability to

t prracer
ces.ve studied whether viral entry is a possiblefrate limiting
stepin infection of these cel
cel +DQ p24 antigen(P/ml) virus production
0251 23.5 312 +
TE671 15.5 397 +/-
SK N MC 8.0 550 +e

15.0 335LA NL
Jurkat 19.0 5700

ta show that intracellular control, rather than
virus entry, restricts HIV-1 expression in neural cells

Th C P 17 DIFFERENCES AMONG HIV ISOLATES IN CELLULAR ENTRY

nee AND FUSOGENICITY AS MEASURED BY FLUORESCENCE

DEQUENCHING TECHNIQUE.

Mizrachi, Y. and Volsky,
St. Luke's/Roosevelt Hospital center and Columbia university,
College of Physicians & Surgeons, New York City, NY,U.S.A.

Objective. To compare the fusogenic properties of different
strains of BY and their ability to enter and infect various
target

six strains of ary (NIT-E, N1T-A, HTLV-III-B, RF-2, SF-
3 and SF-33) were gradient purified and labelled with octadecyl-
rhodamine B chloride (meas)Pyarious lymphoid, monocytic, glial,

nes and fresh lymphocytes were incubate
elled virus and values were calculated from

1 entry was confirmed by measuring
p24 antigen levels. Infection was followed

by immunofluoresence
r data demmonstrates that HIV enters cells by a rapid,

receptor-nediated and temperature-dependent process of fusion
rent HIV isolates showed

th various
Viral nucleocapsid

m were correlated with the fusogenic properties
of each iso1ate.

a provide quantitative measure of HIV-strain
differences with respect to virus entry and fusogenic properties.

STIMULATION OF HIV EXPRESSION IN B LYMPHOCYTES BY B CELL
FAerThC.P.14 Son

Gu ; Thampatty; P. + Babachandran» R. and Rinaldo,
C.R. University aPittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA. 15261, A.

Objective. To study the role of B cell growth factor (BCGF) in HIV expres-

. Peripheral blooë iymphocytes (PBL) were preiucubated with B cell
growth factor (BCGF) for 48 hr, infected with HIV, and then cultured in the

f BCGF IV expression was monitored by the antigen capture test
by measurement of HIV-specific RNA

Results. BCGF increased the production of HIV 10-20 fold in PBL. The in-
hu with an ‘increase in HIV RNA

enhanced expression of
F, TB or IL-2, Anti-IgM antibodywas found t

stimulatory effect of BCGF. Such suppeeesive effect of
associated with an incr

sion is d
that HIV replication FeB

cells may be of significance in the immunopathogenesis of the retroviru

LATENT/INDUCIBLEEXPRESSION OF HIV-1 IN GLIAL CELLSTh.C.P.16
ddin, M., Mizrachi, Y.Helen Shahab and

isky, J. St. Lukee's/Roosevelt Hospital Center and Columbia
University, College of Physicians & Surgeons, New York City, NY

determine the conditions for sl latency/
induction snchronically-infected human glial. ¢

V-1 induction was determined by fo.itowing an increase
in: i) Entracelluler HIV-1 RNA;ni) intrace\lular and extracellu-
lar HIV-1 p24 protein; iii) gene product as
determined by Fport x CAT gene ‘Gitteeeion: ivy production of
infectious Maensi

lioma cells H-80/N1T-E, latently infectedwith
HIv-1 (strainFNLTCE) , could b Vel xe

cation by treatment with Na-butyrate or heat shock, bi
HHV-6, which are known €o induce viru:

4,800 cytolysis orHoean fusion
3,200 nN glial celle

“earrying latent

e
P (20 ng/ml)
ja-Butyrate 23,000 are
L-2 5,700 HIV-1 infection. Cells can be

i luce infectious
a ho IV-1, which could contribute

© the spread of HV in the brain. The mechanism of induction
ippears to differ from that in T lymphocytes.

capable

 

HSV~6 de 000
000

Th.C.P.18 ZE ROLE OF THE vpu GENE IN HIV.1 LIFE CYCLE
Matsuda, Matsuda, ; Essex, M. and Lee, T. H.

Boston, MA U.S.A., Harvard School of Publie Health

Objective. e presence of the vpu gene distinguishes HIV-1 from
HIV-2. The vpu product is a 16Kd protein and elicits antibod:

The function of vpu gene

Another group suggested a possible role as a
negative regulator. Objective of this study is to elucidate th
function of vpu gene of HIV-1 in its life cycle.

Mutagenesis by linker insertion, deletion, and site
genesis were applied for the vpu gene of an

infectiousclone of and each mutant was analyzed in
compari: with the wild type.

Some of the mutants in vpu gene affected a growth
pattern of HIV-1 in T cells. The differences in RT activity, CPE, the

expression of viral antigens will be presented and the possible
mechanism of vpu function will be discussed in DNA, RNA,
Protein level.
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POLECULAR INTERACTIONS BETWEEN HHV-6 AND HIV-1 IN COINFECTED INDUCTION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS EXPRESSION BY
Th.C.P.19 cot T-CELLS LEAD TO INCREASED H1V-1 GENE EXPRESSION Th.C.P.20 LTRAVIOLET LIGH

usso, P.; Schachter, F.; Rappaport, J.; au e, M. Reza"; Tschachler, E.° ; Valerie, K.°*; Rosenberg,
Josephs, S. and WongStaal, M5 felber, ee Paviakis, G.N.°**; Wong~Staal,
Laboratory of Tumor cell Biolog: Hattonal Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD. * Laboratory of Tumor Cell Biology, National Cancer Anstitute, Bethesda, MD;
SA. ** Smith Eine and French, King of Prussia, PA; 1-Basic Research :

HHV-6 can superinfect HIV-1 infected human CD4+ T-cells, leading t
increased and accelerated cell dea -
of stinulating expression of a rerorier gene

R transractWatton 1s obtained when HHV-6 infected cells
co-transfected with tl -1 tat gene, or when doubly infected cells

for HIV-1 activation by HHV-6 are

 

by in sit
single HIV-1 infection. These data su that

ni V-1, share similar cell tropism, oeinfection of CD4+ T-cells may play
an important role in the progression of HIV-1 infection to AIDS.

Th.€.P.21 ISOLATION OFHIVIN A HIV1-HIV2DUALSEROCONVER'’
INFECTED BY BLOODEoleIN 1984 IN FRANCE::

CHARACTERIZATION WITH PCR

RouziouxChristine*, Burgard M., Courgnaud V., Bréchot C., Gazengel C., Berche P. et al.
Hôpital NECKER-ENFANTS MALADES, Paris, France.

Pblestive : By means of a seroepidemiological study among 144 patients multitransfused in Francewe
‘rue dual seropositivy for HIV"1snd HIV-2. This child with Von Willebrand's disease was

ive DNA sonicationtone
specific for HIV-! or HIV-2. 

 

 

 

Methods: S i specific type ELA
Pasteur) with enti i (fr Serv i protein : Diagnostics
Pasteur). Proviral D] died by PCR usi À for HIV-1 (pol and env
regions) for HIV.2Gag cosmnLTregion

Results : Th logical is of patient’
h

jal sera (from April 1984 to Dec. 1988) using three
seroconversion

 i. 1984 and 1988 (in contrast

parsniel ata high level. DNAproviral sequences were
May :

the titer of HIV-2 antibodies directed against p26
for pol and env regions of HIV-1, and for gag and LTR regions of HIV-2.. These results weredetected by PCR

Conclusion : This dual positivity obtained serology and by PCR in a French patient
virus containing

t raises the
Possibility ofa dual HIV1-HIV2 infection or of an infection by 2 third virus both HIV-1 and HIV-2
related sequences.

Th.C.P.23 CHARACTERIZATION Or NEF GENES FROM SIV AND HIV2-Kestler Battyi:i Y, Butler cv, DanielM, Destosiers RC.
HewEnglandRégional Primate Research Center, Harvard

Medical-School;“Southborough, MA

Objective, To compare|the nucleotide sequence of NEF genes and to examine
ion of the NEF Zurclones ofatv vive.

cularcloniTclone IV andHIV2 were subcloned into
amutagenesis DNAmeeetwas

theothe
tation that

with : ted e! NEF genes are being compa
cultured cells and in infected macaque monkeys.

Changes that obviate NEF expression occur frequently in infec-
Tious molecular clones of SIV and nv These. findings2are nono
the proposed role of NEF in mediating repression ofviral gene .
mitational analysis of the NEF gene is complicated by difficulties in de-
fining the sequence of functional, wild type NEF

620

Program, National Cancer institute, Frederick, MO,

Objective. Recent data demonstrate that ultraviolet (uv) light and certain
chemical agents activate transcriptional level of HIV-1 LTR-directed gen

ave examined effect of UV en activation of HIV-1
an attempt to elucidate mechanisms,by which UV light
virus. Methods. We have developed several hi
containing a distinct form of a st

s highly effective for tat(= },
rev(+) mutants under identical conditions. Conclusion. These

might d
epidermal Langerhans cells and/or subepidermal tymphocytes

Th.C.P.22 Binding|Characteristics of HIV-1 and HIV-2:
Differ s in Binding inhibition by Solub
CD4 and.Dextran Sulfate 3 Mitsuya,

H.2; Franghini, G.3; Broder,S.2; Redfield,R. =
Staal, F.3, lwalter Reed PRE ones,of Research,
Washington, D. c.LOT
Bethesda, MD.. U.S.A.

Examinebinding characteristics of different
HI and. inding inhibition by soluble
CD4 (sCD4) and“dextran Suutete.

i S (HIV-1: HXB2D, HX10, WMJ-1, univrrp) HIV-
2:HIV-2pop, BIV=2pq, SBLS66 clone ISY, and SIVwac) w
labeled using 5,6-"H u:
inhibition assays peerforned on H9 and Molt-3 cells.

Binding affinities were similar for HIV-1 and HIV-
2, but numbers of saturable binding sites varied eight-fold.
HIV-2 viruses were mucl e to bindin

dextran sulfate inhibited binding of HIV-1 and HIV-
identical fashio

oraccessor

in

if rus-freesupernantants from HIVe1 and
IV-2 infected cultures.

INU1
Russo, H.*, Maitzman, W.*, Sellers, B.**, Saunders, A.**,

Laurence,J.** andBa *,

Th.C.P.24 2 SITU HYBRIDIZATION ANALYSIS OF HIV RNA INDUCTION
CELLS WITH PHORBOL ESTER

 

 

*Enzo Biochem w York, New York, USA, **Cornell University School of
Medicine, New YorkRow”York, USA.

Objective. Tod ine che L F RNA oroduction fallow: ivation of L Hv
infection a be AL soe di does hotes A5 ws

Methods. Cultures of U1 caerscontain 2 copies of latent HIV provirus, were
With5ng/ml phorbol myristate acetate (PMA)andere maintained at F10X108 cellel,"at
Pea teeacolle eteyeind aon baadaed DN,Rear cor thanol. HIV

DNA bethat containedtheenentire
HIV brigenome.
complex. The aseassay was Somapleted in

control
4-5 hours.

Resuits. UlCs5fecalloxenabsle levels of HIV
RNA. At 24, 48 and72 hours after exposure to PMA,the fraction of cells expressing

 

 

 

table levels of RNAincreased to 32%,ndC0The amount of
RNA per cel variecoush &. Uninduced cultures
contained about 4500 nl Thereverse transcriptase
activity increased1.9, 4. an 3.4folat24,4848andPEesDPI

HE inducéionthan reverse
transcriptase th Additionally,
heterogeneity&attthe cellular level isanehate may used toto study HIV
inductiHonunder otherconditions sad'w evaluate theeffect of putativeive inhibitors on HIV
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Th.C.P.25 NON-RADIOACTIVEIMMUNOPRECIPITATIONASSAY AS Th.C.P.26 PURIFICATION OF HIV IN AN AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE SYS-
CONFIRMATORY TESTFORANTIBODIES TOTO HTLV-1 VIRUS. rs wa neHe INFECTIOUS TITER AND GIVES A HIGH

; Alexander,S.; Tillchoj,EsTing, R. YIELD OF gp’
Biotech Research Laboratories,Inc. Rockville, MD20850, Pind Gustav Giitjam** oe

of Veterinary Virology, Biomedical Cente Upsala and “Dept. of Viro-
Objective. Ti di the detection of antibodi wen“National Bacteriological Laboratory, Stockholm,Sweden.
HTVL-I EnvelopeRain x the radi 
precipitationassay (RIPA).

oproteins
rabbitt antiserum, resolved onSDS-PAGE, nsblonesonaPEbeand
visualized with the current W.

 

 

  

system.
Results. À con to that used for the HIV- 1 antibodytest,has not
bemccemtalyagplcl1HTLVS i

particularly for the detection oftheenvelope protein. À non-radicactiinmenoprecpinon (1)
enapplying the principles ofboth RIPA and WB, mai detwcted

circumventing the problemsProtein,gp61/68, with a sensitiityapproaching that oofRIPA,thus
ith use ofradioi The following table shows the relative detectability oofthe

A.neeTEAascompared to that of

IP/WB + + + +
- * + *

RIP,
Conclusions The IP/WB system is sensitive, convenientand useful a:asan alternative

antibody test for HTLV-I. Since i are readily
Rait proveseimaiforricoftpotins

HTLV-I WB assay system.

Th.C.P.27 COMPLEMENTATION OF HIV-1 rev MUTANTS BY rex
os PROTEIN OF HTLVI BUT NOT BY rex

Felber,Barbara K,*,Derse, D.**, “Athanassopoulos, A.*,
Pavlakis, G. N.
*BRI-Basic Research Program, & **LVC, NCI-FCRF, Frederick, MD 21701,
USA

ilarities of f HIV-1 andrex proteins of HTLV-1 and

BL.V).
rex proteins ofHiv or BLV were oxcto using the RSV promoter and sv40

polyadenlaton site. PREX-B
misIn addition, àthe initiator=AUG

Te wasmutagenized 10 errors die homology tohee initiator consensus,inan fort to
roe translation efficiency.nscontains the HTLV-1 rex coding sequence and is
otherwise similar to pREX-BLV.

Objective,
bovine leukemia virus

d e expenseHIV-1 rev prov
ofthe SaplicedmRNA. These mutants due low levelsseeaePind env crucial proteins.

these defects. Partial also obtained HITLV.1 rex but no!by the BLV-1
rysccmeo)enoHY1Geeive elementt,RRE)
and aff spo stability of RRE Deleti

Conclusion rev andre sential for En lication.ë “ante plementsrex proteins are replication. rex o! -1 com
muets, whereas rex of BLV does not. Thus REV erectlrele torev.

viral mRNA.

Th.C.P.29 INTERFERONS(IFN) AND BACTERIAL LIPOPOLYSACCHARID!
(LPS) PREVENT HIVIINFECTIONIN MACROPHAGES BY BLOCKING
PROVIRUS FO! N. BS.Kombluth, PS.Ob,LR,LR. Manis, PH.

Cieveland, and D.D. Richman. Univ. Cau San Diego and the V. A. Medical Center, San
Diego, CA, U.S.A.

Objective. T inc the eff: f mac
  

d
HIV replication.

d then 
infected ‘with a macrop!prostropic strain of|HIV-1{(HTLV1Un1/85).

Pretreatment with IFN-a, IFN-f, IFN-+, or LPS preventedviral replication in
macrophages. In treated cultures, little or no infectious HIV or p24 core antigen was release

virions were seen by electron microscopy, 20 viviral RNAo1rDNA was
4 ble in the cell lvsa d giant

celi formation}occurred. wide dose range of recombinant IL-“le. IL-2,iLIL-an
IL-6, M-“CSF, INF. or lymphotoxinwas ineffective. A consistent effect of GM-CSF

tment with ~100 U malof PNRjoUt OF IN07 =
U/ml ofIIFN-7 wass'rnfficient to prevent vi prevent

pat . Transforming pontfactor al(Trriati agra reverses the
protective effects of low doses of interferons and LPS, consistent with the known hage
“deactivating effects of TGFA. (3) Usinghepolymerase chain reaction,little or 7 Proviral

was present in macrophages D interferons orLis. Thus, these
prevent the establishmentof. the proviral DNA|genome in these

. be regulated at the

levelof provi fo n by an inducibleh Hl mech findi Jai

prenin the eens of HIV infection.

(Supported by NIH AI-25316, Al-62548, EY-3093, and by the Veterans Administration.)

 P:
I rote for

-culture
set-up would be possible to construct ter"convenience asd safety.

Objective. Concentration of HIV by cextrifugatlon results in low recovery of

the external glycoprotein. This is consistent with what is Found with other
wiretroviruses. Extraction in troBhatt ter soluble polymers

cently tested with the fell d the bovine leukemia
vires (Hemmer et al, J Virol Methand Gutech & Appl Biochem, 1989, in press).
As the res these viru were promising we apply the same technique
for the nepotyyas

eous two-phase systems (Albertsson, Biochim
Biopbyfet“os1378.3) were tested for their capacity to eurich the HIV
from Hi culture medium. The infectivity titer and con-
tent ofaewfwe were determined.

a item composed of dextran and polyethylene glycol the iwe
viral proteins were recovered to about 60% i manet bottoi

hase, about 200-fold ‘concentrated. The lafectious titer was tained in
ie fraction, in which the two virai protelas were about 100-‘toll purified ou

n basis
is ition in aqueous polymer-phase systems seems a useful principle

for the concentration and purificatlo:on of HIV directly from the infected celi
medium. Folly sealed vessels continuous flow d of the technics!

fet:

ANALYSES OF UNINTEGRATED VIRAL DNA AND CYTOPATHIC EFFECT
Th.C.P.28 (CPE) INDUCED BY HIV

Harada,S.
Institnte for Virus Research, Kyoto University, Kyoto, 606 Japan.

Objective. delineate the relation between the accumulation of
unintegratedThy DNA and CPE induced by HIV infecti

infected MOLT-

O!

cells by Hirt method
ts.The parallel relation bet a

HIV DNA and the appearance of CPE was observed when}
acutely infected with cell-free virus PICs
uninfected MOLT-4#8 cells. PICs with or without TPA"treataent did | not

any detectable amount of unintegrated HIV
PICs caused ballooning degeneration as seen in acute viral infection, and
unintegrated viral DN was detec!
Conc} ~The accumulation oftfhe‘unintegrated HIV DNA was observed when

was induced eitherby celli-f or co-cultivation with PICs, bat
not when cell-killing ‘Viral replication wee induc a by TP
rea t. data 5 t different cell-killi

be present. Since the unintegrated HIV DNA was detectable in Pics and
its appear in “ed PICs, hypothes jome negati
regulation factor is pre in Cs to ‘Suppress the synthesis
viral tudiesPEG_treatnentreleased this negative factor. Farther st
re undergoing to find out this negative regulation

Th C P 30 CHARACTERIZATION OF HTLV-I IELINES DERIVED FROM U.S.

we PATIENTS WITH SPASTIC PARAPARES.

; Khabbaz, R.; Janssen,ne Kaplan, J.; and

Folks, T., Centers For Diseare Control, Retrovirus Diseases Sranch, Atlanta,
Georgia, USA

Objective: mmine characteristics of HTLV-I cell liners derived from U.S.

patients withmate paraparesis (SP).
PBMC or CSF cells were obtained from 4 patients with a clinical

History of SP. “Gell lines were established by coculture. HTLV-I ression
was assessed using IFA and HILV-I & II PCR. Serum and CSF antibodies were

B : HTLV-I poritive cell lines wer
4 Pl

ve using a HTLV-II specificPrimer

ts serum and 1
prroteins. Data Will be presented cconcerning the phenotype of cell 1

These resultstesprovide
occurs in the U and demo:
between HTLV-1 mi HTLV-II."These HTLV-I positive CSF and PBMC lines allow
comparison cf U.S. HTLV-I isolates with other HTLV-I isolates.
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Th.C.P.31 CENERATION OF HYBRID HUMAN LRINDDEFTCIENCY VIRUSES

> Ral: Desai, S.%*;
Devare, S,**; and Nastea R.*; centers For Disease

Control, Retrovirus Disseases Brancth, Atlan in Retrovirus
Department, Abbott Laboratories, Abbott park. Illinois, USA.

Objective: nvestigate the viral determinanta underlying tropism and
woapparhic effectsof HIV, hybrid HIVs were genera

arying 5 3! provi;val DNA fragments of biologically infectious
el CHIVec6, HIVer.2, HIVurLy i 51) were use

subs is for ‘ecomb ti e proviral 5° on * DNA nee

nds were generated usi molecular clones. Hybrid
is upon inoculation into PBLs and their genetic structures

ned 1Southern hybridization analysis
: FÉomerruetion of hybrid HIVs based on compaatible restriction

esent invi:
re: Homologous econbinat1on1methodology

provides an efficient alternate method for Fenerating hybrid HIVs

“LOCALIZATION OF THE pErEct “IN HIVPROVIRAL DNA BY
HOMOLOGOUS RECOMBINATI

Th.C.P.33
utler, Jr. D.,SalyansTaman,

Jannoun-Nasr, R.; Centers For Disease Control,

Retorvirus Diseases“Branch, Atlanta, “Georgia, USA.

Objective. Verean recombination methodology was used to localize the

defect in .Le ryt Prev: DNA.
Sed ar weight DNA extracted from H9/HTLV III cells was

cleaved “viene

The

Unlike other proviral DNAs
which could be quantitated ‘by RT assay. In cotr:
HIV LTR-CAT, Xba3 was able to transactivate the

truncated viral DNAs in cotransfection
the region for molecular analysis to identify thenature of the defec

Th C P. 35 DISTINCTION BETWEEN HIV-1 AND HIV-2 INFECTION

USING ANTIBODY RESPONSES TO ACCESSORY GENE PRODUCTS
, Dekker T.*, Boucher C.*, De Ronde A.*

Debouck Ch.**, Barin F.***.
*Human Retrovirus Laboratory, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, ** Department of
Molecular Genetics, Smith Kline & French Laboratories, nine©of Prussia, PA, USA,
***Laboratoire de Virologie, LHRU Bretonneau, Tours, Fi

Qbiective. T:© distinguishFaex orae infection by serum reactivity to the
accessory gene produc vpu.

ra of HIVeee“individuals from East-Africa andfrom West-Africa
were tested for reactivitywith nef, tat, rev, vpr vpu pro! pressed in

y:

an sera had reactivity to HIV-I accessory gene
) of the East-African sera. Antibodies to the HIV-1

East-African sera pared to West-African sera. Antibodies to vpr and vpu were
completely absentfromall West-African sera, but also from 3. %reFespectively 55%

of the East.Afric:
. Theseresults render typing of the infecting HIV-strains solely based

on HIV-1 accessory gene produuet reactivity difficult, but reactivity to vpr and vpu
add to discriminating power of type-specific serology by env peptides.

622

Th.C.P.32 FACTORS INFLUENCING HOMOLOGOUS RECOMBINATION BETWEEN HIV
DNAs IN CULTURED HUMAN a

Kalyanaraman, se

anno R.*; Baîne, R.#**; Benson , Je Swan, 8 For
DiseaseSeCeontrol, Retrovirus Diseases Branc , #kGenters Foress Control,
Biochenistry and Cell Biology Branch. U.S.A.

Objective: analyze recombination between HIV DNAs, optinal conditions
were determined using DNA transfection in cell cultures

Recombii rates were construc
NAS (HV HIVyrLv The success of.Tecoabination

wae messuredbyy cheBélaétionooFFabrepriervirus Polymer:
rea ross

d from HIV proviral

‘runcated HIV and max:
DNA 3 ug and above for both single and double cross-over.
at a concentration of 4x10" showed maximum hybrid virus producti
Also, DNA calcium phosphate precipitate exposure of cells for 8- 12 “hes and
an expression time of 3-5 daysafterx transfection registered detectable

of hybrid virus in the
Conditionsforefficient Fecombination between HIV

DNAs were deternmined. This is a powerful technique to generate hybrid
viruses at any region of the genome.

Th C P. 34 HUMAN ANTIBODIES TO HIV-1 GP160 INHIBIT
. ATTACHMENT TO CD4

Back,Nicole*, Thiriart C.**, Van der Hoek L.*, Bruck C.**,
Goudsmit a+.
Human R rus Laboratory, Amsterdam, the Netheriands, ** Department of
ane Smith"KlineRIT sa,àRixensart, BaBelgium.

Obiective. ct the presence in human HIV antibody positive sera ofof antigp160
antibodies inhibiting the binding of HIV-1 gp160 to the extracellular portion of
CD4.

. HIV-1 sera of 264 homosexual men, 20 hemophiliacs, 10 ivdrugusers and
d ina competition immunoassay us

nized with peptides covering the coebinding

or with the neutralizing spitope©of the HIV-i”strain HTLV-MIB.
. 18 to 50% of the HIV-1 positive sera from th

groups reduced 8p160-sCD4 bindingby more than &
HIV-2 antibody positive sera tested did not show such activity in ir assay.
Attempts toAA the binding site for these gp160-sCD4 inhibitor antibodies on
the primary or ofLes by using tynthetic peptides encom ing CD4
binding site on not successful. Neutralizing antibodies to the V3 domain
of 8p120 did:not“inhibitdin

ntibodies

the three AIDS ris
a 1:100 dilution, while

ing of pie to st
ies gp160-sCD4 binding were highly prevalent

among att‘eropatvesives and not iinLEEreney emerge at the moment of
seroconversion indicating good imm tial of this domain. Presence of
antibodies to an 4 gpi60 portion ‘evolvediin|CDA binding did not hamper or
prevent disease progression.

Th.C.P.36 ON OF EIGHT HUMAN FONUNODEFTGIENCY VIRUS
GENES IN ESCHERICHIA COLI E IN DIAGNOSTIC
TE

Devare,Sushil, Desai S. ‘casey J Aneja D., Rupprecht K., et
&l. Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, “Hiinete,USA

obtain large amounts of various HIV- i and HIV-2 gene
products using recombinant DNA technology.

enes (treadng HIV-1 1, endonuclease, reverse transcriptase,
pr: pa,1nef, and p24 were molecularly cloned in . n

@ expre:
of the viral proteins, ‘natslaut genes were expressed in ing
vectors with the lambda pL promoter under the control of a temperature
sensitive cl repressor.

Each of the eight genes wasyauccessfully expressed in .
The level ofmorression in each cas r than 1 total

rot The HIV proteins couldbe readily identified in induced
culture by coomssaie blue stainin The antigenicity of

recombinant DNA ived teins was demons’ by Western blot analysis
as well as sandwich enzyme linked immunoassays in, ‘a from vi

posedot ereas, contr wed no detectable
eactiv: The s« ste of HIV-1 and HIV-2 proteins could
effectively usedto discriminate either of sesimmune resp

HIV-1 and|HIv-2 protei:
levels prevovide aSate. and e: detect virus infection,

2) monitor various stages of the disease and 3) discriminate HIV-1

infection from HIV-2.
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Th.C.P.37 DISCRIMINATION OF HIV-2 INFECTION FROM HIV-1 INFECTION BY WESTERN
BLOT AND RADIOIMMUNOPRECIPITATION ANALYSIS (RIPA).

J.R.G. ALLEN, C. A. HEYNEN, M.M. KENNEDY, M.F. KNIGGE, D.A. PAUL, and
G. J. DAWSON. Dept. 900. North Chicago,iL
60064 USA.

 OBJECTIVE :
and to aerials the serological response from that seenin HIV-1 infection.

tem blot studies using HIV-1 and HIV-2 viral ates and SDS-PAGE RIPAusing 35s.
 

 

 

 

metabolically
arecombinant HIV- 1/2 Europe and

p pol; ar P

determined. HIV-2 env and gagine
Disoriminat i viral type. 
 

antibody responses to
or absent HIV. titer cross: react-

veeHIV-1 oe nae65) and envygptst/t 60} wasnoted, including 8 (40%) with

BESULTS :
oferodesHNenand gagprtTeensaines badeg

both HIV1 gag and env proteinssuggesting dual infection. Of 95 Westem blotroU.S. spec:

imens, P
to discriminate all but 7 (7.4%) specimens .

HIV POSITIVE SERA IDENTIFIED WITH SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE ANALOGS
OF ENV GAG, TAT, “a”Th.€.P.39

Dele*, Cumming, * and Doherty, R.*

*NHMRC Special Unit fet AIDS Virology, peirfiela Ronan and
**St. Vincent's Institute, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

Objective: To identify synthetic peptide analogs that are specifically

recognized at the earliest time point after immune recognition of infection
HIV.

of known seronegative, seropositive and seroconvertor sera 
to HIV wer screened for their reactivity to peptides deriveda‘rom conserved

regions of gp gpél, pl7, tat, and nef proteins using a
Results: À ide to the it minant region of gp 8 t

gensit specific being recognized by almost all HIV positive sera.
Antibodies recognizing nef Peptides: were detected earlier in ‘oconversion

to either TA

HIV-positive and -negative sera.
sores sithough noDot with clini
Conelus The results of this study determined the utility of using
nette Neptides.tn serodiagnosis of HIV infection. In particular
antibodies to gp4l and nef proteins were recognized in peptide EIA's before
reactivity was apparent with other assays.

ction was apparent.

GROWTH KINETICS OF HIV IN HTLV-1 TRANSFORMED CELLS.
Kiernan, Rosemary*; McPhee, D.*; Marshall, J.** and
Dol

Th.C.P.41
hert: .*

*NHMRC Special Unit for AIDS Viroology: raviroloey Department, Fairfield
Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria, Austr:

Objective: To define replication Minerice ef HIV-l.

lls were infected a! MOI of 1. Samples collected
verse“Érenseriptase activity, soluble

irus, viral mRNA andcore antigen, i ar infectiou: rus
proteins, development PE, cell viability.
Results: Three ir s of infection were observed: an eclipse phase
(0-16h) in which y virus and CP! not observed, an exponential
phase of particle release (16-62h) coinciding with the development
early CPE d th oduction of vira. eins; and from 62-82h,

e
to be associated with the accumulation of

lasmicvacuoles.

Conclusion: The replication of HIV demonstrated several Features rie
for Retroviruses, a length: hase, slow accumulat: of virus an
 
low ked increasePan virus,
specific mRNA and proteins at the time of cell death, after peak
production of infectious virus had been reached.

Th.C.P.38 FSEUDOTYPES
VIRUS (HIV) WITH THE PEANTIGENS OF
VESICULAR STOMATITIS VIRUS (VSV) OR HERPES

VIRUSTHS
Zhu, Z.; Chen, and Huang,
Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.

Objective. To identify the formation of pseudotypes during coinfection containing HIV
‘coated by the envelope antigens ofVSV or HSV, designated HIV(VSV) or HIVGASY),epee
MethodsDRFstrain-producing H9 cells with

th HSV ts-Ji2 mutant.
HeLa cells were used for infection with phenotypic mixtures to minimize

are Asti-VSV or anti-HSV antiserum was used to dificrentiate HIV(VSV) or HIV(HSV)
from HIV(HIV). HIV

Ress. Production of p24 in HeLa cells was significantly reduced when phenotypicmurs
‘treated with anti-VSV. BeanSVtbemaVON)
 

 

  

HeLa cells. Th by passaging anti-
‘HSVtreatedparticles through C8166 cells.

. be formed
during coinfecti This may be a | mechani: broadening of cell tropism of HIV and

it d f HIV in i den infected with oth uses,
 

Th. C.P.4avyINFESTION OF BUMAN MONOCYTES IS INHIBITED SY ANTISERA
R BY LPS ACTIVATION OF THE CELLS

Bate Katzenstein, David; Carrow, E.W.; Vial,
in ass Center for Biologics Tvaluetion

 

_ Grace
Webb, D.S.; and

MD

ess the muleting “ebfocts of HIV specific antibodies and
cell sctivetionon the infection of hi monocytes by HIV-1 in vitro.
Methods. Elutriated peripheral blood monocytes from email donors cultured

F/H--CSF-supr lementted medium were inoculated with 1 of 5
B; RF; 2 clinical isolates grown à lymphocytie cell

1 monacytotropic strain. For stdies of

vs e the effec
cells were pretreated with LPS. Productive virus infection was quantitated
by p24 antigen (p24Ag) ELISA and inteprated proviral DNA detected by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Results. antec on of monocytes was main!neained with each virus isolate

0! Bs Virus infection was neutralized (complete inhibitio: 24Ag
production and failure to detect proviralDa) by 4/6 HIV an:tibodypositive

i i L ncement of

 

HIV ab* sera at dilutions from 1:10 to 1:10,000.
Activation of monocytes with Les resulted noinhibition of p24Ag

 

n monocytes maintained in GM-CSF/M-CSF-media were
susceptible toinfection by HIV-1 strainscharacterized as either

Lymphoeytorropic or monocytotropic. Activ: monocytes were resistant to

infection. HIV-1 infection of monocytes was© weutralized by BIV Ab* sera

“wee HIV-1, HIV-2 AND HTIW-1 CORE
3 Henry, S. ami Epstein, J.S.

Division of Blood and Blood Products, CBER, FDA, Bethesda, Maryland, USA

Chiective. To evaluate the structure and function of HIV proteins.
Methods. BALB/C mice (female, 10 weeks old) were immmized with partially

monoclonal antibodiespurified HIV-1 proteins. Hybridemas
(mAbs) ecairat HIV-1 were produced by fusing P3X63Aq8 653 myeloma
with the the inmmized nice and by enzyme-linked

assay (ELISA). The positive hybridoms cloned and the
blot against HIv-1, HIV-2 and

. 1 proteins were produced. Two of the mAbs,
namely CHER-1 & CSER-2, were IgGl subclass; they bound teGers

of HIV-1 but not HIV-2 or HTIV-1 in Western The A
CHER-3, was subclass; it recognized p24 of HHIVALand FEV~2 on

on
peptide, that. the mAb my

coreproteins at this conserved epitope.
mAb reactive with HIV-1, HIV-2 aré HHIW-1 has been produced

and its Luoy on identified.
biological at or ile Donssves epitope Îs row under stay.
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Th. C.P.43 ROLE OF OLIGOSACCHARIDES ON THE PERaneLD
MATURATION OF GLYCOPROTEINS FROM HUMAN T
LYMPHOTROPIC REFROVIROSES

G.M.*, Gallo, R.C.*
Engadharan, M.G* onetice’ Research, Inc., Rovies MD,

**National cancer Insttitute, NIH, Be esda, MD,U.S.A.
study

nojirinyed MNM t
glycoproteins were“etuded in virus-infected cells a

Cleavage of Infectivity ofvi

inhibitedDNM Glucosidase I Inhibited
MNM nhibitedMannosiddase I Normal

Treatment of HTlv-1-infected cells with MNM did not affect the
maturation of gp46, although theprotein had different amounts
o mannose-rich oligosaccharide

mary trimming ofmannose-rich oligosaccharide
cores in HIvi“glycoprotein is necessary for infectivity
progeny virus but the Cleavage of the precursor takes ifd
before trimming of mannose

Th C.P 45 A HUMAN MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY AGAINST ENVELOPE
—e GLYCOPROTEIN OF HIV-1 ENHANCESHIV-1 INFECTION

W. Edward Robinson! Jr.DLLake2, D. C. Montefiori!, Y. Masuho3, T. Kawamura3,
. Mite! san

iDept. of Pathology, Vanderbit University, Nashville, TN 37232, U
2Dept. of Medicine, Arizona Cancer Centter, University of Ariona. Tucson, AZ
85719, USA.; 3Teijin Ltd. Tokyo, Japa

Obiective: To evaluate human monoclonal antibodies (HumAb) for their abilities
to dance HiV-1 infectionin vitro.
Methods: HumAb were generated by fusion of P3x63AgU1 cells with lymph node
lymphocytes from ARC patients. Ten-A purified HumAb were assayed for
complement-mediated, antibody-dependent enhancement (C'-ADE) of HIV-1
infection using an MT-2 cell microtiterinfection
Results: One HumAb,V10-9, of seven tested wasfound to mediate C’-ADE of HIV-
Tinfection in vitro. This IgGix recognized p160, gp120, and gp4i on western
blot andenhanced HIV-1_ infection toa ilution of >1:17,468 (28 ng/ml).

f HiV-induced
cytopathic fect, increased antigen synthesis, increased reverse transcriiptase
release, and in . This HumAbdid not neutralize

nt.
e gene nhances HIV-1 infection butfails to

oenvin ‘cates‘that at least some neutralizing and enhancing antibodies
recognize different epitopes.

EXPANDED HOST RANGE OF HIV ACQUIRED THROUGH MODIFICATION OFTh.C.P.47 5
Se boreh, Levy, J.A., Cheng-Mayer, C.

Cancer Research Institute, University of California, San Francisco, CA, USA

gblectivesTo determine what factors control the cellular tropism of HIV.

Methods: e host range of HIV obtained by passage"ehcough different cell
types was detensined by infectivity studies. Genomic variations of HIV re-

red were assayed by Southern plot analyses and modificationof gp120
examined by glycosidase treatment.
Results: HIV~1 isolates passaged through HUT-78 cells vs. peripheral blood

quired an expanded host range and replicated better

he HIV recovered from PMC. Studies using castanosper-
nd endoglycosidases indicate that the change in cell tropism of HIV-1

could be related to modification in the gp120.
Replication in: Plaque

MIV-SF Souxe PMC HUT T4) be CEM U937 Formation Cytopathology
 

73° PMC + + + + . .
73 HUTTB + + + © - = . +

665 PMC + + + + - - - +
665 HUT + + + + + + + Lu

Conclusion: Glycosylation of gpl20 may contribute to the heterogeneity of host
cell tropism, suggesting chat interfering with glycosylation might prevent

infection and spread of HIV

624

Th.C.P.44 MAPPING OF THE IMMUNOREACTIVE EPITOPES OF THE HIV-1
ENDONUCLEASE PROTEIN BY MEANS OF RECOMBINANT

CristinaVinea-Martins and N. Mueller-Lantzsc!
Institut fuer Medizinische Mikrobiologie und Hygiene, Abt. "Virologie, Klinikum der
Universitaet des Saarlandes Homburg/Saar, FRG.

 Objective. To define the major

Methods. The complete reading frame of the endonuclease (288 AA) from HIV-1 and three

subciones representing the N-terminal, central and C-terminal part of the endonuclease
cloned into the tryptophan regulated expression vector pATH. after expression four fusion
proteins of 68 kD, 52 kD, 46 kD and 48 KD, respectively, were obtained and used for the
production of specie polyctonal antisera (68 kD recombinant protein) orOr as antigens in order

immunoreactive part of the HIV-1 endonuclease protei:
Results. 27 outot 27 HIV-1/endonuciease positive sera predominantly reacted with the C-

terminal part of the recombinant endonuclease and only a few also showed a faint reaction
against the N-terminal part in the western blot. In some cases HIV-1 positive sera which did

not react against the p31 of HIV-1 infected Molt-3 cells gave a clear reaction against the C-
terminus of the endonuc!

Conclusion. results suggest that the C-terminus contains the immunodominant epitopes
of the HIV-1 endonuclease. Peptide studies for the of distinct epitopes are under
investigation. (Supported by the BMFT grant No. PBE/12/0318837A).

Th. C. P.46 CORRELATION STUDY INVOLVING THE DETECTION OF HIV-1 IN SAMPLES

FROM AIDS panes USING CO-CUL:care p24 ELISA, AND TAS-

PCR- BRIDIZATION ASSAY:
Gingeras, Thomas*; Guatelli, J.**; Richman, Day and Davis, G.*; et al.

e
 

TIBIA)
« **Depts. o: ne and Pathology, UCSD School7

of Medicine, San Diego, Californie 92161,

gplective.|Correlation study involving the detection of HIV-1 in samples from
AIDS patients using co-culture, p24 ELISA, and TAS (tran:nscription-based
plification system)- and PCR (polymerase chain reaction)-mediated hybridize-
tion assay:
Methods. acollection of peripheral blood pereES which were char
acterized as: 1) "+" for both co-culture and pa a 8 2) "-" for both c
culture and p24 assays; 3) "+" for co-culture me or p24 assays; or i)
np for p24 and "-" for co-culture seeaye was studi the pre
HEV-1 nucleic acid sequences using TAS- a CR-mediated hybridization assays.

or PCR amplifi one detection of amplif. roducts wa:1
out by a variety of methods, including bead-based sandwich hybridization,

nd Southern blot hybridizations, and solution hybridization.
Results and Conclusion.. These experiments have permitted: 1) the results de-

ulture-based assays to be compared to the re-
sults derived from amplification-mediated hybridization

the comparison of PCR- and T
om tnd{viéuel patients

1 nucleic acid concentrations,with time, wher
other assay results (p24 and co-culture) appear more variable

Th.C.P.48 REPLICATIONOF HiV-1 IN A VARIETY OF ANIMAL FIBROBLAST CELLS
USING PHENOTYPICALLY MIXED VIRAL PARTICLES
Maina: Hoffman, A.; Hardy, D.; Sematinger, J. and Levy, J.A.

Gancer Research Institute, University ot Cakiomia, School of Medicine, San Francisco CA 94143

Objective: To determine whetherthe inability of HiV to infect animatcells can be abrogated
enveloping the virus in a xenotropic {X-MuLV) or polytropic (HIX) mouse retrovirus coat, and2
study variations in

Phenotypically mixed particles were obtained by superinfecting X-My or HIX-
chronically infected HUT-78cell ines with HIVgF33. The progeny virions were inocu

 

 

variety ofofHIVsosisiant ae broblast and evantcells, Theirneto replicate
by reve: using both Mn++ and Mg+t divalent cations, by detection of the
MuLV p30 or HIVp25 angers (IFA and ELISAtests), the mink S+L° pe and Western bkt
techni

Le ped in an MuLV y
cell types. i ft HIV

; The r block of HIV infection occurs at the cell surface, but an Intracellularmajo!
cauaion of the virus can also be present. Phenotypically mixed viruses may be useful for
leveloping an animai model system for AIDS.
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Th C P 49‘THE ANTIBODY RESPONSETO HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCYVIRUS:
NEUTRALIZATION VS ENHANCEM

; Meyer, M. : Cheng-Mayer, C. and Lewy J.A. , Cancer Research
insthute, School’ ine, University ofof Calfomia, San Francisco, CAU.S.:A.

: To examine whether antibody-dependent enhancement0of HIV Infectivity could
explain the ap inviva and examina
whether theafappearance of hancing antibodies is associated ards AIDS.
Methods: The sera of 17 Hivainfected individuals comprisingioreoAtANGand AIDS
patients were tested for neutralization and enhancement against the Patients’ own (ho:motypic)
HIV isolates as well as against HIV: , an established strain which exhibits cytopathicity and a
wide host canange. Five patients' isolates were also tested for homotypie

nhancement in es, Moreover, sequential ce in asymptol
ARGaAIDS patientreieol overra three-year period were tested against homatypic

time

‘While all serayneutralized 1IVSFs3, only one had such effect on the homotypic Iso!
and one asymptomatic, two ARC and four AIDS patients’ sera enhanced their own tes.ns

. four out ottne patients’ sera (comprising one aeymetomatic and 3 AIDS patients)
enhanced thei0ownisolates. Finally, the sequential Study showed that the asymptomatic patient's
early and late sera neutraized both early and latehomotypic isolates,whe ARC palents early and
late sera enhanced his early but not his late nv isolate and that the AIDSS patient's late serum
enhanced his {are isolate,whe both his early and late sera neutralized his e:

These sults suggest that enhencingroantibodieses might be an indicator of disoase

such association.

Th.C. P.51 PARAMETERS INVOLVEDIN THE CELL FUSION INDUCED BYTHE
HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

Tang.Shen-Bei and Levy, J.A.gra Research institute, University of
Cakiomia, School of Medicine, San Francisco CA 94143 USA

Oolagr P
T cell

ine with HIVsF33 chronically infected Jurkat cells. The detection of lymphocyte markers on cells
was conducted FACS analysis.

 

 

 

Sabiethymineorder oe
Besutts: mal cell fusion w ft 1
were used at 1:1 to 1:4 All the T B celt lines expressing the C4 protein fused with the

antigen. Ceil clumping I fusion were mai i by ba , marne,DD-
galactose at 0.5 dextran sulfate at 10 uM. Con A, but
fusion. An inhibitor of gl ylation, tunicamyci ug/mi),inhibitedcell fusion in reouta
Intection and cell to cell fusion. Teeaiment of uninfected or the infected cals
inhi mide, al the stidencyof ceil fusion.
The proteolytic enzymes,trypsin and alphe-chymotrypain, efficiently prevented cell fusion in HiV
acute infection and cell to caft fusion. Subsequent FACS analysis on the Sup T celsIs treated with
trypsin indicated that the CD4 protein had not been removed from the cell surface.

cell fusion expressionIV induced cell depends on HIV gp120, of the CD4 protein
on the surface of uninfected celis, and the presenceence of sugar moieties petoulatyCD-mannose.

and esas are nokrequired for the fusion The ability to block
fusion with trypsin without removing the CD4 protein suggests receptor besides CD4 is required
for the fusion event.

Th.C. P.53 GOLD-LINKED IMMUNO ASSAY (GLIA) :

A METHOD IN VIRAL DIAGTOSIS

Grewe,Carola Gelderblom
Robert Kochinsure of the Federal Health Administration, Berlln,
FEDERALRE RMANY

escribe a simpie, rapid and cheap method in viral

Slocnoete (i.e. HIV) allowing to identify antibodies in patient sera as

well as viral antigens in tissue biopsies.
. Infected suspension culture celis are adsorbed to Blass slides

cial

o:

immunogold conjugate is placed on the ceils. After incubation and
washing the colloidal gold anderpoes silver enhancement and light
microscopicnr uation.

silver enhanced gold collolds lead to a speclfic gold-brown
oF black, vsranular staining of virus producing ceils or purified virus

rum containing specific antibodies. Likewise, semithin
cryocuts attached to a glass slide are covered with an antiviral antibody
n

enhancement. The -possibilities and limitations of the method in
d.

a simpie and rapid method
a screening probes (i.e. sera from patients at

risk of infection¥mich HIV oyner viruses. The method was presented in

a lecture, Unive: 1988.
Manugcript in DeperaUon a"Virol. Methods).

= € © z © © = 2 £

ae 27 and 10C9 viral proteins de
cies, which co:

Th. C.P.50 ARETHERE MULTIPLE STRAINS OF HIV IN AN INFECTED INDIVIDUAL?
Pan.L2.: Chong-MayerC. and Levy, JA

“rand Fear Institute, University of ‘Cakiomia, School of Medicine, San
francisco

Objective: To determine whether more than one genomically distinct HiV-1 strain can be
recovered foman infected individual.

has had more than four hundred sexual partners in a lite time. Cocuttivate these calls with ten
cities Eines. Obtain HIVisolates with tropism for different cell types Including established T
and B cali fines, eaters hages, lymphocytes and humanfibroblasts.

ly clone each HIV \eolale Inthe cell Sines selected. Evaluate the biologic, serologic and
molecular properties of the various Isolates by cellular host range, cytopathic effects, plaque

he above techniques from one individu:

CEM, U837 or the MT B ceil lines. No difference In neuti

Conclusion: All ten virus isolates showedsisimilar boa|vies serologic properties. Their
properties are under study. The results suggest that this healthy individual Is infected

one Shan Of HIV1. Bymetarainpega mecopages,this HIV resembles
virus isolates from individuals with neu . Similar studies now in progress on other
infected individuals may reve:ne20Ofmorethan one Gstinct HIV-1 strain.
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Th C P 52 PTEoFnyErv-1anAND T CELL SUBSETS IN SEQUERTIAL BLOOD
FROM A HHV-6 PATIENT BEFORE, DURING, AND

FECTION

Yeorino,Paul; Warfield, D.; and Sanderlin, K. Centers for Disease
Control, Atlanta, GA, USA

Objective. To evaluate the growth of HIV-1 and the T cert subsets of
sequentia® blood samples taken before, during, end afte: -6 infections.
Method. T lymphocytes from sequential blood samples were!

1 inoculated with varying doses of HIV-1 and measured for

Dg 5

loss of CD8. These results also correlated wath the preaence of HHV-6
antibody and virus. Antibody in the pre-infection samples wi
converted to 1:320 *during infection, and by eigh

was 1:20. HHV-6 virus was seen n the two specimens, four
apart, showing T cell depletion.

a BHV-6 infection, CD4 cell counts and the ability
of atient'a ytes to be infected with HIV-1 are both
drastically reduced, Both parameters return to normal soon after illness.

 

Th.C.P.54 LZAT NOV
RETROVIRUSES ISOLATED FROM AIDS-ASSOCIATED LYMPHOMA

No.ValerieL., K! aBast F, Marsh J, and McGrath MS.
University of Cenornia, San Francisco, and San Francisco General Hospital, San

ncisco, California, USA.

Qblective: To characterize the poisassociated with two retrovirusesisolated from
Primary AIDS-associated lym

Nonsquierisdimensions SDS-PAGE,limited Staphyiococcal V8
protease digestion:er ic peptide fingerprinting

: We purified 2F7 and 10C9 virus particles from cultureant by
se density pejum gradient centrifugation, and analyzed the p S associated

withthe purified virions, Nonequilibrium two-dimensional SDS-PAGE analysis of
monstrated Prominent 27kd and 14kd

rated withne àsized proteins present in e leukosis Le
gun, The 27vdpre {p27s) camonetated peptide homology (by imite:

s V8 protease digestion and by exhaustive tryptic peptide rein)
sithe P245 at BLY,HTLV: and HTLVA, but did not with the p24 of HIV-1

: These data support the Inclusion of these two retroviruses in the subfamily
of oncoviruses.
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Th.C.P.55 DIAGNOSIS OF HIV-2 ba vat? DOUBLE INFECTION WI'1H

SYNTHETIC PEPTIDES ITIONAL CONFIRMATORY ASSAY

fan Der Fost CoensLelie, N.**; Reasink,H.*; Cot, M.***,
faisran +

* Red Cross Blood Bank, amsterdam, ** Central Laboratory of the Netherlands
Red Cross Blood Trans:fusionion Service, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
*** Diagnostics Pasteur, Marnes-la Coquette, .

Objective. To discriminate between HIV-1/HIV-2 infection of serum samples
with reactivity to both HIV-1 and HIV-2 envelope teins in

Methods. Synthetic peptides of the transmembrane tein rt. "39"
‘forHIV-1 and peptide "41.2.1" for HIV-2) wereCustGeespot tHed immne.
assay (Pepti-LAV 1-2, Pasteurme xr in two separate ELISA's
employing these peptides on the solid phase. Four serum samples, reactive
to both HIV-1 and HIV-2 giyeoproteins in WH, were tested with Pepti-Lav, and
with peptide ELISA's in dilutions, and after pre-absorbtion with
homologous and heterologous soluble synthetic peptide.

Results. Three of 4 samples were clearly nen One Sample showed a hi
reactivity to at, 2.1". in Pepti-Lav and als

this
peptides, excluded cross-reactivi'

Conclusions. Double reactivity to HIV-1/HIV-2 in WB, may no: due t
crossreactivity. The results see strain with epitopes of both HIV
types or HIV-1/HIV-2 double infec:

Th. C.P.57 ASSOCIATION OF HUMAN HERPES VIRUS 6 (HHV6) AND HIV
INFECTIONS IN APRICA

A. and Constantine, N.T.

U.S. Naval Medical Research Unit No.3, Cairo, Egypt, (A WHO collaborating
center for AIDS)

Objective. To assess the Prevalence of antibody to HHV6 in HIV infected
‘tients versus uninfected con’

Methods. A total RIV sitive sera (65 HIV-1 and 1 HIV-2) and 66 age
and sex match controls, collected as part of an ongoing HIV screening program
between Jan 1987 an 1989, were assayed for antibodies to HHV6 by an

fluorescence assay (Pan Data Systeme Inc., Rockville, MD).
Results. The HIV positives includes 55 males Antibody Number

li of 27.0+9.9 Titer HIV ve HIV -ve
years. The subjects resided fterent Negative 1 29

Afri countries. Infections were presumed 20 16 11
to have been acquired in their home of record ho 20 20

8 pe and the United States. The 80 1

(15/66)
5/66) of the HIV

>.
V infected subjects from throughout

ca we found a sign d HHV6 infection.
Supported by NAVMEDRSCHDEVCOM, Bethesda, MD Work uit to. 3M63105H29. AA. 335.

Th.C.P.59 MAPPING OF SEVEN HIV1 ANTI-P24 MONOCLONALS USING A SERIES OF
OVERLAPPING PEPTIDES

*
* Wellcome Biotech, Becken!

Objective. To locate the epitopes of 7 characterised anti-p24 monoclonal
antibodies for the assessment of putative HIV p24 sequence yariat
Method. A series of 15mers (obtained fr
veepee
solid phas The bin:

ViCB

#

DP) , which
onto the

1D8F6 147-
3D3 177-182
EH12E1 204-217

149 56-26
ly EH12E1 cross reacted in immunofluoresence (IF) with HIV2ROD snd other

unpublished HIV2 isolates.
sixth and seventh, CD12B4

Other data generated using mutants from recombinant p24 sh
he C terminus. CD12B4

Ss
hese monoclonals

to react near the
HIVSF2 (312Asp) indicating 309-316 as a possible CD12B4 epit
Conclusion. Six possibly 7 epitopes have been mapped with murine moneclonal anti-

andbodies. One antibody identified a conformational Stone which by 1
predicted sequences was conserved between HIV] and HIV2ROD.

626

Ferns, R. Bridget¥ Partridge, J.C.¥ Tedder, R.S.¥ Spence, R.P.**
University College and Middlesex School of Medicine, London, UK.

» UK.

owed
B4 reacted in IF with save(312 Glu) but not

SUPERINFECTION WITH INFECTIOUS HIV-1 OF DEFECTIVE HIV-1
Th.C.P.56  rrovucrua cei clones

Ikuta, Faquroshi=s Tuneki, M.*3 ITagi, H.*; Miyake, S.*;
rai, K.## and Kato, S.

*Rosearch Institute for Kicrobial Diseasea, Osaka apaASuita, Osaka,
**Tokai University School of Medicine, Isehara, Kanage

Objective. To examine the possibility of Superinfection with infectious
aan of the cell wooronoducing defect: clon.

lated by limitingMethods. Cell clon lucing defective 1
dtittites of the WT4Poel, which survived theSRI infection after
drastic cell lysis, or of MOLT-4 cells adaorbed with HIV-1 for r. The
cell clones vera supsrinfected with infectious EIV-1 and pesseged as
continuous cell cultures, and then recloned. The cell clones vere

lecul

Results. All cell clones examined did not show cytopathic effect by the
superinfection, and became the producers of infectious HIV- Th
structures of À in the superinfected celle, which had
deletions before the supe: ction, wsre postly those of intact HIV-1 DNA.
However, the 1 (at least env gp120 and gag p o:
the superinfected cells showed those of the cell clones before the

rinfection.
Conclusion. Colls primarily infected with HIV~1 containing defective

the HIV-1 infecti. infecgenope survived the = ‘ection and become the per:
survived cells could be chan, oducers of

llowing superinfection without cytolysis. The
uction of infectious HIV-1 might be due to the recombination between

Ieective proviral DHA and superinfected viral DHA.

Th.C.P.58 SIVszm, A POSSIBLE PROGENITOR OF HIV-2 AND SIVmac
Li Jen Naidu, Y.M.; Kestler, H.W.; Fultz, P. ; Daniel,

Desrosiers, R.C.
New England Regional Primate Re:Search Center, Harvard Medical School,

MA and TERRegional Primate Research Center, Emory
University, Atlanta, GA.

jective. mo studywhethe relationshipsamong primate ‘lentiviruses and the
origin © and monk:
Methods. Viral DNA was milecularly cloned from chronically infectedcolle,
usingstandard re inant methodology. Nucleot: sequences we:
determined by oligomelectidedirected dideoxyribonucleotide chain
termination method of Sanger
Results. Amino Acid réentities over a 1000 nucleotide region in pol.

SIVemn?7 sTvmacl42 HIV-2rod SIVagiTyol

STvmacl42 84
HIV-2rod 75 84
SIVagnTyol 56 59 61
HIV-1,62 56 5? 60 60

Conclusion. SIVemm7, , and form one closely related subgroup
Of primate lentiviruses. It provides preliminary evidence for STVam being
a@ source for cross-species transmission for the origin of HIV-2 in humans
and of SIvmac in captive macaque colonies.

LECTIN BINDING PATTERN OF HIV ENVELOPE
BeeCrROTEIN

Th.C.P.60
Repr-Erik SS.*; Hielsen,c.M.**; Nielsen,

C.**; Heegaaardpete; thiseen ret,3: Nielse
*Department of Infectious Diseases, Hvidovre Hospital, Denmark,
**State Serum Institute, Copenhagen, Denma *The Protein
Laboratory, University of Copenhagen, Denmarke

Objective. To characterize the otigonaccharides of the envelope
glycoprotein, gpl20, of different HIV isolates.
Methods. Gpl20 from HTLV lotte 451 and LAV-

ized on nitrocellulosepaper and incubated with fe
different peroxidase conjugated lectins
Results. Identical lectin binding was found in all three iso-
land;poncenavalin » Wheat germ agglutinin, Lens nari
agglu in, Vicia faba agglutinin, Pisum sativum agglutinin and
Phstohaem(eryeco)actatiia all bound to the envelope glyco-
protein. None of the er lectins, ich mainly d affinity to
O-linked glycans, hou to the envelope glycoprotein.
Conclusion. F known affini £ the various lectins to

glycans and sialylated (hybrid and/or complex) glycans
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Th.C.P.61 INETBITION OF SYNCYTIUM FORMATION WITH LECTINS

John-Erik S.*; Nielsen,C.M.**; Nielsen,
awk; Heegaar: 3; Mathieeen, be*} Nielsen,J.*.

*Department of Infectious Diseases, Hvidovre Hospital, Denmark,
**State Serum Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark, ***The Protein
Laboratory, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.

Objective. To examine the involvement of the glycans of gp120
in binding to the CD4 recepto:
Methods. Ten different Teceins were ‘added to HTLV III B infected

dor to coculture with CEM cells. Incubations wer
RPMI 1640 with or without competing monosaccharides.

ncytia, were counted after 4

 

y=
Results. The lectins Concanavalin A, Wheat germ agglutinin, Lens

certs: not on uninfecte o
yedum formation were: PHA-L, GSA-1, GSA-2, UER-1, HPA, SBA and

conelu,sion. Lectins which bind to either of the four different
gtycans of gp120 interfere with CD4-gp120 binding as evaluated
by formation of syncytia

 

Th C P 63 oOaye OF A HUMAN T-LYMPHOCYTE CELL LINE WITH HIV-1
LL LL WLY IDENTIFIED VIRUS-LIKE INFECTIOUS AGENT (VLIA).

Won, Dennis M; RentshyJE and Lo, S-C. rican Registry of Pathology,

Dept nfectious and Paragitic Diseases, Armed Forces Institute o

Pathology, Washington, D.C., USA

objective. To determine the effects of the VLIA a Trop Med Hyg, Feb. 1989)
on HIV-1 infection of A.301, a CD4 positive T-ce

thods A 301 àells were infected with HIV-1 tar strain) or VLIA or both
agents simlt. after infection, supernatant samplesan

id for reverse transcriptase (RT)

1V-1 resulted in the production of HEV antigen, RT

e development of large syncytial ceils associated withcet death. RT

sun»was high during the peak of infection, as the el of antigen,
as determined by the antigen capture assay. In conntrast, cuultures

co- infected with both HIV- I and VLIA depenetrated little syncytial forma-

sulting in a sharp decreage in

vity was detected in the cultur

HIV-1 occurred during co-infection beoeure“tre

upernatants tested we

 

 

red.
nfection with VLIA masked the identification

of RT activity in cultures produced by HIV infection.

Th C P 65 Brain and Blood HiV-1 Isolates from the Same Individual
nate have Different Biological properties

Miss,CarolD; Cheng-MayerC., Seto, D; Levy, J
Cancer Research Institute, University of Cakfomia, San Francisco, CA 94143 USA

OBJECTIVES: To determine whethervirus isolates from the brain and blood of the same
Individual have different biologicai properties, and are geneticaily related.

METHODS: Brain and bloodSpecimens, collected from 6 Ans patients with neurol
normalities, re comcul vated with PHA-stimulated normal PBMC. Virus isolates were tested

for their ability La grow Inestablished T-cell ines (HUT-78, CEM,Jurkat, U937, Sup 7) and in
primary aoes."Neutralization assays were performed using autologous and/or
heterologous antisera. Genetic relatedness was assessed by restriction enzyme digests and
Southern biot analysis.

RESULTS:

 

Brain/blood pairs: #1 A PAB #3AB #4AR #SAD #6A
T-call lines: + + # tee + +

No isolates were significantly neutratized.
similar but not identi
 

CONCLUSIONS:Brain and biood HIV-1 isolates from the same individual are variants of e:
otherar at genetic chaiangen
inHIV-1 that occur within individuals are clinically important because Fevcan lead to variants that

in infect and cause pathologicaleffects inedifferent tissues.

Th C P 62 ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC EVIDENCE FOR COINFECTION AND

ever REPLICATION OF HERPESVIRUS AND HIV-1 IN THE SAME HUMAN
aa

Kucera, L.; Leake ; Raben. David; Iyer Myrvik, Q.
Bowman Gray Schooloi ‘Medicine of Wake Forest ‘university, Winston-

Salem, NC, 27103,

nt deta from our laboratory indicated that ungtimulated human

HIV-1 virions. .

rol, I
replication in the coinfected cells8.

that HSV- d HIV-1 can coinfect and s
replicate in the same human T-cell and that HSV-2 may serve as a
niofactorin activation of latent HIv-1 infections.

Th.C.P.64 ICAL INDUCERS or CELL DIFFERENTIATION INHIBIT HIV

Viza, Dimitri Avanda-Anzaldo; A Ablashi, D.**;
lahuddin, S. 2. #*** and Vich, J.*

*Faculté de Médecine, 75006 Paris, France, *°N.I.H.TNLC

Cellular and Molecular Biology, Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A., ***N.I.H.

N.C.I., Laboratory of Tumor Cell Biology, Bethesda, Marylanand, U.S.A.,

#**#*#L.P.L. Laboratories, Barcelona, Spain

C.I., Laboratory of
/

Objective. Investigate the effect of Chemical Inducers of Cell
Differentiation (CICD) on HIV-eetectea cells.

Methods. Four chemicals known to induce oedifferentiationmchanges in vitro
ide

 
were us or the incubati two veohchiastata cell Lines - LD

" 4 infected with HIV. Their ect was assessed by evaluating the
amounts of p24 and RT activity in the Tissue Culture Medium (TCM).

Results. The four c ds used to pre-incubate the lymphoblastoid cells
tested failed to Prevent viral infection and they alse failed to inactivate

e in . ast, they inhibitiral replication within
ne-dependent and transient

ication resumes after the removal of the Is
i of CICD express p24 antigens on their‘cell.

e inhibition of viral replication
cicD virustatic effect on BIVingested cells in vitro.

studies investigating the in vivo activity are thus warranted.
 
Further

INHIBITION©OF THE MATURATION OF HIV
UCTURAL PROTEINS BY

A RENIN PEPTIDE IHHIBITOR

Th.C.P.66

mancusrto 8,1), ursato p.{2) and CRERMaMN 3.0. (1)

() Unité de Recherches INSERM sur les Rétrovirus et Maladies Asnociées (U.322) - Campus de
Luminy - BP 33 - 13273 MARSEILLE Cédex 9 - FRANCE.

(2) sANOFI Recherche - Centre de Montpellier - Rue du Pr, J. Slayac - 34052 MONTPELLIER Cédex
= FRANCE.

The protease encoded by the Human Imeunodeficiency wire (HIV) pol gene, cleaves the gag-po)

reer tesbe~on an isportant role in the virai replication cycle of HIY

to the fanily of aspartyl-proteases, as pepsin or renin, and can be

Lilobybyseeciticaninhibitor

synthetic perabnew to be inhibitors of renin, were tasted, one of them showed an

inhibition of the effect of HIV on MT4 cells.

This ne also citon1 production by the CEM cell line, since no reverse

transcr: ctivity vas and no viral antigen was revealed by fluorescence

‘ing sev at weeks afterantec by RIV.

Mev stherleee, when peptide was removed from the culture, infectious virus

particlesss we:

  

ct mendaftrstew ye.

sults demonstra‘ that spec: inhibitors of1fie easee can block “in vitro”

intecticne by HIV and ronde possible strategies egainst AIDS.
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HIV DOWN-REGULATES ITS CD4 RECEPTOR BYTWO
Th.C.P.67 DIFFERENT MECHANISMS.

Sammon P*, Olivier °°, Rivière Y**, Montagnier L** JC”, Kiatzmann D°.
‘Hopital Pitié-Salpstrigre, Institut Pasteur, Paris ; “Franegene, Strasbourg, France,

Using mAbs and a genomic probetetore CD4 molecule, the HIV receptor, we
demonstrated that HIV replication indi the. disappearance of Its functional receptor
from the cell surface by two distinct mechanisms, First, after being expressed onte the cell

he
phe

fected to the release of soluble gp110 : Infection with
HiVivaccinia viruses pressing a mutated HiV env gene designed to prevent sono0

 

cell surface induced a similar
baaan induced a dramatic and rapidloss of CO4mi transcripts, preventing new
CD4 molecules from be: joie explanation of thisEReson

kd be the 1 Teguiation of CD4 transcription by HIV replication. An ssion
vector Containinga reporter gene underthethe control of a ~ 2Kb genomicssequence
upstream CD4 gene transcription start, which includes the putative CD4
promoter, has been constructed to test this hypothesis, Mlodulation of the reporter pene

ler transfection of this construct her with various HIV genes expre:
irrently being analyzed.Thepossibledown-modulation of CD4 expression

byHYiorient of «pro ts during T-cell maturation and maying may
anfGOsbyt to theMALUS ofralaortoneny. Understanding the down-

modunof D4 byHIV ma,Mecs provide new insights in understanding the molecular

Th.C.P.69 QUANTIFICATION AND CELLULAR DISTRIBUTION OF HIV PROVIRAL

aan BUFFY COATS FROM HIV-SERO!POSITIVE HAEMOPHILIACS

is er*; Peut ener J.F.#; Leigh-Brown, A.d.*;
Bishop, J.0.# and Ludlam, C.A.

“University of Edinburgh, **Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, Scotland,

PCR method has been developed that cetectsare molecules of

ir

prepared from each.

this is variable between patients

a relatively high copy number.
made on different

of HIV DNA in th
dividual HIV DNA molecules found within each c

SEQUENCE ANALYSIS OF A HIGHLY
CYTOPATHIC STRAIN OF HIV1 :
CORRE BETWEEN BrOLOBTGAL

AND GENOMIC VARIABILIT

Th.C.P.71

SPIRE B., SIRE J., NEUVEUT C. and CHERMAMN J,C.

Unité de Recherche: lea Rétrovirus st Maladies Asscciées (U.322} - Campus de

Luminy - BP 33 - 13273 MARSEILLE Cédex 9, FRANCE

A highly cytopathican of MIV1 named NIV-KDK has been isolated from o Zairian patient

with AIDS : this isolate ts 10% times cytopathic and infectious than the

protot: in onder to correlate the highers properties of this atrain with

relevant genetic variations we have cloned mequenced the 9143 nucleotides of this

isolate uns compared tl lates.

aa: i

dn that vasaia not clustered in one parti

along the maxis of variability was as expected in

aoesrsatretches were detected at the same positions

show any major differences. It the 5° part of the U3 - LTR region,

target for negative regulatory element(s) where the major

variability has been found.

628

Th.C.P.68 PRODUCTIVE Fr INFECTION OF HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA
S INCELL (HCC) LINE:

A; Friednan-Kien, A.E.*, Huang, Y.X.*; Li,

Z.L.**; Mirabile, M.*; Zucker-Franklin, Eo, D.D.e*%, New York
aad Med. Center, ni NT. ; aaCedaresSinat Med. Center, Los Angeles, CA.

termine the in vitro|auaceptibility of ECC lines to
infectionwydifferent trans of BIV-1.

Five HCC lines, 1: 1, PLC, Hep38, HePG2 and HUH]

re inocula 3 diverse isolates of HIV-1 CTLV-IIIB, RT, and at

multiplicity of infection r fi 6.002 to 20 ml ressi 5
monitored by ction of p24 antigen and RT activity in culture supernatants

y £0 wo mont) chemical staining,

hybridization, & electronmicroscopy (EM) performed on the cells at 6hr, 24h,

& 7 days after virus inocu: e pre absence on HCC
lines was jymunoflourescence, using anti~CD4 monoclonal antibodies.

. Five HGC lines were fi Oo be susceptible to productive infection
three strains of HIV-1 in . Expression of HIV-1 p24 lasted for ov

60 daya, but ita level decreased in proportion to the number of viable cells.
P24 vas also fi the cells PAP staining, an were vira by

cue of infectious HIV-1 from culture super-
9 celle ig negative to date. Despite their susceptibility to

infection, all 5 HCC lines were Regativee for 0) poregcens

- CD4-negative HCC lines are productively infectsble in by
HIV-1 via an unknown pathway. rther, the replication of HiV-] ayae lines

be HIV-]-like particles found in the HCC lines
represent defective virions.

Th.C.P.70
Er.

Raphhael, M.HeHEH

*INSERM us CHU Necker, Boris, **Hybridotest et ‘seatinité Bncologic virale,
Institut Pasteur, Paris, **Diagnostics Pasteur, Marnes Coquette, ##***Servi
d'Hématologie,|Pitlé Salpétrière, Paris, France,

HIVI DNA Sees DETECTED aPCR IN SERONEGATIVE,
YET ANTI-N OSITIVE, INDIVIDUA

+++, Conan,LV. Chamaret, S.###;
réchot,

 

Objective. To Investigate the presence of HIVi DNA in seronegative individuals at
risk of HIV infection.
Patients. 6 subjects : 2 sexual partners of HIV! positive subjects, 2 haemophiliacs, 2
with lymphomas (non Hodgkin lymphoma : NHL). In addition: 2 anti-nef negative
patients i with T cell iymphoms and 1 sexual partner of a seronegative
Positive subjects) we:
Methods: PCR with 10 cycles‘and 3 sets of primers (Pol and envgenes). Anti-nef were

Results, HIV!1BNA sersequences were identified |in 5 of the 6 anti-nef posit‘ive sulbjects.
This included 12haemophiliacs, 2/2 sexual partner of HIV+, 2/2 NHL lymphomas.In

ition HIV] D A scored + in 2/2 antivnefnenegative subjects (with T cell lymphoma
sexual partne

Conclusions. This study 1) indicates iepossibility of HIV infections in apparently
seronegative, ti-nef positive jects, 2) will lead to further investigate the
potential implications of HIVI DNA and anti-nef positivity in some subjects with
lymphom:

 

Th C P 72 susceptibility to HIV-1 Infection of a Human B-
—e ymphoblastoid Cell Line, DG75, Transfectedwith

sybaenonic DNA | Fragments o flan, Simon);
Goidbium, Natan® ; Liana, Ted”; Ablashi, Dharam’; Josephs, Steven” :
galahuddin, Zaki
Laboratory of Tumor Cell Biology, National Cançer Institute, Nation
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA Fogarty International
Center, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland and Hebrew
University-Hadassah School, Jerusalem, Israel

that the presence of the EBV genome and active
EBV infection in some Burkitt's Lymphoma cell lines confer the
susceptibility to HIV-1 infection in spite of the absence of surface CD4
receptors in these celts. In the
negative Burkitt's Lymphoma B-cell line, DG75* transfected with three
different subgenomic
(EBNAl and EBNA2) and the latent
-Immunofluorescence analysis

, tT

could onty be detected in less than 4% of the parental DG75 cell line
Unlike the wild type 5 line the thr transfected c ines were

wn to be susceptible to HIV-1 by both IFA and production of virions
Northern blotting of poly(A) selected mRNA of the four cell tines and
hybridization to a human CD4 cDNA(pT:8) 1 Gomonstrated a 3kb band in all
three ENBAl, EBNAZ and LMP transfected ce as in the wild type
DG75 cells. Approximate quaiantitation sadicetes equivalent level o
mRNA expression in the transfected cell lines as compared to T-cell ‘ines
(Hut-78, 9).
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Th.C.P.73 PROCESSING OF GAG AND POL POLYPEPTIDES AS IN VITRO
MODELLePROTEASE INHIBITOR STUDIES IN EUCARYOTIC

Wagner,1Ralf*; Soutecheberwin’; Motz, M.*; Wolf, H.'
Aig Maximilian University, Munchen, FRG

Objective. The protease o:
rapeutle application.

been

TY (could be e target for meckic HER

 

Po derivedproteins were analysed by western

rtion of the entire gag (p55) encoding sequence resulted in an
expression of the gag polypeptide precursor. The addition of the protease
sequence natural configuration resulted in no detectable processing, due to

bility of translational frameshifting in vaccinia virus infected Cv-1
cells.
The enforced frameshift due to sitedirected mutagenesis rested in àa processing
of the gag precursor. The processed could be easily detected
immunological methods such as western blot analysis with monoclonal

antibodi
Conclusion. With the recombinant vaccinia virus obligatory expressing gag

convenient in vitro system for testing specific inhibitors and their el
was established.

IDENTIFICATION TRES SEQUENTIELS DES PROTEINES MAJEURES DE CORE
VIRUS HIVITh.C.P.75

F AAVIERT, P.oo WANORAND?, F. IN]

l-Lab. Virologie, via “curs 1334, TOURS, France, 2-iomérieux, MeciETOILE, France.

ECTIF : Identification des épitopes séquentiels de Ja protéine P24 gun par des
‘orps monoclonaux murins (ACM) et par des IgG purifi ées à partir de séruns humains anti-

ou PEPSCAN.
METHODES :-Obtention d'ACM al par différents artighnes:
virusAEa inactivés (souches Ale ou HIV2/P289), protéines P24 purifiée:

Caractérisation des ACM en ELISA e stern-bl
[identification de: topes nus r la nuehod l'épitope Daprès synthèse

des 225 hexapep!ties convent la totalité Fa P24/HIVI {an 133 à 363 de la P55).

RESULTATS : -10 A s contre les protéines P24 ont été obtenus. Tee en Western-

bots‘plot,is racomatscenttous la P24/HIV1 et 5 réagissent également avec ue,ame

Le PEPSCAN réalisé avec les ACM a permis d' identifier 4 épitopeswe

1 ACH reconnaft 1a séquence ATPQDLNTHL
3 0° * # #8 El

 

1! (aa 286 & 291)
ONCLUSI : ACH recematesent la équence EIYKRNII sont ceux qui présentent une

te arctsée avec HIV2 en Western-b’lot. La séquence homologue de la P24/HIV2 est

pelQ.
-Les renters résultats cbtenus avec les IgG humaines mettent en dvidence des épitopes

ement par

RAI, epitopes séquentiels, anticorps monoclonaux

 

reco
Mots-clés :

Th.C.P.71 ‘MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO NON-INFECTIOUS HIV-1
“ISOLATES.

Boulerice, F.; ; and mure:
M.A. Jewish General Hospital ind McGill interetes“Noneceal, Quebec
Canada
After long-term screening of chronically-infected U-937 cells, succeeded
in isolating two clones of cells which show
interactions

culiar cell-viru:
In order to better define the properties of these clones,

rmed .
and UHC15) vere identified

vas present but not expressed.
noclonal antibody were sertormed and

rl was present at normal level. e virus

 

« um = °membranes.
radioactive gpl20 or gp4l (as decectein the infec:
swageac t this virus does not
prot
Furthercharacterization of these clones should leed to increased
understanding of the mechanism of replication and maturation of HIV-1 in
cells of monocytic origin,

ted U-937 control), we
close association to its envelope

Th C P 74 BIOLOGIC AND MOLECULAR PATTERN OF DIFFERENT HIV ISOLATE

FROM IDOVUDINE (AZT) TREATED AND UNTREATED AIDS PATIENTS.

gerete-séis, Alfredo: jerna. A.; Mufioz, L.; Sanchez-
Palomino, S.; Rejas J.M. and Najer
Instituto de Salud Carlos III, sevedahonda, Madrid, Spain.

bjetive. To compare the replicative ability of ditéerent HIV isolates as a

marker of replication in probably altered strain:
Methods. Cinetics of replication using different multiplicities of infection

MOI) with human cell lines (H9 and U937) were determined for a set of HIV

effect, RT activity: p24 anti,
° ted by restriction enzyme fragmen

ng
Results HIV isolates from AZT treated AIDS patients and untreated could be

tern. According to their

type of cytopatic

detection in ce cl supernatan

le are currently examining the

‘tern.

AZT treatment induce probably variant virus with

ri ould be useful as
gnosis marker of the treatment during the disease progresion.

Th.C.P.7 DIFFERENTIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY TO AZT OF HIV-1 VARIANTS GROWN

IN EBV-TRANSFORMED 8B cee LINES.

3 and Wi inberg, À
Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research, ecimer - Jewish
General Hospital, and Department of Medicine,ail niet Montreal,
Quebec, Canada.

Objective. e different isolates of HIV-1 were used to determine the
pocenciel inhibitory effect of AZT on viral replication in EBV-transformed

cells.
-transformed B cells were infected with two clinical isolates

V-11Ty strain of HIV-1. Thes
concentrations of AZ’
thereafter neincained in "A2T-cocontaining medium. Presence of|HIV-1infection
was determined by antigen capeure aeand indirect

We ha 0: F concentrarion £ AZT
of the clinicalisolates

toryeffect was observed with
e fa tecondclinical isolate (336) or with the HTLV-III, Doneatory

strain of HIV-1. ever, in these latter cases, pretreetment of cells with
AZ ;

prevented infectionof susceptible B cells!ty 0
(334) of HIV-1. ontrast, no such inhib:

xved
with EBV-transformed B cell Lines that had been pre-infected by HIV-i prior
to AZT treatmen

These rule indicate a differential susceptibility to AZT of
HIV-1 variants grown in EBV-transformed cells

IWTERET DE PEPTLOES SYNTHÉTIQUES DANS L'ETUDE DE VIRUS APPARENTES AU VIH :
Th.C.P.78 L'ERENPLE PES VIRUS SINIENS

(1), 818SORENi (1), JENNINGS HM. {2) ,GEDRGE~COURBOT H.C. (Ty
BOUCHER V,(4}, BARRE-SINDISSI F
(1) Diagnostics Past ~ (2)iniversité de Californie, Davis, USA
amiPastenrsdangui,tbpablique Centrafricaine-(4)iastitut Pasteur,
Par

Objectif : Etudier divts ‘iaalats de virus SIV et leur proxiaité avec le Wai au niveau
l'Apitipenrarmeer à l'aide de pertides srnthétiques spécifiques (Genetic Systeas, USA).

1 je 39, spécifique du virus TIM RICAVETLADRLAELSES) et le peptide
4,2.1 spécifique du sinus"ie TTAERVLDARLASMRCAFRENE àmisent un épitope issunodosinant de la
glycopretéine transmembranaire de chaque virus. Le test PEPTI-LAV 1.iut un test ELISA (Diagnostics
Pasteur) utilisant ces deux peptides fixés sur meabrane, qui perme érencier indirectenen
natore des infections sur ta base de la réponse séralegique par visualisatiion d'un spot coluré au niveau
du peptide reconnu. 4 séruss de singe ont été testés en PEPTI-LAV 1,2 3 4 singes en captivité inoculés
avec diverses pales virales et 10 singes de Aéoublique Centrafricaine (RCA) natwrellement infectés,

u br Urigine de [infection Peptide 37 eptide 4,

 

  
 
 
  
  

  

  
Rhesus Bi
{Centre &rine!

  1 c
! 51Vsen
! Sivst
1 GTVaga0S

Transmise -

 

#  

,

e
t
e
s
+

   Ü ! SIVags Naturelle =
Tu les séruns de gages infectés Meaert av inocalés par divers isolats de virus SIV
reconnaissent Te pertide spécifique du VIH2

i tUn dest utilisant divers peptides ninant slasieurs épitapes innunodoninants de cette fanille
de lentivirus penne! non seulement un conplésent de diagnestic mais aussi une caractérisation antigéni-
que des virus apparentés av VIH.Oans ce cas de vires siviens leur proximité avec Te VIH2 est coafiraée,
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xt eosides Prevent Formation of HIV-l Provirus
During Single Cycle Infection of
Jam i . Richman.

Departments of cine Pathology, University of California, San
Diego, and Veterans Administration Medical Cen‘nter, San Diego, CA,
USA 92161. Dideoxynucleosides previously had

it low level replication lymp!
HIV-1 in Prjmary uman mactopheges, In contrast, AZT markedl

macro i

a" a
p
e

ge 3 ®

T preven
provirus in this system, and (3”virion input RNA, in the absence of

viral veplicstion: persists in macrophages for more“than 48 hours.

Th. C.P.81 SEQUENCING OF PCR-AMPLIFIED HIV-1 RELATED SEQUENCES FOUND
IW THE DNA OF INSECTS FROM CENTRAL AFRIC,
Moncany, Maurice, L.J.* ; Becker, J.L. and Montagnier,

unité d'oncologie Virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France : **
CR de Virologie Moléculaire, Université Paris VII, Paris, France.

Objective. To detect HIV-1 related sequences integrated into the DNA of
rican Tnsects and to investigate their nature and origin.

Methods. Classical molecular hybridization techniques were first used for
je detection of the considered sequences : squash-blot, dot-blot,

Southern transfert. Foiornee PCR amli fications we lesign
primer-oligonucleotides i eae: f gen
materials were sequenced mithth Sq-poTymerase-ayand non-kinased primers,
following the technique of S
Results and conclusion. credaan of more than 5000 insects captured in
Central Africa has revealed, using molecular hybridization techniques, th

TaPresence of HIV-1 related sequences in the DNA of insects belonging to
numerous species. However, HIV- robe genera hybridizes mainly two
EcoRI fragments 5 Kb and 3.5 in the insect DNA. This pattern is
jot in agreement with the restriction map of the described memb: je

HIV famtly. We used PCR to amplify these sequences in the gag, env and nef
nes, The PCR-amplified DNA was dire sequenced by a technique

using non-kinased primers an he polymerase i a higher
erature of reaction, ae overcomes the blocks induced by secondary

structures of Sequence resul with evidence of importhe DNA.
rearrangements in the env gene, will be presented.

 retroviral
Pacs àof cDNA tnrary constructed withpoly A+ RNA

activesp.
S.Lefebvre, J.F. aunou. $. Chir n, M. Brahic

Laboratoire des Virus Lents, Département‘virologic,"natitut Pasteur Paris, France.

Th.€.P.63

 
ultipie scterosis (MS) is 8 chronic neurologic disease of unknown etiology. The

itemmaory demyetinated lesions (plaques)arare found in the central nervous system ( CNS).
riel

leaving intact axon more spaced
One of 1-1

virus. Visne virus belongs to the lentivirus subfamily of retrovirus and is related to His.
Recently, another retrovirus was shown lo be associated with chronic neurologic disorders.

het the mes HTLY-t hes e cousai role in tropicel s
(TSP) as well as in chronic progressive myel ts were also m
HTLY- with MS. The results were limited ond inconclusive. Since three of the four Kroun

 

 

MS plaques.
isolated from active MS plaques. Pui poly A+ RNA was used to construct a

cONA library ininÀJembcs gt 10. A low-stringency zation with specific retrovirsl probes
as used ta screen the library. eueof (he first[10 clones wes negative. However, these

preliminery possibility of a new
retrovirus.

630

Th C.P.80 QUANTIFICATION OF GP160 FROM HIV BY A "CAPTURE" ELISA.

rs Akerblan,L., Fridberger,T., and Villacres,M.

Results. to detect
sutch as purified virus, culture fluid and HIV infected cells. The

‘ is

the ofoptgpito/spiso
Hoe region (aa 302 to 338) end neutralizes the III8

Th C P 82 IMPROVED ASSAYS FOR DNA-POLYMERIZING ENZYMES, BY THE USE

. oF 5- HS1_10DODEOXYURIDINE TRIPHOSPHATE, VHEDSTRATED BY
DIRECT QUANTIFICATION OF HIV-RT ANTIBOD

NeumGller M., Karistram À. R., Källander C. F.R.& Gronowitz F"Sinon

Dept of Medical Virology, Uppsala University, Box 584, BMC, 751 23

Uppsala, Swede:

The design of procedure to synthesize RS I-IUdRTP in one step

US)-IudR, followed by ao

ivity was he

T he new assay could detect DNAp activity from <5 HSVe-infe

cells, while <0,3x107'* ufficed for tection of purified recombinant

31. #ng) than earlier report:

f

and that it is an excellent substrate for improved

detection and quantitation of diffe-rent DNA-synthetizing enzymes, and

thus also for their blockini

Th C. P. 84 A SINGLE TUBE, ONE-STEP PURIFICATION AND ASSAY FOR THE

“we "= ANALYSES OF REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE ACTIVITY (RT) IN CRUDE

ENS AND SOME APPLICATIONS WITH REFERENCE TO HIV.

Gronowitz J. Simon, Neumuiler Magnus, #Bhikhabhai Rama, #Unge Torsten,

and Kdllander Clas F.R. Dept aMedical Virology, and #Dept of Molecular

Biology, Uppsala University, B+, BMC, 751 23 dorsal, Sueden

ased on92 -1UdRTP as a substrate (see abstract further

ced

* > n 4 nm m a + = Q 5 2 4 o a 9 a w d
e

eo 5 a n a

hersfter the product is separated from substrate by washing the solid

phase wi a sal nm n the incorporated radioacti

directly measur at For e analy RT

crude specimens, containing disturbing substances or enzymes like RNAse,

TTPase etc, the assay is improved by adding a prim

the specimen is first ded to the solid~coupled primed template and kept

for 10-20 min at 4 C,in order to le RT bind to the templat

the disturbing factors are washed whera’ ti mount of en the
solid phas s determin id by adding radiolabeled substrate and further

proceedingas indicated above. Fu , data in e assay can

improved by addition of rib cleotide, ie CT d by addition of pG

wi i ve . Analyses using Sepaharose pisse paneas siond phase

have recovery of ac ty from mhigh
reconbinentIRwith lymphocyte- or crude ‘posdeel extracts was

obtained. Further analysis of clinical specimen are given in abstr. ¢ )
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Th.C.P.65 CHARACTERIZATION OF AN HIV-2 RELATED VIRUS WITH À
SMALLER SIZED ENVELOPE

1 Rey, M ; Laurent, A.G. ; Guetard, D. ;
H

Unité d’Oncologie Virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris 15, France.

i : A new cytopathic late of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)Objective isol
related 10 the HIV-2 sain vatatsday MAN) .from peripheral blood
lymphocytes of an Ivory Coast with Al
Results : HIV.-2 MAN could bedifferenatyits saveelope precursor and extemal
dope which are 20kd molecular weight smaller than those of HIV-2 ROD
isolate. Furtherm the app cular wieight of the major core protein of
HIV-2 MAN is 27kd instead of 26kda2rs HIV- D isolate. In addition, the product
of the ypx gene which is a characteristic featureor the HIV-2 strain, is 14kd in

in HIV-2 ROD. In contrast to these, the envelope
i i as

patt
proteins of the two [V-2 tates
Accordingly, polyclona} antibodies raised aginstHV? ROD envelop
recogni: the corresponding envelope protei of HIV
immunoblotting and immunoprecipitation assays.

ese data illustrate that analysis of viral poscould be useful for
a rapid and an efficient method to characterize newHV isolate:

 

Th.€.P.87 INFECTION AND REPLICATION OF HIV-1 1% HUMAN
BRONCHO-ALVEO!

SALE. SALAM D., PALITRAT G., CHER 3.C.

Unité de INSERM eur lee Rétrovirus et Maladies Aescciées (U.322) - Campus de Luminy

— BP SS - 13275 MARSEILLE Cédex 9 - FRANCE,

Dhésctive : To characterire the mode of penetration replication ani tranemissich of HIV in

qonocytes — macrophages (H0.0p).
tethede : MO.Mf.were isolated by plastic adherence, from broncho alveolar
ADS patiente Ge fe mie Dee eee entre

Celle ware aunitored for HIV by revere tri

analysis (Southern).

 

hes

resulte using Southern analyeis indicated that viral DNA mes not integrated in infacted 10.Mp.

EXPRESSION OF VIRAL AND CELLULAR GENES IN CELLS INFECTED BY THE HUMAN IMMUNO-

DEFICIENCY vans HIV-1, MeTHE ”ann aeRed,Fey VIRUS, SIV/Mne.

Katze. M.6. Morton veniste x.2; corey, 1.1;
Agy, M.B. 1,2 rtnent of ‘Merebiclow.Nosierctty of Msn,“Jeattle, Washtngton;

ZRegional P:Primate h Center, University of Washington, 3 of Viral Carcinogenesis,

:NCI, Frederick Cancer Research Center, Frederick,re US.

Th.C.P.89

The was undertaken regulatory events occurring in

vivo in CD4-positive lymphoid cell lines infected, by HIV-1 and SIV/Mne. Initial efforts were

directed at measuring viral and cellular and protein levels in HIV-infected CEM cells.

Northern blot analysis revealed that viral-specific mRNAS could dete:

days after infection of san celis by HIV-1. imal accumulation of the major
viral @RNAs occurred by 5 days postinfertion {PI}. 1

y detectable at 2 ay PI and peaked di

current study

sults obtatned with HI¥-1, little or no viral
e in siv-infected CEM cells. However, in SIV-infected C8166

ectable by 2 days PI. As was the

n the H EM s: ynthests declined seaport sv

infection of C8166 cons. * etorts are in neate the mechanisms nsible
ww the decreases in cellular mRNA and proteinacts inMeAe SIV-infected cells.

Th CH P. 86 NEW TESTS USING SYNTHETIC PEPTIDES IN THE DIAGNOSIS
owen AND TYPING OF HIV INFECTIONS IN HUMAN.

ETTINGER S. *, ADDA D.*, TSAI P.K.**,
ICHARDSONC.'+SOMMEa

:CLONATEC 60 Rue de Wattignies 75:75580 PARIS Cedex FRANCE
** SYNTRO, SAN DIEGO, CA, U:

Objective :aEvobecESived from transmembrane glycoprotein ofHIV1
and HIV-2 were optimized. One to detect antibodies (TOTAL HIV Ab (1+2)) and the other one

allowsto type specificially anti HIV-Hd2hod(TYPING HVA(lor
Methods : The TOTAL HIV 7-1 and HIV-2
aeteoeen i ï i nV i 

serum incubation, 15
min. conjugate incubation and 5 min. cob devlopmest)

ong the
191 positiveem 132samples ae from Earop origi41 samples fom Africa origin, it samples are

7 samples are anti-HIV-2 sera (Africa origin). Among the 111 negative sera; 66
and ive with core reactivity. The

‘The cross-reactivity of sera in TYPING HIV Abis 2.1% for anti-HIV-1

: detection ofHIV infecti p type infectious virus, i vi RE

studies. We thank Dr. Ph. Pouleity.

ZIDOVUDINE SERUM LEVELS AND HALF-LIFE IN PATIENTS ON
CHRONIC MAINTENANCE HEMODIALYSIS
Stellbrin Hed:+} Averdunk,
*Universitatskrankenhaus Eppendorf, Hamburg; ™ Auguste-Vikto-

-Krankenhaus,Berlinn,FEDERAL REPUBLIG JE OF GERMANY
Deective:nrdetermine zidovudine serum levels and half-life in HIV+ pati-

ialysi renal failure.
TU s were determined with an HPLC assay at 0,

and 180 min. after single dose oral administration and during hemo-
salysss sessions. 2 patients with HIV-1 infection have entered the study

1p is ready for evaluation, 1 is still under study.
Patient characteristics

ge HIV ris

Th.C.P.88

k cause of renal CD4+ p24 other
(yrs) factors ailur (c/n1) antigen
42 male homosex. antes on 0.37 evaluable
50 transfus. IgA nephritis 0.15 »1000e/a OM

None. of the patients had impaired hepatic functi
k levels were reached after” 2h following oral admi-

They were within the therapeutic range
d and was not significantly altered

First patestudied so far. The results of both wil
e ready for presentation in de
Conclusion: Serum half-li fe of zidovudine may be normal in renal failure and

under study

re
Ts 1988) a pretherapeutic assessment of the basic

pharmacokinetic parameters seems justified in this setting.

eee,Anda OF HIV-1 PACKAGING SIGNALS

Andrew; Gottlinger, H.; Haseltine, W.; Sodroski, J.
tsSnese_Farber Cancer Institute, Harvard Medical School,

Th.C.P.90

Boston, MA U.S

Objective: Ha define regions of the HIV-1 genome required for packaging
IV-1 RNA into virions

Methods: Retions in the area 3' to the splice donor and 5' to the gag
ATG were made using site directed mutagenesis. Virion RN
contentwas determined by RNA dot-blot analysis,

Results: Deletions of as little as 19 base pairs in this region produced
viruses which produced abundantviral protein and
morphologically normal virions seen EM. These virions
displayed a cis-acting replication defect and packaged virion RNA
at an efficiency of 2% of wild-type viru:

Conclusions: A region important for packaging HIV-1 RNA into virions
hasasbeen. defined. Mutation of this region inhibits both cell

and cell to cell viral transmission.
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DIFFERENTIAL INHIBITION OF HIV VARIANT INDUCED SYNCYTIUM

FORMATION BY SEROPOSITIVE PEDIATRIC SERA

Steinhauer, E.; Sangsakphisarn, R.; Cahill, 0. and

Th.C.P.91

 Rubinsted » Arye

bert Enter College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y., U.S.A.

Objective. Bess theomittity of sera from HIV seropositive children toas
inhibit in vitre syncyti

Methods.Serawere ineubat a
rmation induced aadifferent

from H-9 cen
um

ne variants.

= productively in-

ixtur neuba~

h CEM-SS cells plated on reebee coated 96-well plates. syncytia

were"countedafter 5 days incubation at
esults. Each serum was initially tested"fon, its apetonait in vitro

e 8 sera ubsequently tested for their ability to bit HIV-RF-

induced syncytium format: . sera sho t neutralization of

both variants. t ‘emaining 4 samples, 3 exhibited fol

ig

 
of HIV- wh

travization of a range of H

Prognostic ofinprored Clinical outcom

 
‘strains may be

Th C P 93 EFFECT Denee CHANNEL BLOCKERS ON HIV-1 EXPRESSION IN

te LYMPHOID
Harbison,en Kim, S**; Baltimore, D**; and Hammer, $*.

*New England Deaconess Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston
**Whicehead Institute, Cambridge, MA, U.S.A.

Objective: To determine the effect of the calcium channel blockers (CCB's)

verapamil (V), diltiazem (D), and nifedipine (N) on thereplication of HIV-1
and expression of the HIV ire in lymphoid celise

Mechods : CEM cells were exposed o CCB's at 0, 25, 50, and 75 uM for 1 hour

before inoculation with warnor medium control. Drug concentrations were

he we €

enrampnenico® scetylecansferar (CAT) Peivieyconstructs, exposure to
D for 48 how and 3 of CAT acti

Results:"peak RT and %F2 A+“elle were seenEs days earlier in V and D

treated cultures vs controls.4 had no effect. Results, day 6 post infection:

T_(log:0 cpm/ml) p24+ Cells (%) Viability (%)
5.70 63 63

D 75 uM 20 65 80
4.22 5 99

V LTR-CAT studies, V and D at 50 uM induced consistent 5-10-Fold

ncrea i ity.

Conclusions: (1) CCB's can markedly enhance HIV-1. replication in lympho
ls; y be related to activation of the HIV LTR; (3) “ages

which affect signe “cransductton can be used to further our understanding o
the control of HIV replic,

Th. PROCESSING AND ASSEMBLY OF HIV-1 CORE ANTIGENS EXPRESSED BY
C.P.35 RECOMBINANT YACCINLA VIRUS ,

ravis, B.M.* 3 Sridhar, P.
Garriques, J*. Oncogen, Seattle, WA, USA

*
3 Dykers, T. ;

Objective: To demonstrate processing and assembly of HIV-1 core antigens
expressed by.recombinant vaccinia virus and to study the effect of viral
protease on these processes.

: ecombinant vaccinia viruses have been constructed that contain
ee gag ORF and ORF of HIV-1. Biosynthesis of
HIV-1 core antigens was studied by serlogical assays and the assembly of

Vo gag antigens areepificiently expressed by all recombinants
tested. ‘ pecometzants Jackin protease-encodin ion direct the
synthesis of en pracsor and processing intermediate p40

Those containing the protease region direct synthesis the
processed products p24 and pl7 well. Surface flourescence:ts detected by

i-p24 MAb in 10-15% of the infected cells and up to 15% of the
antigens vonthesived is released into the medium Particles of 100un

ombinant- infected celis, even in the absence of

onc ol -1 coreantigens are efficiently expressed and processed by
recombinant vaccinia virus infected cells, indicating the pri ence of vira

pol ORF‘s.protease function and successful read-through of the gagà
Recombinant-made a ens are ass into viral core-like
structur process is independent of any other HIVspecifichis
functions, “including that of the viral protease.

632

Th.C.P.92 HIV-1 INFECTION OF HUMAN MONOCYTE CULTURES; IMPLICATION FOR SILENT INFECTION
su

Valentin A(1), Albert J(1,2),roe ext), eB)

1. Departænt of Virology, Karolinska Institute - Department of

Becteriological Laboratory,

 
Virology, National

GBECTIVE To study HIV-1 infection of nornal peripheral blood monocytes/macrophage:

ied from peripheral blood noronvelear cells (PO) recoveraaMonocyte cultures were prepa

ty pingradient centrifugation s'were cultured in RPMI medium containing 10%

wy nega! human serum and 20% FCS. afte Tt five Tent cells were discarded

he monocyte Te were nee with viruses isolated from primary PBMC of HIV-1 seropo-

sttive individuals. T infection eineree normal PBMC were added to

monocyte flasks in wa medium «it 10% TCGF. Virus infec’ monitored by reverse transcrip-

by

n wa:

tase (RT) activity and presence of viral antigen (20) Feculture medium, as well a:

transient. and could be detected by Shaoonassay

cultures (of 14). Even if reme

to be absent for up to two the presence of virus could be enorctrated

in 12 of 14 monocyte cultures by cocultivation with PHA-stimulatedod PEC.

results show that HIV-1 infection of normal monocytes/macrophages can lead to a

silent or wet infection. Such persistently infected, non producing cells, may conceivably

serve as infectious reservoir in the infected individual and spread infection to other suscepti-

ble cells for a long t

Th.C P.94 À RAPID AND SENSITIVE PLAQUE ASSAY OF HIV-I ON £8166 CELLS

. Zhu,Z.*; Chen,S.*; Weiss,R.A.** and McIntosh, Kenneth*
*C ildren' 8 Hespizal, Bervard Medical School, Toston, MA,USA

*#Chester Beatty Institute, London, Englan:

Dbiective: To develop a sensitive and simple assay to measure the infectivity

n immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1
e assay vas developed using C8166 cers Gandly

d
e € 17

lysine, infected, and overlaid vitxagaroce. After 2-3 days' incubation neu-
tral red was added in a 2nd overlay, and syncytial plaques were counted 1

hours later using low-power or dissecting microscopy.

Results. Two strains o were tested, and both Produced

assay was almost identical to ther of Tps tests.
Plaques were specifically inhibited by neutralizing s 4

from ric A
ng antibody titers in

multiple serum specimens from children with HIV infection.
cells has been developed which

new clinical

entitati n human sera. The assay
is rapid, sensitive, reproducible. and easy to per.

Th.C.P.96 GraeAERZATION1% HIV-1 PROTEINS EXPRESSED BY VACCINIA
VEas

stasand Kor
* Nippon Zeon Co. TD 2 kawasakipen: a+NIH Japan, Tokyo,Japan. *** Natl.
Cancer Center Inst.,Tokyo,Japan

Objective. To examine immunogenicity of HIV-1 proteins, P17 and P24,
reverse trancriptase (R1) and vif product. Metaods. The DNA
representi 17 2 , RT orvifprotein as well th
sequences spanni rom o vif were apres both in recombinant E. coli
nd in recombinant vaccinia virus (RVV). These sequences were pre

dermal sites inoculated with RVV by IFA. Fo liminary immuno al
analysis, rabbits were inoculated with RVV expressing and serum samples
were tested for specific responses to P17 tein. Considerable levels of
anti-P17 antibodies are not detected so far. Immunogenicity of other RVV and
£. coti-derived HIV proteins is presently under research.
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Th.C.P.97 HIV TYPE 1 SPECIFIC ANFIBODIES IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUID MEDIATE CELLULAR
rs CYTOTOXICITY AND NEUTRALIZATION.

ChiodiChiodtF(1), Ljunggren C(1,2), Brokieen PAC1,2),

1.Department of Virology and 2. Department of Immunology,
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden. 3. Department of
Infectious Diseases, Sstra Hospital,Gothenburg, Sweden

Norkrans G(3), Jondal 0(2), Fenyi B41).

To investigate the presence of antibodies mediating HIV-1 specific cellular

cytotoxicity cance) and neutralizing activity in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and serum of HIV-1

infect

METHODS . res nesty monocytoid cell line U937 coe 2 was useas target cells; POMC, obta-

ined from HIV seronegative blood donors were used as effector ci

In neutralization rest, virus was incubated fo 60 min (37 C} ithrstinactivated serum or CSF.
The serum-virus ation assayed by H1V

antigen capture ELISA. V. sed trthe different assays.

fESLTS

were present in both CSF and sera from HIV-1 infec

The frequency of ADCC positice CSFs was comparable for the sitterent Pine stages of the

gisease.

Serum antibodies neutralized blood isonsmorerefrequentlythan CSF isolates, 53% and 35%,

vermectively. Only 3 (7%) of the CSF tained neutralizing activity to the CSF

Ti sola and none to MIE.

sults indicate that both ADCC-mediating and virus neutralizing antibodias

may be rtrathecally synthesi.

Th C P 99 DETECTION OF THE NEF CELLULAR PROTEIN BY SYNTETIC MONOCLONAL
— ANTIBODY FROM HIV INFECTED SUBJECTS

Pezzella Hariors Anastasi,A.M.++, Vonesch,N.+; Marcolini,S.++
Bturchio,E.+ and De tis, Re+
« Institute Infectious Discas
#+ Biotechnology Department,

 
anes, Policlinico Umserto I, University of Rome;

Menarini Ricerche Sud, Pomezia, aly

gene product of HIV in periphe-Objective. To investigate the presence of NEF
oe and seronegati-ral blood mo:onoauelearcells (PBMCs) irom anti-HIV seropoi

ve individuals at foras (ELISA and Western Blot t
and synthesized by Marrifield wenia-phase methodolo-

evious:à. gion of the NEF protein, pre
i rrier conjugation, the peptide was used to immunize

fe wm: n order to ob specific monoclonal antibody
Cytocentrifug CS anti-HIV seropositive subjects and their serone-

tive regular heterosexual partners, previ' found to be HIV infected b:
"in situ ridization with DNA probe, has been studied. The immunchistoche-

tivity of th peptide specific antibody àwas visua.alized by a
second antibody alkaline-phosphatase e IgG. Positive and

nm infected and jafested HO
jalthy seronegative blood d

ular 8 ning has been Gbaerved in three
Beropositive and in two seronegative subjects
Conclusion. NEF protein is expressed "in vivo" and may play a role in

pathogenesis in the natural
 

Th.CG.P.101 Host CELL TROPISM OF HIV STRAINS: COMPARISON OF
LICATION IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD LYMPHOCYTES AND

PHAGES.
Gollman,"# Friedman, $ Douglas, R Walker, N Hassan, B
N Nathanson. University of Pennsylvania Medical Center, Phiphis
U.S.A.

Objective. To develop a model of macrophage infection with esentative strains
ofbeman immunodefiden virus(HIV) of varyingthost cell ee

We have established 2a system for the
monocyte-deri mactop! es. ee prototype strains (3B, DV and SF162
bave established 5mode for issoaand Don: i GB D nd

replication o ese strains in primary hages lymphocytes to
d lymphocytoid and monocytoid cell lines. yap

Resale strains replicate highto titer in
macrophagesstrain SF162 licates to interm

? ctionDOof viral antigens and release £ infectious virus whileDV replete to
ow levels producing viral protein and1 free virus, and 3B fails to re; licate

dae USS? td the Tel ne SE

so far replicate freely in PBL’s;

Peripheral|blood
ediate with

icantly. contrast, both the mo:
supportrepreplication of3B and DV but not S
Conch All reference strains
monoeyte-tropic. strains in macrophages but to iter than in PBL’s.
The moi id cell line>957and T cell dine SUP:TLmay otrepresent adequate
surrogates the correspon primary Hl type. This matrix is
isolate rize fresh ical“isolate from varying sources,+:sti

viral entry and theealigoe aad (potentially) nn ofentry and compare the ment tenti e epitopes ol
wacrophage- and lymphocyte-tropii

IN VITRO, UNE HEURE D'EXPOSITION À UNE MICROMOLE D'AZT

PROTEGE DES LYMPHOCYTES DE L'INFECTION HIV PENDANT PLUS DE

UARANTÉE HUIT HEURES.

Dorriniquer: Paul, D* et Leibowltch,J.*.
*Hopital Raymond-Poincaré/Université René-Descartes, Garches/Paris-ouest, France; “Abbott

Laboratories, North Chicago, Etats-Unis.

Th.€.P.98

Qbisctits: rémanence de l'AZT (eflet anti-rétroviral) dans des lymphocytes après exposition des
cellules pendant une e 8 concentrations extra-celluaires d'AZT équivalentes à celles

obtenues en clinique avec une prise orale uni:
: stimulés & la PHA (1/10000)3 jours plus tol sont incubés

heure avec AZT (0.02 & 1.0 micromoles), \avés, temis en culture (IL-2 R-UclalSVFIAPMD.cfet
exposés à HIV mlMporé (7500-900Feler p24), fumediatament, 24 où 48 heures @après

éimination de FAIT qu milieu ue jour, la moltié du milieu est renouvelé par du mille:

6 dosage-de p24 On1(lmenurvo-capture) etl'immunolluorescence p24 inva
«Matte (monoclonal) assurent le fmonltoringàdes cultures {répliques de 2}.

Résultats: my
1) avec des PHA-blastes 1

2) avec des lymphocytes d'abord ‘
scents, puis stimulés à la PHA,et 3

alors exposésctchaque 24 ou 48 heures y

pendant une heure à l'AZT,les résultats i

7

2

al

B
A
R
T

ont identiques.
jons prenant enconsidération mn

te temps de latence de 3 j iréducti-
peentre|inocula!tion et expression Hi    . fa ih tz fh [a 1S ems
‘valeatf AZT invabmonocytare seralt 1azte Tiazl 6.04s0/al

4 jours. ID:AZT 1 p/niID'AZT 6,2aH/ni

Th.C.P.100 QUANTIFYING HIV INFECTIVITY
Scott P,; Spouge, John L.; Dembo, Micah.

*Los Alamos National Laboratory, University of.California, Los Alamos, NM, USA
of Mathematical Biology, National Cancer tes

 

 

 

Institute, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MDUSA

obi ie inetc vietany. We owtow
Semotse orei d analyzing viral infectivity à di

How manyinfections vi inoculum? How
Jum? Ho’
 ? How effective are various
chemical agents against ‘the virions? How effective are aadsicbalins from infected
individuals in the virions?

Our model simulates the three overall steps that have been suggested for HIV's
process. First, HIV diffuses to a target cell's surface. Second, 8120on the virus’
ot Cos onthetaxpet cell's's surface form a bimolecular complex. , interactions

involving CD4, sp20 and gp4l p f HIV ll bra
resulting in entry ¢ofthe viral core.

Conclusion, W

envelope

directly from viral infectivityassays. Wefindassoc ™ms 3x10--9 M1, in agreement |with
eeThmedalmethods. W 

d CD4 ellky = rate Constant

fo etnomenhe) of 12feky= rate constant for non-
specific killing (e.g., by enzymatic degradation, etc.) of virions, and Kassoc
associationconsconstant for a gp120 blocking agent“ce.Esoluble CD4 protein) or anti-gp120
immunoglobulin. phical techniques.

Th.€.P.10 Seerenusoe orRIRE ANTIBODIES TOWARDS
EPITOPES 0! v=-1

Khuzaie, Relay Bernatowicz, A.; Pingel, S.;
kert, H.J.

Med. Microbiology and Virology of the Ruhr-University,
Bo . Fed. Republic of Germany

Objective: Reactivity of murine antibodies with synthetic
peptides corresponding to epitopes of the viral proteins was
studied
Methods: Mice were immunized with purified HIV-1. Hybridomas

synthetic peptides corresponding to HIV-1-gag aa
129-135, and HIV-1-env
was observed in ELISA.
Results: Murine antibodies recognized the synthetic peptides
in different degrees. Peptide HIV-1-env aa 507-518
was best recognized, all antibodies reactors with aa 512-518
were Tncluded Peptide HIV-1-gag aa 129-135 was only
recognized by a single anti
Conclusion: Murine antibodies recognize epitopes in
synthetic peptides that were previously found to be
immunogenic in h

05-115, aa
a 507-518, aa 512-518, aa307,611

633
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Th.G.P.103 SINGLE AMINO ACID SUBSTITUTIONSIDENTIFY AMINO ACIDS
CRITICALFOR RNASEHACTIVITY AND REPLICATIONOF HIV.
Repaske, Roy; Clavel, F,and Maucru.
LMM, NIAID, Netional Institutes of Health, Bethesde, MD, U.S.A.

Objective. Se cently amino acide in the HIV pol.gone eral to the function of RNawe H.
Site-drected m of two conservedsubstitute either

retroviral pol amino acids (aspartic acids) theputative RNase H domain in a
molecularly ea risque HV (PAL:AL HIV particles produced by SW480 cells

andlowing mutant DNAs were harvested, evaluated for AT activity
{arinfectivity on A3.01 cells. "andPN Haceoepara purified mutant

coliwer
Beaute SW480 celis Transteciedwih the mutated pNL4-3 DNAs Prodcedies
with normal scout. Where RTschiien oferta andmutant ATeCares

infectious. Whereas
 

were not vities of normal and mutanmutant ATs engresoed nE
ooothe same,the Nas y Es

Conclusion. Two conserved aspartic acid residues in RT are associated with RNase H
function and are critical ie) of PAL

ase1DREAD SCREENING IN n DRUG MISUSERS, HAEMOPHILIACS,

N EDINGURGH, SCOTLAND.

#3 Yap, P.L.**3 Jordan,A.**; Tosswell,J*6**;

Th.€.P.10
s, Sneiia M.#FTHergreavessFD.

tnGe,

egional Virustony, City Hospital, EDINBURGH.

**Scottish National Blood Transfusion Service, EDINBURGH.

**Hepetitis Reference Laboratory, Univ i

 

tion of intravenous drug raser ‘iWR) àarere ay rowitive.

is. HTLV 1 antibody tests wereperformed on sera from 302 IVDM, 138 blood product

ee (80 Naemophiliac A ad58 other blood disorders), 153 homosexual or bisexual men

blood donors us. Dupont HTLV 1 ELISA. HIV antibody trenterates in

the groups studied were estimated. Confirmatory test: of HTLV 1 antibody

rascence (IF) against HTLV 1 infected cells, particle agglutination any for

HTLY 1 (Furio) and immunoblotting,

ults. Ff 302 IVOMs, 1 of 138 blood product receipients, homosexua:

bisexual menond 14 of S000 new blood donors were Pike by eur. con‘irmatory tas!sting

 

was undertaken on the single positive IVOM Negative for HTLV 1 by

particle agglutination but positive by IF and DREU This t ( is HIV 1

gative) mybe inawith a trains other tl HTLV 1 or HIV 1. The single

positive hat infected by Japanese blood orof origin and was

blood products. Resultsfrom confirmatory testing are awaited in the single positive blood

Conclusion. HTLV 1 appears in this initial survey not to have significantly infiltrated a

Population with a high rate of HIV antibody infection, nor in other high risk populstions or new

ood donors in the same city.

 VIRUS(SIVmac) WITHTh.C.P.107
ANDERYTHROCYTEGH!

Charles“; Alford, D.*; Young, L.**; Lee, K-D*; McGraw,' esRteN.*.
Francisco,

FUSION Ur

 

 

 

Th.C.P.10 Lereinae OF ves WITH RETROVIR.

ve M. 3 Terael-Biet, CG. ¢vee LA

vin, ds Vostein, ‘yetandrieu DAter the Laennec HIV Study G: — Lasnne:

Moupteat 42 rue de Sèvres - 75340 PARIS CEDEX 07 - FRANCE.

Meseurement of the viral load in HIV disease ia crucial fer the manageme:

epecially to evaluate

nt ef neropesitive

 

a
plasms us and antigeneals are given in the following table

Non-AIDS pte A10S pts

before ar under AZT befere AZT under AZT

S positive— 3 positive @ positive— 2 positive

13 negative 2 positive 2 negative1 positive

culturss were 1002

Plaema culture

11 positive» 9 positive 7 positive 5 positive

  trate n significant decreasee # r earlier
administration af AZT. suggest that mea plaoma HIV ie 2 more valuable 1

te evaluate haea vivomarae activity onchenical compounde than p24 antigenesia.

However, since 2 ametere are not closely linked they are both useful for the

monegement of aw:ceropecttive individuale

Th.C.P.106 THE KILLING EFFECT OF 65°C TEMPERATURE ON HIV-1 IN DRIED
BLOOD; DECONTAMINATION OF LAB INSTRUMENTS/EQUIPMENTS.

in*, ly*, atsha*, B. Teppe
P. Goldenbaum**, Saah*. «The Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and
Public Health, ‘attinor, M; **Becton-Dickinson, Johnston Laboratories,
owson,

ECTIVE: To determine the efficacy of 65°C for inactivation of HIV-1
This information is valuable for industrial settings involved in repairing

/ml P24) was mixed with normal blood. One tenth
n

duplicate) pane air dried at room temperatare for 24 hours. Drie ood
samples eft in an oven heated to 65°C for 4,8,12,18,24 and 36 hour
intervals. + ry the specified time interval, samples were removed and
blood was eluded i o A sterile rubber police spatula was used

msure remo blo Ss wel
isolation using cocultivation with PHA-P t
celis/ml) in a T25 culture flask in 11-2 containing RPMI culture media and
monitored for.viral growth.

: HIV-1 was isolated from blood samples not heated at 65°C. How-
w-up from any blood

samples that were incubated at 65°C for four hours or. more.
HIV-1 in dried blood does not survive four hours or more at

65°C, This low and safe temperature therefore could be applied for
decontamination of laboratory instrument/equipment contaminated With human

Th. C.P.108 MONOCLONALANTIBODIESTOHTLV I ANDHTLV II GAG
“Bodncr,A? Alexander, S.Salahuddin,

z.,** Lipsky, M.,*** and Corrigan, A.

 

*Biotech Research Laboratories, Inc., Rockville, MD
niversity ofCalifomia, CA, USA;and **Califormia eLTCB, National InstituteeeBethesda, MD.

Center, Davis, CA, USA. National Institute ofHealth, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.

un. oe . . — sand : foot (MoAb) HTLVI

” : à : and HTLV II
d the effects of ? P SIV vuilyamas Methods. Lymphocytes from Balb/c mi th either HTLV I orHTLVIlvirions

f cell-f lowed b Methods. Lymphocytesfrom Babe miceimmunizedwr Aassays were to
tdiwithaote Fusion was monitoredcontinuously as anin- select -viral SoneOyHsCP ELISA
 

 

 

 

Imm jobulin subciass deter ed Ouchterlony double diffusinage in sul as min by lony le on. ties: (1)

 

if s bei Pure cardiol specif TeVTl(ect £ MLV1924.) on manieani HTLV Landtac Enced srth th rs ENS + * doa (ci Mee pl9, (2 cityforfor P cross-|
(CL) -fold greaterrate than p iphosphatidyl NV Ip2424, and (4)cross-reactive HTLVIp19 andHTLV 1122. The HTLV p19
choline (DOPC) liposomes. 5: th CL MERE Geone which reacts temediate
Vassomedun dar vits pure CL. Canofmeplead 9. MoAbs isolated from ety lineimmunized mice were: (1)
 of SIV-CL

634

rent
and one which gnizes only pi
specific forHTLVoo,DanNL‘and(3)cross.
reactive forHTLV I and HTLVIp24. All MoAbs were ofthe

. HTLV T p19 and HTLV 11 p22 share a common epitope.re neeeeend
the p24 proteins of HTLV I and HTLVII have similar and differing antigenic ep’ 
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Th Cc P 109 ADDITIONAL CARTERee OF UNUSUAL_ HUMAN RAUNODEFICIENCY
“we ISOLATES FROM CAMEROUNTANS. (ANT 70 AND ANT 70 NA)

Bart Vanderborg!ane, L. Brys, M. Vanden hresevelde, H. Van
Heuverswyn, R.J. De Leys. Tnnogenetics ©V. Antwerpen,

Objective: To assess the relationship between isolated ANT 70 and ANT 70 NA
ayand orher and SIV strains and to determine the biological properties of

the is
Results: “Dot:blot hybridization Per were performed in order to

relatedness of the isolate ANT 70 to other known human ai
set iru

 
at

other but can be*differentiated “based ©onbiological propert.

DETECTION OF HIV GENOME IN SERONEGATIVE HOMOSEXUAL MEN
Th.C.P.111 Pezzella Mario+; Cordiali-Fei,P.++;Vonesch,N.+; Gentili,E.++ 

Policlinico UmbertoI University of Rome,
++Dermosyphylopatic Institute S. Gallicano, Rome, Italy

wus to evaluate the presence of HIVObjective. The aim of our investigation
V gen er cells (rate)latent infection and HB

from asyptomaticmnt Tr
subjects, non intra’ s drug users, were seronegative for anti-HIV antibox
dies (ELISA test andWesternHet), for HIV antigen and HBsAg. The T4/T8
ratio ranged between 0.75 -
Methods. Cytceentrifuged atesere “in situ" hybridized with three probes:
7) an oP 64 plasmi: SetI-SstI v i + BH

 

the whole HBV genome, near 3.3 kb, purified from pAO1 plasmid; 3) the pBR322
P. id lacking viral inser’ were tagged by insert: an antige=
nic sulfone group in cytosine moieties visualized by the ch immuno=

histochemical reaction u specific monoclonal anti against the sul=
one ip ti e hatase conjugate an dy (Chemis

probe, Orgenics). is were perfo infected and infec=
ted H 9 cell culture lines an 8 from 20 healthy heterose mene
Results. HIVNyee sequences were observed in the c¢: of mononuclear
ce. of e Bubjects a Bi id in some cases a mild3meng ani
clear pos:itieity was found. The HBV genome was observed also in
Coneluaions. Active homosexual and/or bisexual men are at risk of soquiring
HIV infection.
 

Th C P.113 Sodium Pentosan Polysulfate (SP-54), an Anti-HIV Agent Also
ve Exhibits Lymphocyte Proliferative Activity and Synergism with

AZT.
Rita Anand, Sanjeev Nayyar, Teresa A. Galvin, Carl R. Merril, Llewellyn B.
Bigelow’ ,Laboratories of Biochemical Genetics and Clinical Brain Disorderst ,
National “institute of Mental Health, Saint Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, DC

Objective. Sodium pentosan polysulfate (SP-54) was studied for its antiviral
action against HIV-1 and was compared with dextran sulfate05) and AZT.
Methods. D responses on the Production of H{V-1 normal human peripheral
mononuclear cells were tested by e transcriptase (RT) assay, p24 antigen

and p24 radioimmunoassay.
Results, More than 90% of virus replication was inhibited with 5.0 meg/ml a
SP-54. Direct inhibitory effect of SP-54 was also observed on
 

 

transcri reaction .in vitro. No toxicity was observed with
cultures. in fact, it proliferative uninfected PMNC and
protective effect on infected PMNC cultures at concentrations of 0.1 to 10.0
meg/mh,in addition, SP-54 showed profound synergism with AZT. In the me ce
of 25'and ! 2.0 meg/ml of SP-54 reduced HIV-1 replication
176-fold as compared CE3- to afold decrease in the presence of eather ONE.
Conclusions. SP-54, owing its anti-HIV-1 activity, nontoxic nature,
lymphocyte proliferative wctity anand synergism with AZT could prove to be a@
Vale agentin the chemotherapeutic intervention of AIDS.

Th.C. P.110 EXPRESSION OF THE GAG-POL GENE PRODUCTS OF BUMAN IMMUNO-

DEFICIENCY Mons BYRECOMBINANT VACCINIA vies VECTOR

Shi. + Tatsu rose, K.; Sawada, H.; and Shibuta, H.

institute of Medical Science.‘university of TOKYO: Tokyo, Japan.

OBJECTIVE: To understand the molecular mechanisms of virionmpassembly and

processing of the gag precursor of HIV. METHODS: The gag d pol unes 0)of

HIVI we i as to be in the thymidine
 

À vaccinia vi entire gag-pol r , th
precursor gag protein was almost exclusively detected by immunoblot analysis

ising serum from an A: patient. H x, i he culture fluids of infected

480 ls, but * of infected Cv-1 cells, we could cl ly detect reverse

transcriptase (RT) activity, even when replication of vi ia v. is was

s: re d by cytosine arab: ide. Th: est RT activity was found

density of 1.16 g/ml and this fraction was d to c ain mainly the

cleaved gag proteins by mmunoblot analysis, suggesting that particles

containig the HIV RT the cleaved pro we: vr ased from infected

A ls. The corresponding fraction pre d £ the culture fluids

Si Lis infected with ano R

exclusively the uncleaved gag precursor and

confirming that the processing the gag precursor was mediated by the HIV

protease encoded e ene. Electron microsc anaminati. s

mi Ye NC : Our results showed that 2 e gag gene productsS10! je on.

particle production and sugge

formation is necessary for efficient processing of the gag precursor.

Th.6.P.112 8 MetHop FORAUANTITATING INFECTIOUS
HIV PARTIC
Tjetta,Enokàand Grinde,

OelenNoruay,of Virology, National Institute of Public Health

Objective. To develope a method for determining the number
of infectious HIV parti
Method. MT4 cell

0 c n
mixe ith molten ution of agarose i 11 medium.
The agarose as placed in the refrigerator for rapid
solidification. Extr edium was added on top of the gel
and the tubes incubated for four days with one mediu
change. The ge ere then melted by heating, mixed wit!
a salt solution and t! lis rescued by centrifugation.
After fixing, the cells were stained Y aim nowfluerescence

using an a

Results and Conclusion. Culturing the infected cells in an
agar gel sseed to inhibit the transfer of virus between

cells. The number of HIV positiv cells after the incubation
should therefore reflect the concentration of infectious

he

o secondary infection. The present
method is faster than traditional plaque assay.

Th.C.P.114 VIRAL GENE EXPRESSION ASSESSED BY PCR IN HIV-1

INFECTED H9 CELLS

Hewlett, Indira, Ruta, M., Geyer, S.J., Hawthorne, C.

Jand Epstein, J.S.

Food and Drug Administration, Bethesda, MD., U.S.A,

of viral gene expression in HObjective. 7eEur early events
cel tive gene snphicatien technique, polymeraseinfected by . sensi

chain eration {PC

Methods. H9 le awere infected with HIV-1 ao infectious units/ml).
At various times after infection (3,6,18,24,48,72 and 144 hr), high
molecular weight DNA and RNA were isolated. Virus-specific mw
RNA o-amplification of primer pairs to

us
gag»

nd nef regi f£ the viral genome using PCR. Reverse transcriptase
(RT) activity was measured by direct assay of cell culture supernatants.

Virus-specific sequences were enomic DNA
of H9 cells 3 hrs. after HIV-1 infection, ther

amb: 5:
Petrecetielar RT activity increased 35:fold,

to 0.75 pmol TIP/hr/20 ul bertween 3 and 6 days after infection.
eee Results indicate that virus-specific became integrated

rap.ayafter HIV-1 infection, folloved several wyTs
later bymtthesis of viral RNA's. Releas virion, signe
increased extraceflular=, was delayed Peter 3 and 6 eeTee
results demon: that PCR is a useful technique to evaluate early
ercrechavessreplication of HIV-I in target cells such as lymphocytes and
macro

635
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Th C P.115 PURIFICATION ANDASSOFTHE HTLV-] ENVELOPE
ne GLYCOPROTEIN gp46 USING AN ANTI-CARBOXYL-TERMINAL

S ic
Lillehoj,Erik; Nguyen,A.; Tai, C.; Alexander,
Biotech Research Laboratories, Inc., Rockvilie, MD 20850, USA.

 

 

 
 

Objective. Th fc d HUT102 cells by

immechrom:
an a synthetic peptide corresponding to the carboxyl-

terminusoffete (LPPESLSPVPTLGSRSRR) was prepared and analyzed for reactivity
with the nat 6 and precursci ns by ELISA, Western blot and RIPA
assays. An aftaity column was used to rify gp46.
Results. anti-peptide se: à mit Pp iecular weights of
nnLes I lysate We bi ips. The specificity ofthis
 

immunoaffinity phy and shown to be reactive with sera
infected Patients as well asamonoclonal anti-HTLV-I gp46 anti
fromuninfected individuals or monoclonal anti-HTLV-lesTeatboFaint

‘infected T lymphocytes

precursor gp61

addition to a smaller protein ofema30,000 daltons. spéwasedbby
ffi breHTLVLe

necontamination with cellul
Conclusion. HTLV-I eet canbeatedlnganpeptideserum in a form suitable
for evaluating envelope-enriched ELISA and Western

CLONAL HETEROGENEITY OF HIV-1 ISOLATES IN U-937 CELLS.Th.C.P.117 YOF NIV-31oLarEsDi0-937 ort
Wainberg, M.A

“Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research, Sir Hortimer B. Davis - Jewish
General Hospice, Department o: ental Medic

jepartn of Immunology and Wewbiolog, weaithUniversity, Montreal,
Quebec

Clones of U-937 celis vere derived froma chronically= intecced populati
by limiting dilution and micro. studied the expression of
HIV-1 by immuno: uorescence andrev six
these clones. Four of them showed
correlated with normal mRNA expression and
in the supernatants.ese virus-containing supernatants were i: id
onto other cell were shown differ in infectiousness. Western
blo lysis revealed structural differences at evel
anti, ould account for a t a. infectivity
The results clearly show hetero, neof isolates re ed from U-937
clones e stion as to xpression of HIV-1 is
influenced by the innate biological characteristics of these clones.

Th C P. 119 SIMULTANEOUS DETECTION OF HIV-1 AND HTLV-1 INFECTIONS
BY CO-AMPLIFICATION USING PCR

Mar » Hewlett, I.K., Hawthorne, C.A., andut
tein, J.

Food and Drug Adeinietration, Bethesda, MD., U.S.A.

Ob jee:chive:|Toaoatect in the same PCR reaction, the presence of multiple
viral in
Methods. FéesonieDNA isolated from HIV-1 CH9/HTLV-II1B) or HILV-1 D
Sora cells was used as the template for gene amplification. PCR wa

‘formed in the presence of primer pairs to the gag and env genes of
hiv-l and the“ol region of mivel primers vere optimized for conditions
of equal sensitivity.
Results. PCR performed by co-amplification of the HIV-1 gag and env regions
Was positive for both gene sequences in 21/21 high risk samples and 0/11

6; ont: n PCR performed on mixed genomic DNAs

(H9/HILV-IIIB and MT-2) resulted in apecific detection of each of the
amplified targets with comparable poneitivity 0-40 gene copies each).

sequences itConclusion. Using co-amplif ni icipl Le i
possible to simultaneo:ps detect and confirm the presence of HIV-1
si Les1 es. onstitution experTrinen: thod has beensamp: In dtu

sed t eimitancouslydetectt HIV-l and HILV-1 predicting another
clinical application.
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BIOLOGICAL HETEROGENELTY AMONG HIV-1 ISOLATES

Th.C.P.116 Moore, Barbara E., Hart, Audrey R., and Cloyd, Miles W.
epartment of Microbiology, The University of Texas Medical

Branch, Galveston, TX 77550 USA

 

Objective: To biologically characterize HIV-1 isolates having varisble
tropiems and cytopathogenicity.
Methods: The infection kinetics of 14 independent HIV-l isolates were
monitored in 8 cell linea. Viral replication was characterized with respect
t ‘dv: rod ell dab:

ded
their tropiens, with the degree of susceptibility eftDicporieivecell‘lines
to infection varying as much as 100,000:fold. One isolate, HIV-

th and T cell lines equaily tt,“put
-60 promyelocyticgett line. RTI activity was

Some isolates yielded high RT,
phone 4 was

ed in their ability to k111 and/orfuse cells, hovever
iaclates wited cells without syncytia forma’

HIV-1 isola Conclusion: ‘V-1 isolates demonstrate Considerable heterogeneity in their
biologicalProperties. Celi tropism, replication, and CPE within a given

1 wi tant parameters of virulence. e findings of this
study should k from which HIV genome sequence information may
eventually bescrrelated with biological function.

A RAPID, DIRECT ASSAY FOR REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE ACTIVITY
Th C P 118 IN HIV-INFECTED CELL CULTURE

Geyer, Sharon J. and Epstein, J. S.
Food and Drug Kiminisrration, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.
 

Objective.To develop simple, rapid and sensitive assay for reverse trans-
criptase (er)“activity in BIVeinfected cell culture supernatants

thods.The -Slin.Micro.297,1987)

d DEAE filter mats were

ining 5uCi 3H-thymidine triphosphate
poly (eA)ol4ae (Pharmacia) and 100M MgCl2 were added to
incubated at 37°C. tion Products were precipitated h tRNA )
buffer and 10% TCA and transferred using a cell harvester (LKB). Mats
were counted ina dattes scintillationcounter (Retaplaate, LKB.

Resul a 100-fold range of RT concentrati

HO cells incorporated 1. 3.5 times the activity reported in

it od. RT activity 1: t of 10° H9 cella/ml rose 35-fold, to
1 TTP/hr, 6 days after infection with approximately I0* i: tious

unite of HIVyy: omplet. measureme: one 96-well plate required
al 3 hr, while each additional plate added 20 min to total processing time.

Conc. -The procedure describ:lusi
supernatants does not require isolation or concentration

represents a simple, sensitive and rapid assay for HIV replication inin vitro. 

Th.C.P.120 YARLABILITY OF HIV-1: COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF DATA BASE.
omDivision of Biological Informa

Ltd. Shin-kamats, Obta-ku, Tokyo 144, Japan,

Objective, The act y Mg jon, and the ionic
strength around RT
speci conformation near RT. ‘The conformation may depend on the content ofhe wacel acid
sequence. I analyzed see)
whether the variability of the env gene depends on the coutezt or
Methods, The viruses in te durweeiedntur proseNeVert,M, Haiti which
contains sf2, cdc and rf, and Africa. The variabilitywas considered within each group, and
to examine the contextcuutext dependency the variability of a sextupletcomposed ofpurine (ro R)
or
theMame point ofthe gene sequences, this mutation was counted 10calculate variabilities
ofsextupiets “The variability ofa sextupiet in group was defined aa:

the sum ofcounted point mutations at the 2nd, 3rd and 4th bases of the sextuplet in the group
wency ofappearance ‘sextup! e consensus emy gene sequence group.

 

 

 

 

Results, RER p ci
which ha: mu:
muleIfthe mechanism causin; was showed
the aame high ‘The variabilities ofTRRRey and vtRiyr were,however, the highest ones
inthe 64 posiblesextupiets but atGRRTREtsang ‘was common to the

sextuplets which showed similar variabilities amongthe four groups like
ptsnarlsyr, and ibéliti
For example, hatc/FRRY 

hesongnaeniependctr
ofthe nucleic acid sequence (therefor
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DEVELOPMENT OFA NOVEL QUANTITATIVE ASSAY TO
STUDY MEMBRANEFUSION MEDIATED BY gp120/gp41

; Zhang, Y.-H.; Rekosh, D. and Hammarskjéid, M.-L.
Departments of Microbiology, Biochemistry and Oral Biology, State University
of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214, U.S.A.

Th.C.P.121

A single vector (pSVSX1) expressing the tat, rev and envelope proteins of
HIV-1 was used to develop a quantitative fusion assay. This
the ability of the tat protein to transactivate the HIV LTR.
transfected with a plasmid (LTR-an , which me LTRis linked to
chioramphenico! acetyi-transferase gen same time vt"alls are
transfected with pSVSX1 Twentyfour hours iater these cells are mixed and
after additional twenty-four of incubation the cells are harvested,
extractad and assayed for CAT activity. If fusion takes place, the tat protein
produced in the CV-1 cell is able to ‘ransactivate bias LTR CAT. This is the only
mechanism by which transactivation occurs in system, since control
experiments have ruled out leakage of tat tomtransfected cells and
transactivation by uptake into the CD4+ ce The sensitivity of ‘this assay
permits it to be performec using aay a eel number of cells in muiti-well
dishes. Thnis assay has been used to analyze fusion inhibition by specific
antisera and peptides.

Th.C.P.123 PURIFIED REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE ee FROM Here
Eee AND EIAV SHARE STRUCTURAL AND IMMUNOLOG

PERTIES
Mg Copeland, T.**, Oroszlan, S.**, Montelaro,

R.***, Gallo, R.****, and S adharan, M.G.* *bionetics
Research, Inc., ckville, MD, **NCI-FCRF, Frederick, MI
HEELA St te Univ., Baton Rouge, LA ****NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MDV.S.A,

To rmine if sequence homology among the RT pro-
teins of the ientiviruses|is reflected in common structura
and immunologic propertie

synthetic peptide derived from a C-terminal portion
of HIV=2 RT which is ©
to raise rab)
for RT
purity RT from HIV-2

Peptide196 directly inhibitedRT from HIV-
ood raphy

&gG vw
s immunoaffinity adsorbent to

 
1, HIV-2 and EIAV RT and it provided a
matrix to purify RT f HIV-2 and EIAV. RT activity was

ociated w: th a Pairof proteins - p68/p55 for HIV-2 an:
ps6/p51 for E infected individuals had

not.
£ HIV-

anti-RT antibosy? BIAV~infectedhorses did
of HIV- -2 and ÉTAV share structural

similarities, being.compriead|of two ansociated proteins
h à eems to ature of human

The broadly fnnipitery.nature of the antibody
suggests that the peptide sequence represents a portion of the
RT active site.

Th C. P 125 KINETICS OF APPEARANCE AND SPECIFICITY OF NEUTRALIZING
— ANTIBODIES IN PATIENTS WITH PRIMARY HIV INFECTION.

COLE

Fenyô, E M°".
“Naticnal Bacteriological Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden,

s*Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Swed
“Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary.

Ljunggren, K*"; Nagy, K°"*; Abrahamsson, B*;

To study the appearance of virus neutralizing

in patients with symptomatic primary HIV-1 infection.
n elimination

antibodiies

fter primary H
neutralizing capacity of the sera from one individual was tested

tial virus isolates from the same and other

Besults. liminary results show that HIV neutralizing
antibodies develop early after infection. The initial antibody

response is straincspecific, but widens with time to include
several stra)

esults will be important in understanding early
events in hive.infection and in vaccin studie

4
rivet

ASV40SV40

Th.C.P.122 EX
NVELUFE fF ROMA

Hammarskjüld, ; Nelson, M.B.; Hammarskiole. M.-L.; and Rekosh, D.;
Departments of aNcleoy Biochemistry and Oral Biology, State

University of New York at Buffalc, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214, U.S.A

We used an SV40 satejePecement vector system to express HIV-1
evene proteins in COS cells. One contct produce:spin,which is

efficiently processed to pI20 and gp41. Fusion essaysutilizing
transfected cells and CD4 expressing Hela cells indicate that
functional env proteins are inserted into the plasma membrane of the
transfected cells. ipbpronimarely one third of the gp120 produced is

found in the me . This plasmid was modified to produce a soluble
form of gp120 which is efficiently secreted into the culture medi

Other truncated forms of the envelope protein have also been made. We

have started a systematic analysis of these pi with regard to

kinetics of cleavage and glycosylation, transport and oligomerization.

B
e
e
t

PRELIMINARY CHARACTERISATION AND EXPRESSION OFTh.C.P.124 SOS,pu
Parker, David; Vanden Haesev. 3 Vi El

ill, M.; and Highfield aetc Diagnostics., Beckenham,

Kent, U.K. * Innogenetics 5 t 45, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium.

Belgian AIDS patient, who had never visited Africa, was found to have a
western blot profile|consistent with an HIV-2 infect.ee An HIV

(designa’ ANTS3 rom this patient and adapted to culture
An HIV antigen capture teston culture supernatants indicated that this was
ndeed an HIV type 2 (Vanderborght et al, 1988 Zur J Clin Microbiol Infect

8

Driver, À.; Jarv

e this isolate to determine its
protot: OD and to express ANTS3 genes

arch.

 
 RESULTS. Clones containing the ma
sequence data has shown ANTS3 is

'-2 ROD; the homology is between 70-908
n the particular gene

copressed both in E. coli and Decalovivuesystems and are reactive with

anti-HIV-2 sera.

CONCLUSION. ANT53 is an HIV-2 isolate related to but distinct from the

African prototype ROD ecombinant viral gene products will be usefui as
research tools and as “potential diagnostic and vaccine reagents.

Th.C.P.126 EVALUATION OF. THREE METHODS FOR HIV DETECTION IN
tr QULTURE IN HAEMOPHILIA A PATIENTS

+ Stewart, , Steel, 7R.J.G.Cuthbert,“C.A.Ludlan

1.Department of pectericionyetlvereity of Edinburgh, 2.Dspartment of Haematology,Royal Infirmary”

of Edinburgh, 3. MRC Cytogenetics unit.UNITED KINGDOM
péteTo avaluate 3,mathods for HIV detection in culture in HIV antibody positive haemophilia

A patien:

‘om 4Omis of heparinised blood wara separated on a Fiesl-typaqueggraOne

third of the celleàwere cultured in RPMI 1640 inoe, presence of FCS IL-2 and

hod was used for COB cell depletion. Ha:

 

 

supernates were tested fi pre ing an antigen captureesse (Dupont).

The panning efficency wes checked by flow cytometry (Similtest. Becton Dick

Results, Flou cytone that PBMC fractions contained pristhan10% coe* cells.

Six out of 15 patients were investigated,? has consistently yielded a positive virus cultur

1 has had a positive culture on one occassi. 4 have been negative over « period of 2 years.

The results sre presented in the table $=

COC Status Number of patients Unpanned culture serousof panned PBMCs withs-
nrichec C8166

II 2 - 2 1

WA 1 1 1 1

nv re 2 - ‘ :

chrclasion, Grutivaton of cos* depleted PERS isa nore,sensitive mathod for Hiv detection

than sinple ‘of PBMCs and the addition of normal CDcell may promote virus detection.

*FCs Footalcarserum,
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. RECOGNITION OF ANTIBODIES IN HIV-1 POSITIVE
Th.C.P.127 Sen peerTIDES DERIVED FROM

DIFFERENT VIRAL PROTEINS
+ Reinis,MtsKanfnkové,J .*}Vacek,Z.*+Vandssové,J.+++,

Krchn
+Institute of Kolecular Genetica,Praha,Czechoslovakia,
++University Childrens Hospitaal,Prehe, ézechoslovakia,
jitigienicService ;Preha,Czechdelovakia
++++

Obiective.T0 analyse immune response against different
epitopes,iin HIV teins

found that antibodies against some epitopes
of viral proteins were present in all sera teste ,but
antibodies against other epitopes were present only ina few
sera.

eThe formation of antibodies against ., viral
ee le induced mainly by some epitopes of p24 and

Th.C.P.129 COMPLEMENTRECEPTOR TYPE 2 (CR-2)1S ARECEPTOR FOR
ITRO COMPLEMENT-MEDIATED, ANTIBODY-DEPENDENT

ENHANCEMENT c'eADE} OF HIV-1 INFECTION.
W. Edward Robinson, Jr., D. C. Montefiori, and W. M. Mitcheli.
Dept. of Pathology, abri University Nashville, TN 37232 USA.

Objective: To determine the receptorseut for complement-mediated,
antibody-dependent enhancement (C’-ADE)of HIV-1 infectionin viti

Two murine monoclonal antibodies (mAb)to CR-2 (Ortho Diagnostics,
penBickinson) and s tho Diagnostics) were tested in a
MT-2 cell microtiter infectionassaySor anti-HIV-1, anti-fusion, and anti-C’-ADE
activitie
Results: “Murine anti-CR-2 mAb, OKB7,but not Becton-Dickinson anti-CR-2 blocked
C'-ADE of HIV-1 infeection in vitro. Neither mAb blocked HIV-1 fusion orinfection
in the absence o urine a b to CD4 had 50% eetraligine activities at the
indicated concentrations(Table)

OKT4 OKT4A | OKT48Anti- OKTA4C OKT4D | OKT4E | OKT4F

 pg/mi_| pg/ml! pg/ml pain pg/mi_ ug/mi_ pg/mi

C'-ADE 3.4 06 <0.4 2.2 22 >55

HIV-1 17 0.2 0.4 32.0 2.8 21.7 >55

fusion 6.8 0.4 1.6 >64.0 2.8 10.9 55

Conclusion:{Murine mAbto CD4 blocked HIV-1 infection, C’-ADE, and cell fusion
while mAbto CR2 receptor blocked C’-ADE of ‘HIV-1 infection in vitro,
thereby implicating CR2 and CD4receptors in C’-ADE of HIV-1 infection.

Th. CG. P.131 Double reactive, sera for mk at LI mesae HIV variant. strain froa West Africa,
SIMON, Francois"; WAS,S*; DA *; COURGKAUD,¥**; ROH,S“**; BRUN-VEZINET,F*.
‘Laboratoire de Hepo Bichat-Claudeae Paris France. “Faculte Necker,

Paris, France. ““*Haladies Infectieuses, Hopital Bichat-Claude Bernard, Paris, France.

fbiective:To study by RIPA and synthetic peptides West African sera showing a double reactivity on MIVA and HIVZ
Elisa and WB
fethods : 3 sera were collected fn patients (CDC group LLorigitnating from Ivory Coast {n=3) and Ghana (n=6).
Theseseri eur} high and salis on all the glycoproteins of ww and HIV2
(HIVE: wp, gl20, pt : HIV2: mt,Lois 936). T € studied by RIPA (CEN-HIVlequ, CEM HIV2me)

peptides pont Pat"surtitatie evaluation = done b
dilution titers and inhibition curves using 5these peptides on coated 6
Results : Eight out of the 9 sera demonstrated by RIPA a strong raton the gag-pol-env products
and HIV2, and Wh and equal reactivity on both, HIHIVI and HIV2 pep’
(Mb) titer on HIV1 than on HI ides and 2 other sera hadeed fi
peptides. Three other sera, collected en Ghanaian patients, had ate àer on RIV. and HIV2 peptides with
equivalent inhibition curves,
the last serus collected fron a Ghanaian wowan (CDC group IT) was equally reactive on both peptides and had the
caracteristic to reacta apeay WB on the ae antigens of ethnr and HIV2 but only on the we HIV.

in on p26 HIV? tein. A cytopathic HIV strain was isolated fi
Characterization of he.ut"oe vit nepresented as well as PCR on
Conclusion : The double reactiveser could be interpreted as a due infection (as reviousy described) or as à
geographical variation in HV s
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Th. C.P.128 MEASUREMENT OF ANTIBODY TO HIV1 REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE
give Loveday} Williams,H} Tedder,R? Weber,J*} Weller,It
“University College and Middlesex Medical Schoo yhondon,

and **The Royal Postgraduate Medical School,London,United Kingdon

Objective. Fe evaluate 2 ELISA assays for measurement of anti-RT

activity and determine changes in antibodies to RT in HIV infection.
Methods. Recombinant HIV1 antigen(RT,p66/p51)was adsorbed onto the

ase.Serum samples were incubated overnig) efore addition of
(sequential assay),or together with(simaltaneous assay)alkalin
phosphatase labelled RT antigen.Wells were washed and enzyme activity
determined by an enzym
Results. All blood donor controls (659were unreactive in both assays;

in the sequential

controls were detected in the simultaneous assay than the sequent
agsay,but the latter produced more consistent concentration/response
curves for quantitative studies.Four of 20 anti-HIV2 sera had anti-RT
reactivit;
Initial studies of 223 patients during seroconversion showed no anti-RT

rior to seroconversion to

 
ualitative and qugatitative

tients Shroughouut HIV dise
Wellcome Diagnostics, Beckenham,United Kingdom)

Th.G.P.130 PROcess2Nc oF THE HIv-1SGPRECURSOR PROTEIN
and M

Laboratory of Viral Diacaces, vetionel Institute of ariersy

and Infectious Diseases, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA, *Howard Hughes Medica:

Institute-NIH Research Scholar

Objective. To study the processing of the full-length HIV-1 gag-pol
precursor prote
Methods. Olgonucteotide-dixected mutagenesis was used fe place the gag and

in the s translational reading frame. Th

then incorporated into vaccinia virus an .

Unlabelleë and metabolically labelled polypeptides. were identified by

Western blot an noprecipitation, respective ys

i des that rected with

e recombinant

ni
intermediate size pol: ides (~130, 100, 90, 55 and 41 kDa)

transiently. Monospecific antisera and labelling with 3H-myristic acta were

used to further the

Inoculation of animals (mice and rabbits) with the recombinant vaccinia
virus led to the Production|of antibodies to p17,es and p66.

The putative full-length gag=pol precursor polypeptide w.
synthesized by recombinant faccinge virus and processed throughdiscrete

size intermediates into mature and enzymatically active proteins

 

FREQUENT ISOLATION AND MOLECULAR IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN T-
GEL. LEUKEMIA VIRUS TYPE-2 (HTLV-2) IN THREE U.S. POPULATION

- RoeWe,SegerTh; Decker, W.D.°, Hahn, B.H.*; Parks, £.S."°; Weiss,
r, We ;latine: VA ‘and Shaw, G.°

obama. USA: University of Miam Schoo!of
Jersey, Newark, Now Jersey, USA

Nas “National ‘Institutes of Health;

Th.C.P.132

S.H.°**; Shorty, V.0.°""
Crier

icine, Miami, Florida, USA; *
Des Treatmenttener. Newcee Lousiana,

ja, Maryland, US;

Human T-ceil leukemia dus à pe (HTLV-1) is endemic in the Cari eoutheastem
United States where It |: ‘oly linked to adult T-cell leukemia. iteaa related but
phylogenetically distinctunesieia virus,has been found only sporDELand is.associated with

call variant of hai ic surveys of

PBL) “twenty

"HTLV-1" seropositive subjects from New Sens Oo)yewty MiamiNo The 11 subjects
gareoodce and Newark wereblackIVDAand the 8 fronae ren: is ant

blood donor populations. Vondon restriction pattern analysis
fre merase chain reaction amplificationnm (PCR) were used CE unambiguous!
TL andFre /-2 DNA sequences in cultured and uncultured Pet imens. 14 of PB

cultures were SB/RÈ for HTLV-2 alone, 3 of 20 wer HTLV: of
20 PBL cultures were positive for double inlecion| with bath+ vat and HTLV-2. PBL cultures

postive for HTLV'2 andor HTLV-4 SRE we sit F ?
additional double HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 intectijon and ene additional HTLV-2 infection. Using SB/RE
and PCR techniques on cultured and Unealtured L
infections Jrore detected in the 20. subjects studied. his study is the firet to demonetrate concusivaly
that HTLV-2 Is a common infection in selected tationsin siferent U.S. cities_and thi
indwiduals are coinfected with both TV? and V-1 he high prevalence of HTLV-2 inàcoran
pépuislions‘res important implications neering potepotential clinical sequelae,Lequese,heiaiened risk to

ood supply, and the origin, evolution, and nalu history of human retroviral
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Th.C.P.133 +: Fowler, Avie; Oster, C.*; Burke,
. D.S.4; and the Walter Reed Retrovirus Research

‘walter Reed Amy ‘asta of Research, **SRA Technologies, Inc.,
Moyen, D.C. ,U.S.A.

Oblective. Quantit patient peripheral blood

ture-positive blood from HIV patients contains
approximately 100 infected cells per am’, with a range from 10 to 10,000
infected cells per an.

Th C.P.135 INFECTION OF MESENCHYMAL CELLS WITH HIV-1 IN VITRO

Mellert, W.*, Kleinschmidt, A.**, Festi, H*, Schmidt, J°, Wilier, A.°, Volker”
*GSF-Abteeilung for+olehadore Zelipathologie, D-8042 Neueares **Medizinische
Poliklinik der Universität München, D-8000 München, West-Germany.

Objective, Infection of mesenchymalceils of different origin (lung, skin, bone) with
HiV-1 in vitro.

in of primary cell Ernie and permanent ceii lines with HIV-1 in vitro.
monstration of vus infection and production by indirect immunoperoxidase Staining

GP), in situ hybridization, reverse transcriptase activity (RT}, electron microscopy
virus rescue.

Different human ceils of mesenchymal origin (primary skin fibroblasts, fetai
b with HIV-1 in vitro. Especlaily In iung-

pe inhibited by antl-CD4
e infaction similar to that

oFTails QUEacamount of infectious particies).
The productive and peristent infection of mesenchymal cells with HiV-1

indicates another potential virus reservoir in vivo which may contribute to iocai
enesis as for example In the lung ipneumonitns

Th GC P 13 COMPARISON BETWEEN IMMUNOCYTOFLUOROGRAPHIC analysts (ICF)
rt AND IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION (ISH) IN DETECTION 0!

Dre OFMoneeHOROCETE-MACROPHAGES5 Op:
juzanne: Elbe Milla,.J... McGrath, M.Crowe, Si ks Lekas, Ge.

San Francisco General Hospital/Univareity of California, San Francisco,

» USA.Californ

onjeceives To compare the techniques of ICF and ISH in assessment of
roportion of sg which contain HIV antigen and HIV RNA respectively.

) peripheral blood (PB) of HIV sero- 

with 2°6-labelied full-length HIV-SF2 gene probe (provided by Chiron, CA).
Slides were coded and examined by a blinded observer.
Results: Fa the 20 samples examined, the proportion of mé containing HIV
antigen varied from 0-702 cells containing RNA varied
ron ~ 88: correlation

HIV positive (ISH) = 0.8 [% mg p24 positive (ICF)]-. 3.75.
Conclusion: ICF and ISH correlate well in determining the proportion of mg
within a population which contain HIV p24 antigen or HIV RNA respectively.

Th GC P 134 A HOST-RANGE MUTANT OF HIV WHICH CAN INFECT

we FIBROBLAST-LIRE CELLS DERIVED FROM HUMAN BRAIN.

Takeuchi Yasuhiro and Hoshino, H.
unma University, Maebashi, Gunma, Japan

Objective. It is not understood well what type of celis in the brain and

f HIV haveoeated in the development of neurological

di nduceë by H: In this study, we analyzed a mutant HIV which can

infect fibroblast-1tkeall derived from human bra
ast-like cells (BT cells) were ‘readily eultivated from 

infectious not on. T4” T cells, but to BT cells was obtained by

infection of BT cells with HIVIGUN-1,,.], which is infectious q4* T cells
t a 5. Genomes 0: Ir 1 and HIVIGUN-1,] were

DNA of HIV(GON~Lyp]-infected MOLT-4 and DNA of HIVIGUN- vl-cloned from
infected BT cell, respectively. Various recombinant genomes were

recombinant viruses were obtained
i lis were tested.

clone e infecti to BT cells, whereas viruses contai Ps-b fra
fr HIV(GUN-1,,,] failed to express HIV-antig in BT e Ps-b

Tagment encodes ts of env, rev enes. In pr ry parisonelimi
of tre sequences of the Feb fragments from the two viruses, we detected

cleotide exchange:
Difference in"infactivities of HEVUGUN"Lye)and HIV[GUN-1,]

BT cells was coded for by the Ps-b fragment. the three muglentide

exchanges might determine the Hostrang difference.

SYNTHETIC SELECTIVE INHIBITORS OF HIV PRO
Th.c.P.136 » Blumenstein, J.TSCopeland, T.D.,

szian, S.
BRI-Basic ResearchProsran, NCI-Frederick Cancer Research Facility,
Frederick, MO, U.S

Retroviral protease, the enzyme which processes viral precurs
olyproteins, is essential for virus replication and thus is an attractive

compounds
These compounds represent an entirely novel class of agents against HIV
infection.
(Research sponsored by the National Cancer Institute, DHHS, under contract
NO. NO1-C0-74101 with Bionetics Research, Inc.)

Th.C.P.138 QUANTITATION OFHIV.1 IN PLASMAANDPERIPHERALBLOOD
MONONUCLEAR (PBMC) OF SEROPOSITIVE PERSONS.

5 Monde, Ts Lin,S. UCLA School of
Mediciee and Cedary-Sinal Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, U.S.A.

ma end PBMC.
end PBMC (2x10° to 2x10°) were cultured with

re2 PEMCfronfrom normal donors, an lication was monitored by supern:atant§p24
‘and P|pression twice weekly for up to ys. Infectious titers for plasma

expresse, ue culture infective doses (TCID) per mi and TCID per | cells,
respectively.

Results: Serum p24 plasmaHIV:-1 titerPBMCHIV-1 titer
N T4e (pg/mlpa/eal) (TCID/ml) (TCID/10° cells)

TALLE mean
Healthy 5 431 sa 5-100 24 5-50 23
ARC 8 140 434 25-500 196 50-5000 2675
AIDS 19 1-500 187 5-5000 1433812
Conclusions: (1Infections HIV-! wasdetected in thsansse(D Infee le in the plasmaof every seropositive person,

ntly more virus then asymptomaticsubjects. 3) In 1 ml fbl
personsshewve approximately 15 TCID of Hi in ms endan 3 rei eeaveie
mononuclearcells, while ARC and AIDS vatients bave 140 TODuinaeaan and 1000 TCID
in cells. In fact, many Re tomaticpsationts harbor HIV-1 in 1 in 200FBMG. wwhich is a.
rwload mOT green teih 2 viome reports sugges!tingthat only | in 10° or 10° cells

This quantitative culturehas been success! a in pati
azidothymidine to demonstrate the in vivo antiviral effect.ly applied in patients receiving
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Th GC P 139 THE BINDING OF HBsAg TO HUMAN Th LYMPHOCYTES aEPTIE THE
_—_ RENE OF THE ANTIGEN TO FUNCTION AS OLIGOPEPTI

NIST TO HIV PRIMARY INFECTION OF Th LYRPHDEYTES,

Lakew Geereselassie 
National Research Institute of Health. P.0.Box 1242. Addis Ababa,Ethiopia

Opjective. To evaluate if HBsAg can bind on CD4 receptor of human T4
ymphocytes and to identify if it can functlon as oligopeptide antagonist

to HIV primary infection of T& lymphocyte:

Methods. HBsAg positive sera samples, parcialJanats HBsAg and highly
purified HBsAg vere assayed forions reactivity when tested with à
without equal vo lymphocytes (2x10 cells) usins Orsanon
diagnostic kit for the detection of HBsAg.

Result. HBsAg reactivity In the samples gave higher 0D reading when tested
with the milymphocytes than the same samples tested without the T4
Tymphocyt

Sonclusion. HBsAg can bind on hbman Th lymphocytesobviously on the cos
ceptor hence may function as oligopeptide antagonist to cimary

infection of Th lymphocytes. The ap HBs.
ip Preventing HIV primary infection of T4 lymphocytes should be Investigated

the fut

Additionnels
Additional
Th.C.P.14

koyama, M.M.

Kurume University, school“of Medicine, Kurume, Fukuoka, Japan

HUMAN MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY AGAINST HIV

Bagana.k 3; Katagiri, K.; Kubo, K.; Natori,

Objective. Attempts were made to produce monoclonal antibodies of human

origin against HIV which have neutralizing antibody activity.

Methods. Mononuclear cells from peripheral blood of the patients with

henophi}iace showing sero-positive to HIV and the healthy s

don were cultivated with inactivated HIV and CD28 antibodyà

immunizaation|for 4 days. On day 4, EBV was infected to the culture: After
2 to 3 weeks oeoesienne the growth of EBV transformed B cell clusters was

Cul rnatant of propagated B cells through cloning

i ti

 
reas no continuous propagation of B cells were observed on

th: Z m other donors. Some culture supernatan

ed antibody activity to HIV by ELISA method. However, those

positive envieshave not been reproducible by immunofluorescence or

Western blot
Conclusion. aDroceeelure to produce human monoclonal antibody against HIV by

EBtranstorned B cell method has been partially established. Cloni

pro screening procedure have to be improvedto obtain B cell clones

Écnsistentely produce human monoelonal antibody to

 

Th.C.P.1 43 DECREASING PRODUCTION OF IgG, IgM, IgA ANTIBODIES

AGAINST PNE CARINII ANTIGENS2IN AIDS PATIENTS

Y ELISA AND WESTERN BLOT

PEDER BOQ NIELSEN*,ANNE GRETE POULSEN**,CLAUS KOCH** BO HOFMANN®** AND

MADELEINE MOJON**##

*Bispebjerg prenpemcatens Seruminstitut and ***State University
Hospital, Copenhagen, Dermark,****University Claude Bernard,Lyon, France.

Objective. The study assesses IgG, IgM, and IgA production aaainst major
poeumocystis carinii (PC) antigens. during the development of AIDS

patients suffered from PC Pnetnenitis during the Periiod and two patients
had etwe exam
specific antibodies. Twenty-nine healthy vvolunteers
The antibodies were mesured by ELISA and Western blot using soluble PC-

Results. All patients, except one, had decreasing antibody level in all
immunglobulin classes. The level of Ig¢ and IeM were
below the level of the normal subjects. ever, th level was during
the whole peri e the level of the normal subjects. Western blot
revi hanges related to the major antigenic components wi molecular

ights of 66.000 55. Dalt Ig¢ fron 1 ls did ret
react in the 55 kDa region. In AIDS patients the reaction bet
i obulins and the antigenic s di the following
order: 186/66IgA/55, IgM/55 and finally 1ew/66 or IgA/é66

Conclusion. The humoral immunity against PC may siserve as amarker for the
degree of immunodeficiency in AIDS patients.

640

Th.G.P.140 ANALYSIS OF À FUNCTIONAL HIV-2 REV GENE
M. Emerm: d A. Cordonnier.

Unité d' oncologie virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France

ive: HIV-1 Rev is required for HIV-1 envelope protein expression. We
ve begun a pnctonal and structural comparison of the rey gene aHIV-2

with that of HIV-1 in order to better understand their mechanism of ac
We constructed a cDNA library from HIV-2 infected cells

and cloned a cDNA encoded the rey gene. The sequence of the rev cDNA shows
that the rey gene of HIV-2 is encoded on a message with four exons. The first,
from." to the major see donor, and the second, a 72 bp exon in theol gene,
are non-coding. The coding exon pegins berween the ave of e tat gene
and the ATG ofthe revgene anand ends afte of the
coding exon begins near the end of the enveon
is predicted to share 44% amino acid identitywith that of HIV-1. To show that
the HIV-2 cDNA was function: sins were done with another
plasmid that encodes the op aneoFHIV e found that expression of
the envelope protein of HV2 from a oieaidvector was dependent on co-
transfection of the HIV-2 rev A.

have cloned a functional cDNA encoding the HIV-2 rey gen
Comparision oftthe specificity of the HIV-2 rey product with that of HIV-1 will

usefull in defining the target site of the HIV rey produc

Th C P 142 CHARACTERIZATION OF MONOCLONAL ONTIBODTES
vee EAITIVE WITH OTERENT PROT

HIvi - K STRAL

DEVAUX C., ROBERT V., TATSUMI M. and CHERMANN J.C. 
Unité de Recherches INSERM sur los Rétrovirus et Maladies Associées (U.322) - Campua de Luminy

= BP 33 - 13273 MARSEILLE Cédex 9 - FRAKCE.

We ettempt to generate monocional eeeoeopens for the highly cytopathic strain

HIV1-NDK. Until now, 6 mibs have been ol been shown to react with epitopes

of p 24 (msbe : RL.4.72.1 and RL.4.11. veororppi20 ds :AUSD €

isolates. The 3 other m4bs 2 of which react with epito;

and 1 with an epitope of p66 (mab : RL¢.25.5) apparently bound

Purther characterization ie in progress to evaluate the biolegien! wetecte of

@ reagents on BIV infection.

Th.C.P.144 B-CELL SYSTEM ACTIVATION AND HIV~-] INFECTION

Amador berto*; Zamarchi,R.*; Veronese,ML.*, Francavilla,E.**
Barell hi L.*»A.***; Borri,A*** and Chie

*Instituteha Oncology, Univer:
21, Padova*’

 

co-Bianc]
oyof aa Dept. of Infectious |Diseases,ULSS

? ULSS 36, Mestre*** ~

Objective. To better define B-cell activation during HIV-1 infection.
Methods. Limiting dilution assay of B-cell precursors spontaneously secreting
Hiv-l-specific and total Ig; absorption of culture supernatants with solid-
phase HIV-]; effect of T-cell and monocyte removal, and interleukin addition,
on in vitro spontaneous Ig synthesis.
Results. In vitro spontaneous Ig synthesis did not depend on T-cell presence,
while monocyte removal caused a striking fall in taneous Ig production.

culture was essential; antisera against IL-6 strongly
jpontaneous Ig synthesis, which was partly restored yeIL-6 addition

to monocyte-depleted populations. frequency B-cell precursors
spontaneously pri ing HIV-l-specific Ab was about 1/3-1/4 of that of

taneously activated, Ig-secreting precursors. Moreover, after absorption
vane,1, about 30% of total Ig was fron unstimulated

Conclusions. HVspecific B-cell activation is a major constituent
the overall B-cell activation in ‘rom seropositve subjects. This

momenon can contribute to the virus-induce and part
explain the increased frequency of AIDS-associatedproell malignancies.
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Th.¢ P. 145 FINE STRUCTURE OF INSIDE THE VIRAL Ent OFa HIV.

1chiro Takahashi*, A-M Ladhoff#®, M Takama*
*Central Laborastory for electron Mieroceory, Tek ©

sityScheol of Medicine. Tokyo, pan. **Institut fur Pathologishe Anatomie,

and ***Institut fir Virologie, Humboldt Universitat zu Berlin
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
pen We presented an envelope surface model of HIV-1 using a computer

‘Bie processer wit gatively stained electron micrograpres namely, env

lope structur. particle is co! tructed of T=7 Oo symmetry icosa-
hedron and 72 knobs(gp120/gp4i) are stuck into the envelope on the pentame:

x i onf. À stract No 2, and J.

the HT-1.

he core ‘she 1l hes a polyhedral structur
2) The spaceowen viral envelope and coreà shell is filled with fibrous

structur
We also showa three dimensional model.

ris DOES NOT REPLICATE IN HUMAN VAGINAL EPITHELIALTh.€.P.147

Sunstrum,James: Meriwether,C; and Sobel,
Wayne State University, Detroit, MI, USA 43301; Veterans Administration
Med. Ctr., Allen Park, MI, USA 4810

Objective. To determine the ability of HIV-1 to replicate in human
vaginal epithefal calls, a potential cellular target in heterosexual
transmission

Methods, Vaginal epithelial tissue explants|obtained from HIV-
se itive re seeded in ti
culturewwells for 12 days. Gellfree supernatant.

and adsorbed Xca

withsaline refed, and exeninedfor morphologica
supernatant "HIV p24 antigen(Abbott) at times 0, 3, 6,“0, and 18 days
followingerat
Results. morphologienl changes veredetected for tissue explants
Se aietedwith HIV when red to inoculated wells. Spreading

layers consisting of epithelial and/or fibroblasts were observed in
all wells, and increased in size regularly. Supernatantoeantigen
levels were negative in all wells at the time points ex

Human vaginal epithelial celis
for up to 18 days following inoculation with
rain of virus. Experiments are in progress

to determine whether a macrophage-adapted strain of HIV can infect
vaginal tissue explants.

reptication when examined
a lymphoblastoid-

MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF A DEFECTIVE HUMAN
Th.G.P.149 IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

lnoue*, J. À. Hoxie** and E.P. Reddy*
*The Wistar Institute, pie PA, **Hospital of the University of
Penasylvanie, Philadelphia, PA, U.S.A.

Prolonged¢culturing a HOIIB cell line, chronically infectedit HIV-1,
line was found to be defective

the synthesis of envelope gene products (gp160, gp120). As predicted, there
no synthesis of pe, antigen as well as gag precursor protein, p55. The

of the‘sell cell DNA reveaied the presence of a
le proviral A. Following digestion with which

cleaves outside the proviviralrome,Ve Draw‘as fractionated and cloned into
À phage vector. A mi le analysis of the proviral genome aimed at

understanding the pareof defect will be presented,

Th.C.P.146 SOME OBSERVATIONS ON TRE LATENT HIV INFECTION PERIOD

Fezele Mo+; Mirolo,Me++; Miceli,M.++; Rosci MeAst++;

Eatt+

+ Institute Infectionis Diseases, Policlinico Umberto I, University of Rome
iational Center for Bloua Transfusion C.R.I.; Ospedale L. Spallanzani , Italy

Objective. To evaluate the latent HIV infection period, from January 1988 to
December 1988 six seraneeative regular sexual partnera of HIV infected sub-
jects has been studie
Methods. The seronegative diagnosis has been based on the demonstration of
theabsence of specific serum antigen and antibodies to the vi

by ELISA and Western Blot tests. The HIV latent infection
by “in situ"hybridi Ti mon
using an SP 64

D ana vieualized by
ody reaction. The controls were performed using HIV

infected and niw infected H 9 culture. cell lines and PEMCs from healthy blood

Orbe
Results. The HIV nome was evidenziated, at first controls in the cytoplasn

a granular staining
 
(alkaline pho: tase). Five subjects Showed a transienat positivity for anti-
p 24 and three for speciti HIV antigen. One subject seroconverted three

months after first cont.

 ©! in situ”hybridization is a useful technique to recognize
infection at very early stage

Th C P 1 EXCRETION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS IN BODY FLUIDS

we gesteMark, *Barrett, Y, *0'Shea, S, *Banatvala, JE,
**Brad

#*Department of Virolo and *#Genito-Urinary Medicine, St Thomas” Hospital,
London, UK; Abbott Diagnoatic Division.

OBJECTIVE: To. evalua’ techniques to assess HIV excretion patterns and
specific antibody responses in body fluids.
METHODS: erertpheral bloo emen, and female genital secretions from

asymptomatic smpiemstie patients6are being examined for infectious
virus, vital antigens (EIA and flow cytometry), viral nucleic acid (PCR t
follow) and antibodies (EIA and Western Blot).

 

RESULTS:
Sample Infectious Virus 24 Antigen
Blood *24131 (77%) TI731 (35%) Sa (100%) 2 (752)
Semen 3/12 (252) “0/25 9/30 (96%) n/3 (eet)
Saliva 0/12 23/25 (92%)

tal To follow 0/5 5 (802) To"Raise
secretions * Nos positive/nos tested
seenee cultures occurred within 3-7 days among symptomatic and 7-28 days

asymptomatic patients. We have shown that fl
efficient method for analysis of cell

ve no

saliva which may reflect the fact that they contain
specific antibodies. ‘These "slutde probabl: risk fy represent a low k for

transnissio of virus. Detect. of sitive cultures earlier among

symptomatic than among asynpttomatic patients suggests higher virus load or
‘aina that replicate more efficiently.

HIV: EARLY VIRUS-CELL INTE!

Grewe.Carola: Beck. A.: Gelderbion
rt Koch~Institute, Berlin, FEDERALPLIÉ OF GERMANY

Th.C.P.1

Objective mr infects CD4+ celis, mainly papesand nocees.

ve been observed in different report: dire sion of

1 envelope with the cel] membrane, 2. Tecertoremediatedndoeytoels
via clathrin coated pits and vesicles.

infected cells were incubated with purified virus and studied by EM

e. vacuolization

Formationa,pynevtla by celis studded with viral p
arly Th of Incubation ney virus. SBL6669(HIV-2) Syncytia reach a

larger size“than WTLVL (HIVDs neytla.
e rapid en © into its host cel! as well as early

cytopathic effects should be considered in attempts to block virus entry or
replication.
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Modèles animaux
Animal Models

C.501 : bition of re’ irus-induced to ns C.502 eeeea ONS
‘occurri ic tio _diones icin and . 7 Baskerville, 3 Stott,

. u ioin Kitchin, P.**; et al. *P.HseaA.H.R., Salisbury SP4 ox,
Gad Lavie and Deniel Merwlo, U.K. #*#C1 Centre on AIDS, N.I.B.S.C., Potters Barr EN6 30G, U.K.
Dept. of Pathology, New York University School of Medicine, New York, N.Y.
U.S.A Objective. To study the transmissibility and course of infection of freshly

Two aromatic polycyclic dionecone Compounds hypericin (HY) and isolated SIWmac in baboons and rhesus .
soin (PS) bave bec found to markedly inhibit the onset and . was isolated from a rhesus macaque 57 intravenous

progression were originally wi sare (from Dr Desrosiers) by co-cultivation of
derived Fromplants ofththe hypericun femily (8t. Johnswort). Their monkey PSL with human cord . authenti-
intravenous administration to mice infected with Friend virus at the time serology, microscopy ysis of
of virus inoculation can completely prevent the onset. of leukemia and PCR-anplified-gag. Blood from the infected animal, CBL and C8166 adapted
death. Intraperitoneal trations shortly after virus inoculation into 3 baboons and 3 rhesus macaques.
significantly spl with this disease as measured were monitored for seroconversion, isolation and disease
10 days post virus inoculation, but does not it, Results.
inductions, mouse model in which the antiviral efficacy of the AnimalNo. Incl Virus Isolation Blot

. monitored is eur virus model Day_38 Day 96 Day 129  p25/14 32-37 126
(MAILS), ty LP-BM5 virus. In viremia in mice infected
with the virus begins tely 14 days post virus inoculation. Rh 61H Blood + + + + + +

i ions of HY or PS intraperi once every two weeks, Bab 36617 - + - + + +
beginning on day 14 after virus incculati viremia to + + . + +
almost background levels throughout a 90 day follow up. Spl was Rh 19H + i + +
also reduced by 66.2% after treatment with HY by 49% after treateent Bab 36638 (CL) + + +
with PS. These data coupled with the demonstrated vitro activity of Rh 14H Virus + + + + + +

against retroviruses includi immunodeficiency Bab 3662 (C8166) + - - + + +
t these compounds any have potential value as At 7 months no animals have .

as AIDS.for the treatment of diseases such

C.503

 

C.505
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C.504 DIFFERING EFFECTS OF HELPER T LYMPHOCYTE
DEPLETION ON MURINE INFECTION ee HERPES

{ (MCMV)
Mills,John*; Ertich, K*; Wofsy, D*; Shanley. J**: *Univ. of Cœur San Francisco &
**Univ. of Connecticut, Newington, U.S.

Objective:To determine effect of helper-inducerT lymphocyte depletion on the
pathogenesisofHSV and M

of rat monoclonal antibodyCGK1.5 into mice causes >95%
i hi

may contribute to

host defenses in the absence of L3T4 lymphocytes. na marrke:ed contrast&
acute infec ion altered by
replication in depleted animals was prolonged by 3-4 ks and increasedies aa
salivary gland ‘ines increased from joto10 pru/8m). As expected, depleted
animals made <5% oft ati-MCMV a body of controls. Despite humoral
immunodefiiciency nda rkediy au met irus replication, ora depicted
animals were morere:sistant to infection than.normals (LD, increased from 10% to
10“ pfu/mouse).
Conclusion: letion of murine helper-inducer lymphocytes consistently resuits in
augmented replication of herpesviruses, but the effect on host defensesi
unpredictable: depletion iincreases mor!tality fotlowing HSV infection but decreases

mortality following CMV infection
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C 511 ROLE OF ETHANOL-INDUCED IMMUNOSUPPRESSION ON DISEASE
° AND TUMORRESISTANCE OF RETROVIRALLY INFECTED MI

juang, D.S., and Watson, R.R., University ofne

 
 

 

 
 

 

Objective. To develop a murine model of y fi as
reviewed in Sci. 44:1, 1989. To d ine the effects of i " ing

unosuppression, alone and with dietary ethanol, Then to assess
the effects of imr ppressis i ious di tumor resistance.

hods. L6 femal fe ith ri LP-BMS, as described in 

Life Sci. 43:v, 1988. Mice were fed à liquid diet with 5% ethanol 5 days which Produced
withdrawal upon cessa! Controls were fed the sucrose replacing cilanol Then lab
chow followed for 10 days with the cycle repeated overte course of the experiment. The mice

 

 
 

challenged wit Or syngeneic tumor
lis, Effects of dietary ethanoli Pp y kers 8

weeks post-LPBMS murine leukemia visiinfesion,
Treatment Ethanol
SEon = :
Fe r 33,5 + 49 or 38.0 + 25 410 + 26
T-suppressor/cytotoxic 20.5+ 07 113405 20.6 + 1.1 19.0 + 26
Activated Macrophages 23.0+183 56+720 17.0 + 26 33 +11
Resistance 10 by PYB6 tumor, pneumonia or both was
Gonclusion Ethanol suppresses numbers of T-cells and macrophages. 11 further suppresses

ine functions in retrovirally infected mice beyond that causedbythe virus. The murine
ADS modelsh igating i f cofacticoslike alcohol us
during retroviral infection on disease and tumor resistance. Supportedby NIH Gra 7.

and Thomas J Kindt
Laboratory of immunogenetics, AID, NIH, Bethesds, MD 20892; |.S.A,

Qbiective: ‘© prepare and characterize antisera which bind rabbit CD4 and to Identify T-
coil subpopulations in normal and HIV-1 infected rabbits.

Goats, sheep and chickans were each immunized subcutaneously with 80 ug of
mi complete Freunds

ing on day 21 and continuing fo rth weel
ts ith CD4, and ser: re col days later;

the chickens were ed with 5 million rabbit thymocytes, and sera were collected four
days later. All sera were orescence (mici flow cytometry) and
by immunoprecipitation to detect presence of enti ies to rabbit and hu .

The goat and chicken antisera bound subpopulation of T-cells from rabbit splean,
fymph node, thymus, and appendix.ee staining “Oo tabbit PBL were Inconsistent and work Is
continuing. The ant re nega on rabbit cells. The goat antisera also bound

+ T-cell tine) but not|A2.01 (human CD4- T-cell line) ceils.
inaccomplished with goat antisera but not with

CD4 reduces the

antisera to ratocolis. ‘Adina experiments also indicate that
absorption of goat ‘ant ra removes its abili tabbit CD4. Experiments in

progrese include: immunoprecipitation of rabbit T-cell \yeates, abeorptionof antisera with
immobilized GD4, and double staining in the context of known rabbit antibodi

ross-reactive epitopes exist between human and rabbit Cmsuggesting that
binding of cbs totoHIV is aa possible mechanism for HIV infection of rabbits.

jecipient of an NAC fellowship.

MENT OF A NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODY ASSAY FOR THE
SIMIAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS MODEL

3,M.; Holmes,£; and

C.510

~Manfietd;Lori;—jennings Carlson}.
Dept. of Medical Pathology, University of California, Davis, u.5.A.

To develop a neutralization antibody sy (Nt assay) tnewill

used to monitor SIV infected monkeys. Methods. Four cell lines (Hut MTZ,

MT-4 and Cemxi74)wee infected with a standard stock of SIV supernatanta

monitored for Reverse Trascriptase assay (RTA), P24 antigen assay
(Dupont). and by cell vispilty ueing MTT. The TCID50 value calculated using

ach system was compared. Results, The most reproducible TCIDS50 was in the
Hut 78 cell line using the antigen assay to determine the endpoint. The RTA
gave similar results as the Dupont antigen assay, but it was more difficult to

determine the negative cut-off. When MTT was used, the cell line MT-4
provided the highest TCID50, however, these results were not consistent. A Nt

assayusing Hut 78 celts as the target for SIV with an antigen assay to

determine the titer, was used to test the sera from SIV infected Rhesus

monkeys. By this assay, sera from preinoculated monkeys were consistently
negative for Nt antibodies and sera trom5 monkeys that had been infectedfofor

at least 2 months utralizing titers that ranged be!
1:64 and 1:512. Conclusion. Aa ary,0test for Ntantibody titers in rbeaus

nonkeys infected by SIV

USING F; HYBRIDC.512

JohnD.; Warren, R. P.; Burger, R. A.; Okleberry, K. M,;Sidwell, R. W. AIDS Research
Program, Department of Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences, Utah State University, Logan,
Utah U.S.A.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iciting lizing f detect!
but which still die of the di a 8 P l anti-AIDS

erapies. tel it ino female (BI0.A X
. a a Jon (FY

A/ JF th 7 F
ABPP) was

Doetewii ttstedoypeorDSpleen
weights, FV n, cell-fr plasma FV, FV-speci
netaising antibody, el eumeatonby FACSeral d

p AZT: When AZT v is peice the vr
P d th AZT was

g injection, viral titer t liminated. ABPP:
 FV injection, p.o. or Lp. treatment of ABPP did

 

  

 

 

not affect viral parameters. Spleen weighs were increasedin the ABP west mice When mon-
itored at day 4 postFyeen ig!
mice treated p.o. with ABPP.

ly vith may pr Y di but later treatment after virus
P ABPP demonstrates

thatcare must be used in dul ported NIH AIDSProgram
Contract NO1-AI-72662.)
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C.513

 

, large-scale for the safe and rapid
block HIV-1 infectivity.

izing antibodies. Comparati: Tuded
analysis by syncytium assay, quantitation of p24 synthesis, andaanti-HIv-1
piedapt20 binding titers

+ ‘The tetrazolium assay permitted screening numbers of human
and er primate sera uding selected, AIDSeeon sera and sera
nom iscom-vaccinated antibodies to

Sera from goats immunized with HIV gp160/qp120were also evaluated
for specificity of reactivity permitting development of a competition
neutralizationon assay.

- The soluble formazan based tetrazolium assay can be employed for
of es for neutralizing

antibodiesto HIV. ss new assay eliminates manipilations associated with
to permit evaluation of

binding specificicities. Supported in part by NOI-0074102

6.515 ANTISPERM ANTIBODIES AS A RISK FACTOR FOR SEXUALLY
TEen

and Jeremias, J.tkin, Steven S. ,
Cornell University Med:met College, New York, New York U.S.A.

% ive. To determine whether men with antisperm antibodies in their semen
Ee velikely than men are not sensitizedto sper to traneu’t ity
to their partners. Men witha history of STDs and honosexhal men have
aanigh incidence of antibodies to sperm.

‘resh ejaculates were bodies by the
ne mononuclear calswereFacile by.Picola

gradient centrification and CD4 and TL quantitated by
staining using monoclonal antibodies. Interferon gamma

rR)inseniseminal fluid was measured ELISA. ‘The ability of sperm with or
antibodies to induce IFN ion or inmmunosuppress

teiemo ear cells was determi: by
Results. CD8 cells predominate over CDA celle in sewn Cn th

In men with ani there is a selectivesperm. sperm
See oe cae celia a> that CA cells now predominate. TEN is present in semen
onl from men with antibody-bound sperm. Antibody-bound sperm i
roa lyephocytes while antibody~free sperm inhibits allogeneic
Ipaghocyte proliferation.
Conclusion. CD8 cells normally predoninate le genital
‘Exactand sperm are ive. ThisinnibiteMERSTPTA of
HIV-infected mononuclear cells. In mnwith ant: ies to sperm, however,
CD4 cells predosinate in semen and their sperm are IFN inducers. This
prasotes replication of HIV-infected cells in the male andand enhances viral
infectivity.

C.517 QuanmrIcaTioN oF HIV-ainpinc ToCD4+ cELLs USING
WCYTOMETRY

‘hisle.Bambard:Kunze,RC.F. :?Gebauer, Fi:'Ramirez, G:; sGeiderblom, H.;'Pauli, G.
eee
2Max Pk k-Gasailechatt R Loni NUberg

The anti CD4 antibody L is abl inding toi the

CD: le. (Weissetal 1984) Ontt

8a antibody binding. Titration of fluorescein-conjugated Leu 3a in combination with

Scatchard-Plot analysis of flow cytometric data gives a good estimate of the average
Such the

d. The remaning binding

Thedecreased fiuo-
aacire of

lis. In all experiments performed
in dir dd Ries. atthe CD4

C.514
DISEASE IN HAEMOPHILIACS.

Sinclair, Anne L., Habeshaw, J., Muir, L., Steele, M.," Ludlam, C.** and
Dalgleish A.G.

C Clinical Research Centre, Harrow, UK, “MRC Clinical Cviainareh unit,
**seottish S.E. Regional Blood Transfusion,

Objective. Evaluation of the abilityof serial serum samples from a cohort

hiliac: with study of the

thod. HIV-1 isolates in the ells and
mononuclear cells from selected normal

lis”. ‘ison of serial samples from 36 HIV-1 positive 8
contaminated factor VIII is described. T

ting HIV-1 specific ADCC are with the evolution and

clinical stage of HIV-1 associates disease.
Results. Pre resu that 7/7 ARC/PGL patients with 
non-progressive disease have than 2/2 patients progressing to

Full results of 30 Patients will be presente
tudies as well as those from other groups

an mediate HIV-1 specific ADCC.
ngs will be of importanIf the trend is conf. e ce in design of

HIV vaccines and therapeutic strategies.
_Befexence- Sinclair, AL, JA, r, P, Forster S,

kK, ish, AG. (1988) Antibody-dependent cell-mediated9.
crtatenteity: comparision between V~1 and HIV-1 assays. AIDS Journal,

2:465-472.

C.516 MODULATION DE L'EXPRESSION DE CD4 PAR LE PMA ET
res vin IN VITRO

ne, J. L.
neuedelMédecine ACarrel,INSERM U80-CNRS URA1177, Lyon,

Objects +eeren de la siycoprotéine 120 (gp120) & la molécule CD4 cons-

"tit ismes principaux de l'infection de la cellule par le
vires dewt edesunoaefielence humaine (VIH). La modulation de L'expression de

‘ ristate aeatate {PMA), permet d'étudier les

Méthodes. Des cellules de lignée 1ympho MT4 sont prétraitées avec

TL") pendant 1,5 6h pe cellules est analysé e:

immunofluorescence avant l'infection par VIH in vitro. L'évaluation de L'‘in-

fection vir basée sur l'apparition d'un effet (ECP),topa
toplasmique de l'antigène viral p24 et d'une activité

transcriptase inverse ou

Les cellules ra ‘expriment, à plus de 80:%, la molécule CD4 et les

leur infection in vitro par PMA ont été définies.Le traitement,
1,5et16ha emis une forte réduction de l'ex-

d'ECP et de p24 intracytopla .

s par contre

conditions de
des MT4 au PMA, pendant

uw phor!
xment que“iringectiviee in vitro par VIH est

la e CD4.ee avec le degré d'expression de

C 518 SPONTANEOUS TNF-ALPHA PRODUCTION BY ALVEOLAR
. MACROPHAGES AND PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONOCYTES FROK

PATIENTS WITH AIDS.
feishnans Vi javay Mitchell] ,D.yand Pinching,A. ae

ry 6 Hospital Hedical school, London, U.K

Ghjective: To assess spontaneous and LPS induced TNF-alpha production
byAlthea:beenchpacrophages, froa Arps atients, pre

ronchoaiveolar lavage (BAL) cells and peripheral bloc
teace cells (PBMC? wera cultured for 24 hours, mith andoeithout
LPS (lug/al), after which supernatants were collected and assayed for

TNF by LISA. Patient groups included:
Group 1 - HIV positive patiente with PCP (AIDS).
Group - HIV p: oni tiveephationts without PCP, but with bacterial

infection AIDS)
BROUP 3 -zh"egetive patients with negativa ae for

Results Grou 1 Brosue2 aug, à
BAL cells Spontaneous 53.1 (ne17) (ne1s)

LPS induced 231.5 £ 84.6 268.2+ 26 En + 54.3

PBHC Spontaneous 55.85 + 18.7 (na6) 23 _(nsB) 25_ (neg)
LPS induced 134.8 ¥ 33.6 135 #47,3 133.2 + 20.9

{figure alues of TNF, expressad as units/a1/185
aatrophanes. Values Jouer than'efe{fait of detection y
the assay (ss units/el} wer€ assigne:

Piasaaat Bal fluids did not contain ¢ fact
ns AIDS patients with Pneumocystis nii pneueoni à but not

Éspontaneous TNF-aipha

 

3
One y bacterial infection, showed i

production.
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INDUCTION OF MAJOR HISTOCOMPATIBILITY (MHC) CLASS 0
ANTIGEN ON CELLS OF THE DEVELOPING HUMAN FETAL

NERVOUS SYSTEM BYGAMMA-INTERFERON
and Wigdahl, B.

and Immunology, The Pennsylvania State University College of

C.519

Malicine Hershey,PA a 3 USA

he level af RATIC lace TTObjective. Te
DRcals isolatedaerinehates Coaltos system.

sigeorcaanaatiw
surface of cells obtained from RG) derived from aborted human fetal

was performed on both live and fixed cells utilizing a priPREmonoclonal anantibody
specie for the HLA-DR (MHCclass ID) region-associatedbinbimolecular complex in
conjunction with a fluorescein-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary monoc!
Raul We!have demonstrated that between 15 and225%of human DRG neural cells

However,
G neural cells isolated fi with +IFN

(00UnbemnieHLA-DR antigen-positivetive cells inevessed to between 41 and 71%.
Kinetic MHCclass Tantigenexpression in the U373 glioma cell line after
treatmentwihTEN (100°U/ml), demonstrated an increase in the number of HLA-DR

f 86-98% anti itive cells within

6.521 THE EFFECT OF HIV ON THE EXPRESSION OF HLA-DR AND
CYTOCHROME-b OXIDASE wANA IN MONONUCLEAR CELLS
Tobin, Ellis H. and Remold, H.

Harvard Medical aes and Brigham and Women’ s Hospital, Boston, MA, USA.

ect To determine if HIV infection can alter the expression ©
WRNA markers of mononuclear cell activation: 1. H rte major

e for accessory cell function: and 2.

romonocyttic
reverse tr tase

Si non-PSEinutated cells;
s stimulated with

100 ng/al Mipapolysaccharide (LP:sh. Non-infected cells were treated
served as controls. Afte hr, to

down-|
nuctear cell acti vation at theStvanseriptional evel. These alterations|may
play an imortan he pathogenesis of cellular fnmune dysfunction.
IFNy partially reversed the H1V effects

C 523 EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF ANTI-HIV IgG
. Wahren, Britta*; Trojnar, J.**; Séiver, E

Sandstrom, E.***; Broliden, PA.* and Wigze: u*
‘National Bacteriological Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden, **Ferring AB, Malmd,
Sweden, ***South Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.

E.*; Albert, J.%;
ell,

 Objective. To enhance the early n HIV
Methods. Non-glycosylated 15-30 aaaa peptides cowering the CD4 vo region
ofav were prepared by solid phase synt! Be 1 peptides were made to con-

two hi ule and chemically oxidized. The
sulphur bridge formed, restricts th des sterically.

All patients (n=100) with debitd HIV-1 infection had an

 

 
ons (n=10) weand603 en deve-

loped the 3-4 weeks and parallelled en antiviral IgG. The JB-8 sequence

coprenents the C-terminal oethe putative gp binding re
e 100% seroreactivity o:

callySTdedpeptide eeprasenting the CD4 binding region and the early
serological response a: primary infection implies a role for this peptide
in vaccine developmentnt.

C 520 DECREASING ANTIBODY RESPONSES IN ASSOCIATION WITH AIDS
* fena R. Michael*; Katzen:mstein, D.*; McCutchan, J.A.**;

, LeA.®; Vujcic, L.K.*; Quinnan, G.V.*; etal *LRR,
DV, Center for 4Nologies Evaluation end Research, FDA, Bethesda, MwD, U.S.A.
and **UCSD AIDS Conort Study, San Diego, CA., U.S.A.
Objective. To iden ne responses associated with the
development of ‘arDs in BI al men.
Methods. Sera wereobt. 3 years from 20prie
HIV seropositive 10 remained
stable. They werestudied by quanciterive Western Blot {WB) neutralising
antibody (NA) ai epe cyt y (ADCC)
assays.

Results. Quantitative enalysis of re 1gG bindiing to individual proteins
IV on WB es betve

 entibody

 

la
va 70 p<05 Student’s t test).
17/20 subjects and there was no difference or change
the groups over time.
Conclusions” Development of AIDS in initially asymptomatic
homoa eciine in HIV specific antibodie

,000 i
in ADCC titers between

€ HIV seropositive 
exuel men was associated ¥with

egainet core antigens and NA bi t ADCC or envelope binding antibodies as
detected by WB.

MUCOSAL IMMUNE SYSTEMNe INFECTION;C.522
CA

McLane, MF.*; Essex, M.* Harvard Univ. Boston, MA, “eUniv. of Maryland, aitimore, MD,U.S.A,

Objective. To look for wtart and quantitative properties of the specific antibodies in the
parotid saliva of HIV1 infect

Serum and Psat alive was andinfrom 19 HIVI infected people of different
clinical CDCII a. CDCII G,oc (9). The immunoglobulins 1gA, IgG and IgM were
separatly eluted fenee ‘era and saliva. The serological techniques used were the western blot,

sted. They were found positive in both im: ELISA. ‘The immunoblotting test
revealed Ab's toail major HIV1 antigens ( env, pol and gag ). The predominant class et specific
Ab's toward env in the serum was , while in the saliva it was IgA er
antibodies were found byELISA in 14 of 16
only 6 of 12 ie temples. level of Ab’s to the env antigens in the

class.
salivas tested, while IgG antibodies were found in

The” iv.
evel and class of Ig's, we could not find any significantwidely.

the groups of oyotomaniic, CDCI and AIDS affected people. The saliva IgA enibadies toward the
env proteins revealed less reactivit: to the serum in 12 of 14 samples
relative lower reactivity ranged +
revealed positive reaction in 3 of 7 sera tested in rather low titers (1:10-1:100). None of the
tested salivas nor their neutrali
Conclusion The

B

correlati could be esta
These findings might suggest that the mucosal immune response in HIV] infected people is
impaired long before any pathoguomonic symotoma of AIDS occur.

6.524 THE IMMUNE RESPONSE TO HIV-1 ENVELOPE PROTEIN INVOLVES
. 1 TH ADCC AND CTL

F. Tanneaul, M. McChesney?, AyGordonnier?, M. Enerman4,

.P. Kieny”, P. sansonettil and L. Montaagnier! 2 institut Pasteur, Paris,

Trangéne, Stresbourg, France

#ay protein “pacte cytotoxic effector cells, present in the

peripheral blood of mo: seropaos itivedoneora, heve been characterized

as either CD&+, MHC restricted or CD8- d MHC unrestricted. Phenotypic
studies end anal.ysis of antigen processing were used to define these
effector cells

Uncle:aved gp160 anchored in the plasma membrane, soluble gpi20,
precursor with letion of the peptide signal 160 with

vi

g = 5 e m J a

S
e
g
r
e

œ = » = a 9 ~ a =" 9 e - = a “ e o e a e a a a F
e
e L
a Fr
.

e a a aina:
d as targets for primary cytotoxic effectors

of HIV seropositi
Results the predominant env specific cytotoxicity in most
mediated by ADCC effectors cells : CD3-, 4, CD8-, CD16+

¢

5 £ £ a

HIV donors is
and lysis

lyse terget celia that do not express the whole env prote. on tl

surface
the heterogenous population of viral antigen specific
in the Pheripberat blood during ny infection a major

Howe one individuals CTL
activity or both ADCC and CTLactivities are detectable
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C.525 TNHUMAN7CELLSFACTOR (TNF) STIMULATES MI¥1 TRANSCRIPTION

deals; Hazsn, U.3 Alcemi, J.;
edos, F. and Virelizier, J.i.

Institut”Peuteur,Inmunelaogie Virale, Peris, Frence.

Bechelerie, F.,

 

jective. We heve sxsmined whether INF might stinulote HIvi
ranecription and we= Rave analyzed the eechanise inva .

Methods ond results dh  
and

he

euggea à possible role for THF

AIDS threugh ectivetion of HIV genome

 

C.527

 

C.529 HIGH LEVELS OF CELL“ASSOCIATED IL-1 IN CIRCULATING

MOI
Weiss. Laurence; Haeffner-Cavaiiion, Nes Laude, M. and
Kazatchkine M.D.

Unité d’Immunopathologie, Hopital Broussais, Paris, France.

Stimulation of norgal results in transcription of IL-i@andB
genes and accumulation“ofveli-eecortated IL-1. Some but not all IL-1
inducers further trigger
exanti the production of cell-associated IL-1

in

slevated
individuals in the absence of aid{inducers resulted in spontane
of IL-1 activity, TtBand @
cells fron ral viduals“et
LPs-stimulation,of wonseytes from HIV+ patients induced thererele:

and whereas cells from normal individuals exclusively res
However less IL-4 activity was released by LPS-stimulated c
patients as compared with normals. Thus, HIV-infection isaociated with

the chronic stimulation of monocytes to produce IL-1

ration in the intracellular pathways regulating
dvo and an

alte: oe extracellular
release of IL-ia.
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HIv-1 AND HIV-2 SPECIFIC IgG SUBCLASS REACTIVITY TO env AND

ses PEPTIDES
roliden, Per Anders?

J.***; Norrby, E.aaa and Wahren, B.*
tationalBacteriological Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden, raneitut PPasteur

De Cote D'ivoire, Abidjan, Ivory Coast, ***Ferring AB, Malm, Sweden
**#XKarolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

C.526
3 Outtara, A.S.**; Sdiver, E.*; Trojnar,

Objective. To evaluate and compare the HIV-1 and -2 specific IgG subclass
reactivity to selected peptides

Methods. Peptides representing five immunodominant regions of the HIV-1 and

antigens in IgG subclass ELISA assays.

anal:
detected in 100%

quency of reactivity

was mainly restricted to IgGl or
directed to peptides
gpi20. press response t
restricted t:
viduals showed a
Grossreactivity was wore frequent in the HIV-1 group to HIV-2 peptides than

representing regions of pl7 and

Conclusion: A differential restriction of the IgG subclass response was
to regions of HIV representing the major structure proteins. The IgG3 response
to envelope-representing peptides indicates frequent 2120 stimulation and
capacity for neutralization.

C.528 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTION
OF CD4 AND ROLE AS THE RECEPTOR

tau*; Merkenschlager, M™; Healey, D.*; Truneh, A***;
Aros+Sweet.+,Fi qbeverleyPC.L.**
* The academic Dept. of G-U Medicine, UCMSM,London,UK
« HTIG, ICRFTCR UOMSM London, UK
“ Smith, Klein and French Laboratories, King of Prussia, PA, USA

© define with the use of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) to CD4 and
their teectype those sites on the CD4 antigen importantiin the physiological
functions of this molecule in relation to their role in HIV reception.

amino acid residesessential for the binding of a number of CD4
mAbs has been determined using forms of the CD4 antigen con: g point
mutations. These mAbs have also been probe the function ofeceps
antigen in terms of its HIV bin capacity and in T-cell activ:
Results we defined those CD4 mAbs which react with residues most similar
to the 120 requires fo: ing. ighly

mitogens in a soluble. fom,bubut are also capable of enhancing T-cell responses
when cross-linked wit
Conclusions Antibodies sesD"cD4 which que HIV-induced syncytium
formation require residues by gp120
CD4, and are also highly effective atafmodulatingT-cell activation. We

are important in theconclude that the regions D4 reactive with HIV gp120
physiological function of CD4.

C 530 SPECIFICITY OF CD4*+ T CELLS FROM CYNOMO 8 MACAQUES

. IZED WITH HYBRID HIV Past Ty VIRUS LIKE PARTICLES

Mills, Kingston*, Barnard, A*, Adams, S**, Kingsman, S**,
Kingsman, A** and Kitchin, P*. "antase, Blanche Lane, South Mimms, Herts
EN » UK. **British Biotechnology Limited, Oxford, UK.

Objective. To assess the ability of a novel re(Presenting system to
generate T-cell responses to HIV gag proteins in,

of .c: 1ghods. Four pairs us Macaques were 2 recombinant
HIV-1 gag protein expressed in yeast as hybrid P24:Ty virus like particles

Animals received i.m. injections, at 6 intervals, of 50 o
500ug of P24:Ty-VL or without alum as adjuvant. Proliferative

Sty.
sults. Lymphocyte proliferative responses to P24:Ty-VLPe and control

ia imais ter immunization.Ps were detected all joon as 2 weeka aft
Responses were significantly greater ina giv the antigen|with aium.

Danses from these a: also gave a significant bees

IL-2 release by
P24

V gag proteins and have
determinants on P24 recognised by CD4* T cells from

ouolgus macaques
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TCELL RECOGNITION OF HIV PEPTIDES. B.D. Schrier, C.A.Wiley,
C.531 J.W.Gnann Jr., R. Landes, C, Lockshin, D. Richman, A. McCutchan, M.B.A.

N Institute of Scripps Clinic, La CA,
Univerty of Caomis, San Dis,La Joli, San Diego VAMe reaobec

virus (HIV-1)proteins 
esoO and vit polymerase were employed totes the T-cell proliferative response of
aeectindividuals. Ninety percent (27/30) of HIV-1 infected donors from various clinical
tomepoties had sonssensitized cells that proliferatcrated in response to atleast 1 of 21 HIVpeptides tested.
Cellsfrom HIV seronegativeve conarols didnot proliferate (0/9) in response to HIVpeptides.

ber of
des and the number ofpeptides reronotandasocarreiaed nicenateofCDpose

rote fered considerably among individuals, and some peptides stimulated
proliferation in many (48%) HIV infected donors (peptides gp41-2,Depotwhereas another

. Pepti d HLA at
responses. ivi i i the presence of and d
lack ofreverse tumtum potential. HLA
Leeere MHC cat iytupbourte prokkermon: Anais of the equonesof individuals
reacting to specific peptides,

llel Genetically determined variations in responses
Juence disease pro;gression and may har considered for vaccine design. This work was

supported by USPHS grants AL-O7O07 and NS-12498BAO), funds provided by the State of
California and allocated on the recommendation ofthe Universitywide Task Force on AIDS (RS,JN,
DR, AM), USPHS waining grant NS-O?078 (JG) and the US. Army Medical Research and
Development Command under Contract No. DAMD17-88-C-8103.

C.533

 

GC 535 isTuoy FUNCTION STRUCTURE OF ILZ-R IN AIV-INFECTED SUBJECTS.

. hy, LUNAROI-ISKANDAR, E. BPANAKIS, C. JASMIN, V. GEORGOULIAS. Oncogénèse

Appliquée CINSERM uzsa). Hôp. ul Brousss. 14-16 sv. P.V. Couturier,

24804 Villejuif, Feanc

usidate the machaniewa yeapontbts for the low prelifarative responses af

ware obteined from 7 AIDS, § LAS and 6 esyaptomatic asroponitive patiente sn
mel controls. Burfses Tac sxpransion wen atudiad by indirect immunofluoron-

thea affinity and the structure of IL2-R vare ovslusted by binding and

croma-linking of '25:-r1L2 under high affinity (h.e.) conditions using 3-day PHA-activated
celle. Northern blot analysia was uead to determine the auprension of the Ti

 

 Raaul 108 patiente displayed fawer LI4N4È664 snd 18782070 sitee/ecell spactive

J he. binding altes a significantly (p<D.1] higher (166224 pM, snd 120°06pM, raepective-
ly] kd than enymptometic subjects [B.D-3083È752 nitas/ kd-S8210pMi and normel controle

etient g oxperinents 3
the ebaanca of thaa chein of IL2-R. The expression of the Tec gene although present in
dacressad in compar: emal onlls. HIV infection of T calla in vitro. befors their

dec: !   
of hae. cindieg sitne es well ss CL

tien efcmneed ais wen followsd by n Mndremensdecreases the hoa. binding

 

titos cell incubation with infectious. but not n-infectious, HIV resulted in en

increass of the kd (ADZI which remese unohengad for 3 days. end which coal bere

by sn Incubation with enti-CDjs bafere infactien, Tha rapid increase ef IL2-R

i decroasad veprsanten ef tha Tac gane since Shr post-infection Sun stlil

express considersblew amaunts of Tec mRNA.

Concluslie îae imseribed functione] end estructural ebnormslities of 1L2-R ere due ta HIV

infocti be invelved, at lemet pertly. ta the inpeired prolifarative responses

 

of T calle eeav infertion.
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C.536 IMPAIRMENT OF HUMAN NEUTROPHIL
* VITRO BY HIV=L AND SP 160

aki, K.%,#*,
Wainberg A.#, 8% : nL

(PMN) FUNCTION IN

Lyras, A.**,
, M Mile

*Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research, Sir Mortimer DB.
Davis - Jewish General Hospital, Montrea
**McGill University - Montreal Children's
Institute, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

ddition opportunistic infecti
(especially chilaren) infected with HIV-

for bacterial infections_
organisms. such as Th
have been reported to have inpaired bacter!
chemotaxis but a normal respiratory bur.
the effect of“uléravioletinactivated (ov)
nvelope componen 160 on PMN function in
Isolated PMN were exposed to,UV-HIV-1 (3 x1
PMN) and gp 260 a5 ug/10° cells). Funct
stimulated as measured using
eniluninescence (et) and chemotaxis.

160 reduced opsonized zymosan and st
but d no effect on PHA-stinulated CL.The
and gp 160 on chenotaxis are in
suggestthat the immunosuppressive activity

V-1 y contribute to the phagacytic ceil
Intested”Patients.

‘eal, Quebec, Canada,
Hospital Research

ons, individuals
l may also be at
yout © ogenic
V-infected persons
cidal activity and

Ys udy
HIv-1 or. purifies
gvitro. Methods,

0” CPM RT aseay/10~°
ional capac of
luminol _grhenced

Results. UV-HIV: ind
imulated CL Dy 20-30%

effect of mease1
data

of nenintections
defect observed in
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BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE (BAL) MONONUCLEAR SUBSET
RELL, AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF HIV INFECTION.
Mave Ter RARE Amiel,C.; Faure,G.; Gerard,H.; Canton,Ph.

- FRANCE

C.541

Obiective: Long termeffectsts of nv infection on BAL mononuclear cells, were
evaluated in a cohort of 88 patients, at differentages of HIV infection.
Methods: These patients were divide Cowan according to clinical stages:
group A = CDC Il and Il; group B = C = AIDS except Pulmonary
infections: group D = AIDS includingnsnary infections. The mean age

s 37+5 years, and sex ration 6:1. Smokers represent 1%.
Biological investigations on BAL cells included cyrological @on immunological
strudies, using classical indirect immunofluorescence technique:
Resuits are summarized in this table:

p A B € _control.
 

cellularity ( 107Li) 607+102 803+145 287+49 5 213+158
maarOEdo im!) 506+83 687+167  235+50 224445 202

ropha; 82+5 8348 78+5 71+5 89
% lymphocytes 1544 12+6 18+2 24+4 7
%CD4+cells in BAL 10 4 5 2 35
%CDB8+cells in BAL 40 44 42 40 22
CD4/CD8 on PBL** 0,76 0,27 0,42 0,12 2+0,5
CD4/CD8 in BAL 0,25 0,09 0,12 0,05 1,59

tal blood lymphocyte:
CakeBsEven at early stages,HIV infection induces significant modifications
on BAL ceils: in groups A and B, macrophages and CDä+cells are increased,
and there is a rapid and profound defect of CD4+cells.

648

ANTI-IDIOTYPIC ANTISERA TO ANTI~CD4: THEIR SPECIFICITY AND

ANTI-HIV POTENTIAL

Donald Healey*, Broadhurst, E,* Beverley, P*} and

0.538

Sattentau, Q*.
* Middlesex Hospital, London, UK. ** ICRF, London, UK.

OBJECTIVE: Toinvestigate the cross-reactive nature of anti-idiotypic reagents

to Leu3a anti-CD4 and to evaluate their potential to inhibit syncytial

formation between cbei66 cells and HIV RF.

 

METHODS: Lou rats,oe and SJL mice sed with reusePete

antibody coupled to ELH, admin:istered intreperitonenliy with ¢

freunds edjuv:at. The resulting ant re screened for theircapacity

to inhibit the binding of Leu3a, and other antvuem antibodies t

Suptl cells

RESULTS: IDIOTYPE RECIPIENT ANTI-reACTIVE

Leu3a RFT4 wrsio 102 MT151

Rat +++ - - -
Leu3a peine +++ + ++ ++ +++ +

+++ - - - - -

CONCLUSIONS: The anti-idiotypic porte re by Leu3a is dependent on the

choice of recipient, therefore, ability of the anti-idiotypic

the genetic background of thatby
recipient. None of the anti-Leu3a antisera contained anti-HIV potentia:

PRELIMINARY EViCeoe RECOMBINANTSIV—ENVELOPE
PEPTIDE FOR USE AS A

C.540
octalLen, àA. Wilde, P. J. Frankie, 7ntGA. bateJe 7 A

Institute, Boston, MA,tea, A TER

@biective. To develop a recombinant peptide for use in an HIV-2
immunoassay.

Panel of West es. i
represents about 35% of the sequence af the SIV enelope
glycoprotein; one-third of the external envelope
glycoprotein plus the N= half of the membrane-associated domain.
SIV-env was expressed to high levels in E. coli and was isolated
greater than 95% purity from inclusion body tions. used
the p ified to ELISA for HIV-2. In
preliminary studies, we have found this immunoassay capable of
specifically detecting all of the known HIV-2 positive samples in cur

Preliminary Gemonstrate tial of SIV-
de es a tool for the diagnosis of KV? in tease re for

C 542 ANALYSIS OF EXPRESSION OF y6-T CELL RECEPTOR AND CD3*CD4"CD8*

, :PHENOTYPE BY LYMPHOCYTES FROM HIV-1 SEROPOSITIVE AND
SERONEGATIPE ann MEN IN THE BALTIMORE MAC:

Margolick, Josseph d Saah, A., The Johns Hopkins School of
ceand Public Health, “paltinore, MD, USA

sense to which the increase in calculated
DN) lymphocytes associated with HIV-1

seropositivity (Margolick et tn. + Immunopathol., in press) is
due to an increase in jocyt:es expressing the 75 T-cell receptor (TCR

Per. ocyte! om 17 SN and 19 SP (17 AIDS- free)

FITC
Calculated DN (CDN) were determined by ‘ormula &CD3 - (%CD4 +

onpared teSN, SP had
vs. 1. 38: p-0.03 by 2-sample T test), and Fee cells (3.7% vs.
2.34; p=0.05). Directly Beasured.DN“ooneste“ceDstc
coobineeton #3) were also increesed » but not signi:titeenthvs(4.6% vs.

3.5%; peO.13); however, 8DDN w. sienificanely correlated with $CDN (r=0.484;
p=0.003). DDN cells not expressing thi (86wstep3* - s6+cp8+)
were present in both SP and SN (2.3% vs Let ee. 15).

3: These data suggest that 1) ti Tease in calculated &DN
lymphocytes which ts associated with HIV-1"teropentesy is at least partly
Aue to an increase in lymphocytes expressing notype and the Y6-TCR;

d 2) changes in other LymphoidPopulations, cachas a decline in natura:
killer cells, may also contribut
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USE OF AUTOLOGOUS CD4+ T CELLS IN THE ASSAY OF CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF CHIMERIC PEPTIDES AND PROTEINS FOR

0.543 FV-1-SPECIFIC Tu C.544 IMMUNOLOGICAL PURPOSES.CYTOTOXIC T CELLS (HIV-C’
Izaguirre, Carlos A. Drouin, J.

Medicine, University of Ottawa and Ottawa General Hospital, Ori,
, Canads.

Objective.- the anti-HIV drugs castanospermine
(CSP) and dextran sulfate (DS) induce the regeneration, within 5 days,of
CD4+ T cells i -8 of blood lymphocytes from

ts. B on this ol : ibe

 cytotoxi - Blood monon tures
started wi , IL-2,to which are added CSP or DS (25 ug/ml). On
day 3 CD4+ are from CD8+ T
anti-CD8 (OKT8) antibody, incubation with goat y

ic parti tion of CD8+ T cells using a
. ted cells cul 3 to 4 days in a

containing IL-2 and CSP or DS (25ug/ml). A day before the CTL assay,
4+ wi and

18 hours i  

HIV-CTL in clinical as well as the research

C.545 A CHEMICALLY SYNTHESISED 104-MER PEPTIDE OF THE C-TERMINAL
HALF OF HIV-11 Pad SUCCESSFULLY USED AS AN HIV
Haaheimun, LarsB, Mascagni, P, **; Sia, D.Y.*; Tooth, G,K. **;

Gibbons , LA A.#*and Coates, A.R.M.*
“the London tal Medical College, London, UK; ** London School of Pharmacy,
London, UK.

Diejective: To investigate the inmunological

terminal half (104 residues) of HIV-1 p24 co:
the 104-mer ide was

synthes:esiser employing t-Boc chemist and used in
sequent work. T-cell udied by in vitro prolifera:

rie of a chemically synthe-
ein
osystems 430-A

sub-

sonrestimitated spleen cells from:mee previously primed with the peptide
Mice and its were i seu eously with approx 10ug peptide in
Freund's incomplete adjuvant. Murine monoclonal antibodies mad ing

omas as Partner Antibodyactivity in sera from
ed in ELISA and Western blot with the 104mer

t proliferative T-cell response in mice was found
usingFeingthe 104-mer as antigen. Antibodies fram mice and rabbits reacted strong-
ly with the 104-me and also with the HIV pag prote:ine pea and 165.
Conversely, sera gram HIV-1 seroposittive humans reacted with the
Conclusion. The synthetic 104-mer peptide elicitedanan anti-KIv-1 rn and B-cdl
response, indicat that some important epitopes betweenàthis
chemically synthesised molecule and the natural viral gag proteins
imanologicaily useful HIV-proteins can now be prepared by chemical emthesis.

CARBOHYDRATE-DEPENDENT EPITOPES OF HIV-1 GP120

BolnstedtAnders“; 3 Akerb: and Olofss
*Department of clinics?Gizolosy. cuivereiey’of ‘goveborg,“cbtebors,

**Department of Vet. Microbiology/Virology Uppsala, Sweden.

Objective. Carbohydrates may decrease or increase the enic
Sietu of viral glycoproteins. In the heavily|giycesyinted HIv-1

0 the carbohydrate content represents one the molecular
geiant. meaim of this study was to identify halter in gpi20 where N-
linked ¢: hydrates exert modulating effects on the antigenic

activi:ity.

reted gpl20 was covalently linked on microtiter Platesand

xposed to neuranisidase and increasing concentrations of period
a control of sequential renovel. of peripheral monos: aride: names
Linkea lectin assay was used. The alternation in Satigenicity.“aurins

the nouraminidase/yeriodate-irentment, was followed in ELISA vw
1 of dav.especific monoclonal antibodies

Results. Removal of sialic acid an@ galactose from N-1.
carbohydrates on gp120 resulted in significant Toereaze44antigenic

epitopes, in the N-terminal region, previosly masked by carbohydrates.

results demonstrate that some epitopes of gp120 areConclusion. Our
modulated by the carbohydrate complement. This phenomenon might, at
jeasepartly, be of importance for the ability of HIV to escape immune

 

i Paolo*; Sia, D.Y.**; Toth, G,K.*
Kent, S.*** and Coates, A.R.M.*
* The School of yy London,
** The London Hospital Medical Coltege » London, UK.
*** California Institute of Technology, California, USA.

3 Gibbons, W.A.*; Haaheim, L.R.**;

Qojectives. To chemically synthesize a 104 amino-acid long pept:faea
ponding to ‘the 273-377 erminal f of HIV-1 gag p24,
hybrid peptides p24CS(B epitope) 42 mer and oo (na
erenr (B-epitope

The three |ere synthesised using highly optimised
‘am protocols on anEr30 synthesiser. Crude pept:

apurified by a combination of reverse phase
HPLC. Quality control included amino-acid analysis, protein

sequenc + SDS-PAGE and IEF gel chromat:

Results. ‘The synthesis of the 104 mer peptide
peptidé-resin. After purification 20% (w/w) of the cleaved peptide was
obtained and had i was consistent with the
expected amino-acid sequence. Similar yields of re

ained for the chimeric peptides. ion of mice with the peptide
and proteins induced antibodies to HIV core and envelope ins

ions. work suggests that the synthesis oflilong peptides
is feasible and may have application in vaccine development.

oeIN PATIENTS WITH DEN

ARC/WRS,AND IN NORMAL CONTROLS
oo. Siebel; C. Bendick; H. Rusokae G.Mauff;

andthe ARCAIVIG-=Study“Group Cologne/Berne

C.546

Depts. of Medical stholouy, Biostatistics Univ. of Cologne,

FRG; Berne, GwitseriandCity Hospital, Cologne,

Objectives: ee jfistocompanibility complex (MHC) ¢ and II (=HLA-A,B,C,DR)
associa been controversial.orthe MHC coded complement

present study 30 Al C/WRS pat -IVIG
project(ete SelrappeBacher ü al.À 30 patients withDearted KS, and 160 HIV-negative
control indivi were compared for MHC class I III allot
Methods: All individuals were of West cn angine Diagnosis of ARC and KS (CDC and

ria) was done by clinical and to: ters, MHC testing tandard
xicit 7 HLA-À,B,C,DR, electrophoretic and haemolytic

tests for class II allotypes, Western blots with poly- andralsatibodies for C4A/B.
Results: An increase in frequency (p < 0.05) was ol RC/WRSpatients and
controls for FLABSIRW14, a decrease forPRIS CW6/DRT.a KS CW6 was

ARC/WRS patients. However, values were
icant differences were seen between K:

, HOTtor the previously reported associations e.g. of B8, DR2,
uding the DRS-ts DRWII, 12.

association with the investigated antigens
in West German Caucasoids. The contrast of our data to previous findings for classicalas well

disseminated KS supports .the_hypothesis.of.ethnicdependenceofHIV-related diseas

methodsmicrolymphocytoto

C.548
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C.549 MODIFICATION DE LA SECRETION DINTERLEUKINE 1 PAR C.550 SYNCYTIUM FORMATION AND DESTRUCTION OF CD¥+
L'EPIDERME SAIN AU COURSDEL'AFFECTION

Dréno Brigitte*, Nilpied B*, Outertre.H*, Litoux P*
*Tinique Bernaatolagique — "Hôtel Dieu - Pl, A, Ricordeau = 44035 NANTES
CEDEX 01 - FRANCE.

Objectif. Dans. le sang, 1a production spontanée d’interleukine 1 (111) eug-

sen ez le patient VIH+. au début de lt affection, puis s’effondre su stede

SIDA. Dans ce contexte, nous avons voulu vérifier si sux snomalies quantite-

tives des cellules de Lenengerhans (Le: l'épiderme s'sssocisient des modifi-
cations de 1s rétion d'interleukine 1 (IL1) épidermique produite no
lement per les”eératinocyten et les cellules Le.
Méthodes. 33 pstients VIH+ (11 au etede II, 10 au stade LII et Il, 8 eu

8 quater 2 et 4 au stsde IVd, ainsi 5 t na sérocnégetife ont été

étudiés. Les biopsies cutanées ont toutes 4té réeli peau saine (

interne de brss) evec en plus.un pré en 4) ou stade
Ive. Une technique d'ismunofluorescence indirecte ongeléss av
un anticorps ant muop,ct anti CDI (IOT6, Tmuunotech)eaté utiliage
(chez les téroin = 37,5 = 7/am longueur d'épiderme
Résultats,

eu e petn=pee ote1% Kopzeds la sécrétion d'IL1 épidermique sst

ules de Lengerhens.
CE tekTI st tel"alleon plus|faible mais toujours supérieure à celle
den témoins (Le =
- au stade IVd et Fe elle est effondrée avec chute dea cellules La (12,2),
Conclusion. Ce traveil confirme donc l'importance de l'atteinte fonction-
nelle du systiee macrophagique outené par le VIH,

C.551

 

TZ MOLECULE IN HIV-INFECTED
, Baker, J., Layne, A., Sweet R.+,

Sadof£, J., ant the Walter Reed Retrovirus Research Group, Wal:‘tex Reed Army
Center, , D.C., United States of America.

*Snith, Klein and French Laboratories, Philadelphia, PA., United States of
America

The natural Hgand for COs is the Mic Class TI molecule.
HIV could

any reacti
not exist or do so insuch low titer a2 to bs of no pathophysiol,
relevance. Recombinant soluble C4 was utilized in a direct EIA to
if antibodies to (D4 are detectable in HIV patients. 3/20 (15%) patients
reproducably demonstrated reactivity compared to .
Esv-transformed B-lymphocytes from to antibody to
cma by direct EIA and dot-ELISA. indicates that a

650

BYSTANDER CELLS COCULTUREDWITH PERSISTENTLYHI
INFECTED T-CELLS, AS DEMONSTRATED BY FLOW CYTOMETRY

DominiqueScholz, R. Pauwe + Baba, J. Desmyter and E. De Cle
Rega Institute for Medicaleneren K.a. Leuven, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

To investigate cell fusion and giant cell formation following fusion
between HIV-1- or HIV-2-infected (HUT-78) cells end uninfected CDé MOLT-4&

{clone 8) cells, the two cell populations ware mixed and cultured at 37°C,

 

stained with the eppropriete monoclonal antibodies (mABs) (FITC- or PE-con-
jugeted), fixe low cyt y.

t the moment thet syncytium formation sterted, i.e. after 6-h in-
cubation, the MOLT-4 cell ànumbsr began t and Er @ 24-hr incu-

bation period all MOLT-4 cells had disappeared, as demonstrated with spe-
cific mABa to antigens expressed on either MOLT-4 or HUT-78 cells. The for-

+ and several parame

percent of fusion inhibition and 50 % fusion inhibitory con
centration of the mABs. could be accurately determined.

cytometric method can be readily implemented to evaluate eny

Sestruetion eine bystander target cells. Our observations also reveal
which a few neinfected cells may gradually deplete the pool

ofsminfected Cpa” cells i

C. 552 DETECTION OF gun120) AND ANTIBODIES TO
, DEFINED REGIONS © IN HUMAN SERUM:

ON WITHPA1L'NEUTRALT
Hoore.John ant McKeating, J.A.Dna

- Dept. Pathology, Glasgow,
(£} institute ©F cer Research London, UK

we eloped ELISA-based methods for the detection of thehave
HIV-1 curfsce Siycoprotein ap:120 in a subset of sera from HIV-

individuals, and Mil describe data relatingagP28
f p24levels with those o: antigen, anti

tatus. study, i-gp120 ant:
monitored using an extremely versatile, sensitive and specific

t can use a wide of : f gp120 capture
antigen, simple unpurif. ©:
divergent HIV-1 strains. We al SAS that
detect serum anti-gp120 antibodies (i) capable of blocking gp120
bind. to and (ii) that bind fic
neutralisingLoup (307-320)« Data will be presented relating
levels of these antibodies neutralisation titre (eg. below).
Serum Neut.Titre Total @p120 Ab CD4 blocking Ab anti-loop Ab

1 160 9000 270 250
2 $000 470 300

3 40 380 35

4 900 70

5 320 5700 680 600
6 160 9000 900 200

C.554 |CELL-MEDIATED LYMPHOPROLIFERATIVE RESPONSES BY ADULTS AND

as RECOME. HIV ENVELOPE AND CORE PEPTIDES.

sky ,Wm.;Moore ,T. ;Krasinski,K.;Papaevangelou,V. New York

University Medicetoe and Bellevue Hospital Center, New York, U.S.A.

0 =Cstarnins if recombinant HIV antigens elicit cell-mediated
green and to compare the

+ Lymphocytes from individuals at risk tor HIV infection were cultured

Fecosbinant HIV envelope core (ENV & COR) antigens, as well as
diphtheria and toxoids“ot & TT). Thome with a stimulation index >3.0

scored as responsive. response ri among seronegative adults

{NegAdu) and seropositive adults (PosAdu) was compared to that of
seronegative children (NegPed), seropositive children (PosPed), and sero~

 

 id)»
Resulta. POSITIVE RESPONSES TO HIV AND RECALL ANTIGENS (%)

STATUS ENV COR
NegPed 3/32(9) 4/32 (13) 12/29 (41) 20/29 (69)
PegPed 5/17 (29) 7/17 (41) 9/16 (56) 13/16 (81)

PosPad 9/35 (26) 12/35 (34) 8/31 (26) 16/31 (52)

NegAdu 7/28 (25) 4/28 (14) 18/25 (72) 24/25 (96)

PosAdu 1/13 ( 8) Née (23) 6/13 (46) on (77)

) Infected children are az Likely to
they are to racall antigens. 2) & +seroreverting children

are more likely re: antigens than are inf children

roue 3} One fourth of high risk seronegative adults respond to HIV
antigen, indicating either antigen sensitization or nonepecificity.
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.555 ANTIGENIC ANALYSIS OF HIV-1 MAJOR CAPSID PROTEIN, p24.
Parekh, Bharat S., Balasubramanian, P. and Link, B.,

Clinical Division, Bio-Red Taporatories, Hercules, CA 94547, U.'S.A.

Objective. Although most HIV-1 seropositive individuals mount a significant
1mmune response to p24, attempt: ere or more major antigenic sites
on the molecule have not“been successful, a results of o1
experimentsto identify antigenic site(s) a
Methods. Long synthetic peptides, 50 to 70residues in length, were
aynthesized from p24 sequences covering 80% the molecule. These were used
in an & anesn a competitive Western Blot assay to identify the immun
reactive pepti

Most specimens reacted with a C-terminal 70-mer peptide from p24,
rt sequences, gag329-350. Interestingly,

positive individuals.
i jor antigenic site(s) on p24 is contained in a C-terminal

ide, while an additional site is present on a second peptide.
The need to have long peptides to bind p24 specific antibodies indicate
that themajor antigenic site(s) recognized by human sera is conformation
dependen

¢.557 ANTI-VIRAL A FOR AIDS: LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTION
. AS À MARKER RESPONSE.

Knox eteHere Peters, B., Pinching,A.d.
st. Har Hosspiita 1 Medical Schoo!, London, U.K.

QEETVE. To exanine the value of lyaphocyte function as a marker of
e to Zidovudine and Active Lipid 721 cheaotherapy by monitoring

PHAinduced prolite
SÉTNonS. patientdé 2 peripheral blood aononuclear cells were
repared by d EU centrifugation LAN at 10

galleval ang cifiste with PHA (6.5, 8.75 Bug/al) ar RPHE for 72
cliferation was detersine

na À HUETS ad a viability
of greater phanBoh. Patients examined were staple without opportunist
infection and w studies bbefore and at 4 w therapy.
RESULTS. prelininary studies show that after” Ks Zidovudine

ment PHA induced proliferation incre to
46848), On the other handith L724 erol in decreases (mean cpa

hy ante ine
comparison to the noraal contra ou thean cpe 88206)
CONÉLUETON. Invisw of the i rite va ue of CD4 counts
quantitative earker of ismune deficiency in AIDS, such functional
Studies may prove useful in Monitoring established ar novel therapies.

 

  
nm cps 16738
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CHEMOTACTIC ACTIVITY OF THYMOPENTIN (TP} ON LYMPHOCYTES FROM

PATIENTS WITH HIV INFECTION.

Sampietro,Carmen*; Torre,D.*
Division of Infectious Diseases, Regional Hospital, 21100 Varese, Italy.

C.556

Objective. To determine chemotactic activity of TP on lymphocytes from HIV-

from healthy controls and fron patients with HIV infe-

ection were evaluated. Chemotaxis of lymphocytes was evaluated by a micro-

chamber technique and the leading-front method was used to assess cell mi-

gration.

Results. Increased migration of lymphocytes from healthy controls was only

observed at concentration of 0.5 mg/ml while decreased migration was obser—

ved at various other concentrations. When we preincubated lymphocytes from

AIDS and ARC patients and from seropositives with 0.5 ag/mi of TP, furthers:~

tore defective chemotaxis in HIV-infected
patients. In our opinion, little©immmological benefit can derive from the

use of this drug in such patient

 C.558
T.J A; Landay,A. L. and Lint,T. F.
ema of Finances, Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes Medicai
Center, Chicago,Illinois, USA.

Qbiective. To determine whether HiV-infected H9 celis activate compiement (C) via the
alternative ap) or ciassical pathwa;y (Cr

were infected witln HVA,se Liens For AP activatiol
cals were incubated with human AB+ se for 30 min at 37°C and

hed. The calls were then stained with Pr@sabetedgoat aies F(ab’2*washed
and analyzed by flow cytometry for C3 deposition, For CP activation, cells first
incubated with nest inactivated (Hi) AIDS serum at various ditutions, washed, ‘and than
treated with G, stained and analyzed as above
Resuits. ialoolod H9 cells do not bindcrecy {AP activation}, but do bind C after
incubation with HI anti-HIV antibody from AIDS serum. Uninfected celis do not bind C
The C3 deposition was inhibited by EDTAoo EGTAindicating CP-dependentactivation.
Maximal C3 deposition occured with 1:4 to 1:16 dilutions of AIDS sera and was
undetoctable a auton of 1:256. Six out of six AIDS sera produced significant
de mai serum did not. Infected ceils were more easily detected by
anefor cs.than’ by staining for the human immunogtobulin on the surface,
probably due e amplification of the signal by the

HN‘does not induce He cais to Dean APAPactivators uniike some other
aeceii combinations such as EBV infection of B cel
ja proteins on the surface
antibody. "re has important implications forthe behavior of infected ceils

C.560
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C.561 ae ec 7m C.562 a;“ RELATIONAL DATABASE FOR HIV AND THE IMMUNE

McAuliffe*, M. Brown*, P, Kung *, F. Valentine* et al, New York University
Medical Center, NY NY 10012, and *TCell Sciences, Cambridge MA 02139 USA

 Ohisctive:
Methods: 63 patients with

 

ion and 7 normal ¢ OF tee, 21were
a 4 M19had ARC, 13 hadKS and 10 hed AIDS with oppornis

activation of T8 positive cells. SerumILR ist eoanae of the activated state IL2R bearing cells. The
Level ofTand IL2R were compared with ech other andwateelofplasmaPIA asigen andT/Taio
SetubleCD8 and T Celt Sciences. rare

standard techniques. ‘oluble CD8 levels inin plasma of
ASSYM,KS, ARC,nrspectively 1029TON1165e 131.980 + 118, ead7178 115wile
too 40 units] (Mean patien ASSYM,KS,

were eepecavely 783 £98, 970 + 129, 1011 + 119,vod1566£157, normal controls were
188à2env Using chi-square 2ommal controis, ertyof
patients , ARC, ASSYM and KS showed levels of both IL2R and soluble CD8 which were
than the upper 95% valveof normal (p< 0,00001). IL2R was better than 14/T8, AT, and pakfor

from AIDS(p< 0.0001), ASSYMfrom ARC (p< 0.002) and ARC from AIDS(p<
0.0001). Using a combination of
between ‘Weconclude that there is an increase in soluble CD8

These d
obj

researchers studying changes in the immune status in ASSYM, ARC, KS and AIDS and
may serve as a surrogaie marker of disease in ASSYM patients.

Cc.563 CIRCULATING INTERFERON-GAMMA IN HIV-1 INFECTION
Fu Hausen, A.; Reibnegger, G.; Werner,

E.R.; Dierich, M.P. and Wachter
University of Innsbruck and Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of AIDS
Research, Innsbruck, Austri

Objective. Progressive HIV-1 infection is associated with dimi-
production of lymphokines by T- s upon anti-

markers, e.g.

3
|

® p
v

3 o

detection of interferon gamma was used with a detection limit of
18 U/l.

Results. 22 of the 43 seropositives exhibited increased serum
interferon gamma concentrations. There was a significant asso-

serum neopterin

is increased in HIV-1
donors. Diminished

in vi reduction T-lymphocytes on
stimulation contrasts the in vivo findings.

C.565
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Hire » Stenley, E. A., Hyman James M., and Nelson, G.
Les Alamos National|bonsons Los Alamos, fewHoxie 37545 USA.

ghiective. To organize the complex, changing information ebout HIV end the
immune system in a visually oriented, user-friendly,

by esearchers re not immune system experts to
stand how the studies on HIV relate to the husan immune system, end by immune

erts to organiz e latest informati
Conclusion. This C systen, still incomplete, will provoke
AIDS researchers t: lop new ways to organize the growing know edge base.
To obtain this experimentsl program send us three 28/2)®nicrodisks: in return
we would like comments on its utility, structure, and c

C.564

8 ENDORPHIN, A.C.T.H. AND CORTISOL RELATIONSHIP WITH AIDS

+, ROUGEOT C. ##,TEKAÏA F. **, DRAY F. #*, MONTAGHIER L. #9,
LE MAGNEN J. #84 of
# Hépitel ROUSSEAU‘Paris, ## institut PASTEUR - PARIS, *** COLLEGE OE FRANCE -
PARIS, FRANCE

Ddjective Study of B. ENOORPHIN, AC.T.H., CORTISOL plesme concentrations in homosexual
HIY infected male grou;

72 non drug‘abuser meles, 20-35 years old. 3 homosexuel groups : AlDS=25,
SERO+ =15, SERO- =15, ons uni: infected HETEROSEXUAL group es CONTROLS n=16. 2 bioed
samplesiv (8am-5 am.

LH. were evaluated by radio-immunosssey end Cortisol dy
raphy.

Dela vere analysed by paremetric end non parametric tests.
1) Both in AIDS, SERD+ and SERD- showed plesme B ENDORPHINto A.C.T.H ratios ere

higher then equi molecular ratio of CONTRO!
2) A less of normal A.C.7.H-TOTAL CORTISOL coupling and relative rise of free CORTISOLteve!
Senclesion, he higher relative level of plasma 8 ENDORPHIM suggests @ possible med

on HIV prod
2) The sieur hormonet and ne nie petterns of the 2 homosexual groups SERO+ end
SERO- (livingren suggest either Vatent HIY infection in SERO- pertners or other common
fector u gro
3) Possibitity to ‘eke,the higher ratio of 5 ENDORPHIN to A.C.T.H as, en cerly sign of HI¥

infection will be discussed.

C.566 SUPPRESSIVE EFFECTS OF IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUSES ON THE IN
VITRO STTHULATZON OF ROMAN LYRIPHCYTES
Lower, Johannes; Bonilla, J.; Konig, H.; Kurth, R.

Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, FrankFurt am Main, G.

Objective. Animal retroviruses exert a suppressive effect on the in vitro
timu on of lympiocytes. The equivalent effect of primate
immunodeficiency viruses (HIV-1, HIV-2, SIVmac, S1Vagm} on human cells
sourde studied and the responsible viral components should be

ified.
Methods. In the lymphocyte stimulation assay, PBMCs are incubated with uv
Trradiated whole virus or with viral component's {purifiedpped and glyco-
proteins) and stimulated with PHA. After two days, the idine uptake

red. After solubilization, viral Siycopratein complexes are iso-
lated bychromatography on lentil lectin and heparin columns
Results. The most important variable in the lymphocyte stimulation assays
Ts n of the human lymphocytes. Depending on the donor [a
Tess profound inhibition by inactivated HIV-1 can be observed. The t
of inhibition varies between an However, the effect of HIV-2 and
the sossvvery small, often negligible. Purified glycoproteins give the

Conclusion. She inhibitory effect of different immunodeficiency viruses in
the Tymphocyte stimulation assay may well be correlated to the pathogenic
potential of these virus strains. Therefore, it may play a role
pathomechanism of AIDS. In addition.Usmphocytes of different donors are
differently susceptible to this effe Whether this observation
plain, at least in part, the differences in the time course|of the“disease
in different individuals is an area of further investigati
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C 567 IDIOTYPIC RECONeS OF HIV-1 GP41-GP120

. INTERACTING STRUCTUR
ndronico, F. and Erfle, v*.

Dipartimento di 87Féogia e Genetica per le Scienze Mediche,
Universita di Milano, Italia, *GSF Munchen, Germany.

Objective. understand the function of cross-reactive
epiitopes shared by HIV-1 gp120 and a human lympho-monocytic
activation protein.

joclonal anti- idiotype ycantibody (9G5A) raised

{which is not contained in the recombinant protein), is
volved in the penetration mechanism and that it is a potential
target for neutralizing anti ies.

The human env-Tike protein HELP might be the
receptor for gp41 and be invnived in the fusion process

C.569 QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF HIV ANTIBODY TESTS IN WEST GERMANY
Enzensberger ,R.; Doerr Ht,

University Clinics Frankfurt, Départment of Medical Virology, FRG.
Testing for HIV antibodies is subject to continous technical improvement.
Thereforepermanent monitoring of the tests quality is e major requirement
in HIV s
A panel ofa sere {three HIV-{positive : one HIV-2 positive and six HIV

o 77 German laboratories for a quality control tes
antibodies using 13 commercially available

Wester)| ot. well a
The study revealed a high standard of efficacy of t!

ti ibi he overall ereeitivity of|HIV-t ELISA

nsplantrecipi
200“then most

all astoca results

SIGNIFICANCE OF NON-LYMPHOID ACCESSORY CELLS IN ORAL HAIRY
C.571 LEKOPLAKIA.

Nicola Pampinellis P.Romagnoti, G. Ficarra, L.Borgognoni, R.
Riccardi, D.Gaglioti, D.
University of Florence ana v,°s. L. 10/D, Florence, Italy.

Objective. To provide further insight into the features of non-lymphoid acces
sory cells (NLCs), their relationships to lymphocytes, the influence of tl
epithelial microenvironment on their ai fferent\atton and their possible direct
viral infection in oral hairy Teukoplakia (OH
Methods. We studied by immunohistochemistry and “electron microscopy (EM) 24
OHL lesions and 5 biopsies from clinically normal mucosa of the lateral margin
of the tongue in 2 HIV+ and 3 HIV- control patients.
Results. In the lamina propria, a sparse infiltrate of mainly CD8+ T cells and
some CDla+ dendritic cells was commonly
ally in HI¥+/- controls. On EM, clusters of lymphocytes and NLCs apposed to
each other were found in OHL lesions. In the epithelium. sparse CD8+ cells we-
re common in OHL and occasional in Rel controls. The number od CDla+ dendri
tic cells was significantly lower than in sceilestonel areas and in con
trols. NLCs with monocyte-like or indeterminate:ike features were found with-
in basal layers. Virus-like particles were seen within these NLCs in 2 cases.
Conclusion. The incomplete afferentlation of NLCs and the absence of CD4+ cel
1s in OHL epithelium may be due to the virus-perturbed epithelial microenviron
ment. The possibility of a direct.viral infection of these NLCs is suggested.

found in OHL lesions and only occasion

C.568

Valentine, FT**.
Center,

OBJECTIVE: To exemine differences in HIV-induced cell-contact mediated cell death
ptomatie (AS) and AIDS patients (OD, employing a simple and

DIFFERENCES IN KILLING OF CD{ CELLS INDUCED BY HIV
ISOLATES FROM ASYMPTOMATIC AND AIDS PATIENTS AS
MEA: BY Cr! CYTOTOXICITY A! ;
*Federal University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; + New York University

METHODS estoreicity assay using as targetcellsaelsbeledCECEMcells (CEM) or
peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) from an uninf lis (CEM or
BL) were infected with isolates from AS or OL. Srenorto.‘target etratios9were

adjusted relative to number of HIV infected gels,os fluore:
are expressed as percentage of maximal Cr! re

oxieity was prevented by Leu 3a (ant!-CDA) Ab, but not itbyêAZT and
was ca cdiated by cecell free medium from infected
obtained with isolates from 5 Ol and 3 AS iSsing CEM cells. Tobie 2 shows1mean veoults
with isolates from 8 Ol and & AS, using PBL.

Table 1CEM Table 2.PBL,

AS OI AS ol
4% 355% 06% 145%

The data indicate that the cytotoxicity is dependentàupon infected cell
uninfected cell contact. HIV isolates differ in their capacity to induce cell contact

mediated cell killing, and these differences correlate with stage of disease.

EN VITRO LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATIVE RESPONSES (LPR)
IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS RECEIVING ZIDOVUDINE (ZVD)

Eric OKSENHENDLER, C. RABIAN-HERZOG, J. COLOMBANI, M.

SELIGMANN - Hôpital St Louis ~ Paris ~ France

C.570

Objecctive : Since clinical improvement is not associated with a persistent
increase jn CD4 cell counts, we have evaluated LPR upon ZVD thera

01 4t seropositive patients (9 AIDS, C and !t with
the acy’ a received daily dosage of 1170 + 240 mg (800

a

). ells. ("stimulated"
minus “non-stimulated") and as proliferative indexes ("stimulated/"non-

imulated").stimul

Results a A cpm before ZVD Acpa upon ZVD
8 815 + 10 735 14 355 + 12839  p < 0.05

PPD 40 14 355 + 28 338 20 458 + 44 053 NS
CDD 40 066 + 67 995 38 825 + 51 453 ws
TET 35 3 705 + 7 963 + 15 90: NS

acquired significant LPR
: 8/21 for PPD, 4/7 for

352 +

3
Amo! initialy unresponsive patients, some

(index 3) to PWM = 5/8 and to specific antigens
CDD dé8/24 for TT. CD4 cell counts yere not aodified by therapy :
338 x“10it (before) to 363 + 344 x 10 /1 (afte
gencluei : LPR to PWM increased upon ZVD. AltFu h some patients acquired

ee ifi tigens,mean. cpm. values were not.significantly increaed._

C.572 EXPRESSION IN E.COLI, RESTION AND IMMUNOLOGICAL

ANALYSIS OF HTLV-1ENV AN

Tribe, D. EeeSanfieldd, onging, Lischwe, M. Ass

Tritch, R., and chamberiains
Australia, E. I. du Pont de Nemo 6 & ss

Experimental Station, wilmington,"he, U.S.A., **IBI, New Haven, Ct, U.S.A.

Segments of the HILV-I env gene were cloned in E. coli expression
vectors. The segments expressed contained both gp46 andp2lE determinants.

Good yields of an insoluble eny-fusion protein were achieved using a
expression vector. This insoluble antigen was readily purified fron

disropted cells by repeated washings andHPLC reverse phase column chroma-
tography.

on of an env segment as an unfused antigen was achieved using

stream of the env insert. Anti;
this system was largely in the soluble fraction.

The immunologicalreactivity of these antigens was investigated|with
HTLV-1 specific|monoclonal and polyelononal antibodies by immunoblot

of the purified env using a limited numberme
rmal, HTLV-ta d HIV-1 positive human sera indicated the env recombinant

te reactive vitha high percentage of the HTLV-1 positive sera tested.
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C 573 LYMPHOCYTE STIMULATION IN ARC/WRS PATENTS DURING
. DTRAVENOUS IMMUNOGLOBULIN (VIG) TREATM

H. Krickeberg; rtens; G.Mauff; and the ARC-IVIG-
Study-Group Cologne/Berne
Departments of Madical Microbiology, Virology, Internal Medicine II, Dermatology, Pathology, Biostatistics, Univ. of
Cologne, FRG; ), Berna, Switseriand
 

ized, controleddouble blind study 15 ARC/WRS patients were
ths 0.4g/kg IVIG treatment with 15 placebo treated patients. qu

lescribed elsewhereaSerra"appe-Bücher et al.). Our study was aimed a
lymphocyte response to T- and B-cel

Methods; ohm peakmas diermine after stimulation with the unspecific mitogens
PHA, ized (SAC), and wi ththe antigens PPD, and Herpes

at the onset,on day8585 and 183; anti V were measured
by ELISA an additio:ona30 untreated HIV-ne; tive control divin were tes
Results: For T-cellmitogen T/Boel mitogen PWM, and B-cell mitogen SAC no dif
ferences between patient Os were observed at day 1, 85 and 183, ‘at stimulation iv}
significantly lower as compared to control group (t-test) on day 1. Lymphocytes o:
patients and 5 HIV-negativeeneindiviiduais show. nse. All Biens had noe

Objectives: In a rando:

simplexa(HSV) at

none IgM-antibodies againstHSV (ELISA). In the FVIG~group 8 Dasa!lymphocytes re:respon-
ded to at some time during treatment, 13 positive CFT titers; in the placebo group
only 3 patients’ lymphocytes respon

howed
ded to HSV, to had positive | CETeters. Seven HIV-
V ly 

Conclusious: In spite of some clinical imimprovement re:
treatment, influence on T-/B-cell stimulation by unspecific mitogens. Ali patients
having experienced HSV infections, lymphocyte reactivity to HSV, although statistically
significant, was predominantly seen in heIVIG-patient group.

IMMUNO-ADHERENCE MYCOBACTERIUM

(M.AVIUM) TO U937 IS INH NCED BY HIV-1 INFECTION

3; Nottet, HS; Van Strijp, JAG; Visser, MR;

C.575

Snippe, H; Verhoef, .

Lab. of Microbiology, State University of Utrecht, Utrecht, the Netherlands.

Qbiective, p investigate the effect of HIV-1 infection on the function of

mononuclear phagocytes. In this study, the interactionoF un.infec‘ted o IV-1-

infected Ug37 cells,with opsonized M.avium wa compa.
h M.avi

usan pooled serun(HPS, HIV-negative), or with heat-rires HPS. Ug37
PES7/81v-1 hed and cell
fluo:
 

‘fluo croscopy
Results. Flow-cytometry showed a 10fold|“10.722. 5)anincreasera Éluorescance of
uningected U937 with HPS
M. avium. seeactivation of HPS move this effect. Tluorosseece using
HPS-vopsonLed # vium was &
p<0.02) then with uninfected Ug37, while non-opsoniz
opsonized 4. aviua Showed no difference. Microscopy showed that M
attached to Since the increase was complement dependent,

complement receptor,{rt and CR3) e.expression on Ug 37 was measured. Both
were significananrMSTNL{1,820.1 and 1.420.1 re: Inducers ot
cell-differentiation adherence 0:
epsonized M. aviuto‘uninfecteod 00937

pauno~~adherence of Mycobacters ua aviua to Ug37 is enhanced py

Hav 1 infection. T be due ion of compl
eceptors on Seay induced by HIV-1 infection.

C.577
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GC 574 "ACTIVE LIPIDS" (AL) IN VITRO: LOSS OP
° ETE! E-CELL SURFACE ANTIGEN

Bogner, Johannes R, Matuschke A, Heinrich B, Füefl HS,
Goebel F-D; Universitat Manchen, Med Poliklinik, FRG

OBJECTIVE: AL have been shown in vivo to increase the percenta-
ge of lymphocytes detectable neither by T- nor B-cell markers
=“unstained cells" (UNST) (Stockholm 3531). ive‘neve investiga-
ted if this effect can 3180be observed in v
METHOD: from ts with AIDS ined)rand heajalthy con-
trols (n=3) was sncubated without (1) and w: 2) xture of
lipids similar to AL 721 (triglycerides, ghowphatidyicholine,
phosphatidyethanolamine) for one hour at 37°C. PBMC were stai-

d with anti-CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19 and HLA Rafter and prior to
incubation with AL alyseë with two-color ow try.

) and reduction of all other cells (mean
significantly

£0.19) when
ody incubation.qtte-

rence after/prior p<0.01). Theeffect occurred in all sub-
withent regard to diagnosi:

CONCLUSION: Our results vitro incubation of
iymphocytes with “active lipids" unspecifically lowers detecta-
bility of cel surface markers by monoc miysiologic
lymphocyte function or virus binding might by altered by

C.576

 

C.578

Gullberg, M.* and Siccardi.a
Dipartimento di Biologia e Genetica per Je Scienze Mediche,
Universita di Mitano Italia, ‘Unit for Applied Cell and
Molecular Biology, University of Umea, Swede!

A HUMAN SeeoTTOn PROTEIN: POSSIBLE RELEVANCE
IN niv INFEC ON

De Santis, C.; Beretta, An;

G.

Resu te. act ivation-associated
protein sharingan epitope with env gp120 has been described

named HELP (human env-Tike protein). Two monoclonal an-
tibodies reactive with HELP have been produced: one o them

8 is reactive with oth the cellular protein and HIv1

To,characterize a human env-like prote
kDa h

in or M38- 31 ke specificities in sera from infected
individuals to evaluate a possible prognostic significance.

lusi HELP is involved in an on hysiological
immune f uteimmune responses aganst it are likely to
be deleterious to the AIDS patient.
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Développement de médicaments et de vaccins
Drug Developementand Vaccines

C.581 NMR study of perturbations of phosphatidylcholine bilayers
by diacylalycerols. H. Del
Department of Biology, University of California, Riverside,
CA 92521, USA

Addition of saone to the cultured HIV-infected cells was“recently
shown to signi ficantly, reauce cytopathological effects of the viru
used a na ion of 33P and 2H nuclear magnetic resonance (
terize the rbations of phosphatidyichol ne bilayer:
saturated dhacylolycerolos (DAG) (ain with n°6, 8, 10, 12, 1
unsaturated DAGs; dio and DAG,
chain (n212)saturatedAG induce lateral p

withdifferent fluidities.
chains was observed n the pre:senceal dic, and dic,.

o PC bilayers induce:
s can be correlated with the fact that the shorter chain

saturated DAGs (up to diC,) and unsaturated DAGs can activate protein kinase
and various phophotipases.

NITROPHENYL DERIVATIVES (NP) AS POTENTIAL ANTI-
HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) AGENTS6.583

atsiota
*Immunocytochimie; **Oncologie Virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Qbjective. To assess the in ve anti-HIV activity of NP derivatives.
We report that nitrophenyl derivatives (NP)

(dinitrophenyl-glycine, trinitrophenyi-bovine serum afbumine)
ali HIV d everse transcriptase activity

cognized by m

Apparently, this antiviral effect
abolished after passage of the NP pounds through

immunoadsorbents carrying a monoclonal anti-NP antibody and it is

recovered in the acideluate of the immunoadsorbents.
hese results suggest that NP derivatives may interfere

with HIV fixation. Whatever the exact mechanism of action is, the anti-

viral effect of NP derivatives seems to be related to their anionic

charges, since reduced NP derivatives|lo se their anti-HIV activity.

 

EFFECT OF NEUROTROPIN ON A SPECIFIC Host CELL
MEMBRANE PROTEIN, HMP-1, INDUCED WITH HIV-C.582
aEars AND FUNCT IONALY ASSOCIATED. WITH
VPPRESSTONOF GIANT CELL FORM.

Takeoka quichi “1,3; shiki S.#1; Maruyama 1.#2; Suehiro S.
*3 and Sonoda S.*
el:Dept. of Virology and #2:3rd Dept. of Internal Medicine

Kagoshima Univ.,Kagoshima, *3:Dept. of
ology, Institute of Bio-ActiveScience,

Nippon Zoki Pharmaceutical Co.,Ltd., Hyogo,

The effect of_Nenretropiine, n-protein extract from
cutaneous. tiss of rabbit inoculated with vaccinia virus

in HIV-infected ceils was investigated. 10-100 pg/ml of
Neurotropin intro ed to T ell culture priorto HIV

formation
Non 8 HiV-infected MT-2 cell membrane
prote were anal d on gel electrophoresis and
electropholetic pattern f protein species were compared
One of the HIV- induced MT-2 protein
changed its P fr 5.8 to 5.6 upon treatement with

change was not due
MP~1 is a fusion-associated

influenced by Neurotropin,

suppressing the formation of giant celis.
thereby

C.584 TREATMENT OF MAJOR DEPRESSION, NEW ONSET, IN PATIENTS
WITH HIV POSITIVE SEROLOGY WITHOUT ACTIVE DISEASE WITH

FLUOXETINE
Levine, Stuart H. University of California, U.S.A.

from the Center who met
criteria for DSMIII-R Major Depression. Ali of these patients were

double-blind tro: study at
Center. Five of the patients ha’ positive HIV sero. no manifestations
of remaini patients had positive HIV sero. and

Ye 1 patients tolerated
fluoxetine without term side effects, (GI upset, incr
movements, sleep bances aba! af week at full dose).
ati responded fluoxetine af one administration at

per day. Average Hamilton es were ly, 26
anse 20-33) 7 ‘range 2011) after one rot and 2 (range0-0-5) after
three tion. conclusion, our experience
suggests that fluoxetine is an efficacious onticcepressant is well-
toleratedÀin patients with Major Depression and with HIV positive serology
pa active disease.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF TANNINS CONTAINING ANTI-HIV ACTIVITY.
Kilkuskie, Robert E.*; ChenmB, Y.-C.** i Lee, K.-H.** and Bodner, A.1.*6.585

 

   

 

 

 

*Biotech Research Laboratori s, Inc., Rockv ile, MD 20850, USA.
**University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,"NC 27599, USA.

Qbjective. To ch i HIVactivity
ethods. Tanni fi ia] ic acid by ch graphy through

Sephadex LH-20 and ive hi; fe liquid ch hy with reverse phase
columns. HIV- ffi chromatograp
Enzyme a measured using poy!rA-algo tis as theoan HIV-1 replication was
assayed. after infection ofH9 lymphoc: Was u:

b ng | linfection. Drug HIV-
bation withesH9 cells.

Resulte|Four newneeuacids werealwhichinl el
transcriptase y 0% at oouM and 60.70% at 30 uM. The:eeeHIV-| replication in H9
lymphocytes by at least 50% a IM without cytotoxicity to uninfected H9 cells. oes were
crane(pprxinaely 50% growth inhibition) at 25-60 uM. Inhibitition ofHV: lication

dde.
BeTeor ddC tested.

 

 

 

Inhibi Dinat FA 44 1
8: at al

Conclusion’ A inhibi
HIV-! replicationin vitro aybeenisolated andcharacterized. 

GC 587 EFFECT OF waDhoo ON LYMPHOCYTE POPULATIONS IN NORMAL
. x HIVi-INFECTED 2)

th*; Nayers,D.*%; Toro,L.***; Baker,J.R.Jr.
*?, *Henry M Jackson Foundation, Rockville, HD. #*f#National Naval Medical
aie Bethesda, MD. ***Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC.,

» Measure the effect of warying 03 concentrations on lymphocytes
in sey blood from an uninfected 2

‘hod:

D] œ a @ 3 o
t

ee
t

w
e » a = o
r
D a
8

e
e
e

L
S
© h h
s
æ a =

m
e i 5 a

gu
e a = F
e “at 21 Cc.

nuclear cells were separated using Ficapagegradients and stained“tor
FACS analysis using labelled monoclonal antib

1 no effect on lymphocyte populations of the uninfected donor
umbers of total T cells, cCD4, CD8, subpopulations did not

change. In contrast, there were marked hanges in the lymphecyte
tions of the HIV positive donor with increasing 10. I:

B cells T cells CD4* CDB* T4/T8* DR positivet IL2 receptor*
+ CE $T cells +cD25
34 12. 3 1

popula-

( ug/l ) =%cD2a %CD3 2
: 82. 43 .8i a

1 8.6 79 34 4 .85 14.9 8.8
48 gi 82 46 38 1.18 18.3 6.5
68 83 1. A 8.2

* Gorretion with increasing 03 concentration (p < 85}
Con + Ozone, at concentrations previously s inactivate HIV1,
my alter lymphocyte surface markers HIVE infected patients. Further
studies are indicated to examine.this effect.

C.589
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TREATMENT OF AIDS ASSOCIATED CRYPTOSPORIDIOSIS WITH HYPER-
UM FROMC.586 IMMUNE COLOSTRUM COWS VACCINATEDwate CRYPTOSPORIDIUM

J. Nord, P , C.0, Tacket, D. Dijohn, S. Tzipori, D. Sahner,
G. Shieb. St. Vincent's Hosp tr. of New York,juni. of Maryland, Dept,
f Medicine, Royal Children's Hosp bourne, Aust.

Objective. To assess the efficacy of hyperimmune bovinecolostrum against

 

sporidium S patients with diarrhea and Cryptosporidicets were
given the colostrum by continous in: vie f tube @ double blind,
placebo controlled pilot study. Stool was analyze vol.,frequency &
consis ant. cryptosporidial oocyst counts were dete: d3 mod.Cold

nyoun s: smears. Antibody titer of conoetrrum was assayed .

Results. Antibody Titer
Patient of Colostrum y Last day Syantone

A 1:25,600 1.4 x 107 2.2 x 106 Improved (2 mos.)
B 1:3200 8.4 x 104 2.0 x 103 Resolved (6 mos.)
E 1:32 1.6 x 106 1.8 x 106 No change
Cc Placebo 2.0 x 107 6.0 x 106 No change
F Placebo 1.9 x 106 4.0 x 106 No change
 

Conclusion. Placebo showed no effect on fhe diarrhea. Two of treepatients
receiving hyperimmune colostrum si

A combination of low antibody tite:
e! . Therefore, higher antibody

titers may“be required for treatment of high cocyat concentration

C.588 DEC AND PER CAPITA AIDS ES
Recher,Tuane University Medical Center,
ew Orleans, S.A.

Seisives dénspasszfreToesby Heipectyeieadaryistegter="rug diethyica
t d cl amete: n catsinvested’TRë abnaninalmodelfor Arps.
s an orally seoncenatag, apnd45°meex ripente e

roqzansinvobasis,“the Feiatlpnsat
ug!
ststudy examine:

olving administration obetween filariisis &Boneror rograms
id per capita reported A

Me:letheds:N DS cases (WHO 2/88) in eas! f 161
r geoaraphicneentities were Goubinedvi Populfae ep

data to ° ain eH ita, figures ATDS case:
untries were ide: apte sub roups according t

of f. riasiseee cguntr os t

umbers of capita AIDS es was tested bi the, ipsid
rank-sum testaga,anse the alternative hypothebis that use of
DEC is associated with fewer per capita case

Results: The 1 hypoth: as ES ecte a) when grou
countries we: Quilhypot againge+iefentad 149 countbieg
&Ps-2003), and. {b) when group 2 oun were compared against

52° countries in groap 0° (p<i

3 Th: rejimina cheervacions suggest that the
Songlusion;:2 on V ben, warrants additional study.

 

ESE) DIN A
: Kirscherbaum,

to UnleashPower, Noe york,"He Vaux, USA

tor the access of women to
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c 591 IN VITRO EVALUATION OF EFFECTSOF LF1695 ON HIV INFECTED 0.592 INHIBITION OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 REPLICATION IN FRESH AND
. ALONE OR IN ASSOCIATION " CHRONICALLY INFECTED CELLS WITH ANTIVIRAL AGENTS

1); Delestre, L.(1);Cee PQ)Abin JP. (2), Lizard, G. Sun, Daisy K.L.°; Pont » D.**; Thornton, A.H.*; Fullen,
Ohana x, Dominique( J.*; Shahied, S.I.** and Sarin
aye DomeDOD Armées Atomi * Laboratory. of Tumor Cell Bioology, Nationa? Cancer Institute, Bethesda,

n France - ser Dijon, France a Paris, France. megane: ** New Jersey State Department of Health, Trenton, New Jersey.

LE169S. i i and je have examtned and compared the inhibition of HIV-1 and HIV? rep] ication
infected cell lines, and woevaluatepotetalinernctons wth anvils in fresh and chronically infected cel] cultures by a number of dr

d directed towards various stages in the virus life cycle. We“nave evaluated
competition b t anti CD4 antibodies and LF1695 the effect of these drugs, incl , fascarnet, amp i

enscri ed (poly rA-oligo methyl es (AME) on HIV-1 and HIV-2 replication in freshly infected and
a). k i, Eifects of LF16SS on cel chronically infected Molt-3 and H9 cells. It appears that some drugs can
growthand HIV rolesin has been explored using RT assay on cell culture supernatant tial inhibit both HIV-1 and HIV-2 replication at si ug concentrations,

F169: dC) | ivity in whereas others require a higher drug concentration to inhibit H
Similar differences were rved between the po y of e drugs on

695 vi ‘ ï f cell membrane has reshly infected cells as compared to chronically infected cells. These
: vi i infected PBL cuhures, and studies indicate that it may be extremely important to select antiviral

the competition with antiLeu3a antibodi in around 10 per y . No direct anti agents which are equally active on both freshly infected and chronically
transcri LF1695 i ions ofLF1695 infected cel3s for the treatment a

do not exhibit ei xici productible antiviral effects, imulated HIV
infected PBL cultures. However,, some inhibition of HIVaeaten was noted n'a cell Line of monocyte
origin,U937. LF1695 docs not interact with antiviral effect of didconyawcleotides : furthermore,it allows a

AZT.
sh
 

 
f di ivi i as a compensator

of the antiviral cellular toxicity.

C 593 BIOCHEMICAL PHARMACOLOGYOFAZTINHUMAN T-LYMPHO-
. BLASTOID CELLS (CEM}

: Wendy Markson, Edward Gomperts &John
Holcenberg. Childrens Hospital ofLosAngeles, LosAngeles, CA,ts.A.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the biochemical pharmacology of AZTand. to
camine the effect of AZT on nucleoside triphosphate pools in free human T- line
(CEM)cultured vitro. Although the inhibitory concentration 50%(IC(IC50)ieyfAnt in this cell line
averaged 3.90 +2.9:M (n=determinations + S.Dev.), the readily obtainedplasma concentration of
AZT in patients (1 yM) was used in these studies. CEM cells were incubated with 1uM of
cicihperch acdformucoid endmentaleof AZT. cells were removed and

assayed
ty HPLCSAX10 solemnfor and tn-phesphate anabolitesof[SFVAZT. The
clr conenton6AZTrangedfrom098fo1S(en 1.28 £0.3uM) throughout the 24
hr experiment. The concentrations exceeded 1.3 at 2 hrs declined
GtLMD18hThe SRLAZIDPom mage 1723 ààfol awer than the
AZTMP,strongly indicating that a rate-limiting in the activationgetivation ofAZTMP toAZTDE aies
atthe GTMP tinate lee The eiphosphas, [SHJAZTTP, peaked4 drug
treatment at 14.5 nM in CEM cells and declined biexponentially with 2hn of52andaap

NTP cellular concentrations declined rapidly in the cells after
reached a,nadir of 21.2% CTP, 81% ur.J5.2% ATT anda GTP, in

T toAZTMPandAZT!
29- and 24-fold, respectively. 'Tne depletion ofNTPpools may be responfor the hat icy
that has in lite i d DNA
Peaked at 0.066 pmoles/10 cell DNA J ht afterAZT treatment and declinedwithati of 12 hr
We conclude that1uM AZT is$ sufficient for activation to the triphosphate which is associated

ith depleti 7 DNA. 

6.595 DIFFERENTIAL ANTIRETROVIRAL ACTIVITY OF DEXTRAN
PENTOSAN PoE AND HEPARIN AGAINST HIV-1 CETLTits)

AND HIV-2 we ROD) in MT-4 CELL

Baba, D. Schols, 5. Balzarini, J. Desnyter, and E.

De Clercq.
Rega Institute for Medical Reasearch, K.U.Leuven, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium.

Qbinctive. Since culfated polysaccharides interfere with the interaction of
the Hervariable envelope glycoproteins of HIV with the cellular CD4

recepto: ered whether these compounds may have differential effects
on different HIV-1 and HIV-2 atred:

Anti-HIV activity was determined 5 days post-infection by a tetra-
Heeced viability assay. All HIV etraine were used at th

pileity of infection and all experiments were done in MT-4 cell
Results. e

sulfate polyeulfate Heparin
AIV-1(IIIg) 0.0023 7 0.3 0.7
HIV-2(ROD) 0.0023 9.03 9.005 2
BELDEBT

 

dextran sulfate and pentosan polysulfate were significantly more inhibitory
than HIV-1. Heparin, however, was more inhibitory to HIV-1 than

cha s with HIV enve glycoproteins. As pentosan polyaulfate and
dextran sulfate could be detected in the ng/ml range by using HIV-2(ROD) as

enge virua, HIV-2¢op) rere syctem could be used es a bioassay
for the detection of theae compounds in biological specimens.

comparison to
‘MPtoAZTDPdeclined

 

C.594

6.596 GLQ223: AN INHIBITOR OF HIV REPLICATION IN ACUTELY AND
CHRONICALLYINFECTED T CELLS AND MACROPHAGES

McGrath, MS*; Hwang, KM**; Caldwell, SE**; Gaston,I®; Luk, K-C**; Lifson.JD**; et al.
San Francisco General Hospital, San Francisco, California, USA, **Genelabs incorporated,

 

 

 

 

 

Redwood City, California, USA

OBJECTIVE. ility to inhibit replication & ically infected

METHODS. GLQ223 highly purified plant derived protei d, in crude form, in traditional herbal7 ns ications. GLQ223 sts nhibit ication in

systems employi
infection models.Vi 
were effectstuaGLQZ2S celacl Frot HIVneed dons. Vinpie was manatrebyow

Hor aoalyais

 

using a CD4+ Tcell line as target. Combi aiden of via replicator was Gardaconcertosof
GLQ223 owed a selective
proportional decrease in the amount of viral RNAcompared to levels ofa representative cellularRNA species in
treated cultures. ‘Treatment of chronically HIV-infected monocyte/macrophage cultures also showed selective

inhibition of HIV antigen expression. neaoeScerepan subsequent cunure when
GLQ233
the cells were not treated.

infection, i
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C.597 IN VITRO (MHIBITION OF HIY POLICATION evone ACID. C.598 SUPPRESSION OF HIV RESERVOIR CELLSM.Theodorapoulout , P. Cornuet 2, A. Gra urnaras | BY MEMBRANE-ACTIVE SUBSTANCESPayonayas 5.& vasmiin 2,4¥. Georrie1
Ë School of Madicine, University of Crete, Greece. 2. INSERM UU262, Hep. Paul Buff, K.**, Mellert, » Goebel, F.-D.***, Erfle,rousse , otsoe4 ijt, Fans. 52 Hop Kremlin.-Bicetre94000, France.bjective: Te determine vrai logical conetttuant of the *GSF-Abteilu:ung fir Molekulare zetipahotosic 8042 Nouherberg/Muachen,e physic On-receptiv

cholic acid (CA) which is doplayheÀboth ovotoxic and spermotoxic activity Euasaslo hie|Hy
replication.

ethods Different concentrations of CA were incubate:
{RT} enzyme or with infectious viral ae vhoch useduen for faction ofpermissive “sells. The effect of the agent wasne ined by measuring the enzymatic activity as
well as the RT activnity and ea antigen in the si matt of nfsctes cultures,Vepaetie‘ely
Results bose response curves showed that CA wa Gapable to inhibit in a dose-dependant manner the
RT activity of HIV. Moreover, CA also inhibited the DNa polymerases. RT rien was99% at 40 m

rd with either the HIV reverse trancriptaze

M nitration HY virion e incubate: ith CA befor: the RT strié, an
incr of the enzymatic activity was observed at

“ow ration (25 mM) wi
completely inhibited at higher entr. esting a detergent-tike effect,af ‘the

t. This effect was further s ased cell viability in by Ca ation of
cr 10 min., extensive washing and cell ininfection, resulted in

crease of the infecteat“ects of HN at 25 mM of CA as determined b:by the RT
setts an PA“agin the cuitur

The above results one‘nat cA has a relatinely potent arty*trect which is we

e anti-polymerase effects of CA. Sinc is

th Het toxic effects, this egent could be sed% deveten rotective

io

Measures against HIV rection
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COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH IN AIDS: CRI AS MODEL

‘Thomas Hannan, NY Commamity Research Initiative, New York, NY,i,

U.S.A.
. To demonstrate how communi

groups normally underrepresented
trials), employing commnity physicians and incorporating the porsective of
People with AIDS in the process.

« The CRI isis registered and approved by the New York State Department
of Health to sponsor well-designed, , Clinical trials of

in cooperation with informed volunteer jects their prac-
tices. CRI has its Board of Directors, an impressive Insti'
Review Board (IRB) and a Scientific Advisory Commit: composed of scientists
and cl. tans thoroughly experienced in field of .

 
as well as 4 other important formal studies about to an. In tion, the
CRI has an informal monitoring project antabuse, the ts of which
presented at the IVth Interna on AIDS in . The CRI

We are prepared to
proj from ial sources, process andactual
trials, enphasizing and concerns unique to commnity—

research conducted in an AIDS

**GSF-lnstitut fiir Zelichemic, euhcrberg/München, FRG:;
***Medizinische Poliklinik der Universitat 8000 München, FRG.

Qbicctive: HIV can productively infect several cell types such as monocytes/ma-
crophages and lymphocytes in vivo without subsequent cytolysis, thus creating

“virus reservoir", Strategies to suppress or to eliminate virrus reservoir celis
have been designed using the HIV-induced membrane aitera

he influuence of Phosphatidyicholine (PC) and related substances on
viability and growth of HIV-1-infected anole cells and the effects of PC on
1V-2-infected macrophages were inv

à cubation of HIV-1-infec:ied.“mphoid isee PC and related
substances reaulted in selective growth inhibition and 1
and in suppression of viral spread in HIV-2-ineed macrophages.

tances had no direct sect on the virus itself and did not interfere with
infection of new target‘ cel

PC and related substances have the potential to suppress and to
climinate HIV-infected cells and may thus be of therapeutic value to control the
virus reservoir carly in infected pers:
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DHEA AND DHEAS IN AIDS

Sonnabend, Joseph*; Fleischer, T.*; and Seaman, *
ity Research Initiative, New York, WY, U.S.A,

gpjective . T describe results of a study of dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA)
DHEA:

C.602

sulfate (DHEAS) in people with AIDS (PWAs
‘awn between 2:00 and 5:00 PM from 17 PWAs; they

were submitted to a commerc: laboratory for i
and levels as well as determination of other parameters.

Results were and compared to val: Other variables
tially affecting DHEA and DHEAS levels were uated.

Results, Di DH leveis were significantly lowered in
to healthy, age-mai 8. The statisti y significant (p 0.01) dif-
fe was not attributable other variables such as
tion, of time since is initial AIDS-def ing diagnosis, etc

cased levels of DHEA DEGAS ne not correlated with mmber of CD4+
helper cells or with levels of other S

usual are paralleled by another,
perhaps tore sensitive indenof thee faction “DHEA and DHEAS levels.
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MM-1 IN THE TREATMENT OF AIDS.

C.603 REPORT ON 172 TREATEDPATIELTS, C.604
Shafik, Ahmed*; Lurhuma, Z.** Die .###;: Wayne, J.####,
* Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt

Het, HHEX University of Pinehasa, Kinshasa, Zaire.

The result of treatment of 172 AIDS patients with MM-1, an
antiviral drug, is presented. Twenty AIDS patients were

eatment for opportunistic
idered as controls.

dose of 0.07 ml/kg body weight, one injecti
day for 10 injections, and every third day for another
10 injections.
Of the 172 patients treated with MM-1, 24 died:

S sarcoma, Improvement achieved ‘in
1

immunologic restoration to normal. The 20 control patients
died within the follow-up period.

C.605

 

INHIBITION OF HIV REPLICATION BY XYLAN-POLYHYDROGENSUL-
FATE: HOE/BAY 946, A NEW ANTIVIRAL COMPOUNDIN CLINICAL

IAL.
*, H. Suhartono*, |. Winkler**, E. Schrinner**, H.-D. Schlumberger ***,

H. CEaanWelgmann™
sehen eeA car Forschung: wis, Frankfurt, FRG,
**Hoechst AG, Frankturt, FRG, rien AG, Wuppertal,

poty- nsuifate) disodium salt, inhibitedHiv!
in lymph cui

Objective. a xytanpoly-(hydi
andHiHIV-2 2repigatonaeand virus-induced cell res at

| (4.2 pmol/\)totally.are cragwas found to be an inhibltorof
transcri to find out

C.607

teRareth lifemor hibited byttheon i he2ving call whienste! 6 Virus was in 6 drug in
ft HIV-infection jocytes wi etacted by determination of syncytia

formation, reverse ‘andantigengonreese
. 1) An inactivating effect of the comparfo free virions could not be d

strated. 2) Lymphocytes incubated with HIV in the presenceof100ug/lHOE/BAY
946 followed bythe removal of both the drug and’ un
Pieced. Thus, inhibition of virus adhesion to the cells ownot be WeenD mod
their infection. 3) Several experiments showed that the permanent Presence ofthi
drug was forits tull antiviral activity. 4) Treatment of a permanently HIV-in-
fected moniocytic cell line resultedin a drastic reduction of virus shedding and poiints
to an additional mode of action discussed that HOE/BAY 946 has an influence
virus assembly orvirus raisese,

onthe anti-HIV activity of the edreedsa clinicalpilot Studywidwith
in Germany withAll HOE/BAY9

virus carriers.

 

NATURAL
N HIV- AND MOLONEY VIRUS-INFECTED HUMAN H9

C.606 aN OF EXPRESSION OF UAG SUPPRESSOR
I

cE!
Müller, Werner E.G.* chino, roe Sel

fur PiysToLogche Chemi
West German + physics Division,
Institute, Chuo-ku, Tor 104, Japan

Objective. To

de , H.C.*
ersität, Duesbergweg, 6500 Mainz,
National Cancer Center Research

study the mode of action of the anti-HIV compound Avarol.
Methods. Human T cells (H9), infected with HIV-1 and NIH-3T3 cells, infec-

‘tedwith Moloney Murine Leukemia us (Mo-MuLV) have been u o: e
studies. Results. Avarol is a sesquiterpenoid hydroquinone, which causes a
strong aayiral effect on HIV and Mo-MuLV in vitre t was found that in

tRNA- uC + In Mo. is required for
the synthesis of the RNA, coding f iral protease; the function of
this tRNA in HIV-infected cells is not yet known. Avarol causes at viro-

readthrough of the Mo-MuLV protease gene; in the

  
Hum (1988); Kuchino et al. ;“iroloogy 16s, 518

11988)“Supported by grants from the Bundesgesundheitsal
 

C.608 Hypericin joies Anti-HIV Effects in Vitro:

. , W., V., Williams?, D. Laviet, MI.
D. Muerelo3: aWalaaof Pathology! Department of Medicine2, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia PA, 19104-6082., partmentPol Pathology and Kaplan
Cancer Cente: ork University Medical Center, 550 tst Avenue, New York, NY
10016, The Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, israel.

To examine the ability of two aromatic polycyclic diones hypericin and
pseudohypericin to control HIV infection : Evaluation of syncytia
formation, reverse transcriptase LYS Viral RNA production.plochomical as well as
siectron micrographic studies of HIV-1 and HIV-2 have The

vitro and in vivo toxicity of those compounds,"heaby to interfere with
n, the fact that humans have been treaied with these

cis as weli a widespread availibility of these
agents, suggest further examination of hypericin er“tuture Ds patlent therapeutic
regeims may be wi ranted. Besults: Both HIV-1 and HIV-2 were sensitive2 to the

- of hypericin. Hyper n posesses at least two different antiviral components antisyncytia
ing of ViaEE ological examination demonsirates a significant

difference in the number of virus particles exhibiting the mature av1is phenotype
after hypericin treament. je doe: 1 havae
commercially available viral reverseanse ptases..‘ViraIma ration spears sensitive
to the presence of this compound at doses that manifest i
in our laboratory have demonstrated synergistic anti-viral effects between
compounds and other inhibitors of HIV inf Fu
of anti-viral effects of these compounds is in progre:

is class of
her examination of the mechanism
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EVALUATION OF erythro-9 (2-hydroxy-3-nony!) adenine (EHNA) CONTROLLED NEUROPSYORLOGICALC.609 TREATMENTON HIV-1 REPLICATION, C.610 TEST PERRURPAINCE

THCOC

GULP

Iv

HIVThee eon
YoshitateySei*. I. Tsuboi**, M.M. Yokoyama **, and Prince. K. Arora
* Laboratory of Neuroscience, NIDDK, Nationa! lastitutes ofRHealthth. Bathesds, MD. USA.
hisratof Immunology, Kurume University School of Medicine, Japan.

Objective, To evaluatethe efficacy of EHNA treatment on viral replication in HIV-1
infected cell lines
Methods, HIV-1 infected or uninfected H9 cell lin treated with varying

2-hydrory-non) adenine(EENA), an inhibitor of the
juryme(sADAL and ADAISCECP). Several different

also added to cell cultures. Cell viability
scrip (RT: ac ity in the

concentrations of erythro-X
common Adenosine (ADA)i
concentrations of deozycytidine (dC) we:

assessed by vital dye exclusion
supernataais andin the cell lysateswas determined by stan: activity assays.

in the supernatantwas inhibited by nearly 50% in FHNA-treated
HIV-1 infected#9 colis, when canpared ¥with the untreated but infected H9 celis. There

a decrease in ceil viability, but was reve
. This combined treatment had no effect on RT activity in

esting an inhibition of HIV-1 replication, and release frem the

 

e coll lysates, sugg
infected cultures. This com was also effective in suppressing HIV-1
release of HIV-1 from infected 937co!
Conclusions. The combin EHNA+dC may
viral replication in HV àinfected cells. Also, since2 HINA inhibits adenosine
deaminase, HIV-1 release from infected colis may be regulated by purine metabolic
pathways.

C.611

 

ROIS or =BINDING SITEBYLECTIN
C.613 a eins.,nan Whittle PA, LaLischneOmar

W. ,4 University of Medicine
-S0M, Camden, NI, TA, Temple

end Dentistry of New Jersey

Univ., Philadelphia, PA, USA.

Objective. Blockade of the interaction of HIV-1 gpl20 molecule vith CDé-
ands is one of the many locking HIV-1 infection and

possibly cytopathicity. The useect purified lectins, which are specific for
sugars, as a blocking agent nay provide a rather simple of

HIV-neutralizerion.
Methods. (1) secells (CD4+ cell line) were pre-incubated with variou

ind degree of inhibition of FITC-CD4~ligands Ts OKT4F,
ometry and microscopy - (2) “HIV

tins was* exauine sycytia-inhilnition assay
cells (JInfec. Dis). “a) Western blot analysis were

ble site of binding of the
‘A, HPA, HAA, WFA and SBA completely or partially

sites of HIV-1. (2) VVA, HPA, HAA » PHA, ConA
snelyeie revealed

components of HIV-1.
tine have specificity or oligo-

refore, they can be used as a mapping agent(s) for “anti-
site. (2) Theoretically,

such sugars can be used to block HIV-1 from binding to CD4 and has
therapeutic potential

660

Conclusion. SPSney@broader and mo

Veernals, S., Cuurch, J., Helbert, M., Peters, B.,
Pinching, A.

Departaent and Immunology Dept., St. Mary's Hospital,

Lontion, We INY, UK.

Objectives: To evaluate the effectiveness of Zidovudine inaaretive impair

in OC Group IV HIV infected patients and to judge the speed of drug effectiveness.

Method: Monthly Setiere (eso)aoDonnerCO Aarcaeraedobon

‘Vidovadine treated patients (N=20 control 2 (1) HIV infected ARC pat
fr toute apis(3)ek cae patients treated ithalge(Ne 10)

(3) HIV tie. Tests » Trail-Making, Work ,

Auditory Verbal Learning and snereContent Dual Attention task. Multivariate
at changes over testing for each of theanalysis of variance was used to look

groups.

 

Sorelusicn: Zidovuxiine does to improve overall neuropsychological test performance in

‘thosewithAIDS. Where inprovenent is seen tt ts Lively to te ereateat in the Peer men

months of treatment.

C.612 ANTI-HIV-! ACTIVITIES OF SULFATED MONOSACCHARIDES (SMS) AND
POLYSACCHARIDES (SPS): THERAPEYTIC INDICIES (TH
Bagasra, Omar; Lisc!chner+HWe inallige

Xiniv. of Medicine end Denttistry of New ey, C: maple Univ.
Sch. of Med. and St. Christopher's Hosp. for Children,"philedeionua. PA USA.

ho anticoagulant activity up to 1 mg/ml
concentration except inositole nexagu1fete:

tent anti-HIV activity bi

potential low T: 8e of antico:oegulaneactivity. SMS, particularly
glucose 6 sulfate,“have higher in yitro TI and deverve clinical trial.

C.614
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF wey pues0 TREAT SIV INFECTIO
C.617 VATE SECTOR INSTITUTIONS

Seidhe Me ater for Preventive
Medicine and Hesith Research, *SanTr e Stste University and “Pacific
Presbyterian Medical Center, San Francisco,<Califoraia. US

THE ROLE OF GOVERN

Qbiective. Te examine the role ef gevernment and the private sector in the
deveiepmeatCEnev drugs to trest HIV-associsted infections and canc

organization and function of the US. Public Heaith

regrams, hum

aumber‘and characteristics of

Despite some view of AIDS pepe the
FDA causes significant delays in the appreval pro

mend that com.amonity-basedclinical trials would provide
access te new J‘AIDS“arugs for a much larger populat would have the
advan ciated wath a more person: physician’“patientsolationship. The
NIAID sanounced 3ach an approach en 22 Nevember munity support is

“eeessful development of sew AIDS drugsend vaccine development.
Lesdorship Presidential level is required to solve the funding. staffing
and sdministrative difficulties which centinue in our national AIDS program.

C.619 DISULFIRAM AS AN - FOLLOW UP.
, Bernard Bihari*,**; T. Fle: - Devine**; J.D.

? ‘ting Physic:icians of the Comunity
Research Initiative (CRI) *SUNY/HSCB,ae, New York, NY. 1 UsS-A

TING AGENT
Fleischer**; J

Cbjectives. To describe the results of an expanded trial of disulfiram in
RIDS/ARCARC patients of CRI commnity
Methods. We initially monitored 53 AIDS/ARC patients who were taking disul-
firam. Results of that monitoring included 1) significant increases in CD4
cells, 2) reduction of clinical , and 3) mild, reversible GI distur~
bance. We have continued our monitoring—and have increased

the

 

partic:
with disulfiran500mg p.o. twice weekly(sone were riopmgeenan750mg p.o.

and clinical data were cbtained on average everyonce weekly); labor
three months.
Results. The pooled data continue to show a considerable rise in T-helper
‘cells in cli cramps and/or
contime to be the most frequent side effects occurring in approximately 20%
of our sample. A metallic taste has .
Conclusion. Disulfiram continues to show promise as an .
Our resultssuggest. that trials are war-
ranted to test this hypothesis, which is based on preliminary findings in
an open
Note: ‘the CRI, from comunitywhile collecting data physicians who are
prescribing disulfirem,does not itself endarse the use of any given

 

C.618 FACTORS AFFECTING PARTICIPANT COMPLIANCEWITH
ZIDOVUDINE CLINICAL TRIAL PO19

and McKusick, Leon,
Foieof Medicine, Center for AIDS Prevention Studies, University of Califomia San
Francisco, USA.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obctive. Tod ot 1 seh ad 4 P 1

POIof ridovudine ‘ dati be mad ding th f AIDS

Metjoi at from th ical trial PO19 were

interviewed and administered qiuestionnaires. in conjunctionwithmedicalrecord, adonal
data was gathered on two setsof factors:
trial information,p logical and somaticc symptoms, perceived drug efficacy, personal
efficacy, perceived of AIDS deteriaration, alcohol and recreational drug ususe, and perceived
AIDS loss in the participant social network; and 2) Studysite perceptionfactors,; patient à

attitudestoward researchers. Continuing he RAD ths
aboveResults. Patientf y si cmd enrot dherence »

Baererce with POLS. ch lil P ial ig 1 1

placebo dose. & +ot, Le inf al 8. 2 4. = £

screeningprocedures on psy I y th h 
patientorientation and the need foreet

SYNERGISM AND POTENTIATION EFFECT OF A COMBINATION
DIFFERENT DRUGS, DIRECTED TOWARDS VARIOUS STAGES OFTHE
VIRUS LIFE cyCLE,a THE TREATMENrToF Al

» 0.K.* , D.°*; Thornton, A.*; Fullen, J.°;

C.620

Sarin, Prem 5.°5 Sun
Shahied, S.1.**
** Laboratory of Tumor Cell Biology, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Md
“New Jersey State Department of Health, Trenton, NJ, U.S.

A number of antiviral agents thatinhibit human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV-1) in cel] culture (MOLT-3, H9) have shown unacceptable levels of
toxicity {nm human clinical trials. We have evaluated a er of drugs,

photericinmethy! ester (AME), at

two differont ti
enome are use These studies suggest that combination
therapy using inhibitors ofdifferent stages of the virus life cycle may be
beneficial in the treatment of AIDS.

=
~

a 2 a x =
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C.621 ANTI-HIV ACTIVITY OF DEXTRAN SULFATE AS DETERMINED UNDER
Dr IMENTAL CONDITION:

» 0. YOSHTDA*, M. BABA’, E. DE CLERCQ?
"AMAMOTO

rtment of Virology and Parasitology, Yamaguchioeversity School of
Medicine, 1144 Kogushi, Ube, Yamaguchi 755, Japan Rega Institute for
Medical Research, K.U. Leuven, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

Dextran sulfate de a potent and selective inhibitor of HIV-1. Its anti-HIV-
2 activity hae been investigated under varying experimental conditions. Mr

cella wereàinteceedwth HIV-1 at different multiplicities be infectio
imo. 1.), with either dextran sulfate, 3'-azidoa2" <3-

dide:“ayhymidine wartyor anti-BIV-2 serum (obtained from an anc patient).

Dextran sulfate©suppressed HIV-1 replication (aesmonitored by viral antigen
ood.expression) a ineffective at es m.o

of 1. The antiEIV-1 serum was only pareialiywattective at a m.o.i. of
0.01 and ineffective at a m.o.i. of 0.1 0: 0. AZT proved effective at all
three m.o.i.’a. Cocultures of uninfected and "HIV-1Ltnteceed MT-4 cells were
protected against destruction b:

The present

it dextran sulfate owee its goed -HTy-1 acti-
vity mainly to inhibition of Virus binding to ite target ce

C.623 IN VITRO EFFICACY OF THE GOLYSULFATED POLYXYLAN HOE/BAY 946
weHIV INFECTED HANm fondCYTES/MACROPHAGES

riesen, fen oph Meichsner**; Andreesen, R.*#*
Rubsamen-Wa gnann,ones Schlu erger = — chrinner, £.**
* Georg-Speyer-Haus, Frankfurt, FRG, ** Hoechst AG, Frankfurt
*e* Universitatsklinik Freiburg, Freiburg, FRG, **** NuppertaEIberrela,
FRG

Objective. To present data demonstrating the efficacy of xylan(-~hydrogen-
Sulphate) disodium salt (HOE/BAY 946) in HIV infection of human mono
cytes/macrophages.
ethods. A system has been developed in which human monocytes/macrophages
m the blood of heal thy donors are cultured se hydrophoobic

cells which have been infected in Teflon” bags in the presen €on
re transferred to 24-well microplates and

ltured in the presence or absence of ug.
the monocytes/macrophages fs measured by reverse

transcriptase activity or by antigen assay
Results e data presented show that HOE/BAY 946 drastically reduces
the TiFectton of human monocytes/macrophages in vitro
Conclusion. que the important, possibly central role of monocytes/
macrophages pathogenesis of AIDS, ft is essential to show that
drugs with antiHIV activi re also effe in thes ls; the
efficacy of“HOE/BAY 946 in these culture systems is demonstrated.

ENERGY CALCULATIONSON ANTIHIV NUCLEOSIDES: ENHANCED STABLILTY OFC.625 C3-EXO TWISToorTONS IN ACTIVE COMPOU!

Taylor, TompsonLePatrick Van pee and C. K. Chu.
‘College of Pharmacy, The us, of Georgia, Athens, 30602, and *The Medica! Foundation

‘of Buffalo, inc., Buffalo, NYy US

Werecently reportedAwie et al. 1989 ACS Ao“aeiwheofor AZT and 2 other azide analogs,
tlow energy conforme: lic relate well with the
‘crystal structures. The preferr "orthenenatting in these azide nage ne cs.
sexo (5 T2 and 374); this conformational preference may be a partial basis for the activity of these
“compounds. Wereport here the results of theorstical (MM) studies on the C3'-exo vs. C3'-endo
‘preference for the same set of active and inactive compounds siudiad by Van Roeyet al. (see the
‘companion¢abstract).
Methods: Using ce field with COSMIC h lated the
energies of both C3'-ex0 and C36indo (3T2) coms with optimization of all other
conformational parameters (glycosidio angle, etc.), an

Baauits: The 3 azide analogs (all acti nce for cses over endo of about 1.5 kcai/
The dideoxy analogs generally showa prete!reneeor C3'-exo (~1 kcal/mole over endo),

‘though this difference is smaller na), for oo and the inactive ddU. Foroer inactive
‘compounds, aug3'allyt-ddU and 3"oNaT, endo form is preferred by al
‘kcal/mole. For thy midine itself, the energy differvances are negligible.

calculations suggest that for good anti-HIV activity, the C3'-exo form should
be at jeast as or more stable than the C3'-endo form. These results also correlate reasonably well
with the X-ray observations. The possible electronic stabilization of the 4T4 conformation by the
‘azide rotating to a position underneath the furanose ring will be discussed.

662

relative ses of the 2 forms.

C.622 ANHIV-1P24 SCREENINGASSAYFORDETECTION OFHIV - 1 INHIBITORS

L; Kilkuskie, R.E.; Kaushal, 1.A.; Adams-MacKie, B.A.;
mans, M.G. and Bodner, A.J.

Biotech Research Labonte Inc., Rockville, MD 20850, USA.

Objective. Toesasensitive, rapid, andreproducible screening assay for HIV-1 inhibitors.
Methods. H9 lymphocytes are treat(6hara 37°Cvenaiaoffoeack of
HV.1 Virionsatamulttiplicity ofinfection of0.3 TCIDs0/cell. The infectedcultures

es to remo e titrated i
aninfestel H9 lymphocytes. After 3 daysofincubationat 37° C,the cultures are asettfiaged and

ig a p24 specific,
high affinity x bit s
against affinity.ahiedannas theeaeantibody. raidsescellsupernatantsare

 

coupound fo determine anvil sci), Theoeufuandenueà

Results. Infectious centerassays have shown that 10% ofthecells in the cultureiinitially receive
an infectious virion, Ourantigen capture assay has readily detected virions released after a 3 day
incubation, which iis‘islong enough for reinfection (40% oftthe cel .

been evaluated at diffe:rent dilutions forooand effectiveness as an
aeofp24 release. Anti-HIV-1 activity ofAZT, ddC, and PFAin this assay has compared
favorfavorably to that observed in CEM-SS syncytia.inhibitionion assays doneiin our laboratory and to

3 hi ral 1

extractsthrough MLe purifie3 fractions.

 

lusion. À sensitive

HIV-1 inhibitors.

Cc 624 ren oFayREVERSESeaAe BY 4-QUINOLONES

Gürtler, rdt,

Max von Pettenkofer Institute, University of München, FRG

Objectiv One way to decrease the HIV load in symptomatic patients is to

redduce virus replication. We looked for chemical compounds to achieve

Material and Methods. Ofloxacin, ciprofloxacin and norfloxacin were used

at concentrations of 1 t 5 pM àn 0.155 M sodium chloride, 0.01 M

glycine-lactate buffer, DH 4,0. tn a reverse transcriptase (RT) weefor

HIV-1 using concentrated HIV-1, poly rAdT, and ~H-TTP one fourth of t!

reaction volume was exchanged by the eeontoorappropriate controle,

and inhibition of RT activity was measured uy min

esults. Complete inhibition of RT activity was observed at minimal

concentrations of 3 oxacin and cipro‘ofloxacin and 1 uMM norfloxacin.
The inhibition kinetics were linear over 60 min, and concentratio.

dependent.

Conclusion. Chemical modification of currently available quinolone-

derivatives could lead to substances valuable for clinical trials.

i of i-retroviral activity of tic
icin rici

Daniel Meruelo, and Gad Lav
Dept. of Pathology, New York|University School of Medicine, New York, N.Y.
U..SheA.

ve recently reported that the polycyclic aramatic dione compounds
hypericin(BY) and Roreerioin {PS) inhibit thethereplication and

‘ection cycles of avarity of murine retrovi: studies have
extended to the HIV.

ine leukemia cell Line (AR) infected©with and producing
Radiation leukemia virus (RadLV), is incubated with hypericin, no
detectabl: iptase (RT) positive viruses areare detected in the

RT positive virions is not the
result of failure to viral ins within the

‘ected cells. Rather assembly and/or‘or processingof virions is affected
bybybeperioin|Incubation of intact virus preparations with HYor PS also

f reverse
tyaklose of infectivityofttheparticles. In all cases hypericin
is a more potent entiretroviral ag icin. Clearly, the

1 group TatitutieninFa is important for antiretroviral
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C 627 BACULOVIRUS DIRECTED CELL-SURFACE EXPRESSION AND C 628 ESSAIS CONTROLES EN DOUBLE INSU DU LF 1695 CHEZ DES
PURIFICATION OFaIN INSECT CELLS , PATIENTS

Madoulet, C."; Tosi, P.F.""; Broussard, D.R.'; - ° Crimet, D.** + Kienzler, J.L. ** : Touraine, F. *** ;
. Sneed, L. ; Summers, MLD.", Nicollau, G, Touraine,
Texas A&M U!niversity, College Station, Texas, USA,**Biophor Corporation, College * PavillonLaHépital E. Herriot, Lyon, France ; ** Lat F ier, Dijon, France ;
Station, Texas, USA, and Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA.

Infection by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the causative agent of
acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AlAIDS)is mediated by the binding of the viral
envelope glycoprotein, gpi20, to CD4, glycoprotein expressed on of
HIV-susceptitle cells, most notably T “einer lymphocytes ‘attenten, and Weiss,
1988). De a recent report, we described the stale insertion of CD4 derived from
human lymphocytes into red blood cells and its interaction with HIV-1 and HIV-
infected H9 cells (Nicolau et ai., J. Cell Bochum{2B 254, 1988). The ponts) use
of a CD4-erythrocyte complex as a therapeutic agent for e
amounts of CD4 which contains thehydrophobic membrane-spannin: non
this, we have produced a baculovi expression vector(Luckow and Summers, 1588)
for the abundantressentof Falling CD4 in sho:
recombinan: the surface d'ainsect cells is Araire
jmmusologicallySand biolegically similar to CD4 expressed in human cells,

C.629

 

C.631 CELLULAR PHARMACOLOGY OF 3'-AZIDO-2'-3'-DIDEOXY-
URIDINE (AzddU) IN HUMAN PRIMARY CELLS: EVIDENCE OF A
NOVEL METABOLITE

z 2, Eriksson, B.F.H.2, Chu, C.K.3, Willams, G.4, and

Univ.of Alabama at Bimningham, Birmingham, AL', Veterans Admin. Med.Ctr., and Emory Univ. Sch.
of Med., Atlanta, GA?,Univ. of GA, Athens, GA?, and Trkon Biosciences, Inc. Alameda, CA, USA#,

Qbiective. To investigate the cellular pharmacology of AzddU (CS-87) and 3'-azido-3'-
deoxythymidine (AZT) in human bone marrow (BM) and paripheral blood mononuciear (PBM) cells.
Methods. Human PHA-stimulated PBM or BM ceils (2 x5108 celisiml) were exposed to 10 uM (3H)
AZT of GH) AzddU from 2 to 48 hrs. The 60% methanol-soluble fraction of the ceil lysate was

nai AZT-a
0-SAX

-MP accourted for the majority (87 t 92%) of Intracetiular Weert in
both PBM and BM cells and remained at steady-state levels for 48 hws. AZT-DP and AZT-TP
increased wkthin 48 hre to 0.3 and 0.1 pmoles/10® cals In PBM and BM calls, hetà AzddU-
MP accumulated at a slowerrate reaching 5 to 10 fold lowerlevels compared to AZT-MP and
sented approximately 55 to 65% of Intracellular radioactivity in both PBM and BM cells at .
AzddU-DP approximated similar concentrations compared to AITDE in bot cecelns white

ki unknown

AZT-MPand -DP Inboth cell systems,éme. TeAEabolireadover te and represrieg 5
much as 25%of intracedular radoactvty n BM caeftlowing a 48 anabolite was
resistant to 5'-nucieotidase, but was @ substrate for 5‘-phosphodiesterase, ytdAc
Inculbenfou ana Cone Bcolspod àduane h the

anabolte, suggesting formation of a AzddU-5'-diphosphate-enone
The metabolism of AzddU to a AzddU-DP-hexose In primary human cels, especially in

__BMcells.may.contribute to the decressed toxicity of this antFHIV drug when compared to AZT.

 

+++ Hôpital Neurologique, Lyon, France.

Qbicctifs. Evaluer et comparerITefficacité de 2 posologies d'un immunomodulateur,le
LE 1695 (Lab.D.FOURNIER)parm 38 patients au stade de LPG ou d'ARC.
Méthodes. Dans u D15jus,essai croi 1 gélule
quotidienne de 120 mg de LF 1695, 1 par mois pendant 3 mois, puis 1 gélule de
Placebo en continules3 mois suivants ;iptsot une géluie de placebo 15j
ur 30 Pendant33 mois puis une egéluis de 120 mede 1695 en continu les 3 mois

a tous

 

 

 

suivantsUne uationclinique biologique (NF, CD3+, CD4+, CD8+) aétéréalisée
les 45 jjours.4Àla fin da protocole randomisé, les‘espatesont été traités par placebo ou
LF 1695 1-20 % du
nombre deCD4+ au cours de l'essai randomisé). .
Résultats. La compara CD4 de L d
montre pas de diffé: ifi
anaronifontee à i opeslogieRETErevanche lor deprotocolde
suivi, le nombre de lymphocytes CD4+ est significativement té parmi les patients
traités en séquentuentiel (med=me30a5353a ladedemniére visite) par rapport aux patients
traités en u (med= 4: visite), ou par rapport au placebo
ne6àJOec 376 A lad
Conclusion. LeLF 1683 ba owe e2gpros, 15jours par mois, présente un intérét

devra être confirmer dans un nouvel essai randomisé.

C.630 INVVITRO ANTI-HIV ACTIVITY OF À NEV CLASS OF POLYMERS.
+; Boyer, B.#++,Roque, J-P. #4; Lamaty, G.##;

coresL.aee and Zerial, A.*.
shinePoulenc SANTE, Research Center, F-94403 Vitry-Cedex, +sUniversité

Sciences et techniques du 34060 Montpellier”-Cedex, France,

sesinstitut Pasteur, Viral Oncology, Paris, France.

Qbiecttye : We have synthesized a new class of polymers and tested their
ability to actas HIV inhibitors.

le ¢ tested|thesece unds as‘ftreplication inhibitors|in
CENclone 18 cells and i n peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL).
have measured the redu:ctlenoi cytopathic ‘attectt (CPE) induced by Hiv!1
(LAVbru strain) - MTT assay - and reduction of reverse transcriptase (RT)
activity in*uernatants:

polymers PS and PC were active. The ECso were 1-3 ugr/ml
and 2.5-7 uge/mi respectively in iol (7 and 4 days after infection
respectively) and the © s 6 ugr/ml in PBL. e CCso were in
all cases superior to 100 agent.“noth products were active when added to
the cells 2h. post infection ; in these conditions the ECw inin CEM w

supe .
Yhen injected 1.v. in mices ti dose), the LDs were 2-10 mg/kg (PS) and

superior to 50 make (PC). Daily i.v. injection of PC at 2 mg/kg for 5
days was well tol erated.

Our compounds e active as in vitro HIinhibitors at
dosesseh to those reported for“elintcally used compound:

C.632 IMMUNOSTIMULATORY EFFECTS OF BETA-CAROTENE ON T-CELL
ACTIVATION MARKERS AND NK CELLS IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS.

*, Garewal, H.S.*+, Ampel, NM.**, Prabhala, RH.
Allen, V.*+, Dols, C.'*, Hicks, M5 ef al
“University of Arizona, +Veterans Administration Medical Center, Tucson, Arizona, USA.

Qbiective. Si patients with AIDS, based on its
REagcesinin normal subjects.

infected patients were given 30)mg/day of beta carotene for 4 months.
Samples parini , during, and after piof

supplementation. Changesin the number a“percentageof mononuclearcelis with va
markers were monoclonal an: low cytome!

After 3 monthsrottreatmentthe pereentage of cells ohith markers of NKcells i

of IL-2R transfe: +
16.8 + 19.3; from 3.4 + 31toto 29.2 + 16.9; from 36.5 + 9.5 to 61.1 + 13.3 respectively the

tment of beta-carotene for 3 months in HIV infected patients. No significant changes in T-
‘helper, T-suppressor or total T-cells were observed during the treatment. Similarchanges were

the numbers of these cellswith each subtype. The maximum tage reached after
3 months, and had decli These results are ‘al ‘qualita ively
similar toto those previously observed by us in normal subjects. No toxicity attributable w the drug

carotene produces an increase in the number ofcells with NK markers and
markers ofactivation (IL-2R, transferrin receptoifs). Clinical studies are warranted to assess if
these findings will be ofclinical benefit in AIDS or ARCpatients. Supported in part by grants
from Wallace Genetics and NIH AA-08037.
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C 633 REDUCTION OFDe ANTIGEN IN CDC II/III CASES WITH BD

. ZIDOVUDINE AND PROGRESSION TO AIDS

Tang AL, Gill S, Thin RN, Bateman N T, Cordery M, Barlow D.
St Thomas' Hospital, England.
Objective: To study the effect of 1700 and 800 mg Zidovudine given in 6 hrly
or 12 nrlydosage on p24 ani in COC II/III} patients.

tic patients (cbc“A with p24 antigenaemia
edto receive either 2: on a double-blind basis.
The results of the firet 18 are shown.

Table

 
1 No of patients Weeks 1-6 Weeks 7-12

A Zidovudine 7 600 mj bd 400 mg bd
B Zidovudine 5 300 mg qds 200 mg qds

6 caps bd 4 caps as
caps qds ps qds

Mean ag 35 entry 14.5a(range 11.8-17.0) and
median T4 cell count.0. 50xx“Tart frange 0.20-0.95).
Results: The mean percentage reduction of p24 antigen level was 62% (range
7-798)reer Be 388 (range De878) in group B and 0% in the Placebo groups.

agen in the combined treatment . was
statistically significant -0.OL, Mann tney U test}, with no difference

Trea t was well tolera: from 2 Zidovudine
trented oeeionte who ansfusion. Patients were followed up for a
minimum of months after cessation 7 treated, 2 placebo) have

Zidovedine: given”cODnpand400 jb raiesPol
uence progression of disease.

lusion: Short-term Z.
antigen Tevels but may not influence

Cc.635 DEXTRAN SULFATE DECREASES CELL SURFACE GP120, BUT
DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH GP120 -CD4 INTERACTIONS

, L, Phelan, M.aCallahan andNorcross,
Food and Drug Administration, Bethesda, MD. 20892 USA

Objective. Dextran sulfate has been reported to block virus binding to CD4+ cells . To
determine if this effect is due to receptor blockage, we examined the effect of dextran
sulfate on gp120 to CD4 binding and cell surface gp120 expression:
Methods. Gp120 binding to CD4 was measured by Incubating recombinant
gp120(Genentech) with word T-cells tolowedot monocionai antijenvelope ntibody
and fluorescenily-labelled goat antibody to mouse ig. Binding was aiso measurod in an
ELISA format by incubating cote cba(Biogen)with 9p120 coatedplates, developing with
anti-CD4 monocionals. The of dextran sulfate on cell surface expression of oy
on H9 HIV-infected cells waepoison by immunofivorescence and flow cytomet
analysis.

Anti-viral concentrations of dextran suifate from 10ug/m! to 10 mg/mi were
without giant effect on gpi20-CD4 binding in both cell surface binding and ELISA

says. In contrast, HIV-1 chronically infected cells treated with dextran sulfate show
marked decreases in 9p120 ‘surface staining, whi remained constant.

. Dextran sulfate does not directly block gp120-CD4 interactions. The rapid
gosse in the amount of gp120 on th: of infected celis suggests that the effects

xtran sulfate include ineSisruplion of gp120 cell surface expression resulting in
Inhibition of syncytia formati

C.637 Effect of the polyene macrolide group of antibiotics on

TmmunodeficiencyneyVirus (HIV) replicationinhibition of Human
in cell ure,

1 1 1. loos :
KR.Pontani, S.I. shahied, Diane Zuberbuehler, Gavin Swiatek,

Daisy K.L. Sun, Prem S, Sar:

Dev Jersey State partment of Health, Trenton, New Jers

sys of Tumor Cell Biology, National Institutes of health, Bethesda, Md.

antibiotics ¢
ol

The polyene macrolide family of ontain several Potent anesfungal

 
grouped according to th

their lipophilic hydrocarbon region. A number © ci

theriens, tetraene, ntaene, hexaene and hepaene groups were

oxicity and activity against HIV. Of the com

cation as an:

n the search for effective compounds

AIDS. Current Studien show|that derivatives of amphotericin much hi

toxic compared to the parent compound without any Tees of antiviralmaotivity.

664

D ‘AEROSOLIZED PENTAMIDINE (AP} FOR PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII
~PNEUMONIA

Sonnabend, Joseph*; Fleischer, T.*; Holzemer, S.*; Blau, A. “Community
‘Research Initiative, New York.USA,

in 205 patients with AIDS enrolledQhiective. 7 mon pulmonary function
a l-year tr: two doses of AP for prophylaxis of PCP, which was full:

note D6/28/68. 75.4% of study participants had experienced a prior ¥
episode o;
Methods. Pulmonary function tests (PFTs) including measurements of DLCO, FEV,
and FVC, ware performed at entry, at 4-6 months, and at1212 months after entry.
X-rays were o physical tions done a same time.

 

compared tobaseline ’
mean value on the second test; 73.28 (n=82) of the

ponnlationhead aaninprovenent enDrCO whenretested after a mean
of 4.6 months on AP. ‘The degree of i t correlated inversely with the

since diagnosis of a prior episodeof PCP. (r= magneP= 047)
Conclusion, No deterioration in pulmonary could be
indivigual alswithAIDS receiving AP (100 and 25tnybiveekly) for àmean of 4.6
mon’ improvement. who have had PCP cannot
determined by this study. Patien ve

Effect of amphotericin B and its meeny)ester (AME)C.636
ammunoseficiency virus infection and phagocytosis inonacroshage

icultur

th.Pontani, 2.K.L. Suns 48. Wolf Bryagt, I. Shahied, 33, Brown,

J. Rosen, “0.3, Plescia, ~C.P. schaftner and P.S, "Garin. U.S.A.

The polyene antibiotic amphotericin B and its methylated derivative AME we:

tested ‘tinuous macrophage cell line U937 for activity against ee

At non-cytotoxic dose 1 ls the expression of HIV-1 was inhibited as shown b:

the measurement of antigen expression with unofiuorescence. At 10 ug/ml

there was complete inhibition of virus activity.

i e @: fect of these drugs on theSmhancement of monocyte activity,

Phagocytosis was measured using primary murine adher cells. Either Sheep

ed b 1s, x coated veith“antibody or Listeria monocytogenes were

added to the cultures which had incubated in the presence of each drug at

concentrations of 0.1, 10 na/nl. Tuftsin was added as a positive con-

rol. ith both systems a significant increase in pl gocytic activity was

observed the presence of d poteries
These studies suggest that both AME and amphotericin B be very useful

AIDS due to their inhibition of wrvelseeplication inT

cells and macrophages.

These de an alternative to AIDS therapies due to theirovi

multifunctional cellular activities.

C.638 MECHANISTIC ASSAYS FOR NATURAL PRODU
Weislow, 0.**; Kiser, R.#*;

Nee evitateon K.*; Bader, J.* and oyd, M.*
*Developmental Thertpoution Program, DCT, NCI, **Program Resources, Inc.,
NCI-FCRF, Frederick, MD, USA

ICT ANTI-HIV ACTIVITY
Gulakowski, R.*

Qbjective. To develop rapid quantitative microassays to study the mechanisms
of action ofomejounds with anti-HIV activity isolated from natural products.

Teculeure procedures werevutiliced
of HIV infection i
assays included several novel « rime yma:
endpoints. Interactive laser cytometry was also used. to study the effects
of anti-HIV compounds at the single cell level.

ddition to developing quantitative tetrazolium &
rc the overall cytopatShe effects o:

of c L

anisms of action and comparative methodologies were used for assay
validatio

Several rapid quantitative assays have been developed and/or
modified which allow the large-scalepechaniatic screening and/or
nalysis of AIDS sovivizal suivewe ral produc nvestiga-
sion atte ne the“ifs cycle ofi tural Products

rt their activity. Gnderstanding the £ settonOE antiviral©:

compoun will aid ction and prioritization of novel anti-HIV
agents forclinical tria
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C.639 A TRIAL OF AEROSOLIZED INE PROPHYLAXIS OF C.640 ÀCRITIQUE OF THE U.S, GOVERNMENT AIDS CLINICAL TRIAL

Sonnabend, Josh Fol:
Research Initiative, New York, U.3.A.

Objective. To investigate thesafety of 190 andoemotdelivered biweek-
I to individuals with AIDS, the efficacy se dosages in the

tion o: .

Methods. Es ipants who had ŒC-defined AIDS, were randamized to
receive either 100 or 150my of bi y using the Marquest Respigard 2
nebulizer, al fully enrolled by 6/28/88.
Results. 232 sub: for 198 of whom dat
available; 77.5% white, 5.3% black, 14.2% hispanic, 2.4% women. 63.9% had a

PCP (mean . ore entry). 83.48 gay/bisex-
avenous users, 1.2% blood trans: . AS

participation (25:48 volun!untary wit
illness,

no ect after TOUS
cases of proven PCP was far less than anticipated ft

tion.
Conclusion. AP (100 &setngbiweekly) demonstrated no systemicor localized

toxicity. ance rate of PCP in who had experienced
à prior episode Leconsiderahly lower than that anticipated for
2nd episode cases.

SPECIFIC INTERACTION OF AURINTRICARBOXYLIC ACID WITH THE
HIV/CD4 ur

C.641
smyter and E. De CDominiqueSCHOLS, ba, Pauvels, J. De Clercq

Rega Institute for Medical Research,“x.U.Leuven, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

Con:sidering the eanential role of the CD4 receptor in the replicative
cycle of HIV, i uld s important to find appropriate marker molecules

that epect£ically“interactvit the CD4 receptor and thereby block HIV at-

Dé cells (MTé, U-937, peripheral blocd lymphocytes and monocytes)
were incubated in the presence or absence of the test compounds, stained

variou mABs), washed, fixe ni
tometry. To investigate virus-cell bindinng, MTé cells were exposed

to radiolabeled HIV-1 virions in the presence or absence of t test com-

pi
riphenylmethane derivative aurintricarboxylic acid (ATA), puta

euriny‘selecetvcty prevented the binding of OKT4A/Leu3a mABe,
mASs to the CD4 receptor of all four cell types a a

(1 minute), dose-dependent and
d by serum. ATA also prevented the at-

Ii cule of non-immunological ori-
i ona for rhe“sus of CD4, HIV, AIDS patho-

genesis, and, possibly, therapy and prophyl:

Biologie moléculaire
Molecular Blology

VARIABILITE DES SEQUENCES DU VIRUS DUSIDA
C.643 G.CHAPPEY'. P. SONI HAZOUT!, A.J. VALLERON!

INSERM 4283, 2 INSERM U163, institut Pasteur, Paris, Franoe
Objectif: La varbillé génétique du virus du SIDA peut sue utilisée
d'analyse des protéines vraies,justifiant donc une an:lyse tative détallée. Loieout

conclu statistiquement à la Ron:-homogén
substitution par site, de Caractérriser dans les séquences différents ensembi région:
taux de Substitution proche. Les données utilisées sont ies séquences publiées de la Protéine
de l'env

a o 8 g S ë ® 2

: À partir de l'alignement multiple des séquences HIV-1, HIV-2 et SIV, on

site; on calcule ensuite le taux de substitutions par rapport au consensusie io: le la
séquence, ceci constituant fa fonction de variabilité. Un ensemble de tests statistiquesest
effectué sur cette fonction afin de veriior l'existence de régions homogènes.

: L'anaiyse statistique a permis de ciasser l'ensemble des régions en trois groupes
de variabilité et de composition nucléotidique (en position 1 des codons) différentes.Bégi : re é 1

Longueur en Ac.Am. 33 336 449 818
Longueur (%) 4.0 41.9 54.7 100

) di
substitutions par site 63 18 6 13
au: bases À, G 55.2 - 33.7 400 27.1 33.3 - 285 36.7 - 28.0

lécoupage de la Séquenceen régions ne se> révale significa que pour des tailles
Inférieures a 15 résidus.

récessaire qui peut être discutée en termes de relation|structure-fonction,

  

Long.Iris: Kirschenbaum, D.; and Huff, R. AIDS Coalition
to Unleash Power, New York, New York, USA.

‘imental. treatments in the
to HIV-infected

enrolled

To evaluate accessibility of exper:
Progran oo

over 5,700 subjects
documents

Objective.
AIDS Clinical Trial Group (ACTG)
Methods. In Jarmary 1989, this had
in trials at 35 sites and 11 pediatric centers.
related to these trials

Tor las and had enrolled 249 subjects (4% of total
program enrollment) . : Male 94.2%, female 5.8%
Enrollment by race: white 82.5%, black 6.9% c 8.9%.

Iv use 8 used 88.3%, previously

canbinationwith AZT is very limited. Wmen, People of color, children
hemophiliacs and prisoners are not represented to the extent that they
are HIV-infected. All recently diagnosed people with AIDS have few

C.644
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C.645 DIFFERENCE IM LONG TERMINAL REPEAT ACTIVITY OF TWO
. HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS-1 VARIANTS FROM THE

SAME PATIENT
G. and V

Molecular Virology Lab uke's/Rooseveolt Sep. Ctr. and Coll
of Physiolans and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York, MY, U.SA

Objective. @ transcriptional activity of long terminal
repeats eeeR)+of different HIV-1 variants

LTR activity was analyzedby transient chloramphenicol
acetyltransferase expression assay or by measuring production of
p24 protein.

© HIV-1 variants, derived fron single parental
isolate and termed NIT-E and NIT-A, differ substantially in their
abili in CD4-positive cells

“4-5 fold higher
T

driven
tion caused by the viral tat gene pr:

IV is one of the
functional heterogeneity of HIV-1

tes which may determine

C.647 EXPRESSION OF gag PROTEINS OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS
USINGRECOMBINANT ADENOVIRUS VECTORS

Robert Mastroent, Surendra K.
Dheer, Robert Natuke Bheem Bhat, Pranab Chanda, Satoshi Mizutani, Alan R.
Davis and Paul P. Hung. Biotechnology and Hicrobiol ogy Division,
Wyeth-Ayerst Research, P.0. Box 8299, Philadelphia, PA USA 19101-1245.

To develop Ad4-HIV recombinant adenovirus type 4 vaccine candidates, the
gag-pol gene of Human Immunodeficiency Virus was inserted into the Aaa E3

gion. In att s to generate a new late transcription family, ai
the splice accep a rom the L5

atranscription fi the gag-po} gene followed
by la deletion and an intact £3B polyadenylation ssignal. T
€ inant adenovirus, 4FSACHgag synthesized gag p55 protein both

earl late during infection. Alt h the protease gene was intact,
oO protease activity was detect The expression of the gag proteins
was approximately 51 thanexpression of the hepatitis B virus
envelope proteins using Ad4 E ectors. Recen ports suggestased vec
that the eepression of the gag-pol proteins is positively reguiated by
the presence of rev. The mechanism wt11 be discussed

C.649 COTTONaoeeeeSOLE RECOMBINANTS

berk,D .*; Bauer,D.*; Cheng-Mayer,Ceciliaw*;
5 ina,+.

*Chiron corporation, jEneryville,tsa, *kUniversity of California- San

Francisco, San Francisco,Ca.

Objective. Construction of inter-isolate recombinant HIV-1 viruses using
molecularly cloned DNA from viruses with distinct biological properties was

undertaken to identify the genes determining those specific biological
properties

Methods. The HIV-1 isolates sreand SF-33 differ biologically in their
ability to form plaques in the MI-4 cell line (possibly related tonie
cytopathicity} and their host range. The SF-2 isolate replicates
peripheral blood lymphocytes and CD4+ established T-cell lines aeas HUT 78
and CEM, whe

nations for comparison stu

e Tr nt viruses indicate that
env-3’orf region

xamined.
nome appears to be© directly

responsible for the cytopathicity characterictic of the isolat

666

C.646 DELAYED= SLOW EXPRESSION OF HIV-1 RNA & tat PROTEIN
DURING NFECTION WITH 3,NONCYTO!

X-Y ang: d
St. Luke's/ Roosevelt Hospital center and College ofpnyeicians
and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York City, NY,U.S.A,

Objective: To studyfhe mechanism of infection with a non-cyto-
pathic isolate of H

The Soncytopaathic and cytopathic HIV-1 isolates N1T-E
and N1T-A, respectively, were obtained from t! rus-producer
CEM/HIV-1/N1T cell line by molecular cloning. Virus entry was
measured as a function of the virus-cell fusion by the membrane
fluorescence dequegching assay. Vir: À was detected in crude
cell lysates with “P-RNA probe from the ene. tat and rev
proteins, and LTR functions, were tested by CA’ ay

N1f~E and N1T-A entered CD4-positive target cells with
nm of N1T-E

and N1T-A viruses replicated well
i Our sults show that” slow kinetics of HIV-1

expression during early stages after virus entry is an important
determinant in a non-cytopathic infection.

PURIFICATION OF RECOMBINANT HIV PROTEINS BY 150

ELECTRIC FOCUSING. Chen, Albert*, Winslow
Stafford, A.*, Sass, Je » Siaw, M.*, Van énigme

al. eckman Instruments, Inc., grvine,ca 92714,
SeetinKline Beckman, King of Prussia. PA.

C.648

À Preparrative isoelectric focusing (IEF) method using a commer-

 

i
binant proteins in a simple, efficient and cost effectiv
process.

HC PRIMARY DETECTION OF HIV AMPLIFIED DA SEQUENCES
IN URINE SHDINENTS OF SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDUALS.

aspariai Pr, 1 Paolot*, Savoia AT, Pignatti Pr*, Morandi C*, Venturini L**

De sandre ¢
® Jnstitute of Biological Sctences - University of Verona - Ital!
44 Ingtitate cf "Patologia Speciale Medica” - University of Verona -Italy

C.650

eee validate the date on que infectivity in mue individuals, searehing HIV OHA by

chain reaction® (PCR) thecnique in their urin
nette,ie collected 50 ul urine and 1 Wi peripheral blood fonie HIV seropositive drug addic the
cellpellet was resuspended ic 500 ul weter and boile Q ain. Cel] debris were miel by
centrifugation and the clear supernatants were directly used for the PCR. Primers pair frou the gag region
of the HIY gencue were used te achieve maxinun sensitivity of provirus detection. Teaction was carried
out, for cycles, an le Tag OMA polynerase buffer, 20 uncl dNt? mix, 50 paol of each oligonucleotide
priner aade up to 109 ul with distilled water and 5.0
two otber primers which amplified the polmuorpbue region of the C
Cystic Fibrosis gene. The amplified viral DMA was detected on a RE, v
the case of the C87 control amplification, the DMA fragments were vi
Desults. HIV sequences were detected in peripheral blood specisens fro seropositive persons, but nt in
their Urine. Contre! serenegative.saaples proved, es expected, negative both in the blood and urine samples.
Qn the contrary, positive direct DBA amplification of the (5.7 region vas une fron each sanple of the
urine, confirming the feestniitty cf this physiclogica liquid as a source of aateriel for PCR mnalysic.
Conclusions. The absence of proviral amplified sequencies in all urine sedinents, an the presence of SIV
aplification in the Wood, and of CS.7 amplification in ite urise, is {n accord with the report of the very
low probability of viral presence ic the urine, and with the lack of epideniological evidence of infection

i é PCR technique in complementing or
replacing virus isolation procedures as a routine means of determining the presence of HIV in blood cells.
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C.651 HIV/STD-CONTAMINATED HUMAN SPERM MOTILITY;| DIAGNOSIS
AND "EXPERIMENTAL ISOLATION OF SPERM USING “SWIM
HANAYenee IN WANG'S TUBE AND COMPUTERIZED IMAGE ©

Fu- ang*, C.M. Cheng, E.S.E. Hafez
Microbofre Scientifier Institute, rttic of China*, Worid Federation of Contra-
ception/Heaith &° Reproductive Health Center, Kiawah, sc, S.A.

The human semen contains high titers of HIV/STD's. Little is known about
nisms of the life cycle In semen. heterosexual transmission

and | particies, relented from infected lymphocytes in the semen,
blinds randomly is seminsi plas in HiV, attached to specific “domains* on
the surface membrane of ss rman penetrate specific segments of sperm head/

id t

sperm
s tube; Originally designed to

separate highiy motile sperm for clinical use infes insemination and iVEis
applied to selectively separate HIV/STD’s contaminated s

   
Dosign modification may Increase sperm numbers after “purification”by double
assurance" during sperm migration within the device

ROLE OF HIV ENVELOPE GENE IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF HIVC.653
Gabriella Tudor, James Hoxie*, Magahiro Inoue and E. Premkumar Reddy

Wistar Institute and *The University of Pennsylvania. toniiadelphia PA

19104, U.S.A,

The role of HIV envelope gene in the pathogenesis of HIV was studied

following two approaches. First portions of the envelope gene were

mutageniked and their effect on the biological properties of HIV

analyzed following the rescue of the virus from transfected cells. In

a second approach, naturally occurring mutants of HIV which lack the

cytopathic effects were characterized by molecular cloning. nucleotide

sequence analysis and construction of recombinants between wild type

proviral DNA and mutant proviral DNA. These studies indicate that

mutations in multiple domains affect the cytopathic nature of HIV.

C.655 DIFFUSE INFILTRATIVE CD8 LYMPHOCYTOSIS IN HIV INFECTION

5 ASFOCIATED ae aPARTICULAR SUBTYPE OF HLA-DRS.

K. Gregersen and R. Winchester, Hospital forL. Brancato,
Joint Diseases, NYU Medical Center, New York,NY, U.S.A.

 

C 652 MOLECULAR ANDROLOGY AND HIV HETEROSEXUAL TRANS-
, MiSSiON AN OVERVIEW

H
World Federation of Contraceptive Heaith; Reproductive Health Center,
Surfsong Road, Kiawah,‘ U.S.A.

“HIV reservolrs" in serpositive people seem to inciude: a) the epithelium
of testis /epididymis, colorectum; b) ocytes[macrophages /encothelialrs

terine cervix; c) ophages. vanvibody-prod ing B cells,
theiial cells of biood v:vessels,* and nonneuronal brain cells. “there
are remarkable variations in HiV infectivity ri some couples may be in-
fected after 10 - 20 sexual contacts, whereas “Others can resist
after thousands of sexual encounters. In asymptomati

id iteIV-carrier men, the titers of HIV in the semen Is hi: than m
her bod: . Monocytes/macropha and CDy/T eatnocytes concen-

tration and reverse transcriptase activity se very variable.
moiecu! hanisms of HiV-heterosexual transmission and the rate of in-
fectivity/susceptibility ha eva in the semen using sensitive

su munofluorescent microscopy, TEM/SEM/and immuno-

@ membranes of mammalian
spermatozoa. Var us potential membrane barriers and different antigens
patters include different segments of the acrosome post-acrosomal region,
the midpiece, mitchondrial sheath.

C.654 ALTERATION -5’)OLIGOADENYLATE METABOLISM
AND RIBONUCLEASE L°ACTIVITY IN H9 CELLS BY HIV

Miller, Werner E.G.; Schréder, H.
Institut fiir Physiologische Chemie, Universitat, Duesbergweg,
6500 Mainz, West Ge:

Objective. To study the alteration of the 2’ 15 poligoadenylate
HIiv-l-infected cells in relatio: to

ll

{2"-5')A was fou h
nuclear matrix. After HIV infection the (2'=5° ynthetase
activety increased fro -l p (2'=5°)A synthesized per 0
uw uclear matrix protein t 2 pmol at day i. Theng
the activity dropped to the initial yaiue: Simultaneously with

(2'-5')A level the cells start to release
ime of maximum synthetase levels the (2'-5')A-acti-

vated Ribonuclease (RNase L) activity strongly increased.
evidence is Provided revealing that RNase L degra-

transcripts. Conclu correlation cou

established between high tavels of (2'-S*)a and RNase L and
cells to release HIV. These results ope

molecular pharmacologic approach on the level of (2'-5')A
metabolism to screen in a rational way for new nti-HIV com
pounds. Refs.: Sehréaler stal B
985 (1988): Sch Biol. Chem. 264, in press
(1989)..supported|pygrants from the Bundesgesundheitsamt.

o
o
o

 

irreOF TE Geel OF HIV EXPOSED1
ier, J.

ARee‘YEAST.
Gairin,Jean ; Madaul

Laboratoire de Physiologie Nerveuse, GES, 51138itverre Cedex, France.

Aim. We describe aa very efficient method for the production
Ainoe Peptide whichis an

We used a

of a glyco-

is downs! the sequence the mating a-
factor. processed through a similar way to that of
the a-factor ( cleavage at the first KR site by KEX2
followed by removal of (EA)2 by STE13 to generate the N-terminal matured
peptide). N- or O-stycosylation may occur when potential sites are present
in the sequence of the
Results. The HIVI gene fragment (nuci.7573-7730) we inserted in pSE-X
encoded for a peptide (51 a.a) containing the major viral epitopeope(Wes
KLICT) of the gp41 currently mapped as well as potential glycosylation
sites. Time-course of the secretion in culture medium revealed an optimal

i at 30h.(overall yield = 200nm0l1/1). Western-blot, protein
mi an ity of secreted

y due to different post-trans. modifi-

ifF'euenoly immunogen, in the development of vaccines
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C.657 C.658 ARAPID AND SENSITIVE MICROASSAYTODETECT HIV-LTR

GC 659 SEQUENCE VARIATION WITHIN AND BETWEEN HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS

. Balfe, Peter; Simmonds Leigh Brown, A.J. and Bishop,
J.0.

Department of Genetics, University of Edinburgh, UNITED KINGDOM

n early 33 haemophiliac patients were treated with a

factor VIII subsequently shown to have b contaminated with HIV-1; 18
these tients have since seroconverted. The good evidence that

these patients were infected only from this source. These Patients|form
useful set for the quantitation of the rates of sequence change

red arly isolation material or buf! ts

shift heptamer in the gag-pol junction DNA
{Jacks et_al., Cell 55: 447-58).

Estimates have been made both

 
of the sequence divergence between patients

ri

with the estimated nucleotide divergences from re-
triction enzyme mapping of other patients (Saag et al., Nature 334: 441-4).

C.661

 

668

ACTIVITY INHUMANCELL LINES
Hazan.Uriel.**; Schwartz, O.*; Henin, Y.*; Montagnier, L.* and Virelizier J.L.**

gie virale, **Laboratoire d'i js Inst. Pasteur, Paris, France.

 Objective. To develop a rapid
inifactor effets on HIV promot
Methods. Plasmids were
versions of HIV-LTR. These plasmids were transfected in different cell lines: \pnpher

various adherentcell lines, D \E-Dextran or Cakiumium Phosphateusing either
methods. These Plasmids were al:

CMV i i Assay d
1g After 24 i cell viability

absorbance assay, d fe Vit

activity index defi i f
sit0)Mean(sanne MIT absorbance assay).

were stxlied : cell concentration,
Seoundincubation tnetime. Optimal conditi i S cells and 10 ia).
210calls sn 510gfp)naeoi i adherent and

cvLTLTR activity/oasal LIR sci)

CTRCAT,‘CMV-Ta) tor 13 milins el,
 using100 to
 

soos driven lucif so

1000 timefess plasmids,7575 to 100 ti lassical CAT assay Resul
within 24 incon, widow we ofadobemolecule This tthe appears abe eal or the

ATV-LTR.

HIV2 IDENTIFICATION THROUGH PCR.
valsrie Courourgnaud* *#; Lauré, F.* ****; Dazza, M.C.**; Sonigo,
PanBrunVernet|Fieraand Brécho

INSERM U.75 CHU aris, **Laboratoire de Virologie, Hépital Bichat,
Pare ***INSERM U..ier\ratitut Pasteur, Paris, ****Diagnostics Pasteur, Marnes
la Coquette, France.

C.660

Objective. 1) To detect HIV2 DNA ces in uncuitured PBL from infected
subjects. 2) To analyze the genetic variabilityofdifferent HIV2isolate:
Patients, 12 subjects with serological results, clearly consistent with
For 10/12 both PBL andcellcultures and f 12 only cell culture wa:
Methods. PCR with 40

riveinfection.

‘amplified products
Results, HIV2 DNA sequences identifi BL.I

samples only 2/8 scored positive with all primers tested while as scored positive
with only 1-3 sets ofprimesSe
hen results with PBL and cell cultures were compared, the overall results were

identical although cellculture samples scored positive for more sets of primers

 

Conclusions. PCRcan be used for HIV2 entierCombination of several sets of
primers ee. critical to obtain|reliable result:5.Seq ence analysis of the amplified

AUTOMATIZED FLUOROMETRIC SCREENING ASSAY
FOR HIV-1 ASPARTYL PROTEASE INHIBITORS

D.

C.662
« . Outerovitch,

J.-F. Mayaux et T. Cartwright. Institut des Biotechnologies. Rhéne-Poulenc Santé Vitry, France

Qbiective. To devise a fiuorometric assay of HIV protease which allows
automated random screeningAinubiors
Methods. HIV-1 aspartyi p expressed to high levels In E. coli
using a T7 expression tem(Rosenbers et al. 1987). The fiuorometric
assay was nalogous renin ss(Murakam! et al. 1981).
Basuits. 50% of insoiuble proteins
protease. Subsequent renaturation and purification pada homogeneous
nzyme ‘able to cleave various heptapeptidic substrates in vitro. with a Km

around 2.5 mM. We used the synthetic intramoleculartyque:
Weems substrate Suc-TLNFPIS-4MCA (the heptapeptide TLNFPIS
which encompasses the protease/reverse transcriptase junction is
coupledTe the fluorophore Zamino-e-methyicoumann and blocked atne
NH--terminus). The enzyme cleaves this substrate betwe
conditions were optimized for ration of vAMG from tne generated"pis.
4MCA. 7AMC was monitored with a microplate ca scanne

. The known prote:nier pepstat
consistently gave K, = 2.10% M. Other synthetic and mature"sampounds are
currently being tested.
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C 663 EPITOPE MAPPING OF THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS gag GENE

7 PRODUCTS p24 AND p26 WITH MURINE MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES.

Butman, Bryan; Venetta, T.; Crush-Stanton, S.; Swerdlow, B.;
Youngbar, P*,; and Loc! D* Bionetics Research Institute, Rockville,
MD, “Organon Teknika Corporation, Durham, NC.

Objective. p immunogenic domains of HIV-1 p24 and HIV-2 p26 using

murine seoclonal”antibodies and to define epitopes conserved between the
two proteins.

Methods. Overlapping synthetic and recombinant peptides of p24 were
Prepared and tested forreactivity with each monoclonal antibody (Mab) using

and Western blotting techniques.
Results. Sixteen murine monoclonal ibodies reactive against native viral
p24 were also reactive with a full-length recombinant clone of p24 generated

from a cDNA library of HIV-la». The Mab map within four discrete rang

along the 230 amino acid length of p24:

 
 

Amino acid residues
Map Group: (within gag open reading frame)

A 264-344
B 345-363
C 143-209

133-142
e Mab are cross-reactive with HIV-2

D
In addition, two of ti 2 Three

SA for the detection of p24 andoeave proven u in sandw.
in sera/plasma from infected patientsFece uperni

i variety of epitope specificities are represented by the
id this has proven useful for the development of an in vitro assay

C.665 ENZYME IMMUNOASSAY OF RECOMBINANT HIV PROTEINS.
Levies Stephen» Hufnagle, G., Scott, M., Bullard, W.

> M. (Beckman Instruments, Inc., Irvine, ca,UeSeA.)

ree yme immunoassays were developed to specifically quantitate 6 recom

binant“Tee1 HIV proteins in support of our development of ASQ-HIV assay for
antibody to HIV.
~ Using a direct solid phase sandwich technique, antigen under study was

lis and reacted with specific mouse mono-

ter incubating turn rabbit anti-mouse

alk, phos. conjugate and pNPP substrate, antigen was quantitated photo=

metrically at 410 nom.
- In the second method, soluble antigen was studied using a competitive
sandwich technique, used oated control antigen: react

simultaneously with antigen specif ib and the soluble antigen er study.

Competition between soluble pound antigen for Mal Rens signal which

method was-javeloped
do enhancements 2) Mab

proteins of both Gl and G2 subtypes and 3) rabbit, alkaline phoephatase
conjugatednimtibody tothe mouse monoclonal subtypes. The competitive

ded to speedomalygis by alleviating the need to prec
with the antigens under tistep avidin/biotin technique was

oyed when competitive cieplacement curves were difficult to obtain.

C.667 STUDIES ON THE MECHANISM OF ENHANCEMENT OF HIV-ENVELOPE
env) EXPRESSION BY Nerev GENE USING ADENOVIRAL
EXPRESSION VECTOR SY:

, Chanda, P., Natuk, R.,éstodetsky, S., Mason, Bs Morin
ae heer,5$.,ot HolearKimberhaere fotoDi4 » Mizutani, S., Da LA,
jung, P. otechnology an crobiology 0 vision, hyeth- erst Research,

P.0. Box 8299. Phitadelphia, PA U.S "y My

The enhanced exprassion (30-70 fold) of NIV-env gene in human cel] Vine,
1sby co-infection of Adenovirus recombinants (Ad7-eny and Ai

good vector systen to explo he direct mechanism nedtated
gene, since no o' HI oviral gene(s) are present in these vectors.
By comparing the steady state lev f isolated from Ad7. and

so after co-infectio = eal ha 1) specific
NAS) sent in the c: Jasm' a he co-infection with

Ad7-rev, were qualitatively and quantitatively different f tha:
Ad7-env recombinant; 2) how , the nuclear fraction of the above

, the env. IA: showed only a qualitative difference.
Addition of Actinay: D, r post-infection with Ad7-env for 1- 6 hr

rior to extraction, resulted 1 ignificant reduction in
cytophasnicsoe RNACS). a similar experiment, but in presence of

ther o decrease in the c¢: 1 env-mRNA(S). using these
replicatingAAdenovi ral recombinants in understanding the dire
nteraction of rey on env-mRNA processing will be discussed.

K. Dheer
Michael D. Lubeck, Satoshitata Alan R.

HIV INFECTION OFTHE GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT:
COMPARISON OFTHE SENSITIVITIES OF
HYBRIDIZATIONAND IMMUNOASSAY

C.664

Koller,DonaidP*; Reka, S*; Cronin, W**; Clayton F*; Fox, CH**
*St Luke's-Rooseveltt Hospital Center, New York:ieHill Hospital, New York, ***Laboratory of

Bethesda, MD, U.

toObjectives,
compare the results withinopatoige features in the tiss!

Rectal biopsies fro HIVseroposiitive subjects(19 AIDS, 5 ARC) were examinedbyRNA
in situ bybridizatio:A, POUR cha 24ELISA, and p24
moustologic stains. Coded sections were
Resuits, Positive results were obtained by in situ hybridization in AR, by PCR àin70%, by entireby
aDin 73%, and by 80%. O: 
 

 

In situ RNA bybridizati i ia lymp
phages. By moperoxidase, cytes and

MAR 6% ofc,Anges abo cul te dese in open ls in 40% and
intraepithelial lymp! were no correlations between the presence ofFHIV nucleic
ser tissue p24 content and specie histopathologic features.

. Evidence of di

withvira] RNA was the least sensitive technique for detecting virions. PCR was the most sensitive
6 P “3

sections also are iti

C.666 PROTEOLYTIC CLEAVAGE OF THE 66-Kd FORM OF THE HIV-1 REVERSE
. TRANSCRIPTASE.

» Hizi, A.**, Pichuantes, S.***, Babe, L.***,
Craik, C.***, Showalter, $.D.eek and Hughes, S.H.*.

*BRI-Basic Research Program, ****Program Resources, Inc., NCI-Frederick
Cancer Research Facility, Fredericks Maryland, USA, **Sackler School of
Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv,
California, San Francisco, San Francisco, californtta, USA,

Objective. We wished to test the ability of viral and non-viral proteases
to convert purified 66-Kd reverse transcriptase (RT) to the 51-Ké form

fad = an
ir neity from two recombinant strains of E.

tic cleavage sites on HIV-I RT were mapped using a battery of monoclonal
antibodies that recognize known possitions in HIV-1 RT

. ng a viral protease produc coli w have been able to,
roduce the spectfic conversion of the 66Kd form tothe 51-Kd form in

ly HIV-1 RT and the protease. However, this poses
icity of cleavage resides in"the prorotease

in the structure of the properly folded 66-Kd form of the R
found that certainother proteases produce cleavage products closely related
to the 51-Kd pi n produiced by the viral protea

. tested proteases, the vival protease:most closely
reproduces the cleavvage event seen in virions; however related proteases
make similar cleavages suggesting that the structure of the 6 of the
RT lays a significant role in defining the the site of bledclenvage.

NIGHLEVEL EXPRESSION OF THE ENVELOPE GLYCOPROTEINS OF THE
MMUNODperICI ENCY VIRUS (HIV) USING RECOMBINANT

ADEMOVTRURUS VI
Robert 3.ci Lynda Grreenberg. Bruce B. Mason, Bheem

Morin, Katherine L. Moina meer

C.668

Bhat, Surendra
avis, “and Piaul P - Hunung.

Biotechnology and Microbiology Di vision, Hyeth-Ayerst Research, P.O.
8299, Philadelphia, PA, U.S.A.

Recombinant adenovirusesafontaining either the envelope (env) or the|rev
(art/trs) genes of th n immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV) w

$s into a cassette whieh c
iru or la: ter, tripartite leader containing intervening

sequence and the polyA. The cassette was then inserted between
and IR r on aden gel . cells infected with the env
recombinant virus produced the envelope glycoprotelns gp160, gp120, and

1. H e gene expression made by the r
rl ina reatly enhanced (30-70 fold) in A549 cells that were
simultaneously tnfected with the rev-adenoviru t as measured

sed high levels orenv antigen in 549 €ells
cells that were doubly inrected with both

e env and rev recombinant viruses.
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HPLC PURIFICATION OF p24 ANTIGEN FROM HIV-1 AND MEASUREMENTOF HIV GENE FUNCTION IN NORMA
C.669 HIV-2 LYSATES C.670 HUMAN MONOCYTES/MACROPHAGESBBY TRANSEECTION.

* Kir 2, J.*;Crow McGrath, M.*; Mills, J.*.
Tyson, R.L., Lile, C.C., Kilduff, J., Huskins, K.R., Furness, J.N., Reagan.
E. 1. Du Pont Co., Medical Products Department, Glasgow Site, Wilmington, DE
19898, USA

: To develop HPLC methods for the preparative isolation of the major

internal core protein, pas. from HIV-I and HIV-2v:viral lysates.
Methods: Doubly inactivated, gradient purifie: I lysate was chromatographed on

anion.exchange HPLC column, Fractions were analyzed by a combinatition of

nai
immunoreactivity. HIV-2 viral lysate was treated in a simil manner.
Besults: jfAnion-exchange chromatography of HIV-1 viral lysate afforded a complex
profile in which the major peak contained p24 activity. "Anat sis of the active
fractions by eeephase PLC demonstra’ at two viral components were
present. These were separated by direct injection of the anion-exchange eluant onto a

preparative reverse-phase column. A single component had p24 immunoreactivity and
was shown to be homogencous by SDS-PAGEand Western Blot analyses. HIV-2 viral
lysate was initially analyzed by the same HPLC sequence. Subsequent experiments
demonstrated that it was possbile to isolate homogeneous HIV-2 p24 by reverse-phase
HPLCalone.
Conclusion: HPLC is a Fast and efficient technique for the purification of the major
viral core proteins from tes. Problems associated with other techniques such
as immunoaffinity chromatography are avoided.

C.671 EXPRESSION, PURIFICATION AND IMMUNOREACTIVITY OF

pr17888 in E. COL!

D. McCabe,D. Tribe, L. Gutshall, Y. Devash, K. Reagan

etal. E.I. Dupont de Nemours and Co., Inc., Medical Products Dept.

Wilmington, Delaware, USA

Plasmid pGag17, which specifies the expression in E. coli of the

mature, unfused pri7929 protein was constructed by extending the gag

coding sequence from the PvuIl sheatnucleotide 692 of.mntal.

(Nature, 316, 277, 1985) with ker whi

introduces a stop codonaftertheTYR codonatthe p1 7-p24 junesionof

pr55949. In pGag17,
to 729 of the BH10 isolate of HIV-1 is under transcriptional and

translational control of the lambda PL promoter. E. coli induced with a

 17989 level of 5%oftotal
soluble protein. Purification of pri 7080was achieved by ammonium
sulfate fr cation exchange
 

Sematoaranhy and reverse phase HPLC. Thepurifiedprotein |hasaaa of

to 7.0 and y

arboxypeptidjase Y digestion. Sera from normal, healthy coropocitve,

ARC and AIDS donors react in ELISA and Westem Blot with this pr17949,

PATHWAY IN HIV INFECTEDHe LYMPHOBLASTOID CELLS
M a Keith EL Pi nehings AJ.

St.Mary's Hospita icel School, London,U.K.

gb jective. Te aaine the getabolisagf inositol polyphosphates, together
assoiatel ceaicius Changes, in H9 lysphoblastoid csils chronically

infected with Human Iamunode telaney"Virus (uty) following stiaulation,
in order to dsteraine whether any changes found may explain the functional
qd ect een in ‘these

C.673 CHRONIC ACTIVATION OF THE INOSITOL POLYPHOSPHATE

e

  

a Infgcted an u inNiacted H ellis were labelled to equilibriua
ayertee H) inositol, washed aaa”resuspended in ares,Balan id

Salt Solution at 2x186/si aan 18e lithiua ghloride and s
PHA (2ug/s1) for I 128 seconds. The saction ion
the addition of iced trlehloroacetic acid, ths cel debris
centrifugation and the supernatants rtracteé into diathylet

 

s ere ssparerated on a Dow 8
fors anion e change resin colusn isin he method of Berridge et

hea 2 jot 198s).intraceliular ¢ree calcium levels
© detersined byt EE of and coworkers (J, Biol. Chea. 258;

sapase 1965) usiag |“the fluorescent.calciue probe
ts, jar {nossito) teisphohos)afgue inositol1tetrakisphohossphate4 and ted

a ar free calcius n restin nfecte
Aoteria ltaatlén fhe.“ass f farewetterENnes Isvel
increased tere the tide el reaaingd anged
uninfected He.tenaved”as a noral T-fell stimulation.EE aincrease
in Ines followed by an increase in InsPs waa sociatedeeievation

u: airy froa patients.
Conclusion. Infection with HIV chroneally ferely

  

nositol
olyphosphate aetabolic pathway e airs signal transduction

response to receptor sed ated ATEN This suggests à coaaon pathway
whereby HIV can interfere with cellular function.

670

*Universi.y of California, San FranciscoCCaliton
**Fairfield Hospital, Melbourne Australi:

Qbiective, To understand the function of individual HIV genes in normal human
peripheral monocytcs/macrophages.

Both adherent and non:n-adherent macrophages as well as human foreskin

fibrobiasts were transfected withwhe fonstitutive CACAT(chlor:amphenicol acetyl

transferase) expression vector HIV LTR-CATby three differ

transfection assays: lipofcctin BRL Bet!thesda, Maryland, USA) calcium pheephate and
Xtran. Cell lysates were then assayed for CAT a
AT:activity‘was detected in cell satesStrrom adherent macrophaages

transfected with RSV-CATusing the lipofectin reagent. No CAT activitywawasdstected

t .

tana from human fibroblasts transfected with RSV-CAT by the three transfection
procedures were all positive for CAT activity. The effects of cytokine treatment and
cell injury on HIV-LTRactivity will be present

ransfection of human monocytes,es/macrophages by lipofectin using the HIV
R-CATexpression vector will perinit us toffurfurtther understand activation and

replication of HIV in this important populat

C.672 COMPLETE SEQUENCE OF A HEV-1 ISOLATE DETERMINED FROM cDNA
CLONES OF VI
Marleen Vanden Heesaveelde, B. Vanderborght, J.L. nt

Epu R.J, De Leys, H. Van Heuverswyn, Innogenetics N.V. Ant:tverpen

Objective: Oligo dT Primed cDNA cloning of HIV viral RNA, allows fast
analysis of virus varia’
Methods : Supernatant virus ‘from a continuous HIV-1 producing Molt 4 # 8 celi
line was pelleted and the precipitate was dissolved in GuHCl solution and
centrifuged through a Col cushion. The resulting RNA pellet was further
purified by phenoï extraction and used for oligo dT-primed cDNA synthesis.

Sequencing both ends and comparison with the BH10 is
Result: Screening of the HIV-1 cDNA library with met*jubgenonic fragments
yielded about 20 % positive colonies the inserts of which wwere scatterred over
the HIV-genome. A combination of five clones selected from t
contained sequences which covered the entire HIV-1 genome. The abundance of

ca-

covering the same area will allow us to estimate the importance o:

variation present in the genome of a virus produced by a continuousinfected
cell 1
Conclusion : ¢DNA cloning of HIV-1 viral RNA provides a rapid way to analyze
the variability of HIV from a producing cell line

0.674 HAS THE MAJOR ENVELOPE GLYCOPROTEIN OF HIV-1 ALECTIN LIKE
nv TSalita:+ Clorgat-Raselain, B¥*; Sadeghi,H= ; Fonouitiot,En

Gluckman, J.C** and Bahreoul, E. ***
ord, "" CERVE ~ Hiptial de la PILE 75651 Paris France *""Unité ¢Oncelogle viraie, institut Pasteur
75724 Paris,FRANCE

roperties and
n. Methods. The effectsofvarious cartes 0 Li bidon ef HV1 oof piZi60to

with gp120-specific mouse mAbs or
ty

pason cells was investigated by indirect Immunofluorescence
purified human 96. Binding of Yostabled 120/160 to various affinity metrices was also
investigated. peus,pop a-D-mannosyt, yl, P-D-N-acely—,P-D-plucos,

were of on the binding of HIV-1 or of gp120/160 bo CEM cells. However,
airesof HIV-1 or of 7140 with §-D-GicNec4?-85A, 1-33 uh (a gift from D. Blader)
completed ished the binding (n = 10) of mouse mAb 1 10-4 (recognizing sequence 303-323 of LAV
Br go 20),bul notthet of Une antbogesjes specific for other epitopes. Biading of Mab 110-4 was nol
SeeTarghvcd cabin LLadd The fect that

incubating CEM celis with p-D-GicNac47-BSA followed by washing»prior Lo the addition of HIV-1, did
metmodify lebeling miMab 110-4 further demonstrates this neoglycoprotein competed with
fixation of mAb 110-4 to 97120/160 and démoitrinterfors ws 120/160 neg to the colis. fn
 sddition 9p 120 /160

inhibited when 90120/160 was preincubated either with witroche (10-30 un or with
aslaloagalactoorosemucoid (16 yi), whereas ne th @-D-Man-BSA or with

$-D-Gai-BSA.Conclusion. Gp 120 This
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SELECTION OF PRIMERS OF MAXIMUM HOMOLOGY FOR THE
C.675 DETECTION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFFICIENCY VIRUS

SEQUENCES USING THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION.
= *, Arella, M.** and

Brouseeau, RF.
* Molecul rWiroipey Laboratory, Laboratory Center for Disease

Ontar Canada ae Centre de Recherches|enControl
Yirologle instituée Arnand-Frappler Ville de Laval, Qué
Canad: 4% Biotechnology Research’ Institute, National Research
Councti of Canada, Montréal, Québec, Canada

t+ of the oligonucleotide primers which have beenMost
ro) sed for the detection of human immunodefficiency virus

F he polymerase chain reacticn PCR)

d
&trains ‘the use of

caso‘is likely to cause
4 of false negative results. Surobjective

as ize the design of primers maximizing th ir degree of
homology to all available HIVneed In par ioular we have
en in erested in gegignin primers suitable for the

amplificationof.of HIV-1 1Ÿ- sn
dev nd iplenentedaigorith and mput

8 grans not depending on multiple sequencevalignesen for the
etection of the 2longest regionswokehomolo hin groups of

frees $s teed to detectP£he
“fa logyamong ait complete sequences

r
aged on ion we identified and eynthetized a

pair of Féniversal” sligenactecedge priners which in
Peconstruction gxperriments have allowed the specific
amplificattion,of the RY sequeneseazianked byPehe primers. Work
ie under way to test the use of ti pair of primere for the
datection of HIV sequences in this. specine

C.677
Chatis, ker, CS.

Beth Israel Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA.

Objective. Severalanciviral agents inhibit the replication of HIV in vitro
Ribavirin (RBY) ha: shown to in: a
ssing in vaccinia. ue“éxanines

antiviral oe on the size and amount of RNA

SYNTHESIS AND PROCESSING OF HIV miNA IN THE PRESENCE OF
ANTIVIRAL AGENTS

   
thepresence of o env gene probe was used to measure

the size and Sundanese of HIV cytoplasnt RNA isolated from infected cells
synthesized in the Preseors of increasing concentrat of
decrease in of e curred with increasing con
tions of RB n ere was a rease in the 36S genonic
ERA species in RBV treated cells as non-treated celle

n c meen RBV, a similar decrease in env specific BRA

£fec
anti-viral agente

and envy RNA speectes dn vitro.
being studied to better understand the mechanism of action of these agente

C.679

voll, 7 i ; Krapf, F.,*
B. Ka

Institut frRiinische und Molekulare Virologie und *institut
fir nis Immunologie un ologie der Universität
ÉviangenNürnberg, D-8520 Erlangen, FRG

A MOUSE MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY. AGAINST THE REV-
PROTEIN OF HIV-1

Fleckenstein,

e rev-protein of immunodeficiency viruses has an important
function in structural gene expressicn. A B-gal-rev fusion-
protein contain.ning the aminoterminal part of B-galactosidase

oli. was used Oo Yaise a rev-

tr ukaryotic protein and intracel-
lular localization will be presented.

 

USE OF A CASSETTE EXPRESSION VECTOR FOR THE
EXPRESSION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFFICIENCY VIRUS
Tire 1,9p100NMAA,N Cees,

las, Teresa", Are!
wv and Campione-Piccards, Mangy.F",

C.676

né

ureau of Laboratories and Research Services, Federal Genter for
ibs, Health Protection Branch, Otta Centre
e Recherches en Virologie, Insitut Armand-Frappier, Laval,

Québec, Canada; *#* MolecularSeLaboratory, Laboratory
Center for Disease Control, Ottawa, interio0, Canada.

The surface gl:ycoprotetein of t! human immunodefficiency
virus (HIV-1} has already bee exppressed. in vitro using Gifferent

o
e
s

s
i
g
e
?

s
t
a
g
e

a ae

xpressi sy tem ‘which containsDEDAnetre(CMY)
promoter to express the entire in mammalian ce

esign req ed thevecision 0: D:
fragment o: IV-i DNA from plasmid pBH: Biot This fragment contains
the entire open reading frame in thi v region eave

nome. T! bv It enzyme cuts the molecule se5 peto e the
irst ATG in the env regi: tHiv: 4 ana 323 pases”aiterthe TAA
top cod the me open rame. This 2.9 Bbvil fragment
was blunt ended by filling-in can anew polymerase and EcoR !
linkers were added. The new EcoR I fragment was cloned intothe
EcoR I site in the polylinker of the pORFEX yector such +
first ATG in the open r frame of the insert was in frame
with the first ATG after the capping site,ot the CMV promoter.

Cells expressing the HIV-1 gpi60 are being tested a
target cells for immunocytolitic assays.
Acknowledgements. T thank Dr.

, ‘or mal ing avs. th BHIORS c: instruct, Dr.
rnard (Singapore University) for providingese PORFEX Expression

vector system, and Dr. N. I. Matvienkogipstitute ‘of Protein
SSR., Moscow Region) for

M. Harper (N.LH,

C.678

C 680 CHARACTERIZATION OF AN HIV-1 POINT MUTANT BLOCKED IN
, ENVELOPE GLYCOPROTEIN CLEAVAGE

uo, Hong-Guang’ ;i, Weronece. F.""; Tschachler, E.°;
Pal, R.**; Gallo, R.C.°; Reitz dr.
Fttonal ‘cancer Institute, Gathesde, Maryland,
**Bionetics Research Laboratory, Inc., EenMaryland, USA

The envelope proteins of retroviruses are derived from a polypeptide pre-
n by cleavage adjacent to a cluster of basic aminoacids. Site

specific mutagenesis was used to construct a mutant of the huma
(HIV-1) {n which the arginine residue at theycarboxy

ngle

with the mutant virus, suggesting that functional virion release was {m-
to the CD4 receptor molecule was unim-

the cell surface,

HIV-1 gp120 is necessary for envelope protein cleavage, and suggest that a
Jack of cleavage inhibits the virus life cycle at the steps of both virus
release and membrane fusion.
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C.681 COMPARISON OF FRERE TRANCSRIPTASE OF HIV-1, HIV-2 AND SIV
Lori, Franco* hilli, G.**; Cattaneo, E.**; Sarin, P.S.***
and Zi ni “*

*IGBE/CNR, Pavia,TS X#IRCCS Pol. tsfatten, Pavia, Italy,
Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland,

***National

Objective. To compare the spructura) and biochemical properties of reverse
transcriptase of HIV-1, HIV-2 and SIV.

Methods. An activity gel method was used allowing identification of the
active components of reverse transcriptase on polyacrylamide gel, after
electrophoresis under denaturing conditio

Results. We have confirmed the presence of three active polypeptides of 165,
66 and 51 kDa in HIV-1T reverse transcriptase (F. Lori et al, AIDS Re
Hum. Retrov, 4: 393, 1988). A similar three active band pattern was also
observed for RT from HIV-2 (with sizes of 175, 75 and 62 kDa) and SIV (with
sizes of 175, 70 and 59 kDa). The migration and the band intensity of the

i the low reverse transcriptase forms of HIV-2 and SIV appear to be
closer than those of HIV-1.

conctusion.«+ al? three AIDS related retroviruses a high Mr putative
r and two lower active peptides of reverse transcriptase are present.

The strvetural properties of reverse transcriptase from HIV-2 and SIV are
similar and tend to differ from those of HIV-1.

C.683

The Upjohn Company,ne Michigan 49007, USA

HIGH LEVEL EXPRESSION OF HIV PROTEASE IN E. COLI
Olsen, MK,; Rockenbach, S.K.; Tomasselli, A. and Tomich,

using the {rp promote: nat Upon induction of the runaws

ction to increase plasmid copy meaber,. the protease pr on results in
the accumulatio: £ inclusion bodi In BR322-derived vector, the

expression level is greatly decreased on of the protease to its pro-
uence, '- galactosidase, be tne grow: 101 8 only low

level accumulation of the product as usion form the auto-processed
0: Low level expr was also obtained by fustoronñ of the protease to

tides to expression the protease by secretion

active in vivo, two truncations of the HIV gag protein containing parts of
th region wer 8 substrates 25 iz ations nT

gh levels P ter in a pBR322-derived vector

e «dissolved in urea or

ne-; Ip {lution of the chaotropic agent, the protease ix

active on synthetic peptide substrates. For comparison, the £. coli-derived
gag truncations are being tested as substrates.

C.685
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BIOPHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF REVERSE

TRANSCRIPTASE (RT) FROM HI

¢ Filipowsky,M.E.; Kopka,M.L. and

C.682

Di. E.

Molecular Biology Institute, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.

Objective. In order to find conditions for the growth of single
crystals suitable for x-ray structure analysis,
tal t ques were applied to characterize the properties of RT
in solution, especially with regard to dimerization equilibria.

Protein preparations fromEE.coli cultures
carrying a plasmid with the full p66 s e were analyzed, com-

 

paring pure p66 samples with p66-p51 mixtures. Analytical ultra-
centrifugation shows 2 specciees at 3.9S and 5.9S in a p66 solution.
Chemical w: indicates strong
dimer-formation in p51-p66 mixtures, and weaker dimer-formation
with more higher aggregates in pure p66 samples. FPLC runs on a

clearly separated peaks for pur 6 Both ks high activ-
ity in a specific assay for reverse transcription tivity, and
yield a single band under denaturing conditions on PAGE with SDS
Fractions of each of these peaks give e

n ‘ homodimers coexist with
monomeric species in a slow equilibrium. Under milar conditions,
mixtures of p51 gna p66 form heterodimers with significantly
stronger affinit

C.684 A GENE FAMILY WITH HIV-LIKE POTENTIAL REGULATORY MOTIFS
3 Blum,S.; Sideris and Forsdyke,R.E.

Department of Biochemistry, queen’s “University“kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6.

Qbiectives. To understand the molecular basis by which HIV establishes,
Maintains indescapes auTattency. To identify genes in T-lymphocytes which
regulate, are reguulat aneod Sometaulated w

"Late cytes in the 60 phase of the cel]
uringwithNectin and cycloheximide for 2h.

hed aiesuitch (GOS) genes were screened by differential
cDNA hybridization ‘Fores 1985; 5).

ni e reco rats one, Gos19 » is the first identified human
homologue of the mouse “activation gene" family (MIFJE,ragsBurd et
1988 -115,481-483) and is identica D78  (Obaru et

. em.99,885-894). We have identified 3 genes 7 Lambda Charon
35 libraries which hybridize wi 0: cDNA. Three o se have be

d d. One has the identical sequence to the
artic t are two sequences in the 3’ non-codin

which are conserved in mri1) TTTTIGTAATTTATITT whichn differs only by
purine transition from a 3’HIV po) sequence and (ii) GG
onty by 2 pyrimidine transitions from the NFkB-iedieg.iy 5’enhancer.

Conclusion. We speculate that genes concerned with patency in HIV and in 60
lymphocytes are coregulated by similar transacting fac
(Supported by the American Foundation for AIDS Research).

NEEDLE/SYRINGE EXCHANGE SCHEME BASED ON

COMMUNITY PHARMACIES, TRONDHEIM, NORWAY

jans; Skjaervo.

ad,T. Trondheim He

C.686

pharmacies and loca g 10 months trial

n be expected where

syringes are already easily available.
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Cc.687 HI LEVEL EXPRESSION IN E. COLI OF A TRUNCATED CD4 AND ITS

PURIFICATION, _REFOLDING AND ser”

Garlick, R.L.; Kirschner, R.J.; Tarpley, and Jomich,

Che-Shenc.*. The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, “Michigan 49007, USA

To develop a CD4 molecule as a potential therapeutic agent for the
treatment of AIDS, we have produced a truncated sCD4 containing the N-
terminal 183 amino acid residues of CD4 preceded by a methionine. The

expression of this CD4-183 is in E. coli from a pBR322-based vector under
e co: of a trp promoter for transcription and a ribosome binding site

A and T bases for efficient translation initiation. High level
insoluble inclusion

ing
ated, denatured product does not solulceelize yell

w. som

pl

with silver, has dicted amino acid composition, and has one N-

ra -
the

o acid
This Purifiedrs appears to have the conformation ‘and disulfide

bridges for olecule, judged by its ability to bind to 2 CD4
monoclonal antibodies specific for domain 1 or 2 and to purified HIV gp120.

C.689

 

C.691

 

1 Jaa fans tala (hi £ditnale’
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C.688

 

C.690 IMMUNOREACTIVITY OF A RECOMBINANT POLYPEPTIDE
CONSISTING OF THEAMINO RALF OF HTLV~1 PIE.

Wilde, A.; Seals,
Hung. C.-H.: Beltz, G.A.: et ai. Seeidee"Biogcience: RornesterMA., USA

Objective. To determine the immunoreactivity of recombinant polypeptide
consletingof the amino half of HTL

ADI one was derived‘that codes for the amino-termina.
amino acids of the HTLV-1 p21E protein (307-313 and 331~420). The ‘lone
was expressed in £. coli using a vector containing the bacteriophage lambda
pL promoter. The polypeptide expressed (CBre1) was purified to greater than
99% purity by a variety of chemical and chromatographicpatie

purified polypeptide was employed in a microweii indire.
immunoassay (EIA). amples from geographically diverse,enexpected
incidence groups were testedwith this assay and with one or more
commerciaily avaliable EIAs, and some samples were tested by a onmerelel

HTLV-1 blot and a gp46 Western blot
Results. Commercial EIA * Positive by any¢oneer three manufacturers.

V-1 blo’
CBrel EIA Pos 100 1 <19 HTLV-1 Blotnegative or no p24

Neg 90

 

44 11 HTLV-1 blot not done, negative
by gp4

Conclusion. ti ted with only the cleariy
positive samples.en may make it useful as an HTLV-1 serological

onfirmatory" t

C.692
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C.693

C.695

 

AIDS TH
pettinelss) Gerd W. Gregers J.-P. *; Duport
* search LalrtHe of Behringwerke as, Marbur:
*e Depertnent of Moleculara2 Massachusetts General “Hospital,

joston, Massachusetts S.A.
Objective: An new anttbedy-iike molecule (CD4H23) containing the soluble

ed

C 697 À CD4- TIWONOGLOBULIN FUSION PROTEIN AS A CANDIDATE FOR
, ERAPY

€ ement and antibody lependent cell
Methods; CD4H23 was expressed in BHK cells, _puriites by affinity chroma-
tographyon Protein A-Sepharose and tested for its ability to neutralize
HIV a r its action on HIV infected T-ce
ResultsouH23 is a disulphide inked dimer with a subunit molecular

ight of 80 KOa which binds to HIV gp120. In this fusion protein the
wading of the human Fc-part to Protein À as well as to Fc-receptors is
retained. When injected intravenously into mice and*monkey.s CD4H23 has a
serum half-life of about 12 hours. The CD4H23 molecule blocked infection

disappeared and reverse transcriptase activity remained low o
negative in the presence of comp

674

ne -M.* and Seed, B. **.

C 694 SEINS AND EXPRESSION OF NV1PREESNECOL
. R.; Rittenhouse,J.; Albrecht, K.

ht, K.R.* etal. Pharmaceutical Products Division and “Abbott Diagnostics
Division, Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, tilinois, U.S.A,

 Obdlective.
hibitors.

ds. À ¢ verse transcriptase
was constructed using seven synthetic oligonucieotides. This region codes for the 11kDa viral protease
and a additional 8kDa at the amino terminus. TheSyrthetic gene was inserted into an expression vec-
tor behind the bacteriophage lambda pL promoter such a 45kDa fusion protein was upon
inductionte E soicecalls, Duringoethe HIV-1 protease falthtully processed itself away from the

shown that had theprecursor. By ai
correct amino terminus, and in Weste: analysis it was recognized by antisera raised against a
ne‘peptide of he last 13 aminomaenesof native protease. A synthetic gene for HiV-2

simibarly ©cloned and expressed.
. induction, E. coli ty

lysates ofaan HIV-1 Pr65829 expression system and iroubaled atTe ‘The reaction mixture was
 

ems. When incul toget
bands apparently representing p15, p17 and p24 were observed by Coomassie staining. This assay
has been used to enrininhibiors of the HIV-1 protease.

. Recombi protease as fusion proteins which may becan be expressed in

autoprocessed te proceacactive,engPréBIES0eand tyrawhichayProcesses a recombinant polypro-
Assays uti peptide substrates are being employed in substrate,

ù assess HIVprotease inhibitors.

C.696 CHARACTERIZATION OF A MOLECULARnenCLONE
Cicputer Klaus; Baier, M.; ; Kraus, G.;

Paul-Ehriich-Institut, Frankfurt am Main, FRG.

SIvagm is a lentivirus closely related morphologically andgenetically to
HIV. 40% of African Green fonkeys AGM) in the wild are f o be
seropositive without aany signs of disease. be have tsolated"S1vege from
several naturally infects AGMs harbored in our colony
Paul-Ehrlich-Instit FRG.

cel} supernatant. Infectivity was tested in vitro by cell free infection of
Molt and in vivo by seroconversion ofAGMafter inoculation with virus

Reisolation and characterization of SIVagm from monkeys infected by clon
virus will provideus with a valuable model system for lentivirus nfection

its natural h

C 698 SPORULATION PROMOTERSPOVG CONTROLED EXPRESSION
. OF P41 GENE OF HIv-1 IN BACILLUS MEGATERIUM.

; Spaulding, .; Shivakumar, A. ;
McCall, O. ; Vanags,R. ; et. al. ‘Abbott Laboratories,North Chicago, Ukinois, USA.

Deson full length recombinant HIV-Horebedescribethecoli results
roduction aapartially degraded protein. successful

expo© os jobic protein from a gram positive

achimeric p PASS wias placed in phase with thereading frame to direct full
orgsHIV.1pal expression in B. subtilis and B. megateriwn. The resultant plasmids
POULE contain,ing the erythromycin resisistance gene forfor selection or the modified

Sin B. subtilis in the beginning th . + teh L
at P g'

n B.megaterium was growniniola ideSnlegph under standardized
conditions,matantigen expression was observed log phase growth (69hrs.),
and for a memuch medung be sportoncylGEtes). This second peak
GpainRademieby both Bead and Dot blot assays was much higher than

first The antigen from B. DnnWasFOURÉ toto be higher qualitythan that
currently available. from similar E. coli clones and the purfication of the antigen
simplified igen stayed as an insolul
Conclusions … Higer expression levels, ease of growth resulting in higher cell density
(4-5 fold over E. col), negligible productdegradation, and case©ofpurification makes 8.
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C.699

Diebold J**
Pitié:Salpetrtire, + Cochin,“~atin Dieu Hospitals Paris France.

CIRC. Lyon

HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF HIV ASSOCIATED NON HODGKIN'S LYM-

HO! VALUE OF Sarinaee cetTEATTONS

Fy haél M’, Tulliez M*, Henin D’, Berger , Lenoir G°°",

EH ope

de of malignancies Non Hodgkin's Lymphomas (NHL) are associated

ational working formulation and Kiel classifica-

tion, large cell, Burkitt's.and Immunoblastic NHL were recognized.

ivObjectives and methods to describe NHL in AIDS patients, a multicentric

study was organized to obtain slides from NHL case ii re: egistred.

For all cases the slides were reviewed by at least three hematopathologists.

Results : In only 57 % c: the histologic concord re © den
tifying subcategories o: : ge ce. { immunoblastic (30 %) and
Burkitt's (20 %). of cases the histologic concordance was not obtai-

ti he
aspects with pleomorphous proliferation of small non cleaved

cells with plasmacytic differentiation or associated with immunoblasts. In

some cases histological changes (immunoblastic to Burkitt's or Burkitt's to
immunoblastic} were observed.
All cases were B cell type monoclonal or polyclonal ret and CD23 were va-

mAb were posi ive|inmost cases.
e was not constant in a ans series of cases

Conclusi: Thus, morphologic featur immunologic p!henotype. and molecu-

lar“logsare necessary to dtetinguieh "subcategories of NHL in AIDS pa-

C.701

 

 7 BURKITT WITH AIDS
C.703 Rasheed Suraiya, Yao K. X., and Thou Jy T.

Laboratory of Viral Oncology and AIDS Research, USC School of Medicine,

Los Angeles,

 
S.A.

Objective: Jo identify genetic sequences that say contribute to the develpwent of B-cell lymphoma in

patients with AlDG,

Methods: BH naturally mane with the Human Imeunodeficiency Virus (HIV) were

established in vitro from the peripheral blood of patients with AIDS-related lymphoma. (Celis were

Characterized forthe cell-surface markers, ns ard genetic sequences related to several viral

and cellular genes.

Results: All cells established in culture i B-cell surface markers, exhibited 8214
Chromosomal translocation and trisomy of chromosome 12, characteristic of Burkitt's-like lymphomas.

reverse transcriptase activity or HIV p24 antigen was detected in the culure, Southern blot

hybridization of the cellular DWA with HIV, HTLV-i, HIV-2 and EBV solecelar robes revealed the presence
i irus integrated in the tusor DNA. No hybridization was detected with HTLV-1 and

‘HIV-2 viral DNA In addition, we have detected enhanced expression of the o-oncogene in the

ular RNA and rearrangements of both the bcl2 and the in the Beell | DR.
Horeover, by imunoblot alysis of lyphoma rell extracts, identified a protein of about

48,088 dalton shat with sera from individuals en“th HIV-1 or HIV-2,

 Altl To rest involvement of HIV is implicated i development of reelmen

in patients “tn AIDS, integration “f the viral gercwe, Gros ects and rearr: mene

oncogenes cou! n theueof cell growth resulting in the fF the

disease. ee no long-ters cell ie currently exists from the AIDS patients, the wvailability of

naturally HIV-infected B-1 es would be une for analysis of genes that may be responsible

for the high frequency of malignant B-cell] lymphoma in patients with AIDS.

AIDS~-ASSOCIATED EARLY STAGE SYNOVIAL KAPOSI'S SARCOMA (KS)
OF TRE KNEE
Mesqu:itaRoberto P.*;Bauer,P.G.*;Basilio,C.A.**;Oliveira,R.L.

*&*;Sion,F.5.**,58,C.A.M.* al. irology, FIOCRUZ ,Box926,Rio,Brasil.
esospiital Gaftrée e Guinle,SUNI-RIO, Rio, Brasil.

Objective. To describe by opeical snd ultrastructural techniques s synovial

KS with evidenc 8 of lymphaticoveno
ht andeleceronsicroncory werecopied to synovial biopsy speci-

mens of the knee a 26 old HIV infected homosexual man with clinical
diagnosis of maths(nee, ankle and elbow
Results. Ins sections,sa mitifocal proliferation of capillaries and—

Ww spindle tellsamong a diecr hocyt:

 

ir thre ved. Terastructurallyi

liipiarfilied or recentsidetitled irregular vas:
ntly bordere! enorphi€ endothelial

cells, having few atypicealsp-riagesl its nei; ch

enlarged rough endoplasmic reti culun,
<,prominent nucleoli and necrosis of indi-

UT68 e endothelial cells
ultrastructural final 8“and microcirculatory aberrations

nd architectural support to define this
ommend yltrastructural examinations of synovial biopsy spe

cimens of wty-infected patients

 

ABSENCE OF ANTIBODIES TO HTLV-I/II IN FRENCH PATIENTS WITH
HEMATOLOGICAL MALIGNANCIC.702

ius rard * 5 Vaillant, V.” ; Biggar, R**
Dindinaud, G d Castets M.

CHU La siete Poitiers, France; **NCI, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

; Ranger, s.”;

Objective. To evaluate 334 (191 males and 3 females) French patients with

hematological malignancies for evidence of 'RILV-1/12 reactivity.
Methods. The leukemia and _ lymphoma cases6included 3 132 cases, respec~

d as having adult T-cell leukemia

mt.

were subjecteed

te

8 patients with non-Hodg-
ymphoma (NHL) (15/3344 5Z) were positive by ELISA, but none of these

results was confirmed by WB. Three of these sera had weak reactivity in the
WB on the p19 and p28 bende ina patieut with chronic granulo i
and on the p55 band only in a patient with NHL and another with Hodgkin
disease. All WB on the se’ à from patients with HCL an a were negat:
onclusion. The absence ofEILV-I/IL reactivity in t! e Caucasian French

patients confirms the earlier veport from the Federal Republiic of Germany
hat this virus is not associated with hematological malignancies in

Western Europeans.

C.704 AIDS LYMPHOMA:NAOLATION OF CELL PROLIFERATION
Feigal.EllenG.°;B v McGra!shMM; Greenspan, JS.

ShaneLateHospiManhuntNY.>SalofDeny,UCSE, Son Francine,AUS.A.

ChiersTo establish AIDS associa!assentednon-Hodgkin'slymphoma (NHL) cell Hines in stable
determine thei clonality wiith the lo determine cell surfa

antigenicicphenatyr, the role of DNA tumorviruses,wes,theefsects of lymphokines: and
cell proliferation and whether cell li

 

factors exist on

Single pensions of tumor involved |; nodes have established term
cultures of AIDS NHL cell lines. analysisof imimmunoglobulin shed longterm
ments will be to establish that the cell ne is a representation of .
Probes for l,Cmyconcogene fuman Herpes virus VI (HHV-V) will be
u . TandB i d cof Hines wilbe5
Growth factor requirements nd ansecomet frthelrre tors will be d

: iments on one of the AIDS NHL , deri fom a patentwih Burkitt's
ENDvee cell surface IgM kappa and CD4

. mm

t pattern identical the pred cant cementpa entical to lominant rearrangementseen in the studies of
the patient’s freshi ue. These results indicate that the cell ts
an vitro oui original in vive tumor and was not an artifact of the culture
procedures used to isolate the cell line. Hr secte and express on their surface Ig
molecules IgM K. Seeedeeeone dueand oëher AIDS NHL cel lines will be
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LYMPHOKINES IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF HIV INFECTION

1 , Te:erese;Figuera vin iQuer J.;Garcis,X.;Caragol,I.and

Ocaña,l. R.S.vaisoreBarcelona. Spain

auses à progressive loss of CD4 ce

ly me synthesis is decreased

 
1s and their saneteons Subsequent—

AthShoughm
“then wi

to know the n different stages orthis infection

and the relationoath other lympho!

ive measured the synthesis of IL-1,IL-2 and j-IFN in 36 HIV + druged-

tages of HIV infection and 10 con phokines were

ethods respec-

and 2ymphocyte blastogenis responses to

© studied in these patien

IL-1 synthesis is very high until advanced states of iOthedareeene

ts also high in unstimulated culture: the first stages of the infection
There is some correlation between these levels and clinical sympto:

iG y-IFN synthesis decreases more rapidly with the progression ofIL-2 ans
ni and, toghether with other immmunological parameters ,has prognostic

erapeutic protocols to modulate lymphokine synthesis must be taken 1
nto

consideration to improve clinical conditions of these patien

C.707

Dien sRAs and Sen
eccién Inmunoloska. Oncolégica, Instituto de Investigaciones Hematol6gicas,

heademia Nacional de Medicina de Buenos Aires, Argentin

SUWPRE SSOR E FFECT OF ŒLL SUPERNATATTS FROM HIV-P OSITIVE
PATIENTS ON NORMAL LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTION

EsteyeZ Marfa EE-lena; Mariani,L.; Goicoa,M A. 3 Palacios ,F.;

Objective.The aim of the study was to determin induc
crease of the NK cell activity of niveinfected.subjects (1s) simi.‘lerto"chat

of normal subjects (NS), go, we investigated if the factors that normally

regulate the NK function, released by cells from IS differ from tho:ose re~
leased by NS cells.

Methods. We sttudied 12 1S and 19 NS. Mononuclear cells weresoeunarante with
and without ConA (SOug/ml) at 37°C for 18-20hr, The cell supernatants (Sn)
were stored; the cells were wi and the NK activity measurced by the 51Cr

nj
IS cells were similar to NS

itl ConA
suppressed(ee sD) 37 + 24 and Sn with ConA 347 + 11. On t Sn
with‘hou! f normal cells did not"modify normalNK activity while Sn with
Cook increased the NK function (24% +
Conclusion. me results indicate thet NEeffector cell function of IS does

NS. Howeve

or to
may contribute to the development of opportunistic tumors.

C.709 CHARACTERIZATION OF HUMAN B CELL (DK) AND PROMONOCYTE (U937)
AFTER HIV-1 EXPOSURE.

i*, J.G. Bekesi**, and Prince. K. AroraYoshitatsy
“Laboratory of Neuroscience, NIDDK, National Institutes of(Health, Bethesda MD. USA

New York. NY, U.S.A.
Objective. Co. n of HIV-1 infection-kinetics among human B (DK), promonocyte
(937),T-payer(CEMat74), and T(H9)cell lines.

Methods. SupT1 (HIVI 
induction capacity of cell lines. Reverse transcririptase an)actàin‘the
supernatant (eRT) and inthecell fysates (iRT) was determined by standard tivity
assays.
Results. 174 and H9 cells indicated strong syncytia inducin, ity
SueT! and high extracellular RT DrDE and 0937 exhibited mincytia in

pacity . Intrace!mer ) became detectablea5 days batRE
appearedmuch|inter. The sy. indvelning capacity an e/i RT ratio were

ronicallyiroc DE(DE-IIIB}, DorsEE) anddsubclones of
937-TE Further, goculture of H9 with DK-IIIB (which exhibits no de le eRT}

marked in eRT with significant increase 0of TB doublemasher
hybrids|SD). oe

capacityaas!CDs iecells in early stages of the infection,¢and that these coll to cell
to reduction in the number of CD4+ T cells. Further these B

aad Famehybrids may serve as tem: sites for viral replicatio: h
es may provide clues to the au‘immunopethologiealrales of ‘v11

burden on an infected host.
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» Jonocenti, Patricia ; Brion J.P. ; Baccard C. ; Seigneurin J.M.

Virology Laboratory, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire, Grenoble, France

Objective. To establish chronic infection * cells of the
HIV-2,and compare it to HIV-1 infection ; t

nfection.

Methods. Two clones of the promonocytic cell line U 937, with 30 % and 90 % CDA + respectively,

were each infected with HIV-2 ROD strain and with HIV-1 BRU strain (multiplicity of infection :

10 000 cpm RT/106 cells). Cell cultures were studied for > 50 days in terms of cytopathic ef-

fect, and presence of p24 and RT activity in Supernatant The expression of p24 in cells

was assessed by imnunofluorescence and, when necessary, vira detection was cerried out

the polymerase chain reaction. F: tome:onetrywas eedto measure the expression of CD4.

Results. Data are summarized in the following table

p24 production (ELISA, 0.0.)

mononuclear phagocyte system, mith

study the phenotypic variations throughout t!

 

U 937 % CD HIV-2 HIV-1

ol 07 D21 D42 Di C7 O2! D42

Clone 1 30 0.0 >2.5 >2.5 on 0.8 ? 2.5 72.5  »2.5

Clone 2 oe 5 p>? 0.0
ti of virus nas used to infect satsSy tentperiod before the produc-Although a

tion of p24oowas nly observed with HIV-2. Chronic infection was obtained with HIV-2 whatever

the CD4 percentage, 8s opposed toPi
ed that, in monocytic cells, there was a difference in the pattern

of multiplication between HIV-1 and HV, which seemed to be independant of the amount ©

CD4 in the case of HIV-2.

C.708 AIDS - PANERGIC IMNESIA AS PATHOGENIC MECHANISM

Michael.* and Sheppard, H.**
Rickettsial Disease Laboratory, Department of Health
**California Public Health Foundation, Berkeley, CA, USA.

*Viral and
Services,

fa propose a model whereby HIV component(s) cause immune d
ninte of the physiologie iigands of
Histocompatibility Complex (MHC), binding to”
lymphocyte activation o:

symptoms of mediator disease, toimmune phe: na, lymphadenopathy

efunction by
Major

seen early
e

Thus moune function violating the rules MHC
Feetriceion and the adverse result of this interaction establishes the
significance and underlying purpose of MHC restriction

model can account for the findings of both AIDS-related-conplex and
frank AIDS without widespread T cell infection, is istent with a

prolonged “tneubation period" des a role for antigen specific co-
fac t to immunostimulatory approaches, apy aimed
suppreeaton Pot aberrant activation via the ce molecule and/or the
generation of resting cells may have beneficial effects in HIV disease.

 NFECTED T CELL CULTURES

McLane’; Lee, T.H.*;ito, S.*; Wolf, A.*; Farrar, G.H.
Essex, M.* “Harvard Univ., Boston, MA USA * PHLS,“otre, UK

DETECTIONOFC.710

Objective: study describes the expression of CD4/CD8 on T cell culture lines
at early and chrorie stagesof infection.

Methods: We examined T cell cultures by the techniques of dual Color
immunofluorescence flow cytometry,ferritinlabeling for electron micro:
visualization and reverse transcriptase for virus expression.

Besults: pressed markers remained depressed at post-infection as
predicted previouslyandinto the chronic stages. activity and absolute number of

rticles being generated diornot signicanty influence the surface m:
once the culture was infected. he

Conclusion: Using quantitative doses of HIV strains we find the variation of
@xpressed membrane markers can be iyusingelements from cell functioctionand
maturation ofthe virus. ‘We are presently 9
markeractivation and virus induction.
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C.711 BIOLOGICAL ROLE ied COCAINE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND
EXPRESSION OFAID:
Bagasre E ; Forms Department of Microbiology"

andDepartment of Medicine , Ualversity of Medicine and Dentistry of N
Jersey, Camden, New Jersey, USA.

cbiective. To determine the effect of cocaine on the immune system.
Methods. In order to cranaa better understanding of the effects of cocaine
enpe ‘unction, br ‘acs

1.25, 2.5 or 5.0 mg/kg of cocaine.
independent (TI) and T-helper dapendent (TD) antigens. Splenic plea =
forming cellere) and serum antibody responses were measured 5 day
post-immuniz

Results. TheFabiliey of FatsJtreated with cocaine tesmount primary PFC a

the release of some other host factor(s) was responsible for the observed

immunomodulation
Conclusion. evalence of AIDS in substance abusers is very high. It is
also well documented that activation of CD4+ cells in HIV+ individuals also
activate proviral (dormant) stage of AIDS. The present studies provide data
to indicate that the imaune system is stimulated by cocaine.

PATIENTS WIIH AIDS.
2 baugtman,RP.R.P., Frame, P.T., Floyd, R., etsof

Pathology & Laboratory Medicine, University of Cincinnati Medical

laboratory has that HIV can recovered from
the BAL fluid patients with AIDS, but has only detected p24 antigen
directly the BAL fluid of a patient wi: yphocytic intersti:
pneumonitis. cells in theBAL fluid contain the virus,

8. Only one non-AIDS patient has been cultured and, in contrast AIDS
, HIV was not ‘These suggest that HIV appears at

levels detectable by culture in the secretions of
infected patients later. in the natural history of infection,

can be recovered both AM lymphocytes, it appears to be
in higher titer in macrophages.

C.715 HIV-1 INFECTION OF HUMAN FETAL THYM
2 Hatch, W.; Rashbaun ; Rubinstein, A.;

Soeiro, R.; and Lyman, W. D. Albert niet College of

Medicine, Bronx, NY, USA.

e infants with congenital HIV-i infectio ar

n
in thymocytes were established in culture and

RIv- The potential for this virus to affect thymocytes was determined by
measuring De/Ts subset ratios and functional assays.

as obtained from abortuses with no risk factors for
HIV-1 titesten. After.isolation, untreated fetal thymocytes were analyzed
by flow cytometry and functional assays. mocytes were exposed to either
iafectious or heat-inactivated HIV-1 isolates. The presenc
infection was determined by imunocytochemistry, molecular hybridization
and an infectious cell center (ICC) assay using the CEM-SS cell

Treated cultures were analyze and functional asus
‘eated thymocytes resp: to - t not to B-cell

‘associated-nit ens and were comprised
positive cella.

positive. In addition, there was a significant change in the subset ratios
of infected cell rth , thymocyte infection was dependent, i

lose dependent fashion, upon the ter of the HIV-1 inoculum
eta. tes can be infectedruth aay1 and this

infection causes rade yropathology s systen mey
permit a better unders the pathogenesis o:of pediatric AIDS.
(Supported, in part, byRL 07060, DA 05583, DA 04583, NS 11920, al 20671,

Diamond Foundation).

C.712 CHARACTERISTICS OF HIV-1 IN MONOCYTE-

MACROPHAGES
ShunltMatsuda’: Gidlund.M.*; Nilsson K.**; Feny5,E.M.*

*Karolinska Institute,"Stockholm, Sweden. **Untv. of Uppsala,
Uppsala, Sweden.

Objective. To investigate infectivity and localization of HIV in
monocyte-macrophages.
Methods. HTLV-IIB producing cells, U937 subclones, THP-1 and T
cell lines, were used for this experiment. HIV-1 in th
collected after mechanical destruction of cells by

cell lines
of p24. rot of HIV-1 in the solution was determi
infecting HIV-1 sensitive T cells, MT-2 and MOLT-4, Infection of the
target cells was checked by cytopathic effect and amount of p24 in
culture su

Results.* Sofution obtained by vening-‘thawing of monocytoid lines
er reverse transcriptase activity andEee amount of

p24 compared with T cell lines. The solutio: owed high infectivity
to T cell line.
Conclusion. M ‘Macrophages can harbour large amountof

e cells.
Localization of the virus will be also discussed.

C.714 POSSIBLE ROLE OF GENETIC, IMMUNOLOGICAL AND VIRAL FACTORSS

IN CQUIREMENT AND/OR PROGRESSION OF HIV INFECTION

Purpura Maria*; Rosci,M.A.**; Miceli,M.?t; Mirolo,M.*; Pezzella,M.*** and

Mannella E.s
onal Centre for Blood Trans: n C.R.I.,##*L. Spalianzani Hospital for

Infectious Diseases, ***Institute Infections Diseases,University of Rone,Italy

Qbjective.To evaluate the role of geneticarea and viral factors in

the ausement. and/or progression °of HIV infec

+ Five rate regular sexual partner: of BIV seropositive sub-

V seropositive Patients without HV infection progression

nc d our study. We carried out HLA-A,B,

C,DR,DQ antigen phenotypes and surface phenotypes of PBMCs; we also performed

“in situ" hybridization, P.C.R. and in vitro response to recall

PWM.
Results. A higher frequency of HLA-2 Ag in seronegative and in HIV oe

ve subjects without ete progression was found; an ase of
iea HIV seropositive was also observed. All seronegative sectevere

ve a& ‘in situ" nybridization and, at performed follow-up, the sero-

e year
and cpa*ma*cells play a role in the

acquirement and/or progression of HIV infection?

C.716 AIDS IS A NON-INFECTIOUS "OCCUPATIONAL" SYNDROME
Maurizio}io Luca Moretti*. *instituto de Terapia Fisica y Medicina

zuelade Venezuela, Caracas, D.F., Vene:

Objective. To find answers to ghe following questions: a) I
AIDS an infectious disease? b) Can it be considered a sexually

Is HIV the etiological agent? d) What
at is e possible cure for

and analysis of the
data during the Period. 1981.1988; c) study and
clinical aspects and r
and analysis of the components and properties of the clo
factors and heroin and

its. have o 3 AI non
infectious syndrome. b) HIV is not the etiological agent. 5)
How the ueneEteetVanversion made ossible
aisunderetanding of HIV the etiological agent of AIDS. 4)
Wha e the causative factors of AI
Conclusions. a) À new postulate for the AIDS pathogenesis: what
are the causative factors and how they wor postulate
for AIDS prevention. © new postulate for the cure
PCL, ARC, and AID
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TIME COURSE OF IGG REACTIVITY WITH SYNTHETIC PEPTIDE:
al VED FROM HIV-1 GAG AND ENV IN HIV-1 SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDU-

C.717

Jonas Blomberg (1), Per Johan Klasse (1), Riidiger Pipkorn (3)
Bengt Ljungberg (23, DetMe Christensson (2) ane
Section of Virology, d Microbiol (1), Dpt Infect Dis(2)
Lund,* Sweden, Zentrum FMolekulare Biologie, Heidelberg,FRG

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the development of the immune response to epitopes
simulated by synthetic peptides during the course of HIV-1 infection.

METHODS : EIA: s with synthetic peptides from HIV-1 gag (1-20, 320-338,9339534
and env (503-520,is599,583-599,586-606,602-622,B84B-B63) were perf
consecutive sera from 39 HIV siseropositive persons. time period of ©me-
years was covered. Results were correlated with clinical status

RESULTS: As previously noted by us, the pattern of reactivitywith HIV pep-
tides was individual. However, also a temporal pattern of variability was ob-

fter an acute HIV

vi
env 583-599 were more fr mtin asymptoma

i a
andenv. e la. h

implies epitopes can be both abandoned and recruit-
ed during HIV-1 infection. Absorption by agenDebbieBincontributes.

C 719 A RAPID AND IMPROVED 2’ ,5'A SYNTHETASE ASSAY BY
. POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS.

, Mary Miele, and Dai-Ke

Department of Pharmacology, The Pennsylvania State University, College of
Medicine, Hershey, PA, 17033, USA

Induction of 2’,5'oligoadenylate ag 5A) synthetaseactivity ie an accurate
and sensitive parameter for viral infection of an cells. It could
be used clinically to monitor circulating tncerferens- nzymatic assay
ideally involves chromatographic separation

each other and from the

es of I P)-“Labeled 2,548 from each other ana e Al
2,58 mepre wereATP.

L ieerporated an be quantitated. xm the 2',5° nkage of

the reaction Product, “the predominant speciesooohcontgrated wne
trimer sta d was sh to be resistant to T2 RNase but reredigested
by phosphodiesterase. a current me is sensitive, fast say
a large number of samples simultaneously. Most cells we e: tne .
including human T cell EM a: ow 2, ynthetasedines C! nd ue d

HIV infection of R9 cells did not induce this enzymatic
activ: be useful clinically to moniter circulating
interferons in AIDS patients before and after therapy.

TROPICAL SPASTIC PARAPARESIS:C.721

Lee seen and velgern
ratories, North ‘chicago, IL, 60064, USA, **SUNY Science Center at

Brooklyn,“Brooklyn, WY, U.S.A

SEROLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC ANALYSIS .
vaggto, M.*; Leckie, G.*; Chi, L.*; Madrid, R.E.**;

AL

OBJECTIVE. To identify and further characterize by sural nerve biopsies,
eurologicarpatient population from New York City.

METHODS. Serum and CSF fi

RIPA. WB was “also performed on paired EIA positive serum and CSF. Sural
herve biopsies were performed on 7 TSP patients; esere analyzed by

RESULTS, 15 pati we ropositive; 12 oFthase had clinical
eatures T. d all except one (black patient from S. Carolina)

originated from the Caribbea N ‘erences in WB ban pat re
bserved i d . Surprisingly, a sensorimotor p heral

a was obs th patient herve biopsies
revealed epineural and endoneural inflammatory lesions containing sma
cells, but no gian ultinucleated cells. A mild demyelinating process
nd abnormal giant axonal mitochondria were observ

ng Caribbean migrants and
No evidence of intrathecal

served when comparing CSF and serum by WB.
Nerve biopsies provide the means to assess the role of HTLV I in the
pathogenesis of myelopathy.
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RATHOGENES?S NK DEFICIENCY IN AIDS.

ria Caterina Sirianni,F.Tagliaferri,F.Aiu
Bene of Allergy and Clinical Immunology.University of
Rome ,Rome , Italy.

C.718

&hiesctivc To give a model explaining NK defect in AIDS.
Methods.PBL from AIDS patients were assessed for NK activ
the 51Cr labelled K562 cell line.Cytoskeletal tubulin polarizeti-
on in these conjugates was studied by monoc1lonal antibodies (MoAb)
and i Tubulin i i £ an effective NK

ith those ob
ors,which were treated,before the

 

lysis.Results from these experiments were compared wi

tained on PBL from normal don
assays.with an anti/CD16 MoAb
Results NK activity and tubulin polarization were deficient in
PBL from AIDS patients as well as in normal controls »pre-treated

with anti/CD 16 MoAb.

Conclusign Pathogenesis of NK deficiency in AIDS may be explained
on the basis of this modeloes that some HIV-1 env proteins
mimick the action of anti/CD 16 MoAb

 

C.720 KINETICS OF HIV INFECTED CELL-TO-CELL FUSION
wland, J., Vanderbilt Universityand Ro

School of Medicine, Nashville, TN, U:

Objective, To define the mechanism and timing of the cell-to-cetl fusion process
important in the pathogenesis of AIDS.

AC thic effect assay to measure serum fusion inhibition activity has
been developedhatnes H9/HTLV-IIB as fusion effector and the CD4+ cell

2,as target for syncytium formatio: rum is a a Is containing cells in
a rati 3, espeetively Percent protection is det d by neutral red uptake
by viable cells = [(Test A540 -Mis controlDASACelcontrol A540 - virus control
A540)] X 100. The kinetics the fusion proce: investigated by adding a
dilution of serum knownt0 have fussion“inhibition‘activity to wells simultancously,
and 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180, and 360 minutes after cells were; mixed. An equivalent

. No
ere is a point in the fusion process which antibod nable to

inhibit syncytium formation. The data suggest thatiin the Fusion process ‘there are
evolving cell-to-cell interactions that attain sufficient stability to diminish antibody

interference by 3 hours and to resist mechanical disruption by 6

C.722 HOST IMMUNOGLOBULIN MOLECULES ARE ON THE SURFACE OF

DEMO CARINII

Blumenfeld, Walter and Griffiss, J. McLeod
Veterans Admi:nistrationSHedical Center, gniversity of California, San
Francisco; San Francisco, California, U.S

Objective: To define theprieand/or pest factors that explain the
pathogenesis of P, car: umonia in A:

hods: Tmmanochenicallabeling of “oi e organism Preparations of
agged

i
density gradient-purified P. cuits ‘rom

 Results: ft anti-ra’ i-mouse 186) labeled
whole Organisms in 2/2 nrenarations. onal antibody to the Fab
fr. t of in IgG also labeled whole organisms. Anti uman IgG, one
f two monoclonal antibodies t e Fe : n n IgG, and a

monoclonal antibody to P, carinii all labeled a 40k band that was present
3 (a) purified preparations ofP, ci , choalveolar

lav: fluid supernatents from patients with (2) and without (2) AIDS
G purified human sera (1 HIV -, 1 HIV +}.

fencueion: À host-derived 1gG fragnennt is prese
P, carinil. Its role in the pathogenesis of P i pneumo;
AIDS is currently unknown. It may conceivably interfere with the àability
of an already compromised immune system to clear the organism or recognize
it as foreign.
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Cc 723 INFECTION OF MONOCYTES WITH A T CELL TROPIC CLONE Cc.724 MONOCYTE CHEMOTACTIC ACTIVITY iN THE SUPERNATANTS OF
. OF HIV. » Folks, TM. Orenstein, J. and Fauci, A.S. IN VITRO INFECTED HUMAN MAC!CROPHA

LI,, NIAID, NIH, Bethesda,MD.,U.S.A anis azdinst E- Alte’ and M.S. Meltz
*Research Laboratories, “pharma eutical Division. CiB-GEIEYlat.

Objective. To determine if an HIV clone derived from infected T cells can infect normal
human monocytes in vitro,

5’ GAG-POL
region of the NYS strain construct and ththe 3° ENVregenPOde LAN sein con truct. The
Peace construct was transfected int0 SW480 (colon,carcinoma) cells, with a ubeequent

cell tumor line(AS01). Elutriated monocytes were infected with the
PassagedpNLPNL43 clone. The mon passaged pNL4-3 and originalclonclone were equilibrated
py Teversetranscriptase levels (RDandtied ontomonocytes and PRTpo

tivity on
day 30 post infection. The res remained RT positiveioughday65S."when the
experiment was ended. Ultrastructural analysis of these cells rev icles
budding intracellularly as well5fromfrom theplasma membrane. PNàshowed a much

J, NLA-3) wi

 

gteater ability to replicate in PHA blasts than note, a single
d (2 log i i its) ability of the

virusto replicate in monocytes. Inparallel, 1 og decseasein ability w infect PHA blasts
was noted with Giese-passage HIV.

clone can infect monocytes. Moreover,a single passage of
the clone onto nlis nesheDour increasethe tropism of the virus for

C.725 DETECTION OF HTLV-I IN ALVEOLAR LYMPHOCYTES OF
PATENTS WITH TROPICAL SPASTIC PARAPARESIS (TSP) WITH

Desgranges*, Couderc L.J.**, Noraz N.*, Cau!barrere 1.** and Vernant J.C.*+#
*INSERMU 271, Lyon ; ** ServicedePneumologie, HôpitalFoch, Suresnes ; *** Service de

 

 

 

Obiective. Ti al ls detaining HTLV I genome in the TSP patients with
DeereaeDapoos
Methods. After bronchoalveolar washing ofTSPpatients serologically HTLV 1 associanedwith
bronchoalveolar lymphocytosis, the adherentand were separated,identified and
HTLVIgenome was detected in the differen

- by Polymerase C!Cin Recs(CRersiDNAepraionfaclpop
pop AVTao

subjects.
Results HTLV 1
RDaspomyvetatercol
After coculture, we inIymphocyes and neverin adherent cellsxonly withthe
avampgsaneeWith thealveolar adherent macrophages.
The f T cell cultures will be presented and these cell lines will be phenotypically

The biological properties
 

and virologically chara ofthe HTLV IT isolated from al
lymphocytes and from perip
Conclusion: HTLV 1 DNAis detectedinalveolar and never in alveolar macrophageslymphocytes
SoeSEetennain HIV infected patients with bronchoalveo!veolar pathogenesis, HIV

C.727 Co4s CELL HELPER AND SUPPRESSOR FUNCTION IN HIV INFECTED

weiner. 1f(*); Daniel, _v.(*);
chimpf, ke) and Opelz, G{*).

{*)Institute of Immunology, University of teteleràand (**)Rehabilitation
Hospital and Hemophilia Center, Heidelberg, FR Germai

rere.adTo investigate helper and suppressor functions of CD4+ T cells in
nfe d hemophilia patients.

Methods. We a sed T cell functioons in 61 hemophilia patients (21 HIV-,
Group 1; 27 avewithout ARC/AIDS, Group 2; 13 ARC/AIDS patients, Group 3).
PWM- stimulated allo ete cocu tures ° cells and control B cells

ment of immunoglobulin secreting cells (ISC) in a
reverse hemolytic Slaque assay and by ELISA-determination of IgM and IgG
secretion

found no significant differences between HIV- patients and
whereas CD4+ cells of HIV+ patients showed reduced rer activity

Sl 0.01, Group 2; p<0.0001, Group 3), IgM (p<0.005,
Groups 2,3 cD4+ cell

Group 2; p<0.0001, Group 3) IgM secretion (p¢0.02, Groups 2,3).
preliminary. data in 38 patients show that autoantibodies against CD4+ cells
were associated with a CD4+ cell helper defect (p<
Conclusion. Considerin the. central ie eo "eevel in the immune
response CD4+ cell dysfunction may p a role in the development
imnunodeficienney. state of ARC/AIDS Ponts. CD4+ cell autoantibodiesLane
be involved in the pathogenesis of CD4+ cell helper defect:

Schweighoffer, Th.(*);.

 

CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland.
**Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, WRAIR,WRAMC, Washington DC
20307 USA.

Macrophages (Mg) are an important target for HIV infection and probably play
ajor role in the esta!blistment and propagation of AIDS. Followin

infection, virus is found issue MQ and blood monocytes. At present,
if tion andspreading|of HIV 7 these cells is not known.

We present results that adores’ this
red in presence ‘of 1,000U/m1 of Colony Stinulating

-Met-Leu-Phe. Control supernatants obtained from not infected Mé did
show this activity. A 48-microwell chemotaxis chamber was used for the measu-
ments.

These results can be of relevance to explain the initial _ravis spread of the
virus from primarily infected M@ to circulating monocyte

C.726

Palangié A.*
* STD clinic, ‘en Haemostasis and *** Biochemistry laboratories, Hopital
Saint- touts, Paris, France.

PLASMA VALUES iFapetN (FN) Ano ANGIOTENSIN CONS
ENZYME (ACE) IN KAPOSI'S SARCOMA (HIV-RELA LASSICAL)
Jarier Michele Srouet L.**, VitierteJM. we, Scrobohaet ML,

Objective. 17 investigate plasma values of FN and ACE as§putative markers of
ndothe proliferation inwrelatedaneclass ical Kaposi's sarcoma (KS).

Methods : M FN (ELISA, Stago Lab) a E (Radiochemical technique of
Rohrbach) were determin din patients maith AIDS-related KS, classical
KS andenepmphadenopathy syndrome (LAS).

FN na/mLE SE +:ACE apodopinSES P 
ATR

TAS BEESer RS 21.4410.1n0 ra
= es ne Seer2

TREÉ increase in plassma values oF ishiSt signifFest in BoTh IV-reïa-
d and classical KS (P 410"). Phases Von Witiebrand:Factor (VWF) gave

similar results (Janier. J. Invest. Dermatol. 1988 703). Onaeother
han CE increase is highly significant in LAS Ae:sents (p4107%
moderate in both forms of KS (p<¢0.01 and = 0.05).
Conclusion : Fibronectin and ACE are both partly released by endothelial

They are both, besides VWF, markers of endothelial damage or proroi
feration in KS. Their prognostic Significance in LAS patients remains
be ascertained.

C.728
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C.729 On the pathogenesis of severe HIV-related Thrombocytopenia (TP) in C.730

intravenous drug abusers
Landonio Gr de Cataldo F; Gargantini L; Nosarm A.M; Galli M.n;

Lazrarin Ax Department of Haemathology , Niguarda Ca'Granda Hospital , Milan and #Clinic of

Infectious Disease , University of Milan , Milan, Italy .
related TP in IVDAs, by

Platelet survival.
Kinetic study was carried out in 20eee IVDAs with severe TP (Pit

Y

 
 <sxitr9/L) hakur , par! fied)

Tne results:were compared with those obtained in classical ITP and hepato-splenic pooling

atis T-test). 
‘Therelevant clinical dadata are summarized in table 1:

Sex Platelets Splenomegaly ALT(>2N) AntiHBc+

M:19F:5 1245x10°9/L 5/20(25%) 10/20(50%) 17/20(65%)

25+43y 18/20(90%) 15/e0(75%) 3/20(15%) 15/20(75%)

Age MegakaryoN/> Hepatomegaly HBs+ AntiH

plate

Classical-ITP HIVrelated-TP “pooling"-TP
20 16

440.
6 ns  27.3+13.8

Conclusions TTP and “pooling" TP
and indicate that hepato-splenic pooling concurs to induce the TP in IVDAS

 

C.731 C.732 HIV-2 NEUTRALIZATION EPITOPES ARE LOCALIZED IN THE
CARBOXYL TERMINAL PORTION OF THE EXTERNAL ENVELOPE

, McKeating, Jane**, Meloen, Rob**
Smit, Lia*, Bakker, Margreet* and Barin, Francis***
*Human Retrovirus Laboratory, Amste:terdam,the Netherlands, **Chester Beatty
Laboratories, London, UK, ***Central Veterinary Laboratory, Lelystad, the
Netherlands, *%+Laborataire de visologienTours France.

Obiective. To localize HIV-2 external envelope domains binding neutralizing
antibodies.

. Five hundred overlapping peptides that covered the complete amino acid
sequence of the exte envelope of the HIV-2 ROD strain wereesynthesized with

n domains were identified that bound seruin of HIV-2 infected
RaulPEThe majority of the sera reacted wi! ©) regions: one in the amino

terminal half (aa 108-132) and one in the carboxyl terminal half (aa 303-507) ofpas it!
the external envel ach of the -2 neu
everal xyl terminal epitopes. Sera of rabbits immunized with peptides
coveringthe treme terminal part of the external envelope neutralized HIV-2.

traiiziation with HIV-i of these sera is under investigati
Conclusion. Epitopes localized in the extreme termi carboxyl part‘of the HIV-2
external envelope bind natural neutralizing antiaivodienand immunization of rabbits

se domains results in HIV-2 neutralizing capacity of their seru

 

VARIABLE STRINGENCY HYBRIDISATION OF PCR AMPLIFIED HIV- 1 DNA
C.733 FRAGMENTS C.734

Snert, R. ; Kolesnitchenko, V. ; Agius, G. ; Zagury, J.F. ; and Zagury D.
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France.

DNA isolated from the lymphocytesa atypically seropositive individuals nsbeen hanaor re
amplification of envelope regions expressing atypical antigens. Eight aliquo

ent have been subject to Southern/Dot blot snes. hybridising with59SeeB10tasC
using 2ssc medium. igenc buffer at for one hour.

k XABfil bisined of the bound probe
radioactivity.The filters were then cut so that each oralpart could be subject to variebie
stringency washing using various onic concentrations (0.05 - 2. 8 temperature 55° for one
hour. After this time the filter was reconstructed so that the effect of the var table Strigeney wesh might
bene following @ second exposure to 8 Kodak film. The level of activity for eaceeneaot was

each
bend/datonthe filter. The resultsallow a plot to be made of decrease ji n boundectvity against ionic
strength from which an equivalent Tm is calculated. By comparison with8 d curve cotained for
H9OV3 amplified fragments, subject to similer hybridisationand analysis, anSmet of the degree
nucleotide mismatch relative to,the B 10 DNA probe can ined.
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C.735

 

C.737

 

Cc 739 HIV GENOME IN SERONEGATIVE REGULAR SEXUAL PARTNERS OF HIV
. ‘TED SUBJECTS

Pezzella mario+s Mirolo,M.++; Rosci,M.A.+++; Voneach,N.+;
Micceli ,He++
+ InstTete Infec 2 Discases,PoliclinicoUmberto I, University of
++ National Center.Blood Transfusion C.RI.; Hospital L. Spallanzeni,ay

Ddjective. The aim of our research was to evaluate the presence of HIV
fin peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PEMCs) from 15 seronegative (ELISAtest
Westmm Blot confirmed) regular s tners of HIV infected subjects. The

i in bet: 0.08 ~ 2.1

 

ties ani
using a monoclonal antibody against the sulfone group and an

e phosphatase conjugate antibody (neniprobe, Orgenice).«
and non infected H 9 c

Results. e genome sequen: were observed in the cytoplasm of mononucle-
ar cells all the subjects stades ae a granular staining and in same cases
a nuclear positivity was observed. The number of hybridized cells ranged
petween 0.01 ~ 5.0 per
Gonclusions. Anti-HIV seronegative individuals, as partners of infected
subjects, may be HIV infected.
 

C.736 NEUTRALIZING EPITOPE OF HIV-1: ANTIBODY
. SPECIFICITY, IMMUNOGENEICITY, AND PROTEIN

LOCALIZATION
Murphy, J.W--K Shib, andI. Berkower
4 of Molcularnimmunology, FDA and Dept. of Transfusion Med.,

Antibodies from seropositive Patients reduced the numberof
infectious HIV-1 plaques in a new plaque forming assay. Several HIV-1

isolates (IIIB, RFyy,and Z-84) were incubated with sera from
asymptomatic seropositive patients and then used to infect a CD4+ et
gusceptable monolayer. Neutralization of IIB and Z-84 was measuredai

while RFII was determined to be >95%. These findings indicate

€) Human antibodies recognize a neutralizing epitope on most HIV
isolates.
(2) The neutralizing epitope is conserved among manyHIV isolates.
(3) The neutralizing epitope is immunogenic in nearly all infected

fa) Ar) Antibody resistant variants are q
Human adsorbed with gp120 onrp160loslos eutralizing activity for
the homologous isolate, while adsorbtion with pa or control proteins
had nono effect on neutralizing antibodies. This indicates thatt p20
contains or nearlyalt of the new e S TECO;
antibodies from infected patients tralizing epitope god

C.738 DIRECT DETECTION OF A NEWLY IDENTIFIED VIRUS-.LIKE INFECTIOUS
AGENT B R IN BLOOD (PBL) FROM PATIENTSWITH

Richard Yuan-Hus ; Terrce, PF##; Wong, DM#; Hayes, renin, Juke

a Lo, S-Ce, #Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, wash."oc. Dept. of

Infectious Disseares, Georgetown University Hospital, Was! and

###Clinical Center, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, “wo, “TSA.

Objective. To study the infection of the recently discovered virus-like

infectious agent (VLIA) (Am J Trop Med Byg, 40(2), 1989) in patients with
AIDS, using the highly sensitive technique .

Methods. Peripheral blood iyaphocytes (PBL) from 23 patients with AIDS and
22normal healthy donors were ol

ified from “eePBL and subjected to 35 cycles
react ion

for sele ne
ducts.were€ analyzed by

p*? end labeled oligonucleotide Probe| (R848) with
o re of primers. PBL

were also cultured for the isolation affut.
AIDS we

a ific DNA in the PBL, by PCR. In the same assay, none of the
healthy donors had evidence of VLIA infection. In this study, a

i 8 weroy sero,positive and 75% of those PBL tested (15 of 20
so HIV culture positive.

high prevalence of infection (52%) with the previously un-
Seanad <athogenic VLIA wag detected in the blood of patients with AIDS.

 

SERIAL ANTIBODY (ABY)

NY. ,##Rational Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Mi

chiective. To study Aby responses to HHV-6 in HIV-1 infection.
Sera collected serially over the course of 1-4 years from a

converter to
3pts. (<i:20-320)Stable lymphadenopathy: (<1:20-1280),
Progressive 1 depletion: 10 pts.(ae20-1280)

Titer in IgM titer initiatedwith
AZT therapy: 3 iter rise-<1:40 to 1:320, Case 2. 21:20
to 1:5120, Case 3. "G20 te 1:1980

Primary concamittant with primary HIV
infection. Pt developed mono like illness te HIV and
at same time HHV-6 196 Any of 1:10,240 Tose to 180,000 over 4 weeks
with 1gt aby of 11140fall to 0 after 1 year.

intensified gpl10, and pé0 and p8 bands
in occurs in HIV-1 infection

copeciallyafter initiation of AZT for treatment.
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C.741 MACROPHAGES SIMULTANEOUSLY DERIVED FROM VIRUS-CONTAINING
. PERIPHERAL MONONUCL. CELLS vineC) IN HIV-1 IIIB

_ INFECTED CHIMPANZEES DO NOT CONTAIN VIRU
ch, W.**; Kessler, J.***; Kelliher, J.****; Ehrlich,

&. 3_ Gendelman, H.#***#*;
peational Cancer Institute, Frederick, Maryland, **Albert EinsteinCollege of

icine, Bronx, NY, ***Glaxo Research Laboratory, Chapel Hi11, ARRFDA,
washington, D.C., *****State€ University of New York, Syracuse, NY, Rue

d Army Research Institute, Silver Spring, MD, USA.

Qbiective: To extend our previous in vivo and in vitro studies of the fate
and biology of the HIV-1 1118 v

: Various sub-populations of cells were derived from diff
sites in persisstently infected chimpanzees. These were evaluated for viral
expresssion by co-cultivation/virus isolation, gag/env polymerase chain reaction
(PCR), viral-spectfic immunohistochemistry (VSIH) and in situ techniqu

‘al DNA was dete y PCRin variable amounts in animals from
t at

erent anatomic

ral
their PBNC. r im PBMC having PCR
reac y No tivity or virus re-isolation was ained from
macrophages Simultaneous]y yrerived PI cultures or sternal bonee

and in situ positive "lymphocyte-like" cells and
megakaryocytes were fouinde in the lymph nodes, spleen and bon

the absence of virus in macrophages and t
an "AIDS-1ike* disease be an uniform findin xperimentally HIV-1
infectedcrppanzees than understanding the nechaniam(s) may give insight into
pathogenes as well as, interventive therapeutic and vaccine-base
strategie

C.748 BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF HIV ISOLATES FROM
DIFFERENT BRAZILIAN AIDS PATIENTS
Couto-Fernandez, J.C.; IvosdosSantos. J. and

Galväo-Castro ament © ogy, 0swaldo Cruz Foundation,
Ministry ofHealth, WHO Collaborating Centre, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Objective: To evaluate the biological characteristics such as citophatic
ect(GE ; ium formation and replication rate of five isolates

i from Brazilian patientswiwith different origin
infection in cells of 1 monocytoi

i EuMMr-an. Jurkatt) ,1),monocyoid 0937)|cell
Tins, normal Ti ral lymphocytes and adhe 1s were
All infected Site were monitored for the presence of the weusing
aOrganon antigen HIV capture indi: immmofluorescence, electron

and "western blot" rsVnelleted isolated viruse
ysi similar pattern£foràali
that observed in HIV-1.

that high replication capacity E
syncytia in 1 id cell lines around 7 days of the culture and killing
the cells in 15 da T isolate also showed a high replication

i not induce a significan s i ormat ion
culsures. acterization of more isolates are underway.

lusion: HIV- solates obteined from Brazilian AIDS patients seem
to display a different terns of tivity, replication, induc’

ia and CPE in different cell lines. 1 tion was — .
al 1 suceptible to infection

of syncytia
observed that the peripher: lymphocytes were more
by HIV isolates.

C.745 Seosrapical variation in cross reactivity of HIV2 sera on HIV1 a:
cen, Francois’; PEET I"; ANDRADE,D**; THEOBALO,S*"; MAIGA,Y**; I, KC;

YEZINET,F*.
“Laboratoire de Virologie,You Bichat-Ctaude Bernard, Paris France. “Hopital A. Neto, Praia, Cabo Verde. ***INSRP,
Baaako, Mali, ***Diagnostics Pasteur Paris, France.

Objective : To study the reactivity of HIV2 positive sera on HIVL antigens according to the geographical origin of
he patients,

Methods : We tested HIV2 positive sera collected in subjects fron Cape-Verde Islands (nr64) and Mali (n=68), The 6:
CapeerCapeVerdian sera inclded al the sens sed * HIV2 positivein these Islands since 1986, Clinical eaten
of these 2 groups of subjects is compai ou IL, I), positivity was assessed by HIV2 Elisa
Giagnstics Pasteur: pi and HIV2 Western flotwh. mtthese sera wereti on HIVE assay
1) Elisa» Flavia 1 DP, Abbott EIA, Vironostika-Organon, Enzygnost-Behring, Wellcozyne-Hellcome, pont HTLVIIL,
2) Latex agglutination assay, Fujirebio.
3) Western Blot
4)" Transweabrane ghrcoprotein dat Peptilav 1, DP).
5) RIPA CEN-HIVanu
Results : The rate 4 positivity on HIV Elisa... and latex agglutination assay is significantly (p < Sob Higher in
sera frow Wali than frou Cape Verde Fine by HIVI WB, synthetic peptides and RIPA none of the 64 cape Verdian
sera reacts on Ne roducts, HIV] 8 anda verta of the Halian sers denoretratedan
obvious. reactivity on HIV] is(9p160-sp1. tee
Conch his significative different reactivity pue Cape Vi neMatin sera could be interpreted in
different LA It should be more likely due to HIV2 strain re variation but we cannot excluded double

‘ection in Walian sera or differences in host immune responses,
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C 742 CHARACTERIZATION OF HIV VIROSOMES.

. vi Vandonbyeanden M. "7 Cogniaux J.*t;
Dt 4 Ruysachaert J.M

* universiteÀLibre ae Bruxelles. Belgiquon
*+ Institut Pasteur du Brabant, Belgique

Topo.pology Of HIV viral proteins in reconstituted
systens (virosones

no
lipids, virceones were, attainedpogislysis of de Sgen.

re layer continuous ‘glycerol
gradient and ultracentrifuged (iaoouog, 16h. in order to
remove free proteins and lipid vesicles. Vigal proteins and
lipids were detected

gradient whereas liposom (virosones without proteins)
@luted at the

GP120 and GP41 were digested after trypsin
uncomplete cleavage of P17 sugg

oriented to the inner face

vesicles of approximately the sane Size ag viral particles
but with an empty aqueous internal cavity.

Virosones king the virus envelope as
envisaged as a possible veyËtoet information about the
mechanism of the fusion between virus and host cell.

C.744

 

Cc.746 CHEMICAL INACTIVATION OF PURIFIED SIV WITH

PeaMACTONIE AND FORMALIN

ie, Elise M; Jennings, Myra B; Carlson, James R

School of MeëTeine, University of California, Davis; USA.

  

n Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV

500 ug sam
as above followed by 0.025% formalin as above. The sam

Culture supernatants were assayed
weekly for reverse transcriptase activity.

SIV treated with 0.2% B-PL, 0.025% formalin, or
was inactivated; 0/12 cultures became Posi-

concentrations of B-P

ation of antigen lowing B-PL treatment.
eonciusion. 0.2% BePL is effective for inactivating SIV and is
the method of virus inactivation for a vaccine study currently
in progress.
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HBV INFECTION IN HIV INFECTEDC.747 SUBJECTS
Ferrazzi Mario+; De Rinaldis,M.L.+,Vonesch,N.+; Sturchio,E.+:

++and Pezzella M.+
+ atteste Infectious Diseases,Policlinica Umberto I,University of Rome,
++ National Center for Blood Transfusion C.R.I. Rome, Italy

 

Diectie “Tne aim of our study was to investigate the concomitant HBV infecti-

 Hetho veobs 43 gimptomatic and asimptomatic anti-HIV Berepositive
subjects (ELISA teat, Western Blot confirmed). Ali patients were tested for

V antigens ( }, for antibodies ( anti- -HBe
and anti-HBclgM) and for delta infection (anti-delta) using RIA method. Th

NA was performed by d: t hybridization using a pAO1 plasmid contai-
ming the whole HBV (near 3.3 kb) tagged nserting an antigeni =
fone p inc: sine moieties and li a dwich chemical reacti~
on ga specifi noclonal sulfone group anusin antibody agai:
mouse alkaline p hhatasesonge antibody {champrobe, Orgenics).

CE i-HBs pos:sitive (14 of them  20mIU/m1)
d by chronic active hepatitis (CAH)

ona. HB!
due to the comp. ents HBV infected, The HIV
dinfecion may play a role in the pathogenesis of.the HBV disea:

C.749 HIV-1 INFECTION0)OF HUMAN FETAL DORSAL ROOT GANGLIA
GLIAL CELLS IS ENT OF THETST4A EPITOPE OF CD4

Hart, H.Taeskunsch, C.; and Siever,
and Immunology, The Pennsylvania State University College of

 

 

 

 

DepartmentofMicrobiology
Medicine, Hershey, PA aoeUSA

Objective. T f CDA or related molecales in infection human fetal dorsal

root ganglia (DRG) irus type1 (HIV-1).
Methods. Monoclonal antibodies directed against the CD4proteinwere used toitinhibit
infection of primary 1 DRG gli
flow cytometry and radioimmunoprecipitation were used to detect the phprece
CD4 protein. Ribonuclease protection andandRNAblot hybridization|analysis withCD4-specific

human is system.
Results. Wehave previously demon:stratedthat treatment of human feral DRGglialcecellswith

onal antibodies directed against the ma epitope (but vialthe T4 epitope)resi
onlya slight reduction of the number of HIV. -positive glial cells. These cells.dstnot
synth amounts“ble at thee cell surface. However,

extracted from human fetal spinal cord and DR contained |A, as demonstrated
by ribonuclease protection. analysis. RNA blot ytriieaton with an antisense CD4 RNA

demonstra! species of approximately 5.6and 6.4Kbin size in
addition to very‘ow levels of 3.0 Kb Co message. The two unique CD4-related RNA
species were not present in humanfetal heart or when a
hybridization analyses. Utilizati
hybridization panems to these two unique species.

se data suggest that HIV-1 infection of human ‘fetal DRG glial cells is
‘independent oftheraie of CD4; the functional significance of novel CD4 RNA
species in relation to T4A-independententry pathwayis being explored.

a sense probe w: dl in
ion of CD4 exon-specific probes demonstrated variable

C.751

  

UTILIZATION OF SYNCYTIUM-FORMATION MICROASSAY FOR

QUANTITATION OF INFECTIVE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

1)
Michaely.5.%*; Ting, R.C.¥.*; Kaneko, Y.*
*Biotech Research Laboratories, Inc., Rockville, MD,

*Pharmaceuticals Development Dept., Ajinomoto Co., Take, Japan.

C.750

*; noe T.#*.

cribe a method for quantitating infective HIV-1.

Method. Detectionoat syncytium formation in phe infected CEM-SS cells

ps in an adhesive-protein coated, 96-wel the syncytium

formation was compared with thi Production as a core -p24.

cted and ri

original sample and in H9 cell cultures inoculated wit!

syncytium formation in the test occurred sinulteneocely withchevelo

ment of p24.

he syncytium-formation microassay was rapid and accurate in

calculating syneyt tum formation and determining the number of infective

HIv.

C.752 CONTINUOUS EPITOPES ON GP 120 WITH SPECIAL

REEPERENNCE TO THE CD-4 BINDING SITE.

AndersG.Nvgren, Fenyô E-M. and Norrby, E. Department: of
Virology, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.

RES To study continuous epitopes on GP 120
A large panel of sera was obtained from guinea

Results t of ur sera directed against peptides
representing t CD-4 binding site on 1 was shown t
immunoprecipitate native 120. Also peptid repres

0 i.e. the dominant neutralizing

Conclusion Some epitopes on the native GP 120 are recognised
by sera obtained from guinea pig immunised with syntheti
peptides representing various parts of GP 120
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Cc.753 GROWTH OF HIV IN CELLSFROM VARIOUS DONORS
ou Yamada, T. Mate - Sakaoka and T. Kurimu
Department of Virology. Tottori Onivereite Schoo1 of

Medicine, Yonago 683, J.

 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) Preparations were prepared from 27

individuals and the growth of Japanese HIV isolates, JH/3 and JMH/1, in

those PBMC arations was studied. There was significant diversity in

infectious virus yield ng C pre ations. The yiel

Prelate with or growth ability of the

8, some PBMC preparations, p24 igen levels did not co:

ith infectious virus yield. “rosette forming cells were used i
of wh PBMC, lar phenomena were observed production of p24

antige much reduced without decrease of infectious virus y: d.

results hegnome that each ar ual donor has 1; 8 with capacity to
e: th fron others that E-rosette forming1 wth of HI nt
cell-vdepletedPBMC produces excess p24 antigen

Cc 755 coneTRUCTION OF A RECOMBINANT RETROVIRAL INTERFERING PAR~
. E CONTAINING A DEFECTIVE HIV-I1 GEN

Federico, Mourizio: Taddeo, B.M.R.; Orecchia, A.; Saggio,

I.; Carlini, F.; Verani, P.; Ros
Laboratory of Virology, Iatitute|Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy.

Gblective- By infecting Hut-78 cells wae anar positive supernatant of PBL

ti clone we have molecularly
cloned the whole provirus in pUc-19 and then subcloned it in retroviral

(MLV LTRs promoter),

 The pLJ cons a

tus packaging line (PA 317), in order to recover a ombinant
e ovirus originally integrated in F2clone. More than 30

irect IFA analysis using
Ta was clearly posit. eas two PA317 clonesvale

ow: rated construct by Southern Blot. more detailed molecu:

lar characterization will be discussed.

C.757
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DETECTION BY POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION OF HIV-1 DNA IN
ROWOSEXUALS HEMOPHILIACS, AND AIDS PATIENTS IN TAIWAN

veste M. C. ss
+ Chan;

C.754
+c. c

Kof, . Chieof ona“eureth_ S g* *National Cancer Institute, NIH,
Bethesdann, USA; *eNacionat Tu University College of Medicine, Taipei,
Taiwan; ***Center for Venereal Disease Contro.rol, Taipei, Taiwan; and
Kaohsiung Medical College, Kaohsiung, Taiva:

Objective. To detect ae proviral sequences by polymerase chain reaction
(eR) with DNA ubjects

8!

 

mate ‘wo hemophiliacs, as we: fo:

two autopsied AIDS patients were tested. of provira:
sequence in the South blot was detected by specific probes following
PCR-amplification procedures. Results. Al e 6 8 exhibited a
positive reactio: n T P: om region an in of env

region were used. Primer pairs derived from a relatively conserved region
of gpl20 domain of env region also functioned to produce amplified fragments
for all sample However en p: rs covering gp120 through gp41

ins were used, only four samples gave a definite amplified band, and one
yielded a faint en primer pairs derived from nef 3° LTR regions

d not correlate
amplified at various env regions.

Conc.iston. The results suggest that ese o1xsamples contain various copy

HIV~1 proviral sequences which exhibit heterogeneity in their env
sequences, divergent from those of HX82 clone of HIV-1.

C.756

C.758
i Mel

Yerkes Regional Primate Research. Center aad Departmentfof Pathology, Emory
University, Atlanta, GA, USA.
Objective: To identify mechanisus by which STV/SHACFR) 4) Teplicates in and
induces (Proliferation oe PBMC from normal macaque and mangabey 8.

or PHA-stimulated PBMC from mel monkeys, ch
humans nfected with SMM(PBj,,) or the par
monitored for RT activity, cell viébility, total cell munbe:
cells expressing the IL-2

REPLICATION OF A LETHAL VARIANT OF SIV/SMM IN MACAQUE PBMC
IN THE ABSENCE OF oRsorryATION BY MITOGENS

n addition, SMM(PBj,,), but not
nduced proliferationof resting macaqueFac,

IL-2 w. the ne
sccumslattion in culture mére and

Experiments are in progress to assess the
possible role of ieee cellular activation pathways in the proliferative
response to SMM(PB4,,)

H s101(Pb} ,,) has aasapedthe requirement that cells be activated
before productive infect Also, induction of cell
proliferation during in vitreintection eonmanifest as lymphoid hyperplasia
ino the nat gane Product,enhas sone
sequence homology with a imilar to pp60-gre
acquired mutation(s) that render it *oncogenic-like." (NIH RR-'200185)
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HIV-1 SEQUENCE ANALYSIS OF BRAIN AND BLOODLYMPHOCYTES
PORT NEUROLOGICALLY SYMPTOMATIC AIDS PATIENTS USINGC.759

 

 

 

Q
Levy,Robert; Gurney, Mand Wolinsky, §

NeriUnivMetaSchoo iag, I. USA ne oPHT.

rereatplySanevfGeerangond

lymphocytes of six y

 

 

 

 

figudniogen andlOcofaPreon rele fal oafrozen in
liquid nitrogen and D ofblood iscollected and d mononuclear cell are then isolated and
stored. Hi -1 encephalitiss (2), progressive
multifocalTeukoencephalopathy (2), toxoplasmosis gaand pinayCNSCNSphone(D (Fo

silenteroligonucleotidep soe fort . 1 PPT
ievelneofheIV h di b

to neurotropism), PCRHS been eaepnyEnDeranne
HV1 isole, In phase one of the study,,, this amplified regionhas been sequenced forfor several

comparing them by source,neurologicRpaeaPhasetwoofthestudy

HBX2 Studies are underway ©
preferential ability

ae it À : +

C.761 ANTI-HIV-isePRODUCTIONS IN VITRO DURING VIRUSISOLATION.
Bert Yanderb » Ral.DeLeys*, B. Willems**, P. Nijs**,
G. van der Groenoo H, Van Heuverswyn'

* Innogenetics N.V.: Antwerpen: Belgium. #* Institute for Tropical Medicine,
Antwerpen, Belgium

Objective: rhPerishof anti-HIV Postée “in vitro” on HIV-isolation.
Methods: Fresh Peripheral Blood Lymphoc: 3 (PBLs) of 45 European ARC

Screening was performed with Li:
ich permits screening for gp#l,

o
Results: From 136 cultures tested 82 2p80oducedas in siete|after 3 days.
The strongest reactivities were observed with t! e p24 anti 7 % of the

of TatsPatteer 14 fey
No correlatio duction in vitro and the final eval
ation of the cultures for virusproauection by antigen detection, revers:
transcriptase or immunofluorescence, wiwhich suggests that virus production is
not significantly influenced by possible neutralizing antibodies which may be
secreted into
It was also clear tethe level of antibody production in vitro is patien
dependent and remained stable for most patients during the period we ented

to 6 months
Conclusions: 16° production in vitro is patient dependent and had no signi-
ficant influence on virus isolation results.

 

C 763 HIV-LIRE PARTICLES IN NEURONS OF THE BRAIN,

. ee erre G.*:S8,C.A.MoneySion,F.S.**;Basilio,C.A.**

a alle,H.A.##, logy ,FIOCRUZ, Box926 Rio,

Brasil; sttlospital colerie e Guinle,NLRTORio,Brasil,

fhisctive, Toidentify HIV infected neurons by electron microscopy.

Methods. Specimens of brain autopsies of patients which died of AIDS were pre

pared for rou:tine electron microscopy and systematically analysed.

Results. Investigating|several hundred neurons on ultrathin sections we could
observe on rare occ! ns an HIV-like particleinside a vacuole ora mure”

vesicular body ia few neurons of the temporal lobe grey matter of a bra:
wit oplasma and wIVerelated pathologies. Beside a Yelative high content

lied region presented a normal aspect.
cles was similar to HIV

to intraceliularty produced HIV being stored in vacuoles. The low wantity
of detected particles may explain the negative results of other techniques

in relation to neuron infection + The present date may contribute to
the knowledge about cell infection snd neuropathology of HIV.

THE MORPHOLOGY OF A NEW LENTIVIRUSC.760
* MICHAEL G. KOCH, ** Preston A. Marx, *** Albert F. Bykovaky, **** Bror Strand-

Lemnert

  

snDavisCA35616, USA; 0e Gamalqya Insttats, Moscow, USSR, ww Biomedicum,
Institute, S-104 01 Stockholm, Swedes.

 

 

 

HIV is, , owled: ‘kind. We show

the unveiling o v by thin
section and tilt series,
Some en murLS arose! salle mong gree silts
 

dimensional model, which represents about the
for HIV seems to be essentially the same as for the known anima! lenti-

viruses SIV (STLV-3), BIV (BVLV), FTLV (FIV), MVV cie virus, Zwoeger-
siekte), CAEV (GLY, CSR) and EIAV, Some morphelogical detalls implications for
the virus’ life cycle, for Ks pathogenesis, for ric targeting oftherapy, and for the

to develop a vaccine.

 

VARIANTC.762

Delphi,Messinger*; Bernard, J.*; Ittelet, D.*; Gallo, R.C.** and Zegury,D.*

* Université P. et M. Curie, Paris, France. ** NCI, Bethesda, USA

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

: ation of Eest Zofre, then to

isolate and characterize retroviral variants fi 1| species.
dés :AI i y HTLV 1, HIV) and HIV2 reactivity using

Western Blot analysis.
Result p ecus l'hoesti, Cercopithecus denti and Cercopi-

ÿ À vi and/or HIV2

Enypatternof reactivity
HIVi+ HIVE- HIV +

Species Total Number HIV2- HiY2+ HIV2+

C. l'hoesti 21 1 4 1
C. hamlynt 15 0 4 2
C. denti 4 1 2 |

Conclusion : Celiuler mater investigation for isolating pri i
to be compared to HIY

C.764 REACTIVITY OF HUMAN HIV-2 ANTIBODIES WITH NATIVE AND

SYNTHETIC HIVe1 AND HIV-2 NTIN

HUSKINS, K.R. URNESS UMANN, J.E.;

HU Y.* et al, E I. DU PONT we.6GLASGOW 73,NERO

DE.,“5806, USA, *UNIV. OF OTTAWA, OTTAWA, CANADA

Objective. To characterize the reactivity of human HIV-2 antibodies with

viral antigens and synthetic polypeptides from thi and pol genes

of or HIV- =HIv-1 a means to distinguish HIV-2 infection [T
Method Samples con e for HIV+2 antibodies differential
‘esponse ol us Western blots for HIV-1 an -2 we rth
tested wen the various specific antigens in Western blot, ELISA, and

RIPA assays.
Results. “aiv-2 sera from 15 asymptomatic individualsbays the following
reactivities (shown as the number possitive/number t ted):

WE: RIPA
viLYSATE 11/15 HIV-1 rCAG tapis HIV-1 rGAG 12/14
HIV-2 LYSATE 15/15 HIV-1 rGPél 2/15
HIV-1 rENV 1/15 HIV-1 rPOL 0/10 r-Recombinant Ag

HIV-2 sGP41 15/15 HIV-1 rPl7 4/15 s-Synthetic *
Conclusion. Evidence for reactivity with both conserved and H. i

was foun o! vations shouldbe useful

convenient diagnoatic tests for serotype confirmation
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C 765 SCREENINGIET TYPAGE HIV-! ET HIV-2 GRACE A UN TEST c 766 ABSENCE OF P24 ANTIGEN ANDcoup! P24 ANTIBODY
. RAPIDE G NUTES) UTILISANT DES PEPTIDES SYNTHETIQUES . DECREASING IN AFRICAN AIDS : oR BETWEEN

LONATEC1TARGET HIV TEST). AN AND WEST AFRICAN POPULATION
Sylvie Ran; Bettinger**,A.Sangaré***,G.M,.Gershy-Damet***,F.Denis* Gu Léon, P.Nemrecke, M.Mounier*, G.M.Ger:répDames, F.Barin*###GilLésnard®94
* Departement Virslogie, CHU Limoges, France.** Clonatec, Paris, France,
Insti ‘ Pasteur Côte d'Ivoire.
Objectif Evaluation d'un test Elisa rapide (3 rminutes) utilisant des Peptides
syn tiques HIV-1 et HIV-2 dérivés de Je sequence de la glycoprotéine transmem
branaire de chacun des deux virus HIV-1 et HIV-2.
Matériels et méthodes :
perums ‘a porté sur 237 sérums provenant de sujets vivants en Afrique de

est.
Test : Le sérum dilué au 1/10 est filtré à travers une membrane sur laquelle ont été
parechaque peptide HIV-1 et HIV-2. Après additio: conjugué (anti IgG humaine

é à la peroxydase) © vage, on ajoute le substrat (TMB). Le résultat (spot
bie)ost visible à l'oeil en une minute environ.
ésuitats

 

 Conclusion : Les res ntrent une bonne sensibilité (HIV-1 : 94,7 % et HIV-2 :
90,5 %) et une très Dome spécificité (HIV-1 : 98,6 % et HIV-2 : 100 %). Ces
résultats, très intére: rapide, sont encourageants, une augmen-pour st
tation de la sensibilitédodoit pouvoir être obtenue.

INFLUENCE OF BIOOD VOLUME AND TRANSFCRT CN HIV CULTURES IN
INFANTS AND

Robb,MerlinL.*, Vincent, J.*, Fowler, A.**, Dilworth,
ny, P.*, Burke, D.**, the Walt Research Group

wal: Reed Amy Medical Center, **Walter Reed Institute of Research,
Washington, D.c., United States of America my "

Objective. To determine the influence of blood volume and specimen transport
on pediatric HIV cultures.
Methods. Blood cultures fl were obtained with 1-3 oc of heparinized
whole blood fram 28 patients wom) with an age range of 3 mos. to 11 yrs,
Each culture was evaluated with ‘

and seropositive children had itive cultures. Eight of hod peeledpositive 9 posit
culture with 105 and 106 celle One 10

preliminary data suggest that HIV tures be
valuableSLenPoDUD
between phlebotomy and culture processing.

C.769 HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS guy) MUTLIPLIES IN PRIMARY
CULTURES OF HUMAN KUPFFER CELL
SCHMITT Marie Paute”: STEFAN, A.M.*; JAECK, D.*;

*

* Virus Department and INSERM u 745 General and Endocrinat
Faculty of Medicine, ULP, STRASBOURG, FRANCE

Surgery

OBJECTIVE.oven their localisation in the liver sinusoid, the Kupffer cells
ent the largest reservoir of fixed macrophages in the

“reead“candidates for early i
However, until now, the role of KC in HIV infection has never been studied

has ever been made to infect KC in cultur
Isolation of was carried out according to t

Acad. Paris,
the method we have

1980, 291, 249):
d 9 Primary cultures of 24-to

viI (isolate LAV 1- Bru).
syncytia detectable under optical

observations showed typical

1 culture attat

 

cytopathic i
activity increasiing with tre time of infection was demonstrated in the
supernatant of the infected KI
concLyatON. Qur results, wiech demonstrate that KC may constitute a target

suggest that these cells may a crucial role in the physio-
pathology of the disease. They may not only constitute a reservoir for the
virus but, given their strrategic position in the liver lobule, they may also
be involved actively in the dissenination of the virions.

686

*.*Viro! Infectious deseases departments CHU Limoges Fran
#xeinstitut Pater Abidjan Cote d'Ivoire, #2*Virology CHU Tours France.

Objec to compare virological pronostic factors (p24 antigenemia, anti p24

 

 

See“TetiinEuropean<andwest African patie:
Materiai an V positive patientsrorom Limoges France (106 sera)
an_pbidian coteare‘wee sera) were ted for p24 antigenemia by Abbott
HIVi antigen and for anti p a byrecombinant Envacore EIA Abbott.
eeu ts s

Virus Area Cl. Status Anti p24 % compet* Ag p24
{Nb) 0-50% _50-100% % positivity

AIDS(106 9%
AF HEALTHY(136) 2% 98% 0%

HIV-1 AIDS(18 0% 50% 50%
EUR ARC(10) 20% 80% 20%

HEALTHY(78) 23% 77% 4%
19; 42 58% 0%

HIV-2_AF HEALTHY(96) 2% 98% 0%
HIV-1+ 100% 9%
HIV-2 AF HEALTHYY(22) 0% %ore
Conclusion : AIDS African patients have higher  Bi than

ropean individuals. The pronostic valueofay1antigeneais nottthe same for
seropositive patients in Europe and in wes

C.768 PRIMARY ISOLATION OF HIV FROM LYMPHOCYTES, MONO-
cy’ AND MACROPHAGES WITH A PERMANENT T-CELL
un as A MODEL TO STUDY VIRUS REPLICATION AND
CELL TROPISM IN VITRO

Baur, Andreas; Ehrmann, U. and Jahn
Institut für Klinische und Molekalare Virologie der Univer-
sitat Erlangen-Nirnberg, D-8520 Erlangen,

Objective: To establish a standardized HIV isolation procedure
where PMBC can be replac y a permanent T-cell line in order
to stud: rima: Vv replication and "transmission of HIV fron
monocytes/macrophages to T-cells.

Inder optimal conditions> primary HIV isolation gave an
overall positive

ei ut of 20 ieolations. However
had to be stimulated with GM-CSF. In one case the v

ectly from alveolar macrophages to the permanent

3 SupTl as a cocultivating system in primary HIV
isolation are not as sensitive as PMBC, but revealed to be a
good model to study virus replication and cell tropism of HIV
wild isolates in vitro.

C.770 PRODUCTIVE INFECTION OF PRIMARY CULTURES OF HUMAN HEPATIC
EENDOTHELIAL CELLS (EC) BY HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS
HIV

STEFFAN, Anne-parte*; LSCHAITT, M.P.*; GENDRAULT, J.L.*;

* Virus Department and INS!ERM General and Endocrinal Surgery,
:

U 74’;
Faculty of Medicine, ULP, STRASBOURG, FRANCE

OBJECTIVE. The presence antigenon the surface of human liver EC
render. en S HIV.ende
METHODS. Hepatic EC _were isolated from liver specimens obtained after

RESULTS. Primary cultures of okhour-old EC were in
ate -Bru) for 3, d 5 days andortcessed for SEM and TE. Unider

SEM, a great number of virusarticles were detected at the plasma membrane
as early as 3 days after infection. s later, the number of
viruses in close contact with the plasma membrane or in the vicinity of the
ell had considerably increased. Moreover, numer ictures strongly

suggestve of virus budding were observed. TEM observations confirmed ese
suits and demonstrated the presence of typical virus particles as well a:

the different steps of virus bu
CONCLUSION. These results demonstrate that liver EC in culture may be infec-

wi and are able to produce large amounts of virions. This suggests
that the E could play an important role in the dissemination of Y
particles
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C.771 AHUMAN MONOCLONAL ANTIBODYAGAINST HIV-1 C.772 IDENTIFICATION OF PROTEIN INTERMEDIATES IN THE PROCESSING
TRANSMEMBRANEGLYCOPROTEIN GEERATESAT
COMPLEMENT-MEDIATED, ANTIBODY.V-DEPE
ENHANCEMENT(C’-ADE) OF HIV-1 INFECTIONiNVITR

we Robinson, Jr.,1, M.K. Gorny2,J.-Y. Xu2, D.C. Montefiori’, W.M. Mitchell, and

1Dept.oofPathology Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN USA 37232
2Dept. of Pathology, New York University , Neww York, NY UUSA10016
3Veterans Administration Medicai Center, New York, NY
Objective: To evaluate ten human monocionai antibodies mab}Spainst HIV-1 for
their abilities to neutralize or enhanc -1 infection in wittro
Material Ï mAb against HIV-1
were erates vitro by infection of peripheral bioodymphocytes from HiV-1
seropositive pstein-Barr virus. All G were tested i M
ceil Picrotiter‘infection assay for HIV-1 neutralizing an enhancing2activities
Results: Of the ten, 4 reacted with gag protein (p24) and 6 r

d
virus. Enhanced HiV-1 infections
effect, reverse transcriptase reiease, antigen synthesis, and progeny virus

 

 

rodu
Conclusions: Since only 1 of 6 human mAbtested mediated C’-ADE of Hive
infection in vitro, this enomenon probably depends on recognition of one o}
morespecific epitopes. The epitope(s) can be mapped and should, perhaps, be
eliminatedfrom.recombinantvacc nes.

C.773 EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF HI FECTIONINCH

POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR).
EscaichSonia*, Philippe N.**, Ritter J.***, Clarisse O.*¢**, Baginski 1.*,

0 C*
* INSERM U 27 * Debrousse Hospital, Lyon ; *** Rockefeller University, Lyon ;

eee EHerriot Roma, ion à: France.

Qbiective. to diagnose early HIV infection in newborn and children from
seropositive mothers, we have: looked for HIV in their peripheral blood mononuclear
cells ame).
Methods. 16 seropositive children were studied, age one day to2 years and HIV was
detected inin aoeculturessy P24 Ag ELISA (Abbott). HIV DNA and RNA in

MC were demons
was releied fromomiymphocytes in 5/16 cases (in 2/5 the first Aot life).

IV DNA was detected in 13/16 junethewithoO pairs of primers.
found in PBMC in 8/14 cases includin; with a positive HIV culture.
Furthermore HIV RNA was present inoe eases of children with clinical and/or
pro abnormalities but only in 2/8 of those with no clinical or biological
chan

sas the most rs method 10 diagnose HIV infection
anytime after birth. Since HIV RNA detec! in infected children does correlate with

logical ities and posiivi‘a lymphocyte cultures, it is likely that it
may"anIso ac in the assessment of active HIV replication and therefore of

prognosticaus in newborn HIV infection.

C.715 COMPARISON OF SINGLE AND DOUBLE-LABELLING OF SLB1 AND MT2
CELLS IN THE DETECTION OF HTLV-1 ANTIBODIES BY RADIO IMMUNO-

Marian T. surtivhREC IRITATON AS3A , and D.J. Siamon**. *American Red Cross,
Rockville, MD, USA, **UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA, USA.

OBJECTIVE. 1.To determine if the sensitivity to HTLV-1 antibodies can
~2

profiles from MT2 cells to à cell line o
ME known to display var fous patterns of antibod. 

3ENet labelled SLB1 lysate. Ant igen-antibody complexes were Precipitated by
protein A-Sepharose. Pellets were electrophoresed by SDS:“PAGE and
autoradiographed.
RESULTS No samplesoi sphaved any additional ‘antibody reactivities with Cys-
Met than with was no observable difference in the
intensity of bands. Lanes representing double-labe) treatment had greater

entation of
p55/52%, andASS

S-Cys-labelled- e is as in the detection of
=specific antibodies as is Leu or Cys-Met. 2. The SLB1 cel} line

provides better detection of anti-p40x than MT2.

OF THE p55 HIV-1gag PRECURSOR.

Shantharaj D. Gowda, Stein, and E.G. Engleman. Stanford University
School of Medicine, palo Alto, ta94304, USA.

Objective: To analyze the cleavage pathway of the 55 kDa (p55) HIV-1 gag
precursor.

-1 gag proteins isolated fromfiTteucineae
recombinant HIV- Vvaceintavirus infected H9 T lympho:
immunoprecipitation with anti-p24, anti-myor anti-“peantibodies were
subjected to one- and twoajinensignal SDS-PAGE.

SDS-PAGE analysis revealed that the initial cleavage of the p55
gag precursor gives rise to three processing intermediates (pta, p4Ib
an . péla and i038 proteins contain the pl7 ote. prote

i
the mature p24 and

pl? proteins migrated as distinct Species. t Hmyristic acid Jabeling
of the HIV-1 gag proteins reveal n addition to p55 pl7, the
pala and p39 intermediates, but not alare myristylated,“contirainng
that myristylation occurs at the N-terminus before cleavage of the p55

The myristylated HIV-1 gag p55 precursoris initially
cleaved at “random either at thee pl7/p24 junction or at two sites between
p24 and p15 proteins, resulting in three intermediates which are
subsequently cleaved to yield mature gag proteins

C.774

 

 C.776 HIGH CAPACITY ni
TAT TRANSACTIVATION: EFFECT OF INTERFERONS

Inc, Experimental Station, Wilmington De 19880-0400, USA

Transactivation of the HNoR by the Virally encoded tat Protein is an essential step
in virus replication. As such, ansactivation is an attractive target for antiviral
hi Transfection of HeLa cals‘with recombin:rentDNA‘plaslasmids expressing the HIV tat

call iines which express high levels ofEcol‘betglecostee activity from a tat,
transactivated-HIV LTR.
allow the detection of tne saltyForfrom 20005000 “cells grown msa microtitre well. A ‘high
through put, viru: . format based drug discovery screen has been devised
using the 3B9 cel line, ‘and 75being used to search for InhibitorsofHV tat transactivation.

pounds which inhibited HIV tat transactivation of the viral LTR wouid be expected to
reduce B getactosidase expression in this cell line.

and gammainterferons are potent inhibitors of beta galactosidase
expression inthis assay. in order to differentiate between effects of interferons and other

junds on tat wansactivation and other effects which result in
we contro! cell line which expressesip levels of

t
of a second LTRlinked indicator gene introduced by transient transfection wili ba described.
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SEROLOGIC ANALYSIS OF Pi BUDDING FEATURES OF DIFFERENT MORPHOLOGIES OF
C.777 SR CUAAOTEINS ASSOCIATED WITH AND C.778 HIV-1 PARTICLES FROM CELL CLONES ISOLATEDPRELIMINARY SEROPREVALENCE STUDIES OF TWO NOVEL

DEROMRUSES IDS-ASSOCIATED LYMPHOMAS.
No.Valerie L.,Khayam-Bashi F, Marsh J, and McGrath MS.

University of California, San Francisco, and San Francisco Generai Hospital, San
Francisco, California, USA.

To determine the serologic relationship of the proteins associated with two
el retroviruses, 2F7 and 10C9,ae fro imary AiDS-associated open

tissue to other known r: iruses, to dete reprevalence of exposure to the:
viruses "manious populations at aefor renal infection.
Method: !
Results: ‘purfied 2F7, ce. HTLV-| (conn.and bovine leukosis viral (BLV)

a n sources for imi blotting. ibodies rai

2F7/0C9 viral proteins; this same subset of sera had limited reactivity
with HTLV-i non core proteins and BLV envelope proteins (gp55/31), and did not
react with HIV-1 protei

These results demonstrate that the 2F7/10C9 viruses are serologically
related to oncoviruses, not to fentiviruses, and provide evidence that exposure to these
fuses has occurred in individuals in groups at risk for retroviral infection.

C.779 NON-Mans WIV P26 ANTIGEN REACTION OVE TO BACTERIAL

peanNAN

angen, suse 3 rkle, &*; Impey, a*; ere A*™ and Hyslop, NE*

*Tulane universeSchool of Medicine, New Orrteans, LA, U.S.

**LSU Medical Center and Cherity Nospital, Hew Orleans, LA, U.‘he A.

Objective. To determine the sourcesot HIV p26 reactivity in @ sample of tissue cul-
ture ssmn CTCH) u

vity was determined

id after centrifugetion (3000g,

fn the filtsred (0.45 ym) centrifupace O24 reactivity was also

evaluated fn samptes from # culture of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in TCH. P24 speci-

ficity test was as par kit directions

Results. The contaminant in the originel TCM wee identified as Alcaligenss faecalis.

The centrifugata end filtrate derived from the TCM with the microbial set had p24

was

LL
duced tha p2é reve » known positive

intr: » hewever, hed no ef et.on the p24 reactivities

assoclatod wien the sampias from the bacterial cultures

aise positive NIV pat reactivity in the entigen-capture

related to "eherapict growth in test panei . nl of p26 ant

samples from KIV- infected patients shou be uately controiled ter asbl

bacterial contamination.
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BIOLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING TRANSMISSION OF HUMAN
bertean Jat CA,* Davidson 8J,% Rebus S,3#

Aw D,3® Peutherer es, ‘ ,
Addiction Study, Edinburgh
Bacteriology, University of Edinburgh

C.781

%*Departeent
UNITED KINGDOM

SIECLE: To asseas biological factors which affect heterosemal
renamission of HIV, with particular reference tooftecthetero markers of
infectivi
METHODS : a.werereidentified where one partner (13 male female
was infected wi other confirmed seronegative. ine comice
had beenin a seulfelntionsh’ for ananaverage of 23 months (3-84). There

of barrier methods of ion All patients were
investigated at least oncein the 10anne per od. | 21 (70K) were tested at

ood seaples and te
antil fo HIV, 4 antigen and 1 In all cases.
were carried out pe commercial mere
RESULTS; Virus in lymphocyte cultures from 5 index cases, of

(60%) also had p24 antigen. Goootherindex case algo shoved antigen
but no virus, ir sexual tacts 2 seroconverted during the study

riod 2 and 6 mon! virus was first detected in culture.

idisation but 12 ths after the original teat ia stil] HIV antibody
ce ve. In 2 of 3coupleswhere si a the i

ent vas eases yielded virus from lymphocyte
Palture on or ions. In all cases who evidence of

al

on(er tibody FrNa portantù n8ceriyHonorof‘ore an! ons for
heterosexual spread areaatemoTtants

M HIV-]-INFECTED MI,4 CELLS
RORUTAK®* ZHANG, J. J*PaKATO: s** and NAKAI,M.*goto Toshi aki

saka Hedicaal College, Osaka, Jap #*0saka University,
Osaka, Japan #**shaanxi Anti-epidemic Station, Xia, China.

Objective. To elucidate the viral maturation proces
Methods. Cell clones were isolated from HIV-1- infected MT-4

Cloned cells were observed by electron microscopy, an
i t using

sults. The ci clones produced particles wit different
kinds of morphologies. Normal particles were produced from th
cell surfac a ding process i crescent shape

T ust before being released ce urface.
Doughnut-shaped and teardrop- d particles were respectively
produced by budding of th crescent shap h double layers

cell surface, ebuddini of a teardrop form
ith an electron dense core from”th cell surface.

Conclusion. The morphological maturation of HIV-1
be completed just before their release

several cel clones producing differently

particles

shaped particles.

MACROPHAGE CULTURES DO NOT INCREASE FREQUENCY OF
HIV 1SOLATION OVER LYMPHOCYTES FROM HEMOPHI LI ACS
Lemos.Ricardos, es, A. and

C.780

Hyslop Jr N.
Tulane university School of Medicine, New Orleans, La, USA.

Objective. To determine whether macrophages (M2) of hemophiliacs
preferentially harbor HIV, since the equency of virus isola-
tion from hemophiliacs in many studies”is lower than that from
infected asymptomatic homase>
Methods. Monocytes and Tymphocytes from asymptomatic seropositi-
ve hemophi liac nd homosexual controls in Ficol-Hypaque frac-

tionated bloodSpononuclear lls were separated by adherence to
lastic culture h nd panning of unattached cell The

i

tained weekly for 4 weeks were tested for p24 by the antigen-
gapture assay

Under comparable cultural conditions, H1V
tne“blood mononuciear cells of 5
Philiacs studi n

recovery from
homosexual controls and 5 hemo-

Monocytes Lymphocytes

Controls 4+/5 (80%) 5+/5 (100%)

meentiacs 1+/5 (20%) 2+/5 (40%)
Conclusio The reported lower frequency of HIV recovery from
hemophit des is unlikely to be que to the virus being preferen-
tially harbored in their monocy

EXPRESSION AND TRANSACTIVATION OF HIV PROMOTER IN BACTERIAC.782
harles and Ka:Wood, C shanchi, F.

Department of Microbiology, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 66045
U.S.A.

Objective. To study the|espression and transactivation of HIV long

feminal repeats (LTR) in a bacterial system.
lethods. À recombinant Diaasmid containing the HIV-LTR linked to an

Andtentor gene, chloramanphenicool acetyl transferase (CAT), was teansfo
into E. coli. The expre and transactivationFE the HI oter, in

the prénsace and absenceonetat, was followed by measuring the level of

CAT
Results” We have demonstrated that HIV-LTR can also function as a promoter

in E. co. The HIV-CAT plasmid ©can ress the enzyme efficiently upon

bacterial transcriptional start
 

 
was mapped sis ides beingfslly

functional in E. coli, can also be specifically transactivared by
HIV-tat gene product. Transactivation can be fener by an increase

@ level oecat mRNA’
spec:sifie seat of HIV-SLR by tat tein

bacteria willprovide a useful s: to further investigate the.specific

etat proteinSen the HIV-LTR and the mechanism

sed for transactivation
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C 783 rie OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF HIV GP120 TO CD4-BINDING

-; Bolmstedt, A."; Flodby, P.°*; Lundberg, L.***

and Olofsson, S
Department Of élinical Virology, University of Géteborg, Géteborg, ““Depart-

ment of Immunology, Karolinska Ysetitutet, Stockholm, ~*“Departme!rtment of
Biochemistry and Biophysics, Chalmers University of Technology, Géteborg,

Objective. The CD4-binding region of HIV gpl120 has been mappe a peptide

stretch situated between aa 370 and aa 460. The|ain|osnisotal is
ves within this xegion, which for the ability

je eptor.
usedto introduce mutations withinthe

) oratewhich@

very conserved among HIV-1 isolaates |hence indseating that th ould
8 ta: eens“dimensions contormat

the putative binding

protecting the bindingRegion. Mutants were

© by teansfecting a gpi60 expression vector, containing the

mutant gene, onto GF1 cells. CD4-binding ability was examine an in vitro

assay
Resuits. Changing CYS5401 to a serine resulted in a protein unable to bind to
the CD4-receptor in the in vitro assay. Moreover, protein had an altered

electro] mobility probably due to intr
proves ene loss Ze CD4-binding ability is a direct

orte caused indirectly by protease degradation is currently under

investigation.

 

ysteins are important for the thres-dimens.jonal conformation and

thus for thePtelogical fanetion of gpi20. Our results show that 9p120,ich

is a veryvariable protein, is extremely sensitive to changes ñ Les conser-
regions, since mutating only one eystein results in a eeits susceptible

to protease attack.

C.785

 

C 787 RELATIONSHIP OF OTHER INFECTIONS TO PROGRESSION OF DISEASE
. IN mv care wen

Le » Ci; Roger; Giorgi, ish,
J. niversity of ceilfomia at Los asie (weta)‘School of

Public “Health and Medicine, Los Angeles, California, U.S

To determine the relationship of other infections to changes in une
status and risk of AIDS, specimens for iselationaahomed for CMV,

adenovirus, Seesplaans urealyticum, and Mycopla: ominis were wollected
6 months apart in 222 HIV-1 antibody positive menmenon pati

cohort study of HIV-1 infection since 1"1984.
)

and the CD-4/CD-8 ratio was significantly lower mong HIV ai jody

ositive men who CMV in their semen than men did not
(p<.0005), but there was on. orrelation between the titer of CMV

 
ie.

be presented ta relavieto other factors in
the cseociation of low levels of CD~4 cells with isolations of CMV fro
semen will be discusse:ca.
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C.784 HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) EXAMINED BY
NEGATIVE|STAINING: MORPHOLOGY AND ANTIGENICITY.

CuRYSTIE, lan Len àALHEIDA, June D., and BANATVALA, J.E. Department of
Virology, Unite pois Nad. Dental Schools of Guys and St Thomas's, St

homas's Campus, N, UNITED KINGDOM

Negative staining EM has proved less rewarding than thin sectioning in the
study of HIV morphology and antigenic structure. This may, in part, be

due to the close {n"good.pre of HIVant

However the greater nupber of particles isolat
visualize|the immature virus particle which contains a spherical, doughnut

shape
Subsequent”treatmentt of the semi-purified virus with a mixture of detergent
(Nonidet P40) and glutaraldehydepork releases and stabilises the in’ernal
cone shaped component. ncentrations of both detergent an
glutaraldehyde are sritienl, but when conditions are correct reasonable

£ i cally reactive cores are available for immune EH
These HIV-2 cores react positively with their corresponding human antisera,

giving rise to classical inmune conplexes. i

i a: rods.
establishes that, antigenically, they are similar to,
with, the standaré cone shaped internal compon The isolated cores
also reacted positively with a mouse monoclonalateibody directed against
p24 (HIV-1) which reacts also with p25 {HIV-2).

C 786 FAILURE TO DETECTHIV-1 PROTEINS AND DNA IN
. ENTAMOEBA HISTOLYTICA STRAINS ISOLATED FROM

PATIENTS WITH HIv-! INFECTION
eyer!, G.D.Burchard, ET. Huferti, D. Berzow!, H. Schmitz!

jpof Virology, Bernhard-Nocht-Institut for Tropical Medicine, Hamburg, F.R.G.

2Clinicel Dpt., Bernhard-Nocht-Fast for Tropical Medicine, Hamburg, ERG.

Obdjective: To detect HIV proteins and proviral HIV DNA in Entamoeba histolytica strains, isolated from patients

with HIV-1 i

In order to characterize EB. histolytica

 

ica strains from Hi Y inftewd personas is important 10 KNOW.

applied.

Methods: Isolated E. histolytica strains were cultured in TYSGM-9 medium, HM-1 was culoured in TY!-S-33

a.
ras applied

For the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) DNA was rom bloodeelcells anefrim E.histolytica, both

isolated from three HIV-1 infected patients. For the DNA alation regions of the HIV-1

genome for proviral detection (-gag- region: SK 19, SK 38/39, and -env- ranwkTePacu) according to the

pr was denaturated at

esLe
 
 

Res A à à

in demE lyin cultures, fed with HIV-1 infected|H9 #5calls after two weeks of cultivation. Applying the PCR,
g- (SK 19) and the -env- sl % gene fragment

SesHowever, no proviral DNA cul be detectedin DNAspsamples extracted from ted
from these dentsàin the infected E. histolytica cultu:

Conclusion: E. histolytica can be excluded

transmission by E.histolytica is not justified.

f HIV-1 and bie HIV

C.788
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C.789 HaseltineWild OF eeeTON OF HIV-1 C.790

Cancer Institute, Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA SA

Regulated growth of the Human Immune Deficiency Virus Type-1 (HIV-
1) is the hallmark of infection with this virus. Prolific replication followed
by a prolonged period of controlled replication followed once again by prolific

HIV-1 infections. The controlled as
n

essenger RNA, and of virion assembly
and budding, and of the specific infectivity of the viral particle will be
presented. Specifically the role of the vif, ypu, tat, rev and nef genes in the
control of viral replication will be explored.
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Lundi 5 juin 80 Section D Monday, June 5

Séance thématique Le SIDAet l'individu
Specialty Session AIDSandthe Individual  

Recherches sur le comportement (partie 1)
Behavioural Research (Part 1)

M.D.0.1 M.D.0.2FOPULATION PREVALENCE OF AIDS HIGH RISK BEHAVIORS IN
FRANCE, THE

BEHAVIORAL DETERMINANTS OF BLOOD DONATIONS AMONG HIV-
UNITED KINGDOM AND THE UNTTED STATES INTER STUDYSESTE PERSONS: À MULTI-CE

*, Gail R. Wilensky PhD*, Alain-Jacques Valleron DrSc**, Doll, L and the HIV Blood Donor Study Gro
Geoffrey Bond ***, Randall L. Sell MA®, Portia BS* *Centers for Disease Cont.i Atlanta GA ** Tnvestigators”fromoOBlood
* Project HOPE Center for Health Affairs, Washington, DC, USA ** Universite Paris, Paris, France Donation Sites throughout the
©** Central Office of Information, London, UK,

[IV-seropositive persons attempt to donate blood.Objective. To assess why H

 Methods. Between June-Nov. 1988, 147 seropositive donors from 17 donation
sites were interviewed regarding riak behaviors and reasons for donation.

Comparisons were en thos: e] d no identified risk (N=36),made betwe ose who reporte:
and those whose personal (N=77) or partner's (N=34) behavior put then

reported reading self-deferr:
ke Alehoough 17.2% said they didn't know

blood would be tested, 88% of these persons said they read the materials.
h

p>.05).
Reasons for low risk perception among the retror ncluded: no recent or

use (27%

 

 

M D 0 3 SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND BEHAVIOR CHANGES IN
es KINSHASA: IMPLICATIONS FOR ATDSCOUNSELLING

*,ee, Doppagne wig SE +,e,
Piripiri L +, Bertrand WE »,++, Kachala TD .
* Zaire School of Public Health, Kini Za ** Tulene
SPHTN, New Orleans,USA, *** Bang Coan Zaire, Kinehesa,Zeire

 

Objective, To determine who engages in risky sexuel behavior
and who has changed their behavio:

2516 employees and spouses

surveyed petween 11/87 and 3/88 a à of ,
e preceding 12 months, 21% reported >1 sexual
including 33x of (ponogamous) married men and

Tho: >1 SP prrinarily nales
mployee grades

not in

partner ( SP5 ,

  
(p=.02) higher educa (peio-* 3 and
monog: us relatio ips p<iO-*). Half of presumed extra-
marital contacts among ne were with prostitutes; for onl’

11% of t @ vere condons used, only half the tine regularly.
Thirty-one percent of the al population and of married
person h 1 had made appropriate Shenges in their

AIDS.sexual behavior because of
Bo h LOUEwane (-) persons are beginning to

Change thei exual behavior. en are tending toward more
stable sexuel “elationshine, albeit extramarital. Given the
low frequency of condom use, further becounselling should
directed toward changing the hunber and type of partners.

M.D.0.5 COMPLIANCE WITH AIDS PREVENTION MEASURES AMONGINTRAVENOUS
és DRUG USERS: HEALTHBELIEFS ORSOCIAL/ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS?

ers,

*Stanford University, Palo Alto,co U.US.AReyof California, San Francisco, Callfomia,
U.S.A, ***Urban Health Study, San Francisco, California,

Qblective, 7‘o examine the
fact compliancewith AIDS

ons usersneo
 

Start fr ke d drug tr s

Francisco. R
I of control; health lets (percelved threat, perceived benefits of compliance,Perceivedbarriers
10compllanceneswitoomphIn complying):2 social/environmental factors
 

 

 

 

 

 

i iple reg: ce men (N=3monle
socialenviron
Adj. 730.06,<:0006)._For h raneon22%ot
the variance (p<.05). sockriviromental factors also the largest amount of variance In
condom useforbothmen (Adj.R =0.21,p<.200")andwornen (Aa =0.24,p<.0001). Formen, perceived

cy
the varlance {p<.01 and p<.05, respectely)
Conclusion, in our study of IVDUs, vith ingly associated
with social/ermironmental factors, and only|wealdy associated with healthDentalBy implication, Li

 ‘safer sex" and

programs that do not rely solely on written materials and that helppersone

loped.counter pressures to donate should be develope

M.D. 0.4 ‘AN era tone oF WONPENETRATIVE sn vee
“*C.M. Cassidy", D.

MarsSCOM, haishingeon”D. c." *iporter Novel ii, ueshrgton D.CyU.S.A.
Shjectives An ‘ethnographic literature survey representing a firs toward
existing indigenous ‘safer’ sex practices that could eventually teleform the core of
weeerpe interventions to contro] the spre:re ad of AIDS.

cause sexual behavior is integratedwa th ther behavior
societies, ai $ No occur in a vacuum, we a ‘our questions of the available data
fer,reachsciesWhat arethe peer, ad.funsate practices? khospasseal relations

bout 1 tudes

and beliefs i

sexual behaviors, Addit’tra 1 areas

nments of target countries,

and original manuscripts n Relations Area Files
Results: The concept that SenetMantes can be subdivided as ‘penetrati ve" and

Tnonpenetrative' and that these roughly also follow the distinction ‘unsafe’ and ‘safe’
is uniquely Western a ical, à recent construct aimed atcontatning sexually

transmitted dtesases. This research shows that variance among sexua
s extremely broad, and that even neighboring peoples”may maintain very different

Wractices. Where the deta)atstdataperm ts. it isclear that safer sex practices

exist in all societies, à: many 0 e are indi
Conclusion: Intervenoiors amethe time inecarere to in Rens the cultural meaning o
onedtcal) 'safe' practices in the culturalins in which theywant to ge

he fact that a practice is known to a socie not mean that it is acceptable in ee
pocteey. Or, it may be acceptable but onlyfor strictly delimited groups, suc 5 omen
(or men}, the aged, unmarried youths, inf. he widowed. Erotic sexual practice
“vary along a culturally definedccontiuum fron’ the corestourly unsafe to the tthoroughly safe.

THE NATIONAL SURVEY oF HEALTH AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR:
M.D.0.6 THE PRETEST EXPERT

nal Center r Health Statistics,£ynenon, Marcie L., Natio fo
Department of Health and Human Services, Hyattsville, Maryland, USA.

Objective. To describe the numerous survey methods used in the 1989 pretest
of the National Survey of Health and Sexual Behavior (NSHSB) and evaluate
the the outcomes o ie methodological tests.
Methods. This pretest of a nationally representative sample of 2300
respondents was conducted to evaluate methods of collecting detailed data
on sensitive

ristics, drug use, and HIVestime Obtaining accurate

appropriately targeted behavior modification and information programs,

structured and unstructured Vines of questionning. Intervi
conducted either a neutral site and gender and r
matching of Sewers to respondents was used in half of the interviews.
Results. The relative efficacy of the various methods will be evaluate
using tests of validity, reliability, and internal consistency.
Conclusion. Approriate survey methods are critical to producing accurate
data especially in the conduct of surveys on sensitive topics. Estimates
based on flawed surveys severely hamper research efforts and the
development of successful prevention programs.
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Les adolescents (partie 1)
Adolescents (Part 1)

M.D.0.7 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS IN ADOLESCENTS, U.S.A.
Gayle, Helene*, Manoff,S*, Rogers,
Centers for Disease Control foesAtlanta, GA, USA

ghiective. To describe the epidemiology of AIDS in adolescents in the United
States.
Methods. We analyzed demographic features and transmission categories for

adolescents (13-19) with gsreported to CDC.
9

 
 8. Adolescents 13-1 8 of age comprise 0.4% of the tora! reported
IDS cases; 502 of er rheave been gnosed since 1986. lost of the

adolescen DS cases (54%) were report: rom 5 states and Puerto Rico and
mf n areas with p ations greater than 1,000 inhabitants.

Eighty-two percent of adolescents wit S are male a % are black or

Hispanic. Overall, 56% of 8 were attributed to se t or
intravenous (IV) drug use, 39% exposure to blood or blood products and 4:
to undetermined exposure. Heterosexual tact was t. fre eneroute of

on £

 

eae
transmission Sy 0:
rug~use accounted for >70% of cases for blacks and Hispanics and 40%,for
hi © proportion of cas o sex! contact or IV-drug use

increased from 10% for 13-14 ds to 56% 17-19 year old
nclusions. Although adolescents comprise <1% of all AIDS cases, many

adolescents may at risk for HIV infectii and he future. Our
findings suggest that urban youth, particularly minorities may be at highest
riak of osure to HIV infection. Targeting interventions to adolescents

ort nt.
thaviors and avoiding drug use

ve a major impact on the future of the AIDS epidemic.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE AIDS PANDEMIC FOR HOMELESS ADOLESCENTS

own» R.C.* and Eisenstein, E.*:
Mais of C da, San Francisco,“baldforaiada,

ospital Universitaria Pedro Erne! Rio de Sandro,“Brazil

Obiective, This paper will discuss social epenitogicl research o7 S
related attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors among s: t youth in the western

United States an meiro, Brazil. ThisFéiscusston will focus on
ag street youth in developing countries, within

the context of the larger world pro
Ethnogrepny and participant observation, structured and wu

tured interviews with street youth and service providers in natural and

instituttonal settings in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle and Rio de

Janeiro.

truce

While the majority ofeste in the United States flee abusive |or

rejecting families, Brazilian

Lt!
ty and anal

omosexual street adolescents in
d dictate otherwi

d emergency * economle support can

evelopment of education material and outreach to pre-

-number.ofyouthdevel
assisgreatlyin the
ve V._among_the_g: opingworld.

Sex, Drugs and AIDS: Two panovative Approaches to HIV/AIDSM.D.0.11
Prevention Education and Ou th for Minority Adolescents.
Troutman, Adewale*, Hall, Ye,

*Newark Department of Health & Human Services, Newark, N.J., USA; *#NYC
Health and Hospitals Co:or. » New York, NY & Greater Brownsville Youth Council,

USAInc., Brooklyn, NY,

Objective. To provide HIV/AIDS educational and outreach services to minority
adolescents and to determine their knowledge, attitudes, behaviors and be-

liefs concerning sex, arugs and HIV/AIDS through two innovative programs in

Newark, New Jersey and Brooklyn, New

Methods. ark Department of nealchprogram has four components. Three

directly invouve Adolescente which ar ) a citywide "Rap Off" contest on
gs

omp

its on sex, drugs ai
tions, community centers and parent associations. KAB

buted by both programs

Results. Initial results indicate that minority adolescents: (1)are concerned
“abouttheir risks of HIV/AIDS; a have some AIDS specific knowledge but also
have misinformations; and (3) wi o help educate their peers.
Conclusions. Culturally sensitiveaod relevant HIV/AIDS information for mino-
irity—adolescents .must_use_innovative avproaches ta educate them on risks

rveys are distri
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ADOLESCENTS AT RISK OF HIV INFECTION
Radford, Joyce*; Warren, W.*; and King, A.*.
*Queen's University, Kingeton, Ontario, Canada.

M.D.0.8

To describe the AIDS-related knowledge and attitudes, and the
ived on

Objective.
risk-taking behaviours, of youth who had dropped out of school and 1
the streets of large Canadian cities

Methods. Over 1,000 "dropouts" and over 700 "street Jettyacroas Canada
were interviewed by telephone and fa:ce-to-face, respect y. The data
vere apayaed to assess the extent to which they were at risk of HIV

infecti

Result: Many of these young people were knowledgeable, yet anxious,

about ‘AIDS, intolerant of homosexuals, sexually permissive and highly
lly, and some of them were using illicit druge

Conclusions. The high incidence of unprotected sexual int
humerous partners and the sharing of injection-dru:

people are at risk of HIV infection.
m behaviours that are integral to their Lifestylesoerbe@difficult,

but must be attempte

ourse with 

M.D.0.10 INFECTION WITH HIV AND HBV IN ADOLESCENTS LOOGED IN SECURITY INSTITUTES OF

BUENOS 5 CITY. IVDA AS A RISK FACTOR OF INF!

Casanueva, £*; Hosokawa, R**; Boxaca, Meets
tte,

onal Direction for theProtection of Youth and Family; **National Institute of Microbiolo-

aapart of Microb: School of Medicine, Buenas Ai:

Qujective. To det infection with HIV and HEV in adolescents lodged in

mae Institutes and relate it to different re factors.

The sera of all sdolescents by court order in 3 Nationa!tsof Buenos

Calello, ms, Libonatti, GP;

 
fe city between December 1987 and July 1986 wereere studied. In every case there was previous

consent of the adolescent, as well entity which legally Mrotects then, to detect

anti-HIV and H8V antibodies and to fill in the ope ionneire ebout the risk factors. Anti-HIV

and HBV entibodies were studied by EIA methodss anti-HIV were confirmed by Western blot.

Results. 156 adolescents (44 females and 112 males) s Tanged 1 years
were studied; 25.6% were positive for HIV and 29.5% for HBV. Among s 53%
was HIV positive end 52% HBV positive while there was a prevalence of 2.3% for HIV and 10,5%

 

for HBV among non-addicts or intravenous icts. Of ali the a ied, 14 stated

they were homo-bisexuals of which one was HIV positive and 2 HEV positive.

Number HBUs, ‘

Total Total

IVDA n 38/7 (53.5) s7/n (52.1)

Non-addicts or non-IV DA 85 2/85 (2.3 ae (10.5)

TOTAL 156 40/1 (25.8) 46/186 (29.5)
Conclusion. HIV antibodies were detected in 1/4 and HEV in 1/3 of the adolescentpopulation in

Security Institutes. Of ths total population 45% wes IVDA and this was, by fer, the main risk

factor found for infection with HIV and

M.D.0.12 THE DEVELOPMENT neD STREET BASED OUTREACH PROGRAMME TO

REACK YOUNG MALE, EMALE AND TRANSSEXUAL, STREET BASED

PROSTITUTES IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Griggs, L., Toomey, Alan, D.L., Gold,J., Turbitt, P.,
Anns, M., McElwee, P.R.. :

Albion Street (AIDS) Centre, Sydney pial Sydney Australia

slective. (a)M ascertain the prevalen HIV infection within a
group of street based male, female and transsexual prostitutes; and (b}
To develop an“intervention prog: transmission o y

this group. ds. In November 1985 mobile outreach bus program was
established to provide screening, counselling, education and the

provision of free ci and and s s to street based
s a year, early evenings to

ydney's "red light" districts. Theearly m ng: e streets of
outreach service is staffed by nurses and counsellors. Results. As at
December 1988, 3 client been screened for HIV. 19 were HIV
antibod: sitiv (15 male prostitu 5 1 prostitute; 3

transsexual prostitutes). 187 had used IV drug wer
17 were HIV antibody positive. Five cli $ seroconverted durin

year period. An a e ,000 condons and 1 needles/syringes are

given out per week. This paper will examine ors associated

ith th client group and highlight educational issues raised by the

seroconversions. Conclusion. A reet ba: each project is an
eftecttive way of minimising transmission to from its clientEP

who a aquerne disenfranchised from existing health services
illiter low socio-economic grouping and general rliceationfron

established health services
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Travalileurs de la santé
Health Care Workers

M.D.0.13 INFECTIOUSDi M.D.0.14 Gecberding,dulJulie Lessrite c.7Brom, Ae;
't:S. Campbell andK.Heny't ton À.; + Wee M.A. University of
 
 

Madical School, Mar,nee U.S.A.

 

 

Oblective. T eh asfollow-up to a pravious
survey nye908208"sate AIDS incidence.

In February to the infectious diseasecsatthe 200 U.S.

which conduct infectious disease(LD)fol) felowshship training. For analysidm re placed into one of
'y; mediumAlDS-incidenca states; hospitals located in high AiDS-raenee)eue €>200/1

(50-199/106): or lowADS:inckience states (7-49/1
Basuits. Respoi as 45% near
variation in AIDS. incidence. Eighty-ni nt of the
relation to HIV testing include: MDs orderingHHiv tests ‘without patient consent (68%); employees “demanding

 

 

 

 

 

patient testing (61%); MDs refu (28%) t (11%),
LL percent felt that AIDS à d hous ji

hospital, ANOVA L i AIDSinci i

{p < .05). » specifically to

Aepgrolated fears and frustrations; *IOVA also showed atendency forthis activity to increase with the AIDS.

jegory (p = .067). The levelofstall morale wit in ID departments varied in relation to category

ADSincidence:ANOVAshowed a stepwise deciine in the estimated morale level as the AIDS incidence
Category increased (p < .05). Grecia{86%)felt that ADSissues had created an adversarial relationship

between ID staff and hospital personnei. k was estimated that ID department personnal devote an average
36% of their time to AIDS. 55% eve th AIDS-related 

California, San Prancisco & San Peancisco General Hospital; San Francisco USA

OBJECTIVES: 1) Desccibe intraoperative exposuces blood/body fluids in
surgical personnel (SP), & 2) IIdentity factors Brentcelte of exposure.
METHODS: Observation of 1307 consecutive OR procedures in 2 months at SFGH

obtain: procedure data (type rvice, elec-
on, etc.), patient data(ax/high risk

vs no cisk.HBV), & ex) data
site, mechani & IE

1.9% of cases) than cu
glove leaks, FA saturated clothing, 42 splashes). Bloodloss > 300cc &
duration > 4 hou: posure. Parent
differ betwee:
cases(

to exposuresate (5.8%) when
tikfofor HIV was apparent.

ION: Parentecal blood occurred in less than 2% of OR casesCONCLUS exposure
at SFGH; the ma: i
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ies underfunded. Risk reduction counseling in conjuction with|HV testing was estimated to occur57% majority of tntraoperative blood e: juces due to cutaneous
of the time;only 13% a off (gl eaks, saturated clothing, splashes) ace potentially

u ng 10 AIDS issues. A large preventable by improved ciec precautions. Suspicion of HIV infection
mntach of roi ment did not decrease exposure to surgical personnel in this cohoct.

M.D.0.15 PROVING THE CARE OF AIDS PATIENTS: ROLES OF M.D.0.16 AIDS-RELATED KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR
— PROVIDER GENDER AND SPECIFICITY OF TRAINING OF NURSESAND PHYSICIANS:A COMRATIVE ANALYSIS

i Thornby, J. M.™" and Heni
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, "Texas, USA. Department ot “Medicina and **Infection Control, St

Medical School, St. Paul, Minnesota U.S.A.
Qbiective. To identify mechanisms at work in Health Care Professionals' (HCPs) desire to
avoid AIDS patient Objective. T: i attitudes,

our sequential Studies we have surveyed 343 senior medical students, 140 college 7
weereraduatsand87 HCPsto assess their AIDS knowledge, attitudes, beliefs and practices. M In September

using unit weweights“of items with factor loadings > 0.40 in absolute value. For ¢ © y ix + ledge,attitudes,
Lis derived scales (alpha > 0.89) wereusedeither as dependent;variables orcovariates, behaviors, homophobia, variables.

of infection is the princ: D, R Demographicalty,
patient. But, important gender differenceswere also found 1that have relevant implications for ignitis i i (97% heterosexual).
improving AIDS patient care. les express more homophobia (p > 9.0002), more fear of (p< L
infectionifp> 9.0003). and more antipathytoward AIDS patients (,p> 0.01 ) th <.001) rel AID!
Ant joward 4 with other (p <.001), ii ini
[+0.56analaphobia [4010.45], itarianism [+0.39], posit Uf-i mage ("0"Hal end k 001). À Hi it 00001), more
psychologicalmindedness {-0.44]). Medical students planning careers in intinternal medicine ‘tok an 01) dont à AIDS Informati
cored 30% iftheigher onal ionthaloccursscale thansecreDepeaseif,<0.02). Weeen +) . "
investiga i the socialization ti luce HCPs'
sex dysphoria. s, ANOWA revealed hospital (p < .000001}
that midwi more at ease inesoffe birth control practicesno either female MDs (p
> O01) or=nurses(p>0.01),

lore attention, both totogenderdifferencesiin how HCPs perceive AIDS patients
and to thedesensitization that cc during health professions training, should
produce better care for AIDS patients, AIDSpati h

M D 0 17 SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND PERCEIVED AIDS RISK AMONG M.D.0.18 PREVENTING HIV INFECTION IN ENGLAND AND WALES:
ue O ZATRIAN HEALTH W WHAT HAS PRIMARY CARE TO OFF!

*,#¢, Hasaig SE «,v+, Lusskulira Ne,

Does WE +, #4, Kashala TDe

* Zaire School of Public Health, Kinshasa, Zaire
** Tulane University, New Orleans, USA

Objective. To describe behavior, perceived risk and
factors related to risk among Zairien health workers (HW).

We surveyed 3462 physicians, nurses, health facility

workers, community HW and traditional healers

xtra-narital sexual relations (EMR) were reported
by S4X in 1987 and 40% in 1988 (p<t0-*). EMR were more
commonly reported by males (p<10-*) and by younger personnel
(p<10-*). Forty-six percent use condoms for their EMR, 51% of
these regularly. y 60% who would counse. e use of
condons for AIDS actually use them for their own EMR. Nearly
helt of HWs (43%) view their own risk for AIDS mgs very high

p<10-4)3° tenale (p=. 0203);
Region (p<10"*); ae

(1) risky sexual
behavior, thoough behevior ma: changing because of AIDS.
(2) Nearly half of HWe view themselvee at high risk for AIDS.
(3) AIDS courses may prove useful in further educating Hwe,

who can in turn educate the general public.

Rhodes Senga Bond, Morris Gallagher, Chris Foy,
Peter Philips and ue Bond,me oF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE y

g staff are excellently placed
health educationandand|advice inrelation to HIV infection

and AIDS, However, there may be obstacles that prevent the utilizing
of opportunities that exist in primary care for the prevention of HIV
infection 10S,
his paper

cast light on cal practitioners and
nursing staff who work in the community toundertake health education
about HIV infection.
Findings will be presented that relate to the extent of contac
Practitioners community nursing staff have with people¢ ui th iv’infection,

with worries about HIV or A

Prevention. Strateg
© ome these ob: Ss
The paper will conlcude by discussing the implications of our findings for

re n and for health education and prevention on

Both studies funded by”the Department of Health.
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Détenus: contraintes et défis
Prisoners: Constraints and Challenges

T.D.0.1 Sea eso ET error T.D.0.2 RISK BEHAVIOUR IN PRISON: SEXUAL ACTIVITY
. T.-W. Harding Gravier, Bruno. Service M&édico-psychologique

University Instituteof Legal Medicine, Geneva, régional, LyonFrance,

The AIDS epidemic has revealed grave deficiencies in prison health care.
1 a vulnerable group, subject t uthoritarian regime and

with little public sympa ha tries su ed in a
Europea! tudy, inappropria! gement of HIV-infected prisoners was
described as routine: segregation, limited access to work places, lack of
confidentiality. Compulsory screening of prisoners 15 also carried out in

and results are frequen prison
administrations without the prisoner's consent or knowled,

a °

Prisoners have a right to _Preventive and curative health care on the same
level as in the 0

All prisoners should (1) receive adequate information on HIV/AIDS,

(11) be free to request or refuse HIV-testing, after counselling,
(111) benefit from pre-release education and
HIV carriers should (1) receive appropriate psychosocial support,
(ii) be housed and lee as other prisoners, Gi) benefit from

norma: .
Prisoners with AIDS should (i) receive adequate care, an be

nsidered for early release, (111) be allowed to die in dignity

degree to which prisoners‘ human rights are respected will
te the authenticity of governmental committment to human rights

promotion in AIDS-related activities.

 

 

T D 0 3 ADS AND INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS: THE CHALLENGE FOR THE T.D.0 4 CONSTRAINTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF PREVENTIVE
—e JAIL ADMINISTRATO! " MEASURES IN PRISON

THOMAS, STEVEN EN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
NEW YORK, NEW YORK Hynes P_J, Deputy Director of Prison Medioal Services,

tn shinitratorofof correctional system 4 éiffiolt dell to England and Wales, ‘fice, Londen,

provide agro: AIDS prevention edtnmales àto a large amberofof inmtes

aydEaevidaCapri deqia à Tne factors which influence AIDS prevention strategies prison
atens, and they are implenentad, will be discussedbyreference to

Over 98 of Rew York City's jail population atumes illicit Gnas eriVor elena replarly, experienon in England
ad out 508 of them have used drugs intreverosly. iven these
drug abuse and adiction, an estinated 258 of the inmtes are infected with HIV. The environment.

The New York City Department of Correction has implarented an extensive range of AIDS and The population.
Soeriebarbiewren,the us ofillicit wee alle is Attitudes of prisoners (uninfeated and infected) to AIDS/HIV,
aee Ee taedeta fionkie’ state Attitudes of staff.
SRFEESmeUNE Attitudes and preoccupations of management.

signifiomt, the à Limita to confidentiality:

seten are only =ereæ trestnent and other services Credibility of informationand education,

The law and the prison ataciplinecode,
The closed single sex inatitut:

Correctioml the lo-team
ewvaileble in the cammity. testes lon ji ad return to the saehigh

ae available.

T.D.0.5
APPROACHES TO THE SEROPOSITIVE PRISONER

; Medical Director, Sen Francisco County Jails; University of California, Sen
Francisco, USA

 OBJECTIVE
risoners. To suggest a rational, safe and humane approach.

HETHODS4 review of current policies in UnitedtedStates correctional factlities of screening ond

and Americen Ci it LierlesUnUnion sur Policies and procedures for special management
À ere forwerded foreo

onA review of the Pp All bebe presented
RESULTS In the pr
proceduresof testing endeehousing,or towardsctandoueelineRcarfor

edicel. Proper
Classification and superviston of prisoners are essential treasafe prison env
CONCLUSION The essential information which AIDS education programs wertAHIV infection
may be prevented by safe behavior, HIV is notcasually ireneae ere contradicted by policies of
segregation. Policies should be based upon madicel rather then correctional reasoning.
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Recherches sur le comportement(partie 2)
Behavioural Research (Part 2)

T.D.0.6 PERCEIVED NEED FOR GROUPS T.D.0.7 SITUATIONAL FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH,
ATRISK Gr HV TNPECTION A ‘AND BISEXUAL RATIONALIZATIO! EMPLOYED TO JUSTIFYUNPROTECTED
MEN, Con, David*; Bartholow, B.#; O'Reilly, Bi Judson, F.* Denver COURSEINGAY MEN.

Disease Control Service*, Denver O0., Centers for Disease Control+, Atlanta, GA, USA. Gold, R*, Skinner, M*, Grant.P** and poresD
* University, Victoria, Australia, “*Victorian AIDS Council, Melbourne, Victoria,

Objective: In a longitudinal cohort study of gay end bisexual men assess the Australia, *** Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Rpof paie modbondu ohli.attivuies and beltefa
(KAB), and with actual modification Objective. igi i inguish between sexualencounters in
Methods: A questionnaire MEY Haak beluvior aod TAB was aduintstered to stuly which gay men (i) engage in, (ii) refrain fr tmproteted ara

intervals. From December 1986 through Decesber
whom 254 had returned for at least 3 visits. Subjects were

3 time and those

asserti
drug/alcohol use, and need for

risk of HIV infection and it is

behavior by assessment of
Specific behavioral interventions regarding negotiation, communication

skills, and coping should address issues that predispose to high-risk semial behaviors.

T.D.0.6 RISKY SEX DRAPSE. THE NEXTCHALLENGE FOR AIDS PREVENTION
PROGRAMS:

FE SaIt, R.D.; Coates, T.J.; and McKusick, L.
Center for AIDS Prévention Studies, , U.C., San Francisco, CA., U.S.A.

Objective.Research on other health-related behaviors such as smoking, drinking and
weightloss has Shown that initia! health behavior change is often followe relapse.

ned toseathe san of revealnr change following
initial adoption of‘sate HS as well fal predictor pee

ample of 453 gay endDpisewualmen were totowedanually from +
1987. nh risk sex waseee lected anaiIntercourse with tipparmners.
Predictor variabies included social support, personal effficacy, sexuai self control,
knowiedge of i openness ntation. These were

regression comparing subjects who relapsed to those who
i initial behavior change.

individuai behaviors over time were groupedinto the following behavior
- patterns:

Stable low risk throughout the study. 50.8%
Changed to and maintained low risk behaviors. 298%

iapsed after Initial behavior change 15:ae
isk throughout the study__Stabi

Subjects who relapsed reported lower levels salt Gtficacy and lessTeassocialàsupport for

Conclusion, It is clear need
include relapse components to increase the likelihood that behavior change
will be maintained over time. The predictor analysis suggests that it may be beneficiai to
address social support and seif efficacy issues in these interventions.

T.D.0.10 TENSION REDUCTION EXPECTANCIES UNDERLIE THE EFFECT OF ALCOHOL
meranAmpseK BEHAVIOR AMONG HOMOSEXUAL MALES

in, David J.* Peterson, P.L.*

ee of res at Chicago, **University of Alabama at Birmingham,USA

Objective. Alec use is associated with AIDS-risk Alco-ohol sexual behavior.
hol Tdigtanibition” is cite
 

UC

of alco-

Methods. A large (n=2600) diverse sample se me: e giv
anonymous survey regarding alcohol use, sexua! ty and.psychosocial
variables This was accompanied by a smaller anre-depth interviewing

 

Ressits & Conclusions. 54% of respondents reported some unsafe A
majority of these responddents reported alcohol disinhibition, anninducement

that was independ oth t ohol pro!

icting

These findings suggest a mechan-
den of alcohol disinhibition, and an avenue for prevention or intervention.

‘partners during the interview compared t: Be

- numbers on

‘ assessed by se.1Evadninietered que: tioonaires face-to-face
Howeve:

 

 

Methods. Gay men were asked to recall two sexual encoumters in the past year: one in which they
unprotected iintercourse (“unsafe encounter" or UUE)and one in whichtheyresiresisteda

desisdos (heaieencounter"or SE). F Dp
e ided nen the “evening” (or

morning, ip h ig

sex. F h of th is desire: d drug

consumption, and whether the: question of tafe senwasraised.À ReUE deepost also
identified:

ibed b Band UE(ne181)the
latterater was rare likelywi a lover,eeWin
controlled (n = 108), fi

thSarkgreater feeling of being alert and
attraction tion

about safe sex.npnsnsandorydaynotdistinguish UE from SE.

 

AIDS er
Coneiusion The find b d inf

PSYCHOLOGICAL STATUS AND RISK BEHAVIOR IN MEN SEEKING HIV
TESTING
Bobo.John; Fishman,B.; Perry,S.; Jacobsberg,L.; and Ryan,J.
Cornell University Medical College, New York, NY USA

seen 9 weeks later (27% HIV+), all

the two behavior groups at either

participants ceased high risk behavior at least one month
priorto Hiv testing. This "floor effect" i the relation
between risk 1 Bevchological variables, and effectsof HIV testing

over time,
factors and known HIV status predict possible relapse.

T.D.0.11 HIV RISK BEHAVIOR SCREENING: CONCORDANCE BETWEEN
gl THROUGH INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

Aral so*asder

Centers. for Disease control, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Objectives: To determine level of agreement between assessments by

self-administered questionnaires and face-to-face interviews, of HIV risk

ding a family planning c.

he same questions through & self-administered Guestionnaire
ce-to~face interview. For sect item, interviewer coded reasons

for dtacrepanancies between the two re: ses were recorded.

lts: 1. Prevalence of HIV risk behaviors in the group, asact
rythe tyecree were rema: di

two et 8 for any risk behavior
proportionofindividuals reporting more tha:
years. 2. Individuals’ risk behaviors were asseaeed wit

the two methods; 12 wor

ter

the questionnaire (4%). 3. Discordance between sscesament did
not vary by demographic characteristics andeducation
Conclusions: Prevalence of HIV r: be! 8 ina group are pue

interviews,
can yield nighly discrepant“tindings tathese

aesessments of individuels! risk behavior:
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Minorités
Minorities

T.D.0.12 IDENTIFICATION, RECRUITMENTLANDRETENTION
OF BLACK AND LATIN COMMUNITY

PREVENTION RESEAR
MoralesRitaand
For AIDSPrevention Studies,UrUnversi an

and Research on AIDS,eteHunters Point Foundation and
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CoMulticuttaraltnguitry
Center Francisco, CA USA.

eeTL dL munity 1 th
frpact ofAIDS educationon the AIDSraed actviy level ofhowiar.
Methods, A list of Black and Lati iled
consisting of i d app d official ott

per ledged ity leaders by two more ofHe
other cate;
participation.aReasons forno peripaingwere recorded. Those ipate
 a four session wahooon AIDSin
ir respective communitiess (Black or Latin) or receiving an

1 enceene,4 GUA) spedsproftw40278)
formally entered the trail, of whom 22 were Black and 24 were Latin. Reasons for non-
participation were examined and iincluded: reluctance to be involved with an AIDSactivity,
"bumout" from AIDS work, bias against peoplele with AIDS and reluctance to
‘to the research activity.
Conclusions, While it is widely agreed that increased involvementofBlack andLatin
community leaders would improve AIDS treatment and activities, this study
identified majorobstacles to their involvement. Minority community leaders maynot see
AIDSas a pressing issue and may have biases a:againstpeople with AIDS. These attitudes
require recognition in developing AIDS prevention ac

T.D.0.14 INVOLVEMENT OF NATIVE HEALTH-CARE PROVIDERS IN DEVELOPING
AN 1DS| PREVENTION STRATEGY mr NATIVE PEOPLES

rtman, J.* >» M.**; Mearns, D.*
*Division of STO Control, Provinceof British Coltunbia, Vancouver, British

lumbia, **Vancouver Indian Centre Society, Vancouver, British Columbia,

CANADA

Objective To develop an AIDS prevention strategy for Native population of
the Po nce of British Columbia

A representative Planning Group of Native healthcare in human
ei providers from around the province was convened
proposal for an effective AIDS program for the Native commun‘ty.
“non-political” approach was taken in choosing Native providers rather than
Native policy-makers to develop the program. A strategy was develope
through meetings or the Planning Group. Funding, logistical and advisory

yy the provincial and federal governments

om the Native

Nativve population

T.D.0.16 DEAF OUTREACH
Upton, K.*; Ker: Gr Perreauit, Y.*

* ontario Association of the Deaf, Toronto, ontario, Canada

madian Hearing Society, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

XkFAIDS comités. of"Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Objective: To describe the formation and development of @ joint project on
AIDS and Deafness established to enable the deaf community to access AIDS

 tion gathered during the initial phase of the project revealed:
deaf pe: 4 uage ie

grade 4 level.
information i:
through mass media

Thus current wematerials are

d socially f:

 

Evaluation with key deafleaders.ted. to
the veatructuring of the project design.

ry Sedel developed is congruent with the structure
and process of the deaf community end utilizes a cross-cultural approach of

acy and culture-broking. 14 dea: and women from
of social group:Ps (deaf gay networks sports groups,eluma
based on ethnicity, ¢ ation modality and educational background) are
trained as paid coaeuttanteto provide actual services
Conclusion: Consistent leadership from the deaf community is critical to the
devel: nt of a culturally-relevant, cost-effective and efficient AIDS and

Deafness Program.
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AMERICAN INDIANS/ALASKA NATIVES:
OF HIV INFECTION?

Rowell, Ronald M.; Tafoya, T.; Beaulieu, L.; Green Rush, A

National Native American AIDS Prevention Center, “Oakland,

CA, USA

ARE THEY AT HIGHER RISKT.D.0.13

Objective: To highlight the risk factors which make American Indians and
Alaska Natives particularly vulnerable to HIV infection.

The National Native American AIDS Prevention Center has gathered

he Ce

pow-wows °
sexual behavior among Native Americans and of Native American people with

Res:SE Sexually tranomitred|disease rates are from 2 to 10 times higher
for Native Americans in some eographical areas than for the non-Indian
population as a whole. -Interviews with substance abuse providers, tribal
officials and youth indicate a growing but unmeasured problem with intra-

gh comprehensive sexual behavior research has not
yet been done, preliminary findings indic. a higher rate of bisexuality
than among any other American ethnic grow>

Conclusions: American Indians/Alaskea Natives are at high risk for infection.

A VIDEO AIDS PREVENTION TRAINING PROGRAM FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE
MENTALLY RETAROED/DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

T.D.0.15

» P.; Levy, P, Ph.D.; Levy, J.; Jacobs, Raymond,
ww. S.A.

Samowitz
Young Adult Institute, New York, N.Y.

Objsere To teach adults who are mentally retarded/developmentail ly
FsabreTed \wRi/0D) to better protect themselves from AIDS through the practice

of safer
Methods. àVideo training program with a staff training manual was developed

eople

abilities. Participants who functioned in the mild and moderate range of MR
were taught in smal groups: 1.What AIDS is; 2.How it is sexually
transmited; 3.How to put on and take off a condom; 4.How to negotiate safer

when pressured to have unsafe sex.
Results. The video traininga progranwas presented to 113 of our clients|in

aTT groups. Staff conducted a 3 months after their clie
educated, ich revealed that aan.of our clients in the mild rangeSt MR
retained crucia
the training, our cli
those clients who are sexually active asked for condoms now being supplied
n their program

Conclusion. nis * study indicates that people with MR/DD do need protection
n learn through education specifically designed for their

learning needs

AN AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR BLACK AND LATINA WOMEN
Flaskerud, Jacquelyn H.; Nyamathi, A.M.

University of astivernia, Los Angeles, “ca, United States

Sblectives: To teet the effects of an AIDS education & prevention progren
m the know:Ledge. attitudes & practices of low income Black & Latina women.
thods. The study used a pretest-posttest nonequivalent control group design

-3 month retest 0 rimental group.
women & 250

T.D.0.17

 

en in Los Angeles. The program consisted

and resource brochures. Knowledge,

a structure

edge & attitudes Latinas than in
yssts revealed the best predictors of

knowledge, positive attitudes & pract:
Conclusion. A didactic audio visual prosgran can positively|affect the
imowled atained ovowledge, attitudes & practices of participants that are time.
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Psychologie et sexologie
Psychology and Sexology

T.D.0.18 THE WORRIEDWEWELL:LsTDENTIFICATION BYBY SIMPLEE CHECKLIST T.D.D.19

t. Mary's Rsnttale London, England, àa*Widdlesex Hospital SOCIAL SUPPORT, AMONG GAYMEN
London, England.

OBJECTIVE: The “Worried Well", who misattribute|somatic symptons à HIV
infectionmn Gespite|repeated negative clinical and se al investigations,

ntiocan benefit pproprateveongnitise-benaviourel: interven’
than fromfurthernedical investigations and reassurance. The development
of ac tification of the "Worried Well" for alternativet to aid iden
intervention”is describ
METHODS: Patientspresenting to a genito-urinary medicine clinic seekin
counseTTing with respect to anxiety about having contracted HIV infection

re scored on
indpsychosocial histo

of clini cal and serological investigations and thos:
HsShelieve they are infected were examine checklist based on thes
differences was“constructed,and its ability to predict the “Worried “entr
assessed usin

by
and Psychosocta) history.

RS emonstrate igh predictive
gh test-retest reliabilityond good inter-rater reliability.
teisrossibleto identify the “Worried Well" accurately
yu a simp ecklist. The potential usefulness of early

identificationisSéiscuusse!

b
CONCLUSTON:

mer, H.; ; Mandel, J.: ates,
Center for AIDS "PreventionSC University of California, “San Francisco,
California, USA

Objective. To examine the impact of objective HIV status, 3.knowledge of HIV sta
and AIDSrelated symptomology€on depression among a unity sample of ga:od

ify which of of socialmuppont(emotions! informational,
Practical) mon eeebuffered that dep

lata comene{fom 455 gay and bisexual
who abicipated inMITAved1987wwaves of the San Francisco Men’s Health“Study,
a population-based sample drawn census tracts with the highest
incidence offu S in

IDS-related symptoms experienced 5:sein
Rtefrat2crtsectonally (r= 25) and one year later -17).

status and knowledge of one's status were not aiMcanly
intel with depression. he threetypes of social support all showed

significant negative correlations with current and later depression (all rs ranged
froa 2s to -.37). Multiple‘regression analyses showe: signi! t interaction
bete, symptoms and informational support. suggesting that m th high
symptom levels benefited most fi jaf rmational support.
Conclusion. Gay men are atut highest i ior depression when they begin to
experience AIDScelated symptom: While ou types of social sup; are
associated with reduced pression, informational support may be especially
beneficial for those in early stages of disease progression.

 

  

 

 

T.D.0.20 MODIFICATIONS OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR DUE TO AIDS IN T.D. 0.21 THE PREVALENCE OF AIDS-RISK-RELATED SEXUAL BEHAVIORS AMONG

SEXUAL “AT RISK" IN. WHITE, MIDDLE-CLASS, URBAN AMERICAN ADULTS: A SURVEY OF

MoattiJean-Paul(1),Tavares J. (2) Durbec J.P, (3), Bajos N.o Ménard C.(2), RESEARCH FROM KINSEYTO THE PRESENT
‘errand IM. Reinisch, Stephanie46ASanders, and M. Ziemba-Davis

(1) INSERM Unit (2) French C arch in Sex, Gender, i di Bloomington, IN
3 INSERM Uni no31eManeileFrance- USA

France by CFESin a national sample (n = 1 000, Sept. 1988) . provide «comprei that they had more women, data f : bined ide estimates of th 1 fF hehevt
  

1 din of on of defies
 

of"etclipe ‘aon ifi

q eee

 

 

$9 nfth 2 Virus (HIV). = tthe | most

airecatamarcal sudan penahod betvecs 1908 and 188 neotaa
prevalence of AIDSrisk-related behaviors for White, middle-class,
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

46:.% of the sampledeclared use ofcondoms (10,3 % declarin, systematic use) ; 38.7 % of renvelywel-edueted,‘isieben
sheqe33.3&of sexual P1 tiplying th lee f haf the cel 4 eumming

Fataces only arise Shelmare carefulinmo without Sonoue scree tina, tod dvi hi by th ! number of subj il studi
so wa Spacemoreqnor men23%)an women8) @< Results. Results indicate th bstantial ion of ici i di iewed

0,01), and for individuals under 35 years of i i i d (d) sexual

Mul I del) sh th with a high prevalence of HIV. ‘
araeedistors tatpopulation high school‘evel ofeda{OReT32, jog. A d ] bet d th des related is ial
95%IC =1.00 -FAbeingsingle [ORweICS 1.10 - 1.85], sex [OR for women he d f b l ide of AIDS. In the absence of
= 0.64 95% IC = 0.49 - 0.83], knowing carrier in personal relations [OR =204 IC= ficiently i d unbiased 1 i 7 ific and ial studi
1.55 - 2.60)havingvovoirandergoeaHW(OR = 291- 95% IC = 1.90 - 4.44]. impo ight f sexual beh ich

HIV.
Although iinterpretation of

sexual transmission of HIViin such Pench population of sexual muluparnes, Scions’
will be drawn for information campaign about condoms and screeningpolicies.

T.D.0.22 HIV-POSITIVE GAY MEN: SEXUAL DYSFUNCTIONS T.D.0 23 CHANGES mn,LYMPHOCYTE PHENOTYPE AND FUNCTION IN HIV
eeeeHeino F.L., Ehrhardt, A.A., Gorman, J.M., . SEROPPOSTE SEXUAL MEN FOLLOWING THEPERTE OF A PARTNER
and Goetz Jr

IV Center for Clinical vior:rai”studies,New York State Psychiatric

Institute and Columbia University, New York, N.Y., USA

Objective.
hee

To evaluate HIV positive men for sexual functioning expected to

be impa because of the emotional, systemic, and/or neurological effects

of HT
Methods. °120"itvpostive gay men with no or few symptoms and 4 80 HIV-

stly white, middle class, age range 19-59 years)
a detailed seni-structured interview, the Sexual Risk

Ansesement*schedule (SERBAS-A-H , Meyer-Bahlburg et al., 1988).
Results. Preliminary analyses show’ high interindividual variability in

nd practices of sexual behavior. -fifths of the men reported
diminished sexual satisfaction, more than half some degree of negative
feelings during sex, and about one-sixth some degree of sexual aversion. As

to classical sexual dysfunctions as listed in DSM-III-R, about one-fifth of
the men reported the presence of hypoactive sexual desire, two-fifths some

degree of erectile failure, one-half som sm, one~
sien some degree of premature orgasm, and one-quarter other sexual dysfunc-

negativeLE men (all
underwe:

The prevalence of sexual dysfunctions among HIV-positive pay

tion
Conclusions.

of HIV disease appears to be relatively high.with no or few symptoms

+ Er,Durran , R.**, Weïîner, H.*, Taylor,
S.E.**, visscher #ÜCLA School of"Medicineand
*EUCLA Department of Psychology. "LosLingetese CA, USA,

Objective: HIV
progression owing the death of an
intimate partner. id as aeee group.
Methods: 25 subjects whose intimate partners had died r the pas

among participants in the UCLA Mul tinCenter AIDS Cohort
Blood samples drawn prior to and follow the death of the

je~ and HI serostatus-matenednon-bereave
valenteseri% Tnmune

e.g.,
of immune activation such as the percent of Co ns

To determine whether immune parameters relevant to
1

 

PreTimi nary results from phenotypic analyses indicated that
entof CD8 cells expressing

+ subjects; s change
d subjects. This change was

mong ave bereaved sub, ects
a partner in HIV seropossitive homosexual menwas

with increased evidence of inmune activation. This patter
e HIV- men who had lost a partner. Immune activation

1relevantto progression of HIV infection
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Les adolescents (partie 2)
Adolescents (Part 2).

T.D.0.24 DoBealth BeliefCiode)BelBeliefs AboutHIVnrection = T.D.0.25 PREICTORS OFCONDOM USE AND STDS IN AGROUPOFSEXUALLY

stnStrunin, Boston University School of Public Health,
U.S.A,

OBJECTIVE:. To test whether beliefsout HIV and condoms outlined in the
Health Belief Medel predict adolescent condom use.

A 762 Naaeachunette 16-19 olds wer
it dial telephone interviewing:

 

as reduction of sexual
obtaining¢condoms predictcondom use. Whethe:
counseling Predict use

Respondents whobelieved condoms are effective in preventing
Ams ‘and worry they could get AIDS were 3.1 and 1.8 times more likely to

ethem a: time. Those who believed condoms reduce Pleasure and who

perceived
effectiveness o in preventing inf

pleasure, arrassment or difficulty
r school education or medical

the
would be ArTAS: «1 end 2.4 times less likely to use
Respondents who carry condoms with them and th who Viecumeed‘AIDS with
a doctor were 2.7 and 1. more likely to always us come

Average daily alcohol ion and frequency of o!
also independently associated with leas condom use. fifth"er the

variation in use was ed by the Health Belief Model.
JON: Those trying to persuad tive to use

con should discuss with them beliefs in the Health Belief Model.
aneabout pregnancy, other sexua: y transmitted|d es, partn:
references, alcohol and drug use should also be as:

AIDSINFORMATIONANDAND PREVENTION
, Wendy*,

*Adolescent recaTPhiveatiee‘Alliance, Los Angeles, CA., USA.

reduce the transmission of HIV in high riskyouth with the
AIDS-trained volunteer teenage peer educators in small group set-

of lescents oo ‘8, persons with { )
ize urgency of modifying risk-taking behaviors associated with

HIV transmission ‘ing a ‘human element’ to the

education messages. Post-test questionnaires t an increase
in AIDS knowledge and. behavioral intent . Inc personal testi-
monies from PWAs stres: responsibility of taking precauti to

and evaluate.

~ . STEPS IN DEVELOPING A SEX EDUCA’ AID: RAM
T.D.0.28 FOR ADOLESCENTS IN BRAZIL UCATION, STD AND AIDS PROG

G.M, RODRIGUES, R. CAVALCANTE,B. SILVEIRA,

Divisao Nacional de Donças Sexualmente. TransmissTueTs/AIUS, Brasilia, Brazil
RDSgendepryforeponap,menPa
AIDS has openthe reaniy for the populationat large adolescents, parents,
Teaeand .
SH1devmu 2program the

SoeSSD)adovens posentOf. .
Methods In to prepare @ Program wit ttferensolof adolescents we used differents strate; D
mr with different derived mre aomerSeer
Suggested elected by them; (3) es it of an ar f
ReUEfeular

mures f satisfation
The contentfe. PSwere baled in answering some questions:

emesisbot it?
eeetogethergovernmental institutions, private sector and Foudations to

‘Greenblatt,Ruth M.*, on JA’;FAeet2 Schachter, J.*; Miller, J."*;
tes, TJ; et al. *University of California, Planned Parenthood of Santta Cras,

Californie, USA.

Obiestive, To identity 1 activity among 115
adolescent women who attended a family Planning clinic.MethodsÀ cross-sectional study

comparing historical, physical and laboratory findings, and self-reports“of sexual behavior,
attitudes, liefs. from 14 to 20 years (mean 17.9), 92% were Caucasian
65% lived with parents TINYseven Percent had >1 sexualpartnerriner during the
had ever
an STD(gonorthea,m, chlamydia,syphls, genital herpes orwar, tchomoniasi,sbnorma AP
smear OF bacteria vaginosis),16% un, pregnancy, and 26% had an STD presently. Condom

tent uae condoms was axorieedwith the practice sways ting

017), MMore freq ~

suppo + (p=021) dti isk of

AIDEyaYer this belief was not associated with grenter condom use (paz?). Anal intercourse (AD),
reported by 10%, was associated with aprior history of STD (p=.04), and marginallylly associated

umber of morbid
outcomes attributable to sexual activity was significantly associated with AL (etn) Those with a
niste OF STD OF pregnancy reported greater concern about AIDS (p=.036, p=.0006 respectively) but
neither were associated with greater use of condoms.

with an STD or unplanned pregnancy was not correlated with subsequent
p ado J F PP STD

‘were younger than
intercourse (p=.008). Thecond

P P

 

condom useamong hsg
pregn norbidity ith the F

T.D.0.27 AN EVAILIATTON OF AN AIDS RISK REDUCTION EDUCATION &
TRAINING

group that received 3 ARREST
group that received no training. All subjects were

frequency behaviors at‘baseline; 38% (25/65) were
senally active, of which set(14/25) reportedmenof4.EUthe

and 1.9 0.9encounters ¢ ) partners a

T.D 0 29 YOUTH AT HIGH RISK FOR HIV: KNOWLEDGE, SEXUAL PRACTICES,
eo ANDINTENTIONSTo INFORM SEXUAL PARTNERS OF Hv STATUS

joshok, : Ellmer
Shalwitz, J Tinveraity ofitems”géhool<niPhedicine,‘san Francisco,
**San Pancleco Deptartment of Public Health, Francisco, CA., U.S.A

Objective.Because youth who come into contact with the juvenile justice

system typically sexually active, prone to drug experimentation, and often

have STDs, ‘Say are at particuiarly high risk for IV infection and
transmiasion. Our alm was to e ir knowledge of behaviors that
transmit HIV, thelr level“of risky sexual behaviors, and t! tated

intention to c a positive HIV status to sexual arti
Methods. 184 juveniie offenders (mean age = 16) at the San Francisco Youth

Guidance Center ©comple!ted ananonymous seif-report questionnaires. Actual HIV

 tatus Was d ter
Resuite, While78% of the Ss expected to be told if their sexual partner were
HIV+, only 6: would tell their regular. 36% thelr occasional, and 36% their
prospective pie rs. Ss they would not inform

gular, occasional, or prospective sexu Pi the reHIV+ were
significantly less accurate (p < .06 to .006) in correc entifying unsafe

xual rac th would. who d they ld not
prospe: pa rs lf they tested positive for HIV weremore likely

vwx onto“rave had sex in exchange for money, drugs, etc. r the last 12

Conclusion. Informing sexual partners of Positive HIV status is a crucial
in curtailing HIV transmission. data suggest that youthmost at

tting HIVrejreper fl
of their HIV status. findings susgest an urgent

for specific information and behavioral change in

this particularly high risk
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Counseling
Counselling
T.D. 0.30 ions,3.et AS EYPEER TRLoanseuollyeLsad T.D.0.31 OPTIMIZING zeresat;Lischnet,BORAMPa,SAà olson

Gaol, Aion Street (AIDS) Centre, Sydney .W.##; Steinberg, F.###; et al. *Tenple Univ. :athurst

Hospital, sydney, australia, SAATSWDeparteant Corrective Services.

Obiective. develop a programme to train inmates
coe and educators and establish a network of.inmates throughout
aols who are available for HIV peer counselling and education.

‘nmates collaborated with HIV workers in the design
inplenentat:tion of the prograaae. Topics covered medical, counselling tnd
psycho-social issues. Topics were _presented by visiting specialists and
information delivered a iety of ways including lectures, group

> playsnd“widens8. The course was evaluated using

is HI¥Y peer support

process involved collecting qualitative andLe: . e evalu
quantitative informs ion. Questionnaires were use © compare

iparticipants’ AID: nowledge with that of inmates vho had attended
general information ses offered by the gaol. Course participants
showed higher general AIDS knowledge {poo

» 6 o “ a a ec e o 9 F oe > C1 a © §

8

attitudescores (pt.00 inmates pr À
educatio lay and video on safe needle use tor.the internal television
network of the gaol and were involved in HIV peer education
counselling of other i:

success of the programne is directly attributable to the
active involvement of the inmates in its Per ng and iaplementation.
The programme demonstrates the practical and economic value in using
inmates as HIV peer educators and ceunseliors in gaols.

T D 0 32 PROBLEMS WITH COUNSELING UNDEREDUCATED PEOPLE
hs REGARDING HIV-1 SEROLOGICRERESULTS

drien, M*;
Halsey, N**; Ape Me;Eeeger,oe
*Centers for and Development, Port-au-Prince,
*+*Johns Hopkins niversity, Baltimore, MD, USA

Boulos, R*;

Haiti;

Objective. escribe the difficulties counseling
undereducated men and women in an impoverished Haitian slum about
HIV-1 infections and AI

. Women attending prenatal clinics were tested for HIV-1
Men with signs and symptoms suggestive of HIV-

TD clinic. eling was

Results ved formal education
and 754 had attended primary school for 4 or fewer years. of 1
to r gnant women, % to 9% vee been HIVvel

year during 1986 through
t they were HIV-1 Sortpositive included

struction of household goods, phys threats to the STD
clinic physician, hopelessness, anger despair, and confusion.

ereducation, illiteracy, and lack of general
informat:tion about ArDS in the community make counselin

g sexually active.
in sexual behavior are urgently needed.

T D 0.34 SPECIAL PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN COUNSELLING OF HIV-INFECTED

un BOMOSEXTALS AND HEMOPHILIACS

sheck, Günter*;am M.*; Hutner, G.**; Seidl, 0.%;
Schneider, M.M.* os Schramm, W.*

Dept. of Psychothetavy and Payechesomatics at the Peychiatric Hospital,

University of Munich, Munich, Federal Republic ofwarmsny»
rmatological Hospital, University of Munich, ich, Fed.Rep.of Ge

whe“Dee. of Hemostaseology at the Medical TeepitalFiinnenstadt”, University
Munich, Federal|Republic of Germany

augective![Beecription of special Problems ‘involved in counselling of HIV-
infecte uals and henophi
Metnodes thecoping b viour of Biveinfected homosexuals and hemophiliacs is

descriptively analysed, result.igfrom records of over 2000 counselling
01 over a period of 3 years

Results: It was observed that rtant prerequisite for an adequa
with the HIV-infection (alalnizing denial, guiltfeelings, depression,coping

feeling victimized and iselation) is the person's successful coping with his
groupspecific stress ality or hemophilia. For clients wifac homose

a deficcheney.in this coping ability, sensitiv

cases to greater self-acceptance and more ease in

dealing with the HTV-infectton.
Conclusion: In counselling HIV-infected homosexuals and hemophiliacs the task

8 homo-
 

og the personal an
implications of theneeinesand hemophilia’is forced confrontation with
these themes at the wr:

 3 Cohe:
‘*eUniv. of Fenievivenies #hebpiscopal Hosp., Philadsiphie, PA, USA.

Objective. To compare the effectiveness of 4 approaches to pregnant women
maximizeeaceeptan of preventive AC and HIV antibody testing (abt), uininize
client stress andhernie the gathering of risk-behavior data.
Methods. e 4 approaches to AC were pilototested in 2 clinics serving pre~
dominan Black and Hispanic women who hav average incidence 0
tal HIV infection of about 0.3% by onynous mbtlie 1 cord blood screening.

sults. Of women who rec d flyers which described AIDS risk acti-
) Out of 149

e danger of HIV in-

a
3 but asked for verbal“permission €àcomplet
t form, 3 Regardless of the initial

approach, confidential Tishcageaement intervjen were permitted during post-
test AC and the resulting data were more c ete than though sometimes

jonymous veentionnsire
Minkoff, et al (New Engl J Med 319:aeee) 

rving professionals, soon to be t that t u
effective if conducted as part of multifocus SW or sursing interviews.

ARE PATIENTS GETINGoF AIDS EDUCATION THEY WANT
FROM THEIR PHYSICIA

T.D.0.33
T. University ofGerbert, Barbars, Magui: and Coa

California at San Francisco, San Francisco,“Satieomnia, United States.

Physicians are positioned in the health care system to counsel patients

AIDS tisk reduct We completed a population-based survey of United

States residents to find the extent to which physicians talk to them abeut

AIDS and to assess their.desire for AIDS prevention counseling during their
medical visits.

elephone interviews were conducted in July and August 1988 with
2000 Ennglish-speaking, United States adults using a representative national
sample generate: i hieved,

On!

not discussed AIDS with
17% di uch a dis ussion: Physicians were rated as the most credible

source of"AIDS prevention infor nn.
D: ention isSnot routinely discussed by physicians with their

patients, Because patients are not everse to such counseling, we suggest additional

research to identify barriers to AIDS preevention counseling in the medical
encounter and strategies to increase such counseling.
Funded by NIMH NIDA Center grant #MH42459 and the Universitywide Task

Force on À

T.D.0.35 SONDOH USE AND ASSOCIATED HIV SEROCONVERSION FOLLOWING
WU. INTENSIVE HIV COUNSELLING OF 122 MARRIED COUPLES IN ZAIRE

TH opbunialeneg SEROLOGY Ua &
amenca, ingu my ssi a

Ndilu, M# BehetaSES, Dura REmere Be?ses seeistSina,
Kinshasa, fairey NIH, serpent CDC, Atlanta, GA.U.S.A.

bigqtiver To prospectively determine condom use and subsequent HIV
nce in discordant couples (one s; ouse HIV(+), the other HIV(-)=DC)

after Seroatatus|notification. (Gero-Ntt
flonan Follow Sero-Ntf o ve been promoted, utiliza-

sen neified, ‘and.neEndPelinical‘profile monitored
ath enitially asymptomatic) identified at 2 Kinshasa businesses.

 

Reste
DC AIO. status before Sero-Ntf in) MF (ne67) M-F+(n=35)
Mean age in years (M/F) 38. 4/30.5 36. 4/28. 7
Mean years married 1e. 8
Mean duration(mos.) of follow-up (FP) 8.4 a
Mean Té count in HIV(+) Before Sero-Ntf ize Se

Mean No. sex acts/month Before Sero-Ntf 8 8
. During FP 3 4

% Practicing abstinence Before Sero-Ntf 1.4 0.
After Sero-Ntf 6,0 7,3

% Sex acts with condoms fore Sero-Ntf {10% {10%
During FP 99. 3%

No. Divorcing (4) Fl (1.5%)
No. Seroconvert in Fp 010)

Co: in
8 sl tee t condomsabe ti2 of

ee DC (2 divorces: 8 practic:ingabstinence? now followed during 83
couple-yaars of fol 1omrupe Serostatus notification waspotiiisruptive to

DC and led ig marked salutary changes in sexual beh
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W D 0 1 myTaeetION AMONG WOMEN ATTENDING WOMEN'S HEALTH CLINICS
ue THE UNITED STATES, 1988-89

Sueen Patricia*®; Allen 3 rato, I.* and State and

local Health Dente Centers for Mecace Control, Atlanta, GA, USA.

Objective. To evaluate HIV seroprevalence in women attending family

planning, prenatal care and a elinice in the United Sta
Methods. In 1988 andnevives.surveys are being conductedîn "clinics
providing services reproductive age. After testing blood for

routine purposes, individesl.identifiers are removed and consecutive sera
are tested for antibodies to HIV. Age group, race, ethnicity, and type of

clinic will be collected on over 100,000 women from 137 clinics in 30
metropolitan area:

sults. Prelimina)ay&Fesuits for 10,161 women in 8 areas indicate erathe

Bt seroprevalen: tes are in prenatal and family planning clin:
clients in densely pcpulated cities. HIV seroprevalence ranged from 03.62
(median 0%) in prenatal, 0-4.5' f. Pp ng 236

i

 
in black

areas. Surveillance of HIV PanESareven ia wo

essential in directing programs
tansmission and to evaluate the effective a

preggrams may need tifocus on educating minority and adolescent women.

W.D.0.3

 

 W D 0 5 BARRIERS r

vee DRUG USERS

Sterk, Claire E*; Friedman, SR*; Sufian, M*; Stepherson, B*;
‘NarcoticandDrug Research, Inc., New York, NY, USAINYotSieDivofSubstance

Abuse Services, New York, NY, USA

 partners (SPs) of IVObjectives,
AIDSeducation and be enrolled in research studies. OTe‘0 determine barriersto sexual parmers’ participation

activities.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in these
Method. graph a
SPs. if iti identifi “ith SPs who

i d (2) constant

attempts to recruit SPs.
Results. dependency, social
isolation, and oppositi
they will eventuall i i i dependent on

i i _ Thus,they ionshi ially à hildren.

ir drug
os SPs 5

Conclusion, Outreach based on ethnography facilitates locating sexual partners and identifyin,
participation. EffortsrsoreHIV fonofSPcan wectorcheslcaSP,WWat

 

 ‘opposition,
sometendaieEt
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HIV AWARENESS, PARTNER
N CRITERIA, AND EARLY RELATIONSHIP FORMATION

INTWO GROUPSOF SAN FRANCISCO BARPATRONS

W.D.0.2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i and Hoff, C.C.
Department o!SEScie C for AIDS P; ion Studies, University of California S

Francisco, USA.

Objective. Te gate th f intery hip
seeking and i t

Francisco bar p rs being places wh f HIV is
likely to beri and where a sexual encounternanHIV antibody seropositivetmayoccur. 50
he ui omen and 50 homosexual menfilled out questionnaires and were interviewed.

enty fi group d 25 were single. Daa
three HIV behavioral ae 1) asse f cs andbehavior, 2)

fe ice, and 3) d inati f HIV anti er Additional data was
‘awarenessof"AIDS, sexual behavior, and

felons history andsatisfaction.
Reals. §ingle heterosexamapaver anTvveniama homosexual men to assess

tial partners as an woidance gy. Homosexual men were
d antibody status and, for those in 

earlyfloats, toknow ihe antibody statusoftheParme. Single homosexual men were also

practicedsafele sex early in relationship i P Dp
trust that their partner wasmonogamous J

ty Te df ete deb 1
effective

W.D.0.4 GENDER RULES AS BARRIERS TO RISK REDUCTION FOR
. BLACKWOMEN

. R.; Haynes, K. and Gross, S.A.
AIDSPrevention

; Fullilove,
MulticulturalInquiry and Research onAIDSofthe‘UCSF Center for

San Francisco, CA, USA.

 Objectives, Th
their adoptionofaereductionPainJni panicula, thestecomparesdrgsnig

use, and
aowithin relationships. liefs

world, we conducted 12 focus groups with 75 Sheteenage and adult women,ANR
ting middle-,» working:and uandundercl

d 6 s

andnnusers, representin lassblack womenresiding

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result. The focus group bl exp dy what theybelieved to
be the n of their envi ; ï fl e

articipated, those app
Fafecrion withHIV,ArsonevenenediontertSg

gender behaviors. Tothe extent these rule t tomen, womenmay
d th ponding vi cites Te dep funt

saa

W.D.0.6 eeeAE UTILIZATION AND REPRODUCTIVE DESIRES
IN A GROUP OF HIV-POSITIVE WOMEN IN KINSHASA.

Hassig,Sugan_E*, «+, "oppsgne Aree Piripiri Le, Moore M #, #*
Ryder RWsso., Bertra Wi whala TD*#«
* Zaire School of P“bo "yecttne Kinshess, Zaire; ** Tu
University, New Or.rleans, USA; #*+s Banque Conmerciale du Zaire,
Kinghase, Zaire; +*#** Projet SIDA, Kinshage, Zair

  

Obiective: To determine contraceptive “titevon and future
on:

Methods: vorking population d t spou were tested for

HIV and contraceptive/reproductive data collec
Results: Fafty-eig (4. thi 293 women tested were HIV+.
Ninety en were rried, % currently us

modern contraception. Na differences in ag (93. 0/33.2 years),
number chiidren (3.9/4 on usage (3%/1%) were found
betv HIV+ and vone: HIV+ women vere significently more
likely to use "rhythn* forcontraception (26% ve 9%, p=0.0003).

HIV+ vo » 7 ted more children with. he next
@are (mean desired family si = 5.2), and 5X were pregnant. A
a jorit of vomen expressed a desire for more accessible

e
e@lling services for HIV+ vor in Kinshasa

must be prepared teaddress the current iy level of contracep-
definite pro-natalist sentiment in the popu-

lation reflected by the high levels of desired and actual
completed fertility.
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Consommateurs de drogues par voie Intravelneuse : réalités changeantes et mythes persistants
Injection Drug Users: Changing Realities and Persisting Myths
W D 0 7 CULTURALLY CONDITIONED BELIEF SYSTEM
DV

Olin, Robert. National Health and Welfare,
Stockholm, Sweden.

W.D.0.9 IMPACT OF IMPROVED NEEDLE ACCESSIBILITY ON DRUG
USE PATTERNS AND DEMAND FOR TREATMENT

Coutinho, Roel A.
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Municipal Health Service,

AIDS AMONG DRUG USERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES:
W.D.0.11 THE THAI EXPERIENCE |

Sakuntanaga, Pratlon. Bangkok, Thailand.

involving drug

THECHENMESSAGE:AIDS AND INITIATION INTO DRUG

*; Casriel, C.**; Friedman, S.R. **; Rosenblum, A. **;
Frank, B.***; Ro eenee
“Beth Israel Medical Center, New York, N.Y., U.S.A., **Narcotic and Drug Research,inc. York,

Y., USA.etn YakSiDivoSabineAb Services, New York, NY.USAN,
#89New ‘ork Hospital, New York, N.Y., U.S.

 2 drug use. In
particular,

 
Methods: New Y Se à pidemi

Tecruitmentinto illicit drug injecting. There have been over 7000 cases of AIDS among IV drug users, andpre ies arisk of AIDS A rae 1984,

 

 
drug use:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

workers, pl 1 an intranasally.
Results: i AIDSepi

make ug injectors.
over 20% ing withi:

Conclusion: In previous research, “scare” tactics not been effective in preventing persons

starting o useilictdrugs. SeeeneleGeltapeiheealThelongtime

ithin whi fas ofAIDSon lick drug
injection.
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Les femmesdansies pays Industriallsés : Questions et options
WomenIn Developed Countries: issues and Options

W.D.0.12 coer enInberworkcity ADAPTExperi

*; Johnson,P.
“Association For Drug Abuse Prevention and Treatment, Inc.

raslseues and Strategies

 encountor in their attempt
6 reduce risk of4avnie to themselves, thefr sexual partneira ond their children. To examine risk

toting Lifestyles, te sharing “ sexual behavior, attitudes ‘ond beliefs.

fety of ways; Firat, through di + observation end
educational 3; wire women, in specific high by cie areas in the
City of New York, over a ir period. Th ved teams of

referred to es facilitators. Host women were primaryaryopiate injectors using heroin es their
ein ds. ptss injected coceine and smoked crack. Ent ‘as made into the women's informel

ft corners, rs galleries, crack tame shettere, Sstrotts",>. Rapport-ues
sion,are neentives,

underwesr, condoms}, bleach Kites” movies, dinners, manicure/facial sessions and
treatstreet Level AIDS prevention and risk reduction vata(cleaning needle and

Second,E working with addicted women oenwtmetole‘menesre forced to engage in

rug heb! in theiromurvivelSexe {sex for drugs) to meintain their

the drop in oatPeelcars ordotatheorvaress. A questionnaire
survey to

envirorment, the streat, the “atrolls,

we lied to group of Women as wel to determine the number of clients served
and the number ©

 toothpaste,
Provided them with
Syringes and proper

The mechanism available to IV drug using women. to support their drug habits ere lisitod. They

must engage in eurv À behavior

 

ival sex to forer drupe, resulting in unsafe sexus Addicted
women rarely seeking counseling, do not plan des, no regular medical doctor, rely on our

rooms for medical treatment, suny de net engage ‘in birth control, most do not reelize they ere
Pregnant until the wort or fifth month of restricting the optiens available te thon and
Gelaying pre-natal

gai r behavi
Appropriete strategies for entre ng women who ere 1V¥ injectors who ere not in touch withand reach‘

in ir to cbtecpreedof HIVamong IV drug using women. In
feed ofofspecific interventions that

Tate anmoi massive street outreach ii
tnowledgeabie ebout their Lifestyles.

anetheee is s anjor prebten

appears
aavd then to survive the WIV some.
particular environment by individuels who are

ON BEING NTCIE’ EUROPEAN, FEMALE, AND
"NON-EXISTENT

Heggs, Amanda.

W.D.0.14

Copenhagen, Denmark.

W.D 0 16 ACCESS TO SERVICES FOR WOMEN WITH AIDS
ue in POOR MINORITY COMMUNITIE

Mulinde Cuthbert. Tale Univeraity, USA.
Objective. To conduct an organizational assessment of
services for wonen with AIDS in Kew York City, 84% of whom
are Black or Hispanic.
Methods. Data was gathered in structured interviews with 60

ndeuts from 53 ty and community

with other organisations in thet
Results. Fo factors it the a wo ith AIDS to
services. First ost or ainority women are outside the
information networks abo AIDS sarvicas and reeearc

entered around hospitals and most poor women ars itatted da
access to pu c hospitals which are overextende
underfunded. Third, due to a shortage of prinary
phyedeians who accept medicaid, thesa women oftan utilize

coupating community priorities haa prevented the devetopaent
of a community based infrastructurs to service women with AIDS.

706

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT MODEL FOR INTERVENTIONS WITH
W.D.0.18 PROSTITUTES

gure. Australian Prostitutes’ Collective
Inc., CanberraSseeae

W.D.0.15 PSYCHOSOCIAL FACTORS THAT HINDER HEALTH CARE IN HIV-INFECTED
Ribb1. Denise; Bellevue Kospital/ Community Health

Priroject; NY, » USA

the Community Health(Projects a primary care HIV/AIDS clinic, it hag been

knowledge about health care resources, lac!
treatment protocols, caretaker roles

and lack of childcare. Women more often
stated concerns

about employmant, financial resources and stress as did m

Publications byFischi and er have suggested that women present with more
advanced dis than men. e it ie possible that the psychosoc:
sanies outlinesabove Seatribuce™in part or significantly to the presentation
f more advanced disease, it raises earious questions on whether our models

of clinical care, which were largely develped for gay male populations can
adequately address the special neads of women patients.
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Consommateurs de drogues par vole intraveineuse {partie 1)
injection Drug Users (Part 1)
Th.D.0.1 WHAT THAI INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS (IVDA) SAY ABOUT Th.D.0.2 TEMPORAL ERTTERNS OF COCKINE USE AND AIDS JN INIFAVENXS [RG

THEIR BELIEFS AND BEHAVIOR:REPORT OF A SERIES OF IN (M. , Schoerkeum FE,

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS .W.Pokapanichwong’*,D. Douglas*,À Selwyn FA, Drucker E, Waseemen W, Friedland G, et al. Mnteficre

N.Wright**,S.Vanichseni***,K.Choopanya*t**, *Prog.Approp.Tech.Hith., Medical Oenter/Albert Einstein Medicine Brom. , New York,
**Div.Epid.,Min.Pub.Hlth.,***Bangkok Metropolitan Admin.,Thailand.

Objective. To develop qualitative information on IVDA's knowledge
and nettede toward AIDS and their sexual and drug use behaviors.
Meth Focus group discussions _were conducted with 235 volunteer
Tvba(344% male)from 6 clinics weregiven

token compensation for their participation: For about 1
moderators encouraged a free exchan of views organized around a
discussion gquide.A notetaker recorded verbal and non-verbal
reac .

rich store of anecdotal responses and reactions docu-

exual contact and that Al

xtant in preventing AI han avo g ciose contact.injection
equipment is rarely cleaned adequately,and thi of condoms i
ot favo by t e who remain sexually activ

Conclu: An intervention program giving accurate information ©

transmission from the more than 44% of male IVDA already HIV+.

EFFECTS OFCHANGES IN DRUGS INJECTED ON DRUG USING
ENVIRONMENTS AND ON RIS:
Friedman, Samue] R*; Sterk, C.*;
*Narcotic SaDe Reach, Ine
Substance Abuse, U.S.A.

Th.D.0.3
jp. M.*; Des Jarlais, D.C.
jew York; **New York State Division of

Objectives.
and AIDSrisk behavior.
Method. D: dé
galleries” inNew York City. : drug users in six “shooting

 

 

24%
to67kotpatients by 1909. Polydrug use increased in parallel but no single drugpat :

@ropout from MM (p<.05) and continuing
(80%) ard Hispanics (72%) than whites (53%)
price bo 196) (early exhort) used less cocaine
significert + tebits  

Th D 0 4 ENDOCARDITIS, SUBCUTANEOUS ABSCESSES, AND OTHER BACTERIAL
— INFECTIONSIN INTRAVENOUS DRUG yee AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH

SKIN-CLEANING ATTDRUG INJECTION
Herb, F.*; Watters,.* **; Case, Petittl, D,
*UniverstyCalifornia, SanFrancisco, California, USA, siren Health Study, San Francisco,California,

 Qhiective.
episodes of endocarditis, subcutaneous abscesses, and hospitalizationsfor other bacterial inflection.
Methods. Subjects mw=1Tae) were active intravenous drug users (IVDUs)}rec!recruited atan inneroyfieldssie
In San Francisco's MI nm District using a modified chain-referral method. AAstandard
Inctudinyanaon 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

injection practices pate galleries, the time (n=48).“0% had priorhistory of
Results in are bet dtsfen Michof emotes among tthose who never injection siteswas higher than
alone has become less prevalent. Since useofdiff tensionsarise forthosethatdid (O.R.=3.9, 95% C.i. «0.72, 23.9). 98% of thesasample had prior history of subcutaneous

that make it diffi i
imary if ji eeesees(0oR.“2:.8,sl Ms27.0),+ flospt talization real Teeedamigher

ion is much hi pes . slightly lower for injection site cleaners than non-cleeners vs. .
injectors. Inte ied high ud (frequent) speedball mjectors, so heroin Fist than men of having at least one abscess regardless of injection site cleaning behaviors

AIDS risk behaviors differ among these (O.R. 3.8,952C.1. 1.5,9.6). Higher risk for wonen was 41s0 reported in hospitalizations for
: co have more other ingections (0.R. 2.695%C.1. 1. FESFWhites were more tikely than blacks to

difficulty in remembering history of abscess (0.R. 3.6,952C.J
equipment more difficult.
Conclusion, Fi y i infections in IVDUs. Moreover,femalevousmay nave fewer usable injection sites than men,Whentkthese
ofinterventions. i i à iecti

If these strategi ine inj il, then large scale 
increases in the availability of syringes may be necessary.

METHADONE MAINIENANCE AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE IN SEROPOSITIVE
me ABUSERS: THE SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL HOSPITAL PROGRAM

AIDS COUNSELING A:EDUCATION (PACE

Sorensen, L; Batki, SL; Gibson, D! » R3 Purnell, S.
Centerorps Pevention Studies, UC Sen Francisco, CA, USA

Objective. analyze the impact of methadone maintenance (MM) on needle
use and ua activity of seropositive drug abusers in a San Francisco

Th.D.0.5

program.
Methods. um an ongoing prospective study, 42 seropositive drug abusers were

assessed ore entering PACE and at 3-month and 12-month interview:
JT changes speactated with MM. Self-report scsoures.were

x puncture marke and weekly drug screen
o a: 

o 7 days in a
numberof days injecting drugs (p=.001) and cocaine use to a 1

Those using &eedlesreported clemming them with alcohol or
t 12 months were simila the 3-month

markexexamscorroborated the reductions inore
subjects’ self-reports. Vaginal

most frequent sexual activity, and it decreasedarethe
Subjects used condoms about half the t:

intercourse wa
3-month intaies (pr08)
vaginal or anal interco

Seropositive|opiate addicts reduce their drug use carly in MM
treatment but ma ess dramatic changes in sexual behaviors

seropositive drug abusers merits further exploration as a public health
intervention.

guidelines should be incorporated into injection hygiene messages disseminated by healthondng

treatment prograiEEorondPoimportant forfor HIV infected persons
due to associated imi A substantial
proportion©of iVDUs incourstayax)

Th.D.0.6 INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERSAND MAINTENANCE OFBEHAVIORCHANGE
DesJarlais*, Tross, 5.**, Abdul-Quader, A.**, Kouzi, A.**, Friedman,
S.R.**.*New York State Div.ofSubstance Abuse Services, New York, NY, US.,

**Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc., New York, NY,

 Objective.
Historically, obtaining beh 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ior chi
90% i

Methods.4401 i i
i ivity, behavior changes, Regression

37mabpece ronan redbeay thesmaintaining behavior change.
Rests, 317
Eee.721(63)faraepremalighang)cone,wi4
G6%)relapsed. Determinants of taining druginjection risk reduction and sexual risk reduction

greate f ant balertha i
HIV infection (the effi health 
 

abuse treatment,

 

ubjects who rep
septyneADSa Sincewll doebilty would ladjoes

is one
AID: 
 

 

 

S ri:
previously, th Th

intaining i i great d were having more
i i for withi difficult, The

ing indis ior, but also to
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Prostitution

THE IMPACT OF AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM ON HIV INFECTION
TH.D.0.7 Arona prostitutes.
dames R, Foreit**; A. Tejada*; J. Alarcon*; J, Piscoya*, and L. Varela**,

Mayor de San Marcos,
peru.

of a reproductive health program on the
Ca

eme
impact is being evaluated through succesive surveys, program parti cipation,
changes in con and lab tests to detect serconversion to HIV and i
ection with. other Da

83 women have participated in program activities, 483
them tanststently. In the average every woman has attended 4 education:at
‘sessions. Changes tn attitudes towards condoms have taken place. For instance,
higher fees for sex wi dons ave used are no onger¢€
re articipating 1 he program

7% VS 22% among those not partietpating)« The
increased from 1,010 in August 1988 to 32, n

between April ai lovember 0° . In the same
gonorrhea decreased from 2.7% to 0.17% and candida infections from 8%
to
Conclusions. The program has had an impact on the sexual behavior of
prostitutes, reflected mainly in an increase: ind for condoms, low
Endstable HIV seroconversion risk, and reduction of gonorrhea and candida
infection.

raneRon AS PROSTITUTES: PARTICIPATORY/CONSENSUS-BASED

ING FOR PROVISION OF MOBILE PREVENTION, RISK REDUCTION,

OPREVALENCE ACTIVETIE
:Stephens, P. Clay; Hayes, B.J.; jams,

AIDS Office, Massachusetts Department of Publisni. ‘poston, MA USA. 02111
5 Lo!Provision of educational and risk r

he

Th.D.0.9

 
nd ni

received funding from CDC for a mobile
tion, and riskreduction project for women working as prosti-

conducted by a at two sites. Consensus groups were formed

sex workers, Meetii
jointly and separately, the g consensus on program design and proce-
lures, sites, ir operation, and staf; + The providers and the “0 staff

seek consensus co Be ont: 1 obligations andpolitical concern:
Conclusion: The participatory/consensus mode fers an alternative to tradi
tional planning and desig del ineures clients strong voice; CBO's

input into issues of 1 L cern; resolution of criminal justice issues;

and increased access tottechnical ort and funding. n part ip, this

mode te most needs without sacrifice of client anonymity, ethical consi-
derations, or scientific quality.

Th.D.0.11 EVALUATION OF KEY MESSAGES TO INCREASE THE USE OF
CONDOM IN SEX

Li lzazola J.A.", Sepüiveda J*, Ramah M.*°,
Le

*General Directorate of Epidemiology, Ministry of Health. Mexico.
**AÏDSCOM

and evaluate key messages and channels of distribution of educational

Increase the use
na, Mexico (border city with California, USA) where

mly se
, Use of condom and attitudes; a

messages adequate
posters, and comics) was

h prostl The final material was distributed to 15,000

their active participation. Six months after the first survey, a second survey in a
was undertaken to evaluate
men under study have an average age of 27 years, with a second grade elementary

schoollevel,‘on have children, nooeot thenuse wasrenoried. 97% are afraid of acquiring AIDS,and
only 48% condoms. of themes! ls as: attractive women, pros!

reasons mothers worted ‘orthe!thelr children'sa, messages were: 1)HIV Is a STD;2)
Condom prevents Infection; 3} When avoiding sexual tranemission,7Perinataltransmission

use condoms mothers. increased
vrecsageese.reeled through the

in eerosurveys.
channels of distribution improves the |

This strategy must be evaluated
In an educational program for prostitute ollents.
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Th.D.0.8 YOUNG MALE PROSTITUTES: SAFE SEXANDAIDSKNOWLEDGESAFEAND UNSAFE
and Meyer-Bahlburg, H.F.Le

Institute and ColumbaUnwaraty, New York, New York, United States.

Objective, T
a group at

ath k À L d AIDS.
Methods, So New York maoprotite (or mer),aged 14-27 were recruited in their
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

using sem assess demographics, detailed sexual behavior, and
knowledgeand attitudes about ADSI.
Besutts. Preiiminasy results show an average age of 20.7 years. In erotic fantasy, 50% were
predominately homosexual, 20% bisonal, and 30% predominately heterosexual. Only one
reported being HIV antibody positive. The Subjects
pay inclu fC Ath fallatin and RES, with anal With their

and fell further J 12% with
vag The safety of their app iated th
knowl f hich higt il. Differences betweenthe

} ighest, and most
fe with femal dth Knowledge of AIDS, while quite 

 

Th.D.0.10 THE AGGLUTINATING APPROACH TO JOINT STD/AIDS PREVENTION AND
CONTROL IN FEMALE SEX WORKERS IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Rosario, S; Guerrero, Ernesto; De Moya, E.A; Vélquez, C;

Abcintara, R.
PROCETS, Ministry of Public Health, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

Objective + To describe and analyze the conceptual approach to STD/AIDS preven
tion in Dominican female sex workers (FSW), as well as the detection, diagno-

9 198sis and treatment strategies and their results f: 1987 to
Methods. On the basis of an agglutinating approach that incorporates FSW lea
ders elected hy their peers to the National Struggle against .

kers receive educational preventive training, at-cost monthly physical
exama, laboratory tests and treatment for STD, in 12 new sen el
the Dominic. lic, FSW receive 50 condoma gratis in pach

Results. of December 1988, 22,000 medical exams

ef3000 voluntary HIV tests, 2
usion. Aggregsiveoocontrol of genital ulcer eisense.(un) through joint

penteratessional int: es an unique opportunity for educating
workers, detectingSIDat an early artees treating these diseases opportu

nely, and reducing the risk of HIV infec

Th. D:0.12 THE DEVELOPMENT OFReas work ALTERNATIVES FOR

FEMALE SEX WORKERS IN THE NI!
Aben: M.C; Rosario, Ss Guerrero, Erneste03De Moya, E.A.

PROCETS, Ministry of Public Health, Santo Domingo, Dominicau Republic.

Objective. To describe the spproach to HIV seropositive female sex workers’
(FSW) counselling and proviaion of trdiring for, profitable work alternatives
through the Ministry of Public Health and a specialized Catholic Congregation
of nuns
Methods D rsu who voluntarily demand HIV testing and result peropoaitive are
ffered “counseling services by StatePeychosogists: who refer these women

the "He: trices", an inte! Congregationof nuns
specialized in developing work ‘alternatives for female sex workers.

Results. From the start of this Program in 1988, 56 HIV positive FSW have
been enrolled for peychologieal counselling, focia suett, ‘tra: ning for
low risk work alternative: ‘Twenty: m able to support
themselves and their children without cecuming:sex work.

 

» when provided
echnical train

seropositive FSW in the Dominic: ub11
Le seprepriate professional counselling, social support and t
ing have developed work alternatives capable
port thenselves and their children without resorting to sex wo:
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Consommateurs de drogues par vole intraveineuse (partie 2)
Injection Drug Users (Part 2)

DRUG USE TRENDS AMONG PARTICIPANTS IN THE TACOMA SYRINGETh.D.0,13 Deus
", D.C, Des Jariais**, D. Purchase***, T.

*Tacoma Heath
Substance Abuse Services, New

Reid*, 5. A. Friedman****.
Pierce County "tacoma, WA, **New York State Division of

York, NY,***Point AIDS Project, Tacoma, WA,****Narcotic
and Drug Research, Inc., New York, NY.,U.S.A.

exchange (SE). One of the arguments against SE programs has been that they wi
abuse and that the availability of equipment will cause injecting drug users to inject more often.

data were collected
between

to first using the SE(PRE-SE), and since starting to use the SE (POST-SE) are reported as mean
numbers each drug was used per month.

had been using the SE for 3 months. T-

s
uno changes were sniting hero

(PAESE 0POSTE 04,amour rch (PRE-SE 9.2 POSTE 8), or in the use of non
SRTOUS ancecainthe ext users report injectingjess, 15%

the eae aed55%"yh ve users is
arte 25 Yt apo.and OO%iret injected more

than§ys0. No subjects hadTs begun Foca ning the tree ennos
Clearly, the majority of SE users have a long history

 

 

 

 

lean equiomens is
found on the frequency of use of rected or noninecied drugs The finding that SE users

programs, but long LL in drug with prolong

Th.D.0 15 REDUCING HIV TRANSMISSION AMONG RECOVERING FEMALE
DRUG USERS

Bassel, N.*; Gordon, K.“*; and Nichols, S.“**.
*Columbia University Schoo!ol Beni Work, NewVon GI, USA. “Albert Einstein Medical
College, Bronx, New York, U.S.A. “Beth Israel Medieal Center, New York City, ©US.A.

Objective: To study the effects of a skills-building tisks of HIV transmission
recovering IV users, : Dra eee highHo
ve study, the aui mereà mul-éon approach ucing high

‘beha: among a cohort of 83 methadone maintained women enrolled inNew You Cityarea
clinics. no,emaiandtelacoi,RetQueen

to

densa ted that pants nan oominformationont condicondition real vailable inmstra a

x” percentsinbehavior ai otsatesmore to carry ,
ve, de comorabe allabout discussing sfrE

E
E

about and iscussions aroundsafer sex us fer
sex. pretest to posttest, sex wil
IV drug users. Digzussion: As follow-up’ data’ ha not these modest

iminary findings must be viewed with a degree of caution. Nevertheless, rted outcomes
support toto the viability ofsklls-buldingtrategies to reduce and risks associated

with sexual activi

Th.D.0.17 HIV IN PRISONS. A DISCRIPTION neEVALUATION oF4 PROJECT
DES IGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR WORK H IVDA’S IN

i Ervik, marit Skogstad, Sr“a‘Svensen
manes Dep. of Aids Prevention, Oslo City Health and Environment Dep

VDU’s constitute a large proportion of _the prison population in
Norwegian prisons. jere is a need for new ntive and

hologist, a registered nurse and a
pedagogue, two of them with previous exp nce from work in pris n
project to answer the fol} g: - How give adequate information? -
Under what circumstances can cl
you give adequate psychosocial support

n? The project works in the four prisons in the

reieved by the inmates as, independent of
mation

a <
=
S
s
-

a

Uo!ous ly evaluated, and the acti vities give in themselves
knowiedge aboutafer “anthropology of prison life"

t has been in contact with 48 hiv positive ‘inmates. This
conitativeeiof the registered hiv positive IVDA’s in Nor
alitative evaluation of the methods used will be presented”i" the paper.

THE PREVALENCE OF HIGH RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIORIN MALE
Th.D.0.14 HETE!ROSEXUALIV DRIUG USERS..

*Univershy of California,SeeGavomia USA, “rioofGli San Francisco,
California, U.S.A, ***Urban Heatth Study, San Francisco, California,

 

 

 

 

Objective.
with regular female sexual partners

neeoon
Besuits. Quring the previous year, 63% had more than 1 female partner and 31% had 4 or more female

median number of femals sexual partners was 3 for whites and 2 for blacks. Eleven percent

Grove 1% 11/79, acta P=.14). toneval RSC by38% (56/149),5/70 vs. 14% or 11/79, res ly, P= 14). Hi TO)va8 ,

prRep ot vorusingcond cn7(08/1econrkor!srviartha= 04) por never usingoon loms were a nl

the 128 wymalparte jected drugs, 40%
yimaestepsom naMEL remorRO tohavenenug injecting
sexual pai et7/6) ve 20%A)Pc. Blakewoealomore than whites
report no (39/79) va. 20%
(14/70) (P<.01),

. This study demons! tonal h
urgently needed for both IVDUs ind their sexual partners. ThePRaly mecant programs Ie
particularly important for black NDUS end their sexual partners in San Francisco.

IMEACT OF AIDS CN MOREIEUTY
Th.D.0.16 USERS (IVIU) IN A METHADONE MAINTENANCE

3 Hartel,D; Waaseemen,W; Drucker,E.
Mntefiore Medical Oentar/Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Brom, NY, USA.

a defined population of IVOU’s in a longterm MMIP in New York City.
Methods. We shutied and death ,
incidence, and among IVO0's in a Brom MMP for 1994-1987.
‘Te "oy DE ins salen,Ooware int 3

vose from 6/1000 in 1964 to 20.4/1000 in 1967
(P=.007). Persortime analysis yielded similar remilts. Hospi for 4

, tuberculosis, and from 84.9/1000 in 1986 to
144.8/1000 in 1987, with minim cr no increase in other

Th.D.0.18

Leukefeld, Carl; Barties, Robert; Pickens

National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockyitien” MD. USA

AIDS PREVENTION THROUGH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (CJS):
REFERRAL OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS (IVDAs) TO DRUG ABUSE

Objective. To explore the potential contribution of the CJS to AIDS
prevention through referral of IVDAs t abuse treatment.
Methods. Data friDat ‘om a recent etudy of IV itted to methadone treatment
were ined, er: justice and drug abuse treatment literature were
reviewed, and relevant expert were contac

sults. abusse treatment has proven effective àin helping IVDAs stop
S prevention strate: Yet,

ides accese ta
encourage IVDAs nd that
appreximately 80% of all arrestees “had used illicit druge at arrest.

, oF e high. Yet, only about 202 of IVDAs
AFatudy of treatuenÀ admissions in 5 cities

found that 22.1% were as"involved. withwares ofinvolvement ranging from
9.5% in Tx. ection rates

Rates
in

underutilized. Potent: for expansion referral in:
high, especially in cities such as New York where HIV rates are high and CJS-
involvement i:
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Les femmes des pays en vole de développement : Où commencer? Quefaire?
Women In Developing Countries: Where do we start? What can we do?

Th.D.0.19 2125 AND THE AFRICAN WOMAN: REPRODUCTIVE ISSUES Th.D.0.20 "on WITH AIDS: ISSUES IN PATIENT CARE
Muhondwa, Eustace. Muhimbili Medical Centre, Allen, Susan. Center for Aids Prevention Studies

University of Dar es Salaam, Dar és Salaam, Tanzania. University of California at San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
USA.

Th.D.0.21 WOMEN AS CARE-GIVERS Th.D.0.22 THE RESEARCH AGENDA FOR AFRICAN WOMEN

Kaleeba, Noerine. Kampala, Uganda Mahmud, Fatia. Bethesda, Maryland, USA

Th .D . 0.23 EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS FOR WOMEN

Nyonyintono, Rebecca. Uganda
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Adolescents (partie 1)
Adolescents (Part 1)
M.D.P.1 FDINGSRON INTHEJoeCORPSgcRÉENLNSPROGRAN THE U.S: M.D.P.2 Tedre.sua hecleton’Dep HIV INFECTION AND ALD!

te toute |Michael E.*;Hayman, CR**; Miller, C**; Anderaon,
JE*, Petersen . RE Dondero, TJ*. “Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta,
Georgia, and Laoffice of Fo Corps, Dept. of Labor, Washington, D.C., USA.

Objective: To evaluate the distribution of HIV infection in a nation-wide
sample of sociceconomically disadvantaged adolescents.
Methods: Review of "eindsngs from HIV~-1] screening of entrants tate the zee
Corps. Standardization of aBeroprevalence rates from Job Corps
recruits according to age, sex, and race composition

Results: From October 1987 to *ovenber, 1988, 270 (3.9/1000) of 69,233 Job
Corpsenentrants aged 16-21 years were seropositive for HIV-1. Standardized
HIV-1 seroprevalence varied sharply by race and region:  Northeast Central South All U.S. M:F Ratio

dite 1.4 1.2 1.4 I, 1.4 7.8
Black 10.2 4.9 6.6 8.2 7.0 1.2
Mepanic 7.7 - .8 0.5 2.4 5.3
All r 2.7 1.6 2.6 1,9 2.2 2.7
nale-to-fenale (M:F) ratio in HIV seroprevalence differed greatly by

ethnic group, an 1.0 for all Corps entrants aged 16-18 years but 4.1
for all Co: entrants aged 19-21 yea 1, seroprevalence i: b
Corps entrants was 1 greater than in military recruits of the same age.
Con ions: w M:F ratio suggests an important role for heterosexual
transmission and/or IV drug use in black adolescents. Seroprire(rs
Hispanics is atr dependent on geographic region. Current infec!
rates predict a changing future pattern of AIDS cases. Disadv.rad
adolescents are a critical target group for AIDS prevention activities.

AIDS RISK BEHAVIOR AMONG SEXUALLY ACTIVE
Oe AND CAUCASIAN ADOESCENT FEMALES

Kegeles,Susan; Greenblatt, R.; Catania, J.; Cardenas,C.; Gottlieb, J.; Coates, T.; et
al. ‘University of CalorSan Francisco, Califomia, USA.

M.D.P.3

 Objective. Te
clinic and websOnewith risk behavior.

Methods ( } comp g
Clinic.

adolescents ranged in age from 15-21 years = 18 years); 50% wel
Caucasian and 43% Hispanic. The majority (a)‘were “trom working class or lower
socioeconomic status backgrounds. Eleven percent had more than one sex parinerin the pr
two months, anden had more than 5 partners in theirlifetime. Nearly half (44%) hadnevnever
used condoms, 1 analinteintercourse, 2% had injected drugs, and 21% had a primary r

. drugs. ly 27% of
entwh secondary partners. ndom use increased with

and the perception that rocintercourse increased
with the belle the fun out of sex, that

the time with primary partners,
tter sexual communication abiities

tek for HIV infection

Ethnic differences will be described.

Incorrect to assumethat teens attending birth contro! clinics are also engagConclusion. It is i jing in
AIDS protective behavior. Interventions to reduce AIDS risk behavior must be targeted at
heterosexual adolescents in general, and towards teens attending family planning clinics in

 

TITTLE: BEHAVIORAL SURVEY AMONG RISK ADOLESCENTS

‘AUTHORS: *Huscroft, S., ‘Morris, Ror “paker Coder
J., Aslanivatan, E., *Re, 0.

les County, California, USA

M.D.P.5
Roseman,

*Juvenile Court Health Services, Los Ange:

establish baseline information concerning sexual behavior,
STElatorye drug abuse habits and state of knowledge of AIDS/risk
factors in adolescents.

A questionnaire was administered on a one-to-one basis interview.
ling waewas implemented depending on each individual's

of 417 youngsters, aged 15 to 17 were interviewed.
serandethnieàdleribotnr were representative of the entire population.

than 90% of the minors were sexually active with small percentages
oocasionailyengaging in rectal or oral sex. Casual sex was common,
condom use are admitted to drug abuse
with à 108forT.V. day use. of AIDS was high (]908). 50%

themselves at risk and a high percentage (62%
to 75%)uisheëtoto be tested for HIV infection.

CONSLUSION: This population proved to be universally engaged in se:
activity at an early age. The high incidence of casual sex with multiple

rtners, low condom use and I.V. drug use minors 2t hi
risk for HIV infection. We believe that_Stucationel/counse: ing oem

be intensified in our populat ify nighvisk behavior.

——
, Department of Education,

Bristol Polytec! md.chnic, Bristol,wee

Objec - report on findings from the Young People's Health Knowledge
and FDprojects - a study of lay beliefs sf1HV infection and AIDS held by

young peo;

~ 1000 young people between the ages of 16 and 21 in schools,
chenes, colle es of further education, full-t: me poresmts

and undifferentiated you!wth|provis
semi-structured, indepthinterviews as

Metho:ds
traininng @

mpled
well as ‘self-coniet on questionnaires

Results - During preliminary in-depth work, young people made reference
to miaematic, serendipitous, endogenous and exogenous lay theories wh
making sense of AIDS and HIV infection. There was a contrast

ni ople in lesbian and gay youthgroupsbetween explanations gi yo
and young people in undifferentiated youth provision. Data from question-
naires developed foll is ier qualitative work confirmed that

young people have constructed a range of beliefs informed by both bio-
medic es.al and non-medicalised sourc:

Conclusion - To produce meaningful results, future research methodologies
need to consider 0 hi 8
cf HIV infection and AIDS. Research agendas overdetermined by bio-!
considerations are unlikely to be able to access the variety of lay beliefs
young people sh:

PREDICTORS OF CONDOM USE AND MULTIPLE PARTNERED SEX
AMONG HIGHLY SEXUALLY ACTIVE ADOLESCENT WOMEN

; Coates, T.”; Greenblatt, R.’; Dolcini, P.”; Kegeles, S.”;

M.D.P.4

an, M. etal.
universityofCalor, San Francisco, Centar for AIDS Prevention Studies, “Planned
Pare of Santa Cruz, U.S.

The davel,
te
ontthe conditions that influence high risk sexual behavior. We examined peychosicial correlatesof

women,
Methods: Sett-administered Intard hy 144 tam

planning clinic, Measures will be described.

Besults: jege"US.
adolescent. Ten percentwere engaging in anal intercourse. Greater condom associated
with higher levels of perceived enjoyment of condoms, “condom* self-efficacybbales, and

 

 

 

 

 

communication skills. Fewer numbers of sexual partners was associated with higher levels of
perceived suscepti. restrictive social norms, and wedsexual sommungation skilis.
Knowledge of HI mission routes did not predict either

lescents should build sexue vention elle art and facilitate

enjoymentnto safe-sex cies.

M.D.P.6 AIDS PREVENTION INJUNIOR STUDENTS INAN AIDS
EPICENTER: RESULTS OFA BASELINE SURVEY
Siegel, D*, Lazarus, N*, , Krasnovsky, F*, Chesney, M*

, DE.
San Francisco, meia, Oakland, California, U.S.

attitudes, dors relevant to AIDS
group junior hi jor AIDS epicenter, a5
 

Methods: In June 1988, LO40madea3joer hgh choot,gaa”- 9) in Oakland, California completed
an anonymous written questionnaire regarding their AIDS knowledge, attitudes and bigh risk behaviors.
Remilis: Ageranged from 11e 16yours: 48% weremale Five % wereWhite, 31% Black, 24% Latino and 33%

others beside or gender, eg. knowing
men get AIDS (4)emce(ReepADSdon

 

 

 

tomoseaal men sharing
G54) ox Grong sexual intercourse included thinking itlikely to get
pont an Bivins blood(51%). insects (36%), or public toilets (28%).ELEnans

Fighttine % waned AIDS oes boy: (a2)ante”
(18%) engaged i
56% felt thet condoms ive individuals, more who though thatare “embarassing to buy.” Among sexually acti
eteCoe) er Bott weir (65%)iapreventing AIDS reponed usingcondoms 'always”

(19%)or “1 ual ii who thought work only "a
(47%). Fow students (5%)patengweslsmaetsGU)stnoeGS)

harbor mispercep-
tions about casual contact. Those with sco sonslalwgage fahighrisk tenirnd
expenienewardthosih HIV. any andddelesoadbetaaght about AIDS, With
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M.D.P.7 SEXUAL ABUSE IN CHILDREN AND HIV

UneZ.P.*, Ornelas H.G., Valdespino J.L., Palacios M.M.

*Generai Directorate of Epidemioiogy, Ministry of Health, Mexico
QOblective: Tope socio-psychological characteristics In HIV seropositive nts.

sopeyehotogical and epidemiological anatysia of twelve xually Infected
adolescents inden1e18 attending IV detection Panter in Mexico City. Risk factors, sexual
behavior, medical and
Besults: Three groups were identified: 1)Homeless

kdren were found infected. This
children. 119 minors were studied and 5

ls population includes abandoned children and orphans, presenting

3 &! zs 2
3

E
S

= $3 ao §

2
2phat male

Prostitution. Their ranged from 19 to 18, second grade elementary level, and all dedicated to
eventual activities and ocassionaliy to male Prostitution, characterized by a bisexuai behavior with
homosexual practice among themaselves, and no condom use, having anowege !

78. 2) Adolescents prostitutes. 2 HIV positi were found: 15 and 18 re Of age with
elementary level, bisexuals, mais prostitutes with anal receptive
referred from 2 4 sexual contacts daily. 3} Tee:pie living with pare:

integrated by 5 individuals of 16-18 years of age, all s'
with anal coitus practice mostly
These scent

This group is
with integrated family, homosexuals

prouecondom havingamn average of 7 partners in their whole life.
al t 12-14 years of age.

Consiusions: Our country registers 55AIDS cases and 10 HIV infected in sexually abused minors.

mounthis kind of transmission in children is being reported in other countries, in Mexico we lack
Information because this situation is usally kept as a secret by the adolescents and their families.

M D P. 9 EVALUATION OF THE aps INFORMATION PROGRAM IN WEST-BERLIN SCHOOLS

. . Oswald, H.; Lukas, 5 Suess, K.-U,; and vonaelisch, Maria
rete Universität serum Berlin, West Germ

Objective. In order to rates the governmentsponsored AIDS

information program for les 9 to 11 in West-Berlin schools

students were examined frere and after they had”received the program

At the ti fF the t-test a control gi f 591 students who had

Results. (1) After having received the information program students

knew significantly more about the ways in which AIDS is transmitted than

before. Learning was especially apparent in girls.

(2) “Sons and daughters of turkish immigrant workers make ve about 17 %
of the sutdent population. Before the program started these turkish
giris and boys knew significantly less about the transmission of AIDS than

. After the program they had cought up, but still did ni

 

(3) Students in the control group whose teachers had spent no time or
less than two class hours on AIDS knew significantly less than the

students in the program.

Conclusion. The Berlin AIDS information program is effective

especially when teachers are not willing or able to includeAIDS in

their classroom teaching. Subgroups such as the turkish students merit
the attention of special information programs.

Comportement(partie 1)
Behaviour (Part 1)

M.D.P.11

D.S.C. de 1‘ =Sacrement, cube, Québec, Canada.
** Université Laval, québec; Québec, Canadi
Objectif: Identifier les détermiinants de DEintention” d'utiliser un.{condom
ors des relaationsemer yesnave une nouvelle ou un nouveau partena

Méthodes: La théo servi de cadre de référence. Les donnnées né-
cessaîres ai application decette théorie ont été recuelllies par question-

le 69 jeunes adultes de sexe masculin

PREDICTION DE L'INTENTION D'UTILISER UN CONDOM COMME MOYEN DE
PREVENTIONDES MALADIES TRANSHISSIBLES SEXUELLEMENT .
avoie 1*, Godin

liser le comportemen .05), Ia perception des barrières au comportement
)

e que pour ja percep-

Conclusion: Cette étude montre l'utilité de la théorie de Ajzen pour compren-
on d'utiliser

promotion de ce comportement au

tel programme devrait également s'intéresser à la pression sociale et à
certaines barrières perçues associées à l'usage du condo
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF COUNSELING AND
INFORMATION-ORIENTED AIDS PREVENTION INTENTIONS FOR
AootESCENTS ANDpOUNG ADULTS

M.D.P.8

 

 

 

  
 

 

  
 

Quirk, Mark; God and Schwenzfeler E.
University of Massachusetts Medical Cana S.A

Objective, Jented AIDS

prevention interventions. Todate 10+ years}
inner city health center I

studied.
Methods. o counseling by family pi ( )
to individ ideotape (RAP) i c Iion (N=37). 4

(N= 16) or to a group Information sassion (N=23) Pre and post questionnaires are being used to

assess knowledge andattitudes. MANOVAs with repeated measures are used to assess differences
between groups and change over rime.

Results. subj howed (.05)
knnowledge areas: 1. casual transmission; 2. d hods of

At thi ib i 

 8 in attitude were

observed. Specificaliy, ater the interventionssae felt more scared about AIDS and attached
greater

transmission, fear of ADSand importance attached todu
and informatlon-based

interventions AIDS.

M.D.P.10 HIV INFECTION IN ADOLESCENTS: CAN WE PREDICT WHD IS AT RISK
D'Angelo, Lawrence*, Getson, P.*, Luban, N.#, Stallings, E.*, Gayle, H.i#

mgrildrm'sHepital Nat. MedCtr, Wash., pa» USA, and
Centers f Disease Control, Atlants, GA., U.S.A.

Objective. To determine if screening . health care providers’
predictions risk, correctly identifies the patients who are shom to be seropositive. 
emergency and who had had blood for other reasons. informed

of a sample of patients was » based on a provider's suspicion or knowledge
of their risk status. me mate of seropositivity oonaraba
Results. Of 3520 adolescents
‘The seropositive rat fees (6/0)hineen(7OOD)etand
in older adolescents;(15-18, 6. SA) then in younger (15, 1,i/o) (p <.05).
Seropositivity did not y by Location of service (Clinic, 3,5/1000; ER, 4.7/1000)

an a ‘s suspicion or knowledge ofrisk, 6(49/1000) of 122 patients were
found to be positive. ‘This represented only 46% of all positive seen during this

Conclusion. Although HIV ection is present in our population of urban adolescents, strictly
development. ofHatier ofoweetLtThere 35 need for

Seemed criteria for dnfenwos screeriog af

M.D.P.12 NowLEDcE oF RISK FACTORS AND AVOIDANCE OF AIDS IN THE
GAMBIA, WEST AFRIC
Oelman, Bruce*; Jaiteh,KO*; Cham, MK**; Njie, ABH**;

ldeh, S***; Wilkins, HAS***,
wiresotoogy and Staltetics Tnit, Banjul, The Gambia. setledical and Health

Banjul, The Gambia. ***Social Welfare Departnen: » Banjul,
Geebieestand£cal Research Council, Fajara, The Ganbi:

poste To establish the level of awareness of AIDS and the level of
a basic risk factors and avoidance measures in a predominantly
Litterste West African population.vealaoa

Method. 1704 pe 5 and over 

t 20% and 45% respectively of these malea and fone
woiding

70% of males and 30% of fi real knowledge. Virtually
ledge were able to correctly identify heterosexual inter-

UPB ode of transmission. Very few could identify other
means.~ Prostituten/othere with ers were
Not associating with them was understood as the be
Conclusion. Although some effort has been put in
The Gambla there still remains a relatively low level of awareness of AIDS
and associated risk factora — females had much less knowledge than males.
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M.D.P.13 XNOWLEDGE REGARDING AIDS AMONG EMPLOYEES AND
PO SE BANK INN KINSHASA, ZAIRE

agne À »…e, SE *,*8,
Lueakulira N +, “pertranad WE +, #¢*, Kashale4 *
+ Zaire School. of Public Health, Kinshasa, Zair: ++ Tulane

SPHTM, Nev Orleans, USA +++ Bank Comm Zaire, kinshass, Zaire

Qbiective. To determine the level of AIDS-related knowledge in
this population for purposes of educational programming.

2316 euployers and sp interviewed between
aanrt of

 

spouses vere
followed by

 

 

n general, fen mp.
better Sduceted/informed thanwere male empieoyees,
fenale po 1
relati asa urce ofRs Over95%Sofoth men and
omen ognized e Ol of t Seaion when
direotly aeked. I Sot ju of transmission included

equitoes (66%) and routine household contacts (16-35%), with
vonen ignificantly more to gi es: incorrect
responses. is considered treatable by 70% of men and 44%
of vo and preventable by virtually everyone. n were more
likely to ci ductio in of sexual partners or
avoiding prostitutes ag w: P: t transniasion; wo

re more likely to cite faithfulnese to a eingle partner.
opulatio: a8 re ©: AIDS nd ite

principal modes af transmission, though serious nisconceptions
persist. These regulte should be used to plen AIDS messages.

M D P. 15 HIGH RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR AND CONDOM USE IN À SAMPLE OF
HOMOSEXUAL MEN IN ENGLAND

on, Mary’, Fitzpatrick, aioewe,$a G,***, Dawson, J.**, McClean, J
afer s HMS, London, UK, d University. Oxford, Mtniressity
collegeand Middlesex School ornMedicine. London,

oeTo determine the frequency of high risk sexual behaviours and
condom e in a group of homosexual men in four different areas of Engiand
in 1988.
Methods Three hundred and fifty seven homosexual andbisexual men were
recruited for a prospective study in London, Oxford, Northampton and
Manchester. - Confidential interviews included questioning about sexual
behaviour in the previous .

ent: one hundred and fiftean (32%) men had had passive anal sex in the
month. re frequently had passive anal sex with a regular

Ge.than with a non regular partner (33). One hundredand thirteen (32%)
sex in previous month. Active anal sex was more Frequent
than with a non ri n ng

with non regular partners only
to have unprotected passive anal.sexpe.005) and

ges amongst homosexual men have occurred
at least partly because they may now regard analàintercourse as more risky
if it involves a partner whom they do not know well.

 M.D.P.17 HV F ARMY BASIC TRAINEES
Alexander,Linda®; and Overton, H.°*

Reed Army instituta of Research, Washington, D.C. 20307 USA
“College of Nursing, University of Tennessee, Knoxvilie, TN 37816 USA

Objective. The U.S. i ly engag
of the di is i ealth beliefs in

f HIV infection.

and col
suscepti, perceived severity, ponctinearover behaviors, barriers to personalpreventive
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moose larg y regi - Ab
Partiapation

ry i i anonymity dd.
Besutts. fod 1000 y
these soldi 4 ative gre

ivili Findings indk urrenity
P perceï ble:to HIV.
assessed i tiblilty to,
Goncuusions.Fu
imperat ArmyHiVv educational efforts be tailored to the specific needsof solders.‘This
Project‘demonstrative that Army HN «
in particular, 

OBSECTIES: Elle 6s'interroge sur: la nat

tale

CONCLUSIONS: Geste ét:
mode

M D P. 1 POPULATION-BASED SAMPLE OF AIDS KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES
must ANO BEHAVIORS AMONG CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS

Moore, Me)inda*; Jang, Michael; Day, Noel; URSA INSTITUTE,

San Francisco, CalTfornia, USA

Objective: To assess baseline AIDS knowledge, attitudes and behaviors among
a jetatPion-basedsmile©of753California residents
Methods: 753 C Qu re contacted by telephone during

i + 1988 avionjously derived attitudes scales and dhuste
develop four typologies or respondent types.

nt rt rer, and

‘behaviors.
KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS BY CLUSTER

WON-BELIVERS UNEDUCATED
EU OW
um OW um

PERCEIVED RISK Low Low Low Low
EMA) RY Redium Tow Hi Medium

SED LeLe. .. Od OW

RIGHLY EDUCATED NON SKILLED
i um

i

Conclusions: edge Jeveletree AIDS prevention and transmission À s
relatively Highen score all respondents types was 10.6 or

ure:
aaaption of risk reducing behavior je 2150 suggest“outATSsdecetion
rograms fst focus much more heavily on attitudes and behavior change rather
thanrelying ‘on knowledge acquisition alone to drive desired risk reductio:

behar

B
A
R
N

Appropriate AIDS Knowledge But Negative
udes of College Students
th, M qe Katner, Harold P.*, Couch, K.W.*,

M.D.P.16

Tripp. J . N.*, and Young. E
+ University School of EnaconMacon, Georgia, USA.

Objective. the knowledge of and attitudes toward AIDS sauce among

uni S atudenterto determine whether or about AIDS is associated
with positive attitudes th ns (WA) and AIDS-related iss:

Method, One week after listening to a lecture on the AIDS, 332ofthe |
individuals enrolied in an in: class at a major Sout ) public
university completed a carefully constructed a ited

knowledge and attitudes.
Knowledge: 40% of the respondents did not know that ‘acientistearequite

what causes AIDS.” 14% believed that condoms

"LES PRATIQUES ET MOEURS SEXUELLES
(CONTRIBUTION A LA CONNAISSANCE DU SIDA)

GUISSE Y. MB. IFAN CH. A. DIOP DAKAR-SENEGAL
D'ALMEIDA L. “PLURALE BP. 5356 DAKAR-SENEGAL
BIENVENU E. S/C LAB. BACTERIOLOGIE H. LE DANTEC DAKAR

M.D.P.18

e des pénétrations sexuelles (vagi-

rele): les natures dessproduits utilisés; les idéologies et

vepréseeeetion moeurs sexuelles.

ES: Des entretiens semi-directifs auprès de prostituées, de matrones,

de mêitres et maîtresses de cérémonies rituelles sont entrepris dans 4 gran-
des régions dueyys. Un questionnaire centréAutour de 14 thémes relatifs à

la sexualité est passé auprès de 1.575 personnes.
TS: L'étude analyse leur rapport lac ntamination du SIDA et tente

des Propositions de prises en compte de ces réalirés dans la prévention des
MST. et du SID.

m
e

g
e

tude permet d'apréhender leur part hautement significa-
de contamination du SIDA.
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M.D.P.19 Smmcnariics amp SEXUAL PRACTICES OF MALE BAR WORKERS I
BANGEOK

WERASIT SITTITRAI, PHANUPHAK P, SATIRAKORN WEE
EKWEERA E, RODDY RE*. Center for AIDS Research and Education, Bangkok,
Thailand, eFamily Health International, North Carolina, USA.

Objective- To determine risk factors for directing intervention programs.
- We surveyed 141 male bar workers in 5 bars innBangkok:

Results- 734 of th
  e men were between 17 and yea. aneaseere
born outside of Bangkok. 49% were living with Friends who we
similar bars. 31% had only primary school education. 6% werenately or

er exposed to mass media. 4 ver worked in a fore.
50% had worked in bars for 2 months or less. 824 had sen bar work to
solve their unemployment problem. 51% were introduced to thi D
their friends and 36% by reading job advertisements. y 50% stayed in
the than months n the 2 week period prior to the
interview 100% had Bex with male customers, 23% with female customers,
13% with non-custome: es, and 50% with non-custome les. In the

iod the men averaged 5.8 male customers. 53% of the men did not

ha
for oral sex. 99% of the men had not used Iv

s in the last 5 years
usion- sexual activities of these young men with little

education and rural backgrounds place them at high risk for HIV
infection. TheePotential for rapid BIV-ppreas is high because they have

with both men and women as customers and non-customers.

M D P. 21 THE Deel COMMUNITY-BASED BEHAVIORAL GROUP INTERVENTION
ue" cee ONS REDUCE HIGH-RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIORS

a“Jetfsey A.*; St. Lawrence, J.S.*; Brasfield, T.L.*;
Hood, H.V.#*; & EE
“ony of Mississippi *wedtcal Center, **FL. Dept. of Health & Rehab. Services

Objective: Many individuals etill have difficulty implementi ain-

ing adequate change in high-“ee sexual patterns. Behavioral skills training
principles can be ons reduce high-risk behavior.
lethod: In Study i 104 meneons Engaged y behavior with multiple per

ng and mainta:

 
management, asssertion, and co;
to sexual risk rea In Study 2, a second cohort participated in a
ilar 6-seseion program. Behavior change was assessed using multiple self-
report, selé-monitorinne andsexual asccttiveness skill measures. Followup
data throu 4-mos. postintervention were obtaine:
Results: Multivarsacsanalyses revealed significent reductions in unprotect-

ntercourse to near zero levels and greatly increased use of condoms,

risk knowledge, and sexual assereiveness behavioral skills as aaeat this

t long-term followu

rom other areas of health pro-

risk reduction. These findings identi-

a help Persons|acquire the skills to implement and maintain be-
change recomme model is of practical importance for som

eileste seen inAIDS prevention programa, health and STD clinics, and schools.

M.D P.23 PERSISTENCE OF HIGH-RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN
a HOMOSEXUAL/BISEXUAL MEN: A MULTI-CENTER STUDY

De Lynda*; Byers, R.*; Bolan, G.**; Douglas, J.***;

Moss, P.**#*; Weller, P* et al. “Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA;
**San Francisco Public Health Dept., stsDenver Disease Control Service;

**k#Howvard Brown Clinic, Chicago, IL, USA

Objective. To describe and Predict high-risk sexual behavior in homosexual
m attending 3 STD clinics

Methods. 483 men who engageed in unprotected anal or oral sex in the previous

4 months were interviewed from April-Dec. 1988. Risk was assesse:
+ 1) abgo}ute #'s of unprotected anal and total (anal and oral)

of unsafe to t

 
calculating
exposuresom Dr
er:

o!
Resuits.Preliminary cluster€ 
somewhat-closeted grou;

ounger, openly~homosaxu.
openly-homosexual group (N=195) with higher incomes and nonsteady

wale partners; and 5) a swall, openly-homosexual group (N=37) with large
mb x partneres and higher cigarette and drug use. regress

showed having sex with a mary partner, younger age at first sex,
-drug use, and “hustling

le
vely discrete subgroups continue to have unsafe sex; each

subgroup will require targeted education to effect.vehavioral change.
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M D P. 20 Peer and Partner Influence and Self-confidence as Correlates
—* of AIDS Preventive Behavior (APB) in a Low Prevalence State

Landis SE. Ea: . Univ North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC

U.S.A.
Gbjective, To examine the effects of social influence and self-efficacy on
wa) knowledge and b) the ceifsreported practice of AIDS preventive behaviors
‘in a heterogeneous sample

c 35 adults tested for
Testing Sites in North Carolina ze naparercePyions of ne:
behaviors; respo ts’ own, as well as peers a s’, belief:

practict e sex; andonfidence in the ability.to alter negative social

this“iacgetyrural state, our sample was 44% black, 32%fonsle,
67% heterosexual, 12% drug users, 108 positive for HIV-1, with a

of mo: (968 ewage . et Natl sample kn at having only oneParay
exua. x was protective; however, a t! han lp T in

P month and believed "safe sex" a" ™; over half

believed their peers also had more than 1 partner while 608 felt "safe sex"
was hard to practice "in the heat of paasion". two-thi 8%)

believed their peers engaged in “unsafe sex" were not certain they
pt safi xual practices e who helieved their S a!

partners practiced encouraged safe sex perceived fewer social barriers to
change (r-40), reported more preventive behaviors (r=18) and were more

confident theycould chang:e their ride (r=
In a heterogeneous but redoninantly heverosexual highly gere

population in a low prevalence, rural’ ate, imaginative ounseling sshow!
try to rei oree perceptions of positive social influence,He LEtest
barriers, emphasize peer support and enhance self-confide:

M D P. 22 PeeCHOLOGTCAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC FERRACTERISTICS OF GAY MEN
“ee 0 oR DO NOT ENGAGE IN UNSAF

effrey A.*; St Lawrence, ; S.*; Brasfield, T.L.*;

Smith, J.E.*; Hood, H.VAr Lemke, A.L.lanes etal.
#Univ. of Mississippi Medical Center, “F1. Dept. of Health & Rehab. Services,
*#xUniv. of Washington,U.S.A

Objective: To determine differences between gay men who still engage in un-

protected anal ercourse, a behavior of particular interest because it is

strongly predictive of HIV seroconversion e at urrence.

Methods: 526 ho patronized ay barsin 3 dif American cities
(Seattle, Tampa,

attitude: ui orms all men entering these

bare on survey nights completed the measures.

Results: 17% of the entire sample reported engaging in receptive or inser-x

tive unprotected anal intercourse in the preceding 3 months; 87% did not.
Multivariate analyses confirmed significant tifferesces”bs +0001) between
men who engage or refrain from this activity. m who engaged in anal inter-

course were more likely to attribute AIDS risk to chance/luck and "powerful
other” external fa A red lower in AIDS risk knowledge,
younger, and had less education than men who did not engage in the activity.
Similar patterns were found regardless of whether suhjecte were insertive or

gererPareners- jome gay men su engage in high-risk sex. In addition, focon
t eed cducation, there is eed to stress efficacy themes Res one's
behavior (rather than chance ©or others) determines risk for A Effores
targeted toward young and less educated gay.men are now sepecieliy needed.

M.D.P.24 CONDOM USE CAN OCCUR DESPITE USE OF ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
eceeeeearueSe *pMeller»P.imnartholow,B. **;

Joy, D.***;Moss,P.**** et 21. *Centers for Disease Control,
Atlanta GA;**Denver Disease Control; *#45an Francisco“Health Dept ;****Howard
Brown Clinic, Chicago IL USA.

OBJECTIVE:To examine the use of alcohol and drugs during high and low risk

sexual and bisexual nennattending 3 STD clinics.
bisexual men who had engaged in unprotected

 
anal sex di t revious 4 onthe, Using a critical incident

techni >» men were asked to describe th circumstances wadermeh|t

ast enga; in unprotected and/or Retae ana. Xe

Significance of
05) iaAsuse

ore rire unprotected and protected anal sex. Percent.
ng wer

L. MARIJUANA POEPERS STIMULANTS OTHER DRUGS ANY _ALC/DRG
205RS687

 

UNPROTECTED(N=19!ORtat FT
PROTECTED (Nw190) 4 18 5% 23 sox
In response to a  eacton ontease t @ condon duri

unprotected anal sex, onl: «2% listed alcohol/drugs as the maj cause.
CON: ONS:Among high ik homosexual/bisexual men, alcohol/drug use is
associated vith sexual behavior in general, not exclusively with unprotected

Men can do use condoms when they are drink. nd usiXe ng ng drugs
role of substence use in high-risk behavior should not be overemphasized to
the exclusion of other motivating factors.
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M:D.P.25 CASUALSEXUAL AFRICA,
THE FAR EAST, AND LATIN AMERICA
Steffen,Robert; 1, M.; Eichmann, A.; Gutzwaler F.

Instit erland

Objective. To determi: quency
th HIV, Hepatitis A, and developii

countries.
EN

abroad..ty il

ad. A control group was chosen from Hi 
Gung their journey home from Kenya. Withintwo weeks after thelr return, these travelers

 

threemonths later.
Results. i i ancl 8 consentedatleast io
a telephone interview (total response rate 71%). In the control group 112 plus 54 we:

the high isk and 6of 168 (4%)ofthe contro group. Of the 44 heterosexual men,6 women
contacted prostitutes,

 

5 homosexuals, 14 (25%) had >3 encounters, 27 (49%) had co! Ss, 26re
other autochthones, 2 (4%) other Europeans. Men aged 20-39 y used condoms regularly in
67%, those 240y in 27%, womenIn 0%. No HIV, and no recent HAVorpallidum infections
were
Conclusion. ‘sex tourists P
Within this group, iculart
 

M.D.P.27 DIPFERRNCES ETESHS AND GIRLSRELATING 10 THE USE OF CONDOMS.
ameras ou,TJoanne*; godes Famect ost, R.*

1 ehacies! LeMoyne, "cueentiet®.Park, Québec
aeNenetyers ite Lavals Sainte-Foy, Québec, Canada; *** Université de $2deMontréal,

» Québec, Canada.

Gojective . The purpose of this study was to assess the cognitive differences between female and
©teenagers relating to the use of condons in the context of sexual intercourse with a new

À sanple of 151 adolescents ((49 9sirler 102 boys) were asked to complete a questionnaire
RatingDbelief strenght; oi uation?7 norsative beliefs; motivation to comply and

perceived barriers relating to re

nstructs (except for motivation to conply}, Hotelling'T2 tests
boys and girls. Regarding specific items within these

analyses (t-test) indicate that boysSehink mo strongly than girls that the use of
n: F Sexuà easure pen Girls beleive JessLA thanbors

potion o!

Results: For each of these co!

perceive girls teÉsslins safe cgrecee: t
eeÀ{p<002); Pasar“gins givegive of

buy
de

ofOnes than the girls perceive boys to
tore veMAT to a number of othersScorriers than do
breaking during intercourse (p <.007) and not baing familiareeithususe (p <.004:

of several cognitive elements relating to tbe us
when they are compared to girls, In our opinions Tiennersne

rences and segeent their

Cotciusion. Thus, he Papetanceof
seens Co be Tterne x hoys
future pes stespoula consider these potential different

target population appropria

This study was funded by the Quebec Council on social research (RS-1453 M88) -

FACTORS AFFECTING1M.D.P.29 c FE
Freeman, A.C.;atesneBk Diehl, D.W.; Charles

Dallas County Health Dept.,

RETENTION IN A LONGITUDINAL AIDS RISK

of participants that contribute to
order to plan methods of

txeee of dosive to change behaviors

M.D.P.26 CHANGES IN AIDS KNOWLEDGE ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIORS IN
SAN FRANCISCO’S LATINO COMMUNITIES:ne to 1
P ge, Susan F.*; Lemp, GF*; Bregm G**; in, G***;

Sabogal, F****; Ruthe . *San Francisco Department 5of Public
Health; **Fairbank, Bregnan, and Mautiin; wertiss nNetgnborhood Health
enter; ****Univ.of California, San Francisc U.S.A.

Ob, ective. To measure changes in AIDS"odds, attitudes, and behaviors in
e o communites o SF

Nethods . "329 adult Latino residents ere randomly selected and
Interviewed in person between September and December1968, ing a

we: com red to a*1987 baseline
ig the same methodology

æ
0

a ® e + 2 a = a = + 2
3
2
8

5 = L
S
~
f
o
e

<
e

3
0 a +
!

a = 3

when compared to 1987.
male, English-speaking Hanondents,

M.D.P.28 PREDICTORS OF HIGHER RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIORS AMONG GAY AND
ruesAL MEN ATTENDING AN SID CLINIC

»DanM. *;are**; Harrison,J.%#*; Doli,L.*
Geoghegan,C.#*; ae al. University of Ca’lifornia, SF, aaDept. of
Public Health, SF, CA, santenters for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA.

Objective. To compare two groups (lower and higher risk sexual behaviors)
of gay and bisexual men attending an STD clinic in 19

gp clinic

3yeears in both groups, The higher me group
&

two

Conclusions. While all gay and bisexual men seeking services at STD clinics
need risk reduction counseling, additional prevention programs may be
needed for higher risk eubgroups such as minorities and prostitutes.
Crack use among gay and bisexual men needs further etudy.

among the 8:
of residence.in the.SF area werenot significantly different between the

groups

AIDS KNOWLEDGE AND UNSAFE SEXUAL PRACTICES AT AN STD

NIC
M.D.P.30

Kohn, Robert; Gibson, P.M.; Bolan, G.

Department of Public Health, San Francisco, CA, USA

Objective. To examine knowledge about AIDS transmission among patients

seen at an STD clinic, and determine whether differences in knowledge

correspond with
ample of 712 patients seen at the San Francisco

March of 1988 was obtained using an anonymous, aelf-
e

 

comp: knowledge scorehais
aerial F statistic was used to assess significance

oth 
Knowledge was found ta

f any type or use of drugs vw:
Conclusions. For these patients, knowledge of AIDS haa not translated

into behavior € es. ther efforte should focus on behavior
modification and not simply on AIDS awareness.
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M.D.P.317 PREVALENCEANDCHANGEOFAIDS HIGH RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
PNGBISEXSEXUALMEN ININ SAN FRANCISCO: THESAN FRANCISCO

vai Coatesnn Lang, S.*; Guydlsh, J.’
*Center for AIDS Prevention ‘Studles, UC. San Francisco, CA, USA
**Fellow, American Foundation for AIDS Research

 

 

Objective. To describ p
+ ï hart of hil rancisco.

a men who identified themselves as Gaon(st were selected fro:
sample of single men in the area San F hardest hit AID

apein 1984. Prevaiance and change in sexual be rs from
and women were examined. Data from 1988 will be‘reported at the meeting.

 

Conclusion. it appears that bisexual men in San Francisco|have reduced both their

tact yore is stili some reported unprotected sex with women may reflect the beliefhat
thls Is a somewhatless risky activity than unprotected male-to-male anal sex.

M D P. 33 CHANGES IN HAITIANlantsRants: KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES ABOUT
owe AIDS IN NONTREAL,

d Mix‘; Towsign i Hankins, C.A.; Boivin, J.F.*
Cosaunity Health Departsent, Montréa) EtPR and‘ncéill University, “Université de
Montréal; Montréal, Québec, Canada.

jective. To yeasure changes in knowledge, attitudes and practices related to AIDS in Haitian
inierants in réal,
Methods. In thefirst year (0ct.87-Sep.88) of an ongoing study, 286 Haitian gublects aged 15-39
years were interviewed on their fnewedge, attitudes and practices related to AIDS. At the

y (Oct.88-Kay 89), 100 subjects had answered the

 

There has been à slight improvement in edge related to AIDS and attitudes
towards HIV-infected persons in the Haitian population of Montréal, Canada, frou 1987 to 1989.

i inforsed about behaviors not associated with HV ttransaission, We do not
to the fewer worries and the isproving

positive attitudes towards persons infected with the HIV in this population. 4e have not been
able to docusent changes in risk behaviors. HI¥ risk-reduction interventions will need
fecus on specific risk reduction practices.

 M.D.P.35 MEN
Ki CouBorenofteentUeayofWashingtonSect,
WA’Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, . '

Objective: To identify personswho wil cont
in onder to target votingat

Mathods: We analyzed initial and month followup data from AIDS counseling and testing clinic
clients longe)ooscmamen who have had sex men. Data col-
lected include recent sexual behavior and indicators of attitudes,ea, Knowledge and beliefssurrounding
sex, drugs and AIDS.

Besutts: Data from 517 men who completed both questionnaires are included. We found that 26% of
respondents Inprotected anal sex at followup. (We ringed thane moropanaus
relationshipswithIkaserostatuepartpartners). FiveindependentDeeetoebattecater prodators jentified
are shown below, Initlal unsafe behavior was strongest . other predictors were
significant after controlling for inital risk. These algnificances held up in a split sample analysis.

 

intlat unsafe be! 3.08 1.93, 4.91

risky sex as low risk 1.93 0.32, 11.7
Believes AIDS wil be curable 1.85 1.19, 2.87
History of drug or alcohol 214 1.43, 3.20
H of unsafe sex with drugs or al 63 1.65, 4.1

Ici
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Fttirae TO CHANGE oonPERCEIVED CHANGE AND
REPORTED CHANGE:

Higgins, Donna bes Galevocti,Toh O'Reilly, K.R.*,
Sheridan, J.**, AIDS Community Demonstration
Projeceta*, acentare forDisease Cont:

*Professional Managene:
examine the correlationbetween reported intentions to

trol, Atlanta, GA, USA,

ciates, Rockville, MD, USA
Objective: To
change, perceptstions of change, and actual reported behavior change in a
cohort of gay
Methods: 209 gaymen completed a pese (Tl) and a six month follow-up
CT2) questionnaire on their HIV risk behavior, knowledge, attitudes, and
beliefs. Intended behavior change|at Tl, perception of per x change
at T2, and actual reported behavior at T2 were crosa-ta to see

whether subjects who inte to fe at Tl andspercetvedthat they

d a

don self-report (2=3.22, p<.05). Subjects
t t a perception of change at

partners at T2 (z=1.7/1, n.s.).

behavior may inaccurate measures of actual behavior c

Intentions to change, however, are consistPigcorrelated with reported
behavior change, suggesting that intervention med at changing stated
intentions may be useful first steps in Teflneneiog behavior change.

M.D.P.34 SAFE AND UNSAFE SEX AMONG HOMOSEXUAL MEN IN THE NETHERLANDS
. Tielman, Robert A.P. * and Polter, S. *,

Gay and Lesbian Studies Department of the University of Utrecht, The Nether-
lands

Objec! . To investigate sexual behavior of homosexual men in the Nether-
oiene knowledge aboutHIV and AIDS, and their attitudes concerning
safer sex and AIDS pre

Methods. A cohort of readersof the largest Dutch gay paper 'De GAY Krant'
and activists of the gay movement was investigated at the beginninng of
1986,1987, 1988 and 1989. 522 men returned at least three questionnaires.

ple regression analysis was made on having anogenital sex.
Results No significant differences were found between the activists and
on-activists in

 

 

using a condom at during the last si tt] a retu g
t sti e we 48% in 1986 to 26% in 1988. main factors
correlated with continuing having anogenital sex in 1986 and 1988 a
having 01) or a st ly open

ital sex to the real sex'
pe 1), being homosexually active for a shorter period

(0.10, pé0.05). Conclusion. Dutch homosexual men are well informed aboutsafer
sex and tend to act accordingly. Those continuing having anogenital sex tend
to have steady relationshipa.

M.D.P.36 |KNOWLEDGE, BELIBFS, ATITTUDES AND BEHAVIOUR ABOUT
mere AIDS IN THE 147020’ AGE GROUP. EVALUATION OF AN

EDUCATIONALPROGRAM
Sen.f.SenDern,BGAAIDSZen TeteWHO.

Qbiective:To assess the KNOWLEDGE, BELIEFS, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR of
N=770 Students from a vocational schoolcenter in Beto,-W. They are involved in a special

[program to inform on AIDSby special trained teachers.
liKnowsedgealabout transmission,aEu,use of condoms” attitudes, beliefs and

were collected by a qI with standardised and. open questions
tree0)fourWe72) andsix month(Sep.88) after(n=431) the lessons.
Results; After pian l very high
level of i nt n

factors to prevent HIV-tnPtOn Te proposed‘cheergSrenlighteament, measures of
repressive control. Al >90% the studen: sexual education <2% had learned to
speak about feelingsanand emotions related . voxel Students would not isolate
HIV

confidence

e: he after the ATNS inf, 1 4 ah hich level of
AIDS information and Competence. Tr a
and parmership, and about AID: as a social pollen Theappa of personal pre-
vention' is necessary, b it is closing the gap b he preventive information given
D: P FE 8
Le h aad " 11 3 vu RE
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SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR AND HIV RELATED KNOWLEDGE/AMONG
A RANDOM SAMPLE OF YOUNG POPULATION OF ITALM.D.P.37

*D'Arcangelo E°*., De Candido D”, Della Giusta G."", Liseo B.”” ,
Pezzotti PF. al. oes
Istituto Sober di Sanita, Rome Italy, University of Rome, Rome, Italy, Pragma-
INRA me,italy.

Objectives. To quantify sexua! activity and behaviour and to determine HIV related
knowledge.
Methods. A random sample of young population (age 16-30) was selected using a nested

pling procedure. Nine local authorities (Comuni), three each for Northern, Central and
Southern Italy and, for each
$0,000; 50,001-500,000; >500,000) we:
etropoli urban and rural areas. Arandom sam)

the selec!ted loccal authorities (LA
letter, mentioningthebro:ad scope of the researc!
initiative selected individuals. Each ail was
speci ily tine|interviewers who paneim out a stru tered questio.

completion. ‘he key questions were: at first sexual intercourse, num!mbers
aN gitrerens time périods, use ofcondoms, koowledge‘about HIV transmission and

rugs.
1,450 individuals were contacted. Valid questionnaires were obtained in 1,044, with

an overallallTesponse rate 72%. Analysis is not yet completed and will be presented at the
Confere

The good response rate suggests that the population in Italy is prepared to

answer questions about their sexuallifestyle.

M.D. P.39 GAY TDENTIPICATTON INFLUENCES THE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL USE ON

arsask
Peterson, Peggy »ein

University of Prosat Birmingham, arteMe Illinois at Chicago, USA

y males’ shift toward safe sex is often actributed to their identification
y ch promotesSonyge in contrast to rerug

y gay"males slip from sate exon
ven the importance of€

> while ProLAINEFaute
This

g gay eau

sex norms, may als
process may differ by levels of gay identification.

jective. xemine the
oebehavior.

a larg 
 
use in multiple gay settings, and not primarily the bar. In contrast, for
evsdentitied respondents, AIDS risk behavior was stongly related to bar-

god:
Gonciuston. Alcohol continues ta be an important risk factor for unsaf

ong gay men. Further, such risk factors operate differently forthose with
different levels of gay identity. understanding and/or pre’ ing
AIDS risk behavior requires that specific cultural features of t
community be examined.

Travailleurs de la santé
Health Care Workers

M D P. 41 EAN DeAND SERVICES: GLOBAL NETWORK:

ANDREE, MORISSETTE, M.R.
NTION AND TESTING

-TYPE APPROACH

TEAM, QUEBEC CITY, Qc, CANADA

Objective: To make accessible medical and psychosocial services in order t
de persons concernea by HIV infection and AIDS with quality services.

vethode: 1. Setting up of a gener network working

in the public and private sectore.
 

Selection according to interest,

operation methods

(confidentiality) » Main approach: e and post-test counselling, coded on-
te sampling, medical followap peychowocial referral. 2. Setting up of

in the public and private
sectors. Priority interventions: snatvidual consultations, support grou

for se: sitive persons, case management Professional expertise: social

wor! sychologists, sexologists. 3. of medical and
al intervening parties, information to target groups,

interventions , health education. Access to services through
Info-Health (24 hr. hot line).

 Results: After one year: 1. Staff: 35 physicians, 7 social workers, 2
2 psychologists, 3 nurses, distributed across 18 rvice
Achievements: to the medic:points. . 227 referrals 31 network by{Info

Health, 22 gq meetings ( tive persons), 85 terviews
(psycho! si education, . ions made to the
media, 33 presentations (lectures, conferences).

Conclusion:athe "natwo:ee team is operational. Offered services aim at

reaching target groups help them to reduce their risk factors and to
support them in what er:are experiencing.
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PEER NORMS FOR SAFER SEX AS A PREDICTOR OF SEXUAL RISK
BEHAVIORS TN A COHORT OF GAY MEN
Exner, Theresa M., Heyer-Banipares H.F.L., Gruen, R.S.,

Ehrhardt, ha, and Gorman,

HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies; “New York State Psychiatric
Institute; Columbia University, New York, SA.

that positive peer no: for safer sex

te Prh sexual risk reduction. mestudy 100ked at sonal risk
rs as a function of perceptions of peer norms for safer sex

ects are primarily waiteand middle class; target

M.D.P.38

nt evidence suggests

sample of gay men. Subjec
ages: 19-60years.
Method. Subjects provided adetailed sexual history, and completed a self

nouns regarding safer sex, modeled sa:afte:

Fishbein’ s“theeory Of reaso:Soned|ac
Results. Preliminary eyes (70) indicate that approximately 74% of
the cohort engaged rtners. Rates of at least 0: 

sexual activities, even in a sample|of gay men

Failureoe peer norms redict un

activity may be related torentesnetdence ofsuch activity among monoga-

mous men me.025).

M.D.P.AQ KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE AND PRACTICE RELATING TO AIDS AMONG A
FANDOM PLE OFowUDENTSATAPARIS UNIVERSITY,

JuanMenares°, P. Echev: A sari’, F. Lepont*, J. Chwalow*, S. Lesieur’ e
ai. “INSERM U263, Université Paris7. 2, pl. Jussieu, 75251 PARIS. Cedex os.
FRANCE. ** INSERM U2, Viliejuif, FRANCE

Objective: To provide a database on perception and reaction of beginning vented
students with regard to the AIDS epkdemic in ordre to develop a continuously a
program of informatio:

: Aoned ve tandom sampie Inciuding 671 male and female, 17-22arenos
seif-administered anonymous questionaire expioring, th

temsoowedge,aS.and practica with regard to health in generalsorely

se rate was 98%. Lass than 5% of questions were unanswered.
Questions concerning sexual practice have same response rate as those concerning

ge an s. Students are e quality control of condoms. While
58 % say that they iknow that condoms, without reference to quality, reduce the pi of
getting ADS.this frequency fises to 92% when the condom proposed has the quality
control seai. While 72ot the students actualiy plan to use condoms, only 49% of
questions concerning epractical use of condoms were correctly answered by those
students having sexuai intercourse and only 4 fonts say that they really use i
(26%msporadically, 14% systematicaly). .These tatter figures do not differ Botwaen

and femares nor P with mor

than nthree sexual partners.
Conclusion: À proposed program of information should include a whoily explict
explanation about the practical use ofcondoms. A pilot programam is to be proposed fo
adoption after discussion with den about specifk: sensitization and motivation.

OVERESTIMATIONS OF FISK FOR OCCUPATIONAL Hi
ASAa!FACTOR WITHIN AIDS-HIV EDUCATION AND "CARE

Margaret M, Bartnof, HS.Ficarratte, T.J.. Zegans, |.S., Ziegler,
$=Une el ation,San Francisco Schoo! of ‘Medicine USA

M.D.P.42

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obiective.
aH

Method.

performing CPR {including mouth-to-
i AIDS pati ;

mouth) with @ person with AIDS}. hem: pl nd nursi

unre jery Low Risk’ (<1
me
Füsk” (0); V

in 500.000); Lou Aa{in 20000: Moderais Rein500gh Rikin00 VeryHighGa(>in5)
 

 joyed.
points in time: upon matriculation and following # 10 week, 19 hour AIDS elective courses. Resuhs. The majority of
students igniti i i HW i ientific. and the
 

e demented. Of note, i
{and untortunately, “

at likely to overestimate risk. in fact, resutts trom

muhipleregression analyses indicated thatthe best predictor of negative AIDS attudes(including professional resistance

notsignificantly altered by traditions! educational iervertioe“een UE further administration snd

attendance to the

# AIDS education.
 

and application of suchknowled; i <
atiention paid to those issues germane 10 fer of contagion.
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M.D.P.43 308RELATED STRESS AMONG HIV-ANTIBODY TEST COUNSELORS
Fagi E.* whacentersvtorbiasinetenertyatianta,ck, peprodens F.

*#California State University, Beach, ERUsA

a9sasess determinants and levels of stress counselors.
y 1987, aquestionnaire desi ed to measureÉIDS/HIVcelated

telpanoptniqe counse redb avior, counselor stress, and
reeseifactors was self-admin:ister a 43013 of all HIV counselors
in counseling and testing sites in C.

bee ondents tended to be fenale 62%), white (82%), college
educated (97%), and generally scored wellteDwledge questlons. lender

es, and vi eer versus paid stat:as were not
a with differences in ElouleageababoutKESEnr chometriShe

erties were evaluated for the kn onbach
.58) and streess items ronbaches Sipe=

a

counselor age, couns
city, yeare of education, or score on the fin

porreed by counselors who erceived less
Le 002). Also, the

t from the idainleerator, e higher the level of
tresa (tr = eros, 166, 005).

ouns!elors experience’varrieat
‘counseli and perceived support’

stress mediators ch may be

reported 6:

ddnfnigerdcore,8288 by
rom administrators, snggest:

used to target interventi » Snezesting

COLLABORATIVE EVALUATION STUDY OF AIDS TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR

WOMEN'S HEALTH PROVIDER:

Sharen I.*; Drucker, E.**;

M.D.P.45
kakk

Gillette, P.***; Sacks, H.sharenL.
aNYC Dept. of Health, NYC, NY, US. 4x]*Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, NY,

US. **ASUNY Health° Science Center at Brooklyn, NY #*Mt Sinai Medi-
» USA.cal center, NYC, NY

Objective. To develop, implement andresette Amps preining programs for
health care providers of inner-cit omen, so AIDS educ:cartons Prevention

and counseling can be incorporated tate rou!tinee women's hea’

‘hree NYC teaching hospitals have been selected
ea

Trvice:
to conaace training

programs for a total of 750 women'
dd 1

know.

ovider tr:
tee

L

e these services
sa ni

whether provider training has an effect on the knowledge of AIDS

reduction practices among inner-city women who voluntarily seek health care.

THE KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY
VIRAL (HIV) INFECTLON AMONG HEALTH WORKERS (HCW) INM.D.P.47

CARE

EACHING AND NON-TEACHING HOSPITALS IN JAMAICA

Fitzroy A. Orrett; P. Prab! r
Department of Microbiology, University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica, W.I.

 
Ae red Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is now evolving into 2 global

epidemic affecting a wide cross section of the world'spopulation. Public
education on AIDS in Jamaica began in April 1987. mown case of HIV in-
fec lealth Care Workers ) s been repor ci n thete

ther ha bi
the understanding of HIV infections in Health Care Workers in J.

The aim of we study therefore, was to assess the knowledge and understand-
ing of H.C.W. on HIV transmission and isolation and precaution toponsatin
tuted for control of HIV infection and also, to ascertain whether
differences in knowledge existed between H.C.W. of teaching and non-reaching
hospitals. A to f 650 questionnaires were
hospitals - (
res

re: ings and misconceptions wer ted

responses ob jolation precautions which received low scoreswe 302)
for both teaching and non-teaching hos“eeals

0 difference in the knowledge of HIV
ind donteachinng hospital, and a urgent need

for a comprehensive approach to education of HCW on prevention and control of

HIV infection in Jama:
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M.D.P.44
Tombotos ,

J.**, and Elinson, J.* co tos
“Newyork ay Dept. ofHealth, **Columbia University, New York, New York

examine the relationship between physician knowledge
tudes, peorpcharacteristics and AIDS prev

e interviews of a represen
care Stele”in New
gititudes monee1

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS’ KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND
WILLINGNESS TO TREAT AIOS PATIENTS

*; Stoneburner, R.*, Gemson, D**,

a tat Steepwi se logistic regression
mated the adjusted odds ra 105 “between physician

characteristics and willingness to treat AIDS patients shownbelow.
dddsRatio

 
Age <= 40 yea 3. 7 1.95-5.47
practice Internal Medicine -29 1.53-3.42
igh AID: ge 2 1.59-6.51

Libéral Pott tical Ortentat 1.15-2.65
*Physicians' race and attitudes towards homosexuals were not retained

in therte lostic model when controlling for variables shown above.
nary data suggest that physician age, speciaality, lev

of knowledge and politcal orientation are associated with willingness”to
treat AIDS patien

M D P 46 THE NEEDS OF PERSONS LIVING WITH AIDS
aere Nena Nera, M.Sc.S.W., C.S.W., Social Services

visor, Federal Centre for AIDS, Health and
Welfare Canada, Ottawa, Canada

needs assessment study was conducted across Ç°anada to
aentsy and prioritize the major palliative care ne of
person: living with AIDS,

were

ineluded ed hospitals, 28

um to this devastating disease.
is study has major implications in the development

expansion of Canada‘'a present health care system.

M.D.P.48 tract oF rps woRKSHOP ON KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES IN HEALTH
CARE WORKERS
Christie, Grania; Zazayokwe, M.; Sher, R.;

AIDS Training and Information rentre, South *african TatinPr0Medical
Research, Johannesburg, South Afri.

OBJECTIVE. To determine the state of and change in health care workers (HCW)
knowledge and attitude towards HIV infection and AIDS after attending a
workshop,

Sees-naetwo-day wi

 
orkshops were held for HCW from different population

8 1988. The vorkshore addressed the natural history, transmission
and prevention of infection, psycho-social aspects and counselling. The

information was presented using a combination of diaactic sessions, audio-

visual mamaterial, role plays, group activities and discussion.
+participants completed a pre and post-test questionnaire designed to ellicit

attitudes to: ards ovle £ the disease. The ionnai
ysed compari:ng(1) knowledge before and after the workshop, "ana (2) the

RESULTS. Signi owledge and attitudes before
and after the workshop. The majority of vespondents lacked basic knowledge

i ner attitudes changed with more knowledge
decreased significan’

ults of this Study confirm that workshops p:romote
knowledge, improve attitudes and thereby assist HCW in providing optimal

are ients and dissemenating education for prevention of HIV infection
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M.D P. 49 EXPERTENCE WITHesa AMONG 3500 ZAIRIAN HEALTH M.D.P.50 Aer Seeeregherh:Bittiteat,VitantVeeresukontB.wkh

WORKERS, 1987
.,e+, Haegetg ze «,**, Lusakulira N +,

  a Tv
Puibli.Health, Kinshasa, Zaire

++ Tulane University, New Orleans, USA

Qbiective, To determine the current level of AIDS experience
anong health vorkers (HW) throughout Zaire.

urveyed 3462 physicians, nurses, health facility
workers, seununity RW €:

.4 tot 0:

f ail
these personnel (especially physicians) favor informing a
patient of hie HIV(+) or AIDS status, and 62% favor informing
the family. Hovever, only 6% of AIDS cases and 2 % of their

informing gages

gan be found throughout Zaire.
generally no
titudes of HW toward AIDS cases must be addressed to ensure a
more positive role of HW in AIDS education activities

GENERAL PRACTITIONERSAND MANAGEMENTOF HiIV INFECTION
M.D.P.51 # Landmmana, Fagnant F%, AJ.

* INSERM U263, Paris ice des ados.intectoses,
Hôpital Bichat, Paris, Frans,ee INSERM U240, Paris,

vey current S among Gi n relationsc ing
for the presence of HIV and in relation to the management of HIV infection in
asymptomatic, seropositive

estionnaire was malled to all sentinel GPs (n-500) of ine French
Commurcable Diseases Network (1% sample, representative of GPs in Fra }.

and follow-up of patients, personal methods|or obtaining information‘outthe disease,
HIV antibodytesting and their strategies for managementof HIV inf
Results: The response rate was 78%. wiethe context of their medical practice, 57%
said that they were affected by the subject of HIV infection. while 29% were already

infected individual. 97% of these GPs thought that it was useful for them to
nts. 66% considered these patients to be a normal part of the practice

-of medi a GP. 38% ined that theydidid not have enough intormanon to do this.
20% of these GPs had reservations about caring for an infected patient and 3% expressed
fear of contagion. T as a positive relationship between having reservationsabout

atment and the parception of the lack of information (p < 0.05). 9% of GPs had no
ne attitude tow: ing and ae waited for patients to request the

HIV testing was system: ia GPs in the case of premarily proposed by 52%
sersening, by 45% for erent patients, by 37% for IV drug users, by 30% for

; The better ‘afore a GPIs, the more fkely he is to have a positive attitude
towards prevention and care HIV infection. HIV testing is more often proposed by GPs
when the subject‘8 not ‘a ono at risk (i.e. premarital or prenatal screening).

M D P 53 ACCESS TO DENTAL CARE IN THE SAN FRANCISCO AIDS
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH HORT.

guire, B.; Sumser, J. and Coates, T.
University of Calif‘ornia, San Francisco, California, United States.

Press accounts in recent yearshee reported cases of dentists refusing
f

of men with HIV disease. or at
se has been denied dental treatment,

sharioral Research Cohort were surveyed is
November 1988. s been surveyed annualiy since 1984 ti
track theirreactions to the HIV demic. The response rate was approximately
70% (n=

5 respondents (1.5%) reported having been res from a dental
Practice in "the pas 16% said they
would not inform ner dentist if they were HIV positive. myee half (56%)
indicated they would freely volunteer the information to their dentist. he
remainder said they would disclose theires under certain conditions, eg. if
oral manifestations of the disease were pre:

The low prevalence of deniaat"of care suggests that dentists in this
community have respon ed well to the needs of this population. _The relative

ect strong state
and locai pat|safeguarding confidentiality and prohibiting discrimination and the
relatively positive response of San Francisco to the epidemic.
This study was|supported by NIMH & NIDA Center grant #MH42459.

lalongkorn University Hospital, **Center for AIDS Research*Chu.
and Education, Thai Red Cross Society, ***National Statistical Office Bangkok:
THAI
Objective. To asseas the knowledge, attitude and practice concerning AIDS

among Thai1 healtheare workers (HCW) in order to find out the basis for their
fears and the means to min:ayoesuch7fe
Methods. questionnaire surve: cted in 274 HCW in 3 hospitals
Bangkok during Auguat-“septemberise Swenty-etaht percents ofthe subjects
thought thatneyhave alre: dent
Results. 1. Kn ge: Aloe a quarter of theow
very little about“ADS. e misunderstanding w nly ti of

nemissionwith body fluids and the uncereeinly abou the cetacey Of HIV
inactivation ProcedureBe

7 Attitude: More than half of the HCW stated that they rather pre-
ferred staying away from HIV patients because of the fear of contracting the
disease which they partly blamed the inadequate facilityprovided by t

teed thatreyknew

hospital.
3. Practice: To make the HCW feel more comfortable in caring for HIV

patients, they requested more frequentt lectures and information distributions
particularly the measures to prevent nosocomial infection. They also
quested free anti-HIV screening for themselves as well as better patient care
facilité
Conclusion. ults from thia study can used as the background informa-Res: be
tions for every effort to improve the attitude and the quality of patient
care in countries whereSE infection just emerges and resources are limited.

M. D. P,52 WOULD PATIENTS SWITCH PHYSICIANS IF THEIR DOCTOR
WERE HIV POSITIVE?

guire, B.; Hulley, S. and Coates
University of California at San Francisco,‘San Francisco, California,nid States.

Qbiective, To ascertain patients’ perceptions ofaw in physicians’ offices,
including their reactions to physicians with HIV dis

Telephone interviews were conducted inJay and August 1988 with
2000 English-speaking, United States adults using a representative national

rythreepyt of the respondents considered it likely that patients
n HIV infected physician. Forty-five percent believed that

a
D

they would find another physician if they believed their doctor were treating
people wvith HIV disease. Patients who said they would find another physician

ended to believe that the virus could be transmitted from an infected physician
to patie:

Patients are concerned about the presence of HIV in their doctors’
offices and have misconceptions about he likelihood of transmission which should
be addressed by public education program:
Funded by NIMH & NIDA #MH42459 andthe Universitywide Task Force on AIDS.

M.D.P.54 FEAR OF CONTAGION IN HOME HEALTH AIDES:

 

ACOMMUNITY SURVEY

Meisenhelder, Janice Bell, New England D Hospital, Boston, MA, U.S.A.

_. Objectives: determine tential for orscarcity of home health aides (HHA)
toearcare irpersons withmine;(PWA), and perceived reasons for this deficit.

community telep!hone survey was conducted to the majority of
proprie! agenciesinone fe area. A total of 31 agencies qualified for the
roeae the apestionsF'The persom in charge

ys uringsuperior, was sced tires queions 1) Are you having difficulty
do youanticipate having difficul to care forPWA'S? 2)foiy

0 into the homes of PWAs? 3) Would a continuing edu
progamorHHA on infection be useful to your age:

ts: Difficulty finding HEA willing to SEOUTy

T- DON'TKNOW

anticipatingdifficulty 9 2
Thematic analysis of answers to second estion showed a fear ofcontagion

among HHA’s. Contributing factors commonly identified i ethnic and
of HHA, family pressure, and ignorance. Five de supervisorsEl

si that education alone was not the answer. The interviewssuggested
srmomphere which either contributed to or ameliorated fear, whi coincideswith

snConclusion ome health ies may have difficulty mee!eting increasing needs of
PWASpersonalhome se to the CulCultural,social, as well as educational factors

719
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M D P 55 HEALTH WORKERS AND AIDS: KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND M D.P.56 PeprsoneSTEREDNURSESAYAMoaaieooneeeeaps
EXPERIENCES AS DETERMINANTS OF ANXIETY. ; Maki, M."*; Willenbring, Kand Henry, Kt

Fouchard, Jan*; Krasnik, A.**, Bayer, T.#* and Keiding, N.**. Department of "Medicine and “*Infection Control, Si ji

* Statens Serum Institut, Copenhagen, Denmark, ** University of Copenhagen, Denmark. Medical School, $1. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.

Objective. Research and case reports have demonstrated insufficient knowledge, Objective. °

negative attitudes and anxiety related to HIV/AIDS among health professionals. This Methods. inSeptember 1987

study has been carried out to identify possible determinants of anxiety in order to care teaching hospital and its associated cinics. y inch : ich q
establish educational programmesfocusing on factors relevant for reducing anxiety Basuts. we 76%
enimproving professional behavi ’ Oe specitically 40%bel alien tha rien à incu 87%
 ethods: A random sample pote of 2561 Danish medical doctors, nurses and

nurse aids received a mailed questionnaire on anxiety related to AIDS care and Thoughonly i

experiences, knowledge and attitudes regarding gay men and HIV/AIDS. spital about "catching AIDS" at work,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results: The responses (749%) have been analysed by multiple logistic regression based i 4 gave “fear of AIDS

on a mode! suggesting a hierarchy of causal dependencies where anxiety is assumed to While 86% oi it ole in cari ients, 25% indi y to.

be a response to all the JJ remaining variables. The results of the analysis à

demonstrating a major influence of attitudes towards HIV-infected persons and gay Conclusion, A total Ih i ion, thelr knowlege

men on anxiety will be presented. Implications for education and psycho-social

support of health care workers will be discussed. ¢ but

M.D.P.57 DEEELATED KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIOR M.D0.P.58 ERRTTETUDE AND CONCERNS OF HOSPITAL STAFF ABOUT ATDS
. F INTERNISTS AND SURGEONS: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS oe Gallop, Ruth; Taerk, G.; Lancee, W.J.; Coates,R.; Fanning, M.

Campbell, S.*; Eyer, S.°* and Willenbring, K.* and Keatings, M. University of Toronto, ‘Toronto,
Surgery", St y i

School, St. Paul, Minnesota,U.S.A. This paper will report on phase I of a studyof hospital staff designed to
test various interventions directed at improving the empathic care of staff

Objective, it attitudes, working with AIDS patients. In phase I, a 52 question survey (Pringle et
and behaviors between surgeons and internists. al, 1986) of approximately 1050 staff was tes (200physPhysicians [DR],In September li . rurses, technologists related clini services [NU] and 150
teaching . ing A behaviors, attitudes, i staff[AD). Data was analysed within 5 factors: Knowledge;
homophobia, and homosexualbias. attitudes about hamosexuality; screening: concerns about contagion; and the
Boauits. interni ¢ ; 48%) resp Threeof the Ms need for isolation. On average health professionals knew the correct

The | vs 40.0; p =.062), and for 68% of the knowledge questions (DR~71%, NU-65%, AD-68%). All groups
059). i appeared comfortable with homosexuality, although findings within specific

014). ir atti items question this espoused camfort. For example, 26% of DR, 29% of NU and
h ality (p ignite i The i 21% of AD indicated they would prefer to take care of a patient who had

i i A i contracted AIDS by a transfusion. of DR, 34% of NU and 26% of
(p = .088)tha 15/34;‘ips +030) AD ‘expressed concern about. their ability to be empathic to a gay AIDS patient.
and tthay bad mareston cued for meee sah ADS (61/67; 22/34; p = .005). SGa were much mo Attitudes towards isolation were mixed. Half of the group

isolation, 38% of DR and 24% of AD. Over half supported screeni DS
with patients {p <.001). A i ing 63% of NU, 54% of DR and 53% of AD. Forty percent of NU, 37% of DR and 17%

al i i inori [ 01} y of AD ieved staff should have the right to refuse to care for a patient
the SGs and 28% i 09). with AIDS. Higher knowl levels are significantly associated with lower
Consiusions. i levels of concerns re isolation and ion. It can be conjectured that

i cons: y higher proportion of NU in the groups is a reflection
address these issues. of the more direct care or contact component of the subjects work. Finally

findings will be compared with 2 other hospital surveys conducted by this

M.D. P,59 KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES OF RURAL M.D.P.60 STAFFRTENGWITH“HIV SPECTRUM ‘PATIENTS

PAGES PHYSICIANS CONCERNING AIDS . ; $a.
Smith, M. U.*, Godeau, R. E.*, and Katner, Harold P.* University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida, USA

sMercer University School of Medicine, Macon, Georgia, USA,, “Central Georgia biecti To determine levels of staff discomfort and reasons for

Reha Hospital, Macon, ga, USA discomfort in working with various types of patients, including those
Obj . To assess the AlDS-related knowledge and attitudes of the active physician and within the HIV spectrun.
eeremployees ofa nualrural tertiary carecopia theSouthern US, to Healy Method. 643 workers in Florida comity mental health centers ani drug
correlates of negative feelings toward AIDS patients and abuse programs were surveyed regarding their attitudes and knowledge
rors pareogng bere randomly slid 1%(340oftheDope about AIDS. ‘The questionnaire included a section on level of

employees were asked complete an anonymous .
knowledge about AIDS, fear ofcontagion, and responses to and attitudes toward AIDSpatients. and reasonsfor discomfort in working with1aaneore

te i " study found that staff would
PATPrPienefntFeepapaient care. 87% of both pphysicians and with HIV positive individuals. Statistical analyses demonstrated that
non-physicians reported that they disliked caring for AIDS patients either tely or hesitance was greater among mental health staff, compared with drug abuse
intensely. 93% of both groupefelt they have a righttodemand that be informed when a staff. In , mental health staff indicated relatively greater
patient AIDS or ts suspe having AIDS { . discomfort working and . For both staf:should have the option of fusing to for AIDS patient penalty.” 45% of MD's /

ra agreed that thes wouldnot touch bn AIDS patientif theysould cantly it. groups, working with HIV-infected patients resulted in greater discomfort
120s ofMB's 4/17 of nonMie reported being “fal t go patient's room.” 36% than working with . Providing services to AIDS patients
of MD’ of ta} and369% of non-MD'sreported: having frie express viewed as more than working withany other ao

tting AIDS them. physician i Im about getting hrough casual contact hae net been d ted. 21% of child molesters. ts indicate that fear contagion y

physicians indicated knowing more about AIDS had not made them more comfortable ware41lness, IV use and patients, aL
‘working with AIDS patients. Fear of contagion was significantly correlated with negative with terminal . drug . mabers, and its

toward AIDS te (r=.59: p=.0001), and employees who are involved in direct . these staf: ’
patient care were significantly less to report fear of contagion (Chi square, p=.04). primary basis in unrealistic fears, point to the need for additional

ris attitu ofpeer goadknowledge aboutAIDS. Fearof training in AIDS/HIV issues for mental health and substance abusephysicians o nerally knowledge about x
contagion was correlated negative at! tudestoward AIDS patients and direct care givers caregivers
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M.D.P.61 MANALYSIS OF NURSE-AIDS PATIENT VERBAL INTERACTION BY THE SAVI"

Jucir® ; Moriya, 1.4.° and Carvalho, £.C.

* University of So Paulo, Ribeirao Preto ~ $io Paulo - Brazil

Objectives: To deter:rmine the time nurses spend with an AIDS patient

ego"predominantly uttered by the pair using the System of bas af Yerbal Interaction.

SAYI)
Method: Three nurses and 3 AIDS patients admitted to a Large Brazilian hospital were observed

he verbal episodes of the pair were recorded with paper

o 3 referees trained to divide the episodes into

 

es werepresent forLA einutes(3.38%),
tes (21.13%), a weaber was with

nurses, the 5

pic Questions 66 (23.50%); Question
and Positive lenteorcement 21 G,744). me patientsutterreg157

units,in interaction with nurses and other professionals of nursing. mos!

Response Narrow 327 (23.73%); Quiet 228 (16.55%); Personal sharing 151 Go,96%); Description 148
(0.74%); Topic destins 128 (9.29%).
Conclusion: th spent littie time with the patient, considering the sultipticity af her

functions. The catteqeries uttered by nurse and patient during this period showed cleer

interaction with openings for a dialogue and without negative categories indicating hostility,

affect, defense etc.

M.D.P.63
Assessment of Nursing Home Preparation for Long-Term

Care of Persons with HIV Infection

nek, Midweat AIDS Training and Education Center, University of
unieoT Chicago, U.S.A.

Objective: Areas with increasing incidence ofay and AIDS require a
continuum of community based and reaidentia. rvices, yet nuraing home:

have been slow to respond to the epidemic. This study Javeatigaced activity
8 c f education

thods jonym mail questionnaires g forced-choice and open-ended

questions sent to all Chicago and a amp‘Y surrounding fac: hees
Results: 65 homes completed anonymou! surveys about attit: and
activities related to AIDS/HIV. Fhile 10‘reported applications of persons

IDS residents, with forty percent reporting
dentifies difficulties,in serving

with reimbursement rating as t e greatest problems

honesreperted they would

engage in preparatory activities related to care =for PYA'S, t

dearth of receptive facilities. Education and social policy interventions
are indicated to improve the available resources for long-term care of PWAs.

M.D.P.65 HEASURING ATTITUDES ABOUT AIDS AMONG PUBLIC HEALTH PERSONNEL USING THE
SEMAKTIC DIFFERENTIAL TECHNIQUE

signant, Yvest-2; Adrien, 4,13; Ste-Mar
Community Health DepattaentsHantreal General Hospital, spaiversitt de Montréal, *NcGill
University: Montréal, Québec, C.

Objective. To develop a questionnaire rareattitudes about AIDS and related phenomena and
to evaluate such attitudes in public health personnel.
Nethods. Twenty-eight adjective pairs were selected to represent 5 disensions: evaluative,

Five categories of objects were evaluate + AID » persons

by 79 subjects working in a Montréal coæsunity health department, Adjective pairs with low
j elisinated and ‘actor analysis identified salient dimensions and corresponding

adjecti
Results.“Tu correlated (r=+0,385) dinensions were identified: one evaluative and one rapresen- 
ting “perceived responsibility’; each was composed of 3 adjective pairs and Cronbach's alpha
was 0,962 for the first dimension and 0, r the second, Possible results ranged frou 3
(negative) to 21 (positive) with 12 being the neutral point. ore negative affects were
associated with AIDS itself (5,0) FY abstinence a nei rotection (7,2).
Positive affacts were noted only for sexual faithfulness (14,5). Perce
posit for all protection means (eran of 17,2) and slightly negative for behaviors associated
ith ay transnission (nean of9,

show that the “questionnaire is gite and that it discriminates well
te attitudes towards risk behaviors and protective behaviors. thoentic differential
s thus a valid method for measuring attitudes Hatissues related ti

M.D.P.62 COUNSELING PROFESSIONALS WITHIY MERE AGE RER

deCanranisPL,MD, Dansky S. CSW.™*,RodiRodriguez G., CS.
Laviena L,, Phd.*, Madera Inez, RN., BS.*, Visconti E., M.D.°*,Diet A. MD

CiC®, Cohen C, BS, Shea K, BS.N.°*
* Sunset Park FamilyCiCenter of the Lutheran Medical Center, Brooklyn, N.Y., USA
** Lutheran Medical Center, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

Objective: To establish an effective counseling service specifically developed
 

 
 

 

 

 

profession: the HIVvirus. Theyshould

but also allays fe ich i f pi By exploring
knowledge, d as other i

Pre and post HIV test counseling
guidelines were Sloped apeciticaly tor the health care professional.
Hanoi Erployes ElsiSerienotedof al blood and bodyudexposures inthe hosp

health professional worker is questioned as to the extent of blood exposure. Those who have been
AnHIVBEtrehennbcereIVaeréti

bloodtest is offered, and isscheduled with the same counselor. A medical

Results i i afhis progr vantcop
d i hinkin They

Lane Doitcone anHV a deed te: jtbe pa ming iVen poses op greater sensitivity on

 

Infection co i i i d
future patient care.

M.D. P.64 AIDS MINI-SURVEY ON ATTITUDES, BELIEFS AND KNOWLEDGE
SONG|DENTAL PROFESSIONALS IN METROPOLITAN MONTREAL

M5 ard, R. an s,£. Department ofevy,M.;

Community Health,SeLuc Hospital, Montréal, Québec, CANADA

This preliminary study was conducted toassess current concerns regardin:
AIDS among dental professionals. A ems questionnaire was di stributed

dentists, non vacci HB associat ower utilisation o
loves (p=0.03 Fisher's exact test). This survey shows that dental profes-

sionals are concerned wi S, owever some encies on =
dge and the application of infection control measures are appart

larger survey involving a representative sample from the provinceoF“quebec
is being conducte:

M.D.P.66 WIV-PAUTENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR GENERAL PRACTITIONERS.
ues MichaelH,_Koghen”, J. Hasford”* and the Munich/Berlin Clinica} AIDS-Group.

General Practitioner, ““aionetric Center for Therapeutic Studies, Munich/W-Germany.

the number of people infected w“e the Human ImmunodettctencyVirus (HIV) grows genera’

itiesaeare penisaie in Ir care. We studied patten

udes towards

interviewed unsel mépris
in Munich and West-Berlin. With the he ructured

their and their GPs‘ demographic data, wince of msg,es knowledge of and a

of s office and otlevel of the doctor's

and 153 agresed to interview.

lents were mele, 13% female; 65% were between 20 and 40 yrs of age. 604 of the pat-

nehomo- or bisexual men intravenous TVDA), 12% hewophitiacs. One third of these
HIV-1 suffered from AIDS. phwere diet with a GP whose specialty was internal medicine

in 42%manefamtly medicine in 32%. Only in the GP's office, 35% in the clinic and 16% in

snonymous test-sites of the public healthtee.

id

‘tents’ perception of bo welofof euot attitude, knowledge

‘ingly good. ithe the GP-office a popular place for initial destinàmanyeas

infected persons feel themselves in wood leewath‘etn family doctors.
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HIV-RELATED PROBLEMS FACING GENERAL PRACTITIONERS (GP}IN BELGIUM.
7 rk fvontss, Buntinx F.9% and Sweetler
t Institute of Tropical Medicine, fntwrrp, Belgiue and 9 Scientific College of

General Practitioners in Flanders, Belgiua.

M.D.P.67

Novester 1988 a telephone survey was Né ésong a representative seaple of £95 6P's (2.87 of

musber} in Flanders {Belgiusi. The items studied were : the proportion of GP's caring for
jents, the indications for heatingand the seasures taken to avoid infection

during medical practice. Eight percent of the GP’s have at least one known se sitive patient and 1.3

i 2 careaean Aids patient, anSes with HIV-infected mativnte follow thee, whereas only 191

he GP's without HIV-experience viding this sedical      
ner (2) of tneiars nin ot on Si indications and nusber (2) of physicians

inforsing the patient about the findfat anatysi
indication aski HEY: +H inforaation of the patient

(2) no./totai 12}
physical Fatigue win 10,8) 14/21 (67)

pregnancy 56/1953 (28.7) {73}

STD $BO/195 185,1} (67)
‘me lth check-up" 46/1595

mi the request of the patient 134/195 69.7)

a S
e

 

One third of the physicians say to have changed their sedical practice to avoid infection. Ninety

seven percent use gloves while exgmining aucosae. In their office 60% use a needle-box for used injection

equipsent, whereas during hose visits 751 of the GP’s leave the used needles and syringes unprotected

with the patient visited,

eciFic training for GP's is needed to be familiar with the skills of counsel ing es and

wore inforaation and education is desired to iaplesent the HIV-test in à aore appropriate wi

M.D.P.69 MYTHS AND STIGMAS ABOUT AIDS IN HEALTH PERSONNEL IN A
LA ICAN COU! .

“, Izazola JA*, Valdespino JL*, Alanis L*, Cravioto ML’,

veda J.*R’,
ral Directorateof Epidemiology, Ministy of Health. Mexico

Objective: To obtain Information attitudes of health personnel towards AIDS
Matheaemenes of communicatieation mediaever hen.

5 randcor at cone on of Reei aay (NM) (696 doctors

ln Mexicand 298 pose areas in institutional hospitals in
Besutis: Aithough most hw. identthe disease as 5Produced oy HIV (91%), po entiit as a
cancer and 36% as a ot homosexuals . casualcont we ood
donation; more than 95% tify correctly sexual, eedand.perinatal transmission and prevent

jeasures, 20% cons! that general population should be HIV 51% are afrald of vee

infected, 51% would reject an Infected pe: 93% would feel if a relative
infected 23% would provide financial 51% would have sexual relations ‘wthaan
i! partner. 8% would refuse taking care of pat woul her

It 63% ir hi a i Hiness, 16% a
%

socially condemned. No significant differance was Id betweenattitudes in nurses and doctors.
Their contact with information media is adequate, they consider that the messages are of good
quality but inca

à "Results show discordance betwean having received information and the level of
kn ius. This mas consistent and re: wees of having received information ‘about

AIDS. Monnetie enough tomodify deeply ingrai des. Educational campaigns must

design specific educational strategies that influence ostal and psychological areas and not only
cognitive aspects.

M D P 71 MEDICAL STUDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE AND CONCERNS ABOUT HIV INFECTI‘:;

mee Strunin.Lee and Culbert, Arthur
School of Public Health, School of Medicine, Boston Univ.
U.S.A.

ob jective: to examine owledge, concerns and attitudes of medical

of 5 5 2 5
E
3University School of Medicine completed an anonymous qu

atu

students reported knowing a great deal about transmission ofHEHIV; risk
iors, al k group és 25% of eith r jowin:

a great deal about the legal or ethical obligation to treat patients,

women, people getting married,
immigrants should be tested for HIV. 95% of 2ndyyears an of 1st

ed about being infected as medical students, and 45% of 2nd
years and|58% of Ist years wanted or were not sure if theyshould be
serais refuse to trent AIDS patients. 45% of 2nd and 37% of Ist

ported that the epidemic will influence their decision to practice
clinical medicine.|
Conclusion: Medic: tudents’ concerns about becoming HIV infected may
influence their decision te practice clinical medicine. Their unwilling-
ness to treat AIDS patients has implications for patient care. Curricula

should address HIV transmission, implications of testing an er
AIDS-related policies, and legal, ethical and patient/societal issues.

722

M.D.P.68 EVALUATION DE QUATREPOURPOSITIES DE RECUPERATION DES

AIGUILLES USAGEES POUR LA PREVENTION DE L'INFECTION HIV CHEZ

ONNELS ANTE ET PROPOSITION DE CRITERES DE CHOIX

t-Ballereau,F*, Fisch,A.**,Malkin,J.E,**, HAROCHE,G#*

* Centre Hospit.tatauniverssitaire, Angers, France ; ** Centre Hospitalier,
Villeneuve St Georges, France.

iesetsmaesienre dispositifs visant à éviter 1 piqûres accidentelles
s de santé sont aujourd'hui disponibles ; ceux-ci sont hétéro-

testé

 

 
 

matériels (bistouris, trocarts...), sq! tance physi
que et chimique du co: Er. 5. Rcinéetilités 6. Stabilité. 7,foreseeité
aprés usage. 8. Ad: peabilite aux dif. sages ( dot de soins, pla-
teau...)9.Présence ou non d désinfectant.10.Rapport qualité/prix.
Résultats. Ils so: lobalement satisfaisants pour les 4 positifs, mais
il existe certaines rités, ena ulier pour les critères 3,4,5,9.

Discussion. ères retenu: une ébauche de méthodologie Pour
une évaluation objective des différentsdisposttite mis sur le marché ;
sont utilisabl ans chaque structure s et de erme t
acquisition raisonnée fondée sur ble de critères objectifs mesu-

al 11 conviendrait cepen e meilleure utilisation, d'affe,ec-dant, pour un
ter chacun de ces critères d'un coefficient qui reste à déterminer.

M.D.P.79 HIV-1Ones” ATTITUDES AND RISK PERCEPTION IN
CAL RESEARCH FACILITY EMPLOYEES

Case Robyn; Viahov, D.: Curbow, B.

Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health, Baltimore, MD, USA

Objective: To identify and characterize HIV-1 kn e, fear

Perception amo
t CH

 

1
rted moderate ©to high levels of fear. Surprisingly, notes high

differing levels of actual risk £ expos
© be,at "occu~

 
,

relatively high 1
exposure groups may be the result of misunderstandings regarding HIV-1
exposure in the workplace.

M.D.P.72 RISK OF OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO HIV INFECTED BODY FLUIDS AMD
TRASHISSION OF HIV-I AMONG HEALTH CARE WORKERS:A MULTICENTRE

a Cadrobbi,P.; Carosi,G.; Bpiscopo, P.; Finti,G.; Puro,V.;
Banchino,M.; Vlac
The Italian collaborative study group on HIV occupational risk, ITALY

Objective, To evaluate the risk of ofrapacional exposure to blood and other
eyineected body fluids and the risk of trasmission of HIV infection.

hospitals creabeds]
ailtieeitricstudy ongh occupational risk among health care workers (HCW).
study ia supported,in part, by the italian Ministry of Health (AIDS Project
al partecipant hospital bave started, between 1985 and 1987, a prospecti
surveillance of occupational exposures. The risk of exposure, per
persesouth of work, hes been calculated.

ecember, 1988, 255 occupational exposures to HIV infected
bipod or body fluids (parenteral 71.7%, aucous-senbrane €exposure@ 28.3%) have

ures PY0occupational
20.7%, housekeeping 9.84%, 1
per month of work (on a eatel of 345891 person/sonth o:f work} and
Category was: Paysicien +0006, Rurses .0009, Housekeeping .0004, Laboratory
technician 01.

espite massive information, the risk of occupational exposure to
HIV“eontaniaates materials continue to be high, but the risk of infection is
low
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M.D.P.73 A

EO

TOESaOONCDTATESAVONG M.D.P.74 ee:DR‘OF. AIDS. ON HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS: AN ANNOTATED

Willy, Mary E.*; Dhillon, G.**; Loewe!
* *Ciinical Center, N.I.H., Bethesda, MD.,

STATES
wen, N.**; Wesiey, R.*

and Henderson, US.A.
“Georgetown University Schoo! of Nursing, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

 Objectives To 1) quency # y of ach p
fluids and 2) assess the attitudes toward and practice of Universai Precautions (UP) among
pratcho midwives in the United States.

td fequery ans yps ef eae resis Bow! an beya
were distributed io certified nurse midwives in the U.S.
Results. 1784/2963 (60%) returned completedquestionnaires. 1562 (88%) of the 1784

re
practices. Of those not using UP, 1
unnecessary; and 79% reported thatPUPinterfere with the patientmiwite relationship.
Only 54% perceive a high ri r occupationai infection with hepatitis 8 virus; and 43%

ù k for 1. Yo

reported 2159 stances of faci hes bi
Gonclusion. ationai sample of a smait, but well-educated population of health-care

fluids . Although only
a small percentage were unfamiliar with|UP,aalmost half do not use UP In practice. These
data emphasize the need for effective UP education, stressing both the presence 0

pational risk as well as appropriate measures to minimizethis risk.

M D P. 75 THE ROLEva HOMEMAKER/HOME SUPPORT SERVICES IN AIDS CARE

ve IN CANAD:
secobeon, Kathleen": Fietz

* Canadian Council on Homema Services, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

** Family Service Centre cf DramaCarleton, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

e Canadian Ccouncil on H

delivery issues in th ry in Canada and Europe.
Methods: Preliminary data from the 1989 C.C.H.S. Study on Homemaker Services
& Training Needs for AIDS care and from the h International Congress of

the International Council on H ker Se! (May 7 - 12, 1989} will be

presented té identify the issues affecting the delive h ker,

upport services to persons with HIV/AID heir partners/families, A

ce! € predominant iss in da ath h in prewill be

‘ope an ugh variou
available prior to Juné, 1989 indicatingpreferred models+rare and

support required, client-directed coordination methods

Conclusion: artheewarewill increase understanding of factors influencing
effectiveness of home ort/homemaker service for Persons with HIV,

, with similarities to European care models noted

M.D.P.77  AWS/HIV INFECTION: KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND BELIEFS OF
. DENTALHEALTHFACULTYAAND STUDENTS

ong, A.
for Interdisciplinary Research in Immunology and Disease (CIRID) at University of California at

deAngas (UCLA)USA“OshanofCalon at Lx Angeles (UCLA)Scho! of Beary, USA
Objective: To asscss noEinattitudes, and beliefs of dental health faculty and students
reDA/Rne high prevalence ofHIV infection.
‘Methods: of AIDS/HIV infection, attitudes, th

ith AIDS.
 

 

 

HIV infected, or at risk werem anonym westionnaires at SaadsLos Angles,
Fall 1988. fonn63 faculty members. y and 2), and 173 clinical (year
3 and 4) studentswere anal sted AIDS

demonsir moet
aude (Cyedpenal asus FO, re HETand169forduonly,die
students (C), andnrPc peeve]. Howerirewere a muaber of poop

questions relating bonedefie
(2% F, 19% C, 18% PC); food Kendo(0%eetromarmrateet

C, 22% PC); and donating blood (19%F, 269 G 32% PO). Many aloowaees

contributing to the reluctance by all three grou Saetnatearof bee and the i
Joss of other bothdelayDdune ft utADS etaightaug
dental care (94%F, 94° 87%PC), many felt dental professionals should be
patients (AF,46siegrpls) anekaRE,54% yw‘Anoagthe
three BrOUps were differences in perceived skills to diagnose and treat, STRSIMIinfactinfected patients:

78% th i and27% i their skills to be fess than
deca Bonk hacnlty wd students Copseased aSEADSUV nection and

AIDS transmission, lack of skills, and

eeeemueneenS/nnete Education
h d address these: specific factors to promote

AND INTERNATIONAL SURVEY
K

Physician Behaviour Research Unit, Department of Behavioural Science,
University of Toronto, Toront, Ontario, Canada, M5S 1A8.

To understand further the impact of AIDS cn health care providers, to
intemational projects have been camissi the Global Program on AIDS of
the World Health Organization.

(1) Anotated International Bibliography. Drawing on health care and
social science literature fran around world, the bibliography will focus

psychosocial impact iders 0; factorson the
ted with this ct, and on the impli: providers’

for the health care systen for quality of care. ‘The bibliography will be
a theoretical model of health care rr

will include a summary and an analytical commentary.

132) Intemational SI Approximately 161 countries will be surveyed
tify; 1) the Tres oF bealth care providers in each country who are

currycarcaring forMILEAIDSDS and seropositive individuals; 2) the major problems
by these settingsfaced ders, and strategies to deal with them; 3} the

in which care is being given, the sources of 7 and the role of govern-
ment i care; 4) research the behavioural

M.D. P.76 THE DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP:
IS IT WORKING FOR PEOPLE with HIV INFECTION?

Michelle and TemoiRoland, Michelle
University of California Schoolchoolof Medicine, San ‘Francisco, CA., U.S.A.

Objective. Whiter ny articles have been written from the physician's point of
view about the doctor-patient relationship, there are few data-based etudies
m the patient's perspecti e aim of this study is to document

patients’ perceptio.
Methods. 103 seropositive homosexzu:
symptom were recruitedd from the Par Clinic an
structured interview inquiring about stressors and coping, at 3 time points
about 6 mon ap:
Resul Data are presented 0n the frequency and nature of stressful and
supportive ininteractions with HGPs over time in the following areas: (a)
communinication/ information regal ptoms, tre: , test results,
di al procedures, (b) HCP attitudes aagnosis, mut‘treatment, (c)
diagnostic Sea).treatment efficacy, (ec) hospital stays, (f) clinical
drug trials, (g) financial concerns, or n) appointments. Resp are also
bulated acco! g to e of rovider and fi mel as
agnostic status of the subject at thetime of the jects
ported one or more significant stressors in their relationships oth“their

HCP and/or staff at the clinic, ‘off o ; however, also
eing tl P as a way of dealing with various stressors. Pattern oor

e.
A comprehensive understa: g of patients’ changing needs for

information. support, and guidance in the context of the doctor-patient
tionship over time and the course of disease will permit HGPs ta respond

nore effectively to these needs or to make appropriate referra)

M.D.P.78 PHYSICIANS' PERCEPTION OF PERSONAL RISK FROM ATDS VIRUS)

_ Taylor, Ka M. skinner, H.A., Eakin, J.M., Kelner, M.J.,
7 Me

Physician Behaviour Research Unit, Department of Behavioural Science,
University of Toronto, Toronto, Cite. Canada, MSS 1A8.

pie perceptionof personal risk as a key
element6of their response to AIDS. Using a measuring instrument we developed,
the ician Aus Profile, we=saved440 physicians from a variety of spe-
cial exposure to AIDS and seropositive patients. We ob-
tained a 61% 267 response rate from the mailed s

The concept of personal risk was differentiated into: 1.

cal yses
@ perosived physical risk was moderate

risk (
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M D.P. 79 aces AND ESS OF HEALTH CARE WORKERS (HCW) TOWARDS
. HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS IN A LARGE ACUTE CARE HOSPITAL.

Sentech Haiter" MacDonald, S.**; Fanning, C.**, Lefort-

fost, S.
Dalhousie university Paculty of Medicine and portaaseneral Hospital

** Victoria General Hospital, Halifax, Nova Scotia

 

Objective. To determine the attitudes and practices of HCW towards HIV-
infected patients (HIV pts) in an 800-bed university hospital.
Methoda. À 60-item anonymous questionnaire was distributed to 2,425 HCW Dec.
“Y988-Jan.88. Standard raphic data, occupation, compliance with

hospitalcie knowledge and attitudes about HIV, hepatitis B and

ssed.
Results’ 1,137 responses (473) have been analyzed to date. .44% of Physicians
and 56% of nurses had cared for HIV pts. 56% nurses vs 30% physicians wor

gloves for blood drawing or dine Placement (p<+001). 77% nurses vs 42% hye

iS wore gloves to move H: tients from stretcher to bed (p.001). Both

grou] thought it more likely|that they could acquire HIV from work-related

activities than non-work-activities. Both groups took more inappre
precautions for HIV pts vs HepB pts (p<.001). 33% of physicians and 50% of

nurses thought they should have the option to refuse care for HIV pts. 80%

felt that gay men should be screened for HIV on admisssion; 40% Felt that

hospital staff should be Pancaso% felt BIV(+) staff should not he
perni'

Conclusions. Despite intensive.EVeducation in our pospital, significant
personal fear and mineformation still exist. arigon attitudes toward

HepB HIV suggest some fears are based on attitudes vathes than risk

 

M.D.P.81 x Marino, S. Nottebart-Finn, V. Sniffen, J. Platplore LaCharite,Christopher tt, R.
Brigham & Women's Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts USA

Devel k À ination of protection required by 

 types of

and the probability of exposure. Specification of risk of
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Body Fiuld: Probability:
bleed= blood, visibly bloody fluide, genital secretions, tissues, High ~blood expomure > 16, ether exposure 250%

CSF.tynaval, amnioticpleural, peroneal, pericardial Low =biood expamire <1%%,other exposure <B0%
others —asliva, sputum, wound drainage, urine, feews, etc. NonanNever

€ . se form Jnceify activities im their a Thirty-two
Results saa ge of 35 tasks, After review, these fi ¢ rr st
4 + infant dote Th Par a omts A

tained

Conclusion This task work i dardized barri niques, It
improved und 4 i f i d fluid
 

M.D.P.83 HIV-RELATED RISK, WORRY AND BEHAVIOR CHANGES AMONG EMERGENCY
MEDICAL OREERS PERSONAL AND JOB-RELATED FACTORS

Bolon, T; Zimmerman, Rick,S; Rodriguez, M; Patrone-Reese, J

reof Miami, Miami, Florida, USA,

Objective. To evaluate the relationship ininJobrelated and ae trans-
mitted risks for HIVfection to worry havior changes among emergency

cal workers
Methods. A volun self-administered ionnaire with 149 untary, anonymous , quest.
items related to HIV infection, job-related functions, sexua nrand
fenogrephic variables was completed by 268 Emergency Medica:1 Technicians

s, and Firefighters.
Resultsax. perceived themselves to be at high risk for contracting HIV

infec’ on through job-related activities and 7% re.lated to sexual behaviors

(mained©t=19.68,p<.0001). Perceived job-related risks included needle sticks
and negative tingEE toward patients (pt.01). 75% indicated worry
about con: infection from patients; 31% from sexual activity
(paired t=14.Zen.0001). Predictors of job-related worryinecaen marital

status (B=.17,p<.01}, worry related to sexual transmiss: fF HIV (B=.ao

p<.0001), and’voit‘perceived high occupational risk (B=.=,oo. 000i).
changed job-related behavior according to recommended CDC infection contre

guidelines. 6% used condoms regularly. Predictors of‘jour
Changes included

lated behavii
a@ negative attitude towards AIDS patients (BrePoop. 01) and

rry ab contracting HIV infection from patientsoe,bee
cal Conclus + Among emerg:

for HVSntection increased worry to motivate Eneee|behavior changes.

‘In contrast, perceived sexual-related risks increased worry but minimally
motivated. ‘Sexualhehaviarchanges

724

M.D.P.80 AIDS AND DENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS: KNOWLEDGE ATTITUDES AND
INFECTION CONTROL PRACTICES
Sy.Francisco*.steplight,N.**,Kronenfeld,J.*,Daniel ,J.** and

jackson, K.*.*University o h Carolina School of Public Health,“southCa-
mr ins Depaartment of Healthsa Environmental Control,Columbia,S.C.,

Objective. To determine the knowledge,attitudes and infection control practi-
ces related to AIDS among dental health professionals.
Methods .694 dentists and dental hygienists responded to &@ survey.The questio-
Anaire contained 54 multiple choice questions on knowled e,attitudes and in-
fection control practices. Scores for knowledge attitudes and infection con-
trol practices were calculated. Data were analyzed using chi-square tests,
two sample i4

a
à + ®œ a æ a es 3 & < a — w e € < o 3 ~ æ 5 a a a 3 a ° eo o 3 4 o = a + 2. x

reported always using gloves. More educational efforts should be aimed at den
tal professionals with enphas ts|onn allaying their fear of AIDS and improving
their infection control prac

M.D.P.82 A SURVEY OF KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES CONCERNING HIV
INFECTION AND AIDS AMONG FACULTY AND STUDENTS AT

DENTALTHREE UNT'
Cottone ques A.*; Dove, 5. B.*; Pebermeyer, R.**; Molinari, J. A. ***,

vers. Te: Dental School at San Antonio; “UniversÀ of Texa:
Dental Branch at Houston; *esUniversity of Detroit School of Dentistry,UU.S.A.

Objective. Compare knowledge and attitudes concerning HIV infection and
dental faculty and students in different U.S. cities. Methods.

A questionnaire was distributed at 3 dental schools in 3 different cities
{etroit, Houston, and San antonie). Frequency distribution was determined
for all questions. General knowledge scores were obtained and subdivided.
Avoidance characteristics, personal infection concern, and prof
self confidence were determined. Results The 580 survey participants
scored a 75% correct response rae reas of weakness were noted.
Fa and 5: ledge was comparirableinall areas except for
infection control (faculty 64%, students 54%). About half of respondents
felt a positive anti-HIV test was diagnostic for AIDS. Faculty were twice

/4 of

i £ : E s 8hi ng re:
felt anobligation to“treat these patients. The greatest

knowledge deficit was use of virucidal chemical disinfectants and universal
precautions for con! i

M D P 84 ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES OF GENERAL INTERNISTS
REGARDING CARE OF PEOPLEae HIV eee
HarveyJ.* and Phillips

*Beth Israel Hospital, Harvard Medical Schoolsenter tor “Policy and
Education, Harvard AIDS Institute, Boston, MA,

Objective. To understand the attitudes and practices of primary care
physicians Concerning the care of people with ay infection.

aurveyed the membership of the iety of General Inte:

indicated they had no subspecialty. Their median age was 35; twenty percent
were women, Forty-eight percent cared for more than two AIDS patients.

en general internists were asked about their care of people with
HIV infection, 89% felt it most appropriate to counsel patients on AIDS risk
reduction, 69% felt it most appropriate to evaluate and diagnose HIV

physicians in c 6 for those with HIV infection, 858 Fequested education
on medical a:épesteHe re, 85% wanted information abou! ty services,

and 388sosught help confronting fears and/or nepetive ‘feeling about high
risk 1

general internists surveyed feel thelr role includes
Providing pr:inary care for pee with HIV Pafection. However, strategies

t be developed to provide education and emotional support in order
tovnaxinize the role played bythese physicians
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EVIDENCE FOR THE SENEFITS AND NEEO FOR ONGOING AIDS-HIV (A-H) CURRICULUM
FETEU FOR MEDICAL, NURSING, PHARMACY AND DENTISTRY STUDENTS (MNPD}

IT THE UNNERST OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

.*, Papadakis, M.*, Grade, M.M.*,Koenig, B.A.*,
Zegans. LS Ziegler, J.L.* *Schoot of Medicine, University of Californie, San Francisco,

CA, United States

M.D.P.85

Objective: versity health
science center. Manaà snes ene cts sd it oc, DEA ig cowa

instituted in 1966 and modified tor 1967, 88, and 29.

 
is Results: Evaluation forme from 173 MNPD

1000 (69.8 medica 30 % nursing, 23 % pharmacy,
2A from1900eeeae

not enroll, i
1968
 

 ACH topics and 31 AIDS speskers with expertise. S2X

422 (unimpoi

persona with AIDS panel. i bus will bedisplayed. 75%

thinical practice. 
 

ree, OSA) th
patients: 5% ADGA they hed moreconic in interacting with PWAs: are ASetcumetet

8 AIDS
nos

 

 

positive shift i

ive shit in AH ji 08). Conslysions: Our
5 MNPD Je and appropriate

 

 

interpley of A-H biomedical and Peychosocial topics; selection of ‘pester, wee"AOS paies ons credibility and

ipr ilinesses. aiDbe

 

"VERBAL TATERACTION ae THE NURSING TEAM AND THE AIDS PATIEAT®
and Moriys,1.1.M.D.P.87

i ef Sio iwi Ribeirae Prato - Sie Paulo - @razil

o de terminne vith priorit the pettern and ereas of verbal ~~ behavior

between nintions and nursing team ang to the SAVI. Iedeternine varjability in verbal

interaction
Methods: The peelsné of 90 hours of observations involvin 3 nurses, 10 nursi:

attendants end 3 patients sdnitted

Four trained and falitrated observers took turns so that one

o on electronic

(Potential
56%) in F (Potential approach and/or avoidance of

topic and/or personal maintenance, 684 (20,50%) in rent te inter;rpersonal topics 258(3,73%
i al maintenance and top ones distributed among sll

that mest rataised behavior

 

was E-F-H-J a 7 tri
s Tean-Tesn (receptor), followed by Patient Catterer) = Team (re tterer

patiant (receptor), and finally rationt(utterer) = Patient (receptor). The maxiaum amount of
inforaation transwittod was 0.31 m 0.

in: Verbal behaviors rsnged frontelative ambiguity in teres of message clarity to clean

und noncontradictory masseges. There were no withdrewal messages (obscure mossages). The  inte-
actions tended to move avay from stereotypy. These positive results may be attributed mestly to

the inservice treining received by the team, but there is room for further improvement.

  

 

M.D.P.89  ADS-RELATED KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES,ANDBEHAVIOR OF
INTERNISTS AND FAMILY PHYSICIANS: A COMPARATIVE ANANALYSIS
Henry,Keith*t; Campbell, $.* and Willenbring, K.

ici St

School,St. Paul, Mimesota, U.S.A.

Objective.
knowledge,attitudes and behaviors veeween internists OM)and family octOF)
Methods. In September 1987 an anonymous survey was delivered to all IMs andFPs at8 455-bed

Imowledge, behaviors, andattitades, homophobia, and
Bemus. ThyGOD18)md8(A69%) responded to the survey. Mean age of

years: 96% white; 75% male; and 96% heterosexual. IMs tended to be male
< 05). Genderos
 

 

more often thanDRuOS 83% vs. 18/30; 60%: p wereDe

(ep 0: ic ( reneevereno
ias, homophobia,
 

 

 

 

 

 

069) p
contact (p = .01). fe 21/30; Pp
<.05). Overall, 22% i ting MG

patients.
 Conclusions. vith

AIDS patients and less knowledge ofHIV transmission. A better understanding of this phenonenon

to a 600-bed Brezilian general hospital.

M D.P 86 THE ATTITUDE OF PWA'S TO THEIR PRIMARY SARE PHYSICIAN
. . Dr Surinder Singh*; Dr S J Mansfield?

weettStephen 8 Hospital, London UK;
shthouses London UK.

Objective To analyse the attitude of patients with AIDS to their general
practitioner (primary care physician).
Method One hundred consecutive patients attending two of the three largest

don were interviewed usi ured questionnaire.
of general practice registration wae carried out and

replies to eetitudinal questions were recorded verbatim and subsequently
categorise
Results Allon ‘patients were gay me! d à were also intravenous dru
users. 77 se interviewed were Dregistered viwith a general practitioner
and 14% expressed a desire to register. Of thoseregister , doctor knew
of the patients diagnosis in cases, 3 pati

53% of patientsvesther could not consult a
ractitioner or had an uninformed GP. or factor disguadtng

r doctor was confidentiality (
Qualities yatientsSa rate

ult were understanding and expertise (56% of
patiente interviewe:

udes of the client group to their
t step in facilitating care of patients

care is well tested, largely

c.
general practitioner may be first

community in a countryxwhere primary
approved of andcost effectiv

ASSESSMENTOF RISK FOR 'ATIONALNOSOCOMIAL. TRANSMISSION
OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCYMAUS,TYPEIN HEALTHTH CAREWORKERS
Fahey, Barbara J.*; Schmitt, J.M.*,Saah, AJ.”; Lane, H.C." and

* “Clinical Center, N.lH., Bethesda, MD. USA. *eJohns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, MD., À.

M.D.P.68

longitudinal study is designed to measure the risk
lal trantransmission of HIV-1 among health-carearen (HCW).

1983 we have been prospectively following more than 1200 HCW who have
to more than 1250 HIV-t-ntected patients. Exposure information regarding

i exposures to HIV-‘infected patientsis and to

143 have beenneinjuries and 340 have been mucous membrani
sures. ave been followed for z 6 months (range 6 - 7months)

. Ea HCWinissayhave ptese 8. Of these, 7 were
seropo: study entry. Of these AE and ali reported
communbehavior associated with roreased risk for HIV-1 Infection. One

N
y

a pel
9 other prospective st

transmission of HIV-1: the risk associated
single percutaneous exposure ls 0.36%; (95% confidence intervals = 0.12%,
0.2{Polson).
Aithoug Il, the risk forEsend1 HIV-1 transmission LE7°

f Unive:

. Combining our resutis with 9 udies assessing risk for
coupesional/nosocomial th a

Gonculsion,
insignificant and
Precautions.

M.D.P.90 HRALÆE AND HRAUTH CARS CONCERNS OF AIBS AMONG MEDICAL AND
WOR-MEDICAL PRESOSEELS

P.?.K.Subramanian * and S.Shansuganandan**
* Dept.of Medicine, Madurai Medical College, Madurai-625020, India.

** Dept.of Geography,Madural Kemeraj University,Radural-625002,India.

AIDS rained itehead after a decade and it casts its gloomy shadow
wreeefeelauen oome up with ei:

a therapentic cure for the isituousdisease,
Semnrhoathon he Saestified 1.29 lakh cones of 4226 around the glebe. The

research investigation with a main view to
the

measures, public health care ic, people's ai disease
and doctors and a View on preventive ne: in relation to social
and economic implications of the disease on health and economic pment.

analysia of findi od. the prevention of AIDS
is nt of the lack of medical knovledge. Al

who are in major urben cent come with sone amount
of medical s the full ecelogical and environmental
of the disease is not fully . 20n-sedi

who are in
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M.D.P.91 LES EEAELLEORS SOCIAUXEUTIQUESLE SIDA : L’EXEMPLE M.D. P.QQ Deveson

Cordonnier, J.P.*;
et Sobel, A.eeeee,
aregehiatre | Délégué Médical (APARTS); **Président (APARTS) :
***Secrétaire Général (APARTS), ****Délégué Social (APARTS);
srProfesseur ‘Immunologie Clinique, Vice-Président
(APARTS } FRANCE

Javenni,J.**; Maurel,H.***; Michel,A #***+

Le sida entraîne une prise en charge spécialisée lorsque les
malades atteints ar la maladis (stade IV) se trouvent en

L'accueil post-hospitalier a caractère sociothérapeutique
définit de no lle: modalités d'exercice professionnel des
travailleurs sociaux.
Les auteurs, à art de l'expérience des appartements de
relais thérapeutique et social (APARTS, implantés à Paris et
en I rance malades hébergés en 1987-1988 et 139
suivis en ambulatoire), ana ent les changements observés
dan: le atigqu fessionnelle de ces travailieur
Confrontés à ila charge de malades démunis et e:
situation de diféieuités sociale et psychologique, 1
observent 1 modifications oche
professionnelle des assistantes sociales, soit la nécessité
e réer nouWelle< égorie d’intervenants

coordonnateurspsycho-medica

726

AD EDUCATION GAQUPS FOR CARERS.
Gurch,Join; Kocsis, A.E; Vearnals, S_F.
PatersonWire, St. Mary's Hospital, endo,“NITED.‘KINGDOM

Cjectives: To provide support for carers of those wi!tte ainondAIS. 2) To
encourage contact with health professionals before crisis situations

Method: An open group for partners, relativesves and friends of those with HIV

‘ADDSat a Large London Teaching Hospital was set up. Topics to be discussed at the meetings
i included 4

contact

wanting further contact ard perceived obstacle to contact. Addition

RD app peer was evaluated ons variety of measures for inform!

rsBente pertaining to the above qustions are preamrted fer bi grape of et

Concluxians: The effectiveness ofnrPIRESupport ard increasing approp~

riate adn early contact with health professionals are
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MODIFICA IONS OF SEXUAL ACTIVITIES IN THE ERA
T.D.P.1 OF AIDS: TREND ANALYSIS

eanor
anier ege, St. Laurent, seebese Canadaand
University of Ghigerye Calgary, Alberta arenada

bjective. To empirically sasess whether ‘sexu
onduct of primeril heterosexual 17-21 year olds

haa change oi! a direction likely t

 of
Hethode. Logit analysis is used to identif trenda
and rever Lnds evident in response

College atudents to quest onnaires
adninistered in 1981, 21385: 1985 and

rends WarResuits. Tre © a
8: al intercourse, increased likelihood of males

participating i ane- ai ies,
ikelihood of À th casual tners,
increasing numbers of coital partner east
some us c s were identified for 1981 to
1985. In 1988 there is 2revereal in e first two
trends, decreas iret soitus nd
likelihood|ci neles paeticipatin in sane-
sexual activity and e continuation of all other
rends.
onclusions. Based on the students surveyed,
n ation of risk-related sexual activity was kore
likely to be postponed and c
be used in 1988 than from 1981-1985. There is no
change in,the incidence of casua.

ber of sexuel partners reported from 1981

SHORT-TERM IMPACT OFANates EDUCATION
weme FOR tenT.D.P.3

S. fsae kinodan R.
Fateted,Cross, haghtagton. 0.C., U.S.A.

Oblectives: oe assess the short-term impact of an AIDS curriculum for
escen in knowledge, attitudes. and behaviors related to AIDS, and to

explore factors associated with chaange.

Methods: Twoir high ls in an ethnic, suburban community within
the Boston me’ week AIDS education

n
education. Measures of

knowledge, attitudes,
and after theE program.

Results:ie-square test statistics revealed relatively few baseline
udents in ti ntrol groups {nw2es)

“in 9the|program having improved
from further’ statietion analysesentrentingàforpaseline

Sirferences between gro line scores will be pre

Conclusions: The relative impact of an AIDS education currteulum
knowledge and attitudes can be demonstrated with junior high schoo.
students. Greater stateexists in documenting behavior change due to
school system constraints, temporal factors, and the expected prevalence
of risk behavior at lower ages

T.D.P.5 COME SEHAVICR IN27, 28NO 29 SEARGD AREAS.
us Treen.Bente: ds Kraft

National Institute of Public Health, Oslo, Norway.
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SEXUAL BEHAVIOR, CONTRACEPTIVE USE,AND STD HISTORY AMONG
eM,OSEXUALCOLLEGE

M.Reinisch,S.A. SA.Sanders, M, Ziemba-Davis, and C. A.Hill
Bloomington, IN.

1 behaviors of college-agi

isk x eacy Virus (HIV) infection.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A ive of th d lation, were obtained|Teal
ld, white, Protestant, di fi In reporting on

sexual behavior, À led tt ves as © h
) and p 4 aginal orpenil 1 Over 80% ofth dents had

DEAR À both H- haben AL 730%, of the fe ol d 27% f th e ported

gag) 1 1 ñ 3.30%
hed 4 1 : hy fe. Tt ag f igh d 75, while

Je part feral, + her of femal, ft

males was10.72. Less than athir d used i i aged
penil ile cl had ei ; 4

the rhythmsor withdrawal methods, proximately i i form of
sexuallytransmissible disease (STD). a+ it + they
 

 

sample, th

USA isk for STDs, including HIV.

T. D P. 4 SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN HIGH-RISKAADOLESCENTS
— ee ersbehlbure » Heino F.L., Rotheram-Borus, M.J., Koopman,

Exner, and Ehrhardt,

IV Center for Clinical anéBehavioral StudiefeeNew York State Psychiatric
Institute and Columbia University, New York, N.Y., US

Object i To evaluate sexual behavior in runaway adolescents and gay
youths Sh are believed to be at high risk of unprotected sexual activities
and HIV infection.
Methods. A detailed semi-structured sexual history interview, the Sexual
Risk Behavior As: hedule for Youths (SERBAS-Y; MeyerBah}burg et
al., 1988) was developed in 3 versions, extensively piloted,and the:
administered to 50 males and 50 females in 2 runaway shelters and to"50
homosexual males in a special agency, all ranging ‘tn age from 12-18 years,
with an overrepresentation of minorities
Results. Preliminary analyses showed that 56% of the adolescents engaged

the past 3 months prior to evaluation, with

Males reported significantly
d@ sexual occasions than females did. y a small minority

did 50

 

£ adolescents in either ip condoms at ge and those who d

used condoms inconsistently and infrequently: y males were more likely
artners (r = En and the more sexual

Conclusions. These results that runaway adolescents are a high-
risk sex group and in need of preventive intervent

THE IMPACT OF TEENAGER’S KNOWLEDGE AND CONCERN OF

AIDS ON SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND PREVENTION STRATEGIES

Prevention Center,
San Francisco, California,

T.D.P.6

Qbiective. assess the im of ager‘s self- rated knowledge and con-
cern about AIDS. STD‘ s and birteh encreot CEC) on sexust behey ion prevention
str stegies. antibody testing, condom uae and choice of information sources.

eo surveyed 451 youths eges 13-21 (mean 1 andr resentative of

 

terated Ladge of STO‘s, ALDS, BC and condoms
nie by or3%, 51.9%, S8.3%, 65.6% ov woclein Litel

. v

  

“ e. Surpriaingly, single ma
high were least likely to ndoss (never S7.1X,s0me 14.3%, always 28.6%)
while those knowing "Little : 5 pr.002),

o e

 

t
ample, in ked 13. tt 3

year olde, the younger half (47%) (p<.001). Always using condoms decreased
yo (6 and 2

5

 

€ . :
Many CF 412,08 yaxeps. 05) always” ask for te efore s 15% sometimes.
fonciusion. Compiex social factors influence teenagers sexual decisions.
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T.D.P.7 =77mgSTTLE: DEMOGRAPHIC AND HIGH RISK BEHAVIOR STUDY OF

INCARCERATED ADOLESCENTS

AUTHORS: Morris,aad *Huscroft, S., *Roseman, J., *Re, 0., “Baker, C.J.,
ahFFivakoshi,
*Juvenile CourtFaithth Serivces, Los Angeles County, California, USA

#**AIDS Fpldensloy Program, Los Angeles County Department of Health,
Cali

  

OBJECTIVE: To obtain demographic and AIDS high riskte to target
inplenent educational and research programs among in rated saoleacents.

in ews to gather data were conducted following a randomized
designe This informa.tion was computerized (data manager à BASE III Plus)

with the statistical software packageandRene

262 minors, age 16 and 17 were interviewed. 83% were males and
ee= females. 39% were Black, 29% Hispanic and 27% white.Incidence
of sexual activity was high. Alcohol consumption during sex was frequent
(47%), drug use concomitant with sex activity was 11%. Her i

. frequently used I.¥. Inci o! was 17% with
mest common di: entity. While aw: actinggonorrhea thi

AIDS was high, condem use and other precautionary measures were 1

Despite the fact that thisPopulation reported|ass SEnn
and con

alence studies and emphasis on HIV testing and counseli
cnnhigh risk individuals will be pursued.

HIV-RELATED KNOWLEDGE, BELIEFS, AND BEHAVIORS AMONG HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENIS IN THE UNITED STATEST.D.P.9

lelaon, G.; Jones, J.; and Kolbe, L. Division
of Adolescent and eich Center for Ghrenic|Disease Prevention
Health Promotion, Centers for Disease Control, » Georgia, USA

phectire, To describe HIV-relatedPar, beliefs, and behaviors among
lstudents in cities and States in the United States|with the

highest cumulative incidenceof AID: escribe the syst:
developed enable departments of edte ol

of a uni uesys:stenack su
aborationpay department of e on

cities administered anonymous questionnaires to samples of high school
students in their respective jurisdictions. pate sizes ranged from 778 to
7,013 The response rate of Schoolsfrom each site ve

0 HIV
rom givi Brood (range, 27.8%-53.3%), usingeae toilets Lean €)

av. 4-75 «A) oLTTOna
ew

yo nfection. High school students from four sites reported va
and gexual intercourse: 2.8%-6.3% reported ever

Tajecting illegal drugs; 28.6%-76.4% reported havi had sexual intercourse
at least once end s,14-42.6% reported havi arenerpare,be, partners.

epar lu on a to correct
mn gperceptions aboutay transmission, to reduc,D behaviors”resulting in HIV
infection, and to assess periodically whether these misperceptions and
behaviors change over time among hiigh school students.

T.D.P.11 ADOLESCENT RUNAWAYS’ BEHAVIORAL RISK FACTORS, KNOWLEDGE

Hudson, Res Pattypa Free, A.C.; Charles E.;
and Krepcho, M.A. Dallas County ‘th Department, Dallas, Texas, USA

Objective: db} study to: 1) factors
and knowledge about AIDS, 2) provide inf tion about AIDS, and prevention,

3 attitudes about usage

. Upon intake to the school, adolescents (213) were administered a
questionnaire about AIDS knowledge, behavior risk factors and
information. While at the alternative school adolescents received 3 to 4

and After the
the adolescents (102) were given the sane to

if the group had improved it’s knowledge about AIDS information, and
attitudes about condan . « the

2 (between the ages of 11 and 16), 76% are smaally

728

T.D.P.8 KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR OF
STREET-INVOLVED PEOPLE IN VANCOUVER

Rekart, Michael L.; Manzon, L.; Loftus, P., STD Control, Ministry of Health,
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Objective To assess and describe the knowledge, attitudes and behaviors of

street-involved people relation to A

Methods in January 1989, xty-nine streetsinvolved youth answered a

anonymous » standardized questionnaire administered on the street by outreach

Results Of the 40 males and 29 females interviewed, 93% were 14-29 years old,

56% were Caucasian and 39% Native Indian, 44% lived with lovers or friends and

40% lived alone

 

ou is Ww:
heir chances of catching an STD were low. With

ad u.

ways used condoms with 'lovers' (i.e. steady partners). Their

ng sex or using intravenous drugs was often adversely

affec by being drunk or high.
Conclusion Street involved people in Vancouver remain at highest risk £
geauisitioon and transmission of HIV because of risk behavior in their personal

 

ETUDIANTS ET SIDA :

TION SPECIFIQ!
Pérard, Dominique* ; Lazartigues A.** ; Lisandre H.*** et

Pailleux T.****,

“Université Paris X et Rouen, Centre de Recherche de l'Enfant et de l'Adoles-
cent (CREA), Paris, France, **Fondation santé des étudiants de France, Sceaux,

France, ***CREA, Paris, France, ****Institut Français d'Etudes et d'Analyses

(IFEa), Paris, France.

INTERET D'UNE TYPOLOGIE POUR UNE PREVEN-T.D.P.10

Objectifs. 1) pereStud?ants (18-22 ans) ee région parisienne, 2) Mesurer
acte:eurs de risque SIDA et facteurs de risque "suppo-

Lo; Ot 
ur sex! ali

sq

différemment aux
culiéres dont “etite groupes".

THE RELATIONSHIP OF KNOWLEDGE AND

SAFE SEX PRACTICES AMONG RUNAWAY ANDAND GAY

Selfridge, C.; Koopman, C.;

Studies, Nework State Paychiatric
Institute and Columbia University, New York, NY,

tste relaticrship between Jonge of are ttitaes

TOWARDS AIDS TOT.D.P.12

with 95 runaway and 30 gay youth in commnityconducted
agencies in New Yark City.

moderately high general ee or ATSGet) andpos
towards safer pox(74) norvss all grows; a5

high risk

of AIDS was posi’
Smog PY Yous (e=.31, p <-01), those most at risk knew the

Cumlusions.AAltering attitudes tours weed prier perrl
pearsinportant and potentially effective among those at most risk:
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T. D P. 13 YOUTH IN DETENTION AT HIGH RISK FOR HIV: KNOWLEDGE,

_ ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIORS REGARDING CONDOM USAGE

Temoshok, Lydie":foulton, J.M.°; Ellmer, 8.M.°; Sweet, D.M.*;
, M.°*; Shalwitz, of California Schooi of Medicine. San

Prancisco, “san Francisco ‘Sept of.Public Health, San Francisco, CA., U.S.

Obiec: . Because youth who come into contact with the juventicJustice
systemave typically sexually active,Prone to drug experiment

particularly high risk ar HIV infection

 

h:
attitudes about using condoms are urgently needed for this high risk group.

HIV STATUS NAT TOose AND BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

Hit. Kennet! ent Managers, University of
California, San Francisco,US.A.

T.D.P.15

Objective. To assess whether knowledge about AIDS influenced behavior in
‘anti-HIV(+) blood donora, bleod recipients, hemophiliacs and their sexual
partners as compared to anti-HIV(~) controls.
Methods. A 16 item multiple cl oice questionnaire and an 11 item behavioral
survey were distributed to 228 study participants and their sexual ner!
6tsieths following Standard verbal counselling regarding traneuiseion
and. ention of AIDS.
Results. 35/51 (69%) of mure respondents and their sexual partners,

t they used
an half tineseile

controls did so. 32/69 (46%) of mo respondenteand their sexual
ots as compared to

ree 25%) of anti-HIV(-) c role. “66769 (96%) of the anti-HIV (+)
ents avoided sharing unsafe items such as needles, razora, etc, with

their partners8 while an equivalent number of anti-HIV(-) ‘controls 139/155
(90%) evinced similar behavior
Conclusion . In this sample, generally, knowledge about AIDS prevention was

e likely to be translated into behavioral changes by anti-HIV(+)
subjects than by those who were anti-HIV(~).

 

T.D.P.17 PREVALENCE OF GENITAL LESIONS IN AN STD CLINIC: SEXUAL

REHANORCHARACTERISTICS.

Jacobs, B.*; Edwards, T.at; Moxey, R.***; Whittington, N.#;
haias, A.*#*, #Centers for Disease Control, Presmory

University School of Medicine, *ekDeKalb Health Department, and #We

Paces Hospital, Atlanta, GA, U

pereTo determine the prevalence of genital lesions in individuals

attending an STD clinic and to evaluate their sexual behavior:
Methods.“puring a 15 week period, individuals (n=3247) making their firet
visit for a variety of reasons were studied and those patients with
genital lesions were referred to a single clinician for evaluation. The

of sexual be

 
patterns havior of these patients were compared to those
tithout lesion:
Reeulte. Patients with genital re secounted|for 281 (7.5%) visits.
n were more likely than ent with ital lesions (p<.01)

cand genital lesion Patients|vereSes“ikely to fereferred as a sexual

partner (p<.01). women with genital lesions more often did not

chemical or mechanical barriers for contraception and also ave a history

of anal intercourse (p<.05). th genital lesions were lessre to
use condoms than men without lesions ee01). affter lesions wer
recognized, 24% of the men and 213 o: continued to have sexual

nclu view of previous findings that genital lesions are

associated with an increased riak of HIV transmission, it is important to

understand the patterns of sexual behavior of peraons with such lesions.
e current evidence for poor use of preventive measures must be addressed.

 

Comportement (partle 2)
Behavlour (Part 2)
T.D.P.14 THE NATIONAL sy HEALTHvs BEHAVIOR

National Institute of child Health and Human
Development, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA

high
methodological tests

means of eliciting accurate information. ‘These include effects of (1)
on selected demographic

, (2) the locatlon of the interview (in sites orinthe
home), oy alates ve including a
Oeeeeeer cdneadariel questionneirevse an, open
ended semi-structured interview.

T.D.P.16 SELF PERCEPTION OF THE RISK OF CONTRACTING AIDS AMONG

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.

Diaz, M.M.***, BosFrapeseco aeGoodson, P.***, Diaz, J.* #
Vera, S.*** P:

* State University of Campinas, Comins. SP,‘pros** The Population Coun-
cil, New York, USA; *** CEMICAMP, Campinas, SP,

Objective: To assess how accurate is the self perception of the risk of con
tracting among University Students.
Methods: A structured questionnaire om ‘Sexual behavior and knowjowledge abou
AIDS was mailed to 2603students of the first two grades of the State Deiver
sity of Campinas. Analysis was performed usingSPSPSS FC.

ts: ‘The percentage of students declaring not having risk of AIDS was
not u:sends, 14.1% had anal intercourse and

 

ansStudent vas classified as having mall,
of those who ¢. ed themselve:

1:
of those who classified themselves as high risk, were low
Classification.
Conclusion: Even though the level of knowledge about AIDS is relatively high
amonganengUniversityStuStudents, there is still a high incidence of rmisconceptims
or classifying which behaviors do actualy cmstitute risk. Further educatio-
nal activities appear as a high priori:

T.D.P.18 BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS OF BISEXUAL MALES IN TRE v8 1982
» Janet*; Rogers, W.H.*; Carson, S.*; Hertz, R.**;

mouse, D.E.*
e RAND corporstioes Santa Monica, California, U.S.A.; **Wellesley College,

Wellesiey, Mass., U.S.A.

Objective: To analyze

1 sexu.
e 1982 surveydata on the sexual practises of 7,484

n=

x was exclusively heterosexual (N=5.4,068). exclusively homo:
predominantly heterosexual (N=6,905), or predominantly homo-

Results: Of 7,1484er bisexual men, 2,111 described thenselves as
bisexual, 14 5,232 as heterosexual in orientation; 392
were currently Sereted (vs. ‘aux of heter 1 men) and 392 were currently

da: e partner. Bi m re less concentrated in cities
he vs. 632, eros 1 + Beh ral

bisexuality was associated with increased promiscu -63 SD o
combining no. of partners and ind: 8) and increased risk of STDs
(18% vs. 10% reporting one o in yrs. ared to exclusively
heterose , th increased use of prostitutes in last five years

vely heterosexual or homosexual men.
avior reported by this large sample of bisexual men

would place them at dng: rmediate risk of HIV infection. Bisexual patterns
ef behavior are not we. f captured by self-reported sexual orientation.
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T. D P 19 PATTERNING IN THE SEQUENCES OF SEXUAL ACTIVITY BETWEEN MEN T D P. 20 FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SEROPOSITIVITY TO HIV-1 AMONG À NON-
ne AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR HIV-1 TRANSMISSION —_ CLINIC SAMPLE OF GAY AND BISEXUAL at iN ,LONDOH

Davies, Peter* and Coxon, A.P.M.**, Project SIGMA Hunt, A.J.*; Davies, Peter*; Cox *%*; MOM
“South Bank Polytechnic, London, U.K., University of Wales, Cardiff, U.K. T.J.*** and Sutherland, S.**#**, Project SIGMA. “south“Bink Polyechnic,

London; **University of Wales, Cardiff, U.K.; ***King's College Hospital,
Qbjective: Until new, analysis has concentrated on individual sexual acts and London, U.K. seaapalwich PHLS, London, U.K.

their role in the transmission of HIV-1. This paper looks at sequences of
sexual acts which take place between men in order to discover any patter Obictive: To describe the relevant characteristics of those found to be HIV
which might be relevant to transmission. antibody positive in a study of homosexually active men.
Methods: Diaries of sexual activity were kept by 170 men who recorded, for Methods: As part of a national study, 310 gay and bisexual men in London were
each episode or session of sexual activity, where and when it took place; the recruited using a variety of sampling methods and interviewed in a non-clinic
other people involved (if any}; the sequence of acts and other relevant setting. 122 (71.6%) volunteer sampl. f cod, which ver sted for

tails h as condom use. Di were encoded and analyzed using a Iv-1 ibody using the Wellcome competitive assay, with positives confirmed
specially written computer prog: e. using the Abbott recombinant assay. ervievees coulé ci he

8 : Analysis suggests xistence of two patterns or modes of sexual result of the test. Da rom the intrview were analysed usin .
interaction: role-playing and reciprocal. Role-playing keeps the insertor- ts: Individuals were classified as positive (30, 9.7%), negative (192,
insertee distinction, while iprocal action dees not, typically involving 61.9%) and not tested (88, -4%). Positives were to be significantly
an alternation of such roles. Role-playing sessions involve fewer individual younger (p < .05) and ave jore penetrative sexual part: ~ 'psp’s:

ts than reciprocal ones (p << .0 likely to include ana partners with whom anal intercourse had taken e - < .05) in the course
intercourse . . n tercourse does occur in reciprocal ir lives. There vas n ce between the groups in having had a
si ons, it is less likely to produce orgasm (p ¢ no! prior to interview, but of those who had, positives had

ons: Reciprocal sex is likely to be safer sex, Furtheer analyais of significantly more than the other groups (p -01). Level of education,
the patterns of sexual activity is urged as a means of understanding the current relationship status and degree of disclosure were not significantly
context of transmission and as a resource for health education. differen

conclusions: The hypothesis that younger gay men are currently more at risk
gains some support from these findings.

T. D P 21 TRENDS IN AIDS KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS (KAB) T D P. 22 BEHAVIORAL AND PSYCHOSOCIAL PREDICTORS OF COMPLIANCE IN HIVLVL "N HETEROGENEOUS, HIGH-RISK GROUPS, FLORLIORID, Peerea ANDSYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS IN (CAL TRIALS
Lieb, Spencer*; Zimmerman, R.S.**; Kuechler, M.***; Langer, L. M.**; Sims,

CLINI
Chidekel, J; Fayne, T 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Patrone-Reese, M; T;
J.* and Witte, J.J. Haliburton,B; ee L; et al. University of Miami, "viemi,
*Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Tallahas Florida, USA.
Florida, USA, ay,of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, USA, “#kHunter

College (CUNY), N.Y., N.Y., USA. Objective. To evaluate and determine factors associated with study compliance
among HIV. infected patients in clinical drug t:

Objective. To compare levels of AIDS KABs in 1987 and 1988 in groups at Methods. A volun * anonymous, self-nininistered.questionnaire consisting
high risk in a region having 4,000+ reported AIDS cases as of 1/12/89. of demographic and risk factor information, ree ional and non-FDA ay
Methods. A KAB survey was administered anonymously in 1987 (N=1,937) and drug use, and sexual practices was completed bypepatients with asymptomatic or
T988(N=1,873) to those sampled non-randomly in 4 south Florida counties. symptomatic HIV infection participating in clinical drug trials.
Weights were assigned to each 1988 respondent by race, age, sex, education Results. Of 150 distributed questionnaires, 120 were completed. The jority
and distributing agency for comparability with 1987 values. of patien t filling out questionnaires were hispanic. Of the 120 partici-

ts. Knowledge levele of HIV transmission modes were high in both ting patients, asymptomatic and 32 had symptomatic HIV disease
years. A decline in anal intercourse was reported by gay/bisexual men greater study compliance rate was noted among symptomatic patients vs
[t(1198)=2.78, p=.005}. The percent tested for HIV antibody increased asymptomatic patients. Further, asymptomatic patients were less likely to
significantly (p¢ .005) for 6 of 7 hierarchical risk groups, 3 of which take study medication as prescribed (p=.023). No differences between men and
are shown be Condom usage increased markedly among 2 of the 3 groups: women, marital status, or risk group were noted between the groups.

N ested for HIV Z Always Us Patients with asymptomatic HIV infection were more likely to be younger (p=
Group 1987 _1988 acti 1988 1987 1988 active (p=. 003), and presently employed (p=.004) compared to patients with
Gay/bisexual male 651 586 35% 512% 153 2524 tomatic HIV infec
IV drug abuser 118 30% 697% 3% 127% Cannlustenssymbolepatients with HIV infection are generally more
STD client 276 421 113 317% 47 6% likely to be non-compliant with clinical drug trials. Factors associated with
ep < .00001 **p < .003 recreational use, alcohol use and sexual activity must be considered in
Conclusion. To the extent that such groups may be ‘sentinels’ for larger, developing strategies to improve compliance rates of asymptomatic patients
at-risk populations, these results favor a reduction in HIV transmission. in clinical drug trials.

@ REVIEW OF STUDIES OF BEHAVIORAL RESPONSET.D.P.23 MALE HOMOSEXUALsar atte IN THE UK 1985-1988 T.D.P.24 TO HIV-ANTIBODY TESTING AMONG GAY HEI
London SE5

2 Seon Bent Ped is RR_Stempel; loss. School of Medicine, University of
> Univerniy of Wales,CityNITED KINGDOM California, san Fanciisco} “an Francisco, CA, USA.

Qhiective, i it i i ini Objective. To review changes in sexual behavior made by
Gaymen receiving HIV-antibody test results

We examined 22 studies of sexual ‘behavior change
Method. A jonnai à i It wasselfadministered à by groups of gay men from the United States and Wester
sexual partners i jour, drug condom use, HIV anti Europe

a median of s1% of study subjects (range=23-84%)

Results. np choos to thei HIV-antibody status when made
ED of men 1 1988 Da Leu the it available to sehen in the context of their researchnee

35%in 1985, The 1988 repondontsradcaranlwihcna Most studies (n=15) have indicated that of
but only 36% used condoms >50% infection decreases risk aviors (anal

18% ofthe 1988 cohort had been sexuatly assaulted by another man. multiple partners) with seropositives
declines than seronegatives. A considerable number of

Conclusion, This natic: y i i i i i i studies (n=07), however, have shown no difference in the
behaviour as the HIV epidemic i is evi rf signifi post-notification behavior of subjects

is hi Conclusion. The behavioral consequences of HIV-anti body
previously reported in smaller samples. test resul notification remains unresolved, ut

reduction in behaviors which transmit HIV usually en:sus.

clear pattern explaining these ambiguous findings is yet
apparent. Inappropriate ('binge’) behaviors following
netification have not been reported in these groups.
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ATTITUDES OF
rowers {AIDS JN 0 HORIZONTE , BRAZIL

BOeaeiI Oliveira,MR.;
. Inmunedetiiciency

pate Horizonte, Brazi

‘STS AND GRADUATION STLDENTST.D.P.2

Paulino,U.H.M;'
PaulinoHMEof Med!

Ob; ve: To study the attitudes and reactions of these
fessionals towards HIV infection.

sin 988 we through a

Questionnaire tre attitudesSand reactions of 40 tists and 36dent.
raduation students of dentistry towards HIV infections12 questions
fore and after a six hour intensive course on AIDS:

   

Resi] ts:Questi “et Before After
Venerete te treated às à special group 93.9 43.6

2.P te rent Pl 15.1 72.7
3latraiudof“hniection»tyvytreating HI+ 97.0 75.7

Afraid Oni! they know you
treat HIV ng pa 84.8 43.6

§.Are youune about saf: measures at work 19-2 64.8
6.HIV+ persons dd inform their dentists . 100
7.infected dentists should inform patients 327 D

8.Better infection control since HIV 69.7 .
9.Would treat with an infected dentist 24,2
10.Would te treated a homosexual dentist 1.5

reened 67.9

B
SU
AN
F

Q
U
E
N
N

wile »especiallyththoseosereflecting day
Clearlytecconcepticns unchanged.

RERAVLOR COMMUNITY NURMS AND RISK Men3
iG GAY ME!

O'Redily Kevin R.*, Higgina, DL*, icalavottt ce,

Sheridan, J**, Wood, R.***, Cohn, D
*Centers fer Disease Control, Atlananta, Georgia, U.S.A.,

merefessional Management Associates, Rockville, Maryland,
Seles satgeatthe-king County Healt! partment, Seattle,

wasntagton U.S.A., ****Denver County Health Department,

Denver, Colorado, U.S.A

T.D.P.27

Objective: To examine the effect on behavior of an individual's
PeTceeption that others in his community were changing their unsafe

 ‘actices.
Methods. 500 gay men from two sites completed initial and six month

fol questionnaires on their sexual behavio: a number of other
haviors and beli cl 6 in two behaviors—-frequency

ives and number of
vee—-were evaluated,

Results: Positive perceptions of community no ence reduction
in risk beha For example, subjects who vethat gay me
their community were changing their lives for the bet
significant reluctions in numbers of asus sex partners (292.57,
p<.OL)(seropositives) and r of partners with wi have
unprotected anal inttercoureeonde 87, p<. 01)agesven).
Conclusions Changing perceptions of commun: rms for risk behavior

y be an effective way of reducing risk Dehavior.
 

T.D.P.29 BEHAVIORAI. TARGETS FOR POSSIBLE JMMUNOMODULATION
TEERAPY IN AIDS PATIENTS
Evitash.V. I.* and Schmidt, Robert M.* Cen

Preventive Medicineland Health Research. *San ee State Universityand
*Pacific Presbyterian Medical Center, San Francisco, California.

Objective. To demonstrate the value of Psycho-Imauno-Batescopy (PIBa) for the
tte: 1 behavioral andinteraction between and wi

complexity and patterns of regu:
immune (WBC: B, T. T4. T3 lymphocyte counts: T4/T8
patients Thirty-eight healthy coatrois were obtaine

0 i udy of healthy aging

health status and lifestyle habits areas: nutrition, medical events. general
wellbeing. psychological wellbeing. physical activity, alcehol use and smoking.

¢ diagram represents the ch eriistic Ld
structure of INTER ( avior-Immunity) an
I ‘A (Behavior-Immunity) abnorms:
interactions in S patients, where

prevalent (13 singfe interactions) than
intra-sysstem interactions (6 in behavior
and {1 in immunity).

 

a

sycho-Immuno-Balascopy (PIBa) can identify bobsvieral targets
for possible imDunomodulation therapy in patients with AIDS.

 

T.D.P.26 A STUDY TO INVESTIGATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ROLE PLAY IN
HIV HEALTH EDUCATION GROUPS FOR DRUG ABUSERS

—_— way BUERESSsRing's College Hospital, London, U.K.
Objective: To s wheth * Play is an effective modulator of
behavdura’ and”attitudinelanse in drug abus:

ents of a drug dependency anit coupieted a questionaire
to assess their knowledge of and

a ntial risk situations. Subjects

were ran y assigned to 3 groups as louer Group 1 received. information
a ur

Strategies for reducing risk were expiored via discussion. roup 2, as for

Group 1, but included role play to exmplore trisk reduction strategies.

Group 3 (control) received no HIV education.
Results: t ar only those subjects who

ning via role play that underwent significant

nclusion: Attitudes are indicators for behavioral change; role-play
doce facilitate attitudinal change in this population and is therefore
a useful educational tool in the preventionPOF the spread of HIV

HYPERMASCULINITY AS A PREDICTOR OF SEXUAL RISK BEHAVIORS IN
A COHORT eecay MEN

Exner, Ther ad MeyerBeniburR H.F.L., Gruen, R.S.,

T.D.P.28

Ehrhardt,
RIV Center for Clinical and Behasviovalstudies, New York State Psychiatric

Institute; Columbia University, New York, NY, USA

h with etraight males indicates that hypermas-
eater number of lifetime intercourse

ivexperiencesàand less ,

ed en relationship between sexual risk bi havtors and hypermasculinity
a New Y ity cohort of 110 HIV positive and 40 seronegative gay men

Grimesttywhite and middle class, aged 19-60 y: rs)
xual histtory interview and completed

the Rypermasculinity Inventory (HMI; Mosher sSirkin, 1984), a forced-choice
self-report inventory designed to assess 4 Personality constellation.
The was mo d this populat

tial Snalysee (N=?o.approximately 74% of the co-
n at least one act o

1

 

rma nity is associated with a greater

<.05), but not with number of partners nor with
umprotected “peand oral”sex.

sculinity in middle-class, AIDS-informed gay men predicts
of 5ualactivity Lenot sexual risk practices, in contrast

findings with heterosexual sa

WILLPOWER ASSESSMENT: A DECISION MAKING MODEL FOR
DESIGNING TATLORED TARGETTED AND POSITIVE PROMOTION.T.D.P.30

te**. cGill University,
nada

rol_Lynn BJ Lapoin
Montreal;Quebec,RE ne L’Actuelle, Montreal, Quebec,

of willpower on and
ntal studies, using a

o develop a simpT Le and reliable measure
components for use perime:

to the study |
t

professionals, and prefeasibility ‘= fea lity testing vith. is te
attenders a: menbers En a francophone “homophil organization.

instrument is for wi in an anonymous setting to assess respondent WP for
hia most recent palient “risky” sexual behaviour decision.
Results: Adaptation of the instrument using desktop publishing resulted in
doubling of the repos rate to 66% in the feasibility study. Re:espondents
completed the WP q: 0 minutes. gheyYr
dn awareness of
found to be most important, with
between abundancy and Lency motivations. The instrument

 
being made avatlable to francophone and lop! roses community
members in Montreal via clinics and c nity organization
Conclusion: 2; pesrintstered questionnaire ie

houfor complia health behaviour prescriptions, wit
compromising respondent "anonymity or target population coverage.
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T.D.P.31 FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH RECURRENCE OF UNSAFE SEXUAL
PRACT ES A COHORT OF GAY MEN PREVIOUSLY
ENGAGING mn‘SAFER! SEXUAL PRACTIC!

Saltzman, Scott’; redder. aiMcCusker, v5 mayer, K', "Fenway Community
Health Center, Boston, Mass, Amhe MA,

Objective. To analyze the ponavior ef gay men who had engaged in

‘safer’ sexual behaviors (SS) one or more years and assess the

defined as 100%
cticed,

ose maintaining SS were similar in age, smoking and

ee activities, duration of homosexual activity and Ab status

to those who did not. Subse ma

components such as perceived

 Si eaith education strategies designed around the
Health Belief Model may need to be reassessed in relation to long

rm maintenance of sexual behavior change

T. D P. 33 IMPLICATIONS OF HEALTH BELIEFS FOR AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAMS:
. . THE SAN FRANCISCO MEN'S HEALTH STUDY

"; CoaaesT.J."; Stone, G. **
ith Psychology, UC."gan Francisco,

, American Foundation forDS Research

 

* Centerfor AIDS Prevention Studies, and **
CA U.S.A., ** Fellow,

queTo examine the eonbetween health bellets and sexual behavior among
and bisexual men in San FrancFranci
 

Participating in the San Francisco Men's Health ou(apopulation-based longitudinal
study of singie males in San Francisco). Health beilefsennersanwtHIV Infection and AIDS
prevention 1987. J condom use were
measured at six andttwelve month followUp. Lowskwewasdened as mutual anse
ora100% condom and iess

ndom use.othe fongitudinal relationship between }respondents" beliefs and
subsequent sexual as examined using vnvvavite statistical tests.
Besuits.Tl 9

 

4 of AIDS and wh

recare sonia more tkely to rt low risk sex during the next twelve

unnecessary when two p:
jects. Finally, nigh Fisk subjects perceived

significantlyfewer behaviorsa ‘transmitting WN than did low ris!
oyane support the hypothesis that health ‘balletsinInfluence prevent

behaviors among g: bisexual men. AIDS evento Programs may thus benefit paid
including work on arateregarding HIV transmission and safe sex.

CHANGES IN SEXUAL PRACTICES IN THE SYDNEY AIDS PROJECT:
T.D.P.35 1984 - 1989.
Tindall, Brett*; Nicholas T* and Cooper DA*.

SpectalUnit in AIDS Epidemiology and Clinical Research,
University of New South Wales, Australia

Objective: To describe the
homosexual and bisexual men in Sydney, Australia.
Methods: The Sydney AIDS Project i & prospective cohort study of 1057
homosexual and bisexrua between February 1984 and January
1985. At each six-monthly review visit subjects complete e self-
administeredaeesksinnaire that examines their sexual practices during the
preceeding a mnths,
Resuits: À dectease in the mean numher of sexual partnera during t!
preceeding 6 months was reported by both soropesitives (22 to 4) ted

2

changea in sexual behaviour in s cohort of

 

 

vi month.
lar coduetion in all sexual practices. These changes were

refleceed tnadecreas in the seroconversion rate within the cohort
which peakad at 4%iting early 1985 but remained below 1% in 1988.
Conelusion: These deate significant changes the sexusl
Practices of a large%oup of ‘homosexual men in Sydney since 1984. These
changes are refleceed in e decrease in the ce:CORSrOn rate for this
cohort. “he updated analysia of the data, incorporating data to early
1989, will be presented
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THE ROLE OF PENITENTIARY REFORM AND SOLIDARITY ENHANCEMENT
AMONG JAIL INMATES IN THE PREVENTION OF AIDS IN THE DOMINI-
CAN

De Moya, Antonio; Carfas, Ss Rosario, S; Guerrero, E; Abreu-Larancuent, L;

Bretfnrez, R.
PROCETS, Ministry of Public Health, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

Objective. luate the approach f© AIDS prevention in highly crowded Do-eve:
minicennJatte.through the inducement of penitentiary reform measures and the

t of solidarity networks among inma

T.D.P.32

Methods. AIDS CAP studies were carried out in Dominican jaila in Novenber 1987
and February : 1989. Ongoing intervention includes attempta to create staff
ommittees, training of health perso » inmates’ group discussion and lectu

resessions, group formation and Votaneey HIV testing and counaelling.

 

Results. A lag of 24 months in AIDS awareness among inmates as contrasted to
the general population has been overcome by the joint peer-professional inter
vesntio Gang 5ex Tapes {"maniguas") of youngest prisoners have been reduced

2 minimum by inmates’ defense committe:

clusion. Empowering inmates for self-generated preventive action in prisons
bothetenhancestheir self-esteem and decreases the transmission potential of

among 1)

 

SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR OF EXPATRIATES IN AFRICA
joueelinge Hans*; de Gravessi Smits, S.P.; Ligthelm, R.J.;

T.D.P.34
Lee: a Aes .N.;

“national Institute of Public Health (RIM,“plithoven, The Netherlands.

Objective. To describe sexual behaviour of Dutch expatriates in Africa with
respect to risk offay infection
Metho: In the course of a routine medical check Dutchrite|workin,
in here nérican countries are asked to complete self- d
questionaire on ual and other tisk.factors(eines 1978) for aIinfection.
oe Between Sept. 1987-Dec. 1988 699 men 531 wome:

429 women were married or col biteds resp. 408 and 404
accompanied by their partner during their stay in Africa. Participants were

posted in cities and r areas of all sub-Saharan countries, includinural in
‘those in which prevalence of HIV in: ection is high. of participants 28% had

ith Afheterosexual contac Tican partners (HCA): a7of mer
women. e mean number of sex partners was 5, the me an 2,range 1-150.
Ten % of men a had treated for Ss.TD HCA was associated
with a history of S.T.D., being single, and not being accompanied by the
partner (p < 0. 001 ). Males more often hada HCA, independently of the

Conclusion. Sexual contact with African partners is a frequent occurrence
spa anong single men; Dutch expatriates run a substantial risk of

1 exposure to HIV.

T D P. 36 CRANGE IN SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN HOMOSEXUALS AT RISK FOR AIDS
Vols S.Maurice Adib: Joseph, J.; Tal, M.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States

Obiactive.To describe longitudinel prevalence and predictors of safer sex among homosexual

man at risk for AIDS.
Methods-Detailed anis data describing condom usage during receptive and insertive

nal aex were col. the Coping and Change/Chicago MACS cohort, inning in

 

pendent variable. Attitudes, peer norms, prior experience with cond

usage, and seevariables were used aspee
Basulia.Wé-W5 dats are Table 1, Predictors cf Dehevioral during receptive

vs. insertive asimilar. While HIV serologic status waselated t

subsequent changes in receptive analpractices, socioeconomic and sttitudinal variables

predicted change in insertive anal practic

   

Safa (Wd) Not Safe (W4) Total

aa Bu) ish
INSERTIVE ANAL SEX:

Safe (w5) 192(58) 148 (55) 340(57)

Wot Safe (W5) 137442) 123445) 260(43)

Tota. 3294100} 2714100) 600 (100)

RECEPTIVE ANAL SEX:

Sate (WS) 243 (66) 14160) 364(64}

Not fate (ws) oo aie 217(36}

3671100) 4 (100) 6011100)

Gauss.Individual cendom rage is not consistent overvan Previous reports of

gregat ures showing improved condom usage among gay men should be viewed with cautlon

because ofnhjndividual|elvotvettons which are not yetYally Understood.sea finding:

alac sugges: a influencing decision-making regarding co usage anand/eTE

choice of artrenanas seroconversion rates might be ascribed perthSeto thase

processes, rather than the elimination of anal sox or consistent use of c
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TITRE :T.D.P.37

DIOUF Ousmane*
CARBALLO M**

COMPORTEMENT SEXUEL ET RISQUE D'INFECTION

V. I. H. AU SENEGAL

 

3 NDOYE } PETIIGIRARD Anne**

*Ministére de”rssantéPublique - SENEGAL -
** GPA/OMS —

OBJECTIF : Identifier les comportements Sexuels et ses déterminants dans une
population de 15 - 49 ans.

Enquéte par interview sur un échantillon nationalreprésentecit
(Sondage par grappes : 2.500 personnes) comp. par cbse interview

.S.T. Les résultats
ements et donné:
eraiatence de vale

© park oentre|perception
sexuel à risq

ral
socio-culturelles
du risque et prédisposition a adopter un comport
CONCLUSION
Ces résultats spécifient les incidences pratiques pour l'orientation, le renfor

6 programmecement et l'évaluation des s d'intervention éducatives facilitan
leur intégration et efficacité.

T. D.P.39 BEHAVIORAL INTENTIONS AND OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING
BEHAVIOR CHANGE IN A COHORT OF GAY MEN: A PROSPECTIVE
STUDY

sapere Shane:oreilte K.R.*; Higgins, D.L.*; Sheridan, J.*
Cohn 8 for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.à,

**Profesetonal Menagenement Associates, Rockville, MD., U.S.A. ***Denver

Disease Contro2 Service, Denver, Colorado U.S.A..

Sbisctive: To examine the influence of intentions to change unsafe
behavior on reported behavior change in a cohort of gay an

Sieceaal
Methods: A7gay and bisexual men completed baseline and six month

follow-up questionnaires on their HIV risk behavior, beliefs, attitudes
and tatencions- A model to predict behavior change from Time | (T1) to
Time 2 (T2) was developed using variables drawn from social cognitive
theories of behavior change.
Results: Behavioral intentions at Tl predict behavior change at T2. Men
who reported intentions to decrease the number of occasional partners
with whom they had receptive anal intercourse at Tl reported significant

decreases at T2 (z=3.99, p<.05). Beliefs about normative behavior
mediated this relationship. Among nen who intended to decrees

time

 

the

number of one-time partners with whom they had anal intercourse, only
those who perceived positive norms for this behavior had made
significant reductions (22.34, p<.05).
Conclusions: Cognitive modela of behavior change may help identify
predictorsoofchange, and thus be meefulin developing risk reduction
intervent:

T.D P 41 SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR CHANGES AMONG MALE SEXUAL
ue CONTACTS OF MEN WITH HIV DISEASE: A 3 YEAR OVERVIEW.

Calzavara.Liviana;Coates, R.;Read, S.;Johnson, K.;Farewell,
V.;Fanning, M.Shepherd, F.;MacFadden, D. University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canaan

“describe the behaviour changes which have taken place (over a

a Sryear period) in a cohort of male sexual contacts of men with HIV
dise:

x 249 sexual partners of men with HIV disease were recruited into a
prospective study between July 1984 and July !985. The cohort has been
monitored every three months. Data on sexual activities have been collected
throng an interviewer-administered questionnaire and comparisons between
the first and twelfth follow-up visit have been m:

doa reduction in the number of scxual

to en it the rectum (14/106) <or orally (19/106).ed
lower risk activities such as oral inser iv

with a artner hes remained
ore

than 50% of the titim:
ion: Oversil, the men have reduced both the numbers of sexual

partner: the volume of sexual activity. The reduction in volume of
sexual activity has been gradual and consistent in trend.

Le SIDAet l’individu
AIDS andthe Individual

T.D.P.38 "Pretesting AIDS Health Promotion Materials".

Tain*; aeait

‘orld Health Organization, Health Promotion GPA/HPR, Geneva; *World Health

Organization, Health Educator, NPS/HFR, Geneva, SWITZERLAND

This presentation will be suyported by slides illustrating types of changenote fo merisis

 

and pretest:Ane seasions with RAREmen. A poster presentation will be available.

eee1) To ch AIDS realth
and matin aerigcad for caltmally diverse target ontlerces dnin Africa, Asia, the Pacific
and the Caribbean. 2) To promote the concept of developing specific AIDS messages for

, secondary and tertiary target auiiences with the long range goal of behavioural

- 141 persons working in AIDS health pramtion fron 54 countries participated in a
of communication

personnel, hospi
weterials were producedwith the assistance of graphic artists end vere pretested on

meee, eatendcrise story boards,
‘Theand revised. 2)

AIDS-RELATED BEHAVIOR CHANGE OF GAY MEN IN
T.D.P.40 RICHMOND VA, 1985-1988

Bradford,JudithB,; and Johnson, D. wridrsAIDSrelatedBohai: changeand reliedarableObi To present b= ei het

A
U
"

among an I

Methods. Initial d octo in tt Sd Nected 1

ty Ip
P the original q

method was used toFe rulequestionnaires to poten
individuals and organizations,
The same distribution network was used for the follow-up, in order tomake comparison feasible.
Anonymity of respondents in this city, where
homosexual behavior i

ff ot

two-stage
emabeenoa

À questio:
city. The

 

 

1985, but been tested by 1987. Thirty-
seven percent of 1987 cohort were infected; 8% had ARC or AIDS. In 1985, ‘i ”
fear” about their infection; ie 1987, was about the same (21%).
However, morethan half of gay measampled in 1987 had à level

i ion about HIV:physicians,
organization.and thepublic health departmentgained in prontinenee. Only a minority

pened etpercr in 1987, almost everyone reported 1!that he had made

Conslusion, Gaymen inthi iddl
in risk behaviors in 1987 de they were tohave dons vy in185 RepoSsweeee
 

sampled.

PSY!'CHOSOCIALAND BEHAVIORALCOMPONENTSOF BELIEF OF ANT-HIV-1
STATUS INHEALTHYGAYMAESens

» G.**; Laperriare, A.*;

T.D.P.42
» Antoni, M.*,

Schneiderman, Ne, Fletcher,Ra

University of Miami, USA; SSuamiere University, Palo Alto, CA, USA

Objective. This lationshi Hiv-1

and health ore, peychol y gay me ‘a falfor AIDS, priorto
notification of ine.‘anti-HIV-1 sta

males at pes‘ior AIDS (n=45) wishing to know their anti-HIV-1 status

 

participated ‘cs pat of a longitudinal investigation. At baseline, prior to being informed of their
diagnosis,

distress, coping,gx Immune funetioning 

and HIV-1
rss

re alsodaterm Prior to
belief Seenorpolitpositive

ort

diagno: sesLe
neebased on their

sis, subjects were ci
saiprediciedaantHIV-1

D) mb,22 (79%)
trolling for

rienhigher for BP fen BN
Amo:

intru: and avoidantent thoughtsaboutNDS. Sonia more iniintrusivetrusive thoughts
reported jects also engaged inittoiand fellatio and eon more

receptive anal intercourse partnera in the last month, asinwall|as, more fellatio,ona intercourse,

ubjects
ing gay

ee about their sexual criantation an aes and trends. "BPsceston
related intrusive and aihomophobiawas negatively correlated withtotal AIDS. rathughAlso a

with dipositive feeling aboutbeing gryinin BP subjects was significantly correlated
anxiety about receiving anti-HiV-1 results,

reported behavioral and psychological well as actual Tesdifferences
wera related to belief in HIV-1 seropositivity. ‘Supported by NIMH, P50MH42455-
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SAFE AND UNSAFE SEXUAL PRACTICES B
HOMOSEXUALMEN: PREDICTING INTENTIONS AND BEHAVIOUR

Bearaaot,Foi.C-Kashima, Y. Ede, A., and Chauvin, A.
University ofndBris

Objective. To examine, in th the inf
behavi a import .

sexual encounter.

 torms, and past

and other costs
fits. (3) thei ae

and (6) their past practi "
with respect to HIV transmission. i

 Results. On the basi: possibly risky, or risky

sexual behaviour. Hommeme eedeutee Hay © pat sle behaviour than
wasthe strongest

homosexual men, while th i ive i f
and women.
Conclusion, Th CH eos an ah set

practice safe or unsafe sex, snd thus have strong implications for safe-sex education programmes. Much
 

T.D.P.45 CHANGESIN CONDOM USE AMONGGAY MEN:
PREDICTORS AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Catania,Joseph’: Coates, T.’; Stali, R.';; Bye, L”: Capell, F.” : Tumer, H.“otal. ‘University of
ADSUSSan Francisco, Center for AIDS Prevention Studies, “California State Office of

d. Sample
use in two studi Iso

Que Psy i
attrition and repeated ff hanges in cond
examined.

omdents were gay men in San Francisco. StudyOne: a sample
1067) and cross-sectional samples (n=200 perwave, bi1987) were randomly

selected by random digit dial techniques a longitudinal sample (n=600; 1984-1987}
wasrectuited from bars and bath houses and malled-in este identical behavioral

Methods.
pres

 Results: C ig y Pp
unrelated to piles attrition orpee measurement ofectSy1222)HiHigher levels of

time

(peofcovecovarianceStudy 2). Health beliefs, alcohol use, and antibody status did not predict

 

 

cossi . ated il à

ner safe sex practices. ig gay
are probably unrelated toafeatures.

* DE NOUVEAUX COMPORTEMENTS PARMT LES HOMOSEXUELS EN EUROPE :
T.D.P.47 LES CASDE PARIS ET D'AMSTE

Droge.A.M.°;Hannema(Dr) ,H.1.°;

 

ary
‘Amsterdam Jacks,Amsterdam, Pays-Bas; Santé et Plaisir Gai,Paris,France;
oseCentre National de 1a Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) ,Paris,France.

Objectif.Etudier ai des rencontres régulières avec pratiques sexuelles à
moindre risque, ainsi que la diffusion d'informationssspécifiques ont une
influence sur le changement en profondeur du comportement des homosexuels.
Ces rencontrea(Jack Off Parries-J0F-) seront évaluéessims]tenément à Paris
et Amsterdam et l'étude permettra de mieux connaître les pratiques sexuelles
des participants en dehors des“ack oft Parties.
Méthode:lea.Réalisation et diffusion du même questionnaire(60 questions) portant
sur: prise de contact avec les 50, évaluation des JOP, test de détection des
anticorps du VIHet résultats, pratiques seules habitueiles en dehors des

participants

 

diffusés lors desJOP de _janvier, février etmars 1989 (600 à 800 retours

e ce type avait été réalisée à Paris début 88.
ntées à la Conférence de Stockholm (abstract n° 6543 ),

@ important dea JOP Pour siteffuser et maintenir de nouveaux
exuele à moindre risque cette enquête avai i

apparaitre trois grands groupes de Maticipants” selon l'âge et la
actuellement en rs devrait valider ces résultats, noter les évolu-

tions, mettre en évidence°les différences éventuelles entre deux pays ayant
des traditions et dea politiques de prévention différentes.
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T.D.P.44 PSYCHONEUROIMMUNOLOGIC RELATIONSHIPS IN MEN WITH ARC
gemoshok, Lydia‘; Solomon, GF**; ins, S°**; Stites, DPS

+ DM". ‘Univ. of Callfornia sanFrancisco,Aun
California Los Angeles. ***Univ. of California Berkeley, CA.,

Objective. To describe and understand the nature of relationships among

psychosocial, neuropsychologic, and Amsnunologic variables in HIV disease. To

dge, the Interactions of variables n these 3 domains have not been

measures vere ontained for 103 seropositive

at least one HIV-related s

>
? $ 8 2 EF oO e a a 3 > 2 3 a
s

a
?

a = g
e

z P p 5 a » a 8 = = 2 a g a
v
e 2 a Ê 5 s
g

$
8

ta < 3° 5 2 © 9, a 6 8
. oe oO G
e

oe a a
R

approximately 6 months a
anifleantcorrelations were “founia between measures of anxiety,

depression. confusion, fatigue and absolute numbers of Leu 3+ cells, and
Natural Killer (NK)cell activity, At Tlme 1, higher scores on emotional

suppression were also significantly correlated with more Leu 38+ and Leu

Leu 8+ cell n mbers, a well as more NK ceil activity. At ‘Time 2 wn=

» higher scores suppressionof anxiety and unhappiness were

cigniicantiycorrelated with higher numbers of Lev 2+, Leu 2+ Leu 7+. Leu
7 + —, and w more NK celi activity. Higher numbers: of
eu + HLA-DR cells were significantly correlated with number

of neuropeychologica impairments from mlid to

Conclusion. le it is premature to draw conclusions about the implications

of Saychoneufolmmancicnie relationships in ase, our findings suggest
that these relationships change with disease robrecien and are perhaps best

interpreted in the context of immunologic and psychologic adaptation to

ongoing disease and psychosocial events.

COPING OF HIV-INFECTED MEN AND AIDS-PATIENTS

Engeter,M.3; Hermanp.Claudia*; Harrer,T.2; olbrich,£.3;

tniversity of Erlangen, Medical ClinicI, tedica Clinic III, Der. of
Psychology I, FRG? “AIDS-Center of th Administration, Berlin.

between psychosocial stress caused by an
erent reaction patterns as directly influenced or

coping processes.
g. Lite Gunltoy, ping,and Social Support Questionnaires and seni~

interviews ee attr ena) men and BeIVDU's,
Walter Reed Stage I-V, at least 3 diagnosis.
Results. Feelings of psychic({eosFoy affected") and job distress (45%)

HIVtest to moderate 0% resp.
minimize

Psychologle et sexologle
Psychology and Sexology

T.D.P.48
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T D P 49 PSYCHOSOCIAL REACTIONS OF MEN WHO ARE CARERS ER HIV-
one INFECTED PEERS AND MEN WHO ARE HIV-ANTIBODY POSITIVE.

Viney, Linda, L., Crooks, Levinie, Walker,
Psychology Department, University of Wollongong, NewSouth Wales, Austrailia.

Objectives: (1) To describe and com; the psychosocia! reactions otHIv-antibody
itive gay men and gay men involved in degcacare toththelr Hi infected

peers in three Australian cities. (2) To contrest these o tithose of two
IV. sted illness and one mith10 major l!

Methods: Content analysis acai rip! jews
to secure measures of dist anxiety, depression, uncertainty, anger and helpless
hess, together with their better experiences of competence and sociabllity as well

n showed co:soclai reactions of gay m nsiderable consistency 
from both the ill and

very similar to epression is most common fo ge, HIV-antibody
positive men, followedOy ‘the experience of anger. Depress: is also com
for are However, perceived competence is also high for ook the antibody

positiv r groups. and
Conclusions: Caring for people with HIV infection cen be distressing and demanding

hosoci needspsychosoci ons of individu: o be examined in order to
develop adequat Or structures fo. them, thods of counselling and support
used with HIV-anclbody Pomareamen shouldtbexamined ayhen developing
intervent rs and HIV-
infected mensuggest these strengths should‘befostered1in developing counselling.

T.D.P.5 DEFENSE MECHANISMS AND HIV RISK RELATED BEHAVIORS IN
SUBSTANCE ABUSERS

Bihari, Bernard and Ottomanelli, Gennaro’
SSUNY Health Science Center, Brooklyn, ™Y., U.S.

spite the clinical importance of underetanding a patient's defensiva

of defense mecha-

ample
lized for detoxificationfrom heroin ai

Results showed that deapite adequate knowledge fund of AID:
and risk reduction informat:ton the patients reported spi x:

Yelated behaviors on the RBI. "Bw uation of the DMI data

bebaviors
mentservices and ‘AIDS Srevention information to substance abuser:

discussed.

T.D.P.53 RETENTISSEMENT PSYCHOLOGIQUE DE L'INFECTION A VIH SUR LA RELA-

TION DE COUPLE.
Marie-Ange GUDEFIN**, S. TISSERON**, Y. EDEL*

* Département des Maladies Parasitaires et Infectieuses, Unité INSERM 313
(Pr M. Gentilini), G.H. Pitié-Salpétrière, Paris, Franc
** Service de Médecine Interne, Mal. nfectieuses et[Tropicales rc,

Lafaix), Centre Hospitalier de Villeneuve-St-Georrges, F

L'étude des facteurs psychologiques qui perturbent la relation d'un couple
stable a été effectuée auprès de 40 patients séropositifs et SIDA, hospitali-

és. A partir d! etiens semi-directifs et de questionnaires auprés du pa-
tient et de son partenaire habituel, les auteurs ont trouvé que les facteurs
de risque psychologique sont corrélés avec la situation affective.et sociale

VIHdu couple antérieure à l'annonce de séroposirivie
Dans la majorité des couples, homosexuels € hétérosexuels, la séropositii-

vité est annoncée par le patient au parte ives alors qu'elle est gardée
créte via-a-v les parents (tout moins ai de l'infection) et 1is
encore vis-a-vi s enfants. Le de-de amination sexuelle est.en règle
aon évoqué ou tenu secret dans la relation de couple hétérosexuel (méca isme
de protecctica du couple, systèmes. de loyauté).
grande stabiliité du lien dans le couple homosexuel.: ‘

nm observe une plus
eas de rupture‘à cause:

  

ception sous-groupe des couples
comsronenes . Les particularites de 8
aux “Comportements du couple vis~aevis de la prévention de l'infection par 1
VIB

treatment of AIDS
1A

PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS IN THE STE OF PERSONS
WITH AIOS, ARC & ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTIO!

letaformation Inc., Montreal, Quebec,

T.D.P.50

Canada

Ohiective, To report on the use of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP)
he treatment of HIV infected persons and the consequent beneficial

ofeects on quality of ie and clinical status.
The approach is based on psychoneuroimmunology {PNI), the

study of the complex bidirectienal interactions of consciousness
the body's defense

characterize long term survivors of AIDS and other life threatening illness.
The asymptomatic group participated in a 2 1/2 day workshop, persons w.
AIDS or ARC vere seen Individually (from 4 to 16 hours each).
Results, reliminary results (follow-up period o
indicate substantial increase in self-rreported ated of ees
life style and livivng/working situation5, weig n,
and intensity of symptoms and infections, elimination and/orsubstantial
decrease in aeeeant intensity of side effects from drug treatments.

of lack cf control with respect to other treatments
t isntnfosible“te isolate the effects of me Nevertheless, the timing
ands t of many changes was impressive and not merely coincidental. Given
that tehas no harmful side effects, NLP offersan effective strategy in the

and ARC and in the maintainance of health in asymptomatic
persone

T.D.P.52 PROCESSUS D'ADAPTATION À LA MALADIE DE PERSONNES ATTEINTES
DU SIDA
Côté, José; Fortin, M.-F. Université de Montréal, Montréal

Tiuébec, Canada,

En raison de l'absence de traitement efficace à ce pueil paraît essentiel
de promouvoir le bien-être des personnes atteintes du S
Objectif. Décrire le processus d'adaptation à la maladieMes personnes at-

teintes du SIDA.
Méthodes. Une étude descriptive de type transversal s'est does. ée dans un
centre hospitalier universitaire de hontréal auprès deos ets, la moitié
au stade primitif et les autres, au stade proggressif+ anca Les variables

sl sévérité des per-
tes quest Ténnai re élaboré), leurs stratégies tire (échelle de co

i el 1984) et l'état psychologique (échelle de blen-être,

 
rement. ti. Les stratégies adaptatives orientées vers la rechercherte

m
vées influence de façon statistiquement significative l'utilisation des

v. ont les meitleurs scores de

d'information et ils ont moîns recours à des stratégies d'évitement. V. Les

sujets qui sont au stade progressif-avancé de la maladie perçoivent plus sé-
vèrement les pertes e socia

Les efforts déployés par les sujets compos les per-
tes subies ont des répercussions profondes sur leur intégritépsychelogique.

T.D.P.54 DIFICULTIES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF AIDS PACIENTS AND
INFECTED PEOPLE IN BRAZIL
Rodrigues,Lair*, Ervolino, Luiz**; Silva, Amélia***
+#%48* Divisio Nacional de

Ministério da Satide — Brasilia, Brazil

Objectives: To identify the problems health professionals have in dealing with AIDS patients and
infected individuals.

te Transmissiveis/, -

or work p ‘,

main responses were the following: iri et epee,rl 1 wide mealcan
i These responses brought a crisis on the
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lee Men“diagnosed with AIDS and seropositives reported the most
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T. D.P.55 PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF THE TRANSMISSION AND T.D.P.56

ACCEPTANCE OF RUMORS ABOUT AIDS
AlanKim J.Kimmel,AllanJ.

Fitehburg State. college. Fitchburg, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Objective. To identify the emotional and cognitive factors that underiie| the
transmission and acceptance of widely disseminated rumors about AIDS,

ef in the rumors. Rumors were

 

rumors perceived as important
to be believed. Reduction of anxiety {n AIDS education campaigns is advised,

T.D.P.57

HELP-SEEKING FOR AIDS-RELATED CONCERNS: A COMPARISON OF GAY MEN

tania, J.; McKusick, L. and Coate:
Center for AIDS Prevention Studies, University ot Califomia, San Francisco,
California, USA

To examine psychological distress levels and help-seeking patterns
one our of gay men (AIDS Giagnosed, HIV

their HIV status} and assess the.helpfulness of
differen rouree used (peers, fail,professional helpers,
Methods. gay men who particip: in the 1987 wave of the AIDS Behavioral
Research Pree completed dires|reparding help-seeking, HIV status,
AIDS-related wiworry,LE and depres:

ts reported high xiety,‘depressionon and a high degree of

AIDS-related worry and were the most likely to seek help. Peers were the most
widelyEnt help-sourceand most helpful. Helpfulness of

related with less anxicty and depression. Family members we
Feast. Uklikelysought and perce: as least helpful.

Peers serve as the primary and most effective help-source for gay
confronting the AIDS crisis. Community pro; are needed to Promote the

helping abilities of Peers, prevent burn-out among peer helpers and _Provi
altemative help sources for men who lack supporlive peer networks

T.D.P.59 EVIDENCE OF FRANK COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT AND DEPRESSION

APPEARING INDEPENDENTLY OF WALTER REED STAGE

Grace,William¢.*, Tramont E.C.**, Oster, C.N.**

*Psychology Service, vou Reed Army Medical Center and the Walter Reed
Retrovirus Research , Washington, D.C. United States of America

Srnectious Disease service, Walter Reed Ammy Medical Center, United States
of Amer:

Objective. To provide descriptive information on levels of depression and
global cognitive functioning in HIV positive males at a military medical

 
Shipley—

ford) are presented, and relation to the patient's
stage of infection in the Walter Reed Classification
Results. i presented in tables. Of 254 patients, 27%

these
 
depressed . Using a Shipley-Hartford CQ of less than 80 to
cognitive decline, 15% of 256 patients evidenced
analysis revealed no ion Walter Reed stage
Conclusion. Patients in both early and late stages of HIV infection are
subject to depression ndcognitive , and substantial numbers of
patients in all . Professionals should not
either normality or peeionDof a patient's psychological status on the
basis of information on stage of infection alone.
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THE STRESS OF CARING: DIMENSIONS OF STRAIN AMONG
INFORMAL AIDS CAREGIVERS

Henther University of California, San Francisco, USA

gay men Saving for friends or lovers wi alita-
tive int we were conducted with 20 informal ca egivers.
Interviews were ped, transcribed and or stress-
related content. Structu: aTest onnaires were administered t

ponden:
stress were identified: 1)Er ci
directly out of the demands

caregiver's life aus intrusion of caregiving demands;
and 3) Intrapsychic Strains resulting from careg. ‘s own
fear of contr: ng AIDS, enuation of his social network

intimate relationship. Several sub-components wi each of
these general dimensions of stress have been identifie
types of coping strategies used to di these stressors will
also be presented. Conclusion. While caring for the AIDS patient
in the ©community has humanitarian benefits for the patient
economic advantages for society, it is not without costs. The
informal caregiver is often left to contend with a zr
of intense stressors. ortance of incorporating the needs
of informal caregivers into public health policy is evident.

T.D.P.58 SHORT-TERM MEMORY (STM) CAPACITY DECLINES AS A FUNCTION OF
AIDSDEMENTIA COMPLEX (Ad)SEVER
Dor 3 Keilp, JG; Sad aesToit, L; Price, RW &

Sidtis,John Memorial Sioan-Kettering aah Center, NY, NY, USA

Objective. To assess STM capacity as a function of chinical severity of
ADC. Although nenory failure is a frequent complaaint n ADC patients the
bases for such complaints have yet to be determin

n à free recall task was examined Fa of 89 patients
Patients were rated according to

: re). STM
capacity was measured by determining the ber of items recalled from
STM in the Auditory Verbal Learning Test (laugh, NC and Norman, Psych.
Rev., 89-104, 1965).

- _STM declined asa Function|of cognitive impairment [F(2,88) =
Whereas the dectine patients with-m

ounceced in Patients with moderate. or severe
ein STM co:art with other

ait (r=-.34), grooved pegboard
, making A and B (-.46), Shut not with measures of

psychiatrie dist
s as a function of increased severity of Al

This decline reflects diminished cognitive capacity but because of the role
oFattemorar STM, it is unclear wh r the reported results represent a

eficit. The extent to whKe“this decline affects cognitive
functioning warrants further investigati

ATTRIBOTIOMAL STYLE AMD DEPRESSION IN HIV-RELATED ILLNESS

Van_Go 2 Wil ired #**; Freeman, D.***;Evan. G.***s
Rosenbaum, J.FT;George, L.***;Hamilton, J.****, et al.

est Loc Angeles VA Hedical canter «CALLE. ,USA,**0CLA schoolLet MieLACalif.08s,e#v0h
Medical Center,Durhan,….C. ,USA.

T.D.P.60

 

objective. i f
matedthe tsitiomap of attributional style to mood stato.

y Subjects (AIDS, n=10; ARC, n=20) vere administered the following tests: MNPI-168, Beck
et inventory (BDI) and AttributionalulStyle Questionaire|Picathe subjects’ ages ranged from
22-62 vith a mean and median of 42 years and re education

. Elevated depressed mood vas found for the total sampl boththe depression scale of the
WPI-168 (24.33, §D°16.44) and the BDI ()f=14.43, ‘SD=10.20).aren both groups reported significant

wood SDP1A.76; ABC, P8110, 16.62) andthe IMPI-268 depression scale (AIDS, $=90.80,
mood on the MDI ellFB.10, 9.47; AK, El.70, itpti

on these measures. À 5 ve
between the ASQ and ÆNPI-165depression scale (r=.49, B <.006) and the BDI

{er B<-006). t le of and $ imifticnt

sitiverirelationship vac found betveon internal, stable global explanations for mntetats
and selt-reported depressionPAlsybetFr Dmatt
depression anong patients presenting vith ted symptoms, ant izplications of this vill be
discussed.
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T.D.P.61 HIV-1 PATIENTS’ SELF-REPORTED COMPLAINTS OFROMANE T.D. P.62 QUALITY OF LIFE OF PERSONS WITH AIDS/ARC.
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP AyahaMEMORYPERF

, BJ; Dorfma
Price, RW; Sidtis,a Memorial Soan--kettering Cancer”center, NY, Ni,isa

Objective: To evaluate the relationship between HIV-1 patients selfFoneported
memory complaint and their actual performance on

12 treated HIV-1 patients at varyin:
stages were evaluate with the Neuro-AIDS Study
examina joa, and neuropsychological battery.

lapses in performing such taskstecare.
i ABIi 2 FREQ.Factors were strongly correlated with each other

(r=-.64, umber of memory complaints elicited from

a memory componennt ethh Verbal purecy, r=.22, p=.0 The
most strongly correlated with a dd (re.51, p<.001) ond “general psychiatric
symptom (r=.58 Ol) riatings.

faints of impaired memory ability are mildly related to
actual DSents in perform . The frequency of reported lapse
ever, is strongly related tothe intensity of mood/psychiatric aisturbance.

T.D.P.63 EMOTIORAL STATES IN RELATION TO IMMUNE essION IN
HORT OF MALE SEXUAL CONTACTS OF MEN

fvDISEASE.
Rosematy*iCalzavare, L.**;Coates, R.**;Read, S.***;MacFadden,
D.S***;Johnson, eyFann: es pherd, Fees,
*Wom © Hospital, Toronto;** Department of Preventive Medicine and
Biostatistics, Universit o oronto:***Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto;
The Toronto Hospital, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Qbiective: the retationship of cmotional states and laboratory
measuresof immune function.

x Men with prior homosexual contact with an individual with HIV-
related illness were recruited
study o

  

scales X 12 immune

and HIV- men. For

N ly, greater emontional distress was
associated with better immune function on all correlations.

i n this long-term study of homosexual men, greater emotional
distress was o ith dererioration in immune function measures
commonly used to monitor progress of HIV infec!

UIT INFECTION u chien Mtoe abcess
dacas Carlos, in Du Uliatar R, Paseual J, Plan
jervice of Interne) Iaticine, Mospital "Germans tris: fujol*. Universitat
i reelosa. Barcelonz, Spain.

Qhiective: To asalyee the area of visuo-spatial ressonisg and verbal nenory in SI¥+ compared to BIT-
and to observe if thare is ay relation betesex these tuo uauropsychological functions ead BIT
seropositivity.
pos: 201 IDAs adaitted tes:etes wait vere tested fron January 87 to December Si.

The Raven'a Staader Progreasiva Matrices for the area of visuo-
a runs (lq int}‘un the FAIS Digit Span subtoat for the auditive memory area [°T*

ore}.On days 1 and unafter adnittence ut the detoxification unit, patiens sere tested with the
Digit i|on the 7th dey by the Raves.
Results: 103/201 (71.uy of patians hed HIT antibodies(su test)a 80/201 (28.wl aiat. the
age mes 25.46 + 4.16 years and the tine of 9,33 + 35.77 son 4 + 32.52 8 in
Iv and 55.81 ¢ 39.91 5 ip bilnt601). at rhewat of
cases a status mas er

th 1,39 of the HIT +il a“es percentile in the area of visvo-spstial me
between the twa days of testing, and findisg “sus

T.D.P.65

 

‘it ‘5 a re jorences,
evolution in both serostatu:

There vere et “ sAguifieative differences athe viseo-spatial reasoning ul mit
UNI] areas of both seropositives aud serosegatives . Nevertheless, it exists decrei
spatial reasosisg of the cases that éswet een ted to HIT perestatas, rs
aasyuptonstic IDAs. Therefore, fucturs às i level , abuse of other dregs and long-ters
heroie adicttion couldnit these fiadings.

Elierman, Health Planning Consultant and Mark Smith, University of

Pennsylvania, asiadelpbis, PA, USA.

Objective: To document and quantify the effects a diagnosis of AIDS hes on
ones dite.

All pereons diagnosed with either AIDS or ARC (PWAs) were sur-
veyed in the metropolitan Philadelphia area. A mail-return surve tho
resulted in90 completed surveys of a total documented population of 523
PWAs, Tha survey vas distributed through health care and social service
networks
Besylts: ‘he survey produced evidence for a queof impacts on PWAs of

diagnosis leading to illnesa, to loss of emplo:
urance, to loss of Financial security, “and allth

and made
facilities.
10 using Spitz
Spitzer reported
all Persons

mean for PWAs is 6.6.
means of 7.1 for cancer ‘patients and 7.3 for chronically

diagnosis of AIDS leads to significant impacts on employment,
finances, mental health, aie living and overall quality of life which can
be documented and quanti

T.D.P.64 marut mesansuervctdeus aulponeLieiir 1, meu4 au:
Service ef Laterae!reJepitel ‘te état nn Yelas i Pujol”Universitat antdeces
àbeasui

tit: test theat is
us, threagh the aude ef psyebosetrie scales ani factors, in àul

Willie uit (Di.
5 AL ansyoptonatic IBds (142 nales apd 45 feaulen) underveat yorsozality teste (Byseack's EQ, tatell's

10 nt MATT) without keowledge of their cexelogical HIV states in a HOU frou January £7 to Recouber dl. Pacters
va as schooling Leve) + prisea, secial states, daily herein doses, use of other dregs tnd tine of parenteral
addiction vert
vaults Mat (71.1 bad AIT antibodies (HUA test) and 58/281 (28.9%) had not. Average of parenteral nice
vas 69,3) 435.177 maths: 1.hi Wjbs ip Lu wh 55.8 th.stain SIT- (pra.Att). there rere mt
litterences in sex, age, daily heroin deses, Wu oua

eunticinn (HF sale ht "rr mt"tind differencesia the other four sl (Seuroticien, Daycoticisn,
inunnin aad bie sea
feo factors of the 10 Mtlensice Suspicions {pc4.41) and Shrevd (pcQ.€1), vere reloted te serepesitivity fer
a infection,
In spite af a tandency te a poychopathological deviance (Pd) in the HIV+ group, NPT test shoved 20 significative
Aithereneesin wear ofthe 1it scales.

 
to the HYinfection inIls, Co-facters 1s leng-tera addiction and lov sociceceasnical states edits to th
sain rist facter -sheriag acedies~ for HIV infection is (dis.

T.D.P.66 PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS PREDICTING DISTRESSAFTER HIV TESTING
y berry,S.; Jacobsherg L.; Frances, A.

cornell University Medical College, New Yark, NY, USA,

Objective. individuals at risk for

2) , Questionnaire, HQ); 3) attributional style, (Health
Attributional Questiomaire, was
assessed by Depression Inventory (BDI), State/Trait Amciety

measures weeks later, one of
three .
Results. (initial) and partial correlations (follow-
up; controlling for effects of and

ESI BSI For
ISEL ~.55 -.44 -.54 -.42 -.43 ~.46 -.57 ~.53 coefficients
H ~.59 =. . ï -.35 -.34 -.50 -.41 p<-001
HASQ -.52 -.54 =.56 —.42 .30 -.28 —.43 -.37

. of social
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 T.D.P 67 FSYCHOLUGICAL ‘AND SOCIAL YONCTIONING TN À CURORT OF HOMOSEXUAL MEN AT T. D P. 68 Title The Psychological Management of a Care Support Unit"
RISK FOR AIDS for male prisoners with HIV in England and Wales
aumartin, Susan: Tal, M.; J

Universityof Michigan, Ann never, ientganeDaited States
Nooney Kay * Curran L &*

Objective.To deacribe mental health and social functioning in a cohort of gay men at risk * Head of Psychological Services, HM Prison, Wandsworth, London
fer AIDS. oe Re Psychologist, Medical Directorate, Home Office, London,

members of the Chicago Multi-Center AIDS Cohort Study usscoping and Change

Study ‘ces) completed each of sixbiannual, selt-a don
and h À: ned

KINGDOM
j the hist id development1908. Generel mental healt! Ob. ete To provide a descriptive analysis of the history and develop:

en of a Speciai Care and Support Unit for male prisoners with HIV in Britain.

total score. Depr ae i Also measured by the This paper focuses on the management of the particular problems faced by
4 t inmates with HIV in penal establishments and the role of Psychological

measures.) AIDS-epecific mental health is determined by 3 sub-scales: AIDS worries, negative counselling in this proces.
mot Lo: ut” a ment of social functioning due to AIDS. Suicidal ideation Method

  

 

ased at ea The HSCL scores for the cohort were somewhat elevated A Psychologist who functioned as a participant observer was attached t:

above general population norms but considerably below Peychiatricoutpatient norms. HSCL assist in the management of the Unit and to provide counselling and support
dépression and anxiety greater than one standard deviation he general population moan to both staff and inmates.
in at least 3 of tha 6 waves were experienced by 42.2% and Se of the sample, respectively.

¢ ri Results Lessons for Regime design, anxiety management strategies, al

among the results from a participant observation over the 3 years history

of the Unit.

 

 

distress for most men, but also suggest an important minority experience significant
depression

T.D.P.69 Beyond information provision as a Technique for HIV Education T.D P.70 PSY OCTAL ‘ATION G HIV POSITIVE PATIENT

A study of the psychological determinants of young offenders beliefs about Korniewicg,

HIV. *Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, USA

 

 

ane

THORNTONDavid" Curran L Sblactiva. To identify, describe and compare selected aspects of

* Principal Psychologist, young offender Psychology Unit, Home Office, paychosocjoc ar4taaptat net:soning.among jetteansccdel

London, with human immunodeficiency virus
** Principal Psychologist, Medical Directorate, Home Office, London, comparative| asseriptite "cross-s, ona: rch

UNITED KINGOOM design was used to assess psychosocial adaptation among
Objective individuals infected with HIV. Sixty-three consenting subjects

frominpat ent and Sutpatient units within a major medical center
impli isd f located in a large metropolitan area re categorized into one o:ToAdentsty targets for education which go beyond the simple provision o four groups: (1) as ‘matic (n=2oN? (2) early stage (n=10) 7

entormat lon. (3) late stage (n=-19) and (4) at Fisk (n]=24). Four quantitative
instrunen re or ta co 3 rg's obalMethod Self-Esteen Scale: Sherwood's Selt-cone t Scale; Inventory of

Questionnaire measures covering beliefs about HIV together withaspects of Social FunctioningandtheLien mation8 ec among
Psychopathy, Neuroticion, and ethnocentisms were administer: groups for e dependent neasur: of self-concept, F=.309,
representative sample of male youthaustody trainees. The datawere P=.819; self-esteen, Fe.126, pel.26, and soc. functioning,
exploded with corelation and regression analyses. F=.260, p=.854. However, as: omatic individuals (Group I)

scored significantly higher on phe pean Alienation Scale,
Results Fe3.205, p=.030 than the otherthree 9: e ay dd ed.

Results implied a strong non-rational component in young offender beliefs ese results indicate thanew Y diagnosed patients
about HIV indicating limits on the likely effectiveness of HIV education. sxperience greater alienation during the initial onset of HIV

T.D.P.71 RISK OF ADULT HIV INFECTION AND CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE T.D.P.72 DEFICITS ASYMP.
, erler,a Feingold, L.; Laufer, Dei Mayer, Kenneth. TOMATIC HIV INFECTION

ersity, Providence, Rhode Island, and Henoriadal Dis.Huib*, van Beuzekom, M.*, de Wolf, F.** and
Hospital,“Pautusket, Rhode Island, U.S.A. Coutinho, R.A.**

Objective. To estimate the frequency of heterosexual transmission of HIV “Department of Psychology, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
infection and to identify risk factors for transmission. s'Depariment 0of Infectious Diseases of the Municipal Health Service, Am-
He A population-based prospective cohort study of heterosexually d erlands

active adults in southeast N land n enroliment 88. Informa- » The Neth
ion is collected at the first visit and at periodic followp visi : «

sexual and drug use history and current behaviors by an interviewer-adminis- Qbjective, Theb hypothesis “ivane that central nervous Tay. ner
tered questionnaire. Blood is drawn from all cohort members and analyzed by HIV infection may begin early in the course o!
for antibody to HIV using ELISA and confirmatory Western blot. with mild neuropsychological ci already in HIV seropositive otherwise
Results. During the first year, 109 women and 106 men have enrolled. To asymptomic subjects.
date, 53 women and 38 men have provided information on entdhood sexual £ Methods, 46 seronegative and s representative sample of 54 seropositive sub-
abuse. À total of 32% of the cohort reported that they been raped; © : don at d range of cognitive, psychomotor and emotional
those ever rap the time of fir, ape was during childhood for 62% of the ae vere + Psyc
cohort. Survivors of childhood sexual abuse were more likely t women * igit
(40% of women vs. 21% of men reported rape) and nonwhite (47% nonvhite vs. Results. Stight decrements in eh verbal fluency eeered were found
29% white). Cohort members were twice as likely to work as prostitutes if in the seropositive group. These differences could not attri
raped in childhood than people without this history. IV drug use was also inast.©educational1 level, level of nel intelligence or differences in emotional
more commonly reported among survivors of sexual abuse (50% IVDU among Discriminant-analysis predicted 86% of the cases correctly on the bases of
survivors vs, 37Z among those never raped). At entry into the study, 33% senropayeblogical tests
of the survivors vs. 21% of those never raped had evidence of HIV efrik Conclusion, for analysis of the nature of the neuropsychological differences
Conclusion. Survivors of childheod sexual abuse may be at increas
Er tive subjects longitudinal studiesexua à ing behaviors that lead to transmission of H between seronegative and seroposi
infection.fad dnvg weing behavicrs quired to further evaluate the possible involvement of the CNS.
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T.D.P.73 PSYCHOSEXUAL ASSESSMENT IN AIDS RESEARCH: INTERVIEWER T.D.P.74
SELECTION, TRAINING, AND MONITORING
Gruen, Rhoda S.*; Calderwood, M.*; Meyer-Bahlburg, H.F.L.*;
Ehrhardt, A.A.*

*HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral sae New York State Psychiatric
Institute and Columbia University, New ¥

Objective. To describe a program designed to optimize rapport betwe
interviewer and subject and to minimizeoespecific biases in this value-laden
and emotionally chevsed area of

Method. (1) Interviewer selection: criteria include both general education-

al requirements and level of fort in dealing with diverse sexua:

ties (2) Desensitization e, to familiarize the interviewer with
xual vernacular. (3) Item-by-item review of the sexual inst: (4)

Co-ratinng of audiotaped interviews. (5) Supervisedinterview practice¥with
aff members. (6) Supervised interview practice with subjects fro

inte:ee
0

10th interview le
sults. reful selection of erviewers reduces overall training time.

The training progr: facilitates rapport, self-disclosure, etc.
ses ns e ce interviewer motivation.
Con m. Overall quality of psychosexual data is enhanced by interviewer
rie and training procedures,’

T.D.P.75 trs oR AMONG
Stephanie A, Sanders, J.M. Reinisch and M. Ziemba-Davisa eeeTe, a eas
U.S.A. |

Bloomington, IN,

lor . 4 1 i
Objective. T
Delis bth sce age 18 andce 1980

this study. Temmeaquonraining demographics sal bearikthmen
IDS.

lesbian, self-lal i

independent -- 75% of th had t ith à d 46%, had à : : on
 

inter _ . À. ed 1

behaviorally

he types of behavior
label hasbeen enti life I beh

1 cick f

bisexual male partners.
. The labels "heterosexual" and "homosemal’ are often presumed to prodtheot

engaged

icintoesintenVisCAbough seal chor between women maybe
th: at lesbian women or,

T.D.P.77 VARIABLES INFLUENCING CONDOMUSE AMONG
INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS

Stephen*; Shapiro, JL*; Siddigi,Q*; Lipton
*Narcotic and Drug Research Inc., New York,oeYork, USA

Objective: To determine the knowledge,beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors relatedto the use
of condoms among NoNDIVDUS are at risk of contracting and/or transmit HIV

Methods: 289 IVDUs atisading"3 methadone maintenance clinics in New York City
confidenti standardizedques lonnaires during 1987-1988.
 factors were:

among sexually active (no use-68%), sexual 's) injected ans in past year
(yes=33%); intraveno use in previoussoaer=41%); needie-sharingpavious
month (yes=20%). Multiple logistic regression was conducted for the sexuallyàactive
subjects to in previous month (none vs. some users

of Condoms,¢.g., to believe did not “cut down
on j use condoms “if my er asked me” (Odds
Ratio=1.7, 95% Cl=1.2, 1.4) Usersalso scored higheron Receptivity f Partners to

+5 tO would "pot ” by requests for
condom use or other sexual teations( R=1.6, 95% Cl=1.1, 2.2). users W
also more likely tn Senronally know a person with AIDS (OR=1.5, 95% CI=1.2, 2.3) and
to be recententrants to treatment (OR=.84,Monnet , 96).

{IVDUswilingnss fowecondoms i i icantly determined by specific
beliefsandattitudesthat could be modified by appropriate health education and cognitive-

vic

 

SAFER SEX AHONGST HOMOSEXUAL MEN; MEANING & MOTIVATION.
Horns dt; Kelichers J.

*Christehurch Shoal of Medicine, Christchurch, New Zealand.

T.D.P.76

included those who: were
themselves as sexually inexperienced; lacked social akilis or self -
confidence to assert their ference for safe sex; younger men who used sex
as a means ning entry into gay society; older men who were wangàto

ailability; men who had broken off a

safer sex represenited a major disruption in social life. Semen exchange was
geen by mo: “real sex" and therefore giving it up was a significant
loss. It appeared that sex was the most important form of communication
between these men, Other forms of intdiacy were poorly developed.

. Consistency in the practice of safer sex depends upon
circumstances, characteristi: text. The extent of the sacrifice
required should not be underestimated.

T.D.P.78 SEXUAL BEHAVIOR SURVEY OF BRAZILIAN MEN THAT ARE
SuTENTs OF TRANSVESTITE PROSTITUTES

nel, Arletty*
*Centro de pefertns a € Tréinamento-AIDS, S& Paulo, Brazil

Qpiective.one, elucidate the 1 behavior of men that engage
i ontact with transvestite prostitutes.
Methods."A“20-iten questionnaire was applied to 162 men that
regularly engaged in sex with transvestites. 150 men were
included in the study

mean age “was 34, gl years, 68% were married orhad 

ome degree of alcohol|or drug us
ter. 4.6% reported with the transvestite. 94.67% acknow-

of ST. None thought

6 that transvestite prostitu- 
ion is an

in Brazil, as well as, the need
tional programs forFhéterosexuals including these aspects
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T.D.P.79 CHILDHOOD GENDER NONCONFORMITY FREDIICTS SEX AND DRUG PRACTICES IN THE ILLI
HIV-1 SEROPOSITIVITY IN HOMOSEXUAL MEN T.D.P.80 AS RELATED TO THE SPREAD OF AIDS Crt SEX INDUSTRY

; Grant, L; Atkinson, J.; Richman, D.; Spector,S. and Beatrice, S.°*; Foundation forResearch
and McCutchan,J. Universittyof California, Sen Diego, D.S.A. ‘gn Sexually Transmitted Diseases, NY, NY and **New ry Dep NY, NY,

Objective: To determine whether childhood Users .
gender nonconformity (CON, an important transmission.

identity research)is of value in Information w: PACerpros
AIDS research. The centralcentral hypothesis is that ho- great of New York Cityfom1985 01988,Grin iosaoinis 65 in 1987,ant37in1988)

for HIV-1, largely due to Results Of 169 , 14 (8,7%) were found by ELISA with confirmati
high velepmalnoue(Ruean Western Blot to be positive for HIV-I. Gite22 (LSaewomenmedtted 10 former or
Methods: N = 72 homosexual men recruited (23 serone ive and 49 seropositive), drug use, 32% werepositive, among the 147 (67%) womennotadmittingt9
and completed the ClarkerieRonGender arScale oD)A one-way ANOVA intravenous drug use, only 5% were positive. Many of these women reported having lovers
Cc I scores. scoring intravenous drugs.

. From questioning about the types ofsexual practices, it was concluded that over 70% ofthe sexualdiffer significantly by seropositivity status (figure below). (F = 6.65, df=
71, p < 0.012; Fisher PLSD = 2.41, Scheffe F-test = 6.65, p <.0.05). All except one of the SURdetuicaeaeaperrammedbysreetwalkersonyabout 20-30%
with the highestFGI scores were se ive.and seto- Condomuaewas reportedin 1985 by onlySO% ofsteereriby 1987 almostalreportedbetween condom to a parallel study, reported having used
positivity isis50 strong at the high end of the FGI distri- » 38% ofthe time. The men admiged inebsedhalfofthe toe, condoms only
bution that it might not arise merely by way of the, AN * Conclusion, (manipulation or fellatio), plusa high
hypothesized intermediate variable. Personality variables ™ reported rate ofcondom use in this )» Suggest that streetwalkers arc less at risk of
23 well asbehavioral ones may be require. ‘Additional » are prostitutes in brothels, since ex Carries a lower risk 10 the recipient than the vaginal or anal

Foraybebeagosoppveali”» \ reor - fortladvalyowneniASMee
Seronegative drprisesyProstitutes with lovers (asopposed wo clients) continues to nt a hazard. Also,

un g such experince in direct questions. — — ne i Li ° Ay AIDS ionmndereportingof me de ols tes <> | “safe” sex practices. Outreach to prostitutes and clients must be apriority in AIDS   

T.D.P.81

Weber, J.°°**; Rockwell, R.*, et al.

*Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc., NY. NY: **NYS Divisi

NY: ++New York University Medical Center, NY, NY: oe)

CONDOM USE AMONG OSEXUAL MALE IV DRUG USERSIS
AFFECTED BYTHE NATURE OF SOCIAL RELATI‘TIONSHIPS.

Friedman, S.R.*; Des Jarlais, D.C.**; Engel, ‘spe;

   

ofSubstance Abuse Services, N.Y.;
Israel Medical Comer NY, N.Y.

 

ry York City methad
1984 and 1986 were re-interviewed with a structured questiounair: in 1987-88,

37 sexually sctive whom 2 aiso had sex with men), 57% (78/137) reported
ual partner, While 93%(125/136) knew that condom Canpreventse: transmission of

i‘aly56% (16/135)

with Condom us, butte nde ofsalprnershipa was, Amongthe 64 m
partner, 44% used a condom at to 68%

005).
partners.
 

EVALUATION OF SEXUALITY IN HIV INFECTED PATIENTS SY THE WARTEGG TEST

Longo, Paulo Henrique Pinheiro; Carvalho Neto, L.0. and Morais ds si©c.a

Gaffrée & unispniversity Hospital - University of Rio de
(UNI-RIO) -

T.D.P.83

Qbjective: To observeveposaible changes in the serality|of HIV infected patients by sexual

renission, red to those infected by blood transfusion,

V positive patients were assessed by a nonN directive archetypal method, this group

 

 

 

bi: 1 men) 12 (40%) by blood t:

patients on ‘account of its accurateness and este. Thr 1 stimule the patients
develop pictures ts about. subject, iting adequate and non adequate responses

in & different fields. Mistel field wes specifically evaluated and statistically

ssed by Chisr
Results: Data a:ve presented in the following table:

SEXUALITY FIELD ALTERATIONS | SR TRANSMISSION | 8.000 TRANSFUSION | TOTAL

| 18 100 | 5 41,6 | 23
NOT OBSERVED g 0 58,3 7

p < 0.001
Altarations in the sonality field observed tenged from difficulty in reacting to archetypal

Conclusion: ny vocitive individuals (who were) infected by sexual transmission may develop

deep change: I conception of sexuality

740

 

 

T D P 82 EIV TIROPREVALENCE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR A TRANSSEXUAL
Dr. POPULA

+ J.J. McCal
Albion|sires(Ars) Centre, HrtétBospital, Sydney,

Qbiective. To determine HIV seroprevalence and risk factors in pre-
operative transsexeale,

Data collocted as a routine part of the Albion Street (AIDS)
Centre and Outreach programmes screening and follow-up services were
collated and reviewed using the clinic's computer database, individual
files and personal interviews vith transsexual clients.

Results. Preliminary analysis of the ootfos ‘anssexuala tested
indicated| "that 12 (218%) were AIV infec - najorrisk factors vere

(75%) and intravenous drug use 1468)

Conclusion. The high HIV seroprevalence and t! frequency of HIV risk
behaviour in the transsexuals tested indicate”the seaeecortodidirect
the Sttention ef ongoing educational and behaviour:
this minority group. e paychosocial iaplications¢of denialofofthe
right to sex change surgery on the basis HIV seropositivity also needs

o be addressed.

T D.P.84 AIDS PHOBIA : A CLINICO-PSYCHOANALYTICAL STUDY.

Dr. Gilada 1.5., Bhimani G.Ve» Shah 8.,Thakur V.,Indian Health Organisation,
J.J. Hospital, Bombay, India

AIDS PHOBIA; A state of intense anxiety, crystalized around an obsessional
idea of suffering from AIDS, which is precipitated by an actual sexually

H ase or an illicit sexual contact and which may lead to
; gradual deterioration of the personality. It may or may not be relieved
through reassurance, insight and information.

This study presents analysis of about 88 casea of AIDS phobia managed
by the authors comprising a venereologiet and 3 pan

During the initial stage of it's spread, AIDS d generalised anxiety
in the population, mainiy due to its' difficult clinical mana
final outcome. n initial linking to sexual intel
have observed thet over .period of time, the cases started associeting

any possible mode of oread with minimum risk and also to any illness
state that somehow resembles the earlier symptoms of AIDS.

The present study also highlights the issues of Public Education of AIDS.
Diner contact with the physician, ordering of diagnostic tests for

J myths and misconception shrouding the dresded disease and
patient ‘education,
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Les adolescents

Adolescents
ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH FOR AIDS.

Drs én, Guerra, Cazco et. al.
Minieeer of Health, Central University, School of Profesional
Psychology ofPichincha, Quito - Ecuador

T.D.P.85

OBJECTIVE: To know the attitudes and sexual behaviors of the population
towards AIDS, to plan and form health programs and education of this disea-

SUSTIFICATION: While the HIV Virus expandes uncontroliably up the cue
of the worldy population, beca: of the Lack of medicaation, vac 6:

titudes and sexual
ry

Ecuad is a country in absence of the
woventific ‘investigation unable us to carry out the plaae,

programe of sexual education and AIDS
SES

- The sers attitudes end sexual behaviors are very negative in the

examplairy 3
- No nificant.‘ditterences in the study of thefacts, stereotypes, attitudes

rmined by the following variables: eex, age, educa-
tional level and geographical region
METHOD: Scientific investiigat ion by means of the observation of field re-

Auspice: International Development Research Centre - Canadé.

TARGETING AIDS INFORMATION AT SEXUALLY ACTIVE
OLDST.D.P.87 15-17 YEAR

Barbara Jones*, Heidi Liepold*, Shane Lunney**, CANADA 
The Canada Youth and AIDS Study provides a national inform-
ation base on what youth think, know and do about sexual
behaviour, AIDS and STDs

Building on this Study, this project provides
sive appronach fo reaching sexually active teens

choice - national television,

8 well through a well designed
school marketing and delivery program.

National focus testing of scripts and messages allows for
consideration and identification of regional differences.

* Federal Centre for AIDS
**Shane Lunney Productions

T D P 89 IMPACT OF ADOLESCENT HEALTH MESSENCERS AIDS PREVENTION pe

ee GRAM ON PEERS AND ADULT RELATIVES N
a, E. Antonio; Brea de Cabral, M; Guerrero, E;

Dominguez, L; puttler M.
S, Ministry of Public Health, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

Objective. To describe the joint Ministries of Public Health/Education, Insti
tute of Sex Education and PROFAMILIA approach to adolescent AIDS prevention ~
through peer sex education messengers at schools and communites

 

Methods. Discussion of the conceptual framework of adolescent AIDS prevention
progran, pre/and post intervention CAP studies, and appropriate educational
echnology evaluation studies at public and private schools.

Resultss. Relatively widespread unacknowledgement of STD/AIDS in 1985 has
‘shifted to adolescents’ eagerness to participate in achoo1/coumunity prevent
‘ve action. AIDS related CAPs among teenagers show a h positiv

rale to face the epidemic. Spontaneous reverse tranenis-
culture from adolescents to their parents and other

adult relatives ia consistently reported.

 

Conclusion. Adolescents’ increasing active participation in the AIDSDSerruggle
‘has shown to be most effective not only for conveying education:
their peera schools and local communities,

ents

at but to their parents“ond other
adult relatives as well.

LE RISQUE DE CONTAMINATION PAR LE VIH DANS UNE POPULATION DE

SeeEN PSYCHIAT!

es, Alain* ; Pérard D.** ; Lisandre H.*** et

T.D.P.86

Pailleux T.****.
“Fondation santé des étudiants de France, Sceaux, France *rUniversité|Paris
X et Rouen, France, ***Centre de Recherche de l'Enfant et l'Adoles:
Paris, France, sessinstitut Français d'Etudes et d'Analyses, Paris, “France.

Qojectsfsne ges jeunes (16-25 ans) hospitalisés en psychiatrie, 2)
er orrélat ons entreoneacteurs de risque et les facteurs de ris-

t à ceux d'unepopulation de référence

tudier les
psy-

deapposé lu grou n les
(963 étudiants reprénentatife, étudiésans un autre travail), 3) E
relations entre ‘acte: e risque et les effets de la pathologie

e, sur Éranenonon du VIH.

Méthodes. 1) Echantillon : 180 patients hospitalisés|eninstitution payehie-
2) A

 
asaati arantit un

Soaoa: 175 steno, déjà utilisés dans un eprecedente sur ta po-
perme’ attitudes,

elation avec 2aseatté, la
SIDA, la prévention, len u de connaissessances sur les préservatifs,

év rl ju 6 facteurs de risque, 3) Tris a plat,
de significativité dee résultats.

port à la population de référence, ces patients ont des

onplets moins nombreux, des facteurs

certains de cos facteurs iés
proposer des éléments préventifa a introduire dans la p:

ADOLESCENT AIDS PREVENTIONPEER EDUCATION IN
T.D.P.88 EXPERPENTA PHASE

le-Birouste*, D. Guillemot#, D. Jayle*
tee Association pour lala Prévention du SIDA; Paris, FRANCE

 Objective : To offer ADS related peer of schools in order to evaluate
me feasibility and the types of activities possible prior to designing and implementing an extensive pilot

roject.

 
Methods :: APS (l'Association pour la Prévention du
AÏDS-educators since early 196%. The majority of the

work (teachers, youth workers, sohool doctor:

SIDA) has been active in training adults as
ADS educators trained are invove,in youth-related

tors/nurses etc.) To date more than G00 AIDS educators hav:
APS

decided to te implament a formal study of peer educator training. The approach of using peer educators is
in France attempted, amy subject area. Thus, rather thanit had nev

psorganiseed pilot education activities in 10 different

original prevention projects for their peers. Projects
deve the peereducators include ‘ratio brogdcasts, theatrical3] productions, video tapes, poster and

Results : A i i p
development, qualitati lysis i k k 1 ‘lable in M. yy y 989.

9 AIDS education
for adolescents are quite positive. APS receives more requests for this type of program than it can handle.

T.D.P.90 GENERAL AND PERSONALIZED KNOWLEDGE OF AIDS AMONG
ADOLESCENTS

*; Hunter, J.**;: Henderson, R.*;

, M.
* HIV Center for Clinical York State

Institute and bete,“norYork, NY, USA
** Hetrick Martin Institute, New York, NY, USA

Objective: reliable and valid measures of ledge of
AILS ard positive attitudes safer sex and drug use behaviors.

3 groups, , reviews of literature, consultations
advisory boards regarding content and reading

item-analysis of questiamaires construct a 61-itentest
Le knowledge of AIDS and a 41-iten assessment

sex

of the (Cronbach’s alphas over .84) and
test-retest reliability using 46 runaway and was over .7

goy youths (79% foorect) being better od = vate{724),
particularly on means of tranmission HIV testing. eal

and very positive attitudes tomrdis safe acts
(74%). Knowledge was not signif: y associated with positive attitudes.

: basic AIDS
very positive ‘des toamris safe behaviors measures.
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T.D.P.91 INFLUENCE OF PERCEIVED|REFERENT-GROUP NORMATIVE
BEHAVIOR ON ADOLESCE! USE OF CONDOMS
DiClemente, Ralph; DUNah , R.

University of California, San Francisco, California, USA.

Objective. To identify the correlates of adolescents' condom
use during sexual intercourse.
Methods.à school-based sample of sexually active adolescents

= ompleted self-report qumest ionnaires assessing their
knowledge, attitudes and frequency o

r
which significantly differentiated adolescents who use condoms
rom those who do not. Approximately 81% of adolescents who

perceive referent-group use during
in

Conclusion. Adolescents who perceive referent-group norms as
Supporting condom use are almost twice as likely to use condoms
during sexual intercourse. Modifying adolescents' perceived
referent norms may result in increased condom use
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T.D.P.92 DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF AIDS KNOWLEDGE AND

CEIVED SUSCEPTIBILITY ON THE REDUCTION OF HIGH-
RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIORS AMONG COLLEGE ADOLESCENTS

DiClemente, Ralph*; Forrest, K.**, Mickler, S.***
F University of California, San Francisco, California, USA
** Planned Parenthood of California, USA.
*** Vassar College, Poughkeonsic; New York, USA.

Object ive. To evaluate the relative effect of AIDS knowledge

about A DS-prevention ehaviors, attitudes about
(perceived susceptibility to HIV infection) and Prevalence,

th Level of AIDS

duction in high-risk behaviors.
Behavior Knowledge Perceived RiskSay—
Change . (8

High Low PR 95% CL High Low PR 958CL
increase condom use 5 38.6 1.0 0.8-I1.2 44.1 32.5 1.4 1.1-1.6
decrease partners 30.8 35.0 0.9 0.7-1.1 38.3 28.3 1.4 1.1=1.7
decrease anal se 9.7 10.7 0.9 0.4-1.9 10.1 10.3 1.0 0.5-2.1
ecrease © ex +3 13.2 0.6 0.4-1. 5.3 ane 2.2 1.4-3.6
Conclusion. Perceived susceptibility to HIV is more powerful
mediator of risk-reduction behavior change in this population.
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Counseling

Counselling
HIV PARTNER NOTIFICATION WI

W.D.P.1  owar-d'Daud, JM; Jtely,Oemate, Uad

R.A. North carotine Division of Heslth Services, AIDS Control regres,me,
North Caroline,

. To er RIV partner notification in an anonymous tes

North CalMethods. This rotina’s HIV partner reification program; outlines pi

procedures; highlightsen and disadvantages; Li strategies to resolve©bien

Worth Carolina requi AIDS cases meeting the C.0.¢. surveillance definition, but not

of HIV infection. Ail 100 Local health department: as well os identini seation

‘tor HIV infection. 1: Ly 1968, # unique statewide HIV partner notification system developed to

sasist infect An meeting newly established | and needie-sharing

me partners: 1) meet with en HIV counselor who will not’ L

ete and mail to the AIDS Control Program a fore identifying partners 20

an HIV counselor can notify amer 3) notify partners themselves. ‘The infected per tn

i ‘ions.

 » Preliwinary data on the partner i

parsons. In the first seven months 70 forms were received, counselora interviewed 89 HIV antibody positive

rages participation of H1V-infected

3 i ! i :

d
e

anonymously fosters cooperation of those who

aay of inforastion obtained vin mejied forms, inability to notify partnere of anonymously tested

HIV- persons who do not return for test resu! tent

vercicinetion Leading to ineffective reterral for partner notificat

Despite certain es HIV partner notification canie effective in @ system where HIV is

not reportable and anonysity is meintained.

W.D.P.3  RSNTLY ACOUIRED SEXUALLYTRAN:TRANSMITTED DISEASES (STD)
"Ve IN HOMOSEXUALS WITH HIV.

BHeinrich, UKranawitter, LR.Bogner. Matuschke, HSFüefl, F.DGoube}
Medizinische Poliklinik d. Universit&t Miinchen, Federal Rep. of Germany

Selective: Sonera erhecaneed:of horncsexuals oan be redu-
by counseling. However, no daia on recently acquired STD in homesmmuals witha

drug users, 1% other or unknown 10%). All patients were repee-
tdly counseled about behaviour the possibility of transmitting the virus.
Six of 147 hosnceexuals (4%) have been diagnosed with reountly acquired STD, among

W D P 5 AIDS RISK ASSESSMENT (ARA) AND COUNSELING BEHAVIORS
ss OF PRIMARY PHYSICIANS IN COMMUNITY MEDICAL CENTERS.

Laux.Lila; Coverdale, J. and Aruffo, J., Thornby J., and Valibona, C.
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

Objective. To describe ARA and counseling behaviors of primary care physicians, |

Harris County Hospital DistrictSe o
sible for the health care of over 90,000 low income Lady minority patients.a Ninety-seven

i ied that no onein the centers had discussed AIDS with them.

   

 

 

: Physicians believe (1) that they should provide AIDS informationto pati ) that
IDS educatio fhe € in reducing the sp: of , and (3) that their own patients

are at significant ri . However, they repoi t they are counseling only | in 10
f their patients about AIDS trans n. We also asked physicians how comfortable they
felwhensis patients about their sexualPractices a rug use. Ninety-five percentAID: . ce

them(27%) said they te ask i be asked
to assess AIDS ris

Interventions aimed at increasing the ARA and counseling behavior of
physicians b i d itizati ith 1 history
taking.

W D P. 2 INTENSIVE HIV COUNSELLING FOLLOWING SEROSTATUS NOTIFICATION
wee Is BEcaCIATED WITH A LOW DIVORCE RATE IN 122 SERODISCORDANT

ae MARRIED Ciau Mo MonMia: Nzilas Ne®
i +; Jingu, M. HM. Zila, Ne

Ryder, R. e/a, al ÉripentAehawa, Zaire; #etp! "‘Atianta! GA,U.S.A.

Objective. vely observe the ispact of an HIV counselling
program on thePpeyenosoeocial and marital status of ize discordant Zairian
married couples (one member HIV(+), où other HIV(- .
Meth A“During a serosurvey of 12,000employeesanandtheir wives ait 2
Ri businesses, 122 DC (67 MeE=, F+) hi been identifiad and
followed monthiy. sincebeingtote inforeed, ofttheir gerostatus (total
follow up"time 3 co ple-year of obese rriage was

ened or whenolone or cers”ex eredepression,
suicidal intentions, Siclence, severe anx ac psychological
distresseED)., «female nurse,  erained in HIV counselling, made mire

ome visits.
10 M-F+) developed PD requi

nee ion. ining 105 De"jepeepted their serostatus fol ina
clinic-based counseiling. Of the 17 DC with PD, rated ténor‘ari
a di here were 3 threncens suicides el VUwomen, 1 HIV(+)
man). Inability to ever again conceive children because of the sity f
practicing|protected sex (F+ DC) ard fear of the woman’s family that hi
usband nfect her (M+ common sources ©of

ere was wide initial that serostatus notification
‘a patriarchal society Wowouldread€to high divorce rates parti-

Eutar1yMwhen the female was the positive individual. intensive
ellsing has resulted in divorce in only 2 (1,6%) of Yee" DC

followed at least 6 wonths. The counselling has also alleviated
considerable PD.

W D P.4 “DISCUSSINGTHEDO NOTRESUSCITATE ISSUEWITH
_ THE AIDS PATIENTS”

* i i *, de Caprariis, PJ. MD.",
Stehney, M., M.D.*,Stiles, J, MP.H*

i Brooklyn, N.Y., USA

Objective; This paper was prepared fo helpestablish when is the most appropriate
momentto discuss death and dying issues with AIDS patients.

MethodsA physical and psychological status assessment is implemented|onal

 

toto objectively assess their siyaand emotional state.

Results, The DNR an
ambuiatory setting. waianes case management teamretin the atonedeal in a more
effective way th the bereavementprocess associaassociated with this disease, AIDSaffects
not only

significantfigures need to be included in this process.

 
Cond a: .

EereMonicdgeabe of Ucir disease. "While having the copatvepieland
y are 
 

 

 

 

decisi m DNR. A

W.D.P.6
Dunphy, C., & .L. AIDS Preventi Seatile-KiBaenPubAa, Soeme, VUS USA SEL ™

Methods:Weafe comparedalcohol and drug use.intended and tisk behaviors, reasons
impact of AIDof ReDSof Guieo ironent

ingeleeuxbears0marborsaalo fodinal hort Sturdy for mon who neve sex with men
Rerestera menwho didn't seroconvert.

DaswithRienhiafewnes,MinpinAEOS0àcarojureparemome
end haveJosédÀGongann©

Careworeveal has bals behaviors and partner choices and who have low HIV
panaoube important to counsel more intensively.
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MANAGEMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS: A HOSPITAL BASED “MUTUAL AID™
SUPPORT GROUP nm pl SEROPOSITIVE MEN

W.D.P.7

Center for oatsade, New York Hospitaj-Corneil Medical Center, ew

Objective. Te 4

treatment Information, an innovative “mutual aid” support group for HIV seropositive men was created.

Methods. A met for one and
Inthe gutual aid 

supportoccuoccur: (1}a non-threatening,
permitting the

 

 

 

 

 

 

pi own pace.
Results ings informal

improved affect, i i

Conclusion. education, peer support, 

HIV seropositivity. This group has proven so 

 

while maximizing patient well-being.

W.D.P.9 PSYCHOSOCIAL ISSUES PRESENTED BY SELF IDENTIFIED BISEXUAL MEN
WITH HIV CONDITIONS

. aeg-Silver A. McCabe, R. Moynihan, V. Raveis,
« Seg

Memo “Steg-Kettering Cancer Center, New York City,
Objective: To cxamiae the lifestyle consequences and related PEMsnrat
issues confronting bisexual and gay men with HIV conditions.

Methods: À study of 35 HIV positive (30 with AIDS) bisexual men, aged 26-64,
nm in individual? counseling by a social worker rt of standard

Patient services and 38 gay men with AIDS, aged 24-61, who completed a
structures interview with a social work researcher. Data collected from

12/88.

 

 
8/86 ti

Results: Both groups were Similar on educational» racial and religious back-
ground and occupational groupi roups d red on marital status (63% of
bisexuals were currently pr y Marre 4coapared 0 1 ay men
and parental status (41% of bisexuals had children vs. 0 n).
to their learning their HIV st % of currently married bisexuals
told their wives of their bisexuality and on) of bisexual Re rs
told their childre: e bisexuals have told family members
about their HIV status and 73% of those wh AIDS have toldtheir family.

ay men o r immediate family know about the

Conclusions: A major task confronting bisexual men is that of the,elsctosue
of their condition and lifestyle. Mental health professionals nee
velop specific strategies for assisting them in communication about theese

W D P 11 A REVIEW OF HIV COUNSELING IN AN INNERCITY

oe UNIVERSITY HOSPI
Wilson, W.; Chaisson, R.: Johns Hopkins

Uniiversity,Baltimore, , USA.
: To review HIV c ures in an inner city university hospital.

eview of HIV counseling policy in effect 9/87 - 1/89 at Johns Hopkins
University Hospital. Pre-test counseling and informed consent was the responsibility
f the medical ordering the HIV test. Patients with positive or indeterminant Western

Of these, 510(12%) were ELISA and Western blot pos
and Western blot indeterminant. HIV infection risk factors: 36'
{VDU), 7% gay/bisexual man, 4% sexual partner of a person at risk, 2%
Norisk factor was identified in 48% of patients testing positive/indeterminant,
557 patients with positive/indeterminant tests, 329 (59%)wiwere referr d for post-test

Counseling sessions include basic ‘education in HI ection, safer sex
ss cieaning IV drug needles, ending with the counselor making a determination

ycholo:logic and/or medical follow

This HIV test counseling Program wi
poniive/indeterminunt patients. Since there is no policy for counseling HIV-patients,
those at continu of infection may not get adequate counseling, HIV counseling
should not only be tates on test results, but on the paticats risk factor as well.

744

W.D.P.8 THE NEED FOR COUNSELLING OF HIV TESTED INDIVIDUALS IN A RURAL
POPULATION OF

Serwadda, D. **;Musgrave, S.
Columbia Univeersity,wy US:

“5;aower, M.**;Konde-Lule, J.***;Naamara, W.*3

 
d knowledge and behaviors, and of HIV serological trends

in rural Rakai district. A paseliine knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP)
and serological survey was col d on consenting adults in random
selected rural and 9 tradinng.center clusters. Plans call for repeate
and serological surve
RESULTS : Preliminary resultsindicate 72% of adult study subjects stated 

of
sexual transmission, Survey team members were approached by Sndividuais asking

jow their seros
CONCLUSLOS: Demand for serological results in this population was high. Base-
Tine knowledge o? characteristics of the illness was also high. The inform-
ation is betng used to design a counselling program for survey Glusters: which
will permit persons to learn their results in a confidential and cult
appropriate manner. The special circumstances of serosurvey subjec
be considered in developing counselling in this non-clinical setting.“The
researchers consider a counselling program essential for program credi tability
and for the succegs of repeat visits for data and bleod collectio

W.D.P.10 IRPEGTEDADULTSISSUES PRESENTED BYEERANSFUSION ASSOCIATED HIV
THEIR Fi

Ra Wise campbell. R. Moynihan, JMW. Gold,
lave

Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York City, U.S.A.
Objective: To identify psychosocial issues oretransfusion associated HIV
condition in infected adults and their famili

Methods: 15 patients (5=HIV/10=AIDS), ages 30-92, transfused for: cancer-
related treatments (3 ther
medical conditions (3), siexual contac’ 1). In-
formation wn from indvidual, family, and group counseling.sessions and
team meet ings4with physicians.

sults: Common themes reported by patients and their families: intense
angerSieh medical community and b

and reluctance to util
commun AIDS 0organizations. Of 8 married couples, 7 have since abstained
from sexual relati

Conclusions: Special circumstances of transfusion associated HIV infection
require psychosocial interventions that are specif

i ÿ, health care pro-
fessionals and physicians; and provide a way to manage anger and mistrust.

W.D.P.12 COUNSELLING TRAINING - CURRENT NEEDS: AN EVALUATION OF

COUNSELLING TRAINING COURSES LOOKING AT CHANGE AND

ONTENT.

L She reaner, J Green / St Mary's Hospital, National AIDS

CouneetLing Training Unit, “London, UNITED KINGDOM
 
OBJECTIVE:- To examine the changedneeds for praining over time and to

al
since

1985. All participants are questioned before and after courses. A Random

followed up for long term data. This study examines change

‘Se

RESULTS :- AIDS and HIV Counselling training has changed in foes

content and style over time. This is in response to new information

and essentially different audiences who rrequiretraining.
nm noted over three years. nitially front line workers

needs were informational and they rcure

selling has

ut ba
requires

use of vi
CONCLUSION t+ Training demand is high and needs constantly change.
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W.D.P.13 HIV PRECIPIIATED LIFE CRISES: LIFE ENMHANCING AND CONSIRICTING W}D,P.14 A SEROPOSITIVE

RESCLUTIONS
; Walter Reed Retrovirus Research Group,

Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Objective: To trace the sequence of mmjorlife issues precipitated by
acquiring HIV infection; to describe meanings patients g:

one's body to just having
being about loving, caring, living inn tha present,

more how things are,) leading to "peace," greater sel.
copression, contribating to others.
Conclusion: ‘These patients are not “dying” but actively living, dealing with
issues often avoidedor denied. Some give to those which
constrict participation, aliveness. More give meaninfs which
enhance the quality, e.g. loving, peactul, enjoying the moment.

ELING AND TESTING IN NEW YORK STATE
EYS)SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE(STD) CLINI
DiFerdinando, GeorgeJr; Chang, H; Morse, D; Murphy, D; Tobey,
E. New York State Department of Health, Albany, NY, USA.

Objective.To provide HIV counseling and education for a high risk population, and to
seroprevalence (ELISA, WB) of those requestin;g testing.

W.D.P.15

test, the confident g was essentially the
same as those who chose anonymous lyeoOf the97% ae| with
arabe ledas as) were WB+. male (62%),

white/non-Hispanic DOU)ont as heterosexual (85%),
moese yealdwork 14% admitted TV drug use. Those wo had been
previously testedor likely to bepe (10 v. 3.4%). Those
HIV+ but not more likely de aie (33 v,‘41 rs), male (80 v.
60%), nowdl;proveHinpani0:(3 Y. 49),&or to have ever had an STD sxv.
43%), €: syphilis (16 v. 3%), then 69% HIv-those HIV-. Over
not previously ested bad at leasast on HIV at fcr 639 id they hed an ini
pare a ink. Thowe previouly teed and HIV were more likely to use IV drugs (25
v.11%), have multiple (7 v. 2) or unknown (10 v 4%)sex partners, or everver have had
syphilisa (29 v. 16%), than those HIV+ buT not previously tested.
Conclusion, A large percentage of STD clients choose testing if
available. Persons previously tested differ markedly

confidential HIV
from those tested for the first time.

EVALUATION OF A MEDITATION AND HYPNOSIS-BASED
STRESS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR MEN WITH HIVW.D.P.17
Kelly, Paut

Toronto General Fespitat, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Objective. investigate the off icacy of an 8 session stress
management program based on mindfulness meditation an elf-

hypnosis training for homosexual men wi HIV infection and
related illness. Methods. A up-based program, taught in 8
weekiy 2 hour sessions, was offered to men with HIV-related
peychological distress The following techniques were taught (in
the order listed):
- basic echnique anaVar
hypnoosis for relaxation, fated mood, and en

Results.
with N = 4, 11, an
indicate a reduction in measures of psychological distress and
enhanced sense j i i i
Results from the 2 groups in progress, (N= 19) wi
at the poster session. Preliminary resutts suggest
that he cat significant] reduce HIV-related

psychological distress. Data from the larger sample will permit
stronger conclusio

SUBJECTS
*, Rossi L*, Ornelas G*, Sepul

*General Directorate of Epidemiology. Ministry of Health
Qbiective. To evaluate the response of seropositive subjects to asereontablished
peychoterapeutic individual program planned with the patient's participation.

IV seropositive asymptomatic men (average ages 30 yrs) were assigned to 3 groupe
bise: and 20 heterosex

for at least a year before treatment. After their knowledge of the
lished with them (40 sessions, 45', 2 x wk)

o conscious and unconscious

personal, renworkand couple implications through the Interpretation of ui

ients inhibited active sexuality for fear of damaging and/or destro:

indio:
general appearance as signe of depression. 60% of patients teinitiated active sexual life, making
use of safe sex techniques, 50% of cases continued expressing het feelings which were
generalized to other areas of their fife. No difference was found groups.
Discussion. The knowledge of infected statua in this group originated reactivation of Previous
poor.àAn increase in paranoid and depressive detected. Sexual activity
was reinitiated and promotion of preventive measures was

W.D.P 16 HELPING HIV MOTHERS AFTER THE BIRTH OF THEIR BABIES.
ow“ "A COUNSELLING OUT PATIENT CLINIC".

eeePLUIE Ss. VEBER, F « DEBRE ,M.QULIEGE,A.M.
32 HôpitGRISCELLI,C. U.1.H. 1 des Enfants-Malades Paris) FRANCE

There is an increasing number of newborn from HIV mothers. Actually, the
transmit ssion of the virus can be diagnosed when the baby is between 12

s for the mother a periodoof anxieety wiwieh ma
a "Counselling

1. orneven older. It

 
"natural" questions about their babies’

occupations: the way it is developping, eating, sleeping. Are they doing well?
The setting the counselling Situation will give us oe possibility

thers in interaction with their babies in eet
eating, nursing, et le will a

on induce specific interactions or an ractif
dysfunctionnement. This programm has 2 aims. 1° Prevention and therapeutic.
For the child: prevention of deve loppnental for the mother: prevention
of depression. relapse of drug-addition;

W.D.P.18 EFFECTS ON PARENTS OF HOSPETALIGATION OF AIDS PATTENTS.
John Quirk, of GU

vesteYÿ College and Middlesex School of
Medicine, London, UNITED KINGDOM

Objectives. To identify and highlight the problems experienced and
reactions of parents whose son is hospitalised with an AIDS related illness.
To provide parents and care givers as well as offering
ongoing counselling and support

M ts were intervi. by a ; 
age approximately

Parents warequestioned regarding reactions toto sexuali:
mental state, networks of care. This identifies any changes in

"the death of their son.

co ; forhad told their priest or rabbi of thei
sons diagnosis. 19/31 knew of their sons sexuality prior to learning of an
AIDS diagnosis were better able to accept ar cope with an
AIDS diagnosis of their sons lifestyle.

E 8 i # a i 3 isupport
centres of care is influential in parents decisi
a hone setting.
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W.D.P.19 COUNSELLING HIV ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS FOR AZT MRC/INSERM DRUG

ler, Riva; Bor, R.; Lee, C.A.; Lim, S.C. and Johnson, M.
Royal Free HospitalatSe of Medicine, London, England, UNITED KINGDOM

method for counselling asymptomatic4 tive. To describe an approach and
meected patients being considered for the MRC/INSERM Zidovudine (AZT)

Method.“Structured interviews of patients were carried out at intervals of
pre-enrolment, enrolment, at 3 months and thereafter 6 monthly. Hypothetical,

address

 
Future-orlentatated questions were used. Some issues the extent

owledge about AIDS and how enter:ering the trial influenced the perception
of he V. Content analysis of patients' responses were .
Results. Fatientswt entered the trial after counselling had i ed their

V and AIDS and had istic expectations. Problems
were anticipsted ond identified at an early stage. ‘Those who had to stop
were better pre] re was less denial aboutpaving uy,=Chening up
discussion of many issueswith relatives and o There

sis on HIV infection rather” than AIDS. Younger
wan

usion. Counselling. about drug trials is an essential part of patient
ement. It has an important effect on the number o:ofpat

andandconplyiing with the protocol. Clinical staff report a greater ease in
elling in relation to other fears which patients may have.

Minorités
Minorities

W.D.P.21 RRACIALIETHNIC DIFFERENCES IN COHORTSOFGAY/BISEXUALMENAND RECOVERINGADDICTS:

‘Mantell,_Joanns_£.”,

Gay Men's Healh Crisis, New York, New York, usA

 Okiectie. ‘suppor

Mahe To uote Àarcs ADsmPapas ManVoCyAD 10 vuee ‘The tet
 

 Data were collected ‘atwo-hour period on a 107
pps 2 PtRENE 8 G-eession AIDS i
communities (TCa). The TC
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

dsa, an are7% Whee). TC rekdenta were surveyed atthe beplrng o the program and atta
termination (ix weeks later). Date regardingpersona oran ra, somal ant duped hier, and measures o

sel-ceteorn end Kite
ceeecfrom tne To nana.

sauts of variance resulta are indicated below:
Bar Cohort TC Cohort

Variable £. 2. E p

Hitrelated knowledge 12.57 <0008 4.96 01
of health . : 3.06 ‘92

Informational support for AIDS : . 6.02 ‘008
* Not asked of bar participants

For both cohorts, Whites pertormed signi
controlled. upheld. in the bar sample, 9)
AIDE. Latinos. Further, gay

in inwertive behaviors then their Black and Latino counterparts. ~
Sancsions. icipated in

Futher, Final, 
 

W D P. 23 Preventien of UIV infection ie the meatelly ispaired, featuring

Weat~ Serlin

AACHUMY, £. MATTNBY, 2. DIRE, EL
Arbeitegrappe AIDS beia Lacdesiertitatftpetite Berlin, Fac

serais about 12 009 oestaliy handioapped persons live'ie WestBerlin.
gear approziauteiz 400 meutaliz disabied persons were attended in the contest of the

oon ity based AID? preveative activities of t pets senate. This practicé ad well as
inteuslre inquiries renelted {a the fellowing co
At least 508 of the aentally iapaired bare aead rl contact at jatest ie the niddle stage
of life. Withie this group the range of sexual activities and inclisations reseables that
of tho genera) population. Fartheraore, frequent serual aesaelte are aeldoa acknowledged by the

aentally disabled as whet they are and so tolerated.
Concerning mental inet,its iu ander taboo. Because of this, group epecific AIDS
preventive treinieg progrent t developed in tbe part, The general feeidl tad ectlicel
inforaations for the public, Fee, did not efficiently reach this group.

  

  

  
nesis en denands efforts te ist uv petatereally ibpaired.
Ib ctiossat specifie wa li age itutions) cacsep
particularpa‘le perience ebows it is this tésRenerequiring tine acd intenuive
personal contact arere anttlly effectir

 

  

Considerisg the pielisitatioer, eves the sererelz acatailg baedicapped aay gain & solif
haowledge aed make wee ef it.
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W.D.P.20 LACK OF IMPACT OF HIV COUNSELLING ON WOMEN WITH STD CHECKUPS
TO ALTER THE LIKELIHOOD OF SUBSEQUENT STD VISITS.
Hammond, Gregory W.*; Malazdrewicz, R.**; Tate, R.**;

Bhayana, V.***; and Elmslie, K.****,
*Cadham Provinbaal Laboratory, Minnipes, Manitoba Canada, **University of

Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada, ***Mt, inic, Winnipeg, Canada, ****Fed-
eral Centre for AIDS, Ottawa, Ontario. Canada

Objective. To asseas the impact of HIV counselling on risk for subsequent

Methods. Ninety-one volunteer women were enrolled in a prospective seropre-
valence survey of HIV infection. These women, visiting a clinic because of
suspected STD were matched to all non volunteer women (184 controls) seen for
STD checkups on the same initial enrollment date.

Su. ey of 1 women requesting STD checkups at the clinic showed

The rate of first return visits for STD checkups revealed AEE

between t up who eived standard counsellin STD vs. t

who received specialized counselling for HIV over an I1 month period (p=0.47
ver, Ss a a of first return visits for STD checkups

in the initia: he control subjects, but byths f
groups had a 50% probability of ret: subset of women in
and cataup had multiple visitafor subsequent STD checkups
firmed S
Conclusion.< effectiveness of specialized Er counselling to alter
behaviour g tl women in a core area family clinic was not documented.
Further studies arerequired to evaluate specialized HIV counselling

W.D.P.22 SOURCES OF AIDS INFORMATION AMONG HETEROSEXUAL ASIAN, BLACK,
TATINO AND WHITE COLLEGE

*; Mays, V.M.** and Rothspan, S.#*
"enanibad States,

in areas other
than AIDS supports a tentative hypothesis that ethnic status
influences the of health-related (Allen, 1981; Alien
& Bielby, 1979a, 1979b). ‘The current to evaluate
mt are cbeerved in delivery of Je
Methods. Que unmarried young ts
attending Southern ifornia universities. Subjects ranged in age from 18

were men. White, 20% Black, 18% Hispanic, and Asian.
, their primary

AIDS information, followed by magazines and jects had
made useof ines or

that
Both Asian (14%) and Latino (14%) subjects were

less likely than Whites (25%) to indicate that their family was a
AIDS-related information

W.D.P.24 RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIFFERENCES IN HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN

SELECTED UNITED STATES POPULATIONS
Cw: Petersen L, St. Louis M,

and Dondero T. AIDS Program, CID, CDC, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Objective. To assess racial and ethnic differences in risk of H
infection in the United States by reviewing data on seroprevalence and

ces
Methods. We reviewed published reports and unpublished results of HIV
seroprevalence studies in selected populations. Racial an ec
differences in HIV antibody prevalence within studied groupa
expressed as a ratio of prevemee rates (PRR), using non-Hisspaante whites

sponding ratios of AIDS incidence rates
88.(RE) we based on 8 Lagaosed a 19

Results. Prevalence of HIV in ction was higher among blacks and
Hispanic: amo ites in nearly every Éroup studied, including

d

RR=2, Hispanic: PRR=1). Siniler dieperities
were observed among sstudied eee of IV drug usera (blacks: median
PRR«5, Hispanics: wedian PRR=3), as well as in surveys of childbearing
women and patienta in several clinical settings. ATDS incidence in 1988
was also higher in blacks (RBR=4) and Hispanica (
Conclusion: The consistently observed racial andethaie differences in
prevalenceae HIV infection have been attributed to arrces = the

Howeve
+ Iv riusers

d to describe high-risk behaviors more precisely for
prevention.
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RECRUITMENT, Re

AND DRUG ABUSER:
W.D.P.2 E OF MINORITY PATIENTS

PEN STUDY

 Simberkoff ,M. Hamilton,J. ;Hart’igan Drusano,G.; and the
VA Cooperative Studies Group on Treatment of hosrelate Complex
New York, N.Y
chjectives vdnorities and drug abusers (IVDA) have been under-represented in

t trials.’ We analyzed their recruitmen’ mtion and
compance in a multi-center VA croparative Studies trial of AZT vs. placebo

forforpatients with AIDS~Related
Methode: Demogr:aphic clharacterietice,risk behavior activities and follow-up

scheduled visits of the patien’ e revieve Blood samples were

study drug by HPLC and classified.as Soomtaint, oocomeint
F/U)for
analyzed for
or indeterminant.
Results: Results are tabulated below: (tan,01)

% STUDY DRUG COMPLIANCE  RACE OR RISK PATIENTS ASCHEDULED F/U COMP NON-COMP

131 80.2 92 2 6
Non-White 75* 93 3 4

iS (Homosexual) 115 92 2 6
64% 92 4 5

HS & IVDA 16 79% gl 2 7

Blood 5 75 97 3 0
Heterosexual 6 85 94 3 3

0 8

 
10 78 92

Sonciusion: Minority patients and IVDA were significantly less likely to
carn for scheduled F/U. However, they were compliant with taking study

data should be taken into account in considering

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

W.D.P.26

N

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ion. These them for

HIV clinical trials.

W.D.P.27 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OFAN UNSAFE KIND: W.D.P.282DEMOGRAPHICPRCPROFILES OF SAN FRANCISCOBAY AREA }

we RISKY SEXUAL BEHAVIORS AND PREDICTORS AMONG CKAND LATIN AIDS DEATHS,1985 - 1986 |
LACKGAY AND BISEXUAL MEN Hames Ks; Ci,G.G.**; Riordan, N.*;; Tokugawa, D.***; Fullilove, R.*

* Robert Fullilove, **Joseph Catania,** ThomasCoates, *Multicultural Inquiry and Research on AIDS the UCSF Center for AIDS
* Ceefor AIDS Prevention Studies, University of California, San Prevention Studies and Bayview-Hunters Point‘Foundation; +UCSFCenter For AIDS

ticultural Inguiry & Rescarcbon AIDS, Bayview-Hunter's PointFoundation Francis
Hefor AIDS n Francisco, U.S.A

Objective: Te semoyraphic data not cumently avaiable fromAIDS survelmce
jectives: To di ine th igh risk behavi di f th Saunas orpingvainsrBUSBlacks and Latins in five San Francisco

behaviors ir d f Black gay Bay Areaco
Recanta consisted of90 and 50 bleexaal Black men recruited in 1988 satistics data wore used wo identify all lack and Latin deaths in 1985 and
through gay organizations, gay bath houses, parks, and unsolicited 1986 withcb codes consistenttent with AIDS-relatednes. Death certificates were then

volunteers in San , Oakland and Berkeley, California. Al respondents were AIDS data. Addresses

questioned abouttheir unsafe sexual behaviors ee"aa and OA uspronected sexual of decedents xd to census tracts.
activity within the last month), AIDS knowledge, attitudes and|beliefs Results: 223 Black andLatin AIDSdedeaths were identified. 97.7% were male, living

À amber ofssexual ly in middie-class neighborhoods. 27.8%8%‘died inin private residences, 33.2% in public
partners (R= 3.9 vs. 51, p <.01), a higher percentage of unsafe sex (50 % vs. 78 %, hospitals, and 38.hinin private hospitals. Overall, 71.3% were employed as skilled workers.
P<)DEshigher percentage of unsafe sex with primary partners (50 % vs. 78 %, Blacks in eat clerical/sales positions were more likely to die in private
p<.02), and unsafe sex with other piartnes (60% vs.388 %, p < 05).Intesting for correlates residences (62.5%) while Latins in cut ocexpations wore mare Hk10di in private

hospitals (6155%).Ortaofmon Latins suggestproficiency in Eng!
bles significantly discriminated( p Conclusion: In underclass of minorities with AIDS Satonally, data
compared 10 Voprend slLo:selfera“eopentasolsayWh sarypiDSAADSwgotdaeofnnnBlackada
partners, th AIDS, Francisco B

Conclusion: ThiFeaewhewoo cov white, gay Éspropo À opl
reveals highlevels ofrisk AIDS. di h tt lable fi
appr p 1 oh sol fr stat js necessary:fo p g gt gi 1 . L 1

HIV infection. epidemic in minority communities.

COMPARISON OF THE KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND AIDS-RISK
BEHAVIOR OF BLACK AND WHITE COLLEGE STUDENTS IN THE
eeeHS STATES

W.D.P.29

St. Lawrence, Jan Bet R.#
*Jackson State aoe Jackson, MS, USA

 

To compare the knowledge, attitudes, and risk behaviors of black

w-AIDS prevalence area.

t: or! 
Te!

toward persons with AIDS, willingness to interact wit d self-report-
ge for the preceeding month. The sample

included 212 black and 183 white college students.
lly active and engaging in practices which

significant racial differences

ul e use pat ns

h legal and illegal substances significantly
etter informed

oc at
found no reletenehie between students cognitive knowledge o:
the frequency with which they personally engaged in potentially
Conclusion: The results confirm the need for prevention e fortsFrsdEins

goilege students to reduce their present and future vulnerability to HIV
nrection.

W.D.P.30 ALDS: KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND SEXUAL PRACTICES
AMONG arse IN CHICAGO-RESULTS OF A 198
CITYWIDE
Aida L. Giacheliot, Aguillion, 0., and Probst, J.

*University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, Illinois US.
 

In 1980 Hispanics represented 6
and currently t

reported cases.
Objective: To obtain baseline informetion on Chicago Hispanics

percent of the U.S. population

ey account for 15 percent of all US Ss

on knowledge, attitudes about AIDS transmission, sexual practice

prevention of HIV infection usefulior program planning and

implementation and fo ey formulapoli
uring the Spring of

of age and over
phone survey

Results: Most Hispanics have general

IDS, v

1988 300Bievanic persons 16

were fnterviewed using Random Digit Dialing(HDD)

swereness and basic know-
vels of misinforma-

Conclusion: There is ag
they do. They
condom, but most Hispanice do not

tion,

nics know and what
th the use of

use them as a mean of protec-
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W.D.P.31

OC, U.S.A.

OBTECTIVE: The majon objective of this preschentation és to describe and
analyzePhee he£p-4 cekingcharacteristics of 70 male prostitutes in Washing-

» OC. In addition, it will discuss thethedeve 04“hasta, attitudes
and’dager sexual practices of male prostitutes regarding A’

CoyettO~SOCTAL ASPECTS OF MA E PROSTITUTION INNWASHINGTON, oe
Cudone SH eruity,Snett*; Jones,|ke $. 44;
RE, DC, U.S.A., *‘Whitman- ALponclinics Washington,

METHODS: Thetootes was collected through the use of the “anowball" method
onthe Street Mashington, DC through the àesearchers' dnvolvement with

nN prog: Structured face-to-face intenvious
and dower ol envation8 6nomaàant dformat aksettings4 where young street
males congregated, wer

RESULTS: Demographic data will be Reported9on such variables as age, race,
employment, family background, Living wuangenents, onset and

dunation|04 prostititie ignifé
between Black and
prostitutes in terms ehavi ental
utilization of services, risk Er2 and AIDS awareness.

CONCLUSTON: Overatt,fhe mafority of the prostitutes 4:sought help; reported
poor mental h wonnced about ATDS, Péugesetons be be made {or
practice and (unreme

AIDS AMONG HISPANICS IN THE UNITED STATES
Kroliczak, Alice, Ph.D. KOBA Institute,
Washington, D.C., U

W.D.P.33

Objective. To demonstrate the effectiveness of an outreach
intervention model in causing

the time of the respondent ! 8 initial interview until the time
of his/her followup interview.
Conclusion, Once implemented. this outreach intervention model

is success ue in meeting the goal of behavioral change anong
Hispanic IV ug users in a variety of aîtes. It is
£ to. employ such an approac ent populations.

W.D.P.35

Saylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA

MINORITY PATIENT POPULATIONS’ eORSEOEABOUT AIDS.
Aruffo, John: Coverdale, J.: Val Tbo!

Ghiective: To describe Black and Hispanic populations" understanding
tran mttonansmission and preve

Method: In the Harris County Syst:em of Community Health Centers in Houston,
507 patients including 143 White, sr Blacks and293 Hispanic completed

The His ts were inter
n both English

re given a cumulative correct store for 10 questions

An ANOVA showed significant differences in knowledge between
each ethnic group. Cumulative scores we White (78%), Blacks (68%)
and Hispanics (61%). Only 58% of Hispanics reported that using a condom

the risk of contacting AIDS, compare
regression analysis showedSignFicant

the spread of AIDS. These data
milated knowledge about AIDS. Additional attention should be focused
on educating low-income Blacks and Hispanics about AIDS.

748

PULLING COYOTE'S TAIL: AMERI INDIAN SEXUALITY AND AIDS-
EDUCATION AMD 7W.D.P.32 AND PREVENTION IN A CROSS-CULTURAL SETTING

afoya, Terry; Rowell, R; Beaulieu, 13 Green Ruswh, A.
racer Native American AIDS Prevention Center, Cakland
Californis, USA

Objective: To illustrate the aft‘ectivenesa of using traditional legends aw
a way of understanding Native concepts of ye and expectations and as

a vehicle for doing HIV Prevention education among Native people.

n center has inco:

slides of "third SondesTedividais i
tap.p. but do not encompasa Western sons

currently available curricula frca

in descr Same-sex sexual tr some tribal communities
peeexamples of succeastulle adapted Native American AIDS curricula will

 

Resulte: Pre-/Post-tostHohowed increased understanding of AIDS articipants.
Conclusion: Traditional 1 : "For te.ends are an effactive tool in AIDS education for Netives.
  

HIV SEROPREVALENCE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR A TRANSSEXUAL
W.D.P.34 POPULATION.

ALAN, Diana L; GUINAN, J; McCALLUM, L.

Albion Street (AIDS)Centre, Sydney Hospital, Sydney NSW, Auatralia.

Objecctive: To identity the incidence of HIV seroprevalence and its

implications upon Pre: tive Transsexuals
thods: Data collected asa routine part ofthe Albion Street (AIDS)

Centre and Outreach Programme "s screening and follow-up services were
 

 

tr.anssexuals tested
21%, a prostitution

 

higher HIV seroprevalence than other groups tested by thi

(AIDS) Centre. This infection rate has some rather seriou:
in terms of long-term management of transuexuals and especially t
Pre-Operative transsexualsmere surgery Àisà indicated but refused onthe
grounds of their HIV statu:

AMONG ASIAN YOUNG ADULTS
Mave,VickieM.*; CochranW.D.P.36

“University of California, , California, United
States **California State University, Narthriages california, United states

Guiective. In the U.S., cases of AIDS in ethnic minority Asians, unlike
and Hispanics, are not current]:

Tenresentation in the pomular los(coc, teenLittle is known about the

tothe. Sixty five men and 88 women, self-identified as haterosenual
asians, campleted questiomaires assessing sexual behavior

ay half vere 0.8. born. Subjects ranged in age from 18 to 24
years (X = 19 years).
Bemlts. 26 nen (444) and 44 omen (504) had engaged in

once

sexual
research on primarily Whiteyoung adults (Kegeles et al, 1988).
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W.D.P.37 THRE,ahREIRSONEPRELCTTofEROUEIBE, I
Anar aees A®; McAlister, A.*; McCuan, R.*;

Galavotti, Christtineñf; and Reed, C.#*%,
f Texas Health Sctance Genter, Houston, Texas, USA

r bigease: Control; Atlanta, Georgia, USA, ‘TketexaaDepaftment of
Healt!heThustin, Texas, USA.

Objectives: To test the effect of a Spanish-language community intervention
HIV infeetion knowledge attitudes and behavior in a treated vs.

n S chwest Texa:
tandomly 5sampled Spanish speaking adults

Knowledge about AIDS/AV, Acticudes,Etgagnante and information source
prompting them to change, ere were 91 respondents
from the”intervention communi a,5e.fronà denographicall redcomœu-

Institute, ti ended hehealth tiJon ERre de d avi ffectiotc: te tl Do on campa: received an nrec mn
anerais1soatActsreeeee handdelivered calendars, featured

helocal media, gaturated delivery of a
,urgeon General's handout on Al and distri-

bution of a tel. ne fotline
sults: Respondents from she interveneioncom we:ere more knowledgeable
a Vv traisnsmigsion (estaera35 saterenced for899and fel
ing among varios o,tats:a deel,ae* 61).

ITO) tien of interveation neley sidents rai rted changing PACoa
Bavic 33% intervention vs.2e irechaag Tiethe local media
the primary source of information \promprinBc angeon"Iabod communities.
Conclusions: Relatively inexpensiv igns, when

givenvithit isting health risk Prevention TO cms, can nievel.
Hifluence reported Eéoviedge, atkEudes and behavior inwom speaking
ethnic minorities.

W.D.P.39 EVALUATION OF THE WPC-333 FEMALE CONDOM BARRIER

rardy, M.*; Henderson, ae Leeper,MaryAnn*;
*Wisconsin Pharmacal, Jackson, Minsine United Stat
**tHedical College ofWisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,United States.

Objective. To present clinical results evaluating whether the design and
materials used în the new female condom, WPC-333, are safe and create an
effective barrier as compat o the male condon

Two rate studies weree completed. one study, 108 couples used
521 WPC-333 polyurethane female condom devices and 516 latex male con

e was returned within 24 hours of use to determine

a p-value of Tool.
spillage inside the vainere we:°333 .3%; the combined probability
of risks using the male condom was 11.5%. e reactions were reported.

provides. important alternative to the latex male
condom for reducing the risk of contracti s and ing pregnancy.
Polyurethane isasie material for use in barrier contraceptives. WPC-333
doees nonot int e@ any new risks and may reduce total risk versus the male
condom.

W D P. ai MALE CLIENTS OF FEMALE PROSTITUTES IN BIRMINGHAM ENGLAND:
— A BRIDGE FOR TRANSMISSION OF HIV?

pions Hole:6Grifri RK
DarCR, Central Birmingham Health Authority,

Prostitutionon Birmingham is a £13 million p.a. industry. We

 

estimate that 10% of ai males r pays f
s An treach team has interviewed 258 f ©prostitutes about

risk factors for HIV. Prostitutes have also helped us study their clients

by direct interview 25 men. Ot ompleted survey shee
consecutive clients each, providing d on a further 350 m

Results: 95% are local to the West Mid . Ages range f 80,
the mean being 41.5 y had non-prostitute female sexual partners,

14 3 or m such tners in th nths. 11% had had male
sex partners in their lifetime. 82% r: or never carried c 3. 5%
had injected since 1985. had been HIV ; e did not know that

anal sex wi woman was high risk fo! V. 34% name prostitutes as a
main source formation about HIV, while onl: e a medical source.
Reasons given for seek i and frequency of visits indicate
that this activity cai y law. had ev been

warned by police for Kerbeerawling, despite intensive policing over the

perio

 tion
. usi : Clients of prostitutes aregurtiotentiy numerous to affect

ja heterosexualtiny epidemic, ii) uench rammes to prostitutes must

a the: e in educating Éliente: 111) the demand tor
|commercial sex is too highto be reduced oy legislation, therefore risk

reduction must be effected in other way:

Les femmes (partie 1)
Women(Part 1)

W.D.P.38
de 54, C.AL

Gaffrée & Guinle University Hospital, University of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE HIV INFECTED WOMEN IN RIQ DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL.

Longo, Paulo Henrique Pinhelro, Hanan, J.L.L.; Carvalho Neto, L.D.;Morais,

Objective: Toroiaentity the emotional and social adaptations that more frequently occur to HIV

infected
Methods: The siThestudy comprised 32 HIV infected women including 29 female sexual partners of

users and one blood transfused woman, aged 25 to 45

years, who were Interviewed and observed fron Feb 88 to Dec 68.

Results: Psychosocia:al patients’ adaptation are shown in the following table:
 

 

 

 

 

 

PSYCHOLOGICAL FINDINGS x

anxiety 32 100,0

ress. 78,1
Gullt and Ambivalence 19 59,4

1 _Seif-Esteen 15 46,9
TAL IMPACT N x

Decrease on economic 5 32 100,0
Increased concern aboutther children's future 2 65,7

7 53,4

Lack of professional raining 35 26,9
Conclusions: The female group deserves a special psychosocial support because of its specific

characteristics and arc. ‘This female psychosocial profile could be an important determinant

on the clinical Progression of infected women, We believe fundamental to continue developing

the present st:

DIFFERENCES IN STAGE OF PRESENTATION AND PRESENTING
SYMPTOMS BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN IN A PRIMARY CARE

AIDS CLINIC.
W.D.P.40

4 Marte, C.; Tiersten, A.; Kelly, J.3
ve c.akaWolbert, J.3 Bellevue dospits]/Commnity Health Project,

2,

To examinegenderdifferences in stege of Presentation end

 

presenting toms and certain possible reasons for such
diffe: as. 1 stared to 20 female and 20
male clients vithin of intake st a community based, primary Ca!

a

âsesss and more

than sen
ynecologic complaints prior to other HIV-related symp
‘ire difference in meen self-:reportedduration of symptoms
(59.75 whs-' ts rences tnBayehonocial factora

includad lens ladge it hea!

less

 

retake roles, lack of transportation and of ci mo:

often tated concerns about partners mens ssfer nexrand|anticipated
{liness anddeath. Both aan end comet ted concerns al

nnfl resources and acres denshation
lected women present with we sympt advanced stage

“‘tines than sen. It further wugnests that psychosocial factors such as
avareness of risk status, greater family caretaker responsibilities

mdsore limited financial resources play a significant role inexplein

the differences in stage of presentation.

  

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR WOMEN AT RISK FOR
HIV THROUGH INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSE
Williams, Ann B. Columbia University, NewYork,U.S.A.

W.D.P.42

Qbjective: To acquire information needed by educators to develop
lucation and suppor programs for women at risk for HIV through

intravenous drug abu:
Method: A qualitative.needs assessment based on in depth inter-
views 21 women atrisk for HIV through intravenous drug use.
Res using variables of the Health Belief Model

ou pe
programe which are dialogic and interactive to encourage change.
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W.D.P.43 Juliana, Patti*; Lowinson, J.H...*; Weissman, G.**; Lewis,
te Margolis, S.ses and Weiner, sms, Finnegan, L.#*

+ Maryland, USA, ***Macro
Systems, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia,USA, huhJefferson University Fanily Center,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA.

OUTREACH/FREGRANT WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Gblective: |To discuss an aggressive outreach store to pregnantnitFisk

event heterosexual and perinatal AIDS transuission, tudÿ
the aattitudes, knowled,

ex emonstration project in two sites will be pre-
ent: evaluate AIDS prevention and outreach ser-

vices for high risk pregnant won.and their sexual partners.
alread:

 
Seedysites

y provide medical ns this project will enh
exist: services through educetioonn and ion activities, HIV testing,
related coun » and efforts to no ci sexual partners of

conducted as well as assessment of the cetdren's development. Co-
ordination of coun: and concrete services will provided in response-
to identi: da.

Results: Thebtfectivensss of intervention
be considared as compared t
 with the vomen as individuals will

© intervention with the women and their sexual
partners. The t of service provision on changing AIDS ingbehaviors
will be r
Conclusion; The panel will discuss the role of comprehensive service delive: ry
to pregnant women and their families as an effortto fmpact on. changing AIDS
Fisk bebaviors.
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W.0.P.44 pulse PUBLIC SesnNmene
T RIS! Y ACTIVE ADULTS

MI 2 Kenneth R.*;Feger, F.*;Pand Shepherd, BABAR.
Centers for Disease Control, National AIDS Information and Educati
Program, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.

Objective. To describe the U.S. Government's national AIDS public
information n phase targeted to women k (eoge, ur partners

of IV drug abusers) and multiple partner, saisactive adults se
havio: ac a: sed risk of exposure to and infection

(HIV).
The National Amps Information and Education peveren

lic information campai o inform and edu
the

 
materials to the pul

g of PSA's and effective networking t

g zz B ft ac ten.
Conclusion. Evidenee to date eethat the campaign has been successful

in resching target audiences, that messages are well received, and that a
public ine system to support+ mediabased public information campaigns is
develop

 

 

Eversley,Rani B*
*The Center For AIDS Prevention Studies, UCSF, San Francisco, USA

 

 

 

 

 

Eversley, RaniB.* Newstetter, Amanda**
*The Center For AIDSPrevention Studies, UCSF, San Francisco, USA
‘** Planned Parenthood of San Francisco- Alameda, San Francisco,

 

 

 

, USA

Pvtactionbehavior es mone sally ping SaerNeey ing popalatoa,easbling
METHODS. otherapy interviews of Black and Latinatina women were and y 8 to plan prevention strategies toward group .
METHODS Pychoengyinee difficultie:ties identified by the clients in reducing HIV i Benin] Hsk screening data nnae22female family planning patients

The followingcommon prob were : di ith selecting credible “dns OVHgenbal thirpopelation Da determine
of inf ne rahe fi a . ding riper |high viors incofpp January

beteronenual HIV rstGiffialy ith identifyi pective sexual p k

status,

difficulty anne percent reported some

HIV

riskThe highest risk categories were 12.16%
6 habitual ing sexual activity, and whowere at risk due 19mult le ras 3.2%who atriskdue to having abisexual

lack ofknowledgeabout w! btain additional information regarding FITV risk. sau, MMe armer, and 2.46 who wen yer histor drug oran drug

although, implementing person: a problem. There is a need iti ial risk reduction remains
psychotherapists w!who workwith sexually soave females to equipt themselveswihnovi
Tegardingrisk to this population as well as akills to increase risk reduction selfself efficacy amo:

Sifris,Denite,and Millar, Steven. mYCline,Johannesburg
Hospital Afr:

Diective . To explore the current. awareness of the
to AIDS, ‘and the role of women in the prevention .

- Group discussions were held with 200 Black & White woman aged be-
tween 18 & 34. A self-completion questionnaire was also used.

ecti or

awareness of the attitudes

Use was made
of a proj ve and more sensitive questions

ts. The majority felt that they knew very little and needed mre ior=
mation. transmis: it’
donating blood was thought to be a risk factor by 488, toilet seats by 44%
and spittingnea Sneezing by 22%. Rinostallall felt that the wonans
role t y car

, to only 42ofof White weman. Within
one partner relationships appear to be the exception

Caneeee Bchwana, Mould be embarrassing to ask their
Most Black woman about catching AIDS

Enrough thelrpartnersactinitiea aeons heithe teres ween ee Am

among South African Woman and
ec theyhave a vital role to play in pre~

 Conclusion. Knowledge about AIDS is poor
information is needed. Woman feel

tion.
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Fone 001), Waimage, orVouusing partners e001

 

 

 

 

indicate that females who are
Significantlyhigher chanceofSengeeter

D pecially within thecontex This
rage ta ee at eel spainrisk mo œ j sppop
 

W D P 48 ene SURVEILLANCE OF AIDS IN WOMEN, 1981-1988:

ue ROM THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
Ell.ezbrock, Tedd; Chamberland, M-E.; Bush, T.J.

Rogers, M.F.; Centers for Disease Control (eve), Atlanta, Georgia, USA,

Objective. Describe the epidemiology of AIDS in women in

ET All AIDS cases in femalesPsnNpeséof age
ghDecenper 31, 1988

e 1981, a total of 6,303m8)9off 81, 418 adults with aus have
e increased from 196

n 1988.

the United d'arese
and older reported t

n (852) were of
8 s

buse was associated
ug abus d 18% were sex

73% of perinatal AIDS cases. The median

 
survival time fri AL or women was 10 months; the

me as that for heterosexual . By end 1988, a total of 3,853
(5. n wi DS wer ported to have di
Conclusion. Prevention efforts in women a their children must be
directed towards IV d abu: x partners, with particular

as
V drug sers and thei

focus on blacks and Hispanics in geographically discrete are.
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COMPARTSON OF BLACK AND WHITE WOM
un IMMUNODEFICIENCYVIRUSW.D.P.49

Bonnie*; Simpson, Sharleen H.*
“University ot as:Gainesville, Florida, U.S.A

 
Objective. The primary goal was to develop a profile of women in a low
incidence area by examining characteristics of 340 white and 55 black
women, self-selected as atrisk for HIV infection.

ods . je women were onymously counseled and tested at a public
ity ina Universite town tn north central Florida. Differences

story, educational level, safer sexual practices,
IDS, and level of fear were examined

. The mean educational level for te women wi
black women 13 years. Using Spearman correlation coefficients, history o
hepatitis, IV drug use, sexual partner with HIV infection, and presence of
tatoos were significantly associated with seropositivity in the group as a
‘ Seropositive biack women were more ely to have h
transfusion, tatoos, and an HI Seropositivity in
white women was negatively correlated with education. They were also m
likely to have had a history cf hepatitis, IV drug use or 3 partner Whewas

n who come for voluntary testing represent an educated
group, which may imply that this type testing only reaches a se
population, and that women at risk ma, t be resprresented. I led
risk factors for women who are sekonesitive match those found in high risk

W D P. 51 UNSAFE SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND HIGHERRISK PARTNERS: CHANGE OVER
a TIME IN A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF WOMENAT RISK FOR AIDS

Sen.dite Dorfman, LE.”, Kelly, T.u.”, Rila, M.", Garcia, D.R.", Wotsy, ca."
University of California San Francisco, San Firancisco, California, USA

Les 20déetnoPronttrena

infected, Figh risk, or multiplepartners were interviewed

At entry,84% reported unsafe or with IVDU, bisexual, or HiV-
nificantly
 

At follow-up, 70% fit this same definition; one had seroconverted. Sig

Entry Follow-up
Partner at Risk and High Risk Behavior 84% 70%
Partner at Risk and Low Risk Behavior 1% 4%
Low Risk Partner and High Risk Behavior 14% 26%

Condusion: followed over time have significantly reduced unsafe partnerships but only

moderately redi behaviors. To the extent thatthey0connuetoee in risky beta
cre do metayesnc taper!hay rom V infection. Prevel
programs forwomen need to emphasize reduction ot ray beParaasothe‘only certain prevention

W.D.P.53 £EHAVOR CHANGES TO REDUCE Hiv TRANSMISSION RISK IN A
ue PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF SEROPOSITIVE WO!

Poole,LaurenE.*; Cohen, J.8."; Lyons, C.A."; Key,7TJ"; and Wofsy, C.B.”
University of California San Francisco, California,

Project AWARE has evaluated 1,047 womena risk for HIV infection 56 (5%) of whom ai
who have been followed for at least 12 months, co)

40% are IVDU, (18) 40% had an HI octo sexual panneETorarr

 

 

for HIV infection (3) 5% had no identified risk and 1 Infected through a blood
transfusion. Selected sexual and drug using behavior changes Include:

Entry Mo,
Number of W 49 40 24
Avg. No. Sex 5.2 21 40
% With Fewer Partners n/a « 50

0 35 8
% Tongue Kissing ss 60 67
% Cunnill rier 85 45 54
% Any Vaginal Sex, No Condom 75 37 37
% Sex During Menses 42 11 8
% IV Drug Use 40 23 10

% Sharing Needles 40 15 5

Of the 11 wor vi stil exposing ginal th 5 engage only
in cunniingus, P dk the!

Although many HIV+ resumed sexual activity but
AaTES Pants RESbehavior Inown totensmit HIV to others
 

W D P. 50 COMPARING ESTIMATES OF HIV SEROPREVALENCE aU.S. WOMEN:
IILDBEARING WOMEN AND MILITARY RECRUIT APPL: ‘Ss.

Wesser, Shari*; Gwinn M*; Pappaioanou M*; Novello Ane;
YiLloughby A**;"AIDS Program, CID, CDC, Atlanta, GA, +kNICHD, Bethesda,MD.,

Objectives To assess bias ‘in estimated HIV seroprevalence rates for U.S.
n by comparing rates in enamilitaary recruit applicants with those

fron.the Survey in Childbearing Wi
Methods. Since October 1985 Éenaleavilian applicants for U.S. mn
le have ested for HIV-1 infection. Beginning in October 1987,

oing, blinded statevtde HIV seroprevalence surveys have been conducted
vering live infante.

childbearing women were higher

ach

 

ne:
experience adverse pregn:

though subject to these bi
prevalence and trends of HIV infection in U.

ases, provide useful information
S. women of reproductive age.

W.D.P.52 EMERGING PATTERNS OF DRUG USE, SEXUAL BEHAVIOR, HIV
FECTIONaN STDS IN HIGH RISK SAN FRANCISCO AREAS

Cohen,ds 8." Lyons.CA', Lockett, G.J.'2 McConnell, PA", Sanchez, LR."2,
Wolsy, C.

‘University of Califomia San Francisco, *Califomia Prostitutes Education Project, San
Francisco, California, USA

peer

 

W.D.P.54 EPIDEMIOWGICAL INFECTIOLOGICAL AND IMMUNOLOGICAL
RESULTS FROM THE HIV-AMBULANCE OF THE DEPARTMENT
F OBSTETRICS ANDgYnEcot

Friese x: Rossol S, Vo R, He G, Meyer zum Bilschenfelde
XA, Knapstein PG. university of*ain2,FEDERAL “REPUBLIQUE OF GERMANY
OBJECTIVE: To ex ne gynecologic rob. n HIV-infected
women in reelationto immunologi a parameters

Pfalz. 52% 0 em a. 0! a. een - g abusers, 44
have been infect: by sexual transmission. ly one third use
condoms for cohabitation, another third denies this form o

of the vagina which was detected in culture.
he women belong to the stage III (in

cervix cancer although treated with radiotherapy.
CONCLUSIONS: Our data
incidence of gynecologic problems in
From our experience gynecological examination has to be
routinely integrated into medical cave of HIV-infected women.
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W.D.P,55 HIV-INFECTION IN HETEROSE XUAL MOMEN IN COPENHAGEN
Smith, Else*; Kroon,S.#*; Gerstoft,J.##; Kviresdal 8. “eee; Mathiesen,L.*.
* Widovre Hoop. univ,hiv. of Coperhagen,0k. ++ Bispebjerg Hoop. ,Coperhargn OX.

+" Rigshoap. ,Univ. of Caperteecox: institute DK. , ,

Objective: To Coseribe the spreed of the HIV-infection in waren in Coperhagen, especially the
heterosexual t:
Methods: Fron LLI.1585 to 1. IX. 1988 tre charts orall HIV-seropositive woren in the main hospitals
in rt vere studied. Data were sexual activities ad ices, int:
drug abuse.stransfusions,history of sexual treremitted diseases (STD) and OC classificetions. the
vanen were categorised in four groups sccording to the mode of temomecien of the HIV-infection.
Results:

 

iv. æusæ Heterosexual cases Transfusion Undetermined
Nnber 58 3 (CI 12 (Œ 10 (9%)
Unsafe sexerisk man 41/45 (91%) 17/25 (6883) 10 (60%)

(728) 4/10 (40)Former SID 36/50 11/32 (3 1/12 (8%)
former HBV 22/58 (36%) 4/35 (11%) O/12 (@) 3/10 (30%)
Classification st latest followup
Ox Il 30/43 (70%) 17/30 (57%) 4/12 ox * (62)
ac Ill 8/43 (18) 9/30 (30) Viz /8 (38%)
AIDS 5/43 (12%) 4/30 (138) aeom oe()
Medien:HIV-pos. test X 1985 VII 19986 1 1985
Conclusion: Heterosexual transmission of the HIV-infection Occur among woren in copertagensa

without risk behaviour. The prevalence of HIV-infection in the heterosexual popula-
tion is u the inporterce|of co-factors such asSID and genital lesions and anal
intercourse remains to be determined but will be analysed in 2 caming study.

W.D. P.57 ‘WORKING WITH HIGH RISKWOMEN IN ANATIONAL AIDS PREVENTION
PROGRAM-THE U.S., PUERTO RICO AND MEXICO

Sowder* Weissman,G.,** Hunt, D.,"** Brown, V.,**** Argueles, L."****, *NOVA Research
Company, Bethesda, Maryland, **National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, Maryland, ***Adt

Massachusetts, ****'SUARN. Project, Los Angeles, Califomis, *****Califomia

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Associates, Cambridge,
Neneee

i cebuGYDA and 10 pi 7
ing AIDS de Nati ug

Abuse,UnSunofAmerie,
Methods. Pr

a gel ni
10€ P

i ion data.Boat intervention àa . f over1,000 heir #
and changes in th

i + male TVDA al pr 
 Conclusion.

invite questions and discussion from the audience.

KIDSINWOMEN: CANADIAN SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMW.D.P.59 Eene,_Kimberly; Nault, P. Federal Centre for AIDS,
Canada.lealth Protection Branch, Ottawa, Ontario,

To assess trends in AIDS cases reported among women Canada.

Canada was initiatedin Febru

Objective:
Nat.Methods: ional surveillance of AIDS i ary

1982. ee mee hic, risk factor, clinical and laboratory data are collected

on andard case report form ¢ National AIDS Surveillanece database was
savions with specific reference to ‘adult female:

8 women (5% of adult cases) were

rs. The heteros
Persons originating in an area with a high

e heter i

5 expected that 40 -

be diagnosed in4s
These surveillance fata indicate that the incidence of AIDS i:

ds maining quite stable over time and, therefore, is keeping pace
withche overall. Srowth_in the numberof AIDS rares

752

W.D.P.56 IMPORTANCE. OF IVDA AS A RISK FACTOR FOR HIV INFECTION IN WOMEN OF BUENOS

AIRES CITY.

Jorge*; Multere, weMartinez Peralta, L**; Macias, J*; de Bouza

J*; Compagnucci, A: Calello, LE Weissenbacher,
“uñiz Hospital; * of Microbiology, Seeof Medicine, Buenos Aires. Argentina.

Œiective. To determine the main risk factors responsible for HIV infection in women living in

s City and sur:

ed because of HIV ” the In-

age between 1
s) were studied clinically serologically. The este

naire were sexual habits, drug addiction and other sexusliy tranemited illnesses. Anti-HIV

antibodies were sc: ithods and confirmed by blot.

Results.

HIV Number IVDA Non-addicts Sexual Promis- Hepa- Syphi- Gonorrhea

er non-Iv DA _Contact cuit: titis iis

HIV posit. 63 68.8 11.2 11.2 n.7 19.0 a 14

HIV negat. 150 18.3 80.7 10.6 11.3 3.0 B 4.6

Anong 2: he women studied, anti-HIV antibodies. In this group, 88.8% was29.5% presented
IVDA and the remaining 11.2 hed sexuel contact with HIV-positive men. A higher percentage of a

and clinical hepatitis 2s well as promiscuity was also
obser: HIV-infected women.

Conclusion. s st SOK of the female population

consulting for HIV at the Infectious Disaases Hospital, secte with HIV. Among these

68.8% we: . partners of infec men, I ds rerarkably impor-‘ted

tant as a risk fector for HIV infection of women in Suenos Aires City.

DWLURCE OF HIV INFECTION ON
W.D.P.58 Sunderland. Ann:Moroso, G., ‘mimen,Ge berthed,om

Mendes, E., Landestan, 8., sxay-HC Brooklyn, NY, USA

W.D. P.60 A SURVEY OF ATDS-RELATED RAORLEDGE,MNTITUDES,
BELIEFS AND B VIORS AMONG N NEW YORK CITY

Balanon.Angelttas ordyce, EJ; Stonebupner, RL;
Rautenberg, E; New York City tititment of Health, New York, N.Ye U.S.A,

Objectives. To examine levelsaf AIDS knowledge, risk perceptions and
sexual practices amon ed 15-44 in New York City.

emale NYC resident:

. Preliminary data from th
considered themselves knowled
behavior to. reduce risk, 41% knew someone with AIDS, and 20% had a family
member or other relative with AIDS. Odds ratios betieen respondents’
characteristics and behavior change are shown bel

a
Had HIV antibody test 3.15 2.10-4.71 -001
Not married 2.33 1.75-3.11 -001
Knowsperson with AIDS 2.26 1.70-3.01 -007
U.S. born 2.15 1,60-2.90 001

732.01 1.46-2. -001
on and perception of risk were not significantly associated

with behavior chaange in this
jata suggest that future AIOS education and prevention

prograns should be directed tow rd low SES women. Special programs for
immigrant women may be requ

Income $11,000 +
“Age, educati
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Consommateurs de drogues par vole intraveineuse (partie 1)
1.V. Drug Users (Part 1

CRACK USE AND RISK FOR AIDS AMONG BLACKW.D.P.61 CRACKUSE A
+;; Fullilove MT“; Bowser BP**; Gross SA*

* Multicultural Inquiry and Research on ofthe Bayvi 7, , int Foundation, San Francisco, CAU S.A.

** California State University at Hayward

California, were

Qhiective. Ts ibe the characteristi
their risk for o*sexuallycontracted HIV. .

surveyed soerites use of crack andother d th i their sexuallyi hi ‘ € cond. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HIV RISK BEHAVIOURS, KNOWLEDGE AND

SEROSTATUS or SYDNEYINTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS, 1987.

1x, , Morlet, A.*, Gold,

*Albion street atts) Centre, Sydney Hospital, Sydney,
Australia, **$t. Vincent's Hospital, Darlinghurst, Sydney Australia

W.D.P.62

To investigate the HIV risk taking behaviours, knowledge,
nous drug user:s (IVDU's).

 

aeae 000reponden A)reported crack in combination with sexual actits (4! using
Ofthose mixing crack with sex,ernedotcesexualstvWiescoapered
with 29%Genat p<.01)
A Ahistory of aa 1 RU
than among ¢hose who did not(19% significant FeO). The trevalence of STDhiswy

vity wil
crackuuse (92% for females, 48% for males) was much higher than for those who did not
(22% for females, 13% for males).

, particularly
among those s d ho combi k usewith sexual
seeheforconan i

HIV preval ckwnsndneaps
r HIV spread within this population are

sity needed.

W.D.P.63 THE EFFECT OF A WEEDLE AND SYRINGE EXCHANGE ON A METHADONE
ove MAINTENANCE bt

Wolk, J.S.* gun
suniversity ot New uv Sydney,Y,“australia, ** St.

Vincent's Hosp: Sydney, Australia, aeeeklbion Street (AIDS) Centre.
Sydney Hosp:teasraney, Australia.

. To determine if the location of a needle and syringe exchange
areto the ne: maintenance (MM) unit vas aceociatedaith an
increase in the useFo heroin. lethods. » 5 & mn D

o
r
e

w
i
t 2 4

e
e
e

3

who
before and 3 months after Le‘introductionLEa

e were analysed for Results.
the overall proportion|of clients who bad

contaminated urines before (45%) during exchange operation (z=1.6,
p20 rtion of clients (28%) who had clean urines prior to the
establishment of the exchange vw: ft to have ci nated urines
iter deg: rable proportion.of clients (19%) with
dirty urines prior to the exchange opening were ound to have

started usi a
e ceased, indicating thatMfactors other than

the exchange veretoreieencine heroin use

W D P 65 A HIV-PREVENTION SYRINGE EXCHANGE PROGRAM IN LUND,
ne SWEDEN. TWO YEARS OF OBSERVATIONS OF THE ATTENDERS

. ving, Kerstie
TRAITSSOn,

*Dept of soretatty and Neurochemistry,
Diseases. University of Lund, de

In november 1986, a syringe exchange program at the Clinic for
the General Hospital in Lund, was started.

ocal drug tre

Andersson, B*; Ljungberg, B**;

**Dept of Infectious

attenders can d e
for themselves if and when to visit drug treatment centers, we
don now exact relationship between attenders of the pro-
gram and other kinds of care. In te this, have observed
that more drug abusers come to the out-patient clinic and de Xo
ification unit. Few of the clients are below 20. The re 9

not reach the very young and probably not the most chaotic.

8. dred and eighty- Sydney intravenous drug users both in
and out of drug treatment were recruit i ewer administered
questionnaire ed o collect info ion on di raphic

using sexual behaviour, AIDS edge and
prison experience. HIV test results were ob ed from subjects.

. The mean age was 27 +/- ratio 2:1, 7% of the males
e Hier exual. Th jority injected daily (91%) and preferred heroin

87%). Eighty percent admitte ‘ing es: 5 e er daily
91 an their equipment. Cond wereused ony Awith

gui tners but by 18% with casual of
prostitutes with their clients irty percent“asian ba beenin
prison 1981 o hon 50% in ri

. Kn

risk of RIV infection for TVDU's was high.
risk vas low. Twelve out of 131 {ss} Lists had HIV antibodies of whom
7 were homosexual. LE seroprevalence found in this

anbe expected toà‘increase ave to the.frequency of HIV rigktaking
behaviou: The high proportion of Hiv positive nes
suggests.the need for targeted campaigns for this subgro:

MEALBIONNe (AIDS) CENTREW.D.P.64
A; Guinan, J.J.+ Gold Julien, D

Albion Street (AIDS) Centre, sydney Ho:spital, Sydney, Australia.

Objective: To investigate needle sharing behavior
(IVDU) presenting to

ur and sexual pract:

e, between March 1985 and March 1988

HIV RISK BEHAVIOURS OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS PRESENTING TO
AUSTRALIA.

es

the Albion Street RDS)Centre.
rug

Results: 1047 clients presenting curing this period reported IV drug use as
a risk fact 27 {sd 5.6) years, 747 (71.3%) were
292 (27.9%) female an ) transsexual ales and 7

 Conclusi The HIV seropositive prevalence of IVDUs tested was substant-
ially 1 than reported amongst European and Nth rican si es
consistent with the low incidence of IVDU AIDS cases reporrted in Australia

(1%, NOV
possibility of rapid spread of HIV within this subgroup.

anis Taking and Risk Reduction

W.D.P.66 Among IV Drug users in 4 US Cities

Wayne;

University ofasie at isteeses Chicago, "lines,"USA

in treat
using street-based indigenous outreach workers who are also
prevention and education activities. In
were conducted to aid the interpretation of results.
Results total of 115 active wv drug users were interviewed in
Beitinere, 619 in Chicago, 139 i n El Paso. Different

patterns of needle sharing and oeediecleaning emerged imgach say.
Inter-city comparisons reveal a x but identifiable set of associa-

cial, demo;

 
tions between various so mogr:phic , and drug-relatedvariables on
the one hand needle sharing and cleaning behaviors on other
Conclusion: It is concluded that AIDS/IVDU education progr: st under-
Btand and take into account (1) racial/ethnic and r

ans
egional msbeutrurel

e local IV drug use practices ( in terms of type
drugs used and frequency of injection).

1988). However, evidence of continued risk behaviour indicate the

in
addition, ethnographic interviews
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W.D. P.67 CESSATION OF akaAND DRUG USE eSmANHySAMPLE W.D.P.68 DEMOGRAPHIC, BEHAVIORAL, AND CLINICAL FEATURES OFbkin, J.; William
Ehri

HIV Center for clintes]endBehavioral Studies, NY State
Psychiatric Institute and Columbia University, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.

Objective. To assess longitudinal patterns of cessation of abuse of alcohol
and other drugs in an HIV commun Je.

160 gay and bisexual men were assessed as part of a longitudinal
study examini ng predictors of HIV {Tnessprogressdon. Structured clinical
interviews were conducted to evaluate past and
as well as current jevels ‘eport measures of

reported suc
cohol and drug abuseand dependence with aaintenance of

that change (see table.below) fry of men attribute this behav
change, at least in part, t concern“about AIDS. They appear no
different on current measures of psychological distress when compared to
those men who never had an alcohol or drug use disorder .

Group Alcohol Alcohol Drug
HIV+ (W118) 40% 64% 3% %
HIV- (N= 42) 24% 48% 7% 5%
Total (N-160) 36% 5 4 &

ret leca co-existence of alcohol disguses |:

conclucian In a group of men at risk “for AIDS = findsisuccessful cessation
of maladaptive substance use that is rarely reported in the alcohol and drug

NEEDLESHARINGAMONGIVDU’SWHERENEEDLESAREAVAILABLE
WITHOUT PRESCRI
Sibthorpe, BeverlyM. *.Fleming.D.*;:McAlisterR.*, Klockner,R.*;Gould J.

poregon Health Division, Portland, Oregon, USA, ‘**Multnomah” County Health Onion,
Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.

di d UnQhiective. Ti
sterile needles are readily available without prprescriptio:
Methods. Currentt TVDU':sin Portland, Oregon, were questioned about AIDS, drug-use history,

) in aregion where

and need!
pen-ended questions. Sources of recruitment included a corrections facility, county health

clinics private welwelfare organizations andsstreet treach. Partici;cipation was voluntary and

confidentiality was red. Preliminary are preseresented
Results. Between 12/88 and 2/89, 15014DUSwere interviewed. Melean age was 28 years; 56%
were male. Mean years of IV drug use:was7 . Heleroin wasthe principal drug injected for125%,
cocaine for 31%, 17%. M

in drug treatment. Necdl
by 79% of users.ge half (54%) dtt Of
those sharing needles, 15% shared gay with theirmepartners,ns,33% also eee withother
friends, and %shared ven for sharing needles was
convenience (50%);less ‘than hsidthey shared becauseuseof difficulty olobtaining needles. Needles
gere never cleaned by 27%. Needles were clesned by 23% using bleach and 50% using water.
Over 95% of all these 1VDU includingàthosewho shared nneedles, knew that sharing could
transmit AIDS. Sixty five percent o! ssed their risk of AIDS as
moderate or high compared with 18%

e ready availability of sterile needles, knowledge of AIDS transmis:
perception of personal Trish are notsufficient to prevent needie-:~sharing among many I U's.

DU
who continue to shoot up.

ABSENCE OF ANTIBODY TO HIV IN LONG-TERM, SOCIALLY REHABILI-
TATED METHADONE NTENAN TENTS

W.D.P.71
Novick, David M.*; Joseph, H.**; Croxson, T,SN +*; Salsitz,

E.A.*; Wang, G.***; Richman, B.L. 1.
k, NY, USA,** New York Stateeaten of

ork, NY, USA;*** St. Luke's - Roosevelt
Hospital Center, New USA.

Objective. To determine the prevalence of antibody to HIV in long-term,
socially rehabilitated methadone-maintained former heroin addicts in New

55-607 0: York City, wher 60: active IV heroin addict. IV-i:
Methods. former parenteral heroin addicts in "medical maintenance",
58 (85%) agreed to participate in th: u n med: int
socially rehabilitated methadone maintenance patients are treated in the
offices pr y care physicians, who provid ha treatment a!
general medical care (JAMA 1988;259:3299). Antibody to HIV (anti-HIV) vas

n 1 patients by bot! ipont) and i: t nofluore-
scence (Fluorognost). Hepatitis 5surface antigen, antibody and core anti-

ned by ELISA (Abb:
the 58 socially rehabilitated methadone maintenance patients

1
 
had anti € or more ker: HBV infection were seenin 53 (91%).
The duration of methadone maintenance w. 9+0. id the median

. methadone Ereatment, the patients had abused
they had engaged in additional

ve methadone maintenance treatment can protect parenteral

rug abusers from HIV infection.

754

1N NEW YORK CITY INTRAVENOUS DRUG
USERS (Iv

Brown, Lawrence S.; chees Ne T. and Prin, B.J,
Addiction Research and Treatment“corporation. New York, USA

Objective: To determine the demographic, behavioral, and
clinical features of HIV infection in 454 IVDU
Methods: Sub

categorized using the CDC HIV classification Bysten. Data was

4 with antibody and anti-
4%, respectively, of

were significantly asso-
B status and CDC HIV stage

Conclusions: These findings strongly support aggressive efforts
to reduce parenteral drug use and enroll IVDUs into effective
drug treat

W.0.P.70 SEXUAL RISK FOR HIV PORUeMISSION IN A GAY MALE
SUBSTANCE-ABUSING POPU

‘aul, J.;* Stall,Ron;* and Dav Fe (University of California
San Francisco Center for AIDS Prevention "Studios **18th St. Services)

Qbiectiva mbinning alcohol and/or drugswwith sex is associated with sexual|behavior that
is high-risk for HIV transmission. Gay pared to thi gay
Population to further test ine relationship between high-risk sex and¢alcohol/drug use.

. Subst ring treatment at 18th St, Services in San Francisco were
asked to fill out a seth:ackninistered questionnaire on sexual activity, substance use, and
AID: se(n }. The comparisonsample of gay/bisexual men were jecruited In
random digit di felophone study in San Fi cisco (Co! s, 1987, ne=
201}. Sexual ak wascalculated with a version of the Chicago Mutt-Center aeCohort
Study (MACS)group's scale.
Results. 26.8% of the substance abusers were rated “high-risk”ane anal sex

o , compared to 6.9% in the Communications
Technologies sample. This was true although the clinical sample was well-inform:
regarding AIDS Prevention,thad high levels of educational achievement, ond.was as likely to
be sober as high during se:

Proportion of high-risk sex not associated with drug or alcohol abuse in this ainicl
Population sugg at we may be deailng with more than a "disinhi
Programs are needed to Intervene with Substtance abusers, and further resoarch0on the

W.D. P.72 HIV STATUS & RISK BEHAVIOR IN PARTICIPATING AND NON-PARTICI-
re I.V. DRUG PATIENTS IN A HIV
chaefer, Melodie BolasRSVER .**, Pachuckiooryiuentino

Je, ee jSchaatedENain Hospital, IL. USA;seLoyoin University,
Maywood

cute. To Sescribe differences in rates of HIV infection and risk behav-
OtS n 1.V. drug patients who volunteer (ne=224) and those who decline
es) to participate in a HIV test. DS tion program

» IV. drug users seeking drag treatment were screened. for willingness
Eoporticipe
Resultssatest
non-participants,
pactlcipente,tay

Length0of drug treatment, number sexually active,

 ai serene’ significant differences in age (hi
f needle-shar:

Programs may miss
drug users at high risk formy
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W.D.P.73  20_MALE INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS (VDA)GIVE CON- W.D.P.74 PREDICTING NEEDLE-SHARING BEHAVIOROF IVDUS IN TREATMENT

os SISTENT RESPONSES TO BEHAVIORAL QUESTI i Abramowitz, A.**; Guydish, J.*; Clark, W.**;

. Akarasewi* ,N.Wright*,W.Pokeeintonvong*®,SV Hearst, N.*; and Kiete:er, R-

seni***,K.Choopanya***, *Div -Epid. ,Min.Pub.Hith.,**Prog. Approp- Tech. *UCSF Center for AIDSPreven,ntlon Studies, San Evencisco, CA, USA**Community

Hith.,**#*Bangkok ini i Thailand Substance Abuse Services (CSAS), Department of Public Heatth, San Francisco,rancisco, CA, USA.
 

Objective. To measure the consistency of the responses of IVDA
to selected demographic,health and behavioral ques iol
lethods. a case control

i female

social worker.Those returning complet:
questionnaire including 20 identical questions from the first inter-

view.
Results. Seventy-eight(65%) of the subsample returned spontaneously.
Consistency ranged from 68%(numbber of female sex paartners in
ear o for current age(s

year groups) was Sovor"sharing behavior 88%, and ever-injecting
76%. 1: to be sitive,

respondents answered.more positively in the qeifadministered
questionnaire,e.g.,sharing same “load",19 to 27%;injecting at sel-
ler's house,53 to 59%;and sex with a prostitute in the last year,
31 to 39%.In contrast,admitting treatment for STD decreased,37 to.

31%.
Conclusion. The effect of current drug addiction on responses to
behaviorel questions that may predict the risk of HIV infection
is ünknown.Our results show that consistency|of response may vary
over time, by question,and by mode of interv

W.D.P.75 HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCYCIENCY VIRUSIN DRL) USERS AND INCREASED
woe CONSULTATION IN GENERAL PRACTI

» Boberts,JUK, Robertson

Muirhouse ModtoelGroupon SeenUNITED KINGDOM

In areas of intensive drug abuse absence of an operative
unit, fintensive drug abuse,intheseeem ee Eripary health

Gareproviders ~ General Practitioners evidence ts HIV
inf IVDA were taking an increasing amount ofthe GP's .
Attempts totorelate consultation rates to HIV Snfootien and

8HIV+ and 25 HIV- IVDA were selected randomly from a larger group
bese notes were examined for GP attendences, defaults|andout~out~of=

hours calls.rule referrals were noted, as were defaults to
services. PAEREeeELOOa
31-12-85 and 01-01-86 to 31-12-87. fi tyoyears represent of

awareness, both for the IVDA and porcine
: The moat extensively used facilit: yforboth groupe in both tine
wasjthele GP. The infected more often throughout, but

not signifi Both
visits to
Casual

tro
average 1.4
by the seronegative IVDAs. All services had a a:
Probes. with defaulters,

The

FIV. By farthemost
, partiquier in those
utilised ce was the GP, the hospi: services

were ‘ly attended tyall IVDA whether infected or not. The implications
for ure management. of all IVDA and funding of services are discussed.

Ww D P. 77 OBSERVANCE ET COMPLIANCE DU TRAITEMENT PAR

“wu peepee (A.2.T.) Z LES TOXICOMANES I.V.

INFECTES PAR LE VIH

Michaël Finaud*, ud *,et Casanova
* Service des Maladies aafcoticnace Narseilie, France.
** Service de Psychiatrie ,Marseil

Objectifs : Observer la compliance et les effets du traitement
par A.Z.T. chez les toxicomanes intra-veineux infectés par
VIH.
Méthodes : A travers le suivi clinique et biologique d'u

L

d'inclusion retenus sont cliniques : t plu-
sieurs infe ons opportunistes du grou IV et. logiques:
lymphocytes CD4 4400/ml en permanence et/ou antigénémie P24 >
200pg/m1.Le sevrage des drogues I.V. est
du traitemen
Résultats aapatients toxicomanes intraveineux ont reçu un
traitement A.Z.T. Sur 56 elligibles pour ce traitement
avec un recul“versant enrre + 18 mois; la durée moyen-

L'observance a été“complete pour 33 patients, partielle pou:
patients et maw 6e pour patientsues causes de non-obser-

3/9ane rechute de la to comanie,4/3 malades
perdus de vue,2/9 refus par le mala e.
Conclusion : L'observance du traitement est possible lorsque
la toxicomanie est sevrée et prise en charge parallélement.

To identify characteristics of Intravenous drug users {IVDUs)in treatment
who were at Greatest risk for transmittingand ring HIV infection, enabling substance

accurately

to drug Touran programs contracting with
collected on sander em aLane This study ; which of the 35
varlables on.‘he take form predict needie-sharing behavior among ‘3028 IVDUs admitted
fromm April - Seo de19687. Analysis included chi square and log-linearrregression.
eee needi end non- nd for

eon).“Thee primary
tamine) users|were morereer to share needles. P:
analysis sugg: ine use Was significant(p<:0001) in
behavior.
Francisco, blacks were less likely than non-blacks to share needlesnd

These data require further analysis but may indicate theat specialtention to

cocaine use among IVDU:
role of race In \Partiouler, as well as other demographic bus,require ffurther

ation.
diferonces ound.

ooo) in San

HIV STATUS AND CHANGES IN RISK BEHAVIOUR AMONG
AND DETAINED genouProsW.D.P.76

Roberts|mixOlin
Department of Social Medicine,

the arrested population and 2
Bemar overall seropositiverate is 13%, a proximat

and wi
Stockholm) the it is

m HiV-positive addicts. 0:
x had a previous negative

about 1%. More than 90% of the addicts enVertes January-June 198
imes) compared to 1987 when 807 were tested (average

ARREST!
IG ABUSERS IN STOCKHOLM 1987-88

N

‘olinska"netitute/Kronan District Health

among intravenous drug abusers (IVDA)

8 (who constitute about2 of the IVDA in

2.5

er

before (average 3.8 t
tests.

There is no measurable change in sexual risk behaviour in terms of numb
of partners or condom use between 1987 and mee but there seems be a ten-

ncy among t! come more on with their in-

hari
‘V seroprevalence amo: in stockholm 198

in sex * pehavi.our.

REDUCING HIV TRANSMISSION BYW.D.P.78 REDUCI
INTRAVENOUSDIDRUGUSERS W)JAIL

*; Perez, J.
Wishart,MS ;setal.

TO
Magura, S. *; Joseph,Herman**; Rosenblum, A.*; Jeffers J.*

*Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc., **N.Y. State Division of Substance Abuse Services,
SateenofCorrection; ****Montefiore-Rikers Island Health Services.,

sementBearsVOD, adrues bemiocommunmefadon
methadone

and associated AIDSrisk
are provided to randomly assigned KEEP

Methods: Th programis being evaluated with a controlled pre/post~-test experimental
design. Subjects are assigned to interventions as follows: CEAmethadone only (N=120);
KEEP plus ITS (N=120); heroin detonification-controls (N=150)
Beauis: 2,000male and female Us are annually by KEEP. Preliminary pre-test

withth 36 IVDUs not inin drug treatmentat incincarceration. Subjec
averaged 11veyears ofofdrug, injection and used $120 of intravenous heroin daily; 5%

5 ig san injection equipment(needles, syringes, "cookers"), 8
literally street addicts" with no stableliving quarters or social supports; and the women

aomail KEEP¢ in-jail program serves ¢, relatively neglected
population of criminalinvolved street addicts and addicted4 petitaes who’are att high
risk ofcontractinggang transmittin eoASgtheseproups into community

me!
programs aft to preventinpDintravenous drug use
behaviors. intensiveTransition Services(ITS)ai

7-88 has been
be risk reduction in terms of needle sharing but not
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W.D.P.79 IVDU AND AIDS! MORE RESISTANCE “TO CHANGING THETR SEXUAL
THAN THEIR NEEDLE- SHARING PRACTICES
Sunita Jain, Fl: N, Bailey V, Sweha

Univ. of California Davis, * AIDS-IVDU Task Force Sectaze
o study the effect of intensive education /prevention program

an on 1) high-r £ rug users and their sexual partners
2) the spread of HIV-1 in this pouulation

ac amento in 787 consisting of pitcation
di and sex-related risks,

» Ding D*, Sloan we.

‘amento, U.S.A.

We started an E in Sac
regarding spread o:

1 IVDU tested initially, 7% never share and 93% share

paraphernalta(P) Of the 93%, only 40% ir

always. of IVDU never use co is for vaginal sex and only 22% often,
usually or always use them. The average # of 1 and
‘prior to testing was 3 and 11.
of these, 10% no longer use drugs, 3.

 

for HIV-ab anon DIP clie:
We believe IVDU can

but in our program they are
ne of EPP should be aeeene into ail DTPs %o slow the spread of HIV

ng IVDU. Better methods to change sexual habits need to be developed.

e th: P wi

drug-“elatedhigh-risk activities,
resistant to changin, eir sexual habits. This

ai.

W D P. 81 Experience With An Anonymous Drop~in HIV
vo Testing Program For Intravenous Drug Users

(IVDU
Comella Brianne*, Feltch Fa,
Steger, K, Craven DE*.

Kunches L**, Harris Ja,

Bosestonn City Hospital, Boston Univ. School of Med.
enter for Disease Control, Boston, MA,U.S.A.

objectives : ToFinitiate a drop-in HIV education
Counseling, and testting program for IvDU-Project TRUST (PT)
staffed primarily by recovering IVDU.
Methods: Demogra hic and risk behavior data was collected
by a standardized questionnaire and correlated with HIV
serology.
Results: During 1988, PT saw 875 clients: 758 (87%) were
tested; 67% were male, 70% were white. Overall, 20% were
seropositive. Seropositivity was significantly higher in

Conclusions: ser friendly", unique,
successful ion and counseling
HIV. Although the initial population tested was prim
white, the ad of minority counselors has dramatically

sed
counselors and role models for this risk group.

W.D.P.83

“Harvard School o » Bos
** Instituto do Medicina, UniversideeEstado do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Objective: To study the potential effect of IV drug users on the elpidemic in
the heterosexual population as 1 dew $ the effects of interventions in IV

epidemic in IV users, neteroseexuals and newborns.

PREVENTION OF AIDS IN IV DRUG USERS AND ITS CONSEQUENCES ON
THE EPIDEMIC IN AN INTERACTING HETEROSEXUAL OPULATION

porate far LE: *; and Struchiner, Claudio he

durg users on

‘Results: For in drug users interacting with 300,000
heterosex! ig to a medium size an center with 20% of the
IVDU already i ted, the cl ative number of non-IV drug user heterosexual
10S cases could be increased up to 1200-fold after 10 years by interaction

bi en the two populations. The n of heterosexual cases increases
he degree of interaction. In entions redusing elements of

id non-IVDU unless sees:e fective comprehensive programs

Sly because the heterosexual
much Jarger than the IV druguser‘onpulat

conaes The degree of interaction between drug users“andheterosexual
is to be studied and reduced. withdraws? Progra

effectivethan other programs. The cost of waiting to intervene¢cannbe high,
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W.0.P.80 UsE OF A FINGERSTICK PAPER-ABSORBED (PA)
LOOD SAMPLE FOR HIV SEROSURVEY:
INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDU

Steger Kathy*, Comella B*, Forbes J+, McLoughlin Rk,
Hoff RA**, Craven DE*.

*Boston city Hospital, Boston Univ. Senool of Med.
*Ma. Center for Disease Control, Boston, Ma.,

objective: To evaluate the uutility of PA fingerstick
amples for serosurveys of IVDU.

Populations of IVDU: methadone maintence

results were correlated to risk behav
Results: £ tients, 1457209 (698)“consented: 46% were
women, e or. es. eropositivity

vs recovering IVDU (34% vs
and higher in minorities vs whites (36% vs

 
convenient method for serosurveys o
rapid, obviates venipuncture, poses less risk to the
provider, and specimens are easy to store and transport.

W.D.P.82 DRUG USE AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN MALE vanes AT AN
NIC: IMPLICATIONS ror AIDS PREVENTIO!

Gibson, Paul M,; Kohn, Bolan, G.
Department of Public Health, SenFrancisco, California, USA.

Objective. To describe drug use and sexual behavior relevant to AIDS
prevention among male patients attending an STD clini

ple of male paitence st the SF Sm

e with sexe knowledge of

ed292heterosexual (115 whiee/177 minority)
tee/sa minority) males. Drug u e prevalence

ina 55%, cocaine 26%, crack 127 and metham-
1 males reported

4)»

response to AIDS (36%
. Minority heterosexuals reported reduced drug use with sex

more than ttes (22% ve 8%, p=.
conclusions There is substantial drug use among malepatients at an STD
clinic clinics need to develop information and services for patients
regardingae use and sexual behavior relevant to preventing AIDS

ROLE OF HIV INFECTION IN ALTERATION OF PULMONARY
FUNCTION IN INTRAVENOUS HEROIN ADDICTS (THA).
Foresti Jeperien,tie A,Guareechi G,Parisio E,Scoleri N,Pediconi AM.
Fatebenefratelli Hospital, Milan, Italy.

pbisctive- 1HA and tient (pts) with AIDS frequently develop seretitial
ing disease. In 1HA HIV infection could represent # cause of furth rT pdmonary

donge. We studied a grap of IHA, to evaluate the role of HIV infection is alteration
of respiratory function (RF). Methods. RF tests, blood œs sralysis and (D4 lynpto-
cytes counts were performed in 33 JHA, with ro pulmonary symptoms cest
reys, 23 male and 10 female, 12 HIV- and 21 HIV+, 6 belonging to group 11 of COC

classification éysten, D to group III snd 4 to group IV. Results. Only

pre es percent of the predicted (74.6+14.1 % ve 86.9+6.6 %, p <0.0L)end (D4 lympho-
cytes (785+628/mm? vs 1236464/nm°, peD.01) were Significantly lower in HIV+ pts then
ave pts. DLCO was <8% in 15/9" (79%) Hi pts and in 1/11 (9%) HIV- pts. The 4 Hivepts
with normal OLCO (>80%) were in group 111 and IV of the CDC clessificstion.
Conclusions. These data show that HIW 1HA had significant reduction in OLCO in
Comparison to HIV- IHA. The absence of clinical aymptoms and/or radiological
abnormalities of pulmonary ques suggests a subclinical pulmonary infection
or alveolitis caused by HIV. é@ DLCO abnormalities, that we mostly find in Hie
IHA, are present in the esynptomatic stages of the infection end are not related
to CD4 lymphocytes reduction, we euggest that interstitial lung involvement
can be due to a direct ection of the virus rather than to a subclinical
opportunistic infection.

W.D.P.84
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XUAL-BEHAVIORSRS OFINTRAVENOUSDRUG -USERS

MÉtEaer, 8: Calsyn,
G. ans Adniniscration"medical ‘center and

university of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA

W.D.P.85

Objective: Ascertain the sexual behavior patterns of
intravenous drug usersand correlate these with dru:
needle sharing|pattern Methods: In 1988, 273 intravenous

rs in eatmentprovided extensive interv.
regarding aigase, needle sharing practices andssexual

vior e à aphics of thi le were:
186(68.Hefemale 87(31.OTfase X=38.4); White188(69. 9%),
Black 65(23.8%), other 13 (4.8%).
Results:

Median
72038. 7) 55(29.6) 26(14) 6a.du 1.0
34(39.1) 24(27.6) 4(4.6)8e2) 1.0

oth males
reporting sharing needles

tha:

males 27(14.5%)

(8.7%) and females (23-68).tales
n ear had me past y ers (mdan=2.0) n those
not sharing (mdn=1.0,De2928.5,P,p<.02) es (mdn=2.0)

les (min=2..0) rting recent Iv cocaine use had more
son partnrs in past year than those repo: ther recent
V drug|use (males, mdn=1.0,U=363p<.05; females mdn=]1.0,U=192
02) Conclusion: The high risk behaviors of needle
‘sharing and 1 promiscuity are related for malesinthis
sample. IV cocaine use appears to be lat
sexual promiscuity for both males and fenale:

Additionnels
Additional

W.D.P.8 THE USE OF CONDOMS BY PROSTITUTES IN YAOUNDE-CAMEROO!
Barcel Monny-Lobe*,D.Nichols**,L.Zekeng*** ,R.SallaaLeKaptue*
*Central Hospital Yeoun n,**Family Health Internatic—

NC, USA, ***University TeachingHospital Yaounde.

Objectives.To determine barriers and to explore waya of overcoming cultural,

moral,social and economical resistances to the use of condoms in Africa.

oms
require all the clients to ur ecti rotect
and AIDS.An evaluation was doneon“sub(78/128 of the siris)and in December.
Results.veeof condoms 1988 19 Decemb ne

1/79) 2,2%2
Never0orrrerely 2 (30/125) 3ext 53/79) 25, ot20/67)

the tim 6%(27/125) 29,me 19,5%(17/87)
More than Xthe time “a14%( 8/125) sx (49/79 Eat
AL es) 5,7%( 5,ns
Reasons given by prostitutes for not using ondoms: worespelyme rritatio!:

they did not like itjno pleasure; the client aid not accept;non qvaiisbilityat

condoms; the cost ofcondome.
Clients who refused the use of condoms had these arguments:they said AIDS

does not exist;they were not afraid of STDs or AIDS;they said they were heal-

t the prostitutes had STD or AINS;no pleasure; because of the

ms breaks;they wanted to pay les
if condoms has increased but Cameroon” still needs an educa-

which has to dissuade men from engaging in unprotected sex with

prostitutes.Condoms should be more available.

 

Barriers to continued condom use
Mary-Louise McLavs, B Oldenburg, D:
NHMRC Special Unit in AIDS Epi Sniology”and Clinical
Research, Sydney, Australia.

Reasons for use of condons by honosexually activ

Homosexual and bisexual

W.D.P.89

ve men were exani

varied by age. Half th
norpative behaviour whilethe majority expressed strong behavioural beliefs.
Even though over of men had faulty decision maxing processes about
when not to use a canton,"the majority of nen ha hig!
their continued condom use i:

times more frequent for

pores of c
e their specific attitudinal and lifestyle barriers to condoms addressed

is targettedPeducationei and bshaviour change programmes

W.D.P.86 PREVENTION AND COUNSELING ACTIVITIES OF DRUG ABUSE

CENTERS FOR HIV-—INFECTER AND NON-INFECTED DRUG
ADDICTS

Fahrner, Eva-Maria; Schumann, J.; Niemeck, U.
Therapieforschung, Miinchen, West Germany

Institut fir

urpose. The Federal Republic of cernes currently has 308
Éubstanée abuse centers. Due to e high incidence of À
ai ncludes prevention
and psychosocial counseling i his

valuate and inproove AIDS services, a denonstra-

services w 0 (ra o

HIV positive clien have resulte an increased focus on the

areas of A revention and psychosocial supportive counseling.

Conclusions n is of the data r 8 that ov 11 th yp
e

counseling centers coped well with the AIDS treatment tasks,

but, however, more improvement in special areas is indicated.

B
W
.

FREE CONDOMS FoRi129 YEAR OLDS- A Pilot Project inW.D.P.88 S FOR1
Urvite,VŸ. end M antl.
fourthurthProject, Seockholn Aids Prevention Programme, Stockholm,

Objectives: - to make condoms easily accessible to young
people in a way they canyounPre

- introduce om to
- offer supper+, advice andpossi:Siticien to
discuss sex and relationships with trusted

Method : Every week 40 places varying from highschools to
discos “and footballclubs were askea to participate. They
distributed the condoms eac!hin € own way - suitable to
their activities and Targetgroups.

Evalution: Every week all participants filled in a precon-
structed su: . After the project extensive interviews were
made with participants and teenagers in 10 plac

Results: The evalution showed young people understood
the purpose of the project and liked it. They felt more
comfortable getting condoms from people in
drugstores and shops. rls turned to different
places for©ondoms advice, àParticipants with special
training gave more unities for tRRS. The project was
succesful)|and a fuliscale program is now starting.

W.D.P.90 LES FEMES AFRICAINES DEVANT LE SIDA AJ ZAIRE :
MaluEnqurdas re àsono, Rukgrangira wa Mursst

6. Schoepf, PrayerCOMAIEEIDA, Kinghasa, Zaire

La trensmission du SIDA en Afrique étant surtout -à prédominance

hétérosexuelle, le6 femmes en age de procréer et leurs ‘enfants sont
particulièrement à risque. ©Quoiqu’urgente, l'action préventive est

entravée par des contraintes d'ordre économique, social, culturel et

psychologique,

Cette communication présente les contraintes axistentielles parui des

femmes de des milieux sociaux telles, qu'elles des

racherches-actions -& Kinshasa en 1967-88, On verve coment les

comportements individuels sont aédiatisés ur des institutions sociales.

Ainsi, pour être efficaces lesre prévention nécessitent we

approche totalisante qui les ressources dont

disposent les femmes dans leurs failles et sociétés.
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W.D.P.91 EROSRELANCEEDUCATION SANITAIRE DES W.D.P.92 SELF-REPORTED SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN A COHORT OF HOMOSEXUAL
CROSS-SECTIONALALANALYSIS A 6 YEARSSiby,Tidigne*, Thior, L*, Sankalé,J.*, Gueye, A.*, Ndoye, 1.**, M'boup, S.*, et Coll *;; Schechter MT; Douglas B*; Craib KJP*; Constance P*;*Bactério-Virologie/Universitves deDal, Sadan**Clinique MST/IHS Dakar, Sénég McLeod WA"; Maynard M*; Broughton S*; Fay S*; O'Shau; et al.Sensibi “The Vancouver Lymphadenopathy-AIDS

3

Study, St. Paul's Hospital and theUniversoofObjectif. Sensibili la chaine di et ver, BC, Canada. * Federal Centre for Ottawa, Onides autres MST. a
16%4 : HIV 0.6% a Qbijective. T

Tspopulationddecond, Àucours des visites sanitaires periodiues instituées grâce à Methods. Eightme completed their most recent visit during he=p10/87-08/88,
3 tudo eaten ié de séances“aeeeneetd d freq in th (ARDinformation od les modes n, les manifestationscliniques, ct les moyens de Distinctionswere regularel contact,Dons and casual partners. Serontprévention des MSTer du SIDA sont

sont

débats | GND wee pren mademade concerning;A
prostituées ( 4 Le Éd :  F Results. A total of 383 subjects were eligible (197 SN/186 SP). SN and SPreer ssion), Mais, le fe dec cli 1 4 i cee | : tend Sr 840; p=.382), regular pariners (median 1.0 vs 1.0; pe.960)“oe For 4 aes le nombre él var ve 7 and casual partners (median 2.0 vs 3.0; pe.391). More SN than SP subjects reported never engagin;ging

A . Na foi Ê a in ARI with regular partners ssvsSee9% respectively), and never mens in ARI with
Ces UT, pp ge Cuncie. ES casualpartners (80.2% vs 41.0%). More subjects reported never using condoms d

ARI Om)batfs duringclandestines, desmalede qualité, peu onéreux etfacilement accéssibies contribueront à ARI was similar. A jh ARI with casua only 72.0% of SN and 70.8% ofdiminuer considérablement la disséminatiton du HIV etdes auges MST au SENEGAL. SP reported always using ond d ing this very ! k activity. Th ho did y

Despi F bjects ohort in 1988 continue
high risk ie fallen and in HIV+ andHIV.
tatthanpaterier Analysis oft ih P P 
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Les femmes (partie 2)
Women(Part 2)

Th.D.P.1
Brown University Medics center,

Usa.

h BOA AEE) ES H a

IS*,

Webber

Myris*, Drucker Ex .

etriaticxe MeticalCantor,Center, postarakan *iCDC, Atlanka, GA, USA. Providence, RI

Th D P. 2 RIV SMFZCTION IN WOMEN: EPPECT OF se on

RSRASCBEMAVIOR. Denforth.

 

        

 

ye (6) practiced safe

e
may be critical in limiting transaiseion of HIv.

 

Th.D.P.3 GLASGOW STREET PROSTITUTES: A sine OF SEXUAL Th D P. 4 SEXUAL PARTNER NOTIFICATION: ATTITUDES AND ACTIONS OF

BEHAVIOURBAND. INFECTED1= USA HIY-INFECTED WOMEN.

Stephen ee, DH Kennedy & Chervenak, Judi L.; Weiss, Stanley H.; UMDNJ, Newark,NJ USA

JA Emslie; Infectious DiseasesUnit t‘cpis)u.*Ruchill Hospital, Glasgow, U. K
Objective: To study aspects of sexual behaviour and drug injecting among Objectives: To survey HIV+ women concerning attitudes toward sexual

female street prostitutes in Glasgow partner (se) notification (N) and Feelings concerning fi e pregnancy.

Methods: Over a 4 month period in| late 1988, a group of unselected female Methods: + women were interviewed at Infectious Disease & Pediatric

prostitutes attending a drop-in centre and/or a HIV Counselling Clinic were AIDS nie during July and August 1988 in northern New Jersey (NJ).

interviewed about aspects of sexual behaviour and drug abus! Resultswits:s: Questi (summarizes) Affirmative Responses (%)

Results: Of 63 women interviewed, 40 (64%) were aged 25 years or under

©

1.Should the fesTth Dept (HD) be involved in confidentially

53763 (84%) had recently injected drugs; 17 (32%) of these 53 were known assisting in the N of SP of HIV+ w 16/25 (64%)

1V-positives. Almost all were well-informed about HIV and AIDS. Only 2. Would you be withing toEden.provide the names

9/58 (16%) performed vaginal intercourse (VI) with more than 50% of their of your SPs to the NJ HI 7/25 {83}

clients; 58/59 (98%) claimed they always used condoms for VI with clients, 3. Would youparee to HD isclosure of your name to SPs? os (20

although 59/62 (95%) reported that clients had asked them for VI without a 4. Ha rmed all male SP you had previous to your

Of 47 wi a regular sexual partner, only 8 (17%) used condoms HIV+ diagnosis (dx) that youare now infected with HIV? 6/25 (24%)

for VI with these regular partners. 35/63 (56%) used contraception other 5. Have you informed all male SP you had since your HIV+ dx? 12/28 (520)
than condoms; 18/63 (31%) were on long-acting IM medroxyprogesterone 6. wish to become pregnant? 4%)

acetate ("Depo Provera"). Women interested in HD invol venent in N tended to be willing to iMeelose

Conclusion: These findings indicate that much client~prostituteinteraction SP names to the HD, and those uninterested tended to be unwilling. of

does not involve high-risk activity. Furthermore, most pro: s hav the 16 women who had not notified al] SP did not desire HD involvement.

adopted ririsk reduction measures with their clients; this doe: extend Conclustons: SP of HIV+ women are frequently uninformed of possible risks

however to their regular partners. Despite public education Initiatives, many from prior sexual encounters. SP information required for centralized N

clients are still requesting unprotected sexual intercourse programs may not be volunteered or readily available. Compliance must be
evaluated in constructing ams. M ni arey
becoming pregnant despite the reported lack of desire. Innovativ
approaches to assist women in disclosure and family planning are needed.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Th.D.P.5 PERCEPTION OF AIDS RISK AMONG WOMEN SEXUALPARTNERS OF Th.D.P.6 AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF HIGH RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN 96 WOMEN
TV DRUG USERS IN SAN FRANCISCO uo USING Iv HEROIN, COCAINE AND IN TE

Han, J. Werth ren imick Gxchrans,eaaa Pn Sci ra USA sore viceene:EESasBPX,cote
Objective. " . e © i i “ cective. ‘To identify debaninants of high rick sexe behavior and the cbstacles

A u ne 2 male TV ‘to risk reduction in IV drag and crack using women in the South Bronx.
UB Use ing His, Methods. In late 1967 we initiated an ethnogræhic shriy in the Women’s Omiter - a

Preventioncounsql . ffons were @rop-in edeation and support group meeting weekly in a Methadone clinic. Women

i their HIV and their partners’ ‘to describe saanl ani use practices
needle practi ft rk, 43% black, and 10% in the local drug ab-culture. Informtion ws gathered thrash mite
Hispanic. SixtyPacoaneIDh!ed One subjectwas known to be infected with ethnographic interviews, Process ethnography of group interecticns, focus gaps,
Hii and 33 (53%) had and strucoued attinrtiral qestiomaires. Pecticipants (96) were 55% Hip, 40%
Real thea scone D.cn BK, 54 Wi;Moon Age 33 with 2.2 children.

repomed eecache, whose pariners shared papalreachpila me, Findings. women were 2nd or 3rd generation substame abusers - 75% using
prior tointerviewe wadfasttc appearedtoblocswomensbets abo rickwasPertes ani cxack/coonine 30-40% still injecting, Deug related viclenoe and illepl activities
report sharing. often character 4 i drepart aboutriss relationships

i i as ’ consider themes’at debenuined by current anytaepeters(opincaine tne) wichempties
. ” . Tink of HIV exposure dueto frequercy of swaml contact with miltiple partrers,

he Th vamilly withentthe ue
Ounclusions. the igh ates of certply weyâme cl mireva

Ein.awnereEUPactmurd driven by crack/cooaine adliction, is the mijar detacle to successful AIDS risk
ainanne reduction efforts in this most vulnereble group of wmen. Access to effective Guy

NDU is of partnery port is ir tisk for HIV infection, trenteent servioss is emential to restrict the further sprend of AIDS by unsafe and
i unprotected heberoseam] behavicr.
 

enpeterofDomdes.
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Th.D. P.7 THE WOMEN'S CENTER: A MODEL, PEER SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR HIGH Th D P. 8 THE EXTENT AND IMPACT OF HIV-RELATED DISCRIMINATION
RISK IV DRUG AND CRACK USING WOMEN IN THE BRONK. vee IN NEW YORK CITY-A SURVEY OF PWAS AND SERVICE
Eric, K.; Drucker, Ecnest; Wocth, D.; Chabon, B.; PROVID

Pivnicks A.; Cochrane, K. Montefiore Medical Center/Albert Einstein College Karp, Mitchell, New York city commission on Human Rights, AIDS
Medicine, Bronx, New York, USA. Discrimination Division, New York, N. USA

Œjective.= To provide women with a safe and confidential group setting in Qbjective. To document the full extent of HIV-related discrim-
which to share feelings, thoughts, and infocmation about sexual behavior, ination in New York Cit:
@cugs and AIDS, and to support behavior change and risk reduction Methods. À diverse sample of 60 PWA's and 60 AIDS service proactivities. viders interviewed in standardized format concerning discrimin-Method. Groups meet weekly in a Methadone clinic or in a Commnity Health ati
Centec. Focus groups, educational lectures, video and support groups are Results. Survey revealed that the scope of actual discriminationused to facilitate discussion. Peer leadership is encouraged and partici- experienced by people affected by AIDS extends far beyond thepants do outreach work in the community to enroll other areas anti-discriminati 1 are designed to .
Results. The groups ioni one year in whichthere have Conclusion ocal, state and federal anti-discriminatia aws

625 visits from over 100 women. Each weekl: i ust e da if e to provide mean ful protections
by an average vomen. A close relationship of drug use (eapecially to those who suffe IV-related discr. on. Further, the
ceack) to high risk sexual behavior is apparent and has led to a “drug social impact of HIV-related discrimination--cost of and access
fcee” ethos in the groups. The group process has contributed to the de- to public health, social services, education and prevention--

peer counsellors, group leaders, and outreach workers from is far greater than is generally recognized and must be incorp-
‘women. In one group with 25 regular participants, 13 orated into all programs and policy planning.

(250%) women have entered tal to detoxify frow crack use, four have
in a local commmity college.

Conclusion. Group intervention resulting in risk reduction is possible
‘amonghigh risk druy using women through peer suppoct. models focusing on
ceducing drug use.

Th D P 9 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SYMPTOMATIC HIV+ FEMALE & MALE PATIENTS Th D.P 10 SELECTED GYNECOLOGIC ISSUES IN WOMEN WITH HIV INFECTION
— Kelly, Patricia, Graham,V.;Hall,L.;Kitchens,A. ;Bastien,A; . Anders. mpegHorn,J3King ,R. ;Kebler, J. ;Herbert,Btigabaces,M

sand DeHovitz,J.; Kings County Hospital Center, Brooklyn NY ,USA ohns Hopkins University School oof Medicini
Baltimore, Maryland, USA. Supported by the Freeman Foundation

Objective: To compare clinic presentation of female & male patien: -

Methods: All 86 female ts seen in the year 1988 (NeG6) at CheHIV Objective. Describe gynecotogic (GYN) variables in women attending an inner
d t

e patient

Clinic of a NYC municipal hospital were compared to male controls selected
for similiar initial visit date, Methods. Retroapective neview of available GYN information obtained from 83

Results: Ethnic origins of female patients (Black-48, Hatesan16: pempante=}3 TV sehopositive women seen betueen 1984 and 1989.

Other-4) were similiar to those of males (45,14,21,3). IVDU was the larg ROUE qheneanageus97.9fearannageee)ehnefefactonsdnotuded? 1V
risk factor for both females & males (a3, ), but heterosexualtr snission” aciCauca. 293;sheterose: 2 contact with a high-risk en onky-
was a larger second risk factor for wo than men (4) in this clinic. matsbeaod trans us. m7 7 oun Of denied-78; 1VOU ondheteroee part
oth sexes we: liar in age (%=34.0 for women, range 19.5-45.9; xm36.7 0 trans gi ion mast, 06 67 xuak co)contact|

men, range 19.6-55.8), in the average amount of time spent in the clinic ñ pain en pregnant

system (8 and 8.8 months), in receiving AZT (42/45) and in numbers known 37 of thesehajhad 2or2puingaAen. Furthermore,se“continuedety
dead (13 each). Significantly fewer women had2weDC-defined diagnosis of AIDS
‘than men (39 v.64)(p=.01). In those pat AIDS, similiar percentages 3942/31)VavedcondosAizenti bnowéng of Shesou,Ftss pecane,
ad PCP as their initial opportunistic infection(36x/64 se) 0% 50 women neponti anitat 4 ae: .

Conclusion ignificantly fewer women than men in this clinic have a CDC- an 6 ie PB ing . mt her and 14% g 2 wate”
defined AIDS diagnosis, suggesting th m may seek medical care earlier Active GYN ney at batvue Sincovoted ar During the time of

in the HIV disease pro lowever, ft early intervention on their part e 37831/13)up 6 had a VneeEN àexams in es 6 pelvic masses and

results in an inability to receive CDC-AIDS defining econo de an ravie, of 3 RDS 1 ait4ri21) Pap am dnekuding
benefits. Alternatively, the natural history of HIV infection may . eh 5 eus
diffferent in with fewer severerely immunosuppressed HIV infected women Spear enoneectsacti frequent mesH1Vwiite.

aLE4iLing CDe-AIDS criteria chan valent and Likely to perpetuate spread of infectionTheGIN hiszony and ¢
werewereoften overtooked, but GYNyiproblems accounted son su pastLand

morbidity in this pr änner-cit

Th.D.P.11 COLLEWomEN's SEXUAL BEHAVIORAL INTENT AND PERCEPTION Th.D.P.12 FEMALE SEX PARTNERS OF IV DRUG USERS: A STUDY

— Be Raak OF NIV INFECTION FOR SELF AND PEERS OF SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND NEEDS
Richter a L.; Sy, F.; Theocharis, T.; Summers, ji +, Rivero, AM, Reback, C.J.', and Co

and Hussey Universityof South Carolina School of Public Health ADS Research and Education Project, California State aeTong Beach, CA,

Columbia, South Carolina,

“-Scho0! of Social Welfare, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USAObjective: To determine women college students’ perceived risk of various wee

sexual behaviors and their intent to engage in such behaviors with males Departmentof Public Health, Long Beach, CA, USA

in long-term and recently-initiated relationships.
: 334 randomly-selected female undergraduate studentsresponded toa Qblective. To identify and examine the socio-psychologioa! characteristics, neers. and

questionnaire in October 1988 at a major southeastern U.S. reity service requirements of non-using female sex partners of IV drug users In Los Angeles
The questionnaire presented two hypothetical situations, oneoinvolwing County. The data will provide ald information base for effective HIV infection prevention
a long-term relationship with a male student and the other involving a education programs
recently-initiated relationship. Respondents identified for each situation Method. Eighty key Informants ‘ioluding service providers, law enforcement officers, IV
the sexual behavior in which they and their peers would engage, and rated drug users, and sex partners from various ethnicic. groups were interviewed In-depth.
the level of risk of each behavior. Data were lyzed using paired T-tests Purposive sampling guided the approach to selecting the key informants. The Interview
Results: Preliminary analyses indicate the following significant differ- protocols were semi-structured, with both open-ended and objective quastions.
ences: self and peer perception of risk in the newly-initiated relat10one Results. The sex partner population is made up of different subpopulations with different
eae self perception of risk in both hypothetical Situations: self a characteristics correlated to ethnicity, non-IV substance use, and Income and education

T behavioral intent in both hypothetical situatio: levels. Commonalities across subpopulations are: low self-esteem, powerlessness,
It appears that women college students perceived greaterrisk history of abuse,isolation, and low perception of HiV infection toa

themselves than to their peers in both hypothetical situations Conclusion. HIV prevention education leading to protective behavior change must be
though they predicted lower sexual behavioral intent scores for themselves based upon an empowerment model which addresses the peychelopies of powerless-

than for their p ness, and Is sensitive to cultural and class differe
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Th.D.P.13 GENDER DIFFERENCE IN "MATURING OUT" OF
oe INTRAVENOUS DRUG USE

; Mandel, J.;3 Aldrich, M.
Youth EnvironmentStudy, Inc., San"Francisco, CA, U!

Objective. To specify theproportion of women amon different categories of IVDUs,
in order to better. describe and predict the spread S.

. Secoi ary analysisis of 3 data sets of IDUE (reported AIDS cases, drug

 

treatment ee.roster, andgo)ca emergency room admissions) in 3 cities (San
ncisco, ferent

Rous in erenion of women amo Us declines with
age. AboutaoovIVDUS|ptbar 's, and 1/ ith of those and older are women.
On treatment data, at leas clients in‘heir atearly 20's are female, though for
olderclients the pr: iondewomen IVDUsin treatment in resembles theincreasi

ion on other indicators. The declining proportion ofwomen holds for all racial
and ethnic groups, though at all ages there are few Hispanic, and especially Mexican
Amerirican, women.

. "Maturing out”-cessation of IV drug use for people as they age"-occurs for
men and womenatdl ferent rates. IV drug use is neither rmanent nor demands a
total rriding all other aspects 0! as raising a family or a
desire not be.‘aor . These“nina ras weigh differently for men
thanwomen, so their IV drug car markedly different. In the ear

especially seek out drug treatmentto get away e life,” and their
early30's.ancand especially 40's, all indicators more women an me
abandoned IV drug use. Substantial ethnic differences in gender roles are evident,
though in ail groups terrisk of AIDS among IVDUsdiminishes with age at a faster
tate for women than men

FEMALE FAMILY MEMBERS AS MEDIATORS OF
UTILIZATION OF HEALTH AND Soca’ ICES
Stephen: Schiller, N; Dejowski, E.; Teall S.; Merzel, C.; Beck, P.
Rutgers University, New Jersey, United States

Th.D.P.15

Objective. To analyze the degree to which the availability of family members,
women, as sources of informal su; related to the utilization of

health and social services by People with A’
dom sampleofof livingPWAS

e sample inciudes a high number o:
homosexuals, racial and ethnic minorities and women, AnAnanalysis

is made of the differential access of these population groupings to informai family
of informal family

support and the range and extentof utilization of formalsservis
i be to be the major source

both instrumenta! and tional. i
ted betweenhigh level of support from|female family members and

a relationship between access to informal and formal supports

Th.D.P.17 DETERMINANTS OF SEXUAL RISKREREDUCTION IN FEMALE IV
DRUG USERSFRECRUITED FRFROM
2 bdul-Quader, A*; DeafafaeDc, Kouzi, A*
Friedman, Ree

“Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc., N.Y., N.Y., U.S.A. **New York State Div. of Substance
Abuse Services, NY. NY. U.S.A.

Objective pri link perinatal HIV ission. Their motivati

for HIV sexualrisk reduction is poorly understood. Therefore, our aim was to identify determi-
   

 

 

 

Manhattan.

MD ms peac nent Acted isk

behaviors, beliefs, p i rk i À "
% Results.

use, abstinence,treductionin number ofpartners, wvoidance of “highsh arme) sinceconnomn
beardofAADS predictors included having

1 parmer during the average month ofthe past year (p<.016); havingfriends who prac-
ticedsex risk reduction (p<.019); and perceived current orewit ETandfuturedicen’sodporeetiskofof
HIV infection. Ethni g

tisk reduction Revo
. Elementsts of both Health Belief and Social Influence theory predict ual risk reduc-

tion behavior in female IVDU's. These results are consistent with the findings ofpprior studies of
drugrisk reduction in IVDU's in treatment- wi that both fear ofAIDS and posi-
tive social norms (Friedman,et al, Sablepateorsintd Since

 

Th.D.P.14

 

Th.D.P.16 af INFECTION ou FEMALES ENTERING NEW YORK STATE PRISONS

Smith, perry" >» J.%; Truman, B.*; Lord, E.**; Broaddus,

R.**; Mors ba
*New York State Depatment of Hiealth, Albany, New York,
**New York State Department of Correctional Services, ‘aibeny, New York, USA.

Objective To determine the prevalence of and risk factors for HIV infection
among females enteringNew York State prisons.
Methods. From S ry 1988 to January 1989, information was extracted

£ 514 consecutive females entering New York State
sera were tested in a blinded fashion by ELISA and Western

nst HIV.
Results. Of 450 females tested to date, 85 (18.9%) were HIV seropositive.

was highest among 30-39 year olds (24.5%) and varied by ethni-
Hispanics--28.9%, whites--8.2%) and residence (New York

 

es
“oR=10-0, 7208), Hispanic ethnicity (adj OR=3.8, p¢.05), black race

p¢.i0), and residence in New York City (aas OR=7.3,
Conclusion. In New York, nearly one of every five e prison entrants is

primarily due to IVores use. theroutedon
esulted from unreported confounding

ed high-risk person.
in important aroup for educational efforts to reduce the tisk

to their sexual partners end offspring.

risk factors, suc as 8ex
prisoners are

of transmission

DIFFERENCES IN HIV/AIDS COUNSELLING FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN

lutterer, Judith; Blaas, P.; Oberauer, C.; Ogris, M.; Pec,
Th.D.P.18

n ., Stôgerer, M.; Zupan. B. .
Gsterreichische AIDS-Hilfe (Austrian AIDS Foundation) - OAH, Vienna, Austria.

Objective: wan find out the differences in the motives of why women and me
Tsit an A

Methods: Evaluation of reports of experiences given by the fiemalecounsel -
Tors are seven HIV/AIDS counselling centres of the Austrian AIDS Founda-
tion {OAH
Results: Many women visit the counselling centres to get advice for other:
Theywant to take an HIV test to make sure that the:
others. Protection against AIDS 1s considered -
the first place a matter of women. The wish
following functions: to confirm the closeness to the
ly when he is infected), to "liberate" ("permission"nto engage

woman’
. Discussion of the effects of these circumstances

the course of the counsellin
ConcTusion: The differences betwe n men and women require different sconcerts

ch take into account their special concerns and desire!
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PRATIQUES LE RISQE ET SIDA PARMI LES PROSTITURES ESPAGNOLESTh.D.P.19

 USIETO, RICARDO*; SASTRE, JULIA**; TORRES, JOSE***; ANABITARTE, HECTOR****;
DE ANDRES, RAFAEL**#**; MENOR, JUANSsse#
* UNIVERSITE MENENDEZ PELAYO, MADRID, ESPANA; **

MADRID, ESPANA;*** DISTREX TBERICA, Sots,BARN, Dew, see"MSIE
RE DE SANITE ET DE CONSOMMATION, MADRID, ; Meee COMMITIE OF RESEARCH

SIDA quant pratiques + Comaître epinion toutes Les matières relatives au
risque d'être porteur du VIH où de maladie. Etude i des ha
bitudes, etc. des à espagnoles. Etude de l'érargement et refls social dans l'Espagne

! 14 ‘Sgés plus de 14 ans.-pourtoute l'Espagne. de Proportionel
parsGes ville de moive de10D haittarta et plu de 0.00 rata. Par régions, habitat,

vali-

 
sexe et Gge. 333 questions et es, résultent1.117 entrevues

dea, avec une erreur * 3,% niveau de confiane = 2 (95,%) et la variance populationale P/Q
50/50.

tats. 4% a eu des relati hlus de 2.000 personnes diffi a

a ingéré semence, . ‘4% reçoivent Le coït anal. Seulement 31% a un couple permenant.
90% n'a que des études primaires. 1% ne aucune revision médicale. 6GSutilige le
préserve: : ‘2% La pilule enticanceptive. On comnait le SIA le 61%.  1lÆs'injecte he
reine e' .. . 60% prostituées i »
Ceciote prewe à STA

8 ie plus grande hygièneConclusion: L'usage Gu préservatif à augrenté dans un 2 et 2x

elation:eewelles,

Th.D.P.21 a PHENOMENA" — A PROJECT CONCERNING MEN AS BUYERS OF THE SERVICES
CF PROSTITUTES AS A RISK FACTOR.
Pettersson, Elisabeth*; Larsson, J**; Mellberg, G+; Pettersgon, B+;

Svernecke, BH;SF,Social Services Gotherburg, Sweden.

Disques |To focusoh Teach and influence men to refrainfrofron buying the services ofprostit”
far than prostitutes; ial, sexual and

phical mobility adtreteir risk-tacing beheviour links severalallarge peripheral groups together.
Methods: abatngere is a collective rare for a ranber of sub-projects aiming at expo~
sing the role a ion and his risk-taking behaviour. This has been achivedsedby?
“Initiating foiefepoliticians and civil servants to "on site" seeking: out of men end spreading

inforantion,

oh arengeninar formen sbout men who seek sexual contacts, men with risk-taking beahviour and men
as buyers of sexual services.
À Nordic conference on prostitution in Gothenburg to focus interest in Scandinavia on the
buyers of the servicesof prostitutes.
À cultural project with selected films,authors/debaters and specially commissioned work, such
se peschartsmic end pictures deali i i i i

have also applied for funding of a research
den,10 ni temb decLoeentorefi fo

of prostitutes.
eaults: We heave emphasized the role of the man in prostitution and his risk-taking behaviours
byInalving ord activating individuals,groups,adninistrations and authorities in the mnicips-

Cormier: Te project "TiLigt pheremere!" is en example of hot, on the bosis ard wi
the ial Serv:

interest.

HIV-INFECTION IN PROSTITUTES:THE POTENTIAL OF
Th.D.P.23 HIV-TRANSMISSION.

Friese K, Rossol S, Kle Hess G. Meyer zum Buschenteide.
KH, erteets PG. intvereity Mainz , FEDERAL REPUBLIQUE OF GERMANY

OBJECTIVE: Topngasure risk behavior for HIV-1t of prostitutes
of a city with 200 000 inhabitants in West-Germany w
tested for HV transmission. Other factors significantly
related to frequency of sexual.activity as for example

ecti h gonorrhoea or syphilis were examinated,

were performed to
information on sexual behavior.

RESULTS: Interestingly none of the women was infected with
one © e women was ai. v. abusers. Episodes

of infection with N, gonorrhoeae, Treponema pallidusimand T.
vaginalis wereeoinenosed in 50 % of the women

customers was via brothel prostitution
ett turned out that all women did not use condoms with

protectiveness of thes:
virus into these coohort3 does se
rapidly ongoing dissemination. For|prprevention efforts
education campaigns, especially on risk practices have to be
intensifie

762

erent were on sens fera ef artical as:
=putetente

tha high

Th.D.P.20 STD PATIENTS' AND PROSTITUTES’ KM E ON AIDS:
MODIFICATION OF SEXUAL ee an EDUCATION NEEDS.
F. Soyinka, M.Z. Hossain, 0
Obafemi ‘Awolowo University, ieltesiceria

Objectives: To assess STD patients' and prostitutes knowledge of AIDS with a
view toflentsafying education needs and to assess if knowledge of HIV-status

could il xual practices.

Methodo:dom:sO andomly selected STD patients and 25 prostitutes volunteers

vere interviewed concerning knowleese on AIDS, and sexual practices. HIV-
entiboody soreening was carried out on all and the results were made known to
th P pants weree relnienviewed,6 months later concerning their sexual
practices otterEknowledge of HIV-stat:

re were gerious gaps
oth groups. Majority ofSTD patients had prostitutes as clients

ile prostituteswere not genie ory. None used condoms re,

know:redge about transmission and preven- 

4 months
STD patients said

arly use condoms.

Conclusion: Identifying 8 gaps and other areas of education needs
would be used to providevertective érosion needed to design health

education strategies. owledge 0 negative status of HIV—antibody
could possibly be used to modify sexual behaviour in high risk groups.

Integration of AIDS campaign inte STD services is recommended.

xualhalartner oor regular:

HIV INFECTION AND PROSTITUTION IN YAOUNDE-CAMEROON

keng***,R.Salla*,L.Kaptue*

ne PFany Health Internatio

Th.D.P.22
ntral Hospit:

nal,NC,USA, seountveretty Teaching Hospital Yi

Objective.To describe a preventive ihtesvention for prostitutes for HIV infec-

Methods .EariyÀ1988, 11 prostitutes were selected from hotels,bars and night-

clubs throughout Yaounde. They were trained {alte gneliorateeit knowledge

m STDs and AIDS, (b)to educate their peers on (

des. These actions were carried 0!

logical and clinical séatus of 168 prostitutss » (b)survey on knowledge, attitu

des and prac towards S among 125 gris, {c)information and education
on safer sex practices, tarree supply of condoms, (e)evaluation of the work.

Results. Respondents ‘age: the majorityare in their twenties,were born around

Yaounde, nave never been married ans ame prostitutes to makemoney.

tutes represent the highest infected group in Cam 2 from

168 (7,1versus 0,5% in the general Population) feaantibodiescoinet HIVL.
Four of those 12 giris had clinical symptoms of HIV infection

ay 1988,most of the respondents said they have “heard of AIDS

knowledge was low about the mode

‘or
change b us

to do. Later,AIDS education
titudes.

a by FHI and Ministry of

ostitutes.
This model intervention program plann

Health can be Seroctive for reducing HIV infection among pr

UBESCRIPRITE LAALTELS OF PATIENTS APTEVRIEG THE GOMEY'S TIT CLIEIC
UT THE JONES EOPEIES HOSPITALTh.D.P.24

+ Cele f,bdo. . Leta,
The datas Hopkins Gniversity Schoo! of Redicine, Deltinore, Maryland.tt, Supported by the stetler cel Teosmea
toukitious,

 

 

jective: 10 describe apopal f ttendiag an iaser cjty clini à sesitine p
bts: I pti £9 of 208 charts of SIV pesiti jet elinie by 1996

and 1989.
Tesulte: Île seu wrwes 31,9 yours eith ¢ rue eus. thereelrsmiiSheek -nen Careasian - 158;

he momen were married or bad spousi tr + SH. ubon -Other 54. thirt; tof th ra
ath. Of the outul‘uth had onshawre lirisg eilé. a!neinthi &at i ail, àsixty-ter

ance, disability, or both, it their first visit. STU vere asyuptenstic. 294
NUM. Hit orMHY infection teres 1 ing wevetotm

(EC) oa} , AMlueIc
90d for beinsaàvasareetintm initially ne rT) ‘sstact
past aies tings poychisteie~ 330 (2t/Ti},

(25/74), and cerdiovasceler > 114 aeautremnMt 0NETtt er nore aericas aeanHe
the wonen had 2 or sore active pedical qrobless at the firat visit + papehdatric + MI (20/74). GE + SN
wn tal dermatologic - MTsum Treaty-seren perceat tete active TWN,aad 10 (19/4) adaiteed te

acarceretion « Vege

“aetated feu
ta L'emliatcated

j del a

porceelal pales is sin ta their EIV states. this,“cominel vith |aaa ai nr inus, mi
linitoi finenedal resources. support systens, an nelicai inforaatien ail ditely reste a need tor an axpuasicn of
oerrices fer this pepulaticn.
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és Sy.Francisco:Richter, D:Theocharis,T;Hussey,J;
and Si

University of SouthFearolina School of Public Health, Columbia,
South Carolina, USA

Objective. To determine the change in sexual behavior of
college women w. phasis on their use of effective AIDS risk
reduction behavior

ected, female undergraduate|students in
to a

questionnaire survey for women
lemographic information, level “of sexual activity, change i:
sexual behavior, owledge and frequency of use of effective
AIDS risk reduction behavior
Results. e' respondents had high level of

edge regarding effective AIDS risk red n behavior.
49.4% repo: nge in se ehavior. Those who claimed to
ave changed their sexual behavior tend ve be
sexually ive. They are more likely to discuss ir
partners! past sexual erience, and insist their use of
condoms. They are also more likely to report using condoms
frequently.

Despite thehan level of knowledge regarding
effective AIDS risk reduction behavior, only half of the
respondents repo! have changed their sexual behavior and
of whom only 15% claimed to always use conndoms

Th.0.P.27 UPDATE TO THE COMMUNITY RESPONSE ON WOMEN AND AIDS

t Cyr-Delpe, Women and AIDS resource Network,
ro7 yn, N.Y;, U.S.A.

AIDS is the leading cause. of death among women aged 25 - 34
years in New York City. Black and Hispan account for
85% of ali cases.
that the proportion of women who ac
sexual contact is increasing (from 12% in

increase and the projected
V infection and their families, there has

been minimal planning and little systemic response by the public
and private sectors or by service providers.

The Women and AIDS Resource Network (WARN) is a not-for-profit

to resources c na children affected by Hi fection
and ADS. WARN provides information and re ral, cou Ting
including crisis Intervention. Technical assistance to
agencies developing services for men, gr raining an
educational presentations is also provided In hopes of empower-
ng women so we can help curve the rising of mortality and

morbidity statistics among women

Th.D.P.29

 

Th D P. 26 Thonpson OF WOMEN OF mune AGE IN TEXAS, USA

ha4 Res Reed, Christie M.*, Suchanan, B. K.* and

thee

ews Dat, ai ‘with, fustin, Texas, USA

Qhiective: To survey women of childbearing ise in Texas for the presence of HIV antibodies.

Methods: 87,016 whole blood specisens of newborn infants received at the Texas Departeent of Health

(re aieforie see se were tested in a blinded fashion far HIV antibodies.

e (BS) HEV p Hues e found among all women tested for an overall prevalence

rsof 0.PAaconfidence interval, Hie SA]. When i
HIV positives) were considered
confidence interval, .0758-.117%)
counties generally consistent with the section of the state | opulation. The 3 excel tions were:

 

20.173% of the sat rvey, Meaccounted for 42.975% of the HIV positives for a

prevalence rate of 0.196% (95% confidence interval, .014%-.277%}; (2) fast Texas whieh has 7,54 of

the state population isaccounted for of the specimens tested |nt only had 1.235% 9!

positives for a prev rate of 0.en (95% confidence interval,

Texas, which has ETS0 state population and accounted ? but

had no RIV positives, sacksaccount for 11.4% of the state population an 12,7843 of the specinens
1% of the positive HIV results. Whites account for of the state population

i ted, yet only accounted forve O1 of the positives.

Hispanics account for 22.5% of the state populations and 28.3% of the specimens tested, but only had

14,88 of the HIV positives.

Conclusion: Prevalence ns specimens is generally distributed | aeong Texas woren of childbearing

age ina manner similar t overall population of the stat the noted exceptions. However

black woren were sore liteto be #I¥ positive in 1986 than sither whites or persons of Hispanic

origin. Wonen of Hispanic origin were the least likely to be HIV positive

Th.D.P.28  MEDICAI-PSYCHOSOCIAL COUNSELLING FOR WOMEN
Erdschl,Monika; Dorn,B.; Hutner,G.;
Braun-Falco, 0.

oakESS d of Ludwig-Maximili y

Munich
  

Objective: To deternine problems |ofqmodical-peychosocial
counselling for wome r outpatient clinic
for sexually transmissible diseases(STD), we have attemped

a medical-psychological care system.
cal en

women made use of the phone counselling
service and +05 wanted to have personal counselling 33

onal counselling were partners oe
relatives of Hiv-infected men of female clients were
HIV-infect: e present mo e women
require information about piveinfecttion. the close cooper-
ation between physician,“paychelogist and social worker as
an integrated team has pri reat benefit for patients

seems to be especially useful for counselling

Consommateurs de drogues par vole Intravelneuse (partie 2)
L.V. Drug Users (Part 2)

Th.D.P.30 RISK-TAKING BEHAVIORS OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS

 

Erederick and Myers, M.
NOVAResearch Company, Bethesda, Maryland, USA 20814

Objective. Tr
interviewed in ninelarge U.S. cities.
Methods. I 
 eloped
gideUSPeatheats on Drag aboss

Injecting practices identified as risk-behaviors included: _number of persons sharing
 

 

 

peroentof males andseatin sharing needles or more persons in the past six
mene, Ptrfl1%ofteaeVDA8ofeeVDAaapd

isited a “shooting

gallery”. Sexual ne dent . oe tye)

number of TVDA sex partners, and condom use. As a group, 16% eeÉdnant
six months and an additional 43% reported having had sex but not with an IVDA. This Latter figure
represents2 polendal voniee forthe wensmison of HIV infection ouside the TVDA populate,
Additionally, 14% 

 

 

 

 

y in sexual activity with

Conclusion. Desp IVDA population of the dang: ing/ri
giving behaviors, a large ion of "1 hich risk of HIV
infecti an es : on tn bein dus
 

behavioral change.
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Th.D.P.31  R1SK_Factors ror HIV SEROPOSITIVITY AMONG IV DRUG
ABUSERS|{1VDA) IN FRANCE: EVIDENCE OF A CHANGE IN

SHOSSEGROS BARLET P, RITTER J,FAYOL V,TREPO ceSEPETIAN Moet
al. INSERM U2?71, INSTITUT PASTEUR:DPAS: LABORATOIRE de
PUBLIQUE,PRISONS DE LYON, LYON, FRANCE

Objective: evaluate risk factors for HIV contamination in an
homogeneouspopulation of IVDA not recruited on the ground of health
pro

fe have studied 162 consecutive IVDA entering LYON's prisons

after ventes 1987 and 2 control groups of 100 subjects each(no

IVDA and inmates denying drug abuse).

Results: overall HIV seroprevalence among IVDA w 15% whereas

none of the controls were positiv:
only variables related bo HIV seropositivity were the form of needle
sharing (ns),ire loc.

revalens £ AIDS “and sexual promiscuity ev

nalyeis a change in
HBV and syphilis seropositivity significantly

differanciated IVDA whose addiction had be efore and afte
1986.Furthermore a reduction in NS wa:a observed in 61% of IDA of the
first group.

‘sexual promiscuity as well a S may be responsible of the

spread of H1V among IVDA.The change insexual behaviour observed

mince 1986 was not an increase of the aewv condoms but rather
reduction of the number of eexual partne

 

ICENTER:Th.D.P.33 INCREASING CRACK USE
NCISCO

mow.AA.*; Guydish,Joseph**; Woods, W.**; and Clark, W."

Ab! (CSAS), DPH,San Francisco, CA, USA
**UCSF Center for AIDS PreventionStudies, San Francisco, CA, USA

Objective, linked riek of HIV 4 or a

cocaine through 1) exchanging sex for drugs and 2) disinhibition enabling unprotected
x. This study compared changesin characteristics of crack users over time.

. CSAS coll d data Hl cli ri oe iment
from 1986 to 1988. Chi square analyses were used to compare admissi m April
to Sep 1986 (n=9673)with admissionsfora same period in 1888erate.

mcalneu Se lents in 1986, compared to 41% for the

me period 88(pe001).
11% in 1986 ‘ond16% In 1988 we 001). Among tho:
primary drug, smokable cocaine use increased over tim
wile injecting and inhafing cocainedecreased (17% to 5% and 29% to 1
respective! mong me Proportion under 26 years old incresed from
19% in 1986 is35% in 198 001). Blacks represe: ted 85 crack clients in

in 1988; Latinos represented 1% in 1986 and 8% in 1988 ese901).

to 80%be 001),

1986 and 77%
oveeraail, smokable cocaine use more than doubled (156%) from 1

1988. Latinos and youths under 26 accountfor Increasing proportions ofoakser,
and Blacks constitute the majority of users in this sample. injInjectable cocal se has

The greattest HIV
infection “risk related to cocaine use ne be through sexualtransmission, associated with
 

Th D P. 35 MODIFICATION DU COMPORTEMENT DES TOXICOMANES

—e ESPINOZA P. *, LEBOUC pres ROUSTANG 1.#**, POLO. DEVOTO J

LIAN , GO!

leoatopital|de Fresnes CEHPNF) Âllée desFrures 94261 FRESNES CEDEX E
APSP, Prigon le Boie d'Arcy, 7 Direction Générale de la Santé, bureau

IE P.**, BONINSEGNA T. pas?

ais toxicom
8 qu'en Frarance:«le partage des seringues était quasi systématique,

ieapparition du SIDA et l'autorisation de la vente des seringues en pharmacie
sans ordonnance depuis mai 87 ont manifestenent changé les habitudes des

toxicoman
Nous comparons plusieurs études qui ont été menées à la Prison de Presnes6sur

le compoeenent di anes masculins (par voie IV). Les qu Premiere

n 86 et concernent 141 toxicomanes, la 3ème
312. Les gr apes sont comparables en ce qui concerne age,
la situation pénale et la toxi 4e (durée, nombre moyen de 4 injections/J).
Le comportement des te comanes en88st sienificativement diff
qu'il était enig en ce qui c le n de jour d'utilisation a"une

n 88/8en 86),venombre a’ Foropet pour ng
(5,6/32), Llutiiteation d'une seringue strictement personnelie:‘sa,53/162).

ortement sexuel : l'usage du préservatif est plus répandu

eugsentation (244/124). Le comportement es toxicomanes vus en 88 e:
ction de 1. atique atest sérologique et de ses cesultate

(non testés: 103, © : 7,8: 96, s résultat 16).

Nous remercions les Oeuvres Rospisalières Françaises de l'Ordre de malte

OHFOM) pour leur contribution aux deux études de 1986.

764

“Clinic A 552 46% 38% 312

B «
1' origineethnique

Th.D.P.32 THE IMPACT OF LAW AND POLICY ON NEEDLE AND SYRINGE
EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES IN CAN,

Du Centre for Medicine, Ethics and Law, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Objective. To evaluate policy and iaw as factors impeding public heaith initiatives aimed at

preventing{the sprspread of HIV amongst intrave:

on the distribution of needles and syringes to nage who cannot or wiles stop s
Results. The response to illicit drug use in . Mirroredand influenced by at ofthe U.S. .
has generally been crimino-Ie iate use was criminalized in 1908 as an indirect result of anti-

islation was also fuelled by demands forstronger controlofillicit drug
markets which criminalization had heiped to islation since 1
imposes harsh penalties for possession, trafficking,1importation andoxyexportation but notably none
foruse. Treatment modalities have received litle¢omphasis. The general climate is one harsh
societal disapprovalofillicit drugàuse and
“ha contrast to the U.S., there pecific ‘ewsinCanada prohibiting the Possession ofneedles
and syringes ortheir supply to inravenous drug users (a recentatAct criminalicling possess:

and distribution of dru: appears to exempt needies and syringes from its purview),
Governmentt advisories and otherfactors have actedtodissuad cists from selling "works"

told physicians that the pro’vision of
needles andsyringes to intravenous drug users is unethical and/orillegal. Those posing
prog: or the distribution of needles andsyringes have expressed fear of criminalfab
Legislators have expressed fear

illicit drugs in Canadaiis asubstantial obstacle to urgently-
rammes to prevent thesspread of HIV. Socio--politico-legal factors have

intravenous drug users i: only pilot
me been established (Feb. 1989}. A conflict is perceived between the urgent need for

measures to pre the f HT demands to suppress dru; Incre: efforts
required to pers: eg the public that these two goals are not ‘incompatible, and thattors and
needie and syringe distribution appear not to encourage dru:

Th D P. 34 SHARING NEEDLES: raREDUCTION AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG

US: N SAN FRANC]:
Guydish, Joseph*; ibeanovtte, 4.**; Woods, W.*; Newmeyer,

snitySubstance Abuse Services

eeeHaight Ashbury Free Medical Clinic. San Francisco, CA, USA

Cplectiv + To describe changes in needle sharing behavior over ins, (April
1986 to September 1988), and identify predictors«of needle shard:

thods. Participants were all intravenous dru; era entering we

26%in 1988. (426239,
ineeach consecutive 6 month tii

287 .001
Clinic B 48% 41% 352 % 27 +001

a logistic regression mode! controlling for other demographics,
cocaine use (OR=1.2 5Z Cls1.1-1.3), age (OR=1.07, 952 CI=1.04-1.11), and

being white rather than black (onc, 16, 95% Ci=1.09-1.13) were positively
associated with needle sharing.

Conclusion. 3 of participants continued to share, and this proportion did

not decrease substantially in the past year. Cocaine use predicts sharing.

Th.D.P.36 4 H/V-PREVENTLON SYRINGE EXCHANGE PRUGRAM IN LUND, SWEDEN.
OBSeeRATIO OF THE ATTITUDES OF: 1. ATTENDING IVDU:S 2. COUN-

S IN A NEARBY DRUG TREATMENT CENTER. 3. SOCIE
Tunving, Kerstin?‘Soyberg , B°*, Andersso: Christensson, B , ETmsson,E

* Dept of Psychiatry and Neurochemistry; te "Dept of Infectious Diseases, Uni-
versity of Lund, SWEDEN

In November 1986 a Hiegbrevention progres designed for 1VDU:s started at a
Clinic for Infectious Diseases in Lund. The program offers clean utensils and
condoms, information, personal viesand reguler“HiV-teating. 800 IVOU:s have
so far visited the program, 20% more than jot . Every e in
dividuals appear. 90% are ii1V-tested. Out. a Sample of 78 attenders,‘am

ed the exchange program. 90% had abstained from drugs or used utensils o
their own.
2. Counsellors at the nearby center for IVDU, find no difficulty in working
parallelly in the same citywo the contrary, addicts seem to bee more inter-
ested In treatment than befor
3. When we started the pprograa, we estimated the 3 000 IVDU:s in the region
to be on the treshold of an epidemic. There is stil] no epidem IVDU:s are

ted. Ou oF deceased drug abusers 1987-1908

8 ociety in southern Sweden. There are no
side-effects, and what's more important, there is no increase in drug abuse
in the society as a whole because of the program.
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Th.D.P.37 AISINTROmos FoR THE BLacK our-orrexmen® Th,D),P.38 Ensee, SYRINGE EXCHANGE PILOTPROGLAN TKHEV
1, Tet?mwas,A.**; Xrepcho, M.*, Johnson, D.#;

Freeman, A.*; CharlesE.* *Dallas County Health Department, *#*Dallas
Urban League, Dallas, TX, USA.

local merchants to materials, and 4) making contact
with the black IVDU’s, offering ing AIDS, antibody
testing, treatment, and condoms and bleach kits. Outreach

come
black IVDU’s in their om cammnities.

Th.D.P.39 RISK OF AIDS a SERCONVERTER DRUG INJECTORS: A COMPARISON
ROUPS.

Rezza, Giovanni, Menniti-Ippolito, F.; Lazzarin, Aw; Zer-

boni, R.; Angarano, G.; Pristerä, R.; Sinicco, A.; Barbanera, M.; Ortona,

8.3 Atuti, F. and Tirelli U.

Imm on AIDS), AIDS Unit, Dapt. Social

Medinine“anisstry of Health) and National Institute of Health, Rome,

Italy.

Objective. To estimate the vet of developing AIDS from RIV seroconversion

in drug injectors and in oup of subjects with sexually acquired RIV

tiple cohort sudy has been conducted to follow subjects for
period wae identified (availability of a negative

d ) intest preceding the positive confirmed one). ical evaluation was per-
formed sach ths. ed CDC clinical definition was utilized to
classify the clinical stage of patien ease prog: ion was ans-
yzed according to estimatio: sed plan“Meler survival curves, and
differences betwe roups were assessed by Wilcox

sults. 255 subjects who acquired the infection by drug. injecting and -122
by sexual contact (86 homosexual males and 3 eterosexual contacts) were

enrolled until October 30, 1988, The estimate of AIDS progression rate
r years from seroconversion was respectively 14% in drug injectors andM

ection by sex.
significant difference in the risk of

developing AIDS was found between drug injectors and the other group.

HIV INFECTION IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG ADDICTS.

Stapinoki A,, Mazurkiewicz Walentyna,Ocheloeka B.,
Gtuske T., Selibéreka 2.
Medical Academy Warsaw, Poland

Objectiva.in the Institute of Venerology,2971 patients/71,5%
males 29. femalea/,who were addicted to narcotic drugs.ine

jecteda ineravenouelyhave been,keated for the preseReyos

Th.D.P.41

 

ant t riod from Jan 1986 to
patisnte of detoxication wardsand/or pensioners of drugreraat~
sen MORmTM antibodies determined by the E
aethod,an were confirasd

  

technique, Rosulte.HIVVentibodie were found in 21 patients /14
sal zFes Ioe/ accounts for 0.7% of ceees.In 1986-
-1 it re . fs positive HIV test was
detected in"AUg 21988 ste ering of 2254 g addicts.Since

 

Aug 1988bh Jan 1989,2: e positive
718 patiente studied. Thie indicates that HIV ine

“is opreading fast in this population. Infections of drug
addicta wi I rep gent 7% of total cases of HIV antibody-

ve individuals in Pjs
Conclusion.inntensive educationm progres should ba perforned
auong drug addiot he distribution of freaote ,accompanie
dpi.syringes end Pastaes well as condons.Furthersore,

lated to AIDS should be covared b specie) treining
progres for ataff of drug treatmentSésnters n Poland,

ph, S. New York City Baent of Heaith, ew“York
City, New rereorA.

e the first government sponsored needle and syringe
e United States so as to susit potential

intravenous
e Exchange Pilot Progras of the New Yovetity Department

of Health began operattion on r 7, 1988. As New York State ie one of

 

b
e
® F & a

<
=

E
a

S
u
e

5 ‘ B "

t has been possible to inititate and continu
ram in New York City in th text of a “Briexchang:

service program, despite misunderstanding of the program's objectives.

Th D P. 40 AIDS INCIDENCE AND RISK FACTORS FOR NISEASE PROGRESSION IN

A COHORT OF SEROCONVERTER DRUG INJECTORS.

Rezza, Giovanni, Menniti-Ippolito F.; Lazzarin, A.; Anga-

no, G.; Sinicco, A.$ Tirelli, U. et
THCSA (Italian Multiple Cohort Study on AIDS), AIDS Unit, Dept. Social Me~
dicine (Ministry of Health) and National Institute of Health, Rome, Italy.

Objective. To describe the natural history of HIV infection in drug injec-

tors since seroconversion, and to evaluate risk factors associated to dis-
ease progre sion.

rollment criteria were represented by the identification of
o1-

means of individua
sion was analyzed according to estimations based on Kaplan-Meier survival

 es.
Results. 255 RSunissites entered the cohort. Male/fena

ratio was 4:1; mean was 26 e mean period of follow-up amet
October 30, 1988 was "79 month-person? 13 cases of AIDS cc:ceurred up to erat

The actuarial incidence of AIDS was 2.8% by years and 14.5 by fou:
The risk of developing increased signtficantiy

 fuantelCox fest)
Conclusion. The duration of exoposure to viru o be the main
factor in determinig the disease rromteseionvn seropositive ‘us injectors.

Th.D.P.42 RISKBEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDES AMONG RECOVERING IV DRUG

 

; El-Bassel, N.*; Schinke, S.*; Botvin, G.“,
M and Ni eee,
of Social Work, New York City, U.S.A. “Cornell University Medi

Coll NewsXork«Pas American Health Foundation, New York City.USA“ tan
Israel Medical Cent York City, USA.

risks associated with
~
~
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Th D P.43 AIDS BELIEFS ane BEHAVIOR CHANGE IN
MINORITY IV DRUG US:

rsen, M; Smereck, G; & Braunstein, Mildred
Personalized Nursing Corporation, P.c., Detroit,—
Michigan,

Qbiective. To identify the IV druguser's (IVDUs) beliefs
regarding AIDS and related behavior:

Nonprobability sample of TVDUs seen thru t
emergency rooms and in the spitals of 3 inner oities
reporting a high incidence of IV drug use and AI
Structured interview -- fixed response and open-ended
questions.
Results. Interviewed 721 IVDUs: 73.9% male, 26.1% female,
70. xpease: 19.8% Hispanic, 7.7% White, 2. 2% other, 86.9%
unemployed. Multiple drug use: 92.5% use heroin
cocaine. 69.1% speedballs. General knowledge regarding AIDS
ransmission; 78.6% report drug use, 82.9% report

activities, 61.4% report getting information about AIDS from
radio or TV, 52.8% report getting from printeded media. 75.7%
report changing behavior to reduce risk 71.9% avoid

x decreased needle sharing, 41.3%
x, 40.5% cleannee

n IVDUS report making efforts to change their
behaviors to decrease their risk of getting/transmitting

Th. D.P,45 THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS AMONG NEW YORK STATE
ISON INMATES

rama3.* MikI, J.*; Smith, P.*;te
Broaddus, R.**; Magu:

*New York State Department "of Health, ‘Albanany, New Yor!
*éNew York State Department of Correctional Services, Fibesy, New York, USA

Qbiective. o describe the spidemiologie characteristics of AIDS among New
York Stateis) prison

analyzed denographic, risk factor, disease and mortality data

obtained tron medical record reviews of all inmates developing AIDS within
the NYS Correctional System from 1981-1988

Th; December 31, 1988, 838 cases of AIDS hadbeen confirmed

among inmate:es nayscorrectional facilities, accounting for 1% of the U.S.
and 4% of NYS AIDS € - Cases increas: om 3 in 1981 to 205 in 1987, with
an incidence of > 450 €ses per 100,000 innates per year since 1985. While
most cases (96%) have occurred in males, females have the same high incidence
rates (compared to the general population where female rates are 1/9 those
of wales). Hispanics had the highest incidence rates times other groups
and significantly higher rates of narcotic use and drug relatedsentences.

t of casesIntravenous drug use (95%) was the aiox risk factor. Six p
have concurrent tuberculosis ani of TB cases since 1985‘have had AIDS
or HIV infection. eroprevalencehas been 17 9% among in- coming
wale and fenale inmates, respactively. To date, 69% of inmate AIDS cases

of inmate deat!
Conclusion. AIDS is the preeminent health problem amongNew York State in-
mates and is primarily related to IV drug use

SEXUAL ACTIVITIES OF IV DRUG USERS WITH MULTIPLE SEXTh.D.P.47 suss
McCoy, H. Virginia*; Trapido, E.J.#*; Inciardi, J.A.*

McBride, D.C.***#% and McKay, C.Y.**. wertInternat ional Trees

Miami, FL, USA; University of Miami School o: à FL, USA;
*aeUniversity o re, Newark, DE,SR

Berrien Springs, Mt, USA,

cine,

* atAndrene University,

Objective. To describe the types of sexual activites of IV drug users who
sex partners and their association with serostatus

Method. As part of a study which tests two inteerventions to reduce AIDS
among IVDUs,P36 subjects were recruited from drug networks, interviewed
and tested for HIV antibody. Bivariate analyses, using Gamma and Ch:
Square values, were conducted to drugeer the associations.
Results. While almost 90% of IV drug users in this sample had multiple sex
Partners, less than one-fourth adaitted to having sex for money and one-
Axth sex to obtain drugs. The type of sex (except for vaginal sex)
engaged tn with their multiple partners was significantly associated with
the number of sex partners and with serostatus, but only when condoms were
not used.
Conclusion. The type of sexual activity is an added dimension to be

considered for educetional prevention information for IV drug users on
HIV risk factors.
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Th.D.P.46

30 years of

Conclusion. A
ofsymptoms were

Le SIDAet Pindividu
AIDSandthe Individual

Th.D.P.44 COCAINE USE ANDsopeau TerDISEASES

Objective: cocaine
trarenitted diseases (STDs) , particularly Wiv,in a commitywith =hint
prevalence of both cocaine use disease.

Between 10/88 and 9, 1,270 at
Simercity opital in New” Yook no an Sot wie el

use. 1
ve ogies compared to 2.8%(R.R.=7.Leste.1.3.8%~12.9

of patients without cocaine (controls). Ainong controls 0.78%(2/255: D
compared to 9.09%(4/44) of caseseesok =.FahleaeNo

patient with HIV antibody other drugs in their urine. One HIV inf
case acknow! intravenous drug use and one HIV controlveswas
from an endemic

in the imer ci is
eplimc. 2)Yrelininay reoultsmigyect bebe aire Saste

HIV- INFECTION NAMONGJV DRUG ABUSERS IN BUENOS AIRES,ARGENT
ihCasinssirAt Valie}oN*;Wolk,ms‘Michinikot

“Hospital ra THEMAAcademia Nacional de Medicina,
Buenos Aires ,Argentina.

Objective. To evaluate HIV-infection prevalence and related factors in an IV
arg abusers (IVDA

thods .
ation.

Me The seraof 338 spontaneously attending IVDA were studied thru ELISA
HIV-T (Abbott) and Teconfinraedfru Immmofluorescence. Presence of symptoms,
time of addicim and s or were assess
Results. There were 253omanEt“and 85 women(25.5-14);887.1% (294) wasumder

age, the average being 23 years old. £ addiction
age was 3.4 years.“SeTopositavenees was found in 7 patients){60.55);58
of Pt symptoms (fever>38°C >1 month, diarrt]

adenopaweight 1055 > 1083>1month, , Skin lesions, spl oyne of
er was HIV+ vs. 21% asymptomatic ones. Positive correlation was

foond tween time of addiction and presenc: symptoms(1 year 12%; 3 years
653), en the 7and seropositiveness (40% HIv+ after 2 years;

59% tther4 ease Homo- or bisexual behavior was admitted 234 of the Pt,
which percentage did not“soit.alter seropositiveness level.

s HIV+. Time of addiction and presence
symptoms were senarately@associated|to seropositiveness while homosexual-

ity did not involve additional risk for this young group. Greater educational
efforts should be made in order to limit the epidemics growth within hetero-
Ss population.

Th.D.P.48 MOBILITY, ax CITIES, RISK BEHAVIOR, AND HIV STATUS OF

IV DRUG US!

McCoy, C.iyde *; Chitwood, D.D.*; Page, J.B*,
XUniversity of Miami School = Medicine, Miami, FL, USA.

Objective. To determine the mobility of IVDUs and its relationship to risk

behaviors and HIV status of more than 400 T
8 a:

IVDUs recruited from the streets
of the Miami metFopolotan area,

e been actively recruited by outreach workers into
medical school at the University of

c
and other social histo:ries8 were taken b

was drawn by a trained phiebotonter, specialized in
working with TVDUs
Results. “OF the 562 of IVDUs who traveled outside of their local area,

ing ha and le:@ large majority reported hav d si a lesser majority indicated
that t ch drugs during.this mobili e ing sex,
and t hot up during this period have a higher rate of

risk practices.
Conclusion, There is a potential risk of transmitting the HIV virus from
the prime risk metropolitan centers to other areas as potentially high
risk IVDUs travel to other cities.
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GENERATIONAL PRESaa RISK BEHAVIOR AND SERO-

PREVALENCE RATES AMONG I
McBride, Beos*;i Tactardl,3J.ae; McCoy, C.B.**

Chitwood, D.D.*#** and McCo: *Andrewa UniversiD: Berrien Springs,
MI, USA, Muniversity of aus DE, USA; ***University of Miami

Miami, FL, TSA: *akkFlorida International University,

Th.D.P.49

School of M
FL, USA.

Objective. To examine generational differences in AIDS risk behavior and
seroprevalence rates ng IVDUs.

Methods. This analysis is part of an AIDS Community Outreachrolesfunded
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. Over 500 IVDAs

ted and interviewed with a focus on ne: using a
be ed for the presence of HIV anti-

bodies using Bursaand Western Blot techniques. Generation was obtained by
ask: f£ birth and categorizing age into” three categories: Post baby

bornPétrer 1958; baby boomers, those born 1946-1958 and
e rior to 6.

tion differences in risk behaviors and seroprevalence exist.
rug sexus 8ers have d se ps and 2 vior patte

similar to the other generations,they are more likely clea ir
needles and al pal 8. Ass: are with these behavior:
a ferences is the findin,D the|PEbaby boomers have a seroprevalence rate
£ 15.7% conpared to 25-29% for the other

the «006 level).
Conel:uston,|Youn,ager generations of IVDAs maybe most receptive to AIDS
prevention strategies and most ready to change high risk bebaviors.

two generations (significant at

Th.D.P.51 AND ALCOHOL AS RISK FACTORS FOR HIV
ss INFECTI HOMOSEXUAL MEN: A PILOT STUDY

7, 5.45 “+; Brysk, L.**; Spechko,
rn Weinrich, J.** * etal,
*San Diego State Univ., and seoniversity of ait, San Diego, USA

between use of cocaine, marijuana,

all without a of intravenous Grug use. ©
cases and 11 HIV- controls with were compared for the 7-year period (1978-
1984) during which occurred and they
status.
Results. Odds ratios and multiple logistic regression anal; is revealed a

i RTE Meare of cocainetoe ard HIV
sitivity (p=.013). Odds of being seropositive increased with mre

prolong exposure to cocaine HIV was weakly associated with
levels of alor consumption.

 

2 .
143 16 16 32 1.00 1.78

Conclusion. Cocaine, in contrast to alcohol and marijuana, may contribute
to risk of HIV infection by promoting risky sexual behavior.

Th.D.P.53 MO2E OF HIV TRANSMISSION AMONG SEROCONVERTED INTRAVENOUS
vee DRUG -USERS (1wus)“1987AND 1988 COHORT STUDY

«3 Nemoto, T.; Primm, B.J.3; Foster, K.; and‘Brown, LawrenceBrown,LawrenceS
Chu, A. Addiction Kesearch and Freatuent,‘Corporation, New York City, USA.

Objective. To investigate mode of HIV transuission among Keroconverted

IVDUS, especially focusiug on their drug and sexual beheviors.
Methods. A total 441 subjectsÀ(218 in “87 and 233 in “88); 62% males and

emales; Blacks, 42% Hispanics, and 7Z Whites; mean age=32zur
c. Manhattanand Brookiye, wer Yorrk

City. ter informed consent, a standardized que 8 admini

. orcollected"andtested for

19 of 23ed 23 ofa mens|vine
admitted to a Previous|ae seronegative result, we

e a
uenc

Aaong 1987 cohort groep,pen those who remained seroneg-
ative stopped ons needles, but i2 out of 18.subjects who seroconverted
oeshared needles

ion. Needle~sharing behaviors continue to be associated with HIV
sarecaavergion among IVDUs. More effective education to stop needle
sharing among IVDUs is needed.

 

Th.D. P.50 IVDU CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH NEEDLE SHARING

Mandell Waliace, Viahov D, Cohi The ALIVE Study, Johns

Hopkins Schoo] of Hygiene and Public Health, Baltimore, MD, USA.

Obltective mereCharacteristics associated w/needle sharing in cohort
6 (IVDUs).

re“recruited for
on street outreach, clinics. hospitals and drug treatmen

programs. Characteristics were compare: U's who reported or denied

needle sharinng in the preceding 6

7 active IDVU's, re (70%) reported sharing needles in the

marital status were not associated

a prospective natural history study of 

Re
preceding 6 months. Race, sex, age am

haring.

 

Share + (%) Share - (%) x2/Fisher
Da 45 30 <.0010

Coca: +other drugs 96 91 -0020
Started before 'S5 8 83 -0500
Unemployed at least 1 yr 1 78 0100

Pub. sist. for 1 yr 65 <.0010

Homeless for aperiod sO 42 <.0100
Arrest in last ten yrs 82 72 <.0001
Serious withdrawal 38 "8 <.0001
U gallery 46 <.0001

Conclusions Most currently active IVDU's in thie oscon tes

sharing need}es- The ina to head off ree.uns anal sym
more frequen omic destitution mie and & iving forces torrneedle
sharing and peilery use.“wuitiveriate analyse: areeine carried

AIDS-RELATED KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIOUR IN
IDUs ATTENDING A TORONTO TREATMENT FACILITYTh.D.P.52

oates, R.*; Devenyi, P.**; kli
T.**; Rankin, J.* *Department of Preventive Medicine and Bionttitics,
University of Toronto and **The Addiction Rosearch Foundation, Toront
Onntario, Canad

: To ribe AIDS-related knowledge, attitudes and bohaviour in a
group of Canininjection drug use: DU).

3 month period,90/100 (90%) atiending a Toronto treatment
facility completed=n anonymous, solf-administered question:

inale 2 mal were under 30 and 90%
% were heterosexual; 56% reported more than one sexual

5 e = * - a i
e

2 a e a = =

dge of the risk. For those
testing positive, there may be a risk of self-destructive behaviour. Testing
should be done only with excellent counselling and ongoing support.

Th. D. P.54 INPATIENTGROUPWORKWITH NNERCITY MINORITY DRUG-USING
smsARC PATIENTS: IT CAN B

On, 3; Graham, V.; Kitehens, A.
King's County Hospital AIDSSteen, Brooklyn, “New York, USA.

Objective. To use a group approach to increase coping in 8 population often
thought too unsophisticated, defended, and non-affiliative to benefit fro
such a modality. Purposes: 1) educate about diagnosis, services; Dreduce
isolation and depression; 5ridge to aftercare services; and 4) optimize

elling
Methods. Large se hospitalwithFastly AIDS census of 65 serves a poo’
minority community. Patient popularion is mostly past/present T-drug/erack
users, General Auotng staff support odjunctly heips motivate patients to
attend group. Two nurses and a social worker use supportive techniques to
facilitate this twice-weekly, voluuntary, confidential grow
Results. Group size ranged from 6-13. Patients freely self-disclosed and

receive support.|Patients
and w:

 

 
ents joined together to affirm their comme!

ble of bonding and
peer support is a necessary part of social work bE oOh thts population

B
M
A
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A
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Th.D.P.55
INJ <

David J Goldberg*, N Flynn**, ST Green*, S Jain**, H Watson* & E Keddie*1
CD{S)U % Infectious Diseases.Unit, Ruchill Hospital, glasgow. U.K.* and
University of California, Davis pasramentos Cc

i wegian injecting drug users (IDUs) have
popular condiment) ¢© prepare heroin for injection.

This study explores the prevalence and significance of vinegar usage and

THE DISINFECTANT POTENTIAL OF VINEGAR SOLUTIONS
ED B GOW IDUs TO PREPARE HEROIN FOR

 

lates this, wherever ’ V transmissability.
Methods: Fifty IDUs were asked how they prepared their hero
injection. In addition, the vinegar solutions most frequently needàin7 Glasgow

ossible disinfectant activity against HIV.
0 heroin users dissolved their h in a vinegar/water

solution prior to injecting; the vi ar/w: ratio varied between 1:1
: The heroin/vinegar/water solution would ally remain standing within

the IDU's syringe between ! 2m ite (distill ni
brown (malt) vinegar solutions inactivated cell-free HIV at concentrations 10
times the a viru: ect an assaying system are,10
CEM cells. These vinegar si utionns= alsoinactivated cell-associated HIV
concentration of 104 infe ted.cells/ml sol

lasgow, vinegar plays
roin for injection. rthernore, its

ght e eeping the sero,prevalence of HIV
mong Glaswegian IDUs at a relatively low level of 6%.

Th.D.P.57  trœurxr où n-1 murssqur 1m SEXUAL RELATION
IN COUPLES 0PesUSERS (IDAs).

Jordi, ine: luge R, Clotet a, Rey-Joly C, Foz iM.
Infections Disease Unit. Service of internal niche, Bospitel *cermans,tia i Pujol. Universitat

pi  Qbietive. To evaluate whether inf a EIV-1 heterosexual transmission modifies the bebavicur and
sexuel net "at Ibis partners ithett any keove risk fectors for EI¥-1 isfection than sex with +
mate patient.

rou May 1995 to December 1988, 127 IDAs couples having one of both no other risk factors for
als ve“ela is a follow-tp stedy en EIV-1 heterosexual tunisia. Brery 6 sonths they vere
evaluated by means questionsaire on sexuel uses rece: ef al and written inforsetion about SIV-
1 infection asd wa+tivities of major and niaor risk, and w lized the BIV-1 antibodi
Results.

 

mien LAseal practice and only #,
abil fa. (1meIis :a Of 12.528.5 sexeal ince aonthly. 12/127

mule {56.wa jp {range 6-36 a.) and 52 are in the initial
trol, mei.“seat SHHetire they have received information (pe0 nn and

(34/59) had realized sone prophylactic aeasures (pc0.001}. There nas € pit le: C1
feral (pc.001) aad vaginal (pet. 005) ates u ag incrsase it 42.04;

loverer, re weren't changes relations, sexe: losiag ané
tstaregurase dering senses. all of Bue sitheatiifferescat betvees cerenegative ui seroponitine
ceuples, during admission or et follor-
tuclariog. Although the {nforsation five about EIV-1 transeission vas known for the greater part of
couples in the follow-up, it bas only nedified some anxatl bebuviour in less than half of soul ‘the

most Sinificat suemrserethe fee iu the sumber of sexual intercourses and the iace tho
r of couplss using ce

   

 

TNIRAVENOIS [FUG U UNCLE) PACH 106506 IN THEY PERGNYC.

Schosrbaum EE, HartelDiem, Selwyn PA, Klein RS, Friedland GL et
al. Montefiore Mextical Canter, Albert Einstein college ofof Medicine,

 

Œiective. To determine cachanges in hich risk betevicr in
m'ences and seropositive (SP) ILE the Bronx, NC 2
WeMethods. Since 6/85 701 enrolled in a HIV natural history
sox hed seni-amel about drug use and emanl behavice, damgrephy ard
‘tests for HIV antibaiy (Ab). ‘GNmal, ehencion aû were

Rests. Of 661 eærolled in 1985-86, 425 (262 SN and 163 SP) hve
aOOme. Twenty-five were black, 50 Hispanic, 25% white ari 52%

Fourteen of 262 (6.34) 8 acquized HIV ab Qucing a men of 29 ms.
(1.5/100 person-yrs). From 1985 1968 wes a consistent decrease in mean
injections(It0)/w. in both SP and SN (p<.001) 2s well as a decrease
gallery DU in both (p<.G1). in IV drug use began in 1964,
artir. an roresion srelysis vas predicted by
(p.03), white race (p=.05) amd the presence of HIV related illness (p<.05). For 66%
Of SN and SP catinuiry to $ of cœmire esteedily from 1964-88
(p-001). eepais (Ol)a 21%) , mn dere GO), with
SP status 04), females and injectors Heterosexual

SwishSVD) eax id 1 53t in SN and 51% in SP (p-.003) and
prostitution daclined 80t in SN avi 40% in SP(p=.002) from 1985-63. 
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Th. D.P.56 SEROPREVALENCE AND DEMOGRAPHIC RESULTS OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG

USERS Saltypeperosoo RISK FOR HIV INFECTION IN A
N WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA.

Hammond, SEeSOrT WA;"Buchanan, D.#*; dalasdrantes, Ro#*; Tate, R.*%; Sekla,
L. #; andid Bhay. > ve

*Cadhan P:Provineial laboratory, HenaresManitoba,
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada, ***Mt. Carme.

Objective. To determine the seroprevalence and demo;mographics of individuals

t risk for HIV infections, specifically to compare intravenous drrug abuse

(VA) subjects to other high risk subjects in ys
Methods. A community-based study of 452 volunteers at potential increased
risk of HIV infection was undertaken in Wim
Results. Overall seroprevalence of HIV in:

Canada, **University of

Clinic, *winnippeg, Canada.

ty

positive (13/627) in the prov Drugs commonly al
TE da ondtalwin in oa“and/or cocaine in 38%.

(p 0.001), 75% vs. 43% of non IVDA sub}

IVDA 1.
acquisition ofa whiteonlyre 0.001) of non IVDA subjects had multiple
risk categor:
goncius‘ion. LocalDeeroprevalence of HIV infection remains low in Manitoba.

» local IVDA subjects have important characteristics and must be con-
sidered’ in the design of drug preventionp:programs aimed to minimize the

spread of HIV infections.

Th.D. P.58 HYSREEUALENCE IN TWO METHADONE DRUG TREATMENT
RAMS IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY,1

Konaa Peter R, Fort W., Strantz, L,Ko
Los Angeles County Department of Health Services, Los Angeles, California,USA

  Objective, T P fh irus (HIV) among
intravenous drug (IVDU)enrolled i in Los Angeles County
(LAC).

Between August and December,ouconsecutive Clients enrolled a
detoxificationition and maintenance programs ed for HIV antibody (Ab:)
positives were confirmed by immunovoresentantirep (IFA) and Western BlotH

"RepeatELISA

   

223 methadonedetox anResults. tenance Clients, 2.4% (7/286) were confirmed
HW Ab positive; rates were 0% (6/138)inmen,and1L1%(88) in women. Seropositivity

ng blacks was 15.4% sy whites 22% Hispanics 1.6% (2/125). Blacks comprised
only45% of those in drug treatment, but accor toefoe:28.6% of the seropositives. In contrast,
whites and Hispanics made up 47.8% and aneof the study population, and 42.9% and 28.6% of

i i 1.7% of clients (5) identified themselves as gay or bisexual,
98/289) of clients reported needle sharing activities,

useotbeanto clean their needles.

i Angeles County remains lowdespite a high
percent of needle shang aand Dore aREPr health
 

 

 

challenge. ie
f HIV within thisvsgh es

will have their greatest imp p iP siteTEVteVesting

b mes f ti jes in d facilities. 

SEXUAL AND DRUG USE PROFILE OF HIV (+) AND HIV (-)Th.D.P.60 22, seams,
REReseen T;Abulafia,O?Tross,S;Desdalais,D;

Landesman,§; ff,H; State University of New York, HSC in Brooklyn and
Kings County Hospital, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A.

5 To develop a socio-economic, sexual and drug prof:ile of womenat
~ In 109 city black women admitted with pelvic

disease (PID), 14% were fou to be HIV positive. 75% of the
wenn yore knewployed arc 758 reported an income of Less than $5,000 a

who reported an income of more than $20,000 a year,
had working husbands, two had wellpaying jobs, ‘two were on disability

users and were three times as likely to have more than four partners month.
HIV(+) HIV(-) CS RATIO

N SC
Crack use 13 (87%) 43 (46%) 7.1
IVDA 6(40%) (3%) 20.2
Previous STDs 13 (87%) 37(39%) 10.0
sex for drugs 4(27%) 17(188) 1.6

ve +) 20(21%) 1.3
#sex partners /mo(SD) 2.4(1.9) 2.1(2.6) NS

3 1) HIV (+) patients with PID were more likely to use crack, to
have used drugs and to have tted diseases
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Th. D.P.61 AOS DP osDRUG USERS (IVDU) THROUGH COMBINED EFFORIS OF ÀRome Th.D.P.62 wootFran OF NEEDLE USE IN OUT-OF-TREATMENT INTRAVENOUS

Diseasere eideon, A.*; Koester Sit; Burke Get; Cm, D.*; Denver
Control Service*, Addiction Research Treatment Services,+ Denver, 00, USA

Objective: To ly untea!unteated active IVDU for HIV counseling and testing (CT)
through combined efforts of a public department,
Me Tn 1988 ADS (D4P), a CDC-fumded demonstration project and Project 

for results and post-test counseling without monetary

incentives for the return viel
Results ARS co otera one in As GS bein AGE Le Der
2, 1988 were {w.(2)]:
Total No. tested
 

B 102(62) ü22016) W 39 (24) B 1X5) H 205) W 13880)
) 25 (14). bisexual (H-B) 5 G

No. ist Time HIV Tested 21 (74) 96 (55)
No. HIV Positive: Hetero/H-B 4(@/2Q) 3 (2) / 6G)

139 (79)

Th.D.P.63 RISK BEHAVIOR IS COMMON AMONG DRUG USERS DESPITE
WLEDGEOFTRANSMISSION ROUTES,AACCESSTOSTERILE

AND HIV Y
AnneEskild’, In , Bente Ni

Pep. of Epidemiology.Nadonatinstitute ofPublic Health, Oslo, Norway.
Municipal outreach program among drifting youth, Oslo, Norway.

Qbiecti 1 f HIV ri drifti iv.drug using

youth in Osio.

Methods, The number of iv.drus in Oslo ii d tob 1700-3500 À li
high i Atthe time ofthis

study syringes was sold without restrictions at pharmacies in Oslo, The

 

he1988 an anonymous questionna; and

behavior was performed, TheiresaeFacluded270%(127)otacheiv. using clients of the
outreach program during a 5 weeks period. The mean age

;HIV tested87%aHIV positives
g used sy! monthe29%(37/127). Lending used syringes the past month=30%

GA.Everborrowed syrringes used by someone they knew where HIV Positives25%(2(29/124).
r oflifetimenon-payingpesby1/3 of the partners were also iv.

15%(I(19/12De p last se: tercourse with n pays
I 80% (50/63) of females and

30% (19/64) of males reported income from prostitution.

Conclusions, Risk behavior is common in this group of iv. drug users in spite of reievant
knowiedge, access to sterile syringes and high level of volunteer HIV-testing.

 Th.D.P.65 USERS, THEIR SEXUAL PARTNERS,
RISK FOR

”DSent LA
*ADAPT
“*NDRI (Narcotic and Drug Research,Inc.ne) NY}NUSUSA

Objective.
Mathods, The Association for DrAtePretoand Treatment ADAPT) has been established since
 

 

 

Feldman, Harvey; Biernacki, P.; Knapp, T. and Margolis, E
Youth Environment Study, Inc ~ San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

Objective. To modify drug-using behaviors through ethnographic street-based
health educators.
Methods. Five hundered and five intravenous drug users (1vou" s) were identi-
fied through chain referral
750,000 people and approximately 15,

sitive. Each was administered an "extensive {45 page) structured|interview
regaraing knowledge, atti tudes and behavior about AIDS and d
Results. This largely (87%) opiate-using sample also combines heroin and
cocaine (77%); anphetanines and crack have been used by about half t
gro sults indicate use of condoms has risen from 23% in 1986 to"42% in
Sos, " cheaning of needtes (usually with bleach) rose from 39% in 1986 to
over 70% in 1988. onethin of the sample always shoots up at home and 54%

mneywere under 21 yea
e has increased among the IVDU population,

pe
of health messages 5 the most effective way to imp:

. unded in part by National Institute of Drug Abus
Grants FROLDADESI9-08and #R18DA05879-01)

EXU,
SAMPLE OF ACTIVE MALE IV DRUG USERSIN NEW YORK

_Abdul-Quader,Abu*; Tross, S*; Des Jariais, DC**; Kouzi, A*; Friedman,
SR*; M , E*.
*Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc., N.Y., N.Y., U.S.A: **New York State Div. of Substance
Abuse Services, N.Y., N.Y., U.S.A.

Th.D.P.G4 PREDICTORS OF ATTEMPTED SEXUAL BEHAVIOR CHANGEIN A

CITY

transmission. Their
 

  

 

 

 

  

resistan nders:
remapfaecal©tupressure ofaoaanchange in sponse to HIV
infection in astreet sar)le of active IVDU'sin the lower East Side of Manhattan.
Methods. seventy nine male IVDU's were recruited through street outreach
contacts with thneighborhood ex-IVDU workers. ‘Paidface-to-face structured interviews were

Se: helereporteda Ui te ‘ee%© sam; iB
L ber of avoidance of ©ofThigh sk" panne InDdleple

nrrepression,Significant positive predictors incl ving more than 1 Porchanges" e
avera; styear (p<.018) ing
(p< ffi  5); tively stro
reduction behaviorrangesspe018). Ethnicity, beingiinaenriens.Love
someone with fHIV i
significantlyaolwith behavior change.

sexual risk red:action. This result sistent with rates of drug riskreduction obtained in other
studies=iet al, 1987; Selwyn,etal ale The presentaeargue for the role

D P. 66 ORGANIZING INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS AGAINST AIDS
. Samuel R.Friedman*, Serrano**, Torres**, M Sufian*, Pat Nelson**,F

Tardalo*** et al.
* Narcotic and Drug Research,Inc., NY, NY, USA. **Association for Drug Al
Prevention and ‘Treatmentnt(ADAPTNY, NY, USA. ***NY State Div of Sane

Abuse Svcs, NY,NY,U:

 Objectives: To organize IV drug i i
Methods. i ious, political, or publi
aietdwo develop way organize 1VDUs SemelcopeerTOUSpel
‘been establish 
 

  

 

  

  

 

drop-in, and street work. level AIDS education, istri

bétance

meh en re ee
resource. ograpt r À i ed building

available, c ing galleries (drug An IV drug Provingfod oadalyvg alsoeeby ADAPT.

d vost ag  
 information, condoms,

Besuls. ADAPT 
 

 

 

 

 

1988. and
handling faceslens Doseion by poupiaders snd ecorrapers indicates that the women are
 

 

 

 

Jend each oth x each other, and protect

i each other against customer violence. le IVDU:
held in tate 198.side

always

bang opeotwaltyrden which AIDS-1sedpistdoerprohemstoy face wecased TYDUs who rertemate
Conclusio spre JVDUScan beorganized
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Th.D.P.67 {NC TERM FoLLow up OF A COHORT OF DRUG ABUSERS OF THE AREA Th.D.P.68 A STUDY COMPARING Now HIV-RELATED DEATHS AMONGHIV-
OF REGGIO ENILIA ( WORTH ITALY )

GafSS., Giudici M.@., Vezzani F,, Tuzza A., Calonghi G.F.

Diviat . Maria

TEAUY 255 ue agen @ Leng‘term follow up progres of TiDka end exc TVDAS with

GeneaveofReapio Bettis (Nerth Tealy ). This stxlyis being.

 

Diseases, the Rehabilitation Uniteofthe area and the

111 dng ehuwers HIV infected, in I and ITI grop of the OC's classification, wre exclled

‘fron June 1985 to June 1985, 79 of them have completed 3 years of’ their follow up at least,

9 of them died ( 3 for AIDS ), the retainder didn't present themselves for the
controls.

In this study we are @bjects in their clinical development ( according
w> GE cleifieaton)won theglof aepmebagiineyour of She ved
drug i.v., pened antibodies, total
eepeser nrber of C4,er6A,positivityof HiV-entigensenia,

de prostitution.

METHADONE MAINTENANCEIN HIV-INFECTED1.V. DRUG ADDICTS
-MEDICAL AND PSYCHOSOCIAL EFFECTS

‘alger, Peter, P. Baumgart, G. Wilke, U. Kupfer, P. Heyen, K. G. Dorst
# al. Medizinische Poliklinik, University of Munster, F.R.G.

Th.D.P.69

Objective: to study the effects of methadone maintenanceiin AIDS- ARC- i.v. drug
addicts on medicai, Psychological andsocial paranme
  Methods: (CDC IV, WR 3-6) were enrolled

before andduring methadone maingenance: Clinical and labor, data, psychological and
quality o iB, ests were evalu:ated. Thetines  tm

b 1 practitioners, the HIV.
stuff pretyinstitutionalpriersupport.

Results: We evaiuated data of 30 patients (20 m 10 f) mean age 29,3+3y, after an average
methadone maintenance> of 13 (3-24) month. 30f 30 patients had relapsed, Zof them only

 

parameters were imprroved iin 17of 25 patienents, Stabilization could not
eirir parmers. Drug-delicts stopped in

all patients,prostitution iinthose, whoremained in meethadone therapy. Positive effects
of life were noticed by ali. Change of HIV-stage was observed in

patients, in 2 of them after relapse.

Conclusion:naironical HIV-infectediiv. drug addicts do benefit from|a controlled
maintenance: Most of them did st

 

 
 

 

 

prostitution necessary condition for medicaland psychosocial stabilization.
Cooperation Ofrirmedical portance. In

additior 1 gard spreadLot Hiv-
infection.

Th.D.P.71 SURVEY rr THE METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAMME OF HEDUTPATIENT
CLINIC THE VIENNA PSYCHIATRIC UNIVERSITY HOSPT
Hu:Ltarer, dudith**; Presslich, 0.*; Pfersman

E. *; Pfersmann, V.*; Gutierrez- obos, ss,
* Psychfatric University Hospital,
Hilfe (Austrian AIDS Foundation},

» D. %yollerer,

Vienna, Austria, ** Osterreichische AIDS-
Vienna, Austria.

Objective: To present a sueyof the structure and status of the patients
Tn the programme mentioned abov

2 The outpatient clinie“nentioned above has been carrying out a me-
fone detox and maintenance rogramme since October 1987 and has by now

atients in Austria, The data presented are results
taken from routine document a!
Results: The fol] ig data (average values) concerning the 99 men and 37
women treated were obtain ge at the h hadone treatment
29 years; age at first contact with drugs 3 years; length opiate depen-

cy: 12 years; in e treatment: 8 s; first methadone dose
65,25 mitligrammes; pr d. e: 7 milligrammes; HIV positive: 44
( men, 25% n}; polytoxicomanic addiction of the HIV positive patients

the time methad adjus 3,3% men , n); workin
et the start of meth e trea si methadone substi-

unkni
3%, one partner is HIV infected: 22,2, both partners are nega-

Conclusion: The programme promotes social and occupational reintegration.
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SERPOSITINE,WonS WITH DEATHS AMONG SERONEGATIVE
ONG iviv V-PREVALENCE AND THE SERO-CONVERSION RATE

Peterraxiitelsen, Finn Jensen, Oslo City Health and
Environment Department, Per Magnus, Norwegian National Institute of Public
Health, NORWAY

Department of Aids Prevention runs a testing andGounse® ting
clinic as well as an oupatient clinic for hiv-positives. The clinics have

most Vietted testin

000 IVDA*s have registered the clinic. The s

s registered, and to compare serovpacitives an
atives. The mortality rate will be studied with respect to other

background factors.
he 1000 IVUA's represent between 25%and 40% of the IVDApopulation

in the Oslo area. AT clients at the clinic seek it
information regarding deaths and causes of death are based on Yiatistics
obtained from The Central Bureau isti i i
results are based on test k r first reported to us by
the client and ‘subsequentely confirmed by the department. The causes of
death will be presented graphically. Survival-analysis utilizing Kaptan-
Meier plots will be u iecompare the hazard rates wo groups.

ults, statistics and conclusions will be
avaiable and presented athe conference.

Th.D.P.70 TE USOF STERILE SYRIEGES ANONG IVDUe THAT HAD GONE
. TROUGH DETOXICATING TREATMENT AT HOME DIRECTED BY

CENT HEALTH PROMOTION IN MADRID.
ibanez ##, P. Vitores ae¢ and R.

Vallee: # Doctor, on de drdoz

(Madrid # Doctor Madrid City Council; ### Nurse ATS, iatria City, SPAIN
Council; ##9¢ City District Instruuctor, Madrid City Council, SPAIN

  

Objective: To study the influence of AIDS prevention campaign messages
on 72 IVDUs that haddueen treated with clonidine, with regard to
chan,nging of habits permanenc

Hea.aiti-epidentolopien ingutry onon the praesent situation of 72
ted with clonidine during 1986-1087, with regard to

ind AIDS risk habits
iS (78%"out of the 72 IVDU answered the questions; 18 of then

were 25-29 years old, 20 were 30-34 years; 45 of them (85%) were neles
and 6 (15%) females; 5% had been IVDU for 7-10 years. The economical
level of ths group was 49% under the minimus + In Jan '66 : 18 were
abstinents, 8 relapeing periodically and 25 remeined DUs. Habife mow
regarding HIV risk infection: 40% have a better health control; 70%

ad out prevention methods; 43% improve alimentation habits: oe
improve family relations. t of ths 25 staying DU, 5 eniffing, 1
occasionally users ana9 remined dsdaily IVDV. As for the spreading
AIDS control methods, health workers wepoint out: 45% bring aew drug

addicte to the center “Sox recomeend the use of steril eyringes, 5%
recommend the use of condos. ne of the"200 IVDUs use shared dages,

2 of then ezcaptionsliy, and 18oormeweeindividuaenee
2 reveals the

reatments ¢ nif there are relapsesdufueto. the fnfluence'onoe
subsequent health condition.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AIDS RELATED BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDES

Th.D.P.72 AMONG IVDRUG USERS IN GREECE

Athens, Greece

Pee os mcladun rts eroproranoca rane lent then af ameang Grou iatg ean

LIV drug users.

Methods Behavior i nsmission such

behavior h i igated i de of 107 IV drug i i vi

poral belts and etinaderrlsed tothe vue of Inca

using practices such as sharing of syringes

and needles is reported by the majority of subjects (75%) while only 55% of them sete having changed such
use rarely (22%)
(20%) the large

g cha

to HIV

is further confirmed

by the virus (55%). Msideme eapressed the opinion that the tonal of evecenam fer HIV
has occurred

in behavior (47%). (9%)cor AIDS health
professionals, while for the majority (76%) the main source of information was the mas-media and mainly
periodical press. Fi HIV prevalence

i Data derivex
WHO supported study. 
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STREET BASED NEEDLE EXCHANGE PROGRAMS:THE
Th.D.P.73 NEXT STEP IN HIV PREVENTION

*independent, Community Based Research Group, San Francisco, CA, U.S.A.

 Objectives. To ev
high risk for HIVinfection via contaminated needles. To determine leveis of participation in and
demographicc characteristics of potential chentlent popusation,

Prevention Pontbegan operating an b Inge pr
week. Used needles were accepted into 8biohazardous weste container and sterile Insulin syringes
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HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE TACOMA5SYRINGEEXCHANGETh.D.P.74 JOUNTOF 7
roject, Tacoma, WA, **T:acornPier

County Heath Dont Tacoma, WA, ***New York State Division
ofSubstance Abuse Services, Naw York, NY,U.S.A,
 

    
OBJECTIVE Tod y the origi 1p yringe exchang'
METHODS This history is provided tr ( ) yrings ge (SE). Other

r d its h and evaluati d those who led the

-effort to obtain public sanction for the SE.
RESULTS The first SE in North America was in Tacoma, Washington in August, 1988.
Close work with the Chief of Police, city goverment and the local HealthDeparment laid the
groundwork for this successiu
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Demographic information was collected unobtrusively. Two methods of exchange were plicted ul program. Once the SE had been operating for several weeks, the
concurrently. in one method,the exchang | men yon

aft cor 0 its policymakers. Concems ion in the face of
re taking pl needed to be lore the SE could begin swapping syringes. Funding for the SE Initially

ResPrima ‘came from the pockets of the first author. ‘Small private contributions followed, until January 1989,
le. Over 225 clients were served, 456 syringes were collectedand456were dispensed,Overall hr rat exch:

Ttalof banded eyes vas 22% Return of marked syringes during cu one clean syringe for each used one. n0 ines stand in, no forms to fill out. t
of operation for the stationary exchange. Problemsems with securly of staf, aiesaonedoes rently serves approximately 200injectingdgwerUS) per week, in a community with

estimated 3000 1DUs. Tne SE en to gain access
to IDUs and offer drug treatmentinfom detoxifi Up: il a8 AIDS education.

used syringes, in a anonymous, nonjudgmental, and accessibleegoagenae is t funding, the SE à bh Le a up additionalsupply of discarded, used, ancpossibly HIV sites in areas with high prevalence of Intravenous drug use.
rancisco. Administration of the needle DISCUSSION The Tecoma SE has progressed’ om on OFRCiSNy tolerated OTe Tent dame

 

exchange was simple, direct, inexpensive, and efficient. Thispilot study suggests the need

anusers.

Th D P. 75 AIDS EDUCATION ANDTHETRANSITIONFROMNON-INJECTING DRUG
USE TO INJECTING DRUG USE

', C Casriel**, SR Friedman**, A Rosenblam***, R Rodriquez, E
Khouri*** ct al,
* New York State Div. of Substance Abuse Serv., N.Y., N.Y. USA.jeparodie and
Drug Res. Inc., N.Y.. N-Y., USA, ***New York Hospital, N.Y., N.Y., USA

 

Th D P 77NEEDLE SHARING , PATTERNS OF TNTRAVENOUE DRUG USERS
’ Saxon, A; Whittaker, S; Freeman,

G.; Veterans Administration Medical Center
and University of Washington, Seattle Wash. USA

t Examine needle sharing patterns of IV drug users in
cted

testing was done 9. raphics of @ sample were:
le 186(68. emale 87(31.9%); (age,X =38.4); White

188 (69.9%), Black 65(23-88), other 13(4:84): pri drug

5(1.8%), ethanol a7(6. 3%). pas
needles, but only55(20. aa) rad|shared

mean number o:

0.4:
exhibited HIV antipodde8.
drug ereinshisanample thiemay’rsusd
avoiding n aring. This late to easeoffobtaining
sterile necaies in Seattle where.Le”ts not illegal.

 

theSEfa noan rhsansBohs Le ose fkkong whe am
gh ploy Further evaluatior

drug inecti none i
ne ve Y P PP

Th.D.P.76 THE EFFECTSOFAIDS EDUCATION ON THE KNOWLEDGEAND
er ‘ATTITUDES TOWARDSAIDS BY SUBSTANCE ABUSERS IN A DRUG

DETOXIFICATION SETTING
Weber,John*; Dengelegi, L*; Torquato, S*; Kolakathis,A*; Yancovitz, S*

“Beth Israel Medical Center, N.Y., N.Y., U.S.A.

 Objective. T el of knowl
facilityand thesbseuetetc ofdre‘canoes of ‘AIDSeducation on Menovledée anand
attitudes towards AIDS and HIV transmissi
 

Beth Terael 1 lity

tested with a 30 minute interview, AeaeAahKreiner and anitades about AIBS and HIV
transmission. Patient wererandomly assigned to different formats of education isti ex
posure to either a large gro Aalae cotape tationsealupattcharne. lecture,
or smal seasonrois Aposttest was administered Be.
Results. N= 100, 71 male, DFemale 38 Black, 32 Caucasian, 29 Hispanic, Mean age= 35
Mean yearsyears of druguse =13.2, 61 active IV drugusers, 39Non-IV aneusers. At pre-test

transmission. ‘Althoughsharing needles was peroaived aas a major means ofHIV transmission by
 

 

 

  

96%of p , these sameIVDU's003),Ÿ

og bed catenin eral GhpreSaericts 5
peott eee

creases in knowledge. d attitudinal ch igni
+ a hi Ad, denial of rick
 

for HIV infection among bancs abusers. —

INIFAVENCS FUG USERS (IVOU) IN A FROSHRCTIVE CCRT STUDY
Salm, Jar byact DD; Schoerbeum FE; Klein RS; Bure D;Friei-

land GI; et al. Montefiore Med. Ctr. of Med., Bx, NY,

Qbiective. To predict HIV antibody (Ab) status from history, symptoms, ard clinical
findings among methackne-mintained TVW's in a prospective sirly of HIV infection.
Methods. Sensitivity (5), RS(0, die feetvas (EV,NEY) in
ireFIV XD SRE were calculatad fœ sbjects’ histoy/symptons and
clinical findings from baselire data and /research followup, 6/85-1/85.
Rats. Of 672 subjects 274(41%) vere HIV, 396(59%) HIV-. Results (as percents):

&

  

EX Mey FRY WY
Shooting gallery use 50 74 & 68 |>2 lymph nodes 1 97 71 61
Weight loss 43 72 51 35 |hecterial memmmia 15 98 & 63
Swollen glands 14 97 76 «662 {tuberculosis 4 100 10 60

9 97 & 61 |cral tivuh 3 10 100 65
5 8 & Ol>2axarfintims 18 96 7%

22 symptams(ax) 16 96 73 62 >3sxor finding 5 100 10 60
6 99 89 61

Cachsion. clinical findings were not sensitive in identifying HIVt
TV's, thagh thepresence of multiple sx ani curtain findings hat PV > 75%.

of , while specific, hadi low NPV due to low overall

nePoAppm
history/ax with HIV- IV's ( HIV-related conditions)
~equire reliance cn serulogic tests to debamine HIV Ab status in this population.

M
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Th.D.P.79 CLINICAL AND MEDICAL HISTORIES OF À EDAoRe OP IV

ie USERS: CORRELATION WITH HIV SEROPREW

Nelson, Kenrad E., Vial Soloson, L., Linnea:ay À.,

Fhowdhury N., The ALIVE Study, Johns Hopkins” university, Beltincre, M,

tive. To ascertain the frequency of clinical symptoms and histories of

medical illnesses and there correlation with RIV seroprevalence in a cohort

o. IV d rm
were recruited for a proapective study of

the natural history of HIV infection from street outreach, sm clinics and
Persons with AIo a

g

a
o
n

5 E a + + a ¢ a
c
o

3 + a e s

WB confirmation).
Reeults. Overall 441 (24.7%) of 1785 participants were HIV seropositive.

Significant associations were as follow:

HIV

 
   + P-Value (Chi-square/Fishers)

Dyspnea aa 11.6% 0.007

Fatigue 18.9% 22.9% 0.078

Weight loss 28.7% 35.5% 0.007

Oral Thrush 1.9% 4.1% 0.011

Hy Bacte: 0.2% 1.4% se

Hy Endocarditis 0.5% 1.6%
Histories of the following were unassociated withHIV status: Diarrhea,

» Tuberculosis, Hepatitis, Cirrhosis, Tusors iabe:
yaptone asnoctated with AIDS-related complex are fre-

8 who a seronegative. several symptoms are signi-
ficantly more common in HV seropositive IVDU'sa

Th.D.P.81 THE USE OF A MINIMAL BEHAVIOURAL INTERVENTION AS PART OF A
RISK REDUCTION RATES AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS
Stallard, Anna, Dow, M.G.

t of Clinical Psychology, Counselling Clinic, Ruchill Hospital,
Glasgow,UNITED KINGDOM

Objective. To develop a minimal behavioural programme aimed at increasing
behaviour <nange towards safer sex and drug use among intravenous drug
users (IVDI
Methods. Àbooklet was developedfollowing behavioural principles
consisting of the following s esement and feedback; Knowledge
test; Drug risk: monitoring ard“identifying client's own ris’ situaations,
using problem solving to find better ways to cope with risk
situations and ways to solve them . Si i hoosing partners ond.using
condoms, identifying risk situations and ways to cope with these ; Local

ormation The forma e h local
The bockletwwas developed with the help of groups oFclients in

residential drug treatment agencies who tested and commented on each
section.
Results. A booklet has been developed successfully prior to formal

violarainterventions offer a great deal to those who wish
ha

 
into practice.
monitoring and ee specific areas of difficulty which lie behind
making such chan;

Th.D.P.83

Carpenter, C.

New England Behavioral Health Study (NEBHS), Brown University, Providence
and Memorial Hospital, Pawtucket, RI, USA.

COMPARISON OF SEXUAL BEHAVIORS AMONG WHITE IVDUcs NON-TVDU

(NIVDU) HETEROSEXUALS IN SOUTHEASTERN NEW ENGLAI
Mayer, Kenneth; Zierler, S.; Feingold, L; Laufer, D., and 

Object ive: recompere sexual behavior and risks of HIV Erguenission or acqui-
sition of White IVDU and NIVDU in an area where > 1/3 PWA's are IVDU and the

the ve 8. average.
and serologies from

st 1 ommunity—based prospective study of the
heterosexual spread of HIV in S.E. New England among self-identified high
risk heterosexuals. The full cohort is 81% White.

Tults U (e862) NIVOU_(N=113)

avraeroponicivvity 7 4%
1 er for thePatt year 413 58%

> 50 difetiime partn 362 213
Sex with an IVDU 61% 21%
History of STD (ever) 45% 30%
Always used condoms for the past year Lz 5%
Never used condoms for the past year 452% 462%
Conclusion: Although White IVDU ve e likely re be HIV+ than NIVDU and
have sex with other IVDU ge of IVDU always used co:
Routine condom use was uncommon in both groups. Heterosexual transmission “of
a among White NIVDU was documented. AIV+ IVDU frequently had sex with

set of HIV- NIVDU are continuing to place themselves at increased
risk for acquiring HIV.
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Th.D.P.80 RISK FACTORS FOR TRANSMISSIONAND CHANGES IN RISK
BEHA OUR,RAMONG Iv DRUG ADDICTS (IVDAs) IN

Infectious Diseases, aginiy”"Hoe ‘tal andjime+om caAniversi oundatio
Switzerland, phone 41 22 22 64 16. Hospi ™ neve
Objective: To evaluate risk factors and behaviour with Fagard to transmissi
Methods:I serum samples were seeCis)oa 1. From ise toLoIVDAs
Results:Among once {225 As) twice( andmorethan twi

ults: ong ambulatory add oe adone mai rogram,
roprevalence increased from 7%CO!in 81to10336/156i0in TEEin11986-1988,

however. 47/68 (69%) of IVDAiA inpatients

 

 

 

Table 1 Sharing of syringes (sh a foond,

before
Hivstatus sharers" no condoms sharers” m0 condoms

Seropositive 91% (64, 98% (94/96 5% (2/43 36% 39/69
Seronegative 82% (Sara 884 (8aa} SLà % 2/50)

*among those still injecting

10% of men have had sexual relations with homosexuals, and 80% withoiher IVDAs.
Among aHi wereHEVaof534HIV+ IVDAs, 31had a stable sexualpartner. Of 18 partners

Conctusil IVDAS G sh f needles and Lepealyus onÀ! in Geneva, sharing of needles
decreased sinceAmong| However, there reamaian®8 potential for sul Lansanit

ACOMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF HIV INFECTION AMONG IV DRUG USERS
Th.D.P.82 N TREATMENT AND 0 TREET

Mec lyde B.*;Chitwood, D.D.* and Page J.B.*
*University of Miami Echo of Medicine, Miami, FL,

Objective. To comparethe seroprevalence of HIV among IVDUs in treatment
o determine the differences indistribution by sex

 M d se tudies in the Miami metropolitan area have recruited
500 IVDUs Fespectively_from drug treatment programs and from the street
Blood samples were drawn from the clients within the treatment programs, or
for the street sample atac

school. Pre ed in
e given sinilar assesements of their sex, drug

 Results. The street * populattion indicates a much higher teethoneeaeopG38)
than the treatment population (122). Hispanic data indicat: exc n,
show: more nal eatment (26%) thantn the.Pres

on! s for the street. population of IVDUs, as well

as for those in treatmentbecause of the potential high risk for tranamis-
sion of HIV.

Th D P 64 PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL GROUP APPROACH TO AIDS PREVENTION WITR
vee DRUG ABUSERS IN RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT: IMPACT 6 MONTHS AFTER

INTERVENTION
Sorensen, James L; gibson, DR; Heitzmann, C; Dumontet, R; Costantini, M;
Melese-d ‘Hoapittal, I; e
Center for AIDS Prevention Studies, UC San Francisco, CA USA

Objective. To assess the impact of 6-hour psychoeducational groups on the
AIDS knowledge and attitudes of drug abusers completing residential

nt.

Methods. 96 drug abusers in the latter stages of treatment were randomly
of brochures about AIDS.assigned to receive protocol or a set

seessment interviews occurred before randomiza: » af the intervention,
and 6 months after the pre- sment. jects averaged 842 attendanc
training, 93% were reached for the1fellomee.Maan a £ 79 due to
date) have been reached for 6-month followy; sur e designed to
tienne knowledge of risk, perceived. caret,“response efficacy,

self-effica cummication skills, and social sup
Results. ere was significant effect at the poetinterview in the
expected direction tn inowledge of AIDS visk (p=.006) ond ‘ trend in he
expected direction in self-efficacy (p=.07). By 6 mon
difference had faded, but the differences in perceived pelf-efficacy fed
become more pronounced 202).

8 duct: DS t
ome attitudes that

3 however
tions are needed that are more focused, potent, and "tong-lasting.
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Th.D. P.85 AIDS AND SUBSTANCE USE EDUCATION ANDPREVENTION:
aA COVMRNITY=BASED AY!PROACH.

‘vimmon, M.** and Sheyka, K.***

smunicipality of Metropolitan.Toronto, Toronto, Ontario: Canada
ark Community Ce: Toronto, Ontario,

sarnenith Gare Consultants (anti), Toronto, ontario, Canada
and behaviour change akills

in workers in
and behaviour

covide the information
revention of AIDS in substance users. 2. To t:

effective training techn qu

1. To

To pro advocacy for substance users

ith personal financing,

minimal sources available to comunity groups, this program

 

of this program appears to be commun: ng.

Several thoueendiipleaeh-kiee have been distributed
through this program; a ni oomaunity groups now offer syringe-

exchange educa! chaniam for formal trasong of trainers in

st
roups oan ‘eteactively provide AIDS education, prevention, and

other services if they use networking and shared resources.

Th.D.P.87

 

Th.D.P.89 COUNSELLING AND EDUCATION ON AIDS.
de mereM.C.; Hanan, J.L.b.; Longo,

a, £.M.M.; Carvalho Neto, L.O.

Gaffrée & Guinle universityhospital - University of Rio de Seneiza - ‘Brazil.

Sbiective + To inform people about AIDS transmission/acquisition, prevention, safe sex end the

Metro: Physicians, psychologists, social workers end nurses during private sessions at the

“AIOS" outpatient unit of our ho:
 

in schools, churche:

oups, deliver multiprofessional rectores were ali

slides and oerprojections with simple language to

be easily understood. After the explanation there i mous question se351on when all

the remaining doubts are solved.
Results: The most common qustlons

te acc: blood trerefuaion/bleod tested, where to find the AIDS test, where

to find treatment. It was more difficult to explain, be understood and be ac: all

‘alking to male adults. There is a greater concern

ee or talk about AIDS with arechildren, It

difficult to telk openly about sex and drugs with adolescents becau: S and parents are

cope with sex ne.drugs subjects.

oral, anal, vaginal sex, kiss, senicure, mosquito 

Conclusions:
1. Despite being a volunteer work without any support, we are doing our

2. More support should be aefor Counselling and Education on AIDS ened they are the only

way to he AIDS ep:
3. A special attention raulaegiven to Adolescents because they are learning about life, love

sex at this very moment and they heve the right to live long.
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SANASEMENT OF HIV-INFECTED FEMALE IVDA'S
Th.D.P.86 häfer, Axel*, Heckmann**, Eck*, Schwartländer**,

SDeparinent Obstetric and Gynecology, Freie Universität Berlin
AIDS Research Center, Bundesgesundheitsamt, FRG

Objective: To evaluate the effects of methadone treatment
in a clinical center for Gynecolo

Methods: Maintenance to abstinence by step wise reduction
in three different groups of a total collective
of 7iw .
Group 1: 31 HIV-negative pregnant women
Group 2: 19 HIV-positive pregnant women
roup 3: 21 HIV-positive non-pregnant women

Evaluate by clinical documentation and drug tests
Results: (selections in group 1 39 % reached total absti-
hence before ivery, ing P ly 16 % and in group 3
67 % rea r out-
patient care; significant differences were found between in-
patient and outpatient care.
conc iusion: Maintenance progra are not very common in the FRG

ow, that indi cations.of methadone treatment should be
very selective. The sour f maintenance - o - abstinence
depends on very different“factors, such as drug status, social
support, clinical program, personality, and Serology 0of HIV.

  

Counseling
Counselling
Th.D.P.88 HANGESSEXUAL

Rossi L°, Garcia L*, Salame E*, Hernandez MR*

“Directorate of Epidemiology, ar aHeaith. Mexico
Objective: To luce changes in the sexual behav of condom as a preventive measure
for diminishingHssexual transmission in a group IV seropositiveive homosexual men.

seropositive, ual, mme unmarried men, aged between 18 and
45ee old, ‘aquest sychol selected. The inviduals were assigned to 3

: À (3 months), B (6 months), C (1 year),(80sousession, 1 x wk). Several psycho:

 

of presenting clinicalnsand dying were interpreted In group sessions with the purpose
of promoting condom use and modifying rieky practices. anges were evaluated at the end of all
sessions.
Beauite: The results are presanted in the following table:

GROUPS GROUP_B. GBQLPC
{3 months) {8 months) {1 year)
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

BEHAVIOURS No NM No No No
Use of condom 0/12 11/12 0/12 12/12 Ort 10/12

Stable Couple 212 2/12 3/12 62 6/12 4n2

fone feelings for being homosexual 4/12 4/12 6/12 a2 8/12 22

tainty for presenting 12/12 12/12 32/12 12/12 12/12 12/12

eympiomatology
3 and 6 months groups were arts with changes In sexual behavior, the one

year'sgroup structural changes and In the condom's

Th D P 90 HIV-AIDS Counselling: À Collaborative Project
— Gowanlock, Gweneth and Findlay, Joel, Federal

Centre For AIDS, Health and Welfare Canada
ttawa; Carballo, Manuel, Global Program on AIDS, World Health

Organization, Geneva, SWITZERLAND

There is a growing need to enhance the availability and
quality of counselling for persons with ae infection, those
with AIDS, thei: ec

Federal Centre for AIDS Canada, “oh “collaborationpean
the WHO/GEA and collaborating Canadian provinces has dev
Plann. approac for proving, expandin and m Pet
existing counselling resources in order to increase the nets

networks. cit in the approach is the enhancement o:
collaboration between health, social service and community based
organizations

presentation will vodraining needs both in
h-social service in the broader

ommunity based non-governmental area.andDrovides for this
training to be put in place.
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Th.D.P.91 AIDS PREVENTION IN THE LEGALIZED SEX INDUSTRY
Overs, Cheryl*., Hunter, A.*

* Prostitutes Collective of Victoria, Australia

Having begun in 1983, the Prostitutes Collective of Victoria is one of the most well
urced organisations of sexworkers in the world, By 1988 it wasfunded |by a range

into
work practicesin ali sections of a diverse, recently legalised sexvinden ‘The programs
and their rationales wil! be explained. They
The Safe House Endorsement : information andindustrial relations in legal
morels.

Sex Industry andthe AIDS Debate : Ist National Sex Industry Conference.
‘ion Program :empowerment for safe work ing.

Sennete: video for new workers and medica! service providers,
Service le Sex Workers : making the systern work for prostitutes too.
Hello Sailor :AILAIDSibeationfr visitin,ngsasailors,
Needle of !V users, Drop-in Centr:
Ugle Mugs : A setof(descriptions to violentand dangerous clients.
AIDS Education to workers,

774

Th D P 92 SURVEY OF PRSTCTANS NEEDS

sl Hulin Marg, Grondin M, Department of Public Health, City of
TorTonto, Sonos Ontario, Canada

OBJECTIVE: To identify the role the DPH's can play in helping community
physicians become updateed on AIDS issues. To identify how importan

RESULTS: 75% felt that it was very impoXtant to be informed
about AIDS, en selected topics include test aae and post

test coun ty reso The
artment of Public‘Healthas their first

choice from whom they would like to receive informa
CONCLUSION : There is a need for more active outreachy public health units
to i rt

strategy to commu

meet their educational needs. Presentation will give moreTaforant
findings.
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D 501 EXTRAORDINARY WITHOUT ORDINARY SEXUALITY
" Smith, Linda; Director Sexuality Division, Calgary Health

Services, calgary, Alberta, Canada

Objective: Education emphasizing negative aspects such as, AIDS, STD's
unwanted pregnancy focuses on “extraordinary sexuality". When neg tive
information is stressed, feelings
integration of information and utilization of pr
‘alicy makers need to shift from a focus on extraordinary to ordinary

Board of Health approached Calgary School Boards to present
t sexual activity, STD, ectopic preg-

Results: Both school boards accepted the proposal and schools will have a
comprehensive, sexuality education curriculum provided to all students by
9 The Board of Health committed funds to training, inservicing an
support of teachers inthe scl s. .
Conclusion: In order to promote safer sexual behavior, public health and
school officals must ensure that all students receive not only cognitive
information about sexuality, SO acomprehensive curriculum that will
examine Teelings d the behavioral skills in order to practice sa sex
techniques. To accomplish this, AI Ca in the context
of comprehensive, compulsory, sexuali

THE USE OF ONE EFFECTIVE MEDIUM - TELEVISION
TO EDUCATE CANADIAN YOUTH AND PARENTS ABOUT HIV

AND AIDS
D.503

Liepold, Heidi M., Federal Centre for AIDS, Health and Welfare

result of the Canada Youth and AIDS Study conducted
with 38,000 youth across Canada it was found high
majority of Canadian youth received ir information about
AIDS from television. Th nada Youth and AIDSa y i
representativ Canadian youth in grades 7, tt, firet

f school such
th

of these film productions are ussed on yo" a
on par . e of th outh productions will focus on th
12 to 14 year olds and the second 14 to 16 year olds

parents canaotfecttively communicate
this information to thelr childre

LE SIDA EN SE CENTRALE : SYSTEilES D'INFOR:IA-
TION, ROLE D “EDIAS Ef INTSR-FaCE ADOLESCONTS-
EAVIROUNESENT
ewa-llunge, wa.ions°; Nyengele, MN. 9°

© Dévartement de informa et i sse, Lingwala, Kins-
hasa, Zaïre; °° Département de l'Education Nationale, Gombe,
Kinshasa, Zaïre.

Objectif. Evaluer la synergie du rôle des médias einsi que5
données et des systémes d'information sur le SIDA narmi le
adolescents en Afriaue Centrale.
Héthodes. Une enquête par sondage d'oninion relative & 1a per
ception du messare sur le SIDA était menée nermi 3000 adoles-
cents à Kinshasa (Zelre) dont une moitié scolarisée et une autre

. L'enquête 8 montré que l'indice denerformance st a!

concerne la perception du message et moins(38%) pour les autres
Cela se aduit aussi au niveau des canaux de communication.
Conclusion. L'étude a débouché sur u em

publique sur le SIDA en Afrique Centrale.-
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TITLE: IV SEROPREVALENCE AND DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF
INCARCERATED ADOLESCENTS

*Baker, Charles J., *Re, O., *Morris, R., *Huscroft, S., *Roseman,
7 and *Schultz, B.

 
*Juvenile Court Health Services, Los Angeles County, California, USA

CBJECFIVE: To determine HIV Se: alence and I.V. drug abuse factors
In adolescent incarcerated within the Juvenile Halls, County of Los Angeles.

Bl es were collected anonimously from 2,005 youngsters.
iso, €the following were recorded: Age, Sex, Race, history of I.V. drug

SGPT/SGOT testing.

a Only two samples|vere positive by Elissa and Western Blot tests.
ween 1690% Of the youngsters wel and 17 years of age. 92% of were

males, 49% were hispanic,anewere pesoeod 15% were white. History
of I.v. was recorded in 2% and 3% received SGPT/SGOT tests.

CONCLUSION: HIV Seroprevalence this survey (0.099%) compares favorably
with the 0-168 determined 11/2:years ago in the same type of pupulation.
This difference may suagest greater awareness of high risk behavior for
AIDS among adolescen

D.504 A MODEL:TARGETED AÏDS EDUCATION AND COUNSELLING FOR
ADOLESCENTS IN AN HMO

neibbelonan C.J. 1; Schram, N., MD; and Long, 0., Riv
gram, San Francisco, Clitoris and

LosLosAngelesCaliCalifornia, U.S.ra

Objective. Within a pre-paid health plan population of over 5million members
targeted intervention model has been Gaveloes to identify

Method. All health

risk behavior, education on AIDS prevention and HIV testing, and
Pret behavior modification. All adolescents referred in the model for

elling are re-evaluated in several months; behavior and risk taking ie
reviewed; education is reenforced. Adolescents not at risk are referred to
educa’ component of the model.
Projection. Intervention effecting adolescent behavior change my
the initive methods of preventing

one of

surge of the AIDS epidemic inin the 1990's. Information alone is not
effective in ‘risk behavior. Ourmodelof intervention in a

FO has thepotential of changing the or of over a million
Miclercents in the USA.

STRESSFUL LIFE EVENTS AND SOCIAL SUPPORTS AS MEDIATORS OF
SAFE BEHAVIORS AMONG RUNAWAY AND GAY YOUTHS

3 Rotherem-Borus, M.; Bradley, J.; and
Koopman, C.; Hardin, M.
HIV Center forfor Clinical and Behavioral Studies, New York State Psychiatric
Institute and Columbia University, New York, NY, USA

Objective: To evaluate the effectiveness of stressful life events and
social supports asas mediators of safe sex behaviors among runaway and gay
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D 507 RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH A HISTORY ©

. SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE AMONG ADOLESCENTS

Diciemente Ralph*; Forrest, K.**, Mickler, S.***
* University o ifornia, San Francisco, ee USA
** Planned Parenthood of California, USA.
*** Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York, USA.

Objective. To identify a profile of risk factors associated
area y of treatment for sexually transmitted disease.
Methods. A national sample of 1,129 college|undergraduates,

completed self-administered q tionnair
assessing knowledge, attitudes about AIDS,“Drevalence, type and
frequency of sexual behavi. and

esults. W d minorities were twice as lik to be
e an STD compare males or Caucasians, (Prevalence

Ratio (PR) = 2.0, 95% Confidence Limit CL) = 1.4 - 2.8,
P=.007; PRe1.9 .4 - 2. ? respectively).

se was also associated with a
{PR=1.3, CL=]l,0 -— 1.4, P=.09

respectiv
tevinng adolescents! behaviors which

significanti incretse the risk of STD: rmits development of
more effectively targeted education prograns.

D 509 EVALUATION OF A TARGETED AIDS/HIV EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR
. SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS IN A MEDIUM-SIZE USA METROPOLITAN

REA
Copello, A. Gene*; Sheets, R.*; Ross, S.*; and Curvin, M.*
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,“Tennessee, USA

Objective. To evaluate change in AIDS/HIV knowledge level among seconday
schooT students following a targeted education ram

ods ri ed involving a minimum of two hour:
by trained health teachers. The curriculun Stressed HIV

d
with this intervention. t ig instrument asked five demographic
questions and cognitive questions. Instrument sheets were also coded by
health t .
Results. There was an overall gain in knowledge with the mean of correct
responses increasing by three points on post-test scores as c
re-test scores. Sex, race

ind in the_Postwtest by teacher
t resultserenot significant.

Conclusion. A targeted education program eco
Tncrease knowlege about AIDS/HIV. Differences in the success of the inter-

e significant. signifie
f the intervention were found in regard to

tudy results, the curriculum itself was suc-
ccess was varied by t acher. Such variation sug~

gests improved teacher training in the deliveryof AIDS/HIV education.

INTERVENTION MODEL : WORKING WITH GAY AND LESBIAN YOUTH

AT RISK FORHIV INFECTION
D.511

Hunter, Joyce MSW, CSW

Hetrick-Martin Institute, Inc. New York, New York,U.S.A.

jective: To develop an effective ive intervention programrehensi
for gay and lesbian youth who are at risk for HIV infection and train

professiona1s to 
The young people tha h a:
see fivepepercent of these adoles.

ty youth, ages 12-21 (X=1
raining manual, printing and publication of arti-

hures,
Conclusions: Materials for this population must be specifically tailored
for these adolescents rofessionals who serve them. In contrast
to current U.S. government policy prohibiting explicit safer sex pract
and guidelines instruction, these materials extremely Explicit
sexually. Also, these ratérials need to reflect and acceptance of homo-
sexuality.
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D.508 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF RISK BEHAVIORS AMONG A
SCHOOL-BASED AND JUVENILE DETENTION FACILITY
SAM FRANCISCOE OF ADOLESCENTS IN

. , Diclemente Ralph; DuNah, R.

University of California, Sanin Francisco, California, USA.

Objective. To describe a comparative risk behavior analysis of
adolescents residing in a juvenile detention facility (YGC) and
a school-based sample.
Methods, adolescents, ages 14-18, attending high schools in San
Francisco {N=802) and incarcerated at à j ti

were anonymous and completed during the same time-period

related risk beh

multiple sex partners in the past year (84.8% vs 46.0%,
Pe.0000, PR=1.8, CL=1.5-2.2) and an earlier age “of sex onset
(P=, 0006
Concluusion. Adolescents in juvenile detention facilities report
a significantly higher prevalence of AIDS-related risk
behaviors which substantially|increases their xisk of acquiring
and transmitting HIV infectio:

D 510 KNOWLEDGE OF HIV TRANSMISSION AND ADOLESCENT
. SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

Ziffer, Judith*;Ziffer, A.*;Bywater, M.*;Bywater,L
*Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida 32789, U.S.A.

Objective..To assess how the knowledge of HIVtransmission
he sexual behavior of the adolescent

Method .A surveyyof 210 students, 109 me: women in 9th to
12th grade, was completed. Knowledge of transmission of AIDS,

o

e transmission of
% of those surveyed operate wi

xual behavior, and accuracy
ines were reported

high risk sexual behaviors, While those most likely t
involved in high risk sexual behaviors those wthinaccurate

rmetion, what is disturbing are the numbers who Imow the
risks but fail to alter their sexual behaviors.

D.512 REPORT OF CWLA & COMMITTEE ON SERVING CHILDREN AND

YOUTH WITH HIV INFECTION IN RESIDENTIAL GROUP CARE.

ery: L. Jean*; anderson, G; Anderson, V.M.,MD;

RTM., Esq.; Gitelson, P *, et.al.
‘*chila Welfare’ League of America, “Washington, D.C. USA

Objective address iseues of concern to Board memberre,
executives, administrators” clinicians, child care staff and
volunteers surroundin e care Of children and you who are
emotionally disturbed, infecttedET HIV, and in need of
therapeutic residential group c.

A subcommittee of HLA’Ss

meanthave suffered abuse or
neglect at the hands of their pare:

: The CWLA subcommittee 1) "identified issues associated
with administration, advocacy, and publie policy, program
Procedures and prevention; 2) r

hose issues; 3) suggested strategies to achieve them;
publisred the findings and distributed them to the fiel1d of
prac

t ie feasible and appropriate to provide care and
treatment SfHrv-infeeted children in residential group care.
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D 513 Information et modification du comportement face au SIDA
. en milieu jeune rôle des intervenants-relai

ESTOURNEL J.L.*, LEeoDe MAUREL wn CORDONNIER J.P.*
* Administraateur MNEF, RIS ; ** Président MNEF, PARIS ;

Général d'APARTS, PARIS ;ss administrateur FSEF. FRANCE

 
+++secrétai re

 

DER: Prolonger l'action d'information menée par MNEF depuis 86 par
éelle sensibilisation permettant de modifier leseetitudes et compor-

tements desoe

METHO! : titution d'un réseau d'intervenants-relais : étuiants issus
- du fe, méunlists (MNEF) et personnels|mediicaux et para-médicaux des
centres de 5 (Er FSEF), d e d'une expérience pilote menée
à PARIS en avril PEinitiale :os personnes
CONCLUSIONS: forte évaluation, cette expérience sera étendue à partir du

module de formation initial (éventuel lenent adapté) et permettra un travail

en milieu jeune qui complètera le dispositif sanitaire et social mis en place

par le MNEF, le FSEF et APARTS.

D.515
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0.516 A NATION-WIDE NETWORK OF AIDS PREVENTION FOR ADOLESCENTS
TON

D. sale H. Richard, À. Bunde-Birouste*, D. Guillemot, D.
Rayon

ÆAPS : Association pour la Prévention ‘ts SDA, Paris, FRANCE

Objectives: 1) Design, implement, and
2) Create aninteractive network.of ADS educators nation-wide.
Methods : i APS (Association pour la
Prévention du SDA) enlarged its methods and activities of training AIDS tràto include interested
persons throughout the country. To sate more than 800 auxilaries havebeen trai The association

2 di

 

materials, consulting for their
ation : An mous, self report questionnaire designed to evaluate the training and the educators’

activities foNowing the trai Sessions was sent to ‘members prior to the First National

Genference in October 1988. Highlights of the evaluation follow: 80.4% of res|espondanjants rated tr:raining
he

af que concerning APS’ services offered to networkk members Content of training sessions,

cute<, 74% of persons tr: APS implemented programs in their institutions, astimating an
program; 80% judg positive

ograms they designed y APS to be
effective and well adapted to their audiences ; 70%expressed ‘interest in continuing to implement As
pre’‘evention rk.

a the majority of persons trained appreciated the

vtr ve bu APS and werepipe to the idea an interactive network for

Setisie to further incincreasehe level andseal of exchange between its members and continues to

OUTREACH MOCEL FOR HIV POSITIVE ADOLESCENTS AND ADOLESCENTS
COeerie tone OyD.518

2 Goi Brandon, ; Wells, D

New Jersey StavePepectrenteGEHealth ‘Trenton, New Oeceey, U.S.A.

Objective. Careful analysis of current indicators of risk behavior suggest
“may De De textgroupin tim U.S, 0 be tard IMC by te
In en to needs

Nop Siskadolescents in Nev Jersey, a pilot Survey Of 27 Youth was
conducted on the streets Newark, New .

. Individuals were interviewed face-to-face between 10:00 p.m, and
2700 a.m. for brief .

, health end risk

preference as
of school, 4 reported having children.
Conclusion. Adolescents at risk for HIV infection and those already
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D.519 FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE: A CULTURALLY, eeeaay a 0.520

AGE-APPROPRIATE HIV RISK REDUCTION PROGRAM FOR ADOLESC

Stoller, EJ*; Gibson, W. Paul*; Smyly, V*; Rojas de taivitle,
E*; Nestor, S** and Oliva, GE*,

epartment of Public Health, San Francisco, California, **Planned Parent-
hood, San Francisco, California,U.S.A.

Objective: To describe thesede” : a four-session educational strategy for
HIV risk reduction nm Francisco youth.
Methods: Following six onthe of pilot testing, a four-session teaching
model was launched in February of 1988. The modeiwwas designed t

mgths of existing education strategies
theories of behavior change in program design;
change and st development ¢!

tically appropriate information delivery; (4) tailoring of

 

te h in public, private, and parochi

school settings, detention facilit nd community centers; (5) represen-
tation of the consequences of HIV infection a sonal perspective.

cornerstone of the strate, 8 col y person with HIVe ted b
infection, ARC or AIDS. Training is provided for presenters of each of the

 r sessions.
Results: By June 1988, theProgram gained national attention.
efficacy is measured in two ways: anonymous 8 from youth Pertisipantes
and a speaker evaluation form Recent funding fron the Centers for Dise
Control will allow for a more formal program evaluation.

0.521

 

Comportement
Behavior
D.523 AIDS DUCATIIN THE WORKPLACE AND THE FAMILY

National Institute of coldHealth and Human Development,
NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA

children. crerefore, 2 Secor) cbjective is to investigate the relationship
between parents’ knowledge about AIDS and their efforts to educate their own

about.
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D.524 THE RELATIONSHIP WEENHEALTH STATUS ANDPTS
. CAL WELL-BEING AMONG REALTET!MEN ANDMEN

AIDS. d Castre, F a+| sConter
fer Preventive Medicine and Healthth Research,sn‘FrancieState University
aad Pacific Presbyterian Medical Conte rancisce, Califernia, aad
"Stanford University Scheel ef Medicine.Sanford,Cet USA.

Objective. Te evaluate the relatienship between health status and psychalegical
veli-being ameng healthy mon, nenwith ARC sad men with AIDS.

. Tweaty-feur hemesoxe
Wore assessed

prie Each patient received s
sayehslegicalywell-being)sad JetMoscelient). The

of variance ).usin paofactor ysis
- pation had tly lewer chele, JEwell-being sceres

than the healthy ceatrel areneectselsgi well-being sceres fer AIDS
ts were net significantly diff t from these ef the healthy contre! er

the ARC groups, althoegh moan valvesware intermedioe between these aresps.
rt is evidence that hemesexval ARC patisnts

experiencethe highest level ef perchelagiealdistress (the lewest paychelogical
well-being) when compared te h teresexual mon and hemesoxus! mea
with AIDS. Persons at highrisrisk ef marins HIV infection and these with ARC
may benofit from stress fer a mere competoat

P P
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LE PRESERVATIF 3 ETUDEDoes|DIFFERENTS TYPES DE MESSAGES A
PARTIR DES SYMBOLES

Thierry TROUSSIER * “eltts - B.P. 1232
94 ST DENIS:CEDEX(LaaiRéwioa)

QBECTIF ¢ mepe& pertir deailA traque des piveaux de cons
LL + nee touchés Jore de

D.527

 

  

     
  

sieletr progresde wenaibilisetionte+ préservatif
t pour edget, pour WETHODE À part

HH r ins au double iesement de l'homme 1 axe horle
triit “Jontal étent le dévelop individue-

Jité soumlse eux conditions extérieure, l'axeA er
5=x rticele aux différents nivesux conscience

f figure) et ad
Médicemant oe re ciel et sol, reppel des différentes
pourjeux réscti (ethnique, ra

peur disés e
frustetion = Mort = SIDA Etude dea Facteurs Péiliuss per les concepteurs:

EVALUATIONoe lsJeméthode per l'étude coperepporta entre Je contenu des cerps-
gnes et ssus psychiques et c epentaux provoaués. Cinging cempegnes,
srrachuteenPise+"et1508 permettent alive enelyge

: Ce tude complète les tvelvetione quelitetives.et quentite-
prévention vdHoprteue©arPetion’se te popuistioncibiec, de miven 0

- Préservatif, International, Conportement, Campagne, Evaluation,

D.529 USING STRUCTURED SEXUAL DIARIES en TO ESTIMATE RATES,
PREDICTORS AND CONTEXTS OF HIGH-RISK SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR

Anthony Davies, P.M. **
“University of Wales, Cardiff UK.

Polytechnic, London U.K.

To assess the effects of Age and Type of relationship on the
incidence of sexual behaviour of homosexual men in the United Kingdom,
especially on the contexts In which high-risk behaviour occurs.
Methods: Analysis sae structured Tregymenfrom sexual diaries kept

for a month by a r sample of 170
3 most pr“ofasewal acts are high-risk, but they are widespread

Thus, Sithough $3% of men in anal only 9.2% of smquai
behaviour is accounted for by it. Type of relationship has systematically
greater effect x2) thonage for the snot end
activity, bu

fesystematic significant offacts eccur for incidence/man
Importert subgroups far to sexual behaviour inside and outside a primary
relationship: “Safe in /“Unsafe outside* and “Unprotectedected [ in /
Unprotacted ouout ide“.
Conclusion: Rates of sexual behaviours and their relationship context are
critical for asseesin the extent edtype of high-risk behaviour.

D.526 PERSONAL AIDS-RELATED BEHAVIOUR AMONG PARTICIPANTS 70a sas s

TATERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON AIDS Tirelli Uaberto*, Haz:

naw, aren voserding P##*., Franceschi S*. stentr sé

Riferimento Oncologi:soesae, Italy; #* L. ospital, Milan, bewee St. Pierre Univ.

Hospital, Brussels, att San trancieesrs Hospital, Calif.,

Objective. The present survey took advantage of the IV ternational Congress on AIDS to

evaluate per:re AIOS-related behaviour of health professionals fron all over the world (68

 
 

countries). ods A brief questionnaire exploring a nusber of AIDS-related itens (i.e.
HIV-testing, current and past condom use, etc.), was delivered to approximately 650 health

professionals who referred to the information desk of the Conference, Results Although

participa to the Conference were approximately O0, it is worth stressing that the

osple: whom it

Overall, the same percentage (36%) of interviewed health professionals reported to have

undergone HIV-antibody testing and to use condoms regularly. Such proportion was very similar in

wales and females and in individuals frow different nationalities, whereas age below 35 was

associated with almost two-times more Frequent HIV-testing and condom use in comparison with age

above 45. Physicians tended to use condoms one fourth less often than those who did not have a

medical fearess while health professionals who were in contact with AIS patients seesed to be

où serotest thesselves than those employed te

oritively correlated to current use of condoms, but, interestingly, not to condom

years earlier, reported by interviewees. Fifty-eight percent of interviewees stated that

they would explicitly enquire about HIV-antibody status in new sexual partners. Conclusions One

third of the interviewees from all over the world attribute an ieportant role to the regular use

of condoas and voluntary HIV-testing in the strategy against Al

SEXUAL DECISION-MAKING AMONG GAY/BISEXUAL MEN IN A LOW
FOR AIDS

Beeker, Carolyn *; Rose
NYS AIDS Institute, albany,se York, USA

Objective. To examine sexual decision-making under conditions of ambiguous
risk among gay/bisexual men in a low-incidence area for

thod. Participants in a CDC-funded AIDS Prevention study were asked to
estimate their likelihood of HIV exposure in t sexual scenarios. The
scenarios, based on anecdotal accounts from ssparticipance,were held

condom nm

 

a

ona 100-point probability scale. Scenarios
anal sex, anonymous oral s

sex with man whose steady partner is“wiv-infected. Moderate risk 5s Euan
pions (51-36) include =

end. Low risk scenarios (38-44) involve oral sex with partners sesuned to
bemonogamous.
Conclusion. The ranking of mean risk acores for 12 sexual situations i
broadly consistent with|risk reduction guidelines which efphasize avotding
unprotected anal 8 ‘knowing your Teerpe ainforma don about
serostatus is not parton that knowledge, men ap make “edu area"
guesses about the likelihood of infection based onnsituational characteris-
tics such as the setting for sex.

TALKING ABO
D.530 Spencer, Esits11ings, Kaye**; Faulkner, A*; Keegan, J*.

ocial a ommunity Plannming Research, London, England

**Health EducationPRehortEye London, Englan:

Gbiective. Because sexual matters are rarely discussedneeLeLittle is

about the language people use to describe their The
to guide and tnform the design of a quesetionnaire‘tonuse in

of seu Attitudes|and Lifestyles has provided

communi onal issues.
ur were conducted with 40 individuals

d for selected demographic variables. Respondents’

se: nt

seedfor data
the British Surve

 
own choice ©

to the meanings that
rms had for po Tr correspondence to standard definitions,

Results. Respondents were willing to talk about sexual matter: ofte
ul ge with to do so. Passive understanding of sexual

tive Th

1 faitwith, and understanding of,
many alth educational lit:
Conclusion. These results highlight theneed for those working in clinical,
counselling, research andeducational is ttings to take full account of the
social context in which t sed,and the extent to which their
meanings are shared, in order teachieve optimally effective communication.
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ADS.Th SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR OF GAY MEN UNDER THE IMPACT OFD.531
Michael; Markert, Stefanie

INTERSOFIA, sertnese)FEDERAL REPUBLIQUE OF GERMANY

Dietive. To suewhether further changes in sexual behaviour of gay men
All taking place and whetherthose siready identified in a previous

was circulated by tl

h arkable stability of changes
y men in West Germany. Low risk sex has proved to

jortant majority of gay men. Gay men with a stabilized
gay identity are also the most successfull in coping with the ri: of
HIV infection.
Conclusion. Efforts in prevention activities targeting Specific subgroups
of gay men are still to be intensified, namely gay me a lower level
of educstion and men with covert homosexual activities.

D.533 IMMUNE MODULATION FOLLOWINGTHE DEATHHOFACCAGE-COHORT: AN
ANIMAL MODEL OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS IN

 

YoshitetsySei, Phil. Skolnick and Prince. K. Arors
Laboratory  Neurvecienen, NIDDK, National lastitutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.

Ohi Th ame fall death

of their sexu:al partners or close friends, has been pl to influence immun
functions. An atte. in these studies to establish an animal mode! for this
type of pocolaares

We examined immune functions among several mouse strains (C3H/He].
and BALB/cfufollowing the death -cohort, Mice were housed in groupsAER/,

offosAt 48 br intervals, one cohortwaskilledped cervical dislocation and returned to
the home cage. Bebaviioral responses 0: maining cohorts were noted for 2 he
following each exposuro. At the end of fourch exposures, natural killer (NK) ce
activity was measured iin the remaining co
Results, Fighting among the cohorts aad biting carcasses were frequently observed in
the C3HlsARRpeatithe BALB/c mice. Eating carcasses, settling with carcasses

re seen cell activity was significantly suppressed in

 

ba buatnotinAERenMALE
These results suggest thetD the degree<of psychological stress

experi d folland 2) such behavioral ch of
 

BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATIONSTRATEGY IN AIDS PREVENTION
‘ ac, Coneultent AIDS Task Force,

ELE. C. Hedwig GOEDE, MD, Heslth Education, National

IDS Progranme gurinee, Brussels, Belgium

Report on en experiment in Surin and a discussion on methodology

o promote participative training models for health

educators involved in AIDS prevention directed at behavioural
change for specific target gro
To determ the ost effective wethod for each objective and
target group

: Theoretical background end practical experience lead to

participative methods by the training of health

educators in urinem. Representatives from different terget

audiences were treined in information, group work and
communicetion.
Results : Experience indicates

training methods used and
the degrte. of personal

changes are ob

attitudes and behavio
provoked a

s close relationship between the
the output. Depending on the s

involvement and the method

 

d behavioural
table indicating

is propos

:Prevention can be made more effective when methods
correspond more to the
should aleo be used outcome e
prevention campaign being behaviour modification, more resources
are required for training of trainers, research to devise effec-

tive methods and evaluation of the outc
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D 532 MANIFESTATIONS OF AIOSPHOBIA AT AN OUTPATIENT CARE UNIT IN RIO DE JANEIRO

. = BRAZIL
Longo, Paulo Henrique Pinheiro; Carvaiho Neto, L.D.; Sion, F.S.; Morals de

34, C.A,
Gaffrée & Guinle University Hospital, University of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

Beeeckaves: To study theenr and incidence of somatic manifestations of HIV negative

who came to the “onpatent Care Unit at our Hospita

presenting paranoid states andspi related to A:

Methods: The study comprised HIV negative viduals oa08%) with AIDSphobia selecte 
enong 135 patients interviewed, from on86 to Dec 88. Ne physical examination ana

 

 

used non directive interviews, ps; pic support ard counselling.
Results: Somatic manifestations eineedteto the anxiety are shown in the following table:

x

Sexual dysfunction 1 62,6
Diarrhes 1 65,2
Lack of concentration 1 52,2

Jeomis 1 43,5

34,8
in“aerators 21,7

13,0

tyin 4,3 
Ouring ae sessions it was observed that all the 25 individuals presented a
pre-existing. sexual conflict, basically comprising latent homosexual impulses, directed to sn

external AIDS, a sexua! transmitted di:

Conclusions: A gonflictive genualityoican reinforce the fear of AIDS, causing psychiatric states

and somaticForint that can confused with non specificste of HIV infection,

AIOSphobia dered whenpeeoeratnag an AIDS prevention campaign.

pert OF DATA COLLECTED ON SEXUAL HISTORIES IN HAITIAN INNIGRANTS IND.534
*; Tousignai

Community Health Department, Hentreal Sent Kspita and “#cGill University, *‘Université do
Nontréal; Montréal, Québec, Canada.

Objective. To tralaate testretest reliability of a questionnaire on sexual histories ad-
ninistered to Nontrealer: an
Theyase Test-retest nt of nequest jonnaire was assessed using 30 subjects (13f.,

39. The aedian of the interval between the teone adainistrations was
re 15 ‘ys with 33,38 of intervals Que 28 days or sore. Witre subjects were
asked orally 34 questions related to their sexual history. The "7 sitive questions

other 7 unstionsSeins adsinistered
by interview. we s State“af reliabi

tained kappas were significant at the p<0,000) level. "The lowest values were
0,058 for questions on the change of nuuber of casual sex and hososexual encounters.

 

 

 

 

on 4 < = s à =. nm 3 e = a e = = = 3S = oo s Ss a PT s Ss æ
=
s
2
5 = = = s «= 5 > = = ‘eo + Ss ~ = % Ss Ss ” = 5 s a > 5 ES

r (k*i,000), proportion and type (casual/steady, k*0,959) of lifetiae sexual partners
and for frequency of condos use with those partners {k=0,912).
Conclusion. Sexual histories can reliably obtained in the Haitian ethnic ainority of
Wontréal whether these questions are self adeinistered or asked orally.

D.536 THE USE OF TRERCAE INTERVENTIONS ON THE STRESS

eves AND I ING OF HIV POSITIVE INDIVIDUALS

tanCSW. 3 Default, Ethan**,

*Bellevue hospital/ComateSHeart Project., NY, NY USA, **Smith College

School of Social Work, Northampton, MA USA

Objective. On the premise that personality coping styles are a co-factor in

disease prognosis, are assessing the effects of 3 biopsychosocialinter-

une Functiooning of HIV patien

ek intervention
d@ to stimulate Thy-

h a i
ceived a co! ete dmmune profile & biops

mid & end conte with 6 month follow-up planned.. Result.

collected from comparison group not receiving independent varia ee.

Results. Preliminary data suggest a trend toward enhancement

nd immunoglobulin levels.
ts learning| individual

14 S$ levels as
measured by thorough assessment profiles throughout the s

Conclusion. We anticipate finding a correlation between biopeychoreesal

interventioons designed to promote stress Teduction and positive, ce.

e functioning. We further hope to show how these iPrerventions can
be succesefulty àmplemented in overall treatment Protocols in the functioning

of community-based AIDS Assessment Clinic Progran:
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D.537 MAINTAINING FOLLOWUP IN PROSPECTIVE EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDIES

“ HIV INFECTION: EXPERIENCE IN THE BALTIMORE MACS Y

Fox Robin, Jonea LT. The Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene
and Pupiic Health, Baltimore, MD, USA

Objective To describe methods of maintaining participation in the
Baltiaore MACS, a volunteer etudy ofon naturel history of HIV in gay men.

ample 3 month period, methods used to remind atudy
their toliowmp (FB)appsintsents, and r D rates for

1

visite scheduled between 30/88 and 1/89. 30:
leting

AIDS, 8 possible AIDS or non AIDS)

" move:
7 followed by telephone (6 with AIDS)

Status Unknown: tz (32% ee 68% HIV- at lest contact)
Active Tracing: 94 (3 wit DS)

Of 1159 volunteer study Ps, oon,are eccounted for in 1988. Bereported that

prizes verenet a major reason that tinued to volun!

this volunteer population, 74% returned for FU vieits with 1

mailed noLe. In euch studies, it je important to commit resoures to main-
taining FU. Since 1984, vital status is assessed in 86% of the population.

D 539 TRUST: PREREQUISITE FOR GAY HEALTH
° Sty Gra IN MN*; Stern, P. DNSc, RN, FAAN**

a sity - Ny Brunswick, Fredericton, N. B.,
Canada ,** Dalhousie ‘University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

Objective.
the problems they encounter
b) their views on how these problems can be solved.
Methods. Data was gathered from a) unstructured interviews with
34 healthy gay men in the Maritimes; b} maintained while
nureing people with AIDS; and, ¢c) participant observation during

nthe of educating people about AIDS. A substantive concep-
al“framework was developed using the constant comparative

of gay men regarding; a)To explore the perceptiona o
health; andwhile maintaining their

 

chological process of trusting
achieve four

out homosexu-
is} reconciling

and
esponse of gay men to the threat of

ement of these developmental

of achievement of
developmental tasks of gay men, allow educational programs and
counselling approaches to be tailored to their particular needs.

D.541 AIDS BEHAVIOR RISKS IN WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE AGES IN A FAMILY
PLANNING CLINIC.
Fast, die E, Baylor College of Medicine Population Program

Houston, Texas,U.S.A.

As a corollary to an United States Centers fer Disease Control seroprevalence

stud: m of reproductive ages 17-44, a survey was conducted between Oct
ober, 1 d November, 1988 on 438 mixed ethnic origin (313 Black, 402
Hispanic, 27% White) enteri: to the Baylor Population Program Family Pia
i . A self-reported questionnaire consisting of 55 questions on be-

haviors associated with risk for AIDS in heterosex 8: addi-
tion to the routine questi @ on reproductive and contraceptive history.

range of sponses to a. he risk behavior questions wasged 134-438.
Responses to single and multiple risk behaviors were e ned. The seven high
risk behaviors examined included nt--bisexual, IV drug user, IV need]:

od transfusion en 1978-1985; client sex partner--bisexual,IV
The thi aviors included:

history of STD, multiple STDs, and multiple sex partne the single high
behaviors, the positive responses ranged between | (e366) rod 22 (n=438).
For the single low risk evene tnePositive responses range etween

(n=422) and 76 (n=215). Tr the double risk behavi
ranged between 1 (n#430) ted 18 RD) with the higher numbers in the catego-
ides of IV e: ltiple sex partners for either client or sex partner.

The res thi eliminary ris! havior catergorization analyse:

used to substantiate ti eed education a! ing pro; 0
encourage and measure behavior modification in these heterosexual wom jo

are at risk for AIDS and for transmitting it to their partners and babies.

THE MINNESOTA GENERAL PUBLIC AIDS SURVEY: A BEHAVIORAL RISK
FACTOR SURVEY

sehtz ; Salem, N.; Minnesota Department
of Health (MH), Mnneepolis, MN, USA.

Qbiective. To assess AIDS-related knowledge, attitudes san behavior (KAB)
among the Winnesota general public over t i stematic sanplinc

ni y (MGPAS), an "AIDS- specific KAB modul
added t Ne] 1000year for MGPAS). BRFSS (and MGPAS"
uses àWaksbers multi-stage Cluster des

elief in havingge information to protect oneself from AIDS
tnereased, 70% ('86 0% (88). owledge of HIV sexual and needle-

aring transmission was consistently high (88). Incorrect perceptions of
risk declined for blood don n, 45% to 25%; a drinking glass, 213
to 1 kissing, 31% to Attitudes regarding permitting PWA’s tc
continue em on nt increased from 67% Most Minnesotans (84%)
believed that children withAUS 5hould beermtted to attend school. Ir
1988, among 22% who replied ‘ye ‘ to "Has AIDS changed your life in any

46% reported | taking Sexual precautions, ranging from increased
perception of risk to increased care in partner selection to adoption of
safer sex behaviors.

The BRFSS is an excellent vehicle for state-level AIDS
d HS national surveys, Minnesotans appear to have

arding HIV transmission, lower
misperceptions of casual transmission, and a higher degree of acceptance of
PWA’s in school and work settings.

= = ~
~ =
.

D.540 “HOW AN AIDS PATIENT MANAGES HIR LIFE"-A study of
seropositives to HIV tients In Sdo Paulo city.

*:Laurindo ,L*;Gianna ,M*; Kalichman ,A*;
Grangeiro,A*;Laurindo ,J* ;Munhoz
*AIDS-Reference and Training Center-Health Secretariat of Säo
paulerprasi

x the enormity of cases in Sao Paulo city, 3213 until december,
ink that is urgent a study trying to understand more

about the AIDS patient ife
General objectives-1)To provide subsides in the sense of bed under
stand and dea1 better with the disease:2)To propose support

the patients in their itinerary to
ke a evaluation of the social-economic

rke
chosen a questionary to be applicatec in sero

re being followed at the medi-
tients were chosen in a casual

ir diagnostic
shomosexuals (33%),

i in
Methodolo
positives and sick patiennts that
cal care in our service. These

receivers(3%) our patients are sti n work mr
ket,thatsfaceÀthereaaves in a fateful and resignated: chan

5 of to abstain themselves
gin :

eÿ aneds,rquaghsonsbip,.They,Lome.AOFEUBPOrE with their family:

TITLE: PILOT STUDY OF KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE, OPINION AND
EHAVIOUR OR LAGOSIAN NIGERIANS ABOUT HIV INFECTIONS
acote

SOMORIN, A.O., LEWIS, UNOWO, B., NIGER 0.0.,*SOMORIN, J.E.

Sow OF Miche,DoOF LAGOS, NIGE)
TION THODIST CHURCH*.scos, NIGERIA

OBJECTIVE:. To determine indices of Knowledge and Attitude of Lagos

residents using their Beliefs and Opinion, about contracting and preventing

spread of AIDS in Niger:

D.542

METHODOLOGY: The study wascarried out by interviewers using specdally
Prepared coded Questionna: forms to screen 239 health looking Nigerians
omprising of 110, 129, laynen and health personnel respectively in January -

Sune. 1988.

RESULTS: 50% of the population have adequate knowledge of AIDS while 70% and
layne mnel believe phatue can spread AIDS,

Only 50% of the population believe"hat “has COMMUNITY -VBLNERABILITY.
S educational programmes should be

health personnel and blood donors.

 

given to call girls, parents, teachers,

30menephe health personnel belief that short term training exposure in AIDS
t, and incentives should be given to prospective AIDS health Care

provider

70% - 90% of the group feel that the government should legislate against
the importation of AIDS into Nigeria. atu
CONCLUSION: There is therefore a need for a larger KAO population/in Nigeria.
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D.543 re THERAPY ACTUATION AT A MULTIDISCIPLI- D 544 TOWARDS ZAPROVONG CONDOM USE IN A SEXUALLY. TRANSMITTED
JARY TEAM TURNED TO AIDS . DISEASE LI
MOREIRA C.ZF F.A.A.3 TANNI L.MN.: . Beidas, Serres Tnes,D.#*, *Saint Michael's Medical Center,
BELLUCCI us, Nei LIMA, MePsJeS; gg East Orange Healthre"Newark, N.J., U.S.A.

Centro Cane (CCII) . Campinas.Säo Paulo. Brazil.

CCII a philanthropic non ntity ltidi

und by: doctors,psychologists, nurses, dentists,physical

Lt void the re-
striction of therapeutics process. Results will be discussed, in
the presentation.

D.545 PROT SRD.neanaes ND MIFESTILES - A
. PILOT STUDY.

#E.J. Field, ‘Anne M. gonnson,*kx, WelLings
Wadsworth, °s.a. Bradshaw, **R.M. HE 8 Mindlesex School of
Medicine, ++Health Authority, ost. Mary's Hospital Medical School,
Imperial College, London, U.K.

« To assess the feasibsa enor Rationalstudy of sexual
stitutesand lifestyles in a random sample of the Bri tish population.
Method. A stratified multi-stage sample of addresses was taken from the
Postcode Address File and one person aged between 16 and 59 randomly
selected f: each Se were asked about numbers of sexual
partners in different time periods, ty, sexual

sexual
self-—completion booklet

completed way i
Results. From 1,495 eligible rennes, 974 productive
achieved, a response rate of 65%.

ly representative of the
slightly under-represented. There was

partners and specific sexual practices.
irst sexual

this study has established
a methodology which will be used in a national study of 20,000 individuals.

. AIDS AMONGBRAZ UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.

Diaz, M.M.***, Ah, Francisco H.*, Goodson;J nee,
Diaz, J.* **,ven S.*** andFaunde:

* State University of Campinas, Campinas, SP, brasil”ae“The©Population Com
cil, New York, USA; *** CEMICAMPCAMP, Campinas, SP,

pics : To assess the incidence of sexual behaviors that constitute risk
erecting AIDS among Bra:zilian University Students and the impact of in-

Faereres about AIDS on this incidence.
questionna. on sexual behav: and knowledge

to 2609 studentsofthefirst fogrades of the StateUniver
ormed using SPSS
ts was 37.dethepercentage students

» lowered to 45.6%. The inci-
abou » The

did not

Educational strategies appear as an urgent

782

Objective. To assess patient knowledge about condoms and spermicidals in a
high rk setting for STD and HIV infec
Methods. Twenty four patients (22 nen2womenm), mean age 25.8 + 5.7(SD),
were consecutively interviewed n Inner City STD Clinic. Their|knowledge
of condoms and spermicidals was evaluatedthrough a questionnaire
Result: Fif (62 2) w ost of

uptu de
use of vaseline for additional jubricetion.

rmicidal use in this population
at high risk for HIV and STD infections.

D 546 THE HIV SUPPORT GROUP: AN ANALYSIS USING DIFFERENT SOCIAL

« ROBLEM MODELS AND DIFFERENT INSTITUTIONAL SETTINGS

essel, N.D., Jer omas
Bronx AIDS Community Service Project, Director of Education, N.¥.C.

Samaritan Village, Inc., Health/HIV Coordinator, Ny c.,U.S.A.
Mercy College, idhunce Professor, N.Y.C, & Bedfor Hilis Correctional Pacil-

y Extension and Taconic correctional Facility Extension
Objective. To analyze HIV Support Groups in relationship to five social
roblem models: medical, social disorganization, value conflict, deviant

behavior and labelli: To analyse HIV Support Groups at five types8 of
institutions: residential drug treatment coi ties, methadone treatment
Programs, the criminal justice system (local lock-up, state incarceration,
the police , the courts, parole and probation), mental health facilities ar
general hospitals

Methods. Personal observation and study based upon years of experience.

 Results. Differences in HIV Support Groups are seen according to what model
ve use to understand them and the type of institutional setting.

Conclusion. To educate, change attitudes and change behavior, we need to
consider what kind of model we use and the differences in rhe types of
institutional settings. More study is needed in this subjec

Counseling
Counselling
D 548 À THREE COMPONENT AIDS ATTITUDE SCALE

. Torabi, Mohammad R. and Yarber, W.L
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A.

Objective. To plan, implement, evaluate and study AIDS education programs,
development of a valid know! edge test and, attitude scale is essential. The
purpose of this study was to develop a valid, Likert-type scale to asse:
student attitudes towards AS and AIDSprevention. The three-componentSati
tude model, consisting of feeling, belief, and intention to act w
known to be an appropriate way of measuring health attitudes was util ized for
the above pu
Methods. By reviewing related literature. a table of specifications consist-
‘ing of two conceptual areas was developed large pool of Likert-type atti-
tude statements related to the table of specifications was developed using a

ety of sources. Th ements were reviewed by a jury of experts for
clarity and content validity. Based on this collective delete, a prelimi-
nary scale witl nt is being

tion for criterion of internal con-
sistency: t-test for discriminating analysis of the items and extern
criterio
Reswits."As a result of these analyses, 15 of the most discriminating origi-
a tems on the preliminary instrument wi e selected for the final
scale. For validation purposes, the finalized scale will be administered to
a@ representative sampte of 300 college Students ina major university in the
United States. The collected data will be analyzed by using univariate and
multivariate statistical techniques in order to evaluate scale performance,
validity and reliability
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D.549 A METHOD FOR COUNSELLING PATIENTS WITH NEUROLOGICAL PROBLEMS D 550 ERVOLINO COUNCELLING/AIDS PROGRAI

ASSOCIATED WITH AIDS . Ë o,L.A.2;Ervolino Netotttarvao Silva,A.200;
Robert; Miller, R. and Willison, J.

Royal Free HospitalantSchool of Medicine, London, England.

Objective: To describe a method for counselling patients, family members
partner: health care staff for neurological problems at different stages
of iliness, associated with AIDS.
Methods. The ‘Milan oach' in family therapy was applied. Interventions

a doctor, Turse or other member of thehealth
the overall assessment of pa

they are stellFable: to

a ‘translating’the
e s: s in the management n chi
Counsellors asohhhave a special role in advisingand consulting to colleagues

of these patients.
is reduced in working with neurologically impaired uv

fami are engaged
early stage. Major crises counselling at a stage
before difficulties become intractable problems.

usion. A coherent, teachable and consistent approach to counselling this
patient group ca!n reduce stressond elicit improved coping strategies in the
patient, the Femily and health care team.

° GF MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS IN PSYCHOSOCIAL INTERVENTION XP THE
COMMUNITY LEVEL.

William J, Ryan, MEd, MSW, RSW. Director of Support Services, Comité sida
aide Montréal.CANADA

Objective - To descr: psycho-social interventions with People With AIDS or
persons who are seroposii concerning safer and verifica~
tion of information medical diagnosis. Literature has shown t
both of these ts in
point of diagnosis and at the level of community intervention.

group from a commmity based
counse and verification

ion at Comité

about
tion of a commmity based organisn.

Conclusion ~ It is feasible to integratethese tw aspects into counselling
intervention at conmmity based organiza’

Results - -Àpopulation that $a batter informel
medical information through the intervent

COUNSELLING WORKSHOP FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
Grondin Mary, Bulin M, Department of Public Health,
City of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

OBJECTIVE: HIV illness was becoming an issue for health care providers
working for Public Health Departments. This workshop was instituted to
provide Public Health Nuraes with the tools toÀdevelopcounselling skills

« Material

erial.
48 Public Health Nurses have participated in this workshop.

this was the only training available to them to meet the
|

e n to make a serons contact raeach
participant to determine the relevancy of the hop. workshop is
presently being adapted to meet the needs of other aecstonale auch as
physicians and other health care providers.
CONCLUSIONS: There is a need for workshops to be developed and continued
to be offered. Discussions enabled Public Heana Nurses to be
of the psycho-social issues involved in HIV c elling. Certain principles
need to be followed in this type of presentationnwhich will be outlined.

   

invite

 

Objectives. To improve the prevention level in HIV transmission.
Methods. Ervolino3Counce) ling/Al DS Programme Is n Resources trainning 

en the DELand its peers, family, friends and patlents involved with
the HIV contamination process. This programme also Includes specific training

rs" and “Instructors'’, which are
autonomy to the programme after its implementation.

ingro
patients. 40.5% of ADs Patients, NOT YET trained, but tereated by professionals
trainedey this method, believe that their attitude concerning AIDS has changed
pe rmane:

effective to and work the basic emotions of en Individual b:
supplying him/hera ‘ecnnicelinformation for behavior changes:

D 552 TRAINING OF INSTITUTIONAL PROFESSIONALS AS HIV INFECTION/
. AIDS PREVENTION TRAINERS IN PERU

Bossio, iuist;;CAceres, C.*;Goodfriend, N.**;Carovano, K.**
*Programa VIDA, Lima, Peri; **AIDSCOM/AED, Washington, U.S.A.

Object » Developinig a short program for training a multidisciplinary
group 0:ofpro:fessionals, coming from severaloanoe as trainers in

HIV infection/AIDS prevention counseling, and leading them in the design of
a working strategy within their institutions.
Methods. Thirty peruvian institutions, including Nationa)aaneSocialbeSecu-
rity Hospitals, Institutes developing AIDS research or
social ions and HIV-screening Laboratories, are einvited€topl a

info: about
tive

counseling, the local history of AIDS andthe ways it is being fought,
be presented and discussed. In addition, possible working strategies for
each attendant within his/her institution will be
Results. Invited institutions part by ig medical doctors, psy-
choïogist social workers. level of knowledge was heteroge-
neous in tezms of quantity and quality. Attendants ici
enthusiastically in the dynamics. At of the , à standarize-
t vas i the level of knowledge among participants; their in-
volvement in further ’ the specific working strategies

Conclusions. The Training:of-HIV/AIDSpreventioncounseLing-Trainers Work-

shopscoconts for an improverent in the level of knowledge among attendants,

increase in their motivation for further work.

D.554 A Comprehensive program to Support Individuals

Infected with HIV
Williams, Janet L Magruder, Charles D.#,

hez, Jose La,' ‘quattrromani, Frank L.
#Womack Army Community Hospital, Fort Brag. NC, USA,## Walter Reed Army

Institute of Research, Washington, DC,

bjective. To describe and evaluate a multi-disciplinary program designed to

support people who have been infected wit:h HIV,

The U.S. Government has a foraal policy which states that all

Teduala on active duty status in the Armed Forces must have an HIV

antibody test at least biennially. When an ELISA test comes back positive, a

obtained. If this test is also positive, the individual seesil

a physician who explains ite meaning and provides counseli I
afterwards, ch pergon is evaluated by apaychiatrist and given an

opportunity to receive p ral counseling and suppor Repeat ELISA and

Western Blot tests are then perfor t a different laboratory. When the

-up counsing formal
internist, social worker

community health nurse are assigned.

sults. More than 188 people have been involved with this program since its

The vast majority of these individuals heve found the sociial and

eno
Though difficult to quantify, it is
modi reduce certain high-riak behaviors, thereby reducing t

possipility that further HIV tra:nemiasion will
supportive environment for individualaConclusion, Thi

infected with HIV. Similar efforts“could be beneficial elsewher

783

Fetari at,Porto Alegre,

the elements that give technica!

Ye
Conclusions. qeresults obtained up to now support the theory that i is highly

‘ore
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D.555 A BEHAVIORAL APPROACH TO HIV PREVENTION
SERONEGATIVE OR UNTESTED GAYISISEXUAL MEN WITH A
STORY UNSAFE BEHAVIVIR.

week à 3 Simpson, M ; Henry,KT
in County Red Door Clinic, Minneapalis, Minnesota, USA, *Twin City

Therapy Clinic, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA; St. Poul Health Department, St.
PaulMMinnesota, USA.

 
OBJECTIVE To reduce the incidence of unsafe sexual behavior among gay/biexual

have fe unknown.
 

who a history of unsafe sexi behavior within th
were mulated explore the role of alcohol and oth druge in al situs-
tions so no sexual activity occurs unde influence of chemicais; 2)Increase the

i ehav iors; “Demnatizngàfealinge
me

nærtive sexual
sou 6 by leaming how to playfully anpropery à
RESULTS Admission criteria was based history Ofma behavior rather
serostatus Known seropositive inal were referred other program
Approximately 332 gaybisexuel men were ened at local STD clnics, 106 we
determined eligible and 47 were enrolled in the prog, re offered
individually taltalored treatment plans and participated a group counæling/educa-
tional protocol aimed at changing behavior. Participants completed né
goal setting session: >60% were able to identityàsions that pracipitated unsafe
behavior in the past (ie, work stre mily argument and 75%
reparted alcohol/drug use concurrent with unsafe “behavior,
CONCLUSION Participants who completed this pilot study reported more coneis-
tency in safe sexual behavior.
 

D 557 IMPLEMENTING AIDS PREVENTION COUNSELING SERVICES
. AT AN STD CLINIC

Gibson, Paul M.; Gibson, W.P.; Bolan, G.

Department of Public Health, San Francisco, CA, USA

Objective. To integrate AIDS prevention services into the treatment of
patients at an STD clini

thods. An organizational approach was taken 1bee AIDS preven-
tion services, ask Force was formed, s
surveyed and a standardeed protocol was designsa. All pro:
heaith care staff received training in the new protocol, and a
retreat was held ovide solve concerns.
Results.

implement

evaluation will
determine the long range impact of services on the clinic and patients in

reducing their HIV and STD ris]

WEY VOLUNTEERS IN À WELLFARE STAT
istensen, Socgen Haahr**;

is a called wellfare state. We li the economical-
ly priviliged part of the World. We are known for taking care of
people "fro ri to grave". We pect paid professionels to
take care of our health and soci prol s. This means that we

in mind i

support a private organisation to establish and run an
AIDS hot-line with volunteers as counceliors.

LBL (The National Gayorganisation) was granted money to give in-
t AIDS the general pub.ble by means of an AIDS

 selling we are d ig every day. Ye h
teers not t of necessity but as an active choise. This deci
sion was made, because when it comes to councelling we find

784

D 556 yous pesEE PARENTS OF HIV ANTIBODY POSITIVE CHILDREN

. sonakis. Haemophi iia Foundation of Australia
F4LAPCR Tefoursne). Social Workers Haemophilia Centre. (Sydney). and H.F.A.

cttiveaneaeess and concerns of parents of children with perophtita and aryare extra-

srester than those of the children themsel Many s: rom the
parents” *ssolationfon,bo onal and geographictatAustralie). Following reque: Abu
Haemophilia Foundation of Aire2pplied for a grant t0 fund workshops with theSn of bringing

Cagetherpeosinepeopleeetats comoom jem to share ti situation and draw upon their own res-
0 ua .

the major
An open, flexible format was prepare byHPA. and counse sui

barticybantsaatpach workshop. Comni a Friday anneandnull Saturdaywas required

he concluding optional socievening function was always well attended.
concurrent adolescent workshop held
Results: Three workshops were held in majorstele, with participants travelling long dist-

ancesFon country and interstate to attend,wfact Hs tators re the counsellors from echhpatient
roup, allowing fwoortant follow up to deal h some of theprofoundly.emotional conce

ratsed: and discussed. Information sessions on- g. AZT were offered by H.F.A. resource 2people,
(and always taken up), acting as a ventilation between heavier, more difficult discussion

sessions.Following 3 brain-storming of issues, the groups set their own agenda by choosing
idiscussion group topics. À problem-solving technique was applied to discussion to endeavour
‘to give people a more positive

Simmariesofof brain storming sessionsprioritized topics and each group discussion were
corded ina raneigentiftable ay. these were summarized and sent to participants as rein-

forcement reminder
‘Conclusion: Great voltagewaevewpressediy rent st being able to share together.

le Opening up of sensitive are: . fac ig deateen assente for some
temorety was still appreci. ted.

 

THE USE OF HYPNOSIS WITH ASYMPTOMATIC HIV INFECTED PEOPLED.558
Gochros, Jean S., Ph.D., HIV Unit, Tripler Army Medical

Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A.

To explore the use of hypnosis in assisting asymptomatic HIV

infected people cope with

Meth

stress and anxiety.

' of hypnosis with men she

members of an HIV+ support group she

the feedback she has received,
g

 
in t group sessions,

pe with interpersonalrrelationchiips and such

Lissues as anxiety, fear of death and dying, sense o essness and

loss, and ee to stigmatization. It has also provided techniques for

coping with

Conculsion. Pébae d behavioral changes and feedback from clien:

jxoup membe: suggest that hy is ca particularly useful in stress

relief and the_Cevelopment £ coping skills. At same time, m be

emphasized ¢ use of hypnosis and such popular derivatives a:

“visualisation” can also ui when used with the implicationthat it

n “heal”, cure,or prevent AIDS.

oe PROJECT: CLIENT EVALUATION OF A oe PROVIDING

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT FOR PEOPLE WITH A’

» Dykes, J.*, J.*s,

bion Sect (AIDS) Centre, Sydney Hospital, Sydney,
Australia, nese.Mancent! 2 Hospital, Sydney, Australia.

YOLUNTEER EMOTI!

McCallun, L.* dubrich, Ness.

 

Objective. To evaluate the effectiveness of a volunteer emotional
puprort Program for people with AIDS from the cliente’perspective.

Cliente who had besn match
nonnths |vers interviewed.
information about the
volunteers.

quality and quantity of clients contact with

ty males and one female were interviewed. 11 had full
AIDS. In giving an overall acsees:sment of the usefulnessof theiraxed
Test.seventeen found then ‘very help ' tely’

found most useful for provicing friendship
tires

“slightl: yolunteerrs wer
and eu tated that they used their volunteer
point of contact in&@ medical or emotional crisis. One third of clieats
had handed o' Power of attorney to their volunteer. None had
requested a change ofrsluntecer.

These results suggest that pointesare able to provide

emotional support for:people withÀ ADS in their home environment, thereby
Theaccuseie the process of

rate

reducing demands on health professionals.
parening clients and volunteers is indicated by low of
rejection.
*Ankali - an Australian aboriginal word meaning friend.
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A FORMULA FOR ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL RISK ACTIVITY À
D.561 FOR HIV INFECTION WITH MODIFICATION FOR BEHAVIOR D.562 AND TESTING

DeBernardo, Robert L., M.D., Yale University, New Authors: ; Fowley, C.; Solomon,Karen; James, R.; Rautenberg,ESE.; Schultz, S.
Haven, CT., USA

Objective. To develop a method capable of assigning a probability

figure to an individual's risk of contracting AIDS, given his or her
° measures,
1 and epidemiological studies

e the les common denominators for risk
DS.

of anindividual contracting AIDS (IRF) is
the probabilities of three factors: 1. the transmission

efficiency ofthe the activity (TE), 2. the prevalence of HIV in the
area to which the contact belongs (AP), 3. the risk group of the
contact (RG).

RF = TE x AP x RG

This probability can be modified by utilizing the failure probability

of each protective measure ti
testing, etc. Utilizing this form
aonthey observation that are available, and allows for predictions

when the:
Conclusion. The“Calculated individual risk probability ratio may be a
valuable tool to help assess an individual's risk, and help determine

the best specific preventive measures to lower his or her risk to

acceptable levels for counseling and educational purposes.

ART THERAPY WITH HIV POSITIVE PATIENTS, MOURNING,
RESTITUTION AND MEANING

Art Therapy Section, Walter Reed Amy
Medical Center, and the Walter Reed Retrovirus Research Group, Washington,
D.C., United States of America.

and value of creative, expressive

. and 20 minute features
approximately 150 slides of art productions (by HIV positive military
personnel) ical
emotions in art work. A poem written and read by

is sung by a patient; others are ic found by pat
. The di tion describes distinctive features in art

work of HIV positive changes the
D

HIV POSTIVE.SUPPORTGGROUPS- A MODEL OF INTERVENTION
pple hal, S.; James, R.; Santiago, D; ani

NYCDepart‘tment of Health, New York, NY.
AIDS Program‘Services

Objectives. 1. To provide group support for individuals who have tested HIV
positive and their partners. 2. TiFoprovide barrier free services to assist those

who have tested postive more effectively cope physically, emotionally,
ment of th professionally facilitated group

services for people who have tested positive and their partners ‘or people with

Ans.4aIlgroups meet weekly ve an on-going, drop-in format. Participation

is a and there ave no fees or intake procedures. a strong

eruphasis0on mnself help and leadership trainiraining.Peer support pifective confrontavion

leedback are utilized in order addresss relevant HI safer
safer drug use (with an emphasis on drug free behavior laine utilization of5
ep anonymous program ideology); health promotion and maintenance;

notification: positive attitude towards self; and control over lives and HIV illness.
are effective models of intervention for those

who have tested positive, particularlyfefor those who are substance abusers and their
propriate arena to explore behavior

including obstacles to behaviorior 

and Practicing gafer sex,prenotification aad becoming drug fr:
Participants have be helped to deal with the ‘emotional crisis and

Ree‘that a positive t

to become leaders of
ec Trovidednine for HIV counselorsseropositive groups in o! settings, and ha:

HIV+ individuals
frequently

who wish to replicate aunmodel. By enabling them to work with
ir a long basis, groups have reduced the

observed among HIV counse!

NewNowYorGiiy Dep't. ofHealth, New York, N.Y. AIDS Program Services

Objective: To provide , drug counselors, public health educators, social workers,

physicians and other health andsocsocial service professionals with the skills needed for advising
patients/clients about AIDS and conducting counseling related antibodytesesting.

counseling and resting training program was developed to help professionals

overcome the barriers to talking abou! ex, drugs,ththe implications of HIV disease and . À
five-day, 35-1 course, by mb rainand limited to wis participants, vides

complete and up-to-date information about HIV disease, basic counseling techniques, active

listening skills, and development of referral resources. m is run according to the

small group dynamic m

There hasbeenen an overwhelming demand for this training
from health and other professionals working isons, TB and STD clinics,hospital in-patient
and out-patient settings,PORC.andfamily planning‘agencit drug trea
Participants have found the mely enr, and mostPs the need

Horie Disin view of the emotionalMensof the s and the Wettedclinical supervision i:

their
A manual containing the complete curriculum of the five-day course has been

prepared for useby agenciesjes in New York City and elsewhere. In addition, the training unit is

1/2-da! ich include case
‘andconssultatation, stress management techniques, refinement of Hiv-related counseiing

skills sharing of referral resources and more intensive training in such areas as addiction, death
and dying and women's issues.

UTIVIZING A FAMILY INTERVENTION monet TO PREVENT AIDS
WORKER BURNOUT WITH INNER CITY P.

D.564
Walker, Gillian*

Therapy, New York, New York, USA

In many large cities the najority of all new AIDS diagnoses are found in
Inner City famities. These fiamilies present as drug using, multi-
families, most whom sustain than one oss ‘rom HIV in
complexity of family problems,

*The Ackerman nsertate for Family

years of consultation to pediatric andadutt AIDS projects in Inner City
hospitals, the Ackerman AIS team has devised a brief, problem-focussed
model of family intervention which allows the worker and fi concen-

ival and future planning. In this interven-
tion identifies family strengths and adaptive problem-solving capacities.

ded kin system or ot r naturi rl identified
as resources and invited to become a
the worker comes see the family as arresource » they become colleagues i
care instead of entering into the adversarial relationship that feelings of
powerlessness generate. David Reiss' illness/famiiy research has sl
that when a family can identify or utilize strengths, illness may provide
an opportunity for transformation and change.

D 566 BEREAVEMENT LSSUES FOR SURVIVORS OF PERSONS WITH AIDS
.

Colburn, Kathleen Ar: ena, D.

Hospice of Central Iowa, Des Moines, Lowa,U.S.A.

To determine if survivors ofens who died of AIDS have a

tional environm in resolving grief.
interview which 5)surveyed what survivors were doing to

what resourcesed had in the community and if they

were accomplishing the tasks of ¢

four tasks of griefare discussed in terms of the social

à

 
 

s
is survivors experience physical and emotional symptoms

stemming from unresodved grie:

ructure for a * gherapeutic group of PWA survivors is proposed.

Grief resolut.ionon is the primary goal. Specific structured exercises for

facilitating the goals of each task of grief are sugges
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jépondre aux besoins de soins des séropositifs et des ma-
atif.lades réle du multipartenatiat associ

LeveeD*, MAUREL H**, CORDONNIER J.P.***, ESTOURNEL
JeL.*

wPrésident de la MNEF, PARIS ;
*Administrateur FSEF, PARIS ;

**Sécrétaire Général d'APARTS, PARIS ;

###*Administrateur MNEF, PARIS, FRANC 
OBXECTIF : Répondre à la demande de suivi thérapeutique et social des jeunes
séropositifs pour le V.I.H. ou malades du SIDA en Ile de France.

METHODE : Mise en place d'une structure de soins associant prise en charge
médicale, “psychologique et sociale ; structure qui soit également un lie:
ressource en matière de formation des travailleurs sociaux et des rofee-

2. Ce now t créé en multipartenariat associati f
(mers FSEF, APARTS) sous la forme d'un Centre de jour relais entre inga

l'Action Sanitaire et Sociak de terrain facilitent l'accès aux soins
le Prévention, au conseil et à l'orientatioi

CONCLUSION : À côté des campagnes d'information et de prévention primaire,

Ce Centre rend possible une activité de prévention secondaire répondant aux

besoins de soins de l'après dépistage, dans une population jeune.

INFORMATION GROUP FOR PEOPLE WITH HIV INFECTION OR AIDS
ND THEIR PARTNERS

Hedge, Barbara*; Glover, L.*
St Mary's Hospital, Tandon, England, **Middlesex

ital, London, England. tina
Objective: Man ple with HIV infection or AIDS and their partners fin

ait difficult sttheir fears an ings and so lack crucial social
h people often find it aiftioutt to join support groups but

ars keen to learn more about HIV. s proposed to use an "information"

OU) 80 de. social sisupport.

Methods: Homosexual men with HIV infection or AIDS or their partners, who

ine clinic
elo: ‘ormation" group winonmet on a regular basis. Each

session comprised an informative talk, a discuseion and socialising time.

The aims of the group were established by members in the first session and

evaluated after twelve sessio
oup was positively evaluated by a majority ofere on a

D.571

 

slant. These
Conclusions: Soctal support

with HIV or AIDS and their partners ugh

“info mative"|group. The usefulness of this crereach is discussed with
reference to other client groups
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INTEGRATED|TOENTITY THROUGH THE EMOTIONAL SUPPORT APPROACH
Program Coordinator: Emotional Support

Feu see{ Project, San Francisco, California, USA

Objective. To substantiate the impact of Emotional Support on identity
ntegration for individuals diagnosed with AIDS.

Methods. One on one peer counseling contributes greatly% the emotional
healthof ass facing an AIDS diagnosis. This d
about a dual iden conflict in being an individual
identified. The iHesnosts of a terminal 111ness quay itatively disrupts
the cognitive. psychological and emotional aspects
cycleiyby using increased stress coupled with physical and psychological
readjustm
Results. active listening, non-judgmental support and affirmation are three

‘o increase self-awareness,
sense of stability where rapid

change is inescapable for individuals diagnosed with AID:
replaced the effec+ of huma

contact on people diagnosed with AIDS -- nor will it. The Enotional"support
approach engenders.{independent living for People with AIDS.

 

D.570

 

SETTING UP AN HIV/AIDS COUNSELLING SERVICE
Green.3John; McCr:
National Aids Counselling TrainingUnitit (NACTU), St. Charies’
Hospital, Exmoor Street, London, U.

D.572

to the organisation of HIV/AIDS Counsell-

ach for a given setting.

compare two approache:

sible approaches te organising a counselling se
rganised in which a

Pace rae

 

resources and whether the bulk of care is hospital or community bai

Results: Three successful counselling systems in three countries are compared
with respect to these factors and the acdels adopted.

Conclusion: assuccessful counselling service depends on choosing an appropriate

1 for local circumstances
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D.573 TRAINING IN HIV/AIDS COUNSELLING
n J;

National Aids aline TrainingUnit (NACTU), St. Charles'
Hospital, Exmoor Street, London, U,

Objective: 2pet out the key elements in training counsellors for HIV/AIDS

 

D.574 THEPLTIMATEO CHALLANGEOF COUNSELLING - The Noah's
Ark-Red Cr
Morfeldt, Jan-Olof, Noah's Ark-Red Cross Foundation, Stockholm,

tion BALbriefk describe the ongoing challange atThis presentationwil.¥ y

Method: NACTUmetrained over 5,000 workers from the UK and te in HIV/AIDS soe, MATcask eal
Counselling. experience and evaluation of each course aesare work. fheuiutedmeet?)ne
training formahee been arrived at. 8RE on our HOSs aeas

eato-tier training approach has been adopted with (1) an initial
training on factual aspects second training programme

ed
a pre-assesel of course participants which

selection of Ss clude pre est counselling,
a: and interviewing about sex, counselling persons with AIDS,

counselling carers and familias, death and bereavement, drug u
natal
specific psychological problems and organising a system appropriate to

local needs.

Conclusions: A successful counselling course for HIV/AIDS must identify

key trainee needs, and current skill levels and provide a flexible,

Modular and skills-based approach to train:

 

D.575

CARBALLO M##+, -
* Médecins du Monde, Paris, France, ** Comité National de Lutte contre le
SIDA. Congo. #*#*# G.P,A, WHO. Genève. Suisse.

COUNSELLING : UNE STRATEGIE POUR L'INFORMATION DANS LES
COPHO!PAYS AFRICAINS FRANI

LEBAS Jacques* ; M'PELE pas 3 O'DELL Wee 5 AEBERHARD F* ;

palesset +: Dans le cadre des programmes nationaux à moyen terme de lutte
IDA, des C.N.L.S. (O.N,G.) et 1'0.M.Sn

(G.P.A.) organisent, ensembie, le ion urs en counselling,
Dans le but:de freiner la transmission de l'infection V.I par l'infor.
mation et l'éducation, de d: T iétal de l'épidémie en infor-
ment lee personnes relais conf ment au contexte sucio-culturel et au ni-
veau de ressources sanitaires de chaqui YSe

égués par pays participent à un séminaire de travail orga-
ires nationaux, Le programme cv

vail pour l'étude de ces concrets 5. Deux anima’
vsil, un Européen eturrAfricein, familiarisés avec le counselling et les don-
n @ encadrent le eémina:
Conclusion : Le programme détaillé et les évaluations ds séminaires seront
disponibles lora de la conférence.

D.577 GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY WITH eeprisgens

Upadhya, Gopalakrishna*; Rose:

*Bronx-Lebenon fospécal /Albert Einstein collegeroe“Medicine
» New York 10456 U.S

JECTIVE: To describe the efficacy of group psychotherapy in c
people with AIDS HIV infection who are socioeconomicall

IVedrug users living in an inner city community of New Yor!i.

ering for
y disadvantaged

ODS: The support group met weekly, led by a psychiatrist and a paych-

oOlogist facilitating the members to articulate thoughts, feelings and
frustrations ina nonreetrictive holding environment

content and direction of discussion, and exchange infornat.ion/advice on

medical care, social servicesand housing. A significant number of me:

bers are or have been homeless.

RESULTS: The group became a source of improved self-esteem, dignity, mutual
understanding, consistancy, and trust. It contributed to efforts to re:

drugfree|and to mastery of Formanyconcerns about social tsola-
tion, stigma, rejection, and . For many it became a surrogate family,
providing unconditional love which had seldom been received from others.

CONCLUSION: The success of the group approach hi

jets social,Psychological, and medical.

life span of t

as proven itself
It has added to the quality and

educat. oneAIDÉS eeeonal and prat: cal
support are 1 Yhtegrated

work also. àincuies that done at our Guests House for HIV-

the Free se.grosdeacmpiene Entasvelopmentoft at
cpeplete care, bypeopl@ sufrering from Shronical and

she crreneeddiseases.

our i i createpened,climate
2mpestonant care |actiyitigwhichweganhons,
tessoof race, Bex,creed aor yeperry

carry HIV. ‘the’other mat:
educst: toareout in w: stoopen up

eattaeereteniingfor,those oes arariesbut also tohelp
e stay un:

A Support Group Model For Counselling Couples
Affected b:LeAIDS

ow. carlowsk » Suppor’ up Members
*Johns Hopkins UnSeeaumesCOM and theater“inte serGroup
Facilitator, Washington, D.C. “*Planned Parent of Topolitan Washington
and Whi tman-batker thinks Support Group Fac’ayitetor, Machines » D.C.

*Couples affected by AIDS, Whitman-Walker Clinic, washington."0. C, U.S.A.

Objectives: The AIDS epidemic forces couples impacted by the disease to. face new
ssues in their relationships. In id counsel lors

D.576

urn, therapists arid co und the word
are forced to re-examine roles and relationships in providing therapy and support.

authors examine issues which couples have faced during the thre 2 years
this support group has existed. Authors wil] also describe differences in leading

upport ‘or couples impacted by AIDS then groups for oth: SUES.
Methods: Support g been p who

years. couples in Washington
Dete have hadthe oppportunt ty to attend a support
them with the effects of AIDS o1mn their relationships. Thay mee
ctecss and Sharewith other couples, This has been an on-going, closed, support

3 Support group members continue to rely heavily on weekly meetings to
eeissues b n them-selves as couples and others. They find the group more

ningf themselves wong on their
relationship Jong after roup session ends. Al jh rs ticipate
in other support groups indt vidual ly, they find the opportunity ton fate asa
couple more important. Facilitators also # id ves redefining their roi
Conclusion: It is jortal

, to include special support groups for couples
traditional methods of facilitation be re-examined by professionals around the wort.

A PROSPECTIVETRSALITY OF LIFE STUDY IN PATIENTS
WiTH HIV INFEC
Geels, Rimke M.Tv
J.C.** and Borieffs i C.C.

University Hospital Utrecht erlands; *institute of Public Health
and Social Medicine, Rotterdam, The Netheriands; **National Institute of
Public Health and Environmental Protection, Bilthoven, The Netherlands.

D.578
sehen, H.; Bonsel, G.*; Jager,

AIDS and other HIV infections are expected to have a serious impact on
Quality of Life (QOL) of HIV infected patients; however, till now this has

been documented. In order to test this hypothesis, a met for

individual patients at intervals of 4 months by usi fix
of 100 questions. Data collected concern demographic situation, activities of
daily life, Kernofskyésre, Index of Well-being, specific AIDS
complaints, anxiety and depression (STAI, Z
future. The questionnaire has n designed in such a wa
sults can red with those of simiiar QOL studies in other patient

after liver of
35 patients entered the study.

erence period of foliow-up wili have
feasible first presentation of data.

r heart transpiantation
By the time of the con-

reached one year, which makes
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EVALUATING PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS IN THE HIV
POPULATIOND.579 SEROPOSTTIVE PO!

fe, C., Gross, M., and Kunches, Laureen,

MA Department of public Health, Boston, MA., USA.

Objectives: To summarize evaluation strategies for a 3-session
psychoeducational group for persons testing HIV antibody positive.

i The gr serves purposes including the provision of (1}
information about medical, mental health, treatnent protocols, and othe
options for health maint: e, (2) ation about personal Felationships

ex, needle cleaning, an
status to family, friends, and partners, and (3) psychological and actional

t which has been tested

 

1, 89% of group participants felt the group met or exceeded
their expectations. Pre- and post-group measures found group meabers
generally have a reduced level of symptomjatology but frequently become nore
anxious as a result of participation in the group. Among group

experienced a reduction ofreported syeptons and 644
experienced a reduction in anxiety, while of group participante
experienced |an increasein,each of these neasures.

Alt jome group participants experience increased anxiety,
there is a Bon level of satisfaction with the psychoeducational group for
seropositive:

2 nm ct H
e

e

 

THE RISKS OF ABSTINENCE: SEXUAL DECISION MAKING IN THE

ERA OF AIDS
D.580

Gochros, Harvey L.

School of Social Work, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A.

Objective. To consider the ramificationsee the advocacy of sexual

abstinence in response to the threat of A:

Methods. The author is a university based8sex educator and counselor in

been less discussion of the real and pote:

itese 5

the concept of probabilities, sexual guilt and fears, implications for

Oj and intimacy and the interaction of sexual

xustration and a
nclusio: ex can be risky. Abstinence can also be risky. What i:

required e era of aps is rational, deliberate and respons:

sexual decision making rather than the imposition of a “freeze” on sexual
activity forPal those who have not been monogamously paired.

Infections chez les consommateurs de droguesparvole intravelneuse
Infections In iV Drug Users

D.581

 

AIDS INFORMATION CAMPAIGN HAS STONTFICANTLY REDUCED THE
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE TYPE B HEPATITIS IN AN ENDEMIC
porpopctti FLavia® sCadrobbi, P. Shi Grivelarece wes{Carretta,

#;Francavilla,E.** et Noventa,F.*
*Clinica Medica 2,“university and**Dept.of Infectious Diseases. Padua. Italy.

D.583

Disceive.aevaluate whether AIDS information compaignhas reducedthe inci-
dence of acute hepatitis B,which is transmitted by the putees as AIDS.
Methods. in1978 a prospective study o: jeute hepatitis.was sta ‘ted“tn our
Department of Infectious mtiseases,which i referral center foran average
81% of cases notified t Local“health.depertment. Diagnosis of hepatitis
was based on convent:ional

Results. 1106 acute hepatitis.àcases= have been observed up to 1988. Inciden-

Te of the disease and percentage of drug abusers in relation to‘apresad of
aign

 
drug abuse anda of AIDS i n the table:

80 "et "82 “84 TE Te "87 88
incidence/10"inh. “8 za 2 29 20 16 14 4.7 4.9
z SeTS 42 35 25 25 12 20

spaotTgDe
In area incidence of acute hepatitis B peaked in the early

eighties, coincident win spread of drug abuse.After 1982 it started to“gecli-
ne, Probab y du tial exhaustion of thescellépopulacions but a

cond significant (p<o. 05) drop was observed in 1987-88.5

subjects,starting dru: use in recent years fd not decline and HBV vaccina-
tion to high riskgroups nae still“Tittle epidemiological impact,we suggest
that AIDS information aign has reduced exposure to HBV and HIV in both
drug abusers and the general population.

 

AIDS information camp.

Conclusions.Siahtles-coi

788

ISSUES IN AIDS TRAINING FOR DRUG TREATMENT PERSONNEL
h becca S$.

National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, Maryland, USA

Objective. To present issues and solutions for AIDS training for staff in
rug treatment programs.

Methods. By anecdotal information gathered through the develooment of a
systematic and comprehensive AIDS training program for nersonnel in drug
treatment programs in the Unite ates.
Resurts: The complexities of AIOS, new developments in the field, the
challenges of a dual diagnosis of chemical dependency andAIDS, the stigma
‘of the disease, fears of transmission and s73 urnout e AIDStraining

tra ning, and evaluation of training impact and imnlementation.
All of these Phases2are interrelated and a successful training

program must Anvotve all 5 pha

D.584 SOROCABA AMBULATORY EXTERNAL SERVICE EXPERIENCE RELATED TO
AYDSANO-ACCOMPANTEDWITHUSERS OFINJETABLEDRUGSAUSNOPLCUPEANLEOWIF5 USERSOFINJETABLEDRUGS

RAMOS, T.F,;Gonçalves, V.L.C.; Dos Anjos, R.M.P.; Gomes, M.C.0. BRAZIL

a period going from August 14,1985 to October st, 1988, after and
epidentologtoe! investigation 1 382 analyses were e
anti HIVanti bodies (through ELISA recombined methods)on individuals
cons

35%) usersortngecta e drugs, thatperformed the test,
ieGe.si) "positive (+) results neve obtaine s groupup was conposed
by druaa Hicted individuals as well as individualsusing injectable drugs
period
From 182c veri fied:-
2 Age vertedfrom a to 38 years (medium.age 22,21

Males predominat sex,totaling 138( 75,824) ca
ou 08 cagesmae39%) correspondmoeEodiagnostic criteria (Atlanta USA,

publicized in May 1
a) I mnths mxonàattendance|period, 10(5,49%) individuals were

e) 126(68,230persons were frequenting the External Service, during this
ry or irregulary, being realized medical, psichtatric and

eeyehoice,attendances vith continus éducations 1 work on AIDS
Folion evaluation of the onew tha S to use injectabledrug after

ts of the analysis and"educatone] work of the multiprof-
essional teamamsxge the following resu

er lesired to use injectab]e drugs.
i 3 24,360% da not desired use indectable drugs.

9(23,01%) were considered devbtfi
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D.585 "UNIK*. A PROJECT EMPLOYING FORMER IVDA‘S IN HIV PREVENTIVE
AND SUPPORT WO

anne “Ringdal, Peer Nestande, Arnfinn Lie
Jorunn Saatvedt, Finn Jensen, Dep. of Aids Prevention, Oslo City Health and
Environment Department, Nol

here is a need for new ent in the hiv Dee and
suppportive work among drug users. This reject estabi ished ©
Department of Aids prevention in may i987, oys, fur”une basis an
with normal wages, both social workers and former ivoA"s. e aim is to w
out new methods Stitizing-the special expertise the former IVDA’s have, ol
cooperation with professional social worker:

Informal conversation, coffee. - No formal notes
confidence stressed. - The project is being evaluated during the spring of
1989.

RESULTS: 8:y Sanvary 1989 the project has run 7 support groups, and bee
contact with 70-80 hiv ps,WO5 which constitutes approximately’. ae
0 e known hiv positive IV the Oslo area. A qualitative evaluation
of the methods used will be presented in the paper

COCAINE USE DURING PREGNANCY:

WITH HIV RISK BEHAVIORS

VALIDITY AND ASSOCIATIONSD.587
Sackoff, Judith and Kline J.

HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies, NYS Payohiatric Institute
and Sergiavsky Center, Columbia University, New York, NLY.,

To assess the validity of interview data on cocaine use during
mee and associations between cocaine use and risk behaviors for HIV
Ainfecti

Over 150 women who delivered at a New York City hospical|without
receiving Prenatal care completed a brief structured interview about their
use of int: sexual partners arrisk of HIV infec

livery. alidity of self-reported
immediately beforreéelivvery was evaluated

against the resulta of aa urine toxicology screen obtained from the infant
The association between HIV risk behaviors and cocaine use

rugs,
cocaine use “merely before

the ‘Lod

The senaitivicy, |mynbecificity, and positive and negative
predictive values of the int da cocaine use are presented.
odds of engaging in behaviors eneoctated with HIV infection are compared
for cocaine users and nonuser:

Associations between cocaine use and HIV infection may vary
between populartions Within particular settings it may be important to
devel means of identifying cocaine users so that they may be counselled
appropriately.

D 589 DEMOGRAPHICS, DRUG USE AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR OF INTRAVENOUS
. DRUG USERS wink WITH a

Friedland, G.H.; Kahl, P.; Feiner,

; Rlein, R.S. Montefiore Medical Center, Albert Einstein College of
Hotteine, Bronx, New York, U.S

Objective, Define demography, ses and sex behavior of IVDU‘a with A’

Methods, Detailed standardized interview of hospitalized AID:$ patience,
Besults, 112 hospitalized IVDU's with AIDS participated from 10/84-2/88.
Demography: male 724,sue 28%; Hispanic 49%, black 33%, white 14%;

age 35 years; unemployed 50%; <12 yrs education
45%; À one <$10, 000 TNRATES 2 3 people 234.
Drug dian age Ist I e 17 yrs (range 11-39); are used IV heroin
(for nedian of 9 yrs), oeWwcocaine (me an? yrs), % other drug
2 daily IV drug use 62%, “shooting galle_ e 684, molle sharing 88% :
(with homosexual men 20%, family members 28).other drugs: alcohol >

6%, mood altering drugs 57%, stimulants 29%. Since
were incarcerated.

ually activezinee1978; mean of 2.6 sexual

an 1): sex with other IVDU 54%, with

a17%, female with bisexual male
12%,; 178 receivespare for sex
Conclusion, I ‘© many women and poor ane, the “first
wave” of TyDU'swithKIDS is characterized by t nset of IV
use, subsequent prolonged, frequent IV drug use,Folyustance abuse,

and co-existence of high risk drug and sex
havio duce transmission should address these

complex_interrelatediasue:
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A COMPREHENSIVE AIDS PROGRAM IN A METHADONE TREATHENT
PROGRAM
Fosse, Brian Mark*; Connolly, G,* Cassidy, P.

Bedford Area Center for Human Services, Inc., New Mtord. Massa-*New
chusetts, United States of America

Our presentation will consist of an explanation of our methadone program and
its six core compon:jonents related toy infection. The components to be
discussed are: AIDS education, Hi « tibody testing, client advocacy,
psychotherapy, and community and street outreach.

AIDS education is mandatory to all clients in our methadone treatmen'
rogram. Three hours of education is provided within the first three months,

and a minimum of one hour Pp ed every three months. HIV antib
ny a)

y A
services (1.e., houaing, legal, social, financial, etc.). Weekly
ounseling sessionsfre required of all clients. Within the contex
these sessions, S issues are continually addre:seed. Groups

‘deant others. Suppor
Outreach vorkereactively educate and

refer I.V. drug users to community resources. ch, dos, and
tionai materials are distributed freely within the comunity. Our Presenta~

strate the effectiveness of this program as it relates to
knowledge, attitudes, and behavior change.

D.588 OBSERVATIONAL AND NARRATIVE ON FAITERNS OF
, INTRAVENOUS DRUG USE AS RELATED TO HIV-] INFECTION

, Chitwood, D.D.*, Smith,
P.C.+, Kane, N.*, Inciardi, at Mhride, D.c.4, and Clyde B. MoCoy*.
* University of Miami School of Medicine, U.S

Objective. To demonstrate the utility of data collected in the natural
eee Needrug users for strategies.
Methods. Ina 1longitudinal sixtyof230 streetetee nels airect
users (IVDUs) in Miami, investigators include direct
observation oi open-ended
interviews behaviors and attitudes.
Results. In “safe house" , Campliance with house rules shapes
needle using so enforcers of house rules are key targets for

prevent,HIV. infection. Attitudes
apparerlyaufficiently fimdble to alloy ctaye within grape of
shooters."

af:
testing impact of specific

SELF-REPORTED NEED FOR ‘TREATMENT AMONG IV DRUG ABUSERS IN
AN HIV-CLINIC
Toräker, Per*; Pehrson, P.O.** and Spangberg, L.*

*Karolinska Institute, Rien of PsPsychiatry. Huddinge, Sweden,
**Karolinska Institute,epertrent 0of Inf Diseases, Roslagstull

tal, Stockholm,

study was to ascertain
treatment of drug abuse

Methods. À questionnaire was filled out according
patients. Patients were asked about present abuse,

ived need f

Objective. The aim of the
ieSneed for

percei treatment.
Results. After 6months 171 questionnaires were filled out. The mean age was
33year:years and 27% reported than halfcontact with a social worker
(54%) reported ne Es
abuse
with podrugaus DD andEI,ad Antavenpus Go sue: 54% had a de-; : : 8

» wanting

terehabcenters (78) clinics and
study, shows tha‘usion. This t there is a significant self-reported need

‘for treatment with a self erence for His
i to improve and increase availability to Dspecific treatmen

is of utmost both from indivi 1 and epideniclogica
ry

needed. This importance
point of viewand neces!necessary to prevent an extensiveSe ro a
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A MAJOR INTERVENTION RESEARCH PROJECT AMONG NEEDLE SHARING BEHAVIORS AND HIV SEROSTATUS IN MIAMI
D.591 PARENTERAL DRUG USERS NOTIN TREATMENTIN CHICAGO, D.592 FLORIDA ,

Inciardi, James A.*; Chitwood, D.**; McCoy, C.B.***; and

Horan‘an, Hubert J.; Wiebel, Wayne W.; Chene, Douglas G., McBride, D.C.*#*k, *University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA, **niversity
School of Public Health, University of Illinois at Chicago, IL, U.S.A. f£ Miami School of Medicine, Miami, FL, USA, **#*Universtty of Miami School

ofMedicine, Miami, FL, USA, ****Andrews University, Berrien Springs, MI,
Qbiective: Describe the effects of attempts to change drug and
sexual behavior anong this population, and differentiate among
approaches attempte Objective. To understand the relationships between the extent of needle

tearing! use of a national face-to-face interview; sharing by IV drug users and their rates of eeropositivit:
Philo fieldwork; public heaith outreach worker Method. As part of an AIDS prevention/intervention project “funded by the
intervention. National Institute on Drug Abuse, 500 IV drug users were recruited from

2 status has varied considerably my ethnicoP: several neighborhoods in Miami, Florida where rates of IV drug use were
interview result: (approximatel 1500 available d. or to the jects’ exposure to reduction literature a:
relative absence of heroin-only users; cocaine and sheonel”are counseling, erviews were conducted to solicit informat. ocial and
currently predominant; a wide variety of injected drugs are demographic characteristics » drug use, needle sharing, and other risk
cited as drugs of choice. Some evidence to suggest at behaviors. In addition, blooë samples were drawn to determine HIV
"street" IV drug users are act changing behavior; serostatus.
educational methods may be working in this population more Results. Rates of seropositivity were in excess of 50% within ail cohorts
readily than anticipated. Evidence of approaches most likely to of IV drug users who shared needles, and even higher among black males.
be effective, by relevant sub-populations. These higher rates were typleally associated vith drug use in "shooting

The parenteral drug using population noteine galleries," where needles were available for a fee and were shared by
treatment appears to be considerably more numerous users during the course of
information, and willing oO ange behavior, chan many Conclusion. Needle sharing in "shooting|galleries”carriesaa higher risk
supposed. The possibility clearly exists that new incidence of exposure to HIV infection than other forms of n
rates may be being significantly reduced by these means.

D.593 D 594 DOSS METHADONE PROGRAM WITHDRAWAL (K.?.W.} eta AN INCREASE OF CRIME, OVERCOSE

. ACCIDENTS AND HIV TRANSKISSION AKOWS J.¥. DRUG 0 VD!

Mezzelani Paolo{*}, Lugcboni W{**}, Venturini uyroots a(t),
* Istitute di Patologia SpecialeMedica - University of Veron + Italy,
** Center for Drug Addicts -Local Health District 26 of Veneto Region - Bussolengo (Verona) - Italy.

Objective. In Italy 65% cf all cases of AIDS are among IDS. Italian experience shows the failure of
RNethadone anteinance programs; therapeutic communities and naltrexone detoa!fication programs ere prosoted
instead. This ‘Paper's aim is to ascertain whether ¥.0.W, results in an increase of crime, overdose
accidents, end HIV jrantnission anorg IVDU. The question is if N.P.V. is a risky intervention while looking
for other kinds of t
Methods. the total ectintted number cf IVDU in the district is 700. the Center hac taken care of 512 IVDU
fron 199: to 1986, We evaluated all the records cf me Police department, loca: hospitals exergency wards
and Center for Drug Addicts of the Local Health Distri 6 at Veneto Region, Two comparable periods have
been considered: ist period, frow October 1966 to Septer 1987 in which sethadone progras was widely used

1358 IVDU treatedj; 2nd pertcd, fron October 1987 t Septeaber ‘188 in which N.P.W. was extensively applied
{only 89 I¥DU treated), and methadene has been replaced with naltrexone or with psycological counselling
alone. We compared the number of oe vedas vecldatts, ard seroconversions.
Results. Results are summarized in the

 

istio (Methadone! 2nd PERTOD (M.P.W.}
OVERDOSES x

CRINES i il
SEROCONVEAS10 1
Statistical analysis showsaSignificant titterence between the two perio
Conclusions. Gur data ind that H.P.W. does nott resultt in a significant increase of crimes, overdose
accidents and EIV tranaalssion. We conclude that 4.P.W. is not « hazardous initiative while looking for
other kind of treatuents for IVD0

D 595 EVALUATION DE LA PEUR AU SIDA DANS LES ADDICTES D 596 PREVENTION oF HIV-INFECTION IN A METHADONE
, A L'HERO: . MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Salté, C., Peri, J.ue et Bayés, R+*SPAIN Huber, Felix and Haes H.

Objectif. Connaître l'impact de la peur à l'infection par le
virus d'immmodéficiance humaine, en relation avec d'autres Department of Social Psychiatry University Hospital Zirich, Switzerland

 

 

 

stresssurs, Objective. Can a methadone maintenance program prevent HIV-neg. IV drug
Méthode.Dans un travail préliminaire nous avons étudié 20 abusers from getting infected?
stresseurs potentiellement importants pour les addictes a Methods. In a retrospective study 21 IV drug abusers being were again
l'héroîne, D'entre eux nous avons choisi les suivants: être tested and the therapists were asked about the risk behaviour and social
atteint d'hepatite; être mis en prison; se voir ob1l4 a vo- integration of the atients.
ler; &tre "porteur" du virus VIH; avoir le syndromes d'absti- Results. We were able to show for 21 patients who were all HIV-neg. at
nence; et perdre l'affeotion du partenaire ou de familie the beginning of the methadone maintenance program of the Drep-In in
Chacun d'eux a été comparé avec tous les autres par la méthode Zurich that they remained HIV-neg. over an average period of 3 years.

omperaison de pairs utilisée dens ia confection d'échelle social integration improved during the program from 48% to 90%.
psychophysiques, Preceding the program 43 % of these HIV-neg. patients were at high risk
Résultats, Les resultats montrent que “perdre l'affeotion du for infection. During the program 57 showed to be clean of heroin and
partenaire ou de la famille" est chez nous ia situation la 76 % clean of cocain. The remaining obviously abstained - du
plus stressante, plus encore que la peur à 8tre “porteur”. tinous information - from needie sharing.
or le reste, on trouve des différences entre les individus Conclusion. A well structured methadons maintenance program with a close,

qui sont et qui ne sont pas en procés de desintoxication. consistent and enduring relationship between staff and patients can be
Conclusion. Ces résultats peuvent être utiles comme éléments of grat importance in HIV-prevention.
motivationneis dans les programmes de prévention,

+ Hospitel del Mar, Barcelona, Espsgne
Universitat Autdnoma de Barcelona, Bellaterra, Barcelona,
Espagne
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D 597 AIDS AND I.V. DRUG USE IN PUERTO RICO

. Carlos A. Iramain, M.D.
. Drug Abuse Fdn. PR, P.0. Box 972, Saint wet» PR 00750 (USA).

As of 1/17/89,oe AIDS total cases (83 % males/17 % es) were official-
ly reported in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, USA [625rcasee/atition]. Most
-important grcups were: 1) heterouex. IvDUs: 1120 cases (56 Dh
402 (2 3) homo/bi men IVDUs: 257 (13 ne So, 1377 (oo D of our adele/
adolescent" cases (87 % males/13 females) are i.v. drug-related [417 cases/
aillion]; this "69 % ts PR in ist. place inthis category the USA, fol-
ove the States of NJ (56 2), CT (42 2), NY (40 Z) & FL (23 2). Table 1
shows significant nes 0.001) of this condition in PR since 1982:

AIDS diagnosis heterosex. IVDUs homo/bi_IVDUs
lan 1982 - Dec 1982: 3 0
Jan 1983 — Dec 1983: 19 î 22 32! too
Jan 1984 Dec 19 À 357% 24 $ 17992
Jan 1985 ~ Dec 1985: 107 A 289% 43 A 133%
Jan 1986 - Dec 1986: 203 A 173% 57 À 226%
Jan 1987 - Dec 1987: 351 À 114% 7
lan 1988 — Dec 1988: 58

te: No lesbian &/or bi women IVDUs cases yet). Now, 50 (85 %) of our offi-
cial ildren cases are also related to parental i.v. drug use; risk beha—
vior as follows: bo ts 8: 21 cases (42 2); mother IVDU: 13 (26 2);
father IVDU: 2 (24 %), and previous husband IVDU: 4 (8 Z). Besides, ira
HIV-1 aeroprevalence data reveals: a) I t in treatment”: 50-73 2 4
(Elisa & W. Blot), & b) "in treatment” (eothatone). 45-59 Z. Also, researcha
progress shovs some co-infection (HIV-1 & HTLV-I) in our IVDUs. Hopefully,.3
recently NIDA-funded preventive projects will improve PR's unique situation.

D 599 NONVOLUNTARY aanSRSF INTRAVENOUS DRUG

. ABUSERS TO CURB PREAD OF HIV INFECTION

Leukefeld, C., Battin, Robert, Pickens
National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, MD, USA

Objective. To explore nonvoluntary drug abusetreatment under Criminal
Justice System sanction (i.e. Probation, paro ivil commitment) to
reduce the spread of HIV among i enous dru;Ve abusere (IVDAs).
Methods. The most recent vesearchfindings and the input of a convened
group of expert consultants were used to develop consensus statements.
Results. It has been mal justice system as
nonvoluntary treatment could keep IVDA B treatment longer and decrease
drug abuse as well as needle and sharing, reneere statements included
the advantages psthe dis:advantages of nonvolun treatment,

se into drug abuse treatueme keeps IVDAs i:
8 drug abuse treatment available before another rime

provides due-process as well.as treatment. Disadvantages
in procesein: IVDAs may found unsuitable for

is cumbersome administratively.
Conclusion. IVDAs tPargeted for nonvoluntary drug abuse treatment might be
chronic intravenous drug abusers who could benefit most from treatment.
How: . mvoluntary cteatuent cannot be considered a panacea for dealing

ith the AIDS problem among 8 but could be used in combination with
other prevention strategies.

 
 

 

ECHANGE DE SERINGUE ET VIE SEXUELLE DES TOXICOMANES
ESPINOZA Pierre*, POLO DEVOTO J.**, BOUCHARD 1.*, LEBOUG v.*
"HALLIVILLEE P. +, ‘ome

D.601

SEHPNF Allée des Thuyas 94261 Fresnes Cedex France, ** APSP, *** OHFOM =
Oeuvres Hospitalières Françaises de l'Ordre de mile, FRANCE

En : La forte contamination des toxicomanes IV par le VIHL en région

e justifie la réalisation d'une étude de comportement sur leur vie

Bexuelie.
OBJECTIFS - METHODES : Questionnaire our7 sexualité par un médecin - consen-
tement des tients - Confidentialité - jonym: Information sur les

b

 
sexualité active

naires moins import.
jnétérosexuels.2“pratiquenta sodomie, 50 signalent

des pratiques orogénittales. La fréque le la toxicomanie eetrevee chez

les partensires sexuelles : 52% ( 9/75),avec échange de sering dans 28 cas.
Usage servatife régulier 4 (5%). Antécédent de dépistageLH 20 (27%).
Taux de*seropoedtivite 53% parmi les 56 patients testés

Results. Data indi

THE ADJUNCTIVE ROLE OF ADDICT DIRECTED SUPPORT
GROUPSIN THE CARE OF HIV INFECTED ADDIC
Comeu. B., Project TRUST, Bostona Hospital, Boston,MA, USA

OBJECTIVE: To assess the 
and mutual support groups for the peychological, medical, and
addiction related c f HIV infected addic
METHODS: Facilitator*airected support groups, “emphasizing AIDS
related concerns, sexual, physical, and emotional responses to

F «as
 
HIV disease. ocuses on mpact of addiction history and
treatment, and on attitudes toward HIV d life a Y Par-

cipants e fo à as. mpact of group participation

October 1986 ana December 1988,206 individuals
east 1 session. 88 people (42%) have attended

ficant reduction

58 participants receive medical at
Boston City Hospital, and a greater than 70% compldance rate to

i 4 in the last 18 months in 47 of these

clinic visits.
upport groups can provide signif-

icant enhan m recovery, and a reduction in AIDS
related fears. Participation can also enhance patient compii-
nce with medical care.

t had less than 30% compliance for
CONCLUSIONS: Addic

TREATMENT MODALITIES FOR PREGNANT DRUG
DEPENDENTAOMEN AS AN EFFORT TO PREVENTD.600
PERINATAL À

Fyoneean.LorettaFe Kaltenbach, K.;Weiner, S. and Wapner, R.
Thomas Jefferson University, phia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

The interface between AIDS and drugs is a key issue from the standpoint of pres
transmission. Unfor nately. these women, who are weakened
unemployment, illiteracy. homelessness, crime and other dis,FPTInEthe!theit
alcoholism. and dru addicction, ere now ose at risk
immunodefiiclency virus. Since treatment of this devastating di:CR in the perinetatal
aticnt is not available, prevention. issues mus! addressed most expeditiously.
mily Center is a program designed9 provide intensive medicai a I

services to drug anndalcohol dependen:t women, in g and t
care to those who , Pregna Comprehensive medical,ServicesFM Fami y Cente:
include a prenatal.clinic at the Thomas Jefferso: sity i pita!
staffed by obstetricians specifically trained in the Field”of,nd ctionPad high risk
regnancy, Additional treatment modalities include individual, group and family
therapy. On site methadone maintenance is provided and in-patient detoxification i:
available for select nt! Educational services in the form of prenatal anc
parenting classes are also offered. Maternal medical and obstetrical complications are
treated, therefore providing a similar intrapartum course|iinthe g dependent
moth as is seen in the 8er omic and ethnic

en some 0 e women, arrive for prren rare already HIV
sitive.{Numerousposal issues dvised that she is
IV positive, She Te of the fact that“oasend h +nowwborn gers

have a low suarvivi his me limit the ami cmoyjonal cnergy. thet she has
to ex) aleard to dealin vith her pregnan She ma
completeae“emoenal tasks of ¢ prepneemay,have mixed” tea :a

eddelivering an infant that might be infec! hoaveAIDseen. in many
instanc Pous ni er Children 0 also ha 59 she must

ider who ra e iorber childre: Pe, dies for either
interruption or methodologYS for revvention of future

first.
of the

pregnancies are partMeofthethe counseling issues, Clnical services ‘Or pregnant women st
risk for AIDS must be comprehensive and address addiction, the vita! perinatal issues,
and the high risk behaviors in which they are Favolved,

D 602 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN oe SUPPORT AND LONELINESS AND
" Moral SeyACESEERING N INTRAENOUS DRUG-USING MALES

ffm . d Winniarahi, Ma
*alpert Einstein College ofenDeroit » Bronx, N.Y., USA,
**Spevan Center for HIV-Related Disease, St. Clare's Hospital, New York,
N.Y.,

Objectives Psychoneuroimunologic tavestigartons demonstrate an integration
between psychosocial response and immune function. This retrospective
correlational study explores relationships betweenovatability. and adequacy
of social support and objective loneliness on the seeking of hospital

re stteredthesed“soetal
d UCLA Loneliness Scale. They gav

Service-seeking behavior was defined as
number of emergency room v: of AIDS~related hospitalizations and
lengths of hospitalizations. A multiple hierarchical regression controlled
for demographic data, prevmorbid health status and time elapsed since First
AIDS-related hospitaliza

cates“asil #support systems, compared with studies of
similar groups in another U.S. city, a high degree of loneliness and n
stetistisally significant relationship between these variables and service-
seeleking

oeion While not rejecting the null hypothesis, these data describe a
in

is and on a prophylactic reginen we:
donnaire and nevise

Cone. e
creedysfunctional group that will seek AIDS-related services
ever greater numbers. AIDS may exacerbate the dysfunctions.
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D 603 WITH INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS. PROBLEMS AND
. PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Sat‘ballo-Dieguez, Alex"; El-~Sadr, W.**; Gorman, J.*;
joseph, M.**; McKinnon, J.***; Sorell, s. KKK,

*HIV Center forClinical and Behevicral Studies, New York State Psychiatric

Institute and Columbia University; **Harlem Hospitals ee*St. Luke’s/
Roosevelt Hospital Center; New York City,

Objective: To puccessfully|recruit 300 IVDUs to participate as subjects in
a 5 year study on natural progression of HIV dise.
Method. Several methods of recruitment were utilized: a poster campaign
paformational meetings at methadone clinics and inpatient wards, and $10.-/
hour paymen

ults. Payment was the main motivation for the initial 40 subjects re-
« This, however, created several problem: Eagerness to enroll led

some candidates to fatsfy information and become“agressive, defiant, and
manipulative with the staff. Researchers had amouflage eligibility
criteria, purport lottery selector systen, eaexeroal vaigatfona
information and strengthen internal communicat among
Conclusion. ose attention must be paid to thePsychological“nanics and
usual modus operandi of IVDUs to successfully recruit a cohort and minimize
deceit and tension:

D.605 PERCEPTIONa HEALTH AND AIDS RISK BEHAVIORS AMONG
° IV DRUG U! E.J ido*, C.B Coy*,

Chiteood*vend H, Oniversity of Hiant
Medical School, Miami, FL, USA; wePLovida International Univer-
sity, Miami, FL,
Objective: To relatte the perception of health among a group of

rug aeto AIDS risk behaviors and indicators.
Methods : s part of a study which tests two interventions to
reduce the risk of AIDS among TwDUe ; 346 subjects were recruited
from drug networks, tested for HIV-1 positivity, and interview-
ed. Bivariate analyses were performed to assess associations
between variables, and relative risks (and 95% confidence in-
tervals) were calculate
Results: 20% of IVDUs reported their health to be excellent;

0% fair, and oor, yet 18.5% of IVDUs reported
both that their health was excellent and they did not use
condo! portion of who stated that they cleaned

ey had excellent
health, to 67% stating they had poor hea ‘ven among those
with "excellent health” , 30% of IVDUs had recently rented

x syringes that they thought had been used. Sero-
6 times as likely to report fair or poor

health than seronegatives co
reeption of heaaich by IVDUs does not necessarily

translate into hea thy AIDS/HIV practices.

D 607 BEHAVIOURAL CHANGES FOR HIV RISK-REDUCTION IN TWO

. OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVDUs) IN NEW

Yo

Chu, Alvin; Brown, LS.; Banks, S.; Nemoto, T.; Priam, BJ.
Addiction Research and Treatnent Corporation, Brooklyn, NY USA

Objective. To assess those behavioural changes that are a
response to the high risk for HIV infection experienced by
IvDUs.

Methods. During 1987 and 1988, 218 and 223 subjectsrepectively
were Fecruited from methadone elinice in NYC. Powe &
informed consent, a
pertaining to behavioural factors “and tisk for NIV infection.

1987 1988te.

Behavioural Changes n T4)
Reduced intravenous drug use 76 (38) 20 (12)
Stopped needle sharin 118 (58) 58 (35)
Reduced sex part 106 (53) 50 (31)
Increased use of condom (2 (27)7) 44
In both 1987 and 1988 behavioural changes were reported by 932
a 4% of subjects respect
Conclusion: The finding of this study indicate that IVDUs are
aware of the need for b

e greater and more consistent changes that will change
the course of the AIDS epidemic
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 D.604 PROFILE orUSERS DE THERUE IV IN THE perIPESE CAMPINAS
3 Roc sanibat

3M. pital eFiéternidade * Celso
Pierro da PontificiaUniversidadeCatôlica de Campinas- S.P.

The University ie ‘of PUCCAMP attends a region of 1 million inhabitants.
It is localiz tween various districts, the majority, without any nfra-
structure (water, sewer, health}, which caracterizes it as the area most
need of the municipa ity.

i t region a study was made of a group of 62 drug users I
who spontaneously seeked the hospital,uring a period of 10 months.
We observe e following facts: 45 men and 17 women with an of
25 years Schooling: elementary level. ail of thembeing workers without qua-
lifications, and a monthly salary from 50 to 100
We also detected that: cocaine was the drug most used:"ai persons, in associa
tion with other drugs (propoxifeno, codeine) 11, and the remaining 10 did not

=
<

.

CONCLUSION:
We noted that in spite of the low socio-economic level, the majority of the
population studied usedcocaine, mice in our midst costs 7 dollars a gram .
We questioned, there , the source for such acquisition, once the income is
insufficient for eneaddition, suggesting that this would be one of-the rea- -
sons of the rejection of thes concluded
also that this same of
inumerous daily applications, which explains perhaps our high rate ofpositi-
veness for the AIDS virus: 30 patients of a sample of 62.

D.606 PROMOTION OF HIV PREVENTIONACTIVITIES In

gonton R.* Fe » Gardom, J.om Poppe P.0.*;
» R. owen,

Centera fot Disease Control, “atlanta, U.S.A.

ctive ent on-site HIV prevention programs for clients
expartners in drug’treatment centers (DTCs) in the 24

statesandSta es with the largeat number of AIDS casea in the
€:

IVprevevention in DTCs has been a major priorit:
enters for D sesseeControla State in fiscal years (FY) es and|1989

provided spec: feentswit quirements, te 1 assistance, and a
model joint lan to assist States/Cities to pro D t

oint ? ealth Dept and Drug Abuse Agency) program plans for
cluded a senior health

Pr Bram support of on-site
fre and partner notification

CT/PN) services in the largest bree providi: overvice
be);outreach to nd

enta; and proovision of
contraceptive servicesfor Dr Henee?

1988, m than fi million for CT/PN in DTCs was
awarded toPeche 24“Staten/citieswith the highest number of AIDS
cases We wilt FY 1989 these States/Cities on
the number of DT =whe:LeENhas been affEthee? the median award
BSF State/City, and examexamp. es of the more_ddvanced joint programs for
Iv revention for this high risk|populat

ovision of funds pressessistan » and a model
on"of CI/PN

Pervices“inDICa to provide educational and risk reduction
counseling and HIV yeating|£0 IVDUs in the 24 States/Cities with the
largest number of AIDS c

D 608 HIV SEROPREVALENCE IN HEROIN USERS: A DEMOGRAPHIC
. AND BEHAVIOURAL ANALYST

Banks, Susan; Brown, L.S.; Chu, Ao; Nemoto, T.3
Valdea, M.; Primm, B.J. Addiction Research and Treatment

Corporation, Brooklyn, NY USA

Objective. To examine the association of demographic factors
a V serostatus Of IVDUS

questionnaire of denogre-
phics and drug behaviours was administered to patients in NYC
drug treatment clinics in 1987. Of the 218 subjects, 7.8% were

35.8% were fenale ad
64.2% male. Serum specimens were also collected and teated for
HIV antibodies using ELISA and Western Blot assays.
Results. Data analyses showed a 60.1 HIV seroprevalence rate,
with 90% of these subjects reporting a significantly greater
frequency of intravenous (IV

*.003), and ethnicity and first regular IV use was
significant (p=.052) with White subjects reporting regular IV
use at a younger age than minorities. IV heroin users were nore
likely to be HIV seropositive than non-IV users (p=.040).
Conclusious. The data suggest r association between
demographic and behavioural factors and the risk for HIV
infection in heroin users. This argues the need for diverse
educational interventions and early prevention efforta.
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D 609 NÉEDLE-SHARING PATTERNS AS À PREDICTOR OF HIV SERO! D.610 PATTERNS OF COCAINE USE AND ITS ASSOCIATION TO HIV

. aan AMONG NEW YORK CITY INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (HvDUs) SEROP!REVALENCE AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IYDUs)

e, Katthleen; Brown, Le. S.; mms, Be Je;

Foster, Ke saateeioe Research and Treatment Corp., "yen Yorkcity, USA.

Objective. To examine the association between patterns of needle-sharing
and HIV seroprevalence among IVDU’s in NYC.

Methods. Following informed consent, 218 patientes recruited fronmother
done aaintenance clinics in Brooklyn and Manhatta re administ
standardized questionnaire in 1987. Thispoeple Lacluded 45% bleecks, 47%

 
Hispanics, and 8% whites, of which 36% were males and 642% were females.
Sera were atesen and tested for IY antibodies via ELISA and
Western Blot a
Results. The overall seroprevalence Yate was 602. Respondents who did 

 

not ciean their needle apt to frequent shooting galleries
(p=.0005). Those who frequented.shoring galleries, were more likely to
share needlea than those who did L (p00! ). Those who shared needles

with the same person for at least0 re li to be seroneg-
ative (p=.0262) and less likely to use shooting galleries (p.=0001
Conclusion. This ion suggest t interventions direct: t
reducing usage o oting galleries, or at least, ng, beboviorsof sho
in shooting galleries may rae the incidences of HIV tranestes
associated with needle~shari

D 611 BEHAVIORAL RISK FACTORS OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY8
° (HIV) INFECTION AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS (IVD!

Nemoto, Tooru; Brown, L.S.; Prima, B.J.; Foster, Ka, Chu,
and USA. D. Addiction Research and Treatment Corporation,

New York City

Objective. To investigate behavioral risk factors among IVDUs, especially
focusing on their drug and sexual behaviors, and psychological status.

Da

nance
rmed consent, astenderdissd questionnaire was adainistered by

Also, blo:
antibody by ELISA and Western blot techniques.
Results. The overall HIV infection rate was 61%. A significant asaocia-
tion between age groups and HIV status was found, p<.05. Frequencies of
 
heroin and cocaine e before enrollment were positively correlared,

p<.001. After enroliment n the methadone treatment program.

frequencies of using Meet cocaine, and merijuana were sigatftcanty
decreased, p<.001. The HIV positive subjecte started usi

significantly earlier in their age (p<.01) and reported seaticantly
larger nuaber of needle sharing partners at shooting galleries (p<.02)

ie who were HIV negative.
Conclusion. Methadone maintenance programs id effectively cut the use of
beroin, cocaine and marijuana. Also needed are AIDS prevention prograns,
focusing on younger age groups and behavioral.factors. especially.

D.613  HIV INFECTION IN A DETOXIFICATION UNIT

jeeRoberto. Tor J, Melüs R, Ginesté C, peeC, Foz M.

Internal Medicine. Hospital Trias i Pujol".

niversitat Prin de Barcelona. perceleaa,spainSpain.
DeTe ones are aparently a ification treatment in Spain come from

assistance programs, are apparently assymptomatic and don't know the possibility

ot HIVPVinfection nor its clinical status.
We studied, longitudinally, a gamas admitted in a hospitalary detoxification untit

i fi i ti-HIVof ani eal
Methods: Ve included 169 heroin abusers (130 males and 39 females! with an age of 25.6
4.5 years and a time of addiction of 66.8 + 36.5 months, admitted from February 87 to July
88. We analysed HIV antibodies (EIA test) and clinical search for physical signs and

tons to HIV infection.
Results: 116/155 (74.8%) were HIV+, 28/116 (24.1%) were included in group I, 37/116
(31.8%) iningroup TiTyana sus (43.9%) in group IV. The greater number (48/51) of group
IV were included ectious diseases not definite as AIDS {oral thrush and/or hairy

}and therest, (3/51) for opportunistic infections not previously known and
idiasis)

 

Efforts must be directed to this group with the aim to steadying their drug abuse as

Previous step for anti-HIV treatment.

Nemo Tooru; Brown, L.S.; Prima, B.J.; Chu, A.; Foster,
3 and Ajuluchukwu,St Addiction Research and Treatuent postens

her York City, USA.

Objective. To AnneLouPatterns of cocaine use and its association to
HIV infection

thods. In i987,àa total ‘18 participants:pire age=33 years, 36%
males and 64% femalea, and 45% Blacks, 47% Hispanice, and 8% Whites, were
Fecruited from wethadone clinics in Manhattan and Brooklyn, New York

City. After informed consent, a standardized questionnaire was adninis-
tered by trained interviewers. Also, blood was collected and+tested for

Results. The overall] HIV infection rate was 60%. The HIV positive IVDUs
Significantly more often injected cocaine intravenously (p<.003) and less

m eI cocaine (p< S:

 
prevalence. Also, patterns of drug use (IV, skin popping, and sucking)
were differently associated with HIV infection. earch investigating
polydrug behavior is needed for AIDS prevention.

D 612 ee OF PROSTITUTION" AMONG FEMALE HIV +VE
" JECTING DRUG USERS IN GLASGOW AND THE

ESTABLISHMEN? OF A HEALTH CARE DROP-IN CENTRE.
David J Goidberg, A Thom ST Green, JA Ei + DH Kennedy;
CD(S)U & Infectious DiseasesUnit, Ruchill hosp, Glasgow, U.K

Introduction: Epidemiological studies in the USA and Europe "repeatedly 
confirm that the major risk factor determining if an individual prostitute
becomes infected with HIV is not sexual activity but if they are injectors.The
"prevalence of pri tion" among 37 known HIV-positive female dru
injectors (DI hose clearly stating that they had prostituted) attending one
ID hospital was found to be 67% (25/ Qefowever, most ves loo!
HIV-positivity among prostitutes have is few who inject drugs; thisin

may result from sampling pure!ely from genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinic
attenders and could lead to
HIV and the paucity of health care initiatives directed towards drug anjecting
prostitutes led to the setting-up of a volunteer-run drop-in centre in May'88.
Methods and Results: The centre operates 3 nights weekly (10pm to. lam) i

are
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January 1989, 71 female prostitutes had attended, the-majority on several
occasions. 76% of them were orne been Dis.
Conclusion: It is clear that some HIV-positive drug injectors will prostitute.
Prostitutes who are Dis can be “contacted through non-statutory initiatives.

D 614 OF MEDICAL FOLLOW-UP IN HIV POSITIVE PATIENTS.

. SonsB, *BissetC, “Inglis JM, *Brettle RP. *HIV
Counselling Clinic;Regional Virus Laboratory, City
Hospital, EDINBURGH, Scotland,UNITED KINGDOM

To review medical follow-up compliance in HIV positive patients.
tal conf 

(HET), blood and unidentified (OTH). Attendance was divided
a0) Sporadic (SPO) - maximum of 3 attendances; failure to
attend
RESULTS: To date 1718 pepeàattended of whom 271pagansteponitive for
antibodies to HIV. All were offered regular medi:
 

TOTAL TOTAL |IOU + {100 NO |[HW/
—_|TOTAL(S) IMALE(4)|FEMALE(S)|IDU(S) /METH(%)/METH(%)/BZ(%) |HET(%)|OTH(%)
REG/161 (59)1109{65)] 52 (50)|1139(62)| 61(87}| 78(513113(76)| 4(18)) 5(62)

56 (21) 25(15)| 31 (30)| 43(19)[ 9613)! 34(22)| 1€ 6)111(50)| 1(13)
FTA st (20)1_33(20)]_ 21 (20)| 42(19)|_ O0( 0) 42(27)| 3(18)| 7(32)| 2(25)

167 104 70 4 1 22
TON: Individuals" compliance

including fear, denial, practical and financial (inaccessibility of
hospital, poor public fransport, non-availability of child minder, etc.)«
These results sugvestthat 100 attendance is no worse than for individuals
with other original risk factors.
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SAN FRANCISCO SPEEDBALLS:
D.615 COCAINE AND HEROIN USERS ‘ATHIGHRlRISKFORAAIDS D.616

; Margolis, E.; Feldman,
Youth EnvironmentStudy, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA.

Objective. To analyze the practice of speedball (combined cocaine and heroin) use in
segments of SanFrancisco's intravenous drug u: DU lati

th Outreach Workers

among IVDUs in San Francisco, particularly
older Se heroin addicts. It may involve greater injection frequency thar

use of heroin alone. A signi cantPeionm of peopple methadone maintenance
continue to inject cocaine, a syringe measure"out two doses has been
observed. All of these mayaspecdbal ers at higher tisk for AIDS, in addition to
nee

(CHOW):

ocused ethnograph cannn answers to questions about specific
VDU behaviors such as spee and this is useful in designing outreach
strategice to reduce the spread ofAIDS”

D 617 Support Groups for Drug Users nee by HIV ooED
. STEVEN CRANFIELD, MASSIM) RICCIO, SUSY HOGARTH,

\T, et al., Drugs Education ow
Terrence Higgins Trust, ‘London, England

Objective. To establish effective support groups in London for drug users
at ‘ected byHIV/AI recommend guidelines for good practice.
Methods. The Drugs Educationru (DEG) is a voluntary Toyof professionals
working in the field of drug misuse which acts as an advisory group to the
Terrence Higgins Trust, Burepe's largest community-based AIDS organisation.
The DEG has initiated a number of current,
maintained and been set up
for Italian-speaking people not in contact with other drugs/AIDS agencies.
Results: All groups have highlighted the multipleprpois facing drugusers
n deprived inner city areas: lack of sca to al/drug trea’

poverty; isolation; and poor family and ports Locatingog proureÀ
AIDS organisation with access to emdawelfare advice and charitable funds
allowed for a swift response to many a issues. This attracted new

hanced t ' abilities to support, educate
current f

Support groups for
Ty facilitatedby experienced
can play a vital role in heal thededucation and in empowri

D.619 OUTREACH PROGRAMS IN NORWAY - APPROPIATE INSTRUMENTS IN
NATIONAL HIV/AIDS PREVENTION AMONG DRUG USERS.

Bente Nilsen, Municipal Outreach Program, Oslo, Norway.

Recent research reports an accumulation of HIV-infection among drugusers
ing streets and parks in Oslo city (Norway) as resorts. These groups

often withhold from public care. and are not easily reached by the
regular health and welfare s
The main objectives of outreeh programsare to seakwut and establish
contact with drugusers who are in need of help and suppoort.Reaching out
to these individuals implies an invasion of their iterrito Thi
enforces a constant development of different methods in social work to

re the stability of the contact with drugus

An“important feature of the municipal outreach programs are the unique
chance for social workers and psychologiststo establish direct and
long-term contact with drugusers who live at the s eets and are at high
risk for HIV- infection and”for spreading“the HIV-virus.

The outreach program in Oslo provide for syringes and condoms to drug-
users in order to prevent the use of dirty syringes and participation
in unprotected sex. This is perceived as necessary but not sufficient
efforts in HIV/AIDS prevention. In the outreach programsmosstaaffort 1is
made to bring drugusers off the streets and into
rehabilitation programs to ensure more lasting Behavioural”changes.

794

Engaging the Client sien Histories of Substance
Abuse or Mental Ilin

MESSINA, CHAPMAN; SILVA, GUTTERNAN,U.S.A.

Unlike many other ambulatory care settings, the AIDS Day Arsatment
of the Village Nursing Home in New York City has succeede
engaging the client with histories of substance abuse

he client is encouraged
amily, substitutin for a

eet culture, and aliowing a wide influence in

In summary, immediate responsiveness to client need appears to
engage the spent with histories of mental illness or substance
abuse. This paper should be of interest to all clinicians and
administrators working with these difficult groups.

D.618 SWEDISH AND INTERNATIONAL SYRINGE EXCHANGE
PROGRAMMES: EVALUATION AND SWEDISH RECOMMENDATIONS

bert Olin, National Board of Health and Welfare, Stockholm, Sweden.
During 1988 the Swedish Nationa! Board ited the ongoing syringe
exchange programme((SEP) in the Malmi/Lund region. Available data from British SEP
(Stimson) and Amste: jam (Bunning)isalso considered innthis report The rsport also givesa
picture of the HAN i as late
by83. Due youn variation of Infectivityoovertime, the report discussesthe threat

a second wave of HIV spread ere Swedish [VD Ae more than 80% of Swedish
IVDAS have beentested,wh

British i
Herthave had methodological difficulties the istingconclusions are reached:

Nor has any new
recruitment for drug abusebeen rreported.
b) In the Swedish SEP"areaththere has been no further spreadof HIVeethe|13-month

rojec
Mary of the drug ab with the SEP

ontacts. Some establish such after contactvith SEP.
Regular motivation in ig

eendisrupted bySEP.

 

y current therapeutic

The drug abuser Ives health).
All SEP repart cercertaindeclinein risk behaviour.
The needisexchange ratio varies between 55-100 per cen’

The educational opportunitilesgenerated bySEPareapparent.S
a
r
a
r
e
s
£
3

r

 
 & intmience

2. Distribetion of clean tools to IVDA
restrictiveive drug policy. This problem of two partly opposite goals Ib Gocsegnly discussed in

THE AIDS VANCOUVER ISLAND STREET OUTREACH PROJECT

Valerie G. Thompson Williams, Judith English.

AIDS Vancouver Island, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada.

Objectives. AIDS Vancouver Island Street Outreach Program investigated the
Prevatente of nighrissk behaviours among street youth, sex trade workers

the ets of Victoria; evaluated their knowledge of and
attitudesabout HIV/AIDS transmission behaviours and assessed the

sellors in reducing high risk_Pohaviow's.
ange=lé to 53, 

Re: Two thi subjects reported engagi: nish Fisk behaviour
(vaginal or anal sex without condoms and/or sharing oeeenes injection
equipment) in the previous mon: despite hi edge sc = 1,
correct). e significant trust the street counsellors was reflected in
the 91.6% of subjects os id them as a p 1“otis 8 ort system
Subjects preferred to obta: ondoms from str te frequently (687)
than from penet suppliers (19%) and reported using condoms and blea
more frequent.
Conclusions. Significant high risk behaviours exist among the vittoria
street population. A high level of AIDS knowledge wasae linked t
behavioural risk. Preliminary evidence suggests the s ¢ counsellors may
be able to reduce high risk behaviour. Future researchFrould investigate
this.
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Professionnels de ia santé

Health Care Professionnals
D.621 D.622 FBLISSENTS DEneIE À L?INTENTION PERSONNELS DES

 

SURVEILLANCE ON OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO HIV AMONG HEALTH-
CARE ITALY.
Francavilla,E.#:Cadrobbi,P.*;iScaggiante, R.*;De Silvestro,G.**
Bortolotti, Flaviawss and Bertaggia,A.*

*Dept.of Infectious Diseases,**Blood Bank and**#Clinica Medica 2.Padua,Italy.

innerTo evaluate the frequency of seroconversion in health-care workers
osed HIV.

Methods During a 22-months period,from March 1987,641 health care workers
been exposed to potentially infectious body fluids were screened for

anti-HIV byan ELISArest.Risk factors other than occupationalwere excluded,
298 cases who had b exposed to anti-HIV positive|blood o unknown body
fluids arwith history of needlestick and 71 who reportetedcontanination
of mucous membrane or nonintact skin) were followed up to 12 months after ex
posure.
Results. At first testing all subjects were HIV seronegative.Updated results
of follow-up screening are shown in the table

N* casea during follow-w
Imo 3mo = 12m0

“VW 116 83 21 0

HIV seroconversionType of exposure

Anti-HIV+ blood(221)

body fluids (77)
Constat, These data show t!
‘commontype of exposure to HIV reporte

 

 

64 45 37 28
hat accidental needlestick is by far the most

d by health care workers in our area.
ind none b

* MATHERON S.**. PERNET M. et SCHNEEBERGER C.
BERNARD

Objec Laponie aux interrogations des agents eur l'infection HIV, en des temes sinples,

par tous.

Méthode : one. Pendant un an, les questions lore des conauitations de médecine du travail
Àl'hôpital Claude Bernard, et per auvert à l'hôpital Bichat (400 réponses)
- les classer per professionnelles,

7 reprendre ces questions dns uneLrociuneet s'efforcer que chaque agent solgant au non
y trouve une réponse adaptée a sa
Résultats : un fascicule de poche :Un. REPONSES AUK QUESTIONS DU PERSONNEL DES

ETABLISSEMENTS DE + illustré, a été d'abord diffusé

avant diffusion plus
de Paris (65 000 agents), voire a d'autres
Conclusion : les wéeitate de l'évelurtion permettent d conclure que oe guide répond
‘àl'attente des agents et permet de toucher rapidement. un grand nombre de personnels de catégo-
ries professiomelies variées.

THE EFFECT OF A DEDICATED AIDS UNIT ON HOUSESTAFF ATTITUDES

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOWARDS AIDS.
‘Wallack, J; igri a arrreclal

Beth Israel Medical Center, New York, N.Y, USA

Objective: A number es d changes due 10 tbe AIDS
epidemic. y ip
attitudes,

completed an erg 2 AD opened
Method | auestionnaï à D be ADSaus in July,
1968. The 18 item y
experience onsceteAIDSatsapGeysdamap

been collected.

Results We report on the first 6 monthly rotations from 7/88 to 12/88 of this continuing study. Elghicen
questionnaires were for 5 return rate of 100%. AHenitcont majority (959%) described the rotation a
 

valusble, however of these, 78% tive ra
Ceeaaeae moestowards caringfor AIDS patiente ‘Theraion ha 20nina ist

repo
aboutthe ftlueose of ibe AIDS epldemic on thei ftureproteaonalpass48dae hy wreihwo
Faee enamine and SO% felt leas tkely to practice in New York City. Only two

AIDSpenne Nearly 34 ry
to provide care for
SatTeaeyarsemtceennee

may have @ positive influence on this trend,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noneofcases tested was seropositive.at Presentation a ecame sero-
positive after exposure to blood who was known to be anti-HIVpositive.

D.625 KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS OF PHYSICIANS REGARDING D 626 AIDS-R NURSES
HIV I M tensee . AND HOSPITAL

Ging, Simon Murray*; McEvo! ”; Willenbring, K* and Henry, K.*t
*Department of Health Education, Tsiangton Health“authority, London, England Department of “Medicine, St y ik ï y i St. Paul.

**Department of Public Health Medicine, Islington Health Authority, London Minnesota U.S.A.
gland

Objective. Te di attitudes,
Objective. To assess knowledge about, and attitudes towards HIV amongst is it

hospital and primary care physicians in the Health District ofaSitagton, Methods. In September
thods. A self-administered postal questionnaire was distrib! all teaching hospital. y attitudes, behaviors,

physicians in active medical practice w thin the Health aiatrictof“Balington homophobia. i ï

Twenty questions were de ed to seek details sbowt: sources informa Besuts. Ri

on HIV; quantificen of degree of risk of infection from various activities; caucasian, 93% female, 4 000001).
extent of contact th infected patients; and attitudes to Sf

and counselling of patien: hatin AIDS As agroup, HA i itud

sults. The data pollected were stored in a VT103 computer and analysed score, i i! 01}, k

using the minitab programme. 376 questionnaires were sent out; 293 (78%) A i indi ji iD!

re completed ang returned after two reminders. Preliminary analysis to the public (p< .O1). In all, 82% h hour AIDS
suggest.S that medical journals were th t important source of information inservice program if this was offered.

$2% of hospital doctors but only 16% of pr: physicians . and that the

had had regular contact with HIV infected patients. These physicians had AIDS-related in thi
higher levers of knowledge about HIV 1 re ely to oppose sample, possibly i i i y

routine screening ortesting for antibodies to HIV without contact. Younger HA i Ne. Si Rl

doctors were more up to date with specialist thinking on HIV than older

associate: i AIDS
Conelusions. Compren: information require further study. ensive results will be available by April 1989.
Preliminary findings accord with those of other researchers in the U.K.
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D.627 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF UNIVERSAL PRECAUTIONS IN A
LARGE COMMUNITY _HOSPI
Lampson, Judith
Ky York, E.; Toop

Objective. To develop and test a model educational training program for the
FE Ss.prevention of blood borne diseases in health care settin:

Methods. It has bee

Kline. J.; Malo-Schlegel, S.; Traficanti,
. (Hartford Hosp., Hartford, CT, USA)

ng:
n recommen: that blood and body fluid precautions be

ly anduniversally|used by health care workers (HC 1
patients. The concept of “universal precaution s" (UP) is a tetantial de-

s inthe hospital and has generated
mong HCW, a ministrators and educators.

educational program wasdeveloped for all HCW. Mandatory educatior
apes, question and answer periodsand a specially pre-

pared brochure, were provided to all employees. A hospital wide advertising
campaign using posters and newsletters announced the rogran. eachin
methods are belng evaluated bypost-education tests, followupPets and by

hodology.direct observati of Hi job utilizing "duck=blind" me:
Employee needlesticl occurances.ane er documented exposure 5 blood and
body fluids will be r wed. ations of UP will be determined by
comparing cost after weto stanerd (maisease specific”) isolation procedures.

sults. The educational program and evaluation activities are in pro:
Dialogue with disciplines most effected by UP (OR, Laboratory, Nursing)fh
refined details and enhanced acceptance: Cost estimates on UP to date exceed
$1.6 million for materials and p
Conclusion. UP implementation can"beexpensive and disruptive, and should
Follow thorough planning and preparation

D.629 HIV/AIDS oral EDUCATION: PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND
UATION FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES AND SOCIAL WORKERS
ley, Patricia M.; Malgady, R.; McGriff, E. and Grossman,A.

New York Univershe New York, New York, U.S.A.

ghjective. To develop and evaluate a comprehensive Program of AIDS education
Stang, mlnurees and social worker

um (€.g.+immunology, cPidentotogy/vtzotony,
clinicians

8 dru ed
tions‘tncluded'oone- two- and five-day workshops,

ture series.

 my
Results. “since 1987, over 6,000 health professionals from New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands have participated.
Pre- a catests of knowledge, attitudes, anxiety about working
AIDS patients, and satisfaction wit onal program adminis-

tered. Results indicated that participants demonstrated significant increase
and high levels

prior personal
di with geographic location

(high/low incidence areas) and profess
Conclusion. This program has effecttively * reached a significant number
of health professionals in an area of high AIDS prevalence. It has been
favorably Peceived and has impacted on professional behavior. Geographic
location, as # factor in the level of education needed to maintain HIV
expertise, needs further exploratio:

D.631 DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS OF A NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY FOR
CARE FROFESSTONALS ATA pacte HOSPITAL.

Akpan, Sandra*; Noel-Connor, J.* and El-Sadr, W.*.
*Harlem Hospital Center, New York, N.Y.,U.5.A,

Objective: To determine attitudinal and/or culture! factors "that influence
the care admivistered to HIV-infected patien This was of particular in-
terest since the HIV-infected population at this institution primarily con-
sists of users (IVDUs) and of minoriti:

le t the general consensus was that AIDS

t cause the disease.

at arn more about, includin;
sexuality and 1.¥. drug abuse.
ethnicity orthe medical house staff/nurisng staff

ral and societal attitudes were influencing attitudes towards the AIDS
patientBe

ults: The survey was pre-tested among & group Adoctors and nurses who
cared for the most AIDS patients before implementa The resulte of the

elings about the woreseaiity end behavior of the
IVDA that negatively influences care

Conclusion: e full resulte of the | survey among medical house staff and
nursing staffer be presented
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ESTIMATED RISK OF HIV INFECTION AMONG SURGEONS PRACTICING IN

esa YORK oy ain

x, Gary P Lewenfels, A.B. New York

mest College, valhalla: À new York, USA.

D.628

gbiective. To estimate the occupational risk of HIV infection in jeons.

Surgeons from several hospital:
Surveyed by telephone ox by

puncture wound injuries occurring vw past 1

Results. 100 (91%) of 110 surgeons contacted by phoneàand 102 (53%) of 191
contacted mil agre:conta:

differences in responses of the 2 groups, the data were combined. 173 (86%)
# .

es ra seroconversion
is 1-2%. This risk could be reduc: apracuinately 50% if an apparatus
were developed to protect just the index finger.

 

D 630 USING TO TRAIN HEALTH CARE WORKERS (HCW)

. Berman, Caryn
Wniversity of Tllinois at Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

mieenmcanebare cognitive,
al
  Methods: conducted between 1985 and 1988

FEmspilnuswc. small group
discussions;

is there?”

 

D 632 SOURCES oF STRESS AMONG AIDS CAREGIVER:
. Mandel. rey S.*; Ji

A
Francisco, schools of Medicine and Nursing, California, USA;
**young Adult Institute, New York, New York,

Objective. To determine common sources of stress among AIDS
Methode.Pa

thods. Participant8 in “care for the caregiver” workshop.
by self-administered questionnaire te identity

provision of A

 
y cited sources of stress were

problems; (2) lack of resources; (3) 2086 of friends/loved ones;
(4) distress asssociate o
set limits on work;

capabilities|of respo to the demands of the AIDS crisis
are perceived to be as stvesetut as the emotional demands
patient care.
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CARE WORKERS ATTITUDES mIKNONLEDGE REGARDING HIV

Andriolo, Mario; Gerbert,
t. Clare’s Hospital and Health Center, ewe“re NY

California San Francisco, Dept of Dental Public Health, San Francisco, CA,

ed. gui.
, "USA and Znivers.sity of

us

Objective. To assess the change in dental care workersattattitudes and
Fiowlaigeabout HIV after attending an educationa
Methods. Dental care workers were invited to atten! a3hour seminar whic!
Provided information on transmission, etiology and idemiologyof-of HEV, oral
manifestations ofHIV and infection limited

Results. Completed
Knowledge and

ding their right to fayny treat.
patients (pre 84.6% vs Post 56.6%) and were more likely to accept standards
of care set by pro!ofessional organizations {pre 58.18 ve post 71.0%). Change
in risk perception was not significant although slight positive changes were
seen in general attitudes abouabout HIV.
Conclusion. The seminar was effective in educating dental care workers about
the oral manifestations of HIV and it. onal

in changinggenergeneral attitudes
ansmission. Future 5 should

include a stronger it.

D.635 TEAM~BASED MODEL: AIDS TRAIN THE TRAINER PROGRAM FOR HEALTH

CARE PROFESS] mals

e A.*; Fitzsimmons, M.J.*.

oi
Bisaillon

#*Massachusetts Hospital Auociation, Burlington, MA, U.S.A.

ghlective. To describeed evaluate a miel AIDS Train the Trainer Program
of health care providers in hospitals.

Mec od.The Massachusetts Hospital Association in comdunction vith the

Massachusetts Department of Public Health and lew England
ments a team-basedAIDS 101

 
s
Conclusion. A developmental, Tra
prog: + which {evolvesthehopital administration in the selection of a

representative engthen the likelihood that training activities
e brought becktotothehehospital,

 

D.637

 

AIDS Education and the Health Worker: A Planning Workshop
D.634

er), Erma J. Wright**,L.Linsk*, (Organ:
cornsake, Riva Miles Phyllis Hetvontéese,

Midwest AIDS educationCenter, Univ. of Illin:
Region AIDSEduca’eeCent » Tulane University, Newor

NéU,S. Public Health Service;Canada; ee1 Fre oepit » London, UK; *#*
ARAAARTATV a Univareity Sheol of Public Health, U.S.A.
objectives: (a) 8 information about _tducatioon of health workers in
countries of high prevalence of AIDS/HIV; (b)identify critical issues--e.g.
curriculum,Lite system: ocial & occupational cont. national info
t campaigns; (c)astablioh. global linkages between AIDS health professional
educatore; (d)formulste an a lan & an organization for continuing c

ca & evelo ent & evaluation of educational metho
ods: Two to 22 hour anes workshop. Panel participants we snth

line programs, iss and act evaluations of specific roble:

areas. Scholars, pubiie health officials, & health workersaFehe conference

will participate in developing the action plan.

about education of
TVEYS rriculum of programs

behavior of health workers

delivery systems. (d)How h

commitments exrna
adequate preparation of health care workers as well as ongoing information.

D.636 ATTITUDES BEHAVIOURS OFHOSPITAL
. PERSONAL :ANDVALUATION OF

. +. PREVENTIONCAMPAIGNS IN
; Hausser D. ; Lehmann cater

poluniv. de méd. sociale et préventive, fananeSuis ISPM, Zürich, Suisse.
fodicalut
Medical staff La:

Doithin the es ulation,AlAIDSSeatedatiatiudesmitbeavouza

 

opinion leadership wi
medicaleemayeared or negatively affect the course o

els, D have be lected 3 d (emData have been col within le nts, (emergency, § ery,
delivery, general care, AIDS-centers) of diferent seedhospi inSwifee and%
1988, focus ‘oups discussion combined
Results. overestimate the risk o! ae at worl lacs “and has
insufficient Inowledge, Health personal dostdownplay. however,ri ning rivate life
situations. The fears of contamination in touch with patients
diminish as experience with such cases increases. Majojor concerns of ATDS-experienced

fessionals in general care units relate to adequatecarecare. Fears are still present in
as HIVpeassurgery and delive: e staff of these services

attempts to identifyHIV+ ai on the basis of cirbelonging to a risk group. This
maylead to stigmatisation

medical units.evel taken care of in general me
quailtyof care oftherisktisk of&contamination at‘workmayreacreate problems i
quality of care. inadequate attitudes may uence negative
prevention in general, Information and support for medical care taking units are to be

OF THEer GETWEEN MEDICAL STUDENTS AND AIDS

ae AT A UNIVERSITY HOSP’

nymig.; Morais = 56, Carlos.Apertes Ferreira, L.E.M.;

Z, LAL; r£es-Dias

Gaffrée & Guinle university4Hcpiven ~ jntversity of Rio te Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

Magalhses,

Qiective: To improve tre relationship between medical students and AIDS patients in a

University Hospital wa:

oyin a general medicine ward, where up to SOX of the 22 patients load is

occupied by AIOS patients. Third-year medical students initiating ital practice

Participated, during their first 6 months in the ward, in weekly psychosomatic sessions which

sed the /AIDS patients relationship on the Spontaneous

 
wthtea

that the students should tito to write down their

elaborate and examine

 
thes. TI s performance was
mesbers of the health tean who Unaware of tha group discussions.
Conclusions: The exis! f discussions with medical students in charge

S where the emotional espects can te throughly examined and discussed isey importantA
for the improvement of the relationship and the better acceptance of these pati
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CARE FORtne CAREGIVERS « A TRAINING MODEL IMPROVING THE SKILLS OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS

D.639 Jaciobs iond *; Lewis, A. **; Mandel, D.640 wi H
ung nstituute, “hew’ York, N.Y; te University of

California, San Francisco,"Schools of Medicine and Nursing. U.S.A.

Objective. To develop an educational vehicle which addresses the stress
experienced by those who provide AIDS care over time.

Simple techniques in recreational and drama therapy have bee
Integrated into a workshop format. These techniques are used to facilitate

participants focusing on feelinngs of sadnessa exhaustion,
at are related to the AID:

insight-oriented “workshop

During the courseorthe workshop, providers-learn to recognize
sources of stress as well a jowledge rewards in their work. Participants
are able to uuse these methods“and techniques as well ae adapt the model from

n training and discipline for use in their own
professional and paraprofessional settings.
Conclusion. On-going support and care for AIDS caregivers is vital to.the
process of reaffirmation, conmitment to work, and work productivity,
AIDS Servicedelivery system

UTILIZING MEDICAL STUDENTS IN A UNTVERSETY-BASED COMPREHEN-
SIVE AIDS EDUCATION AND COUNSELING P
ee lio, A. Gene*; Schaffner, W.*

D.641
S Sheets, R.*; Lindsay, L.*;

SandersTeuniversity, Nashville, Tennessee, USA, **University of South
Florida, ona » Florida, ***University of South Carolina, Columbia, South
Carolin Ms

objectve. To successfully involve medical students in the delivery of
DS/H duc ui art ofeduca

Methods. First, secon
cal School were enrolled in the elective course,

legal aand ethical concerns, human sexuality, and counseling and educa

100 medical students have participated in this program since 1985.
Studentevaluations indicate the program has increased tn owledge ©
AIDS/HIV, human sexuuality, and pyschosoctal issues. The program has alsoopro-

em with ctical counseling and patient education Methods which wi11
be of value in later rac’
Conclusion. Medical students should be provided with an opportunity to par-

n AIDS education and counseling as part of their academic program.
Such œourses should be focused on practice issues and well supervised.

D.643 A10S EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR HEALTH CARE provipens AN VIRGINTA

Uradford, J., and Lesniak,

Medical College of Virginia-'virtnte Commonweaith University,

Richmond, Virginis, United 3

Qbiective. To plan, implement, and evaluete & program of AIDS education and clinical training

tailored vrene needs of health care providers throughout Virginia.

hrough cocperetion with the Virginie Department of testis and the Mid-Atlantic AlOS

Regional cation and Training Center, « multidisciplinary teem of trainers with ise in

the care of NiV-infected patients was organized with special eon in infectious diseases,

psychiatry, social work, substence sbuse, nursing, counseling,

gynecology, and ped Outreach, publicity, and |pregream pienning was ac:

and to hospitel sssociations. Free

, Counselors, social

prehospitel care providers, act:

fields. A comprehensive etine aed
attitudes wes completed by ‘he Universi vey ere Laborstory for physiciens,

dentists, Counselors#, nursen, emergency care2 verkers and funeral directors.

«+ Batueen Jan. {, 1987, and . 31, 1988, over 15,000 health care werein Virginie

received ans educsiton and training tailored to their individual areas of interest and level

of need. Serial surveys are planned en » biannual basis to evaluate the attentiveness of the

educetional intarventisn, identify program changes and develop impact objactives for

subsequent yeors.

. À comprehensive AIDS educetion program cen address the needs of peste care

workers from € wide range of fields. When combined with ongoing needs essesements end

evaluation, such @ program can be modified to address specific educational needs nn “hee

change over time.
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Downer,Ann*; Chapman, L.*; Kaetz, S.*; Mandel,
Washington, WAMI AIDS Education ana Training

Center Program, Seattle, WA., US

The University of Washington AIDS Education and Training
Center Program (AIDS Ere)was established in 1987 to prepare
health care workers to te hers about HIV/SEDE:
addition to content on HIV/AIDS, _the program offe
instruction using the leCurriculun This
curriculum includes chapters on Creating a Cli
Learning, Curriculum Design and Planning, Teaching Methods,
Preparing Visual] Aide, Recognizing

suggested learning activities, each designed to prepare
participants to provide effective HIV/AIDS instruction to
health care professionals. Approximately one-half of the
neek=long course is devoted to the AIDSTeachingSkills

ict and teaching concepts. To date, 250 providers
have attended. Examination of the ining course
is underway. The curriculum package and evaluation results
will be displayed during the poster session.

D.642 RELUCTANCE OF HEALTH CARE WORKERS TO TREAT AIDS
pie - AN ANALYSIS

arles; Ogden, B.; Johnson, M.P.
University ofSRErer Gainesville, Florida, USA

Objective: To evaluate association between willingness to work
ow AIDS is transmitted,

als were surveyed abouttheir
h AIDS, their attitudes towards

ues, and understanding of AIDS ecideniology.
tance to work withResults: ts expressed reluc

AIDS patien This was significantly associated with a belief
that working wit increased ri for the disease, a belief
that health professionals should have the right to refuse to
work with AIDS patients, and an unwiyuingness to treat homo-

totreat AIDS patients

of how AIDS is°transmitted
agreement with certain basic princip
Conclusion: Reluctance to treat AIDS’ appears -to .be:
irrational fears of.contagion rather than ignorance about the
epidemiology of the disease or a lack or ethiccs. AIDS
education of health professionals should include strategies to
reduce fear and to humanize the AIDS patient.

ANALYSE DES COMPORTEMENTS BIOLOGIQUES ET MEDICAUX FACE A LA

RELATION SEROPOSITIVITE TOXICOMANIE (ENQUETE DANS LA REGION
ILE DE FRANCE

Naudin.Claude*;Neumann,C.*;Malamud,P.*;Labayle,D.*;Rabine,C.

D.644

Debiez,C.**

*Association HIV 91.H6pital de Bligny.91640.FRANCE.**DDASS EVRY 91000.FRANCE

Objectifs. Analyseraau niveau du Département de l'Essonne, l'implication des
ueil et le suivi des sujets HIV séropositifs et toxie0

frèremanes.Proposer deo38!lutions aux problèmes rencontrés par nos ¢o!
Méth L'Association HIV 9 el Décembre 88,

subvention du Ministère de la Santé et à la collaboration de la Direction
Départe: tale de l'Actio: itaire et

des réponses est élevé (48 %).Pour le questionnaire
des inewalistes et 35 % des spécialistes|ont répondu.Parmi eux

45 % suivent des(beropositite 30 % des toxic uite"au malade
gi e: entes sont les difficultés majeures. ur le question

Conclusion.Le taux de réponses très important à cette enquête confirme 1
nécéssité de mettre en oeuvre une acction associative et pluridisciplinaire.
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D 645 MULTIDISCIPLINARY AIDS TEAM ROLE IN MORALE AND STRESS
. ICT: esv5)

3 O'Dowd, Callan Solana, G.H.;

Gordon, Klei: al. Montetiote”hodical"éenter,Priber
Einstein“CollesorMedicine, Bronx, New York, U.S

Objective, To Gescribe|a8multidiseiptinary team’s role in maintaining
morale and reducing s among Al

Textesof AIDS clintea!sare raquires expertise from many
th H es. Stressors include: cruelty of

di By dying, unrealistic expectations, f
infection, sense of teplation. and lack of resources.

x the past yrs, a multidisciplinary team, initially formed to
provide pt care, has duce stress and provide support for
HCWs. The core team consists of MDs, MSW:
qutrttiondse. lawyers, and clergy. Functions include: creation of gr
identity 2. etable leadership3.3. (frequene mestings educate, foster trust,
optimisn, cooperattion and c cation 4. allow expression of feelings
including grief 5. promote crossveultural awareness 6. support research and

tings nhanc.e personal growth and sense of
achievement 7. memorial servicesforspecionte 8. social events to promote
cohesiveness 9. permiseion to car r oneself as prio.

An AIDS clinical care team can enhance staff morale and reduce
stress by forms1 and informal group pechantans, but requiresoem!tant to
team building and maintenance from the onset

ALbS & ERALTH CARE GIVERS: KNOWLEDGE. ATTITUDESD.647 x
Burris,J;Garrison,C and Addy,C

‘University of South Carolina School of Public Health, Columbia,
South Carolina,

Objective. To determine the knowledge, attitudes and infection
control Practices amo: alth care givers.
Methods. 241 health care givers, consisting of registered
nurses, licenced practical murses, nursing assistants and
technicians, medical technologists and phlebotonists, responded

urvey in à Sou: Carolina hospital. Scores for
Enowiedge, attitudes and infection control practices were
calculated. Data were analyzed using stepwise regression , one-

ne: edge about AIDS appears to be hig!
ng these health care givers. they i111 have fear

and increased risk perception concerni: 3 72% of the

that they would prefer to avoid caring for people with AIDS
only 51 to 64% of the participants wear gloves at all times.

Although health care givers in this study wer
quite knoviedgeable AIDS, th ibited fears and
increased perceived Fiskofsroquiring HIV infection. A
substantial number did ollow the universal precautions
recommended by C.D.C..

D 649 SUPPORT FOR STAFF ADDRESSING HIV/AIDS ISSUES IN A DRUG

. REHABILITATION CENTRE.

urgess, King's Collegs Hospital, London, U.K.

Objective: To enable staff at a drug rehabilitation centre to identify
sources of stress arising from their treatment of clients with HIV/AIDS

and to generate management solutio
Methods: A facilitated Support group was set up for all staff, manyof

whom are thenaelves ex~users. Forthnightly meetings were held ove:

six month peri
The principal causes ofire were found

ations; outmoded operational roe
g HIV to fag abuse: the nee

re clients about better health after dru; Ss.
@ii) INDIVIDUAL - fee:“anus derekilledi fear of infection; feeling isolated;

uiet over own past dru
Solutions sneludedsetting|ap formal and informal forums to ventilate
prob. t

 

mS. © also made to clarify stall roles. A training
rogramme wassimplemented, both toprovide clinical updates and to address

counselling ues surrounding dea As t srouPs taff

problem solving

 

D.646

_K.A.; Gold, J.W.M. and Armstrong, D.
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, New York, U.S.A.

HIV EXPOSED HEALTH CARE WORKERS AT MSKCC
arrow, Melanie J.; Campbell, S.W.; Blevins, A.; Sobeck,

Objective. To examine compliance of Health Care workerson) to COC guide-
nes Tor significant exposure (SE) to HIV infected p

Methods. All HCW reporting significant exposures (needlestick or mucous
membrane) to employee health s 6 and December 1988
were referred to an Infectious“Disease nurse for interview and ct ow. up.
Results. Of the 46 referred 11 refused any follow-up, 20 continued follow
up for one year, 25 requested HIV testing,va were negative. The tot:
number of reported SE including known HIV exposures was 418. We suspect
underoneporting of all SE including those involving patients with HIV in-
fec
Conclusion. Fewer than one-half of HCW who report SE comply with follow-up.
Reasons may include: concern for lack of confidential tty, inconvenience,
knowledge deficit, and fear of results. A nee r education about risks

esticks and methods of reducing the umberof occurrences is seen.
Concerns about confidentiality need to be addressed.

Rothenberg,A; Epst
Mount Sinai School “ot Medicine, New:York, NY, U.S.A.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT OF STAFF AIDSKSDUCATION PROGRAM IN TERTIARY
£ AND INNER CITY COMMUNITY ITAL
owitz-sKorenblit, Pearl Polen M; Walther, V;

œ jective. To develop an AIDS staff education program in 2 hospitals serving
‘ast Harlem, an inner city community: Mount Sinai Hospital, a tertiary care

center and North General Hospital, a winority-run community hos
Methods. A comprehensive needs assessment was performed at both si

areas, which serve the targeted high risk population, women of childbearing
care providers and workers were interviewed

ranging from physicians and nurses to social workers and clerks.
te 200 s i e more extensive

ere was a great need identified for ongoin
need for Vinkages with other AIDS education activities

in the hospital and Commun ity was voiced.
Concclus ion. An effective AIDS staff education program requires intensive

must be responsive to documented staff needs. Staff

needs of the particular staff of each hospital area.
(This effort was. funded bv the Alfred P. Sloan Faundatian).
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D 651 A SUPPORT GROUP CAN HELP PRIMARY CAREGIVERS KEEP PACE
. WITH THE INCREASING IMPACT OF THE HIV EPIDEMIC

Frost, J wee; Judd

Lee,S*; O'Neill, SF*; Paulsen, i *Healthcare Associates and the
Departments of Medicine, Social Work and Psychiatry, Beth let
Hospital/Harvard Medical School. *#The Center for Policy and Educat
of the Harvard AIDS Institute at Harvard School of Public Wealth.
The Boston Institute for Psychotherapy, Boston, MA,

Objective: To describe a multidisciplinary support group of health care

providers working with people with AIDS in a primary care group practice
within a general medical hospital.
hethoë: A 15 member group of clinical and adainistrative personnel met

with mental health BroUupgestes for 15 weeks. The member:
discussed . their personal eriences with HIV infected patients
Presently in their ceaeload..

ssior neluded rn educationalanesemotional content,

focussing ween both personal and professional uch as: feelings
about and lack of knowledge regarding altsrnativelifestyles, IV dru;

or cultural differences;nical and ral concerns raised by
treatmen!t decisions; the impact of the rapid ‘prowch of 1:formation and
technology; and their nes‘out ¢caring for people their own age or
younger with a terminal illne:

: Caregivers who hadpreviously felt isolated, overwhelmed by

ter support and community, and an
fnereased.interest and capacity to care for People with HIV infection.

    D 653 EFFECTS oriAND AIDS WORK ON STAFF INVOLVED IN CARING

. L Sherr Mary'sHosptte17Rochaspton ‘Institute: H George -

St Mary's, “London, U

Introduction ~~ Staff Stress and burnovt has been well documented. HIV
invelves health oare staff in screening,erRe and high

prcere. This study examined the ac’ how they coped

and to s f coping styles and averues were predictive of adjustment

Twenty one staff from front line work in the area of
highest incidence in London completed the study investigetion. Mean

age was 28.6 yrs (renge 23-40). anywork with AIDS/HIV was 16.1 mthe
Mean yeors of qualification was 8.4 year Staff rated current stress,

coping avenues and perceived and experienced stressors.

Results - No subjects were unstressed -fog foirly, 38K|moderately

and 33% very. All subjects found it desirable
outside life, yet one fifth were ot vve

 

or may be the e of input for low stress subjects. Informst.

tcol in this area and h groups may

or provide a forum ft af netw

they were associated with the death of a patient and 111 patients and

interpersonal and practical issves which could easily be addressed.

D.655 FICTURAL INPOEMATIONSARE A GOOD WAY TO CONTEIBUTE
. TO MEALYH CARE

Henriveux.Ph.; Thiout,6. 3 Fairon.Y.; Bruninx,¢. 3
Bercot,K.; Eoland,

- Sart Tilman, State University of Liège, BELGIUM.

‘king ith AIDS ‘can induce stress, anxiety and overwork as
eeas Titeliectua stimulation, This psychological iapact could be diked
to the lifestyles ptite with AIDS, distress over the youth of

patients, neur complications ying patients. Also, individual
assessm is ined still anxious about the of a nosocomial
HIV contam: . ore, it wi be interesting ive informations

about AIDS and lifestyles related to AID: rder to facilitate

contacts of HCWs wi tients and, also, to give directives in order

to minimize the risk of HIV contamination during professional activity.

METHODS. Manuscripts with recommendations were provided. However,
ehaviours were not cutficientiy modified. Therefore, on the occasion of

the World AIDS ‘Day. we delivered a pictural

on.
TS. For the first time, we were requested

on eaterials and attitudes regarding AIDS

patienPE
COMICLUSTONS. Specific informations to BONS are

duce staff's discomfor:ne oO

Da| o| ]LE facilitate care to AIDS patients. Specified
D practical recommandations contribute

 

a”etaoemu feeling of more security. A viecural ieeormation

is more attractive than a manuscript and could

bea to reach this goal.

800

D.652 DENI DE LA REALITE ET FORMATION DES PROFESSIONS DE SANTE
deanFlorian METTETAL” FteoerEOFEDELMANMBARY**, A JOURDANT*
FHégprta Necter, ARCAT-SDACMS, “APCAT-SIOACIVIS; “" ARCAT-SIDA, FRANCE

 

Chyectit: analyse du déni de ta réalité par tes professions de santé
Méthode: tatisiique des d des d'information, évatua ti d des de formation, évaluation

questionnaires.
 

acompe
Resuitats:
1) Le deni de la réalité du procedu su par les professions de santé suit a rattefeeR
population générale et son corps médical n'a, auene ses responsabiités,
pommarsance sériuse de la malade, n un metieur comportement psychologique, el ne percque ès
vaguement fa complexité des situations auxquelles i risque d'êtreee

i Cell de ia population générale, est fonction de la situation médiatique, mais le statut e
savant dumédecin le conduit à relativiser le problème pour Witer cmesessspos tudes:
l'épidémie y faire { iment que les frontières entre isi s

i
e

  
 consistance

Dore du sida: ioral insuffisante au mveau uriversiaire hésitation et reinte laand
presse médicale,
scientifiques et rate yeele stress poychologiue, la formation continue ne prend pas en compte kes

 
  

 

 

sur le mode du ralvapage matt,
Conclusion, Seuk une Conception stata de la formation,"aan tous kesansa tous kes
niveaux

D.654 COOPERATION PHYSICIAN AND PSYCHOLOGIST :
AIDS ~- A CALL FOR PSYCHO-SOMATO-SOCIAL TEAMWORK

Laiberich,-! ; Heomnn.Claudia?, Reiser,J.2;  Porsch,U.2; Hunzelmann,N.4;
Olbrich,E.

University of Erlangen, lyedical Clinic I, “Medical Clinicibe of
Psychology 3AIDS-Center of Federal Health Administration in.
FEDERAL RÉPUBLIQUE OF GERMARY

waysOf cooperation between i and
caring for HIV-seropositive persons and AIDS-pati

Hethods. Roo physicians end ENCRES Dale anAva)making (3) for
their experiences with HIV-positive persons and (2) their expectations

profs
Res 40% of the psychologists and 95% of the physicians hed experiences

the treatment of HIV/AIDS-patients. No significant differences were fomd
inboth, groupe" judgements of the importance of counselling patients with
regard to their life style, informing them about their prognosis,

relaxation techniques. Physicians to talk

D.656 PSYCHOLOGICAL STRAIN IN A  MULTIDISCIPLINARY
TEAM TAKING CARE OF AIDS PATIENTS IN BRAZIL
SouzaAlicia*s Queiroz,A.#

*School of Medicine, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Qbjective. To identify and work through, experience in
group dynamics, the anxisties on 1lee tensions felt by a

Method. The investigation was done through the structure of the

multidisciplinary team dealing with the group dynamics. Weekly

neetings vere recorded and

esu he arx
generated
transgressive behavior

addiction, and th

h

 

ne ssociated
b in sifies
limitations of medical knowledge makes multidisciplinar
a . The group work was a
a w n nxieties alth tea
psychotherapeutic function, and te improve Titegration among the

health t
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Minorities
D.657

 

AIDS KNOWLEDGE LEVELS AND RELATED SEXUAL PRACTICES AMONG
whence SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE (STD) CLINIC
PATIENTS

; Natllia, M.; Patrick, $.;
and Stoneburner,
New York City Dopertwent of Health, New York, U.S.A.

Fordyce, £.0.;

OBJECTIVE. To determine the levels of AIDS knowledge and attitudes and the
sexual practices of a higneisk predominantly black and Hispanic population
attending STD clinics in NYC.

. eaetinesa questionnaires were competed in STD clinic
waiting rooms during a three month perio 1988. mationaa
owledge about À os and modes|of HIV transmission, Mtitedes t

antibody testing, sexual practices, risk reduction behavior andgemographics
was obtained.

42 blacks and Hispantes correctly answered questions about
AIDS and HIV Canin sston. Despite high knowledge levels, 66% of blacks
and 37% of Hispanics incorrectly identified gong,blood and insect bites
as risks for acquir ng A ast month wi

of black and Hispanic males.

rte: ‘condom n the las
Mandatory reporting of HIV statusvathou patient.anonyni ty would “deter 21%
of black and Ni spante. patients from seeking testing.

ese results suggest that further research on the
psychosocial, socioeconomic dynamics and soctocul tural forces which impinge
upon risk reduction behaviors is require

D 661 MEETING THE GEALTH CARE NEEDS OF MINORSTIES
‘ ‘WITH SIV INFECTION

** Hazard, M-: *fhorvington, U.; * Strout,F.;

++ Dailey, a3 ®t walker, M‘wee seort, R-

* Say Area #lack Consortium for Quality Health Care, inc.; ** AIDS Minority Health Initistive;

see Critical Care Medical Group, Inc. U.S.A,

Qbiective, To examine the affectivenses of cose menegament services ss 3 ier needs essesament tool
for AIDS agencies in planning end implementing nor-hoopieal based AIDS serv!

Method, A demonstration project wea estebtiched to sssess and identify the health care

peychosocial ns and cest of caring for persons diegnosed with AIOS/ARC. Between July 1, 505oned

December 30, we examined the peychologteal/behavierel, medical, cest, social service, an
Sen ‘harerterteties of seventy-four recial and ethnic minorities followed in

setting

Denographic Characteristics: Race - 89% Hack, vx Latino, 1% mire american, 1% Asian, and
1% White; Sex - 85% Male, 15% Female; Risk Factors 56% Homosexuel/Sisexual, 15% IVOU, 4%
Homoat L/IVOU, SX heterosexual, 1% ttiac/Transtusion Dire 19% mttpte feetorss besths -

15% died within six months after entering the program: Gost $2,333/¢ ‘ial Services -
Housing, food, clothing, transportation, legal drug rowan,a) advocacy;
Peycholosicel, fetrie Emotional support, doser andere individual and group therapy, and
psychotropic drugs; Medical Diagnosis - PCP, Kepoal’s sercoma, HIV encephalopathy (AIDS Dementia),

. Mycobecterium tuberculosis, HIV westing ayndrome, Coccidio’seein,
ed Toxoplasmosis, Nerpes simplex, Candidiesis, Cryptococosis, Cryptosporidiosis, Cytamegal

Interstitial pneumonia, and Renel failure

 medical, paychological, and social
services to mintainththem|in non-acutecare ee Case management servicenpe an important role
 

D 658 KNOWLEDGE ABOUT HIV TRANSMISSION IN HISPANICS
. IN SAN FRANCISCO: ACCULTURATION EFFECTS

rin, Barbarea*; an arin, G,**
*University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco,
California, USA, **University of San Francisco, San
Francisco, California, USA

Objective. To describe knowledge about AIDS and HIV in a
representative sample of Hispanics from San Francisco.
Method A m-digit-dialing telephone survey of 470
Hispanic adults residing in areas with 10% te His

n was conducted using items from the National Center
for Health Statistic
Results. esults indicated generally excellent knowledge of
the true modes of transmission of » but also many erroneous
beliefs in "ca * mo of tr desion. Acculturation w
strongly associated with owledge, with the less acculturated
bein uch mor ikely believe that mosquitos, p €
toilets, eating utensils eezes could transmit H

Knowledge” about AIDS and its transmission may
be aseocieted with acculturetion status in the Hispanic
population, since more acculturated Hispanice have more access
to AIDS information through English-language media as well as
generally having more education

A COMMUNITY APPROACH TO HIV PREVENTION IN MINNESOTA’S
COMAURITIES OF COLOR.

Finn, M.; Beniak,Flet Karen;
The Four Hinneseta"Minority Councils. Minnesota Department of Health

te), Minneapolis, MN, USA.

o mobilize intergovernmental and multi-agency collaboration to
Limit the spread of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) among persons of
color in Minn .

ta, as elsewhere in| the U.S., the communities of color

the four legislatively mandated minority councils that advocate to state
government an behalf o iti i i
sponsored HIV education aoaferences forcomunity leaders, developed HIV
action pl ansand convened jepresentats ve t for

made available $400,00 “from stateond federal
funds _sertonated for ae prevention in the unities
Amer Indian, Asian, Black agencies and “one. multi -agency Hispanic
consortita were funded to provide HIV prevention and risk reduction
programs.
Conclusion. The plan stimulated funding of HIV prevention programs, fostered
unprecedented collaborations between and within the communities of color and
may serve as a model for intergovernmental and multi-agency collaboration
elsewher

MEDEDUCATION TO MALE SEX WORKERS: Working at the Risk
int

D.662
oandrew*., Overs, C.*Hunt

* Prostitutes Coliective te Victoria,Melbourne, Victoria. Australia

 and a si; i i Vv use
Many,ptiely the young,Fort+ identify with or become adequately serviced by
their communities and relevant organisations. Anaim of this project is to involve and

the r maie sex work is minimised.
The program formale sex workersoperates within an existing prostitutes rights
groups of safe-sex information, con eedies and
the skiils and support necessary for converting knowledge to safe work practices.
Male workers involved in the project visit agencies and groups to participate at
policy level. We contribut:
to HIV infection of the prostitution
community “ahilivetareamatbpoverty, iiliteracy, drug dependency and th
James Dean ethic - live fifast, die
 k and referrais, as well asthe drop-in
centre in which sociai contact forms the basis of a support vepeer netw
Conclusion: potentialiy
facilitating an“interfacelof services in combination with support and direct heaith

welfare provision on a peer

he
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D.663 ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF AIDS INTERVENTION PROJECTS
anowitz, Barbara* and Williamson, Nancy E.*
7Falls Bealth International, Research Trian;

Evaluating projects designed to increase ledge or to change cede
about AIDS is fairly straightforward, This is not the case project is

estgned to prevent HIV transmiseion. rormes having@ ontrol group

ke sense scientifically in order assess what might|have occurred
101 am. But rarely is this practical with AIDS projects and

many co!onsiderte to be unethical.

gle ParkNC, USA.
udes

If incidence is low i
transmission

n the target population, there may be too feucases of
over a project's duration to measure its effective: In

incidence” of

for the program to have an

vention may anand reducetransmission to sexual partner:

focus is on viduals with high risk behaviors _ (often the most

e ha

where programs can be implemented. Follow up is also di ficult,eepecially
1 comercial 9eX WO! kere

sa

and proposed solutions based on planned
and ongoing AIDS programs in Africa, Latin America, and Asia,

MARRAIGE, STD AND PROTECTION FROM HIV

Pork, Charles F* and Kuhn, Austin C.**
U of South Floridaia, Tampa, Fl **US Clinic

D.665
» Ansbach, Germany

As the realization has grown that the AIDS Epidemic is unlike.elyto be
contro. ime soon by eit ra vace ea drug trerene interest in

social behaviors that reduce STD es has increased. The t acceptable

exua. havior occ ige, and the relative ebsenc marraige

n the young se: ly active blac culture is cited as cont. ing

cause to the high rate of HI opositivity (twice the white rate as shown

tiin
prior to World War II, before the introduction|of penicillin, showed that

aige had a protective effect against syphi
Fe examine the possibil hat marraige might. serve as a protection

against STD's and therefore against infection with HIV, a pilot survey was
conducted among US itary personnel. The analysis showed a significant
difference between the white enlisted married rateof STD's of 13%, ti
black enlisted married rate of STD f 32%, and no significant difference
of the ter from black enlisted unmarried rate of STD's of

cks, married or sing: ed in more risky sexual behaviors than did
udy suggests that marr.

Bla
married whites. This preliminary

i i not

and must

of white married
males met the Judaic-Christian ideal of mono

FOCUS GROUPS AS AN

Black C.A.R.E. Project, Los Angeles,
University0 of clifania, Lo

ifornia State University, Northridge, Cal

ited States;

efforts with Black gay and bisexual gathered
from diverse groups the .

. Six focus groups of 2-5 hours in length, each 10
Black gay men, were convened in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Atlanta, Omaha, Pittsburgh. on and

802

EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION FOR BLACK GAY MEN
* Mays, V. M.,** and Cochran, 5.D.4#*

TEV patical trentuee and protective iehesion re

D 666 A PUBLIC HOSPITAL AND THE AIDS EPIDEMIC IN

. OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
dward Allen Seidel;Edw. J Wefsy; T Rose. Highlend

Hospital, Dept. Internal Medicine; Oakland, Californie, USA

objective: To compare diagnoses, ethnicity, and transmission
riske of 55 patients presenting to a newly formed outpa
subepecialty HIV clinic wae Highland Hospital, Oakland, ca, with

ilar data already existing for California.
ethod + Diagnoses, ethniicity, End riek of all 55 patients (51

nales and 4 females) nina ly formed subspeci y clinic
or HIV infection, are reviewed for the period 3/ 88 through

9/30/8 Pte. were ider or self-referred into the clinic.
Results: 46 (84%) of patients had diagnoses of AIDS or ARC, b
a eed 4 CDC ria, and 4 (7%) tients bh ymptoms

re Black, with AIDS/ARC dx’s: (#46)
al 7ty Hono Bi IV Combined T

262% 24% 6z 2
White 172% -- 10 4% 31
Hispenic 2% -- -- 42%
Asian 2% -- oo -- 2
Total

Conc tusion: When

 

5

outpatients seen at Highland Hospital, Oakland, California, USA.

WHE! IM-UP AND TOP-DOWN APPROACHES MEET:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE AND INTEGRATED
HEALTH PROMOTION/AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAM °**

Rose, David* »Lefkowite, re, Belville, R.*, Barrett, E.*,
ite, G.**, Mount Sinai

ool ofLAerNYC,NY, USA. East ‘Harlem Block
Schools NYC, NY, USA.

per provides a model for the development of a long-term,
dynamic, co!rapréhensive and integrated community based AIDS
education/prevention pProgram.

multi-agency ‘CBO was sought which would provide a strategic
program itestarg to the multiple theyof y ung at-risk families and

partnership withana multidisciplinary rarteam.

to the identification, participation and on-going needs-assessment of The
East Harlem School, Inc., @ multi-agency umbrella organization iina
deprived innereoity community, is ribed.
Besults: This umbrella o tion includes 5 agencies with overlappi

mberships - an alternative elementary school, nursery schools, 2
day-care pprograms, à Youth iin Action Program ‘for adolescentsand s staff of
over 100. It thus interventions
targetedat the various segments (staff,families and students).

: The case clearly identifies the need feor a bottom-up, ne
roach in order to developan effective continuum of integrated À

education and primary, tertiary care prevention opens
**Funded by the Aaron ‘Diamond Foundation
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STOCKHOLM ‘(DS PREVENTION PROGRAM

-ected covarde SthnicalaresPay groups

luisAbascal, Sweden

Sweden is * ammigrant country. Out of 8 Te inhabitants,
Stock:2 aieLion are dams nts. Some 400 f them live in

Language, culture, religion, and different views onveexuality.

What is done today in Stockholm could serve as a pilot
experience to be profited by in other multicultural countries.

Stockholm County has around 70% of the HIV-carriers in Sweden.
The spread of the virus largely follows that of the U.S

The ains of Aids Prevention Program are:

- to prevent the spread of the HIV-virus in Stockholm County

and
understanding for individuals infected with the HIV-virus.

The Aids Prev: Program is divided into four differentvention
gubprojectsprioritizing youth, special groups, heaith staff
and information disseminati

STEREOTYPE DU SIDA EN ETUDIANTS UNIVERSITAIRES

Bayés, zepee Je, Losilla, J.M., Aldavert, L.
et Coste

Universitat Autdnoma de Barcelona, Bellaterra, Barcelona,
Es

D.671

Objectif, Connaftre ie stéréotype du SIDA chez les étudiants
de notre université et les possibles variations de ce stéréo-
type en motion d'avoir, ou non, uns expérience directe avec
ia maladie.

Méthode. Questionnaire avec 5 maladies (la grippe, le cancer,
ade transmission sexuelle, les maiadies cardio-

“c'est.mortel") et

 

2 autres maladies, avec où sans une €
rience direote,

Résultats. Les résultats préliminaires indiquent que le SIDA
est encore pire que le cancer. Le contact direct avec les ma-
lades ne semble pas changer le stéréotyp

Conclusion. Il faut étudier les moyens pour éviter le consoli-
dation de ce stéréotype.
 

D.673 UNDERSTANDING PRECAUTIONARY AND RISK-BEARING BEHAVIOR;
‘ MODELFOR THEhrs OFpose PROGRAMS
andfort, Theo*; Vro: E.de* ‘aalman, M.**; Tielman, R.*.

*Utrecht Universite RXSTD Fondation,“Utrecht, ‘ame Netherlands.
 

Objective. A sequential phase model has been developed, tounderstand sexual-

ly risk-bearing behavior as well as the adoption of 8 ractices.

Dutch citizens
le run the risk of infection thou Labeling

1s a large extent this risk stems from having unpro-
tected sex with seeveral partners, or from the sexual contactsof their steady

aatfferent prevention sPproach
he riek-beer‘ing cha: o:

decision to behave in a safe way. If t
less irrefutable in their decision than the latte
Conclusion. The model is useful to apecify aims for differentiated prevention
ralicies.asd.tordpaate.the.substaups.stewhom.these ahould.bedirected:

an te use condoms they are also

ce des sontréles médioaux (1 ft

Psychologle
Psychology

D.670 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL CORRELATES
OF DEPRESSION IN PATIENTSMIT AIDS.

Adinolfi,Anthony; Suarez, E.; D n, P.; Bartlett, J.A
Duke University Medical Center,Due, N.C, USA

Obiect Tr dationehin à à psy i 4 cituational f;

and state depression iininpatients with diagnosed AIDS.
Methods. Subjects (N=22)wewere recruited | from patients attending our AIDS clinic. All
 

Patients were interviewed by trained clinicians assess psychosocial variables. Patients
completed the following jometric assessment battery: NEO Personality Inventory, Trait
Penonally Inventory (TPI), and the Beck Depression scale in addition to a personal
background questionnaire.
Results. Correlational analyses showed that scores on the Beck Depression scale we
positively and significantly correlated with trait measures of depressionce57) and ent

res indicating
leness (r=-0.51). Statedepression was not

correlated with age (r=-0.15), length of time “ith AIDSdiagnosis (r=-0.01), and quantity of
social supportFe13)=1.07,» P=43).
Conc usions.

 

 

  
 dd ith AIDS. In contrast, o!
socialosee.Tea of time with dogsandant ofxsocial support maynot oy
importan ic interventions into account personality
chevsciesictesiin theneetreatment of i vets

D.672

 

VECUS reayPOSTE A L'EGARD DU TRAITEMENT PAR ZIDOVUDI

MEEN SUJETS HIV POSIT

tarts Assunta, Vicini; tereviati P.; Valsecchi L.; Isabella

3; Mezzenzana M.A.; Cargne
s Infectieuses, Hôpital 1Sacco, Milan, Italie.

D.674

II Service de Maiagies

Objectif: Exposer les vécus psychologiques à l'égard du traitement par Zidovu-

de 20 sujets HIV positifs (6 LAS, 9 ARC, 5 AIDS) en traite-

enduit des ra psychologiques ambulatoires en concom{tan

5 per semaine le premier mois, 2 fois le deu-

ême mois et après, 1 fois par moi a aussi effectué des tests psychodia

gnostiques pentest de Machover et de Rorschach).
Résultats: On » bi ue le médioament soit perçu comme indispensa
ble, souvent les patients.revèlent des doutes sur son efficacité. Ce fait

tre, à le lien entre c dicament et le besoin du patient de nier

sa maladie qu'il est obligé à rappeler tandis qu'il doit pre imé.
temps-interv entre net es représente symboliquement le temps-inter-

valle qui le sé

us : On souligne"lanécessité pour le médicin de connaître et de consi-

dérer l'interférence des vécus envers ce médicament 8i l'on veut assurer l'ef-
ficaoité du traitement même. Cet étude montre aussi l'isportance du support
psychologique au cours de traitement par Zidovudine
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D.675 thy À L'HIV. D.676 SUICIDAL THOUGHTS AND ACTSIN HIV INFECTION SUSPECTS 

ZemperettsMare;rie Derstrengelo F.* sVergeni. D.*
@i Diegnosi e Cura “Origgi I*” e Centro di Medicina

copertmentale (RempreatilePrefer Galdwxm),Ospedale C& Granda Niguarda,Milano, ITALY.

. Nas avons voulu étulier les aspects paychologiques des sujets positives à 1'HIV pour

structurer des programmes de

Méthodes. À ce moment nas avons eeminé 70 sujets positives à L'HIV avec le Cognitive Behavioural

feseserent-2.0, Après nous avons analysé les dornées cbterues avec un programme spécifique pour
adinateur contrôle La population (720 sujets) sur Laquelle

évalué la significativité statistique des résultats avec le
carré.

Résultats. De l'analyse des tests il a émergé que le 40% des sujets
ques. L'arvciété est au niveau pathologique dans Le 2% des con. Ami la dfpremnion a freppé le
2% ds patients et il fout remrquer que ces dépremion ont un risque suicidaire très élevé. Le

trait de la 6 qui 9 epparu leplus comen Parmiles‘tcioomnen(t.)@ été le paychoti-
ciene (30%des ces).TL à ei 

i aceptaticn social des t. i des

honseuels. De toutefaçon meni le 30% des homewuels utilise des drogues. Pour reduire 1

g ceo drogues,les rermeignenents et l'éducation ewnitaire,erée la découverte de ta poattivitt&
l'HV,paraîtrait utile au 50% des t..
Cnchsians. Donc inl paraftreit indiqué dans le 40% des à

l'HIV et,nas is aussi pour des possibles

négatives implications sur le plan psychomeuroimnologique.
 

INFLUENCEOFLONELINESSAND SOCIALSUPPORTON THEEFFECTIVENESSOF
eaeAmentnsFORADS

rriere, A.*; ronson, G.**; Antoni, M:

Fleicher, M. he and Schneiderman,
“University of Miami, Miami, FL, USA; Stantord University, Palo Alto, CA, USA

D.677

 

 Qbisctive.
for the human immunodsticiency virusav) This may serve to

increased ris!
her compromise an nr

vulnerable immune system, resulting in or operate Infection and worsened
disease prognosis. Aerobic exercise raining appsan whee s buifering effect
associated wiith recelving ene’ ant-HIV-1 lature, A reasonable question is whatheraspects of
 re P

 

 

Mathod. Ti
In the course of Heaïthy gay males (N=46)itskforthe acquired immune
deficiency sponTAIDS)nes to know their anti-HIV-1 in this study.
Subjects were randomly assigned to no-contact controt m9aornseae (N=28) groups.

exerci group rete 45 nin of sare ring3tes eubj
fearned their anti-HIV-1 d the nd
 

 

rs
il of the äimepoints.

jects betweenantHV status (+ ve -) and group
any timepoint. Further, the only significant mmal

antiHive!¢QIreporied greater loneliness than the anti-HIV-1 (-)
tat2“ 34.80,wea4}u4.25, pe<.05)}.

Interventionsug
reductio ofperchological distress reported for the intervention with individuals nineta
ant-HIV-4 status. Ti specific rver

exercise, per se, rather than merely the effect of being in a group administered intervention which
accounts for the salubrious effect reported. Supported by NiMH, PSOMH42455-03.

Besuits, Thers were

(exerciseve catrial)ononeither mm

DEVELOPMENTOF A QUESTIONNAIRE TO DETERMINE
KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR TO HIV INFECTIOND.679

Francisco J, Parga, Sexually Transmitted Disease Control Programme,
San Juan, Puerto Rico.

HIV infection has been called by many a behavioral condition. As long as there is no cure
vaccine, the only alternative to avoid infection with the Human imminodeljen

Virusis avoiding the practices employed by persons at increased risk for infecti
prder toto develop educational campaigns,it is necessary to evaluate the levels of AIDS
knowledge and attitudes.

A q 1 i d lope| it i ng agroup of judges.
  

Item validity was determined. Then, a pilot study was done using 450 subjects of which
#3% were at increased risk for infection by HIV.

 
A final f f the q i A after the pil ay

Th di ire is di

804

Francisco J.op Earee,SoSexually Transmitted Disease Control Programme,

For y persons, infection with Human Immunodeficiency Virus means the im
development of AIDS and an early death. Suicide becomes a viable alternative to avold
jong illness and to obtain control over the situation. In manycases,

rence ofdevelo; in years. In order to evalu

their results for the first time; 3) Repeat testers; and 4) Persons who attend
but do not get gested"peutts indicated varlous patterns related to the

OE DES REACTIONS PSYCHOLOGIQUES CONSTATEES CHEZ LES
LS SEROPOSITIFS (ANTI-VIH) ASYMPTOMATIQUES.

Betacher Bophies Pesce,A.; Vinti,H.; Dujardin,P.;

D.678

Bonhomme, P.;: Cassuto,J.P,

Ligue Régionale Francaise de Lutte contre le SIDA - C.H.R.U. Nice, France.

En 1989, le nombre de séropositif:
300 000. Les deux régions
l'Ile-de-France et la Provence-Alpes-C

s asynptomatiques est estimé en France à
ons les plus atteintes par les infections à VIH étant

e d'Azur. La proportion drhétéroseuels
exclusifs est en cons ion, qui concerne les cas de
SIDA avéré (10,3% France au 30/09/88) que les por Ss.
Parmi une cohorte de 10 1s a ques, 16 (11 8/5 hommes)
ont fait l'objet d'un test ession (échelle d'Hamilton-Pelicier), d'un
est d'anxiété (échelle F.A.R.D.}, test de l'arbre (Renée Stora} et d'un
entretien semi-directif. 3/16 n'ont aucun Ome ressif. 8/16 présentent
e dépression mineure ont une dépression légère et 1, une dépression

grave. Part rapport à l'annonce de la séropositivité, un taux d'anxiété élevé
1

d'anxiété élevé dure jusqu'au 12e mois et lui su
tion (psychologique et comportementale) où l'anxiété décroft. L'intensité de
l'anxiété semble plus marquée chez les hommes et elle augmente nettement apres
2 e

cop!
a_information) + d'exclusion qui émergentle plus fréquemme
dénote e d'équilibre personnel et un besoin DacceDtation par l'entou-
rage.

LES ATELIERS SUR LES ACTIVITES SEXUELLES AoeSQUES
eet UN NOUVEAU MODE DE VIE INTEGRE A

Sourdif Isabelle"! Laroche
¥Comité sida aide Mont:tréal, "montréal, Québec, Canada;
sité du Québec à Montréal, Montréal, Québec, Canada

D.680

**Univer-

Objectif. Décrire 1' organisation des ateliers et présenter les
données ier & mai 1989,

personnes sontt formés et animés pa
un

ju des“contacts sexuels avecFat autres homme
“tis recoivent 2 sess

jectifs sont I)d'acquérir des connaissances sur les act. sex. &
risques réduits,2)développer des attitudes positives; 3) dévelop-

ments et 4)améliorer la
qualité de s isé comprend des dé-
pliante affiches,vidéos et dadistribution d'une trousse.Un
questionnaire est distribué a et à la fin des ateliers.

modification des att it. ,ies cpts.,et la place de la sexualité
i elle.

Conclusion. Nécessité de ce type d'intervention.Besoin de l'im-
plication des participants.Situer les acte sex. risques ré-
duits dans un contexte de nouveau mode ie. 
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Les femmes

Women
D 681 AEROBIC EXERC: APOSITIVE TEST D 682 MEASURING AND REDUCING RISKS OF HIV TRANSMISSION AMONGST

. FOR ANTI-HIV-1 . FEMALE PROSTITUTES IN BIRMINGHAM,
: lronson, G."*; AntonM.*; Kilmas, N.°;

Schneiderman, N.*; and Fletcher, M.A.°; et ; Griffiths, RKG
University of Miami, Mami, FL. USA *Shartord University, Palo Alto, CA, USA Community Medicine Department, Central Birmingham Health Authority,

né th for th 1h (HIV-1) has been UNITED. KINGDOM
associated pol depression, ee, a) Background. Birmingham is a city of 1 million, with a surrounding

k L 4 rink 4 conurbation of another 2 million. n 1987 police arrested about22000
obDreprogmuneeysiem reauitin individuals for prostitution offences, 898 in Bi:
Method, Forty-six healthy gay maies, never tested and therefore not knowi 1 status,
in randomly sssqned toieaseeintervention (N=28) or control Gels)a18) group,Biv

it c

Profile of Mood ‘States {POMS) was edministored at baseline, week 5, 7, 8, and 10.wtwhile an aerobic
fitness evaluation was conducted ai baselins, week § and 10. The interventi ti
of aerobic exercise training 3 times per week for a
reverea fitness levels in both anti-HiV-1 (- ans2 subjecis afte

-HIV-1(+) controls displayed a signifi rease | raionAndes (10.7 to 18.2,
aftste.75,wen Depressionis to 26.8, i"ane p08) and Gontuslon-Bewiderme

(5.3 to 11.8, t{t,6}-6.2, 165,05) acai in legnoeis Wook
aAre {11.8

 
V-1(+) axarcisare d 8 in the

to 12.6,a.116.87 p>.05}, Depression tos to 14.0,14.0,Mt118,bodpicand Confusion-

BewildSiamr CRt{1,11}=.70, p>.05) POMS scales same period.
Genclusion.

h f anti-HiV-WaCs) test, thus providing a
promising behavioral approach to helping those infected with HIV-1
Supported by NIMH, PSOMH42455-03,

 

Newsteter, Amanda** Eversiey,Rani B* Biemes, Denise, L.**

** Planned Parenthood ofSan Francisco- Alameda, San Francisco, USA
*The Center For AIDS Prevention Studies, UCSF, San Francisco, USA

SSECEVE EureApartamong family planning patients, and to enable

seingasFoduaFemevan= 1310 female family
cnnmeopevalsacenoon BayArdePratFermiGe
determine jispopulation Dan was callaced barweesmarySand
Senay of90.Ass numberofspores is wo small for tests of significance, the

will be
sinfeaedbyight

male

Six women were determined to besansive for HIV.
total female pated. Amongthese seropost 3 Whites i
he parer, 1 Black whofanyordue1 Asian with a
parmer, and one Native American whose heterosexual multiple

y seroprevalence in population, as

Given the ethnic di of the Population, and the factversity seropositive

fusigntcant pool stHIVdemayacebeeencommenàDSunPomByin

catEN continued screcning as well as a need to include more of this at tisk

D.685 RAPID CORDON DANCEBY COMMON SEX LUBRICANTS.

le nea.E. ** Bernstein,
XF re.R.Me

*Muriposa Foundation, Topanga, ‘CA, “eAUCLA Medical Cente:

Los Angeles, CA, ***USC School of Medicine, Los cies, USA.

Objective. To evaluate the degradation Kinetics of sex iubricants
upon the strength of latex cond

Condoms were lubricated aiong the distal half and tested
at intervals for change in their strength Standard US {ASTM}

gation tests (T&E} were conducted, as
ta.

xty seconds' exposure to mineral ofl {common to many
d approx. 90% lowering of

ensile strength and elongation values (TRE) and air burst volume
and pressure valu test condom T&E and air burst vaque
were also fignificantly affected Hed “Vaseline Intensive Car

Johnson's Baby O11, Crisco, Nivea Han on, Vaseline Petroleum
ol).

d not affect ei
However, 15 min. exposure to
KY jelly caused signeeicant reduction in T

The rapidity of the effect of co:
lubricants upon condom:
and may be the source of considerable breakage of condom duri
sexual intercourse.

t or TEE valu

Project. To measure and reduce risks of HIV transmission anongst fonale
‘prostitutes, an outreach teancan was employed, assisted by ex-prostitutes.

258 female prostitutes were interviewed.
25% had injected drugs since 1983, or had injecting boy-friands

77% of services to clients jones penetrative sex, including oral sex,
condom use was nigh i Sexual “risk even reported

;frequently by inject: ond theie partners and by prostitutes who did not
solicit on the street. 33% did not know anal sex for women is high risk.
The prostitutes average 22 clients per week. 16% never been arrested.
‘We estimate at least 1200 Prostitutes anthe city, providing 26,400
tépisodes of commercial sex each week. 210 a time this industry aust

tturn over at least £13 siilien a year

i) Prostitution is a potantial multiplier for the HIV epidemic
unless condom us: can be very hi

el With this level of demand from clients risk reduction through policing
x harassment is ixaly-

Data will be present on prostitutes knowledge of HIV, togetherwith
urther analysis of activities with their elients and boyfr:

 

 

D.684 SAREE

Eversley,Rani B,* Ni Amanda** Bicmes, Denise, L.**
*The Center For AIDS PreventionStenUSE,UCSF,San Francisco, USA
“** Planned Parenthood of San Francisco- Alameda, San Francisco, USA

QURCINE | HIVbeh ri plana8
Ipécific ethnie groups

SOUPS isk screening data collectedfrom 512 female Fay patients
jattendingripbakeeeoewas analysed toD éme

January of 1989. Anal

bi with multiple partners were significantly ly report mul:
sisks incon1 donup than were the ethnic minorities.

that within this Whites demonstrate more allover
ith caution, however, as there may be a

patterns, and since this
Task than doethnic minorities. needs to int cn.
significant toward minorities underreporting HIV risks, to cultural
screening was not anonymous,fear ofdiscrimination.

HIV rs TO STABLE FEMALE PARTNERS OF I! D MALES.

Benetucci, Jorge*; Zarate, S*; Gomez Carriles‘orCorti, M*; Bases, O*;D.686
Astarlos, a Boxaca, M» Weissenbscher,

‘Mufliz Hospitals **Department + School of medicine, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

;.ective. To determine the prevalence of HIV infection in female sexual partners of HIV-posi-

tive
Methods. A group ore rae eee eeee etreCert Dismesss Hospital in Buenos Aires
Citywas selected, ‘Their common feature was to be the stable and exclusive sexual

HIV-positive wan. These women nelther were addicts no declared other risk factors. ret
ages ranged between 17 end i possibli

IVDA. Anti-HIV were screened by EIA thie and

Results. tre women studied, 7 presente antibodies inthhofirsttetestparforaed (13.48)

and 45 were negative at the «They to take

doms. Further on, only 18 were erin 2 of then pers antibodies were dettein

tne second 4 weeks lai 4 fre wes positive 20 weeks later. The

sere of 11 “ho
7

could be follousd 6-18 months later were nega

Conclusion. the incidence of heterosexual HIV trensmision was et seat“18.28 in stable female
partners of HIV-positive males.
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D 687 EMOTIOMAL/SUPPORT NEEDS OF WOMEN WITH HIV
. Dobko, Theresa®3,Benedik,

* AIDS Comm: £ Toronto,Torontoo, Ontario, Canada

**k Hassle Preeclinic, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Objectives. To describe the medical needs and psychosocial concerns of
women with + To describe a model for support groups for women.

Methods. Initial_findingsverwereobtained from 8 members of 4 support group
‘forwomen. A further 12 iven a structured interview.
Results. “qualitative analysis revealed following issues:
I. Medical Needs -- Women reported aifricaley in obtain:
diagnosis of HIV infection and immune status thirds of the
reported increased symptoms specific topren bormona reprod

physiology. but only vaginal candidiasis wae accepted by physicians as a
tatns.

Tr. Enottional Needa -- Women were more likely to experi shoc!
diagnosis, and to feel anger at the infecting partuer. Teolatien within

support networks and even within comunity was ted.

Stresslevels increased for those involved|intthe caregiving of HIV-infected
men with infected children ning the loss of child-

roup Issues -- Despite varying backgrounds, common concerns
on issues such as reactions to diagnosis, dteclosare,relation-

ships with men and the need for improved access to medical and treatment
information and services.
Conclusions. That researchers have not fully investigated the medical needs
of women vith That support groups for women can be effective, where
tailor-made to their specific needs.

 

On being HIV - positive, European, female, and "non -
existent".

Heggs. Copenhagen, Denmark. Positive Women's
SPORE Group, Copenhagen. Denmark

The main topic of this paper will be the situation of HIV-positive women,
{non IV drug abusers) in Denmark, and the trials and tribulations of
this group in establishing sure- "help g: oups.

The underlying theme of the presentation will be the struggle of this
group for recognition in a community which, until quite recently, refused
to recognize that heterosexual HIV - positive people even existed.

The paper will attempt to discuss the social isolation experienced HIV-
peteroues en in this country, and the , by means of selv

groups and our own presentations in theneMedia,oe break this isolation.
the.following is an extract from a speech‘h t WHO'sdey the author at
egional office in Copenhagen on World Aids|Dayy, 1988:
“te be a Positive woman is incredibly lonely. Teeeroscaual circles are simply
not 0 dea. When I diagnosed, I contacted the Aids - Hotline,
lo rt and information for women with Aids.

y the situation is not much better -
we've started our ow support group - we're getting stronger".

The paper is based upon the author's own personal experiences as an HIV -
positive womén.

WOMEN AND AIDS IN LATIN AMERICA: LESSONS FOR THEIR FUTURE

KCAROVANO, F STONE

Johns Hopkins University/AIDSCON, U.S.A.

D.691

Objective: To illustrate the importance of daveloping AIDS
prevention interventions targeting non-prostitute vomen in Latin
America

Methods: An examination of existing AIDS prevention programs in
Latin Rivics reveals a complete absence of programs targeting
women not engaged in prostitution. The epidemiology of
throughout most of the region currently mirrors that of the enziy
years of the epidemic in the U.S. with over 90% at Casse ei
wide occurring among wen. The changing epidemiology of in
ue Dominican Republic, where over 40% of cases reported a1968

curred among vone!mn, suggests that this pattern is likaly shift.

Results: red number han one sexual
partnar, isces st risk.FortHA.he fact that an
unknown Je of men have multiple Pr including
fosale ina Bele prostitutes end othe: pla

janous” female at risk.

 

jas
and female prostitutes. Progran
prostitute women are siso at risk.

t recognire that non-prostitute
aso" at tisk fe HIV/AIDS. Programs

with oraat:tionasna akille
needed to enable them to modify theirbenavicr their
risk of exposure te HIV.

Conclusions: Program plenners
women in Latin Sperice are
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AMONG WOMEN INMAN ASPECTS IN THE FIRST 81 AIDS CASES

MILA
Bakrninio Monforte, Antonelia* Galli,M.*; Vigevani,G.M.**;

gand,P.**; di an secchi,L.**.
*Infectious Diseases Clinic, and **Infectious Departments, L.Sacco,Milan,Italy

 

Objective. The main risk-factor for AIDS in Italy is IV drug use (IVDU). A con-
siderable number of cases occour in women. Objective of this atudy is to de-

scribe clinical aspects of AIDS in women. .

thods. 478 cases of AIDS (16.4% of total italian cases) were recorded from
1984 to 1988 - Sacco Hospital, Milan. All informations have been collec-

ted from cline ords
Results. 81 of “278 (16. 9%) AIDS cases were diagnosed among women. 46 of
them (56.8%) 1were IVDUs, 16(19.7%) were previous IVDUs (ex—IVDUS),17(21%) were

tly more cay

thanvin IVDUs (6/:

onfirme:
IVDUS have clinical course similar to SP. KS i
women.

8 relatively frequent among

NICE GIRLS DO GET AIDS: A SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
MIODLE CLASS WOMEN WITH HIV INFECTIO

D.690
rager, M.

“Beth Israel Medical Center, New York city, USA

gbi ective: To present a rationalea and a model of support
eeds for middle class women in the US: identifying needs,
establishing services, and making them available to patients.

In early 1988, two seropositive professional women requested
middthat a supportive network be created for

Existing support groups focused on IV drug problems and di
not meet their needs. times, attending these groups made
them feel even more es nged from other patients. A survey
of trea t agencies and individuals showed that

boy friends in a separate group. Guidelines for creating
similar services in other lacalities will be offered

D.692 PREVALANCE OF ANAL INTERCOURSE IN NOMEN AT À COUNSELING-
TESTING SITE

olly, Doris; Brennan, A. Winter: » D.
Robert Wood sohisonaMedical School, New Brunswick, Newjosey, “united
States of Amer:

Objective. The high risk1€fe1 transmission by anal intercourse is well-
Fecognizzed for homosexua. , but the frequencyYat this activity in hetero-

s is not well kno
Methods. We questioned 100 consecutive female clients of our HIVV counsehing

1

unprotected sex..

 
erienced rectal inter e at least once

Study supports the need for health care providers to recogn. ue
of anal intercourse in heterosexuals and to provide topic specific counseling.
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D.693 EVOLUTION D.694 RISQUE FACE AU SIDA: UNE TOPOGRAPHIE DE

AMBULATORY
SOROCABA AMULATORY AIDSEXPERIENCE WITH PROSTITUTES

GONCALVES, V.L,C.- Dos Anjos, R.M.P.- Ramos, T.F.- Gomes, M.C.0. BRAZIL

 

Our study has been realized with 54 promiscuous sexual 11fe women, in a
period going from January 1986 to November 1988, and among the Fol lowing

. Medium age 26,68 years (14 to 41 years).

. 24 women have children, and among them 67% have more than 01 and
less than 98 childre
28 women (51,854) mentioned and/or was confirmed that had Trans-
missible Sexual Disease in some period of their lif
15 women {27,7%) used or are using injectable drugs.

. 13 women (24,07%) present B type Hepatitis positive marking.

rom the mentioned 54 women, 15(27,7%) presented positive HIV (ELISA
recombined method)

1. Medium age 23,66% (14 to 31 years).
2. 07 wowomen have children (medium 3,14 childre
3. 09 wor n (60%) among the ones of positive HIV, mentioned and/or

was confirmed, had some transmissible sexual disease in some period
of their life.

4. 10 women (66,6%) used or are using injectable drugs.
5. 03 women (20%) present B type Hepatitis positive markings.

None of the said women presented AIDS symptoms.

w
o
n
=

n
p :

D.695 ASIAN WOMEN AND AIDS - RESEARCH ISSUE

Yoon, Soon-Young, PhD in anthropology,+ New Delhi, India

This paper identifies behavioural research isaues on Asian
that t:It point: current Information/Education for Health strategies used

to educate female rostieut 8 and ru re often obl 0
main problem of "gs powerle . h is needed on

t!

h" or seclusion. con-
fronted with health information about sexu: , nm t acknowledge

ehav: 1 change as it wo violate cultural rules of thisioura.
Éommunicetions "veil".
level canpeteto bring women out of
have yet to gain widespread support. The pa; of
reseasehaction areas which would help Asian AIDS prograsaes to support

are struggling to translate knowledge intc behavioural changes.

D.697
Overs, Cheryl., * Bates, J.°

*Prostitutes Collective of Victoria, Australia,

The Conference aimed etAIDS, toscenereal tothe community2and the

THE SEX INDUSTRY AND THE AIDS DEBATE - Australian
Con

  sex industi

infection rates.
‘i

providers, j ss nd works PS veifare

issues, Extensiveee interestns were heid (i.e., transsexual workers’
issues, condom design). À
Speeches and dati h b bli widely dissemin

ated, Groups were formed of workers fi existed,
(4) An exchange of information occurred and a network estabilshed which wiil effect
greater consistency and effectiveness in policy and program development aimed at
limiting the spread of HIV in the sex industry.

#t; Walu Engundues, Schoepf, B.G. #*,

Payanzo
d School of public*meaitn, Boston, USA; ## Projet

CONNATESIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire; *** Institut Pédagogique National,

inshasa, aire.

i Les femmes et ‘enfants sont part iru ierement à risqu

nm Afrique. auses sociales profondes des

risques et de rt one!

Evaluer les risqu des fer

Méthodes. Obeervationspart ici panter entrevues en profondeur et

analyse institutionnelleae? mt la nacrosociologie au

comportements des indivi

Une topographie

circonstances matérieiles e
"awe relations sociales avec leurs

11 ressort des liens précis

démontrant comment les comportements individuels sont médiatises

par les institutions socioculture

De: lturels qui augmentent Îles
ressources don‘ disposert les femmes de toutes les conditions

sociales sont nécessaires à la prévention du SIDA chez les mères

et leurs enfants à nait

clefs: risque, femnes, ressources, changement

ALOS RELATED KNOWLEDGE AWD ATTITUDES 18 FEMALE CLIENTS

OF SELECTED HEALTH DEPARTMENT puisse HOUSTON, TEXAS

Tortolero 5°, Martin, Fornasini M°, Saith

re see,

wu ty of Texas Health Science Ctr, Houston, Texas, . S.A

oe benerceant Weelth and Numan Services, City of Houston, Te: UGA

  

Qbiective To determine AIDS. nowl ed: ind attitudes in women attending selected

city tenthss clinics tn Bouston, Texas.

n 2/29 and son+ 959 momen sttending Family Planning, Weternity and

sentirreanetsud bis ) clinics completed an anonysous, salf-edm'intetered risk

questionnaire and e brtat knowledge (9 questions) and attitudes (4 questions)

re

  

   
actly. Questions concerning

   anic wee
an correct). After centrolling fer aducation by aultiple

etes ty-tuo percent (82%) of respondenta beli In 1V-drug using

rue should = r cendoms but only 58% indicated their portnar vould do ao.

overt Knevtadge wen limitetein this pepulstion. Wispenic womencieebtettng

the questiani n @paniah and uomen with < 6 years of scheol were at » dis

@laadvantageaie roapect to knowledge about av

 

CONDOM INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET FOR FEMALE SEX
WORKERS {anIntegrated
Pareja, Reynaldo, Rosario, Santo.” FROCETS, Ministry of Public
Heaith, Santo Domingo, Dominican Rep:

For the development of a Condom Instructional Booklet nothing wi

assumed. A study was first made to determine the knowledge, atti=

were determined and analyzed, a pilot instrustional booklet was de-
signed wwith a creative focus group of fenale sex workers and an

This“pilot vas pre-tested. Results showed very low grasp of ki
message, “condom protects against AIDS." Two simplified versions
were done and pre-tested again. With the results, a combined final
version will be printed in sticker format to be placed in motel,

and brothel rooms

The whole process and materials will be shown.
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D.699 nerteletey, hele teetsPeednaeneems {Ibis}. D.700 CONDOM USAGE DaBrooksnsSiegel, x.

Service of wien se opt “Germans tins { Pojol*. Universitat
jee le , Spain.

biectivo: avalucte if tetesdorerluxeety and depression) are essociated vwità EIY
retin iPis thot presumablelly adquired EIT infection by sharing needles practices.

set (STAI-Treit} and depression (Rock's Depression peentory) in 201
and 45 fenales) adnitted in aétaritieution rom Jenuary #7 to

Peticns wre tested the first day of admission. Furtheraore co-fectors schooling
ievel, prison , social status, and daily heroin doses sere evaluated. HIV antibodieswore analysed
by EL test

  

 

inpatients is itt ae

   

Resujts: Shering neddles ses the enly risk practice, disnisning by clinical esansesis other ri:
practices, 1 pations d 54/20

were on tine

isk
(11.18) sere HIT 1 (38.ni were aot. Dif:ferences it
of addiction (74.01 +ih.§2 a in EIVe ¢ 0
aeaelow series henogescous i ser, age, setoolingeral,

 

a doses and t:
duxietz u high (direct serene5tone derlations! in both groups {58.68 tu AIV- and 47.
HIV+) (pels), viasederate or important depression also similar in both groups (61.4% for EIt+ ui
56.1% for EIV-) (pee
gains en‘mé depression are frequent in beroia abusers bat the affective disorders are

status, Thue, the infection resulting of sharing neddies doee not seen to be
od aLure disorders.  

CONDOM USE AMONG HOMOSEXUAL MEND.701
Golombok, S.*; Rust,

Wee University, London, U.K., Mandoniniversity, Institute of Education,

Objective. To investigate condom use during sexual activity and to identify
‘condom:any problems associated with the use of co

Methods. A postal questionnaire survey of 282homosexual men
Results. It was found that, in spite of the general move by homosexual men
towards safer sex practices, half of the men continued to engage in
insertive anal int rse Imost 90% ejaculated during this activity
f whom one third did not use a condom. Additionally, 90% of those wi

spaculated during oral sex did not use a condom.
those who had used

during
Examination of the reasons reported for breakage indicated

that pl pialstress on the condom was almost always thought to be
responsible for these in nts.
Conclusion. ren that current condoms havejbeen designed for vaginal

@ results indicate the need for an nvestigation of a separate
specification for homosexual anal intercour:rse

Consommateurs de drogues par vole intraveineuse
g AddictslV Dru

D 703 SET INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS ABOUT AIDS AND HIV-TEST
. N THE OUTPATIENT METHADONE CLINIC

enrie 1 T

Department of Social Psychiatry University Hospital, Zürich, Switzerland.

Objective. Should theest be recommended to methadone patients and how
to deal with ill patients.
Methods. Therapeutic consultaints “A2centres for drug-addicts were ques-
tioned about 97 well-cared for pet
Results. Desperate reactions aboutea ereitive test were rare.

observed cases the positive test was combined with first

behavior less during the period
savety campaigns. The severly il] patients tend to
(often with the help of drugs) most of the time. However at those rare mo

yields to despair the need very much a

bine methadone EOen with
i ationship

body and the
be restablished in the former IVDA, which then results in better prevention.

808

*Bloomfield College, New Jarsey, U.S.
**Memorial Stoan-Ketttering Cancer Center, New
York City, U

Qbiective. To understand gay men's decisions to use or not use condoms,

Method. Focused interviews.

Results. Analysis of qualitative dara fromaanengine study of sexua

decision-making among gay expand: tanding of condom usage
within this population. The tnitiel 80.taterviaes indicate that varying

ve and receptive intercourse

fluids
ven with ejaculation or preseminal

e saliva and gastric juices Mall the
virus irthermore, some men decide to abstain from o and anal

intercourse because they believe that condoms decrease erotic pleasure or
are ineffective protection againstt HIV transmission

fluids does not transmit HIV because

D 702 SEXUALITE DES PERSONNES DEVENUES oeAVES ANTI-VIH
. RososoSophiee*, Dutey P.#*, Ret: 2 G.*and Trépo Ct

‘Hopital Hi Faculté deSctencee, yi ‘ance.
Objecti La sexualité despperaoanes devenues séropos
paru Seeortente à explorer du fait des difficultés sexuelles relatées et de
absence d'étude de référence sur ce thème.

Méthode : En 1988, nous avons distribué un questionnaire anon à B6 per-
sonnes séropoitivesanti-VIiH suivies dans les centres Dénide Lyon.
Une centaine de questions porta:sient sur leur vie uelle, affective, rela-
tionnelle, leurs représentations corporelles et Leur Éarantère

Résultats Les résultats montrent que cette popu.ulation remplit volontiers
un questionnaire sexologique complexe (5 refus dénombrés seulement)

3% des cas

tte population semble dans l'attente d'une écoute et d'un

reconnaissance de ses diffi és. "$0 40 % demandent une aide sur le plan
sexuel qu'il nous parateindispensable de proposer, associée au cadre de aui-

vi médical de ces person:

ACCESSIBLE HEALTH CARE FOR IV DRUG USERS

Elovich. and McCarthy, M. AIDS Coalition to
Unleash Power, New York, New York, USA.

Seen management strategies for HIV-infected IV

D.704

Objective. To
drug users (IVDUs).

trea!
with recovering

, arug tment professionals, physicians and community based
health care workers, . ion. evaluating treatment for
HIV-infected IVDUs, we need to question existing models for treating
arug characterized by

is on controlling and monitoring the addict rather than

communi treatment, mobile support service units, and ch
Programs for IVDUS are |, while are designed
to interest established funding . is a
trea available on demand combina

accessible, and together with drug treatment, available on demand
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D 705 EVALUATION OF A SUFFORAePROJECT FOR IV DRUG
, USERS WITH AIDS IN AMSTE!

Boom, Frans van den; Derks, Jack; Driessen, An
Netherlands yaaitute of Mental Health, Oteecht,*netherlands

Objective: evaluate effectiveness, feasibility and endurance
of à support project for IV drug users with

f stable Jelationships or
supportive netwo: ly of origin may often
be dis bed. Referral from the hospital to the ‘hi " -
tion can be difficult, because of the absence of a home(life)
and/or a supportive network. I am suppo roject
fo: has en operative since January 1989. @ progr
w: evaluated with pect to feasibility, endurance,

roblem oriented Records, and psychiatric screening
instruments.
Results: The first results of the study will be presented.

HIV TRANSMISSION INSIMULATED CONDITIONS
D.707 SHARING OF FORTE *

*; Drew, Lawrence**; Minor, Richard**
‘*Haight-Ashbury Free , Francisco, USA: **Mt. Zion Hospital, San Francisco, USA

Objective. To eemine tranmission of HIV under similatel conditions of sharing of

t ky intravenous drug users.
Methods. In a laboratory setting, hypodermic equipment was exposed to HIV (free virus)
medium. Attempts wareware made toculture virus in medium after eight conditions

(12) contaminated needle-and-syringe 1 lying for an interval of one minute or one
hour afterrenan deLessFEAT ele 0 none eo ard lett
Wire for 18 seconds or a mimite ( tick"); (5) liquid medium exposed to HIV-

taninat decontamina—oon! eed rece (hacen Goes); an(67,8) compleve or eopleve
tion with bleach and/or ter ("Decontamination"). ‘Three separate trials were made

under each conditi
Results. HIV was PCRPRIS CaneInterval*yand the

mare water ringing does not appear to be effective.

D.709 viteINFECTION IN I.iV. DRUG ABUSERS :

Lei B.A; jenerschlak, N.; Saterling, L. ; Car-
valho, M.B ma, M.P.J.S.: Bellucci, S.B,B.
Centro Coraint.v(oeIT). Campinas.Sao Paulo. Brazil.

objective: Enmeasure the prevalence of the HIV infection in I.V.

abuse. ( spontaneous request })
Method the I.V. drug abusers in attendance of CCII are tested

vr HIV ( E + WB). e patients are oriented by a mul
tidisciplinary education and assistencial program a
the seronegatives are retested more or less in each 3

month,
Results : 61 I.V. drug abusers, 43 (tested positive with HIV in-

fection) were seropositives between 11 and 35 years of

1 d

ee
Conclusions : The risk of an acquisition of HIV betweenI.V. drug

abuses isetrely mene where me -6ee that
most of t seropositiv: an contaminabed with less

than one years of I.V. drug user.

Le SIDA et l'individu
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poetseaeeratiche ‘ Sagnier and seropositive female Datients

maunodeficienD.706
AUTHORS : Hactas José ’

re nd astarloa Laur

Bueno: argentina.
2eLYS 3saniaos the differents socials characteristics in mes patients

T human immunodeficiency virus (VIH) and drug-adciction antece-

gela® *pranchisentant Matar Fablo**, Feder-
*.-Prancisco J.Mufliz Hospita:    

dente
METHODS: analytic and critic investigation: Socials relations studies of 55

femalechnadsympreositive for aman immuncdeficiency virus (VIH}, wnoot their
infectious diseases and drug-addiction anteceden’

an30Aerandoe33/48 ea.
in of diseases caused by we proposed

=aeth May,1986: one pins (1,82%) belongs to iroup I; eleven patien

pat:

 
(20%) belong to Group Il; 4 ients (72,73%) belong to Group III,rand three

patients (5,45%) belong fe“ârsue ave
the mentioned patients vere drug-dependent

te age of these patientsesciliated between 15 annd
of ti was homosexual (1 22k),seven vere seanté,733) and fourtye:

baverosexuad (65,45%) .Twenty eight hem (50.90%) had had sexual relations ,
shared needles, with propreiMust” avith alDs, ua 44 (80%) used to have

oT
rantone or gore sex-transmisibie diseases and/

The serology of VIH vas investigated. Confirastory tests laid out a 100%vositive.

ve found three sroups of differents socials€ceracreristien
h tne autnore sens tienne ose Enree crours: A.B:

ap A; patients (?
 

 

couciyss
229 patients (70,910)

 

Group C: 13 natients (21,824)

D.708 CONTRIBUTION DE LA PHENOMENOLOGIE ar
PSYCHANALYS LA PRISE EN CHARGE
INSTITUTONELLE INDIVIDUELLE DES TOXICOMANES
NFECTES PAR LE V

Charles-Nicolas A.* et Cordonnier J
*Psychiatre, Médecin-Directeur du entre Pierre Nicole, Croix
Rouge Panga se, Paris, **Psychiatre, Médecin-Consultant au
Centre Pierre Nicole, Croix Rouge Française, et Délégué
Médical d’APARTS (Paris).

L’approche phénoménologique temporelle des difficultés
psychologiques rencontrées
sid illustre le défaut

psychothérapeutiques en matière e rge
institutionnelle et individuelle des toxicomanes infectés par
le -Plusieurs cas c e patients suivis pendant
deux années minimum sont exposés

AIDS AND POSE TREATMEN

Orgnero zene: MSW, Private Practice, Calgary

Alberta, canna
D.710

Qbiective . An exploratory study systematically examined the

cific social work intervention, Heimler's

i

ion alleviated perceptions
of distress and promoted coping that increased quality of life.
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D.711 USE OF PROPRANOLOL FOR AGITATED BEHAVIOR IN AIDS D.712 Coping Hith the Poycholgicel Etfects of en HIT Infection in Patieats in Ghststrics
aad Grnecology

St. Vincent's Hospital and Medical Center , New York, USA

Objective: Although AZT is useful for the treatment of HIVencephalopathy, behavioral
this drug.

fon to be useful for agitation and other beha'ioral disturbances associated with
Hiningonschorea, a disorder which alsoaffects primarilysubcortical structures.
 

 

to tre, Fr
Methods.À29-year-old h d
over a 3-month period. He became dodoienginandcoted10 ted because are
balance. After 3 weeks of therapy with oral AZT he became able to . However, heambulate.
was hypomanic and disruptive. Incontinence persisted. Propranolol (120 mgs in two dail
doses) was addedto the therapeutic regimen, y
Results. n of propanolol resulted in marked improvement within 10 day:
Incontinence, paranoia and outbursts of agitation disappeared. Propranolol was
discontinued after 110 weeks and improvementement persisted. The patient con
of himself at home and was fully ambulatory and oriented. A mild atentional deficit
persis!
Conclusion. This clinical ob: uggests a role for
the behavioral di:isturbances observed wilt RIV halklopathy. Deperience wit weaken
is needed to substantiate this observation.

GAL MEASURE IN HIV DISEAS!

D.713 **Mayer,K. iF seoddacdEke
ind McCusker ,J

#Boston Untworsity School ofÉMogigne, Boston, MA, USA “Fenway ©ommunity
Health Cen . Boston, MA, U: Univeristy of Massachusetts8, Amherst, MA

‘To

ANGER: AN IMPORTANT PSYCHOLOG
Lesr.Elinor”:Hi “Linde Re

hoproliferative as-
says). Thirty two of these subjects were HIV antibody positive and 8 had
developed HIV disease res

fer s betve
symptoms

Results. Dif: n groups were found for the number and % of CD4
lymphocytes and8 8 Tynphocye sponse to the mitogens PHA
a way jOVAs. Suprisingly, the groups did not differ ny
o e psychological measur re intriguing differences in
correlations between the group es most interesting involved the a
expression scales as indteeeesin the table below. , < 0.05)

HIV- HIV+A H HIV- + +
Ang-In v CD4# 0.22 -0.45* -0.55 Ang-In v CDB& -0.01 0.23  0,78**
Ang-Out v CD48 0.05 -0.29 -0.42 Ang-Out v T8# -0.20 0.42 0.79%"
Ang- 70-08 0. 1,ni 85 Ang-Out v CD3% -0.0 0.41" -0.75

anger-in anger-out vere associated with fewer CD4 and
greater ‘cos cells in ene ve groups. more, anger-ou was sssoctated

The expressionvor à may be an import.with lymphocyte func anger
variable for longitudinal studies of psychosocial co-factors in AIDS.

D.715 PSYCHOSOCIAL ASSESSMENT OF MINOR:

AT aTsk FOR AIDS:, À PSYCHIBOETRGAROTSTUDY

Nyamathi, Adeline” H EN

“University of Californie Los Angeles, U.S.A.
California, Los Angeles

University of

Objective. A pilot study to describeot Paychometric evaluation ©
several instruments designed to asse tress

ig abusing and homelese women.
Methods. pedapiiepe ssconvergent and divergent"validity was
assessed on the fol nstruments: Inventory of Current Concerns,
Coping Scale, Socialsupport Questionnaire, Profile of Mood States,
Social Self Esteem Inventory and Locus of Control Scales.
Results. Factor analysis isolated five dimensions which accounted for

e dimensions included Emotional
ial Support Perceived as Useful,

Attributions and Personal Attributions. The alpha reliability
coefficient Content convergent|and date

validity was established. Contrasting groups analysis on ema
of low-risk women indicated statistically significant differences inthe
majority of subscales assessed,
Gonctustone psychometric investigation of instruments which provide

mult: inenesona1approach toRte coping and psychosocial
adjustment of min y women risk for HIV infection can enhance the
assurance that subsequent cursing interventions are implemented based on

relisble and valid information
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rg PU-Rerlia,

ais

m fafluence of various psychological and sociological feetors such as drug addition of female patients
ae infection and/or their parteers, sexual coutacts, personality characteristics on their aasteri

Creap aan

Out ofLunpasith az HIV infection uho had special counselling from 1985 to 1944, 45 were iaterriened
mauve t basil
Wethod
Desides the iatervies a aeerological-psychatric exanination and debeviour analysis sere conducted between
datervien and in-patient treateest.
reat

Group of drag addicts, we sen counter-productive forms of copiag with the illuess. This vas shemn by
deceit, behaviour which nas isappropriate to the illness, outborsts of anger and despair,
Conclus:
the neeand aia programmes seconpaniog medical treataest, including à partial
Aaiatesance prog polanidoae as a sub tra cas influence the negative manner is which drag
addicts cope ith‘beleis ut psitire fa an positiv    

D.714 PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS AMONG PATIENTS WHEN RE-
CEIVING ANTI HIV POSITIVE

Marques ,M.M. ;Fontana,M.A.S;Gouvéa,S.G.E.;Rossi,G. ;
Lima,M.P.J.S.;Bellucei .E.

Centro Corsini (CCII). Campinas, Säo Paulo, Brazil

In the holistic vision of the work with patients HIV posi-+-
tive, the Psychology division has been developing a global work
that has its aim in the patients emocional stability

quality of life. This approach, plus

tient to receive the positive results from HIV test, allowe us

&

thougts, emotions generated by events anc ixation of nor re-

ng in of e
virus but by not being sick. These patients when working properly,
will modify internaly their state of snock.

D.716 THE AIDS DEMENTIA COMPLEX (ADC) AND IMPAIRMENTS OF
AMBULATORY ACTIVITY

; Tryon, WW.**; Brew, BJ.*Kei 3 Sadler, AE.*
Aronow, HA.*; price, RW.*; ris, JJ.*, * Memorial Sioan-Kettering Cancer
Center. NY, NY, USA; ** Fordham University, Bronx, NY, USA.

Objective: To assess the relationship between symptoms of the AIDS dementia
complex tio)and decrements in overall ambulatory activity.

Y-1 infected patients with early symptoms of th ADC were
netbith the Neuro-AIDS Study Group neurological history, examination
and neuropsychological (NP) battery. Each then wore a x
motion detector [Actigraph (TM): Ambuulatory Monitoring Inc., dsl. > NY) on

a nuous a pe jay. Minute:to minute recordings

either smooth pursuit|or saccadic eye move-
7, bnormalitiesSorrelated

significantly with decrements in activity (r=-.60, p=.01).
assessing speed of planned, coordinated motor movement were also0 correlated

activity decreases marke
detailed analysis of 24- hour variability in activity is
progress on a larger sample, to further investigate these“relationships.
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D 717 IMPACT DE L'ATTITUDE DES SOIGNANTS SUR L’ETAT D 718 IMPACT PSYCHOLOGIQUE DU napa EY STRATEGIES D'INTER-
PSYCHOLOGIQUE DES PATIENTS ATTEINTS DU SIDA. . VENTION AUPRES DES SIDEE

Cournoyer,c.*; de Montigny,J.**; Charpentier,S.*** de Montign Johanne rs, Psychologue en pratique
* privée,“5ontréal, Quebec, Canada et constants en

infirmière, Hôpital Hôtel--Dieu, Montréal, Québec, Canada;
*# Psychologue en pratique privée, Montréal, Québec, Canada;
*** Personne atteinte du sida, Montréal, Québec, Canada.

psychologie au Comité Sida Aide Montréal (CSAM

Les données cliniques présentées visent à analyser et à évaluer

Dans le but de saisir l'influence des attitudes des soignants l'impact des réactions psychologiques chez des patients atteints
t i : i - d'une maladie terminale afin de permettre l'élaboration de stra-

feen SoraTSaefe Lane Ologsaue deesidéens,un gchan tégies dtadaptation&à la situation paradoxale de survivre à la

sera animé autour de la question de la perception, de la signi- menace d'une mort imminente

fication d'une maladie terminale tant pour les patients que pour Par le biais d'exemples de cas cliniques suivis en bureau privé,
les soignants. L'expreession des réactions individuelles et col- à domicile et à l'hôpital, on pourra nuancer les méthodes d'ap-

lectives nous permettra d'évaluer l'ampleur des mécanismes de proche et élaborer un modèle d'intervention adapté aux étapes

défense contre 1a peur d'une mort transmissible évolutives entre iediaagnostic, le pronostic et la phase termi-
nale de vie. Il sera question des particularités entre les thé-

L'approche systémique préconisée vise essentiellement à explorer rapies individuelles et de groupes ainsi que des particularités

les besoins de sollicitude, de compassion et de contribution en- entre les groupes de personnes atteintes du sida, de personnes

tre soignants et patients dans le processus de survie a une mala séropositives et des proches de cesjeux groupes

die terminale et à démontrer les bé réfices secondaires d'une
attitude humaniste inscrite dans une approche multi (ou inter)
éisciplinaire comme soulagement de la douleur globale

Les éléments de contenu tentent de clarifier le rôle du psycho-
pogue et d'orienter d'autres professionels ©et/ou intervenants

ce à la problématique psychologique du s

Sexologie
Sexology

LE SOUTIEN PSYCHOLOGIQUE COMME EXERCICE. D.720 SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE SERO-POSITIVE GAY MALE
2 . Marcotte, Glen*; Valentich, M.**

Association AIDES, Comité de Paris, France. “ADS Calgary, Calgary, Alberta Canada, **The University of Calgary, Alberta,

Objectif. Dinercanes en enrichissant la "visualisation positive" des Canada.
red ou malades.
 

  

 

 

   
    

  
 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

personnes séro aa Le Ob, jective: To describe the impact of sero-conversion upon the sexual devel-
Méthodes. G: r F nes eux séronég the gay male. Implications for the involvement of social work are

P g P entre les participants dneussed.
etfeedback Method: A literature review and intensive, unstructured interviews with 3

relaxation musculaire et mentale expression graphique (dessins) et réve Western Canadian sero-positive gay males. Additionally, the senior author

ina“Thème des exercices : les aspects considérés comme négatifs (la mort, la draws on background knowledge gained while working with an AIDS community

souffrance, la déchéance oh 8 jue) et les aspects positifs de résolution des group.

difficultés physiques, mi ales zt sicalles). pew P Results: The use of the Eriksonian developmental schema and Marcia’s identity
Cette méthode modifie valeionfonbaie du monde” de la personne, de son status5 models were found to be useful in understandi ng the concurrence ot
environnement à travers les organes des sens,les rep: tations des rôles dans thanatos an eres, After a positive dia mosis, À e gereconver ed Fad e
son entourage (médical, familial ou professionn“ab, les conceptions surla maladie, eeks to resolve these essential forces representing the end and beginning o

la guérison, la santé. Elle invite chacun à découvrir sa force intérieure. Nous life. The integrity vs pair crisis is ught forw int ly adul t-gu ny “vision force” hood. Issues related to identity achievement and intimacy are also discussed.
appelonsme technique "vision force”. te ea ae a Conclusion: Serorconversion in acts serious) on the sexual development of

Trois groupes, PR gay males. Social wor d other helping professions require knowledge of the
séances de 4 heures tous les 15 jours. 25 disent utiliser cette méthode seuls un an gay male’s developmental dilemmas as well as the norms of the gay subculture.
aprés le début des ces pour mieux gérer des situations difficiles et ont Dialogue between techieli gay males and the social work profession may
enseigné cette t in more e ve clinical social work vice as well as better
Conclusion. Cett approch eut étre caractérisée de “formationconsell’ designed and imple ed community-focused services. Social k can take
(formation : il s'agitd'arendre quelque chose de nouveau. Conseil : leading role in destignatizing and diffusing the health crisis and bridging
apprentissage est accompagné). the private need for confidentiality and the public issue of quarantining.

LE COMPORTEMENT SEXUEL A-T-IL CHANGE A CAUSE DU D.722 FREQUENCY OF SEXUAL INTERCOURSE ACCORDING TO
SIDA ? ETUDE DANS LA POPULATION ZAIROISE MARIT. STATUS IN THE GENERAL POPULATION.

e indas,**, Bertrand WEe Maem H Stigum. JM Sundet, IL Kvalem, JK Gronnesby, LS
’ Bakketeig. Department of Epidemiology. National Institute of Public Health, Oslo, Norway.

Unavers\st de Kinahass/Zaire . e

Sérolane SPHTM, New Orleans, Qbicctive, d th pr HIV spread in th empirical
at

Objectif:Evaluer lea changements dane le comportement sexuel à of sexual intercourse in heterosexual i i on 1

cause ee SIDA au Zaïre eten étudier le "co: a simple random sample of 10.000 Norwegians aged 18 through 60 years.
dé nt ête eiectsonnén.informeiienent vu was 63%. The analysis is restricted to single and married (including cohabiting)‘bees

our avoir l'informati sur les habitudes reporting heterosexual activity during the pastyear. The dependent variable is
une personne utilisant les méthodes traditionnelles number

nt @té choi ans les différentes status, regardlessof number0! ers.
pays. es répondants sont un number of inintercourses per month was 4.3 for singles whose last p:

ani avec qui le causerie sera avec moins de réticence also was single e(N=898), and 2.0 if the last partner was a married person (N=94). Married
sur gon comportement sexuel. À la fin de causerie, l’enquéteur subjects with ex par r
note lea informations enregintrées par coeur sur un spouse(V2279)ad 17 tad ngle (N: 122)
questionnaire à l'insu du répondant. and ! n the last partner was married (N=140). Married subjects without extramarital

ur les quelques cas vus, 1e tendan mbient Mantenneousof TO (N=3743). The present data elucidate patterns

refléter ln situation telle que connue mpiriquenentans predicting the HIV-epidemic,

parler quotidiences gens. Les filles non-marie ent tendanae

de réduire ie mbre Predepl sexuels. Les honnes
(mariés et non-warsen) Eent de enlus des sons

Cc uitsts weelininaires suggérentConclusion: le
population au Zaire eat en train de changer ses pratiques
sexuelle: Ceci ne fait qu’accroftre notre optimisme dans le

grand combat pour vaincre le fléau du SIDA
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D.723 SEXUAL PRACTICES AND HIV INFECTION IN SOME ZAMBIAN PRISONS D.724 Overview of WHO/UNESOO experience in intisting school. health education
Maboshe ,M* ;Simooya,0*;Hira,S**;Chimfwembe ,E*; Perine , P***; Progranmes to prevent AIDS and other Side.

Mukunyandeeta eta

*Tropical Diseases Research ntre, Ndoola, Zambia;**University Teaching Hosp., Alexis*; Bennett D.**;
Lusaka, Zambia;***Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, Bethesda. *UNESOO Education for the Prevention of AIDS Programme, UNESO) Paris; **WOrld Health

Organization, Education Systems Specialist, Health Promotion Unit, Geneva
pbiective +1.To establish seroprevalence of HIV infectionanne inmates in

urban prisons in Zambia. 2.To study their sexual prac
ti ‘The National AIDS Plans developing count:DRE inmates who had been in prisons for atleast3months were entered Na of ties vill be analysed with a view of identifying

in the study and their clinical, social and sexual information was collected. os sienthey include forms] schoo! AIDS education the dimensionsSerum samples were screened for HIV-1 antibodies using ELISA (Abbott) and Prob! Programmes are intended to address; end the easential reoults, if any,those tested positive were confirmed using Recombigen (Cambridge) and Immuno- thet heve been obtained by these programmes up to date.
fluorescent assay. In Lusaka, rectal smears were poker from prisoners and
controls (STD clinic attendees) for gonococcal cultu In parallel with the sbove study, the AIDS-education materials available at the WHO/UNESCO
Results.The overall HIV-1 seroprevalence was 256 té.1) of 1593 prisoners School AIDS Etucation Resource Centre (UNESOD, Paris), and addressed, in particular, to
and rates varied among the prisons: Students, teachers, achool authorities, and parents, will be reviewed and a critical andPrison HIV prevalence % Homosexuality % comparative analysis of their approaches to AIDS education content; and teaching/learningMukebeko Maximum 9.2 13.8 strategies and methodologies, will be presented, along with semple illustrative materials.Mukebeko Medium 15.2 13.3
Kamfinsa ,Kabwe 8 18,2

Lusaka Central 29.0 3
L and 19.8
The overall prevalence of homosexual activity was in 203 (a2. 2%) of 1668
nmates. 15 (9.6%) of rectal smears taken from prisoners were positive for

gonococcal cultures while none of the smears from control men were positive.
Conclusion.HIV infection is prevalent among inmates in some Zambian prisons
and homosexuality exists under deprived sexual conditions.

D.725 ALCOHOL AND HIV DISEASE PROGRESSION IN INTRAVENOUS DRUG
. ADDICTS.

Lake-Bakaar, G. and Rao, R.S. SUNY-Health Science Center, Brooklyn, N.Y.

controls and is lymphocytotoxi. ItAlcohol weakens might
therefore increase therisk€of exposure to HIV as well “as accelerate
disease progre:
Objectives To‘evaluate the effect of alcohol on the rate of HIV infection
and IV disease prog À.
Methods Alcohol history evaluated Prospectively in 201 IVDA using a
questionnaire. Good correlation with CAGE ‘esponses, serum GGIP levels and
repeat random interviews. HIV antibody detected by repeat ELISA testing
(Abbott).

BIV negative HIV positive AIDS
106 42n

Age (M+SD) 35.8+7.9 + 6.9+4.9
emales 0 (38%) 33 (318) 13 (338)

Alcohol
(40g/à and over) 34 (65.38) 63 (60.4%) 36 (85.7%)

e is significantly Sreater in AIDS than non-All
016; Fisher's exact test}. contrast there is no signifi

différence in alcohol use ‘between av Negative and HIV positive patients (p
0.05).
pepsinAlcohol does not. significantly increase the risk of HIV exposure
Bat affect the rate of progression of disease in HIV positive subjects.
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Lundi 5 juin Section E Monday, June 5

Colloque Le SIDA, la société et le comportement

Symposium AIDS,Society and Behaviour

Vivre avec le SIDA: ie point de vue de personnes atteintes

Living with AIDS: A Person with AIDS Perspective

M.E.0.1 “OMen's ISSUES M.E.0.2 CHILDREN'S ISSUES

Heggs, Amanda. Copenhagen, Denmark. Chamness, Barbara. North Cross, GA, USA.

M.E.0.3 ‘OMEN's IssuEs
M.E.0.4 HEMOPHILIA

: 2
Maison, Belinda, Tobinstort, IN. USA. disciplinary AIDS Assoc. Brazil,

 

M.E.0.5 AIDS IN THE CARIBBEAN M.E.0.6 HOMOPHOBIA AND AFRICA

Sealy, Godfrey . Trinidad and Tobago. Ssebbenja, Peter. Kampala, Uganda.

M.E.0.6.À ISOLATION OF PWAS/MEDIA RELATIONS
Bangura, Hassan. Sierra, Leone.

Guimares, Rogerio Fiaro. Brazilian Inter
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  fotichitpatte
Atelier
Workshop     

Le SIDA, la société et le comportement
AIDS,Society and Behaviour   

Education-SIDA: Leçons à tirer des pays en vole de développement
AIDS Education: Lessons from Developing Countries

M.E 0 7 PLANIFICATION D'UN PROGRAMME D'INFORMATION
D'EDUCATION POUR LA PREVENTION DU RISQUE DY INFECTION
AV.IE. A PARTIR D'UNE ENQUETE CoA.

URS :DIOUF Ou $ NDOYE Ibra* ; PETITGIRARD Anne
ZnesEs de la Fast pébiique - SENEGAL
** GPA/OMS - GENEVE ~

  

 OBJECTIF Définir une stratégie globale d'Information et d'Education pour la
Prévention de l'infection Le et du SED,
METHODOLOGIE Lengudta CAP a ombiné et dela méthode d'entretiens de groupe

duels à parrtir d'une base de sondages (645 Personnes).
Les résultats ont acd suivis d'une planification atactivités par programme.

 

RESULTATS Définition de principes directeu:
. Situation à risquee par rapport à groupesoa risaque

terrain autour d'une dynamique participative

bien le milieu urbain que rural.
+ articulation des activités de
+ nécsasité deppeedre en coupteset

roche multi a
Definition deséét:tapes de consetentisation-seneibilisation,

motivation et action (ohangement de comporteme:
choix des objectifa et Stratégies, modalités de supervision

et d'évaluation
- définition d'un cadre organisationnel.

CONCLUSION
Le lien entre la recherche et l'action assure14__pertinence des programmes et
renforce la dynamique participative.

M.E.0.9 STREET TEENAGERSS AND AN AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAM IN BRAZIL
wk Flavio Braune*; Filgueiras, A.**; Castro, M. L.##*,

‘azilian Taterdieciplinery Aids Association; **5.0.S,
child;##tatreetKids educato:

Objective. To describe and contextualize the living conditions of poo
teenagers who live on the streets and/or in institfutions in Brazil's large
urban centers, £: partic lar, Rio de Janeiro Present estimati

recently developed prevention
rs will also be presented.

th the street teenage question were invited by
the Brazilian Interdisciplinary Aids Association-ABIA to discuss the urgen:

dng a informative and educational program on Aids prevention
statistics on HIV infection and Aids in this popule-

on the gap between social re-
searchers and the teenagers, whereby ser measureswere introduced in

a;

 

ind how important it is to Prevent Aids f
view and experience.

programs are more efficient ight transmitting

target sen 8 socioeconomic and cultural back-
own, s knowle used ag a base for“introducing

humanitarian values puch aas self-respect, solidarity and group support.

M.E.0.11
.L WORKERS IN THE

Pidier, Nelson; arbaje, M; Rosario, S; Guerrero, E; De Moya, E.A.; Troncoso,

THE GAGA BAPTISM OF THE CONDOM: FOLKLORE AND aanae AS
Te OF AIDS PREVENTION AMONG HAITIAN MIGRANT

CAN REPUBLIC

 

e
FROCETS, “Ministry of Public Health, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic,

Objective. To show how folklore and’ religious eeecan be used in order to

t AIDS,promote participation in the struggle agains nity organization
and condom use adoption among Haittian migrant agricultural workers in the Do-
minican Re ae.

in Creole~spoken AIDS prevention program was launched in July
the Ministry of Public Health and

 
Cultural understanding and respect of the mores and beliefs of

8 has brought about an enthusiastic response on their
part to the AIDS prevention program,

816

THE ROLE OF HEALTH EDUCATION IN PREVENTION OF AIDS
M.E.0.8 (UGANDA'S EXPERIENCE)

Gaifuba, J.K., Ministry of Health, Uganda Government. Uganda

This paper outlines the strategies and objectives of the Health
Education programme in attempts to prevent and contrd the spread o:
AIDS in the country. Emphasis in this Paper is Pat on the utilisation

rmment and non-governmental organisations and their

1 measures and also the role of tthe commnity
the preventive activities.

  

members in

Secondly, the paper also outlines different methods and approaches
of the otuoat-ional strategies in educating the masses for a change
in behavi

windy, the Paper discusses the misconceptions held by the People
on the mode of transmission of AIDS in the Somnty and how t
dismiss theemisconcéptions for a change behaviour.

Pesothe paper also highlights theimpact of eneeduestional

8 in different target groups the populat

M.E. 0.1 Q alpsBeatDoreLeFOR YOUNG PEOPLE IN/A MULTILINGUALoY

MDiaye,
ut ‘Association Jeunetse Auti-Sida et MST (A.JAS:7Stress of

Dakar, Senegal; Enro Health, Dakar, Senegal

 

AIDS in
Objective: 7 9 peopl gal,
West Africa,to nor peethe sexualamsn

May not alter their by simply

SenegaleeJA.AIR©ee other means of communication to help educate young peopie
AIDS. We enlisted the help of various departments at the University

ofakaanNonaAAIDS Commitee,
Besults: 1) Small group meetings we iz roung
and youth organizations to discuss ADS and ther soulandi diseases and how to

nt them. 2) poner,ve invited you!

A À de In the school

indi be
. 4) We have developed slide shows and video presentations to visually help

facllitate discussions aboutthe issues SurroundingAIDS. ing
ing Al

young people who will be entering their sexu:ally-activeyeyears.efioris need to be made to reach
cultural, language and literacy barriers which may bepeeves used must os tne

a specific country or region.

M.E.0.12 LESSONS LEARNED FROM FAMILY PLANNING
COMMUNICATION PRPROGRAMS

Ellis L*; Coleman,P.*; Liskin
“Center for Communication Programs, The Johns Hopkins Universty School of Hygiene
and Public Health, Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Objective. To identify key lessons from family planning programs relevant to AIDS
educati
Methods. Evaluation of specific IEC interventions on related behavior.
Results. than tweReao expeñenceinfamily planning programs
demonstrates that well-designed information, education, and
not only increased know!

Major

worldwide
interventions

ment
perceived and acted upon; 4) peer g services are effective in
re ou ME And Jow, #atos groups; 5) morale ofservice i is a crucial

that by appropriate
«Mach an beled from pou femplanning TEC expense wich

is applicable to AIDS education Programs.
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Les proches etla famille
Close Friends and Familiy

AIDS AND THE Fi GAY MEN WITH AIDS: FAMILY OF CHOICE VS. FAMILY OF ORIGIN

M E 0 13 Bor, Robert; Miller, R.; Goldman, E.; Johnson, M.; Lee, C.; M.E. 0.14 do alker, G.** **The Ackerman Institute
‘or Family Cry. New York, New"York. USA

Royal Free Hospital and ? school of Medicine, London, England. Objective: A gay man diagnosed with AIDS needs tonresolve the disjunction he

Objective. To describe the impact of AIDS on families presenting for n his gay partnership and friends and his ily of origin

counselling in a London Teaching Hospital over a four-year period (1984 - Description: Gay people, in order to establish a gay identity Anaccord with

1988).
their sexual orientation, frequently leave their family of origin and su:

Method. Families have been interviewed in different hospital un: tain long-term cut-offs whileestate a gayfamily 9of choice which may

emophilia, S.T.TD.» AIDS Counselling, Casualty, Medical ards)over a may not include a long-term partnership. Whe gay man is diagnosed

period of four y PeeteMilan Method’ of family therapy has guided the withAAIDS, he often feels a need to resolve thisMstojusetion. ttsdesire or

interview amilies have been seen at all stages; from the time of attempt to reconnect to the family of origin may create intensi

osis of an individual, to the period of bereavenent. ‘Two thousand the gay person reenter a world which can reinvoke longstannding internaize

interviews have been conducted. Common themes have been recorded, conflicts. This $ may generate vulnerability to increased

Results. AIDS is a potentially powerful source of stress on relationships The workshop will Sis with thedelicate balance between forgi

between family members and between the family and other social systems. It tions and maintaining gay identity in the face of life-threatening i]Iness

exacerbates existing relationship difficulties and leads to new problems and will include a discussion of issues of gay identity, techniques of work-

Over 40 commonthemes emexged from e interviews. These related to (a) ing with families of origin to create bridges between parents and gay child-

dynamics within the fendCa0); (ststresses in the structure of the family ren whose values they may or may not share as well as techniques of working

(5); (c) problems in the family after someone has died from AIDS (5); and (a) with the gay couples when one partner makes a decision to reconnect with his_

problems betweenthe family and otherrsocial systems (10). original family. The area of reconnection requires a high degree of clini-=

Conclusion. ALDS has a profound effect not only on the HIV-infected indivdual cal sophistication and extensive knowledge of gay issues. The workshop will

but also on his or her relationships withothers. This includes increased analyze the dangers as well as the possibilities for success in reconnection.

stresses within the biological family and the family of affiliation. Videotape excerrpts from Stages 0of IlIness, an Ackerman AIOS training tape,

Counselling approaches which address these may help to reduce psychiat: will be used to illustrate theme

morbidity in the survivors. Conclusion: Psychotherapeutic

€

understanding and themes can significantly

help in the area of reconnection to family of origin.

 

M.E.0.15
M.E.0.16 Ef ith ‘ad child

HaeYarFolup. S.Crandies®, A. Sussman**, M. Berthaud®”, A.
‘land** F. gel. “KingsCounty Hosp.; Beklyn, NY, US.A;

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

THE DEVELOPMENTAL AND FAMILY SERVICES UNIT - A MODEL AIDS PROJECT SERVING =» *SUNY-Heaith Science cane ktyn :

DEVELOPMENTALLY|DISABLED CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES Obiective: To examine the sietivonessofaweeLiysupport group for the caregivers of HIV

HopkinsKaren: QtGrosz, infected children i d depression, 2)increasing 9°self esteem
aeeOfMedicine, Rose F. Kennedy Center, Bronx, New York, USA and education regardingHIV, and; 3) developing s support networ! a -_

para To assess the developmental needs of HIV infected children to provide rehabilitative and rns!0£. à : ag h ). 31

p an ae bers, Members in-

4 Iti

-

discipli ih clude parents,tsgrandparents, and ter parents.Two socialtworkers, a physician assistant

Sencloneestal andmotos needs 7HV infected children and their families. The unit includes tte Traditional h iA

Scie citerelaraereynseoccupational, play group dfrom 3to 13 e Theat Se,

The weekly multi - disciplinary
ference ulatio Individ Services (IFSP) increased from 6 10 8. Seropositive motherswho SeraeTYnbareenteallycomprisethe

confer results in the foray of an tual Family Plan for each child and his largest subgroup: they also attended most frequently. Males failed to attend or remain in tho

group. Themes such as members’ concerns abouttheir hhealth, ,sarality and relationships,

Results: 30 children and their families have been evaluated and arc in the program. Family compositions pans d. Withà time. th vomen camo to focus
more 0a their

FeesvariedweesabesandRCnermate tox ‘tasepare careoftheir children. Mombers attended funerals aadvisitedcornetfamilies at the time
 

 

 
 

 

ping disabled, chrecically A children. and wenton group

Conctusl :Children whoare HIV+ are lv tong and wil hve serious deficits Canson: Apport groupforthefaisofIV infec chile was fundep

childrenva theirseais them cope AIDS. Seropositive mothersdemonstratedthe

paramount. grestestneed and intorest in this intervention. Tho authors retain their

TIPROFESSIONAL EXPERTENCE |im HIV INFECTED PATIENTS'FAMILY ©MEMBERS

M.E.0.17 OP IN RIO DE. JANEIRO, M.E.0.18  orscussanr:
Moura, E.M.M.5 Caryalho.tsa,“Lahire Dutra; Hanen, J.L.L.; Longo, P.H.P.; Scribailo, Steven. PWA Coalition, Vancouver
Rachid de Lacerda, M.C.; Morais de Sd, C.A. Canada

Gaffrée & Guinle University Hospital, University of Rio de Janeiro (WNI-RIO) - Brazil.

Ob ject:

1} To tn family ee of HIY infected individuals about transmission/prevention and

follow up of the pa

2) To giveonaemotional

3) To estimulate family nerbers and friends to participate in the Social and Health Politics in

Brazil

Methods: Since July 1987 when it started, the study group included psychalogists, two social

‘workers and one (female) doctor that meet ly for one and half an hour with family members

and friends of our patients. During this time period 60 family members and friends of

luded. ly members continue to participate onone study group even

Results: the 60 family members and friends followed, inciudi: e who came exclusively

for ‘forinforsation, 54 (90%) could cope better with the difficulties of ving with an infected

person, in 49 (83%) it was observed a clear decrease in the anxiety and depression process.

Finally in October 1968, 5 (8,5%) decided to organize an Association Group of Femily Members of

AIDS Patients in Rio de Jeneiro to discuss and fight against negative situations generated by

he AIDS.

Conclusions: The objectives were achieved notwithstanding the enourmous social stigma of
The preliminary results suggest that is possible to extend this experience to other sites

or centers with AIDS care, as happened in1988 when doctors fron other states of Brazil coming
for training on AIDS care participed on the Qtoup and felt the importance of the experience.
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Stratégies innovatrices pour l'éducation des minorités au sujet du SIDA
Innovative Strategles for AIDS Education with Minorities

M.E.0.19
SAMM-Seopping AIDS {3 My Missiongran,
Pro ‘A Minority Adolescent AIDS Education

Cargill,VA. Assistant Professor of Medicine, Universicy Hospicals of
Cleveland, 2074 Abington Road, Cleveland, Ohio 46106. 216-844-1278

two year old minority adolescent ADS SacLonopen
risk, SAMM s pea

3

Targeted to Predoninantly black adolescents at

nded on voluncee » SAMM utilizes community persons, black health
parahsalth professionals, and adole: ta to provide DS education,

toa ni CIE target adolescents ac
o Education is provided

ina syle, using famlliar street terms, ag vware“s ack
adolescent ja . ides of bla er: var

ction ar sed, tn addition to a panel oftek fonePunea
poaltives who tnterect wich che teens and * question: e £
ach session i Social event (dance when permitred), rethe M

voluntears a rhe dise fockey serve as8 uundercoyver AIDS educators.

to.
mique, valued indivi duals.

eud, We believ
each «ins education dn ourt foformat

1a linked to self-respect and empowerment,

M.E.0.21 AIDS EDUCATION IN COMMUNITIES OF COLOR: HOW TO
MAK!

Hassan, Rashidah Lorraine. Bebashi, PhiladelphiaSessen,RashicahLorraine
A. USA.

Those individuals most at risk for HIV infection are also most

at risk for a cadre of other maladies which have not as yet been
.

successfully addressed in the past by health education. Heart

disease, diabetes, hypertension, unplanned adolescent pregnancy

infant mortality, all have been addressed in health education

targeted toward poor, under educated people of color with very little

success. AIDS education can not be successful in altering behavior

without defining cultural sensitivity, recognizing cultural sores,

consideration of language and cultural/ethnic communications.

A model of education will be presented which incorporates the

principals of education blended with the realities of cultural

influences. The “how to's" of accessing the community needs,

targeting specific populations and developing realistic education and

service programs will be highlighted.

M.E.0.23 AIDS AND TERTTIES QSPRATEGIES PORPEREVENTION

Dumpson, mes R.3 F: er-Howze Lopez, Mary Louise

Black Leadership Comission on Ans, ew York, NY, USA

Objective: To pose innovative approaches t lated r
verty, addic
Methods: 1. In

ex entation with "yue" se rugs. n the of the epidemic--minority wo ochildbearing age and their infants--wich high-saturation education/ion cam n. 5.F

Resul t
has mobilized and now is advissing the city, state

and federal health systems.
BLCA programs are nov seeking funding for adolescent outreach and education/*

 Prevention centers for African~Americans.
Conclusion: The belief is incrveasing among African-Americans in the U.S. thatAIDS was introduced into this unity by outside forces in an attempt tokill o ‘ace. Thi: of biological genocide is a serious barr.
the implementation of AIDS prevention effo

experimenta~

e full and active participa-
s possible

tion, preve attain some 38. On

tion of minority leaders din all aystens can make thi
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M.E.0 20 Triple Jeopardies - Reaching Ethnic and. Racial Minority Youth Who are jay
conti fied aand/o Drug Users

Gayle, Jacob A. Kent State UniversityAmerican School Health Association, Kent, Ohio, USA,
rican youth are identified as one ‘of

.
the next waves ofindividuals greatest at ri ask for HIV infection, Black

JT concern peeringinc

ate"HEV antibody

reater risk b e practices often associated with th .beh rs. Thi resents challenges beyond those singutenmidefitified with reaching ither “minority” youth or gath alone. y few School-~based educationa} initictivestarget such youth in particcul

The American School Health Association has develotrategies to train school-~based professionals to prepare for thechal lenges here-described. This presentation wil] Present somef these strategie

M.E.0.22 INTEGRATING HIV/AIDS INFORMATION
woe sno HEALTH EDUCATION FOR MINORITY STUDEN’

Rueben C. centers for Disease Control
Misses Georgia, U.S

Health education has been taught in the “public school system for many yeaUnfortunately, strategies to assure relevant and meanin;ngful poformation have
n d. In fact, much of the school curricula in general,

arcier rather than an enabler to learning for minority students.

Minority and/or low income students

geographical access to hea th care. consequeencly, health issues are lowthe priority scale for ny of these studen Therefore, innov:ative modelsa ed if° school healen education is expected to influence the knowledge
attitudes, or behaviors of minority scudeni

often have limited financial and/or

This presentation focuses on integrating HIV/AIDS information into asslieneduc. minorit has

an
t the health messages are

e students, The selatienship
between knowlledge, attitude, and behavior will also be reviewed
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L’entralde : Une stratégie d'adaptation
Self-Help: A Coping Strategy

M.E.0.24 SELF HELP GROUPS AND THE AIDS PATIENTS M.E.0.25 SELF-HELP: A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE

canonCoueloù Social Development, Ottawa, Canada. Kowalski,Alex vancouver Person's with AIDS

is a pauci g the Aids Community is fully aware Society. Vancouver, C
lu ith ma

pi and social problems the condition gives rise to. This
session wil}
offers Aids Patients, their Familfes and their Friends.

At2 treated will be the gains the Aids Community can draw from associating
the Self Help Community as well] as the contributions|ee Aids

Communnity can make to it. The reaso why the Aids Commu
closely wththe established centerseuch as Self Help Ciceringhouseseal

The work that a number of self help groups with an advocacy agenda will be
esented with the view of exploring both the applicability of such an

option for Aids Patents and the strategies groups have used in dealing
with specific concerns

THE ATDS PREVENTION CONCEPT OF THE DEUTSCHE ATDS-HILFE

Tan. Schifter, Norbert Specht, Deutsche AIDS-Hilfe e.V.
Nestorstr.-8 - 9, 1000 Berlin 31, West-Germany

zation and monitoring by a nationwide
Federal Republic of Germany.

groups were founded as AIDS-Hilfen in the

Objective: To describe planning, reali
working non tal organizati
Methods: In 1985 non tal sense Of self-help groups. The distance to governmenta: health authorities
was essenti the access to groups as gaysFive drug users and

titutes (in the sense of anti-discrimination). Brochures in an
and expli i . The was “ ve a sexualwere publ
disease you have to talk about
of different Kind|of lifestyles is another ma:
of non Deutsche AIDS-Hilfeiis the umbrella orga-
nization now of 80 local counselLing centers which are well

and the general public. Results: Continuous discussion, expert
meetings and feed-back by people with AIDS/HIV numbers of groups
led to promising results in risk ion and ofpeople

ith HIV and AIDS. Conclusion: To ch specific target you a
specific Language especially f ina!

M E 0 28 PHYSICIANS SELF SUPPORT GRO!
Chateauvert,Michel Ville Marie Social  pervice Centre, Montréal,
seTSies

Under the auspices of Com SIDA Aide Montréal 1 have been facilitating for
the past 6 months a elfcupport group for physicians who have e significant
proportion of people with AIDS as patients.

will present the difficulties in getting such a group off the ground ai
attempting to keep it focused on meeting some of the emotional and Mucetional

exercising leadership amongst 4 gr
emotional impacts of having a large practice of people with A

M E 0 27 THE DIFFICULTIES OF PWA COALITIONS IN PROVIDING
rs SERVICES TO ACTIVE DRUG MISUSERS

Mordaunt,John. London Lighthouse, United
Kingdom.

M.E.0.29 SELF HELP EXPERIENCE IN AFRICA

Anumudu, Nicolas. Ministry of S
Development, Youth and Sports, social“welfare Siatsion,
Owerri, Nigeria
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Les facteurs cuiturels déterminants dansies attitudes a l'égard du SIDA
Cultural Determinants In Responding to AIDS
M.E.0.30

 

COMPORTEMENTS SEXUELS ET CONTEXTE CULTUREL
UNE APPROCHE METHODOLOGIQUE DE LA PREVENTION DU SIDA
Philippe ENGELHARD, Moussa SECK, ENDA-TM, BP 3370 - DAKAR

M.E.0.32

OBJECTIFS : concevoir uneune méthodologie souple x £peu couteus
des compontenents 4

companen
procède grâce à des tests 4
Le pays geste a OLE teSénégal. tarfatat 7.500 pebionet oneUt Cochtes th

ne urbaine almoyen de questionnaines, et en zon moyen de "FOCUS
GROUP".
RESULTATS : 1L apparait que L"information nécessaire à La mise onoeume d'un
plan de prévention est moindre qu'on ne L'imagine généralement, concept de
groupe 4 nisque est beaucoup Reb. tanment cetut de LensPot
auquel il faudrait substituer La notion de "F. Libres", Par adlleuns 25 $
des hommes et cents ont un nt 12s risqué.

CONCLUSION 2esares des rbgions ou des groupes &"Risque" avec La "Popu-
Lation " exége une grande attention Laréponse & 28 complexcet des deg
ments atsidedans a décenmatiaation à tnbase de La communication.

M.E. 0.34 CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING FOR AIDS PROVIDERS SERVING

eetDIFFERENT PATIENTS

À Housten-Hamilton DMH,* Patricia EEvans MD,** (*Polaris R&D,
“Department of Public Hgaïth, San Francisco, USA)""*

Objective. To increase the sensitivity of AIDS services providers to the cultural aspects
of serving ethaic minorities who areHiv infected or at-risk of AIDS.
Methods. en thaiup loped and A designed, : 4

related health rat :

Hispanic, Indian, Fitine, Chinese, Japanese, end Vietnamese patientssand their
families Guidelinessand training focussed on the valuesclients bring to their
interactions with providers and the effects of those values on their behaviors end
their expectations‘regarding provider behavior. Attention was devoted tovalues

{ di ics li homosexuality. abortion, dying and disease

wltural
values andof the range ofof pee behaviors conditioned byclient cultures.
Results. 358 providers were traine cluding aurses, AIDS educa rsemotional
support counselors, hotline volunteers, social workers, prison staff, drug counselors,
and agencyadministrators. Evaluatiions show increased understandi of
behavioraldiffe

livering treatment and services,
Conclusion ffecti d ience less f ion if they
provide service in culturally appropriate ways,

velanning and

820

WORLDVIEWS AND SEXUAL PRACTICES IN SRI LANKA:M.E.0.31 os ASEPRROTICES THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL

Meeramnda, J. : Mahryar
+ Department of sociology, iniversize nySoleabo, Sri Lanka

* seriaÀ and Behavioural Research Unit, Global Programme on AIDS,

Health Organization, Geneva, Switrerlan
chese of the paper * to highlight the complex interplay

poiseen ture as maintainin: mncrenaan and high risk sexual
behaviour ss one whichtendsto erode such oun

Method. The paper will focue on the aifterence”in values between youth a:
adult 9: 5 in releti to the tourist industry in Sri Lanka, teking ince

howos
and qualitative survey data on KABP

oyed. The quantitative
the explanetion of behaviour as moderated by

1 mechanisms for the integration or
rom the norm.

 

ri
to degree of risk behneviour. Apparently the

have a Pc capacity for adapting their saxusl behsviour to new
thou aware of the dictates of traditional

mores. e caste ane caste network serve as a regulat. chanism for: (a)

dnitiel acceas to sora trade and, (b) eventual reintegration into

tyle.
Seneluaien. The imp1. Lestaons of theEnfor the national STD/HIV control

discussed. micro-social spproach to an
tnderetanding of the problems of boyprostitution and other forms of high risk

ours is emphasised.

REACTION DE LA SOCIETE ZAIROISE ENVERS LE SIDA.M.E.0.33
Rukarangira va Nkera,Harvard School Of Public Healch,Boston,U.S.A.

 

 

Objectif: Gompareries résultats des études C.A.P. faites à Lubumbas!hi
TT uxième ville du Zaire,en 1987 et en 1988 afin d'évaluer les

connelstances acquises après une annee de cempagne nationale
contre Le SIDA.

Réaultats:Un apercu de changement des connaissances d'attitudes et de

-omportements révèle des contraintes persistantes,et permettent

de voir les liens entre le SIDA et l'economie,la culture et la
societé,

Méthodes: peux échantions dont les réponses libres ont été codées et

TT nalysees statistiquement.

Conclusions: Les campagnes de masse doivent être souceness par des intervent-

~ ions directes au niveau de la communa afin de creer des
réseaux de soutien aux changements de.comportement,

Mots Clés: Evaluation,C.A.P.,Changenents,Contraintes.

M.E.0.35

Department of ËEpidemiology and Public Health (R-669), Priversity
of Miami, School of Medicine, P.0. Box 016069, Miami, L 33101,
USA.

Is THERE A UNIQUE ROLE FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE STUDY
OF AIDS

Anthropologists have become increasingly involved in AIDS social
research and activities. This

ntial framework for understanding
the cuitural context of AIDS-related behavior. Anthropologists

may offer a unique role in the study of this global pandemic.
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M.E.0.36 LES ENQUETES CAP SUR LE SIDA. EXPERIMENTATION D'UNE
EROT PAR DISCUSSTONS DE GROUPE SUR UN

ETUDIANTS ZA
e, Ronelds t Keta Lahaye , Amina #%

& Université de yetpal,Feee,## Université catholique de Louvain, Belgique

Objectif: élaboration et expérimentation d'une technique d'enquête CAP
Connaissances, Attitudes, Pratiques) en matière de SIDA dont les“sodaitée
ge veulent edaptées au contexte socio-culturel de l'Afrique centrale

Méthode: nous avons mis au point une technique d'enquête consistan
(1) discussions de groupe, (2) impliquant peu de directivité, (3) déelen-

par le récit d'anecdotes relatives au SIDA et (4) se déroulant dans
un contexte familier et uni pl ét: Ce lités d'enquê

expérinentées sur 42 étudiant(e)s zairois(es) résidantà Bruxelles,
répartie en 9 groupesge jet: ara. » Hous avo: ‘océdpe B proc

in groupe co trôle à une enquête classique Conedstanten entretiens
suitvidvels à l'aide 3un questionnaire standardisé.

Résultats: les informations obtenues par la technique originale d'enquête
sée sur des discussions de groupe se sont avérées SigniFicatsvenent Pplus

riches ( en quantité, en origiualité, en diversité et en nuances ) qu
celles obtenues par une méthode traditionnelle impliquent des réponses
individuelles à un questionnaire.
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Services sociaux : expériences et évaluations
Social Services: Experiences and Evaluations

T.E.0.1
PrES NTERS: Cesar A. Perales, Commissioner, NYS peneae of

Social Services: Barbara SaboT, Executive D
Jeffrey L. Ça les, Deputy Commi
irector, AIDS Institute, NYS Department of Health; and Dennis
oebirectar, NYS Division of Substance Abuse Services, New Verh NY, U.S.A.

rum will describe the development and operation of New
state!:ares integrated network of health and human services for peopte with

ehVere STATE'S RESPONSE TO AIDS: A ROAD MAP FOR HUMAN
ICES

 

nd non-minority groups e h ss, urban and rura ers,
5Five Year Pla {te be given to participants) outlines the re-
x case management and provision of 1, | F Di an

substance-abuse services.
Centers; rchitd foster iS, such as Leake and Watts;

health-related facilities for substance-abuse treatment; shelters for home-
less people with AIDS, and other programs. They will also highlight unre-
Solved issues and challenges

T.E.0.3 EVALUATIONOFTHE SOCIAL SERVICES NEEDS OF HIV+
WOMENENROLLED INA COHORTSTUDYIN KIGALI, RWANDA

C**; Allen S* *#; Muhawenimana C*#; Tice
J*, Hulley s*. *Center for AIDS pe, tion Studies,‘Universi San Franciscoity of ‘ornia,
CA USA; **Norwegian Red Cross, Oslo.NRo *#Projet San Francisco, Kigali, Rwanda.

THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF AIDS IN BRAZILT.E.0.5
erbert, Daniel. Associacao Braseleira

Interdisciplinss de AIDS, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

822

T.E.0.2 COMPTE RENDU ET EVALUATION D'UNE EXPERIENCE DE

ORMATION DES TRAVAILLEURS SOCIAUX SUR LA SIDA.

(DIRECTION GENERALE DE LA SANTE FRANCE.

=, Catherine de l'Université Paris et Rouen. France

Jacqueline de a Direction de l'Action sociale au Ministère de la

Solidarité. de la Santé et de la Protection sociale. Parts. France.

Historique de cette formation. La place des Programmes de formation dans

laCampaane de Prévention menée par la France. Le module Théorique et

Pédagogique de cette formation. Approche pluridisciplinaire et multi-

partenariale. Les Contenus (Savoirs Internes et Savoirs Extérieurs). Modalites

d'évaluation des stages. Les changements et les raisons des changements

Dieu dans le processus de formation. Premiers Echecs dans la

mique des Groupes. Hypothèses et interprétations. Demande de Formation

deTe part des Formateurs. Création dun groupe BALINT pour les Formateurs.

Premiers effets sur la dynamique de ia Formation.

Premiéres Theorisations de ces formations. Comparaison d'une experience

conduite en France et dans les Territoires d'Outre Mer. Phase d'enquête menée

dans les Institutions accueillant des toxicomanes séropositifs. Première

Evaluation conduite à partir d'entretiens non-directifs et d'un questionnaire.

Les effets pervers de la Formation Perspectives épistémologiques.

théoriques et cliniques.

T.E.0 4 OBSTACLES TO USE OF PUBLIC SOCIAL SERVICES AND WORKERS IN
. AID. CONTROL PROGRAMME.

Lloyd, G. Tulane University, New Orleans, LA USA
Objective: To assess potential usefulness of training workers in the public

and control programs, and t. Methods
Informal discussions were held with trainers and supervisors in public social
services in six ings-two each attern I, II a 8. Results
although public social serv: Pp o e degree of

x
lic social rz
prevention and control. onally, in many places, wor! y AIDS-

related activity as intensifying the st Le tu. eir work and

resis ining. Conclusion: Training existing public social se: e

Oeeee for roles in AIDS preventi ontrol progr: may be moreame
id less effective than recruiting and _fraining personnel in new

RIV/AIDSepeciic public social service agencies

SOCIAL SERVICES RESPONSE TO AIDS IN QUEBECT.E.0.6
Green, Miriam. Ville Marie Social Services,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
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Empowerment: Réappropriation de la santé, les expériences des personnes atteintes
Empowerment: Reappropriation of Health and Experiences of Persons with AIDS
T.E.0.7 INTRODUCTION T.E.0.8 PLUSS, AN ORGANIZATION OF BODY POSITIVES IN NORWAY ENCOM-

te . PASSING ALL GROUPS.
Lapointe, Bernard.

Arne N. Husdal, Sylvia Kalbakk, the board of Pluss and members, Oslo, Norway 
Objective: Having an active organization,ia compar
similar groups throughout tl rid, like to resent our ideas, our

and ou

selves to show force of will of living - as we also havé to fight public

Results: It is too early to presen complete evaluation. Butalready we
ortant Supp limenteer each individual member, the

traditional health and sosial services and to the society. Wekeep in touch
with all primar health stations.and héspitals throughot the country.ve have
170 members (equals 25 per cent of all1 registered positives). By june we
will be able to pre sent more results

T E 0 9 Michel Gaïlto, AIDES, Teæleration Nationale , T.E.0.10 THE ROLE OF AIDS SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS IN DEVELOPING
* Paris, France ‘PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY AND SERVICES FOR HIV DISEASE.

P.* Philadeelphia Department of Public
Health, AIDS Rebieitios toordinating Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

nis presentation will present a model of a large urban

grams will include: preventionactivities, HIV testing and
counseling, coordination of service delivery, and policy|and

unig T S Activities Coordinating Offi (AACO is a
comprehensive department defined as a separate entit A
serv ted under e aegis of public health exists with
AACO (Surveillance, Prevention, Policy and Planning, and Service

#

P or
having difficulty with local health authorities will be given a
model to work more effectively with local authorities

T E 0 11 INFORMATION FOR EMPOWERMENT T.E.0.12 THE LEARNING ABOUT AIDS PROJECT ~ AADTAEPROACH TO

_ | . ALTH EDUCATION ABOUT HIV INFECTIO!
Delaney,’Martin. Project Inform. USA. Peter Aggleton, Department of Education, Bristol polytechnic

Bristol, England

Objectives - To identify a rationale for participatory education about HIV
and AIDS and to describe the processes of development, dissemination and

evaluation on the Leaarning about AIDS project.

about AT project is a national projec

ne and Masstnnele innovative health education materials for use
in adult education about AIDS, Interim materials were disseminated by the
Health Education Authority in 1987, and a considerably enhanced training

package will be published in February 1989. A mmajordissemination of these
materials has commenced in the 14 health regions in England involving
health educators andtrainers working in the nealth service, in education,
in social services and in the voluntary s

This paper will identify a rationale for participatory education based on
group work and describes the manner in which Learning about AIDS materials
were developed. It discussesthe value of such an approach in fosterin:
self-empowerment, community development and social change.

The dissemination strategy will be described as well eas the steps that have
been takento use process and product evaluation to assess the outcomea of
the projec
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Problèmes de la communauté gale
The Gay Community Issues

COVERAGE 01 DRUGS UNDER STATE MEDICAL ASSISTANCET.E.O.18 ESHOWOSEAUELSETLESIOR T.E.0.14 Gien)meme à me US

T.E.0.15 NEIWOKKING: A PREVENTION AND CARE STARATEGY FOR THE GAY

—_ MINORITY IN SOUTH AFFICA,
Pegge,John* **, Isaacs,Gordon* **,and Miller, Steven**.

*GASA 6010 Counselling Services, Cape ‘Town, and ** AIDS Action Group, Republic
of South Africa.

Qbjective. To secure an effective preventive and care strategy for the gay
minority in South Africa, a group without Tegal status.
Method. An analysis has been made of the impact of government policylegis”
and practice on behaviour modification and care of the HIV-infected in the
gay minority:

Government and official bodies have failed to recognise HIV infec-
Preventionfic ani its the gay cammmity. They have failed to consult

with gay commmity groups and provided financ: and educational re-
+ W and research has been

afforded the highest priority. Confidentiality has not guaran , and

resources. This has secur-
‘dcation and community care of the infect

Despite a lack of legal status and the failure of government to
CORRES ano reaae unteer groups and individuals
has secured behavioural change through education and care for the infected.

ORGANIZATIONAL PRECONDITIONS FOR COMMUNITY ACTION:
A REPORT OF GAY AND MINORITY COMMUNITIES 1N NEW YORK CITY

T.E.0.17

Melinda A. Cuthbert, Yale University, Naw Haven CT, USA.

_ Objective. To identify the precondi tions fer gay

tio

and nino

 

ilire resources, as

of this new illness

 

han a sorasedical ratherdefinition of AIDS as a socio ssue,
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Schatz, Benjamin
* National Gay Rights Eee San Francisco, California, USA

seven medications are

 
‘Ss

by location. Differing practices exist regarding coverage of specific drugs,
for authorization, reli. on physician recommendation,

willingness to provide medication symptamatic HIV+ person. 90% of states
routinely fund AZT for persons with AIDS; 74% for asymptomatic HIV+ sons.
65% routinel aerosolized for persons with previous
pneumocystis or HIV+ per: Previous pneumocystis. Most but
‘not all states (73%) fund all federally licensed in survey (
acyclovir, septra, dapsone, ) if physic: scribes for‘orpersons
with AIDS; 25% cover unlicensed drug iganciciovir) «- 29% indicate that
certain drugs available to persons with AIDS ilable
asymptomatic
Conclusion. Standards governing availability of drugs to HIV-infected
individuals under U.S. medical assistance (medica:aid)programs vary drama-

to state. National d increase
tency and fairness.

T.E.0.16 HOMOPHOBIA IN THE D PMENT OF PUBLIC POLICY
ON AIDS IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

*; Ziegler, A.** “Hum
Rights Campaign Fund, Washington, D. Cet **Public
Health Foundation. Washington, D.C., U.S.A,

Qbiective: To examine the effects of homophobia in developing
public policy on and combatting AIDS in the United s

o interview public policy makers inside snaoutside
of the United States government ‘© examine case studies in
which government pol has been affected
Results: AIDS is a disease wh
primarily affects gay and bisexual men. The political process,
which determines most fundinnglevels for AIDS research a:
prevention, isinfluenced by he

mop:hobia|has pleyed a ro.oie n developing AIDS
olicy intheFonited à tes. Homophobia is an impediment to

hi slicy on AIDS. It has slowed progress in
oun

effective AIDS
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Rôie des ONG dansla iutte mondiale contre le SIDA
The Role af NGOsIn the Global Responseto AIDS

KEY ROLE OF A NATIONAL NON-GOVERNMENTAL AIDS

W.E.0.1 ™e EDUCATICN PROGRAM IN CANADA

Walters David 3; Wardrop, K.; Burr, R.; Genmill, I.

Canadian Public Health sesocintion: Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

 

Objectirve, To describe a unique AIDS Education Program based in a Public

Fenith Organization which takes a lead role in Health FromPromotion in Canada. 
AIDS Education Program. assembled an Expert Advisory Conmittee,

professional staff, and qritiatea five Program Carponents: Research,

Consultation & Coordination; Media & Advertising; National Clearinghouse;

Seminars/Conferences; & Eéucational Resources.
Results. The CPHA took tha deada stimulating Canadian AIDS 

oe
A non-governmental Public Health Association approach provides

seaand effective resource to AIDS. which mobilizes

and credibility of a well established ‘profess:sional membership

opiisererion

W.E.0.3 SWIFT...AND SURE? THE UK VOLUNTARY RESPONSE TO AIDS
StephanieMalech*; J Grimshaw**; Dr S Mansfield*;

O'Brien’
#Londen Lighthouse,London, UK
**Director, Landmark, London, UK

Objective To describe and analyse the response of UK voluntary
organisations to AIDS since 1981, and assess their impact on service

li a

have grown dramatically. "The now number appr: tel
n a Pate

budget ize). An analysis of the history, management structure and scope
of service provision of a select sample of these organisations was carried

Results Most were set up after a major UK Governmentrer caeraten
m AlDS. Traditional collectivist structures predomi:mae,tee

ae!k of inte:ralsonesionnanasne aand Howdirection
isations sre developing new mana 1 structureshich"combine.netraditional
hierarchical stractures with collectivist ways of working. Ser
provided by the latter grouping are responsive, flexibleand abletto nemeet
the needs ofgene with HIV, ARC and AIDS, who in turn form a significant
proportion of their volunteers and paidver ers.

 Conclusion “The UK voluntary respons IDS was swift but development has
beenm hampered by little or no spructured planning. The effectiveness of

, their and sustain services, and to nurture the role that
Le with AIDS play within them, 4a Linked to

W.E.0.5 ROLE OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANTSATIONrsue
STRUGGLE ACTAIDS. CASE
RED CROSS SOCIETY

Lubega, Juliet*; Mueller, oni Senoga, J.*; Sebbowa, R.*
Uganda Red Cross Society, ampala, Ugenda; ‘xsLeagus of Red
ross and Red Crescent Subietica, Geneva, Switzerland.

Objective. Toeeriethe sorte impacts anan of
the work of n ental o'
country in the|struggle“against the AIDS epidemic.
Methods. The Uganda Red Cross has contributed to the nation
Wide government guided AIDS Control Program in the fields
of info:rmation/education, blood donor recruitment and pro-
tective material distribution for healthworker. Information

ä on a KAP study carried out before, have
beenen produced and translated into major 1. eges. Red Cross
Fieldofficers have been trained in dissemination

of.the AIDS ControuProgram in Uganda:
Conclusion. The worl Senon-goveramennial organisations in

DS control has a large impact in developing c tries.
The Red Cross movement with its infrestructure and networks
has the power to contribute positively.

garore_Kauffman, M. Cotton

American Red Cross, National Headquarters

USAWashington, D.C.

Objective: To describe factors contributing to the euccessful and far

reaching HIV/AIDSeducation programs of the American Red Cross (ARC),

vall as challenges facing organisations to sustain these efforts

Methods: Working in consultation with the U.S Dept. of Health and
Honan Services, the ARC initially mounted a nation-wide public

information campaignarrting , PSAs, nd pamphlets. This
eted e prograns“For youth,

udes intensiti
ilisingguantitarive

 

with hard

and enpirical data, detail f the progra:
contributing to euccessful ieeignentationare covbed.

As a trusted organization, ARC has HIV/AIDS education

programs in a50 states, trust Rirttortesand military stations

world-wide. yenereducational materials have also n used and
translated b: Red Cross Societies including russie and South

 

Africa.

usion: The role of non-govarnzental organizations has been

identified as critical in helping atop the spread of HIV infection and
providing needed servicas. Sensitivity©te ont gious, aultiecultural,

to =:

 

and dit concerns has been complex a.
need to monitor and evaluate programs will increasingly be aedto

justify the sustained financial and human resources quired. Many
other organizations have become involved in these aftosts.

W E 0 4°Role of non governmental organisations and #60 networks in the contro] of HIY

. infection.
5 Poore, P, UK NO AIDS Consortium for the Third World ,

 

KING!
agencies (NGOs) {n both developed and developi na countries have taken

nesroleqa responding to the ASIN epidemicsTheir impact has been reinforced by
formal and nonformal groupings or networks. TI GO AIDS norton for the Third World
was one of the first OA.these networks, and aeuivities of mexber agencies {llustrate the

richness of the N60 re
Activities include

xpansion © ext ‘sting programmes. NGOs involved in health care have intens{fied efforts
to provide steri]teandprete care. Agencies involved in education and devel-
omerntneve expande clude dissemination of information on HIV infection

a
2) Helping to establish and fund local agencies, as a result of local initiatives.
3) Provision ofpropre information. rienichpave already specialised in wide
dissseninetion|ofprise information eso the need of a variety of audiences

for informati mn HIV transmission and pre:
4) Provision oF sanpowe:rand training Teteparticularly integrated into existing
vices. Some NGOs from the UK have trai r funded staff specifically working on AIDS/HIY.

roles of the UK network have been;

thiexesnshaving perience
“pressure group/campaigning whe. strengthened by the joint approach of 30+ mesber agencies
~Representacionofrie at international meetings; many agenceis are small, with few

staff, and do
-Acting as5 feelPoint for commnication (with Global Programme on AIDS (GPA), U.N.

A Funding ofSpecificwAite-relatedmois
6} Creation

“informe

agencies, Britishf Government departments, othe NGO networks, etc.)

Roles_of NGOs we
ortance 0 s 1s now recognised, but a mechanism has stil} to be established which

will ensure that the individual strengths of each R&D are used effectively. Creation of

neo networks will improve coopere’

Ketorkscan offer valuable experience to NGO member's. rs of such groups will a’ ways
those already involved, and there sre concernsabout adding further ‘ayers o

sbinietration.The experience in the UK so far has been positive, and encourages the creation

of networks elsewhere.

W. E 0 6 DEVELOPING A PROGRAMME OF WORLD HEALTH RARE SuPPORt

FOR NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FRAMEWOR

NATIONAL AIDS commen PI

Grose, Robert

Global Programme on AIDS, World Health Organization,

SWITZERLAND
Objective To promote and support the involvement of non-governmental

orgenizations (NGOs) in national AIDS control programmes (NACPs).
Methods At coun ry lewa, WHO and NACP staff and NGOs conault to determine
mutual interestsne areas of opporsante NACPs and NGOs exchange technical
data and fee on implementation. A mechanism for funding NGOs from NACP

With i

with a wide range of organizations, using their networks to disseminat

appropriate material and as a focus for channelling information to the
ramme on AIDS

Results NGOs have been responding to AIDS since the first unrecognised
patients began arriving at NGO-run health centres and hospitals. AIDS service

bet 8 a.

 
ften in advi

governmental respons The need for collaboration felt by NGOs

and inte:vgovernnental*organizations is resulting in increased couphementarity
and integration
Conclusions Collaboration amon: iS, gov nts and intergovernmental

organizations existe snd is developing eepidly in support of national AIDS

control programmes. ‘The momentum needs to be maintained with active support
from all parties.
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Rôle des ONG dans la lutte mondiale contre ie SIDA
The Role of NGOsIn the Global Response to AIDS

W E 0 7 COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR HIV PREVENTION:
nve PROGRAMSANDANDPRIORITIES OF THE CENTERS FOR

i, Kchezscher, R.N.*, Schindler, S.E.*,
Cahili Bowen jon, R.**, et al. *Centers for
Disease Éontroi Kobe), itt wish.
*xUnited States Conference of haatTS, District ofoe U.S.A.

Sblecttve:7oerrovide financial and technical as
sed organizations (080) to carry outaPrevention

geor:ans”targeteed to individua Se behavior places then a
ncreased risk.

: G, in coorporation with State and local heal
epartments, The U.S. Conference of Mayors, national HTesregional

organizations has begun a financial technical seaistance program
to assist CBOs (especially those thetrepresent and sz minority
populations) to plan, implement, evaluate HIV preventionopula
activities which meet the needs’ oftotal communities, Financial and
technical assistance are provided through closely-monitored CDC
cooperative sere

SincUT over $50 million has been awarded to more than
threoughout the U.S, for HIV prevention rograns and

activities. ie U.S. Conference of Mayors has also awarded CDC
funds of over $2.5 million to 86 CBOs. CDC haseu an additional
rogran of direct assistance to CBOs in the 27 as most affected

IV. Collaboration and ccordination among health departments
filorgquizations involved in HIV prevention have increased as a

rect resul
BeCDC hae established several mechanisms for providing
and technical assistance to CBOs. The authors will

provi an overview of the ‘national|prograa, report on experience to
eonaeanoe technical assistance and other needs of ccommunity

organizations, and discuss problems and issueses _relevan
Anplenentation and evaluation of such pro;
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Laiutte communautaire contre ie SIDA dans les années 1990

The Community-Based Responseto AIDS Into the 1990s

W.E.0.8
Wh

“Australian Federation of ASS Organisations, Australia

Objective:
to AIDS in

ROLE OF COMMUNITY BASED ORGANISATIONS IN THE
AUSTRALIAN reser 7 AIDS

 

To discuss the development of the community response
Australia, inc

g a commu
other regional countries using aspects of the Australian

model will be examined.
Discussion: Community based AIDS organi sacions have played a

AIDS. Th

are volunteer oriented community ba

Australian

new challenges for ions in overcoming geogra-
-phical problems and limited human and financial resources.

W.E.0.10 INNOVATIONS IN HEALTH CARE DELIVERY FOR HIV

Braslow, Judith B.; Hostetter, C.; Horner, M.; Dolecek,

G.; Hutchings, J.; Health Services Administra!tion, Public
Health Service, Human Services, Rockville,
Maryland, U.S.A.

Qbjective To highlight examples of inovative HIV service related
programs ly tees of the Health Re: and Services
Administration | (HRSA) of the U.S. Public Health service(us)

within USPHS responsible for supporting
various populations with special needs,

the i to

for people with AIDS, and 13training prograns whichte elon improving
ity of HIV services by health service providers of

various disciplines
Resutts Among the above Projects, there are examples
service delivery and training approaches which willbebe“hightigheed4in

ion. The value of those selected is the potential for
fwlicaeion in other settings.

usi Optimal use of public funds is achieved when they are applied
hea:to the development

delivery, and when
other settings. While each community"8neneeds are , lessons learned

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF COMMUNITY-BASED AIDS SERVICE
ORGANISATIONS

. McGill Centre for Medicine, Ethics and Law, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada.

Obiective: Te ibe a comparative survey of community-based AIDS service organisations from

Sweden, FollandFate West Germany, Belgium, France, Norway and Canada.
; An analysis grid was developed and utilised for a comparative analysis and review, based

on interviews and publi tions andsstructure of these organisations. The
is gri parisons in ali details enter:

ional sistructures, budget, sources of

W.E.0.12

e analysis grid included parameters such as operat
Hnancing, epidemiological circumstances, socio-politialefimate, case load, programmesor services

deliveered, target po|populations,institutional cooperation, deveicpmentalchangesanddecision-making
anisms.
Similarities include the common circumstances of rapid development and change, in target

populatio: ved and b stricted to speific groups 0:

were offered in conjunction with thoseof other organizationsns).
Gtition1 distinctions occ use of volunteer Iabour force, membership

powers, executivedopeSowers,vmeans and levels of financing, cooperation
with, ot‘other AIDS i izati and level of interaction with
public institutions.

Community groups operated more effectively if one or more of the following
conditions were met:

maintenance of close contact with community infrastructure (their community base),
close co-operation|wane. already existing health and welfare networks and with other
community organ:
adequate and diversefunding arrangements;
a social climate o! necepaance and/ortole
sexuality and drug

h i ity, discussinga
y

N
E

THE COMMUNTTY BASED AIDS RESPONSE IN THE
1990"

por Jim. National Aids Network, Washington,
D.C. USA

The comsunity based response in the United States has been unprecedented,

W.E.0.9

Affected connunitles provide contlnuun of services to care for people
living with AIDS to pravent the spread of HIV. ex 650 community
based organizations, receiving a mix of private, public, and individus
funding, are elther registe h or menbers + nai AIDS
Network (WAN), WANs strategic plan for the 1990's includes an assessment
of the consunity respon: elleves no single funding source
can provide the cessary support, One cessary step is to replace
Federal desonstration projec! ith lo term conaltaent to funding
prevention and care. fovever, leaders of the community based response sust
accept greater responsibility for accountability vhen vorking vith
unders, As; epidenic becomes more mainstream, leaders ask why ve

should| expend special resources ve don't apend for other diseases. If wi
do edica ‘s infrastructure vill be overvhelaed.
A10Snti force telore,of the systen.

+ ’W.E.0.11 COMMUNITY GROUPS INTO ‘THE 1990's

Network of Voluntary OrganizationsMantell,: wary.
in Aids and HIV, United Kingdon.

W.E.0.13  Piscussawr
Paltiel, Freda. Heaith and Welfare Canada,

Ottawa, Canada.
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W.E.0.14 AIDS AND THE WORKPLACE: UNITED STATES POLICY AND W.E.0.15 HIV/AIDS - A PSYCOSOCIALs EDUCATION I.1.oterberg,‘taitatandblan, aymate,3dk Gunnarsson, Personnel| Bunker, John P., The Circle, Inc., Mclean, Virginia U.S.A. Se Deparunents Stocknola,
Objective: To describe 7 Private, and labor union efforts to address Qbiective.enPLAYFor the 60.000 employees of the city of Stockhole,
AIDS i it, employee education, and supervisory Methods. In december 1° Personne! and Organizati in Stockholm decided ontraining in the United States. . anuv bois: Bepolie7 intoestàmise de spread!of tha infection,against prejudice
Methods: Extensive literature search and personal commmication with leaders fallow lumen Deinass “The Folitical decieden cepemElbLlity, Compassion respect coo

in

thepublic, private, and labor uni - As a participant in two project ran ty timMannth and EnvironmentesronentPolicyUnit. TheTheainif Eh pent ueChe
AIDS rkplace consultations uthor + to introduc: t into to te 1 Fosteocor

has ADSin Wo à ta sta aihe wortplacesandv2toincreasethe Knoviedge about FIV.in nine àthe prodjekt twoive v on topic area. tions 1) the support of the top
Results: se toeey apnea workplaces have not adoptefàformel policy 3 a positive clientefer actitnle teas, The primary target
in response to the HIV epidanic. A minority of corporati and public pach Depertzent top t Withtheir ective participation tree-
sector have es policies. A relatively small for smell groups of up to 20 participants. The idea was. © Y crete ssituation ting with others would go along wi
mumber of large corporations have instituted h the seminars basic Facts have bee presented about vir > Progression ofthe in-

orts awareness fect ts wa: transsis: Sexuality, responsibilit: as vell asatant oie, LEESSeeeremaneeee‘ : as serious problem at work. ‘a for cussions
Discussion and Conclusion: Several excellent models for workplace policy psychosoc: T cnuaqonce the infection might ave uniess we re fight thea.

education have been developed in the United States. tha sumer of 1989 200 seminars will have taken lacs for about 000 wanagers
However, oritical issues have not been addressed: a collaborative rio Wotthe tata) Thewide perspectiveon HIV/AIDS And Qu opportunity to eiscut
jenersnip initiative on the part of the public, private, and labor union questions the seminars appreciatedse

to focus on AIDS in the Workplace issues; the unique needs and por noverteto implement the policy has proved to be successful.pin every
challenges faced by small businesses in dealing with HIV infection; and the DREstarethetop scnant ME ElanRE port © Un project is ess as
Jack of evaluation efforts to monitor the effectiveness of AIDS policy and

tion initiatives.

W E 0.16 AN AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAM DESIGNED FOR CIVIL CONSTRUCTION W E 0 17 AIDS in the Workplace:

WORKERS IN RIO DE JANEIRO omen An African Model from Uganda
lvia*; Afonso,C.**; Gomes,C.*** and Ramos,M.J.***,

*Brazilian inter AIDS PENTIER **audiovisual Training Center; J Kasswa: eeks###, Paul Cohn###t
**k social workers of civil construction companies. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 2Storeopine University/ATDSOO, Federation of Uganda Employers,

*##Consultant AIDSCOM, SAID/Kamy U.S.A
scieoondescribe|eeloctbeconamic profileon 350000 civil pores ctive The AIDS epidenic has boredAepsoyra around theworld to confront

showing the risks y face due to the Objective:
controversial and sensitive subjeoeek Since educatiyon and counsellin;

epienie,a7presenta“prevention program especially designed for this the best known defense for slowing the rateof HIV infection,vereatite nethods

Method. Formation of a wultidisciplinary task group to develop thePrevention newtrotedeveloped that provide.skills for prevention within cultural
progratoran research of the cultural patterns, linguistic codes and sexua
haviour of the target population; production of audiovisual and printed ma- Method:PhaseIof hiFineaadtrainin reneaMATE of Uganda
terials; and, preparation of a instruction manual for use bysoe°ocial workers es well as identifying the initial companies or factories Lo participe ,

and health profassionals who work in the construction tion .- des in Ri Individual vorkplace educatora were identified, trained and provided oducucationResults. The program was developed in 10 civil construction companies in © rials and condoms. Program was eralusted àduring Phas in order toensure
de Janeiro during a « The wo onses were analyzed in
meetinge with ABIAs ataff and the professionals who implemented the program objectives 3eAIDSPrevention were being met, and strategies developed

in the compan Results: Usin,i ng Preverieting organizations such ag the Federation of Uganda
genes Theprogran!reswasconsiderablyhigher thanfoPPDScanand Employers proves to be successful strategy in providing information on HIVtransa Potani olidard humor and

T

alterelly appropriate language infection to employees and their families. cooperative effort with a nat-
ngns - Bao svente : teareyeting AIDS prevention measures. Multidisci- ional orgenization, local companies, and an International Donor allow Ugandans

piinary taskgrougroups should be a model for further programs directed to Conclesions for mit Binthevorknlecce™ srofect Pennitmt

specific social grou its Phase I implementation and may provide a model for AIDS prevention in other
ecuatries

LEALDGORECA IMPAIRMENT OF HIV-INFECTED PERSONS: REGIONAL AND TIME OIFFERENCES IN THE EFFECTS OF AIDG-HIV (A-H}
W.E. 0.18 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE WORK!KPLACE W.E.0.19 ERPan LOSVOBE N KNOWLEDGE AND FEARS AMONG WOPKEITE EMPLOYEES

Barnes, « and Berti, C, University of California, San Francleco Sohcol of Medicine; ** California School of Professional Peychology, San
AIDS Law Clinic, Columbia University School of law, New York, New York, USA Francleco:# AIDS Virus Education and Research ineiiute (AVERN, San Franeleco, USA

Recent stedies have found that the neuropsychological test performance of Eneen, rovionel and risaie variables¢Rereporné decreme in
HIV-infected persons may be lower thanthat of seronegative controls. ‘Methode; Two-hour A-H education semineze were presented 10 1,427 white-collar worksle employees (< 20 per seminal)
These studies have concluded that central nervous system involvement may 5,US. NOG-endemicareas and Vancouver, Courbe,deg 10700 Oy AE The emma corte à

2 person ebegin early in HIV infection and cause mild ccogntive deficitsin otherwise ‘25-minute videotape ay one-hour presents n physicien os expertion, wore
asymptomatic persons. As a result of these reports, some employers, esnsuneChercose esata” enn Doniedge corseDansessipnitnansy tert 00.9% at
including the United States Armed Services, have removed HIV-infected time 1 (B.D. 12.3) 10 96.0% af time 2. (6.D. 5.13:p<.001). Sipnmnourty lack dme'T Afi teeming bomen ene easanses
personsfeon jobs requiring the operation of mechanical equipment, in the wah female gorda,ewercrsnendnt inowingsomeon withADB er = peslive HWY bloodtee. Werte

‘someoneear that these employees could pi an unacceptable safety risk. However, saneP<00). Of ess , Tenea oereas om 20.8% AtumeDaan ef
Eee applicable emplooyment lav,atYeast in the United States, use of reported no WAF or fees fear ther at tne 1,A decveese in WAF waa asscolesed sith female guniser, tarred commited
HIV infection as a proxy for functional impairment is illegal, unless telationship statue, knowing somone with AIG or @ posiiive HIV bicod test, white race {ell p<.01) and « higher
it can be shown that each person with HIV pafection ia so impaired and stucational enue (00.DAS of ahendoueagreed ex strongly apreed (NOGA) wih"wee importanthave pren
that tests measuring thi rment have ted to predict actual RDSesteneer questions” AOBA ‘os ne psnotitersigeby soar
workplace performance. Further, accepted principles of employme: of presentation; there wee © wend towards increased WAF af tina 1 comparing Fleet quarter 1989 data
dictate that discriminationmay also not egally based on Pradietions of wlbe reported. Googrechic dterences in knowradge andWAPisend oe eusocieted wih hnowing semecne with
an employee’s future functional impairment,if that employee is currently er postive blood test. Demographic data: Gender: men, women. Rece/ethnicity: white, Asien,
ableto perform the duties of a position. paper will describe the 2% Bleck,aneAn os nepoae Hy toedfot
applicable employment and discrimination law principles, evaluate the their A-H knowledge mey be quite variable. A epecified 2 hour A-H educaiional can lead to Increased AH
evidence for this alleged impairment, and will conclude that at this time, knowledge and decreesed WAF. Credible health professionals with À-H expertise may be very important in such
exclusion of HIV-infected employees frum postions based on suspicions of Caeercas canal aptropraia incudedgeand ethudechange, Recogniring demoorephie ssencitions be usehl
functional.impairment cannotbe legally justified. pileateeredwertakemubpoputaticyey se warwateoteaHeee,me puirer

to other workeltes to. aH . the epread of HV
lo the nonawerkale environment, and link employer and non-employer related A-H heakh care cots,
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Le SIDA dansles médias
AIDS In the Media

W.E.0.20 MEDIA AIDS EDUCATION: THE BOOMERANG ErrecrT
; De:

Concordia University, Montreal, parts |Canada,

istance to AIDS1SoA is becoming increasing apparent,

Poleuyamong young pe . The study aks to entity media
campaigning strategies capa! this payena!olagical resistance.

Yethods.A three-year comparative+ study of TV and film materials from Africa,
N. America and Europe is reported, using traditiional programme

evaluation techniques and electronic audience research methods recently
developed in the media advertising industry.

Bale,The most successful camps ns are those which give hard facts about
sinple and idatraighhtforw. manner. Advertising campaigns featuring

elabor.ate, jolic or miparamatcCMBRYe ondramatization, are
defensive. those highra ection and can have ‘boomer
osReAopiniakonthe urgency of AIDS and the civil rights

ete

Blectronic analyses of moment-by-moment audience reactions to materials are

reported, attributing the adverse #effects of media Alps prevention,$3

0

lapses in

 

duction or sensitivity of, in some few onds
Fromenta at ‘inichmatarials beconeverbally or visuallySedundant/ampiqucus, ae

to increass psychoological by risk individuals, while
Meeprating unneceessary fearsOineaeitaver

Gonclysions. 17International AIDS cam ns are faye media techniques which

can do more damage to public sepenigeth eaiverrse effects of AIDS

ed on icvers and discLRUA be directly due to mass
ming approach s of TV adverti are pot

agproFopriate in AIDE"prevention an should be placed by je more
‘tforward techiques urged by health educators for 7

W E 0 22 CORRELATION BETVEEN LARGE SCALE MASS MEDIA CANPAIGHS ON AIDS
TeAND HOMOSEXUAL AND IVDUs GIVING-UP RISK PRACTICES

Martinez. P.“etébansste, C. Nanzano¥. R.Estebanezt#; # Jou:
palit, Sntteretdad Couplute: ~ Fadria # Doctor, Madrid City council,

Obective; To know the influence of mass media information campaigns on
the HIV riekxpoires6 in Madrid
Xathods: Descriptive study of the information on AIDS given by 4 Madrid

Tpers, 6 radio sti nneis during 1986 and 1087.
3Study of HIV risk practicea among 5 IVDUS and who were

t 1th Prowoti nter of Madrid City Council
rese information stud: the information waa g:shows iven in

different steges, appearing|attheEntre of '67 a greater number of
articles (500% increase € preventive content compared to
those at the beginning at"6,"ncmre alarmiet and scientific. By the

to 40%, Risk practices anong the groups considered
6e of sterile

during the firet months 1987.
media information|bas been 6
Conclusion: rch shows a correlation between theeyand
quality of theinformation and the abandon of risk pract.
confirming the great importance mass media ‘arerbatioason

FLAGRANT BIAS AND LACK OF REPRESENTATION
IN MEDIA COVERAGE OF MAR AIDS ISSUES

Women and Aids‘Aids Scuties, 710 West End Ave., NY,NY 10005 USA

OF WOMEN'S GROUPS AND EXPERISW.E.0.24

Objective: To assess the lack of wonen's groups and experts in the matia
coverage of Aids, NYC press reports on two issues particularly effect wamen—partner noti-
Plein in a press ecnples of the
exclusion women's groups as sources were
Methods: Jn NY in 1988, negotiations over passage of a law "permitting! notif-

constant press . clippings 4 NC show con-
of opinions of gay groups as this evolved; but, even

though partner in NYC would primarily be employed for black and
Hispanic voun, ame not. show that any women's or black groups
were asked to comment on the adequacy of . ‘ly, in stories covering the
general lack of enrollment of wou in 1. diverse as the NY Times
and Village Voice presented opinions of vidte, male physicians poor, minority
wen are evidently sought no

LES MEDIAS A L'EPREUVE DU SIDA +: ANALYSE THEMATIQUE ET
COMPARAISON DE LA PRESSE FRANCAISE ET AMERICAINE
Gilles PIAL*

“MD/ Journaliste. 11 rue Béranger . 75003 Paris. FRANCE

Objectif et méthodes, : Depuis le Mal de Naples, ls presse occidentale a vu
ique que d'aucuns croyaient oubliée, elleou maladie
e, transmissible par le sang et par "le

de est d'analyser au travers des études disponibles
- une snalyse thématique de 4 quotidiens français entre le 1/01/1986 et le
1/06/1986; une compar nombre d'apparition du thème-SIDAdensé quoti

1981 et Juin 1986; un recense!

W.E.0.21

d'occurences IDA dans 3 quotidiens et 3 hebdomadaires ttreSeeer 1985;
- la spé é du " phé ne médiatique SIDA "
Résultats : Quatres périodes peuvent se aétacher depuis la désciption prin -

s de ala 2 81-8 le mystère; 83-84 : le " ler science " et la
grande leçon d'immunologie comparées 85 3 1'foeieeion médiatique et les
premiers pas Vers une écriture " sociale " du SIDA; 86-87-88 : les années de
gestion de la séropositiviteccomme de la maladie. Sur quelques 290 articles
collectés ainsi dans 4 quotidiens nationaux : 70 (24%) sont excLusivenment
consacrés au SIDA, relèguant le cancer ( 9,3%), les procréations médicale-
ment assistées ( 9,3%) ou le tabagisme us) au deuxieme rang.

i es données américaines ( W.A Check 1 Rev.Inf.Dis. 1987e compara
5 987-10007 ) permet d'établir une constance dansee liens unissant presse

SIDA.
Conclusion 3 Settsurevue de presse comparative permet de mesurer le chemin

W. E.0.23 THE UK NATIONAL AIDS HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAMME - RECENT
mE NTS
Kapila, Mukesh; Wellings, K; Perl, S; Hagard, S

Health Education Authority, London.

Objective. To describe recent developments anddcriedcatly review the
evolution of the National AIDS Health Promot gramme the UK.
Methods. Since 1986, Public education effortshave"bees sonitored through

research and other public response indica’to
tehlevels of public

awareness. in 5 levels of
blic anxiety abouttAIDS, increasing public complacency alnd a

heterosexual behaviour chan, 1988 campaign was directe:ed at young
for the. firsttime, some heterosexual behaviour shift

a e 1989with reductions in ca: sex and increased coi
campaign aimed at improving the aaaof public inox,:
creating a continuous presence for AIDS in the publicue:

e has evolvedsebetantially over 1506-9, with y spec: New community a!
interpersonal approaches have been designed. Target mdtescespecific

evel homosexuals, ethnic
uinorities, prisoners, people in thand To
maximise programme outtreachsprionty is placed on interagen
cOtyaealeprocacross|aeatn mal/local interface rammeedevelopment is
a d dig,teschaoging Ptieatologyond altering socio-~
cultural«ereeptionsae¢RIVAAIDS

EVALUATION OF THE NATIONAL AIDS MULTI-MEDIA PUBLIC
W.E.0 25 ION CAMPAIGN

on, D.D.**; and Murdock, P.***.
‘Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A., we National Center
for Heelth Statistics, Hyacteville, ™Maryland, t. SoA, hee Ogilvy & Mather
Advertising, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A

Objective. To discuss the impact of the U.S. Government’s national AIDS

te rican public
about AIDS at owledge, attitudes and beliefs.

Methods. Thevast
throughout the U.S. mal of
very difficule: Methodologies used to as the impa
interviews; aphone surveys, analyses of television snd radio data) will
be present
Results. Evidence from the National Centers for Health Statistics’ monthly
Health Interview Survey (approximately 3000 households per month), number
of calls to the National AIDS Hotline, distribution of educatio:mal

materials by the National Amps Clearinghouse along with other State data
will be described. Time co’ venue ween campaign activities such a

“ue PSA’s, maili the brochure “Understanding A1DS" to
nd teTephonecalls to the National AIDS Hotline will

be explored aetheir implications discussed.
Conclusio: here appears to be a correlation between the campaign
activitiesand public knowledge, attitudes and beliefs regarding AIDS.
Furthe: udies are required to assess whether the campaign efforts are
directlyrelated to these changes.
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Services de pastorale
Pastoral Care

PASTORAL CARE I MANAGEMENT AN EVANGELICAL DENOMINATION RESPONDS TO
W.E.0.26 Rader, Alison; talaM Campbell,I.D.; Chaava,T. W.E.0.27 Finger, SURM, LS3Malloy, Michael ,SACS.The Salvation Army Chikankata Hospital, Mazabuka, Zambia. zarene owship, Kansas ge. Missouri, USA

iective- To describe pastoral care as part of integrated AIDS management
in mentOfof based care and eventfon.
ietiedes
pattern ofFromDbased care with hospital intersonbina where required.

t is described as an integrated approa i
liclinical care, education, toral care.

Implementation of this concept at Chikankata has been expressed through
the formation of a pattiaisciplinary team. The dynamics of the team are

wi ted management and then with specific
reference to pastoral car
Results. Pastoral care ispresensented as a valid and necessary component. o:
carefor patients, fauilies and communities affected by AIDS, particularly
in the context of Af: can spiritual tradition. After defining pastoral
care, | its application|is des terms of patient responses,th, 4

that without Provision for pastoral care
incomplete, and thet pastoral ca ppropriately

fh integrated, miltidisciplinary team à roach
and prevention for patients, families and communities.

 

EWISH LAW, VALUES AND THE SOCIAL ISSUES ARISING
FROM HIV DISEASE
Freedman, Benjamin; Gill University and the
JewishaacBen Hospital Montreal, Canada

Jewish law shalakha)andassociated literature comprises one
of the oldest and m

analogical reasoning
schemata. The schemata r
particulars of the dut

W.E.0.28

e.g., Or nd bo fluid precautions; ndment
of “caring for/visiting the sick" [bikkur cholim 8 ate
to AIDS care and hospices; social
(prohibitions on 'tal ing,' r! lut and las Fi
and, the adjudication of conflicts between a aid
another the d preserve one's own health, D 1s of

in
right, and provide a useful contrasting perspective on values
and their prioritization

W.E.0.30 BAHA'I CONCEPTS TOWARD AIDS PATIENTS AND

‘Davacht. Farzin, **Davachi, N., °Wingi, x ie*Sefu, L. and
s M.

“Department Of Pediatrics, Mama Yemo Hospital, **National Spiritual Assenbly of
the Baha'is of Zaire and ‘University of Kinshasa, Kinshasa,

Objective: To describe the Baha'i teachings in relation to the AIDS patient and
ie

 

 

harmony religion - that these two potent forces must go
hand-in-hand for the benefit of mankind. believes in the tal unity
and solidarity of race. It rejects all forms of prejudice and there-
fore believes that AIDS'victims should ive and sion
trace of discriminatii t regards as a “fortress of well-being" and

the practice of chastity before marr: and fidelity aft
as a protection to the ivi and the society. It requires t al abstin-

Rabit~fomming drugs except for prescribed by a

trong supporter of human solidarity, the Baha'i Faith re-
joesjectsallfonof prejudice against AIDS' victims. it offers clear

serve as a protection to the individual and the socsociety. The prac-
ticeticeofthese principals has the potential to control this epidemic.

830

a

**Christian Counseling Services, Nashville,Fame. USA & Association °
Nazarenes in Social Work, Kansas City, Missour:

Objective. To utilizethe rang human, and spiritual resources 0:
religiousous “delenomina: o delive

their famiities: ate pastors and laypersons in
andorder to facilitate a scientifically s ‘compassionate response to HIV.

Methods. The evangelica ity has often been perceived as holding a
judgmental and ti attitude rd those with HIV, because of the
risk behaviors in which of them have participated. In July 1988, over
one hundred 1 and national leaders of th zarene

York state to explore HIV-related issues and to plan for educational
lenomination an ac

1 network of leaders has been
ontinue the effor

Results. As a result of theseefforts, the established urban ministries of
fheChurch of the Nazarene in New‘York, Washi: ‘rancisco are

1 thmore effectively serving people with AIDS. actors and faye TSONS across
church are increasingly willing to minister to PWAs in the local cl es.
Conclusion sents a potentially
resource for education human services, The combination of valid medical
and epidemiologic information about HIV with a sound theological basis for
relating to those with risk behaviors, results in effective compassi

PRESDEREDESsaan SKO PAULO BRAZIL JOIN THE AIDS

Ingjesi=PernandedesILE.
Centro de Referencia e Treinamento em Aids , S&o Paulo, Brazil.

Objective: To decrease the global impact of HIV infection in the
general population through tne religious peaders
Methods: a. Mobilization b. Sensibilization onscientizati-
on d. 20 hours trainiing in human sexuality, clinical epidemio-
logic ethical, legal, psicosocial .
Aspects on Aids;
Evaluation: A questionaire was apliied before and after the trai
ning course,
Results: The gigue leaders of 14 different religiousOUPS
deciideas A. To nformation and prevention on Aid
their communi iesSs
B. Give spiritual support to HIV pacientesandfamilies.
Cc, open ho
D
and non discrimination

DISCUSSANTW.E.0.31

Pieters, Stephen A. Universal fellowship of
Metropolitan Community Churches, L.A.
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ONCLUNADSEDUCATION FOR ADOLESCENTS: STRATEGIES FORTh.E.0.1 no
F DyercnMony K. and Van Treuren, A.

Dartmouth College,tal NH, U.S.A.

Qtiective, Although adolescents and young aduits nave lang been identified as a Population at risk for

contracting the human virus (HIV), for targetad this group.

behavior anddevelop|{heir skills iinedecision making, problem solving anda

 

 

 

ponents to Dartmouth's AID: Peet
consisting|pinay?4 live student presentation or “Roadshow” on AIDSapi ram of distributing free

condoms campus, anda program of clatributing"saaessex" kits on campus. To determine which of thes:
educationalstrategias appeared to be the reatent of Ho:ah Education conducted aF jot

200 students (100 male, 100 fi )

questionnaire. There was a response
e study found the peer education "Roads! 3%

 

who had not thepresentation. of free condoms and safer sex kits had no significant

eraviorel impact, 3 hough they weretrin Dnglrg theAIDS leave to student's attention. Subjects
perceived themeerge Dartmouth student to be at less risk than almost every population group suggested.

Males perceived less risk thansmtamales [E (1,134) = 17.62, p < .001], despite the fact that maies reported mora

sexual partners (Me225)than|females (Mu1.19).
study, peer aducation techniques appear to bear promise for effective AIDS

educationDammings
such as smoking cessation, contraceptiveve education, and alcohol and drug abuse. Other strategies|(irae

edia announcements) may notee significant in and of themselves,but car

College has also training
is Ghaiengee for the future wit include making young

transmission, and devising more effective programs of AIDS adecaton for adolescent populations.

Th.E.0.3 EQUIPPING KINSHASA PUBLIC BUSES WITH A CASSETTE PLAYBACK
— Realy, 1s EFFECTIVE IN EN AIDS PREVENTION CAMPAIGN

Kalombo, Kitoto*: France, ey
. Eee zuziy le 24H.* SCbordination

Bureau, National wetprEN Kinshasa RE ##Populat ion Services
International Warhington D.C., USA; * nm Sciences Research Center,
Kinshasa, aaeeGAPPS Agency, Kinshasa,

 

Bates To determine the effectiveness of using the Kinshasa City Bus
a means of disseminating AIDS prevention messages to the general

GetaThirty public buses were LAwith 3#titerinette playback
re a

   
cr which«Provided a special y Sasi minute voca

of musi ercut with selectsdar message wa
continuously Played|gering a four "3 , In the

i were nee depbette paseengers.
ts, Of Fe, estimated 234,240 passengers who rode these buses durin:

interviewed (1. les, 100 females). at
ous ane hearing both music and heal
123 Bor were able t ount specific AIDS

messages ‘contained. in the cassette, After furtherr prompting, 19 of the
passengers|who could not initially identif the message recalled hearing

A essages. In total, 142 (59%) of he 240 interviewed
ssengers retained least o:one af the specithie’ AIDE mesesger,

Kins ane ve

efteactively saintained, a significantpercentage of the urban population
Kinshasa could be reached through t

Th.E.0.5 The, Futures Workshop as a method for mobilization
and€ ation in Aids prevention. Urwitz V,

SWEDENdual T ockholm

Backgro' The ockheim ¥outh eventLOn Project aims at
making peo]le wh3“meet youth in their daily work part of
preventive action. Stockholm county has 1.7 miljon people
organized in 42 districts.

Objectives: Mobilization and coordination of local people and
resources for youth Prevention in Stockholm County. Development

local action plan

lethod: The Futures Workshop (FW) is a method developed to make
le and field workers use and share their exper-

anning Specific local activi-
oung people. S unpretentious,

fun. It takes one oyand 15--25 people from
different organisations can take

Present experiences and results: During one year the FW ha
been used Fe 14 districts. Out of this has developed for
instance: locally adapted plans and activities to se
parents. Social group work with girls at risk. Local overall
plans for work with sex and relationships through theoaifferent
stages of school. In all 14 districts there are local
coordination groups

Th.E.0.2 DEVELOPMENTS OF THE NATIONAL AIDS TELEPHONE HELP

LIN E NETHE!RLANDS 4 1985 - 1988.

Middelhoff, Monique and Roosjen, JL,
Dutch Committee on AIDS Control, insrerdan, Holland

Objective. To describe the developments of the Dutch helpline.
Methods. The Dutch National Committee on AIDS has established

referral. Monitoring of trends and anual re
Regults.? calls are answered daily.Mostly heterosexuals(854)
and age 20-40 (70%).There are more call Amster-
dam 53/10. 000), then from rura
is transmission (50%) followed by prevention(increasing) an

 
ei more personal guidance. The hotline has

instrumental in detegeting trends in HIV related concerns in
the general populatio:

HIV TESTING 'ON THE STREET‘Th.E.0.4

Rekart, Michael L.; Chan, S. s, E.3 Barnet, J., STD Control, Ministry of

Health, Vancouver, British Ghluabie, Canada

Objective To report the results of 199 HIV antibody tests performed on

PrrErTes~involved perso Vancouver by the AIDS Street Nurse Program.

s me the request of 199
streetcinve ved persons in two distinct areas of Vancouver whi

ved Persons congregate. The tests were performed.from August

phrough December 19
xty-nine percenmt (69%) of those tested were male an

years of nee, -five percent (55%) wi
Intravenous drug users, and 40% professed.to be bisexual. A total of 10
persons were HIV positive out of
risk behaviors but the act
in males and intravenous drug use (IVDU). Of e
prostitutes using intravenous drugs, 4 were reactive (12.14). An additional 3
of 29 (10.3%) bisexual male prostitutes not using intravenous drugs tested

i positive tests occured in 1 of 4 tests in bisexual
DU, 1 ,

nd 65% wereos29
wer

female heterosexual prostitutes not injecting drugs.

reactive in 49 heterosexuals without additional risk nor
in 28 female IVDU heterosexcal prostitute

Co: volved persons in Vancouver,
use; potins and bisexuality are common. HIV sero-positivity is at a

critical stage for interventions (5%) and Dratestes should be focussed on
bisexual male prostitut

intravenous drug

Th.E.0.6 INCORPORATING|AIDS FONCATION INTO FANILY PLANNING
* Lépe: ruères, A.**, Rodrigues, G.**

+ The Population Council. México, "Dr
#+ MEIFAN, A.C. México, D.F

Objectives. To incorporate AIDS Prevention|sctivities into
ongoing family planning programs. To the effect of AIDS
involvement in the promotion of family teeing.

AIDS educational activities were included into t
ras planning programs, one aimed at youths

at w

sctivities were prec

educational materials. A range of activities were carried
(community and school talks, waitingroom talks, counseling)» and
wost participating centers designated one day a week for AIDS
education

. Attendance to activities and demand fi and
lectures exceeded the Project goala. Survey shone icreaned ne
knowledge among those a! ing events, However, no changes
detected in the demand for condoms (Sistertbated =bart of the
fanily res por Likewise e found in the
uaber of clients, and no negative consequences of

sosocieting.ADsto tantly planningwere detected.
y planning programs can be effective educating

their micas.about ÀAIDS without detrisent to the promotion of
family planning

Th.E.0.6.A Voir/See page 1059
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Th.E.0,7 UE STRATEGE DINFORMATION PAR RAPPORT A L'ACTION DES

 

Free|SELMAN. Jean-Florian METTETAL*, Franck FONTENAY"
‘SIDA, C1VIS, ** Hapital Necker, ARCAT-SIDA CMS FRANCE

Obectif: Etablir di i F
Méthode: Anal de des choixtyse sur une période cing ans politiques en matière de ttle contre le sida; du
Comportement des gouvernements successifs par rapport aux organismes situtionnels ou non institutionnels

RésultatsLa juxtaposition, dune partdes décisions admnistratives, d'autre part des déclarations d'intention,
gun a calnancri rants n'ont commencé
à prendre de l'enjeu - sans en rer loutes les conséquences - qu'à partir de
LesS puorenenesn'ont pas tptrouvé, dans kes Organismes institutionnels gant7santé paiiv

Avor puscar - à| l'exception des personnes en charge6SD.
Ad SDA

dre àin un Sousportant surtout sur les aspects scientifiques, “imprégné parraat de fa
cécowerte u LAV,pu cnscet ef compet des probes de sant pti, ef dre critique à
égard des pouvoirs publics. Enfin,Forarane Pasanorganisestitoretehese ear
rompétere était étable, de mgraK organismes non institutionnels. Ces derniers n'ont obtenu de
soutien qu'à la condition d'un chien masaa&facto mstitutiomalisés.
neparspats rance est frenée par les traditions politiques,par kess pesanleurs

gests de santé publoue par ies med tradtionels. Les auteurs ont tré es cmstquess
9 triple condition

d'indénond. it 4politique, associa tive),
\ y * f

Th.E.0.9 REPORT OF THE CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA TASK

FORCE ON CHILDREN AND HIV INFECTION

Pressma, Donna; Anderson, V.M., MD.; Horowitz, R.M.
Eeq:; Emery, L.J.*; Annin, J. Burt. JD*; et. al. *CWLA, U.S.A.

Objective: To establish guidelines and suggest public policy
based on what is curr own medically, legally, and in

encies, expert
agencies serving HIV infected individuals met periodically to
produce a aervicea ldren.

"The Initial Guidelines”
nd

approximately 2000 other child serving agencies. A tra ning
nstitu was delivered presentatives of 1 agenci

If HIV infected children are to be w:willinglyserved
within existing serv. rever possible, è prepa ait
rocess mus nclude sustained education of all staPB.
substantial negotiation regarding the application of principles
established by serving adults.

AIDS ANDSOCIAL POLITIC
er, vicearatewagrmegien Asso-

aiation oF Sociel Workers, Oslo,

Gbjective: To present an integrated spproch with rega P
venting the spreading of AIDS. The ers must cooperate

in the stru

Th.E.0.11

Ss.
at AÏDS is as much a soasi
To face the ponsequences

iseas we must atrive to change people’ eg behavior. We
would therefore pr
sgainst the spr
Important elements in the Norwegian enti-AIDS-work are:
1) voluntary means,2) pro tection of the human rights of the risk-
groups and the HIV infecte 3) open and direct information on
sexuality, including honceesuelity, D,informetion directed to
individusls big campaignes dis

uletion aa awhole, 5)information directed to
r orgenisstions,

frerent risk-group
theuse or this means hes led to a

fF HIV-infected.
HIV/AIDS is putting of think-
ing to a and makes it important to underline this values.

832

Th.E.0.8

 

“AIDS AS A CHALLENGE AND AN INNOVATION IN HEALTH CARE

‘AND HEALTH POLte
Th.E.0.10

V-positive (ARC), member of the
Danish Positive Group, gay, social worker, Copenhagen, Denmark

Objective. Demonstrate the Danish experience of an active parti-

cipation and dialogue between PWA/HIV and the health care delive-

barriers between the physicians' professional cultu-
n the organization of health care towards ‘

tegy of treatment be brok a

experience the needs of people with AIDS and HIV-positives

are be understood, when PWA/HIV are actively involved. It is im-

portant to ok upon illness, HIV a "pro of lear-

n people with AIDS and HIV and :

the healt. are system takes place his n be done individually

a in group structure he dialogue is a necessity in ord

to innovate and develop the health care system. The Danish expe-

riences with such a dialogue are few, but positiv

nclusion. Peop with V/AIDS are pioneers. Th la

utilized in a mo consumer-conscious organization of patients,

which can contribute to innovate the health care system

health policy.

Th.E.0.12 STATE AIDS LEGISLATION AND POLICY TRENDS:
1983-1988

Ryan , Caitlin, Georze8 Washington University,
Washington, D.C., S.A.
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Th.E.0.13 PSYCHOSOCIAL SEQUELE OF AIDS -- AN INDIAN PROFILE.

Dr_SWANINATHAN SUNDARARAAN™ Dr SOLOMON S.* Dr TARA R.*

Dr RAJ Si":

* Madras Medical college, Madras, India.

OBJECTIVE : To describe the psychosocial sequele of AIDS in India.
METHOD: : This is a descriptive report on 5 families of EIV seropositive
individuals of low socio-economic c ' livin in Tani a n
ate in I where an exceptionally lar Ui ses of HI

infection has been detected. The various psychosocial stressors these
families have been exposed to, fter the detection of fection, the
sub: ent ci , social and sensory ostraci , depri on of
homes, victimisation, uni to the Indian setting is highlighted. hi
fanili re subje ° open ended interview and evaluated. The
react f nfected individuals, the reaction of the family itself,
the psychosocial impa: nd t etal reaction are studied. Attempt to
detect psychiatric and psychological morbidity was made.
meurs :mouse this situation has not produced severe psychiatric

rbidity yet in the study group, some of them did reveal minor
peyehotogieal problens viz. depression, agitation, insecurity with respect

illness itself, ambiguity about societal acceptance, yncertainity ahout
their means of living and their future as inde;pendant citiz
CONCLUST: : This shoulé not bet ted as an isolated problem affecting

i reflection of the community attitude to

 

just a FA f ce it
BIV insert individuals. The iaplication of this psychosocial ipenowance
in the light of India’.docio-eultural conditions and increasing prevalance
of AIDS must he borne mind.

Th. E.0.15 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AS A DETERMINANT IN HIV TRANSMISSION
frendeke John.
HIV ter for Clinical and Behavioral Studies, New York

State Psychiatric Inetivate, New York, New York, U.S.A.

Objectives: To determine the interaction between social organization and
the transmission of HIV infection in the Dominican Republic
Methoda: Field work, structured interviews and participant “observation.
Results: The economic plight of groupe within the population
traditional mores and patterns of behavior of selected cub-populat
places these groups and individuals at elevated risk of infection.agua
workers, young boys who become sexual workers, sexually active adolescents
and young people, migrant workers to the United States and seasonal workers

nican Republic from Haiti stand at vaariable but elevated riske
of the 

a Work
by Dominicans along these lines will be reviewed and some possible areas

where collaborative research and development of interventions aight
attempted will be euggested.

Th E 0.17 RISK-PERCEPTION, RISK-TAKING AND RISK MANAGEMENT AMONG INTRA-

VENOUS DRUG USERS: IMPLICATIONS FOR AIDS PREVENTION

Margaret M. Connors, Spectrum House, Inc., 155 Oak Street,

Westboro, MA 01581 USA
Objective. To describe "perception of risk" within IVDU subculture and its

relevance in developing interventions to reduce the risk of HIV infection
among I an

Methods. Formal ethnographic methods were employed in developing rapport and

establishing identity with the community. Data was collected through tech-
niques including directed conversation and observation, “on the street" and
in shooting galleries. In addition, standardized questionnaires were given
to 120 IVDUs in a drug treatment program.

Results. Results show riek taking to be an integral part of IVDU subculture.
t ence

“taking a risk successfully" more satisfying than
risk." While needle sharing was considered pre-Al © be no or low risk by
802, 77% now consider it a major risk. 707 mentioned AIDS as the cutalpet for

ti

Con + Efforts t vent tran:
reduce high-risk activities will need to consider the role of and attraction
t k=t. rmatio

for changing behavior. Providing a concrete “means for change" (bleach for
cleaning, new needles) in combination with the “ideas for change" may have
greater impact. Indigenous risk management strategies (running partherships,

may be. uged as.a model for "AIDS.riskereduction technique
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Th E 0 1 APPROCHE SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIQUE D‘UNE POPULATION DE
MALADES DU SIDA HEBERGES DANS DES APPART
THERAPEUTIQUES à PARIS ET SA LIEUE.

cordonnier.J.P,*; Jevannt, J.**; Maurel, H.***; Michel,
A.**** et Sobel, A.**
spaychietre. Délégué Médical a‘APARTS, s+eeéléqué50san
d'APARTS,*denentapeseur Immunologie ue,
Vice-Présiden (APARTS), suegecretaize Général CAPARTS)
**préesident (PARTS) Paris France
De mars 198 à février 1988, 38 malades du Sida ont été
hébergés dans la Région Ile-de-France, Gane des appartements
de relais thérapeutique et social (APARTS), en vue de
réinsertion sociale et/ou professionne
Les auteurs proposent une analyse sociodémographique descrip-
tive de la ulation accueillie et précisent certaines don-
nées relativesaux modalités de contamination
Les malades accueillis représentent 8,41 des patients hospi~
talisés ou en raitement dans les hopitaux relevant de a

par . 5
descriptives et nalytique permettent d'identifier
différents types de modalités de marginalisation qu’entraine
l'infection au

Th.£.0.16  socto.ocrcaL aNaLysIs OF AIDS PREVENTION AMONG HOMOSEXUAL
MEN. Tielman,RobertA.P. *

* Gay and Lesbian Studies Department of the University of Utrecht, The

Netherlandis.
Qbjective. To assess AIDS prevention activities among men with homosexual
contacts in The Netherlands, United States, United Kingdom, France, Sweden,
Switzerland, and Germany in order to develop better conditions for. success
ful prevention campaigns among other risk groups and the general population. 
homosexual contacts in the various countries, and of Athe factors involved
in explaining the prevention effects in the target grow

11Results. In ali countries investigated, impres: @ behavior 1 changes took
place among men with homosexual co:meein thedirection oF safer sex and
diminishing chances of HIV~-serocon' portant factors related to
success cf those prevention orrivitieeonare: 1) t community base

ex] t )

d
character, 2) the non-moralistje facts and human rights oriented

approach; 3) th cnphasiz on personal fre and responsibility combined

commun. media trusted b:
of political strategies to develop target group based and general ATDS
organisations.

Th.Ë.0.18 9° CAMPAGNES GENERALES A DES APPROCHES COMMUNAUTAIRE
. Perreault Miche Ph.D. C.E.R.M.E.S. Par

si le développement du sida comme épidémie n'a pas encore engendré les
t

e Ss
ches communautaires qui permettent à ces personnes g'aveir une connaissance

C1
clusion des victimes réelles et potentielles, exclusion qui peut être géné-
ratrice de graves désordres sociaux
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M E P 1 À STRUCTURED EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT GROUP FOR HIV M.E P 2 REPORT FROM A PUBLIC HEALTH PSYCHOSOCIAL CLINIC FOR
INFECTED INDIVIDUALS uv GAY AND BISEXUAL MEN WITH HIV- RELATED PROBLEMS

i Claes*; Westman,
_ *Medical dir torean ** clinical eeychologist, LandstingetsNancy|Le—YanDevanter, Catherine Tendler, Ruth Shipton-Levy, Melanie Steilen, Psykhäles, Welimar Yxkullsgatan 25, 116 50 Stockholm, Sweden.

ChatteUniversit School of Public Health ~ Box 1814 Madison Sq. Station, Objective. Critical discussion of team formation and team func-
New York, NY 158 = tion. Discussion of th df a clinic aimed especially at

eseion structured group model for HIV seropositive individuals gay men. Preliminary analysis of the problems presented by the
jas deve 8 ized control study of newly identified clients. Tentative evaluation of the therapies and services

HIV seropositive individuals. 95 individuals have participated with offered.

average of 8-9 per group. MostEs have been heterogenous with re- Methods. Statistical description of the more than 325 clients.
gard to risk factors, age and 5: This psychosocial intervention consists Critical essay on the delicacies and vicissitudes in building
of professionally lead groups wwith educational as well as psychological and a team, forming an agreed philosophy on client work and main-~
social components. Educational content includes information about trans- taining efficiency and cohesion
mission of the virus as it relates to daily living and sexual practices; Results. The clinic has almost equally served both seropositiv
medical aspects of HIV infection, health promotion, disease prevention and seranegative clients. Recurrent themes in both groups similar
strategies are reviewe Skills in atress reduction and communication and centre often on problems around sexuality and low self esteem.
are taught, individuals share feelings, experiences, and coping strategies. The more secretive a person is about homosexuality the more -liable

does e Tt anxiety. La em is a risk tor
oups have decreased the social isclation of HIV postive individuals. for developing (alcohol) abuse which in turn increases the ten-

Many have developed sufficient cohesiveness to continue as pee t dency towards risk sexual behaviour. seem to be a strong

groups. Peer groups seek consultation of professional group leaders as need for addiction recovery facilities directed towards gay men.
new issues emerge such as changing medical information, illness and death Conclusion. Building a team aimed at a gay clientele with HIV-
of group member. related problems means encountering problems on many levels -

yet there are s ng motives for ecialized clinics with
this commission. "Gay competence" and tolerant compassion required.

M E.P. 3 ns:STIGMA AND ANTI-GAY PREJUDICE: PUBLIC REACTIONS M E P 4 COMMUNICATING AIDS INFORMATION TO HISPANICS:
TO AIDS-RELATED POLICIESA TO GAY MEN IN THE U.S uv THE IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE AND MEDIA PREFERENCE

Graduate Center, City University, of New York, NY, U.S.A. Dale °; Kelier, R.°*; Fleming,
‘Johns Hopkins University Schooi of Hire and Pubiic Health, Baltimore, Maryland,

Objective. xamine the relationship between attitudes held by the U.S. **Salud Medical Center, Woodburn,
public toward AIDSrelated policies and ga *** Oregon State Health Division, Portland,“Oregon. U.S.A.

. les were used: 1) 133 adults from 5 U.S. eitiles who

completed written questionnaires; and 2) 859 adults from a subsequent jective. To desk ff AID: Pp: i
i national telephone survey. Responses to a battery of AIDS-policy items languageparer)aangmedia preference as well as lo Increase information o!

were factor analyzed, scales were constructed, and regression analyses AIDS owiedge,and a Hispanics, the fastest growing minority group in the U.S.
conducted to determine the best predictors of AIDS-related policy attitudes. . oatatttheprogram beganin January of 1988 with a survey study of
Results: To factors consistently emerged for AIDS “polLey attitudes 216 aintrom three clinies tn Oregon to examine beliefs about AIDS and to determine
Factor #1 items proposed punitive measures to aken towar persons with the principai sources of information access for this popuiation.
AIDS (e.g., quarantine); this factor includes a strong component of Basults. Major findings from this study showed that respondents whose primary language
blaming people with AIDS for their condition. Factor #2 consisted of was Spanish tended to have fewer information sources and reliedrelatively more o
items generally endorsed by public health authorities (e.g., education broadcast media than printed media. orne recent nationwide AIDS education eons,
about safer sex). The factors were uncorrelated in the small sample; in the almost one-half of Spanish-speaking nts denied having recelved AIDS
national sample, they were negatively correlated amo: ites, but not inform.ation before. In additi me aimost one-half of the sample did not believe or were
correlated among Blacks. Attitudes toward gay men vere predicttive of scores unsure whether condoms could preventthetransmission of AIDS. Compared to primarily
n both factors, with some anelyses suggesting that they e: English speakers, respondents whose ry language was Spanish were more likely to

particularly.strong influence on attitudes toward punitive"polite believe that AIDScould be casually Transmitted and less ikely to believe that condoms
ttitudes covard AIDS-related policies are multidimensional; could prevent transmission.

snbivalenceabour AIDS may appear in the form of agreement with punitive Conclusion. Based on the results of this ety a ee, andon appropriate
as well a: matructive public health policies. Influencing U.S. public di
opinion mayrequire concurrent attempts to reduce anti-gay prejudice.  

M.E.P.5 "ADS = 4 PROACTIVE APPROACH TO MENTAL HANDICAP * M.E.P.6 EVALUATION OF+IBellSThelen’RDMiller.
e elen”, er

GILLIU: JAMES , Royal College of Nursing, 20, Cavendish RE Sherman”, JL Crait
 

Square, London, England. puemnepin County Community Health Department and étenepin County Office of
; . anning & Development, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A

This paper aims to outline the prosctive approach required to meet the

To determine AIDS risk and baseline levels of knowledge,educational needs to provide the necessary information to those closely Objective,
attitudes and behaviors for adult and juvenile offenders. 2) To compare. : : ; £

involved in the care and training of people with a Mental Handicap both in offender knowledge, attitude and behavior outcomes after participation in

the community and in residential settings and for the parents and their different methods of AIDS education.
5 Les : : : Random assignment of 204 offenders to 1 of 4 methods ‘of A

children , so developing a positive attitude in relation to the many aspects education: printed unter:ial only, video only, video and discussion En a

of education and social change required. nurse educator (RN), and discussion with RN only. Pre and post-tests
(knowlecane.getiruses and behaviors) and a risk. assessment we:

There is already a subculture within this field which has developed many administe:
: : : "The self-reported behavioral assessnent showed the target

stigmatizing effects which delay hamper and hinder progress for and colour populati be one with considerable risks. suall, but significant

attitudes to our fellow citizens and to have any further additional labels increase in med and attitude mean scoresoccurred from pre to pose
: test for 3 netl (t p <.05), No significant aieference was

which may further handicap their chances of being accepted as a full member between these 3 interventions (ANOVA). Findings from a h foLiov-up

of society can only disenfranchise them further. atudy of changes in dor after training will be presented.
. eps though the baseline levels of knowledge aboutateswere

The aim of the Society of Mental Handicap Nursing within the Royal College ‘higher than expected, adult and juvenile offenders did bene

is to provide a format which will help those reading our booklet to promote receiving AIDS education while in Corrections systen. Shifeing toa
es ; : curriculum that focuses on specific techniques for achieving behavior change

a positive attitude to the changing needs of those with a Mental Handicap may have greater potential for success with this special-needs populations.

in any setting.
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M.E.P.7 AN APPLICATION OF SOCIAL MARKETING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIDS

RIALS.

PETER.*; GREENWOOD..A."; PRENDERGAST,T.J.":

 

“COUNTY OF ORANGE TH CAREAGENCY,CAUSA

“*MONTOYA, RASCHE, ORANGE, CA U.

OBJECTIVE: TO DEVELOP WRITTEN MATERIALS ABOUT AIDS EDUCATION FOR PERSONS WITH LIMITED

EXPOSURETEeeEDUCATION AND WHOSE PRIMARY LANGUAG!

METHODS:TI TH CARE AGENCY UTILIZED THE PRINCIPLES AND TOOLS OF SOCIAL MARKETING

To DEREOPASPANISH LANGUAGE AIDS EDUCATION BOOKLET TARGET AT. THE LATINO

TION. THE

FORMAT !S THAT OF A ‘FOTO-NOVELA" (SOAP-OPEI MIG ms FORMAT WAS CHOSEN

BECAUSEIITTHECONSISTENT WITH A POPULAR GENRE OF ENTERTAINMENT IN LATIN AMERICA.

THOUGI MESSAGE WAS DEVELOPED NT oe CUES AND A

MINIMUM RELIANCE ON TEXT, THE WRI IS ESSENTIAL

EDUCATION. TH PEODINA FORMAT N

INDIVIOUALS WITH NO GREATER THAN A PRIMARY LEVEL OF EATON THE BOOKLET WAS

EVALUATED BY FOCUSGROUPS AND A SEP; OF READING DIFFICULTY

WAS CONDUCTED. THE ASSESSMENT OF READING DIFFICULTY WAS FORDDIALOGUE, CAPTIONS ANI

INSTR

RESULTS: FOCUS GROUP eeaeTHAT THE BOOKLET ws A HIGH DEGRSEor

CONCORDANCE AND ACCEPT: POPULATION. THE DIAL! ED TO

aTHE THIRD GRADE LEVEL; THE CAPTIONS,AT THE FOURTH GRADE LEVEL;owTHE

THE SIXTH

IN CONVEYING IMPORT:

WHIGH CAN BE UNDERSTOOD BY

INSTRUCTIOns

(T IS SUGGESTED THAT THIS IS A USEFUL METHOD FOR DEVELOPING AIDS
EDUCATION MATERIALSarARE APPROPIATE FOR THE LANGUAGE, El TONAL AND CULTURAL
CHARACTERISTI GROUPS. THE FOTO-NOVELA IS CURRENTLY BEING USED
WITH GREATSUCCESS JR CLINICSAND AIDS COMMUNITY EDUCATION OUTREACH EFFORTS.

M.E.Ps AIDSINTHE INNER CITY: A BLACK COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATION'S RESPONSE TO THE AIDS EPIDEMIC.

Multicultural Inquiry and Research on
At.coer“for AIDS Prevention Studies, University of California, San
Francisco, U.S.A.

Qbicctive: To assess the factors which encourage minority community
organizations to become involved in AIDS prevention.

local organization, pote’ for sainvolvement in community affairs,
including AIDS education an g abuse asked to participate in
the study. The anthropological“ield methode‘of “panicipant-abeervation and
i riod of sixpe

searcher worked as a volunteer with the AIDS education unit
and“developed Contacts within the organization and the c unity.

rganization's entry into IDs eewentMeei thre
important factors: 1) the organization had who was
commited to the community anand to AIDS eduction2:teexiste”‘stracture of
the Prgenization enabled it to respond ti problem: community; and
3) A education
drug-Nasing clients.

: The initial reaponse to AIDS prevention activities by this
organization was facilitated by strong local leadership and concern for

elfare. Sec: ding sources were critical in developing snd
building programs. Leadership and funding each sis an organization's
response, may be of critical importance at different es.

could be conducted °rough ‘signe services provided to

M.E.P.11 Ans EDUCATION IN COMMUNITIES OF COLOR: A PRIVATE~PUBLIC
ERSHIP MODEL

wood, P. Catlin#; and Hartfield, Kw*
“pcgpie of Colorless AIDS Network**Sea/King Cty. Hlth Dept., Seattle, WA,
 

Objective. To describe a model for AIDS education in communities of color.
Heelhods. tenetof Color Against AIDS Network (POCAAN) developed a four

o engage communities of colorbed Arps educaten Level One

istodoneeiaeues in terms that are relev. o, and in idiom of the
community. L Two is to organize communitysupport.frombeth Private and

Three is to mobilize the commu: confront AIDS

 

pment of culturally specific materials
book for youth of‘including a nationally acclaimed comic color, and the F

rds media c: gn, engag t of local and state health“depart
rganization of AIDS events includinga regional confer:

attended by 350 people. Mobi. on of nities was achieved byprovide
ing leadership for collaborative edu: pr ts taken on 0 community
agi Bo ion of indi: 8 16 currently being address

a he provision of education by indi;

nity organizations with the leadership and oversight of a central agency.

M.E.P.8 USING NATIONAL AND REGIONAL MINORITY ORGANIZATIONS TO

PROVIDE CULTURALLY RELEVANT HIV INFORMATION AND EDUCATION
IN THE TTED STATES

Fernandez, M. Isabel; Dunca: 3 Lindsey, B. and Kwarmogi, A.

Centers for Disease tontrol, "animes Georgia, U.S.A.
 

Objective. To describe a pores for developing and strengrhening the

participation, of national and regional minority organization:

onal effo:rte“ie Prevent the epread of HIV infection tathe U.S
Methods Tn 1988, the Cen’ i 3 national and
regional minority organizations to develop culturally relevant information
and etes projects targeting minorities at risk. Descripti:
programs and pre nary data on their ct and reach, obtained fro
quarterly.areerase provided and includes such variables as number
of persons reached, changes in knowledge, attitudes and belie:

Strategies for coordineting activities, coalition building ii networking
efforts will be discussed.
Results. To date over 900 persons participated in 30 national and local

hops. Preliminary data indicates significant change in knowledge,
attitudes and beliefs. Twelve public service announcements using
celebrities were developed for TV and theatreFeaudiences Preliminary

t 87% day after recall, 78% 2: wes
recall for thaatre viewers. Other significant findings and evidence of
networking and coalition building among grantees will be presented.

ional and regional ainority organizations are effective
vehicles for providing unique and culturally relevant information and
education to minorities in the United States.

 

 

 

AIDS|EDUCATION PROGRAN FOR HAITIAN IMMIGRANTS IN nOnTRE
Adri aAlix; ei e, a aenor, A.s Asbroise, M-L.; Duperval, RasM.E.P.10

» dei Bayardeïle, Pdrevus
Groupe Haitien pour ja Prévention du ae (6HP-sone iontréal, Canada.

s of January 1985, oe (15%) of the 713 adult cases diagnosed in Québec since 1979 were born
aiti and 20 of the 30 pediatric AIDS cases in this province were born to Haitian aothers.

dbiectiv i To iunrve“ans avareness any the 40 Haitian iawigrants in Montréal.
Wethods: Because this geatized in the early years of the AIDS epidenic, our

i nning of an AIDS educational
Prograe and then to help increase the credibility of the wessages. Focus groups were used to

ges in the fall of 1987. Educational tools included:
paaphiets, posters, video, public service announceaents in community radio, T¥ shows and
Reespapers. A phone response center was also sade availa
Results: À 6 veek aulti media caspaign vas erganised in thespring of 1988. Four weekly radio

s AIDS prevontion were aired on 2 community radio stations and ads were put in tro
cousunity newspapers. Educative eaterials distributed included: 3095 pasphlets, 439 buttons,
138 posters gente the GHP-SIDA's slogan: °Ak Sida, Atansyon
Deceuber 1988, 22 (82) of 269 randosly selected adult Haitians in Montréal reported having
participated " an activity organised by DA,
Conclusion: An AIDS education outreac! ras is now available for a comsunity that until
recently was stignatized. Continued invotvonent of all consunity leaders is essential to the
success of tho pro

 

 

 

M.E.P.12 IMPLEMENTING A CULTURALLY SENSITIVE AIDS PREVENTION

aeons FOR HAITIAN TMMIGRANTS IN NEW YORK CITY

tien, A.; Freedman, P. rat, Y.; DeHovitz, J.
“KIDSPrevenition Genter. SUNY-HSC € ' prooklyn, USA.
Objective. To describe the rationale and development of an AIDS
Prevention Program xy Haitian Tamigralnts in N’

a high prevalence (6%) of HIV
ts. The Haitian community

xrevention programs including:

of both immigration status, and relationships with authorityin
Haiti

Resuits. Components of an effective AIDS Prevention Program
should include: 1. HIV counseling and education offered in
Creole as a routine part of medical visits when indicated. 2.
Active participation by Haitian physicians and community press

 

in educating the population. « Unique outreach activities in-
lings videos, skits, and ic book: li ervice an

nouncements by prominent members of the community on io TV.
Conclusion. In is population the pat: perceptio:
isk and prevention be led because of multiple barriers.

org ed approach must be utilized in order toAn o: i 1
picions and increase utilization of appropriate services.
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M.E.P.13 AIDS KNOWLEDGE, LANGUAGE USE ANDPRTSPONSE
SPANISH AND ENGLISH RADIO MESSAGES OF LOW-INCONE
MEXI AMERICAN WOMEN msSOUTH

Weiner, Marc; Martinez, C.; oda, ? Rogan, Act Reyes
University of Texas Health Science ‘enters San“antonio ™veh

Qbiective. To determine the educational relationship between
AIDS knowledge, language preference and reaper, to AIDS
public radio nessages for Hispanic wonen in South Te

women

or ea 8cal ve nst: to sure sh tf
Use (629), correct/incorrect knowledge of HIV issues (AK+/AK-),
risks for HIV (R), recent awareness of AIDS
HIV information with children (CKO), reported messages fron

R ), and enthusiasm for media messages (OPIN).
je found positive correlations between SLU and

(ps.0001), AK+ a CKO ( 02), and Qact a AK+ (ps.0001);
negative correlation between SLU a

e
TOT and SLU (p=47), €KO, BR, AK+, or Qact. Of no
correlations between AK+ and OPIN (re-.33, p=.0006); andopin

r=.31, p=.003).
. Spanish language preference inthese Hispanic

women was associated with less net AIDS kn

¢ women with less Axk+.

M.E.P.15 UTILIZING THE MASS MEDIA TO PROVIDE CULTURALLY RELEVANT HIV
EDUCATION TO HISPANIC AMERICAN!
Fernandez, M. Isabel*; Lepicier, Ree; & Montealegre, L.***,

*Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.,
*KCET TV/Hispanic Health, Los Angeles, California, US.Aes

***Soga and Associates, San Antonio, Texas, U

Objective.
culturally relevant

thods. Essentie

 

To present a working model for developing ferMapend
mass media HIV educatton Programs for H:

will be itiuetrateasadits

of calla to national a:
the producte. A set of principles for

developing effective, ea relevant mass media interventions for
minority populations will be provided.
Results. Preliminary analyses,ofSIDA is AIDS data suggest: over 16%
increase in volume of calls to the nationa ine; press coverag
ua, market areas; snd overwhelmingly positive ratinge
from national experts. Viewership ratings were either good or extreme

jor markets

Conclusion. Utilization of thie model will increase theabifectivenaes and
reach of masa wedia efforts targeting Hispanic America

THE IMPACT OF MEDIA EVENTS ON PUBLIC ae IN AIDS

Hartfield, K*; Ray-Keil, L*; and Wood, Ro!
* Seattle-King County Department of SieHealth, Seattle VA,

M.E.P.17

U.S.A.
Objective. To assess the impact of major media events on general Public
cern about AIDS, as indicated by calls to the AIDS hotline, King County, Wash.

Health Department's AIDS PrieventionProject

naj t
ne increased immediatel

5
“

amternational AIDS Conferences,
1988. The percentage om and no risk or low risk indivi-
duals also increased following these ti
Conclu: ir a events have a st: influence on the

other campaigns. f the National Mailout that of a
major print or electronic nadia event icating a need for fuether study of

the relative eee of.a costly, labor intensive education strategy :
‘like the National Maiiou

836

M E P 14 AIDS: THE LANGUAGE, MEDIA, AND PUBLIC RESPONSE

Duffhues, Josee C.; Waterloo Regional Health Unit, Kitchener

Ontario, Canada.

Objective: To oxaninne the impact of media coverage of AIDS in community
papers and magazines, and to gecertain differences in public and ne
response to AIDS following the Ontario Ministry of Health $7 million.dollar
“Let's Talk" media education campaign.

Methods: An examination of local print media coverage of AIDS related

articles both before and after * campaign.
Additional examination of Prevtestiaetruments distributed at AIDS education
Presentations. À critical examination of t anguage used by the media in

coverage of (a) medicalreports, tt) Lifestyle articles, and (c) public and
private response stories

Conclusion: Ministry of Bealthsiévertiains Campaign has had some impact
people now believe AIDS cannot

exists around
tion te required, but

such education must be targetted at specific audiences if it is to be
successful.

M.E.P.16 DEVELOPING A LARGE SCALE AIDS MEDIA CAMPAIGN BY
—_— COMBINING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR

ClaudiaL.*; Fleming,D,*; McAlister, Tycer,G.**; Schmidt,R.***,rome
Health Division, **Turtledove Clemens, Inc. ***Pihas Schmidt Westerdahl,
Oregon, US.

 

Objective. To educat AIDS through id di

Methods. The Oregon Health Di
to Produce an AIDS education media campaign. The Division contributed seed money&and

care providers, AIDS d id pri

wo seanen conducted at the beginning and end of the zis month cam
. The campaign was launched in 10/87Pybythegovernor.DuDuring the tolling four

9 spotsmonths, six T.V. spots were aired 1,932ti played 3,91 times;34
newspapers it least one ofsix printrar billboards, 275“interior and 75 exterior
transit ads placed; and 20, r stickers and 5,000
distributed. After the cam, polled had see: heard parts of the
mpaign. Recognition ofspecificcacampaig varied between 66% and 83%. Persons

polled after paign rite to believe that HIV cou! from
motherto fetus(778%vavs a5,pep=.2001), less likely to believe it tosafe

egative for AIDS (44% vs. 39%, p=.05) and, among 18-“39 you ls, more likely
of cond
 

 

loms (56% vs. 65%, p=.03). Thee campaign cos! payers
$70,000, ed pi ated at one million
dollars. Eight national d inte ds have b the campaign.—
 . ‘ith

sector media talent and resources that are largely donatedis an effective wayto mount a
large AIDS public information campaign.

PERCEIVED RISK OF HIV TRANSMISSION FROM A PROMISCUOUS
BISEXCIAL PATIENT WITH AIDS AMONG LAY PEOPLE AND PUBLIC

SPECIALI:

M.E.P.18
‘STS

Commm.Med., Teikyo University School of Medicine,Gen Chi, Dept.Environ.
Tokyo, Japan

Objective. To see Magnitude of HIV transmission risk perceived by
tely after mass media

1)The

lay peoraand public health professionals immediai
reported tha

males prior seas and 2)attitude
tive policies with restrictive measures

comparison with the size parosived risk.
Methods. Study I: was
the news was on 893 Tay1people (students, office workers) and
38 public health specialists Study II: Questionnaire study on 570
university studen! descr: risk estimation

programs
of transmission perceived by the lay people was

tt by the specialists (mode, onese 0-9)
aeII: No titainat difference between the group with higher

and the one with lower estimation
Conclusion. 1)Lay people tend to overestimate the risk of HIV transmission
andmaybe more vuluevable to the influence of mass media.Snptttudinal
changenaybe associated with fear and arciety it not wi the professed
magnitude of transmit:
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M E P.19 THE METAPHORS OF AIDS: REPORTING AN EPIDEMIC IN PUERTO RICO

Cunningham, Ineke and Cunninghan, E.L.
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras,“Puerto Rico.

Objective. To analyze quantitatively and qualitatively the reporting of AIDS

methe daily presswe rto Rico (PR).
1 articles from, 1981-1988 in the five daily newspapers of PR which

d "AIDS" (2511) were classified by type (news article, fea-
ture, etc.) and source (from PR or elsewhere), and analy: ad.

ise several-fold i in number of articles in

, and
refused money to PR for AIDS because

ContentOfaarticlesaleo changed for each period,
outage of articles from PR. hasis in the first period was on

ff information; in the second, the risk to tho:
ria|behavise(undertekers, etc); in the chird, political arguments onmet
dence, condom advertising. etc rth, nonspecific information

However, metaphors have tended to be
xua. acial.

ress bas responded to AIDS like ite U.S. counterparts
by increasing both the amo and nature of information in response to inci-
dents which changed public perception of the disease, but the metaphors in
PR have been different.

M.E.P.21 AS MDI 6 ANTI-Dr CN: À CRITICAL PRESENTATION
. . Saalfield, Catherine; Navarro,
. Uniitney MuseumIndependentEurProgram, New York, U.S.A,
jective: To provide media representations

o! ‘AIDS pandemic, andtoSofferan to these.
Methods: Critical analysis will include erences to semiotic, psycoanalytic,
feminist and anti-racist yses of U.S. mass media production. Video clips
‘of mass media ternative producti w: be available for
‘discussion .
Results: same the i of avai. in mass media
In the U.S. we are more to understand the nature of discrimination
iagainst The proliferation of these images does not imply a
growing sensitivity to the PWA conmmity. intend a screening o:

. Mis will include abrief analysis ofpast representations
jof TVDUs and homosexuals and how te the media's

report on the pandemic. We wiwill algo presentmaterial thet secks
Ito explode these stereotypes. Much AIDS-related video work is being made by
alternati as video co ves carpri of women, PWAs, etc.
We intend a in whi to discuss some of the implications ofprovide
‘this work and how it is significant at this stage, especially in relation to

such as CRI. We also intendto make a list of availble alternar
tive productions along with information xental/purchase
‘fees, etc.

Conclusion: AlternativeThatery

3 distribution,

video productions offer more coherent, anti-discrim-
representations of the AIDS crisis and are therefore more appropriate

asasedueational tools than mass media productions.

Milleu de travall
Workplace
M.E.P.23 EMPLOYMENT AND THE SOCIAL CHALLENGES OF AIDS

Laubenstein, Linda -J. Campbell, J. R., SPHR**;
eTsber
*New York University Medical Center, 530 First Ave., NY, NY 10016 USA
Multitasking Systems of New York, NY, NY, USA

Objective. Psychological problems caused by job discrimination among people
a

MD.*; Greene, J. 8., MD.*;

company, employs peop th
counseling, placement and vocational rehabilitation, including training.
Results. As of Feb. 1, 89, registered 120 applicants, hired 1019 MTS
unemployed peo|pie with AIDS and referred 15% applica other
employers. Linkages have been made w onmuni ty-based magencies and
government to ls Supports
Graduate School of Busine
between à iS and work.

ervices, a h New York University
3 to conduct applied research into relationships

tiated review led New York State to change
policy fo begin including people with AIDS in job training and voeationsl
rehabilitation programs
conclusion, Providing Jobs is an innovative, effective way to meet thi

allenges of the AIDS crisis. Employment addresses the emotional,
economic, Yegal and ethical needs of the individual with AIDS and society.

M.E.P.20 AIDS INFORMATION CENTER IN LIRA, PERU

Luiän,Manuelt; Goicochea, Pedrott; Varela, Luisttt; Calesan, monts

tPeruvian Health Ministry, Liea, Perd, 2#Proyecto SIDA, Lisa, Perd, SttPopulation Council, México,
8408The Johns Hopkins University!Population Cossunication entres altisore, Maryland, USA.

Obj . To isprove press coverage of AEDS in Lina, Perd,

Inforsation Center
Method. The following activities have wenariel gut to design and operate an AIDS, Inforaation
center: 1. À content analysis of A108 pr verage.

2. Developaent an informationstrategy based on the distribution af press releases
relevant to AISS prevention.

3. Deganization of educatienal
rofessionals,

Results. The content analysis showed that AIDS news are abundant in the re Lisa press,
they are parseated wi onalisa. tii,
the scientific/technological discourse is atten used to advance soral positi very
little space is devoted to prevention issues. Press releases eaphsizingprevention have een sent

3d magazines: e thi diff

through the impleaentation of an AIDS

activities for journalists and other sass sedia

to  newspapers
Wevertheless, no releases promoting condos use ha
participating in aecenter's

to inresst their knowledge ant felt they needed up-dated inforaation.

Conclusions.
AIDS reporting weunn sit shifting the eaphasis to prevention ms. Additionally,

enlisted the cooperation mass sedia professionals who are increasingly using the center’
services.

M.E.P.22 AIDS MAKES NEWSPAPERS SELL.

Arredondo, C.; Conde, F. , Coronado, A.*, Gil, E.*.

Ministery of Health.-Spain.

Objective. Collective social groups related with AIDS (health personnel,

anti-AIDS organizations, social workers, trade unions...) that have been

analysed through qualitative means, demonstrate a negative attivade towards

‘orm and content used by the media to present information abou

the disease.
e diffusion of information that is uncontested or even false creates

al

i ©] sion in the

information issued. a th a themsel are responsible
for negative|attitudes and of the diseaseen this nformation

rte.encourages something very difficult to fight a;

Conclusion. The report demonstrates the need oethe

adequate training that will permit them to approach AIDSwith Sbjective.
criteria and effective information,

HEALTH CARE WORKERS AND AIDS:
RISK PREVENTION AND EDUCATIONM.E.P.24

Genevieve; Wor Id immunological Network Project Foundation, Los Angeles, CA,
USA.

; To outline and describe the need for a consistent educational program in hospitais
and clinics

Interviews and observations were conducted at private and public hospitals end
clinics througout the United States to determine what itu efforts were being made to

bout taking protective oybbe AIDS infection. Physicians, nurses end
health ieswere interviewed and obse
RESULTS: In nearly ell of the hospals ond ftNice) settings investigated, no edequate for!
programrealto the risk of staff to ALDS infection was in place. Procadures for using mee,
gioves and gowns were poorly defined. For the most part, staff tookprecautionary meesures when

t in cases where the risk is present but jess
ics obstetrics, gynecology or intensive care units, steff members were

considerably mere cavalier about gloves, gowns, masks, using extra precaution in handling
syringes and contact with body fluids.

There | consistent and concentrated effort on the part of
hospital and cline administrations to institute formal lectures, classes, and seminars on AIDS
risk prevention for staff. Formal procedures need to be implemented, with supervisory staff held
accountable for Doi end insuring thatthey are followed. Brochures, video presentations

house policy.
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M E P 25 THE METRO TORONTO AIDS EDUCATION slain

mes A MODEL FOR LONSIUDGEr MUNICIPAL TRA

wey, W.*; Varley,V.*Find Sloggett s.

Drinsoipaliey séENT Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

vide all M © employees with the knowledge and skills
necessary: t

residents regardless of

taff and resources, but

halone (including heaith-care,

child-care, land-fill, and sewage tr nt workers), many with low English

o: ther=te: literacy levels. Because information me is net enough to

bring about behaviour change, e pr dl-group (25 or less),

interactive lecture/workshop (2-3 UE epending on need:

ence) approac! Although it so

specific each workplace and to each indivi: and enaures that each

trainee has me person who they can contact. with future questions in a
confidential .

ogram is cost-effective in that many people incog: in
fferent occupations and with very different déteracy leveis can be

trained so that both knowledge and behaviour change o

AN EMPLOYER-BASED APPROACHTO AIDSPREVENTION,
EDUCATION ANDSANAGI

M.E.P.27

 

Beery,WilliamL., Vance, R.D., Sofian, N.S.; Anderson, E.
‘Washington (state) Employers’ AIDS Prevention Alliance, Seattle, WA, U.S.A,

Manyemployerslack bancs dreliahle ATDS.cel

prevention the general ble onwas cited as an
need by the (Washington) State ‘Govemar+Tak Force on AIDS. The Seabased
Washin, Employers’ AIDS Prevention Alliance (WEAPA) is a participatory private sec
Fesponsetctothe need forAIDS/HIV infection preventive |education and AIDS-related

WEAPAhashastwomaagoa1) the1) thepromotion of AIDS/HIV infection preventive education at
the worksite, and; 2) the provision of AIDS/HIV infectiontionmanagementtools to employers.
WEAPAprovides educational materials, Presentations in AIDS prevention, and technical
assistance its, cost, and communication issues AIDS. WEAPAis co-
sponsored by private and Publicsesector arorganizations. PardepationinWEin WEAPAisis through
membership (nominalconmuna fees basedon work farce size) and includes one year

of large (>501 employees), mediansor500 yees) and small 230 ) employers.
WEAPAS first troduction to AID: employee fonannual conference,

members, 31% (47) of the members rec:
technical assistance in developing|human reresources policy and
 gram legal issued related to ‘AIDS. 0%
of members reporthaving Employees whoself identify as having AIDS or being HIV

ve. WEAPA is an innovative pri torpreventiontion and education model applicable
any metropolitan/geogra: begun to work with other communities

interested in worksite AIDS

M.E.P.29 RESPONDING TO AIDS: TEN PRINCIPLES FOR THE WORKPLACE
ine,

Commission on AIDS for New York City
and Northem New Jersey, New York, NY, USA

In response to concem among employers and employees about appropriate policies and
conceming AIDS, tu izes Conmioon ovASfor New Yr yan Noa NwJrha

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECTING BEHAVIOR CHANGE THROUGH POLICY AND T!
» San Francisco peneral

USA

M.E.P.26

Objective: How a al's.interdep al approach to the
implementation of Universal Blood and Body Substance Precautions effected

staff bel chang
Methods:
Quest ns most commonly asked during initial training sessions indicated

areas|of greatest concern
Infection Control Committees observations through hospital rounds and
problem-solving consultations

~ Major problem areas identified are then targeted as "the Question of the
Week" in week-long mini-educational campaigns for staff

- KnowledgeÀis measured through pre/post tests in the second training
program

Results:
— Ascertain whether supplies and equipme:
— Immediate feedback passed to affected department
~ Ascertain cost increases or decreases due to topemer! ation
- Knowledge gain from the training will be demonstratedtn employee

 
pment are svailable

practice
Cont
- Trivers] Blood and Body Substance Training transcends the 1

program becomes an on-going, on-site process which is evaluated by
changes in staff performance

M.E.P.28 AN AIDS EDUCATION INTERVENTION IN A MULTINATIONAL HOTEL
INDUS!aeY
Chri e, Grania; Zazayokwe, M. » R.; Met

AIDS Training and In:fonetiee Ce:mire » South African’ Tentituee for Miqet
Research, Johannesburg, South Afri

OBJECTIVE. To formutat implement and evaluate an AIDS education

in a multiinetional hotel indust
METHODS. A three-phase intervention was ado: ted to create an nr of

0, el employees: Firstly, executive management attended an

4 miltidisciplinary team of professionals visited
the different hotel regions to address senior, middle and superviso:

and tomanag: ou’ > ti an for preventive education. In the final
stage, 30 hotel employees were selected on specific criteria for training.
Of these, 20 were black, 10 eve: male to female.

successive groups of 15 e articipated in five. ini
course. e objective of the oO cel ify+ as AIDS educators
so that they could disseminate information to all hotel employees. A follow

o monitor progress is out hl;

10319 were informed abow s re
AIDS ledge and awareness. Additional research is necessary to

attitudend behaviour change.

CONCLUSION. The success of the intervention to-date results from a are of
educators who can provide continued in-house information, and also

ement ing AIDS ste all hotel copleveesyeg:

 
t to p

condom vending machines were installed in ali hot

M.E.P.30 Workplace AIDSjiducstion: An Evaluation of oe Employees

Deborah Ru dd, D. Brownell, D. Schni
Centers for Siscase Control (cbc), Atlanta,Georgia USA

Objectives: To examine the impact of an feesignet intervention on

employees’ AIDS knwledge, actitudes, beliefs, riek perceptions, HIV

test-seekimg and level of c: peeenweh Arps or HIV.
Methods: A questionnaire luedt 

 

 

 

these wa
1. People with AIDS HIV (t } same rights and Setiadnintistered in a pre~post test“design|by 583 (S32).of the cDC

US Of 2. Employment policies must, at s employees attending a oneThouràArs education seminar.
ruecorcomply wih fever state, and lo I Employ p ts: Survey responden © generally white (81%), married ee80).
based 1 HIV female (60,3%), and c:Pllegeeducated (70.2%). age was 41,
ttttranConPhaossr + The highset levels of erall, partic:tpants’ awareness and attitudes about AIDS re

pane 8, = 8.3, p <.U01). However, many etietpante reported
clear. 6. Employ de only modes Confort in working with someone infected with H. 0x).

Up-to-date education about risk reduction in their personal lives. 7. Employers Kccurete ADS know.ouledge was modestly predictive of how confortable people
Tvnytrteconcn of empress eal information. 8. Topreventworkclrurtion would fe king with someone who is infected. Most of t
‘and rejection by coworkers of an employee with AIDS or HIV infection, employers and participants who had already been tested (25.2%), had beentested at

on for Kent blood banks. Although CTSs had not been used in the » CISs
9. Employers should not require HIV screening as part of workplace reportegeneral pre-employment or physical

examinations. 10. Wrheat ceatorsothenyEo epeeinal Lieaeemcee

HIV (lor example, In heath care, exposed to blood products),employers

 As of February 1, 1969,

838

major potential site to veformeeting: Additionally,
£

x(90
Neverthelees, over one-third were singe adults and 11% felt that they

x were unsure of their risk.
Conclusion: Continued AlDS education targeting these issues and intensive

evaluations of such workplace programs are warranted.
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M.E.P.31 pOUCATTONAL STRATEGY ON AIDS AT WORKPLACES,

andi,J.L.;Fernandes ,M.©.;Abbud,N. NM. ;Ada0,V.N.;

zcriesa,
Centro de Referencia e Treinamento-Aids, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Objective.The State of Sao Paulo, Brazil, is the most industri-
alized region in South America with seroximately 100,000

and because 50 many people can be reached at the
f the primary targets for Aids Education consider

ed by the Departmeent of Education and Training from the Secreta

ry of Health was ene workplac
Methods.Once a month we realised a trainning course with 20 he.
for human resourcesnd He from big onpa-

th care workers were train- 

 he resp: o
very effective decreasing discrimination and misunderstood.

M.E.P.33 RESULTS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF AN AIDS IN THE
WORKPLACE EDUCATION PILOT PROGRAM

Blake, S.*, Najjar, D., George, A., and Makinodan, &.

*Anerican Red Cross, Washington, 0.C., U.S.A.

Oblective: To assess the short-term impact of an AIDS curriculum im the
wo: ace, and to explore factors associated with knowledge, attitude, and
behavior cha

Methods: Prire-post survey results from N=131 employeesÀtn six companies
r test statistics

to determine the signi Ficance of change. Kruskal-Walits"and Chi-souare

rticipant or explo,ayer demographic characteristi

Results: Statistically significant changes {o<.1) 4in: knowledae.
Of the mode of transmission, risk perceptions, workplace attitudesestoward

Se and ri avi ral intentions fe .
Participant gains following participation were greatest for pe
were les » less fident, less tolerant of PWAs, and
likely to

cantonsshort-tera effects of an AIOS education program in the
in be demonstrated, particularly for those individuals at

greatest needof basic information. Future research and curriculum needs
are discussed.

M E P 35 MULTI-FAMILY SUPPORT GROUP FOR TRANSFUSION RELATED HIV
“ee INFECTION

Stuart, A.*; Steilen, M.* and Campbell, S.**
La University, New York, NY, **Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Ctr.,

NY

Objective: To decrease the isolation of the recipienta from their families,

to educate patienta and their families about HIV infection and to provide a

safe environment in which the patients and their families can express their
feelings.

Methods: Group wae composed of recipients and ony of their family members

ct was consecutive weekly evening
nte:aeincluded fear of isolation,

er, frustration, issues of loss of cont: 8) ief. Hducation

€: in this population as they were peyeheiogicalls

ptsticatedand grew up in an era in which exposure to infection could

sult in dea!

Resulte: Group provided a safe environment in which members (age range:
26-76) could share their feelings. These feelings had been denied at
home, resulting in family disequilibrium. An ongoing support network was
begun.

Conclusion: |

 

_importent strides vere made within this group to tipotk
the homeo: family w This group model could h others
who, becauseor thets beliefs about’ infectiousness, Teinforeedo society’ 8
fears, are not getting adequate support or medical c:

  

M.E.P.32 RULES FOR ADEQUATE CARE AFTER ACCIDENTAL SKIN LESIONS
WITH RISK OF EXPOSURE FOR BLOOD BORNEINFECTIO)

Hanbrseus, Dare, BA,MD,DIM&H MPH; Greitz,Yvonne, R.N.T.

National B Department of
Bteerholas Sweden

Accidental skin lesions in staff handling possibly HIV-infected materia
often provoke strong feelings of anxiety for an infection. Thus re is

ed for fi

Laboratory,

need for firm rules how to ac x to prevent overactingento
ensure adequate measures. Af alineidente weiave f

to advise people in different positions. These
four parts each applicable to persona in different roles, summarized a:
follows.

On the spot any blood should be washed away and if bleeding occurs one
ahoula try to squeeze out the blood. The exposed person should be brougt
to the oceupettonal health service together with full details on the sus-
pected materi:
2. The localvaaiety delegate has to help the person in question to make
report © ecident.

3. The Localforeman has to ensure that the exposed person ia adequately
treated, gets good support, and is taken to the health service, that a
comprehensive report is duly written, and that the exposed person's fani-
ly gets support and advice.
4. The health service concerned must elucidate the circumstances, take

aindicated teata, give prophylactic medication, and organize proper
fol

Famille
Family

M.E.P.34 FAMILY TREMIMENT APPROACH FOR HIV INFECTED CHILDREN

Septimus,Inika ot Reine A.
Einstein Obllege of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y., U.S.A. M

ies a whole family at risk where theObjective. The index patient with HIV infection identif:

is infe iblings. The experience of

chronic iliness paralleled by the mult losses places a heavy emotional burden

on AIDS . Prior to their HIV + these A a i

by the mere fact of their poverty, Tejecticn, unresolved grief, and poor coping skills.

Metho fran case analyses therapeutic with families

their children, Isolation and rejection fron family metbers and friends causiny

ation of couple and ly relationships. 3) Full spectrun to

illness - , depression, suicidal ideation. 4) Guilt in infecting loved

ones and fear of infecting , pervasive anxiety related young

women. 5) Aeniety related to lack of financial support, sexual involvement, medical

 

M.E.P.36 BISEXUAL MEN AND ren Es WORKSHOP SESSION

lian, esearch Offi

Gay and Married Ment 8s Aevociation, Melbourne, Victoria,

Australia

jective. This workshop is designed to explore the issues related
haviours in men which may subsequently lead to H.I.V.

transmission within the general community: o discuss the research

Pp ie based.

yy examining case histories, to identify a range of

r patterns which may, for a variety of
asons resul H.I.V infection of men in a primary heterosexual

relationship. Si non-c e ur,

denial of risk behaviour adolescent type sexual behaviour patterns
t 1 experiences will be considered. -

barriers to behaviourchange and methods com
barriers will be discussed. Factors which rien posi

changes will be presented with the background research Pnformation on
whiclch‘wey are sed

expected that an evolution of emotions and attitudes
1 lea r understanding of

entation.

Selves, their female sexual partners and the children conceived.
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M E P 37 AIDS AND HEMOPHILIA: A COORDINATED EDUCATION, SUPPORT AND
PERSONAL CARE PROGRAM, EVALUATIVE REPORT FROM A TWO-YEAR
aibocPROJECT

John R.*; wdle, Ginny**

“intversityofcie. Calgary, Libertas, Canada, **AIDS Calgary, Calgary,

rta,

Objective: To describe results of a two-year, Health and Welfare, Canada

funded pilot project in education, support and personal care for Trsons

ving or at-risk for HIV and AIDS in the Southern Alberta

families in

objectives: (1)
nd personal care network,

gional Hemophilia Soctetyand the Comprehensive Hemophilia Clini

e Di vices.
and specif. topic m atin onferences, Th

(4) conducting. hospit. staff and publi vancationporn and {5 provid—

ing limited financial assistance in eed a

Results: In 1ft program events a, aferuation base established,

support and financial assistance provided. A visible stre

as a reguier mechanism

ur
ndicates program with modifications is viable and

important. First year provincial funding grantedfor program continuance.

M.E.P.39 WHO SPEAKS FOR THE ABANDONED CHILD BORN WITH HIV?

A FOSTER PARENT ANDae noePARENT RESPOND.
Chamness, Barbara A.*; McCarroll, Tolbert**

*Childkind, Inc., Atlante, Georgia, USA, aaStareressy ‘Annapolis, Calif., USA.
 

Sbiective: To provide for and address the needs of homeless children born
‘h: ommunity à

on of“ALY children. Our position 1

continuity. We have adopted or are in the process

7 homeless children with HIV. We off Ore
£ tive parents. The

mare the primary focus in all our

obbying and advocacy
cooperating w:with existing religious outreach programs as vell

as governmental] an

re for infani
and children born with ne These agencies and parents support spirituels,

de-cordalay stable Pome environment

ald be mainstreamed and given the

early bonding vith.an individual or family, Our
human b verything possible to give

fb mental an
m0 h
our adoptive and foster children are proving the validity of chia approach.

OEeASTOG QUEBECOISE D'INTERVENTION AUPRES DE FAMILLES A
L'OCCAS NrA HOSPITALISATION DE LEUR PROCHE HOMOSEXUEL
ATTEINa DE

M.E.P.41

Berthelot Pierre*; Poirier, oe
e Services soci aux Québec, Services sociaux hospitaliers,

Equipe. de prévention et de dépistage SIDA, Québec, Québec, Canada; **
Centre de services sociaux de Québec, Services sociaux hospitaliers,
Hôtel-Dieu de Québec, Québec, Québec, Canada.

Objectif. Présentation d'une expérience québécoise d'intervention auprès
dé familles à l'occasion de l'hospitalisation de leur proche homosexuel

le SIDA.
Méthodes, Présentation
- du processus d'intervention: utiliser la crise vécue au moment de

l'hospitalisation comme moment stratégique d'intervention auprès de la
famille; accompagner et normaliser le vécu des membres impliqués de la
famille; précéder le non-dit pour rendre explicite l'indicible, pour le
normaliser et supporter la famill

- des difficultés rencontrées dont, entre | autres: crainte par la famille
jugement de l'intervenant; difficulté de communication de la famille over
laa Personne atteinte; jour eur du secret,

- Îles que ns qui se ent: le deuil pour Va famille et chacun de ses
nenbres?"uti Tite de 1'accompagnement, àà cette étape?..

840

M. E. P. 38 THE HIV-ENDANGERED/INFECTED CHILD IN THE

FOSTER-FAMILY

warz,Gabriele; Hemm
Arbeitskreis zur Férrderung von pilegekindern e.V. ,Berlin,
Federal Republic of Germany.

Beside medical specifics of HIV-infection with children as there
problems in diagnosis of HIV-infection, - course of

desease, - mortality rate, - infection of mother in case of
Prev/perinatal endangered/infected children, there are also a
large number of expectional psychological and judical problems.

Psychological aspects of HIV-infection with children resulting
of the family,

€hil
e mother, resulting in

Éemporeer|or permanent living of the child outside mother's
hom ange in the person who is =n charge of the child,
- aifficuities between own- and foster-family, - problems with
social neighbourhood, - problems withinstitutions.

fudical aspects to be considered are: Liability of the foster-
1

p h
e poster shows the subjects concerned as

well as their combined effects on each anot

M.E.P.40 As Gwe 2 New YORK CITY: PROJECTED NOMEERS AND POLICY DEMANDS
Norwood, Quris, Women and Aids Sturties, 710 West End Ave., NY,NY 10025 USA

Objective. In the focus on Aids and pregnancy, it has been widely overlooked that HIV
ected (HIV-) then HIV-infected (HIV+)

death. EstimatesHN will orphaned at a mother's ee of orphans to be
NYC are projected social policy and discussed.

. of relative numbers of children age 18
reaiding with HIV+ mothers in 3 NYC boroughs with high levels of women's infection:

AvgMIV-Ohil.
Heterosexually-infected 30 3 7.3:1 2
IV Drug A1 3:1 2
Results. Mothers infected by abuse had more then those inf ‘heterosex-
ually but, on average, there 2 per mother in groups. NYC Dept.

the resources to care for orphens by thenselves.

M.E.P.42 PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES FOR DEVELOPMENTALLY

DISABLED CHILDREN WITH aahatettoAND ISSUES

Authors: Phyllis Susser &
THE CHILDRENS' CENTER - 594 East 53rd Stress Brooklyn, New York 11203, U.S.A.

The Herbert G. Birch Services, with NYS Office of Mental Retardation an
Developmental Disabilities and the State University Medical Center in Brooklyn,

community residence Providing comprehensive res-
tative and medical services for ten develop-

with AIDS, aged birth to six.years.

any day, there

tial, educational, habilit
y disal

able Central Nervous System dys-
fu re ski1ls, severe language disorders, signifi-
cant cognitive deficits and loss of acquired developmental milestones.

wariety of residential alternatives and specialized diagnostic and therapeutic

interventions must be established to address the special needs of infected
children These se ces are offered:1} community residence and respite care,

2) special educationon care, 3) daily medical surveillance 4) foster care
placement offering e management, training and supervision of families.

The following significant issues will be discussed: foster care vs. congre-
gate care for shilarren with AIDS,

more than 2

staff do they are refused entry into ith one of thehen rmarket
children?): Helping staff cope with the inevitabletoesof children with
whom they have established loving ties
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ACCESSING, EDUCATING AND RESEARCHING MARRIED HOMOSEXUAL AND BISEXUAL MEN
M.E.P.43 PalmerPalmer, William, Research Officer

Gay and Married Men's Association, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Qbjective. To estan a model method to contact, educate and research married homosexual

and bisexual men the general comunity.

contact was established |, and where possible maintained, using a telephone counsel-

peer support A wide range of

found within the gay commnity. Data on factors whit

this group of men was collected. Re orton contribute towards safee sex behaviour

men are difficult to access in the general

particular target group and their female partners.

M E P 45 LES PROFESSIONNELS DE LA SANTÉ ET LA CRÉATION D'UN GROUPE
ne D'ENIRATIE À QUÉHEC: réalisation pobente de la camlé-

mentarité des

LACHANCEColette, agente de recherche, Département de Santé Commumnautai-
re de l'Hôpital Saint-Sacrement, Ville de Québec. Canada.
I René, président du Conseil d de .
OBJECTIF: Présenterun modèle entre bénévoles etdes

professionnels de santé dans la formation d’un mouvement
d’infonmation et d'entraiie dans la lutte contre le SIDA à Québec

5 5 du processus d'implantation, de définition et
d'ajustement des mandats et des actions qui en découlent. Quelques
données sur les résultats d'évaluation après 2 ans de fonctionnement
seront également et discutées.
RÉSULTATS: Dès juin 1986, spontanément, des personnes regroupent

THE ESTABLISHMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF
CASEY HOUSE HOSPICE, TORONTOM.E.P.47

MIRIAM MAYHEW, Executive Director, Casey House Hospice.

DOROTHY LEY, Board Member, Casey House Hospice.

Objective: To describe the process of the establishment of
Casey House Hospice, and the administrative
challenge of AIDS hospice management in the health
service environment of Ontario, and the political
environment surrounding AIDS, and the psychosocial
issues of DS.

Method: Oral presentation with slides and overheads.

Results: Overview of success and challenge of a free-
standing AIDS hospic

Conclusion: The need for standards and funding mechanism:
tailored to the model of the free-standing hospice
within the context of the Canadian health c

La communauté (partle 1)
Community (Part 1)
M.E.P.44 THE GENESIS ayNER DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIDS

ACTIVIST MOVV:

he Dwight FoundationNew York, U.S.A.
Objective: To describ ©
ivi

£ AIDS. activism, including

the fall-winter of 1986-87 through June 4, .
Results: The onfluence of 3 rate currents: the visual
arts co ity of tis and aphic desig: S, @.g.
Silence = Death Project; advocates of civil disobedience and
direct confrontation, e.g. avender i 5; and
documentarians and educators, e.g. Testing the imits
Collective, resulted in the founding of UP (the AIDS
Coaliti nleash Pi and organizations.
These groups not only produce highly successful demonstra-
ti and confrontations mus: xhibits, speake
bureaus, community outreach, and participation at re
ences a conventions a ic the medical, economic, or
ocial ects of the AIDS demi discussed.

Conclusio À new, dical/sociai phenomenon has arisen. A
afflicted community refusing to a pt a passi i s
treatment is challenging medical and governmental authority
to demand an equal voice in deciding its fate

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF LOCAL AIDS PROGRAMMES IN THE UNITED
KINDOMM.E.P.46
Pye, 3 Kapila, Mukesh*; Buckley, Gk; Gunninghan, Deke

*Health Education natherity, London; **Royal College of Gen:
Practitioners, London; ***Faculty of Community Medicine, LondonNITED KINGDOM

Objective. To critically appraise the diversity of responses made by

abased AIDS programmes to supplement the National UK AIDS Prevention

 Metthods.“tine areas (urban/rural, high/low HIV prevalence) were selected.
ui ines were developed for the construction of

inalysis

ulta. Nine caee studies illustrating goodprecesce and diverge responses
were analysed with respect, to various dimen: aeudinng:
a) organteational arrangements for local AIDSp

pe

teams

d) training and education (eg. schools programmes).
Conclusion. In tackling similar issues, local initiatives have used varied,
but successful approaches, dependamt on prevailing socio-political
contexts and opportunities. many instances, AIDS initiatives have
provided the opportunity to tacle other health concerns. emination of
the study's findings is aimed at influencing the development of good AIDS
related practices nationwide in the

8

c) models of care in the community (eg. multi-disciplinary specialist

DE

M.E.P.48 HOMELESSNESS AND ae
on, Jo

pong Isiand Shelter, “Bosten.Massachusetts,

Objective: to ntify and present in an educational
format, the dual” issues" f AIDS and Homelessness from
the perspectives of the Homeless individual with the

Hdiagnosis o IV infection and the clinicians involved
in providing care.

Method: A video, produced by the Nurse’s clinic at Long
Island Shelter. This video focuses specifically on the
special problems associated with being homeless and
having HIV infectio

Results: At the present time theoresority of hone less
people with HIV the
primary risk factor of srerevences drug abuse. any o

these individuals have been honeles to their
i video explores the experiences, feelings

honeless men in various stages of
a series of short discussions

from the clinicians involved in their car
Approx length is 30 minutes

841
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COMMUNITY COALITION BUILDING AS A MEANS OF IMPROVING
M.E.P.49 SERVICE SvsTEMs FOR PEOPLE WITH a INFECTIONpeur

sites C.: , McMenamin
 bepentmentof teand Services Administ: ation,atic Health Service, of Health

and Human Services, Rockvili , Maryland, U.S.A,

Objective AIDS ServiceDemonstration Project: ve been funded to
trate the impact of a collaborative Tito of service

organizations, coordinat:tedthrough a system, on the
Re care, veness of services, cost.
Method To demnstrate that commmnity coalitions of servi organizations
and thethe elimination of can improve patient care

lence commnities received funds

historieal patterns Of health care, cotweiveness of the community, the
need for funding resources cuteide the local community, and the
organization formed to receive funding.
Dessin Whilecommunity|colitionscan have a positive impact on the
glims cost ofenvies, and innovative stategies can be replicated

‘ve health care delivery system must be tailored
i the.nique characteristics of a community to insure optimal success.

Services sociaux

Secial Services

M.E.P.51 AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PSYCHOSOCIAL NEEDS OF THE HIV ANTIBODY

POSITIVE POPULATION USING THE MONTREAL HEALTH AND SOCIAL SER-

Clark, Elisabeth*; Atkinson, Ve **; Grayson, N.***
Comité sida aide Montréal, Montréal, Québec, Canada
tal, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada.

**Royal VictoriaHospi-

das" ***McGill University, Montreal, Quebec

Objective: To describe a research project designed to assess the psychosocial
Support needs of the HIV antibody positive population of Montreal. Since it
s evident to professionals within the health and social serv:

@ recommen:
the amenwith respect to the adequacy or inadequacy of services prov-
ided in Montre:
Method: A questionaire will be administered to a sample of 300 HIV positive
persons attending hospital: camunity crimes. The tionnaire will be
presented by the physician and trained personnel will be available to answer
questions should the patient wish assistance.
Results: Some preliminary results of data collected will be presented and

discussed.

 

 

M.E.P.53 DEVELOPING THE SKILLS OF HOME CARE STAFF IN CARING FOR
PEOPLE LIVING WITH AIDS

Cotton eenPlatt D., London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham,

London Wi

gplective To provide a comprehensive package of training and support

for staff in order to re increased demand for services
tn this area.

Method After consultation with service and Trade. Unions to
ind 3 day workshops

 
identify key objectives and principal sperme 1,2a

were established nie a range of teaching techniques. Practical

issues have en explored alongside and experimental focus on coun lling

approaches and personel attitudes. Peoplevire with AIDS have provided

a maj sheoun considerable grange in attetudes

on of staff refusing to wo!

and staff"confidence has improved.

a broad approach to peur practical
tones “ssuess addressing broad approach both practical

emot: dressing “locally identified staff cence:

and incorporating the experiences of peopie living with AIDS canbe

beneficial overcoming staff fears encouraging empathy with
service recipients.

842

A COMMUNITY-BASED AIDS DuniaCOUNSELLING AND

INFORMATION SERVICE IN ZIMBABWE ~ A MCT IL FOR

Foster Geoff, Mutare Provinetel Hospital ,Mutare, Zimbabwe

M.E.P.50

Objective, To establish the Family AIDS Care Trust (FACT) a
governmental organisation with activities carried out by jolunteers.
Method. FACT's 100-strong membership was recruited 4n late 1987 fr

Mutare churches. Most yelunteers were non-medical. In 1988, 40 people
t. x 10-hour training courses 4n AIDS éaucation or

which tneluded role-plays and community assignments.
from many ind‘yiduals in the community.
nated by a paid secretary

ormat4 on centre «telephone service and“rsnton display
more set up. Volunteers produced literatureposters an sual aids.
Local doctors were consulted.Man tien:

 

 

fs ‘nfluence the effective-
chosocial counselling may be ‘napprpriate in

ventive education using committed tnd/ viduals
may be more acceptable.and perguas vel an mABE

ap
ied activities. The program “nplenented rapidly with a limited
budget and 38 being extendedto other centres, It may be an appropri-
ate model for otherAfrican settings,

M.E.P,52 LeTALTZEDaare PATIENTS PRESENTING DISPOSITION PROB-
LEMS: NO SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
Pousson, Rachel King's County Hospital AIDS Team, Brooklyn,

New York, USA.

Shiestite. Toanosnttty denographic/social factors Predictive of disposition

 

prebiem: in a large urban hospital ser ity community.
Me . sure d social work charts for 131 ALDS/ARÉatiente to identify
which demographic/social factors correlated with becoming ALOC. Data for the
total group erding sex, ethnicity age, risk factor,oefare of fl
involvement were compared with date”fos the 24 ALOC pat:
Results. Demographic Total1 Grou; z ALOC“Group z

Factor. 131 N = 24
7 74 12 50

Fenale 34 26 12 50
Black 06 81 22 93
Hispanic 2 17 2 7

her 2 -
Of greatest interest is that fully 12 of 31 black fenaiesneon ALOC.

xually-infected patients, but n drug-using and heterose
became ALOC as well. A

Ly. males, ofte:
Age and degree of family involvement”had no significant

bearing on ALOC status.
Conclusion. The social milieu in which black females acquire HIV disease is 

A SP:
er environmental factors.(poverty, racial disc:erimination, drug abuse, educa-

tional parity, and reproductive rights/child placement).

ESTIMATING NUMBERS OF PEOPLE LIVING WITH AIDS/HIV INFECTION

IN A SMALL URBAN AREA FOR SOCIAL SERVICES PLANNING PURPOSES
M.E.P.54

Panning. Nicholas
Social Services Department, London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham, W6,U.K.

Objectives To develop some planning assumptions about the numbers of people

who may be requiring services in a dense ope ul
0) with i inci V infection. UK National Health150,00 a perceived high incidence of

Service figures are not available at th:

ods Research was undertaken to ascertain an estimate of the humbers of
people living with AIDS, and th numbers unwell with HIV infection, based on

the current wledge of all relevant health and social services agencies
operating within the local administrative . working within th

of services
dents living with

vi AIDS which re: 0

of the larger agencies and the detailed local knowledge of informal group

and organisations, within a clearly delineated urban area.
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M.E.P.55 ESTABLISHING QUALITY CONTROL TARGETS FOR THE PROVISION OF
— PERSONAL,SOCIAL SERVICES TO PEOPLE LIVING WITH AIDS AND HIV

NFECTIas”

Mannings Nichol
al Services~eepartnent, London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham, London

“eur

Objective To develop measures of the outcome of an agency's increasing range

personal social service provision as perceived by key groups of service

users.
Rethods A consensus approach|wasemployed within @ group of practioners,

anagers, local agencies residents to identify a series of realistic
tar,argets for serviesrdeltveryyentscoring the key groups o:

nsumers for e agency wi rovidi. and the key services

which th ven i

of its catchment area, to the provision of a casework service to p

tiving with HIV infection
sults Steps have been taken towards developing a series of realist:

‘or the Agency's services along a series of intersecting.dimensions.
targets will be publicised, along with details of its services, by theagency

i an, s

tieets

 
ople ith HIV

ingepporete the"perspectives of a range of disadvantaged and other interested

M.E.P.57 POLITICAL TTACK, MEDICAL COMFORT, PSYCHOSOCIAL
DEFICIENCIES:PAGES AND EFFECTS OF AIDS POLICIES IN BAVARIA,
WEST GERMANY
SatzingerWalter‘; Jager, H.**; Hammineh G.**; Weber, U.*
*inatitute for Medical Informatics and Health Services Resserch/GSF,
Munich-Neuherberg,
** AIDS Study Group, Schwabinger Krankenhaus, Munich, FRG

Background. For PWA In Bavaria, the govemment’s tough position In relation to AIDS is
institutions providing AIDS care.contrasted by the high standards of a number of medical

Qbiective. Description of the psychosocial situation and behavioral pettems of
AIDS under Bavarian conditions.

S ing medica! care and psychosocial support systems;
encies.

men, 25% IVDA; 14% female; 31% in
stage 6 of the WR classification) were asked about thelr attitudes towa is AIDS-related 30%
Rensvendedto underutifes payot Contrary to thelr needsne‘

menandseverely il patients described cara system in a rather posRive way wheresneDA,
youngerwr patients and those in earlier stagesof diaeaue were more cilcel off.- Communhy-

need to
The anbiaioes of the Baverian AIDS situation (poltticatty deterrent, rroation

ctive) puts support for PWAI
Foor of palsies!crimination ine
berrier against using the relevant facilities.

M.E.P.59 “WE HAVEN'T DEALT WITH MUCH OF THAT HERE*: HELPING MENTAL
HEALTH PROVIDERS PREPARE TO WORK WITH HIV RELATED CLIENTS

Deitch, D.*; Quackenbush,Marcia*; Martin, R.*; Schuyler, M.**

ity ia AIDS Health Project, © Health S
Office of AIDS

Objective. incidence
Canereapered tweak atin olen with HIV seated cones,

  

 

 

 

 

 

Methods. y reg © Californi HIV elated cli far are not
familiar wi 7 and maybe app g services (or unwilli 4

ï HIVa with other HIV x

ining to vs ve thes

related to HIV and mental health.

rs By May 30, 1989, f
td prinnom sunsvl vegmtsi90iby0.
Preliminary evaluation off the p ill be presented. Th 

 Conclusions. A p i cane
quality of resources for the client with HIV concems,

 

M.E.P.56 LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROVISION OF SOCIAL CARE TO PEOPLE

LIVING WITH AIDS/HIV INFECTION

Denise Platt, Cotton T., London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham,
London W6,U.K.

eective Fe developLà consultative model of social ca

ir resident of an local government area with a dieprosoreionately

rge resident” living with AIDS.

Methodsaaetalied manningNi involving staff at all ievels have
en within to velop a wide range of both

saportive doncTiers and day care services,

in co-operation with all other relevant formal and informal organisations.

i support

 

has Pheen established

resul don Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham been
to provide services to over 200 people living with AIDS6or ctherviee

unwell with HIV infection. It hi gained extensive co-operation from

d ncies work: in th ie and recognised

as paving pioneered vice developmen’ n par it

the confidence of many people living with HIV infection from

aoope with a traditions1 antip towards statutory welfare services.

Conclusion An open participative approach to th tennis andjoe

ment of services sense co-operation in a sensitive ar ovisiof p
and can facilitate access to services for a wide rangeFor tndividuala

and groups.

M.E.P 58 HIV INFECTION,Ars AND MENTAL HEALTH:
ou? THE CANADIAN ONAL WORKING GROUP’S EXPERIENCE

Stephen: “cin English); deMontionv,Johanness (in
French) and Members of The National Working Group on HIV Infection, AIOS
and Mental Health, Federal Centre for AIDS, Ottawa.
sMount Sinai Hospital/University of Toronto, Toronto. Ontario, Canada.
&tPsychologist, Private Practice, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Objectives. (1) To provide an evaluation of the state of mental heal
service delivery in Cana as responds to those affected by HIV; @ to
make program 30

The Nattional Working group on HIV Infection, AIDS and Mental Health
The 14 members inci

addressed thods to e rch
education into the mental health aspects of HIVinfection|be developed,

M E P 60 SOURCES OF DELAYED HOSPITAL DISCHARGE|FORftps PATIENTS
— Widman, Ly3* ht, fie

istad afew jerseyScheerofUnive
Osteopathic Medicine, Department of Peyehiatry, Camden, New Jersey, U.S.A

Objective: Determine the social/environmental factors contributing to delays

Triu hospital discharge for AIDS patients, rank them in orde i nces

and determine 1f ences exis sed on mode transmiseion or location.
thods: Interviews we: nduc at 13 agencies in 5 cit (Baltimore,

Boston York, Francisco, Washington, D.C.). Respondents (N=17) e
asked tors delaying discharge. The Delphi technique, in whic!
respondents individually and without coneultation rank the listed barriers,

consequent Deiphi rounds. Deviation

scores were used to rank all items after each roun
Results: An absence of supportive housing anda levels of nursing nome beds
exacerbated by inappropriate/inadequate ins were ranked highest over-

1. The: r IVargusers (IVDUs) where. the lack
x skills was found most important. Great variations

d amongabe cities.

tiente live 1 

on due an

supportive houeing or if these requices thatdiffermu

t financial and personnel commitments be made.

843
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POST-DISCHARGE HOUSING OF HIV INFECTED PATIENTS IN ROME
 Imotito. ; Armignacco,0. ;Antonucel ,G. ;Bove,G.

” Hospital for Infectious Diseases, Rome,Italy.

determine if homelessness in HIV infected patients is
social

manage more than 85% of
Cae Deen Sudmerted that thelack of sulsuitable

is amajor factor in determining the long stay in tal after
chronic long term facilities are limited in Rome and

extensivebem beth care is not available. Epidemiological, demographic
social data of 101 AIDS patients and 345 HIV symptomitic subjects

foapttalized fron 1904 2s 1988 were reviewed.
distributionResults, by risk group of the 446 HIV infected patients

(348 males and ) was: intravenous drug addictsaDE) 72.4%,
males 14.1%X, heterosexual contacts 5.4%, Prostitute

4%, homosexual males + IVDA 3.1 %, transfused 1
patients were forsakenbythe family end died in

hospital because the lack of social support, 1 went to hospice,3 were accep-
ted home by parents. Out of 345 subjecta with HIV infection, 25
were acoepted in therapeutic commities Ae oneeetyee

assistance parents.went. to hospice without medical
of

aesvers. Presented data are relevent for planning sizeof services and
ite resources.

M.E.P.63 NEEDSASSESSMENTOFPERSONS WITH AIDS AND HIV
IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNITY-BASED

SERVICE PLANNING IN àALOW INCIDENCE COMMUNITY
Es Richard"; Coleman, D.,**; Zelinski, D.**

Le SIDA,la société et le comportement
AIDS,Society and Behaviour

DEVELOPING COMPREHENSIVE R HIV

INFECTED INTRAVENOUS DRUG USERS: aGiGUIDE FOR

CASE MANAGERS
Diane Pincus Strom, C.S.W
Bronx-Lebanon Hospital, Bronx, New York, U.S.A.

Objective. To develop a system of comprehensive case management
that addressesae multiple needs ofav infected drug users.
Methods. 1.V. drug users have numerous problems that complicate
medicaltreatment. These include personality disorders and soc-

M.E.P.62

resources for individuals at all points of the
(asymptomatic, ARC, AIDS) via networking, outreach and informal
conta
Results. “Needs of the IV drug user are identified and discussed
in term treatment implications, solutions and impact

patient, significant others,

@ management that considers all aspects of the
patient's treatment while developing aadditional resources is cru-

rug users. À systematic ap-
proach in factors while simplifying this
formidable task for the case manager

 ME.P.64  CAPENSNEVOLUNTER PRogeA
Center for spelat Studies, New York Hespital-Cornelt Medical Center, New

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

York, N. Y.

yay ‘of Franklin County, Columbus Health Department, Qbiective. T
«Metropoltan Human Services Commission; Columbus, Ohio, U: for AIDS. Through bi y to reducethe

Objective: To measure the perceptions of local PWA's and HIVpositive individual support towe effectivences.
regarding unmet needs, awareness of exisexisting community services, and the Matheds i ire interdis-

im A volunteer in-patient visiting program in which 25
Method: survey instrument wasasdesignedto to collect this information as
part of a compreheasire community AID: effort. EXTsurvey was paleavs per week by 10 volunteer visitors. An on-going 04 bysocial

developed with theiinput and support of local WA'sand AID: ice agencies, - er
The instrument w: pages, over 125 questionsand took 45 minutes to complete. ÿ basis over Ne ‘olua
Over 600 surveyswere distributed through physicians and direct service agencies; P oc pract .
110 were returned and d, While not a random sample, the results closely Resales, Study ef 15 hospitalised
fevembed ie caret knows incidence of AIDS, ARC, and HIV seropositivity.
Responses were both anonymous and confidential. Survey results were compared 5 Pi in-
with a similar of service providers. pati y kept their unteers. Their

Respite care, mental health income subsidy, dental care, legal
tient information were ranked as cast uumet ‘needs. basis

uninformed about the alloity of existing human ‘Responcers regene: y
services. Mostneeds (50-75%) were being metby friends ty

; Community planning efforts need ¢p focusoat1) stre:
existing networks of informal susupport systems; 2) ensuring that
existing human services.

ening PWA's
A's can access

M E P 65 HOSPITAL LIAISON AND VISITATION FROORAME PROVIDE EMO-

ee SUPPORT, ADVOCACY AND LINKAGE TO COMMUNITY
BASED ORGANIZATIONS FOR HOSPITALIZEDWalPWARCs.

Jue, S.; Bergman, D.; SescAsi Hedderman, Michae
AIDS Project Los Angeles A.

Objective. To provide emotional support, advocacy and information regarding commun-
ity services to PWA/ARCs hospitalized in Los Angeles County. To provide greater linkage
among hospitals serving these clients.

cruited 87 full time employees from 60 hospitals who, by virtue of

 

 

 
their position, have accese to and are supportive of PWA 8 ce ert
identified, AP dt rolu rs for pitals to visit tiente
with AIDS/ARC. Volunteer training includes active listening, hospital protocol and AIDS

ific medic tion. 1 per-

 

system.

for non-medical concerns. Conclasien
h AIDS. I f
 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SOCIAL SERVICE EXPERIENCE AT A UNIVERSITY

IN RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZI!

Hanan, Janete Luzia Leite; Moura, E.M.M.; Oliveira, £.R, and Morais de Sd,

HOSPITAL,M.E.P.66

C.A., USA.
Gaffrée & Guinle university Hospital, University of Rio de Janeiro (UNI-RIO) - Brazil.

ify "the nearing of AIOS" to HIV Infected patients, their family members, friends and

alth care worker:

2) To assess the reasons for nor of HIV pres individuals.
Methods: The study comprised 170 infected individuals, 7.

patients and 35 health care workers, fronemery to cnr 1988.

interviewed by two soc: @ phenomenological approach end follow-up.

Results: The meaning of "AIDS" and therereasons for loremination were related ta:

and friends of these
and

 
 

 support. Visitation volunteers meet thly.
Results. Volunteers provide emotional support, ocacy and info: mn about commun-
ity and APLA services. Hospital staff repore|the volunteers to be an asset to patients
and staff, particularly in that they are able to spend more time with needier patients.
Information regard ng CBO's leads to more timely linkage to these services. Also,t e

ison and p
for the staff from participating|hospit
Conclusion. These programs are a coat‘effective modelfor providing emotional support,
advocacy a informationrecommunity resources to AIDS/ARCpatients w!
they are very vulnerab le, part:
P ble them it

 

    

PATIENTS * FAMILY eam CARE WORKERS

N x N x x

Lack of information 150 38 50 € - -
Insuficient informats 133 78 21 28 = =
Lack of confidence on information obtained] 150 88 34 46 28 80
Difficulty related to sexuallity/

uallit 96 56 47 6à 2 82
pirtienit, to face death 170 100 2 100 35 100
Lack of material and human resources - - € 32 71
Lack of technical training = - = & 2
pack of onal Serport 1 100 7 100 2 199
ere:stiiifcausing Pan: c 1 & § 8 ew83

RCE‘Lon rasped, people sta! i theiz
tionrectitudetowardthethe ation Pa thesdieqsenebelieve in ee"s

prplenentalFESRpretengtization of this work, in 0: Teduce the discrimination aa
Promote my. ers O' Process.
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NORTHE! CHILDREN HIV DEMONSTRATIONAN WOMEN AND
PROJE!one SOCIALsevice ISSUESM.E.P.67
Esther Chachkes*, R. Andrew*, C. Walte:

Joanne Johnson****, *Presbyt:terian Hoepitaal, N.Y¥., N.¥.,**Columbla tniveraity
N.Y., N.bisont Sinai Hospital, N.Y., N.Y.,#*##*#Saînt Lukes Hospita NY
N.Y.,U.

Healton**, V.

Objectives. To increase regional communication and coordination of resources
for HIV infected or at women and children, and t: the provision

e in an area where
nted andthere is

8 exper-

car
juge

ection.
ethical questions faced by sortictpating moarapTS»

shment of a con: A th Resources
d Child Wealth, includes

of city government, a
roviders and a

major clinical research center consortium incorporates a socia.

services c ttee hich captures the collective experience of providers
with similar popul: 8 in varied settings.
Results. Partieipatingoastitutions have developed a shared set of goals and

iform evaluation instrument and a forum in which problem-

 

 
ced.

usion model effectively|serengthensthe group's ability to advocate
forSeeased and augmented si 8 for and children and to identify
helpful approaches to ethicaliecieion-meking.

M E SOCIAL SERVICE NEEDS OF PEOPLE WITH AIDS: PERCEPTIONS OF

-E.P.69 NEED AND UNMET NEE!
Fleiahman, John*; Piette, J.*; Mor
*Brown University, Providence, Thodeielend, U.S.A.

 

 
Objective, To deacribe needs for social services as reported by people with
AIDS.
Methods. In-person interviews were conducted with 257 cltents of the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation's AIDS Health ServicesET c vere
Antervieved at nine site across the US, For h of 12 social service needs
(e.g., medicaid, home nursing, support groups,»transportation, housing
placement, dental care), res ents were asked (1) if they needed that
service, (2) they needed it D f they received it, and (4)
whether services received met the

of reespondents (497) expressed a need for
ental care, followed by needs for support groups (442),jonesoa

mand legal advice (40%). Lowest +reported needs were for enakers
mea home (15%), housing placement aan), andsore rebubilitation“ain.

caid,

 highest proportion
d

exception of moneyfor housing (50%). Those who were emplo: d fewer needs.
, drug users perceived greater need for home nursing and

usion. Dental care is an often overiooked and unmet need. Needs for
cer although not prevalent, are intense and hard to meet

M.E.P.71 A MULTI-DISCIPLINARY MODEL FOROEUr ay
CAS LANNING FOR HIV-INFECTED CHILDRE! YOUTH
CHILD WELFARE aN CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES SYSTEMS.

Emery, L.J*; Ponts, K.** *Child Welfare League
of America Ethassacnusetts pepartuent of Social Services, MA, U.S.A.

: To provide service providers in the public
volunteer cactore with an expert review panel e oO approve
or recomme: ase decisions in order to establish a standard of
practice and support the willingness of agencies to serve HIV-

ce of myriad f ability.infected childrenin the
CWLA ened sdminiatrators from 1

welfare. agencies"te identify problems in mobilizing their
HIV-infected children and youth.

received 28 ponses f 250 agencies survey 3
challenges faced; decisions made; methods used; and conclusions
reached; Massachusetts DSS t: and operationaliz el.

: obstacles agencies face making case planni
decisions for infected children are: 1) ance to serve
À assurances o contagion; 2) conflictingg

confidentiality and testing policies and beliefs; and 3)
liability and risk management concerns.

multi-disciplinary r tean's validation ofeview
Conclusion’à decisions speeds tgencies’ respon

M.E P. 68 GROUP RESIDENCE AND SCATTERED SITE APARTMENTS AS HOUSING FOR HOMELESS

we PERSONS WITH AIDS
Tan, Dov H.; Wampler, K. and Hough, G.*

*Balley House, New vom wt

Selectiveieeaneraon supportive housing for homeless persons with AIDS,

sons group residence wes established in N.¥.C., supported by governmen

=ee donations, In addition, 20 scattered site apartments were eases y the urine

agency. The rams were separately waresbut compared needs and

Results. Staffing incre social ee nursing, pa:

medical care was prov:vie to hospitals and clinics.

persons were served il persons were served in three years.

Average length of stay in the group re: en months, and

apar' s. About one-third of residents 1 residence

others ates in ri Foaming admanissionfor acute problems. In the residence,

residents fi frequency of their neighbors’ eurveve*rricult, and 15 persons left the

dence as ans me omit supported the Tes: encefrom the inception.

Problems of discriminat onnection with eotaining buildis rvices programs

ountered airficaltiesondis appropriate support and structureTor residents with pre-

AIDS ©peyehiatric and/or bel ral problems and for residents who suffered from HIV

neurological problems. A voinetion of ancre end individual service plans was effective

in most cases, but residents who were physically destructive or who threatened the safety of

others were referred to various otner settings.

Conclusion. Scattered site apartments and group residences©both provide appropriate housing

for persons with AIDs who do not need medically oriented ca:

STEP DOWN CARE
M.E.P.70 Ini,TS*,Dae:RA® ,deGroff,Ctand moodRest

Suniversity of Veshingten, Seactle VA Medical
Project, Seattle, Washington, USA.

of special AIDS
skilled Sing (“step don care") cary heoghtalized persons wil
Methods.’ ,

COMMUNITY-BASED CARE FOR PEOPLE WITH HIV DISEASE

Rubin, Howard and Sacks,H. Sinai Medical
nter, New York, New York, USA

Objective. To develop models for comprehensive community-
based care for people wi HIV disease (PWH).
Methods. We interviewed representatives fro AIDS service 
organizations (ASOs) o and Chic:
and observ.ved their operation. We culled promotional material

ross the USA and examined how they incorporate
et eir local communities and of their clientele

nto viable systems of care.
e basic elements of care which may be Re ults.We descri

necessary r ASOs to develop adequate services for PWH:
.The istence of community inics which can provide

primary health care to H ä which offer anonymous HIV
antibody test d counselin . mechanism for
recruiting and training volunteers to serve the emotional and

users. 7.Coordination of
Conclusion.
provide may help services which

r competent, humane, and comprehensive care fo H

845
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M.E.P,73 THE CHALLENGE OF AIDS IN AN AREA OF SCATTERED POPULATION AND
LOW PREV)VALENCE
Tyson, Pat

ined Joint AIDS gornuntty Support Centre, 52 Clifton Road, Newcastle upon

Tyne NE4 6DQ Englan

AIDS and HIV figures are "normal" for the U.K. and very much lower than

Londen - 28 AIDS cases and 254 diagnosed.as HIV positive. -We have encoun-
tered serious obstacles. in pursuing our aim of“developing non-hospital based

care. ong the issues I woul:
1. Medicalisation of care of people with ‘AIDS.
2. Protectiveness/possessiveness of established c - largely medical.

. backof confidence of people with AIDS and medical|providers in social

or)
Non-reaiity of AIDS as an issue in areas of normal (low) prevalence.
Social workers’ perception of being de-skilled HIV and ite implica-
moe -fat this an pppropr:Freeoranapprorriate response?

- who and how to tar, training to social workers when AIDS is
seenonly ineos asaprior:De area, and in practice is seen not to be

releva: ocial Kars in a local author. ty.
Hon-avedletdlity of subetential , vocal and cohesive groups of people with
AIDS.

w
n

w
e

~

CRÉEZ UN MILIEU DE VIE: UME APPROCHE ARCEITECTURALE NOVATRICEM.E.P.75
riaset, R.**; eetoudon, 4.

Québec,

Germain,Céline*; Mo
. corporation retesupersD'Hérelle, Nontrést, G: jada; ** Nôte LeDieu de Montréal,

Hontré. Québec, ada; *** Atelier Nabitation MonerdeL,nontréat. Québec, Cansds.

séjours en milieu hospitalier.

à Leurs besoins.

La maîson D’Hérelle se veut une maire aux Longs

a personnes atteintes qui soit adapté

un projet similaire en f

eat les i

t La qualité de l'intervention ainsi que les besoins di
  thel: a di

ont aecarats, Le type €

rene ent été tatrencne établis

ILTAT: Le choix du site et Le concept architectural qui réunit une rénovation sur un

atten ancien une construction ne émoig: a majeure de créer un

milieu da vie répondant aux différents besoin des pa

csdr vie familial: enracinement dans iecommunauté; communautaire en

nine e sem onomie ~“manne:renee de

sécurité ot besoin de Liberté; silence - esuui Lena communication

Fuue quotidienne:

incadrement médical Léger; activités récréatives et artistiques.

yvalant pour recevoir +1 personnes atteintes.

ns et des activités permet de répondre à

une mixité de clientèle à différentes étapss de La maladie

COMPREHENSIVE SOCIAL SERVICE HIV RETROVIRUS PROGRAM AT
CeeeCENTER, WASHINGION, D.C.

Work Service and the Walter Reed
States of America.

M.E.P.74

Retrovirus Research Group, Washington, D.C., United States

To and

 

M E P 76 DESCRIPTION ET ÉVALUATION DU SERVICE TELEPHONIQUE inrégné
—_e ROVI E QUEBEC POUR LE SIDA ET LES AUTRE:

Deva Benans) Bédard, N.*; Fortin, C.*. Antdeecher-
‘che clinique sur le traitement du SIDA, Centre hospitalier de l'Université
Laval, Québec, Cannai ntre
(CRSSS 03), Québec, Cani

Objectif. Analyser ie fonctionnement d'un système téléphonique provincial
pour les MTS“SIDA intégré a un gris général d'informations sur la santé.

19On a mis sur pied en septembr 87, un service téléphonique de rensei-
gnements sur les mal:adies traneniseibles sexuellement (MTS) qui fonctionne
24 heures par jour par se service est bilingue cces-

 

ne:
santé permet d'améliorer beau volume d'appels
autorise une permanence continuelle qui serait trop onéreuse autrement.
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Education (partie 1)
Education (Part 1)
T. E.P.1 REPORTED LIKELIHOOD OF SEXUAL ACTIVITIES WITH A NEW PARTNER

IN A SURVEY OF BAR PATRONS INA gay COMMUNITY.
Martin, Dav » Edwa je and Geiger

*UCLA School of Medicine, Harbor-UCLA Medical center,garer, "California,
**AIDS Intervention Project, Long Beach, California

Objective: To survey current sexual activities to determine current and
s of the local gay community.

bar patrons, request

a new er
g new sexualpar ers at bars. The. Most res d meetin

haviorsmere rated relatively unlikelywith condoms and likely
without condoms: tual mas’sturbationsant sex, and insertive oral

relatively,likei
receptive

exerted no effect on reported likelihood of any behavior, but seropositive men
r insertive anal

 Conclusioi ay report significant changes in thelrsexual behavior that
ppear to substantially reduce the IV transmission. The i

likelthood of unprotected oral sex in the absence of definitive information
regarding its risk suggests that research on the associated reasons for and
the risks of this behavior is need

T E P 3 ADAPTATION OF SAFER-SEX WORKSHOPS FOR GAY AND BISEXUAL MEN
ns IN BARCELONA, SPAIN

hohlfei ler, Daniel A.*; * Frutchey, C.##; de Blai, R.***; Procup
ARRRS, ( teretepe of California, Berkeley, USA; **San Francisco AIDS Foun-

la Salut, Barcelona; #atRAIDS Program, Generalitat dedations***Gais
cetalunya, Barcelonaa, Spain.

Objecti To adapt, conduct and evaluate workshops, originally designed to

promote Fehavior and norm change in U.S. gay and bisexual men, for use in
Rarcesona, Spain

: Gays for Health, a Barcelona community-based organization,oon
these workshops in December, 1988, with U.S. and Barcelona facili
Publicity was distributed to gay bars, bath houses, bookstores, snd through

4 31 men attended the two pilot workshops. 89% agreed that the work~
re comfortable talking about safersex: 79% agreed

nd of the

nl
adaptable for use in another; 2) Recording participants * responses provides
an excellent source of information on knowledge, attitudes and behavior of
‘the target population

AIDS paral USING COMMUNITY TELEVISION TO REACH GAYTPS ASE
Sobota, Michael,MTS Committee of Thunder Bay, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada

Objective: To deliver education0 about AIDS, particularly about safer sex
practices,
Methods: eCtilizing publics comunity television wnich included negotiations
with television station management, training o eer technicia
support staff, designing individual programs content, format, gue
taping and airing programs includin on-air phone in sessifons
Results: AIDS education programs tied on ubiic community television from
October 1988 through April, 1989. Written feedback[correspondence] and
irect ci om phone-in programs indicate viewer interest and positive

res onse.. ome controversy concerning language and content with resulting
intervention of public oofficials. Conflict resolved in favour of progra

ire:
unity “television is animportantt media to access difficult

ted.populations. Community television can be utiliz
t if there is a Vols eer pool available. Communnity

television ralliesvolunteers.from within the gay and lesbian community
if they see the project to have real and specific benefit to their
borthers and sisters.

Le SIDA, la société et le comportement
AIDS,Society and Behaviour

antwon3ION ACTIVITIES TARGETING HOMO-AND BISEXUAL MEN

Lean AIDS-Hilfe e.V., Nestorstr.8-S
eeSert FeTarioe

The main objective is thefight against the spread of HIV-
0 5. Methods: Homo- and bisexual men are extensively it
Tir“collective and individual identity is strenghtened. Lifestyles
and sexual behaviour are accep’ as there is little intervention
a considerable prevention i

it through existing structures within the gey sub-culture.
One-way media as well of ft

an

T.E.P.2

Ob: jective

selves to give
Speci: problems andppersonal fears are individually treated and anony-
mously discussed = public. work is by publicrelations.
Results: The BEHAVIOUR OF GAY MEN UNDERstud)

AIDS”“ten in i988 as well as2 follow-up study
the decrease of rectal gonorrhoea) show

proved that similar results can be achieved by means of offical measures.

T.E.P.4 SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON AIDS IN ZAIRE AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR PROGRAM PLANNING

Lusekulir® N *, Yoore,Melinda, *,**, Massig
Bertrand WE *,**, Keshola TD +
+ Zaire School of Public Health, Kinshasa, Zaire
++ Tulene triverestre SA

termine sources É
Zaire and desired sources of communication for the futu

Tvo populetionawere eurveyed during 1987--1988:"3500
health workere (HW) of all levels. thro 2

SE *,++,

information on ATDS in

 

materials (29-36%), television (TV, Uuree: (13%) and

discussions (10%). For ES, mources ver radio (51%), TV
Atten materials (11-25 and discussions re

mass media and vritten materiale are preferred
ourses cust in ru: .

mass media and vritten materials are preferred by

while their femal spouses pre fa
na on. The PTE language for is

overvhel ingly French; am a employees prefer
French, and f
in Kinshasa.

ong
enale spouses prefer Lingala, the local lenguage

AIDS education programs should specifically
consider the setting (u ral) and the audience (HW, ley
population), including different etretegies according to sex,
educational level, profession and language preference.

T.E.P.6 LES EFFETS D'UNE CAMPAGNE GRAND PUBLIC SUR LES
HOMOSEXUELS FRANÇAIS

‘Michael Pollak*, Pierre Boisson**, *CNRS, GSPM; **Gai Pied Hebdo, Paris, France.

Objectif. Evaiuer les effets de ia campagne télévisée "Le SIDA,il ne passera pas par
To(1987) sur itud P françai

Méthode. Sondage par questionnaire (n=l 550) inséré dans une revue homosexuelle.

Résultats. Bien qu'elle ait réussi à capter l'attention des gais (78% se souviennent du

autres" plutôt que pourles gals. Lesmoins deDanssont les seuls quigeai

campagnesentilesdespopulaires. "

Lenclusion. Pour avoir un effet incitateur important surleles homosexuels, la campagne
Teeinte versie n message trop timide. ampagnes

niariventreà toucher les|homosexuels des classesse,Laprévention devra
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T.E.P.7 anne SURVEY OF AIDS KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND

HAVIORS IN SAN FRANCISCO'S BLACK COMMUNITIES
ED, “A-Houston--teaiten DMH,* D.Tayior HPH,* G.Lemp PhD,** G.Rutherford MD ,**
{Polaris R&D, **Department of Publ Health, San Franctsco, CA. USA)

Objective To obtain dat: AIDS attitudes, and risk behaviors i b
Black lati d baseli
Methods. A door-to-door survey was conducted with a taadomly selected population
based samplerot 350 aduit Black residents.

. The Percentage of respondents with sexuai partners who had been diagnosed
with AIDS or ARC increased from less than 05% to 4.9%. The percentage reporting
sexual partners5whewere IVDUs increased from5.2%in the baseline survey to 7.56%

7.1% to 109%. The
perrentage of1vDU Pecdle sharers remained stable; 4.3% iin 1987 and 4.9% in late
1988.
higher aumberof sexual partners than homosexuals. Heterosexuats reported the
lowest number of partners. Homosexual me ceporting|recent participation in both
protected and unprotected anal intercourse (15% ) was disproportionately larger than
their representation in the sample (35%). However.11% of maie‘sad 10% of female

h. Bisexuals were
more likely ‘haa heterosexual:
Con AIDS and ARC may teierVisibleiintheBlack community. Risk
jevelsremain high w
HIV asa result of theirhigh umber of partners,“useeofcrack:and other drugs during
 

T.E.P.9

 

T.E.P.11 DEVELOPMENT OF A UNIQUE AIDS CONSORTIUM CENTER TO ADDRESS
LF. HIV/AIDS IN THE MINORITY COMMUNITY IN THE U.S.

Rudolph E.*; Haynes, A.*; Griffith, Pot
#Horehouse School of tlanta, Georgia, series R. Drew tntversity of
Medicine and Science, Les|angeles, California, Ü.S.  

Minorities constitute 42% of the total 82,764 cumulative AIDS cases reported by the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control inearly January 1989. This1aabroportionate

HIV/AID: s has resulted in the need more culturally

dent
Because of lack of adequate resources and research infrastructure, no singleSninority

Hinesneeds,
ist.ing 0 ‘oup of sinority

schools which will together form an to especiagiy|address and coord:
intensive prevention and research act:tivitiesalued at reducing ¢the incidence, morbidity
and mortaality of HIV/AIDS in Blacks and other minoriti

8. A consortium of seven (7) predominantly blackschools daciuding schools of
satinneszppnarmacy and veterinary medicine joined to plan and pool expertise necessary
for a: center.

Routesne sc rought to the consortium its mette in the areas

prevention, ba:sieand clinica“Tesesrch, and case management. An agreed po structure
Try out these act:tivities.

nPlanned with «a program developed to
+ 2) Drug development» 3) Clinical

ue

commnity.

848

Effective Safe Sex Discussion GroupsT.E.P.8

Bill Rowe, D.S.W, Department of Social Work
W.0.King's College

 

Clarence Crossman, M.A. Aids Committee of
London, Ontario

William Fisher, Ph.D Department of Psychology.
University of Western Ontario

Objective: To develop a safe sex discussion group for gay
men that increases their skill in negotiat ing safe sex
encounters and exiting unsafe situati

Method: Participants were pre and post tested in videotaped
role plays where they were presented with the task of
negotiating a safe sex encounter and exiting an unsafe sex
Situation The excerpts were rated for evidence of skill.

Results: The results along with other measures indicated
that the participants Jevel of skill increased after the
group intervention. The group format and program are
described in detail.

COMMUNITY BASED AIDS PREVENTION AND BDUCATION:
LINKING RESEARCH, ïRESOURCES AND COMMU!

, Lefk , Barre:
Belville, R. Mount Sinai§Schoolofof Medicine NYC. NY, USA.

Obiective: This palper presents the results of an assessment of the state of community

based AIDS prevention programs. Ameis drawn for the development of an
infrastructure to link these grass-roo toa strategically located center.

assessment focused on ‘the local community which MountSinai serves and the
broader cosmopolitan research community toto whichieis strongly linked. The data gathered
were drawn from extensive interviews,liteliterature ws, and the identification and
annotation of key programs, reso networks.

: Muititudes of diffuse grass- sandagencies have developed around
isolatio: ut building into the program a

uation component. Most lack therene required to
assessment and incorporation of new preveation knowledge into existing p:programs.

rovides discrete population-based cas
us regated ad , This blueprintacknowledge

the crucial role of the gatekeeper and builds ‘it itinto the structure. The oi tional

iews, consens ati goal model replicates, in mi ,
the strategy suggested by the AIDS Network which ied to the formation of the National

tion Clearinghouse. Participation in this effort
plicative effs,and the expanded pooled resources ration

would yield. It is strongly urged as a necessary next step in the development ofa
eaningful approach to AIDS prevention.

"Funded by the Aaron Diamond Foundatio:

Title: Local Action & Resear
aden, Payley Dentzen, i"3

+ AIBS-INFO, Odense, Densarky t+ The County of Fanen, Densark

T.E.P.12

The effort of vi poster, is : fe nnon how the wellinown Danish National Strategy, ean be converted,

futher developed, planned and in a seall Isiand, mith 500.000 inhabitens, How a Non

‘Governental trganisation and the slant County, eucan work together in neder to change sex habbits and increase the

populations accept of the problems mith AIBS and how it can be prevented

In august of 1985, the formation of AI3S-INFD Funen was started by a sual grew

chay Li

 

of volunteers froa the iocal

ns “Eves sex? ina period of 12 sonth app. 1/2 pill.

opotingesuseat evilith aan intensive use of PR-naterial, to se

if thereswt ayeme inthe condoahalmiteanong risky

The other study, “CondoncosFort* is about the‘ene‘side OF condos, and the wsers experience, showing the

vost detailed re about condous in the

of Fi has established an Al3S-secretariat, who has implesented * tducational en, of AIDS

instructors, Theperety of these instructors is to educate young people, in the age 9 of 14 ~ 25 years,

Within the county, iwes to supply free syringes to drug addicts, and tanidrives irdll to hand out
condoas ti ing then.

  

 

 Tes research stvdies will Me ‘shown, one
vo

 

The conclusion is that the project aust be an ongoing one, which only wil] succerd if the MD's and the county

continues collaborating; ~ uns updated; ~ uses husor and suprise, ia the process of getting knowledge trough to
people and change their behavi:
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T.E.P.18 AN EDUCATIONAL MODULE FOR ARMY UNITS

Schenker Inon. School of Public Health and Commnity
MedicineHebrew University-Hadassah Medical Faculty, Jerusalem,Israel

 

Young man and women who serve inin the armed forces of their countries are an
important target AIDS "Data collected by WO
and the CDC demnstrates clearly that prevalence a of inf

while in #Hhighschool or theamy.
In some cultures amy life is a cataliza: for and drug adventures
that coincide with t and maturity at that age.
Asa itarian institute (sociology) in the posi
con! infection by gatory in its units.in

liaboration with the Israeli Defence Forces Corps, a spec: edu-
cat AIDS developed. It was named
AIDS".

for women andfor men.Barriers ©:

T.E.P.15 EFFECTIVENESS OF FEAR APPEALS IN AIDS-EDUGATION
POSTERS: COMPARISON BY RACE/ETHNICITY, AGE, Al

RIN THREE POPULATIONS
Rhodes,Fen: Wolitski, R. J. and Arguelles, L.
AIDS Research & Education Project, California Stata University, Long Beach, CA, USA

Qbiective. To investigate the effectiveness of fear appeals in Al

sevel
effectiveness in motivating people b use
lated experimentally to achieve high and low levels atecommununicated personal
ity and behavioral response efficacy. Subjects were 310 Black, White, Hispanic,
Asian community residents, college students, and intravenous-drug users (IVDUs).

ar level of experimental posters was positively related
ivating use condoms and to

personal vuinerability of poster , and their interactions with , were also
nificant (p < .05) but accounted for rei little tre: nt variance In

the Age, r, race/ethnicity, membership were
fou: mediate reactions to high- versus one posters to au a small degree.
Conclusion. Findings confirm previous re: supporting the effectiveness of fear
appealsin persuasivehealth communimcaloreandsuggest at fearoented posters may

appeals in motivating a broad range ofthan positive, non-threatening
inelviduais to adopt AIDS risk-reduction practices.

PROMOTION OF HIV PREVENTION OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
TARGETING FRANSeeeeSOTE TaeONETED STATES

s €
T.E.P.17

Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, U.S.A,

treach activities targeti: intravenous drugteers{fo To im out
users jU) to mplenentthe spread of HIV infection through contaminated
injection paraphernaalia and sexual transmission to partners,

: VDUs are

s in riskbehaviors,programs to IVDUs, as teanuredgrainementsd cl
hi consider Py many commun:andtiees to be essential inese programs are Ci
reaching this hard-to- eachp pulation

CDC has awa:arded dpproxinacely$17.5 million to States and
munic: palitiea for prevention prog targeting is These programs
include activities within dru,er Ereaaement © community-based
organizations (CBO), such as Sounseit testing and Pr

cation,on ©oùtreach prog ther outreach Retivitiesfunded
CDC include c: agofchodemonstration” projects and the U.$. e of

f Cl onyon addition n FY 1989 the CD aeeprovide
£ DE tom:  GBOs to conduct health education and

risk reduction. settles "Spc.es. atemat: cally reviewed outreach
8 in a to design an outreach prototypenet ean be

o enhance overall effectiveness. uthors
e ÉrOtotyee and findings from the Feview.

funding and prov: sion of t cal assistance, CDC -
colla! tion with Statesand local health departments. national and

community-based organizations - has promoted the implementation of HIV
prevention outreac activities targeting IVDUa and their sexual
partners. The results of CDC's efforta have been an increase in the
number of ooutreachprograns targeting IVDUs and an increase therefore in
the numbers of IVDUs receiving HIV prevention educat.ion

iedn
used by other programs
will present

T E P. 14 AN ASSESSMENT OF KNOWLEDGE, PERCEIVED RISK AND BELIEFS ABOUT
ns PREVENTION STATEGTES AMONG NEW YORK STATE RESIDENTS

Beeker, yn *; Zielinski, M.*; and Holmes s J.*
ubjecc.ve. to assess lee attitudes and beliefs about ‘AIDS in the
(general population of New York State, U.S.A.

msored AIDS prevention project,Methods. As f a CDC-sponsi a random digit
dial telephone survey of NevYork State adults (N=1117) was conducted between

and Se 1988. vere adopted|from the 1987 NationaSurvey items
‘ow (1987) or©developed by tl

‘Results. The representative sample included 1%“spanics and 142% blacks and
was evenly divided between males and females, single and married, with a mean
are0ofos At tease 90% of the sample correctly responded to "basic" ques-

85% discounted the

le,
sible cheovgh donatingorzreceiving ood, i

. While e is correctly reserrés y 907
ti e-thir

edge of casual franmnission

ampaigns in New York State must address misinforna
contact transmission and provide clear messages about ¢

ineffectiveness of diaphragms and spermicides without condoms as barriers to

Ye.

T.E.P.16 COMPUTER-ASSISTED HIVaneIvDUs

* Spectrum House W boro MA 01581; ** Trinity College, Hartford,inc, ‘esti ty BC.

CT 06106, U.5.A.

 

 

Objectives: Te develop and evaluate a modular pilot program for TVDUsusing computer-aided:
instruction CAess Ce edacte system devel (Teacher Student Supron
System), aMi -t st re t Trinity Coll

tal comput expertise. |
Neth £ entalbig 

modules include 5 a simple
and IVDUSs;ue

ofmet an urbanclinic.Clinic. Program
insttionalmodule;er2)2ove deacrbangHIV,“HIVeentd

utilizationinformation for evaluation purposes. is CAI application. Staff have b
yn.

trained in sing the modules. ules onprotective behaviors have been completed, piloted,
and evalumedby 57 1VDUs. Asreponcdtn lentsaafacton
 

 

 

 

‘action surveys, interestin HIV
HIV

forced compliance. — : seh FTV
Objectives shows great promise. first time it is possible to en dia“based instructional ap hes which pt g ac afth

learner.

T.E.P.18 MARRIED HOMOSEXUAL AND BISEXUAL MEN - THE DEVELOPMENT
OF resEDUCATION STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES FOR HEALTHCARE
ROFESSIONALS.

John # ducation and Liaison Office
Gay and MaiirriedMen's Association, Melbourne, Victo

Australia. Curriculum Consultant, Ministry of Education,

Victoria, Australia

Objective. To present the range of strategies ©employed and resour
developed to assist and Workers to make contact
with and educate married homosexual and bisexual

d their needs,

pecific counselling and
education strategies have been developed as a result o: s information

een presented in a number of formats to assist Healthcare

Professionals an rkers,
esults. The development of a resource kits entitled - Married
Homosexu Bisexual Men and their Partners:'Resource Kit for Health-
care Workers'; ‘Workshop Kit for Facilitators,* a poster -

ples and Bisexual Men,‘ and pam)

insspecial Information

“ans Speciet

for Bisexual Men
cussion.

Professionals. Requests
including the Australian College

Conclusion. Application of current research assists in the d
relevant resources for specific target groups and their support, providers.

over Australia
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T.E.P.19 BLOOD DONORS AT RISK

JF THE BLOOD SUPPLY

an Der Poel, Cees*; Reesink,H*. -
“Red Cross lacyBOE Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

DIRECT APPROACH WITH INFORMATION TO
= AIDS INCREASES THE SAFETY O

Objective. To study the effects of more direct approach with information to
bloodpagerisk

 

. i onal information
var for blood , moresérictly ince July 1988

rente cating non-involvement in high-risk activities, was

required. Rat £ withdrawal of high-risk End donors, relatted to donation
pistory:riskfactors andand gender were compared, before and
introduc: £ the new approaches in information.
Results.

# donors thdrawals p value done p value
tested for HIV risk t donors

iod n (8) nar
est 80,498 Ter (0.2) 83 (52)
ntroduction new information leafle
1988 (do,FaFeb.MaMar) 19,663 96 (0.5) <0.001 54 (56)

PM,Jun) 19,811 30 (0.2) 11 (37)
Ineroaen
1988 (Jul-Dec) 27,310 102 (0.4) <0.001 85 (83) <0.002

Concliusions. After the new approaches: asificant increase of withdrawal
ofbeingisnt doners was ob: ve proportion of repeat donorsserved,

ig Significantly higher after implantation of informed con:

T E P 21 KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE & PRACTICE (RAF) OF SELECTED
set u POPULATION GROUPS TOWARDS THE DISEASE AIDS

Adam,LenEn, Yeneabat A.*, Fekadu D.*, Yecob £.,
Helins At, Mulsi.T.*, «et all

Dept. of Community Wealth Faculty of Medicine, Addie Ababa University, Ethiooia

OBJECTIVE: Folleving«.ire scale progranse of inforsation diesemination on A1DS, s RAP surveyverSendaucted to ees
sroupe ad tide.

and compare perceptions and attitude formation of ditterene|population
le town in Ethiopia.

: On the basis of verinus roles in tihe community, teachera, etudents, health workers end
Fates were randomly

tes
salectsd and intervieued using structured and pre-tested questionnarle.

 ueSt ainternation on AIDS reachedMetsooa the Population papes no to information

combination of Radio, Tele: she ie best media

 

eapect ate js coflsboration snd
participetion in contro} programmes including Volumesary * petorateory test was very high and
wcouraging (95.12). Behavioral changes (modified seul scltvityafter being tnforned on
AIDS vasreported orausgroups studied, toe high (46.8%) among teachers and low (19.27)

stitutes, nising sexual partners vas the cathe’ oechoice (63.73) by those who
Condon was surprisingly indicated in only 3.52 of then,   available media is superior then anyone alone. Teachers are

bsterorst change|noieee then bealth vorkers. Careful aszesenent of
people Preventive should be considered enpl
rather éhan djacriminate henlth education. Behavioral chonge (sexual) among prostitutes is
walikely with health education alone, but may require additional effort to change their wa;
of life.

T.E.P.23 LA PREVENTION DU SIDA
REALISATION ET EVALUATION DANS L'OCEAN INDIEN

JRmien"DDUFFAUD Bernard, PROVANSAL Pstrick
on Réunionneise Prévention SIDA-Réunion Frence

B.P, 1232 ~ 97496 STDENIS CEDEX (la Réunion)

Ce travail a été effectué dens le cadre essocietif de 1'ARsre
LesEnter|inter:se‘ane mie en évidence l'urgence de 1 vention dens

ellemant épsrgnée. Ls diffusion Ps Tinrowmetton
pouvant stenlifiee ul rspidement que celle d'une M.S.T.
Le but est de fi les releie d'information dens différents groupes afin
de respecter la piurelité ethnique, socio-cultruelle, présence inportante
dans les îles de atructures asaocis'tivese diverses” cael
Cette formation tiendre conpte dea difitférencesà

propri fle, Elis
eborden scquis, l'éthique, et i Teoueil de t sages
ceux de sujete séroponitifs ou etteints de SIDA maledie. Elle abo: le
thème des croyances 6! rtemente fece & l'utilisation du prprideetir.
Ceci permettre de le promuvole fonction des résuitets obtenus (contraceptif,
nes de efficsce, gadget...)

obL réinsertion psycho-saciele de personnes stteintes dons une
tre île" cere soulevé.
Une évelustion de ces différentes formations de reilsiz et de leur impeet sur

l‘individu sere mis en plece fonction des possibilités loceles.
Mots clefa : Oceani, Association, personne] de Sentdé, formation, Evelustion.
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T.E.P.20
EVALUATION OF THE AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAMME IN N.S.W. PRISONS, AUSTRALIA.

Lisa Conolly; Potter, F. N,5.W. Department of Corrective Services, Sydney, Australia.

pire. ToevalTo evaluate the AIDS education programe in N.S.W. prisons which aimsaims to disseminate AIDS
ormation, teach prevention Strategies and prepare prisoners and staff for the implementation cf

palicy hs (ak 25he integration of HV poaitive mat).
vrei ede eAed am eamies of Prisonersfron six H.-W. prisons. ‘Their

Knowledgeabout ATS, attitudes to AIS anddrug use and sel. behaviour were assessed
semi-structured: De lag en acicen of tsa staff vere also

vith of staff from one N.S.W. gaol.  Tr h a random
Results. pie are staff Level of knowledge about AIIS was poor, but exiuca

fatealgufiomtit Maer teed about AIDS. More prisoners were optimistic that
tqread of AIDS could be stopped inNO cms On oeuf Variety of arguments for

prison AIDS prevention segregat integration of HIV positive
inmates, condoms in prison and clean needles in gaol) were put forward by both staff and prisoners.
Some said they had abandoned drug use or ‘behaviour to
reduce risk of catching AIDS. , Other to engage in behaviour

Pressiderpreamp BrenGe onlpeta fine ee aetna the
relationship between prisoners’ Imowledge, attitudes and behaviour which will need testing in future

T.E.P.22 CIS-AIDS ZAGREB: TEARS"BX enauaRY SERVICE - TWO
, EXPER

tovac Petar*4 Lang S."", Svjetilëté M* » Stritof
M.*, Baklaié Se

Jzagreb Institute of Public Health, Zagreb, Yugoslav
*ciity Committee for Health and Welfaare, Zagreb, Yogoclavia

Objective. Yugoslavia belongs to a group of countries with the
owest cumulative number of AIDS eases (65 AI eases as of 23rd

Dec. 1988), The AIDS help-line in Zagreb

or an equal
from the telephone line educational activities are also condue-
haps the CIS-AIDS (Center for Information and Education on
AID

nication with related institutions and offe a comprehensive
Public health workers daily an-

sons belonging to any of
viour groups or otherwise.potentially exposed to HIV

Conclusion. Through adequate information and advice HIV infection
S$ losing the connotation of social stigma. The activity of CIS-

AIDS represents a new form of health promotion in Zagreb.

ESSAI D'UN DIDACTICIEL EN PREVENTION DU SIDA/MTS AUPRES
D’ADOLESCENTS.T.E.P.24
Cloutier, Richard. Département de santé communautaire,

Hpital Général de Montréal; Montréal, Québec, Canada.

Objectif. Développer un logicielé4Saucatit interactif enen prévention du SIDA
et des MIS et l'évaluer dang e auprès d'élèves de 15 à 17 ans.
Méthodes. Un logiciel éducatifs1es MTS, c'est facile à éviter", a été
construit et mis à l'essaiquestionire apeleawnpoete Le program

i 1

des
est possible etpermet a

intervenant iques SEE,
Résultats. Avec un {Destionnaire de ype Stapel (1 à 5), il à été démontré
que lea élèves lelogicieltrès valable (4,6/5), très initéres-

(4,1) et assez plaisant (4,2).
lement apprécient davantage le

Les recueillis souli-
Pour la Bahiad'utilisation, l'aspect interactif du logi

ciel, 1'individualisation enseignement et le respect de
Conclusion. La détermination d'une cote personnelle© du risque de
une MIS et ‘la possibilité d'analyser les données des élèves
programme sont des +. Ce logiciel est
un outil novateur et utile pour la réalisation d'activités éducatives sur le
SIDA et les MIS auprés des adoleacents.
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LIVE BEYOND YOUR LIMITS

,Nassaney: Louie* Kolb, Glen:
© . Hay Educational Institute

Santa Monica, Ca. S.A

T.E.P.25

Objective. To describe how Louie Nassaney has combined
meatealy holistic, and attitudinal techniques to survive
AIDS for over six years
Met!thods. In addition to ‘medical therapies which h
included AZT and Interferon, Mr. Na has also.en loyed
alternative techniges such as vitamins, nuitrition, meditation,
visualization, posative affirmation, and self-love to surviv

during this time.
Results. Mr. Nassaney has not been ill during this period
due to an HIV-related cause. The quality of life has vastly

is.
Conclusion. Medical and alternative techniques combined with
loving the self have affected well-being and survival.

T.E.P.27

Ministery of Health.-Spain.

THOSE AFFECTED BY AIDS TREATED AS OUTSIDERS; CONSEQUENCE
RMA’OF MISINFORMATION.

C do, A.; Conde, F., Arredondo, C.¥, Gil, £.*,

Objective. The strategy of information based on the relationship of AIDS=

Death, the aifusion of the concept of groups at risk... has led to the

creation of a stereotype of AIDS whose extremely negative social conse-
quences lead to social segregation of the collective social groups suscep-

tible to becoming affected, and to the nihilism and fatalism of those who
suffer it.
Conclusion. It is absolutely necessary to change this one way communication

encourages uncertainty and fear, for a double communication code
that simultancouslydefines the healthy stages of the syndrome on one hand,

the individual and collective behaviour that the
individual nieraas well the non-carrier should adopt at each stage

of the illness.

T.E.P.29 THE MALE COUPLE: A CASE STUDY
Krueckl, Judy Social Work Department, St. Paul's Hospital
Valmcouver, British Columbia, Canada

Reliable social science research indicates that over 50% of
o five years.

gay men mai

Other studies

c 4
tutionalized, social, and int: Gay nale
lack Legal and religious sanctions and are often unsupported by the Partners!
mi

is presentation will discues the impac a diagnosis of HIV infection/
their relationship.

disclosure
rs, resurgence of int: ® " ® a o

s

3 5

sexual and physical intimacy, depression, financial problems, dementia and a
suicide attempt.

onflict between the couple and the PWA’s mother accelerated. Excerpt
from an audio tape sent by
hostility, and homophobi.

This case stadivlustrated the mul
the couple, and how they wa:

vith a diagnosis of De.

the PWA's mother pepe depicted her anger,

8 lo
1 challenges endured by

naged to wsintain their relationship when faced

T E P 26 EVALUATION OF THE ITALIAN NATIONAL AIDS INFORMATION

omnia CAMPAIGN.

MarascaGiuseppe”, Bonvini v*, Greco D, Piazzoli mM, Zampjgri A.
Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy, Abacus, Milano, Italy, A.Testa, Roma, Italy.

Obiectives. To determine knowledge and beliefs about HIV transmission and prevention; to
determine theimpact of the national AIDS information campaign.

. À random sample of the general tion of Italy was selected us
sampling procedure. The sample was selectedin order to
popuiation for: sex, age groups, population , and
was and within each of2, subjects were
tellephone directories. “Interviews were carried out by phone in the evening, using a structtered

{ransmission, prevention, risk categories and
two stages, omy in July 1988 before the

using a multistage

Results. 2, ly in Los and refusal in

326. À comimplete interview was obtained in 11On5.6%olof attempts) wi
were respectively 2,251 contacts, 1,012 interviews (76.4%

97.
a

red to 53% iin July. 86% knew about the sexual transmission of HIV in October
compared to+in July. Comparable figures for parenteral transmission were 75% and 37%.

tailed analysis will be presented at the Conference.
. Although the low response rate limits the value of the resuits it seems that

Italy thereis a good general knowledge abo.ut AIDS eventhough more efforts should be
mad: area of actual prevention of the spread of the

T.E.P.28 NEEDS OF yeandWie,Ge OF PERSONS WITH AIDS
ison,

nen jealth Dept.; **Families Who Care, Long Beach, CA, USA

Qhlective. To determine the oot and educational needs of family members of adult
male persons with AIDSà(PWAs).

A detalied n ssment questionnaire was designed, pre-tested, and
aciminstered to 50 family members. inon, a focus groupot bereaved family

was conducted to identify needs associated nmin:alstagesÀAIDS.
Famember surveyed Included mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, and of adult

needs of the family were related to duration and severity of the

h
w
!
’
A
Y

A's condition. Early in the course of the disease, information on
i prevention, their own risk, treatments, who to teil, and hormosexu-

ality. in the middie period more about communicating with their
rs, how to nurture an adult without Increasing dependency,

what the future heki, behaviors of such moodiness or forgetiuiness,
depression eisre andthelreae). and care resources and skilis. Some aved
caregivers wanted for death,

ment"ot Saligious Issues and conflicts, emotional changes expect,
tunvivor guilt, managing grief, and Getermininghow much information to disclose to
whom. After death, a major con: of a significant portion of famities most
srtoctivelytotAIDS; others wished to at from involvement in AIDS. Need for
family ‘and sod! occurred throughout ho process.

en order to most effectively serve their needs, programs targeting family
rs should be tailored to the stage of HIV infection in which their relative with

currently finds biimsetf.

T. E.P.30 ans PREVENTION AS COMMUNITY INTERVENTION
~witz, V. ; Juvall, T; Sennerfeidt, P. and

wsStockhoim Youth Prevention Project, Stockholm, Sweden

Background: Behavioral’ change requiers not only information
but possibilities to integrate the information through

and adults. Stockholm county
round 250.000 teenagers.

ges To make adults who meet teenagers in their
everyday life as professionals, privately or as volunteers
prepared to discuss andgive information on sex and
relationships, STD and AI

Method: Through using the existing infrastructure, massive
outreach was ee _Partnerships were formed
with loca oject offered
training, service, support and follow up. During 2 y
3.50 ople were trained: teachers, schoolnurses, youth
leaders, priests, social workers, PTA-

Results: 98% of all schools for 13-20 year olds have sex-
education including info on STD and AIDS. Numerouus youth

relationships. New youth clinics are established. Local plans
are being developped.
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T.E.P.31 mreroviebidendc: Attitudes towards public preven- T.E.P.32 ADS in Barbados
in the Norwegian population. J. Rise Prof. E. R. Walrond, Chairman, National Advisory Committee ontoeKraft, National Institute of Public Health, AIDS, Barbados

__

’ ‘ ¥Kwa’
Several public preventive Measures have been debated in Norway adn order to at the hiv-epidemic: Coercion against the so- CarneT9Là nepsppependent 50-000othe LeeTonseencalled r18k=groups and hiv-infected persons, different hiv-anti-
body testing decorerevelation of the widentity of hiv
persons, and regulati

1100 No: dans aged and above. A factor analys produced
three attitudinal dimensions which y be denoted: "Prohib
ion", "C on", and "Test “. The “Prohibition" dime n

was strongest and explained 24.6% of the variance, the "Coercior
nsions explained each 5.1% of t vi

ance, g ne ive against
Measures and most positive towards testing measures. The ee
dimensions subse ntly served as dependent variables {Alpha=
-60)in a multivariate »_ Age, knowledge, political pre
rence gnd rry about infection re stronges -

dictors (R¢= conclusion, the results indicate that

hiv-measures i impinging upon the reli-
gious-moralistic axis as empiricallyobserved in Norwegian
po

Politiques sociales
Soclai Policy
T E P 33 aTRCEOR IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FIVE
omens seKaen. S PROCESS AND STGNTFICAMT5FINDINGS

are. LasJonsph; Re nn, C.,M.P.H.*,*AIDS Institute,New York
State Department= featAlbany,New¥York, U.S.A.

Sbiective.To describe the process that allowed New York State to incorporate

ommunity analysis of AIDS related problems in the Governor's Five Year Plan
on AIDS andto summarize significant recommendations.
petheds.A series of nine Roundtable |discussionswere held with health and
huma: rvice providers,advocac
persons“uith HIV infection. Roundta’
related dssues, prioritizing those

Results.A

 
 

ples were chasse with identifying &\
ng Tiissues and then devaisopi vanendattons.

d

 

of eighty recommendations emerged from the Roundtabl
proces: ficant outc as that separate roundtables often developed
imilar recounendations, thereby strengthening these proposals.Included among

enda erezto i a

diffeerentpopulations, provide services to neeweeiee and refine
educational mamateriale with the targeted commun:
© information and clinical trials and identitysources of sleernate levels

re
m.The roundtable discussions were a useful means of tdenkifyinis

ies and proposing specific recommendations,State a: ney planners

ble insight into "frontline" needa,and community represencatives
expressed satisfaction with the dialogue that was established.

T E.P.35 ASRINIST VIEW OF AIDS:BiseasIMPLICATIONS OF THE

Group on nm and

AIDS and The Moore Clinic, Johns honkingHospitel Balcieere,

MD, USA

Many policy decisions affecting HIV positive women in the US
infor explicit princi: ove: Pp

which obtain to wome: ifically and differently fron nen

may not consciously available t: icy 8. Them

decisions result in pr tion strategics with fimit
likeli of s ss: i. Oa which mi
previously unsuccessful campaigns like many current efforts

the rate of teen p: 8 y

have widespread implications for gender definition, sexual

auto: reproductive choi
infection as well ae wone: 0 use
{ca a frequent! xy for ride:tx te‘rence

of known behavior) dispreportionately x

impact. Nor’ ican feminist analysis provi awer k
to rstand these underiving principiean evaluate their

policy iaplications tt tilizins er

ike owerkent may provide new directions in policy and

preventio

852

400,000 tourist visitors a year, and t
the mainstays of its econo

The first indigenous case of AIDS reported in late 1984, and the
local medical association

ansmission thereafter.
disease is similar to that of the United States.

Aspects of the education programeEr are eeeee messages without
an message of death are described. Evidence is presented that.
the are being remembered, they may have however led high risk
individuals to use the blood donation service to obtainobtain testing free and
without counselling. limited evidence obtained is used to
specific changes in education and practise related to AIDS eiuation, pre-
vention and control.

T.E. P.34 PATIENTS' PREFERENCES FOR LOCUS O E AND FOR ACTIVE
TREATMENT : PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A WOLTI-SITE STUDY
-Mor, Vincent*; Fleishman, J.*; Piett

*Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, “USA.

Objective. To describe preferences of people with AIDS for care at home and
for continuing active treatment in th LC:

thods. Personal 1 t
od Johnson Foundation's AIDS Health Services Program in

We assessed ts’ preferences for home treatment (e.g., at home,
being treated at home, being home with unreliable medical care access) and
for active treatment in the face of severe symptoms (e.g., stant nause:
incontinence, disfigur , e support dependence We red responses
by risk group and by whether the patient had recently been hospita .
A sults. Nearly 90% want to die at h ; % prefer living tone even if

oO living in group quartere; and 63% prefer being hom

to me teal care is mor:¢ complicated fnen getting therapy in a“ro

iPatients’ willingness to endure complications of green freatneae had 3

clusters: common symptoms, which Soest would endure; functional dependence

which 31-41% would take; and lifesupportt devend ne:
which only 8-12% would put up

Sonciusion.
soci and

aestecsivecreatment varies as

erence: Db | 8

uld be considered in program planning.

a function of the anticipated consequences.

T.E.P.36 The Social Correlates of AIDS Bigotry, Causes for
Concern

*

“New York University, New York City, NY, USA
social correlates of AIDSthe bigotry

(negative attitudes towand persons with AIDS) American
citizens and to implications it has for the

of persons with AIDS and policies t with

those designed to
such as mass mailings or television shows)

be best method to use. It is clear that programs must
goed to adiress issuesthat are of concern to the public,

but that program designers and policy makers are well advised to
study just what they mean by "public."
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SEXUAL AND INJECTING RISK BEHAVIOUR AMONGST DRUG"USERSL'INFECTION PAR LE V.LH : ANALYSE DES AXES DE P
T-E-P.57 POLITIQUE DE SANTE DES POUVOIRS PUBLICS (Pr) ENFRANCE. T.E.P.38 IN BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
Annie* Brodin, M5 Aro, C:*; Pasar, B8
“Departement de Sante ‘Publique, Faculte Xavier Bichst, PARIS, **Service de Medecine Sociale,
Hoi SanAntoine,PARIS, FRANCE

ki: Identifier Jes axes de 1apolitique de sante des Pouvoirs Publics (PP) et en reperer ses
forces
Methodes: Tt Jes vexies (2 lois, 5 decrets, 7 arretes,37 circulaires) elabores entre le 20 juin 83 et
Methodsponse a Lepidemie, oot exe examines parpar une methode d'analyse de contenu, basec
sur le schema de communication de Lasswell. Les donnees informationnelles contenues dans les
textes sont analyses selon une grille de lecture, support de ia classification thematique de ces

Rosultais: La production perles PP, des actions de sante en reponse 4 l'epidemie evoluentevoluent selon un
modele J.Mana) : les interventions emises par Jes PP ont augmente d'un
fureur 107 enbe 89 et 88, avec deux plc unen 85 en relaion aver lemisesu Yemarche des tests
de i-VIH et un en 88 en relation avec services mis en pour
promouvoir l'acces au test (T) et a l'information (1).
L'asabesde tendace ds programmesde le Go Le VIE en mesd'ions (UD,monte

que : depuis le debut de l'epidemie, 23,3% des Ul (soit 220U1/944) sont
Preventives(MP).20,20.7%See au T, 16,9% a l'information, 7%% a la Formationdes
professionnels. les actions sont domineea par les MP sur dons de sang, en 86 par la

Tpldmiclogige
3 ayant participe a la gestiondu sida appartiennent au ministere de la sante

5

sante publi’:Elle reste a comparer les politiques des autres pays europeens, afin d’en Pere Les
et agir en consequence.

 T.E.P.39 HOSPITAL
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CampbatlScott”; Wilenbring, K." and Henry, K."f.
icine, St. i St. Paul

Minnesota, U.S.A.

Objective, il a@tthudes, and behaviors

Mathada. In September ind administrators at a

455-b AIDS.

attitudes, behaviors, homophobia, and homosexual bias.

Baauts The two groups
¥.

hehe DS pati 070). |
AIDS- 001)

patients (p .066), 001), 093) than the

145 females.

‘Conclusion. as might
be expected, ie ‘los tf ie

In spite of a hig!

AIDS patients. Those who
deliver AIDS nis

programs are developed.

T E P 41 DEVELOPING LONG-RANGE AIDS PLANS IN NEW YORK CITY AND
seers 0

Udall,ete M.*; Rautenberg, E.L.**; Rutherford, G.W.*;
Baker, M.* FRE
Derent"of Pul hae’ Wealth, San Francisco, CA; **Department of Health,
New York City, » USA

Objective: To compare approaches to and problems with AIDS planning in New
York tis (NYC) and San Francisco (SF).
Methods: We reviewed long-range AIDS plans developed in the su cities in

end c appr

private sector service development. Common problems ware Projecting future
health care costs, accounting for potential rovements in tre
technology, and estimating utilization of proposed services notwcucreatly

easavailable, such as care fo PB: t er stages of dis
supported housing, and eal

3: Both cities are expersencine increased pressure on their AIDS clusion:
health care delivery systems creating competition with other services.
Lo:
community participation and review, and detailed service utilization and

cost data.

Kinnell, Hilary; Griffiths, RK
community Medicine Department, Central Birmingham Health Authority,

UNITED KINGDOM
Background: Birmingham is Britain’s second largest city, but nouno .

source of free sterile injecting equipment is yet open for dr 8. Drug:

treatment agencies claim low levels of injecting amongst users inthe city.
‘Project: Outreach workers initially investigated the extent of injecting

amongst female prostitutes, finding 25% who had either themselvesintected
or had a boyfriend who injected. 190 injecting drug users (male
female, prostitute and non-prostitute) were then interviewed using the same

informal networks as were used to contact prostitutes

Results: In the month prior to tnterview 80% had injected and 50% had
sharedinjecting equipment. 85% had shared in their lifetime. 32% of
males hed shared in prison. 75% claimed to clean their injecting
equipmen but cleaning methods varied greatly. 8% had shared in Scotland

of-since 1983 when HIV is known to have been present in Edinburgh. 34%
females and 6% of males had prostituted. 16% of males and 11% of females

d homosexual contact. Condoms were never used with 70% of recorded
partners. 45% of partners were current or previous injectors.
been HIV tested, but only 8% were tested in Birmingham. Most eveided.local

vices.
) beth sexual and injecting risk behaviour is common amongst

injectors in Birmingham; ii) local testing and treatment centres have
inadequate information relating to HIV and injecting because injectors do

not contact local agencies.

T E P 40 HIV COUNSELING FOR WOMEN POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

RodriguezTrtasy Helen*;Dumois, Ana**;Alexander, Vickit*;

Chavkin, Wendy!
*N.Y.S. Dept. of Health, ‘AIDS INSTITUTE, N.Y., N.¥., **Community Family
Planning Council, N.Y., U.S.A.

Objective. To describe the New York State Department of Health Policies,

and for ndPrograus, procedures on HIV counseling for women and the response of
two types of programe providing family planning and prenatal care services.
Methods. A review of documents, protocols, suggested guidediaes and icy
statements emmanating from the NYS DOH planning and prenatal care services.
Interviews of the Directors and selected staff menbers of

rs of ty based sarvices obtai informati to constraints and
incentives to first su sel and testing in the prog:
Resu. straint
confidentiality, negativeaniact on clientele and lack of knowledge and

lis. Incentives were: realization of risk for clientele served, staff
training and reimbursement for Counseling activities. A perception that
state policies emerge without adequate consultation with program people

was common among providers. As a result a more interactive model is being

Conclusion, Interactive models incorporating providers into Policy and
Program development procesess spur greater program activity

T.E.P.42 FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH WILLINGNESS TO ENTER oe TREATMENT
oe er, R. d Lake,F University of

Washington, fittle, Washington,

Objective. identify Factors|associated with Seattle-area intravenous drug
users’ vei vingness to enter ment.

e of 18.out-of-treatment Intravenous drugusers was
refe

c
variate analysts will be conducted using log

lore than half (57%) of those sampled“indicated that they would be
willing. to enter treatment if a place were available. An additional 9% said
they would be willing to enter treatmen certain conditions were mat (for

e, he form nt vi
cnidcare.were made available). In a preliminary analysis, demographic
characteristics, sociceconomic characteristics, and attitudes aboutPand
experience withree nt were all associated with willingness to enter a

e prereliminary analysis suggests that comeunity heal thoutreachThe|
workers can effectively target certain kinds of intravenous drug u:
encourage entry into available treatnent slots. Recruitment of others hey

S le ma: de and
centralization of the current treatment intake system, offering of on-site

d care, and integration of vocational programs with treatment offerings.
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T.E.P.43 Current edof Inpatient Aicoho} and Drug Treatment
Services in a Cohor ad IV Drug Use

Solomon, Liza, Frank + Vlehov len Cohn, S.
The ALIVE Study. The "Jenne Hopkins Universitybaltimore 10.

USA.

Objective. To determine the current utilization of inpatient drug an

alcohol treatment services in a cohort of high risk IV drug users (IVDUe)

Method A coho: Us, recrui y community 0 ach, were enrolled
in a longitudinal etudy of HIV infection. Parti antewere ried con-
cerning their utilization of inpatient drug or alcohol treatment servicea

within the prior aix months. Utilization of aervices was correlated with

Results. Among the group of 305 respondents, 21% were HIV seropositive
(ELISA and WB conf.irmed). Fortyfour (15%) had been an inparesent in a drug

or alcohol detoxification progr: ithin the previous six mo
Four (9%) of those in drug or alcohol treatment, versus 59 ‘aenot in

treatment were seropositive (p <.05).
Conclusion. Although based on a self-selected ‘cohort, these data indicate
that the majority of individuals currently in inpatient detoxification are

seronegative and suggest: t prevalence estimates derived froa inpatie:

samples may have underestinated true prevalence. Also, of additional con
cern, HIV positive IVDUs way not be receiving needed drug treatment

 

JERSEY'S EMERGENCY RETROVIR REIMAURSEMENT PROGRAM - EVALUATION OF TIS

life was
Frogems was compared to 5153 persons on the State

demographic profiles of the two sample groups were fairly well-metched.
Fowever, analeralyss identified à re fr father are to black males, who were under-
represented in the AZT population as compared to the State AIDSAIDS Registry. Thissnxly also
Presentsan analysis from a broad public policypolicy perspective that comlements existing medical

i 718 of
study period, compared to 36% fran the State AIDS Registry
these progams.

REGENT CHANGES IN SEXUALBEHAVIOR AMONG eeIN LOS ANGELES
Freeman .* Lewis, K.,* Corey, C.*

University of californiaat Los Angeles, Los Angeles,
qeniifornia, U.S

Objective: assess the changes in sexual behavior among homosexual
and hecerowenal|men in Los Angeles over a 2-year period.

Random

T.E.P.47

ei aced to
esidences; men ages o be interviewed. Househotas in

census tracts with higher tl
oversampled. Results are weighted to

ni f sexual partners, and other

tisk-related behaviors, were gathered for 2 time frames: the past 2 years
and the past 3 m

Significant differences are found between homosexual and
eteros of partners and Pre ence of other

tisk-related behaviors (over half the homose: the study reported
tners in the Past2"yearsciate 1988),

behaviorwwas significantly reduced
for bot! t 3 months (March-June 1288)>j2ithough a higher
percentage of homosexual menn ransinad highly sexually ac
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T E P 44 THE SOFT UNDERBELLY OF RESEARCH: ADMINISTRATIVE AND COST
ones CHALLENGES IN A STUDY OF HETEROSEXUALHIV TRANSMISSION

Laufer erler, S.; Feingold, L.; and Malayer, Kenneth.

New England Behavioral Health Study (NE:ms) Brown University, Providence
and Memorial Hospital, Pawtucl

Objective. To enroll up © 3000 Pargrosexuel adult volunteers in a cr
i V transmission, and up to 1000 highrisk

prospective cohort study.
inning in early 1988, has involved gepablishing

multiple outreach and referral sites at hospital-based HIV clin comni
service agencies, drug tment facilities, other agencies serv-
ing HIV+ high risk population: Publicity efforts have included Li
announcements for TV and radio, newspaper ads, bri 8, bookmarks and match-

bo Participants are offered free physicals, counseling, HIV testing
which includes p24 antigen and T-helper lymphocyte Screening for HIV+ pe:

sons, and me: 1 end social service referrals, e id

Results. In the st 10 months, 215 people (109 women and 106 have en-
rolled. The effort”required to reach and in a variety of intended high
risk audiences, £ wi do not speak English and man whom a ot

cost-intensive. Developing public rela-
tions has been expensive, requiring creativve, powbudget approaches and reli-
ance on limited br mit: rvice initiativi
Conclusion. Research and voluntary testing programs need extensive resources

or o reach form, and motivate populations arisk for HIV infection,
+ rt pa

maxi ted resources, ove
ei ural barriers to research in general, and to“feel with the anxieties

that people have about HIV testing and research.

T.E.P.46 RELIVE LnRCL EMICIPALEDE LA VILLE DE MONTREAL,

ae re

Objectif: Présenter: La politique municipale de la Ville de Mntréal relative
à la problématique du SIDA,

ntenu: La Ville de Montréal a décidé d'intervenir à l'intérieur des quatre

‘adoption d'une politique qui identi:fie clairement les intentions de
LeVille pe arapportà cescœæs quatre rôles, la Ville entend mettre en oeuvre les
six mesures vantes :
1- préparation et diffusion d‘un progranme d'information pour ses employés;
2- préparation et diffusion de

Loyé:

des ressources aptes à ré-

18 Sincertation des différentesactions entreprises sur
16 territoirede la Ville on aoe de conte ie

T. E P 48 SCIENCE AS A POLITICAL FORCE: THE CASE OF THE

—_ AIDS EPIDEMIC
Human Rights Campaign Fund,

Washington, D.C., "usa

Objective. To draw the lessons of the AIDS crisis for the role
of science and scientists in political life.

+ The atthor -- who has devised political arguments and
strategies for AIDS ies based on scientific advice ~- will
review relevant literature in the hist

- Mos
"scientific," and science has greatly reduced that
most excite human fears -- poverty, violence, and disease --amet

€ understanding of science has not progressed at the
rate. Scientiste are not well represented among pol kers.
nor in the general public. Thus, the average rson, n in
"developed" countries today, often responds to their basic fears
rompaeeson or Pseudoscience, not scientific thinking.

ublic and politica crisis
ople are reluctant or swing

the advice of science on scientific questions -- e.
modes of transmission. Policies may thus be based on an

 

unscientific response “to fear, and may be counterpr: =
not only in addressi the problem at hand, but in developing a
scientific outloo lenges of human societ:

cientists must become moreactively involved in
political lite.and the formulation of policy.
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T.E.P.49 THE REFERENCE AND TRAINING CENTER ON AIDS,SAO PAULG

BRAZIL.

nandes, M, E, L. ;
Bianco,Rosana, Pinto V., Ueda M.
Centro de Referéncia e Treinamento em Aids, Säo Paulo, Brazil.

Teixeira P.R.: Del

Objective: In February 1988 the secretariat of Health, of S&o
Paulo, Brazil creat a reference and Training Center in an 8eas e Ai

the educational and Training UNIT, a day care hospital, an out
pacient clinic, a laborato: T, a Central for hospitals beds
vacancy and a multiprofessional home care uni
Methods: A multiprofessio:mal TEAM with experidence on Aids Since

i of Aids“prevention and Control
e information on Sur

veillance, Education, Pacient car the 62 health regions. Con
sultant s being done to all 62 health regions.
Results: 3.000 patients are followed in average/per month in the

t patient clinic
en patiients from all state are being followed in -75 diffe -
rent heal re units after training.
. 2110 healthcare providers and community leaders were trained
in 1988
Conclusion: The reference and Training Unit Permitted the imple

ntation of the policy Aids Prevention and Control in the Sta-
tePot Säo Paulo.
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T.E.P.51

Katz, Deborah; Feinberg J.; Myer: Gubish, E. D.; AIDS Program,
NatTonal Institute of allergy and’ infcetous DisonsRD) Bethesda,

Maryland, USA

FR
A MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR "TREATMENT INDS*

 
One of the primary goals of the AIDS Program, NIAID, is the rapid transfers
new therapeutic advances from the clinical research setting to the commun
of treating physicians. New federal regulations (6/22/87) defined a
mechanism for access by any licensed U.S. physician to promising

e drugs (INDs) thathave evidence of safety and Provisional
evidence ofrebftoacy in serious of and life-threatening diseases.

" protocols provide access by any licensed U.S. shystedan to

We have exployed “treatment INDs" as part of our overall strategy for
a opment, andrational drug develo : have created a successful management model for

their design and implemen on e key components of this model, to be

discussed tail, (1) establishment of a telephone information
capability (hotline),2) protecal design, (3) physician education, }
triage aentollnent precess « (5) ue distribution system, (6) data capture

and Seerievel, and (7) analysis of results

The AIDS Program has sponsored the such "treatment INDs” for AIDS
indications. While each novel therapy for AIDS patients presents unique
medical and logistical problems, we have auccessfully developed a strategy
for "treatment INDs" which allow access new agents and collects data on
their use while meeting U.S. regulatory requirements.

PSYCHOSOCIAL ADAPTATION AND ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES
OF PERSONS WITH AIDS OR ARC
Crystal, Stephen’:i Jackson, Marguerite**
‘Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

**School of Medicine, University of California, San Diego, CA, USA

T.E.P.53

Objective: To svaluate how persons with AIDS(PWA) and persons with ARC
ARC) meet their economic, social

50 PWA and 54 PWARC mr surveyed in San Diego County, California,
tween October 1986 and February 19)

ic impacts a,the disease had been profound for both
groups. ARC reported more unmet nerds|sori did PWA. Both groups reported
their greatest unm: as financ: jority were no longer employed; 84%
of nonemployed PWA but onan41% of covemployed PWARCwere receiving Social
Security disability or nonemployed PWARChad little or no income.
Most PWARClacked Medicaid ororother health insurance coverage.
Conclusion: Health care and social services systems will be increasingly challenged

of PWA but by severe unmet economic and medical needs of an
ven larger population of PWARC.

T.E.P.50 A STUDY OF BATIONAL AIDS/HIV POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES

IN THE 32 COUNTRIES FOR THE EUROPEAN REGION

Gredler Brigitte* and Wayli

porHealth ation, Regional Programe on AIDS, Copenhagen,

entre. To describe and evaluate national AIDS/HIV policies and

programmes in the European Regi: and identify strategic lessons for

national AIDS/EIV prevention, control and care poolicies.

Methods. An analytical Proeren using guidelines of geodpractice

developed by the Global Programme on AIDS,me materie

roverpee of tationalSovernments. relininary suite

mt. ough formal and informal contacts withpersons in end

ention and ensuring

@ continuum of care
Conclusion. The presence or absenceatLPns policy is net necessarily

the measure of the effectivemeas 1 AIDS/HIV progr: Effactive

policy and pri a be.rene influenced by tithe “nechanion‘ogrammes appes:
by which they are Tormuleted àand implemented. As such, and lacking

omp: sive measures of HIV-seroprevalence, policy Process and

application in practice must be evaluated to estimate impa

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST HIV POSITIVE WOMEN BY ABOR-T.E.P.52EPS FESNkeTTNatherinsM.RES rk City Commision on
Ne‘Human Rights, AIDS Discrimination Division, New Yor.

 
Objective. To document discrimination against HIV positive women
in access to abortions in New York City.

alls were placed to 25 abortion clinics. After

an noesnement was made for an abortion, the caller revealed
that She was HIV positive.
Result. Of 25 clinics surveyed, 16 (64%) wouldontSchedule an

universal infection control precautions, thereby violating

various public health and anti-discrimination laws.

Rôle des org non-ÿ
The Role of Non-Governmentai Organizations
T.E P 54 CANADIAN HEMOPHILIA SOCIETY: A PLANNED RESPONSE

“e TO HIV AND AIDS
bert O'Niell, Nena Nera, M.Sc.S.W.

Canadian Hemophilia Society; Social Services Advisor, Federal
Centre for AIDS, Health and Welfare Canada, Starwa, Canada

presentation will describe 0]
Planning process model used by the CanadianEHemophilia Society
(CHS) to deal with HIV and AIDS has resulted in an effective
response to the crisis.

cus created a "Task Force on HIV and AIDS" in
comprising of a non-medical and medical group. me
planning process followed by these two groups ée
comprehensive response to the HIV/AIDS catastrophe wilt be
Presented and discussed.

umerous positive effects and substantial results of
this well.coordinated planning process will be shared at this
conference
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T.E.P.55 IADIAN HEMOPHILIA SOCIETY: A COLLABORATIVE
MODE APPROACH WITH A NON-GOVERNMENTAL
nNsmo

. J. Federal Centre for AIDS,
ada

Nen
RESTE and WaltareCanada. Ottawa, ON, Can:

‘The gevastating impact or HIV/ALDS did not make its mark
only to the con: x group but had much

In rly 1986, shortly after the Minist of Hea. and
Welt. nada, nounced its five-ye nation: program, th
then National AIDS Centre met with an lemophilia
Society to analyze the pact of uct. on the hemophilia
c Ye effects Li ucts, HIV testing and
psycho-social needs ipdividonsereuets: with hemophilia

par t
With the establ. of the Federal Centre for AIDS in

July, 87 both the Canadian Hemophilia Society and the Federal
t various approaches to meet identified

needs of the hemophilia community.
This presentation will not only describe the step-by-step

sollaboratio:on with a non-
present the

Troup! 1
it: benefits,"derived by a governmental

agency in the response to the AIDS crisis will be described.

PRIMARY CARE ATes RESIDENCE FOR PERSONS WITH AIDS
ewwash: BAIL SE, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

T.E.P.57
A. Torres*, Staatts Je*

vst. Vincent's HopeTV) and MedicalCenter, New York, NY, USA.
 

‘Bailey House (BH), New York, NY

bete"tedescribe a pilot programns onsite primary care at Bailey House (BH),
sidence for homeless persons with AIDS in NYC, that emphasized

assessment, advocacy, and timely referrals that led to appropriates interventifons.
m was instituted at BaileyHolouse in 7/88 rovide

xis'sting of nurse practitionce

ial workers, substance abuse counsellor, ard Fsonel care workers. Close
association with a local community hospital, svn facilitated referrals for diagnostic
rocedures,nospitelization and/or specialty clin

337 resident contacts by the medical/nursing
therapy for opportunistic infections, including

oral candidiasis, PCP, bronchitis/pneumonia, and soft tissuue infec Many were
in the ini i

 

 

2 g
9
e
e

2. .5 CS »urse ce Y Pentamidine, laboratory
monitoring, suppor’rtive care to terminally ill patients, counselling, and crisis
interv

Conclusion: * onsite primary care in.a residentialesemon utilizing the team approach,
provides for

ON ENTRE UNE ONG ET LET.E.P.59 sem

de Lutte contre le SIDA (GPA),

Genève, Suisse; Monde (MM), Paris, France

Objectif : dans le cadre d'une action spécifique de formation, développer une collaboration
entre ‘reONG et l'OS s'inscrivent dens les plans nétionmx de lutte contre le SIDA dans les

 
peys africains.
Méthodes : eeue signature d'un protonole d'accordentre 1'OHS/GEA et Médecine du

six séminaires à novenbre dana les pays
ausuit + Guinée, Bénin, Togo, , Gabon, Cote a'iveire. Organisés per

Monde, ces avaient pour but d'assurer tion clinique de haut niveau sur le
SIDA pour environ 30 à 40 praticiens , de sensibiliser le corps

ces pays aux strat élaborées per l'OMS et les Comités nationeux de Lutte contre le SIDA

(GLS), d'initier ces praticiens en des mlades des tifs.
Résultats : a. Dans six pays un total de 235 praticiens à haut niveau de té 
séninaires ont intervenants de Médecins
vec d'une part les reepamebles du GPA et d'autre pact les responsables de la lutte contre

le SIDA dens les pays concemés.
SEE  — les ING peuvent ee doivent s'intégrer dans les programmes de lutte omtre le
SIDA élaborés par l'OS et les CUS,
- Cetteea rein av le dise de La formation doit continuer et s'étenire à d'autres
aspects de la lutte contre le SIM.

856

T.E.P.56 ROLE oF THE UNIVERSITY: EDUCATION, RESEARCH, POLICY AND
ERVIC

Th»À cerryn*; Cooksey, J.A

*University ot iiineis at Chicago, Chicago, “Illinois, U.S.A,

Objective: To describe a role for an urban university in AIDS education,
research, policy and
Methods: The University of Tilinois at chicago appointed an AIDS Advisory
Couned1 in 1987 with the charge: encourage AIDS-related instruction and

vention promote research; advise on policy; and develo;

inistrative members

  
ampus

» ROmandatory testing, educational
entific guidelines. Service -

“AIDS awareness and resources for

reity hasmany technical, leadership and service resources

itutional response to the AIDS epidemic.

These resources may be ®oduetively shared with the comunity.

 

T.E.P.58 ‘AIDS COALITION FÜR EDUCATION (ACE); A BROAD-BASED ORGANIZATION FOR THE
COORDINATION OF AIDS AND PREVENTION EFFORTS.
Balin, Peter LA; Holbrook, Det; Peterson, MA, “Denver

Service, **Colorado Department of Health, **Mile High Chapter, American Red Cross, Denver,
Colorado, USA

decves lid dn AISchee mee tiicationof efforts by agencies in the atate of

Colorado involved in AIDS education, information
el1AY 196 wh 6wer,A had grat to 42 anabers by Decanber

include indi and‘1988. >» Public private, involved or

conoerver!with AIDS ahueorlonat aetinitiee ‘They include state and th
departments, organizations, hospices, insurance carriers, state and

media for the theme "EXPLORE THE FACTS". ‘s bureau
to a cumulative audience of 110,000 people from October 1986 to November

1988. The data base collects information in 18 f: topic,
used. Smaller, coalti have developed as a result of ACE's

example, allowing for ongoing regional cooperation ref .

has
ition among participants, and an effective method for coordination of

T.E.P.60 A PROPOSAL FOR A PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL FORUM OF NGOs
WORKING ve AIDS

Almeida, Walter*; Braune, F.W.*; Cardoso Jr, R*; Daniel, H*.

* Brazilian Interdisciplinary AIDS Association (ABIA), BRAZIL

Objective. To propose the creation of a permanent international forum (PIF)
of NGOs related to the AIDS epidemic in order to exchange experiences

articulate activities and programs and increase the effectiveness of each

organization
Method. A List of all NGOs reiated to the AIDS issue was drawn up and approx.
300 circular letters were sent out by ABIA explaining this proposal to NGOs

Latin America, Central America, Caribe, Europe and U!

 
suggested that the initial site for this encounterte at the V AIDS CONF.
contac Ww: sons ous countries re 08e

steering group to link the proposed fo ith Programme Committee and

ti t a date and place be set during

lethers was highly positive, and suggestions
were made for esion during the Conference

im Conclusions. Mam N is face in urnee tal ¢ difficulties establishing network
exchange programs within their respective countries as well as acroes

natio: boundari

tional AIDS Conference on AIDS
offers a unique opportunity in this direction.
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T.E.P.61

van der Does, Tibo*; Kakera, K**; Mivumbi, N**

*Population Services International, Kinshasa, Zaire, **Projet De Marketing

Social, Kinshasa, Zair

SOCIAL MARKETING OF CONDOMS AND SPERMICIDES IN

KINSHASA, ZAIRE

OBJECTIVE: To ieee the availability and awareness of condoms and

spermicides. Until 1987 condoms and spermicides were expensiv:veom
marginally available in pharmacies, and underutilized in clin

reation of customer demand, affordable pric.teesand efficient
distribution ttowholesale depots, pharmacies and clinics was though’
crucial to better utilizati
M: £ Health, Govt. of Zaire;

p t ojet De Markecing

cides at subsidized prices

rudenc wa

RESULTS: MKT SURVEY No. Zones No. Pharmacies % CDM,
BEFOR SALES 3 110 54.5

AFTER Mos 3 110 94.8 100.0
cr,sales increased dramatically from 19,000 1st month to 300,000 units
10th Spermicides experienced slower growth.
CONCLUSION: By rapidly increasing sales growth in the private sector social

warketing msy cause the adoption of more condom use, and consequently

have a positive impact on prevention.

TITLE. ROLE OF VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES IN THE BATTLE AGAINST AIDS.
Courtne udrey V. Belize Red Cross, Belize

T.E.P.63

Objective. 4) Effective dissemination of Facts about AIDS targetting
Sexually active sector of Co
Constraints - a) Reeæricted human and financial resources

cattered, isolated communities
di} Alteration of Likestates, sexual attitudes, practices and

44t} Paevention of Public hysteria §rom Fear of A
Method. Invotvement 0of Vo.otuntaryOngOnganizations e.g. Red bingeSSocéety/Chitd
Alive Volunt Abready structured and mobilized to reach target sector
quickly and effectively, Familiar with community - enjoys confidence of
people.
Results. In (8) cat months, whilst National AIDS Committees delibenated
with dnevitable bureaucratic resinaints the Red Cross trained, promoted
messages, and/ordires teagtexs to:

90 - Red Cross Volunteers
7 - Traditio Attendants

964 - Primary and Secondary Students
60 - Member of Community groups also

Distributed 500 M
Conc£usion. Betize!s that without direct dnvotvenent of
VokuntanryOnrganiz né, Go:vexmments of developing Countries will no
successfully achieve”thein stated objectives

T.E.P.65

ue Inez_Carvalho*; J.M.TAME**; CASTELLO-BRANCO,L.R.*;HEY FEIJO**

BANCO DA PROVIDENCIA, =eBANCO DO BRASIL STAFF, RIO DE JANEIRO.

Obiective: In Brazil, male and female prostitutes, beggar.

icts and street kids are often illiterate
i 408

OUT PATIENT CLINIC FOR SOCIAL OUTCASTS IN RIO DE
JANEIRO, BRAZIL.

located in “red light" district and specializing in se
social outcasts was started in 1985, y tl Catholic Churc
Routine medical care was dispe , revention

AIDS and other diseases, providing dat o stu HI
antibody occurrence in ese patients. Patients are counselled,
with proper follow-up of e who ar: V infected. Current datathos:
suggest à gradual decline in number

use of condoms.
Conclusion: Other out-patient clinics specializing in care of

of partners per year and

 
social outcasts should be started. Besides medical care, sccial

lp © multiple aspects shou 4 e dispen b a
multidisciplinary staff. Not only the infected but also their

fort to re-socialize the
s it been possible to

reach and counsel the outcasts who are instrumental in spreading
AIDS.

T.E.P.62 OBTAINING MULTI-SECTORAL COMMITMENTS TO AIDS PREVENTION
‘THROUGH LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS eaDEVELOPING COUNTRIES
JD DUPREE*, ML LIOY**, B NIRI

*AIDSCOM, Washington DC; “*Acadeay for Educational Developaent,

Vashingtonnoe #AtNationat AIDS Committee: Bujuabura, Burundi

To denonstrate t: information and planning

workshop "tor obtaining wultt=eeoborel connitaents to isplement

Uedium-Term Plano for AIDS prevention in develop:nt
The authors describe Saveleptes the rae

ail sectors ef society in the AIDS prevention effort.drea

ions

Li

iumplenentation of

DeoperSpcapents

more people are pert of the planning ES.

Conducting aSeine workenepffor teaders from public

jective way of missaulti~-

AIDS prevention effor

and private sectors can be one

sectoral commitment in a country's

ABIA: A BRAZILIAN STRATEGY FOR AIDS PREVENTION BASED ON
ACTION AND SOLIDAR:

Guijee, Carmen Dore*; Almeida, W.*; Cardoso Jr., R.*3

T.E.P.64

Daniel, H.*
*The Brazilian Interdisciplinary Aids Association-ABIA,Rio de Janeiro,Brazil,

Objective. To describe the characteristics of ABIA and discuss its strategy
nd methode in response to Aids prevention and control in Rio de Ja!

Method. This report preesents an anthropological perspective of ABIA

zation, activities and methods since 1986. Emphasis will be given to the
ways in which services are provided, and to the projects designed in anteci-
pation of the future socialconsequences of the epidemic

Results. ABIA i multidisciplinary jon-governmental organization created in

response to the"problems Aids oneson th

an rna: agencies, its ach a
by a small professional staff and80volun ary ers. The basic programs,
developed in collaboration aePRE grouse, provide accurate information

i to elicit discussion, awareness and
iven to“solidesaty and community support so as to hu-

manize AAids and reduce irrationa
a effective “low-cost model for Aids prevention

8“innovativ » humanistic and sociocultural approac!
Fotosandateit be needed’ to assess vetention of knowledge”and behavioral
changes over

T. E P 66 PRISE EN CHARGE DES PATIENTS INFECTES PAR LE V.I.H, AU SEL
—e D'UNE CONSULTATION HOSPITALIERE SPECIALISEE : ROLE DES ASSO

CIATIONS DE VOLONTAIRES,
Les Jacques* ; SAUDRY O** ; MEYOHAS M.C* ; GONZALEZ G* . PICARD O* ;
MBERT J.C*.

*sHopital Saint Antoine. PARIS. FRANCE
** Association AIDES, PARIS. FRANCE

Objectif. Favoriser l'insertion des patients infectée par Le V.I.H. dans les
structures hospitalères et promouvoir, à ce niveau, le counselling et une
prise, en charge glob:ale.
hethodes, Au sein de le onsultation pluridisciplinsire de l’hépite] Saint
Antoine péresalisée dansl’infectioi I.H., une permanence est assurée par

ui

 

i ad
régulière asuive. des patients est aasurée avec des services: psyoho-sociaux
de l'hôpitsl.
Résultats. En 18 mois, 101 patients ontsté pris en singe à la Permanence

accueil : 78 hommes dont 14 to:xico femmes
nn 0 ans

té P ide économique :
émarches socialesot administratives : 43 ; counsellin:que : L

Conclusion. Ces permanences urées par des volontaires ensociatife:permettent
un véritable accompagnement des patients dans et hors de l'hôpital.
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T.E.P.67 SURVEY OF THE CLIENT STRUCTURE OF THE AUSTRIAN AIDS FOUNDA-
TION'S COUNSELLING CENTRE IN VIENNA, JULY 1987-pEGEMBERarse

Vog 3Hutterer, Judith; Brandstätter, R.; G.; Piribaue
laas, P.

Üsterreichische AIDS-Hilfe (Austrian AIDS Foundation) - ÜAH, Vienna, Austria,

Objective: To give rvey of the composition of the clientele of Aust
most requented HIV/AIDS counselling ccentre. ustria’s

ation of the 3,600 clients who frequented the Vienna counsel-
Ting centre. of. the Üsterreichische AIDS.Hilfe (OAH) between 1 July 19:
31 December 1988. This centre is o ‘fF n tion-wi

kers offer information and educational work, anonymous personal and tele-
phone counsel1ing, Engel help, care and support, and anonymous and

testin
64% of these 3.600 clients were men, 36% women; 80% stated that

they were heterosexual, 4x homosexual or bisexual; the sexual orientation
of 6% was not stated; 87% of the i

hem letailed pre
risk behaviour, frequency of visits

the counselling centre, age, etc will be e poster session.
The information and ‘counseling offered by the GAH are, to a

the general population and by the so-called
ever,”socusses on the care and support of HIV posi

tive people and PWAs.

T.E.P.69 A 40-HOUR TRAINING PROGRAM @N AIDS FOR PUBLIC HIGH
SCHOOL TEAC
cernendss+,Herts Eugenie; Pinel, Awe, Nardi, MeAc,®

Abud, N.*, Isalez,
*Centro de Raferencia e Treinamento-AlDS, Säo Paubo, Brazil

Ob jestives To train teachers from the public school network on

Methods, A 40-hour treining program on human sexuality and AIDS
Education and Training Unit of the Center

that would bs distributed by the Secretariat of E tion of
Sta Sao Peula to public high schools, T rogram

consistad in 16 hours of human sexuality {gender identit
gender role behavior, sexual orientation, childhood sexuslity,

ysi

test was applied and a subjective evaluation was requirsd from
each participant.
Results. 150 teachers were trained in 2 groups. Despite the fact
that the was apsonifionnt increase in the knowledge about
A10S as aean in the post-test, t majority ofmthe participants
did,notefesl ready. to pass the intorestion to colleagues and
students,

Coclusion, Training must ba followed by a support program,

 

 

T. E.P.71 Ams SERVICE ORGANIZATION: LESSONS FOR STRATEGIC
ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

ctor, Richard* Wayling, S** Grose R***
Hearts consultant”~ AIDS, **World Health Organization, Regional Programme
n A1DS, Copenhagen, Denmark ***“orld Health Organization, Geneva

Objective. zeidentify strategies to deal with the evolvi:
organizational and management issues identified by AIDS Service
Oreenizetionsas priorities.

Methods. Outcome of a global meeting of AIDS service organization in
views austria, 28 February - 3 March 1989, Forty organizations from 25
ountries were represented.

Results. The capacity of AIDS service organizations to initiate, fund a:

manage programmes is being reached. Strategic planning and organtration

cr are© Prerequisites to overcome organizstional and managem

 
 

AIDS Service Organizations have the. technical expertise to

provide client services. However, their organizational objectives must

be cherified, administrative frameworks delineated and resources better

alloceted.
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RECHERCHE D*UNE STRATEGIE DE COMMUNICATION
EFFICACE CONTRE LE

Dagenais Bernard, Université Laval, Québec,

Canada.

T.E.P.68

Objectif. Déterminer pourquoi tes repor tages et les campa-

ghes de communication n’ont pas réussi à peer les compor-

tements dees individus dans les pays necidents

Méthode. Comparaison des études sur a mémorisation des

messages les changements de comportement des individus.

Résultats. n sondage Ilup mondiat janvier 1988 estise

que 90% de la population des 40 pi interrogés son ou

ant dui SI Le tau e mémorisation des campagnes anti-

sida en 1988 s'élève à plus de 80%. Mais la craint d’étre

contaminée par te virus est O% en moyen Pour 41?

» be IDA t la maladie des autres. Les campagnes sont

faites pour us dire comment nous pré ir contre le IDA

SIDA est sangereux pour us.

ntées aux valeurs
religieuses et sociaies de chaque socié te.

3. Toutes les campagnes qui on été orientée vers les

changements somportesent ont mis de nombreuses années à

se réaliser (la cigare

4. La résistance des poSuvoirs publics à parler de sexe.

Conciusion. Les stratégies média contre le SIDA ne sont pas

efficaces car on a sauté l’étape de l'information sur le

SIDA pour parler des moyens de s’en prévenir

T.E.P.70 AIDS - NEW TYPES OF PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAMS IN WEST-BERLIN
=F. Hechrem, Morike*, Bargstadt,P.*, Mossirg,K.*, Koïlhof£,A.*, Klepps,P.#*

Work’ for Health end Social Affairsof the
‘theBerlin Institute for Tropical Diseases, Serlin, F.R.G., **Garmen Red Cross, Berlin, F.A.G.

ist in the comet ofAIDS arly thoes menounos can pe effective

have
Methods. In West-BerLin 3 programs heve been implemented in this sense by support of the
Working Group AIDS of the Department far Health end Social Affairs at the Institute for Tropical

far Schools, carried out by especially trained

outpatient sarvices,

Peeults until Dec, 31, 1968: 4-Mbovt ED 000 stuntsagedfron 3 to 22ware given à
during name. lessons. Their levelSfar considerablyin-

‘creased. 2.)About 100 women could be
Tate amunts to only 7K, 3.)Atout1700 staff nenbars of

encouraged to incorporate patients with HIV

 3 Ë a

civiaus euncae ofthesenov pos cf mare = SLIof thenare scompartied by
indicates the possibility af similar target group-

irked ogra in other higci eros thLargerunbers ofpale with HIV on AUS. Such
Programs can possibly serve as prototypes for further public health strategies.

PLACING EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS WITHIN THE
conEXT OF COMPREHENSIVE SOCIAL POLICIES TO
FDUCETHE SPREAD OF HIV INFECTION.

T.E.P.72

 

 

 

  

 

Dept. ofSocial Medicine, The Hebrew ity y Jerusalern, Israel.

Although th tinal her f piv AIDS,itisa
mistal he only, TI 1 isk of HIV
fo à 1. Other rm id form the €

policy a bot

f b propre conserfolowing 

 

implications andramifications:L thedicot andideaue ofmecico-cconownic endsocio

Preventive programs; 2. weri mi ci se d
à Redei Adicti ‘ di d addi: i le, rather than

criminals, wileeenun-Sattorzed drugp luctionn and distribution illegal;
4. considering andSnig different strategies fo free or at-cost distribution ofofinjectabledrugs
under medical su ion, within comprehensive programs, as part of the effort
spread ofHIV infection amongM drug users.

power and professionalRss i ‘ i: i
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ete ~ A COMMUNICATION BRIDGE IN BOTH DIRECTIONS
Anabitarte,nestoracrenet susieto, R.*;Mompradé, B.*

* Comité Ciudadano AntiSIDAWad

Objective. To the uncer:
have To add the

ed by the appearance of AIDS,we
brejudging attitude faced with the same, preoccupying more the

AIDS~inf. the retrovirus.’ affectedPeople were blamed, insisting
that they were vict: of a "dammed"plague di ts .Theroll
ce of AIDS aged a serie of already existing prejudices which
weakened some ago, specially the democratic and pluretistic=socie-
ties.Methods. AIDS ar! to is that including il
democratic countries, there still were existing lation Groups tne were li-
vin marginal and a significant of their daily existence passes in se-
crecy.This fact implants the urgent si avoid spreading of the
vi at time have ntegrate socially important human

tions have to ki talk
cacy in order to infiltrate solidly healthy habi
and education.At the t AT nfected or pessibiy inf.,need to canalize
proposals and c! and this is practical,accesible if one could count on an
organizing and i t instrument.

T.E.P.75

  

SUCCESSFUL COMMUNTTY~BASED HIV/AIDS EDUCATION AND
INFORMATION PROGRAMS Ti ‘AL AND ETHNIC
MI ‘TY COMMUNITIES IN TED STATES

#, Murguia, M.**, Gambrell, A.E.**, Nowicki, C.*
3.4, ét al. *Centers for Disease Control,

Atlanta, GA, “u.$.a. ** “united States Conference of Mayore, United States
Conference Of Locai Heaith Officers, District of Columbia,

bijective: To elicit behavior change inpeople whewho are at r
nfection by_providing Finaneial, pros techn: eat”cei
to community. ed organiza (bBo to areeeththen to provide HIV/AIDS
equeation/ingoanedorgenizatjongracial and ethnic minority communiti:

Since 1985, The U.S. Conference of Mayor!ef.S. Conference of
aa:alth Officerssenproviging using funds the Centers for

DiseaseControl has en providin assistance toFEi0n. Since 1987 Finie
aseiet: ce ocu on organiza onsthat targetraciaal and ¢thnie

nformation.
ist:ance,GEO08 rete informrmation go targeted groups ofood eratea

a spanics ravenous drug users, gays, ers
&ofhivvingection), conduct cutreach, and perform eyiidation of methods

Hs Since 1985 usCM has provided funding and technical asaistance
ese anizations bave now become|jeaders in

providingSaTv/AT bsarene These
5nizations se

T.E.P.74

orecollaborat: on
authors will provideininformation on programsm

epec patte that dev:veloped and implecemented el" programs
for HIV/AIDS education/inf ration at the community level, and will
Lente how these rogramrans designed andimpionenced, and how the
programa are poige Era de

THE STOCKHOLM MODEL~ COMMUNITY INTERVENION AS A MEANS TO REACH
1,6 MILLION PEOPLE WITH AIDS PREVENTION
Asp, Anna-Karin, jon, B., Absecal, L., Urwitz, V.
Stockholm County Council Aids Prevention Project, Sweden

Ob jectives: To reach inhabitants of the Stockholmpont with health educa-
Tion on HIV/AIDS and support them to change behav

Method: To get a quick start we chosed four target.
work with; young people, heeztn and medical staff
homo- snd bisexual men. We i

T.E.P.76

groups which we mainly
A demigrants/retugees snd

support people who dail: me int tact with our tar le
to promote a positive attitude towards sexuality and personal relationships
sand our ai peo ti te h other on sexuali feelings.
Our method es community intervention with information strat: al
productio an info on centre to support the about 5.000 people
that we have educated within the project e.g. teachers, youth leaders, social
workers, ool nurses, peer entatives from thi grant organis: Sy

interpreters, health and medical staff, voluntary
organisations. We provide them with all kind of information material,
seminars, further training, video sessions etc just to keep their interest
an top.
Results: We have reached about 5.000 people who work with our target .groups.

ave started activities among the terget groups. For example among the
of all schoolsfor 13-20 year olds have sex education

is also a great interest in getting more help and support from the project
and the information centre.
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Éducation (partie 2)
Education (Part 2)
w E P 1 s AMERICANS’ KNOWLEDGE REGARDING TRANSMISSION

—, OF HIV INFRCIONE IMPLICATIONS FOR TARGETED EDUCATION
Soskolne, Varda, Schnell, DJ., Aral, 80., and Bowen, GS.
Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA USA

Objective: 7 identify racial and ethnic differences in underlying basic

knowledge regarding modes veeiyAlerpeeae

S Knowledge and

 
erly:

components of kn a ransmission were identifiedseparately
for Blacks, Hispanics, and 8, using princip ts .
Results: a) The proportion of correct responses was° bothaaworks higher
‘or Whites cs and 0 ite

all three groups. rez g tions of ransaissi
(explaining 31% of the variability), followed by very risky behaviors
(132), transmissi: a bod is (9%), transmission via pets an
mosquit: 7%), andtraneelesionchou physical contact with a person

2)
Conclusions: 1) Areas in which Blacks and Hiapanics have less knowledge
thanWhites should be addressed through content specific educational
seerenctons targeted to these groups. 2) Future educational messages
should be prepared in accordance with the basic conceptual structure
underlying”cognition of transmission.

SIDA,W.E.P.3 SEXOLOGIE ET CULTURE EN AFRIQUE CENTRALE
Rukarangira wN#*, Payanzo Neen

Walu E*
# Pro.ojat CONNAISS:DA, Kinsnasa, Za 3 ## Harvard

Scheci of Puplie mess Boston, USA; ### Institut ‘Dacagoyieuc

National, Kinshasa, re.

ifs. Conprendre is(construct ior. evltureiis du SIDA at ses

rapports avec le sexueiles, ia pr ation, le mariage

et croyances conranes annde faire face auxcontreintes cæ la

prévention

 

Observat tonart sci parte, entrevues er profondeur,
nistoires de e, lectures biblicçranniouss, analyse ce

vecherche-act ion psychoscciale.

Des valeurs anciermws telie le oesir de proauive
beaucoup a" enfants, ie a
senuaiité,

no mi ies couples stad:esa dont une prooortion
significative.est déjà sércpositive.

athnogranhie gt la racharche-action qui associent

 

à la résolution sratique des problèmes sont

LL pour comorengreda porte: M SIDA et limiter son

extension oans la région. démontrer la limitation des

méthodes de prevent lon Teeuet lement créconisées et suggèrent de

nouvelles aparece

Motsclefs: Sencionie, couples stables, prévention, méthodologie

W.E.P.5 TITRE : L'INFORMATION ET LA PREVENTION DU SIDA :
ANALYSE area DE DEUX PROGRAMMES NATONAUE

 
DiGOUCATIOP RLA SANTE EN AFRIQUE CENTRALE

UEST.

AUTEURS : DEPETTTOIRARD Annet ; Mme CHAZE Simone Dr DIOUF Ousmane**

Dewee ne

NPs/ -
on Directeur de l'Education Pour la Santé - Gi
#kk Coordinateur Programme SIDA RépubliqueGcenrrafrécad:

0! TIF. rer ti n identifiant les eimilitudes et
différentes d'approche éducative et lesrésultata obtenus 4 la phase initiale,

fin de pri Tr les privie oieerneenenéthoddolo,siePT une action

mobilisation sociale d'un € t de compor
ODE. Analyse des chetde politiqueéducative en fonction des contextes s0-

cio-cult:turels, écononi. et organisationnels de ces pays. Analyse des moyens
globaux (par 1000 habitants adultes) et distribution par groupe cible et par
‘structure organisa

TS Avec desbjectife généraux similaires, on constate une grande dif-
e d'approche entre les programmes d'information. La participation de aus

eurs de planification explique ces différences et faitee la mise
oeuvre des programmes. L'information médiatique est toujou: = Liaitte par ds
résistances culturelles religieuses et institutionnelles. Elle rast la
“gonactentisation et l'intégration, que renforcée par une stratégie”,de promotion

anté.

 “cONCLUST IN C'est a partir de la que,
‘Tes triés I.E.C. s'intégrent dans les réseaux et services existants dans
-le secteur santé et, au delà dans les sectsure de développement et les réseaux

dfe-dala-société

860

W.E.P.2 AIDS ACTIVISM: A MEANS FOR PRODUCTIVE CHANGE TO
PROMOTE CLINICAL RESEARCHAAND DRUGDEVELOPMENT

an :A anGay an AIDS Activist,
a founding ven b, the”Lavenderin
BaueationPProject and the AIDS Gaalition®To Unleas

U.S.A

HER: To explain the positive role individuals can play in
f issues and setting national research agendas to pro-

mote a Bpeedier and more humane proceas to develop drug for
the marketplace.
Methods. ahrough practical|experience the presenter will

refulievelopment-of£positions,
rmative lenflet

+. Sanple copies
aflete and pre À will be made available to

those attending thig eessio.
Results, À ber speciffic victories and failures of AIDSnum’
Activists efforts win be discussed

W.E.P.4 LA SOCIETE SENECALATSE FACE AU SIDA.
Barry ,Martial*; Sy, A*; Sarr, 3 Fall, L*; Touré, O*; Ba,

nité de recherches idemoogiques et asea DST
Ministère du Plan et de la Coopération. Séné;

Objectif, Evaluer le reason du SIDA pour umeESd'eneeeffictente.
Méthodes. Enquête à Dakar oche banlieu 3 d'un antillon de

US(15an a )## Lesméthodes statistiquesPie"cfattenent(SPS) et
d'analyse factorielle des correspondances ont été utili

i le: 8« 2,6 3 de pu!lat‘ton ont une “bonne connais-
rm o!

 

ventives générales(51, 7 D e de le transmission est
corréléée avec catégories socio-professiontelles : 76,5
‘ens sont bien ou assez bien info: e 32,5 le:
Conclusion. L'enquête réalisée av.anttle.Toncenent e la canpa:

1
mise

s adaptée tenant compte des contraintes

type réelle intérieure à 1%. *** Niveau de signification = 5%

W.E. P.6 conpureSimulation as an Aid to Rational Problem

Awarenes
nzalez, ‘Jose J.*; Myrtv M.**: Va L.**,Go! : eit, vik,

*ASA, Arendal, **Teachers College Stord, Rommetveit, Norway.

AIDS has given rise to unfamiliar problems. Knowledge of
epidemiological facts a

xually transmissible
ardly likely there will be a cure or a

near future came unexpec Ys
ng methods we address the crucial problem of

educating the public in order to reduce the spread of RIV through

ccess to a proces ent which only 15 years ago would
have served whole university, The ntage of such c ers
is that they can rapidly process huge amounts of t nd, if the
user so decides, carry t mulations lex at. . Our
program, AIDS Information, Modification and Simulation (AIMS), is
user-friendly program for schools an advanced version)

for doctors and medical personnel. It offers geographic i,
demographic and epidemiological facts; the edom to foc these
facts in y way e user choo ; the 8 of representing themmean
in plastic form; the chance to understand and explain to others

i o represent concretely their abstract
significance for individual behavior.
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W.E.P.7 AIDS PREVENTION THROUGH OUT!REACHEEDUCATION IN PUBLIC SEX ENVIRONMENTS.
Mota, R. M.P.H

Santa Cruz AIDS Project, ‘contacrue, ‘Catttornis, USA

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective Infection among gay
high risk throw to-foce
education end condom distribution.

Methods. Volunteer field educators are recruited from tha the cultural end social peer groups
mostat risk for uy infection ; bisexual men, gey
men ale tence ebuserecovery, ethnic minorityov men such es Letinos
end black: and college students familiar with bisexual communities. Trained extensively in

ADS prevent‘ion, and the
nase peer basis end

Y coepted in this
Equeaters document the number

of contacts and evaluate
Besulls, Eight ective peer g
215 con 93 % 0

Total Contects 215
Anglo 188
ack &

Letino 24
ton 5
ted S 155

Nomeg Sofe Sex Methods 201

Percontege Competency 0.93

environments 

W.E.P.9 COMMUITTO THE STREETS: THE DYNAMICS OF
Y OUTREACH TO COMBAT

ead,
*Youth EnvironmentSnee San Francisco, CA, USA,
**University of Connection USA.

Objectives. The central methodological problems are lyzed that street-based
outreach ‘workers face in accessing and wor!binewith waroeusers, their sexual
partners, and prostitutes in combating thi of AIDS: OnOutreach workers
Personally €enter communities to work wi Sons. 4 waatoe o do so,

oneal are; they
stbeskilledinin themethodology ofethnography. Central me! cal problems

and mappingtargeted client communities;Oeestablishing a
i

approaching IV users and others; (4) learni: to
dgmental manner;errs) controllingthe spread ofitthers(Ole thatcan

s
Méthods. The analysis is based on one years participant observationof several
outreach teams as they interacted with clients, plus indepth interviews with o:
workers and their supervisors.

. Accumulating data strongly indicate that outreach wor!
having tremendoussuccess in contacting andwoking with clients in meccomm
they are exploding the pervasive myth that IV nigsers perSe ar extreme

  

unreachable and uncooperative population. Date arealso indicatin that the most
thecompetingtive and|unreachable por to work with incombatiting the epidemic are

ng p fh that make up the city's health

 W.E.P.11 Maas: “LAGUE, ; “BASTIEN, R. f°DENT:
—_ BUSTERS” mentions et pénétration ‘ae la popuiation-etbie & une

intervention novatrice dans les bars.
“DSC Charles LeNoyne - **Université HcGill, CANADA

L°
rs M.T.S. en novembre 1988,d'une campagne provinciale de sensibilisation sur le:

ae Distribution aiSagoreation et d'un auto-test.

OBJECTIFS

Dans un but d'appréciation formative de l'intervention, nous voulons:
- apprécieritmpact médiatique de i‘ intervention,
- deterndiner les canaux de diffusion de i'in'tervention (bars, médias, réseau social),
- apprécier|à Gegré de rétention du message en tion des différents canaux de diffusion,
- identifier les réactions de la populationvcibiea‘interven

MÊTHODE

Une échantillon représentatif de 300 répondants agés de 18 & 30 ans, résidant sur le territoire
du DSC Charles LeMoyne, .ast sélectionné et les données :sont obtenues par sondage téléphonique.

 

RESULTATS

Les résultats seront disponibles en avril 1985.

CONCLUSION
L'intérêt de cette désarche est d'évaluer jusqu'à quel point une intervention peu convention-
nelle permet de rejoindre, de part son impact péd:
population cible.

iatique, une proportion importante de la

AUTEURS: LAGUE, J., ‘THOMAS, R., BASTIEN, R., DENIS, J.L.
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W.E.P.8 A MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH TO PROMOTE AWARENESS

Fes AIDS IN THE GAMBIA,

Dibba Sekou , Ceesay Saihou of Medical and Health
department, Cole Amie of Radio Gambia, George Theophilus
of Book Production Unit, etl ali of Banjul, The Gambia.

 

Objective : To promote individual and popular awareness of AIDS and the
AIDS Situation pre: nentof positive

attitudes and responsible lifestyle, Also to create and enhance a clima'

favourable to enabling individuals and groups to gain access te factuaa

information about the disease.
thod : The national health aervices programme, in collaboration with

ether organizations, undertal arrangements to achieve the 0objecctives
Teiterated above. A multidimensional approach has been 1

 

ere produced
uages. Other media and a]approaches veloped

and utilized include group contacts, fi. schools, Prlibeneds. voluntary
organizations, community leaders, nongove al organizations, and the
local government system.

mation and educ:
public awareness of and interest in the
momentum. Uptake of condoms has increased, dialogue on the disease has
bocome more noticeable atfemtly level, work places, and other soai
settings.

n notion in 1986
has been gaini

ation process was set i:

AIDS situation

W.E.P.10 ans EDUCATION AND OUTREACH IN TORONTO BATH HOUSES
b Tivey - Community Health Officer, Department of Health,
ER oronto, ON, Canad. N

 Objective: Many menat the B:
patronizeDe Gay Bars andhave nostink to the ‘Gey Community.Tsisprojecttas
educating these men i 
 

 

on HIV, ‘Safer Sex’ practices, 1g, already
incre with HIV to maintain a realy“eve.
Method: À te f Public Health
athens Based Agencies enter each Bath House in the City and facilitateworkshops
for ons. Presentation is followed by discussion and counsellii À questionnairepatr
was filled outby patrrons to assess their risk, sexua! practices, knowledge level and
seminar ev:

Results: Factors found that although 100% of participants were considered b;
facilitato: high risk HIV infection many were not well informed about AIDS and
HIV mission Asisable portion these men consider themselves bisexual and

 
sol ed and still living withthe wives. Patrons said they felt more
comfortable about talking about AIDS and negotiating ‘Safer Sex' after sessions.

Conclusions: This typeof program is very much needed on an ongoing basis.
need to hear messages repeatedly before they will consider to changee behaviour. Men
are morelikely to change behaviourIf they feel that "Low Risk! sex is the norm. Being

this process. There is no other way to reach this
group of men. Although some of the men res; well to having a nurse (female)
participate in these discussions, other men did not and avoided the presentation.

 

W.E.P.12 INTEGRATING AIDS EDUCATION RESEARCH INTO A DRUG TREATMENT
PROGRAM

Phalen, Judith*, Lewis, B.*, McCuskexs, J.**, Morrison, C.**,

 

Cameron, G.*
*Spectrum , Inc., Westboro, MA 01581, ** University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA, U.S.A.

Objective: To assese the impact of implementing an RIV education research
a drug treatment settin,

"clients entering inpatient detoxification are assigned to one of
three ran y rotating educational intervention

format while on Methadone, 2) a two hour informational fo:
hour enhanced/skill building format. Data£: thadone, or

regarding AIDS knowledge, beliefs, atti nd preventive behaviors are
collected during treatment and a ee
Results: Of eligibles, 62% enrolled in the study, 112 rResults: fused to participate;
852 report bigh-risk drug use practices and 90% report unprotecected sexual

t 1% of participants completed the inpatient research
protocol, 64% report using bleach in the previous 3nc 7 qe¢oe

ous drug treatment. Issuea related to implement: ordin
health efvcator/eLinictandichotomy,

ha ntibody testing informed consent
and differing priorities of researc and clinical teams.

ution of staff attitudes towards these iasues has a
impact upon effective data collection and creating an enviornment which

positively influences client attitudes about research with minimal disruption
© the existing treatment program

861
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W.E.P.13 THE USE OF INDIGENOUS WORKERS FOR AIDS OUTREACH Ww E P 14 AN INFORMATION, EDUCATION WORKSHOP TO E CONDOM USE
EDUCATION/PREVENTION et AMONG MALE
Asher, Rebecca S. MERASIT SITTITRAI, RODDY RE*. Center for AIDS Research andThoiisnd+
atio nséttute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, Maryland USA poeta Bangkok, Thailand, *Family Health International, North

arolina, USA

cine. onpresentissues and solutions for hiring and training Objetti15evaluateaa workshop£06:increasingcocondom use among men who

Methods. By anecdotal information gathered by informal survey with 58 Method- We conducted workshops in 3 bars and 2 bars served as controls.

; aes aroround the pain NIDA led programs who have hired ex-addict Theworkshop consisted of a play, a video of an interview with a Thaindigenous outreacl ‘
Resuits. The foundation of58 NIDA funded outreach research demonstration person with AIDS and an informal question and answer period. Free
projects rests genous (ex-addicts) outreach workers to educate and! condoms and lubricants were provided in all study bars during the study.
motivate addicts"hoeae no treatment and thei ual partners to We compared knowledge abot " tudes abo dom use,
h at-risk AIDS behaviors. Secause of their ex-addict backgrounds, reported condom use and sexual practic
these outreach workers present a unique challenge to program management Results- Post-workshop Survey
in terms of (1) Afring: (2) supervision; and (3) training. In addition, nes, Control piper Control
program management must confront ethical issues because of exposure to ledge Score, Mean (Range} 14) 8.6(3-14) S.6(5-14)* 8.6 (3-12)
workers of dangerous street situations, exposure to an atmosphere where Aeituds Score, Mean(Range) 4.i6) 4.1(0-6) 4.6(1-6) 4.4(1-6)

workers are vulnerable to relaanse, and helping workers who contract Customer used 374 46% 574
a S because ofpast r A ha ch need to be a + th Bar worker asked customer
onclusion, programs hir ng0utrea workers aware of these 448 674 58%
issues and develop policies and strategies which are specific to this to use a condan 5 hee
Population of employe Suggestions Saclude special attention to job Bar vorker used condon 428 374 478 &rf Zp=.03exper.exper.
descriptions, the Thterview and hiring process, time management, develonment *p=.03 pre” vs post-vorkshop in exper. group, p=.01 exper. v8 control
of career ladders and mana nt of staff confrontation and anger, Manage- grouPostoweekenep **p=.02 pre= vs _post= survey in control Stey

meetShoujould also be preoared to help start develop writing and communication T
sk Se but changed attitudes about condom use Littie. Onespectediy,

condom use increased more in the control than in the experimental group.

 

 

 

 

W.E.P.15  XDUCATION STRATEGIES FOR HEALTH CARE WORKERS AND PRISONERS IN Wf E_P.16 LES SERVICES A DOMICILE: LA PERSONNE D'ABO
" WALES. GEORGE,AM, WELSH OFFICE, CARDIFF, WALES AND Buraeu,Oéline: Duranceau,A: Fortier.R:Gagnon,C:Lechance.J.

TTHS C, WEST GLAMORGAN HEALTH AUTHORITY, SWANSEA, WALES A Ir. . .
UNITED KINGOOM CLSC M locel Québec, Cenade

: To describe methods of providing regular updates of information Les services à domicile. Le CLSC Métro sst un organisme para-public autoffre des
on nipsto twooseccificeliy targeted groups services de sente st des services sociaux couran 88 population. Le CLSC dispense

METHODS: (a)|ne Professionals: a core team with expertise in epidemiology, piinaire(euxhabervicasa Gomicile cers lequel ne membres, dune Squipe muti

» he romotion and nursing was established b et traveilleura acciaux) visitent des personnes ayant besoin d'aide dans leur mitieu
professional organisations and a Gove: nt Del ent am ove Actuellement, una vingtaine de sidéens requièrent ces services. Cette situation
visits each Health Authority on a regular basis at approximately six n défi à le fals personnel, professionnelet organisstionnel.

monthly intervals as a "road show". Health care workers from many Problèmes ‘\dencifige, Les personnes etteintes du SIDA fcnt fece & des problèmes
disciplines attend. d'ordre physique et psychasocial tandis que les intervenents peur leur part. vivent
(ii} The programme for prisoners is targeted at short-stay young des aitustions nouvelles, parfois difficiies et stressa: . Cet état de fait demen
offenders”and long-stay adult prisoners. Issues covered are drug desajustéemeres at riotorganisations fonctionnels pow lea équipes d'intervenants
abuse, othe! exuaily transmitted diseases and DS. The approach & dom

has recently been changed to target prisoners justPprior torelease Elmanau‘medi intervention. Le modèle préconisé fsit appel à divera éléments

as to maximise the impact. This programme is run by a health et ressourc 8 qui ensemble, contribuant à l'améllorstion des conditions de vie des
pronation officer not a multi-disciplinary team sidéens à domicile. et à le quslité des services. été“mens gont:I‘spproche globals.

 

les liens avec les ressources médiosles et communsut 68, fa concertation de l'équipe,
la formation et le finencement.
Conclusion. C'est la personne d'aberd. en tant qu'individu, quiot considérée dans

RESULTS: Several thousand Health care workers have participated and demand

continues to increase. This programme has run for 2 years, as has that for

pris: .

 

 

 

l'approche et c'est tn vie at non seulement la maladie qui déeter e les interventions.

CONCLUSIONS: A small multi-diseiplinary core team is an effective way o: Les six éléments du madèis d'intervention ne doivent pas êtrenés séparément

regularlyjipdating health care workers. Prisoners require a more Tatanate mais faisant partie d'un & indispensables efin ds relever le défi de façon
approa he use of a dedicated health promotion officer has been found opt ate et afin de cosmurer Sune plus prondequalité de services auprès de la ciientèie

effective. sidéenne,

W.E.P.17 EVALUATION OF AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM. W.E.P.18 SCHOOL: AND COMMUNTIY PARINERSHIP IN AIDS EDUCATION
KN B TTITUD UR MARK J. ASKEW, Chairman tion Task Force,

Bohm W.*, weeABOUTAIDS IN THEaAGEGROUP. Sydney Catholic BaucationOffoffice,Sydney, Australia.
eee

Sen.f.Schulw.Berlin*“BGAAIDS-Zenrrum FEDE! CBJECTIVE: To develop and inplement a comprehensive education program,
“ssspi esWHO. "Centre Paris,FRAN mArere OF GERMANY teaching knowledge, skills and values about AIDS for students ages5 Lo 18

years in a large school through education school-
assess the KNOWLEDGE, BELIEFS, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR of based meetings, to rs out to the wider cammnity with AIDS

N=770 Studentsfrotfrom a vocational schoolcenter in Berlin-W. They are involved in a educati
to inform AIDS by ined physicians or During1987 a comprehensive teaching ki+ consistimg of print and

Methods: Knowledge about transmission, risk factors, use of condoms,attitudes, beliefs and audio v: waa ecdused te conboth Shout Riv intention, eel
a questionaire with standardised and open questions love andcareforpeople with AIDS.It is an across-the-curriculum approach

beforc(nc'70), four wosks(ar572) andex monthSept8) after(n=431) the lessons. Which not only provides knowledge about AIDS, but also teaches skills (eg
Results:Af ill very high cammnicati i ing, } and values (eg love,

f kc fi Coping with fear, confidence, dignity, compassion,hope) in response to AIDS crisis. In early
fablepanes d i 1988 implementation of the program began, after a series of intensive 4 hour 

factors towo eventHIVinfection.Only 11% propoocdinseadofenlightenment, measures of teacher education sessions ensured that every school had at least one menber
d learned to of staff trained to use the kit to educate other staff, parents, camunity

speak about feelings and emotions related to ‘sexuality. Students would not isolate members
persons.| RESULTS: Over 90% of the 200 Sydney Catholic schools began AIDS education

hs after th 1 di ill à high 1 1of using the kitin 1988 for activities incluling teacher education, community
Sopeiusions; Sixmonks and competence. Th meetings and intergrating AIDS education for students into all relevant areas
tnpracycnthoIDS weitinTheeenofYonareo Of the curriculum. The success of elementary schools was particularly

There isrn Ath and health educators in the teaching kit.
CONCLUSI!
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KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES OF ITALIAN YOUTH ABOUT AIDS
Cardu aurea; Matteelli,

W.E.P.19
AUSA, Bendinelli, M.; Avio, C.M,Calea

Opt of Biomedicine, NE of Pisa, Pisa, taly.

   

Sbjective.| To evelvere the effects of educational ceapaigns about AIDS

aw ie perception of the problem by the you
self co uestionneire vas adainistered to 3300

Navy recruits and to 2437 high school students from the ci f Pisa
i i levision as “sajor

 

nti

cit ferences depending on education level and sres
rom Northern and Central Italy with upper instruction show

a aore precise perception. of the AIDS problem. Concerning peyahatapies!
reactions, ecliarad some iapact on their socisl life, but there were
agein considerable differences among differant groups.
Conclusions. | The study has pointed ps in knowledge about AIDS,

ng
errors in information strategies.

PEDLATRIC AIDS SOURCEBOOKW.E.P.21
tonalAssociation of Children’siosPitals

and Related Institutions, Alexandria, Virginia,

Qbjective To assist hospital and community-based agencies in

planning programs of care for children with AIDS and HIV
infections:
M eteen programs in areas of high incidence of HIV

infection providing pediatric care were identified| na
surveyed. w of literature and interviews
conducted. Information was then assembled, documented and
disseminate
Resu he sourcebook is a compendium of cur

and interdisciplinary programs"net may be
ildren in primary,

rovide comprehensive, Taenterede

intervention to meet the complex needs of these special children
and their familie

AIDS INFORMATION IN FRENCH SCHOOLS : AN EXPERIENCE AND A
SOCIOLOGICAL VIEW
mad Fran ois

W.E.P.23
3 panels, M ; Crespin,o ;

* reaux, amater, A, etal.
a Unité d' omcotogie“Wale, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.
ve Santé scolaire rat de Paris
*** Santé scolaire du Rectorat de Créteil,"France.

gpyective. To evaluate an AIDS information model for youth at school.
ods. During the school year 1987- 6500 students from Paris and

suburbs, from to 25 years old received a pilot information. This model
was personalized, supported visually by video & stides and thematic but
non-formal, e.g. suggesting questions and aratogues among the classes.
1707 open questionnaires have been answered : 1512 by students

= 18 ; sex ratio M/F = 1/3), 195 by
age = 18 ; sex ratio = 3/5].

mo improved the students recognition of
risks related to the frequent change of sex rtners. convinced
them that condoms are efficient if of good q and used cortectly.
However, the mode} d their ‘tention (74% in both groups) of

i and with an unknown partner“, as described in
the questionnaire. 4, new“meaning o condom use is evolving : altruism

respect of each parti
Conclusion. This inforation model improves the global Understanding of

‘among the students. Without knowing if th lea
behavior, some intentions expres: are "Ne train from
one-night stands ; to use a condom also for contraception and to protect
the partner whenever there ts a doubt about one's own sexual history.

W E P 20 PREPARING TEACHERS FOR ADOLESCENT AIDS PREVENTION EDUCATION:

ee YEAR TWO OF THE MASSACHUSETTS TEAM TRAINING DESIGN

voli, Gerald W.*; Cranston, K.*ot Rosenfeld, S.**
*Massachusetts Demarment of Education, United Sta

** Massachusetts Department of Public Hesith, UnitedStates

Objective: To describe the effectiveness of a split three day teacher
gerer ‘on 1) their knowledge and attitudes related to AIDS, 2) their

confidence for doing AIDS education, and 3) the impact of utilizing a

 Changes in knowled|

attitude and confidence levels were ed by pre- post-testing. Subjective
feedb measured the ectiveness and utility the trainin
activities. The initial two day training included basic AIDS information,

alth behavior change strategies, affective education techniques en
sexual Pw. hird day, held 6-8 weeks lat

were found renerdiag teacher confort levels for working with HIV+

diagnosed students and co-workers, answering questions about

aC about AIDS. Regarding she training activiadties, interacting with
a Puareceived the highest ranking for personal impa
Gonelusion eesplit three aayEraining design, ondinteracting with a PWA,

has Sevena effective metho t increasing AIDS related aia and

CRRATNE,ARIANEMels, FakeSandMAbedERE RFALEAREAline

W.E.P.22 KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDE TO AIDS SHOWN BY
UGANDAN SCHOOLCHILDREN, BASED ON A NATION-

E POSTER COMPETITION
Mueller oe! Lubege, J.*; Senoga,

eagu Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,tendre”
Switeoriandy *Ugande Red Cross Society, Kampala, anda.

Objective..ean determine the knowledge and attitudesot
youth in anda concerning
care terone years educati
Methods. On I. « 1988, World AIDS Day
arried out a nationsids AIDS poster competitionon the

+ The contents

 

of the posters have been evaluated.
Results. Out of 6 major cities in Uganda, 18 schools contri-
buted 97 posters. The median
85% mainly described AIDS-prevention as kee
ner, wher phasized the use of condoms. 12%
insisted main: he use of sterile instruments » 100% of

e children promoted the importance cari for AIDSa
c

HIV infection was not
Conclusion. The poster contents Tract the current state
of the AIDS education program in urban Uganda. Schoolchil-
dren have good kmowledge and a positive Éttitade about AIDS.

 

W.E.P.24 AN HIV/AIDS EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM FOR LAW

EMENT ICERS
ell, William*; Yaffe 3 Hancock, D.**

City of TorontoDepartaont of Public Health, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

**Metropolitan Toronto Police, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

B.*; Federico, M.**

Objective. To give police officers sufficient understanding of HIV trans-

decentralized police training forma
Police Training Sgt. (P'TS)|andd'apublie health unit educator (PHUE)

J. 1Results. From January t 11 uniformed officers (>5800) of the
Metro Toronto Polic: Yherent the HIV/AIDS training module. Each of the six

icipal public health units participated in the sessions conducted within
their jurisdiction of the metropolitan area c ed by the police. New police
procedures were developed within the conte: a comprehensive Poli jept.
Train: s on Infection Con! he Metro Toronto Corporate Policy

to the iementation of this omplaints from
officers about poseibl: neiuente."yollowing
implementation there have been no taints©orcoettieientaside the Force or
from t community, and appropriate records of contact have been maintained
when ploodorelated sncidente involving officers“have occurre:
Conclusion. A highly organized and cooperative effort between local law
enfoccement and public health authorities has resulted in a decentralized
HIV/AIDS training program that is concise and effective
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IG A MANDATED CURRICULUMW.E.P.25

Objective To provide Ontario teachers with strategies and resources to

deliver a mandated curriculum in AIDS Educ.
Method TVOntario
Education applied

Eight teachers, regionally loca
8 and were tr d

ation
th the Ministries|ooHealth a

workshops to persons

+ Nine additionaljeter|were trained to meet the
demand for wworkshop requests. V. ial evi

us a

strategieschet focused on attitudes, values and behaviour were

8: efined. Costs for teaching and distribution of video
d print materials|were covered by a grant of 1.2 million from the

 ‘kshops were delivered from January 1988 to June
health nurses and pa

serie. a ir

additional videos were acquired and distributed for class use. Three t
dev rvey conducted by the net of
ich measured success of implementation ranked TVOntario

activities first in staff developmen:

Conclusion The trainer of trainere mode1 wasneces ial in delivering the

strategies, video and print support necessary to imp] t a mandated
curriculum. The model could be© adjusted to various situations or educational

eettinga with similser results

WORLD AIDS vus
PREVENTION PROVE
F. Aeberhard#*, Dauef, J. Lebas #*,D.enprREYNAUD# et. al.;

THE LAUNCHING OF AN EXTENDED AIDSW.E.P.27

#
osjectives :5 To combine the experiences in ADS prevent among youAof2 assoviations (APS: AIDS

‘evention Association, and MDM : Médecins du Monde) order to asses their impact and the potential for

Ses such activities throughout the country. 21Toseatthe spielcf the World AIDS day activities

 
by progral

Metheds for the past 2 years APS hs create,touDSosducation.‘raining programs, a network of

fn are School nurses or
ors youth workers). APS has bese rodin part by the Mutualité ris a federation of

insurance companies which has financed the deve!lopment of training taMaterials as as training

programsÀfor ADS edueators nation-wide. MDM, a large French organizationhich oacarries out worldwide

A partnership between oe2 associations was formed to launch a joint ADS5prevention Project which would

facititate an intensification of ADS prevention efforts for youth throi try. project was

designed to start on DesÀ1 1988, the first International World AIDS DAY. pre to this son. members of
“each association were contacted in order to solicit their interest in participating in Word ADS DAY and in

continuing to be active with this coalition byexp ing and mo fying thevir ADS prevvention activities n
1989. 300 activities (  
on World ADS Day, a questionnaire was distributed to all those me in the sonate of the

,2)
 

different “
the number, profile, and reactions of ti iti

interest among P pating 1989.

of the questionnaire is in process. The resultsil be used to assist in designing
regional ADS educator training programs which will be implemented throughout the country starting in
1989.

W.E.P.29 ANALYSIS OF AIDS BROCHURES AND PAMPHLETS
ST:

JamesWellsPRD°,
* Project HOPE Center for Health Affairs, Wi

hy Jahilitv of a le of AIDS educational Sale fj

random sample of brochures, cards, and inserts (N= 104) and
MELbooks and separase Sen Alls panacaDan
(American Foundation for
Cher ofpaye words(>(>2sables) andgaded
McCauphlin (SMOG Index) Grade

6
x 2x 11X 9% 7% 18% 25X 19% SX 4x 2%

They show that 72% of brochures are at aTStantoataresminette(102
grade equivalent beyond school, Mean grade levels target 4

SnOde(LDpanme (LD,AVtrSVpie
(34papasieOonaCh,Semenare statistically significant (F= 4.42,

mae rope a thwlinge HIVetd SnLobeie te mu Brochures
more comprehensible to wider audience.
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W E.P.26 AIDS GRADUATE EDUCATION: EIGHT SEMESTERS EXPERIENCE IN
abe TEACHING AN ADVANCED, INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE ON AIDS

Center for Preventive Medicine and Health Research, San Francisco State
Uaiversity and Pacific Presbyterian Medical Center, San Francisco, CA, USA.

Obiective. To integrate HIV/AIDS education into the permanent. regular
curriculum of s major universit

interdisciplinary, “advanced wadecgraduste/ersen ceurse en
HIV/AIDS was dosigacdd and approved as ental course in January 1985

an Francisce State University. Initially. a"760 page book ef reprints was
“text” wail From the beginning. the course was

a student, even vitheut s science bacckground, te enderstand
jhe cpidemiclogy. etiology. pathology. molecular biology. slisenentic tests.
laboratery, and clinical menifestatioas of AIDS-as jated di

 

ts are
ucatod and sensitize: to AIDS iissues prier te attending © the 70 medical
 ear their peers.
Cine is recommended that AIDS educatien teintegrated inte the
rogelar, “for-crodit” curriculum of colleges and universities. Such courses
low students te develop an intordisciplineey approach iothe understanding of

the AIDS epidemic which can be spplied as a paradigm to any disease state.

W.E. P.28 WORLD AIDS pay - oe “AFRICA 2
e, G; ZazBZ&y0kve MX; Padayachee ,G. Ne.

formation Centre, South Af
» Sou

Chris
raining and In: ric

th Africa,ity Health

DS T
pnstitute for Medical Research, Johann
Depart: » Johannesburg, South Africa.

OBJECINE: Torowsee and executenord AIDS Day in & country with varying

L on.
tural variables, channels of

of AIDS, political, religious and social
fo:ollowing activities formed pi World AIDS Day: 1} Media

amphiets

 
communi:
ideologies. The
coverage (television, radiooO, newspapers, 8), 2) Posters and p
3) AIDS slog n taxis, buses and private vehi 4) awareness programmes
using au visuel terial were held at rations and 8: ta, 5)

Promotion of songs, 6) taped msic in b 8 carrying education
messages about AIDS, 7) puppet shows a symposium, 9) ic concert,
and 10) mobile units set up in the streets ource 0: ‘0! ion.

e use of multiple and novel means of educating the general public

resulted in a greater awareness in the 1 (bi: n bot! an and rur:
areas. It also ivat mal eers to © to be trained as

cieducators. Sumerous phone calls and requests for more literature and

information on AIDS was experienced.
Day programme revealed that cross—

and understanding is essential for AIDS education.

Although there hes been greater demand for condoms it is difficult to assess

whether a change in sexual behaviour has occurred.

W.E.P.3 TRENDS IN CONDOM PROMOTION STRATEGIES FOR HIV

PREVENTION: PRACTICAL CONCEPTS FOR CONSIDERATION

Sugan.G.*; Smith, W.A.*; Ramah, M.**;
Le: D. se

AIDSCOM oject:: ate. Academy for Educational Development,
TneAcademy DC.: DSCOM: Porter/Novelli; ***SOMARC Project
The Acad © Educational Development.Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

 

Objective. To explore naw venues for condom promotion not used
by family planners and health educators. For e: le, when is
being provactive helpful? What is the rola of fea!
What are strategies for managin
subject.ie oweneral anianacing policy makers,

and janeral
target

systematic oe condom promotion concapts and
messages media by type audience and media channel baing
conducted. Delineation of the basic concapts in condom promotion

rom the world. Creative
communicati

direct impact on type of
pronction strategies °

types of condom campaigns may be called for. The
firstonone.will sat the stage and the second to communicate the
rea.
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W.E.P.31 Aros INFORMATION AT THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTHSTATISTICS
Wilson, R. and Hardy, Ann Centerson, R. an: M., National
Statistics, HysttsvitTesWD, United States

Objective. To provide information on AIDS data available from the data
collection systems of the National Center for|Heatth Statistics (NCHS)
Methods. Data sets were reviewed and summar
Results.ults. The following is a preliminary summaryof available data:

‘ime
ta Set /Survey Type of Data Period

1. Heaie nteerview Survey (HIS) krontedge, attitudes 1987-88
. HI seroprevalence 1988-93

3. Household HIV Serosurvey HIV seroprevalence 1988-1989
4. Hospital Discharge Survey Hospital utilization since|1965
5. Mortality Data AIDS, HIV-related HIV

eaths codesser)
6. Mortality Follow-back Survey Health care utilization 1986

as aro e
Survey of Family Growth Female sexual behavior 1988

8, Maternal and Infant HIV antibody status
Health Survey during pregnancy

NCHS publications and survey instruments/data forms will be displayed.
Conclusion. ers aware of AIDS data available from NCHS will
prevent cup lication of effort and will allow analyses by a ariety of
researchers and techniques. Sharing data forms will promo e consistency in
data collection and allow for direct comparisons between studie:

W.E.P.33 EVALUATION OF THE PREVENTION COMPONENTS IN THE NTP'S
OF COSTA RICA, PANAMA, TRINIDAD AND TOBACO AND URUGUAY.
Bond, Lydia, Longshore, D., St. John R., and

Zacarias, F., AIDS Pro; an American Health Organization, WHO

Regional office forpews Americas, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Objective e purpose of this study is to assees the catfolwhich
the prevention strategies outlined in four countries’ mediur:
pro; have been implemented to minimize transmission of t uma!

immunodeficiency virus. These strategies encompass the prevention of

sexual tranemission, the prevention of transmission through blood, and

ined
quantitative-qualitative nethodotoeys using the same evaluation

indicators for each country st

Resulta: n the study period, preventive educational activities were

carried out in health centers, hospitals, STD maternity clinics,
 

Prevention efforts din the countries studied were impignented

with varying degrees of efficiency. Monitoring evaluation was useful

because it permitted the improvement of existing prevention programs.

W.E.P.35 AVOIDING AIDS: PREVENTING AIDS WHILE PRESERVING

f* and —A.-Shiarkshall'™.*
Ministy ofEducation and Culture of the State if

 

 

 

 

 

*Unit of Sex Educat israel, mntectof Social
Medicine, The Hebrewarmand Hdassah, Faculty of Medicine, Jerusalem

Thep ip progr the risk of HIV infectionsonge
g ipa pul: io ofad i ithi d (SE) is presented, together

ceo Dr eeif with d dl f infection and a “North Rneican” mode
oftransmission. CETV ich er 1. Adol,

vulnerable population; 2. for theeesmajorityof alblescents the relevantissues are those
concerning sexual transmission; and, 3. in most cases, the risk of HIV infection is mostly under

The educationalints + aged the arincinles of exnerjemtial 1 ig, and

 

 
7 Vf rf

Thesofthe¢program are four: 1.“ToDedenaybehaviors pl to promote healthyones
may 

 

Ss
sexual behav,wlotoutingthereonofEIfen 3. to confront
P y p people with AIDS;andÀ whel n 1 :
 

eathe program are: 1. "Reowlede IsPoweraioethrough action the facts
aboutAIDS; 2 The Powerof Communication: Talking and decidinginstead ofdoing and
Tegretting; 3. Take Your Life In 4, AIDSin
our midst, and, 5. Evaluating instruments.

POCATDS| 3

Vanderv:
UN SRE DOCUMEN'TAIRE sadeSIDAW.E.P.32

*àUniversité Catholique de Louvain, Bruxelles, Belgiqu
* Centre Régional d'Information et de Prévention du SIDA, Paris, France

 

Objectif. Créer des outils docunantaires spécialement conçus pour le traite-
ment de l'information msemble des di s des infections à VIH.
Méthodes. Pour combler le cune existante au ven nternational, un
thésaurus VIH-SIDA, défini la n Iso 8 té cu en tenant
compte des lsngsges documentaires existants dans les institutions participan-

3 et des expériences développées dans le trait: tions,
l'anelyse des questions at le service das réponses aux u: est

plété par un classement thématique afin d'organiser la documentation tant
le rangement en bibliothèque que pour ia publicationstun bulletin

signalétique. La traduction snglaise et espagnole est en cours.

uitat tTus d'environ descripteurs et 120 non-descripteurs,

associés par des relations d'équivalence, de xehie ou d'association, est

destiné a xvices de documentation, aux producteurs de e donnée:

do taires, sux chercheurs, ge mpaires, planificateurs et au public

intéressé. Le cla sement és ue estha sé en 12 grandes b:
OO. Ouvrages générat 4. Ethiqui 08,

01. Géographie at Politique 05. Econ 09. Virologte

02. Organisue « Psycho-soci, . Immunologie

03. Réclementations 07. Santé publique 11. Clinique
Conclusion. Le système DOCAIDS permet l'in
documents VIH-SIDA, en facilite le diffusion locsle et internat:
couvre largement les aspects non-médicaux des infections à VIH et du SIDA.

EFFECTINGATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR CHANGES IN REGARDW.E.P.34 EFFECTIN
Auieb, Ann*; Dundas, E.°

*San Francisco State University, San Francisco, California, United States

M

Objective: To examine the effectiveness of the use of personal contact with a
infected by HIViin conjunction with|the uuse ofpersonal history filmsVianHIV infected
 

 

 

8 i HY ransmission
Methods. Students in two university level humanns classes introduced to a
fellow is HIV positive“antibody status was
not disclosed until two weeks later fil
return about his cxperionces,s.A seeond film, about a young mother with AIDS
wastthen shown. Three additional lecturesvwere given on AIDS. Studentsts were asked to

of 20 fi about the one
thathad the mostiimpact on their

; Students voluntarily docked the following:
Increase in AIDS knowledge: 5% ; knowledge about HIV transmission

ention: 18%; Increase in concernafor individuals with HIV infection: 71%;
Realizatization that they now know someone with HIV infection: 43%; Increased perception
of personal vulnerability: 51%; Current risk vior reinforced: 6%; Decided to
change i :

5 Previous research ai Francisco a high degree of
student knowledge:about AIDS and HIV transmission, but | fewfelt pemauiresvulnerable

perception of vulnerability, the d "Useaf
memethods that evoke an empathetic response can be untin editing attitudes and

avior.

AIDS EDUCATION FOR APOEÉSCENTS: WHO RESPONDS?

Ph.D., Fritz, G., M.D.

Rhode Island fospitaa/prown Uaiversiiy
Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

W.E.P.36

Objective. determine which student variables are most closely

associated with intention to behave safely following public school AIDS
education

weample of 1800 students were studied before and after AIDS
education to determine the level of knowledge, AIDS related attitudes,
and prior risk-taking behavior. An ANOVA, a multiple regressi
analysis, and the Scheffe Test between contrasting subgroup
to explore the relationship between these variables and the
intention towards future sa:

. The

8, were uaed
students"

account for 31% of the
future behavior (F=10.5, p<. noob A

ubgr articularly respontive to the education were junior high
school girls with high changes in knowledge and fear of AIDS” (Scheffe
Test, pen.

sex, changes is knowledge and a
risk-takin,ng bchavior account
education in adolescent:

ttitudes, and

for much of the differential impact of AIDS
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W.E.P.37 STRATEGIES POUR UN PROGRAMME D‘EDUCATION POUR
MINEURS INTERNES
Camargo. Irani

Paiva, S.*, Fernandes, M.E.
BEM -- Pundagao Estadual do Bem Estar do Menor, S Paulo, Brésil

**Centro ce Referéncia e Treinamento de AIDS, S Paulo, Brésil

: peccninie G.*; Casillas, V.r,
*; Aob N.**,

Objectif. Diminuer itimpact glopal du SIDA entre les mineurs in-
ternés. L st d'atteinûre 30.000 mineurs par a la nejori”
té uesquels venus de familles désagrégés et précocement intr
duits aux drogues et à la vie sexuelle.
Méthodes . i et a £ i i et à'a-
gents _nultiplicateurs ayant pour out 1° orientation ves wineurs.

salle iti

Fog.
cateurs, restes sont chargé

renseignementsaux wineu les fonetionaires et i
ont produit ues m G‘information (piéce

cnansons et affiches). e
nué. d) émergence de la*jooperation et de ia soliaarité.
Conclusions..a) les atives, pour stimu-
ier la population envisagée. b) diment stimulée, cette popula-
tion est capable de créer ies matériaux adaptés à ses pairs.

 

W.E.P.39 RESEARCHING RELEVANT AIDS EDUCATION MATERIAL FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE
O'Sullivan, Anna and Gillies, Pamela

University of Nottingham, UNITED KINGDOM

Objective.
relevant, effective comic materi.

To describe a technique for researching and developing

al for use with teenagers and young adults.

 
Ideas for content of comic were di. deg; real-life stories included;

anguage considered and characters arawn during the course of discussion.
A pilot comic was then design esented to the groups, who

bak te.commenmts on the acctualcoppy on an individual basis.(Ns 75).
people invoived in producing tne comic felt wi

Interesting,used appropriate language and clarified how HIV could be

aught as well as informi
stories eng
evaluation has shown that the comic has a significant impact upon

owledge,
Conclusion. Young people can be used effectively in the process of the
writing and development of AIDS education materials

W.E.P.41
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W.E.P.38 PARENTAL VIEWPOINTS GN AIDS EDUCATION IN THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF COPENHAGEN

dholm, Merete; Hansen,B.
The Municipal School System of Coopenhagen, Denmark.

Objective. To acqu knowledge of the parants' points of view
coneerates the AIDSeducation given by the teachers in the pri-

ower secondary schools in Copenhageen.
Since it is very important to continue the AIDS education in
the School System, it is essential for teachers to considsr the
opinions ofAarents and to incorporate their viewpoints in the
future planni

Methods. Questionnaire aetoateamong the parents of 3,000
pupils in the 2nd, Sth and 9th fo

Results and conclusions. The inavestivation is ongoing and the
summary of results and conclusions will be presented in Montreal
in June

W.E.P.46 ATDS EDUCATIO! R YOUTH - A RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL
oo pelage Kathy and Gillies, Pamela

Universityof Nottingnas, UNITED KINGDOM
Objective. To evaluat le impact AIDS education comic on the

know. » attitudes, sexual bebeviouràand intentions of 16-19 year olds.
raining centres in Nottingham were©randosly allocated

to experimental and control conditions. 162 tr: located to the
Data were collected prior to

r use vla a self-ccompietea que:stionnaire.
tween

‘imental group had a significantly higher
compared with the control post-tlevel of knowledge

Mean knowl:
PRETEST
score t P af ee t p

33)
Experimental 723.39 5.22 Rot 27.40 5.11
(N = 121) 1.39 Sig. 238 2.98 <0.01
control 24.76 4.43 25.53 4.58

119)
Signiricantiy more experimental than control trainees knew at post-test

t you d contract HIV from anal sex (p<0.001) and that HIV entered the
bear through broken skin (p<0.01). In addition, twice as many experimental

(55%) as control (25%; p<0.001} trainees at post-test were aware that a
cure for AIDS was unlikely in the near future. The comic had little
effect upon attitudes and no effect behaviour or intentions.

Conclusion. This comic can significantly improve young adults' knowledge

of HIV transmission in the short-tern.

AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM ON AIDS AWARENESS AND PREVENTION
IN THE HIGH SCHOOLW.E.P.42

çoise Caron
“Science DepartmentMuNeerenstte rtsehoot, Longueuil, Quebec,
C
"Nurse, CLSC Longueuil Ouest, Longueuil, Quebec, Canada

Objective: Toeee a model educational program on AIDS awareness and

Methods: 1.he ot n was ale secondary 3 students (ages 14-15).0 etage poputatio
The instru eg änto the computson
courses oan Toto and MRE {moral and reLigio

to review, p educa-
ouA ma, es were covered in bioloogy:AT que,ATOS

4418} What causes ATDS {Cc} HowADS ds transmitted (0) How AIDS can
vented. 4, MRE classes ized the social, paychologie :
ethical aspects of AIDS andeeed nelated issues of dis in,
civil rights, and tes
Results: 1. The FuseteRe“Photo puteon theadadoption of

conducive behaviors by knot e sy
services}, es (MRE). of knowLedgee was achieved
through pretest and “posttest results
Conclusion: There is a great nneed fonpa plannedintedntensive AIDS progzam

into the context of the reg
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W E P 43 IMPLEMENTATION OF A MANDATED RIVAIDS CURRICULUM IN THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF WASHINGTON S$
Livingston Gar ; Baldwin,P.**né D

*State of Washington, ce 0 /AIDS Olympia, WA. senorricDef the Super-
intendent of Pubtic instruction, Olympia, WA. ,***University of Washington,

In the spring of 1988, the legislature of the State of Washington ,USA,enact-
ed the second Substitute Senate Bill No. 6221, the so-called "AIDS Omnibus
Bill". A key part of this legislation expressly established a mandate that:
1)AIDS prevention education be taught tn the public schools; 2)a model curr-
fcula be developed; 3)that an Office on AIDS, established by this legisla~
tion be responsible for a) the medical accuracy of the model curricula and
b) aother materials intended for classroom use also be approved for med-
ical a

e processes involved in developing the model curricula, the development of
objective criteria against whic! to Judge existing AIDS curricula, approval
of matertais for classroom use,needa n to and training for fapli-
mentation of the model curriculum, andvother aspects of the legislation spe-
cific to AIDS education will be discussed.

W E P.45 HEALTH EDUCATION FOR AIDS PREVENT: NGSTUDENTS

Sere“eety, Rone,
Italy, **Local Health Unit RM/3, Rome, Italy.

Qbtective. To define methods to teplenentanan educational program for HIV
ntection prevention among school

Rethods. t Popplationtion: Students’ of Sunior HighSchoolsoe
<chools (HS) o e Latius sons Italy Fa prox. Sz. 10 shee

educators: a minimum of 2 school teachersIbis (JHS) or 5 (ES
Teachers are appointed he local Schoo. Dis rict,vaurhhorities. total

eack
4

wv
be trai 185

tors and biologists, seleced, educa mult ple choice
gusestionnaire on ‘Arps; training o ayZo rses organized the

U, for 25 subjects each, on the prevention of nfections. jobjectives
of ‘the course: at the end of the co heaith professsionsis,he be
able to: a) d e educationalonescet"es for teachers;otMosesà

e evention; ¢ lefinga ropriate te ues 0
goucationala ectiv.er Fhodsa Lourse

on
da]
process are: a) definition of epeograth task
objectives; b)° identification of the components of a task (pract

maunication, of an lua’
e of techniquay 1

introduc a % lecture, an en transfo:rermed ucati
objectives for teachers the partic:cipants, Vork israedRS oneduc OU] s
of S, and each gro p illustrates "theme features of its product to the

fi
yu

Stentquesti oad in biasistered before the1 a pre-test questio Ss nm: or course to
ling jevels 9. Roceafter the course, intellectua site

evaluated vith a multipie choice questionnaire (post-test). Observ: tion
SE jadividus, behavior duringiBFou york and BFFesentations analysis
of individually veitten mate: en preven ion yidelines, glides’ for

rhead projections, etc.) Font a gidbal evalua, ion of practical and
communication skills.

THE IMPLEMENTATION AND PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE ISRAELI

Inon , School of Public Health and Commmity Medicin
srael

Schenker
Hebrew University-Hadasah Medical Faculty, Jerusalem, I

ince September 1987 a national module of AIDS education in schools is imple-
sented In Tareel. the implementation was based on 4 stages: !) preparation of '

culum

approaches.
Preliminary evaluation indicates that this module is suitable for others too.

W.E.P.44 LES APPARTEMENTS DE RELAIS THERAPEUTIQUE ET
EEE : ACCUEIL POST-HOSPITALIER ET REINSERTION

Cordonnier. J.P.*; Javanni,J.**; Maurel,H.***; Michel,A.****
et Sobel,A.**sss, .
*Psychiatre, Délégué Médical (APARTS); **Président (APARTS);
*eeSecrétaire Généra (APARTS), ****Délégué Social (APARTS);
weeeeProfesseur a’ Immunologie Clinique, Vice-Président
(APARTS),FRANCE

appartements de relais thérapeutique et social (APARTS)
proposent une solution provisoire d’hébergement destinée aux
malades du si (stade IV) ne nécessitant plu
hospitalisation plein temps, et présentant des atFeicultes
d'ordre social et psychologique.

L'accueil posthospitalter dans ce type de structure

structure favorise la réinsertion des malades en
rec:

français de lutte contre le sida et d’aide aux malades
situation de précarité.

Ww E.P.46 *DOES AIDS HURT?" EDUCATING YOUNG CHILDREN ABOUT AIDS

Quackenbush,Marcia®; Villarreal, S.**

 

 

 

“University of California AIDS Health Project, isco; > f Pediatrics, San Francisco
General Hospital

Objective. To ng AIDS with young child
aacaandwil service,mental bea, medal vont pcason poknacealy Ponting with young
children and their families.

Methods. All h
about AIDS. 
rongwpewsonsmv. Troe ofgustingmines endepproecies 1
discussing AIDS/HIV

 

 

 

Results. Tt dedi princi ws ane of pe rsinnat

to offer appropriate AIDS i ings, to young child:
others to do s0.

discuss HIV with them i delin 

W.E.P.48 SEX HXKATION MATERIALS TO PREVENT S.T.D, AND AIDS IN ADOLESCENTS.

Tatur de, Matilde*, Martin de, C**, Martinez, R***
Fundacién Cresalc ColombiaCoïlembin, Bogoté,

 

Bree.. To describe Sex Ehration materials, to prevent S.T.D. and AIDS in adolescents fron
coamunities in Bogoté. Colombia S.A.

. of designing and elaborating
Tio ait the plassure of Being” wath theneon Claboraeing The objective of the sex

results of the previous with the adolescents
was: To make possible the recognition and worth of the body, as a way to prevent S.7.D. and ANS.

information was collected through anonimous quastiamares and indi
The contents in four units: 1. Encounter with the » Jt facilitates the re -

‘ty and body image. 2, All the s are
sœnelity. This unit makes reference to the brain, the sense organs, and the orgenss in

seaplity. 3. Clarification of miths about swaml organs ani ity taking
care for ali parts of body. 4, Responsible seaual behavior to prevent S.T.D. The units were

proved and evaluated in two Sex workshops, the evaluation was
and, focus interviews.

Results. The methodology described in 5 L = 
ning
STD. en ADS. 2. Facilitates the clarification of aiths, and beliets related to seul cry»
S.T.D. end AIS. 3: Stimletes te recmgrtio of the bodyInge wichWich contribute to edopt res

Conclusions, The han of 5.7. en ADS should be à par of mineral sox eccation progan
‘thatincludes the bio-pico-social aspects of sexmlity. To spproach prevention of S.T.D. and
AIDS, it is necassary to emphasize the recognition and worth of the body image. It increases
esteem and stimulates body care-talcing.
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A NATIONAL STRATEGY DESIGNED TO REDUCE BARRIERS HINDERING
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF EFFECTIVE HIV EDUCATION FOR YOUTH:
FIRST YEAR'S ACHIEVEMENTS

W.E.P.49

Pupcan,Cerjton® *; Daily, L.*; Poehler Kann, L Kolbe,
on oF Afntescent & School Health Genter” tir Chronicvbssense

Exoventionok Health Promotion, Centera for Disease Control, Atlan
eorgia

Qbiective. To describe the first year's achievements of a national
strategy dentReedto overcome major barriers hindering implementationer
of effective ducation forPO

. 987, thesgentere for Disease Control (CDC) sponsored 2
national ectings to rity barriers hinderi: implementation of
effective HIV e neationà r you be Pa.rticipants identified as major
barriers, the lack of: organi support from nattionalEducation

i car ona. meee? guideline: zaand mmendation:
33 access to educational resources HEOURS 43e er'Éreining prSETAns ;
5) parentai involvementan eupport; and, data gechertra Hiverelated
knowledge,|agedtuudes haviorsam ÿouth and the effectiveness of
educationa cations te influence these -factors. CDC initiastedFa
national at atesye sed is to re

4 2 tional aducation
is implemented. Seventy State, local, and Territorial education

agenciesinfeta edaprograms|to provide.‘etrectiv’ iV education for youth.
comput: database of ed onal materials was estab ished.

Sareeeasterion agencies provide nationalLrethns33 educators and 13
regional traint: centers’were faentitied to provide teacher traaining-
Rise Statea and cities established databases describing knowledge,
bel:Jiete, te behaviora re entative sealmpleiesofyouth. Research is

rway
rapidlyreduced the first 3

orts are needed to reduce the latter
three*parriers. This strategy may have applicability in nations that
provide national-level aupport for implementing HIV education for youth.

W.E.P.51 COMPARATIVE KAP STUDIES AND STD IN TWO DIFFERENT SOCIO-

ECONOMIC GROUPS

geo, EEdward, Bamgbose. J,, Adetugbo, A., Durosinmi. A., and

oyi:
Obafemi Avolowe handres gen

Objectives: To ce cultural and sexual practices
STD in‘wodifferent Socio-economic groups

ormulating appropriate health education messages for HIV

ested and modified questionnaires were administered to 410
randomly aactedundergraduates and also 375 (purposefully)selected
individuals of lower socio-economic states. Questions ware designed to
cover awareness, knowledge, AIDS and STD, sexual habits
preferred mode of receiving health education as welt as individual asseas-

ment of existing health educaticn material o1

Results: Undergraduates exhibited moremnowlede«of symptoms and preven’mtn
of AIDS than the rural dwellers. Whereas, the former indulge in higher ri
practices than the latter, condoms are|more acceptable and used by the tanner
than the latter, Undergraduates prefer to learn more about AIDS i
electronic @ and newspapers while the rural dwellers prefer community
health talks

Conclusion: Health education against AIDS must be targeted of
different groups. Forrural ow AIDS prevalence, health educa-
ionith emphasis ampaign again t HIV infection

o be integratedwith Primary Health Services

 

to suit needs 

W.E.P.53 COMPARISON OF AIDS KNOWLEDGE S AND BEHAVIORS IN

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE 181) CLINIC PATIENTS AND
PUTRMATIVE TESTING SITE (ATS) CLIENTS

Day, J.; Dill Kunches, L.; Nofenson, L.; et al. MA Dept.i Moye,John;
Public ealth,|Ponty MA, USA

Objective: compare levelsat us knowiedge and behaviors in persons
attending gelectedrb: S facili

on 7/88 through10/88,", 063 (398Ms, 665 STD) sel:
Leetteredsisurveys of AI haviors, and denogrsonics were
completed. Knowledge|scores and behavices verered by clinie setting,
ex, and race. Demographics for STD respondents (STD) showed greater
proportions otaonmnite (42% ws. 13%), female {8x ve. 29%), and adolescent

pared to ATS respondents (ATS).
Boteroseseal preference was more common in STD then ATS (93% vs.

Based on a 10-point scale, ATSvated self“perceived knowledge levels higher
thi (mean score, 6.8 vs. 5.7), a a eetive evidence of kn

questions. ong nov:

in unsafe intravenous drug use (IVDU) yore siniler
to ‘SD stonere oad vs. sas decreased gens sharing, 29% vi ys

° ATS Oo are test seekers), STD need greater’
educational andbbehavior modification efforts to nt AIDS risk.
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A NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF PROGRAMS ON
W.E.P.50 HEALTH EDUCATION 10 PREVENT THE SPREAD OF HIV SCHOOL
Sheffield,veus #5 Jones, J.*; Jubb, W.#*; Martindale, J.4#*;
spivision’of adolescentard"choot Health, Center for Chronic Disease

hFromotion,6enters for Disease fontrete
cororgie,shtique Department of Education MighiganeVOBçuu

rancisco Unified School Dietrict, San Frondigen ceslsforate, Osa;
sauver York State Education Depsrtneñts Albany, New Yor!

Obtectiz:e. To describe a national model for theeobffusion of programs on
schoo. CAES education to prevent the 5s;spread 6: HIV,

In 1987, the Centers for Disease éontrel (cbc) began providi
nancial and teghnical ssupport|to 1 local and 2 State education agencies

e
Vv ans in re throughout

Financial assistance is révided by pursto support the
diem of participanta. Content of the Training/Demonstration

the Trasteenonstration Pregrams have trained teams
States "ai cities. er 300 persons including Parents, School

and re tnofauthevepe and2 althdepartments, and
we partic: ate inthy se Taus .

mstratclon, training, techniest
sfstance su;Pinds the rapid 10edemonsof strategies forD

fap and assessingBIV education programs.
apelfeeeitaee 2pactons t can p: de natlonal-levei support for
regional tra alt demonstration Preereese

JF. METTETAL™, F. EDELMANN™™
pecMCATiOEParFace

nameBuuspapaaiprafans chaqyarya
Méthode: une collaboration trots ot require a 6 Gtabbe avecune assacation spéciaste susur finformation
Cites parasanebposseScan HaDSOù de cette association. fa base
d'études parues naraACuage

au Cours
L

W.E.P.52 UN EXEMPLE DE COLLABORATIONENTRE MEDECIN ET JOURNALISTE

FRERE
 
 

tans
aprofpeAarmwn joumalste et un médecn

  

 

 

là “Sia” comme indispensable. Tovtefois les lecteurs ne se
par écrit où par téléphone pour denander des informa’ OU ue of aborda
sujet. En revanche,les artices de Sida des réactions et engendrent le dogetre bs
patients at les médecins de Fassockaion au sende lor cabinet. Dune façon ginérale Sida est recomue
PE A TUE F iéciaksé permet à demiers d'acquerir d approfondies sur le sida,
mais és sont alors encins & utiliser terminologie et discours de plus pus médical au détriment de
Facderiepar be lecteurs. ;
Concuske l'exigence de là qualité de linformation n'est pas une fin en Une constante évaluation de là
perception de Mformation dat être étable pour Éviter quels ne devienne trop hermétique pour les facteurs

lectorat dujomal
Pr “ 3

W.E.P.54 WHATKEEPS PHYSICIANS FROM TALKING ABOUTAIDS:
Barriers to AIDS Prevention Education
MichaelW., MS. Kaiser Health Education, Permanente
Medical Group, Oakland California, USA.

The specific aims of this study were:
DAdutprimary catyasingHMO setting were providing AIDS risk

formation to their patients, nd D)nédanaightoraheeBean
information.

 

providingthe

An y was mailed physicians in large Northern California Health
Mai ‘ganization (HMO). A usabl f 65% (423/650) was obtained. 

s pee at AM were found

to exists depending on the iysicion's perception ofrs patientsrs Tak forAADDS.ohof

+ 4 Valle 5
“more important healthissues"sand *
 with initiating
discussionsofsexual practices or anause. Chaque.analysesrowed differencesiin
 

 

or location (urban or rural) of practice . There were statatistically significantdifferencesfor
or tephy numbers of AIDS padeats in their practice, and knowing someone (friend,
relative or colleague) with AIDS .

These Fi 3 1 direct} 4 emphasis of physician ed prog and were
et 4. À 4 1 Ties, . + AIDS risk
 

reduction efforts.
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W E P 55 PROPOSED MODEL OF MEDICAL WORKSHOP ON AIDS IN AFRICA
ue Crocchiolo,Paclo”s Att anyH.A."*;Khatib,0.J.***;Schinaia,

.*;0thman;äe Obanoe
“Global Programme on AIDS , WHO , Ge: ctious Diseases Hospital,Mom
basa,Kenya;***National AIDS Prevention aControl Programme ,MOH, Zanzibar

 

Objective.To develop a model ofanedical vorkshop(W)as effective as pos-
sible in conveying essential messages on main aspects of AIDS and
Tysesection slinies,epidemiology, prevention, counselling and ethical

 issMethods33 MDs(at least 1 from each Hospitet in Zanzibar)were invited
5 nm AID:

 
5e

can: out 15%,p O.00001).iaparticipants felt they hi
greatly improved their knowledge on AIDS

cal perasonnel = urgently needed in all deve

A
was also a hey element for the success of this training experience

W.E.P.57 DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE: A REVIEW OF WORLDWIDE AIDS

PROGRAMS

K.CAROVANO*, GB MACDONALD, M HELQUIST#*

*Johna University/Al “*Acadeny for Educational

Davelopnent/ATDSCON, Washington,5.rs U.S.A.

Qbiective: To survey education and information programs used to

increase knowledge and reduce risk behavior related to HIV/AIDS.

1 The authorsnave identified five categories within which

DS education p: ‘rom around the world are examined. These

five catevories Tnclude: Regio: and National tnformation
Canpai Comauni: and Institutional Network Responses, AIDS
Prevent on Counseling a: onBehavior Support Efforts, Cond
Marketing Strategies, and Media Education Prograns.

Beaults: AIDS prevention and education programs have
taplenented around the world in response to dive: needs with
ying degrees of success. Through a systematic.levanination of

torse in both industrialized and developi:

critical program components have been jdentitied that canteerva

as models for the further development of prevention programs.

 

Sengluaion: The,opportunity for partnership and
regions is rent by the
coumonality oftthesePinitiatives.

axchangs between

simultaneous diversity and

W.E.P.59 A COMMUNITY-WIDE SURVEY AIDS KNOWLEDGE,
ATTITUDES, AND PREFERREDINFORMATION SOURCES

les, Corby,
*AIDS Research & Education Project, Calitomia state University, Long Beach, CA, USA
outt of Public Health, Long Beach, CA, USA

jnvolve community residents program planning, assesses preferred
j@ and attitudes about AIDS. :

personally and another, wecisrbute toa friend or relative. The
(1) the preferences, of Its regarding sourcesofofS information "for adults and
adolescents and (2) basic, AIDS knowledge l
disease severty, response efficacy, perTon with AIDS and social norms.

. Age ranged from 18 to 85 (mean = 44). Difte! n
ing sources of A into son scent were expressed.

Television EX), red
Information sources for adults while schools{petan CE) andnd.parents (68%)
were rated as the most sources
respondents was“tait high (79% correct). to vowSDS a severe
health threat that has y individuals to modify hi behaviors; however,

responde themselves as beingpersonally at risk. Age and sex, with few
exceptions, were not related to , knowledge, attitudes (p >
Senciusion. Community surveys provide valuable ons for AIDS program
Gevelopment and provide a mechanism for direct citizen I

1S.
of 0 ear, as foll

W.E.P.56 CROSS-CULTURAL OBSTACLES TO AIDS EDUCATION IN THE SOUTHERN

AFRICAN CONTEXT

Garistie,Grenias Zazayokwe,M; Sher,R.; Metz,J.

AIDS Training and Information Centre, South African Institute for Medical
Research, Johannesburg, South Afric.

CTIVE. To identify and resolve various barriers to educating Africans
about HIV/AIDS in Southern Africa.

ta pertaining to educatien barriers was collected over a period

e y! ows! or field experience, (2) interviews, (3 ‘coup
discussions, and (4) surveys
RESULTS. Some of the most common barriers to AIDS education include: (1) the
traditionaleiiet ee disease is causeby ancestors or evil spirite and

ignoran of, the xm theory of oder (2)the absence of terminoloogy

immuneesystem!in the vernacular; (3) the fact thatsex is
nly " sreussea between elders and the yoututhor es and f 3 (4)

the practise of polygemy, urbanisation and migrant labour which naeleafto
{the Practice|of)multiple sexual partners; (5) the inaccesibili'ity ofAIDS
informati eas; te) the view that 'witchdoctors'

th

use of condoms; and (10) the notion that ATDS

jowledge, awareness and skills must be developed

to overcome obstacles to AIDS education. It is imperative to work within the

world view of different people in order to educate effectively.

W.E.P.58 REPORTED BI TOR Chane AIDS RISK,GRO) iP:
HERHs feklsster."h: Shgenater, PL wae
Zbylo

*Centers for Disease someon, helamte. 62 rie, ame University of Texas
Health Scienceenters Houston, Texas, USA,PA thee"igiverssty of Texas, Austin

mas, USA, ****Texas Department of Health, ane Texa:

 

Objectives: To examine behavior change in groups at risk for alDS/HIS.
Methods: A statewide telephone survey of 1,649 randomly selected persons in

Seventeen percent gf rotosamTexas was completed in 1988. angle reported more
than one sex partner, 10% reported another STD; re sex with a prosti-
tute, and 2% reported sex with an Wdrugu

8! For those who reported having had more than one sex partner, the
toltowing results were found: Since hearing about ‘AIDS, 44.8% reported re-

einumnumberathesex partners, 21.34 used condos, and il. 34 became
ntly more likely than men

ng fewer partners:
gamous

to become honogaa0 ort Vv:
of men vs. 228s 1% of women)
> P<.05)3 as

rather than becoming.* completelyLA $50.8
er to use condoms (23.oneamen vs «3% of wo: evision wi

quently c: of information prompting iehevior change

mo COUP 6.tecited.suet and men were more likely than
women to cite relaiene g minor than men to say a sex

minorities: Blacks (19.9% 0

ieifed'sand Bapast6(20-58 tingfe cesser oeSoleg{sionel © ni elevis
often 5 MEEdeeeeadis)QUECPEahrever ee

of those reporting s rug user had

communications may be successfulis prompting behavi

hange anong groups at risk of AIDS/HIV. In order to reach all risk groupe,
public health campaigns may need to incorporate incerpérsénal: ‘communication and
televised AIDS prevention messages.

W.E.P.60 HOW TO EDUCATE 26,000 HEALTH CARE WORKERS IN 6 MONTHS
RN, BSN, MBA*; Evans, D. RN, BSN**.

Permanente Medical Centers, san Francisco, ‘**Vallejo, Ca, U.S.el

Obiective. To provide within 6 months consistent and comprehensive education about
Universal Precautiotions (UP) for 26,000 health care workers (HCW) in a health maintenance

organizatio!
in for Di 1" ion for HCW to use

UP to preventtio!
f variousreiional, jocal and ing un

ific Train-The-Trainerineae
transparency

Results. sessions. qathe

following 10 weeks, 000
appropriate regionaldepartments (es.Stan)14 hospitals, 26 medical oticalias

ithin the Kaiser Care -Northern California
ucated by the deadline.inorder to

and evaluatio:assess 4 ponents we:
integrated into proceduresat local “medical.conteErfactors in ‘the successful
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W.E. P.61 THE JUDICIOUS USE OF HUMOR IN A CONDOM PROMOTION
CAMPAIGN

*; Kelleigh, B.**; Welc N.*4%5 Purdue

*University of Neshington: Seattle. WA., USA; 2: Northwest
AIDS Foundation, Seattle, WA., USA

The Northwest AIDS Foundation coordinates social services
cific Northwest

d sponsors oki ll-buildine workshops and mass
media campaigns, The Well-Equipped media campaign (1987
8) was design to promote consistent f 1 n
spermacides tex condoms. or becai an integral part
of this campaign based upon the belief that taboos about
discussing ndoms could moat sily b pipethrough
humor col ity-bas planning group helpe

Ds

be discussed and the.artworktereBewell-Rauipeod
displayed.

Tadeusz Gérski, H.Kamienitak, E.Korezyriski*
W.E.P.63 PREVENTION CAMPAIGN INHEALTHY CITY PROJECT

OF ZODZ
itary-Epidemiological sae: Wodna str., 40, 90-046 1645,

Polierinie of Venereolog na $0.ethnett Poland
e” evention can ne of

im’ undertaken in healthy city project.of Lédi-
"Health for AI] by the year 20na
Methods, WHO /Eur oach an nciples for undertaking the
a promotion of cities have been adopted. For

surveillance the AIDS risk group of about 300 nonorganized
people chosen ave been taught o: , e

 k
Results. The plood service|intervention and health education
have caused of À measures

d drug abusers. AIDS problem is connected

nai risk group shows that their knowledg:
s on the sufficient level but their risk behaviours ar €:

ted to their knowle it i e below table,
Condom use ¢: ou Are condoms x examine
full security condoms? accessible? in a lab
Yes No Unknown Y No Yes No Unknown Yes No
28% 16% 56K eine 24% 60% 16% 68% 2%
Conclusion. be practised espe-use of condoms should

oughtFRANSen ome)bisesualiste. They to receive them free,

W E P. 65 KNOWLEDGE AND PERCEIVED RISK OF AIDS AMONG

ve THE ADULT POPULATION OF KINSHASA, Zal
Bertrand, J.*;

Balo 2; end Chirvies c.

oTuleneuniversmity, New Orleenas,

den Neissances Dénirebles (PSND),
La, USA, “Projet des Services

Kinshesa, Zair:

Qbjective. To easure knovledge of AIDS, level497 perceived

riak, and factors which predict knowledge and ved risk.

n probablistic senprang: a men“tnd 3661 vonen

i

  

the re ed d, and among

ty-seven percent of ad 63% of
vomen believe they are at no if mtacting AIDS. Perceived

 

among those who hed extramarital reletions,
were 20-40, and

 

public of AIDS
should promote greater

cure, and focus cial
unmarried population that seeningiy deny their risk of AID:

a
of condeoms, etreaa the absence of a
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behaviours by the questionnaire study.

eanyeueandcigaymandBesEMaTSe,

SIDAIDS: A COMPUTERIZED TELEPHONE AIDS INFORMATION &
COUNSEELLING SERVICE (TELEMATIC)

Billon,P.ne Duckett,Margaret**; Champoux,L.*;Baribeau,T.*, and

* Communications Canada, Montreal, Quebec, Canada;

**McGill Centre for Medicine, Ethics and Law, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

W.E.P.62

Obiecti 4 4 sas f

AIDS, accessible b> by h k (residenti: public).Aiough
f th icati plex, the service to users

isshighly‘user-friendly.
 

er. The user receives replies 

 

 

 

The user h

Results:Thee equipment, computer vide

the following service:1} SIDAIDS communicates clear and precise information on AIDS to
theact ivity

ofmany hotlines with respect to information on AIDS, but

several‘stages - each stage covers a specific aspect of the individual case and includes
educational elements.3)SIDAIDS establis!hes and maintains a continuing interactive takeof

, $0 as to foster
the risks of spreading “AIDS, Tn this regard.clients with “at risk” behaviour have priorityaaccess

to) thee counsellors, and, as far as user in this category :will have access, if he or

tl esame counsellor, call “after ‘all.4) SIDAIDS permits a counsellor, at the user's

discretion. e user.5) SIDAIDS facilitates the
collection of epidemiological and behavioura! informatition for subsequent data analysis.

Conclusion: Prototypes are confirming the feasibility and utility of the SIDAIDS mechanism.

W. E.P.64 EXTENDING THE ROLE OF AIDS HOTLINES IN AIDS PREVENTION
WROGRAMS IN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

ist, M.#; Stein, J.*;
ano, K.* Dela V: ga, E.* Duke ake

+ AIDSCON“project, me*deadeny for “Educational Development,

Washington **Brooklyn AIDS Task Force, New York;

**#National AIDS “committee, Trinidad and Tobago

Obiective. To assess the role and function of AIDS Hotlines in
developed an developing countries.

Literature review and in-depth interviews with
informants and ‘Hotline staff in community-based arganizations and
AIDS programs in the U.S., Mexico, Trinidad and T
Results. AIDS Hotlines are an integral component of AIDS
prevention programs in the United States, with operations

community, state, and national level. Hotlines in the U.S.

provide information dissemination, referral, and listening
suppo o rs Hotlines also track trends in caller
concerns, misperceptions, and servi eds; and monitor levels
of essage awarene recall ovided through national
information and education initiatives. Comparable programs which

s and referrals are being established
in several

i n important Link in the communication

chain to inform and support callers concerned about AIDS and HIV

infection. Hotlines are frequently the first point of intake into

the AIDS service support system in the U.S. In Trinidad and

Tobago the hotline serves primarily as a listening support
system, being used to provide information

SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS AS AIDS HEALTH ee FOR An
ILLITERATE RURAL westne ArasoeFOPELR

W.E.P.66
A; and Xi

Eastern Province AIDS Committee, Seqbvena, Sierra Leone, . Africa

In rural areas of Africa, where most of the population is illiterate and
edi. Health Promotion is

pe drama
Tresentations. a hat ! formation about aIbDs
transmission and prevention vas successfully conveyed by bat
that young people most often shared information with:“rentliterate

ople. The materials and training programme vere redesigned so that the
varied

ly active age groups in the village:
vill also be compare‘ed vith pre-programme incidence, as will registrationPat

centres for condoms. We vill discuss the design and
implementation of our programme, including pretesting, preliminary
evaluation, and redesign of materials as vell as resu
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Loree Violet Rose;

AIDS EDUCATION IN PRISONS
A MODEL

Educational Gonaultanc /Private Practice
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Objective. ve presenteeworking in both provincial and federa
prisons, with informa and youth need to know about AIDSNand
techniques they mightuse teteach Ethen
Methods. * Examples of methods of bonding with an inmate audience will b
Presented * Using brainscetorming we will explore sexual self-definition and
examin

 
the video-*AIDS~A WAY DIE 

ions * Usi: ring an
which body fluids carry HIV * Introducing use of condoms and ni

ing

ng.
ce where there is both drug use and

It is critical that we give sncarcerated people health

and.lifestyling,information so they can make choi

NIPEAUDE CONNAISSANE DU SIDA DANS UNE POPULATION
EXPOS

W.E.P.69
ulimane, A.,Taleb,M.,Sadok S

Service d' EpidéeeeCHU de sidi-Bel-Abbes, Algérie

Il s'agit d'une enquete d'information réalisée auprès d'une population
d'étudiants du centre universitaire de Sidi-Bel-Abbes en Algérie.

t de Liéterminer le ‘niveau de connaissance des

€ pro!
L' échantillon, obtenu aprés sondagealéatoire,est composé de 273 sujet:
qui ont rempli,d'une fagon anonyme,un questionnaire 4 plusieurs items.
L'age moyen des sujets est de 23 ans.ll y a autant de filles que d
garçons, issus surtout d'un contexte “famitiel modeste,et résidant

deux tiers des sujets enquetes
‘inition de a maladie et des effets qu‘elle

‘entre eux(55%) connaissent le nom du vir

e trois ne connait pas ses modalités de
transmission,et n'identifie Das “correctement les groupes Particulièrement
exposés à la maladie.
En matière de comportement,si le problème inquiète deux étudiants sur
trois,la plupart des sujets considèrent la maladie comme éta:
phénomène non important dans le contexte socio-culturel actue‘ele
De enquete montre la necesité d'une action d'éducation pour la santé
permanente en direction de cette population.

W E P. 71 PenOF PILOT INTERVENTIONS TO REDUCE THE SPREAD OF BIV
IN AMONG HIGH RISK WOMEN IN AFRICA

#; Monny-Lobé, M**; Koumaré, B###; Neequaye, ANX%*;
DeBuysecher, R*; Jesencky, KA; Weir, S*.
*Fanily Health International,
Central, Ya eekInetitut National de Rec janté
Publique, Bamako, Mali; ****University of Ghana Medicel School.neers,Ghana.

Objective: To develop andeet an intervention model that will slow the
transmission of HIV infec: among urban prostitutes, a population at high
risk of contracting and reading AIDS as well as other sexually transmitted
diseases.

Park, No. Carolina;oenbpital

1

: Peer health educators (PHEs) are recruited from Prostitute groups
and trained to provide information to other Prostitutes on the risks and
consequences 0:of Amps, to offer condoms and to encourage women tc edope
“eaafer sex" practice:
Results: Prelininery. da

in taking actions to reduc

using condoms provided by the appear to beless
willing to adopt risk-reducing behaviors.and thus>present complian
problems,
Gone:

ta indicate that prostitutes arenashhy interested
e their risk of ATDS, anda ting and

don: lopment of appropriate educational materiel and training

r PHEs, Coupled with sdequate supplies of condoms, is likely to result in
ese high risk behavior among urban prostitutes and"ur clients,

 

 

 

RISK NW.E.P.68 mur
MerylSufian”, SR Frisdman*, A Neaigus*, D Goldsmith®DC Des Jatss®*.FF Graves*
* Narcotic and Drug Research, Ine. New York Gig NY. USA. **NY State Div. of
Substance Abuse Services, New York City, NY,U:

Objectives:

Methods. E: A
eecanGastonincluding oral and written messages about using bleach or alcohol
Betonumes)VUiCarnety 1987. Bawerade(ghety1988).

gender, drug iniection

teenytou avi by specific dup), tdcondorse Chester ndhwsruei theBro

 

 

in
< 0001 b:yy paired comparison t-test). 50 (35%
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ivealySi1%)di Bleach use to
16 (11%

compre19(35) fe pi i decon
54. OF 128 subjects who had i fc first is iew, 46 (36%

e116(83 p petiod (p .05).
Conclusi dectin : . aa

i IVDUs i y

equipment.

W.E.P.70 COMMUNITY RESPONSEa THE AIDS EsIN FOUR U.S. CITIES:

NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND MIAMI

Howell. Embry M.*, onex. R.*, McClung, R,**,

fre B.*, and Keyes, M.*
* syateMetrice/MeGrawiil, vashin|neton » D,

** Health Resources and Services Administration, USPHS, Rockville, MD, USA

Objective. To describe the community response to the AIDS epidemic in four
es with large concentrations of people with AIDS. The purpose of

wide this information to other cities which a
ity response to AIDS.

ies were performed in kev York, San Francisco,

Los Angel Th luring the spring and summer 1988, blic
officials, health care providers and representatives of community-based

5 interviewed, Planning documents, local newspapers, and

statistical reports were reviewed.

sults. cities differed along several dimensions. Race, income

risk gro and political influence of the community's AIDS population were
it:ein shaping the commun:

w income, minority, and/or drug abusing
Other important influences have

and social service systems ond the sentiebility

response. Larger proportions of unin.

ng persons with AIDS have2led

» home health care and persona.
the community (e.g. land area and geo:

AIDS services. inal determinant has been
public agencies, which plan and fund services, and private providers.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONSTRAINTS IN THE CONTROL
OF AIDS AND HIV INFECTION IN SUB-SAHARA AFRICAW.EP.7

LEMA; V.M.
TEPARIMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY
UNIVERSTIY OF NATROBI ~ NAIROBI, KENYA.

AIDS and HIV infection have over the past few years become a major

another,
in the various strategies aimed at controlling the spread of AIDS and
HIV infection.

‘The paper aetenets fo lock at sone of the salientsocial,
attributes in sub-sahara Africa namely,

and the traditional/cultural beliefs and practices, which may have an
impact AIDS and HIV infection control programmes. .

Their role inthe spread of the epidemic and ways of changing or
influencing them are discus:
KEYWORDS: Social, cultural beliefs and practices, exntrol of AIDS

and HIV infection, Sub-Sahara Af:
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THE AIDS-RI ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIORW.E.P.73
 

; Campbell, 8."Sadting
and Surgery*, St.

School, St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AIDS, AND FAMILY PLANNING IN ADOLESCENTS
s*.W. E. P.74 HariE!_ Ton:nsi and Hafe:

University, Faculty ‘of Medicine, Egypt, *Worid
Federation Reproductive Health Center, Kiawah Island, SC, U.S.A.

HIV has beenisolated and/or cultured from endometrial biopsies.cervical
0 Thes:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective. attitudes, and vaginal fluids of seropositive w
and bioweeensris. sloughed off infec endometria! celis adher "to e surfaceofTaranterine
ee Ÿ devices (IUD's) and their tails throughout the menstrual cycle. Lymphocyte

teaching hospital. Y i behaviors, attitudes like infected celis are detected within cervical crypts. Local infectii:: of
homophobia, and homosexualbias. susceptible cervicai ceils from infected ame recede syst HIV sy reed
Bosutts. i WN ‘ ) responded, Three of the IMs 1UD's also cause dramatic increases ii rvical/vaginal atypia, cervicitis arse

identifi +P .062), and inflammation of HIV-infected women. increa isk of HIV inie-
59). tions of the cervix in women with "Pelvic Inflammatory Disease (PID}". In

014). developing countries, most risk groups for AIDS and contraception are sim-
ho y ( ig Y ilar. AIDS counseling can be conducted in an INTEGRATED Family Plan

child, Health Center/Drug Treatment Center/STD Clinics.
(5 = -088) than SGs. 34; p = .030) Adolescents should be provided with sex education, À awareness informa-
and they had more often cared for someone with AIDS (61/67; 22/34; p = .005). SGs were muchmors tion and adolescent contraceptives services at schoois/college: o +

rage “adolescents te derg ce: y abortion; childless couples could
with patients (p < 001). i i g adopt prospective infants of adolescence befo irth. Hi sitive wo-

; ile minor À 01). Fony men should be Ned to avoid pregnancies since many infected women
the SGs and 20% (19 i 09) are asymptomatic. Temporary surgical contraception is recommended fer se-

i ropositive women to avoid pediatric AIDS.

address these issues.

A STUDY OF KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS
ABOUT AIDS AMONG FOURTH YEAR MEDICAL STUDENTS OF

TANTA UNIVERSITY, EGYPT

W.E.P.75

PROF.DR, IBRAHIM M. SHOATB, MPH,ND.

The present study was canducted on a randomly chosen sample o
100 fourth year medical students of Tanta University who have

been exposed to formal medical education about DS. The
purposeo

which sould evaluate
onledge including: causeFe: the se, modes oi

mission, severity, personal susceptibility, and the need
for including more detailed education about the disease in their
medical courses.
Findings of the study revealed that, such students possess some
knowledge about AIDS, although this knowledge 4is uneven. As

ion, 95% of st
xual itercourse transmitt AID§ from infe

is a serious problem
for em to know more ahout the disease through formal medic.
education.
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ATTITUDES SUR LE SIDA ET COMPORTEMENT SEXUEL ENTRE LE PERSONNEL DE LA
SANTÉ A LISBONNE: UNE ÉTUDE EXPLORATOIRE

TELES, Louise*; AMARO, Fees DANTAS, A*
W.E.P.76
 

et Fondation Bom Sucesso,DE,Mario Moutinho - 1400 Lisbonne

oes Exudier lesattitudes du pers
d'un programme
METHODE,a communication se base aur uée auprès de médecins et d'infirmières
dansPECentrre de Santé et dans un *pervice|Tevetralesà Lisbonne (n=56). La recherche 5 utili
se stionnaire auto-administré,

s PORTUGAL

nnel de la santé face au SIDA en vue à 'erabiissenent
et corks des services,

Sl L'étude a démon:tré.desdifférences d'attitudes entre les infirmières et les médecins
t Te: cts suivants sont le SIDA est considére cx 8 grand problème de san

té par 27% des infirmières et decins ;parmi les maladies transmiasib ir vole sexuelle
92% des infirmières et 75% des médecins considerent le SIDA c a a lus pré!

ul.
lement montré des opinions et des attitudes différentes

c ona.
Quant dépens aSIDA, lesaitioutsees’ se montrent Derdetagarsccord avec le dépistage
oblagtotre,Gr que les médecins, (50%), lesgroupes de ri.
Les face aux pratiques someelLes|montrentt égaienesment des_ differ 5 entre les médecins
et Lesinfirmraieres, les médecins ¢ plus grande tendance à accepter des pratiques telles
quea sexe oral: médecins 71%, celirnisres 46%; sexe anal: médecine 36%, infirmiéres 31%, ho-

alite: medecins 29%; infirmiéres 12%,
Lesmédecins (57%) et les inftralères (85%) disentnoix peu de connaissance sur le SIDA et ils
montrent des attitudes différentes en ce qui coi we la totale approbation de l'usage de pré-
servatifs: médecins (7%) et infirmieres (31%).

CONCLUSION: L'etude démontre l'existence de grandes différences d' opinion et d'attitude entre les
Infirmferes et les nedecinss et aussi que les deux soupes considerént avoir peu de connaissance

a permis l'étaboration d'un programme de formation qui est actuellement en cours
dans le Centre de Sant.té où recherche a été éffectuée.
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Tentances démographiques, tendances dela fertilité
Demography and Fertility Patterns

Th.E.P.1
OF

Piripiri Le,
Bertrand WEs,se,
* Zaire ef Public Health, Kinshese, Zaire; ** Tulane

SPHTM, New Orleans, USA; *** Banque Comm Zaire, Kinshasa, Zaire

CONTRACEPTIVE UTILIZATION IN AND OUT Ol
TING: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TRANSHISSION

HIV IN KINSHASA.
Doppagne Ase Hageig *,**, Moore M+,++,

a

Objective: To determine and compare the level of contraceptive
in and out of the werdtal setting.utidizet

Hethods a working oursation n Kinshesa and their espouses
vere intervieved to obtain contraceptive end sexual histories.

Reeuite: Overall 32% of 1063 nogamously married men(MMM) and
29% 84 monogamously married men (MM currently use con-
traception vit their spouse om usage vith spouses ves 2%

n MMW d 3% in MMM, th 12 “regular usage, primarily for

reg! cy pri tion. ive % and 2% of ac-
knovwledged extramarital contacts (EM he pa:

condor vas low and infrequent (23% reguier use).
jalf knev that condoms vere effective against HIV, an 8 8

associated ith co nm age (p=0.002) but not in
EMC. Use of condome in narriage tim higher in and
women with a history of EMC than those without ENC (p=#0.07).
Conclugiong: The potential for HIV tran 8 ula-
tion is high, given the prevalence of unp
relations. Education and counselli
Planning and prevention of HIV should take this into account.

Th. E.P.3 RISK FACTORS FOR HIV-2 INFECTION
De Zalduando, 8.*; *; Siby, T."*; Marlink, R.*; Essex,
S.";et al. “Harvard Schoolof Public Health, Boston, MA, USA; waiversof

Dakar, Dakar, Senegal

To determine the risk Rteand historical parameters associated with HiV-2
aie

 

prostitutes was performed on a subset of
approximately 1100 prostitutes registered ataan STD clinic in Dakar, Senegal. The HIV-2
seropositive females in tthe subset had been matched by age,nationality and years registered
the clinic with ive females,yet still were representative of the entirecinenicpopulation in
age2yearsnafoaly ribution and years in the clinic. The matched historical parameters
were anallyzed in relation serosiatus

: In ass of 139 prostitutes, as “well asin the clinic population, aSlightly “higher
seropositivity ral
associated Win,significantly higher seropositivity w: “workplace" parameter usuallysaseen
with the non-Senegalese prostitutes ("Chez elie” oror brothel setting), confounding the
observation.

Interestingly, the seronegative prostitutes in the subset were more likely to have been
previously hospitalized and to have a history of transfusions. No association was seen with HIV-2
Seropositnity and femalecircumcision, scariicaton, tattoos or previous vaccinations, such as

difference
was noted in aeropositives versus seronegatives in the number, heaith status or
intant/chiidhood mortality of their offspring. There was no difference in the age of first sexuai
encounter between sefopostveand seronegative prostitutes. Estimates©ot the|number of
ttetime sisexual partners, however, was signiti associat h se

: HIV-2, as with HIV- parieSobe à sexually transmitted disease. ‘Follow-up of
this cohort w provideinsight into th ay P HIV-2
infection.

Th.E.P.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF MEN IN THE NATIONAL MORTALITY FOLLOWBACK
— SURVEY WHO DIED OF AIDS

uen~Griner, Eve*;
nal Tenter Tor Health Statistics, activitiesMaryland,

U.S.A.; **State unes of New York, Albany, New York

Gbjective: To contrast the social and demographic characteristics, health
Care access and utilizatition. and disability prior to death of men dying from
AIDS with those of other
Methods: Descriptive statistics are presented for data from a nationally rep-

or more who died in the USA in 1986.

 

The sampl the data
yields the first pouletion level statistics on many characteristics of men
dying from AID
eautTts: Men ngon AIDS tended to be younger, more nearly educated,
and hold higher status occupations than men. more likely to
suffer disorientation and need help withdally activities.
AIDS decedents were less i

delenographic and health characteristics o
AIDS are considerably different than those of men dying from other

used for generalizing to theortion as à whole.
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Th E P 2 MODELLING THE SPREAD OF HIV/AIDS AND ITS DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACT:
— A REVIEW OF APPROACHES

United Nations Population Division Task Force on AIDS* and A. Palloni**
*United Nations Population Division, Uni ations, Es York 10017;

nos of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706, U.

Objective. To review models of the demographic impact of AIDS developed by.

selectedasuthors in light of modelling approaches, data needs, assumptions,

ness for measuring the impact of selected interven-

 

tises.

Methods. Numerical information is reviewed on the nature of the HIV agent,

modes of transmission, duration from infection to ATDS to death, and region-

al patterns. Current models are reviewed and oetae according to their

ability to incorporate behavioural, plolog,ical and epidemiolog:enelements,

asure the demographic impact of behavioural and the a

Results. Models requiring vi
a policy Perspectives those requiring pered by in-

sufficient empirical elling results sppese*sensitiveoa assumptions

tiv:of the shape of“che incubation£0function, time ution of infect vity,

exual bi

alues, distribu-

tion functions an de esent. The Population
Division Task Force will be further investigating these issues as part

its efforts to synthesize the results of world-wide modelling efforts.

DETERMINANTS OFCONTRACEPTIVE PRACTICES AMONG
INTRAVENOUS DRUG)USERSNNEW YORK CITY

*, SR Friedman*, S Tross*,A Abdul-Quader*
larcotic and veResearchneNewFNNY,USA

New York State Division of Substance Albuse Services,New YorkNY,USA

Th.E.P.4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OBJECTIVE: ug York
City.
METHODS: 03 drug h York

ion, AIDSrisk behavior, and isti
muused crosstabular and lo, iques,

pe Como
control. Thirty

i ï ansto have cl employment g à
seal rlaioesipbeing noHispanic, and engaging in drug injection risk reduction practices.

jects, bul wasnot refated
peerhaving children, levels ofalcohol use, or past psychiatric history. In stepwise

the number of sexual partners, current sexual relationship,race, and making drug related
ignificant. Similarly, drug

injection behavior changes, and im u i
IVDUs,

enough to prevent pregnancy. i

birthcontrol is ü i ion, working, and
i Since contra

dHIV

Dépistage
Testing

Th.E.P.6
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CENTRE.DE DÉPISTAGE ANONYME VOLONTAIRE ET GRATUIT ESTIMATING THE PERCENTAGES OF HIGH RISK GROUPS WHICH HAVE BEEN TESTED ANDTh.E.P.7 € DEPISTAGEAND oe mevectys  Th.E.P.8 CHNGEEDFR HV 5158."Pep; Ogle, Dann,REBERHARS peel; LEBAS J* ; MASSE B® ; BEDDSSA AM Public Health,Sorenif: Cee,

* Médecine du Monde, PARIS. FRANCE Objective. To estimate the percentages of hompeeoual and bisexual wen (G4) and heteroeemual
+ Laboratoires BEDISSA, Parte. FRANCE, intravenous drug users (IVIU) ever tested/counseled for HIV,

Methods. gurveys indicate that about 3% of men aged 18-60 consider themelves
Objectif. En juillet 1987, Médecins du Monde entreprend une action contre.la hompeenal or bisexual (@) and thus are at potential risk of HIV infection. By Decenber,
pandémie: du set en créant le premier centre de dépistage anonyme et gratuit 1988, Denver Public Health (DEH) alone had recorded 5,228 HIV testing/counseling visits by

Vv. en France, Cette démarche qui a permis d'informer et de sensi- GM, or more testa than the estimated 4,524 G1 in Denver's population of 510,000. Because
biliser les personnes ace à l'extension de ce Fléau, sera reprise per les this approach does not correct for multiple tes of viduals, we patients
pouvoirs publics six mois plus terd. making initial visite to the Denver Metro SID Clinic 1/1/88 - 9/30/68 if they Previously had
Méthades. LL'équipe est composée de bénévoles :. 30 médecins hospitaliers et been tested for HIV and recorded the numbers tested during the current visit,
pibéraux + 5 psychologues, ; 15 infirmières ; 1 personne d'accueil ; 1 statis- Results.
ticien. Nos critares sont l'accessibilité au test, le volonteriet, l'anonymat, SID Clinic No. No. Previously No. Tested/Retested Total ©
la conFidentiniiee: Ja gratuité, et l'information personnalisée avec pour but Patient Visits Tested (2) Current Visit (%) No. Tested (%)
la prévention. L'annonce de la séropositivité apparait un'moment primordial Houneesaial Man 833 548 (62.2) 369 (41.
et te -travail de-1*équipe psychologique: nous semble.importent. Male IVDU 532 185 (34.8) 288 (54.1) 397 (74.6)
Résultats. Nous avons dépisté 4 280 pe:Tsonnessdont 67% d'hommea, 33% de fem- Femie IVDU 275 122 (44.4) 174 (63.3) 233 (81.1)
mes. Le pourcentage de séropositifs est de 7,5 Conclusion. Besed upon a unselected sample of patients attending an STD clinic, we estimte
Conclusion. 11 nous est apparu importsnt de faire une étude sur le profil des that 60-80% of homosexual men and 40-75% of heteroasmual IVDU have undergone HIV T/C. For Gi,
personnes séropositives A partir du questionnaire anonyme et du carton réponse high rates of T/C acceptance, declining prevalence of HIV in recent T/C a 1988
en reprenant certains critères 1 le sexe, anela catégorie socio-profes- increase in new AIDS cases of only 10% over 1987, and
sionnelle, le comportement sexuel, la toxicomani for gonorrhea, syphilis, and HIV infection affirm the success of 7 years of efforts toward

safer sexual practices and bode well for control of AIDS in this risk group.

Enctional Dipact of HIV Antibody Testing HIV ANTIBODY TESTING BY CANADIAN GENERAL
Th.E.P.9 sens,Le?Fishmen, B; Frances, A Th.E.P.10 PRACTITIONERS AND FAMILY PHYSICIANS

Novick, A; Rein, R? Comell Medical Center, New York Elmslie, *; Shearman,J. *; Busing N. *.
U.S.A. * University of ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Objective: ‘To assess prospectively the psychological effects of HIV
testing in conjunction with individualized pre-and post-test: counseling. Objective. To assess HIV antibody testing by primary care

. measures of distress were completed 2 weeks physicians in Canada. Methods. A mailed questionnaire survey was
before HIV test notification, inmediately before and after notification, used to obtain information from a proportionate, random sample of
and 10 weeks later by 214 asymptomatic adults (138 gay/bisexual men, 25 Canadian general practitioners and family physicians, stratified
IV drug users, 51 heteroseamls with suspected HIV-infected partners). by geographic region and size of community. Results, 80.4% of

. Fer the 174 seronegatives, visual analogue scale (VAS) the physicians returned a completed questionnaire. of“che 833
measures of anxiety depression immediately upon notification respondents, 75% had ordered at least one HIV est in the last

to scores atatentry and immediately before notification (all p < two months. Of these 625 physicians, 66% stated that the test was
-001), even though most sercnegatives (76%) had correctly predicted patient-initiated over three-quarters of the time. 13% of

results. Compared to values, their scores on VAS, Beck Physicians received at least one itive result. 72% of
Inventory (BOI), ard State Trait Inventory (SAI) at 10 weeks physicians alwaysQtiirormedngonsent, 22% never dor ‘ *

after notification were all significantly decreased (all < .02). always do pretest counselling; never do post-tes
Imediately after notification, the 40 openieives(rad 3 francine counselling. Factors identified by logistic regression as being
increase in reported depression, but did not have significant increases associated with those physicians who always pretest counsel and
in the VAS measure of anxiety. At 10 weeks, after notification ani obtain informed consent include feeling at ease when pretest

basel decreased significant! * practice,und “conduct routine Tish’ suseseuseeea4 of eitactice routine risk asses . o
its Line, BOT had below its values at PSLevas Fespondents stated they would inform the patient's partner of a
Clin. HIV serological testing when combined with individualized poisitive result without thecrationt's “consent, 32% vould
counsel emctionall pful both serunegati sercpositi sonetines. 9 esting is patien
fourthsubjects at two Sonne fclloving notification. on ds initiated. The importance of informed consent, carrying out

pretest and post-test counselling needs to be emphasized

Th E P 11 TELEPHONE SCREENING FOR MEN AT RISKoF ur2NFECTION‘IONA £ Th E P. 12 CRATUIEAReonReneoa LE DEPISTAGE VOLONTAIRE, ANONYME

Lewis. G.E. eeman, H.,* Mont; . niversity o 7
California at Los Angeles, Los Fetes California, U.S.A. DUBESSYBruno, LOZAT R.,“Livaozer J.M. & ESTOURNEL J.L.

Objectives: To test the feasibility of conducting telephone interviews Médecins du Monde - Lyon, JUMP, MNEF
with a random sample of men in Los Angeles to determine their engagement in
activities Placing them at increased risk of HIV infection, and to assess onecompasd'affichagepubliciteais8toncran10ban=

he effects of feedback oti heir degree of risk (low/increased) on their commerciaux de 4 m, plusieurs centaines d'affichettes en milieu
follow up‘of this informa étudiant romouvoLr leae istage volontaire, anonyme et gratuit.

digit-vaiaiing telephone calls were placed to reatdences; Le sl 2 Petenaétait"Moi, je Dréfère savoir" et le support visuel le por-
men ages 18. 60 were asked to participa isk-assessment interview trait d'une chanteuse populaire chez Les 15 - ans. Ul éro d'appel
Those determined to be at increased risk were so informed and given a toll- téléphonique gratuit était donné par l'affiche pour connaître Les différents
free 800 number to call“for further information, counseling, and referral centres de dépistage anonyme, publics et privés, de La vilie.
for a free Dedical evaluation, if indicated. Cette campagne ciblant les jeunes reposait sur la théorie selon laquelle

: venty-percent of men contacted were tarerviewed: 1,610 inter- une personne connaissant sa sosie (positive comme négative} est plus
views were completa half in 18 census tracts, with an incidence of 19.2 motivée pour respecter les mesures de prévention, par rapport à une personne
cases of AIDS per 1,000 men. The rest represented all othes areas of Los en situation de doute. , hi 6 800 1
Angeles. 4.7% of men stated they were homosexual/bisexual. Of heterosexua] on les six semaines qui ont suivi la campagne 4 see te ae 5

the past 2 years. Rates of HIV testing were éphoniques on: 6 reçus, la fréquentation moyenne es centres

men, 13.2% had > partners in P. été mitipliée par trois. Au cours des consultations de us de résul-
associated with e sk. Overall, 14.7% (adjusted for oversampling’ t + d'in£ + un questionnaire épidémiologique était proposé aux
f men in geles had been tested for HIV antibodi. spite patients. Le pourcentage de séropositifs dépistés pendant cette période

facilitating access to coun:serng/esres ri a ef booween took été Plus faible que pendant les mois précédents (54).
advantage of the assistance offered and called the re
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TRAEPAS gamersamommme ARLL|ss
University

UCSF AIDS Health Project San Francisco, California, S.A.

Objective. To determine HIV antibody test site client preferences for confidential versus anonymous antibody
testing across two data collection points: 1987 and 1988.

Methods. (1988: sun cli a he

Francisco HIV Antibody
antneretroule

 

 

 

 

Results. Study I. Of the 326 respondents comprised of gay men, bisexual men, intravenous drug users
(IVDUs), and heterosexual contacts with multiple partners, 46% reported they would not have taken the test if
anonymity were not additional they were not sure whether they would be tested under
confidential procedures. Bisexual, gay, and FVDU respondens were significantly more likely toexpress doobt
aoe reaa Denver dejonymoustesting procedures (p<.0004). Also prior to sotification,

(714) stating the i Sy emery pe
0e 1988 prfeeooes fo confide ing. points, gender
race/ethnicity, and risk group will also be presented.

Conclusions, Based on1967dota.che game it i ial fs

‘est Site i i 

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OFAN ADMISSION, HIV ANTIBODY,

VOLUNTARY§ PROGRAM IN A LARGE PRIVATE HOSPITAL.

3*; Boisaubin, ES*; Salyer, P*, andSemands,
louston, Texas U.

Th.E.P.15

privateObjective: ission, HIV antibody, ing p :

hospital as to testing compliance, attitudes, positivity rate, cost and confidentiality.

‘were interviewed,

Results: From 12/1/88 to 1/15/89 there were 3987 patients admitted toPTE 2115 (53%) agreed toesting.
There were 9 (.43%) truc +, 3 (15%)false +, and 3 (.15%) indeterminate results.

Informed consent for testing was obtained by admitting personnel, ward oersok)ant seldomly by
1 wanted “I thought it was

required” (28%). The moa commen ronseassng were Tmwoork” (8)end" wsprvi
tested" (16%). 85% interest and
should be continued. Cost of testing was borne by private insurance or by Medicare DRG payments. No
problems with confidentiality were documented.

vneaublenaent opinionfad

Copetlo, A.
Wanderdilt iatgersity, Nashville, Tennessee, USA

Objective. re assess the ethical and policy implications of H1V antibody
ontext of preventing occupational

: HIV occupational transmission in
surgery, b) current status of HIV testing technolo: » and c) rationale ad-
 

‘ly followed. The currentse of ineantibody
roblematic duebotào false negative and false positive

resu S. In assessing ethical and policy issuesnit appear:sthat antibody
esting on a mandatory level in surgical settings would gen if-

ficulties than benefits at the pre: 4
normative ethics of the health care ship.
Conclusion. Mandatory HIV antibody testing, for surgical patients in the USA
s not recomende s time. outine offering of HIV ipodtests

especially if clinically indicatetmv recommended. Such testing should
address counseling needs and patient consent.

Th.E.P.16 EVOLUTION DES MOTIFS Di ON DE
EN MEDÉCINE GENERALE EN A FRANCE,

urice, S.; Poumerol, G: Vivares, C; Dee Fi Tilly, B;
DéputéDr de Bordeaux Il, Bordeaux, France.

af 4e de l'évolut ‘ A 1 à bea li 4

iption.

Se adieaceieee an Depuieoc
gion Aquitai 720,000 habitants- rrcscriptien Depuie octobre+987,

i VIH. 
i ctpring dot(DOSatpriv

(confirmation par Western Blot). Le nombre moyen de prescriptions par
Satactdans94%des csinitiative duméDa4de cs, ett eatpresidane
du patient, et es proportions sont 
 

 

 

du temps. (52%) queles femmesKB.
On à .

10% des casil s'agitaeornébiexvalié, associse une toxicomanie, dans 5% des cas
hilie ou d'antécédents dede Bantaon, ef dans 25% doscsdun contactavec des

911 femmes et 147horumss), soca"
comportement à risquen'est identifi Torigine de la demasa contexte, la sérologie est
demandée à l'occasion d'unSanepor1demdee,sinsi qu'à
 

di 12%dee cas; cette

 

Concl . :
PowpilwiÀ bh pati pli

pposonsi diedow ttnrsinnangiprtphRp
infection control. HIV. iancones

Th E.P.17 CARACTERISTIQUES DES CONSULTANTS D'UN CENTRE DE

, eratANONYMEET GRATUIT DE LINFECTION PAR LE VIH,

BORDEAUX, 1
alostwlean-Paul* ; * ; Chasleria, A.* ; Frossard, AM.” ; Géni ; Salamon, R.*
* Service de Dermatologie, ‘Hopital Pellegrin, Bordeaux, France ; ** Laboratoire dEntnooge,

de la Gironde, Bordeaux, France.

 Quiectif.
Méthodes. Un questionnaire anonyme est rempli pour chaque sujet, par un médecin, au Cours de la
consuitation.

sérodiagnostic (dépistage par un test Elisa, et confirmation par un test Western-biot).
31 Décembre 1988, sur les 685 tests 29 étaient positifs (4,2%).u 1

Pour 95% des consultants, Le sexe ratio homme/femme (HF) est
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

de 1,8:1
ans (HFe231)(90,002) ine (51%)

neDeals utilisent pus souventpapers‘emoqueles hétérosexuels (27%)

Ba,001). Les toxicomanes !Vreprésentent 12% des sujets testés. Les principaux motifs de demande

appartenance du sujet testé à
antèrieures (45%) . Dans 55% des cas,
Conclusion jeune, célibataire, hétérosexuel,
 

 

 

P i d 18%herles homer et de 7chezea eames.
Conclusion 1 e VIH que gi guli

Aquitain j Fr
compereneta:Dane eves, lemédecin est mun souvent Torignede ls demandequelepatient . Les P sett

Th.E.P.18 CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS SUBMITTED TO HIV SEROLOGY IN A
CLINIC FOR meneStenyO}aeotOF,DOWNTOWN MONTREAL

23 i Cc. Côté, and
artement de Sant6 Communautaire, Hépi tel du” St-Sacre-

Clinique L‘Actuel, Montréal, Québec, Canada.
Marchand, M.*
ment, Québec, RUE

Objective. scribe the evolution in time of sex, age, sexual orienta-
tion and prevalence of HIV infection in patients submitted to HIV serology

n STD clinic of downtown Montreal {clinique L‘Actuel
rology reports were anonymously

r va nce N
2/85, 1/86 52.9% 2.1% re 140
2/86 38.0% 2.5% 10.4% 163
1/87 23.2% 13.2% 37.7% 448
2/87 10.2% 23.5% 54.3% 829
1/88 7. Fe 25.9% 49.6% 715

10. 24.2% 732
As exxpecied, the prevalence of HIV infection in tested

individuals decreased at the same time that the proportions of women and of
heterosexual individuals increased in that
increased prevalence noted in semester 2, 1988, m
increase of heterosexual transmission in downtown Montreal. This observa-
tion has to be confirmed by additionnal data.
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Th.E.P.19 ERATIONS ‘SOCIO-ECONOMIQUES ET COMPORTAMENTAUX DES PERSONNES,

a Leite; Moura, E.M.M, et Morais de S4, C.A.

footedRe Caffrée € Guinle - UNI-RIO - Brésil

IdentifierpoD socio-

INFECTÉES

o-écononiques et comportamentaux que sont avec
plusieurs fréquens Ss infect par HIV.

MÉTHIE: L'étude {1 a àaveiapner en train d'analiser les découverts que ont choisi dans les
Pr S Sociaux de personnes HIV+ dans la pèriode de mars à are 1988, telle +70

personnes infectées.

ESeeLes alterations ns fréquentment observés, ont:

N ECONOMIQUES N
  

Meer delame
drêtre infecté

 

 

 

   85] 50

Les alterationsosau ont eee montre à 2ne tigmate, dele rejet

rovoquent Li treealterations d'écris. Nous

s d'unPaole programedtorientetion, “ot d'education extensif à toute la

Populationtte.naine puisse être interrompie.

 

 

 

Th.E.P.21 STUDY OF THE PREVALENCE IN A HIV TESTING CENTER
Defourny, Joëlle; Krings, M.; Mauchard-|MarqueD. and Bachelet,

AIDS Refertace Laboratory, Universit de Lidge, Belgium
Objective: The AIDS Reference (ener of the University of Liège has developed a

to evaluate the HIV seroprevalence in relation with motivations"of
consultants and actual risks of transmission.

Methods: Apretiminary i i M i
tial epidemiological survey form isfilled. Soraàis determined

yclesclassical serological methods (ELA, WB).

Results: Motivations Percentage  Evaluationof  Seroprevalence

to be reassured 44% none 0%
multiple heterosexual relationships 17% t 0%
homosexual relationships 9% + 2%
IVdrug users 3.5% + 1%
sexual relationship with seropositive 6% + 1%
professional 4% - 0%

16.5% - 0%

Conclusion: InInBelgium, thReha prevalence aamongblood di ie aH
ter, rate is among peop! requiring a

The rate climbs to 1/9 in the population considered at

Th.E.P.23 SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY OF HIV SCREENING AMONG
PREGNANT WOMEN.

MoattiJean(1), Le Galés C (1), Pr Henrion R. (2) et Pr Papiemik E. (3)
(1) INSERM Research Unit 240, Paris, France. (2) Obstetrics and Gynecology Port-Royal,
Paris, France. (3) Obstetrics and Gynecology Antoine Béclère, Clamart,

Since 1987, free HIVine,is systematically proposed, at their firstt prenatalvisit, to all
pregnant women attending 9 obstetrical clinics ofpublic hospitals iin Paris region. During
December 1987 and January 1988, a questionnaire in n form was submitted, just before
HIV Screening propjosal, to all wwomenattending two of these clinics: response rate was 97%
and 400 questionnaires were analyzed.
Respondents were sgigcay oldera between 25 and 35 years of age)and had a higher

f pregnant women in the region (Civil Census
ata).

2,4% declared having already been tested forkHIV (43.8% of these tests hav prescril
during ambulatory prenatal care). 93.7% knew, before attending clinics, about the riskhat
transmission ofHIVfrom mother to fens, 92:1% having learned aboutit through the media.
94.2% believed in such transmission during pregnancy,2929%% during delivery, 11.1% through
breast feeding, and only 2% by taking care of cchild afterbirth,
 

 

92% supported systematic HV sal di 81% though fe
HIV carriers should renounce to pregnancy, and.80% supported abortion proposal fen pregnant
HIV carriers.
Among women alreadytested bef linic, 9.5% ive th
than average”at risk for HIV; among womennotalready testested butit having previouslymr
about testing ey5% are in this category vs aas28%among others oe.01). It suggests an

led by the
fact that770% dy 10fi
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FUNK AND EPIDEMIOLOGY: VIRAL DIALECTICS
Th.E.P.20 IN THE SOUL MUSIC OF PRINCE.

Harrington, Mark; Barr, D.; Vazquez, R.; Deeagle, R.
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, New York NY, USA.

Objective: To elucidate the hitherto unexamined impact of
the HIV epidemic as deployed in motifs of the s

usician. Methods:

ing material from e albums SIGN "O" THE TIMES and LOVESEXY
ion: . ki ied of a big disease

with a little nane By ance his girlfriend came across a
needle and soon she did the s -" “Positivity Have U had
your plus sign 2-day? Positivity. mark U present or
do we k late? .. d it come from? What did U
have 2 do? Can U sleep nights? ... Posit vity: ave U ha
your plus sign 2- ?" Conclusion: . on 2 your soul.
We've got a long way 2 go.” {In concert:a “Cross the Line!"

Th E P. 22 PREVALENCE OF ANTI HIV ANTIBODIES IN PHIHISICE - SOROCABA
—_ (SAD PAULO) - BRAZIL

PRES: V.L.C-Dos anjos, R.M.P.-Gomes, M.C.0.-Ramos, T.F.

valence of anti HIV antibodies was investigated in t00 internal patients of
eae HOSPITALAR DE SOROCABAicots))nisiologyIInfirmary thourong ELISA
rect ned test, in a period goi 12, so August2 1987. Al
patients were of male genders!einef i rom 16 to years (medium :-

36 years). 36% of them of white Solour and 50% single
ie the epideniotogicel examination realized tater, to select persons with AIDS-
risky behaviour, we verifiea

a) 1# of theepaatients were homosexuals or bissexuals.
Ju of the paatients had antecendents of sexual transmissible diseases.

50% of the patieints donated or received blood.
3) 26% of patie

05!seof the patientswereusing injetable drugs.
» being mminimum 23 and maximum 33 years old

henraters white and single. All presented a risk

is infection: Being 04 homosexuals or bissexauls

oftheenwere usinginjectable’drugs) and 1 blood receptor, with a total of
2trtrai
For thevie. (5) HIV (+) patients, one was blood donor, one has been dated, and
3 admitted that the:ey had transmissible sexual diseases, anein the me

examination two of them had signals and 1 os.
After leaving the infirmary, they were sent to health teeters near their house,

for attendance. only oneRelonged to our district and died after presenting

disseminated Sarcoma lapo:
M. Tubercolosis encountered”in individuals with AIDS has been related with
relative frequency, appearing before AIDS, concomitantly after the

diagnostic of the infection by HIV.

Th.E.P.24 PSYCHOSOCIAL PREDICTORS OF PEOPLEWHOFAIL
TO RETURN FOR THEIR HIV TEST RESULTS

Joseph: Kegeles, S.; Coates, T.

“University of Calfomia, San Francisco, Center for AIDS Prevention Studies, U.S.A.

Objective: A H their results
a substantial minority fall to return.AnUndernn of‘thebarriers torreturningfortest results
is importantto HIV prevention efforts that depend on people having knowledge of their HIV
antibody sta

 

anonymoustest sites in California envolunteer a.Ronwere®assessed {self-
Un Came 10 have tthei

they returned ‘for their test results twoweeks later,

rcent did not return for resus (n2287). Relative to retumees, non-
retumees were more likely to be ict lower educational level, more anxious about contracting
AIDS, less 6
not differ on sexual orientation, code race, age, marital status, reasonsfor seeking|testing or
know! IV transmission ro

 

ce . Ah ray of

obtain heit | cl k f
results may enhance return rates,
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A CONFIDENTIAL PUBLIC HEALTH HIV TESTING CLINIC
AS AN ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE TO ANONYMOUS TESTINGTh.E.P.25

échael L.; Cook, D.; Black, W. B.C. Centre for Disease Control,

adaMinistry of Health, Va couver, British Columbia, Cani

Objective To analyze the results o 5, Vv antibody ts done ever a

39-month per at a combined AIDS Testing and STD Clinic operated
provincial gov i na to compare this confidential service with
anonymous testi by private physicians.

Methods Test is free-of-charge|and available through
ents seen the

ired to prov. Suene by

physicians outside the clinic do not involve the transfer“Ofident fying data

to Public Health.
Results Of 5,189 tests performed on clinic patients, 220 (4.
reactive. Over the same e period, 1,944 of 53,116 t

2%) were
tests performed by

esting through bothprivate physicians were reactive (3.7%). The demand for
sources rose significantly over the 39 months and seroprevalence rates dropped
from 16-17% to 2~3%. “The following seroprevalence rates were recorded at tl
clinic: 206 33 tests on s S mal
(0.9%)
tests exually-active heterosexuals 52%); 2 35 IVDUs (0.6%); 1 of 23
homosexual IVDUs (8.7%); 1 of 38 female IVDU prostitutes (2.6%); e of 22

emale prostitutes; and 2 5 blood transfusion recipients (2.4%).

on No onymous HIV testing through a public health clin isan

effective and acceptable alternative ano s testing through priv

physicians Homosexual/bisexual males in Vancouver are heavily infected with

HIV but heterosexuals and IVDUs are thus far relatively spared.

oe selene Lo mr
Th.E.P.27 Lenrene

tor the

Eee, 10 women attending routine
about. HIV test:

personally and ‘axewere. Ddlood was tested
wandind, HIV raised more routine tests. (% arxcious for B/P = 5%;
other 211%; scan = 19%; HIV = 50%). O theother reassurance
sh was low (1 in 5 would be reassured by
& scan). a high
a lot more, 17% a Little more, SO% no more and 10% wished they had leas! Only 2
women hed discussed anything do with HIV with a doctor. Simply carrying out the
survey generated mxh staff concern.

= ‘There is a high emtional cost to HIV testing in pregnancy and routine
policies need omution.to proceed with

IMPACT OF EXPERIENCE WITH AIDS ON ay TESTING PATTERNS:
AN ANALYSIS OF MINNESOTA ARE, US. Hi

+; Maki, M.**; Wilebing K* and Henry, K.*t.
t University of

Minnesota Medical School, St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.

Th.E.P.29

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Objective. S. and Minnesota

antibody testing.

Methods.
in the US. ing and

iP 1988; 259: 1819-1822). The

circle a response. 0&-100%,. di ided ¢ 10% à

Results. Responses rates and results were: Mini hosp!

Minnesota: 193/171; 78%
1. Freq. of obtaining consent for testing man»70.1% S.D= M = 35.2%; S.D.= 41

2. Freq, of consent documentation 9%; S. M = 33.7%; S.D,= 42.3%
3. Freq,of risk reduction counseling man 2 52.9%;SD 30.8% m= 21.8%; $.D.0 31.7%
The U.S. it i
 

S. and Minnesota.Conclusion. HIV testing practices vary
it i HIV+ p
 

Positive

822)» The need for changes in HIV

Th.E.P.26 =Factors AFFECTING THE DECISION TO REFUSE HEY TESTING AMONG MATTIAN
IKmice IN NONTREAL
Adrien, Alix’; Wankins, C,A.*; Tousignant, Ÿ.""; Boivin, J.F.*

Community Health mars Hontreal General Hospital and *NeGill University, “Université de
Nntréal; Nontréal, Québec, C

Objective. To identify factors associated with acceptance or refusal of anti-HI¥ testing in
Montrealers of Haitian origin.
Wethods. In an ongoing study of knowledge, attitudes and practices related to AIDS in the
Nontréal Haitian community, anti-HIY testing anda counselling about the test were
offered. Subjects could patiente uw the study and yet refuse the test component. Accep-
tance or refusal of the as well as reason for refusal were noted on each questionnaire.
Analyses were conducted e Tdentiy differences between the *accept™ and "refuse" groups and
between the reason-for-refusal sub-grupsai ushered à
Results. Of the 264 study subjects, app tely 40% (10) ‘accepted anti-KI¥ testing and 603
(157) refused. Few significant (p<0. 8)ond tenatu differences were found. Subjects who
accepted the t were proportionally sore tikely to have ha occasional sex partners in the

a steady r jonship, to have changed their sexual behavior because
to have a hi

 

 

 

 

à
ositively, and t sore in à

tigrantsaM cverybody else. Within the refusal group, the reason for refusa
not associated with any particular characteristic of the ussubjects
Conclusion, Acceptance of anti-HEY testing among Haitian Montrealers seexs to be influenced by
positive attitudes àtowards the test itself and by selfereported behavior change in response to

the AIDS ¢

of the test was

HIV TESTING AND COUNSELING PRACTICES IN THE UNITED STATES:
A DESCRIPTIVE NATIONAL STUDYTh.E.P.28
ohen, Feli *Ci elissa L.

#University of Illinois College of Nursing, Chicago, Illinois, United States

Objective: To describe the HIV testing and counseling practices at various

types of sites in the United Sta
Methods uestionnaire was developed for this studyand subjected to

procedures to cstabli h content validity. The tool was mailed to 400
ran seledomly selected HIV testing sites select ‘om a combiined list derived
from in tion provided b and state health departments. The final

size 258, and the response rate was 65.7%. 32 (35.7%) of
respondents were located in higher AIDS prevalence state
Results: 2 espondents conduct: A; s testingFonty, 20.22,
confidential only 82, th. Fees charged rang $0.00 to
$100.00 (mean » 8.d.= 10. . IV testing/counseli: rogr
located in general health departments were significantly es expensive,
saw fewer clients per month, had a lower percentage ositive test

results and were more likely to be conducting testing in lopexr AIDS
types of sites (e.g. honteelclinics).

polyfor clients to see the person

arly half of the respondents,Gs82)
in the comun: cane

k ” hey were there des ite
iption of content covered in cprocedures in place. Descr: counseling, waiting

ime, and cost comparisons for high and low AIDS prevalence states will b
presente

Conclusions: Conclusions derive from the results above.

Th.E.P.30 CHARACTERISTICS AND RESPONSES OF MEN SEEKING HIV
ve ANTIBODY TEST RESULTS

yh, J.*; Beltran, E.*; Chmiet J.** and Phair, J.°*
* University of Michigan,SeeUSA. Northwestem University Medical School, Chicago, IL,
USA.

Objective: To determine whether

learningtheiHIV antibody (HIV4b)sam
ioacontinuation of the collaborative Coping &neeStudy (C&CS)Chicago MACS

soe EnV

 

 Bevan-1i.
ules

were not disclosed (ND). Also, het

responders).
lysesResults: . Current anal

temstgerateondeen
reduetion
 

AIDS, health status idered importar
1 king HIV-ab results and

1 b Denonfollowdisclonae.
SheoupuDreoimemen, based upon
socioeconomic, behavioral i:

status,
fireycondo
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Th. E.P.1wera SCREENING FOR ANTIBODIES TO HIV-1 IN THE U
rol, Petersen L, the Premarital HIV Screening

wise wae Ÿ.S.A.

Objective To evaluate premarital (PM) HIV screening in the United States.

Methods. "1 Surveyed all states to determine whic PM HIV legislation.
2) Compared number of

fewer ‘ages and repeal o!
i and

Blinded surveys of
MLA showed prevalences similar to military (MRA

Ares
recruit applicants

 

it ae Zz POs Z Poo* Adult AIDS**
Alabama 87-01/88 0.21 012 1
Alameda Co., ca 11/850808/87 0.66 (152 +25 0.48 819
Long Beach, ‘ea 03/87-08/87 0.00 { 277) 0.00-1.08 NA NA
Connecticut 01/88-04/88 0.33 (1494) 0.12-0.82 0.28 381
Georgia 10/87-10/88 0.23 (5663) 13-04 232 342
Mississippi 2/88-12/88 0.00 (2226) 0.00-0.13 0.08 1090

ue, NM 12/87-06/88 0.18 ( 541) 0.01-1.18 0
Oklahoma 93/87-07/889-07Es)__0.02-0.15 0.09 128
*Age- and tes to MLA cidence per million population 213 years

18: tibody prevalences in MLA were as high as 0.

Mandatory PM ecreening resulte. fewer marriages in twonets:

PM screening may be justified tnMen AIDS incidence are
“voluntary

Th.E.P.33 A REPORT OR AEr DEVELOPED AIDS INTERVENTION PROGRAMME
IN MONTREAL. n-Boyer, Marlene; Bates,F.;Paquin,C.;
Schoe1,G

CLSC Métro (Centre local “ae services communautaires), Montreal,Qué., Canada

qodectives To develop a comprehensive AIDS programme for the population at
arge t incorporates education, anonymous H.I.V. te Vow-u

id Women's Cli assure consistency and sen ization. Telephone
information, pre andrest counselling, psycho-social Support, follow-up and
referral are provided to al] beneficiaries of this
Results: Since the initiation of the , we have.tested (to date)337

of 5.4%.
rate ts represented exclusively (100%) by the homosexual population.
Conclusion: This particular, comprehensive approach to H. I. Y. testing is most

opulation, but also reveals a sero-
positivity rate consistent ss the prevalence rate of romanes population
which is a targeted high-risk up.

Upaated statistics available on7 day of conference.

Th.E.P.35 SEXUALITE FeSONNATSANCE DU SIDA CHEZ LES LYCEENS ET LES JEU-
NES FEMMES DE DAKAR ET BANLIEUE

YOUSSOUPH M'BARGANE GUISSE ET LUDOVIC D'ALMEIDA PLURALE BP.
5356 DAKAR, SENEGAL

ur le SIDA visent à déterminer d:
connaissance de la maladie, d’iden-

pre autour de la sexua~

0! ECTIFS Les objectifs de cette enquête
8

s:
d'évaluer jeu veau de co

sexuelle évidente: des femmes fréquent. a de nombre 400 a
et des individus seuitréel désiré d'activités sexuelles:FeDesense (ennes)
de colléges 4 Dakar au nombre

METH E: Un questionna:neice,compreenant le 4 grands thémes envoyés a été
élaboré et_complérer par des interviews semi- directives industrielles et
collective:

RESULTATS: Les résultats de l'enquête montre que la sexualité du niveau de
celle de la

 

opulation cible est très libre: précocité, fréquence des rap-
pots sexuelles, multipartenariat, recherche de plaisir mul . Ceci

des ni n rapport e niveau d'instruction, le sexe.Utilisation re-

lativement faible des preservatifs ainsi que le multipartenariat enc per
st mont: divorce exist tre niveau d'information grandiss

et de: eurs et pratiques sexueli. ès peu contrôlées, CONCLUSION: L'enqué-
te ouvre des pistes T améliorer eter n plu:d'information

lles.
stes pou des inatrument

adéquats et plus conformes aux réalités sociologiques etaulture
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THE EFFECT OF MANDATORYA!
EDUCATION ON VOLUNTARY ay TESTING IN PRISONS

loran,J.*;

Th.E.P.32
n°; Fieming,D.**; Knox,C.***;‘McAere

ter, L.#*:"Centersfor Disease Control Atlanta, Ga., U.S.A., **State
Portland, Ore., US.A., **#State Department of Corrections, Saiem, On.  
Objective. To assess whether mandatoryiinteractive AIDS education leads to fewer at-risk
inmates refusing to be HIV tested and unseled,

. We divided secutive: yadiitied à into two cohorts bydate of
admission: thetest adeaivies’®9/87-nae recrived only +a10minute videotape
(56766),and second, admitted 1/88-2/: ceived the videotape

counselor (est). All inmates oswere then offered HIVseston with an AIDS
antibody(HIV Ab)testing.HIVAbstatus for inmates was determined by

wa for syphilis serology after peialFaentifiers hadhad been
sted |for hepatitis B core antibody (HBremoved, Ali sera

ink the inmates history of
cAb). Results were

tisk behaviors administered

 
nt (527) ofall th HIV infection defined

as beinging positisive for either HBsAD,Iv dinesuse, 7ancl/or male homosexual. The cohorts were
not different in their proportion at-risk inmates (62.4% in the first and 63.4% in the
second). Nineteen mates Ww re HIV ‘Ab positive(1.3%, 95% confidence limits [CL] 0.7%,
1.1,22).ComCoomparedtotoariskinmate who did not receive interactive AIDS

forHy (AA vs.we192/6030
ke

 

p=0.02). IV drug users who recieved interactive education
ss likely to refuse testing than IV drug users who did not receive education

Garevs. 4155/5 12, p=0.p=0.03).HHvV positive inmates who received education were 67% less
ly to refuse testing who did i di ion (1/7 vs.

roviding mandatory interactive AIDS education before offe: HIV testi
may lead to fewerainmates refusing to be tested and cou:aseted. ring sans

Anthropoiogle
Anthropology
Th.E.P.34 SEXUALITY ANDHEY TMSTON IN _KAGERA

BisGEORGE Ee LWIHULA, FAUTY CF MEDICINE

65015 DAR ES SALAAM TANZANIA

 

Kagera Region accounts for more than 60% of tnetotal AIDS
patients in Tanzania. A Sero-Survey based on
proiviiers an the area revealed prevalence rates ranging

33% 8 to

Control measures against AIDS pandemic in the ar:

Th E P 36 THE ROLE OF IV DRUG WITHDRAWAL SYMPTOMS AND SYMPTOM
— ANTICIPATION IN AIDS RISK-REDUCTION

Margaret M. Connors, Spectrum House, Inc., 155 Oak St., Westboro, MA 01581 USA
Objective, To describe the experience of withdrawal within the social context

of drug use and determine the influence of

withdrawal on the tices.
dministered to 130 IV-dru;

Andividuads methadone nmtenance facility, a detoxification unit, and a
drug-free residential facility f those surveyed were followed with an

Self-rreported|information was amplified with ethno-
graphic observations "on the stre

3 Interpreting the withdraws experience in a context of dru
reveals an illness category more complex than that illicite
diagnosis. The withdr. ndi

 

this thought in the form of prevention.
Perceived withdrawal sSickneas was a prominent reason for not taking pre-
entative act

Cooncluston. Inteerpreting the withéravalgomperience in its natural context

mensandtan shed light on the ins, experience and actions taken to alleviat
symptoms of withdrawala: of the barriers to integration of neeudle
cleaning during needle whacing episodes. IDS outreach education could
prove more effective if, as part of the negotiation with active users
fe adopt teedle“clesaning practices, withdrawal symptome were addressed

@ problem ar
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Th.E.P.37 A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE ON AIDS-RISK-RELATED

JeMi DEHANORE AS DEPICTEDIN ARTTHROUGHOUT HISTORY

Ziemba-Davis, . Sanders

 

 

 

ender, and Reproduction, jiversity, Bloomington, IN

USA

Obj ire, 4 hat behaviors relate: il is i l, and to

i LIDS)in particular, d i
human sexuality,de he arch? + + ett mrovid ft
 

 

the Christian era to the present.
Results. + «cal work à fthe earf

China, Japan, Persia Africa Latin America, Westernrep and the

United States, cl f H
rare.

art, artifacts, literature, th th biquil panhistoric, and omnicultural nature of

fiors innpli i issit i d HIV).

AIDS ~ KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE AND PRACTICE IN A DEPRIVED
Th E P 39 URBAN AREA OF NAIROBI, KENYA

Kinuthia, Doris M.W., Orinda, V, Brady J.P J.S.
Department of Paediatrics, University of NateobtNairobi, Kenya.

 

Objective. To determine the knowledge, attitude and practice about AIDS
jn ‘a deprived urban area of Nairol
lethods. A random sample of 372 adults (sex ratio 1:1) were interviewed
= Kibera, Nairobi. In this area there is no running water, no electricity

and unemployment is over 502.
Results. Knowledge: ‘Almost all (98.47) had heard about ins mainly from
the radio or other people. Eighty-eight Percent knew that sexual inter-
course, 50% that infacted blood transfusion and 48% that unsterile needles

multiple

 
risk £ ig! a

sexual partners and having one faithful partner would reduce the risk of
AIDS and only 3% thought that a vaccine or medicine would help. Eighteen
Pp jomeone th AIDS and 73% knew that t
Attitude: Th red the universal fear of an AIDS patient; 46% would
avoid all physical contact and 552 wo aeshare u
toilets or b However,

ners and
conclusions: Qur findings suggest that, in a deprivedPusban area,

owledge about AIDS was excellent but that it had not yet influenced
bebavionr. Thus, education alone may not reduce the spread©of AIDS.

Supported by UNICE)

Rôle de la religion
Role of Religion
Th.E.P.4i sezrcrous ORGANIZATIONS RESPOND TO A COMMUNITY

AEEETEBY H

“soie *; Hartquist, C.**; Rose, A.***
*Archdiocese of San Fran isco, **Episcopal Chaplaincy, San
Francisco General Hospital, ***AIDS Project, Jewish Family and
Community Services, San FTaneineos U.S.A.

ghisctive To demonstrate the new demands being placed on relig-
anizations as caregivers and to promote partner ips

inneducation, advocacy, residential/financial services, spirit-
ual care that impact the wider communi
Methods. the Archdiocese has a three-tiered response ineluding

full-time. rained staff; all services, including esidentiat
prog: rgen nd, couseling/advocacy se. s are avail-
able to individual living three county area. The Episcopal
Chaplaincy provides a twelv eek clinical inte ig
participants from all over the world to develop local programs
in education/caregiving. The training includes ministry time in
clinic, supervision, seminars, field work. The ewish AIDS Pro-
ject provides counseling, outreach to family Senbers, financial
assistance, education and referral services to its clients.
Results. Archdiocesan programs rved over 3550 people in 1988;
the Episcopal program has to date nedo pe the
Jewish AIDS Project assisted over 1050 individuals in 98 .
Conclusion. i e services/p in els not
be entirely replicabie, they offer an example to creative/res-
ponsive outreach to challenge other religious organizations.

Th.E.P.38 TRADITIONAL HEALERS AND AIDS AMONG THE YORUBAS IN NIGERIA

Jinadu, M.K., Ajuwon, B. and Jaïiyeoba, D.A.

Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria

Objective: To identify knowledge, attitude and practice of Yoruba traditional
healers as regard AIDS.

Methods: Some well-known traditional healers in Ondo and Oyo States of the
tountry (N25) were purposively selected for the study. Non-structured,
indepth interview method was used.

Results:at study shows-that 88% of the traditional healers believedthat
RTOS 7 a new dise: and that it is curable and preventable. rly
ali the traditional healers believed that it is acquired only through
sexual inte
‘ew of the tradi tional healers believed it is a variant of a syndrome called

among the yorubas and, therefore, claimed to have a cure for it.

Conclusion: These beliefs probably exert considerable influence on health
seeking behavours of the communities in relation to AIDS, Implications of
the findings for the prevention of HIV infection and care ofAAIDS patients
in the country are discussed.

Th.E.P.40 CONNAISSANCE DU SIDA: REPRÉSENTATIONS ET PRATIQUES
POPULAIRES EN AFRIQUE CENTR

Hy oept,
* Projet CONNAISSIDA, aenires

#8 Woods Hole, MA,
Etudier les représentations et pratiques popula

connexes au SIDA. Offrir des examplesconcrets pour €elucider les
divers nodélen étioliogiques sur lesquels sort fondés les
réponses au SIDA.
Méthodes. Observation-participante, entrevues et recherches

bibl Soprapn iaues

ta persistance de croyances trés anciennes dans les

domaines de la sexualité, de la procréation, de la vie, d

e lamaladie et d: offre des é¢chappatoires devant ja nécessite

de changement. croyances Psienin malgré la pré:

nouvelles di i les i a 
cont. Néanmoins, laPeonpartinental isation de:

connaissances permet o agir une fois la nécessité anprénenden

issonnance co
Conclusion. Malgré la persistance des représentations et
pratiques, la cuiture da la région rmat à certaines person

do

d att sor
représentations, pratiques populaires, échappatoires,

changements

Th.E P,42 INVOLVING THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY - A STATEWIDE MODES

authoore 3 The Rev. D. Wood,
Div The 6 R. Carnahan.

thiccopal pioceseoF tomticn, U.S.A.

Objective: present a model for involving the Christian community ,
in responding appropriately to the AIDS/HIV crisis.
Method: Tha model, AIDS Ministries Program of Connecticut, began

August of 1987 and was designed to work in a state where persons
with AIDS were spread throughout the state, not j hin a few
urban areas. odel includes: forming e nical statewide
AIDS task fo 3 creating and publishing a culum for AIDS
education for the christian Communit: provide training progrars
for cle and lay professionals on storal oare with PWAs/HIV
infected persons; ent of respite care te a regiona

is nd a PR an that ceived media attention. Results:
participants will leave worksho| e liowing
information: a) a process for getting AIDS education into your
parish; b) a review of a new curriculum which will work in the
Christian community and which is sensitive to S308IV issues: c)
a process for setting uP respite care teams using volunteers from
churches; and d) how to hold Services of Healing and Prayer and
thus raise Sonseieuaness and begin ministry. Gone usion: The
religious comunity has a unique role andidopportunity in responding
te the AIDS/HIV crisis. That role can be defined and lived out on

the parish and denominational level.
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Th.E.P.43 RELIGION AS A TOOL IN PREVENTING THE SPREAD OF
HIV IN UGANDA.

Musagara, Muhammed, *

*Health Educator, AIDS Control Programme, Uganda

**Namirembe Christian Fellowship, Uganda.

Objective:

Namaganda Florence**

To describe the success of using religion in
preventing the spread of HIV in Ugan

Methods: Focus groups and @irect observation were used in
ganda

reveals how important christianity has been in
preventing HIV spread especially in Urban areas.

Conculusion: Christian religion has had a significant impact in
@ prevention of AIDS in Uganda.

MOBILIZATION OF VOLUNTEERS FOR CONTROL OF HIV EPIDEMICTh.E.P.45 LR
Clark, les F ‘ida FChar: irof Son mis» Tampa, Florida

Beneers fe control 8 between WI and WAIT reveals that
tion

tracing and free

 

will so alter ior that transmission of HIY will be significantly
reduced, This can best be accomplished emila
Franci the to care for and to advocate theEr
seropositive hat person is tified and long before that
person is ill, With early identification there will be several years

i h the = involvement before
the HIV positive person highly infective, By that time the

the5
by Christians of faith in

attracted

combined wi:th widesprend testingcontact tracing ana
treatment can control HIV in our society.

WHERE ARE PEOPLE IN ENGLAND & WALES DYING FROM AIDS?

Kennedy Ann R.; Ellam 3 Porter
PHLS Communicable Disease” durvettiance’ Centre. U.K.

Th.E.P.47

Objectives. To determine 1) Where opie with AIDS (PWA) are dying: :~
in hospital, at home or hospice; À whether their cause of death was
related to where they die and whether these factors are changing with

me.
Method. All PWA reported to the Communicable DiseasepurvetTlance Centre
by December 1988, were reviewed to ascertain thos d died and on
whom there was a matched death entry. Demogr:aphic “iteand cause and
place of death information were also collected
Results. the end nl 1987, 1243 PWA had ‘been diagnosed of whom 362
had matching death entry data. Of these these 302 (83.42%) - died in
hospital e 60 PWA who» 55(15.2%) at home, and 5(1.4%) in hospice.

Data on cause of death related to place

al surveillance data has an important role to play
inmatterstindingeens of terminal have previously not
been recognized and which are of value in hightighting important resource
implica
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Th.E.P.44 HOW ORGANIZED RELIGION RCOn ON THE AIDS PAN-
DEMIC IN PREVENTION, EDUCATION, AND PREJUDICE

Dr. Henry J. Memorial Hospital/Broun University, U.S.A.
Objective: To examine ae e major religions impinge on
the AIDS crisis in two a : ention and education, and
discrimination against PWAs and those at risk f .

prominent c throu 2
evanageiists. Major articles in the religious press will b
analysed. Sec publication wil be examined for edi-
torial opinions reflecting religious infl .
Results: Analysis of pertinent materials sh ci mina —

tion @ so calle roups at risk for

d immeasurably to the attendant ad-
1 and economic sufferin

narrow, restrictive view of sex the
same demoninations have blocked efforts to teach afe se
thus placin at rave 3 those outside of.a strict,

Conclusion: ting a truly Christian response to
those with AIDS, organized religion encourages judgmental,
condemnatory reactions, actually exacerbating the adverse

dical, social and economic effects of the epidemic.

Sociologie du SIDA
Soclology of AIDS

Th.E.P.46 FEUNEMs EXPLORATOIRE

AMARO, Fau:

suniversicé Téchique de Themeset "yondation Bom Sucesso, Lisbonne. ,Fortugals wsFondation Bom
Sucesso, Av. Dr. Mario Moutinho (ao Restelo) 1400 Liabonne - Portuga’

INT SEXUEL ET ATTITUDES RELATIVEMENT AU SIDA DANS LA VILLE DE

OBJECTIF: La comunication présente les resultaad'une étude sur le comportement sexuel dans la
ville de Lisbonne (800.000 habitants) en vue l'obtention de données pour l'établissement ar
un programme lucation sur le SIDA, Les aojeceiée sont simultanément substantifs et methodo
logique:

MERDE, Ll a été utilisé uneméthodologie écletique avec des techniques qualitatives et quan
tTtatÎves suivantes: Sondage à l'opinion publique sur,laconnaissance duSIDA Gated > Enqué
te auprès des médecins et des snttrnières dans un hospitalier un Centre ‘de Sante

petites annonces aOeics et de recherche sexuelle dans 4 jour
naux de Lisbonne durant un mois; - entrevues avec des informateurs qualifiées; - Histoires de
viemane,tn appartenant à des groupes de ris

Entre les résultats à présenter on notera les données préliminaires suivantes: conside-
aeeefocelui-ci ostg oesocté parr la population, en général “oa et par le perso!
te (32%) 31 *honosexualt ontées sontdiscutés avec
La ë e détecté dane. la popula:

 

 

crainte d'être con! aatiog le 8: en générale (24%) et
dans le per de 1San,FE otre crainteétant plus grande entre te]poreonne 1 de La Santé (34%).
Dans unevpopulation|bien,Jdentifie, % disent utiliser les|PréservaBitsanal4 l'analyse a de-
montré usage di £s 15 pas continueeeour long de l'an
L'étade“du personne!aeaSanté a surtoutentré un de connaissance(59%) et une déso-
rlentation face té de s S personnesPHIV Positives (21%),
Dans la population rale, 11 : atel'état un grand manque onfiance dans les services
saniteires en ce qu.concerne ta contagion (22%), Les d 8 netiiies par les annonces de
journaux ont démontré: offre ou recherche de contacts howosexuele 11%, offre de massages 23% et
sexe à trois 11%,

CONCLUSION: L'étude aa permis le déve Lopp é la p é a
 Comportement seaue entiond le planning d'actions ¢

THLEP.48 PATreRisqueers108Po LSmguEsasus

JULIA**; ANABITARTE, HECTOR™**; TORRES, JOSE*###;

latives au risque d' porteur du VIH ou de dévelæper la maladie. Étude détaillé des
ments itudes, etc, Etude de l'émrgement et ai refus

social dens l'Espagne.

Méthode. Fhgés de plus de14 ens. Propartimel
, habitat,

et réponses possibles| résultent.1.117 entrevues vali-

des, avec une erreur © BUR nier calmes e à GE) ae Le vertus moules P/Q

Palm &% a un couple fixe. 51% @ eu plus de 50 couples différents. Plus du 7% se
stimilentlés tan avec la bouche. 7K a eu des i psexuelles hors de son caple..
23% utilise le préservatif pour le coït anal. 83% est informé sur le SIDA.

l'éjaculation orale et l'areçue. : a
lui-rême ou chez ses cameredes des traumtiares sanglants.

on
breve .

reconnait que le SIDA a changé sa vie Ces changements sont: a

ieFargeDom(aonmn Iepr(20 eaae me de
couples (41%); on ne visite pas “chambres noires" ou locaux gay
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Th.E.P.49 AIDS TREATMENT DEFICITS: AN ETHNOGRAPATESTE OF THE
wamaceMENT OF THE AIDS EPIDEMIC, THE ONTARIO CAS

George W. Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Toronto, Ontario+ans ACTION Row! , Toronto, Ontario.

The Objective: To describe|the organizational conflicts producing:deficits
t for individuals with HIV infec

‘govern

DS as a fatal inganthe inae instanceHA

Th.E.P.51 we IMPACT OF AIDS ON THE HOMOSEXUAL CLONE COMMUNITY

N NEW YORK CITY

Levine, Martin P.; Bloomfield College, Bloomfield, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Objective:
of the homo:

To understand the affect of AIDS on the sociocuttural organization
sexual clone community in New York City,

 Method: Longitudinal field work

Results: The impact of AIDS upon the homosexual clone community in New York

resembles psychosocial consequences of e disaster. The soclal science

literature on mities demonstrates thet disasters d 4
preexisting sociocultural order and foster individual and collective t

mong survivor: t ve data f ongoing field study of the homosexual
clone commu indicates that AIDS has similar effects ng this population,
The data show that the epidemic has: 1) decimated ti ity's so

t and Identity; and (5) engendered
emotional numbness and depletion among survivors.

Th.E.P.53

Science, universityofToronto, Torcnto, Ontario, canada, MSS 1A8.

AIDS is challenging many attitudes and practices core to physicians'
This survey reports on this challenge and its impli

£ :

| en“Aur treatment of an AIDS pa an emergency
the doctor was rly protected. (3)Pret{(extent of emo-

79% believed thatphysicians were
{4 allegiance to society or to
79% sal + more obligation to protect others

from to patients’ privacy. (5) Skills (belief in the
efficacy of one's professional tools): e.g. 45% believedcure for AIDS will
not be found in the next 10 years despite increased

Th.E.P.50 AIDS AS AN EMERGENT FIELD;
WITH PERINATAL MEDICINE AND
Debbie Indvk,Mi

FTELD ESSOR FROM A COMPARISON
GERIATRICS

it. Sinai School of Medicine, NYC, NY, USA

: This paper compares patterns of development of medical fields,
tal erPeri

models for analyzing the emergence of the field of AIDS.
Methods: instituti tion e response to is lyzed using
the framework of sociology of science and medicine within the context of
specialty formation and the gration of new knowledge into practice
Factors h tified and com; tude critical external forces,
training programs, literature, patterns of comm , the relationship

and practice, the locus o'between research the work, whois doing it, who
‘owns’ it and the patient, and the rate of growth of the field

: The speed with which AIDS moved fro:ma fatal disease requiring
li diseasePrimary acute care, as well as biomedical , to à spectrum

the je of services gea chronic condition
soieChallenges¢ the health care system. The iti ‘orderly*

ntifying etiology. diagnotis, therapeutic interventions,
Panagement and prevention short-circuited by the overwhaining needs of
a variety of constituencies, simultaneously ininteracting in

tion between disciplines, redistribution of‘forced negotia'
patients, nd new divisions of labor require the formation W DI
ving organizati apparatus linki: , éducation, practice and

CONNAISSANCE, ATTITUDES ET CROYANCES SUR LE SIDA A
Th.E.P.52 BANGUL (R.C.A.)
6. Gréwengquets, P. Somaéss, L. Bélect, & Chazett, J.P. Danagoross,

Geor gestA.J.Georges
ue mr Pasteur de Bangui, République Centrafricaine.

Projet OMS SIDA/ Comite de Lutte contre le SIDA, Bangui, {R.C.A)

connaissance de la population eur 1peaectiFs value le niveau
SIDA de je l'efficacité du programme de lutte contre

personnes (ag¢es de 15 à 44

B
e
N

ans), repré: if de la pi active, a été intér-

rogé & ui (la capitale) au sujet de la connaissan das croyan-
ces sur le 9 au sujet de leurs prati uel les.

TATS: des personnes interrogées le SIDA est une
maladie aorteile dont le mod je transai aurt. +

et contre laquelle il n'existe pas de traitement efficace.
Les Pratiques uelles existent précoc Ja un re él
de part ires du pos 0. técédents des saladies

sexuellesent transaissibles sont très fréquents (812) . Si atifination
du préservatif pt acceptabie rement

sent l'avoir utilisé au moins une fois.
CONCLUSIONS: La Population sexuellement active de Bangui à conscience

problènes soulevés par l'existence du SIDA, mais n’a pas encore
changé en profondeur comportesent sexual.

A MODEL COMPARING CONDOM USE VS. PARTNER REDUCTION STRATEGIES

Reiss, Ira L. :* and Leik, BR. K.*.

*University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Hinnesota, USA.
Th.E.P.54

Objective. To compare the risk reduction strategies of using condoms vs,
decreasing the number of partners. This is an Smportant choice faced by
many people today.

A Prebabllity model was developed which allowe for comparing
condos use with failure rates varying fromfrom 100% to 10%, to changes in
nuaber of ere from 20 to 1. Prevalence rates are simultaneoual,
varied fre +25 to .0002 and infectivity rates varied from .02 to .002,
The number of sexual acts is 500.

eeroder all the prevalence and infectivity conditions considered,
sexual acts and using condoas with » 10%failure rate with 20

ers, entails a lower risk of HIV infection than having those 500 sexual
Under conditions of lowest risk,

Results,
having
partn

acts with one Para s condoms,
it wor a fatlure rate of well above 50% and ha 2
À equal the riskof HIV infection tailed in have one and not
using 10124), Even conditions of highest risk, it would take
a co: and having S eq:

nolusion, Our results supportthe greater importance of care:
esover reductions in munbers of partners as a strategy to reduce the risk
of HIV infeotion,
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AIDS IN ANcAGING SOCIETY: ETHICAL AND PSYCHOSOCIAL
Th.E.P.55 CONSIDERATIONS

Robert M." and Kenen,R.H°*. “Center for Preventive
Medicine and Health Research, San Francisco State University and Pacific
Presbyterian Medical Center, San Francisco, California; **Departmont of
Sociology/Aathropelegy. Trenten State College, Trenton, New Jersey, USA.

Ohiective.To anslyzs ethical and psychosocial issues of AIDS in an aging society.
are services and health research funding sgoaciess have net

Scineviedged similarities between needs of Amesasieg p
. million Americans infected with HIV. Knowledge of individual

variation ef suscoptibility to HIV infection.‘latency of HIV disease expression.
BIV infoctien of the central nervous syston. and lifoiong HIV infoction in

 

Joss of self-osteem, insurance cover
Curre:rently, 10% ef AIDS patients are >

2 68 and 4% are 2 years of age.
% of

and psychosocial effects on the older individust with AI
and tho impact of the AIDS epidemic on the elderly as 2 group would benefit
{rom comparative analysis. suggest that apprepriate soci respenses to

o AIDS pandemic and « rapidly aging population in Western countsies provide
aàparade for health care services and research in the United State:

Th.E.P.57 cuarransurp STATUS AND SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIPS AS go
DETERMINANTS OF 0) T OF HIV-POSITIVE CHILDREN IN
PLACEBO-CONTROLLED S'
Steinberg, Katherine*; Calvelli, T.*; Kashkin, J
Willoughby, A.**; Bernstein, L.* and *pubinstein

*Albert Einstein College of Me ine, Bronx, New York, ANALonTnotitute

of Child Health and Development,“pethesda. Maryland

Objective. To identify psychosocial factors influencing enroliment of asymp-
ymptomatic HIV-positive children in a double-blind

gl in

ra
d

@

rated.
38 children eligible, cons: treatment was given for 13.

‘Guardianshihip Gensergiven consent“wsehheld *More than 1 prior
bologic parent 6Z)* supportive co:
adoptive parent
other family member
foster care agency
TOTAL: 13 (347 ing.

lo socioeconomic differences noted between the 2 groups of caregivers.

loptive parents are most likely to consent to the

1. Otherfamily members are more likely to refuse
consent while foster agencies are the t reluctant. A supportive relation-

ship with caregivers can positively influence study enrollment.

t (2
1 (112)* i
4 (37%) with 2 (18%) withhold-

Th.E.P.59 CHANGES ININSEXUAL BEHAVIOR OF A COHORT OF FEMALE HEALTH CARE
WORKER: IG THE
Leach charles: Viker, S.*; Kuhls, T.#*; Parris, N.%;

perte J.* and Cartstenson,P™
LA School of Medicine,Los Angeles, California, USA; **University of

Okishoss Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA

Objective. To determine whether health care workers (HCWs) in a unyversity
ospital with AIDS patients altered their sexual behavior from 1984 to 1987.

number o al partners/ye: id number o
Results. Fewer sexual partners in 1987 werereported b 108.respondents
whereas had approximately the same n woreae ners (p=.02
for fewer partners). Those workers s xual lyàactive in 1984 (n=70) decreased
their activity by 1.6 contac month in (mean + SD= 7.4 + 6. (1 }

ac
Conciusion. After 3 years of followup female HCWs in a large university
hospital in Los Angeles reported fewer sexual partners, fewer sexual contacts
and less heterosexual activity. This may reflect an increased awareness 0
risk factors for community-acquired HIV infection.

882

conchusion.

 

Th E P. 56 HEALTH PROFESSIONALS' VIEWS OF SOCLAL DISTANCE FROM PERSONS
ne WITH AIDS AND OTHE! xs

Cohen, Felissa L.*; Mudro, R.*
*University of Illinois College of Nursing, Chicago, Illinois, United States.

Objectives: To determine the social distance health prosrenal feel
comfortable putting between themselves and perso: h AIDS o

conditions. To determine
perceived for persons in various AIDS transmi
Methods: The pretested tnstrument was developed using a modified social
distance scale after the work of Bogardus and Gentry. I
randomly to nurses, pharmacists, lab technicians and others at two large

na i Al

ons ual etc
om unknown source8 had ne: were virtsais.equal

atistieallysignifient differe
were detected between those respondents in high/low prevalence arcas,

with HIV infection vs. AIDS, or between males and females.
White respondents were willing toallow @ closer social distance for all

disease conditions and AIDS transmission categories except for IVDA's than
were non-white respondents
Conclusions: Will be reported based on results.

Th.E.P.58 PERINATAL STUDY COMPLIANCE OF HIV-INFECTED WOMEN:
SIGNIFICANCE OF RISK FACTORS AS A RMINANT

Douglas, Cecilia*; Cabat, T.*; Bueti, C.*; Calvelli, T.*;
Rubinstein, A.*; Willoughby, Ae

*Albert Einstein College of Medic‘ine, Bronx cwYork, *4#National Institute
for Child and Human Development, Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A.

Objective. To qreerminenether specific risk factors influence compliance
of HIV-infected women a Prospective Perinatal Transmission Study.
Methods. Of 80 wwonenvat“risk for HIV infection enrolled in a perinatal HIV
transmission 2 yearperiod 452 (36/80) were HIV-infected at
entry; 60% (22/36) carried to te: actors were dete: a
structured questionnaire and counseling were categorized primary
groupings ) (IVDU), (2)putin

n 6 mo ery.
ed women, 61% (22/36)nadhistories of intra-

(14/36) were infected aa theesult of
Le 722) women di

with histories of I 77% (17/22) complied with.follow-up;
infected beteroeenually, 71% (10/14) complied. In all cases, aggressive
interventions and follow-up methods were emplo:

No significant difference in coup!tence between the 2 groups was
ervedneeceouve. interventions and follow-up may normalize differences

between the 28

Th.E.P.60 SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AIDS : AW ARALYSIS OF APFITUDES AND

5. * and P.7.K.Sui
phy, Madurai Kamaraj Univeredty,Kadural,India.

ee Deptiof miieins, Madurai Hedical College, Madurei
AIDS is the opideaic of economic and re and
responses to HIV infection and ins, This epidemic is of recent seeand it
is also viewed a global phenomenon, 4 public avareness about AIDS
as the number of HIV-infected persons increases and as the
rises stee) during

Le. n the eases are found to
x than ans. Stil a higher percentage of populationhehave no knowledge

about its origin. Based on the findingsit is felt essential that priority
should be heavily laid to gear up uases media programmes in both urban
rural areas as the most necessarypublic health measures,
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Th.E.P.61  0UR LADY OF AIDS: THE TALISMANIC DESIGN OF Th.E.P.62 k to iso ofP Theatre in AIDSAus

ANDRE DURAND'S PLAQUEicon "VOTIVE OFFERING"
Miller, James (Professor).
University of WesternOntario, London, Canada.

In 1987 London-based Canadian artist André Durand depicted
the Princess of Wales as a royal healer touching American PWA
8 Sherman in "Votive Offering," a large (6'x 12') oil
painting in Renaissance style displayed in several British
churches in 1988. The icon includes portraits of
traditionally associated with plagues and healing miracles
(George, Sebastian, Catherine of Genoa) as well as images of
doctors, nurses, @ male PWAs

ives. To accountor the revival of Renaissance plague
iconography in the Age of AIDS; to discuss the ng
functi £ "Votive Offering" as a magical talisman; and to
consider the politicscal implicacations of Durand's
representation of PW:
Methods. A P.Penofakian itonologieal approach to Durand's
nr will be adopted to reveal its origins in Florentine
theurgy (Neoplatonic magic). Slides will be shown.
Conclusions. Mystical/magical notions of healing tend to
Flourish during plague-times when faith in the power of the

1 and political establishment wanes. Durand's arcane
artAst healing is comparable to modern ‘imaging’ therapy.

PRIVATE/PUBLIC SECTOR COOPERATION IN AIDS
Th.E.P.63 EDUCATION
Downer,Ann*; C. Bishop**; Hillard, P.***; Granat, C.****
*University of Washington, Seattle, WA., USA; **SAFECO

Insurance Companies; ***Seattle Public Schools; ###1Plays
for Living, New York City, U.S.A,

SAFECO Insurance Companies, based in Seattle, awarded a

Plays

representatives. e is a 30-minute drameticolay
performed by young professional actors. e performance is
he “first act” of the prevention effort. The "second act”

comments from students, a description of the play and its

development, and recommendations for working with private
sector companies will be presented

Th E P 65 THE RURAL THEATRE PROJET: AIDS EDUCATION IN THE VILLAGES
OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Helquist, Michae!*; Besly, O.*#; John, R. ###; Almedal, edad

Ac Washington, B.C;il=AIDS ae Trinidadand TTobago; *** Trin

Objective. To reach rural populations with an entertaining and educational theatre
production that the impact of AIDS on the
community. To evaluate the effectiveness of this intervention and its relevance for

inter tional collaboration developed and financed a communications
teach, project to reach rural villages in Trinidad and T jo with a popular theatre
production that examines the impact of AIDS on a family in which a son who is bisexual
contracts and dies 0 AIDS. A promotional cam; ignprecireceded the theatre presentations,
an AIDS educa ed group following the presentation. Written materials and condoms
were distributed,Mand the audiences completed evaluation forms.
Results. More than 3700 people in 30 villages viewed the dramaticProduction
during a five week period; all indicated an interest in additional AIDS educational
presentations, both in dramatic and written form. Most questioned the meaning 0of the

*AIDS test" and were concerned about how to avoid AIDS.
Conclusion. education via popular arts is well-received. This channel provides
informationnin a friendly, non-threate!ning manner and encouragesno jdiscussion

of AID:
death, sexuality,and modern family life,

Director of Fioldwork, School of Social ton” in association
with the University of Zimbabwe) P.Bag 66022, Kopje,
Harare,

Sbiestiveve:To show how popular theatre can be used,offectively,as a too] in
the AIDS awareness camp ign.
Methodss The paper sooks to show how popular theatre groups have bee used
in the campaign against AIDS,tn Zimbabwe.It examines some of the
that have been encountered in using popular theatre and indeed what successes

es that the
disseraination methods tools are oftenineffective due to problems of

of the
population,and at times the problem of 1lliteracy. There is therefore en
urgent
Conclusions
have gone ‘back to basics’ and introduce: ar theatre as the latest
weapon in the AIDS awareness drive ~ with à considerable degree of success.

Th.E.P.64 1969 PARTNERSHIP IN CARING CALENDAR
MMenanin, DianeA.; Hostetter,C.; Health Resoures and

Services Administration, Public Health Service, Department
of Health and Human Services, Rockville, Maryland, U.S.A.

 

iective A calendar was conceptualized as a visual expression of the
ssage that AIDS is a human health problem worthy of a broad, societal

caringresponse. Its purpose is to promote a Partnership ot community
resources in providing such a caring response.
in a way which balanced hope and reality, and motivated viewers, especially
the uninvolved, to engender a caring attitude and positive response.
Methods Collaboration with major AIDS organizations. Choice of a title

whi Each monthwhichreflects theme which is reinforced in the text.
on how different s Of society are

Illustrations were commissioned which emoon1yand éramatically
dimension of AIDS and whi

st . Quotations were ected from "heros" in hi:
reinforce the visual 1B examples caring responses e

, a directory of national and local resources was included.
Results The encl has enthusiasticall:

ly received. It is being used in medical of
es, in worl te and federal t

facilities, in religious zations, ont28 àa trainingtentoolto.
emphasize a multidisciplinary, pPartnershil ” approach to AIDS

erdar wil. be considered for continuation in1390,
potentially as a furdraiser, ana as a vehicle for involvement of the arts
in the AIDS epidemic.

Th E P. 66 PHYSICIAN-PATIENT RELATIONSHIPS, IN AIDS DRAMAS
rs d Rubin, H.C.

*Johns Hopkins University SchoaT ‘of Medicine,
Baltimore, Maryland, USA,**Mount Sinai School of Medicine,
New York, New York, USA.

spring of 1985 two plays about AIDS, As_Is by
William Hoffman, and The Normal Heart by Larry Kramer, opened
in New York City. The physician-patient relationships they

As_Is, five nameless physicians function as shadowy,
backgroundfigures who are unapproachable. They are perceived
as expensive, insensitive, and ignorant. At the end of the
play when the main character, Rich, is hospitalized with
AIDS, a nurse and a janitor interact with him, and physician
contact is noticeably absent.

n contrast to As_is, The Normal Heart portrays 
symbolizes everybody's vulnerability to disease because she
is a victim of polio, who is confined to a wheelchair. In one
scene she tells Felix, a major character, about his AIDS

analyzing these two ays, one may appreciate the
contrast between the special covenant Dr. Brookner and Felix
share and the distance separating Rich and his doctors.

883
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Th.E P.67 THE FUNDACION SIDA DE PUERTO RICO EXPERIENCE

° osé Toro-Alfonso,PhD(c )*,M. Rodriguez ,MS*
Nigsoiiont Netets A.Meaux,MSW*. *FFundacion

giade Puerto Rives **University of Puerto Rico,San Juan,
o Rico, U.

OBJECTIVES.To deseribe demographic, social and clinical
characteristics of clients seeking services.

DA di © Rico was established in 1983
as a volunteer community organization to provide services to
persons with HIV infection, their families and significant
others. Clients received services in four areas: prevention and
education, emotional/practtical support, financial aid and
advocacy. We reviewe 182 records clients seen from

of Sumutative records).
nd 52 females(29%)seeking

0-39

 
 

 

required|direct financial aid, as well as emotional support(49%),
25%).

CONCLUSTON: Persons seeking aid from this community based
service organization needed a wide variet of services.
Long range goals of similar organizations should include these.

HIV RELATED SERVICES:A MODEL FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE PROVISION
0, Nicholas

HewYork State“Sesartuent of Health, AIDS Institute,
» NY, U.S.A,

Objective.To describe«amodel £or HIV-related community services. Service:

nclude outreach, nity educat:jon andSuppoort services for persons with

HIV infection,heftPartners and fam:

Method. Service. elope

Th.E.P.69

bi 8 ET rograms expand

uence and caervicesoywith other
d organizations and health and human services

63,11 Community Service Programs(CSPs) have been.developed

Tograms are located in urban areas to provide services

0. eas and hard-to-reach populations are served through

volunteer task forces, satellite offices and staff outstationed in human
À tages of developing regional not-for-profit programs: greater

ETin designing strategies for HIV prevention and support service

regional needs.2)CSPs play a significant role in HIV
related service delivery through identi: n service

na Vv: tiveness of other
response to HIV is maximized through coordina-

ting providers,"hereby ensuring direct needs are met in an efficien

and expeditious manner

LONDON LIGHTHOUSE ~ ACONTINUUM OF CAR
CcG-Spence”3H MacGregor S Malach*; DrFS Mansfield*;

O'Brien*; M Pipe: et a
"anesement Team Senden Lighthouse, London, UK.

Objective To describe a unique model o
and AIDS in the London ar
cere planning strategies.

od description of London Lighthouse, a community project
offering a continuum of care for people with HIV. This project has base
its services on needs as defined by people with the virus and on principles
of Te: t en

Th.E.P.71

care for people with HIV, ARC

ea which is ofpotential value in all health

ts Lond gh own f
largest AIDS voluntary organisations in the UK. The centre's services

mp. nt the work of untary and statutory agencies. Care an
emotional support are provided both in the home and within the ce » by

ans of counselling, training, health programmes and residentialnurging
care.
Conclusion This basic model of integrated and continuous care can be

x local, national and
caching consequences not only€!

for people with HIV but also for other types of health c

884

Th.E.P.68 Le Comité sida aide Montréal et ses activités

hancebeLi
Directrireénérale du CSAM, M.N.(adm), M.A.P.
Montréal,"A, Canada.

Le Comité sida aide Montréal fut mis sur pied en septembre 1985
s intervenants de différents milieux. Depuis

ganisme non-gouvernemental complémentaire du réseau de la
et des services sociaux de la province, particulierment a Mon-
tréal.
Avec 1° expertise accumulée, les représentants du CSAM sont sou-
vent appelés à travailler comme consultants dans divers endroits

a lutte contre le sida.

x personnes atteintes et à leurs

ai

pour mettre de l'avant une politique d'aide et de prévention.

RONRIBUTIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL GAY COMMUNITY TO AIDSTh.E.P.70
A., Jr., Verick, W.A., et al,

Nobel Endeavor, hiTeoh“aTTinots, USA

AIDS was first recognized within the gay community and since then other at-
isk groups have been identified. Although the threat of AIDS

Committee for A

‘community provided scientists with a coopera-
tive group ofaindividuals, yielding numerous clinical speci
information on probable transmission modes.
has played.an essentia? role in advances of knowledge concerning AIDS:

isolations of putative etiologic agent: lymphadeno athy associated
ropic virus type-III (HTLVET and AIDS asso-

fan virus (ARV), collectively classified as human munodeficiency virus
Y) w fi

7blood screening
assays which have reduced significantly transfusion-associated Al

ii. provided the medical/scientific community w th innumerable clinical
ogic and virologic s

participated in clinical studies for safety and efficacy evaluation 

and Compared with initial advances in hepatitis B researc
vaccine development

Th.E.P.72 CREER UN MILIEUoF VIE: UNE nail Tera NOVATRICE

éline”, Morisset, R.*
*earporation PrereegsslDijeu de Montréal;
***Atelier Habitation Montréal, » QC, Cana

OBJECTIF: créer un milieu de vie pour les personnes steinntes qui sett.apte a

METHODE: le projet a été élaboré par une équipe mul ti disc linaire composée
médecins, travailleurs sociaux, architectes, administr r mes
Le projet a fait l'objet de consultations auprés qa’ autres
impliqués dans l'intervention auprès des personnes atteintes ou ayant
projet similaire en fonction d'autres pathologies, Les di fferentes Stapes|de 1
maladie et les besoins spécifiques y étant reliés ont €té cernés. Le
quai te de 1!intervention ainsi que les besoins des intervenants ta &té clatrement

Teurs besoins.

RESULTAT: Le choix du site et Te concept archi tectural qui réunit une rénovation sur
un bâtiment ancien à une construction ne re

cadre de vie familial, enracinement
vs. intimité, autonome, emi -aautonomie convalescence, sécurité vs insécurité,

» présence continuelle,
soins et support à la vie quotidienne, encadrement médical léger.
activités récréatives et artisti

CONCEUSION: Un concept architectural polyvalent pour recevoir 11 personnes 5étteintes,
Viespace Organizé par modules en fonction des besoins et des activi t de
répondre 4 une méxite de clientèle à différentes étapes de la maladie.

= o 4 8 = o 5 ® 3 a < a
a

R
t
e ge ° o € 3 2 + = ° 3 Ê Cay a €
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THE STOP*AIDS MODEL FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE: ACCEPTABILITY EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION IN A COHORT OF HOMO/BISEXUAL MEN

Th E P 73 IN A LOW-INCIDENCE AREA FOR AIDS Th.E.P.74 "TOWARDS A CHANGE IN HIGH RISK BEHAVIOR FOR HIV INFECTION:

Beeker, Carolyn*; Rose, T.* AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PROCESS AND ITS

*New York State AIDS Institute; Albany NY, USA Carlos*;TropicalCA, F.**;De la erBeLowrk,stoneE.*;Ramah, M.***
Fe.re °A. von Humboldt", Pera; , Lima,

Objective. To pilot a San Francisco-based risk reduction model in a low- DSCOM/Reademy €or Educational hevelavment, Washinnten, U.S.À.

incidence area for AIDS.
Method. The STOP*AIDS model, which uses the peer-led group meeting 4
forum for education and support, appears to have been effective in changing

sexual norms in the San Francisco gay community. Gay/b: un
fon 8 CDC-funéed AIDS prevention study were trained ina
o implement the model in an area where seroprevalence is believed|te be

lew. The trained volunteers recruited STOP*AIDS meeting participan
tasfargated outreach to gay bere, social networks and the Prevention
stud!
Results. During October through December 1988, 260 gay and bis
agreed at outreach activities to be contactted for participation|aa"Toca

ed for of 14

 

 

comparabletoobese

reported for New York City and
Conclusion. Theeacceptability of STOP*AIDS a this pilot site suggest
that the model may be exported to communities outside ¢!the AIDS epicenters.

n where seroprevalenceis low, the need for informations emotional
support and social action may be high. Studies ded to evaluate

the effectiveneas of the model in wetivating sustained behavioral change.

 

Th.E.P.75 RESOURCES FOR EDUCATING ABOUT MARRIED HOMOSEXUAL AND
BISEXUAL ‘en A FACILITATOR'S KIT IN ACTIO!
Molenaar, we Education and Liaison Officer

Gay andtaveted Mens Association, Melbourne, Victoria,
Austral

Objec To review materials specifically developed to assist in

the cnderstanding of the nature bisexual behaviours and H.I.V. trans-
ission, and the significance this has for educating married

homosexual men.
. A review of materials contained in the AIDS and Bisexual mer

and their Partners - Facilitator's Kit, analysing the approaches most
appropriate teeavecatingthe target group. Exploring the needs o:

homose: id their partners, ue the implications that

and exp: the
opportunity to discuss th of the con of the content
and the strategies in working with or identifyingthe needsref married
homosexual and bisexual men and their partners.
Discussion. The Facilitator's Kit contains Workshop resources which

provides participants with experiences leading to an unde!rstanding of
the range of constraints and needs expereinced by married homosexual

and the implications that this has for the education about AIDS and
whe prevention of transmission.
Conclusion. The opportunity to discuss and explore the issues related to
bisexuality, enables one to more fully appreciate the ne and concerns

any men in or community who may be at risk of oeerecting H.I.V.

 

Gojectives . Developing an educational intervention in a cohort of ham/bisex-'
inLima, pursuing an increase in their knowledge about HIV/AIDS and

 Methods. Fifty middle class hano/bisexualmen in Lima, Perû, attend a pro-

Pson with a nonintervented,
SO eee ig continuing. The results from the

ra} De starting lnorlege evel was his,reo it aid
tise Sionificentiy, (b) The attendees were generally willing to assume

changescowards risk reduction; and’ (c) The workshop
wes generally foundtobe entertaining orate. length, the infor-
mation appeared to new and of appropiate complexity, and the audiovisual
Presentations vere

‘This program shows to be welcome and to© succead in producing
Siedeinforbeevicrnl ow The information level, which was already

trial began, does not increase significantly.

STD PATIENTS' AND PROSTITUTES' KNOWLEDGE ON AIDS+
MODIFICATION OF SEXUAL ren AND EDUCATION NEEDS.
ke Soyinka, M.Z.on Onayeni
bafemi Awolowo nant“Te-rre, Nigeria

1 and prostitutes knowledge of AIDS with a

and to agsess if knowledge of HIV-status

Th.E.P.76

Objectives: HA assess STD patien

view to identifying education seeds
ould tativence sexual ctice

netholologt 50 randomly selected STD patients and 25 Prostitutes|volunteers
re interviewed concerning knowle: on AIDS, and s ctic Hiv=

antibody 6cereening was carried out on all and the senate were nade. to
them. Partiscipants were reintervigwed"6 months later concerning their sexual
practices after knowledge of HIV-status.
Results There were edge about transmiss: 

 

tion in both groups. Majority of STD patients had prosreneas-clients
while prostitutes were not discr: ry. None used condoms .
Majority of participants ondom could be used to

+ a of its effectiveness in the prevention of AIDS. Over 95% of
the prostitutes who ned for HIV-antibody responded 6 months
later that they now insist on usage condom while 3% of STD patients said
ey now keep to one sexual partner or re use c:

Conclusion: Identi: “i gap areas ef education needs
used to provide effective informa: eded to design health

could porsibly be used to mu sexual behaviour in high risk groups.
Integration of AIDS campaign into STD services is recommended.
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Zimmerman, Rick S.; Stevens, R. A.; Fischl, M.
University of Miami, coral Gables, Florida, United States.

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN AIDS-RELATED ATTITUDES, BELIEFS, AND
proCHANGE

 

Reese To assess differences anong HPr non-Hispanic Whit

» American Blacks, and Caribbean Blacks m AID:Dserelated attitudes

webelteee and their imp: on reported behav: chang.
Methods. A subsample (N=146) of respondents Recruteteprimary care and sTD

fo: enissionclinics for a high-risk heterosexual trani

A,
ehavior change for each of the Toups.

é@ most worried aboutcontracting RIV, Carsbbean Blacks
and Hispanics had thestrongest moral associations with AIDS, Anglos had the
most negative feelings about ican lacks had

 

thor

x change. Different“variables
change for the vasEros?ps. American Blacks

o be nevesnt the Proport‘ion of PWAs who and heteroseuxal men
sexual partners,

te reduce risky
A

al

as well as differences in predictors o. avioor change.
These results haveimportant implications for public health education,

E.503 bipansPUBLICPRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: The New York City
Experien: *Omi, J.; *Jacques, C.; *Rautenb
Sayes-Cosise, ei : *Wew

York City,
© ve: To describe the rienand outcome 0f the NYCDOH technical
aauistance initiative forspmunity based organigations under contract to
provide ADDS

York City Department of Health,

prevention services.
ng the 12 month fiscaleat pee89, NYCDOH let 30 contracte

Vv
ssistance included program development trainning,

imation of borough and city-wide coliaborative
ram review.

ests for technical assistance in tneinitial stages the
Ferrer were administrative in nature, i.e. clarification of fiscal and

contractual policies and resource availanility "Baqueste made by
snizstions later in the year concerned mo: amatic is:ns,io

statt training, outreach skills, developmentroereferral sources,
evaaination

provision of technical assistance must be responsive to
theSeeneneeds of recipients. Several factors influenced
lemand for technicel assistance, including geographic density of similar

efforts; size, age and ication of agency; f. ity of

th oc et proc ueus of servic .

multi-tiered eppros ed: 1) organizational devel t, 2utilized
Program and staff develorant, 3) quality assurance and evaluation, 4)
review and expansion

socreraL IMPACT OF HIV INFECTION IN WOMER
Bente 8. cerpenter Charles_C.J. Brown university

 

Iv infection in women are urgently
other. M

s0Cial end economic impacts of H

neede

836

COMMUNITY-BASED PROJECTS FOR HIV PREVENTION: TYPES
ORGANTZATIONS, TARGET POPULATIONS, AND EDUCATIONAL STRATECIES

 
Kohmescher, Robert: Martich, F. A.; Dietz, S.E.; West, G.R.

Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta GA, USA

Objective: To provide Financial support and pechnical assistance to minority
and other commun:Marybas HIV prevention projec

Method: On Jan 3,“ie, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) announced

the availabilitydEfunds for minority and other communitty~based
prevention projects.

xistin:exist. community organizations including State and local HIV prevention
P «+ In July 198 avard will be made to approximately 7 nity

basedaio C expects a large number of organizations €
apply for this fu

Results: Authors willreport on the number and types of organizations

applying for funds, the demography andmaak groups of the target Populations
bi es ir size, and the of funding requested. Authe

the proposed outcomes for€these projects and thepes

activities aeciened to contribute to their achievement. Author wil
discuss the relative likelihood of the success of these projects based on

q y pei pansaand their relationship to models of behavioral
“mation may be use: community-based organizations in

designing more effective proposals for behavioral change

E 504 THE IMPACT DaCHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS OR LOVED ONES

° SAVE HIV DISE

Sinclair Rebecca; Private Practive, Counselor and
consultant, Cascade Aids Project, Portland, Oregon, U.

ObjectiveMan describe the un social, and familial issues
children a parent or adult friend has HIV disease.
Methods. Tneerviene and 
Results.Information gathered indicates that ities

ildren Q theircay menbers ri . come of these commonalities
are: iso. , to

âren who live with or know someone with HIV disease face
rtant to identify and ndassist

the cycle of fear and isolation. Care providers
need to help children access their beliefs and feelings, introduce accurate
information about HIV disease, and connect them with appropriate support
systems.

EVALUATION OF CARE PROVISION TO AIDS PATIENTS
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF RELATIVES OF
<DECEASED) AIDS PATIENTS

Boom, Frans M. van den; Roozenburg, Hans
Netherlands Institute of Mental Health, Utrecht, Netherlands

Objective: Evaluate hospital and homebased care; inventory of
psychological problems and coping mechanisms of relatives.

homebas

own nee or
t, and dealing ie the process of
atde

with relatives of + 100 deceased AIDS
patients (the total number of deceased patients in the
 
Results: the first resulte of the study, based on + 50
interviews, will be pres:
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E 507 feySNEEETSO STATUS OF PARTNERS OF HAEMOPHILIACS WITH E 508 THE ROLE OF PEOPLE WITH AIDS. THEIR FAMILIES AND

° HIV INFECTION : A CONTROLLED INVESTIGATION. . FRIENDS AS HEALTH EDUCATORS IN THE ADS EPIDEM
K meet. : Getelen. Jose**, Bond,A.**, Garrod,A.**, JD DUPREE*,S 'ANEL OF P! WITH AIDS** *AIDSCOM, Washington

re **, and Rizza.C. U.S.A. sation)Associetion of People with AIDSDa:
*Dapt. Clinical Psychology and *Oxford University Oept. Psychiatry,

Warneford Hospital, Oxford, and *** Oxford Haemophilia Centre, Oxford, U.K.

Objsctive. To establishprevalence of psychosocial problems in partners of

HIV+ haemophiliacs; with that of the infected partners; to

identify the chaventerietiosiothoteith problems; to assess the need

#

of haemophiliacs were not affected by the men’s HIV status. here was a

trend suggesting that the women had worse psychosocial functioning than

their partners (whatever the man’s HIV status), but this seldcm reached
statistical significance.
Conclusions. Partners of HIV+ asymptomatic neemopnsarecs do not gopeer to

suffer more psychological difficulties than those of HIV- haemophiliac:

Possible reasons for this are considered, and include their bainng aware ©

their partner’s HIV status for at least three years, and théir prior

experience of coping with a chronic condition such as haemophilia.

 

E.509 A LONGITUDINAL STUDY EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF AIDS AND HIV ON PARTNERS AND
7 FRIENDS = RESULTS FROM BASELINE, THREE AND NINE MONTH RETEST DATA.

Quirch, John; Kocsis, A-E.; Vearnals, S.F.; Green, J.

Paterson Wing, St. Mary's Hospital, London, W2 INY, U.K.

Cmolusions: However,
isoiate factors indicating need for support in carers ari theareas in which it should be

provided.

E.511

 

Objective: To demonstrate that People with AIDS and their loved ones sot
to be seeave in AIDS education and prevention efforts; and to explo:
of overcoming cultural, moral and political resistance to their paveieipation

c:iP:
Methods: A panel will model the effectiveness of the peer education approach.
Though peer educator programs have séén shown to be most effective in reachiing

unter

 
people wit! 1th promotion messages, this odel frequently enc
communi d to AIDS prevention. A er
ac room presentation may pro the most effective AIDS prevention message

‘ing w: 8!

ath AIDS, their families and friends as AIDS educators.

à s
to be infec! t V appear at public presentations, 4in ¢. .
churches, Ste, A el of HIV-infected people model ways to overcome this
resistance, demystify people living with HIV infection, and promote not only

T di:

 t but gore compassi
clusion: People with AIDS/ARC/Ab+, their families and friends can be

effective spokespersons in AIDS prevention efforts.

E.510 THE IMPACT OF AN AIDS DIAGNOSIS ON PATIENTS AND THEIR
SOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

Laguidara,Karen*; Jankowski, S.**, Videka- Sherman, Leek
*Albany Medical Center, Albany, New York, U.S.A., ‘albany Veteral
Administration Medical Center, Albany, New jo U.S.A., wrk$ta:
University of New York at Albany New York,

The primary purese of this study was to obtain informati
about the impact of esdiagnosis of AIDS on the social support systemof
persons with AIDS (PWA's).

itative vent:-strucred interviews with fifteen PWA's
t

softw: Int.
analyzed according to grounded theory qualitative content methods (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967

A's “and their primary helpers reported profound effects on
their social networks due to the diagnosis of AIDS. e stigma agsociated
with the illness resulted in reduced levels of support for the primary
support network, and placed them at higher risk of increased stress. The
diagnosis tupacted on the depth and structure of the relationship|between
the PWA a:nd their primary supporter and their social support

The need e ma:
and addressed by the mental health professional.

E.512 PREVENTION METHODOLOGIES FOR WOMEN AT RISK FOR
AIDS

d Finnegan, L.P.
Thomas Jefferson University, os. Pennsylvania, US.A.

on-going efforts toPreventt HIV infection in women at risk, 42 dru:
dependent pregnant and post-partum women receiving comprehensive treatment were

surveyed, Drug use history vevoaied hat 95% are current or past rug users with
an average 0of 12 ycars ofRpeng 82% of the subjects reported cessation of

5 w # a e 8 & a 8 B a < e 3 a me « 8 8

B
a
e

o
k

& & < s 3 s ES e 8 = < 5 5 a 8 =. 3 5 e 8 & >

prostitution, lack of condom use and sexual partners who are IV drug users. Nearly
all women (97%) knew that AIDS is spread by sharing needies and 58%knew how to
effectively clean needies. All women knew that condoms provide protection during

intercourse. The wi showed concern about AIDS snd 71% feared ‘infection, but
did not believe they would catch the disease in spite of their past and/or current high

behaviors. Didactic sessions had little influence on the subjects’ knowledge and
behavior since differences in pre and post tests were insignificant. These women are
clearly at high risk for exposure to HIV infection, both through sexual and needle
sharing behaviors. Although this survey revealed some cessation of needle sharingpi :
ra ond: ni €! ices were negligible. Conventional

teaching efforts had a limited effect on increasing knowledge or changing behaviors.
Therefor es en clearly remain at hi; isk for future infection m them and

AS
this Study, other methodologies are being defined in an effort0 wrevent HIV
infection in women whoare involved in high risk behaviors.
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E.513 AsAND THE CHANGING AMERICAN FAMILY

Levine,Carol, Citizens Commission onon AIDS for New York City and Northern New
ee. eeNew York, NY, USA

A major crisis fike AIDS heights:

This

American familes, ~
L._ Who Counts as ‘Family’? Along wih other

peace ntEucommma Potnaanh) evensse

 

 

 

economic, social, and support, and a level of Intimacy that juishes this bond from other,
less central attachments. aang
A The Fe ly Functioning.

y ly--differ in significant
ways. Each dem pe gi QI AIDS and
HI infection. institutions have 
 

(1)
}decisions, (2) housing, and (3) custody.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

arooneenntae Just as

families may also
by 9 Si gr y ology of AIDS. In

minority fay HiV-intected. These
communities pl will HIV Infection,

birth of hvtna tebabies, nips’ Up

, HV y of new relationships.

HIV-I peop
play's Rincon rae Pr d y P ty recently (and
neeà “ race, social status, may be tempered

by disease. ip y whi
exist pe may gi Ny knowledgi infection, the

ps may y the realities of the situation,

PRATIGUES DE RISQUE ET SIDA PAPMI LA POPULATION ESPAGNOLE

USIETO, RICARDO *; SASTRE, JULIA**; TORRES, JOSE***; ANABITARTE, HECTOR*+**;

DE ANDRES, RAFAEL*****; CONTRERAS, M® CRUZ**+s+*

 E.515

* UNIVERSITE INTERNATIONALE MENENDEZ PELAYO,MADRID, Aa: #. MIRE --

MADRID, ESPANA;.*** DISTREX IBERICA, S.A., BARCELONA, ESPANA; Le one

TI-SIDA DE MADRID, ESPANA; MINISTÈRE DE SANITE ET DE CONSOMMATICONSOMMATION, MADRID, ESPAÎA; #enmss

UNIVERSITE INTERNATIONALE MENENDEZ PELAYO.

Œjectifs. Comeître d'une Façon scientifique la situation de toute La population espagnole
face a.eon aunt wa pratiques de risque leur opinion en toutes les matières relati-

ves au risque d'etre porteur 1 VIH ou de développer la maladie. Étude détaillé des changements

des habitudes, etc. de toute la population
Méthode. d'œinion toute l' de plus de 14 ans. Proportianel

patde villes de toins de 10-000 habitants et plus de S00.000 habitants, Par régions, tabitat

seme et Sige. : 333 tions et 1 résultent 1.117 entrevues vali-
ane variance populaticnale P/Q

ion des50/50. iterventian
Caitet i Gomsiow CittaGebatEagle Payds SU ire oe Sic
té et de Consometion.
Résultats. 36,8% de La population espagnole mantenu des relations sexuelles avec

toute ea vies BR entre 2 et Si 14 entre 6 et 20. On pratique d'une façon majo

ritaire le coït 4% n'utilise acune mé! d'hygiène. n° aucune métho
de anticanceptive, tif: . Retour ère: 1%. Pilule: 11%. 10% a réalisé la

rétration anale, 2% 1'éjaculation orale.

Conclueion. Seulement. 7% de la population de ites 4 came du Ces

changements sont: augmentation de l'utilisation du préservatif (1%); abandon de l'usage de la
la population la deProstitution feninine (23%). 74 de toute

détection des anticorps.

E 517 A CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF A BLACK ANTHROPOLOGICAL

. PERSPECTIVE ON COMMUNITY-BASED AIDS EDUCATION USING THE

EXPERIENCE OF COMBAT IN TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA.

Wilson, Jacquelyn A.*; Stevenson, bye, G.w%**; Guishard, Les

ore D Candidate Department of anthropology, University of Toronto, Toron:

La:tario, Canada:#*kCo-Director COMBAT, Toronto, Ontario, Canada :wwkLaw Student,

yore Universdey, Toronto, Ontario, Canada; *icr*COMBAT Field Worker, Toronto,

Ontari.

Objective: An snalysis is provided of some of the major problens associated

“en developing and delivering culturally sensitive AIDS education informetion
a@ multi-ethnic Black community situated within a multi-racial society.

pethods: AIDS in the Black community presents s unique epidemiological
a disease of the family, it affects all age and gender

less € maire ate participant observation method was used
to investigate the problems re encountered when AIDS educational

 
Black communit: Howeveer, the more important

Ss between Blacks “and the broader society can and

e impeded the cerectivences of AIDS education in Toronto’s Black community.
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NGOs AND AIDS - MOVING FROM APATHY TO ACTION: TWO
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM THE LEAGUE OF RED CROSS AND
RED CRESCENT SOCIETIES.

E.514

Dick, Bruce ; Wallace, Barbara
Community Health Department, League of Red Cross & Red Crescent Societies
Geneva, Switzerlan

Abstract: NGOs have been, and wil? continue to be at the forefront of the
AIDS pandemic in the fields of prevention, counselling, care and counter-
acting discrimination.

fowever. this involvement with AIDS has not always been easy, sometime
because of pre-existing problems, sometimes as a result of relatively new
difficulties posed by the pandemic.

This paper will outline and discuss the major areas of concern iehave
been encountered by the League of Red Cross aneRed Crescent Societ
during the past two years, how the activities ofRed

e been or are being over-
come. An NGO AIDS flow-chart will be presentedbased on these experiences.

 
E.516 UNE EN FRANCE

Laurent. Observatoire Régional de Ia Santé du Nord-Pas-de-Calais,
Lille, France.

Objectif: Apporter aux personnes qui interviennent sur le Sida des éléments permeitant de

s'y retrouver dans la difficulté et la complexité des questions soulevées.
: Une Eeordative ont été réalisées, en liaison avec

les Pr. FOURIER, MOUTON et BEAUCAIRE et leur équipe, auprès de populations touchées et
de “populations menacées” afin de voir la mareontmeépidémie se transmet et est
représentée dans ces milieux très différents les uns

‘ap e anthropologique des groupes

fondamental qu'est la sexualité, mon ue I

des lieux où il y a eu fragilisation du tissu so
e

ti me jon:
des explorations des nouvelles timites sont réalisées — autant de phéno:meee qui créent des

situations de pagilisation, et qui mettent en évidence la place que tient la
dans l'épidémie et “ prévention. et souligne le rôle que peut tenir La

fonction de médistion dans la préve:

La situation particulière de la France“pourquoi un développement plus rapide que dans
les autresbays dE et la situation atypique du Nord-PasCalais (pourquoi moins

= dtsd'autres régions françaises compartble8?) conduisent A des réflexions sur

importance issu social intermédiaire.

capacité des groupes et des individus à réagir face à l'épidémie (et à
assurer la 50!dansteavec les personnes touchées) =alte à la capacité de parier du
Sida, et aux métbodes de commumication mises re à cet effet.

E.518
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E.519 STUDY OF PRACTICES AND DRUG E.520 CULTURAL CONTEXT OF HIV INFECTION AMONG HOMELESS FAMILIES

. BEHAVIORS OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG USING MALE IN NEW YORK CITY
D.*; Nemeth, G.** Susser.

Health Education, Hunter College and HIV ter

*Cincinnati Health Department: East Central AIDS Education and Training
and REACH Program, the National Insti (NIDA);

Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A., ** University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio,
U.S.A.

eliminate their AIDS risk
techniques to gain access to

of 30 male prostitutes over a four year period fram 1985-1989.
Results. Ralf |of this sample had used intravenous drugs att. least once.

different . of the viduals stating that
unsafe sex also had knowledge of their own HIV seropositivity.

me unsafe to present time and for sore
the individuals

Ceneinsien. Effective behavioral change programs are needed
transmissionofHIV.amengmileprostitutes and their sexual

E.521 GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY AND HIV ‘TRANSMISSTON AMONG LONDON PROSTTIUIES.

S DAY, HELENWARD, J R W HARRIS, The Praed Street Clinic, St Mary's
Hospital, London, W2, United Kingdon.

Objective: To assess the importance of geographical mobility in relation to HIV infection

among prostitute women in London.

Methods: An analysis of geographical mobility among 122 women in the Praed Street Clinic

prostitutes cohort was made on the basis of regular interviews and correlated with HIV status

socio-demographic factors.

Results: Forty women (33%), including 9/18 na-British rationals, have worked abroad since
1979in a total of 20 contries:

Place of Work

Middle Continental Australia Far North

Fast. Europe Bast America

No. Visits 30 (21) 22 (19) 5 (5) 5 (4) 3@)
Go. Women)

‘Those who more likely to work privately or for agencies in London than those

do did not(29/40vSOIRpe < 001); none was HIV-1 seropoaitive, all but 3 visite
, with degree of condom use

Conclusion: ‘The London cet acter8M,palmete

prostitutes, and the place of work influences the

of prostitutes asSeDen creas of reletivaly highwedtowIY previense ts rob

borne cut in the London study as travel is not associated with areas of known high

E.523 SEXUAL PRACTICES AND HIV RISK FACTORS: ‘THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF
eae IN RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

. Parker, Ph.D.
Universidade do FetaaoHie de danetro

Objective. To differentiate hetween distinct forms of prostitution in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, and to analyze variations in risk-related sexual behavior

Methods. Ethnogral ic description, ha: on i in: iews with

1 beha then linked to pat
Results. massaandeigender emerge as key factors in differentiatingddistinct
forms of prosti: A distinction is made betweencome prostitution,

tite nietin, and male prostitution, whi the, depending on
class background of the participants, take placein epnifie areas of the
city and can be tied to specific sets of sexual practices. Different types
of prostitution in different areas involve distinct patterns of heterosexual,

1, and bisexual behavior, as well as distinct patterns of vaginal,

Conclusions. Understanding these diverse forms of prostitution is essential
to understanding the role of prostitution in the spread of HIV, as well as
to developing effective AIDS information materials for individuals who are

stitution.

for Clinical and RetardStudies, New York State Psychiatric Tnatdtutes
New York, New York, U.S.A.

Objectives: To explore the significance of HIV infection andRDSone
residents of homeless shelters with particular attention to

children in terms of their own understanding and strategies for.

Methods: Field work, structured interviews, participant observation,

discussions with groups and collection of documentation
Results: Most people in shelters have heard of AIDS; the exception is

ve
Op. ar
emerges with =regard to the limitations to their implementing preventive

strategies within the life-style imposed by homelessness and lack of
UTES >

Conclusion: Prevention, either through individual counselling or mediated
through medical care facilities, spreads information but attention to the
social and economic situation will be needed for more effective changes to
be implemented.

E 522 SEXUAL PRACTICES AND CONDOM USE AMONGST MALE

° PROSTITUTES IN LONDON: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STREETWORKING

2D NON-Eeeete

Robinson, T.W avies, Peter* an eridge, S.** Project SIGMA

*South Bank eree London, U. FiA seFciends' World Osteo, London, U.K.

Objective: To examine the differences in sexual and other practices relevant
to the risk of HIV infection between Ron-streetworking male prostitutes (non-
SWPs}, commonly known as “call boys", and streetworking prostitutes (sWPS).
Methods: Between November 1988 and January 1989, as part of an ethnographic
study, 12 non-SWPs, 10 SWPs and 7 clients completed a 2% hour-long structured

interview concerning sexual practices, condom and drug use.

Results: Reports from non-SWPs and their clients disagree on the incidence

of ‘high risk' sexual activity. According to the non-SWPs, the incidence of

clients than with other partners. Their clients, however, report anal
intercourse to be common.
According to their self-reports, SWPs are more likely to engage in anal
intercourse with their clients than non-SWPs. With non-paying partners, anal
and vaginal intercourse is high. They report lower rates of condom use than

non-SWPs in both cases.
Conclusions: High risk sexual behaviour is nore likely between prostitutes
and their non-paying partners than with clients. SWPs are more likely than
non-SWPs to engage in such behaviour with both groups of partners.
Differences in the reports suggest that sone non-SWPs are more likely to
engage in ‘high risk’ activities than other:

E.524 THE RESEARCHER-ADVOCATE MODEL IN THE STUDY OF PWA'S: PSYCHO-
° SOCIAL SUPPORT AS A FEATURE OF PS'

Tourigny, Sylvie C., PhD. Physician Behaviour Unit, Univer-
sity of Toronto, to, Ontario, Canada.

Background:BecausBecause fatally ill patients (such as PWA'S) participating in psy-
ial research require researcher support, Cassell's researcher-

advocate model. This study examines its effectivencos for highly stressed re-
ici

Objectives: This descriptive Paper analyzes the methodological features of
two research projects with 100% participation rates until respondent's death.
Methods: ‘The adapted model is based on PWA'S (1) life expectancy; (2) emotion-
al vulnerability; (3) stress levels. Researcher-advocacy includes: (a) type
and of feedback; (b) re researcher and PWA'S

re:
Results: ‘The mode! provides guidelines to psychosocial ATDS researchersers. Fe-

were finance,stress, and opportunity forSeeination. Tescarcnerburn-

llosophy, con=
Éinuley ofththe research-advocacy model may counteract the stress experienced
by otherwise socially stignatized research participants.
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E.525 DEPRESSION VIRO-INDUITE DES DEFENSES SOCIALES.
chard, Jacque:

Université Paris XII Val de Marne, Créteil, France.

BJectif. Décrire ta nature des résistances sociales opposées au changement
S pratiques sexuelles

Méthodes. Ennquêtesnttogique
- RERdeiegerenee BVACINSERM, échantilion 1.000 personnes à risques,

- erateréalisée auprès de 400 étudiants, Laboratoire de Sciences Sociales
quées, Université Paris XII Val de Marne, Septenbre 1988.

e privé et le public
défenses collectives : l'in-

es médias et rational sée par LeSanté est

e
¢ 4s + Nécessité d'une information de proximité qui relève du génie

socia

MENUETAL- ‘CONSEQUENCES “OF “INFORMAL ‘CAREGIVING “TO -GAY-

MEN WITH A1DS Siegel, x. j Raveis.VictoriaHi Kletecka,
C.; Segal, J.; Moynil i Hemorsal Sloan-Kettering
Gancer Center, New York’ ivy,

E.527

Qbiective: To understand the psychosocial consequences ofBrovidine
informal assistance and care to gay men with A’

Method: otteree individual interviews with gay men with AIDS and their
rimary caregiver:

; The main sources of social support and informal assistance to gay
men who were diagnosed with AIDS (in the last 12 months) ere their friends

and lovers, followed by family members. Analyses of the initial interviews
the

A substantial minority of caregivers reported
d t relate

there are in:dications that, at least wi

he patients’ illness, caregivers are fi
role feeling godabout the job they are doing and finding it to bi
source of self-est

E.529 DEVELOPING AN INTEGRATED AND COMPREHENSIVE
LOCAL COMMUNITY RESPONSETOAIDS IN A LOW
INCIDEN

*; Coleman, Zelinski
{UniteddWayofof FrankdinCoCounty,ohmsHealth Department,

us, Ohio USA 

wihthe To develop an integrated and comprehensive community plan to deal
the Problems¢of AIDS and HIV iliness inallow incidence commu!nity.

Fe,
d AIDS. Th+ ed to pr 1Methoddi

medical, academic, i gal and g: ities, Salt apport forie LE a . een a? lad fram finest h
hk 1 din tha à Ita: €. a I

y i P

HIV illness, Lise DoitaeonsPeeservice o!rpanizatiotio:
ResultsTnein were collected from focus groups of AIDS-related providers
Results: information baseBh1991,ot rabthe Shared Staff identified local .
estimates
catego.

currenttcapacity toto cire pote needs.ier event a fshasbeen feveleped
the projected 3

= Ten et,

strategies. devel £a broad-based : h
deprobaADS  resul dir in d and

fun
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DE SATE ET DE CONSOWATION FRACIA.

Œjectifs. Cornaitre d'uneTan scientifique La situation des tax
SIDA quant am prati:ques de risque. Connaitre cpinion en toutes les matières relatives a

risque d'etre porteurdi VIH ou de développer la maladie. Etude changements des ha-
bitudes, etc. des espagnols. Etude de 1'émargement et du refus social en l'Espagne.

thode te _d' toute ianel 
+ Questionaire: 33 et réponses possibles, résultent 1.117 entrevues vali

des, avec une erreur 2 3,9% niveau de confiance = 2Met da veine pales P/Q
50/50.
Résultats. 70% des toxicomanes sont insatisfaits ou indifférents
se sent , er. 7 a eu des relati

différentes. La moitié des hommes a réalisé l'éjaculation orale et la moitié des femmes l'a

regue. 41% n' oie aucune mé! ive. 40% ne comait eu niveau d'info

ration. 6% s'injecte de l'heroïne, 4% la im .
autre se den meniére.
Pe Fave a lepparition & SIDA, 41% consulté ne partage pas d'aiguilles ni de seringues.

PlusduSOX nene peut pes « Sexuellement on a laissé d'avoir des relations

avec des prostitutes(138); 2 a reduit Le nmère de copies, 5 propose de terminer le trafic
pour quitter La drogue defini:

Services sociaux
Social Services

E.528 THE ESSENTIAL ROLE OF CASE MANAGEMENT AND
COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR HOME TREATMENT OF
PERSONS WITH AIDS IN A LARGELY RURAL REGION.

; Adinolfi, A.; Liekweg, R.; Bartlett, J.A. Duke University Medical Center,
Danan, North“Carolina, US.A

 

Objective. To assess the need for case management and community support services in a
largely rural region for the successful treatment of AID: om:
Methods. Patients (22) who received therapy for an AIDS defining aeswere included for

is. All perso i their th erapy at hom positive outcome
was defined as successful resolution at home negative the hospital or death.

i plete course of therapy at home,while 16 began therapy
while hospitalized and completed their course at home. Diagnoses included PCP (6),
cryptococcal disease (6), (5), geneoo.and lymphoma (1). Therapies
included IV fluid and medication (17), a m (12), andoral sous @).
upport personnel included visiting nursesoun onymembes (8), fri nee

(26). Positive outcomes occurred inin 12, negativein 4 (all deaths) and 6 reremain in treat
Positive outcomes were ‘odie with the availability of live-in care rs (8), support
personnel (19, mean 5 visi weet)=a case manager (7). Four|patients chose to
discontinue therapy and sabsequently &
 Conclusion. S AIDS home

for complex medical illnesses in a let rt‘ruralregion Successful treatment was dependennt
polethepreofsupportservices and a case mi nagerto coordinate them. Health care

t recognize the need for home nursing, volunteer networks, and case
Manager iin caring“Tor patients with AIDS.

E.530 A_ STATEWIDE APPROACH TO LOCAL
LEADERSHIP IN HIV PREVENTION
Leitheiser, A.; Hecker: Judy; Moen, M.; Parker,

J,; Minnesota Department.oF Health (MOH, Winneapolis, MN, USA.

PUBLIC HEALTH

Qbjective. To design a statewide system that enables MN Community Health
Services igencies to develop and implement HIV prevention rams.
Methods. In August 1987, the Commissioner of Health presented expectations

i ealt

ons are
consistent with statewide goals for health promotion. The MOH cooperates
with community health boards and staff to; fund 7 model projects, provide
statewide conferences on i development. ris
assessment and behavior change, staff an HIV Subcommittee of Vocal health
and elected officials, and develop a funding proposal to the legis?

47 community health boards
appointed a trained HIV resource person. HIV tas
most areas. Community resources are

HIV program development- The state legislature ts considering a proposal for
formula funds 9 communnity health boards. Educational products of the model
projects are ava

health departments play an important role in organizing
t HIV transmission. This role is enhanced

en state and local health department. This
approach has potential value for other state and local health departments.
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E. A COMMUNITY-BASED APPROACH TO AIDS PREVENTION AND CONTROL E 532 HARRIS, ALLEN *’#*; Berenstein, A.*; Hyman, F.*
. té

congregation Sha'ar Zahav, San Francisco, CA, USA
EvelynM.Wallace**, Anne Bowlby*, Janet Victor*, Frank Me ‘Kaiser Permanente Medical Center, San Francisco, CA, USA
Senior Medical Consultant/AIDS Co-erdinator**, AIDS Section”Staff, Public b ive: To d ibe the design and rational structure of a communit:

Health Branch*, Ontario Ministry of Health.'CANADA Objective: To describe esign and operational 5 y
based volunteer program te care hospital setting.

The province of Ontario (pop. 9 «2 million) hee 407 erthe cases of AIDS occurring
in Canada. Epidenio rysurveilla

0Z of

e tario Ministry of Healt

dacisi f ity-based AIDS education and support programs.
assistance from community activists, guidelinea 1 application form

were devel e main crit fo: mding are emo: rt ee eedTh 28
x service that does not duplicate

community endorsenant of the Proposal, fiscal veevenribiiiey and.thevestablish-

ment of a voluntary Adviaory Bo:

The ministry targeted apecific grueas priorities fer funding. In the firet

year 10 community-based AIDS groupa e funded and one-time grants were given
to 5 other organizations mainly for educational purposes.

This peper will describe the evaluation of these programs after 1 year and
show how funding ensbles these groups (e.g. IV drug users, prostitutes,

hemophiliacs, street you! ethnic snd native communities) to assume
responsibility for theecentred of ADS|and HIV infection at the community level.

AIDS, community groupa, funding

E 533 AN INNER CITY YOUUNTEER PROGRAM UTILIZING COMMUNITY AIDS EDUCATION AS A
. VEHICLE FOR  RECRUITMENT.

B. Poust, L. Tennerieilo, L. Cherry, C. NEàMetin, Ernest Drucker

Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, New York, U.S

Obj ive. To describe the effectiveness of comunlty AIDS education as a recruitment vehicle
ject A ity volutteer

Methods. This ibes our work in recruiting volunteersto provide practical od
‘ancticnal support fo persons with AIDS (PWAs) in the Bronx, New York; an area that
predominantly comprised of le trom minori Low Foreconanic status.

Aids re model which goes into ity fo church and

psycho~social concerns PWAs. Vol
iences ‘end the rewards

Epidemiotogy of AIDS in the Bronx, which differs somewhat
provided and adds 8 very real dimension to the day's proceadi
Results. Project BRAVO has recruited tweive

on the

the national picture is also
AGS=
work on a daliy basis with PWAs.voiunteers

We have recruited i who are available on a per dian is as well as four
volunteers who act as peer counselors at comunity AiDS i n
Conclusion. Peopie fransil backgrounds and econcmically oppressed ci
utilized as volutteers for persons with AIDS if agencies clearly state not only the readter
volunteer services but what volunteer opportunities are val iebie to then and how their roie
can have an tapact on the camunity in which they live.

E 535 BUILDING A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO AIDS PROGRAM

. PLANNING: THE BOSTON AIDS CONSORTIUM

Ladd, Holly D.*; Makadon,HJ*; Ramsey,J* **. * The

Boston AIDS Consortium, **The Boston Foundation, Boston, MA, USA

Objective. To develop an organization to facilitate a community-

based planning process that involves all interested members of
f the community concerned with AIDS service, prevention an

education programs.
Methods. A workinggroup was Maisà in the Fall of 1987 co consider the
need for a community-based plarining organization for the City of Boston that
ould focus on the ongoing identificetton needs for new HIV-related services,

education and prevention programs as well a e need for additiona
resources to support ongoing efforts. It was“hope€that a consortium ap-
proach would foster collaborative efforts among diverse interests in our

ommunity.

Results. Since-deeinning|operations in January 1988, over seventy public
a, undred individuals have participant

. Gonsortivnoperates nine issue specific
Care Ambulat: Care,LongTerm Care,IV Prug Use, PantyN
Prevention andFéucarson Rousing and Reimbursement)
activities all. In October, the Consortium releasedvats
publication,TaskForce Re) ores and Prelimii Recomme dons, and

presented it to the State as a way of Sante veyissues toe‘change thet

 

 

ce:
Conclusion Cons forum for open discussion and
planning of AIDS programs in our community.

operating in an acu

Methods: This is a volunte
Sha'ar Zahav, ritu
support to the inpatient and gutpatient_Popubarionsi significan

hospital staff are includ inte: sessment of congregat: m

performed. The den vas discussedwith the Bikkur Chetia(acts of
) Committee at Sha'ar Zahav h Congregation.

h ital, and

ers of

rdinated by comm:meee volunteers|mi coop
ponteactar oonvices ervices, and ni

y
lu going community based ‘brunch progran|is providing support

for people with Ey disease and othere, in a re hospitalssetting.
It has been recognized as model in San Prancieso, providin:ga
adjunct serviceutilizingconcomminityresources

 
 

A COMMUNITY GÉNEENy ars PREVENTION PROGRAM:
THE CASE OF CAMDEN, NEW RSE

ia, Ona A*; att, 7. wolff, C.**;

081
Health Education Center, Northgate Plaza, Camden, Nd, U. $.A.

Objective: This presentation is a report of the Area Health Edu-
cation C

range = 9- B5 (x=31.2) years. 72% were black, 15% re white,
enwes hispanic. 51% of those reached had never been married,
whi 2.4% are married. Comparison of the pre- an ost- inter-
tion global scores on the knowledge, attitude, and beliefs
KAB) a change in

scores. Implications of the results are discussed.

JOINT CARE PLANNING BETWEEN THE HEALTH AUTHORITY, LOCAL AUTHORITY AND
VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS

“WillsC, "Grey £.* Riverside Health Authority, London, England, UK.

"*lenmersmith & Fulham Local Authority, London, , UK.
Objectives:- possible regarding provision of services for
people who are H.I.V. positive or have A.I.D.'S

Mthod:- A were

ces & section a to enable the team to
build up a picture of the services available to those with H.T.V. relat

the rember of the

Feaults:
1.Duminwav repr il ata for bahashey

2). L comretensive directoryof local, services for profeesionms vercing with people with
H.I.V. disease has been produced.
3). During the last year a home for 2/3 people with H.I.V. disease has been
a voluntary in the . ‘The Social Services facilitates a
drop-in coffee moming once a week for local people who are H.I.V. positive. The Health

Authority provides health care to the residents as
4). Another home is planned for 1989. À project worker forthis development has been
funded by the eeeeyniet teinture ten er pirate
initiatives between the voluntary organisation, Authority and the Health Authority.
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communiTe CAPACITY FOR COPING WITH HIV/AIDS

niversity College London:
THCAR, Karolinska lastitute, Stockholm, SWEDEN

E.537

Objectives: To development strategies to monitor resources and needs

mily and
Observation diaries to monitor c es i

nisat
data will be stored data itor croated.
Results: These materials will re tworks and support systezs,
sources and channels of communication and information, and the likely
boundaries of soc fon and oppor: he
will provide s for qualitative studies of sexual relationships and
decision-making lac! n KAP and er: ey to date
Conclusions: Studies of cop in the face of crisis d to f
econo: impact with little reference to general health or questione of
community identity and sorale. This re will k to clar:
bal f economic and affective elemante, The systematic comparisons
proposed will allow both the methods used and the findings on specific
commnities to be generalised for wider application.

AN ELECTRONIC INFORMATION AND EDUCATION SYSTEM ENHANCES
COMMUNITY AIDS PROGRAMS
dentson-Salthe Pearl*; Jemison, Jamie**; Beeson, Laurette*;

Jame

E.539

*University of califvenia at.“levine, Orange
*W*AIDS Coalition to Identify Orange County Needs. (AcTEOR) , Irvine, CA U.S.A,

Objective. To demonstrate the effectiveness of electronic communication in’
uniting community activities related to AIDS.

Methods. ION was established in 1984 to Promote andfactlicace educa-
inty. More than

 
ge

provide the ed communication in a rapid enough fashion. An electronic
a onferencing syatem with up t e minute ne! cal informa-

tion an er data sources imp. « The system, called AEGIS (for

using a low cost terminal, modem and telephone line. Currently, no fee:
are charged for the service, which is inexpensive to oper:

information end.ideas rapidly
and projects is

a
sion make rmed.

mail and conferencing eys n be implemented by,
affordable to, “orgentzations and agencies dealing with AIDS, and a

substantial return on investment can be demonstrated.

SOCIOLOGICAL CO-FACTORS IN THE PROGRESSION AND
MORTALITY OF HIV DISEASE: BUREAUCRACY, GREED,
HOMOPHOBIA AND RACISN.

E.541

Harrington, Mark; Bordowitz, G.; McCarthy, M.; Alderson, O.
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, New York NY, USA.

To examine political, economic and social struc-
th care and drug

trials, delaying efforts t c: a ve“Netthods: Analysis
of rug development spending, clinical trials protocols,
accu demographics, i contrac

Cc

oups mos
affected b HIv. Ne at- ments are too costly for many.
Congress barred funds from explicit AIDS education materials
onc The H en has le the chronic
inequities “of health care in the USA. Health care delivery
mus come more equi . rug development should be
streamlined to tak ad: new echniqu d -
coveries. should be provided for those unable to pay.
AIDS prevention efforts must omprehensive.frank and co:
eople living with AIDS mustvearticipate in all decisions
affecting their lives.

892

PROBLEMS IN EVALUATING COMMUNITY-BASED AIDS EDUCATION
PROG!

E.538
David#; Lyne,P.#; Roberts,B.* and Tho

joperrlela City Polytechnic, arerttela, England; *#* Sheffield" desith

uthority, Sheffield, Englan

The paperreviews the development of evaluation frameworks and the emergence

ch is currently predominant in t

romotion strategies. The limitations of this aporoach

d of community-based AIDS education are discussed and the

for alternative evaluation strategies, incorporating concepts of utility and

plurality, is emphasised.

Drawing on examples from the Sheffield AIDS Education Project, key obstacles

to effective evaluation are outlined: epidemiological, sociological,

political. The conflicting evaluation requirements of s ce providers and

service planners are identified. role of the evalu:ator is examined in

relation to contrasting models, of inspector and consultant.

Examples are given of how these problems may be overcome in developing
practical evaluation processes, agreed to be relevant at city level and

proving applicable elsewhere

E 540 COMMON BARRIERS: TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF
° AIDS AND DISABILITY

ands, James
B.C. Coalitios of the Dised, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada

Objective. To examine how people with disabilities ought to
understand AIDS

thod. Literature review of books and articles on social

is examined from medical, legal and gay
the intention of suggesting. how the

disabled community ou to view this disease.
ught ered a disabiiity by people

Tiving with other disabilities. Persons with AIDS share many
common interests and barriers with t disabled community. The
concept of Ind whereby

and community resources," can be useful in Building

nas a combination ofapnystcal
an socia actors. IDS presents these factors ina qu

isease will add to understanding about
g.self help, selfecare and Independent Livi

ONE CONCEPT OF SUPPORTED HOUSING FOR PEOPLE WITH AIDSE.542

KEELING Micheal , St Mungo Community Trust, London W6 U.K.

Objecctive To Provide|home-like, s -free accomodation for

people with AIDS who e in a respitecondition, but who need to be

near a hospital. Unitsare for three/four people

Method To develop ‘caring ' families, who around a core
person without AIDS. Th accomodation “provides bed and breakfast

and all facilities forordinary living. coms

is unal

 

P'
and Health Service Community Nursing,Secial Workers end Voluntary

Organisation:

RESULTS Since 1987 6 people have beenSupported in the houses of

whom three have died. Quality of life has been maintained an

enhanced. Support has also been offered.to families of soople with

AIDS.

CONCLUSION The first house, set up an experiment has bee!

successful in terms of appropriate service provision and cost

tffectivences. Funding has now been agreed by the local Health
Authority to fund a development worker for more projects.
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E 543 IE COMMUNITY CARE AND RESIDENTIAL CARE NEEDS OF PEOPLE

. on AIDS IN CALGARY: REPORT FROM A DELPHI RESEARCH

OJEC

HeDonalé, John R.#% Natarajan, Than*

*University of Calgary, Caigary, Alberta, Canada: Executive Secretary,

Health and Social Service Council, Diocese of Calgary. **Alberta Social
Services, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Objective: To present results of a Delphi Study on residential care needs

of people with AIDS in Calgary.

Methods: Interviewer-administered questionnaire examined the expert opin-

don of 19 persons central to AIDS community and residential care in this

city of 650,000 people.

Results: While share vasNet Stsagreenent» significant consensus emerged

for generic hosp: care se a fully and confidentiality

protecting aultidiecdelined clinic and "an Antegratted hospi

vice. (Results accepted for publication in the Canadian Journal ofalla
tive Care.)
Conclusions: Report concludes with series of recommendations for Calgary

Community and for involvements of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Calgary

THE CHALLENGE OF AIDS IN AN AREA OF SCATTERED POPULATION AND

OePREVALENCE
Pat

Regional Joint AIDS Community Support Centre, 52 Clifton Road, Newcastle upon

Tyne NE4 8pQ England.

pur AIDS and HIV figures are "normal er the U.K. and very much lower than

28 AIDS cases and 254 dingnoness HIV positive. We have encoun-

im of developing non-hospital based
care. Among the is: sues I would like to© discuss are:
1. Medicalisation re people with AIDS.
2. Prctectivenace/poseereivenses of established carers - largely medical.

3. backof confidence of people with AIDS and medical providers in social

4, Noneeelity 0of AIDS as an issue in areas of normal (low) prevalence.
5. Social wo:rer perception of being de-skilled by open,and ite implica-

tions - is this an appropriate or inappropriate re: e?

6. Training - whe and how to target training to socialPuorkers when AIDS is

seen only in theory as a priority area, and in ctice is se

relevant to most social workers in a local autnarity
. Non-avadlability of aubatentiel, vocal and cohesivegroups of people with
AIDS.

en not to be

x

PROJECT BEACH: A PEER APPROACH

Weise, Lynne Ann, Apson, J., Sivertson, D., Ryan, P.,

AIDS Administration DHMH, State of Maryland, U.S.A.
ach to the Beach is an RIV peer education and risk reduction outreach progras

targeting:Youth in à susser resort town, thie progras was designed to reach youth for

exposure vas high but educational and risk reduction metsages were usually not available,

E.547

wring the summer sonths, the pren; Ocean City, à resort ton on Maryland's
purs Shore, increases fron 37,000 to 250,600, Youth, who cone to work in the local
dusinesses for the sumer or for a vacationaccount for much of this increase. To reach
these youngpeople, three peer educators, ages 20-23, were atationed in this resort tom

Working out of the Ocean City Youth Health Center, these educators provided direct
one-to-one outreach to young people on the besch, at private parties and on street corners

to be frequented for drugs and/or sex. In addition, they coordinated a 24-hour AIDS

red KAB surveys. They alse ered,a8 pre/post-HI¥ test counselors for the
health cate.

These three acters wade 2,978 direct one-to-one contacts, distributed ore 10,000
condons, and aduinistered 500 EAS surveys reent of the local busine:
coutacteë agreed to ute ADS Literature available to their youth enployees. overall
condos distribution for the area served increased by 300% during the summer months.

E.544 REPORTSKILLS DEFICITS IN THE USE OF CONDOMS IN A SURVEY
GAY M

Martin, DavidJ.*, Edwards, C.W.**, Rhodes, F.***, and
Corby, N.H.*

“UCLA School of Mediccine, arrULA Medical Center, Torrance, California,
**AIDS Intervention Project, Long Beach, California, ***California State
University, Lon ach, tal ifornia, ****Department of Public Health, Long
Beach, Californta,“USA,

Objective. To determine skills deficits in AIDS risk-reduction efforts among
sexually active gay men.
Methods. A total of 425 gay/bisexual men were surveyed concerning their

ices at local Gay Pride events and among entrants into an ongoing
e summer andFait of 1988, and

reported use of inappropriate lubricants such
um jelly, mineral of], and vegetable oi!, that increase

i ercou
est that ongoing "efforts at AIDS-risk-reduction

education require greater specificity in information regarding condom use, and
may require greater specificity in_other areas of risk-reductioninformation..

E.546 MYTHS AND REALITIES OF THE MIGRATION-AIDS RELATIONSHIP:

me CASE OF MEXICAN MIGRATION TO THE UNITED

onfman, Mario*; Camposortega, S.*.and Medini
*El Colegio de wee Mexico City, México, #*CONASIDA, Mexico"un.véxico.

The concern about the effect that movements across the frontiersreyes
i atio generatedng, migr m- may have dissemination of the HIV has a
large number of proposals for action which, in general, imply taking a test
and supnitting 8 kind certificate with the results re: littl

rched with Fespe tual impact that Or:has been res
migration processes havi he
Mexican migration toithe United States enables demon:
jumping to conclusior The analysis of the available information allow:
showing that while|certain data confirm the existence of this relationship,
other information weakens it
The paper will include and up-dated analysis of the existing information

about AIDS cases in Me: t migratory backgri To this date,
the Mexican entities“proviness or states)

ted ilh larg

distrinution of aisases in the country. There is.also evidence that
the major:
with the highest prevalence of this ai
preventive measures are suggested, as well
this population group under risk.

as lines of action concerning

E.548 ANDROLOGICAL FEATURES IN HIV1 INFECTED PATIENTS

Brockmeyer, N.H., Mertins, L., Goo M.
University Essen, Dept. of Dermatelovy, FRG

We performed a complete clinical and laboratory andrological ex-
amination in 20 HIV1 infected patients atstate WR 3-5 and a

minimum Karnovsky index of o.7. Dia; stic measures ineluded *
registration of quantity, motility and Morphology of spermatozoes,
cultural andd_immunological assessment of microbiological parame-
ters in spe and serumanalysis of Testosteron, FSH and LH. In
all patientsanalysis of spermatozoes and seminal plasma revealed

and immobilized spermato-

laboratory there no incresse ofeeueoeyte numbers or microbes
in seminal plasma. We found, how r, in case a contamination
with SI lla not accompanied by clinical or laboratory signs
Shigell& infection in other organ system
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E.549
AMONG

charis, Theocharis;Sy,F7Richter,D;Hussey,J and Summers,D.
university” of South Carolina School of Public Health,

a

Objective,To describe©jontraceptive practices of female college
students and to r perception of the effectiveness
of thesepractices.scainetHHTV.

randomly selected, female undergraduatestudents,
renatona quesstionnaire n October 1988 in a
southeastern Ss university, Data collectedincluded
demographic pti
methods, a!

rth contro. 8 zcontraceptioon,
whereas only 18% reported regular condom u:

ollege students appear to have.à ‘high level of
knowledge Spout but on

More Re efforts should be aimed at
ngin hasis on regular condom use for

preventing HIV infection.

" Lerro, M.*; see K.**; Freeman,ee’
, Texas, U.S.A.,

*iGallaudet regional Center, Dallas, Texas, U.S.A.

the hearing impaired in Dallas now serve asa model for other ccmmities.

AIDS-RELATED ISSUES: A PROFILE OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
SERVICING MINORITY PATIENTS

RosienesPeters,#.a Greaves*, exander#*,
C.R. Jonas*#t, S,J, Shacks###k, F awit Diversagen, ‘nc wt Morehouse
College of Medicine, Atlanta, GA #1eee creerSee Detroit, MI *** Charles R. Drew
ee Medical School, Los Angeles, CA thhrt Meharry Medical coltege, Nashville, IN.

U.S

Qbjective, This study sought to establish a general profile of attitudes, practices and per-
ceptions about AIDS among health care providers who serve primarily minority patients within
an urban setting.

hod. The sample of 51 TreeateBlack male (22) and female (29) respondents, including
Rien (50%) and other health ci roviders (50%), were asked bed complete an 11 item
questionnaire while attending a reg!ona.: minority focused HIV confers The questionnaire
was developed based on a revision of selected items from the June, 1988|National Health
Interview Survey, Advanced Data Report of the National Center for Statistics.

that the respondents quea-sults. An item analysis of the data revealed a recarr:ingtheme
asked whetherRe degree of risk foor iy infection aems 1 population. hen

they thought the risk factor was mat! of de Cs themajorte (98%) overwhelmingly agreed.
infects the Fesbondents felt thet hesith officiate conveyed a feeling of cnbivatence (86%)

it AIDS T, many reported ene relialbie and pert:
Pi medica

x
HIV infection in the general popula
perrnyare in a national seroprevalence study of HIV interelons they definitely would si

assessment of the data regarding gender and profession provided additional insight into the
factors which should posaibly be addressed in training activities and educational programs for
pas care professionalsProvidinne services to minorities who may exhibit high risk behaviors

yr HIV infection. and implications for further research were indica’
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WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN A NATIONWIDE SEROPREVALENCE

ee

apphovomeyczik, S.*, Devine, Owen**, Darrow, oies

© Exe . deral Health Office, West-Rerlin,

FRG, **Centera for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia, and akMHyatteville,
Maryland, US.

Objec! + To associate levels of knowledge, percepticns of risk,

se and experience factors with a decision to participate ina

nationwide“seroprevalence study of HIV infection

Methods. 1987, the US National Health Interview survey (NETS)|added an
AIDS Rsplevent that concluded with a question on the wilhingnes

thetical nationwide seroprevalence study, Univariate
tic regression) were used to identify

 

participate, 212% unwilling, 7% unsure. Widowed
d less educated respondents (<12 yr. of

r levels of

lated variables

avareness ofter
tested people were associated with a greater willingness to participate.

Education
Education

AIDS KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES OF ADULT LATINO STUDENTS IN

was administered
Eglish-es-a-Saccm-Langunge(ESL) classes prier to the AIS presentation.
‘The class provided information transmission, , and
further information. Aposttest was given toto the students two weeks
Results. The was completed by 433 students in 8
27)coppleted posttests.48% of the

Thepercentage of correct answers increased significantly (P<-01)
. Knowledge on sources of information

fran 13.6% to 63.24 (p<.0001). Scores on four
did not improve significantly since the pretest scores were over

forsixsixof nine

encouraging for our objective of reducing fear

E 554 AIDS ARTE penta AND ITS IMPACT ON THE AFRO-

7 AMERICAN COMMU:
Williams, Dan x.:Ver UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power)

New York, U.S.A.
Objective. To discuss AIDS related denial and how it has impact-
ed the Afro-American community. By investigating the greatly

the community a connection will be made bet-
it ffec

imput from leaders with-
n the Afro-American community along with research provided by

educators workin with this proble
Results. Showing the correlation between the muted response from
the community and the concerns of stigmatization. We will demon-
strate where stigmas have affected the community and how that

i atmosphere of mistrust. The end result being
ommunity feels a necessity to shelter itself at

conciusion. The necessity for AIDS educators and administrators
Afro-Ameri-

 

alleviated has to be addressed. thie pro!
in the context of the Afro-American commuadty but
ent numerous other communities affected by the AIDS.crisis.
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555 WORCESTER LATINO AIDS NETWORK
Ortiz-ortiz, L*: collazo, J.**

Feluyera, L."*"*; Morales, R.****; write, s.***; Morcester
City Health Department: worcester Area Comumity Mental Health Center:
*##AIDS Project Worcester; ****san Juan Lutheran Church, Worcester,
Massachusetts, USA

city in New England. This model may be applied to other urban camunities.

E.557 DEVELOPING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS FOR AIDS PREVENTIO!
AN URBAN LATINO NEIGHBORHOOD: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC EVALUATION

Sgto, Im, Cordow, R., Estevez, L., Romdo, A.*

Lee, J., Freudetberg, N., et al.#*

* Segunio Ruiz Belvis Neighborhood Family Gare Center, Brom, N.¥., USA
** Center for Communit y Action to Prevent AIDS, Hunter College, N.Y., N.Y.

USA

& jective: fo describe an AIDS Prevention Project in a Latino comity
South Bronx.

Methods: Investigators conducted 30 semi-structured interviews with health
centerstaff and leaders of comity organizations - schools, churches
and housing projects

Rasults: Factors contributing to an effective partnership between an AIDS
ion project and community groups included a clearly definedcomon

Soenda, previous experience workingondrug and sex related issues, a
i ing process, and a project staff sensitive to socio-

E.559 THE EPIDEMIC SPREAD OF AIDS LITERATURE AND ITS
IMPLICATION mr THE MANAGEMENT OF THIS CRISIS
DebbieIndvk, Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, NYC, NY, USA

: To identify the major gatekeepers and networks that serve the
various publics concerned with the state of the field and to examine
mpare the roles played by these assessors in the dissemination of newion .

findings inf regarding
e major gatekeepers examined

2)MEDLINE; 3)the wire serv: 4)the A clearinghouse (NAIC) and
ja self-appointed speci service's current 2 ess

s typology was wi was to classa y articles
which appeared during the past year by study type, coverage, approach, and
time of appearance inin eachof the five datasets.

; Multipie oxamples of the almost simultaneous appearance of these
tentative ‘findings’ (ie case reports is , therapeutic
interventions, prevention models) in scientific communications, informai

journal lite i identified.mass . In
addition, many examples of instant codification of cutting-edge work in. .

e
tructures, roles and mechanisms must be created which

will allow for the more scientific assessment of findings and reduce the
risk of their pre: incorporation into practice.

Le SIDA, la société et le comportement
AIDS,Society and Behaviour

E.556 SEGMENTING THE MARKET OF BLACKGAY MEN FOR AIDS

PREVENTION EDUCATION AND RISK REDUCTION
NDay,* y #{ San Francisca, CA. USA}

 

E 558 COMMUNICATING RISK ABOUT HIV INFECTION

” Kroger, Fred*; Shepherd, M.*; Rosenberg, M.*;hn R.*,
Centera for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia

Objective. To describe the problems and processes associated with
communicating risk information to a national audience; effectiveness to

date.
Methods. The United States Public Health Service has used a varietyof

vehicles to inform the Merean Public, including persons athight
factors increased risk xposur immunodeficiency Sines

can) infection, how risk sould.be reduced,“andw © situations entailed
nfected persons. These efforts are ofte

complicated by political, eocial, scientific, and resource constraints.
The effectiveness of these Sreyt is monitored through a continuous,

cross-sectional household survey that measures HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes ina@ probability sample of noninstituticnalized adults (18

 

years and older).

Results. american adult citizens are very knowledgeable about how HIV
transtistede Knowledge levels about true transmission risk factoore range
from 92% to 98%. Erroneous notions sbout transmission riske remai:
dieturbingly high, though steedy improvement has occurred overtthe past
18 months.

Conclusion. Translating scientific findings into understandable and
believable communications requires equally scientific rigor.
Misperceptions, once established, are difficult to eradicate.

 

 

 

 

 

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE
E.560 UNITED STATES
WellsPhD°, Randall L. Sell MA*,iVelgepeiPPSBS°
* The Project Hope Center for Health Affairs, Washington, DC, U!
Objectives: 1) To develop categori à cial learning theory for classifying th of
AIDS educational Pinas she the distrib ‘of th eprese

1 JS, 3) profil 5 Pip Te corel .. ah the inl

of a panel of ‘who independently assessed the quality of à
A random sample of AIDS educational materials was derived from Information

Resources ion for AIDS Research, 1988.

FR
Factua) including cpidemiclogy,

RLcomen Saborcen toting ead legal nksenyMedialtepet end sub groupe,
symptoms, AIDS imagery, risk behaviors, safe sex, Reduction- Practical and interpersonal skilis;
/Benefits- Tangible and intangible; Othes- Mood, prompts, vernacular and AIDS-related terms;

Kappas onCeereyohnetices.MadoofthoAIDSscat orne Efforts have

 

ion for AIDS Research.
Conclusions: ies for a thecontent of AIDS educational materials ¢ be derived
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E.561

*Education, Training and Research Associstens, Santa Cruz, California, U.S.A..

Objective. To deserie|& national school-based AIDS prevention educetion

eacher training projec:

Methods. The Teaching AIDS Training Projects developed by ETRj'ssociates and

supported by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control

BRNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO SCHOOL-BASED AIDS EDUCATION
ritton, Patti*; Felder, Cherri*; Fetro, J.* and Volcan, K.*,

snd quality on a Lickert-type e.

anged fri 07 to 4.82 and quality of activities ranged from 4. .
(highest possible score waa 5) pre-post instrume: e:

Ledge aboutATs,av transmission

ehaviors, and participants’ att: s Persons With À:

e and att
ions Ponitive responses were expressed by training participants under-

omaitment and need for providing direction in h
previ Ê the spread of HIV/AIDS among youth.

COMPARISON OF ATTITUDES TO AIDS IN 12 COUTRIES AMONG
THE GENERAL POPULATION

 

Di of Sexually Transmitted Diseases and AIDS
Mision ofHealth-Drael

In 1987, the Gallup Organization, Conducted a survey to look at attitudes to the disease in 12
countries including Brazil.

 The objectives of the research were: (1) to know
Pics, for pole eacaon sad (2) wo dew’ Conlon stat te seueges to bewedi

to prevent the epidemic.

Methods: A questionaire was developed and carried out though domiciliar visits. Tn Brazil 1200
Persons of bom sex were interview

The ques: most urgent health problem facing the country at the present
time”, WilADDShteveyone7AimUakarhefe 7ate of Companion wd
solidarity ?; teach only homosexuals, g
Conclusion: The data show, th Ts; hich. but aleo chow th

Seeeeach ‘iat peoplewillbe able to dealwith
way, sinceee Pallyieearchaosuse,

ions are still
in a bumane

E.565 SEXUALITE ET CONNAISANCE DU SIDA CHEZ LES LYCEENS ET LES JEU-
NES FEMMES DE DAKAR ET BANLIEUE

YOUSSOUPH M'BARGANE CUISSE ET LUDOVIC D’ ALMEIDA PLURALE BP.
5356 DAKAR.

OBJECTIFS bes objectifs|de,cettescnaéte sur le SIDA visent & déterminer d: 
By u de connaissance de la maladie, d'iden-

tifier ves.sedtque ,abide 8re€ond itas culturelles autour la sexua-

lité, la contraception, les t SIDA. de participer à la conception de
ie des actions

a ‘enme: centres de PMI nombre de 400 au
et des individus seuil.réel:esisé aMaccivités sexuelles: des lyceens (ennes)

de collèges à Dakar le 1
METHODOLOGIE: Un que‘iesttoanrirecomprenant 4 grands thèmes envoyés a étét le
élaboré et complèter par des interviews semi- directives industrielles et

collectives.

RESULTATS: Les résultats de 1‘ enquête montre que la sexualité du niveau de
celle de 1a population cible est très libre: précocité, fréquence des rap-
pots sexuelles, multipartenariat, recherche de plaisir multiforme. Ceci av

les nual veat ructi

ree existant entre ut n grandissant

exuelles très Peu contcdiéen, CONCLUSION: L'enqué-
te ouvre des pistes pour améliorer et créer d ‘umenta d'information plus
adéquats et plus conformes aux réalités sociologiques et culturelles.
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AIDS-RELATED-KNOWLEDGE-IN-A~SAMPLE“POPULATION ~FROM “A

PRIMARILY BLACK, INNER CITY AREA OF THE U

*; Celentano, D.**; Benedict, A. ak;
Tee

The Johns Hopkins"University School of Medicine and **JHU
School of Hygiene and Public Health, Baltimore, Maryland, USA.

E.562

Qhiective: To determine the existing level of AIDS relate
knowledge in a sample population from an impoverished, orimarily
black, innernity area of the United States.

8 individuals, accessed through a hospital waiting
Herbe were“interviewed using a standardized question
developed by the U.S. National Center ior Health statistics.

whom were black and

sample population was
Tr than that known to exist in the

general American popula on.
Efforts tocont:trol the HIv epidemic in inner cit:

areas may nneed to focus much less on increasing simple cognitive
awareness, and much more on methods of behavioral modification.

E.566 ISSUES IN THE ELECTION, TRAINING AND
DEPLOYMENT OF SIDS

(CH WORKERS: THE SAN FRANCISCO MIDCITY
PROJECT.

Biernacki,Patrick; Feldman, H.; Knaapp,Te Margolis, E.; Norman, P.
Youth EnvironmentStudy, Inc.,"San Francisco, USA.

. This 3 year old project was createdto intervene in the AIDS epidemic
_ among intravenous drug users through the use of trained workers
aS)wwho educate the target groupswheeherever they can be found.

. methods ofselecti and deploying AIDS health outreach
eries oftloue. lesof these issues are as follows.

  

in loying CHOW
aaInimpactwea where CHOWShave been deployedair work hashad a

An independent survey has shown ‘ease in needle using
iypene(eeceaSangnee les between uses with bleach)from“30% iin 1986 to over

fo in } pulation reported an increase in the use of condoms from
23% in 1986 toominin Ff 88.

treach education has shown great promise in changing the behavior
of IVDUs.
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HOTLINES
Catundlla,M. Mies, T.Spieshanier, D, Spelinan Ceater
St. Clare's Hospital and Health Center, New York, New York, U.S.A.

Objective. To evaluate the educati ffed hotli St. Clare’s Hospital,
NYC(a com;coerAIDS GePS).
Methods, p sate which Sanda )

i ) "Buddy System" d follow-up individual and PP Asatoire
National Hotline, i
an 80neof edeone0perpingseoie097.

calls
romNewYork, 63% from i J Pe asindi d 33%

Rico. The intensive educational traini Beant

nate accurate, ti inf i AIDS isai d off hi ish 1

professionals fromsuch routine queries.Conc! San ed lacalt iner publ

th à: d lly the à of AIDS services andresources. 

 

twinehablepentneyelptereneraoedora Main-

parererpie

E.569 LET'S TALK! ONTARIO MINISTRY OF HEALTHAmps HOTLINE
Shtun, Pamela*; Lum,L.¥**; Hillier, W.*
*City of Toronto, Departaentof Public“iealth, Toron:

Ontario, Canada, **University of Toronto, For mto, Ontario, Canada, senstreet
Outreach Services, Toronto, Ontario, Cana
Objective: To proovide a comprehensive telephone service to residents of
Ontario, as part of The Ministry of Health multimedia AIDS Education“Propran.

 

thod: A at.taft of 35 well-trained telephone operators provide serv:
seven days eek, fourteen hours per day. Callers are provided wi
in:formation|on2 epldentology, transeission, prevention of HIV virus D Eiois
counselling, 3) referral to appropriate community resources.
Results: Major trends in the type of services crovided to callers:
Type of Service Content Frequency

T Basic Education Oral casual contaceX,
intercourse and general.information 87%

IL founselting Behaviour change re: safer 18%
IIl Refer: ial issues

Advoc /legal/ 1 172
Characteristics of pheSailer:
S 547 femal 4Z unknown sex
Sexual Preference: 16%8ame gender 4% bisexual 47% other gender 332 unknown
Age Group: 39% (0-19yre) 526% (20-29yrs) 516% (29-39yrs) 37.5% (39+yrs) 511.5%
known
Conclusion: whepareet Population (under °39 yrs.) is represented by 802 of

1 An sed awarne y 1) non-English speaking, low
literacy, in, ection“drug use andPayfetes population is neede pand=
ine.the Éotline's avarness.of AIDS and related services will be essential.

E 571 MASHIGO AIDS GAME: DESIGNED AND CREATED BY MR ASHLEY MASHIGO

. (Knobel, Gideon J.

University of Cape Town, South Africa

to be simple and informative; to create awareness

and educate even semi-literate persons about AIDS and prevention in
spirit of competitiveness, the rewardpabeing to becone ”

HEALTH"; fo change attitudes and behaviour; to create understanding of
ig: and ogratitional beliefs; to create a global spirit of

goodwil ancoopera’
Based on existing tribal games alread: n rural and urban

areas it nwa be played in four different ways:
fied version of draughts;

of snakes and ladders with rewards or
admonishment for answering questions correctly or wrongly;

iii) for sexually active people a more complicated chess-like game;

iv) for the general th questions like trivial pursuit.

board design is a variation of a traditional chess board, wit! 6
pieces consisting of a Hospital, Doctors, Nurses, Warriors (sexuallyactive

son Or 8 hunting to conquer sexual partners or dru: T8),
(carriers) and Blood (potentially infected) . xtous

of oppos i on a life-size

rom handouts and inter-achoo:
Remuttee Enthusiastic response von audiences in limited trials.

E.568 DEVELOPING AN AIDS CURRICULUM FOR OUTREACH WORKERS
be:

National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, Maryland USA

Objective. To present curriculum content needed te train inaigenous outreacch
and motivate addicts

 Me s. By anecd tal information gathered risin ormal survey w:
around the USA which are NIDA funded outreach research demonstration projects.
Results. An inf 1 survey indicated a myriad of training needs for outreach
workers. ri rlymyeoutreach workers find it difficult to work within

ie framework of a arch project because of the logkeeping, field notes and
additional paperverk“involvi‘ing numb f contacts, type of contac .
tl re n sary such a ject. A ing of training req

onducting outreach a
ékills, developing aand practfing“active listening" etc. A
the outreach workers are ex-addicts, many programs indicated a need

nderstantd both the pharmacology and psychosocial aspects of
ystem impact.

this needs assessment a core curriculum consisting of 13
modeles was developed and delivered to outreach workers in NIDA funded
projects.

 

WITH TEAM PACKS « A ROLE PLAYING PROGRAME 570 COOPERATIVE LEARNING
«

JOHNSON,

1 P ’ Cooperative” ‘yearning,

Leof Florida Celnenville,oran a

Objective measure the effectiveness of TEAM PACKS, a self-contained
printed rolevins program for AIDS education of 14 to 17 year old high

1 stud
Methods. provide factual information and direct students,PACKS in

groups of tour with minimal teacher superviaion, through a role playing

se about HIV infection. Randomized health classes, received; (A) e
(B) a lect: th matched content, (C) the PACK and the

lecture, or (D) neither|intervention. Pre and post tests assessed knowledge
and attitudes about AIDS.
Results. owledge was significantly improveeon

interventions (A,B, or C), as compared ls

d4mproved by the combination of TEAM PACK and lecture ieee
KNOWLEDGE

each of the three
(D), attitudes were

le).

 

c

67 a 7 72 67 64
s* 419+ 29.0+ 42.venae 10.6 0

% imum possible rates from control at p<0.05.
Conclusion. Pi : linethethe lector increases cognit: in.

active involvement of studente, he P , vas essential to

effect an attit: AM PACKS dea th €
increase ire attitudinal change.

require further study.

ttitudin change.
sexually transmitted diseases should
Whether they will lead to behavioral chance wi’

E.572
letti, Robert L.; Bridgewater, S.; Smith, G. ond Shonnon, J.

Bureau of EpidenSE Fouston Dept. ith and Human Services, Houston, Texas,

HOUSTON,TEXAS, THROUGH CITY WATERBILL DELIVERY IN
AS, USA

RS How to provide written AIDS information in a simple, cost-effective way, to
people, and in the process, promote other ogenciesto geqe

Methods: The City af Houston Public Works Departm: publicinformotion on
various topics through billing inserts. in order to utile.this¢distrbutionon method, a
question and answerinsert was prepared with the most commonly as! questions about
IDS. This insert was written in both English and Spanish at a ievel of understanding

equivalent to eighth-grade rreading skills.
Results: he months of Sepiember aiand tober 1987, the AIDS information inserts
were included in over 400,000 City swaterbills, This wos the first mass mailing of AIDS
information by the City ‘ Houston to its citizenry. The total cost for this projectwas
912,518,518,foror typesetting and printing. No additional postage wos required to includ:
tl

 

Conclusi 3 Other agencies are now interested in trying whot the City of Houston has
reeincluding ‘Southwestern Bell, Houston Lighting and Power, and Entex Gas Co.
 
Special thonks to James G. Haughton, M.D., M.P.H., former director of Public Health,
and George Greanias, City Councilmember, for their direction, support and interest.
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E.575 TRAIN-THE-TRAINER MODEL PROGRAM FOR ‘DEVELOPMENT OF
° AIDS HOTLINES iN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING CARIBBEAN

Be oo Michael”; Joseph, H.**; Stein, J.*; Saunders, S.*; Duke,

TAIDSCOMSWashington D.C.; ** National AIDS Hotline Coordinator, T:
Tobago;0; *** National1 AIDS CommitteesTrinidad and Tobago; seanMinistryofeee
jamaica.

Objective. To develop a Caribbean-specific model training information hotline
service.
Method: Experts from English-speal tions joined communications
Specialists from the U.S. to design, test,eeimperent, evaluate, and:refine a model train-

thentrainer program fofor AIDS hotline coordinators and volunteers.
sults. ive-day train-the trainer worl mode was developed and

En mented with Caribbean AIDS educators. the mode! w. tested and evaluated
in the fie A 100 page training guide was developed andérburedemplesvin be
available. ‘me guide helped direct the implementation of AIDS ho
Trinidad and Tobago and i ograms will serve examples for other
interested countries in the Caribbean region. Date from the two national programswill
he presented as well.
Conclusion. A train-the-trainer model similar to those developed for use in the US.
Can be modified to berrelevant to English-speaking nations in the Caribbean. The model
can successfully direct the development of national hotline services in developing
countries.

DS, HUMAN RIGHTS AND PUBLIC HEALTH:

THE SEARCH FOR APPROPRIATE RESPONSES

Philip LL. Bryden Faculty of Law University of British
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6éT 1W5

need to protect AIDS victims from unjustified discriminationis_arowing.
means ividua

E.577

In*developing th to so protect these t be
struck bet: rights of those suffering from the diseaseandthe|needs
f public health officials in controlling the spread of the d: .

tmen

to fairness and could be important in the public health effort to control
the ad ©:

“ahey ffeature in the publicihealth effort to control unespread of the
disease is the Scene. ic on programmes. An ot
success of Biuchpi  wowever, is the reluctance ofchoseat whom they
are aimed to identifythethen selve!ves as carriers of the dise

Human rights legislation can ease disincentives toATV‘sufferers to
identify themselves by minimizing the social consequences that can flow from
the fear of AIDS.

developing such legislation, however, the rights oreAIDS victims
must be balanced against the need for reasonable preventitive measure:
Although AIDS discrimination would be justified in only therare case,‘even
measures wit! element of coercion could beesjustified if they did not
infringe unduly on the rights of AIDS victims.
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THE ROLE OF AIDS HOTLINES IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY:
RESULTS FROM THE NATIONAL AIDS HOTLINE OF TRINIDAD ANDE.574

Helquist, Michael* 5 Duke, 8.**; Joseph, H,**; Narain, 3.***,

aCe: Washington D.C.; oO Ministry of Health, Trinidad and Tobagos aan
an Epidemiology Centre, Trinidad and Tobago,

Objective. To determine the effectiveness of AIDS information hotlines in
dissemination HIV prevention Messages and in collecting knowledge, attitudes, and
behavior data. To deve 1

Feasibility studies were conducted assess the usefulness of a National
PpAIDSHotline. Key informantinterviews were used to hel shape the hotline services.

pilot operations guide was developed, monitored,ai uated. Data collection forms
were designed and |. Subsamples of callers previded i th information

mronledee, attitudes and behaviors. A cost-effectiveness analysis
beenserv

Results. The nationai hotline has become a model program,including instruments
totesttest feasibility, design and operational needs, data collection methods, usefulness of

ans of collecting information, and cost effectiveness. Early data
indicate Popularityvof the hotline. Calls increased by 56% after the first two weeks of
service. Callers indicate confusion about the meaning of HIV infection and a desire for
more information ‘about HIV antibody un

Jusio A_ hotlin disseminatingand Collecting AIDS
prevention information in a developing Country. Data coll: pe

prevention messages in national campaigns and can help directàtargeted intervention

 

MODEL AIDS HOTLINE TRAINING PROGRAM:E.576
Helquist, M.*; Stein, J.*: Joseph, H.*¢;

Duke, B.#*s+; Bone. Mette

*AIDSCOM Project, The Academy for Educational Development,

Washington, D.C.; **National AIDS Hotline Coordinator, Trinidad

#*** National AIDS Committee, Trinidad and Tobago:

saeeMinistry of Health, Jamaica

Qbieskive,— T develop a hotline training model based the

community-based organizatio of the United States for

national AIDS Programs in Taverar Latin American and Caribbean

countr
Design and pilot test a modular training program

focusing on the goals, development, operation, and management of

a volunteer operated AIDS Hotline. Training methodology focused

on experiential and observational training techni
instructional design. The training modules and materials were
P. a U.S.-based workshop with representatives from

two Caribbean countries Trinidad and Tobago and Jamaica.
day train the trainer workshop model vas developed

and Teoienented with Caribbean AIDS educators.

ater tested and evaluated in the field. A 100 page tenining

and distributed which is being used to help

direct the implementation AIDS hotlines am Trinidad and

Tobago and in Jamaica. Tis presren is serving

other caribbean Programs a weil

. cm be adapted for English speaking
ms in the"tarinbean This model can successfully direct the

Sevetopment of national hotline services in developing countries.
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E.579 INTEGRATION DES ENFANIS ATTEINGS DE VIH DANS LES CENIRES COLLECTIFS

   
+.

* Servicio Veaco de Salud.(ankidetea, ** Universidad del Pais Vasco,Pais Vanco.Españta.

priedotSoles intégration des enfants atteints d'infection VIH dans

eries et les écoles.
INFORMATION: & la Direction du Centre et au professeur de l'enfant de:a)

la siteticn actuelle de l'infection VIH;b} 1’ état cliniqe de 1' enfent atteint qui va entrer

dans le centre collectif i . REUNIONS péricdiques de l'équipe de santé avec les perso-

mes responssbles de chaque centreet réunions rimes: avec tous les centres impliqués.

CONFIDENCIALITE: I) est demandé la grande discrétion devantJereste du persomel du centre

LB et 86-80, 11 enfants VIH(+), das de 2 6 4 ane
des

L'aspration de oss enfants à été normale dare tavalencan.
La communication 4 i et à la personne responsable, avent l'entrée de l'en

fant dansleit centre, de sa séro-positivité a été le facteur clef de l'intégration normale =

de celui.

Omhisions: Nous considerérons d'une
teur,professeur responsable) de

ders l'établissement,
lerame périodiques de L'équipedesanté evec les reepasshles du Centre ont été trés

les pour les modèles d

tale la tion au Centre (Direc-
a oreponttinteda Ae VIN d'un enfant oven, ben entrée

E 581 LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE REGARDING TRANSMISSION OF THE AIDS VIRUS
" IN A SAMPLE OF|ay

er, H.J.; Gladis, M. SSuteran, E.M.; Michela, JL;
Vaughan, A.D. and Ehrhardt, A.A. SN Cacaarorheal ana Behavioral Studies, New York State
Psychiatric institute & Columbia University, New York, New York, USA.

 ig Vv neesexual, blood

Method: A comprehensive close-ended questionneire measuring knowledge, airesas behaviors
telated to the nature, cause, transmission, and prevention of ADS was developed and administered

Beautts: Proliminary data on 111 students Indicate that over B0% of tha sample era weil Informed about
iV drug, sexual and prenatal transmission of AIDS. However, students were less well informed about

 60% correct,
students scoring high and low in overail knowledge.
Conclusions 
 

 

 

 

: Even in a middi
ucation curriculum, cific areas of AIDS

transmission. AIDS prevention
and to focus

f AIDS
victims.

AIDS EDUCATION FOR FIRST merTiORL STUDENTS: A

QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL STUDY I OWLEDGE AND ATTITUDE

DEVELOPMENT AND RETENTION INVOLVING THREE TEACHING

METHODOLOGIES

Carroll, Janell L, Wolpe, P.R.,U.S.A.

 

Objective: To examine the relationships between AIDS educational

methodologies and the development and retention of knowledge and attitudes

al st ta.
zed Pre-soe Test Control Group Design uedHizing 114 fire

nts from ge urban medical center
Two groups received Stoner an expt

diorvisual educational format, while two control|groupe
received no arsa ti

tudents are feeling afra id
with persona sith AIDS and that they have a difficult time discussing their

feelings.
Conclusions: Much more work is necessary in the area of AIDS education.
There is no comprehensive data on how medical students are being prepared

to work in the current AIDS epidemic. This study sheds light on this. area.

 

Er £00155)
UruJL*;Aristegi,J.°°;Gublerrez,C.*; Delgado";

E.580 PERCEPTIONS ABOUT PERINATAL AIDS TRANSMISSION AMONG
DOMINICAN enenTe: KNOWLEDGE AND EMPOWERMENT
Dyke, A.; Kreniske, John.

RIV Center for Clinical and Fret Studies, New York State Psychiatric
Institute, New York, New York, U.S.A.

Objectives: non pgolescents in the Dominican Republic, to determine the

barriers that it be overcome in order to make effective, a preventive

program that euphasizes perinatal transmission of AIDS.

Methods: A series interv:nes individual or emall group, among 60
mts the perceived connexionspersons (36 scholars or students), docume

etween condom us iad ransmission, and per:rinatal tranemiesion of AIDS.

Besultes se ve: barriera encounte
vapeple enttoned, or appreciated, the role of perinatal

Some exprersed atabeliet about
eus count: ny considered it a dise.

pres to homose:alme: leitians ind sex workera.
3. e was considerablefaction to using condoms, and many doubted
theirvefttcacy in pre

. 1 monogamy vasseeonasized; at the same time there was a widely

impreseion that men were “macho,” and not monogamous.
Conclusions: Economic resources (which seennot easttyavailable) are

to mount an intensive educational campaign

 

 
thes

wilt compete for prioritywien other recognizedThese resources
cial_and education

 

HIV EDUCATION IN A PUBLIC PSYCHIATRIC SYSTEME.582
Martin, Rite?; Bennett, M.*, Jacoby, V.*, Passikoff, N.*;

James, D.**; Wrobleski, S.:*

‘Department of Mental laitBoston, MA, USA, **AIDS Action Committee,

Boston, MA. MA, USA.

 

Objective: To demonstrate the effectiveness of small group process in two
“train the frere models for HIV education in public psychiatric systems.
Methods: To compare and contrast two train the trainer models of HIV

education to public.psychiatric employees. In the first model didactic
training was the primary method of education. In the second model didactic
training was interspersed with small group process.

ured by evaluation: ation of training partecipante,

ou es, was more favorable
for the strictly didactic training .

Conclusion: The more bape method of imparting information to mental
health professionals concerni: is a curriculum that relies on group
process to facilitate the reduction of fear and anxiety associated with

E.584 Known naN ADOLESCENTS AND AIDS: A SMDEC OF
KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES ABOUT AIDS AMONG
TEENAGERS VOLUNTEERING IR TORONTO HOSPITALS*

Lefebvre, Arlette; Read, S.E.; 3 Hogan, T.; Snyder, N.
University of Toronto, Toronto, trees Canada

Objective: This stuudy examines the ct of mandatory AIDS

scores. e
variables to correlate significa wi ttitude scores were
sex (p40. and sociocultural background (ps0 5) wit

d opea
positive in their attitudes

hoo1.
Conclusion: Increased knowledge about HIV does not necessarily
guarantee positive. attitudinal changes
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DOSEXUAL PRACTICES IN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS JUSTIFYTHE PROMOTION OF

CONDOM USE?
Antonio”. Mondragén M°, Valdespino JL°, Sepdiveda J°,
Townsend J.°*

*Directorate of Epidemiology, Ministry of Health, MEXICO.

Qblective: To describe sexual practices, and knowledge and use of condom in Mexican university
students,

**Population Council MEXICO

1 À survey to determine sexual ices regarding the risk of AIDS transmission was
carried out in university students in three Fes. 2 touristic resorts and one USA border ny. The

women wereinformation was rough a questionnaire. 473 men and 43
Beeuite: The main results are presented In the following tables.

 

 

SEXUAL ACTIVITY KNOWLEDGEANDCONDOMUSE IN SEXUALLY ACTIVE

MALE FEMALE P MALE FEMALE =P

AGE(Average) 22 a NS Knows condoms 49% 38% <001
Sexually active 43% 11% <001 Ever used one 50% 57% NS

Homosexual practices 3.5% 0.5% NS Purpose of use:
Partners (average Family planning 38% 47% NS
inthe last 6 months} 1.6 08 <.001 AIDS prevention 1% 0% NS 

£onciuslon,- Contrary to expectations prevalent sexual oth In university students justify
jucative interventions to promote condom use, jh it may thought that tainamerican students

have less risky practices than students living in industrialized countries. Condom use is now
associated to family planning.

E.587 AIDS KNOWLEDGE AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT AIDS

AMONG IV DRUG USERS

McCoy, C.B.**; Chitwood, D.D.**; and
Trapido, E.J.**; a CY. ** iptorida International University,
Miami, FL, USA, *aUniversity of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, FL, USA.

Oblective. To describe the distribution by sex and ethnicity/race of sources
‘DS information and to determine the effect of the source of information

on AIDS imowledge among IVDUs.
Method. As part of a study which tests two interventions|to reduce AIDS
‘amongIVDUs, 346 subjects were recruited from drug netwo: and interviewed.
Bivariate analyses were condu to assees the distribution of information
sources and the relationship to AIDS knowledge. Gamma values assess the
strength of relationships.

8 the most likely source of AIDS information used

Éach source (TV/Radio, print, institu-
ice of a particular et!

of knowledge about AIDS, Those who obtain ‘ormation
persons, such as outreach workers and friends, score higher on a knowledge
est.

Communications about AIDS should beoprnnte/race-specific and
sex ele using particular media for each gro

E.589 IN AIDS KNOWLEDGE SCORES AMONG INIRAVENIS
. DRUG USERS (IVDU) IN A FROSON-BASED AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM

MK; Lipahutz,C; Cox,CP; Ochen
Montefiore Medical Osnter/Albert Einstein of NY, USA.

Wiective. To @n edxeticnal program on AIDS loowleige among
incercerated IVDU's in a Naw York City facility.
Methods. Newly Ivoo’ offered a all gap AIS

whan 47(45%)

AIDS EDUCATION OF DRUG ADDICTS

+k.”
Sst. Luke‘ s/RooseveTtANRLanterne New York, N.Y., USA
‘ Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, New York , USA
Presenter

The strategy of risk reduction in substance abusers îs dependent on the stage
of awa and

therapeutic community
atitude in the scheduling of the same interventi

This should be contrasted with the needs of the street based interventions

their works, or a
further distinguished by the ecognize what phase of drugisttion
and intoxication is being displayed by the client.

Notwithstanding the above differences, the similarities of tailoring the
materials in a upbeat, non-judgemental fashion in appropriate language to
the audience is paramount in importance. We w present examples of the
above interventions in our presentatior

E.586 REACHING HIGH-RISKYOUTH: TRAINING THE PROVIDER
peekeer, Nancy*;Doctor, L.**;Rosenfeld,S.***anewate

ined Parenthood mbridge, MA,USA,**Mass of
HeaTth(DPH), substance.Abuse services, ***DPH AIDS program, and.Du Addic-
tions and Health Resear

Objective: To describe the outcome of a two day intensive training on
increasing AIDSknowledge, comfort and skill level in providers working with
high-risk yout

thods: regional trainings for a total of 80 youth intervention pro-
gram staff took place in the spring of 1988. Youth intervention programs are
designed to provide outreach and early intervention servicesae youth identi-

i Tanned an
e Dept. of Publfc Heath, Planned

with AIDS. fe environ.

ethods . sed ts issueset y gay, lack
and latino youth from the perspective ofmembers of t ommunities. Pre,
post and follow-up questionnaires were used to measure change in knowledge,
comfort and delivery of service.
Resul ts/Conclusion: Preliminary results show significant increase in under-
standing o information, in comfort and skill level in addressing issues
of sexuality and in comfort and skill level in educating high-risk
about AIDS and AIDS prevention. ol low-up surveys indicate rortictvents are
using he risk reduction and prevention strategies developed during the
training

A COMPARISON OF STUDENTS’, TEACHERS’, AND SCHOOL BOARD

PRESIDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES ABOUT AIDS

Huszti, H.C.*; Ambuel, B.**; Johnson, J.*; Mullins, L.L.*;

ind Mason, P.J.*
*University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, OK, USA,

**Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, USA.

Objective. To determine the level of knowledge about AIDS and attitudes ta-
wards persons with AIDS (PWAs) of high school students, teachers, and school

‘it is

counteract negative public attitudes towards Ams, it is
study explores the knowledge

 

jAs, and
Results. Data will be Presented on the three groups" relative knowledge about
AIDS and attitudes towards AID:
Conclusions. Differences between the groupe will be highlighted. Recommen-
dations for educational programs will be made.
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werhaAtesSER À CÔTE DE LA SOCIETÉ CIVIL.

Janete e ; Moura, E.M.M, et Morais de Sé, C.A.

citar Giesere e Guinle - UNI-RIO - Brésil

ns
| Rapporter l'experience sitnetsr du Service Sociale sur les questions sociaux que

enveloppent le SIOA par la soctetté civil.

. Aneliser les résultats obtenu
+ L'étude srte realiser dens le “micipe du Rio de Janeiro par deux assistants sociales

les S sociaux relative

 

at ont conférence: de le SIDA, avec une de

personnes conférence. L'evaluation de d'extension de l'information a etesimeliser a
paris de gestiomenets envoyées à les acteurs pendant la con 50

RALTATS: “heon” une moyenne de 5 questionnements pour conférence, dont les thèmes plus

fréquents x
opositifs et/où avec le SIDA 4

PONSavecavec ments ‘3
e controlou sang au 3
Orgerdsa Y puverranentale: existents v 2

Repandene GEdans 1Hopital %
CONCLUSION: On observé un grand intérét pour les conséquences sociaux de le SIDA, et par le

travail realisé pour le Service Social, principalment entre les jeunesses.t experience a

demonstrer que le professionel du Service Social commence 8! té

iT de connaissances et functions especifiques à côte de la societé en general.

E.593 PUBLIC HEALTH STAFF AND COMMUNITY HIV EDUCATION THROUGH A
PERIODIC NEWSLE’
Mindell, William and Sinuk, V.

City of Toronto Department of Public Healeh, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

al tive. To summarize for Publis|health staff and others the scientific

y ee ng

a single scientific paper. Concise conclu-

sions and recommendations for staff to pass on to the public are included.
Results. In July 1987 the City of Toronto committed a portion of work of all
650 public health staff to HIV education in a 30-month AIDS Operational rane

ions. Ninety-
ns helpful and 92%

na high-interest issues in

a simple wi halpful to staff and other groups
concerned with answering the public! 8 questions about AIDS.

E.595 A STUDY OF DRUG TREATMENT STAFF ATTITUDES AND EDUCATIONAL

NEEDS PERTAINING TO AIDS.

Margaret M. Connors, J.P, Russo, L.A. Baker, B.F. Lewis, Spectrum House,Inc.

155 Oak St., Westboro, MA 01581, U.S.A.

Objective: To rmine edge, suxtety level and attitudes of staff
a drug ersataentFete accommodate needs for AIDS education.

: In x 1987 and July 1986, the Re: af
House, Inc., anRoueàurveyed administrattives counseling, m
support erates Frequencies, crose-tabulations, and multiple regression
anal sed.

  

 Results: Most(932) respondents (N=61) eve social contact with HIV+ clients
at least once/week. Despite on-going AIDS education and an increase in self-

over 14 ee relayed|various modes

nfected while at work.
A correlation (p$05) w. hosewhe“had little or no socialcontact

with Rive clients and chose who had a disinclination te work with H
client
Conctusione: Knowledge that one is at low-risk does not necessarily erase 
the occupational "fear" of infection. Training for staff needs to oc
on a continual basis to reinforce accurate knowledge risks, weal
information, encourage expression of anxiety and provide suppor’

E.592 En MOBILISATION PROJECT OF THE SOCIAL SERVICES

Sonnerghrd, Ulla,SWEDEN

Objective. The objective of the project has been to create
agreater, avareness £ HIV/AIDS and to disseminate in-depth

© the stazz .
wethoas”1"“he project has been carried out on two fronts:
to create an organisation that would facilitate basic in-
formation e to re a. oyees in short time.

ginning of the©roject,
re eld = one-way-communi-

eonange behaviour we Used small highly

ts. The organisation of the project has made it possible
‘or the 1 © increase the knowledge and Ares of

to create channels for quick and

model àhasProoved suitable for giving in-
HIV/AI loyees (aprox. 15.000) in a

city of 1/2 million Tahabitance. It can also be used by
smaller cities/communities in cooperation.

AN EXPERTENTIAL METHOD OF EDUCATING HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONALS ABOUT PATIENTS' REACTIONS TO

WilliamC., and the Walter Reed Retrovirus Research Group, Walter Reed
Amy Medical Center, Washington, D.C., United States of America

E.594

Neuropsychological assesament is geared toward delinaating the cognitive
capacities of a patient, and it has generally (but not always) bean used with
patients whose condition has clear
cerebrovascular accident or head injury. HIV patients are now frequently
referred for such assesament, but neither they nor their health care

ionals may have a clear

for further application of this teaching technique are

AIDS RCALUN FOR NURSING STUDENTS: DOES IT MAKE A
eeea

E.596
Es Barbara Brown,

Vniversity of seca Saskatoon, LR Canada. S7N OWO

Objective: To determine if increased knowledge changes nursing students’
Fresh rewards AIDS patients.
Method gn used in this study was pre teat, postsens: tes

questionaire, developed and validated in the United States, tnd adapted for

firs
re ttending a one day

IDS hop. Questions dealt wit! ledge and fe‘ears concerning AIDS and
caring for AIDS p:atients, and atceltuiee’etowards homosexuality and towards
the terminally i
Results: Post test results indicated that all groups of students displayed

dge gain, a more positive patients
hough positive, younger

AIDS patients were

 fluen:
use of education

and AIDS patients.

on
attitudes of nursing students. This finding supports the
to foster positive attitudes towards AIDS
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CORRECT CONDOM USE ASSESSMENT: AN INNOVATIVE TRAINING
MODEL FOR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS AND AIDS EDUCATORS

ist, Michael#; Stein, J.*; Smith, W.*
* AIDSCOM,waDeU.S.A,

Objective. To develop, implement, and evaluate a curriculum module to train health
care providers and AIDS educators to use an innovative approach to teach correct
condom use among People at risk for AIDS.
Methods. A pilo« project was developed and tested among focus groups using a
protocol thatpieda standard observation and assessment of study subjects’ use of
condoms, mn survey elicited specific information about knowledge, attitudes
and practices’elated toc muse, on these etforrts, a training curricu!
module as developed to “disseminate this interventio: ough a train-the-trainer
approaci The curriculum was presented and evaluated in the field; refinements
ihowed, Sample copies¢otine curheulum will be available,
Results. Health roviders in je United States, the English-speaking

receptive to use of the training

E.597

ribbean, and in the Domiinican Republic re been rec
module in their own settings. Evaluations fem professionals and their clients will be

sented.
Conclusion. Use of an innovative protocol for assessment of clients’ correct use of
condoms has proven to be an effective means for getermining public attitudes and skills
regarding condoms. for AIDS preventio intervention also provides direct and
effective training to clients about condom use.

 

aed

demographic groupe
verlaton in ralingeof victimization oontingent upon demographic grou. MetaAtaalof112tocrng mesa!

nureing students ver sed à ce deneetneedcisagreed, wihwith one of six versions

ane.memeoù du ousre. Groupe were
with persons with AIDS, and In composition

THE CANADIAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION'S RESPONSE TO AIDSE.601
HARDIE JOHN, CANADIAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION,

ONTARIO, CANADA.

OBJECTIVE To describe "the role of a national professional organization in

altering the practice of its members in response to the AIDS dilemm

METHODS A significant outcome of AIDS hasbeen the adoption of universal

precautions for in © procedures have been

advocated e Canadian Dental

es

endati: informatio ddition,

eys of the infection control practices ofvgentiste were performed

in 1985 and 1988.

RESULTS The survey results indicated that 70% of the responding fentists

n 1988 regularly used gloves compared re less than 10% in 198 Among

the Surveyed|gemtists 75% had been ii iz epatitis B in “1988

compare: Similar results were obtained for other aspects

of PÉeotionFontrol.

The education and communication policies adopted b:CONCLUSION

Canadian Dental Associationve a positive effect upon the infection

control practices of its ne

902

E.598 NURSES EDUCATIONAL WEEDS AND ANXTETY LEVELS IN A LARGE LONDON TEACHING
" HOSPITAL.

Vearrmals Simon; Kocsis A; Qurch J.

Psychology Dept. St. Mary's Hoapital, London, U.K.

Objective: 7) determine the epricacy ofHIV/AIS education Tor nurses. 2. To provide

baseline tanwt attitudes or future plaming.

Had: À 3 page

be presented at .
H nurses find it difficult to extract from educational

HIV/AIDs educat Proper evaluation is essential So

anxiety levels for a short period of time. Also it carmot be assumed that educai

cannot affect attitudes to nursing patients with HIV infection.

 ‘OIFFERENTIAL PE!
dE!

 

Flcarroto, Thomss_J.*: Grade, M."; Bartnot, H.*: Koenig, 8.*; and Zegana, L*. University of Galtforma, Sen
Franc Untied States.

 

  

aco, Caloris,

Obiective, on i
ialty assessone Particular demographic groups justty by AIDS.

Methods.
 

  
 

 the folowing statement:
ing to either children, homosexuals,hemophiliscs, Blacks/Hispanics, women, or drug usera. Groupe were eppenulmatalysquival

 

AIDS is comnngen! upon teeacapepnie group bing teed, The majority of atudents (2%) agreed with the statement that
hemophiliacs (61%)

women (27%).
i hemophillacs,

ely ji by AIDS. Finally, medical 

Conclusion:
Blacke/Hispanica, women

pjuatty

whereas children, homosexuals,

ingepertaining to homoeamiat woud be mp1Amadeusede! stoncone San Francs, where public

have historically been held reaporaibie tos saparisofserusity Wael become problematic . STDs, unwanted pregnancy).
Consisderaion ‘niet be. green ovens’, ex te ehathar Ore mecaute of vcamuaton employedhy tis sy ingaoc»
Gtlerertia! axsesamert of epidemiological riek, of factors of social prejudice which may influence attributions
responsibility tar individual contagion.

Finity,

 

E.602 STAFF MEETINGS AS AN ONAL INTERVENTION ABOUT AIDS.
R. adMLMiLen.+Riva.Perry,

Royal Pres Hospital1 Schoolof Medicine, London, England.

Obj ective.adescribe a process of using open forums as educational meetings
andfofor entions for changiing conflicting and rigid views about AIDS.

Meetings were for once a month over a od of 27
ee(1986 - 1989). Meetingsvewere open to hospital managers,Finscal
staff, laboratory staff, researchers, commmity care workers, administrative
staff” TS. cs covered imelded the life-cycle of AIDS/
HIV, bereavement, in-patient and commmity care

Each top€ wasaiscussed in relation to AIDS
t might be said to patients and what issues it

AIDS services in the

red pati
ion

climate. This leads to s and a
he Ultimately,*state and patient‘morale.is“Tnproved.

improv:
in the management of AIDS.
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E.603 A TRAINING E.604 weNOCENT IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS: THE NEED TO REACH

Rodrigues, L. G. Macédo*; Matheus, Luiz Antonio®*; Vechi, Daiz®***
+Divisio Nacional de DST/AIDS — Ministério da Sade - Brazil

a spectofADDS, wal ber developed s cole range of contes Gralon to netBe nous Of
various professional groups.

Objetive: Te ive health orofessi such nurses, physicians,P

 

Methods: 16 health professionals @pues)and8 (Gents) were intensively trained during 2 months
in all technical aspects of The philosophywhich includes the holistic and
humanistic aspects, ra
way to develop and

course contans 3 Units. Each one is set up of (1) sequence of activities, (2) guidelines
for facilitatiors and (3) evaluation of performance.

Conclusions: Herguet Deronaga einenerine rec rompubord
br i one fells, thinks, 

and what she or he docs.

A WATIOWAL AIDS/HIV TRAINING PROGRAM FOR HEALTHCARE EMPLOYEES IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRSE.605

0.S.*, Sverha, S.* and McCarthy, P.**J,Richard*, Masler .
‘Department of runs Arai, ishiegten, OC, USA **California Nurses Association, San
Francisco, CA, USA

Obiective: To meet the challenge of promoting humane patient-care and reducing risk o

HIV-infection by rapid development and implementation of an effective ATS/HTYLang
program for 194,000 healthcare employees in one of the world’s largest a:

healthcare systems, the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA).

Methods: Experience showed that caring for persons with AIDS often accentuated inappropriate
staff iitrespand Pehaviors. due to misinformation, fear and ignorance. uni
educational r needad without delay. DVA physictans, nurses and nes planned

and implementedsnteractive training, besed on established principles of adult learning. To
train the largest number of staff in the shorttest me, a train-the-trainer (TTT) approach was
adopted, modifying existing programs and mate:

Results: Collaboration between the DVA and the California Nurses Association (CNA) resulted in
training Ge 1988) 21 master faculty. Master faculty teams facilitated 15 TTT Workshops
(May-Septeamber 1988) and trained 39] trainers from 172 DVA Medical Centers in content,
interactiveyerae strategies and facilitation skills. These trainers are functioning (May

Further evaluation will be reported in 1989 and 1990. Trainers are supported
Danitdance and updating of training materials.

Conclusion: Collaboration between clinicians and educators, and between healthcare
insttutions withshavedgoals, can produce AIDS/HIV education that pects specific cognitive,

itudinal à needs of all categories of healthcare worker: The TTT approach
exesttes txpanstenee2anes, systemwideaveanit effort. Trainers, verify that”ALTER
strategias and materials Providedby this program revitalize existing training and

reduce traine and “burnout.” Inter:rackve fearning"approaches have preven singularly
effective inejealinawith nnand attitudinal barriers.

E.607 EDICAL STUDENTS* pours OF BT¥-TNFECTION AND AIDS.
" and members of the Association of Teachers in

General Medicine (sin d. Hochschullebrer u, Lehrbesuftr, für Allgemeinmed.)
“‘Blomtric Center for Therapeutic Studies, Munich/N-Gersany.

To evaluate themeet on trees with the HumanSbiective. Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and the

Acquired Temunodefictency Syndrome (ADS) of fourth year medical students tn W.
thods. We asked al} members of the oreob:Aof Germany's Association of eam in General

Medicine to distribute an forth year medical s' norma) teachingan anonymous ques!
session. 19 universities (and the wisiofenRat agreed to participate. ‘Near providing some

demographic data student: Ino questions with to sexual, blood borne, social and

“alternate” transmission ofofHIV, prevent:emmeasures, and|clinical overt of disease. After returning

 student

Results. 1429 completedoustquestionnaires were returned, 51% from male and 43%3%from femie students (6% gave

‘information about their sex). 133 Students indicated that they know at least one avinter pu

showed some à dictones
thought that oral sex is without risk; 5.5% tndicatedsated that condoms make

sexual contact compteeny‘uate; 9.5% balteved that transmission sereffectively reduced with the number of

rinced in; 8.8%

HIV can be transmitted by cough, common use of bath and kitchen, passive anal intercourse only, kissing and

wosquitos was indicated by 11, 9.3, 5.4, 12 aneALS respectively.

Although not ee le country this study mas conducted in 19 of the 25 West

large mdr of fourth medical students. The in students

Wd motivate nestto reconsider the curricula where H1V-infection plays only a marginal

‘German medical schools and

knowledge shou

rois.

1. K. Nguma, K. Nyamryekunge, National AIDS Control Programme,
anzania

Dbjective. T: dge about AIDS and
in Primaryiin Rage €region, Tanzania.

towards AIDSedi

ane: A survey of 66 primary 5-777puits àin Kagera region indicates that about 23%
he pupils have had sexual interc . Whereas majority of these pupils are aware

st AIDS, their mowledge about transmission appears to be limited. , there exists
8 number of m tions abou S transmlssione education In primary
schoo. recommended by majority of the pupi

Conclusion. kiis apparent that majority of our primary 5-7 children are still safefaba
mic. However, as they start indulging in sexual intercourse, this

Maynot continue to safe for too lo is for an urgent introductionof
AIDS education in primary schools within the family life education package.

 

AIDS AND PHYSICIANS, ATTITUDE AND KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO
AIDS ANDAePATIENTS iN WEST GERMAN DOCTORS

Hans,
AIDS Study Group,anKrankenhaus, Munich, FRG.

Scies Te dencre ter personsexperience, weways of acquiring AIDS knowledge and
200 West German physicians were asked to

two thirds worked Ina nice!eeting exonnInternal medicine. Mean age was 42 years, 36.2%
had had personal treating HiV-infected or AIDS.
Resutts. Zri ofthe participants wantedto bestmore AIS pallens, 6.2% wanted to teat no
AIDS patients lf they had the choice. Only
 8.6% correctly

 

Snswered 3 of these questions.
. AIDS & by doing

More correct a: n physicia HIV-infected or AIDS
patients Growing numbers of AIDS patients will require e basis of AIDS related clinica!
competence in every physician. Continuing medical education in West Germany, at least if
releted to AIDS, needs further Intensification and improvement.

E.608 DIAGNOSING THE DOCTORS: HIV RELATED KNOWLEDGE, TARTTUDES.
AND RESOURCE NEEDS OF PHYSICIANS IN THE SOUTH CENT!

itzgerald, A; Wright, E; Pejsach M; Marien, R.
pelta Region AIDS Education in Training Center Center, “New Orleans, La.,

Objectives. To gain information with which to develop a tailored instruc-
tional program on AIDS for area physicians.

A comprehensive needs assessment
random selection o

tionnaire was mailed to a

respondents represented
physictans in the region. A mean of 4 hours/month was spent on HIV related

Metho:ods involving face to
persoin were strongly oppo:

nan area of the U.S. where AIDS is not vet epidemic, a lack
of understanding of fundame:ntals prevails, as does inordinate concern over
transmission in the professional setting and reluctance to encounter HIV
(+) persons. These data help form the basis for an educational program.
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E.609 AIDS: DIAGNOSING EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF HEALTH CARE
AIONA

E.; raid, A; Rist, George; R.
Delta Region AIDS.Éducation Mi Training Center, New Sienne“la, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine health
education and igarning needs in three southern st: .

ritten questionnaire was mai ed to a random sample of 842
sicians, nurses infection contro} practitioners. dentists,

1 worlrkers. Addit ted

care providers’ attitudes toward AIDS
ates

primary care phys
dental hygienists an socia
15 key informant, telephone interviews. Al se
were selected as informants. In a
survey results, the quantitative date was triangulated with qualitative
findings from the interview.

An education needs profile within and across professional group
categories found that health care professionals and AIDS experts agreed on
the ortance o

atment. Although survey respondents ran low
current satisfaction lev ith these issues, psychosocial concerns wer

t ity learni Inste knowledge about prevention
techniques and high risk groups and profession-specific skills related to

impact on service quality. Implications for educational programs
health providers’ learning style preferences and perceived educational
needs are discussed.

E 611 A CLINICAL PROGRAM TO TRAIN PHYSICIANS AND PHYSICIAN
" ASSISTANTS TO PROVIDE OUTPATIENT CARE FOR HIV-INFECTED

PATI

Keteufrakis, Peter*®; Sattler, F.R.**; Gates, J.*; Lee, P.V.*.
tion and Training Center, *Department ©centsSicdteine

“Department of Medicine, University of Southern California School "of Medi-
cine, Los Angeles, California, USA.

Objective. on provide physicians and PA's with knowledge and skills

fhee caplications of HIV infection seen in the outpatient setting,

he numbers of trained primary care providers caring

uiv-intesteapatients in the community.
Methods. Physicians and PA's 5 counties in Southern California receive
intensive: 1 week, one~on-one clinical training. vith a physician specialisst

in il utpatient clinic.

population includes ethnic minorities (40%), >
end IVDU's (3%). Additional training is pr
office and an STD clinic. Tradning takes
visits and didactic session: phas
context of direct Patient care suppleme by a

he oran includes exit intervi
y data indicate that the

ng met by the

An intensive, soterm clinical program is effective in

modifying clinicians! management of HIV infection.
 

RESULTS FROM 1988 SURVEY OF MICHIGAN STATEWIDE SCHOOL HIV
POLICY: STAFF INSERVICE, AND STUDENT EDUCATIONE.613

FLBarbers J., Project Coordinator*; Wanda pers AIDS

Survey AdvisoryCommi eek, ok RK RAAMichigan Department of Education,2
Comprehensive.Echool Health Unit, Lansing, Michigan, USA

Objective. To establish baseline data on the number fuplenent ing and qua’

Methods S Information ys were sent in 88 on HIV p:
initiatives for the or school year. item survey on district level
activities was sent superintendents vith an 88 ne À iteo 591 en
survey on building level activities was sent to 621 middle school principals
with 72% return and alsso to 615 high school“Principals with a 79% re
Random verification of survey data was cond
Results. Returns showed 768 of the reporting|dietricts had a policy address-

rs

jesse than 10% taught anything in grades K-4,

Assistance must be provided to school disteicts|on policy issues

2 e. confidentiality and handling body fluid spills. More tal sue staff

inservice must occur. Districts need to incorporate studentSHIV € ation

Anto_s_K-1?comprehenaiveschoolhealtheducationplantobe ‘moateffective.

904

E.610 TRAINING OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS IN SAO PAULO
STATE,
Fernandes M.E.;Ferreira,A.C.;Grandi,J.L.; Pinto,

W.; Del Bianco,R,

Centro de Referéncia e Treinamento-~Aids; SaoPaulo, Brazil

godecktve. Trainning of health care providers to decrease the mor-
ty and mortality causeda HIV infection in Sao:Paulo Stat

urs of classes and 40 of practice.
The program des the. to lowing contents:Epidemiology,virology
pathogebesis/inunology, clinical and laboratory Management pedia-
trie Aids,blood and stra
tegies.We established the same program with 5 clinical muitipro-_
fissional team from 5 references centers in Sao Paulo State. h
course evaluation was made using ame marks questionary answered
two times;before and after the cou

e Providersérained in the period between

april to december 1988.75% developed local programs for Aids pre-
vention and control.
Conclusion. This is a very effective way of trainning and demands
nly a period of 2 weeks.

 

 

EVALUATING ams EDUCATION FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

Psers2 tis, we Harrison, V.; Herrin, R.;
E.612

Stephen: Gabel,
East Central AIDS Education ad Training ‘center, Columbus, Ohio, USA

 

The East Central AIDS Education and Training Center (ECAETC) has developed a

wide range of educational methods and programs to educate health care workers
about AIDS. Evaluating the watch of educational methods to health care pro-
vider needs for AIDS education“hae been an integral component of ECAETC

efforts over the last 12 m
‘CAETC evaluation effort functions on three levels: 1) trainee

2) program impact; and 3) regional impact. Methods used to

art. 8 Tog:
nm su S; an i

ram docu-

 
cipa rograms, including 5851 Physicians

1171 dentinee; oil Eliel health: 1953 students; 987 c:

tudy is needed

in order to determine the long-term impact of such ‘AIDS education an
training cente

E.614 THE RELATION BETWEEN CONCERN ABOUT AIDS,
KNOWLEDGE OF TRANSMISSION, AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE:
CORRELATIONS AT THE INDIVIDUAL AND NATIONAL LEVELS

McCombie, S.C. and Hornik, R.

AIDSCOM, Annenberg School a Communications, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA,

SA.

Objective. To examine correlations between concern about acquiring AIDS, knowledge of
transmission, andrpored behavioi

Methods. lation coefficients were computed using aggregated data from 34 nations inwhich
theGalorganization conducted surveys of AIDS related knowledge, attitude and practi

werecompared to results reported from several individual level studieshich

Results, At the nationalLivel, conce about acquiring AIDS was associated wiwith belief in
mission by casual contact, a finding similar to several individual level studies that have shown

i owled,

ir lower levels 0! te knowledge. knowledge were
associated with reportsofof‘aapproprnebebehavior change such as avoiding ho! Reports of

change that th concern about getting behavior
AIDS, but not with accurate=knowlegeof transmission.

. Caution is needed in drawing conclusions about the relationship between knowledge
and practice from ses data. However, this study identified some concordance
results at the two levels of analysis, and suggests that inaccurate knowledge is associated with high
levels of concem.
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E 615 CHANGES IN AIDS-RELATED KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOURS
" OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN GREECE

Ceorse + enreTard 3 T  *Kioseortou.G. :Achladas.C

and Papaevangelou,V.
University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece.

mee estimate the AIDS"related knowledge ,attitudes and behaviours of
chool students and evaluate factora affecting

MethodeA quetentaise wee developed and admintateteredto a national re
sentative sample of 5213 high school students,probing their knowledge ‘about

and prevention of HIV,their attitudes and their behaviours

 
abou
Results.Accurate responses about the main routes of transmission were given
by more than 90% of the students.AIDS-related knowledge was associated with
age andssocioeconomic levelP es were less knowl es ,espe-

living in provincial cities. The level of misin-
Formation was high Mince27-35% believed that HIV could be transmimitted
hrough casual social contac

 

dents .Suppresi' ures c ment of the disease were suggested more
by and male students.Females and older chil sted

nfo: ould more often accept carriers as scho:
Gonelusion.There is great need of implementing a systematic effective educa-8

‘ove AIDS-related knowledge rand decrease mis-
conceptions leading to unacceptable attitudes and behavio

E.617 AIDS TNFORMATIONAND TEEN-PeraiePARIS
Çartacheff, nan 3 Deniau ; Bravard, c.*

Santé Scolaire du Re Paris, France. ** Unité
d'Oncologie Virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Objective. To describe tne impact of AIDS information on teen-agers, some
0 em socially vulnerabl
Methods. 500 students from three secondary schools in the north of Paris,
age to 16, have been informed on AIDS in February and March 1988, The
sessions were informal, with video and slides weeks later, 335 (sex

responded to a confidential mul tiple-chotee questionnaire. 81%
re orted no sexual relation. were vin n an unfavorable
environment: low socio-economic level ethno-cul tural differences
(families of North African immigrants and Asian refugee
Results. % felt misinformed before s prcaren. the
SSFTATEion of HI¥ was better understood (363) than AIDS (ost. ast knew

transmission routes among eight choices. y 60% knew that
tomatic carriers are contagious. 61% misunderstood

ffe
ponctuston. Appropriate information among teen-agers and vulnerable“youth

e stressed :
-transmission modes, particularly sexual, e.g.
notice ; asymptomatic infected perso

the 3-6 months delay before testing
- instructions for condom use (e.g. avoid of]-based jubrifiants).
- the necessity not to change sexual partneers

: HIV infection can escape
ns are contagious.

E.619
aM, F.R.C.P. €. fathen Snyder, Thom

HoganFA *EVan Collins; M.D., F.R.C.P.C.
Hospital for Sick childrens Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Objective: This study examines the impact of mandatory Aids
Education initiated in Ontario Schools during the fall of 1987,
Methods: One hundred and eighty students - 13

Impact of Mandatory AIDS eau k gere Schooïs, 1987

friette Lofepure, M.D., F.R.C. » Stanley E. Read,

summer, in terms
f 1) Genera} Health Knowledge, 2) Kne-ledge about HIV infection.

3) Attitudes towards persons with Aids and safe sex practices
using bo pen ended and multiple choice questionnaires
Results: Knowledge abo HIV, t not Attitudes, was found to
correlate positively with general health scores e on
variables to correlate significantly with att tude scores were
sex (p 0.001) and sociocultural background (p=0.008) with
femates and children of Canadian, American and European

wards x an erso ith Aids than mal and ch n
of Asiatic or Third World countries. Approaching significance

re th ends for dren of highly educated parents
(especially health professionals} to be more negative than
hildren whose p not completed high school.

Conclusion: Increased knowledge about HIV does not necessarily
guarantee positive attitudinal changes.

E.616 VALUATION OF AN INFORMATIVE AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM IN

TUSCANY’ S eneSCHOOLS STUDENTS.

Imbarrato, laria*;Oreini,C.**;
*University of Siena, Siena, italy **Univerity of Florence, Florence, Italy

Objective. To value the preventive capability of some informative instru-

ments, which are different in modality of creation.

Methods. The informative validity is measure by a questionnaire, purposely

created. The research has been carried out on statistical sample of stu-

dents of province of Florence. The first valuation has been before the

 

v
1d be able to realise a proper "preventive pain

day it constitutes the only form of struggle against the dise:

E.618 AIDS INFORMATION IN FRENCH YOUTH
Deniaud, Francois
Unite doncSTagte Virale, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Introduction. AIDS
youth. MedYa may be incorrectly perceived. Only a
from personalized mostly at school,
school nurses or educators.
guette. aTomes AIDS prevention for ineeee

is the 10.000 students that
0 December 1988

onymous question
Results, AIDS provokes contradictory attitudes : although they deny any
direct threat from the epidemic, the young are bothered and disturbed by
the media giving too much heterogeneous information that is sometimes
incoherent and polemic. They feel that AIDS will in the short term modify
their sexual and behavior ; ey are urgently for
authentic, more human and explicit information, indispensable for AIDS
awareness. To better involve the young in AIDS prevention, new models of

information is still underdeveloped amongst french
minority have benefited

given by physicians,

yponally informed from June
e than 1500 Spressed their opinion through an

information are sug a "second generation information" : we
need motivated young volunteers, previously trained and informed to convey
basic data on AIDS, leading to concrete preventive counseli
Conclusio: - e specificall signed information modes given by

groups is necessary to tea
them their use fn any new relationship (always of uncertain outlook).

E.620 AIDS KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS
AMONG UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN IBADAN. NIGERIA

GLADIMEJI Ph.D M.P.H.
W.R. BRIEGER M.P.H. University of Ibadan, Nigeria.

Thisstudy investigated the knowledge,aattitudesanand Personal
8 of University Students relat:

ifytwoStudent the Universit: Of Ib an ted
from eight faculties were survey Results indicated that 58.7%
of ts knew that AIDS is caused by virus but 72.6% thought
the e could be through kissing, hugg: ng hands
and 48.07 belief they cannot have AIDS. a

of aversion to AIDS victims while about a quesrevereporteddegree
having multiple sexualpatners in the last five years.
suggest that well organized,‘specificallyenarsetted healthation

rames are needed fi versity S
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HIV RELATED BELIEFS, KNOWLEDGE AND BEHAVIORS AMONG
E.621 SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTSS IN KIrenee

N'Galy, Bea ene T.##; Fra:ance, B. # jalons
Kitetor a M, Hee; Viminde, Nabe tional AIDS

Progreame Coordination dureepare Zaire; #S#CREH, Kinshasa; ###P51,
pasningtington, D.C. 3 ##tProjet SrpA, Kinshasa; HHHAEPS bivision Urbaine,

Qbiectives. To assess HIV related beliefs and kpowledge (BK) among
I in secondary schools and to evaluate the ef res of

Bids aducat ional conferences (AEC) in schools a means

Re Oneà B {GpA) of second:lary sch is was randomly selected-for
a es of AEC. second Broup ep) # schools was also selected fron
schools where students did not at fra fhe confere
self-administrated anonymous questionnaire to aus BK was completed 4.5
months after ghe net by students in the:Last twoyeyears of secondary, schools.
Results.|a total of 1 students (46% males, 54% females, aged 15 to 26
yee Soe 22.3) were enrolled in the study. ThreeErte
hougheaittee that AIDSdoes not exist, 7% and 1 re

believed hat there is a cure for AIDS and that a vaccine
of connect‘esponses regarding knowledge of HIV

Non-HIDS
Sweat

  
er

saissi
Aids risk factors risk footers

School eroup PT BT x Publictoi lets Clothes
Gpa 29.3 93.8 94.4 70.2 86.0 96.3 98.0
6pB 279.0 92.0 gi. à 77,3 62.7 99.3 =: 8 96.0
Total 73.0 93.0 74.0 64.0 97.0 96.0 97.0
æPerinatal frensuission;Bremood eens NS=Needles and Syringes,

MBs=Mosquitoe bites,
Conclusion. We found that over BOX à respondents, when prompted,
correctlyidentified Hiv-associated|rick ‘actors. This high correct

ponse rate was i ant of participation in a conference on AIDS
sugpesting that the use of AEC in these Eehools was not an effective tool

HIV-related Knowledge of the students. other mathods o
exploredHR knowledge in this group need to be

BLOOD, SEX AND NEEDLES
E.623 Potts, Malcolm

Family Health International, Durham, North Carolina USA

In Africa, HIV Eranandesion continues to be through heterosexual intercourse.

n North America, homosexual intercourse has been numerically more iupertant,

although heterosexual trananiseion is rising slowly and IV drug abuse i:

increasingly significant.

All three routes of transmission unequivocally give rise to self-sustaining
epiden: By contrast, although trensmission can occur through contaminated
blood piven for transfusion, such accidente either result in a single case or

a emall cluster of cases and are self-Lintting.

Preventive strategiesmust focus resources on those individuals who have most
sexual partners and, where appropriate, IV drug abusers. Unfortunately,
these individuals often fall outside routine health services snd tn
settings their p sctices ate illicit or frankly illegal. Rapidly e
as the key p:roblen 4 many parts of the wor:
whocontrol :

those

‘01 the € idly Ways of overcoming this

problem will be “siscussed, based on the conerivace of AIDSTECH

internationally

E.625
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A SURVEY OF AIDS RELATED KNOVLEDGE AMONG ITALIAN MEDICAL
DOCTORSE.622
SaodeiPorriesJwpbgtona’ Reidomscisere Gale6228 ani ‘Regio eniologic tt

Rome, Italy; *#Local’ Health Unit 1103, Latina, Ttaly MINStry of
th, Rome, Italy.

Qbiective. ather information about AIDS related knowledge, in order to
an € tesTon pro, ramsfor medical doctors (D) ;

Adminis ratio an B74dtensmultiPAe choice questionnaire to
sample {n=286) o ofanNati systen, "Prominent" questions

ve RS"6 scores onalieSang à follow! topes cancer
n t a Sconteol àscore HIV biolo;

es {BEB}’
PED:

association of
nares of ptsandÀ was tested using “the 0 stimate.

ween score: ma th
. 4 SansRSSlevel of AIDS related kn ‘vas noted for BIO

an Gy ie per item, respectively), and ower one for SCR
and TRA ra“alto ut the highest score vas obtained in the TUM
Séontrot" }:LD),TRE" ongestQUrre ations were between BIO and a

CR (re88);pet? Significant difference of
knovledge ot "axe, wa, of peace ce ha: obse

nclusions. ES related knov. ot been reached the level of other
classical" issues met in noes ractice. Fanparticular, the widespread

need of correct information o al appropriate use 0: V
screening tests and about relevance of Specific nodelities of transmission
and effective instruments of prevention must be stressed.

E.624 beveloping an es Training Institute for Administrators of Wealth Facilities

ne L. Weiss, # M.S.P.H, S.B. Geleon,+ M.H.Sr.
ETES of University Programs in Health Adainistration, Arlington, VA, USA

Health services adsinistrators are facing nev challenges and desands as their organizations care for an

increasing awaber of AIDS patients. @hile caregivers in general have benefitted greatly froa the

developeent of an extensive body of knowledge about AIDS and froa their weer iences a treating the

disease, bealth care managers have not benefitted to the save extent froe infor
focussed on sanagenent issues, The developsent of the HIV/AIDS Training Institute tr Mint Hi
Heal th Reoiess this The project is developing a curricalua to be

= . This gran will educate an inforssi
financial, jegal, aad povaliethiral Ses involved in ti

facllities"at a torlor us patie: e i
policies that must ba jered. Representatives frop

et froa enivmirn in bealth service vasinistratien havi

jeve to be the ressing issues and concerns for adsinisraters. A survey of 90 health
i

conducted to s the which AIDS addressed grat
turricalas hesults.dite. that the sajority atMath direae otter little te #0
education on the sanagesent issues involved with AIDS patient « Regional correlations vere soted

areas vhere incidence ant prevalence of AISS vas eedive teoh and the extent to which prograns

in those areas addressed AIDS in their curricula,

E.626 PHARMACISTS INVOLVEMENT IN CHNICALDRUG TRIALS SPONSORED
BY THE TONAL TRIALS UP: THE ROLE OF

GATI ALRESEARCH PHARMACISTS,
Wong, Roberta J, Woodring, H; Volberding P. San Francisco General Hospital, San Francisco,
California, USA.

Objective: To describe theactivities of pharmacists within the AIDS Clinical Trials Groupracr)
and to establish a network of research pharmacists in the United States who specialize in AIDS

cal
Methods: Since the creation of ACTG in 1986, eeehavebeen a crucial Partoof the health

m less than   

 

team i eloping, i
20 centers in 1986, there are 51 vith at1
center. Two qu HonnairesWewere wePenfoumation about the institution and the
individual’s practice. Data trom SFCH|5not included in these results.
RentsOoo sq hospitals, 31(86%) respon Nine of 36(29%

seas)ene work less than 025FTE. Individuals working part-tim complete their Practicech 4 ai 3

and teaching. ‘follow p question re Was sent to 58 individuals at 51 institutionsswith
39(76%) reaeonding. Four0ofof518%) have more than one pharmacist or technician on the ACTG
grant. Nine institution: other position for non-AIDS investigational drug services. Only

 

 

two individuals hav. nd Ti io: S Conferences due to expense and scheduling

conflicts, While only 2 have written articles on AIDS, 10 of 39(25%) respondees regularly give 1-
4 lectures per month in the community. 34 out of 39(87%) indicate a strong interest to increase
their participation in the ACTE|process with 33 of 883%) volunteering to offer advice on study

designos A select group ived in eompleting AIDS clinical research inthe
United States.Pt ists fc health t d eager to provide
 search for new HIV
Future plans Maude thea“a regular newsletter andaegroup meetings.
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E.627 AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO HIV-RELATED CURRICULUM FOR PHYSI-
CIAN’S ASSISTANT STUDENTS.
Pollard, Richard; Lyons, B.A. R.D.

Department of Physician's Assistant Yates. TheUniversity of Texas Medical
Branch, Galveston, Texas,

The Department of Physician’ s Assistant Studies developed and implemented a
curriculum to teach physician's assistant students a t the didactic, clin-

rect clinical contact with HIV-infected patients. Prior to
all students are taught basic principles in pathophysiology, diagnosis, and
treatment/prevention for care of patients with HIV infections. Results of
the attitude survey will be utilized to make adjustments in the program
curr cu

FACTORSPREDICTIVEOFAIDG-HIV KNOWLEDGEANDATTITUDESAMONGNURSING

AND MEDICAL STUDENTS
; Grade, M.*; Barinol, H.*; Koenig, 8.*; Biwies, N.**; and beh,

Te. Una of CatlorlaSchoo! of Medoine, SanFrance California, USA;

**Pacific Graduate School, Sen Francisco, Callomis, USA.

Qbisctive. To identify psychoeccial and 106 patiente and
os Methods. A total of 113 Incoming

had professional

E.629

 

Inaccurate
medical and 118 Incoming nursing students were surveyed regarding thelr knowledge end attitudes oeedhein

ofpersonal and oooupational risk for HIV infsotion, fend the number of AIDS patients withwhom they have

anewered eee

on AIDG knowledge epect
totheir everel AIDS attedee, nor in thei eatimelee of rek for infection. The majorty of students, however, overestimated riek

to aclentifically established estimates of risk,
 

 

Multiple regression ary negative

AIDS stthudes, end 2 AIDS attitude resistance {measuring a student's unwillingness to work with AIDS

patients), and negative affect (measuring a
AIDE). variables ‘entered stepwise into the regression equation following the forced entry of eme from the
Crown-Mariowe social desirability scale. Reeuite indicated that the beet predictor of Inaccurate medical informetion about AIDS
was on overell negative attitude towarde AIDS. Lack of clinical experience ADS exaggerated eotimetes of risk,
‘end horonegativiem also slgnificantiy added Prediction of iow levels of AIDS knowledge. Predictor of negative
AIDE attitudes was of risk, Homonegativiem, an a users, feck of ainicalexperience
with ADS patients, high desth arsdety, and tow levels of AIDG knowledge alec significantly added to the prediction of negative

AIDS stthudes.
 

‘an Intolerance of drug users, end lack of clinical experience sieo significantly added the prediction of professional
tecletance, wherees only anae rreciaranee’ ef Gray tres, tra low levee ofAS kmorlecge slgnticartly added to the predation

of negative affect. Conolusion: Thess reaults suggest the Importance of considering fears about AIDS when

‘designing educetional

E 631 WORKING WITH AIDS IN THE CARIBBEAN: A MODEL PUBLICATION
° FOR REGIONAL TRAINING OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERRS

rt 1*; Macks, J.#; Dilley, J.*;
Duke, B.**sane!=wee
*AIDSCOM plderioney€ D.Ces “+ Ministry of Health, Trinidad and Usk wee

Centre and 5.

To address the information and training needs of health care providers in
aribbean regarding

Methods. Two sets of regional train-the trainer workshops for _60 health care
providers from 19 El
training{guide to be used throughout the region. Components of the training and the

 

 

e tested among, focus Groups; and the pilot trainings were_implemented in

mara xty h from
informative, effective, a valuable to their AIDS prevention efforts, During a four-

mont iod more than 5000 individuals in {9 countries were reached with AIDS
widewee, counselling messages by these same 60 participants. As a result, a training

À train-the-trainer model for disseminating AIDS prevention counselling
cocan"be effective among health care reel in the Caribbean. A guide
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TION
|: Ficarrotto, T. 13 Bermot, HE Koenig. B.A.: Zegane, LS.; Ziegler, JL.

‘homeindole wheeect to take an, ASG in so doing,

whether or not need for education is being met by available opportunities a mejor training

Method. end nursing students at the of California, Sen Franoleco (UCSF) were
eurveyed with respect to demographic characteristics (age, race, gender), previous experience with AIDS patients.

stthudes germane to AIDG, of occupational and personel knowledge identifying
etudents who elected to take 6 10 week, 19 hour AIDG elective course offered through

the UCSF School of Medicine end thoes who did ‘Beoute. from Chi-Gquare Indicated thet the
decision to take an AIDS: nenerpalettesAerquart
 oportion ofwhe saxon

 

to pnd natecrn oe toe whovtpertoma nm td tmmr ofASpetnoted
started outwith significantly

PSaanaoicidotsue. Atlases licewies

Gilfered and will be reported.thane were no Denon freres h perceived lek.
who might be considered most in need of AIDS education (thoes,for example, with lower

AIDS education.

‘apparent tendency is to forego education of

E.630 Projet d au congrès ile

surle SIDA

Les Eravailieurs sociaux et les représentations

g s peuvent avoir sur le

Mieux Connaitre, Combattre, Sven

E.P.S.1. (Ecole de Service Social), Clermont, France

Morin,Nicole

L‘objet de la communication que nous souhaitons faire est de montrer comment

format e à l'origine

d'un mouvement de sensibilisation sur ce qu'est le SIDA, et cela a partir

pa: de menée: r des étudiants et des professionnels,

d'autre part de journées d'information et de formation

pepenous avons proposé un travail qui pouvait s'ar-

e e atinvestigation.sur le terrain afin de connaitre les réalités

* popalatition concernée * réaction des travailleurs socia eci grâce

à 2mini rechertches mendesl'une par les étudiants, L'autre par les

gio:

x grand public (2 jours) * ie travail (6j.)

e d'une action collective de prévention et d'informati n dans un lycée.

ucher sur la production d'un document final qui aurait

e problème du SIDA en AUVERGNE.
4G t :

maximum de professionnels autour du problème du

E.632
Hadley, D.,
Departments0of Nursing and Medicine, Veterans Administration Medical Center
and The University of California, San Francisco, California, USA

IMPLEMENTING UNIVERSAL PRECAUTIONSIN A TEACHING
HOSPITAL UTILIZING A CASCADE TRAINING METHOD

Ours is a 300 bed teaching hospital with 1500 full and part-time employees in an
area of high endemicity for HIV infection. The need to introduce concepts of
universal precautions provivided the meansto simulta:neously disseminate basic HIV
information. This program consisted of the Vo grements: la re MD/RN
faculty, 2) support of hospital administration asis of“content to
accommodate dissimilar work units. Employee:5 were chosen by supervisors to be
rainers based on criteria that selected for teaching potential rather than by
professionai status within the work unit. Two half-day seminars were attended by
38 trainers from 23 departments. rs were then required at least one
training session within their work groups. faculty advised on individual
rograms and monitored content. In the first 3 months of the program, nearly

hospital employees received documente ini
id compliance with new infection control procedures, 2) decreased

anxiety regarding HiV transmission in the workpiace as evidenced by decreased
mand upon infection control nursing staff, 3) decreased use inappropriate

barrier protection, and 4) increased demand for Hepatitis B vaccine among high-
riskgroups. Hospital employees cangpprbedesàbasicHVconcepts by
peers ratherthan by traditional 
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SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES AND THE AIDS EPIDEMIC: AÏDS/HIVINFÉC PROGRAM i
E.633 POLICY IMPLICATIONS E.634 PROFESSIONALS

*Family Health Tatetnetionl, Research Tieangle Park, North Carolina, U.S.A., .

**Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina ,U. S.A.

Objective. Describe the policy implications of data showing that STDs
increase HIV transmission
Methods. Computer simulations using two different models the effect of
STDs on HIV transmission were run and ¢! history of succeasful AIDS
control efforts in the United States was review
Re e ons suggest that conerol of STDs will slow the

priate educational strategies are followed, the
 

tc to

ontrol should be a priority because (1) behavior

E 635 RTED KNOWLEDGE , GES TEXAS URBAN RESIDENTS:
" LONGITUDINAL RESULTS OF AN INTENSIVE HIV INFECTION COI {UNITY

VENTION

P.##; McAli: > A*
U diversity of Texas HeiathScienceCenter,

Houston, Tevas, USA, Universite of Te“The exas, Austin, Texas,
s for Disease Control, Altanta, Georgia, USA, #H4Te‘exas Departnene of

Monte Austin, Texas, USA.

Objectives: To examine the effects of a community intervention on reported
fnowledge Ras te HIV infection.
het

 

Gatavortt Christine***; BretP.#; Shoemaker
McCuan, R.*; and Reed, C.####

ds: ampled residents of a large Mid South aes city completed
Tephne ares tn 1987 (n=493) and one year later (n=2 new ple of

responden urvey included suestiene on HIV-relatednote attitudes,
behav: or and sources of information. e interrention included an. AIDS hotline,
featured communications in the local media, safer rkshops, couns
and testing, and the passing of an AIDS anti disertmination 14
Results: Ow: about tran: ion of HIV ymptoms
(p<.05) and 15.5% (pé.01) respectively. At baseline, 43.4% cited television

the pes t influential sow inf tion S, wher ysicians
and healt! viders were the most important a year ate(18.83),Ce

followed by television (16.8%), mailings (12.8%), magazines (10.8%) an
newspapers (8.
Conclusions: Reported knowledge increased in a cross-section of urban residents

after a multidimensional communit: DS prevention program. Repor
sources increased in rariety which is a key element

ens

in successful public health
AIDS prevention campai;

E 637 ans KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES OFReUENTS FROM<ASELECTIVE
" U.S. GIRLS' PAROCHIAL PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

der*; gene r, S.**; Preston, A.***; Hav
*National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, Marylan
**Potomac, Maryland, U.S.A.; ***Washington, D.C., U.S.A

pbjective:To trace the early development of AIDS knowledge and atti-
udes rimary school Students ina selective Episcopal girls‘ prepar-

ults to a national sample of adult women

erkos, Het.

scus Conclus ies of arty patterns of informat
stautsition &may guide edcational efforts to strenagthenn the often tenuous
connection between knowledge and effective prevention

908

ted information

“Centerfor tntertiscDEM niceanaidDisgese{CIRID atUniversity of California
Loe Angeles(UCLA)USS CRDaUne CLASchoolSchool ofNursDU “
Qbiective: To dorlap a compecheasion AIDS oferadood programe poexe needa of heath caoFrofessioual

: The program is comprised of four components: needs ssesaments interventions followu and
cdeInterventions utilize conferences, workshops for health “These also

le

ModelerCELewis, MD)is incorporated into the
Promote of Resource materials

modesd CIRID at UCLA include the AIDS/HIV Guide for Medical Professionals, Third
Edition, 8 AIDS/HIVInfection: A Reference Guidefor Nursing Professionals. In addition, periodic updates
are provided the AIDS Medical Update andAIDS Nursing Update newsletters. Needs assessments
and cvaluations i : surveys AIDS-related needs of nurses, physicians, dentists, and dental students;
evaluation of CIRID AIDS publications; and AIDS educational programs developed by CIRID.
Results: acefor coolnting educationconsàLemod togaahmomielgSenaedont

related fears be pre co

Sonclusion:9 caparnaceindicates that optimal AIDS education for health professional relies
padressing theira FonsDDunnt intactil This proprass has

Avr fephpro Gosjuding outside California) and can be adapted to local circumstances.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
E.638 6 UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

3 Vader, J.P.**; Foxman,B.* et al.
Michigan, ins Arbor, Michigan, #*kInstitut

Suisse de la santepublique, Lausanne, Switzerland.

Objective. To assess AIDS knowledge among students at a large Midwestern
university.

thods. A 24-item questionnaire asseasing knowledge of HIV prevalence,
elephone to 214 rando:

h 1988 (response rate
aphic characteristics

sexually active."
exual transmission of AIDS;

ncreases with
beincreasing er of partners. , 111 believe AIDS can

transmitted by casual contact: 8 eating utensils and toilets were consid
ered unsafe by 30% and 23%, respectiv sex, race a: activity
are the most important predictors of AIDS kn dge. ge is greater
among student ged 21 and old (odds ratio=2, 95% confidence interval=1.1-

3.4); men (OR=1.7, 19) white: par blacks Hispanics (OR=2,
Ci=.7-5.7); sexua. Age modifiesceive students (OR=1,.5, case2.6).
the relationship betwe knowledge (OR=.9 and 2.1 for
‘younger and older sttudents, respect: Ye
Conclusion, Education efforts directed towards university students need to

distinguish more clearly between safe and: unsafe activities, Health educa~
rors should target particular groups — women, younger students, and

rities — that are less knowledgeable.

1 activity and
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SURVEY OF STUDENTS’ AIDS KNOWLEDGE, 640 A DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH0 AIDS/HIV EDUCATION
E.639 ATTERRES, MD RISK BEAAVICRS , E. Cope] 1g Ae Gene *; Lindsay, Lo; Harris, V."*s

Rudson, R.A.7* Freeman,ee. eue;* Petty, B.Ac:* moTes;
nmséHaley,Crlés54, “Dallas County Dallas, TX, USA

Management. Aasociates

the baseline level of AIDS knowledge and attitudes

tranauitted by living with an infected person. 33% thought cases should
- while 584 would attend class with a person with AIDS.Hs.Gt of
“the men vith multiple one partners thought they might be exposed to

5 years. were less likaly to engage in
behavior than men (19% to4), but also less likely to use condos. Other
‘differences emerged when controls were for age, marital status
and ethnicity. Conclusions. programs aimed at heterceexial
‘college age students must take into account genderEnderbased safer sex
behaviors, attitudes, and knowledge.

SEX EDUCATION: AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT OF AIDS
E.641 EDUCATION

Pinel, Arletty*
“Centro de Refsrenclie 8 Treinamento-AlDS, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Objectives. To Sener a sex education curriculum that has been
used ss part of an AIDS education program in Brazil,
Methods. À humanacxuelity Curriculum wes ested as a part of a
rainin rogram on AIDS 29 different groups: religious

leaders, teachsrs, health care professionals, mente) heehth
professionals, social workers,
the private industry

curriculum is divided in
four parts: a)Values clarification b) Basic information on human
sexuality c)Specific information on human sexuality (AIDS rela-
ted) and d)Specifiestrategies for each group depending on their
needs an

Results. Sex education proved to be an important element in prep
paring the groups for the inormation on AlDS, This was especially

ue for the religioue leaders (of 17 different religions) and
sexuel workers,

Conclusions.a) The lack of knowledge about sexusl behavior
brings ebout misconceptions and feara that interfere with the

trenemission of facts ebout AIDS. b) Sex education is a necessary
element of AIDS education.

 

E 643 THE ‘THREE-FOR-FREE' PROGRAM: A STATEWIDE CONDOM DISTRIBUTION

" MARYLAND, U.S.A.

Hunderlich Gary*; Hannon,Andrew**; Clark,Samuel**;

den,Anita**| Jobnaton,Pat™*;WiLey,And

RAIDS Adminteteatinns MD Department of Health, Baltimore, MD,USA **Division

of Family Planning, MD Department of Health, Baltimore, MD, USA,

Shischive. Describe key components leading cessful, rape

of a Statewide inter-agency promranShickdistributes ove: 1.6

tien”condons annually from over onsored by over 17D
Agencies.
Methods. Internal measu: and soitadministered questionnnai

Results Since 1983 theMaryland S te Health Departwent's Diviaion of

Family ng the aehective of decreasing barriers to condon

by making fr ondons available for anonymous pick-up at as many sites as

possible Statewide. With interagency cooperation with he  AIDS

Administration, the rate of expansion over the last two years has

exponential:

Year # Condoms Reported Picked Up # Sponsors # Sites
1986 72,506 24 52
1987 572,515 52 5

1988 1,600,000% 169
* (Provisional: razed on reporting for first three quarters of77088)

Conclusion, The ree-for-Frea Program is a highlyefficient rod of

panding acces: a among high risk popu: averag

ann cost per active client of less than AEaeae,TheThree-for-

vam is an effective model for preventive community outreach based

on interagency cooperati

n
*Vanderbilt University, Nashvilie,“Tennessee, USA, **Meharry Medical College,
Nashville, Tennessee, isa.#kUniversity of South Carolina, Columbia, South
Carolina, USA

Objective. To plan and pilot a systematic developmental approach|to AIDS/HIV

Methods. 1} Analysis of deve’ nt ation liter ee"2 "establish
core AIDS/HIV content for use acros ngs and populations; 3) design a
eeds assessment s; ich can detect population-specific issuesofage,

+ rs mple-

the developmental stage of the group's knowledge and atti-
DS/HIVs and 6) pilot and evaluate the developed group-spe-

Sensitivi ty to group-specific issues increased the motivational
Tevel of participants to learn about AIDS/HIV.
Conclusion. Assessing the group-specific ns of any AIDS/HIV education
population group, with emphasis he g s perceptions of need and
further development, wi11 increase the Tike]thood‘of program success.

E 642 AIDS Inside and Out A National Education
° Programme for Prisoners in England and Wales

CURRAN Lens GALLW
MILLER D#****; THORNTO

EY J#*#; GRIMSHAW J***; KILGOUR J##**;
N. Deeeeee

* HM Home Office, London England ** Radcliffe Infirmry

Oxford, England

eae The Landmark, London England #### Director, Prison
Madical Service,

LELLEE] World Health Organisation,

Geneva, Switz
London, England

wanes adult Offender Unit, HM Prison Service, London, England

Qodective: To describe the design, implementation and evaluation

a Rational education prisoners in England and

yales on AIDS and HIV
programme for

Method: An advisory committee composed of outside and

independent experts on AIDS and HIV and experienced prison

ataff produced an education package consistin, f a 20 minute
video, manual for tutors a

e concerns and
fears expressed by prison inmates. Results: to be discussed.

E.644 DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTIMG A.1.0.5. EBUCATION FOR STUBENTS AND THE GEWERAL
PUBLIC 10 A SMALL OVA SCOTIA COMMUNITY.

Janes E, Burton : Richaond County
District oardNova Scotia, CANADA

Ghiective: To present factual,cire and responsible data to persons at risk ina typical rural

Nova Scotia community. it low incidence and prevalence rates for H.1.V. inter he
degret of promiscuity and iiligitinte births observed provided evidenceof high rish naar vith
fev or no identified H.1,V, cases. A sulti-desci iy committee vas formed to represent the

nity as a whole; po

represent the most current information available.

icy and educational prograns were designed to

Method: Fourteen percent of the population received between freeand nine hours of intensive
material delivered in a sultiaedia presentation, arrently one hundred and srGrade III
graduating students vere targeted for aine hours s time over a three dayof clas per ‘4
standardized pre-test vasmr to detersine the revel of knowledge; a aardized nail out
test was administered one year

4 Behavior asong the youth of the consunity saapled is entrenched and soie to intense
per pressure. The presentation of frank, current and relevant data is not alter high
sk behavior, A,1.0,5, education as it is pa taught will be ineffective in rewucing the

ess behavior is are Youth have identified parents and the“i
able to provide honest information oewhen tested that infor:

ot alter high riskuit, We contend thmat|the appre focus on values in he contexttl
the society in which ve live while presenting comprenne,a” to dete and factual inforsation,
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EDUCATING THE PUBLIC ABOUT AIDS IN LIMA, PERU

sn Manyels, Saba,Walterss, Varela,Luissks,
Payne,Alices%

areruvienHeatth Hinistrysane Perd, **Proyecto SIDA, Lima,
Pera Population Cou: 1, México, %&kk*The Johns Hopkins

University/Papulation Communication Services, Baltimore,
Maryland,

Objective. To develop an AIDS mass media information campaign
for thr cit Lima, ae

Methods. Five steps were followed to develop an information

campaign: 1 n audience analysis carried tt focu:

groups and a KAP survey o 7900 households; 2) design of 3
TV a 2 radio spots 3) pre-test of materials in the
target ion; duction s and, 5)

E.647

D:METHO!
and 37 Blood

Audience analysis and pre-testing were crucial
determine conten and format of the AIDS education
paign.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME ON AIDS - PEOPLE'S REACTION

D Hi iL Dr.Neela Sharma, Central HealtDr-A.B.Hiramani,Dr.NeelamSharma,Dr.A.B.Hiramani,
Education Bureau, Dte.General of Health Services, New
Delhi, INDIA

OBJECTIVE: study pegple's reaction to the educational progranme
on AIDS Teunched by the Govt. through television, radio and newspaper:

One Hundred Four patients of sexualaeTransmitted Diseases
Doners randomly selected from Gavt. Hospitals

Delhi were covered. Only 70 individual, who vers>exposed to the pro-
gramme were interviewed with a set of closed and open questions.

RESULTS:

rop in the nu
blood doners. doner pondents were frightened for donating

le usblood for
for blood

E.649

*) PD Dr. H.

Among all channels, television was rated as the most effective

blic about the disease. Most of the respondents found
duration

the fer vorDcontasuing AIDS by sharing common
donation.

UNIVERSITY

A

HLetzel®, J. Fuger*, F.-D.Goebe!

Letzel, J. Fuger, STATICON Medizinische Perestungsgeellchaf‘t mbH,
Behringstrasse 12, FRG - 8033 PI

“*) Fret.hark-D. Goebel, Medizinische Poliklinik der Universitit Minchen,
2erstrasse 8a. FRG - 8000 Muenchen

An exact understanding of the actual sexual behaviour of a population is essential for
predicting the speed and the direction of the spread¢ofatnsa our survey 358

students of medicine and psychology were given ymous questionnaire about
their sexual activities and attitudes. 36% of the poemeG07)returnedthe
questionnaire. The result revealed that 15% had had more than on al partner during
the preceeding three months, Anal intercourse was reported by335/307‘al 4%). A large

ts was reluctant to using condo:studen
(129/305) saw no indication for using condoms although 18 of ‘hem had re
sexual con:

rted

to more than one partner during the preceeding three months including
use.two students who had praticed unprotected anal intercoi

We conciude
Population

910

that more sspecific concentration on young, ‘Sexually active subgroups of the
and their needs is mandatory. Our results indicate that Knowledgeof even

tudents is not sufficiently reflected by avoiding risky sexual behavi:

AIDS,Society and Behaviour

E.646 ISSUES IN THE EVALUATION OF AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAMS:
THE CALTFORN EXPERIENCE,
Jang, Michael rst, M.*; “The URSA

Institute, San Francisco, Ca Horn,intied seated

Objective. To discuss the results and some of thecritical issues in the
evaluation of AIDSeducation programs in Califor
Meth All the states led community education and prevention
programs for fi seal year STEwere evaluated. Interviews were conducted
with program directors andkey program staffs All relevant educational

Results. All o grams met the objectives they had contracted to
achieve. Spe ‘ally, programs reached the specified number a pe
clients and those clients achie the requisite level of educational
competency regarding AIDS transmission and preventi r, several
problems were uncovered t st doubt on the ontheses of
rograms to alter clienté' attitudes and behavior, These problems related

to evaluation design, test construction, test administration, and dat.
analysis
Conclusion. Most target groups reached by the educational interventions
have achieved minimal levels of educational competency about AIDS
transmission and prevention, and contracted program objectives wer
The state's program must move beyond emphasis on ccognitive|knowledge about
HIV transmission and prevention and begin to stress inter
concerning, and evaluations of, attitude and behavior change.

E.648 AIDS AWARENESS AMO!AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS IN INDIA.

Verma, Shash:si" and Pavri Khorshed
*
aqincharge Computer Section, National Institute of Virology. Pune, India.

male Director, ICMR Centre for AIDS Research and Control (CARC). Puna,
Ind:

 

Objective _: To assess knowledge about AIDS among college students of awetr=
epolitan city » Bombay, and a Provincial city, Pune, both Maharashtra ‘state
Met! : CARC carried out a limited questionnaire survey in October - 1988.
cher vas popntained andquesations regarding personal sexual behaviour
were avoided, Tmation computerized for comparative analys:
Results : 4 significantly higher proportion of Bombay students (622) res-
ponded as compared to only 21.5% from Pune (p<0.005). About 77% of Bombay

tc

condoms for safe sex (0.05). There were a few miscconceptionsregarding
transmission of infection. e.g. 24% of students considered toilet
seats to play a role in transmission. There e also several misconcep-
tions concerning transmission through blood transfusion. This and subse-
quent surveys are presented.
Conclusion : The questionnaire survey though limited, establishes its use-
fulness in formulatinng health information programmes and indicates the
need for a wider survey in different regions.

E.650 STUDY OF THE PTE AND BEHAVIOURAL CHANGES OF SELECTED
era grrs ft (ARDS AIDS

Fassans
“Director The Arab Centre for runeSAiATOS, Cairo, Egypt

Objective. This study is to measure cognitive knowledge of selected roups of the Egyptian
pepice’’ofcheAIDSprobeand to determine the changes, if any of the attitudes and

ed d as à result of their knowledge.

ops 0 otlans considered to be at riskwere selected and questioned by
eneSophyquestions,àthee st3 tested their knowledge and the last 2 to assess any change
of the practices rela to the AIDS transmission. The Ist group (240 persons): consisted
of Inmates onon vice ateences, the red roup (400 persons)of drug offenders, the 3rd (500
persons) consisted of young university students and the 4th (300 persons) consisted of
workers {n tourism Industry. The nom on inthese groups fs t they ah

particularly vulnerable either because of drug addiction or active sexual lives or contact

with foreigne
Results: are ourbined fn the following table.

Heard of the Knew of the nature Knew of the modes Change of practices Change oF

 

 

 

 

disease of the disease of infection related to Injections ser
vw actices

Yer Va x ax Yes x Ke
M VIEN STTEREEE

Trmates on Drugs offences 400 320 80 0 320 #0 0 32 80 4 360 40 40
University Students 500 599 0 70 120 310 70 12 no 12 380 sm 41

Workers in the 500 509 9 (180 0 320 40 M0 32% 70 330 70 330
tourism industry

Wx= incomplete. x= don't know,
nc lust The study showed that the relatively|educated Egyptians are better informed

disease than those ies educated wh er more risk. In all theerrors

Studied the impact on the change of behaviour isotFret. The study showed
Selective campagning targeted at the more vulnerable groups is needed.
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E 651 RISK FACTOR SCREENING: ATTITUDE OF BLOOD DONORS TOWARDS QUES-

" TIONING SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR DURING DONOR INTERVIEW

Los,A.*; Achterhof, L.**; Tijmstra, TX; Suurmeyer, T; and

Smit Sibinga, C. th.*+ Div. of Medi
**Red Cross Blood Bank Groningen-Drenthe, Groningen, Nethe

Futture extensions in definition of risk factors may require knowledge of risk
e b donors in the interest of safeguarding the blood

cal Sociology, University of Groningen, NL
rlands

de, and reactions to proposed ques-

size of donorPE and

epted.

d stop donating ®

meimbiance
p don:

ting blood. To generate acceptance of questioning sexua1 behewiouour© Blood Bank

personnel should be- trained to optimal interview techniques

E.653 AIDS KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR AMONG FAMILY PLANNING
CLIENTS: IMPLICATIONS FOR AIDS EDUCATION IN THE CARIBBEAN

Adu-Krow, W.; Barber-Madden, R.; Stein, Z.

H Program, Columbia University School of Public Health and HIV Center for
Clinical and Behavioral Studies, New York, New York, U.S

Objectives: Between male and female family planning clients, to determine
eee in knowledge about AIDS transmission, perceived threat of

disease and changes in contraceptive method.

Methods: Interviews of 242 family planning clients using a questionnaire of 
n response to whether responde ske. sex

ad been asked by a sex partner to use a condom les were significantly

aeher than males ti ex partn While 17% of all responden

paper will examine potential educational models to address these issues,

COMPREHENSIVE wt EDUCATION FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN A
E.655 HIGH INCIDENCE

r, Sy viescereity > E.T., and Akman, J.S.
The George washington University medical "center - Washington, D.C., USA.

Young adults are considered to be at risk for HIV infection due to thei
frequent sexual activity and experimentation with alcohol and drugs; STlege
students attending a university in a h incidence area present a unique
target audience for HIV equationprevention

Jargest percentage o
radio/TV and premedic
were the largest Group©oF students. Sexual orientation was given

% as homosexual/bisexual and 1.7% as no response.
ude and wledge surveys was given prior to. and

at the completion of the course. Results shower gnificant increase
<.0001), a more positive attitude towardPeople living with, AIDS

), a ecrease in homophol 13) and a reduction in anxiety over
ommendations for“aniversity HIV prevention pro:

the epidemic; (2) priresentat ion of
incorporat jon of panels of indivi-

duals representing the many facets”of the HIV epidem

as 86,id as

Le SIDA,la société et le comportement
ADDS,Society and Behaviour

Title: A comparative KAB-P survey of ZAnzibar

Urban and Rural School
Authors: H.S.Nondo, aes. Nassor, H.M.Chwaya, O.J.Khatib
Eropera of Health, Zanzibar Tanzania, Zanzibar AIDS COntrol
Pro

Objectives: {1) To determine the AIDS knowledge, attitudes,
liefs and sexual practices among Primary and Secondary. school

children aged 13-17 years. (2) TO provide guidelines for the
develo nt of correct information on AIDS, HIV infections,
transmission and control me Se
Methods: A structured questionnaire was used on 269 Urban
Primary a 174 Urban Secondary School Students as well as 92

Rural Secondary Schools. Students fromRural Primary and 17
and 3 Rural Primary anû Secondarie Kandomly selected 5 Urban

ools
Results! 99% of the students had heard about AIDS ( 86% from

Students knowledge about AIDS: its spread
Zanzibar. Both Urban and Rural students thought that a student
with AIDS or HIV infectionshou d be expelled from school.

Conclussion: Though students (Rural ana Urban) had heard about
AIDS, yet they had misconceptions which should be addressed by

well planned IEC programme.

E.654 Knowledge, attitudes and beliafs of Grask people on AIDS
" Diharatiqtts, Elisabeth Icennidi, R.Kenastantiniis, d.Stylianou

School of Public Health, Dapt. of Sociol:

Objective. x¢estimate knowledge, attitudes end beliefs on AIDS of people
in a high x: of Athens, namely Exarchia at first, where the
pilot study ‘ms out, aiming to the population of the metropoli-
tan area of Athens in a full research financed by the World Health Organiza-

methods.12128 questionnaires were completed by personal interviews on a. random
‘lyseleected sample. Details about their demographic and scientific background
alanàwith questions on knowledge, attitudes and sexual behaviour rolated

in were acini!
having caine? all infomation on AIDS mass: ie. 56,3% claimed

their sexual behaviour and only 13,3
Dae changes future even though 52,38 cons serious
threat tage t on

edictory ensmers with respect to their

 E.656
Frédéric Edemann”, J.PE, À Jourdan", C. Danton", PM. Rainon
FARCAT-SIDA CIS,” ceAA-SDÀ, CMSCIVIS, "** Centre de formation des
pretessien de SaAté, RCA. T-SIUA: 17, ree de Toersen 75006 PAFSS.
FRANCE

Objectit: Adap ARCAT.SIDA A primés et bes dans

un contextenanational de sous-intormation.
sondages interviews.

l'associationFésutals: Les auteurs, à l'origine dk documents dinformati
ADES),a depuis février U pont un Systemertomaisé d'analyse des te

ion (fa documentation estgatute mais elle doit être demandée par écrit Elle n'est jamais
reau hasard). Depuis $87, dans fe cadre ce assaut ARCAT-SDA, à part desdes demandes

inpottante.DansDans

 
An premier ings,cetteaureaae sie wnbncraneespr
relais pour fa finformation. Des sondages finités mais repels ont permis de constater queks
demandes corrcaspase! paratevabmert aux eos des demandeurs eux-même autant, voire plus qu'à
Ceux de leurs chentètes.
L'Association ARCAT-SDA à, depuis diversifié, sa documentation La brochure initiale à évoké au cours de

née là rl fue“ovendeppr relais
(professeurs, éducateurs,travalleurs sociaux, etc.) L'effort d'information national, re et associatif,
Gevrall $ ag P vey
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MILIEU SCOLAIRE ET PROBLEMATIQUE DU SIDAE.657
#

Stéphane MANTION, Bruno BONIFACE® Bernard DUWEZ *

% ASSOCIATION DES JEUNES CONTRE LE SIDA - AJCS

*% UNION DES SOCIETES ETUDIANTES MUTUALISTES - USEM, FRANCE

OBJECTIFS: Convaincre les structures officielles de l'Education Nationale
d'organiser des séances de prévention du SIDA dans les lycées et collèges

x des intervenants extérieurs formés pour cela avec un matériel adapté.

DOLOGIE: Après plus de 200 interventions Spontandes en 1988, sur les
demandes des enseignants, des infirmières scolaires, di des

les ), L'AICS a
8 des autorités deLiEducation, desP ion auprè

parents d'élèves et de la presse pour généraliser ces

RESULTATS: Une seconde étape estsésjourd'hut sebesinterventions
jusqu'alors sauvages, s'officialisent. Les demandes s médecins
scolaires , des chefs d'établissement et des autoritésTocales* (rectorats).

CONCLUSION: Les réticences du milieu scolaire et de la communauté Sducative
& accepter des interventions extérieures ont été levées en douceur par

persuasion basée sur la confiance et la réponse aux besoins exprimés
s jeunes eux-même:

Les association ont. eu un réle précurseur de premiére importance, tant par

la collaboration avec les partenaires que pour la conception des programmes.

E.659 "AIDS EDUCATION ON PSYCHIATRIC UNITS"
Polansky, Jerrold; Penton, L.; McGill, C. U.S.A.

t health care organizations have emphasized the vital impor-
tanc OfAIDS educaticn for the general public. The AIDS policy|for
inpatient psychiatric units devel d by the American P:retri
Association addresses briefly the topic of AIDS education, rec

rat.tionale for

tailored to four psychiatric units affiliated with the

University of Ca1ifornia, San Francisco. Each one takes into account

patient sociodemographic characteristics, level of psychiatric impair-
metn and HIV-related risk behaviors. Descriptions of clinical inter-
ventions for the different models are presented.

E.661 FACE-TO-FACE: INTEGRATING PERSONS WITH AIDS INTO ADOLESCENT

IDS PREVENTION EDUCATION

ston, K.*; Yates, R.**; Wright, B.*:
“Massachusetts weETSt of Education, Quincy, Maseachusette s USA

** Health Care of Southeastern Massachusetts, Abington, Massachusetts, USA

Objective. To enhance the impact of AIDS prevention education efforts on
adolescent sudiences in public schools
Methods. Persons with AIDS were rec: creen 2 traineeand fully in-

Difficul-

 

reness of students. This

À. le. prevention education may be easily repli-

cated by other educational systems with winor modifications

912

IMPLEMENTING AIDS EDUCATION INTO THE CURRICULUM IN
~ IRE)

O'Donnell Fiona; Kilbane M P J, UNITED KINGDOM 
Objective: To explore the feasibility of joint health and educarior
initiatives to introduce AIDS Education into the secondary school sector

in N.Ire. + This initiative occurred aagainst a"beckgronad,of a
conservati ulture school system dominated by religions teaching

a reported antagonism tow di sexuality. Ther
standardised sex education programmes in eols and in addition

N.I S an area w: ow level of drug misuse and a low
prevalence of HIV infection and A
Me An interdisciplinary approach was adopted in this initietive
involving collaboration in a consultative process between health and

the formation of a joint team te produce suitable

mater

Results: “Unprecedented artandance for inservice crainins and use of

material occurred in N.Ireland with some 76% of post primary schools in
h and Social services3Board having one or more teachers

the programme, from schools for
children with special needs and colleges of further education.
Co:melusions It is possible to implement AIDS schools prevention programmes

in a population with

paper will detail the process by which this was

achieved and the vital components of the programme.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT aNEeeOK OF
SCHOOL HIV/AIDS EDUCATION CURRICULAawk AODOLE

ber, William L., and

Objective. Most USA schoolsprovide HIV/AIDS instruction for adolescents and
either (1) utilize outside curricula, or (2) develop their own curri

i la can be evaluated or new
This paper describes the development

he
Professional literature and health experts were used indeveloping

the perrformance standards. Particular attention was centered on
content and pedagogical approach, including learning and instructions]
theory. A list of standards 0:revaluative criteria was generated, and
arranged on paper as à checksh

s determined thatthe most ideal curriculum would have both
the student andteacher guides. Seventy-two specific performance standards

D > HIV transmission, individual HIV preven-
jon, HIV contro] efforts, learning enhancement, learning domains approach,

verbal quality, visual aesthetics, and tone ssage. The teacher quid
had six major components: HIV/AIDS school education, implementing the curri-
culum, learning activities, handouts, jon, and educ/infor ces,
Conclusion. Specific performance standards for school HIV/AIDS education
currfcula for adolescents can be generated and can assist educators in (1)
determining the cific st ths and weaknesses of existing curricula
and (2) de ping new cur la. Educators are encouraged to utilize the
performance standards checksheet for both of these tasks.

E 662 AIDS PREVENTION FOR ADOLESCENTSiN Sono

" DO SCHOOLPRINCIPALS PERCEIVE THE N

san EM; Walter,HeatherJ.; Basch, CE; Gladis, M and Ehrhardt, AA. HIV CenterforClinical and
Behavioral Studies, New York State Psychiatric Insthute & Columbla University, New York, New York,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prevention program y
riek for acquiring ni but posss a
host of challenges since a good fi

y of AIDS education, P rh
making group withinthetheschools.
Mathods. in June,

schools.
Ageutts P There
was total i

Conclusion. Pri an À
knowledge,attitudes, and behavior. T AIDS ed Parents, and
students will be surveyed next.
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E 663 AIDS AND THE MEANS OF COMMUNICATION: FROM HIGH RISK GROUPS

" TO HIGH RISK FACTORS; FROM HIGH RISK FACTORS TO AN UNDERSTAN
DING OF THE VIRU:

Arredondo, C; Conde, F. , Coronado, A.*, Gil, E.*.

Ministery of Health.-Spain.

 

aisective. The manner in which AIDS and the AIDS problem has been put across

the general public has gone through several phases since the discovery of

the virus in the early 80's. The major source of information has been the

medical-scientific world and though the stress has change from the defining

of high risk groups to the present emphesis on high risk factors, AIDS hi

been and is still understood in pure epidemiological terms.

Conclusion. This paper analizes these sources of information, their underiying

factors and proposes an alternative scientific discourse|wnich wor ring
 

Le SIDA,la société et le comportement
AIDS, Society and Behaviour

E.664 HEALTH AND MEDICAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM OF AIDS
. RESEARCH

Clavreul,GenevieveM: World immunological Network, Los Angeles, California, USA; Greensper:,
Michael ; UC Berney Health and Medical Apprenticeship Program

0 provide &8 support network to assist students and community members in the
disseminationaavs information.

oup research project will examine technical, social, poltical and econmic
aspects of thegba Hiv epidermmaa of the project is to produce a |portion of an accurate,

AID
 RESULTS: who are aware

of the inner -working of AIDS research and facilities.
There omestrated need for en epprenticship program where interested
 clear information on the transmision of the virus students cen Jearn first-hand the inner workings of research.

erthis process and help ch e ever increasing quarantine" mentality way they will have been trainedin manyof the:fundamentals,Usthem to a field of

ards the people afflicted with AIDS work in which they heve expr interest. in this wey the ei ‘oduct would be dedicated
professionals entering the field with prior knoweldge andtherefore confidence In their ability te

he needs of AIDS research.

E 665 retr AND TRAINING STRATÉGIES IN SAO PAULO STA E.666 EFFECTS OF AN EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN caREDUCE BLOOD TRANS-
= RAZIL FUSIONS IN CHILDREN IN KINSHASA,

E anaes + Inglesi E.; Ferreira A.C.; Grandi *Davachi, in, *Nseka, M., SINCaly, B. and ‘Mann, J.M.
» tAbbud *Department ofreas. Mama Yemo Hospital, **Ministry of Health, Kinshasu,

Switzerland.Centro de Refertnese e iveinemento em Aids ~ So Paulo, Brazil.

The state of So Paulo, Brasil, has a population of 33 million
From 1980 until December 1988, 3213 Aids Cases were report

In 1987 was organized the first massive Campaign With 12 million
hlets, 1.5 million posters, 5.000 bilbords, 100.000 guideli-

nes for i ction control, 4 videos for Tv, 4 s for Padi O.
program: d Campaigns the Educational

and Traini T Aids,, from secretary of Health, develo

ders in order to be those who will train and inform others
During 1988 we trained 2210 community leaders to give Aids”in-

xmation in the front
Conclusion: The person toperson information on Aids
effective way of prevention specially in our region which.ts
full ofcontrasts of all sorts cultural, educational, economical
and Soc

E 667 PATIENT OPINIONS ABOUT DENTISTS AS AIDS EDUCATORS.
- ; Maguire, Spitzer, S. University

of California at San Francisco, Califoernie,“United Srtates.

Qhiective. here has been little discussion about whether dentists would be
OOOiaeedisseminators of HIV information. We wanted to determine if patients

would accept dentists as HIV educators and if patients have experienced dentists

acting in this role as partt of their response t e HIV epidemic.

Methods. T hone interviews were conmducted,in July and August 1988 with 2000
English-speaking, United States adults, using rejepresentative national sample

generated by random digit dialing. The response rate was 75%, The denominator for
the data reyorted belowwyis a those who have received dental me in the past five
years (es ois of

% ofthe espondentss padpense AIDS with their dentist; in
80% of these cases, the conversation was rted by the patient rather than the
dentist. Twenty-one percent of responden:ts"wanted to discuss AIDS, id not
care, and just 30% "would prefer not to talk” about it. A majority of patent
were "very" or "mostly" comfortable with the idea of discussing AIDS (86%) 0
intravenous drug use (80%) with their dentist, but a minority (45%) felt that way

3
the dentist should (35%) or that it did not matter whc began the conversation
(30%).

i These data show that dental patientsare willing to use their dentists
as information Sources concerning Be 2 the topicOF sexual behavior, howeviver,

tients were more retice: We patitients ‘eceptivemore
dentists providing patientsSith educational ‘oformation. on HIV and upeest that
dentists initiate such discussions with patien'

Zaire and ‘WHO.

Objective: To evaluate the effectiveness of an educational campaign to reduce
the number ofof blood tran:fusions and thereby reduce the transmission of AIDS.

compromise. In addit:
Results: Dramatic results followed the campaign. There was a 72% decrease in
‘thenumber of transfusionsFeu 16,352 in 1986 to 4,531 in 1987 with no in-
crease in mortality. Transmission of other endemic infec such as malaria,

camegaloviruses and hepititis B were proportionat:ely coded,
Conclusion: A worldwide educational campaign is required to reduce
of unnecessary ions. This coupledwith|HIV screening tests prevents
the risk of HIV transmission by this rou

E.668 A MODELHIV EDUCATION/PREVENTION PROGRAM
FOR A PREPAID HEALTH

- Southern California
Permanente Medicat Group, Harbor tan Culifernia.OSA **Kaiser Permanente
Medical Care Program, Oakland, California, USA.
The Kaiser Permanente ica! € Program is a sreup practice prepaid health

plan with approximately five million members in twelve regions of the United
States. An Inter-Regional (nationwide) AIDS Committee has been formed to respond
Oo a pi for issues th he IDS epidemic ts to compiex health care
systems like ours. cation and Counseling Subcommits € ha
model pro; educate, reduce o n allow our
employees, physicians, and mbers to preventthe transmission of HIV; and to deal
more effectively and humanely with the AIDS epidemic.
Three specific populations have been targeted for education and counseling:
1. Kaiser Permanente employeesa providers (including physicians).
2. The ‘neral patient members!
3. Patie:nts snd employees co‘practice behaviors that put them at risk for HIV

infection.
A four-step ‘process for AIDS prevention in the context of ambulstory health care
will be presented:

1. Identifying members who practice high-risk behavior.
2. Providing same day information.
3 Providing risk reduction educati:
4, Implementing risk reduction cousselising programs aimed at gay and bisexual

men, IV drug users and their steady sexual partners, hemophiliacs and their
Steady sexual partners, adolescents and the steady sexual partners of anyone
known to be infected with HIV.
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E.669 EVALUATION OFTHE IMPACT OF AIDS EDUCATION
akeelly, Regina &.3; Sanderson 5 Grinde, K.j Daniell, F.D.
jaerican Red treass and Navy Environaental and Preventive

Medicine Unit, Maplex. Italy.

Qbjective. Thepotential severity of HIV infection has desanded pure

intensive and effective educational progress to liait
This study evaluated the level of kn twladgecoecerning Hi

factors in à diverse overseas American cossunity, and establi
methodology to evaluate which siucational activities could teautt in
featee of high risk behavior.

nducatianal Program was designed to present inforaation on the

 

Fr to and immediately following the pro a

re wasAdainistered to assess levels of auarenensconcerning

n and non-transaission factors tor the HIV v
The study group ef 139 predosinantiy young 12030. year

individuals were all aware of the
Significant eisconceptions rela

 

hensive inforea
result in behavior eodification; and evaluated to document effectiveness.

CORRECT CONDOM USE: AN ASSESSMENT AND INTERVENTION
STUDY AMONG SEXUALLY ACTIVE MENIN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO,

Woods, William.*; Cleghorn, F. **; Mahabir, B. ***; Helquist, M. #;

E.671

Rena
TAIDSCOM, ‘Washington, D.C.; ** Caribbean Epidemiology Centre, Trinidad and Tobago;
*** Queens Park Counselling Centre and Clinic, Trinidad and Toba,‘obago.

Poiective. To assess the degree of correct condom use among sexually active
heterosexual, bisexual, and homosexual men in Trinidad and Tobago and to compare
different approaches to teaching c t use.
Methods. Contact investigatorsaat an urban STD clinic invited 200 male
participate voluntarily in Se
initial assissment o Knowie. e and use of condoms was followed by 1 o!
and an immedi i intervie’

clients to

nd #2 involved providing.a brochure with pictorial

in progres but Pilot study indicated knew basics about
putting condoms on but were less clear about important ways to avoid condomLe 9 4

 

akage.
Conclusion. Clients at risk fora need information and skill-building for correc

liom use, teaching intervention proves more effective remainsunceuncertain; this
study may help indicate whether mast produced and distributed "How

LE CENTRE REG: D‘ INFORMATION ET DE
E.673 PREVENTIONSTer0a.(6CERTES) ¢ PARIS

JAYLED.*, **, FERRY R.** FRANCE

*CRIPS

*tObservatoire Régional de Santé

Qbiectif. Centre de ressources pour la prévention du SIDA en Fle-de"France|

destiné aux professionnels de la santé et de l'éducation. Lieu d'échange
de rencontre pour les acteurs de santé au sein de la régio a plus tonehée

par le Ineen Europe. Une initiative ouConseil Régional a"rieean
Méthodes. ser les actions depr vention, publiques ou privé

entreprises dans la ri

2- Rassembler et classer oe a documentation sur la préven-
tion (en collaboratijon avecL Belgique).

3- Conseiller sur leplan méthodologique ceux qui montent des
projets deprévent

4- Organiser des Formations pilotes,

Résultats. -Popuis son ouverture en novembre 1988

documentation représente plus de 2 000 références indexées
secessibles à distance et 100 films vidéo.

* ia lettre du CRIPS est adressée périodiquement aux professionneis.

* des formations pilotes pour|des centres de dépistage HIV,

médecine préventive unive: re, PTT, policiers ont é
organisées.

. Le CRIPS est une structure pilote para-publique. Lieu de

re pour les associations et les professionnels, destiné à favoriser les
initiatives et la circulation de l'information
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E.670 SODDOM USE ASSESSMENT rl INTERVENTION STUDY:
OOL FOR CONDOM PROMOTIO)

Smith, Willia areja, Reynaldots;
Washington, D.C. ; **AIDSCOM, "Donna Republic

Objective, To determine level of correct application and removal
of condom among targeted populations

A NEW

*AIDSCOM,

Using an SonsevationProtocol respondents are asked
to place on a surrogate object a The researcher, fh

observation, reco: data atrecement and removal, noting
such items as pew packtageSpaned,
whether cond reAPsurvor. error etc.
protocol is followed byPrier KAP Surv

Findings in Dominican ReRepublic indicate that basic
training in the Sundament,as of correct placement removal are
required. Specific findings will be cited {n=100) - compari:
will be made with resuits from Jamaica and Trinidad.

oped

Observation

As materials are one
t

hypothesis that knowledge of the
lures is universal may require further exploration.

E.672 LEBRATION OF LIFE: TEN BASIC GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR
ans PREVENTION IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLI
eeove » E. Antonio; Guerrero, E; Belliard, M; Pefia, C;

Gerris 3 Doni:tps
PROCETS, “wintotey of"Public Health, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

Objective. To present the ten basic guiding principles for AIDS prevention
gevetoped by PROCETS, and to analyze the supporting empirical evidence acumu-
lated from 1985.

Methods. Principles are discussed together withfhe main supporting findings

derived from CAP studies and educational reseer

Results. Key principles that have proven effective for AIDS prevention are:
1) Enhance the t.target-aaudience's self: esteem;

ize the value of healt!
tact

e t

Create awarenee6 of individual rea
PoreARS.for|contagion;0erespeak of hope, joy of live and power to
control A

Conclusion. High standards of acceptance and responsiveness to the Program -

have been reached through an approach that deenphasizes disease and death -

while promoting health, love and life

E 674 WORLD AIDS DAY ACTIVITIES AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE FOR AIDS

. ENTION IN CATALONIA.

Wohlfeiler, Dan;* Segura, A;** Procupet, A.** FRANCE

Objective: To initiate World AIDS Pay activities aessalenta, and determine

their significance for future AIDS prevention effor

Church, citizens’

commemorate those who had
ety at aET discotheque, and documentar a

8 a Mainstream, religious and gay media gave exten-

sive coverage Sieh features and scientific articles. Direct advertising was

ikept to a minimum,
Results: “this was the first time a multisectorial AIDS preventioneffort took
place in Catalonia. Success would h

n
ept low.

nity for education and
coalition building among 0otherwise unaffiliated members of the community.
It als identify community participants necessary to maintain high
Hevels of AIDS awareness throughout the yea
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THE NEED FOR PSYCHOSOCIAL EMPHASIS IN ACADEMIC EVALUATION OF THE NIDA SPONSORED TRAINING OF TRAINERS PROGRAME.675 E.676COURSES ON AIDS " ON AIDS AND THE IV DRUG USER
iffer Albert®3 and Ziffer, J.*

*Rollins coli Winter Park, Florida 32789, U.S.A.

Hypothesis.Although the number of educational programs
S has multiplied significantly during the past 3

attention is paid to the epidemiology
linical aspects of e diseease rather than the cl

 
intensive courses on AIDS. One course taught only

ntfacts, values clarification, and

1ts.Thecô Wienmedical and psychosocial aspects of
AIDS eas emphasized resulted ignificant attitud
among the students. e ourse questionnaires revealed a

o
significant tél change.
Conclusion.If academic courses on
disseminatine information and in iner
reducing biases of students, then the
course work muse address the psychosocial issues as well as the
scientific facts

E.677 FEAR AND SHOX TACTICS DO THEY WORK?

lorraine Sterr ~ St. Mary's Hetpital,tal/Roshmapton InetUNITED KINGDOM
‘Qojective:- To evaluate the useSf-fear-arousal in AIDS Cnpaignes.

:— Fear arousal for change has’ Little recorded The =

Health Compaign on fear targetted at spread via contaminated
needles. Is arousal effective? If not is this because are not

(& hence greater fear be induced) oris the tectnique based on dubious theory
and of Limited use (& hance should be )?

111 subjects (52 consecutive Drug Dependence
incidence & in

 RESULTS:- The DOU group were significantly more arciow then students (p>.001) as a group.
increased in students (t#3.8 p.0001) but had no erug

users. Visual and audio-vieua) mterial was inconsequential in contributing to the effect.
Drug users were less likely to rate mterial as realistic. Likelihood of changing semal

behaviour was low for both groups (+ à had multiple sexual partners in the procesdirg six
months). ved personal was low (2% DU & 24% Stu felt at no risk).
have taken drugs in Ee pak ax mc (2pot, 28 arr,2:34 LA). 05% DU and 83%
‘Stu stated that the HEC had not changed their drug Not one eubject

thought the message was aimed at then. Both vere vrried tout ADS (na 3.5 a 4.1 on
7pt scale). OONCLUSION:= Fear arousal has limited une.

E.679

 

Ashery, Rebecca S.
ational Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, Maryland USA

Objective. The purpose of the study was to conduct a followun evaluatton
in train the trainers (TOT) orogram on how to deliver the NIDA AIDS

e
sent to varticipants of 16 TOT work-

shops conducted for selected individuals from 14 states and the District of
uml i a s

usefulness of the training, the extent whic ski
$s and their AIDS training activities since the TOT and additional

needed from NIDA.
respondents 93% indicated that the overall effectiveness

of the TOT course was excellent or good. early 75% of the resnondents
delivered training in six months after they had receive: e . Less
than 20% of the respondents followed the NIDA curriculum exactly, changing

schedule or adding and deleting u
Conclusion. It wass estima 2500 peonle had received some training
by graduates of the NIDA TOT workshops. by most factors considered in the
survey, the TOT program is considered a see

E.678 ATV COUNGELING AND TESTING IN PRIVATE MEDICAL PRACTICE IN NEW JERSEY
. Volly*;Sarre, E.*; ¥yllingstad, 4%; French, J.*; Oosta, S.*;

Vs Jecasy Sate Departmentof HealthDTrenton, New Jersey, USA; **Acadeny of Medicine of
New Jersey, Lawrenceville, New Jersey, USA

Objective. ‘To assess the extent to which HIV comelirg
practice, "solicit infoumation extent.
(GIS) are being utilize for referrals, AT de promusml fe continuing medical
tion related to TY tienine
“ethos. In Septenber 198, a paint questiomaire printed on a selfmailing postcard was
sentto approximately 10,00cnnSnerce 2,08 rege 2017 ation
raires were screened for obvious and entered into an SAS data set.
ges werecarried out usingSIS

Could eccuately idexrlfy thei local GIS.
Conclusion.‘The response rate of 20% suggests that the subject matter is considered to be im
portent by a significant segment of the medical comity. Very few physicians, however, even

ficantly iverent both in the treatment patients and the
provision of pre and post test a via being
used to plan fubre

E.680 DIFFERENCE D'EFFICACITE DU SOUTIEN ASSURE PAR UN
OU DEUX VOLONTAIRES.

Association ‘AIDES, Comité de Paris, France.

 Objectif. E dit "en binôme”. Il sagit
du soutien‘assuré par deux volontaires visitant individuellement la perso:
atteintede SIDA.

E hicé 100 de rété

oT2janvier89) de suivis en binômes et de suivis individuels.
: 50% en binômes
50% en individuels

Principales sourcesd'information :: comptes-rendus écrits par les volontaires après

T ETS

Résultats. L vo
expliquées(xQueque le décès du malade0ou sa volonté¢clarementper de

50% des cas enen individuel
10% des cas en bindm:

d type dep afin

d'améliorer le service offert d'unepart¢et protéger
Cette technique de co-responsabil
Coheu de groupes de volontaires.

Je princi Gu Suivi en binôme raît la meilleure en cas depee en ipe pa approche prise

les Vols d'autre
ilité peut-être également envisagée pour
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E.681 AIDS AATORay OF MALE STUDENTS FROM A SELECTIVEas Ss.
PREPARATORY SCHOOL. Genser, Sander*; Genser, J.*
Haverkos, He.aphational arlene on Drug Abuse,

Rockville, Maryland, U.5.K-; **Potomac, Marylan

Objectives Toassess knowledge of AIDS and AIDS transmission in a up
dents in a selective independent non-parochial secondary schoo

1compart sen to a national sample o
tions covering basic biome

d3 g [a
s a

f
= ea 35 à = ë

ad
apparent only in questions about central nervous system effects of AIDS.

dge mate! general populationKCI
uit rastudents the lower grades felt that they knew

less aboutAIDS, r percentage of “don't know" responses and
showed a w r (withi n grade) variability of responses. Conclusion: In
tnis Subpopuiatiene extensive AIDS knowledge asymptotes bebeTow the age of
expected increasing risk of exposure. However, one cannot assume that
this knowledgewill translate to rational risk: reduction behavior.

E.683 MEDICAL CENTER RESPONSETO HIV POLICY ISSUES
; Miller, D., M.P.H.; Luce, J., M.D.;

Sowa, P., M.H.A. $.F.General Hospital, SenFrancisco, CA, USA

Objective. To document the response of an urban public medicalcenter in
addressing HIVsousrelated to both patient care and health wo!

The ive Committee establisheda|mut-iscptnaryTsKFo
to document HIVàrelated problems. The Tas ressed its response in
context of community practice, ethical and Polticalissues and maintaining safe,
quality care. The first project was the institution of a Counseling and Testing
Service for patients. The Service provides counseling for patients, consultation to
houseofficers and attending physicians andtraining in appropriate counseling.
The Service also implements the testing and counseling protocols for health care

who have experienced a blood or body substance exposure. Once the
, ask Force addressed

ims that ensure heaith worker safety. This
irect and indirect costs of HIV programs at San

rancisco General Hospit:al.
. ask once has established a common knowledge base and

common experiencence in addressing HIV related policy issues. The findings of this
group led to shaping intemal hospital policy in addition to supporting university
and legislative change.

The establishment of a muiti-disciplinary teamio Identity and
address HIV related problems completed its charge. The k of this group
continues on quality of care, policy and budgetary decisions.
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REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES WORK
GROUP ON PEDIATRIC HIV INFECTION AND DISEASE: A NATIONAL AGENDA

Novello,Antonia; Wright, A.; and Willoughby, A.

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A

Qbiective. determine how the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services cout respond most appropriately andéffectively to the challenge
of increasing numbers of children with HIV

interdepartmental group of aseey expert
the population at risk, the research and t

‘ments research, avatlability and
adequacy of benefits, financing of care and service Further analyses were
submitted and subdivided into four areas: research,care, financing of
care, and preven ion.

ities requiring immediate action as well as those requiring
further stywere identified and targeted for actioi

sease rising rapidly and becoming increasing]
recognized as one of the leadi ren; manifesting
itself as a complex entity different from that of“adults, specially tailored
approaches encompassing research, care, financing of care, and prevvention
eed to be developed.

$ reviewed and defined

E.684 QUALITY OF CARE REVIEWS FOR PERSONS WITH AIDS AND HIV RELATED
GULNESSES IN NeW pone STATE

0, Nicholas -*;Feldman,l.*;Rodriguez,H. ,M.D. *;Anderson,

E.#;Wielk,C. shenrie G,M.D.*ibe York State Department of Health,AIDS
Institute;Albeny,New York, *4NewYork Statewide PSR Council,Inc.,New York,New
York. LU.

Gblective. To describe quality indicators among 476 symptomatic HIV patients
13 AIDS Center Hos:

Methods,AIDS Centers Poutinely receivescheduled quality of care reviews
conducted by the AIDS Intervention Management System(AIMS).The reviewers
utilize quality of care guidelines developed by AIDS Center criteria
workgroups.These workgroups,have also been established to develop criteria

for nursing, case managenent pediatric ,obatetrical and ambulator:
hysicians with experience in the care and trea

selected to the c:
peer review process whereby AIDS Center physicians review the quality of

care provided by other AIDS Center physicians
ew experience indicated that 11.7% of the

care issuea identified.The moat commonly
identified quality of care issues were “aneinappropriate or inadequate
consults(17%), teste(16Z) ,and Procedures (14%,
onclusion.The Statewide Peer Review process

clinically relevant quality of
important

hospitals and the New York State Department of Health. This cooperated
developmental model will be applied to other care settings in New York State.

 

 

3 has succeeded in soryepine

care standards.Also it has provided a

 

E 686 MARGINALIZATION OF GAY MEN IN AIDS FUNDING AND PROGRAMS
" Frutchey, Chuck; Walsh, Kev:

San Francisco AIDS Foundation, U.S.A.

men and other men who have sexxvith men are the
disproportionately affected
and disease

m for acquiringwary infection

urban epicenters of the epidemic,
cannot be easily generalized to other gay men. eir demographic
profile, sensitization effects, unique geography, socioeconomic
status, and personal motiv.ation|to be involved 4 ong term studies
make: unlike the average y igh seroprevalence
in urban areas among these eteand the Problemof relapse to uns:
sex, make the as: tion that the epidemic is over a highl dangerous
one for the public health. Misinterpretation of this data also
frequently serves as a cover for a prejudice to not serve this
population
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E,687 A.I.D.S. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL BOARD POLICY ON
SENSITIVE ISSUES

rod, G. Scott, Adams, S., and Hanafi,

Trenet School Board, Duvernay, Laval, Quebec, Canada.

 

Objective: To present to participants the process the Laurenval School Board

used in establishing a policy on A.I.D.
Methods: To establish a school board policy on A.1.D.S.

including medical expertise prepared a document which waswscpjectelto
consultation with the parents, committees and teacher councils of 19

le.
Results: The policy, which attempta te teach appropriate|behaviour, while

tir

 

 
are now prepared should an employee or a child acquire

Con: : The process establishing |a policy on A.1.D.S8. is in and of
treetaSadueation for all invol

LESSONS FROM FAILED TRIALS: A COMMUNITY RESFONSE
Figo.James Kirecherbaum, Dand Long,I.I. AIDS Coalition

Unleash Power, New York, New York,

Selective. To discuss the randomized controlled clinical trial in an
ethical context.
Methods. Specific trials will be presented and the ethical dilamas

3 abuses in have led to slow enrollments,
high dropout retes and inconclusive datain many HTY drug studies. Frot
an ethical clinical trial is
oftenan HiV-intectadpersee only vay to get 8 particular
Research protocols must be as a form of treatment. U.S. AIDS
Clinical Trial Group trials 005, 036 and 019 will be discussed.

 cant)

E.691 IN NEW YORK (wre

Mani S**; Martin Mt; Brichner Pur. St. Vincent's nees)

ard Hedical Center; tt. Sinai hospital end Medical Center, New York,

Qbiective: 1 ermine the prevetence of homelessness among hospitalized patiente with ARC over a 6-year

period In a community hospitel in NYC; and compere the characteristics of homeless patients to those of non:

honeless patients with ARC.

METHODE: Retrospective review of the medical records of all patients with ARC (totel= 160) adaitted to SVH

between 1981-1987.

fasulte: twenty-four percent of patients with ARC (38/160) were homslens, $.e. were living in shelters or

atrests, at time of adsission to the hospital. Ncomeiess patients hadnrhigher reees of

intrevenous drug use CIVOU), Mycebecterium tuberculosis un end bacterial pneumonie (BP),

nan-hametess patients. More homeless patients signed out 'SOMMA) or were Lost ta Fr{LTFU)

and the enjority were discharged to shelters or streets ‘ore8-8):

Hon-loneiess ho,CE)Paie
wu 2 (2 2 es) 0.001
xs 3 ce) " 09) 0,001
ow 25 66) si ca) 0.01
SORA à ay 1 «az 0,20
D/C 8-8 (66) w (02) 0.

ecune of à hich fneidence of IVDU, NTE end BP among homeless patients with ARC, sho

bikely to progress to full-blown AIDS, homelessness should An these patienta prior to hopsital

echerge, in order to halt transmiesion of HIV through needle shering or airborne transmission

opportuntetic pathogens in shelters or streets.

Le SIDA, la société et le comportement
AIDS, Society and Behaviour

E.688 IMPLICATIONS OF FAILURE TO DEVELOP COMPREHENSIVE
POLICY RE AIDS/HIV

SukiTerada PortsDirector prantly Health Project/
Viee Chair, National Minority AIDS Council N.Y.C.,N.Y.S.,

N.Y.C, is the epioenter of AIDS as well as pockets of

are drue re « To extrapolate out
âe for males 13019325 oases, females 13-19: 10 cases. e 7
to 10 year incubation rate, ‘s oases are males 200FAë272,

pen
a majority druc related risk factor, primar: ow
limited education with rechtiéren: Low BleQEcsother
indicators

alcare preve sk factors,
Implications for comprehensive DSonning or pre ation that 1s

#6, income,education and cult re/race/ethnicuture species

spectre of 50,000 HIV positive women leayAns as or
50,000 to 300! 000 healthy, emotionally unstable children.

AIDS DRUGS AND THE FOLITICS OF BICMEDICINE
, M. AIDS Coalition to Unleash

Powar, New York, New York, USA.

@iective. ‘to place bianedicine and AIDS drugs in the U.S. in its
political context.
Methods. An analysis of the U.S. biomedical , specific

inical trial by the National
institutes of Henlth and private Grog companies regulations as

they have been appl
pas. 1) In the U.S,, met pocple with AIDS are frompopulationsthat

bean historical); ized, so there has never

advance 3 elegant solutions to scientific
problems over the development of practical therapies. 3)
companies 7 i.e. knockout and vaccines,

E.692 TREAIMENT IND
Eigo,James’ Long,7Marty,CiBurington, M;

Kirschenbaux,red"AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, New
York, New York, USA.

. To of the Food and Drug Administra’
(FDA) 's Treatment IND program in delivering AIDS-related drugs to HIV-

people. Method. analysis of FDA regulations
Treatment IND (1987) and drug approval (1988), an evaluation
of release of the two
available under Treatment IND and th FDA officials.

. The FA's Progran, codified in June 1987, was

tions. Two drugs are available Treatment. IND.
The FDA drew the original protocol for narrowly that

‘ty organizations threatened suit; as a result, the FDA capitulated
and broadened the . under a Treatment
IND protocol that is one of three @ compassionate use
protocol: the drug is less available under the Treatment IND program
than it was before it was granted .

IND will bridge the time from the and of a clinical
trial to the final on ’
narrowing of progran's
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E 693 AIDS DISCRIMINATION IN CANADA

, West + John T. Executive Director, B.C. civil Liberties
esociation, Vancouver, British Columbia, Can
 

Objective. To determine the range and extent of unfair discrimination in
Canadagainstpersons who are, or who are feared to be, infectious with

ionnaires vere sent to all agencies likely to receive
on complaints were distributed, and

1 reports and cases
in   inat Ses

the investigation indicated that
unfair discrimination. ie

e
some progre:
other, treatment of inmates, “there been littl

Conclusions. Although AIDS and 

in which unfair discrimination
ntinues unabated.

E.695 RRICIPLES AND FACTORS AFFECTING HEALTH BEHAVIOR FORMATION
AND NGE: Report of the Minnesota Commissioner of
hearts Task Force on

Moen, Michael; Bur nsee, J.; Shultz, J.; Heckert, K.;
Commissioner's TaskForce on AIDS. Minnesota Department of Health jw:
Minneapolis, MN,

=

tiv a framework for Minnesota state and community planners
of HIV programs to systematically consider principles and factors affecting
health behavior formation and chai

ds. In January 1988, t e Commissioner of Health convened a task force
representative of aradente”institutions,
color, government, gay community,

apl
ect these behaviorstere defined relative to

aEsans for HIV prevention and risk reducti
Result. Cc programmatic reconommendat ions were developed to guide the
MDH prevention programs and program planners statewide.

Based on estabiiahed health behavior principles and data
relevant to. HIV infection, the
and culturally sensitive and amenable to effective application in a variety

ies, including gay/bisexual populations, commu f color
(American Indian, Asian, Black, Hispanic), and the drug using population.
hi roc be use o plan future tiatives, assess the

appropriateness of exfsting prevention programs, and is likely to be useful
to other states and communities.

A CLINIC-CENTERED PROPOSAL FOR ENHANCING ACCESS
TO NONVALIDATED THERAPTES FOR HIV DISEASE
Freedman, Benjamin; McGill University and the
Jewish Bree Hospiital,Montreal: Canada

Enhanced access to nonvalidated treatments for persons with
been an important thrus agitation and

E.697

premature profits
desperation of patients. It is proposed “that centres combining
clinical expertise, research activity, an approp
laborator be

uncertainties which nee resolved prior to
implementation.
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AIDS AND HEROIN: STRATEGIES FOR CONTROLE.694
 

"; Mockler, R.
*John F. Kennedy Si H d University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA;

 

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP RESPONSE TO THE AIDS EPIDEMIC: THE WORK
AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PHILADELPHIA COMMISSION ON AIDS,

Smith, Mark*, Ettinger, P.** ay J.*

**University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA
Department of Public Health, Philadelphia, PA, USA

Objectives: To investigate the impact of the AIDS epidemic on a large
metropolitan c ty and to further mobilize the commmity's leadership
in the Fightagainst AIDS.

ew Charitable Trusts initiated and funded
ribbon ¢omaiseion- the tudyofche Commission on AIDS (PiCoA). -whic!

conducted a year-long stud: the impact of AIDS in Philadelphia, tnelud-
ing sponsorship of 15 scvevare s

a lé-member blue-

ys.
rojectedAIDS cases and service needs“sponsored research

until 1992, aurveyedexexperiences of persons with AIDS, and documented atti-
tudes of The PCOA livered a final “Report to the
Community" with L + e-rang ng Te t: to th and private
sectors, based on research findings. ission a 0-8 redPre

id helped to institutionalize
am organizations

ity leaders ¢an be helpful in
the deficiencies of exist.

AIDS concerns ina number of nainstre
roadly-based group of commun:

mobilizing bite opinion, drawing

ing prograns, tcf 2 AIDS c the service nee
supporting of € ed organisations and stimulating policy
debate and Sensing for health and social services

MICHIGANett COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CONTROL POLICY FOR SCHOOLS

Department of Education, Health Education, Lansing, Michig “imsehiges
Departments of Public Health and Civil myeness SpecieBatcaston,and 8
Attorney General's Office, Lansing, Michigan al.

Objective. To assist local education agencies (LEA) in developing a legal,
edically sound poliey for handling issues relating to HIV

 

tt as * appojointed to provide expert guidance

model communiable disease control policy which includes

an appendix for communicable diseases known not to be spread by casual

contact. ids model was disseminated to all Michigan L se by their

policy writing committees as a le x structuring their local policy.

Results. A model policy was developed wi e context 1°
communicable disease co policy that legally addresses the issues sur-

rounding HIV infected individuals in the school setting. Th cy we
structured to address those diseases which are known not to be transmitted by

casual contact in the school setting those ich can be trans reed|

casual contact within the school setting. The

in dist:Hatethroughout the

ng trained to other state education
agencies at the Centers for Disease Control Training/Denonstrat on
Conferences. The National Asso o tate rds of cation is5 veing

the model policy in the current development of their HIV policy guide
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E 699 ae WORK STUDENTS' KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES ABOUT AIDS.

" ankel, Harvy*, Grosser, Shirley*
*wUniversity of wont, Winnipeg,

Objective. To describe social work students' knowledge and attitudes about

AIDS, identify relevant contribu’tors

Methods. Approximately 240 Soc

kn
The effects of a vari-

tual variables will be explored.

ledge about AIDS and thi

ety of demographic and contex'

E.701 Adult Day Health Care as a Service Delivery Model

LEAH MASON BECK AND LEN MCNALLY

Village Nursing Home AIDS Day T:
New York, NY, U.S.A. ¥ Treatnent

Adult Day Health care has long been available as a service delivery
This paper will describe the development

AID:

Currently

Costs are under a hundredaolara per day per client, and clients
demonstrate marked initia

daily nursing |psychiatric triage of each client is shortening
hospitalizations. Further study will be required to determine
the program's effect on positive outcomes.

E.703 A HOSPITAL-BASEDVOLUNTEER PROGRAM FORPATIENTS
WITH HIV INFECTION

Bender, Paula, and
Department ofMedicine, Veterans Administration Medical Center and The
University of California, San Francisco, California, USA

Objective: To describe a hospital-based specialized volunteer program devised to
meet the emotional and practical needs of HIV+peetient
Methods: Joint effort of Journey and Social Work Services with four components:
1) recruitment"ol hospital employees, federal employeesat large, and gay/lesbian

ted issues, and 4) supervision through individual and group sessions. After
“hospitalep volunteers eligible to outpati

rs provide necessary emonepraeal support to patients and
staff, and aid ‘in bridging communication gaps betweenPatients angaaft.

care with

Conclusions: Volunteers are a necessary component|to pation! care. Specialized
preparation is essential for a successful program. aid in ecreasing
soon, provide an opportunity to express thoughts andfeelings, engender a
aring environment, reduce patient stressors,alert staff te daily psychesocial and

medical changes,and effectively share the overwhelming burden of care

E 700 FAILURE TO DISCLOSE AIDS DIAGNOSIS, PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS
" AND THE UTILIZATION OF SERVICES

Schiller,Nina: Crystal, S.; Dejowski, E; Hansell, S.; Merzel, C.;
Beck, P.

Rutgers University, New Jersey, United States

Objective. To examine the extent, and consequences of the failure by People
with AIDS to disclose their AIDS diagnosis to members of their social

rom & survey of a population based random sample of living
AS in New Jersey is analyzed. The sample includes a high number of

andid ethnic minorities and
gnosis

disclose diagnosis is shown to vary by risk group,
background and to be related to distress but not to the ‘iilization of formal

Conciusion: Failure to disclose diagnosis is a significant variable in the
analysis of the psychosocial status and coping behavior of PWAS.

PROJECT OPEN HAND - ATLANTA;
DAILY MEALS FOR PERSONS MITH AIDS AND ARC.

RENEE L. nee PROJECT OPEN HAND. wen Georgia, U.S.A.

OBJECTIVES To describe rofit community based AIDS/ARC support service

drted to providing meals.tOpersons with aly infection.

: Project Open Hand - Atlanta, is a non-profit volunteer organization

des to provide nutri tionally balanced mais to needy persons

aly nfection, A te:enten memberav Boa d
s forunteers and appea vate

Foundations,nd individuals. ses Bartholowmew's Episicopal Church provides

and s Spi c unteers

E.702

of meals to clients. Each
client receives two meals each day, if the Client has no way to heat or store
the meals, Project Open Hand can loan microwave ovens or refrigerators as

needed. fents are referred by physicians, nurses, social agencies and

friends. To qualify for services, clients must express a need for

assistance and secure a physician's statement verifying the HIV aiagnosis.

Assessments are completed on each“ee to determine spectal dietaryrequir.

ements and needs. These needs are addressed when meals are prepared a
vered,

deli 9188 18/88 11/88 12/88 1/89
clients ‘serves 15 23 EJ “ 43
mssls served Md Sa rH 2,237 2767

tunteer hours a3 ot 1186

CONCLUSION: Many people withDsARC4face,“itticulties<n matters of-dut

Tiving. Financial obligations often exceed the amount of disabiifty che

Many face physical wasting, loss of appetite and apathy about eating. Project
Open Hand Provides nutritionally balanced meals to clients at no

Clients enjoy the personel contact when the meals are delivered|and Took forward
to the next day.

SOCIAL SERVICE WORK RELATED ,To AIDS PATIENTS
ncini,s Lotfi, Ferreira,A.C.

wotteER from kscols
ulista ae Medicina,2RAZIE

ETIVE: To ive bio-psichos:cialcounseling to assure a
to the patien

c.
AL. ;Lewt,DD.S.

‘positive HIV results.

patients: 59.2% maintain their profissional activity: 25.9 are
in social security and only 14.6% are inactive.
CONCLUSION: The multidisciplinary help, the ‘education process
f conscientization; e process of stifying stigmas and

diminishing tthe basic social problems surely lead to maintain
AIDS patients productive and socially integrated.
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E.705 THE FIRST FEW TIMES GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THE SOCIO-SEXUAL E.706 FOR PRESERVATION OF LIVES.
DEVELOPMENT OF WEST-GERMAN ADOLESCENTS Kunst,BabesPar CURE AIDS WOW, INC., Nieni,

von Salisch, Maria; Oswald, H.; and Lukas, H.
Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, West Germany

Objective. In order to find out about adolescents" sexual naartheir
values in sexual relationships and their way of dealing with AIDS o
cognitive, emotional and behavioral level, 425 15-to-18-olds fillesout
a questionnaire on these toepicss. The sample is about half male and half

female and representative for Berlin students of three of the fou

secondary school types.

Results. (1) Young people of both sexes make their first sexual expe-
riences at about the e age as their peers five or ten yea!

{2) Berlin adolescentsaiare generally well informed about the ways in which
AIDS is tran: ed;

(3) Boys and girls differ substantially in the number of sexual partners
y report and in

joys.
mcounters with

in the context of different relationsnip¥values.

me. to take these gender differences in so
sexual developaent into account

 

SURVEY OF EMERGENCY HOUSING FACILITIES IN NEW JERSEY FOR PEOPLE WOH AIDS
(PAs) AND HIV RELATED CONDITIONS
dimel Robert; Wells, D.; Rodriguez, G.; Remandez-Rubio, 1;

New JerseyState Departrent of Health, ‘Trenton, NJ, USA

care for those with HIV related conditions often begins with emergency,
atf-street. shelters. In ander to estimate the sampe of support services throughout New Jersey

the 72 delta
sired 4. À Ji alla tits

768 reponse rate (55/72; 23-1st mailing, 19-2x1 mailing,
waren,follorup). Mare then half of the , en ani families; roughly one-fourth

serve alcctnlics/TVs; oily 5 sites serve ney Frequently li criteria
: free i disease (73%), drug (exclutling methadone)/alcchol

free (71%), and willing ani able to work ( said shelter's

Conclusions. Wile only nine facilities are currentlywilling to be Listed as a resource for
Mids, with provision of AIDS infection control guidelines and aitional support,
other shelters may also be willing to supply this vital emergency care in the fubure.

E.709 A COMPARISON OF SEROLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS IN HIV ANTIBODY

POSITIVE VS. HIV ANTIBODY NEGATIVE VOLUNTEER FoPONS

Gilcher Ronald O, Chandler LK, Belcher LO, and S
Sylvan N. Goldman Center, Oklahoma Blood Institute, Oklahoma City,Ok,USA

Objective. A retrospective analysis of volunteer blood donors from

in the South Central United States was conducted to
x other markers

 
 

 

aluate serologic aracteristics and determine whether other
occur with increased frequency i ti-HIV positive, WB positive

hods. From March 1985 through December 1988, 205,413 donors had 505,528
donations. lonations were routinely tested for the following
logical markers: ant Ag, anti-HBc, RPR, and ALT .
Res: - Seventy-six donors of the 205 9413|vere found to be positive for
anti-HIV (EIA), WB confirmed, resulting in roprevalence of 037%. The

t ow compares the percentage of positive test results within the two

anti-HIV Pos, WB Pos anti-HIV Neg

Test (n=76) (n=205,337)
HBsAg 5.3% 0.19%
Anti-HBe 42.17 2.7%
RPR 2.6% 0.17%
ARALT 13.2% 0.2%

Conclusion. Our results confirm an increased frequency of seropositivity
for HBeAg, and elevated ALT in anti-HIV positive, WB positive

donors. The significance of anti-HBc and elevated ALT as surrogate markers

will be discussed.

etreic, RPR,

920

eononteat To secure funding sources fron local government
sources forre eereneeeonfaxpansion or strivate

orfective direct service end stress nenagement prograns.

METHOD: Submitted role-model cost effective proposals
beethe rhe city un Hiasi, padace

the st tua

 

cure 94ipsfens “Meals on heels” progres 2the
ered over 54,000 neals to over

sosTivers not only nourishnenes ue
sowpassionand¢”compantonship to everyone (regardless of age,
Sex, race which is the door opener to “TRUST*,

RESULTS: This nourishsent and purturing effort also
addresses the palnatrition probles of AIDS. Through trast
and compassion have helped reduce the stress shich
eccelerates theSisease and reduce the hospital cost of
212,000 per patient, per day to the taxpayers.

Prévention et santé publique
Prevention and Public Health
E.708 PRIOR ANTIBODY TESTING EXPERIENCE (AbIE): ASSOCIATION WITH HIV Ab SYARING

" AND GRIS BEHAVIOR INA SAMPLE OFGAY/BISEXUAL,MEN,
‘ Douglas, J.*; Peppler, M.*;join, c.**; Hoss, P.”**; poll, L.

Denver Disease Centre) Serzice, Denver C0; Pranico Public Health Dept, #kiovard
Brown Clinic, Chicago "“*centers for DiseaseControl, » GA., USA,

Objective: To evaluate prior HIV AbTE and its tierwith Ab sharing and persistent high-
risk sexual behavior in a sample of howosexual/bis:

Methods: 517 men attending STD cris ins'eieag,DaDenver,“and San Francisco, who

unprotected anal or oral sex in revit months were interviewed from April-Dec.

1988. Prior HIV ATE was as foliose 1) 18 tected IVs|(re), 2) 36% tested HIV- ),hsme.
were tested but didn't learn resultsnnandse38% never tested (NT). Comparisons

ing and Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOV:

Results: HIV AbTE did not vary by age,needucation, or AIDS knowled, men

vith aa greater number of both steady (77% vs. 46S,nen0001) and nonsteady

0001) partners than did T+ men. Differences in Ox
Ab status varied as follows:

EL
Primary Partnere 67 66 » T+/T- ye. INR/NT
Steady Partners 39°43

PI 4

ce
2 “002, mA vvs. meer

lV
S
S
A

 
men were significant]: wre likely GOto have: 1) a greater

ex rE, % 0: recepve anal contacts, 3) been the

receptive anal partner, 4) paid for sex and, 5) ‘sheejected IV drug

Conclusions: Among gay men persisting in high-risk sexual activ:vit, HIV AbTE correlates with

sharing/knowledge of HV Ab status as well as certain risk behaviors, but more research is

led to determine if observed findings are due to ADTE or intrinsic subject differences.

E.710 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF PASSIVE PARTICLE AGGLUTINATION TEST FOR
TO HIV-1 IN A DONOR POPULATION

peisell, J.; Patterson, H.;.5 and Peetoog,
American Red Cross, re Northwest Regional Blood Services, Portiand, Oregon, USA

Qbiective. The primary objective of these compare the performance

(sensitivity and specificity) of a new racicteint Test, SERODIA HIV*, to that

btained she. say.i1 li

(1) A total of 2492 routine blood tonersemples vere tested. (2) In addition, 51

8 sed with AIDS/ARC, or with possible exposure to HIV, were

led Western Blot. (3) Finally,

le dilution study (a), whereas SERODIA was

x reproducibility as well (b)}.

+ Study (1) shoved a percent it between the two assays of 99.6% on initial

tive
agresment of 100%. Study (2) shower

assays of 86.3% on initial ee After .

ive by both eeÀfor an

percentage res between the two

ating,
Western Blot sane was 100%.

comparing point titers of four randomly selected HIV positive samples

Study (3b) showed thet two different lots o: LA ts, used on two different days,

occasion L t thres different patient sanples, p:

SERODIA HIV methndology performed extremely well, and result:

appeared outperfors those obtained with ABBOTT reagents available for the study, in some

ttenificane respects

*Pujirebio,Inc.
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A NOVEL METEOD FOR BLINDING ROUTINE BLOOD SAMPLES AND DATA
ILLECTION PRIOR TO HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS {ur¥)
MDN TESTING FOR nespéPREVAL!

Timperi, R.; Brody + Kappes. Rosemarie; , P.; Berardi, V.; eye, Jaz
et al. MA Dept Patic“Health State SeoyInstitute (SLI), Boston, MA, USA

E.711

Obiective: To design a systea to collect demographic and other data without
personal identifiers on routine blood samples for subsequent HIV antibody

testina.tedetermine seroprevalence in certain population gro

sex, race, residence, indication for testing, information oa risk behaviors,
and reason for clinic v:
After STS, unused sera are aliquoted into tubes
umber in alcohol soluble ink. ample number perni
entered from the requisition into the laborato:

 

eady for testing, data from the bar code label are read
clectrouically into a separate computer file with a new sample number, to

which the HIV antibody result is assigned.
: Information on HIV seroprevalence hy age, race, sex,

area of residence, risk, reason for visit, and STS result is obtained fron
routine blood samples with maximum preservation of patient confidentiality.

E 713 ANONYMOUS OR CONFIDENTIAL HIV TESTING AT STD SLINICS

" Beidas, Sary*; LoConte J.##; Byrnes
Michael's Medical Center, past Orange eaten Department
Nevark,N.J.

Objective. Should anonymous or gentidential1 testing be the preferred method
of testing for HIV infection in STD c.
Methods Over a 7 month period, 30pat ents were seen at the STD clinic
of an Taner City neighborhood. Counselled Patents were given the choice of

 ing.

counselled, Only 140 patients accepted
. Anonymous testing was chosen by 50% of the patients.

) 2patients HIV-Antibody was positive. Of the 140 patientetested
only 28 (20%) called for results of their test. Due to anonymous t
7 HLV-Anntibody positive patients could not be trac
Conclusion. The above data demonstrate that in an S' etting, confidentialsi
HIV testing is more appropriate than anonymous testing, since field workers
would be able to follow up on positive cases and hence assure the necessary
medical follow up care for pati

WILLINGNESS TO OBTAIN HIV ANTIBODY TESTING IF RESULTS
MUST BE REPORTED RATHER THAN CONDUCTED ANONYMOUSLY

Kegetes,Susan; Catania, J.; Coates, T.; Lo, B. University of Califomia-San
Francisco, California, USA.

ive. To examine, y , gi 9

the condition is under whi uencethe willingness to obtain
testing. Pp ger study th qi fHIV my,oo

E.715

ee of
charge and sony) were askedopas inKe buystudy Neanbyreonpleany
self-administered sui 96%). A random subset of the larger study
participants (N= 158)wwere asked about ihe.condifons under which they would be willing to be
tested.
Results. Thitty-ni y would avoid testing it i 4a etael

confidentially rather than anonymously. Sixty percent said that they would avoid testingif the
names of seropositives had to be reported to public health officials, but kept confidential orif
seropositives had to be reported and contact-tracing would be conducted. There were no
significant Giferencesin the proportions of gay/bisexual men versus heterosexual men and

(76% of those seeking antibody
testing were worsen.

Conclusions. Previ own positive effects on risk bel peo
voluntarliy seek ‘anonymous ane testing; these findings eats many je whi
otherwise would have sought testing will avoid it if such testing isno longer conducted
anonymously.

E.712 THE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF OFF-SITE HIV COUNSELING
AND ANTIBODY TESTING AMONG STUDENTS ATTENDING AN URBAN
STATE

Ritchey, Michael, Tripp D., Cincinnati Health Department,
Cincinnati, , United States of America

Objective. To describeHIV infection risk behavior patterns
body attending a state university
Panne Lave urban campus in a city with a moderate HIV infection preva-
lence rai
Methods. In cooperation with student campus organizations, free ang
anonymous HIV antibody counse:counseling and tes! was subse-

a three day period at the University of
ing and tes: were iden-

 

and retr:
Results. A programof off-site HIV antibody

teol in assessing HIV prevalence 72
the

SHARING THE NEWS: TRAINING BEGINNING COUNSELORS TO DISCLOSE
HIV ANTIBODYTESTRESULTSE.714

Ousckenbush,Marcia®; Pies,

“University of California AIDS Health Project, San Francisco;** Education Program Associates, Campbell
CA; ***Californis Department of Health Services, Office of

C.**; Brookman, J.*; Deitch, D.*; Ramirez, A.***; Jasperson,J.***

 

and post-test counseling.

Methods. eeeAatPrope, Gaaugh Ue alermative betnz program 1 San Paola, has

gn ow le provide snibody tatcounsling. A three-day HIVAntibody 2

technicucs used, outingthe Philos =

Results. 25 th y inings wil ho ; 1989 iminary : he
 

 

ions.

RISK FACTORS AND HIV VALENCEi FEMALE CLIENTS

OF SELECTED HEALTH DEPARTMENTEN 3 HOUSTOIMaAS

area's Tortolero S*; relaet; Smith

E.716

*University of Texas Health Science Ctr, Houston, Texas, U.S.A,
**Department of Health and Human Services, City of Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine prevalence of HIV infection and risk factors for
Hi$ er sftion in women attending selected City Health Department Clinics

uston, Texas
Methods. Between 2/29 and 9/30/88, 4,977 women attending Family Plannin
Maternity and Sexually Transmitted Disease (STO) clinicscompleted an anony-
mous, self-administered risk assessment questionnaire, these, 1083

‘ives for counsel {ng and completed a reTact interview

risk of HIV infection’et virtue of IV drug use or an ongoing relationship
with a high risk parti
Conclusion. Although HIV. seroprevalence is relatively low in this self
SeTécted population, conditions exist for its continued spread. signifie
cant number* women attending these clinics maintain their iecressed risk,

921
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E.717 FAILURE TO RETURN FOR HIV TEST RESULTS: A SECOND LOOK AT

Debo: Higgins, D. Schnell

Centers for Dissaue Control, Atlanta, Georgia USA

Objective: To assess factors affecting a 50% failure to return rate in an
anonyaous HIV Counseling and Testing Site(CTSse

thods: À questionnaire designed to measure the psychosocial, behavioral,

ora found to be predictive.of fa:adure to return
 

me Significant differences betwe
counselors in pese Er return rates was also observed

34,9, 001). Past reasons for failure to ret
included fear of test Seaulte (50%) and a low priority on learning results
(50%). Serostatus k gresp mmbership vere not significant
predictors of fatlure to retu:
Conclusion: ly suggests ‘fatiurene return rates are affected by

these variables operate to

affect return rates warrants further Fed.

RAPID, INSTRUMENT-FREE ASSAYS CAN BE USED IN TANDEM FOR
SCREENING A CONFIRMATION OF HIV INFECTION.
F. Spietberg'; K. audi tor

der®3; T.C. Quinn‘; an’;
Program for Appropriate Technology in Health, Seattle, WA, USA;
GA, USA; “Projet SI asa, Zaire; and ‘NIAID, Bethesda, MD,

though ‘alternative methods to blood screening by conventional
ELISA exist, to date West
method. This study was
vapid, instrument-fre

3,878 serumsamples (5.5% HIV-1 seropre
tested on each of fiv different rapid assays, asw
and WB in Kinshasa, are, results were retrospectivel
determine theeuracy of a test method which included neither nnnor WB.

A duplicate screening assa
repeatably reactive spec ens,

uPont) was employed as the Mereahing
ruatory assay. omp red tothe

E.719
ard” RW.

iaTech brogran © the
caAtlanta,

e a modest cost savings can be realiz
compromising accuracy, the major advantages, are in the savings of time and
labor, and eliminating dependence on capital equipme However, despite
these considerable advantages, the cost per HIV-positive unit identified is
still unrealistically high for the majority of developing countries.

POLICY, LEGISLATION AND RESPONSE; MANDATORY HIV TESTINGE.721
Kantor, Elizabeth, Medical Director, San Francisco County

Nails; University of Calories San Francisco, USA

‘Objective. To consider policies and legislation regarding mandatory HIV anti-

tbody testing of US prisjoners, and to compare the different responses of health
risoner advocacy personnel to essentially s. ar mandates.

eview of local policies, popular eelections and legislative actions

mindatins HIV antibody testing of prisoners will ited.
Results. Health care personne.et aind prisoner nestes have responded

‘ing degrees of enthusiasm or opposition.

n

 
to these 

|is not tied to counselling and education.
ersonnel are required to provide institutional staff with lists of HIV +

freosetbly infected" individuals.
KConclusion. Mandatory HIV testing PTvignechallenges to professional norms,

{standards of care, and to individual ri,

922

‘Instruments, Inc., 200

E.718 MULTI-LAB STUDY RESULTS ‘OF A NEW RECOMBINANT ELISA
TUN ‘Y FOR ANTIBODIES TO HIV COMPARED AGAINST DUPONT

Memoriel Blood . Dept...

of Health Services, Berkeley, CA); Dr. R. Thorstensson (Swedish Rational

Bacteriological Lab, Stockholm, Sweden:

The tiologic agent implicated omEneraerobebie cause of Acquired

The agent tt ra aent “quan tive assay for

the et & wtificetion of antibodies n & plasma to

proteins representing CORE (p24 and Kp 55), ENV » Kp res & Kp 120ce)

indiv:ideal peptides are

Îluted sample {1:100) in the microtiter plate, the

veloped with aikaline Phosphataseconjugate/substrate &
read at 410/490 nm. Total assay e is les:

sorbance cutoffs for each peptide was established with 1050 samples
Using the established criteria of positivity for ASQ, 1840 samples werein
compared against DuPont Weatern Blot.

ASQ INDETER POS
16 0NEG 1082

DWB INDETER 117 118 5;
Pos 5

kman commends that each evaluator|esteblion their own cutoff & cri-
of possitivity for thia research use only product but found excellent

resuits with the stated criteria in correlation toPhuPont WVestern Blot

E.720 INTERVENTION WITH HIV SEROPOSITIVE INDIVIDUALS
P; Freeman, A; CharlesE.

Dallas County Health Dept., Dallas, TX, USA

Œiective. To ingrove TB screening of HIV antibody positive clients, improve
partner notification«ces, improve assessment. ofclierm
status, and improve cl of Hiv positive

test

TB SKIN TESTING: A PROTOOOL FOR IMPROVING HEALTH AND
PSYCHOSOCIAL
Anderson,

counseling messages. ete Offer TB akin test (PPD) at
counseling session to al] individuals positive. For those
accept, ing session will be offered in junction with the
appointment. the skin test. could include any

idal
post-test. ing messages and their crcement. 3.)
notification comseling to enhance, through roleplay, client’s willi
and ability to tell sex and/or needle-sharing they may have been
exposed to HIV. Health Dept.’s assistance will offered on a voluntary and
anonymous basis when counselor assesses the need for it or
requests the service. . Program will 1, 1989. Results
of client acceptance this program will be |. . Upon

E 722 STD SCREENING AT ALTERNATE HIV TEST SITES?

" Thompson Carolyn+; CowanFMMt, Bisset Ov,
Dept. tourinary MedicineG3)Royal

Infirmary, *Communicable Diseases Unit, ‘Sity Hospital, Edinburgh,

 
 

    

Method, mare BD fn risk factors for HIV &
for concurrent STD(nil/low/high) were assessed. Compar: was made wil
those a! an HIV
Resul ts on 605GM &110 Ge e1 .

GUM(55 had Hivtest 0+,55-) ese (8 HIV test 5+,75-)
STD risk HIV tested seen SID af +
Nil 2 0 20 1
Low 27 9 36 6
High 26 9 2 6 1
Not _Known = = 2 0
Total 55 18 80 13
Conclusion. None SE he CC DD a DID teste which may imply they ck
regard HIV as an STD (one of 2 was a risk of 

1e are resistant to STD testing at CSC, whlch
implications for health education regarding HIV spread.
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E.723 FACTORS ASSOCIATEDWITHSEEKING THE HIV SCREENING TEST
Vest:s Kible. Health Policy Institute*; L. Mo ont 5
Hingso: *Boston Univ. #Mass. Dept. of Pobiieonealenp. S.A.

OBJECTIVE. To deteraine if those at risk for HIV infection are more likely
to obtain a screening test

METHODS. À statewide anonymous random digit dial telephone survey of 1,323
Massachusetts residents was conducted in October 1987. Information about

ONCE: bout AIDS, and risk factors was ob-

in relation to whether respondents had been tested or
the HIV antibody (

8%) had
AB

been tested; all butwe hed re-

  
ceived negative f st results. Persons with at least one risk fac ve

re likel D have received the test than those without risk factors 2. 5%
v. 7%), (pe. 05).
RISK FA NUMBER % TESTED % WILLING TO BE TESTED

Gay/bi males + partners 59 147
IV drug users + partners 7 11% 71% (pe.05)
Blood recipients + partners 75 23% (p<.05)
Respondents with orher sex 577 11% (p¢.05) 602 (p<.05)

ner!
Persons who t been tested and had at least one risk factor were more
willing than none*sithout risk factors to be tested if the test were free
and anonymous. (58% v. 40%), (p¢.05

ups were more likely to have re-

vous be willing to be tested. The use of nonymous testsme in-
e@ the likelihood that individuals - nE-risk.will.choose to be t

E.725 Recruitment of Research Subjects at Risk for AIDS

Authors: Weiler, B.M.: Barbara Liberman, B.A.? Patricia
Walter, B.A.; Lawrence Jacobaberg, M.D., Ph.D.; Samuel Perry, M.D.;
Cornell University Medical College, New York, "NY, USA.

Qiective: test methods for recruiting physically asymptomatic subjects at
Dmeinto lengituriinal studies. Background: Despite
the crucial public health need, limited prospective clinical data are availabl
regarding the of being at risk for
acquiring Because mary subjects fear breach of

E 727 AEAGONS FOR NOT DISCLOBING HIV-ANTISODY TEST RESULTS
" TO OTHERS - DATA FROM A COHORT OF BEROPOSITIVE GAY MEN

Stes hs J Moulton; P Bacchstti; AR Hoss. Scheol of Nedicine, University
¥ tT ornia, Gan Francisco; San Francisco, CA, UBA.

   
To detereine the reasons for not disclosing positive HIV-

“teatFesuite to others, in a cohort of gay a
ropositive a,en reverted reasons ny they were concerned

its t 2 weeks, %, & & 12 aonths

   
following notification, usin
Results: Percent|Statingfeesason_

2 WEEKS POaT-NOTIFTCATION
Fear of Practical Lossess

Job

Disclo
i YEARPOGT-NOTIFICATION

73% 454
Insursnce 631 874
jausing 38%

Fear ef Relationship Lossess
L 16%
Sex Partners 30% 26%
Faaily 371 aix

2

 

Fi D 22
Fear I 5 ‘AIDS Carrier’ 70%
Conclusion: Potential lose of (health) insurance, housing and jobs are
il reasons for not wanting to disclose Mivrentibody test rosults to

ers. ears of disturbing close relationships are ess concern.
Worries of being perceived as an ‘AIDS carrier" dieinished ‘over the year

TESTING UPON SEXUAL BEHAVIOR,
CONCERN ABOUT AIDS AND AIDS RISK GOMMUNICATION.

hapire, LS Linn. UCLA Department of

Medicine, Los ‘Angeles, California. U.S.A.

E.724

Objective. We evaluated the effect of a negative HIV antibody test upon
sexual behavior, conce knowle:sage about AIDS, and communication with

sexual partners (SPs) about AIDS risk

het.sus attendingan urban
(STD) elinic entered a

received AIDS

sexually resLatsense

andomized trial of HIV testing. All subje
Fand pre-test counseErcompleted a questionnaire,

received a "TEST" -test counselling;
The 132 “NO TEST” subjects were informed of

alternative test sites. follow-up survey was completea3 weeks later.
Results. Participants had a mean age of 27 years; 66% we

black. TEST iT groups did not differ in baseli:
unprotected sree in OU!

knowl 1.edge. Follow-up of 70% of subjects revealed a decrease mea: nthly
number of unprotected SPs (1.7 to 1.2, 01), but no difference betwee:

TEST and NO TEST groups ( « TEST subjects, , reported that
ey were more worrie out getting AIDS -03) and asked partners more

questions about AIDS risk (p<0.001). They were more y incre.
questioning of partner: HIV tests (p=0.004) and intravenous drug use
(p-0.001). AIDS knowledge did not differ at follow-up.

In STD clinic subjects who received an educational
inttervention, weFestinng was associated with increased concern abou

Setting AAIDS e questioning o: sre about AIDS risk, but did not affect

knowledge about AIDS or sexual behavio:

PERCEPTION OF RISK FOR HIV INFECTION AND THE DESIRE FOR
HIV TESTING AMONG IV AND NON-IV DRUG USERS
Weber.John”;Abdul-Quader, A.**; Freid, C.*; Rockwell, R.**;

vitz,
*Beth Israel Medical Center, N.Y., N.Y., U.S.A., ** Narcotic and Drug Research Inc., N.Y.,

Y., U.S.A.

E.726

ive. Since HIV testing is advocated for high risk behavior groups, we ascertained
perception of ririsk for HIV infection and the desire for HIV testing among Intravenous YEU]
and Non-intravenous [NonTVDUIdrug users entering a detoxification facility in NYC.

tered to 100 substance users applying for detoxification
concemingJoe understanding of HIVvesting,

their perceptionof their risk for HIV i ion and whether anted to be tested for HIV.
Results. N=100, 70 male 30.female, Mean age = 35, 48 Bleek, 34 Hispanic, 14 White.

63= ¢, alcohol, or methadone).
IVD nonIVDU

A f the exi of the HIV % (p<.05)
2. Cognizantofspectrum of HIV infection from asymptomatic to AIDS ae 314 ns
3. Estimate that their own tisk of HIV infection was 81% ns
4. Previously HIV tested ig 19% (p<.05)
5. Wanted toHV‘testing edHIV noqaithis hospitalizationur 77% _ 67% ns

y

TVDU's ofheroin or cocaine, 37=Non-IVDU (use

 
who wanted to be tested. ~ "

. IVDU's were more likely to know about HIV testing and were more likelyto have
been tested. However, IVDU'stend to minimize their risk for HIV infection.

E.728 HIV TESTING AT AN ALTERNATE TEST SITE IN NEW YORK CITY.
Binder, Wayde; Hirschorn, E.; Harawitz, S.; and Mathur-
Wagh, U. Beth Israel Medical Center, New York, NY. U.S.A.

the population characterist.Objective: To describe ics of persons presenting

 for HIVtesting t an alternate test site in New York City
: Infectious Disease Clinic at Beth Israel

designated as an te confi i test site in January 1988

Pretest counseli provided all pers seek: ng. On all
persons tested, clinical and ic information was obtained. HIV
serology was fi using the ELISA and confi by the Western Blot
assay. Post-test counseling was offered to all after receipt of Lab results

during 1988, 244 were males, 221 were

  

of high risk » Overall, 105(43%) males,
sires) femalesandendEEchildren tested were seropositive. Analysis of

group for adult males and females is tabulated below:
itive, ated

! SE | ese| allCare po
pe ea Hecipient que Tssk}
wags iina aA CAT LUE|aaitci | LEUs
RULES «= 1HANE 2715038) | Te ds) 4 4H) V_HO(E
tee terogeneous on sought ing at our alternate
test site during 1988. 2) The"mon(66x) of men whoEpresen’
testi conventii risk groups (gay,nm) 3) In contrast,
the majority (70%) of women came for testing because of concerns over their
heterosexual relationships.
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DISCLOSURE OF NIV-ANTIBODY TEST RESULTS & REACTIONS OF
SEXUAL PARTWERS, FRIENDS, FANILY & HEALTH PROFESSIONALSE.729

“BBkappgltFMoulton P Bacchetti; AR Moss. School of Medicine, University
Ornia, San Francisco) San Francisco, CA, USA.

Qbiectiver To investigete to whom HIV-ab test results aro disclosed
17 gay aen reports nr Pre tale ressuite ef HIV-ab test and

 

   

{2 ei actions - at 2 weeks, onths followiag notification.
Beaults: enceunteeevenHVtestResultsMereDatint

(Pe ertrr Thase Told Expoeing Unfeveradle Reactivns)s
EKS POST-NOTIFICA POST-NOTIFICATION

Cersen Ppeitives Mots Ponitives  Megetives
Lever z (197 452 (2017 44% 170% SE Ha
SezPertners j§% (009% 48% (0007 SAT (20% 292 (00%
BestFriend §$% (043% 20% (000% 22% (060% 109% (000%
Nother 19% 179% 35% (0002 Sex (179% 37% (000%
Father Q72 42002 {32 (007 19% (142 15% (00%
Physician 23% (13)2 9% (0002 Ox (000% 49% (0011
Dentist 22% (30 @ 3 i

Canclusion: About Hsif of lovers and nearly s third of new sexusl partners
were told te esults - acre quickly by negatives than positives. Friends
were alaost always told and reacted well. Mothers were aore than twice as
likely to be told as father Most physicians had been taid by one year
after netificatien -- but less than a third of dentists. Negatives had
favorable reactions from all; positives experienced their most unfavorable
reactions fros dontists and sexual partners

E.731 PSYCHOLOGICALMPAGTSACTSOFINDETERMINATEHV BLOTS.
Latferty, W Roberts

Jones. KK’, EnaS"Soniof Washhepien,”"Weshiegte Deus.oe

jee results on Westem blots pose a problem|for both patients and
providers to the lack of information on the epidemiotogy of indeterminate Western biots
(IWB). We‘conducted an ongoing prospective study to characterize anxiety, depression, coping
processes, and specific concernsrelated to WB.
Methods, Thirty-seven individuals with positive HIV ELISAs and WB were referred from
diverse HiV testing sites in Washington state (80% from low and 20% fromNone-risk groups)
and voluntary participated in a prospective stu Standard Instruments were used
measure depression (Beck Depression Inventor)pata (Symptom Checkllst-80), coping
foneofCoping Chedilisi),and the psycho!logical

sh boca remand6of
surance, and 1 in ihe milltary reserves. Cases

the Beck andandSCL-90

ae {4 homosexual,13 heterose:
donors, 4 applicants foi
consiserable anxiety and

Coping by
anxiety(odd tnd.32, repas, Pe

 

included consideration of termination rea first trimesteroTuse of tho IWB ina
custody case, angen, for life insurance,!marital dsl the decision io drop out of

school.
and results, discussion about the low rates of se: merlntwvil
WB,ppossible etlologies omer than HIV, and options ‘orfurther eval
Conclusions, Counsellingrawith weenshoulne assessment of anxiety,
depression, coping processes, the attributed coi of IWB, and should provide
information about HiV testing tachniques and optionsforfurther evaluation.

Médias
Media
E.733 BTECANADA DIGNITE AIDS PASTORAL CARE PROJECT

Ro si harles »* and Simon, R.E.C.*
fontty Canada Dignité,** AIDS

Commi ttee arene “Dignity En Digni

What is “pastoral care"? Is it relevant to people dealing with AIDS?
t forms can it take? Wi it i

available across Canada The tabulated results indicated

friends of the presently and potentiatly i11, and also AIDS caregivers them-
selves. Those perceived as “of pastoral care were not only t
nizable representatives of onpentaed religion, but again family. Yfends and
Caregivers as well. he forms (both experienced and hoped for) of pastoral
care relate to AIDS ranged from traditional ones like preaching to the dev-
To of public polyby religious institutions. The nee

seneitively informed and specially trained in ng w
And the need for ,cqunse
specific "issues" (e.g., pain, s

es renseignements sont disponibles en deux Tangu

with an array o
particular focus.

924

E.730 QUALITY ASSURANCEIN ANTI-HIV TESTING:
Polesky, HF. Memorial Blood Center of

Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA,

Objective. To document the high quality of anti-HIV testing performed by
aboratories participating in external proficiency testing program:

Methods. The College of American Pi erican Association of

y 1000 subscribers. Par-

ctive samples.
Reports from laboratories using Western blotconfimation methods also show

agreement "reactive s Non-reactive samples were
r than 99of laboratories reportingcime

while those usingonly ELISA screening tests were likeli
ariability in Sensitivityàand/or Specie

reagents can be documente
Conclusion. Laboratories participating in external proficiency testing pro-
‘grams maintain a nigh level of performance. rograms are useful in
Monitoring lab performance and allow comparison with others using similar
methods and reagents

E 732 ViRx: A PRIVATE SECTOR MODEL PROGRAM TO PERFORM COMMUNITY
, BASED CLINICAL DRUG TRIALS

Anderson, Robert E.* 3 King, D.#*; Lang, W.*; Heseltine,

P, wee, eee | 3 Deleage, J.***#,

eee Inc., San Francisco, CA, **Oclassen Pharmaceutical Co., CorteUSA;
"Usa; RARLAC-USC Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA; ****Burr,

» CA, USA.
Madera, CA,
Egan, *heleage & Co., San Francisco

Objective. To establish a private sector model program for rapidly enrol-
ling ny seropositive study subjects and conducting clinical trials.

Met! The combination of an ongoing monitoring program for HIV seroposi-

tive Patients,à patient registration system for primary care physicians,

and direct advertising in target media reaching high HIV prevalence popu-

tations was developed to facilitate registration and subsequent enrollment
into IRB-approved chi trials up funding was pr ed by a ven-

ture capital firm ongoing support from p!

sults. Use of advertising in target
=registering patients .

$0dave prophylaxis etudy with 50 patients was 82% subscribed in lesa than
90 days by suck advertising. On; monitoring programe require treatment
or primar,ry € as additional patient motiv.ation
Conclusion. àpr:

 

3 been sstablished2,sar
rancisco to efficiently conduct sponsored Ent al t 8.

augm tl urrent system iversity-based p res, Gomaus,it:tyResearch

Initiatives and County Con: ortia,am differs in the use of a dedicated re-
g for startup and ongoing emporte Initial

bleresponse from industry and patients has thus far been favoral

E 734 AIDS AND SPIRITUALITY: LIVING IN THE FACE OF DEATH

° Carol L. Huntington:ACSW, LIES: University Hospital
Univveraity 9 Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey,

Newark, N.J. , Associate tinieter: Christ Episcopal Church,
Teaneck, N.J.,

Qbtective,
incorporating spiritual
vention strateegies. —
Method. This paper is based|on clinical observation gained in
social work practice with AIDS patients at University Hospital
in Newark, N.J. and passtoral counseling as a professional in the

t of my patients are IV drug abusers.

The AIDS social worker is faced with the dilemma of
issues into traditional clinical inter-

aith, courage, and love.

nd how social workers can best respond
statements and questions|of fait!
Conclu: It is in that response that we are most able to help
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E.735 MEDIA MESSAGE (PROTECT YOURSELF AND EACH OTHER) E.736 NOTES ON MIA POSTERS: WHAT ARE THEY REALLY SAYING?
° Smith, Linda; Seaborn, J.; Lathrop, L.; Boyac . Ben-Levi, J M.\ Oberlin College, Princeton, NJ.» U.S.A.

Talgary, heath Services, calgary, Alberta, Canada

perte Young adults, not associated with a school or institution are a
ifficult audience to access with health information. Positive messages

to prevent pregnancy and STD's including AEDS, are
p which has high STD and unwanted

pregnancy rates. There are few positive media images on how to use© condoms,
who purchases aie or how to talk about using them with a partne

eee To promote the messages of dual responstbflity and Need|for dual
rotection estinstpregnancy and STD including AIDS, four Public Service

A‘ s)mere developed (30 seconds each) for television
et lecaster Committee of Canada for

use as Public Service“Announcements. rout of five television stations
in Calgary area are airing the PSA' s the first
has been presented as part of a public heath:message in Canada

Announcements (PS:
Results. Apprrwel

Gonclusion.i smal] outlay of funds ($15,000: 00 Cnd.) produced a top quality
of the four spots won the # Public Service Announcement i

tts category.in Canada. Innovative, positive (media) messages including.
modelling of behavior are conducive to enhancing the knowledge base and
preventive practices of the young adult

E 737 MEDIA DISTORTIONS OF AIDS: NINE YEARS OF MISPERCEPTION
" Signorile, Michael*; Voelcker, J.*

* Chair, Media Committee, AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power (ACT UP),
New York, N.Y., USA.

ae Member Madia” Committee, AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power (ACT UP),
lew York, N.Y., USA; freelance science writer.

Objective. To present a survey of media coverage of the AIDS epidemic and
identify ‘inherent biases and misinformati
Methods BoBoth television and print media were analyzed; different reports

Same events were compared; points of view that were not mentioned
wereaedahtighte
Results. While coverage of the scientific aspects of AIDS by the world's 
media has become more accurate se of jemic, it still

lacks any real attempt to provide adequate social perspectiv.
of people with AIDS are raraly if ever tal into account most

n at face value, with insufficient analysis and
a . have been created to remedy these problemas, and
to Provide @ more accurate and more rounded perspective on the global AIDS
epid the many complex issues that surround it.

Conclusion. A decade of media coverage of the AIDS epidemic shows that
balanced and educated reporting is rare.

E.739 AIDS-IN SWISS-NEWSPAPERS: -REPORTING OF
PRE AND DESIGNING THE
IMAGEOFAIDS. we ne

BirchmeierBye Richard JE.; Dominique ; Dubois-Arber F. ;

Dptsocio. uni. Genave;* * Inst. univ. de méd. sociale etSt Preventive, Lausanne,Suisse.

More than 1
Since 1986 the Swissauthoritiesthanne amultim

withan nant fort of sensmenkiasuck
and healthth professionals. “ne P

 

country. hei geo Le: byp . ÀS à databaR The sigue press.3

Beanbeentreatedasas anyot the press, but appears much more often
more regularly than the othersothertopicbyreport live every events

of the

and mor and newness of
ntists concerning

The press play a major e in designing popular beliefs aboutit AIDS.
+ Most reported events are not directly related to prevention but still have preventive
effects.
- Persons with AIDS take a large place and are presented as "usual" patients who need

- Journalists are generally neural,butbut don’t take much care of contradictions
appearing in or between the agenci

Objectives This study exmmines several recent Mass Transit Authority (NYC)
for the rhetorical expression of ideological developments

which they, obliquely, ref

us etc. ,illustrates the
where symbols of f

interpreting
Results: The study foundthatthese advertisements
GLimateé of unease which reflects displaced phobias around

E 738 AIDS ANDTHE MEXICAN PRESS.IS IT USEFUL AS AN EDUCATIONAL MEAN?
. Guzman, L*; Rico*: Magis, Rangel, G.*

*The Regional Center xchange, Documentation and
lormation about AIDS, CRIDIS/CONASIDA, MEXICO.

*"General Directorate of Epidemiology. Ministry of Health, MEXICO.

of the Mexican press to the AIDS epidemic from April to
asan educational mean; S}to evaluate

Qblectlves. 1)To analyze the response
December 1988; 2)to evaluatetthe role of the Mexican press

MethodeNotes and ue,on calles’ fromIhe eleven most important national daily

analysis unit, and quantitative variables were

ondanalyanalyzed using a SPSSSPCFgramme. For the qualitatve jupes content analysis was
The variables allowed us to know the and the ican prose io dealrg wim AIDS.
Results, oat resuits are: 1) the average number ofss was 9.9 per day: 2) the
information flow ine after the AIDS official campaign, peef thePublic opinion response
8) the soclal groups that expressed an opinion related to the campaign were: public organizations
7%, social associations 20.6%, civil associations 118%, popaparties 3.6%, reine

institutions 3.6%, and private organizations 0.5%;4) in regard to the a

about transmimission; 47% about treatment; 18.2% had epidemiological informations and 40% about
of mpeg! props
‘Although articles are being published netantly, the press is notacting oe eens

educational mean. Nevertheless, results show that the public opinion has raspond significatively, and
we consider th À to make the press a useful mean.

social discussion In this medium should be considered by the ‘decision makers to orient the ‘alowing
eteps of the campaign.

E 740 Lakeshore Schoo) Board's Comprehensive Aida Model

" Mitchell,Margaret; Bit, Willian
Lakeshore Schoo] Board, Beaconsfield,
Quebec, Canada

tiis To describe the implementation of a comprehensiveein

which inceluded the development of a Li
Planfor high school students, professional ‘evelopesnteeor

a commun. y development strategy and a public awareness
component

A report will be presented on the results

Rs, School Board's mandate to develop à policy and an

educational plan on -AIDS ee vith
representation ni fif: n majorfroa group orga:

information sessions, andsseventee:n large group aseenblies using

flyers. brochures, informative letters, education kits, videos,

newspaper and television coverage in the ing.

su. £s-hpproxinately 1200 employees, 1500 parents, and 44808 high

given the opportunity to learn about the

deadly disease, “AIDS. per and television coverage gave

positive publicity to the importance of

and projects offered encouraging

mithvrorganised human resource:
strides can we findings will be available "sorFe

925
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SIDA ET MEDIA AU SENEGAL

Dagenais Bernard, Université

Canada.

E.741
Laval, Québec,

Objectif. corngenes l'image que véhiculaient les sédias

le SIDA au Sénégal au soment du dévetoppesent du Progamme

& Moyen Terme e lutte contre IDA.
Méthode. Analyse des articles parus dena le Soleil de Dakar,

de 1986 à 1 see

Résultats. Entre | où le Soleil titrait 4 ta une ie
20 février 1986: SIDA: aucun CAS AU SENEGAL et l'article du

4 juin 1968 oat te oleii faisait état de 64 cas de SIDA
la couverture de presse

- ‘y a pas d

Les cas de viennent d'ailleurs

- Les médias dramat
SIDA se dé

- Les premières préoccupations sont d’abord bio-médicales

- Le SID st a seu urgence en satière de santé.

A

psycho-soctales de ta maladie

Conclusion: L'étude comperative de la couverture de presse

du SIDA en 3 el Observateur au Québe

dans le Solei aeieese cue pattern Sénégalais se

retrouve dans tous ile: ays prennent conscience du

développement de la ms ladite surVous territoire.

E.743 AREonal IMPACT OF NEEDLESTICK INJURIES ON HEALTH CARE

Intosh, N; Streight, R; Schiech, Walter,

asie Universtiy,VsVietorte6General Hospital, Halifax, N.Seanda
ec edlestick injury has an adverse emotional

 
ct on health”careveworkers {HCW's).

Methods. Self administered questionnaire at the time the employeereported

the injury and a supplemental questionnaire was completed two w

following injury,
alts. To date 54 HCW's have been enrolied: Seventy-fourpercent of the

tscidents invo. 4 patien

ad a change

Sher spouse: and 5% with their

liminary results of this study indicate that needlestick
ct on health care workers.

rtments, in addition to prog:
ent such injuries, must recognize and deal with the emotional Fmpact

of Euch injuries.

E.745 HEALTH FEGRESSICNAL'S KNOWIEDGE, EXPERIENCE ATTTIUES
° CEMSENING AIDS IN HEXATEN ED MGTENY AKT CAGRE INERTED

FESS y Albrecht, G.; Cockedy, J.
University of ILlimis at chicago, U.S.A.

to treat parsons with AIDS. Amdety included by worry and about
with AIDS, infection throwh their and infecting 2

. Overall, attitudes were indiosters of amdety than were knowledge
and/or experiemos for physicians and social voies. For @periance with
patients was also siqnificwt.
QGaelusion. Professional responsibility mst be actiressed in the workplace
in conjunction with woortes about AIDS in carder to facilitate arcciety about.
caring far patients.

Le SIDA,la société et le comportement
AIDS,Society and Behaviour

Milleu de travail

Workplace
“Asian women and AIDS = research fesves”

subaittad by Soon-Youns PhD anthrepologiet,IMOIA

E.742

8 vomen end AIDS". Ic  s paper lsncifles research issues on “Asi
TER

The
to would help AIDS.poses

to support vosen vho ars struggling to hire.this communteations "purdah”

E 744 TITLE: THE WORKPLACE: LARGE ADVANCES FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
. Schwartz, Beverly; William oe Re

U.S.CentersDisease nero Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Objective. This paper identifies and discusses leverage points, motivating
factors and programs successful in stimulating emall businesses to educate
employees about the prevention of HIV.

thods. Needs assessment surveys have been used as phe basis for
designing education strategies vecponsive to small busi
capacities. Profeastonal membi

business owners were t of program
content, structure, and initial implementation of the project! s pilot
phase

ograms offered unique perspectives and approaches in

Tetrifying6applications to a multiplicity of organizational Sheeton
Evaluation methodologies for pr employers and i

euployees knowledge level and behavior will be discussed.

Concluston. The worksite must be acknowledged as a vital target area, and
rene asa primary vehicle for communication of adult Aids education aud

prevention rams Indeed, the development of usable programs for this

Population ippears to be a most important step in reaching a large segment

of individuals who may effectively be reached only through their place of

employment.

E 746 ATTITUDES OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS TOWARDS THE
" ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SOR.ad

KB, , ch, R.*.+ Feeney, Rochs

Biomedical Laboratories", Raritan NJ, Fairleigh: Dickenson Public
Administration Institute, Rutherford NJ, . U.S.A.

Objective.*To us the degree of concern medical technologints have
d immmodeflotency 8 surveyed

setandessatat the annual meeting of the NJ Societyfor Medical Technelosy
held in Asbury Park, New Jersey during April] 1988. The survey

knowledge, and practices of. “pedical technologists
with respect to AIDS. Multiple choice NETpeer(283),1ntilisinsàa
Likert tbuted and

friends orfanilies“boexpresssad
a9% are idering

their neignificant
£ the laboratory; Ps.am would not have

field ey d be handling
HIV positive samples;

or always when handling samples. Conclusion. We found a
of concern about AIDS among
contributing to the current personnel shortage in medical te
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AIDS-RELATED KNOWLEDGE ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES OF GREEK DEN~
TISTS
Anastasia J

E.747

Papaevangelo
National Genter‘for AIDS,Athens School of Hygiene,Athens Greece

iective-7o estimate imowledgeàattitudes behaviour and practices related to
dentists in Greece and determin:e responsible factors.

ete anonymous questi re was sent my mail to a randomly selected
10% sample among dentists in Athens.Details about their demo;
scientific backer

were males, 61 ORwerwere less than
ears old and 18.5% admitted post graduate studies.More fenale(43.66Z)than

merOZ)dentists always use cos The use ofgloves and ms
entists ess than ars old(48.4% 34.a respectively) than

40( 26.32 and i8. 7). Of the Greek dentist 64.2% disinfect
high speedhenhand piece after treatment of every patient.nly2385% accept

une therapy of HIV infected patients while 80.5% were about

Conclusion.High proportion of Greek dentists take Precautions for thenselves
and their patients,are well informed about AIDS but are not wi the-
rapy HIV infected Persons. More education is necessary to improve their
practices and our.

AIDS and Refusal to Work: A Canadian ExperienceE.749
Regenbrecht, Marlies _

Labour Canada, Occupational Safety and Health, Ottawa,oe

Objective. To describe the process of assessing refusals
vente danger consists of a co-worker Or clientwith AIDS.

Methods. of refusal to work,because of a co-worker with AIDS, in the
faloral jurisdiction are reviewed andthe ruling explained. Comparisons are
made with cases in other Canadian juri: i
Results. Up tillnow refusals to work because someone in the workplace has
AIDS, have not been upheld.

ADS ig aPotentwotivatar for retuaing &o
the contact with the

i imal. Disseminationtiteofinformation about the disease
Send wouldsrenent meow of those insigente.

E 751 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AN AIDS WORKPLACE POLICE

° Katoff, Lew, Gay Men's Health Crisis,
New York, New York, USA

Objective: To provide suggestions for
organizations involved in AIDS social services: research
Methods: nied role of institutions involved in AIDS services and

persons with AIDS in the workplace were

resource policies for
education.

 Results: AIDS service and research organizations have the capacity and
the responsibility to serve as ls for employers in their communities,
as well as a responsibility for the well-being of their employees.
Demonstrating persons w: AIDS can continue 1
productive li contr: the tion of communities in which a
diagnosed person can live fully. While difficult and costly, attention to

important benefits for affected employees, their
i nvolvement of

tions for establishing a relevant, effective PWA
personnel policy include consideration of reasonable accomodations,
employee benefits and the availability of support services.

E.748 A MODEL APPROACH FOR LABOR UNIONS AMID THE
HINEPIDEMIC IN ALAMEDA COUNTY CALIFORNIA

n, Frances*; Seidel, E .** B.***; Labor and
Decupatianat HeelanProgram {LOHP), University of ‘caiFfornia at Be rk

rganization; and Service Employees international

a Oakland, California, USA, **Highland General Hospital
(HGH), Oakland, California, USA, ***HIV/AIDS Services Division, Alameda
County, California,

Objective: To describe a public sector labor union's workplace efforts in

directed HIV educational programs and in creating and expanding HIV services
Alameda County, CA.

Methods: SEIU Local 616 has organized a collaborative effort utilizing union,
rnment resources to educate the county's orkforce;

ccess to quality
ward training in HIV transmission, occupiatonal“safety,

on/prevention. 2} Collaboration with hospital management at
Highiand General Hospital in training all workers regarding HIV transmission,

i rganize 8 Gay and Lesbian Caucus within

 
 

onclusions: Labor unions can organize and reinforce workplace education

locat government to support comprehensive HIV services; an
provide a focus for important gay and lesbian, minority, and community concerns.

E.750 ais EDUCATION IN THE WORKPLACE
Rail, L.*; Downer, Ann

tle/King County iAeat of Public Health, Seattle,
Wa., USA; “aUniversity of Washington, Seattle, Wa., USA

Objective. To educate the King County workforce about AIDS, and to evaluate
the effectiveness of this training on knowledge and attitudes

county-wide policy on non-discrimination for people
with AIDS (PWA) in the workplace, a voluntary A:

ime. Th

 
a person risks infection by sharing intra-

tugequipent, €that women can pase the virus to male sexual partners,

andchat an infected pregnant woman can pass the virus to her unborn baby.

Areas in which there was less knowledge included: the ability of bleach to

re

ly. ehwould not work with a PNAdecreased from 40% before to 24%

Conclusions. A one hour educational can significantly increase hnowtedge
about AIDS and alter attitudes about working with a person with AJ)

REAR OF AIDS IN THE WORKPLACE
zRichter,D;Mathur,S and Addy,c

University of South Carolina School aot Public
Health, Columbia, South Carolina,

E.752

Objective. To determine the level of fear and misconceptions
about AIDS in the workplace.
Methods. major university in southeast U.S.

versity-vide AIDS survey. The measurement

also
ge score and an attitude score were

calculated for each 8subject.
were 'very concerned’ in the situation ‘being

rom a water fountain u:

o the misconceptions about AIDS
and to the fear of contagion, “rer of and fear of death.

Fear of AIDS in the workplace exists due to
misconceptions about AIDS. Extensive AIDS educational efforts
must be conducted to provide facts and to calm down
hysteria which may disrupt the workplace.
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{HTV/AIDS AND INTERNATIO!E.753 RTV/ATDSAND1 NAL ORGANIZATIONS: A STAFF AND DELEGATE ,754

‘Breuer, Nancy L. American Red Cross, Los Angeles Chapter,

2700 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90057, US A

Objective: To describe the resent a sample of the
result of development SFa multicultural HIV/AIDS basic education and
anti-discrinination pack for use by international organisations,

Working in the Secretariat of the League of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies in Geneva, and in cooperation with WHO, the autho:
has involve LeagueState mesbers and staff frou oer
 

ropriate educational. rogranme for staff menbsrs and Field

delegates in international service.

Results The resulting pack includes a self-questionnaire,
scripted slide presentation, case studies, exercise on
panaSiscrimination, interviews©einpres undergoing the HIV test in

a. resource Liat, HIV bibltography end the
newly-developed League HIV/AIDSraliey for the workp

Conclusion: League of Red|Cross and Red Crescent Societies has a
ti and delegates workrs programasnsdesened help staff

issues in Ptheir workplaces and preventropriately
HIV/AIDS.relatedSiscriaination.

 

E 757 THE SAFEAMLING OF ‘HIV-POSITIVE BIOLOGICALFLUIDS
° THE ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATOR!

P.A. Lewis and D.B. Garcia Radian Corporation, SA.

Although biological fluids have long been handled in the analytical chemistry lab-
oratory, oftaguidances relative to their safehandling have only recent been
dissemina U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA
nite thesslble.exposureto etiologic agents hasalways n presents sreater

rn has surfaced a sult of the AIDS epidemic, Further,
analytical chemi stry laboratories to handle biological samples from.as elinteal
research trials presents a special case since al) samples are known HIV-
positive. Presently there is much reluctance by laboratories capableof conducting

wehavedrug disposition studies to handle known HIV-positive samples ai
designed containment facilities and developed Standard operating procedur:
(SOPs} for these activities. The containment laboratory used for this activity
oparates under negative pressure and is governed by a series of SOPs. The

Ss the following activiti

- General work practices, policies, and procedures;
- Packagingwand transporting of :specimens;
- Receipt and transfer of specimens to sample control;
+ Sample log-in an rage;
- Laboratory cleanup. decontamination, and disposal;

~ Emergeicy procedures for surface spilis and personal contamination;

- Decontamination of biological waste.

In addition to the general SOPs above, a safety protocol relative to the specific
analytical procedure to be performed is formulated. This protocol focuse:
on possible hazards peculiar to the analytical procedure
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E 756 It's Your : À Three-Part Plan To Control
" InfectiousDisease

Miller, Dr. W. Barry
Director of Education, Fredericton, New Brunswick
Canada

Objective: To explain how a school system has informed
employees of the basic public health principles
that govern infectious disease control in schools.

Methods: A sixteen page brochure bas been prepared for all
school board employees. t provides specific dir
ectionrer such headings as How Should I Deal With
AIDS 1 e Classroon?, w Can I Protect Mysel
against A108? That You Don t Have To Worry About.

The document provides a model for any school systen

The publication will be available in limi
quan

E.758 mzixIHPACT OF AH AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM
THE WORKPLACE
Erancigco:Richter,D;Mathur,S and Addy,C

University of South Carolina School of Public Health, Columbia,
South Carolina, USA.

QObjective.To measure the effectiveness of an AIDS education
program for employees in a university workplace.

.S. fron:
January-May 1988. 990 employees, grouped according to their job
positions, atte two-hour AIDS education sessions conducted

t

r were
analyzed using the chi-square test, paired t-test, and ANOVA.

Before the educational program, the mean knowledge
score was relatively high. There were misconceptions regarding
the cause, cure and transmiesion of AIDS. meny employees were
concerned about getting AIDS in low or x situations.
After the program, there was statisticallyvalgnifioan
improvement in both knowledge and attitude scores of
enploy: .

This AIDS education program in the workplace was
© be effective with improvement in both the knowledge

and attitudes about AIDS among the employees.
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Blood Control in Brazil

Jurberg, Claudia; Galväo, Bernardo; Silva, Edmilson*

Oswaldo Cruz Foundation, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil

Objective. To realize an analysis, together the brazilian

authority government, the population and together the press in

general, about aids transfusional hrazilian situation. What is

the government actuation ? The brazilian press contribued with

the elucidation the problem ? And the population have

conscience the important of voluntary blood donation ?

methods. It is an work of scientific journalism with objective

is, trhough interviw with authority government, cientist,

technical science, journalist and the population, establish the

blood control situation in Brazil, during a period.

results. A new brazilian constitution, promulgated in 1988,

Prohibit a blood sale, but any government measure will be

realize. The blood have been saling and the brazilian

population ignore the danger with blood transfusional.

E.761 AMODEL OF OCMMINITY SUPPORT FOR PEOPLE WITH HIV DISEASE
Lese zi McKenna,P.#**; Rohl,M.#*;

. *Coordinator, AIDS Commmi
(ACCM). ** Administrative ea, ACCOM, CANADA’

Sbijective:: Topoid,community based, psychosocial and practical support to
peop: Efec
Method:DDeveloping,wweitingand publishing a comprehensive layman's guide to
Coping with HIV related conditions. Providit trai:
woluntesrs, conselling, pahelp support Exoups,aninfornation library
and emergency financial assistance.
Conclusion: This of support is beneficial ondhelps people cope both

y andommtlonally with ir related 1
mire: We main twenty clientsat a time, indicating a
‘strongneed for this type of

E.763 DIFFERENCES IN AIDS RISK ASSESSMENT (ARA)/COUNSELING
BEHAVIORS OF PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS IN COSTA RICA

XASAND HARRIS COUNTY,TE:

Coverdale,Jonn: Valibona, C., Laux, L., Aruffo, J., and Thornby, J.
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Tu, USA.

Qbiective: assess whether there are significant differences|in attitudes and
ARA/counseling behaviors of Costa Rican andHarris Counatyyphysicia

In this study, dical
conference to sti0 re had previously used to assess the ARA/counssiing behaviors of
hysicians in Harris County Community Health Cen The questionnaire was translated

into Spanish by one of the co-authorsho attended.‘the meeting. These responses were
compared to the responses of 47 primary care physicians from the health centers using the
general linear model program 0! S.

ignificant differences (p < or = .05) were found on 22 of the 43 questions. Costa
Rican physicians report mingmore comfortable askingpatents about their sexual prefer-

toreduce their risk of AIDS at a

etmore ‘responsible freARAune.
: Therreare cultural differencesin physician behaviors and attitudes about sexual

anddrug historyt hich may reflect diiff
behavior.

Prévention et santé publique
Prevention and Public Health

E.760 DRUG REGULATION GONE WRONG: THE a OF GANCICLOVIR

James: Long, I.; Harrington, M.; Fornataro, K, AIDS
Coalition to Unleash Power, New York, New York, USA.

Obiective. To evaluate flaws in the current drug approval process in the
U.S. through analysis of the "ganciclovir story”.

been proven effective waste resources,
and limit access to an effective therapy.

SIDA ET SOCIETE: REFLEXIONS SUR LA PRATIQUE
ANTHROPOLOGIQUE INTERNATIONALE

E.762

Woods Hole, mA ik

Qbiectifs. Feflexions sur la pratique des anthropolopues

répondant à la situation critique causée ‘extension du SIDA.

Béthede. Obs: yee sonepars icipante dans .des conpres scientifiques

oes cause
tant qu'individu et chef g'équ
Resuitats. La crise qu SIDA offre, anx anthropologues un terrain

privilégié pour avancer la production'oes connaissances. On y

a recherche des sclutions aux
alles soient conçues conne
recherches sur le SIDA présententce base ou d'application, les

i e contragictions de soulève des problèmes di

té pr

une série
et de

. La pratique de À''anthrobe

Par excellence qui met les chercheurs event des choix parfoi

difficiles et mère à des réflexions critiques.
z: déontologie, responsabilité, rerlexivité,

anthropologie

E.764
hreiber MA, r JR, Katuschke A,

Heinrich B and and Goebel F-D. Medizinieoke polikiinie der Universitat,
8000 München 2, FRG

To asse present knowledge about
employees. andne 1 woctigace the effect

eensce A SLIDE ASSISTED PRESENTATION ON THE
EXOVL E ABOUT AryeINFECTION IN BumerDR, ENPLOYE

AIDS in insurance
a single educational talk..

192 insurance.™~ oyees before and after
relevant items

0 and 185, respectively, of the que: res
ThePercentage of wrong answers before and after 4/2) thepresentation

1. You can BekAus being £
ay NS. 2. AIDS has been treatteed through sharing office equipment
(3/0) HS. 3. The ‘ou,
saliva (52/7) p <0,0001. 4, AIDS
5. AIDS is an easily transmitted disease (21/8) p <0.001. 6. There are

5. nating blood (46/16) p (0.0001,
10, There is a vaccine to prevent AIDS (1/1) ES.

+ There is still a considerable,jas of information even among
educated middle class people. Si Presentations May have a
significant impact on the knowledge about}mY traneniss:
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E.765 AIDS AsA PROCESS

Conde, i Coronado, A.*, Arredondo, C.*, Gil, E.*.

Ministery of HealthSpeke

Objective. AIDS is not a unique and irreversible fact, but rather a
process in which society as well as the individual can and should
participate.

a "relatively controllable process" in which the attitude of the

ing and preventing the ‘possible

us "give time" ( a variable fundame:he syndrome, and

ence to find more efficient solutions than thosen the process) for scien

+ exist

S as a process allows us to define the stagesanandaspects

age cver which eady has knowledge 8 to

ose others that are still bei:ng inventigated= which eeid SEpublic

opinion to regain its confidence”in scientific discourse

  

ACCEPTANCEusea PRE-CONDITION FOR AIDS-PREVENTION AMONGST
I.V. DRUG
Dr. Ingo Wich,Deutsche AIDS-Hilfe e.V., Nestorstrafe 8-9,

oes-wee Berlin

E.767

form the _prevalency of HIV that is accurate -be-

AIDS and the incorporation of care-dimension for HIV-infected and AIDS-di-
sgnosed d.u e existing therapy programs including s possible perso-
nal care until th. The D: e AIDS-H calls in answer to the often

strophic im between 50.000 en

stigmatisation,

E 769 “EDUCATION ABOUT AIDS" COURSES, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
" Goller, Ian*;Jones,J.**;Houvardis,S.* and Lewis,V.*

ealth Promotion Unit, Health Department Victoria, Melbourne, Victor

austrelietgeeial Biology Resources Centre, Melbourne, Victoria, relie,

Objective, To evaluate the impact and outcomes of a series of 6 dl
multidisciplinary AIDS education programs designed for health, ‘walfare and
educational professionals.
Methods. Various tools have been used to evaluate these courses. Thea
include knowledge and attitudinal questioansires as well as in depth
interviews with selected course participants

to Decenber’ 1988 16, 6 deyvoltsve
n both country and olitan regions

maintained at these
iz etion. Participantsreporrt a!

ortable and confident in communicating with others on ans
and issues of sex and sexuality. Course participants have shown skills

many nitatives e.g. policy development, educational
sessions and couneelLing within their institutional ororemployment|groups.
Pexticipan: yeh:
elated ‘is.sans. :lesgi towards; peopleinfected:with HIV .and :We‘drug use -isaues.

 

Conclusions. These educational pro: 6 have been shown to have a ma
impact on ais awareness ‘and prevention activities in the state of Victoria.
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E 766 THE DOUBLE CONTAGIOUSNESS PHENOMENON: FROM SEROPOSITIVITY

" ty sSYCHOPOSITIVITY

+ F.; Coronado, A.*, Arredondo, C.*, Gil, E.*.

Ministery of kealth-Spain.
 

Objective. As can be seen from the analysis of teSEErudes the popula-

tion carried out by means of representative survi we are confronted by
a dual "contagiousness", the most impor ant from.the point of view

development ©of the disease, which must be fought by

education. But, on Eeeother hand th #0 €:

contagiousne!ss" of r

and social racism. Elimineating ens ph

to cope wen the disease and dev
which upto now have been the only rea of fighting this problem

Conclusion. none report develops the concept of "psychopositivity" (fear,

rejection, isolation...) as one of the major sources ofdifficulties in

the fight against ae Paychopositivity creates "repression", which

leads those affected ¢ tur r backs on the health system, to

themselves to K

ot take m the system, all of which arto ne

negative for themselves as well as for society.

E.768

EN MATIERE DE PREVENTION

HaddedVadad_ d Health Organizat
Regional Office for Europe/Copenhagen-peamark
Paris. France

E.770

-Afin de pouvoir prendre une décision responsable et avertie, nous avons
be nn
. De connaissances sur le comportement sexuel sain qui implique des choix
et des*responsabili
.D'une éducation senucile efficace que est saine réaliste _pragmatiques
non moraliste, éducation qui valide la sexualti ect positif

vie, qui r la peur, donne des informations claires“et honnêtes
et qui met l'accent sur les$ pratiques|sûres d'être sexuel et offre des
comportements alternatifs à consi

-Souligner, dans la transmission des messages efficaces pour Îes relations
sexuelles saines, l'importance du langage utilisé, ati attitude réceptive,
de qualifications interpersonnelle: e ci

wiser dans les programmes d'enseignement des oratiques sexuelles saines
Ja communauté des différents groupes de la population, utiliseer

différents types d'information selon le gro et préparer des solut
éducatives ou de précautions nécessaires afin de limiter le nombre in
personnes infectées et de réduire les conséquences de l'infection.
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E.771 PROBLEMS IN THE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE MEDICAL TREATING
. SYSTEM AND THE PATIENT/FAMILY SYSTEM

Patten, John
The Ackerman Institute for Family Therapy, New York New York, USA

Many medical management problems occur in AIDS patients because of poor re-=
Tationships between patient/fantty and the medical system (doctors, social

rses, administrators, etc.). The Ackerman AIDS Project, by using
psychotherapeutic and educational techniques with many individuals, couples»
and famili the medical systems, has been able to show
provement in these relationships
For instance, many individuals, families, and health care workers believe
the equation AIDSHDEATH, This ts in spite of AIDS being seen by the
writers and ms of the medica nity as be! aving more Tike a
chronic itiness. When patients' and famtlies' percepts of AIDS has been
psychotherapeutically shifted from FATAL to CHRONIC, they feelan

are likel more c fant to trea pro! cols“andto
ver of th tive . Normal activities of living ca
once the ÂTiness is seen ina different perspective. Patientsand famiTies
often feel empowered to ask more questions of the medical treating system
and to be Tess passive about their iliness.
To create a shift in perception, we must placé emphasts on basic information
and education about AIDS. Ignorance and misinformation abound, the stigma,
anxtety, isolation, and guilt that surround AIDS make education about every-
thing from testing to treatment essential. It is a time-consuming, repeti-
tive process which requires a high degree of expertise.

E.773 INNOVATIONS IN AUSTRALIAN NURSING
Nugent,Joy.
Private Palliative Care Services Pty Ltd, Adelaide, South

Australia, Australia

This paper tracesone growth of an Australian nursing innovation: a
professional service to meet the needs of those suffering a life

i i d

e 8 was
necessary to ensure a legitimate place in the health care system along side
well established public systems. On going education programs provide
support for the palliative care nurses as well as necessary revenue to meet

i mses. Details of Company structure, cost effectiveness and the
practicalities of establishing a private nurse practice are discussed.
is PPCS model of practice holds international potential
and interest for nurses.

E.775 PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PEOPLE WITH HEAMOPHILIA AND
* HIV IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Schäfer, Norbert Specht, Deutsche AIDS-Hilfe e.V.,
Nestorstr. 8-9, 1000 Berlin 31, West-Germany

Objective: To develop new and practical educationalcouncelling strategies
and asupport systems for haemophiliaiacsin the FRG nh cooperat:

Haemophi

limited nutber of haemophiliacs the infrastructure for non-therapeutical
and therapeutical self-help groups. More data will be presented at the

E.772 CeeESOVRSC PERLE

+ Eigo, J. and long, I. AIDS Coalition
to Unleash PoweNow York,New York U.S.A.

Objective. To discuss the availability of primary care (baseline health
care) for HIV-infected

. We interviewed physicians, researchers and goverrment officials
and analyzed data on trial

E 714 Cul tural ly Sensitive Care st Minimal Cost Through In-House Health
Attedant Care

LPA,MPA,CST*, hadden, Constance:
poolifornia state University, Hayward, talifornia,ae**San

incisco-State University, San Francisco, California, USA

Selective: Providing optimal, fuleucally sensitive care at minimaltele o
People of Color and others with A1DS and ARC,
Nethods: Use of in-house, hand-picked and trained home health attendants 

o © a 2 a 8 o o LA ~ 2 a ne < ® < £ 3 os 7 5 < a ® w s 4 ® 2 3 Ë

£onclusions: As care for AIDS clients becomes increasingly costly and

draining, the in-house home health attendant model adds greatly to team

spirit while cutting costs so that more cliants may be helped. The HHA

  
y an Interdisciplinary Team, is very effective i

providing quality, culturally sensitive care to minority AIDS/ARC clients.
Results: More clients are saen; costs are minimized; morale is enhanced.

Tobe of Conferences: Number_of Participants:
T People of Color Conference, Sacramento, CA 500

2 Life Foundation, Hawaii 450
3 National AIDS Network, Washington, D.C. 1500

4 2nd National Conference on AIDS, San Francisco 1100

2 Centers for Disease Control, Washington, 0.C. 150!

Mon

E.776 DISCRIMINATION OF MALE AND FEMALE PROSTITUTES UNDER THE
- ASPECTS OF AN INCREASING SOCIAL CONTROL IN THE CONTEXT

OF AIDS

Micaela Riepe, Deutsche AIDS-Hilfe e.V., Nestorstr. 8 - 9, 1000
rlin est-Germany.

Objective: In Ter to fight against prejudice prostitution must
be presented normal profession and the health consciousness
amongst prostitutesmist be clearly s

Methods: The experiences of all organizations of Federal prostitutes
re to aken into consideration including the evaluaton of existing

results on voluntary and compulsory HIV-tests as well as the mumerical
deve opment of sexual transmitted diseases in the years 1985 to

Results: Prostitutes cannot be considered a relevant group for
Tansmission of HIV-infections and further sexual transmitted

diseases. Maleonand female i.v. drug users who get their money for
eeveprostitution do have other living conditions

+ A Precondition for the stabilization of the health
StansOFprostitutes is the acceptance of prostitution as a profession

and mtinous information and education of the ma
population about the necessity of safer sex on the o 7hend.
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E.777 LE SIDA, UN PROBLEME DE TOUS
Anabitarte, Héctor ; Nonyredadd ,
Comité Ciudadano Anti-SIDA de vedraa:SPAIN

Objectif. Définir 1 tratégi des izati
nementales et gesouvenentssociaux, face & 1’information et
prévention du S
Méthodes. Les arrerdences derivées des activitées quotidiennes
du art Anti-SIDA de Madrid, & travers les progzammes d’in-
formation, des conférénces, des colloques, des soins directs
avec 8 porteurs, malades et sujets que leur comportement reni
vulnerables & 1’infection VI.
Résultats. Compte tenu de 1’experience acquise apresgina ans

 

 

d'existence, on a sensaterté la pris de conscience pula-
tion, les chen, d’hsbits, des soins sanitairesopis at-
tentives; mais cnecre on peut reseigner des situa le dis—
crimination et réfus à légard de personnes intontéenverje VE
ou soupgennées de 1’étre.

vements sociaux contre le SIDA en Espagne 
T

t assumer cette maladie comme une simple maladie,
sans aucuneautre contenue,

AIDS PATIENTS AND THE USE OF EXPERIMENTAL HIV DRUG THERAPIES
OUTSIDE

peser,LoisJeisraraRoneaL M.*
, Toronto, Canada

E.779

Objective: To examine the relationship between patients' involvement with
AIDS cammnity crginizations and the use of experimental @rug therapies
Gaine OURS DE the country.
Method: Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 25 AIDS patients in
‘threemajor centers in the province of Ontario.
Results: Of the 25 AIDS patients interviewed, 7 are(or have been) involved

‘tal HIV fram outs:

community tions, and 3 are know. activities
organizations although are not actively imolved, 6 of the 7 patients
indicated that their from out-

E.781 figiesOFRSSFerreT0RELATIVES ee PATIENTS CARRIERS nz

TanibBNeeRiespit €Haternidade cels0 'pièrre ‘da Pon-
tificia Universidade tatgtica de Campinas-S.P.-Bra:

OBJECTIVE: This work consists of a progr‘ame of multidisciplinary sesistan-
to relatives of patients carriers HIV in the Infectious Disease servi-

ce of HMCP-P'CCAMP.

METHOD: Me ting of groups of relatives with multidiscip. inary team that takes
‘pa. trphysicians, nurses, psychologists and religious, aiming to give support
and technical and psychosocial “eeio

RESULTS: 1. For the professional te the confrontation with relatives di-

nding the acceptation initially found in th
observed wide interest of the relatives in discussing and assimilating
AIDS questio:

CONCLUSTON: This meeting results in gains for the relatives, patients and
principally for the multidtsciplinary team. We think, thereforereethat such
eve t eould extend nity in genera (Public Health Ce and
Disc ct Entities).
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E 778 MODEL PROGRAM: COLLABORATION OF PRIVATE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

" SYSTEMS ON OUTPATIENT SERVICES
Letterman, Nedine H.*; Rosenthal Susan**, Rotenberg,

Ellen**, Ernst, Jerome M.D.*, *Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center, **New York

City Department of Health.

Objective. To Metwo (2) separate health aystems centered ground AIDS
care in the South B:
Methods. The majorityot AIDS patients served by Bronx-Lebanon Hospital
Genter aare primarily IVDA’s and homeleon The hospital has established

active outpatient center to manage se patients after hospital
discharge.

onymoua counseling and ¢:

were begun between the

1 of

patients have been seen in the hospital clinic and 50% have been found to
have reduced immunity.

Sonclusien. Close collation between private and public sector is working
thie instance in the South B

THE STOCKHDLM MODEL- INFORMATION STRATEGIES AND CAMPAINS TO
SUPPORT THE COMMUNITY INTERVENTION
Asp, Anna-Karin, Stockholm County council Aids Prevention mage

E.760

Dbjectives: To let the information unit within gn aids prevention pro.
support, tacilitate and quicken the work with community intervention..close
collaboration between information service and aids preventio

Method:To put an information unit with educated people within a health
education project and work close together. The information unit supports
the people in the project who wor! four main target gro
young people, health and medical staff, immigrants/refugees and hono=

e
axhibitions.

We run seminars to keep their interest on top. We produce a paper “Inaight".
We formulate the messages and advertise in newapapers, locel papera and we

organize pu'slic activities,

Results: To let an informetion unit work directly within a project mal
the Projecté message more clear and makes the needs of information strategies
more clea he project can very is possible to

community intervention wor
reached 5.000 people which we now provide with all kind of information at or
information centie.

E.782 Pioneer ARTotre, Organizational and the

New Shanti

sendovel, Chris , Shanti Project California, U.S.A.

OBEOE: How|to empower human beings with the
£ life while facing life-threaten-

D extinctionchrough À
METHODS: Shane’ Project grew out of the|Apoollo II mission which
put the first man on the moon. In Apollo II individuals worked
at peak performance to exc 1 notion of human expectation.
Both Apollo II and Shanti Project evolved AIDE"becamethetwithout
a prototyp: the experience eacher

ile the Sareriver md the cared bec:
CONCLUSIONS: What people learned experientially,in their quest
© go into outer space gave p ion eople to€ same p

pace of human feelings whieh peaks in the
inal stage o ion, prior to life transition.

RESULTS: Civilization and its institutions attempt to limit the
expressionof human emotion with the institutions of family,

ommunity. In the final analysis it is human emotion
which allows People “with AIDS to face the maturation of their

ves.
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E 783 THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIV ON CANADIANS WITH E 7 LENTIVIRUS INFECTION GIVES RISETO LENTI-UNDERSTANDING
. HEMOPHILIA " ANDTHUS TOA 16 YEARS’ INCUBATION PERIOD FOR ERRORS IN

Mindell, William; O'Neill, R. and French, 5. AIDS POLITICS
Canadian Hemophilia Society, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

MICHAEL G. KOCH
Objective. To study the social and aconomic impact of HIV on familias with
hemophilia in Canada based on selected sat of aelf-reported parameters. Växrécestralen, 8-546 60 Karisborg, Sweden

thods. A mail survey was conducted on an estimated 102 systematic sample
of hemophilie families across Canada.
Results. From sample of 250 eligible households, 134 questionnaires were leativires epidemic, society reacts on the situation to that degree as it is obvious Is
returned for @ response rate of 54%. Respondents included hemophiliacs, terms ofAIDS cases, L ¢ Thereal state d, how-
Spouses or par of hemophiliacs. In 742% of the respondent lies, the ever, re the f HIV carriers, mainly hidden

hiliac had been tested for HIV antibody and of the respondents knew e and commen er-
the test reeults; 57% those kn V+. ty percent of HIV+s difficult to ignore.

nc V-relatedsyaptons- HIV+s had hig of o We do not perceive continuously growing changes unless their speed exceedscertain
went (332 vi > ower average ai ncome ($17,600 vs. $27,700), a threshhelds slips in ender immune
higher rate of and divorce (11Z va. 0) and described mora stress aystem by its
and other difficulties at wor! ol. Forty-five percent of all respon- im health politics until late In its course. Bavaria is today rather isolated in bealth
dents felt they had been refused employment or lost job opportunities pelltics.Is that a good measure for truth? Bavarian health politics (vaccination, X-ray

use of haalth-related reasons;est were HIV+ and 35% wera HIV-. HIV-s { Max von Pettenkofer and other
erienced normal work-related incr 8 in income in recent years, mensecentet bave in historical time often beer criticised by most or all other

in household incoue including Eeereaeer regularily has follewed Bavaria’s example, sharing

 

UEEn of HIVts had experienced decre:
he impact on caragiving parents and spou:
Conclusion. IV+ hemo:

  

ind social and economic repercussions. Heno
their HIV sero:catatus, feel t
asa result of the association of HIV with the hesophilie comm:

Education
Education
E.785 on KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND RISK REDUCTION PRACTICES AMONG

IG ADULTS IN TWO BRAZILIAN CITIES. Jan
J.* Nakamura, M.***, and Morris, L.*
*Fam:muy Health International, Research Telaangle Park, North Carolina

**#Federal University of Bahia, Bahia, Brazil; ***Centro Materno-Infantil,
Sao Paulo, arecorp.recenter for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia

e knowledge, attitudes and risk raduction strategiesbjective
concerning ansDEMrazilian youth in two urban areas, one of which i

cen of the AIDS epi hi
also reflects conditions at an earlier time per:

thods: Population-based surveys of young adults "aged 15-24 have been 
ante out inSao Paulo and Salvador, Brazil. These surveys provide inform-
ation on what they know abouneed ow they asseas risk for various groups

kand for thenselves, and steps taken to reduce risk.
Results: Results from the Salvador survey show that while young adults
‘aboutAIDS, and while they fonsidex others to be at high risk,

who reported thet they took action). One quarter of the men reported
han one partner in the Previous monthand condom use was higher for those

e par

t
vith one than with more than

These results will be compared.with there from the more recently carried out

survey in San Paulo, Brazil.

E.787 AIDS KAP SURVEY IN METROPOLITAN LIRA-PERU

Luién, Mangelti Li, rl tions re es Alicesass,
tPeruvien Health Min stry, ue Perd, $2Proyecto SIDA, Liu Pert,

Johns HopkinsAttPopulation cil,
University/Population Cessundeation Services, Baltieore, faryland, LEA.

Qbiective. To provide baseline inforaation for the design and, ultiaately, the evaluation of
aus sis ation caspai.

 

Methods. ructured questionnaire was applied to 1922 sen and women aged 15-44 included in a
aultistage ratifié sasple ofthe low and jower siddle class population of the city of Liaa.

972 of tl erviewsd have heard about AIDS, and 912 ones AIDS is present in Perd.
host people tan correctly tite the aain routes of transsission incorrect knowledge about
how AIDS is not transaitted is prevalent (46% and 602, respectively, aime saliva and the ase af
poe toilets can sprea

low pri on believes to te Personally at risk of acquiring AIOS (28%}; 13% adaitted to bwin
Mt sexualrte in the last six sooths, 361 heve used a condos at least once and 7% had

it in the last mt
tert interviewees obtained their AIDS information fros the press, 987 thinks the total popelation
hould receive intonation about AIDS via radio and television. Furthersore, à very high proportion

thinks a cass media conan should prosote the use of condoas in adults and young people, ead 531
e te children

- Along with|a high level of knowledge, ayths and aisconceptions about AIDS pert The
population, however, is well predisposed to ease educational activities. despiteje tou of
condoss no'aajor prejudicus sees to he present for their prosotion as a preventative

se
philis families have already experienced significant

owitz, Barbara*, Bastos, V.#*, Rodrigues, S.R.**, Vacarelli,

,

he

jemic and the other of wateh has fever reported”cases and

they consider
ow. While 702 of single sexually active men reported

a
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E.791 AIDSSAPE: AIDS PREVENTION TRAINING FOR FUNCTIONALLY

. AreD ADULTS

* N, Day," P. Purnetl* (*Poleris R &D, San Francisco)

 Oblective: ffecti 0) Psychiatr tcelly impaired and
Gevelopmentelly disabled populations.

p Washington, D.C, participated in g
i ‘or the target

 
sssessions in groups of 10-15.A

 

methods tor> prevent exposure. “The video depicted oeaall ages,races,body types,and

 questionsue

ing part of their peers. Sessions
9 sexual

behaviors in Tooea with theae Medical. end counseling steff.

ReaultzOver 1300 psychietri ith wi og
 Compreh

medicatedduring training sessions, Use of 9 prog
functionally

functionally res peopie..

results.

AIDS EDUCATION: A COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT aprmeacy
E.793 de Ne Graybill titute

for Training & Development, Amherst, Mase. USA.

To present a global AIDS education and training

on community development principles.

tline a comprehensive model for

ALD y Health Care

CPHC) philosophy and strategy; (b) builds upon existing formal
i (c) emphasizes

Objective:
orratesy base

hods: Presenters will ou

people directly and within the context of their own cultura

traditions.
: don examples discussed in this paper

prerequisite for ensuring the success of AIDS education isa

training program for national, regional, and loca DS

educators in how to plan, implement and evaluate AIDS education

that are culturally appropriate, cost-effective

egies must start with the
the national leadership and then gain

aders for AIDS educatio A
participatory community development approach whnich incorporates

nonformal education, the organizing of local community groups

and experiential training methodologies are best suited to the

implementation of effective AIDS educatio:

934

E.790 HOW TO DEFEND RIGHTS IN

PROBLEMS INSTRUMENTS IN ITALY

Tarocchi, Angiolo*; Agroletto 7 Ves Citterio, R.*;

ipsoni, ‘igerio, L.* and Tradati
*L.I.L.A. (Lega Italiana par la Lotta contro 1'AIDS), Milan, Hart

Objective. æ delineate problems and instruments to defend rights connected to
AIV-infecti On workplace in Italy.
Methods. ems and instruments have been evaluated on the grounds of known

iminatioiRSon vorkplace, consultations with workers and trade-unionists,

analysis©of Italian laws regulations i and declaration WHO/TLO
ease WHO/24 5.7.88).

guide] treated were:

targument:
ined. extension to claim-AIDS i

benefits provided for tuberculosis (Italian laws No. 1088/14. 12.70 and

No. 88/4.3.87, has been
lusions, Italian Legislation contents instruments to face HIV-related
meard, if correctly enforced, to defend rights. Neverthe-

ts regarding claim-i be necessary.

es on
less, some adjustment “AIDS Timeswill be

E.792 EVALUATION OFDIFFERENT PREVENTIVE MEASURES
Heckmann, Wol Sozialpädagogisches
Institut rereMig

Objective: To present first results of different programs to
prevent AIDS/HIV in the FRG: outreach work in the gay community
and among prostitutes, support system for HIV~- exposed children
and their families, women-soriented H1V-preventio
Methods: Evaluation took place by semi-structured. interviews,

d protocol methods.
Results: 1. communicative groups) are potent for HIV-preven-
tion among special target grou

. the health care system is - éombined with the innovative
potential of a special Program - able to support children-at-
ris

3.4 special Program focussed on women's problems with HIV/AIDS
can be Ipful.
Conclusion: "the “model programs", developed by the Federal
Minister of Youth, Family, Women and Health are effective and
prove the evidence of the psycho-social approach to AIDS preven-

E.794

Objective: To asseas the knowledge, attitudes and pellets of 14-45 year old
secondary schoolchildren, concerning AID:

ADGLESCENTS AND AIDS.
Kaul Swanssa, United Kingdom

 

Methods: Queationneire survey - this invaisauninietering pre-coded, self

Teport questionneires (completely anonymous and confidential) to a

sample of 490 aecondsry school pupila. The deta was analysed with

5 software.
:Resulta : Knowledge about AIDS among 14-15 year cld schoslchildren.

AIDS is a fetal|disease 95%
Caused by a vi 86%

Person could bevinfected and not have signs of AIDS 92%
jae of condom lowers the risk of AIOS 97%
AIDS infection spreads through

= sharing needle: 58%
= infected|bone”transfusion 98%
- casua

Conclusion: Despite sound knowledge sbout AIDS, 49% expreaaed much fear of

21% tAIDS and 44% expressed moderate fes o 28% exoressedsrejutice 48%
admitted there is strong to moverate|presaure2ta have sex. recommend that:

4. The attentionor the media is focused on the mod! fication of attitudes
and behaviou

2. Sahoo healthédücation programmes with emphssis on sex, sexuality and

sexually transmitted diseases be developed end implemented.

 

3. Such programmes are simed st 12 ta 13 age group.
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‘State of Flux' Partnership, Northwood Middlesex UK

DEVELOPING A SEXUALTTY FRAMEWORK FOR YOUTH
FLUX. A.. FLUX Ray ABSTRACT 7695

Objective: At present, sexuality education which leads to safer behaviour is
nse of individuals and societies against HT

tial for value
Panne develops

lea
lic!

a prog Action Researchwhich has taken Placein
hetralia and Hillingdon Borough t has resulted i

g designed, trialed, introduced and evaluated.
Our research in schools and health care manage: has shown that
education is a pow 1e for learning where individua oices are at
issue and ally sensitive behaviours are sought. tional materials8
emphasise information for making healthy choices and skills to enact those

es.
Results: A three-part research project in this area will be described with
examples taken from ‘Working Around AIDS Together' and the field trial

Conclusion: Sexualiity Education in British schools presents a major
opportunity to retard the spread of HIV infection. Local boards
arents and Teachers require support, approaches andmaterials to sensitise

their educational approach to the community they s

 

Audiovisuel

Audiovisual
TITLE: VIDEO PEER AIDS EDUCATION IN INCARCERATED

ADOLESCENTS:

*Roseman, J., *Baker, C.J., *Firpo, R., * Huscroft, S., *Re, 0.,
Fortis, R.
*Juvenile Court Health Services, Los Angeles County, California, USA

OBJECTIVE: fo test the concept of peer education for AIDS high risk
Behavioramong adolescents incarcerated within the Juvenile Halls,
County of Los Angeles.

Four videos were produced by the minors with their active
epation in the film-making process as well.

RESULTS: Participation was enthusiastic end motivation was high.
the Tevel o tantial and shariing of information

te for all parameters: Involvement, awareness, dealing with
facts and willingness to discuss feelings.

The concept of peer education proved to be particularly
erecable“to incarcerated juveniles as they tend to be alienated from

ors. videos were an effective tool in education towardstheir
nininisiny/preventing high risk behavior for A:

E.799 beensAONAY VIDEO ON AIDS

Gerbase, Antonio Carlos;Ferreira, J.;Tomasi,L. ;Gerbda-
se,C.

prsrererta da Saüde e do Melo Ambiente do Rio Grande do Sul,
RASIL.

video presents four paralel stories that exem-
plify typicalFatuations observed in the brazilian AIDS context.
It features the lives of Ferando,a thirty-seven years old,high
class homossexual man

ne years old,middle class,bissexual man,married,father of o

child;Carol,a seventeen year old middle class,drug addict girl;

and the members+ the AIDS control staff.
multiple aspects of the problem,the relative

risk of transnition, the risk behaviors and the ways to prevent
the infection are shown and discussed in a clear and objective

language
The eduactional objectives of the video,wich is

part of a kit ineeenng also posters,folders,slides ans tapes,is:
1)To AIDS.
210 a

change risk behavio
3)To motivate health teams to discuss the subject.
DURATION : 45 minutes.

of Governors

E.796

 

E.798 “LE SIDA AU SENEGAL: DOCUMENTS AUDIOVISUELS”
3 ©. CHU D
D'ALME

'AKAR SEN
IDA L. "PLURALE" BP.5356 DAKAR-SENEGAL

OBJECTIFS 11 s'agit de: mieux informer le grand publique, sur les modalités
de prévention du SIDA; contribuer à ue prise de conscience du grand public

eur le pér: avefate courir le SIDA et sur les responsabilités individuel-

les et collecti

Le prétest 4 la réalisation des documents audiovisuels:
réalisationarune première série de documents puis évalu as
d'un questionnaire auprés de 100 jeunes, 100 Professionneds et 100 tndivi-
dus, pour aprécier mesurer leur niveau d'information et leurs attitudes

à la participation. ‘Toute projection de ces documents ect suivie de discus-

ons.

RESULTATS:
Réalisation des documents audtovieuels, discussion et analyse des attitudes
ess par bénéficiaires

poncus ‘ONS:
ments audiovisuels 8e conçoivent comme une participetson à l'équité

sonate: nul ne peut être exclu esd problèmes que pose le SIDA.

ation sur La bas

VIDEO FILM SCREENING — OLGA'S STORY
ry, Rebecc:

er Institute on Drug. Abuse, Rockville, Maryland USA

The National Institute on Drug Abuseroues the availability of a
re ed by CET in Los Angeles through a NIDA

cau er
e rejection by her

videotape is produced in
lish version is available, The tape is

th professionals can use the
at risk for AIDS

videotaape isoer adult audiences and is not appropriate for school
prevention programs
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VIDEO FILM SCREENING -—- ALICIA
Ashery, Rebecca
National Institute on Drug-Abuse, Rockville, Maryland USA

E.801

The Nationalepnerityte on Drug Abuse announces the availability of a video
‘od: e La CET in Los Angeles ro|aMIDerent

Te
dramatic portrayal of a w who r ietestpositive

the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). n an emotional sceneshe

confronts her husband about his drug using behavior which caused the HIV
infec The ing of HIV, AIDS, and modes of transmission are©described
ina clear, concisemanner. The videotaape is produced in Spanish.

counselors and health Frofessionals can use the videotape to educate
Hispanic women and men who are at risk for AIDS because they are sexual
partners of“Antravenous drug abusers or are drug

with a leader" s guide and can be used as a tri er
film to stimulate discussion about AIDS. The videotape is for adult audiences
and is not appropriate for school prevention programs. The videotape is
20 minutes long.

E.803 EDUCATION ETAELR UNE THEORE PREALABLE
SANTEPUBLIQUE

TION, PREVENTION,
ALETASLISSEMENT DESSTRATEGESDE

CEEEaaeanatese,Paris, France

 

E.805 EDUCATION,INFORMATION,COMMUNICATION
.

MARYF. P.O. BOX 7047, KAMPALA

BACKGROUND

IDS was identified in Uganda in 1982. The National AIDS Control Programme was

formedin 1986. In May 1966 the National School Health Education Programm

inistry 0of Education, launched a Primary Science Syllabus with UNICEF assistance

D. y
organise

be e great threat of"ADStoYoun people in Uganda. Doctors and Tarots
wereéentified and trained in istrict. From March 1988 the trained teams have

d schools este:children and!the community about AIDS.

METHOD 
Statistics.

He of enRain ‘social-economiceeMyths aamisconceptions,

Available tests and Prevention of AIDS, followed by a question/answer discussion

iod.peri

IMPACT AND CONCLUSSION

By face-

It seems that there is a real breskthough in the fact that many students a:

thecommunity feel free to Ciscusssensitiive sexualiissues openve Communication

 ems
ByMarch 1989 the Program: will nave been introduced in a3 Dis!

comprising of 7000 Primary ‘and 800 Secondary Schools, Over 1neepeople

been made aware. School AIDS Education Programmeis being very well eed

hroughout the ‘mnt.

936
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E.802 POTENTIAL RISKS OF ULTRAVIGLET RADIATION (UVR) IN HIV

FLEGG Peter J, I.D.U., Monsall Hospital, MANCHESTER. U.K.

To determine the differences in tional UVR exposure and
the knowledge of itseffects in HIV seropositives and in those not at risk
Oo Ey in the Light of reports that both UVA/UVB radiation

ve and that UVR can activate HIV expres:sion.
METHODS: Questionnaires ware answered by 58 malehomohomosexuals seropositive
forHIV (11 with AIDS or ARC)and 61 controls matched for gender but.

on ok ciak categoryfor HIV infection. skin type was assessed from

RESULTS: Sen tapeanmean age did not er between groups (HIV
positives, 26.4 years, controls24.8 mere:—posetitives had significantly

ter sunbed or solaria S (20.7% vs 6.5%,
to na:tural sunlighteuanticSolent or burn

year period (11.5 weeks vs 9.5 weeks, p = 0.06).
frowleageoFof and‘uthee to the harmful effects of UVR was similarly poor

both groups ("general health improved": ‘immunit Fe
21% vs 23%). Only 60% of HIV positives and 53% controls

could skin cancer %

grea
p<0.05)andnalgreater

immuno-
anong HTY positives

“thatitaighteeeimprovehealth and the
HIV infection. HIV positives to reduce
YR cree an lan of the thecweticaltiaks involved.

E.804

 

E 806 KNOWLEDGE ,PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES CONCERNING AIDS AMONG UNIVERSITY
a STUDENTS:FROPOSISTIONS FOR AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.

Verselho,Leticia L. *;Simoes Barbosa,Regina H.*;Perez,Mauricio A.*;
Sarantakos ,Georgina' a
*UNIVERSITY. TOSeTTAL, FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO,

mi
ray sere interviewed

que: To analy: and higher
red from these questionsFait scronger Gssociations.oFinally, the epidemio-

entanepeychosoetal profile were defined and report:
RESULTS: dons of tralpentssion and prevention were correctly

a however ,a significant|eye,SE,undecided and
 
answere: o! 3 1 students. There

  

tnntorned answers about trananisaion|y mosqu:toe: saliva Lery, ci closet
and others.Women's Eranentestonis ore to be associated with resblanies.Inforwation
about the teatment and vacc: y known.Finally,a strong prejudice correlated to
hososexwelienWawas observed
CONCLUSION :Despite universit: tudents have a high level of informat:tion about
TV, newspaper , books,scientific reviewsPaindcnrshe perception of the pro ce taddarts
by prejudice and fear.Being AIDS a ated to sexuality andcsarrpaper
aieflenle to deal with in teras of changinghabits and behaviors new Educational programs

use new methodology based on these issues.
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E.807 ‘ADOPTION OF CHILDRENBORNTO HIV POSITIVE WOMEN
" guReETTSendy* » G O'Hara*, S Fowler*, J Mok**

€! onal CouncilSocial work Department, Edinburgh
“Lothian Health Board, Edinburgh

Objective: To describe the placement in adoptive families of children born
to HIV positive wome:
Methods: Adoptive fant ies were recruited from 2 sources 1) Foster Families

AU foster parents are informed and pre;
fFHIV, and some volunteered, Their etrength

of feeling for the child led these families to want to adopt. 2) Adoptive
i yr children at risk of HIV.

about HIV, and told about children with

 
subsidy. Issues are: dea
may become it] and die; confidentiality; what to tell th
Conclusion: Adoptive families have und without Meoctal advertising

Informing alt car about
r experiences have informed development of anHIY screen

ing policy forr'uonen placing children. Consideration of relatives as
adopters of children whose parents die is a future is

Fairfax, Virginia, U.S.A. ,**Fairfax Hospita
*Communit

PROGRAM OF VE CARE FOR IVDISEASE

sPoretz,D.**;Sharret,Carol*Stage, 7.*
eR. **iMorrison:A. **,*Pairfax County tenth, Dept.»

1Fairfax, Virginia,D. S.A.

A
Payne, F.*
Goldenbe:

ty Services Board, Fairfax, Virginia,U.S.A.

Sbiective:To establish an interdisciplinary community based program
Staging and case managi: HIV infections which will prolong lives andFo
the spread of HIV in the community.

thods: The Fairfax County human services agencies, i.e., Health, Services
Board, and Sockal Services have developed a voluntary program to ide edu-

on, continuing medical € social support to iccati paycho-: +
individuals infected with anv.|Patient sources are from the
finding activities, the substance abuse ams, private ical ti-
tioners hospitals. This am linked to Fairfax Hospital's HIV Cen-
ter to provi x range e required for HIV case

pr is 2 tiered: tier 1 consists of County’s interagency case
7 nt prog {CMP) with primarily CDC Groups . À
reve! ths ial service, mental health, medical evaluation in-
cluding HIV p24 antigen and icroglcbulin assay. As ti isea:
gresses G IV, medical care responsibility shifts to tier 2, the
Hospital’s HIV Center which also serves the larger medical commnity
‘Results: e more O0 cases mostly CDC Group IV have been|followed
by the medical staff f the ital's HIV Center. More than 30 cases have
entered CMP during the first 18 monthact operation.
Conclusions ve recommend tha‘ es faced with serious drug abuse
and/or SID problems consider similar|prerane

E.811 Bellin, Eran:SAFYER,S.; BRASLOW, C., MONTEFIORE MEDICAL
CENTER RIKERS ISLAND HEALTH SERVICE. QUEENS, N.Y. USA

Obiective.To describe the medical needs of ambulatory ateprisoners and the complex
policy consideratitions necessary in managia1g their care in

40-m: at with DCedefined AIDS was organized

ical and mental health services on
NYC“fomates awaiting trial or who have been

for the is of prophylactic ‘and thera

Rikers Island
sentenced for periods less than year.

in the first 2.5 months 6patients were cared forwswith a mediananage

medianduration of diagnosis of AIDS prior to incarcera of 2 moi
of 33 and

ths (0,62). Major
diseas included:5050 PCP, 4“cn TOXO,3 large
cell lymphoma, | Bcell lymphons, 22 ext | PML, and 1 = tococcus

itive!

A maximal temperature greater than 102 F

tment of A! tients in prison is fraught with conflicting objectives. The
prison is a place of concent and punis!unishment while the physician's role is to heal and
to relieve pain. wants to improve his medical condition but
from appearin; debiliatedwhen considered fior ‘compassionateiudicial releasi

is not demonstrable; but they

also may benefit

. One group's
approach to the manyŸchallenges of prison AIDS care willbe reviewed

Sane McArthur = K. Haughton and P. Davies - Lothian Region Council Social Work Department,
Edinburgh.

(SATA)

Objectives
To outline our experience of developing a range of supported accommodation resources within

he community.

Methods

the use of smal] Regional and Housing Association properties sing a specially
We aim to provide dispersed

red by two persons, with sini

an element of positive discrimination for people 4

fnvolving à support àrent and Secondly, to raise the issue of H.1.V./A.1,D.S. for housing

agencies and promote good practice
Results

Stace October 1967 * have developed 10 such tenancies, and are offering support to 18perte
re n the process of negotiating further single tenancfes and supporte:

sccomodstion forFine parentssant

or ex-I.¥, éru users, but in one instence, have a mix of ex-drug user and gay ma! he

aupport available is on à Antibasis,aecentres on the practical and snotional weans by
which people with A.f.D.S. can remain fn ommunity.

The development of community-based AIDS initiatives ROBIN

GORNA, D. CAMPBELL, M. EEDE, D. HARRIS and M. HAZELL. The
HT), London. Englan

Objective To mainta: community base whilst developing, and

professionalising the work of non-governmental organisations (NGO's) in
responding to isis
Method THT is

E.810  

and the largest European, Ngo concerned solely

A Services are provided by members of the community for one

another. “Sinnce 1382when THT was founded, creasinng cumbers of community

based initatives are developing in the Uk” to access their own community

groups
Results The most effective health education occurs when community groups

d is appropriate to the groups' existing

ge and presents risk reduction as a

work is based tncommunities defined by area,

commo: red characteristics (eg

port Services

HIV+ve suppo ri , pport networks) A

c ty based organisations devel n numbers of clients, staff and

volunteers, the ices (education and support) must be increasi y

professional, but n come dist. or lose their c ty base. These

Must complement statutory services rather than replace them.

1 with people and b:

we can avoid duplicationurces with statutory services wi

y for a comprehensive response to theig health
ng s

and use our abilities more full
risis

E.812 UNE APPROCHE II A LA REDUCTION DES RISQUES
ADAPTEE A L'AFRIQUE CENTRALE

Fayanzo Ntsono, Walu Engundu, Rukaranpira Nkera et Brooke 6. Schoepf,
Projet CONNAISSIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire.

La population adulte de Kinshasa, dans sa grande mayorité, savait déja
en si-1987, que le SIDA était une maladie fatale, transuise em grande

ie par relations sexuelles avec des partenaires
Néearmoins, pet a risg comportaments qui rendent
susceptibles à l'infection et beaucoup niérent leur vulnérabilité.
Cette communication résume les contraintes  socioéconomi
culturelles, cognitives et psychologiques. Elle présente une stratégie
qui peut amener differents groupes parmi la population à prendre
conscience de la nécessité de changement.

infectés,

Basés sur les résultats des recherches ethnographiques, des ateliers
furent organisés euployant des méthodes d'enseignement actif. Les
expérimces structurées aident les participants lew
situation et à se soutenir mutuellesent dans les mesures à prendre.
Cette méthode de communication interpersonnelle peut être utilisée per
Ges organismes gouvernesentaux, des-réseaux informels, des services de
santé et des écoles en conjonction avec des campagnes de commenication
de masse.

937

SUPPORTED ACCOMMODATION FOR PEOPLE WITH H.1.¥. RELATED ILLMESSES OR A.1.D.5.
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Tittle: Trends in prevalence of HIV infection among

Populations at high risk at Madrid.

banez, F. Babin, MV. Zunzunegui*, C. Orti
Madrid Council, #EASP Granada.

Prevalence and co:

AIDS prevention and

coverage will be resented.

nfection remains stable aHIV sk
without tonaiddiferences. yo?overage of the program increases:

i 1 -campaians,
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Le SIDA,la société et le comportement
AIDS, Society and Behaviour

E.814 AIDS AND ITALIAN LEGISLATION IN WORKPLACE, PROBLEMS AND
PERSPECTIVES.

rocchi fgnoletto,V.#; Citterio,R.;
Capsoni,F.*; LEand Tradati,C.*

#L.1.L.A, (Laga Italiana per la Lotta contro l'AIDS) .Milan,ltaly.

instruments to defend civil rights and
ion mithHt fnHIV’infection in workplaces in Italy.

ve been evaluated on the gi Of known
Litations with workers and trade-union

.To dslinsata problems
questo work, in correct
thods.Problems and i:

discriminations on workplace,

omen elaborated, whose contents are: rite
ings, overcoming

workplace, megotiation of es
health inetitutions (information,

counsel ling
manifaet-Ai08 illness will be necaasary. For
presented to

LILA has recent
to the Italian Parliament à law ren-dismissability, a

iliness for the
for the

monthlyallowance and the validity of the period of
pension
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Vue d’ensomblo do la législation sur lo SIDA

Global Survey of AIDS Legislation
M.F.0.1 THE HUMAN RIGHTS CONTEXT OF AIDS LAW M F 0 2 DENTUEROTACT CARACARE wee ON

Justice Michael Kirly. Member, Global Commission

on AIDS), Sydney, Australia.

In this paper, the speaker ie stress the context o
developing human rights rudence|withinwhwhich|ational

subnatioaa1(legislation dealing with AID: V must be

necessary cal uch no often legally binding on
states and are morally binding as provid. basic ru to

spec: of t humannes: of person
affected or he ly and friends. The Global
Commissio: on AIDS in its first report emphasised thé

P
limited strictly to what
of the HIV infection.
provide a bl. t exenp
of human rights.

the spread
health do not

on from compliance with basic rules

M.F. 0.3 STATE AIDS aaa AND POLICY TRENDS: 1983-1988
Some.Mons: itt, DM: Ryan, C.C; Bridgcham, B; and

Ais Policy Center, Tate:povernmental Health Policy Project, The George Washing-
on University, Washington, DC, U.S.A.

j To describe the response of state iepistatures to the epidemic Crom 1983-
1988 and to analyze the cvoiution of state S policy on key issucs affecting
confidentiality, discrimination and prevention and the. deliver: tees.
All bills and laws were collected from all state legistatures from 1983-1988. They
were analyzed by category, frequency and con lcgisiative and health
policy perspective. Si
been passed by state legislatures.
ation, confidentiatity, health care services, financing, cducation

cctions Cor
adde:

of cs:islative activity docs
t always corrciate with cas¢ incidence. verail, Final state actions evidence a

measured, balanced, non-partisan response.

AIDS IN COURT: IMPORTANT QUEBEC DEVELOPMENTS

Letellier de St.-Just, Louis. Montreal, Quebec
M.F.0.5
Canada

pee Marvelu*; Mather, S.H.*; sheltpheey
Stout, N.*; Sve: » Sa ea

*Department of Voterane “Affaire, Washington, D.C., USA, **Foundation for
Interfaith Research and Ministry, BelAire, Texas, USA.

ealth care system inFhe USA.
ds: In May ,oe the President st, sed Congresalonal legislation

specific to the ca f veterans wi IV infection/AIDS the Vi ni
Administ rati: egislation addreasea significant ethical issues atill
subject to diverae opin such as cy and confidentiality o

 

and s voluntary testi re which incorporates the principle of justice
nd resource distribution. Broad cy direction including
nsent form been sant alth care ilities. A nationa

training program on HIV/AIDS counseli nd prevention education has been
s to standard information p

Results: Two counselors/educators from each facility in the system attend
the ication of policy la discussed wi

Ur: at

seatonal duties, honesty in presentation of information;
se nd confidentiality and the thorny issue of

sexual partner notification.
Conclusion: Despite a iack of moral consensus on some issucs, legislatlon

‘based on ethical issues can be implemented on a national scale.
 

M F 0 4 THE LIMITS AND PROSPECTS OF AIDS LEGISLATION IN ANGLOPHONE
sae FRICA

AKAWASI AIDOO IDRC,DAKAR, SENEGAL.

OBJECTIVE: To survey and analyse the effectiveness of existing AIDS legisla~
fon in Anglophone Africa

METHOD. Content analysis of existing health laws and AIDS legislation.

RESULTS: In meat Anglophone African countries, specific le

 
 
 

al instruments for0:
dealing with AIDS prevention are lacking. Where AIDS-related health laws exist
their application te the epidemic of AIDS is weak. The greatest potential for
appropri. (i.e. ) and effective AIDS legislation seems to be i

untries with better organized public health se es eater public awaran-
ces of the epidemic, legal sensitivity to the epidemic, and a tradition of

ne
m urgent need for effective and appropriate legislation

the prevention of AIDS in Anglophone Africa. Fulfilment of thi:8
need wiil help to signifieantly reduce the social stigma and criminalization

of AIDS and HIV victins

A GLOBAL SURVEY OF AIDS LEGISLATION

eyawrence 0. Harvard University, School
of Public Healt atin > MA, USA
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Global Survey of AIDS Legislation

M.F.0.7 À GLOBAL SURVEY OF AIDS LEGISLATION

Curran, William J. Harvard University, School of
Public Health, Boston, MA. USA.
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Points de controverse dans les rapports surles politiquesrolatives au SIDA
Points of Controversy between Polley Reports on AIDS

POINTS OF CONTROVERSY BETWEEN POLICY REPORTS ON
M.F.0.8 AÏDS (INTRODUCTION). M.F.0.9

Chrétien, Michel, Montréal, Quebec, Canada.

 

POINTS OF CONTROVERSY BETWEEN POLICY REPORTSM.F.0.10 Sons, M.F.0.11
Osborn, June, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA

M.F.0.12 POINTSOF CONTROVERSY BETWEEN POLICY REPORTS M.F.0.13

A representative of the WHO, Geneva, Switzerland

M.F.0.13.A

Martin, Jean,

POINTS
ON À

POINTS OF CONTROVERSY BETWEEN POLICY REPORTS

Pompidou Alain, Paris, France

POINTS OF CONTROVERSY BETWEEN POLICY REPORTS
ON AID
Nathanson, Vivienne,

S

London, United Kingdom

porns OF CONTROVERSY BETWEEN REPORTS
N A

Lauzanne, Switzerland

OF CONTROVERSY BETWEEN POLICY REPORTS

Gilmore, Norbert, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
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Éthiqueet Injustico surle plan International
Ethies and International Inequity

THE ETHICS OF INTERNATIONAL INEQUIT 0 ANDRESOR CODES OF RESEARCH ETHICS: SHOULD NUREMBERG
M F.0.14 K Q vf VERVIEW) M.F. 0.15 x NKI BE SUSPENDED DURING THE AIDS EPIDEMIC

Qucher, Bernard. Paris, France. Annas, George“ Medicine & Ethics Program, Bostonvtniveraiey
Schools of Reineand Public Health, Boston, Mass., USA

 

Objective: To establish the basis of international codes of research
ethics and their relevance to AIDS drug and vaccine research today.

Pethods:a basis for|he Nuremberg Code and the Helsinki Code will

during an epidemic, and research conducted in countries that had
participated in the formulation of these Codes

Results: Based on this analysis, ît is possible to explain

Tegaland ethical bases of existing international codes of renearch

ethics, including their "natural law" basis which would mandate their
universal applicability. Special attention is properly focused on

the principles of self-determination (autonomy) to be safeguarded by
informed consent; nonmaleficence, to bessfeguarded by adherence to

tchnciples 1

and justice, to be safeguarded by ately distributing the risks and
benefits of the research.

Conclusion: The AIDS epidemic does not justify a suspension of the
codes that safeguard human rights inmedical research
 

M F.0.16 LIMITED RESOURCES FOR AIDS M F 0 17 RCE OF THERAPEUTIC AGENTS IN DEVELOPING
N'Galy, Bosenae. Kinshasa, USA.

À deSweemer,Cécile. International Development
Research Centre, Dakar, Sénégal.

OVERCOMING THE NIMBY SYNDROME FOR FACILITIES TO À FOCUS ON E
M F 0 18 CARE FOR HIV INFECTED PEOPLE M.F.0.19 BATIN AMERICA

Connor, Susan S. Washington, DC, USA
Stein, Robert £. Evironmental Mediation Inter-

national, Washiagten D.C. USA.

M.F.0.19.A ETHICS AND INEQUITY

Sabbatier, Renée. London, UK
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La confidentialité et ses limites
Confidentiallty and Its Limits

T.F.0.1 CONFIDENTIALITY AND ITS LIMITS: OVERVIEW OF THE
ISSUES.

Closen, Michael L. Chicego, Ittinois, USA.

THE STIGMA OF AIDS ON THE DEATH CERTIFICATET.F.0.3
Michael, B.

Institute of Psychiatry, De Crespigny Park, London SE5, U.K.
Death registration became constitutional law in England and Wales in 1836

beenand physicians have urged ever since to accurately record the cause of
death. Until the advent of a liberal attitudes in society

tigma of most causes of death as an tac. their accurate
certification. or will usually appear on Death

ficat the condition leading to death or as another associated
is has major ramifications for the bereaved and may have

family
condition.
particular implications for surviving members with regard to
placement of children in foster homes.

death records in most. countries of the world are
safeguard for the

Patients with AIDS encounter man:
importa

For historical reasons
public documents and provide no
after death.

ems and
ch a:

Associations. In the USA there have been calls to adopt a two part death
certificate, "mainly for purposes of reducing delay for relatives pending
further clinical However greater privacy would
also result with a two part certificate, one of which, without stating
cause of death, could be used for the legal and civil necessities after
de

T F 0 5 AIDS AND THE CANADIAN PRIVACY ACT
UV. Se

Grace, John; Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Ottawa,
tario, Canada

study describes the impact of Cana

lect, use and disclose some types of

m government policies and practices for

UE government employees, the

overnment clients (such à imm:igrant s or penitentiary
These policies and pra es are assessed against the require-

ments of the Privacy Act about handling personal information. They are

also asseasedpeninse the practical need to use some types of AIDS-related
ation to understand the syndrome and topersonal. i combat the spread

of HIV infection. It also addresses privacy concerns relating to HIV anti-

ody testing.
Results. tudy recommends measures to regulate the collections |use and
=
disclosure of AlbSerelated personal information. he recommendatio: ill

be useful for other jurisdictions attempting to strike an sppropriate policy

on the treatment of AIDS-related personal informat
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X v ¥ (1988); WHEN IS CONFIDENTIALITY A “LEGAL RIGHT? Harris,

T.F.0.2 Dai; SE Officer, The Terrence Higgins Trust Legal Centre.

UNITED KINGDOM
‘Pbjective: To review the legal righh of confidentiality to see when it is
FreeaonoF tnPytne public interest"eeceptions either to protect others or the

ress

 

reedom of ti
lethods: when is information legally confidential as opposed to just private

xamination of legislation and case Taw in the Uk. Clinical information

dentifying people with AIDS in confidential (viz, NHS {( Regs)} 1974, and

 

X v Y (1988) 2 All ER 648, was a English court case concerning
WO 's who had AIDS. A newspaper obtained the conFidentialposspital

court granted an injun
The judge said that the confidentialityor the

pie records was more important that protecting the from

heo: aal risks posed by the doctors, and the freedom or the press to

uch information.

 

     

AIDS AND PRIVACY: RETAINING, RESTRUCTURING OR
Cana MEDICAL CONFIDENTIALITY?

. Patrick*; Morissette, Y.-H.*; Gilmore, N.*;
T.F.0.4

 

*Centre for Medicine."Ethics and Law, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada.

suffered
w to

control effectively flow of personal information, ir Tativ
regulation of medical confidentiality therefore unlikely to roduce greater
protection. Reliance shou e placed on increasingly articulate soft |
(guidelines, policy, ocols) to formulate precise measu
accorded particular category of HIVARPI

 
(iv) nominal, necessarily accompanied by stated further res of
Pp n. M tory, exciusive use of the s of protection in all
institutional settings will: concentrate attention on HIVARPI; preve

suggests application of measures to number of categories of HIVARPT
Method capable of extension te all personal medical informat

MEDICAL Priva’ POR THE HIV-INFECTED INDIVIDUAL

Clint, paninietree AIDS Lega

rancisco, CA, US
T.F.0.6

400 par ticipants
11. Nev. Public 8 ta! Las Vegas 100 participant
ILI. University ofA 8.F. 1,000 Pacticipants

Concern for Dyin 50 Participant

Objective. To explore the lack of confidentiality protections
for persons with HIV infection and generally to describe the

of confidentiality within the
physician/patient relationship. Examination of AIDS Legal
Referral P e studies of health care providers’ violation
of Calif. confidentiality laws that resulted in injurry to the
patient. a of mited exceptions to the general rule

staff, (3) to hospital seeable yicein of
ser ious harm (Tarasoff£), and (5) to others where health la
requ
Results. Despite the strongest confidentiality protections of
any state, examination of pr

can no Longer be considered confidentia
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La confidentialité et ses limites
Confidentiality and Its Limits
T F 0 7 SIDA : LE SECRET MEDICAL BOUSCUL

on M.P. LARHER® J. CHARRELS P. ENE C. MANUEL’ J.L. SAN MARCO*

* Laboratoire de Santé Publique, Faculté de Médecine, Marseille, FRANCE

Aux Etats-Unis, il est preva 200.000 cas de SIDA pour 1991. Les études

éridémlologiques confirm les éléments‘déjà connus. Le SIDA atteint

is les continents et le’Sombre de cas est en augmentation constante,

phénomène nouveau lié au SIDA qui bouscule les institutions

si
du code de deontologie médicale en France imposent au

de: le secret professionnel. Au rps médical incombe la lourde res-

i r ro

respecter le contrat moral du secret qui le lie à ses patientssi

Sur la base des codes de déontologie en application en France, en Grai

Bretagne, en R.F.A., et aux U.S.A. nous nous proposons d'étudier cenc

prévoit la toi ce qui se fait en pratique pour limiter un probléme

de Santé Publique qui s'aggrave.

COMMENTARYT.F.0.9
Marshall, T. David. Ottawa, Canada
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MARTIN HEBERT, lawyer, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
€ OF CONFLICT BETWEEN FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS-

T.F.0.8
MENTARYÀ COHM

No matter how fundamental the
bearing and unconditional application. To re t uman autonomy
integrity, and dignity in enshrining confidentiality as a fundamental right
in order that personal information be t closed to a third party
without the consent of the patient is er. To give priority to the
respect of confidentiality to the extent of jeopardizing the integrity and
security of else nother =m . 1 in exceptional
circumstances disclosing confidential informat r reaking
professional secrecy may, in last resort, prove to be justifiable.
After having attempted to make the sero-positive Person responsible, after

i fort of persuasion, after hwaving attempt:ted Arain

happen that one must ultimate] choose between the respect of
confidentiality of someone and the integrity of someone else
The first purpose of the respect of confidentiality is not to jeopardize
someone else. What confers solemnity to professional secrecy, is not the
blessing it may give to a be aviour not on
objectively threatening. Henc
such results, d

respect of Confidentiality in au circumstances, this does not only amount 
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Ethique clinique
Clinical Ethics

Overview of the Issues
T.F.0-10 avid J. Roy,Director, Center for Bioethics

Research Institute of Montreal, Canada

The most difficcult clinical, ethical, and legal issuesarise when we askwhether or

with seriously scinadingor with end-stage disease to die, The attempt to Tesolve
may generate weenthe principles of philosophical and medical

ethics, the current state of the jawaandee the maxims of clinical
experience peop
highly pluralistic’ as our own.

However, theseissues arise in the care of patients afflicted with manykinds of
ese issues

are not new, | Anentionhoresiwill be given|to those issues that are datetothe
AIDS

to treat; the attitude of professionalsfotowardseshow with ‘AIDS: conflicts over

painless death.

THE ETHICAL OUTY OF HEALTH PROFESSLONALS TO CARE FOR
PERSONS WITH AIDS AND HIV INFECTIO!

T.F.0.12

Jonsen, Albert R.; University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. 
Objective. To review the ethical arguments in support of the obtigation of
fealth professionals to provide those medical services to HIV infected
persons thatut be provided to non-infected patients with siimiter
medical nee
Method. Critical review of the relevant published American literature on

Ts Subject.
Conclusion. There is a strong obligation to treat HIV infected persons
equally with non-infected patients, even at risk to the provider
Exceptions to this duty are few.

T.F.0.14
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T. F 0 11 “PHYSICIANS, ETHICS AND AIDS": A FRAMEWORK FOR ETHICAL

anaes ANALYSIS OFHIV,JAIDS
«Giimore, N*, and Canadian Medical Association®™,

*McGill Centre for Medicine, Ethics and Law, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec,

**Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

 

Objective develop a comprehensive framework within which: ethical issues relating to

physicians andHIV/AÏD
second, any exceptions to these principles can be articulated, and recommendations indicating

ethically responsible professional conduct relating.toHIV/AIDS can be formuiated
 

maieficence; beneficence; and justice. The framework has beenbased upon the presumptionthat
HIV/AIDS shouldnot be tricatediin isolation from other health and social issues, and that it should

identify both ine sibilii and the € of physicians relating to HIV/AL
‘AIDS can be usefully dividedinto three

 

thicatives relating to ONbins and HIV.

 

categories: 5 the generation and recording of information relating 10 HIV/AIDS, à the
communication of
to HIV/AIDS. Thus, tainformacion: incluudes:
1, GENERATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TOHIV/AIDS: includes àissues raised by HIV
antibody testing and screening of Patients aand of piysicians, and tl ondary generation of

information from medical records and other doc:
. COMMUNICATIONOF INFORMATION RELATINGTO HIV/AIDS: includes issues raised

ficat
 

and education netPAeerand the community;
3. HEALTH CARE SERVICES| RELATING TO IHV/AIDS:includes issues of rights tocare

in care (standards of fF patients) and sp
Ethicat issuesrelates to HIV/AIDS aA examined withina Tramewor that

enables the: 1 ider heaith and
social issues. This framework will assist in accomplishing this aim.

HIV SELS FOR EARLY THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION: AN
T F 0 13 ETHIC, ANALYSIS

eringGar
*Citizens Commission on AIDS for cw Yorkoy d Northern New Jersey, New York, NY,
USA; **School of Public Health, columbia University, NY, NY, USA

ported by early but reomplets
HVFin Is beneficial, In ethicat

is important to distinguish these
f transmission,

h benelits

There
researchfee. that early treatment of asymptom
analysis of potential screening programs for sea Purposes

eening such
infection control,onepidemiologic surveillance."Early therapeuticic Intervention has

unproven costly, and with significant potenti sideects, But
ADSisis sulinate=tal dise: and early intervention offers both the potential of

life and Psychological‘benefits, Considering both benefits ‘and risks, we conclude:
Y
There are now cliniical groundsIofor"routinelyorang

med
. (4) Highqu iaboestry services must be used. 5!HIV-infjected individuals should

Pp 9 y asymptomatic
vdvidu plan forappropri ices fail t x the

ethical standards ofor juntosor beneficance.

 

T F 0 15 LE HépECIN DIFFICIL
“oo ROBERT, Je Département de Santé communautaire,

reat Saint--Luc,Montréal,Québec.Canada

Il est impossible au médacin et au soignant de ne bas réagir

même émotivenent devant age agresseur nouveau, une

maladie jusqu'à récemment £nconnu: e rtout devant

‘impuissance 1 médecine à guérir. Pour plusieurs il

g'agit «la maladie du désespoir». Comm par e la

société bien pensante il épro de ands malais à êtc

confronté av la sexualité, les sexualités et sexualité.
11 se reconnaît en terme de anche d'âge, de groupe

d'appartenance, ch ades idéens, séropositifs ou

tout simplement

(il refuse des
thérapeutique), il

la sit

modifient u cessen leur pratique. Sur plan petsonnet

ftaine paniquent, s'auto-pr vent sous ps onyme, @

obtiennent des résultats préliminaires non encore confirmés.

La pratique nous a confrontés avec des médecins toxicomanes,

c des médecins sécopositifs ou

peut, ui aussi, présenter des

difficultés de comportement.

a re
s
a B œ 3 a n
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T.F.0.16 œvmweLEMENT
INIQUE MEDICALE L'ACTUEL, MONTREAL

CANADA

 

LE PATIENT DIFFICILE

Cinq prototypes de réactions des patients au diagnostic de séropositi-
vité au am ou de SIDA sont abordés. La négation, lemanipulation, l'agres-
sivité, dépression et la panique sont des réact uxquelles les —

i Se face. La dynamique patient-médecin|en ée par ces
réactions est nouvelle à cause en partie du caractère imprévisible de 1'évo-

n des aspects cliniques, psychosociaux et scientifiques reliés au VIH.

es réactions forcent désormais à une nouvelle approche du méde.
qu'ilest urgent de définir pour la survie du médecin et du patient devant
1intolérance sans cesse croissante d'une partie de la société et d'une

corps médical face au

t l'absence de vaccin et de traitement efficaces, la confiance
mustde la société envers le: ecins s'estompe progressivement et tant

les médecins persisteront à se protéger derrière leurs thérapeu-
tiques, le regard critique posé sur eux par la société s'accentuera
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Infection par le VIH, reproduction et fonction parentale

HIV Infection, Reproduction and Parenthood

T.F.0.17 OverviewoFtneIssues ny ofLaw and Faculty of Medicine T.F.0.18 FINICAL DILEMMAS IN PEDIATRIC AND MATERNAL AIDS

niversity ofteraCanada M3S-2C5 ° Willoughby,Anne, Wright, A. and Novello, A

National
Key ethical issues in HIV infection and reproduction arise at different stages of

gnancy. y include:

1.Den of Pre ncy: Counseling of the HIV-positive woman about risks
of pregnancy to ealth-direc! ve oenon-diree ive; advice aabout risks of HIV
transmission in sro: access to assistance - pete donation, in vitro
fertilization, etc; screening donated gametes/donors for HIV; access to/supply of
contraceptive means/sterilization,

2 Maintenance of pregnancy: Access to health services, pre-natal care, etc, for

3. Termination of Pregnancy: Access to abortion services and counseling;Fateh eet tante child of | tals ee
daced tall,of infection by passage through birth canal/

care of HIV-infected child,

« Post-natai Issues: Prohibition of breast feeding uninfected child - child abuse;
fosterreparent of infected/uninfected child-confidentiality and the
(parental) ri

SHOULD HIV POSITIVE venHAVE CHILUOFENT AN ETHICA. PERSPECTIVE.
T.F.0.19 , km Medical Center — Aibert Elnstein Col iege of

Medicine, Bronx, New York, USA

in order to halt the perletal transmission of aN advocetes of a "public health™ mode!
int vonen should be strongly urged aot fo have children.

, argue on moral and practical
" approach. This paper provides an ethical analysis of

perspectives, and offers an altenstie counsot i ing model described
1

whather perinatal transuission of

8 2x
responsible risk? vile ecknowiedging much cultural di of chi lebeerfg
and risk, | note that society need not confirin such intnorlty perspectives If the wel i-being of
chlidren Is theestened.

Finally, the Impiications of these moral analyses fer counsel ling are explored.
that if perinatal infection with HIY constitutes a to the child, and If the risk

of transmission is Judyed to be very high, then “rte counsel |i is not necessarily
courcive or leat. However, tai differen ing counsel ior from counsel lee
might subvert this approach. in to
paying head to cuiturai differences, |
fnttiel preferences for childbearing, that
genuine morai ditenns, before supporting her final decision.

AIDS AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH IN THE AFRICANTF.0.21 gi0s a8
Temu, Dorothy. Tanzania.

T.F.0.21,A ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF HIV/AIDS AMONG MOTHERS
AND CHILDREN IN ‘

Onsanse, Rte.‘tet rob, Kenya.

Institute of Child Health and Human Development,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

Ciectives. To describe ethical dilemms which are specific to pediatric
Dettes.EndefioleneyVITE (HIV) infection and disease

S. Departmentof Health and tman Service
tric

and maternal cipated in
thissix-month Jong Seteie a mater ofvathicelconcerns

Led included: (1) the participation
3 (2) the participation of wardsot

ntwomen of screening

ae eorant wanen; (6)

Conclusion. AIDS epidemic has generated a number of problems unique to
Errertity,

UNINFECIED CHILDREN OF INFECIED WOMEN — DE
HOODEN PEDIAIRIC EPILEMIC

- SUNY Health Science Center at Brooklyn
Youk

wnen crestes a diseaseofthe family. Not only is the
infected, but her nesborn is potentially inf oper tusberd often 411 withHIV

as of her

Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York, USA

Objective. To offer an ethical analysis of energing problems

The
of the chiia,* thus requiring subordination, when necessary, of
competing values such as confidentiality ofHIV information.
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Recherche de traltements et do vaccins

Researchfor Troatments and Vaccines

ÉTHICIST'S FE
W.F.0.1 rt J. Levine, Yale University School of

icine,ne, New Haven, CT, USA

The randomized clinical trial (RCT) is the gold stnadard for
establishing the validity

 

f medical therapies. RCTs must be
conducted wi Yesta lished ethical norms including:
here should be a) und scientific sign, b) competen

nee of risk:

C'

justified when subjects have lethal diseases? Is parrticipation
RCT a burden or a it? Should vaeierable populations

be protected from t urde of participation
access to the benefits of participation in RCT3? In w
circumstances should alternative si 7- ag
controls -- be considere Satis factory answers to
questions require careful consideration of the relevant facts
about particular RCTs and prospective subject populations.

W.F.0.3

 

W F. 0 5 BRHTCALDROETa LAON PLACEBO AND TREATMENT CONTROLS
Iv UG TR ALS

Freinman, Benjamin; McGill vniversity|an the
Jewish General Hospital, Montreal, Ca

Prominent proposals for changes in the drug approval process
{e.g., the FDA's treatment IND e

 

treatrentth uestion

arms, though pot
necessarily placebos, should commonly be maintained: and th
Proposals presuming the contrary should be rejecte
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W.F.0.2

Christakis, Nicholas A, Hospital of the University
of sachueten DRE of Internal Medicine, Cambr dge
Massachusetts, USA.

ETHICAL ASPECTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL AIDS RESEARCH
AGENDA

W F. 0 4 pecanNE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS:
. REGULATORY DISCRETION AND ERAICAL CHOICES

TESTING CANDIDATE VACCIN
ie

Boston University Schoolsse Public Health andtedicine,
Boston, Massachusetts S.A.

The role of regulatory agencies in expediting vaccine
testing will he analyzed in light of tension between the
need for rapid worldwide distribution and the protection of
human subjects. Most

iderable

s
s Ethical

inciples applicable to researc ith human beings are
difficult to satisfy in DS vaccine clinical trials, in
art because the subjects are healthy people. Compliance

With ethical principles may make the study design mor
inefficien nd prolong ng. roposals for testing
vaccines third world countries raise special questions
about obligations to distribute affordable vaccines
subject populations and those at risk.

W.F.0.6
HIV INFECTL

ithleen Nolan, The Hastings Center, Briarcliff, NY, USA

THE ETHICS OF PLACEBO-CONTROLLED TRIALS OF THERAPY FOR
LON

To justify placing human subjects of research at more than minimal
wo separate ethical appraisals: one weighing risks against

n and another weighing this

(i.e., social) benefit. An equally
portant and o auppressed premise is needed t:

ofPtsndividual viske and anticiated benef iits, premise requires that a
also attain be P" and any a 1alternative clinica

Co

f poses substantial ris
to sub} «Bey 0! 1 requiring repeated placebo infusions for
mmunocompromised children in a tri. I mma glogi bulin), then
alternative comparison groups and methods of blinding must be designed.
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Rocherche de traltements et do vaccins

Research forTreatments and Vaccines

W.F.0.7 SPECIAL NDS RESEARCH W.F.0.8 COMMENTARY
Menon,Vanessa*,*<", Levi
*Chy Carty fiYrawShoo New York, NY, USA;

**Chizens Commission on eeeeeNYUSA Northem New Jersey, New York, NY, USA;
**+Communtty Research Initlative, New York, NY,

(RBS) y AIDS arch, like their

ee 1g IRBs,
. The IRB of New y

Research intiative ls addressing these Issues, among others:
When,If ever, is a placebo trial

label, historical controls,acceptable? Under what circumstences are other options--dose-comparison, open:

OF others—scientifically vaiki and ethically acceptable?
Communty-

based AIDS research organizations are committed to ths broadest possible access to promising AIDS

treatments but some experts In research Gesign bellove that maximummaximum Romogenehy ofSubjectPopulation
optimalforgenerating vad data Should an IRB adopt a broad or narrow approach to

ener abil ects ca eus
plesentrisksOfadversereproductiveoutcomes. riodthe opparunto Seve
fs research subjects In Phase Wl studiesDecale ofonceaboskrisk toPatte

nd_aternative nnent dcy design is

oveichicetyyoy,tyPtr subjects believe strongly In

should
 

  

Levine, Carole. New York, N.Y. USA.
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Prévenirla transmission du VIH : ios confilts religieux en matière de santé publique
Preventing HIV Transmission: Religious Confiicts In Pubilc Health

CORaNG HIV DURLaONEgHIGIOUS DIVERSITY A ROMAN CATHOLIC PÉRSEGTIVEW.F.0.9 TINGHIVTRANSMISSION: + W.F.0.10
teeae Earl E. Baum,‘Gregory. ulty of Religious Studies,

Foundation for Interfaith Rasearch and Ninistry, Houston, Texas, McGill University, Nontreat Quebec, Canada

The scope and severity of the HIV crisis suggest that religious
traditions and institutions cannot escape addressing the multi-

ly have reflected the beliefs and mor ent. particu-
lar traditions within areligious pluralism. The defining fea~
ur f each tradition distinguish th om h other an

provide bases for controversy and competition within and be-
twee am. General disagreements a © respond to the

itutions fforts to prevont decrease th nemission
of HIV may be facilitated or impe: basic issues
of religious concern are interpreted, particularly in socities

culturas where religious institu nd ities “ar
influen More specifically, the nd content of risk. cific:
reduction activities and the relative emphasis placed i-
fying individual conduct and social conditions will be affected.

W.F.0.11 4 view Fron scoTLaxo W.F.0.12
Lutiich, Archie. Maclver House, Glasgow,Mc

Scotland, United Kingdom.

 

W.F 0.14 "AIDS AND TAN bosa VALUES"W.F.0.13 . Dr.D.V.P, RAJA, M.A., Ph.D.,
general Secretary, Assn, ofFééhôote of”poleWork

Di rector, Madurai Instt. of rectal Work
Madurai 625002 Tamil Nadu INDI

AIDS, a deadly disease poses a threat not o: ly to develoned
countries but also an approaching danger to”develoning countries
Tl to m ted

The author suggests that wider acceptancewet Indian traditiona
sexual conservatism by the Western World would serve as
indicator for combating the disease, Many.concepts and philoso-
phies concerning the above approach have been ses"hicha
versified in the religious and ethical books in Ind
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Prévenir la transmission du VIH: les conflits religieux en matière de santé publique
Preventing HIV Transmission: Religious Conflicts in Public Health

W.F.0.15 “SAVING LIFE AS AN OVERRIDING DEMAND™ W.F.0.16 COMMENTARY

(A JEWISH PERSPECTIVE) Hallman, David. The United Church of Canada
W. Gunther Piaut, Toronto, Ontario, Canada Toronto, On tarig.Cangda ,

‘ws see the source of their moral demands as springing from
their relationship with God. While notall Jewsagree on what
this relationship betokens, there are some on views which

maybe applied to the subject of the Conferenceon AIDS:

Life is precious and must be preserved underall circumstances
and atali costs. While ordinarily the ends do not sanctify the
means and the religious law must not be infringed for otherwise

desirable purposes,it is different when it comes the
preservation of life and, by implication, the prevention of

pandemic disease.

Prevention of HIV transmission may involve providing means
for sexual activity which in itself is frowned upon by much of

Jewish tradition. The liberal view (taken by the presenter) holds

that the preservation of life must be tantamount, andthat all
possible support must be given to programs which will prevent
people from becoming infected and from infecting others.

W.F.0.17 commentary

de Sweener Cécite, International Development
Research Centre, Dakar, Sénégal.
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Coercition ou voiontarisme? Analyse critique Internationale
Coercion or Voluntarism: An InternationalCritical Roview

W.F.0.18 EDERCION OR VOLUNTARIM: AN INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL
esVIE

tr, Lawrence, oe Harvard University, Schoolost
of Public Heatth, Boston, MA. US

W.F.0.20 bavarnwaneview
SYMPOSIUM - COERCION OR VOLUNTARISM:

AN INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL REVIEW.

Jager Hi

ABS ststudyGroup, S fl Munich, FRG

Of the total of about 3 300 CDC AIDS cases in WestRe 17 % have been diagnosed and

Duri the first months of 1987 a package ‘of anti-ADS regulations (‘Bayerischer
MaGnahmenkatalog’) was decided by the catholic conservative majoritywithin the Bavarian

i theory than in its practicalponnequances = contrasted sharply with the other 10 German

HVresting inforeigners from nenree punisa well as in civii servants and judges toto be
steps against IVDU and ma id female prostitutes and a 96 % (voluntary)

testing rate inin prisons were introduced.
Counceling, psychosociai treatment facilities and free anonymous testing i every private

_ doctor's office were made avaitabi 1o mandatory testing or reportin 0 large scale
screenings wers organ everal cases of criminai justice against HiV positive individuais
rose concerns Within human right groups In Bavaria and abroad. Homosexual men and many

None was noted.

countrissto getttreatment here.

ETHICAL AND monn ISSUES OF AIDS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Knobel, Gideo
University oPCase Town, South Africa.

W.F.0.22

Objective. To analyze existing laws and effects onnpreventive, educational
and health care programmes within an ethical frame
Methods. Amongst others the Health Act, Sexual Offences Act, Admission of
Persons to the Republic of South Africa Act, Media Act, the Medical, Dental

and Suupplenentary|Realth Services Professicns Act were analyzed. .

ct have a potentially counterproductin

 
 

provide mechanisms for

ion © nprofessional conduct by Health Care Workers and the
Media Act for investigation of improper media reporting.

jomosexut prostitution should decriminalized;

ind HIV infection as communicable
disease should be reviewed;
against breach of confidentiality and media exposure should be protected
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COERCION OR VOLUNTARISM: AN INTERNATIONAL
CRITICAL REVIEW

Terry-Molinet, Hector, Ministry of Public Health,
Havana, Cuba,

W.F.0.19

W.F.0.21

Sweden: A Review on compulsive treatment, Gunnar Agren, County
Councilof Stockhoim, Stockholm, Sweden

 

if they dont fallow the advice from the chief medical officer in the
county. This is in accord w the Jaw on control ofinfectious diseases,
The jaw is, however, very se ockholm a special hospital

department with two beds is used for this none

HIV-i dd ad: «

law ue permits compulsory care of alcohol and ae abusers ‘for

time peri to 6 months. There is a numberof special institutions for
this kindof treatment, A cohort of 152 compulsoryteetreated drug addicts,
58 of th im,~poaitiive, has recently been foliowed up. The ae are
not encouragin

HUMAN RIGHTS PERSPECTIIVE

ares)o'sMichael Kirby, (Member, Global Comnission
Sydney, Australia

W.F.0.28 4

is traditionally bound a particular territorial
It typically reflects local cultural norms and

historical Angtitutt DE. DS/HIV is international in
Sloped ton rovides nte: onal

measures of response. National, subnational
responses rust be considered in the light

of the developing jurisprudence of human rights. Not only
does 8 xequire consideration of local constitutional or
other guarantees now typically found| e laws of most

. I r es  complian with developing
international human rights dax.ni.This.includes law declared

i ti hed

Orry nstrates, human
rights are often the first"casualties of a challenge such as
AIDS The thesis of th x is that this
do
ohagation and a moral requirement.
the effective wayof securing the on of persons

oune most affected by epi

W.F.0.24 Voir/See page 1059
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Discrimination et droits de la personne
Discrimination and Human Rights

Th.F.0.1 QISCRINENATION:
ANAND, RAJ, CRIEF COMMISSIONER;

'ARIO WUHAN RIGHTS COMKISSEON

ALL persons with AIDS/ARC endfor testing positive for HIV are entitled to the fultprimea the

querentees of equal treatment in respect of esployment, housing, contracts, and the provis

Goods, services, and facilities, as set out in Part 1 of the Ontario Muman Rights Code.

he Code atso protects pers:one cesto have AlGS-related conditions or to be at high risk because

mt being members of certeln groups. With particuter reference to the perception of A10$ as

& “gay disease," additionel protection is provided through the celteprohibition of discrintratlon

group of “sexual ortentation.

ides that “a right under Part I is infringed where the discrimination is because of à

neler association, or deslings with persons identified by a prohibited ground of .

discrimination."

The Code sets out a broad duty to accommodate the needs of persons with handicaps, and may be of

particular value to persona th AIDS/ARC/HIV.

responsible for accomedating the needs of persons with handicaps may be relieved of their

aveonty ff it con bs denoretrated that thi ip

outside sources of funding, if any, ond health and safety requirements, ff any.

Specific Iseues focus on testing for AIDS/ARC/HIV; Infectian control techniques: confidential ity;

jc education: end complaint handling.

Th.F.0.3 ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAW & AIDS~RELATED
DISCRIMINATION: A PEILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS

Ducharme, *; Hathaway, J.**
*Paculty of Law, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta,
ec **Osgoode Hall Law Scanada, hool, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Objective: DS-related discrimination (ARD) h become an
increasingly pervasive social problem Aulost universally, th
legal response to ARD has been to attempt to protect the victins
of such discrimination by using existing anti-discrimination law.
Rowever, ARD presents unique caienges as it involves fear or
death and, in many cases, the clean" and
authors wish to determine if conventional antidisecinination law
is capable of dealing with these dynamics.

Human rights instruments and jurisprudence, both
domestic atainternational, will bbe examined in order to identify
the law.

The basic premise of anti-aiserimination law is
the treatment of individuals should be base
and, icular, that
differential treatment.

to combat AR
approach ar Y but
rather of an incomplete understanding of its theoretical framework.

Th.F.0.5
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LEGAL SERVICES FOR PERSONS WITH AIDS (PWAs) 0

PREDOMINANTLY mean POOR, MINORITY BACKGROUND
. D. Montefiore Medical Center,

Th.F.0.2
Alice;

Bronx, New York, U.S.A.

Objective, To describe an innovative hospitalbased legal services

progran ForPWAs from a poor inner city c
torneys saw PWAs on weekly be:avounds, "created policy and

documentsetant to health care decision making and child placement
and custody; and integrated legal services into an AID
tnterdisetplinary care team

PWAs at our center ‘include 60% intravenous drug users (IVDUs),

women.sexual men, 10% sex partners of IVDUs, 5% others.

Fron 1/88 through 1/ 5 requested legal counsel for 87 legal
problems. Adv. irectives (living wills, durable powers of attorney

& Do Not Resuscitate lers) and issues o nild care and custod:

ineipal legal concerns of PWAs at our Center. 43 PWAs
ives and were assisted in documenting

most present
y settings

show
Legal

ghts and making choices for the future whereas women with children
were most interested in legal assistance,

Legal services are an {mportant part of interdiaciplinary
AIDS team care. PUas ind caregivers can be sensitized to the need for
decisions on future health care and child custod

Th.F.0.4 AIDS IN THE U.S. WORKPLACE: THE EVOLUTION OF AIDS
LITIGATION, LEGISLATION, ANDraeTION

at ti

Office of the General Counsel,“Genter for Disease Control,
Atlanta, ceoreia,

Obiective. To describe the progression from traditional public health
AIDS Teconmendat ions to legislation and regulation ing

workplac © analyze trends in AIDS-

“bevviewed all reported AIDS 1
and state legislation, and federal regulatory

. Some of the earliest AIDS iittgation involved the workplace and

i ise

ariesof federal

employment-relsted legal issues. These cases continue to comprise a
significant ‘portion of all AIDS-related litigation. The majority of these

mployment cases al jue to resolve in vor of plaintiffs. The

8

e recommendations have

esigned to pr t transmission in the workplace. Workplace inspections
and federal enforcement actions have also begun within the past year, and

are expected to incress
has been a shift from reliance on recommendations to

inclusion of the authority of statutes andEseutations as a means to

prevent transmission of HIV in the workpla

VIHL ET TOXICOMANLE : ASPECTS ETHIQUES

ZA Pierre, LETELLIER.4.*, Pr, DAVID **Th.F.0.6  
Hopital de Fresnes (EHPNF) allée des thuyas 94261Fresnes..
* Hopital de Bicétre78, rue du Gl Leclerc 91270 Le Kremlin

-INTRODUCTION : la forte contamination par le VIH des toxicomalaneeÀjs 
problèmes sociaux liés à la drogue, à L'infection par le VIH inciten
analyser si les règles éthiques sont respectées à ere de tte reputation

ainsi que le retentissement de l'infection dans l'e
OBJECTIFS -METHODES: 150 toxicomanes incarcérés zonnalssant ‘leur séropositivité

tu. i
 

lus de seront l'étude. Cond ng : consentement,

confidentialité, anon: . Et circonstances du dépistage, de la t s-

on de l'information (séropositivité) à la famille, aux partenaires
sexyelles, aux surve ants, e ,m rats... Ÿ- 1 une différence

ntre ceux qui ont appris leur séropositiv e rison et à l'extérieur -

Le projet d'étude a reçu l'accord du Comité National d'Ethique, de l'Ordre

decins, la C i nm nati le in) iqu t liberté.

RÉSULTATS PRELIMINAIRES : (validation du questionnaire) tage :

as en prison, 30% di s hopitaux ar ecins sénéralisstes - Test
réalisé à l'insu du patient : 30% ison, 30% à l'exté - Soinet lentia

1

« de
libdératio a famille, de . employeur
des codétenus mé des emande de certificat 20%
Avocat informé 30%, Magistrat au courant de la steopoeitivive : 40%
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Séance thématique
Specialty Session   

Discrimination ot drolts de la porsonno

Discrimination and HumanRights

Th.F.0.7 DISCRIMINATION REFLECTED |IN THE LANGUAGE AND
DIAGNOSES OF HIV CLIENT BY PHYSICIANS

Ébaum**, J. & Whcat**, J. ‘Memphis
State patversity. Memphis, Tennesse,United States, **University of Tennessee,
lemphis, essee, United States.

The object of this research was to see whether the language of physiclans
covaried with the type of diagnosis they would make for somebody who

is been described as having the HIV virus. In addition to questions about

patient was described as male or female. homosexual, or heterosexual, or
white or black, Six hundred physicians were randomly sampled.

It was foundthat physicians discriminated in terms ofdiagnosis across
alked about AIDS reflected biases. The

wrath
min ty of aberunt individuals," and “AIDS ts poetic justice, almost.

thie“inlormation Is being used to craft educational programs which
sensitize physicians and residents to ethical issues inextricably related to
AIDS issues.
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COMMENTARYTh.F.0.8
Connor, Susan S.

World Health Organization, Washi

  

Pan American Health Organization
ngton, D.C. USA,
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Vue d'ensemblo de la légisiation sur 1e SIDA
Giobal Survey of AIDS Legislation
M.F.P.1 REeeaeDISCRIMINATION IN M.F.P.2 LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR HIV TESTING OF ADOLESCENTS

Schatz, Benjamin*
* National Gay Ri ates,

jective.To determine extent to which U.S. state handicap discrimination
aws i it HIV-related discrimination in employment, housing, public

San Francisco, California, USA

of s human rights agencies in 50 states and Wash., D.C.
Fseülts.Clear majority of state agencies interpret stat icap L
prohibit discrimination people with AIDS,
infection, although nority differ (see table below.) Majority also
prohibit discrimination Personscon “high risk.”
In addition to differences in stat: gaps exist in

 

have
ae exclude “conmunicable diseases" fram

discrimination. though all state laws govern employment,
ony eecovermeee accomdations, 37 cover 21 cover credit.

ade

aaeMeAIDS 78% 8% 148
persons with ARC 69% 8% 24%
asymptomatic HIV+ pe! % % 248:
uninfected considered “high risk" 55% 188 27%
Conclusion.Many people with HIV infecti f discri-
oeatheUSAUSA 3saresult istent state laws and icies

oping that state handicap discriminati
présenteSRErIDAEION25SR people,withAIDS,“ARC, HIV infection,

M.F.P.3 IMPACT OF THE SANITARYMERELEGISLATIONAHIV TRANSMISSION IN
BLOOD DONATIONS IN JARA,
vaz epeealls aresTorresMenASE B.*; Jauregui-

Rios, ML.*
*Instituto de Patologia.Infecciosa y Experimental "Dr. Feo. Rutz Sanchez"
de la Universidad de Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Jalisco, México.

Inn Mexico. since May 1986, the mandatory detection of antibodies anti HIV
id derivates he use in humans w egislated, one

Objective. mpact of the sanitary legislation to mandate
screening for HIVantibodies in blood donations in Guadalajara, México.
Metho A ry sample was tak 52

n the first year and 1208 afte
the presence of anti HIV antibodies was determined by
positive ones were connfirmed by indirect snaunofluorescence and/or western
biot

betweenResults. During the first, year, the seroprevalence fluctuated a
secon2.01 and 30.15% depending on different factors, compared to the

year where seroprevalence was
Conclusion. iis concluded that the mandatory detection of antibodies
antt HIV and ti e prohibition of blood trade, have been definitive factors
in decreasing the incidence of HIV in blood donors in Guadalajara,
México.

CURRENT ISSUES IN DRUG REGULATION IN THE U.S.A.
» Human Rights Campaign Fund,

Washington, D.C., USA

M.F.P.5

bujective. To identify and analyze key issues raised by current
proposals to reform the legal reguiation in the United Statesof
the sale of drugs for medical €

The author is an attorney and ioobbyist concerned with
AIDS policy in the USA, has read
regulato: roposals to this end, “review

re these

have attained naw urgency the public debate as a re
the AI risise t has d that medical gs
"de-regulated" by eliminating the efficacy requirement, or the
re enent of tor’s prescription, and related rules of
civil liability. It has n tha e:

re:

 

. p. ic +. ch is needed to establish th
benefits and costs à legal requirement that medical|drugs be
proven effective perore sale.

plaintiffs
Goncluaion.

ssaciate Professor, University of
Maryland School of Lav, Baitimore, Maryland, USA.

describe the risk of HIV infection in adolescents
in the United states and to unravel the myriad lews in each
state to allow for the voluntary Riv testing and counseling of
adolescents vithout parental consent or notice to paren

lysis of the statutes in each state concerning
medical care for minors, venereal and sexually transmitted
diseases, emancipation and HIV infection. Anal 8 of case and
constitutional law and parental rights.
Besults idence in studies points to the
potent iafor a new vave of infection among adolescents in some

eas of the United States. Little attention has beendevoted
to the risk to adolescents in e U. an e ne
designed to contain the infection ignore the special problems
of adolescents.

gal authority exists in all jurisdictions in the

of authority and confidentiality requirements
edeach state is of

M.F.P.4 PHYSICIANBREACH OF PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY AMONG

INVESTIGATION OF RACISM, SEXISM, AND HOMOPHOBIA.

*University ofTennessee, Memphis,TiTennessee, USA, **Memphis State
University, Memphis, Tennessee,

M

 

M.F.P.6 TRENDS IN AIDS LITIGATION IN THE UNITED STATES -
1983 TO 1988

and Kes: s VS.
Office of the General counsel, Centers for Disease Control,

Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A

Objective. To reviewPublished cases involving AIDS litigation to
péter current legal tr

r 300 legal actions occurring in the past 6 yeare (1983
through 1988) |were reviewed and categorized. Compar: were made by
category prenthe aarlier cases (1983 to 1986) andthe more recent

cases (1987 to

« WLincertain categories, litigation patterns established

prior to 1987 have continued over thi
ng prison-related AIDS,

againat recalcitrant HIV

decisions disclosing the names of blood donors to transfusion AIDS

During thapant2 yeare the number of reported AIDS legal
actions haa more than di ed the total that we: the
receding 4 year interva f 1983-86.
framework, a significant body of AIDS law is now taking sha:
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M.F.P.7 AIDS AND THE COURTS: CORREING AND PROTECTING
THE DISCLOSURE OF AIDS STAT
Morissette, Yves-Marie: Glenn H. trick; gtccitt
Center for Medicine, Ethics and cam Montr
Canada.

whether civil or criminal,court procedinge requira under

be forc à g or to defend
an action, including one not directly related to his illness.

8 pape iscusses the competing legal policies which favour
the confidentialit the closure of a person's Al
status in adversarial systems of procedure. Bearing in mind
the desirability of protecti pri £ AIDS patients,
the authors examine basic evid ry principles, such as
elevance, pri and confidentiality, (ii) forms of com-

pulsory discovery, including physical examinations and access
to medical records, and { ) the extent to which judicial
proceedings and court r re an st remain open to the

© en
AIDS patiente and the public nature of court proceedings.

M.F.P.9 SIDA : PROBLEMES ETHIQUES POSES PAR LA PROTECTION DES DONS DE
SANG

D.REVIRON, C,MANUEL, M.P. LARHER, J.CHARREL, P.ENEL, J.L.SAN
COX

% Laboratoire Santé Publique, Faculté de Médecine de Marseille, FRANCE

À partir d'une méta-analyse qualitative concernant les aspects éthiques du

SIDA, et portant sur 400 articles. notre réflexion s' ert arrêtée aux problè-
mes particuliers posés aux Centres de Transfusion Sanguine.

Les questions ont été soulevées dès 1983avec des mesures d'exclusion pou

les donn résumés à risques ; no ons une revue des Législations des

dnsPers, en suivant leur évolution depuis l'apparition des tests
dépi.
Totes“es questionséthiquesposées par un dépistage systématique des donneurs

ntement éclairé, confidentialité en ce qui

rs sur ces résultats.
de sam €

ti es receveurs sur les dangersd'une treasfusion
des dons de eng ndirigée” , les dons d'organes ou de tissu.

AIDS--ETHICAL, LEGAL, SOCIAL, AND ECONCMIC PROBLEMSM.F.P.11

Council Health Committee Chairman
City Hall, New York, NY, U.S.A,

the roles of ethics, health law, social and
epidemi.

international AIDS
analysis, and

ons

Cannas oma theUnited States in taking the
stem the HIV epidemic.
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M.F.P.8 THE CONSEQUENCE OF LEGALISATION OF PROSTITUTION
IN VICTORIA
Overs, Chery!*

" Prostitutes Collective of Victoria. AUSTRALIA

tee the ral
Theobjective is
Prostitution aein Victoria and changes to thestructure of the sexsee
with reference to HIV susceptability of sex worker clien 
 

 

 

 

Method The following structurai features of boSteklegal and iliegai sections of the
sex industry will be discussed and compared: demography of pareicipantsi testing
patterns, resuits and policy; industrialialheatth ‘andinkinjury compensat!tion mechanisms
for ing; health;
regulatory activity. Conclusion Selecti' i inalisaation and I fthe sex
industr may exacerbatethe risks it ai wher istah

work fr Id criminal law into|modern 

smnistrativs provisions.

M F P 10 COMPULSORY HIV/AÏDE CASE-REPORTING: DOES IT PROMOTE OR INMIBIT PT MEALTH?

et abe Hamblin, lis MCGILL Contre for Medicine, Ethics end Lew.Montrea), Canada

Obiective: ir compulsory case-reporting of HIV/AIDS facilitates the collect
splceniolonteatdetaeandtnatete{aplementation of era public heal

comperative analysis of case-reportfi
the United States, Australia and Greet Sritein.
Real(1) In the Juriediction stata,we all have e similarPtofawinfection, HIV/AIDS case-

report

tion of useful

@easures to control IV transaission.
requirements in public heatth legislation in Ceneds,

ing dis saith legislation; (3) This

traditional approach does not always achieve the desired objectives in thecontent ot mivsatos. It can be
met the mersofRe th messures) or too broad

e provis for public eaten Purposes); A There is

Stee Teteoror ro statutory protection for theenta intormetien reports
3 (1) The Leck of oe in ‘ting requirement:ste wreertatnty about the

benefits and hurme of case-repor in achieving the sims of reducing the spread of WIV and cbtaining

mener,Jomitsdata.
cuse-reporting tan defest these aims and oneother hare ms(a) discoureging

voluntarytrs metreetwent; nappropr
uniform provisions

(3) Some ofththe ai
other Less hermful, mers os

 

ime sought to be achieved by compulsory cese-reporting may be better achieved
. unlinked testing of populetion groups, encouraging voluntary behaviour

“w Respect néet rights demends that case-reporting requirements be drafted es narrowly
the nottyof requirements studied

do notmeet this tes
(5) There .‘en urgenturgent need for HIV/AIDS case-reporti 0 be re-evaluated: (a) to

ensure collection of accurste and uniform date; (b) to protect"natantcialTights to theconte extent
possible; and (c) to avoid obstructing and to meximise the effect of efforts to reduce the spresd of HIV.

M F P 12 THE IMPACT OF LAW AND POLICY ON NEEDLE EXCHANGE
oe oSINCANADA

Oo
Mest Centre for Medicine, Ethics and Law, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Quijective. To evalun e policy and ‘actors impeding publiehealth initiatives aimed at

preventing the spread oF HIV amongst ‘jntravenous drug users ia Can
Analysis of Canadian poiicy andle; orn ii

on the distribution of needies and syrsinges to those who cannot oreinot SoD such use.
response to ‘nei orguse in Canada, mirrored and influenced by that of the U.S.,

has generally been crimino-legai. jate use was criminalized i as‘an indirect result of anti-

Asiatic riots, Subsequent stationas also fuelled by demands for stronger contro! ofillicit drug
markets which eriminalization had heiped to create. Canadian narcotic legislation since 1961
imposes harsh penalties for possession, tra(ficking, importation and ex,portation, but notabblynonnone
for use. Treatment modalities have received littleemplasis. The general climate is one

societal disapproval of ilticit drug use and dru;

in contras e U.S., there are no specific ‘eesinCanada prohibiting the possession ofneedles
and syringes orten supplyto intravenous drug users. (A recent Bili criminalizing possession,sale
and distribution of “drug paraphernalia’ failed to become law.) Goveri ntt adv!visorriesand other
factors have acted todi:issuade pha "works" i . At least

  

drug users is unethicai and/or spiresThoseproposing programmes for the distributionnef needles
and syringes have expressed fear of criminal jiability. Legisintors have expressed fear of being
erceived as encouraging incit drug use, and funding programmes that apparently ‘contradic!t

historical responses to drug

‘he climate Sorrounding illicit drugs in Canada is a substantin! obstacle ta urgently-
needed lo health programmesto prevent the spread of Hiv. Socio-politico-teaa) factors have
frustrated distribution of syringes and nec P
programme has been establishes (Feb. 1989). d fe
measures to prevent the spread of HIV and an to suppresson use, ns efforts are
required to persuade jegislators and the public that these two goals are not incompatibie, pndthat

necdie and syringe dist appear not to encourage drug àuse,
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M F P 13 STATE/LOCAL STRATEGIES TO PREVENT AND RESOLVE HIV-RELATED M F P 14

DISCRIMINATION: FIVE CASE STUDIES ove
Guthrie, Anne M.*, Sherwood-Fabre, L. *, Steele, R.J.*

Karsten, S.E.**, Lorenz. B.F.**, Ritter, J.L.** . Office of the aesistant
Secretary for Health, U.S. Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.

**Birch and Davis Associates, Inc., Silver Spring, .

Objective: To identify successful processes for preventing and resolving

complaints of HIV-related discrimination, and program features affecting
replicability.
Methods: Five programs were selected for the study based on the existence

of a relevant discrimination statute, availability of progres documentation,

and program experience. The project team visited all 5 sites (Los Angeles,
CA; San Francisco, CA; New York City, NY; Philadelphia, PA; and, Olympia, WA),

eport.prepared case-study r:sports, and a final summary repo:

Results: Litigation is rely necessary to resolve complaints. Most often,

discrimination occurs out“Of fear or ignorance, and interventions utilizing
educational, mediation, and advocacy strategies are sufficient andonimely:
n addition, the prograns' enforcement efforts appear to prevent

additional complaints. The programs may also provide tec!hnical assistance
À

 va 8
processes of these programs can be successfully adapted in many milieus.
Further, the programs’ successes in keeping persons in their homes and/or

jobs tends to promote priva sector involvement in the AIDS issue, and m

limit the burden of the alps“epidenic which is shifted to the public sector.
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La confidentialité et ses limites
Confidentiality and its Limits

T.F.P.1 TRIAL OF CHEMO-PROPHYLAXIS OF HIV INFECTION AND
Te BEALTEOCARE WORKER'S RIGHT-TO-KNOW VIS-A-VIS

PAT GHT TO CONFIDENT

Bauer, Stanley;Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center, Bronx, NY, USA.

) rights vis-a-
to Soteible chemo-prophylaxis

wo: to

Methods. The Burroughs Welcome rs of zidovudine Gale
is sponsoring a double-“blind, placebo-contro11ed triai Es
in the prevention of HIV infecti in after WP expos
BBF of HIV antibody (Ab) positive patients. i studies sug-
gest that early AZT treatment i ost effective. A rapid reli-
able slide test is now available to detect HIV A ser:
Results. HCW may joi: e@ trial after exposure to known HIV Ab
positive BBF Pyphoning RonSens Howeve. if the Al

f th xmed consent, to protect
patient confidentiaality, must be obtained to test the patient’ 8
blood for HIV Ab

 
ati

test, with or without the patient's c ent.pene right-to-
ow of a potentially lethal haza in the WP and ssible sub-

sequent exclusi from the AZT trial supercedes the patient's
desire for confidentiality of results of HIV Ab testing.

CONFIDENTIALITE ET SIDA. UTILISATION D'UN CODAGE IRREVERSIBLE
L'IDENTITE

T.F.P.3
X.THIRION, R.SAMBUC, C.MANUEL, J.L. SAN 0

* Laboratoire de Santé Publique, Faculté de Médecine de Marseille, FRANCE

Objectif. Respecter le strict anonymat di
études &pidéniologiques et
Méthode. Utilisation d'un numéro d'a -ci est le résultat d'une
formule de calculirréversible. Tl est Taposstibleà partir de ce code de

retrouver l'identité qui a servi au codaae. Pourtant la formule de codage
est publiqu serait aucune cle

non reveraibitice du codage par le Service Centra
de la Sécurité des Sy:stènes d' Informa

tilisation de ce numéro asnonymat par les différents centres

i ), de méme que parUiorganisation responsable
de la distribution des Produits actifs contre le
Gonclusion. Cette métho: t opérationnelle et contcibue à la protection
de données médicales *particuliarenentt confidentièlles,

patients tour en permettant les
e SID, 

Ethique clinique
Clinical Ethics

[RERCEPTIONS. AND ATTITUDES OF HEALTH

AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF. AIDS IN A DEVEL
T.F.P.5 came

Parimi Prabhakar & F. A. Orrett. University of the”West Indies
Mona, Kingston 7, Jamaica.

oe WORKERS on ETHICAL

 
has raised several controversial and unresolved

contacts; iii, dis

Droit et ethique
Ethics and Law

T.F.P.2 CONFIDENTIALITY AND AIDS: À CANADIAN PERSPECTIVE
MacMillan, Robert M.*; Barnes, M.E

*Ministry of Health, Ontario, Canada

Objective: To explore legal, ethical and public health|issues
related €© balancing the interests of the individua
espect to privacy of personal information, with that of
protecting the health of the public.

ethods: The presentation will report the results of inter-
Tsincial consultation and collaboration on such areas as:
1. control of HIV testing facilities; 2. reporting requirements;
3. collection of epidemiological data; 4. contact tracing and
counselling; 5. un wi rcumstances should information

 

n these same issues as well as
inter-provincial working group.

Results: The consultation pas resulted in national agreement on
definitions, gen al prine sting, basic data to
 

closure to pro the public; disclosu:
protect patients of H1Y positive physiciane and iv. disclosure to andenpioyer

T. F.P.4 ETHICAL THEORIES APPLIED TO CONFIDENTIALITY IN HIV+ MALES

Den: iden, Union Theological Seminary, New York, NY, U.S.A.
QObjec: = Protection of “confidentiality and prevention offurther disease through an
intial police:
Me: 

 

 

 

 

Methods. Use of pp P f gre
Methodsection and limitatio fi i. ity for pi i i

Syndrome(AIDS), AIDS R Hi h us (HIV).
Application of these i i the medical cie of

| fi ial een clinici à the

isk (if th ing theetothers to 
mae autonomous changes.
This delbate, homosexual or intravenous drug
chiais even more key for the bisexual male, oftenmarried, and with children or planing

children, mily.+
For ith them, the dilemmaiisunavoidable.
Oftenth i ig family i i Hence, their
childrs g! ip iti b g f

 

of the
other pa 0 knownto the practitioner. Yet,iifa physician or groupinform:theirther

patients, wiil the priesenting patients disappear, thereby losing any chance of their clini

serving them and affecting their behavior?
The paper will include a sample protocol that attempts to apply ethical theories to these

problem:
BeauteW voluntarily informtheir  
 

generallynnotereYost to treatment. Thee have been some notable and unfortunate
exceptions.
Conclusion. Under
when the di i i
other means to accomplishthis goal.

  

i disease, and there are no

T.F.P.6 A MODEL FORFACILITATING PHYSICIANS’ ACCEPTANCE
OF RISK WHEN TREATING PATIENTS WITH AIDS

1; Blaler, P.
Beth Tract Modieat Center, New York, NY “USA

reas oy Phvnicians to treatpatientswith AIDS because of fear of infection ts

 

 

 

 

 

 
that HCW do not differ in theirperceptions and at-

with general public, Hence, HCW.of developing countries
need.to be further .eduycated thenselyes before thev <an-pducste the publie,

960

 

 

 

 

 

th
In jer to assess the percep! attit: £ Jamadean health care 2 opel problem. ateathh based on altruism to

workers (Hi ethical and social aspects of AIDS, we conducted a survey rage phy
Jamaican hospitals between July-Aug st, 1988. 502 Ques ennaires were sent PP self-interest

to randomly selected HCW of which 379 were returned before the cut off date, are seeded.
& Tesponse rate of 75%. The affirmative responses (%) were tabulated for ea Phy ici xt ft ru self-inte the proportions
category of HCW. bi The
ESTIONS Dectors Nurses M.Techs. Radiographers M.Studs periodwhea ail amont àqualified physicians treated contagious, a standard that

au (n=140)_ (n=112) _(n=44) (n=48) (n=35) is generally held today, lasted only a century (c 1850190)7‘This was ako a when
1. Confidentiality 20 8 9 li 2 high a it is argued that the
2. Ro tine screening 33 78 55 63 5 benefits ofthepaternliem,power, self-esteem,and admiration, compensated in part for
3. Ten ity card 78 84 86 83 8 the riskof infectio
4. 1 isolati 40 57 59 50 4

teosital forAIDS their lvoe daily ma the serviceof others. Waspole een Brother D Wenoù
patients dics in the line ofduty, he or she is considered a "hero" because the injury or death

5. Sharing waitin 70 63 53 52 62 ted Allin ejob. Seeing themselves, and being
1 -

trs “ fact compemate for the risk of infocdon. The fiatstepinmaking physicians beroc és
6. Extensive|lab tests 90 59 57 54 71 support, emotional and financial, for who scroconverts in the line of

oppertunistic 11 duty. Specific p
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T F P 7 CHUL* BIOETHICS COMMITTEE BND THE ANTI-HIV SCREENING TEST T. F P. 8 A LEGAL OR ETHICAL DUTY TO WARN: one LAST TIME

Morissette M. R.** Mélan: Rothenberg, K. Associate
*Centre Hospitalier de ltinvesLaval {CHUL), Québec Professors, University of haryland.School of Lav,
(Qc), Canada; **Comité de bioéth

Within 16 months, three requests for opinion concerning the use of anti-HIV
screening tests were submitted to the CHUL Bice’ s Committee by health-
care professionals. The first request dealt vithaccidentel infest with

HIV among the surgical block staff (1988-02). The second dealt with
routine screening of anti-HIV for all patlante undergoing surgery (1988-
07). The third request was related to the management of fresh semen vs
frozen semen stocks for the se of heterologous insemination (1988-04).

ives: To present (a) the positions adopted the Committee, (b) the

scientific, Legal and ethical considerations that justified these
positions: (ce) the outcome of these requests for opinion submitted to the
Committ
Method:ene method a d by the Bioethics Committee is as follows: co

creation of a oeeidiociplinesy task-force (medicine, ethics and law) w

reception of the request for opinion; (b) submission of a prel.Aninery
paper to the Committee; (ec) discuss.ion of and modification to the

preliminary paper by the Committee; (d} issue ‘of a unanimou# opinion by
e +

Result: These opinions are now part of CHUL internal policies regarding
theuse of the aninti-HIV screening t

e fear of vorstbleéccidental contamination by HIV amo!

health-care. protentivnals is very high. 2. Health-care professionalsvane
aware of the ethical dimension in the use of the anti-HIV screening tes

T.F.P.9 ETHICAL STANDARDS IN THE CONTEXT OF HIV INFECTION

NorbertSpecht, hafer, Deutsche AIDS-Hilfe e.Vv.

Nestorstr. 8-9, 1000 Berlin 31, West-Germany

guestjective:3,70dedetermine ethical standards for obtaining medical da!
tsche SIDSHilfe performed several seminars on ethical stan-

aepacticipants were people with HIV and AIDS, doctors, health care wor-
kers, philosophers etc.
Results: It was found that there is a lack of ethical standards in treatment 
counselLis ith people with HIV AIDS. An ing irrational
€ of contracting HIV and AIDS is one of the main factors that substain

le fi dealin th HIV inféction and AIDS i ve way. The lack
of ethical standards in collecting medical data leads to the suspicion of

tha i

moi the bene: € the not for the
pereonuit HIV and AIDS. Conclusion: There is desperate need for national

and international ethical standards for counselling and research. Specific
proposals will be presented at the conference

JE

Cu:Heriner, Ps, ARREL J.*, REVIRON D*, LARHER W.P.*,

SAG MARCO

Laberateise “te Santé Publique, Faculté de Nédeciac, Marseille, FRANCE

T.F.P.11 nner ETHTQUE OÙ tn sr,+: REVUE BIBLIOGRAPHI

Objectif et méthodes : L'étude biblisgraphique proposée à sente par l'interrogution de

quatre basques de données : meline.eusSiséthics et AIDS, mots clef suivants

(es au sot SIDA) : Ethigi de l'honse, Cottle, Uéalalation, Jucispru-

dence. Un total de 412 références“ent‘te listées de 1983 à

 

- ®  

Résultats : Après lecture et analyse des publications dispenibles et de langue sourante

(355), les Manslations adoptées dan:tes différents puys, ainsi que les Principales opin:

rencontrées dans neae ont étéeateries ar thèses at comnentées.

La classification roposoas ae an

1 - MESURES DESihvere LA secre

cen partar plus celts: quarantaine et isolement, sesures discrininatoires

ins ras levée du s t nédicsl, application du code criminel, dépistages,

li et Registres,tesction des dons du sang, vaccins et sédicauents

Nouveaux, essais straps iques, inforsation, éducati:

2- cons OESTIMEES A eeene

oits fondanentaux droit à la confidestialité, & l'information et aux

 

 
Avei

tre €:

 

oins.
Droits civiques : liberté, droit à l'éducatieu, au travail, e
Droits de l'individu non salado : droits des contacts, stearic du personnel soignant,

des receveurs de sang, etc...

Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Objective. To reconcile the moral, inatitutional, public health
and legal principals bearing upon the existence of a duty oved
by professionals to warn unsuspecting third parties that a
patient or sCitent knovingly places that third party at risk of
HIV infec

ewed the medical, ethical, and legal literature
concerning“the "duty to warn" and summarized the arguments.
Evaluated the many proposals for legislation or for legal
clarification of the moral dil

ze three primary values or goals competing in
the debate: confidentiality, the public desire to block the
spread of infection and e personal desire to avoid Stget

Conclusions. Professionals are traditionally”entrusted by
society to make difficult decisions, distinguishing then from
other occupations. On a case-by-case basis, professionals must
determine if a warning (or other action o a person at risk of
infection is the highest "good." We propose a framework for
making that decision which includes consideration o
professional's risk of legal liability.

T.F.P.10 SIDA : LES DROITS DES Ne
CHARREL sitter, CARHER ft MEL P.#, MANUEL C.*, SAN MARCO J.L.*

toire de Santé Pulines parulté de Médecine, Marseille, FRANCE

je rfactions de pew et de rojet edepar le SIDA représentant en danger éthique par

ion des droits du salade qui régissent la relation médecin-patieut : dreit

ité, & l'information at aux seins

   

 

  

 

àla conatident

Les défenseurs de la confide Hateprfsentent ce droit comme l'unique eoyen d'entreprondre

une prévention de la transsissien. en respectant la dignité des salades

 

Les opposants estisent que la levée du secret médical est le seulmre de protéger la santé

des contacts en alliant.responsabilité de la plupart de ces

Au sujet du droit du malade à l'information, les avis s'oppos: sur quatre points princi-

paux : aacterrd du sujet pour la pratique du test de dé;te.a révélation de son affec-

tien au salade, l'ebtention du consentoment aux traitements et les aodalités d'application

des essaisàthérapeutiques dans le cadre du SIDA.

Quant roit_aux soins, il a pu @tre resis on cause par le SIDA, & tel point que in Assez-

blées nae sont vues contraintes de rappeler solennellement ce principe d'éth:

Un dialogue de sourds s'est souvent instauré entre défenseurs et détracteurs des droits
du ai en parfois des Leises “eesition excessives.

Au fil des onu: 1 t à apprendre à vivre avec le SIDA, et les pro-

es peuvont être abordés de Fan, hieeee

 

T.F.P.12 TRFLAIEICE or atv STATUS OM DECISION MAKING FOR NEWBORNS
Powéerly, Kathloen 3.%; Morano, J.D.** and Levin, B.W.9#8

*Columbis University School or Nursing; Rev York, New York, U.B.A.

#istate versity of New York Health Science Center at Brooklyn, New York,
U.S.A. "Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, New York, U.&.A.

etive. To describe the impact of maternal/intart EIV seropositivity on
decision for nevborns.

It is seulShaecurrent HIV testing in the nevborn does not yield
fatal sresults that ation between maternal an!

positivity. Fevvorn#HIV status, however, 1s u: one physicians3and
nurses to justify treatment/ cisions. It ie elvays clear
Ÿ alteration e ©management plan verrante
In adäition, parents and parental surrogates (ie fosver Parentseo) may ster
their decisions basedoo e HIV s:
Methods D adainisteredto.physicians and nurses in three
metropolitan lew Tork’city neonatal ICUs and interviews with social service
adninistrators
Reales(Conclusions: Preliminary dete (both formal and anecdotal) indicate

EIV status influences decision making.

961
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Recherche de traitements et de vaccins

Research for Treatments and Vaccines

W.F.P.1 VETH, THE TRIAL ae AWAY: THE EMOTIONAL COSTTHE TRIAL GI

OF STOPPING AN HIV TREATMENT TR:

Enders, Sheila; Flynn N., Jain Bes Siegel B.
University of California, Davia School of Medicine, Sacramento, CA., U.S.A.

 

Sblective. To demonstrate the emotional cost of offering participation in
treatment or other research protocols to people with HIV infection

ane deserves closer scrutiny.
Methods. Six months follow!ng discontinuation of an HIV active immunotherapy
research trial, a x of volunteers (16/57) were randomly contacted by
telephone and sampled ty questionnair: 1

thelr participation as potential study subjects, and upon cancellation of the
study.
Results. Both positive and negative responses were noted with our cohort.
Posttive effects associated with entering the study included increase in

sm about their future, perceived enhancement of

study, but returned following study discontinuati These ud eeling
socially isolated, depressed, and discouraged along h fe s of being
" on loned" and “panicked” volunteered with the hope of
not only participating and receiving benefit from thi current research,
but » by volunteering, of helping someone else, even
Conclusions : vi ew
hort, we feel that tatensive efforts need to b

ative effects of treatment tudte on the emotional well-being of future
ptady v5. sereVolunteers, includingtho:ose not selected for participations

CAL AND LEGAL ISSUES IN CLINICAL TRIALS
FORaee CHILD!

Martin, Mount Sinai School of
Medicine, New York, USA

W.F.P.3

Qbiective: explore methods of dealing with the complex
issues of clinical trials in children with HIV infection

than 40“centers

osophers o
ethics of placebo controlled trials, access to new treatments,
impact of foster care

e USA, pediatric AIDS has been concentrated in a: Int
few states, but cases is growing in many urban
areas. ore an 1en Pp
experimental therapies and this number is also
in some areas up to 30%

. y ished procedures for
enrolling ‘these children in clinical t
T is sity of inion “concerning criteria for
deciding when use beriacebo is appropriate

: Clear and uniform guidelines ‘are needed to ensure
that all children with HIV infection have equal access to new
treatments, while at the same time, rights of the children and
their guardians are protected. More communication is neede
among all concerned withthese igs

W.F.P.2 ETHICALAND CLINICAL CONCERNS IN HIV RESEARCH DESIGN
Robert M.; Todak, G.; McKinnon J.; Gorman J.;

Center for Clinical and Behavioral
Studies, New YorkState*peychiatric Institute and Columbia University,
New Yori, NY USA

y andbbisexual men incorporat: ethical, clinical,
insur: high levels of subject satisfaction and return

Onjective. To design a naturalistic follow-up study of HIV positive and HIV
negative gay and prag-

tic concerns and
naturalistic design with

thod
Method. Study policies were devised to balance
subjects" need for medical feedback and counseling, as needed; a me!
was established to share research findings with an eager and wel) informed

ity whileallowing access to research data useful tosubj confidential.

feoulea,5 creelTS fninitial stadstudy visit (N204)Subjects evaluating init: portes high
tesoF3relative set with their visit (203, 99.57, Percept

li been handled well (199, 97 52), and satisfac
internists (202, 99%) neurologists (196,ont

Of the % seropositive subjects scheduled return for aed
visit, Bohhave returned; all 30 seronegatiwe subjects schuuled to
for the t have returned.2nd suuiyvis
Conclusion. can consider e » and practical
JesussinsStady design and achieve ighracesrates"ofnibject satisfaction and

W.F.P.4 ER M.P., REVIRON O.,

anpastes os POSES PAR LA VACCIMATION ANTI H1Y

ONE! HI MANUEL C.,

 

Seme7 i

* Laboratoire de Santé :Puhlique, Faculté :Wédecine, Warseille, ERANCE

oe :

aie de SIDA: la
ses difficiles à résoudre. to parMieulier, in existe w

widu et la Santé Publique. Le premier but de la thérapeeutique, c'est

par le patient et pas forcément par la société. Quant il s'agit d'un nouveuu traitesent

ou vaccin, les aspocts éthiques prédoninent.

: e équipe, foraée de médecinsoe Santé Publique, a réalisé une recherche biblio-

graphique porvant suc 400 articles, abordant le thése de l'éthique face au SIDA. Mous nous

sosses intéressés plus particulièrasent auxaspects éthiques et légaux concernant la recherche

d'un vaccin anti HIV.

Résultats : Ces problèmes se répartissent en trois domaines : les essais cinq la

fabrication et la distribution du vaccin. 113 ne sont pas particulier au SIDA, c'est le

i les aggrave : il exi ns de i

al

lientle monde entieree sur la menace que représente 1'épidé-

aise au point d'un vacc 3-HIY devient urgente, sais pose divers problè-

 

oN Les essais thérapeutiquos deivent faite l'ebjet d'un concensus rigoureux,

souuis à des directives ou des avis internationaux. Les problènes posts par la fabrication

future du vaccin deivent @tro posés et eeaftetonnt Quant la distribution du

vaccin dans la population, il telle ve se runene générale (tous

les individss et pas seulement les groupes à eee plus ou æoins volontaire.

 

Prévenirla transmission du VIH les confilts religieux en matière de santé publique
thPreventing HIV Transmission: Religious Conflicts in Pubile Heal

MEETING THE MORAL CHALLENGE OF HIGH-RISK
LIFESTYLES: AIDS AND EDUCATION

McGill Centre for Medicine, Ethics and law; Montreal, Quebec,

Canada.

W.F.P.5

Objective - To propose and apply criteria for the moral evaluation of education programs
designed to change high-risk behaviour for the HIV. Such education
programs have been strongly endorsed by ethicists, policy-makers, and lawyers as the most
effective andethical means|for slowing the spread of HIV. Extensive research has

way of changing bigh-
risk behaviour. But education Programs designed to modify behaviour have yet

perspective. It has been almost universally assumed that education programs are tithe
morallyPeutral I morally praiseworthy.

“autonomy* which can be used in the evaluative
principle of respect for individual autonomy" and applicationofihe moral principle’respect
individual autonomy” to AI methodology of applied
et ics).

- The concept of “autonomy” adopted for the purpose ofpvalvating AIDS education
gram: those targeted by education

programs, about the means used to influence behavio change. The methods of influence
used to modify behaviour must be such that persons who neewaytheir own autonomy would
agree to have their behaviour influenced/ tnodified in these wa:

education programs which rely heavily onPeur and peer pressure to
modify high-risk behavi y 

THE ETHICS OF INCREASING ACCESS TO STERILE SYRINGES AS AN

‘PROACH TO REDUCING PERINATAL HIV TRANSMISSION
Kathleen Nolan, The Hastings Center, Briarcliff, NY, USA

W.F.P.6
 

hical debate over efforts to reduce perinatal HIV transmission have
on three approaches: 1) influencing procreative

ifying or counseling pregnant -infected wome:
regarding the risk of perinatal infection: and 3) intervening perinacaily
(e.g., throug! of AZT). with thes
approaches stems either from their lack of proven efficacy or thepoor
reception they receive from at-risk popuations, combined with their
threat to iottvidual liberties d shion.

Act to decr
access to sterile injection equipment is a more pragmatic

has been poorly
of infected infants are

o

k 9

achieved by so po 8 must be proporticnate to the h imposed on

ndividuals affected , pro ting access to sterile needles and

es no longer oO act to re 
participating in the censured behavior
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W.F. P.7 Promoting Safer Sex W. F P 8 FEMALE PROSTITUTION IN GLASGOW: HISTORICAL STUDIES
, Anthony Meyer** eG ers ST_Grean, DJ Goldberg, FA Green: Ruchill Hosp, Gleegow, U.K.

*Dutch Foundation for STD a, *"GPA/WHO, Netheralands. Trostitution was first recorded in the se after Rome's t ÇA. D. 43).
aboutne1j'aie Medieval, Tudor and Elizabethan

he Dutch Foundation for STD Control, co-sponsored by WHO, organized an 1 and vit (r, 1685-9) owed his own brothel. Diarists
"International workshop on the PREVENTION of Sexual Transmission ofAIDS and repre«inaneBoswell (C18th) used Prostitutes; “Boltne he
onther STD" from April - May 3, 1989. For this meeting 250 experts from venereal diseases (VD). In Glasgow in (popn. 28 =
the industrialized world were invited to debate the state of theatin 10,police5Superintendant a Mie knew of 1,475 fetepvPrestitviee aged
promoting safer sex. Policy makers, executiv researchers exchange: 5-20 ; many abused alcoho. Venarsologist W Logan
information, discussed bottlenecks and futureplans in 10 different workshops: estimated in 1842 that Glasgow's 1,800°tamale prostitutes eer 36
1. Men with homosexual contacts Clients week: generated £514,800 p.a. (1969 aquivalent £25, 740,000 or
2. 45, ris died lily. In 1871, local news
3. Prostitutes and their clients identified 200+ brothels in a tiny area of the city; Dr ÿ it on
4. Ethnic minority groups a Gl ir". Dr A Patterson (1870-80) noted that
5. Adolescents in and outside school the age of hospitalised female prostitutes with VD
£: Std-tarpatient

8. General public
9. Policy makers
0. Condoms

The outcome of these workshops as well as the meeting as a whole will be
presented.

W.F.P.9
"Université du Québec 4 Montréal, Montréat (Québec), Canada

JUSTESSE ET JUSTICE DU TRAITEMENT DU SIDA
*

Le Fepubl SIDA a bouleversé nos représentationssurla vie et lamort

doubleincertitude, tant scientifique que juridique, danelaquelle aici
poutiques, acteurs du monde médical, patients et leur entourage doivent
prendre des décisions inédites, chargées de sens a long terme. Prévention ou
traitement? Tandis que l'opinion publique, informée t
l'histoire sera juge, vacille entre l'indifférence, le rejet et la pour et ne réagit

évention, les Patients séroposilits luttent pour
ont sans pourtant

résoudre ni la question de la prévention ni celle du traitement. A partir d'une

recherche en cours:sur le développement, fa recherche clinique etla

réussit au moinsaipreoge fa vie de certains malades pour un tem:
ons à répondre aux questions de

(technique)et justicepaget civique) vdtes mesures prises au Canada

W.F.P.11
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worked for 1 year or less. ved thet syphilitic
prostitutes were r irs of infection which could disseminate into the

ation. Bidding to retard VD spr.

bandoned
¢ Act (1885), which further criminalised prostituti driv:

it underground. The Glasgow Police (2663), an entivice‘initiative,

ves widely condemed ag ultra-repressive. Laws ten iscriminate
inst women. Prostitution continues in C20th Glasgow in 1985 Green and

Goldberg identifii 55 prostituting women. Repreasive laws still form
society's only official approach. AIDS, a 19606 like
syphilis before it, strongly emphasised the need to study prostitution.

W F. P 10 PRACTICAL an ETHICAL THADEQUACTES OF PARTWER RESTRICTION
“ee AS A METHOD OF AIDS PREVENT:

Piseel, Du and Baker, L.*.
*aid York Blood Center
* The New York Hoopitai-corneli Medical Center, NY, NY, USA.

Objective. To evaluate the efficacy, practicality, and ethics of partner
restriction as a method of AIDS prevention in light of current knowledge

e transmission of
Ds prevention strategies, presented in publications produced by

governmental agencies and gay advocacy groups, were reviewe Fr
on trananission and prevention. Empirical and theoretical

justifications were sought in the literature for the strategies|advocated.
e strategy ©ofpartner restricti either by a ute ner

of partners, sexual history, relative riskof infection, or antibody
results, may slow the spread o: n opulation but it cannot opie.
Under certain theoretical conditions, siaple partner restriction,

practical probless of honesty, aconple
recommenda’ of partner restriction raises striking ethical issues
including discrimina ion against infected or at-risk individus.nr
an unwarranted sense of security may be felt ty those who reduc

x of sexual partners to the exclusion of practicing safercsex.”

W.F.P.12
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Discrimination et droits de la personne
Discrimination and Human Rights

Th.F.P.1 425 4m ETAICS
Levi, Guido Carlos* & Barros, Antonio Osorio

++

* Hospital do Servidor Püblico Estadual, Sëo Paulo,orasit
** Health State Secretary, Séo Paulo, Brazil

Goiective:The authors prepared for the Sao Paulo Medical
and the dinemany Federal Medical Council

veovlution reregerdin, ethical aspects on DS. Aporoved
in 1988, it is now theofofficial guideline for Brazilian
medical doctors on this matter.

Methods. The subject was divided into six parts: introduc~
tion, S and discrimination, relationship between doctors
and patients (including patient refusal, respect towards the
patient, patient's abandon and confidentiality), ATDS and
institutions (including hospitals, blood banks and prisons),

S and Occupational Medicine and AIDS and medical research.

Results.
presented.

A short resume of each of these topics will be

Th.F.P.3 STATE/LOCAL. STRATEGIES TO poras RESOLVE HIV-RELATED

DISCRIMINATION: FIVE CASE STUD:

od=Fabre L.*, Steele, R.J.*

S.E.**, pees B.F.**, Ritter, J.L.**, *0ffice of the Asslune

Secretary for Health, U.S. Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.,
**Birch and Davis Associates, Inc., Silver Spring, MD. U.S.A.

Objective: To identify successful processes for preventing and resolving

complaints of HIV-related discrimination, and program features affecting

replicability.

Methods: Five programs were selected for the study based on the existence
of a relevant discrimination statute, availability of program documentation,

team visited all 5 sites (Los Angeles,

York City, NY; Philadelphia, PA; and, Olympia, WA)

prepared case~study reports, and a final summary report.

Results: Litigation is rarely necessary to resolve complaints. Most
discr: occurs out of fear or ignoranc iand ntions utilizing’

ediation, and advocacy strategies are sufficient and timely.
In addition, the programs’ enforcement efforts appear to prevent some

on. la e programs may also provide technical assistance

The wide variety of site

process of these programs c. e successfully a din many mi. us.

Further, theare successes in keeping persons se eir homes and/or
jobs tends omote private sector involvement in t issue, idir: may

limit the burden of the AIDS epidemic which is shiftedto the public sector.

Th F P. 5 GOVERNMENTS' DUTY TO PROVIDE FINANCIALASSISTANCE
ue AND COMPENSATION TO PERSONS WHO HAVE E

JNFECTED WITH HIV THROUGH BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS AND
PRODU

Jacques J.M. no Heenan Blaikie Law Firm, Montreal, Que.CANADA

Obj To review Governments’ response to the demands
Or coh’theuse by individuals who have contracted AID

To identify legal principles and
le Governments in their decision to pro-

3

ief history|of
a glance at legal issues and relevant Canafade U.S. ca

ompen
aso.identified.

author explains that sinnee certain Governments and their
ea reaponded too owly a

ings thatthe intection was transaittable bby blood, they now
1, if legal, duty t ose unsuspectingindivi-

ais“no”contracteed the disease froncontaminate
Concl.: Those Governments which displayed little interest in
The purity of blood supplies in its system or ignored the early
danger signals breached th elementa res jonsibility in
the field”of human rights; the ri ht to life and the protection
thereof. Such Governments have e duty to compensate hemophi-
1liacs and blood transfusion tecipients nfected by HIV/AIDS.

966

L'ÉTHIQUE DANS LES GROUPES COMMUNAUTAIRES
Sourdif, Isabelle
Comité sida alde Montréal, Montréal, Québec, Canada

Th.F.P.2

ges Décrire L'organisation dungroupe de tri
S dans un organisme comamna:paire, et les prigrités à traiter.
. Etude des besoins. Présentation des problèmes d'ordre éthique

pouvane surgir dans un organisme Quelles priorités établir?
Zotions à entreprendre? Objectits? Qui doit faire partie de ce groupe?

it?
Résultats. SFlatoeation de routes d'acceptation des projets de recher-

" i desche. d'éthique d'éthique professionnels et des
bénévoles. Positions officielles de l'organisme. Confidentialité.
Conclusion. Nécessité ce groupe travail protéger JesGrodroits

affectées le virus. Voit au respect des indi

EQUALITY RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE WITH AIDS: MANDATORY REPORTING
OF HIV INFECTION AND CONTACT TRACING IN ONTARIOTh.F.P.4

Flanagan, William F., B.A.

(Columbia);Sa University School of Law,

Objective: To

LL.B. (Toronto), D.E.A. (Paris I),
Few York, New Tonk“ye S.A.

examine the public health rationale and constitutional

mandatory reporting of HIV infection witb identifiers
ing progres supervised by public health

Method: prantnat nm
Canadian Charter esent iew that protection for the physically
disabled under 5.15 extends to HIV infected individuals. I

prejudica:Myeffects the interests of

the physically disabled, can withetend Charter review.
x confidentiaality, the mandatory reporting

sl. y H vo

ection are thus notified without seriously discouraging
individuslefrom seeking vatuntary HiV-tests

PROVID HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST eanCPTVICES TO PEOPLE
WITH AIDS: A DISCRIMINATIONPas PROS!Th.F.P.6

nberg,Barne:Barnes,
AIDS Law Clinic, Columbia University SchoolofLaw, New York, New York, USA

Peovle with AIDS or HIV infection, as well as person: y perceived to have

AINS or HIV infection, have exnerienced severe'écriatnarien in employment,

t e would hi lacked an: cou! By w

students asPeay Tepresentatives, the Clinic has Provided high quality, low

cost lega rvices to underserved vopulation. th 3 neo n law
students valuable crvertence in the revresentation of clien Sand training in
important policy iss The AIDS Law Clinic can serve as aàmodel for similar

clinics at other professional schools.
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Th.F.P.7 ansne“ou noms Th.F.P.8 theBo,cilLibreHUMAN RrcitsBODIES ACTIVE IN AIDS WORK

aVAaRE» ni 3" anchette, . B.

#Canadien Association of Uni ity Teachers, Ottawa, Canada,
**Canadian Association of University Teachers, Ottawa, Canada.

Objective: à study of the administrative and ethical policies on AIDS of
Canadian universities in regard to their faculty, students and support staff

Method: By questionnaire and telephone follow-up with university sis
ES8 and the local representatives of faculty, students and suppo

taff.

 
Results: restesnormally regard thenselves as leaders in their

communi ties anadian universities are acting

te gory of program
for educating state and atudente and the investment thereil-

HIV ANTI-BODY TESTING; is consent the legs] issue

jerris Dai; Legal Officer, The Terrence Higgins Trust Legal
Th.F.P.9

TK.
eeive: 7eanalyse the legal importance of patient consent, and to ask

ether 1t ensures the proper use of the antibody t

Methods nsent is important ethic: and professionally. Testing without
consent would undermine confidence in publi ealth. ereas t ry

testing is extremely useful. Pi ve or negative people can be a d to
have safer sex directly by the doctor or c: € oi
UK law before a patient's blood is tested. Nitrou
consent there is nno gefence to the charge of ual t eople tested posttiv

without consent € if, as a result, theyarose their insurance, job o

accommodation

Conclusion Consent is an important legal issueJi ensuring the proper

administration of the antibody test. How the t is used may be the more

important social and legal issue. Agreeing to“take a test is fast becoming
a standard pre-condition to be considered for insurance, a job or work permit)

in some countries

  

This requirement is legal in the UK, should it be?

ThFPAI SE"ASTROPHIC RIGHTS

Pixon John President, B.C. cavalLiberties Association,
ancouver , British Columbia,

Objective. To define and explore thelimits of a special instance of
patients’monte in the context of catast: ic illness.
Method. To bring the disciplinary fois of Philosophy and Law to bear
the task of analyzing the gonflicting claims of the pie|i
and public health authorities in connection wit specific iss
access to experimental therapies, and the general issue of therapeutic
sel£-determina’
Result. Fonsiese merit is ered in the argument of public health

hat important publicinterests are served by the social

Emmean teannanright ret
ween the right to refuse medical treatment (one ofti

welrestalichen Mine of patients} and the right of the catastrophically
ill to acces: 4 andexpl

ced agains! e public interust
ugh t control of therepies. it is discoveredthat

they have real, but limited senPEs
Conclusion. Regulatory authorities should respond to catastrophic rights
by carefully liberalizing access to some experimental therapies.

Objective. To make ible a sharing of informat-lon and expertisein the
areas of concern to governmental and vernmental bod:

erned with the recognition and protection offindividual rightsi
connection with AIDS.

| ‘orm most of the Human and Civil Rights bodies in the world -
including n Of every government - the special focus of the
1989 Internati Conference on h social and scientific issues, and to
encourage their participation in a special for rights + The
Pr ical plan for such fi an be organized on the basis of the

to the co: with these bodies undertaken by theesponse received
5.c. Civil Liberties Association
Results. t that many rights bodies would welcome
explore together, in the ssupportive expe:

an opportunity to

national Conferen the ial difficulties for individual rights by
AIDS. Regulatory authorities would capitalize on an opportunity to sensitize
rights advocat: he si public interests that icy kere
responsibly secure as tl respond to the special plights of the A!

rson.
Conclusion. The Rights Forum, organized under the aegis of the International
Conference, is an important step towards reconciliation of the perspectives
of AIDS persons, their advocates, and the authorities who mus
adjudicate their demands.

governmental

A BILL OF RIGHTS FOR PERSONS WITH AIDSTh.F.P.10
Spiers, Herbert R., PhD*; Taylor, Clark*

*Issues Committee, ACT UP , N.Y., U.S.A.

The-objective of this-abstract is to describe the establishing of
s for Persons living with AIDS. Abov

the medical, political and so rights of Persons with AIDS
must be secur atment of this dis . nsure
this objective, a Bill of Rights for PWAs must be afted, dis~
cussed, ratified and promulgated. It be developed primarily
y Persons wi AIDS, defined as anyone wh HIV seropositive

and/or living with AIDS ARC This Bill of Rights will serve
as a o be presented to national legislative bodie and

nal and world policies on AIDS. Medical, moral,

c policy) will be der
t effected by AI y

and all gree’ be they political, medical, economic, scientific,
proprieta social, flicting with the principles in the
Bill of Rights will be subordinated to the fundamental rights of
Persons with A .

Th.F.P.12 THE INFLUENCE OF AIDS ON INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND THE DIGNITY
OF PEOPLE.

Arredondo,i Conde, F. , Coronado, A.*, Gil, E.*,
Ministery of Health,-Spain
 

objective. The influence that AIDS is having on the rights of ares

is
form in which different social groups le: about it has been Studied,“thie

as en into account Cc hat the repercussions of AIDS ar

beyon: ily social affairs within society is re ted as a

Contagious-Incurable-Sole-Mortal-Fact that ci es nevitable physical

deterioration and ensuing @ >» as well as inevitable jocial segregation.

nclusion. This report pres: esearch carried o y means of a rep

sentative survey a the Spanish populate has sleeviy sh

information and r
insufficient to unde.rtake this preblen which is strongly rooted in deeper

"social fears"
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Th.F.P.13 DEVELOPMENT OF CORRERSED LEGAL SERVICES FOR

PERSONS WITH HIV INFECTI

ckenberry, Clint* and tavos, Michel
*Administrator, AIDS Legal Referral Panel, San Francisco, CA,
USA; **Consultant, American Bar Association! 8 AIDS Legal
Services Project, Washington, DC,

Objective. To examine the need for free and low cost legal
pervices for persons wit infection.
Methods. Examine the collaborative efforts of health providers
an egal professionals in providing free and low cost legal

yze the special
tizens with HIV infection, including

employment, insurance, bankruptcy, family problems and.eer iminal
ew the legal profession's pro-bono

S epidemic since the formation of the first
AIDS legal service in 1 . vey existing and planned AIDS
legal services throughout the United Sta
Resuits. AIDS tions, minority lawyers and
loc bar associations increasingly offer a legal component in
the“delivery of essential services to persons with H
infec
Conclusions. Free and low cost AIDS legal services are an
essential component of community-based programs for persons
with HIV infection

Applicants socepted for ncarade orld youthiow) projects are sent to 18 countries

in foreign coun ‘ies are usually grouped into three

communities that maynaybeanyybarefrom

in which CNY

blood donors for their CHY colleagues.

‘Mo questions have been asked. 1sitethically justifiable for te regie ail
Canadian appl: i testing as @ condition for acceptance

into CWY projects? to Gat athically jostified fn uning confirmed seropositive
results of HIV antibody testing as a criteria for excluding applicants from its

pro:jects?
This will present the analysis and arguments to support each of the following

answers to the 8
l: Canada World Youth would seem ethically justified in requiring
of applicants as @ condition for their admissioninto its

ing and remain essential

ethical justifiability of such a tes

Answer to tion 2: Exclusion of HIV seropositive applicants fram

eee fouth projectts isnot necessarily unjustly discrimina'

unjustified. ‘There are reasons for such exclusion,
mors Feandidates could satisfy the f: conditions

(necessary, effective, sensitive, specific, and ) for ethically justifiable

manda‘ licies in specific . It is ‘ confidentiali
be protected and that exclusion from CWY projects not itself lead identifica-

tion of which candidates seropositive and Provision of adequat

ing is an ethically t of a
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LEGAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT OF HIV-INFECTED MEN AND WOMEN
paltenen. series Res Perlman DC, Clayton J, Colligan-Levine P,Th.F.P.14

Beth lsrael Medical“center,'Mount Sinat” School of Medicine, Newjee NY, USA

1 needs of HIV-infected me
4 Tr suspected“aivereiated

nation, by trained personnel in te assess
knowledge of legal tesves, and the need to provide for child ready wills,

living wills, general and medical powers of attorne:
ieee:a e flea pts sunveyed » 9 were unalnable to answer, 1 refused.

wallable for analysis. were males 9 (20%) female. 21
(462)were“uispanics 2 (sn) White, à (9%) Black. 0(452) were intravenous

(EVD: 1 omc/bisexual men, i onyhad no identified risk,
24) heterosexual partner of a person at risk.

knew what a liv 11 was; 4/5 a living will (all homo/bisexual en).
Conclusions: 1. HIV-infected patients have multiple legal issues which need
to be addr Women with AIDS frequsntly have child ody issues.
3. IVDU vere leas likely to have attended to their legal needs. Persons
with HIV-infection require educationregarding and aseistance in attend:ing to
a wide variety of legal n Legal issues sh addressed early,
while the patient is still capable of decision ma
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Le sérodiagnostic
Serodiagnosis

M.G.0.1 EVALUATION OF THE FOR PREVENTION AND CONTROL. OF BLOOD

TRANSMISSION OF HIV (
É, Garcia L’, Doninguar JL”, Vakiespino Jt*

“Directorate of Epidemiology , Minitof Health. Mexico,
“Nationa! Center of Blood Transtusion

Objectives: Evaluation of the Program tor Prevention and Control of Bood Transmission of HIV

{PPCBT) in Mexico:
Matbod: cone a strategy for the evaluation of donors, biood products and recipients, to
measure hepact at , medium and long term of PPCBT.
Hesults: The PPCBT in ‘Mexico has been ‘untojoning for two years. Infrastructure, on

eau and pus will were required. The initial legal modificaitions based
alence 7% in pus donors, were mandatory detection no!

blood re, A national network of laboratories (NNL)} was created.

seroprevalence in donors is 0.01 to 0.8%; 700,000 units of blood are transfused yearly. Main
and hospitals In urban

towards

ki be oxtremed, includ

commercialization. The medium term evaluation shows that the measures ad
venthe his “expected that associated to sion continue to

The adoptionofof quick techniques and consoiidated purchases of reagents will allow the
Sptimization of

DETERMINATION OF HIV-1 SEROPREVALENCEIN A COHORT
DR8000 INDIVIDUALS IN KINSHASA ZAIRE USING POOLED

A COMP. RED TO TESTING OF INDIVIDUALSER.
M.G.0.3

'; Ndilu, M.*; Brown, C.*; Ryderts
Quinn, T.C.**. *Projet SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire: SENTALD, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland

j To determine the accuracy and cost-effectiveness of testing pooled sera
samples compared to testingiindividual sera samples in establishing seroprevalence of
HIV-1 infection in an Afri pulation.

‘um samples from |8000 persons were tested by ELISA Noteeeand

repeatedly reactive samples were analyzed by Western blot (DuPont) led

samples were made from this population, each conta!ining 100 m: tesfrem 10

different individuals. Pooled samples which were repeatedly reactive by ELISA were
considered positive.

¢ seroprevalence as determined by testing 8000 individual sera was 2.44%
compared to 2.41% (95% Ci=2.05 - 2.77%) as determined by testin si
samples. Of the pooled samples that tested negative (n=627), none contain

thee positive pooled samples (n=173), 146 contained 1

contained 3 positive samples and
1 indeterminate sample, 8208 ELISA tests were required to determine

seroprevalence using individual sera compared to 973 ELISAtests using pooled sera.
To identify each individual positive sample within cach positive pool, a total of 2906
tests would beean

r deitermination of HIV-1 seroprevalence rates in large population-
based surveys,“resting of poolcd samples appears to be cost-effective, practical and

highiy accurate.

THE USE OF DILUTION TECHNIQUES IN SCREENING FOR

te1 AND 2 ANTIBODIES IN WEST AFRICA.

Hughes,Andrew*:Njie, R.*;Manneh,K.*;O0elman,B.**;
Cham,MK.*** and Tedder,RS.*

*Royal Victoria Hospital, Banjul, The Gambia,**Epidemiology and
Statistics Unit, Banjul, T ambia,***Medical and Health Dept,

Banjul,The Gambia, taerniddlesex Hospital, London, UK.

Objective. To demonstrate the potential usefulness of a_ dilution
tec.hnique in HIV-1 and 2 screening in West Africa.

Using aa combinatioon of 2 'screening' tests (either an
ELISA anna a particle agglutination test for HIV-1 or 2 different
ELISA's for HIV-2) and Western Blotting, tested sera were

ited, retesting initial ELISA positive sera
give a reliable indicator of true HIV positivity,

t dilution may
Conclusion.

M G 0 2 A regional perspective of BIV antibody testing in the
Ameri

 

ueA OFShaughneeasy!, J. Finlayl, a. Meltzerl, R. St-John2
. Ritehiel

Federal Centre for AIDS. Health & Welfare Canaca. Cttawa, Ontario, Canada

 

fluorescence teets and Laboratory netwo: The paper:
the group as a whole, and consensus wasachieved around the 4 topic areas.

Laboratory needs, practices and human resource requirements were asses-
jource allocation: laboratoryed by questionnair alyses indicate r

facilities, scientific expe and testing Prococols are highly variable
within the region, Infrastructure analysi d the resultinga ption of a
appropriate network could lead toimpr service with a sinimun

re
laboratory network is in progress.

M.G.0.4 A Simple, Rapid, Practical HIV Screening “Assay for
Developing Country Manufacturing and Use
DEVELOPING COUNTRY MANUFACTURE AND USE.
errick, M., Coulter

Spielberg, F., and Tam,
Seattle, washington, UI
Obiective: velop a simple, rapid, inexpensive HIV assay, which can be
produced in and used by developing countries. Goals such a test include
a relatively short ass tine, reagent stability, equipment independence,
and an easily interpretable endpoint.

gp4l peptide was immobilizedane polystyrene strips, and
with neat si or whole blood. After a wash step, any bound

The total

. r, Barba ,
Program for Appropriate Technology in Health,

Methods:
incubated
antibody was detected”by exposure to protein A-colloidal gold.
assay time was less than twenty minutes.

data wasYjenerated sing à panel of 110 5 cimens.
e on 34/34 Western blot-confirmed HI

but detected only 1/77 normal and WB™ sera (specificity
t of

ood. cost analysis indicatedd that the expense of materials is very low
{less than US $0.10 per iy).

: We have developed an HIV screening assay which appears to be
saneaes "affordable, and practical. Transfer of this technology for the

its in areas proximal to their use wil] allow many
r screening capability to transfusion

centers, primary health care centers, or other areas of urgent

M.G.0.6 Foun OF SERA TO REDUCE COSTS OF HIV-ANTIBODY SCREENING
BANK DONORS FROM BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA

soshel, dorge*; Garcfa Marcelat*, daramitlo Socorro*,
FlérezHV." and Guzmén

{2 Instituto Nacional de Salud, Avenida"Era Carrera 50, Bogota, Col.
**)Red Cross National Bank, Bogota, Colomi

Objective. Because Colombia is a country teh a relatively low prevalence
of KIV antibodies among blood donors (0,009%) we saught to determine
weather donated blood samples could be pooled and then tested in a simple
assay without a loss of sensi

Methods. A single poo? consisting of five serum samples was assayed
using six differentcommercially available antibody kits. One HIV-1
positive specimen taken from a group of self-made serum samples with
different graded Abbott Recombinant EIA reactivities was included in
eac

Results. We report on our findings using pools of five specimens and
c those from individual specimen screening. We assayed
196 polis of 980 serum samples. From of pools containing
low absorbance values positive specimens were missed.

ie discourage the pooling of amples. by this procedure in
order to reduce costs o HIN-screentnaamong blood donors. The best
resultas indicate that 1% or 1.5% o e low-positive reacting sera
will be missed, a figur:e still unacoestabey even in countries where
economical resources are badly ni

971
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Aspects culturels et sociaux de ia sexualité
Cultural and Social Perspectives of Sexuality
M.G.0.7 CULTURE, SEX AND SCIENCE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL M.G.0.8 CULTURAL. SEXUAL AND SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES OF AIDS

ON AND CARE FL LPERSPECTIVES FOR AIDS PREVENTI

de Jalauwonde, Barbara. Harvard School of
Public Health, Boston, MA.

nance of sexual HIV transmission world-wide has ledajsientists

deterainanta

entations of to wier of others. is =

contrasts cal with epidemiological approaches to the scientific

tudy of suaval sish Behavior. It highlights theory aoû me

end evaluating of 1 t in particular eeciocultural

scttings. lude obn le realities (c.g., economic, social

sal: of

ted, sation|interrelated, ans which often vary

age, gender and social poalti:

ion strategies prescribe changes in
That in, they intersect at least two highly-

wexuality
behavior for medical reasons.

charged and culturally variable domanina: thosc of

Since AIDS relies upon voluntary changes in behavior, accounting

for experience, concepts and meanings rhbeth domains are essent! tasks

for tion-relevant re: and interventions. To exclude
afooters in the name of science is unjustified. and it Gistrects from

real challenges of saronglhenion culturglly-grounded espiriéal work.

M.G.0.9 ADOLESCENT SEXUALITY IN EUROPE

ikkerveer, L. Institute of Culture and Social
studies, university of Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands

M.G.0.11 “Semality in Africa: The Role of Cultural Beliefs and
— Behaviour".

By Violet N. Kimani,
. Of Community Health,

University of Nairobi. Kenya.

Abstract.

In this paper sexuality is defined according to age and sex of the
participants. Sexuality for whom and when?

used to illustrate

The influence of social change as that which is brought about by
formal education, christianity and the mss media is considered.

Discussions are centred on the role that a return to traditional
beliefs could playto avoid risk behavicur in sexuality.
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nel, Arletty*
*centro de peferencts @ Treinamento-AIDS, Säo Paulo, Brazil

Brazil, with 140 million inhabitants and US$ 140apitiion
external ountry contrasts.
(33 million) contributes 41% of the grossa nationa produ
boasts a per capita income of USS 3000. rtheless, 1,287,686
families (avge. rs) earn less t S$ 6 th a
the state population is illiterate, 35:1000 is the mortality rae
or chil under t 5, blic el s:
children are malnourished, d the maternal mortality rate is
1:16 for n +: th 40. Despi o in
rich state, 3 O0 cases of Han: ‘s disease and +009 cases of
tuberculosis were notifi in 1986. As of 1988, 65.4% the
AIDS cases in the nation Zo Paulo (more than 75% from
the city of Sao Paulo). Brazil is the larg olic
countr: t world., ver, 8 the largest concentration

u.

a thoug!
y be a source of pleasure, for many it is a way of survived.

M.G.0.10 AIDS AND THE GOUTH AFRICAN CULTURE

ZAZAYORWE, MUSA; CHRISTIE, G.

THE AILS CENTRE, SOUTER AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR HEDICAL RESEARCH (SAIMR),
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTE AFRI!

QBIECTIVE To describe how the South African Culture influencesoneNat
ETHOD action resea: methodology we used.

seeking services"trom the

 
Firstly, the ideology ané Practise of apartheid and

secondly, that servica ch as education ing exe generaily
imported,decontanconliednon-hertoun and tresore inappropriate
Third World €. South Africa is a culturally diverse society that
xequizes wultioeltaral xather than monocultural practises. CONCLUSION The

our

 

 

 

and a: delivery of AIDS
services so aa to benefit peopleffrom « vaxiety of cultural backgrounds,

M G 0 12 CULTURAL DETERMINANTS OF SEXUALITY IN THE SUDAN
a

Asma, L. University of Khartoum, Faculty of
Medicine, Khartoum, Sudan, É

SUMMATIONM.G.0.12.A
ampagnae Iona. McMaster International Centre

for internatioss Healt Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
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Information et comportement sexuel

Knowledge and Sexual Behaviour

M.G.0.13 KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AIDS IN RURAL UGANDA. M.G.0.14 AnnPRACTICES (EAP)ENRAKATOISTRICT,GCANGA.

Joseph K. Konde-Lule and E. Rwakaikara, Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda.

Sbiectives To aseess the degree of awareness about AIDS in the Community so

to design @ relevant health education program and to establish a Daseline
ter evaluation

 at community base y was conducted in pis|District of Uganda.
terviewere enretiea4000 adults from 300 €. f 20 people

each. Each participant responded to a questionnaire inPrivate

 Results: It was found that 5% had never heard about AIDS, 75% knew at least

1 syapton of AIDS and 88% were aware that the infection can be passed on from
ano’ rai possible me transmission were

. ious ons selected the following: 5 ya
clothes 70%, insects 37%, witchcraft 22% ar. contaminated water 22%.
AIDS is re s ful by 71% but 55% agreed that AIDS vict
safely nursed at home. Only 62% were aware that AIDS

 Conclusion: The need for a health education progres was ascertained since

the general level of knowledge about AIDS was low.

IMPACT OF AIDS ON RURAL AND URBAN BEHAYIOUR

M.G.0.15 Ehxine Ankrah, Stephen ILEA
Department of Social ork and Social Administration
Makerere University, Kampata, Uganda.

Objective: The WHO Intercountry protocols are pretested to develop instruments for a

national socio behavioral survey and insights and guidelines for the national AIOS
program in Uganda.

Mehtods: A random sample development for the Westing house/Ministry of Health
Demographic and Health surveyàwas adopted to provid technical and matrix base
to execute surveys of thre ral and one urban tic. WHO KAI artner

Relations questionnaire were"introduced to general populations simultaneously with
a third instrument that examined beth KABP and Partner Relations and included
culturally specific conte!

sults preliminnary pretest finds show:
ased awareness of AIDS.snrural and urban popuiat

b cect contact along with injections and vertical eston seen

as major
c) new behaviors emerging, including reduction in numbers of sexual

d Hittle comprehensioncfofotiology of the disease:

e}) attitudes toward trei d towards punitive measures, espectally

fn rural commun ties::
f) care giving viewed as personal and fanily, then governmental resp-

onsibility rather than communal:

9) national AIDS control program known to urban populations but with
limited impact in rural areas.

Cenclusion:A national survey fs indicated by the success cf the pretest to improve
the efficacy of the AIDS Contro) Program efforts in rural Uganda.

M G 0 17 AN _HIV SEROSURVEY IN THE GENERAL POPULATION OF KINSHASA
. . Bere: FEASIBLE

Kemerga, PateerietetRyder, _R, 44/421
.otePa ae; Ngoy, Tyee Liem A, tee:

Ngandu, Ke eenssNatio Program nou res oeset SIDA,
nee tC) ramste ofSBubise Health, Kinshasa.

cree To determine it a large HIVsttestane
pou son.CaKinshasa with pre- -test weyete, iseralible and

gvaluate theee oFofmaternalblood sailing at delivery
ropravalence n

od eo Fe of the 2 Kigghasezonesvtagginlatrat ive Subdivisions) were
lomly selected for 81588 stud p

seros: n

 

peroon-based rvey 0’ ape shasa,Y Gre aguartien”was randomly
poser from each ofrte s. Within the wr “quartiers", one

rcelle"en home randomly|selected, and the consenting orcupants
apedae yea 1ethis and the most adjacent parcellesand more were
toparticipate ants | a total of 100 individuals were included. During.the
are erled aaternal hlood saaples were obtained from maternities in 4 of

e 5
sited, 76 (88.4%)

cones
eee @ 86 families agreed to participa
t of B70"specs"tate (aoe“females, 48% males aged 2 pares were

Be wereHIV(4) Twenty-six persons (5.5%) consented
did not wish to be informed o À it

e Tose mturients at the 4 maternities was
valence 0: 75x4 the 106 similarly-aged

surve
ulation of Kinshasa with
Such a survey is required

ently evaluat ing the recently
ention program. The willingness of

of the participants to be innforaed about their serostatus
‘or starting a counselling programme for HIV(+) individuals

nal blood which can be easily collected may be
prevalence in women of child-bearing age but the

ogy needs to be further evaluated.

serosurve e gene: PP
al t-test eourmal iin Pare feasib

o establish a fira baseline for subsequ
established national HI control and

one wa
validityofththis nat odol

  J.t…s; ‘a, We =
‘Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda, “2GoluabiaOnUniversity, NY, USA

=== Uganda Virus Research Institute, Entebbe, °*** AIDS Control
Programme, Entebbe, Ug:

JECTIVE: To assess AIDS related KAP a:
population of Rakai District, a high prévalence es in

METHODS: The Ugandan AIDS Ca:

the generally rural,

Uganda.

ched à
n Rakat, which will

 

£
24% were absent). 98% of seule

ndicated maltiple partners for
as reported by less than 3%. The
us x of information. on multiple

33% higher Soyo response ra

cpulation of Taka: has
wmation on AIDS, and reports chang in

ehavia lowe. in knowledge exist KAP results Mild te
considered in designing education progr:

 

M.G.0.16 KNOVLEDGE AND BEHAVIOR RELATED TO AIDS: A STUDY
OF 3500 ZAIRIAN HEALTH Wi S

Hoare.Helinds*, oe, busekulire Ns,
Bertr: *, Kashala T
. Zaire|Schoodoe Public“Health, Kinshasa, Zaire

#*+ Tulane University, Nev Orleans, USA

Hassig SE +, +e,

Objective, To escribe knovledge and behavior of health
workers (HW) in order to target AIDS education program

We rveyed 3462 physician: nurse:

 

health

 

facility workers, wcommunity HW and traditions. healers.
A total of 14% in 1987 and 36% in 1988 consider

AIDS curable, this increase following annou ent of a
otential cure; 36% in 1987 an 86% 1 1988 considered AIDS

preventable (p<iO-*). A mea f 2.6 4) cor: ources of

ransmission in Zaire were cit spontaneously, d 3.6 vere
oited with prompting. Also, a wean 3. f a possible 5)

ver af e
reepondents, particularly non-wedical personnel. Only 57% of
the respondent wuld like sted themselves;
physicians the least in being teste

(p=. 000034
  vere

{ Most Zairian HW know about AIDS nd its
transmission, though significant misconceptions persisat. (2)
The significant dr: in those considering
wey reflect increesging pessimien among Zairia

data whould be used to plan AIDS educational programs.

 

M.G.0.18 KNOWLEDGE OF HEV/AIOS AND SEXUAL PRACTICES IN SRI LANKA

Authors Adegkyn.L.A.*, Wecramunda,J.+, Carballoone . ereof
> Daparenent of Sociology, University of Colosbe, en
* Social and Behavioural Researeh Unit, Global Progeanna en‘ain, World Haaieh
Organization, Geneva, Suitaerland.

Objective. To relate the knowledge, attitudes and beliefs (KABP) about HIV/AIDS
and other STD: eticea emong a Sri Lankan aempla

8 of im sexual touriam, aelforeported

Previous experience of S

Method. In 1988a multi
Sri La: = qusttionnire on

STDa vas ut.“Peters analysis foe! bats:
demographic and secdoacenoaic characteristics and tha sexual orientation and
behaviour of the responden:

 

ample wes drawn from the general population of
KAB mo

ow F
u

a # s = » + = 8 e zs -

Sesuhts. Whilet some sexual orientations and practices vere associatedvite
economic stress nerbein loyed, low income levels) wer
There ves no ioant relationahip between saxual Srdencation and Knewwieedge
of the causes st peemed: feetie Consequently, persons with riak
behaviour did ni how à groater adoptdan of prophylactic practicoa than thoas
without saif reported Fisk behaviou:

 

Much grestar sr will be nseded to raiee the ewarenasa of this

suesbout the unique nature of HIV/AIDS infection vis-à-vis other STDs
end the stepa that can be taken to enaura protoction f: KHIv.
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Les nourrissons à risque : Le point de vue africain
Infants at Risk: An African Perspective
M.G.0.19 INPANT MORBIDITY & MORTALITY IN UGANDA

BeAeMWOROZI — Dept. of Paediatrics Makerere University,
P.0.Box 7072, Kampalae

of infent morbidi mortalt-:
&TEeaeSeayattoaétemaine"thena of HIV Le av
the infant morbidity & mortality rates in J;

METHODS: A review of li on the Souaes andrates of intent 
morbidity and nt 198-19884inTes was made with special reference
to a study on th impacts

BESULIS s Year ae 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
TR 105 108 140 135 98

The leading causes% infent morbidity & mortality s infe-
ctive and table a trict mortality
in 1968s=respiratory tract infections (RTI) 18% of #11 deaths, diarrhoea 15%,

"12%, mensles 10%. p 12.6% of the infants born
ef HIV positive mothers fe day as. opposed +o only

a comparable infants of HIV-ve mothers. The causes of mort-
among thi positive group were failure to ve 45%, Diarr-

hoea 18%, meanles 15%, RTI 9, ‘tis 9%. ‘the only infant who died in
the con: at

CONCLUSION: 1¢ The causes of morbidity and mortali Uganda remain the
same 1.6. table & mainly infective diseases. 5In recent years the
IME in Ugenda has generally been declinings 3eHIV infeoved intante hed higher
morbidity# mortality rates but overall the HIV infection has not increased
the DE e comtry.

RISK FACTORS FOR MATERNAL-INFANT TRANSMISSION IN
ZAIRE

M.G.0.21

Ryder, Robert W. Projet SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire

M G 0 23 SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF IMMUNIZATIONS WITH LIVE VACCINES

. _Enbree, Joanne. University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.

Objective. To review the safety and efficacy of live oral and bacterial

vaccines given to children of HIV+ mother
thods. Review of vaccination complications following BCG, oral polio

Vers (OPV) and measlea vaccine used in the perinatal HIV transmission

t' a Kenya.
Reouite. BCG: Although 6 HIV-infected infants have been celoationwith

respiratory disease and/or lym padenitis following BCG vacc:ination
neither havegere|no 120 infan: IV+ mothers Un BCG this

etudy. ond to PPD teatag occurred in 28/40 (708) ately ve
28/62 SE)control”tafants (p=0.02; ore? 83; 952CI=1.13-7.19).

p in either infant o:

t yet completed. 61 i
cived measles vaccine without sequelee; 7/8 pad protective

8 10/15 controls tested to date. Messles#developed
y Infante vs 1/101 (1%) controls (p=0 OR=11.1;

One of952CI=1.3~81.0) prior to Necelaactons 61 study seaSoe control
infants dev d measles despite vaccination.
Conclusion. Complications live yaccines are rare in infants of HIV+
mothers. CG use should be erved for areas of high tuber-

not contraindicated. Sig-

prior to 9months of age is neede

974

M G 0 20 INFANT MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY IN NAIROB
—— Datta, Pratibha. University of Nairobi, Kanye.

BsECTIVE: To assess morbidity and mortality in infants of HIV+ mothers,
: Systematic followup from birth of infants of HIV+ (study) and

HIV. (control) mothe:
ULTS: hundred and fifty-five study infants and 253 controls have

been foliwed for a mea: 10 (range 6.5 to 39) months. Study infants had
more episodes (per 100 infant months. of followup) of febrile ilinesses
(18 vs 13,p=.01), diarrhoea (10 p=.04), cough(28 vs 23,p#.025),
pneumonia (3 vs 1.6 1), ai s media (1. .6, p=.001).Failure
to thrive(FT ccured in 32/188(208) study infants ie 37/258 (11%
controls (p= pre ), Measles develo:1,2

04) studyinfants and oid).controlœ. 01,RRsI1,
D54CI=1,.3-81), and apte charosehennheerenefl 8 contre:4
infants, 2 infantone arte (am)
was higher in the study group:ass 7.edxeR2ÈS(2.1eee 01. Infan
of HIV+ mother with wore advandeced H easo or subsequent death had

i OMhigher IM, fants with asymptomatic mothers.
CONCLUSION: Infants of HIV+ mothers have repeated and severe childhood
js le to eath. Infants of HIV_Smmptomatic mothers are
t greater risk of dying, FIT or frequent illne

BREAST MILK AS A RISK FACTOR FOR HIV-1 TRANSMISSION.

M.G.0.22 Hira, Subhash
Univiversity Teaching Hospital, Lusaka, Zambia.

HIV-1 may be transmitted from an infected mother to her fetus during
pregnancy or childbirth or immediate post"partum period. Alchough viru

isolation from cell-free breast milk has been documented, the contribution

ality of transmission of HIV-1 has be

a reports of HIV-1 seronegative

e

e
p24 and antibodies negative at labor).

ssible transmission
advantages of breast feeding outvelgh the possible r
breast feeding may not be discouraged till more informationts availa!

M.G.0.24
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Prévalence (partie 1)
Prevalence(Part 1)

M.G.0.25 TH wave-LIKE PROGRESSION OF AIDS IN NICAN REPUBLIC M.G.0.26 1982-1988THE DOMI
Garris, Ivelisse; De Moya, E.A.; Guerrero, E; Peña, C;
Dominguez, L; Belliard, M.

PROCETS, Ministry of Public Health, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

Objective. To describe and analyze the progression of the AIDS epidemic by
sex, age, risk factor, occupation andaadaphical distribution from 1983 to
January 1989 in the Dominican Republi

 ds. Analysis of national AIDS epidemiological surveillance data broken-
down by relevant variables. Growth rates by semester are calcved
Changes in male: female ratios and their implications are anal:

Results. As of January 1989, 855 AIDS cases have been notified to PROCETS
Despite the sustained increase in cases from 1983 to January 1989, the growt!
rates by semester has eady described two complete waves with periods
f high and low acceleration. I: juction of the virus to ni pulati

eem to be responsi-à
female ratios have varied from 9.0 (1983-84) to

36: 1 (1985086)“and 2,2:1 (1987-88).

Conclusion The wave-like progression of AIDS in the Dominican Republic -
sugges high transmissibility of HIV nes occurs shortly after
the introduction of the virus to new population grou

M G 0 27 HIV EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PATTERNS AND TRENDS IN MEXICO. AN UP.DATE

—_ *, Sepdiveda J.*, Izazola JA‘, Garcia L.°, Palacios M,

Bravo E ,
“Direccién ai de Epiemiologia, Ministry of Health. Mexico

tangsMoxaTo up-dats the pesieter of the HIV-1 epidemic ‘pattern and its future
tre in M

An nalysis of AIDS cases,ee trends ef cases by category of
tranamission, eximatn of infected peo; projection cases.
Results: Mexico occupies the fourth place in number “ot AiDS cases in reuswith
aaes ‘onto January, 1989). men/women rate is 9 to

in maie asus,cases¢aetrend in women. 3.7% of cases occur in children.
daube as follows: 54% 27% bise: heterosexuals, with al

of cases are through
ses in IVD users is less

miotogical surveys show the following once:
detection centers 7.8% (men).

emaie prostitutes: ae male
blood don <0.1%. The estimations of HIV-1 infected

7.700 for 85 millon inhabitants.
to be exponential: neverihaless, a decrease has been observed in the growth of cases,
particularly in homosexual men in urban areas however, the number of expected cases for
the next five years is more than 20,000

8 cosmologicalpates
characteristics to Latinamerican hi

d transfusion is creating a rapid South of heterosexual transmission. This pattem
has intermediate characteristics between occidentai and African patterns.

f HiV-1 in Mexico shows similar
id

M G 0 29 HIV-INFECTION IN VOLUNTARY BLOOD DONORS IN
— peroMuchinik,Gee ;Rey.J*##;Sileoni,sensTotem,

*Universidad Nacional aeAeaatto Rosario,**1IHEMA,Academia Nacimal de Medici -
na "a*Mospitalal de Clinicas Universidad s Aires ,Buenos Aire: **Facul-

Ciencias Médicas,Universidad|Nacional deCérdobabeétéatospscal
Juan A. Fernandez ,Buenos "Aires »Argen

Objective. A multicentricseide. to estimate the prevalence of HIV antibody (Ab)
in blood donatit

- A totalofTi,6a“blood units was tested for HIV-1 Ab as from 1986
189 were tested using Abbott EIA

Organon EIAunits W.B. @upont,Sorin), IF
CORE (Abbott) were "used as confirmatory me .

City 1986 1987 al988 Total
stu. /Pos stu./Pos '$ stu./Pos $+

Buenos Aires 1 1651/3 .18 7250/3 .04 2430/20.2 17351/26 .14
Buenos Aires 2 3594/5 ,14 58/19 10652/24 ,22
Rosario 3546/1. .03 14960/10 .07 a7680/87 18 66186/98 .14
Cérdoba 8992/2 .02 8460/5 .06 17452/7

ti 7© 5197/4 .07
Conclusion. The ence of HIV+ donors has increased since 1987 country-

le percentage of positive samples has increased about 300% in theÀ1987-
1988 "period. We found diffe t prevalence in the HIV+ percentage in different
areas of the country.

ChessPet Rodrigues, L.*; Castilho, E.*; Bergamaschi,
of Health, National Division ofSTDVAIDS, Brasiie, Brazil, ** Oswaldo Cruz

Foundation/Ministry of eatRio de Janeiro

Objective. To describe temporal andptADametrfed

 

 

 

 

 

 

reported to the National S 988.
Methods. ratios and
proportions over time.
Resaits. The overall i 1982 to14,00per milion population, in 1988.
‘The proportio: ities of Rio dk 1984, decreased from 83%to
49%, in 1988. In 1988, 43% of the reported cas ith gees! i

ratio changed from 30:1 in 1985 . Seventy f

Se cues prern18LEveaniaof edu In 1988, this rate was only

33%. The of AIDS cases aged 30 - 44 years decreased from $5% in 1985 to 48% in S085. The first 8

pediatric casescases occurred in 1984, wo i 198 cyrepent6ofde wa ro cases. 7% of the
atric patients were infected transmission, proportion Mopis 1988, The

Proportion of i AIDS cases decreased firom 79%in198$ to 55% in 1986, Among IVDUC), the

male/female ratio cl fem Sn 986 1 21 1968, The prperton of a8ofeeehanged
which was considerably Pagh i eeou its decreasing (7% in 1988)still remains the observed ral

‘Western countries. ‘The proportion of 1VDU(@) which wan 1% in the span of time between D1982and 1985, ‘noreaned

to115 daring 1996 © sees
ste it was observed that the relative frequency of Candidiasis remained

increased fromsecoeconsidering the first 150 cases,

hin1988,sndKeyes Serer

 

 

 

23
the aix years Cree ents of AlDS x Beal sue very important chin ges occurred over

time, The proportion ofIVDUG)AIDS caste, the i of female patients as well as perinatal transmission
re increasing.

On the i i i P
AIDS i i i

M G 0 28 HIV INFECTION IN ECUADO:
ds Ripsenbers,Bey;Mario,tM.Le; teoro, Gre Jurado, H.*; Racines

*; J. Weiibaus
fintetry ofPubite“iat,ReQuieo, Beusdor, ied”Cross, QuitoEcuador.

o determine the vevalence of HIV infection in Ecuador.
es ofvvarious groups lows and high-risk behaviore using

ELISA and aicroELISA with confirmation by Western te.
Total Positive Positive

€ n_ELT Blot
eeaie Quito 11/88 lé 6 (43%) à (292)

Eemeraldas 4/88 20 0 -
Female sexual partners
of one male AIDS pt Quito 1986 16 2 (12.52) 1 (6.2%)
Proatitutes Sto.Domingo 1987 105 5 (4.87) 0

Emeraldas 4/88 64  1(1.62) (damaged)
Quinindé 4/88 100 0 -

one to /88 662 0 -
Volunteer(Lowrisk): Esmeraldas 4/88 422 0 -

tary cadets Quito 1987 487 o -
Voluntaryblood donors:

Red C Quito 1987 16,978 52 (0.3%) ©
otherb“blood banks Quito 1987 955 2 (0.2%) 0
Red Quit 1988 217,884 9 (0.05%) 0
ther"plood bank: ito 1988 1,429 2 (0.1%

. Ecadore”presents a distinct epidentologic picture, with
extremely few infected persons anong t! with no high-risk behavior,
and a high percentage infected in at least one aroup of homosexuals.

M.G.0.30 A CRITIQUEorTHE CUMULATIVE RATE OF AIDS IN THECARIBBEAN
gaurtene holomew*, F. Cleghorn**, P. Impera

aoe 0 theFest Indies, Port of Spain,“Trinidad
** The caribbean (evidentotogy Centre, Port of Spain, Trinidad
***State University of New York Health Science pere Brooklyn, U.S.A.
Worldwide statistics of the cumulative rate of AIDS r loo,000 population

e highest rates
n that the epidemic is more prevalent in

imple,
in the ,000, Bermuda (pop ) had a cumulative rate
of 126, the Bahamas (pop 235,000) 91, Trinidad and Tobago (pop 1.2 million)
25 and Barbados (pop 256,000) 24. Analysis of these figures do no’
into accoul fact that a large percentage of these populations reside
n urban à and in Trinidad, for example, out of 310 cases of AIDS to

dune 1988, 242 were reported ort an

larger area of the res the islandtn just over half of the
population (627, pool there were onl es (cum. rate 10. 8/100, 000).

e ot ani n New York City withasoplation of 7 million, more
f English speaking Caribbean 6 million),

puta {204.2/100,0 0) as opposed to the total number of

i asyet. littttle viralinSncursion.
urther examples fr

to demonstrate this point. P ont

Population outside of these two States with,5 "
Eee Pme he gd lytion factors
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M G 0 32 CASE STUDY: SOCIAL ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIDS IN A

 
ELIZABETH

SYSTEM RECENSETNTOFATATROBI, DEPT, OF COMMUNITY HEALTH

Over, Mead. Washington, D.C. USA

M G 0 33 The impacct_of HIV_on the
aU. Countries

John Shao - Muhimbili Medical Centre,

In July 1987 a young man in his early twenties went abroad
for higher learning. He had been tested for HIV antibodies

m

discharged home. Parent (mother) took compassionate leave
to care for him. This presentation sets to show the
changes the family had to make and how they coped with
effects of the young man in that community,

The young man stayed at home for about a month where I
visited him twice a week. Counselling was seen as an
element of support. He was then readmitted and died a week
after admission.

This case study would have been frpossible|reneekind
permission and inherent co-operation fri
(names and photographs withheld on reques

Laboratory in Developing M G 0 34
U.U,

, TenDar es Salaam zania AIDS AND COMMUNITY BASED CARE

ood tests gurrently available in the markets for
he bora

Most b

AIDS screening in t laboratory measu
human immunodeficiency virusiv).

re antibiodies against Kaleeba, Noerine. Kampala, Uganda
re a

developed that are one hundred percent perfect. Under ideal
daboratory conditions both ELISA and Western blot are capable

dable.by mstlaboratories in developing
urgent. need to evaluate the performance of tests in field
condition

M.G.0.36
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Sérodlagnostics rentables
Cost Effective Serodiagnosis

T.G.0.1 HIV-2 TESTING

Bariu, Francis, Laboratoire de Virologie,
Université de Tours, Tours, France,

7.6.0.3

CONSIDERATIONS FOR RETROVIRALSERODIAGNOSIS
Kank, Phyllis; Harvard School ofPublic Health,

joston, Massachusetts, USA

ofa cost-effective retroviral is is t
on 4 number of different factors. The majorpurpose oe Rs

population or blood banks, for example, may
significantly alter bow retroviral teming aigodthns may be In the
absence of y ve and specific tests that are developing
cuis reanduserPSmecosreffective.

addition, Projected seroprevalence for & given retrovirus ma:

a determinant in whether single ormultiple retroviruses should be tested for. y
fieldevaluation of various methodologies on ve fromFinally, jarions ges repreachtative samples

Program.i

T.G.0.5 HIV-TESTING CRITERIA FOR AFRICA.
Department Reagarch and Development;

Abbott Laboratories Europe, Mar-Planck-Ring 2,
6200 Wiesbaden-Delkenheim, West-Germany

Testing for HIV-infections must maan nowadays testing for HIV-1 aç well
pouuibiililun [us identifiention of {n£oatod individuals haa

approved in esrly S. It seems
advantageous to centralize as much as possible the screening for HIV, and
even more important to establish one reference laborstory for confirmatory
testing in each country.

Confirmatory test vyvtems 1 as sermeaning accaye need to be specially
looked at with respect to its applications in Africa. The different formats

yme Immunoassay (EIA), Haemagglutinationtests,
Sslf-performing quick tests (reskpack, Dipstick-tests) and their potential
for being used in Africa will be presented. A comparison of the differenc

eepect th atti pment raquired. test performance,
te result end need for “teaiatnng.

it seame to be important to find a way of testing for BIV in
Africa that may be different from that in Europe but meets the needs of

s continent in order to prevent a further dramatic spread of
HIV-infections.

  

 

Implications internationales
International Issues

EVALUATION OF HIV TESTING

t, Peter. Département de Microbiologie, WHO
Collaborating centes on AIDS, Institut de médecine tropicale
Belgium

T.G.0.4 SITUATIONVE HVS ET DE My EN AFRIQUE DE L' OUEST
ET SES CONSEQUENCES SUR LES COUTS DE DÉPISTAGE.

joup S., et Convention interuniversitsire (Oekar-
Tours-timoqes-Boston)

Obiectif’: Montrer que te situation épidémioiogique particullére de 1 Afrique de i' Ouest impose des
contraintes densle dépistege des HIV.
Häthoden : Déerire à partir des données de 14 illLérature 1” épidémiologie des “y " Afrique de F Ouest,
Ceractériste par uns circulation simultange do HIVet de HIV2 avec dans Ja pi pré-
 

  
 

 

 

de cp Cotte siluatlon.

Réauliats : Les taux de-prévalence en Afrique de l'Ouest sont hétérogènes

HHVUR)
Strégat onneurs de sang +57 0,02

roslitutes 15,60 0,79 ,33
Bissau Jonnours de sang 84 0

rostitutes . 46 Q
rostituées 2.4 15,4 ,2

Cotonou rssliuées 3,7 45
Le HIV2 apparalt nettement ondémique en Afrique de l'Ouest alors qu’ il semble se répendrs sur un mode
tpidéenique au reste du continent. Par contre lo HIV! connaft une situation opposée. Cependant tes dour

i faut noter
te den zones “tampons” en! ux grandes zones de prédominence de HIV A ANRT

encontre dans on proportions nids les deux virus. ®
que . Mais

mani sana 1 ÿ Je dépl

y é ‘en temps. en person-
fal. etc} 
 

T.6.0.6
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Risques et prévention
Risks and Prevention

T.G.0.7

aenesboM.*, Mahevar Ax.
6 ofioctoloay. dasvaretty © i Lanka.

toh Unit,Fer ne on AIDS, World Nealth

and.

SOME CORRELATES OF PERCEIVED VULNERABILITY TO HIY INFECTION IM SRI LANKA

teilO.%, Weeremanda.J.*

. mel'aand 3

Organazation,Geneva, awiteart

Qdiacsive o invescazate feccore of potential bearin:

NIV infection by provi

danogrsphic, ladga, attitude and practi
minority of Fespondents vhe pager thangelves ae highly likely to gat AIDS f:

who do noi

img on perceived vulnerability to

the secie~

Using tha data obtained through o large-scale KABP aurvey 1:

L3 par cont of Fanpondents were found t rasd about Tatemens

Mnetit te HIV infaction. These vara

cenpaca oneknow artyat

meNO groupE number of secio-demogreaphic (age, sex,

rime status, celAston, education, marital status) and arbe-relaced knowledge,

attitudes, beliafs and practicas,

large number of variables considered only a faw indica’

weavisticelly.ete diffsrencs,

observed differences ara in the sxpacted diracti

percaived persons:

siens mensuros

activi

Cenclusjon. These findings should be taken inte sceount in develepins IEC

cappaiangon AIDS

of risk sxposuro as axe, sox, residential status and sexual

 

-G.0.9 *, Izazola JA", Valdespino JL’, Mondragén M°,
eneen“*

“Directora Epidemiology, Mintstry of Health, MEXICO.
«Population“come

Qbleotive: To describe the principal achievements and problems of the mass media AIDS

prevention campaign.

Method: The ectcatona campaign through mass media In Mexico began in Apri! 1 in
September, 1987 and May, 1 rveye to determina the knowledge about AIDSitin"ere
Population were carried out in &cline in Mexico. Simultaneously, an analysis of press c:
Rene

t and second surveys showed 91% and 85% identification of sexual oe

mechanism8 àEn20% and 94% identified blood tm, and 86% and 89% perinatal tm. 72% and
identified AIDS as a disease to which everybody is suscaptible; 81% and 80% identified i
infectious and 73% and 80% identified AIDS as preventable. Myths transmission are

Stlil frequent, although there isa descendent trend; e.g. 39% and 31% think HIV can be transmitted
rough casual contact, Condom use was stable, and roi having ever used a condom.

owledga DS prevention through the use of condoms increased from 61% to 77%.
jues arising from different groups condemned the use of the word “condom" believing that the

"promotion of condom would increase sexual freedom, promeut Prostitution andmale
homosexuaiity”. Some other groi requested that the campaign id be more aggressive” in
their contents. This discussion, however, Positioned the condom on tl repvot Ss med.

ass ia campaigns directed to general popuiation, do not modi actices (nor

preventive); however, they

nos and decrease myths and eo
support rams for AIDS prevent

oper
. These campaigns may influence decision-

ADOPTION OF SAFER SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR BY AN HIV HIGH RiskGROUP
OF BAR AND RESTAURANT WORKERS IN DAR ES SALAAM, TANZAN

T.G.0.11

FredMalu", acim C,"" Seep P,"eo J,” Bretton fen U."" persed GU eea
*Mhinbiliyetical Cattre, Dar es Salaam, Tarvania, “Der es Sulaan City Garcil, Der es Sala,
Dre,  Ntiorel Erterioloy Ldboetory, Stockholm, Seden,

ctive: Tb sturly the ackptim of sfer sel behavior by a grup of ber and restaurant
vrkers et high risk of HIV infection in Der es Salam, Tanweria.

 

: After jai jn HIVinf hors

< Salzen were the pevlare incressad fron 29.0% in 19%
to 22.4% in 1988 in males were &% in 1986 and 9.1% in 1968) effcxts were mie to

th edretion, iii ane to the grap.

Fesits: 36 workers (156 male and 42 ferelles) aut of 617 (249 mele, 368 fevales) origirally
@mollad in the surly wre for folloap after 3 renths. 26(6.6%) of the workers had
Tox ape ay behaviour change due to the threat of AIDS, 191(48.58) bad ma

Sex partner, 13(3.3%) had 42(10.7%) tire ard
1220A) fd ed the Erg ofcng revelerce of
GE ox Sncrenoed fron 19.18 to 67.18 during the 3no € flop. SUof the

a apply of 3 ons tobe akgete, 96(25.1%) required m onirs
at all while 44(11.5%) required 12 onrhms per week.

ion: . art ith provision of caine have goa
tem ae A F  

 

, Ramos M°*, Sepulveda J* , Valdespino JL*, Aamsh M°°,

“Directorate of Epidemiology, Ministry of Health. Mexico, **AIDSCOM, Washington,
Oblective: T

USA
© describe the s of production of graphic educational material, and its possible

impact for theapromotion condom use in gay and bisexual men with aa high tevei of knowisdge about

AIDS in ico. G know! À JS data
measures in gay and bisexual mon from Guadalajara City, Mexico (Set. "87 and May 88), a

oder: des were rent concepts were tested through

focus groups h the chosen 5 posters, 2 condom wal 1 comic

re done and distributed in july ‘88, in centers re gay man meet aoane. ot staff

rs with the collaboration of gay community. Another eurvey wes out after the

 

STD, promoti éroti n of addresses of refere:

directed towards two different prectices: 1) ui and2)2) to couples, according ï

the selacied dasigns. : Since the first survey, an appropriate level of knowledge of the

vari was higher than 90%; mi ere nel although neeare
stil soma myths about transmission. The lence condom u: soculariy, wl

is noted that hange i igher between the second and thirduneton controlled by fois

received this graphic mate

= use
SatB7 May Age p ue notsaw

29 49 41 <0.01 22% <0.a 2. 7(1.3,6.0)

Last 4 months 38 49 62 <0.001 Last turnmonths oan 55% NS 1.4(0.8,2.9)
intode 32% 0.02 (1.2,6.7)

‘Conclusion: ft is particularly complex the design of educational material for well informed grou
with edequate attitudes towards prevention but wkh high eee practices. tanga in

gay and bisexual men is exactly the case. Perhaps the only way to modify high risk practices is with

the combination of the design of focused educational material with adequate channels of distribution.

AN INTERNATIONALLY ADAPTABLE AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAM FOR
YOUTH

T.G.0.10
Arnold, Wendy*; Mantion, S.**; Velly, R.**: and Rena +

*Adolescent Alliance, Los Angeles, CA. USA, *kassociation Jeunes"aeabate le
SIDA (AJCS), Paris, France, *** Association des Artistes Contre le SIDA,
Paris, France.

Mietive: Zo set up volunaTEee
trained young peop:  

prevention as evaluated by a pre/post-
arents have an active role in the educational

AJCS program,

and AIDS-associated concerns of youth in France and can be applied
to other countriesiin the world. The international model is inexpensive
and easy to implement and evaluate.

T.G.0.12 THEORY AND PRACTICE IN PROCUREMENT OF BAPE BLOOD

IN KAMPALA Sievertoepos

» P., Cor and Ssangones .Kataah.
Nakasero ‘Blood’ Bank, Ministry|otmrosient Uganda.

Obgective. For the past two years, it has been policy to screen
all donated blood for anti-HIV before transfusion. In November
1988, the Ministry of Health and European Development Fund joint
project of an all volunteer blood bank in Kampala started opera-

Motods. Prospective donors get information, both verbal and
written, c Blood is given

Negative sera are retested by EIA using synthetic pepti as
antigen (Biochrom. Inc.). mors wi i P ti tests
ave a second sample checked before getting a definitive result.

Results. During the rst thr mont! have f id . S—
Ttive results in 9% of rs. 2. rs info: of positive
results, h curate i: tion and sensitive counseling,
made appropriate behaviour decisions. e donated blood
solely t btain an HIV-1 antibody tIV: til

e implications for pleod ‘bank policy in Uganda
will be discussed,
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Compassion et soins communautaires dans les pays en vole de développement
Community Compassion and Care in the Developing Worid

 

 

  
 

 
 

T.G.0.13 T.G.0.14

TASC'S COUNSELLING EXPERTENCE COUNSELLING & EDUCATION IN THE TOWNSHIPS

Ssebbenjae, Peter. Kampala, Uganda ALFRED 5 MACHELA: “a Myeki T Payne ***ririlue
TOWNSHIP AINS PROJECT (SOWETO)

OBJECTIVE: To develop an ongoing Comprehensive Progreve Primary health
care programme for (a9 H.IV infection and other sexually trasmitted
diseases in the ouwnships.
(6) Develop an HIV counselling programme (Pre, post.test and support

greup counselling, wi trained educators for the y

METHOOS: Organising workshops, house meetings and using educational
pamphlets which are relevent to a person living in a tounshi and involving
clinical and non clinical person who have credibility in their area and
trusfed by the people.
RESULTS: Due to the fact, that the projectnotes peoplefrom the
townships, education and the usage of co septives has not been a
problem, determing penpiens level of understanding of aids, Clarifying
the Myths surrounding Aids
CONCLUSION: In oral groutp sessions, individualised counselling and
explanation of the condition and its transmission. Frank discussions
about safer sex and care must be taken not to scare people and problems
with measures taken by the state.

T. G 0 15 T G 0 16 (COUNSELLINGIN MEXICO CITY
ov . ResalineBlascencia, ©CONASIDA, Mexico City, Mexico.

AIDS MESSAGES AND HELP TO WOMEN IN THE THAI SEX Objective. the great i Ling when

INDUSTRY working withFatlentsinnigh risk practices.

Apisook, Chantawipa. Bangkok, Thailand. Method. Using the open interview technique brain pel inf, ji hich

risk practices, while at the same time he affective di ion—and
the guilt-involved in a possible positive test.

Results. One of the benefits of counselling is that it brings the client to decide to take
the test, and prepares her/him to handle thefe anguish andconfont therresults, whatever
they may be. bserved

relationships with partners, which we link to the information given hrough counselling
ychologicai support.

Discussion. Our recommendation to persons wanting to undergo the detection test is to
Contact a counsellor who will then evaluate the problem before entering into
process.

T.6.0.17 T.G.0.18

United Kingdom.

COUNSELLING IN BOGOTA

Velancia, Manuel. The Panos Institute, London
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Prévalence(partie 2)
Prevalence (Part 2)

T.G.0.19 PROGRESSIVE INCREASE IN HIV-1 SEROPREVALENCE IN
PREGNANT HAITIAN WOMEN: 1986 THROUGH 1988

*, Halsey, N**, Holt, E#*
Quinn, T**, Ruff, A**,saPrutus JR*iy
*Centers for Health velopnen Port-au-Prince, Haiti;
*##Johns Hopkins University. Beltinore, MD , USA

Objective. To determine changes in HIV-1 seroprevalence in
pregnant initian women residing in a periurban s1

Sera from pregnant women athendingPrenatal clinics
inaaperiurban slum were screened by HIV-1 and confirmed
by WB. Prior studies have demonstrated that.“heteroverual
contact is the predominant mode of transmission
Results. 1986 1987 Total

Number Screened 1245 2009 1074 4328
% HIV-1 Positive 8.8% 9.9% 10.5% 9.7%

Increases were most notable in the 20 to 34 year age groups.
1988 seroprevalence by age: 14-19 yrs (5.9%), 20-24 yrs
(13.5%), 25-29 yre (11.3%), 30°34 yrs (9.1%), 35-39 yra (4.0%),
40+ yrs (5.3%). The highest prevavencs rate (16.7%) in 1988

in women in theirthird pregnancy, but 6% or more of women
pregnant for the first time were HIV-1 seropositive each year.

women are becoming nfected soon after
becoming sexually aactive and transmisssion rates remain high.
A control program is urgently ne

T G 0 21 PREVALENCE OF HIV-1 AND HTLV-1 IN _GONATVES, HAITI
Boulos, Reginald*; Bonhoume, M.* ; Quinn, T.***; Fortney,

al.2wee Lebrun Fes Halsey, N.

Centre pour le veloppeme t la Sante, Port-au-Prince, Haiti **Family
Health Peternationsl, ResearchTriangle Park, » USA **% Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, SA

Objective. To determine the Prevalence of HIV-1 and HTLV-1 infection in a
semi-urban area outside of Port-au-Pri:
Methods. Between April and November 1988 4 total of 1865 men and wome: ged

brief structured questionnaire. Serum specimens were tested for antibody

HIV-1 and HTLV-1 by ELISA, and repeatedly positive samples were confirmed
by Western blot.

Results re. nary results indicate the prevalence of Western blot con-

rmed HIV-1 antibody to be 9%. Additional results on the prevalence of
HL infection and on the prevalence cf co-infection will be presented.

Conclusions. Few seroprevalence studies have been conducted outsid
apita:

 
Prince. propriate educational interventions to reduce the apread of HIV-

infection and additional research to better define riek factors importan'

in this population are needed.

Kev_words:___HIV=1;HTLV=1;_Haiti;prevalence; risk factors.

T.G.0.23 SECOND SEROPREVALENCE SURVEY AMONG BANGKOK'S INTRA-

enous DRUG ADDICTS(IVDA).S.Vanichseni*,W.Sonchai*,

Pl sringarm*,P.Akarasewi**,N.Wright**,K.Choo.

panya*, *Bangkon Metropolitan Admin.,**Div.Epid.,Min.Pub.Hith. INDIA

Objective. To (1)determine prevalence,and(2)risk factors for HIV
infection,and(3)measure recent behavioral change in an estimated: : k

ngk
Methods. At each of 18 clinics on a selectedet in Sept.1988,a

a key risk factor.There is no sign in mid-1988 that IVDA are chan-
ging their sharing,cleaning,or condom using behavior in response
to intervention programs

980

T G 0 20 HIV-1 IN HOSPITALIZED HAITIAN PEDIATRIC AND ADULT
PATIENTS

27 Boulos, R*; Louis, A*; Joseph, F*;
Kissinger, P*; Halsey, N**
*Centers for Health and Development, Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
#*Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA.

Objective. To determine the HIV~1 seropositivity rate and related
symptoms of hospitalized patients in an urban primary
hospital.
Methods. All patients admitted to thegeneral pediatric and adult
wards were screened anonymously for HIV-1.

17 adult Gaiseions, 27(23%) were HIV-1
seropositive. ot 372 pediatric admissions, 44(11.8%) had HIV-1
antibodies in their sera and 45(13.5%) of 333 of their mothers
were HIV-1 seropositive. Although higher rates of HIV-1
seropositivity were observed in children with gastroenteritis
(12.2%), weight loss (12.9%), and/or rash (18.2%), significant
(p<0.05) associattions with HIV-1 seropositivity ware observed
only with cough and pneumonia (29.2%). Since 71% of the children
were < 1Laser of2m, the presence of maternal antibodies could
not be Two HIV-1 seropositive children 11 and 13
years ofage, we.had not had transfusions were identified.

HIV-1 or have a mother w: HIV-1 infection. Pneumonia may b
a predictor of HIV-1 seropositivity.

T G 0 22 RISING PREVALENCE OF ANTIBODIES AGAINST HUMAN IMMUNO-
. DEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV-1) IN WESTERN MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

K. Hanerjee, National Institute of Virology, Pune, India.

Until recently HIV infection was considered a rare event in India.
in 1982, 3/855 paid blood donors from Pune were seropositive and in

only two were seropositive. From Bombay 5 were found positive in the
2nd hale of 1986, by the end of 1 ’ ere were ositives, 62 in

the uarter Among hospitalized patients (other than STD)
na Pune hospital, ly one of 8 ed was positi which was

a group of 292 patients of tuberculosis. F , out of
19 thalassadimc and 2 70 cases of chronic rena were
seropositive, obviously due to transfusion. he ed serosurvey.
from Bombay, Pune and some other cities in Western India indicate that
the HIV infection {s spreading rapidly in the Ss
prostitutes heir clients (as evidenced by progressive rise

status warrants wider serosurveys to assess the spread of infection
and immediate implementation of anti-epidemic measures.

T.G.024 AIDS IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA - HETEROSEXUALTRANSMISSION
IMPORTANT LOCALCONSIAND SOMI! ERATIONS.

Clement, Currie, B., Mondia, P. and Pyakaiyia, T. Departmentof Health Papua
New Guinea.

The first positive HIV antibody result reported to the Department of Health in Papua New
Guinea (PNG) was from 1987. The first confirmed AiDS case was reported in April
1988. By the end of 188‘here were 7 confirmed AIDS cases reported. Two cases were
expatriate males with P.carinii preumonia, 1ashomosexual, 1 bisexual. ensce5were

ad extrapulmonaiary M. tuberculosis 8s theindicator disease. Candidiasaseanaskin
regular

fomale sexual partners of the 2 male nation
intravenous drug abuse is virtually unknown inPNG, but thereported incidence of STD has
risen alarmingly in thelast 10 years. In particular ulcerative disease from aypnils and
donovanosis is comm The importance of traditional tatloo!ng and scarification remain:
unclear, as does that‘of ritual homosexualality which is confined to limited areas. Multiple
use of single syringesstill occurs e coul ur preliminary data together
with the high prevaience of tuberculosisuggest that the PNG AIDS epidemic is likely to
follow the African pattern, with heterosexual spread and pi tients presenting win wasting
and tuberculosis.
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T.G.0.25 HIV TRANSMISSION AMONG INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS

Phanu) Pra:peePoshyachinda, V.%3 Un-eklabh, T.%** 
*Chulalongkorn University, aThanyarak Roepatel,
#*wMinistry of Public Health, Bangkok, Thailand.

va infection among Thai intravenous drug abusers (IVDA) is a relatively
ection rate IVDA in kok increasad abrupt].

from+.fa late 1987 te 15k and 43% in March per August 1988 respectively:
The impact o e IV infection mes TD à Man
of their wives were alsoinfect some wereones
Pediatric AIDS al problem. In addition, thethr
Palultc is intensified by the fact that up to Feof the IVDA has

blood.

edwith sexextrades.
eat to general

ever do-

jo immediate effective solution for Thailand" =.estimated 100,090 drug, sé
dicts ean be easily derived. Almost all of the Th: sha’
particularly during the early phase of practising IV injection. Syringe
exchange and uethad unlilintenance programs are y to be successful.
Effective drug endence treatment programs, tl education including
safe injection practice; and stric t er some to

offsprings. It is
help in AIDS prevention strategies among IVDA of
where this problem has not yet emarg:

other Asian countries

HEALTH EDUCATION STRATEGIES IN CONTROLT.G.0.27
Choudhury, Shankar. * Centre for Community Medicine

All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India.

T.G.0.29

 

T.6.0.26 2 MANRRSEON TOOSOSPEee IN INDIA: DIFFICULTIES IN CONTROL AND SUGGESTED
STRATEGIES
Khorshed Pavri; ICMR Centre tor AIDS Research and

Control,Haffkire Institute, Parel, Bombay

Objectives: To present data on blood Gonorsincluding professicnal donors
acturers of blood products. To presentdifficulties in

implementation or screening and control programmes and to suggest some
strategies.

case recorded in May 1986 in India was in
parson who received blood transfusion in the U.S. in dune 1980, Since
then, there have been 33 AIDS cases. ‘Two of these (6.6%, associated with

ra blood

seropositi among blood donors. These have also reported one case of
AIDS each in recipients of . Same marketed
have shown but evidence of HIV antigen Subsequently,
a spurt in seropositivity was noted comercial donors. This
a all blood , of
whether it is in or Factor VIII. Simultaneously, there is
hectic activity randatory all blood donors, at
least in the two States. Yet in another State, a solitary positive Indian
blood donor fell to law meant te HIV-infected

. These other difficulties in and
some strateg:

T.G.0.28 .
S, Pattanayak, WHO. Strateñtes Torxerional art

International Cooperation,

Objectives - To have effective control of liIV and AIDS through a well

coordinated programme at the global, regional and country lev

Methods Considering the situation of AIDS in South-East Asian countries

the Regional plan of action was Formulated in 1987 which comprises of

S E B - Surveillance, Education and Information on AIDS, Blood and Blood

Products and its safe use. This

the active coordination and

strategy are in order of privrit With

participatlun, prevention and gontrol activity

 
against ACIDS are in progress in all the countrtee of the Region

sults - All the countries have initlated short-term plan of action for

pos and control of AIDS and Medium-term plan of action have been

initiate ft eleven countries of che Region. Health Education

ind i activitie: ve a intensi. + Some countries have

initiated screening of blood donatt ms for prevention of AID: ‘ough.hro
ort of global, regional and

country“level will be discussed dow‘ing the presentation.

Conclusion - The countries have shown their interest in undertaking AIDS

control activities for which plan of action have been developed and are

being implemente

T.G.0.30
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W.G.0.1 INABILITY TO DEMONSTRATE A DOSE-RESPONSE EFFECT BETWEEN
ve RECEIPT GF MOTHER'S MILK AND PERINATALLY-ACQUTRED INFECTION

NACCOHORT OF114 INFANTS BORN TOHIV (+) MOTHERS
il Tarandes Baende, E.#; Kamre; #:

Paquot, Ext; coipbunders, - ere RydersÀReat #Projetaretha, Kinshasa,
Zaire; ##Clinique Ngaliiemaa, Kinshès:sa; Atla:

bise ive. To determine the incidence of PI a cohort of breastfed
‘ants Bornto HIV(+) mothers at a maternity”in Kinshasa, Zaire.

netheds. Bt taternity for the more economically #ell-<oft chchildren in
Kinshasa, Zaire, infants of 114 HIV(+) mothers have ollowed since
irth for evidence of"PT (HIV tae aatnage 18/18 months or clinical AIDE)

Relative amounts of artificial (AM) and mother's milk(MM) consumed s:
Rerth werecaiculated’s month peri
Regul s. wenty one (1x)of t 114infants developed PI. A11

ants wre delivered vaginally. The nonsignifican associationba ween
infant milk source during the first 3 months of life and PI is shown in the
following table:

aMeae AM+MM(ne65) MM only (nea3)
Infected (PI) (n=21) 12 (25%) 11 (17%) 6 (18%)
Norinfected (n=93) 54
Relative Ris! 0.6 0.7 (PeNS)

Similar comparFhons between PI and milk source at 6, 9 and 12 months of
life alsoÀnotafodemonstrate @ Significant dose-response effect for
consumpti
Conclus ence of mixed infant feeding practices at a
Reneausions:clinicTofersmothers have an incrsasing tendency to not breast
‘eed their children provided us with an opportunity to evaluate the risk of

PI to aninfant born to an HIVts) nother. he ness of MM i
sugpester the finding that f the 98 infants receivin: BMandEE of
16 infants receiving AM developaa PI (PaNS). Our study supports t WHO

ommendations that nearly a HIvepositive mothers in ica, Sheceute of
socioeconomic and ecologic alcenvironmental constraints, should exclusively
breast feed their children until weaning.

W.G.0.3 COMPLICATIONS LOCO-REGIONALES DELA VACCINATION PAR LE
CG CHEZ DES ENFANTS NES DE MERE POSITIVE POUR ANTI-HIV] :

Etude cas-témoins à Brazzaville (R.P.CONGO)
*, D.Cheui Mallemant***, S.Nzingoula**,

.Drucker****, B.Larouzé* et ai. “INSERM U s, ** Minist. Santé/DSMIES,
Brazzaville, fen ORSTOM (SIURB)Brenenville/ParieteteAPMPe Paris.

Objectifs : Comparer lagréquence des complications loco-régionales de la
nation précoci€ parr le B z des enfants nés respectivement de mère positive
et négative Lu antiHV

ans le cadre. d'une étude prospective et longitudinale sur la trans-
mission Maternelle EVA. les complications loco-régionales du BCG ont été re-
cherchées au 3ème, 6ème et 9ème mois chez 39 enfants nés de mère ant-HIV+ et
123 enfants nés de mère anti-HIVI-. Le BCG (Pasteur; 0,05 ml intradermique,
face externe du bras gauche), avait été administré au cours du premier mois,
dans le cadre du Programme Elargi de Vaccination. Toute adénopathie axillaire
et/ou sus-claviculaire gauche isolée de plus de 1 cm de diamètre (en l'absence
dune autre waneinfectieuse locaic) a été considérée comme liée au

ne onei n'a a observée au site d'injection: la fréquence
et l'évolution EL“séno thies liées au BCG a été identique dans les 2 gro

mi Enfant nés de mére HIV-
Adénopathie + 10 16,9% 20 (16,3%)
Adénopathic - 2 83,1% 193 Faee) X2=0.02 N.S

Les complications loco-régionales du BCG n t pas plus fré-
quentes chez ‘tes enfants nés de mère anti-HIV1+. L'intégration du BCG au
Programme Elargi de Vaccination (OM:Ss). ne semble pas devoir étre remise en
cause dans des régions telles que l'Afrique centraic.

W.G.0.5 BIV DISEASE IN INFANTS AWD CHILDREN: 2 NTIS YROSTECEIVE STURE

dde] N.4, Malek, X. Mukelabai, ¥.F,

‘University Teaching Hospital, Lusaka, tandis.

OBJECTIVE: To determine the ehort and long term ssquelse of HIV¥ Bisease in
Infents and children over the period of twenty-two months s

D: 2 oO 

mine tbe mien of illness occurring in thon as a result weetheir HIV disease.

RESULTS: 405 sorwoned, 3 (23.24) wereey sitive. o age range was 2

months to Se months (peaks - 2 years). Te/Feral1 ratioA 1.lil. Bigbty-
wed for 22

 

OU: gg in tha 94 once at tine of presentation,‘review sr readmi-

+ bad more tban one age at each prosantation),ve ure

Salentrition.in 79 (84.0%), acute
ng cr reactivated pulmonary ibereuionts,in737 ‘bo.#)

22.3), oanorun oris in 19 (20.26), ed malaria in
Mvers Masse in 18 (19.1%), mppiretive0otitis media in 9 (9.24),

ome (5.3%), pyogenic meningitie in 3 (3.1%), andmotels in
Out of 94, 33 died, and of 53 cases followed for 22 e 23 died.

TON: Discaes in infantant children ie a vary aggreie disease

Garrying Very bigb morbidity and mortality. The sasority of patients

resented with failure to thrive and diarrhoeal dise
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W G 0 2 Symptomatic Children with Perinatally Acquired
HIV Infection in Puerto Rico:The San Juan City
Hospital and University Pediatric Noep tal

lemente Diaz MD, E.Jiménez MD, L.Lopez MD,R.LOpez-Correa MD
M.CarrerMD;J.M Garcia MD;et al.The University of Puerto Rico
School of Medicine, Puerto Rico, U.S.A.

OBJECTIVE: To describe demographic,clinical and oute
features of symptomatic children with perinatal HIV infection.

werearealive up to December 88; 8 (10%) had been lost
follow-up. age of survivors ,46 mo. 1-120Res.)
with symptoms related to HIV appearing from 2 wks. to .
£ A g: vas present in on ents or

mother's previous partner in 93% of families. Predom nt
i Y include patosplenomegaly (84%) diffuse

adenopathy (76%), lymphoid intersti pneumonia (
growth failure{65%). Patients who died (27/81=30%: 16 boys,
11 girls) had significantly lower median age at onset of
symptoms (12 mo.) and age at diagnosis (9 mo.) than survivors
(p¢.01). Mean survival time from diagnosis to death in giris

05

lower median age at onset of symptoms; mean survival time fro:
diagnosis to death in girls was less than in boys.

W.G.0.4 CAUSESPECIFICMORBIDITY IN THE FIRST 18 MONTHS OF LIFE IN
477 INFANTS Bi SEROPOSITIVE MOTHERS IN ZAIRE.
Nsa, Watot; MAnnles T.#; Mvula, M “a flatela, B. ey

meite Ryder, Re#13, #Projet SIDA, Kinshasa, Zaire;
*#CDC, anta; GA! u

SAtenives. To describe the causes of morbidity and their incidence in
with perinatal HIV infection(PI) in Kinghasa, tire

Met!node, Through the age of 18 months, atl} ePiso of illnes:
EkiTere(Group 1) with HIV(+) mother:rs and Pl a198 at age Table VOnthe
or clinical AID!a al ait in with HIV(+) mothers but without
PI, and 590 contrel child rape1 LAof HIVi-) mothers have
observed sonthly for a totalort child-years. The lost to fol low-up
rate at 18 mont iS was 4%.
Beguits.Episodes of eee, HIV infection status

B } Be 111 ip
Fever )15 d «078 (G01) 077 ((.01)
Diarrhea|3days "398 6092 ((01) 122 (C01)

. 78e «322 (C01) «386 ((.01)
brai"ecnr 617 -117 (6.01) ~088 (¢.01)
Papular dermatitis 539 .266 ((.01) 180 ({,01)
Meningitis 027 021 (NS) «004 (€. 05)
puruient Otitis media .505 «247 (4.05) 4 {<. 05)

oster «0 +000 {NS} (NS)
.074 .033 (405) (G

(p values compare incidence in Gp 1 wath Sp1Il and” BpI with Gp II
The cumulative incidence of AIDS inchildren born to seropositive Pothers
was 115/1000 HIV(+) mothers at age one year and 159/1000 at age 18 months.
fenclusions. Excluding herpes zoscere Gp I children experienced two
ive-foldhigher incidence rates of illness than Gp I] or Gp I21 Children.

Over one half of Gp I children ex ienced fever, Braumonia’ oral thrush,
and purulent otitis media during e 18 month observation period.

W. G 0 6 BIGLOGICAL MARKERS ASSOCIATED na,PROLONBED
. SURVIVAL IN tgNETSIL

Perr pl ippe: Lepage *; Hitiaana,0, 6°5 and Nsenguauresyi, F. ©
iq National de Lutte coûter Serbe: Te “Paint Departaent of Pedial rics, Centre

Hospitalier de Kigali, Kigali, Rwannae

tive: fo identify biological aarkers associated with ion urvivel in HIV-infected African children.
feta 3

 

 

ixteen HIV-seropositivechildren re i a ed 3to ear iris, bays; sean age, 4.5 yrs)
were born to Aiveintected sothers were enrolled ts capareddeh is ÿage and se datchoaA-arohegattve
contrals and with i6 consecutivebettie anneMERE @ girl azan age rr). Two serua saoples

7 sonth intervals were available in [1/14 P. They were all teefevi Ig6 by w! Biotech) for HIV tot
NB after precipitation af Rheusatord Factor, for Y-lyaphotytes subpopulations, and for ser:us 196, Ugh, an

ibyradial inaunodiftusion (Bering).

P, controls gediateic bids
WB Ig6 anti-p17 1e7Te” OTE

anti -p24 16/1, 0/18 14/1
Igh Marte 0/18 211

Hean serua 19, g/i . .
195 40,8 16.9 22.7
198 346 23 ua
Igh 3.0 24 2.1

Lymph, subsets, % . .
OKT&e 13.52 R352 ND
OKTAAt 13,7, 38.57 ND
irae 30.5) 2.5: ND

23.0 145 ND
(4,01

aw Mie in the P. were directed to gag-encoded proteins only in 3/14 P, and to gag-and env-encoded proteins in
BrchatsalatesHIV [gh detection was neutralized after pre-incubation of the serua Saepies with aouse anti-huaan
eu-chai
Conciusi jonse to a wide range of HIV proteins and a persistent 196 response to HIV
pl are oniAeee wantaalone course of gamt HIV infections If con: inde these results should be
Considered as arquaents for selective passive isauno-therapy trials af pediatric Hi¥ infection.
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infections parasitalres tropicales : Impact du VIH
Tropical Diseases: The Impact of HIV
W.G.0.7 STUDIES OF THE RELATI

MALAR
AIDS Program and Malaria Branch, Centers for Disease

P BETWEEN PLASMODIUM FALCIPARUM

TA AND HIV INFECTION.IN AFRICA
Greenbere,AlanE.*
Control, Atlanta, Grorgia, USA.

The epidemic of HIV-related disease in areas of Africa where
PF) malaria is ‘Lou:

concerns sbout potential interactiona between the two infections. To
addrese these issuea, a series of epidemiologic investigations have been

nshasa, ire since 1986. Multiple

8 hospitalized Pedistric, pediatric emergency
adult emergency ward, healthy adult, and obatetriceetions have

failed to detect a ponitive toscciation.between PFinfec and
seropositivity, altho mall number of HIV+ adults with aevere malaria

been identified. In.1986, atudies revealed that children with
rofound anemia associated with acute andsevere malarial infections were

being treated with blood transfusions were unscreened for
antibodies, and were consequently being intecced with HIV; these results
contributed to the establishment of an effective HIV blood screeni:
program at Mama Yemo Hospital. An coving, longitudinal cohort study of
children born to HIV+ and HIV- mothera revealed no differences in the
incidence, aeverity, or response to anti-malarial therapy of PF malaria
after six months of clinical follow-up; data collected during the first
year of follow-up of these children will be presented

ISOPORA BELLI AND OTHER SPOROZOAW.G.0.9
Paape : Jean. Department of Medicine Cornell

University Medica enter, New York, N.Y. USA ,

HIV: ITS POTENTIAL TO ALTER THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF
W.G.0.11 PARASITIC DISEASES

hns Warren.
University Medi oot Tester. New

Pepartuert of Medicine, Cornell
USA

W.G.0.8 LEISHMANIASIS AND LEPROSY

Department ofyredicinesJohns Warren D,
Cornell Universitysheeat cal Center, New York, AN.

W.G.0.10

MICROSPORIDIOSIS AND ARC
CALI, ANNE and OWEN, ROBERT L

*Dept. Bio. Sei., Ru rs University, Newark, “New Jersey, USA.
##Call Bia.& Aging Sect. (151E). VA Med. Center, Gan Francisco,
Calif., USA

icrosporida are obligate intracellular protozoa which are

ubiquitous throughout the animal kingdom and characterizes by

spores containing coil polar tubules "nicheevert and penetrate
host celis into which the spore contents
HIV infsctions, microsporidiosis was only“reported from i
incompetent individuals or immune privilsdgæd sites inSinonee
normal individuais. vuemicrosporidian genera have

i t only ane seems to be repeatedly associated
IV-ARC, bianusi- his microsporidian

is associated with diarrhea and malabsorption and can only be
diagnosed by histological examinatiTeof endoscopic biopsies
taken from ths duodenc-jejunal and ii Asa.
Histopathological changee include villus atrophy mild

l basopniise bodiee in
Jectron aicroscopical obsserv of

epores containing the coiled polar tubule confir
microsporidian diagnosis.

W.G.0.12
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Perspectives mondiales

Giobal Perspectives

POLICY AND ITS RANIFICATIONS.W.G.0.13
Edwards, Richard K.*; Whitaker, Rupert E.D.**.

*Northeastern University and Pine Manor College, Boston, Mass. , U.S.A.,

**postonn University and Tufts New England Medical Center, Boston, Mass.,

S.A

AIDS AND RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION AND TRAVEL: U.S.

Objective. To evaluate the efficacy of the U.S. government's policy of
exeuding nmigrants with AIDS and Hiv infection.

O da of the prevalence
of riedinfection for those countrieserin Felebruary, 1988. These
estimates, ong wi the oun

immigrants enterin:anti

a ui » “a E
T

a © P
h

= i=
}
< he

controlling the
prea’ LA
Resul ‘The pro ction of fest results that are false varies according to
the prevalence of HIV infection in population being .
applicants “high-risk" areas are nore likely nefalse negati
results, om "low-risk" mor to produce false
positive results.The policy of excluding seropositives from the U.S. will
therefore be inconsistent, and will affect applicants from certain areas
more severe than others.
Conclusion. epidemic in the U.S. by cqisinspts to contain the A
border controls will not onlybe ineffectivee, but also counter-productiv

is other countries will respond by imposing controls upon U.S. citiz!zens.

W.G.0.15 THE EPIDEMIOLOGICALSURVEILLANCE SYSTEM FOR AIDSIN BRAZIL -
CRITICAL ASSES:
Rodrigues,Lair*; Chequer,P.*; Bergamaschi,

*Ministry of Health-National Division of STDVAIDS. Brasfia, Brazil, ** Oswaldo Cruz
Health, Rio de Janciro, Brazil.

*; Castilho, E.**; De Paula, L.

vue Foundetion/Ministry of

 Objective.
System. “ith

card, applied nationwide.Method. eat oc . . IDS Evi ing
. oe hich : ‘ in ok el

oflaboratory tests and risk factors,

Results. The National AIDS Epi

 

by means of national and ite epdciclogialVlletan. The Tpored form curently used my be considered

 

 

  
satisfactory;

case definition based on the nosological profile observed in research carried out aethe National Division of

STD/AIDS f CDCIUSA,
improved by
 

Conclesions. The National Epidemiological Surveillance rods is wide-renging and is in the implementation

phase. The 
 AIDSinBrazil The po pected to

AIDS.The

flowmoaaiadcayanpronehe pomtad eek of

System. In addition, thi gener

STRATEGIES OF THE EEC'S AIDS PROGRAMME FOR DEVELO-
PING COUNTRIES TO CONTROL SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED HIV
INFECTIONS. DISCUSSTON OF PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION
AND MAIN ISSUE

P

W.G.0.17

Ecansen,Lieve, Evan Den
connPeiesEconomic Community - AIDS Control srogranme/Developing

Countr .

Sexual transmission is by far the most important way for HIV

analysed and dis-

ce allocation.
Applicability, analysed for a
ew examples o in specialised SID clinics or

integrated in primary health care facilit

984

COMPARISON OF NATIONAL AIDS STRATEGIES IN
AUSTRALIA AND CANADAW.G.0.14

McGill Centre for Medicine, Ethics and Law; Montreal, Quebec,

Canada.

delineate a policy framework and examine the development and

National AIDS Strategies in Australia and Canada with attention to

ections, resource allocation, time frame, consistency

 

    

  

  

 

with HIV

process of

behavioural andsocial research.  

FUNCTIONAL AND DYSFUNCTIONAL AIDS PREVENTION

PROGRAMS IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
FernandoFex Zacarfas, Laurent F. Zessler, Gloria Mongalo,

Fabio Luelmo, and Ronald K. St. John

W.G.0.16

Pan American Health Organization, Washington, D.C., USA

Global Programme on AIDS, World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

Objective: To assess the functional/dysfunctional status of AIDSprevention

programs in Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) from a manageri

perspective

Mechods: Following WHO guidelines, we assessed the structure of national AIDS

hi ined

Results: As of 1anuary 1989 all of the 36 PAHO Member Countries had a
T, the structure and functions of fhe

te:
trast, these two“éactors were present in only two of the t

Our preliminary data seem to indicate that certain program

qhatacteristic may predict the efficiency with which national programs are

inpleme:

!Tarentola,Tarantola,Daniel; Mann, Jonathan. World Health Organization, Global

Programme on AIDS.AR

8
Of those, 118

plan, while

 

 

TABLE 1

PROGRAMME ON AIDS - NATIONAL SUPPORT - 1 FEBRUARY 1989
MD  Cantries/ Collaboration Short-term Resource
Region Areas Requests” Visits Prog. Prog. Mobilization

Africa 45 hh oh ee 30 14
Americas 42 42 42 3 19 13
S.E. Asia 11 u lu 10 1 -
East. Med. 23 2 17 16 - -
Europe 31 20 2 4 - -
West. Pac. 35 26 18 4 1
TOTAL 187 163 452 18 31 27 
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Transmission hétérosexuelle et rôle des MTS
Heterosexual Transmission and the Role of STDs

W G 0 19 RealthEducation among Commercial Sex Workers in Zimbabwe,

leon,Babusi Sibanda, Lilian Mboyi, SheiDavid la
Msimange and Godwin Dube, Department of Psychology, University of
Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe, Africa.

 

Cowmercial sex workers and their clients in Africa are at risk for HIV
infection, and fifteen commerci: workers
interviewed in wayo, Zimbabw The average educational level of the

's ow. Unempl it divorce were cited the

© in couzercial sex work. ited fear of ~
the worst aspect of thi of A

It is coneluded that while
further education is importan’ among CSWs, it is also vital to change
their cliente’ attitudes to condoms

W G 0 21 PROSTITUTES AS HEALTH EDUCATORS FOR THEIR PEERS IN YAOUNDE:

+. CHANGES anKNOWLEDGE ,ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES

Marcel M -Lobe* ,D.Nichola** ,L.Zekeng***,R.Sall
*Central Hospital Yaounde,¢,Ganeroon,+Family Health ietenational, NC,USA,

versity Teaching Hospital Yaounde

Objective.To demonstrate that prostitues can be effective in AIDS education

ior their peersoyAfrica.

»KAP 5 were conducted among prostitutes in Yaounde:125 in January

1968. 79 of thev8 in July and 87 of the 125 in December.Simultaneously an

educational campaign was carried ow’ themme 11 Jeaders-prostitues selec-

ted and trained on STDs and AIDS.and safer sex prac

a*,L.Kaptue*
*eeUni

 

 
 
 

  

ice:

Results. Tenwary 1988 _ December 1988

Do not ynow that AIDS is spread by sex 11,2%(14/125 3,4%( 3/87)

Do know that AIDS is spread by blood 18,4%(23/125 8% ( 7/87
Thi is by shaking hands 2 35/125 10,3%( 9/87

Think that it is by kissing 49,6%(62/125 13, 7%(12/87}

o not know a healthy person can spread 36% 45/125 17,2%(15/87)
Could n any symp 7 9,2%( 8/
In January 20% had never heard of c sexnaan ver used themswhen 

E oa ® ondoms ,23% spernicides and 21% r  Behav:‘ior changes January 1988 cembe:

Use of condoma(atleast Xthe time) 28 (35/125) 75/79) 72,4%(63/87)

Use of sperm: 6% (20/125)
Reduce or select.clients

Conclusion.The peer education is an effective method for prostitutes in Africa.

W.G.0.23 AIDS PREVENTION AMONG BRAZILIAN PROSTITUTES: A PILOT
PROJECT

i 3 , iscat; ipe**; iMathiasje. Telma*: Borges, Franciscat; Delgrange, Felipe**; Rodrigues,

* Secretaria de Satide do Estado do Ceard - Fortaleza - Cearé - Brazil; **
Inter AIDE - Franca; *** Divisio Nacional de Doengas Sexualmente

IDs Mini: 0 d: B fli Brazil

A pilot project for AIDS information and education was conducted among registered prostitutes in
the city off Fortaleza — Norte! Brat, The projet was inmplemestedby tbe Court State Health

P Impact/INTERAIDE.

Objective: To provide acceptable information to prostitutes, in order to change their high risk
behaviors.

Methods: A total of 214 SL

enrolled. Inforuationtes provided to proatiuiceby neividuasaclosted Bons mie
Se eareing and social work students. The students were trained in communications
sails, thea teamed by two and assigned to visit the brothels inciuded in the program
weekly.
Medical chech-ups and contact tracing were also done

Conciusion: Thisspproch was well scoepted by the community,the cost was low, resulted in
bidirectional communication, | and proved to be effecti in promoting the use of

W.G.0.20  SURVEILLANCE- EDUCATION SANITAIRE

Tidiane*THIOR I.* :SANKAIE)L*. GUEYE A.*,.NDOYE I.°* MBOUPS.*, et Coll.
*Bactério-Virologie/Université Dakar, **Clinique MST/IHS Dakar

OBETIF Seasibilser wae population à actri rag pre la chaîne det i

sion du HIV et des autres
METHODES.Au Sénégal. 15 % des prostituées sont porteuses d'Ac atiBN contre 0,6% dans|la
population de contrôle. Au cours des visites sanitaires périodiques instituées grace à la
glomentation # is prostitution, 1700 prostituées ont pre‘ansséances Seduction+et
 

 

 

d'information modes
des MST et du SIDA sont débattus.
RESULTATS: plus en plus, nous notons quunclimat de prise de conscience commence a so
répandre parmi elles (souvent en possession de préservatifs, prélevements vaginaux
pathologiques en régression). Mais, le refus des clients d'user de préservatifs, les raisons
d'ordre2economique quiles poussent a enfrein mesures de prévention, le nombre
mn?prostituees clandestines ... sont autant de facteurs qui rendent cet apprentissage

icile.
CONCLUSION: Une informationPermanente et soutenus, uneane pormetiant de cibler

q peuuonéreuxet rtée de main tribueront
à diminuer idérabl ta di: du HY otdes sucresMST au SENEGAL.

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS AND SEXUAL BEHAYIOUR OF WOMEN IN
THE HIGH RISK BEHAVIOUR CATEGORYW-6.0.22

Katsivo, M.N. and Mutham:

Feeaient Research Tastituce, Nairobi, Kenya.

General Objective To define the seroprevalence of HIV infection and

related social characteristics among Kenyan women in the high risk

 
ry

This is a report of a pilot study in preparation for ene main

rban areas of Kenya.

category in one of the urban aS.

and sexual behav.

S Occupation: 43(91%) of them were bar attendants. Educa! ms

65% had had 1-4 of formal primary education. Marital status: 95%

were either not were divorced, and all of them a
wl

arged for sex.

d
rest practised vaginal sex. 53% ch ndom u:

ind number of The implications of this pilotsexual Partners differed.

study will be discussed

 CONCLUSIONS The women lacked knowledge of the advantages of condom u:

Given the very goodresponse rate, deeper investigations into the choice.

of the particular profession should be included.

SEXUAL PRACTICES AND HIV,INFECTION OF FEMALE

PROSTITUTES is NIGERIA

rt Udofia ot
aeer ETS centre for AIDS

W.G.0.24

+University of Calabar
Prevention Studies UCSÉ, San Francisco USA.
Qbiective: jetermine the sexual practices of female prosti-
utes in Nigeria which may affecttheir risk of HIV infection.

Methods: A quesesonnaire wa redto consenting Female
prostitutes resi in hotels in Calabar

lis. HIV ttestingwas performmedPEEen.and RIPA
Resulis: Data f omom 67 prostitutes, 5-53 gars old showed t!

x" 1 ients seen dal x prostit: te st
4. 4 range 2-10), asyeu aas keeping between Pes fon “payin a
clien rostitutes wi emises frequently
interchanged paying clients. 56/67 (83.66x)“reporteed previous
use of condoms, though infr: charge for condom

users, Varal

gr
co leaves by x Prostitutes as

HIVERwere. for STD. Of aoeprostitutes ChstedP an 8 to
1 were undetected, while 1(1.8%) person was dontinmea

positive for HIV-2.
ConclusionsFemale prostitutes in Nigeria must be educated on

racticesRICEprovidedwithhregular and gheap
eneastés V infection
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Prévalence(partie 3)
Prevalence (Part 3)

W.G.0.25 THE USE OF HIV SURVEILLANCE DATA FOR GUIDING NATIONAL AIDS
PROGRAMME DECISIONS

3* ae1x 2%
> G.” , Chin, J." ,"Tarantola, D.~ , Mann, J.Slutkia

*World Health Organization, Geneva, * Switzerland.

Objective: To review and discussneeay surveillance data can be used to

guide National AIDS Programme dec:

Metots
decisio:

Analysis of the specific HIV data needs for various AIDS programme

Results: As the HIV pandemic spreads to new areas and populations, there is
furth xpand the public health monitoring of HIV sero-

‘ogramme A vari

we a currel

juntries with specific emphasis on what
surveillance data, with what precision and frequency are needed to guide
public health programe decisi

Conclusion: A logical framework to guide HIV/AIDS programme policy decisions
cannbeisveloped etilizing data collected by HIV sentinel surveillanc:

SENTINEL SITE SURVEILLANCE FOR AIDS IN ABIDJAN, COTE D'IVOIREW.G.0.27

*Projet RETRO-CI, Abidjan, Cote S ivolres ans Program, Centers for Disease

Control, Atlanta, GA., USA,

BeGeeck, Kevin M.*; PorterAe +; Moreau, J.*; Diaby, Le*;
uri, Ke*; Heyward, W.™ al.

Objective. To characterize patients with AIDS, to determine the Frequency of

HIV-1 and HIV-2 infections in AIDS patients, and to estimate the miniqu

1 adnsatons to Abidjan’s two largest
a , ve cally and serologically|for HIV-1

and HIV-2 infections) over periods of 84 (ua and 38 days (HB copectively.

6 DS if HIV+ aad meeting the WHO

spital and mortuary records were examined in BA to.
Extrapolstions were made frou rates observed to calculate.nintmue

age, sex and district.

69 HIV contirmed AIDS cases were identified anong 1501 pat
increasing from 1.5:1 (15-19 years), to

% and 7%respectively ofme

mortality.

AIDS incidence by

Rent

ons nu and HB, and for 33% of medical deaths in Mini
r AIDS in men in Abidjan is 1414 cases/ailion/year, and.‘ta women

Highest rates are found in men d 30+ years
oeetilion/year)e In

Peptide
and HIV-2 show that HIV-1 is the

 

djan
epidemic in this West African city and a significant 

_cause of mortalit’tv.

heeaNOF THE AGE DISTRIBUTION OF ANTI-HIV-1 AND

W.G.0.29 ANTI-HBc IN 4N URBAN POPULATIONFROM MALBYT
iomba, N.va » Gürtler, L. | erle, » Ntaba, H.M.

einhardt, hle, T.
Fe queen|Erizabeth“CentralHospital, Blantyre, Malawi

nee er Institute, University of Muenchen, FRG
sells aft frtechnisehe Zusanm i

objective. Comparing the prevalenc

rent ag and differ

introduction of HIV in Malawi.

is (HBV) in

ontyears we tried to determine the time of

Methods. ti-HIV was determined PyELISA, immunofluorescence and immuno—

lot. i jc was deternined by RB.

Patients. An tal and reciente from the medical wards of two

hospitals in Blantyre and Lilongwe.

dl
 

 

 

   

Results. Numbers and percentages are given in the table. Males were more

affected.

1987 1988

Age anti-HIV anti-HBe no. of anti-HIV =anti-HE- no, of

patients patients

19 14 % 41% 102 18 % 44 % 39

20-39 26% 57 % 203 28 % 52 % 221

40-49 a % 58 % 35 4% 63 % 27
St 2 is 39

Conch ee contrast to the pre nce i-HBC which increased

ay ividuals of 40
years or older. This ¢ t be expl. i f the

HIV-infection but ratherindicates that HIV was introduced only recently.
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SUGGESTION A_STABILIZATION OF HIV INFECTION IN SELECTED
Wesly,BS IN ZAIRE BETWEEN 18,PND1989 H

2 jer a /1H
fee oerTranatignaAIDS6 ProgrammeCoordination

Bureau, Kinshasa aire; ##Projet SIDA, Kinshasa; ##&CDC, Atlanta, GAs U.S.A.
aiHiMama Yemo Hospital, Kinehebes

Objective. To describe the trends of HIV infection in selected populations
oF conv nce in Zaire between 1
Ngthed jetween 1986 and 1989, serial cross-sectiona 1 prevalence survays

Statiar population groups havave been carried out in Kinshasa (KIN)
and in selected rural areas of Zaire In addition, HIV incidence has been

+ Studies inolving

W.G.0.26

 
determined ing 8longitudinal eohor" son-years
of follow:aR; udy has involved 2 3 KIN |hospital workers while
thesecond jas involved 5500 empioand ir wives at a KIN textile

fesait 986 87 1988 1989
Tood donors KIN 9,0 .7 4.8 Pending (P)

Rural _- 1.5 1.0 P
Pregnant women KIN 71 6.7 3-4 5.3

Rural 3.0 - 2.2 5
Female prostitutes KIN1 a - 40 E

General population RIN - 3.0 3.8 2.9
ral 0.8 1.0 P

Yearly Incidence (x)
- LA6 F5

1 workers 1.6
ta reflect HIV infection in only the populations we
notbe @used to assess the overall HIV situation in

veincrease in seroprevalence in
tofincide:

Factory workersHospitaSpi
mclusion. Our daETnoleSan should

in areups studied.
theCRStable HI pravaience need to

fe: in infection rates continues.

ener: ence of
Addi ionalPerlesns for
be purs A large urben/rural di

W.G.0.28 LES ASPECTS EPIDEMIOLOGIQUES DEB AFFECTIONS LIEES AUX
VIH] ET 2 EN REPUBLIQUE CENTRAFRICAINE.

At A.J.Georgests, R.M.Siopathis#, J.A.Vohitosss, J.C. Bouquety$,
Vohi tos

& Cantre National Hospitalier, BP 934, Bangui, CAR, 88 institut rire BP

923, Bangui, CAR; %88Laboratoire National de Santé » Bangui

CAR; %%%% Programme National de Lutte contre le SIDA, BP 883, ange, CAR.

La situation de la République Centrafricaine dans une sous-région où sévit
avec acuité le BIDA nécessite de la part des autorités du pays et des
org de lutte contre le «surveillance épidéniologique soutenue.

ernent ement la capitale
ire National de Biologie Clinique, de

a Ban + de l’institut Pasteur la Faculté de
Médecine at ouooease le Coordination du Projet SIDA. le nombre déclaré se
cas de SIDA ét de 432 en Juin (320 VIH1, 1 VIR2)
Décesbre 1988.i :agit presque¢exclusivenent da’ affections a VIHI.
Laséroprevalence les s de sane est @% pour VIHi “et ° ox

ete mison=aviden e chez 5 sujets dk t 1
4“porteurs sains), nePrévalence chez ies fenees eintes est de ss 4
0,x enqui isées aenées chez les ui ent aontré

aux de atropositivevit de 25% sans sé¢ropositivité VIH2. Les enquêtes
dinlogiques le la population generale agte de 15 à 45 ans à

Bangui ont sontré unelutios de la prévalence (porteurs sains) de VIHIa
de 2,52 en 1965, & 4,02% an 1986 et à 7,5X en

W G 0 30 HIV, HTLV-1 and HBV INFECTION IN PREGNANT WOMEN FROM AN

, URBAN POPULAATION i
Lomami, L.**; Ngaluia, K.**; Kanki, P.*; Kalengayi, M.°*;

Essex, M.°; etal. ‘Harvard School of Public Health,h. Boston, MA,U:USA; “University of Kinshasa,
Kinshasa,Zaire

HIV and HBV infections are endemic in some urban populations of Zaire. We have investigated
the HBV, HIV and HTLV-status of pregnant women sitending anoran antenatalnatalcure of the Kinshasa
University evidence of maternal-chil
Methods: 508 pregnant wo!women who attended the KUHUHduring.à six month period (aneto
December 1988) were analyzed for HIV, HBV endwieLufection, Serum samples w

n who did no: suggestive of AIDS or velated
conditions were tested for Hv1,LH2 and HTLV.1byWesternbkblot. HBV mai
223 women. HBsAg, antianti-HBs and anti-HBc antibodies were determined by commercial ELISA

n tested for HIV infection,aE.76%) were positive for HIV-1 and noi
1% 23 women tested for HBV infection, 158

found(70.85%) had at le: ker. in als in
with ofher HBV ne RO 26.3%0of Hcases, HBs was found in association
ant-HBc. Anti-HBs was . ANt-HBc was detected in 65% of thectecied'n
women and antiteHBc alone I 1071%

appears that only 3.76% of pregnant women atlending our hospital
antibodies to HV.1 this is in contrast to 18% of pregnant women reported previously at Mama
mo Hospital. d variations in HIV ‘Prevalencence ratesIn

vndiuale a8 well as hospitalsfro! same city. Uniike HiV, HBVintection is very comma!
the HBs6seroprevalence exceeds‘ha of the SeneraiFpopulation {20.62% vs. 5.7%, pb.oD
Therefo: programe are strongly recommended to reduce the risk of pe!
transmission
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Atelier régional: Afrique occidentale
Regional Workshop: West Africa

THE HIV PROBLEMS IN WEST AFRICA FEMI en

W.G.0.31 OBAFEMI AWOLOWO UNIVERSITY, ILE-IFE, NIGERI. rl W.G.0.32

‘Various studies in West Africa have shown that th

prevalence of Hiv and AIDS vary significantly fron countryto country. POVERTY, WOMEN AND AIDS

risi
tions that HIV posses a threat to West Africa. The mostFrequently pass Patrick A. , Department of Sociology,Tw
studied groups are prostitutes, STD patients and blood donors where University 0 an egon, Ghan

va e rates are high. Peri issi 8 o 1

HIV-2 ma alent

countries than hi therte recorded, À better understanding oe the clini-
cal and immunciogical | implication of infection through HIv- is erected

st

Clinical cases orHIV-1 infection de not differ much in Wesstattrica,

from other countries. The prevalence of particular pathogens might

make for the differences. Clinical oriented surveillance is more

veloping countr AIDS programme should be

integrated. inte”exis tin health care organisations such as the MCH,9

Hi STD. What is essentially important about AIDS in Africa is
SEEGhacaltsoftheproblensand’thetailuretosecantt_thise

W.G.0.33 W.G.0.34

PEDIATRIC AIDS AIDS AND OTHER STDs

Neeguayee, Janet. Department of Child Health Kapita, Bila. Département de médecine interne,
University of Ghana Medic al School, Accra ana. H6pital Mama Yemo, Kinshasa, Zaire.

W.G.0.35 W.G.0.36

PROSTITUTION AND AIDS seen BANK SERVICE AND AIDS

Seck, Moussa. Dakar, Sénégal. aphote eet Centre National de Transfusion
Sanguine, baka ann

987
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Déplacements Internationaux et SIDA
international Travel and AIDS: À Perspective

W.G.0.37 W.G.0.38 GlebalProgrameADS,World FERCaen,
Geneva, Switzerland.

AIDS AND TOURTSM Selective: To describe ¢the detrimental consequences of mis~guidea
top the spread of HIV infection by gestricting the“Érecdon

of ineneernations| travel, and to explain the publi health an€
see ni f Heal St. Michael rights rationale of the endorsement of freedom of movementTaitt, Branford. Ministry of Health, 3 Glebel nbs Strategy.

Barbados. Methods: Three criteria are applied to analyza restrictions on international
travel. the fire ne is the Public health rationale, where restrictions
are evaluated againstthe requirem th

 

  

in the AIDS s ategy. Secondly, the opportunity cost - both tinapeaea™anda
social - is aaa

Results: It is hown that restrictions on international e not
6fFective in the prevention of the spread of infection, nor consistent with
Herehuman vights law, nor justified by the criterion of financial
A Opportun: cost these restrictions involve.

conclusion:*Nieernacives to the ineffective, unnecessary and unjust
‘astrictions are not only poasible in theory but have proved feasible in

practice. Examplesinclude inforsation and education programmes

by international development agencies, trade unions and also miniseriesnot
health. AID: stracesien whichare consistent with both public he.
human rights rationale has also demonstrated good financial and »
coat/benefit ratio

W.6.0.39 “= SIDA ET LES VOYAGEURS: PERSPECTIVES EN SANTE PUBLIQUE W.G.0.40 SIDA: CONSEILS AUX VOYAGEURS
Michel CAYEMITIES,MD / Institut Hatien de l'Enfance — ROBERT, Jean. Département de Santé communautaire,

611 etait concavable au debut de l'epidemie du SIDA quequecertains paysnon Hôpital Saint-Luc,Montréai,Québec.Canada

8 ajent voulu proteger terri ceci ‘ation Plugieurs vo ‘> F Hs8 tnqusetent des cisquee de tranemission

du virus par le controle des voyageurs, il apparait que ciest de vie HIV durant le oyaga ou séjour à l'étranger.

actuellement un leurre, tenu des caracteriatiq a 5 Plusieure autres neeten préoccupent méne pac, naic ut-êtr
a ° le devraient-ils?Le virus est présent partout dans le monde

et lee modes de tranemission sont toujours les mênez. En

En effet quasiment tous les pays onpe t chacun leur foyer epidemique voyage c'est e comportement qui change à l'occasion du
susseptibie de favoriser “in situ ia propagation de la maladic. Par dépaysenent...on peut voyager dans son propre pays st voir

la negativite des tests de depistage des voyageurs penetrant un a mnes intentions fondre au soleil. Quatre volets nous
pers itoire ne garantipas ae {lisation sont aereenourcescontaminesy de concernent: A © pa pour e olitico-

plus ce dapiatage une sanitaires ont dee exigences quant & la eéro-négativité HIV

est complexe a bien des points de vus. Ca depistage ayetenatiquenienreat pas ou interdisent l'entrée de médicaments; B) lee voyageurs
necessairemant conforme a l'ethique medicale. ou présumés tele; C) lez personnes sé¢ro-

nes eidéennes en
question des merures

chimiopraphyiaxxie le
voyageurs porteurs du virus VIH augmentera avec le toes. Face à cette conplénentairee d'hygiène, d'une éventuelie decrisination ou
perspective il est necessaire que les agences de voyage, les transporteurs de certaines limites dans les lieux et les typexz de voyage.

ti

 

Avec le caractare explosif de Je adae MineQue Lenemure de

 

cation sur SIDA. De memo
d’arrivee et les hotels devraient avoir des centres d'information €et de
distribution de matariel de prevention a d'intention des voy

W.G.0.41 W.G.0.42
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SIDAet tuberculose

AIDS and Tuberculosis
AIDS AND TUBERCULOSIS (TB) IN THE

Th.G.0.1 jen M. Hess Heyward, Ws Clesteieki, C.; Berkelman,R.

» Re; BloByer.
Centers for Disease Control cope), Atlanta; GA, USA

Objective. To compare AIDS patients with and without TB and identify risk
tactors for TB in AIDS patients.
Methods. Using logistie regression, we analyzed all AIDSeue reported to

1987 (when the CDC AIDS ca:
 

f homo/bisexual men, and
their"AIDS tisk factor (p<.001).

was the aole opportunistic infection (OI
reported; the most common additionalWe was Pneumocystis carinit pee
Conclusion The 2.5% rate of TB i: AIDSpatients should be consider:

wate, because pulmonary TB ts ted a the case Sefiaition and
becnaeD danses occurring after the tnieialddiseno may not be

reported. Significant variations in TB rates are associated ith sex, race,

national origin, and risk group. needs to be considered in all AIDS

patients, particularly those with pneumonia.

  

Th.G.0.3 TUBERCULOSIS AND AIDS: OUR EXPERIENCE.
Drea, eoeinect J, Astarloa L,Gonzalez Montaner J,Abbate E,

gmucei A, Cored M and Bases 0.
Seoe and Tisiology:pidteiene Hospital -F,S'enons Buenos Aires.Ar

VEtUnderline the frecueney of the TBà ortunistio infectionthe
pertosnenesof the injuries and the low incidenceofàthe atypical mycobact:

ents with HIV infections in Argentina.
IEetnen January 1986 and July 1988 we studied 17 patients with TB

yatients withAras(16 were males and ] was fmile).amrank1t
LByears,Mere were 5 hi TVDA,Shonoserial.gl bi
hemophilic A wi mitipieblood trensfusions, A: ¢ theswerwereaaserology
by and sitive. RESULTSsin 2 patients there were diffuse

infiltrates,7 with pulmomaly cavities, th al effusions (1
em with escitis), with peripheral adenopathies(1 of th

involvement) and 1 ge: ngeal involv . In 1; we obtain
positive for H,tuberculosis(? fron sputum,l from adenopathy, 1

Nine patients responded to specific
trea t. We have not had atypica:
ents are of

esions in our pati-
characteristic but of greater extension and cavita

than with non-AIDS tient
ESwere founded in 21% of AIDS patients as an opportunistic infec-

ve not had a’atypicalàmycobacteria. In this context of vhatever spe-
cdnen of acid-fastDbaci mist be c s tuberculosis and treated as
such, The TB are greater extension and esvitetion than with non-.
patients,

Th.G.0.5

ontMedical

A STUDY OF HIV INFECTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH TUBERCULOSIS
NFECTIOUS DISEASES poser (IDH) NAIROBI

ANIEL K. KIBUGA*, S.N. Gathua®+D
Pricer, TDH, Facnest Physician,

School of Tropical penicine igene.

ANFECTIOUSDDISEASES HOSPITALS NAIROBI, NYA
Ibjective: Aasess prevalence of HYatection and essociated complications

sents seen in 1.D.H. between January 1 1988.

Method: tal of 656 patients were

Tashatgueena western blot confirmation when sveileble
of HIV positive patiente compared with randonly s:

 organon
and various aspects

selected seronegatives
marched by age

Results: 7108 HIV ssropositives were seen. Extrapulmonary disease was

1 5.5% in HIV -ve and mortality despite effective
qnemornerepywaswas,threefold in seroponitives by the end of the 3rd month of

treatment. was no association between HIV sonitivity and
resistant sosie. The ine:dames of severe drug reaction in HIV

ositives was about five de
HIV Related complications ave ve HIV related complications +ve -ve
Diarrhoea 39 1 Herpes zoster 3 0

Wt. loss on chemotherapy 56 8 onfu: 4 o
Oral 28 1  Scabie: 3 ©
Pleuritic dermatitis 17 1  Karposis sarcoma 1 o
Generalised lymphadenopathy 14 1 Chicken Pox 1 ©
Allergic drug reaction 27 6

Conclusion: Tubercul trol progremme in Kenya is facing serious
chalLengio due to rising HIV infection.

“EFFECT OFTUBERCILOSIS INFECTION RSHWERAIDS
REFINITION CRITERES Où SURVEILLANCE BATATh.G.0.2

Lagabone-dordiy-Sales—t, Bosch A and Segura A. (AIDS Progras. Generatitat de Catalunya. Barcelona, Spain).

 ie to i introduction of the

tte 2-“% ns ve oreat condition among the
     
es deà itioncriteria

  

  Methodes Data tros the ponulation-basedre registry of Cataion: we str: cistenatically collerts.

inforgation on all paati ents, with |AIDS diagnosed in ini coring aà matin a about 6 siiePor using

ital based ystea. The | veiLlance

purposes in January 1988,

wits: a decane w sta 1969, 55cases aeeting the ols definition criteria and m

 

mtthe new

3

 

© repo
"a.air and it increased the incidence during 1988 fron $4.3 to 833per and

mu definition criteria 85 (40.72) prevented in CL]nti fora

E.The, in

ag 76 (38.7 had inclusion criteria ather thas tubercuinsis. Table |

 

‘tion

ww sieta

yeur TOR ins

oF ext onequi Qe‘ea infecti
acsociative with am er opportunistic pease

shows the transi‘iene inmeres distribution of each grou

TABLE 55 ee ML CASES (764) ve MT CASES (209)DE DAY (85)

462 (80.51) 75.50) (85.9%)

foesserual en Ri (28.92) 4 th31) 0 111.721

erosexual 22 (2.82) 7 (3.30) 2° (2.3

Transtusional 5 (0,72 2 10.92 -

Blood products 20 (2,41) 4 Ua -

Vertical " 42,51) S (2.38) +

pris it Heui - -
" 3 -

Keslusionsow wala‘the mtof the new‘isinteriaihisàaceury to use incidence vs. prevalence

ln popu axtrapulaonar tubderculosi bajority of casesrepented because the ew

 

tatinitin. tee citerail my be nore saasitivettsSRonpus 35 ané 35 v

THE IMPACT OF HUMAN CIENCY VIRUS (HIV) ONTh.G.0.4 TEmar
ULOSIS IN ZAMBIA: À ELlictt Alison*: Luo, N*: Tembo. G*: Steenbergen. G**:

Nonn. P***; McAdam. t al.
*University Teaching|Hospita1. Lusaka Zambia. *Ministry of HealthLusaka.
Zambia. ***London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. London

Qhrective. To study the jet of HIV on tuberculosis in Zamb
From November 198} January 1989 we have carried out a study of

Eroutpatients on antibarslon therapy in Lusaka. to compared with
smaller samples The prevalence of HIV antibody.

Le these patiente is

N o

nore.
180 patients are as follows.

 

 

Results
Siteof tuberculosis} number of patients [seropositivity (%)

Confirmed pulmonary 69 39 &
Suspected pulmonary 64 se %
Pleural 31 81 %
Pericardial 8 88 %
Lymph node 8 8B

8 SO &
Wonthe study code is broken further dat analyses will be available.
Discussion. Tuberculosis is eme ie major bacterial pathegen in
patients infected with HIV in Central Afr ca. Iti ommon
treatab lestions arise regarding une management of tuberculosis

occurs in association with HIV. Current data fron this study will be
mrecenten directed at guiding further investigation of these i:

SS AND HIV INFECTION IN ZIMBABWE

ill P; Ray C 8:
: Harare, Zimbabwe,

IBERCULOSI.

William; Mahari M; Houston S: Ne
‘OWa, E. *City Health Department

Th.G.0.6 assocrarion or vu
SLega,William:
Mari

RATIONALE: Tuberculosis (TB), common, treatable, and fransnissable
complication 0: infection, “isrprecently increasing À Zimbabwe.

OBJECTIVES: 1) To geterminethe si roprevaalence VinTB patients

2} To compare the feature: eroposi:tivea seronegative patients.
METHODS: From Jul Cenber 1988, Fair patients diagnosed as TB
flarareCity TB uniwererestudied. Full clinical assessment and HVtesting

s confirmed ormed .
TBdiagnoses 447; 252

RAS,© oiagnosedclinically.

by Western plot, w

proven bacteriologically or histologi-
HIV sserology was obtained in 403
es

40 years Total
17% (n=114) 33.78 (n=403)a(n=29) wiz(im?) an (needs)

15 reold female:
HIV-positiivieyersex in 16-40 age orjroup: Men 43% (n=:173) Women 43 (n=70)
Si niticant- differences petween HIV + anea sien 16-40

ans is aisar Cavities
HIV +a(438) 17 (16%) 50 (548) 10 (3.58) 18 (298) 30 (32%)
HIV - 25 (23%) 4 (2%) 97 (75%) (0.6%) 9 (6.9%) 69 (53%)
No significant eee nee: symptomon uration, previous TB history, Oaad.
TS, extrapulmonary T8 other t adenit. Too few cases to assess signifi-
cant difference: miliary TB TB"Pericerdisis (6), TB meningitis (2).(10),

patients, 82 (78%) had other clinical feature of ‘
rrhoea, FL, oral thrush, or zoster),

x seroposicive
HIV infection (chronic

989
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Recherches sur la sexualité humaine

Human Sexuallty Research

“Reliability and Validity Issues in the Assessment ofTh.G.0.7
xual Behavior."

Catania, Josey hehe Ph
tversit ‘omia, San FranciscoYO

San Francisco, California, USA

An unprecedented number of human sexuality studies have been initiated

in response to the AIDS epidemic. Unfortunately, methodological develop-

ments in the field of sex research have been slow in meeting the demands

of AIDS investigations focusing on the diverse populations at risk for

HIV (e.g., adolescents, gay men, IV-drug users, ethnic minorities, elderly

transfusees}. This paper reviews and integrates literature on response

bias in sex research. The relevance of past methodological findings for

AIDS behavioral research is discussed and recommendations are made to

guide future investigations on sexual behavior in the area of AIDS.

Th.G.0.9 SEXUALITY RESEARCH CONCERNING STD AND AIDS
IN THAILAND

rasit Sittitrai, Jean Barr
culEEE University, Bangkok, Thailand
 

Object To examine status of research on sexuality concerning
sexually transnitted diseases and AIDS in Thailand and recommend
meee of research needs.

ilatien of bibliography. Review of available“Con

Titecature and existing data

Results Systematic research on human>(pemuality in ThailandPlas
primarily carried out during the pas two decades of

earlier research was done in relation to contraceptives anabirth
control. Later, clinical STD research and research on
premarital sex of adolescents received most attention. Research

esc xual
experience and STDs is rather chorushowever. among adults is

limited and fragmente:

clusion sexual research in Thailand covers vast areas but not
indepth. Needed are psychosocial studies on sexuality including

æscription of sexual behaviours and cultural traditions among
various groups of the total population.

RESEARCH ON HUMAN SEXUALITY IN SUB SAHARAN AFRICA
Adeokun, Lawrence A.*
*Global &:rogranse on AIDS, WO, Geneva, Switzerland

Th.G.0.11

Objective: The presentation provides a sociocultural framework within which
ueLit tiAfrican sexuality and the risk of HIV infection can be investigated.

Me i Ethnographic mater preliminary fi 8
support tional studies are presented. A life cycle approach is adopted
in the discussion to reflect variations by age, sex status.
is Ther 6 greater structural control fema. than of male
e dit: nine abstinence remains the most effective control on
marital pexuslity. “hare e and sexual intercourse are ruled { between a

roportion ts. However, tal inatabiiity|exposes the
ti semval. the wider r ational network. septs

of beauty, erotiem and sexual obligations are passed oi one ation

ancther wit! rk of rty es und at fertility-related
festivals. Sexuality in old age i iced by the so

independence of both sexes at the end of th le reproductive cycle
tends involve y er s Education, migra rbanization
erode traditional sexual mores. Clustering adults, mostly males,
n ente plantations p Ss compensatory inflow of

ange of domestic, commercial and sexus
r ad hoc basis. Implications for HIV transmission

d.
A eyeraatic research agenda is needed ase OUT

yaami
inc

of the social d: ca of heterosexualtranemiseion and
control of HIV/AIDS in Africa.

990

Th.G.0.8

SEXUALITY RESEARCH IN ZAIRE

Lusakulira, Namagosi. Kinshsa, Zaire

SEXUALITY RESEARCH IN BRAZILTh.G.0.10 Pin, arietey*
*centro de Referéncia e Treinamento-AIDS, Sado Paulo Brazil

Brazil is usually associated to Carnival (Mardi-Gras), musi
Latin lovers an 1f-naked “mulatas" that crowd the beaches’ in
Copacabana. But she true Brazil is more than
permissiveness of less than 10%

tion than, theSens of
Sex plays an

important role in the Afro-Brazilian cultsnatwe widely
ra S expect:

significance in the general popula

aeeerioed by Brazilians. en submissive to
men. Transvestite prostitution is‘an
prostitution osexuality is still considered a torn of diseæe
x a sin. Sex can be practiced fa procreation, recreation or

vi @arch in sexuality has to have the Flexibibility to
to distinguish the difference between sexua. ds
behavior which, in Brazil, have distinct meaning:

Th.G.0.12
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Les femmes àsave
Womenat Risk
Th G 0 13 HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS:
— Tek ioe$RAST, AD THE FUTURE. )J.0.NDINYAr. HOAUNIVER.NAIROBY.

ECTIVES:To review the ory ©
‘fonofEIV in Africa and the rest of the:world;eoconeses:

the current etatus of heterosexually tranemittad HIV, the worldi,t risk, and
the seeingà and dmortalityassociated: and to “review options available for

fe ce ng the
Piuns‘ :munodefietency virus has bean circulating in various world populati-

es.onematicet Althoough clinical illness was only recognised at the

  

  

se
beginning of ti varying mnuber of individvels were infected
in mid to late seven ae yuptona'
Heterosexual transmit and the Carribean where

roxinately 1tl 48 an important
n 2_Sguncrias. It is increasing

attern 3 coun’
tratadiaà   3029

romiscous groupe of women {proptdcucee)tyaterosenual trans:sale also
been sceocdatedwith women int age oup 20-40 years who are either Living
with their infected hu ends suiciple marriages. Infection rate

411 lovCless than 12).
ocisted with EIV infection, atudies also indicate

   

Th.G.0.15 WOMEN AT RISK - S AND PRIORITIES
_LATIF A-S- UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBABWE MEDICAL SCHOOL, HARARE,

ZIMBABWE

Sexual intercourse between men and women is the chief mode of transmission
of HIV in Africa. Other modes of transmission include the infusion of

rt re a:

genital ulcers in the acquisition and transmission of HIV have been
demonstrated in some studi

Studies need to be carried out to elucidate theMy.theeopoints:
Th le of breast milk in the tree

among high risk groups in the reduction of theintervantion gr

Fother socio-behavioural studies need also to be
programme:

spreead of HIV infection.

carried out

Th.G.0.17

PROGRAMMATIC IMPLICATIONS

Meheus, André. Organisation Mondiale de ta Santé
Genève, Suisse,

Berkley.
Child Survival, Entebbe, Ugand

Implications internationales
International Issues

POPULATION ATTRIBUTABLE RISK OF SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED DISEASES (STDs) IN HIV INFECTION
Uganda f Health and The Task Force for

Th.G.0.14

he presence of STDs have been consistently associated with an
f that control for

relative r
erall role in community
lation attributable risk (PAR
association and risk
defines the fraction of disease
risk factor could be removed frop
studies in nighrisk groupe

À
 

with retrospective
PARs. STDs are hyperendemic in many parts of Africa, ST
control ole in reducing HIV transnis-

impact of STDcontrolinhaltingthe spread of the HIV epidemic

A DEeen OF NATIONAL STD CONTROL PROGRAM

Hira

ivversityeraching Hospital, Lusaka, Zambia.

Th.G.0.16

n Zambia, 5.0% of all outpatient attendances are related to sexually

transmitted diseases (STD) and is third common cause for p. tient attendances

at health institutions. Zambia is the only sub-saheran African nation with

national STD control program. It was launched in 1980 with fell win in

objectives:1 ass xtent nature of STD; 2. to improve management
8 o reduce its complications; 3. establishemnt of network of STD

clinics at provincial and district levels; increase public awareness;

5, co inate research, treatment and e activiti @ reduce the

has inproved from 5:1 in 1980 to 2: 1987.

philis screening and treatment program introduced in 1984 has
d seroprevalence of syphilis in pregnant women in Lusaka from 12.8% in

With high seroprevalence of HIV-1 anong STD attendees, it is ssingles easily
assessable target population for education for prevention and c
romotion. Also, these clinics willnow function as outpatient service units

for HIV-infected patients

Conclusion. Other nations. can benefit from this model program.

Th.G.0.18
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Défis posés par la gestion de programmes
Challenge of Programme Management

Th.G.0.19 THE WHO'S CONCEPT OF NATIONAL AIDS PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT Th.G.0.20
Tarantola, Dr D., World Health Organization, Switzerland.

A

 

 

is the World Health Organization extended ite cooperation

to over 118 national AIDS programmes in 1987-1989, and as the r A NON-GOVERNMENTAL INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE
avsilable for these programmes and the number of participating grouapeend .
individuals grew, the WHO's concept of AIDS programme design and management Vi aidhya, Meechai. Harvard Institute of
adapted itself to the fast evolving environment. The sequence of programme International Development, Cambridge, MA, US
development steps had to be altered so as to create opportunities for other
perticipants, both from government sectorsand NGOs, to play an active role
a theeorearion: inplenentation and evaluation of national programmes. This,

nabled WHO toreal focus tes technica and financial
collaboraeion with countries. Critical issues faced today, which will be

addressed in this presentation, include Progranne|ratte at ene

challenge of coordination, the need for many c ate

Berengthen medical and social support to thosetesteed,the“éompelii
sait

Tr
programmes and the concurrent process of decentralization of activities,
resources and responsibilities. Developing countrrtees which embarked on
large scale programmes in 1987-1988 are now ing their performance. An
account of the main outcome of these evaluation.activities will be given.

Th.G.0.21 Th.G.0.22

  
Th.G.0.23 Th.G.0.24
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MTS et facteurs de risque
STD and Risk Factors

Th.G.0.25 RERee 0 MY RESTING oF TRS D TH.G.0.26 PROSTURESDOUBLEMENTEXPOSEESAUXHIV? ET
Curtis”; Manalotto, C.*; Padre, L,*; Basaca-

Sevilla, V**; spinosa, G,***; et al.
*U.S. Naval Medical Research "unit "2,Svanila;“Philippine Departmen
Health, MaManila; and ***The City Health Office, Olongapo, Republic of the

ppine

Objective. Describe the epidemiology of new HIV infections occurring in
prostitutes over a ar period.
Methods. Hospitality€girls working in bars and night clubs frequent!y
engage in prostitu intl ippines. We have prospectively sampled
populations of thesew veral towns to determine HIVincidence

sed on seroconve: i T wome: entered the s
i tervals were tested.

3-month intervals since their diagnosis.
Results. HIV seroconversions have been documented in 14 of 12, sisIsprosti
utes for an incidence rate ofde: 9/1000 person years. addit 2 HIV
positiveswere detec’ among 2 women who entered the t:target popula-

n bleedings. The numberSenPolHIV positives detected gach
year to be decreasing. Only signs Symptom:
probaby HIV related have been detectedafter an average follow-up|of 17

Conclusion. This sstudy documentsàa low rate of HIV spread among the
prostitute populations sampled. rview data, thismaybe
a tributable to certain sexual behavior chatacteristics and t

€ TV drug us:

MALE CIROUMCISION IN EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA:

Th.6.0.27 PECCIATION WITH HIV ŒRFREMENE

Stepnen*, Plummer, F.A.**, Ronald, A.R.***, Ndinya-fcl s J.0.**.

*International Development Research Centre, Nairobi, Kenya; Taiesversity of

Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya; ***Lniversity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.

OBJECTIVE: To investi
the geographical pa‘

the association between male circumcision and
thern Africa.

2
) is uncircumcised, as compared to 60% in Tanzania (13/28),

in Zambia (7/9), 90% in Uganda” (12/15), and 90% in ZimbabweaA

preliminary review of published and unpublished data yielded populatic

in the ion, whichvenwre

divided into law, moderate and high HIV prevalence. Ethnic groups in high

ence areas were more likely to be uncircumcised

1 patterns of

ised
examining

male circumcision and the risk of acquiring HIV

CONDOM USE AND KNOWLEDGE IN GENERAL POPULATION,
Th.G 0.29 FEMALE PROSTITUTES AND D MEN.

zazolaJA”, Pi veda J.”
*Directorate of Epidemiology. Ministry of Health. Mexico

QOblective. To compare knowledge and use of condom in general population, prostitutes and homo
and bisexualmen.

done in 6 cities in Mexice during May,1988. A questionnaire was applied
individually ”"yeneral population seal } female prostitutes108 and nome and Pisexual

men (n=716); a condom was shown to investigate visual recognition practi

use Frequency of use of condom

Knows Used Used Always Half of Never
last m. fast 6m, the time

Gen.pop. 76% 6% 10% Gen. pop. 5% 5% 90%
Homo. 96% 25% 43% Homo. 14%

Prost. 94% 53% 58% Prost. 38% 20% 42%

A significant difference existed between every group.

 is similar.
by their risky practices.

HIV2 AU BURKINA EASO.
*; Kanki, P.***; Soudré, R.**;Tondrebéogo, EH. **; M'Boup,S. *;

Essex, M. ***,
*propia A. Le Dantec, Dakar, Sénégal; ** Hopital Yalgado Ouédrago, Ouagadou
urkina Faso; *** Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Massachusetts, EtatsUnis.

Objectif. Déterminer l'évolution de la séroprévalence dans une population de prostituées
doublement exposées & HIVletà HI2.
Méthodes. 1986, une première tude séroépidémiologique a permis de rechercher par
Western Blot et RIPA,la présence Re ant-HIV1 et anti-HIV2 dans 303 sérums de
prostit
 

 

 

En 1987, uane éend similaire p 261 dep Parmi celles-ci,

RésultatsLes sémprévalences apy é respecti d
Année  Toultesté HIVI HIV2  HIVI/HIV2
1986 308 88% 146% 58%
1987 268 149% 56% 48%

Parmiles prostituéesretestées lors de la seconde enquête (N=14), nous avons observé
35,7% de séroconversion avec 21,4%pour le HIV. et14,3% pourleleHIV:2. Par ailleurs,

ppariti 7,0% des
prostituées antérieurement infectées par le HIV2.
Conclusion. Ces diffén AV 1 qui «
a se substituer au HIV2. La poursuite de ce travail permettra deeries conditions Se
urvenue des cas de double infection à HIVIet HIV2.

Th. G. 0.28 PREONANTENTa WITH PREVALENT HIV-1 INFECTION IN
N MALAWI

Chiphanew! J, nav E, Dallabetta G, Miotti P, Liomba NG,

J.Saah.
The Queen Elizabeth Central Hoapital, Blantyre, Malawi, and

The Johns Hopkine§School of Hygiene and Public Health,

Baltimore, MD, U:

Sblective. ee determine factors associated with prevalent HIV-1 infection

en who presented to the antenatal clinic at the

QECH during December 1988 weree tested for HIV-1 antibody and had their
charts reviewed, Antibody testing was done b:

firmation. Informed consent
hat we

etill birth, premat atal

Results. 46 of the ATvies) women were seropositive for HIV-1. Reactive

RL was significantly associated with

nm who had ha
ry of spontaneous shontien in this grou

cance (27% vs 14%, p=0.06). ne of the other variables was

significantly associated with HIV-1 tngeetten

Conciusion. 8 cross-sectional me,shows that reactive VDRL should
raise one's index of suspicion regarding HIV-1 seroreactivity. Alao, HIV-1

infection may play a role in fetal wastage.

 

 

Th.G.0.30 BAYAND BISEXUAL MEN.
omero C*, Valdespino JL*, Sepulveda, J,°

Directorate ofEnidomialagy Miniatry of Health. Mexico,

Qbjective, To determine the prevalence of risky sexual practices In female prostitutes and gay and
bisexual men in Mexico.

survey was done In Guadalajara, Tijuana, Mont . Acapuico, is, and Maxico City
in May, 1968, in female prostitutes and gay and bisexual men, mwonigetn‘nefrequency of risky

sexual practices.
Results;

Prostitutes bicexual
Sexual ‘Sexual

Ë Always Half of Never fécniques Always  Haïfof Never

1 91% 1% 6% a 28% 16% 53%

2 X b 30%
£ 2%

 

coitus e ci i
peacoatof cemen depart infn protituies was: apres 60% ‘siways, 15% alt Dof the time, 23%
never; anal: 30%always, 1% haif of the time,

frequency of 6e: it was: ineertives:

lives: 42% aways, eemai of the time and 37% never: oral receptives: 2% always, 95%

half of the tlme, and 7!

Sonclualon Although HIVprprevalence in gay and bisexual men to 30% end is less
than 1% in prostitutes, the high ‘evelarisk in sexual practices alerts on the need of strengthening
educative efforts directed to these gi
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PATHOLDGY OF HIV INFECTION IN ZA
Th.G.0.31 roINFECTIONaVIN PLEaL SPER IEReEeG MST DANS LA PREVENTION DE Th.G.0.32 embe, M*; Nelson, Ann MarlesEnrER; Ilunga, N#;

: Hboup er Angritt Paix;Rate: i MMe et aTFSOniversreity|Hospital
up, S**; Sy MTAS**; vanderveen, F*; Siby,E**; of Kins asa;#iProjet s Da, Kinsh.

eet Institute of Pathology, Wash DC,U..SA.
*gureau National MST,Deka‘ar, Sénégal, stuniversite Seikh Anta Diop, Dakar, Objective: To define the pathology of HIV infection in Zaire
Seuègal,***Ministère de la Santé Publique,DHPS, Dakar, Sénégal. f e+Biopsy” and aut opey material from urban and rural areas of Zaire

wi Studied routine gross ai microscopic examination including

Qbiectif. Montrerles avantages du centre MST dans Ia collecte des ; vialTUof FracenrPE LUBION was « positivede l'infection VIH, le suivi et la prise en charge des populations:i Results: Preliminary results are available from 87biopsies and oesrisque surJe lan clinique, biologique, curatif et social. autopsies. Males and females mere“equally represented in the se 5 he

équipe pluri-disciplinaire de cliniciens, biologistes et 298Pannestomemonfo60yre-” ThewogtcomoBlopay.siteswere,lymph
AssistantsPéociaux est responsable pour la prise en charge des patients cases from a variety of sites: skin, lymph node, conjunctiva and
symptomatiques et le dépistage périodique de prostituées. astrointestinal mucosa (MsF=311). He of the LN biopsies re
Resultats.2 & 3% des consultants en MST sont séropositif's en VIH. type.Aity STEeeenecrearmentetrebyperplestic

- 12% des 1165 prostituées suivies reguiièresenit sont séropositifs @ most common ini uberculosis (n= f
(0,8% VIH-2; 0,9% VIH-1; 0,2% VIH1/V aeSStgpected"¢ identi ied in our series. Oniy Leo ofsixCases

- 1 re proven auto

1m decutcts,tls decnmlttte MStfercas par vin SRdESRneeRtesignifican a oan reSeen ween urban a Se

° taux Séroconversion est lent en ais avec des études Bieraeaeinrestions, frenuent.nietopacnotoaia’ fiFindin is " ent?Eire

Ia comomationdeprecervatife.dang,lercontreHST a doublée (GintToniata! raetete,weoearen,iaeuaervict Lo better define “the- pathology o infection in our coun
la détection des premiers cas de SIDA au Sénégal.

Conclusion. Les centres MST jouent un rôle important dans le dépistage et la
rsonnes infectées et dans le suivi de contacts se: 8.

L'intégration de la lutte contre le SIDA dans activit de ces centres
ee ratégie pifficace et efficiente pour influencer le rtement

de groupe: e t indis collecte de 5
plusfiable et un suivi plus aisée des populations lesDplus affectées.

Th.G.0.33 cenIca FINDINGS IN 201 SYMPTOMATIC CHILDREN WITH AIDS Th.G.0.34 AIDSINARIA CASE DEFINITION FOR PERINATALLY ACQUIRED
aFarzin, *Kabongo, L.,*Mayemba, N.,*Ndoko, K.,*Ngoie, Nea, Wattony Ma Zila, T.*; Keabagabo, U.#; Mvula, M.#s

and TGaly, B. Ryder,Re e/ ee, PreSioa, Kinshasa, Zaire;
*Department of pediatrics, Mama Yemo Hospital and **Ministry of Health, ##CDC, Atlanta, GA.
Kinshasa, Zaire jective. alg validate a provisional WHO clinical case-definition for

iatricpeje IDS div tally- red HIV infi (PI).
phiectiver To define the clinical findings in symptamatic children with AIDS. FEods. Three acquire ren| y onic) mothersSadebear”

+ Recogniz ha

 

 

od: ups ofc

ing that there is a paucity of information on symp’ tic ol Towed monthly since birth, Group I consisted of 71 infected children

infonts and children with AIDS, ve investigated 201 symptanatic cases admitted TBHi,labfvitengeof PY (cordblood,culture,and/arWIVig6at,agewithout
to the Department of Pediatrics at Mana Yemo Hospital. Dianosis of each PI. Group ITI isted of 560 control|children born to HIV(=) wothers, Topatient was confi HIV ELISAand Western Blot tes validate fhecase-defini an wecompara:re theprevalencence 8 ct a

Results: 86 infants, 1-24 months, and 115 children, 20years, were studied. (SENS)|speca Fieet (Spee ana| Si pildrenanTine Shoes avity8, , of the
tomatic at the time of admission. 195 (97%) presented with definition.|triterts for HIV iPPecticn fore aquant if with 3 points

severe weight loss {269 (85%) weighing less than 3rd percentile weight for iven for a major (Maj) sign and 2 for a minor (Min) signe A score of )10 was
age), 171 (858) with fever ofone month duration, 136 (68%) with asthenia, gefined as clinical AIDS. Criteria Prevalence(x)
127 (628) wi than weeksduration, 127 Hs(520) oper "Getterris is ds Sign Spl Gell GpLil SENS SPEC PEU
tunistiD iNéeotines 12ATwith respiratery infections, wil jays J
pat y, 82 (41%) with anorexia, 56 (28%) with splenomegaly, 50 (25%} pretedaneays mal 2 3 8 2 gs FA

with vomiting, 49 (24%) with generalized lymphadenopathy, 37 (18)fat neuro- Generalized Lymphaden, Min 77 41 22 72 6! 22
aostcal cations and 37 (18%) with abdominal pain. Thrush after age 6 wos. Min 30 11 8 eB 90 42
conclusion: Themost dramatic finding in both age groups was profound weight preumoniatittitis Min 3 3 Ey 3 & ss
{oes Chronic fever, opportunistic infections, respiratory infections and onEra redETS dedefinitionrn 37 7 + te + 37os ne 59
lymphadenopa’ were more common in older children henis, chroni e rovis ona. iatric case-definition for as à
diarrt pathywereorexia were moremore prevalent in infants.Ourdata suggests that RipeeneetFicity BoP its lack of sensitivity will limit its usefulness in

the clinical presentation of AIDS varies in the infant age group from older
children.

CLINICAL FINDINGS AMONG HIV-INFECTED INDIVIDUALS 0 EVALUATION OF CLINICAL ILLNESS AND TIMING OFTh.G.0.35  SLINTCALFINDINGSAMONGRIV-INFECTEDINDI Th.G.0.36 SEROCONVERSION IN SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED ACUTE HIV-+
Mugerwe Roy; Nsubuga P; Sew ae N; Katabira E; Cameron QW; D’Costa LJ; Maitha GM; Ronald AR; Ndinya-Achola JO &bereore vertes Kanapale, anda. Plummer FA. y 6

Objective: Aobtain clinical data on HIV sirotsattive patients atten- Univ. Nairobi, Nairobi City Commission, Nairobi, Univ. Manitoba,ding the cl: Winnipeg. CANADA

ndi theMeedlonsDuring a two-months peried, all patients atte ng
clinics were interviewed about presenting syaptons, socio-medical his- Qbiective. To time aTines from sexual exposure and
tory and sexualahistory. They were examined and blood was drawn for HIV RsnacterizeSince iliness in acute HIV-1 infection,
serology a ongitudinal HIV-1 seroincidence study

s roconverting en were clinically evaluatedthin 8 w of
Results: Among 97 patientesPosterier cervical adenopathy and herpes seroconversion, and matched with 72 men ning seronegative 16zoster were significantly related with seropositivity. Seborrhoeic weeks from high-risk contact. Six seroconversions in 73 mendermatitis, prurigo, pyoderma, urticaria and other drug eruptions, followed 13 + 15 (2 -0 weeks were timed from recent, isolatedKaposi Sarcoma skin lesions, aggressive scabies, psoariasis, tinea high risk sexual cont.
versicolor and other fungus skin infec tons, as wella8 hair hee a £19 (21%) seroconverters had no signs
changes were m mn ng HIV positive cases. out o t P: aver in 10 (83%), itching in 9 (47%), headache in?nts with STD were seropositive. Chancroid occured among 75% of sercpo- (37%) and generalised lymphadenopathy in 12 (63%) seroconvertsitive patients compared to 42% among seronegative ones. No difference was detected. All illness was mild. Generalised lymphadenopathyas nected with respect to urethritis was significantly more preauent In seroconverters i
Conclusion: STD/Skin clinics have a bigreservoir of HIV-infected p controls (30%, p = 0.02 Six seroconversions occurred at a me.
ple. Unexplained posterior cervical adenopathy and herpes roster shoula + SD (range) of 5.9 + 2. 6 (2.9 to 10.1) weeks from a single nigh
be included among major criteria. Various skin lesions are highly pre- risk sexual contact
dites of HIV infection. Genital ulcer disease is both a manifeste Illness associated with acute HIV-1 infection and

f and a risk factor for HIV infection. seroconversion is clinically subtle. Seroconvversions were seen
tween 2 and 12 weeks of sexual exposur:
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Ateller régional : AmériqueLatine
Reglonal Workshop: Latin America

Th.G.0.37 Th.G.0.38

MEXICAN EXPERIENCE ON TNTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLINICAL- EPIDEMIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AIDS
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND EDUCATION ON AID CASES IN ARGE

Valdespino, José-Luis. Mexico. Catin, Pedro. vjosptta1 Fernandez, Buenos Aires
Argentina.

Th.G.0.39 Th.G.0.49

DEVELOPMENT OF AIDS PROGRAMMES FOR HISPANEC AIDS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES IN SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
COMMUNITIES IN THE USA

Lemos Fernandes,Maria Eugenia. State Department
Pinel, Arletty. Centre for Reference and Training of Health, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

im AIDS, Sao Paulo, Braziy.

Th.G.0.41 Th.G.0.42

AIDS IN PROSTITUTES: EXPERIENCE IN THE DOMINICAN AIDS: A CARIBBEAN PERSPECTIVE
neUBLIC

_ Narain, Jai P. Caribbean Epidemiology Centre,
uerrero, Ernesto. AIDS and STD Control Programme Port of Spain, Trinidad, Wel.

(PROCETS), set Domingo, Dominican Republic
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Ateller régional : Antliies
Regional Workshop: Caribbean

Th.G.0.43 EPIDEMIOLOG® OF AIDS IN THE BAHAMAS

1985 - MAR 1989

Ofosu-Barko Kenneth, Aymer F, Bain R, Miller M.L., Gomez P,

Ministry of Health, Nassau Bahamas

OBJECTIVE To describe the AIDS epidemic in The Bahamas during the period
August 1985 - March 1989

nformation from notifications of AIDS patients and contact tracing
HIVtestesting and blood donor screening were analyz

 

SULTS ‘Three hundred and eight cases of AIDS were reported over a psriod
of 44 months, The incidence rate pur 100,000 rose from 16 in 1985 to 38 in
1988, Tan of the 24 inhabite ands have bee ed, Fifty-five
(17.8%) cases occured 1 The proportion of cases due to perinatal
transuission has ded from 27.7% in 1985 to 7.7% in 1989. Heterosexua
transmission accounts ases, homosexual 2%, bisexual 67

mulative total of 916
0£ the 10,369 unies of d screenedduring thtsperiod, 48 (0.46%) were
found to be positive for uv infec

CONCLUSION There has been = rapid increase of AIDS and HIV infection in
The proportion due to perinatal tranemission though high,

shows aa significant decrease. The preedominant mode of transmission is
hacecvoceuel. Cocaine abuse has contributed to the spread of HIV infection,

 

Th.G.0.45 SITUATION EPIDEMTOLOGTQUE DU SIDA EN GUYANE FRANCAISE -
D.A.S.S. de-Cayenne - Médecin Inspecteur

avec fa collaboration des membres du Comité SIDA Guyane.

131 cas de SIDA ont été recensés entre 1982 et 1988 dans une population
e à environ 100.000 habitants

Dans ce département français La transmission hétérosexuelle du VIH est
prédominante.

14 cas pidiatr. es cumu£és montrent £a transmission matenno foetale
correspond & nies“ae 10% des patients atteints du SIDA.

Les tt opportunistes sont majoritaireses dans Les manifestations
cliniques alors que £e 4arcome de kaposi n'a été retrouvé que chez deux

96 de ces malades sont à ce jour décédés.

AIDS EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES AND ETHNIC DLVERSITY IN SURINAME

dei Prado, Ruben
piatéonal AIDS progres! of the Buraau of Public Health,

amaribo, Suriname, So. An.
In the 18th century,Suriname (then also known ag Butch Guiana) had a Prosperous|

m the lab of Africa: pus To counteract the
e immigration of inden

lar movemant

Th.G.0.47

 
major ramifications for any alth] education program
Dutch, but Sarnami Hindustand;Javansse;Chissseestate Anerind ushnegro
(Maroon) languages, and & vernacular rable to Creole: Surinamese, are widely
poken. More 50 chan n other Caribbean countries the official
nogeicdal" in the trues sense of the word. ough AIDS education faces th
{lemmas as anywhe: lé, we meet thisere challen,
arsity in a nation without 8 common voice, The first classified c:

feceion dates back to 1982, and Suriname has since seen 36 people with clinical
be HIV infected.

 

be lagging behind the wave of a
A delay which we may (hypothetically) attribute, in part, to our spacial socio~
demographic take-up with explicit norms concerning human sexuality.
But these very same cu. tural mores, in their diversity, could very well impede
cur AIDS education effort:

996

Th.G.0.44

AIDS IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: INTERVENTIONS
AMONG PERSONS WITH HIGH-RISK BEHAVIOUR

Guerrero, Ernesto. Santo Domingo, Republica
Dominicana.

Th.G.0.46

STRATEGIES FOR PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF AIDS IN

‘Timettée, Gabriel. CARE PWR Haiti, Port-au-Prince
Kaiti.
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Le SIDA chez l'enfant
Pediatric AIDS

CHILDREN
Th.G.0.49

Pape, Jean William, Oriol,L., Madhavan,S., Johnson,W.D.Jr.
Cornell University Medical Colege, NY,NY. U.S.A,

MORTALITY ASSOCIATED WITH HIV AND DIARRHEA IN HAITIAN

ee, Te Getermine the mortalityrrate and associated co-factors in
cl from a rehydration wit in Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
Methods From 1986 to July 1987, 217 randomly selected children
wereTollowed for a of 3 months after from the State
Universit ital ation unit. tched thy neighborhood

128) were s. ly fol. . All patients and controls had HIV
ELISA), weekly home visits andat least month)ly physician

ineteen percepont. (41/217) of the patients and 3% (4/128) of the
DS, dequ up period. One-half of the'patient deaths
occured within 2 weeks Sr 61% occured at hone.

is were the most common causesoF death. Characteristics of the patient
control groups are noted below:

 Controls
Ve <=

n=176 n=41 n=128
Age (months) 6.3 4.5 7.6
severe mlnutrition (%) 16 39 15
Bottle-fed only (%) 40 86 2
Oral thrush|se 3
HIV sercpositi

ofau
with’patient deaths inc!

ereme(ORpea
tivity.

Th.G.0.51 THEEFFECTOFHIV-TANDATLV-1INFECTIONSO!
_ BIRTHWEIGHTIN A POPULATION WITHOUT IV DRUG ABUSE

*; Boulos, R**; Halsey, NA*; Brutus, JR**

 

Auguste, U**; Davis H**;; etaitre
*The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA ‘**Centers for Health and
Development, Port-au-Prince, Haiti ***National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD, USA

Objectives. To determine the impact of maternal HIV-1 and HTLV-1 infections on
bithweight|(ew).

residing in a periurban Haitian sium d 6-to-8 months
gestation ornHIV-A and HTLV-1 antibodies.
Besutts. = HTLV-1

Neg. p-value Pos. Neg. p-value
Hospital Deliveries is 1464 46 1190

Mean BW (gms) 3082 0.200 3053 3073 0.837
< 2500 gms 130% 110% 0.154 13.0% 11.5% 0.750
Mean Mat. We(cas) 58.1 586 0.335 eons 58.3 0:

associated with LBW in logistic reg on analysis were inadequate
prenatal tetanusus toxoid (OR=2.2, a Cl 1.2, 42)bel9unmarried (OR = 2.0, 95%
Cl 1.4, 36); sexualintercourse < 2 weeks precedinacery (OR = 1.9, 95% Cr 1.2,
3.1); and matemal weight = Overall mean weight of58.58.5 kgs. Smoking, alcohol use,

 socioeconomic and educational status were . However,sr,only
5.3% of the mothers smoked, 1% drank acon,andand all were of very low S| N
drug abuse is not occur in this popululation.

Matemal HIV-1 and HTLV1 infections had minimal impact on birthweight
in these relatively asymptomatic women.

ad TWFECTION AS A RISK FACTOR FOR POOR OBSTETRICAL OUTCOME

fermerman, Marleen” "**, Hirza, W.*, Plummer, F." **, Ndinya-Achola, J.0.*,

= 1.*, Pitot P.*** et al.

* Univ, Nairobi, Kenya; ** Univ. Manttobs, Winnipeg, Canada; *** Inst. Tropical

Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium

Th.G.0.53

Qbjective: To determine whether HIV infection and other sexually transmitted diseases (STD) are

riskfactors for low birth weight and stiltbirth (SB).

Methods: Using a case-control design, 1300 women were after delivery {n one

maternity hespital in Nairebi, Infants with a birthweight ¢ 2500 9, were

{P} in = 321) and small for gestational age (SGA} (nm = 181) using

to intra-uterine foetal deaths (IUFD} {n = 89)

Controls were oncomselected from mothers delivering a neonate > 2500 usoe col

soch raphic features, sexual and medical history, tinea signs and 5; serclogy for HIV and

syphilis, and microbiology for 4.c-HEnerme, £trachonatis, SamuiHa.heainte,. urealytioun,

J._vaginaLis and becteriel veginos

pieenav antibody. Preterm birth was associated with HIV infection (8.4 %

pos., p= 6.008, OR@ 2.8), well as primiparity, being single, sex during pregnancy, rupture of

vanes (ROM) as initial ansou event (IOE), and lack of antenatal care. SGA was associated with

WIV infection (8.5% Re 2.7), printer. 20 and hypertension. IUFD was

with emilie us À pos. : P< .000! , HIV infection (11.2% pos., p= .001, OR =

ted within 24 h.

 

3.asexdort pregnancy, previous SB, hypertension, wd tae of ant + was associated

with HIV wee 416.5 % pos., p = .0002, OR = 5.1}, being single, previous 58, and postpartum

endanetri tt: ation wes found between other STDs ti à L'outcoms. A! weeks of

ly associated hehainfection. However, further

determine polegtent causality.
 
investigations are necessary to

 

Th.G.0.50 i, Denise*; Chequer P.*; Rodrigues, L.*; Castilho,
inistry of Health - Rational Division of":STD/AIDS- Brute Brazil,** Oswaldo Cruz

Foundation/Ministry of Pere‘Rio de Janciro,

Objective. To describe the pediatric AIDS in Brazil, to quantifythe problem, to identify high-risk groups, to

De
Methods. ‘All cases of pediatric AlIDS reported to

STDVAIDS Divison inthe pete from 1980 to 1988 werearly:The analyus ofthe dia wa cara ut by

 

 

fiak fair of heParents, through review of medical records, case discussion, and additions! epidemiological

 

 

 

 

 

investigation when it

Resslts. In the period from 1380 to 4270511988,175
Health, wih canare red meete ratio was 2:1, If haemophiliac cases were

was 1:1, Of
sai, 28% i There

rz: (2%) and 5% à investigated or were unclear
umanistionThe et redieah, AIDS iagnosed in 1984 à

 

mansnondistributionit mine possible to observe & perfect positive

f IV dry; DoDe ous Of pra

had parents who use:

 

 

 

 

Conch in Brazil may i possible yoe : CT an ae natal AIDS
drug-vsers, ug y bris ise it i itis
there, .
users.

Th G 0 52 MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY IN INFANTS OF HIV-1 INFECTED MOTHERS.

Datta, Pratibha*;Embree, J.E**; Braddick, M***,
Kreiss, J+,*3 Ndinya-Achold, J*;Plumer, FLA*,**,

*University of N:Nairobi, Kenya, ** University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada,
***Middlesex Hospital, U.K; + University of Washington, Seattle, U.S.A.

pbjective: To assess the impact of HIV-1 on infant morbidity and mortali
laternity Hospital in Nai

sea for H

control infants|
ange 1-33) months. 31(23%) c.

eumonia (P=po) andne28) case

Tvfn"2 infants

rad_fisease or sequent death (25) had highe:
riotieic mothers Con): IM(24% VS 4%, Pa,UDFTce VS 17%,

Pe,NEOM (32% Ane P=,0!
Conclusion: Sign: t infant “norbidity and mortality is associated with
prenatal HIV-1 exposureand is correlated with more advanced maternal
HIV disease.

Th.G.0.54 SURVIE DES ENFANTS NES DE MERE POSITIVE POUR HIV1:
RAZZAVILLE (R.P. COI À cETUDE PROSPECTIVE A B

: *, S.Lallemant LeTVR ynier***,
S.Nzingoula***, M.Sinet**, B. Larouzé** * cal. * ORS Mt (SAURB),Dexerevilte?

anté/DSSMIES,Brazzavi

Qbhiectif : Estimer la survie différentielle des enfants nés respectivement de mère
positive et négative pour anti-HIVI.

1833 femmes enceintes ont été prélevées de mai 1987 à mars 1988
2 centres te surveillance pénale et testées pour snti-HIVi cus Pasteur,
confirmation Du lemours). Chacune (3.9%)
a été appariée sur Tage “et la date présumée seccouchs

. 65 enfants nés de mère anti-HIVI+ et 130 e: été
: 13 mois 16 mois). LePbdesurvie

Paris, ** INSERM UI3, Paris , *** Minist.

=

3 8

R
É 7 = <

ont été estimées par la méthode de Kaplan .
aissance, les 2 groupes & COURBES DE SURVE DES ENFANTS

d'enfants ne | différaient pas pour la morine- 100 FF
talité, le sex-ratio, nme et le poids. La MW 90 res HIV~
probabilité de survie était de 0,98 (ds=0,01) ë 80

5 mois chez les témoins puis restait stable. 70
Eile était, chez les sn nés de mère anti- 8 60
HIVI+, de 0,88 (ds=0,04) à 3 mois, de 0,73 so
ds=0, À 6 mois, doer {ds=0,06) à 9 mois et g 0 16 20 30 40 SO 60

AGE (en semaines)de 0,52 (ds=0,11) à 1
:Ls surmortalité des enfants nés

ent significative (p<.001). Les décès sont plus
mission plus 7) et plus précoces (rôle

l'environnement infectieux tropicel 7) que”ss les cobortes occidentales.
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M.G.P.1 PATTERNS ANDTRENDS OF HETEROSEXUALTRANSMISSION OF HIV
AMONGAZTBRAZILIAN AlpsCASES

+; Bergamaschi, D.**; Rodrigues, L.

*Oswaldo Cruzromne)of Health-.ail Rio de Jan,Bresil, «+ Ministry of

Heaith- National Division of STD/AIDS,Brasilia, B:

Objective. rosexual transmission category of HIV, among AIDS cases comparing the

Caeogheprefen9198

 

 

 

 

Methods. time. They
repeat proportion of8of i al cas ve RonEmoSpeoAPS, 7

category was the others by gender, age, education level, and incidence of Kapon’s Sarcoma, usin;

ChiSoave aad Fuhor’sexact team

Results. to 1986the beteropenval anmnission cavegory cases cormspouded te 5% of all sexually transaitted

cases, while in 1988 this proportion reached 17%. io of 4:1

im 1984 decreased to 2:1 in 1988. This feature persisted over time and it has been homogencus throughout the

it was observed that 20-47 This proportion does not differ

BIS) (83%).
igni rence of high
 

 (34%) ases (39%).
De neon of RonenScum inmousme ces (O8) agent rethn Gee fo

 

 

 

 

0,05). The rate

by mttncmos teeg oes

Conclusions. Theexcess ofrt # i
1 Western countries.ible wi f AIDS, as has been, di
 

M.G.P.3 ‘THE SEROPREVALENKE CF HILV-L AND HIV-L CO-INFECTION IN HAITI
Giordano,Michael*, Pape,J.*, Blattner, W.%, and Johnoon, W.*

ty MedicalDivision of Intemational Medicine, Comell Universi: College,
New York, NY. ‘National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Md. JJ-5.A.

Œiective: To detemine seroprevalence of HILV-] arxi HIV-1 infection in selected

population groups in urban Port-au-Prince, Haiti, 111 persons.
Methods: Serum from 3,078 persons was tested for HILV-L antibody by ELISA (whole virus,

Biotech) with RIA confinmation (p24 antigen, Biotech) and for HIV-1 antibody by ELISA

The seroprevalence of HILY-1 infection inin the study cohort was 8.3¢ (256/3078).
Serinfectionwith both HILY-1 and HIV-1 waeYas Cooumentnd in 5.59sfmbjects 189/078) WWy-1

in prostitutes.were highest in AIDS patients, thelx spouses and ‘This group
acoonted for968 (173/183) of co-infected aibjects. The study areroted below:

Total
Raulatios maker = D

n () a () n @
Factory workers & 4 48 3 3.5 0
Hotel workers 25 1 4.0 2 8.0 0

96 7 7. 6 63 1 10
Clinical lab specimens 1097 56 5.1 7 6.4 9 0.8
Children w/diarrhea 139 1 0. 1 0.7 0

951 132 19.9 938 98.6 131 13.8
Spouses of AIDS patients 557 47 8.4 187 33.6 31 5.6
Prostitutes 12 16 2.4 SH 419 LU 8.5

183256 1261
Cnclusion: HTLV-i and HIV-1 are endamic in Haiti. Infection with both viruses was moct

commonly cbserved in AIDS patients, thelr spouses and in fennle prostitutes.

M.G.P.5 HIV AND HEPATITIS B TRANSMISSION IN SUDAN
et Michael"; Hyams, K.C.*; El-Dabi, M.*® and Woody, J.*
Medical Research Unit No.3, Cairo, Baypt: (A LesBaereborating

center for AIDS); **Qndurman Military Hospital, Ondurman,

Objective. To describe the prevalence and risk factors for HIV-1 and hepatitis
citransmission among male soldiers living in different regions of Sudan.
Methods. À seroepidemiologic survey was conducted amo: 
 present. to outpati elini ween ch 1987 and Apr: .
Results. Twenty-eight percent of the study population was born raised in
southe: , an entr ca; and, 72% of studysubjects

vere from northern . ‘enty-seven perce: of the study population
serologic eviden: pest hepatitis B infection, and 13 individuals
confirmed antibodies to HIV-1, Vepositive soldiers had been 1 &
southern é previous five years; two of the 13 were northerners

stationed in the South o and two were southerners who had been recently
transferred to the forth. Multivariatecrusdadicated an assoc: on

e South o: h hepatitis B (odds rations. 2)
on(oads rationll. ahisto of sexual relation:

o be predictive of hepatitis B infection+

creased risk of vel in southern Sudan is consistent with
» where HIV-1 6 The

finding: aire prontseuuity is tektector for
hepatitis B infection in Sudan. Thi ndings also indicate one possible route
for tne spread of HIV-1 from contretto northern Africa.

SupportedNAVMEDRSCHDEVCOM,Bethesda,MDUnitNo,3M463105H29, 44,335.
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Azevedo Pereira**.
Portugal.“

Driective:fromFay to September 1987. a HIV1 and HIV 2 ssrosurvey has bsen carried out in
da N.

EM 1 and HIV 2calSURVEY . LUNDA NORTE,
ORTHEASTERN ef REPUBLIC.

T. Cohen***, JM.
*S. Dermatologia, H."stMaria, Lisboa, *“Lab. Virologie. FeFeméci, Univ. Lisboa,

* Dep. Saude Publica.Univ. Agostinho Neto, Luanda, R.P. Angole UNICT GRANT 67-679

 Hetheds: w d ELISA W. Blot.
Results: Town Group Ne avi HV2 HV 142 Tetal

{R) (8) (R)
Healthy Pregnants dd 68 16.2
Peepis DUNDO 81. donors 50 80 160 00 240

Militery 54 18 13.0 0.0 148
Volunteers 37 6.1 27 0.0 10.8

Poticnts STD 19 110 195 35 250
Tuberculos. 65 77 62 30 17.0
In-patients 108 7.4 148 28 25.0

ANDRADA in-patients 26 307 0.0 15.3 4.0
LUCAPA Out-patients 200 75 45 15 13.5

Conclusien: Another i Lin areas closer the Rep.
of Zaire. Concomitant seropositivity for both viruses is relevant specially in Andrada. Clinical data of
 

M.G.P.4 estimate or HIv INFECTION PREVALENCE IN BRAZIL
Castilho,E*; Struchiner €laudio* et Guimarses,M.

*Oswaldo Cruz Foundation,Rio d janeiro, Brazil;

**University of Minas Gerais, helo.Horizonte, Brazil.

biective.To estimate the current number of persons infected with HIV from

stds surveillance data.
Reported AIDS cases through December 1988 were used to estimate the

nanber of infected people following the same approach adopted by CDC(MMWR
djusted for reporting delays.

e
those expected to be diagnosed wit ise

be the same thos:

 

The Par t)
inear least squares estinators based on the pseudo

Gauss-Nevton
Results. As ofDecesber1988, tithe estimated number of HIV infected Persons
was 63000, and 50000 assuming logistic, and exponential as infectior

function, respectively.

Conclusions. TheProjected estimates should be considered only as broad
estimates of t may be occurring. On the other hand, for
purposes amongother countries, and for health care planning those estimates

could“be useful.

EMPIRICAL EXTRAPOLATION PROJECTIONS OF AIDS

INCIDENCE IN BRAZIL.

Castilho, Euclides*; Struchiner,C*. and Guimaräes,M**.

*0swaldo Cruz Foundation,Rio de Janeiro,Brazil,**University of Minas Gerais,

Belo Horizonte,Brazil

M.G.P.6

Qbiective.To project the short-term course of the AIDS epidemic in Brazil for

health planning purposes and comparisons among others count:
Methods.After adjustment for reporting|delays, public data from the Brazilian

AIDS Surveillance System polynomial (quadratic) /exponential/
logistic models byy repression procedur:

e following table shows theprojections of the number of new cases
for the. next 3 y 

MODEL 1989 1990 1991 1982-1991

sets 6000 8000 0 31000
7000 10000 12000 36000

Exonential 8000 18000 JC 71000 
Conclusion.Any application of these empirical projections must take

account the unrealistic patterns of the models since they do not incorporate

any information on the transmition dynamic or natural history of HIV

infection. Compartmental models must the “considered in spite of their present

limitations.
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M G P 7 PREVALENCE DES INFECTIONS PAR LES VIRUS HIV1,HIV2
. ET HTLVi DANS LA REGION DE TANANARIVE MADAGASCAR

CHEVALLIER PHILIPPE, RITTER J,ANDRIAMAMPIHANTONA E.,SEPETJAN M-
LABORATOIRE de SANTE BisLteue, LYON, FRANCE.

MINISTERE DE LA SANTE TANANARIVE ,HADAGASCA!

Objectifa: rhin ns prévalence des infections par les virus HIV1,
HIVZ et HTLVI d in échantillon de le Population sens ae le
région deananas ivv

Héthedes: avons étudié 448 movie.{201 femmes 247 hom
32,3% d'enfants

7,7% oa ayant une Scivitep as ts
ont tee effectués au cours du premier“trimestreFosse Len"tte“aérums

pour lea Anticorps anti-HIV1 (ELA Abbott} et antic
par weBlo
vingt onse

je au ethnies
rise de 1° Île ont été testés pourPen saticorps anti-HTLV1

bott

  

   

 

   

  
1 ou n'avons trouvé aucun sérum positif pour

marqueurs aérologiquea du virus HIV1.Trois parmi les 448 sérums ont
montré une pomitivité en réaction immuncentymatique, qui n’a pas
été confirmée par les teats d' inmmunoblotting, Aucune positivité n'

TV. HTLV.8 été trouvée p les anticorps anti-HIVZ et

La population étudiée se place cependant tout à ans le cadre
de: Popule a à r pour2typ. infection: et nous9 n

aypninia(THA possiti) et de my4“d'antécédents d’ infections par
le vi le l'hépatite B (Anticorps anti-HBc positif}.

iCette étudese,aore,fendue à un plus grand nombre
d'individus.Elle mo la population de Madagas

est beaucoup soins touchésue.ele.‘du reste du continent africain
par cea rétrovirua.

M.G.P.9 —BIV-1 INFECTION IN SOME URBAN AND ROBAL AREAS OF CAMEROON.
febtscherHUsAngolen(0.iCosta,F.;Ippolito, Giuseppet,

“Martorana, M.C.; eR;
Italian Red Cross, *L.Spallanzani Hospital, wklniversity La Saplenza-Reme, Italy

Œictive. To estimate the prevalence of HIV-1 infection in urban and rural
areas of a
Methods. 1232 serum specimens from adults ani 178 whole blood samples

children-collected

 

 

year village/town geog.area mumber HIV+ve Prevalence

1986 Ebone* south-west 218 1 +0045
1966 Mbouda west 151 1 .0088
1986 Bafoussen wast 253 4 .016
1987 Bakwat south-west, 204 0 0
1987 Bandjoun west 300 1 .0033
1988 Meme“ north 84 6 0071
1968 Mora’ 3 .0017
In the last two villages where performed, no
correlation has bow©evidenced among seropositive mothers and respective
children indicative The Prevalence was
Goommanted in 1966ina,Loree urban sansa (60.000 iohabitests).

M.G.P.11 RISK-GROUP PATTERNS OF HIV INFECTION IN AFRICA
peter 0.Peter0.Mere,-ineller, V.-P.*%, and Lyerly, W.H.**

ee the Census, Washington, De, USA, **Washington,
‘DC, USA, ***US AgenEnefor rotermetionat Development, Washington, DC, USA

Objective. Todescribethe geographic and tiek“group pattarns in the epidemic
spread of HIV. HIV-IIa African count:

Taureau of sus maintains aalorrocomputer-based
interactive database of information ©on HIV seroprevalence and AIDS in

ing countries. Information in the database ia drawn from medical and
scientific literature, presented in papers or poster =sessions at conferences,
and available information from the popular pres: most recent reliable
data on the geographic distribution and tisk-group patterns of infection from
African countries were selec for this report.
Results. Resu tsof this investigation are presented in a series of maps.
Shoropieth maps are used t the relative levels of infection in urban
high-risk (e.g., prostitutes),urban low-risk (e.g., pregnant women),
rural low-risk populations, by country, for all of Africa. Similar naps show
the distribution of HIV-Tand HIV-II infection,genein West Africa.
The diffusion of theepidemicthrougshout the country is
selected subregions of the c it, proporetional tirele maps are used to

the dis:tribution of Tevelsneinfection through the country.

variation.is noted within some countries, with isolated areas of high
nfection surrounded by lower infection levels.

HIV-1 INFECTION IN PREGNANT WOMEN FROM SANTOS, BRAZIL
M.G.P.8 Giraldes, P.*; Porto, A.*; Peixinho, Zee; Long, Lie,

- Souza, M.**ee Mendes, Nelson**
*FPac. Cléncias Médicas , Brazil,**Esc. Paul. Med. , So Paulo,Brazil.

wie re investigatedeENLCele mong volunteer
from Santos, Brazil.

vee. 514 pregnant
women the City of Santos (one of the major harbours of Brazil) ,cbtai
ned ri . women a

clinics from Public Health Service located at the inner-city area. The se
sample: werm, by indirect SA using whol pre

{VIRGO HIV-1 ELISA, Electro-Nucleonics). The positiveness to
anti-HIv-L EIA inant viral pro
teins ("Dot blot" and/or indirect ELISA, Embrablo) and indirect

the LGIWGCSKLIC sponding to a segment of
gp4l (research +, Paulista de Medicina).
Results, Twenty-four (4.67%) serum samples were repeatedly reactive in
the screeningtest.test and 18 (3.50%) reed to be anti-HIv-1 positive by
confirmatory . The cumlati prevalence increased 2.448
(6/245) intnype)3981988 to 3.50% CETinOctober1988. Themice risk

between the seropositi sexual
life, intravenous Grug-eddiction and sexalcontacts with knownHIV-1 in
fected individuals (some of them with AIDS).
Sonclusion. These high rates of HIV-l infection amon:amongpregnant omen
not be extrapolated to other regions of the country, ince Santos has th
highest AIDS incidence coefficient in Brazil (44. 4/100, 000).

 
M.G.P.10 PREVALENCE OF ANTI HIV ANTIBODIES IN A SAMPLE OF THE GENERAL

Torres~Mendoza, Blanca*; V&zquez-Valls, E.* and Jauregui-Rfos,
ML,*
*Instituto de Patologia Infecciosa y Experimental "Dr. fico.ruiz Sanchez" de
la Universidad de Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Méxi

Objective. To determine and evaluate the seroprevalence ofanti HIV antibodies
in vo untary population, from Guadalajara, México

b:
means of indirect immunofluorescence assay and/or Western Blot. A questimaire
with oriented epidemiologic data was applied when the person picked up their
results.
Results. The sample wasconsttuded by 65 male individuals and 11  females
whoseages fluctuated b n 18 and 55owars. Four (5.2%) were found positive,

hem belonging tothemie sex, only 33persons (43.4%) came to pick u
tte results, of these 25% had AIDS risk fac
Conclusions. Independently of the slope that these kind of samples have, the
prevaTence obtained was high. For this reason we believe thatpeenfonmation
booths and voluntary tests should be done more fre tly, fally in
different strstrategie points of the city, as complementhelp for theauthorities

pul

M.G.P.12  sruoy or miv-1, Hiv-2, AND HTLV-I IN HONOSEXUALS IN BRAZIL
Cortes, Eduardo*; Detels, R.**; Slamon, D.**; Aboulafia,

-L.***; and Ho, D.D.* "School of Me.Medicine, Federal
University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. ‘**University of California at Los

Angeles (UCLA), Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. ***Cedare-Sinai Medical
Center, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Oblective: To investigate seroprevalence of retroviruses (HIV-1, HIV-2,

LV-1) in Brazilian male homosexuals and to study patterns of

retrevfrus transmission in Brazll.
Methods. Antibodies against HIV-1, HIV-2, and HTLV-I were tested by ELISA
and confirmed by immunoblot and radicimmgunoprecipitation assay:ae59 male

Information on demographics and AIDS-associated practices was cbtained by

interview and questionnaires.
Results. HIV-1 was found in 19% and HTLV-I in 5% of the subjects. One

individual had antibodies to both HIV-1 and HIV-2; hi not an I

prostitute. it percent never used condoms and only 7%reported
using condoms always. Multivariate analysis for significance of the

differentvariables was done usi og linear models.
Conclus HIV-1 and HTLV-I are prevalent in homosexual males in Rio de
Janeiro, “Brazil. RIV-2 has already been introduced in the homosexual
community in Brazil.
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M.G.P.13 STUDY OF HIV-1, HIV-2, AND HTLV-I IN FEMALE PROSTITUTES IN
BRAZIL
Cortes, Eduardo*; Detels, R.**; Slamon, D.**; Aboulafia,

D. Li, X.L.®*#; and Ho, D.D.*** School of medicine, Federal
daivoreity of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. “#University of California at Los

Angeles (UCLA), Loa Angeles, California, U.S.A. ***Cedars-Sinai Medical

Center, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

To investigate human retroviruses, seroprevalence, and

 ns f u rn .
of 187 prostitutes were studied in 2 states: 101 i

34 lower- [LI

areas (RAP). Sera and a ques with information
on demographics and practices associated with AIDS were obtalned. HIV-1

IV-2, and HTLV-I were tested by ELISA, immunoblot and
radioimmunoprectpitation assay:

Results. HIV- is found only ta LCP in Rio (9%). HIV-2 was not found.

HTLV-I waa foundtn UCP (4%) and LCP (6%) in Rio, and in RAP (1%). Less
than 2% of prostitutes were I ig users; none HIV infected LCP were

IV drug user: Illiteracy was noticed in a er cr.ot,none

Median number of different partners/week wi MCP, 43 for
linear analysis ‘aentifiedclenificance.ts

several variables studied.
-1 was prevalent only in LCP IV drug use was not

nigriticent pattern of HIV transmission in prostitutes in Brazil, mov

is present also in rural areas in Brazil.

M G P 15 SEROPREVALENCE OF HIV-i IN EMERGENCY ROOM PATIENTS
me RAZIL

y¥#;  Lourenco, R.##; Lima, M.##;rdo*

Huang L.#*; Vianna, Re#.: Nogueira, Ca#

*School of Medicine, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ),
Brazil, ##UFRJ University Hospital, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Dbiective.To study seroprevalence and routes of Hiv~-i
transmission in emergency room patients.

ipants

black am)on mixed(22%
26%

36% M and 12% F. 90% 0
condoms. Three (2%) subjects, 2

heterosexualss, without contact wi I

ote:

ion. “1 is reaching non risk population for AIDS

Brazil. Preventive measures to avoid HIV infection are not widely
used by the population studied.

CHILEAN NATIONALFe TRNETWORK

Sénchez G.; Mufio: re L. o 6,
National Public RiteTretitetes“Zonttogo, Chile

Objetive: To stoblish the usefullnes of o national laboratory network on HIV
He and to show results obtained ot the national HIV reference Center.

hods: A questionair d Snracesrding €o its results, loborotories

Were classified in differents levels, depending on their implementation.

treining and resources were given when neede
Only one nationol H1Y reference center was stoblished ond all doubtful or
positive specimens must ent for.confirm on.

M.G.P.17

Results: The network is co nosed of 4 ublie and 23 private blood benk ond
Toborotories tn which AIV antibodies ‘eection. is performed with a monthly
average of 20.000 blood donner
874 samples were studi

1988 (Toble 1).

rs.
at the national HIV reference center from june, 1987

to )

Period Samples Positive S.
Ne ê

Negotive S._ __Indetermincte S.
2 %

june 87 188 100 108 57.4 7 . 1 0.53
Jan/Dec B8 216 160 92 42.6 106 49,1 18 a 3

Jel/Dse 88 470 100 16: 77 58.9 28
High risk groups distribution onone seroprevalences will be fully Siecussed.

‘ory network ollows proficency laboratory
limited recources, securing an- acepto-

ble quality standar diognosi

M.G.P.14 END OF HIV-1, HIV-2, AND HTLV-I IN
BRAZILIAN BISEXUAL MALES
Sertes.Eduardons Petels,Re*; Slamon,D.##;

Aboulafia, D.ns; Li, XL.*## and De
*Schoot of Medicine, Federal ‘University Janeiro,
Brazil, **#Univ-ersity of California at Los Angelos TEL U.S.A.,

#eeCedars Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeies, California, U.S.

Obisctive. To study the seroprevalence of HIV-1, HIV-2, and HTLV-
in bisexual mates from Rio de Janeiro, and their role in the

retrovirus transmission to the heterosexual community in Brazil.
sight bisexual males, recruited in gay bars and

clubs were interviewed for demographic information and practices
m i e tested for

,

cuits, Seroprevalence wa H

individual had antibodiss to“voth HIV-1 and HTLV-I. No HIV-2 was
found. Twent one men were prostitutes; 7 (33%) of these were
HIV-1 positive. 49% cf baeruals never used condoms. Median

number of artners/month was 19 (prostitutes) and 4 (non
prostitutes 60% of the se women.

No nt drug use was reported. Multivariate analysis of
ditterent. variables, was done using log linear models.
Conclusion. The studied bisexuals navea high HIV-1 and HTLV-1

seroprev:valence, and may be
between the homosexual and heterosexual communities in Br

xual partners were men and 40%

M.G.P.16 HIV-2 INFECTION IN PRENATAL WOMEN IN GUINEA-

BISSAU
Dias, F.*.; Teixeira

Goudiaby, J.M.*: Nauclér, A.** and Biberteid, G.**, *Laboratorio
Nacional de Saude Publica, Guinea-Bissau. ** National Bacterio-
logical Laboratory: Stockholm, Sweden.

- To determine the prevalence of HIV-2 infection among
antenatal vonen in various regions of Guinea Bissau and the rate
o ti

nat. capital Bissau and in
regional capitals andsera from children of seropositive mothers
were tested by HIV-25BL6669 ELISA. Positive sera were confirm
by Western blot

. 6,9% Of 1892 women in Bissau were HIV-2 seropositive.
1 1The HIV-2 seroprevalence ranged from 3,1 to 13,2% among wom

rious pa £ . The seropositivity rat
increased with age from 2,5% in 8 n 17 yea old to

, n n older 33 years. e 5 regional capitals
the seropositivity rates were 2,1% (5/237), 3,6% (9/253), 7,0
(18/258), 314 (5/245) and 3,‘ei (7/196). All of 9 children of
seropositi others follo:wed ujup for more than 12 months after

ereseronegative
. The seropositivity rate among prenatal women varied

considerabl between different parts of the capital and between
different regions. Follow-up of additional children which is in
progress will allow conclusions about the vertical tranenission

HIV-1 SEROPREVALENCE N RURAL ZATM.G.P.18 ing,WAM* and
nburgh, Edinburgh,

Scotland, **institut Medical Evangelique, Kinpese, Zaire.

Objective. To determine the seroprevalence of HIV-1 ina rural
area of Zaire

rt of an ongoingPerinatal study, based ata rural
reference hospital 220 km s-w Kinshasa, 1485 ant wome:
were screened for antibodies coHIV-1. Soreeninguae by Abbott
Recombinant HIV-
52/53 ELISA. 1000 blood dono:

Bioscience Latex Agglutination (LA) test, with EIA confirmation
: 48/1485 (3.2%) HIV-1 antibody positive

(HIV+). ‘tt women from distant large towns are excluded ther
ried from 14 to 48 years, with mean 26

yrs for bot - women were more often
jonogamous1 rried; HIV+ women, singl 0.01). Mean parity
(3) was the same for both groups. Educational level both HI
omen and th partners was h x error , p<0.01 respect-

e of chantfeurs or small business-
08.

+.
. The prevalence of HIV-1 infection in two asymptomatic

adult groups in this rural area oof Zaire is 2.9% of pregnant
women and 2.1% of blood donor:
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M.G.P.19 ATTHYUMareeINon BANKS,IN ECUADOR

one0, Mabe Sanchez, M. “sHepdotsa,
rere a, R. ; and Weitbauer,

"Ecuadorian Red cross,“quite, Ecuador,

Objective: To analyse the prevalence of HIV/l infection in voluntary blood
mors and other subgroups tested at the Red Cross Serology Laboratory in Quito.

: rme id
a

 

 

 

donors from Quito and 13 provincial citie pt. 198
on other subgroups of high and low-risk behaviors during 1988.
Res

ested Initial Repeat WB, Percent
Year {otood donors) Positive Positive Positive Positive

1986 6524 4 2 2 0.031
1987 20282 60 12 0 0.000
1988 25358 yu: 0 0.000
re 52164 80(.15%) 23(.04% 2 0.004
roup est L oS. 5. Pos. ‘os.

Military recruits 7187 3 0 0
other stitutionpersonel
Homosexuales, bisexueles 26** 15 15 57.1
Prostitutes 100 1 0 0

philiacs 57 1 1 0.6.
Sexual promiscuity 91 0 0 0
Intravenous drug addicts 3 1 1 33.3
 

Concluston:joerisk behavior groups as exemplefied by voluntary blood donors
tary recruits present with very low prevalance rates for

infection. Prevalannce is significantly high For homosexual and on males.
“patients referred for suspect HIV infection

ae ne7A VIH 1 EN GUYANE FRANCAISEM.G.P.21 D
Pradinaide 3 Levadoux, M.**; Fleury, Hervé J.A.**.

* Service de Dermato-Yereréologie, Centre Hospitalier ue Cayenne, Cayenne,
Guyane Française
“ Laboratoire deVirologie, CHR de Bordeaux et Université de Bordeaux II,

France.
sa“Évaluer la dynamique de l'infection à VIH 1 dans heswaneees
ethnies et selon les groupes 4 risques entre 1978 et 1987 en G
Franca
Méthodes. “a partir de 1985, des recherches sérologiques d‘anticorps anti-

pu étre entreprises par ELISA (ELAVIA Diagnostics Pasteur, EIA
Abbott}, et cor - Barré-Sinoussi, . ann, IP Paris)
puis par Western Blot {Diagnostics Pasteur). En outre, des sérologies rétros-
pectives (de 1978 à 1985) o être réalisées t
râce ] ue de l'Ins Pasteur de

s guyanais ; à partir de 1985,

ection chez des
“tavicumanes hétéro-

sexuels,
Conclusion. L'infection par le VIH 1 a débuté en Guyane dés 1979 chez les

ens pour diffuser ensuite aux autres ethnies et plus particulièrement
aux Créoles guyanais ; la voie majeure de contamination reste ]‘hétérosexua-
lité, les autres nodes d'infection étant rarement obse:

M.G.P.23 AN MORAL REVIEW OF HIV IN ZAMBIA.

Tembo, George ;Hira,s

University SiaeHospital ,Lusaka, Zambia.

Objective: To reviewepidentotogical studies onay and outline needs

and priorities for epidemiclogical researc!ch in

Methods: All epidemiological studies in Zambia àwere reviewed, Needs and

priorities were identified and out:

Results: The pre of HIV seroponittvLente,is 5-10% for blood donors,

10% in antenatal|women, 30-40% in STD dents O% in prisoners and

about 40%

 
 

th h IV are“aiacuesed.
In addition all other cnideniological sepecte of HV in Zambia

discussed.

The following areas have been identified for future research;

risk groups like prostitutes.

5 without spermicides.

s

4) Transmission of HIV in the heal

5) Sentinel surveillance of HIV infection in alleprovinces of the country.

6) Behaviorel and social science resear

Conclusion: Although the epidemiological trends of HIV in Zambia are

areas so as to give a clear understanding of the epidemic.

se da
with TB and a clinical picture eintior.to AIDS.

SEROPREVALENCE OF HIV-1, HIV-2, AND HTLV-1 IN MALE
PROSTITUTES IN Rio DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
ortes,Eduardos; R.#x#; Aboulafia, D.###;

M.G.P.20

Li,S.####; Slamon, D.##* and Ho 5Patel

University de Janeiro,

wUCLAD, U.S.A.
aexCedars Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, U.S.A.

Objective. study seroprevalence and transmission patserns of

Haat 1, HIV~ 2, and HTLV-I in sale prostitution areas in azil,

Methogs. Thir utes were recruited in prostitution

nm demographics and practices

questionnaire. Antibodies

against HIV-1, HIV-2, and TLV-I were tested by ELISA, and

ults. 64% of the prostitutes we (BS 36% were
homosexuals (HS) he number oFsexual partnere/sonth was 19 for

BS 64 feyonRe { neertive ü nal sex were

infection from the homosexual to the heterosexual populatio

wiv SERORREVALENCE IN EGYPT: A TWO AND A HALF YEAR
SURVET:
Goascantines NLA; Sheba, F.AA; Amer, H.**; Watts, Douglas’;

El-Be » H.**; Khashaba, S.**; et
*US naval Medical eters Unit KTWHO Collaborating|Center for AIDS),
Cairo, Egypt, *#M: of Health, Arab Republic of Egyp

objective To des the pravelence of ayeinfection snong nighrisk
groups, Foreigners, and blood donors in Egypt alf y
Methods. Fron i rough October 15,1988, 19,767"bloodsamples

were screen-
included: drug addicts, prostitutes,

patients vit! » biood product recipients, mental patients, travel-
ers, and contacce of infected persons. Foreigners and routine blood donore
were tested also. Sera which|reacted Tepentediya7 coumercial ELISAs were

M.G.P.22

 

 

western blot Pont) f
Rasulte. Of che 19,767 sere. 139 0.702)produsadFepeucedly reactive site
by ELISA. By western blot analysis, 69 were confirme HIV sero-positive

ee only 26 (.15%) of

: 0! .
), and blood product recipients: 17 (.08%). All

indi t risk groups.

 Conclusion. In this two and a half year RIV droneve including high risk
groups in Egypt, the prevapo of HIV confirmed possitive cages was
Sonalay low. Epidemiological data indicate that wes
since all 26 crieoveee were linked ¢

VMEDRS
HIV|expoaure abroad.

(Supported by NA Beth., Md, WU No. SM63105H29.AA.335.)

Prévalence: VIH et autres maladies
Prevalence: HIV and Other Diseases

M.G.P.24
Ke al.

*Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA., USA; **Centres Antituberculeux,

Abidjan; ***Inetitut Pasteur, Abidjan; “AtProjet Retro-CI, Abidjan

nivel. HIV-2|AND TUBERCULOSIS crIN ARIDIAN COTE D'IVOIRE
Miles*; Mamadou, T.**; Damet, Go***: De Cock, K.*et*;

Objective. To study the reationship between HIV-1, HIV-2 and clinical TB.

Methods. In 1987-88, 338 outpatients (all with sputua smears positive for
acid-fast bacilli) were clinically evaluated and tested for HIV-1 and HIV-2

by 5; Fepeatedly reactive specimens were confirmed by Western blot

a log-linear Tytestethe ay orannu 264 male TB

50 simil. ted na.
Results. For TB pacleats, 259(772%) wereSave, ENMirun HIV2+ and
30192) HIVI+2+. Age, nationality, marital status, and cation of AFB
did not differ by HIV seroatatus ratios were 2.6 for HIV-, 3.9 for

oux eenskin

8(6%) of 143 HIV-, 8(47%) of 17 HIVI+, 1(17%) of 6 HIV2+, and 7(39X) of 18
HIV1+2+ (<-001), tatus was significantly associated with TB
when compared to blood donors, 29(12%) va 4(3%) (p=.03); for HIV1+, 30€12%)
ve 12(8%) (pens); for HIV2+, 8(32) vsD (p=ns).

142+ seroreactivity is associated

Whether HIVI+2+ patiente are
dually infected rss te

HIV2+ and TB,

There was no association bet
the number of HIV2+ patients was small.
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HIV1 ET HIV2 PARMI LES TUBERCULEUX DU CENTRE
ET DU SERVICE DE PNEUMOPHYSIO-

M.G.P.25 ANTITUBERCULEUX
IE C,H.UE cocopy { ARR

GERSHY-D: G.M°, TRAOBE M. LOUOURTTAR s. ASSQA À.*,
EN. aROFFI K.", BRET SANGARE A."™, COULIBALY
HOUMAN A!

#.- Institut Pasteur de Côte d'Ivoire. mm. ntre Antitubercu-
leux Abidjan ###.- Centre Hospitalier universitaire de Cocody.
wann.~- Institut National de Santé Publique

Les virus HIV ont été mis en évidence en Côte d'Ivoire depuis
1986. La séroprévalence parmi les patients tuberculeux, a pu
être dé deux échantillons différents ; l'un cons-

erculose
pulmonaire grave nécessitant une hospitalisation dans un servi-
ce de pneumophysiologie.
Sur 316 malades du centre antituberculeux, on note 71 séroposi-

(22,4%) confirmés alors qechez les malades du cent:
hospitalier ynive sitaire, on 104 séropositits|(32,0%)

gs. Il re sort de cette étud taux de préva

aux Etats-Unis et en Afrique est retrouvée

  M.G.P.27 EARLY INFANT MEASLES: ASSOCIATION WITH MATERNAL HIV INFECTION
Joanne ; P Datt: 5; L Sekla*#**; M pres,

Kreiss*; J Ndfnya-Achola#*; Pl * et al. lash—
ington, Seattle Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya; *** U Menttoba, Hinnibeg,

Canada; **%* Middlesex Hospita

e immunization efforts, measles causes significant infant morbidity

ociation between al HIV

B ra fi a » 5 m
n
® a aa

@
o 5 = 5 he 2 S 5 a a 9 4 ~ 9 x oe ®

f 89 controls
hs. One died, 3

owed growth after measles, and 2 of 2

ibody response to measles, All participants\vere from lower
socio-economic Fanivies. No incresed exposure was seen in

developing measles (mean no. of household menbers was 3.6 via4.2 in other
HIV+ and 4.8 in HIV- fanilies, range 2-10). Two of ut
nd HAI whose infants had measles had either no or bo

measles at partuition; 14 of 1 ‘V+ and 18 of 19 HIV- mothers whose Tafante

ant t for other undetermined
measles in infants of HIV+ mothereàefore

ccina: epidemic accentuates the need for

measles vaccines which can be administered to young infants at an
earlier age.

M.G.P.29 HIV IN VARIOUS RISK COMMUNITIES IN THE NORTH EAST OF ARGENTINA
Fay,Oscar* **;Biglione,J**;Fernandez ,E** ;Galindez ,J**;

jgnino ,L** ;Navarret Ntet al
*Centro de qocnologia en "Salud POblicé Universidad Nacional de Rosario, *#*Comi-
té Prevenciôn SIDA (COPRES) Rosario >Argen:

Objective. To study HIV prevalence on various populations in the North East of
ina (NEA).

consultationarising à COPRES and samples sent£from the
idedbyby participant centers ogic

Ripka ELISAA andconfirmedmed thru IFA and W.B.
HV! prevalenc:

perfo:
Results. In the high-r: of 30

S|ofFe(17/82),
k group,our show

TVDA(219/736) ,8% in Fer(36/50),331 in femasuepates
artners of HIV+ femal 27)yin low-risk sub:

alyz
tients of a Psy atric clinic

ents(0/440) ,0. LAinorne S
alth care |workers, 116 Tuber-

udie: :1)regarding serologic prevalence,the
within”TRACT)ithe homosexual group shows

in posttivenesspr ps to their growing trus
in privacy cy andaccordingly, their more frequent spontaneous
tations ;3)for likerireasons the number of spontaneous visits of prostitutes is
remarkable as well as a positive Percentage of 2.3% for the last quarterlyy pe-
riod;i#)followed up couples where of the members was positive enabled re

both types £ transmission,i.e., male-female and female-male.

1002

ed patients(5/168), 0.ot in in-

t as the system gains
consul-
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TUBERCULOSE ET INFECTION A VIH A BOBO-DIOULASSO
(BURKINA FAS!
Malkin, J.£.* ; Prag » Th.”; Simonnet, F.**
‘raore, E.*%* ; Tiendrebesno, a. RkRK ; Dublanchet, A.*
borne, B.* ; "Vincent-Ballereau, F.* ; Lafaix, Ch.*.

**GEER, Bobo-Dioulasso (Burking Faso) e!

M.G.P.26

Villeneeuve St Georges (France)
* Service de lutte antituberculeuse, Bobo-Dieulasso. *** Direction provin-

ciele de la aaieay~~-Dioulasso. **** Comité National de lutte contre
le SIDA, Cuagadou

jectif : Ev.Matin du taux de séropositivité de l'infection à VIH dans une
population de tuberculeux au Burkina-Faso.
Méthodes : Un éc!chantillon de 96 tabercules traités a ahépital de Bobo-

en ELAVIA 1 20

“aéruns positifs par
NB).pourv confirmatiaon.la méthode été testés

Résultats : 20 sujet ont êté positifs en ELISA. 12 ont eee confirmés en
: 8 VIH-1 ; 1 VIH-2 ; 3 doublement positifs VIH-] et VIH-2. 5 sujets

Positite en ELISA ne présentaient pas, en WB, les critères de positivité
pour VIH-2 et/ou vie-2.
Conc1usion : 12,5 Z de la population étudiée s'est révélée positive e:
VIH-1 et/ou VIH-2. cette étude confirme la séroprévalence élevée des VIH
chez les tuberculeux en Afrique et incite 4 poursuivre le dépistage pour les
deux virus dans cette régio: 

M G P 28 SPECIFIC ANTIBODY RESPONSE TO PLASMODIUM FALCIPARUM
. SCHIZONTS IN ZAMBIAN CHILDREN RIVINFECTION

THEIR HOSPITAL CONTROLS
Roa Musonda Le, Troptoal Diseases Research Contre, Ndola,

Objective; To gooemand compare the specific anti 19G antibody response
sn malaria in tinfielder wtihEY

the age of 1 month to & yeare presenting tome suggestive
of AIDS or ARC and ond negative hospital controle

teated for the presence of spectfic anti igG anttbodtea eum

out off point for positivity wae titres 1180,
Resulte, The prevalence of antibodies to P.fa

tioally eigndfioantat the 5% level
ofe antibodies to Plasmodiun

Between 1 and & yeare in both HIV positive ve © .
Conclusion: There was no apparent failure of the menoral domme reeponee

 deloiparen malaria in infants and©children under five years
eymptomepresen suggestive of AIDS o:

M. G.P.30 THE IMPRINT,OF APARTHEID ON HIV/AIDS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
’Meara, Dan®*  *McGill Centre for Medicine, Ethics

and La Dee du Québec à Montréal Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Qbiective. To identify gen and unique socio-economic, legal and political factors in Southern
Africa which may peculiarly affect the.impact of and strategies to prevent HIV/AIDS amongst the
110-120 million inhabitants of the

view of applicable medical‘and social science literature and analysis of socio-politicalG
conditions iin11 Southern African countries,

1. ta on the incidence and impact o HIV/AIDS iin Southern Africa are “woefully
incomplete". *() Available data indicates uneven Seroprevalencebebetween countries, with highest
rates (up to 21%) in northern Southern African states. (c) A ward migration” of pattern II
HIV/AIDS from Central Africa is reported. @lInSouth ‘Africattwo HIV/AIDS epidemics are

idetitie(pattern 1 torwhites, pattern I for bi

2. id, internationally condemned as an ilites al system, allows the political, social and/or
Éonumieaion of the frican subcontinent by a racial minority. It engenders
throughoutSouthern Africa various socio-political features relevant to the HIV/AIDS epidemic: (a)
regional economic dependence on South Africa reproduces underdevelopment in black states; (b)
significant flows of temporary migrant labour to and within South Africa skew rural/urban gender
ratios, nine family units and foster sexual practices conducive toihe sprea STDs; (c)

inequitable distribution of wealth producessocial conditions which en
controllable diseases; (d) acute political tension andsocial unrest inhib flows of data

E

rwise
andthe diffusion and credbility of offiicial information, (e) sustained Sou lestabilization
has damaged or destro: social, civil and econo ructures in Done‘lack states;(1)(f)

€ populaforced removals in South Africa andrefugeeHight jinthereregion have producedmassi
displacements; ®. medical and social si in South rica are provided on @ racially

discriminatory basistp South ‘Africa hasàaàhistoryof official denial of other morbidities.
rint of apartheidonmntheHWV/AIDS ep:idemic {a) fosters¢conditions certain to

accelerate!the heimp of HIV/AIDS mpac n raciallyse populations; (b)
make tremely uinlikely that anaaviealprofileTHHIV/All cannbé developed: (c)
seriouslyimpairsrepregional capacities to implement and deliver strategiesPos effective HIV/AIDS

tion a
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M.G.P.31 AUS IN THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES ; 4 CHOMEDICAL STUDY M.G.P.32

Dr.S.fhansusanengnn *, Dr.P.T.K.Subramanian ##
-àPepertæent ofFrane MadMadurei Kanaraj University,Madurai-625002,
** Department of Medicine, Madurai Medical College, Madurai-625020,Indie

ae oie tneBiggest health protien and there 1s yet no curativeve drug
or protective -vaccine available to combat AIDS. AIDS infection became
penienic bythe mide to late 1970 2 and it was aileut and unnoticed. The

an atteapt to analyse the spatialdistribution of
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T.G.P.1 aINTERNATIONAL amps ACTIVITIES oe THE UNITED STA’
athryn 8.*

 ni an:
‘if BG combat the international HIV epidenic.

8G ssenciee known to be involved in internatio:

neien were surveyed concerning present and projected activities and
 
RESULT: The resulting database contains descriptions and budget 

8 am re are
presently six agencies engaging in internetional ams activities: four in
HAS represent roughly 632% of the FY89 budget, while A.I.D. and the

34% and 3% renpectively- postly aon
worldwide or regional focus and rhe emainder a

re ie
ay and surveillance represent another 342.

is increasingly active in international efforts to
e AIDS epidemic. During FY89 the U.S. governne plans to spen

almost ac much on AIDS as it hae done in all of t S previous three years
encies involved in these efforts tnclugde both those with

domestic and 8 foreign policy focus. The geographical distribution roughly

parallele the prevalence of HIV infection.

PRIORITIES FOR HIV EPIDEMIOLOGICAL RESEARCh

Tam Marc Nkowaane, BensBint tuum, Richard; Bras, Paul; Beausolei1,€:
i Heyman

Regtfont"Office for atria.and Office of the Director, Global Programe

on AIDS, World Health Organization; Geneva, Switzerland and Brazzaville, Congo

Objective: To identify research priorities andmethodologies for the study of the

epidemiology of HIV infection in sub-Saharan A
Me: a ttees and rereareh

T.G.P.3

institutions were visited in 3) si
s in order to identify AIDS-related research S and.Tab

oratories presently supportingAIS research. Pr:

oratories were then interviewe: yr invest:

identified from the computerized inventory, their collaborators from developed countries

and other international experts in AIDS epidemiology and research methodology were invited

to participate.
Results: Over 400 AIDS-related research projects were identified in sub-Saharan Africa.

Systematic review of the objectives and methodologies of these studies as well a

methodologies and results of AIDS research previously reported in the literatures ita
to identification of incomplete areas of yesearch. Research approaches and methodologies

Suited to address se areas were ide
Conclusions: While over 400 ArOS-related|research projects are currently being conducted

in sub-Saharan Africa, several prior reas for AIDS related epidemiological research,

especially in the epidemiology of ares,urgently require attention.

 

 

T G P 5 THE INTERNAT WORKING GROUPON AIDSAND IVDRUG US!

Mules Deo Jariain, D C*; Friedman, 8 R *; °° et al.
* State of New York Division of Substance Abuse Services, NY, USA, “Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc.,

NY, USA.

ives; To provide timely th y makers the Intemational Working

on AIDS & IV Drug AIDS and WDeDrug

Use in Newark, New Certerear at ne cyamational Conference on AIDS the Firat

Annual ing was rad and the goals of
Method: in late 198 i 1g Abuse (USA)

S IV Drug Use ha
strategies ss = meansofexcexchanging information. Anny Newsletter provides a

forum for communication, In additl

researchers including: (1) @ data base describing current research turvey instruments and

ane {2) a quick retrieval file of published abstracts, (3) a data base containing lagisiation, policy

esentations and publications, (4) an intemational file containing reports, policy papers,

more than 30 journals, books, conferen
flesuhs: The

developed the following

c@ presentations, reports, and un)unpublishedpes

Approximately new memi

text records. All the data bases are operational

1989 snd the Abstract File available by Summer 1989, Pri

bibliographic os requests per month from researchers, policy makers and treatment molle

ing in W
AIDS &

for towInvolved In AIDS ane Weeuse At the Conference we will report on the progress of these

databases and future projects ui leration.

1004

T.G.P.2 THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF AIDS IN THE AMERICAS
Ronald x. St. John, iaureen Clifford,

rnando R. carias
Pan Anerican Health organtrarion, WED. hagional Office for the Americas,

Washington, D.C. U.S.A.

Objective. To deacribe the epidemiclogy of AIDS in the Western Hemisphere.

tMethods, Since 1983, the Pan American Health Organizact n has carried ou
surveilla for rterly data are : d to assess tre and

define the epideniological profile of the disease in the Am
Besults. of 30 December 1988 a total of95,881 cases and 31,901 deaths

been reported in the Americas. Four countries, the Unit tates,

and Haiti, account for 95% of all reported canes. Excluding
the United$States and Canada, the rema.

eases. Only two countries, the ease Virgin Island:
yet to report a single case of AID: FNinfection:
millionnepulation by subregion and De r

4 demonstrate that the entire Caribbean area

 

te: iS. fon, male case ios reveal t erns o
disease: (1) the honosexual/bisexual pattern with ery high male to female

se ratio, sue jor most th American countries
id 2) a second pattern of male to female case ratios of less

han 3:1, 6geating increasing heterosexual traneaiasion in a number of

Caribbean and Central American countries.
ion. These and other preliminary sexoprevalence data (tronpeeaeer

subregional differences as well as rapidly changing patterns (from rm I
to pattern II) in the epidemiology of AIDS and HIV infection in theMinerices.

T.G.P.4 DONCR O7 HERIV BEIDEMIC! RESOURCE

Kalen.Gabor!Jotmecn, bigiovarna Ty toring K; Sivertson K.
Me Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Mary: USA

feopleatemergencydurant,02) Sypetientawith ioe RD Infection.ED 9 = 3
Das en cobiected tromreview of on all patients with known

HIVnierveo elDepat,Se of the àa4
: There were ED 164patients with diagnosed HIV
a these,Sicarzied8dingineis of AI. Of the 256 visits,

130 (51% ions. The most commn complaints were (25%),
faves! (25%);malaise (18%), and chest pain (14%). ‘Me mst Tetances
were PCP infectious nairplogical Alsarders, (138) otherpremenias
Gad mpalsfer6%). Of the visits from patients who had a source

occurred during times when these sources were unavail-
ieavà27/2Patients were more likely to have inadequate or no in-
rareoù to the generalmTemergency population (ŒR=2.4; p<.01).
patients that à le aeofanubsswareregularlyfelons (Oe2-1,

te oF no, insurance ComerA Sener warereguiarly20 lowed (OR=2.1,
Based on Illness Sevari:

Po. sicker and were thus more likely to result in admissions visits

rereitsDE F sitePaurarceLSand notiliness payor status pin = oihout. insurance

ea
e

T.G.P.6 SEROSURVEILLANCE OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) INFEC-
TION IN TRIBAL PORULATION OF ANDAMAN-NICOBAR ISLANDS, INDIA.

Pr. Seth,Manas Mukherjee,I.C.Verma,R.Elango,S.Mathew

Department of Microbiology and Paediatrics,All India Institute of Medical
Sciences; Ansari Nagar, New Delhi. INDIA
The group of Andaman-Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal is inhabitated by

ribes. Efforts are bei: these tribes in the main str.
eam of the nation. Total population of two of the tribes, 3 On-
ges is 32 & 105 respecti + Population these tribes is gradually dwind-
ling. They have a high incidence of tube: and ski fections. À sur-
vey for viral antibodies rev: hat more than 90% of two of tribes,

have anti © Measles virus,Polio virus and Rubella
virus. In addition 65-75% have antibodi fi type 2.
Therefore, to whet! s have been posed to HIV,32 sera from

s have been tested for MVL antibodies by
competitive ELISA(Wellccoyme)?“The positive serum samples were confirmed by
Western blot (Du Pont)
It was served s and 1 Onges ) were found positive by
competiti By Western blot none orthesera verefofound positive ac
ording totthe ecriteria laid down by Cel Fol. However,one

run sample strongly positive forranti-p-24 antibodies only. The dat
suggest that though there is no indi Of HIV-1 antibodies in these sera
they should be tested for HIV-2 int otherretero viruses
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MGHIV AND HTLV-I INFECTION AMONG HOMOSEXUAL AND
ICA

andaBlattner,WA.
*National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, **Univ. of the W.
Indies, Kingston, Jamaica, ***Min. of uesith, Kingston, Jamaica

Objective. To evaluate prevalence and risk
infection with HIV and HTLV-I in Jama

factors for

. 8/8 ugh 1/86, 125 homosexual or bisexual men
had ELISA/Western blot for HIV/HTL and questionaire data

uits. 1 ( were seropositive for HIV and 6 (5 %) for
LV-I; one n had possible co-infection with HIV and HTLV-I.

Sexual conta men .S.A. wa c nm, and was
weakly associated with HIV infection (p=0. The nedian
n omosexual partners was 12 per year (range 0-135) and
ag: of partners per year was associated with HIV
sevcponitivity (p=0.01). Lymphadenopathy was ide ded in
several HIV seropositives. For LV-I there were n Lous

not significantly higher than that of heterosexual men

men s that secondary infection of female sexual partners
may occur

Th G P. 3 aMINPECTION AMONG PROSTITUTES AND TRANSVESTITES
ULF. AZIL

aati.Francisco.Hideo; Lima, J.N.; Abreu, W.B.;
Monteiro, D.T.; Pav: Pedro, R.J. et al.
UNICAMP, Campinas, Sao Paulo, ‘prazil.

During 1988 HIV testing was done among prostitutes and
tranvestites who spontaneously reported to a alth clinic
located in the prostitution area in Campinas, woutheastern

i the ELISA (recombinant DNA)

X were male and 79%
ax were 20 to

reported IV drug use ret 42 individuals re tested by
ELISA (@ samples) and WB; 7% had antibodies by beth methods
and did not have antibodies by both methods, showing a

The
The Overall

of HIV antibody positive individuals in th

population studied was

PREVENTIVE INTERVENTION FOR HIV IN STD CLINICS IN ZAMBIA.

Hira,Subhash*; Matondo,P.*

University Teaching Hospital, Lusaka, Zambia.

Th.G.P.5

Zambia is the only sub-saharan African nation with a STD control programme.

It was launched in 1980 and has expanded to include a network o
clinics providing standardised treatment, contact tr

surveillance. The male:female attendance rati
to 2:1 in 1987, The prenatal syphilis screening and treatment programme
introduced 4 1984 has reduced seroprevalence of syphilis in pregnant women

7t in 1 .

h seroprevalence of HIV among STD attendees, it is single, eawith hi
accessible target population where health education, gounse]1ing and onlon
promotion can be highly successful in reducing H smission
Conclusion. Other nations can benefit from this model programme “ko establish
similar programmes and introduce preventive intervention for HIV.

1016

Th.G.P.2 RISK FACTORS FOR HTLV-! INFECTION IN PREGNANT
HAITIAN WOMEN

*; Holt, E*; Wiktor, S**; Boulos, R***; Biattner, W**;

*Johns Hopens Universi.aps. MD; **National Cancer Institute, Bethesda,
MD; ***Centers for H and Development, Port-au-Prince, Haiti

Objective. To identify factors associated with HTLV-I infections in pregnant Haitian
men.

Methods Pregnant Haitian women were screened for HTLV-I, (ELISA and Wb) HIV-
and syphilis.

. Ot 2070 women,oot3%) were seropositive for HTLV-1. Seroprevalence
rates increased with a:age m 2.3% |inwomen14-19 years oldto 8.4% in women
over 34 years Réerosslon lependent associations
alcohol consumption (OR= 5.2;B5%CI et2,23.73.2), HIV-1 Seoposty (OR=37,7, ante
Cl=2.1:8),ensmoking (OR=2.1Sets and age > rs (OR= 2.0,95%
On 3.9),HTLHTLV.a seropositive wom n did not ddiffer from seroregate women

A ;ocioeconomic status, syphilis serology or prior use ofamy
marta Otherpote risk factors,N drug use and transfusions,are not prevale:
in this populat

increasing seroprevalence rates with age and the association
HIV-1 seropositivity suggest that HTLV-I isstransmitted through sexual contact in this
popuiuation.As 0our studies of HIV-1 risk factors also demons! , an ass ion

seropositivity and smoking. We have undertaken additional studies
in this ODUION to determine the basis of this association.

Th.G.P.4 SEAMEN: A RISK POPULATION FOR RIV INFECTION?
nes Cornejo. Nénica; Jerez, R. and Casanova, D.

University of Valparafso, Valparaiso, Chile.

Valparaiso {principalporport ofile) 3/30 HIV infected peo —
ple had heteroverual merchant had transaitted the in-

fection to ir wives.
Objective. To determine if merchant seamen could be a risk group for

the propagainfection and a factor in tion to the female population in Chile.
ni:

taneously blood vas r HIV Ab ‘termination (Or, }.
sults. The e 36.7 ye . 75 hi. level scho

larity. In the last five years, 64.6% had frequently travelled ab:

e
8 behaviour and use of * Anti and HIV Antigen was not de-

Conclusion. oiinfection was not demonstrated in this study, er the

high frecuency of sexual contact with differen’oar foreign prostieutesmsmay be a

risk factor forthis group and their female

Facteurs de risque Hés aux MTS(partie 2)
STD Risk Factors (Part 2)

DETECTON. OF_HIV-1 FROM FILTER PAPER BY
Th.G.P.6 YMERASE CHAIN R ION (PCR).

.; Marlink R.; Kanki P.; Essex M.
of Public Health Boston, MA USA.

Objective: To determine the sultability of collecting whole blood specimens on filter paper for
HIV-1 DNA detection by PCR.

Babies born to HiV-1 seropositive mothers may carry anti HIV-1 antibodies which may have
been transferred across

nt, one mustether isolate HIVweycocukivation or demonstrate viral DNA to determine
the actual fection of the newhom. a newly developed method which enables
detection of a minute amount of DRAC

BI from known HIV-1 seropositivepat nts and known controls was collected by

ampiiication by FOR. Fo was performed using
LTR regions. The PCR product was dot-blotted and hybridized
these three regions. Results were compared to HIV-1 DNA isolated from infacted tissue
cultures.
 vepee

paper trom ‘1 seropositive patients. eng this technique we have been abie to detect the
presence orHV viral DNA in minute quantities of blood.

eaeHiv-1 tyPCR,from whole blood collected on filter paper can be
le diagnosis of HIV-1 in situations where (1)Pertormed effectivel: late

storage of blood maybegiaout le. in developing countries and/or (2) when the
amount of blood available is very small, i.e. in newborns.
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Approche Communautaire de la Lutte Contre le SIDA en Haiti =
W.G.P.31 Gabriel A. THIMOTHE, Programme National de Lutte contre le W.G.P.32 THE FAMILY AND CARE-GIVING IN UGANDA

fort-au-Prince, 4 . Maxine Ankrah*, Monica Lubega, Stephen Nkumbi; “Department
f Social Work a nistrationTe University, Kampala, Uganda.,

‘Le SIDA, pnénoméne biologique modifiant l'intégrité moléculaire de ta cellule
humaine, est aussi un problème social aux incidences morales, économique:
et culturelles non négtigea!bles

s pays en voie de développement comme Haiti. confrontés at insuffisance
des services sanitaires de qualité, 1a marginatite ¢ ‘un large secteur d
populations|et surtout à un taux élevé d'anaïphabétisme, l'actionn participative

le la c auté, renforcée par une intégration maltisectorielle dyna
semble etre là méthode d'approche la plus efficace et la mieux adapt e. ta

ructure janisationnelle

écrits, les conférences, les spots
les forums populaires, le porte-a-porte et les rencontres avec Jes leader:
naturels.
Les médecins traditionnels, les sagesfemmes et le prêtres vodou participent

motivation sur
l'éducation et la prévention tandis que des boys-scouts et des agen s €
naut:taires aident à réaliser des séances éducatives à l'occasion des fêtes
patroi
Cetteperspectie d' ue participation consciente et volontaire des diverses

S de la ion est l'une des demarches tendant à relever un
grandSaertnational: Epargner le paysFée Ja destruction de sa jeunesse et de
sa force productive du travail par une évolution anarchique du SIDA.

  

Counseling Center, University Hospital, Ki

Objective: To examine the ways that AIDS wasret nforcing as well aspchanging
he di ies toward sick mem

ations of 40 families riod.
Results: Rural populations de not admit having seen AIDS patients, or accept
that their relatives suffer from the di s of
some other disease of witc!rer
atives.
who infected the patient should gi
able man, ertners.
seen bd affecting heaviest the poor who cannot afford treatment for nee
vices and hospitalization of relatives, governament must support fami ties
ith AIDS cases, The extreme measures reconmended included the guarant-

ining of persons found to
Conclusion: Increased
populations,
indicated.

e .
support of community based efforts to educate rural

the majority, and to identify local sources of family support
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W.6.P.25 MALE BISEXUALITY AND AIDS, PRESENT STATUS AND PERSPECTIVES IN
MEXICO
Garcia tzazole JA. Valdespino JL*, Magis C*, Omelas G*,
Uribe P*, Sepulveda J!
* Directorate of Epidemiology, Ministry of Health. Mexico

o define the Sociodemographic pote,Cost practices and HIV infection
Prevalenceia bisexual men who attend an in Mexico

A survey which included HIV test was done in 1878 homosexual and bisexual men, who

lanuary to Deceimber, 1988,
men, (44%) declared having had sexual reiations exclusively with men (H), 945

alnm ( homosexu: at one sexual partner

annre lastaemonths.ou 813 (88%) of bisexuai men had et least one y durii
ul of fees 373 (46%) hed only male sexual dui the last six

Provins ves*‘howe:Te 35%; B; 28%; Ha 34%; Ba 27%; Hna 43%; 1%;
Bamf 23%; Saf 21%. 88% of itive subjects were in clinical atage Il, 12% were in {il

none in (V. B had fewer school years, belonged hi dren.
Frequency si heterosext Pr wi Mono 7% {Baf), anal coi ith women
was most frequent in Bamf (43%), STD ware|most in Ha (66%), and Ba (68%). Passive
anal ooitus (OR:1.5-6.1), rectal douches (en783SID (OR:1.0-1.8), and increasing

rs (p<.05) we: Vi ion in al
5 Bisexuality “a Latin Amaraans has different pater than in other
cukhures andve modified the mioiogical pattern of HiV infection. Results hat bisexual
Practices are frequent, risk practices associ: to HIV seropositivi re simliar to the ones
described M homosexuals. While heterosexual"pacs conetiureprotective factors for
bisexual men, they represent a risk of transmission to their heterosexual pariners.

HIV SEROPREVALENCE SURVEY AMONG HIGH RISK FEMALES AT

Gachihi, G. S.*; Addon, 5.85
W.G.P.27

Mueke, iF.'M.#*; Mandalya, K. N.%+; Mupate, E.*
#Kenya Medical Research Institute; *#Ministry of Health; tekpublic Health
Depa: of Mimbasa Municipality

bijective:ro assess the prevalence” and distribution of HIV infection
Mombiamong prostitutes a

Method: °366 high risk females working in bars as barmaids,sysolicitingfor

report to
Mileat the

el amples
ood sera was later separate: t Coast"General

ELISA)hospital Laboratory, Mombasa Enzyme Linked Tranpeorbent“hecey (
eadchineth anonatas oes A written questionnaire was administered

uestions and rats in forms.
Resultssit“144 6C39.34 itive for HIV; 80/366(21. 86%

| s) for PLs; neveALES"positive for both HIV hilisive
ECtres 11%) were positive for syphilis alone and 112/366 (30.Sahad HIV

Conctasion: The HIV infection among high risk females in Mombasa is
definitely high and there is urgent need to organise counselling sessions
for the patients.

W.G.P.29 x1v-1 PREVALENCE IN NATROBI SENTINEL POPULATIONS.
reAcholaJackoniah 0.*, Datta, P.*, Waiyaki, P.**,

Costa, L.J.***, Ronald, A.R.****#, Pluamer, F.A.*, anne,
*University of Neieohi, Nairobi

nstitute, Nairobi, Kenya, €

aaeeUniversitty of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

To monitor the rat:Objective.
on:

e of change in HIV-1 in at-risk populations
since the et of the epléente at thi ng e decade.

Methods. Data acruing f all the studies related to sexually t
mitted diseases (STD) RIV ed under th ices of the World

Health Organization collaborative centre for research a raining
‘tment

bo
e t of Microbiology, University of Natrob fron 1980 to

1988 were reviewed. populations studied inneluded
attending an STD se pregaant women

in one Beographically defined area of Nairobi.
Results. HIV seropositivity (HIV+} rates increased from O0 to 24% in STD

argest increase occurring in men with chan-
HIV+ increased from 3% to 80%. HIV+ in

preguant women increased from 0 to 3.7%.

men
rt of prostitutes living

Conclusion. HIV infection rate is spreading most rapidly in the Nairobi

populations with the rise sexual activity. À slow but steady increase
in prevalence of HIV+ in pregnant women suggests substantial spread to the
general population.

1014

Épidémiologie
Epidemiology
W.G.P.26 Tea SEROPREVALENCE IS INCREASED AMONG THOSE

IG AT LOW ALTITUDE IN JAMAICA
Murphy, Edw:araLe; Maloney, E.*; Figueroa, J.P.%*; Gibbs, W.N.
*#*%; Holding-Cobham, M.**; Cranston, B.*#*; Blattner, W.Alt .
aNational Cancer Institute, Bethesda, USA, **Min. of Health,
Kingston, Jamaica, ***U. of the W. Indies, Kingston, Jamaica.

Obiective.fo determine denographic and geographic determinants
ic virus type I (HTLV-I) seroprevalence in

we measured RONantibodies
OG Jamaican w

Results. I seroprevi nce = a
dependent, rising from 1.9% (ages 10-19) to 9.0% (ages over 70)
in m nd from 2.0% 10-19) to 18.6% (ages over 70
women. en were more be seroposit. in m
(adju a odd: atio .23). Black men had marginally higher
HTLV-I seroprevalence (M-H 8 = 0.06), but black women
had i prevalen om of other races. Current
residence at altitudes ofess than 1 fee: (p = } and

ei ngsto!
01) significa:only) (p nt ris fa N=I

sonobitivity, astervetratification by age and gen
Conclusion. Older age, ender andbiack raceFare known
risk factors for HTLV-I infection in emic areas. Higher
HTLV-I prevalence jin those residing|at Tow elevation suggests
transmission by an environmental - by arthropods

W.G.P.28 PREVALENCEOFHIV-1] ANTIBODIES IN STD es
Hailu Kefenie*; Bekure, D.*; Seifu, M.*; Zewdis,

Armed Forces Hospital, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
** National Research Institute of Health, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,

Objec: To determine the prevalence HIV-1 antibodies
in patente with STDs attending one of the clinics in Addis Ababa,
Ethiop: Metthods, Sera from 500 consecutive STD patients (496 males
and 4 females) were examined for the presence of HIV-1] antibodies.

 
 

¢ serological tests were carried out by ELISA (Wellcozyme)
and confirmed Western Blot (Biorad),
Results. Of the 500 tested 60 (12%) were HIV-1 antibody positive.
The prevalence HIV-1 antibodies varied w:ithin type of STD:
STD diagn No. of patients HIV-1

Gonorrhea 194 17 8.8
Chancroid 85 16 18.8
Nongonococcal uretheritis 117 5 fe
Lymphogranuloma venerum 21 3 14.3

 Conclusion. The prevalence of HIV-1 infection among STD patients
is 12%. This infection rate is higher than that of blood donors
a.1.65)‘but lower than figures for prostitutes in Addis Ababa
us.

W G P. 30 HIV ANTIBODY STING AT AN AL‘ TIVE TESTI:
ur.

feoh EK, Lam WY, Leung FY, Ho YF, Lee YR
RIBSCounselling and Health Educetion Service, Hon

Method: The AIDE Counse}lingand Hea.ithEaucation Service was Setablisneaedin
November 1985 and provide jonymous onfidential BIVantibod test for
individuals at risk of RIYsineeceion. anthe cliente wer to discuss
their at risk behaviour priate counselling givVen.
Result: Up to the end of|DecbePies, a total of.2,783 individuals agreed

ive HIV antibody featsng and 7 were found to be seropositive.

Ltesult of Biv Antibody|Testing
Risk gEcoup o. tes Jo. +ve {3
Homo, sexual - Total 302 .

Chinese 264 5 (1.98)
Non-Chinese 38 2 (5.38)

Heterosexual - Chinese 2010 0
Non-Chinese 270 Q

IV Drug Abuser ~ Ghinese 62 0
on-C 0

otal of 126 tndiviguels requested HIV antibody testinad because of
various”forms ofeomeact witth known Hiv7infected indivi ualsa on one
homosexual partn: carrier wa: o be seropos

Fi "No.nested No. +ve à

3 0

Em of contact
aie SeXUA. partner

Male heterosexual partner
Female heterosexual partner 6 0
Health care worker 84 9
peresehold contact 28 0
w up H: ntibody e performed far 82 seronegative

homos,exesia’and 263.heterosexusle.after a median period of8.7 months
(0.9739-32.38)ond|5:=months|LE=-32)respectively and only one homosexual

ion af
conclusionshePrevvalenceSenav tateetion in le of homosexuals in Hong
Kong ranged from 1.9-5.3%, being higher in ‘non-Chinese.The prevalence in the

ronexual -population-is -below-0. SR
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W.G.P.19 case CONTROL STUDY OF HIV POSITIVITY AMONG MALE
INTRAVENOUS DRUG ADDICTS (IVDA) IN BANGKOK.
-Vanichseni*, ri ' arasewi**,W.Pokapanich-

wong*#**,D.Taylor***#,K.Choopanya* , Bangkok Metropolitan Administra«
tion,**Div.Epid.,Min.Pub.Hlth.,***Prog.Approp.Tech.Hlth.,****Armed
Forces Res.Inst.Med., Thailand.

Objective. To determine risk factors for HIV infection in an ex-
plosive epidemic among Bangkok IVDA.
ethods. July 1988,452 male IVDA registered at 6 detoxification

clinics consented to be interviewed and give a blood le
Results. 4 were HIV+.Compare Oo HIV- controls,no relationship

fusion, history of STD or other sexual variables.Associated wit
HIV+ status were 1.Injecting in company with others,OR 1.9(95CL
1.1-3.2),2.Sharing injection equipment,OR 2.6(1.5-4.4),3.Sharing
same "load",OR 3.2(1.7-6.0),4.Injecting seller's house,OR 1
(1.0-2.3),and 5.Time in jail,OR 1.5(1.0-2.2).Only sre_
mained significant after multivariate analysis.Compared

18% of subjects),those with characteristics 2. through
ative OR of 14.9.

" sharing behavior led to an increase
oO) less than 1% Decem-

x 1968. An interven-

 
in fiTvs aoa

1987 to 16% in
tion effort to change drug use behavior is underw:

W G P. 21 fat ANTIBODIES IN MALE AND FEMALE STREETWALKERS IN BUENCS a CITY.

tare, See Zarste, M; Boxaca, M*; Martinez Peraîts, L°®
ee

Mufiz Hospital; “Department of ictabiology, Scheol of Medicine, Buanos Aires. Argentina.

Objective. To determine the prevalence of HIV infection among prostitutes in Buenos Aires City.

Methods. A group of 190 male and female prostitutes logically between Septen-

ber14 3, 1988 foree T. pallidum infection. Prostitution is not legal in Bue-

nos Ares City. The popula! studied was overnight in their activities as

in

‘Of s! ser: .
‘anging in age from 18 (median

rom 18 to 3? (median

«34 for males). pe

coup consisted of 1727female prostitutes r

28 years) and 7mie prostitutes Fanging in age

were oposd,
vity was equally distr: ative. tion studied 4.5%

lated a history of IVDA, 2% of the HIV-positive and 3% of theire streetwalkers
were OA At the tim of writing only 15% of the group went to the Hospital to pick up the

Celaia.a Buenos Aires City s prevalence of 33% for HIV and 42% for syphilis wes found

ers. For female streetwalkers the prevalence was ebout 6% for HIV and

21% for sis The female prostitute is a important group to study for understan-

ding of hetercsexual’ spresd of HIV in Buenos Aires City.

W.G.P.23 TENDENCY OF ANTI HIV ANTIBODIES IN MASCULINE HOMOSEXUALS
ve DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS IN GUADALAJ Sco.

Viz wez-Vatls ei Torres-Hendoza, 8.7andPauregut =-Rios, M.*
*Instituto de Patoiogta y Experimental "Dr. Feo. Ruiz Sanchez" de
Ja Universidad de Guadalajara»quavalajara, Jalisco,

Objective. Teete the prevalence of anti HIV antibodies among
omosexuals of Guadalajara mythethe last Five yeeyéars. the mle homosexual

Methods. Five samples chosen by ston ail technique
1 ows: during 1984 { ne23)s 1985 Rai1986 Tne22e), 1987

anti HIV antibodies were ascertaine:

male

e ELISA assay and confirmed b: and or .
suits. The seroprevalence obtained was as follows:

85 986 1987 1988 TOTAL
x n nn 4% n 1

POSITIVES 4 17.3 62 23.1 65 28.7 72 30.2 97 29.8 300 27.8

NEGATIVES 19 82.7 206 76.9 161 71. 3 166 69.8 228 70.2 780 72.2

TOTAL 23 100.0 268 100.0 226 100.0 238 100.0 325 100.00 1080 100.0

The range of age of the sample were from 14 55 years with an average of

30.2. oF the £0tal 27.ot were positive, making|an average of 25.8% of the

sample analized. There ifferences nrween the results of the

confirmatory and screenrests a in this study.
Conctuston: ae number of ¢ sexual population are apparently

ably this is the beginning oftheir decrease, and the increase
ofthe ensuite {in the heterosexual and pediatric group, as observed in the

t of the

SEXUAL BENAVIOR AND PERCEIVED RISK FOR AIDSW.G.P.20
ARONG BANK EMPLOYEES AND SPI IN KINSHASA

+, ppagne À *++, Hassig ae,
Piripiri Lb #, Bertrandd WE +,e8, Kushala TD «

 

* Zaire ool ofSch ab. ith, Kinshasa, Zaire, «¢ Tulane
SPHTM, New Grieana, USA,

ic He
#*se Banq Comn Zaire, Kinshasa, Znire

Qhiective. To determine the perceived risk for AIDS and its
association vith sexual behavior in a

bank esployeen
betveen 11/87 and 3/88 as part of an annual me

T rceived risk for AIDS as ‘very or
“high® 30%, "low" for 25X and ‘nil* for 46%. Those
considering themselven at very high or h
gamous, separate or divorced (p=.0081); from ateur or
Shaba Region (p*.00004); knew with IDS (p=.0028);
and did not consider AIDS preventable (p=. Married
permcns with extra-marital contacts C) considered ther-
selves at higher risk for AIDS page) and w wore li y
to have changed sexual behsvicr bec <i0* +),AI

Ine-third of this populationconsiders itself
be at high risok for jrs e best ed
most likely to have ENC a
selves at risk. FurtherPeducat on is nec:
pessinis promote realistic perceptions
further positive behavior changes in this population.

 

W.G.P.22 COMPARISON OFNEW HIV-2VIRAL FOLATES EY SOUHERN
AND PCR *; Kanki, P.*; Barin, F.**; M'Boup,

te: Essex, MS “Harvard School of PublicHealth, Boston, MA,
esUniversiryTous, Tours, France, UNEofofDakar, Dakar, Senegal.

and

‘These were
HIV. present in HIV-1.

Results,SuVinsadfonden

AS Guinea-Bissau
TY Portu,
MS

F
F

IvoryCoast M
M

sailne, seme variation in
primer-pairsThatforonlytree outofthe four pea MS, LP, NIH-Z,and SBLoeAS

HIV-2specificPCR
AV-2infection in

Cape Verde
Al four isolateshave unique
specie

 

Teagentsdevelopedherewilbensf

W.G.P.24

*Direcorate of Epidemiotogy, matiery
“*Harvard University, Boston,

au TRANSMISSION AMONG HETEROSEXUAL COUPLES 3N MEXICO
lvete ue: Carlos Avilat, E. Dickenson*; 4. Hernandez

rot Health, fenico OF, Mexico,

ignificance: The AIDS epidemic in Mexico has shown an increase in heterosexua) transe
misston froma lave? of 2% at the beginning of 1987 fron 2atthe end of 1988. one
gestes ToTo investigate sexual practices, Sandon| use and Characteristics
rar with HIY transmission among heteroson:

3: condus ad a neterovenual population of 58 HIV-seropositiv
BT608 ‘&ano: ed in Twenty-three couples with the husband Founda
positive at“donation areidentified, “The women had no risk factors other than sexuat
gontacewiththelr rte The information was collected and analyzed retrospectively

ce le

 

Resa!its: ereererine (30%) female partners who were seropositive at the beginni
thestutudy. erage age and education were 30 and 4 ”
retrospective: inaraation showed the following mae years, respectively, The

Characteristics of women

HIV+ (n= 7 Hiv - {n= 16]

Housewife 85.74 81.
Married 14,2 50.0
Preat with spouse 87.1 56.2

nant 28.5 12.5
Fratticsana? intercourse 12 12.5

0.0 18.7
28.6 12.5
 

wovenaraer "Seroconversionsecurvedsanngfivestaan
eratea “Theincrnie (a heterosexual transmission could be attributed

BapantalterisatpteterapeartaeeRSstudy nee essityfor| rte prograws focused specifically
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W.G.P.18 A MODEL FOR AIDS OUTPATIENTCARE

Loures,L*; Rodrigues, L.*; Pinto, W.**; Cardo, D.***; Greco, D.****; Rangel, F.5*"**

rasilia, Brazil, **State Secretary of

Health, Sto Paulo, Sio Paulo, Brazil, ***CiSenofHehe She Pua, Sio Paulo, Brazil, ****Federal Uni-

Gerais, Brazil.

 

 

 

 

 

W.G.P.14 THEORY AND METHOD TO DEVELOP A REVISED CASE
et DEFINITION OF AIDS FROM EMPIRICAL CLINICAL DATA

Perez, MA*; ie; , EP**; Ramos Filho, CF*;
Weniger.BruceG.***; Loures, LA****; ‘Martins, FSV*:; Krebs, TW***; and the Clinical
AIDS Study Group.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

vei, Bee enzoMin Bras775Sewry ofHatRoPerd, creCentertforDisageControl,Alana,USAsMiniseyofHeatBras,on’
Objective.

Mothods. À dical care, in- Objective. To review defining and diagnosing AIDS, and to use
cluding A ty system;(3) Proposal, discriminant analysis to revise clinical criteria for surveillance case

Brazil means . and 135 HIV- non-surgical tnpetontsinBeaxd (vide Sereno,AB, eueHo reà : = non ,
eeteeeee sano.by1990 afing demand STEPDISC (SAS, Inc.) to identify ‘The SASDISCRIM
uss 25,000perpeleayenrIn addition y AIDS in iati procedure was thenapplied (a random subset of theas (n°137), pra,w follohewing

is. The growing de- score *
From oteeae inpats i make and rounded to nearest ; pos~t, neg~0):
AIDSpttamtofutsystem, SCORE = -84 +10Q(oralcand) +30(diarr> imon) +29(anyTB) +20(anyVDnotHerp) +20(splenmeg)
The model +1e\fever) +15(comvulsions) +i 1(dermatitis) +7(slowfingertaps) +6(MD-Dx'dZoster)
facitties and a wide bealth oare +5(intinfilts) +1(nausvom)(nausvom)=35(orahule>imon)=:
plantnAIDS peat.opennesa iedpoteee Patients P +,

Ntidisciplinary team, by the validationagainst the other of cases(2108) not used to derive the function found
* . 1 ue eedorne the sensitivity of the prediction to be 92% ue

Soof thduoTeylt‘which th . Conclusions. The 42% tensity of ts dactimieeet funeaion ta predicting HIVs's
on existing case definitions whose sensitivities range from 50 to 59% (videwhichrarel officaofaeireayofrpprecio Attenee Rodrigues, LGM,ef a). Special abou LoverVan other

i This data will be useful developing for diagnosing AIDS which sad
Conclesion. Thi ’ | . sew of D criterl 4

 

Baluation ofay antibody tests in|Bre:
W.G.P.15 Ivo-dos-Santos, J.; » D.L.s €oute-Fernunder, J.C.;

SeneaStastcernetse, L.A. and Galvao-Castro, B.
Department of Immunology, Oawaidlo Cruz Foundation,“Ministry of Health, WHO
Collaborating Centre, Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Objective: To compare the sitesL'pecificiey and ease ‘of performance
of different serologi© tests for HIV panels of sera from Brazilians,

zilian serum panels (2 panels containing around 300 sera, half
ing HIV positive sera) were

quipments

> 987 sensitivity?*boott, Roche, Hoechst, Virgo EiA, omen
Salck EIA, Virgo LIF and Embrabic DB; 2 95% specificity: Abbott,“ossi,
Virgo EIA,Mecs Salck EIA, Virgo I1F and Embrabio DB; A150 tes
consumed: rgo BIA, Organon, Hoechst, Virgo EIA, Salck itand
Karpas cr 2esyuipaecte: Salck PH, Karpas CT and Embrabio CT; edtluted
serum: Hoechst
Conclusions: Although several kits presented the sensitivity and specificity
requiresby the Brazilian Ministry of H
more accurate screening of blood it is necessary to
proficiency evaluations. Evaluation of kit i
endemic disease sera disease, schistosomiesis, leishmaniasis and
malaria) are underw

W.6.P.17 TARGETING TRAVELLERS FOR AIDS PREVENTION

EDUCATION

Pel Ona A., University of Medicine & Dentistry
of New Jersey-School of Osteopathic Medicine, Camden, NJ. U.

Objective: This paper demonstrate the need to target trans-

eas air
complex “GLOBAL VILLAGE". It is the

concept of @ global village that ridges the continent
Using the global distribution of cases and the continued spread

AIDS around urban epicenters as packground, this paper
focus on travellers as a grou

The other arm
encourage airports to carry billboards with AIDS relevant
messages.
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Facteurs de risque ilés aux MTS(partie 1)
STD Risk Factors (Part 1)

W.G.P.16 PREVALENCE OF HIV SEROPOSITIVITY AMONG STD PATIENTS IN
FREETOWN = SIERRA LEONE
Andrew, Kosia; Kargbo, T.; Thorlic, I.; Mansaray, N.3
Malciu, E.; Ue Jos

Virus Reference Laboratory and STD Clinic, Connaught Hospital, Freetown,
Sierra Leone.

Objective. To dettermine the prevalence and possible inter relationship
between d various other established STDS*'.
Method. 332 patients attending the|rita referral STD clinic at
onnaught Hoi were chosen by simple random
sampling einesand investigated torFEV antibodies during thi
Jan: 1988. Sera from these individuals were investigated by
ELISA and peprpositive specimens were confirmed by Western

in 2 blood, urethral/Other STDs were diagnosed the same nice t
cervical evaReanse from genital ulceration:s examination

sultse (4,53) were seropositive, ofwich HIV1 Se‘ue.6%) 5
a BasFa, HIV1 & 2 combination 22 rer The distribution of

seropositivity in various STDs are:
talie 1, Gonorrhoea 4, Candidiasis 1, and.
Conclusion. STDs, particularly genital ulcerative Siseasea(GUD) are common
in Sierra Leone and may contribute to the increase risk of HIV among Eetero-
sexualse

 

micshenoclast

W G P 18 HIV INFECTION IN HETEROSEXUALS FROM BUENOS AIRES CITY CONSULTING FOR

nee VENEREAL DISEASE.

Boxaca, Martha*; Gelli, L**; Casco, R**; Calelio, Mm; Gémez Carrillo, Mi;
Libonatti, O*; nvinseeientinil mm,

robiology, School of Medicine; **STD Section, University Hospital, Argentina.

Qbjective. To determine the alence of HIV antibodies among heterosexuals consulting for a

aneually transmitted seee) without_Suspecting HIV infection.

Methods. Among sexually ac! heterosexuels consulting for a STD between April 1967 - December

EE a group of 216 maleses age 2) and 109 females (1 27) agree to participate
An this study. HIV ant were screened by EIA and gelatine particle agglutination and con-

firmed by Western blot.

Results. Table shows prevalence of HIV antibodies in heterosexuals according to drug addiction

DA).

 
DA Males Females Total

No 3 No i ‘
IvDA 20/27 74.1 3/9 33.3 36 63.9

Non-addicts or non-IV DA 19/189 10.1 3/100 3,0 22/289 7.6

TOTAL 39/216 18.1 45/325 13.8

In 13.8% of heterosexuels HIV antibodies were detectad,nt of which were IVOA. Among non-

ste or non-Iv OA, 11% were drug sbusers not by IV route, 17% were pusaang 594
nore than STO. Promiscuity end multiple S ares equally distributed bet

MIV-anfected and

Conclusion. The 13.8% HEV prevalence found

a STD but not for HIV, suggests that HIV incidence in the populati

might

and non-infected heterosexuals.

among sexually active haterosexuals consulting for

on of Guencs Aires City
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W G P 7 THE IMPACT OF ar INFECTION ON CHILD SURVIVAL IN AFRICA
Ue jalerersLinda A.*,**; rris, J.R.* and Way, P.0.**

ney aATaternational Develoopments Washington, DC,

USA, ** U.S. bureas.of the Census, Washington, DC, USA

Objective. To estimate infant HIV infection prevalence and infant mortality
th th

 
rates associated w e vertical transmission of HIV, and to compare these
figures with eatii overall infant wortality and child survival rates.
Methods. HIV seroprevalence data from pregnant women 1i n 12 countries

in East, Central, an Africa are used to estimate HIV infectio:

‘1 HIV transnieei d inf. £ 57
offspring. Estimates are compared with U.N. overall tnfent mortality rates.

Results. The reaults for East African capital cities a

HIV Prevalence HIV-Attributable reoverall Infant
city in Infants Infant Mort. Rate Mortality Rate
Nairobi 0.6-1.6 % 1-4 /1000 72 41000
Lilongwe 2.4-5.7 5-14 150
laputo 0.3-0.6 1-2 41

Dar Es Salaam 0.9-2.2 106
Ra a 6.0-0-14.5 12-36 103

The estimated infection prevalence in infants in Central and West Africa
ranges from 0.1-11%; the Hiv-attributable infant mortality rates from <1-27.

Conclusion. These e: that maternally-trangaittted infection is
ow impact onvera intentrase 8 but major

impact in others. Howe e later mortality ofwiv-infected chiléren who
survive infancy may havea substantial impact on child survival r:

W.G.P.9 CORRELATION OF HYPERGAMMAGLOBULINEMIA WITH ASYMPTOMATIC AND
STHPTOMATIC HIV INFECTION IN A sonner r AFRICAN INFANTS
Margaret J. Oxto Ryder, W, zila, S. Haseig,

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF H1V INFECTION IN TWIN PAIRS BORN
TO HIV+ WOMEN IN KINSHASA, ZAIRE.
Hassig, Susan Es#/##; Nsa, W.#y Manzila, T.#

W.G.P.8
| Kashanuka *; Ryder, R. h/ens.satpnoset sida’ Kinshasa

Zaire; waTulgrepriversity, New Drleans, USA; ##eCDC, AIDS Program,
At lanta,

ER To describe the clinical and serologic progression in pairs of
insborn to HIV+ women.

Bern yin, “case” twin pairs | born to HIV+ and 10 “control” peeing
mn to. women have been followed for the“Te.month post-partum
ood arounat 12 and 18 moniathe was tested for HIV. All episodes ofPetines

through age 18 months were reco
Resul: ive case and 9 control pairs survived the first month of life.

HIV Serologe Clinical
Case pairs at 12 + tos. a

. (Twin Lan e) (Twin 1/Twin 2)
ir A Yes/No

Pair 2 Pos/N/A (Dead) No/Yes
pair 3 Neg/Neg Yes/No
pat Neg/Neg No/No4
5 Neg/Neg No/No

Choriosmmionitis was diagnosed in the placenta from the dizygotic Pair 1
In addition, Twin 1 was ast fed whileTfainiesrefused alimaternal milk,
Faiabatong. The discordant serclogic cal picture: n these
@in pairs emphasizes that even with equivalentsxpDSUre,"environment, and

urmetics, variations in HIV natural history can and do occ

 W.G.P.10
 U-JVEA

, S. Lallemant-Le Coeur**,G,Jourdain*, P. Mpelé®®*,

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

° Laliemant®
. Behets, C. Brown.op SIDA, "Kinshasa, Zaire“Centers for Disease C. Rouzioux****, B. Larouzé** et al. * ORSTOM,Brazzaville/Paris,**INSERM U13, Paris***Programme

Control, “Atlanta, Georgia, USA. National de Lue contre le SIDA, Brazzaville,*#°*1shoratoire de virologie, Hopital Necker, Paris. FRANCE

Objectives. To examine the relationship betw Objectif : Identifier, di hantil
and HIV infection in a large prospective cohortmot African children. matemelle. Etudier les juences de centre
Methodia. 473 children born to HIV-infected women and 597 children born to i : De façon séquentielle, su 20/7 au 20/8/1988, 1406 partorientes ont 44 recrutés et testées pour

e— and parity-matched uninfected women have been followed prospectively anti-HIV! ELISA/Pi
since birth. itative immunoglobulins (mg/di, nephelometric essay) at en Western Blot/Dupont de Nemours).
9 men! age are g co: ed h serologic and clinical markers of HIV. était de 3.0% (43/1406). LC. & 95%)
Results. Using persistent HIV antibody (beyond 12 nonthe as laboratory ist nelles :
evidence of HIV ection, and clinical signs by the WHO criteria 21-30ans Quartiers Périph. Cente
suggestive of symptomatic infection, mean saanoelotwiie levels”are chown 46% va p<.01 2.0% 60% p<0i

95%) 1 3.6 (1.5-8.6) 13(03-4.7) 1 23 (1.34.1)
Symptomatic, persistently HIV ab+ 12 2732 180 Hoep alisations>1980 non N° Union 1
Asymptomatic, persistently HIV ab+ 28 1939 163 3 60% p<.001 21% 001
Symptomatic, HIV ab-, mother HIV+ 4 1372 112 51 RR (L955) 1 30 0639 ErD
Symptomatic, HIV ab-, mother HIV- 8 1120 157 78

Asymptomatic, HIV ab=, mother HIV+ 157 1056 128 66 ajustementsur l'age, pur raieieLes nique dansmate sonpaspanrte
ti V ab-, mother 1028 ' prédi i-HIV 1+ et anti-HIVI-

chi n born HIV~ mothers 1 with other infections or a a u .
malnourished), 17% had total Ig>1500; of child bora to HIV+ mothers, Clan+ f HIV1 prédomin ; q é
20% of uninfected children and 90% of infected children had total 1g>1500. tranches d'a aré he
Conclusion. High ease 1 of HIV infection even before mileeadTolanes mères 4
syuptom onset, and were uncopmon in cht ldren 111 with other infections.

W.G.P.11

Huit .
:*The University of the West Indies, Port of Spain, Trinidad
** The Caribbean Epidemiology Centre, Port of Spain, Trinidad
Trinidad and RUE{pop 1.2 mitt ion)praported 389 cases of AIDS
December 31, ses per 100,000). The first case was recognised in

n 1985

UPDATE GN THE TRANSITION FROM HOMOSEXUAL TO HETEROSEXUAL
AIDS IN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

anne Cleqhorn**, K. Battoo**, C. Diaz**, M. Francis**,

re only
ring which interval there wa

In 1985/86 all the cases of AlpsÀ

On the other hand, 36% o
men.
Trinidad, therefore, serves as a mode] of the potential for transition

xual/bisexual to heterosexual AIDS, initially through bisexual
etlvity and without the added risk factor of IV drug abuse.

 

W G P 12 CLINIGAL MANIFESTATIONS OF AIDS IN QUITO, ECUADOR|
. pin 3 Sempértegui,R*and Moreno, J**.*M

uito,Ecuador, **Catholic Univ. , Cuenca,Esvador

Objective. To evaluate the clinical manifestations of AIDS in Quito, Ecuador,
agement of further AIDS patients, and add

until June,88,
chart review and persona|conta patie: ‘their physicians.

Results. As of ge 1988, only 10 Patients had presente:a wtth clinical
criteria for AID uito, (pop. 18approx ! million). (By Jan.30,1989 there
were 20 AIDS cases in Quito, 40an Guayaquil {pop. ‘approx, 2 million)and a
total of 61 in Ecuador million) ). e 10 AIDS patients were

©
Conclusion. ' wasting due to; HIV
rapidly fa! manifestation‘of AIDS in

an extremely common,
tal C ir S

in AIDS are also present, but with very little P.carinii pneumonia.
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Aspects cliniques (partie 1)
Clinical Features (Part 1)
W.G.P.1 HIV,HBY,DELTA-AGENT AND T.PALLIDUM INFECTIONS IN

de Lalla Fasto,RizzardiniG.,ZeliSn PLL.Rinaldi E..Sartre D. and Verga 6.
$.Anna Hospital Como,Italy.

Objective.To compare the sercepidasiology of HIV,HAV,delta agent and T.=‘infections in
doralpopulations Viving in North Uganda (NU) and in Central Burundi (CB
MethodsSera collected in March-October 1986 (Kitgum District,NU) and in Jaeteomber 1987 (Bu-
‘tezi,CB) were stored at -20°C until tested for A (RIA methods) and anti-HIV antibodies
(ELISA and WB) and screened for syphilis using the T.pallidum haemagglutination (IPH) test (GBR),
Samples showing reactivity against HIV p 24 and gp 41 (or gp 120) in WB vere amsidered as anti-

itiveHIV positive. also antibodies æthod).
‘Results.The 358 sera collected in NU were Rates (174 peasants and 115
soldiers) and 69 inpatients (50 TB and 19 cnasuspected of ings AIDS cases). In CB,sera

healthy people.33 outpatients 27 inpatientsaawith clinical diagnosis
ofAIDE)401 patients (264 mples and 184 Posi)oswere adult (age range:14-60).In Ugendan people
63.6% of anti-HIV positiveOAneenat i
ve ivel oa-For Butezi the corresponding figures

{p¢0.08).As far full b jon AIDS,THA-positivity was 62.5% and 25.0% in NU and CB respectively.
ssooviation wenn the ootremfeed nia ws either anti-HIV or TRH positivi-

ty and seropositivity for B and delta hepatitis serological markers (p 15).
Conclusion. This study confires the association bebeen seropositivity for HIV and T.pallidue
CIPRO,suggesting commn of transmission. It also shows no correlation between ei
anti-HIV or TPHA positivity and markers for B and delta hepatitis in tuo rural African areas.

W.G.P.3 A TWO-YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HIV-POSITIVE PATIENTS IN
HOSPITAL DE CLINICAS DE PORTO ALEGRE (BRASIL)
= rinz uardo; ron e 25

Hospital de Clinic le Porto Alegre,
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul,

Objective: Describe Hospital de Clinicas de Porte Alegre {HCPA)
exper ence in HIV-positive patients accordin: risk groups.

tta,
9 Grande do Sul, Brasil.

sil.

Methods: It was reviewe registers of HIV-positive patients
who were at during January 1986on ee1988,
pesutts:Tere.ere 173 men and in isk groups: 74

als men; 75(40 on),bisexuals.men; 10
tee548)withcoagulation di sorders; 8 (4,3%), drug addicts; 8
(4,34), had multiple transfusions; 6 (3,3%), Bissexua’s and drug
addicts; 5(2,7), heterossexuals (4 women and 1 man), with
genital lesions
conclusion: As in other countries, the greatest group are the
homossexuals andissexuals men wi th 80% of the sample
whote group, tho o received transfusion (Blood disordersand
multiple transfusions) have 10% of the sample. Drug addicts, as
a risk group are not so numerous a Although
our sample is not so large, it appears that heterossexua
contamination occurs only in individuals with genital lesions.

ABOUT MONITORING OF HI¥-SPREAD IN 4 DEVELOPING COUNTRY

BORNEMANN R *, RICHTERC **, BSCHOR, F *

# institut fir echtsmedizin der Freien Universitét Berlin, Hittorfetr.18,
2 1000 Berlin 33
* Diekonissenkrankenhaus, b-2800 Bremen, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

W.G.P.5

Dbtective: To determine the set! Al0S-thread and introduce prevention efforts with the means
of a primary health care syste:

Methods: Since 1986. Hi¥ ft Hivetesting was
done in patients with pil HIV-related disease, such ss shingies (rerpeste, therapy-
resistant STD's, or sputum Mt Monitoring of diseases nelped to give early
evidence of prerevalence-art), ln the generai population, Risk- grouse" were detected

 

 

tnfection-routes were t

Results: À of shingl putum- positive 7 e No rise of Malaria es
could be found. In young adul 9 high itn His -infect: found.
   

ty to dh
- could become sn “tndicstor

disease” for HIV-spresd without HiY-testing. This requires ‘precedent monitoring of such hi-
seases in areas not yet AIDS-~effitiated with such a “basic monitoring”, regional HIv-spread
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W G P.2 MARQUEURS DES RETROVIRUS (HIV Er HTLV) ET DU VIRUS
ve DE L'HEPATITE B CHEZ LES LEPREUX AU GO.

A-ltoua-N'Gaporo*, Sens-G u*, G.Léo:ardt, M.Verdier**,
M.Mounier**, Franco Denis**, *Institut supérieur des sciences de lasanté,
Brazzaville, Conngo ;**Département de Virologie CHU Dupuytren, Limoges,

Objectif _: Déterminer la prévalence des «Marqueurs HIV, HTLV-1 et HBV chez tes
lépreux et dans des ulations témoln au Congo. Comparer les marqueurs HBV e:
fonction du statut sérologique HIV les x groupes.
Matériel : En 1988 un total çee300 patients : 318 lépreux et 482 témoins ont étéMatenert
soumis a un prélèvement de m dans 4 zones du go.
Méthodes : Dépistage HIV parELISA (Abbott recombinant HIV-1 EIA), HTLV-1 par

Loresc: indirecte ; confirmation par Western Blot (Rapid Lav Blot I et
FA DiagnosticsPasteur pour HIV ; avec souche HUT 102 pour HTLV-1).
Les leurs HBV : Ag HBs, antiHBs, antiHBc, AgHBe, anti-delta par, Abbott EIA.
Résultats : Globalement, les prévalences sont respectiv

pour
ement pour les témoins et les

Tépreux deee etet 3,8% HIV, de 1,9% et 9,7% pour ATLV-1 et de 9,6% et
72% pour l'Ag HBs.

fonctio!ion des zones géographiques, de trés res arlationsns sont observées allant
pour HIV de 4,3% à 8,9% chez les témoins e 13%à 10,2% chez les lépreux,
Chez ces mali la prévalence HTLV-1 va de035à 23,4%.

paramètres HBVY sont analysé la séropositiivité nVet HTLV-L.
Conclusion : H n'y a pasne différence statistique “entre les prevalences HIV chez les
Kepreux et ies témoirs, ?ni entre les formes polaires de lèpre ; il n'existe n

érence de "profils" sérologi ntre séropositifs et séronégatifs.
Ex revance les lépreux sont significativement plus infectés par le HTLV-1 que les

ra

W.G.P.4
Alowaish, Rashed*; Behbehani,

*Department ofPISEHaHealth, Ministry of Public“Health Kuwait.
**Department of Microbiology, Faculty of Medicine, Kuwait University, Kuwait.

A three forth survey for the presence of unrecognized was conducted
Ontaber 1988, on a total population of 1125SD ave

ital who ted

A SURVEY FOR UNRECOGNIZED HIV INFECTION IN A SPECIAL STD
CLINIC IN

classified to sex, marital status, occupation, age group, nationa-
lity aiegrovs Non-Kuvaiti), and sexual
The sample travelling to total of 27 different countries with-
in the Previoussix months and vere-querled on their si history, includ-

encounters and premarital/extramarital/ sexual

W.G.P.6 ASSOCIATED ENDEMIC CTIOUS DISEASES IN MEXICO

GaMMorales RA‘, Palacios M', Bravo E°, Mora JL’, Valdespino JL’,

“Directorate of Epidemiology, Ministry of Health. Mexico

0 define the charactaristics, epidemiological distribution and clinical evolution of AIDS
‘endermic infections.

Mathod: information was taken fromages notified to the General Directorate of Epidemiologybetween January 1981 and October 1

S Clinical information was allie from 591 patients (87% men and 60% in 25 and

associated

44 years age). Data on reporied diseases at time of initial AIDS diagnosis are: P. cariniigrain”ean 8% (n=!=50): other infections 76% (n=452); Kaposi's sarcoma (KS) 5% {node} and
re clinical us 8% (Nn=49). a thogens were identified in 493 patients. Endemic

Moinseis, 24% re: tuberculosis (71,8%), pneumoniae (nsp} (61,7%), cryptosporidiasis(25,3%), amebiasis 7,2%), sors (11,1%), toxoplasmosis (11,a Enorme(10,1%) histoplasmosis (6,1%), giardias: is (3,0.3%). Patogens identified once we: wh
C.immitis, Alumoricoides, P. malariae. Enteropathogens presents 7% ‘or all

Chronological, regional, transmission categories, and Prognostic differences were
tS presenting one infection: le res!

Endemic infections are assoc: an increasing number cf AIDS patients as the
epidemic expands to rural areas, to heterosexuals and to lower socioeconomic levels. Prophyiaxisand treatment probabliities should be explored, °

infections.
observer ben
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T G P. 31 NO EVIDENCE OF VERTICAL TRANSMI: OF HIV-2 IN BISSAU T G P 32 PREVALENCE AND CORRELATES OF RETROVIRAL INFECTIONS AMONG
we Poulsen, Anne-Grethe*; Kvinesdal,BBe *; Aaby, P.**; Frederik- uve PROSTITUTES WORKING m™ THEBEA

. sens K.*; Molbak, K. *; Dias, FlS® Pepi ues; Egboga o P.;Gaye T:sWhéttle H.;Wilkins À

*Statens Seruminsti ; Copenhagen,  Rniveestty of Copenhagen, et al. The MRC Laboratories, PO Box 273, Franiul, The Gambia.
penhagen, Denmark, *a*{aboratorio ‘ecionaldede Saùde, Bissau, Gunessiesas

Objective: To study the prevalence of HIV-1, HIV-2 and HTLV-I infections and
Objective. To evaluate the transmission of HIV-2. their correlates among a high-risk group in The Gambia.
Methods. cross-sectional ty study of the inhabitants of 100 Methods: 267 prostitutes(P) working in 5 urban centers of The Gambia ve
randenlyseselected houses in Bissau, 1987. A ls of HIV-2 se- interviewed and bled. Screening for HIV-1 and HIV-2 was done with
ropositi: ve controls matched for age, sex civil status, competitive Elisas and|oofirmation b . ATLV-1 antibodies were measured
ae (meansetion tinetime 11 months), including a detai. obstetric hi . with a particle agglut:

bloodsamplesStestedfsfor antibodies against
Blot as

Results. a? veefound, no case of vertical transmissi
monstrated; 4 of 680 children 0-14 years were HIV-2 seropositive, 3 had a hi-
story lood transfusi Fifteen HIV-2 seropositive women É

al.

most recent

Conclusion. ‘ Vertical transmission of HIV-2 seens to be rare or absent, it
Gouldbe unnecessary toto counsel HIV-2 seropositiveWe women in early pregnancies
to get abortions

 

Results: 69/264 (26. tnewereCavoe (66 for HIV-2 only 1 for HIV-1 only, ai
2 for h). P working for less than 1 year wer ikely to be HIV + (3/82
[11.9%] ve 63/217[292], p=0.03), but the prevalence of HIV infection was not
correlated tion of prostitution for rk: for more 1
year. HIV P were older (32 vs 28.8y, » less expensive (mean price
per inter: ge: $3.82 v: p=0.01) y to have positive
RPRs and TPHAs (45/69(65.2X] ve 63/194132.52], p<0.001) tha V P, but

there was fference muse f cus nor n the frequen-din the
cy of oral contraceptive use. 53/256 (20.71) were
likely to be HTLV-I + (24/68(35.37] ve 29/188(15. alsFo301) than HIV - P.

Conclusion:HIV-2 haa probably been introduced recently in thie cohort of
prostitutes. Infection with HIV-2 is associated with evidence of infection

with T. pallidum and HTLV-L.

B
C
C
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Epidémiologie : VIH-2
Epidemiology: HIV-2

DETECTION OF HIV-2 INFECTION AND RATIO TO HIV-1 AMONG PROBLEM EDU
T.G.P.25 HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS IN RIO DE JANEIRO, B T.6.P.26 SENEGAL.

Sion, FS*;5 Sereno,AB?*;JohnW***; Gongalves,RS*; EP*; MBoug.Soulemane*, N'Doÿe, L*, Samb, A.*, Siby, T.*,
Weniger,BG***; Perez,MA**; Santos,EA*; Ramos Filho,CF**; Valiante,PM**; Ismael,C*; and ‘oye, C.B.*, Sangaré, L.*,etal,
the Clinical AIDS Study Group. “Hospital Gafirée e Guinle, Univ do Rio de Janeiro (RJ); *Hopital A. Le Dantec, Dakar, Sénégal.
**Hospital Universitario, Univ Fed do RJ, Brazik ¢**Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, USA.

Objective. To eemonVen Type 2(HIV2)2),and
determine its ratio to HIV-1 to cra bascline in this representative he
rate of HIV in South
Methods. Sera collected 10-12/1988 from all consenting adult patients (n-496) admitted to
all medical wards were screened by

, Indeterminate (1); and only 1 Equivocal (E).
Specimens for virusisolation detection

. 96 patients, 5 were RR by ELISA to HIV-2 only, 105 were RR to HIV-1
ae aap were Rate these RR tested the corre.

WB, 1 (0.2%, 1/496) wee Pfor HIV.2 only (and negative on ELISA for 1), 17
(26/496) were P for Hiv only (13 of tt wy ae Tor for HIV-2)end 34(1/430)

for both HIV-2 and HIV-1 another 17 RR patients with I results, 6 with
nodeUE Six RR patients were negative on
prevalence of results only, an underestimate due to exclusion of T's, was 20% (98/496).
The patient P for HIV-2 only was a 4870 previously-tranafised woman

bronchiectasis, and GI , The HIV-2:HIV-1 ratio was about 1:100.
HIV-2 appears pathogenic. Dual Ps and the Is and Es are challenges to interpretation.

T.G.P.27 HIV-2 LINK TO ups
Marlink, R

aiedeg Hernande:lez M. ;Eusex M.
Harv rd University, School of Public Health, Boston, MA.

University of Dakar, Dakar, Senegal.

R.';M'Boup,8."*;

Obiective: To determine the extent of HIV-2 pathogenicity as compared to
nye

o date, very little is known about the clinical spectrua of HIV-

}Sedeson, and it is at:ay unknown whether HIV-2 w

be 1. We, therefore, reviewed vublished laboratory and
spideniological data preeently available to analyze the pathogenic potential

of HIV-2.
Although it appears that HIV-2 may be associated with AIDS, in

vitro laboratory data concerning comparative HIV-2 cytopathogenicity are

inconsistent. Most vidence come, fr
ti

to HIV-2 preceding the
occurrence of the disease. Methodological issues for further epidemiological
studies are diseuss

On the basis of existing data, the pathogenic effect of HIV-2

seens limited as compared toHel Additional studies, of bo \boratory

and epidemiologic nature needed to further characterize the pathogenic

potential for this distinct human retroviru:

T.G.P.29 COINFECTIONS HIV-pari: 1 DANS UN GROUPE DE SUJETS A

RISQUE AU SENEGAL
#; Mboup. S *; Denis E*#; Essex, M.###,

Saculté Médecine et de pharmacie Sénégol: *#Eocuité de Médecine de
France: ***Harverd of BostonUSA.Limoges, .

OBJECTIFS:Apprécter les facteurs de risque HIV-2 et HTLV-1 dans une cohort
METHODES: Un groupe de 200 prostituées deZguinchor (Sud Sénégal) est sutvie
de manière prospective depuis 1966. terrogatoire, un exemen clinique et

une prise de sang sont réalisés tors de 1°Anchor puis chaque 5six mois.
1 des sujetsde 1 cohorte sont_Séropositifs DE HIV-2

(méthode WB), 1 (méthode WS); 78 %
des Sujetsrat sont égolement HIV-2 positifs.Nous avons analysis les fac-
eurs de risque des deux rétrovirus: En ce qui concerne nous evons

retrouvé comme facteurs iieelid différents entre le groupe we

séropositifs et séronégatifs: arif demendé eu client (p-0,01), l'origin
du sujet nil.‘e nombre d'épisodes da pertes voginaes
(p=0,002) et une séroiogie HTLV-1 positive (p=0,0001). Pi l'âge
(p=0,002), les ecerifications (p=0,002), les épisodes de pertes vaiginales
(p=0,01) et une sérelagie HIV-2 positive (p-0,0001) ont été retrouvés

significatifs.

 

Les coinfections HIV-2/HTLV-1 sont dens notre cohorte fréquentes
et présentent des particularités qui seront discutées.
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OQbiectifs. Faire le point des connaiss
particuliers qui restent posés en Afriq I
actuellesSN
Meihodes. Depuis description en 1985 TV)

domainesles plus divers (épidémiologie, virologie, clinique etc.) au Senegal etet dans
plusieurspays d' ue de l'Ouest. Le bilan de ses permet de dégager des
problème:sspécifiques àinfectionHIV2 comparavementPav.

d'Afrique de l'Ouest sur des populatians adultes saines ont montré unre ahommunanee de
l'infection sur l'infection HIV1 ‘et sa nce depuis au moins 1976. Desprofils

ont été rencontrés et de nombreuses souches de virus HIV2

‘ous ces résultats permettent le

té partic
sas 1pose des problèmespique comparatveznent a HIV! et son étude devrai

etre de mieux comp ndre l'épidémie actuelle du SIDAet pourrait aider aux mesures
de lutte contre celle-

Kouroura K **; Diallo P**;DialloK
*CTS-CHU Pitié-Salpétritre, Paris, France; **CTS-CHU Conakry, Fria, Guinea.

142 women jents ( class Ill - !V ) were
antibodies in

y pati
1987 and December 1988 for HIV1 and HIV2

nfirmed in Paris with the Western
le between HIV1 and satgite in theblot reWe attempted to discriminat

the new Peptilavsera that showed both HIV1 and HIV2 positivity in Westem blot, usi
1-2 test (Diagnostic Pasteur) and the screening for anti Ni

None of the 142 women were
-726orf(0)wre carted HVpa 7 to HIV1,9to HiV2 and
to the both viruses, This serum was clearly discriminate as HIV2 wih the Pepilay 1-2 test
- 35 of 218 patients were contirmed HIV Positives17 to HIV1,7 to HiV2 and to both
viruses with the Westem biot. With Peptilav 1 discriminate only ‘one of these
sera as HIV1
could negati
rectoootutpepe: 5 were ant Net poctiveand |Negative. noesenonralse
the possiblity of true double
are shared by aveand Hive.

vith HIV1 (68,5% ). 6 persons
by HIV1 and HIV2 viruses or by

P y

resence of the
HIV2 (58,8%) P

T.G.P.30
Jaiteh,KO*; Chaz, MK***
*Epidentology. and Statistics init, Banjul, The Gambia. **Medical Research
Council, Fajara, beGensA. Royal Victoria Hospital, Banjul, The Gambia.
*sétModical andHe th Department, Banjul, The Gambia

retire. To estimate the prevalence of inresto in The Gambia, West
and to investigate therectors ch this is related.

Betis: Samples were obtained om 5569 sucubjecte = 2051 uster
‘samples and the remainder iytre‘om subj ects atTontingheahealth Tactile

readily accessible occupational groups. A risk factor que
was carried out vith

aereEPIDEMIOLOGY OF EIV1 AND HIV2 IN THE GAMBIA, WEST AFRICA
LanBruce*; Wilkins, HA **; Hughes, A***; Whittle H**;

ir
ELISA and 

tion did not differ between
e ps ope

HIV2 ections werefound all age grou
ed to those under 30 yearsre01).

tly with age in males (co001) with a peak
77, 3.8%) while in womon the peak was in the

5. Preliminary and anivar:diate analysis of
on in males was significantly related to

a history of penile ulceration anderethral discharge.
Conclusion. The epidemiology of HIV2 infection in The Gambia has
similarities to that of HIV] infection elsewhere in Africa, however, the
epread of HIV1 and HIV2 in the community appears to have been different.
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T.G.P.19

P.; Arya, S.C..

SMALL PARTICLE PERMEABILITY OF USED VERSUS
UNUSED SURGICAL RUBBER GLOVES

Goldstein. Andrew; Stokes, K.; Yoshihara,
Epitope, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon, USA

rgical latex rubber gloves are repeated].

and unused surgical rubber gloves are permeable to particles
the size of HIV-1.
Methods. Surgical gloves were obtained from several medical
facilities in New Delhi, India as well as the United States.

ber was subjected to a stretching PrTeorel designed to
mimic actual use condition

The likelihood of transmission of abate through
e lattex rubber samples was dependant upon frequen

stretching, exposure time and condition of the cubber.
SAMPLES Le

GLOVE SAMPLE WITHOUT STRETCHING
unused (India) 17 4

[esndia) 100 34

Unused (USA)
Re-used surgical rubber gloves are

more porous to virus sized particles compared with unused
gloves. Anti-microbial contaminants inlatex may affect the
viability of virus particle transmission

T.G.P.21 ADAPTING WESTERN EXPERIENTIAL EXERCISES INTO AIDS PREVENT
COUNSBLING TRAINING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ron

JD DUOPREE*, A DEMBY**, R CHINGOHO***

*AIDSCOM, Weshington DC; "*Lassa Fever Research Project,

Segbwena, Sier: ‘a Leone; ***AIDS Programme, Barare, Zimbabwe

that there are culturally sensitive
and effectiveraethede for edepting Western experiential exercise:

ieee AIDS reves counseling ‘raining in developing countries.

confronts sone types
about people’“ronddeveloping countriesad their reiationship to
each other, to #0, death, needs for + e

authors describe how

and di, sing safer sex practices n-penetration vine
ons ve been ted into eraining in develo;
countries.

Results. Evaluation  forns cpbs anspes

counseling craining|Parntoipanttsin s

indicate that many the adaptations favebeenhighlycrrective,

eprovenent: as it of the evaluations,

+ Many of the skills required ‘for an effective AIDS

mn counselor can nhanced through Voieslly sensitive

grainef some of the oxperiential exercise:

Vest skills, popeere re devele:

tnecountry’ bet

s developed in the

’ epaent of culturally-

speci: is

T.G.P.23 AID AND ADOLESCENT: A PRELIMENTARY STUDY OF YOUTHS’
PERCEPTION OF AID AS A PISERSE: NIGERIA EXPERIENCE
LOLA VIVIAN ADEKUNLE, DR. (MR

‘GNIVERSTTYOFIBADAN, IBADAN,SRIGERIA
SUMMARY: Without doubt AID is a serious infection which has been associated with
promiscuity and homosexuality. In Nigeria in spite

0 find 0!
ythose related|tohealth

alternative Strategies regards preventions
jective: To identify the DLIon. and attitude of Nigerian youths to

as u
ample of 100 Nigerian youths were selected from various

ife, representing ormaales and 40 females. Questions related to

to know what

thattinspite of the heavy campaign on AID, many
Nigerian youths se did not regard AID as a serious disease. A Jarg

red it asa capttanist ploy to down grade humanity”and
to ridicule the people of the 3rd World.

À STUDY ON HIV-1 INFECTION AMONGST HEMOPHILIACS DIRAN.

Rezvan,Houri* ;Taroyan,S,*;Jalali,S.** and

anian Blood Transfusion Service, Tehran, Iran.
**tranian Hemophilia Centre, Tehran, Iran.

Objective. An HIV-1 seroprevolence study was conducted on 368 hemophiliacs

found to be the only group exposed to HIV, amongst the high-riek groups

studied intIran ao far.
Methods, HIV-1 antigen and antibodies were tested by Elisa(Recombinant HIV-

i, Envacoranaryantigen EIA, Abbott Diagnostics, U.S.A.

Behringstrates W.Germany
studied were found seropositives i.e.

recente,28 (6/50) CPETRUE patients end

bleeding aieoraers such 2

the

T.G.P.20

Enzygnost
Results. 190(69/368)ofthe pa

20% (62/285) Hemophilia A
 

tion

‘ection was found in
no transmi:

HIV ‘positive patients

Conclusion. Follow-up studies on hemophiliac patients and sc:

families Followed by provis: information
as well as control of impo:

impo: tinthe prevention and control of ‘AIDS in Iran.

the sexually acti

ssion was detec’ted when all family members of ln ‘anti-
were exami)

reening of thei:

and counselling 

T.G.P,22 jentie Counselling: Integrating Concepts and Techniques
in all AIDS Prevention Str tegie

one*, N. Kaleaaba+e, Me
*Johns Hopkins univers ity7AIDSCOM, port“Grgontzation (TASO) in
Uganda, ***De| t of LenteDivtsten ofPeal th Ranpower Development
and Training Service, Republic of the Philippines.

Objective: Sinse counselling is one of the only strategies to support behavior
change in HIV prevention, it is imperative that health care providers
educators, and others are provided with training in counselling concepts and
techniques. The authors describe various means of incorporating counselling
training within cultural settings.

 

Methods: Using "Train-the Trainer" Modules, health care providers, educators,
and volunteers are being trained in basic prevention counselling concepts
an hniques. sis is placed on helping providers cope with client
feelings raised by HIV infection either real or
helping providers focus on high risk behavior of their clients.

Results: Although counselling for behavior change is a new concept, techniques
are being adapted in various cultures to provide support. By working with

rAmenta) organizations within each country, Seople

infection, to assess their own risk, and to cope with anxiet.

Conclusion: Whether HIV prevalence is high or low, providing prevention
ing skills to educators, health gare providers, or others is essential.

Working within local and cultural parameters prevention counselling proves to
be à successful method in helping people change high-risk behavior

ety and fear.

T.G.P.24 HIV/AIDS"RELATED TRAVEL AND MIGRATION RESTRICTIONS
Orkin, Andre’

McGill Centre for Medicine, sais and Law; Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

OBJECTIVE To identify trends in national regulation and/or practice restricting travel
and/or migrationPy those with HIV infection or AIDS.
METHOD “analysis of reports and data from multiple sources including
Canadian and international governmental and non-governmental repor' and a survey by
questionnaire of all foreign representatives in Canada, and a review of applicable
international law.

While some countries have adopted deliberate policies of non-restriction of
vis:isitors andte: thers have policies that discriminate

against travellers a HIV infection or AIDS through mandator:
screening, excision and/or deportation. Examples of extreme responses are the mass
deportation ropositive permanently resident onand exclusion of persons found
during border searchesto be carrying zidovudine (AZ

and travel are affirmed tacinin international law and practice,
althoughstates enjoy the unfettered right to admit and exclude foreign nationals, The World
Health Organization has advised that HIV/AIDS-related travei res! ictions are "ineffective,
impractical and wasteful", A ‘disturbing trend is emerging, however, whiich a

d HIV/AIDS.

this trend for social and the symbolic effect
of such icti d'effi ively to HIV/AAIDS.
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T.G.P.13 Gontraceptive Social Marketing Principles: Promotin T.G.P.14 FOLLOW-UP oF GROUPS ar RISKFOFOR Hiv1 INFECTION
Use in Uganda ~ curefor AIDS Prevention

. tone*, Levy**, Sau
*Johns Hopkins untvars¥ ty/AIDSCOM, swicaienlemy for"Edveatona Development/
SOMARC, ***Academy for Educational Development/AIDSCOM, U.S.A.

Objective: Ab apply contraceptive social marketing mice én promoting
condom use for AIDS preventio

 Method: social marketing techniques are being used in developing Condon
Promotion programs for AIDS prevention in Uganda and Tanzania. They are used

= & o 3 a ® wastrategies,
and trade considerations are being addressed, and condoms are heing dist-
ributed through "AIDS in the Workplace" projects in Uganda & Tanzania.

Results: Using CSM strategies for promotion of condoms for AIDS prevention
and Tanzania appears to show an increase in condom acceptability and purchase.

Conclusion: AIDS prevention has stimulated the market for condoms in both
ganda and Tanzai It appears that condom social marketing for protection
from HIV infectionmay overcome substantial barriers usually found in

EDUCATION AND LAW: THE CONTROL OF TRANSMISSABLE DISEASES
THROUGH THE CONTROL OF GOSSIP, IGNORANCE, AND DISCRIMINATION

T.G.P.15

Traub, Kit, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, U.S.A.

Objective: Tc recall lessons from the history of the control of transmissable
seases and present effective, ethical, and scientific alternatives for the

control of AIDS.
Methods: pires controis once applied to leprosy, plague, and syphilis, 
recognizina their reoccurance in the AIDS debate, and present alternative
ways of thinking about diseases, particularly:A
Resu ts: the cu t generation has an opportunity” to confront AIDS, a fear-

plag without adopting dehumanizing rules as in the passtial other
transssable diseases. Futile and ineffective gestures accu
Producing great social damage without alleviating the causes or etre
AIDS. To k ï e, we must first avoid referring to“AIDS
vi tead of people with AIDS." Next, wi S 0!

informed guide)
people and people with AIDS.
and resistance.
Lesions Ignorance, fear, and short-term political responses to the AIDS

em are counter-productive to the efforts to control the spread of AIDS.
Atternative approaches are demonstrably more effective, while simulataneously
preserving the human riahts of infected persons and society generally.

These efforts have been met by both support

EeeAE emPROGRAMS AT THE NATIONAL
T.G.P.17 — INSTITUTES CO!
Bridbord, Kenneth* ;Hamburoe,ae echamb P.*;Whitescarver, J.*;
Fauci, A.*;*National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD., U.S.A.

The presentation will include an overview of NIH international
à. Pp amounting to over $18 million annually. Three
programs will be emphasize rst, the National Institute
of ery and Infectious Diseases program of International

health by strengthening scientific linkages between U.S.
foreign investigators in areas with major health problemsFaue

e second, the Fogarty International Center (FIC) program of
International Postdoctoral Research Training Grants in AIDS,
supports collaborative research and training involving American
and foreign scientists in theZpidemiology, diagnosis,
prevention, and treatment of AL

The third, FIC's International Training Grants in Epidemiology
Related to AIDS, increases the capability of scientists in

for AIDS Research and Training will also be described.
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Goncales,N. and"Pere. R.J
UNICAMP, Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil
An HIV counselling/testing service was created in June 1966 a

in objectives: a) provide an witeragtive:
free HIV testing site coupled with pre and pos es

recombinant D

shows the distribution and the percentage who tested positive
by at least one ELISA assay.

bo mmmm IESIED No._POSITIVE_C_X.)=.
HOMO & BISEXUAL MEN 49 © 42%)
IV DRUG USERS 42 18 ¢€ 43%)
SEX WITH HIGH RISK PERSON 17 4 © 6%)

EX WITH INFECTED PERSON 8 e ¢ 25x >
NON HEMDPHILIAC TRANSFUSION @ © e*x )
NONEOFTHE_AROVE..RISKGROUPS 4... -2%_2 44
* no hemopliliacs were seen at our service

T.G.P.16 TRAININGHEALTHWORKERS IN ZAMBIA FOR HIVINFECTION
mba*, M. Kelly**, A. Chingono***, *University

& olaMedicines *#Family Health Trust, Lusaka;
+*Ministry of Health, Harar: babwe.

Heal increasingly having to inform patients thet they are HIV infected or
are futieringttfrom.an HIV-related illness,vetthey rarely have experience or training in

be highly directive, allowing largelyoùofnly
zation traini

 
 

one-way uni e The use deva World Health Organi:
described, a course cons!isting oof one week's intensive orientation and leplaying

ercises, proj , over a period of four
weeks, and af de-briefing lasting three days.
A i d ble toire the necessary skKills iin this kind 
 pfofbrief, concentrated d:

ei in various institutions, for further "snowballing" of the waining
programme in other areas of the country.

T G P 18 DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIDS EPIDEMIC IN SOUTH AFRICA
“ee Schoub B D*; Martin D*; Johnson Sylvia*; Lyons SF*;

Padayachee es Nsidoosee

Medical Research Council AIDS Virus Researchri National Institute for
Virology, Sandringham, South Africa, **Johann

he epidemiology of AIDS in South Afri

eniology of AIDS in

profile presently. 10 Si ini ra
were HIV positivein 1986/87 (Trane Roy Soc Trop Med Hyg 1987, ed 874-875),

of 1 f 1395at the end 8, 1.3% of 1174 bleck female SD attenders 0. 3%
family Senninysttenders and 0. ood donors (first half of
1988) conf. HIV ser the white population ty; 8

nly 0.03% and 0.007% of male and
female new white blood donors respectively).
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DETAILED ESTIMATES OF THE CURRENT ANDRTE EXTENT OF THE
HIV/AIDS PANDEMIC IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRIT.G.P.7

i*
Sato, Pois Chin, Jx, Lwanga, 5.2 » Beausoleil, E.6"
Mann, J.

PP* World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland
WHO Regional Office for Africa, Brazzaville, Congo

Objective. To provide country-spacific estimates and projections of HIV/AIDS
to sub-Saharan countries for public health planning

Methods. An AIDS projection model based on estimates of HIV seroprevalence
and the annual progression rate from infection to AIDS was used.

Results. From the country-specific estimates, we estimate Deeine 1987
that there were about 70,onenew AIDS cases in sub-Saharan Afri
cumulative total since 1980 100,000 cases in adult:
50,000 in children. doproxinately 2.3 million indiv i
umulatively to have been infect HIV in sub-Saharan Africa since
1980. 92, we estimate that“there will have been umulative total
of 800,000 AIDS cases in adults, and 200,000 cases inchildren, In 1992
alone, we estimate that there will be about 250,000 n IDS cases,is

is more than the cumulative total number of AIDS cases inà sub-Sener
countries to 3887...
Conclusion. 4-5 years, we estimate that there will be

TeeBE Five;foold,increase in the AIDS burden in each of the countries”in

T G P 9 ON“AIDSANDINJECTIONDRUGUSE:
ee LESSONS FROM THE ERRE

MacKenzie, Betsy; Elmslie, K. Federal Centre for AIDS,
Health Protection Branch, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Objective: To demonstrate how the literature can contribute to the
development of a national strategy onones and injection us u

presentation will be b an assessmen:
be

Methods: The literature
(bibliographies“ul the
Canadian

of the
made available)one specific tilustretions from

its: re “of january 1989 Canada, only .8% of a total of 2,7

u

t email i that currently it is relatively low. The
literature offers many a country be
it will escape the demi
widespread cross-cultural phencmenon.

seroprevalence among injection drug users in Edinburgh, New Yor 0]

signal an urgent need to acquire baseline data and to recognize that any
window of opportunity will soon close Published material testifies to the
complexity of the problem and the need for collaborative.mitidisciplinary

programs. Risk reduction strategies can

partnership vetween Public health and addiction Srvives

emains uncertain,“aamonetrating the importance of conduct-

ing pilot studies ‘ath stro
Conclusion: Can is 1 egy to reduce HIV infection

among injection drug users emphasizing collaboration, research and innovat.

program evaluation.

ELABORATION D'UNE STRATEGIE DE PREVENTION DU SIDA ADAPTEE
AU MILIEU DE LA PROSTITUTION ORGANTSEE A COTONOU, BENIN.

Verbeke, Ronald¥ et Monteiro, Bruno *
# Université de Mons, Belgique, ¥# Université de aie Bénin.

Objectif: élaborer un message et des modalités de prévention duSIDA adaptés
aux caractéristiques socio-culturelles des prostituées de Cotonou, Béni

T.G.P.11

Méthode: nous avons procédé à Cotonou à une enquête comprenant entre autres
des entretiens individuels avec|61 prostituées, le repérage de tous les im-
meubles où vivent et travaillent au moins 4 prosttituées, et des entretiens

avec 8 tenanciers de tels imneubles.

Résultats: La prostitution organisée, à Cotonou, estae fait de 600 a
femmes qui i
stratégie u amment des
aspects suivants: des risques réels d'infection, croyance
en l'efficacité préventive de icaments et des toilettes intimes, et igno-

e qu'est un préservatif et de la manière de l'utiliser; (2) une
u

l'entretien a ét né avec tact référence par f :
(3) 50% des prostituées sont enalphabétes:“ta 1ePoliderité vi lie ent
elles les prostituées habitant et travaillant s: un même toit peut ét:
utilement exploitée: (5) 1 consbaratson enanciers et d'ex-prostituées
s'avère aisée ouhaitable; à préservatife, dont le coût est prohibi-

à faibletif, doivent être accessibles aisément et

Implications internationales
International Issues

T.G.P.8 CONTROL OF TRANSFUSION RELATED TRANSMISSION OF

HIV INFECTION STRATEGIES OF HE EEC'S AIDS PRO

GRAMK: R DEVELOPING couNrazEs.

DAM, C.J., MD, MSc; AMAT, T, MD; FRANSEN, L, PHD.

European Eeenoate Community - AIDS Gontrol Programme/Deve loping
Countries. Belgi

rious strategies to reduce the incidence
related HIV transmission have been developed.

risk behaviour donors

of transfusion
These

and a redu
umber o transfusi to screening of donated blood for anti-

HIV antibodies. A number of these are being implemented with
support from the AIDS Task Force of th EC in un-
ries i ica, Latin America and the Caribbean A choice for

a particular strategy or combination of strategies t be n
the b of an estimate of the costs and ected benefits

of su an intervention. Thi 8 a functi the evalence
of HIV infection among the population, the existing infrastruc-

ture and capability of the health care system, including blood-
an

many developing countries. The development of new

will influence rategy option A preliminary analysis of
various interventions in different countries is presented,

T. G. P.10 MEDIUM TERM PLAN FOR THE CONTROL OF AIDS IN CAMEROON-AFRICA:
OCTOBER 1968-SEPTEMBER|1993.
Roger Salla*,L.Kaptue

*Chief of AIDS Control Serv:rice erPreetdnt of the National AIDS Committee,

MinistryCe Health, Yaounde , Canero:

Cameroon has a population of 10 millions and is located in Central Africa,

It hes borders with Tchad,Central African Republic,Congo,Gabon and Equatorial

Guine
Data from surveys of

group 15-44 show HIV 1 soinrates between 0,3 and 0,8% 0,5%).
In prostitutes up to ve bi ositive.A total of 72 AIDSpeSotionts

have been notified,including 5 pediatriccanes .

the general population of provincial towneinin the age

je gor ement has recognized that the AIDS epidemic poses a serious

threat to the economic and social deveLoment of the country and pee decided
to give priority to combatting AIDS.A National Pro; e on AIDS has been

1 stategies as developped by WHO,with the partici-
West-Germany an:and Canada.

prevention and control of AIDS,integrated in
Cameroon,have already been initiated.The National

zramm ven major components: (a)mess public inf

education6)blood screening establi and r
of the asetiehealth workers and chil

plichmont of an effective national surv m(e)drugs for
of STDs and AIDS cases(f)operational research(g)training and crientetion of
health workers.

a B&
B

BP 7 3 ® æ g 5

T.G.P.12 vue twporrance or QUALITATIVE IN DEVELOPING
OPERATIONS RESEARCH PROTOCOLS/STRATEGIES FOR GAY AND
BI- LICEXUAL MEN IN THE DOMINICAN REPUB.

mah Michael*; Paraja, Reynaldo**;
*Porter/Nova DSCOM: **AIDSCOM, Dominican Republic

Objective, To deternine to what ent research protocols and
strategies must diversify to reachowignificant substrata of gay
and bi-sexual populations.

groups, individual indepth intarviews and
unetructured gatherings at meeting places (bars, discos,
bordellos, corres ah 8) were conducted. Options with regard to
language, practices, marital circumstances and others ware
explorad.

Initialeeandings indicate that ere does not exist
among gay and population a sat ofuniversal standards
or CODA with toast teabove mentmentioned variabies.

Indmaividuele or groups responsible for conducting KAP.
or other formative rese anong these retiens will

understand the enise
ry homogeneous.
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Th G P 7 LIATSON ENTRE LA DENSITE DETIQUE EN ELISA ET LE RESULTAT DU
—_ LE S DE SANGEDE BRAZZAVILLE (Conga)

Miche ROSENHEIM*, P, M'PElé*#*, A, Itoua-Ngaporo**, N. Copii
F, Yale**, M, Gentilini* = *Dpt de Médecine Tropicale, Hopital Salpétrière,
Paris, France, **CHU de Brazzaville, Congo.

11 existe su Congo un taux d'environ 40% de sérums positifs en ELISA et dou-
teux en Western blot (WB) car contenant des anticorps anti-core, le plus sou-
vent anti p24 sens anti gp.
Nous averstenté de trouver une liaison entre la densité optique en ELISA et
le résulte WBs
Le Fatiutilisé est ELAVIA Pasteur dans lequel le seuil positif est de
0.300, Cette étude a été faite sur 230 sérums et a donné les résultats sui-

 

0,3¢00¢1 00 >1

Western blot négatif. 76 4

Western blot p24 isalé 55 9

Western blot positif 5 81    
Cette distribution diffère de façon très hautement significative de celle qui

01).
$, l'odds ratio est de

fi
Super.ieure à 1, afin d'"économiser" les réactifs de Western blot

Th.G.P.9 MODIPIED WESTERN BLOT ASSAYS FOR HIV INFECTION
a and Sehgal, Deptartment of Immuno-

Bathology, Postgraaduate Institute‘Of Medical Edu-
cation and Research, Chandigarh 160 012 (INDIA)

Six thousand sera
surveillence
£

were screened for HIV infection as a sero-

kit is prohobitive. It was thus imperetive Fe evole a more
© present study

ced subst-
3s with strong clin-

ical suspicion. The Dupont kit may be resrved for borderline

RAPID METHOD FOR DETECTION OF HIV1 AND HIV2
INFECTI
EV.ALUATION “OF SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY

Th.G.P.8

 

G. Cilla*, Zulaica*, E. Perez-Trallero*
* Hospital Now-Sra de Aranzazu, San Sebastian, SPAIN

Obiecti . 4 €

HIVt i ii i i IS. 

Methods : This rapid HIV test (CLONATEC/V-TECH) is an immunofiltration device which involves

synthetic npides (SYNTRO)as antigens to detect and-HIV1 and anti-HIV2antibodies.

R 9, :

anti-HIV1 antibodies in ELISA (Vironostika anti-HTLV IH - ORGANON / ELAVIA Ac-Ab-AK I -
samples are negative (ORGANON). 271 are positive in the rapid test wil

for HIVI ide). 409 sera

among the western b!
and Lav Biot indPASTEUR) DterHIV?)AllAll these sera

observed against envelop (gp 105) proteins inthe HIV? blo. All these sera are negativein the
[V2 peptide. ge HIV2 peptide in the rapid iP

test.

 Conclusi 484 ich ri in the Targel test and

confirmed by westem blot, itivity i i speci is 100 %.

Th.G.P.10 FDA ACTIVIST PERSPECTIVE ON THE
. NEED FOR LEGAL AND REGULATORY CHANGE.

Harrington, Mark; Eigo, 3; McCarthy, M.
ong, 1.; Kirschenbaum, D.Z. AIDS cosiition to Unle.ach

Power, New York NY, USA

Objective: To propose methods of removing regulatory and
Tegal obstacles to faster
exporimenta} treatments. Metho

udgets, subj demographics,
discussions with offici . Discussion: Drug approval in
the takes 8-10 ears, longer than ny PWA’s can expect
to Liv,Fe. Current drug approval stan rds lag behind advances

ind mpl become an
acknowledged’ part ofthe trials sys

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

BLINDED BY SCIENCE: DHPG AND THE CONFLICT NIH/NIAID - WHO AIDS Reference Reagent

Th.G.P.11 BETWEEN “CLEAN DATA” AND HUMANE HEALTH CARE Th.G.P.12 PrMs,MoLiERCI* and
AIDS Program, NIAID, NIH, Bethesda,

Harrington Mark; Wiley, K.; Figo, J. AIDS Coalition to MareeUSA.
Unleash Power, New York NY, USA

Objective: To use the trajectory of D ls À Health AIDSF h and Ref ShlahodOytheWordHealsOrgetaa
through the regulatory waze ' to emplify Topteas impeding Rockville, Ane

pro and up-to-date alth care ethods: We AIDSeadfeatedretro ‘The in i sansel,fo virus i . saad
contacted Syntex Corp., negotiated w. DA and NIAID, ‘read bodi eee,
the protocols fo controlled “delayed treatment", materials include:
treatment IND and compassionate use protocols, and talked ¢ Antibodies: Polyclonal and Monoclonal
with ophthalmologists, community physicians and persons with + Provirus

fection. Discussion: DHPG is effective in ov oe + Expression Systems/Cloned cDNA
those trea 0 infection, an is approved in 4 + infectedand Uninfected Calls
European count Be: e the data e i £ + Virus

compassionate, uncontrolled trial, FDA rejected Syntex' 1987 + Biologics,Chemicals and Drugs aa
NDA application, instituting instead 3 interlocking trials, The rep clics heavil ont at cie who wish ibute_
under whi ersons would be untreated un E 10 act nncpa r ns and other e
of retin . , demands for data derived from “adequate pabieation by re à a or ee in
and well-controlled trials" superseded concern for the 20% of pecal. © also rect theirreagents.
PWA's endnagered by CMV sion: rovis must be ma h nesà ik of dard dan Fur s her information

r cepting evidence of fficacy when thousands have tact telephone 340-0245
responded well t th py and when the s no approved Dr Stern by at 301 or FAX 301-762-4170.
alternative. "C data” modalities must be modified during
the AIDS pandemic to speed effective drugs to those at ris
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Th.G.P.13 PHASE-| STUDY OF RECOMBINANT PEPTIDE CORRESPONDING TO

THE GP41 OCTMBRANE PROTEIN OF THE HIV-1 VIRUS

coulPLED TO OLL
Dietrich, Manfred* Letwin, B.** ; Schindie:
Spemhard-Nochtinstitute tor Tropical Medicine, clin, Dept, Hamburg, Germany,” XBlogen
Inc., Cambri A,

Objective, Animal experiments emonstrated that shot Polypeptides coupled to
coli can produce a T-independent im Fespon: in nude mice. The T-independent
sponse engages only ig! antibodies‘Antibodies "arected at appropriate wlspore

could possibly block an ongoing infection of newly born T-cells with the

z 3 8 $ 2 3 g a
g
a » 5 à zs 5
5

$
< ë 

of HIV-1 coupled to Ficoll. in order to evaluate the toxicity and tolerance of this
Ficoll-coupied peptide, a phase-! study
different numbers of T-cells, Peptide was Injected intramusculariy itn either 0.1 mg
or 0.3 mg. Four patients were boostered later on twice with a time Interval of 4
weeks, one patient could be boostered only once, The patients were monitored care-
wy sy laboratory and clinical examinations and antibodies were measured at days
0, 7, 14, 21, 28, months 3, 6,9, and 12 after injection.
ReaisAt“pans ‘olrates the tn well without anysignificant side effects,

Holagiea s well as blochemical parameters did show any signs of to-
xleity. “Theere a significant MorseUn antibodies against” the peptide after the
first injection with significant fall during the first four weeks, Details of the antibody
responses of all patients inciuding the boostered patients will be presented during
the conference

Th.G.P.15 THE ROLE OF FEMALE PROSTITUTION IN THE HETEROSEXUAL AIDS
EPIDEMIC IN SOUTH AFRICA
Schoub Barry D*; Martin De;Smith AN*; Lyons SF*;
adayachee GN**; Nai

“Medical Research Council AIDS Virus Research Unit,
Virology, Sandringham, South Africa,
South Afric

any studies in Central and East Africa have confirkedne pivotal role of
female prostitutes in the estab. of pattern

n So

National Institute for
**Johannesburg City Health Department.

the end of 1987. Since the end of 1987 t
Africans (all heterosexuals of both sexes) has risen sharply to 24 by
mid-January 1989 and the role of the development of this

ic is confirmed by seroprevelance a number of
DB attenders, 1.3% of females were positive ss

af the same population at the end o
Trop Med Hyg 1987, 81: 874-875); male STD ettenders

nce 0 66% The femelssmale dominance was
d even in black blood donor populations - 0.1%

x extent, influenced by the characteristics o is
‘emales and control measures need toe be focussed on
“Tdentification of prostitute popatateons in developing

developed countries and licensing
for control are virtually impossible because of the poor definition

and transience of this populetion.

HIV- INFECTION IN PREGNANT WOMEN
Th.G.P.17 Arnaido*;Uranga Inaz FeyCapdevilaA*iRickerdee

Astarloa ,L***;Cahn,P* et al.
piespitalenFernandez ,**Academia NaciJonal de Medicina ,***Hospital Mufiiz,Buenos

res ,Argen'

Objective. Dopresent the first communication on HIV perinatal transmission
in Argen’
Methods. À total of 19 HIV-reactive mothers (HIV-ire studied through E
HIV-1 1 were studied alsoothruoresc:
ENVACORE -1 Antigen Abbott (AG). Birth thatneteriptice, Apgar indexand
weight were assessed, and clini erological follow- p of CH was

c father sndHIV-
i

Results. In 1988, 19 pregnant HIV-Mo were a’ . HIV-Mo risk factors were:
: +

ttend
TVDA:17; partner:2. Age(x):21 years“id, Obstetric outcome:abortion:
1;prema: irth and dead fetus:1;vaginal birth:13;caesarean section:4(23.5%)
Birth weight (x)}:2,982 gr(general population:3,300 ).Gestational (%) :39

ks .Ap 21 min=8; 5 min=9(range:1'=2-9; 5'=6-10).One dropped
out.Out of 18 CH,17 were HIV+ at birth. AG:17(- 1(+); this had + HIV

ture. Fi - and CH were followed up
(ENV+ CORE-

AG-), and clinical signs at present. Three cases turned negative at 8,9 and 16
n, respectively3 the others remain unchanged. Out of 7 CH with clinical signs,
4 we + CORE- and 3 ENC0CORE+.
ConclusionHIV perina!rinatal t ssion is blem,even in countries with fe
KIDS casés. HIV-infection aidnonot alter the obstetric or neona’tological fea
tures ofthis population. ENVACORE and AG did not help identify infected

1018

Th.G.P.14 tonestorHIV EDUCATION MOBILIZED THROUGH A PUBLIC-PRIVATE

3 Eldder H.**; Ha:a 7
woregen Health Division, HeerDR» USA; #jert ttis Memorial Veterans
lospital, Loma Linda, CA, USA; ***Loma Linda Universit Loma Linda, CA, USA.

Objective. To help healthare professionals in Africa develop locally based
HIV educationpere

A church with Ltus university and local mission hospital sponsored
a workshop intee in cooperation with the Government of Malawi, the Private
Health Association of Malawi, and WHO. Presentations descri ed goals
necessary to control HIV spread. Working in small ‘ogenous,pi
multinational, groups, 200 participants from 15 A
problems and developed solutions. These were combined into a document to be
used in Lene.

broad sponsorship provided wide acceptability of the workshop
to many atfrerent groupss--including various mission organizations and
overnmen sity of participantsresulted in stronger, more
realistic plans for pattent counseling, home public health measures, and
HE tion. Eva showed barticipants consid t workshop
“African" because the preceedings and conclusions were by and er Africans.
Most expectedto make changes in their practices based on th op.

model ofprivate.public cooperative effort utilizing national
health woBers’+0 describe and resolve problens can facilitate LBHEP a
be broadly applicable.

Epidémiologle
Epidemiology

Th.G.P.16 Mews
ANTONIO’, BASANEZ R*, saarnuenceJL’, SEPULVEDA J*

Directorate of Epiemiology. Ministry of Health,

 

Qblective: To describe theanegen or refusing its use.

iin september 1068, a survey to determine knowiedgs, aisheep and prete

related to AIDS and gay menin in Mexico.

about sdewiwere collected thraugh agreement or disagreementent of never
about condom use. The comparison groups were the never users (non users), ever but not

users (dessertors),. and current sere of condoms(acti).

Baauits: Main resuits are shown in the next

Statement deanertora(47)
45%

G9
S9
79
59
2

g  

 

AND PREVENTION IN UGANDATh.G.P.18 42
semerQuarer

review is ma the curr

Berklev S. F,,** amara W,*** Sutherland D.#***

rent status of the AIDS epidemic in

ti

Progremme in 1987, A simple surveillance reporting svstem was
established to follow progression of the disease. Bv Dec. 1988

close t2 6000.6 ses have been reported from all the districts. 47%

were male SRfemales. The doubling time of cases was 3 -
months. the age distribution shows over 85% ure between 15 = 2078s

about 102 0 — 5 vrs, only 11 cases have been reported between 5 =

vears,rss).mean age for males was clder than females (28.6 versus
24.4 yea.

A national survey yielced a similar pattern, but with a vounger mean

age.vaoeatinel surveys is sugrested as appropriate for monitoring

future disease trends and pro,,ression,

The review shows heterosexual transmission is responsible for over 85%

of cases, vertical maternal transmission about 10% and blood transfusion
about 1%, isk factors in transmission are discussed and increased
number of sexual partners and sexually transmitted diseases are important
amplifiers of transmission, «he relative risk (odds ratio) increases
proportionately with increased number of partners or episodes of STDs.

The social cultural complications in disseminating health education and

information is discussed, The ial economic impact pf health educetion
is also reviewed,
* Director of Uganda National AIUS Control rrogramme.
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AIDS AND AFRICAN WOMEN

E. Maxine Ankrah, Department of Social Work and Social
Administration, Makerere WeeAny Kampala, Uganda

Objective: To expose the perceptions or HIV a
not targeted in subgroups of prostitutes, bamaids, pregnant women,
saentify unique cultural behaviors and.atti tudes
Method: The gender dimension of a t of an i nstrument designed as part
OF an intended national WHO/Ugan'nda LABPartner Relations Survey was in
istered to respondents in the general populat on e rural and one

Th.G.P.19

. About we id women vey data is supplemented
by focus group discussions held in two“urban Settings with urban-ba
educated professionals and business women in one rural community with

asant women.
Results: The women view themselves asourferingdi sproportionately from HIV

d AIDS. Age at first sexual contact at betwe 15 while boys stated
t

ree to
have many partners. Wives of polygamous marriages may have sexual “relations

thus increasing exposure ‘cor women use sex to earn
living for themselves and children. Women who transmit the disease perinat-

bear à heavy len of anxiety, guilt,
unaware of measures‘through which they can change their si tuatioions
Conclusions: Present AIDS campaigns do not target whole populations of women

. al internentions are needed to involve them in efforts of
prevention and control of Aid:

HETEROSEXUAL TRANSMISSION OF HIV-INFECTION IN HEMOPHILIACS
Rickard, Ema;Muchinik,G;Manca M;Campestri,R;Pérez Bianco ,R;de

M

Th.G.P.21
ezanos Pinto,

IIHEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina,Buenos Aires Argentina.

mijective. This ongoing study is designed to evaluate the rate of HIV hetero-
transmission female- ilic male:

EL
munoassay(Abbott), employing recombinant DNA-produced

Results”Our of 156 HIVWe-positive hemophiliacs ,47(30%) have stable sexual
(68%) females were studied:7(224) were HIV Ab-posi-

{ anti ia.1,
tt heterosexual contact may be an impor

transmission of HIV among hemophiliacs. Out of these 7 women,3
gman’ , up we have 2 births: 1 was culture-positive and the

other has positive serology.

"LES PRATIQUES ET MOEURS SEXUELLES AU SENEGAL
(CONTRIBUTION À LA CONNAISSANCE DU SIDA)

GUISSE Y. MB. IFAN CH. A. DIOP DsSENROaL
D'ALMEIDA L. “BLURALE BP. 5356 DAKAR-SEN
BIENVENU E. S/C LAB. BACTERIOLOGIE H. LE ANTEC DAKAR

OBJECTIFS: Elle s'interroge sur: la nature des pénétrations sexuelles (vagi-
nale, rectale , orale); les natures des produits utilisés: les idéologies et

représentations liées aux moeurs sexuelles.
tifs auprès de prostituées, de matrones,

8 Tituelles sont entrepris dans 4 gran-

re centré autour de l4 thémes relatifs à
ité est passé auprès de 1,575Personnes:

na la contamination du SIDA et tente
des propositions de prises en compte ae ces réalités dans la prévention des

du SIDA.

Th.G.P.23

CONCLUSTONS: Cette étude permet d'apréhender leur part hautement significa-
ive comme mode de contamination du SIDA.

id AIDS of women and girls who are—
to

_CONNAISSANCES, AITITUDES ET COMPORTEMENT A L'EGARD DU S
Th.G.P.20 “DR LA POPULATION RWANDAISE Fo
Huligande G,Néibishaye N, Nsaramba D. Lehman P. and Carsei M.
Dette |Evaluer les connaissances, attitudes et comporteme
oe rvandaise pour évaluer et orienter Len campagnes de prévention

Wethode Une enquete répresentative nationale par interview standar:
langue nationals selon je A/ONE à été conduite en ae =
ns Ge 1486 et 1315 personnes agées de 15-49 ans en milieu rural et

Besyitate Latrès grandemars- 98% - connait le SIDA et 90t savent
que le BIDA se transmet lations sexielles mais un tiers des

erronées ouries modes
vent qu'on ne gent pas

nt autres partenaires que leur conjoint dans les 6
1 et 7% ont aes uséden preservatifs,

niveau des connaissances 4 bien en presrural
qu'urbain est considérable oe ces connaisS8ances ne sont

an

derniers mois.
  

pas encore
suffisamment intégrées dans 1 enents tndividvels: l'indice de
proximité aire Pour1" Angection a VTH reste faibi oneuate
nationale &@ permis de reorienter les strategies éducative

Th.G.P.22 HIV IN MOZAMBIQUE, A GENERAL OVERVIEW

. J. Barreto, C.Palhn de Sousa,L.Barquet
Immunology Laboratory, Teetieute Nacional de Saude, Maputo,Mozambique.

  
Qhisctive: To present a general overview of the HIV situation in Mozam-
bique assessed through sercepidemiclogicel studies and AIDS cases diag-
nosis.

Sercepidemiological studies were carried out on ssampl

Hathes a From: the adult urhan population of the main country’s cities

eelecte: by a cluster sampling method; b donors; STD patients;

pres:nant women war displaced populations. HIV 1 and iav 2 antibodies
wera detected by commercially available ELISA and WB ki

logically confirmedby ELISA and WB.

 

approac! for he
situation and for the definition of
is discusecd,séatinel groups tor ts monitoring

Th.G.P.24 INCIDENCE OF HIV INFECTION AMONG FEMALE

INFERTILE PATIENTS
Ss. mound Sankari, S*; Lalitha, A; Raji Bai, As Suneethi,

sjune S3 Chitri
t. Professor, Neda Medical College, Madras University, Madras, India

Aim and ive : With regard to the prevalence of STD among infertile
individuals, a comparative analysis of incidence of HIV infection, Serum
hepatitis, Chylamydiasis, Syphilis and gonorrhoea among femaies attending
infertility clinic was carrie:

emale infertile patients were screened for HIVinfection:
Of them 70 infertile femaies, 35 with tubal block and 3: normal

josen he Pilot Study, in tl ity of Madras, where 0% of
the HIV infected individuals Indi een detected. In th ke of the
finding that Seropositive individuals for HIV are women, the stud:
was un ind a correiation between HIV infection and infertility

uses of infertility. HIV Screening by

 
 

LISA : HBS Ag Screening by Chiam: ia Monoclonal antibody test;
food STS, cervical smear for gonococcal infec’

Results & Findings : 2% (women) & 5% (husbands)History of “erpartners

State of Anti chlamydial Smear for .

bes Antibody tg G VORL Gonocecci HBS Ag HIV dore 50

35 blocked tubes Canes 14 40% 2 5.74% Nil 2 5.74% Nil Na

 35 normal tubes Cases 7 20% 1 284% Nil 2 5.74% NII
Conclusion : From this Pilot study we conciude that HIV infection is not
associated with female infertility, inspite of presence of other STD causing
infertility.
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Th.G.P.25

Or. Gilada LS., Secretry-General, Indian Health Organsation, Bombay,India.

HIJRAS: A CULT SUSCEPTIBILITY FOR
AIDS

The prevalence of AIDS as related to sexual preferences and pat!
of function seems significance that will determine epidemiological
action. That sexual functioning have socio-cultural determinants is a vexing
problem for sexologists.

The Hijra cult revolves around deity worship of a goddess figure Baitra}
Mata) and a hierarchial epicentre in a small town in Gujarat, a west indiai

Membership isgranted after a commitment to spend a life time of devotion
to the goddess.

The initiation is completed by a ceremonial castration, by a senior member
ofone cult called "Dai-Ma" after itoxicatingthe individual with alcohol

d the ceremony is carried out in the loud oe drum beatings. Adult
lite of Hijra ls patterned as Male Homosexual Prosti

graphy of AIDS prevalence group. Epidemiclogical, Clinical and
The freer study is a preliminary report of attempting to define the topo-

in this
Laboratory finding sre presented.

Th.G.P.27 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF PEDIATRIC AIDS IN
THE CARIBBEAN
Herein,p*; Nehebir $,* Hospedeles J:* pase

*Ceribbaan Eptdemiolgy Cantre, rt-of-Spain, Trintdad.

+ To deacribe the epldemtology of pediatric AIDS in tha

Caribbean.
« AUDS ceases, both pediatric snd edults, reported to the

Caribbean Epidesiolgy Centre, (CAREC), Trintded from 58 English

speaking eribbean countrles and Suriname were analyzed.

As of September 1988, 79 chiidran with A

 

© 267 reapectively), 09.1% of

Bahamas (40 ceses), Trinided end Tobago (22 cases) and Jemsica (9

€ 8). Melen predosinsted smong both eduits (75.7%) and children

(57.3%). infersetien on risk fectors was available for 49 children;

47 (95.9%) wer born to parents with AIDS or NIV Infection, tn Two

(4.1%) no risk fsctor could ba identified.
1 Podiatric AIDS is now a serious problem in the

Caribbean and simost al! cases are perinatally ecquired, an

indication of the increasing levais of heterosexual WIV transmission
in the ragion.

 

Th.G.P.2

Ndinya-Achola; R
Univ. Natrobi,
Winnipeg.

MODIFICATION OF HIGH RISK ree BEHAVIOUR
seEDUCATION AND COUNSELLING IN NAIROBI
Gane areeainet
era. AR. and Plumm

Nairobi City Commission. Nairobi, Univ. Manitoba,

AM.; 70

To evaluate the impact of education and counselling
on sexual behaviour in men with prostitute-acquired sexually
transmitted Giseases (STD),

with STD enrotled to a longitudinal study of HIV
infection inNairobi were informed and counselled about STO and
IV, with reinforcement at regular follow-u d

about past STD and habitual prostitute contact (HPC), follow-up
prostitute (PROS) and regularpartner (PART) Sexual. contacts,
ondom use and STDs were recorded.

ative men followed-up 14 * 16 (2-

number with HPC had later PROS or PART contact with condoms,
93 yi/mo. x 33% 30%
140 <t/mo 11% 31% 21%

7 once 9.5% 18% 18%

Established patterns of high risk heterosexual
and

Conclusions,
Anor men may be modified through educat io
sounselli.

1020

ett D.

Th. G.P.26 SeenThecoee FINDINGS OF HIV INFECTION AMONG
0BeateeRAZIL. 2 2

FERREIRAà À fan J>Fernandes M;Accetturi ciPinto W.
1.Paulista School of Wesicine-Infections Diseases Unit. Sao Paulo
2.Reference Center for - Sao Paulo, 1,

Objective:To evaluate the extension of HIV infection of women
from Sao Paulo state.

Hetheds:Among the women( 10y old)registered in two Out-patien

ca: amp

ne uu
blood transfusion receipts wasà determined, Others epidemiological
aspects will be analy
Results: Seroprevatence of HIV antibody in those groups

ual Pa ersIV drug abusers Blood res Ind Total
HIV POS “ei pia 22 20 199
HIV NEG 163 67% 26 26% 23 sa 212
Total 244 100 102 100 45 100 .
Conclusion:Many aspects of HIV infection in women will be enpha
sizeû.One of the most important is that among the IV drug abu-
sers the (74%) was higher than in
the sexual partners (33%).

Th G P 28 INCREASING PROBLEM OF HETEROSEXUAALY ACQUIRED
UF. AIDS IN THE ENGLISH SPEAKING CARIBBEAN

anabir cee renedeCES

*Caribbasn Epidesifolgy Centre, Port-of- sin, Trinidad.

Te describe the eos cpiaeatatey ef AIDS În the Caribbean

and ttle implications fo the control progra

. We anelyzed data on AIDS reparted by t8 Engtisheee Caribbeen

countries and Suriname to the Farthpeen Epidemfolgy Centre as a part of PAH

el Survaiilsnce progr ne.

Results. As of September 30, 1988, 18 countries in the Caribean repertad

91h cases of AIDS ¢

   

sen (55 1985). Wow heterosexusily scquired (HT) cases

ere increasingly being reported (65% of sli adult cases in 1988). Nala to

feeale ratio has declined from 5.4:1 up to 1985 to 2.2:1 fn 1988. Trend in

selectd counts tlowe:

COUNTRY 4 1986 1988
XHI* WiF Retic* i

Trinidad 0 19:90 23 4.231 39 2.211
- - 24 2.1:1 89 1.s:1

“ - $ 4.2:1 14 16:0

0 1:0 83 6:1 és 2.331

Barbados

*among all repo

atos Caucetion setshave now been sevetoped based on the

changing epidemiotgical situatio in esch coun

Th.G.P.3

*Uniformed Servi
Uni States, **Univeraity Teaching Hospital, Lusaka,
of Health, Mansa, Zambia

TRANSMISSION OF HIV IN » ZAMBIA

eter L. Perine*, Hire, S.K.**, Bhat

shemba
the ‘Health Sciences, Ve, Maryland,

Zambia, ***Ministry

Mukelabai,

 

ans
al

 

K.**, Pearsall, N.N

ces University of

We studied a community of 50,000 located in Nomeheamtern Zambia where
malaria is holoendemic:
HIV in 1985 as 3 members of 233 x
{0.33%) school ia (4 males, 7 fema

eitive rs. Ninety-two3 e = © 2 a a = 8 = & S : ©
2
2

B
y oe a 2

‘
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G.501 CURRENT STATUS OF HIV INFECTION IN TAIWAN

Cheng-Hua Chuang, Department of Health, Taiwan, ROC

Objective. To control the transmission of AIDS, this study has been
conducted to investigate the status of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
infection in Taiwan.
Methods. A total of 786,246 serum samples from 9 risk groups of acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS were tested for HIV antibody, using

nked immunesjorbent assay (ELISA) and Western blot
Results. Among 1,184 homosexuals, 33 were positive (2.79%): 6 fuli-blom

DS-related complex (ARC); HIV encephalopath
persistent generalized lymphadenopathy (PGL); 19 asympt
Anon: @ positive (7.6%),
full-blown AIDS. One seynptomatic homosexual

sulted in a serpsit:
general, antibody tatere were higher in asymptoma
and ARC than phase detected in patients with fontblows
Conclusion. The € nclusion is that AIDS

ic careders,
of whomtwo developed

HIV carrier do
tient. In

c ti¥-carriers, PGL

AIDS.
has invaded Taiwan, but the

prevalence of theHIV infection is presently low. In the interim, active
community efforts are needed to achieve future successs in AIDS control.

Dr. 6.8. Gachihi CRC REMRI!
Dr. F.N. Mueke MOH National AIDS Co-ordinator

Dr. G.G. Mbugua CMR xemat!

Mr. N. Muthani MRC KEMRI

2

1

= Kenya Medical Reawarch Institute, P. 0. Box 54840,

NAIROBI - Keny.

= Ministry of Health,
P. 0. Box 30016, NAIROBI - Kenya

Since 1984 when the first case of AIDS was reported in Kenya more than
3000 cases of AIDS have been diagnose 8 :F ratio
ds about 1:1 and the se
with a small peak between ages
and 50. The common clinical presentation is weight loss, prolonged
diarchoea, chest infections, candidiasis and kaposis sarcoma. QE

surveys in selected large towns of Kenya havedemonstrated
seroprevalence rates ranging from 12% to 24: exually promiscous

y active andpromiscous males in
the 8 £

correspoonding females. Possible reasons for this distribution and
implications”for intervention measures will be discussed.

AIDS IN THE CONTEXT OF PRIMARY HEALTH STRATEGY.

Betts.Claude*: Carrington. Carmen*
American Union Against STD’ S (U.L.A.C.E.T.S.)

USAT
Demonstrate impact of the AIDS: epidemic on primaryQbjective.

epidemic is being characterized by successive

ransmission among certain risk groups. Healt

under pressure by the scientific community

targeted
efforts ave been

(1)disseminating
modification. The

health education strategies ecomes evident
transmission begins to occur among relatively stable heterosexual

populations. In ese groups it is situations of risk (i-e.
sexual exposure to an infected individual) rather than behaviors
of risk that are major determining factors of AI transmission.
Here, effective responses depend on (1)primary hea system
and (22evel of communi ty organization and artic ipation

Conclusion. Responses to the AIDS epidemic have usually

weakened already insuficient primary health resourses crucial
not only general health goals, but for the forthcoming
waves of the AIDS epidemic.
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G.502 DEVELOPMENTOFAN HIV/AIDS SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
J. DepartmentofHealth, Bermuda Government,

 

Sax.Ronald; Cann,
Hamilton, Bermuda.

To odevelop 4 hence! e say dé

S casesand sero-positive *
shouBermuda (appro.57,000 population) is a smal] jurisdiction with a single

cutecarecare‘hoopanand HIV testing facility, Teporting of HIV/AIDS from phys:icians has not
n complete,

“basedonregular communication between public health, hospital andborn,safea"
data base utilizing a personal computer are was

developedto track all HIV sero-sero-positive individuals¢and AIDS cases.
dl di AIDS

cases are reported to‘the Health Department for recording and follow-up. Faune
 

 

 

 

 

Epidemiologist provides counselingffo: nd post
HIV test counselingiis provided Foilealth Department clinic staff. The sccuracy oftrackintracking

Pp HIV/AIDSdata
base.
Conclusions. A comprehensi at L be developedutilizing

currently available staff and ing effecti ication t public
h 1 wo provideaccurate. À

statistics for analysis andflowep can de oratory facatioe cost usingeasetoProne software
computer.

G.504

 

MODAL SITUATION OF ANG: AN ANALYSIS OF RPIBGMTOLOCICAL AND
MCOLOCICAL

*, 2.1.X.Subrenanian”*

cal trends.
that AIDS claimed 1,24,114

cases and in Worth dmcrica has registered nus cases Zoltowed by
Birodt 12,414 cu, Of the meer or29275 AUX

Statistical methods like ratio end percentage measures have been used to
@imensions of AIRS in different countries and with this

situation is forecasted.
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G.507 SERIAL SEROPREVALENCE STUDIES AND ESTIMATES OF INCIDENCE OF

HIV-1 ANTIBODY IN PREGNANT WOMEN IN MALAWI.

Chiphangwi J, Liomba NG, Miotti P, Dallabetta G, Ndovi E,

red J. Sash.
The Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital, Blantyre. Malawi and

The Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health,
Baltisore, MD, USA.

Objective. To determine the point prevalence of HIV-1 antibody and to esti-

ection from priororprevalence studies
eeking care duuring December 1988

of the QECHwere€atudied for HIV-1 antibody status

Sera were tested by ELISA; repeatedly reactive

sera were confirmed by Western blot.
247 (19%) were HIV-1 seropositive.

in Malawi, seroprevalence in the same populatio:
in 1985 to 8x (7/85)

 

From prior studies

n incteagea from 2% (27200 }

approximately 7% to 13% per year during 1987-1988 in pregnant women in

Conclusion. HIV-1 infection continues to be epidemic in Central Africa and

requires intensive and urgent intervention to reduce its high incidence

G.509 EXPERIENCE IN PEDIATRIC GROUP (0-15y) IN A
REFERENCE AND TRAINNING CENTER FOR AIDS.
Menezes, R.C.S.; Scapini,R.L.; Abboud,C.S.;Silva,
C.L.; Pinto,W.P.

Centro de Referencia e Treinamento Aids-Secretaria da Saude Sao
Paulo, Brazil

Objective.To verify eee aestrepustions risk factors and clinical
ered children to CRT Aids Sao Paulo-Brazil

 
8) at our Center, 90 of

an mprise this paper. They were separated according to age in

thefolLoving groups: liess than 15 m. o. 5-36 m.0;3.3-6y.0

than 6 y.o
Rosuite Age distribbuition were:28(31%)in group 1;24(26.6%)in
group 2; 19(21%)in group 3;19(21%)in group 4.There were 10 sympt
omatic(class p2); 3 in group 1; 4 in group 2; and 3 in group 3.

y

 

ry pf plood transfusion; 4
3 were breast fed by infected women,3 were s
Conclusion.These data support efforts toward education.

FALÈLE PREVALENCE DES ANTICORPS ANTI-VIH EN ZONE RURALE AU
EN

emPELE*,>C. LOUKAKA*, Nz COPIN*, M. ROSENHEL|
A. rrouncirandesaSENTLINI** ~ *Comité National de Lutte contre te2SIDA,
Congo. **Dpt de Médecine Tropicale, Hôpital de la Salpétrière, Paris, France.

9 ® a a
©

a 6 = © Ë rc o œ a 4 9 3 5 œ € 5 - a
t

® a ® a . 2 a a Q 9 4 0 a 2 be a < = = a He

tré que la probabilité pour qu'un sérum
sa densité optique een ELISA (ELAVIA, Dlegrostics Pasteur) est inférieure

nous n'avons retenu comme positifs que les sérums dont

ont été trouvés positifs, soit 0,95%-+/-
.83. village, aucun sérum n'était poeiti

Cetta faible séroprevaalence en zone rurale doit inciter è y renforcer les
campagnes de prévention afin d'éviter une extension de l'épidémie des villes
vers Tescampag,

S o
g

 

> AEDS PROGRAM

G.510 Serene AND ALTERNATIVES OF A NATIONAL PROGRAM OF AIDS. THE

Elan PV idespino JL°, Garcia L*, Izazola JA’, Ornelas G*
*Directorate of Epidemiology. Ministryof Health. Mexico

QOblectives: To analyze the challenges and alternatives for the design, execution and evaluation of
the National Program fevention of ApS (NPA) in a Latinamerican count

PA iological patterns, behavioral studies, and on the

evaluation of health institutions, communication media, and cultural and other sociodemographic
patterns.

From 1983 to januaryAi1988. 2,013 AIDS cases have been notified In Mexico.
apidemiciogica$pattern has inte le characteristics between patterns 4 and il. Estimatss of
30,000 to 100,000 HIV infecta peopleh ve been made. The National Council for Prevention of AIDS
Initiated Its activities in 1966. It saa.Muhidieciplinary commities|represantod by gt ment and

jencies. ped to counteract avisnd stigmas 

which hi n decroasad. Clans% the sdvcational campaign arose in some groups of the
population.‘Centers for counselling and educatior ive participation of groups with
high risk practices have peer created. aa sh prodet tne nanainal netwo'
for HIV detection was created which ni à improve t of He quality control and coverage. The
care of HIV Infected people and ‘AIDS.Patients is "undertaken in specific sonvices. It must be

ular health services and Personnel must be trained. The commercialization of
ted, detection of blood donorsblood n pro , latory;| protons exist regarding

prostitution and ethical problems have appeared regarding discrimination of HIV infected. The need
of care for AIDS patients creates problems because of costs, hospital beds availability and
sociioeconomical repercussion.

The design, execution and evaluation of the NPA in a Latinamerican country as
Mexico has Involved chalienges and alternatives according to the context and infrastructure of thi
country.

G.512
_SMOPIENLES @ RLY, TNPECETON IN BOLIVIA

MELGAR ML”MAVARRO FS,MARISCAL J°ANDRADE ARZABE À ramenAPTE c°*?,

‘BIV.NINISEER OF HEALTH BOLIVIA

TA

 

valence survey ln differents ef Bolivian people in
MBTHODS.= we tested 5225 for IVe tints end midieairsdy misect

le ond western Bistfree Deceaver ‘88. belong to the

felleving groups tfemales and bisexual mnen doners,
intravenous drug abusera,prenctal eeatrelyzilitary rearuitaentspontaneous demand end university

MMSULTS.— The serepeaitivity for KIV infestion ami the distribution is shown in the next tables

SROUPS SAPLES 3 HIV. +
4.0 Priseants 4.59 29.5 2
2, Pemlet prostitutes 4.094 21.0 °
Sum eec/Bisexual men 68 1,3 7
Sew Meet donors 425 24 4
Se~ Iatravencus drugs abusers a 0,068 6

ben 372 Met 0
Tew Military resrvitaent 150 29 d
G.= university stutents 30 5,7 9
9.= spentanceus demand #25 8.4 as

sta 5237
CONCLUSION=aneEnneEn one La tue Need douar
ethers groups studied vez the sereprevalense in polivia is lew yet.
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G.513 Tematitutiona the Organization of the African G.514 IMPACT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ON AIDS RESEARCH

** Chargé depeporntoiren: BCC-SIDA, ZR. Zaire.

African struggle agaisnt AIDSameane fundamentally :

* Improve the’living conditions of the Afri

The improvement phase of the African standard of living may

only be attained by the advent of a system of democraticplurality,

appropriate to the mentality of the People of this Cont.

A democracy for Africa, a Continent which is"eanentially
underdeveloped, is only possible in framework of the PanAfrican Na-
tiona1 Congress-PANC
which is the aocial=judicial manifestation of the organization of the
African Union-OAU-

* ana which contains four popular power branches :

1. the PanAfrican Legisla+.

4. the PanAfrican Executive Council.

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL FINDINGS tL HIV INFECTION AMONG

WOMEN FROM1580 cape-BRA 2 2
FERREIRA algfengi J;Fernandes M;Acceturi Cjlpinte We

1,Paulista School of Medicine-Infections Diseases Unit.Säo Paulo.
2.Reference Center for AIDS. Out-patient care Unit.SP.Brazil

Objective: ae evaluate the extension of HIV infection of women in
Sao Paulo state.
methode: Anong the women( lOyears old)registered in two out-patient

Units from Jan 84 to Jan89 sample of 611 were studied.The

G.515

and blood transfusion receipts was determined.Others epideniolog.
cal aspects will be analyzed.
Results:Seroprevalence ofa750 in reve groups

HIV HIV TOTAL
Heyal Partner à 2m #4 “a féeaeBeSEE

4

3 Many epidemiological aspectsof HIV infection in wo-
men ‘ait be enphasized in this stud: One of the most important
is that among the IV drug abusers the seroprevalence was higher
than in the sexual partners (33%)

G 517 VERTICAL TRANSMISSION 3 LACK OF

. pee. Birgit Bak*;ous, N.*; Malbak,K.* and Aaby,

*Statens seruinstitut, Copenhagen, Denmark, **University of Copenhagen, Co-
penhagen, Denmark.

oies 2.to investigatete the occurrence of vertical transmission of HIV-2.
and Methods. In a 2-year longitudinal cross-

based toto investigate the epidemiology of

 
posi were found

positive. One wes teated positive st 3 1/2 months ofage and was los
follow-up. The other was positive at 5 months but turned negative at 8 months

children were repeatedly negative. No children born

Bissau seems rare.
befere 8 moths Of age.
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Geneyiéve; World Immunological Network Project Foundation, Los Angeles, CA
USA.

 

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the effort of laser and computer transmitted data on the
dissem inat mong inte al level
METHODS. Using Laser Disk and AIDS Stock technology, ond internationalde ‘benk ‘utilizing
 

eated for use

byoeandclcimiins worlawce
RESULIS nd AIDS Stack methods of data collection increase the speed,
metiness andpéreof the latest information on AIDS, avoiding duplication of efforts,

fragmentation of locale and unnecessary expenditure of scare resour
CONCLUSION: There isa dard need for centralizing normanon AIDS toisp a
cohesive, easily accessible of data that is readily updated an T
network ‘of information oneb ies researchers and ciinicians to track epidemiological trends,
exchange idees on treatment prcn and document research results. The databank also has

inRethe community about AIDS

G.516 PREVALENCEOFOF POSTMORTEM ANTI HIV ANTIBODIES IN THE STATE OF
" ALISCO, M

Vaz uez-nat Eduardo; Jorres-Hendoza, B.*; V8zquez-Rizo, -
3 Rivas-Souza, and ValenciaButiér Z,d.*

*instituto de Patotologia Infeccio: sental “Dr. Fco. Ruiz Sänchez" de
la Universidad de Guadalajara,“Salisco. MEXICO. **Departamento de Medicina
‘orense, Procuradurfa General de Justicia del Estado de Jalisco, México.

Objective. To know the prevalence of postmortem anti qi antibodies in corpse
nknown origin in the of Jalisco, México, o determine the risk

factor for health workers thatare in contact with then.
Methods. Randomized samples of 97 corpses of unknown origin were taken from
2598 necrops ies, during the year of 1988. At the beginning of each necropsy

oe of blood was taken from the thoracic cavity i
cticed, and confirmed by indirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA)

and/or Western Blot (WB).
Results. The Seropositivity obtained and corroborated by IFA and/or WB assay
in this study, wi 03% (one case), that elononged to a 300 years old male
corpse, apparently Frontthe USA, ath cause was med

i ata of hamosexuity The
ical pintoxication,

id worker:
risk factor in Guadalajara, from being in contact with cor ees

~03% a
nf unknown

and probably with homosexuals.

G 518 nivel.ANTIBODIES IN BRAZTLIAN PRISONERS

= 7 Hernandez, H,; Lacouture,
C.: ae I. ana Mendes, he

Escola Paulista de Medicina, So Paulo, Brazil.

indi,
rect ELISA tests us. wole-virus preparation (VIRGO  HIV-1 ELISA,Elec
tro-Nucleonics), esi viral proteins (BB rose Embrablo) and
synthetic peptide LGIWGCSGKLIC correspanding to a segmmt of gp4l
arch test kit, Escola raneeede Medicina).

Results. By using the three di cal methods, the prevalence
OF HIV-1 antibodies was 12.56%16/923), This result may reflect the mi
nimum HIV-1 infection prevalence individuals within that pri
son, since same

dy. False positive reactions due tibodies to H cell

The high prevalence of HIV-1 infection among Brazilian prisoConclusion, HIV o
ners,as xinother comtries, 1s metly due to honpsemal and drug

«sharing
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G.519 ABSENCE OF HIV-1 AND HIV-2 INFECTION IN AFRICAN TRIBES, G.520 HIV INFECTION AMONG DUTCH EXPATRIATES WORKING IN AFRICA
1968-72 pouver a anden Akker, Rts De Grave, roeSmits, S.P.
Schindzielorz, Andrew; Belshe, R.; Read, J. and Mufson, M. Ligth ir, Ass et

Marshal] University, Huntington, WV, U.S.A. * National Institute SfiPubliée ‘healthID, nithoven, The Netherlands.

Objective examine sers for HIV-1 and HIV-2 antibodies collected in Objective. To study the Prevalence of HIV infection|and related risk factors
Africa in “the Pre-AIDS era. among Dutch expatriates working in sub-Saharan Afri
Methods. 159 sera from Africa were collected as part of a respiratory Methods. In the course of a routine medical check expatria 8 who have been
epidemiological study from 3 tribes: 60 Mano (Liberia); 84 Korekore posted in sub-Saharan hériea for at least 6 months since 1978 ate asked to

; and 15 Turkana ya). These sera were tested for HIV-1 (Abbott give a vial of blood complete a selfadninistered questionaire on sexual,
HIV-1 EIA, Biotech/DuPont KIV-1 Western blot (WB) and HIV-2 (DuPont HIV-2 eccupational and other risk factors for HIV ecti
WB) antibodies Results. Among 1230 participants posted in 39 African countries (Sept.1987-Dec.
Results. Number Positive or indeterminant I Number Tested (% 1988) Western risk fact were relatively rare: 18 men (2.6%) were homo/bi-

I HIV-2 sexual, 2 men and 1 womannad used i.v.drugs. However, 71 men (10.2%) and 20
Tribe +EIA De +B IWB +NB women (3.8%) had been treated for S.T.D. Risk factors in Africa included s
Turkana 9/15 (60) 11/15 (73) 0/15 5/10 (50) 0/10 with African pertnere (37% of men,om of ee) n 5, range 1-150). Condom
Mano 41/60 (68) 46/60 (77) 0/60 33/53 (62) 0/53 use was infrequent and inconsistent. The majorit: Mot medicaloctors (817) and
Korekore 56/84 (67) 33/83 (40) 0/83 15/45 (33) 0/45 midwifes (692) snd 32% of nurses“had suffered needle stick accidents (mean 15,
Total 106/159 (66) 90/156 (57) 0/108 53/108 (49) 0/108 Tange 1-150). Fou:x participants were found to be infected &se,evalence :

0.3%, 95%C.I. 0.01-0.7Z), 2 men and 2 women: 1 woman had sex with a bisexual
The frequency of positive EIA increased with age but indeterninant Western men, all had se:x withierican partners and had been treatedfor §.T.D., 1
blot (IWB) to HIV-1 or 2 did not increase with age. The most common bands an African partner and was born in Africa, no one had occupational exposure

detected by HIV-1 WB were p24, (28%) and p17(29%). HIV-2 esaetected bands HIV.

to p66 (41%) andareas) but infrequentlyte pad (<1%). Conelusion. Despite high prevalence of risk factors HIV infection is rare among
Conclusion. N HIV-2 infected pe: e found in this à non-selected group of expatriates working in sub-Saharan Afri 
re!strompectivestudy. Significant differencesinpPatterns of HIV-1 and HIV-2

curred.

G 521 TRANSMISSION OF Hv INFECTION THROUGHAt MILK
, ; Sridhar, N.*; Sundararaman, S.*; A\ . A“;

S. P. Sasparaan.“*

© Madras medical College, Madras, India. ** Post Graduate Institute of Basic Medical Sciences,

‘Madras, India.

Can breast fecding wansmit HIV infection from HIV seroreactive mothers to their

children?
Methods. With a view to assess the possibility of perinatal transmission of HIV infection from

scroreactive mothers to children besides vertical transmission, 19 HIV seroreactive prostitutes (both

by ELISA and Westem Blot) and their children were analysed. Group A mothers (2) we

not to breast feed their children and the latter remained seronegative till 10 months of follow

:p. Group B mothers (3) who could not be stopped from breast feeding their children transmitted

HIVinfection as evidenced by appearance of HIV antibodies in them by 6th, 7th and 8th month

after birth. Group C mothers (14) who had breast fed all their children could be analysed only

retrospectively. They revealed interesting patterns. The details would be presented.

Conclusion, The high rate of HIV transmission through breast feeding is highlighted.
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Séance thématique Répercussions économiques du SIDA
Specialty Session The Economic Impact ofAIDS

Aperçu et ceûts de la préventionet de l'éducation
Overview Plus Costs of Prevention and Education
M.H.0.1 M.H.0.2 LeOFB-SARARANART AIDS PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAMMES

OVERVIEW

Duckect, Margaret. MeGi1T Centre for Medicine, Ethics and
Law, Canada

M.H.0.3

COSTS OF AIDS EDUCATION

‘Fineberg, Harvey. Harvard School of Public
Health, Harvard University, Boston, MA. USA.

 

M.H.0.5 COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF HIV SCREENING AMONG PREGNANT WOMEN IN

be PARIS
Catherine(1), Moatti J.P. (1), Collectif périnatale (Paris
Tours Stady Group on Perinatal Transmission HIV)
(1) INSERM U240,Paris, France

 @Hémobiologic Périnatale", Paris and Service de
Viciapha Bretoonoes Tour about perinataltransmission ofWIVnanaanal out Pare rome
In that context, between August 1987 and Februery 1988, HIV scrcening was systematically proposed to ail
Pregnant women
and 45 were known HIV+. Among the women who have never

 

discovered HIV+ (Ti(Total prevalence : S98SUUsdmpELISAnyOS"96.58nd

specificity (98.3 - 99.7%) th additi
from $ 6,460 10 6950.

 

 

 

Wecth f HIV is is, in fact, highly

depending ofdiffusion ofscreening practiceshatermaspeal caepaybay medi
(between August 1987 and 1988, the % of
to 32%).

Collis, L.**;
Lamboray, J.L.* «Wee; Phillips, M.waee, et 2
World Heslth Oriantaneton, Geneva, Switzerland, **WorldB:Bank, Washington,
DC, USA, ***University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, “***London School of

Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London

Tarsntola, D.*;

The globally agreed strategy for AIDSprevention and control calls for the
formulation of comprehensive mediutr ans which describe the policies,

strategies and activities around wihichgovernment, non-governmental and

international agencies will focus their collaboration. Governments and the
iow the level of resources required to

As very litte published data oxiets on the real costs
rammes, 8 study was made e World Health

Organization and the World Bank of budgeted costs of 12Snedtur-tern
programmes formulated in Sub-Saharan Africa

The study initially described the main feetures of the firstMes budgets anc
then explored the relationship between costs and several c:
characteristics with the 1nteation of using this bethto predict ly
future costs and to extrapolate costs to other countries i region
This paper provides a discussion of the rationale, the methodology and. the
Tesults of the study.
guidelines, to collect retrospec:
prelininery cost-effectiveneas analyses of elements of the

FeOGRRNING ANONG POTENTIAL TIMIGRANTS: À COST/BENEFITM.H.0.4
HannaZn, N Gilmore*, RD Fraser**, A Deutsch*,

SA Grover*. “ill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, **Quean'’s
University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

Obiective. ‘To assess the economic impact of HIV screening among potential
immigrants to Canada on the national health care system and Canadian
camunity.
Method. we developed aneonan economic model based on current international HIV
seroprevalence data, Canadian immigration statistics, disease progression
estimates and the projectedcosts of HIV screening and treating AIDS

Results. Estisatiny that 139,034 immigrants enter Canada in 1988, between
269 and 671 sre likelyto be KIV Screening would lead to the
exclusion of 224 and 686 persons incluting false positiveresults.
The estimated total cost of screening every immigrant rarges between $1.7

M.H.0.6 THE ROLEOF COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS IN
CONT. IG THE COSTS OF THE AIDS EPIDEM

Smith, Mark D. UniversityOrPennsylvania, Philadelphia,

National AIDS efforts ha components: prevention , health and social
ices, and creation of a1supportive social environment. All three areas require

substantial and rapidly-growing financialialou ys.
service ee (BOs),ieincluding organizations of Persons

ucation and ice deliNery in the U, S.
i w York at we 2

gi AIDS he

 

Education Tie of volunteers
tri Publicity, Mcmene re

Social disputes Community education, dispute mediation
Prevention Community education to reduce HIV transmission

CBOs depend on relatively f: , and their volunteers
face fatigue and burnout. In addition, thethe changing faceface theepidemic in the US.-

rise in the numbers of minorities andnewith AIDS - may make
it more rat to rely on unpaid volunteers. Support for the CBOs themselves is
arguably a cost-effective investment for hard-pressed public agencies.
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Coûts en milieu hospitailer
Hospital Based Costs

M.H.0.7 HOSPITAL CARE FORAIDS FATTENIS: CLINICAL, FROBLENS AND
, N Gilmore#*, J Falutz*, C Tsoukas*,

Re regeneral and Royal Victoria Hospitals,
versity, Montreal, PQ.CANADA

for AIDS patients are believed to pose a major econamic burden
the costs of specific admissions my

tenn R

Admissions for
to hospitals. However,
be misleading given the diverse
(FCP), other

ly cost was $453, with mich variation (SD + ) due
i tal death (IHD) (p's<0.05).

as @P
Yes (Daily Cost $766 $530 545

ID { (Admissions) (5) (7) (3) Q) (0) (2)
No Daily Cost 85 $463 $4 $412

{(xduiseions) (4) (9) (5) (8), (8) (a)
Specific y

based on aggregated averages my be Primary diagnosis and IHD
should be considered when projecting the costsof AIDS hospitalizations.

M H 0 9 LONGITUDINAL HOSPITAL USE AND CHARGES OF
C AND AIDS. CLUSTER UNIT TAPENTS

FE Marianne*; Strain,J.*; Fulop,G.*; Sacks,
Padgug,R.**; Eisenhandler,J.**, “Mount Sinai Medical Center, WsA, #**Empire
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, NY, NY. U.S.A,

Objective.
seriously iLL

inpatient care modalities,

Medical Center, NY, NY.
is. This retrospective evaluation tracks ai hospitalizations for AIDS

ess t of patients
th regard to

A vital policy issue today is the most effective way of caring for
The objective of this study is to compare two

eluster units vs. scatter beds, in Hount Sinai

08
7? using e merged data

 
8.0 vs. 14.7+

a 3 a cd um

elssi
ospital setting for AID: In particular, this study pre:
welldation differences over the entire episode of treatment. Themethodology

lanners world-wide as treatment and.financing initiatives areuse
evaluated in other settings.

NEW YORK MEDICAID AIDS PATIENTS:
TRENDSIN HOSPTAR USE AN.MORTALITY RATES

ing, T.**
Markson, Le *yefferson Medics!College, Poiladeiphia.FPA,

**Dept. of Social services Albany, N.Y., ***SysteMetrics, Washington, D.C.U..

M.H.0.11

Objective. To determinefrendsiin mortality«ratesand hospital use for clinically
comparableBroups of N.Y. Medicaid AIDS p:

i hospital discharges of Medic:idAIDS patients in 1985-87 in N.Y. have
been atstiied through a search of claimsdata. A severity classification using ICD-9-
CM codes in discharge abstracts grouped patients inte 20 substages that are ordered by
risk of inpatient mortality. Trends in health care resource use are ana!

000 Medicaid AIDSpatients’ hospital discharges were staged. Eighty
percent of the AIDS dischaarges w 4 years, 66 percent were male, and 15

were 20.5, 19.3, and 21.2 days respectively, but fiubstantial variation was fou
month. "A January hospital stay was found to be 40% longer than a stay in Tuneof the

© year. Lengths of stay for each year formed a sine wave curve with pea!

winter months and troughs in summer months. Staging iis being sete eethese ‘data to

determine if, ss in other discascs, patients expericnce greater morbidit:
infections, either opportunistic or non-opportunistic, in the winter.

Marked monthly variation in lengths of hospital stay was found in N.Y.
Medicaid AIDS Gischarges. Applying a severity classifiication to a large set of AIDS
discharges over a three year time period will help inform clinicians of the range and

jitions scen in AIDS patients hospitaled in N.Y, and will heip

policymakers|plan for levels of Mona resource u:
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cost and quality differences by

M.H.0.8 RROIATRIC. HIV-RELATED DISCHARGES IN A SAMPLE OF U.S.
à DEMO!GRAPHICS, DIAGNOSES, AND RESOURCE USE

haa ,

National Center for Health Services Research, USDHHS, Rockville, MD, USA

Objective. This paper describes the characteristics of and care provided
to children with HIV-related diagnoses in acu jeneral h als

s the range of demographic and clinica
children with AlDS,

characteristics among
Y-

. e analysis describes diagnoses, procedures and resource use in

inary analyses suggest differences between pediatric and adult HIV-related

+ Ho
nearly identical to that of ai] other pediatric c

1 Pediatric HIV-related hospitalizationsdiffer in important
ways from biboth adult HIV and other pediatric disc arges. Understanding
these differences will help in Planning prevention and treatment services.

M.H.0.10 THEHE$147,000 THE COST OF AIDS

7wide ahetCol., Bklyn, NY, USA

DREwet "gota 2to3tikes Tae meee.ences,

eeenaerainui

difference alone would have cut oetig
Nevertheless, the CDC eee cited in the literature as

the. of AIDS lif costs. V: as the “early” cost of AIDS
it to u about why costs declined; viewed as
cost of hospitals it fueled the drive to reduce these costs to

u Y much, lower,San

ReoteLeEatetoneoopeee
the Aponciatimpact Sins renulted,
persist. There evidence

everaveraged168"hospitaldave ar cast Aine

UN SYSTEME D'INFORMATION HOSPITALIER POUR LES INFECT!

BOULAYPatrice: SALIN J.. BUCHET P., PETIT F.. LOGEROT

Direction des Hôpitsux. ministère te la Santé. Parte. France

M.H.0.12

tonne frappe inégalement leaire régions ps alors que les

omen’ ux

En l'absence 81 hospitslisr intégré, un SI perticulier au VIE à été élaboré les centres

da référence Le résumé tie standar: obligatoire en Pr) accompagné d'une fiche

le jommatione standardisée (a dicenents st produits sanguins en quatité et re

est levé chaque hospitalisstion ou hôpital de jour VIR ms umÈro

rasponsabilité médicsle eprès information et consent: it dee maledes. Le nombre de 1:

Té. l'inclusion à un protocole épi ols e thérapeutique et la noti ae Première

hospitalisation iz le it: informant r le sévérité du cas st les conditions de

prise en ch Une classificstion diagnostique de t: CIM-9, des thévsaurus d'sctae et de

thérepeutiques sins: e règles de ont êté définis. Des ti ont ét.

spécialement ce SI. Un logiciel eil. d'échan, de gestion et d'anslyse

statistique et financière des données a été &iatribué sur micro-crdineteur PC-AT.

Dé 7, cs SI est opérationnel 8. À p: t instellé dans 19 des 23

cent: es, 4236 dossiers médico- ques ont pu être collectés une base de

sujets pou is asymptômatiques). les différents process: respon

medi tions}, 1s formation des coûts hospitaliers (durées de séjour,

it de l'interfaron...} et lee coûts différentes pathologies VIE. Ce SI vendre aux

stoires.
plus de ses tie netionales dass le financement et la phentication des soins &

appereit eux bopitar ndispensable & l‘évalustion médico-écancad: ces nouvelles activités.
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Coûts en dehors du milieu hospitalier
Outof Hospital Costs

M.H.0.13
ndman Re Fagnanl F.°**, A-J.MassariVéronique’, Lai Val

ERM U263, Université Paris 7, Paris, France, ** Service des Maladies
infectieuses, Hôpital Bichat, Paris, France, *** INSERM U240, Paris, France

 MEDICALCOST OI
PRACTICE IN FRANCE

Objectives: To Searaumber of HIV patients followed by generalpraciitioners.and the
cost of their medical

questionnaire was mailed to all sentinel GPs (nx500) of the French
Communicable Diseases Network (1% sample, representativ

f new HIV

cost by year and by patient is estimated as
visits and biologic examination:

2esponse rate was . 29% of respondents were caring for one or more
infect is. The mean number
estimation ‘on1 000

of HIV patients soreened in
e mean Aube of HIV patients followed regularly by GPs was

0.84 Corresponding to an estimationot 48 000 + ases for Fran
Two thirds of HiV patients lar patients of GPs. Each patient wasseen 3.6 times
per year. Those Didlogic examinations regularly prescribed were blood count, T4/T8
ratios, lymphocytes, bocytes counts and, pl antigenene. and HIVrenee detect
Mean cost for fiat,viet was 523 + 18 FF 36 for other
gxaminations. The total, the mean cost by patientoy year have been,nnat 2 288 +

FF.

(FF = 0.17 US$ or 0.20 C $)

M.H.0.15 PLACE OF DEATH MEASURES EFFECTIVENESS OF AIDS-SPECIFIC

RONITY-BASED SERVICES
Kruzich, A; Hopkins, Sharon; Hood, R. Seattle-King County

Department of Public Health, Seattle, Washington, USA

Objective. To study place of death field on death certifica

‘with AIDSpre FeattleKing|cou

of community-based se

thods. We collected.place of death data for the period 1984-1988 to
analyze trends in place of death, and compared those data to the establish-

Aipgwspectfic community-based health and social

tes of persons

unty as an indicator of increased availability

fr 11Z to 287 from 3984-88; 3) Deaths in s wn care aedlities ieeveazed

-during the study p from IZ in 1986 to 14% in 1988; 4) Average leng
of stay per ho:oepitaldaatton for persons with AIDS decreased from
in 1984 to 11 days in 1987.
Conclusions. 1) Development f and home-based health and social
support 8e 8 and stepdown care option 6 associated with e deaths

at h of persons with AIDS, and may reduce hospital utilization|and costs;
2) Costa associated most expensive re, hospitalization,

services to maintain persons with AIDS in the home.

M.H.0.17 RESPrRCE USE ANDve OF CARE FOR AIDS PATIENTS IN LOS

ANGELES. Bennett CL, Pascal A Bennett RL, Cvitanic M.
e RAND Corporation california

Objective: veydescribe the total resources use by AIDS

Methods: Forty gay men in various stages of HIV infection were: (1) inter-
ViewedRenardns (hosp), pharm), labs,

serv.), health insurance and r

patients.

physician visite, social services (soc. eine

bur: nt two s) prior to the interview; and (2) asked to
provide prospectively medical bills for one
Results: The sub; p of 15 men with K eanVase of 40.6; range 31-65 yrs)

ad a me £ inpatient hosp/ e 0-3); ut one wi =
don or treatment of opportunistic infection. Mean inhospital costs/hosp

were $11,879 + $6,752 for 7.8 days, mostly for the room (36%), pI (222),
(147), and la! (15%). an outpatient costs were $23,780 + >

with over 50% these relate arn.

related to increased hosp, t-pt pharm, and tests. By 6/89

have similar data for 25 pt PCP and other diagnoses and will convert
resource use into physical units to facilitate internatio ei risons.
Conclusion: This e of pts used a e. resources significantly

lated to pharm, labe,grester than suggested in recent literature, mostly relate
and develo:opmentt of infections. We expect PCP pts to show ever higher
resource us

on date of { , isthalfrvesand
). Mean survival rates were calculated for each cohort, 1

dys and cut plan cots patient and | tient month06 ite-of-! per .
. Mean rival increased 6.6 for the FY85 cohort

12.6 months the listhalfFy87 cohort, the to receive all of
their care under new model. It then held steady 3 cohorts, before
increasing to 18.1 months for 8 . outpa!
visit rates increased over 280% between FY85 & 2ndhalfFY88, from 35.3/pt to
135/pt. Lifetime hospital admissions, hospital and -of-Plan costs
increased from the FY85 through the IsthalfFry87 cchorts, or held
steady over the next 2 cohorts, y in the 2ndhalfrvas
cohort, re: survi trends. Hospital admissions per patient:
increased slightly over the 1st cohorts, but fter.
hospital days out-of-Plan costs per pt-mo dramatically, begin-

M H 0 16 POST DISCHARGE NEEDS OF HOSPITALIZED PERSONS WITH AIDS AND

eee TED ILLNESSES IN NEW YORK CITY

Rango, chotasMepesAnderson,E.J.#;Feldman,I.*;Collins
B.*#;and Green,J tate Department of Health ,Albany ,New

York, **New York S of Social Services »Albeny ,New York; ***New

York University Hospital,New Tork, New York. U.S.A,

Objective.This study identifies the post discharge service needs of 269
clinically sure patients with AIDS or HIV related illnesses in twenty New
York City tals.

Methods Twenty hospitals in New York City with the greatest numbers of 1987
S and HIV related illnesses wereAID:

between February and Ju 98 h
AIDS HIV related illnesses,hospitalized for 1 Ss , e conauetee

using an assessment instrument uring 106 patient attributes,in order
determine patients’ post discharge needs.The variables:ability of the Patient

or coresident to direct care personnel,functioning status,and'avatiabise of
a previous home to which to returnswere used to determine the plac

Results.A minimum of 14 peerent of the 269 patients assessed needed a skillec
. rc:nursing facility pes discharge
Adult care facilities were aporopriare for 11.2 percent of the pat.

assessed,and individual housing for 17.4 percent.Atotal of 48.7 percent of
patients could receive care in theirprevious hom
Conclusion.This study documents the need for expaianded residential care options

for patient with AIDS and HIV related.illnesses,both residences with health
services provided and arranged congregate and individual housing.This need is
increasing with the routine use of therapies which extend life expectancy.

a health related faciiitty.

 

IMPACT OF DEGREE OF IMMUNE DEFICIENCY ON RCANTT
OF sey,Davi FUNDEDratePATPENT35SERVICES FOR Bet

© rqgran Q prete
M.H.0.18

wa L
Dept. of Heal ice Angeles ÉsüneSORT ornia, USA.

j To determine the accur: f forecasts f t=
gpisctives, slefeberiz ee publierhiealthagency.

ye rvices are ayallable to he synpto:omatic
etealeseearson thout private insura or access

Fegearchsts ud Far e' ingeh ET, SEnantCee eachers

for them ney aksened, (2/89 nageel Tinie Oo assess
TEAnureigng ahd =: cl ic int. rvent ons for, this populae
ion at .w. resu be ceoT.Pingsone|hos talization by
rophylaxis of Certain portun ne. and by early

provide aperestentoF SALEcan ased on’ presence
s' B oms aS well as je efeot celly areTamune function (measured
b a QE ersensit vity reactions {OBR},and T,sb

self-sciectedoprventewe acelun
e qyenee SEANg_pattepab “ROE p

ie thera) eut a tervent. one"3, monitorin SREThe
HealgeieeeEm wtat tesLeds 4

L*00/meino DeeS, return in 6
or < 490 £ > 200/mn; Dit : return 3h,

Bi fez He 00, § 07m! R-, or eqara
R 3 const Bee CopyEau2NET80 RD PEL:

esse pentamidine.Rergso return monthly or more ten
The fofoi owing assumptions were made prior
9 à t the immune status of th signteer

Me ent RATS on: GEER à 0$ : gr: 30% 3 group C, 20%.
comparis ofanaxt ai Clin case oad. and costs for lab and

fu s will b: de pe w th. mp on and ÿhe actual
alth stat:us ete e patient ing t efirst 3

Pla ng Hiv pre: Sadseeserv ces 8 nly depen
ent on a degreeo mmune deficiency o forget"D pulations.
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Planification et gestion
Planning/Management

T.H.0.1 T.H.0.2 ORGANIZATION," “nm
WORK DISABILITY AMONGAIDS CLINIC PA‘

Greenblatt, ; Yelin,E: neH; McMaster, J; Kidd, Snd FaFilson, M.
University oreCalorie San Francisco, USA.

Objective. To describe the incidence, prevalence and predictors of work disability among 61
randomly selene AIDS clinic patien

cross-sectional study of‘medical and work histories which utilized a structured
telephone survey
Results.tyne (97%) of the respondents reported symptom(s) which are associated with

Fifty- {87%) worked prior to onset * fsymptoms. The mean
betweenheoatof smperiodoftine enty-sevenof the 53 (51%)
stopped working durin, DID
during year 1, 100%).‘wringysyearon 39%)eee3, and310%)Night year 4. Among th

tly to398). Among
the 53 wh ‘% to a mean of
19. Gienpos youth of the study pertipents (meen aage == 30yyears)aandne that pe

diica bili!
addit 42% of the 40 year producti
lifepanan(PLS) ofthis population would be lost. However, assuming that a 10% disability
 

Thompson, R.L., M.D.; and Beery, W.L.
Group Health Cooperative ofPuget Sound; Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.

Objective: Ti vide a basis for resource allocat and planning decisions,Group Health
Eramaps(GHO), alarge HMO, completed a foyer (1989-1993) service plannin;

ing maj
Method: GHCi Hentifed multiple«areas where it has AIDS-related responsibilities and issues: eg.

woms;andarproviding ; preventive education; developing and
insurance packagers ssan employer;uPersclinical andmanagemeat information
 
 

partner in community-wide projects, A
issues and resource needs, andind forecastfi‘oeimpacts, The team used the RMOS ‘ae systems and
CDCAIDS logiesto predict AIDS costs andload proj ict future

: By year end 1993, GHC Predictsa 5a600% àincrease in numberofsurviving PWA‘3, unevenly
distributed over the HMO's service area. The direct medical costs of treating PWA's are estimated at
$21 +000/patiepatient/year in 1988 and projecæd 19 total $20 million over 1989-1995. Theseincincreased costs

, in-and outpatient budgets,
and ins ‘a meet legal mandates and clinical protocols, AIDS/HIV counseling volumes
will iincreaseease510to+times to Saf ta25,000 enrollees Counseled/year, putting significa

care staff.
 

demands on primary care ining ueedsin infection control, clinical management,
counseli: were identified.

PWA' ings i Strong ry-based AIDS efforts(es. Prevention and 

 
Conclusion. This groupOfAIDS c
years of the onset of symptoms. Since hhours per week declinedonisign among‘hose
gontinuing to work, most

work disability is esti d dt in tt f in th
1B

T.H 0.3 UTILIZATION OF COMMUNITY-BASED AND HOSPITAL CARE FOR PERSONS
om NITH ADSINSANCRANCESCO 1988-89

tern C.; Chen, R.; Udall, L.; Frazier, Y.; Lifso
A.; Hernandez, = Pittmean“Leman, M.; "Rutherford, G. Department of Public
Health, San Francisco, CA,

Objectiv To assess utilization of community-based and hospital care for
persons with AIDS (PWAs} in San Francisco.

distinct care settings for Pas and surveyed care
termine average daily census of PWAs in each setting during

n tilization was calculated as a percentage
with AIDS in san Francisco, adjusted fi

Results: Of the 2,859 living PWAs in San Francisco in January
a were receiwore Tiving at hone out homec: . ving homecare, 4.

were in residential settings with social service support, 3. were in acute
care hospitals, 0.6% w in skilled nursing facilities, 0.5% wer
hosp cess Si5m re substa e treat + an
hea e
ManiFicanttychange from January 1988eaege living
Conclusions: On an avera most PWAs in San Franciso (82.2

at home without homecare. Only 3.8% of i ying

r gs.
iving n San|Francisco is expected to rise to 6,288

utilisation patternis at all care settings will be critical Yor health care
Planning purpos:

T.H.0.5 eAFUNDED COSTS OF COMMUNITY-BASED EOUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS BY RISK CATEGORY IN SAN FRANC
Evans Pattela E.; Herring, M.; Ruther 4,6. W.3 Amory,J.W

gone, D.3 Nou!wenB5AHembry,K.; Weiaeegaar,D: Béparinent“OF Public Health,
an Francisco, CA U

Objective. To evaluate publically:-funded costs of community-based AIDS
prevention/education program risk catego
Methods. We reviewed all monies {federal state and city) for the 12-month
period July 1987 through June 1988 à
based organizations (CBOs) according€
per capita expenditures vedoestimated sizes of specific ‘isk gro
Results. Total publicfundin month period was US$5,751,"579. net
this amount, $3,311,127 (sax).was"subcontracted to 11 CBOs according to
following target population Total Fundina(X$100 Per Capi

otal Fun nal ; 0) Per Capita
> 0% 7-5Homo/bisexual men (including IVDUs)

IVDU 897 (27%) 4.76
Heterosexual* 474 (14%) 4.82
General Public 520 (16%) 1,31
Provider Education 411 (12%) 16.60

$3,311 72
*Defined as heterosexual partner of an Intravenous drug user or bisexual man
r heterosexual with >2 sexual partner: t yea

Conclusions, San Francisco’s comprehensive|educational program includes
community-based funding targeted towards high-risk groups

and $930, 911(28x) towards the general public and provider education

1032

The planning
team set directions for desi tdestanofhe te HMOvei kage” to support care
for PWA's, treat meoe Fa itably; and ke i
 s HM

needed foradequateAll‘AIDS treatment,carcareoeand prevention services;Le bed and
staffing levels; training; and benefits administration.

T.H.0.4
Pittman-Lindeman, Mary ; Miller, 0.; Sowa, P.E. .
San Francisco Genebarhospital, San Francisco, California and “San Francisco
Dept orPublic Heal thyu.s

descr:

ASSESSING THE COST OF AIDS TO BOTH PATIENTS AND THE HEALTH
CAREINSTITUTION

eer document the cost of AIDS to San Francisco

to assess a base line of
workload monitors

atient medical records

Gisproportionately involved
the billining documents. The

evaluating the cost of AIDScare

indivi health care institution. This
paper attempts to quantify those tal expenses. It O Zi the
question of the ennt. t to health rkers. Although this
issue is not quantified, it is a crucial factor in assessing the real cost
of AIDS.

COMMITITY-BASED RESEARCH IN AIDS: CRI AS SCDEL
Hannan, NY Commnity Research Initiative

Wish Abe in the process. |
PTSD. the GU is reyietered and approved the New York State Department

th ti eiinical trials of promising

€
as well as 4 other important formal

an informal monitoring project of antebuse, the remilts of vhichware
Presented at the IVth i a at
has als report submitted on endocrine amor-
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Cofits dans ies pays en vole de développement
Costs in Developing Countries

fon EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS reBLOOD SCREENING TESTS

T.H.0.7 Holly; Makinen, M. ociates Inc
FR“De, United States.

To anal e the cost-effectiveness of various methods of
loping countries.

. A methodo. has bi veloped for calculating and comparing the
sts for various methods of testing blood les for HIV antibodies. It

consists of eneral conceptual framework to be used in approaching the

ysi a testing syst: (sequence of tests) and software that can be

adapted for individual circumstances. Pri ry based on the

testing systen e mo Hospital in Kinshasa, Zaire 1 cost

elements associated with the major types of screening tests. are identifie:

and bu 1 to an interactive microcomputer model which will e aluate costs
for any given testing syst: The an insert key parameters or choice

variables:inte memode1 and"predict.the.cost of a particular system under
specific
Results. “Such analyses will predict the effects of alternative means of
preventing blood samples containing HIV antibodies from being used, and

will measure the per unit cost of excluding these samples from the health

This methodology can be adapted to specific national o
regional circumst ss, and will assist decision makers in understanding

o make cost effective andwhat alte: and
rational choices in the use of limited resources.

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIV INFECTION IN ADULT ADMISSIONS TO
INTERNAL MEDICINE we AT MAMA YEMO HOSPITAL.T.H.0.9
assigs

SIDA, Kinshasa pishagenatn ré Uhiversit
Program, Atlanta, GA; ##tiMama Yemo Hospi a

eeeeeae Perriens J.*; Baende, £.#
RW.#/#88; Kapita B, eee, } eprojet

New Orleans, USAS_wHACDC, AIDS
1, Kinshasa, Za

economic impact of HIV infection to the in-
5 |ital (MYH),

duit admissions to the Department

fetesra To determine|the
ected individual and t © Ho!
en systematic 50%wenepleof al

AF ser,to,12/15/86 were Pecruited. Blood was drawn for Hsserolo-
Ys,rape informat ol lect: m previous medical care expens:

Phastyin livingsituation, and nature of the current causeofadmis=
xX pen: accrued during thehospitalization|vere tabulated.

fCRTne % et.236 it adnissi HIV+ by et Band ester
: NET"oF ales. nileàhe rage

adu
lengthofsta 4%) of males, fem

for both HIV+ and HIV- patients was 8 days mKOF HIV+ ad-
sultedi ath vs30% of H VEOLLDCNo difference was found

a n for HIV+ (48 and HIV- (45 USD)

had spent twice as much for treatment

' in ° H sp vs $8USD. =.205). h
on e ical consequences 0 ection are placini a. ea
Reneebur n ect ivi and their fanfai S. Sa igh

n iM admissions implies that one half of the reseuree
or YH sre expended for HiV-related care:

 
ofeenrTMnr

AN ANALYSIS OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS OF AIDS AND ARC IN

MEXICCT.H.0.11
Tapia, Roberto*; Martin, 4.**; Lipscomb, J.*ke; Bratt, J.*®,

*Ministry of Health, Mexico City, Mexico, **Family Health Internationa:

ResearchPretangle Park, North Carolina, USA, ***Duke University, Durhai
North Carolina, USA.

objective. To measure the current and projected cost impact of AIDS and

in Mexico

thod Over 500 medical records of AIDS and ARC patients were analyz
Y

control and prevention activities were measured
that projects relative costs for alternative approaches to treating and
preventing AIDS in Mexcio.
Results. a direct treatment costs of AIDS and ARCconsume a significant

portion of public sector health resources. Thes

P. Indieeet costs

and ARC can be reduced through
HIV tranentasion.

xican government should anticipate increased demand for

tl ieing costs of treating AIDS and ARC
ing these costs may be to invest more

resources in programs designed to prevent HIV transmission.

PROSPECTIVE QUANTIFICATION OF THE ECONOMIC AND MORBID
IMPACT oF PERINATAL HIV ONEECTION (PT) IN A COHORT OF 245
a INFANTS BORN TO HIV(+) MD

Bprejetel Engele, B.#; Bertozzi, S.##;
Brose sipa, Rinshesa, Zaire; ## MIT, Boston,

T.H.0.8

Hassig 5. #¢R der”FRere
MA; ##*CDC, Atlanta, GA

mie ctive. rospectively determing the health care costs associated
FePEinfection (P1) RUEinfants of HIV(+) mothers born

(MYH), Kinshasa,
Shotsgs. For aD? tenth period in 1987/88 "ai 1 med
ard à © cost quantified oups, of infants with a eatentBey cay

of 9 toi? months. Group I had 65 children HI
I 196atat tae 12/18 months or clinicalRIES). éroup 11

had 180 childrenae mothers but without PI. Group Iil had 319

TEE,children withHIoe} mot
LES c and morbid|measureserr child=

NA

ical care was provided

rol iment
mothers with

ar observation
1 Group I] (P) Group III (P)

Admitted to Ghservation Ward . (4.01) 6 ((.01)
Hospitalisations: "11 ((01) 105 (04)

Durat ion (Days) 1.86 ((.01} 0.41 (4,01)
Medication costs: Antipyretics 13.70(USD) 11.68 ((.05) 10.62 ({ 05)

Antidiarrheals 19 11.28 (4.01) 10,56 ((.01)
Antihelminthi 5.11 (4,05) 5.15 ((.05)
Antibiotics 1 14.35 (4.01) 12.58 ((.01)
Topicals 14.80 5.80 (4.01) 11.59 (¢.01)

, Se 72.93 (4.01) 67,89 (4.01)
Total heaith cost 99 (4.01) 99.83 (4.01)163,42 110.
Bovalues compare GpI with GpII and Gpl with Gplll
pong Group 1 children perschild monthly expenses weregreatest for
shite sr. aged 22 months ($32.00), 11 months (626.11) and 10 months

pee Because costs in this study were born by the reh
jt by the family of each child, they reflect thecocost of optimal

therap at€MYE Gp I children had health care costs 48% greater than those

GptT andmd 64% greater than those of Gp III.

T H 0 1 COMPARATIVE STUDY OF A COMPREHENSIVE VERSUS A TRADITIONAL

“no SYSTEM OF ATMS HFALIH CARE IN SAN JUAN. PUERTO RICD

Kour{, Yamjj*; Balling, J.D.*; Garib, J,**; Borrds, F.***; Rullan, J.***s;
Sotomayor, J.**.
*Harvard Institute for International Development, Cambridge, MA, USA; **San
Juan AIDS Institute, San Juan, PR; ***San Juan Department of Health, PR;

**éiDepartment of Health of the Camormealth of Puerto Rico, San Juan, FR.

To compare the cœt-effectiveness, coverage, and performance of a
the treatment and prevention of HIV infection

soirs poire ,
i etc. recorded for each patient for each o

treatment. The daily and yearly medical costs were yzed in terns of the

interviewed to assess their views of the performance each institution.
Results. Compared to the tradi( system, ive system: 1)
decreased the length of the

T.H.0.12 COSTS OF AIDS IN A DEVELOPING AREA: INDIRECT AND DIRECT

COSTS OF AIDS IN SAN JUAN, PUERTO RIC

Shererd, Donald S.*; Kourt, Y.%; bores, S.%*; Garib, J.*#*;

a.

‘Harvard Institute for I
of San Juan (SJ) H R, ***SJ AIDS Institute, SJ, PI

Objective. To assess the costs of AIDS to guide control effort

Methods. We began with projected m
children, adult males, and adult SJ fo
2000. We derived lifetime treatment coats (average $50,000 per case) from

insurance data and previous prtrospective studies. umu lated

ar ve ath from age 16 (in children)”and ageaCadutte)
ng the SJ average wageand wnemployment rates,

tivity growth,and a 5% discount ra
Fee The projected number of nscases in SJ would quadruple fr:

n 1688 t in 1992. Over this period, direct costs would es°. calate from

310 to $07 million (in constant 1987|prices) and total seenveosts from
If present trends continued, in the O direct

new cases would be $1.) billion (1000 per

11

ng, J.

NternationslDevelopment, Cambridge, MA USA, er

Jlealth Depar

 
Thus,

ve, comprehensive syatems of A e critical.

studies are useful to guide policies and strategies for AIDS control.
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Impact macroéconomique dans les pays en vole de développement
Macroeconomic Impact In Developing Countries

T.H.0.13 POLICY CHALLENGES OF THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF THE AIDS T.H.0.14

PANDEMIC: A CO-ORDINATED RESPONSE BY THE UNITED NATIONS

rond, Geraldres E MIGRANT LABOUR SYSTEM AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FORDesmond,GeraldM.

“United Nations Department of International Economic end Social Affairs, HV TRANSMISSION
New York, New York, United States Webster, Eddie. National Union of Mineworkers,

Africa,
Objective. To define an international policy-oriented research agenda on
the socio-economic implications of AIDS for the relevent agencies of the

te en an 
signed t

anticipate the future co: of the pandemic under different demographic
assumptions as a guide tonationel governments and international organize-
tions to explore appropriate policy ‘options. Methodologies based on
mult a: € i ip:

 

 Conclusions: A set of recommendations vitve ‘established on alternative
strategies to anticipate and deal with the socio-economic and humanitarian

aspects of AIDS an s impact at a policy/programing level.

 

 

T.H.0.15 T.H.0.16
CONTROLMEASURES TO REDUCE HIV

A PRODUCTION FUNCTION APPROACH TO ESTIMATING THE INFECTIONIN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

AGGREGATE MACROECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIDS ON CENTRAL Roe. Ng, -W. and Anderson, RM.
AFRICAN ECONOMICS Pure and Applied Biology, London, UK.
Over, Mead. The World Bank, USA. .

Objective. Thi he demographi D ET
 
 

Method. Th fr: Fred, 1 diffs : = Jared
P

BE
ec! SC LITY either f duntinn i 1 hu dt
 

 

 

 

 

y
adoption of “safer sexual practices”.

ResultsandConclusion. Th É at ponding numt
ofHIV infection and Sp h + : fp

KOESUIES SNOW ip f th ly di Anal y

T.H.0.17

A MEDIUM-RUN MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIDS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

Kambou, Gerard. Department of Economics, Boston
MA, U.S.A.
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Specialty Session The Economic Impact ofAIDS

Role des assurances

The Role of Insurance

W.H.0.1 W.H.0.2

“THE ROLE OF INSURANCE" "THE ROLE OF INSURANCE"

pesto asus.Groupe la Laurentienne, Kourouma, Ahmadou. CICA Re. Lome, Togo.
treal, œ bec, Ci —=———=—n'=

WHO PAYS FOR AIDS IN THE UK LIFE- INSURANCE INDUSTRY?
W.H 0 3 W.H.0.4 HaraSs, Dai; Legal Officer, The Terrence Higgins Trust Legal

re. UNITED KINGDOM
Objective: To alter examine how the UK life insurance seuonhas

“THE ROLE OF INSURANCE", responded to HIV. 7° answer the question, who pays for AIDS in t

Mullane, Denis F. Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Co. Hartford, CT, USA.  

status of the insurance contract. Future mortality projections, from Sir

David cox and The instatute of Actuaries. What are the Sesumptions of their

reports and what is their margin o:

Underwriting techniques - the tdentaficetion of the risk group, and the risk?

of e group.

Is sex identified as the risk factor? Use of the supplementary questionnair

asking direct questions and use of the antibody test. The anti-selection

effect of these policies. Using tthe exclusion clause to exclude risk.

moving out the better option, for the industry and customer?

 

Sone So who is paying for AIDS claims? Presently the new customer

with increased premiums and the industry to a very small extent by

eeting aside reserve.

W.H.0.5 W.H.0.6

THE ROLE OF INSURANCE

Kronheim, Helga. Amsterdam, The Netherlans.
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Financementet assurances

Financing and Insurance

W.H.0.7 EMPIRE BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD:
THE FIRST 7500 AIDS CASES

Eisenbandler,Jon*, Padgug, Robert
Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield, New York City, USA

Objective: escribe the experience of Empire Blue Cross and
Blue Shield with”its first 7500 AIDS cases, and to dra
conclusions regarding health insurance coverage, costs|per case
and t: types and sites of treatmen:

Methode: Presentation of Enpire’s policies regarding insurance
coverage for AIDS followed by statistical analyses of hospital
and medical claims data for persons with AIDS insured by Empire

: Lifetime health care costs for persons with AIDS
ed by Empire are approximately $60,000 per case,

es. Costs have been
the course of the epidemic because of a decline

ikainpationt)utitizetions

a
e Ba EB ot ef Fe ge Éc
Es

ne
s

E e
o
m Ay i a: t
o

of persons with AIDS are
large and there is

Results should be useful
urers, governmental bodies, and other

inathtutions concerned with trends in costs and with insurance
coverage issues

Conclusion. Costs for the treatment
manageable, even when the numb

America. U.S.A.

THE COST OF HIV-RELATED HEALTH INSURANCE CLAIMS
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Health Insurance Association of

Objective. To present data on the cost of health and disability
insurance clairs related to the HIV epidemic for 1976 and 1987
(Data for 1988
Methods

emb s re HIV
Although not all HIV- Ss are identified,

th. ides the best estimate currently available of the
HIV-related Costsaaid by insurance companie

per entags of claims rel;ated. to HIV iliness is
small, but increasing rapidly. There is wide variation in impact.
among companies with substantial number of onpanies
experiencing no ‘Hiv-related claims,’whileothers report nore than
4 percent of claims related to HIV illne

W.H.0.11 NATIONAL SURVEY OF
ACTIVITIES

. C. C*; Keintz, RM?. and Merritt, D.M*,
ichiand, J.**,ee S.**,and Farrell, K.**

*intergoveramental="Health Policy ProjectThe George Washinington University,
*Public Health:prcundetion, ***National Association of State Budget Officers,

Washington, D.C. U.S.A,

Objective. To report on Findings from a 50-state survey of 1989 state appropriations
for AIDS feras ‘ogra: es.

e-tested questionnaire was distribute vernor's designated
sample of mate budget officers snd health officials, with sstistance from related

minary survey results show that s
g AIDS fonds toa variety of state agencies besides h

nce how stat: spend their own
funds. States are using state funds to develop model programs for service delivery,
planning and outreach to special populations.
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H 0 HEALTH INSURANCE DTRY MODELING -OF THE HIV
W.H.0.8 EPIDEMIC IN THE UNITED STATES

*; Dinius rae. aH alth Insurance
Association of America, **AEtna Life ond. ‘casualty,.S.A.

Objective. ent the results of a model developed Jointly
by the Hearththeurance Association of America and the America
Council of Life Insura

oint committee of the two trade associations
developed a model for forecasting AIDS cases and claims costs
through the year 2000, using a range of scenarios. is
presentation discusses the assumptions, methodology and results
of this modeling effort.

W.H.0.10 ANALYSIS OF AZT ASSISTANCE PROVIDED BY A PRIVATE HOSPITAL

Ben, Mark; Cintron,M.; Muniz,R.; Wateon,T.; St. Clare's
Hospital and Health fetcor New York, NY, U.S.A.

Objective:

Methods: Analyzed free distribution of AZT during six months at St. Clare's
dnancial clasaifications in relation to: 1) date

tes of various atages of progression
tal AIDS Drug Assistance Progran date assistance

effective toindividuals, 4) date patient first avare of assistance.

To identify gaps in third party coverage of AZT

Results: Seventy-three petients were given 45,868 AZT capsules, cost approx.
$74,765. Breakdown of sepaule Figtedbutden asww ows: Medical mise
patient fot notified by g: eligible, no action takenad Fed
Govt. %. ADAP €:eligihie,”applicationsnot available: 16%. ADAP eligible
program nnot implem 9x vered by private insurance, unable to fford
out-of-pocket Butlays5

Conclusions: Non-governmental a:agencies must be aware of bureaucraticaiclevs
in providing governmental sesistance for new drugs and that patients
often unable to meet out-of- expenses necessary with private third

party coverage. These agencies muse implement mechanisms to ensure interim
assistance is available.

FINANCING THE MEDICAL COST OF metHIV EPIDEMIC
IN THE UNITED STATES: A POLICY REVII

W.H.0.12

MakedonHarveyJ*; Seage GR**; Thorpe KE*; Fineberg HV*.
**Center for policynd |and Educa, Harvard AIDS insthute, Harvard School of Public Health;
** Departme: and Hospitals, , MA, U.S.A.

Sectsrmstrategies to provideaccess to care to people with HIV Infection In «
universal health insura

Meade’Weuse ecplch citer o ae ue of pteyoponeto providereed
access to care for those with HIV 1d States. de: Use of
state risk poole and provider subsidies, employer mandates, and expansion of public
finsncing |programe, Medicaid and Medicare.

in ourfragmented hesith tions in
best tote pay forcare, While the total coat ef ering or an dualwih AIDS is olothe
cost of caringtor those with other catastrophic Hinesees, these costs do have s significant

den, | | a

improved financing mechare | order to provide more universal access 8to care, we
it extenddb) to private Insurance smongthe previouslyold eteett

employed, extendclone end Nledicaid coverage, and establieh state funds for the
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Méthodologie des analyses de coûts
Mothodology of Cost Studies

W-H.0-18 W.H.0.14 PRETSREer
Scitoveky.Anne*, Cline, M.*

OVERVIEW *Pailo Alto Medical Foundation, Palo Alto, Californis, USA.

Souteyrand, Yves. Paris, France.

FORECASTING THE MEDICAL
W.H.0.15 UNITED STATES: 1989-1993

Hellinger, Fred J., Ph.D.
National Center for Health Services "Research, U.S. Dept. of Health and

Human Services, Rockville, Maryland

CARE COSTS OF AIDS IN THE

Objective. To forecast the personal medical care costs of patients with AIDS in
the United States during the years 1989 through 1993

and back-calculation methods yield
A cases using date reporte he

mobetween Janua and January 19Centers for Disease contro 89.
se is obtained from pourence companies, MedicaidInformation on the cost Per ¢

agencies, HMOs, and hosp tale.

ResultsS. The model violée»projections on the future number of AIDS cases which
re higher than t st earlier projections. estimate of $60,000 per

patient holding between 1989 and 1993 is used to project medical care costs.
CDC (Updated) Hellinger

Number of Cases Number of Cases

 

 
 

(billions)

1989 49,000 50,500 $3.0
1990 60,000 65,500 $3.9
1991 71,000 83,000 $5.0
1992 80,000 107,500 $6.2

7.41993 124,000 $7.
Conclusion. The economic impact of ATDS in the United States will be greater

eathan expected over the next five y

DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF A MODEL HIV INFORMATION SYSTEM
W.H.0.17 Hidalgo, Julia .*; Hanidi, C.*
= of Health and Mental Hygiene, Baltimore, MD., U-S.A.

hes grow in the U.S.A. during the 1960's state end

 

infection can be manure. ‘The fiscal impact ofAIDS tresumentonpublic ani private
institutions and third party payers and movement across facilities and insurers may also
be assessed. Conclusion. Since the haalth ion systes draws upon
secondary dato beeen available in other states, this syston my serve ax a prototype for
state and local agencies.

if the:
services of persons with AIDS depenting on the practice setting in which they

fee-for-service blic hospital or
8

the study andfollowed for
tildeathiif this occurred sooner.A.random àsample of

8
iod lected,and dason altheir se of Bealth

they we hi aiser patients had tbe‘lowest
use and costs of physicianrentservicesThe use ealth services was
about the same for patients treated st SFGH and by te-for-ervic physicians,
accounting for66% ands8%, respectively. ef total expen:
Conclusion: re differences in the pspaiterns of use and costs between

tsndin therepfpractice settings, the differences were not substantia!
and the basic practice pattern similar.

W.H.0.16 SCENARIOS LINKING EPIDEMIOLOGYAND ECONOMICS:POSSIBLE
IMPACTS OF DRUG TREATMENTOF HIV-INFECTED IN THE FRG.

Reiner*
* inatitute for Medical Informatics a: 'asF, FAG 

 Qbiective. AIDS should cop ying Id
of future spreads of the infection, resource needs for care, and possible medical advances. To
 

 
 
 

MenStee d inst "
guided y analyses. p
Ermulstodforahighand 8 normenormal-risk the spread

) with s ‘development of à jal (based on transition data). It produces

tions for the indicators: yeers for social burden, beds (b) for capactios,
expenditures (x) for direct cost (data from cost studies). were

Indicated by 4 levels of reduction (} since 1987. As the ae
wwas seaumed for all HIVintecksdtomfrom 1900 on with 11 eo)

Le., with Ineffective drugs, effective
With scenario inputs covering refevent ranges, this flexible tool (adepte

W.H.0.18

LABOUR MARKET PRODUCTIVITY

Glied, Sherry. Harvard University, Department

eof Economics, Cambridge, MA. USA.
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Affectation des ressourceset processus décisionneis
ResourceAllocation and Decision-Making

Th.H.0.1

RESOURCE ALLOCATION BY DONOR SOUNTRTES TO HIGH
PREVALENCE OR LOW PREVALENCE COUNTR

Elmendorf, Edward. The World Bank, "washington,
D.C. USA.

DATA GAPS IN MODELING AIDS SERVICE UTILIZATION
Th.H.0.3 am cosrs

Bilheimer, Linda T.

Mathematica Policy Research, Inc., Washington, DC, USA.

Objective. To identify major data gaps and other methodological problems in
modeling AIDS and HiV-related service needs, service utilization, and costs.

h md onputer-based AIDS service riteion and cost model has 

and me. ed for
studies of service utilizationond costs; and modeling nonacute

e needs
Conclusions. "The noodeling exercise demonstrates the inherent Problems in

attempting to elamcaand HIV-related service utiliz m and costs using

existing data sou identifies where priorities fordata collection
and methodological eehearch should be placed.

Th.H.0.5 THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF INTEGRATED CARE
EL

Morrison, Cliff. The AIDS healthpervice Program,
University of California at San Francisco. Francisco, CA.

USA.

1038
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Répercussions économiques du SIDA
The Economic Impact ofAIDS

Th.H.0.2 ALLOCATION DE RESSOURCES
DECISIONS QUES ET CONTRAINTES

aIL, md,
u-Québec, Faculté de droitfh Centre de

Medecine.eenette droit, Univ. McGill, Montréal!

 

Obiectifs: Faire état des principales contraintes imposées aux décideurs Politiques dans les
questions relatives à l'allocation des ressources pourfaire façe au SIDA.

Méthode; Donnés empiriques puisées de l'expéri é d ii jeux politiques
canadiens touchant le SIDA

Résultats: Leses contraintes généreles qui 3appliquent a Pallocation des Tessources en Santé
Sappliquent au SIDA.
pl st uchés par la maladie ont un effet sur La= position du ministre face|à ses collègues dans

SIDA 
 

 

 

compensent

internationale.

Conclusions: L ects touchant ère épidémique de L ie, es projections sur la
progression de la n ti $ ntifs efficaces

ji écid ‘
  

Th.H.0.4 COMPARATIVE SEA E TANTA OF THE USE OF NGO's FOR
RESOURCE ALLOCATIO

Manning, Steven, AIDS Committee of Toronto,
Ontario, Canada.
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Coûts des traitements médicaux
Medical Treatment Costs

M.H.P.1 RELATED HOSPITAL M.H.P.2 PrRSONS waAIDS1we712MONTHS CARE COSTS OFTHE IMPACT OF ZIDOVUDINE ON AIDS.
ADMISSIONS. HOW LONG DOES THE HONEYMOON LAST?
Net , ISG; Schechter, MT; MeLeod, A; Willoughby, B; Beardsell, 4
 

 

 

 

 

and Ruedy, J. à StPaul's Hospital mmbis, Vancouver, BC,
Canada.

din (ZDV) oa /
METHODS, D: from th 1 AIDS Registry, Medi St. Paul's
Hospital (SPH), and the Open ial i d 1986, where
patients received 1200 mg/day of ZDV, under cl dical ) fing od
according to ent groups, pored on # quarterly basis:
L vital statistics
IL AIDS related hospital admissions

 

 

M H.P. 3 ROLE OF A DEDICATED HIV/AIDS WARD IN A CENTRAL LONDON
. ° TEACHING HOSPITAL

Singh, S.; Connoliy, G.M.; Hawkins, D.; Gazzard, B.

St. Stephen's Hospital, ‘inden, England.

Objective To analyse the use of inpatient beds in the first quarter of

1988 = adedicated HIV/AIDS ward in a central London hospita

Metho: A prospective independent daily assessuent wi
wepody-pocitive (HIV#ve)
was categorised aa receiving

(self-caring but

 
a

ity of independens living.

ve admissions, 154 were under the care of the ams
remain: 67 were surgical. A cotal of 97 patients made ut

y A breakdown is a:s follow:
GROUP/Nos. of patients Admissions Bed-days Overall occupancy

49 47 117
GI Investigations/ 19 44 44
Pneumouia/20 20 309.5 31%
Neurology/8 8 129.5 13%
Terminal/8 10 130.5 13%

Social/6 8 75.2 7.5%

OVE] 97 154 991.6 932
s study reveals 1:2 adniasions are sortes (<7 days).

f pneumonia, half of whom could be
nd

social support occupy a small projRein of beds. This has important
implic:cations,for, *peapurce allocation as the epidemic unfolds.

M.H.P.5 HOSPITAL USE BY PHA’S IN N.Y¥., LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO

REALERE ve von NY, USA

ESS tal use by parsons with AIDS/HIV in

Soireex care in all three

eeRSTicl
RS,à Ppital hailed 15of’she

census. Amory

br. fais carries

 

  

 

 

bait,the , À hospiSoPi taRial SE Aller half the
ver Length of (ALOS) for AIDS in NY

Beyderenne east4 «

EhNivensume maryin LES SueAP Ose. ie HY, 13s of
stays lasted over 50 a Just 2.1% Ly rene

SF‘s, ie was only CE nett enEyS50days ESreel. than

4 ALCS WITH
ALOS — ALL AIDS CASES TN ALos

ine, M.*3 and
spalo Alto Medics! Foundation PaloAlto, calsforode,usa,agen Francieco
General Hospital, San Francisco, California

desire To compare the medical care use and costs of peraons with AIDS
with the use and costs of a matched group of persons with AIDS

AT.
Herhode: Eight persons with AIDS participating in the Burroughs-Wellcome

al at San Francisco General Hoapital in 1986 were matched
 

thly costs of the controls were more than twice those of
the AZT patients, due entirely to the significantly Greater use of inpatient
hospital services of the controls,

 
clusion: Medical care costs of persons with AIDS who startedEntre AZT

within 120 gayeofoftheir firet episo were, for the first 12 months,
substantially 1 than ts a comparable group of patientsnot taking

lowever, te.ts by no means certain that over their lifetime their
costs will be significantly lower. Our data show that already,

lifetime costs for AZT users will be lower than for comparable patients not
using AZT.

 

M.H.P.4 £.René, A. Durriech, R Bouslt, T. Chevalier, L Geoftroye*®, C. Past, T. Vaitot,
B. Régnier*, AG Soimot®, JL Vilde**, M. Mignon. Hépato-Gastro-Entérologie - Inserm
EMeledies infectieuses ; ##inserm U. 239. Groupe Hospitalier Bichet - Claude Bernard 46 6ie Hucherd
Codex 18, Frence. q 5877 Peris, 

Systematic. andmethodical explorationswere prospectively performed in|119 Aids

second 8 duodenal fluid aspiration (OF) 3ne) third endoscopic biopsies through
gestroduoderosdcopy and coloscapy (EB). The direct cost calcuteted according to the
FrenchHealth Social Service cotation 58183sibent208olSeverel ear

76SAMELoti out the nce of one or several germs mire, 14 Rnifies
pm ns (39 Deerentedol by EB, 14pathogens { (23) ei bys
and 56 pathogensee%) dy either Sor OF or EB (36

(GL), 12 Entamoebahistolytica CEN}) SerettiviteatSBOF, nr] eB. OnPareto
for CRPT 75%, 47%, 11% for EH 100%, 28%K.25% 0nd for St

S, ond then DF, and then if wes negative E8. vraies
(796$ vs 11238 (direct ca).a when dealing wii

, ST, can lead to incomplete diagnosis : CMY SOR, HSY 31%, GL 12,ox
(treatable pathogens), Mac SS® and CRPT 3%(non treatable pates). We showtbat a
diag the cos

this strategy does not recognize 26% of the treatable germs in case of polyinfections, yet in
diagnosis can be mede later if symptoms go on in spite of e treatment fitting to the first
identified pathogen.

 

COSTS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF OUT-OF-HOSPITAL PROGRAMS FOR
PERSONSLH AIDS 1N SAN FRANCISCO, 18588

M.H.P.6
Adam C.; Amory, dez, S.;J.; Bala, M.; Hernan

Rutherford, G.; pertact of Public Health, San Prineicee, CA, USA.

Objective: To analyze costs and characteristics of out-of-hospital programs
or persons with AIDS (PWAs) in San Francisco.

Methods: We collected data on 7 out-of-hospital services provided to PWAs i n
an Franciscocuring the period July 1, 1985 - June 30, 1988. We evaaluated

e programs on the following criteria number oFclients, cost per clien
g PWA (adjusted for reporting delays}, average fength’

u

 ppo:
: -88, annual expenditures for all 7

programs increased from US$2.9 ml to US$5.2 mit., and the pro
privately funded increased from nnual expenditures per 1ivt
PWA declined from US$3,251 to USSan. Characteristics of the programs for
FY 1987-88 were:
Program Clients coseeel tent ALOS (days)
omecare

Emergency Housing 56 2,404 42
Residential Flats 99 7,169 172
Emotional Sort 1,085 435 n/a
Practical Sup 653 549 n/a
Social ServiceOnivocacy 1,688 212 n/a
Patient Counsel in 414 n/a

itures for out-of-hospital programs for PWAs in San
Francisco increased substantially during 1985-1988, with a larger proportion
privately funded. However, expenditures per living PWA declined
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M.H.P. 7 THE CONTRIBUTION OF PCP TO TRENDS INgus HOSPITAL M H P. 8 COSTS OF HOSPITAL CARE FOR PATIENTS WITH HIV
ae DISCHARGES AND AVERAGE LENGTHS OF S oe INFECT!ON

fernandez, Sandra_R.*; Strychaz,F.oy Rutherford, G.*; leffs Jan C: aa Jager, J.C.*; Geels, R.M.A.;
Baskett,L.**; . sch, C.K.; Poos, M.J.J.C.* et al.
*Department University Hospital Utrecht, the“Netherlands and *Nationel institutefePublic’ Health, San Francisco, CA; **West Bay Hospital
Conference, San Mateo, CA, USA.

Ppiect ive: To evaluate the contribution of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia
0 declining average lengths of stay (ALOS) and declining average

daily census (ADC) o hospital ized AIDS patients in the San Francisco
Standard Metropol ten Service SM
lethods: We compared acute8 hospital discharges and average lengths ofoy
TALOS) for AIDS patients discharged with a primary diagnosis of PCP

irged with other AIDS-related diagnoses from 1984-1987.
Oischarge data included are non- federal acute-care hospitals in San
Francisco, San Mateo, and Marin C e:
Results: The contribution of PCP teall “AIDS discharges did not change from
1984and 1987 but the papsS of patients with PCP decreased more rapidly than
ALOS patients without

1964 1985 1986 1987

Discharges, % PCP 30.3 35. 8 32.3 34.1
ALOS, PCP 16.2 13. 7 2.3

» non-PCP 10.6 i6 ll.
Conclusions: The decreasing ALOS and ADC for hospitalized,AIDS patients in
San Francisco SMSA can be primarily accounted for by shorter ALOS for PCP
patients.

HOSPITAL USE BY A POPULATION-BASED COHORTOF AIDS
PATIENTS.
Huiman, Sharon J, Modesitt,S; Klockner,R; Bennett,D; Fleming.D.

Oregon Health Division, Portland, Oregon, US.A.

Qbiective. To accurately determine statewide hospital use among AIDS patients by
followingall cases in a statewide, population-based

. We follow all AIDS cases detected by active ‘AIDS surveillance in Oregon who
remain in the state for follow-up medical care. At six month intervals, we review each

feast an overnight #
were available for 381 (94%) of the 407 Oregon AIDS cases dia;

between VLfieand 6/30/88. During the cumulative 3,965 case-months of follow-upàthese
381 patients were hospi lized 783 times for a total of 8,240 ys. cluding initial

pat

ngth of survival (1-6 months, 53%; 12 months, 1% >2
mw oeines regres

this cohort of AIDS|patients, hospital|use has been constant over time.

, increased
nsof survival has been associated with more hospital-'free days rather than more

hospitalizations.

H.P.11 1 Een HOSPITAL IERE ite AU VIRUS DE
M. 12ISUNQOEFICIENCE HUMAINE { 1H)

adal J M*; Vidal-Trecan G**; Morel B*;
ue, nn ute

“Ministère de la Solidarité, de la Santé et de ta Protection Sociale,
prris. France **Direction du Plan - Assistance Publique de Paris, Paris,

Objective. Mesurer un jour donné l'activité washes de seepliée aux patients
nfectés par le VIH et en suivre l'évolution dans le

Methodes. Une enquête nationale transversale semestr ienerecense “un jour
Son" Tes patients dejà connus comme infectés par le via 0 enfonction du

stadedede 1a maladie 2) en fonction du type de recours a

9 Rtea"?

8 jui 46,74

De décembre 1987 à juîn 1988 l'augmentation totale des cas présents est de 5%.
Elle porte sur les SIDA avérés (# 25%), les formes mineures resten:

ctles porteurs asymptomatiques diminuent de 13%. La diffusion des matades
r le plan éographique est tras faible (70% des malades concentrés sur

deux regions}. Li table,

patients recensés asymptomatiques1 780 23% formes mineures sta avérés
1 871 19.3%

formes mineures), 84% des patients ont recours aux

générale et de spécialités médicales,

onçlusion. La ré] tion semestrielle de cette enquête fournit d'excellents
Thdtcateurs pourrepetition les solticitations duiefde soins par la

pathologie à VIH et adapter les structures en fonction de son evolutTon

5 de médécine

1040

of Public Health and Environments! Protection, The Netherlands.

he implications of AIDS for health care are unknown. Precise data on
health care facilities and the silied

em ion and anaty: jata.
The application of this syst In 40 patients with HIV infections treated
in our Ita! ween january 1, 1987 and July 1, 19 hi
mean yearty costs of a a outpatient treatment of a patient with AIDS
(CDC IV) were $ 2 those of treatment of patients with other HIV
infections (coe theD rani from 1,700 2,500. son of the

s for patients di n that period with those for patients
who did not, revealed that patients deceased because of AIDS Id have

patients. Other costs, such as those of
transmission, are not included. By the time
will be updated. in addition, underlying diagnostic activities and treat-
ment patterns will be described.

M.H.P.10
Liekveg,Richard; Dideriksen,Pei Minolfi, A.; bertlett, J.A. Duke
University Medical Center, Durban, North Carolina,

OBJECTIVE: the per die charye of inpatient vs. outpatient treatment of AIDS
patientsSeiananrec infection.
METHODS: ‘Twelve patients according to opportunistic infection with 4 clas-
sifiedas inpatient/outraitpatient. FCP- (2 inpatients/2 outpatients); CHV- (3 inpatients/2 out-
patients); wasting- (1 inpatient/2 outpatients); lymphame~ {1 iinpatient/t outpatient);

itis- (1 inpatient/1 outpatient). Hospital days and inpatientt charges per admission,
inic charges hone bealth care charges per visit were collected over

Ten additional

can be i + per
These preliminary findings warrant further study, and

have profound implications for health care policy development.

M.H.P.12 MEDICAL CHARGES AND HEALTH CARE UTILIZATION FOR PRIVATELY
INSUREDPATIENTS NCWITH DISEASE IN
Durbin.Mcg*, Bowen, BE, Macski, St, and Hodes, EY

coniversity of California, Sen Francisco, U.S. $Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Sfermeriy with Blue Cross of
fornia, Oakland, California, U.S., {Blue Cross of California, Oakland, Califomia,

Objectives:
 : : vice utilization,

MmeieofaoeeeApriV
disease. Charge: HIV di i

inent HIV manife andreporting criteria
cates wee also gonzo frellangiposecoopARC.
Remlis Of de 274 bi followup © months,

68% ali Forty M $19,000 for survivors v,

 

 

 

bill A i à

professional fe Among PCP patients, he
1984 0 26% BIS of teal
 

of life, 66% within the last 3 months. 1
patients included: death, PCP diagnosis, length of followup, walowldéera
Conclusions: Wdenuifying expenses of persons with HIV disease through insuranceinsurance billing systems inchides

Wereport charges

HIV illness
chegos(reagesal ost)otan

UnisrorofonCao,goaldance in
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IMPLICATIONS OF (C AEROLSOLIZED PENTAMIDINE THE COSTS OF TREATING AIDS ININA

M.H.P.13 FOR THE DIRECT MEDICAL CARECARECOSTS OF M.H.P.14 Waivers, Leo; B , J.T.s Rumley,R.L.; Adams, H.G.

Gluck, Michael E., Chaisson, R., Johns Hopkins University, East Carolina Teiveretey School of Medicine, Greenville,

Baltimore, Maryland NC, USA.

Objective. deternine thecoste of inpatient and hospitaloutpatient
Objective To compare the health care costs of acohort of 70 persons with
AIDS (Pasà Peceiring serolsolized
pmeumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) with a cenparison group of PYAS not
receiving pentanidine .

: Both treatment and comparison‘gongroupsreceive their primary care

ta MeenesisofAIDS and 4
tic infections order to it able to the group re-

ceiv: pentamidine. Using chart , billing records,
lished ratios charges and.costs, and average allowed Blue Cross

(1) costs of riding the treatment, (2) the costs of
PCP in the two groups, and (3) total direct health

the two groups. also the cost implications of provi
aerolsolized pentamidine in settings dther than ambulatory ital clinics.
Results and Conclusions: Because the analysis is currently
will not be available SiaprApril 1989.

L'HOPITAL ET LA SONSOMMATEON MEDICALE DES PATIENTS
INFECTES PAR LE V.M.H.P.15

Gabriel*®; petit,Bez F.*.
“Ministère de la Santé, Paris, France.

gbieetir. Connaître la structure des dépenses médicales directes et la

formation des coûts à l'nôpita
MéthodesSe L'évaluattion de ces coûts repose sur le recensement et la valori-

sation des prescriptions réalisées au cours de 5000 séjours hospitaliers

u VIH,

 

 

Résultats. Type de
Stades de consommations Biologie Examens Médicaments Total

1 thol

Asymptomatiques 14% 2% 0 % 16 %
s mine 19 % 3% 4% 26 %

d 24 % 8% 26 % 58 %
Tous stades confondu 57 * 13% 30% 100 %
Exprimé en journée, le coût des dépenses médicales est de 715 F pour les

s mineures et 510 F pour 1

En revanche, le coût des séjours estde 1960 F pour les asymptomatiques,

4160 F peer les sidéens et 2300 F pour les formes mineures. Le bilan.moyen

 coûte 1850 F.
Sonclusion Cette étude met en évidence l'importance de la charge hospita-

lière des malades séropositifs non atteints de Sida avéré, le rôle essentiel

dans la constitution des coûts etde la blelogi t les effets positifs d'une
organisation hospitalière souple.

M.H.P.17 RESOURCE USE, CHARGES, AND MORTALITY FOR AIDS PATIENTS WITH
PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA (PCP), CL Bennett, JR
Garfinkle, S Greenfield, D Draper, W Rogers

nouse. RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA; UI

Medicine, LA; Shared Medical Systems, Malvern, PA and

School of Medicine, San Diego, CA,U.S.A.

 

Objective: To evaluate variations in resource use, ch.Arges: and in-hospital
sania for patients (pts) with HIV-related PCP infection

Computerized longitudinal patient records of 200,000 discharges
been.le and 10/87 were evaluated; 257 p! ith PCP from 15 hospitals

metr itan areas of California were saentified.

suits: No si; acaeaeen in resource|use or
ted betw the group of 218 pts receiving c:
familiaritySRospittals 1330 AIDSPiischarges/ 10,0
GP) relative to the pts at t low-AIDS-fam:

sf

total charges were
at seven high-AIDS- 

hi-fam

rms of:

y room use (37.27 v
total charges ($21,348 vs. $20,946>
illness markers between enemegras t
(using a staging system et al., }. In-hospital mortality for
hi-fau GP w ofoeieteanclyviewer than that for lo-fam GP (12.2% vs. 3. 37,
p= .004).

Conclusions: Pes in the lo-fam cr did not differ in severity or resource use
from those in hi-fam GP. However, they were more likely to die_inrhospita.

Qutcome differences might be due.to variations in process of c:

DS patitients in a rural area with low HIV prevalen:
We examined the hospital charge records for 16

om 8-Mar-84teaie.Jul-88.
Results, e vere 65 hospital admissions with an average length-of-stay
¢ ) and a median LOS of 9 days. Average cost per day of

c: ounted for 24% and 23% of

patients treated 

these charges, respect

visit wasaliawith 362rs30% of these charges
espective. The average annualized

DMetienid patientSs5 accounted for 63% of the total €
but 93% of the nonreimbursed charges (isi, 898 of

The average loss per Medicaid patient|was $20,210 (42% of
charges billed), whereas for self-insured pati » the average loss was
$1830 (5% of charges billed).

and costs per patient are
¢prevalence.

lower than reporte
ral factors, ‘neLuding

 

outpatient service:

facility should bedirected towar
pharmacy services. Inadequate Medicaid reimbursement for pa!
AIDS is a significant financial burden for our health care facility.

M.H.P.16 =Healthcare Costs for AIDS Patients in Saskatchewan.
Conly, John; Shafran
University of Saskatchewan, saskatoon, Saskatchewan. CANADA

gi ective: To obtain detailed and specific health care costs for the treat-
of AIDS in Saskatchew:

based on t nt per diem costs for medic University Hospi-
tal. Medication ccosts were estimated by tabulating the active number of dose/
drug combinations.
Results: Nineteen male patients 31(22-63) years [median (range) of xvere
diagnosed aiis AIDS between April, 1985 and February, 1988. The 12 dec
Patients Lived 268(0-580 days after diagnosis, were admitte:à 41-6)eines

hospital for 621-148) days ifor a total cost per patient

($2768-$64961).. he 7 surviving patients have lived 360(186-551) days since
0-7) ti o hospital for 25

ci er patient of $11115(0-39410). The total cost p atie a
28759 of which fees to physicians e 6. aboratory tests 21.6%, medi-
cations medical imagi The average cost in-
patient day were 3.74 timea ($120.7 vs $32.32) greater for AIDS patients
than the average medical patient. In-patient costs accounted for 942 of the
total cost.

Conclusions: Costs cf care for AIDS patients in Saskatchewan are gubstential.
Effective strategies for cost reductioninclude improved utilization of out
patient facilities and hospice/home

AIDS HEALTH CARE IN THE U.S.: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

PATIENTS AND THE HOSPITALS WHO TREAT THEM
*#; Weslowski, V.* and Hints

_*National Public Pure and Hospital institute, *Wexnington, D.C.,
United States

M.H.P.18

Qbiective. The National Public Health and Hospital Institute
sonducted aFaurvey to examine AIDS treatment in U.S. hospitala in

surveywas disseminated to member hospitals of 4
asaociat‘ions: the Association of American Medical Colleges's
Council of Teachi Hospitals, the Nation Association of Public
Hospitals, the National Assoc ation of Childrens Hospitals and
Related Institueions. us National Council of Community
Hospitals. ested information on hos
utilization, denograpnicTeand risk group characteristics of
persons with AIDS‘ (PWAs), financing, discharges
organizational characte:

five percent Give) of the hospitals responded,
re rtingFiretnation for 14,000 AIDS patients and 3

a © forma

 

i

region,

L
A
Y

factors..
. conclusionsconsider how the burd

area ones xt differ© amongnsoeticueional
Pot thecounntey.re report aiso conside:

Zeplicationsfor AIDS care in the U.S.
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Prévention

Prevention
M.H.P.19 =one Des MI VINET TAAETEES À 1°erGe M.H.P.20 POTENTIAL IMPACT OF HIV IN THE LABOR FORCE OF THE FUTURE

* Direction des Hôpitaux, Ministèrede le cares, Paris. France. Novello,Antonia, Wright, A

jectife : Analyser et comparer les coûts hospitaliers dos pathclogies au VI

et de consommations (ectes stotopts actes

roduits pee a té constitué pour cae

'érence. Les disgnostica principaux

+) G6finieasnt les types pe
= dépenses midicees direc tions

 

 

 

LAB J et. ournenieres, liées @1°et 200 F/4).

Résultste : Coûts per séjour-malade an ween de Frence (KF) : 1000 F = US $ 159

Toxopl. Pneumo. Mult. Enceph. posi Hémato Bilan

x a4 82 3 2: a 110

OMS 29.6 22.7 20.8 21.0 20,0 12.7 1.7

KP LAS 3,9 4.3 1 2.0 3.0 2.3 1,2 1.8

KF IMA 2,5 1.8 1.2 1.0 17 0.9 0.1 0.1

RY PHA 3.6 5.7 9 1.6 14 2.5 0.9 -

KY TOT 4.3 45.8 38,3 37.3 36.2 24.8 6.3 4.5

durée moyenne de aéjour.

multiples. Cach:cachexie VIH, Encepb:pets VIH. Sémato:formee mineures

immunohématologi Silan:séj pour "bilen sujets asynptônetiques où 1ymphe: thiquese

Les coûts varient selon les pathologies sasocites 2 . + autres complications Sida(Ne31.

DMS-28.1, 66.4KF). paeumo. + autres sus (me m24.3, 47,1KF), eumo. 8.

pMs-1 ORF). Cert ts t quelques séjours L t 1on les

seront

gonciusion=oe telles études permettant de décrire le mode de formation dea coûts liés au VIE.

TorresTorres,José*; Anabitarte,*; Usieto,R.*; Noguera,E.*

*Comité Anti-SIDA,Spain

Dienve:The actual standards(ISO,BS,APNOR,UNE..)start from a model of 1960
the tecnological,sanitary and cultural changes (2nd sex.revol.).The

criterion or :SECURITY ,evaluating it with tests of mecanical
resis on break ,tested with constant deformation;for the detection of
leaks etc.,the scientific base was a model: "elastic body(HOCKE ) together with

de-danger
velop new with more realistic bases.Description:The standardROTS (
Rheological¢Quality Test Systen)starts from 2criterions:S!
The scientific base starts

conductimetric. but with condom in tensionrot reposing) .
The sensibility is evaluated by ist module at 100% (6i00) srejecting lots
for defects in sensibility,as this fact interests the consumer.’ testing
plan is highly rigorous;AQL is 0,1% in spite of the 0 4% used in actual stan-
dards.
Senclusions: ROTS Standard ts to increase fiability of a condom by better

analogy the test methods the real us he consumer, with the

objective to optimize the function of prophylaxis against HIV and as contra-
ceptive barrier

 

M.H.P.23 OZONE ON THE. PHYS Ms
White, N.; nition, FP.;eee + and Marriott, T.

Group, Research and Develonsent, Cambridge, U.K.

Cl
Potter,BL):
Londen International

the effect of ozone exposure on both packaged and loose condoms.

Method packaged and loose condoms exposed to two ozona Fevines; 300 parts

atenvon) of ozone for 72 hours and 5000ppb of ozone for 168 Condoms were
burst tested before and after exposure.

pressures of packaged condoms were unaffected by

condoms ware very brittle after exposure and untestable.

Senclugion. Provided that condoms are retained in good quality packaging pricr to usage,

their performance is not diminished by exposure to ozone.

1042

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20892, U.S.A.

Objectives. Yo evaluate the potential impact of HIV infection and disease
in persons currently aged futu rce--the labor
participation rate, and

‘orci
ased mortality and morbidity due

on on the|cohort of persons“currently aged 11-24 will
interpolated and analyz

A descriptionof prospective outcomes, in this 11-24 year old
Resultspopuiation, from best case case scenarios will be presented,
utilizing the variables of seroprevalence, morbidity ity. The
otential economic impactnf AIDS i e la!

participation and depende pic
Pre e 112year old

cohort. If AIDS.is to make serious inroads in this cohort of people the
potential for significant negative repercussion on the labor force and the
economy of the United States in the period 2010-2040 will be apparent.

  

M.H.P.22

 

à TIES OF NATURAL 5) s S A
White, Harrison, M. and Tobin, F.

London International Group, Research and Development, Cambridge, U.K.

Obiective. To discover ovuy high NW Dextran passes through naturi and

mic do whan both are claimed to contain particles 80mm in diameter i.e,

similar to HIV at 901:20nm.

The barrier properties of the condoms were assessed by placing aquscus dispersions

of test particles inside condos, which is then partly imeersed in

ding
condom were collected and yeed using a calibrated GPC which

GC Analysis of the Dextran as supplied showed that it contained a very wide

range of particle sizes. ‘The sample of Dextran collected, that had through

Therefore,

virus is cabeventially larger than the largest model

M.H.P.24 CONDOMS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MECHANICAL
STRENGTH, HUMAN RATING ABILITY AND IN_VIVO
CONDOM USE
*; DeCecco, wo Bao, D.**; Hirsch, R.**; Sut- _

ton, L.***; Lourea, D.#**
*SFSU, Center for Research and Education in Sexuality, San
Francisco, Calif., USA, “asstanford 0Univ., Stanford, Calif.,
USA, call, UInstitute For Advanced Study cf Human Sexuality,
S.F. Calif.

Obiective. compare mechanical with human efforts to rate
the reliebility of 7 condom brands and analyze the res
with the aid,of sexologists and condom video archives

rands of condoms were tested and subjec-en

tively vated1by 49 college students.

À ng the comparative
rating results with experienced sex therapists an
educa

There are crude similarities between mechanical
and human measurements of condom relia
significantly, many factors which strongly effec n ass-

and rating choices are not taken into sccoun
laboratory“tes Thus users, manufacturers and laboratoryts
scientists make serious, unneces:gary errors in assessing
condom reliability.
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M H P 25 EVALUATION OF A NEW FEMALE anFOR VIRUS PERMEABILITY.

ee Drew, W. Lawrence*; Blair, Con
Mount Zion Hospital and Medica”"Center, "The kiné

Pathology Research Laboratory, San Francisco, California, USA,##The
University of California, San Francisco, California, USA.

Sojective-to determine if a new female condom is permeable for viruses:
w barrier contraceptive device for inverne) use by wor 

M.H.P.26 VINYL VERSUS LATEX GLOVES AS BARRIERS TO TRANSMISSION OF
ay AND OTHER VIRUSES IN THE HEALTH CARE SETTING

Zbitnev, ps Greer, K.; Heise-Qualtiere, 7.ne Con:

Dept. of microPRES‘ology,University of Saskatchewan, Saskato

-OBJECTIVE: To determine the permeability of 8 different pom+ pes (7
latex and 1 vinyl) to three different sized viruses, Her sim Tex virus
type 1we Echovirus 9 (Echo 9) and Human tommmodeficiency virus type
1 (HIV.

 

 andergoing “development, À the United States. e male" condom,ydeignater

WPC-333 (Wisconsin Ph: al dackson, WI sists of a Virus suspensions of HSV-1 (1O8rCDso/mL) »ave} (09tcDso/n)

loose-fitti yurethane sheath and two diaphragm-like, flexible ayur- and Echo g «07- STCDs,o/ml) were placed in an inver d glov ger from

ethane rings. ng lies nside.the sheath an es as an insertion visually intact gloves immersed in sterile medi: inass Sontosne 8e

chanism and 1 anchor. The other ring remains outside the vagin: Aliqu of 0.5 ml suspension were remo’ at 10 minutes, 30 mi ,

once the device is inserted, protecting the labia and the base of the penis. 2 3 hour jnterva s from outside and inside€ the glove finge

We have developed artific: intercourse mode this condom and tested (positive control) and were tested in ce ultur or presence of virus.

it for permeabi y to viruses in triplicate as follows: The experiments were© Tepeated with Echo :after stretching of a

or each tri. us suspension is placed inside a female finger for 18 hou:

conde: This condom is placed inside a se 4 female condom which contains 2

ml of tissue culture medium. 35 oc plastic syringe case is inserted into RESULTS: e of the three viruses tested|were recovered from ee
aliquots ofonuapensions from the outside of the inverted glov

the inner condom e as enis. To simulate tra associated Ww: All three viruses were recovered from inside of the glove finser“peitive

sexual intercourse, the entire apparatus is placed into a close-fitting foam control) & ger (Pp

model which se as

a

vagina and ged and down fift cuy .

oultures were perf raed in diploid fibroblast cells and HIV cultures in CONCLUSION: Our data suggests that under the pren conditions 
used, visually intact gloves which are used in our institution wowld act

Resuits.Neither virus leaked fro as effective barriers to transmission of virusesta a health care setting.

Conelusion.In a laboratory mode “simulating sexual,"intercourse a female
condom is impermeable to CMV and HIV.

  

M.H.P.27 M.H.P.28LEAKAGE OF VIRUS (BACTERIOPHAGE X-174) THROUGH
STRESSED VINYL AND LATEX EXAMINATION GLOVES

kKcmiewicz, B. Laughon*t: H. Cyr**; D. Lytlet* E.Larson*
Jems Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, USA, **Feod and Drug
Adninistration, Devices and Radiological Health, Rockville, Maryland, USA.

‘minutes. ‘The buffer was ea standardwi the sampled using a coliphage plaque

To date, 183 gloves, 2 vinyl and 91 latex,
Virat teats ware find in 408 Of vinylglove(20of 48) fallovngBak

gloves (6 of 63; Fisher's

 

M.H.P.29 M.H.P.30
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Planification/Gestion
Planning/Management
.H.P.1 TA IMPACT OF CARINGCARING FOR A.L-D.S. PATIENTS ON THE WORKIQRD oFT PRIMARY CARE poiseIN 2HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION T.H.P.2 HOSPITAL~BASED NCEORGANIZATION(#0) IN

ettdlasnooed anewere analyzed, as wate those of oil one
Steetnoesne Health center ttes

cula: 00) die the,sameperiod. Han center encours of
in-Plan lab and x-ray exams and new prescriptions. The maan number of acute
and jongterm Saar a ere also calculated. All utilization figures

ending September 30, .
Results. 92% of AIDS patients treated during FY88 were es
fhe |ages of 20-49. ‘The ratio of face-to-face medicine visits in

9

Ang
2 consume ‘icantly more primary care M.D.

time than the average HMO adult. This Should be Lone tas in planning M.D.
tios in settings Tumbers of AIDS patients.

T.H. P.3 DEMOGRAPHIC, UTILIZATION,”ANDREIMBURSEMENT

PE RATSREein,
} Paquin, N.; McMenamin D., Health

Bee3héministration,“public Health Service (PHS),
Deerteertof Beal , Rockville, Maryland, U.S.A.

Objective Over $29 million has been awarded by the U.S. PHS to fund
Service Demonstration Projects in 21 high AIDS prevalence U.S. cities.
Data on client

ropositive, AIDS, ic HIV infection. The data confirm
that these projects serving a disproportionately high number women, &
ethnic minority indivi: the national profile of
patients. Re: reli on public 8,
with private i covering primarily hospital & hospice services

ral and state funds const the largest re.
, home th, & subacute skilled nursing i

& the source idential services.
it

portionately high mubers of women, children, & minorities are utilizing
these projects. 4public sources ofreimbursement predominate.

T.H.P.5 SPECIFIC AND SENSITIVE ESTIMATES OF ACUTE CARE
HOSPITAL STAYS ASSOCIATED WITH HIV IN NEW YORK

; Kaufman,
New York Sue (NYS)Department of Health, Albany, NY, USA.

compare upper and lower bounds of total hospital discharges
NYSusing available disc data abstracts (DDA).

. Create and
associated with HIV infection in
Metts,Via DDA for ‘all acute hospital stays in NYS, 1981-87, patients 18-44 years,
the specific method coun containing diagnoses tOCM codes : 042-049,
795.8, 279.10, 279.19,27Z920,ee 1363)HN qe CVSD). The sensitive method
Gesignates all rections, malignancies,andfor CNS dinesiein the 1/88 ICD-9-CM AIDS
revision as HIV relTR EDD.This later‘worst case" attributes all i
in DDA with any HIVRD to HIV infection, whether or not an HIVSD is on the DDA;
it also includes DDA with an HIVSD without any HIVRD.

1984 1985 1286 1987
Discharge Estimate
HIVSD (Specific) 3140 6204 10846 15734
Worst Case(Sensitive) 9398 13638 20824 25218
Ratio
DDA with an HIVSD but no HIVRD increased

“estimateswoeafaoecare
over time.creasing HIVSD DDA with no

HIVRD suggest there are other conditions, either not coded in the I CM
AIDScodes, that are responsible for such hospitalizations for HIIV infected

1044

+ MSN, A.c:S
Yr Permanente, Dept. ainWork Services, 930 Presidio,

sanFrancisco, California 54115-3395 U.S.A.

To describe theObjective. gn and operational structure
of an AIDS volunteer pr

desi
ogram in the largest HNO

AIDS volunteer program designed to provide’
praactical and emotional support to our in-patient AT
population. Perforned internal needs aescounent andPatuaied
ther programs in community; recruitment of HIV-sensitive

Personnel to staff program! established policies: developed
Manual for @ program; provided 2.5 day HIV:
training; weekly scheduling’of voluntest staff support group
peetings: and developed training video

HIV volunteer program now natitutionalized at
Kaiser Permanente. Results are: coordina
through social work services for supervision ‘and s
coordination through volunteer rtment for adninistrative
support; and a model program recognized in San Francisco and
external Conmunitie

a hospital-based AIDS volunteer progran
providing a new adjunct service to a hospital-based AIDS unit
with evaluation from providers, patients, families, and
volun’

T.H.P.4 DEVELOPMENTOF A SEVERITY INDEX FOR USE
WITH STATEWIDEMEDICAID amsPATIENT FILES

i, F. and Ma
Jefferson Medical College, ahaaePA. U.S.

Qbiective: To summarize the judgments of 6 national AIDS experts convened t
develop a severity classifiication model for AIDS to be applied on statewide Medicaid
files in New York and Califor:

the mecting, experts gencrated lists of major factors that could
influence survivel of AIDS patients. These factors were organized by affected organ
system and by patient/treatment characteristics. In

and finalized the list of factors. case s
timated survival times for 100
s.

“Clinical indicators used in the severity model included: AIDS-defining
diagnosis and duration since diagnosis, subsequent opportunistic and non-

opportunistic infections and esncers grouped by organ system, assessment of the
degree of organ compromis

i BS,sex, race, risk group, and level of denial of
type of hospital and follow-up care, icvel of

AIDS patients at the site, and size of locat AIDS populatio
Weighted utilities were used to determine the relative importance of each indicator iin

This model demonstrates a method of integrating s variety of data
contained on Medicaid files to assess severity of illness in order to promote
meaningful contrasts among groups of AIDS patients.

T.H.P.6 ‘THE C-100 CLINIC:
ur ‘PROGRAM AT CHARITY HOSPITAL AF 6

ï Louisiana State University, New Orleans,
Louisiana, United States

To incorporation of a model HIV Primary Care
into a traditional at ty Hospital at
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T.H.P.7 SCATTER BED VERSUS CLUSTER UNIT TREATHENT OF AIDS T.H.P.8 The Economicatul Early Intervention rtHIV Disease
O1 s THPATIENTS. Eulop

G,
Strein J, Fahs &, Sacks H.

Peter
Arno”; Shenson, D.#; Siegel N#%; F

The Mount ined Sheol of Bedisine, INC, USA. Lee pr. monteriore Med Ctr, Bronx, NY,AISAsony NC. Chapel Hill, USA,

Qbiective. Presidential on the need to JeRUniv cASan Francisco,Commission commented
dedicated AIDS units end those using

tered pl
hompttale -converting beds to an

benefit enalyses. This preliminary stud:
Serge of aID8 Unit (Cluster) end Scatter ay Sopetiente.

Service nee|over a3 ‘dod. uater pati e likely
then ter dinpa to he female (P<.08 h At

(Pe,@1), mtay 33% longer in the hospitel (p<.@1), end have higher

(pe. - 09,423 va 66,493, end . 67,755). Wo
i howpiteldifferences in age, rece, neurence, nusber on,

ecquired infections, desth rate, and discharges hone vere observed.

Conciveicn. prelininery study observed « soins Prodonged
howpitel etny end increesed charges for Cluster

patientn without significant diff veedostat. ond
fischerges home. cepective, cost-effectiveness studies of Scatter ve.
Cluster units ere required.

T.H.P.9 PATIENT PREFERENCE AND SATISFACTION WITH AIDS SERVICES

Pittman-Lindeman, Mary; Miller, D.; Hernandez, S.; Moss,A.*

Department of Public Health, San Francisco, CA USA - *University of
California, Sen Pranciaco,U.S.A.

Sbjective:: To evaluate the accessibility and quality of services available
© persons with HIV infection in San Francisco in order to plan for future

 needs.Methods: The authors will utilize a questionnaire and follow-up phone inter-
ew: r more HIV-related services in

f persons to reapond t questionnaire will
or otherDepartwent of Public Health

ving PWAs, will be asked
1 be placed in localnews ers. ani

pertaining to prior utilization

omic data, and level of disability. une su

ons with uy infectiona.
e long tern neads of PWAs for planning purpore

y will be pretested with both

 
niceve not been successful

due to a lack of support from the personwvith A
Sonstusten: In order to meet the needs of PWAs inthe future in San Prancis-

necessary to gather the direct input from persona utilizing the
services. This information will ensure a responsive system of care.

T.H.P.11 SHIFTING TOWARDS AMBULATORY CARE OF AIDS PATIENTS -
ls LESSONS FROM THE PCP EPIDEMIC.

Levitt,N: Montaner, 3505Lennon Là Signal:Mab,LandRudy, AIDS
Reser Progam, St Patt Hopi, Usieraty of Bik Conti, Vanowes

 

 

 

DBIECUIVE à f th lated PCP.

PearaefelfTslagsveeorsey
basis for the 2 year period ending March
L eeodnePCP ensce diagaosed
LA Number ofAIDS-related PCP cases admitted to hospital
wm. Length ofhospitalsyayofAIDSrelated PCE
RESULTS, The number at increased steadily from the from the 2ad quarter
Bt(62AquDve7an)Haioby

the same pattera ( from ). At & major effort waswas undertakento
a shift towards ereureof ese facilitated

ambulatory carc facility im mid May 1987 and specifically in the case of PCP, by the
of effective oral we of

  

 

is the rest hospitalization for varying periodsof time. As s consequence, the Kospital bed
i erDLSquais af deaed per quarter. ‘Average lengthof stay

case of PCP SeaedanAyhtpri8

 

assess the economic magnitude of providing early intervention

services in HIV disease.
Methods: he prerequisites of an early intervention strategy were assessed.
The number of individuals requiring early intervention was determinedfor
New York, San Francisco, and the United States. The econom
requisite services, including HIVentibowy testing;genonterng

ical care were estimated.

Results: Median1estimated costsof earlyintervention beginning each year

1988-1991 (expenditures in millions of dollars)

1999 1990 Ja
United States 4,078 3,870 3,602 3,260
NewYork cy 627 3 se S31
San Franc 88 67

DThere is a “window of opportunity" tor effective early
wwroaehing in HIV disease because the majority of infected individuals are

he symptomatic phase of iliness. Planning for its

oementation should begin immediately.

RteaUNcoans AND DRG REIMBURSEMENT POR HIV

ADMISSI

Slin, Sineds, Heldge, D., Perez, G. Johnson, E.S.,
saint Michaei's Medical Center, Newark, New Jersey,

Objective: To determine impact of DRG system and admitting

service on hospital reimburzements.

Methods: Retrospective review of 1987 admissione coded as HIV
disease. Total admissions Listed as velf-payers studied

well as admitting service
Resultz: Total of 326 patients comprised 403 admissions. of

these, 110 were listed as self-payers. 70% of admissions were
to the Infectious Dissase Service. Of the 110 self-payers,

resuited in a 53919423

T.H.P.10

Perez, E.
U.S.A.

category, these can be minimized by prior infectious diseases
and Case Manager involvement with a decrease in emergency ‘type

admissions

 

on rSueldar A Revis, T.;MagMOVi
GonRTMD,

Objective: Toidentify the health care patients with CDC Classservice utilization of
4-HIV conditions fromJan: 1987to.D JuneD1988ec at Group Health Cooperati
HMOwith medical covernge. P ve (OHO),an
Methods: A database tracking utilizationeeidentify allcare

toa le of 83 homosexual/bisexual males (mean age, 38
disease from January:1987to June 1988. 86% (71) had an ADSiga

other Class 4 HIV conditions ¢.g. ITP. Only
tudied. 88% (73 ived AZTail or oftheti À Resultwet aonecdtan ce andsi ) recei or part time. were an and

matched control selected all GHCenrollees. a
: GHC's estimated annual costs for all $21,130/person for the AIDS

sample; $640 for the contro! sample and $1,032iperson forall GHC enrollees. In the HIV
sample, conewere 55% inpatient, 7% primary care, 16% specialty care, 1213% outpatient

. ing a survival range 24 months, a
ofdingnosisto-death costs for PWA's is estimated at $31,700 to $42,300. A
of hospital stay was 10.5 days (with a range of 1-80 le e

Sue average of Il days GHC's primary care MD's
consultation as needed. Primary care utilization was 11 times
specialtiesscywlodtoeaSaeae

n primary care.
curate informationtion aboutthe costs of AIDS care and utilization profiles are

PorEMmdorpoggsport

range of
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AN INTERDISCIPLINARYT.H.P.13 men MODEL OF AIDS CARE IN A TEACHING T.H.P.14 EBGAIDADAPTATIONDUN CABINET OE MEDECNEGENERALEEN VILLE
Goldstone, Irene; Ruedy, J.; and McLeod, A. “ARCAT-SIDA{Paris,pet ASt. Paul’s Hospital, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British ne

as MedElanprie ee Arroot réponse pussblepermanente des au races les pationts et dune &lective.x dieat.pul"“ester.SPH)AIDSCare Program, SPH is a mbdecinedun cilia!progesspren HV’ @ mars & a 66, interviews des ditérents
Sethed Since 1982 SPH has cared for 350 (12/88) AIDS patients, ‘themjoritn PatatsLoe nichnaalonavees ane mromatsaion

/ are from 6 general practitioners (cere) associated with SPH 1- a et
1984, recogniring the complex nature of AIDS, b eta généraliste, médicale ou d'écoute sociale ot juridique, est initée par
sub-specialist was asked to establi run an interdiseciplinary AIDS Care eenner etGroup. coup has evolved to include: GP‘s and Specialist Staff, Head 2-fa sing cabinet: ande actesdeux, etsecrétariat
Nursing,AIDS dedicatedSocialWorkers,Bone Cove Linisen matescod ahatores den pare dicapequ, tkers, Home Care Liaison Nurses an Le eseee

rmacist, Ineye 1987 an AIDS dedicated Clinic was = Adainistrative Pour combler ces lacunes,

les

médecins dy cabinet ont cherchécareaesupportin icy rogram Planning isprovided through the AIDS Advisory |

-

denouveaux réflexes etconnaissances: En 06, les bans, le sulvi

des

patients et desResearch has"been £0 tered by this cohesive environment. SOS titre individual. En 98.Results. Ina weekly 1 hour meeting the AIDSCagare Group reviews al. ch dde s teus contacts a price anMpatients and problematic outpatients. Inpatient census a esa - dt Loc at ion des avec bespatients/day (15/66).Àera,length of stay is 511.5 da portants, mais na pas empécher quedes besoins
estimated at $800. ¢ has grown to 866 vis tsymonth(12/88). re des urgences. n'a pas été posable de uneusion. CowpraheneiveAIDScare in grate acre medical Engtype de , dont à cabot conn da se hetrier à à dffcuié deservices has suppor! on 0! Tinicalskill amongst La aux réticences,

voire

aux rejets,

des

organisme censés

Etre

compétents.nursing staff, housestaff and students of vari sci ine: Rapid ° ion réels de la fonction de REcedueve, a
AIDS Clinic has helped contain the utilization of inpatient néchssiié dincure dans les dépenses de sanié des actes Sociaux préventits, sont des préalables à une

ow ge des p à la dminition du jadis pour la société, et à l'acceptation

Financement et assurances

Financing and Insurance
T. H P. 15 COMMUNITY-BASED PNEUMO-CLINICS AS A MODEL FOR T H P 16 THE "MEDICAIDIZATION” OF AIDS
oe COST-EFFECTIVE LOWERED MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY OL and P. Arno #*

+ NY, NY, USA, *#Montefiore Mad Ctr, Brx, NY, USA

a shiftinthe burden of payment for AIDS patient

IN HIV DISEASE.

   

Harrington, 5 Kirschenbaum, D.Z. AIDS Coalition to eee
Unleash feveroNew York NY, USA. ereee dataonnaitAns related hospital dacharyes from New

trend
Objective: To propose the development of community-based Repke. Dare ‘inanced
outpatient clin in areas who dense concentrations of
HIV-infected Person could btain oluntary, anonymous HIV

tin junction with quarterly T-cell monitoring andt

PCP prophylaxis for those at risk. Discussion: PCP pneumo-

ny gg

sive monitorin and early intervention would vent many of
those at risk from progressing to ife-threatening stages of
v isease cL t e institute in areas most

affected by the epidemic Early intervention ill prevent
massive dical e es attendan upon ospitalization, The trend evident’ even
drastically lowering HIV-related morbidity and”mortality. of the Population hospital .
Conclusion: conjunction community, the Maeva ces share.of pospital rom 52% 42
Federal government should sponsor a pilot program of com- which only covered 16% of Petiaey 198 an en! ue ett)
unity-based outpatient pneumo-clinics in New York City. by 1986,eeeheat share of AIDS hospital iz among blacks

a: i ahift in the burden of £ AIDS fron
Sources occurred from 3383 1986 in threecities
cases. trend pic
gossto7enity, the of idenic

onae

T. H. P.17 LIFETIME PATTERNS OF MEDICAID EXPENDITURES FOR PERSONS WITH T H P 18 CONSUMPTION OF MENTALÉERLTE AND SOCIAL SERVICES

AIDS IN CALIFORNIA re Y PWAS
Andrews, Roxanne*; Keyes, Margaret; Pine, Penelope** Cvitanic M P

Andrews, Roxanne’+> Pascal A., Bennett C.L., Bennett, R.L. RAND/UCLA Center
sSystebetrics/McGrav-Hili, Washington, D.C., USA —— Health PolicystStudies U.S.A.
Health Care Financing Administration, baltimore, Maryland, USA. 2

Objective: To describe use of mental health and nonmedical resources b
‘or certain groups of poor PWAs. Resource use in physical unite by Calif. PWAs should be relevant to

health planners in other countrii
Methods: 40 gay wen in Los ‘Angeles with various stages of HIV infection

Objective. As the health care insurance program
th care of spout 40% of persons with

a
A
N

we 1

source of data is the HCFA Medicaid Tape-to-Tape person-level
datadateflie _ including enrollment, utilization and i ion.

with AIDS in the California files were identified using ICD-9-CM
coseassociated ¥ AL

or the cohort beginning thelr enrollment in 1984, lifetime
Res expenditures totaled almost $22,000. Those with enrollment

lengths of 3 months or less (about 20% of the study group) have monthly
expenditures that are 2 to 3 times the monthl: of those enrolled for
onger peri Ther: is a peak in thly ieures during the first

two months and two mont! f enrollment in
Conclusion. the: hl knowledge about persons
enrolled in Medicaid for a + is important that services can be
ppropriately targeted within Medicaii K in i in
first ths of ollment il cate|that a major medical event precipitates

tt in Medicaid. itures in the la mnthspeak
consistent with patterns observed in Studies on last year of 1

1046

were (1) interviewed regarding two year retrospective use of medical and
medical history, insurance and employment statu

provideprospective medical b
nn àrh 18 men vith KS
rs) 5 rs of ment. Balth €
o2 hts/wk)eyalue oF sal, 83/wk; 807 of nervices provided by volunteer orgs;
Mean use of volunteer org. food bank services, 14.88 wipe Eu.90 wks/

+40/yr; Mean practical assistance from fr. and family,
1.91 hrs/wk (range 0-14 hrs/wk) value of $21.01/wk. Mean financial

d emily, $26.39/week (range 0-$230). The total
end volunteer organizations.

1 present mental health and cnte
urance cove € (ve.

er) will|present cost
Blue Cross, Medical; etc.,)

Li
breakdown across payors (pvt. ins., HMO,
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MEETING THE NEEDS

gocooper Jonathan Director of Programmes, United

ingdom, Haemophilia Society.UNITED KINGDOM

.Qbiectives To assess the needs of people living with HIV and
examine Éinancial provision made by the State for individuals
and their carers.

The weekly living costs of people with symptomatic
HIV infection were assessed. An investigation of need compared
to existing state benefits was made. Benefits examined wer
income related, contributory and non-contributory based.
Results: Personal needs per week for single person living with
AIDS under 25 years old, on top of regular living costs = 65. 22
Poun
Income ‘Related Benefits Available:
Income Support - Disability P:
Non-Income Related Benefits Available:

T.H.P.19

13.05 Pounds

Mobility lowance: 23.05 Pounds
ttendance Allowance (lower rate) 22.00 Pounds
Invalid Care Allowa : .75 Pounds
Invalidity Benefits: 41.15 Pounds
vere Disablement All 3 Pounds

The only benefits in the U.K. applicable to
meeting the needs of people with s ptomatic HIV infection is
the 13.05 Pounds Disability Premium.
available to those with no, or virtually no income.
being inadequate the premium also has a qualification period

T.H.P.21 COSTS OF HOSPITALIZATION FOR AIDS PATIENTS AT A

COMMUNITY erieHien IN coocu’
n, G and Costanzo, R., St. Francis Hospi

tal and Medical Center, Hartford, Connectizut” USA.

‘a determine the cost of in-patient care for patients with AIDS (PWA) at com-

munity teaching hospital in the northeastern United States in fiscal year (FY) 1988.
PWA admitted are known to the InfectiousDisease department. Detailed

billing records of all PWA admitted”from 10/1/87 to 9/30/88 were obtained from ac-
counting departincnt.

. 51 PWA had 108 admissions. The average length of stay (ALOS) per admission
was 13.7 days. (The ‘ALOS for all 23,122 admissions in FY 1988 was 7.5 days.

The cost 5 + $8,143/admission or $17,244/PWA/ye:AT, The

210 days3in ante. Laboratory costs were $126,
mbursement received was $434,140| for a loss of $445,321 - a loss oftai r

$4123/admission orb732/PWA/ year. Reimbursement sources are show
Source Payment Pay/Adm. Loss
State Welfare a 134,254.08 2097.72 361,273.28
City Welfare 17 3652.16 61,414.33

20 161,998.55 8099.93
Self Pay 3 21,294.63 7098.21 (8,957.71 gain)
HMO 58.4 54,307.00 13,626. 7,346.
Conclusion. As the number of indigent PWA increases the financial burden on com-
munity hospitals will become unbearable uniess more money is allocated for patient
care and more out-patient facilities are developed.

T. H.P.23 INSURANCE STATUS AND THE UTILIZATION OF HEALTH
services INA couonT OF IV DRUG USERS

Liza. lentano D, Viahov D, Cohn S. The
ALIVE Study. The Feopkins Schoo! of Hygiene and Public Health,
Baltimore MD, USA

Objective To identify the patterne of health service utilization and th
financing of outpatient health care services in a population of HIV posi-

tive and negative IV drug users (T
Methods A cohort of IVDUs, recruited into a natural history study of HIV

infection were interviewed to determine the type h services use:

s of financing these services. Persons with AIDS were excluded
from recruitment. Correlations between HIV serostatua and type of insurance

e first group of 305 Pespondente 64 (21%) were HIV posi-

ree percent of the study popula-

athe.
. Nine percent had a

f the population is covered by Medicaid.
Medicaid coverage did not vary by serostatus.
Conclusion The numbers of HIV positive IVDUs who do not have insuran!
suggests additional planning for an increasing Medicaid population fsind

cated. Pui s ulation's“Preference for using hospital based faci-

lities, frequentiy emergency rooms, will continue to burden thes
facilities and be costly to the system
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ACCESS TO INSURANCE AND PERCEIVED DISCRIMINATION BY
HOMOSEXUAL MEN,

Kass,Nancy. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

1) To compare access to health, life and disability insurance among
or have AIDS; 2) to compare

treatm:

T.H.P.20

Objective:
homosexual men who are 7

Comparison group} aline done Hophins H
Results: Analysis ofof the first 288 of 1600 subjectsrevealed the following results:

Has any health insurance
95% 85% 100% 96% 93%79%

Was asked p
testing or required to be
esied Dy msurance Comper   

Refused treatment by a
jr

: Persons with AIDS are more likely than seropositive or seronegative persons
to be uninsured
medical or dental treatment. p y doctors ani
dentists than do seronegatives.

HOW DO PERSONS WITH SYMPTOMATIC HIY DISEASE
PENANCE THEIR CARE IN

artin*, tortatere.:, Hines A**, Jardine L*,
T.H.P.22

grey of TexasSea Tth Science Center at Houston, Texas, U.S.A.
outhwest Texas University, San Marcos, Texas, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine utilization of medical and social services and pay-
ment by persons with HIV infection in the State of Texas.
Method nm ananymous self-administered survey of HIV-infected persons fn

selec urban areas Texas was u taken in mid- the request of the
State Legislative Task Force on AlDS Participants identified ough

ercent (4oa) of those distributed were ret
Results. Respondents {ncluded 71 asymptomi (AS), 81 symptomatic {SX} and

S patients. ALL AI0S patients had.REA a physician at leastsence in
7.0 visits} and 44% had been

5 and various counseling

41%); the proportion relying
on public and indigent care exclusively increased (from B to 21% and from
5 to 21% respectively). Of AIDS respondents, 53% had spent atl EUR Sevings

on their re unable to pay for prescription drugs. À similar
pattern was present for SX respondents.

Conclusion. As illness progresses, an increasing proportion of once
prosperous persons are forced on the indigent care system in Texas.

THE SHARE OF AIDS MEDICAL CARE COSTS PAID BY
PRIVATE INSURANCE IN THE UNITED

Health Insurance Association of
T.H.P.24

america. U.S.A.

Objective. sess the merit of alternative sources of data on
the Sistribution of AIDS medical costs among various payers in

ates.

The most widely cited eatinates of payer shares are
those develo a by Andrulis, et al, based on surveys of public y

ching hospitals, and catinates of

cited estimates. sentatioi ews the strengths an
weaknesses of all of these ta, ffort to identify the
best estimatte of payer share and the of uncertainty
attached to i
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T.H.P.25 THE GLOBAL PHILANTHROPIC RESPONSE TO AIDS T.H.P 26 HEALTH INSURANCE INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES“mee . 1988 REPORTS OF THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMTSSTON ONMoskie, Steve*; Seltzer, Michael** THE HIV TPIOENTC AND THE INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE'S
“Program Officer, Aetna Life and Casualty Foundation, Hartford i :Connecticut, U.S.A.; **Executive Director, Funders Concerned About AIDS, Eby.Charles: Payne, Jude. Health Insurance Association of
New York, N¥, U.S.A. Other additional panelists to be forthcoming (from America, U.S.A.

LaCanada, Western Europe, and Latin America) Objective. ‘o Comment on these two important reports from the
‘orma’ obal thropi pons: Perspective of the health insurance industry, which is the single

aeeprovide inf tion on the gl Philan © res s to largest Payer of AIDS costs in the United States.
Methods. Panelists will present data on the contributions that foundations Method. We compare the recommendations in the two reports with‘and ations have made in providing resources to AIDS/HIV initiatives. established Policies of the Health Insurance Association ofResults. All participants will derstand how foundations and corporations America, which represents the nealtninsuranceeenaustry - We note

can

provide financial and in-kind 5 rt. for certain types of AIDS areas of agreement and conflict. the of health careprojects. uppo financing, we review the tec!nical"assumptions underlying the
Conclusion. re: es ace available now in some countries reports, suggest alternative assumptions in some areas, and
TorspasedSee and more funding should t available in assess the implications of these alternatives for policy

T H P 27 AIDS CASE MANAGEMENT; WHAT INSURANCE COMPANIES T H P 28 SEATISTICAL METHODOLOGY FOR STUDY OF THE AIDS EPIDEMICrs ARE DOING . Thoms mald L., Jr.; Societal Institute of the
y ? Jajich-Toth, C. Health Insurance Mathenet ical Sciences (SIMS), New Canaan CT, U.S.A.

Association of America. It is imperative to accelerate research for the AIDS epidemic. One way is to
organize groups of outstanding researchers in relevantresearch fields and inObjective. To review the use of case management for AIDS addition encourage collaboration among these groups. Various modern commmi-patients by health insurance companies in the United States. ations tems are £ grent assis hen research groups are located

. We present information on AI c: management fer apart geograhical Societal Institute of thedeveloped at a 1988 meeting of health insurance companies Scien ) has organized a Study on statistical methodology for the AIDS
cones oY a aa at information is updatednate the epidemic where dr use is playing an increasingly significant role. Tore : of more detailed studies conducted by het nsurance ca o: Study research centers consisting of outstanding researches since the mee by recent ey research statisticians are being coordinated SIMS at th iver,conducted by the Health Insurance Associatio. of ca. rsity of California (San Francisco), New York reity, and th>M eal i rance Companies in the United States University of Waterloo ( a). A fourth center may soon be added in
ha ci man pre is y to AIDS patients. Europe; thi: proach should not be constrained by internat iiTechniques for administering such progr vary. Ye a 6 b ries men effective statistical methodology is criticareported effects hea NoPREScosts. Pràidentification of in view of the fact that AIDS dat Sparse and has only been available forAIDS cases from claims dat. ey problen. evertheless, a short period af time. Specific examples of research results obtained underthese prograns can reduce costs while Yeviaing moreappropriate this SIMS approach will be presented to demonstrate the acceleration thesis

asserted above. Other areas of AIDS research might be able to benefit from
this SIMS experience.

Support for this SIMS Study has been provided by the National Institute on

Drug Abuse (NIDA) (USA)

AIDS IN THE WORKPLACE: A WORLDWIDE HEALTH CONCERN BECOMES

T.H.P.29 A BUSINESS CONCERN T.H P 30

 Ross. Paul A., Ed.D., Manager, AIDS Program Office, Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion, Concord, MA 01742 USA 508-264-1418

OBJECTIVE: To describe the multi-faceted strategy that Digital Equipment Cor-
poration, a Fortune 50 international company with 123,000 employees worldwide

S
This office,

the first and only one of its kind, is the focal point for.education, policy,
resource and referral, community and public relations anndcorporate philan-
thropy in regard to AIDS. Participants will learn about

1. Digital's Commitment/rationale
2. Elements of their svardwinning educational program

(us. Department of Heealth and Huma: ces)
3. Communications and ation Strategies
4, Community leaderahip/Corprate pbilanthropy
5. Key factors for su

Participants will have a clear understanding of one company's response to

this serious issue and will have strategies/guidelines for adapting the

mode. to their own work environme: The purpose of this session is to

empower and challenge others to move forward,
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Pays en vole de développement
Developing Countries

COSTS OF TREATING AIDS PATIENTS IN AFRICA
W.H.P.1 Makinen, Marty; Associates Inc.,Wong, H.

Washington, DC, United States.

Objective. To assess the dress costs of trearingAADS patients in Africa
an de ms of treatmen:

stinate ¢he dires costs of

gnosis,
health facilities, length of stay for

vices in the facilities. This

of treating the disease outside of the heal
charge per visit, charge per hospital stay, and

will documentResults. Information from such studies the magnitude and
incidence of the costs required to treat the ©
Conclusion. Such amethodslogy will help decision to weigh theogy makers

atients against the costs of treating other
patients; to SevelepSone effective treatment protocols; and to prepare for
the anticipated growth of the epidemic,

W H.P 3 DIRECT MEDICAL COSTS OF AIDS IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE
vv CARIBBEAN: MORE COST-EFF:ECTINEMODELLS

Jorge Garib*, Y. Kouri**, F. Zacar *, D. Shepat
9. Sotomayor*; *San Juan ‘AIDS. Institute, San Juan, Pus coy rafavardiit for
International Development, Cambridge, MA; *#*#Pan AmericankHealth
Washington, DC; ****Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA, U.sk

AObjective. To describe, compare yze di
AIDS patients available to present ins Puervo Ries, Dominican ‘Republic, Mexico, costa

ica, Brazil an gentinar and to analyze the policy issues related to the respective
menredeliverysyst

11 patient and in-patient
eaebes.‘AIDS;patentsavailable from cicsources of the six countries, was followed

an analysis of financing and
delivery ofrmedicalcar
Results. ent i ies. Length of
Respite stay, costs per patient per year and share ofhetcost inn the total cost of
services, when commparable, were significant!ly higheriin those Places where treatment was
mainly
Conclusion. A comprehensive system of healthcare including ambulatory, extended,
 

 

 

AIDS patientsand may be aevelopingin other LDC nations._ cooperation mongfnations t
o contain“the costs of AIDS

to maximize the util ilabi hould b promoted.

Economic Analysis of AIDS in perse Rico

dosAlaneda-Lazada’’, Alfredo Gonzilez-Mart
ssistant Professor of Untverstty of Puertossi.atwtyu,

**Professor of University of Puerto Rico at Mayague:

The authors attempted to assess AIOS epidemic from the scones aieof v

specifica, they estimated the economic costs of AIDS for the Puerto ene

W.H.P.5

conomy.
It should pointed out that Puerto Rico depicts high levels of AIOS prevalence rate
as compared with ott r places, The Island ranks number seven among the fifty states

betwee! n American countries only Brazil surpassed the number of cases per
milion Snhabt tantin Puerto
The estimated economic costs consist in two main categories: Direct costs and indirect
(implicit costs). The direct costs include medical care and, research & education
expenditures. Indirect costs include the income losses due to illness and disability
(mo:oy) as well as present values of future earnings lost by premature death
(mortal
A striking result from the study is that main exonomic impact of AIDS between 1981
1988 is due to indirect costs rather than direct costs. Fr ace for over

nt of 1 estimated economic cos T ason forthis high indirect costs
is attributed to the fact that most of the victims of AIDS are young perso In 1988

percent of AIDS victims are in 20 to 39 year age bracket, and ry, ei
most potencially productive years. The average age for andAIDS victim{534 years.
Finally, the authors forecasted|economic costs for the fiscal years 1989 to 1992
using a discount rate of 5 perc

HEALTHCARE COSTOF amsa4 HOSPITAL Ww CANARY ISLIBDS

ARUUS. Jes
Acosta,d. et al.
Hospital Nuestra Sefiora del Pino.Las Palmas.Spain.

To evaluate health-care burden of AIDS and AIDS-related condi~
4tale

ords Hiv-infeoted patients admitted
attended at the outdoor clinic from Jan.1987 until

of AIDS casest20.
. a âme of ATDS casee538menthse AIDS o dead:7(35%)

Main risk-factorsfor AIDS:Male homo-bisexuality( Sfsend parenteral
Main opportunistic infeotions:TBC(357) » POP(35%) sand.

G
S-related minisous42ne

Share diagnosis of sus tea snfection 13 Gaye -Nean eee ie
hospitalisations31 days. Fun of invasive pro r admission:
titoCousgerybicpayor por«Cost per simiseions830.000 pesetas

OeTgAIDS cases are rapidly jnorensing in our Hospital are:
Our AIDS c sexual 8 and Parenteralraldivabusers
Tuberculosie rtunistio infection in our AIDS patients.
It is necessary a plan for.redoing pre-diagnostic time,length of hospi-
talisation and healthecare co:

from admission to

W.H. P.4 COMPARATIVE COSTS OF AIDS CARE IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SETTINGS

Kouri, ¥.*; Shepard, D.; Risek, R.*; Risek, J.E.**; Smith, S*;
Verjee, S,*

‘Harvard Institute for International Development, Canbridse, MA, USA,
srunivereity of Puerto Rico Medical School, San Juan, PR.

Objective, To identify the cost advantages of public and private settings

to mie AnD:5 care more cost-effec
Method. ased retrospectively the costot ATDS care in 54 consecutive
episodes ofhospitalisation in a private ho
in San Juan (SJ), P 387788. This area“has many

middle-income aepeleping 2 Types, amow and
were abstracted from mettentrecords and coutreports using identical
protocols.

Results. The average length of stay vas16.4 days in the private hospital and
17.5 days in the public hospital. The t per day averaged $200in
private hospital and $340 in the public“hospital. Patterns o:
ind. 8, however, after private management and Lecentives had been

introduced in the public hospital, the average cost per day was reduced t:
2

 

apreareed

Conclusions.
through a lover daily rat
acillary services, Good
patients with AIDS.

 The private hospital appeared to provide care more_otfectentiy
e, earlier discharge, and more efficient use of
management can improve the efficiency of care of

W.H.P.6 THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF AIDS IN AN AFRICAN
SETTING
“Dayachi,Farzin, *Mayemba, N., *Kabongo, L., *Ndoko, K. and

#*#N'Galy, B.
*Department of Pediatrics, Mama Yemo Hospital and **Ministry of Health,

. Zaire

Objective: To evaluate the econamic and social impact on families of children

thods: We reviewed the econamic status of 84 families of children with symp-
i the social

ity toward the afflictedromily.
Resulks:39parents were low echelon employees, were unemployed and 3 had
already died. The average hospitalization was agave with 23% mortality. A
single toepitalizationvewas 4 times and 11 times theaverage

e who wereep
expenses

monthly income. received assistance from
ployers for meineexpenses and burial, however, wake expenses ‘weresupported
by the family. African pradition requires a dignified and respectful funeral

ails considerab depended on

 ion: The AIDS ep: placed a f: on the sortemn
the face of ic crisis, Africans cont. to show a strong social solida-
rity, acceptance and goodwi is AIDS patients and ir f -. In the
case of demise, the cammmnity contributes t

NM
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Méthodologie des coûts
Costing Methodology

HVfase eee UTILIZING ee SYSTEN
W-RP.7

1, Esanuele, RW*, K. Kerpf, AT(ASCP)***, jrsrtiand
Éreeren Hospital, Dallas, ne es niv. ot aa Wealth Science Center, Dellas, Tx.,
***Dallas County Health bepartecnt, Dallas, x.,

 

OBJECTIV To provide s Husen _itmunodel Seheney Virus(HIV) case m ent systea
ttingaiepersonal soma in

 

METHOD: Perkiend fesorisl Vosoital (Pa) is the largest medical provider for HIV
infected patients in belies County, Tr., vith an active ceseload of 588 patients out of
1523 total. There ere three aajor coeponents to the data goliestion systea: clinical,
pevounting and AIDS Registry. The AIDS clinic utilizes 5 AT-class PC’s in a local area
mete nteln clinical and research data Medical Records Departaent ns

AT-chass PC on alt MIV related hospitali ns. T its)
Inferastion Systea Departaent utilize:
at the incident of service level(demographics, charges and collections
ESULTS: The clinic se sessures and aonitors patient date to enhance treataent,

quality assurance and res also serwe deàpuraenl record proviging
laaedinte access to date tor"telephone consults vith
providers. Wetvorking between healthcare clresoranrations to “track total service
utillzation by one patien
CONCLUSION: Achievesent of

Total cost

e
its asinfrane computer to report HIV relate”date

tions).

ity case aanagement through an enhanced information
ponen clinical

treatsents end collection of epidesiological information, This systes is utilized by
Adsinistration, Nursing Menagesent, (fie cians, Quality Assurance, Infection Control,
Business services end Public Relation:

W H P 9 SOCIO-ECONOMIC MODELS TO ASSESS THE ECONOMIC
—v IMPACT OF HIV INFECTION

McGill Centre for Medicine, Ethics and Law; Montreal, Quebec,
Canada.

Obiective- T tha
an raresgeale of the economic impact of HIV infection.

jew and comparative lysis was carried outtof existing literature on the
economic impact of HIV infection, drawn from four countries (Canada, U.S., Australia and
UK.).

i f the ways

in which costs pace be af!fected ps
\)GeographicDifferences: loca i ith incid
prevalence, modes of tension and mmanifevationof pathol

€.g., in disease definiti:ion,in treatment anddiagnosis, in health care

delivery systems, funding and. utilization, and in the availability of human and natural
sources,

3)Otherfactors e di
This lack of ctiines limitedelcommensrabiy.
Conclusion: T mprebensive models are defin

4 - This model delineates three “orders” of costs : FirstOrder
5 "Care" and "Containment", : foregone earnings, household

services, labour and expertise, research, consumption and progeny; ThirdOrderCosts,'i
Oo.“socio-cultura

- This model delineates seven "levels" of cost: individual,
immediate support system, community, institutional, government, society, and international.

The idl vantages or disasadvantages relating to the development and of
standardized, international approach in determining the economic impact of HIV infection

will be discussed.

ne Hidalgo, Julia.* MD Departeene of Health and Mental Hygiene, Baltimore, MD
tm 7

HIV treatment is shared among Federal, State, and private

the distribution of this burden among
« This paper applies à andel HIV information

Reprenonslandestes enr equr

and community-based HIV-re! treatment across . Methods. Institution and
Sdservices wed by 1,500 ryan vedere Eh AIS diapo bon
1981-1988 were ly studied. An up of longitudinal,

files serves as the besis of this study. Temn Luke HV registry,

and ingurance claims records

 
 

i

mix are the course of illness. Inflation-adjusted costs, charges,
bills, and payments made by Federal are measured. Unreimbursed services

by the difference charges, bills, and payments are estimated. ‘The
distribucion of the Firencial burden of HIV-related and level

of re ic and private ts reported forthe 8 year Pew!
studied.
from State to Federal
with shifts in payer, inlay scion
discussed. Conclusion. this study are useful to policy makers and health

omens iespotty the fitealimpact of the AUS epideate,
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 W.H.P.8 DIRECT COSTS HIV TREARENT

oie + Hidalgo,Julia.*
32D Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, Baltiaore, MD., U.S.A.

impact of HIV on the U.S.A. health care system has been difficult

use
Qbjective. The economic

to measure. This paper applies a model formarion system to

and direct costs of treatment across - Methods. Institution
and used by 1,500 Maryland residents with HIV
the period between 1961-1988 were retrospectively studied. An information
system , fi as the basis of this study.

‘The system links HIV registry, vital statistics, hospital, long tem and chronic care,
and » and public and private claims to
sessure the nature, volume, costs of associated with HIV tresteent

the period between is and death. Results. HIV—re! are estimated for
treatment of ARC and AIDS. Inflation-adjusted average lifetime, annual, and per diem
costs, 25 well as of cost, are je ‘ference between

costs, are described, as well as shifts in psyeent source during
the course of illness. Factors including ic + transnission

required to meet the needs of persons with HIV

W.H. P.10 HIV INFECTED HOSPITAL PATIENTS IN NEW YORK STATE (NYS); THE
CREATION OF LONGITUDINAL INFORMATION FROM A HOSPITAL
DISCH, ATA SYSTEM

Kaufman,GI, Grabau, JC, Novick, Lloyd F, Han, Y, Schmidt, E. New York State Department
of Heatth, Abary. ÀNY, USA

bjective 1 infor
care Aeale, etat for dencreHIV related3acute¢care needs.
Methods. Abstracted medica! records of lents discharged f NYS acute care
hospitals between January 1, and October 1i 7, which contained a diagnosis of HIV
Infection (36,664) were linked into a longitudinal file (HIVLF) of patient specific cases

Therecords do not contain explicit personal identifiers, so linkage was
ing hospital code, medica! record number, sex, date of birth, address,

and payee identification codes.
Results. A validation study utilizing 1985 Medicaid discharge information Indicated: the
HIVLF cases contained 85% (SE:+2%) of the expected discharges; the number of HIVLF
cases was too large by 10% (SE:4,2%) due to a failure to link all the discharges to the

acute

The number of new HIV patients (HIV infection identified for the first time)prtering the
cute care system increased monotonically on a quarterly basis from 1 ough 1986.

In the first quarter of 1984, 401 new HIV patients utilized the acute ere‘system, as
compared to 1899 in the last quarter of 1986. During first year acute care, new HIV
patients in 1984 or 1 xhibit aver © dmissions, mean tof:
inpatient days. During this first year, patlents with multiple stays had longer first‘and last
stays as compared to interven stays. As the number of stays increased the period

between stays decreased and the length of stays of each admission decreased.

F Is of sufficient quatity to be useful for estimating acute care
resources Lquiredte respond to the HIV epidemic.

A PRODUCTION FUNCTION APPROACN TO ESTIMATING THE AGGREGATE

MACROECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIDS ON CENTRAL AFRICAN ECONOMIESW.H.P.12

 

Nead*,; eteabina.*; Jamison, 0.**; Lb

*the world Bank, 1. OC. Peeanisef “tel fornte,

oa Angeles;scustentoraUniversity, Californ

To combine demographic projections Hd the HIV epidenic's impact on population size

and structure with economic projections mpact on gross domsstic product (GOP) in order

to eatimate the epidemic'a impact on perte

Bethode, Sesed on previous modelling of the population es of the dia:

author's and on te production functions for ue Africe which

measuresi hunen capital, the paper estimates the future couree of both the aoee the

population under s variety of alternative assumptions. RAREunie ia performed with

respect to the aize of the epidemic and with respect to the amount of human capital embodied

in the effected individuals.

 

oy one of the

rate    

Results, Resultsoe presented for the epidenic's meerononae Mers rates and GDP

put and cumpared with those of a naive model using à je cost per NIV. intectec

on. Tha sreceuntedpresenteeof esdue to metintentionoF « single individusi

oth HIV ere computed

 

Conclusion, the alos see ‘saffeccing most severely certain sub-Saharan Africa

countries that are already iancing slow or negative rates of per capita GOP south. This

paper estimates the degree toà uhteh the AIDS epidemic can cecerbere the growth problams of

the most severely affected economies
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À MEDIUM-RUX MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIC IMPACT
OF AIDS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

+3 Devarajan, S.**; Over, M
“orthessteUnevetye Boston, Massachusetts; Parent University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts,
treThe World Bank, Washington, D.C.

W.H.P.13

Objective: Thts study presents an internally consistent view of the medium-term macroeconomic
repercussions ortheel on the labor market, on the producing sectors and thence on the
entire economy 0! sub-Saharan African country.
Hethoës. The chirictertzes the AIDS epidemic as a shock to tho supp].Er of lebor of several

SKIT) categories to several different piowuerive sectors of a "typical" seeAfrica

economy. The study uses a ci table general tie model tn order
productivity of the affected skill categor’tesin the various sectors and treetatof this
typical economy in adjusting to such shocks. n order require that projections be internatly

consistent.
macroeconomic performance ofSesults. Theresults osate the effect o
across skill categories ofthe di stribution of the

n medium-term agggenteme

jabors The paper Adantifies thecritical size of an AIDS epiden
us this paper e Sub:method

duc than would the easier-to-apply pertial oquilibrium method:
denies$s impact on such macroeconomic aggregates as current account balances as welt as for per

fapclasion: Because the study shows that aggregate macroeconomic impact of the epidemic can be
substantial ina Severely affected African country, expenditures on demonstrably effective

re jussteea.furthermore, the study shows to what degree some allocations
rce: cotegories of labor may have @ more beneficial effect on

macroeconomic performance jan ot

W.H.P.15 DECLINE OF AIDS INCIDENCE IN KENYA
alles EE

L.N. MUTHAMI* DR. N.N. AGATA, **DR. G.S. GACHIHI, *DR. G,G. MBUGUA

DR. T.N. MULANDI*

"A MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTEAKENYA

**KENYATTA NATIONAL HOSPITAL NAIROBI,

ard To reduce and control the spread of HIV infection in Kenya.

thod: By August 1988, 32378 cases of AIDS had pees reported cummulatively by

a the Health Facilities in Ken: Data from three provinces th:

reporting consistently over a period of 19 months were compa:jared

figures - Graphical plots, linear trends and predictive models were fitted

the data.

 

 

 Resul rate of change for the national figures over the 19-month period

how an increasing trend. But comparing 1987 and 1988 there is a definite

nuaber of nev cases reported, the Provinces, a significantat

we observed in 1987, but the curves had assymptotic tendencies

988.

If e 1987-8 rate of change was sustained over 1988-9 the Predicts wae

shorateen increase in the number of cases in Nairobi (425 in 1988 to 598+

22 in 1989); a drop in Nyanza (306 in 1988 ee143 + 24 in 1989); and arep

also at Coast (808 in 1988 to 6: + 34 in 1989).

eeea e National figures are likely to stabilize or drop after the

ion of testing kits, for HIV in all the district Health Facilities

teurrentiy 30/41) and the current campaign against AI

A MODEL FOR EVALUATION OF UNKNOWN NUMBER OF HIV-INFECTED
PERSON:
Blaxhutetr Anders; Bôttiger, M

National Bacteriological Laboratory, Stoockholu , Sweden

Objective. Evaluation of the extent of unknown HIV-infected persons in Sweden

ats method used for this purpose
Methods information collected by two report systems in Sweden concer-

ningene:reyReporeaneof HIV-infected persons (coded) gpgitiared in 1985; 2)Re-
ports of cases fulfilling criteria for AIDS since

Results. Of 228 AIDS cases gnosed in 1985 to ‘088 (22, 51, 68 and 87cases
in respective year), 59, 37, 25 and 32% were diagnosed during the fou
spective yeara in conjunction with the first HIV test, i.e. within 3 months
of the test. Howe wer i ift ver, thi e considerable variations different groups.
In 19 all hemophilia 6 and g us t jority of the blood
transfusion recipients opositive for mor n a year
before the diagnosis le se infected heterosexually homosexually
42 respectively 39% were disclosed as seropositive in conjunction with th

gnosis. Several of these persons were people coming qirectly from
ro.

Lusion. The findings indicate thatConc among hemophiliacs, bleod transfusion
recipients and IV drug users few of those infected in the early 80ies are not
yet detected. However, among those homosexually or heterosexually isinfected in
the early 80ies, a number of individuals have not yet been tested for

continuous evaluation of this kind may contribute tothe
estimation o: HIV-infected persons

Modélisation mathématique et prévisions
Mathematical Modelling and Predictions

W.H.P.14 THE SOCIOCULTURAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIDS ON SOCIETY

BOOM, Frans M. van den*; Jager, JC**; Reinking, DP*
*Netherlands Institute of Mental Health, **National Institute of Public
Health and Environmental Protection, the Netherlands.

Objective. Investigation and analysis of the present and (possible and
plausible) future situation(s) of the IDS-
epidemics: the infection with HIV, theAIDS epidemic and the epidemic
of reactions and answers -social, cultural, economic and political- to

can be separated into threebymeansoF
-definit the existing situation (basis analysis) b of
description.and interpretation of the three AIDS epidenicsasthey exist
at presen
-the development of a number of future perspectives, as an alternative of
the present situation

-presentation or a series of events that could lead to the future perspective
hwaysth an in on of connecting pa

Scenario resi makes use of data alresdy collected
Results. A differentiation is made into three aspects: epidemiological
aspects: economic » socicultural aspects. A model for the description
of the cou a s model,

assessment of the influence of the AIDS and HIV epidemic on society.

W.H.P.16 THE Use of RANDOM GRapas In MODELLINGaa ‘TRANSMISSION DYNAMICS
F HIV-INFE:

Philij gdacd Daly7Rea

BuPlo, are etDeRaiPo
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Objective: ing able to
account for the characteristic features of the HIVinfection. Toes mathermatically “subie pie model

situati
AIDS.

Methods:Based a random graph. 1 and

assumptions through specifications on the ensemble of aeand on de Sao process. Probabilistic and

with realistic sesomptions. en
ults: Here, ft th deli h is described: it is ah h jety of imp

deta eabe fcerpraedand how it rel; dard epidemiological dels; it is di d how it may be
dict the eff £ ‘ à ‘i bi. hich ly b

Conclusion: Thi demi: ally i Predictions different

f dard epidemiological ls; it i le enough to account for th i and to allow
led di f i ine i Limeedin its speci

assumptions, f knowledge ab he enidemial AIDS.
 

W H P 18 HIV Carriers: Non-Infectious Initial Interval
ov Slows up Spread of Virus

Gonzalez _ Jose J.*; Davidsen,

and Koch, M.G.****,
*ASA, N-4800 Arendal, **Univ. Bergen, N-5000 Bergen, ***ADH, N-

4601 Kristiansand, Norway, eeeeVAC, S-546 00 Karlsborg, Sweden.

P,**: Moe, C.E.***

an increasing number of

y period
Where the HIV is sexually transmitted,
cases have been observed with a ser
lasting 2 to years and longe
appear to be inittially non-infectio

Vv through transfusions of seronega-

Recent

interval, the i: a.
£ the disease is s ding a less infectious

els e into account heterogeneous sexual behavior,
import and export of persons and infections, and
patterns of infectiousness. Sensitivity analyse
non-infectious initial interval has a considerable influence on

e dynamics of the spread of the HIV.
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W.H.P.19 SHORT TERM PREDICTION OF HIV INFECTION AND AIDS:
ur 4 CRITIQUE OF THE COX REPORTÉ

Rees,Malcolm
Harrison Department, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, U.K.

Objective. To examine the Cox Report's geiirates of the
ale 

er
projection method (using AIDS case numbers and incubation
func } reviewe ther method, using information
from haemophiliac cases, is investigate
Res: . 8 x Report concluded that HIV speotsons were

probablyat the lower end of the 20,000 and 60,000 range.
review suggests that 60,000 to 100, 000 is more realistic.

Conclusion. The Cox Report is underestimating the serious
threat that HIV presents in England and Wal
 

4, Dept of Health, welsh Office. ‘Short term prediction of HIV
infection and AIDS in England and Wales'. HMSO, 1988.

W.H.P.21 PROPORTION OF NEW AIDS CASE REPORTS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE
1987 CDC REVISED SURVEILLANCE CASE DEFINITION:
CANADA-UNITED STATES DIFFERENCES

Soskolne, Colin L.
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canade

Objective. To analyze the proportion of new AÏDS case reports attributable
to the CDC revised surveillance case definition, and to explor
Canada-United States differences| te delineate the likely reasons for
differential 8 rveillance

monthly "surveillance “update; AIDS in Canada" published by the
Federal canttre for AIDS, Ottaw e “AIDS Weekly Surveill:
United States, AIDS Program" published by the Centers for Disease Control,
-Atlanta, facilitated the calculation of the proportion of new cases
attributable to the 1987 vised surveillance case definitis
Results. Both countries appear to atabili: in their application of 
attributing aecut 18% and 30% of cases respectively to the expanded criteria
in the new nit
Conclusions. UI antibody testing way be less commonly used in Canada;
presumpéive diegnoses may be made more commonly in the United States;

t diagnostic practice!es may exist between the t:

broad areas of projections, resource allocation, education, diagnosis and
care.

W.H.P.23 COMPARISON oF EPIDEMIOLOGICAL DATA FROM THE AIDS-
EPIDEMIC IN ME USA AND‘THE FRG

3 Schlittgen,R.**; Dobberstein,J.*
and Koch, M.A.

*AIDS-Center, Bmdesgenreheitsent, Berlin FRG; “* University Essen, FRG;
‘IAs, Berlin, FRG

Gbtective: To compare the course of the course of the epidemic and clinical
outcame of AIDS in the FRG and the USA.

haro-
relative proportion of IVDA’'s

development of the AIDS-epidemic in the USA
end FAG for comparable , however with delays in FRG varying from
subgroup subgroup. in the USA described by a non

W.H.P.20 PARTICULAR FEATURES OF A LENTIVIRUS EPIDEMIC AND
THEIR DYNAMIC ICES, SUCH AS TRANSIENTS,

AND A 10 YEARS’ MORATORIUM FOR THE
DETECTION OF ERRORS

. G %* Jeat J. Geusélex, ** Dietrich Dirner, *** PAL Davideca,SobannaBa, cosUEac
Karisherg, Sweden; ee ASA, N-4900 Arendal, Norway;

2 Psychology IL, Uaiveraty,DE Samba FRG, ee tenets oftate
FmLesACanonnamelorway; *%%e Robert-Koch-Institute, BGA, D-1000 Berlin 65,

D-2000 München 60, FRG.

HIV is, the b the first I
incubation period
in euusual phenomena such as "transients", “cresceats', cumulative selection of malign
virus variants, and dy Eve: Ib

of sateration Kinetics and au Increasing potential of infectivity is recently infected,

aud ineffective have an ‘incubation time’ of aboat10

thbed exes of erveneas actus Ctbed sauna)Bp

aud, thus, to predict its course correctly.
 

CHANGING TRENDS IN THEAlsEPIDEMIC IN EUROPE
3 Ancel DA runet J.B.

WHO Collaborating teronaaibse aris, France

Objective: monitor the evolution of the,Als idee in Europe and to
provide“quarts updated short-term predic

Numb:umbers of AIDS cases pe

W.H.P.22

re analysed for the European
yr by transmission group. Alterna-

models are underinvest tgat ion
predict ions” include:

European Community ------- Individual countries
Transmission group DT (months)spredtcted to mid-1990 ing
ac 12.7 63 645
homo/bisexual 15. 4 26 715 10.9
IV drug user 9.3 25 535 9.0 -

tive trend extrapolatit ton
Results: Latest estimated DTs a cuaulat

Overall doub? ing ines continue to increase. Countries with Tonger doub} ing
times are those tn which the homo/bisexual transmission group predominates;
in at least 2 countries the epidem

re rapid spre: among ir
males is conf treed; cumulatted cases in these 2 gro
by mid-1990 recent rapid increase in cases attributed
transmission noted in Italy may be evidence of spread from IV drugususers to
their non-IV drug using heterosexual partners. Results will be updated.

W.H.P.24 IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO BUT ONE INFECTS: EFFECTS
er OF NON-DISCLOSURE. oN THE UNDER-ESTIMATION

OFT PRECEIVED RIS OF HIV INFECTION.
aa werbuch T.*

Hebrew University & Jerusalem, Israel, y
 

Canbrids, MA. U.S.A.

throughthe use ofa containers probability model.

~ P=prri
re. the probability of infected in that specific encounter.

BeperceofVithe specific population or sub-population
‘be risk

. i DuMi,
An Undcrestimation FacorQUF) is derived from the equation. Mdiptrnf mines Anloneratote

the UF i:

prevalence in the “real” undisclosed population.

UF = Peware/Pignorant = Pinkecting!Preing infected *PFS|peryeg
x10!

+ and an HIV™ homosexual to 1x10 ‘ina 

 similar case ofsvaginal intercourse.
between the same partners as long as ignorance prevails.

7e discussion focuses on the implications of this Gerivation for educationand social policy toward
 re of relevant information in

BVinfeston 
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W.H.P.25 DETERMINISTIC MODEL OF THE U.S.A AIDS EPIDEMIC
Bruce™; Ramey,J.
*University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, USA.

 

 

 

Qbiactive,
tions about infection rates, bution, size of “at risk” populations,
ersi end rate of “at risk” population turnover. ont at risk

lationsbasedon sexual, social, end biologicel factors. The carrier time sertes is caltbreted
with CDC's case sististics. Extensive sensitivity enotysis 1sol

assumes
abusers-876,000), significant behavior change in the homosexuel& bisexuel population, and
Weibu!l distribution with mean of 8 years. Units are thousands of carters.

Descrintion
| Bese cose: Heterosexual ren IV Drug

 

 

74 123 176 226
Homosexuels& Bisexuels 566 623 645 631
Vv 705 719 638 0S

Tote) num Ss 1458 1363
1 Size of populations reduced by SORaa) 909 893 69t
it Size of populations increased by 50% (Total) 1564 1921 2009 1958
1¥ No Behavior Change in Homosexual & Bisexual 1766 2070 2052 1842
¥ Weibull dist. mean at 12.9 years ( totel) 2004 2132 2181 2184

y g Q “at risk” population.

Behevtor c

W.H.P.27

 

W.H.P.29

 

Obiective, Fac
physical exans) and lab

W.H.P.26 UTILIZING COMMERCIALLY AVATLABLE PC SOFTWARE FOR THE ANALYSIS
AND MANAGEMENT OF ENTRIALS H1V DATA

, L.*; Benedetti, J.*.
“ACTU, University of Washington, Seattle,'Washington, USA.

ilitate analysis of complex clinical (detailed history and
(routine chemistries, p24 antigen cultures, pharmaco:

logical) data in a cohort of patients followed over time from HIV studies.
ed statistical software for the analysis,

Data Base Management Software (DBMS) for the organization and storage of
HIV related data. Integrate these two software application prograss

t] . ‘BASE for DOS(ta) is the DBMS used to structure and etore the
clinical data and laboratory results from one or more aites. The data struc-
tures that suffice for data collection are transformed into those that best
satisfy the. requirements for analysis. R:BASE is used to perform validity
and consistency checking and descriptive statistics. Subsets th
selected for study are then extracted from the database and input directly to
SPSS/! ta). Reportin; the results is then acco shed from either or

both applications based upon the format requirements for the finished paper.
The complex data relationships of longitudinal and repeated

measure ‘studies can be effectively managed and analyzed using PCs. The dat:

Interfacing R:BASE with SPSS/PC+ eliminates the need to r data for
er ,onalyeis. Examples of these techniques will be show:

n the investigator has control over the data, results are
achieved nekee and more accurately for publications. By using commercially

available, as opposed to custom developed, PC software, the cost o
analyzing large amounts of complex research data is greatly reduced

W.H.P.28

 

W.H.P.30
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Affectation des ressources

ResourceAllocation

Th.H.P.1 AFFECTATION DES RESSOURCES MONETAIRES (C-SAM) Th H P. 2 THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIDS: A PATIENT PERSPECTIVE
Lanctét, Directrice générale, Comité SIDA Aide Montréal, ee Jackson, Lois* and Fanning, M.*

SOC, Canada. *TorontoGeneral Hospital, Toronto, Canada
Boiectit, Faire part au: ngressi de la distribution d financières Qbjective: ‘To examine the economic impact of AIDS on the
attribuées parles diffé gani but lucratif qui Method: Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 25 AIDS patients ir
luttent contre le SIDA, dans peprovince de Québec. three different centers in Ontario - : London and .

suite: y one-half of the pai in been nega-
Méthode. Exposition/conférence tively i because of their health status. These

a) distributionn gouvernement fédéral pa tend to be in their twenties or early thirties and have not had
b) gouvernement incial well establi: careers or jobs. In most , those have enced
c) autres ri a negative have been fired from their fulltime jobs because
d) répartition interne of their health status, or have been forced to quit because of heal:

. À In order to y, they rely on social 6 are,
Résultats. L i fferts selon les argents ob Pp de la U.I.C. or family benefits), financial assistance from their family and/or
mission et des objectifs de l'organisme. free lance worl ts and work available.

pa who a drastic inca to
Conclusion. Evaluation du rendement selon les ressources financiéres pour 1985-1989. be in their late thirties or older have, or have had, well established

or jobs. For AIDS ts, the work force
either temporarily or has meant relying on sick leave or dis-
ability plans (the latter typically purchased ), and their
income has only been slightly, if at all.
Conclus: : i varies the patient popu-

Th.H.P.3 DETRIDUTION NDANDCHARACTERISTICS OF AIDS HOSPITALIZATIONS

rbara J. Turner, M.D.*and Ba
* National Center for Health Sepe Research, USDHHS, Rockville,“0, USA;
** Thomas Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, PA, USA

Objective. To investigate the characteristics of AIDS hospitalizations in
1986-87 ina talarge, nationally representat sample of U.S. itals

Hospi

characteristics are analyze provide annational view
986, adult ADs discharges (N=3230

concentrated in the west (39%) and t
(98%), and in larger than av

IDS
rom 198 hospital5) |were

in

498
sieai4), but charge per day,

in the west ($995). AI

versus 11%).
‘or policymaking at a national level, of A t be

n'enàVa“variations.in patientexpanded beyonnd
large number of AIDS

Ca
characteristics and resource use are fou
discharges from across the U.S. are consideere:

Th.H.P.5 HOSPITAL UTILIZATION AND HOSPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR PATIENTS
ve WITH HIV DIAGNOSES, UNITED STATES, 1984-1987

a deaMary Moiïen and Lot in Kozak, National Center for Health
Statistics, wyatteviTte, Waryland ,

pete To present a national overview of hospital utflization and
res and the changes found over the period 1984-1987.

Methods The data are from the National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS) and
are collected from the medical records of a sample of patients in a national
sample of over 400 short-stay general and spectalty hospitals.
-year period, 1984-1987, there were o Is with an uydiagnosis.
Estimates of annual api expendituures were ca puted using d
hospital expense per di erican Hospital Associat one

he number of h
1986 and 49,000 1

t a
In 1986-87, public sources, pr
payment for 40 percent of hospital *says

e and costs forpatients wwith HIV diagnoses area
y in the United States. Public funds are supporting a

increasing proportion of hospital costs.
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Patients who have not had well esi

Th.H.P.4 THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIDS ON THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM IN

pire

ce R.H. Pedergnana, lic.oec., University of St. Gall.

SwRTL
Objective. To estimate the impact ofaugitect costs due to HIV infection

on the Swiss hea cart
cur.

 

of all death cases}, of governmental subsidies, and of xr direct costs
Results. Personal cos re been tl pe: cost.

This wil ge radically until 1995. Estimated lifetime costs were 74,000

frs. per AIDS patient (including outpatient trea t) care in-

surers, ic: LS, id typically
50 pere all medic: The remaining costs consis ed almost

entirely of increased hospital deticite that were covert Se

Direct Coststis mio.Sfrs.) 1988 1991 1995
Personal Co: 5 5 12.0 60.0 225.0
Nour rsonal“costs 18.0 36.6 48.0 50.0 50.0
Total Direct Co: 1 2724 5.0

Among nonpersonal costs, there had beenexpenditur:ures for preven’ention & in-

1986:1.5 mio. Sfrs., 1988:10.0), “nereening (7.037. oe HIV Testing

+0; nditures (1.5; 8.5).
and rheumatism (5.3%) on the|health

stimated impact of AIDS

. 1 remain
low (500 beds in 1995 or 1.0% of a e hospital beds).

ae7500) nSnee expected until 1991

only minor resource implications alth care

ysten and wil drain.the coffers of the health care insurers only negibly.

Impact ofespitalizzed H.ITh.H.P.6 Tay. disease’ in 8 low incidence area
ki

CANADA
Amps case:

low inci To determine nm and distribution of H.I.V.
disease within the 6 active treatment hospitals|within the city

Object: With 6% of theCanadian tot 5 Alberta is a
dence area,

a medical records Bearch|vas rtaken.
Method: Medical rec: ts using PAS diagnosis indexes and ICD-9-CM
codes 795,8, 279.a“2.Taad 042.0 ~ 044.9 extracted hospital admissions
and days of stay Edmonton hospitals . 1985 through 2988- Data for

1988 was extrapolated t yearend from available1informatio

: Hospital Days all HIV pati
Hospital 1985 1986 1987 19884 total

1 (UAH) 31 334 763 1512 2640
2 89 32 165 120 406 12x 29
3 0 7 27 3:
4 0 66 37 4 107 3x 14
5 0 37 14 0 51 1.5X 14
6 0 0 70 0

Total 120 469 1056 1663 3308 99.5% testimated
Whereas provincially between 1985-88 there was a FEUmot in annual

AIDS incidence, in Edmonton H.1.V. bed utilization grew 1385%; 78% of bed
use by identified my patients was for AIDS.

Canclusion: a low incidence area such as ours, impact o:

dinennehas grown consi y. Growth in diagnosed AIDS cases beeeveatly
unde: icted growth in in-patient days. Reasons for and consequences of
the maldistribution of impact needs to be explored.
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Th.H.P.7AIDS Th.H.P.8 Honald,Alla 8i DepartuentofInternal Medicine.DUniversity

Dr, BOUNYA-EPEE, Samuel Ph.D. The University of Yaounde, Cameroon

Our aim in this study was to construct indicators leading to
coherent planning (indirect) system by which to reveal destacles

world distribut of scarce resources to do same things. If
i can be workedby reading offo

g
z
o

and intended behavior or logical action constraints can beised a
best method at solving the crucial pro n man
modern society plight for survival from àMess and less congenial
or cooperative environmen

Th.H.P.9 LABOR PRODUCTIVITY LOSSES TO NEVADA'S AND THE AMERLCAN
tn" ECONOMY RESULTING FROM PREMATURE DEATH DUE TO AIDS

Carwein, Vicky; Ray, C. University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
Las Vegas, Nevada, U.S.A.

Objective. To determine the labor Paire lesses to Nevada's and

theAmerican economy resulting from e disabiliity and death of persons

with AIDS by calculating the it endcute © income for all individuals

with AIDS re d in Nevada during the years 338" annd 198:

hods. The past and future lo:: income

each individual in the population (N=209) based mengate of

a atrace, age DS diagnosis, month and year of AI argent occupation and

annual in « t income loss was defined asane pe iod between the date
of diagnosis and December 31, 1988 and was de’ ned.by ealculating the par-

tial salary for the year of diagnosis x those diag:

e American cnÀin

e usted for inflation 1 (208) AIDS ¢
xted in Nevada during 1987 and 2988 was $305,929,724. t inco:me108

$4,654,398 and future income loss was $301,275,326. In constant 1988 doilare

n the productivity of the

“Bons of dollars will be
x the ne rs as a result of the pre-

mature disability and death ofppersons With AIDS.

 Th.H.P.11

 
 

- en analysis in of gravity level
 ELORI YA.ERBRUCKER G.. GUTBRADP.

ratoire S'Econome sociele 90 Rue deTolbiec Tex Peris cedex 13 France
The aim of thestudy wes lo estimate the| e medical consumption of
patients with H
and to the prescription, .
 ) wereThis study

at the generalprepractionners. After scceprationbbyeeen the specialist or general
practionner noted the seriousness leve of the questionnaire according
to a checklist (four cases). The Tenneireinclated | We umber of embulatory
consultations (general practionner ands; ist), the cost of drugs end biological
examinations, the number of stay at hospital and some items the
life.
The main results
consumption of. theseropositive ts. This effect is effect,
non substitution one (eg : from taMSGP.‘anraiions or 3monts, end from
75 to 635 FF for the drugs). In the beginning of the disease, the autonomous

ions while they ar. in synergy with hospital specialists when their
disease.

eee Aeadsponentsedfont Ipan eogunudutinn effort

for theirprescripti
patients fell inAIDS

herep i i consumption

Most of { ie end 55%
ofAIDS patients) Patients at worki consume les Consultations of6.

e outsid Security prices)is
7390 IF (around $ 1211} for each seropositivepatient {1 022 peid be the patient) ;
for AIDS patients , the direct costs 8531161400, S16 FF paid,"by the patient)

ar’
nitoba, Wianipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Canadians are becoming involved in the international effort to control the

spread of HIV, and to understand the biology of the agent and the hoe

This is
number o.

(over “0, and the
almost 5% of the totalCanadian research effort or
will be allocated to AIDS research. What is this purchasing?

priorities for the future?

What are the

All AIDS researchers in Canada have been circulated with a questionnaire to

ddentify Canadian contributions and determine future directions. he

ntended that this exercise will
uate t re tions made to

m AIDS research
his is a constructive

elinesintended to determine where we wish to be and
how we plan to get there

Th H P. 10 STUDY ON CONSUMPTION OF CARE OF HIV-POSITIVE

— PATIENTS

Bo R Nilsson*, Knut Lidman**, Harriet Malmquist*** et al.

* Department of Canc repidemiol
** National Bacteriological Laboratory.
Board of Health and Welfare. Stockholm,

Objective. A follow-up study to estimate the consumption of in-
stitutions 1 and noneinstitutional care of patients with HIV/AIDS
and to study the changes in consumption over ti

Method. Two random samples of HIV/AIDSpatients reported to the

ogy, Karolinska sjukhu.

*** National Swedish
DEN

 

nation wide register of National Bact.Lab. before 1986-07-01
(list sample) and after 1986-07-01 (2sind sample) were drawn.

Conclusion. hi of and r
nal care for HIV/AIDS patients can be estimated. Whenfore-
casting |the need|of care, the results from the studies can serve
as a basis of fa

Results. The follow-up study {the 2:nd sample) is going to be re-
ndported preliminar n e; 1989 and compared wi the first one.

Parts of results fr that study shor h t estimated yearly
numbe ys of institutional care for AIDS patients was 178
per patient. For patients without developed AIDS, the correspond-
ing number was 5.9 per patient. The estimated, yearly number of
non-institutional care for AIDS patients was 17.1 per patient;
6.0 for HIV patients.

Th.H.P.12 A COMPREHENSIVE AND COST-EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO THE MANAGEMENT
OF AIDS PATIENTS a AN OUTPATIENT CARE FACILITY: THE RESULTS
OF A PATIENT SURVE

Benitez, Rall, Sotomayor, eamette., San Juan AIDS Institute, Hato Rey, PR

At present time. Puerto Rico is in the ifs f the first eight countries
world with the greatest number of casesreported by pogutation denyanane
the second în L mp Anevica. Recent projections Suggest that by the ye
the cunulat:Weewuber o AIDS cases in San J 111 be between 50,000
150,000- this is a ee trapetitar Seson of approximately 0, Smtmillion pe
A804it has been estimated that 50% of thecases reported in PuertoRaioebelong
to the city of San The San Juan Depa f Health developed à policy
tent antitied “tam onmaa Salud",Tien explicitly encourataged the

lic and private sectors in the provision of health ci

A
ADS

n December 1987. Mt receives funds from
the municipality under a contract to provide services, and its main purpose is to
offer alternatives to inspatient and outpatient care,toemphasize in pre
ventive meassures and reduce the costs of in-patien
As part of {ts main tions the Institute proviges.ambulatory care at its main
facilities, located in a third floor af a municipal local health center, which

provides care to adult and pediatric pes other than AIDS patients. Last

year 1,719 patients wereevalua anbuta a
were pic! per od, and asked to fill a
that peassured besteally. queslityaassurance and trente s perception of services

mMbeing offer Final results dteelosed a 95% (N56) of satisfactiongrd

quesof si ceand 93% of satisfaction LAweatcalttreatment received. 86%
{N:51) feltSeonfid tiality was assured and 88% (N:52) evaluated personne as

qualified orhighqualified|jaADS. 53% pots tess anxious ever sin
isited the L: half of seropositive arusasicts1in grep

therapy were ondessconcerned 4 ‘ourse of fut js. Results
of this study are thaleattve,pat in spite oF social stigma af.nin groups,

space limitations, and reduced human resources in a large catchment area, the
San Juan AIDS Institute has suceeded in providing cost effective, high level

care to AIDS patients in San Juan.
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Pays en vole de développement - Divers

Developping Countries - Miscellaneous
Th.H.P.13 ENLISTING THE SUPPORT OF TRADITIONAL HEALERS IN AIDS

EDUCATION CAMPAIGN

B.U. CHIRWA AND E. SIVILE
MINISTRY OF HEALTH P.O. BOX 30205 LUSAKA ZAMBIA

A nationwide AIDS education campaign in Zambia was constrained by

lack of support from traditional healers. Firstly some of them did not

appreciate the nature of the new disease, and secondly others hampered

the education efforts by publicity claiming that they possess curative

and/or preventive medicines for HIV infection.

To overcome communication barriers, the health education unit

convened m workshop for traditional medical practitioners and their

orthodox counterparts. An important feature of the workshop was

interactive participaroty small group discussion. At the close of the

workshop significantly more healers understood the nature of AIDS and

were willing to participate in the national information and education

effort against AIDS.

Th.H.P.15

THE FEAR OF AIDS IN YOUNG WOMEN

G. Sakellaropoulos, 6. latrakis, G. Kourounis, Em. Argyroudis
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Athens, Greece

study was to investigate the possible fear ofThe purpose of this
_Syndrome (AIDS) in young women with orAcquired Immune Defficie

@ than one sexual partners
t 2 months were interviewed about their fear for the

immunodeficiency virus
oup wome ad no clinical findings. 2nd group) 12 women had

clinical abnormalities as weigi oss, fevér, fatigue, arthralgia,
anorexia and diarrhea.
Results: Ist group)!12 women(2!.4%)complained about there fear for having

2nd group10«wanen (83, 34) complained about the same fea
The differ in statistically higly siemificent between | the

fear of having AIDS is very high in young women with
e than one sexual partners and with clinical abnormalities.

Th.H.P.1

Alarcén, Jorge 8; Palacios 0.%, Tejada A.¥; Phillips 1.%%, Varela L.stt

# Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, *# NAMRID, 7

#34 Population Counci

INCIDENCE D’ INFECTION HIV-1 DANS PROSTITUEES DE
CALLAO, PEROU, ETUDE DE COHORTE.

Obietif. Déterminer l’incidence d'infection HIV-i dans une population de
prostituées de Callao, Pérou

Méthodes. On selectionné | une cohorte de 575 pesecontroles

dans le Centre de Santé de Callao, Pérou. Dan e groi par le

techniques de ELISA et WE, on aoe‘mine lapiece@intection HIV=

1. Six mois es par le techniques ermine les

Onnouveaux cas. a prevaiavpalisation de une Seneenquete ala fin

du 126me mois de surveillan
Résultats. La prevalence|“aintaction HIV-1 fut de 0.003 (Abr. 1988).
Dans la p e de @ un nouveau cas, ce qui donned 6 mo on enregistr

je 0.001 (ct, 1908). Dans cette mème période, ii y à

la

liquè un pr de prevention dans cette e.

Conclusion. L’incidence d'infection HIV-1 dans ce groupe oabas par
rapport à ceux qui on observe dans des autres groupes àr Le

diffèrence relative eut s'expliquer la srticularstepar du
comportement du virus dans cette population ou par l’iapact du programme

de prévention.
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Th.H.P.16

KAYEMBE KALAMBAYI MD, MULUMBA M.P. PhD, TONDUANGU K. MD
Clinques Universitaires Kinshasa, B.P 15604 Kinshasa I Zaire..

ETUDE DU TEMPS MOYEN DE SURVIE DES PATIENTS
ATTEINTS DE SIDA A KINSHASA/ZAIRE.

QOpjectif:Evaluer le temps moyen de survie des 3iséens afin

d’établir des critères de base l’évaluation de
1 erricacite des nouvelles thérapeutiquesenà eupérimentats n

od sLes dossiers

est nm

influencent“Ta survie.

Th H P. 1 UTILISATION D'UN TEST RAPIDE AU LATEX POUR PREVENIR LA
“ile TRANSMISSION DU HIV PAR TRANSFUSION DANS LES SOINS DE SANTE

Kabeya,M. ee; Kasali,M.##; Pauwels, P.#e#; Perriens, J. ##,
Serret Tous: saPojet ia: ENT) Kinshasa! Zaire. .

Objectif. Evaluer l'utilisation d'un test rapide effectué par un ‘sonnel
non spécialisé dans 5 centres aux ressources limitées ne disposant pas de

ann
Méthode. 28 donneurs de sang ont été recrutés consécutivesent pour l'e
quite. fous’les donnaurs ont été testés par le test rapide GagaTUEinatfon
au latex (Cambridge Bioscience) (L), effectué gar 2 ‘sonnel infirmier
préalablement formé pendant 1515 jours au labo du Projet SIDA. Sur 428
échantillons consécu' été contrôlés par
lcozyme) (E). Ont été considérés comme Vrai Pos (Up):
Nég (ON) :1L(-) avec a Fauxotttuba iL(-) avec iene’ Faux Pos (FP)

e

 

om i pe ‘
. 61(8,4%) des 726 donneurs étaient L(+). Parmi_les 428 échantil-

nttmt é 59 LE peeons té éliminés: —) dont ]'E manquait et 3 L(+) avec un seul
Et+), Sur les échantillons restant 31(8.5%) étaient Le 1 avait
18 1 VN, 2FN et is FP. La sensibilité du test est de
spécificité de 96, 2%
Cone): EARN Un test rapide peut être utilisé évenir la transnis-
sion de TY dans les servvices de soins de san €pr maires en Afrique,
La sensibi liteàdu test dans les conditions du terrain est plus fa ble que
prévu,
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PEAK PREVALENCE OF HIV IN NAMIBIAN TEENAGERS

sas |;5 Joybert, 3.3.2; Schutte, C.H.9.2;
Th.H.P.19

Lec. 2
Taylor, M.8.) and Snaneyelde
1. Department of Mierob iology Medunsa, Pretoria, South Afri
2. Department of Microbiology, University of Stellenbosch, South Africa
3. RIDTE, » Durban, South

epariment ‘of Medical Virology,University of Pretoria, South Africa

Objective. To determine the prevalence of HIV-1and HIV-2 antibodies in a
seriees of 708 s um specimens collected in the e ‘ivi area of Namibia.
Methods. Elisatelaavia and Ou Pont) and Western“blot techniques were use
to investigate and confirm respectively the prevalence of antibodies to
HIV-1 and HIV-
Results. Half of the HIV-1 positive specimens were from teenagers and
younger. A significant difference in HIV-1 positivity between therwElisa
tests was found (4.2% by Elavia, 5.6% by Pasteur). On confirma
Nestern blot, a false positivity rate of approximately 50% for.bot Pisa
tests was demons No HIV-2 positives were confirmed although 15 of
704 (2.1%) HIV-2‘Ela positives were detected. Four false negative results
were obtained (4/ 9.6%).
conclusions. In vontrast to

f HIV-1 positive individuals. The
positivity su gestss the pre e of cross reacting antigens.in this
The detection offalse negatives indicates the need for more careful *ovalua-
tion of test re

 

other countries, Namibian teenagers formthe
high degree of false

HILV-) INFECTION IN SEXUALLY ACTIVE AND HIV-] INFECTED SUBJECTS IN THETH.HLP.21 Sites
felia T. Monzon, FJE, Paladin, 5.5., + C. Lazo, J.M., Capellan

Departwent of HealthResesreh Instat ppines
Mohamed

ute for Tropical Medicine, Fhili)

Objective. ‘To determine the prevalence of HILV-1 infection among subjects at risk for or with

ed from subjects in Metro Manila being for HIV~| antibodiesing surveyed
under followp. Testing for HILV-1 was performed with particle

agglutination(PA) oswestem Blot(WB) methods. HIV-] antibodies were detected with PA and

 fluorescence
Results. A total ©of626 samples were tested for antibodies to HILV-! and HIV-!. The age
range was I! years; most. 3 originally from different islands; and with many
partners other Ties. 662(95%) samples showed 8 to both HILV-1 and HIv-1

ignificance
necessary to establish the prevalence of HILV-! amg other

IN POPULATION: PARADOX OR
OF INFORMATION?

* 5Pérez ,H* ;Casir6 ,A* ;Grinberg ,N* ;Bouzas ,M**;

ThH.P.23 HDI
Cabn.Pedco* ;

Muchinik,G**.
are.Fernändez,**]IHEMA,Academia Nacional de Medicina,Buenos Aires,

ective.Toperform a comparative analysis of the prevalence of HIV-reactive
gen on 2 populations0one with HIV-reactive individuals repeated contact
(),anand the other with mitiple sexualpartners (P2)of unknown

A total of 269 patients(PtGE it a history|of homosexua ,
eerie ransfus i. studiot18 men(M) ,96 notéFt: P2:
106 M,49 W1510. Sera were ass: ELISA HIV-1 Abbott and confirm-

aptes and/or Western Blot.
Results. pale I shows si evalence data.

W re P1 W's partners were as follows:
WoHive $ No HIV+ 4 No HIV+ 4
8 - - 12 Bisexuals 7 1

P2 106 11 10 49 7 14 IVDA 58 6 10 p=ns
TOTAL 124 11 9 145 19 1 31 5 1
Conclusion. Heterosexual transmission is also i
Where it shows asslight preponderance of M-W over W-M. Upon comparison.of HIV
+Pt risk group, no significant differences were found among their female part
ners. It is not clear whether PZ has seropositivenesslevlevels higher than those
of Pi, a paradox that could be due to possible concealment of past epidemio-
logical risk. This fact must be explained through subsequent studies

Th.H.P.20

Diaz- Santana, David* and Celis,A.**

*Consejo Estatal para la prevencion del SIDA en Jalisco.
** Instituto Regional he Salud Piblica, U.de G.,Guadalajara, Jalisco, México.

AIDS AND MIGRATION IN JALISCO, MEXICO: THEIR RELATION
WITH RISK FACTORS.

OBJECTIVE: To describe migration backgrownd in the 250 AIDS patients
reported in Jalisco, México, |p to december 31,1988, and its
relation to risk factor

METHODS: information supplied by the reports of AIDS cases in Jalisco.
Analisys focused on travel to foreign countries and high risk
practices

RESULTS: Of the 250 case reported, aproximatly 50% traveled to foreign
countries. Analising by sex and sexual habits the percentage
modifies significantly.

CONCLUSION: ‘ strong association was found with males and travel to foreign
ountries, this stronger with homosexuals, at the beginning

of the epidemic thts relation was more frequent.

Th.H P.22 HODES DE CONTAMINATION DES ERFANTS À POISTE BOIRE (CONGO)

MICOLAS-RANDEGGER J.9*, BRUNET
HOOUNGOU-KIMPOLO N®, BALENDE h.°

* rvice de pédiatrie st maledies infectieuses
Meier A. SICE POINTE NOIRE €

** Unité d'immuno-hémtologie Hépital ROBERT DEBRE
48, boulevard Séruriar 75 019 PARIS

OBJECTIF : déterminer Le mode de contamination des enfants hospitalisés pour SIDA dans Le uervica de
pedi hoi tin di i méthodes de prévention,

METNODES : Tous Les enfants atteints de SIDA hospitalisés du 01/01 au 30/06/1988 ent fait l'objet d'une
erquête, d'un examen clinique et d'une sérologie VIN, de La mère et de L'anfant. L'interrogatoire = défini :

etreonstences de La naissance, à domicile et en maternité, Les vaccinations reçues, le
nombre dhoepitattration et de transfusions svec L'identité des donneurs, L'existence d'injections Intra-
musculaires où intraveineuses entérieures, de scarifications troditionnel eede cire:sn et de percage

ou déciee pretties, Le mode d'allaitement et l'existence d'autres malades ès suspects de SIDA dans La

RESULTATS : Les modes de contamination ont été analysés chez 154 enfant: mninés par Leur
etre ; 16,4 % per des sans3 8,3 % sont ingitermings77 cnfents, vet "re non2tremtsts,gent
La mère est strondgattive, seul facteur de risque des entécédent:
matériel contaminé injections, “prelévenente, scarifiire) vaccinaticns,

Sisisttrections cutanées

CONCLUSION : L'importence de la contaminetien per crie cutanée a conduit à ne seoesatti tudes
thérapeutiques vis-a-vis du peludieme et des anéaies, ne formation du reonne|

l'organisation d'un programme d'éducation sanitaire.

Th.H.P.24 TYPOLOGY, BEHAVIOR, BISEXUALITY AND HIV INFECTION OF
HOMOSEXUAL MEN OF COSTA RICA, 1985-1988

Mats,Leonardo*; Ramirez, G.*; Badita, J.*
*INISA, University of Costa Rica, San Pedro, Costa Rica

; Mata, E.*.

Objective. A cohort was established to study risk factors and incidence

of HIV-infection.
Met jealt! exual volunteers participated. Confidentiality,hy
informed consent, and freedom to wit! from the study at any time wae

assured. Each d and tessted by an ELISA and confarmed ve
Western blot. Three of five “types” of homosexual men in t try were
represented: openly “gay” and “cryptic” (not publicly gay) (nese?) ; “male
prostitutes” (N=95); and Moorein prison” (N=61).
Results. 1) HIV infection remains confined to the gay and cryptic men (12%

 

 
HIV-positive). Very few infections a en recorded in male prostitutes

or in men son. 2) Bisexuality: 3 per cent of gays and cryptic men,

nd 33 per cent of male prostitutes said they were bisexual. 3) HIV infec-

tion se reference 2 TE nt ee i sexuals and 9clusively homo:
avior was similar in all

8

epidemic follows Pattern 1; two women with stereee,

ared in 1988 (4% of total). The Presence|ofay
women in the ne. ture

ir.
Conclusion. Our
acquired AIDS appe

bisexual men forecasts an increase of AIDS 1:
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Section H Thursday, June 8

Répercussions économiques du SIDA
The Economic Impact of
 

Th.H.P.25 HIV-1 AND HIV-2 SEROLOGICAL STUDY CARRIED OUT ON BLOOD
DONORS FROM GUINEA BISSAU

Sergio Sabbatani, M.Ghidinelli*, A.M.Visintainer*, B.Bi.
P.J.Mendez"**, F.Diaz**** = Ospedale Maggiore Bologna. ITALY. * Centro

Hemoterapico - Simao Mendez Hospital - GUINEA BISSAU, aboratorio

Analisi, Ospédale Borgotrento Verona - ITALY. ***Dt.Pr.Luta contra SIDA.

ore Dt.G.Saude Publica - GUINEA BISSAU.

asioli**,

Objectif To evaluate if exist an increaseof HIV, serenein blood

donors of Guinea Bissau in the comparison of the Gata co.ollected 4 rane

first six months of activity with those regarding the second s.

terial and methods The nce ofresenc: specific HIV, and HIV, antibodies
was investigate in 1766 blood donors (in majority relatives of Hts admitted
o Bissau Hospital); 1614 males. °152 females, average age 31.5 years. The

ation àstudy was perform by means of Chi Square Test. The sera were

tested with Elavia Pasteur at.
BLOOD DONORS HIV, POSITIVE 4 P

Results: T° SIX MONTHS 7 7.5
II* six MONTHS 104 102 9,7 NS.

Ab positive Patients is 34.4 years. Out of 1766

1,posttive (0.3

Conclus study s a large aber of HIV, Elavia reactive sera

but no statistic“significant.prevalence of seropositivity in the comparison

of two group:

erage
patiente ;oneaulteda Hey

Th H P.27 PREVENTION OF ‘TRANSFUSION ASSOCIATED HIV TRANEMISSION
Oe IN KINGHAGA/ZAIRE

feimutts ereLe %; Kabeya,C.8e%3

1,6.%3 Palenhean"ne,Toes
Gesellschaft fuer’ technische Zusammenarbeit (T2),

‘eaettrOpital Mama Yemo. hasa, Zaire; %%%Projet SIDA,

anamission
Me . Between 5/9/88 and 7205 1044 tive patien

staff physicians reques ‘ansfusion from Mama Yemo Hospital Transfusion

Centre ( siens: 4.8%) ex and
physicians.

Dies 5 RE Fi MR pgem>40( Na)it is <s {
Maleia ba 77.04 58.4% 14.0% 13.&%

Pragnrel .Conpl A olen FA Enticat. . . a
Sickle cell anaemi. TEeed 20.8% 5.8% 1.0%

patients 22.7% (N=214) without laboratory results

{henaglobin orwreratcerithe71.Z of ts without lab. results

occurred in patien + 30.8%ShoFitethese transfusions where due
«2h fused with Hb >69% or HCT

anaemia requiring blood

ren <5 years of age withthmalaria,
t women. Te edule trerentes of Blood trans

approaches can be used: 1. More effective contrel™of"malaria,

2. Development adimplementation of strict transmission quidelines
particularly in the obstetrical service.

AIDS EDUCATION FOR COMMERCIAL SEX WORKERS IN HONDURAS
Coello, M*, Bailey, P**, Janowitz, Barbara**, and Clarke, K.#*
*Ministry of Health, Tegucigalpa, Honduras; **Family Health

Th.H.P.29

International, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.
“Objective: To provide education on STDs including HIV infection to

registered commercial sex workers (css) in Tegucigalpa, andere and
Oo evaluate the impact of the program risk reduction beh

Methods: Registered CSWs requir to attend health cites“wear.

nt a » CSWs wereprovided with educatio STDs and HIV
vi ,
Participation of the CSWs ‘tnFee development of materials, has bi

leted,

Results: Baseline data show that about 852 knew that uv was transmitted
se: condoms reduce risk. 86% have used condom Of condom
users, virtually all have used them with cl: 8: but only 25% of the
30% on-client partners report condom use. CSWs

‘eport

show the tmpact of the education progranon sex practices and condom use.
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Th. H. P.26 AIDS QUTantChe IN SICHUAN, CHINA
Don;eyou a Yan en, Li Pr.

Health and RaticEpiéenie Gentre of Sichuan Province,
Chengdu, Sichuan Province 610031, People’s Republic of China.

Objective. To monitor introgucrion of AIDS from the outside world.
We used anti slides of T-cell line infected with HIV and

ofluorescent antibody technique(IFA) for the detection
in sera of persons at high risk.

ur laboratory 1,327 sera collected from high risk 
it

schoolars, and other:re coming in and soing out of Chin:“petweeen January
1987and November 1988 were tested by IFA. No positive result wi
obtained,
Geaclusion, To date, LAfips cases bave been found in China and among 

be introduced in the native population in more recently a
sera collec from young service girl at hotel in Wuhan
city in Hubei Province was found to be sero-positive by IFA and other
feats. ae aepent for u nce AIDS surveillance

ur Prov: to obtain support and collaboration
tron scientists and inaivianche”engaging in AIDS in the world

AIDS IN EGYPT

AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY

Wass: S.M.*; Mobarak, A.B.**; Rashed, A.S.***& Wassif,0.M.*
* Zagazig University; ** Ministry of Health; *** Military

Medical Academy, Egypt.

Th.H.P.28

IDS, is a multifaceted problem with

pret implications.

The Ministry of Health in Eyypt discovered 36 casse of ti

foreignera and 16 Eyyptiane) by the year 1988.
the tip of th

social, econanic, political and me-

he eyndrame (20
However, this may be only

eberg.

ecr!reening of the eyndrone etarted and all the dis-

rom abroad and they catched the

Distribution and determinants of the syndrane dn Bjypt ware presented

and interpreted.

The suggested National Programme for Camunity Health action was: dis-

cussed.

Th.H.P.30 AIDS PREVENTION AND IT'S COUNTERCURRENTS IN ASIA
shahul Hameedprahin andD-H

ege deine,Legaspi City
Fsoctal Rrkers The Netherlands.

Objective. To assess the magnitude of AIDS prevention and its limitation
n Astan Countries.

pethods

Phi 1 Spi nes.

The following Asian Countries were chosen for the study Hongkong,
{tippines, Singapore and Thailand. High risk groups (prostitutes,

entertainers, homosexuals and IV 's) AIDS counselling agencies,
public health authorities and health ca and

erviewed. Datas, opinions, suggestions and responses were evaluated.
Results. In Asia, the awareness of the potential thread facts about
he disease is very 11 The main source o n he news

paper. Many 1 consider AIDS as a disease of foreigners. Even among
the high risk groups, preventive measures are no p ty. For many
prosti
and other health priorities make anvoffective AIDS program and screening
unaffordable.

nclusion. The potential for widespread dissemination of HIV infection
sia Ts evident. Urbanization, prostitution & changing mreral values,

emerging fron poverty and ui supported by growing entertainment
and tourism industries make Asia vulnerable for HIV spread. “rfective AIDS
prevention and screening programs is apparently beyond the socioeconomic
limits for many Asian countries



 

  

Abrégés suppiémentaires
Additional Abstracts |     
 

W.B.0.45.A PEPTIDE T PHASE I STUDY: MECROPSYCHIATRIC RESULTS |

eoodwin, Fe«+ eltine,P.N.R.
E.

*National Institute ct“hentaiPheelth, xnetheada, MD.
#**University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CAL, U.S.A.

To evaluate the toxicity and possible response
measures to Peptide T (D-ala-1-peptide-T-amide
moroaague,oF VIP a gp-1 and"33-120 receptor blocker.

this ongotng stuay, 4 AIDS an ARC patients
received eecalating fixed IV doses ofPe

Ks

neuropsychologic testing varied from <0.5 to >1.5
2 week testing period with variable

after drug withdrawal. ru
responses“vere seen in as nm atients. Cognitive
neuromotor benefit and reduction of HIV constitutional
symptoms on drug were greate t in those patients with
inmuno/virologicimprov ent.

eT was well tolerated for 12 weeks, with
increases in bonyioeigne and well-being noted.
results indicate that these measures and immuno/virologic
tests tiesbe useful efficacy parameters for Phase II testing
of Peptid

W.F.0.24 ETHICAL AND POLICY ISSUES POSED BY THE USE OF COER-
CION TO COMBAT THE SPREAD OF HIV INFECTION
Bayer, Ronald:Columbia University, School of Public
Health, New Yo

From the beginning of the AIDS epidemic there have been callsfor
he e

the ex

its relevance to other nations.

 

Th.E.0.6.A BLEACHMAN? A SUPER-HERO TEACHES AIDSPREVENTION

as, Les*; Durazzo, R.*; Napolis, J.*

Fe Francisco AIDS Founéstion, San Francisco, CA., USA;
**Mid-City Consortium to Combat AIDS, San Francisco, CA., USA

Objective. To educate IVDUs about the risk of HIV transmission and the effe-
ctiveness of using bleach to clean hypodermic syringes. To motivate IVDUs to
adopt safe needle using andsexual behaviors to limit the spread of HIV.
Methods. A super-hero char: e us

nd ge

is extensive coverage in the meu
reache:a b

who acknowledged sharing needles (80% of
likely to use bleach to clean

beir exposure to BLEACHHAN,

ty to reach IVDUs indicates the crfectivencas|of this
and media strategy.

tnteractive approach te AIDS prevention. Thi
had a hero who cares abo: r

3. AIDS prevention campaigea aimed
n be effective if they are non-threatening and respectful of the

target population
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Lundi5 juin
 

11:00 - 12:30

11:00

11:10 M.LV.1

11:33 MIV2

 

Section I Monday, June 5

Session vidéo
Video session

Le Counseling
Counselling

 

Introduction: Ken Morrison

"TALKING ABOUTAIDS"

Vidéo de/Video by:

British Medical Association

Foundation for AIDS

Année/Year: 1988

"PRE AND POST HIV TEST"

(en français, Rwanda), (in French, Rwanda)

Vidéo de/Video by:

Suzan Muska

Norwegian Red Cross

Année/Year: 1989

Le counseling est devenu un élément capital danslestraite-

ments médicaux ou le dépistage d’anticorpsreliés au SIDA.

L’intervenantdoit aider les personnes atteintes à comprendre

l'infection par le VIH, ses modes de transmission et ses

possibilités de traitement;il doit aussi les aider à faire face à

leur situation touten abordant les problèmes de la

confidentialité, des droits, des responsabilités et du consente-

mentéclairé. Ces deux films vidéo destinés à la formation de

consultants (le premier en anglais, le deuxième en français) ont

été choisis parmi plusieursautres propositions sur le sujet.

Counselling has becomea vital element in AIDS-related medi-

cal treatment or antibody testing. As well as helping people un-

derstand HIV infection, transmission routes and treatment

possibilities, the care provider must help people to cope with

their situation while addressing issues such as confidentiality,

rights, responsibilities and informed consent. These two videos

for counsellor training (the first in English, the second in

French) were chosen from many submissions on the subject.
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Lundi5 juin Section I Monday, June 5

Session vidéo
Video Session

La Sexualité, la politique etl’histoire
Sex, Politics and History

 
 

 

14:00 - 15:30

14:00 Introduction: Andy Fabo

14:04 M.LV.3 "ARE WE GOING BACKWARD"

Vidéo de/Video by:

David Tuff

Année/Year: 1987

14:14 M.LV.4 “PROSTITUTESRISK & AIDS"

Vidéo de/Video by:

GMHC

Année/Year: 1988

14:39 MIV.5 "THEY ARE LOST TO VISION ALTOGETHER"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Tom Kalin

Année/Year: 1989

14:52 MIV.6 "REFRAMING AIDS"

Vidéo de/Video by:
Pretibhe Parmar

Année/Year: 1988

La vidéo offre toute une panoplie de méthodes pour poser un

regard historique et analytique sur le sujet. Ce groupe

éclectique d’artistes et de militants du monde des arts abordeles

problèmesdela sexualité, de l’orientation sexuelle, du racisme,

du sexisme, de la politique de la santé, de diverses phobies

reliées au SIDA,des stéréotypeset de la considération du SIDA

comme une catastrophe idéologique. Cesfilms vont de

l’analyse visuelle à l’analyse textuelle en essayant de com-

prendre comment s’articule le discours sur le SIDA.

Video offers the use of a myriad of historical and analytical

methods. This diverse grouping ofartists and aesthetic activists

touches on issues of sexuality, sexual orientation, racism,

sexism, politics of health, various AIDS-related phobias,

stereotyping and confronting AIDSasan ideological

catastrophe. It ranges from visual to textual analysis attempting

to understand the construction of AIDS discourse.
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Lundi 5 juin Section I Monday, June 5

Session vidéo
| 16:00 - 17:30 Video Session |

Les Femmeset le SIDA

Womenand AIDS

16:00

16:14

16:17

16:35

16:58

17:08

M.LV.7

M.LV.8

M.LV.9

M.LV.10

MLIV.11

Introduction: Colette Lachance

"SAFE SEX SLUT"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Scarlot Harlot
Année/Year: 1988

"CORI: A STRUGGLE FOR LIFE"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Nina Sobell
Année/Year: 1989

"DOCTORS, LIARS & WOMEN"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Carlomusto, Maggenti

Année/Year: 1988

"JULIE"
Vidéo de/Video by:

Seth Levin

Année/Year: 1989

“LE SIDA ET LE MILIEU DU TRAVAIL"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Kate Wardrop,

ACSP, CTC.

Année/Year: 1988

Mères,filles, amantes, travailleuses, lesbiennes, malades,

militantes, prostituées, soignantes: les femmes sont vues de

multiples manières à travers le prisme du SIDA. Ces films

s’attaquent à la marginalisation des femmes sousdivers angles.

Chacun dépeintles luttes particulières des femmesface au

SIDA et à l'infection par le VIH.

Mothers, daughters, lovers, workers,lesbians,patients, activists,

prostitutes and caregivers: women are depicted in many ways in

relationship to AIDS. From various viewpoints, these videos

challenge the marginalization of women. Each depicts the spe-

cial struggles which womenface in relation to AIDS and HIV

infection.
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Mardi 6 juin

11:00 - 12:30

 

[|ae, Section I Tuesday, June 6

Session vidéo
Video Session
 

1066

11:00

11:04

11:24

11:34

11:54

12:08

T.LV.1

T.LV.2

T.LV.3

T.LV.4

T.LV.5

L’autodétermination des personnes

atteintes

PWA Power

Introduction: Une Personne Atteinte
APWA

"MEREDITH A YOUNG MOTHERWITHAIDS"
Vidéo de/Video by:

Edan Programs

Année/Year: 1988

"ROBERT MARSHALL"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Stuart Marshall

Année/Year: 1989

"LIVING WITH HIV"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Nicke Johanssen

Année/Year:

"SURVIVAL OF THE DELIRIOUS"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Michael Balser,

Andy Fabo

Année/Year: 1988

"WORK YOUR BODY"

Vidéo de/Video by:

HCM

Année/Year: 1988

La prise en charge de soi-mémeest devenue essen-

tielle pour vivre avec le SIDA. Cesfilms scrutent la vie
d’hommeset de femmes porteurs du VIH et examinent d’autres

moyens defaire face aux dangers de l’affaiblissement du
système immunitaire et à une société hostile. Films des États-

Unis, de Suède, de Grande-Bretagne et du Canada.

Self empowerment has become the key to living with AIDS.
These videosinvestigate the lives of those affected by HIV in-

fection and examinealternative meansof coping with the

hazards of a weakened immune system and a hostile society.

Presentations from the United States, Sweden, Britain and

Canada.



 

Mardi6 juin
 

14:00 - 15:30

14:00

14:05

14:35

15:03

T.LV.6

T.LV.7

T.LV.8

 

Section I Tuesday, June 6

Session vidéo
Video Session

La discrimination

Discrimination

 

Introduction: Tom Waugh

"ONE OF OUR OWN"

Vidéo de/Video by:

G.T. Rogers

Année/Year: 1987

"WHEN THEFAMILYGETSAIDS"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Slawomir Grunberg

Année/Year: 1988

"THE 2nd EPIDEMIC"

Vidéo de/Video by:

AmberHollibaugh

Année/Year: 1988

Trois films, trois situations, trois techniques visuelles: illustra-

tion du SIDAau travail et des dilemmes qui en découlent, un

regard personnel sur une famille aux prises avec une infection

par le VIH et une analyse documentaire deseffets négatifs de la

réaction de la société au SIDA. Ces documentsoffrent une

vision éclairante des problémes inhérents 4 un monde dominé

par la peuret les préjugés et présentent les diverses maniéres

dont des personnes atteintes font face à ces difficultés.

Three videos, three situations and three visual techniques: 2

dramatizations of AIDSin the workplace andresulting dilem-

mas, a personal look at a family dealing with HIV infection, and

a documentary analysis of the negative effects of society’s

response to AIDS. Each gives an insightful look at the

problemsinherent in a world of fear and prejudice and the

various ways by which PWAscope with these difficulties.
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Mardi 6 juin Section I Tuesday, June 6

600-1729 sao |
 

Programmation française
French Programming

16:00 Introduction: Colette Lachance

16:04 T.LV.9 "OÙ EST PASSÉ STÉPHANE"
Vidéo de/Video by:

Dr. Didier Jayle

Mutualité Française

Année/Year: 1987

16:08 T.I.V.10 "UNE VIE INCURABLE"(EXTRAIT)

Vidéo de/Videoby:

Robert Blais

Année/Year: 1988

16:18 T.LV.I1 "REPORTAGE SUR JACQUES UNE PERSONNE

ATTEINTE DU SIDA"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Année/Year: 1988

16:27 T.ILV.12 "UN MONDE UNI CONTRELE SIDA"

Vidéo de/Video by: OMS/WHO

Année/Year: 1988

16:48 T.I.V.13 "VIRUS, QUEL VIRUS?"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Fabrice Rouleau

Année/Year: 1987

17:05 T.LV.14 "FAITS DIVERS"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Quentin Van De Velde
Année/Year:

Les films de France, de Belgique, de Suisse et du Québec

traitent de multiples aspects du SIDA, des campagnes

d’information pour les jeunes au contexte international du

SIDA,avec desreportages très personnels.

Presentations from France, Belgium, Switzerland and Quebec,

these videos address many aspects of AIDSranging from

general information for youth,the international context of

AIDS,to very personal accounts.
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Mercredi7 juin

 

 

| 11:00 - 12:30

11:00

11:11

11:20

11:36

11:56

11:59

12:11

12:19

W.LV.1

W.LV.2

W.1V.3

WILVA

W.LV.5

W.LV.6

W.LV.7

Section I Wednesday, June 7

Session vidéo
Video Session

La Perteet le deuil
Loss and Mourning

 

 

  

 

Introduction: Andy Fabo

"MILDRED PEARSON: WHEN YOU LOVE A PERSON"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Yannick Durand

Année/Year: 1988

"THE INAUGURAL DISPLAY OF THE NAMES QUILT"

Vidéo de/Video by:

David Thompson

Année/Year: 1988

"DANNY"
Vidéo de/Video by:

Stashu Kybartas

Année/Year: 1987

"A PLAGUE HAS SWEPT MYCITY"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Emjay Wilson

Année/Year: 1987

"GAB"

Vidéo de/Videoby:

Ann Moriyasu

Année/Year: 1986

W A"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Andre Burke

Année/Year: 1986

"THIS IS NOT AN AIDS ADVERTISEMENT"

Vidéo de/Video by:
Isaac Julien

Année/Year: 1987
Vivre la perte d’un étre cher. Cesfilms vont de
I’hommage à l’élégie -- douleur collective et peine individuelle,
douleur vécue dans les familles traditionnelles et dans d’autres

qui le sont moins.

Dealing with the loss of a loved one. These tapes range from

tributesto elegies, from collective to individual grief and from

alternative family to traditional family grieving.
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Mercredi7 juin

14:00 - 15:30

1070

14:00

14:03

14:08

14:16

14:30

14:49

14:54

15:20

W.LV.8

W.ILV.9

W.LV.10

W.LV.11

W.LV.12

W.LV.13

W.LV.14

 

TERRES]Scion I Wednesday, June 7

Session vidéo
Video Session

Le Militantismeet la résistance

culturelle

Activism and Cultural Resistance

Introduction: John Greyson

"THE ADS EPIDEMIC"

Vidéo de/Video by:

John Greyson

Année/Year: 1987

"SNOW JOB"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Barbara Hammer

Année/Year: 1986

"WE’RE NOT REPUBLICANS"
Vidéo de/Video by:
Bob Huff

Année/Year: 1988

“STIFF SHEETS"

Vidéo de/Videoby:

John Goss

Année/Year: 1989

"ANOTHER MAN"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Youth Against Monsters

Année/Year: 1988

"TESTING THE LIMITS NEW YORKpart 1"
Vidéo de/Video by:

Testing the Limits Collective
Année/Year: 1988

"SPREAD THE WORLD"
Vidéo de/Videoby:

Aboriginal Medical Service

Redfern Co-Operativeltd.
Année/Year:

Le militantismeartistique et la résistance culturelle face au

SIDA ont entraîné une prolifération de filmset de vidéos. Cette

séance en présente parmi les meilleurs. Des défilés de mode

provocateurs aux vidéos musicaux subversifs, de la

désobéissance civile à l’analysecritique des médias,les

stratégies esthétiquesillustrées prouvent qu’il ne faut pas seule-

ment réinventer la politique du SIDA maïs aussi le langage du
DA.

Aesthetic activism and cultural resistance in response to AIDS

has meant a proliferation of videos. This session is a sampling

of someof the best. From guerrilla fashion showsto subversive

music videos, from civil disobedience to media deconstruction,

the aesthetic strategies illustrated show that notjust the politics

of AIDSbutthe politics of language related to AIDS needs to
be reinvented.



 

 

 

 

 

Mercredi7 juin Section I Wednesday, June 7

Session vidéo

16:00 - 17:30 Video Session

Les clips

Clips

16:00

16:15 W.LV.15

Introduction: René Lavoie

Clips télévisés du mondeentier

Television spots from around the world

Les campagnes deprévention restentle principal moyen

d’informerle grand public. Beaucoup d’organismes, gouver-

nementaux et communautaires, ont essayé d’intervenir en

utilisant les techniques médiatiques existantes commeles mes-

sages télévisés d’intérét public ou des clips spécialisés pourles

lieux publics.

Ces clips sont réservés ou conservateurs, explicites ou hilarants,

réactionnaires ou fascinants. Ils sont juxtaposés à dessein pour

amener le public à choisir activement entrela peur et la prise en

charge de soi.

Prevention campaigns remain the primary meansof getting in-

formation to the general public. Many organizations, both

government and community-based, havetried to intervene using

existing media techniques such as Television Public Service An-

nouncements (PSA’s) or community-specific shorts intended

for use in public venues.

These clips vary from coy to conservative, explicit to hilarious,

reactionary to riveting. They are purposefully juxtaposed to

force the audience to actively participate in choosing between

promotion of fear or of empowerment.
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Jeudi8 juin TER]Section I Thursday, June 8

| 1100 - 12:30 VideoSesion |
Programmeinternational-espagnol

SpanishInternational Programme

 

11:00 Introduction: Dr. Guy Lonergan

11:03 ThIiV.1 "PUPPETSAGAINSTAIDS"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Gary Friedman,

African Research and Educational Puppetry Programme
Année/Year: 1989

11:08 Th.1.V.2 "SIDA UN PROBLEMADE TODOS"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Daniel Villalobos

Année/Year: 1988

11:38 ThL.V.3 "OJOS QUE NO VEN"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Latino AIDSProject

Instituto Familiar de la Raza

Année/Year: 1987

Trois voies pour l’éducation communautaire et |’éducation des

jeunes. D’Afrique du Sud,un film vidéo qui dépeintl’emploi

de marionnettes géantes pour décrire le SIDA. Du Chili, un

film gouvernemental d’information sur le SIDAet surla trans-

mission du VIH mettant en scène des jeunes et un médecin.

Des États-Unis,la transposition du SIDAsurle petit écran dans

des téléromans explorantles relations sociales au sein de la
communauté latino-américaine.

Three alternatives to community and youth education. From

southern Africa, a video depicting the use of oversized puppets

to describe AIDS. From Chile,a state informational video on
AIDSand HIV transmission with youth and a doctor. From the

United States, the dramatization of AIDSby the use of soap

opera/ tele novella exploring the social intricacies of the latino
community.
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Jeudi 8 juin Section I Thursday, June 8

Session vidéo

|

820- 15:30 Video Session |

Le personnel soignant

Care givers

14:00

14:04 ThV4

1422 Th.LV.S5

14:50 Th.LV.6

15:00 Th.IV.7

Introduction: James Miller

"WITH LOVING ARMS"

Vidéo de/Video by:
Child Welfare League of America

Année/Year: 1989

"FINDING OUR WAY TOGETHER"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Mark Dworkin,

John Mitsud,
American Red Cross

Année/Year: 1989

"NURSING AND AIDS--COMMUNITY CARE"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Année/Year: 1988

"THE INSIDE STORY"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Lynn Coward,
Royal Victoria Hospital

Année/Year:

Les intervenants sociaux ont besoin de formation, de conseils et

de soutien dans l’aide qu’ils apportent aux personnesatteintes

du SIDA. Cesfilms évoquentle rôle des parents d’accueil, des

familles, de la communauté homosexuelle et lesbienne, de tous

ceux qui dispensent des soins palliatifs, des infirmiers et infir-

mières et de divers bénévoles qui racontent commentils ont

vécu la réaction de la société au SIDA.

Care providers needtraining, guidance and support when caring

for people with AIDS. These videos depict the role of foster

parents, families, the gay and lesbian community,palliative care

workers, nurses and various volunteerstelling their stories about

society’s response to AIDS.
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Jeudi 8 juin [ER]Section I Thursday, June 8

16:00 - 17:30 VideoSession |
La Prévention

Prevention

 

16:00 Introduction: Ken Morrison

16:05 Th.1.V.8 "THE BEST DEFENSE"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Deborah Shames

Année/Year: 1988

16:10 Th.I.V.9 "WORK SAFE PLAY SAFE"

Vidéo de/Video by:

Jessica Douglas Henry

Année/Year: 1988

16:30 Th.I.V.10 "SOMETHINGFIERCE"

Vidéo de/Video by:
GMHC

Année/Year: 1989

16:50 Th.I.V.11 "ON GUARD"

Vidéo de/Videoby:

Deborah Shames

Année/Year: 1988

17:13 Th.LV.12 "AIDS-WISE, NO LIES"

Vidéo de/Videoby:
David Current,

Anne Ruthledge

Année/Year: 1988

La prévention reste le noyau fondamental de toute intervention

contre le SIDA. Puisant dans le déluge de films vidéos

proposés,cette séance présente un aperçu général des techni-

ques de prévention mises en oeuvre pour de nombreux groupes

cibles: toxicomanes,travailleurs du secteur de la santé et des

services sociaux, personnels paramédicaux, prostituées,
homosexuelset jeunes.

The nucleus of AIDS work remains prevention. From the

deluge of videos submitted on the subject, this session provides

an overview of prevention techniques for many target groups:

drug users, health care workers, paramedics, prostitutes, gay
men and youth.
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Santé et
Bien-étre social
Canada

 

Le Ministére de Ja Santé nationale et du Bien-étre social est

responsable des questionsrelatives à la promotion et au

maintien de la santé, à la sécurité sociale et au bien-être social

des Canadiens qui relèvent du Parlement du Canada. Des

exemplesde ses responsabilités sont l’application deslois

touchant à la santé, à la sécurité sociale et au bien-être social

des Canadiens; la conduite d’enquêtes et de recherches dans

les domaines de la santé publique et du bien-être social; les

services d’information sur les conditionset les pratiques

sanitaires, les services de santé pour les Indienset les Inuits,

le$ habitants du Yukon et des Territoires du Nord-Ouest, les

fonctionnaires fédéraux, les immigrants et le personnel de

l’aviation civile; la coopération et la coordination avec les

gouvernements provinciaux sur les questions de santé, de

sécurité sociale et de bien-être social;et la collecte, la

publication et la diffusion d’informationssur la santé, la

sécurité sociale et le bien-être social.

Une importante partie des efforts que déploie le Ministère

pour préserver et améliorer la santé et le bien-être social de

tousles Canadiensexige la collaboration avec les autorités

provincialeset territoriales. La nécessité de mener des

activités conjointes dans certains secteurs découle dela

division constitutionnelle des responsabilités et de l'existence

de programmes fédéraux dontl’objet est d’aider les provinces

et lesterritoires à assurer leurs propres programmes de

services sanitaires et sociaux.

Les responsabilités et les activités du Ministère sont

concentrées dans les principaux secteurssuivants : la sécurité

du revenu pour les particuliers et les familles; les services

sociaux de base, particulièrement pour les Canadiens

défavorisés sur le plan socio-économique; l’universalité

d’accès à des services de santé adéquats pour tousles

Canadiens; la protection contre la maladie et les risquesliés à

l’environnement; la promotion de modes devie sains; l’essor,

l’encouragement et le développementde la condition

physique et du sport amateur.

Lesprincipalesstratégies par lesquelles le Ministère s’acquitte

de ses responsabilités sont les suivantes: transferts aux

particuliers, transferts aux gouvernements provinciaux et

territoriaux (sans oublier les groupes autochtones), recherche,

réglementation et surveillance, services directs à des groupes

particuliers, consultation, conseils, information et promotion.

Une brève description des divers programmessuit:

Services et promotion de la santé : Ce Programmeassure un

appui financier et technique aux provinceset territoires au

titre desservices desanté assuréset de certains services

complémentaires de santé. Il encourage également l'adoption

et la conservation de saines habitudes de vie, et stimulela

recherche en santé publique.



Services sociaux : Ce Programmecontribue à assurer de

l’aide sociale et des services sociaux aux personnes qui n’ont

pasles moyensfinanciers de satisfaire leurs besoins

fondamentaux, ou qui, en raison de circonstances sur le plan

social, sont exposés à la pauvreté, à l’isolement ou à la

dépendance.

Services médicaux : Ce Programme assure desservices de

santé à plusieurs groupes de clients. Les principales activités

s'adressent aux Indiensinscrits et aux Inuits de tout le pays,

ainsi qu’à tousles habitants du Yukon et des Territoires du

Nord-Ouest. Des services de santé sont également fournis aux

fonctionnaires fédéraux, aux immigrants, aux résidents

temporaires, aux voyageursinternationaux, au personnel de

l'aviation civile, aux personnes physiquement handicapées et

aux victimes de catastrophes.

Protection de la santé : Ce Programmevise à éliminer les

risques pour la santé liés à des facteurs environnementaux,

naturels ou artificiels, pouvant être cause de maladies et de

décès prématurés. Lesprincipalesactivités portent sur

l'évaluation et le contrôle de la qualité et de la sécurité des

aliments, ainsi que de la sécurité et de l'efficacité des

médicaments et des appareils médicaux; l'identification et

l’évaluation des risques liés au milieu; la surveillance des

maladies; et la fourniture de services de laboratoire spécialisés.

Sécurité du revenu : Ce Programme a pour but de maintenir

et d’améliorer la sécurité du revenu des Canadiens. Trois

grands programmesde sécurité du revenu sont administrés: le

Régime de pensions du Canada, la Sécurité de la vieillesse et

des Allocations familiales. Un programme d’évaluation de

l’invalidité est également appliqué dans le cadre de la Loi de

l'impôtsurle revenu.

Condition physique et Sport amateur: Ce Programme

contribue à améliorer la condition physique des Canadiens et à

promouvoir l’excellence dans le sport amateur canadien sur

les plans national et international.

Administration centrale : Ce Programme fournit au

Ministère desservices de direction et de gestion.
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Health and
Welfare Canada

The Department of National Health and Welfare is

responsible for matters related to the promotion and

preservationof the health, social security and social welfare of

the people of Canada over which the Parliament of Canada

hasjurisdiction. Major examples of these responsibilities

include administration oflegislation relating to the health,

social security, and welfare of the people of Canada;

investigation and research into public health and welfare:

information servicesrelating to health conditions and

practices; health services for Indian and Inuit people, residents

of the Yukon and Northwest Territories, federal government

employees, immigrants andcivil aviation personnel;

cooperation and coordination with provincial governments on

matters of health, social security and welfare; and collection,

publication and distribution of informationrelating to health,

social security and welfare.

A significant amount of Departmentalactivity involves

collaboration with provincial andterritorial authorities in

efforts to preserve and improve the health and social

well-being of all Canadians. The need forjoint activity in

certain areas arises from the constitutional division of

responsibilities and the existence of federal programs which

assist provinces and territories to maintain their own health

and social service programs.

Departmental responsibilities and activities are focused on the

followingprincipal objectives: incomesecurity for

individuals and families; essential social services, particularly

for socially and economically disadvantaged Canadians;

universal access for all Canadiansto quality health services;

protection against disease and environmental hazards;

promotion of healthy lifestyles; promotion, encouragement

and developmentoffitness and amateursport.

The majorstrategies through which the Department carries

out its responsibilities are: transfers to individuals, transfers to

provincial andterritorial governmentsand to native groups,

research, regulation and surveillance, direct service to specific

groups, advice, consultation, information and promotion.

Followingis a brief description of the various programs:

Health Services and Promotion: This Program provides

financial and technical support to the provincesandterritories

for insured health care services and certain extended health

care services. The Program also promotesthe adoption and

maintenanceofhealthy lifestyles and fosters public health

research.



Social Services: This Program supports the provision of

social assistance and services to persons whose economic

circumstances are inadequate to meettheir basic needs or

whosesocial circumstances expose them to risk of poverty,

isolation or dependency.

Medical Services: This Program provides health services to

several client groups. The majoractivities are directed

towards registered Indians andInuit throughout Canada and

residents of the Yukon and NorthwestTerritories. Clients also

include federal public servants, immigrants and temporary

residents, international travellers, civil aviation personnel, the

physically handicapped and disaster victims.

Health Protection: This Program endeavorsto eliminate

health hazards associated with the natural and man-made

environmentsthat lead to illness and untimely death. Principal

activities include: assessment and control of the quality and

safety of food, and safety and effectiveness of drugs and

medical devices; the identification and assessment of

environmental hazards; the surveillance of diseases; and the

provision of specialized laboratory services.

IncomeSecurity: This Program is responsible for

maintaining and improvingthe income security of the people

of Canada.It administers three major incomesecurity

programs: The Canada Pension Plan, Old Age Security and

Family Allowances.It also assists in the administration of the

Income Tax Act through disability certification.

Fitness and Amateur Sport: This Program contributesto the

increased fitness of Canadians and the promotion of

excellence in domestic and international amateur sport by

Canadians.

Departmental Administration: This Program provides

executive direction and managementservicesto the

Department.
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ACDI
Créée en 1968,l’Agence canadienne de développement

international (ACDI)est l'organisme du gouvernement fédéral

responsable de la gestion d’environ 75 % de l’aide publique

au développement accordée par le Canada aux pays en

développement.

Depuis 1987, l’ACDIparticipe à la lutte contre le SIDA dans

le monde en appuyant le Programme mondial de lutte contre

le SIDA (PMLS) del'Organisation mondiale de la santé ainsi

queles programmes nationaux de lutte contre le SIDA.

L’ACDIestime queles efforts déployés pour lutter contre le

SIDA dans les pays en développement devraient également

permettre d’améliorer et de renforcerles systèmes de soins de

santé primairesétablis dans ces pays.

L’aide de l’ACDIvise principalement à soutenir les cinq

stratégies communes à la plupart des programmes nationaux

delutte contre le SIDA, notamment: le contrôle

épidémiologique;la prévention contre la transmission dela

maladie par relations sexuelles, par la transfusion sanguine ou

autres produits sanguins, où encore pendantla période

périnatale; et la réduction des effets du SIDA sur les individus

et surla société.

À l’intérieur de ce cadre d'interventiontrès large, l’ACDI a

apporté son soutien à la réalisation d’enquêtessur la

connaissance du SIDA,surlesattitudes à son égard et sur les

pratiques sexuelles; à diversesinitiatives en matière

d’information, d’éducation et de communication; à la lutte

contre les maladies transmises sexuellement; aux traitements

palliatifs; aux services de conseils aux personnesinfectées et à

leurs partenaires; à la protection desréservesnationales de

sang, au perfectionnement du personnel de laboratoire et des

méthodes de diagnostic. Les compétences des universités

canadiennes, d’autres organismes gouvernementaux et des

organisations non gouvernementales ont rendu possible la

mise en place d’un bon nombrede ces activités et

continueront à favoriser la réalisation d’autres initiatives de ce

genre.

Les engagementsfinanciers de l’Agence en matière delutte

contrele SIDA,atteignent actuellement plus de $45 millions.

L’ACDIest l’un des plus importants donateurs au PMLS, lui

ayant fourni la sommetotale de $14,5 millions de 1987 à 1989.



À travers ses programmesbilatéraux,l’ACDI appui des

programmespluriannuels dans de nombreux pays d’Afrique,

des Antilles et de l’Amérique latine, dans le cadre de leurs

programmes nationaux de lutte contre le SIDA. Ainsi, l’ACDI

s’est engagée à verser $6,3 millions à l’Afrique anglophoneet

$22,8 millions a |’Afrique francophone: ces sommes

permettrontla réalisation de différents projets, dont la

préparation d’une brochure d’information en portugais qui

sera distribuée au Mozambiqueainsi que d’un programme

intensif de huit ans, mis en oeuvre en Afrique francophone.

Les interventionsréalisées dansle cadre de ce programme

seront concentrées dans les domainesde l’information, de

l'éducation,de la communication, du perfectionnement des

ressources humaines, de l’épidémiologieet des études en

anthropologie.

En Amériquelatine et aux Antilles, l’ACDIa accordé

$3,2 millions pour l’exécution de programmesrégionaux et

nationaux de lutte contre le SIDA.

D’autre part, la Direction générale des Programmes spéciaux

de l’ACDIa affecté $1,4 million à la réalisation detrois

projets delutte et d’information administrés par des

organisations non gouvernementales. Dans le cadre de ces

projets, on préconise l’utilisation d’une bande dessinée conçue

à l'intention des enfants dela rue ainsi que celle de documents

d’information que distribuerala Fédération internationale de

planning familial.

D’autres projets sont actuellement à l’étude et ilest à prévoir

que la contribution de l’ACDIà l’effort international de lutte

contre le SIDA augmentera à la faveur de la naissance de

nouvellesinitiatives et de la mise en place de nouveaux

programmes nationaux de lutte contre le SIDA.
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CIDA
Created in 1968, the Canadian International Development

Agency (CIDA)is the federal government agency responsible

for approximately 75 per cent of Canada’s official

developmentassistance to developing countries.

Since 1987, CIDA has contributed to the global fight against

AIDSby supporting the World Health Organizations’s Global

Program on AIDS (GPA),and national AIDScontrol

programs. The Agency sees AIDS-controlefforts as

opportunities to complementand strengthen existing primary

health cars systems in developing countries.

CIDA’sassistance primarily supportsfive basic strategies

commonto mostnational AIDScontrol programs:

epidemiological surveillance; prevention of sexual

transmission; prevention of transmission through blood and

blood products; prevention ofperinatal transmission; and

reduction of the impact of AIDS on the individual and society.

Within these broad approaches, CIDA has supported surveys

of AIDS knowledge,attitudes concerning AIDS and sexual

practices; information, education and communication

initiatives; control of sexually transmitted diseases; palliative

care; counselling of infected individuals and their partners;

protection of national blood supplies; and upgrading of

laboratory personnel and diagnostic procedures. The expertise

of Canadian universities, other government agencies, and

non-governmental organizations has been instrumental in

many of these endeavors, and will contribute to future

initiatives.

The Agency’s spending commitments on AIDScontrol

projects now total over 45$ million. CIDA is amongthe

largest donors to the GPA, having contributeda total of $14.5

million from 1987 to 1989.

Throughthe bilateral channel, CIDA supports multi-year

programsin many African, Caribbean and Latin American

countries, within the context of their national AIDS control

programs. CIDA has committed $6.3 million in Anglophone

Africa, and $22.8 million in Francophone Africa. Projects

range from the preparation of an AIDS information pamphlet

in Portuguesefor distribution in Mozambique,to an eight-year

intensive project in FrancophoneAfrica, focusing on

information, education, communication, human resource

training, epidemiology, and anthropological studies.



In Latin America and the Caribbean, CIDA hasdesignated

$3.2 million for sub-regional and national AIDScontrol

programs.

Throughthe Special Programs Branch,$1.4 million has been

allocated to three projects administered by non-governmental

organizations involving AIDS controlor information. These

projects include an instructional cartoon forstreet children,

and support for the dissemination of information by the

international Planned Parenthood Federation.

A numberof additional projects are in the discussion phase,

and CIDA’scontribution to international AIDS programming

is expected to increase as newinitiatives and more national

programs develop.
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Centre de
recherches
pourle
développement
international

Le CRDIest une société d’Etat créée par le Parlement du

Canada en 1970. La mission du CRDIconsiste a favoriserle

développement du Tiers-Mondepar la recherche et des

activités connexes.

Par “développement”, le CRDI désignele processus

d’évolution sociale et économique constant en vertu duquel

les habitants d’un pays parviennent à déterminer quels

changementsils devraient apporterà leur société et comment

effectuer ceux-ci. Pour cela, les pays en développement

doiventparticiper à la prise de décision sur un pied d’égalité

avec les autres pays et doivent profiter pleinement des

conséquences du changement. Cette forme de développement

permet aux habitants du Tiers Monde d’améliorer leurs

conditions de vie sans pour autant sacrifier leur dignité et le

respect d'eux-mêmes.

Le CRDIest convaincu que cette forme de développement est

plus susceptible de se manifester quand une population mange

à sa faim, est en bonne santé, manifeste un esprit

d’indépendance,est fière de ses réalisations, respecte les

droits d’autrui et voit les autres respecter les siens. C’est

pourquoielle parraine les recherches destinées à faire naître

ces conditions.

Objectifs

Le but principal poursuivi par le CRDIest de soutenir la

recherche pertinente au développement et dontles résultats

probables faciliteraient ies activités dans ce domaine. Le
Centre s’intéresse particulièrement aux projets qui se

concentrent surles problèmesliés à la pauvreté.

En deuxièmelieu, il vise à consoliderles capacités de

recherche des pays en développement. Commeil préconise

uneintégration suffisante de ses activités, le Centre prend

grand soin de rattacher l’aide qu’il prodigue en formation aux

projets et aux programmes de recherche qu’il soutient.

Son troisième objectif est de promouvoir la diffusion, la

vulgarisation et l’application des résultats des projets qu’il

parraine.

Un quatrième objectif consiste à établir desliens entre les

scientifiques des pays en développementet à aider ceux-ci à

avoir accès aux résultats des travaux poursuivis un peu partout

dans le monde.

Pour y parvenir, le CRDIfinance des groupes et des

établissements de recherche dans les pays en développement

et soutient des réseaux et des organismes régionaux dans le

Tiers Monde. Ainsi,il espère créer un noyau de chercheurs

dans chaque payset favoriser le développement de réseaux de

personnes et d’établissements qui disposeront des ressources

nécessaires à la réalisation desprojets de rechercheet à

l'exploitation de leursrésultats.



Depuis 1970, le CRDIa ainsi contribué à plus de 3 500 projets

auxquels participent au-délà de 10 000 scientifiques de 900

établissements répartis dans plus de 100 pays.

Bureaux

Le CRDI compte sept bureaux—lesiège social, à Ottawa, et

six bureaux desservantdiverses régions des pays en

développement : Bogota, Colombie; Le Caire, Égypte; Dakar,

Sénégal; New Delhi, Inde; Nairobi, Kenya; Singapour.

Pour de plus amples renseignements sur le CRDIetles projets

subventionnés par le CRDI dans les pays en développement,

veuillez vous adresser à :

Louise Behan (613) 598-0564 ou Diane Hardy (613) 598-0570

Agentesderelations avec les médias

CRDI

B.P. 8500,

Ottawa (Ont.)

K1G 3H9
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International
Development
Research
Centre

IDRCis a public corporation created by the Parliament of

Canada in 1970. IDRC’s mission is to contribute to

developmentin the Third World through research and

activities which support research.

IDRC usesthe term “development” to mean a continuing

process of social and economic change in which people have

the powerand ability to decide what changes to makein

society, and how to make them. They mustbe able to

participate equally in these decisions, andto share fully in the

results of change. This kind of development makes people’s

lives materially better and encouragesa sense ofdignity and

self-respect.

IDRCbelievesthat this kind of developmentis most likely to

happen when people eat properly, are healthy, have a sense of

independence,are proud of their achievements, respect the

rights of others and havetheir rights respected. It supports

research whichtries to foster these conditions.

Objectives

IDRC’s main objectiveis to support researchrelevant to

development and whoselikely results could be used in

development work. The Centre is especially concerned with

research on the problemsof poverty.

A second objective is to build up the research capacity and

capability of developing countries. Since it wants its activities

to be relatively well-integrated, the Centre very carefully links

most ofits support of training to research projects and

programsit supports.

A third objective is to promote the diffusion, popularization

and application of the results of the research which the Centre

supports.

A fourth objective is to develop links among developing

country researchers, and to provide them accessto the results

of world-wide research.

To achieve these objectives, IDRC funds research groups and

institutions in developing countries, and provides some

support to regional networksand institutions in the Third

World. This support is designed to build a corps of researchers

in each country, and to help develop the networks of people

and institutions which provide the services needed to get

research done andto useits results.

IDRC has supported more than 3,500 projects involving over

10,000 researchers in 900 institutions in more than 100

countries.



Offices

IDRChasits headquarters in Ottawaplus six regional bureaus

to service particular regions of the developing world: Bogota,

Colombia; Cairo, Egypt; Dakar, Sénégal; New Delhi, India;

Nairobi, Kenya; Singapore.

For more information on IDRC or IDRC-fundedprojects in

the developing wold, contact:

Louise Behan (613) 598-0564 or Diane Hardy (613) 598-0570

Media Relations Officers

IDRC

P.O. Box 8500

Ottawa (Ont.)

K1G 3H9
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Qu’est-ce que
l'OMS?

L'Organisation mondiale de la Santé (OMS),institution

spécialisée des Nations Unies créée en 1948, a 166 états

membres. Elle agit en tant qu’autorité directrice et

coordonnatrice, dans le domainede la santé, des travaux ayant

un caractèreinternational. Les organes directeurs de l'OMS

sont l’Assemblée mondiale de la Santé, “parlement” de la

santé publique qui se réunit deux semaines par an,et le

Conseil Exécutif, composé de 31 experts de la santé qui se

réunissent deux fois par an.

Le secrétariat de l'OMS comprend environ 5 000 spécialistes

opérant dans plus de 100 pays. Quelques-uns d’entre eux

travaillent au siège de Genèveet collaborent avec six bureaux

régionaux en Afrique, dans les Amériques, en Méditerranée

orientale, en Europe, en Asie du Sud-Est et dans le Pacifique

occidental.

Les états membres contribuent directement au budget

ordinaire de l’OMS—plus de 300 millions US $ par an—et
des contributions volontaires additionnelles, qui doublent

pratiquement le budget de fonctionnement, financent des

programmes spéciaux tels que le SIDA,ia reproduction

humaine,les maladies diarrhéiqueset la recherche concernant

les maladies tropicales.

La “Santé pour Tous” est le principal butde santé sociale que

se sont fixés les gouvernements et OMS pourles décennies à

venir. De nombreuses organisations non gouvernementales

apportent leur appui et les individus sont encouragés à

“s’aider eux-mêmes”. La “Santé pour Tous” a été définie par

l’Assemblée mondiale de la Santé comme “un niveau de santé

qui permette aux gens de mener une vie socialementet

économiquement productive”.

Sousla tutelle impartiale de 1’OMS,les pays ont au cours des

40 dernières années combattu ensemble les fléaux de

l'humanité. Un exemple en est la variole, la première maladie

mortelle jamais éradiquée dela surface du globe. L’'OMSs’est

maintenant engagée à éradiquée la poliomyélite, qui paralyse

encore quelque 275 000 enfants chaque année. Grâce au

programme de l'OMSdelutte contrela cécité desrivières, des

millions d’enfants d’Afrique de l’Ouest ne deviendront plus

aveugles. En 10 ans,le pourcentage des enfants vaccinés

contre six maladies mortelles est passé de 5 à plus de 50%. À

ce jour, plus de 100 gouvernements ont adopté la liste modèle

de l’OMSdes 200 médicaments considérés comme essentiels.

Les succès sont nombreux, maisles défis restent

impressionnants. Des millions de gens sont encore pris dans

un cercle vicieux de pauvreté, de malnutrition et de maladie et

n’ont pas accès aux soins médicaux, à une eau saine et à des

systèmes d'élimination des déchets. La pandémie de SIDA

exigera pendant de nombreuses années une mobilisation

mondiale. Pour relever ces défis, l'OMSsouligne que

l’engagementpolitique et la participation des populations

seront des facteurs essentiels.



 
The World Health Organization (WHO), a specialized agency

of the UN created in 1948, has 166 MemberStates. Its What is WHO?

mandate is to act as the directing and coordinating authority

on international health work. The two governing bodies of

WHOare the World Health Assembly—a public health

“parliament” which meets for two weeks every year—and the

Executive Board, composed of 31 health experts who meet

twice a year.

The Secretariat ofWHO comprises some 5,000 specialists

working in more than 100 countries. Of these, about 1,500

work at the headquarters in Geneva and there are six Regional

Offices in Africa, the Americas, the Eastern Mediterranean,

Europe, South-East Asia and the Western Pacific.

MemberStates contribute directly to the WHO regular

budget—over US $ 300 million per year—and additional

voluntary contributions, which virtually double the working

budget, support special programmes such as AIDS, human

reproduction, diarrhoeal disease control andtropical disease

research.

“Health for All” is the main social health target of

governments and WHOfor the coming decades. Valuable

support to achieve this goal comes from numerous

nongovernmental organizations, and much emphasis is placed

on helping individuals to help themselves. Successive World

Health Assemblies have defined “Health for All”as “a level

of health that will permit people to lead a socially and

economically productivelife.”

Underthe “neutral umbrella” of WHO,countries have, over

the past 40 years, cooperated to combattogether the scourges

of humanity. An example is smallpox,thefirst killer disease

ever to be eradicated from the world. Now WHOaimsat

eradicating polio, whichstill cripples about 275,000 children

every year. As result of WHO’sriver blindness control

programme,millions of children in West Africa no longer risk

going blind. Immunization coverage ofchildren against six

killer diseases—measles, tuberculosis, whooping cough,

tetanus, polio and diphtheria has increased from 5% to over

50% in 10 years. To date, more than 100 governments have

adopted the WHO modellist of 200 drugs consideredessential

for good medical practice.

Thelist of achievements is very long but the challenges that

remain are daunting. Millionsof people are still trapped in a

vicious cycle of poverty, malnutrition and disease, and have

no access to medical care, clean water and safe waste
disposal. The AIDS pandemic will require a global

mobilization for many years to come. To meetthese

challenges, WHO underlinesthat the vital factors will be

political commitment and people’s involvement.
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Ministère de la
Santé et des
Services
sociaux

Le Québec s’est doté d’un premier plan d’action sur le SIDA

en 1987. Un groupe detravail, formé d'experts et de

professionnels, a alors été constitué afin de fournir des

éléments de réponsesur les questions éthiques et légales, la

prévention,les soins, les aspects psychosociauxet la

recherche.

La synthèse de ces travaux est devenuela principale source

d’information à la base de la deuxième phase du plan d’action

lancé par la Ministre de la Santé et des Services sociaux à

l’occasion dela Journée mondiale du SIDA,le 1° décembre
1988. Cette phase II comporte des mesures regroupées dans

plusieurs champs d’activités avec prédominance de la

prévention.

La prévention,par l’information et l'éducation, demeure

encore le moyen le plus efficace de lutte contre le SIDA. Le

Québec identifié plus particulièrement quatre clientèles

auprès desquelles devront s’articuler les efforts: la population

en général, le milieu scolaire etla jeunesse, les personnes

susceptibles de contracter le SIDA etcelles avec lesquelles

elles ont été en contact, et enfin certains groupes-cibles.

Le plan prévoit aussi des mécanismes d’information et de

support pour toute personne désireuse de connaître sa

situation par rapport au SIDA, desservices de dépistage et de

counseling, des subventions à des organismes

communautaires pour des fins de support et d’entraide, des

modalités pourla surveillance épidémiologique et des

mécanismes de surveillance éthique relativement aux enquêtes

de séroprévalence. Par ailleurs, desactivités de formation et

d’information sont prévues pour le personnel du réseau de la

santé et des services sociaux, qui regroupe plus de 900

établissements.

En matière de soins hospitaliers, le plan d’action prévoit

l’accessibilité à des services dans l’ensemble des centres

hospitaliers québécois ainsi que la mise en place d’unités

SIDA d’un maximum de 20 lits.

Pour les services complémentaires, l’orientation qui a été

développée consiste à répondre aux attentes des malades qui

souhaitent demeurer le plus possible dans leur milieu de vie

ou dans un contexte qui lui ressemble. Ainsi, des projets

pilotes de maisons d’hébergement ou de familles d’accueil

spéciales et un programmede soins et d’aide à domicile sont

mis en place.



L’évolution rapide de la maladie et l’état précaire des
connaissances surce sujet nécessitent un accroissementdes

efforts en matière de recherche. Des fonds seront donc

investis dans le développement dela recherche psychosociale

et biomédicale et dans le perfectionnement des chercheurs.

Enfin,toutesles interventions seront l’objet d’une

coordination et d’une évaluation visant à mesurerleur

pertinence eut égard aux objectifs visés et aux résultats

escomptés.
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SANDOZ
SANDOZLtd., dont le siége social est situé 4 Bale en Suisse,

emploie plus de 43 000 personnes dans le mondeentier dans

des domainesaussi divers que la rechercheetle

développement, la fabrication de produits pharmaceutiques,

chimiqueset de matiéres colorantes,la nutrition et les produits
agricoles.

Les recherches effectuées par Sandoz touchent cinq domaines

de la médecine : neurologie, cardiologie, endocrinologie,

immunologie et dermatologie. Cette entreprise investit, à

l’échelle mondiale, plus de 700 $ millions par an dans la
recherche fondamentale et la recherche clinique. Les

spécialités pharmaceutiques Sandoz comprennent des produits

tels que le Parlodel (bromocriptine) et le Sandimmune

(cyclosporine) qui représentent de grands progrès

scientifiques. Ce dernier produit, en particulier, a ouvert la

voie à la transplantation et à la maîtrise du système

immunologique.

Sandoz contribue aux travaux de recherche des professionnels

de la santé en parrainant des colloques surla science et la

médecine. Depuis plus d’un siècle, des hommeset des

femmes chez Sandoz ont participé activement à une véritable

révolution sociale. Grâce à leur esprit innovateur et leur désir

departager leurs connaissances scientifiques, leurs travaux

ont permis des améliorations importantes dans les sciences

médicales et la santé. C’est ainsi que certains médicamentsles

plus remarquables du XX° siècle sont des produits provenant

dela recherche entreprise par Sandoz.

Sandoz Ltd., with headquarters in Bâle, Switzerland, employs

over 43,000 people around the worldin research, development

and manufacture of pharmaceuticals, chemicals and dye

stuffs, nutrition and agricultural products.

SANDOZdirects its medical research into five main areas;

Neurology, Cardiology, Endocrinology, Immunology, and

Dermatology. The company invests more than $700 million

annually in basic and clinical research worldwide. SANDOZ

medications include such breakthrough products as Parlodel

(bromocriptine) and Sandimmune(cyclosporine). The

discovery of Sandimmunehas opened the road to organ

transplantation and, ultimately, to control of the immune

system.

SANDOZcontributes to the work of the health care

community through the sponsorship of medical and scientific

education forums. In fact, some of the most notable and

advanced medications of the 20th Century are products of

Sandozresearch. For over a century now, the men and women

of Sandoz have been active participantsin a veritable social

revolution. Throughtheir spirit of innovation and desire to

share knowledge, their endeavors have contributed to major

improvements in medical science and human health.



 
Chaque année, la Société canadienne de la Croix-Rouge vient

en aide 4 un Canadiensur six. Elle dessert la population 4 Société canadienne

partir de plus de 1 000 postes non officiels, 608 sections, de la Croix Rouge
10 bureaux divisionnaires provinciauxet territoriaux, et ,

17 centres de transfusion sanguine au Canada. C’est le siège Red Cross Society
social à Ottawa qui est responsable du Programme du sang et

des Services internationaux, et qui coordonne 16 services de

santé et d’action communautaire au pays. Toujours au siège

social, le Laboratoire central constitue le centre de

consultation du système canadien de transfusion sanguine et

veille à l’élaboration et au respect des normesétablies à

l'égard du sang et des produits sanguins. La Société cnadienne

dela Croix-Rouge désire remercier la “Vancouver PWA

Society”et le Comité des personnesatteintes du virus de

l’immunodéficience humaine (CPAVIH) du Comité SIDA

Aide Montréal (CSAM),pour leuraide au centre d’accueil et

de repos pourles personnesatteintes du SIDA.

The Canadian Red Cross Society touchesthe lives of one in

six Canadians every year. Its services are delivered through

more than 1,000 informal units, 608 branches, 10

provincial/territorial divisions, and 17 blood centres across

Canada. The National Office in Ottawais responsible for the

national blood program andinternational services, and
co-ordinates 16 health and communityinitiatives across the

country. The National Office includes the NRL (National

Reference Laboratory), the reference centre for the national
blood system, developing and monitoring the standards and

quality of blood and blood products. The Canadian Red Cross

Society gratefully acknowledgesthe assistance of the

Vancouver PWASociety and the PWA Committee of CSAM

(Comité SIDA Aide Montréal) in the operation of the PWA

Rest and Welcome Centre.
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L’Industrie des
assurances de
personnesau
Canada

The Life and
Health Insurance
Companiesin
Canada

Cent soixante-cinq sociétés d’assurance-vie offrent leurs

services aux Canadiens. En coordonnantsesefforts et en

allouant des ressourcesfinancières, l’industrie canadienne des

assurances de personnesest en mesure d’apporter une aide

importante à la lutte contre le SIDA et de faire ainsi preuve

d'initiative dans ce domaine.

En 1987, elle a mis sur pied un Groupe de travail des chefs de

direction sur les projets concernant le SIDA pourfaire face à

la menace que constitue cette maladie dévastatrice pour

l’industrie et l’ensemble de la société.

Le plus sûr moyen d’enrayerla propagation du SIDA étant la

prévention, l’objectif principal des projets parrainés par

l’industrie est donc l’information, en particulier celle diffusée

en milieu de travail et auprès des jeunes. L’industrie a financé

un certain nombre de projets à cet égard et est constamment à

la recherche d’autres projets dignes d’intérêt.

Canadians are served by 165 active life insurance companies.

Through collective action and funding,the life and health

insurance companies in Canada have the opportunity to make

a significant contribution to the fight against AIDS and to

show leadership on this issue in this country.

In 1987, the life and health insurance industry formed a CEO

Task Force on AIDSProjects in responseto the threatthis

devastating disease poses to business andto society.

The life and heaith insurance companies in Canada consider

prevention the one sure way to curb the spread of AIDS.

Therefore, the primary focusfor industry-sponsored projects

is on education, especially among young people andin the

workplace. The industry has funded a numberofprojects in

this area and is continually seeking other projects appropriate

for consideration.



Oneof the companies that make up AKZO’s Pharma

Division, ORGANONTEKNIKAfocusesits activities on the

R&D, manufacturing and marketing of high-tech products for

hospitals, blood banks and laboratories.

From its headquarters in Turnhout, Belgium, ORGANON

TEKNIKAserves a worldwide market via 40 local companies

in all important geographical regions and productionsites in

the Netherlands, Ireland and the United States of America.

ORGANON TEKNIKA provides a range of HIV diagnostics

for a range of applications. The latest contributionsto the

diagnosis, monitoring or confirmation, of HIV-infection are

VIRONOSTIKA ANTI-HIV UNI-FORM (compatible with

testing procedures for HBsAgand anti-HBc),

VIRONOSTIKA HIV antigen, VIRONOSTIKAanti-Core

and VIRONOSTIKAanti-ENV,which will be introduced at

the V International Conference on AIDStogether with

HIV-LIA. Accomplishments diagnostic system, which also

includes for instance the HEPANOSTIKA line of HAV and

HBVassays and an extensive series of modern tests and

dedicated equipmentfor still other viral, bacterial, parasital

and endocrinological parameters.

With more than 25 years of experiencein the field—including

the invention of worldwide accepted standardslike

ELISA—ORGANONTEKNIKA hasbecomea trendsetter in

the systematizing of diagnostic praxis.

 

ORGANON
TEKNIKA
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CIN C.636, C.637

AMPLIGE
LBP.308 M.C.P.85, M.C.P.142

ANAL SEX
see Transmission

ANIMAL MODELS
baboon

W.C.P.1, W.C.P.26, C.502
cat

W.C.0.30, M.C.P.69, W.C.P.11, W.C.P.14,
W.C.P.36, W.C.P.37, W.C.P.39,
W.C.P.142, W.C.P.143

chimpanzee
T.C.0.22, W.C.0.15, W.C.0.27, W.C.0.49,
Th.C.0.30, Th.C.0.46, Th.C.0.47,
M.C.P.13, M.C.P.31, M.C.P.44, T.C.P.1,
T.C.P.125, W.C.P.28, W.C.P.40,
W.C.P.58, C.741, C.762

gibbon
T.C.P.100, W.C.P.3

macaque
M.B.P.15, T.C.0.42, W.C.0.45, W.C.0.47,
W.C.0.48, W.C.0.50, M.C.P.45, M.C.P.47,
T.C.P.134, W.C.P.7, W.C.P.15, W.C.P.18,
W.C.P.26, W.C.P.33, W.C.P.35
W.C.P.141, W.C.P.147, Th.C.P.58,
Th.C.P,78, C.502, C.530, C.758

mice
W.B.P.289,T.C.0.44, W.C.0.28,
W.C.0.29, M.C.P.21, M.C.P.53,
M.C.P.140, W.C.P.6, W.C.P.20, W.C.P.22,
W.C.P.29, W.C.P.31, W.C.P.144,
W.C.P.146, Th.C.P.102, Th.C.P.108,
Th.C.P.130, 0.501, C511, C.512, D.533

rabbit
Th.B.P.198, Th.B.P.204, W.C.0.32,
M.C.P.17, M.C.P.44, M.C.P.57, W.C.P.4,
W.C.P.16, W.C.P.41, Th.C.P.96, C.508

other
A632,T.C.0.43, W.C.0.46, Th.C.0.16,
M.C.P.46, M.C.P.98, M.C.P.127,
T.C.P.125, W.C.P.2, W.C.P.8, W.C.P.33,
W.C.P.145

ANONYMITY
M.A.0.3, M.A.0.24, M.A.P.60, M.A.P.71,
Th.A.P.39, A.523, D.696, Th.E.P.13,
Th.E.P.17, E.713, E.715, W.G.P.30

ANTABUSE
see Imuthiol

ANTAGONISM
Th.C.0.21, M.C.P.39, M.C.P.110,
M.C.P.115, Th.C.P.139

ANTHROPOLOGY
T.A.P.86, M.B.P.23, B.555, M.E.0.31,
M.E.0.35, W.E.P.3, Th.E.P.34, Th.E.P.49,
E.516, E.517, E.519, E.762, Th.G.P.25

ANTICARDIOLIPIN ANTIBODY
(ACA

M.B.P.253, Th.B.P.141

ANTI-HIV COMPOUNDS
see specific compounds

ANTIBODIES
anti-syncytial

Th.B.P.170, M.C.P.19, M.C.P.20,
T.C.P.126, W.C.P.79, ThCP9, C.550,
C.720

atypical
W.B.P.176

neutralizing
W.B.0.25, M.B.P.138, W.B.P.159,
Th.B.P.8, Th.B.P.182, Th.B.P.185, B.553,
M.C.0.21, T.C.0.39, W.C.0.38,
Th.C.0.27, Th.C.0.29, Th.C.0.30,
Th.C.0.34, Th.C.0.48, M.C.P.5, M.C.P.6,
M.C.P.19, M.C.P.22, M.C.P.23, M.C.P.24,
MC.P.47, M.C.P.67, T.C.P.13, T.C.P.22,
T.C.P.33, T.C.P.37, T.C.P.55, T.C.P.59,
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T.C.P.69, W.C.P.44, W.C.P.92, W.C.P.95,
W.C.P.96, W.C.P.111, W.C.P.135,
Th.C.P.11, Th.C.P.40, Th.C.P.49,
Th.C.P.91, Th.C.P.97, Th.C.P.125, C.510,
C.513, C.520, C.522, C.526, C.552, C.732,
C.736

patterns
T.B.P.5, W.B.P.105, Th.B.P.123, B.542,
M.C.P.12, T.C.P.1, T.C.P.39, Th.C.P.91

saliva
W.B.P.156, Th.B.P.137, Th.B.P,171,
Th.B.P.344, M.C.P.37, T.C.P.64

see Monoclonal antibodies
cific
Th.B.0.59, M.B.P.105, M.B.P.131,
M.B.P.167, M.B.P.327,T.B.P.105,
T.B.P.120, T.B.P.213, T.B.P.219,
T.B.P.229, T.B.P.242, T.B.P.342,
W.B.P.32, W.B.P.120, W.B.P.127,
W.B.P.144, W.B.P.155, W.B.P.178,
Th.B.P.97, Th.B.P.117, Th.B.P.171,
Th.B.P.175, B.541, Th.C.0.35, M.C.P.40,
T.C.P.29, W.C.P.98, W.C.P.124,
Th.C.P.127, Th.C.P.128, C.515, C.775

other
M.B.0.26, M.B.P.168, M.B.P.253,
T.B.P.11, T.B.P.124, T.B.P.137, T.B.P.223,
W.B.P.146, W.B.P.147, W.B.P.160,
Th.B.P.2, Th.B.P.131, Th.B.P.141,
Th.B.P.175, Th.B.P.176, Th.B.P.181,
Th.B.P.231, Th.B.P.235, B.578, B.628,
Th.C.0.35, MC.P.24, M.C.P.67, T.C.P.19,
T.C.P.28, T.C.P.60, Th.C.P.148, C.538
C.553, C.558, C.573, C.586, C.697, C.722

ANTIBODY DEPENDENT
CYTOTOXICITY (ADCC)

W.B.0.25, M.B.P.359,T.B.P.207,
T.B.P.209, Th.B.P.239, M.C.0.17,
T.C.0.33, Th.C.0.32, M.C.P.14, T.C.P.4,
T.C.P.24, T.C.P.32, T.C.P.35, T.C.P.55,
T.C.P.57, T.C.P.69, T.C.P.71, Th.C.P.97,
C.514, 0.524

ANTIBODY DEPENDENT
ENHANCEMENT

Th.B.0.1, T.C.0.21, W.C.P.135,
Th.C.P.45, Th.C.P.49, Th.C.P.129, C.771

ANTIBODY RESPONSE
M.B.0.23, M.B.0.24, M.B.P.346,
T.B.P.209, W.B.P.32, W.B.P.71,
W.B.P.138, W.B.P.167, Th.B.P.93,
Th.B.P.95, Th.B.P.97, Th.B.P.104,
Th.B.P.137, Th.B.P.171, Th.B.P.182,
Th.B.P,370, Th.C.0.6, T.C.P.1, T.C.P.25,
Th.C.P.143, C.520, C.523, W.G.0.29

ANTIBODY TESTS
see Serologictests

ANTI-INTERFERON
IMMUNOGLOBULIN

Th.B.P.133

ANTI-LEU-3A
Th.B.P.166, T.C.P.11, Th.C.P.129

ANTISENSE NUCLEIC ACIDS
M.C.P.58, M.C.P.77, M.C.P.80, M.C.P.105,
M.C.P.145

ANTIVIRAL
see specific compounds

APHTHOUS ULCER
.B.P.247

ARC
see AIDS-related complex

ARSENICALS
M.C.P.we

ART THERA
"3264s, D563, D.639

ARTHRI
WOM, M.B.P.261, M.B.P.262,
M.B.P.363

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION
T.A.P.92, B.501

AS 101
W.B.P.283, W.B.P.320, T.C.P.142

ASIAN COUNTRIES
see Geographical aspects

ASO
see AIDSservice organizations

ASPERGILLOSIS
M.B.P.90, M.B.P.95

ASSAYS
see Serologic tests

ASTROCYTE
Th.B.P.252

ASYMPTOMATIC STAGES
see Progression

ATTITUDES
see Survey

AUTOIMMUNE PHENOMENA
Th.B.0.19, M.B.P.171, M.B.P.247,
M.B.P.253, M.B.P.271, Th.B.P.126,
Th.B.P.142, Th.B.P.364, W.C.0.29,
W.C.0.47, Th.C.0.5, T.C.P.60, T.C.P.62,
T.C.P.147, W.C.P.57, W.C.P,94,
W.C.P.99, W.C.P.130, W.C.P.138, C.553,
0.578, C.727

AUTONOMY
T.E.P.34, Th.E.P.72, W.F.P.5

AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
Th.B.P.190, Th.B.P.191, Th.B.P.291

AUTOPSY
A.554, M.B.P.109, M.B.P.136, M.B.P.201,
M.B.P.216, M.B.P.265, M.B.P.273,
T.B.P.267, W.B.P.26, Th.B.P.253, B.534,
B.552, B.563, B.565, W.C.P.84, G.516

AVAROL
C.606

AZIDOTHYMIDINE
see Zidovudine

AZIDOURIDINE (AZDU, CS-87)
M.C.P.54, M.C.P.98, C.631

AZT
seëenorES

B LYM
TAPSENaSTh.B.0.26, M.B.P.288,
M.B.P.294, T.B.P.215, T.B.P.218,
T.B.P.233, W.B.P.138, W.B.P.167,
Th.B.P.101, Th.B.P.106, Th.B.P.166,

Th.B.P.223, Bh28, Th.B.P.242,
Th.B.P.364, T.C.P.19, T.C.P.40, T.C.P.74,
T.C.P.149, The.a, ThC.P14,
Th.C.P.72, Th.C.P.76, Th.C.P.144, C.703

B-THALASSEMIA
TA.P.1

BACTERIAL INFECTIONS
M.B.P.38, M.B.P.39, M.B.P.70, M.B.P.71,
M.B.P.73, M.B.P.74, M.B.P.75, M.B.P.76,
M.B.P.77, M.B.P.84, M.B.P.86, M.B.P.87,
M.B.P.89, M.B.P.100, M.B.P.371,
T.B.P.199,T.B.P.262, B.522, B.600,
Th.D.0.4

BEHAVIOUR
see Health care personnel
see Intravenous druguseusers
methods ofmeasure:

MB.0.43, TB.P.248,1ThB.P68, D.534
see Serologic tests
see also Sexual behaviour

BENZALKONIUM CHLORIDE
W.A.P.102, T.B.P.113

BEREAVEMENT
D.566, M.E.P.42

BETA CAROTENE
C.632

BETA-2MICROGLOBOLIN
M.A.P.100, A.531, A.583, M.B.0.5,
Th.B.0.25, ThBO27, Th.B.0.28,
M.B.P.337, M.B.P.360, T.B.P.312,
W.B.P.72, W.B.P.74, W.B.P.76, WBP.78,
W.B.P.81, W.B.P.83, W.B.P.85, W.B.P.86,
W.B.P.92, Th.B.P.161, Th.B.P.185,
Th.B.P.199, Th.B.P.222, Th.B.P.226,
Th.B.P.233, Th.B.P.244, Th.B.P.358,
Th.B.P.365, Th.B.P.367, W.C.P.38,
Th.C.P9

BIOCHEMICAL ABNORMALITIES
C.654

BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
MODIFIERS(BRM)

W.B.P.282,T.C.P.4, Th.C.P.64

BISEXUALS, PREVALENCE
MB.P.224, M.D.P.31, Th.E.P.8, E.708,
W.G.P.25, Th.G.P.1, Th.H.P.24

see also Sexual behaviour

BLASTOCYSTIS HOMINIS
M.B.P.237, M.B.P.238, W.B.P.37, W.B.P.46

BLOOD BANKS
N.A.P.33, M.A.P.85, M.A.P.118, A.577,
M.B.P.139, M.B.P.151, M.B.P.155,
M.B.P.161, M.B.P.162, T.B.P.183,
T.B.P.344, T.B.P.352, T.B.P.355,
T.B.P.359, T.B.P.360, Th.B.P.21, M.D.0.2,
Th.E.P.70, M.F.P.3, M.F.P.9, T.G.O.12,
W.G.0.28

BLOOD COAGULATION
M.B.P.65, M.B.P.252

BLOOD DONORS
M.A.0.9, M.A.0.10, M.A.0.11, Th.A.0.29,
ThA.0,33, M.A.P.29, M.A.P.30, M.A.P.31,
M.A.P.32, M.A.P.36, M.A.P.37, M.A.P.38,
M.A.P.39, M.A.P.40, M.A.P.43, ThA.P.2,
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ThA.P.13, Th.A.P.27, Th.A.P.30,
ThA.P.31, ThA.P.32, Th.A.P.108, A.502,
A.511, A.527, A.549, M.B.P.137,
M.B.P.141, M.B.P.142, M.B.P.143,
M.B.P.143, M.B.P.144, M.B.P.146,
M.B.P.148, M.B.P.149, M.B.P.150,
M.B.P.151, M.B.P.152, M.B.P.153,
M.B.P.154, M.B.P.155, M.B.P.156,
M.B.P.159, M.B.P.162, M.B.P.164,
M.B.P.169, T.B.P.344, T.B.P.347,
T.B.P.348, T.B.P.350, T.B.P.352,
T.B.P.354,T.B.P.355,T.B.P.359,
T.B.P.360, T.B.P.368, W.B.P.157,
W.B.P.158, B.515, B.525, B.634, T.C.P.63,
Th.C.P.132, T.D.P.45, T.E.P.19, E.709,
E.710, M.G.0.1, M.G.0,29, W.G.0.26,
M.G.P.17, M.G.P.18, M.G.P.19, M.G.P.29,
Th.G.P.7, G.511

BLOOD FLOW
Th.B.P.255

BONE MARROW
M.8.P.248, M.B.P.251, M.B.P.257,
M.B.P.258, M.B.P.367,T.B.P.269,
T.B.P.270, T.B.P.285, T.B.P.323,
W.B.P.124, W.B.P.319, Th.B.P.%,
M.C.P.99, M.C.P.108, M.C.P.145,
T.C.P.17, T.C.P.146, W.C.P.75, C.631

BOWEN’S DISEASE(ANAL)
M.B.P.191

BRAIN
see Central nervous system

BREASTFEEDING
ThA.O.5, W.A.P.51, W.A.P.56, M.B.0.3,
T.B.P.193, Th.B.P.368, W.G.0.1, G.521,
M.H.0.8, T.H.0.8

BRONCHO-AVEOLAR LAVAGE
M.B.P.73, M.B.P.115, M.B.P.130,
M.B.P.210, M.B.P.214,T.B.P.2, T.B.P.3,
T.B.P.8,T.B.P.9, T.8.P.13, T.B.P.15,
T.B.P.25,T.B.P.26, T.B.P.155, Th.B.P.77,
Th.B.P.81, C.518, C.713

BURNOUT
see Health care personnel

CACHE
7, Th.B.0.38, Th.B.P.305,

THBP308, ThB.P.312, W.C.P.83,
W.C.P.114, W.C.P.115

CAEV
see Caprine arthritis encephalitis virus

CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS
Th.C.P.93, C.673

CAMPAIGN
see Programme

CANCERS
Th.A.P.105, W.B.0.19, M.B.P.59,
M.B.P.186, M.B.P.274, M.B.P.292,
M.B.P.293, T.B.P.259, T.B.P.261,
T.B.P.291, B.631, Th.C.0.36, W.C.P.49,
W.C.P.51, W.C.P.148

CANDIDA
M.B.0.17, M.B.0.19, M.B.P.85, M.B.P.96,
M.B.P.175, M.B.P.178, M.B.P.240,
M.B.P.245, M.B.P.365, T.B.P.188,
T.B.P.265, W.B.P.349, Th.B.P.99,
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Th.B.P.137, Th.B.P.319, Th.B.P.320,
Th.B.P.321, Th.B.P.322, Th.B.P.323,
Th.B.P.326, Th.B.P.328, Th.B.P.329,
Th.B.P.334, Th.B.P.335,Th.B.P.337,
Th.B.P.346, Th.B.P.348, Th.B.P.355,
B.591, M.C.P.71, M.C.P.143

CAPRINE ARTHRITIS
ENCEPHALITIS VIRUS (CAEV)

M.C.0.24, M.C.P.122

CARBOVIR
M.C.P.125

CAREGIVERS, NONFAMILY
M.B.P.315, T.D.P.49, T.D.P.56, D.639,
MOT, W.E.0,3, Th.E.P.71, E.527,

see also Family; Health care personnel

CASE CONTROL STUDIES
M.A.0.3,T.A.0.34, M.A.P.90, W.A.P.31,
Th.A.P.41, Th.A.P.95, Th.A.P.103, B.642,
W.D.P.92

CASE DEFINITION
see Diagnostic criteria
see also Progression

CASE MANAGEMENT
A.627, M.B.P.301, M.B.P.302, M.B.P.378,
T.B.P.382, W.B.P.44, W.B.P.162,
W.B.P.264, B.523, W.E.0.10, M.E.P.27,
M.E.P.49, MEP.62, M.E.P.71, EPA,

MHP7, MHP.15, MHP.19, THPS,
T.HLP.7,T.H.P.10, T.H.P.27, W.HLP.7

CASTANOSPERMINE(CAS)
Th.B.0.48, M.C.P.117, W.C.P.29, C.543

CATHETERS
M.B.P.72, M.B.P.83, M.B.P.84, M.B.P.85,
M.B.P.86, M.B.P.87, M.B.P.89,T.B.P.258,
T.B.P.260

CATIONS
T.C.P.148

CD4 LYMPHOCYTE
M.A.0.45, M.A.0.47,MAPA, M.A.P.96,
M.A.P.98, M.A.P.106, W.A.P.777,
ThA.P.90, ThA.P.91, ThAP.92,
ThA.P.101, A.583, A631, MB.0.4,
T.B.0.4, Th.B.0.1, Th.B.0.43, Th.B.0.45,
M.B.P.2, M.B.P.61, M.B.P.103, M.B.P.110,
M.B.P.111, M.B.P.145, M.B.P.175,
M.B.P.180, M.B.P.192, M.B.P.220,
M.B.P.232, M.B.P.245, M.B.P.299,
M.B.P.355, M.B.P.374, M.B.P.380,
T.B.P.85,T.B.P.86, T.B.P.89, T.B.P.95,
T.B.P.118, T.B.P.153, T.B.P.166,
T.B.P.198, T.B.P.215, T.B.P.253,
T.B.P.277, T.B.P.309, T.B.P.315,
W.B.P.70, W.B.P.72, W.B.P.79, W.B.P.82,
W.B.P.86, W.B.P.281, W.B.P.291
W.B.P.302, W.B.P.305, W.B.P.307,
W.B.P.324, W.B.P.325, W.B.P.329,
W.B.P.334, W.B.P.338, W.B.P.355,
W.B.P.361, W.B.P.366, W.B.P.368
Th.B.P.9, Th.B.P.15, ThePAy, ThB.P20,
ThBP.25, Th.B.P.40, Th.B
ThBP.77, Th.B.P.80, MBPS

Th.B.P.87, Th.B.P.102, Th.B.P.108,
Th.B.P.113, Th.B.P.115, Th.B.P.116,
Th.B.P.118, Th.B.P.119, Th.B.P.135,
Th.B.P.143, Th.B,P.145, Th.B.P.147,
Th.B.P.148, Th.B.P.149, Th.B.P.153,
Th.B.P.154, Th.B.P.155, Th.B.P.158,
Th.B.P.159, Th.B.P.161, Th.B.P.164,
Th.B.P.166, Th.B.P.167, Th.B.P.168,
Th.B.P.181, Th.B.P.185, Th.B.P.238,
ThB.P.268, Th.B.P.315, Th.B.P.329,
Th.B.P,343, Th.B.P.344, Th.B.P.347,
Th.B.P.351, Th.B.P.358, Th.B.P.359,
ThB.P.365, B.512, B.555, 1BSI, B.613,
B.621, B.639, W.C.0.22, W.oye
W.C.0.47, M.C.P.56, M.C.P.
MC.P.133, N.C.P.137,rkT.CP.10,
T.C.P.44, T.C.P.45, T.C.P.63, T.C.P.66,
T.C.P.74, W.C.P.5, W.C.P.58, WC.P.65,
W.C.P.71 , WC.P.80, W.C.P.8, W.CP93,
W.C.P.108, W.C.P.125, W.C.P.133,
W.C.P.138, W.C.P.144, Th.C.P.4,
Th.C.P.16, Th.C.P.19, Th.C.P.89,
Th.C.P.101, Th.C.P.139, C.504, C.528,
C.530, C.531, C.541, C.543, C.556, C.568,
C.708, C.710, C.711, C.720, C.727, C.753

CD4
ansPeantibo:

T.B.P.86, T.B.P.24,W.B.P.69
MUTh.B.P.158, CS C.553

araeT) W.C.0.12, WetW.C.0.16,
W.C.0.25, Th.C.0.12, 6.0.31,

Th.C.P.100, C.517,C.523, C.528, C.55,
C.574, C.697, C.752

circadian
M.B.P.269

molecule
M.C.0.29, W.C.0.15, Th.C.0.2,
Th.C.0.25, M.C.P.20, M.C.P.89,
M.C.P.102, T.C.P.6, T.C.P.11, T.C.P.15,
T.C.P.56, T.C.P.125, W.C.P.27, W.C.P.76,
W.C.P.132, Th.C.P.13, Th.C.P.61,
Th.C.P.67, C.508, C.635, C.641, C.687,

ent78, C.783

PGOT.C.P.90

TRBOS ThB.0.6, W.C.0.14, Th.C.0.5,
Th.C.0.16, M.C.P.102, T.C.P.20,
T.C.P.116, Th.C.P.34, Th.C.P.100

synthesis
Th.B.0.48, Th.B.P.107, Th.B.P.118,
T.C.P.112, Th.C.P.67, C.516
er
T.B.P.195, T.B.P.334, W.B.P.365,
Th.B.P.86, B.543, W.C.0.15, Th.C.0.27,
M.C.P.22, M.C.P.102, T.C.P.138,
Th.C.P.113, Th.C.P.138, C.515, C.528,
C.542, C.550, C.557, C.613, C.749

CD8 CELLS
M.A.0.45, M.A.P.98, M.A.P.99, M.A.P.106,
WA.P.77, Th.A.P.91, A.631, M.B.0.4,
W.B.0.25,Th.B.0.1, M.B.P.110,
M.B.P.220, M.B.P.299, M.B.P.354,
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M.B.P.356, M.B.P.360,T.B.P.86,
T.B.P.209, W.B.P.307, Th.B.P.77,
Th.B.P.87, Th.B.P.95, Th.B.P.108,
Th.B.P.113, Th.B.P.116, Th.B.P.144,
Th.B.P.148, Th.B.P.149, Th.B.P.153,
Th.B.P.154, Th.B.P.158, Th.B.P.159,
Th.B.P.162, Th.B.P.164, Th.B.P.166,
Th.B.P.185, Th.B.P.329,B.512, B.613,
B.621, B.639, T.C.0.32, W.C.0.5,

T.C.P25, T.CP.31, TCP4, TC.P.45,
T.C.P.47, T.C.P.50, T.C.P.61, T.C.P.63,
T.C.P.67, T.C.P.76, T.CP.141, T.C.P.148,
W.C.P.5, W.C.P.65, Th.C.P.101,
Th.C.P.126, 0.524, 0.531, C.541, C.561,
C.655, C.710

suppressor cells
T.C.0.32, W.C.0.5
M.B.P.42, WB.P294, W.C.0.41,
Th.C.0.1, W.C.P.58

CELL ENTRY
W.C.0.25, Th.C.0.26,Th.C.P.15,
Th.C.P.17, Th.C.P.150, C.517, Th.G.P.8

CELL MARKERS
T.B.P.6, Th.B.P.77, Th.B.P.153
Th.B.P.154, Th.B.P.332, B.621,'M.C.0.30,
T.C.0.3, Th.C.0.1, T.C.P.144,TC.P.15
T.C.P.45, T.CP50, T.C.P.52, T.C.P.1 41 ,
C.524, C.546, C.573, C.587, C.632, C.655,
C.714,C.718

CELL METABOLISM, PURINES
C.673

CELL TROPI
Th.C.0.24, TeP.t04, W.C.P.106,
Th.C.P.47, Th.C.P.65, Th.C.P.72,
Th.C.P.116, C.649, C.723, C.768

CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION
W.C.0.9, T.C.P.112, W.C.P.107, Th.C.P.64

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (CNS)
dementientia

W.B.0.43, Th.B.0.24, M.B.P.101,
T.B.P.299, W.B.P.91, W.B.P.182,
W.B.P.193, W.B.P.194, W.B.P.218,
W.B.P.229, W.B.P.231, W.B.P.232,
W.B.P.234, W.B.P.255, W.B.P.256,
W.B.P.259, W.B.P.306, W.B.P.331,
Th.B.P.188, Th.B.P.193, Th.B.P.195,
Th.B.P.197, Th.B.P.205, Th.B.P.208,
Th.B.P.210, Th.B.P.211, Th.B.P.216,
Th.B.P.221, Th.B.P.227, roaoe
Th.B.P.233, Th.B.P.250, Th
ThB.P.257, Th.B.P.259, TBP267
Th.B.P.269, Th.B.P.272, Th.B.P.274,
Th.B.P.279, Th.B.P.281, Th.B.P.284,
Th.B.P.286, Th.B.P.288, Th.B.P.289,
Th.B.P.295, Th.B.P.296, B.568, B.611,
W.C.P.45, W.C.P.69, W.C.P.84,
W.C.P.103, T.D.P.58, D.716

diagnosis
W.A.P.76, Th.A.P.5, M.B.0.33, M.B.0.36,

M.B.0.39, Th.B.0.20, M.B.P.382,
T.B.P.176, W.B.P.18, W.B.P.229,
Th.B.P.201, Th.B.P.213, Th.B.P.217,

Th.B.P.221, Th.B.P.244, Th.B.P.254,

Th.B.P.255, Th.B.P.264, Th.B.P.267,
Th.B.P.283, Th.B.P.293, Th.B.P.374,
W.C.P.14, W.C.P.45, W.C.P.112,
W.C.P.127

evaluation,bi
W.B.0.18, ThiBO21, Th.B.P.250,
Th.B.P.253, B.565, We.reC.763

evaluation, cerebrosp
M.B.0.44, W.B.02|MBPSS, M.B.P.101,
W.B.P.55, W.B.P.91, W.B.P.194,
ThEP183, Th.B.P.198, Th.B.P.204,
Th.B.P.222, Th.B.P.223, Th.B.P.225,
Th.B.P.226, Th.B.P.227, Th.B.P.232,
Th.B.P.236, Th.B.P.237, Th.B.P.239,
Th.B.P.242, Th.B.P.245, Th.B.P.270,
Th.B.P.363, Th.B.P.365, W.C.P.87CNS

evaluation, electroencephalography
W.B.0.42, T.B.P.187, Th.B.P.192,
Th.B.P.265, Th.B.P.272, Th.B.P.273,
Th.B.P.274, Th.B.P.275, Th.B.P.280,
Th.B.P.281

evaluation, histopathology
W.B.0.18, Th.B.0.21, Th.B.0.22,
T.B.P.187, W.B.P.50, Th.B.P.194,
Th.B.P.248, Th.B.P.252, Th.B.P.258,
W.C.P.14, W.C.P.45, W.C.P.53, W.C.P.60,
W.C.P.67, W.C.P.103

evaluation, multimodal evoked
M.B.0.44, W.B.0.44, W.B.P.193,
W.B.P.232, Th.B.P.265, Th.B.P.280,
Th.B.P.287, ThEP28% Th.B.P.297

evaluation, neurologi
MA.P.90, MB.039,“18.040, W.B.0.42,
W.B.0.45, Th.B.0.19, Th.B.0.24,
M.B.P.118, M.B.P.134, T.B.P.174,
T.B.P.179, T.B.P.182, T.B.P.183,
T.B.P.185, W.B.P.28, W.B.P.58,
W.B.P.183, W.B.P.185, W.B.P.186,
W.B.P.198, W.B.P.224, W.B.P.227,
W.B.P.231, W.8.P.232, W.B.P.255,
W.B.P.256, W.B.P.259, W.B.P.297,
Th.B.P.188, Th.B.P.189, Th.B.P.192,
Th.8.P.197, Th.B.P.202, Th.B.P.203,
Th.B.P.205, Th.B.P.206, Th.B.P.207,
Th.B.P.212, Th.B.P.220, Th.B.P.239,
Th.B.P.240, Th.B.P.242, Th.B.P.257,
Th.B.P.259, Th.B.P.261, Th.B.P.263,
Th.B.P.266, Th.B.P.268, Th.B.P.269,
Th.B.P.270, Th.B.P.276, Th.B.P.277,
Th.B.P.278, Th.B.P.280, Th.B.P.285,
Th.B.P.286, Th.B.P.287, Th.B.P.288,
Th.B.P.289, Th.B.P.290, Th.B.P.292,
Th.B.P.295, Th.B.P.377, B.568, B.573,
B.575, B.645, W.C.P.61, W.C.P.103,
Th.C.P.134, T.D.P.44, T.D.P.65, T.D.P.72,
D.716

evaluation, psychometric
W.B.0.42, W.B.0.44, W.B.0.45,
T.B.P.175, W.B.P.182, W.B.P.185,
W.B.P.186, W.B.P.192, W.B.P.198,
W.B,P.196, W.B.P.204, W.B.P.210,
W.B,P.224, W.B.P.225, W.B.P.227,
W.B.P.230, W.B.P.231, W.B.P.234,
W.B.P.235, W.B.P.261, Th.B.P.31,
Th.B.P.192, Th.B.P.197, Th.B.P.202,
Th.B.P.207, Th.B.P.208, Th.B,P.219,
Th.B.P.242, Th.B.P.257, Th.B.P.265,

Th.B.P.266, Th.B.P.269, Th.B.P.276,
Th.B.P.278, Th.B.P.279, Th.B.P.280,
Th.B.P.281, Th.B.P.284, Th.B.P.286,
Th.B.P.292, Th.B.P.295, Th.B.P.376,
B.566, T.D.P.59, T.D.P.64, D.715

evaluation, radiological
Th.B.0.23, M.B.P.196, W.B.P.242,
Th.B.P.242, Th.B.P.255, Th.B.P.256,
Th.B.P.257, Th.8.P.258, Th.B.P.262,
Th.B.P.265, Th.B.P.280, Th.B.P.282

evaluation, viral isolate
T.B.P.148, T.B.P.187, Th.B.P.222,
Th.B.P.248, W.C.P.13, W.C.P.45,
W.C.P.70, W.C.P.118,'ThC.P.113, C.763

other
M.A.0.31, M.B.0.36, M.B.0.37, M.B.0.42,
W.B.0,45a, M.B.P.63, M.B
M.B.P.198, M.B.P.264, W.B.P.26
W.B.P.29, W.B.P.33, W.B.P.34, WBPS1,
W.B.P.218, Th.B.P.165, Th.B.P.217,
Th.B.P.221, Th.B.P.241, Th.B.P.259,
Th.B.P.260, Th.B.P.267, Th.B.P.277,
Th.B.P.375, B.574, B.595, M.C.P.107,
W.C.P.24, W.C.P.91, W.C.P.112, C.759,
T.D.P.50

see also Frise fluid;
Cc phy; Magnetic

resonance

CEREBROSPINAL FLUID (CSF)
M.B.0.35, M.B.P.134, W.B.P.4, W.B.P.8,
W.B.P.14, W.B.P.21, W.B.P.50, W.B.P.51,
W.B.P.55, W.B.P.56, Th.B.P.165,
Th.B.P.196, Th.B.P.210, Th.B.P.214,
Th.B.P.219, Th.B.P.224, Th.B.P.228,
Th.B.P.229, Th.B.P.231, Th.B.P294,
Th.B.P.235, Th.B.P.238, Th.B.P.241,
Th.B.P.243, Th.B.P.244, Th.B.P.246,
Th.B.P.247, Th.B.P.363, B.573, B.628,
M.C.P.92, W.C.P.42, Th.C.P.97, C.721

CERVICAL NEOPLASIA
M.B.P.53, M.B.P.56, M.B.P.60, M.B.P.292

CHAGA’S DISEASE (TRYPANOSOMA
CRUZI)

M.B.P.102, Th.B.P.4

CHELATING AGENTS
TCP.XI

CHEMO
BP.058C.724

CHEST X-R
MBP106,MBP212, T.B.P.15,
T.B.P.379, Th.B.P.38, Th.B.P.56, B.532,
B.559

clinical presentation
M.B.0.1, M.B.0.39, M.B.P.227, T.B.P.146,
T.B.P.150, T.B.P.156, T.B.P.158,
T.B.P.161, T.B.P.168, T.B.P.169,
T.B.P.174, T.B.P.181, T.B.P.187,
T.B.P.188, T.B.P.190, T.B.P.191,
T.B.P.196, T.B.P.199, T.B.P.203,
T.B.P.211, T.B.P.259, T.B.P.262,
T.B.P.263, T.B.P.264, T.B.P.265,
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T.B.P.266, T.B.P.374, T.B.P.378,
W.B.P.382, B.583, B.586, B.600, W.G.0.2,
W.G.0.4, Th.G.0.33, Th.G.0.34
Th.G.0.51, G.509

diagnosis
W.A.P.5, A.572, A.633, M.B.P.1,
T.B.P.149, T.B.P.155, T.B.P.159,
T.B.P.166, T.B.P.211, T.B.P.216,
T.B.P.217, T.B.P.223,T.B.P.225,
T.B.P.227, T.B.P.228,T.B.P.230,
T.B.P.233, T.B.P.234,T.B.P.236,
T.B.P.237, T.B.P.238, T.B.P.243,
T.B.P.244, T.B.P.260, W.B.P.136,
W.B.P.174, W.B.P.200, T.C.P.55,
T.C.P.66, Th.C.P.21, C.767, C.773,
Th.G.0.34

foster care

M.E.P.38, M.E.P.39, M.E.P.42, Th.E.P.57,
E.807

group care

MBP318, D.512, M.E.0.16, M.E.P.42,
E.57

hemorhia

MAPAI, T.B.P.253, T.BP.257, W.B.P.87,
W.B.P.295, Th.B.P.5, ThB.PS, Th.B.P.18,
Th.B.P.20, Th.B.P.21, Th.B.P.29, D.556

HIV antigen
M.B.0.5, M.B.P.372, T.B.P.228, T.B.P.230,
T.B.P.237, T.B.P.261, W.B.P.87,
W.B.P.382, B.573, B.592, W.F.P.3

immunological
Th.A.0.4, Th.A.0.7, W.A.P.49, M.B.0.1,
M.B.0.4, T.B.P.151, T.B.P.161, T.B.P.163,
T.B.P.172, T.B.P.184, T.B.P.206,
T.B.P.208, T.B.P.209, T.B.P.211,
T.B.P.212, T.B.P.218, T.B.P.215,
T.B.P.218, T.B.P.224, T.B.P.228,
T.B.P.246, T.B.P.254, W.B.P.78,
Th.B.P.89, Th.B.P.372,B.573, 8.586,
B.625, T.C.P.66, W.C.P.95, Th.C.P.91,
C.554, M.G.P.28, W.G.P.9

neonates
M.A.0.18, W.A.0.7, W.A.O.10, Th.A.Os5,
ThA.0.6, Th.A.0.8, M.A.P.6, W.A.P.1,
W.A.P.5, W.A.P.47, W.A,P.50, W.A.P.51,
Th.A.P.113, M.B.0.40, W.B.0.2, M.B.P.12,
M.B.P.13, M.B.P.15, M.B.P.17, M.B.P.26,
T.B.P.115, T.B.P.148,T.B.P.152,
T.B.P.154, T.B.P.159, T.B.P.160,
T.B.P.162, T.B.P.163, T.B.P.167,
T.B.P.173, T.8.P.176, T.B.P.200,
T.B.P.206, T.B.P.210, T.B.P.219,
T.B.P.220, T.B.P.221, T.B.P.222,
T.B.P.223, T.B.P.224, T.B.P.226,
T.B.P.229,T.B.P.235, T.B.P.236,
T.B.P.238, T.B.P.239,T.B.P.243,
T.B.P.257, T.B.P.378, B.540, 8.573,
B.574, B.577, B.590, M.C.0.31, M.C.0.31,
T.C.P.122, 0.749, T.F.P.12, Th.G.0.53,
W.G.P.10

neurological

M.B.0.40, M.B.0.41, M.B.0.42, M.B.0.44,
M.B.P.24, T.B.P.148, T.B.P.174,
T.B.P.175, T.B.P.176, T.B.P.177,
T.B.P.179, T.B.P.180, T.B.P.182,
T.B.P.184, T.B.P.185, T.B.P.186,

1234

T.B.P.187, T.B.P.248, WBP18, B.574,
B75, W.C.P.61, W.C.P

OBy
TB.P7, T.B.P.370, Th.B.P.324,
ThBPa, B.580, W.C.0.45

prevalen

MAO8, T.A.0.40, Th.A.O.7, Th.A.0.11,
MAP.14, TAP.1, TAP.65, WAP.1,
W.A.P.9, WAP.A7, Th.A.P.15, A.572,
A.633, Th.B.0.39, M.B.P.160, T.B.P.157,
T.B.P.165, T.B.P.190, W.B.P.174,
THAP.225, ThG.P.27

Prev
MBPAT, M.B.P.314, B.600, W.D.P.43,

preemie W.E.P.46, E.520, E.682

PBOd, M.B.0.5, M.B.0.39, TP,
T.BP.170, T.B.P.205, T.B.P.22
T.B.P.241, T.B.P.245, TBP265. B.592,
Th.C.P.7, W.G.0.5, W.G.0.6, ThG.0.49,
Th.G.0.52, W.G.P.7

progression

MA.P.14, W.A.P.4, W.A.P.50, M.B.0.1,

TBP174, TBP.190, T.B.P.193,
T.B.P.197, T.B.P.210, T.B.P.234,
T.B.P.254, W.B.P.382, Th.B.P.20, B.574,
B.575, Th.C.P7, WG.O4, Th.G.0.54

psychology
M.B.0.41, M.B.P.305, M.B.P.317,
T.B.P.175, T.B.P.178, T.B.P.183,
WB.185, B.595, M.E.0.16, M.E.P.42,
ES

DPITT.D.P.71
social impact

M.B.P.313, M.B.P.314,T.B.P.378,
M.E.0.16, W.H.P.6

see Transmission, vertical
‘eatment

M.B.P.323,T.B.P.247, T.B.P.261, B.575,
B.579, B.584, B.591, B.600, M.E.0.15,
Th.E.0.9, M.E.P.34, M.E.P.67, M.E.P.71,
meeTRE.P.57, E.682

“wore
vaccinati
NBPA W.G.0.3, M.G.P.27

oth
WA.O:18, M.A.P.25, W.A.P.48, Th.B.0.39,
M.B.P.26, M.B.P.315, T.B.P.164,
T.B.P.194, T.B.P.294, T.B.P.207,
T.B.P.249, T.B.P.256,T.B.P.258,
T.B.P.260, C.715, T.D.P.79, W.D.P.16,
Th.D.P.27, D.556, E.666, T.F.0.18,
ThH.P.22

CHINESE HERBAL EXTRACTS
B.596

see also Alternative therapies

CHLOROQUINE
M.C.P.66, M.C.P.119

CHURCH SUPPORT
W.E.0.26, W.E.0.27, W.E.0.29,
Th.E.P.41, Th.E.P.43, ThE.P.45, E.532,
E.534, E.674, E.733, E.734

CIRCUMCISION
T.A.P.86, T.A.P.89, Th.G.0.27

CLASSIFICATION
see Diagnostic criteria

CLINICAL TRIALS, METHODOLOGY
M.B.0.47, M.B.P.50, M.B.P.104,
M.B.P.301, M.B.P.303, TB.oe T.B.P.72,
T.B.P.201, T.B.P.359, W.B.P
W.B.P.247, W.B.P.249, VBP250,
W.B.P.258, W.B.P.270, W.B.P.286,
W.B.P.296, W.B.P.299, W.B.P.300,
W.B.P.309, W.B.P.374, B.556, M.C.P.11,
M.C.P.18, MC.P.14, M.C.P.52, M.C.P.59,
M.C.P.62, M.C.P.85, M.C.P.94, M.C.P.101,
Th.C.P.106, Th.C.P.141, C.590, C.601,
C.603, C.607, C.618, C.619, C.628, C.639,
C.640, D.711, E.689, E.690, E.711, E.732,
T.F.0.13, W.F.0.5, W.F.0.6, WF.O7,
T.F.P.1, W.F.P.1, grP2 WFP,
M.G.0.3, W.H.P.26

see also individual drugs

CLOTTING FACTORS
M.B.P.250, M.B.P.252, M.B.P.253,
Th.B.P.6, Th.B.P.10, Th.B.P.21, W.C.P.97

CMV INFECTIONS
see Cytomegalovirus

CNS
see Central nervous system

CO2 LASER
Th.B.P.349

COCCIDIOIDOMYCOSIS
M.B.P.45, M.B.P.46

COFACTORS

M.A.0.16, M.A.0.29, M.A.0.32, M.A.0.34,
M.A.0.46, M.A.0.48, M.A.0.49, Th.A.0.6,
Th.A.0.10, Th.A.0.17, Th.A.0.26,
M.A.P.21, M.A.P.71, MA.P.87, M.A.P.89,
M.A.P.90, M.A.P.91, M.A.P.92, M.A.P.93,
M.A.P.95, M.A.P.109, M.A.P.110,
MAP.111, M.A.P.112, M.A.P.113,
TAP.81, TA.P.91, T.A.P.119, WAPSS,
W.A.P.77, ThAP.23, ThA.P.72,
Th.A.P.100, ThA.P.103, A.508, A516,
A.540, A.565, A.566, A.567, A.615, A.620,
A621, A.631, W.B.0.10, M.B.P.110,
T.B.P.151, W.B.P.190, W.B.P.239,
Th.B.P.63, Th.B.P.150, Th.B.P.315,
Th.B.P.316, B.519, B.521, B.547,
W.C.P.80, W.C.P.125, W.C.P.129,
Th.C.P.19, C.740, C.747, D.713, E.688,
Th.G.P.2, G.509

COHORTSTUDIES
M.A.0.27, M.A.0.45, M.A.0.48,T.A.0.19,
T.A.0.31, ThA.0.3, Th.A.0.16, Th.A.0.24,
M.A.P.34, M.A,P.87, M.A.P.93, M.A.P.105,
M.A.P.108, M.A.P.110, M.A.P.111,
M.A.P.112, T.A.P.31, T.A.P.58,T.A.P.104,
T.A.P.107, W.A.P.30, W.A.P.45, W.A.P.50,
W.A.P.54, W.A.P.55, W.A.P.59, W.A.P.65,
W.A.P.71, W.A.P.74, W.A.P.75, W.A.P.80,
W.A.P.93, Th.A.P.41, Th.A.P.86,
Th.A.P.92, Th.A.P.105, A.548, M.B.0.45,
T.B.0.27, W.B.0.24, W.B.0.26, W.B.0.28,
W.B.0.41, W.B.0.45, M.B.P.29, M.B.P.42,
M.B.P.196, M.B.P.254, T.B.P.162,
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T.B.P.204, T.B.P.207, WB.P.71,
W.B.P.112, W.B.P.181, W.B.P.201,
W.B.P.211, W.B.P.224, W.B.P.270,
W.B.P.278, Th.B.P.16, Th.B.P22,
ThB-P.75, Th.B.P.95, Th.B.P.183,
Th.B.P.195, Th.B.P.200,Th.B.P.202,
ThB.P.218, ThB.P.261, Th.B.P.276,
Th.B.P.278, ThB.P.287, Th.B.P.288,
Th.B.P.324, Th.B.P.373, B.555, B.633,
W.C.P.98, C.787, T.0.0.6, T.D.P.35
T.D.P.39, T.D.P.67, Th.D.P.39, Th.D.P.40,
Th.D.P.67, Th.D.P.78, Th.D.P.79,
T.EP43, ThEP.73, M.G.0.28, 7.G.0.11,
ThE.O54, MOPS T.G.P.6, ThGP.4,

-ThH,PAT
COINFE

ThAG23,AP, MAP79, MA.P.20,
MA.P.81, MA.P.93, T.A.P.29, WA.P.3,
W.A.P.40, ThA.P.18, ThAP23,
Th.A.P.30, ThA.P.109, A.552, A.573,
A586, A.615, A.620, T.B.0.10, Th.B.0.58,
M.B.P.19, M.B.P.78, M.B.P.110,
M.B.P.371, T.B.P.266, W.B.P.98,
W.B.P.112, Th.B.P.66, Th.B.P.70,
Th.B.P.351, B.519, B.529, B10,
W.C.P.47, W.C.P.80, Th.C
Th.C.P.105, C.787, Th.DO*6.02,
Th.G.0.26, M.G.P.3, M.G.P.23, TG.P28,
W.G.P.6

COLCHICINE
W.C.0.24

COLD AGGLUTININS
N.B.P.64

COLONYSTIMULATING FACTORS
M.B.P.63, T.B.P.284, W.B.P.328,
Th.B.P.213, W.C.P.109

COMMUNITY-BASED
ORGANIZATIONS

MA.P.75, T.A.P.67, W.A.P.82, A.598,
627, M.B.P.301, M.B.P.303, M.B.P.304,

M.B.P.313, T.B.P.18, W.B.P.67,
W.B.P.247, W.B.P.250, W.B.P.263, C.601,
M.D.P.21, Th.D.P.27, Th.D.P.73, D.704,
M.E.0.24, W.E.0.5, eonreo
M.E.P.7, M.E.P.8, M.E.P.9, M.E.P
M.E.P.16, M.E.P.49, MEPS, LEPS7,
M.E.P.63, M.E.P.67, M.E.P.72,T.E.P.3,
T.E.P.5, T.E.P.10,T.E.P.40, T.E.P.41,
T.E.P.56, W.E.P.16, Th.E.P.33, Th.E.P.68,
Th.E.P.69, Th.E.P.72, E.502, E.503,
E.529, E.530, E.531, E.535, E.536, E.537,
E.538, E.539, E.541, E.557, E.567, £.674,
E.695, E.696,E.702,E.732, E.740, E.761,
E.778, E.779, E.809, E.810, Th.F.P.2,
TH.PA15

COMPLEMENT
Th.B.P.127, Th.B.P.134, Th.B.P.139,
Th.B.P.191, T.C.P.12, T.C.P.68, C.558

COMPLEMENT-DEPENDENT
ENHANCEMENT

M.B.P.45, W.B.P.239, W.C.0.26,
M.C.P.19, W.C.P.92, W.C.P.94,
Th.C.P.129, C.575, C.771

COMPLEMENT FACTORS
Th.B.P.139

COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY

(CT)
M.B.0.44, M.B.P.41, Th.B.P.255,
Th.B.P.283, B.559

COMPUTERS
databa base

TA.P.9, T.A.P.72, T.A.P.75, W.A.P.72,
A.569, A.637, W.B.P.376, Th.C.P.120,
C.562, W.E.P.6, W.E.P.32, W.E.P.62,
E.539, E.712, T.F.P.11, T.G.P.3, T.G.P.5,
G.502, G.514, W.H.P.26

management
C.562, G.514

see Model
neurology

Th.B.P.294

CONDOMS
effectiveness

M.A.0.37, TA.0.13, T.A.0.25, M.A.P.114,
TA.P.107, W.A.P.95, W.A.P.99,
W.A.P.101, A.544, T.D.0.35, W.D.P.39,
W.D.P.87, D.685, T.E.P.14, W.E.P.30,
Th.E.P.54, E.597, E.670, E.671, MH.P.21,
enMHLP.28, M.H.P.24, M.H.P.25

use by ga;
TAPIS,TDoO7, M.D.P.15, M.D.P.24,
T.D.P.45, W.D.P.89, W.D.P.92, D.700,
D.701, T.E.P.1, T.E.P.12, WEP, E.544,
7.6.08,m602, Th.G.P.16

use by gen pulation
TA.O.24,LABO W.A.P.95, W.A.P.98,
W.A.P.100, W.A.P.103, T.D.P.5, W.D.P.88,
D.526, W.E.0.1, T.E.P.23, T.E.P.61,
W.E.P.61, W.E.P.63, W.E.P.65, Th.E.P.1,
Th.E.P.39, Th.E.P.46, £.547, E.670,
Th.G.0.29

use by heterose:
THAGtS, TA.Pi, W.A.P.97, T.D.0.55,
T.D.P.81, E.735

use by iintravenous drug u
TAP.44, T.A.P.111, TDP77, T.D.P.81,
Th.EP.4

use by prostitutes
M.A.P.117, T.A.P.14, W.A.P.96, Th.D.0.7,
Th.D.0.8, Th.D.0.11, W.D.P.87, D.682,
D.698, W.E.P.14, E.522, W.G.0.20,
W.G.0.23, Th.G.0.29

use by students
M.D.P.27, T.D.P.5, T.D.P.11, Th.E.0.6a,
Th.E.P.35, E.585, W.F.0.14

other
W.A.P.100, Th.8.P.30, Th.B.P.33,
T.D.0.24, T.D.0.25, M.D.P.4, T.D.P.4,
T.D.P.11, T.D.P.13, T.D.P.91, D.544,
T.E.P.21, E.643, T.G.P.13

CONFIDENTIALITY
T.A.P.75, W.A.P.84, M.D.P.66, M.E.P.29,
E.711, E.725, T.F.0.2, T.F.0.3, T.F.0.4,
T.F.0.5,T.F.0.6, T.F.0.7, T.F.0.11,
M.F.P.6, M.F.P.7, T.F.P.1, T.F.P.2,
T.F.P.3, T.F.P.4, T.F.P.8, T.F.P.10

CONSENT (INFORMED)
T.E.P.19, Th.E.P.10, E.720, T.F.0.11,
M.F,P.2, Th.F.P.9

CONTACT TRACING
see Partner notification

CONTRACEPTION
see Family planning

CONTROL GROUPS
M.A.0.46, M.A.P.21, M.A.P.87, W.A.P.95,
ThA.P.4, Th.A.P.105, Th.A.P.107, A.620, -
W.B.P.301, B.643, Th.D.P.92, E.785,
W.F.0.7

COOMB’S TEST
M.B.P.64

COPING
W.B.P.199, W.B.P.207, T.D.P.46,
T.D.P.50, W.D.P.17, Th.D.P.54, D.536,
D.540, D.653, E.537

CORTICOSTERIODS
T.B.0.29, M.B.P.90, M.B.P.263,
MBP265, M.B.P.267, M.B.P.271,
M.B.P.278, T.B.P.24, T.B.P.35, T.B.P.278,
T.B.P.309, Th.B.P.333, B.509,
M.C.P.55,T.C.P.110, W.CP.131, C.564

OST

NEO, M.H.0.13, T.H.0.11, T.H.0.12,
W.H.P.1, W.H.P.3, W.H.P.5, W.H.P.8,
Th.H.P.4, Th.H.P.8

health care
M.A.P.75, A.608, M.B.P.310, W.B.P.265,
W.B.P.271, D.661, T.E.0.14, T.E.0.17,
T.E.P.41, E.701, E.706, M.F.0.18,
WGP.13, M.H.0.13, M.H.0.14, M.H.0.17,
T.H.0.4,T.H.0.8, W.H.O.7,
W.H.0.9, W.H.0.14,WHO16, MHP2,
M.H.P.12, M.H.P.13, T.H.P.6, T.H.P.17,
TH.P.19, T.H.P.20, T.H.P.22, T.H.P.24,
T.HP.27

hospital care
M.B.P.302, W.B.P.253, M.F.0.18,
W.G.P.13, M.H.0.7, M.H.0.8, M.H.0.9,

MiP16. M.H.P.17, M.H.P.18, M.H.P.19,
T.H.P.5, T.H.P.7, T.H.P.10, T.H.P.11,
THP18 THP2T W.H.P.2, W.H.P4,

natOThH.P3, ThHPS, Th.H.P.6

“THOS, T.H,0.12, W.H.P.5, Th.H.P.4

TEST.H.0.16
earch

WAO21, M.B.P.336, M.B.P.351,
T.B.P.100, T.B.P.202, T.B.P.234,
W.B.P.71, W.B.P.280, Th.B.P.184,
Th.B.P.187, Th.B.P.367, B.555, B.638,
M.C.P.116, Th.C.P.7, Th.C.P.104,
T.E.P.44, E.690, E.725

seeene

“MAP, M.E.P.49, T.G.P.8, W.G.P.13
treatmen

ThBP21 6, T.E.P.45,T.H.0.8, W.H.0.10,
M.H.P.1, M.H.P.2, M.H.P.4, M.H.P.13,
M.H.P.15, M.H.P.19, T.H.P.11, TH.P.15
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CO-TRIMOXAZOL
T.B.0.30, BPAT.B.P.23, T.B.P.34,
T.B.P.41

COUNSELLING
M.A.0.43, T.A.0.22, MA.P.59, WAP120,
ThA-P.25, M.B.P.155, M.0.0.3,
T.D.0.19, T.D.0.31, 7.D.0.22, 7.0.0.3,
T.D.0,34, M.D.P.8, M.DP.13, M.D.P.17,
M.D.P.21, MD.P22, M.D.PA1, M.D.P.43,
M.D.P.50, M.D.P.62, M.D.P.91, T.D.P.49,
T.D.P.55, T.D.P.57, W.D.P.1, W.D.P.3,
W.D.P.4, W.D.P.5, W.D.P.8, W.D.P.11,
W.D.P.12, W.D.P.16, W.D.P.19, W.D.P.20,
W.D.P.64, W.D.P.81, TDsTh.D.P.18,
Th.D.P28, Th.D.P.90, D.50
D.549, D.550, D.551, 0.582,DS, D.555,
D.556, D.557, D.559, D.562, D.572, D.573,
D.574, D.575, D.576, D.596, D.597, D.598,
D.641, D.680, D.708, D.718, D.720, D.721,
M.E.O.18, ThE.O.2, T.E.P.18, T.E.P.40,
W.E.P.62,Th.E.P.28, ThEP.32, E.602
E.683, E.712, E.725, T.F.0.19, T.G.P.21,
T.G.P.22

CRI
W.B.P.285

CROSS-REACTIVITY
W.B.P.98, W.B.P.151, Th.B.P.180,
Th.C.P.55

CRYPTOCOCCUS
M.B.P.91, M.B.P.96, M.B.P.282, W.B.P.1,
W.B.P.2, W.B.P.3, W.B.P.4, W.B.P.5,
WB.PS, W.B.P.7, W.B.P.8, WBPO,
W.B.P.10, W.B.P.11, W.B.P.12, W.B.P.13,
W.B.P.14, W.B.P.15, W.B.P.16, W.B.P.17,
W.B.P.18, W.B.P.19, W.B.P.20, W.B.P.21,
W.B.P.22, B.519, B.599, M.C.P.141

CRYPTOSPORIDIUM
Th.B.0.41, M.B.P.83, M.B.P.110,
M.B.P.233, T.B.P19%, W.B.P.38,
W.B.P.39, W.B.P.45, W.B.P.46, W.B.P.47,
W.B.P.48, B.523, W.C.P.102, C.586

CS-87
see Azidouridine

CSF
see Cerebrospinal fluid

CULTURAL PRACTICES
T.A.P.86, W.D.P.90, D.519, M.E.0.32,
Th.E.0.15, M.E.P.8, W.E.P.3, W.E.P.72,
Th.E.P.34, Th.E.P.37, Th.E.P.38, E.501,
E.736, E.742, T.G.P.22, W.G.P.31,

.G.P.25

CULTURE
ce
M.B.P.131, T.B.P.82, W.B.P.32,
W.B.P.138, W.B.P.167, Th.B.P.97,
Th.B.P.104, Th.B.P.105, B.547, W.C.P.44,

biowsey Th.C.P.76, C.703, C.709, C.761

TPE, T.B.P.114, T.B.P.244,
W.B.P.168, T.C.0.7, W.C.0.22, M.C.P.23,
M.C.P.33, Th.C.P.112, Th.C.P.114,
Th.C.P.118, C.510, C.638, C.750, C.761

bone marrow
B.516, M.C.P,132, T.C.P.17

1236

M.D.0.12,

CD4 enriched
7.0.0.7

endothelium
C.726, C.770

growth characteristi
RSSTOOW.C.P48

uCP.75
monocytes, macrophages

T.B.P.112, T.B.P.117, W.B.P.293,
Th.B.P.96, M.C.0.28,T.C.0.22,
ThC.0.14, M.C.P.131, W.C.P.16,
W.C.P.64, C.596, C.768, C.769

neural cell

M.C.0.28, Th.C.0.23, M.C.P.92,
W.C.P.64, W.C.P.70, W.C.P.76,
W.C.P.113, WC.P.132, ThCP.15,
Th.C.P.16, Th.C.P.30

plaque
noTROP26, Th.C.P.94

PTCP10,1TOP.N2, Th.C.P.117
thymiccell

0.715
T cells

T.B.P.112, T.B.P.224, W.B.P.284,
Th.B.P.105, W.C.0.39, W.C.0.43,
M.C.P.22, M.C.P.131, T.C.P.47, T.C.P.68,
T.C.P.110, W.C.P.28, W.C.P.65
Th.C.P.52, Th.C.P.126, C.596, C.709,
C.710, C.768

other
M.B.P.45, M.B.P.73, M.B.P.125,
T.B.P.118, Th.B.P.57, M.C.P.124,
T.C.P.88,T.C.P.106, W.C.P.52, W.C.P.54,
W.C.P.61, Th.C.P.48, Th.C.P.68,
Th.C.P.104, Th.C.P.133, C.767

see also Isolate; Strains

CYCLOSPORINE
W.B.P.302, M.C.P.139

CYSTEINE
W.C.P.93

CYTOKINES
T.B.P.236, Th.B.P.223, T.C.0.12,
W.C.0.8, M.C.P.52, M.C.P,100, T.C.P.14,
T.C.P.19, T.C.P.30, T.C.P.146, T.C.P.147,
W.C.P.27, W.C.P.48, W.C.P.59, W.C.P.82,
W.C.P.83, W.C.P.85, W.C.P.105,
W.C.P.122, Th.C.P.14, Th.C.P.29,
Th.C.P.144

ILCALOVIRUS (CMV)
clinical presen

A.540, MBP.H16,"MBP.118, M.B.P.121,
M.B.P.134, M.B.P.135

iagnosis
MB.P.115,Mea M.B.P.127,
MB,P.iat T.B.

pneum
MBPS, M.B.P.125, M.B.P.130,
M.B.P.136, M.B.P.211

retinitis

W.B.0.18, W.B.0.34, W.B.0.35,
W.B.0.36, MB.P.117, M.B.P.119,
MB.P.122, M.B.P.123, M.B.P.124,
M.B.P.128, M.B.P.129, M.B.P.132,

M.B.P.229, M.B.P.230, T.B.P.251
Pons M.C.P.60, E760, ThG.P.11

WAP, M.B.P.88, M.B.P.114,
M.B.P.116, M.B.P.120, M.B.P.121,
M.B.P.126, M.B.P.129, M.B.P.192,
M.B.P.268, W.B.P.33, W.B.P.36,
W.B.P.39, ThB.P.22, Th.B.P.25,
M.C.P.65, M.C.P.74, T.C.P.78, W.C.P.68,
C.504, C.676, Th.G.P.11

CYTOPATHIC EFFECT
M.C.0.22, W.C.0.15, M.C.P.87, T.C.P.56,
T.C.P.90,T.C.P.95,T.C.P.96, T.C.P.104,
T.C.P.125, W.C.P.39, W.C.P.58,
Th.C.P.12, Th.C.P.41, Th.C.P.51,
Th.C.P.91, Th.C.P.150, C.536, C.568,
C.649,C.aC.712

CYTOPE
NIB.P248, M.B.P.257, T.B.P.284,
W.B.P.43, C.568

CYTOTOXICITY,NW
M.B.P.42, W.B.P204
Th.B.P.78, B.578, WGO1,WEOu,
W.C.0.43, Th.C.0.34, TC.P2, T.C.P.32,
T.C.P.57, T.C.P.148, C.524, C.543

DAPSONE
T.B.0.4, T.B.0:5, T.B.P.44, T.B.P.75

DEATH CERTIFICATES
TA.O6,T.A.0.7, T.A.P.62, T.A.P.63,
T.A.P.70, T.A.P.71, W.A.P.27, W.A.P.31,
W.A.P.35, WA.P.82,T.F.0.3

DEATHS

W.A.0.16, W.A.0.18, W.A.P.30, W.A.P.32,
M.B.P.201, Th.B.P.13

see also Mortality

DEFECTIVE PARTICLES
Th.C.P.56, Th.C.P.149

DELIRIUM
W.B,P.220

DEMENTIA
see Central nervous system

DEMYELINIZATION
M.B.P.260

DENTISTS
see Health care personnel
see also Oral

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
M.A.P.119, W.A.P.98, D.695, D.724,
T.E.P.62, T.E.P.63, W.E.P.33, W.E.P.41,
W.E.P.72, W.G.0.17, W.G.0.25,
M.G.P.21, M.G.P.31, T.G.P.8, T.G.P.21,
W.G.P.5, W.H.P.3, Th.H.P.29

see also Geographical aspects

DEXTRAN SULFATE
Th.B.0.48, T.B.P.295, W.B.P.289,
W.B.P.315, W.B.P.324, M.C.P.75,

M.C.P.87, ThC.P22, C.543, C.595, C.621,
C.635

FMO
T.B.P.27, T.B.P.29

DHEA (EL-10)
M.B.P.269, C.602
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DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
T.A.0.2,T.A.0.3, T.A.0.4, T.A.0.5,
ThA.0.25, T.A.P.71, T.A.P.77, T.A.P.78,
TAP.79, T.A.P.80, T.A.P.115, W.A.P.4,
W.A.P.28, Th.A.P.43, Th.A.P.84, A.537,
A567, A.571, A.575, A.578, BOT,
MB.P.40, M.B.P,195, M.B.P.199
T.B.P.91, T.B.P.135, TBF202, T.B.P.225,
TB.P.362, T.B.P.364, W.B.P.46,
W.B.P.49, W.B.P.89, W.B.P.179,
Th.B.P.53, Th.B.P.114, Th.B.P.124,
Th.B.P.170, Th.B.P.235, Th.B.P.288,
B.542, B.581, B.602, B.630, B.637, B.639,
B.641, T.C.P.72, T.C.P.131, W.C.P.87,
W.C.P.88, Th.C.P.35, Th.C.P.148, C.675,
C.764, Th.D.P.9, Th.D.P.78, D.711, E.809,
Th.G,0.2, Th.G.0.34, W.G.P,12, Th.G.P.6,
Th.G.P.7, T.H.P.4, W.H.P.21

see also Progression

DIARRHEA
diagnosis

W.B.0.38, M.B.P.236, Meee
M.B.P.239, T.B.P.263,T.B.
W.B.P.36, W.B.P.33, WBP39,WBP42,
W.B.P.289, BPSIT, B.546, M.C.0.27,

neseCPPi, W.G.O.5

MBP237, W.B.P.43, W.B.P.45,
W.B.P.47, Th.B.P.39, Th.B.P.300,
M.C.P.112, Th.G.0.49

DIDEOXYADENOSINE (DDA)
W.B.P.275, M.C.P.86,T.C.P.145

DIDEOXYCYTIDINE (DDC)
Th.B.0.3, T.B.P.247, W.B.P.327,
M.C.P.99, M.C.P.126, C.609

DIDEOXYINOSINE(DDI)
Th.B.0.4, T.B.P.297, W.B.P.275,
M.C.P.86, M.C.P.128, M.C.P.130

DIDEOXYPURINE
M.C.P.107

JET
Th.B.P.300, Th.B.P.301, Th.B.P.307,
Th.B.P.308, Th.B.P.379, Th.B.P.381, E.702

DIETHYLCARBAMAZINE
C.588

DIETHYLDITHIOCARBAMATE
see Imuthiol

DIPYRIDAMOLES
M.C.P.42

DISABLED PERSONS
T.D.0.15, T.D.0.16, W.D.P.23, D.616,
M.E.0.15, M.E.P.5, M.E.P.42, M.E.P.59,
E.551, E.791

DISCLOSURE
E.700, E.714, T.F.0.2, T.F.0.3, T.F.0.4,
TF.05, T.F.0.6, M.F.P.1, M.F.P.7,
T.F.P.1, T.F.P.2, T.F.P.8, Th.F.P.4

DISCRIMINATION
Th.D.P.8, WE. ME.P.21, Mee.
T.E.P.27, T.E.P.36,T.E.P.52, ThEP.44
E.577, E.693, E.790, E.8i4, Th.F.0.3,
Th.F.O.7, M.F.P.1, M.F.P.6, Th.F.P.3,
Th.F.P.6, W.G.0.13, T.H.P.20

DISINFECTION
W.A.P.102, W.A.P.104, A.599,A.600,
A.601, Th.B.P.354, M.C.P.140, D.707

DISULFIRAM
W.B.P.307, so619

DNA ANALOG
Th.C.0.20, MPa M.C.P.70, M.C.P.73,
M.C.P.76, T.C.P.14

D-PENICILLAMINE
W.B.P.278

DRIED BLOOD SPOT
M.B.P.170, W.B.P.174, W.B.P.175

DRUG EXPERIMENTATION
M.B.0.36, M.B.P.300, M.B.P.366,
T.B.P.25,T.B.P.295, W.B.P.275,
W.B.P.306, W.B.P.313, Th.B.P.69, B.608,
T.C.0.1, W.C.0.23, Th.C.0.19, Th.C.0.21,
M.C.P.63, M.C.P.115, M.C.P.121,
M.C.P.124, M.C.P.127, M.C.P.129,
M.C.P.131, W.C.P.19, C.585, C.596,
C.597, C.612, C.630, C.746

DRUG INTERACTIONS
W.B.P.371

DRUG REGULATION
W.B.P.249, M.C.P.61, T.E.0.14,T.E.P.51,
E.626, E.692, E.697, E.732, E.760, E.779,
T.F.0.13, W.F.0.5, M.F.P.5, Th.F.P.11,
Th.G.P.10, Th.G.P.11

DRUG USE
see Intravenous drug users
see Nitrite inhalants
see Substance abuse

4T
M.C.P.76, M.C.P.96, M.C.P.114, M.C.P.128

DTC
see Imuthiol

DYSAUTONOMIA
T.B.P.376

EBV
see Epstein-Barr virus

ECONOMIC IMPACT
T.E.P.53, M.F.P.11, Th.F.P.5, M.H.02,
M.H.0.4, M.H.O.10,T.H.0.1, T.H.0.4,
T.H.0.7, T.H.0.8, T.H.0.9,THO11,
T.H.0.13, W.H.0.12, WH.0.15, MHP.20,
T.H.P.6, THPS, T.H.P.16, W.H.P.6,
W.H.P.9, Th.H.P.2, Th.H.P.4, Th.H.P.7

see also Cost

EDUCATION
adoles:
WAP:110, Th.B.P.26, M.D.0.11,
T.D.0.26, T.D.0.27, T.D.0.28, T.D.0.30,
M.D.P.2, T.D.P.3, TDP7,gp
T.D.P.87, T.D.P.88, T.D.P D.503,
D.504, D.505, D.513, Die,En D.519,
D.569, M.E.0.10, Th.E.0.2,ThEOS,
Th.E.0.6a,T.E.P.12,T.E.P.13, T.EP.24,
T.E.P.30, T.E.P.70, W.E.P.17, W.E.P.18,
W.E.P.23, W.E.P.35, W.E.P.36, W.E.P.39,
W.E.P.40, W.E.P.42, W.E.P.47, W.E.P.48,

E681, E795, E.797, T.G.0.10

college
T.À.P.16, A.557, M.D.P.2, M.D.P.16,
M.D.P.40, M.D.P.71, T.D.P.10, T.D.P.55,
D.671, Th.E.0.1, T.E.P.56, W.E.P.26,
W.E.P.34, W.E.P.51, W.E.P.75, E.585,
E.620, E.638, E.639, E.648, E.655, E.675,
E.699

elementary school
T.B.P.180, Th.B.P.195, B.595, T.E.P.69,
W.E.P.22, W.E.P.38, W.E.P.43, W.E.P.46,
E.579, E.604, E.613, E.652, E.698

evaluation
W.A.0.28, W.A.P.59, W.A.P.111, A.506,
Th.D.0.11, M.D.P.8, M.D.P.9, M.D.P.16,
M.D.P.21, T.D.P.31, T.D.P.38, W.D.P.21,
W.D.P.26, W.0.P.37, 0.548, D.579, D.633,
D.658, M.E.0.7, M.£.0.8, M.E.0.12,
W.E.0.22,Th.E.0.1, M.E.P.17, M.E.P.19,
M.E.P.28, T.E.P.2, T.E.P.15,T.E.P.26,
T.E.P.37, T.E.P.58, T.E.P.67, T.E.P.69,
T.E.P.72, W.E.P.4, W.E.P.5, W.E.P.12,
W.E.P.17, W.E.P.18, W.E.P.19, W.E.P.23,
W.E.P.34, W.E.P.40, W.E.P.42, W.E.P.49,
W.E.P.50, W.E.P.52, W.E.P.57, W.E.P.60,
W.E.P.61, W.E.P.66, Th.E.P.63, E.512,
E.591, E.538, E.552, E.567, E.581, E.582,
E.583, E.584, E.566, E.611, E.612, E.627,
E.633, E.646, E.647, E
E.665, E.669, E.675, E738, E750, E770,
E.792, W.F.P.5

gay/bisexual
W.A.P.118, W.D.P.21, M.E.P.36,
M.E.P.43,T.E.P.2,T.E.P.3, T.E.P.5,
T.E.P.8, T.E.P.18, W.E.P.7, W.E.P.10,
TEINET4, ThE.P.75, T.G.0.8

gener:
TOPTh.D.P.21, D.559,T.E.0.12,
W.E.0.1, W.E.0.2, WE.0.20, W.E.0.23,
WE.025, Th.E.0.3, Th.E.0.11,
Th.E.0.18, M.E.P.14, M.E.P.16, M.E.P.25,
T.E.P.10, T.E.P.14, T.E.P.27, T.E.P.58,
T.E.P.59, T.E.P.76, W.E.P.1, W.E.P.6,
W.E.P.8, W.E.P.27, W.E.P.28, W.E.P.58,
W.E.P.62, W.E.P.65, Th.E.P.40,
Th.E.P.42, Th.E.P.64, E.534, E.547,
E.558, E.560, E.571, E.572, E.577, E.580,
E.593, E.614, E.630, E.635, E.645, E.646,
E.663, E.664, E.665, E.667, E.740, E.780,
E.793, E.795, E.798, E.803, T.G.0.9

high school
W.A.P.110, M.D.P.6, M.D.P.9, M.D.P.36,
T.D.P.9, D.501, D.509, Th.E£.0.1,
M.E.P.46, T.E.P.69, W.E.P.25, W.E.P.45,
Th.E.P.35, E.565, E.570, E.581, E.613,
E.615, E.616, E.619, E.644, E652, E.658,
E.662, E.687, E608,E.740, E.756

intravenous drug use
W.A.P.118, WOPsy,none
Th.D.P.66, Th.D.P.75, Th.D.P
T.E.P.16, W.E.P.12, WEPSO.ThEPA,
E.512,E.586, E.589

minority
T.D.0.17, W.D.P.32, M.E.P.8, M.E.P.10,
M.E.P.11, M.E,P.12, M.E.P.13,T.E.P.11,
T.E.P.74, W.E.P.1, W.E.P.56, W.E.P.58,
E.501, £.517, E.552, E.555, E.587, E.638,
E.695
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police
W.E.P.24

workplace

Th.B.P.354, D.523, D.662, W.E.0.14,
W.E.0.15, W.E.0.16, W.E.0.19, M.E.P.27,
M.E.P.28, M.E.P.29, M.E.P.30, M.E.P.31,
M.E.P.32, M.E.P.33, W.E.P.14, E.592,
E.687, E.744,E.748, E.750, E.752,E.753,
E.758, E.764, T.G.0.11, T.H.P.29

other
MA.0.26, A.507, A.508, M.B.P.143,
M.B.P.307, M.B.P.316, W.B.P.206,
W.B.P.238, M.D.0.2, T.D.0.15, T.D.0.33,
Th.D.0.7, M.D.P.17, M.D.P.22, M.D.P.25,
T.D.P.26, T.D.P.38, W.D.P.42, TOP20,
Th.D.P.84, Th.D.P.85, D.503, D.54
D.548, D.571, D.575, D.629, Dea,D.662,
D.668, D.695, D.698, D.724, W.E.0.17,
W.E.0.29, Th.E.0.6a, Th.E.0.6, MEP.A,
M.E.P.5, M.E.P.6, M.E.P.7, M.E.P.35,
M.E.P.37, M.E.P.50, TEP2, T.E.P.62,
T.E.P.73, W.E.P.11, W.E.P.20, WEP.29,
W.E.P.66, WE.P.67, Th.E.P.32,
Th.E.P.62, Th.E.P.66, E.508, E.551,
E.561, E.640, E.641, E.642, E.653, E.659,
E.668, E.771, E.791, W.G.0.19, W.G.P.17

EEG

see Electroencephalography

EHNA
C.609

ELDERLY
W.A.P.13, A.553, M.B.P.393, T.B.P.20,
TH.B.P.261, TH.E.P.55

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
Th.B.0.20, Th.B.P.273

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
M.B.P.136, Th.B.P.251, M.C.0,31
M.C.0.31, T.C.P.126, ThOPS, ThOPEe,
Th.C.P.150, C.778, C.78

ELISPOT ENZYMELINKED
IMMUNOSPOT)

M.B.P.346, T.B.P.223

EMPLOYMENT
W.E.0.14, W.E.0.16, W.E.0.17,
W.E.0.18, W.E.0.19, M.E.P,23, E.749,
E.751, E.790, E.814, Th.F.0.4, M.F.P.8,
MG Th.H.P.9

ENDOCARDITIS
see Heart

ENDOCRINE
M.B.P.264, M.B.P.272, W.B.P.189,
W.B.P.190, Th.B.P.138, Th.B.P.241,
B.608, W.C.P.81, E.548

ENDOSCOPY
M.B.P.254, M.B.P.245, M.B.P.247,
T.B.P.2, W.B.P.39, Th.B.P.336, B.546

ENKEPHALIN
W.B.P.294, Th.B.P.241

ENTERIC PATHOGENS

Salmonella

MB.P.66, M.B.P.67, M.B.P.69, T.B.P.317,
B.516, B,522
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ther
M.B.P.236, MBP228, W.B.P.35,
W.B.P.39, W.B.P

EOSINOPHILIA
T.B.P.328

EPIDEMIOLOGICALMETHODS
MA.O.3,T.A.0.26, T.A.0.35, T.A.0.37,
ThA.O.15, Th.A.0.16, M.A.P.64, T.A.P.36,
T.A.P.62, W.A.P.5, W.A.P.14, W.A.P.18,
W.A.P.35, WAP, ThAP.33,
ThA.P.34, Th.A.P.35, Th.A.P.37,
Th.A.P.39, ThAP.41, ThAP.42,
ThA.P.43, Th.A.P.45, Th.A.P.61,
ThA.P.72, ThA.P.77, Th.A.P.78,

ThA.P.79, Th.A.P.82, ThA.P.114, A.526,
A.605, M.B.P.46, M.B.P.162, T.B.P.344,
T.B.P.364, W.B.P.266, Th.B.P.64,
Th.B.P.201, B.577, T.D.0.11, T.D.P.73,
D.534, D.545, D.587, D.603, M.F.P.10,
W.H.P.19

EPITOPE ANALYSIS
core

T.C.P.33
env

Th.A.P.113, W.B.P.102, M.C.0.21,
T.C.0.37, W.C.0.41, Th.C.0.3, Th.C.0.29,
Th.C.0.47, Th.C.0.50, M.C.P.6, M.C,P.21,
M.C.P.22, M.C.P.24, M.C.P.26, M.C.P.28,
M.C.P.30,T.C.P.13, T.C.P.24, T.C.P.29,
T.C.P.51, T.C.P.59,T.C.P.70, T.C.P.76,
T.C.P.109, W.C.P4, W.C.P.57,
W.C.P.128, Th.C.P.37, Th.C.P.67,
Th.C.P.127, C.547, C.656, C.717, C.732,
C.736, C.752, C.783

gag
W.B.P.141, T.C.0.6,Th.C.0.47, M.C.P.7,
M.C.P.15, M.C.P.21, M.C.P.28, M.C.P.40,
M.C.P.41, MC.P.146,T.C.P.46,T.C,P.23,
T.C.P.65, T.C.P.73, T.C.P.84, T.C.P.109,
T.C.P.149, Th.C.P37, Th.C.P.39,
Th.C.P.42, Th.C.P.59, Th.C.P.75,
Th.C.P.102, Th.C.P.108,C.545, C.555,

17
multiple gen

W.C.O40,TCP.37, T.C.P.42,T.C.P.72,
pol

C08, W.C.0.43, T.C.P.109, W.C.P.89,
Th.C.P.34, Th.C.P.44, Th.C.P.103

EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS(EBV)
MA.P.87, Th.A.P.95, M.B.0.18, M.B.P.61,
M.B.P.62, M.B.P.88, M.B.P.244,
M.B.P.288,T.B.P.264, Th.B.P.23,
Th.B.P.25, Th.B.P.330, B.582, Th.C.0.38,
T.C.P.2, Th.C.P.72

EQUINE INFECTIOUS ANEMIA
VIRUS

M.C.0.24,T.C.P.119,T.C.P.135,
Th.C.P.123

ERYTHROCYTE SEDIMENTATION
RATE(ESR)

W.B.P.86

ERYTHROMYCIN
T.B.P.39

ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO)
M.B.0.48, M.B.P.328

ESR

see Erythrocyte sedimentation rate

ETHICS
W.B.0.23, M.B.P.23, W.B.P.378, C.590,
C.640, W.E.0.28, T.E.P.23, ThE.P.14,
ThE.P.49, E.563, E.689, E.725, E.762,
M.F.0.2,T.F.0.2,T.F.0.4, T.F.0.7,
TF.0.11, T.FO.3, TF.0.18, TF.0.19,
W.F.0.5, W.F.0.6, W.F.0.7, W.F.0.22,
ThF.O6, M.F.P.5, M.F.P.7, M.F.P.9,
M.F.P.11, T.F.P.2,T.F.P.4, T.F.P.5,
T.F.P.6, T.F.P.7, T.F.P.8, T.F.P.9,
TFP10, T.F.P.11, W.F.P.1, W.F.P.2,
W.F.P.3, W.F.P.5, WEP,WPS,
W.F.P.10, ThE, Th.F.P.2, Th.F.P.4,
Th.F.P.5, Th.F.P.8, Th.F.P.9

ETIOLOGY, HYPOTHESES
M.A.0.30, M.A.0.32, W.A.P.17, A.621,
W.B.P.42, Th.C.0.38, W.C.P.51, C.716

EUROPE
see Geographical aspects

EVOLUTION
MA.P.24, W.B.0.6, W.B.0.25, W.B.0.44,
M.B.P.16, M.B.P.32, M.B.P.199,
M.B.P.348, M.B.P.352, M.B.P.370,
T.B.P.100, T.B.P.162, T.B.P,164,
T.B.P.169, T.B.P.170, T.B.P.202,
T.B.P.269, T.B.P.363, W.B.P.139,
W.8.P.304, W.B.P.344, W.B.P.346,
Th.B.P.52, Th.B.P.102, Th.B.P.147,
Th.B.P.181, Th.B.P.202, Th.B.P.247,
Th.B.P.299, Th.B.P.367, B.520,T.C.0.22,
T.C.0.28, W.C.0.49,T.C.P.82, W.C.P.44,
W.C.P.147, Th.C.P.58, M.G.0.27, T.G.0.19

EXERCISE, OXIMETRY
T.B.0.2, W.B.0.22, M.B.P.206, M.B.P.213,
T.B.P.17, TBP56, T.B.P.286, W.B.P.68,
B.508, D.68

EXPRESSIONVECTO
602, T.C.0.6, TCOM, T.C.0.28,

T.C.0.45, W.C.0.14, Th.C.0.11,
ThC.0.33, M.C.P.21, M.C.P.31, M.C.P.34,
N.C.P.35, T.C.P.80, T.C.P.81, T.CP.84,
T.C.P.85, T.C.P.86, T.C.P.97, T.C.P.101,
T.C.P.103, T.C.P.108, T.C.P.109,
T.C.P.116, T.C.P.130, T.C.P.133,
T.C.P.136, T.C.P.137, T.C.P.138,
W.C.P.17, W.C.P.116, Th.C.P2,
ThC.P.18, Th.C.P.20, Th.C.P.36,
Th.C.P.121, Th.C.P.122, Th.C.P.124,
C.540, C.572, C.647, C.648, C.656, C.667,
C.668, C.670, C.671, C.676, C.679, C.683,
C.687, C.694, C.698, C.782

YES
W.B.0.18, M.B.P.225, M.B.P.226,
M.B.P.227, M.B.P.228, M.B.P.379,
T.B.P.203,T.B.P.292, Th.B.P.290,
Th.B.P.296, B.552

FAMILY, IMPACT ON
M.B.P.305, M.B.P.313, M.B.P.317,
W.B.P.207, W.B.P.383, Th.B.P.29,
W.D.P.10, W.D.P.18, Th.D.P.90, 0.523,
D.556, D.564, D.639, M.£.0.13, M.E.0.15,
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M.E.0.16, M.E.0.17, M.E.0.24, Th.E.0.13,
M.E.P.34, M.E.P.35, M.E.P.41, M.E.P.74,
T.E.P.28, T.E.P.29, Th.E.P.41, Th.E.P.75,
E.505, E.506, E.513, E.527, E.771, E.781,
W.G.P,32, W.H.P.6

FAMILY PLANNING
W.A.0.11, W.A.P.114, M.B.P.7, T.B.P.300,

W.B.P.261, Ba. W.D.0.6, M.D.P.3,
T.D.P2, WO. 46, D.683, D.684, D.696,
M.E.0.12, MEODe T.E.P.40, W.E.P.74,
.ikE.716

FAN
WBP23, TB.par T.B.P.46, T.B.P.47,
W.B.P.33,ons

FC RECEPT
T.C.0.21 TryPsiT.abs T.C.P.41,
TCP.edtoyiPs

FEBRILEE!
WEP39.NMBPS,M.B.P.251,
M.B.P.257, W.B.P.17

FELINE IMMUNODEFICIENCY
VIRUS(FIV)

W.C.P.14, W.C.P.21, W.C.P.36, W.C.P.143

FELINE LEUKEMIA VIRUS(FELV)
W.C.0.13, W.C.0.31, M.C.P.2, M.C.P.68,
M.C.P.69, W.C.P.11, W.C.P.13, W.C.P.37,
W.C.P.39, W.C.P.118, W.C.P.142

FIBRONECTIN
Th.B.P.136

FINANCING
A.583, W.E.0.7, T.E.P.74, E.690,
W.H.0.4, W.H.0.11, W.H.0.12, M.H.P.18,
T.H.P.3, T.H.P.6, T.H.P.10,T.H.P.16,
TH.P.17, T.H.P.20, T.H.P.21, T.H.P.22,
T.H.P.24, T.H.P.25, W.H.P.11

see also Cost

FLOW CYTOMETR
T.B.P.87, Ta?Th.B.P.361, B.621

FLUCONAZO
M.B.P.79, MBP, M.B.P.96, W.B.P.1,
W.B.P.5, W.B.P.7, W.B.P.9, W.B.P.12,
W.B.P.13, W.B.P.14, Th.B.P.319,
Th.B.P.322, Th.B.P.334, Th.B.P.348,
Th.B.P.355, B.599, M.C.P.71, M.C.P.143

FLUOROTHYMIDINE (FLT)
MC.P.114

FOSCARNET
W.B.0.36, M.B.P.47, M.B.P.48, M.B.P.49,
M.B.P.117, M.B.P.119, M.B.P.122,
M.B.P.123, M.B.P.128, M.B.P.133,
T.C.0.2, M.C.P.60, M.C.P.109

GALLIUM IMAGIN
M.B.P.43, M.B.P.106, M.B.P.213,
T.B.P.15, Th.B.P.51

GAMMAGLOBULIN
see Intravenous immunoglobulin
administration

GANCICLOVIR
M.B.0.49, W.B.0.34, W.B.0.35,
M.B.P.114, M.B.P.116, M.B.P.120,
M.B.P.121, M.B.P.122, M.B.P.124,
M.B.P.129, M.B,P.130, M.B.P.132,
M.C.P.57, E.692, E.760, Th.G.P.11

GASTROENTERTHS
P.66, M.B.P.68, M

MB.P241, W.B.P.37, WEPAG, W.G.0.5

GAY MEN
drugs

W.A.P.58, W.B.P.197, T.D.0.10, M.D.P.24,
M.D.P.39, T.D.P.42, W.D.P.67, Th.D.P.51

see Education
ethnic groups

W.A.P.67, W.A.P.68, D.664, D.667, E.517,
E.556, Th.G.P.25

eographic
W.A.0.13, M.A.P.69, T.A.P.22, W.A.P.67,
W.A.P.68, Th.A.P.50, A.559, A.603, C.754,
Th.H.P.24

immunolog
W.A.P.44, W.A.P.69, Th.A.P.92, A.540,
A616, A.620, M.B.0.35, M.B.P.103,
W.B.P.54, W.B.P.80, W.B.P.181,
W.B.P.195, Th.B.P.119, Th.B.P.148,
Th.B.P.159, Th.B.P.183, Th.B.P.238,
B.627, T.C.P.52, W.C.P.129, T.D.0.23

media
W.E.0.25,T.E.P.3,T.E.P.6, T.E.P.12,
W.E.P.10, W.E.P.32, W.E.P.52

neurology
M.B.0.35, Th.B.P.189, Th.B.P.219,
Th.B.P.220, Th.B.P.238, W.C.P.112,
Th.E.P.51

meeeycholog
W.B.0.45, TBP.192, W.B.P.180,
W.B.P.192, W.B.P.195, W.B.P.197,
W.B.P.198, W.B.P.224, W.B.P.230,
W.B.P.233, W.B.P.236, Th.B.P.31,
Th.B.P.200, Th.B.P.218, Th.B.P.261,
Th.B.P.262, Th.B.P.270, C.610, D.681

personal integrity
polities W.B.P.233, T.D.P.30

PorEONS, T.E.0.17, M.E.P.44, W.E.P.2,
E.686, E.748

prevalence
M.A.0.27, M.A.P.73, M.A.P.84, T.A.P.19,
T.A.P.22, W.A.P.34, W.A.P.37, W.A.P.38,
W.A.P.39, W.A.P.42, W.A.P.74, Th.A.P.24,
ThA.P.52, A.594, W.B.0.9, M.B.P.137,
W.B.P.164, T.D.P.36, T.D.P.79, Th.E.P.8,
Th.E.P.46, Th.E.P.70, E.623, E.708,
M.G.P.12, M.G.P.29, ThG.PA
evention
M.A.P.120, W.A.P.44,T.D.0.10, M.D.P.29,
M.D.P.32, M.D.P.39, T.D.P.27, T.0.P.31,
T.D.P.36, W.D.P.82, D.555,T.E.0.15,
Th.E.0.16, T.E.P.2, Th.E.P.70, E.695,

99
prognosis

A.559, A.622, W.B.P.181
progression

M.A.0.27, M.A.0.44, M.A.0.46, T.A.0.31,
T.A.0.32, M.A.P.88, MAFEaAP108,
M.A.P.111, MA.P.112, WA.
W.A.P.57, W.A.P.64, WAPWAP.74,
Th.A.P.86, Th.A.P.94, A.545, A.548,
M.B.P.293, Th.B.P.373, T.D.0.23,
T.D.P.63, W.G.P.11, W.G.P.23

psychosoci
WA.0.27,TAP.AB, W.A.P.91, W.B.0.40,
W.B.0.41, M.B.P.312, M.B.P.321,
W.B.P.181, W.B.P.215, W.B.P.226,
WBP.244, T.D.0.19, WD.02, M.D.P.22,
T.D.P.24,T.D.P.42, T.D.P.45, T.D.P.57,
T.D.P.67, T.D.P.76, Th.D.P.88,D.524,
D.528, D.681, D.720, M.£.0.14, M.E.P2,
M.E.P.3, Th.E.P.50, Th.E.P.51, E.540,
E.727

seroconversi
M.A.0.26, Th.A.0.17, T.A.P.21, T.A.P.22,
W.A.P.41, W.A.P.43, W.A.P.44, W.A.P.58,
W.A.P.68, W.A.P.74, Th.A.P.94,
Th.A.P.95, T.B.P.83, W.B.P.54, W.B.P.73,
Th.B.P.373, B.603, M.C.0.8, Th.C.P.111,

see Sexual behaviour
subgroups

M.A.0.44, W.A.P.67, W.B.P.221,
Th.B.P.184, Th.C.P.105, T.D.P.28,
T.E.P.6, W.E.P.7, Th.E.P.30, E.556,
T.G.P.12

symptoms
T.A.0.32, M.B.P.244, W.B.P.55,
W.B.P.180, Th.B.P.345

other
W.A.P.27, Th.A.P.29, Th.A.P.33,
M.B.0.33, W.B.0.1, Th.B.0.2, M.B.P.116,

M.B.P.191, M.B.P.223, M.B.P.224,
W.B.P.52, W.B.P.58, B.521, B.606, C.564,
C.716, T.D.0.6, T.D.0.34, M.D.P.35,
M.D.P.38, T.D.P.20, T.D.P.40, T.D.P.56,
W.D.P.9, D.5t1, D.539, D.662, D.677,
D.700, M.E.0.14

GENE PRODUCTS
26kD

ThA.P.83
biochemical synthesis and processing

T.C.0.38, M.C.P.1, Th.C.P.43, ThOPT3,
0.656, C.772

core proteins
M.B.P.357, T.B.P.96, T.B.P.246,
W.B.P.116, W.B.P.143, Th.B.P.109,
Th.B.P.171, Th.B.P.370, W.C.0.44,
M.C.P.13, T.C.P.65, T.C.P.135,
Th.C.P.145, C.520, C.545, C.554, C.633,
C.736

endonuclease
T.C.P.109, Th.C.P.44

env
M.B.0.22, T.B.P.81, T.B.P.87, T.B.P.%,
W.B.P.116, W.B.P.122, W.B.P.148,
T.C.0.19,T.C.0.20, T.C.0.34,T.C.0.36,
T.C.0.37, T.C.0.38, W.C.0.13, W.C.0.31,
Th.C.0.3, Fh.C.0.26,Th.C.0.32,
Th.C.0.34, Th.C,0.48, M.C.P.1, M.C.P.4,
M.C.P.10, M.C.P.16, M.C.P.19, M.C.P.40,
M.C.P.51, M.C.P.134, T.C.P.2, T.C.P.24,
T.C.P.39, T.C.P.49,T.C.P.53, T.C.P.86,
T.C.P.122, T.C.P.144, W.C.P.8, W.C.P.9,
W.C.P.10, W.C.P.12, W.C.P.34, W.C.P.79,
Th.C.P.6, Th.C.P.12, Th.C.P.36,
Th.C.P.43, Th.C.P.80, Th.C.P.115,
Th.C.P.122, Th.C.P.149, C.526, C.536,
C.540, C.554, C.572, C.643, C.653, C.667,
C.668, C.676, C.717
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Bag
T.B.P.81, T.B.P.82, T.B.P.106, W.B.P.75,
W.B.P.167, B.620,T.C.0.5, T.C.0.20,
M.C.P.7, M.C.P.15, M.C.P.16, T.C.P.16,
T.C.P.49, T.C.P.121, T.C.P.130,
T.C.P.144, W.C.P.116, Th.C.P.10,
Th.C.P.36, Th.C.P.95, Th.C.P.110,
Th.C.P.130, C.526, C.544,C.647, C.663,
C.671,C.717, C.772
V
M8028, T.B.P.91, B.602, W.C.0.44,

seeCN antigen

"BOD, W.B.P.146, W.B.P.158,
Th.B.P.178, WC.035, W.C.0.37,
W.C.0.44, Th.C.0.6, Th.C.0.23, T.C.P.42,
T.C.P.102, W.C.P.5, W.C.P.124,
Th.C.P.39, Th.C.P.70, Th.C.P.99
1po
T.B.P.106, W.B.P.75, W.B.P.126,
W.C.0.44, T.C.P.49, T.C.P.137,
W.C.P.116, Th.C.P.23, Th.C.P.95,
ThC.P.110, Th.C.P.130, C.683

see Protease
seee Regulation

T.6.0.20, M.C.P.51, T.C.P.81, T.C.P.114,
Th.C.P.27, ThCP.140, C.646, C.668,
C.679

tat

M.B.0.24,T.C.0.28,T.C.0.29,T.C.0.30,
M.C.P.51, T.C.P.89, T.C.P.93, T.C.P.103,
T.C.P.113, 0.782

vif
M.B.0.24, Th.C.0.6

Vpr
T.C.0.17, T.C.0.45,T.C.0.46, Th.C.0.6,
Th.C.P.35

vpu
T.C.0.47, W.C.0.34, W.C.0.36,
T.C.P.144, Th.C.P.18, Th.C.P.35

vpx
T.C.0.17, T.C.P.95, T.C.P.115, T.C.P.126

other
T.B.P.340, Th.C.P.36

GENERAL POPULATION,
PREVALENCE

M.A.0.2, M.A.0.4, M.A.0.5, M.A.O.17,
W.A.0.30, M.A.P.1, M.A.P.3, M.A-P,7,
MA.P.8, M.A.P.9, M.A.P.13, M.A.P.32,
M.A.P.36, M.A.P.40, M.A.P.43, M.A.P.63,
M.A.P.70, M.A.P.74, M.A.P.82,T.A.P.6,
T.A.P.11, T.A.P.12, T.A.P.24,JAP-120,
W.A.P.56, ThA.P.67, Th.A.P
ThA.P.88, A.501, A.512,AS‘A518,
A519, A.521, A534, A590, A.595,
T.B.P.350, WB.P.153, W.B.P.220,
W.D.P.48, M.E.P.54, Th.E.P.18, E.515,
E.545, M.G.0.2, M.G.0.17, M.G.0.30,
W.G.0.26, M.G.P.4, M.G.P.6, M.G.P.10,
M.G.P.22, T.G.P.2, T.G.P.30, W.G.P.3,
W.G.P.29, Th.G.P.30, G.511, G.512,
TH.0.16, W.H.P.17, W.H.P.23, Th.H.P.19
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GENOME
LTR

T.C.0.14, T.C.P.78, T.C.P.91, T.C.P.105,
W.C.P.17, W.C.P.88, Th.C.P.31,
Th.C.P.32, Th.C.P.33, C.645, C.658,
C.672, C.733, C.782

new gene
T.C.0.49, T.C.P.83, T.C.P.104, T.C.P.143,
C.649

GENOMIC DIVERSITY
C.643

GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS, AFRICA
Africa, g

MAG16IM.A.0.32, T.A.P.86, W.A.P.114,
M.B.0.6, M.B.0.17, T.B.0.9, Th.B.0.55,
M.B.P.185, T.B.P.94, T.B.P.191,
T.B.P.197, T.B.P.352, W.B.P.14,
W.B.P.107, W.B.P.109, W.B.P.276,
Th.B.P.132, Th.B.P.209, B.599, B.623,
B.637, T.D.P.34, D.505, D.575, W.E.0.26,
T.E.P.59, W.E.P.55, W.E.P.56, W.E.P.71,
W.E.P.72, E.537, M.F.0.4, Th.G.0.6,
Th.G.0.27, Th.G.0.34, Th.G.0.53,
M.G.P.11, T.G.P.7, W.G.P.1, W.G.P.7,
W.G.P.9, G.513, G.519, G.520, M.H.02,
T.H.0.16, W.H.P.1, Th.H.P.19

Algeria
W.E.P.69

Angola
A.a,MGGP.2

Burkin
ThG.02%M.G.P.26

Camero:

ThAO19, TA.P,1, A.573, M.B.P.99,
W.D.P.87, Th.D.P.22, W.G.0.21, M.G.P.9,
T.G.P.10

Central African Republic
B.641, T.C.0.41, M.C.P.139, W.E.P.3,
W.E.P.5, Th.E.P.52, W.G.0.28, Th.G.0.54
ongo
A.568, M.B.P.91, T.B.P.19, W.B.P.151,
B.642, Th.G.0.54, T.G.P.3, W.G.P.2,
W.G.P.10, Th.G.P.7, G.511, Th.H.P.22

East Africa
Eeeats

Heer E.650, M.G.P.22, Th.H.P.28

eA79, T.A.P.102, T.E.P.21
ambia
N.D.P.12, W.E.P.8, M.G.0.5, T.G.P.30,
T.G.P.32

Ghana
A629

Guinea Bis

M.B.P.82,TBP T.B.P.357, M.G.P.16,
Th.H.P.TG.P2828,

Ivory Coast
ThA.P.112, A.587, T.B.0.8, T.8.0.10,
T.B.P.158, W.B.P.113, Th.B.P.346,
Th.C.P.131, W.G.0.27, M.G.P.24
enya
T.A.0.25, Th.A.0.25, M.A.P.110, T.A.P.87,
T.A.P.88, T.A.P.91, W.A.P.65, Th.B.0.39,
M.B.P.53, M.B.P.160, T.B.P.108,
T.B.P.133,T.B.P.134, 8.536, Th.E.P.39,

W.G.0.22, Th.G.0.5, Th.G.0.52,
W.G.P.27, W.G.P.29, Th.G.P.29, G.503,
WH.P.15

Madagascar
MG.P.7

Malawi

W.G.0.29, Th.G.0.28, Th.G.P.14, G.507
Mali

A.ov
Mozam
Napa,M.B.P.373, Th.G.P.22

Nigeri
MB.P.156, M.B.P.158, M.C.P.150, D.542,
Th.E.P.38, Th.E.P.76, E.620, W.G.0.24,
T.G.P.23

Rwanda
N.B.P.188,T.E.0.3, Th.G.P.20

enegal

MA.0.15, M.A.P.19, M.A.P.117, T.A.P.3,
T.B.P.105, W.B.P.100, Th.B.P.377,
W.C.P.136, M.D.P.18, T.D.P.37, M.E.0.32,
W.E.P.4, Th.E.P.35, E.565, E.741, E.798,
W.G.0.20,T.G.P.26, T.G.P.29, Th.G.P.23

Sierra Leone
W.G.P.16

South Africa
N.A.P.83, W.D.P.47, T.£.0.15, W.E.P.28,
W.F.0.22, M.G.P.30, T.G.P.18, Th.G.P.15

Sudan
M.G.P.5
anzania
Th.E.P.34, E.604, E.652, T.G.0.11,
T.G.P.13
ganda
T.A.P.11, W.A.P.56, A.617, T.B.0.11,
T.B.P.189, Th.B.P.302, Th.B.P.317,
W.D.P.8, M.E.0.8, W.E.0.5, W.E.0.17,
W.E.P,22, Th.E.P.43, E.805, M.G.0.13,
M.G.0.14, M.G.0.15, T.G.0.12, T.G.P.13,
W.G.P.32, Th.G.P.18, Th.G.P.19

WestAfrica
À.556, T.B.P.343,T.B.P.351, T.B.P.362,
W.B.P.108, B.612, Th.C.0.24, C.766,
M.D.P.12, M.E.0.10, W.E.P.5, W.E.P.66,
Th.E.P.3, T.G.P.11
e

M.A.0.35, Th.A.O.21, T.A.P.90, W.A.P.96,
M.B.0.38, Th.B.0.30, M.B.P.31,
T.B.P.107, T.B.P.108, T.B.P.181,
T.B.P.188, T.B.P.205, T.B.P.366,
W.B,P.359, Th.B.P.186, Th.B.P.211,
Th.B.P.221, Th.B.P.239, Th.B.P.267,
M.D.0.3, M.D.0.17, T.D.0.35, W.D.0.6,
M.D.P.13, M.D.P.49, W.D.P.2, W.D.P.90,
D.694, D.721, M.E.0.33, M.E.0.36,
Th.E.0.3, T.E.P.4, T.E.P.61, W.E.P.65,
Th.E.P.1, Th.E.P.40, £.621, E.666, E.812,
M.G.0.3, M.G.0.16, M.G.0.17, W.G.0.1,
W.G.0.4, W.G.0.26, W.G.0.30,
Th.G.0.32, M.G.P.18, WGP8, W.G.P.20,
T.H.0.7, T.H.0.8, 130, W.H.P.6,
Th.H.P.16, Th.H.P.27
biaam

M.A.0,37, M.A.0.42, Th.A.0.5, W.A.P.50,
W.A.P.54, M.B.P.149, M.B.P.236,
T.B.P.144, T.B.P.337,T.B.P.371,
W.B.P.265, D.723, W.G.0.5, Th.G.0.4,
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M.G.P.23, M.G.P.28,T.G.P.16, Th.G.P.5,
Th.G.P.30, Th.H.P.13

Zimbabwe
ThA.P.5, M.B.P.289, Th.B.P.214,
Th.B.P.217, M.E.P.50, Th.E.P.62,
W.G.0.19,Th.G.0.6

GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS, ASIA
hina
Astoe Th.H.P.26

Hong Ki
“TAPS W.G.P.30, Th.H.P.30

TAUB120, M.B.P.381, Th.E.0.13,
Th.E.P.60, E.648, W.F.0.14, T.G.0.22,
GPS

TaeThA.P.14, Th.A.P.28, C.753

LATGO24

“Tran, W.B.P.152, Th.G.0.25,
sth?

“eos, M.G.0.18, T.G.0.7

Te784, G.501
ailand
Th.D.0.1,HA M.D.P.50, W.E.P.14,
T.G.0.23, W.

GROGRAPHICALASPECTS,
AUSTRALIA

T.D.P.49, W.D.P.62, W.D.P.64, D.697,
W.E.0.8,T.E.P.20, E.769, E.773, M.F.P.8,
W.G.0.14

GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS,
CARIBBEAN
Bahamas

ThA.P.120
Barbados

T.E.P.32
Bermuda

G.502
Caribbean, ge
Ese.ES,ES, E.653, Th.G.P.27,

eaM.G.0.25, T.G.P.12

A028, TRACE.aT.B.P.182,
T.B.P.185,T.D.0. 33, D.534
M.E.0.11, MEPIONEPAD'THE.P.26,
T.G.0.19, T.G.0.20, T.G.0.21, Th.G.0.49,
Th.G.0.51, M.G.P.3, WGP.31, Th.G.P.2

Jamaica
B.636, M.D.P.47, T.F.P.5, W.G.P.26,

vane.G.no

TAPIE Th.A.P.30, W.C.P.126
erto Rico
PAPE W.A.P.48, A.505, M.B.P.27,

D.597, M.E.P.19, Th.E.P.67, W.G.0.2,

TanT.H.0.12, W.H.P.4, W.H.P.5,
trvar

MAP, MB:7.296, Th.E.P.65, E.574,
E.671,W.G

GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS,
CENTRAL AMERICA

Costa Rica
A.555, A.603, Th.B.P.14, B.511, E.763,
Th.H.P.24
exico
T.A.P.8, Th.A.P.80, Th.A.P.81, A.585,
T.B.P.193, T.B.P.335, W.B.P.168, B.515,
Th.D.0.11, M.D.P.7, M.D.P.69, E.585,
E.738, M.F.P.3, M.G.0.1, M.G.0.27,
T.G.0.8, T.G.0.9, Th.G.0.29, Th.G.0.30,
M.G.P.10, W.G.P.6, W.G.P.23, W.G.P.24,
W.G.P.25, Th.G.P.16, G.510, G.516,
T.H.0.11, Th.H.P.20

Panama

GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS, EUROPE
Belgium

M.A.P.49, M.A.P.66, A.532, T.B.P.94,
T.B.P.108, T.B.P.197, M.D.P.67

Bulgaria
B.613, B.614

Denmark
Th.A.P.69, M.B.P.79, W.B.P.27, W.D.P.55,
D.559, D.689, Th.E.0.10, W.E.P.38,

Europe
M.A.0.7, ThA.0.20, T.A.P.98, W.A.P.15,
A537, Th.B.P.132, B.620, T.E.P.50,

Finland
T.A.P.18, Th.A.P.2, A.509, M.B.P.159

rance
M.A.0.24, M.A.0.40,M.A.P.25, M.A.P.44,
M.A.P.46, M.A.P.106, T.A.P.19, Th.A.P.3,
ThA.P.116, A.539, A.552, A.557, A.574,
A635,T.B.P.20, M.D.0.1, T.D.0.20,
T.D.P.47, Th.D.P.31, Th.D.P.35, D.569,

T.E.0.2, W.E.0.21, Th.E.0.7, T.E.P.37,
W.E.P.23, Th.E.P.12, Th.E.P.17, E.516,
E.617, E.618, E.673, T.F.0.7, M.H.0.5,
M.H.0.13, Th.H.P.ue

French Overseas Terri
aa014 T.E.0.2, TEP23, M.G.P.21

TRAPOT, W.B.P.342, Th.D.P.72, E.615,
E.654, E.747

Italy
M.A.0.38,T.A.0.19, M.A.P.8, M.A.P.36,
M.A.P.44, M.A.P.48, M.A.P.78,T.A.P.30,
T.A.P.38, TA.P.41, W.A.P.30, W.A.P.43,
W.A.P.63, A.536, A.545, A.566, A.567,
A.634, M.B.P.92,T.B.P.74, T.B.P.100,
T.B.P.178, T.B.P.345,T.B.P.346,
Th.B.P.51, Th.C.0.40, W.C.P.50,
M.D.P.37, Th.D.P.67, D.623, D.688,
ME.P.61, T.E.P.26, W.E.P.19, W.E.P.45,
E.616, E.622, E.790, E.814

Netherlands
T.A.0.21, T.A.P.14, T.A.P.82, W.A.P.97,
A593, M.B.P.162, M.D.P.34, T.D.P.47,
D.705, Th.E.0.2, E.506
orway
M.A.P.91, W.A.P.103, Th.A.P.59, A.607,
M.B.P.308, T.D.P.5, D.619, T.E.O.8,
T.E.P.31

Paris
M.B.P.154, Th.B.P.64, M.D.P.40, Th.E.P.23
oland
MA.P.69, T.A.P.7, Th.D.P.41, W.E.P.63

ortugal
M.A.P.18, M.A.P.77, M.A.P.82, M.A.P.86,
W.E.P.76, TH.E.P.46

Scotland
T.A.0.14, M.A.P.47, M.A.P.92, M.A.P.105,
TA-P.5t, Th.A.P.115, Th.D.P.3,
Th.D.P.55, D.612, W.F.P.8

Spain
M.A.0.41, T.A.0.3, T.A.0.23, M.A.P.52,
M.A.P.81, M.A.P.104, T.A.P.22, T.A.P.114,
W.A.P.55, W.A.P.71, W.A.P.75, W.A.P.78,
Th.A.P.19, Th.A.P.22,A.534, A.556,
A575, À.576, À.578, W.B.0.37, MBP.97,
M.B.P.137, M.B.P.240, W.B.P.28,
W.B.P.40, Th.B.P.57, ThB.P.327, B.610,
B.647, Th.D.P.19, D.671, W.E.0.22
M.E.P.22,T.E.P.3, TEP27, TEP.73,
Th.E.P.48, E.515, E.526, E.579, E.674,
E.765, E.766, E77, E.813, W.H.P.2

Sweden
W.A.0.10, Th.A.P.69, Th.A.P.113,
W.D.P.65, W.D.P.76, W.D.P.88,
Th.D.P.36, 0.618, D.669, W.E.0.15,
M.E.P.2, T.E.P.30,T.E.P.76, E.780, E.784

Switzerland
MA.P.43, W.A.P.116, W.A.P.117,
W.A.P.120, Th.A.P.141, Th.D.P.71,
apa D.636, E.739, M.H.P.18,
Th.H.P

United Kingdom
WA.0.9, MA.P.57, T.A.P.31, Th.A.P.75,
A.538, A.594, A.597, W.B.P.383,
Th.B.P.317, M.D.0.1, M.D.0.18, M.D.P.15,
T.D.P.20, T.D.P.23, T.D.P.68, D.529,
D.625, D.682, T.£.0.12, W.E.0.3,
W.E.0.23, M.E.P.46, M.E.P.73,T.E.P.38,
Th.E.P.47, Th.E.P.71, E.521, E.522,
E.538, E.642, E.658, E.802, T.F.0.2,
Th.F.P.9, W.H.0.4, M.H.P.3, T.H.P.19

MAPA.MAP.103, T.A.P.9,T.A.P.10,
T.A.P.60, T.A.P.64, Th.A.P.29, Th.A.P.65,
ThA.P.96, W.B.0.26, Th.B.P.59,
Th.B.P.60, Th.B.P.73, Th.B.P.183, C.546,
M.0.P.9, W.D.P.23, M.E.P.57, T.E.P.2,
E.606, E.607, E.705, E.767, E.775, E.776,
E.792, T.F.P.9, W.H.P.23

Yugoslavia
T.E.P.22

GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS, MIDDLE
EAST

Tran
T.G.P.20
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MAPS T.A.P.2, A.508, W.E.P.47
Kuwait
W.6.P4

GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS, NORTH
AMERICA

Alaska
W.A.P.23, A.519

California

A528, A.565, W.B.P.263, Th.B.P.195,
M.D.P.6, M.D.P.14, D.666, E.646, E.748,
TH.P.17
anada
Th.A.0.27, M.A.P.97, M.A.P.113,
M.A.P.115,T.A-P.6, T.A.P.69, T.A.P.84,
ThA.P.37, Th.A.P.38, Th.A.P.46, A.535,
A591, M.B.0.47, W.B.0.10, W.B.0.27,
M.B.P.157, T.B.P.54, T.B.P.106,
T.B.P.359, W.B.P.241, Th.B.P.18,
Th.B.P.28, Th.B.P.52, M.D.P.58, M.D.P.75,
T.D.P.8, W.D.P.59, Th.D.P.32, D.503,
Th.E.0.4, M.E.P.37, M.E.P.58, T.E.P.55,
ThEP.10, Th.E.P.25, E.531, E.543,
E.569, E.584, E.644, E.693, E.749, E.783,
T.F.0.5, M.F.P.4, M.F.P.12, T.F.P.2,
T.F.P.7, W.F.P.9, Th.F.P.7, WG.0.14,
T.G.P.24, M.H.P.16, W.H.P.21, Th.H.P.6

Chicago
W.B.P.260, W.D.P.30, D.591

Los Angeles
M.A.P.12, M.A.P.74, T.A.P.65, T.A.P.67,
W.A.P.2, M.B.P.68, M.B.P.313, T.B.P.161,
T.E.P.47, W.E.P.70, Th.E.P.11, M.H.0.17,

MAPS

MWA0.28 W.A.P.1, D.592, W.E.P.70,
E.706

Minneapolis/St. Paul
MensMAP,T.A.P.43

avery M.D.P.33, M.D.P.64, 0.534,
M.E.P.10, M.E.P.51, T.E.P.46, W.E.P.16,
Th.E.P.18, Th.E.P.26, Th.E.P.33,
Th.E.P.68, Th.E.P.72

New York City
M.A.0.34, WA.0.4, T.A.0.12, M.A.P.10,
M.A.P.51, M.A.P.67, T.A.P.48, T.A.P.54,
TAP.70,TA.P.71, T.A.P.89, T.A.P.112,
W.A.P.5, W.A.P.9, W.A.P.11, W.A.P.12,
W.A.P.16, W.A.P.21, W.A.P.32, W.A.P.34,
W.A.P.84, Th.A.P.4, Ven ThA.P.25,
ThA.P.26, Th.A.P.32, A.550, A.564,
A615, W.B.0.41, MEPat, T.B.P.344,
W.B.P.209, WB.P.249, W.B.P.343,

W.D.P.68, Th.D-P.1, ThD.P6, ThDP7,
Th.D.P.8, Th.D.P.38, Th.D.P,59
Th.D.P.64, D.607, D.609, DGE, D.725,
M.E.P.12, M.E.P.40, M.E.P.67, T.E.P.41,
TEP.52,T.E.P.57, W.E.P.70, Th.E.P.4,
Th.E.P.51, E.503, E.520, E.557, E.612,
E.688, E.691, E.728,E.736, E.772, E.778,
ThF.P.6, M.H.0.16

New YorkState

N.A.P.71, A.558, M.B.P.57, T.B.P.52,
W.B.P.258, W.D.P.15, Th.D.P.16,
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Th.D.P.45, T.E.P.14, TE wpe
one684, M.H.O.11, T. PS, WHP.

DeP.52, M.E.P.25, ME.Fa WEPAO,
W.E.P.24, W.E.P.25, Th.E.P.49, £.619,
ThF.P.4

Quebec Province
M.A.0.21, W.A.0.14, W.A.P.83, A.547,
wera, M.E.P.45, W.E.P.11

San Francisco
MA.0.49, T.A.0.7, W.A.0.27, M.A.P.64,
W.A.P.13, W.A.P.14, W.A.P.24, W.A.P.46,
W.A.P.80, W.A.P.91, Th.A.P.32,
Th.A.P.90, A.637, W.B.0.19, M.B.P.150,
W.B.P.202, W.B.P.354, Th.B.P.75,
Th.B.P.201, T.D.0.12, Th.D.0.4, Th.D.0.5,
M.D.P.31, M.D.P.53, T.D.P.33, W.D.P.28,
W.D.P.52, Th.D.P.5, Th.D.P.33, Th.D.P.34,
D.615, 0.658, T.E.P.7, T.E.P.41,
W.E.P.70, Th.E.P.73, E.566, T.H.0.3,
T.H.0.5, W.H.0.14, M.H.P.5, M.H.P.6

USA
MA.0.2, M.A.0.17, T.A.0.27, T.A.0.37,
W.A.0.1, W.A.0.15, W.A.0.16, W.A.0.17,
W.A.0.18, Th.A.0.18, Th.A.0.23,
Th.A.0.29, M.A.P.3, M.A.P.9, M.A.P.50,
M.A.P.55, M.A.P.75, T.A.P,15, T.A.P.27,
TA.P.37, T.A.P.50, T.A.P.66, T.A.P.85,
T.A.P.96, T.A.P.97, W.A.P.26, W.A.P.29,
W.A.P.38, W.A.P.64, W.A.P.81,
W.A.P.109, Th.A.P.18, Th.A.P.20,
ThA.P.21, ThA.P.44, Th.A.P.49,DR
A551, A583, A.559, A.603, A.608, A.63
W.B.0.24, M.B.P.23, M.B.P.29, MBP20h,
T.B.P.70, T.B.P.162, W.B.P.15, W.B.P.61,
W.B.P.267, Th.B.P.44, Th.B.P.216, B.519,
B.574, B.634, M.D.0.1, M.D.0.7,
M.D.0.13, T.D.0.13, T.0.0.21, W.D.0.1,
M.D.P.1, M.D.P.56, M.D.P.59, TD.P9,
T.D.P.18, T.D.P.21, T.D.P.40, W.D.P.24,
W.D.P.29, W.D.P.32, W.D.P.33, W.D.P.37,
W.D.P.48, W.D.P.50, W.D.P.66,
Th.D.P.26, Th.D.P.74, D.509, D.518,
D.537, D.643, T.E.0.14, T.E.0.16,
W.E.0.14, W.E.0.21, M.E.P.3, M.E.P.13,
M.E.P.21, M.E.P.72, M.E.P.74,T.E.P.11,
T.E.P.17, T.E.P.36, T.E.P.42,T.E.P.74,
W.E.P.1, W.E.P.43, W.E.P.50, Th.E.P.14,
Th.E.P.15, Th.E.P.29, Th.E.P.31, E.534,
E.535, E.551, E.554, E.558, E.560, E.562,
E.572, E.608,E.613, E.626, E.635, E.655,
E.702, E.709, M.F.0.2, M.F.0.3, T.F.0.18,
Th.F.0.2, Th.F.0.4, M.F.P.1, M.F.P.4,
M.F.P.5, M.F.P.6, Th.F.P.3, Th.G.0.1,
T.G.P.1, M.H.0.8, W.H.0.8, W.H.0.9,
W.H.0.15, T.H.P.22, T.H.P.24, W.H.P.21,
W.H.P.23, Th.H.P.5, Th.H.P.9

GEOGRAPHICALASPECTS, SOUTH
AMERICA

gentina
W.A.P.22, A.520, A.582, W.B.P.382,
Th.B.P.4, B.513, M.G.0.29, M.G.P.29,
Th.G.P.17, Th.G.P.21

Brazil
M.A.P.84,T.A.P.117, W.A.P.70, A.549,
T.B.0.7, T.B.0.12, M.B.P.279,T.B.P.194,
T.B.P.196, W.B.P.20, W.B.P.48,

W.B.P.116, W.B.P.237, Th.B.P.36,
Th.B.P.39, Th.B.P.47, Th.B.P.63, B.525,
T.D.0.28, T.D.P.25, T.D.P.54, T.D.P.78,
T.D.P.83, W.D.P.38, Th.D.P.89, D.532,
D.547, D.604, D.656, D.709, M.E.09,
M.E.0.17, W.E.0.29, M.E.P.31, M.E.P.66,
T.E.P.69, W.E.P.37, Th.E.P.19, E.591,
E.603, E.641, E.759, E.781, £.785, E799,
Th.F.P.1, M.G.0.26, W.G.0.15, W.G.0.23,
Th.G.0.50, M.G.P.1, M.G.P.4, M.G.P.6,
M.G.P.8, M.G.P.12, M.G.P.13, M.G.P.14,
M.GP.15, M.G.P.20, T.GP.14, W.G.P.3,
W.G.P.15, Th.G.P.3, Th.G.P.26, G.518

BuenosAires
A586, M.B.0.16, Th.B.P.3, M.D.0.10,
rs.Th.D.P.46, W.G.P.18, W.G.P.21

onG.P.17, Th.G.P.4
Colombia
per M.G.0.6

uador
TDPas M.G.0.28, M.G.P.19, W.G.P.12

Dse, M.E.P.20, E.645, E.787, Th.H.P.17
Rio de Janeiro

M.A.P.53, W.A.P.51, M.B.P.109,
M.B.P.182, M.B.P.257, T.B.P.190,
T.B.P.364, Th.B.P.66, Th.B.P.74, B.532,
B.534, M.E.0.9, W.E.0.16,T.E.P.64,
T.E.P.65, E.523, T.G.P.25

Sao Paulo
tA.P.17, À,554, M.B.P.44, M.B.P.108,
T.B.P.356, D.540, W.E.0.29, T.E.P.49,
Th.E.P.22, E.610, E.665, G.515

South America, General
N.B.P.181, D.691

urinam
D.535

see also Developing countries; Gay men;
Intravenous drug users; Prostitutes

GLOVES
A.538, E.601, E.746, E.747, T.G.P.19,
M.H.P.26, M.H.P.27

see also Health care personnel

GLYCOPEPTIDES
Th.C.0.31, M.C.P.104

GLYCOSYLATION INHIBITORS
W.C.0.26, M.C.P.134, Th.C.P.43,
Th.C.P.47

GLYCYRRHIZIN
W.B.P.298

GM-CSF
Th.B.0.45, T.B.P.284, T.B.P.299,
T.B.P.331, W.B.P.306, W.B.P.309,
W.B.P.328, W.B.P.329,T.C.0.16,
Th.C.0.17, M.C.P.103, W.C.P.42,
W.C.P.85, W.C.P.109, W.C.P.122

GONADOTROPINS
M.B.P.266

GP 120
activati
“ABS,ThB.P.96, M.C.P.22
ding

"TCO.34, T.C.0.35, W.C.0.12, W.C.0.16,
W.C.0.38, Th.C.0.14, Th.C.0.26, M.C.P.4,
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T.C.P.48, W.C.P.56, W.C.P.66, W.C.P.90,
W.C.P.128, Th.C.P.1, Th.C.P.34,
Th.C.P.100, Th.C.P.121, C.516, C.523,
C.613, C.635, C.674, C.680, C.752, C.783

defective
C.680

glycosylation
MC,P.26, Th.C.P.1, Th.C.P.47, Th.C.P.60,
ThC.P.61, Th.C.P.122, C.547, C.783,
630

human monoclonal
W.B.P.70, T.C.P.150

suppression
Th.B.P.101, M.C.0.21, T.C.P.15, C.635

other
T.B.P.104, T.B.P.207, T.B.P.240,
W.B.P.111, Th.B.P.231, T.C.0.22,
Th.C.0.31, M.C.P.25, M.C.P.35, M.C.P.38,
M.C.P.72, M.C.P.92,T.C.P.29,T.C.P.106,
W.C.P.8, W.C.P.44, C.552, C.578, C.760

P 41
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W.B.P.112, W.B.P.113, W.B.P.114,
W.B.P.120, W.B.P.121, Th.B.P.110, B.535,
B.538, B.562, B.602, B.618, 8.618, B.619,
B.624, B.624, B.629, B.644, W.C.P.89,
Th.C.P.21, Th.C.P.35, Th.C.P.37,
Th.C.P.131,C.745, C.764, C.765,
T.G.021, W.G.0.27, Th.G.0.26, M.G.P.2,
M.G.P.12, M.G.P.13, M.G.P.24, T.G.P.25,
T.G.P.29, T.G.P.30, T.G.P.31, T.G.P.32,
W.G.P.22, G.517, Th.H.P.19

seroprevalence
M.A.0.14, M.A.0.15, M.A.P.52, M.A.P.77,
M.AP.78, Th.A.P.30, A.576, A.634,

6, T.B.P.244, .

M.B.P.158, M.B.P.200, T.B.P.106,
ThB.P.3, W.C.P.136, Th.E.P.3, M.G.P.16,
T.G.P.26,T.G.P.28, Th.H.P.25

other
MA.P.77, M.B.P.195, T.B.P.340,
T.B.P.373, W.B.P.98, Th.B.P.151,
T.C.0.20, T.C.0.36, T.C.0.48, W.C.0.14,
Th.C.0.24, M.C.P.29, M.C.P.84, M.C.P.91,
M.C.P.185, T.C.P.23, T.C.P.37, T.C.P.95,
T.C.P.115, T.C.P.126, T.C.P.127,
W.C.P.26, W.C.P.35, W. 9,
W.C.P.108, Th.C.P.6, Th.C.P.22,
Th.C.P.28, Th.C.P.36, Th.C.P.58,
Th.C.P.75, Th.C.P.123, Th.C.P.124,
Th.C.P.140, C.526, C.595, C.598, C.608,
C.660, C.669, C.681, C.694, C.706, C.732

HLA
N.A.P.101, M.B.P.187, M.B.P.347,
T.B.P.342, Th.B.P.91, Th.B.P.116,
Th.B.P.372, B.590, M.C.P.20, T.C.P.26,
C.519, C.546, C.655, C.708, C.714

expression
W.B.0.17, M.B.P.296, Th.B.P.102,
Th.B.P.351, Th.C.P.13, C.521

HMO
see Health maintenance organization

HOE/BAY946
C.607

HOME CARE
A581, Th.B.0.37, M.B.P.304, M.B.P.307,
M.B.P.310, M.B.P.311, T.B.P.52,

W.B.P.265, W.B.P.376, ThBP.27, B.506,
B.507, 8.593, M.D.P.75, W.E.0.26,
MEP.S3, M.E.P.56, T.E.P.34, E.506,
E.528, E.774, E.808, W.G.P.13

HOMELESSNESS
M.A.0.28, M.A.P.50, M.A.P.51, W.B.P.209,
W.B.P.218, B.506, M.D.0.9, T.D.P.11,
Th.D.P.17, Th.0.P.65, 0.506, D.620,
M.E.0.9, M.E.P.48, M.E.P.61, M.E.P.68,
E.520, E.691

HOMOSEXUALS

RMONES
W.B.P.189,T.C.0.15, C.564, C.602

HOSPICE CARE
M.B.P.302, M.B.P.304, W.B.P.67,
W.B.P.248, W.B.P.253, W.B.P.260,
W.B.P.263, W.B.P.265, W.B.P.377,
W.B.P.378, B.593, M.E.P.47, M.E.P.60,
Th.E.P.72, E.542, E.543, M.F.0.18

HOSPITAL COST
see Cost

HOSPITALS
M.A.P.16, T.A.P.72, T.A.P.73, W.A.P.72,
W.A.P.79, ThA.P.9, ThA.P.47, Th.A.P.49,
A.547, A.551, A571, A.581, A.635,
T.B.0.11, M.B.P.70, M.B.P.302,
M.B.P.384, W.B.P.238, W.B.P.260,
W.B.P.269, W.B.P.273, W.B.P.353,
W.B.P.380, M.D.0.13, M.D.P.47,

W.D.P.11, D.627, T.E.P.66, W.E.P.31,
E.506, E.708, E.748, T.F.P.7, T.G.0.20,

13
OT-LINE

Th.E.0.2, M.E.P.17
W.E.P.64, Th.E.P.
E.575, E.576

HPA-23
M.C.P.68

HSV-2
see Herpes viruses

HTLV-I
ease
Th.A.P.12, M.B.P.161, Th.B.P.199,
Th.B.P.249, B.637

serologic tests
Th.A.0.33, Th.A.P.2, Th.A.P.7, Th.A.P.24,
ThA.P.26, Th.A.P.29, Th.A.P.31,
Th.A.P.110, Th.A.P.117, Th.A.P.118,
ThA.P.119, A.510, A.629,T.B.0.8,
T.B.0.10, Th.B.0.59, M.B.P.19,
M.B.P.161, M.B.P.173, T.B.P.107,
T.B.P.108, T.B.P.128, T.B.P.355,
W.B.P.119, W.B.P.122, W.B.P.128,
W.B.P.130, W.B.P.140, W.B.P.140,
W.B.P.152, Th.B.P.173, Th.B.P.176,
Th.B.P.223, B.518, B.538, B.551,
Th.C.P.25, Th.C.P.27, Th.C.P.105, C.690,
C.702, C.721, C.775, T.G.0.21, GOT,
M.G.P2, MGP.3, M.G.P.5, MGP12
M.G.P.13, M.G.P.20, M.G.P.24, T.G.P.29,
T.G.P.30, T.G.P.32, W.G.P.2, W.G.P.26

seroprevalence
N.A.0.14, M.A.0.16, MAOShN.A.0.39,
ThA.0.29, Th.A.0.30, T
ThA.0.34, M.A.P.52, TAPS.1ThAP.1,
ThA.P.3, Th.A.P.4, ThA.P.5, ThA.P.7,
ThA.P.8, ThA.P.11, Th.A.P.12, Th.A.P.20,
ThA.P.22, Th.A.P.24, Th.A.P.26,
ThA.P.27, Th.A.P.28, Th.A.P.32,
ThA.P.112, A.576, T.B.P.107, W.B.P.119,
Th.B.P.24, Th.B.P.25, Th.B.P.173, B.630,
B.631, B.633, B.634, W.C.P.4, M.G.P.14,
Th.G.P.2, Th.H.P.24

other
M.A.P.42, Th.A.P.25, Th.A.P.119, A.587,
Th.B.0.11, M.B.P.144, W.C.P.139,
Th.C.P.3, Th.C.P.30, Th.C.P.42,
Th.C.P.43, Th.C.P.108, Th.C.P.115,
Th.C.P.119, Th.C.P.132, C.572, C.725

7, T.E.P.22, W.E.P.62,
11, E.567, £.569, E.574,

TLV-IL
MA.0.18, Th.A.0.33, T.A.P.32, T.A.P.53,
Th.A.P.21, Th.A.P.32, Th.A.P.110,
Th.B.0.11, B.634, Th.C.P.5, Th.C.P.108,
Th.C.P.132, C.702

HUMAN HERPESVIRUS 6 (HHV-6)
W.C.P.125, Th.C.P.19, Th.C.P.52,
Th.C.P.57, C.704, T.F.P.10

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS(HPV)
Th.A.P.104, M.B.0.18, M.B.P.53,
M.B.P.55, M.B.P.56, M.B.P.60, M.B.P.186,
M.B.P.191, M.B.P.202, Th.C.0.36,
W.C.PS1, W.C.P.53
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HUMANRIGHTS
E.577, E.693, T.F.P.9, W.F.P.1, Th.F.P.5,
ThF.P.8, Th.F.P.11, Th.F.P.12

HYBRIDIZATION
Th.B.0.10, M.B.P.62, M.B.P.127, T.B.P.80,
T.B.P.110, W.B.P.123, W.B.P.124,
W.BP.149, Th.B.P.111, Th.B.P.338,
T.C.0.19, Th.C.0.28, Th.C.0.36,
M.C.P.50, M.C.P.126, T.C.P.123,
W.C.P.43, W.C.P.55, W.C.P.67, W.C.P.86,
W.C.P.127, Th.C.P.19, Th.C.P.24,
Th.C.P.33, Th.C.P.88, Th.C.P.111,
Th.C.P.137, Th.C.P.146, C.664, C.733,
C.739, C.749

HYDROCOTYLEASIATICA
M.C.P.95

HYPERICIN
M.C.P.18, C.501, C.608, C.626

HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA
M.B.P.270

HYPONATREMIA
M.B.P.271

IEC
see Information-Education-
Communication

IL-1
W.B.P.277, Th.B.P.96, M.C.0.27,
M.C.P.09, T.C.P.3, W.C.P.77, W.C.P.78,
C.529, C.549, C.705

IL-2
T.B.P.214, T.B.P.236, W.B.P.47,
W.B.P.276, W.B.P.281, W.B.P.288,
W.B.P.306, W.B.P.325, W.B.P.330,
W.B.P.335, Th.B.P.91, Th.B.P.92,
Th.B.P.353, T.C.P.4, T.C.P.53, T.C.P.54,
T.C.P.61, T.C.P.71, W.C.P.39, C.535,
C.705

IL-2 RECEPTOR
M.B.P.355, W.B.P.69, W.B.P.277,
W.B.P.294, W.C.0.10, T.C.P.53, C.535

soluble
Th.B.0.25, M.B.P.354, T.B.P.212,
Th.B.P.83, T.C.P.43, C.561

6
T.CP.WeSen*P.144

IMMUNO
MBO28MB042, Th.B.0.54,
Th.B.0.59, M.B.P.11, M.B.P.18,

M.B.P.127, M.BP.157, M.B.P.167,
M.B.P.169, M.B.P.172, M.B.P.173,
M.B.P.174, M.B.P.331, M.B.P.345,
T.B.P.7, T.B.P.14, TBP89, T.B.P.94,
T.B.P.97, T.B.P.102, T.B.P.105, T.B.P.114,
T.B.P.120, T.B.P.123, T.B.P.124,
T.B.P.129, T.B.P.135, T.BP.139,
T.B.P.140, T.B.P.172, T.B.P.219,
T.B.P.229, T.B.P.240, T.B.P.339,
T.B.P.340, T.B.P.342, T.B.P.349,
T.B.P.358, W.B.P.85, W.B.P.95,
W.B.P.100, W.B.P.103, W.B.P.105,
W.B.P.106, W.B.P.110, W.B.P.111,
W.B.P.117, W.B.P.121, W.B.P.126,
W.B.P.133, W.B.P.134, W.B.P.135,
W.B.P.136, W.B.P.140, W.B.P.145,
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W.B.P.150, W.B.P.155, W.B.P.164,
W.B.P.168, W.B.P.170, Th.B.P.112,
Th.B.P.113, Th.B.P.173, Th.B.P.369,
ThEPST, B.536, 539,aa B.548,

5, B,638, M.C.0.27, C.05,
TACODB M.C.P.15, MOPLIT M.C.P.25,
M.C.P.33, M.C.P.36, M.C.P.47, T.C.P.10,
T.C.P.27, T.C.P.36, TC.P.37, TC.P.39,
T.C.P.42, T.C.P.51, T.C.P.52, T.C.P.72,
W.C.P.14, W.C.P.112, W.C.P.114,
W.C.P.119, W.C.P.126, W.C.P.127
W.CP.131, Th.C.P:5, Th.C.P.6, ThC.P.13,
Th.C.P.20, Th.C.P.25, Th.C.P.39,
Th.C.P.53, Th.C.P.85, Th.C.P.86,
Th.C.P.111, Th.C.P.121, Th.C.P.138,
Th.C.P.143, C.510, C.542, C.583, C.664,
C.665, C.690, C.720, C.739, C.747, C.761,
M.G.04, Th.G.P.7, Th.G.P.9

IMMUNOGLOBULINS
I

ThA.O.8, MB.P.278, T.B.P.226,
W.8.P.73, W.B.P.136, Th.B.P.6,
Th.B.P.94, Th.B.P.123, Th.B.P.132,
Th.B.P.161, Th.B.P.174, Th.B.P.175,
Th.B.P.344, M.C.P.37, T.C.P.22,T.C.P.64,
C.522

IgD
Th.B.P.128

gE
M.B.P.193, T.B.P.215, Th.B.P.135,
Th.B.P.143

IgG subclass
M.B.0.4, M.B.P.140, M.B.P,167,
T.B.P.153, T.B.P.166, T.B.P.210,
T.B.P.218, T.B.P.220, T.B.P.231,
T.B.P.233, W.B.P.50, W.B.P.103,
W.B.P.116, W.B.P.133, W.B.P.136,
Th.B.P.6, Th.B.P.55, Th.B.P.94,
Th.B.P.101, Th.B.P.123, Th.B.P.132,
Th.B.P.140, Th.B.P.172, Th.B.P.174,
Th.B.P.223, Th.B.P.225, Th.B.P.230,
Th.B.P.247, Th.B.P.363, Th.B.P.368,
BST B.625, B.628, T.C.0.39, Th.C.0.4,
M.C.P.89, T.C.P.22, T.C.P,75, W.C.P.73,
C.520, C.see¢or, C.717, C.761,
W.G.0.6,

IgM8
T.B.P.210, T.B.P.217, T.B.P.220,
T.B.P.221, T.B.P.222,T.B.P.226,
T.B.P.231, T.B.P.232, T.B.P.236,
T.B.P.242, W.B.P.131, W.B.P.133,
W.B.P.136, W.B.P.200,Th.B.P.6,
Th.B.P.94, Th.B.P.123, Th.B.P.151,
Th.B.P.176, B.625, W.G.0.6

IMMUNE COMPLEXES
T.B.P.96, T.B.P.287, W.B.P.68,
W.B.P.285, Th.B.P.125, Th.B.P.127,
Th.B.P.134, Th.B.P.136, Th.B.P.151,
Th.B.P.191, T.C.P.46

IMMUNIZATION
M.B.P.31, M.B.P.37, M.B.P.224,
W.B.P.314, Th.B.P.118, Th.B.P.119,
W.C.0.49, Th.C.0.46, M.C.P.7, W.C.P.8

IMMUNOADHESION
T.B.P.287, Th.C.0.15

IMMUNOMODULATION
Th.B.0.25, M.B.P.34, T.B.P.206,
T.B.P.214, T.B.P.315, W.B.P.190,
W.B.P.221, W.B.P.276, W.B.P.279,
W.B.P.294, W.B.P.296, W.B.P.307,
W.B.P.310, W.B.P.313, Th.B.P.1,
Th.8.P.19, Th.B.P.91, Th.B.P.150,
Th.B.P.162, Th.B.P.359, B.596, T.C.P.30,
T.C.P.142, W.C.P.81, W.C.P.144, C.511,
C.512, C.588, C.591, C.619, C.628, C.632,
C.711, T.D.P.29

IMMUNOPATHOLOGY
ThA.P.58, Th.A.P.97, W.B.0.20,
M.B.P.193,T.B.P.6, Th.B.P.43,
Th.B.P.129, Th.B.P.151, Th.B.P.156,
Th.8.P.171, Th.B.P.225, Th.B.P.226,
Th.B.P.342, Th.B.P.351

IMMUNOSUPPRESSION
mechanism

Th.B.P.94, Th.B.P.118, Th.B.P.156,
Th.B.P.315, Th.B.P.316, B.550, W.C.P.97,
+566, C.707, C.722

MAP.0t
er
Th.A.P.98, M.B.P.21, M.B.P.261,
M.B.P.279, T.B.P.309, B.543, B.588,
M.C.P.43, tenet W.C.P.104

IMMUNOTHER
T.B.P.285, WaPa Th.B.P.133, B.579,
M.C.P.139, W.C.P.19

IMMUNOTOXIN
Th.C.0.14, M.C.P.129, T.C.P.7

IMPLANTABLE INFUSION PORTS

T.B.P.258, W.B.P.381

IMREG-1
Th.B.0.47, W.B.P.279

IMUTHIOL
W.B.P.277, W.B.P.281, W.B.P.284,
W.B.P.287, W.B.P.296, W.B.P.297,
W.B.P.301, W.B.P.305, W.C.P.19

INACTIVATION
A.601, Th.B.0.44, M.B.P.147, W.B.P.163,
Th.B.P.353, M.C.P.66, M.C.P.147,
T.C.P.77, Th.C.P.136, C.536, C.582,
C.598, C.746

INCIDENCE
MA.0.1, M.A.0.6, M.A.0.27, M.A.0.44,
TAO27, TA0.37, W.A.O.13, ThA.O.12,
Th.A.0.27, M.A.P.11, M.A.P.76, M.A.P.95,
T.A.P.5, T.A.P.20, T.A.P.82, T.A.P.83,
T.A.P.91, T.A.P.113, W.A.P.15, W.A.P.19,
W.A.P.24, W.A.P.55, W.A.P.64, Th.A.P.35,
Th.A.P.36, Th.A.P.76, A.526, A.530,
A537, A.548, A.551, A.555, A.603, A.636,
M.B.P.91, M.B.P.166, M.B.P.380,
T.B.P.19, W.B.P.26, W.B.P.40, W.B.P.48,
W.B.P.267, Th.B.P.63, Th.B.P.364, B.529,
W.G.0.27, W.G.P.5, Th.G.P.24, G.507,
G.519, W.H.P.15, Th.H.P.17, Th.H.P.24

INCUBATION TIME
M.A.0.7, WA.P.25, Th.A.P.36, Th.A.P.60,
Th.A.P.61, Th.A.P.62, Th.A.P.75,
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ThA.P.77, ThA.P.87, À.561, T.B.P.361,
W.H.P.20

INFECTION, PRIMARY
T.A.0.30, M.B.P.38, M.B.P.184,
M.B.P.262, T.B.P.372, B.557, B.610,
M.C.0.15, T.€.0.13, W.C.0.6, W.C.0.7,
M.C.P.66, M.C.P.119, W.C.P.15,
W.C.P.64, Th.C.P.72, C.517, C.786

INFECTIVITY, ACTIVATION
T.A.0.15, T.A.0.38, M.A.P.29, Th.A.P.53,
A.601, M.B.P.169, Th.B.P.356, W.C.0.7,
W.C.0.33, T.C.P.12, T.C.P.34, T.C.P.78,
W.C.P.59, W.C.P.63, W.C.P.105,
W.C.P.107, W.C.P.137, Th.C.P77, C.516,
C.578, C.712, D.707, W.H.P.18

INFORMATION-EDUCATION-
COMMUNICATION (IEC)

M.A.0.22, M.A.0.43, T.A.0.22,T.A.0.23,
W.A.0.23, W.A.0.27, M.A.P.20,
MAP.115, MA.P.117, T.A.P.96, W.A.P.2,
W.A.P.87, W.A.P.110, W.A.P.113,
W.A.P.117, W.A.P.118, W.A.P.120, A.506,
A.557, W.B.P.267, M.D.P.45, T.D.P.35,
W.D.P.66, Th.E.0.7, W.E.P.15, E.569,
E.677, E.803, W.G.P.30, Th.G.P.5,
Th.G.P.29, Th.H.P.29

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
T.A.0.27, T.A.P.25, T.A.P.71, T.A.P.75,
W.A.P.60, W.A.P.82, W.A.P.119,
Th.A.P.50,oeW.B.P.376, 8.577,
W.E.0.5,T.E.P.60, W.E.P.29, Th.E.P.50,
E.508, E.539, F570, E.669, ThGP.12,
M.H.0.12, W.H.0.11, W.H.0.16,
W.H.0.17, M.H.P.8, M.H.P.11, M.H.P.18,
MH.P.19, T.H.P.12, W.H.P.7,WHP8,
W.H.P.10, W.H.P.11, W.H.P.26, Th.H.P.3

INSULIN
W.C.P.24

INSURANCE
W.H.0.4, W.H.0.7, W.H.0.8, WH.0.9,
W.H.0.10, M.H.P.12, T.H.P.16, T.H.P.17,
T.H.P.20, T.H.P.23, T.H.P.24, T.H.P.26,
T.H.P.27

INTEGRATED CARE MODEL
W.A.P.112, A.630, W.B.P.62, W.B.P.377,
T.E.0.1, E.701, T.H.0.3, T.H.0.10, T.H.P.6

INTERFERON
acid lal

Th.BeP.122, T.C.P.58
pha
71.043, Th.B.0.45, M.B.P.333,
M.B.P.353, T.B.P.275,T.B.P.279,
T.B.P.281, T.B.P.282,T.B.P.283,
T.B.P.288,T.B.P.289, T.B.P.331,
W.B.P.75, W.B.P.321, W.B.P.322,
W.B.P.326, W.B.P.374, Th.B.P.99,
Th.B.P.103, Th.B.P.122, Th.B.P.133,
Th.B.P.145, B.587, M.C.P.81, M.C.P.82,
M.C.P.97, M.C.P.109, T.C.P.26, T.C.P.54,
T.C.P.58, T.C.P.88, T.C.P.98, W.C.P.29,
W.C.P.82, W.C.P.83

beta
Th.B.0.45, M.B.P.341, T.B.P.291,
T.B.P.322, T.B.P.381, W.B.P.323,

T.C.P.54, T.C.P.71, T.C.P.118

gamma
T.B.P.214, W.B.P.79, Th.B.P.103,
Th.B.P.145, W.C.0.8, M.C.P.101,
W.C.P.85, C.519, C.521, C.563, C.705

other
Th.B.0.28, Th.B.0.29, W.B.P.276,
aidan T.C.P.14, 0.515, C.719, C.776

INTEST
W808, Th.B.0.41, M.B.P.120,
M.B.P.135, M.B.P.232, M.B.P.234,
T.B.P.375, W.B.P.38, Th.B.P.175,
M.C.0.27, T.C.P.123, W.C.P.90,
W.C.P.131, 0.664

INTRAVENOUS DRUGUSERS(IVDU)
alcoholoho:

T.A.P.94, A.532, M.B.P.56, Th.B.P.58,
Th.C.P.132, Th.D.0.14, T.D.P.51,
W.D.P.67, W.D.P.70, Th.D.P.7, D.725

behaviour
MA.0.9, TA.0.8, T.A.0.9, T.A.0.14,
M.A.P.38, M.A.P.50,T.A.P.30, T.A.P.31,
TA.P.33, TA.P.38,T.A.P.39, T.A.P.42,
T.A.P.44, TA.P.45, T.A.P.46, T.A.P.49,
T.A.P.55, W.A.P.89, W.A.P.90, W.A.P.104,
W.A.P.106, W.A.P.107, W.A.P.108,
Th.A.P.64, Th.A.P.70, M.B.P.30,
W.B.P.246,Th.B.P.68, W.D.0.4, Th.D.0.3,
Th.D.0.5, Th.D.0.6, M.D.P.26, T.D.P.71,
W.D.P.25, W.D.P.51, W.D.P.52, W.D.P.55,
W.D.P.57, W.D.P.62, W.D.P.63, W.D.P.64,
W.D.P.66, W.D.P.67, W.D.P.68, W.D.P.69,
W.D.P.72, W.D.P.73, W.D.P.74, W.D.P.75,
W.D.P.76, W.D.P.77, W.D.P.79, W.D.P.80,
W.D.P.82, Th.D.P.30, Th.D.P.31,
Th.D.P.35, Th.D.P.42, Th.D.P.43,
Th.D.P.48, Th.D.P.49, Th.D.P.52,
Th.D.P.53, Th.D.P.55, Th.D.P.59,
Th.D.P.60, Th.D.P.62, Th.D.P.63,
Th.D.P.70, Th.D.P.75, Th.D.P.77,
Th.D.P.80, Th.D.P.81, Th.D.P.84, D.591,
D.592, D.594, D.607, D.609, D.610, D.611,
D.615, D.620, D.704, D.706, D.712,
Th.E.0.17, M.E.P.62,T.E.P.38, W.E.P.9,
W.E.P.68,Th.E.P.36, £.526, E.566, E.677,
E.694, E.726, E.767, T.G.0,23, W.G.P.19,
THP.23

geographical
T.A.0.12,T.A.P.37, T.A.P.39, T.A.P.43,
T.A.P.46, TA.P.50,T.A.P.57, Th.A.P.19,
A.539, W.D.P.68, Th.D.P.48, D.688,
T.G.0.23, W.G.P.19

HIV-2
MA.P.81,M.G.P.7

HTLV-I
Th.A.0.23, Th.A.0.32, T.A.P.53,
ThA.P.10, Th.A.P.24, Th.A.P.29,
Th.B.0.58, Th.C.P.105, M.G.P.7

immunology
TA.0.14, M.A.P.94, T.A.P.41, Th.A.P.97,
Th.A.P.101, T.B.P.330, W.B.P.268,
Th.B.P.82, Th.B.P.121, Th.B.P.148,
Th.B.P.164, Th.B.P.191, Th.B.P.335,
MCE.P48, W.C.P.120, C.729

TAOTh.A.0.24, T.A.P.34, T.A.P.49,
T.A.P.54, T.A.P.82, W.A.P.105, A.525,

MEF88, W.B.P.60, Th.D.0.2, Th.D.0.5,
Th.D oe W.D.P.63, W.D.P.71,
W.D.P.78, Th.D.P.58, Th.D.P.69,
TROP, Th.D.P.86,De, D.590,
D.594, D.596, Sn0.708

needle-syringe e
nTAOSO00,TAO, TAP.33,

TAP.45, T.A.P47, W.A.P.89, W.A.P.104,
W.A.P.106, W.A.P.108, Th.A.P.56,
Th.A.P.111, C.686, Th.D.0.13, W.D.P.63,
W.D.P.65, W.D.P.69, Th.D.P.32,
Th.D.P.34, Th.D.P.36, Th.D.P.38,
Th.D.P.42, Th.D.P.50, Th.D.P.73,
Th.D.P.74, Th.D.P.77, 0.601, D.609,
D.618, D.707, Th.E.0.17, M.E.P.46,
T.E.P.17, £.694, M.F.P.12, W.F.P.6,

.P.9

pregnancy
W.A.P.47, M.B.P.14, M.B.P.24, M.B.P.26,
T.B.P.159, T.B.P.173, D.600, E.512

prevalence
T.A.0.8, T.A.0.10, T.A.0.12, M.A.P.5,
M.A.P.28, M.A.P.73, T.A.P.29, T.A.P.30,
T.A.P.31, T.A.P.32, T.A.P.33, T.A.P.34,
T.A.P.35, T.A.P.36, T.A.P.38,T.A.P.41,
T.AP.42, T.A.P.43, T.A.P.53, T.A.P.54,
TA.P.55, T.A.P.56, T.A.P.57, T.A.P.58
T.A.P.59,T.A.P.60, T.A.P.114, TAP.115,
ThA.P.1, ThA.P.10, Th.A.P.18, ThA.P.19,
ThAP.21, A.505, A.529, A.550, A.566,
A576, A.613, W.B.0.9, M.B.P.137,
W.B.P.268, B.609, Th.D.P.41, Th.D.P.46,
Th.D.P.49, Th.D.P.56, Th.D.P.58,
Th.D.P.67, Th.D.P.68, Th.D.P.79,
Th.D.P.82, D.584, D.590, D.597, D.608,
D.609,D.610, 0.709, M.G.0.26, M.G.P.29,
W.G.P.18

prevention
M.A.0.9, T.A.0.8, T.A.0.22, M.A.P.20,
T.A.P.28, TA.P.34, T.A.P.42, T.A.P.56,
W.A.P.88, W.A.P.89, W.A.P.105,
W.A.P.109, Th.A.P.73, T.B.P.52, B.609,
M.D.0.5, Th.D.0.15, T.D.P.26, W.D.P.78,
W.D.P.83, W.D.P.86, Th.D.P.36,
Th.D.P.37, Th.D.P.38, Th.D.P.43,
Th.D.P.66, Th.D.P.80, Th.D.P.81,
Th.D.P.85, 0.583, D.585, D.586, D.58
D.596, D.599, D.606, D.619, D.663, D707,
Th.E.0.6, Th.E.0.17, T.E.P.17, T.E.P.43,
W.E.P.68, E.566, E.587, £.694, E.695,
E.799, E.800, E.801

prognosis
W.A.P.78, W.B.P.268, Th.C.0.40,
W.C.P.50, T.E.P.43, E.587

progression
Th.4.0.24, M.A.P.92, M.A.P.98,
MA.P.105, W.A.P.59, W.A.P.63,
W.A.P.71, W.A.P.75, Th.A.P.73,
Th.A.P.102, A.516, A.536, M.B.P.293,
W.B.P.88, W.B.P.229, Th.B.P.121,
Th.B.P.184, Th.D.P.39, Th.D.P.40,
Th.D.P.75, D.583, D.603

psychological
TA.P.30, W.B.P.215, Th.B.P.271,
Th.D.P.69, D.577, D.602, Th.E.0.17,
Th.E.P.36, E.734
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see Sexual behaviour
subgroups

MA.P.23, T.A.P.37, T.A.P.40, T.A.P.48,
TA.P.49, T.A.P.52, T.A.P.57, Th.B.P.331,
Th.D.P.17, D.589, E.586

support
T.AP.34, A.598, W.D.P.86, D.577, D.585,
om D.617, D.705, D.708, T.E.P.42
ymptoms
M.B.P.55, M.B.P.113, M.B.P.177
TBP272, WB.P.186, ThBPZO, B.611,

testing Th.E.P.36

TAOS, T.A.0.11, Th.A.P.10, M.B.P.206,
M.B.P.218, T.BP.130, T.B.P.185,
W.B.P.268, Th.B.P.164, Th.B.P.206,
Th.B.P.271, W.D.P.72, W.D.P.80,
W.D.P.81, D.703, E.726, £.767

treatment
TA.0.10, TA.O.11, T.A.P.30, T.A.P.47,
T.A.P.52, W.A.P.104, W803. W.B.0.11,
M.B.P.92, M.B.P.363, T.B.P.
W.B.P.246, W.B.P.317, LBP836
W.B.P.348, W.B.P.352, W.B.P.367,
W-8.P.370, W.B.P.371, B.587, B.607,
Th.D.0.18, W.D.P.75, W.D.P.77,
Th.D.P.82, D.590, D.599, D.600, D.606,
D.613, D.649, D.704, M.E.P.62,T.E.P.42,

9
other

W.A.P.30, Th.A.P.10, Th.A.P.18,

Th.A.P.68, M.B.P.94, M.B.P.243,
M.B.P.248, M.B.P.273, M.B.P.277,
M.B.P.287, W.B.P.81, W.B.P.217,
W.B.P.232, W.B.P.240, Th.B.P.188,
Th.B.P.220, B.509, B.527, B.565, B.610,
Th.C.P.5, C.705, C.716, W.D.0.1,
Th.D.0.1, Th.D.0.4, T.D.P.64, T.D.P.65,
T.D.P.80, W.D.P.42, wore Th.D.P.3,
Th.D.P.5, Th.D.P.13, Th.D P.54,
Th.D.P.57, Th.D.P.61, Th.D.P.65,
Th.D.P.67, Th.D.P.68, Th.D.P.72,
Th.D.P.78, D.595, D.603, D.605, D.612,
D.616, D.666, D.699, Th.E.P.36, Th.F.0.6

INTRAVENOUSNYUNOGLOBULIN
ADMINISTRATION

T.B.P.163, T.B.P.257, T.B.P.275,
W.B.P.291, W.B.P.295, Th.B.P.134, B.517,
B.579

IODO-DEOXYURIDINE (IUDR)
T.B.P.111, W.B.P.147

ISCOM
see HIV-iscom

ISOLATE
African

W.C.P.96, Th.C.P.131, C.745, C.762
Brazil

C.743
Cameroon

Th.C.P.109
HIV2

T.C.P.105
IV
W.C.P.2, W.C.P.40
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er
T.C.0,7, T.C.0.28, W.C.0.30, M.C.P.25,
T.C.P.76, T.C.P.82, T.C.P.128, W.C.P.96,
Th.C.P.77, C.672

ISOLATION
plasma

T.B.P.111, T.B.P.115, T.B.P.245,
Th.C.P.131, Th.C.P.138

other
A.624, T.B.P.117, W.B.P.351, Th.B.P.37,
M.C.O7, M.C.0.8,T.C.O.50, W.C.P.46,
W.C.P.106, W.C.P.134, Th.C.P.65,
The.reee C.768, C.780, C.781

ISOSPORA B
T.B.P.196,WEP, Th.B.P.47

ISOPRINOSINE
Th.B.02, Th.B.0.46, W.B.P.280,
W.B.P.288, W.B.P.290, W.B.P.304,

.P.308

ITRACONAZOLE
M.B.P.81, M.B.P.82, M.B.P.175,
M.B.P.340, W.B.P.2, W.B.P.10,Th.B.P.328

IVDU
see Intravenous drug users

JUSTICE
Th.D.0.18, D.599, W.F.P.9

AB
see Knowledge-attitude-behaviour

KAPLAN-MEIER ANALYSIS
T.A.0.32, Th.A.0.22, W.A.P.14, W.A.P.57,
W.A.P.78, W.A.P.80, W.A.P.81, W.A.P.82,
A548, W.B.0,.39, W.B.P.333

KAPOSI’S SARCOMA
children

T.B.P.191, T.B.P.259, B.581
epidemiology

M.A.0.30, A.621, W.B.0.19, MBP27,
T.B.P.375, Th.B.P.337, M.G.P

histopathology
M.B.P.136

immunology
M.B.P.296,T.B.en W.C.P.47,
W.C.P.48, wecr“

survival/HIV
Woes MB.P291, M.B.P.299,
W.CP.

tissue are
W.C.P.54

treatment IFN
Th.B.0.28, M.B.P.333, M.B.P.366,
T.B.P.281, T.B.P.282, T.B.P.283,
T.B.P.288, T.B.P.289, T.B.P.291,
T.B.P.292, T.B.P.293, T.B.P.331,
T.B.P.381, W.B.P.374

other
M.B.0.21, W.B.0.22, M.B.P.180,
M.B.P.188, M.B.P.234, M.B.P.274,
M.B.P.289, M.B.P.368, T.B.P.286,
T.B.P.290, T.B.P.375, W.B.P.242,
W.B.P.335, Th.B.P.138, Th.B.P.167,
Th.B.P.340, Th.B.P.341, Th.B.P.349,
Th.B.P.381, B.530, B.559, B.589, B.615,
Th.C.0.40, M.C.P.103, T.C.P.147,
W.C.P.50, W.C.P.52, W.C.P.146, C.546,
C.573, C.700, C.726

KETOCONAZOLE
M.B.P.80, M.B.P.81, M.B.P.175,
M.B.P.240, W.B.P.22, Th.B.P.328,
Th.B.P.348, B.591

KIDNEY
W.B.0.4, M.B.P.35, M.B.P.74, M.B.P.249,
M.B.P.271, M.B.P.278, M.B.P.279,
M.B.P.280, M.B.P.281, T.B.P.264,
T.B.P.365

KNOWLEDGE
see Survey

KNOWLEDGE-ATTITUDE-
BEHAVIOUR(KAB)

M.A.0.22, T.A.0.20, T.A.P.44, W.A.P.36,
W.A.P.92, W.A.P.97, W.A.P.99,

W.A.P.110, W.A.P.111, A.513, A.542,
A.564, A.579, T.D.P.27, T.D.P.30,
T.D.P.34, T.D.P.36, T.E.P.22, E.501,
E.662, E.677, E.758, M.G.0.13, T.G.P.11

LABORATORY TESTS, ROUTINE
M.B.P.138, W.B.P.77, W.B.P.88, B.624

L-ACETYL CARNITINE
Th.B.P.234

LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE (LDH)
M.B.P.105, T.B.P.17, B.537

LANGERHANS CELLS
W.C.P.32, C.549

LASER THERAPY
W.C.P.148, 0.587

regulation
T.C.P.102, Th.C.P.16, C.684

reservoir
M.C.0.10, M.C.0.16, W.C.P.117, C.769

sign:
T.G.P.24

other
ThA.P.116, T.B.P.361, Th.C.P.111,
Th.C.P.146

AW
A.554, Th.D.P.8,T.E.0.15, W.E.0.18,
M.E.P.29, M.E.P.38, T.E.P.29, E.513,
E.540,T.F.0.6, W.F.0.22, Th.F.0.3,
M.F.P.2, M.F.P.5, M.F.P.7, M.F.P.11,
M.F.P.12, W.F.P.9, Th.F.P.10, M.G.0.1

LDH
see Lactate dehydrogenase

LECTINS
W.B.P.163, T.C.P.31, W.C.P.102,
Th.C.P.40, Th.C.P.60, Th.C.P.61, C.613,
C.674, C.707

LEGAL ASSISTANCE
ThF.0.2, Th.F.P.6, ThEP.AS, Th.F.P.14

LEGISLATION
Th.D.P.32, W.E.P.43, Th.E.P.91, E.577,
E.790, E.814, M.F.0.2, M.F.0.3, M.F.04,
T.F.0.2,T.F.0.5, Th.F.0.4, M.F.P.1,
N.F.P.3, M.F.P.9, Th.F.P.3

LENGTH OFSTAY(LOS)
N.E.P.60, M.H.0.11, M.H.P.3, M.H.P.5,
N.H.P.6, M.H.P.7, M.H.P.14, Th.H.P.3
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LENTINAN
W.B.P.311

LEISHMANIASIS
M.B.P.97, M.B.P.98, Wie M.B.P.100,
W.i.44, B.546, W.C.P

LEPRO:
ASSo Th.B.P.70

LESB
WAPI, T.D.P.75, 0.511

LEUKEMIA
M.B.P.298, T.B.P.261, B.631

LF1695
W.B.P.282, C.591

FA-1
W.C.0.42, T.C.P.44

IP
T.B.P.152, T.B.P.197, B.582, C.713

LIPIDS
Th.B.0.41, M.B.P.270,T.B.P.34,
W.8.P.82, Th.B.P.2, mere.
Th.B.P.124, W.C.0.21, M.C.P.124,
T.C.P.107, W.C.P.74, ThOP.107, C.574,
OMoe

LIPOSO
N25M.B.P.190, W.C.0.40

LITI
TroeM.F.P.6

LIVER
M.B.P.216, M.B.P.223, M.B.P.231,
M.B.P.243, M.B.P.323, M.B.P.332,
M.B.P.335, M.B.P.362, T.B.P.249,
Th.B.P.40,ThBP.372, B.580, Th.C.P.68,
C.769, C.770

LOS
see Length ofstay

LUNG
see Cytomegalovirus
diagno:

W.B.0:37, M.B.P.41, M.B.P.103,
M.B.P.206, M.B.P.211, M.B.P.213,
T.B.P.13,T.B.P.155, T.B.P.379, W.B.P.3,
W.B.P.18, W.B.P.25, Th.B.P.76, C.541,
C.725, Th.G.0.2

symptoms
W.B.0.22, M.B.P.42, M.B.P.71, M.B.P.73,
M.B.P.201, M.B.P.205, M.B.P.207,
M.B.P.209,T.B.P.10, T.B.P.199,
T.B.P.286, W.B.P.23, Th.B.P.78,
Th.B.P.79, Th.B.P.80, B.537, B.559,
B.589, B.615, T.C.P.8, W.C.P.71, C.541,

84
see also Pneumocystis carinii
Pneumonia; Pneumonitis

LYMPH NODES
À.583, M.B.P.43, M.B.P.254, M.B.P255,
N.B.P.256,T.B.P.152, T.B.P.369,
Th.B.P.71, Th.B.P.92, Th.B.P.103,
Th.B.P.324, Th.B.P.325, Th.B.P.336,
B.518, W.C.Ps W.C.P.118, Th.G.0.35

histopatholog
W.B.0.21, MB.P.AA, M.B.P.232,
ThB.P.121, W.C.P.67, W.C.P.73,

W.C.P.117

LYMPHOCYTES
see CD4, va

LYMPHOM
WAPW.A.P.17, W.B.0.19, W.B.0.20,
W.B.0.21, M.B.P.288, M.8.P.290,
M.B.P.295, T.B.P.259, T.B.P.264,
Ter T.B.P.284, W.B.P.319,

B.P.336, B.565, B.588, Th.C.0.35,
MOD, Th.C.0.39, Th.C.0.40,
M.C.P.103, W.C.P.42, W.C.P.50,
Th.C.P.54, Th.C.P.86, C.699, C.703,
C.704, C.777

Hodgkin’s
W.B.0.20, M.B.P.290, B.631, Th.C.0.38,
M.C.P.103

LYMPHOTOXIN
B.631

MACROPHAGES
Th.B.0.22, W.B.P.79, W.B.P.293,
W.B.P.328, Th.B.P.79, Th.B.P.96,
Th.B.P.99, Th.B.P.366, Th.B.P.372,
M.C.0.19, T.C.0.16, W.C.0.7, W.C.0.8,
W.C.0.9,Th.C.0.18, Th.C.0.24, M.C.P.42,
M.C.P.49, M.C.P.109, NeesTOPS,
T.C.P.6, T.C.P.8, T.C.P
T.C.P.58, T.C.P.66, TCPA40,TOP.U6,
W.C.P.6, W.C.P.17, W.C,P.27, W.C.P.55,
W.C.P.60, W.C.P.63, W.C.P.64, W.C.P.66,
W.C.P.68, W.C.P.71, W.C.P.77, W.C.P.78,
W.C.P.93, W.C.P.100, W.C.P.105,
W.C.P.122, W.C.P.123, Th.C.P.8,
Th.C.P.29, Th.C.P.79, Th.C.P.87,
Th.C.P.92, Th.C.P.101, Th.C.P.137, C.541,
C.549, C.575, C.623, C.636, C.670, C.712,
C.713, C.724, C.741, C.769, C.780

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

Th.B.0.23, M.B.P.196, Th.B.P.253,
Th.B.P.254, Th.B.P.255, Th.B.P.256,
Th.B.P.260, Th.B.P.262, Th.B.P.270,
Th.B.P.282, Th.B.P.283, W.C.P.69, C.581

MAJOR HISTOCOMPATIBILITY
COMPLEX ANTIGENS

M.C.P.30, W.C.P.130

ALARIA
W.B.P.151, W.B.P.152, E.666, M.G.P.28

MANNITOL
Th.B.P.204

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
see Model

MEASLES
M.G.P.27

MEDIA
A.557, T.D.0.15, D.503, Dee W.E.0.1,
W.E.0.20, W.E.0.21, W.
W.E.0.23, W.E.0.24, Th.£08,Th,E.06,
M.E.P.4, M.E.P.6, M.E. P.7,
M.E.P.14, M.E.P.15, WEP|Meb4r,
M.E.P.18, M.E.P.19, M.E.P.20, M.E.P.21,
M.E.P.22, M.E.P.44, M.E.P.48, M.E.P.59,
T.E.P.4, T.E.P.5, T.E.P.16, T.E.P.21,
T.E.P.23, T.E.P.56, T.E.P.68, W.E.P.2,
W.E.P.4, W.E.P.11, W.E.P.19, W.E.P.21,
W.E.P.25, W.E.P.27, W.E.P.28, W.E.P.29,

W.E.P.30, W.E.P.52, W.E.P.58, W.E.P.64,
Th.E.P.12, ThE.P.20, Th.E.P.32
Th.E.P.37, Th.E.P.62, ThEP.63,
Th.E.P.64, Th.E.P.65, Th.E.P.66,E.558,
E.559, E.571, E.574, E.575, E.576, E.587,
E.593, E.635, E.640, E.644, E.645, E.647,
E.648, E.673, E.674, E.675, E.732, E.735,
E.736, £.737, E.738, E.739, E.741, E.787,
E.799, E.800, E.801, W.F.P.7, T.G.0.9

MEGESTROL
T.B.P.298, Th.B.P.309

MEMBRANEPROTEIN INHIBITORS
W.C.P.123

MENINGOENCEPHALITIS
M.A.0.31, M.B.0.36, Th.B.0.22,
M.B.P.118, T.B.P.48, T.B.P.176, W.B.P.4,
W.B.P.5, W.B.P.11, W.B.P.15, W.B.P.16,
W.B.P.22, W.B.P.24, W.B.P.27, W.B.P.31,
Th.B.P.205, Th.B.P.250, Th.B.P.258,
Th.B.P.375, B.599

MEROCYANINE 540 (MC 540)
M.B.P.147

METHADONE
see Intravenous drug users

METHISOPRINOL
M.B.0.39

MHC
see Major histocompatibility complex

MIGRATION

WA.0.30,T.A.P.15,T.A.P.46, T.A.P.51,
A528, A.589, M.E.0.11, NEOs
M.E.P.13, E.546, E.552, W.F.0
W.G.0.13, T.G.P.24, MH.0.4, THP20,
Th.H.P.26

MILITARY
MA.0.1, M.A.0.3, M.A.0.6, Th.A.0.10,
Th.A.0.34, M.A.P.1, M.A.P.2, M.A.P.3,
M.A.P.4, M.A.P.11, M.A.P.13, M.A.P.17,
W.A.P.31, W.A.P.66, W.A.P.73, Th.A.P.28,
Th.A.P.103, A.525, W.B.P.225, W.B.P.312,
Th.B.P.229, Th.B.P.230, M.D.P.17,
W.D.P.50, T.E.P.13

MINORITIES
T.A.O.7, T.A.0.10, W.A.0.26, M.A.P.17,
M.A.P.55, M.A.P.61, M.A.P.73, M.A.P.74,
TA.P.35, T.A.P.48, TA.P.93, WAPA,
W.A.P.19, W.A.P.23, W.A.P.113, ThAPA,
ThA.P.25, Th.A.P.26, A.563, A.589,
A628, W.B.P.249, W.B.P.343, C.640,
M.D.0.11, T.D.0.12, T.D.0.17, W.D.04,
M.D.P.3, M.D.P.26, M.D.P.33, W.D.P.21,
W.D.P.22, W.D.P.24, W.D.P.25, W.D.P.27,
W.D.P.28, W.D.P.29, W.D.P.30, W.D.P.33,
W.D.P.35, W.D.P.36, W.D.P.37, W.D.P.45,
W.D.P.49, W.D.P.61, Th.D.P.33,
Th.D.P.37, Th.D.P.43, Th.D.P.54, D.502,
D.658, D.659, D.660, D.661, D.666, D.669,
D.684, D.715, M.E.0.34,T.E.0.17,
M.E.P.4, M.E.P.7, M.E.P.8, M.E.P.9,
M.E.P.10, M.E.P.15, M.E.P.55,T.E.P.7,
T.E.P.23, Th.E.P.26, E.501, E.502, E.553,
E.554, E.557, E.562, E.688, E.690, E.774,
E.800, E.801, Th.F.0.2
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MITOGEN
M.B.P.355,T.B.P.151, T.B.P.208,
T.B.P.214, T.B.P.315, W.B.P.286,
W.B.P.288, W.B.P.290, Th.B.P.103,
Th.B.P.105, Th.B.P.106, Th.B.P.315,
Th.B.P.316

MM-1
W.B.P.316, C.603

OMLV
M.C.P.95, T.C.P.119, C.606

MODEL
see Animal models
computer

T.A.0.12, T.A.0.38, T.A.0,39, T.A.P.75,
T.A.P.95, W.A.P.72, W.A.P.74, Th.A.P.43,
Th.A.P.50, Th.A.P.51, Th.A.P.52,
Th.A.P.54, Th.A.P.56, Th.A.P.58,
Th.A.P.59, Th.A.P.63, Th.A.P.65,
ThA.P.70, Th.A.P.71, Th.A.P.72,
ThA.P.73, Th.A.P.87, A.513, A.560,
A570, M.C.P.110, M.C.P.122, W.C.P.97,
Ge E.633, W.H.P.19, W.H.P.20,

,P.23
mathematical

N.A.0.1, M.A.0.4, M.A.0.45, M.A.0.48,
TA.O.6, T.A.0.12, T.A.0.20, T.A.0.30,
TA.0.36, T.A.0.37, T.A.0.39,T.A.0.40,
M.A.P.142,T.A.P.95, W.A.P.57, W.A.P.69,
ThA.P.35, Th.A.P.37, Th.A.P.43,
Th.A.P.45, Th.A.P.53, Th.A.P.54,
ThA.P.55, Th.A.P.57, Th.A.P.60,
Th.A.P.62, Th.A.P.63, Th.A.P.64,
Th.A.P.65, Th.A.P.66, Th.A.P.67,

Th.A.P.79, ThA.P.87, ThAP.103, A507,
A.513, A.522, A.524, A.555, A.561, A.605,
A.609, C.625, 0.561, M.E.P.15, ThEP2,
M.G.P.4, M.G.P.6, M.G.P.20, G.506,
T.H.0.16, W.H.P.16, W.H.P.18, W.H.P.19,
W.H.P.24, W.H.P.25

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
enIV

W.B.P.107, M.C.P.5, T.C.P.59, T.C.P.75,
Th.C.P.25, Th.C.P.45, C.567, C.771

gag
T.B.P.80, T.B.P.97, W.B.P.128, Th.C.0.4,
T.C.P.84, T.C.P.149, Th.C.P.42,
Th.C.P.59, Th.C.P.75, Th.C.P.108, C.663
uman
M.B.P.18, Th.B.P.129, B.544, T.C.0.33,
Th.C.0.4, T.C.P.7, T.C.P.75, T.C.P.150,
Th.C.P.99, Th.C.P.141

neutralizing
T.C.0.3, W.C.0.38, Th.C.0.26, M.C.P.49,
T.C.P.75

ther
M.B.P.165, T.B.P.11, W.B.P.130,
W.B.P.132, Th.B.P.109, Th.C.O.1,
Th.C.0.37, T.C.P.33, Th.C.P.99,
TOUTESC.666, C.679, C.749

MONOCYT
WAPMBP267, T.B.P.117,
T.B.P.224, W.B.P.69, W.B.P.82,
W.B.P.281, W.B.P.284, ThB.P.90,
Th.B.P.91, Th.B.P.94, Th.B.P.98,
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Th.B.P.99, Th.B.P.100, Th.B.P.361,
Th.B.P.366, B.558, M.C.0.15, M.C.0.16,
M.C.0.17, M.C.0,19, M.C.0.20,T.C.0.3,
W.C.0.9, W.C.0.10, W.C.0.22, Th.C.0.18,
M.C.P.42, M.C.P.49, M.C.P.55, M.C.P.109,
M.C.P.112, M.C.P.119, M.C.P.135,
T.C.P.3, T.C.P.6, T.C.P.9, T.C.P.21,
T.C.P.30, T.C.P.36, T.C.P.56, T.C.P.57,
T.C.P.58, T.C.P.112, T.C.P.117,
T.C,P.122, T.C.P.146, W.C.P.59,
W.C.P.68, W.C.P.75, W.C.P.77, W.C.P.78,
W.C.P.106, W.C.P.107, W.C.P.109,
W.C.P.120, W.C.P.122, W.C.P.135,
W.C.P.137, Th.C.P.3, Th.C.P.13,
Th.C.P.40, Th.C.P.77, Th.C.P.87,
Th.C.P.92,Th.C.P.101, Th.C.P.137, C.518,
C.521, C.529, C.623, C.670, C.706, C.709,
C.712, 0.723, 0.724

MORTALITY
W.A.0.16, W.A.0.18, T.A.P.60,T.A.P.63,
W.A.P.16, W.A.P.27, W.A.P.28, W.A.P.29,
W.A.P.30, W.A.P.31, W.A.P.32, W.A.P.33,
W.A.P.34, W.A.P.79, Th.A.P.98, A.563,
A584, A.609, A.613, M.B.0.38, T.B.0.8,
M.B.P.209, T.B.P.147, T.B.P.156,
T.B.P.169,T.B.P.266, Th.B.P.48,
Th.D.0.16, W.D.P.4, W.D.P.28, Th.D.P.68,
D.533, Th.E.P.5, Th.E.P.47, Th.G.0.49,
Th.G.0.52, W.G.P.7

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
W.B.P.227, Th.C.P.83

LV
W.C.0.28, Th.C.0.49, M.C.P.53,
neMCEW.C.P.29, Th.C.P.48

MURINE
woooHOPI, W.C.P.6

MUTATION
M.C.0.7, Th.C.0.2, M.C.P.1, W.C.P.116,
Th.C.P.2, Th.C.P.74, Th.C.P.120,
Th.C.P.149, C.680

MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTIONS
tubercular

M.A.0.29, T.A.0.3, M.A.P.27, W.A.P.16,
ThA.P.98, M.B.0.38, T.B.0.12, W.B.0.21,
W.B.0.37, M.B.P.64, M.B.P.107,
M.B.P.177, M.B.P.231, M.B.P.282,
M.B.P.372, M.B.P.373, M.B.P.374,
T.B.P.199, W.B.P.274, Th.B.P.36,
Th.B.P.37, Th.B.P.38, Th.B.P.39,
Th.B.P.40, Th.B.P.41, Th.B.P.43,
Th.B.P.44, Th.B.P.45, Th.B.P.46,
Th.8.P.50, Th.B.P.51, Th.B.P.52,
Th.B.P.53, Th.B.P.54, Th.B.P.55,
Th.B.P.56, Th.B.P.57, Th.B.P.59,
Th.B.P.63, Th.B.P.64, Th.B.P.65,
Th.B.P.66, Th.B.P.67, Th.B.P.68,
Th.B.P.69, Th.B.P.72, Th.B.P.74,
Th.B.P.124, Th.B.P.234, Th.B.P.366,
B.532, B.563, T.G.0.24, W.G.0.3,
ThG.0.1, Th.G.0.2, Th.G.0.3, Th.G.0.4,
Heed Th.G.0.6, M.G.P.24, M.G.P.25,
G.P

nomtabevealan, MAIC
Th.A.P.98, M.B.P64, M.B.P.190,
M.B.P.192, M.B.P.211, M.B.P.300,

W.B.P.43, W.B.P.336, Th.B.P.45,
Th.B.P.48, Th.B.P.53, Th.B.P.54,
Th.B.P.55, Th.B.P.58, Th.B.P.60,
Th.B.P.61, Th.B.P.62, Th.B.P.71,
MEPTE. Th.B.P.73, T.C.P.9
on-tubercular, others
TRBP42, Th.B.P.45, Th.B.P.47,
TBPa8, Th.B.P.58, ThB.P.245, B.516,

MYELOP
TRAOS,AP.17, M.B.P.121,
W.B.P.51,Th.B.P.194, Th.B.P.199,
ThB.P.217, Th.B.P.249, W.C.P.55,
W.C.P.60, C.721

MYOCARDITIS
see Heart

MYOPATHY
M.B.P.239, M.B.P.262, M.B.P.326,
M.B.P.329, M.B.P.330, T.B.P.327

NALTREXONE
N.C.P.62

NATIONAL AIDS PROGRAMME
see Public policy

NATIONAL POLICY
see Public policy

NATIVE GROUPS
TA.P.67, W.A.P.23, A.519, M.D.0.4,
T.DO.18, T.D.0.14, W.D.P.26, W.D.P.32,
Th.D.P.61

NATURAL CYTOTOXICITY

M.B.P.42, M.B.P.347, Th.B.P.78,
Th.B.P.159, Th.B.P.160, Th.B.P.168,
W.C.0.6, M.C.P.14, M.C.P.149, T.C.P.26,
T.C.P.35, T.C.P.54, T.C.P.71, C.542,
C.632, C.707, C.718

LAK
M.C.0,32, W.C.0.10

NATURALHISTORY
see Progression

NEONATES
see Children

NEEDLE-SYRINGE EXCHANGE
see Intravenous drug users

NEEDLE STICKS
seeoecare personnel

NEOPT
ThB.O2s Th.B.0.27, Th.B.0.28,

B.P.360, T.B.P.225, W.B.P.72,
WEP, W.B.P.76, WBP79, W.B.P.83,
W.B.P.89, W.B.P.91, W.B.P.92,
W.B.P.305, WB.P.365, Th.B.P86,
Th.B.P.226, Th.B.P.244, Th.B.P.329,
Th.B.P.365, C.563

NERVOUSSYSTEM, PERIPHERAL
Th.B.0.19, Th.B.0.20, Th.B.0.21,
M.B.P.118, M.B.P.134, M.B.P.260,
T.B.P.177, T.B.P.247, Th.B.P.196,
Th.B.P.199, Th.B.P.205, Th.B.P.209,
Th.B.P.227, Th.B.P.251, Th.B.P.375,
M.C.0.31, M.C.0.31, C.519, C.721, 0.749
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NEUROLOGY
see Central nervous system

NEUROTROPIN
C.582

NEUTROPENIA
M.B.0.49,T.B.P.213, T.B.P.299,
T.B.P.305, T.B.P.308, W.B.P.309,
W.B.P.328, Th.B.P.140, Th.B.P.333

NEUTROPHILS
T.B.P.3, WB.P.311, Th.B.P.84, Th.B.P.88,
Th.8.P.100, M.C.P.100, T.C.P.21
W.C.P.99, C.536

NEW INFECTIOUS AGENTS
W.C.P.40, Th.C.P.54, Th.C.P.63, C.777

NITRITE INHALANTS
ThA.0.16, A.621

NITROPHENOL DERIVATIVES
C.583

NOCARDIA ASTEROIDES
M.B.P.204

NONGOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS (NGO)

- ThA.P.89, T.D.0.16, D.634, M.E.0.26,
W.E.0.1, W.E.0.2, W.E.0.4, W.E.0.5,
W.E.0.6, W.E.0.27,T.E.P.12,T.E.P.50,
T.E.P.55,T.E.P.59, T.E.P.60, Th.E.P.68,
E.514, E.656, E.746, E.803, E.810,
ThF.P.7, Th.F.P.8, T.G.P.5, T.G.P.10,
G.505, Th.H.0.4, T.H.P.29

NONOXINOL-9
M.A.0.36

NUCLEOSIDEANALOGUES
see specific compounds

NUCLEOSIDE DIMERS
M.C.P.50, M.C.P.135

NURSES
see Health care personnel

NUTRITION
Th.B.0.39, Th.B.0.40, Th.B.P.298,
Th.B.P.299, Th.B.P.301, Th.B.P.302,
Th.B.P.303, Th.B.P.306, Th.B.P.307,
Th.B.P.310, Th.B.P.311, Th.B.P.312,
Th.B.P.313, Th.BP.314, Th.B.P.318,
ThB.P.378, Th.B.P.379, Th.B.P.380,
B.600, E.702, E.706

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
D.543

2,5 OLIGOADENYLATES
M.C.P.136, C.719

OLIGOCLONAL
IMMUNOGLOBULINS

W.B.P.90

OLIGOSACCHARIDES
poseerC.613

ONCOG
TSPATTcp4112, T.C.P.143, C.708,
C.704

ON-LINE COLUMN-A ADSORPTION
T.B.P.276

OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS
A563, A.632, T.B.0.4, W.B.0.39,
Th.B.0.43, M.B.P.77, M.B.P.78, M.B.P.92,

M.B.P.94, M.B.P.95, M.B.P.109,
M.B.P.111, M.B.P.180, M.B.P.237,
M.B.P.252, M.B.P.280, MED
M.B.P.297, M.B.P.299,T.B.P.
T.B.P.188, T.B.P.266, raps W.B.P3,
W.B.P.16, W.B.P.44, W
W.B.P.273, W.B.P.279,WBPING,
W.B.P.338, W.B.P.349, W.B.P.358,
W.B.P.366, Th.B.P.48, Th.B.P.53,
Th.B.P.65, Th.B.P.72, Th.B.P.78,
Th.B.P.246, Th.B.P.250, Th.B.P.299,
Th.B.P.323, B.519, B.615, M.C.P.60,
M.C.P.138, W.C.P.53, Th.C.P.143, 0.586,
C.634, C.639, C.786, Th.G.0.3

see also specific organisms

OPSONIZATION
Th.B.P.136

ORAL FLORA
M.B.P.245, Th.B.P.350, Th.B.P.356, B.564

ORAL MANIFESTATIONS
M.B.0.16, M.B.0.17, M.B.0.21,
M.B.P.176, M.B.P.240, T.B.P.292,
T.B.P.321, W.8.P.84, Th.B.P.321,
Th.B.P.322, Th.B.P.323, Th.B.P.324,
Th.B.P.325, Th.B.P.329, Th.B.P.330,
Th.B.P.331, Th.B.P.332, Th.B.P.333,
Th.B.P.334, Th.B.P.337, Th.B.P.338,
Th.B.P.340, Th.B.P.341, Th.B.P.342,
Th.B.P.344, Th.B.P.345, Th.B.P.347,
Th.B.P.350, Th.B.P.351, Th.B.P.352,
Th.B.P.355, B.564, B.576

hairy leukoplakia
M.B.0.18, M.B.0.19, M.B.0.20,
M.B.P.111, M.B.P.244, M.B.P.365,
Th.B.P.320, Th.B.P.321, Th.B.P.327,
Th.B.P.339, Th.B.P.340, Th.B.P.343,
Th.B.P.346, C.571

ORAL SEX
see Transmission
see also Sexual behaviour

ORGANIC GOLD
M.C.P.106

OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY
M.B.P.72

OUT OF HOSPITAL CARE
A.584, W.B.P.64, W.B.P.67, B.593,
M.D.P.91, Th.£.0.14, M.E.P.52, M.E.P.61,
M.E.P.68, M.E.P.70, M.E.P.73, M.E.P.75,
W.E.P.44,E.545, E.701, E.707, E.808,
M.H.0.15, M.H.0.16, M.H.0.17, T.H.0.3,
T.H.0.10, M.H.P.6, M.H.P.14, T.H.P.11,
TH.P.14

OUT PATIENT CARE
MA.O.5, M.A.0.14, TA.P.24, TAP.72,
W.A.P.10, A.569, A.572, A.584, A.595,
A633, A.637, M.B.P.319, W.B.P.61,
W.B.P.62, W.B.P.67, W.B.P.261,
W.B.P.264, W.B.P.317, W.B.P.379,
Th.B.P.318, B.506, B.545, W.D.P.16,
Th.D.P.71, M.E.P.60, T.E.P.57, T.E.P.65,
T.E.P.70, E.678, E.778, Th.G.P.26,
MH.0.18, MH.P.10, T.H.P.23

OZONE
M.H.P.23

P24 ANTIGEN/ANTIBODY
MA.P.41, M.A.P.99, M.A.P.100
M.A.P.108, W.A.P.49, TRAPS? A585,
Th.B.0.2, Th.B.0.3, Th.B.0.54, M.B.P.2,
M.B.P.25, M.B.P.101, M.B.P.135,
M.B.P.147, M.B.P.148, M.B.P.153,
M.8.P.175, M.B.P.299, M.B.P.336,
M.B.P.337, M.B.P.343, M.B.P.351,
M.B.P.352, M.B.P,360,T.B.P.83, T.8.P.84,
T.B.P.88, T.B.P.90, T.B.P.94, T.B.P.95,
T.B.P.97, T.B.P.98, T.B.P.102, T.B.P.118,
T.B.P.121, T.B.P.151, T.B.P.172,
T.B.P.220, T.B.P.222, T.B.P.228,
T.B.P.229, T.B.P.237, T.B.P.242,
T.B.P.246, T.B.P.247, T.B.P.311,
T.B.P.313, T.B.P.314, T.B.P.336
T.B.P.347, W.B.P.70, W.B.P.71, W.B.P.75,
W.B.P.87, W.B.P.109, W.B.P.121,
W.B.P.132, W.B.P.133, W.B.P.134,
W.B.P.137, W.B.P.139, W.B.P.141,
W.B.P.155, W.B.P.157, W.B.P.158,
W.B.P.200, W.B.P.252, W.B.P.278,
W.B.P.282, W.B.P.286, W.B.P.315,
W.B.P.324, W.B.P.324, W.B.P.325,
W.B.P.329, W.B.P.365, W.B.P.368,
Th.B.P.8, Th.B.P.9, Th.B.P.17, Th.B.P.80,
Th.B.P.86, Th.B.P.101, Th.B.P.111,
Th.B.P.125, Th.B.P.143, Th.B.P.165,
Th.B.P.169, Th.B.P.177, Th.B.P.182,
Th.B.P.186, Th.B.P.247, Th.B.P.263,
Th.B.P.367, B.542, B.553, B.555, B.561,
B.603, B.622,B.638, T.C.0.33, W.C.0.24,
M.C.P.34, M.C.P.112, M.C.P.116,
M.C.P.124, M.C.P.125, M.C.P.135,
M.C.P.146, T.C.P.149, W.C.P.4, W.C.P.42,
W.C.P.85, Th.C.P.46, Th.C.P.138, C.585,
C.597, C.633, C.669, C.698, C.712, C.750,
C.753, C.766

PALLIATIVE CARE
M.B.P.202, W.B.P.64, W.B.P.66,
W.B.P.378, Th.B.P.27,B.505

PANCREAS
M.B.P.233, M.B.P.235, Th.B.P.317

PARACOCCIDIOIDOMYCOSIS
MB.P.93

PARASITES
M.B.P.91, T.B.P.1, W.B.P.30, B.521

PARENTERAL NUTRITION
Th.B.0.37

PARENTS
see Family

PAROTITIS
Th.B.P.347, B.582,B.nO

PARTNER NOTIFICATI
M.A.0.33, T.A.0.33, WAS, W.A.0.20,
W.A.0.21, W.A.0.22, W.A.0.23,
W.A.0.24, M.A.P.97, W.A.P.84, W.A.P.65,
W.A.P.86, W.A.P.87, T.D.0.29, W.D.P.1,
Th.D.P.4, W.E.0.24, E.724, E.729,
W.H.P.24

PASSIVE IMMUNOTHERAPY
T.B.P.5, W.B.P.45,T.C.0.39, W.C.0.27,
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PBL
see Peripheral blood lymphocytes

PCP
 vwcer D), i Cor inon r

PEDIATRIC
see Children

PEER SUPPORT
see Group support

PELVIC INFLAMMATORYDISEASE
(PID)

M.A.P.56, M.B.P.54

PENICILLIN, BENZATHINE
W.B.P.59

PENICILLIUMMARNEFFEI
M.B.P.94

PENTAMIDIN
T.B.0.3, 78.0.2, T.B.0.30, M.B.P.233,
M.B.P.235, M.B.P.286, M.B.P.377,
T.B.P.32, T.B.P.37, T.B.P.38, TBP.44,
T.B.P.45, T.B.P.51, T.B.P.60, T.B.P.65,
T.B.P.70, T.B.P.72, T.B.P.73, T.B.P.78,
T.B.P.319

inhaled
T.B.0.1, T.B.0.2, M.B.P.208, M.B.P.378,
T.B.P.21, T.B.P.23, T.B.P.25, T.B.P.28,
T.B.P.33,T.B.P.40, T.B.P.49,T.B.P.50,
T.B.P.52, T.B.P.53, T.B.P.54,T.B.P.55,
T.B.P.56, T.B.P.57, T.B.P.58, T.B.P.59,
T.B.P.61, T.B.P.62, T.B.P.63, T.B.P.64,
T.B.P.65, T.B.P.66,T.B.P.67, T.B.P.68,
T.B.P.69,T.B.P.71, T.B.P.74,T.B.P.75,
T.B.P.76, T.B.P.77, T.B.P.79, T.B.P.324,
T.B.P.379, B.607, W.C.P.1, C.634, C.639

PENTOSAN-POLYSULFATE
.B.P.299, W.B.P.300

PEPTIDET
W.B.0.45a, W.B.P.286, M.C.P.92

PEPTIDES
mbinant

Th.8.0.54, Th.B.0.55, Th.B.0.56,
T.B.P.91, T.B.P.108, tgeneT.B.P.120,
TBP231, T.B.P.329, TB.
W.B.P.94, W.B.P.95, WEST
W.B.P.106, W.B.P.118, W.B.P.120,
W.B.P.121, W.B.P.125, W.B.P.127,
W.B.P.133, W.B.P.134, W.B.P.137,
W.B.P.166, W.B.P.169, W.B.P.171,
W.B.P.172, Th.B.P.110, Th.B.P.169,
Th.B.P.231, B.587, B.619, M.C.0.25,
T.C.0.31, T.C.P.48, Th.C.P.2, Th.C.P.44,
Th.C.P.73, C.554, C.648, C.665, C.690,
C.694, C.697

synthetic
Th.B.0.9, Th.B.0.54, M.B.P.167, T.B.P.82,
T.B.P.104, T.B.P.128, T.B.P.129,
W.B.P.96, W.B.P.101, W.B.P.103,
W.B.P.109, W.B.P.110, W.B.P.114,
W.B.P.115, W.B.P.125, W.B.P.126,
W.B.P.131, W.B.P.144, Th.B.P.110,
Th.B.P.172, Th.B.P.371, B.535, B.548,
B.562, M.C.0.32, T.C.0.11, T.C.0.35,
W.C.0.40, M.C.P.6, M.C.P.7, M.C.P.41,
T.C.P.16, T.C.P.23, T.C.P.48,T.C.P.76,
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T.C.P.144, W.C.P.98, Th.C.P.39,
Th.C.P.55, Th.C.P.59, Th.C.P,78,
Th.C.P.102, Th.C.P.127, C.523, C.544,
0.545, C.555, C.745, C.765

PERCEPTION OF RISK
see Risk

PERIPHERAL BLOOD
LYMPHOCYTES(PBL)

Th.B.0.10, M.B.P.131, M.B.P.165,
M.B.P.246,T.B.P.88, T.B.P.95, T.B.P.110,
W.B.P.32, W.B.P.145, W.B.P.167,
Th.B.P.81, Th.B.P.97, Th.B.P.98,
Th.B.P.149, Th.B.P.153, Th.B.P.165,
Th.B.P.167, B.544, B.564, T.C.0.44,
M.C.P.9, T.C.P.26, W.C.P.94, C.738

PERSONS WITH AIDS (PWA)

D.578,D.670,D.706,M.E.0.14, M.E.026,
M.E.P.57, M.E.P.63, T.E.P.53, E.524,
E700, Th.F.P.10, T.H.P.18

PERSONS WITH ARC (PWARC)

MB14BPM, T.E.P.53
PHAGO

WB.Poa293,thB.P.100
PHORBOLESTER(TPA)

TB.P.111, ThC.P.24
PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE

C.598
PHYLOGENETIC

M.C.O5

PHYSICAL EXERCISE
T.B.P.301

PHYSICIANS
see Health care personnel

PID
see Pelvic inflammatory disease

PLACEBO CONTROLS
M.B.0.48, Th.B.0.43, Th.B.0.46,
Th.B.0.47, M.B.P.352, T.B.P.294,
T.B.P.304, W.B.P.282, W.B.P.290,
W.B.P.302, W.B.P.308, W.B.P.313,
WB.Fast. McP42, W.F.0.5, W.F.0.6,
ade F.P.3

PLAC
MBP M.B.P.18, M.B.P.20

MEA
M.C.P.69, M.C.P.74, M.C.P.81

ML
M.B.P.134, W.B.P.311, Th.B.P.89,
Th.B.P.362, M.C.P.118, Th.C.P.113

PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII
PNEUMONIA (PCP)

diagno

A584,M.B.P.209, MER. M.B.P.377,
M.B.P.380, T.B.P.2, T.BP 3,T. P4,
T.B.P7, T.B.P8, TB.PA1, T.B.P.12,
TB.P.13, T.B.P.14, TB.P.15, T.B.P.20,
T.BP.36, TBP.42, T.B.P.155, T.B.P.266,
W.B.P.72, Th.B.P.81, B.559, B.616

PBP207, M.B.P.375, T.B.P.18,pa
T.B.P.31, T.B.P.32, T.B.P.43, T
TBPASS Th.B.P.52

prophylax:
13.0.1,18.03,1.B.04, TBOS,
T.B.0.6, M.B.P.208, M.B.P.378, T.B.P.5,
T.B.P.21, T.B.P.32,T.B.P.43,T.B.P.44,
T.B.P.45, T.B.P.46,T.B.P.47,T.B.P.48,

TBP.59, T.B.P.60, TB.P62, TB.P63,
T.B.P.66,T.B.P.68, T.B.P.69, T.B.P.70,
T.B.P.71, TBP73, TBP.74, TBP75,
T.B.P.76, T.B.P.78, T.B.P.324, T.B.P.379,
ee. B.607, M.C.P.46, T.H.P.15

"TBO T.B.0.26,T.B.0.28,T.B.0.29,
TBO%, T.B.0.31, MB.P205,
M.B.P.376, TBPS, T.B.P.22, T.B.P.23,
T.B.P.24, T.B.P.25, T.B.P.26,T.B.P.27,
T.B.P.28,T.B.P.29, T.B.P.30,T.B.P.31,
T.B.P.32,T.B.P.33, T.B.P.34,T.B.P.35,
T.B.P.36, T.B.P.37, T.B.P.38,T.B.P.39,
T.B.P.40, T.B.P.41, T.B.P.42, T.B.P.6t,
T.B.P.64, T.B.P.72, T.B.P.316, T.B.P.319,
W.B.P.273, W.B.P.285, B.647, C.634,
.639

other
T.B.0.27, M.B.P.192, M.B.P.205,
M.B.P.207, M.B.P.210, M.B.P.240,
M.B.P.284, M.B.P.285, M.B.P.286,
M.B.P.289, M.B.P.379, T.B.P.1, T.B.P.6,
T.B.P.9, T.B.P.10, T.B.P.16, T.B.P.17,
T.B.P.19, T.B.P.153, T.B.P.199, W.B.P.28,
W.B.P.193, Th.B.P.340, B.537, C.518,
C.722

PNEUMONIA
see individual organisms

PNEUMONITIS

M.B.P.106, M.B.P.115, M.B.P.210,
M.B.P.212, M.B.P.214, M.B.P.297,
T.B.P.316, Th.B.P.76, Th.B.P.77, B.582,
B.615

PNEUMOTHORA
NeoMBP207, M.B.P.208,
T.B.P.

POLIO VACCINE

POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION
(PCR

Th.A.P,109, ThA.P.110, Th.A.P.111,
M.B.0.6, Th.B.0.7, Th.B.0.8, Th.B.0.9,
Th.B.0.10, Th.B.0.11, Th.B.0.12, M.B.P.1,
M.8.P.333,T.B.P.80, T.B.P.81, T.B.P.82,
T.B.P.110, T.B.P.227, T.B.P.235,
W.B.P.157, W.B.P.319, eee
Th.B.P.179, B.549, B.623,B.64
M.C.0.10, T.C.0.13, T.C.0.14, Tc040,
T.C.0.50, Th.C.0.50, M.C.P.9, M.C.P.28,
T.C.P.10, T.C.P.21, TGPa,TOPS,
T.C.P.131, T.C.P.143, W.C
W.C.P.41, W.C.P.43,WoeWwe.P.84,
W.C.P.88, W.C.P.119, W.C.P.126,
W.C.P.133, W.C.P.180, Th.C.P21,
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Th.C.P.69, Th.C.P.70, Th.C.P.81,
Th.C.P.114, Th.C.P.119, Th.C.P.148,
C.650, C.659, C.660, C.675, C.725, C.733,
C.738, C.741, C.754, C.759, C.773,
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POVERTY

W.B.P.343, M.D.P.1, Th.F.0.2, M.G.0.17

PREGNANCY
HIVprevalence

WA.O.7, W.A.0.8, W.A.0.12, MA.P.6,

MB.P23, M.B.P.25, M.B.P.27, MB.P28,
M.B.P.33, T.B.P.201, T.B.P.343, B.503,
B.504, W.D.P.50, MG.P8, W.G.P.10

progression
MB.P.21

see Serologic tests
see also Children; Breastfeeding;
Transmission; Zidovudine

PREVALENCE
see Bisexuals
see Children
see Gay men
see General population
see Geographical aspects
see Hemophilia
see Heterosexuals
seeDole| drug users
methodo!
AOS.MAO12, W.A.P.29, W.A.P.119,
ThA.P.34, Th.A.P.35, Th.A.P.78,
T.B.P.347, W.B.P.213, Th.E.P.18

see Pregnancy
see Prisoners
see Prostitutes
other

MA.P.59,T.A.P.17, T.A.P.26, Th.A.P.16,
W.B.P.209, W.D.P.34, M.G.0.29

see also Serologic tests

PREVENTION
see Children
evaluation

M.A.0.27, W.A.0.21, W.A.0.29, MA.P.15,
M.A.P.70, M.A.P.76, T.A.P.104, W.A.P.93,
W.A.P.105, W.A.P.111, W.A.P.113,
W.A.P.119, A.557, M.B.P.117, Th.D.0.18,
M.D.P.32, M.D.P.36, W.D.P.52, W.D.P.57,
W.D.P.65, Th.D.P.30, D.531, D.557,
D.665, W.E.O.7, T.E.P.35, T.E.P.64,
W.E.P.19, Th.E.P.43, E.502, E.561, E.770,
W.F.P.5, T.G.0.10, W.G.0.17, Th.G.0.31,
T.G.P.8, Th.G.P.29, M.H.P.27, Th.H.P.27

see Gay men
see Hemophilia
see Heterosexuals
see Intravenous drug users
see Prisoners
see Prostitutes
ther
M.A.P.2, M.A.P.115, W.A.P.2, W.A.P.120,
Th.A.P.44, A.533, A.570, M.B.P.316,
T.B.P.55, W.B.P.66, W.B.P.206,
W.B.P.265, W.B.P.276, W.B.P.355,
T.C.0.39, T.D.0.14, T.D.0.16, Th.D.0.10,
T.D.P.6, T.D.P.89, W.D.P.23, W.D.P.45,

W.D.P.46, D.516, D.627, D.660, D.668,
D.669, D.683, D.684, D.691, E.546, E.555,
T.G.P.21, T.G.P.22, Th.G.P.5, Th.H.P.30

PRISONERS
prevalence

N.A.0.39, M.A.0.40, M.A.0.41, M.A.P.18,
M.A.P.19, M.A.P.21, M.A.P.22, M.A.P.24,
M.A.P.25, M.A.P.26, M.A.P.27, M.A.P.28,
Th.A.P.20, Th.A.P.56, A.532, A.613,
T.D.P.7, W.D.P.76, Th.D.P.16, Th.D.P.31,
Th.D.P.45, D.723, M.E.P.6, M.F.P.4, G.518

prevention
M.A.0.38, M.A.0.43, M.A.P.20, Th.A.P.56,
A532, T.D.0.30, Th.D.0.17, T.D.P.32,
W.D.P.78, ME.P.6, T.E.P.20, W.E.P.37,
W.E.P.67, Th.E.P.32, E.589, E.642, E.797

other
N.A.0.40, M.A.P.23, M.B.P.69, T.B.P.18,
T.D.P.13, T.D.P.68, D.502, W.E.P.15,
E,693, on Th.F.0.6, M.F.P.6

PROBENI
WBO4Maps Th.B.P.198

PRODUCTIVI
TH.O.1, THO M.H.P.20, Th.H.P.2

PROGNOSI
see Ban2microgloblin
CD4 lymphocytes

T.A.0.29, M.A.P.99, M.A.P.100,
M.A.P.102, M.B.P.356, Th.B.P.163,
W.C.P.38

see Children
see Gay men
see Hemophilia
see Heterosexuals
see P24 antigen/antibody
see Intravenous drugusers
laboratory markers

T.A.0.29,T.A.0.34, M.A.P.37, M.A.P.88,
M.A.P.96, M.A.P.102, W.A.P.58, W.A.P.62,
A.531, A.540, A.583, A.622, Th.B.0.29,
M.B.P.140, M.B.P.165, Maes
M.B.P.197, M.B.P.356, M.B.P.35
T.B.P.50, T.B.P.103,T.B.P.172,repo,
T.B.P.222,T.B.P.240, T.B.P.311,
T.B.P.323, W.B.P.70, W.B.P.72, WBP.77,
W.B.P.83, W.B.P.86, W.B.P.90, W.B.P.92,
W.B.P.118, W.B.P.139, W.B.P.141,
W.B.P.170, Th.B.P.17, Th.B.P.81,
Th.B.P.84, Th.B.P.87, Th.B.P.97,
Th.B.P.107, Th.B.P.143, Th.B.P.144,
Th.B.P.161, Th.B.P.163, Th.B.P.168,
Th.B.P.169, Th.B.P.183, Th.B.P.186,
Th.B.P.201, Th.B.P.310, B.561, B.585,
B.628, W.C.P.92,T.D.P.29, W.G.P.9

see Neopterin
er
M.A.P,102, A.609, A.622, M.B.P.198,
M.B.P.288, T.B.P.269, T.B.P.372, W.B.P.4,
W.B.P.344,Th.C.0.28, W.C.P.98, C.766,

P4
PROGRAMME EVALUATION

T.A.0.6, T.A.0.20, T.A.0.21, T.A.0.24,
WA.0.11, W.A.0.23, W.A.0.24,
W.A.0.25, W.A.0.28, M.A.P.20, M.A.P.55,
M.A.P.62, M.A.P.70, T.A.P.82, W.A.P.88,
W.A.P.96, W.A.P.106, W.A.P.107,

W.A.P.108, W.A.P.116, Th.A.P.35, A.542,
T.B.0,7, M.B.P.159, M.B.P.315, T.B.P.122,
T.B.P.143, W.B.P.60, W.B.P.247,
Th.B.P.146, B.545, B.577, M.C.P.61,
M.D.P.45, W.D.P.88, Th.E.0.5, Th.E.0.6,
M.E.P.74,T.E.P.49, W.E.P.33, E.531,
E.541, E.588, E.662,E.677, E.758,
W.F.P.10, M.G.0.1, G.510, Th.H.P.29

PROGRAMME,NATIONAL
T.A.0.23, M.A.P.10, M.A.P.118, T.A.P.11,
W.A.P.31, WA.P.114, W.A.P.117, À.577,
A579, A.591, T.B.P.333, W.B.P.241,
C.617, T.D.P.14, T.D.P.89, W.D.P.44,
D.516, D.619, W.E.0.23, W.E.P.4,
W.E.P.5, E.647, M.F.0.2, M.G.0.2,
W.G.0.13, W.G.0.18, M.G.P.17, T.G.P.9,
T.G.P.10, T.G.P.17, Th.G.P.14, T.H.P.15,
ThH.P8

PROGRESSION

anergy
N.A.P.53, Th.B.P.155, T.C.P.60,
W.C.P.134, C.708

anti-HIV antibodies
M.A.0.47,T.A.0.34, M.A.P.95, W.A.P.54,
W.A.P.60, Th.A.P.85, Th.A.P.89,
Th.A.P.96, A.510, A.638, Th.B.P.70,
Th.B.P.187,T..rs69

asymptomatic s
N.A.0.29, MAPES, M.A.P.102,
M.A.P.106, Th.A.P.86, W.B.0.45,
Th.B.0.2, Th.B.0.40, Th.B.0.43,
Th.B.0.46, M.B.P.105, M.B.P.246,
M.B.P.367, W.B.P.56, W.B.P.145,
W.B.P.165, W.B.P.180, W.B.P.186,
W.B.P.198, W.B.P.201, W.B.P.298,
W.B.P.302, W.8.P.362, Th.B.P.30,
Th.B.P.90, Th.B.P.93, Th.B.P.105,
Th.B.P.120, Th.B.P.139, Th.B.P.140,
Th.B.P.203, Th.B.P.240, Th.B.P.263,
Th.B.P.264, Th.B.P.265, Th.B.P.271,
Th.B.P.287, Th.B.P.290, Th.B.P.298,
Th.B.P.321, Th.B.P.326, Th.B.P.367,

CDC stages
M.B.P.295,T.B.P.294, W.B.P.83,
W.B.P.86, Th.B.P.166, Th.B.P.262,
Th.B.P.270,T.C.P.73

see Children
see Gay men
see Hemophilia
see Heterosexuals
see Intravenous drug users
laboratory parameters

TA.0.31, T.A.0.34, T.A.0.38, Th.A.0.10,
M.A.P.92, M.A.P.97, M.A.P.98, M.A.P.101,
M.A.P.103, M.A.P.104, M.A.P.105,
M.A.P.106, M.A.P.107, M.A.P.108,
W.A.P.53, W.A.P.58, W.A.P.66, W.A.P.75,
W.A.P.79, Th.A.P.84, Th.A.P.86,
Th.A.P.93, Th.A.P.99, Th.A.P100,
ThA.P.102, À.612, M.B.0.18, M.B.0.23,
M.B.0.50, M.B.P.35, M.B.P.105,
M.B.P.254, M.B.P.258, T.B.P.304,
T.B.P.336, W.B.P.73, W.B.P.74, W.B.P.76,
W.B.P.77, W.B.P.79, W.B.P.80, W.B.P.87,
W.B.P.91, W.B.P.341, Th.B.P.75,
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Th.B.P.80, Th.B.P.90, Th.B.P.114,
Th.B.P.133, Th.B.P.142, Th.B.P.145,
Th.B.P.155, Th.B.P.168, Th.B.P.169,
Th.B.P.181, Th.B.P.187, Th.B.P.222,
ThB.P.233, ThB.P.236, Th.B.P.243,
Th.B.P.245, ThB.P.310, Th.B.P.313,
B.520, B.554, M.C.0.9, M.C.P.50,
T.C.P.50, T.C.P.67, W.C.P.56, WC.P72,
W.C.P80, C.714, W.G.0.6,T.G.P.25,
W.H.P.18

see Preppancy
Waiter Reed stage

M.A.P.13, W.A.P.66, MAR,APS,
W.B.P.239, Th.B.P.126,T.C.P.29,

italia T.C.P.88, TOPS)

TA0.8, TA.0,33, Th.A.0.25, Th.A.0.27,
M.A.P.102, M.A.P.110, M.A.P.113,
WA.P.87, WAP.63, W.A.P.70, Th.A.P.83,
ThA,P.103, A.553, Th.B.0.38, M.B.P.8,
M.B.P.14, M.B.P.29, M.B.P.34, TBPSST,
T.B.P.372, W.B.P.146, W.B.P.29
Th.B.P.49, Th.B.P.127, BP18, B.641,
M.C.O.7, W.C.P.46, W.C.P.99, W.C.P.134,
Th.C.P.74, W.D.P.40, Th.D.P.39, D.725

PROJECTION
TA.0.35, T.A.0.36, T.A.0.37, T.A.0.39,
ThA.0.11, ThAO.2, MA.P.67,
MA.P.87, MAP89, MA.P.96, TAP.62,
W.A.P.34, Th.A.P.50 P.
ThAP.54, ThAP.57, ThA.P.60,
ThA.P.61, Th.A.P.63, Th.A.P.67,
ThA.P.68, Th.A.P.69, Th.A.P.71,

ThAP.81, ThA.P82, A519, A524,
A.560, A561, A.593, A.605, B.593,
ThEP.2, M.G.0.26, T.G.P.7, M.H.0.2,
M.H.0.10, M.H.0.18, TH.O2, WH.0.15,
TH.P.12, W.H.P.17, WHP.19 WHP.20,
WHP.22, W.H.P.25, Th.H

PROLACTIN (PRL)
Th.B.P.138

PROLIFERATIVE RESPONSE
Th.B.P.107, W.C.0.39, W.C.0.40,
Th.C.0.1, M.C.P.8, M.C.P.56, M.C.P.79,
T.C.P.14, T.C.P.27, T.C.P.38, [Cre
T.C.P.74, T.C.P.77, W.C.P.104,
C.545, C.554, C.557, C.566, CritC758
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intravenous drug u:
MA.P.28, MAP.52,"WPS, Th.D.P.65,
D.682, D.693, E.519

male
W.A.P.38, Th.D.0.8, M.D.P.19, W.D.P.31,
M.E.0.31, W.EP.14, E.519, E.522,

itfOz2.MM.G,P.20

PRAO!, Th.A.0.25, MA.P.28,
M.A.P.46, M.A.P.52, M.A.P.84, A564,
A.574, W.C.P.136, M.D.0.12, Th.D.0.11,
Th.D.P.23, D.612, D.693, Th.E.P.3, E.523,
W.G.0.26, Th.G.0.25, Th.G.0.26
MGP.3, T.G.P.32, W.G.P.21, W.G.P.27

preven

MA036, T.A.0.25, M.A.P.117, W.A.P.96,
WAP.118, M.D.0.12, Th.DO7, Th.D.0.9,
Th.D.0.11, Th.D.0.12, W.DP.4i,
Th.D.P.20, Th.D.P.21, Th.D.P.22,
Th.D.P.66, Th.D.P.91, D.697, T.E.P.70,
W.E.P.71, E.523, E776, W.G.0.19,
W.G.0.20, W.G.0.21, W.G.0.23,
T.G.P.11, Th.H.P.29

other

M.B.P.53, T.B.P.366, Th.B.P.324,
W.C.P.79, Th.D.0.10, T.D.P.80, Th.D.P.3,
Th.D.P.19, D.620, D.682, Th.E.P.76,
E.523, M.F.P.8, W.F.P.8

PROTEASE

W.B.P.137, M.C.0.23,T.C.0.11, M.C.P.84,
T.C.P.73, T.C.P.85,renT.C.P.135,
Thc.P.4, ThC.P.10, Th.CP.
Th.C.P.73, Th.C.P.136,CRC.666,
C.683, C.694

PROTEIN KINASE C
W.C.0.21, T.C.P.98, W.C.P.27, W.C.P.59,
W.C.P.104

PSEUDOTYPES
Th.C.P.48

PSYCHIATRY

W.B.0.40, W.B.0.41, W.B.0.43,
W.B.0.45a, M.B.P.306, M.B.P.381,
M.B.P.382, M.B.P.383, M.B.P.384,
W.B.P.182, W.B.P.185, W.B.P.191,
W.B.P.201, W.B.P.202, W.BP.203,
W.B.P.205, W.B.P.206, W.B.P.208,
W.BP.209, W.B.P.210, W.B.P211,
W.B.P.212, W.B.P.213, W.B.P.214,
W.B.P.215, W.B.P.216, W.B.P.217,

see also Central nervous system

PSYCHOSOCIAL
M.A.0.48, M.A.0.49,Th.A.P.64,A.638,

W.B.P.269, W.BP.332, Th.BP.318, B.595,
M.D.0.2,T.D.0.8, T.D.0.9, W.D.0.2,
M.D.P.41, M.D.P.46, M.D.P.91, T.D.P.22,
T.0.P.44,T.D.P.49,T.D.P.52, T.D.P.53,
T.D.P.60, T.D.P.66, T.D.P.68, T.D.P.70,
T.D.P.72, W.D.P.7, W.D.P.10, W.D.P17,
W.DP.31, W.D.P.38, W.D.P.58, D.506,
0.527, 0.532, D.551, D.560, D.578, D.600,
D.635, D.638, D.661, D.670, D.674, D.675,

PSYCHOTHERAPY

A.581, W.B.P.207, W.B.P.243, W.B.P.261,
W.B.P.380, B.608, W.D.P.14, W.D.PA7,
Th.D.P.88, D.536, D.558, D.577, D.586,
D.654, D.708, D.710, D.719

PUBLIC POLICY
W.A.O.7, W.A.0.22, W.A.P.115, A.506,
A.579, A.593, A.597, W.B.P.241,
W.B.P.267, Th.B.P.216, MC.P.123,
M.D.P.63, Th.D.P.74, D.697, T.EO1,
T.E.0.10,T.E.0.14, TEO.5, T.E.0.16,
T.E.0.17, W.E.0.8, WEO25, Th.E.0.7,
Th.E.0.9, M.E.P.3, M.E.P.11, M.E.P.24,
T.EP.11, TEP31, TEP38, T.E.P.35,
T.E.P.36, T.EP.37, T.E.P.40, T.E.P.41,
T.E.P.45,T.E.P.46,T.E.P.48, T.EP.49,
T.E.P.70, T.E.P.72, Th.E.P.68, E.530,
E.536, E.577, E613, E.633,E.682, E.695,
E.696, E.698, E.721, E.767, E.784,
M.F.0.3,T.F.0.7, MFP.t0, M.F.P.12,
T.F.P.2, ThEP.3, Th.F.P.4, ThF.P.5,
ThF.P.9, Th.F.P.10, Th.F.P.11, M.G.0.14,
W.G.0.14, W.G.0.15, W.G.0.25, T.GP.A,
ThGP.18, G.505, G.513, MH.0.2,
M.H.0.4, M.H.0.5, MH.08, M.H.0.9,
MH.0.10, M.H.0.11, MH.0.16, MH.0.18,
TH.0.4, TH.O.5, TH.0.113, WH.04,

PROMISCUITY W.B.P.218, W.B.P.220, W.B.P.223, WHO.11, WH.O.12, WH.0.15, ThH.O,see Cultural practices W.B.P.224, W.B.P226, W.B.P228. M.H.P.10, MH.P.20, TH.P.3, T.H.P.5,see Sexual behaviour W.B.P.231, W.B.P.236, W.B.P.261, THP6,THP8, THP.9, THPA1,
PROSTAGLANDINS W.B.P.380, Th.B.P.32, Th.B.P.188, THP.14, THP.19, T.H.P.20, WHP,

W.B.P.281, Th.B.P.98, W.C.P.120, ThB.P.217, ThBP.221, Th.B.P267, WHA, THPA, TRHP, ThHP4,WCP131 Th.B.P.284, Th.B.P.286, Th.B.P.377. ThHPROSTITUTES C.584, T.D.P.84, T.D.P.86,D.675,E.659 PUROMYCIN
clien PSYCHOIMMUNOLOGIC M.C.P.90

T.B.P.301, W.B.P.68, W.B.P.190, PWA
MA+FeapAMatinMàPAB, W.B.P.222, Th.B.P.292, T.D.P.29, see Persons with AIDS
W.D.P.41, W.G.0.23, M.G.P.5, Th.G.P.15 T.D.P.50,D.533,D.675, D.713 PWARC

see Condoms PSYCHOMETRIC see Persons with ARC
geographic W.A.0.28, M.B.0.41, W.B.0.43, PYRIMETHAMINE-SULFADOXINE
MA.0,13, M.A.0.15, M.A.P.110, T.A.P.90, W.B.P.185, W.B.P.187, W.B.P.255,
E.521, E.523, W.G.0.24, W.G.P.27, W.B.P.256, W.B.P.259, B.586,T.D.P.30,
ThH.P.17 T.D.P.51, T.D.P.58, T.D.P.59, D,708, D.713

T.B.P.43, T.B.P.48, W.B.P.34
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QUALITY O
M.B.P28,MBP07, M.B.P.311,
T.B.P.300, W.B.P.66, W.B.P.262,
Th.B.P.318, T.D.P.50, T.D.P.52, T.D.P.62,
W.D.P.9, W.D.P.13, D.543, D.577, D.578,
T.E.P25,T.E.P.53

QUINOLIZINE
M.C.P.108

QUINOLONES
M.B.P.69, Th.B.P.232, M.C.P.147, C.624

RADIATION, ULTRAVIOLET
W.A.P.117, W.B.P.82, W.C.P.70,
Th.C.P.20, E.802

RECOMBINANT SOLUBLE CD4
(RCD4)

Th.B.0.6, TB.P.303, M.C.0.15,T.C.0.18,
ThC.O.5,Th.C.0.14, Th.C.0.13,
Th.C.0.14, Th.C.0.15,Th.C.0.16,
M.C.P.49, M.C.P.89, M.C.P.97, M.C.P.127,
M.C.P.129, M.C.P.137, T.C.P.96,
T.C.P.116, W.C.P.135, Th.C.P.22, C.627

linked toxin
Th.C.0.12, M.C.P.72

REGIONAL
see Geographical aspects

REGULATION
by cellular fac

T.B.P.322, TGP20, T.C.P.83, T.C.P.101,
T.C.P.113,T.C.P.117, T.C.P.118,
T.C.P.133, W.C.P.17, W.C.P.91,
W.C.P.105, W.C.P.121, Th.C.P.15,
Th.C.P.29

herpes viruses
T.C.P.78

LTR
M.C.0.24, M.C.0.31, M.C.0.31, T.C.0.12,
T.C.0.14, T.C.0.15, T.C.0.16, T.C.0.30,
W.C.0.22, Th.C.0.23, T.C.P.91, T.C.P.94,
T.C.P.101, T.C.P.103, T.C.P.118,
T.C.P.120, T.C.P.133,T.C.P.136,
W.C.P.121, Th.C.P.19, Th.C.P.20,
Th.C.P.71, Th.C.P.98, C.525, C.646,

nef
W.C.0.33, W.C.0.37, Th.C.0.25,
M.C.P.31, T.C.P.120, T.C.P.127,
T.C.P.129, T.C.P.132, T.C.P.139,
W.C.P.91, Th.C.P.23

pol
T.C.P.137

rev
T.C.P.80, T.C.P.81, T.C.P.102, T.C.P.114,
T.C.P.127, T.C.P.129, T.C.P.139,
Th.C.P.140, C.647, C.667

TAR
T.C.0.27,T.C.0.29, T.C.0.31, T.C.P.93,
T.C.P.136

tat
T.C.0.29, T.C.0.31, T.C.P.89, T.C.P.87,
T.C.P.89, T.C.P.93, T.C.P.94, T.C.P.101,
T.C.P.108, T.C.P.127, T.C.P.129,
T.C.P.139, C.645, C.646, C.776, C.782

other
W.B.P.241, T.C.0.13, T.C.0.15,T.C.0.45,
W.C.055,T.C.P.104, W.C.P.121,
Th.C.P.67, C.606, C.646, C.649, C.789

REITER’S SYNDROME
W.B.0.17

RELATED DISEASES
see AIDS-related complex
see Sexually transmitted disease

RELIGION AND MORALITY
M.E.0.11, W.E.0.27, W.E.0.28, W.E.0.30,
T.E.P.29, Th.E.P.40, Th.E.P.41, Th.E.P.42,
Th.E.P.44, Th.E.P.61, £.733, E734,
W.F.0.14

REP
assem!
TCS,W.C.0.36, T.C.P.99, Th.C.P.90

env processing
M.C.P.146, Th.C.P.122

high molecular weight RNA
T.C.P.129

kinetics
T.C.P.144, W.C.P.70, Th.C.P.27,
Th.C.P.41, Th.C.P.89, Th.C.P.93,
Th.C.P.116, C.743
mbination

B.561, M.C.0.19, T.C.0.19, Th.C.P.28,
Th.C.P.31, Th.C.P.32, Th.C.P.33,
Th.C.P.56, C.703

small nuclear RNAs
M.C.P.78, T.C.P.80

syncytia
M.C.0.8, T.C.0.20, Th.C.0.2,Th.C.0.4,
M.C.P.1, M.C.P.75, M.C.P.147, W.C.P.46,
Th.C.P.61, Th.C.P.63, Th.C.P.116,
Th.C.P.150, C.550, C.582, C.743, C.750

other
T.B.P.118, T.B.P.314, W.B.P.146,
W.B.P.357, B.547, M.C.0.19,T.C.0.47,
W.C.0.9, W.C.0.24, W.C.0.36, W.C.0.37,
Th.C.0.17, Th.C.0.19, M.C.P.39,
M.C.P.112, M.C.P.121, T.C.P.20,
T.C.P.104, T.C.P,110, T.C.P.119,
T.C.P.145, W.C.P.108, W.C.P.118,
W.C.P.144, Th.C.P.64, Th.C.P.90,
ssC.585, C.597, C.789

REPORTIN
TA.O.3, TAOS, T.A.0.6,T.A.0.7,
T.A.0.26,T.A.0.27, W.A.0.13, TAPS,
T.A.P.25, TA.P.61, T.A.P.64, TAP.66,
T.A.P.68, T.A.P.69, T.A.P.70, T.A.P.72,
TA.P.73, T.A.P.74, T.A.P.77, T.A.P.78,
W.A.P.15, W.A.P.60, Th.A.P.115, A.530,
A.551, A.590, T.D.0.11, M.E.P.19, E.559,
E.738, T.F.0.11, M.F.P.10, Th.F.P.4,
Th.G.P.18, W.H.P.15, W.H.P.17, W.H.P.22

REPRODUCTION
Th.B.P.277

RESEARCHPRIORITIES
M.C.P.6t, M.G.P.23

RESOURCE ALLOCATION
T.A.P.3, A.504, W.B.P.63, W.B.P.241,
W.B.P.262, M.E.P.69, T.E.P.58, T.E.P.71,

Th.E.P.67,E.531, T.F.0.11, W.G.0.17,
T.G.P.4, M.H.0.8, M.H.0.15, M.H.0.16,
T.H.0.2,T.H.0.5, T.H.0.9,T.H.0.11,
WH.0.11, Th.H.0.4,T.H.P.1, T.H.P.9,
THP.18,THR

RESUSCITATI
A599, TBPSI,ÀTB.P2M4, T.F.0.19

ETINITIS
M.B.P.52, M.B.P.225, M.B.P.228,
M.B.P.229, M.B.P.230

RETINOL BINDING
Th.B.P.306

RETROVIR
see Zidovudine

RETROVIRUSES (OTHER THAN HIV)
see under specific viruses

REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE
M.B.P.336, T.B.P.110, W.B.P.118,
W.B.P.147, Th.B.P.184, M.C.0.31,
M.C.0.31, T.C.0.2, T.C.0.4, W.C.0.24,
W.C.0.43, Th.C.0.19, M.C.P.76,
M.C.P.106, M.C.P.108, M.C.P.115,
M.C.P.118, M.C.P.125, T.C.P.108,
T.C.P,126, W.C.P.16, W.C.P.111,
Th.C.P.2, Th.C.P.82, Th.C.P.84,
Th.C.P.103, Th.C.P.116, Th.C.P.118,
Th.C.P.120, Th.C.P.123, Th.C.P.128,
C.585, C.597, C.624, 0.666, C.672, C.681,
C.682

RHODOTORULA RUBRA
M.B.P.83

AVIRIN
ThA.P.43, Th.B.0.1, Th.B.0.2,T.B.P.294,
T.B.P.296,T.B.P.302, M.C.P.88, C.677

RIBOZYMES
Th.C.0.22, M.C.P.58

RISK FACTORS
see Intravenous drug users
see Sexual behaviour
see Transmission

RISK, PERCEPTION
TAO2, W.A.P.51, W.A.P.91, A.570,
M.B.P.4, M.B.P.142, M.D.0.15, Th.0.0.8,
M.D.P.52, M.D.P.54, M.D.P.62, M.D.P.63,
M.D.P.64, M.D.P.78, T.D.P.7, T.D.P.16,
T.D.P.27, T.D.P.51, W.D.P.69, W.D.P.92,
Th.D.P.5, Th.D.P.8, Th.D.P.11, D.595,
D.624, D.631, D.636, D.664, D.671,
W.E.0.19, M.E.P.18, M.E.P.33, W.E.P.40,
W.E.P.65, E.501, E.716, E.724, E.749,
E.785, E.802,T.F.P.5, T.F.P.6, T.F.P.7,
T.F.P.9, T.F.P.10, Th.F.P.12, T.G.0.7,
M.G.P.31, T.G.P.23

RISK (PREDICTORS OF HIV
INFECTION)

M.A.0.3, M.A.0.6, M.A.0.21, MA.0.32,
M.A.0.41, T.A.0.14, T.A.0.17, T.A.0.19,
Th.A.0.16, Th.A.0.20, Th.A.0.21,
ThA.0.23, MA.P.1, M.A.P.4, M.A.P.12,
MA.P.15, M.A.P.23, M.A.P.48, M.A.P.57,
M.A.P.65,T.A.P.9, T.A.P.10, T.A.P.12,
T.A.P.18, T.A.P.20, T.A.P.24, T.A.P.43,
TAP.45, T.A.P.50, T.A.P.85, T.A.P.87,
T.A.P.96,T.A.P.98, T.A.P.99,T.A.P.103,
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TA.P.105, T.A.P.110, T.A.P.112,
T.A.P,118, T.A.P.119, T.A.P.120, W.A.P.3,
W.A.P.4, W.A.P.6, W.A.P.8, W.A.P.12,
W.A.P.36, W.A.P.37, W.A.P.38, W.A.P.43,
W.A.P.48, W.A.P.107, Th.A.P.20,
Th.A.P.45, Th.A.P.66, A.513, A.562,
A580, A.607, A.615, A.637, M.B.0.20,
M.B.P.5, M.B.P.23, M.B.P.28, M.B.P.33,
M.B.P.54, M.B.P.141, M.B.P.150,
M.B.P.276, TBP217, T.B.P.362,
W.B.P.53, W.B.P.223, W.B.P.266,
W.B.P.270, B.504, M.C.P.111, C.515,
M.D.O.1, M.D.0.10, T.D.0.9,T.D.0.13,
ThD.0.14, M.D.P.25, M.D.P.35, T.D.P20,
T.D.P.51, T.D.P.67, T.D.P.71, W.D.P.5,
W.D.P.56, nope W.D.P.92, Th.DP.A,
Th.D.P2,ThDP: 1, Th.D.P.48,
Th.D.P.49, TOPSt Th.D.P.60,
Th.D.P.63 ThD.P65, D.508, D.511,
D.541, D.561, D.587, D.611, D.620,
Th.E.P.21, E.558, T.F.0.19, Th.G.0.53,
W.G.P.3, G.509, W.H.P.23, Th.H.P.19,
Th.H.P.20, Th.H.P.24

RNASE H
Th.C.P.103

ROTAVIRUS
W.B.P.42, W.B.P.42

ROXITHROMYCIN
W.B.P.29

SAFER SEX
see Sexual behaviour

SAFETY, HEALTH CARE
see Health care personnel

ALIVA
T.A.0.9, Th.B.P.347, Th.B.P.353, B.564,
C.522

SCHONLEIN-HENOCH PURPURA
M.B.P.278

SCHOOLS
see Education

SCLEROTHERAPY
M.B.P.205

SCREENING, COST
W.A.0.25, W.A.P.2, A.532,T.B.P.132,
T.B.P.133, T.B.P.134, T.B.P.136,
T.B.P.137, T.B.P.138, T.B.P.140,
T.B.P.351, W.B.P.156, B.560, T.E.P.44,
Th.E.P.17, Th.E.P.23, E.719, M.G.0.3,
M.G.0.4, M.H.0.4, M.H.0.5,T.H.0,7,
WHP.1

see alsoree tests

SELENI
TBP2S6, Th.B.P.310

SELF-HELP
neP.20, D.590, M.E.0.26, E.779

SEM
TAPS2, W.A.P.102, A.623, A.624, 8.501,
B.578, M.C.0.29, W.C.0.29, T.C.P.22
T.C.P.99, W.C.P.86, C.515, C.651, C.652,
C.787

see also Isolation

SEPTIC ARTHRITIS
ThB.P.7
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SEROCONVERSION
MA.0.1, M.A.0.26, MA0.34, T.A.O.11,
ThA.O.5,ThA.0.10, ThA.O.21, MAP.11,
M.A.P.20, M.A.P.34, T.A.P.21, T.A.P.28,
T.A.P.41, T.A.P.56, T.A.P.109, T.A.P.115,
T.A.P.116, W.A.P.46, W.A.P.59, W.A.P.61,
W.A.P.68, W.A.P.71, Th.A.P.85,
ThAP.87, ThA.Pa, ThA.P.95,
Th.A.P.96, Th.A.P.119, A.503, A.612,
A.618, M.B.P.140, MBFae, M.B.P.152,
M.B.P.154, M.B.P.174, M.B.P.349,
T.B.P.90,T.B.P.93, T.BP.232, T.B.P.237,
T.B.P.354, W.B.P.97, W.B.P.106,
W.B.P.125, W.B.P.127, W.B.P.129,
W.B.P.153, W.B.P.162, W.B.P.165,
W.B.P.341, Th.B.P.20, Th.B.P.93,
Th.B.P.176, Th.B.P.178, Th.B.P.179,
Th.B.P.288, Th.B.P.370, Th.B.P.371,
B.515, B.538, B.617, B.619, B.633, B.636,
M.C.P.9, T.C.P.49, W.C.P.4, W.C.P.41,
W.C.P.129, W.C.P.143, Th.C.P.21,
Th.C.P.70, C.781, Th.D.P.53, Th.D.P.59,
Th.D.P.68, M.G.0.27, T.G.0.20,
Th.G.0.25, Th.G.0.36, W.H.P.18

SEROLOGIC TESTS
attitudes

TA.P.2, T.A.P.18, A.523, A.619, A.638,

ThEP.S, ThEP40, ThE.P42, ThEP.15,
Th.E.P.17, Th.E.P.26, Th.E.P.27
Th.E.P.30, E.550, E.717, ETD.E.723,
E.727, E.731

behaviour
W.A.0.26,T.A.P.101, A.523, M.B.P.142,
B.627, T.D.P.24, T.D.P.47, M.E.P.51,
Th.E.P.8, Th.E.P.9, Th.E.P.18, Th.E.P.29,
Th.E.P.30, E.708, E.715, E.717, E.723,
E.724

blood banks
M.A.0.11, M.A.P.33, M.A.P.36, M.A.P.40,
M.A.P.85, Th.A.P.13, A.502, A.527,
M.B.P.139, M.B.P.141, M.B.P.152,
M.B.P.154, M.B.P.157, M.B.P.167,
T.B.P.132, T.B.P.133, T.B.P.134,
T.B.P.350, T.B.P.351, T.B.P.354,
W.B.P.154, W.B.P.157, B.510, B.515,
B.605, E.710, E.719, M.F.P.9, M.G.0.6,
ThH.pl8

compari
MAPS, MAP, M.A.P.83, M.A.P.100,
MA.P.119, T.A.P.18, T.A.P.79, T.A.P.81,
WAP.11, ThA.P.1, ThAP.7, ThA,P.24,
ThA.P.38, Th.A.P.40, Th.A.P.107,
Th.A.P.108, Th.A.P.110, Th.A.P.112,
ThA.P.117, A.568, A.617, A.623, A.629,
M.B.0.26, M.B.0.27, T.B.0.9, Th.B.0.9,
Th.B.0.10, Th.B.0.56, Th.B.0.57,
M.B.P.40, M.B.P.163, M.B.P.164,
M.B.P.168, M.B.P.170, M.B.P.172,
M.B.P.173, M.B.P.357, T.B.P.11, T.B.P.92,
T.B.P.101, T.B.P.102,T.B.P.104,
T.B.P.108, T.B.P.116, T.B.P.119,
T.B.P.121, T.B.P.126, T.B.P.127,
T.B.P.130,T.8.P.131, T.B.P.135,
T.B.P.137, T.B.P.141, T.B.P.142,
T.B.P.143, T.B.P.144, T.B.P.230,

T.B.P.231, T.B.P.232,T.B.P.243,
T.B.P.337, T.B.P.338, T.B.P.348,
W.B.P.100, W.B.P.101, W.B.P.102,
W.B.P.104, W.B.P.108, W.B.P.112,
W.B.P.113, W.B.P.114, W.B.P.116,
W.B.P.117, W.B.P.129, W.B.P.131,
W.B.P.138, W.B.P.143, W.B.P.150,
W.B.P.156, W.B.P.159, W.B.P.160,
W.B.P.166, W.8.P.168, W.B.P.171,
W.B.P.172, W.B.P,173, W.B.P.174,
W.B.P.179, Th.B.P.110, Th.B.P.126,
ThB.P.169, Th.B.P.170, Th.B.P.176,
Th.B.P.338, Th.B.P.365, Th.B.P.369,
B.536, B.539, B.549, B.551, B.553, B.556,
B.603, B.605, B.617, B.618, B.624, B.629,
B.635, B.642, M.C.P.100, M.C.P.111,
T.C.P.46, W.C.P.38, Th.C.P.37, meres
Th.C.P.55, Th.C.P.86, C.569, W.D.P.
ThE.P.7, ThEP.2t, ThEPOS, TREP28,
E.710, E.718,E.719, E.730, E.731,
W.G.P.1, W.G.P.15, Th.G.P.9, Th.H.P.18

counselling
M.A.P.55, M.A.P,59, M.A.P.75, M.A.P.76,
M.B.P.155, B.554, T.D.0.18, W.D.P.15,
T.E.0.10, Th.E.P.9, Th.E.P.10, Th.E.P.29,
E.678,E.712,ETM,Nea M.G.0.17

ethical and leg
M.B.P.152, BeePEPAA, Th.E.P.29,
T.F.0.13

evaluation
W.A.0.9, Th.A.0.10, Th.A.0.14,
M.A.P.118,T.A.P.81, T.A.P.108, Th.A.P.2,
ThA.P.88, Th.A.P.107, Th.A.P.108,
ThA.P.116, Th.A.P.118, A.509, 4.512,
A534, A.552, A.593, M.B.0.25, M.B.0.27,
Th.B.0.9, Th.B.0.59, M.B.P.99,
M.B.P.107, M.B,P.153, M.B.P.170,
M.B.P.218, M.B.P.361, T.B.P.82, T.B.P.97,
T.B.P.100, T.B.P.113, T.B.P.120,
T.B.P.123, T.B.P.125, T.B.P.126,
T.B.P.127, T.B.P.131, T.B.P.141,
T.B.P.142, T.B.P.144, T.B.P.145,
T.B.P.201, T.B.P.221, T.B.P.233,
T.B.P.241, T.B.P.242,T.B.P.332,
T.B.P.333, T.B.P.335, T.B.P.336,
T.B.P.339, T.B.P.342, TBPSAT. WBP.6,
W.B.P.17, W.B.P.97, W.B.
W.B.P.102, W.B.P.106, WEP,
W.B.P.129, W.B.P.147, W.B.P.153,
W.B.P.154, W.B.P.161, W.B.P.162,
W.B.P.169, W.B.P.170, W.B.P.171,
W.B.P.172, W.B.P.175, W.B.P.177,
W.B.P.178, W.B.P.200, Th.B.P.112,
Th.B.P.123, Th.B.P.149, B.542, B.548,
B.549, B.550, B.551, B.554, B.556, B.557,
B.561, B.578, B.619, B.623, B.635, B.636,
B.640, B.644, M.C.P.100, Th.C.P,80,
Th.C.P.104, 0.513, C.569, C.622, C.765,
C.779, Th.D.P.24, Th.E.P.21, Th.E.P.31,
E.709, E.730, £.731, M.G.0.5, W.G.P.15,
Th.G.P.7, Th.G.P.8, Th.G.P.9, Th.H.P.18

in hospitals
T.A.0.5, MA.P.10, MA.P.16, T.A.P.23,
W.A.P.8, Th.A.P.9, ThA.P.12,A521,
A.529, A.558, A.562, T.B.P.126,
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T.B.P.127, T.B.P.144, B.510, TEPAS,
aieT.G.0.20, M.G.P.15

ÀWAO2S, W.B.P.228, T.E.P.56,
WEP Th.E.P.31, E.721

pregnancy and perinatal
T.A.0.18, W.A.0.8, W.A.0.9, W.A.0.11,
W.A.0.12, M.A.P.6, M.A.P.8, M.A.P.12,
MA.P.15, W.AP.2, WAPS, WAP.8,
W.A.P.11, W.A,P.52, Th.A.P.39, M.B.P.2,
N.B.P.5, M.B.P.8, M.B.P.12, M.B.P.14,
M.B.P.25, M.B.P.29, M.B.P.30, M.B.P.31,
M.B.P.34,T.B.P.160, T.B.P.195,
T.B.P.198, T.B.P.202, T.B.P.212,

T.B.P.217, T.B.P.220, T.B.P.231,
T.B.P.238, T.B.P.343, Th.B.P.34, B.503,
B.504, B.585, W.D.P.58, Th.E.P.16,
Th.E.P.23, Th.E.P.27, E.716, T.G.0.19,
W.G.0.26, W.G.0.30, W.G.0.30,
Th.G.0.28, Th.G.0.51, M.G.P.16,

meatal” Th.G.P.2, G.507

WATh.E.P.16, Th.E.P.31, W.F.P.4

MAO. M.A.P.19, M.A.P.21, M.A.P.23,
D.723, Th.E.P.32, E.721

psychology
A.638, T.B.P.160, T.B.P.192, W.B.P.192,
W.B.P.194, W.B.P.210, W.B.P.228, D.714,
M.E.P.51, Th.€.P.9, Th.€.P.24, £.729

saliva antibodies
T.B.P.238, W.B.P.156, T.C.P.64

STD clinics
N.A.0.20, M.A.0.22, M.A.0.23, M.A.0.25,
Th.A.0.18, M.A.P.54, M.A.P.57, M.A.P.58,
MA.P.6t, M.A.P.62, M.A.P.66, M.A.P.67,
MA.P.68, M.A.P.69, M.A.P.72, M.A.P.73,
M.A.P.74, M.A.P.86, T.A.P.3, T.A.P.52,
T.A.P.89, T.A.P.112, T.A.P.118, Th.A.P.16,
À.523, À.528, A.580, A.614, M.D.P28,
M.D.P.30, W.D.P.82, D.557, W.E.P.53,
ThE.P.8,Th.EP.18, Th.E.P.25,Th.E.P.28,
E713, £.716, E.724, 1.G.0.22, ThG.0.31,
Th.G.0.35,T.G.P.18, W.G.P.4, W.G.P28,
W.G.P.29, Th.G.P.5

other
M.A.0.6, M.A.0.14, M.A.0.17, M.A.0.21,
M.A.0.28, T.A.0.5, Th.A.0.19, M.A.P.2,

Th.A.P.96, A.501,ASI, A514,‘A515,
A518, A.520, A525, A584, A.585, A.629,

MBP.149,MB.P.174,TBP.138,
T.B.P.333, T.B.P.336, T.B.P.341,
T.B.P.357, W.B.P.56, W.B.P.90,
W.B.P.115, W.B.P.148, W.B.P.173,
W.B.P.176, Th.B.P.85, Th.B.P.114,
Th.B.P.154, Th.B.P.175, Th.8.P.231,
Th.B.P.236, Th.B.P.271, B.511, B.617,
B.622, B.643, W.C.0.47, Th.C.0.46,
W.C.P.23, Th.C.P.128, C.766, M.D.0.6,
T.D.0.9, M.D.P.10, W.D.P.8, Th.D.P.63,
D.586, Th.E.0.4, W.E.P.31, Th.E.P.7,
Th.E.P.13, Th.E.P.25, E.714, E.728,

E.783, M.G.P.22, M.G.P.25, T.G.P.10,
W.G.P.2, W.G.P.30, Th.G.P.26, Th.G.P.30,
G.501, G.503, G.512, G.515

SEROREVERSION
W.A.P.45,A.616, T.B.P.240, NEPs
W.B.P.176, T.C.P.134, C.502, W.D.P.

SEROTONIN
W.B.P.194, Th.B.P.224, Th.B.P.237

SERUM ENHANCING FACTORS
see Antibody-dependent enhancement
see C pl t-denendent }
 

SERVICE UTILIZATION
M.A.0.24, M.A.P.59, W.A.P.98,A.504,
A.506, A.597, A.608, A.627, A.628,B.607,
Th.D.P.15, M.E.P.55, M.E.P.56, E.541,
T.G.P.4, M.H.0.9, M.H.0.11, M.H.0.17,
T.H.O.2, M.H.P.1, M.H.P.2, M.H.P.9,
M.H.P.11, M.H.P.12, M.H.P.17, T.H.P.3,

ThHP.3, ThHPS, ThHP.10, ThHP.11

SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR
analysis of risks
TAO.16, T.A.0.40, W.A.0.27, MA.P.47,
T.A.P.83, T.A.P.105, T.A.P.117, W.A.P.40,
W.A.P.46, W.A.P.91, W.A.P.116,
Th.A.P.52, Th.A.P.57, A.507, A.522,
A524, M.B.0.19, M.B.P.28, T.B.P.341,
T.D.0.8, T.D.0.21, T.D.0.29, W.D.0.1,
W.D.0.4, M.D.P.3, M.D.P.4, M.D.P.5,
M.D.P.19, M.D.P.23, M.D.P.25, M.D.P.26,
M.D.P.28, M.D.P.30, M.D.P.83, T.D.P.1,
T.D.P.6, T.D.P.17, T.D.P.18, T.D.P.19,
T.D.P.28, T.D.P.37, T.D.P.75, T.D.P.80,
T.D.P.82, T.D.P.92, W.D.P.30, W.D.P.36,
W.D.P.46, W.D.P.51, W.D.P.52, W.D.P.70,
W.D.P.82, Th.D.P.8, Th.D.P.6, Th.D.P.17,
Th.D.P.19, Th.D.P.23, Th.D.P.25,
Th.D.P.30, Th.D.P.53, Th.D.P.57,
Th.D.P.60, Th.D.P.83, D.507, D.510,
D.518, D.527, D.529, D.547, D.580, D.665,
D.666, D.673, D.Te2ae. D.123,
M.E.0.32, W.E.P.3
Th.E.P.37, ThEPA,REP, E.515,
E.522, E.651, E.812, W.G.0.22
W.G.0.24, Th.G.0.30, W.G.P.11,
W.G.P.20, Th.G.P.15, Th.G.P.23, G.520,
W.H.P.24

and testing
M.A.0.22, M.A.P.21, T.A.P.8, Th.B.P.178,
T.D.0.11, E.712

bisexuals
M.A.P.76, M.A.P.120, T.A.P.21, T.A.P.58,
T.A.P.113, W.A.P.24, W.A.P.39, W.A.P.92,
T.D.0.6, W.D.0.6, M.D.P.23, M.D.P.28,
M.D.P.31, T.D.P.18, T.D.P.20, T.D.P.33,
T.D.P.35, T.D.P.39, W.D.P.9, W.D.P.27,
W.D.P.89, D.528, 0.555, D.713, M.E.P.36,
M.E.P.43, W.E.P.7, Th.E.P.48, Th.E.P.74,
Th.E.P.75, £.544, M.G.P.14

gay men
M.A.0.42, Th.A.O.16, M.A.P.76,
M.A.P.120,T.A.P.20, T.A.P.21, T.A.P.58,
TA.P.84, W.A.P.24, W.A.P.36, W.A.P,39,
W.A.P.42, W.A.P.44, W.A.P.69, W.A.P.92,
ThA.P.33, Th.A.P.42, A.524, A.570,
Th.B.P.178, B.627, Th.C.0.36,T.D.0.22,

TEP47, W.EP.7, ThE.P.48,“ThE.P.74,
ThEP.75.EE.517, E.544

hetero:
TAO16, SWAOO, M.A.P.107, TA.P.14,
T.A.P.40, T.A.P.84, T.A.P.91, T.A.P.94,
T.A.P.97, T.A.P.100, T.A.P.101, T.A.P.105,
TA.P.106, T.A.P.112, W.A.P.18,
W.A.P.21, Th.A.P.11, Th.A.P.59, A.604,
A.635, M.B.P.28, M.B.P.141, B.557,
M.D.03, T.D.0.20, Th.D.0.14, M.D.P.13,
T.D.P.1, T.D.P.2, T.D.P.34,T.D.P.43,

D.678,D721,‘D722,TEP.AT, ThGP.4,
Th.G.P.29

intravenous drug users
TAO.13, TAPBI,31,TAPAQ, T.A.P.47,
TA.P.112, T.A.P.113, W.A.P.88
Th.A.P.64, Th.A.P.101, M.B.P.27,
W.D.0.5, Th.D.0.5, Th.D.0.15, T.D.P.77,
W.D.P.62, W.D.P.64, W.D.P.79, W.D.P.85,
Th.D.P.6, Th.D.P.12,Dre
Th.D.P.47, Th.D.P.64, Th.D
Th.D.P.83, D.589, D.597, DSTTEP.A7,
T.E.P.38, Th.E.P.4

safer sex
.M.A.0.22, M.A.0.37, M.A.P.47, M.A.P.120,
T.A.P.76, W.A.P.44, W.A.P.93, W.A.P.100,
W.A.P.116, A.570, A.636, M.B.P.4,
Th.B.P.178, M.D.0.4, T.D.0.8, T.D.0.20,
W.D.0.2, M.D.P.21, M.D.P.27, M.D.P.38,
T.D.P.31, T.D.P.36, T.D.P.43, T.D.P.76,
T.D.P.83, T.D.P.91, W.D.P.57, Th.D.P.81,
Th.D.P.88, D.551, M.E.0.10, M.£.0.33,

Th.E.P.39, TREP.78, E.519, E.525,
E.544,E.619, E.653, E.724, T.G.O8,
TGO11

seropositive partners
T.A.0.16, T.A.0.17, W.A.0.19, W.A.0.22,
M.A.P.107,T.A.P.88,T.A.P.90, T.A.P.95,
TA.P.99, T.A.P.104, T.A.P.109, T.A.P.114,
W.A.P.40, W.A.P.93, ThA.P.1, Th.A.P.71,
W.B.P.367, Th.B.P.33, Th.B.P.34, C.739,
T.D.0.35,T.D.P.41, T.D.P.53, W.D.P2,
Th.D.P.4, D.571, D.576, D.686, T.E.P.29

ther
A,515, M.D.0.1, Th.E.P.22, E.649

see also Prostitutes; Transmission

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
W.B.P.189, B.608, T.D.0.22, E.548

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED
DISEASES(STD)

M.A.0.23, M.A.0.34, Th.A.0.17,
Th.A.0.21, M.A.P.53, M.A.P.90,T.A.P.32,
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TA.P.58, T.A.P.76, T.A.P.83,T.A.P.84,
T.A.P.87, T.A.P.91, T.A.P.102, T.A.P.118,
T.A.P.119, W.A.P.37, W.A.P.39, W.A.P.45,
W.A.P.85, Th.A.P.16, Th.A.P.51,
Th.A.P.100, A.506, M.B.P.57, M.B.P.146,
M.B.P.181, W.B.P.51, W.B.P.53,
W.B.P.56, B.557, W.CP.86, 7.0.0.5,
T.D.P.2, T.D.P.17, W.D.P.3, WD.P.15,
W.D.P.20, W.D.P.52, Morse
Th.D.P.23, Th.D.P.44, D.507, D
D.693, D.696, TEPA4, E716, E722,
E.735, Th.G.0.36, Th.G.0.53, M.G.P.2,
W.G.P.16, W.G.P.18, W.G.P.21,
W.G.P.28, Th.G.P.5, Th.G.P.24

SHO-SAIKO-TOH
W.B.P.292, M.C.P.144, M.C.P.148

SIMIAN D-TYPE RETROVIRUS
T.C.0.39, W.C.P.32, W.C.P.52,
W.C.P.146, W.C.P.147

SINUSITIS
M.B.P.203

SIV
M.C.0.5, M.C.0.6, M.C.0.25,T.C.0.17,
T.C.0.30, T.C.0.36, T.C.0.40,T.C.0.41,
T.C.0.42, wes T.C.0.45, W.C.0.12,
W.C.0.42, W.C.0.45, W.C.0.50,
M.C.P.16, MOPSS M.C.P.45, M.C.P.47,
T.C.P.10, T.C.P.100, T.C.P.115,
T.C.P.134, W.C.P.7, W.C.P.9, W.C.P.10,
W.C.P.12, W.C.P.15, W.C.P.18, W.C.P.23,
W.C.P.25, W.C.P.30, W.C.P.33, W.C.P.34,
W.C.P.75, W.C.P.89, Th.C.P.23,
Th.C.P.58, Th.C.P.78, Th.C.P.89,
Th.C.P.107, C.502, C.510, C.540, C.681,
C.696, C.746, C.758

SJOGREN’S SYNDROME
Th.B.P.116

SKIN DISEASES
epithelioid angiomatosis

MB.P.36
herpes zoster

M.B.P.176, M.B.P.178, M.B.P.188,
Th.G.0.35, W.G.P.24

psoriasis
ThA.P.107, W.B.0.17, M.B.P.187,
M.B.P.365, T.B.P.330, B.530

Steven Johnson’s syndrome
T.B.P.43

other
M.B.P.111, M.B.P.176, M.B.P.177,
M.B.P.180, M.B.P.181, M.B.P.182,
M.B.P.183, M.B.P.184, M.B.P.185,
M.B.P.186, M.B.P.188,T.B.P.149,
T.B.P.292, T.B.P.309, T.B.P.316,
aT.B.P.372, T.B.P.373,
W.B.P.49, W.B.P.297, Th.B.P.71,
Th.B.P328, B.530, B.584

SKIN TESTING

W.B.P.274, W.B.P.279, Th.B.P.82,
Th.B.P.114, Th.B.P.115, W.C.P.97,
W.C.P.145

other
B.639, B.639
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SMOK
TAO©.8 Th.B.P.75

SMS201-995
C.612

SOCIAL IMPACT
M.B.P.305, W.B.P.215, B.607, W.D.P.67,
D.543, Th.E.0.13, Th.E.P.19, E.510,
M.F.P.8, M.F.P.11, T.F.P.5, Th.F.P.12,
M.G,P.30,T.G.P.13, T.G.P.15, W.H.P.14

SOCIAL SUPPORT
W.B.0.40, M.B.P.311, W.B.P.64,
W.B.P.219, W.B.P.238, W.B.P.262,B.595,
B.646, C.618, M.D.P.46, D.675, D.677,
D.690, M.E.0.17, T.£.0.1, M.E.P.64,
M.E.P.65, M.E.P.69, E.510, E.532, E.533

SOCIOECONOMIC MODELS
Th.E.0.14, W.H.0.8, W.H.0.9, W.H.0.16,
W.H.0.17, T.H.P.27, W.H.P.9, W.H.P.14

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
M.A.0.41, T.A.0.18, M.A.P.53, WA.P.1,
W.A.P.25, M.D.P.29, W.D.P.60, D.690,
Th.E.0.15, M.E.P.13, W.E.P.51, Th.E.P.5,
Th.E.P.19, E.637, W.G.0.22, M.G.P.18,
W.G.P.20

SOMATOSTATIN
W.B.P.43

SOMATOSTATIN ANALOG
M.C.P.112

SPECIMEN BANK
Th.E.P.70

SPERMICIDES
M.A.0.36, M.A.0.37, Th.A.0.15,
W.A.P.102, D.544, T.E.P.61

SPINAL CORD
W.C.P.55

SPLEEN
W.B.0.12, M.B.P.377, T.B.P.272,
T.B.P.273, T.B.P.275, B.524

S-POLYSACCHARIDES
W.C.0.23

STAFF STRESS
see Health care personnel

STAGES
see Progression

STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS
M.B.P.72, M.B.P.287

STD
see Sat transmitted diseases

STIGM
AS, D.631,METh.E.P.44, E.504,
E.554,T.F.0.3,

STRAIN VARIATION.
ThA.P.114, M.C.0.6, M.C.0.9, M.C.0.20,
T.C.0.37,T.C.0.41, Th.C,0.28, M.C.P.87,
T.C.P.91, T.C.P.111, T.C.P.122,
T.C.P.124, W.C.P.96, Th.C.P.11,
Th.C.P.17, Th.C.P.50, Th.C.P.71,
Th.C.P.74, Th.C.P.76, Th.C.P.85,
Th.C.P.91, Th.C.P.120, Th.C.P.125, 0.643,
C.659, C.696, M.F.P.3

STRAINS, VIRULENCE
T.C.P.94, T.C.P.134, W.C.P.2, W.C.P.7,
Th.C.P.100, Th.C.P.116, Th.C.P.117, C.646

STREET KIDS
see Adolescents

STREPTOMYCIN
Th.B.P.61

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
(NON-INTRAVENOUS)

M.A.P.56, T.A.P.32, T.A.P.48, A.516,
M.B.P.256, W.B.P.197, W.B.P.210,
W.B.P.217, Th.B.P.331, Th.B.P.380,
C.711, W.D.0.4, M.D.P.24,eae
W.D.P.61, W.D.P.82, Th.D
Th.D.P.44, Th.D.P.75, nDPas D.587,
D.604, D.706, E.726

see also Alcohol; Intravenous drug users;
Nitrite inhalants

SUGAR ANALOGUES
M.C.0.18, M.C.P.93, M.C.P.134,
M.C.P.141, Th.C.P.43

SUGAR
see Oligosaccharides

SUICIDE
A.554, M.B.P.383, W.B.P.214, D.676

SULPHATED COMPOUNDS
M.C.P.75, M.C.P.75, M.C.P.79, C.595,
C.607, C.623

SUPPORT GROUPS
M.B.P.317, M.B.P.381, Th.B.P.35, C.617,
M.D.P.92, W.D.P.7, W.D.P.18, Th.D.P.7,
Th.D.P.54, D.546, D.554, D.565, D.568,
D.571, D.576, D.598, D.602, D.617, D.645,
D.649, D.651, D.687, D.704, D.720,
M.E.0.16, M£.0.28, W.E.0.6, M.E.P.1,
M.E.P.51, W.E.P.16, Th.E.P.33, E.809,
Th.F.PP.203, T.B.P.273, W.B.P.381,
Th.B.P.349, B.531

SURVEILLANCE
M.A.0.5, M.A.0.6, M.A.0.11, M.A.0.21,
T.A.0.6, T.A.0.9, T.A.0.10, T.A.0.26,
T.A.0.27, W.A.0.1, W.A.0.2, W.A.0.14,
W.A.0.17, W.A.0.29, Th.A.0.11,
Th.A.0.12, Th.A.0.14, M.A.P.2, M.A.P.3,
M.A.P.4, M.A.P.10, M.A.P.16, M.A.P.17,
M.A.P.61, M.A.P.64, M.A.P.117, T.A.P.5,
T.A.P.25, T.A.P.35, T.A.P.37, TA.P.56,
T.A.P.61, T.A.P.65, T.A.P.66, T.A.P.68,
T.A.P.69, T.A.P.70,T.A.P.71, TA.P.72,
T.A.P.73, T.A.P.77, TA-P.79,T.A.P.80,
W.A.P.4, W.A.P.10, W.A.P.12, W.A.P.15,
W.A.P.18, W.A.P.20, W.A.P.25, W.A.P.28,
W.A.P.29, W.A.P.35, W.A.P.60, W.A.P.83,
W.A.P.86, W.A.P.119, Th.A.P.76,
ThA.P.115, Th.A.P.120, A.526, A.530,
A535, A.537, A.547, A.551, A.567, A.569,
A575, A.578, A.588, A.590, A.591, A.595,
A.607, A.619, A.635, T.B.P.157,
T.B.P.346,T.B.P.364, W.B.P.155,
Th.B.P.44, B.541, B.633, B.646,
W.G.0.13, W.G.0.25, T.GP.2, Th.G.P.18,
Th.G.P.28, G.502, W.H.P.15, Th.H.P.26
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SURVEY
attitudes and knowledge

W.A.0.20, W.A.0.26,WAO227,
W.A.0.28, M.A.P.53, M.A.P.60,T.A.P.19,
W.A.P.85, W.A.P.91, W.A.P.97,
W.A.P.115, W.A.P.117, Th.A.P.33, A.512,

M.D.P.12, M.D.P.13, M.D.P.14, M.D.P.16,
M.D.P.17, M.D.P.18, M.D.P.20, M.D.P.26,
M.D.P.27, M.D.P.30, M.D.P.32, M.D.P.33,
M.D.P.35, M.D.P.37, M.D.P.40, M.D.P.42,
M.D.P.44, M.D.P.50, M.D.P.52, M.D.P.54,
M.D.P.55, M.D.P.56, M.D.P.57, M.D.P.58,
M.D.P.59, M.D.P.60, M.D.P.64, M.D.P.65,
M.D.P.66, M.D.P.69, M.D.P.70, M.D.P.71,
M.D.P.77, M.D.P.79, M.D.P.80, M.D.P.82,
M.D.P.84, M.D.P.86, M.D.P.89, M.D.P.90,
T.D.P.7, T.D.P.8,T.D.P.9, T.D.P.10,
T.D.P.11, T.D.P.13,T.D.P.13,T.D.P.15,
T.D.P.19, T.D.P.21, T.D.P.25, T.0.P.40,
T.D.P.50, T.D.P.55,T.D.P.85,T.D.P.90,
W.D.P.6, W.D.P.18, W.D.P.21, W.D.P.29,
W.0.P.30, W.D.P.31, W.D.P.35, W.D.P.43,
W.D.P.47, W.D.P.60, W.D.P.62, Th.D.P.8,
Th.D.P.19, Th.D.P.20, Th.D.P.52,
Th.D.P.72, Th.D.P.76, Th.D.P.80,
Th.D.P.92, D.510, D.526, D.527, D.530,
D.538, D.542, 0.544, 0.545, D.590, D.595,
D.605, 0.625, 0.626,D.642, 0.647, D.659,

M.E.P.14, M.E.P.18,‘ME.P.30, M.E.P.33,
M.E.P.43, M.E.P.63, M.E.P.66, M.E.P.70,
T.E.P.1, T.E.P.6,T.E.P.7, T.E.P.14,
T.E.P.20, T.E.P.21, T.E.P.26,T.E.P.31,
T.E.P.34,T.E.P.36, T.E.P.39, T.E.P.47,
W.E-P.1, W.E.P.10, W.E.P.11, W.E.P.12,
W.E.P.14, W.E.P.17, W.E.P.19, W.E.P.22,
W.E.P.31, W.E.P.38, W.E.P.49, W.E.P.51,
W.E.P.53, W.E.P.58, W.E.P.59, W.E.P.63,
W.E.P.65, W.E.P.68, W.E.P.69, W.E.P.73,
W.E.P.75, W.E.P.76, Th.E.P.10,
TRE.P.11, Th.E.P.13, Th.E.P.27,
Th.E.P.28, Th.E.P.35, Th.E.P.39,
Th.E.P.46, Th.E.P.48, Th.E.P.53,
Th.E.P.56, Th.E.P.59, Th.E.P.74,
Th.E.P.76, E.504, E.515, E.525, E.526,
E.543, E.549, E.552, E.553, E.562, E.563,
E.565, E.570, E.580, E.581, E.584, E.587,
E.590, E.596, E.599,E.600, E.606, E.607,
E.608, E.609, E.614, E.619, E.620, E.621,
£.622, £.627, E.629, E.635, £.637, E.638,
E.639, E.642, E.644, E.648, E.649, E.651,
E.652,E.653, E.654, E.662, E.667, E.669,
E.676, E.681, E.699, E.704, E.705,E.723,
E.726, E.745, E.746, E.747, E.752, E.763,
E.764, E.766, E.769, E.772, ETS E.787,
E.794, Th.F.0.7, W.F.P.1, W.F.P.
ThF.P.7, ThF.P.14, MG.0.13, 6.0.14,
M.G.0.18, W.G.0.21, W.G.P.27,
Th.G.P.16, Th.G.P.20, Th.H.P.29,
ThH.P.30

methodology
Th.A.0.13, Th.A.0.14, T.A.P.26,
Th.A.P.39, T.B.P.358, W.B.P.61,
W.B.P.240, W.B.P.270, M.D.0.6,
T.D.0.11, M.D.P.37, M.D.P.52, M.D.P.65,
T.D.P.90, W.D.P.73, D.537, D.587, D.588,
D.679, M.E.0.36, Th.E.P.50, E.614, E.648,
E.851, E.711, T.F.0.13, W.F.0.7, T.H.P.28

SURVIVAL
T.A.0.36, M.A.P.91, M.A.P.108, W.A.P.34,
W.A.P.65, W.A.P.76, W.A.P.77, W.A.P.78,
W.A.P.80, W.A.P.81, W.A.P.82, W.A.P.83,
A559, A.563, A.608, M.8.0.45, M.B.0.46,
T.B.0.11, T.B.0.27, W.B.0.39,T.B.P.18,

.366,Th.
Th.B.P.63, TE.P25, WG.02,THPA,
Th.H.P.16

SURVIVORS
T.B.P.77, D.566

SUSCEPTIBILITY
Th.A.P.83, Th.B.P.366

SYNERGY
M.C.P.42, M.C.P.55, M.C.P.87, M.C.P.97,
M.C.P.110, M.C.P.128, C.620

SYNTHETASE,2-54
Th.B.0.26

SYPHILIS
Th.A.0.18, MA.P.18, M.A.P.56, MA.P.71,
M.A.P.90, T.A.P.90, W.A.P.7, WA.P.45,
W.A.P.84, A.543, M.B.0.33, M.B.0.34,
M.B.0.35, T.B.P.371, W.B.P.49, W.B.P.50,
W.B.P.51, W.B.P.52, W.B.P.53, W.B.P.54,
W.B.P.55, W.B.P.56, W.B.P.57, W.B.P.58,
W.B.P.59, M.C.P.133, Th.G.0.28,
T.G.P.32, W.G.P.1

see also Sexually transmitted diseases

SYSTEMIC LUPUS
ERYTHEMATOSUS

Th.B.P.180

T CELLS, UNSPECIFIED
M.B.P.8, M.B.P.220,T.B.P.86, T.B.P.208,
W.B.P.76, W.B.P.316, Th.B.P.121,
Th.B.P.156, Th.B.P.158, Th.B.P.163,
Th.B.P.167, Th.B.P.240, B.621

see also CD4, CD8

TARGET CELLS
B.558, M.C.0.17, M.C.0,29, T.C.0.18,
W.C.0.6,T.C.P.8, T.C.P.99, T.C.P.123,
T.C.P.143, W.C.P.39, W.C.P.90,
W.C.P.91, W.C.P.100, W.C.P.106,
W.C.P.117, W.C.P.132, Th.C.P.17,
Th.C.P.101, Th.C.P.134, Th.C.P.135,
C.596, C.598

EARS
Th.B.P.130

TEENAGERS
see Adolescents

TERMINAL CARE
see Palliative care

TESTING
see Serologic tests

TESTIS/EPIDIDYMIS
W.C.P.100

THERMOGRAPHY
W.B.P.242

THROMBOCYTOPENIA
M.A.P.88, M.B.0.49, W.B.0.7, W.B.0.8,
W.B.0., W.B.0.10, W.B.0.11, W.B.0.12,
M.B.P.248, M.B.P.249, T.B.P.269,
T.B.P.270, T.B.P.271, T.B.P.272,
T.B.P.273, T.B.P.274, T.B.P.275,
T.B.P.276,T.B.P.277,T.B.P.278,
T.B.P.308, W.B.P.310, W.B.P.349, B.509,
B.516, 8.518, B.584, 8.606, M.C.P.78,
W.C.P.99, C.729

THROMBOTIC
T YTOPENIC PURPURA

THYMIDINE KINASE
W.B.P.92

HYMUS
T.B.P.370, M.C.0.30, W.C.P.110, C.715

TOLERANCE
Th.8.0.6, T.B.P.255, T.B.P.310,
heaW.B.P.30, B.597, W.E.0.12,
M.F.0.18

TOXOPLASM.
MB.0.36, 48.037, M.B.P.225,
M.B.P.226, M.B.P.264, T.B.P.47, T.B.P.48,
W.B.P.23, W.B.P.24, W.B.P25, WB.P26,
W.B.P.27, W.B.P.28, W.B.P.29, W.B.P.30,
W.B.P.31, W.B.P.32, W.B.P.33, W.B.P.34,
W.B.P.35, Th.B.P.205, Th.B.P.213,
Th.B.P.246, B.563, W.C.P.63, C.763

TRAINING
see Health care personnel

TRANSFUSIONS
M.A.0.7, M.A.0.10, M.A.P.31, M.A.P.34,

T.B.P.167, T.B.P.323, T.B.P.324,
T.B.P.325,T.B.P.344, T.B.P.346,
T.B.P.353, T.B.P.356,T.B.P.360
W.B.P.65, W.B.P.285, W.B.P.345,
W.B.P.375, B.636, Th.H.P.27

see also Blood banks

TRANSGENES
W.C.P.22, C.670

TRANSIENT SEROPOSITIVITY
T.B.P.164

TRANSMISSION
anal sex

T.A.P.117, Th.A.P.55, A.569, B.627, D.692
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blood pro
MAOMAOS, M.A.0.10, Th.A.0.19,
ThA.0.31, M.A.P.31, M.A.P.93, M.A.P.35,
MA.P.37, M.A.P.39, MA.P.44, MA.P.107,
T.A.P.106, ThAP.61, M.B.P.150,
MB.P.151, M.B.P.154, M.B.P.160,
M.B.P.161, M.B.P.169, M.B.P.369,
T.B.P.198, T.B.P.194, ThB.P.199, B.517,
Th.C.P.21, T.D.P.83, W.D.P.10, T.E.P.19,
E.623, E.666, E.683, T.G.P.8, Th.H.P.22

dynamics

M.A.0.23, T.A.0.13, T.A.0.15, T.A.0.16,
WA.O.5, M.A.P.31, T.A.P.63, T.A.P.93,
TAP.94, TAP.95, TAP.116, WAP.3,
WAP.12, WAP.20, ThAP.
Th.A.P.54, Th.A.P.65, ThAP.73, A515,
A524, A.605, A.635, TBP104, T.G.0.24,
T.G.P.18, Th.G.P.18, Th.G.P.
WHP.16, W.H.P.18, ThHP22 Th.H.P.23

intravenous drug users

M.A.0.38, T.A.P.39,PebaAP56,
TAPAM, WA.P21, WA.
ThA.P.19, ThA.P.55, ThAPTS A543,
PDESS,nDPSB, E.623, E.800,
E.801,

occu atonal©
W.A.0.1, W.A.0.2, M.A.P.32, Th.A.P.44,
ThA.P.47, ThA.P.48, À503, A.618,
M.B.P.138, M.C.O.7, M.D.P.42, M.D.P,72,
AOEes E.521, £.683, £.752, E,757,

F.

organ transplants
B.520

prophylaxis
M.B.P.314, B.585, M.H.P.26

vaginal sex
MA.0.33, T.A.0.14, T.A.0.15, T.A.0.19,
ThA.O.15, Th.A.0.19, M.A.P.58, T.A.P.3,
TA.P.4, T.A.P.87, T.A.P.103, T.A.P.105,
TA.P.108, TAP.110, TAP411,
T.A.P.115, W.A.P21, Hee A507,
A.543, A.569, A.606,‘MBP 57, T.B.P.200,
B.502, T.C.P.90,GPAC2
W.D.P.39, W.DP.41, W.
ThE,P.34, E.521, E623, MGR,
Th.H.P.23

vertical Gnetuting perinatal)
W.A.0.10, WAO7, Th.A.0.3, Th.A.0.4,
Th.A.0.6, Th.A.0.7, Th.AO8, Th.A.0.19,
M.A.P.25, W.A.P.47, WAP.49, WAA.P.50,
W.A.P.51, ThAP.15, A542, A604, A.606,
M.B.0.1, MBO2, M.B.0.3, M.B.0.4,
MBOS, MBOS, MB.0.40, M.B.0.42,
W.B.0.2, M.B.P.1, M.B.P.2, M.B.P.10,
MBP.12, MBP.17, MB.P.20, M.B.P.24,
M.B.P.26, M.B.P.33, MB.P.318,
TB.P.115, T.B.P.162,T.B.P.163,
T.B.P.165, T.B.P.166, T.BP.167,
T.B.P.173, T.B.P.174, T.B.P.178,
T.B.P.181, T.B.P.182, T.B.P.184,
T.B.P.185, T.B.P.186, T.B.P.189,
T.B.P.193, T.B.P.194,T.B.P.195,
T.B.P,198, T.B.P.200, T.B.P.201,
T.B.P.202, T.B.P.204, T.B.P.205,
T.B.P.208, T.B.P.209, T.B.P.210,
T.B.P.211, T.B.P.214, T.B.P.221,

T.B.P.227, T.B.P.229,T.B.P.233,
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T.B.P.235, T.B.P.237, T.B.P.239,
T.B.P.240, T.B.P.242, T.B.P.244,
T.B.P.245, T.B.P.249, TB.P257.
T.B.P.264, T.B.P,362, T.B.P.378,

Th.G.0.34, Th.G.0.50, Th.G.0.52,
Th.G.0.53, Th.G.0.54, M.G.P.9, M.G.P.27,
T.G,P.31, W.G.P.8, Th.G.P.17, Th.G.P27,
ome ThHP.22

VWAOS, Th.A.0.17, Th.A.0.20, M.A.P.51,
TAP.13, TA.P.17, T.A.P.27, T.A.P.85,
T.A.P.92, T.A.P.96,T.A.P.98, W.A.P.4,
W.A.P.39, W.A.P.48, W.A.P.52, ThAP.66,
A.533, A.602, M.B.0,3, M.B,P.1, T.B.P.19,
T.B.P.164, WB.P.266, Th.B.P.338, B.501,
B.502, B.557, M.C.0.29, W.C.P.86,
W.C.P.100, Th.C.P.81, C.651, C,781,
T.D.P.83, D.725, TEP.14, W.G.P.29,
W.H.P.22

see also Breastfeeding; Sexual behaviour;
Health care personnel

TRANSPLANTATION
M.B.P.279,T.B.P.38,T.B.P.285,
W.B.P.319, B.520, W.C.P.31

TRANSVESTITES
TAP.17

TREATMENT COSTS
see Cos

TRIMETHOPRIM-
SULFAMETHOXAZOLE

T.B.0.4, T.B.0.6,T.B.0.26, T.B.P.26,
TBP.32, TB.P.33, T.B.P.34, T.B.P.37,
T.B.P.44, T.B.P.68, T.B.P.69, T.B.P.316,
T.B.P.318, T.B.P.320, T.B.P.324,
Th.B.P.117, B.584, B.601, B.647

TRIMETREXATE
T.B.0.28

TROPICAL SPASTIC PARAPARESIS
SP

ThA.O,31, C.725

TUBERCULOSIS
see Mycobacterial infections

TUMOUR NECROSIS FACTOR
A620, Th.B.0.30, Th.B.P.79, Th.B.P.98,
MC.028, T.C.0.12, WC.O8, MC.P.101,
T.C.P.14, T.C.P.34, T.C.P.40, W.C.P.68,
W.C.P.77, W.C.P.78, W.C.P.82, W.C.P.83,
W.C.P.85, W.C.P.87, W.C.P.107
W.C.P.114, W.C.P.115, Th.C.P29, C.518,
C.525, C.713

TUMOURS
M.B.P.284, T.B.P.259, Th.C.0.40,
W.C.P.22, W.C.P.50, W.C.P.53, C.511,
C.702

ULCERS

M.A.0.35, T.A,P.102, M.B.P.50, M.B.P.57,
M.B.P.177, M.B.P.244, M.B.P.275

ULTRASONOGRAPHY
M.B.P.17, MEP255, MB:P259,
T.B.P.146, B.533

ULTRASTRUCTURE
. M.B.P.136, W.B.P.123, Th.B.P.251,
WC.P.118, C.700, C.784, C.784

URINE

M.B.P.35, M.B.P.74, M.B.P.267,
MBP274, M.B.P.339, WB.PS, WBP.11,

URINEANTIBODIES
W.B.P.142, W.B.P.159

UTILIZATION PATTERNS
M.H.0.14, T.H.0.3, WH.0.14, M.H.P.5,
M.H.P.6, M.H.P.18, T.H.P.1, T.H.P.23

VACCINE
chimpanzee

M.C.0.26
development methodolog

M.C.P.32, M.C.P.34, MCP.5, M.C.P.48,
M.C.P.149, C.523, C.742

evaluation

M.C.P.3, M.C.P.8, M.C.P.11, M.C.P.12,
MC.P14, MC.P24, MCP27, M.C.P.45,
reehas, W.C.P.11

FeL
“More

PHCO.s, M.C.P.12, M.C.P.14
idiotype

M.A.0.13, M.C.0.26

peptides
ey0%, M.C.P.13, C.544

REP.Th.C.0.32, Th.C.0.48,
The.0.50, M.C.P.8, MC.P.36, M.C.P.37

TORTI, W.C.P.5
rhesus
oOTh.C.0.48

LMo4 Th.C.0.45, M.C.P.27

Re, C.530
vaccinia recombinants

M.C.0.26,T.C.0.34, W.C.0.14,
Th.C.0.34, Th.C.0.47, M.C.P.10,
M.C.P.11, M.C.P,16, M.C.P.17, M.C.P.23,
M.C.P.26, M.C.P.31, M.C.P.36, M.C.P.47,
T.C.P.2, T.C.P.5, T.C.P.24, W.C.P.5,
W.CP.10, W.C.P.79, Th.C.P.95,
ThC-P. Th.C.P.110, Th.C.P.190, C.524

volunt

ThAP D.559, D.560, W.E.0.12, E,702
whol

__TnGOMs, M.C.P.44

REO4, Th.B.P.104, Th.B.P.120,
M.C.0.26, Th.C.0.49, W.C.P.11, W.G.0.3

see also Peptides

VAGINAL SECRETION

W.A.P.102, A.625, T.B.P.113
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VAGINAL SEX
see Transmission

VASCULAR LESIONS
M.B.P.62

VINBLASTIN
M.B.0.21, MB.P.65, T.B.P.290,
Th.B.P.341

VIRAL INTERFERENCE
C.755

VIRAL MORPHOLO
M.C.0.28,T.C.0.4,Go, T.C.P.70,

Th.C.P.145, C.760, C.77!

VIRUS-LIKE INFECTIOUS AGENTS

(VLIA)
C.738

VISNA
W.CP.at

VITAMIN B
TRBOO,ThBO4I, M.B.P.325,
T.B.P.307, T.0.0.11

VITAMIN D3
Th.C.P.13

VLIA
see Virus-like infectious agents

VOLUNTEERS
M.A.0.24, M.A.0.25, W.A.0.11, M.A.P.22,

ThE.P.45, ThE,P.69, Th.E.P.71, E.532,
E.533, £.536, E.680, E.703, E.761, E.809,
M.G.P.10, Th.G.P.3, T.H.P.2

WEIGHT LOSS
see Cachexia

WOMEN
M.A.0.18, M.A.0.36,T.A.0.15,T.A.0.40,
Th.A.0.12, Th.A.0.25, M.A.P.2, M.A.P.5,
MA.P.6, M.A.P.8, M.A.P.15, M.A.P.23,
M.A.P.28, T.A.P.28, T.A.P.40, T.A.P.47,
T.A.P.93, T.A.P.105, T.A.P.108, W.A.P.3,
W.A.P.6, W.A.P.8, W.A.P.10, W.A.P.11,
W.A.P.56, W.A.P.65, Th.A.P.11,
ThA.P.39, A.507, A.512, A.542, A.546,
A.558, A.563, A.606, A.625, M.B.P.29,
M.B.P.59, M.B.P.108, M.B.P.276,
M.B.P.292, M.B.P.297, T.B.P.95,
T.B.P.113, 0.590, T.D.0.17, T.D.0.25,
W.D.0.1, W.D.0.2, W.D.0.4, W.D.0.6,
Th.D.0.9, Th.D.0.10, Th.D.0.15, M.D.P.4,
T.D.P.18, T.D.P.75, W.D.P.16, W.D.P.20,
W.D.P.38.D.P.38, W.D.P.40, W.D.P.42, W.D.P.44,
W.D.P.47, W.D.P.48, W.D.P.49, W.D.P.50,
W.0.P.51, W.D.P.53, W.D.P.54, W.D.P.55,
W.D.P.56, W.D.P.57, W.D.P.59, W.D.P.60,
W.D.P.90, Th.D.P.1, Th.D.P.2, Th.D.P.3,
Th.D.P.5, Th.D.P.6, Th.D.P.7, Th.D.P.9,
Th.D.P.10, Th.D.P.11, Th.D.P.12,
Th.D.P.13, Th.D.P.15, Th.D.P.16,
Th.D.P.17, Th.D.P.18, Th.D.P.24,
Th.D.P.25, Th.D.P.26, Th.D.P.27,
Th.D.P.28, Th.D.P.60, Th.D.P.86, 0.541,
D.587, D.612, D.683,D.687, D.688, D.689,
D.690, D.691, D.692, D.694, D.695, 0.696,
D.706, D.715,T.E.0.3, W.E.0.24,

M.E.P.40, M.E.P.67, T.E.P.35, T.E.P.52,
W.E.P.41, Th.E.P.58, Th.E.P.59, E.505,
E.512, E.520, E.549, E.742, W.F.P.8,
W.G.0.22,Th.G.P.19, Th.G.P.24,
Th.G.P.26, G.515, M.H.P.25, Th.H.P.15,
Th.H.P.21, Th.H.P.23

ZIDOVUDINE
acyclovir

M.B.0.46, M.B.0.50, M.B.P.47, M.B.P.352,
W.B.P.318, W.B.P.321, W.B.P.350

anemia
M.B.0.48, M.B.P.328, M.B.P.358,
T.B.P.268, T.B.P.306, T.B.P.308,
T.B.P.324,T.B.P.325, W.B.P.338
peW.B.P.368, W.B.P.375, B.648

mWBOS, M.B.P.354, W.B.P.317,
W.B.P.332, W.B.P.373, C.610, W.D.P.19,
W.D.P.77

brain
W.B.P.24, W.B.P.255, W.B.P.341,
Th.B.P.194, W.C.P.24

children
M.B.0.43, W.B.0.2, M.B.P.324,
M.B.P.369, T.B.P.247, T.B.P.248,
T.B.P.250, T.B.P.251, T.B.P.252,
T.B.P.253, T.B.P.254, T.B.P.255,
W.B.P.183

cytomegalovirus
M.B.P.116, M.B:P.128

combined treatm:
W.B.04, WEOS,!M.B.P.128, M.B.P.338,
M.B.P.340, M.B.P.341, M.B.P.368,
T.B.P.43, T.B.P.46, T.B.P.46, T.B.P.77,
T.B.P.257, T.B.P.278,T.B.P.291,
T.B.P.322, T.B.P.381, W.B.P.318,
W.B.P.319, W.B.P.320, W.B.P.322,
W.B.P.323, W.B.P.324, W.B.P.327,
W.B.P.329, W.B.P.330, Wome
W.B.P.374, Th.B.P.309, M.C
M.C.P.113, M.C.P.116, MOP428, C.557,
C.592, C.620

cyclic adenosine
M.B.P.358

ddC
Th.B.0.4, C.592, C.620
se
M.B.P.324, M.B.P.342,T.B.P.306,
T.B.P.326, W.B.P.326, W.B.P.345,
W.B.P.346, W.B.P.351, W.B.P.362,
M.C.P.83, Th.C.P.98, C.633

economy
W.H.0.10, M.H.P.1, M.H.P.2

foscarnet
W.B.0.12, M.B.P.47, M.B.P.128, C.592,
C.620

hepatitis B virus
M.B.P.362

IFN
M.B.P.353, T.B.P.279, T.B.P.381,
W.B.P.321, W.B.P.322, W.B.P.323,
W.B.P.326, M.C.P.97

in asymptomatic disease
T.A.P.115, M.B.0.50, W.B.0.1, M.B.P.349,
M.B.P.352, W.B.P.322, W.B.P.325,
W.B.P.332, W.B.P.368

in vitro
M.B.P.353, Th.B.P.106, T.C.O.7,

M €. C.P.
hers Th.C.P.98, C.570, 0.593, C.621

TTBP2T0, TBPart T.B.P.273, T.B.P.306
intravenous drug u

M.B.P.361, WBP.336, W.B.P.373,
Th.B.P.164

Kaposi’s sarcoma
M.B.P.365,T.B.P.279, T.B.P.291,
T.B.P.298, T.B.P.331, T.B.P.380,
ineW.B.P.359

WEL, W.B.0.2, W.B.0.3, W.B.0.4,
W.B.0.5, M.B.P.9, MB.P.13, M.B.P.15,
M.B.P.22, M.B.P.323, M.B.P.324,
M.B.P.331, M.B.P.332, M.B.P.334,
M.B.P.338, M.B.P.340, M.B.P.341,
M.B.P.343, M.B.P.344, Th.8.P.198,
Th.B.P.204, M.C.P.54, M.C.P.64
M.C.P.94, M.C.P.98, W.CP8t, Th.C.P.88

levels
W.B.0.4, M.B.P.331, M.B.P.336,
M.B.P.337, M.B.P.339, M.B.P.342,
M.B.P.344, M.B.P.345, W.B.P.360,
Th.B.P.204, Th.C.P.88

mechanism
M.B.P.345,B.582, Th.C.0.21, M.C.P.120,
Th.C.P.79
onitor
ThA.P.72, Th.B.0.26, M.B.P.346,
T.B.P.313, W.B.P.332, W.B.P.337,
W.B.P.354, W.B.P.363, M.C.P.126,
T.C.P.67, Th.C.P.138, T.E.P.45

neurology
T.B.P.248, T.B.P.299, W.B.P.255,
W.B.P.331, Th.B.P.197, Th.B.P.210,
Th.B.P.215, Th.B.P.218, Th.B.P.268,
Th.B.P.278, C.610

Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia
T.B.P.73, W.B.P.347

Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia
suppression

W.B.P.358

pregnancy
M.B.P.9, M.B.P.13, M.B.P.15, M.B.P.22

quality oflife
T.B.P.325, T.B.P.329, W.B.P.187,
DRW.B.P.360, W.B.P.364, C.633,
.674

resistance
M.B.P.350, M.C.P.50, T.C.P.111,
Th.C.P.74, Th.C.P.76

semen
T.C.P.28, E.548

side effects
Th.A.P.45, M.B.0.47, M.B.0.49, M.B.0.50,
W.B.0.6, M.B.P.37, M.B.P.189, M.B.P.235,
M.B,P.239, M.B.P.325, M.B.P.326,
M.B.P.329, M.B.P.330, M.B.P.335,
M.B.P.337, M.B.P.363, M.B.P.364,
M.B.P.367, T.B.P.249, T.B.P.253,
T.B.P.268, T.B.P.277, T.B.P.305,
T.B.P.307, T.B.P.308, T.B.P.310,
T.B.P.314, T.B.P.315, T.B.P.321,
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T.B.P.322, T.B.P.326, T.B.P.327,
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